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BEFEBENCES TO THE TOTES AITD PROCEEDINGS, TOL. I—I"TK PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1S97.

A

PAPERS OBMJtED TO 
BE PRINTED,

TOE. PAGE.

ABATTOIR ROAD ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made [LIfr. Young) for kavu to brin» in, presented and read 1°, 427 ; read 2°, committed, 

reported without amendment, report adopted, 449; read S°, passed, and sent to Council,
4S8 ; returned without amendment, 481; Assent reported, 493.

ABATTOIRS
Public, G-ebbr Island

Substituted Regulation No. 3G, by Board of Health, laid on Table, 25.
ABORIGINES

Report of Board for Protection of. for 1896, laid on Table, 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES (Sec “ EINANCK”)- 
ADDRESSES

In Reply to Governor's Opening Speech :— _
Committee appointed to prepare, and Address brought upend feed by Cleric, 5; Motion made 

(Jfr. Dvgald Thomson) for adoption, 5 ; agreed to, 12 ; Reply to Address, IS.
CoNGEATPLATOur, TO HER MAJESTY ON COMPLETION OP THE SlNTJKTU YEAR OP HER ReIGN 

Motion made {Mr, Sefd} for, 3G; Letter from Acting Premier referring to presentation of, to 
the Queen, 19S.

ADJOURNMENT 
Op Hoyse :—

Motion made for, and passed, 13, 33, 44, 64, 61, 72, 85, 92, 96, 124, 141, 14S, 157, 163, 171, 178,
18C, 192, 199, 208, 221, (after Division) 229, 230, 269, 274, 296, 303, 317, 320, (after 
Division) 328, 333, 337, 342, 354, 304, 331, 405, 432, 412, 453, 486, 499, 523;

Motion made for, aod withdrawn, 170.
Eor want, of a quorum after commencement of Buiinesa, 67, 127, 1S1, 212, 21G, 249, 372, 411,

437, 474. i
Por want of a quorum before commencement of Business, 79.
Motion made for, and House counted out, 212.
Special, 140, 321, 392.
Motion made, that a second notice of motion, under subsection (£) of the 49th Standing Order 

be entertained, 169, 518.
Motion made pop, under 49tu Standing Order, on pollowing Subjects, and Negatived :—

Tote and Betting Shops (Hr. McElhone), £6.
Art Unions and Lotteries (Mr. Law), 32,
Contracts at the Mudgec Gaol and Court-house (Mr. Itohert Jones), 35.
Dogs in the Centennial Park (Jfr. Frank Famed), 53.
Distress in the Drought-stricken parts of the Colony (dfr. Sose), 59. '
The man Hines, sentenced to death at Maitland (Mr. Haynes), 67.
Administration of Coal Mines Regulation Act (Mr. Watkins), 72.
Permanent Artillery Band (Mr. F. M. Clark), 76. _ _
Judicial determination of word “Plaoo ” within the Betting Houses Suppression Act (Mr, Crick),

95.
Relief to the various occupants of land in the Colony (Jfr. Lane), 99.
Assistance to the poor in forthcoming Record Reign Celebrations (Jfir. Hogue), 104.
Compensation to Sam. Lemon and Miss Lemon for land resumed for railway purposes (Dr. Foss),

134.

883
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A
ADJOURNMENT (continued) —

Motion wadb poHj undbb 49tu Standing Obdee, on Eoilowing Subjects, and Negatited 
(continued) :—

Accidents in the Broken ITill Mines (Mr. Ferffusan), 147.
Issue of certain now Postage Stamps unauthorised by law (Mr. Sehcy), 156.
Tariff provisions of the Customs Duties Act of ISUfi (Mr. Lyne), 162.
Failure of Government to provide adequate Supply of Water in Central and Western Divisions 

(Mr. Carroll), 170
Acceptance by Railway Commissioners of tender of Litbgow Companies for supply of coal 

(M>, Fichohon), 177.
Prevention of Influx of Asiatics (Mr. JlfcEorlemc), 185.
Administration of Land and Income Taxes (Mr. Ajjleck), ISO.
Administ'-ation of Land and Income Taxes Acts (Mr. Ajjleck), 205.
Action nf Police Department in reference to Sunday closing of Shops (Mr. Hughes), 211.
Sale of Books by Trustees of Free Public Library to Messrs. Angus and Robertson (Mr. Hogue),

221. . ■
Administration of Crown Lunds Acts in regard to valuation of improvements to incoming tenants 

(Mr. Moore), 226.
Free passes to ladies for trains and trains (Mr, Haynes), 229.
Fractures in front elevation of General Post Ofliee (Mr. Fricc), 236.
Snugging of the River Darling (Mr. Sleath), 243.
Road repairs within Borough of Cowra (Mr. M. T. Philips), 257. .
Regulations respecting British Subjects in the South Ser Islands (Mr. 0’Sullivan), 266.
Conveyance of certain Employees at Cockatoo Island to and from their work free of charge (Mr.

Frank Farnell), 273.
Administration of the Trustees of the National Art Gallery (ilfr. F. M. Clark), 279.
University Students travelline on Tramways (Mr. Schey), 285.
'Conduct of Senior-constable Queleb (Mr. Dacey), 2S9.
Leasing of Town Allotments, East Molong, and fencing streets (Dr, Foss), 296.
Case ot Rachel Dawson, convicted of shooting (Mr. Haynes), 301. '
Mining Companies removing Gold, the properly of Crown, without, authority (Mr. Sleath), 308.
State of Government Road between Crescent-street and Iron Cove Bridge, Roselle, Balmain 

(Mr. Zaie), 317. .
Working of New Telegraph Code (Mr. See), 324.
Action of Government in not carrying out the provisions of the Parliamentary Electorates and 

Elections Act (Mr. Price), 346.
Contract of Hudson Brothers for Steam Crone for Garden Island (Mr. Helson), 510.
Dummying Homestead Leases in Uie Wiicannia District (Mr. tileath), 518.

Motion made fob, undue 49th Standing Okdeb on tolt,owing Subjects, and bulbs out of
OBDER : —

.Select Committee or Royal Commission to report on true intent of financial clauses of the 
Commonwealth Bill (Mr. Fetid), 169.

LTnsatisfactory state of the Roads of the Colony (Mr. Waddell), 363.
Making of Dams and Weirs by the Water Conservation Branch of the Works Department (Mr.

Carroll), 471. .
Sunday Trading (Mr. Copeland), 519.

Op Debate:—
Motion made for, and passed, 12, 43, 100, 115, 118, 198, 199, 229, 274, 328, 354, 357, (fo take 

precedence) 333, 496, 511.
Motion made for, and negatived, 43, 291.

.ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (See also "GRAND JURY BILL”; also "SERVICE OF 
EQUITABLE PROCESS BILL")

Convictions under the Licensing Act 
Return (in part) to an Order (Session 1891-2), laid on Table, 18.

Visiting Justices to Country Gaols:—
Regulation under Public Service Act of 1895, laid on Table, 25,

District Covets Act of 3858:—
Annual Returns under 103rd Section, laid on Table, 32, ■

Case of Racked Dawson, tried at Dubbo for S(looting at Fbrdbbick Atcheson :—
Motion mode (Mr. Haynes) for papers, &e., 35 ; Return to Address, laid on Table, 95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Adjournment moved (Mr. Haynes), in reference to, and negatived, 301.
Motion passed (Mr Haynes) to discuss motion for appointment of a Select Committee as matter 

of urgency, debate on motion to suspend Standing Orders interrupted by Government 
Business taking precedence at 8 o'clock, 4o7'8.

Case of Hines, Sentenced to Death at Maitland 
Adjournment moved (Mr. Haynes) in reference to, and negatived, 6".

Supreme Court:—
Rule in Equitable Juris diction, laid on Table, 146.
Rule of Supreme Court in Divorce Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 185.

Claim of Theopiulus Stephens:—
Motion made (Mr. Hmvarth) for adoption of Report of Select Committee (Session 1836), Mr. 

McLaughlin moved, That Orders of the Day be read, Mr. Speaker declined to submit latter 
motion, Debate on motion adjourned, 274 ; Order of the Day postponed, 280.

Fine imposed upon Mbs. Flood, Paddington Police Court:—
Motion mode (Mr. Knox) for papers in case, 279; Return to Order, laid on Table, 308.

Allowance to Jurors:—
Schedule of, laid on Table, 368.

The Rev. James Clarke , ■
Petition presented complaining of the administration of the law in his case, and praying for a just 

measure of relief, either by hearing him at Bar of the House, or by the appointment of a
- Select Committee to inquire into his case, 449 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

ADVERTISEMENTS, GOVERNMENT : —
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for return, showing amounts paid to Sydney newspapers, 59; Return 

to Order, laid on Table, 71.
AGRICULTURE :—

Report of Department for 1896, laid on Table, 91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3
Agricultural and Horticultural Societies :—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for return of special grants and subsidies for past twenty 
years, 400. '
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BEFHEEMCKS TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOIi, 1“—I"TH rAELIAMSKT—BBBBIOIT 1897. PAPIUS OBDEKED TO 

BE miKTED.

A

AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BILL
notion made {Mr. Since) for leave to bring in, 52 ; presented and read 1°, 100 j Order of the 

Day postponed, 211, 225, 279, 300, 327, 383, 508 
ALBEET MINING DISTRICT (See “MINING"’!
ALBURY (See "RAILWAYS").

ALIENS (See "COLOURED RACES RESTRICTION AND REGULATION BILL”- al«o “ASIATICS ; also “IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION BILL”). ’ & A
ALIGNMENT OE CROW’S NEST ROAD, NORTH SYDNEY__

*LBfigSiS£l&£££*s',c“ 0o,mnil,“’ “*«■
Of Bills—Sessional Paper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Of Addresses and Orders—Sessional Paner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ALUMY CREEK (See "BRIDGES”). ............................................................................
AMENDED LIRE ASSURANCE ENCOURAGEMENT BILL__

MOtDa^pt^ed^fUr leaT° to bril1" m' 109 5 Pr°6ent<d aDd rrad r- 177; Order of the 

APPROPRIATION BILL '
Assent to (i?Mwon 1896) report^dj 2,
0rdT4dfi°r432'do/Hmidfdfr 5f80lutrs °VV^S and Means yo..6 and 7, BiU presented and 

read 1,432, Order of the Day postponed, 449, 459; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment 510 <1‘Iopted, rCftd 30> snd 8C,lt to Council, 473; returned without

ARDILL, JOHN ROACH (See "CROWN LANDS”)
ARIAH (See "RAILWAYS”),
ARTESIAN WELLS BILL ■—

Message from Governor, 108 j Motion made (Mr. SytTwy Smith) for Committee of the Whole 
llo; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented ftml read 1°, 124 ■ read 2° 
to Connell ‘ ’ 1?° f ^ft1h an amendment report ado,,ted, 326; read 35, passed, and sent

ART UNfONsTME^rNTTlLL mendment3’ ^ C0U,ICli'fl ag-ed to-

MOtpost^d ed<J SOS^ ^ kaTe t0 bring Pre£enfced and rcad la> 3'°; Order of the Day]

ART UNIONS AND LOTTERIES
ashfieId”" drIinIge f0r IUnendi“e laws relatilie t0’and m'ffatiTed’32-
ASHTON, JAMES, ESQUIRE, M.P. i—
. aal,^Wrtad by ,M,r;,SF;^er “ Temporary Chairman of Committees for Session, 7.

ASSEMBLY (See ADJOURNMENT”; also “CHAIRMAN ON COMMITTEES'

VOL. PAGE.

THE DAY”) ;— aleo "NOQUORUM”; also "ORDERS OP 
Opening of the Session, 1.
Usher of the Blact Rod delivers Message, 1.
Proforma Bill, 4.
TWiT” 0/n^3pt-Ch’X‘ AddreE5iT’ RcP^ 5-12; Reply to Address, 15.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 7, 33, 36 42 52
Sessional Orders passed, 12 (*), 13 (<), 18. ' > •
Sittings after midnight, 13, 36, 44, 92, 96, 118, 127, 135, 141, 148 156 162 170 191 208

428; U2, X X 473,’ gj 512,' fiS 808‘ SlY’ 336' 337’ 364' S68' 378' 383> 3a3> ^ 

Continuous sittings, 397.
Standing Orders suspended (urgency) 36-7, (wjmey) 257, (vryencu) 302, 378.
voting and Proceedings* Noa. I to 81 ....................................
Weekly Reports of Diyisious in Committee of the Wholo*i[ouse*"Nos^ l't;o 20'
itoports from Printing Committee, 1 to 26........................................ ’
Proclamation Proroguing Parliament ......................................................................

Sessional Paters :— ...........................................................................
Business undisposed of at close of Session...................... ............
Attendance of Members in Divisions and Counts out'*.”",................................
Business of the Session.......................................................... .............................................
Alphabetical Registers of Bills................................. ............................................. ...
Alphabetical Registers of Addresses and Orders'"'................

Vote^for” nnd SelCCt ColnmittceB appointed during Session'.','.'..,..'.'.,','”.;.';"”’,"”

“'""lid Ass^Wd rTaMriSr1^ Am°UIltB BUPPIenleut Council

ASSENT TO BILLS (Sec "MESSAGES”')
ASIATICSJ
ASTBOAn!)S“gOTERnSS^  ̂in refCrenCe t0 preTention of infl“ of. “d negatived, 185, 

ASYLUMS1—reSpeCtitle pi'ef"ait I)ro':tSflt>lflid on Table, 84.

„ E«povt of Inspector-General of Insane for 1896, laid on Table 75
Nurbbs and Female Aitendank:— ' .............................................. ...........

MotionmadefJfr Ori^tt) in favour of regulating working-hours in conformity with eight- 
hour clauses m Factones Act; amendment moved (Mr. Cotton) to apply principle where 

, ^ ; Taotwa’ fle amended, passed, 273. ^ principle wnere
ATCHB80N, PRB11ERICK (See ^ADMINISTRATION OF JTTSTTnF ATTACHMENT OF WAGES ABOLITION BILD :^ JUSTICE J*

M'0tlonvrL!r‘if for,1kaT® ''0 proceed With, under the 295th Standing Order, 127-
Order of the Day postponed, 289, 331, 347 357 B j »

ATTORNEY’S COSTS ACT OF 1847 AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (MrCAapman) for leave to bring in, £9 ■ presented nnd read 1°, 103- Order of the 

0^, 220 °f tt0 DUJ reBt°red> 123' Motion postponement of Order of 

ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S DEPARTMENT:—
Minute of Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from Salaries, Acting Supreme Court 

Judges, to supplement Vote for, laid on Table, 163. B P

1- 1

J
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BEl'EHENCES TO THK TOTES AKD PBOCKEDISCa, VOL. I — 17TII PABLIASIEST—SES3IOX 1897.
PAPKES OBUKUEU TO 

EE TH1STKI).

. A
AUDITOK-GENEEAL. .

Minute of Evei-utive Council authorising transfer of rote to meet ndjuslmcssts of salaries, laid on
Table, 7 .................................................................................................................................................................

Minute of the RiecuUvo Council authorising the transfer of Vote from "Salaries” to supplement
Vote for reorganisation of the Public Service, laid on Table. 7 

wp.fiir.n.ATTnv tsee n.kn “ cnv'KTiTnTTO'X OPAUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION (See also “ COXSTJTOTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
OF AUSTRALfA—DRAFT BILL ”) —

Draff Bill approved by the Adelaide Convention. 188", laid on Table, 21 ............................................
Debates of the Adelaide Convention, 1897, laid on Table, 4-9.
Proceedings of Convention held at Adelaide during March, April, and May, 1897, kid on Table

308 ......................................................................................................... . .............. •.................................
Papers on, circulated on consideration of Draft Constitution, 1897, by Legislature of Victoria,laid

on Table, 80S ..................................................................................................  • -• ^.......................••• ■■
Motion made {Mr, Schey) for leare to lay on Table “ Notes on the Draft Federal Constitulion ol 

1897,” and “ Notes on Federation nnd Lite Draft Bills of 1891 and 1897,'’ by Mr. G. B. Burton.
295 i papers laid on Table, 308, 317 ..........................................................................................................

FtSfATTCE CoaSMITTEK OT TEK ADELAIDE CONVENT lOX :—

Motion made {Mr Schey) that leave be given to William McMillan, Esq., M.P., to lay on Table, 
papers on Financial Proposals, nnd debate adjourned, 229; Older of the Day postponed, 236,232, 
256, 272, 300; Order of the Day discharged, 385.

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made {Mr, Levien) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 103 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 256, 300, 316, 32-1, 331 ; read 2°, committed, reported with an amendment, 312 ; 
report adopted, 317- Motion made fAfr. Lesttn) for 3°, and amendment moved (jUr. Kirirtp) 
to recommit, and negatived, read 3®, passed, and sent to Council, 371; returned nit boat 
amendment, 483 ; Assent, reporl cd, 492,

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ENABLING ACT OF 1895:— .
Regulations and Amended Regulations, laid on 'Table, 24.
Return of Votes polled at Election, 4th March, 1897, laid on Table, 49 ................................................

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)
Motion made {Mr. llni/ne-i) for leave to bring in, 235 ; presented and read 1°, 248 ; Order of tht'! 

Day postponed, 279, 300 ; motion to take 2° as matter of urgency before other business, and| 
negatived, 308; Order of the Day postponed. 327, 341.

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION (REPRESENTATIVES1 ALLOWANCE) BILL
Message from Governor, 39 ; Motion made {Mr, Drunker) for Commiitee nf the Whole, S3 

Bouse in Committee, resolution agreed to. 60; presented and read, 1°, 99 ; rend 2°, committed, 
reported without, amendment, Report adopted, I24; read 3°, passed, and scntio Council, 134-5 ; 
returned vvithout amendment, 403 ; Assent reported, 410.

AUSTRALIAN LEGAL PROFESSIONS FEDERATION BILL:— _ _ 1
Motion made {Mr. Schey) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 51; Order! 

of the Day postponed, 123, 155, 169, 220, 242, 256, 272, 341, 346, 353, 419, 447 ; motion| 
made (Mr, Schey), and debate adjourned, 486; question proposed for resumption of debate, 
and debate adjourned, 511-2. |

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM;— |
Report for 1896, laid on Table, 169...................................................................................................................

2 
2 j

2 !
• I
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321

1
169

343

457

119

B
BALLOT

For Select Committee, 157.
Motion made {_¥r. Canu) to refer question of balloting for Select Committees to Standing Orders 

Committee, nnd amendment moved (Mr. Moyas) to except Committees on Private Bills,
and negatived—motion agreed to, 197-8; Report brought up, 295................................................... 1

BANK CREDITS (See "FINANCE ”).
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS:—

General Abstracts of, for quarter ended 31st December, 1896, laid on Table, 71.
Jjo do 31?t March, 1897, laid on Table, 71.
Do do 30th June, 1897, laid on Tablo, 289.
Do do 30th September, 1897, laid on Table, 440.

BANKING, LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES:- .
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 30th September, 1S96, laid on 

Table, 24.
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st December, 1896,la:don Table, 71.

Do do do 31st March, 1597, laid on Table, 71.
Do do do 30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 289.
Do do do 30th September, 1897, hud on Table, 445

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1387;—
Rules of IS96, kid on Table, 24.

BANKRUPTCY ACTS AMENDMENT BILL:—
Assent to (Session 1896), reported, 3.

BAR OF HOUSE
Petition presented from Illawarra Harbour and Laud Corporation (Limited) to be heard by

counsel at, in reference to Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla, 185............................................... 7 *
Pethion presented from Captain Rossi to appear in reference to his case, 435 .......................................11
Petition presentcd*from Rev. Jarr.es Clarke to appear in rofercnco to bis case, 440 ........................... 7

BARNET I1, Mr. DAVID (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS FEES BILL —

Motion made Schey) for leave to procoedwith, ur.dcrthe 295th Standing Order, 50 ; Order ot 
the Dav postponed, 72, £96, 447.

BARTLEY’S CREEK LEASEHOLD AREA (See "CROWN LANDS”).
BEATTIE, MARY (Sco "HOSPITALS ”).
BRER DUTIES ACT (See “TOOTH A CO., MESSRS.”).
BEGA (See "BRIDGES”).
BELLINGER RIVER (See "HARBOURS").
BER RIGAN (See “ RAILW AYS ").
BETTING (See "RACECOURSE BETTING BILL”).
BETTING HOUSES SUPPRESSION BILL:—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Crick), calling attention to Judicial determination of word “place” 
in, 95.
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BETTING- SHOPS {See "TOTES AND BETTING-SHOPS”):—
Return respecting, laid on Tabie, 1G!J.

BILLS :—
Alphabetical llegiater? of—Sessional Paper .......................................................
Assent to, reported, of last Session, 1, 2 (*), 3 (•).
Reserved, of lust Session, 4.
Wilhdruwn, 109, 219, 220, 347 (-), 450.
Laid aside, 364.
Order of Day for 2° dropped, 110.
Order of the Day restored, 123,190, 219, 25G.
Report from Committee of Whole, adopted, 10S, 141, 24S (!), 290, 302, LiS, 474.
Adoption of Report from Committee fixed for Inter hour of dnv, -ids, 497 {;’). "
Of hist Session proceeded with, under 409th Standing Order, lo’(0. H t2’, 17, 23, Si 32, 42. 
Proceeded whh, «BdeH.he^29jth Standing Order, 12 {-), 2G (»}, 35, 50 (,),'’51,52 '(2),’ 53, 69 (’),

Ifessages to Council requesting Bills of last Session to be preceded with, IS (<) 115,
Messnpe from Council requesting restoration o', under 296tli Standing Order 7(1 115 
Passed through all stupes in one day, 3S. > > ■
Passed t'hroujjii reitiiiiiimg stngea ou snmc rlfiv, 427.
Passed through remaining stages at end of .Session. 450 Ol, 451 (*) 452 f®), 453 01 47'’ 473 t=l 

474, 405. 406, 497,496. ’ w w ’ w’
Adoption of Report from Commiitee made an Order of tho Day for future dav 44 1^3 216 286 

296,342, 442, 44't, tst), 460, 483 {!). ‘ * ' ' ' ’
Reception of Resolution to introduce Bill made an Order of the Day fur a future dav 337.
Motion to recommit negatived, 371. '
Recommitted, 442, 472, 4S3. 496, 497.
Reported 2°, 442, 4(2, 4i3, 497 
Reported 3°, 497.
Committee appointed to search Journals of Councd in relation to prooeedimm on lO^- Renort 

brought, up, 205. ”
Lapsed through House being counted out, 181. 216,219,
Restored, 123, 190, 219, 250.
Reported from Committee, and House counted out, 216.
Brought up on Order of Leave ot former Rill. 219,
Motion to postpone Order of Day for 2° negatived, 220.
Motion for 1° negatived, 274.
Referred to Select Committee, 290.
Amendment on motion to refer to Select Committee negatived, <36.
Introduced by Minister-bo be included in Uorernmcnt Business, di7.
Title amended, 286, 436, 442, 472.
No report from Committee of Whole, 3t2.
Amendment on motion for 3° to mid “ this day three months” negatived, 4®1 '

*>tw i ™T’/ohal,< ™°iUT? int® C°mn«ttee to obliin leave to introduce, negatived, 311.
UJLriAiaJ-N(t (bee ‘RAIIAvAX K 
BIRDS PROTECTION BILL:—

Petition presented from landowners of Tnrilga District to exempt magpie from protection there

BLACKIIEATH {See "RAILWAYS”). ........................................................................................................................
BLACK ROD

Usher of, delivers Message from Governor, 1.
BLANKETS
_ _ Return respecting distribution of, by the Government. laid on Table 3m
BOILERS INSPECTION BILL :— ...................................................

Message from Governor, 420; moiion made {.V-. G*tW) for Commillee of the Whole, 420 ;
BOOKS (S^^Fl^E0PUB^l'^lIlBRARY^")!1 ^ Jim prM0,'t,,d and w"d l“ 4W'

BORAMBIL CREEK {See ‘‘BRIDGES’’).
BOROUGH OE OUDGEGONG CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL;— j

Petition presented (,Vr Jtoieri Jones) for Lave t. proceed with, under the 409th Standing 
r ?r' ’ Grder of tho Day postponed, 26 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amend

ment, ntid Report adopted. 309 , Order of f.c Dav po-tponed, 114 ; rend 3°, passed and sent 
„„„„ to Council, 123 ; returned wuhout amendment, 170- Assent renorted 174 BOROUGH OE LITH GO W YALI DATING BILL:- reported, i, t.

Pet! I ion presented (J/r. Havutter) for leave to proceed with, under 409th Standing Order ]/• 
Order of the Day postponed, 84, 3S3 

BOTANICAL GARDENS:-.
Tt-n kvnU^^DUvbrl-ic Scrvic8 Act in ’effenre to Gardener; and others, laid on Table, 71. 
BRANCH ROAD. DOUBLE BAY {See “ ROADS "L ’

Airi) BKADY W., JUNIOR tSeo “CROWN LANDS”).
BRAEMAR (“ See “ RAILWAY'S”) J
BRANDS (See “STOCK ”).
BRKWARK1NA (See “ RAtLYVAYS "}.
BRIDGES (See “SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BRIDGE AND TRAMWAY BILL” - also 

NOK111 SHORE BRIDGE BILL"; also “GLEBE ISLAND BRIDGE BILL”) —
Huntei: Riveh, at MoiiPETn

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public WoiTs Act, kid on Table 17 
Over Dhef Creek;—

Notification of resumption of land, under 11m Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17 
Over South Creek :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act kid on Table 17 
Stoneqdsrhy Creek ’ '

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, kid on Table 17 
Bobameii Cbeek, Quirintu '

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, kid ou Table, 17.
Maclbat Rites, at Kemesey: —

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, kid on Table, 17 
Bufpalo Cheek. Ejeld ot Msrs:—

Return to Order (Session, 1896), laid on Table, 17.
Totes for Roads aup Bbipcjes:—

Motion made (Afr. Frank Farnell) for return of expenditure, 52.
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BRIDGES (continued) :—

Mueeat Rives, erected at joint ext knee of G-oveesiientb of New Sooth Wales and

VlCTOBtA:—
Motion made (Mr. Morgan) for rotom and particulars of, and amounts due by Victorian Govern

ment, 99; Return to Order, laid on Table, 272.
Pyhmont Bridge :— ,

Motion made (Mr. Toung) that wort, as recommended by tho Public Works Committee, be carried 
out, and Debate adjourned, 115 ; Motion agreed to, 141.

Glebe Island ;— '
Motion made (Mr. Toung) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 11G ; Report brought up, 352 
Motion made (Mr. Young'] that work be carried out, 441.

Bega :—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 1G2.

Caffall’s Creek •— ■
Notification of resumption of land, nnder the Public Works, laid on Tablo, 196.

Aldmt Creek : —
Amended Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 215. 

Laqoon Creek :—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 341. 

BRIGHTON PARK (See “RACECOURSE ACCIDENTS").
. BRITISH SUBJECTS (Sec “SOUTH SEA ISLANDS”).

BROKEN HILL (Sec "RAILWAYS”; also "MINING”).
BBUE PLAINS LEASEHOLD AREA (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
BRUNSWICK RIVER DISTRICT (Sec "HINDOOS”).
BUCKLEY, THOMAS (See “CIVIL SERVICE").
BUFFALO CREEK, FIELD OF MARS (See "BRIDGES").
BULGANDRAMINE (See "CROWN LANDS").
BUNGWALL (See "WHARVES”).
BURBURGATE LEASEHOLD AREA (See "CROWN LANDS”).
BURRAWAKU LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS").
BURRO WAY LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BURWOOD (See “DRAINAGE"). '
BUSINESS:—

Undisposed of—Seesional Paper ............................... :........................
Of the Session— Sessional Paper..........................................................
Postponed in a bunch, 61, 116,157, 173, 192, 346, 412, 474, 486, 611. 
Interrupted to report urgent Message from Council, 117, 170.

Days

VOL,

Sessional Order moved, 12; passed, 18.
Pkecedence of: —

Sessional Order passed, 12.
Ordered to take precedence, 383.
Sessional Order, Government, ordered to take precedence after 8 o'clock on Tuesdays, 448. 
Private, interrupted by- Government taking, at 8 o'clock, 458, 496.

BYGALOREE LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BY, LAWS 

, Laid oh Table
Municipalities Act:—
* Bombala, 23.

Bathurst, 23.
Narrabri, 23.
Wallsend, 23.
East Maitland, 23, 327.
Nowra, 23.
Dungog, 23.
Cooma, 23.
Lambton, 23.
Wellington, 23 (!).
Wilcanma, 23.
Marsfield, 23.

Nuisances Prevention Act;—
Hillston, 23.
Raymond Terrace, 23.
Wellington, 23.

Municipal Wharves Act:—■
North Sydney, 24.
Hunter's Hill, 24.

Sydney Hospital Act of 1881, 24, 35.
Murrumburrah Free Public Library, 24.
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1894, 17 (!); (Mmhcuiieri' Cnelt 

Drain), 95.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880 (Balranald) 123, (Coottamble) 169.
University of Sydney, 134.
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Act, 295.
Public Vehicles Regulation Act, 435.

BYRNES, MR. F. O. (See "CIVIL SERVICE”).
BYROOK (See "RAILWAYS”).

Warren, 23.
Hunter’s Hill, 24.
Hay, 36.
Willoughby, 35. 
Kempsey, 75. 
Wollongong, 75,456. 
Port Macquarie, 147. 
Bcrrv, 147.
Yaes” 185.
West Narrabri, 185, 327. 
Yaucluse, 219.

Warren, 23.
Central Illawarra, 25. 
Junee, 25.

Bingara, 272. 
Plattsburg, 296. 
Waratah, 327. 
Camden, 327. 
North Sydney, 331. 
Carrington, 392. 
Katoomba, 392. 
Moree, 392.
Parkes, 392.
Young, 456.
Albury, 45G.

Molong, 43.
Port Macquarie, 91. 
Waratah, 91,
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CAFFALL'S CREEK (See “BRIDGES”).
CAMPBELLTOWN (See “RAILWAYS”).
CAMPBELLTOWN RESERVOIR ACTS REPEAL BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1®, 441; road 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 448; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 458 ; returned without amendment, 481; Assent reported, 492.

Breci/t of Facts relating to, laid on Table, 445.
CANALLY LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
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CANN, JOHN HENRY, ESQUIRE, M.P.
^Appointed by Spoukcr a Teiiiporary Chairman of CommitU'es for the Session, 7.

’’)■

(See “DRAINAGE’'')
CARPENTER!AN REFORMATORY:—

Correspondence, Ac,, respecting discharge of thirty-nine boys and the resignation of the Superin
tendent, laid m I'able, llrU .............................. .. " I

CARTER, GUii.MOW, AND COMPANY:— .................................................................................................... .
Report, of Royal Commission on Contracts, laid on Table, 24........

CASINO (See “ROADS”). ' ..........
CASTING VOTE (See [i SPEAKER ”).
CATTLE-DRIVING BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Afr. Goubl), road 1°, 401.
Order of tbc Day postponed, 4ol, 492.

CEMETERIES:— .
Moss Valb

Abstract of site under tbc 6th Section of Act 44 Vic. No. 10, laid on Table, 32.
Public :—

Abstract of Lands resumed for, under the Public Worts Act and the Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act, laid on Table, 177. *

CENTENNIAL PARK:—
Adjournment moved (Mr. Frank Famuli) in reference to Regulation 13, applying to dogs, and 

negatived, S3. * ‘
CENTRAL DIVISION (See "WATER SUPPLY 
CHAIRMAN OE COMMITTEES:—

William MoConrt, Esquire, elected, 13.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to administer the Oath of Allegiance, 21.

Tshporakt Ciiaiumkx :—
Appointed by Mr. Speaker, 7.

CHAMBER MAGISTRATES
Regulations in reference to attendance after hours, laid on Table 25 

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS :—
Reguhtions under Public Service Act of 1895, laid on Table, 310 

CHURCH ACTS REPEALING BILL:—
Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, under 2961b Standing Order, 70; 

Order of the Day postponed, 108; read 2°, committed, reported with an amend ment, reportl 
adopted, 3/2; read 3 , passed, and returned to Council, 377; Assembly’s amendment agreed, 
to, 405 ; Assent reported, 441.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL ESTATE:— ■ .
Lkasino or Poiitios ok, ax’ Randwick—Kuj'singto'it Rackcoubsi; :—

Motion made {Mr. Haynes) for papers, 72 : Return to Order, laid on Table, 491.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL;— .

Motion made (Jfr. Camdherr) for Committee of the Whole, 36; Message from Governor, 50 ;i 
House in Committee,_ Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read lu, 54; motion made for 
2’, and Debate adjourned, 100; rend 2°, committed, reported with amendments, 123;^ 
Report adopted, 1*1; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 148; returned with amendments,! 
404 ; Council’s amendments agreed to, 449; Assent reported,4S0, !

CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS”),
CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY RAILWAY BILL:-

Petition presented (Jfr, Parkes) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 10; 
Motion made for 2°, and Debate adjourned, 43; Order of the Day postponed, R4, 147, 155; 
Debate resumed and adjourned, 117, 118 ; Order of the Day postponed, 177,190, 211, 242,20c| 
331; rend 2°, committed, 343 ; Order of the Day postponed, 353, 370, 383, 400, 419, 447, 
4S6 ; House in Committee—Point of Order,—The Chairman repontd .that ho had ruled 
against the discussion of the principles of the Bill on a proposed amendment in the Short; 
Title; Mr. Speaker upheld the Chairman's decision, 512; Co mu, it too resumed, profrress 
reported, 512.

CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY TUNNEL-ROADWAY BILL :—
Petition presented (Mr. Parkes) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, II' 

Order of the Day postponed, 26, 155, 177, 190, 211, 242, 26-:, 331; read 2°, committed, 348; 
Order of the Day postponed, 353, 370,-383, 400, 419, 447, ‘186.

CITY OE SYDNEY:—
Statementof Receipts nnd Expenditure of the Corporation of, laid on Table, 24 

CITY OF SYDNEY MUNICIPAL LOANS BILL:- ........
Assent to (Session 189G) reported, 1.

CIVIL SERVICE (See also “PUBLIC SERVICE”; also “PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMEND
MENT BILL”)

ArronfTMESTs of Mr. E. J, Skivehs, Mr. A. E. Evans, and Mr, A. D. Craig 
Reports respecting, laid on Table, 17.

Public Servicb Board—Cases ok Mr, F. O. Byrnes and Mr. J. J. E. Wakely:—
Motion made (Mr. Perry) for papers, 19 ; Return to Order, kid on Table, 114.

Tub Civti, SnnvicE:—
Motion made (Mr. Parkes) for return in reference to retirements and appointments, 52.

Dibmissai of Triipohary Hands, Government Printing Office :—
Motion made (Mr. Me Go wen) for papers, 52 ; Return to Order, kid on Tabic, 99.....................

Appointment of Chief Ihpfectoe of SIines :—
Motion made (Mr. Fey a n) for papers, 62 ; Return to Order, kid on Table, 480. '

P1B111S8AL 01 Mauhick Hickey, of Newcastle, by the Marine Board :—
. Motion made (Mr. Fcgan) for papers, 71; Return to Order, kid on Table, 91 .......................... .

Pensions under Sufeiiannuatton Fund :— ’ "
Motion made (Mr, Whiddon) for return of particulars, 99.

Officers retained in service over the age of 65 years :—
Motion made (Mr. J. C. L. FitepatrieJc) for return, 99 ; Return to Order, kid on Table, 331 . 

Appointment of Mb. Nobman C. Lockhart to Land and Income Tax Department:—
Papers respecting, laid on Table, 108.................................................................................... .........................

Supply of Uniforms:— " .......................
Motion made (Mr. Cam) for return of, for Colonial Secretary’s and Treasurer’s Departments, 10S; 

Return to Order kid on Table, 162.
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CIVIL SERVICE [continued) ■.—
Appoistmest of Mb. Paytejt as Stifekmaey Magtsteatk at Xkwoastle:—.

Motion made (Dr. for papers, 147 ; Ref.urn to Order, luid on Table, 303.
Land and Income Taxation Department —

Motion made [Mr. Crick) for icturn in rdcrencc to clerks employed, 197; Return to Order, laid
on Tabic, 279 .................................................................................................................................... 2

Deductions fbom Salaries of TEJtronAnr Officers duhi.no Jubilki: IIoLinArs :—

Motion made (Mr. JS. M. Clark} for return, 197 ; Beturn to Order, laid on Table, 456.
Patents Office—Examiner of Patents :—

Motion made (Mr. tVilks) for papers in reference to change in working, 215.
Leave of Absence granted bt Public Service Board :—

Motion made (jlfr. D. jff. Clark) for return, 242 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 340.
Claims for Gratuities under Frm.ic Service Act;—

Motion made (Mr. E. M. Clark) for return, 2(16.
Public Service Board—Retiring Allowances and Gratuities :—•

Motion made (Mr. AeiTrf) for Select Committee, 274; Report brought up, 492 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Public School Teacher at Wilberfoece:—

Motion made (2fr. Morgan) for papers relative to complaint against, 295 ; Return to Order, laid 
on Table, 303; referred to Printing Commiitee for reconsideration, 373.

Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board:—

Beport of Royal Commission, nith Evidence and Appendices, laid on Table, 33G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 g
Plan of Sydney and Suburban System, vrifh Appendix to Report of Commission, laii on Table, 3G2 ) 

Retirement of Mr. David Barnett. Glebe Island Abattoirs 

Motion made (Mr. Eeild) for papers, 35G.
Complaint against Warden Smith, of Tuf.na :— .

Motion made (Mr. Crick) for papers, 370 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 499.
Cash of Thomas Buckley—Public Works Department:—

Motion made (Mr. E. M. Clark) for Select Committee, 411. _
Petition presented (Mr. E. M. Clark) from Thomas Buckley to appear by counsel or in person

before Select Committoc, 41S.................................................................................................... ........ 2
Public Offtcans Over Sixti- Years of Age :—

Motion made {Mr. Carroll) for return, 435.
Officials in the Prisons Department:—

Return respecting stoppage of pay, laid on Table, 517.
CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT AND CROWN SUITS BILL:—

Received from Legislation Council, and, on motion (Jlfr. Gould), read lo,401; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 453 ; 
Assent reported, 494.

CLAIM OP CAPTAIN ROSSI
Petition presented from, in reference to ease, and praying for leave to appear by counsel at Bar of

the House, 435. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7
CLARENCE RIVER DISTRICT (See “HINDOOS”).
CLARENCE SIDING (Sec '‘RAILWAYS").
CLARK, EDWARD MANN, ESQUIRE, M.P.

Removed from Chamber by Sergeant-at-Arms, 279.
CLARKE, THE REV. JAMES (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
CLERGY WIDOWS AND ORPHANS FUND (SYDNEY DIOCESE) TRUSTEES BILL:—

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr. Erunker), read 1°, 289 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 300; read 2°, committed, reported without, amendment, report adopted, 342; 
read 3s, passed, and returned to Council without amendment, 346-7 ; Assent reported, 355. 

CLERK OF ASSEMBLY
Rends Proclamation on opening of Session, 1.
Swears Member* of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 33, 36, 42, 52.
Reads Petition, 214. "

CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS. .
Regulation under Public Service Act respecting examination to be passed by officers to qualify 

for, 256.
COAL (See “RAILWAY'S”; also “GOVERNMENT COAL MINES”; also "NEWCASTLE 

DYKE”; also “NORTHERN COLLIERIES”).
COAL MINES REGULATION ACT :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Waikinn) in reference to administration, and negatived, 72. 
Ventilation of Coal Mines, Newcasita: :— _

Motion made (Mr. Edden) for reports, 51; Return to Order, laid on Table, 108 ............................. .
COAL MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL:— _ _

Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 178; House in Committee, 
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read t°, 20S ; Motion made for 2 , and Debate 
adjourned, 354; Order of the Day postponed, 450, 473.

Petitions peesented in favour of, from—

Caledonian Company’s Colhery, Waratah, 214...................................
Hetton Coal Company's Colliery, 214.................................................
Sealmm Colliery, West Wallsend, 214 .............................. .................
Wickham and Bullock Island Coal Company’s Colliery, 214 ....
Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery, 219.................................................
Brown’s Collieries, Minmi, 219 .............................................. .................
Stockton Colliery, Newcastle District, 225.............................................
Australian Agricultural Company’s Colliery, Newcastle, 225 ....
Brown’s Collery, Minmi, 225 ......................................................................
Greta Colliery. 228 .........................................................................................
Co-operative Colliery, Plattsburg, 235 ..................................................
Maryland Colliery, Hjnttsburg, 235 .......................................................
Walturnh Colliery, Catherine Hill Bay, 235 ........................................
Etemore Vale Colliery, Wallsend, 235 ........................... ....................
Mines, Western Districts, 241.................... ................................................
Scottish Australian Company’s Colliery, Burwood, 255 ..........
Coal-mines of tbc Illawarra District, 255 .............................................

Petition presented from Coal-owners against, 255...................................................................................... ............

Do do
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COAL MINES REOULATLON (AMENDMENT) DILL —

COAL SHIPS:— ’ ' ■

COAST *0 wM. Imble, laid on Table, 35 .
COCKATOO ISLAND

PATEKS ORDERED 10 
BE PRINTED.

nz:™"0 in refcronce 10 of Km^ew nnd
CREEK (See “ AVATER SCPPLY").

COLLARENTA-BRI (See frPOSTALr” ■ afsrt TTiTirp j? idito j> iCOLLIERIES (See AllNINO”) TELEGR.-VPHS ” : also ' RAILW A YS ’‘).
COLLISION BETWEEN THE “SOL” AND “AIATHEA” cti?awruo

A f°r -SSiSSlS Committee {Sestio

TOWffiffi^^S£TtATIOir BlLL
COLO VALEP7sef "r 4i“ys ’ ™d
COMMISSIONS:— ''

Ko^ai11 —Sp0a''er a't0 adm!nisler C’c Oath of Allegiance, 21.

Report on Oontraet. of Messrs. Carter, Gumtnow, & Co . laid on Table Bi
14-poit on Coal-laden Slujis, laid on Table, 35 ’ .........................
RopoL’|; on City Railway Extension, laid on Table, loa!!!"""”...................................................

treatment It M^/BeaDk.; laid on Tlble 327 MRlr0n 0t Mudfiec HosP^l - «toron 
^eP°ai,^^, on^Tabfe Mu*'TO^0^dl111 Water and Sen erago Boardi 1 :iid on Tabiej 3SG • Appendii',

Repm^n Management of Co Hnni^iei WaV^

sprcnd-i1,,TinE................................: ............

En11cTPit7dA^1ODCrof;'rs--Ci,,'V' ^ ^ bron8,'t“P' 5'

Speaker’s W4«3rranY3|>Pol,,ling, laid on Table, 7; Maturitr reported, 33 , Members sworn, 33 (<) 

Or iirn Whoj.e —

s,4sa?SGl '')• m«, .910.199,2M, n^sia

’"SSSrtWlSA?’ " «> >» O. I® 209. 212. 295, 532, 933, .20

No Quorum reported from. 240 512 
SiTppiy :— '

Motion made {Mr Itcid) for Honse (o go mto Commiitee, 12.
House m Committee {Innanciai Stalcmenl), iO, 32, 36,354 378 403 -WO 42S 4fift 4Q<t 
Resolutions reported, 36, 354, 37s, 428 ('"a) 4G1 490 1 4'8’ 40O> 49S
Resolntione agreed lo, 37. 354, 378. 432 (l03) 463 F) 498 

Ways ak» Mkays ^ 11 0l
Motion made (Afr. Reid) for Honor io m ;„t„ n.........

32 (2), 463, 498.

STANDINO OltDJiitS .
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13,

Library Committei; — '

Sessional Order appointing, i.asserl, 13.
Refbeshjiea-t Cojimiiteh__

Sessional Order ajipointing, pas--ed 13 
Snr.ECT:— ’ ’

Resignation of member from, and name discharced CO 
Appointed by Ballot, 157. ’ '
Amendment moved on motion to appoint substituting new Commillee 171 
Leave given to maic visits of inspection, 197 219 ’ Ulm
Petitions referred io, 91, 219. 211. ’
Papers referred to, 181. *
MPo?iontmsdei|'nHPCi;rJO'\rr1S f Council, 192 • Report brought up, 205

Public Bill referred to. 290. ......................................................................................
Amendment on Motion to refer Public Bill to, negatived, 436

00MM0N^^^LOT^^^*'W)^TITlWrr0N,1O^^inB^^BfM^NVTOAX^HOR ffl-
SSSflft KfffigSg S?”-mS (COHTINUATIOK) HIM",.

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion {Mr. Gould) read 1“ 402 • read 9° rnmmttioA 
S!t1eSt?4"4e"dment' reP0H ad0ptcd' re,,d 3°' Pnssed4 -Returned ^ Cmineil, 453: 

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS: —
Regulations under Public Service Act of 1895 laid on TnUe oa m oio 

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See “CROWN LANDS") ‘ C)’

CONDOBOLIN (See “RAILWAYS”; also “CROIYN LANDS”; also “WATER SUPPLY”)
456—B
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X INDEX.

EErHEBS'CBS TO TJ1E TOTES ASD rBOCEEMSOS, VOI. I —I?™ I'AEWAHTNT—SESSION 1897.
PATERS ORDERED TO 

BE PRINTED.

“CROWN LANDS 
also "NOXIOUS WEEDS" ; also “ 1’REE CON-

VOL.

CONDOBOLIN LEASEHOLD AREA (Si-c 
CONEERENOE (See " RABBIT I’EST'';

EERENCE"; also “POSTAL”).
CONNELLY, MR. J. F. (See “MINING-’).
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE (See “FINANCE

wAip-M-s-flr - WT “f£S
"(No. 1), presented and read 1°, read 2°, committed, reported without amendment. Report 

adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 38 ; returned without, amendment, C0: As=cnt 
reported, 66.

•». “«“> r",*!
Resolution ot Wajs and Means No. 3, presented and read 1 , read 2 , Committed, reported 
without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and " 
without amendment. Assent reported, 402.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND (MUNICIPAL GRAM) BILL:—
S Ordered, on motion {Mr. Reid), tounded on resolution of Ways and Mea”a ^ 3c

and read 1° read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read d. : 
passed, and sent to Council, 493; returned without amendment, 518.

CONSOLIDATION OF THE LAND LAWS (See “LAND LAWS ).
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—

Mntion made (Mr. Ifeild) for leave to bring in, 331; presented and read 1 - 316. 
CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA—DRAF1 BILL (Sec also 

“AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION") :- 
A arced to by Adelaide Federal Convention, 1897, hud on Table, 24
_ b - , J t- * ?_n:ii -1.^.

sent to Council, 379; returned

Mr Sueaher Bare his opinion that Bill should he’ dealt with in Committee of the Whole; Motion 
made (Mr. Carruikers) tliat House do now resolve itself into Commiitee, and amendment 
moved1 (Jfr. McZattfMin) to leave out “now" and insert “this day week j amendment 
negatived, and motion passed, House in Committee, 53 ; Motion made (Mr. Copeland) to 
j----- l UniJnrt jn referc

nnittce, 77

airrii/.Aer.t) that Message be forwarded to Council and withdrawn, amended Message agreed
' to, 259; Message from Council suggesting amendments 324.

Petition presented from Presbyterian Church in favour of recognition of Alnughly God
PetiUoTimcsen^d ■in'f^onV'orrecogmliin'of Almighty God in'Preamble'from ,-Council of|

Petithm^prescnted —Pubiic ileeting lieid in Y.M.C:A, ’ITaii, PitVstreeti'Sydiicy/'i'i5

Petit^nepre^entec|nfromIIAu3rt,al"niiat,i National League, suggesting certain amend men Is, 83 ... .. ,| 
Petition Against inserting amendmont or^ declarnt.ion of religious belief m Comm on wealth B,l)

from tijducy and Suburbs, 225 (3), 235^255.......... ........... *..........*....... ................ *................... j
Statistics in connection with, )nid on Tublc, 71 ................ . ■■ “‘j ^ V' 1Proceedings of Convention (with papers ordered to be printed) held m Adelaide during M ,

Papers1 on Federation circulated ou consideration of, 1SD7, by Legislature of I ictona, lau u

■ Adio^rnment^nioved'‘(Mr. Netid) 'rc appointment of" Seiect Coiiim'itt'fe or Royal Commission lo
report on fmaucial clauses,and ruled out of order, 169 n. ir i r nf

Moiion made (Mr. Srficu) for leave to lay on Table “ Notes on Draft Federal Oonstitidion ot|
1897," and “ Notes on Federation and the Draft Bills of 1S91 and 1897, by Mr. G. B, Barton,j 
£95; Papers, laid on Tftblc, 303, 317 ........................... ................................................ .. ....... ..

Fidakcb CoMMiTrisi; OT THE Adelaide Fedbual CouvnyTios ininvon
Motion made (Mr. Schey) for leave to be granted to William McMillan, Esq., M.I., to lay on 

Table papers on financial proposals, and Debate adjourned, 229 ; Order of the Day postponed, 
236, 242, 256, 272, 300 ; Order of the Day discharged, 385,

CONTINUOUS SITTING— , ,tj.
House sits beyond hour fined for following day s Fitting, 39/. ^ _

CONTRACTS (See “CARTER, GUMMOW, & O0MPANT ; also POSTAL ) .

MAd°ourmne0ivL movmMMr. 11 abc, t Jones) in referenre to report issued by Public Service Board, 
and negatived, 35.

0 WrtmSrCJfr. GriJUi) in favour of full union wage in future, and amendment moved 
(Mr. Hose) to omit words, and Debate adjourned, 328.

CONPRACTORT^DEBTS^iTLL^ ^ ^ motion iMl, GoM)> f ad 1^01; read
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, aod returned to Council, 4o2, 
Assent reported, 493

OONYfCTlONS UNDER THE LICENSING ACT:—
Hetiirn (in'part) to an Order (teszon 1891-2)a laid on Table, lo.

COOKNouSn iSSSISd; under the Public Works Act, hid on Table, 311.

COOKES^RIYER^IAIRBOYEMENTS^BILL^:^^ ^ Young) tor MesFlige to Council ttotJBill hej 
proceeded with, under the 295th Standing Order, J8; returned with an amendment, 84 ,j 
Council's amendment agreed to, 92 ; Assent reported, 101.

COOLAMON (See “RAILWAYS").
COO NAM BLR (See “RAILWAYS").
COOPER, SYDNEY (See “MINING”).
CO-OPERATIVE COLLIERY TRAMWAY RILL0 d of ^ 

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Fra,* Farnell) read 1 84 Order ot
Dav postponed 181; read 21 committed, reported with araendmen's .ind an amendod Iitlr. 
report. adnpU'd, 43G ; rerommitlcd Lo reconaidor clausps 1, S, G} 11, and idlr, rcporUd , 
L,r.hrr nmeodments, 442 ; read 3”, passed, and returned to Council, 446 , Assembly b amend

COPYRIGHTCOnTkstIO^ COPYRIGHT CONVENTION ").

CORAliA (See “ROADS").

32L
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BBFEBBNCEa TO THE TOTES AND PROCIBDINOS, TOL. I—17m PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1897.

c

CORPORATION OF CITY OF SYDNEY
COUNCIL TeOISLAIWf'11'1 Elpenditure for 1S96>laid on Table’ 21 ..................................................

Mia)jte of Executive Council transferring amount of Yotcfcr, to supplement vote for “Leeislalivc 
Council nnd Assembly, laid on Table. 188, b

COUNSEL (See also "BAR OF HOUSE”):—
Petitione to appear by, before Select Committee, 91, 219 241,

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT (See aleo “BY-LAWS "1 —
__ Return to Order (Session ISOfi), laid on Table, 35 .............
COUNTRY' TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL:— ....................................................

Message from Governor, 11; Moiion made (Mr. Yomiy) for Mosnogo to Council that Bill be 
proceeded with, under tlic 295th Standing Order, IS 

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL (No. 2) —
Message from Governor, 285; Motion made (Hr, Young) tor Committee of tho Whole 296-' 

House m Committee, Resolution agreed to, 313 ; BiU presented and read IT 341 ■ Order oti 
the Day postponed, 450, 409, '

COUNTS OUT (See also “NO QUORUM").
Attendance of Members in Divisions and—Sessional Paner

COWRA (See "ROADS.”) ..............................................................
CRAIG, MR. A. D. (See ‘‘CIVIL SERVICE”).
CRICKET GROUND (See "SYDNEY CRICKET GROUND”)
CR0'I^n-^?DTS,l?e<: fl!so “AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS* BILL”; also '• CHURCH AND 

SCHOOL LANDS BILL"; also " CHURCH AND SCHOOL ESTATE” - also "RF.U T>Tin 
BirL") Y?R0WN LANDS) BILL”; also "FIELD OF MARS RESUMPTION REPEAL

Report of Department of Lands for 1S9C, laid on Table, 324.....................................
Dedication op Certain' Lands pndeii 105th Section of Act,... .......... ...

Gazette Notices, laid on Table, 32, 71, 211, 256, 316, 331, 399. "
Dedicated to Pom,to Pubposes —

Abstract of, laid on Table, J I, 32, 71, 114, 177, 185, 250, 310, 331, 399, 410. 479.
Alterations and Cancellation of Designs fok Cities, Towns, and Villages ■—

Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 71, 114, 185, 255, 331, 399. '
Sites pob Cities, Towns, and Villages: —

Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 114, 185, 250, 310, 331,399.
. Reserved for PitEsniiVATioN of Water Scetly :—

Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 71, 114,185, 250, 310, 331, 399, 410, 479 
Dedicated to Religious Pimrosns:—

Abstract of, laid on Table, 32.
Arina Auction Purchases :—

Abstract of, laid on Table, 337.
Public Cemeteries :—

Abstract oflandresumorl for, under tbc Public Works Act and tho Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act, 177. 1

Hydt! Pajik, Sydney :— |
Motion made (Mr A'eiW) fo? Government Gazette Notices of Gib October, 1S10, and other papers 

relating to dedication, 107. 1 *
AllENATlOS':—

Motion made (Mr Sail) against, and in favour of perpetual leases or settlement or improvemeni
nniendm!,1^o0TArl1(j’ir; 10 1U0ti0u apply only to alienation, and

Dcbat-adjourned, 198 ; Order of the Day postponed, 220 
Reappraisem-ent of Conditional Purchases and Leases :—

Motion made (Mr. IFadMI) to extend right of reapprnisoment to conditional purchases, and 
Debate adjourned, 190 ; Order of ihe Day postponed 316 

Mr. Moore proceeding to move-Point of Order, That motion anticipated debate on an Order of 
the Day on the Taper, upheld by Mr. Speaker, 309.

Value or Improvements to Incoming Tenants-_
Adjournment moved (.Ur. Moore) in regard to administration of Acta, and negatived, 226 

Claim of James and Patrick Guiiien, of Kangaroo Valley :—
Mohon made (Mr. Alexander Campbell) for a Select Committee, 229 ; Report brought up 357 

Non.residential Conditional Purchase taken up by Ellen Josephine Ormsry S- 
Acts —n ,lmde 7f for PHPcr3> 242 i Return to Order, laid on Table, 456.

Notification of settle ment lease proposed to be validated under tho 44th Section of 68 Victoria! 
No. IS, latd on Table, 11.

Additional Regulation No 319a under, laid on Table, 18.
Amended Regulation No. 72, and Amended Forms Nos. 20, 46, and 83, under, laid on Table, 18. 
Amended Regulations Nos. 63, 56, 152, 156, under, laid on Table, 18.
Amended Forms Nos. 7 and 50, under, laid on Table, 18,
Amended Regulation No. 37, under, laid on Table, 147.
Notification of amendment of Regulation No. 35 and Amended Regulations Nos. 165 and 170, laid 

on j iibiCj uit>.
Amended Regulation No. 156, laid on Table, 331.
Amended Regulahon No. 324, laid on Table, 331.

Relief to the various Occupants of Land in the Colony —
Motion mode (Mr. Lyne) in favour of Government granting, and negatived. 99.

HBliECTIOif BY ArtHUK JePFBIKS, La>TD DISTRICT OF DSNILIQUIH ;_
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers, 134; Return to Order laid on Table, 3M 

Survey of Lands—Continobnches—Land Agents, Appraisers, &c„ Contingencies: —
Minute of Rxecutive Council transferring from one head of sen ice to another, laid on Table 103 

Notification of withdravval from lease under Act of 1375 for Settlement by oViibu 
Holdings of certain Lands, laid on Taile:—

Prom Canally leasehold area, 21 
From Ulumbnrella leasehold area, 24.
From West Mandamah leasehold area, 21, .
From Derribong leasehold area, 24. ’
From Burburpte leasehold area, 24.
From Bartley s Creek leasehold area, 24.
From Gunningbland leosehold area, 24, -
From Narromine leasehold area, 114.

PAPERS ORDERED TO 
BE PRINTED.
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BEMBENCES TO THE VOTES AND TttOOEEDINOS, TOD. I—IJTK rABLIAJIEST SESSION 1897.
FAVEES OBDEKED TO 

BE PRINTED.

PAOE.

CEOWM' LANDS (coiifusuecf) :— _
Notification of withdrawal from lease under Act of 187o toe settlement by other 

Holdings of certain Lands, laid on Table (continued)
From Burroway leasehold area, 134.
From Mullah leasehold area, 134,
From Condobolin leasehold area, 134.
From Bygalorec leasehold area, 24.
From Deniliquin leasehold area, £4.
From Groobang leasehold area, 24.
From Egelabra leasehold area, 190.
From Fllcngerah leasehold area, 190.
From Gillendoon leasehold area, 211.
From Boyd leasehold area, 211.
From Ariah leasehold area, 211.
From Tapio leasehold area, £41.
From Butgandramine leasehold area, 241.
From Grutmiugbar leasehold area, 2S4.
From The Trolls leasehold area, 284.
From Timberrybungan leasehold area, 2S4.
From Bme Plains leasehold area, 337.
From Spicer’s Creek leasehold area, 337.
From Euroka leasehold area, 392.
From Burrawang leasehold area, 420. I
From Wclbendungah leasehold area, 42G.

Conditional Purchase of John Boche Ardill ;— . „ . T i r • '
Petition presentedfrom John Koche Ardill, complaining of the ndtmmsfcrnUou of the Land Law in

reference to, and asking for relief, 23................................. .................. ViV
Homestead Leases in Names of W. Brady, senior, Ann E. Morris, and ii . Beady,

JUNIOR, WlLCAHNIA DISTRICT , rr ui -n
Motion made (Sfr. Coveland) for papers, 32 ; Beturn to Order, laid on labie, oJ...........................

Application of John Finkeran for Lease oe Water Reserve, County of Ashbcrniiam:— 
Motion made (Dr. Ross) for papers, 51; Return to Order, laid on Table. 27!).

Application of John Lyster for an Original Conditional Purchase, County of 
Ashbubnham :—

Motion made (Dr. Boss) for papers, 51 ; Return to Order, laid on labie, 2Dt>.
Travelling Stock and Camping Reserves, Wagga Wagga Land District .

Motion made (Sfr. Gormh/) for evidence of Land Board on application of Stock Branch to have 
Reserve 1,370 and Reserve 75, Parish of Rowan, proclaimed, 62 ; Return to Order, laid on 
Table, 256.

Consolidation of the Land Laws:— ,,
Motion made {Mr. Carruti/ers) for Select Committee, 53; resignation ot Mr. Copeland from and 

name discharged, 69 ; Draft Bill laid on Table during Session of 1896 referred to Committee
1S1 j Report brought up, 456 ............................................................................................ . ........ i

Rmuuftion of Waldron’s Selection at YALCoaRiN — ‘
Motion made (Sir. Pern/) for papers, 59; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 91. I

Exchange of Land, Ccppachmbalong Run, Queanbeyan District:
Motion made (Sir. O’Sullivan) for Select Committee, 61; Report brought up, loo .............. .— (
Petition presented from James Orr for leuve to appear before Committee* !H ........................ *......

Exchange of Land on Yanga Station, near Balranald :—
Motion made (Ur. Chanter) for papers, 177 ; Reiurn to Order, laid on Table, 331 ......................

Conditional Purchase by George Vincent in the District of Gusdagai :— 1
Motion made (Mr. TVaccrr Jones) for Select Committee, 274 ; Report brought up, 301 ......... |

Town Allotments, East Molong . . . , ,
Adjournment moved (Dr. Boss) in reference to leasing and the fencing in of tho streets, and

negatived, 296. '
Refusal of Transfers of Conditional Purchases to Married V omen

Motion made (Mr. Perry) for papers in reference to issue of circular to Crown Lands Agents, ddl. 
Homestead Selection 97-1 by Frederick William Tixsk and by William Simpson :— 

Yoticc of intention to declare, under section 44 of Act 58 Vic. !So. IS, that they shall cease to be 
voidable, laid on Table, 377.

OwNEBsnip of Trundle Dam :— . .
Motion made (Mr. Thomas Brown) for papers relating to,"3i7.

Land Statistics—Gosford Population Area :—
Motion made (Mr. )Vheeler) for return, 378.- 
Return to Order, laid on Table, 491.

Ryan’s and Daly’s Conditional Purchases, Parish of Ybi holme. County of Roxburgh:— 
Motion made (Mr. Feild) for papers, 399 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 517.

Annual Lease of Owen McCoskrr, Cope's Creek :—
Motion made (Mr. Moore) for adoption of report (Session 1896) from Select Committee, 41U. 

Improvement Leases on Toobalk and Dunlop Resumed Areas —
Return respecting, laid on Table, 517- 

IMPHOYEMENI LEASES AT JERVIS Bay :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 617.

Alleged Dummying op Homestead Leases in Wilcanma District:—
Adjournment moved (Mr. Sleath) in reference to,[and negatived, 518.

CROWN LANDS BILL:- „ , , l0 „0. m
Motion made (Mr. Carrtiiltert) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1 , 23o; read 2 , com 

mittod, reported with amendrncntu, report adopted, 243 ; Motion made (Mr. Orr«i/ier.v} to 
take 3° as matter of urgency before other business—Point of Order, That motion was not 
authorised by Standing Order No. 395, and was irregular, ruled against by Mr. Spcnker j 
motion agreed to; Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for suspension of Standing Orders—lomt 
of Order, That Standing Order No. 395 did not authorise suspension nf the Standing Orders 
for any particular stated business, and motion was irregular, Mr. Speaker declined to rule and 
left the matter to the House ; motion passed. Bill rcad 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 2eo-/^ 
returned with amendments, 508; Council’s amendments disagreed to, 510;
Council, 511.

CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION BILL:- , „ _ _ , ...
Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1 , 471; Crder ot the 

Day postponed, 483, •
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BmUKTOM TO THE T0TK3 AyD MOCMDIKM, YOL PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1897. PAPERS OKUEKED TO 
EE PRINTED.

CBObill^1TS (See ‘,CLAms AGAINS1, THB government and ckown suits

CUSTOMS (SUGAR DHAVVEACKS) BILL - )'
Mossngo from Govcrnov 32 

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF ]8!)3 —

McsBAgo front Governor, 3(i2,

DAIRYING INDUSTRY '
DABLte'Urat^'irii'oS ^ssvLm ~M*' «•

oiTfe'i"11 2“-
DAY(IwfB0 'r" (Sec 1,150 "GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE”') —

JvAIL’WAY UkVIATJONS - ' '
Motion mftdo (Mr. McGttnvu) for Select Committee in reference (o Contncts for Public Wm-P-

gti-=H=iSSiS££i
Construction op Telephone Tunnels:.....  .................................................................

Motion muds (Mr. J^ne) for Soleot Committee, ill. Progress Report brought m,
m “•o-u. t« .cU, "pj'KS; a« ssssj

VOL,

‘SMALL DEBTS RECOVERY"aCI'

Return to Order,

amendment bill-T""" bill”; ll1'50

fS™ "REGISTRATION OF DEEDS BILL”)
DEEP CREEK (Sec “BRIDGES”) ^
DEEPWATER (See ‘•POLICE”)
DEEPWATER CREEK —

ArPLicATiONS POE Oompknsation prom ckhtain Land-om-nejis UrMAiiRA__

^ «*

DESPATCHES—ASEH0L;D ABI5A ^c° “CROW-'-7 LANDS”).

Laid on Taiii.r :—

DISEASES^IN^'sHEKp^Qx^™'^11'™11 °f 9U' SCPtemb°r’1S8(!’ 40'

M01 Wd f°r KCtU’'n °f lieCeiptS u,,de,,-fM ^ lou ?«», 114

T>i8onm:n — ’ ..........................................................

"ISmi^ssss'SsBS-fsm
DIS11IL4TION ^[LL^—'1*b^re,r ^^0USC’ ^r‘ "us

DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1858:—
ditision's —°tunis nriier 103rd ECCtio”’Iaid 0n T:lble’ S2,

iK^TH^ncIcSE*1 JIelnbcK il1’ aud Counts-out (Sessional Paptr) ......

Spcakor gives Cnsting Tote, 274- 
No Tellers in, 110.
Printing Committer, 13.
Business Days (Remojnif. Order), 19.
Suspension of Standing Orders (Urgency) 37.
Wars and Means, 37. ' ’ *

' Ciiy nnd^North Sydney IMilnay Bill, 43, 348.
Public H orks Act Further Amendment Rill 43 
Totalizator Hill, 51, 2Sl(-). ‘ '
Consolidation of the Land Laws (Select Committee) 53 
Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill, 54, 135.
(jODstilufioi) of the Coitiittonwealib of Australia_T)mft “HilJ TVncA +r o , ,Opening of Ecological Gardens on SumC 9G(U fr0m ^ IuSine. ™
iiimslerial Election Bill, 100.
Postponement of Order of the Day, 141, 156, 220,
Limitation of Speeches (ShitirfiRg'Onfer), 147,
Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 158, 157.
Additions and alterations to the Government Printing Oflice, 157
WnnrMivfL1*10118^!*!-16 Cu9ton,a D“tiM Act of 1835 (Adjournment), 163.
Second Motion of Adjournment of House under 49tb Standiug Order be entertained, 169, 518
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fatebs obdeeed

BE FEINTED.

TOIi. FAGB.

DIVISION'S {continued) ■—
' ^E^eDsk^of Hnilwiy into City—Deference to Public Works Committee, 170.

Ittilwoy from Morco to Inverell, 178.
Erancbisc Extension Dill, 181.
Balloting for Select Committees—Standing Order, 193.
Law Practitioners Bill, 215, 2S9, 290.
.Adjournment, 229, 274, 328.
Small Debts Recovery Act Amendment Bill, 24J.
Crown Lands Bill—Urgency, 25G.
Moree to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), 26i, 268, 230.
Nurtcs and Ecmalc Attendants in Hospitals and Asylums, 2/3().
Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, 273, 274 
Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill, 280,
Women’s Franchise Bill, 284.
Licensing Acts Amendment Bill, 28G, _
Land and Income Tar (Amendment) Bill, 296, 301, 302- 
Case of Rachel Dawson (Adjournment), 301J W'
Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 308.
Water Conservation Department, 309.
Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 324. ’ T ,090
Construction of Railways through Private Land, 328.
Government Contracts, 328.
Rulings of Speaker—Standing Order, 337. , tv,, -u,
Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, 31^, 371.
North Shore Bridge Bill, 347-
Sydney and North Sydney Bridge and Tramway Bill, 347.
City and North Sydney Tunnel-Roadway Bill, 348.
Collision between the “ Sol'' and “ Alathca steamers, 357.
Vote of Censure—Lucknow Strike, 3S5.
Special Adjournment, 392.
Resolutions from Committee of Ways and Means, 39o.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement (Continuation) Bill, 403, 4j2 (J.
Annual Lease of Owen McCoskar, Cope s Creek, 410.
Government Coal Mines, 410. . .._
Case of Thomas Buckley-Public Works department 418.
Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 427 ( M-?;
International Patents and Trade Marks Arrangemouta Bill, 43o.
Native Flora Bill, 436, 437- 
Glebe Island Bridge, 441, 484 (*). «5 (*)•
Port Kembla Harbour Bill, 460 (-), 474, 481, 482.
Supplv (House to go into Committee), 4G0'
Soeial'Comlition of the Working Classes, 4/1.
Probate Duties Bill, 482 497.
Australian Legal Professions Federation Bill, 486, 512 ( ). .
Primitive Methodist Church Property Bill, 495.
Stamp Duties (.Amendment) Bill, 497,
Sunday Trading Bill, 511.
Railway from Warren to Coonamble, 53 J.
Railway from Maitland to Taree, 519.
Railway from RosehiU to Dural, 520.
Harbour Works at Tweed River, 520.
Harbour Works at Bellinger River, 620, 521.
Harbour Works at Nambuccra River, 521.
Harbour Works at Mad cay River, 521.
Harbour Works at Hastings River, 522.
Harbour Works at Manning River, 522. .

™* s“ 0»"
Constitution of the Commonweallh of Australia—Draft Bill, 53.
Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 157.
Balloting for Select Committees—Standing Order, 198.
Moree to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), 281( ).
Government Road, Roselle, Balmain, 31/.
Glebe Island Bridge Bill, 485.

In Comhittke of tee Whom :—
Weekly Reports of, 1 to 20 ......................................................................................................................
That Chairman leave the Chair, 560. m j ceK
That Chairman leave the Chair arid report a Point of Order, 555.
That, Chairman leave the Chair and report progress, 559. . v , * i „ era corThat Chairman leave the Chair, report progress, and ask leave to sit again on future day, 5/2, 581.
That an Honorable Member be not further beard, 606.
Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, oSo ( ).
Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill {Resolution), 644.
Appropriation Bill, 607, ^ ^
Church and School Lands Billy 545, 54G (‘). - . , q r , fTM
City and North Sydney Railway Bill (at amended and agreed iota (s)
Constitution of the Commonwealth of ’m 'rs f=l ’ ’

Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 549.
Hunter Di^taictWate^and'sewernge Act Amendment Bill.(eonjideniUon of Legislative Council, 

Message), 582. _ n
Immigration Restriction Bill, 602 (*). _ , ...
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement (Continuation) Bill, 60o.
Land and Injomo Tax (Amendment) Bill (Resolution}, 677, o/8.
Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 579.

641
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DIVISIONS (contimteJ) •
Is Committee of the Whole (continued)

Law Practitioners Bill, 559 (!), 560,
* Licensing Acta Amendment Bill, 678 (!),

Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill (Resolution), 681, 684 585 P).
Native Plora Protection Bill, 001. 7
Pliarnificv Bill (Legislative Council’t amendments), 517,
Port Kembla Harbour Bill (Resolution), 683.
Pojt Konibla Harbour Bill, C06 (5J, 607. .
Primitive Methodist Church Property Bill (CoauetY Hill), 609. 6L0 
Probate Bill, 60S.' wn, olu.
Public Works Act Further Amendment Bill, 543, 544.
Small Debts Hecovery Act Amendment Bill, 671, 572 fs).
Usury Limitation Bill, 587.

Supply:—
That an Honorable Member be not further heard, 691.
Vote of Credit, 541,642,
General Estimates for 1897-8—

Chief Secretary, 589 (s).
Auditor-General, 690. '
Police, 590.

» Lunacy, 690, 691.
Agent-General for the Colony, 691 (*), 692.
Chief Secretary—Miscellaneous Services, 692.
Treasury, 592, 593.
Stamp Duties, 593.
Customs, 593.

■ Board of Health, 691.
Labour and Industry Branch, 695.
Grants in aid of Public Institutions, 596 (*).
Department of Mines—Miscellaneous Services, 597.
Military Secretary, 697,
Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces, 698 (a).
Railways and Tramways—Working Expenses, 598.
Pubho Works—Establishment, 699,

Loan Estimates—
Pwronnent and Reproductive Works, 603 (*).

HOMMUSII CUEJIK ANT) IliON COVE CltKK EXTENSION SlOItM-TVATliR CHANNEL :—
By-laws under the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act, Lid on Table, 17 

W lAL1l,0KKlirc> Cahf.ening Cove Dbain, Ibon Cove Cheek, Asiifielp, Hue wool

XiNPIELD, and CANTKEltrRY ]}RATNS
lm(le^the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act, laid On Table, 17.

i3J[ Is A B 1/I4KEK OANAL I—’
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17. 

BiTsncrTTEii’s Cheek Dbain:— . nxaun., a,.
ll!", rol>oliUnSewerage ActExtension Act of 1894, laid on Table,95

1 “ ' Branch, LEioiinAKDT Bkanch, and Smith-st. Branch op the Long Cove Stobm
WATER LHANNEL :• —

Report of completion, laid on Table, 95,
^ChInneV-1’ Sl,0Ii?,I‘'VATEit Db“m at N0ETn Sidney asp op the Easton Paw 

Report of completion, laid on Table, 140
Aqueducts at Johnston’s Cheek, White’s Cheek, and across Sewage Fabm—

Report, on tlie conditions of, laid on Table, 229. '
Western Suburbs or Sidney

r1RATr?0«fiC^«nrlfmrfrU™pt?T' °f !and' XmieT PnMic Worlifl Aet’ Table, 331, 341.
DRAKE (See “POSTAL”; also, "TELEGRAPHS”! ’
DREDGE'SERVICE:-. -

Regulation, laid on Table, 17, 392.
Minute of the Eiecutivo Couneil transferring Vote from Hoads and Bridges and Harbours ant 

DROUGHT IN COLO^ ™-1 ^ ^ °n TablC 1G3-

^^'’ne'.m'tiTedTg*5'1 ^¥>' 111 Tef<,rcnet: to distress in drought-strickon parts of Colony, ant

P^Urn ^}' UoTernment Asti-onomcr rospoeting, laid on Table 84 ^n^?P,BESaMB0 AT'EA (See “CROWN LANDSV '
DDRAL (See "RAILWAYS”). *

E
EAST MOLONG (See "CROWN LANDS”).
EASTON PARK (See “DRAINAGE”).
EDUCATION (Seo also "PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (NEWCASTLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE) 

RILL ; also PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL") —
Report of Minister for 1896, laid on Table, 84 .. ’

University op Stdnhy:— ............................................................................................ .........................................

Report for 1896, laid on Table, 24 ............................. .......
By-laws, laid on Tabic, 134. ......................... ............................................................................

Lanu hob Public School Purposes:—

Works Act-iuirj on TnVjie’24’59’27r)’B17-
. By-law, laid on Table, 24.

1
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PATERS ORDERED TO 

BE PRINTED.

VOL.

E
EDUCATION (continued)-.— -

Public School Teachers _
EcgulstioDS under Die Public ScrTice Act of 1895, laid on Tabic, 2o.

Sydney Grajima* School:—

Peport for 189G, laid on Table, 190 ......................................................................................................
Nautical s.s. “Sobraon”:— _

Report for year ended 301b April, 1897, laid on Table, 331 ............... .....................................
Return showing names and rank of persons employed on board, laid on l able, dob.

Pdbiic School Cadet Corps :—

Rotum respecting, laid on Table, 356 ......................................................................................................
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES BILL nosy, n-rW of the

Motion made (ilfr. Sahey) for leave to bring in, 302 ; presented, and read 1,3/1; Order oi me
Dav iiostponod, 385, 419, 492.

EG-ELABRA "LEASEHOLD AREA (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
EfGHT^HOURS^ Schey) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Slanding Order, 50; Order 

of the Day postponed, 72, 346, 357. 400.
ELECTIONS ANl)"Q,CAL[FICATtONS (See “ELECTORAL' ). „^iTJTT .pv yrrwp
ELECTORAL (See also “ MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”; iUEC-

TORATES AND ELECTIONS ACf AMENDMENT ACT, 1896 ; a so IRdNCiDrSK 
EXTENSION BILL”; also “SHEEP .DIRECTORS ELECTION BILL”; also ‘WOMEN S 
FRANCHISE BILL”);—

Elections and Qualifications Commictei! :— Oo « -icm'a-’W
Speaker’s Warrant, laid on Table, 7 ; maturity reported, 33; Members sworn, 331), Jb( ), /<

52. „
ArsTiULASiAN Federation Enabling Act, 1895: —

Return of Votes polled at Election, 4 March, 1897, laid on Table, 49 ..............................................
WO.M KN:sP' KAN CI1IEE .

Petition presented from Residents of New South Wales m favour of, 4oo, 411 ..............................
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH ACT:— _

Amended Regulations and Rates, laid on Table. 24.
ELLENGERAH LEASEHOLD AREA (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
EMMAVILLE (See “ POLICE”).
EMPLOYER^ Legislative Conneil and, on motion (.Ur Gn«7d),read 1°, 401: read 2®, eommitted.

reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, ‘tn; 
Assent reported, 493.

EMU GRAVEL AND ROAD-METAL COMPANY’S TKAMWAT BILL— - ,
Reeeived front Legislative Conneil and. on motion (AL . Garrard), read 1 , r2 ; Order ot ttie nay 

postponed. 84,18!, 435.
ENFIELD (See “DRAINAGE”). ^rTT„,
ENTERTAINMENTS (See “PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENTS BILL ).
ENTRY ON PRIVATE LAND BILL:— ■ ,v,

Message from Governor, 353 ; Motion mode (Mr. Young) for Committee of the Whole, Jod ,
Order of the Day discharged, 378. , „ „ f ,, uoa

Message from Governor, 392; motion made (ilfr. Ibi/a?) for Conimitlee of the Whoie, J.W;
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1 , 4bl; read 2 , com
mitted, reported with an amendment, 449; report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to

EQUITABLE PROCF.SS (Sec “SERVICE OF EQUITABLE PROCESS BILL ).
ESTIMATES (See “FINANCE”).
EUABALONG (Sse “RAILWAYS”).
EUROKA LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS’).
EVANS. AIR. A. F. (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS , .

Of sums established and voted for the services of the year 1897-8 and previous i ears ............

FACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL:—
FEDEte“cON(?l«0"ATf?teASr& FEDERATION”: also

TION (REPRESENTATIVES’ ALLOWANCE) BILL’; also ‘ SIAN FEDEIL
ALTON ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL ; also ; COhSnTU HON OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA—DRAFT BIIjL"; also “ AUSIRALAS1 AN 
FEDERATION ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)”).

FERRIES :—
MeSINDIE:— , ™, VI IT

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on labie, 17.
FIELD OF MARS RESUMPTION REPEAL BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Carntthcrs) for leave to bring in, presented aud read 1^, lib 
itrad, veuorted with an amendment, Report adopted, 156-7 ; read J , pas:

; read 2°, coin
'd, and sent to

FIN AN AND INCOME 
i’DND bill

(AMENDMENT) BILL”; also CON SOLI hat ED REVENUE 
FUND BILL (No. 2)”; a'so “STAMP DUTIES BltL’’; nlw “STAMP DUTIES 
(AMENDMENT) BILL” ; also “PROBATE DUTIES BILL '; also LOAN BILL ; 
also “CONSOLIDATED REVENUE (MUNICIPAL GRANT) BILL ’

Receipts aud Extendiiuhe oi the Goxsolidatbd Rkvhkue :— ,,
Colonial Treasurer’s Statement for year ended 30th June, 1896, together ntlh Auditor-General 9

Report thereon, laid on Table, 7 ....................................*...........................................................
Mixutk op Executive Council:— , , . a .

Speaker lays on Table copv Of, authorising transfer of amount from one head of Service to supple-
ment another, 7 (E), S7 {*), 163 ('), 183 (*). 196 (s) .................................................................

Estimated Revenue and Extendituhe :—

Account of, for 1896-7, laid on Table. 19 ..... ..................................................................................

PAGE.
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869, 871
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473
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riNAJTCE (continued) :—
Espiamss:—

ScI^Mo to Estimate, for 1897-8, laid on Table s4 ’ .......................................................

essage ^o. 6d, lecommending Loan Estimates for 1897-3 hitfl ™

itoJSLS j&ssrtfa^i!S!sL“«!! *so '™.T0.“''-ABSTKAC:r8 of 6n“? estimale<l ami voted for the 'sepvicos of the'yra'r 1807-8, wid
pronons year

COHPOJlA’lTON OK THE ClTY OF SvrDsur !—
Go^e“t°s!vS BABKElienditU;e f0r 1S9G’Iuid 0,11,ilble' 21

fl .State^nf of Accounts for year 189G, kid on Table. 2t 
lnuaT Mojiei's Deposit AccoryT-..... ............................

trPm l5t Apt’U> 1S9G’ to 31st Maron, 1897, laid on Table 25 
Theasfbkr s Advance Account ’ DW’ ^

vox.

!■ 2

PAGE.

Statement of payments made for October, 1896,
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

laid on Table, 25 .
November, 1890, laid on Table, 25..
December, 1896, laid on Table, 25..
January, 1897, laid on Table, 25 ..
February, 1897, laid on Table, 25
Jfarcb, 1897, laid on Table, 25 .....
April, 1897, laid on 'Table, 42........
May, 1897, laid on Table, 126..., 
dune, 1897, laid on Table, 211
July, 1897, laid on Table, 284 .
August, 1897, laid on Table, 331.....
September, 1897, laid on Table, SSS .

,, J-’<) October, 1897, laid on Table 409 .....................................A GTE FOB ItOADS AND BeIDGES, 1896-7 :_ ’ ............................................. ‘•■■U
Motion mude (Jfr. i’nwfc Xnrncll) for return showing expenditure 52 

Vote foe Ukciasbipud Roads foe 1897-8 - B "pcn(J,lme- 52'

i" nCmm to olbtnm.b, atii, t0
E s™.’s i.-- isiu-................

Order,

Motion made (Mr. &*e/)'That'ic7v7'bo'^i!-cnTIO'V ’

Bankjng Land, Btodiks, and Investheni' Coaipan^s ' _

T™{,10 °f LmblhliCS and AsSeta f01' 30th September, 1896, laid on

Ge“TaUAb7l™Ct3 °f Lkbil!tiM ^ ASECU for end«l 31* December, 1896, kid on

SSsSaSS-aaaggw®!
Bane .LrABILTTlFS A XT) ASSK^S .__

Oenera! quilrt“ en(,1!lt 31,t December, 1866, laid on Table 71
General Abstract of, for quarter ended 31st March, 1867, laid on Tabic 71* ’
a! l i7’ f01' 'luarter ended 30th June, 1897, laid on Table 289’

Finances of TKfcoiot^f ^ ^ ^ <>" UQ.

r Bcturnretpeeting, laid on Table, 856
Insceibed Stock Act of 1883 :...  .......................................................................................

Fourteenth Annual Report, laid on Table 331
Supply :— ’ .................................................................................................................................

Fnuieni7pdG <#'■ S?J!) 1ov House to go into Committee, 12.
House in CommiUec (Financial Statement), 19, 32, 36, 354 378 403 420 428 448 4Tn ags 
Resolutions reported, 36, 354, 378, 428 ('os), 461 PT) 403 ’ ’ U 428, 448, 4C0) 408'
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 354, 378, 432 (‘wj, 463Vd 408 

WAYS Atro Mzaxs l_ ' /J
Motion made (Mr. Seid) for House to go into Committee. 12

„ Estimates for 1897-8, laid on Table. 354 
Balances to Ceemt of Government in Banks ■—

™ilg5rMsfe,i^Sf;S:»5,id T-b'''
“0E0W‘V

Report of Sydney Board for 1896, laid on Table, 219 . ..
FiVsTa1 ‘ A7™1 K!P0Irv?f Gox,lbara kid on Table, 24...........................
R^noH of W MeP° 0t ^T1110 hid on Table, 24.

__jj^S53sgg terazs?*’im- “ - **•
Report of Commissionera for 1895, laid on Table. 324

fisherIfs BiLLm-fiSi0n“3 for lfi9G’laict on T‘‘bIc’324 .....
Motion made (.Hr. Draper) for W to proceed with, nndor the 295th Standing Order, 53= Order

1 ' VaVA/V OC A 2i A. — J ^ A 0 * *FLOOD ffTsTfP®ed' d5°i ™d 2°. committed, 474.
FLOOD BReVentION i ISlKA'II0N °F JUSTICE'

713,891 
1027 
1139 
1179 
903 
911 
899

915

1223

1225

1195
1197
1199
1201
1203
1205
1207
1209
1211
1213
1215
1217
1219

1231

1229

707

709

")■
Departmental Reports respecting, in Hunter River, kid on Table

450—C '
114..

919

1227

1073

209
223

323
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FLORA (See “ NATIVE FLORA PROTECTION BILL”).

rOTXto™.dM “ u» &"»«'« "i ‘i“ w‘""’m > °ra"ii” ^tM-

TOMB (C^AowKIds-, .1,0-xswoastii! rinmui tm iwm>wm
BILL”).

HOWLSo51Ll0f^.ei»w™) for return shoeing nmouuL paid lo ainco 18S6, 378; Return to 

Order; loitl on 'i'able, 4I5. •

gag^Si:SffiSSa».~»w»f Mxamat »»•, *. “womek’s
FRANCHISE BILL”; also ‘‘ELECTORAL ).

presented and read 1° 2Q i Motion made (Afr. 
0t A'eiVd) for Foint of Orrfar-l’hat Bill iorolrod expenditure and reauired a Message from 

Hie Governor—ruled against, Motion for 2° negatived, 1S1.

sas
Sewcraoo lot Amendment Bill, awl managers appointed, 332, Council agree., J4b, name 
of managers called over, and Members proceed to Conference, return, and bring up Report, 

361; Report agreed to, 3!)5.
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY '

IC—“ S, M„,„.A-e«.dndE.b.„.o».. b.,!.

bj tbe 'J’rustecs, and negatived, 221.
LomMSoveriior^AT'TAIotion made “to of Uie Whole, 4?!;

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1,486.

G
GAOLS {See also “PRISONERS’ &AOL REGULATION BILL”) i- ................................

Report of Prisons Department for 1890 laid on 91 ...........................
Amcndod Regulations, laid ou Table, 155, 3dG, 3JJ.

ASt™^r^U^rS^Tpee, dMcd^th June, 1896, and the present Under 

Secretary, dated 13th August, 1896, kid on Table, IS..............................................

of ^95’ 25, '

“^e ol'ai-sc t0 b9 ^adc’laid 0,1 Tablc’23'
reference to report issued by Public Service Board,

and negatived, 35.
^ Moth^mado^ATr.^oJert tinner) for papers in reference to Contract, 67 ; Return to Order, hid on 

Table 248 • Paper referred back to Printing Committee 284.
G ASLIGTIT (Sec “MAITLAND GASLIGHT ACT AMEN DM EM BILL ). ,

GB™LrnS i» reference to fractures in front elevation of General Post Office,

and negatived, 236.
GEURIE (See “ RAILWAYS M).
GLEBE, THE (See ‘‘SEWERAGE”). . iIT,1}TnrT'q”'i '
GLEBE ISLAND (See ‘‘ABATTOIRS"; also “BRIDGES ).
GLEBE ISLAND BRIDGE BILL:- mado ro,(np) for Committee of the Whole, 458 ;

4S4-6; returned without amendment, 517-
GOLD (See "MINING”).
GOL\An„teofCF0xeeutHe Council authorising the transfer of Vote to supplement the Vote to meet,

unforeseen expenses, laid on J ■•;;"■■■-Y™™",;;...................................................
GOOBANG LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS ).
GORDON (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
GOSFORD (Sec “ CROWN LANDS ').
GOULBDRN (See “ EIRE BRIGADES ).
GOVERNOR (See also “MESSAGES”)

Proclamation by, opening Parliament, 1.
Opeuifg sVeS'"; A&Ss " Reply,°5,12Reply to Address, 15. .

G0YEJlfm!tfM E^utufCouneiL autborising transfer of Tote from Roads and Bridges and Harbours

Continent, hid on Table, 410 ..................
G°™ELf?S“Sfin favour of securing suffieienl to supply coni for their own require

ment?, and negatived, 411.
G0YESSSn ^Sfttjfor full union wages in future, amendment moved to omit words, and

GOVERN MENT "iCML’LOY EES (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”).

1317

1383

1221

1105
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'' UE rilJXTED.

VAOE.

G
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OmOE;—

Poguiat,ions under the Public Service Act of .1805, bud on Table 25. .
ilmutc of Executive Council autborising transfer of Vote to “ Public Library ” laid on Table 87 

ADBmoM axd IirwiovuMKitTS CAiin.Eif OUT ur Day Laboub —
Departmental Eeports on, laid on Table. 43 .............................. ' _ ^
Motion made (Mr. McLean) for Select Committee, and iinllot talicn.moVimVugVecd to’TeiT VeuVe

210 >Progress ^ ^ "P* ™......
GOVESNMEKidsffikffSLf?IPW 02 1 Eetalfn to 0rd^ laido!5 99.............................

of Accounts for 180G, laid on Table 24
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—.............................................................

otion made (Mr. AJJleek) for leave to bring in, agreed to cn castine vote tf Mr Snralscr Bill 
nn i P^mi,el3* and moti4m for 10 negatived. 273-4. ° prater, 44,11
SISEVuKSl"™ (S“ "“n-™-).

■"* 1° <W“ ■" ""
GREENRIDGE (Sea “ WHARVES”)
nunvu-1^;1; ^C0 also “ RAILWAYS

"»OOKWOOD BOROUGH COUNCIL")
GUI.HEN, JA.ME& AND PATRICK (Sec “CROWN GUNNKDAH (See “TELEPHONES”) ° LA^')S }
?H^^AtOBLAND LEASEHOLD A.REA (See "CROWN LANns,”i 
GUNNINGBAR LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS^) )‘

H
HARBOURS (See «1LLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION ACT EURTHEE

HARBOUR AND LAND cWoRATION^lJU^^ ^ “1LLAVVABKi
Dekp-water, At Port Kevima ‘

Report of the Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 37.................
M0“je <'Mr' Y0”n3') <ilat WOrk 119 l'CTOlnnicmlcd by Public Works"Cominittce bo'ca’rried

MACr.EAY JtlVUIi, KjiW llXTUAXCK <— .................................................
WorI1 AT Mac^Iy rI™ 0-!1,md mUlCr thC Pl!bliC Wo,-ii3 AcL' laid 0n Tab,e- 440‘

WonoNGQ.v de-' Y0U”3) 10 rcfC1',0 PuMic Worl!S Comln!“ce, 521. ■

Statement respecting Arbitration Case, laid on Table 4SO 
Wor^It and the Arbitrntion Cm*, Hungerford a. Trust, laid on Table, 480

Wolvi0!,' nRd° ('Mr‘ YT9'i t0 rCfer to Public Wor!is Committee, 520.
WORKS AT BnLLTNOER Rivj;r ’

WnD0yi0nWmade {Mr‘ t0 rcfer t0 Pnbiic Woris Committee, 520,
Works, Nambuccra Hiveh

Mwl0!1 ('Vr‘ 10 rffer t0 Public Works Committee, 521.
Works at Hastikos River —

wS;“ sa?jr ■** •» p"i,“ »•*«—«»«•

HA\r IRRIGATION (AMEND5IENT) BILL__
Assent to (Session 1S9G) reported, 2 

HAY IRRIGATION TRUST: —
HEAT TH0^* «^nn?)T?JS«VdiJTipel’ditm,e for 189fi'laid 011 T(lb,(b 32...........................
ii LA L ill (Sec PDBIjIO HPjA.LTH ,f • nKn PTTRT Tf* ttit \ r t rr iit i t »!v * ......................HEMSWORTH, GEORGE (SeeMINIJfG”). PUBLIG HEALiI1 ^CL ).
rrrS/^1^Jb'®,py TIdI3 QUEEN (Sec “ADDRESSES”) ■
ITT?? a1™ C:E, fS(C “ CI VIL SERVICE ”}. '
HILLTOP (See “RAILWAYS”). !
HINDOOS1-0™1^ ^"^™TRATION OE JUSTICE”).

^TableS ”Uniber iU 1''VCed’ BrU‘1Swick’ »«»>mond, and Clarence River Dhlrktj, laid on 

HOMEBUSH CREEK (Sec “ DRAIN Vgr”’’)............................................................................................
SSMESpScno/BlStt®^ (See IRBIGATION ” ; also “WATER SUPPLY”).

iroMi™rLEA& ?£'WwnTato§- r3 'vith, under lho 395tl1 StandiT,g 0rdw-52-
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES-—

Motion^madc^A/r. Frank Farnrfl) for return of Special Grants and Subsidies for past twenty

HOSPITALS:— ' ' ■
Coast:— '

Report" for year 1S95, laid on Table, 491

o'Y*p*i“h”

HOI
8G3

1,375

37

321

237

9G7
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YOL.

H
HOSPITALS (contimwd) :~

IfunsKS anb Female Attendakts
Motion made (Mr. Griffith) in favour o£ regulating working hours m conformity with the eight- 

hour clauses of the Factories Act s amendment moved (ilfr, CWfon) to apply principle where 
possible; amendment agreed to; motion, as amended, passed, 273.

Mudgee >•Report of Royal Commission in reference to case of Mary Beattie, laid on Table, 321 ...................
HUDSON BROTflARS^a ^ Nehon) rcialingto unsatisfactory treatment by Government in reference

to contract for Steam Crane for Garden Island, and 610-
HUNGERFORD v. WOLLONGONG HARBOUR TRUST (See "HARBOURS ).
HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD j a „OT,

Report of Royal Commission on management of, together with Minutes of Evidence and Appe -

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL : —
Message from Governor, 11 ; Motion made (Mr. Young) for Message to Council requesting that, 

ho proceeded with, under 295th Standing Order, 18; Bill returned with amendments, 206 ; 
Council’s amendments agreed, disagreed to, and amended, 230; Message to Council, 21 J; 
Council insists on some of its amendments, and agrees to Assembly s amendments in new clause 
2i 279' Message considered in Committee, and progress reported, 321; Message turtter 
considered in Committee, and Assembly insists on its disagreements and requests a Free Con- 
ferenee and appoints managers, 332; Conneil agrees to Conference, 346 ; Names of managers] 
called over, and managers proceed to Conference,and being returned, brought up report, 30 , 
Couneil insists on certain amendments, but proposes further amendments, and insists on other 
amendments disagreed to by Assembly, 368; Assembly no longer insists upon its disagree
ments and agrees to Council’s further amendments, 39o ; Assent reported, 4dO.

HUNTER RIVER (See “FLOOD PREVENTION”).
n^^^Ioton^nade for Government Gazette Notices of 6th October, 1810, and other papers

in reference to dedication, 197.

PAGE.
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I

ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT

Petition presented (Mr. Bawthome) for leave to bring in. 59; leave given, presented and road 

1° G7.ILLiWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION, LIMITED, „„Q
Motion made (Jlfr. Neild) for papers relating to non-fulfilment of statutory obligations by, 229 

Return to Order laid on ’Table, 392. ■
■ILLEGITIMACY DISABILITY REMOVAL BILL:— j Ci n n iw

Motion made (Mr. EsilA) for leave to bring io, presented and read 1 , 51; Order of the Day 
postponed, 190, 220, 225, 341, 346, 353, 357, 400.

IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION BILL r— , . „
Motion made (Mr. Reid) for Committee of the Whole, 399 ; Message f™m10G^c1rT10I; J0|o5 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and wad 1 , 421; read 2 , 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 442; read 3 , passed, and sent 
to Council, 44-5.

“^PraelfmatioTpr^ibiting the importation of cattle, camels,
disease, and prohibiting the introduction of any cattle, camels, Ac., from certain points oi 
Queensland. laid on Table, 409.

Jgss% isINCOME TAX ASSESSMENT ACT OF 189»"; also “LAND AND .INCOME 1AA 
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2”).

INDUSTRIES OF VICTORIA AND NEW SOUTH WARES:— . , .
Comparative Statement by the Victorian Statist, respecting number of hands employed, laid on

Table, 3G2 .........................................................................................................................................
INSANE (See "ASYLUMS”; also “HOSPITALS ').
INSCRIBED STOCK ACT OF 1883:—^ _ _

Fourteenth Annual Report, ......................................................................................................................
INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION:—

T}ft«Tiat.c"li re^tiectinff of 9tli Scptcinbcrj 1.8S6} l&icl on 1?ablc> ____INTERNATIONAL PARENTS AND TRADE MARKS ARRANGEMENTS BILL
■ Motion made (Mr. Griffith), for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 9u, read 2 ,

eommitted. reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 371; read 3 , passed, and sent to 
Couneil, 435-6; returned without amendment, 496.

1NTEK™ d Do o^Councd,: and on motion (Mr. GouU) read r,76; Read 2°, committed, reported 
without amendment, Report adopted, 124; read 3®, passed, and returned to Council, 127, 
Aseent reported, 155.

INTERTt VPTION:— „ ■
Of Business to renort urgent Messages from Gonncil, 117, l/U. ___ ,

INVERELL (See “RAILWAYS”; also “MOREE TO INVERELL KAIuWAY BILL ; al*o 
“MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY BILL, No, 2”).

!lRraS?WN^™» ™ (AMENDMENT) BILL”; also “HAY IRRIGA-

Report, together with Plans, on the prospects of, and of Water Conservation, by Colonel 1. J. 
Home, O.S.I., Royal Engineers (retired), laid on Table, 341 .....................................................

3
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BHFERSS0E3 TQ XUS VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, TOL. I-I7TM PARLTAXTENT—SESSION 1897. PAPERS ORDERED XO 
PE PRINTED.

”)■

JKFFBIE3, ARTHUR (See "CROWN LANDS”)
JERVIS BAY LRASLS {See "CROWN LANDS”)
JIFFKIN8, STAFF-SERGE A N'J' W. (Sec "MILITARY 
JOHNSTONE’S CREEK (See "DRAINAGE”).
JOINT STOCK COMPANIES ARRANGEMENT (CONTINUATION) BILL:—

Motion made (Jfr Gould) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1J, 403; Order of the Din 
renor^pef^l5 ^ d 21 ?0“lI!|llf'ted> ^poTtert with an-amendment, «!); recommitted,
rHn, rnfl 2 htf'n am<fded1 report adopted, read 3°, passed, and Font to Council, 472 ; 
returned without amendment, 49G. ’ ’

JOURNALS OF LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:—
Motion made (Afr, Neild) for Select Committee lo search, in relation to proceedings on Hunicipali- 
^ to® Act Amendment Bill, 192 • Report brought up, 205. P

JUBILEE (See “RECORD REIGN CELEBRATIONS”)
JUDGES RELATIVES DISQUALIFICATION BILL —

, ,k's,“4“l!0nk''H!! M“““de 
'{^^CIION MINE, BROKEN HILL (Sec “MINING”).
JUfiORS :—

Schedule of Allowaneoj. laid on Table, 30S.
JURY (See “GRAND JURY BILL”).
JUVENILE SMOKING SUPPRESSION BILL 

* ■ Motif" S<us) for,!cre t0 undor 29jt,h SlaudingOrder.SS; Motion made
^incd 29"H C0''ntCtl out>18ll 0nhr of Day restored, 190; Order of the Day post-

K
KEMPSEY (Sec “BRIDGES”). 
KENSINGTON RACECOURSE (wn (S.. .mHaSs;0*™'” A!™ SCIl00L

KOORAWATHA (See “RAILWAYS”).

LABOUR BUREAU —
Report of, for year ended 30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 3E2 .

LAGOON^CREEB^fSec “BRIDGES ”?n'nSt ^U1^ler lllaintenanco 

LAKE A1ACQUARIE '
T ANT^ANn1 r0tliri1 ia refci,inec watcr frontage?, 435.
LAND AND INCOME TAN ASSESSMENT ACT OF 1895 —

Substituted Regulation No. 21 under, laid on Table, 25.
Amended Regulations under, laid on Table, 25 (-). '
Substituted Kegidation No. 56 under, laid on Table, 25.

r * wn for ea,cu'ntion of values, laid on Table, £5.
LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL:- 

Assent to (Session 189G) reported. 3.
LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL— ■

Message from Governor, 257; Motion made (Mr. Brunker) for Committee of the Wl,ole, 280;1 
House m Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 285- read 2<’ com
mitted, reported with amendments, 296; Motion passed to tube remaining stages as matter of 

CoiS’soT^ [8 m,sf Committee adoptedSread 3°, passed, and
t -endmenrumf Bill lUltsWe: 363 4. called ^ "“‘»re of

LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL (No 2) —- I
Motion made (Jfr. imV) for Committee of tho Whole, 399; Message from Governor 402-1 

House in Committee, resolution reported, Bill presented and rend 1°, 42U ; read 2° Standing
mcnir^X^mdtrre dT^ ™n"1,i"Sst>>gM this day, committed, reported with anient 
ren^loliri^t replied db^89 ' ^ ^ ’ relu™cd

LAND AND INCOME TAXES :— ’ :
Adi0Or*r'Tha7ed' in reference to administration of, by Commissioners ; Toh,t of

. mfcSidTor mi COl,£ned ,0 SUbjCOt °f b, Mr. Speaker;

AdjOno™atG“V20r1 ^ in rci,er''n',e ‘0 administration of, by Commissioners, and

DnrARTMKJJT —
M°“S’£: U,° i0 r"*,0"“ 10 *'1’ ■«:

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT :_
LANDALAWS 0i.Cr0™ Lal1113 Tesunlcd f°r Public Cemeteries, laid on Table, 177.

Motion nnuie(J/r CWrufAerr) for Select Committee to report on Consolidation of, 63; resigna-i 
or?896 wfe^dlo'p from and name discharged, 69; Draft Bill laid on Table during Session

LAW PRACTmONE^ BILI™-^ 1815 ^ broU‘bt ^ 456....................................... ............ !

Motion made (Mr. Keild) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order 2C ■ Order
of the Dir !’oelPon6d*215: p'I! reil11 2'’> committed, reported with amendments, 215-6; Order 

ay postponed, 2.0,^-2o ; on motion of Mr. Schoy, report adopted, 243 ; Order of tlm\
LEAD POISONING:-15, 236' 266’ 2'2’ 2?9 , 285 : rea<1 Pasecd' mid 6eat 10 Couneil, 289-G0 ‘

i ( 1037 
. I 1005

1369

mb, assssfi^riKiraSuSS:mn “■* “ - ^ ios--:.................... .... »Appointed by Mr. Speaker a Temporary Chairman of Committees for the Session, 7, |
T227
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BUTBEESOBS TO THE VOTES AJTD TKOCEEDISGS, VOL. I—I/TD rAlttrAMENT—SESStOS iS??'
PAPEBS OBDEEED TO 

BE PBIXTBD*

VOL.

epocdilj'l

'RAILWAYS").

LEGAL PROFESSIONS (Sco 11 AUSTRALIAN LEGAL PROFESSIONS FEDERATION BILL )

k^. O'1".50'»-
of the Day postponed, 12, U9G, 385, 400. _

LEMON, SAM, AND MISS LEMON (Sec “RAILWAYS :).
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

, *. * mm* mmc moal omex
BILL"! also "SUNDAY TRADING BILL")

CoWJCTIOVS USDEB THE LICENSING ACT ;—
licturn (in part) io an Order (Sess-ion 1891-2)^ laid on Tablc^ 18- ■

L pities presented ngainst extension of lioun of closing Sunday traffic and reduction of (My on] 
spirits, and in favour of restrictions regarding travellers from Residents of l etershnm, 3o ... 

Petitions presented against Sunday selling from Residents of New South At ales, .15, 108, IL4, ( 
122,146,180,352 ............................................................................................................................. |

LOCoinpan”ivG Betuni of results in Metropolitan Suburban Municipalities, taken in February, 1807,] ^

laid on Table, 12G ......................................................................................................... ...................I
LTGENMNG ACTS AMENDMENT of whol(!i 91 . House in Committee resolution

J1° agreed to, 192 ; Bill presented and read U, 215 ; read 2° oomm.Ucd reported vitli amend-, 
ments and amended title, 286; Report adopted, 296 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 302,, 
returned ulthont amendment, 44S; Assent reported, 470. ]

LIENS ON WOOL AND STOCK MORTGAGES BILL:- I
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for leave lo proceed with, under tho 29oth Standing Ordci, 26, Order

Lira KNCOUBAGEMENT WM,-).

LIMITATWN^F f iiisf ruction to Standing Orders Committee In frame rule, 147; Keportj ^

brought up> 293 ................................... I
LIQPeCthionfpre™ dAn favour of Local Option without compensation from inhabitants of Penrith,| 

241,272 .............................................................................................................................................. j

cot a Government measure, and should not come under operation of Standing Order No. 12n ,
ruled against by Mr. Speaker, House in Committee, 317 ; Order of tlie Day postponed, 4o0. 

Petition presented from public meeting, Centenary Hall, Sydney, in favour of passing as 
as possibly 300 .................... -............ *............. ..................................................................

sss&SfPa&sa^i&a^ taum™™ wu.-.-
LTTHGOW CO-OPERATTYE COAL COMPANY' RAILWAY BILL:— ,

Petition presented (Mr. Bogm) for leave to bring in, 362; leave given, 368; B.11 presented and,
road 1°, 370; Referred to Select Committee, 377 ; Report brought up, 432..............................

LIVERPOOL (See “RAILWAYS”). 1
LOAN (See “NORTH SYDNEY LOAN ENABINO BILL ).
LOAN BILL|

Assent to (Yesji'ott 1896) reported, 2. D , ,,
Ordered (J/r. Kcid), founded on Resolution of Ways and Means No. 8> rc?d L1!

465 j read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, read 3 , pas.ea, and 
aentto Council, 473 ; returned without amendment, 510.

LOAN ESTIMATES (Sec “ FINANCE ”).
LOCAL OPTION (See “ LICENSING'
LOCKHART. MR. NORMAN O. (See 
LOCKS AND WEIRS :—

RTVSK DAItma- AT BOITEKB:— T VJ
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public TSwks Act, laid on Tabic, 17.

LONG COVE CREEK, STORM-WATER CHANNEL (see “DRAINAGE ).
LOTTERIES (Sec “ART UNIONS AND LOTTERIES”).
LOUTH (See “ PUNTS ”).
LUCKNOW STRIKE (See "MINING”).
LYSTER, JOHN (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).

M
MAOLEAY RIVER (See "HARBOURS”).
MACQUARIE RITER (See "WEIRS”).
MAIL SERVICE (Sec “POSTAL”).
MAITLAND GASLIGHT ACT AMENDMENT BILL :- Crier 32- Order

Petition presented (Mr. Gillies) for leave to proceed with, under 409th Standing Order, 32 Order, 
of the Day postponed, 52 ; read 2°, eommitted, reported without al”cnd™n^ 
adopted, 109 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 117 ; returned without amendment, Uo, 
Assent reported, 174.

MAITLAND (See “RAILWAYS”).
MALLETT,^WILLIAM . UQintention^ transfer of propertyjiy W™.111111 P™7lng llle 1Iouso

to cancel tbe deed of transfer obtained from him by fraud, 4/9 .................................. ...............
MANILLA (See “TAMWORTH TO MANILLA RAILWAY BILL ■).
MANNING RIVER (See ‘'HARBOURS”).
MARBLESs.m) for papers in reference to quality of Moloug, in construction of Publm 

Works, 177; Return to Order, laid on Table, ............................................................ ...................

also “LIQUOR TRAFFIC LOCAL OPTION BILL”). 
■CIVIL SERVICE”).

PAGE.
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P.EEEREl'OKa TO THE VOTES ASD PBOOBEMK0B, VOL. I—J/TK I’AEUAMENT-BW&ION 1897. rAl>IH3 OHDK1IKD TO 
BE PJ1IXTKD.

M
TOL.

3IAKINE BOARDS j—
New South Wales ;— I

Bcport of Eoval CommiBsion to inquire into management of, laid on Table, 256...............
Evidence and Appendices to Report of Bojnl Commission, kid on Table, 272....................

______ «specting retirements of members, laid on Table. 91
MARRIED WOMEN (Sec "CROWN LANDS "l ...............................................................................
MARULAN (See “RAILWAYS").
MARY VALE (See “RAILWAYS”). I
McCOSKER, OWEN (See “CROWN LANDS”)
McCOURT, WILLIAM, ESQUIRE, M.R.1 |

Elected Chairman of Committees, IS. ■
McRAE0(See8 “0pUBLT^S*El^VlCE^”)^, ^ !lCimil“5tel' 0“th °f AnesianCe> ^ !

MEDICAL BILL:— ■ * l
Received from Council, and, on motion {Mr. Neifd), read 1°, 312; Order of the Ddj- postponed,!

MEMBERS
Sworn as Members of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 33 30 42 '

■ Resignation of, from Select Committee, 09. 1
Removed from Chamber bf direction of Mr. Speaker, 279. 1
Leave granted to lay papers on Table, 295; laid on 'Table, 303. i „

MENIN^DIE^'fSe^^EERRIE^1’')/'11'^105 ^ m{% ^ Pjl 485 CA31 i'(’)'»520 (!j,' 621,522;

MERCANTILE EXPLOSIVES DEPARTMENT:— i
MESSAOES1^0118 Uuder Service Act, laid on Tabic, 219. j

Enoit tub Govbhsor :— 1
Delivered by the Usher of the Black Rod, I. 1

1. Assent to City of Sydney Municipal Loan Bill (Setsion 1896), 1, 1

FAG 13.

477
503

655

2.
3.

9
10
11.

12.

Patents Law Amendment Bill {Session 1896), 2.
Appropriation Bill {Session 1896), 2.
Loan Bill {Session 1896), 2.
Hay Irrigation (Amendment) Bill {Session 1896), 2.
Tam-worth to Manilla Railway Bill {Session 1S9C), 2.
Bankruptcy Acts Amendment Bill (Session 1896), 3.
Eactories and Shops Bill (Session 1896), 3. ' '
Public Health Bill (Session 1890), 3.
Land and Income Tax (Amendment.) Bill (Session 1896), 3,
Navigation Acts Amendment Bill (Session 1890), 3.

,, Mining Laws Amendment Bill (Session 1896) 3
U. CcmXy^ Bl11 (£~1806),4.
3 5. Cook’s River Improvements Bill, 11,
16. Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill 11
17. Public Roads Bill, 12.
18. Vote of Credit, 15.
19. Tonnage Rates Bill, 32.
29. Customs (Sugar Drawbacks) Bill, 32.
21. Australasian Federation {Representatives’ Allowance) Bill 39.
22. Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 30. ’
23. Church and School Lands Bill, 50.
24. Public Trusts Bill, 50.
25. Rabbit Bill, 50,
26. Noxious Weeds Bill, 50.
27. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 66,
^8- I, Cook’s River Improvement Bill, 101.

, 11 I’libh® Instruction (Newcastle Technical College) Bill 108
30. Artesian Wells Bill, 108.
31. Assent to Interpretation Bill, 155.
32. Pyrraont Bridge Bill, 1C2.
33. Assent to Pharmacy Bill, 173.

Public Works Acts Further Amendment Bill, 173.
Narandcra Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill, 173.
Orange Show Ground Bill, 174.
Public Roads Bill, 174,
Maitland Gas-light Act Amendment Bill, 174.

,. Borough of Cudgegong Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 174.
40. Truck Bill, 174.
41. Morce to Inverell Railway Bill, 190,
42. Assent to Public Trusts Bill, 215.
43. Port Kcmbk Harbour Bill, 226.
44. Assent to Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 242.
45. „ Municipal Loans Bill, 243.
46. Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 257. -
47. Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill, 267.
48. Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 285.
49. Estimates of Expenditure for the year 1897-8, &c., 353...............
50. Entry on Private Land Bill, 353. ...........................................
51. Assent to Service of Equitable Process Bill, 353,
52. Assent to Clergy Widows and Orphans Fund (Sydney Diocese) Trustees Bill, 355 
o3. Customs (Commissioners’) Bill, 362.
64. Assent to Mores to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2) 370. '
55. Vote of Credit, 371. '
56 Entry on Private Land Bill, 302.
57. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 402.
58. Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 402.
59. Immigration Restriction Bill, 402.
60. Coloured Races Restriction and Regulation Bill, 402,

343

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

714
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BBFEBEITCES TO THE TOTES AS® EMCEEDINGS, TOL. I —I/TH PABIIAXEST—EESSIOH 1S97.
FAPBKS OKDBBED TO 

BE riilNTED.

VOL, TAG-E,
M

MESSAGES (contimttd) \—
Fbom TM Govebsob (co»(«ia«?)

6]. Assent to Hunter District Wnter and Sewcrago Act Amendment JJilJ, 410.
62. Assent to Australasian Federation (Representatives Allowance) Bill, 410. ,
63. Stra-thfleld Bailway Crossing Bill, 410,
64. Boilers Inspection Bil!, 420.
65. Loan Estimates for 1897-8,436........................................................................ ..........................................
66. Assent to Church Acts Repealing Bill, 441.
67. Glehe Island Bridge Bill, 417.
68. Sydney Water Supply Conduit Additional Works Bill, 417.
69. Friendly Societies Bill, 447.
70. Additional Loan Estimates for 1897-8, ....................................................................................................
71. Probate Duties Bill, 457. i
72. Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 457.
73. Assent to Licensing Acts Amendment Bill, 470.
74. ,, Pynnont Bridge Bill, 480.
75. „ Municipal Loans Furl her Validation Bill. 480.
76. ,, Church and School Lands Bill, 4S0.
77. Additional Estimates for 1897-8, 480 ........................................ ■■ ..................................................
78. Assent to Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 492.
79. J) Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, 492.
80. „ Campbelllown Reservoir Acts Repeal Bill, 492.
81. „ Abattoir Road Act Amendment Bill, 493.
82. „ Municipalities Bill, 403.
83. „ Distillation Bill, 493,
84. ,, Employers’ Liability Bill, 493.
85. „ Contractors’ Debts Bill, 493,
86. „ Nuisances Prevention Bill, 493.
87. !t Claims against the Government and Crown Suits Bill, 494.
83, „ Compensation to Relatives Bill, 494.
89. ,, Registration of Deeds Bill, 494.
00. „ Quarantine Bill, 494.
91, M Public Entertainments Bill. 494.
92. „ Co-operative Colliery Tramway Bill, 494.

Fbom AssEwm.Y to Cou>"cit, ;— ,
Trimsmilting Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 38. ^

„ Public Instruction (Newcastle Technical College) Bill, rl.
„ Stamp Duties (Amendment.) Bill. 84. _
„ public Works Acts Further Amendment Bill, 116.
,, Narundera Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill. U7.
,, Or.mge Show-ground Bill, 117
„ Maitland Gaslight Act Amendment Bill, 117.
„ Borough of Cudgegong Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 123.
,, Public Trusts Bill, 123.
„ Munieipalitie? Act Amendment Bill, 134.
,, Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill, 13a.
„ Church mid School Lands Bill, 148.
„ Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 186.
,, Municipal Loans Bill, 186.
„ Real Property (Crown Lands) Bill, 197.
,, Crown Lands Bill. 257.

Suggested umendmenls in Constitution of the Coimnonivealt.il of Australia—Dratt 
” ^ Bil!, (,c;7M™«.•»), 259 ; (ajBeBrfMf, pursed), 259.
„ Moree t J Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), 2S1.
„ Law Practitioners Bill, 290.
„ Public Instruction Act Amendment Bill, 290.

Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 302.
„ Licensing Acts Amendment Bill, 302.
„ Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 332.
,, Artesian Wells Bill, 332.
, . Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bui, 371.

Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 379.
,, Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 428.
„ International Patents and Trade Marks Arrangements Bill, 436.

Coloured Races Restriction and Regulation Bill, 445.
„ Immigration Restriction Bill, 445. _
„ Camphelltown Reservoir Acts Repeal Bill, 458.
„ Abattoir Rood Act Amendment Bill, 45S.
„ Trust Property (Amendment) Bill, 458.
,, Entry on Private Lands Bill, 438.

North Svduev Lean Enabling Bill, 471.
„ Sydney 'Water Supply Conduit Additional Works Bill, 472.
” Joint Stock Companies Arrangement (Continuation) Bill, 472.
„ Appropriation Bill, 473.
„ Loan Bill, 473. _
,, Nyngan Town Hall (Mortgage) Bill, 475. ■
„ Port. Kemblu Harbour Works Bill, 482.
,, Stockton Graving-dock (Leasing) Bill, 484.
„ Glebe Island Bridge Bill, 486.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund (Municipal Grant) Bill, 498.
„ Probate Duties Bill, 499.

Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 499.
Returning Interpretation Bill without amendment, 127.

Service of Equitable Process Bill, without amendment, 337. ,
„ Clergy Widows and Orphans Fund (Sydney Dioeesc) Trustees Bill without amend

ment, 347.
., Church Acts Repealing Bill with an amcndirienl, 377.
„ Co-operative Colliery 'Jh-arnwRy Bill with amendments and amended Title, 44C.

Registration of Deeds Bill without amendment, 450.
„ Municipalities Bill without amendment, 451.
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MFKREXCE3 TO THE TOTES A YD PEOCI'EWXOS, YOL. I-IJTH PARLIAMENT-SESS1 OX 1897. PAPERS ORDERED TO 
BE PRINTED.

M
MESSAQ-JiS (rontinucd) ; —

From AssEMiiLT to Council (etiWitiHerf) ;_
Returning Nuisances RreYCntion Bill 111111001. nmoiulment. 451. .

» Quavantine Biil without imiendmcnt 451. ' I
” Entcrtiiinmeuts Bill without amendment 452.

Distillation Bill without amendment 452, |
1, Emplorers’ Liability Bill without amendment 452. ■

Cnnfraetova’ Debts Bill without amendment 452. !
” £*“nns ®Stt;»5t the GoTernment and Crown Suits Bill without amendment 433. '
” 50™'.0.U51ltl011 10 atire3 "‘L*lout amonclnient 453 1

it ” JlirlI",^Te 1Ict'hodist Chnrol1 ^'operfy Riil without amindment 493 I
Requesting that Council proceed with the Public Roads Bill, 18. I

jg ,l >• >’ Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment]

Requesting that Council proceed M ith the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 18. I

” ” >* i> Coot’s River Improvements Bill, 18. 1
t • , ” , ” ” Vegetation Diseases Bill, 115. '

°tn Xm™dmmts, and requesting a Free Conference, in the Public Roads Bill 85 
Agreeing to Council s Amendment in the Coot’s River Improvements Biil,92. ’ '

„ Council s further Amendments in the Public Roads Bill, 141
„ council s Amendments in Public Trusts Bill, 191. '
„ Coundl's amendments in the Artesian Wells’Bill 498

tt, a„„to, rariaw,,..;
anBitl! ua °ne and ftgrecing ,0 lhc remain'ler tlie Council’s amendments in the Pharmacy1

n T Cmlnf* aTldmrentS in tIlC W»tcr and Sewerage!
v . Act Amcnrtmoat Bill, and requesting a Free Conference, 33®. 1

D7s\, IctSvafer midSSeemWfc3 AIfl t0 S™™1’3 f“rth“ ^endment. in tiie Hunter'
uisirict Water and Sewerage Act Amondmcnt Biil, 395. |

Agreeing to Council s Amendments in the Church and School Lands Bill, 449.
” ” ■> Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 449.

Dianereeirur in Cn^nV. a "i , • Roans Furthor Validation Bil). 450.
jjisagreeing to Council a Amendments m the Crown Lands Bill CH '
Agreeing to Council s Amendments m the Beal Property (Crown Lands) Bill, 52:3. I

in » >j \"offoUUou Disea^fs Bill 523 tFboie Coukojl to Assembly J
Transmitting Emu Gravel and Road-metal Company’s Tramway Bill 72

„ Interpretation Bill. 7C. J ' |
•’ Co-operntiyc Colliery Tramway Bill, 84. i
,, Service of ISquiffible Process Bill, 220. I
” MedmaUlfn^"'1 0‘'1,tl''lUS li'"rtd ^neS Abcesc) Trustees Bill, 289. ]

i* Registration of Deeds Bill, 400, I
„ Mimicipulities Bill, 400. I
» Nuisannes Prevention Bill, 400. I
„ Quurantauc Bill, 400. ■
,i Stamp Duties Bill, 400, t
,, Cattle Driving Bill, 40J. j
» Tuhlie Entertainments Bill, 44)1. |
„ Distillation Bill, 401. ’
» Employers’ Liability Bill, 401.
,, Contractors' Debts Bill, 401.
11 Cknns Against the Government and Crown Sails Bill, 401.
J* »V]ll9# 1 rabati*, find AcliruiiLsfcroi.ioii Bill 401 

_ ^ Compensation to Kohitircs Bill, 402 * ’
Returning Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill without amendment, GO 

” u m-s T r r!1.,i,ro''(,mf’n,s Rill witii an amendment, 84.

S5S«fKSf5gr3st 23S?3£» ”• M°'•' -165

” AImL'ndlnent B>H without amendment, 155.
” ' L Tr f I'»rtl.fr Amendment Bill without amendment, 15fi.
” Pubt 3 Vul it 11"°^ ^‘VUe-yarda Bill, without amendment, 170.
„ l untie JrusL Bill with amendments, 180
” ^"iil “of nnd^cs™SC Act Ameudmcnt Bill with amendments, 20G.
i, P elil of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill without amendment. 220.
,, Municipal Loans Bill, w ithout amendment, 220.
” v1:lnd ll,ndInton’f a’ax (Amendment) Bill, with amendments, 303 
” p0”*,-*? tI,lJ"e 1 ^ BiU (No- 2>’ 1Titll0ld Amendment, 3G8.

Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2) without amendment 402
” Churel Td (R^wntalives1 Allowance) Bill w ithout, amendment. 403.

UlnircJi and Seliool Lands Bill with amcntlmentf, 404.
„ *ynil0“t Bridge Bill witli fin atnendinent, 419,

Liecnsing Acts Amendment Bill without amendment 443

:: 2) •'*-'***-.
” Campbelltown Reservoir Acts Repeal Bill without arnendmeut, 491 
„ Abattoir Road Act Amendment Bill without amendment. 481
” HealpS Amendment Bill w ithout amendment, 483.
,, Meat 1 loporty (Crown Lunds) Bill with amendments 495
” rpl’r Cfncluit Additio™[ Rill without ameudmcnt, 490.
” No th 8vdn0vTllt,npS Co”ti,luilt1011) Bill without amendment, 490.
” * oi th Sydney Loan Enabling Bill without amendment, 4H0.
„ irust Property (Amendment) Bill without amendment 40G

Cro ™si Bm with amemlmeni:; 508ArrangemCUU ^

i> Appropriulion Bill ivitliout amendment 510,
» Loan Bill witliout amendment., 510.

iZG—T)
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PATJCBS OHDKltBD TO 

. 33B TKIUTEU.

M
MESSAOES (continued) :— i

1’rom Couscii to Assembly (continued)!— _
Koturning Nviigun Town Hall (Mortgogo) Bill without amonninwil, 510 

„ Vegetation Diseases Bill with amendments, 510. ^
„ Olebc Island Bridge Bill without amendment, 617.

Ccmsoliduted Bcvemio Bund (Municipal Grant) Bill mthont amendment, olS.
” Stockton Graving Dock (Leasine) Bill without ninendiiicnt, 518.

Insisting on some and agreeing to one o£ the amendments in the J uhlic Itoads Bill, iO.
Agreeing to Jmo Conference on the Bublic Bonds Bill, mid appointing Managers, 116. 

g “ b it Hunter District Water mid Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, ami
” appointing rnanngers 3i6.
„ ^mcnclincnt in tTie Olmrclt Acts Repealing 405. . .
” Aniendmenls in the Co-operative Colliery Tramway Bill, including the amendmcits

in the Title, AGO. ,nInsisting on amendments, but proposing furlher amendments, and also insisting on o hei amend
ments disagreed to, in Hunter District Water and Sewerage A^et Amendment Bill, 368.

Not insisting on Amendment disagreed lo in the Pharmacy Bill, 170.
Not insisting cn some and amending other of its amendments in the 1 uhlic Roads Bill Ud. 
Requesting Assembly to proceed with the Primitive Methodist Church 1 roperly Bill, oO. 
Requesting Assembly to proceed with the Church Art Repealing Bill, 76.
Requesting Assembly to proceed with the Dentists Bill, 115. -
Insisting oil some of its amendments and agreeing to Assembly s amendments in new olause 

in the Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 2i 0.
Suggesting amendments in the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia—Dratt Bill, d-T. 

METKOROLOOfCALi— _ „ n.
Rcluru respecting conditions of the Colony, laid on Table, So. T AWni>\

METROPOLITAN AV AT EH AND SEWERAGE ACrEXTl'.NSION ACT OP 1391 (See BT-LAWS ) 
METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD:—

Ninth Roportfor 18S6-7, laid on Table, 491.......................... ■ "";.VV;'":,Oe.......................................
Ttcnort of Royal Commission to inquire into Management, hud on Table, oob. ................. ...
Plan of Svdncv and Suburban Sewerage System—Appendix to Report of Royal Commission, laid

on Tabic, 362 ........................................................................................................................................................
MIDDLE BILLABONG (See “WEIRS").

Sittings after 13. 30 44 9?, 0G, 118, 127, 135, 141, IIS, 15fi, 1G2, 170, 191, 203, 22G, 236, 243, 
267, 274’ 281, 236,’291, 296, 303, 317, 32G, 337, 334, 3GS, 378, 3S5, 393, 403, 420, 423, 44-. 

443, 159, 473, 492, 012, 519.
MITjITAUYReport, on Forces by Major-General G. A. French, R.A , C.M.G., laid on Table, 445........................ ■

pERlTANENT AliTII-LIiRV : —
Return respecting Allowances lo OlEccis of. laid on Tabic, 84. . , a
Motion made (Mr. £. M. Clark) in reference to competition of Band with other Private Bands, and

Motion^nsdc (Mr. STiomiiw Bron-Ji) for return in referenee to qualifications and promotions, 99; 

Return to Order laid on Table, 219.
Stavk—SiiHOEAXT W. Jitnaxs:— /e. . ,00,., 10R

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for adoption of report of Select Committee (Session Ib.tb), 
Aitowixt’Es Piioi'OSEu von Ykah 1897 S:—

Schedule to, laid on Table, 399......................... .......................................................................................................
JUNES DEPARTMENT:— ,m,w theMotion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for return of expenditure, also disbursements, under the

Pro^peclinn Yoio, io 30th June, 1S97, 441.

PAGE.

Report fov 1896, laid on Tnble .............................................................. ... r »» i K^riATMINING^ (Sre also " COAL MINES REGULATION (AMENDMEN L) BILL ; also GOAL 
MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL"):.

1
73

Report of Department for 1S9C, laid on Table, 91 
Minimi Laws AuBxminxi Act of 1S9G:—- 

Regulations, laid on Table. 11.
Jdxctiox Mi.vn, Biiokex Hut.:—

Report on Creep in, laid on Tabic, .................................................................................
Atpi-ioation ok Mb. ,1. F. Cosxklly to Misn in tub Pahisii o? CrBiuGONci-v

Motion made (ilfr. Ketld) for adoption of Report of Select Committee (Session 180o),nnd Debate 
adjourned, 27 ; Debate resumed mid motion passed, 215.

VroiTTLATiox of Coat, Mixes, Newcastle :—
Motion made (Mr. Eddes) for reports, 51; Return lo Order, bid on Table, 168 .........................

Stockton Colliery Disabuse:—
Motion made (Mr. Fegan) for papers, 52 j Return to Order, laid on Table, 331............... '(j”;'-;";

Cask of John Wild and Glome H EAtswoitra—Gram Lease on Mr. IIlmiy Butlek 
Private Land, Parish of Movst Lawson:—

Motion made (Mr. Hurley) for papers, 67 j Return to Order, laid on Table, 2b0.
Lead Poisoning, Broken Hill Minks:—

Returns respecting, laid on Table, 103 ................................................................................................
Ventilation and Joint Infpkction of Collieries in Nortiq.rn DiSTnicr

Minutes respecting, laid on Table, 108 ............................................ ...................................................
Leases, Grenff.lt,:—

Motion made (Mr. Wahon) for Return, 127 ; Eetorn to Order, laid on Table, Ib.t.
Accident in Broken Hill Mine:— ,

Adjournment moved (Mr. Fetgnson) in reference to, and negatived, 147.
Accident to Thomas Samfson, Broken Hill Mink:—

Report respcetine:. laid on Table, 2GG.
Wallsi-nd Collieiiy.— , , n a i„:j

Motion made (Mr Watkins) for Reports on during present, year, in ; Retnm to Order, lout oi
Table, £19 .............................................................................................. ............................................

COAll’ANlLS REMOVING Gold WITHOUT Al’THOBITV :— _ ^
Adjournment moved (Jf;, Stralh) in reference to, and negatived, 309.

Cask of Svdnfy Cooper, as to Mining t-nder a Road, Parish of Clyde, County of Couch:
Motion made (Mr. Cruirkshank) for Select Committee. 309 ; Report brought up, 510..................

"Wentworth iTioruiETAity Gold-Mining Company, Lucknow:- _ f 7
Motion made- (Mr Lgne) for papers in referenee to application for suspension of -Labour 

Conditions, 378; liduni to Order, laid on Table, 383 ...............—....................................... .
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BIS PRINTED.

ir
MTNTNO (continued) ■.—

VoTj? of CE.vstJiiti, Luck sow Strike :—

Motion nmde (Air. Li/ne) that action of OoTornmenfc with reference Jo Lucknow ,
a. maladtmriisl,ration of justice, and Debate adjourned, and take precedence 383 D 1°' 

, resumed and motion negatived, 385. precedence, 383; Delate
Sunny Corner Leases:— J

MOt oX.tid^ Kfs/r 11apm respecti,’s eX0mpti0,1 0f lab0U,‘ C0ndili0I’s' 435 i Bcturn J

Mines and Quahiiies in tub Axrbrt Mining District —

M.tZcASE XoD^rcrLiN^111011Vith Kiniifces' ^ »“ Tabic, 456 .......................

Motion made (d/r. T. It.. Smith) for papers 456
mining laws amendment KILLP-

Assent to (Session 1896) reported, 3.
MINING LAWS AMENDMENT DILL

Motmn. made (JD- Mcore) for ]eavc fo bring in, presented and read 1°, 103 ; read 2° commillod 
Trrvrr-v-r. ’ 0lLler of tlie Lay postponed, 123, 177, 211 225 2-12 2=5fi 97i> -dnn a ^ comimUttl MINING ON PMVATE LANDS ACT AMENDMENT DILL - ' ' '

m iVIC'm• Di'/r'■ J,foore) I01'leave to bring in, 52.
MINISTERIAL ELECTION DILL:—

MOfcof1tClt(;'r''‘ 5°*"? IV' kX° to !>l'°C€cd Wifh’ unt,fir tllfl 2°^ Slaudinu Order 12- Order

MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS REDDOTtON dPlLth£! ^ discl,a^e(1> Bi!,,1 withdrawn, 100.

MOt of t0 1,r000ed ,Vitl1’ Un(Ie,‘tlie Standi'>S O^r, 123 • Order!

M1NISXE RIAL STATE MENT’:—
Made by Mr. Camdhors, 92.

M1TTAGONG (See " RAILWAYS 
MOLONG MARBLE (See ” MARBLE")
MOREE (See “RAILWAYS1').
MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY DILL —

Sin, LS,“ («up*^ lo, ornm. „ a. WI»1,rf . 1 imiLiD ^azA lounn) tor (Jomnmtfit
Dav'di^l1 C°^tnp-ne’ ?lution to. Biil presented and read

T, _,„aI discharged. Bill withdrawn. 210.
MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY BILL (No. 2) : —

Ilrntrollh in (nn -J* 71W_ T-__. . \ r-) , ' _

. 208 j
1°, 212 ; Order of the

MORPETHOI(Soo "JJRIDGES _mturilBd wlthout amendmonl, 36S; Assent reported, 370, ^ ^

AWy E- "CROWN LANDS").
MORI'S DOOK AND ENGINEERING COMPANY (LIMITED) ENABLING Ttrrr

MBnnrP “ GA0LS ” = also‘'ILOSPITALS”).
MUDGEE SHOW GROUND BILL —

'1 ' " “ ^ ",i!

b^h^OS.^ f0r COmmitt<;0 ,C> SOarc!l J°Urnal3 of LeeidttliT»' 192 i Report

MCJNIOIPALmES ACT OE 1867 AMENDING DILI-__ ■

" =H3!?F“ asa'Siftfwaa
MUNI Cl I’A LIT IE S E R A. N C1 IT S E EXTENSION BILL—

Motion made (Mr. Nelld) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1° 260 n i - ,,
mttpp . v^?°,ned' 272> 34 ^ 34G- 353’ 3&7. 400.° ‘ ’ 266; °lder 0f tlls
MURRAY RIVER (See “BRIDGES”).
MURRUMBURRA.tr (See“EREE PUBLIC LIBRARV1’!
MURWILLUMBAU (See “TELEGRAPHS”) EiBl J‘
MUftEUIf (See “TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM”).

H i
KtVER (See “ HARBOURS ’•) I

>AEAp^f-RA HOM^N CATHOLIC CHURCH TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL— 1
PetRron present Afr. Oorn^ for Rave to proceed with, under the dOOtfstding Order, 23 ,

sent Rr^.ad°l,ted’ 109 ! end
NARRABSI (See "RAILWAYS") 1 d 41 &lnend'r'cnt, loo; Assent reported, 173.
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bkfeekncrs to the voira asj) pboceebi^gs, tot,, i—17TH pahmambst—SESSION 1897.
PAPEE5 OBDBBBD TO 

BE PE1KTED.

N
TOL,

KAUROMTNB JjKASEIIOIjD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
NATIONAL ART GALLERY

in";=co^-^gAnrand 
adininistralion by tlie Trustees, anil negatived, 270.

NATIONAL PARR:- ....................
Report of Trustees for 1600, laid on laolo, ........................................................................

MATI^S^c fo^eave to bring in, 236 f presented and read 1°, *66 f Order
of tbeDayvo’tponed, 260 ; Motion made (Jfr. AVant FawU) for 2°, amendment moved 
M/j.. SUath] to ?efer to Select Committee and negatived, Bill rend 2 , committed, 430 1. 

NAVIGATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL
NEWCASTLE iOT “1IiKTN15 -B°ARDS”)-
NEWOASTLB PASTURAGE ACTS AMENDMENI BILL:—

Regulations and forms for transfer of purcliftses, on Tab e 18 „
NEWCASTLE PAYING AND PUBLIC YEITiCLES RRGULAJION ACJ (See BYLAWS )
NEWCASTLE (See “ PILOT SERVICE ), „ iv-a-i'OTTpi'TQy (NEWCASTLE
NEWCASTLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE (See 1 PLBL1C INalKLCllUN (JUtwoaaiLi

TECHNICAL COLLEGE) BILL”).
NEW°M?tionEInS[ISrrr^») for return of coal shipped at, 419 , Belnm to Order kid on Table, 617

KEW MSJSdf (5? cLfar) for return of amounts paid to, by Government, for advertisements, 59.

Return to Order, laid on Table, 71.
NEWTOWN (See "RAILWAYS”),
NINE-MILE (See "POLICE”).
NO TELLERS:—

In division, 110.
^ ^ jn House after commencement of Business, C7, 127, 181, 212, 216, 249, 372, 411, 437. 47u.

In House before commencement of Business, 79.
Reported from Committee, 249, 512.

NORFOLK5ISLAND to tranrfM ofj t0 Government of New Soutb Wales, kid on Table, 279...

NORTH COAST (See “RAILWAYS”).
NORTHERN for ^tum 0f coal from, 419 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 517.

'N0RTpeGtkn1pncs;ented Morton) for leave to proceed with, under tlm ®tsn1iln? 0l'de^ ^
Ordii of the Dav postponed, 43, 91, 155, 1?7, ISO. *11, 242, 2C6 300, 331; Motion maSe fo,

NORTH TUNNEL-ROADWAY BILL"; also "DRAINAGE”;
also “CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY" RAILWAT BILL").

"rtr4-T»reported vvithnnt amendment, report adopted, 459; read 3 , passed, and tent to Coiin[il,4/l, 
returned without amendment, 496.

NOTICES OF MOTIONS __
NOXIOUS'TRADE9^AND* CATTLE SLAUGHTERING ACT, 1894 —

Eegulations under, laid on Table, 25,
:N0XIReport^'tbc Oonfcrcnee, held in Sydney in March, 1897, laid on Table, 24 ..................................

NOXI5Hitioymacl0S(MrLCu7Ttdiers) for Committee of the Whole, 26; Message from Governor, 60;
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and road 1 , 61; Order of the Day 
postponed, 450, 492, „T„r_TTT

NULLUM TEMPUS ACP DECLARATORY BILL :— Order of the
Motion made (Mr. Carmttiers) fov leave to bring m, presented and read 1 ,116, Order of the

Day postponed. 450, 492,
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT, 1875 (See “BY-LAWS”).
NUISA^SdPwSSL cYunerand, on motion (Mr. Gould),U, 400 ; read 2=, committed, 

reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 4ol, 
Assent reported, 493.

NURSES (See“HOSPITALS" ; also “ASYLUMS’ ).
NYNGAN TOWN HALL (MORTGAGE) BILL:— . , , , , ,^ Petition presented (Mr. WmMeU) for leave to bring m, 399; leave given Bill pmentea and wad 

1°, 409 ; referred to a Select Committee, 419 ; report brought up, 43o; Order of the Day 
postponed, 447 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment^ report adopted, read 3 , 
passed, and sent to Council, 474-5; returned without amendment, 510.

0
OATH OF ALLEGIANCE :- _

Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer, read by LierJi, £1
^ IMon m^ade1?^.'Oftdff.-uu) that Report from the Select Committee (tWou 1896) he adoptod^ 

amendment moved (Mr. Neild) that the Government take the quest ion into considwahon 
and withdrawn, Mr. Neild substituted amendment recognising Committee s valuable work and 
requesting the Government to give the question early consideration, amendment and motion
as amended agreed to, 26-7. . c r 'Rill

Petition presented from Rural Doan, Chapter of West Sydney, m favour of passing of a Bill, 339
O’NEILL, MR. OHAS., M.l.C.E. (See “UNEMPLOYED”).
OPENING OE THE SESSION:—

Proclamation read by Clerk, 1.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 4,12; Reply to Address, 16.
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ORANOE SHOW GROUND RILL
Petition presentod (Mr. Keieman) for loarc to proceed with, under the 4C91h Standing Order 42- 

read 2 , committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 109 ; read S° passed ’and
ORANGE (See '‘°FIRE°ISRIGADEs”With°Ut Amend™ent> 155 * Assont 174.

ORDERS OP THE, DAY :—
Postponed in a hunch, 61, 116, 157, l7l, 192, 31G, 412, 474, 4S6, 511.
Postponed after diriaion, 141, 156.
Discharged, 109, 219, 220, 347 (2), 378, 385, 459.
Dropped, 110,
Restored, 123, 190, 219, 250.
Motion for postponement negatived, 220.
Motion to read disallowed by Mr. Speaker, 274.
Motion to postpone withdrawn, 303.
Speaker ruled Dill introduced by Minister was properly included m Government Business 317

ordnano^land* tran'sfer'dill1'— bc p°itpon<;a 1'rom ono tiu'ing % t0 n"ot!iei' -‘511' '

Presented and read la pro forma, 4.
ORMSBY, ELLEN JOSEPHINE (See “CROWN LINDS'”)
O’SULLIVAN", EDWARD WILLIAM, ESQUIRE MP —
O Y S TER11F T SUE lil E 3 A^foP IsT-* ^ ^ ^ 7'

Regulation under, laid on Table, 35.

P
PAPERS:—

Leave given to Member to lav on Tabic, 295 ; laid on Table, 308, 317 
PARKES (See "WATER SUPPLY”),
PARLIAMENT

Opening of Session, 1.
Correspondence and Minutes respecting interference by Public Service Board with Votes for

Departments, laid on Table, 116, 129 .................................................
New Houses :— ...................................................................

,,, , Report, Minutes of Evidence, An., from Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 517
1 ARLFAMENTARY ELECTORATES AND ELECTIONS ACT AMENDMENT ACT OE 1896-— 

Regulations, laid ou Table, 24. ’
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORATES AND ELECTIONS ACT:—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Price) in reference to action of Government m not carrying out ths 
provisions of, and negatived 346. “ B

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORDS:—
Twelfth General Report, laid on Table, 35......................................................................

Railway mom Coxdobolis to Bhokkx Him,:— ........................................ ’
Report, Plane, Ac, laid on Tabic, 12 ....................................................................................................

DEFr-wATBit HAnnouit at Pout Rejcbia:— ....................................
Report and Plans, laid on Table, 17 ..................................................... '............................................
Motion made (Afr. rowng) that work, ns recommended, be curried out, 211.
Petition presented from Ilk warm Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited) against, and pravins

to be beard by Counsel at Bar of House in explanation, 185 ...............................................
Rahway mom: Mohek to Ixvi.eull :— .......................................................

Report and Plan, laid on Table, 26 .......................... ...........................................
Motion made (Afr. Young) lhat. work bo carried out, 178. * .....

Shweiuoh Woiies at Pahrahatta :—

Third Report, Minutes of Evidence, and Plan, laid on Tabic, 49 .......................... ...........
Pybmost Bridge:— .............................. *...................................

Motion made {Mr, 1 unrig) that work as recommended be earned out, and Debate adjourned 115- 
motion agreed to, 141. j > .

Gikbe Islaxd Bridge ;—
Motion made (Mr. J'oung) to refer work to, 1IG.
Report, Minutes of Evidence, Appendix, and Plan, laid on Table, 352 

__ Motion made (Mr. Ibnaj) that, work bc curried out, 441,
E.vtexsjox of Kaiwway ixto tub City :—

Motion made (Jlfr. Young) to refer work to, 170 (5).
Report, Minutes of Evidence, laid on Table, 323 ..................................

Duplicate Main mom Prospect to Potts’ Hill

Report, Appendix, and Plans, laid on Table, 190..................................
Railway mom Coxiiorolix to Euabaloxo :—

Motion made (JID*. Toting) to refer vork to, 267.
Report, Plans, Ac., laid on Table, 5L7......................................................

Railway from Najikabbi to Pilliga :— "

Motion made (Mr. Voting) to refer work to. 267.
Railway from Byrock to Bhewarkina 

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work (o, 267.
Railway from Tun Rock to Ghehn’s Guxyaii :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 267.
Report, Plan, £<■., laid oil Table, 492 ......................................................

Railway from Coolamon to Akiaii :—
Motion made (Jlfr, Young) to refer work to, 2fi7.
Repor-, Plan, Ae . laid ou Table, 492 ......................................................

North Coast Rahway:— ..............................

Motion made (Mr. F. Clarke) to refer work to, 310.
New Houses of Parliamext —

Report, Plans, &c., laid on Table, 517......................................................
Railway from Warren to Cooxamble:— ' .......

Motion made (Mr. 1 oung) to refer work to, 519.
Railway from Eoouawatiia to Grenfell :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 519,

2
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P
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS (continued)

RiAiiwat most Woolaba to Coeeaeesdabbi :— ■

Motion made (Jiff. .Yokoj) to refer ivork to, 519.
Railway from Maitland to Tabek

Motion made (Mr. Toung) to refer work to, 519. ■
Railway thou the Terminus of the Rosehili, Railway to Dural:

Motion made (Mr. Town?) to refer work to—Poini of Order—That tlie Minister liad not complied 
with the requirements of the Act, ruled against by Mr. Speaker, 519 ; motion passed, 519. 

Harbour Works, Tweed Rixer:—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521.
Harbour Works at Bellinger River:— .

Motion made (Atr. Young) to refer work to, E21. .
Harbour Works at Namhuccra River :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521,
Harbour Works at Maclkay River :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521,
Harbour Works at Hastings River :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521.
Harbour Works at Mannixo River :—

Molion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 522.
■ Whirs ox the River Darling between Boukke and Wilcannia:— I

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 522.
PARRAMATTA (See “ SEWERAGE”). .
PATENTS (See “INTERNATIONAL PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS ARRANGEMENTS 

BILL ") :— ■
Office, Examiner of :—

Motion made (Afr. Wilis) for papers relating to change of working, 215.
PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT ACT:—

Additional Regulations, laid on Tabic, 2i. .
PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL:—

Assent to (Session 1890) reported, 2.
PAYTEN, MR. (See "CIVIL SERVICE”).
PENSIONS (See "OLD AGE PENSIONS”; also “CIVIL SERVICE”).
PERMANENT ARTILLERY (See “MILITARY”).
PETITIONS :—

Referred to Select Committee, 91,219, 241.
Read by Clerk, 214.
To appear at Bar of House, 185, 435.

PHARMACY ACT OE 1897 _
Regulations under, laid on Table, 445.

PHARMACY BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Jirunker) for Message to Council, requesting that Bill be proceeded with, o9 ; 

returned from Council with amendments, 114; Assembly disagrees to one and agrees Id 
remainder of Council's amendments, 140-1; Message to Council, 148 ; Council does not insist' 
on its amendment disagreed to, 170; Assent reported, 173.

PIDDINGTON, ALBERT BATHURST, ESQUIRE, M.P.:—
Appointed by Mr, Speaker a Temporary Chairman of Committees for the Session, 7.

PILLia-A (See “RAILWAYS”). '
PILOT SERVICE:— . .

Sydney and Newcastle :— _ _
Motion made (Mr. Did) for Return respecting Vessels and Services of Pilots, 308; Return to 

Order, laid on Table, 392.
PITT STREET (See “TELEPHONES”).
POINTS OE ORDER:—

Reported from Committees, 403, 483, 512.
Rulings of Sfkakkh :— , .

That motion for adjournment of House in reference to appointment of Select Committee orKoyal 
Commission on the financial clauses of the Commonwealih Bill anticipated consideration of
that Bill, and vras out of order, 1G9.

That the Franchise Fitension Bill did not necessarily involve expenditure, and therefore aid not 
require a Message from the Governor, 1814 . . , T

That discussion on Motion of Adjournment in reference to Administration of Land and Income 
Taxes must bc confined to the subject of the Notice, 190,

That motion to take 3° of the Crown Landa Bill as matter of urgency before other buainces was
in order, 250. . , cn j*

That it ho left to the House to decide whether the motion for the suspension of the Standing 
Orders to take 3° of Crown Lfteds ■Bill as matter of urgency, was irregular, 257.

That Totalizator Bill did not originate any tax or impost or appropriate revenue, and therefore 
did not require to ho recommended by Message from Governor, 290.

That TotalisaL-or Bill did not contain provisions beyond the Order of Leave, 290.
That motion relating to Beappraiscment of Conditional Purchases and Leases would anticipate 

debate on Order of the Lay already on the Paper, 309.
That Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill was properly included omongBt the Government Orders of 

the Bay, having been introduced by a Minister* 317. ^
That amendment, on motion, in reference to construction of railways through private land to 

apply betterment principle was not relevant, 32S. t
That the Standing Orders only permitted the postponement of Orders of the Bay, not being 

Government Orders (on Government days), from one sitting day to another, 341. t _
That motion for adjournment in reference to the state of the roads of the Colony anticipated 

discussion on the Estimates or in Committee of Ways and Means, and was out of order, 3G3. 
That while upholding the ruling of the Chairman of the Committee of Supply against allowing a- 

discussion on the constitution of the Works Committee or their fees or travelling expenses on 
the Vote “Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works” the items being fixed by 
statute the conduct of business of the Committee could be criticised in relation to another 
item, 403. .

That motion for adjournment of House relating to making of Bams and Weirs by the Water 
Conservation Branch of the Public Works Department was out of order, the matter having 

, been fully discussed in Supply, 471. t ^ ' .
Tint Chairman was incorrect in ruling that the omission of the word <r intestate” in the 12th line, 

of the Probate Duties Bill was imorder on the ground that ib did not increase the urea ofi 
taxation, because the effect would bc an augmentation of the tax, 483. 1
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POINTS OE ORDER (continued) :—

Rulings of Speaker (continued):—
That the decision of the Chairman of Committees, that a Member was not entitled in discussing 

the principles of the City and Nortli Sydney Railway Bill on a proposed amendment in the 
Short. Title was correct, 512.

TOI. VAQE.

J'lrat subject of motion of ndjournment of House in refeveneB to Sunday trading had been dis
cussed on a previous motion, 518.

That the Minister in moving the reference of the Rosehill to Dural Haihvny to the Public 
Worts Committee had complied with the Act, 519,

POLICE :—
Report of Department for 1890, laid on Table, 24................................................. ................................ 3

ElCHAltDSON, TUHNElt, & CO. :— •
Motion made {Mr. Sleuth) for adoption of Ecport of Select Committee (Session 1896), 27. 

SEXIOn-SBROEAST YAUOHAX—RkJ)IJCTI05 ASD REMOVAL PEOJt NaREANDERA
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for adoption of Eeport from tlie Select Committee (Session 189G),I 

229.
Srnior-Ooxstame QoEicn :— :

Adjournment moved. (Mr. Daccy) in reference to conduct of, and negatived, 289. .
Proposal to Tbaksrer Eumayillb, Deepwater, a.vj> the Hise-milb fhoat Gles Inxes to 

Trrterfielu District:—
Motion made (Mr. Wright) for papers, 399; Eeturn to Order, laid on Table, 491.

POET KEMBDA (See “HARBOURS”).
PORT KEMBDA HARBOUR BILL: —

Message from' Governor, 220; Motion made (Mr. Tcuny) for Committee of the Whole, 236; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented and read 1°, 332 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 450; read 2°, committed, reported with an amendment, 460; report adopted, 
474; motion made (Mr. Young) for 3°, and amendment moved (Mr. Copeland) to read tins day 
three months and negatived, motion passed, Bill read 3U, passed, and sent to Council, 481-2. 

POSTALj
Eeport of Postmaster-General for 1896, laid on Table, 295...................................... ........................ i.

Employmen't of Messehokrs is thk Department:—
Regulation under Public Service Ant of 1895, laid on Table, 25,

Weep Wralong :—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph Offices, laid 

on Table, 17.
Australian Mail Service:—

Further papers respecting the renewal of contracts, laid on Table, 24 ....................................... ...
Contracts with the P. & O. and Orient Steam Navigation Companies, laid on Table, 337 ..............

Intercolonial Conference :— .
Report of the Delegates to, held in Sydney, November, 1S9G, laid on Table, 24 ..............................

Issue of certain New Postage Stamps Unauthorised by Law:— 'l
Adjournment moved (Mr. Schey) to discuss, and negatived, 156.

Coi.LARINDABRI :—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public WTorks Act, for Post and Telegraph Office, 

laid on Table, 215.
Drake :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph Office, 
laid on Table, 377.

Mail Contracts tor 1897 and 1893 : —
Return respecting, laid on Table, 399 ..................................... ....................... ..................................... .

POTTS’ HILL (s'co “ WATER SUPPLY”).

3

3

3

233

343
331

301

329

PRECIS:—
Of facts relating to Bills, laid on Table, 445 R.

PRIMITIVE METHODIST CHURCH PROPERTY BILL:—
Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, GO; Order of the Day postponed, 256: 

read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3s, passed, and returned 
to Council, 495.

PRINTING COMMITTEE :—
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13.
Reports, Nos. 1 to 26, brought up, 25, 35, 59,76, 91, 103, 123, 140, 177, 190, 211, 226, 243, 206,

284, 300, 324, 337, 353, 368, 383, 420, 445, 479, oOS, 519.
Letter from Chairman read by Mr. Speaker intimating that the Committee are willing to l&ir 

Members in reference to printing papci-s, 26,
Letter from Chairman, rend by Mr. Speaker, in reference to Report of Department of Mines and 

Agriculture being laid on the Table of the House in print, without the authority of the 
Committee, 103.

Paper referred back for reconsideration, 284, 341 (:), 378.
Leave given to sit during sitting of House, 316, 511.

PRISONS (See also “ GAOLS ”) :— '
Eeport for 1896, laid on Table, 91 .......................................................................................................... 3
Eeturn respecting stoppage of psv to certain officials in Department, laid on Table, 517.

PRISONERS’ GAOL REGULATION BILL :— ' .
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for leave to bring in, Bill presented and read 1°, 67; Order of the Day 

postponed, 285, 296, 327, 341, 346, 353, 370, 4U0.
PRIVATE LAND (Sec "RAILWAYS”; also "ENTRY ON PRIVATE LAND BILL”).
PROBATE (Sec "WILLS. PROBATE, AND ADMINISTRATION BILL”; also “STAMP AND 

PROBATE DUTIES BILL”),
PROBATE DUTIES BILL :—

Message from Governor, 457 ; Ordered (Mr. Reid) that Bill be brought in, founded on Resolutions 
of Ways and Means 5 and 9, presented and read 1°, 465; Order of the Day postponed. 472 ; 
road 2°, committed; Point of Order—The Chairman reported that he had ruled that the 
omission of the word “intestate” in line 12 was in order, because it did not increase the area 
of taxation as the people were not enjoying an exemption ; Mr, Speaker disagreed to Chair- 
rnsn’s ruling; Committee resumed, Bill reported with amendments, report adopted, recom
mitted, reported 2°, 482-3 ; motion made for adoption of rnjxirt, and amendment moved to 
recommit, amendment moved (Mr. Copeland) to add words to amendment and negatived, 
amendment to recommit passed, recommitted, reported 3° with further amendments, report 
adopted, 496-7; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 499.
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VOL.

to

PROCLAMATIONS
On opening Session of Parliament, 1.
Proroguing Parliament .................................................................................................................
Imported Stock Acts—relating to cattle tick, laid on Table, 409

PRO FORMA BILL:—
Presented and read 1°, 4.

PROSPECT (See "WATER SUPPLY”).
PROSPECTING TOTE (Sec “MINES DEPARTMENT”).
PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENTS BILL

Received from Legislative Council and, on motion (dfr. GouM), read 1“, 401; read 2 , com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, rend S", passed, and returned to 
Council, 451-2; Assent reported, 494.

PUBLIC HEALTH:— '
Typhoid Eever and othkh Infectious Diseases :—

Return respecting, in Sydney and suburbs, from 187G to 1.895, laid on Table, 340 .............
TUBERCTTLOSIS ;— . - m no

Memorandum, from President of Boftrd of Health on prevention of, laid on TablCj 409..^..
PUBLIC HEALTH BILL:—

Assent to {Session 1896) reported, 3. |
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL :— _ I

Motion made (Mr. Griffith) to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 52 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 09 j House in Committee, Bill reported with an amendment, House counted^ 
out, 216; Order of the Day restored, 219; Report adopted, 218; Order of tlie Day post
poned, 272; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 290.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (NEWCASTLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE) BILL:— .
Motion made (ilfr. Garrard) for leave to bring in, presented and rend 1°, 30; read 2°, committed', 

reported with amendments, Report adopted, 60; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council 
returned without amendment, 99 ; Assent reported, 108.

PUBLIC LIBRARY: —
Report of Trustees for 1896, laid on Table, 24............................................................'"'.'"'ti'i:'" ,
Minutes of Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from Government Printing Oflice, laid 

on Table, 87.
PUBLIC PURPOSES (See " CROWN LANDS”). ■
PUBLIC ROADS ACT:— _

Regulations and Perm, laid on Table, 235. .
PUBLIC ROADS BILL:- s

Message from Governor, 12; Motion made (Afr. Carndhers) {or Message to Council, requesting 
that Bill be proceeded with, under tlie 295th Standing Order, 18 ; Message from Council 
insisting on some and agreeing to one of Assembly’s amendments, 76; Assembly insists on 
disagreements, and requests a Eree Conference, and elects Managers, 85 ; names of Assembly s 
Managers being called over, they proceeded to the Conference ; Managers returned with 
Report, 118; Message from Council, no longer insisting on some and amending other of its 
amendments, 135; Report of Managers agreed fo, and Message to Council agreeing 
Council’s further amendments in the Bill, 141; Assent reported, 1/4.

PUBLIC SCHOOL CADET CORPS (See “EDUCATION”).
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS (See “EDUCATION”).
PUBLIC SERVICE (See also "CIVIL SERVICE”) :

Minute of Executive Council authorising the transfer of Vote for “ Salaries, Audit Department,
to supplement Vote for " Reorganisation” of, laid on Table, 7 ............. . ...................

Minute of Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from “ Salaries, ou revision, 
supplement Vote for “Reorganisation,” laid on Tabic, 163,

Regulations under Act, laid on Table, 25 (lc), 71, 219, 256, 316, 324, 331 (*), 456 (2).
Boabd :— . . .

Certificate of Board respecting oppoiutment of Clerk for special duly in luxation .Department, 
laid ou Table, 71. ■ m ct /->

Certificate of, respecting appoi fitment of a Geological Surveyor, laid on Table, /l.
Certificate of, respecting appointmentot an Assistant, Technological Museum, laid on Table, 71. 
Correspondence and Minutes respecting interference of, with Voles for Parliamentary Departments

laid on Table, 116, .......................................................................................................................... .
Motion made (Mr. F. M. Clark) for return showing leave of absence granted by, 242; Return to 

Order, laid on Table, 316.
Report ou appointment of Expeit, Dairying Industry, 300. _ . , ■ mil
Report, on appointment of Principal Assistant Medical Officer and Micro-biologist laid on Table,

Report on appoinfmeut of Viticulturnl Expert in Department of Mines and Agriculture, laid on 
Table, 316. _ .

Report on appointment of George McRae, Esq., as Principal Assistant Architect, Department ot 
Works, Said on Table, 491. m .

Amended regulations respecting Police Magistrates’ Examinations, laid ou Table, 324.
Public Service Board—RiiriitiN& Allowances and Gratuities :—

Motion made (Jtfr. NeilP) for Soleet Committee, 274 ; Report brought up, 492.......... . _
Chairman submitted to House statement in reference to member of Select. Committee having 

supplied copies of evidence to the Board, +39.
Charitable Institutions ;— ■ ' '

Regulations under Act, laid on Table, 316.
Woreino- Hours of Govbbnjient Ejiplotees

Motion made (Mr. McQomen) against more than forty-eight hours’ work in any one week, 
Amendment moved (Mr. Garrard) to only apply where practicable, and negatived, Motion 
agreed to, 357.

PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— .-n
Motion made (Mr. Scheu) for leave to bring in, 50 ; presented and read 1°, 52 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 72, 346, 357, 400.
PUBLIC TRUSTEE :— ■

Motion made (itfr. Griffith) for appointment of, 198.
PUBLIC TRUSTS BILL:— , „ ..

Motion made (Afr. Carruthers) for Committee of the Whole, 36 ; Message from Governor, oil; 
Order of the Day postponed, 54; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented 
and read T5, 61; read 2°, committed, 85; reported with amendments. Report adopted, 92; 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 123 ; returned with amendments, 186; Council s amend
ments agreed to, 191; Assent reported, 216.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATIONS ACT (See "BY-LAWS”).

to

525

463

471

167

1,221

681,685

1,265 .
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PUBLIC WATEKIffG- PLACES AND ARTESIAN BORING:—
Minute of Executive Council nutlioraitig transfer of vote from Contingencies, Mines Department, 

laid on Table, 8?.
PUBLIC WORKS (See also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 

WORKS"): —
Report of Department for year ended 30th June, 1890, laid on Table, 300 

i A to Ji, Estimates 1S97-8, Public Works Department., laid on TTable, 409Schedules_______,..... ......................... ,
PUBLIC WORKS ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL:

Motion made (Jtfr. Cam?) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Older, 12 • Order 
of the Day postponed, 43; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, 43-4; Order of 
the Day postponed, 52, 84; Report adopted, 108 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 110; 
returned without amendment, 150; Assent reported, 173,

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1883
Notification of Resdjiftion of Lind under, iaid on Tabi.b for:__

Bridge over the Hunter River at Morpeth, 17.
Extension of Canal at Shea's Creek, 17.
Approach to Punt on (lie Parramatta. River at Ryde, 17.
Approaches to Bridge over Deep Creek, 17. *
Post and Telegraph Office at West Wyalong, 17.
Middle Billabong Weir, 17, ’
Water Supply, Paries, 17.
Bridge over South Creek, 17.
Lock and Weir at or near Bourke, 17.
Water Mains to Sulphide Works, Cockle Creek, 17.
Bridge over Stonequarry Greek at Picton, 17.
Wharf at Grocnridgc, Richmond River, 17 
Bridge over Borambil Creek at Quirindi, 17.
Bridge over Macleay River at Kcmpsey, 17.
Water Supply for the Town of Parkes, 17, 123.
Approach to Ferry at Menindic, 17.
Public School Purposes, 24, 59, 279, 517.
Public Wharf at Bungwall, 24..
Grades and Curves on Railway between Marjvale and Geurie, 25.
Maintaining Railway Trailic between Liverpool and Canipbelhown, 25.
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Colo Vale and Bracmar, 25.
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Hill Top and Colo Yale, 25.
Buildings in Redfern Railway Station Yard, 25. ■
Tnmnorth Water Supply, 75. ;
Weir on the Mnequarie River and Channel in connection (herewilh, 71.
Improvement of Railway Grades, &c,, at Marulan, 25.
Additional Station Accommodation at Berrigan, 25.
Deviation of Railway near Clarence Siding, 25.
Deviation of Railway Irom Hill Top to Colo Vale, 25.
Grades and Curves on Railway between Sydney and Mount Yictoria at Blackheatb, 25. 
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Sydney and Atbury, 26.
Grades and Curves on Railway near Black heath and Mount Yictoria, 25.
Deviation on Railway between Bmernar and Mittagong, 25.
Access to the Railway Station at Bmalong, 147.
Bridge over Beg» River at Bfga, 102.
Public Cemeteries, 177.
Construction of Willandra Weir, 190.
Bridge over Cuffull’s Creek, 190.
Access to Siding at Tyugarab, on Lisinore lo Tweed Railway, 196.
Grades and Curves, Great Southern Line, near Frampton, 196,
Post and Telegraph Office, Collurcndabri, 215.
Bridge over Alumy Creek, Southgate (amended), 215,
Improving Railway facilities on the line between Sydney and Parramatta, at Newtown, 229 
Supply of Water to Town of Condobolin, 331. ’
Drainage Works for Western Suburbs of Sydney 331, 341.
Improvements to Cook’s River, near Tempo, 311.
Bridge over Lagoon Creek, 341.
Post and Telegraph Office at Drake. 377.
Punt over the Darling River, near Louth, 392.
Deviation of Road, Casino lo Coraki, 392.
Grades on the Great Western Railway, near Orange, 426,
Grades on the Great Western Railwav, near Blayney, 426.
Construction of a new entrance to flic Macleay River 440 

PUNTS :—
Pabhajiatta Ri fee, Ryde :—

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.
Dabbing- Rives, neau Louth:—

ol ^sumption of land, under tlie Public Works Act, laid on Table, 392.
PYRMONT BRIDGE (Sec “BRIDGES 
PYRMONT BRIDGE BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. Younqj for Committee of the Whole, 166; Message from Governor, 162 ■ 
Resolution from Committee agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 191 • read 2° committed’ 
nCiF,0r<, wlt^l0U,' am«n<hiiont, and Report adopted, 324; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council! 
381 2 j returned with an amendment, 419 j Cornieil^ amendment agreed 10)449' Assent 
reported, 480,

VOL. FAGE.

417
1139

Q
QUARANTINE BILL :—

Received from Legislative Council, and, on molion {Mr. Goufrf;, read 1°, 400; read 2°, committed 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council 451 • 
Assent reportedf 494. > VA>
(^‘'JORKSTS AND QUARRIES BILL”; also “MINING”),

QUELCH, SENIOR-CONSTABLE (See ” POLICE”) !
QUORUM (See “NO QUORUM”).
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Q
QUESTIONS : - _

Aborigines :—Tiavclliiiw on Railways, 373.
Accidents

At Race-courses, 24S, 271, 277.
Tramway, Barrack Hill. 345.
Through Barbed-u ire Fences, 361.

Adelaide Federal Convention (See also “Federa
tion "):—

Evidence of Chief Commissioner for Railways, 161, 
160.

Financial Papers read at, 161.
Allowances of N.S.1V. Representatives, 265, 230. 
Documents submitted to, 203.

Administration of Justice :—
Equity suit—Hill, Clark, & Co. r. Perrott, 34.
Case of Stewart r. Gould, 4S.
Publication of names of convicted prisoners, 56. 
Convictions under Public Health Act, 70.
Offences under Betting Houses Suppression Act, 04, 

175, ISO, 1S7.
John Collins sentenced at Bingara, 09, 110, 145, 375. 
Offences Punishable on Summary Convictions by .7. 's P., 

100.
Prison reform, 120.
Alleged perjury in case Clark ». Hammond, 145. 
Prosecution of Mining Companies, 153.
Application by Mr. W. Reid for a Warrant, 165. 
Justices of the Peace at Wagga Wagga, 1S3.
Cost of Butler murder case, 218.
Case of Joseph Allwood, 239.
In British New Guinea, 239.
Papers re fine imposed on Mrs. Flood, 252.
Court of Petty Sessions, Coolabah, 272.
Convictions for Sunday trading, 306.
Case of Thomas Suflield, 314.
Prisoners under death sentences, before Circuit Courts, 

330.
Alleged assault case. Orange, 336.
Fees to J uroia for attendance at Courts, 360.
Fine imposed on Bank Manager, Narrandera, 376. 
Counsel for defence of seaman Conway, 376.
Prosecution of Joseph Noble, 502,
Case of Greene r. Hargraves, 3S8, 398.
Decision of His Honor Mr. Justice Cohen in case In 

Chun, 425.
Supply of McFarlaue and Addison's Synopsis to Courts 

of Petty .Sessions, 455.
Detention of Claude Herrick in Darlinghurst Gaol, 477. 
Prosecution of man Clarke, Newtown Police Court, 501. 
Case of Regina r. Dalton, 510.

Advertising :—
By Government, 47, 269, 310.
Betting Advertisements, 146, 151.
On wall surrounding Benevolent Asylum, 444, 
Contracts, Royal Agricultural Ground, 418. 

Aoest-Gesfr.ai, : —
Recalling of Sir Saul Samuel, 9, 10.
Offering of position to Mr. Bnmkor, 247.
Inspection of Accounts, 350,
Inquiry into Oflice by Mr. Coghlan, 408, 426.

Agents :—
Goods consigned to, 75.
Regulation of “ Labour Agents,” S3.
Protection of Produce, 365, 514.

Agricultural Societies 
Contracts for Adv ertisements with Royal, 418.
Of the Colony, 194.
Subsidies to, 231, 273, 3S8.
Subsidies during last twenty' years. 375.
Payments to Royal Agricultural Society, 41S. 

Agriculture :—
Cost of Wheat-growing, 21.
Preservation of Fodder, 09.
Seed for Farmers, Heapean and Hawkesbury Districts, 

149.
Seed-wheat to Farmers, 132.
Cost of Experimental Farms nud appointment of 

experts, 176.
Experimental Farm, Wagga Wagga, 203, 443, 444, 478. 
Rubber plants, 373.
Policy' of establishing Experimental Farms, 351. 
Handbook on, and Agricultural Chemistry, 389 
Distribution of Cotton seed, 390. 445.

“Ajax” : Master of Pilot Bout, 112, 131.
“ Alacrity '' :—Purchase of Hulk, 108.
"AiiOiDKs” :—Dismantling of Dredge, 350.
Aliens :—

Employment on Railways, 91.
Immigration of, 305.
Introduction of Restriction Bill, 3SS.

Allen Hawkers Bill Introduction of, 55.

QUESTIONS (continued)
A[.lora String Wheat Grown Wagga Experimental 

Farm, 478.
All wood, Jokeiti [—Depositions in case, 239.
Ajjaroo Railway Station Road from Forbes Road,
. 254.

Anderson, Mr. Visit to England, 331.
Angledool :—

Weir, 73.
Dummying on, 355, 375, 415, 490.

Arbitration Case MoSharry r. Railway Commis
sioners, 1SS, 241, 255, 417, 468. _

Amiidale [—Proposed railway from Trial Bay, 210. 
Artesian Bores : —

On Selectois’ Holdings, 48.
Contract at Coonamblc, 129.
Control of water, 214.
Trangie, 321.

Art Gallery : - _
Mr. James Howe Carr’s pictures, 88.
Conrad Marten's pictures, 98.
Contract for Additions, 154,
Eree-atone in Howie’s Contract, 168.
Bust of Piesident du Eaur, 246.

Assessors (Sec “Land and In comb Tax Assessment 
Act ”).

Association Ground :—Moore Park, 240, 284,
Asylums

William Creswell, Parramatta, 5“.
Kemnore, 107.
George-atreet, Parramatta, 204, 506.
Removal of patients from old Woollen-mills, Pana- 

matta, 345. 506.
Release of Edward Gregory, 487.

Atkinson, Mr. [—Chief Inspector of Coal-mines, 22, 55, 
150.

Attorney-General :—
Opinion on Coal-mines Regulation Act, 150.
Opinion re Land and Income Tax, 125.
Speech on Federation, 205, 299.

Auditor-General :—Minute on Public Accounts, 345. 
Australian Agricultural Co. [—Payment of Land 

Tux, 165.
Australian Frozen Meat [—English duty on, 294. 
Australasian Federation Enabling Act :—Expenses 

of Election under, 10, 252.
Australasian Federation Rutrlsestatives Allow

ance Bill [—Passage of, 289.
Ballina :—

Destruction of Cattle in Electorate, 152.
Tender for Mail Contract with North Creek, 407. 

Balmain :—
Railway communication with, 185. .
Government Assessors’ valuation of property, 316. 
Technical Classes, 409.

Balkanald :—Surrender of Freehold Land, 152.
Band Contest [—During Record Reign Celebrations, 48, 

63.
Bankruptcy :—Case of M‘Burney, Wallis, & Co., 146,479. 
Bankruptcy Acts Amendiillt Act, 1896 [—Retro

spective provisions of secs. 31 and 33, 275.
Barred-wire Fences [—Accidents through, 361. 
Bakkon, T. S —Typhoid fever case, North Botany, 398. 
Barley' :—Grown on experimental farms, 252.
Barnes, Frank :—Death at Longucvillc School, 194. 
Barrack Hill :—Tramway accident, 345.
Bathurst :—Work done by prisoners in gaol, 227. 
Beattie, Mary [—Case of, Mudgee Hospital, 246. 
Bek-cultuhe [—Lectures by Mr, Gale, 194.
Beer Duty Act [—Alleged evasion by Messrs, Tooth & 

Co., 139. ‘
Bellinger River :—Improvements to entrance, 361. 
Belmore .—Traffic on Railway Lino to Sydenham, 319. 
Benevolent Asylum :—Advertisements on walls sur

rounding, 444.
Berry’s Bay :—Resumption of land, 73.
Betting Houses Suppression Acr 

Offences under, 94, 1ST.
Action taken by Police under, 140, 187.
Publication of Betting Advertisements, 146, 151.
Shops Nos. 239, 241, and 245, Pitt-street, 160.
Decision of meeting of Magistrates, 175.
Opening of new shops, 180 
Suppression of tote-shops, 299.

Bills :—Drafting of Government, 293.
Bicycles :—

Travellers by North Shore Ferry Co., 73, 175.
Booking of, by railway travellers, 211.

Birds Protection Act [—Convictions at Forbes, 350, 
36li.

Birthday Honors For Editor of .S.jl/, Herald, 271.
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QUESTIONS (eoiUtnued):—

Blankets :—
Distributed by Government, 133, 151, 307.
Distributed at Molong, 1203,
Supplied to .Uembersof Parliament for distribution. 340. 

Bltnd Women Institution at Stratbficld. 303.
Block 13 (Sec “Broken Hill”)- 
Blue Book Issuing of, G5, 371), 3SS.
Board of Health ■

Sydney Jlilk Supply, 391, 507.
Appointment of Medical Oflieors, 41S.
Stiunlard Scale of Milt, 440.
Appointment of Members, 503.

Bohadau Koud to Nyiigan, 350 370, 390.
Bogan Sciurn :— '

Belief works, 176 (2).
Improved Lands, 409.

Boileii Inspection Bill !—Introduction of, 288, 329. 
Bonkys Bocks :—Bi-weekly mail service, 233.
Books Sold by Free Public Library, 154, 166.
Booty, Mr. C. J.Retirement from Service, 489. 
Bores (See “Artesian Bores”),
Botanical Gardens 

Recipients of trees, cuttings, &c., 56.
Venmcnlar names of plants, 375,

Botany :--Shipping accommodation. 4-14.
Botany, North Typhoid fever case, 398.
Brand, Miss M. G. Resumption of property, Moree, 

29, GG.
Branding Damage done to bides, 489.
Brkwakkina :—

Homestead Leases in District, HI.
Police Magistrate, 82.

Bridges:— '
Over River Murray between New South Wales and 

Victoria, 50,
Over-head Railway, Nyiigan, 106.
Over Murray River at Moama, 112, 132. 239, 299, 467. 
Over Collcgan Creek, 138. '
Over Parramatta River, Newington, 165.
Richmond, 255.
Over river at Kempsev, 329.
Over Little River, 329.
Between Narrandera and Buchingbong, 344.
Or Punt service, Rydalmcre, 369.
Expenditure, Molong district, 374.
Tender for Gundagai, 445,
Cook's River Dam, 516,

Brighton Ragecodrse Accidents at, 248.
British New Guinea :—Administration of law, 239. 
Brisiianu Delegates to Fruit Conference, 10, 120. 
Brodie, Mr, Fishing in closed waters. 350, 355. 
Broken Hill:— '

Accident at Mines, 22, 149. 150, 151.
Lead-poisoning Cases, 130.
Stopes at Junction Mine, 22,
Water Supply, 167 (s), 266.
Reserve Corps, 132.
Junction Silver-mining Co., 176.
■Work at Mines on Sunday, 184, 189.
Changing-houses, Junction Mine, 176, 203. ■
Report on Darling's Shaft, Block 13, 203.
Accident to Thomas Sampson, 205.
Report of Hospital Board on charges against Dr, Sea- 

brook, 391.
Report of Royal Commission on Accidents, 456.

Broken atkh Supi’lt Act:—Powers of Secretary’
for Works, S.

Brookong Holding :—Settlement Areas on, 513,
:—Ohief Inspector of Stock, 159,

Drunker, Hon. J. N. :—Offering of position of Agent- 
General to, 247.

Brush I arm :—Goods mode at Reformatory, 488. 
Bkymadu i!A Run :—Leasehold Area, Molong District, 434. 
Buckinguong :—Bridges between Narrandera and, 344. 
Buckland, M n.:—PublicSehoolTeacber. Kings\vood,505. 
Bl’lga :—Prickly-pear on road to Ifowe's Valiev, 340. 
Bulli Pass :—Road from Otford, 202. ’
Burgess :—Reward for recovery of body of, 90. 
Buhrawano Holding :—

Withdrawn lands on, 49.
Land Exchanges, 443.

Bursaries :—Gained by Public School Pupils, 34.
Butler, Murderer :—

Posl-morlem Examination of Brain, 16], 210, 414.
Cost of murder case, 218.
Rewards to detectives and others on case, 299.

Butler’s Hill :—Deviation on Road Wyong to Yarra- 
molong, 121, 321.

QUESTIONS (conri-Muerf)
Byrnes, Mu. F. O. :—Late of Post and Telegraph 

Department, 8.
Byron Bay Jetties Wharfage fees, 305.
Cable (See “ Tramways”),
Cable Messages :—Delay through use of Universal 

Code, 2!9.
Cadet Cores:—In connection with Public Schools, 351. 
Camden Haven :—Harbour and River improvements, 341. 
Campbell, Mil J. L, :—

Legal Opinion re Collection of Arrears of Income Tax,
■ 119.

Drafting of Land and Income Tax Act, 245.
Canadian Mail Steamers Subsidy to, 122.
Casaway, Mr. A. P :—Position in .Service, 42. 
Canonbar Holding Lease of scrub-land to lessee, 229. 
Canowindra :—Gates and Roads from, 42, 45. 
Canterbury Park :—Accidents at Racecourse, 248,271. 
Cafertek :—Maintenance Men on Road to Cndgegong, 93. 
Captain’s Flat ; —

Post and Telegraph Office, 130, 217.
Police Court Station, 130.
Cottage Hospital, 22".
Water supply, 270, 468. .
Reward to discoverers of mining field, 288.
Mining field, 330.

Carpenterian Reformatory :—
Late Superintendent, 133.
Goods made at, 488.

Carpentina -Proposed road from Nyngat), 210.
Carr, James Howe:—Pictures in Art Gallery, SS. 
Cakruthekk, The Hon. J. H. :— ‘

Allowance for travelling to and from Adelaide, 265. 
Attendance in Parliament, 389.

Cassius :—Railway from Muswellbrook, 90. 
Castlereagh Common Sale of, 143.
“Casual Emit.oykks” :—Opinion of Attorney-General, 

re, 444, 467.
Cattle :- -

Destroyed under Dairies Supervision Act, 45, 126, 152. 
Importation to stock experimental farms, 253.
South Coast, purchased by Mr. O'Callaghan, 270.

< Inoculated for pleuro-pneumonia, 424, 503.
Cayley, Mr. Neville :—Pictures in Art Gallery. 87. 
Cecil Park :—Klectoral Registrar, 469.
Centennial Park :—

Construction of Reservoir, 121.
Statue of late Sir Henrv Parkes, 193.

Central Division (See “Crown Lands "J.
Charitable Institutions : —

Royal Commission on, 17.
Deaf and Dumb, Newtown Road, 416.
Provisions supplied to Mrs. Smith, of Suttor, 46S. 
Overtime worked in Department, 487- 
Water supplied to, 490.

Chats wood :—Extension of Sewerage to, 69, 306. 
Chemists' Shops.—French Goods exposed for Sale, 367. 
Chief Commissioner for Railways :—

Salary of, 160.
Examination at Adelaide Federal Convention, 161. 

Chinese :—
Arrested for gambling at Rockdale, 205,
Act dealing with gambling by, 205.
Gambling dens, known to Police, 203, 294, 314, 4E8. 

Ciiizlett, G. :—Selection on Nanami Run, 154,
Circuit Courts, &c, (See “Administration of 

Justice ’’).
Circulars :—Sent to Chairmen of Local Land Boards 

ami District Surveyors, 361, 370, 3SS.
Circular Quay : —

Lease of Wharfs, 40, 329.
Sewer opening at, 64.
Ferry traffic, 88.

City Railway Extension :—
Royal Commission, 224.
Forcing of question through Parliament, 254.
Cost of construction, 278, 320.
Work for trades, 278. '
Workmen’s tieketa, 278.
Report from Public Works Committee, 283.
Draft Report of Works Committee, 327.
Submission of Bill to Parliament, 408, 416.

Civil Service :—
Pensions to Mr. F. O. Byrnes and Mr. W. B. Wakely, 8. 
Travelling Expenses of Public Officers, 9. 
Superannuation Fund, 16.
Chief Inspector of Coal-mines, 22, 55, 150.
Retirements (voluntary) under 62 section of Act, 22, 3), 

122. .
Stock Branch, Mines Department, 30.
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QUESTION'S {coniinued):— Q

Civil Sickvice (continued):—
Refunds to Officers of Stock Department, 297, 321, 343, 

391, 433, 468, 489.
Salaries of Stock Inspectors, 34, 83, 105, 106, 315, 489. 
Mr. A. P. Caraway, 42, __

• Regulations dealing with Handwriting, 57.
Leave of absence to Officers visiting England, 58.
Issuing of Blue Book, 65, 375, 388.
Visit of Mr. Coghlan to England, 69, 350, 351.
Public Servants in General Division, 70.
Officers over age of 65, 82.
Rev. J. M. Curran, 87.
Mr. Lethbridge, Sheriffs Officer, 89.
Rentals charged to School Teachers, 97, 98, 209, 344, 

345, 349 (!}, 362, 370, 376, 469, 515._
Appeals against rent of residences, 515. ■
Rents deducted from Postmasters’ Salaries, 98.
Mr. N. C. Lockhardt, 98.
Mr. George Valder, 102.
“Appeals” from Government Printing Office, 103. 
Appointment of Cotton Expert, 105.
Captain W. Crossman, 112.
Payments to Temporary and Casual Staff, Government 

Printing Office, 112, 120.
Clerks, Taxation Department, 113,
Health Officers, 120 {!h
Application by Mr. Mnnton for Gratuity, 126.
Salaries of Messrs. Fitzrmuuice and Letton, 131.
Master of Pilot-boat " Ajax,” 131. _
Government Architect’s Department, Western District, 

133.
Earlier Payment of School Teacher’s Salaries, 133. 
Superintendent of Carpenterian Reformatory, 133. 
Water Conservation Department, 137, 455.
Overtime worked in Taxation Department, 137, 307. 
Mr.W. M'Larcn, Superintendent, Prison Industries, 144. 
Assistant Registrars of Copyrights, 145, 196.
Mr, D. O. J. Donnelly, Clerk of Petty Sessions, 153. 
The Chief Inspector of Stock, 159, 194.
Mr, Wright, Lands Department, 1G8.
Holidays to Postal and Telegraph employees, 175. 
Telegraph-line repairers, 170.
Mr. Urquhart, 179, 287.
Temporary hands, Government Printing Office, 180. 
Gratuities to officers, 180.
Mr. Herbert, Governor Darlinghurst Gaol, 188. 
Computation of pensions of retired servants. 1S8. 
District allowances to public officers, 195, 408. 
Abatements under Act of 1881, 196, 223.
The Registrar-General, Registrar of Trade Marks, and 

Examiner of Patents, 196, 228.
Employees, Goat Island Magazine, 202.
Gratuities to officers dismissed from Government Print

ing Office, 203.
Public School Teacher, Wilberforee, 213.
Overtime worked by Postal employees on English mail- 

days, 22S. \ '
Candidates at Examinations, 234.
Examinations held by Board, 261,
Retirement of Mr. John M. Sheahaii, 269.
Dredge Service employees, 276.
Gratuities to retired officers, 277.
Appointments in Landand Income Tax Department, 300. 
Gratuities to officers retired between the ages of 60 and 

65, 307.
Pension to Sir William Windeyer, 314.
11 Sorters,” G.P.O., 320.
Equipment of Patents Office, 289, 320, 322.
Pilots’ and Boatmen’s salaries, 322.
Fidelity guarantee premiums, 322.
Grading of Postmasters, 335.
Regrading of Government Printing Office, 340, 502,513. 
Assistant Government Architect, 344, 397- 
Persons employed on N.S.S. “ Sohrann.” 350.
Visit of Public Officers to England, 351.
Increments to officers of Marine Board, 359. 
Declarations of age, 388.
Appeals by Officers of Registrar-General’s Department, 

413. .
Increases to Officers of Justice and Registrar-Goneral’s 

Departments, 413.
. Refunds of gratuities by reappointed officers, 416.

Assistants, Taxation Department, 418.
Mr. McFarlane, D.S.M., 132, 424.
Officers between GO and 65, 424,
Mr. McKell, P.M., 424. .
Mr. L. S. Donaldson, P.M., Dubbo, 424.
Leave of absence to Printing Office employees, 426, 

470, 487. ,
Office hours, Registrar-General’s Department, 433.

ESTION3 (continued)
Civil Service (continued):— _

"Casual Employees,” 444, 467.
Mr. W. H. Golding, 468. -
Appointment of sons of Mr. McGowcn, M.P., 478. 
Overtime worked in Charitable Institutions Depart

ment, 487. .
Retirement of Mr. C. J. Booty, 489.
Contributors to Superannuation Fund wbo were retired 

and reappointed, 502 1
Watchmen E. Waite and Pratt, 504.
Omission of Schedule 2 of Public Service Act from 

Public Service Gazette, 514. ■
Prisons Department, 014.
Employment of Pilots, 516. _

Clark v. Hammond Alleged perjury in case, 145. 
Clarence River 

Flood-prevention, 48.
Hindoos in District, 247- 

Clare Station -.—Homestead Leases, 112.
Clarke, Mr. Mining Warden, Wyalong, 39.
Clarke :—Prosecution Newtown Police Court, 501.
Clear Farm Hill Deviation of road, 321,365, 514. 
Clerks of Works :—Qualifieation for, under Works 

Department, 423.
Clyde Metallurgical Works Treatment of Ores, 130, 

169, 231.
Coal

Loaded at South Coast Jetties on Sunday, 113.
For Railway Purposes, 138, 349. -
Output from Newcastle Collieries, 149, 1G7. _
Amount received for traction from Northern Collieries, 

398.
Coal-mines Regulation Aar:—

Interpretation of 3Sth clause, 40, 46.
Opinion of Attorney-General, 100.
Special Rules of Colliery Companies, 240- 

Coast Hospital :—Little Bay, 22, 41, 65, 75, 82, 94,130, 
139, 189, 254, 295, 298, 418, 434. _

Conn, Dk. :—Experiments on Worms, Moss Vale, 193. 
Cokf’s Harimvor. :—

Railway from Gnyra, 15, 311, 502.
'Wharfage fees, 305.

Coghlan, Mr. :—

Visit to England, 69, 350, 351.
Inquiry into Agent-General's Office, 408, 426. 

Collegan Creek Bridge over, 138.
Collieries Chief Inspector, 22, 55, _
Collins John Sentenced at Bingara, 99, 119,145, 375. 
Collins Thos. Alleged dummying, Molong, 113. 
Colon no Creek :—Dam on, 209,
Colonial Secretary Uniforms supplied by Depart

ment, 101.
Colonial Sugar Cp.Opening of Pyrmont Works on 

Sunday, 340.
Coloured Races Restriction Bill :—

Royal Assent to, 253, 300.
Statement of Premier in reference to, 264. 

Commissioners (See "Railways”; also “Electoral”). 
Commissions :—

On Sugar.growing Industry, 10.
On charges made by Mr. Parkes, M.L, A., 42,49, 08, /0, 

467. _
Report of, on Marine Board, 210.
Report of, on accidents at Broken Hill, 456.

Commons :—Castlereagh, 143. _ _
Compositors :—Government Printing Office, 388,502,513. 
Conditional Purchases (See “ Crown Lands”). 
Conferences Held by Secretary for Mines, 231. 
Consolidation op the Land Laws Report from Select 

Committee, 455.
Constitution of Commonwealth op Australia Bill 

(See also “ Federation ”)
Amendment in Preamble, acknowledging Supreme 

Being, 2IS.
Issue of speeches in general debate, 227 , 288, 294. 
Submission to electors, 270, 314.
Speech of Attorney-General, 265, 299.
Supply of copies to Schools of Arts, &c., 320. _
Parliamentary Review of work of Sydney Convention, 

1897, 387. _
Consuls :—Income Tax of Foreign, 288.
Consumptives : —Thirlmere Home for, 74.
Contracts : —

Under Works Department, 16.
Additions to Art Gallery, 154, 168.
Complaints re Lands Office Buildings, I GO. ^
Mr. Louis Limburg’s, for Police clothing, 376. 
Subletting of, 434.
Protection of workmen employed by Government con

tractors, 439.
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QUESTIONS {cotitinved):—
Cosway :—Counsel for defence of seaman, 376.
Coor.EE:—Postal Mistress at, 57.
CookasdSon, Messes.:—Kailwayanungcments with, 83. 
Cookajhdgery:—Hoad from ifngowra to Jfailway SUitioii,

Cook’s River I.mpuovejiext Scheme :—
Work for Unemployed on, 94.
Comnioncemetit of, 230, 352, 516.

Coolabah Court of Petty Sessions, 272.
Coohambi.e :—Artesian Well Contract, 129.
Cooper v. Taxation Commissioners Queen’s Council 

in case, 245.
CoonASBnsa Post Oflice, 503.
Cootamukhra Cold gent from Gold-field, 160, 
Copyrights :—Assistant Registrars, 145, 196.
Coroners :—

Jurymen serving on Inquests, 306.
Holding office in country after assignment of estate, 434, 

“Costa Rica Packet”:—Payment of award money, 64. 
Cottage Hospital Captain's Fiat, 227.
Cotton Expert Appointment of, 105.
Cotton-seed :—Uistributed to farmers, 390, 445. 
Council op the Churches :—Appointment of President 

to Executive Council, 231.
Country Districts :—

Coroners holding office after assignment of estate, 434, 
Reluming Oilicers holding oflice after assignment of 

estate, 435.
Court-house :—Cutlal, 225, 233.
Cow-bails

Floors, Richmond River District, 119. 152, 306.
Floors, Southern District, 310. ’

Cowell, Lake :—
Road to, 57.
Opening of, for Fishing, 58.

Cowra :—Public Roads in Borough, 214.
Creameries Income Tax payable, 202,
Chess well, William :—Case of, 57,
Crimes : -Hyde Park, 278.
Criminals :—Influx into New South Wales, 330. 
Ckossman, Captain W, Appointment to Pitot Steamer 

“Ajax,” 112.
Crown Grants :—

Quit-rents on, 70, S8.
Unpaid balances, 144.

Crown Lands :—
Trespasses on property at Gore Hill, S.
Conversion of C. P.’s into Homestead Leases, 29. 
Reappraisement of Pastoral Leases, 30.
SituatedbetweenMurrnmbidgoeaudLachlan Rivers,34, 
Equity Suit—Hill, Clark, k Co. v. Perrot, 34. 
Instalment on C.P.’s, 40, 89.
Samuel Lemon’s C.P., 47.
Special Leasehold by Geo. F. ilillgate, Molong, 47, 153. 
'J ransfer of C.P.’s to married women, 49.
Withdrawn lands on Rurrawang Holding, 49.
Land Board at Gundagai, 50.
Quit-rents on old Grants, 70, 88. 
lines on overdue payments on C.P.’s, 70.
Settlement Leases, 74.
Selectors’ payments, 74.
Alleged Disappearance of Papers from Department, 103. 
Dedication of, Grabben Cullen, 106.
Memmstod Leases, Brewarrinn and Warrego Districts,

Homestead Leases on Clare Station, 112.
Alleged Dummying by Thos. Collins, M3.
Land for Selection, Eunmdcry, Mudgee, 122.
Extension of Leases on Eurouiednh and Weemobah 

Holdings, 139.
Castlereagh Common, 143, ,
Unpaid Balances on Old Grants, 144.
Surrender of Freehold Land, Balranald, 152.
Alleged Dummying, Nanami Run, 153, 189, 312 (:). 516. 
G. Chizlctt’s Selection, Nanami Run, 151. '
Proposed Exchange, Salisbury Creek, 160.
Transfers of C.P.’s to Married 'Women, 167 (!).
Action of Crown Lands Agent at Gundagai, 167.
False Declarationa re Dummying, 184.
Area of Western Division, £17.
Held under Pastoral .Leases and Occupation Licenses, 

Central and Western Divisions, 217.
Settlement in Nyiigan ] listriet, 228.
Position of Exchanges, 228.
Lease of Scrub-land to Lessee of Canonbar Holding, 228. 
Scrub-lauds, Western Bogan, 228, 409.
Bill dealing with Value of Improvements, 233, 241.
C.P. of Mrs. E. J. Ormsby, 235, 456.
Leased near Jervis Bay, 246.
Sale of Occupation Leases, Grafton, 255.

QUESTIONS (continued);—
Crown Lands {contiimed)

Selection of Arthur Jeffries, Deuilinuin, 298, 340, 359, 
356, 362. ’

Pastoral Leases, Central Division, 307.
Instalments on Conditional Purchases, Denilinuin 

Electorate, 313.
Exchange of land for private land, Wagga District, 314. 
Improvement Leases, Jervis Bay, 316, 517,
Wilberforee Settlement, 322.
Refund of deposit money, 322.
Newcastle Pasturage Reserve, 323.
Appraisements made by Mr. McMillan, 330.
Refund of rent to Pastoral and Homestead Lessees, 

335. '
Pease of Water Reserve No. 30, 330.
Provisions of sections 13 and 24 of Act of 1895, 336. ’ 
Attachment of resumed areas to leasehold areas 

Western Division, 339, 374. ’
Consolidation of land laws, 344.
Alleged dummying, New Angledool Station, 355, 375, 

415, 490.
Settlement leases, Derrihong and WcemabaSi subdivi

sions, 360.
Losses through Dummying, 360.
Circulars sent to Chairmen of Local Land Boards and 

District Surveyors, 361, 370, 388.
Kooba Pastoral Holding, 374.
Counsel in case Greene t\ Hargraves, 388, 398. 
Attendance of Minister in Parliament, 3S9.
Mercadool Land Cases, 408.
Powers of Local Land Boards, 423.
Jackson’s lease (now Quodly’s), Bourkc, 425.
Evidence of Mr. W. C. Hill, Supreme and Flquity 

Courts, 425, 470.
Homestead Selections under Act of 1805, 425. 
Leasehold area, Brymadura Run, 434.
Land Exchanges, Burrawang Pastoral Holding, 443. 
Report from Select Committee on Consolidation of 

laws, 455.
Lands for Closer Settlement Bill, 456.
Appeal in land case re Harrington, 467.
Pastoral Holdings of Toorale and Dunlop, 477. 
Advances to Crown tenants, 479,
C. P. made by John Hayes, 479, 490.
Conversion of Pastoral Leases into Scrub Leases, 490. 
Settlement areas, Brookong Holding, 513.

Crown Lands Aptmcation Bill Passing of, 238. 
Crown-street :—Tramway Fares on line, 343.
CciJAL: —

Railway from Gregra, 69, 507. 
Gates and Roads to, 42, 45. 
Court-house, 225, 233.

Cudgegong :—Maintenance Men on 
93.

Road from Capcrtec,

Cumberland, County:—Rent charged for Teachers’ 
residences, 376,

Cumnock :—Water supply, 42,
CuRsow, R.ev. Wm. :—Publishing of Sydney Afamino 

Herald on Sunday, 238.
Curran, Rev. J, M. :—

Lectures at Wattle Flat and Sofala, 45.
Position in Service, 87.

Customs Duties :—

Alleged Evasion by Messrs. Tooth ft Co., 130.
On Spirits, 30.
Tables of Revenue, 233.
Imports of flour, maize, seeds, &e., 355.
Heading, Drawback and refund of duties, 361. 

“Cyanide” Patent:—Amendment of specification, 330. 
Dairy Herds :—

Inspector appointed by Fresh Food and Ice Co., 138. 
Cattle purchased by Mr. O’Callaghan, 270.

Dairies Supervision Act:—

Cattle destroyed under, 45, 126, 152.
Floors of cow-bails, 119, 152, 306, 316.
Regulations under, 351. ’

Dalton, Regina v. :—Case of, 516.
Dams :—Yanko and Colombo Creeks, 299.
Dance Rooms :—Regulation of, 120, 346.
D’Arcy Wentworth Mine Date of lease application, 

443.
Darling Harbour Value of Freehold from Dawes 

Point to Head of, 161, 176.
Darling Island :—Works at, 94, 488.
Darling River :—

Coat of look and weir, 183.
Wool-scouring on, 240. ,
Imports and exports, via, 359.

Darlinghurst Gaol :—Detention of Claude Herrick,
477.
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QUESTIONS (umlimted) - QUESTIONS (continued)
Dawes Point :—Value o£ Freehold from Head of Darling Education {eoB(tnifea)_;

Harbour to, 161, 176. __
Deaf and Dumb Institution :—Newtown Hoad, 416.
Deficit (See “Finance’'').
Denilkjcin

Instalments on Conditional Purchases in Electorate,
313.

Payment to men for forest-thinning, 409.
Dentists’ Bill :—Passage through Assembly, 360.
Department of Mines :—Total Expenditure under, 375.
Disrkihonci Subdivision :—Settlement lease on, 300.
Diamond Drills ;—Value of Plant, &c,, 424.
Dickey, Mr. :—Compensation in connection with Jeril- 

derie-Bcrrigan Line, 65, S3.
Diseased Meat:—Correspondence re disposal of, 4S8.
Diseases in Sheep Acts 

Amounts collected under, 46.
Amendment of, 102.

District Allowances (See “Civil Service”).
District Surveyors:—Circulars sent to, 361, 370.
Docs:—

Destruction of Stray, 120.
^Registered during 1897, 361.

Domain :—
Fruit Vendors, 417, 433.
Sale of Newspapers ou Sundays, 477- 

Donald, Mr. :—Overseer of Construction of Telephone 
Tunnels, 195.

Donaldson, Mr, L, S. :—Police Magistrate, Dubbo, 424.
Donnelly, Mr. D. C. J. Clerk of Petty Sessions,

Picton, 153.
Dora Creek ;—Dredging Work, 121.
Drafting Of Government Bills, 240, 293, 306.
Drainage Of water-course country near M oree, 31,152.
Drake. Mining Case at, to be tried at Glen Innes, 133.
Drawback and Refund of Duties Amount under 

heading, 361.
Dkedces: —

Work at Dora Creek, 121.
Employees in Service, 276.
Dismantling of the “ Alcides,” 350.
Expenses of Mr. Fairweather in England, 408,
Work at Lake Macquarie, 503.

Drill In Public Schools during summer months, 440.
Drought

Carriage of Stock from stricken districts, 74.
Relief to residents of stricken districts, 74.
Report of Government Meteorologist on, SI.
Loss of Stock from, 89.
Light Railways to Districts, 143.

Drunkenness : —Report of Comptroller-General of 
Prisons, 234.

Dubbo
Proposed Railway to Wcrris Creek, 225.
Lock-up, 417-

Dudley Mine :—Workman’s train to, 45.
Du Faur, Mr. Bust of, for Art Gallery, 246.
Dummying (See “Crown Lands”).
Dunlop Pastoral Holdings, 477.
Dynamite :—Throwing, at Lucknow, 330.
Early Closing Bill :—Introduction of, 218, 41S. _
Easter Encampment :—Expenses in connection with,

4S8. '
Eddy, Mr. :—

Evidence at Adelaide Federal Convention, 161, 169.
Railway Employees attending funeral, 168.
Report on federal control of railways, 2S7, 315 (!)

Education (See also “ ' Sobraos/ N.S.S.”)
Bursaries gained by Public School pupils, 34,
Lectures of Rev. J, M. Curran, 45.
Celebration of Record Reign by Schools, 55, 50, 88.
Lusk’s School History, 63, 201.
Rentals charged to School Teachers, 97, 98, 209, 344,

345, 349 (!), 362, 370, 376, 469, 515. _
Appeals against rent of residences, 515.
Uniforms supplied by Department, 102.
Public School, Kincumbcr, 121.

Do Woodport, 121, 330.
Do Newport, 121.

Payment of Teachers’ Salaries before Record Reign 
Celebrations, 133.

Death of Frank Barnes, Longucvillc School, 194.
Mr. Guthrie's Statements, re School-teachers, 210.
Public School Teacher, Wilberforee, 213, 255.
Public School, Newcastle South, 227.
Statement of Sir Julian Salomons, rc misbehaviour of 

School Children, 247.
Public School, Richmond, 254.
Public School, Experimental Farm, Wagga Wagga, 284.

Fuel and Cleaning Allowances of Schools, 298.
Cadet Corps, 351.
Pupil-teachers, 300.
Public Schools iu Districts, 366.
School-house, Girilamhoue, 376.
Handbook on Agriculture, 389.
Handbook on Geology, 389.
Technical Classes, Balmain, 409. ■
Attendance at Penrith Public School, 408.
Drill in Public Schools, 440.
New School, Gundaroo, 46S- 
Railway Concessions to Teachers, 503.
Mr. Buckland, Kings wood School, 505.
Provisional Schools, 505.
Payment of Teachers' Salaries on breaking up for 

holidays, 51G.
Electoral:— .

Expenses under Australasian Federation Enabling Act, 
10, 252. , , .

Recommendations of Commissioners, 195.
Voting bv post under Victorian Federal Enabling Act, 

305. ' _
Cost of last General Election, 305.
Preparation of Rolls at Printing Office, 311.
Submission of Federal Bill to Electors, 311*
Returning Officer, Goulburn, 311.
'Transfers of Electors’ Rights, 344. _ ...
Duties of Rolice Magistrates in connection with Act, 

425.
Registrar, Cecil Park, 469,

Electric Lightinc Rill Introduction of, 288. 
Engine-drivers (See “ Railavays").
England :—Duty on imported frozen rneat, 294.
Ensilage :—Preservation of Fodder, 69.
Estimates (Sec “ Finance ”).
Eugowra :— , .

Road to Cookamidgery Railway Station, -2.
Gates on Road to Goolagong, 153.

Euromedah Holding Extension of Lease, 139. 
Eurundery :—Land for Selection in Parish, 122. ^ 
Evangelical Alliance:—Deputation re Sunday Trading,

323.
Examinations Held by Public Service Board, 264. 
Exchanges of Land (See “Crown Lands”).
Excise Revenue :—Tables of, 233. ^ ,
Executive Council Appointment of President of 

Churches, 231.
Exfknditure (Sec “Finance”).
Experimental Farms :—

Cost to date, 176.
Wagga Wagga, 203, 443, 444, 478.
Barley grown on, 252. _
Importation of Cattle to stock, 253.
Garra, 265.
Establishment of, as matter of policy, 3ol.

Exports;— .
And Imports, via Darling River, 8o9. .
And Imports, per rail, between N.S. . and \ ictoria,

365. .
Ewev, Mr. James Appointed as Trustee, Savings

Bank of N.S.W., 507.
Factories and Workshops Act :—

Amendment of, 34. ,,
Application of provisions to warehouses and bulk stores,

217. . . .
Fairweather, Mr. :—Expenses whilst supervising con

struction of dredge in England, 408. ,
Pause Declarations In connection with Dummying,

. 184.
Fares (See “Railways”).
Farmers

Seed-wheat for, 132, 149, _
Cotton seed distributed to, 390, 445.

Federation :—
Issue of//amard debates, 114, 288, 294.
Evidence of Mr. Eddy, Adelaide Convention, 161, loJ. 
Financial Papers read at Convention, 161.
Cost of Election of Delegates to Convention, 2i»2, 2Go. 
Speeches of the Attorney-General and bir Julian

Salomons, 265, 299. , , >r i-j i
Federal .control of Railway's—Report by Mr. Eddy,

Allowances to Representatives at Adelaide, 265, 289. 
Documents aulimittcd to Convention, 293j 296. 
Submission of Bill to Vote of People, 276, 314.
Carrying of Address in Legislative Council, 319- 
Supply of Constitution Bills to Schools of Arts, Sc., 

320.
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QUESTIONS (continued):—

Febukation (continued) :—
Expenses of Coavention to diite, 361, 391.
Expenses of Convention of 1897, 374,
Parliamentary Review of work of Sydney Convention 

1897, 387. '
Special fjonns to Parliament House and Printinc Office 

Officials, 423, 904.
Ferries :—Traflic Circular Quay, 88.
FtnKLITY ClOAiiANTEB FUND : —

Amount at credit of, 5G.
Premiums paid by Public Servants, 322.

Finasce (See also “ Land as» Income Tax Assessment 
Act”) ;—

Revenue and Expenditure from 1st July, 1896, to 31st 
March, 1897, 16. v >

Road Vote for 1S9S-9G, 1896-7, 16, 31, 35.
Public Accounts—Liquidation of debts of previous 

Financial Year, 29.
M°n?y voted for reproductive works, 35.
Liabilities incurred for works undertaken during 1895-6, 

So,
Fidelity Guarantee Fund, 56.
Road Vote for 1S97-S, 97, 501.
Accounts for 1896-7 postponed till next year, 144, 391, 
Deficit of Financial Year 1896-7, 1S4. ’
Jululoo Expenditure, 185.
Public Accounts for Year 1S96-7, 189.
Road Vote for 1S96-7, 194.
Expenditure from Loan Votes, 195.
Special Municipal Endowment, 180, 188, 204, 210, 313. 
Payments to Guardians of State Children, 209.
Railway Revenue, 209.
Customs ami Excise Revenue, 233.
Payments made this year for engagements applicable 

to 1896-7, 260, 272.
Arrangement of Military Estimates, 339.
Commission on sale nf Funded Stock, 341.
Minute by Auditor-General on Public Accounts, 345. 
Return in reference to certain Public Accounts, 315. 
Railway Estimates, 340.
Roads Schedule for 1897-S, 359.
Ranks in which Public Accounts arc kept, 361. 
Drawback and refund of Duties, 361.
Amount under heading Revenue and Receipts, Special 

Appropriation, 369. '
Revenue from Molong District, 374,
Ways and Means Account for 1S0G-7, 390.

> Salaries paid from Loan Votes, 39S.
Fire Brigades :—

Amending Bill, 17G, 440.
^ Maintenance by Insurance Companies, 360.
I ire Insurance Cos. :—Conditions in policies, 408. 
Fireworks Display, Record Reign Celebrations, 188,

Fiscac Question Plebiscite Vote, 505.
Fischer, Mr. Gustave Visit to America, 23S. 
Fisheries :—

Opening of Lake Cowell, 53.
Drafting of Bill, 08.
Proceedings on Bill, 202.
Mr. Brodie fishing iu closed waters, Lake Macquarie, 

350, 355.
Oyster leases, Northern Rivera, 416.

Fitzmaukick, Mk. Salary of, 131.
Fitzroy Dock Conveyance of men to, 218. 
FLOon-rREVENTioN;—Hunter and Clarence Rivers, 48, 90. 
Flood, Mrs. :—Fine imposed on, 252.
Flora (See "Native Flora”).
Flour Quality of Manitoba, 205.
Flyino-foxes Destruction of, 8, 444,
Fodder :—Preservation of, 69,
Forres Convictions for breach of game laws,-350, 36G. 
Forres Road :—Road to Amaroo Railway Station 254 
Forestry

License Fees and .Royalties on Timber, 8.
Reserve No. 14,972, 121.
Thinning near Dcniliquiu, 409.

Forests and Quarries Bill Introduction of, 478. 
Fowler, Sir John ;—Amounts paid to, 369,
Fraser, Mr. A. C. :—Suggestions re prison reform, 120. 
Free Public Lthkary Sale of Books, 154, 166.
Free Passes (See ''Railways” ; also "Tramways ”). 
French Goods:—Exposed for sale in chemists’simps, 367.
I' K!1^2’ Ma.for-General :—Report on Military Forces,

French Soldiers :—Temporary residence, Victoria 
Barracks, 283.

Fresh Food akd Ice Co. :—Inspector of Dairy Herds,
J SS.

QUESTIONS (continued)
Friendly Societies Bill :—Introduction of, 133, 298. 
Fruit Conference, Brisbane :—

Travelling Expenses of Delegates to, 10. 
Representative Delegate from Central Cumberland, 120. 

Fruit Vendors :—In the Domain, 416, 433.
Fuel and Ci.ranixo Allowances To Schools, 298. 
I'cnded Stock :—Commission on sale, 341.
Funerals :—Of Paupers, 283, 288.
Gale, Mr. :—Lectures on Bee-culture, 194.
Gallon, Mr, Arthur :—History of Colony by, 298. 
Gamrling :—

Arrest of Chinese at Rockdale, 205.
Act dealing with Chinese, 205.
Chinese dons known to Police, 263, 294, 314, 488. 

Game Laws (See “ Birds Protection Act ”).
Gaols

Goulburn, 75.
Release of Good-conduct Prisoners, 41.
"Work done by Prisoners at Bathurst, 227.
Gate at Mudgee, 240.
Treatment of Prisoners, 204,
Lock-up, Dubbo, 417.

Garden Island :—Control of adjacent waters, 513. 
Garra :—Application for Experimental Farm, 265.
Gates :—

On Road Canowindra to Toogong and Cudal, 42, 45.
On Road Eugowra to Goolagong, 153.

"General Division” (See "Civil Service ”),
General Post Office (See also "Postal”) r—Additions 

to, 360, 366.
Geology :—Handbook of, 389.
Georqe and Harris Streets Electric Tram :—

Poles and Brackets for, 55, G5, 66.
Commencement of work, 139.

Girilamboxr :—Erection of school, 376.
Gladksvili.e Hospital :—G. F. Jones, eonfinee, 112, 
Glen Ora Road :—Grant lor continuation of, 515.
Goat Island:—Employees at Magazine, 202.
Gold :—Returns furnished under Mining Act, 407. 
Golding, Mr, TV. H, :—Appointment of, as Actum 

Postal Inspector, 468.
Goods :—Consigned to Agents, 75.
Goolagong Gates on road from Eugowra, 153.
Gore Hill :—Trespassers on Crown Property, 8.
Gosford :—Population Reserve, 224.
Goulburn:—

Registration at Labour Bureau, 10.
Gaol, 75.
State Children in District, 98.
Bossiville Estate, 153.
Inspector of Slaughter-houses, 239.
Appointment of Returning Officer, 312,
Site for Technical College, 440,

Governor, His Excellency Salary subject to Income 
Tax, 234, 311.

Government Advertising :—
In Sydney Newspapers, 47, 319.
Amounts paid to Herald and Telegraph, 269.

Government Architect's Department:_
Inspectors in Western District, 133.
Position of Assistant Architect, 345, 397. 

"Government Gazette":—Supply to Country Rcceivine 
and Post Offices, 131. . 6

Government Launches :—Use of, 91 f1).
Government oe N.S.W. :—

Boundary of Jurisdiction, 234.
Administration of Law in British New Guinea,, 239. 

Government Printinc Office
“Appeals” to Public Service Board, 103.
Payments to Temporary and Casual Staff, 112, 120. 
Dismissal of Temporary hands, 180.
Gratuities to dismissed officers, 203.
Regrading of, 340.
Overtime worked by Compositors, 388.
Bonus in connection with Federal Convention, 423, 504, 
Leave of absence to Employees, 426, 470, 487.

_ Hates of pay of Compositors, 502, 513.
Grabben Cullen :—Dedication of land for Public Hall 

106. ’ 
Grafton :—

Railway from Guyra, 15, 311.
Sale of Occupation Leases, 255.

Gratuities (See “ Civil Service”).
Greendale Reserve ;—Wnlumla, 35,
Greene?:. Hargraves :—Counsel in Appeal case, 388, 398. 
Green s Gunyau :—Proposed railway to The Rock, 82. 
Gregory, Kdward :—Release from Asylum, 487,
Gregra Railway to Cudal, 09, 507.
Grenfell:—Mining Leases near, 105.
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Ckoyes, Me. John ;—Auditor, Eookivooa Council, oul( ). 
Gus PjtACTltlE South Head, 36C.
Gundagai:—

Appointment of Member to Land Board, 56.
Action of Crown Lands Agent rc Transfer of Condi

tional Purchases, 167.
Tender for Bridge, 445.

Gondakoo
Recreation Reserve, 423.
Erection of New School, 4GS.

Guthrie, Me. :—Statements rc Schoolmasters, 210.
Gpyjia Railway to Goffs Harbour, or South Grafton, 

15, 311, 502.
“Hansaud’’.—

Free issue of debates on Federation, 114, Jse, 294.
Free Circulation by Post, 210.
Issue of Speeches mi Constitution of Commonwealth of 

Australia Bill. 227.
Bi-weekly issue of, 374.
Issue to Members of Parliament, 393.

Harbours
South Coast—Evidence of Dr. Robertson. 19u. 
Improvements, Camden Haven. 341. ^

Hake Pest :—Action of Export Board, 270. ^ ,
Hakknes.s, Mk. :—Discoverer, Captains Hat Mining 

Field, 2SS. . .
Harrington :—Appeal in land case, 467.
Hayes, John C.P. made by, 470. 400.
Hawkers (See “Alien Hawkers Bill'’).
Hawkesbury Acriouitural College :—Appointment 

of Mr. Geoige Voider, 102. _
Hawkesbury District Seed for Farmers, 140. 
“Herald-’ (See “Sydney Morning Herald’').
Herbert, Mr. :—Governor, Darlinghurst Gaol, )SS.__
Herrick, Claude :—Detention of,DarliiigburstGnol,4( i. 
Hutton Colliery Coal raised from, 150.
Hides :—Damage through branding, 48fl.
Hill, Mr. W, C. :—Evidence m Supreme and Equity 

Courts, 425, 470.
Hill, Clark, h Co. v. Perrott Equity suit, 34.
Hill End :—Mail Contract between Mudgee and, 3S9. 
Hjllston :—Weir Contract, 33.
Hindoos :—Tweed and Clarence Biver Distiiots, 241. 
History of the Colony :—By Mr. Aithur C<alton, 298. 
Holeiian, Mr. :—Discoverer, Captain's Flat Mining 

Field, 288. '
Holidays

To Police, 130.
Public, Newcastle District, 131, 137.
To Railway Officials, 160 (2). 344.
To Postal and Telegraph Employees, 175.
Telegraph-line Repairers, 176.

Home, Colonel __
Irrigation Expert, 75.
Report on Lake George, 131.
Report on Irrigation and Water Conservation, do/

Homestead Leases (See “ Crown Lands ).
Hornsby .— _

Temporary Railway-drivers, 295. , ,
Traffic on Railway Lines from Strathfield and Miison s 

Point, 319. ,
Horses, Military :—Driven in Private Carnages, 04. 
Horticultural Societies Subsidies during last 

twenty years, 375.
Hospitals i—

Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 22, 41, 05, i5, 82, 94, 130, 
139, 189, 254, 295, 298, 413, 434.

Gladesville, 112.
Sale of Stamps in aid of Consumptives , Itto.
Entrance for Visitors to Sydney, 252.
Garrison, Victoria Barracks, 214.
Purchase of Studley Park, 209.
Case of Mary Beattie, Mudgee, 246.
Cottage, Captain’s Plat, 227. _
Board and maintenance of nurses, 297.
Broken Hill, 391. _
Probationers at Prince Alfred, 415.

Howe’s Valley :—
Deviation on road to Putty, 321, 36o, 514.
Prickly-pear on road from Bulga, 340.
Police Station, 502.

Howie, Mr. :—Freestone in contract for Art Gallery, 
Hcfnagkl, Captain —Destruction of Ftying-foxes, 

Samoa, S, 444.
Hunter River :—Schemes for Flood Prevention, 4o, su. 
Hurstville:—Formation of Penshuret-street, 13S. 
Hutchinson, Bandmaster Of Permanent Artillery, 

373, 501, 516.

QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Hyde Park :—Alleged Crimes, 2/S.
Illicit Stills :—Increase of, 30. , ...
Illawakra District Telephone communication with 

Sydney, 129. .
Immigration :—Of Coloured Aliens, JOo.
Tmi'okts :—

Amount and value of Flour, Maize, Seeds, itc., 3.).. 
And Exports via Darling River 359._ .
And Exports by Bail between Victoria and New South 

Wales, 365. T
Imfrovemest Leases (See “Crown Lanes ).
IsctiMK Tax (See “Land and Income Ian Assessment 

Act ”). ,
Infantry Forces (See “Military ).
Insfectork:—

Travelling Expenses of Conditional Pm chases, J.
Of Coal-mines, 22, 55, 150.
Of Stock—Refund of Salaries, 34, 8S, lOo, 107, 315, 343.

Weights and Measures, 22/.
Qualifications for, under Works Department, 423, _

In Chun :—Decision of His Honor Mr. Justice Cohen m
ease, 425. . , . „ i

Inquiry Branch :—Public W orks Department, 4/0. 
Insurance Comtantes :—

Mainlenanco of Fire Brigades, 360,
Conditions in Policies, 408.

Inteih’RKTAtion Bill —Reservation for Queen s Assent,
433.Irrigation Colonel Home’s invostigations, 7a, 36/. 

Jackson’s Lease (now Quodi.y s) Bourke Distnct, 425.
Jaques. Thomas Railway fettler,41o. _
“ Jane SrnoTT”:—Marine Board Surveyors Bcport on 

^*essol 2J1 *Jeffries, Arthur :~Sclection, Deniliquin Land District, 
.293. 340. 350, 356, 362.

Jfnolan Caves —Mail Contract Obcron to, 410. 
Jerilderie-Berrioas Line —Compensation to Mr.

Dickey, 65, 74. S3. - _ „
Jerry’s Plains Hill Condition of Road, Sou, Juj. 
Jervis Bay ;—

Leasing of land near, 246.
Loading of Vessels, 313. __
Improvement Leases, 31G, 517.

Jones, G. F. .—Confines, Gladesville Hospital, 112. 
Jubilee Celebrations (See “Record Hums Cei.ebk.a-

Junction Mine Accommodation for Miners, 170,203. 
Jurors: —

Fees for attendance at Court, 360.
Serving on Coroners’ Inquests, 366.

JnsTTOi: Department _
Uniforms supplied by, 105.
Increases to Officers, 413.

Justices of the Peace :—
Appointment of Mayors, 42.
“Offences Punishable on Summary Conviction, 106.
At Wagga Wagga, 1S3.
Method of Appointments, 339.

Kangaroos ;—Protection of, 183.
Kemtsey :—Bridge over Biver at, 329.
Kenmoke Asylum, 107- „„
Kfnsington Bacecourse —Accidents at, it i.
K.ethel, Mr., kl.L.C. :-Statement rc loading of Vessels, 

Jervis Bay. 313.
Kin-cumber :—Public School, 121. .
King, WiYrden —Adjudicating on Lucknow Mining

Kin gs wo cm:—Mr. Buckland, Public School Teacher, 505. 
Knapp, Mr. F- J. H. —Arbitrator in resumption case, 

Moree Railway, 60.
Koch, Dr.

Inoculation of Stock with Tuberculin, 93.
Proposed Visit to Colonies, 73, 247.

Kooba Pastoral Holding Homestead Selectiouon, 3/4.
Labour Agents:—Regulation of. S3.
Labour Bureau 

Goulburn, 10.
Piailway Passes issued through, 32/, 3/3.

Labour Conditions :—On Mineral leases, 29/.
Lachlan River —Crown Lands between Murrumbidgee 

Rjverand, 34.
Lake George :—Report by Colonel Home, 131.
Lake Macquarie —Dredging of entrance, n03.
Land and Income Tax Assessment Act :— 

Supplementary Payments of Income ±ax, v, It * 
Notices issued by Commissioners, 10. .
Landowners who have forwarded returns to Commis

sioners, 16.
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QUESTIONS {ron’Jnued)
Lasd and Inuomi! Tax Assessment Act (coit/imced) 

Amountfi collected under Land and Income Taxes, 29. 
Assessment Look, 30. ,
Payment of Income Tax by Minister of Crown, 30. 
Declaration of correctness of Income Tax returns, 31. 
Relief to Landowners suffering from Stock Losses, 90. 
Payments to Assessors, ‘JS.
Notices re arrears of Income Tax, ICO.
Clerks in Department, 113.
Legal Opinion rc arrears of Income Tax, 119.
Hearing of Appeals in Country Towns, 122.
Legal Advice re sixty days' grace, 125.
Assessments in Shoalbavcn District, 137, 153, 1G2. 
Overtime woikod in Department, 137, 307.
Permanent Assessors, 139.
Land Tax payments of Australian Agricultural Com

pany and Peel River Company, 105, 225.
Amounts of Assessments, 177.
Cost of Land Valuations, 189. ,
Income Tax payable by Creameries. 202.
Collection of Land Tux for 18911 7, 213.
Income Tax on Salary of Governor, 234, oil.
Queen’s Counsel in ease Cooper r. Commissioners. 245. 
Drafting of Act, 245.
Expenditure incurred under, 253.
Official Salaiies not subject to Income Tax, 289. 
Exemption of Foieign Consuls from Income 'lax, 
Appointments in Department, 300.
Government Assessors’ valuation of property, Balmain, 

31C. v
Payment of Land and Income Taxes, 339.
Refunds of Income Tax, 361.
Costs in appeal ease, 416.

" .Salaries of Assistant Clerks, 418
Appointment of Land Valuers, 463, 506.

Lamp UoAitus:—
Circulars sent to Chairmen, 361, 370, 388.
Mr R. A. Moore, Member of Collarendabri, 375. 
Powers of Local, re Roads and Water-courses, 423. 

Land Boiuers iNSPEruox Hill (Sec also “ Boileds 
Inspection Bill’1) Introduction of, 329.

Land Laws Consolidation, 344.
Lands Okmce Buildings Complaints re construction 

■ 160, 176.
Land Valuers Appointment. 468, 500.
Lands i.'un Closdh Ssttll.ulnt Bill:—Introduction 

of, 45(i.
Lanes :—Control of public, 283.
L asset ter & Co., Mesnus. :—8pecial Goods Train, 100. 
Launches Use of Government, 91 p).
Lavatories :—

In Second-class Railway Carnages, 113, 336.
In Second-class Carriages, Western Line, J22, 503.

Law of Libel Amendment Bill :—Introduction of, 217, 
503.

Lawless, Mr. :—Inspector of Police. ISO. 
Lead-foisoninu Cases, Broken Hill, 139.
Leiiislative Couninl :—

Statement « Appointment of Mr. Ed. Terrj to, 367. 
Briefs held by Members, 389.

LeiOon, Samuel :—Conditional Purchase of, 47.
Lesagii :—Reward for recovery of, 90.
Lethiskidoe, Mk, Sheriff's OHieor, 89.
Lettuiis :—Posting of English, 30.
Letters Patent 

Petitions for, 145, 179, ISO.
Applied for in 1896, 140, 185, 228, 232.

Letton, Mu. Salary of, J31.
Libel (See "Law of Libel Amendment Bill”). 
Licensing :—

Pees and Royalties on Timber, 8.
Amcudment'of Act, 10, 21S.
“ Metropolitan Hotel,” Bega, 271.
Kxpiration of, Licenses, 295.
Local Option Bill, 314, 346.
Circulars, n renewals of licenses to Publicans, 479. 

Limhuro, Mil Louis:- Contract for Police Clothing, 376. 
Little Bay Hospital, 22, 41, 65, 75, 82, 94, 130, 139, 

189.251,290,298.418,434.
Little River Bridge over, 329.
Liverpool Railway to Mulgoa, 133, 359, 469.
Loans (See "Finance'’: also ‘'Municipal").
Local Government :—Unincorporated Populous Areas 

614.
Local Option Bill ;—

Position on list of Government business, 314. 
Proceedings on, 340.

Lock, Mr. Letter re Wentworth Gold-minin'* Co., 352 
Lock-ups (See "Gaols'1).
Locks Darling River, IS3.
Luck hart. Mil N. C. :—Appointment to Taxation 

Department, 9S. ’

45(5—P

Q
QUESTIONS (continued)

Lockwood Bi-weekly Mail Service, 233.
Lombuoso, Dr. Cesare :—Application for brain of the 

murderer Butler, 414. -
Longueville Death of Frank Barnes at Public School, 

194.
Lord Howe Island :—Jurisdiction of N.S.W. over. 247 

271. J ’
Love, Me. :—Deputy Stipendiary Magistrate, 132. 
Lucknow Mines :—

Conditions of Employment, 293.
Crude Ore sent to Sydney, 323.
Throwing of dynamite, 330.
Mr, C. E. Pilcher, Q.C., briefed in connection with 

strike cases, 336.
Letter from Mr, Lock re labour conditions, 352, 
Conduct of Warden King, 398.

Lunatics (See also “ Asylums ”):—Conveyance from 
Orange to Sydney, 120.

Lusk’s School History Cost to the Stato, 63, 201. 
Ly-le-Mdon ;—Wreck of Steamer, 275.
“ Mabel”:—Master of steam launch, 516.
Maci.kay : —Improvements to entiauoe of River, 301. 
Magistrates : —

Appointment of Police, Brewarrina, 82,
Appointment of Deputy Stipendiary, 132.
Mr, Payton, Newcastle, 133.
Appointments of Justices of the Peace, 339.
Mr. McKell, P.M., 421.
Mr. L. S. Donaldson, P.M., Dubbo, 424.
Duties of Police, in connection with Electoral Act, 425, 

Maiden, Mr. Retirement from Technological Museum, 
414.

Mails (See “Postal”),
Maintenance Men : —

Reinstatement of, 33.
Capcrtec to Cndgegong Road, 93.
Exchanges of, 414.

Mallett, William Case of, 416.
Manilla :—

Laud resumptions for line from Tamworth, 48, 321. 
Tenders for Slecpern on railway line, 139.
Tender for Railway from Tamworth, 352.

Manitoba :—Quality of Flour, 265,
Manly :—Sewerage Scheme, 89.
Manning :—

Public Works in Electorate, 336.
Improvements to entrance of River, 361.
Reserves on River, 517.

Manton, Mr. :—Application for a Gratuity, 126.
Marble :—Use of Molong, 166.
Marine Board

Report of Royal Commission on, 210.
Surveyor’s Report on vessel " Jane Sprott,” 211. 
Increase of Pilots, and Boatmen's Salaries, 322. 
Increments payable to Officers, 359.
Reconstruction of, 434,
Payment of defalcations, 488.

Married Women :—Transfer of Conditional Purchases, 
49.

Martens, Conrad :—Paintings in Art Gallery, 98. 
McBurney, Wallis, V. Co. :—Bankruptcy case, 146,479. 
McFarlane :—Alleged Assault Case, Orange, 336. 
McFarlane, Mr. Deputy Stipendiary Magistrate, 132, 

424.
McGowkn, J, S, T., M.P. :—Appointment of eons to 

Public Sendee, 478.
McKee, Sergeant:—Case of, ,81.
McKell, Mr. :—Relieving Police Magistrate, 424. 
McKenzie and Sons, Messrs —Tender for Gundagai 

Bridge, 445.
McLaren, Mr, W.:—Superintendent, Prison Industries, 

144.
McMillan, Mr. :—Appraisements of Special Areas, 330. 
McNeill, Mr, :—Discoverer Captain’s Flat Mining Field, 

2S8.
McRae, Mr. :—Appointment of, as Assistant Arohitoet, 

397.
MoSharry Arbitration Case ; - 

Expenses of, 18S, 408.
Counsel employed, 241, 255.
Time employed taking evidence, 417.

Meat, Frozen —Duty on imported, m England, 294. 
Medals :—

Long-service, for Volunteers, 34. 478.
Long-service, for Member*; of Force, Newcastle, 210. 

Medical Bill —Passage through Assembly*, 360. 
Medical Practitioners Reoisi'kation Act Adminis

tration of, 252.
Mercadool Land Cases —Cost of inquiry, 408. 
Meiicamtie Exh.osives Department:—

Middle Harbour, 58, 69. ■
Purchase of Hulk “Alacrity,” 108.
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QUESTIONS (conlhuert)
Messencieks :—Of Telegraph Department, 264, 
Mess-rooms Of Military Officers, 203,
Metalluroical Works Clyde, 130, 169, 231, 343, 
‘'Metropolitan Hotel,” Bega License of, 271. 
Middle Harbour Mercantile Explosives Department, 

68, 69.
Military

Reserve Rifle Corps, S.
Long-service Medals to Volunteers, 34, 478.
United Service Institution. 40.
Mercantile Explosives Department, 58, 69.
Horses used in private carriages, 64.
Oilicers of Permanent Artillery, 64.
Case of Sergeant McKee, 81.
Uniforms, 101.
Reserve Corps, P»rolcen Hill, 132.
Uniforms of Infantry Forces, 144,- _
Proficiency Money earned by Submarine Miners, 202. 
Establishment on proper footing, 203.
Officers’ Mess-rooms, 203.
Long-service Medals to Members, Newcastle Force, 210. 
Garrison Hospital, Victoria Barracks, 214. 
Major-General French's Report, 232.
French Soldiers, Victoria Barracks, 283, 320. 
Appointment of Captain Savage to charge of Sergeants’ 

Mess, Permanent Artillery, 315.
Arrangement of ISstimatcs, 330.
School Cadet Corps, 351.
Gun Practice, South Head, 366. _ _
Bandmaster Hutchinson, Permanent Artillery, 373,501, 

516. .
' Drills of Partially-paid Forces, 424.

Officers of Defence Force subscribing to Superannuation 
Fund, 455.

Easter Encampment, 488.
Residence of Officers of Permanent Force, 503.
N.S.W. Rifle Association, 51.).

Milk Supply

Preservatives used in Sydney, 391. _
Standard Scale imposed by Board of Health, 440, 507. 

Millgate, Geo. F. Special lease held by, 47, 153. 
Milson’s Point:—

Traffic on Railway Lino to Hornsby, 319.
Electric tram to Ridge-street, 516.

Mineral Leases (See “ Mining ”).
Mining _

Accident at Broken Hill Mines, 22, 149, 150, 151. 
Stopes at Junction Mine, Broken Hill, 22.
Inspector of Coal-mines, 22, 50.

■ Treatment of M in oral Ores, 29.
Reserves oh Victorian Border, 31.
Administration of Mining Regulations by Mr, Warden 

Clarke, Wyalong, 39.
38th Clause of Coal Mines' Act, 40.
Lectures at Wattle Flat and Sofala, by Rev. J. M. 

Curran, 45.
Deposits lodged with applications, 55.
Appeals against decision of Wardens, 71.

" Leases, Grenfell, 105.
Metallurgical Works, Clyde, 130, 169, 231, 343. 
Lead-poisoning, Broken Hill, 130;
Case at Drake to he tried at Glen Innes, 133.
Wickham, Bullock Island, and Stock ton Collieries, 150. 
Accident at Tarrawangie, 151.
Prosecution of Mining Companies, 153. '
Reports on Wallsend Colliery, 159.
Discovery of Telluridc Ore, 165, 233.
Men employed on, and gold sent from various gold

fields, 160.
Accident fund, 107.
Junction Silver-mining Co., 176.
Work at Broken Hill on Sunday, 184, 189. 
Changing-house, Junction Mine, 176, 203.
Report on Darling Shaft, Block 13, Broken Hill, 203. 
Accident to Thomas Sampson, Broken Hill, 205. _ _ 
Royal Commission on Accidents at Broken Hill, 456. 
Regulations, Tarrawingie Quarries, 214.
Appointment of Mr, Thomas, M.P.. as Inspector, 

Broken Hilt, 224,
Certificates of Titles, West Wyalong, 238.
Speoinl Rules under Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1896, 

240.
" Carriage of ores on Railway, 270.

Wentworth Gold-mining Co,, 278, 306, 352 {=), 376. 
Discovery of Captain’s Flat field, 2SS. '

' Conditions of Employment nt Lucknow Mines, 293. 
Labour conditions on mineral leases, 297. ■
Crude Oi'c sent to Sydney from Lucknow, 323. 
Amendment of Laws to obtain Gold within settlement 

leases, 330.
. At Captain’s Flat field, 330 

“ Cyanide ” case, 335.

QUESTIONS (contmiied)_ 
Mining (coMtnwd)

Expenditure in connection with Department and with 
Prospecting Vote, 375.

Bill to Regulate Hours of Labour in Minos, 377. 
Handbook of Geology, 389.
Conduct of Warden King, Lucknow, 398.
Leases held by Members of Parliament, 407.
Returns of gold furnished under Act, 407.
Mineral leases in Colony, 417.
Diamond drill plant, 424.
D’Arcy Wentworth Mine, 443.
Suspension nf labour conditions on leases 7, 9S1-2, and 

8,050, Parishes of Tucna and ]fangftloolah,^507. 
Jlininq J/amml of Aurfrafusia.'—Postage on, 356.
Mining on Private Lands Act Provisions relating to 

minerals, 277.
Mitchell Estate, Stockton Lease of frontage of 

Scott grant, 407. ,
Model Farms (Sec 11 Experimental Farms').
Molong _ _

G. F. Millgate’s lease, 47, 153.
Marble, 106. _
Railway Refreshment Room, 203, 278.
Distribution of Blankets, 203.
Revenue derived from District, 374. ^
Expenditure on Roads and Bridges, 3(4. _

Moore, Mr. R. A. Member of Collarendabri Laud 
Board, 375.

Moorkfield Racecourse (—Accidents at, 277.
Moore Park ;—Association Cricket Ground, 240, 284. 
Moree:— . _ ,

Resumption of Property of Miss M. G. Brand, 29, 66. 
Drainage nf Watercourse Country, 31, 152. _

Morrow, Constable:—Defence of Seaman Conway, 376. 
Mount McDonald :—Police Buildings, 253.
Mudgee ;—

(Late of Gaol, 240.
Case of Mary lioatlic-at Hospital, 246.
Mail Contract with Hill End, 389. _

Mulgoa :—Railway from Liverpool, 133, 359, 469.
M i:i.lion Creek :—Railway deviation between Orange 

and, 3)3.
Mundooran :—Shooting Case, 213. _ _
Mungindi :—Rabbit-proof fence to Namoi River, 265. 
Municipal :—

Control of unclaimed land, 9.
Appointment of Mayors as J.’s P., 42.
Reduction in areas under control, 56.
Penshuvst-street, Hurstville, 138. _
Special Endowment to Municipalities, ISO, 188, 204, 

210, 313, 439. .
Control of Public Streets and Lancs, 283.
Loans for erection of Town Halls, 341.

Municipalities Act :—Amendment of, 140- 
Municipal Loans Validation Bill Urgency for 

passing of, 443.
Murray River :— ,

Bridges erected jointly by New South Wales and 
Victoria, 56.

Snagging, by unemployed, 87.
Burning of fallen timber in thinned forests, 87.
Bridge at Moama, 112, 132, 239, 299, 467- 

Murrumbidgee River _
Crown Lands between Lachlan River and, 34, 
Snagging, by unemployed, 87.

Muswellbrook :—Railway to Cnssilis, 90.
Namoi River Rabbit-proof fence from Mungindi, 265. 
Nanami Run :— „

Alleged dummying, 153, 189, 312 {'l, 516.
Throwing open of, 154.
G. Chizlctt’s Selection, 154.

.Narrandera :—
Bridges between Buckingbong and^, 344.
Fine imposed on Bank Manager, 3/6.

Narrabki ... ■ *
Proposed railway to Pilliga, 254. _
Railway goods traffic at West, 365.

National Australasian Convention (Sec “Federa
tion ”).

Native Flora Protection of, 297.
Naval Authorities Control of Waters adjacent to 

Garden Island, 513. '
Navigation Lawh ;—Amendment of, 17, 329.
Nepean District Seed fur Farmers, 149.
Newcastle :— '

Public Holidays in District, 131.
Opening of Government Offices on Public Holiday, 13/. 
Output from Collieries, 150.
Coal shipired at, 167.
Long-service Medals to Members of Force, 210.
South, Public School, 227.
Telephone Service, 336.
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—

N-vcA,njK Fastobage Reserve r—Sale of Allotments,

New Angledool Station Alleged dummying cases, 
3;>o, 370, 415, 490. fc ;

New Gbinua (Sec “British New Gbinka"). 
Newington Bridge over Parramatta Biver. 10o. 
Nkwpom ;—Public School, 121.
Nbwspai’EIws

1 nblications registered for Post, 57,
Sold in llomain on Sundays, 477,

New South Wales 
Boundary of Jurisdiction, 234,
Uobt of New Zealand to, 245.
Indebtedness of Queensland to, 287, 307, 315. 
Jurisdiction over Lord Howe Island, 247.
Influx of Criminals, 330.
Imports and Exports per Bail between Victoria, 365. 

Newtown Water Supply, 307.
New Zealand Debt of Colony to New South Wales

Noble, Joseph Prosecution in connection with Estate 
t of Samuel Lane, 502.

Norfolk Island :—
Dtttv on imported tea, 83.
Mail communication with, 138.
Government by New South Wales, 245, 251,

North Coast Railway'
Submission to Pubiic Works Committee, 180, 488. 
Clbeial Reports respecting, 194.

North Creek Tender for if ail Contract with Ballina, 
40/. ’

Northern Collieries Amount received for traction 
of Coal from, 398.

Northern Rivers Oyster Leases, 416.
North Shore Perry Co. Bicvcle travellers by, 73, 175 
North Sydney : - v

Railway connection with Sydney, 31.
Resumption of land for Roads, 97,

Northern Line (See ‘'Railway’s"/
Notices : Issued by Taxation Commissioners, 1G. 
Aoxiogs Pests Bill:—Reintroduction of, 34.
Bundle Broposed road to Quirindi, 277, 2S3.
Nurses Board and maintenance, 298.
Ny'NCAN :—

Over-head Railway Bridge, 106.
Proposed road to Carpentina, 210.
Settlement Leases in District, 228.
Road to Bobadah, 356, 370, 390.

Oblron : Mail Contract ivitli Jcnolan Caves, 41G. 
Old-age Pensions :—Establishment of System, 352. 
Omnibus Drivers:—Hours worked by, 16G.
O Neill, Mr, Charles, M.LC.E.:—Scheme for employ

ment of unemployed, 101 (■>).
Orange

Conveyance of Lunatics to Sydney, 120.
Railway deviation between Mullion Creek and, 313. 
Alleged assault case against one McFarlane, 330. 

Oranges :—New South Wales, in London, 417,
Ores

Treatment of Mineral, 29.
Sent to Sydney from Lucknow Mine, 323.

Ormsby, Mrs. E. J, ;—Conditional purchase of, 233,406, 
Oteord : —

Reserve, 9. '
Road to Bull! Pass, 202.

Otto Aerial Wire Roreways :—Adoption in New 
South Wales, 263.

Oxford-street Tramway Collision, 204.
Oyster Leases :—

Held by Mr. H. Woodward, 70,
Northern Rivers, 416.

.1’. and O. Steamers Small-pox among Lascars, 47,
1 q|-: ~A*le&Gtl disappearance from Lands Department,

Parks :—
Lease of Parramatta to Council of King's School, G6, SS. 
Purchase of Studley, 209.

Parkes, Mr. Varney', M.L.A. :—Amounts claimed by, 
m^connection vvith Royal Commission, 42, 49, 58, 70,

Parkes, The Late Sir Henry1 ;—Statue in Centennial 
Park, 195,

Parliamentary 
Binding of Volumes, 65.
Hansard Debates on Federation, 114.
Adjournment during Jubilee Week, 132 
Draftsman, 306.
Members of Public Works Committee 35?
Report on New Houses, 389,

QUESTIONS (eonlintted) ,
Parliamentary (continued)

Briefs bold by Legislative Councillors, 389.
Hansard debates issued to Members, 398.
Members bolding Mining Leases, 407.

Parliamentary' Standing Committee on Pdblic 
Works :—

Amount paid to members, 119, 125, 144, 387.
Extension of proposed Narrabri to Pilliga Railway to 

' Walgett, 185. b t
Report on City Railway Extension, 283.
Draft Report on City Railway Extension, 327.
Absence of Members from Parliamentary duties, 352. 
Report on New Parliament Houses, 389.
Works dealt with, 444.

Parramatta
- Lease of Park to King’s School Council, 66, 88.

Pollution of River by Sydney Meat Preserving Com
pany, 90._

Bridge over Newington, 165.
Ceorge-strcet Asylum, 204,- 506,
Inmates of old Woollen-mills, 345, G0C.

Partially-taid Forces (See “ Military”), -
Pastoral Leases (See “Crown Lands”),
Pastures and Stock Protection Act :—Amendment of

102. , ’
Patents :—

Petitions for, 145, 179, 180.
Applications for, in 1896, 146, 185, 228, 232, 276,
Duties of Examiner of, 196, 228, 276.
Equipment of office, 289.
“Cyanide ” Case, 335.

Patents Law Amendment Act :_ .
Applications under, 184, 228.
Administration of, 367.

Paupers Funerals, 283, 288.
Pay'ten, Mr. Stipendiary Magistrate, Newcastle, 133. 
Peel River Co; Payment of Land Tax, 165. 225. 
Penny- Postage :—

Resolution of House in favour of, 66,
Throughout Now South Wales, 97.

Penrith ;—
Extension of suburban trains to, 133,
Railway Employees, Locomotive Department, 218. 
Attendance at Public School, 408. ’

Penshukst-street Hurstville, 138.
Pensions (Sec “Civil Service’'; also “Old-Age 

Pensions”),
Permanent Artillery (Sec “Military”). ■
Pests (See “ Noxious Pests Bill”).
Pharmacy Act :—Registration under, 390,
Pilcher, Mr, C. E., Q.C. :—Briefed in connection with 

strike cases, Lucknow, 336. '
Pilliga :—Proposed Railway from Narrabri, 254,
Pilots and Boatmen :— '

Increase of Salaries, 322.
Appointment, Tweed River, 409, 516.

Pink Pills :—Analysis of, 57, 298.
Pitt Town :—Village Settlement, 313.
Plants :—In Botanical Gardens, 375.
Plebiscite Vote On Fiscal Question, 505.
Pleuro-Pnkumonia (See “ Stock
Point Hut:—Road, near Qucanbeyan, 16.
Poles and Brackets: — For George.street Electric 

Tramway, 55, 65, 66.
Police:—

Constable at Pymble Level Crossing, 69. 
Superannuation Fund Bill, 70, 175, 247.
Uniforms, 101.
Destruction of stray dogs, 120.
Holidays to, 130. ■
Action taken under Betting Houses Suppression Act,

Mr. Lawless, Inspector, 189,
Closing of Shops on Sunday, 189, 224, 232. 
Buildings, Mount McDonald, 252.
Not-ice re Publicans’ Licenses, 295,
Rewards in connection with Butler case, 299. 
Leave of Absence to Constables, 336, 479. 
Leave of Absence to, 414, 515,
Contract for Clothing, 376.
Protection, Surry Hills, 387.
System of Promotion, 414.
Report on Superannuation Fund, 416.
Case of Sergeant Stafford, 517.

Police Court :—
Captain’s Flat, 130.
Howe's Valley, 502.

Police Magistrates (See “Magistrates”). 
Port Macquarie Tug-boat for, 238.
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QUESTIONS {continued)
Postal : —

Time for posting of English Letters, 30.
Publications sent as Newspapers, 57- 
Mistress at Coogee, 57.
Penny Postage, 00, 97. ,
Rents deducted from Postmasters’ Salaries, 9S.
Uniforms supplied by Department, 102.
Letter-boxes on Tramcars, 113.
Subsidy to Canadian Line of Mail Steamers, 122.
And Telegraph Office, Captain’s Plat, 130, 217.
Mail communication with Norfolk Island. 138.
Stamps in aid of Consumptives’ Hospital, 195.
Office, Union-street, Pyrmont, 204.
Pree circulation of Hansard, 210.
Stamp and Inquiry Office, G.P.O., 210.
Overtime worked ou English mail-days, 228. 
Mail-service to Lockwood and Bor icy s Rocks. 233. 
Wages to drivers of Mail Coaches, 27S.
Despatch of Mads by Steamers, 294.

' Letter delivery' in Suburbs, 307.
Overtime w'orked by Sorters, 320.
Grading of Postmasters, 335.
Postage on Mining Manual of Awirfdasia, 350.
Mail Contract, Mudgee and Hill End, 38it 
Conveyance of Telegraph Stores, 390.
Mail Contracts for 1S97 and 1S9S, 397.
Mail Contract, North Crock to Ballina, 407.
Mail Contract, Obcron to Jcnolan Caves, 410,
Office, Cooranbong, 503. _ _

Pratt, Mr, :—Watchman, Public Service, 501.
Price, Mr. Scheme for Flood-pieveution. Hunter 

River, 90. _
Prince Alered Hospital:—Piobationers at, 415. 
Prickly-tear :—On Road Bulga to Howe's Valley, 340. 
Prisons

Release of good-conduct prisoners, 41.
Publication of names of convicted prisoners, 50. 
Suggestions of late Mr. A. C. Fraser regarding reform,

120.
Work done at Bathurst Gaol, 227.
Report of Comptroller-General, 234,
Treatment of prisoners, 294.
Prisoners sentenced to death before Circuit Courts, 

330.
Punishment of Officials of Department, 014.

Private Carriages Military horses used in, G4. 
Produce (See also “Wool and Produce’).

Bill protecting, while in hands of Agents, 3G5, 514. 
Imports of Flour, Marne, &c., 355.

Prospecting Vote ;—Disbursements from, 375. 
Provisional Schools Allowances to, 505.
Public Accounts (See “Finance’’).
Public Health :—

Convictions under Act, 70.
Appointment of Officers under Act, 12G, 418, 
Appointment of Dairy Expert, 12G.
Tubercular Disease in Human Family, 204.
Regulations under Act, 351.
Sydney Milk Supply-, 391, 440, 507.
Typhoid at North Botany, 398.
Disposal of Diseased Meat. 488.
Operation of Act of, 189G, 503.

Public Service (“See “Civil Service’’).
Public Works

Contracts under Department, 10.
Money for reproductive works, 35. _
Liabilities for works undertaken during 1S95-G, 35, 
Claims against Department re Mr. Parkes’ Com

mission, 70. _
Amount paid to members of Committee, 119. 125, 144. 
Complaints re Lands Office buildings, 1G6, 17G. 
Question of City Railway Extension, 224.
In Manning Electorate, 33G.
Additions to General Post Office, 3G0, 3G6.
Clerks of Works and Inspectors, 423.
Dealt with by Public Works Committee, 444.
Inquiry Branch of Department, 470.

Punts :—
Or Bridge Service, Rydalmcre, 3G9.
Approaches to, Raymond Terrace, 506. 

Pupil-teachers (See “Education”).
Putty :—Deviation on Road from Howe's Valley, 321, 

365, 514,
Pymele :—Level Crossing, 69, 73.
Pyrmont :—Post Office, union-street, 204.
Pyrotechnic Display During Record Reign Celebra

tions, 188, 213. ' _
Quarantine ;—Conditions for Stock crossing Northern 

boundary, 270.
Quarries (See “Forests and Qaukries Bill.’’) 
Queen’s Counsel :—

In case Cooper v. Taxation Commissioners, 245. 
Admission of Right Hon. G. H. Reid, 287.

into Tick Fever, 93,

QUESTIONS {continued)
Queensland'.— _

Stock Inspectors sent to inquire
100,149. _ _

Indebtedness to New South Vales, 287, 307, 31o.
Quipolly :—Proposed load, Veins Creek to, 271. 
Quirindi :—Proposed road from Nundle, 277, 283. 
Quit-rents ■—On old Land Grants, 70, 88.
Rabbit Plague :—

Cost of dealing with, 247. ....
Wire«proof Fence, Munginfli to Isainoi River, 265. 
Action of JCxpoi t Board, 270.

Railways:—
Guvra to CofFs Harbour, or South Grafton, lo, 311,

502. . „„
Resumption of Land for Moree Line, 29, GG.
Accidents at Kedfern Yard, 23, 4G S3, 10G.
Connection of Sydney and North Sydney-, 31.
Deviations on Southern Line, 41. _
Workman's Tram to Dudley Mine, 45. „
Resumption of Laud fur Tamu orth to Manilla Line, 48,

321.
Employees. 63. _
Land Resumptions, Jerilderie-Berrigan Line, 65, ii, 88. 
Constable stationed at Pymble Level Crossing, G9, 73. 
Gregra to Cudal, 69, 597. . .
Carnage of Stock from Drought-stricken Districts, i4. 
The Ruck to Green’s Gunyuh, 82. _
Engine-drivers and Firemen at Evelcigh, 82. 
Arrangements with Messrs, Cook & Son, S3,
Line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, 90.
Employment of Aliens, 91.
Over-head Biidgc, Nyngiui, 10G. __
Lavatories in 2ml Class Carnages, 113, 356.
Concession to Employees during Record Reign Celebra

tions, 121.
Lavatories in 2ml Class Carriages, Western Lino, 132,

503. _ _
Pree Passes during April ami May, 1897, 120. ■
Free Passes to Inmates of Destitute Asylums, 132. 
Liverpool to Mulgoa, 133, 359, 4G9.
Suburban Trains to Penrith, 133.
Tenders for Coal, 138..
Sleepers for Manilla Line, 139. _
Light Lines to Drought-stricken Districts, 143.
Special Goods Train for Messrs. Lassetter & Co., 160. 
Hobday Passes to Employees, 100, 184.
Holidays to Officials, ICO.
Salary of Chief Commissioner, 1G0. ^
Land, Dawes Point and Darling Harbour, 161, 170. 
Employees attending late Mr, Eddy's funeral, 1GS. 
Reduction of number of Commissioners, 175.
North Coast Railway, ISO, 194, 4SS.

-Communication with Balmain, 185.
Extension of proposed Narrabri to Pilliga line to 

Walgett, 185. ^
Tender for Station at Warren, 1ST.

1 Working-hours of Employees, 201, 3j)7.
Refreshment Room, Molong, 203, 278.
Appointment of Deputy Commissioner, 209.
Revenue for 1896-7, 209.
Proposed, Trial Bay to Armidalc, 210.
Booking of Bicycles by Travellers, 211,
Fiee Passes to certain Ladies, 213.
Employees, Locomotive Department, Penrith, 218. 
Extension into City, 224, 254, 27S H, 283, 320, 32i, 

408, 416.
Dubbo to Wen is Creek, 225.
Proposed hue, Narrabri to Pilliga, 254.
Employees voting on Federal Election Day, 263. 
Carriage of Mineral Ores, 270.
Tuggerah Lakes Platform, 277. _
Connection of Northern and Western lines, 273. 
Woikmcn’s tickets, 278-
Bcport by Mr, Eddy on federal control, 237) 315 (!). 
Temporary Drivers, Hornsby, 295.
Deviation between Orange and Mullion Creek, 313. 
Traffic on Sydcnliam-Beliuore, Stratlffiold-Homsby, and 

Milson’s Point-Hornsby lines, 319.
Crude Ore sent from Lucknow Mines, 323.
Passes issued through Labour Bureau, 327, 373. 
Reduction of Fares and Rates, 329.
Holiday for Annual Picnic, 344.
Appeals by- Employees, 345. _
Provision in Estimates for increase in Rolling Stock, 

346.
Coal Supplied to Depaitmcnt, 349.
Tenders for Tamworth-Manilla line, 352.
Goods Traffic, West Narrabri Station, 365.
Aborigines travelling on, 373.
Traction of Coal from Northern Collieries, 398,
Fetler, Thomas Jaques, 415.
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QUESTIONS {continual)

Railways (continued):—
McShnrry Arbitration case, LSS, 241, 255, 417, 4CS. 
Increases of Salaries to Employees, 409. •
Concessions to School Teachers, 503.

Rates (Sec '‘Railways").
■ Rand-wick :—Accidents ut racecourse, 277.

Raymond Teruace :—Runt approaches, .Miller’s Forest
side, 508.

Record Reion Celebrations :_
Release of Good-conduct Prisoners, 41.
Appointment of Mayors as J.’s P., 42.
Rand Contest, 48, 63.

■ Holidays to Public Schools of Colony, 55, 56, 88. 
Concessions to Railway Employees, 121.
Grants to Country Districts, 132.
Free Passes to Inmates of Destitute Asylums, 132, 
Adjournment of Parliament, -132,

• Expenditure on, 145, 1S5.
Jubilee Relief Works, 179.
Amount spent on, ISO.
Fireworks display, 188, 213.

Redfeiin :—Accidents at Railway Yard, 23, 48, S3, 
106,

■ Referendum Rill:—Reintroduction of, 175.
Rbciina r, Dalton :—Further proceedings in ease. 516.

■ Registrar-General '
Duties of, 196,
Appeals by Olliccrs of Department, 413.
Increases to Officeva, 413.
Office hours of Department, 433.
Prosecution of Joseph Noble in connection with estate 

of Samuel Lane, 502.
Registrar of Trade Marks Duties of, 196. 
Registry Offices Bill dealing with, 47.
Reid, 'The Right Hon. G. H. :_

Allowance for Travelling to and from Adelaide, 265. 
Admission as Queen’s Counsellor, 287.
Visit to London, 31L

Reid, Mr. W.Application for a Warrant, 165.
Relief Works (Sec Unemployed,J),
Reserves :—

Otford, 9.
Greendalc, Wolumla, 35.
Travelling Stock, Spring Ridge, 111.
Forestry, No. 14,972, 12.1.
Nanami and Trajcree, 154.
Population, Gosford, 224.
Willoughby Recreation, 237 (=).
Water, No. 30, parish of Gullongullong, 330.
Gundaroo Recreation, 423.
Wentworth Falls, 469. ■
Manning River, 517.

Reserve Rifle Corps 
Establishment of, 8.
Broken Hilt, 132.

Reserve Road Willoughby Reserve, 367.
Resumption of Land :— ”

Property of MissM. O. Brand, Moree, 29, 06. 
Waldron’s Selection, 33.
For Tamworth to Manilla Railway, 48.
Berry's Bay, 73.
For Jeriklerie-Berrigan Railway, 65, 74, 88.
For Roads, North Sydney, 97, ”

Returning Officers :— “
For Goulburn District, 312. '
Holding Office after Assignment of Eslatcs, 435. 

Revenue (Sec “ Finance").
Richmond :—

Public School, 254.
Bridge at, 255.

Richmond River t—Floors in Cow-bails, 119, 152, 300. 
Rifle Association Grants to N.S.W., 515.'
Riverina District Unemployed in, 111,
Roads;—

Point Hut, near Qneanheyan, 16. .
Vote for 1895-96 and 1896-97, 16, 31, 35.
Eujjowra to Cookamidgery Railway Station, 22. 
Maintenance Men, 33, 414.
Gates on, Canowindra to Toogong and Cudal, 42, 45.

■ Now Roads in Wagga Wagga District, 43.
To Lake Cowell, 57.
Control of Public, by Trustees, 64.
Pymble Railway Station, 73.
Capertee to Cudgegong, 93,
Vote for 1S97-8, 97.

• Land Resumptions, North Sydney, 97.
D^'dation at Butlers Hill, Wyong to Yarramoloug,

Gates on, Eugowra to Goolagong, 153.
Vote for 1896-7, 194.
Otford to Bull! Pass, 202.
Proposed, Nyngan to Carpeutina, 210.

ESTIONS (continurd] :— ’
Roads (continued) :—

Weston Road, Balmain, 210.
In Borough of Cowra, 214.
Classified and Unclassified, Wagga Wagga District, 

223, 366.
Wyalong to West W3'ulong, 239.
Walcha Division, Tamworth District, 241.
Forbes Road to Amuroo Railway Station, 254. 
Proposed, Nundle to Qnirirnli, 277, 283.
Proposed, Werris Creek to Quipolly, 2/7. .
South Head Trust, 321, 506. '
Deviation on road Howe’s Valley to I’ulty, 321, 365, 

514.
Ten-mile Hollow, Mangrove Creek, 310.
Jerry's Plains Hill, 355, 365.

. Nyngan to Bolmdah, 350, 37C, 390.
Schedule of Votes for 1897-98, 359.
Reserve Road, Willoughby, 367.
Expenditure, Molong District, 374.
Expenditure on, WallambaRiver, 469.
Holding over of one-twelfth of Vote, 501.
Continuation of Glen Ora, 515.

Robertson, Dr. :—Evidence on South Coast Harbour 
Scheme, 195.

Rockdale:—Arrest of Chinamen for Gambling, 205. 
Roukwood :—Mr. John Groves, Auditor of Council, 

504 (■'}.
Rose Bay :—

Cable-tram extension, 94.
Electric Tram to, 344.

Roseiifrry Park Accidents at, 248.
Rosehiu. Racecouii.se :—Accidents at, 277.
Kosnivjlle Estate Condition of, .153.
Royalties (See “Timber").
Rubber Plants Cultivation in New South Wales, 373. 
Russell, Mr. : —

Report on Drought, 81.
Report on Outbreak of Springs, 94.

Rydalmeeie Bridge or Punt Service, 369.
Salisbury Cheek Proposed exchange of frontage, 

160.
Salvation Army Subsidy to, 161.
Salomons, Sir Julian:—

Statements re Misbehaviour of School Children, 247. 
Speech on Federation, 265.

Samuel, Sir Saul Agent-General, 9, 10.
Savage, Caytain Appointment to take charge of 

Sergeants’ mess, Permanent Artillery, 315.
Savings Bank or N.S. W,—Vacancies on Board of 

Trustees, 489, 507.
Scad in Sheep ;—Fund for Suppression, 312.
Schools (See “Education”).
Scott, Mr. J. F. :—Pyrotechnic display during Record 

Reign Celebrations, 188, 213.
Scott Grant, Stockton Lease of frontage, 407.
Scrub Land (See “Crown Lands"),
Seabrooic, Dr. : -Report on charges made bv Dr, Ergon, 

391. J ’
Seed-wheat : —

Supply to Farmers, 132.
For farmers in Nepean and Hawkesbury Districts, 149. 

Selectors Holdings :—
Artesian Bores on, 48.
Payments on, 74.

Settlement Leases (See “Crown Lands”: also 
“Minixo").

Sewerage :—
Circular Quay Sewer, 64.
Scheme for Chats wood, 69, 306.
Manly Scheme, 89.
Report of Commission on Board, 272.

Shaw, Messrs.^ E, C. & Co. Contract for Advertise
ments, Agrioultural Society’s Grounds, 418.

Sheahan, Mr. John M. :—Retirement from Public.
Service, 269.

SlIIPPJNa : —
Government Launches, 91 (!),
Regulation of times of passages of steamers, 275. 
Loading of vessels, Jervis Bay, 313.
Accommodation, Botany, 444,

Shoaliiaven District Land Tax Assessments, 137, 
153, 162. '

Shops :—
Closing of, on Sunday, 189, 224, 232, 204,276, 306,233. 
Early Closing Bill, 218,

Shout-hand Taught at Sydney Teehnieal College, 314. 
Slaughter-houses Inspector, Goulburn, 239.
Sleepers (Sec “Railways”).
Sluice-gates Cook’s River Dam, 516,
Small-pox On P. & O. Steamers, 47.
Smith, The Hon. Sydney : -Conferences held bv, 231.
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Smith, Mbs. Provisions supplied to, 46S.
“Sobraon," N.S.S. 

l?oys sent to, 58.
Visiting days, 231.
Persons employed on, 350.

Soi.icitors :—Examiners for admission of, 514.
Sorters (See “ Postal’’).
South Coast Jetties Coal loaded on Sunday, 113, 
Southern Dietriuts :—Floors of Cowdxiils, 316.
South Grafton :—Hallway from Guyro, 15, 311.
South Head Road:—Commissioners on Trnst, 321, 506. 
Southern Railway Line Deviations on, 40,
Sl’ECIAL Ai'TItOTRIATFONS (See “ FINANCE”).
Special Lease (See “ Crown Lands’’).
Spradhrow, Robeut Shot at Afundooran, 213.
Spring Rihgk :—Travelling Stock Reserve, 11!.
Sprint; Vale :—Travelling Stock Reserve, 191.
Springs :—Outbreak in Creeks, 94.
Stafford, Sergeant :—Case of, 517.
Stamp and Inquiry Room, G.P.O. Overcrowding 

on English mail-days, 210.
Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill:—Proceedings on, 320. 
Stamps (See “Postal”).
State Bank Bill :—Introduction of, 439.
State Children :— -

In Goulburn District, 98,
Payments to Guardians, 209, 231, 373,
Alleged cruelty to boarded-out, 254.

Statistics
Compilation of Vital, 145.
Register for 1896, 152, 375.
Loss of Stock during 1890 and 1S97, 201.

Steam Launch “ Mabel ” Master of, 516.
Steel Rails :—Manufacture of, 440.
Stf.waht t*. Gould ;—Privy Council Appeal Case, 48.

' Stills (See “Illicit Stills").
' Stillwell, Mr. Accident through Barbed-wire Fence, 

361.
Stock (See also “Pastures and Stock Protection 

Alt ”}:—
Cattle destroyed under Dairies Supervision Act, 45,126, 

152.
Amount collected under Diseases in Sheep Act, 40. 
Railway Carriage from Drought-stricken Districts, 74. 
Consigned to Agents, 75.
Loss, through Drought, 89.
Inoculation with Dr. Koch’s Tuberculin, 93.
Diseases in .Sheep Act and Pastures and Stock Pro

tection Act, 102.
Inspectors visiting Queensland re Tick Pest, 93,106,149. 
Reserve, Spring Ridge, 111.
Reserve, Spring Vale, J61.
Experiments on Worms by Dr. Cobb, 193.
Report on losses during 1896 and 1897, 201.
South Coast cattle purchased by Mr. O'Callaghan, 270. 
Routes, Wagga Wagga District, 284.
Deductions from Salaries of Officers of Department, 

297, 321, 391, 433, 468, 489.
Fund for suppression of Scab in Sheep, 312.
Quarantine conditions on Northern boundary, 270. 
Provisions for Prevention of Tick Pest, 351.
Inoculation of cattle for pleuro-pneumonia, 424, 503. 

Stock Branch, Mines Detaktmest: -Control by Public 
Service Board, 30.

Stockton Colliery Coal raised from, 150. . 
Strathfield :—

Traffic on Railway line to Hornsby, 319.
Institution for Blind Women, 390.

Streets Control of public, 283.
Studley Park Purchase by Government, 209. 
Subletting Of Contracts. 434.
Submarine Miners (See " Military”).

' Suburbs
Letter delivery, 307.
Water Supply to Residents, 369.

Sufkield, Thomas Case of, 314.
Sugar Commission on Industry, 10.
Suicides :—In Kcw South Wales during the time of the 

Reid Administration, 391.
Sunday Closing ; —

Of Shops, 189, 224, 232, 264, 276, 306.
Publishing of Sydney Morning Horald, 238.
Deputation from Evangelical Alliance, 323.
"Works of Colonial' Sugar Company at Pyrmont, 340. 
Sale of Newspapers in Domain, 477.

SUI’ERANNUATION FUND :—
Amount Paid on Retiring, 16.
Gratuities to Officers who have voluntarily retired from 

Fund, 22, 31, 122.
Bill dealing with Fund of Police Force, 70, 175, 247.

KSTIONS {mdhuKd)
Superannuation Fund (eonfumed):—

Abatements under Civil Service Act of 1884, 107, 196, 
223.

Officers of Stock Department, 297, 321, 343, 391, 433, 
4GS, 4S9.

Gratuities to Officers retired between ages of GO and 65, 
307.

Refunds by Officers reappointed, 416.
Report on Police, 416.
Officers of Defence Force subscribing to fund, 455. 
Position of contributors who were retired and since 

reappointed, 502. _
Supreme Being :—Acknowledgment of, in Constitution 

Bill, 218.
Surry Hills Police protection, 387.
Sutherland Dock Conveyance of men to, 2L8. 
Sydenham Traffic on Railway line to Belmore, 319. 
Sydney Meat Preserving Co. Pollution of Parra

matta River, 90.
“Sydney Morning Herald”:—

Publishing of, on Sunday, 238.
Government Advertisements in, 271,
Nomination of Editor for Birthday Honors, 271. 

Sydney' ;—Railway Connection with North Sydney, 31. 
Sydney Hospital Entrance for visitors, 252.
Synopsis of Offences punishable on Summary Con- 

vigtion by Addison and Macfarlane Supply to 
Courts of Petty Sessions, 455.

Tamworth :—
Water Supply Works, 48.
Land resumption for Railway to Manilla, 48, 321, 
Roads in Walcha Division of District, 241.
Tenders for Railway to Manilla, 352,

Tarbayvingie :—
Mining accident at, 151.
Mining regulations at Quarries, 214.

“ Tasmania" :—'Wreck of Steamer, 275,
Taylor, James:—Death through accident at Block 11 

Mine, 151. . ■
Tea :—Imported to Norfolk Island, 83.
Teachers (See “Education”).
Technical College:—

Shorthand Classes, 314.
Classes at Balmain, 409,
Site for Goulburn, 440.

Technological Museum :—Tradesmen on staff, 414.
“ Telegraph " Government Advertisements in, 2C9. 
Telegraphs .

New code, 46, SI, 219,
And Post Office, Captain’s Flat, 1.30.
Delay of Cable Messages, 219.
Messengers of Department, 264.
Conveyance of Stores by post, 390.

Telephones :—
Between Sydney and IllaYY’arra, 129.
'Tunnels, Sydney, 154.
Mr. Donald, Overseer of Construction of Tunnels, 195. 
Newcastle Service, 330.

Tbllurhie Ore :—Discovery of, 165, 233.
Temoea Gold sent from Gold-field, 166.
Temporary Hands (See “Civil Service”),
Ten-mile Hollow Road:—Work on, 340.
Terry1, Mr. Edward:—Statement rc appointment to 

Legislative Council, 367.
The Rock :—Proposed Railway to Green’s Gunyab, 82. 
Tiiirlmkre :—Home for Consumptives, 74.
Thomas, Mr. Tobiah, M.P. :—Position as Mining In

spector, Broken Hill, 224.
Tick Pest :—

Proposed visit of Dr. Koch to inquire into, 73, 247. 
Stock Inspectors sent to Queensland, 93, 106, 149. 
Prevention of introduction, 351.

Timber

License Fees and Royalties on, 8, 102.
Preservation of Pine, West Bogan, 225, 240. 
Introduction of Amending Bill, 351.

Tobacco Kxpkrt :—Appointment of, 41C.
Toociong :—Gates on road to, 42, 45.
Too kale :—Pastoral Holding, 477.
Tooth & Co. :—Alleged evasion of Beer Duty Act, 139. 
Tote-Shops :—Suppression of, 299.
Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

Amendment of, 140.
Trade Marks :—Duties of Registrar, 196.
Tramways :—

Poles aud Brackets for George-street Electric, 55, 65, 66. 
Distances of Sydney and Suburban lines, 66.
Hose Bay Cable Extension, 94.
Letter-boxes on Tram-cars, 113.
Extension to Willoughby, 130, 238. ’
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Tramways (i-ontim/ed]:—
Commencement of George and Harris Streets line, 139. 
Working- hours of Employees, 201, 397.
Free Passes to certain Ladies, 185, 205.
Visit of Gustave Fischer to America re Electric, 238. 
Collision in Oxford-street, 2G4.
Sale of tickets by Conductors, 307, 323.
Distances of Twopenny Sections from Bent-street, 336. 
Fares on Crown-street line, 343.
Electric, to Rose Bay, 344,
Accident at Barrack Hill, 345.
Proposed electric, Milson’s Point to Ridge-street, 516. 

Tranche :—Artesian Boro, 321,
Trajeree Reserve :—Throwing open of, 154. 
Travelling Allowances :— '

Of Public Officers, 9.
To Delegates to Fruit Conference, Brisbane, 10.
Public Works Committee, 119, 387.
Of Representatives to Federal Convention nt Adelaide 

252, 205. ’
Treasury Department :—Uniforms supplied by, 102. 
Trial Bay :—Proposed Railway to Annidalc, 210. 
Truck Bill;—Proceedings on, 456.
Turercular Disease :—lu the Human family, 204. 
Tug-uoat ;—For Port Macquarie, 238. '
Tuugkrah Lakes :—Tickets collected at platform, 277. 
Tunnels ;—For Telephones, Sydney, 154.
Tweed River *

Hindoos in District, 247.
_ Appointment of Pilot, 409.

Typhoid Fever ;—Case of T. S. Barron, Botany, 308. 
Unclaimed Land :—Municipal control of, 0. 
Unemployed (See also “Labour Bureau”). 

Employment on Snagging Work, 87. .
Employment in Thinned Forests, Murray River, 87.
W orks at Rose Bay Cable Tram, Darling Island, and 

Cook's River Drainage Scheme, 94,
Mr. Charles O'Neill's Scheme of Employment, 101 (:). 
In Riverina District, 111.
Expenditure from January to April, 125.'
Bogan Scrub Relief Works, 176 (5).
Jubilee Relief Works, 179.
Committee of Ministers to provide work for, 248, 251. 
On hooks of Labour Bureau in September in each year 

359.
Forest-thinning, Deniliquin, 409.

Uniyoems :—
Supplied by Colonial Secretary’s Department, 101.

Do Treasury Department, 102.
Do Postal Department, 102,
Do Public Instruction Department, 102.
Do Justice Department, 105.

Of Infantry Forces, 144.
Unincorporated Populous Areas Local Govern

ment for, 514,
United Service Institution Reading-room for, 40. 
University or Sydney :—Civil Service Examinations, 

234.
Urquiiart, Mr. :—Appointment as Director of Prison 

Labour, 179, 2S7.
"Valuer, Mr. George :—Promotion to Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College, 102.
Vegetation Diseases Bill Passing of, 360.
Vernon, Mr. Visit to England, 351.
Victoria

Mining Reserves on Border, 31.
Imports and Exports, per Rail, between New South 

Wales and, 365.
Victoria Barracks 

Garrison Hospital, 214.
Temporary residence of French soldiers, 283, 320. 

Victorian Iederal Enabling Act:—Provisions for 
Voting by Post, 305.

Village Settlement Pitt Town, 313..
Vital Statistics Compilation of, 145, '
Volunteers (See “Military”).
Wages Bill to regulate, 377.
Wagoa Wagga : —

New Roads in District, 48.
Justices of the Peace at, 183.
Experimental Farm, 203.
Classified and Unclassified Roads in District, 223, 366. 
Stock routes in district, 284.
Public School, Experimental farm, 284,
Exchange of Private for Crown Lands in District, 314. 
Establishment of Schools, 366.
Wheat grown at Experimental Farm, 443, 444, 478.

“ Wairarapa ” Wreck of Steamer, 275.
Waite, E. Watchman, Public Service, 504.
Wakely, Mr. W. B. :—Late of Post and Telegraph 

Department, 8.
Walcha :—Roads in Division, 240.

QUESTIONS (ron/iitueU)
W aldron's Selection :—Proposed resumption, 33. 
Waloktt Extension of Proposed Narrabri to Pilliga 

Railway to, 185,
Walt.amra River ;—Expenditure on road, 469.
V allsend Colliery :—Inspector's report, 159. 
Wardens (See “ Mining”).
Warreco :—Homestead Leases in District, 111,
Warren :—Tender for Railway Station, 18".
Warwick Farm Racecourse Accidents at, 277. 
Watchmen Employed, Public Wharfs, &c., Depart

ment, 387, 408, 504.
Water Conservation 

Cost of Department to date, 137, 455.
Colonel Home's Report, 367.

Water Reserve (See “Reserves”),
Water Sun ply 

Broken Hill, 8, 167 (=), 266.
Cumnock, 42.
Tam worth Works, 48.
Reservoir, Centennial Park, 121,
Captain's Flat, 270, 468.
Report of Commission on Board, 272.
Newtown, 307.
To suburban residents, 369.
Names of defaulting bonds-pcople, 478.
To Charitable Institutions, 490.

Wavs and Means :-Accounts for 1896-7, 390.
’Wealth and Progress First issue, 108.
Weights and Measures Report of Inspector, 227. 
Weirs

Contract at Hillston, 33.
Angledool, 75.
Across Yass River, 130.
Darling River, 183.

w eemajsah Subdivision Settlement leases on, 360. 
Weemobaii Holding Extension of Lease, 139. 
Wentworth Fali.s Reserve, 469.
Wentworth Gold-mining Co. ;—

Permits issued to, 278, 306.
Compliance with labour conditions, 352 (!),
Evidence before Warden King, 370.

Werris Creek :—
Proposed Railway from Dubbo, 225.
Proposed Road, Werris Creek to Quipolly, 277.

West Bogan :—
Destruction of Pino Timber, 225, 240.
Settlement blocks of cleared scrub-lands, 228, 409. 

Western Division (See “Crown Lands'1),
Western Line (See “Railways”).
Weston-iioah, Balmain State of, 210.
Wharfs :—

Lease of, Circular Quay, 40, 329.
Fees collected, Coifs Harbour and Byron Bay, 305. 
’Watchmen employed in Department, 387, 408.

Wheat :—
Cost of growing, 21.
Grown at Wagga Experimental Farm, 443, 444, 478. 

Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery Coal raised 
from, 150. ' .

WlLBKRTORCE ; —
Complaint against School-teacher, 213, 255.
Leases of Settlement., 322.

Williams, Dr. :—Analysis of Pink Pills, 57, 298. 
Willoughby .-—

Tramway Extension, 130, 238.
Recreation Reserve, 237 (5).
Reserve Road, 367.

Windeyer, Sir William Payment of Pension, 314. 
Wire Roue ways :—Adoption of Otto Aerial, 263. 
Wolumla ;—Grceiidale Reserve, 35.
Wood port Public School, 121, 330.
Woodward, Mr. If. Oyster Leases held by, 70.
Wool:—Bill protecting, while in hands of agents, 365, 

514.
Wool-scourino :—Darling and other rivers, 240.
VrooL and Produce Brokers Bill regulating, 516. 
Workmen :—Employed by Government Contractors, 439, 
Workmen’s Train To Dudley Mine, 45.
Workmen’s Tickets On Railways, 278.
Worms Experiments by Dr. Cobb, Moss Vale, 193. 
WjtraiiT, Mr. Employed by Lands Department, 168. 
Wvalong :— ■

Administration of Mining Regulations by Mr. Warden 
Clarke, 39.

Gold scut from Gold-field, 166.
Certificates of Titles, 238. .
Bond to West Wvalong, 239.

Vanuo Creek Dam on, 299. '
Vans :—Weir across River, 130.
Zoological Society :—

Men employed by, 188.
Opening of Gardens on Sunday, 298.
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BABBIT BILL:— ' „ p „„
Jlolion made (j)fr. Comtlliers) fer Commiitofi of the Whole, 36; Mesmge from Governnr, 50; 

House in Committee, Besolution agreed t.o, Bill iiresented asd rend 1°, 54; Older of the Duv 
postponed, 450, 49d.

Petitioss is TAVOrii OT, FKOJI: —
Selectors and Landholders resident in the Bulloefc Crock South District, 24S...... ...........................

Do ’ do Aloetown District, 245.................................. .............
Do do Peak Hill District, 300 f1) ................................................
Do do Bulhodney Districts, being members of tho Butbodney.

Selectors’ Association, ........................................................................................................................I
Landholders iu Dubbo and surrouading Distiicts, 303 ..................................................................... .
Bulbodney Selectors Associaliou, 323 ....................................................................................... .........
Farmers and Landholders, Gondobolin Land District, being Members of Mehose and ’Walker’sj

Hdl and other Farmers Associations, 323 ..................................................................................................................
Selectors and Landholders of the Condobolin Land District, and Members of the Movrnbla nnd|

Kiacatoo Farmers and Selectors Association, 323 .............................................................................  .
BABBIT PEST:-

Beport of Conference lield in Sidney, Mardi, l$0f, laid on Table, 21 ............................................. i
RACECOL’RSJil ACCIDENTS:— ' '

Police report respccling on Canterbury Park, Rosebery Park, anl Brghton Racecourses, laid onl 
' Table, 24S. ' ■

RACECOURSE BETTING BILL-— o
Motion made (Mr. Lcri'n) for Dave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 103 ;

postponed, 11! ; Order of Day rlisrh irged. Bill mthdiaan, 220. ]
RACHEL DAWSON (Sec '‘ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE"). 1
RAILWAYS rSfe“ TAM WORTH TO MANILLA RAILWAY BILL”; also "CITS’AND NORTH: 

SYDNEY RAILWAY BILL” ; also MORES TO IN YE KELL RAILWAY BILL ” ; also 
“ SIOREE TO INYEEELL RAILWAY BILL (No. 2)”; also “LITHGOW CO-OPERATTYE| 
COAL COMPANY’ RAILWAY BILL”; also “STRATTIFIELD RAILWAY’ CROSSINGj 
BILL”) —

Order of the Da,

Report, of Commissioner! for quarter ended December, 1836, laid on Tabic, 25 ... 
Do do do 31st March, 1801, laid on Table, 25Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do year cj

June, 1S97. laid on Table, 210 
September, 1897, laid on Table, 302

year ended 30th June, 1807, laid on Table, 270.....
CoSDOHOIJX TO Bnoii 1!N HlU: —

Report of Publ.c Works Committee, laid on Table, 12 ........................................
Gohdon Rahway Statiox :—

Return to Order (Session 1896), laid on Table, 24 .................................................
MARYYAliE AXD Gl IE IK---  .

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for improvement of Curves 
and Grades, laid ou Table, 25.

Liverpool and Caah'helitowx —
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for maintaining Traffic between, 25, 

Maiktrsascb or Railway Traffic hktwbly Colo Vale and Brain ut —. _ ,
Notification of resumption of land, under Public YY orks Act, laid on Table, 25.

Maintf.xaxci: or Railway Traffic miweey Hill Ton and Colo Y'ale ^
Notification of resumption of land, under Public YY'oiks Act, laid on Table, 25,

Addiiioxs axd Altbba'iioss or Botliiixos tx Redfkrn Statiox Y^ahd :— ^
Notification of resumption of land, under Public YYorka Act, laid on Table, 25.

Improvenests or Grades, Ac , at Mauulak :— _
Notification of resumption of land, under Publie Works Act, laid on Iftble, 25.

Additional Statiox Accomiiodatiox ax Berrioas :— . . _
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Deviation sear Claresce Sidixg':— _
Notification of resumption of land, uuder Public YY’orks Act, laid on Table, 25,

Deviatiox from Hill lor to Colo YLale ...
Notification <f resumption of land, under Public YY’orks Act, laid on Table, 25.

Grades axd Curves between Sydxey axd YIouxt Victoria at Blackhkatim 
Notification of resumption of land, under Public YYrorks Act, laid on Toble, 23.

MaISTF.XAXCE OF TllARFIC BETWKEX SviIXEY AXD ALUURY _
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Grades axji Curves hear Blackueatj! axd Mocxt YDotohia :— _
Notifiention of resumption of land, under Public YYorks Act, laid on Table, 2o.

Deviatiox retweex Braejiar axd Mittaooxo :— ^
Notification of resumption of land, under Publie Works Act, laid on Table, 2o.

Morel to I x vereli. :—
Report of Public YYorks Committee, laid on Table, 26 ............. ........................................................
Motion made (Tfr. Youn/fi that work be carried out, 178. I

City Extexsiox :—
Report of Roval Comnvssion, laid on Table, 103 ................................................................... -.........
Motion made" (Mr. Young) to refer work to Publie Works Committee, 170 (*); Report and 

Minutes of Fvidence laid on Table, 323.
Sam. Lenox axd Miss Lenox .— .

Adjournment moved (Dr. Ross) in reference to compensation for resumption of land, and 
negatived, 131.

Access to Statiox at Bixaloxo ,— __
Notification of resumption of land, under Publie YYTork3 Act for, 147.

Day Labour—Railway Deviations :— ,
Motion made (Mr. MoGowen) for Select Commiti.ee in reference to contracts for Pubiie Works, 

and amendment moved (Mr. Young) to confine inquiry to Railway Deviations, and agreed to, 
' further amendment moted (Mr. Garrard) to substitute other names for those proposed as 

members of Committee, and agreed to, motion, as amended, ogreed to, 171; Beport brought
up, 510.................................. ......................................................... ............................

Tender of Lituqow Colliery Companies for Supply of Coal:—
Adjournment move.I (JiV, Vicholson) in reference to acceptance of, and negatived, 177.

J
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RAILWAYS (continued) :—

Access to Sidino at TvAOAHAir, on Lisiiohe to Tweed Line : —
Notification o£ resumijtion of land, under Public ^^^orks Ar;t, laid on Tubic, IDti.

Geadks and Oi'evhs on Great Southern Line, near Frajitton:__
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 196. 

Eesojiptios oe Land tor Railway Purposes, at South Lismore :— ’

Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for papers, 19/ ; Return to Order, laid on Tuble, 255, 
North Coast:—

TOL. PAGE.

Motion made (Jfr. F. Clarke) for pnpers, 211; Return to Order, laid on Table, 272 ...................... '
Motion made (Mr. F. Clarke) to refer work to Public Works Committee, and withdrawn, 310, ” 

Sydney to Parramatta Line, at Newtown :—

Noti field inn of llm resumption under Public Works Actofland for improving facilities on, laid on 
Table, 229. j

Free Passes to certain Ladies on Trams and Trains:—
Adjournment moved (/IjTr. Ifayne') in reference (o abuse of the precisions of Railway Act andi 

negatived, 229. ‘ >
COXDOHOMN TO KrARALONfl :— [

Motion made (Mr. Young) (o refer work to Public Works Committee, 267; Report brought up 517. 
NARHAIMIt TO Pjf.UGA :— , » H

Jlotion made (.Mr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 267.
Byrock to Bhewarrixa :—

Jlotion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 267.
The Rock to Green’s Gunyah :— '

Motion mudo (jl/r. Young) io refer work to Public Works Committee, 267; Report broil»ht up 492 
Coolamon to Arum :— ' r

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 267; Report brought up, 492. 
Construction op, through Private Lands : —

Motion made (j!L\ AjjUek) in favour of land required for, being granted free of cost, amendment 
moved (Mr. Fries) in favour of betterment principle—Point of Order, That the amendment 
was not relevant, sustained by Mr. Speaker—Motion negatived, 327-8.

Coal cshp by the Lrtartment:—

( Motion made (Mr. Edden) for return respecting, 356 Return to Order, laid on Table, 3/7...........
Transhipment oe Tonnage and Live Stock, pee Rail, on the Border between N.S.W

AND VlCTOBIA :— ' • > •

Motion made (Mr. Neihl) for return in reference to, 370 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 517. 
CrRADES ON THE GRIIiT WESTERN RAILWAY NEAR OliANOE : —

Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 426.
Grades on the Great Western Railway near Bdaynhy:—

Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 426.
Warren to Coonamrle :—

Motion made (.1/e. foiin^) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 519.
Koohawatha to Grenfell:—

Motion made (Mr. loung) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 619.
WOOLAISRA TO ColLARBNDABRI :—

Jlotion made (,1/r. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 619.
Terminus of Rose Hill Railway to Dural:— -

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee—Hoiuf o/Order, That the 
J1 mister had not complied with the requirements of the Act, ruled against by Mr. Speaker— 
Motion passed, 519-20.

Maitland to Tarek :— '

4

4

4

1471

607

1071

1137

1493

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer works to Public Works Committee, 519.
RATES (Sco "TELEGRAPHS").
REAL PROPERTY (CROWN LANDS) BILL : —

Motion made (,1/r. Curr«fAo-,v) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 116 ; read 2°, com 
milted, reported, without amendment, Report adopted, 191; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 197; returned with amendments, 495; Council's amendmeuls agreed to, 623 

REAPPRAISEMENT Ob' CONDITIONAL PLRCHASES AND LEASES:—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) to extend rights of appraisement to Conditional Purchases, and 

Debate adjourned, 199.
RECORD REIGN CELEBRATIONS ; —

Adjournment movi-il (Mr. Hogue) in reference to inadequate provision for assisting the poor and 
negatived, 10-1. ’

Deductions prom Salaries or Temporary Officers during Jubilee Holidays:—

Jlotion made (Mr. E. M. Clark) for return, 197; Return to Order, laid on Table. 456. 
REDFERN STATION (See “RAILWAYS”).
REFORMATORY (See " CARPENTERIAN REFORMATORY"). ■
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE

Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13.
REGISTRAR-GENERAL:- ' '

Minnie of Executive Council authorising the transfer of certain Salaries from the Government
Slalislician's Olllee to Department of, laid on Table, 7......... ..............................................

Returns under the several Acts of Parliament administered bv, for 1896, laid on Table 71 
REGISTRATION OF DEEDS BILL:— ' ’ '

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Gould) read 1°, 400; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment. Report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council’' 
450: Assent reported, 494, ■ ’

REGULATIONS:—
Laid on Table : —

Jtining Laws Amendment Act. of 1890, 11.
Dredge Service, 17, 392.
Water Rigid s Act of 189G, 17, 43.
Drown Lands Acts IS (>), 147, 316, 331 (2).
Newcastle Pasturage Acts Amendment Bill, 18.
Atelunteer Force Regulation Act of 1867, 23, 331.
Australasian Federation Enabling Act of 1895, 24.

• Parliamentary Electorates and Flections Act Amendment Act of 1896, 24.
Eeletric Telegraph Act, 24.
Patents Law Amendment. Act, 1887, 21.
Public Service Art, 25 (!<i), 71, 219, 256, 316, 324, 331 (*), 456 (’).
Public Abattoirs, Glebe Island, 26.

45G—CP
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EEaULATIOXS (conthueil)_
Laid on Tabik (coniiaued)

Public Eoads Act, 235, t ^
Noxious Trades and Cattle Slaugbtering Act, 25,
Land and Income Tax Assessment Act of 1895, 25 (*). (

j)0 go do Tables for Calculation of Values, 25. ^
Oyster Fislieries Act of 1881, laid on Table, 35.
Gaol, 155, 356, 399.
Orange Fire Brigade, 346.
Pharmacy Act of 1897', 445,

RELATIVES (See “ COMPENSATION TO RELATIVES BILL”).
REPORTS

L Appointments of Mr. E. J. Scirars, Mr. A, F. Frans, and Mr. A. D, Craig to Worts Depart

ment, 17-
883

C 7 909
929

1307
5

3
Goulburn Eire Brigades Board (Eleventh), 24\
Moss Yale Fire Brigades Board (First), 24,

G 1
} 7 1281

1167
1231

175\ 3 167
i ]fiS

301■s 55
63

4 71
79
l

7 661
5 SOI

8957
Y ' 1

3 1317
) 725

Completion of Branches of Long Cove Creeh Storm-^atcr Channcij
Vital Statistics for 1895 and previous years, 95.

2 1403
4 87

Stock and Brands Branch of the'Department of Mines and Agriculture, 103; Report in substi-
3 mi

Completion of Pipe Sewers and Stormwater Drains at Ivorth Sydney and Easton Park Cimalj 140 
’Wollongong Fire Brigades Board, 147.

7

3

323

119
G 285
3
7

1S5
1073

Conditions of Aqueducts at Johnston’s Creckj White’s Creek, and across Sewage Farm, 22*., 
Police on Bacecourse Accidents, 243. ^

7 477
Accident to Thomas J. Sampson, Broken Hill, 266,
Completion of Pipe Sewcre, The Glcho, 279.

3 233
5 417

Public Sen-ice Board (Dairying Industry), 300. _
Do (Principal Assistant Medical Officer and Microbiologist), 316,
Do (Viticulturnl Expert), 31G. _
Do (Appointment of George McRae as Principal Assistant Architect), 491.

l 0 29
Tlrt IftOA ...............a................................. \ 3 223

7 461
7 „ 345
i 3 1305J 7 973

3 189
2 709

\ b 249
73

1037i ^
1105

9
Royal Commission on Management of the Hunter River Water Supply and Sewerage Boaru, 45i

Bo on Working of Mines and Quarries in the Albert Mining District, 45G .........
Ninth of Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board (1896-7), 491.

5
3

7

195
893

967
Standing- Oedhes Committee :—

l CS7
Select ComiiTTEEs;—

Governor’s Opening Speech, 5.
3 053

Municipalities Act Amendment Bill (search of Conacifs Journals), 205.
7 1005

1 a 709
Claim of Janies and Patrick Guillen, of Kangaroo Valley, 357 ...................... .................................

-} 3 693
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rATEES OEDEBEII TO 

BE PRINTED,

K
BE PORTS (continued) :—

TjAid ON Table (continued):—
Ifyngan Town Hnll (Slortsage) Bill, 435 ......................................
ConsoKdaUon of tho Land Laws, 43G.............................................
Lithgow Co-O])cra(iro Coal Company Railway Bill, 482 .............
Public Scryiec Board—Retiring .Allowances and CrruLiilies, 492 
Lay Labour—Railway Deviations, 510
Case of Sydney Cooper, as to Mining under a Road, Parish of Clive, County Gough, 510.!
Construction of the Telephone Tunnels (Progress), 512 .................. ......................................
Additions and Alterations to Government Printing Office (Progress), 517 ...................

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works:— ..... i.............
Railway from Condobolin to Brohen Hill 12
Deep-water ITnrbour at Port Kemhla, 17 .............................................................................................
Railway from Morce to Invcreil, 2G ......................................... !'!'! .....................................................
General (Twelfth), 35 .............................................................................................. _
Sewerage Works for Parramatta, 49 ..................................
Duplicate main from Prospect to Potts' Hill, 190....................!.*.'.'.!!'.....!!!!!!!!!!!'.!'.!!!!!!!!!!!!,"!!!!"!!
Railway Extension, Redfern to St. James’ Road, 323 .................................................. ...........
Bridge at Glebe Island, 352 ..................................................... . ................. ....................................
Railway from The Rock to Green’s Gunyah, 492 .......................................... !!'.!!!.!..'.!....!!!!!!!!.!.!!.

Do Cooimnon to Ariah, 402...*.............................................. !.'!",'i!.'!.'”!'!.'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!!
New Parliament Houses, 517.............................................................. .................
Railway from Condobolin to Euabalong, 517..................................... !!,!.............!!...............................

Printing Committee:— .............................................................................
Xos. 1 to 26—25, 35, 59, 76, 91, 103,123,110, 177,190,211,225,243,260,284,300,324,337,353,

368,383,426,445,479,508,619 ........... J ’ ' ’ ’
RESERVED BILL (Sco “BILLS”! ......................................................................................
RESERVES (See “CROWX LARDS”),
RESOLUTIONS

Committee of the Whole:—
Reported, 54 f-), 60 (!), 61 (!), 101, 121, 191 ('), 192, 208, 212, 285, 332, 333, 420, 421 (l), 448, 

449, 459, 474, 48G.
Agrcsd to, 54 (!), CO (!), 61 (D 104, 124, 191 (!), 192, 208, 212, 2S5, 332, 3’a, 420, 121 (>), 448, 

449, 459.474,486. ' ’ w
Reception of, made an Order of tho Day for future dair, 337 

SuiTLY:— "
Reported, 30, 354, 378, 428 (101), 461 p), 498.
Agreed to, 37, 354, 378, 432 (“»), 463 (="), 498.

Ways and Means :—
Reported, 37, 379, (Taxation) 393 (*), 432 f1), (Taxation) 463 (!), 498.

37, 87!3’ (Tl,:ra/<0R) (3)> 432 (-), (Taxation) 465 (J), 498.
RESUMPTION OE LAND (See "PUBLIC WORKS ACT OE 1888”: also “FIELD OE MARS

131 ,jL” i al9° “RAILWAYSalso “DEEPWATER CREEK”). 
RETIRING ALLOWANCES (See “PUBLIC SERVICE”)
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE (See “FINANCE”)
RICHARDSON, TURNER, &■ CO. (See ■'POLICE")
RICHMOND RIVER DISTRICT (Sec “ HINDOOS”)
RICHMOND ROAD TRUST (See "ROADS”).
ROADS (Sec "PUBLIC ROADS BILL"; also “ABATTOIR ROAD ACT AMENDMENT BILL”) 

Vote toe Roads and Beidges fob 1890-7:—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for return showing expenditure, 52.

BEANcn Road, Double Bay:—
Molion made (AXr. Ji. M. Clark) for papers in reference to closing, 177; Return to Order, laid oi

,_r J-ftblc, 289 ; referred back to Friuliog Committee for reconsideration^ 341 ................
mrALixa- RoaDj Nobth Sydnit:—

Motion made (Mr. E. M. Clark) for papers in reference to closing, 177 ; Return to Order, laid on 
Table, 295 ; referred hack to Printing Committee for reconsideration, 341 

Act of 1897 .—
Regulations and Form, laid on Table, 235.

Borough ok Oowea :—
Adjournment moved (Jtfr. 3t. T. Phillips) in reference to bond entered into by the Government 

for payment of £150 for road repairs, 257.
Wat.ciia Division, Tam worth Road Distbict:—

Motion made (Mr. W. H, J). Ptddington) for return of amounts voted and expended, 266; Return 
to Order, laid on Table, 331. r > >

South Head Roads Trcst and Richmond Road Trust 
Accounts for half-year ended 31 December, 1S96, laid on Tabic, 300 

Vote foe Unclassified, tor 1897-98:—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for return in reference to allotment, 316: Return to Order, 

laid on Table, 341 .......................................................
OOVEBNHENT, BETWEEN CltKSCENX-SXBK KT AND' Il'iON COVeBrIDOE, RoSELEE.'BALMAiN ...........

Adjournment moved (Mr. Law) in reference to state of, and negatived, 317 
South Head Trust :— e

Return respecting, laid on Table, 341.
Accounts for half-year ending 30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 353.

Unsatisfactory State of, of the Colony:—
Adjournment moved (Mr. TVaddell) in reference to, and ruled out of order, 362 

Casino to Coraki ;—
Notification of resumption of land under the Public Works Act for deviation, laid on Table, 392. 

Alienation of Chow’s Nest Hoaji, North Sydney
bookwood’bokodgh: 'council •1“ Sel"10o,n”i"" ‘”a H“'° “”"a 411'

*oaiB£SS,!ffiri£f^S&SK Stfen T“b1''m
ROSE HILL (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
ROSSI, CAPTAIN (See “CLAIM OF CAPTAIN ROSSI”)
ROYAL COMMISSIONS (See “ COMM ISSIONS ”)
RULES (Sco “BANKRUPXOY ACT, 1887”).
RULINGS (See "SPEAKER").
RYDE &(Scf“ PUNTS^).G0:NTDlrl0NAL PURCHASES (Sec “CTtOWN LANDS"),

yol.

1011
455

1019
1265

983
1255

865

807
37

1209
515
289
161
269
347

1071
1137

697
607

343

333

1231
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s
SALE-YARDS (See "BOROUGH OF CUDGEGONO- CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL”). 
SAMPSOY, THOMAS J. (Sec ” MINING’’).
SAVINGS BANK (Sco “ GOVERNMEMT SAVINGS BANK”).
SCHEDULES.

To the Estimates for 1807-8 laid on Table, 302 ......................................... .......................................
Military Allowances proposed for year I897’S, laid on Tabic, 399......................................................
A to E Estimates 1S97-8 Public Works Department, laid on Table, 400..........................................

SKIVERS, MR. E. J. (Sec CIVIL SERVICE").
SELECT COMMITTEES (Sco COMMITTEES”).
SERIATIM:—

Paragraph a in motion required to be put, 06.
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS

Directed by Speaker to remove Member from Chamber, 279.
SERVICE OE EQUITABLE PROCESS BILL:— .

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Jtfr. GonM),rrnd 1°, 220; read 2°, committed, 
reported witbout amendment, Report adopted, 332; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 
337 ; Assent reported, 353.

SESSIONAL ORDERS '
Business Days,-J2, IS.
Precedence of Business, 12.
Government Business take precedence after 8 o’clock on Tuesdays, 448.
Standing Orders Committee appointed, 13.
Library Committee appointed, 13.
Refreshment Committee appointed, 13.
Printing Committee appointed, 13.

SETTLEMENT LEASE (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SEWERAGE (Sec “COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL”; also “HUNTER 

DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD”; also “HUNTER DISTRICT 
WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “COUNTRY TOWNS 
WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT”; also “DRAINAGE”)

Metkopouitaw Boatid :—
Ninth Report for 180G-7, laid on Table, 401..........................................................................................
Report of Royal Commission to enquire into management of, laid on Table, 35G.............................
Plan of Sewerage System to accompany Report, laid on Table, 3G2 ..................................................

WOKKS FOH i’AIlKAMATTA :— '

Third Report from Pnblic Works Committee, laid on Table, 40..........................................................
Pipe Skwkks at the Glebe : —

Report on completion, laid on Table, 270.
SHEA’S CREEK (Sec “ DRAINAGE ”).
SHEEP DIRECTORS ELECTION BILL:-.

Motion made (ilfr. Carntthers) for leave to bring in, 53 ; presented and read T, CO) Order of the 
Day postponed, 450, 492.

SHOPS (See “FACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL”). '
SIMPSON, WILLIAM (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SMALL DEBTS RECOVERY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. AjflevTc) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 50; read 2°, committed, no 
quorum reported from Committee, and House counted out, 249; Order of the Day restored, 
23G ; Order of the Day postponed, 327, 400,

SMITH, WARDEN (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
SMOKING (See “JUVENILE SMOKING SUPPRESSION BILL”).
SNAGGING (See "DARLING RIVER”).
“ SOBRAON,’’ NAUTICAL S.S.■

■ Report of, for the year ended 30tb April, 1897, laid on Table, 331 ............................. ....................
Return showing names and rank of persons employed on boaiR, laid on Table, 356.

SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES: —
Motion made (Mr. S’tAey) that it be a matter of urgency to proceed with motion for appointment 

of Select Committee to inquire in respect to employment, wages, Ac., and neeatived, 471. 
“SOL” and “ALATHEA” (See “COLLISION BETWEEN THE ‘SOL’ and ‘ALATHEA,’ 

STEAMERS”).
SOLICITORS (See "BARRISTERS' AND SOLICITORS’ FEES BILL”).
SOUTH CREEK (See “BRIDGES ”).
SOUTH HEAD ROADS TRUST (Sec “ ROADS ”). '
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. O’Sullivan) respecting regulations against British subjects, and 
negatived, 206.

SPEAKER:—
Gives casting vote, 274.
Lays on Table Warrant, appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 7; reports maturity 

of Warraul, 32.
Appoints Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 7.
Lays Papers on Table, 7 (6), 87 (-), 116, 129, 163 (4), 183 (=).
Commission of Deputy, to administer Oath of Allegiance, reported and read by Clerk, 21.
Reads Letter from Printing Committee in reference to beariug Members as to printing papers, 26.
Directs Sergeant-at-Arms to remove Member from Chamber, 279.
Calls attention to nature of amendments in the Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 364.

Rdlixgs or : —
Motion made (ilfr. S'cild) to amend Standing Order No. 161, so as to make any decision of 

Mr. Speaker a ruling within the meaning of Standing Order, and negatived, 337.
That the Australasian Federation Enabling Act lequired that the Draft Bill of the Adelaide 

Convention should be considered in Committee, and could be fully discussed there, 53.
That motion for adjournment of the House in reference to appointment of a Select Committee or 

Royal Commission to report on Financial Clauses of the Commonwealth Bill anticipated the 
consideration of the Bill, and was out of order, 169.*

That the Franchise Extension Bill did not necessarily involve expenditure, and therefore did not 
require a Message from the Governor, 181. * *

That discussion on motion of adjournment in reference to Administration of Land and Income 
Taxes must bo confined to the subject of the ndtiee, 190. ,

2

3

1027
1179
1139

1

73

239

189
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SPEAKER (eoniinna!) :—

Rblisgs or (conlimed) :—
That motion to talse 3° of the Crown Lands Bill as matter of urgency before other business was in 

order, 256.
That it be left to the House to decide whether the motion for suspension of the Standing Orders 

to tube 33 of Crown Lauds Bill as matter of urgency was irregular, 257.
That Totalisator Bill did not- originate any tax or impost or appropriate revenue, and therefore did 

not require to he recommended by Message from Governor, 290.
That Totalisator Bill did not contain provisions beyond the Order of Leave, 290.
That motion relating to Hcappraisoment of Conditional Purchases and Lenses would anticipate 

debate on Order of tbc Bay already on the paper, 300.
That Liquor .I'rafflc Local Option Bill was properly included amongst the Government Orders of 

the Day, having been introduced by a Minister, 317.
That motion to “road Orders of the Day” was obsolete in House of Commons and opposed to 

Standing Order 211,274,
That amendment on motion in reference to construction of Railways through private land to 

apply betterment principle was not relevant, 328.
That the Standing Orders only permitted tho postponement of Orders of the Bay, not being 

Government Orders (on Government Days), from one silling day to another, 341.
That motion for adjournment in reference to tho state of the roads of the Colony anticipated 
, discussion on the Estimates or in Committee of Ways and Means, and was out of order, 363.

1 hat while upholding the ruling of the Chairman of Committee of Supply against allowing a 
discussion on the constitution of the Works Committee, or their fees, or travelling expenses on the 
"Vote Parliamentary Standing CommitLoeon Public Works,” tho items being fixed by statute, 
the conduct of business of the Committee could be criticised in relation to another item, 403.

That motion for adjourn men t of House relating to making of Bams and Wei re by the Water 
Conservation branch of the Public Works Department was out of order, (he matter having 
been fully disemsed in Supply, 471.

That Chairman was incorrect in ruling that the omission of the word “intestate ” in the 12th line 
of the Probate Duties Bill was in order, on tho ground that it did not increase the area of 
taxation, because the effect would bo an augmentation of the tax, 433.

That the decision of the Chairman of Committees, that a Member was not entitled in discussing 
the principles of tho City and North Sydney Railway Bill on a proposed amendment in the 
Short Title, was correct, 512.

That subject of motion of adjournment of House in reference to Sunday Trading had been discussed 
on a previous motion, 518. ‘

That the Minister in moving the reference of the llosohill to Dural Railway to the Public Works 
Committee had complied with the Act 519.

Dissent i-boji Ruling :—
Motion made (Afr. Copeland) for, in reference to opinion given respecting consideration in Com-! 

mittee of Draft Bill of Adelaide Convention, and negatived, 72 |
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT (See “ADJOURNMENT,:1
SPEECHES (See "LIMITATION OE SPEECHES”). !
SPICER’S CREEK LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”)
STAMP DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL:—

Message from Governor, 39 j Motion made (Mr. Erunim-) for Committee of the Whole, 54: 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 60; read 2°, committed, 
’!eP01'lcll without amendment, Report adopted, 77 ; rend 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 84. I 

STAMP DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL:— * |
Message from Governor, 457; Ordered (Afr. Jteid) that Bill be brought in founded on Resolution! 

of Ways and Means. No. 10, presented and read 1°, 465; rend 2°, committed, reported with] 
amendments, 483; Order of the Day postponed, 473; Motion made (Mr, Bruni-er) fori 
adoption of report, amendment moved to recommit, and amendment moved (Afi\ Rose) to 
add words to amendment and negatived, amendment to recommit, passed, recommitted, 
reported 2° with farther amendments, Report adopted, 497 j read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 499.

STAMP DUTIES HILL
Received from Legislative Council and on motion (Mr. Gould) read 1°, 400: Order of the Dai! 

postponed, 451,492. J|
STAMP AND PROBATE DUTIES BILL:— j

Ordered on motion of Mr. Reid that Bill be brought in founded on Resolutions of Ways and 
Means (Nos. 4 and 5), Bill presented and rend 1°, 395; Order of the Dav postponed, 443;l 
Order of the Day discharged, Bill withdrawn, 459. '

Petition presented from Australian Mutual Provident Society against 426
STANDING ORDERS:— .............................

Sessional Order appointing Committee, passed, 13.
Suspended as a matter of urgency to enable Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 33-7,302,

Suspended as matter of urgency to pass 3° of Crown Lands Bill before other business, 257, 
Suspended to pass Bill through all its stages in one day, 378.
Motion to suspend as a matter of urgency interrupted at 8 o’clock, 458.
Motion made (Mr, Scketj) for instruction to Committee to frame rule in reference to Limitation

of Speeches, 147; Report, brought up, 295.................. ...................................................................■
Motion made (.17r, (nan) to refer question of balloting for Select Committees to Committee; 

amendment moved (Mr, 7/ro/ue), to except Committees on Private Bills and negatived—
Motion agreed to, 197-S ; Report brought up, 295 ......................................................................

Motion made (Mr, Eeild) to amend Standing Order No. 161, so as to make any decision of 
Mr, Speaker a ruling within tho meaning ot the Standing Order, and negatived, 337.

STATE CHILDREN’S RELIEF BOARD:— ^ ’
Report for the year ended Oth April, 1896, laid on Table, 24...........................................................

Do do 1897, do 4,91 .................... ....... ..........................
STATISTICS.............................

Vital: —
Report on, for 1695 and previous yeais, laid on Table, 95. . .

INJIUSTBIES OE VlCTOBIA AND NliW SoCTH WALES :—
Comparative statement by Victorian Statist as to hands employed, laid on Table, 362 ..............

Land—Gostord Population Abisa :— "
. Motion made (Mr. Wheeler) for return, 378; Return to Order, laid on Table, 491 

STEPHENS, MR. THEOPHILUS (Sec“ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE.”)

2

1

1

7

7
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Annual Export of Stock and BranJs Bnuicl), Department of Mines and Agriculture, for 1896,
laid on Table, 103; Report in substitution, laid on Table, 219 ..................................................

Report on loss of, since let January, 1S97, laid on Table, 321..............................................................
Receipts under Diseases in Sheep Act: —

Motion made (Mr. Hayes) for return during last ten years, 111; Return to Order, laid on Table,
169 .........................................................................................................................................................

Iu fob ted Stock Act .....
Proclamation prohibiting importation of cattle, camels, Ac., infected with tick or other disease 

and proliibiling introduclion of enisle from certain portions of Queensland, laid on Table, 409 
Tuberculosis in Man and Cattle:—

Memorandum bv the President of tho Board of Health, laid on Table, 409......................................
STOCK MORTGACKES (See “LIENS ON WOOL AND MORTGAGES ON STOCK AND STA

TIONS BILL").
STRATHFIELJ) RAILWAY CROSSING BILL:-

Message from Council, 410; Motion made (Afr, Reid) for Committee of the Whole, 448 ; House 
in Cominittrc, resolution agreed to, 459; Bill presented and read 1°, 499.

STOCKTON COLLIERY (See .‘'MINING").
SL'OCKTON GRAVING-DOCK (LEASING) BILL:— .

Alotion made {Mr. Carrutltem) for leave to bring in, amendment moved (Mr. Mi/le>‘) to omit 
words and withdrawn, motion passed, Bill presented and read la, 442; read 2C, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, rend 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 483-4; 
returned without amendment, 518.

Vreeis of pacts relating to, laid on Table, 445. ‘
STONEQ.UAREY CREEK (See “ BRIDGES"). '
SUGAR DRAWBACKS (Sac "CUSTOMS (SUGAR DRAWBACKS) BILL").
SUGAR INDUSTRY:— ‘ .............................................. ....... ,

Jlotion made (Mr, McFurlane) in Lvour of Royal Commmission to inquire into, m the North 
Coast, Districts, and Debate adjourned, 357 ; Order of the Day postponed, 410, 4l7. _

Petition presented (Mr. McFurlane) from Clarence River Kurmers, Producers, and Commercial 
Union in favour of Royal Commission to inquire into conditions of, Sc., 426 ....

Petition presented (Mr. Byers) from Farmers, North Coast District3, against remov
435 ..............................................................................................................................

SUNDAY CLOSING OE SHOPS:— .
Adjournment moved (Mr. Hughes) in reference to action of Police Department, and negatived, 211. 

SUNDAY TRADING (Sec also "LICENSING").
Adjournment moved (Mr, Copeland) iu reference to, and ruled out of order, 519.

SUNDAY TRADING BILL:—
Motion made (Afr. Copeland) for Committee of the Whole, 357; Order of the Day postponed, 

456; Motion, That House go into Committee, negatived, 511. .
SUNNY CORNER (See "MINING").
SUPERANNUATION FUND (See “CIVIL SERVICE”). ■
SUPPLY:— ■

Motion made (Mr. Reid) for House to go into Committee, 12.
House in Committee, (Financial S/atement) 19, 32, 36, 354, 378, 403, 420, 423, 448, 460, 498, 
Resolutions reported, 36, 354, 378, 428 (1I,J), 461 (s'), 498.
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 354, 378, 432 (loa), 403 (-'), 498.
Point of Order reported from Committee, 403.
Order of the Day postponed, 473.

SUPREME COURT:—
Rule in Equitable Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 146.
Rule in Divorce Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 185,

Salakiiis of Judges—Comtinoekciks Vote for Atiokwet-General’s Department :— _
Minute of Executive Council, authorizing transfer of vote from one head of service to another, laid 

on Table, 163.
SUPREME COURT APPEALS PRACTICE BILL:— _

Motion made (Mr. CricR) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 123 ; Order 
of the Day postponed, 242,

SWIFT, THE LATE S. M.:— ... , .
Motion made (3ir. Hughes) for Select Committee to inquire into alleged Evasion of Probate Duty 

iu Estate of, 309.
SYDNEY (See" PILOT SERVICE”).
SIDNEY CRICKET GROUND:— ,

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year ended 30th September, 1896, laid cn Table, 300. 
SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BR1DGE AND TRAMWAY BILL:—

Petition presented (Mr. H. M. Clark) for leave to proceed with, udder 409th Standing Order, 10; 
Order of tho Day postponed, 43, 84, 155, 177, 190, 211, 24.2, 266, 300, 331; Motion made for 
2°, and negatived. Order of the Day discharged, Bill withdrawn, 347.

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL:- ,
Report for 1896, laid on Table, 190..............’.................. ...........................v....... ................................

SYDNEY HOSPITAL ACT OF 1881 :—
By-laws, laid on Table, 24, 35.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY CONDUIT ADDITIONAL WORKS BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Voting) for Committee of the Whole, 412; Jleasage from Governor, 417; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 448; read 2“, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 459; read 3D, passed, and sent to 
Council, 472; returned without amendment, 496. '

al of Duties,'
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TAMWORTH (See "WATER SUPPLY”).
TAMWORTH TO MANILLA RAILWAY BILL :—

Assent to (Session 1896) reported, 2.
TAPIO LEASEHOLD AREA (See " CROWN LANDS ").
TARIFF PROVISION'S OF CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1861:— _

Adjournment moved (Mr, Lt/ne), to call attention to effect of, and negatived, 162. 
TAREE (See "RAILWAYS”).
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TAXATION (See “ LAND AND INCOME TAXES” ; also " LAND AND INCOME TAX ASSESS
MENT ACT OE 1805‘‘j also “LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL.” 

TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM:—
Motion mode {Mr* BaviH.r) for returns in reference to slafT, 441; Eeturn to Order, laid on 

Table, 450.
TELEG-RATI1S 

West Wvalosg

NotiGeation of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph Offices, 
laid on Table, 17.

Electric Telegraph Act:—
Amended Regulations and Rates under, laid on Table, 24.

Employment of Messengers in the Department;—
Regulation under Public Service Act of 1805, bud on Table, 25.

COLIAHINDABRI : —

Notification of rosiunplion of land, under Public Woiks Act, for Post and Telegraph Offices laid 
on Table, 215. '

New TELECiFArii Code —
Adjournment moved tAfr. See) in reference to unsatisfactory working of, and neguliiod, 324.

Drake —
Notification of resumption of lanl, unlcr the Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph Office, 

laid on Table, 377.
South Murwillumbah and Muhwili.u.mhah:—

Rates for Messages between, and ail Stations in QueensLnd, laid on Table, 41!). !
TELEPHONES:— '

Tunnel in Put-street, Sydney

Motion made {Mr. Lyne) for papers, 149.
Constbuction of Tunnels, Sydney;—

Motion made {Hr. Lyne) for Select Committee, 171; leave given to mate visits of inspection, 197,1
Progress Report brought up,fi]2..... . ............................................................................................. ■ |

Petition presented from George McCrodie, for leave to appear befoie Select Committee, 241 .... 6
Petition presented from Arthur Latimer McCmhe, for leave to appear before Select Committee I

219 .................................................................................................................................................... ’ j
Messages between Post Office and Railway Station, Gunnedaii :—

Notification of Rates, laid on Table, 440.
TELLERS (See “NO TELLERS”).
TEMPORARY CHAIRMEN OE COMMITTEES 

Appointed by Mr. Speakor, 7.
TEMPORARY LABOUR ICRS AND WATCHMEN :—

Motion made (Afr. NWM) for Return of, cmplojcd on Publ-o Wharves Sjdi e_v, 295; Return to 
Order, laid on Table, ?3t. * ’ ]

TEMPORARY OFFICERS (See “CIVIL SERVICE").
THE ROCK (See‘'RAILWAYS”).
THE TROFFS (See “CROWN LANDS”),
TICK (See “STOCK”).
TILSE, FREDERICK WILLIAM (See “CROWN LANDS”).
TTMBERRYB1JNGAX (See “CROWN LANDS”).
TONNAGE DDES (See “ WHARFAGE RATES AND TONNAGE DUES ACT”).
TONNAGE RAXES HILL:— ,

Message from Governor, 32; Motion made (AL'. Rreul'er), for Committee of the Whole, 100; 
House in Committee, resolution ngieed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 104 ; Ordcrof the Dav 
postponed, 450, 492. ‘

TOORALE RESUMED AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
TOOTH & CO„ MESSRS —

Return (o Order (A’mfou 1890), laid on Table, 43..........................................
TOTALIZATOR BILL:— ' .........................

Motion made {Mr. Sleailt) for leave to bring in, pre=ented and read 1°, 51 ; Order of the Day 
postpone:!, 59 ; Mr, Sleatb proceeding to move 2°, Point of Order. That Bill required a 
preliminary Message, ruled against by Air. Speaker; Point of Order, That Bill was beyond 
Order of Leave, ruled against by M r. Speaker; Motion made [Mr. Sleuth) for 2°, amendment 
moved (A/r. Crich') to refer to Select Committee, and agreed to, fOO-l.

TOTE AND BETTING SHOPS : —
Adjournment moved {Mr. McElhone) in reference to increase of, and negatived, 2G 

TRADE MARKS (See “INTERNATIONAL PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS ARRANGE
MENTS BJ LL ”).

TRAMWAYS (See also “ SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BRIDGE AND TRAMWAY BILL”- 
also “ CO-OPERATIVE COLLIERY TRAMWAY BILL”):— '

Report of Commissioners for year 1896-7, laid on Table, 279............................................................. '
Report of the Railway Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter ended December, 1S96, laid

on Table, 25 ........................................................................................................................................
Report of the Railway Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter eudtd 31st March, 1897, laid

on Table, 25............................................................................. ................................................ ...........
Report of Railway Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter ended Juno, 1897, laid on Table !•

2)9........................................................................................................................................................ ’
Report of the Railnay Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter ended September, 1S97, laid

on Table, 392........................................................................................................................................
SYDNIY JLKD Still URBAN'.— 1

Return showing distances between various points, laid on Table, 60..................................................
Free Passes to certain Laoikb on Trams and Trains ;—

Adjournment moved {Mr. llayttei.) in reference to abuse of the provisions of the Railway Act, 
and negatived, 229. '

Univkbsity Students —
Adjournment moved {Mr. Sehet/) in reference to, trovellirg free of charge, and negatived, 283. 

Removal of John Kino, Tram-guard:—
Motion made {Mr. lloque) for papers relating to removal of, 310,

TRANSFER OF EMMAVILLB, DEEPWATER, AND THE NINE-MILE FROM THE POLICE 
DISTRICT OF GLEN INNES TO TENTER FIELD 

Motion made {Mr. Wright) for papers in reference to propos(d, 399; Return to Order, laid on 
Table, 491. ...

2
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TRAVELLING EXPENSES (See " CIVIL SERVICE”) _ _
Amended Begulalions under the Public Service Act of 1803, laid on Table, 25, 25G. 

TREASUKEK'S ADVANCE ACCOUNT (See “ El NANCE”).
TREASURY DEPARTMENT :—

Minutes of Executive Council, transferring amounts from two heads of Service to supplement the
■ Vote for another Service, 7 ............................................................................................................

TRUCE BILL :—
Message from Governor, 174; Motion made {il/E. Garrard) fo-i Committee of the Whole, 178:

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 191; Order of the Day postponed, 450, 492,
Petition presented from the Manning Electorate in favour of passing a Bill preventing mill-

owners paying their labourers in goods instead of money, 11 ...................................................... I
Petition presented from the Hastings River District, in favour of passing a Bill preventing mill- |

owners paying their labourers in goods instead of money, 155, 181 ......................................... '
Petition presented from certain women residents of Camden Haven, in favour of passing a Bilj r

preventing milt-owners from paying their labourers in goods instead of money, 241 .............
Petition presented from residents of Kendall, Camden Haven, in favour of bringing timber-getters |

under the protection of, and in favour of passing, !]52..................................................................j
TRUNDLE DAM (See « CROWN LANDS 
TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT:—

Statement of, from 1st April, 1890, to 31st, March, 1897, laid on Tabic, 25 ......................................
TRUST PROPERTY (AMENDMENT) BILL:-

Motion made (dfr, Gorki) for leave io bring in, presented, ant! read 1°, 403 ; read 2J, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, 450 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 458; 
returned without amendment, 496.

TRUSTS (See “ PUBLIC TRUSTS BILL”).
TRUSTEE (See “PUBLIC TRUSTEE”).
TUBERCULOSIS :—

Memorandum by tho President of the Board of Health on prevention of in man and cattle, laid
on Table, 409 .....................................................................................................................................

TUNNEL-ROADWAY (See “CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY TUNNEL-ROADWAY BILL”). 
TWEED RIVER (See “HINDOOS"; also “HARBOURS").
J’TAG-A RAH (See “RAILWAY'S”).
TYPHOID FEVER:—

Return respecting, m Sydney and suburbs, from 1876 to 1895, and certain particulars respecting 
other infectious diseases, viz., Measles, Scarlet Fever, ami Diphtheria, laid ou Table, 3i(i.....

2

i

2

i
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1327

1321,1329
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1321
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ULUMBARELLA LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
UNEMPLOYED (Sec also “ SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES”):—

Return respecting employment of, laid on Table, 126 ......................... ................................................ 7
Motion made (JWr. SoJtet/) for appointment of Royal Commission to inquire into methods of 

different nations in- dealing with the pauper and tramp classes, and to report on the most 
suitable method of alleviating the distress, and amendment moved (ifr, Garrard) in favour 
of Select Commitiee, and House counted out, 127- 

Motion made (Afr. AJJleck) for returns of particulars of expenditure, 147; Return to Order, laid A
on Table, 331 ................................................................................................................................ . C 7

Correspondence respecting a scheme for temporary employment, submitted by Mr. Charles \ 
O’Neill, M.I.C.E., during 1894-5, laid on Table, 190 .................................................................. J

UNIFORMS (“See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY:—

Report for 1896, laid on Table, 24 .......................................................................................................... 3
By-laws, livid on Table, 13t.
Adjournment moved (lifr, Schey) in reference to students travelling free on tramways, and 

negatived, 285.
URGENCY:— _

Motion passed to take business as matter of, 36, 237, 256, 301,457.
Motion to take business ns matter of, negatived, 308, 471.
Standing Orders suspended, 36-7, 257, 302, 427.
Motion to suspend Standing Orders infcrnipted by Government Business laking precedence at 8 

o’clock, 458.
Business interrupted to report Message from Council, 118.

USHER (See “BLACK ROD”).
USURY LIMITATION BILL :—

Motion made (Afr. McFarlarte) for leave lo proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 50; 
Order of the Day postponed, 220 ; no report from Committee of the YYTiole, 342,

1071

1069

1067

175

V

VACCINATION :—
Report for year 1895, laid on Table, 324 ................................................................ ............................ 7

VAUGHAN, SENIOR-SERGEANT (See “POLICE”).
VEGETATION DISEASES BILL :— -

Motion made (Afr. Sydney Smith) for Message to Council to proceed with, under tho 295th 
Standing Order, 115 ; returned from Council with amendments, 510; Council’s amendments 
agreed to, 523.

461
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VERNOfc’, W. L., Esq., F.E.I.B.A., GOVERNMENT ARCHITECT —
PDkkro"e,04T9,th “* reCent VIBit t0 th° Uuik'd Kingdom’and the Continent of Europe,

\:m \n .................................................. ...................... _VINCENT, GEORGE (See “ CROWN LANI)S ’’'l 
VITAL STATISTICS (Sec “ STATISTICS”I ’VnT.TlA-TT,T nj "A?AA'j0 )•VOLUNTEER 10HCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867__
-.r^rn„'Alncndetl ReglJation, laid On Table, 28 331 '
VO-iiK OF CENSURE—LUCKNOW STRIKE —

vein or'Sra^l.”a“"®'»^ ' 183 ‘ “’b“'
Moasagcs from Governor, 16,371.

w

wHSLY^^^^fr WAaES ABOLITION BILL”).
SiSSi’(S'roa#) cmL 8ER™”)-

"0R0WN LANDS’,)'

MOt Rctu™ ti&deHaid ^ fiM" °f during the pieernl veer, 177.

WARRANT (See SPEAKER") ’ ..................................................................................................
WARREN (Sec “ RAILWAYS ”1 
WATER RIGHTS ACT OE 1896 —

Bfg’diitioiia and Forma, laid on Table 17 43

ako “CAMPBELLTOWN RESFRvnTR SEWERAGE ACT”;

Ninth Report, for 1896-7, laid on Table, 491
PSI- ^ Com““ ^ management of," laid on Tabla, 356.!.'!!!!i^^^|

CoSti^ Pub,i“ ^ M Uid on Table, 17 (=), 123. :

Ta™tiu-f 1'eBUmptirjU °f lttnd’ Undcr thc P^lic Works Act, laid on Table, 17. 1

oi^ss£S3?K£^,uta‘pubuc wwka ^wd«^ 75. ;

j prmrielon,anrnefrtR^m.^’ l“ 1,efcrenoe to failtlro of Government to make adequate]
Duplicate Maih from Prospect to Potts’ Hill____  '

Report from Public Works Committee, laid on Table 190 
^ Motion made (Mr. Young) that work be carried out, 420°.............................................................

.................................................. ..................
OoBDo™ f-^ f°r retaW1 ellowinS C08t of, and works carried out by, 300.

Act’kid “ ^ 3^’
WAYS AND MEANS ™ Pl,mS' by C°W F‘ J‘ Home’ C’S-L' R-E” l«d on Tabic, 341 ..............

Motion made (Mr. Reid) for House to go into Committee 12

WEIRS8—mateB ^ 1897-8, laid 011 Table, 354 ..................................
Middle Billaeono:—

RlvE“LliTt^ourkf-nd' UnC(er the i,UbiiC Wwks Att- f-' Lock, laid on Table, 17.

® 'ab^W^lw'bvia^^1^8 Act'l8iJ 0n 1Vb,C- 17-
MiSSSr^-W,,?) to rCfCr WOrta t0 PubIi0 Works Committee, 522.

wSer Supply ZtS- lmid' Un!3cr Public Works ^ iaid o" Table, 71.

Report on, kid on Table, 185 „
WlLLANBRAi— .................................................. ..........*..................................
wS'S,t7=»&;;s

^ had hfoammiH. “'fV'’ “! d:"'!8 Iilnl,' of Ordor, That
WELBENDUNGAH LEASEHOLD-A^ fS^<CMWN ?P^ by Mr‘ SPeftkcr. ^
SSkw^KS!Ts'^

Motion made (Mr. Hay,us) for papers and reports during year 1895, 296.
t 456—H
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w
WHAHVES (See also ''WHARFAGE RATES ART) TONNAGE DUES ACT”)

Gbeekbidge, Riohmokd Riveb :— •
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.

BuKotvall ;— ' _ ,
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24.

Public, Sydney :—
Motion made {Mr. Neil-d) for return in reference to temporary labourers and watchmen 

employed, 295; Return to Order, laid on Table, 331. .
WHITE’S CREEK (See “DRAINAGE’'). „
WIDOWS AND ORPHANS (Sec “CLERGY WIDOWS AND ORPHANS FUND (SYDMI 

DIOCESE) TRUSTEES BILL”).
WELBENDUNGAH (See “ CROWN LANDS.”)
WILD, JOHN (See “MINING”).
WILLOUGHBY FALLS CREEK (Seo “ DRAINAGE ■
WILLS, PROBATE, AND ADMINISTRATION BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion {Mr. O-ouldJ, read 1°, 401 j Order of tho Day 
postponed, 453, 492,

WOLLONGONG (See “FIRE BRIGADES”! also “HARBOURS”).
WOMEN'S FRANCHISE_ _

Petition presented from residents of Now South Wales in favour of, 456, 401..................................
WOMENS FRANCHISE BILL

Motion made (,1/r. Fegan) for leave to bring in, 284; presented and read 1 , 300.
WOODS v. COLLINS (See “MINING.”)
WOOLABRA (See “RAILWAYS”). ,
WOOL (See *' LIENS ON WOOL AND MORTGAGES ON STOCK AND STATIONS BILL’ ). 
WORKING CLASSES (See "SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES”). 
WYALONG, WEST (Seo “ POSTAL ”; ako “TELEGRAPHS ”). '
WILBERFORCE PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER (SEE C1YIL SERVICE).

869, 871

Y
YANGA STATION (“See “CROWN LANDS”).

z
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

Motion made {Mr. Copeland) iu favour of opening on Sundays, free ot charge, and ior additional 
grant of £1.,U00, Amendment moved {Mr. Ashton) to leave out “free of charge,” and 
negatived, Motion passed, 96.
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1896.

Report of the Minister of Public Instruction.

To His Excellency The IligUt Honorable Hexry Robert, Viscount 
Hamtoen, Governor and Commamler-in-Chief of the Colony of 
New South Wales and its Dependencies.

May it please your Excellency,—
I have the honor to submit to your Excellency the Report 

of the Department of Public Instruction for the year 1896.

Schools.
In 189G there were 2,574 schools, containing 2,785 departments, 

as compared with 2,563 schools and 2,776 departments open in 1895. 
During the year, 85 schools were established, comprising 8 Public, 
40 Provisional, 26 Half-time, 3 House-to-house Schools, and 8 Evening 
Schools. In addition to these, 1.7 schools were reopened, 41 Provisional, 
9 Half-time Schools, and 1 House-to-house School were raised to the 
rank of Public Schools, and 23 Half-time Schools and 1 House-to- 
house School to the Provisional rank; while 26 Public and 20 Pro
visional Schools were reduced to Halftime or House-to-house Schools. 
Ninety-one of the schools in operation during the whole or some 
portion of 1895 do not appear on the list of schools open in 1896, and 
of those actually in operation in that year 67 were closed before the 
last quarter. The number of schools open at the close of 1896 was 
2,502, containing 2,713 departments.

The following table shows the classification of the schools open 
in 1896:—

1. High Schools :— Schools. Dftpartmcnts.
Undasscd ... ... ... ... ... G ... 5

2. Public Schools and HalJ'-time Schools ;—
.In Class I ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 10 ... 120

„ n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 36 ... 106
„ ID.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 26 ... 59
„ iv.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 62 ... 88

v. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ... 127 ... 129
„ vi.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 198 ... 19S
„ VII. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 185 ... 185
„ vm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 335 ... 335
>i ix.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... 860 ... S60
„ x... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 193 ... 193

Unelassed ... ... ... ... 133 ... 133
3. Provisional Schools:—

Class 11
ji II r <*» »** *t« ... 310 ... 310
„ iiiJ

4. HonsC'to-house Schools :—
Unelassed ... ... ... ... ... 41 ... 14

5. Evening Public Schools ;—
Unelassed ... ... ... ... ... 20 ... 20

Total ........................... ... 2,574 ... 2,785
43—A Of
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Of the 16 applications for tho establishment of new schools 
which remained under consideration at the close of 1895;, 9 were 
granted and 7 were declined. In addition to these, 192 applications 
were received during 1896, namely, 27 for Public Schools, 106 for 
Provisional Schools, 41 for Half-time Schools, 8 for House-to-house 
Schools, and 10 for Evening Schools. Of these, 97 were granted, 
75 were declined, and 20 were under consideration at the end of the 
year. The total number of children to be accommodated in the new 
schools when established is 2,030.

The number of applications dealt with, and the action taken 
with regard to them, is shown in the following table:—

Applications for the establishment of Schools.

Schools. Number
received.

NtimVr
granted.

Number
declined.

Number still 
under

consideration.

Public Schools ... ... ... ... 2S ii .10 7
Provisional Schools ... ... ... 1.16 53 54 9
Half-time Schools ............................ 4(i 30 13 3
House-to-house Schools............................ s 4 4
Evening Public Schools............................ 10 S 1 i

Total... ... .. 20S 10G 82 20

Pull details ■ respecting these applications will be found in 

Appendices I, II, III, IV, V.

The number of schools in operation in 1881, the first full year 
during which the Department was under Ministerial control, as 
compared with the number open in 1896, is given in the following 

table:—

Schools.

Number of Schools or Departments 
in operation. Increase.

1881-181)8.

1881. | 1898.

High Schools ... ... . 5 5
Superior Schools ... 58 , 249 1.91.
Primary Public Schools 1,042 1,0 GO G18
Provisional Schools ... 24G 310 G4
Half-time Schools ... 93 1 497 404
House-to-house Schools . 44 44'
Evening Schools ... 57 i 20

!
37*

Total ... 1,49G ' 2,785 1,289

Seats provided ... 98,721 239,354

1
140,033

* Decrease.

In addition to the schools established and maintained under 
the Public Instruction Act, the following State supported or aided 
schools are still in operation, namely, the Sydney Grammar School, 
the two Industrial Schools, and the School for the Deaf and Dumb 

and the Blind.
School
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School Premises and Sites.—’iks number of school sites 
acquired during the year was 87. Of these, G3 were Government 
grants, 20 were resumed under the Public Works Act, 51 Vic. No. 37, 
and 4 were purchased. The cost of the purchased sites amounted to 
£1,910 12s., and the sum of £234 13s. 3d. was paid on account *of 
those resumed. In the case of 7 of the latter no claim was made by 
the original holders for compensation. The balance to be paid on the 
others, when all claims have been settled, is £360 8s. 9d. Pull 
particulars as to the sites will bo found in Appendix XX.

Buildings.—At tho close of 1896, existing school premises 
afforded room for 239,354 pupils. Of the school-places counted in
1895, 3,453 were lost in 1896 by the closing of schools and by the 
giving up of old buildings. The net increase was 1,421. Taking the 
building-work done in the last two years, it may be observed that, in
1896, 22 new schools and residences were erected under the supervision 
ot the Department’s professional officers, as compared with 47 built 
in 1895; while the additions numbered 16, as compared with 21; 
the premises repaired, 261, as compared with 408 ; and the places 
provided, 2,383, as compared with 4,244 for the same period. The 
number of small school-buildings and residences erected under the 
Inspectors’ supervision was 78, as compared with 110 put up in 1895 ; 
19 school-buildings were enlarged, as against 32 in 1895; the number 
of places provided was 2,771, as compared with 4,268; and the 
buildings repaired numbered S55 in 1896, as against 1,253 in the 
previous year.

At the close of 1896 the following additional works were in 
progress:—36 new buildings and 20 additions, the whole to provide for 
about 2,913 children. Three new weather-sheds were in course of 
construction, as well as 14 teachers’ residences. Hepairs and improve
ments were being carried out in 208 existin'? buildings.

^ O O

Tull particulars respecting the building-work completed in tho 
year, and that in progress at its close, are given in the following 
tables:—

Works completed.

Number. Places
provided.

Total cost, 
not including cost 

of sites.
cmjre cost 

per Imiiding.
Cost per 

Mat

Works un&er Projessional Officers:—■ £ s. d. £ 8, d. £ s. d.
School-buildings.......................................... L0 1,062 4,51!) 0 0 451 18 0 4 5 1
Additions ................................................. w 1,321 4,659 5 11

4,410 10 0
57 0 O

9,720 17 11

Residences ................................................ 12
2

367 10 10
28 10 0
37 5 7

o IU 0

’Wcnther-shccls .............................
Repairs, Sic................................................... 2(11 .....

Works under Tn.fpectors, supervision;—
77 2,343 3,040 12 7 39 9 9 1 5 11

Additions*.*...................................... 10
1

42 R
..... *

973 18 1
224 o 0Residences ...................................... 224 0 0

Wcather-sliMl* ..................... . .. 27 0 0 9 0 0
Repairs. Ac............................................... 655 0,340 17 10 7 h r>
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Works in progress.
1
j Number* Places

provided.

Estimated coat, 
not, including cost 

of sites.

Average cost 
per building.

Cost jic 
place

Works under Professional OJJjcers :—
'

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ B.

School-buildings.......................................... 12 1,190 3,529 13 11 294 2 9 2 19

Additions..................................................... 8 580 3,227 19 11 403 9 11 5 n

Eesidenees ................................................ 11 ..... 4,247 11 4 386 2 10
1 59 11 0 59 11 0

S9 9,433 2 3

2,347 G 1

105 19 9

Works nnder Inspectors' supervision:—
Scliool-buildings.......................................... 24 8S5 97 16 1 2 13

Additions .................................................. 12 258 528 3 G 44 0 3 2 0

Residences ......... ........................................ 3 ...... H6G 0 0 288 13 4

Weather-sheds .......................................... 3 ....... 98 10 0 49 5 0

Repairs, <fcc.......................... ....................... 119 2,129 9 7 17 17 10

The amount expended on Public School sites, buildings, furni
ture, repairs, rents, and rates during the last five years is shown below. 
The total expenditure on these items since 1880 is £2,624,800.

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

... £157,679 

... 112,856

... 73.791

... 10^397

... 56.752

School Attendance.—The returns for the year show a consider
able improvement in school attendance, the gross enrolment at Primary 
schools being 251,821 pupils, as compared with 245,904 in 1895, an 
increase of 5,917. Deducting 12 per cent, on account of multiple 
enrolments, the number of individual pupils under instruction was 
221,603, an increase over the preceding year of 5,207. A correspond
ing increase is shown in the average daily attendance, which exceeds 
that of 1895 by 2,213.

The gross aggregate enrolment and the aggregate enrolment of 
distinct pupils for the last five years appear below :—

Years. Gross Aggregate 
Enrolment.

Corrected Aggregate 
Enrolment of 

Distinct Pupils.

Increase.

Gross Enrolment. Corrected Enrolment.

1891 .................. 233,719 205,673 11,855 10,432

1892 ................. 239,364 210,641 5,645 4,968

1893 .................. 238,951 210,277 413* 364*

1894 .................. 234,392 206,265 4,559* 4,012*
1895 .................. 245,904 216,396 11,512 10,131

1896 .................. 251,821 221,603 5,917 5.207

* Decrease.

In addition to the 221,603 pupils enrolled in schools under the 
Public Instruction Act, there were 1,296 in attendance at other State- 
aided Schools, namely:—

The Sydney Grammar School ... ... ... ... ... 458
The Industrial Schools ... ... ... ... ... ... 729
The School for the Deaf and Dumh and the .Blind ... ... 109

Total ....................................... ... 1,296

Estimatin
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Estimating tlxe mean population of the Colony for 1896 at 
1,287,755, the population between 6 and 14 years of age was 242,391. 
Of this number, 191,860, or 79*1 per cent., attended State Schools, and 
50,531, or 20*9 per cent., received instruction in Private Schools or 
at home, or else remained altogether untaught. Prom the latest 
returns of Private Schools’ attendance it is estimated that the total 
enrolment was 52,000. As of this enrolment 39,200 pupils were 
between the ages of 6 and 14, it will be seen that of the total statutory 
school population of 242,391, 231,060, or 95*3 per cent., were enrolled 
at State and Private Schools, while 11,331, or 4*7 per cent,, were 
taught at home, had left school after satisfying the standards of the 
Act, or remained untaught. In addition to pupils of the statutory 
school age, 19,752 under 6 years of age, and 24,087 over 14 years, 
were also enrolled for school attendance—31,039 at State Schools, 
and 12,800 at Private Schools. Thus, of 341,009 children in the 
Colony between the ages of 4 and 15 years, 222,899 attended State 
Schools, and 52,000 attended Private Schools; while the remainder, 
66,110, reeeived instruction at home, had completed their education, 
or were untaught.

The average quarterly enrolment was 197,025, and the average 
attendance 142,192. In the first half qf tho year 148,862 pupils, mid 
in the second half 160,444 pupils, attended the ordinary day-schools 70 
days or more. The percentage of the quarterly enrolment attending 
the compulsory number of days was, in the first half-year, 75'8 per 
cent., and in the second, 81*2 per cent.

The percentages of the net yearly enrolment attending 70 days 
or more in each half-year, since 1891, arc as follow :—

Year. , 70 ilays or more in 
first half-year,

i- — . _ _

i 70 days or more in 
second half-year.

1802 ............................................................. ...| 67'7 71*3
1893 ............................................................. ...| 00-2 60'1
1891 ............................................................. ...J OO'l

75'S
1803 ............................................................. ...] 071

72'U
1800 ............................................................. ...t G7-1 72*4

The enrolment and average attendance are shown in the 
following tables

(a) Quarterly Bnrohmit and Aoerage Attendance for 1895 and 1896.

Number enrol Average Attendance.
Quarters, Number. 1

_
Percentages.

1895. 1
1 1890. 1895. i 1890: 1895. 1896.

March quarter ..
1

191,778 1 105,982 130,52G'S
1

j 137,619-3 ' 71-1 70-2
Jane quarter ... 191,780 ' 190,948 141,229'5 j 141,080-3 ! 73-6 716
September quarter 101,113 108,621 140,227-5

I 145.703-8 |
72-2 73-3

December quarter ... 190,630 : 106,550 141,930-8 144,306-9 | 744 734

Year's average... 192,075 1 197,025 139,978-6 142,102-5 j 72-8 72-1
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(6) Enrolment and Average Attendance for the last five years.

1
Average Attendance.

Years. Year’s
Enrolment.

Quarterly
Enrolment.

Number.

1

f
j Percentage of 
' Year's
J Enrolment.

Percentage of 
Quarterly 

Enrolment.

1892 ................. 210,641 186,207 ! 132,580

1
f
( 62'94 71'20

1893 ................. 210.277 186,327 ! 128,322 j 61*02 68 86

1894 ................. 206,265 181,678
j 130,089 | 6306 71'60

1895 ................. 216,396 192,075 j 139,978 1 64-68 72*87

1890 ................. 221,603 197,025 j 142,192 1 64'16 7217

The main facts relative to school attendance may he summed 
up thus231,060, or 95*3 per cent, of the statutory population, were 
enrolled for school attendance; 191,860, or 79‘1 per cent., at State 
Schools; and 39,200, or 16'9 per cent., at Private Schools. Of the 
school population between 4 and 15 years—274,899, or S0‘6 per cent., 
were at school; 222,899, or 65'4 per cent., at State Schools; and
52,000, or 15-2 per cent., at Private Schools. 221,603 children 
attended schools under the Public Instruction Act; 191,256 being 
of the statutory school age, and 30,347 either above or below it. 
The mean quarterly enrolment wras 197,025, or 88'9 per cent, of the 
year’s enrolment; and the average attendance was 142,192, or 72T 
of the quarterly enrolment. Of the average enrolment, 75'S per cent, 
attended school 70 days or more in the first half-year, and 81*2 per 
cent, in the second half-year. The percentage of the population enrolled 
quarterly and the corresponding percentage in average attendance 
in 1896 were respectively 15’3 and 11, as compared with 1ST and 
11 in 1895.

Compulsory clauses of the Act.—55,603 children between the 
ages of 6 and 14 years were reported as failing to complete the 
minimum attendance of 70 days during the first half of the year; but 
in 768 cases only was the law set in motion. The parents of 3,811 
were cautioned, while in the remaining cases satisfactory explanations 
were furnished, or the circumstances were not such as to render any 
action necessary.

Por the second half-year, the number between the compulsory 
ages who did not attend 70 days was 44,962. In 523 cases legal action 
was talccn, and cautions were sent to parents in 2,369 cases.

Tho Inspect or-General of Police continues to afford every 
assistance in connection with the working of the compulsory clauses ; 
but until the vital defects in tho provisions of the Act, wdiich have 
been brought under notice from year to year, are remedied, the full 
benefits which may be reasonably looked for from compulsory education 
will not be attained. .

School
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It was found necessary to authorise legal action for the recovery 
of arrears of school ices in 4SI cases, hut debts to the amount of 
£2,489 were cancelled. Pree education was granted in the case of 
28,420 pupils. Tho amount of fees collected and paid into the Con
solidated Revenue was—for Primary Schools, £72,289 8s. lid.; and 
for High Schools, £2,570 3s. 6d.; making a total of £74,805 12s. fid. 
These figures show an increase of £2,176 10s. lOd. upon the amount 
paid in Primary Schools in 1895, hut a falling oil as regards High 
Schools of £630 10s. 6d.

INSPECTION.

Some changes were made during the year in the personnel of 
the staff of Inspectors. After a long and honourable career of forty- 
two years, during thirty of which he held office as Inspector, Mr. J. 
W. Allpass retired from the Public Sendee on 30th June last. His 
position in the Metropolitan District was filled by the appointment of 
Mr. H. Skillman, who had previously been attached to the Sub
metropolitan District. By the distribution amongst other Inspectors 
of the schools formerly under Mr. Skillman’s supervision, it was 
found possible to defer for the present the question of tire appointment 
of a successor to that officer.

Later in the year Mr. J. Waterhouse, M.A., relinquished charge 
of the Lithgow section in order to take up the position of Head 
Master of the Sydney High School for Boys, his place at Lithgow 
being filled by the appointment of Mr. G-. H. Hunt, principal teacher 
of Hyde Superior School, to act as Inspector temporarily. Subsequently 
Mr. John Dettmann was appointed as an Inspector of Schools, and 
relieved Mr. limit.

The staff now comprises a Chief Inspector, a Deputy Chief- 
Inspector, 9 District Inspectors, and 24 Inspectors. Out of a total of 
2,780 schools, exclusive of High Schools, 2,763 were examined. Of 
the 17 schools not inspected, 15 were closed before the Inspectors’ 
visits to their neighbourhood, and the remaining 2 were opened too 
late in the year to afford an opportunity for their inspection.

The subjoined table will show how the schools were 
apportioned, and the amount of inspection done in each district:—

BiUriut.

j\rmi chile ... 
"BiU.tmi'st .,. 
JSowral ... 
Goulburn ,., 
Grafton ... 
Maitland ... 
Metropolitan ' 
Sub-metropolitan 
Mhi£ga tVagga 
Wellington...

No. of No of No, of No. of No. of
Iiisptctor^. Schools Schools not Pupils

_________________
inspected. inspected. examined.

4 35 G 35G
j

12,51326C 259 i 1 10,3893 25S 257 i 11,0194 309 391 8 11,3623 326 32G 11,7253 245 244 1 1 16,7394 20S 206 2 i 48,408
2 103 153 ... i 11,8674 331 329 2 12,739
B 244 242 2

i
8,107

33 2,7SO 2,763 17 1
1

154,868Totals
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The inspected and the uninspected schools stand thus:—

, Public. 1 Proiidonnl.
1

Holf-lirae. House-fo-lioiiqeJ
1

Erraing. j Total.

Inspected ... ... 1.0C7 301
i

403 ' 41
i

15 2,703

Uninspected ... 1
1

' 0
i

3 ............... 5
1

17

Totals... ... 1.90S ' 310 498 1 41 20 ’ 2,780

Course of Secular Instruction.—table given below shows 
the results obtained by examination

Estimated Proficiency.

Subject. Total number 
Examined.

1 '
| Number Va^SKl.
i

Percentage tip to or 
above Standard.1

Heading—
Alphabet .................................
Monosyllables ... ... ...

• Easy Narrative ... ... ..
Ordinary Prose ... ... ...

i
| 10,807

35,522 
48,633 
59,906

, 8,132
29,330 
41,803 

| 52,963

I
1 75
1 82
i 85
j 88

Totals ... ... ' 154,868
1 j 132,228 85

Writing— ' ,
On Slates.., ... ... ... 60,939 | 51,348 84
In Cnpy-boolts and on Paper ... 93,439 1 81,218 ’ so

1
Totals ............. 154,378 t 132,566

1 •
85

Dic.lation ................................. 122,291
\

1
96,943 79

Arithmetic— , i 1
Simple Hules ... ... ... 91,452 70,321 76
Compound Itnles... ... ... 38,323 27,399 71
Higher Rules ........... . ... 23,456 16,662

j 71

Totals ............. 153,231 114,382 74
Grammar— 1 1

Elementary ... ... .. 31,833 23,738 74
Advanced... ... ... ... 31,450

. . .

23,338 74

Total? ... 63,283 47,076 74

Geography—
Elementary ... ... ... 29,523 22,756 77
Advanced................................. 33,769 26,177

. . ..

77

Totals ............. 63,292 48,933 77
History—

English ,,, ... ... ... 62,424
12,981

45,096 72
Australian ... ... ... 9,443 72

Scripture and Moral Lessons... ... 149,306 115,558 77
Object Lessons ... ... ... 147,788 115,803 78
Drawing ... ... ... ... 148,896

141,593
119,114 79

Music............ ............. 112,772 79
French............................................ 2,549 1,920 75
Euclid ... ... ... ... ... 8,609 6,466 75
Algebra ... ... ... ... 3,183 2,605 78
Mensuration ... ... ... ... A, 546 4,427 67
Latin............................................ 2,902 2,095 72
Trigonometry................................. 88 67 76
Needlework ... ... ... 55,475

146,738
49,287 88

Drill ........................................... 120,642 82
Natural Science ....................... 7,059 5,608 79
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These results show that tho proportion of passes, as compared 
with the work of 1895, is 1 per cent, higher in reading, writing, 
arithmetic, grammar, drawing, and drill; 2 per cent, in mensuration ; 
3 per cent, in dictation, music, and trigonometry; 4 per cent, in 
Prench; 5 per cent, in algebra; and 7 per cent, in Scripture. In 
Pnglish history, object lessons, and natural science the percentage is 
the same for both years, while in geography, Euclid, Australian history, 
Latin, and needlework there is a slight falling off.

The following table summarises the progress in efficiency made 
in the different classes of schools during the past five years :—

Class of Schools.
Percentage up to or above the Standard.

1892. 1S93. 1894. 1895. J 1896.

Public ............. 95 95 96
1

07 ■ 97
86Provisional............. 77 84 88 82

Half-time............. 81 84 87 89 ■ 89
95House-to-bouse ... 76 7S 80 91

Evening Schools ... 92 100 100 93 ' 93All Schools... ... ... 90 92 93 94 i
1

95

It will he noted that Provisional and House-to-house Schools 
have improved 4 per cent, as compared with 1895, the percentages in 
the case of Public, Half-time, and Evening Schools showing no 
alteration.

High Schools.
The total enrolment at these schools was 577, and the average 

daily attendance 431, as against 603 and 468 respectively for 1895, 
The attendance at each school is shown below

.School. 1'olal
eui'oliucnt. Average quarterly 

enrolment.
Average daily 
attendnuce.

Sydney (Boys)................................. 169 119 109'S„ (Girls) ....................... 212 165 1521Maitland (Boys) ....................... 91 69 628» (Girls) ....................... 72 54 48'4Bathurst (Girls) ............. ... 33 24 18'9
Totals ....................... 577 431 392-0
Totals for 1895 ............. 603 468 430-1

395 pupils, or 91 per cent, of the average quarterly enrolment, 
were present at the annual examination, the percentage of results 
averaging over 70 per cent. At the University Examinations these 
schools took a good position, as will he seen from the table following:—

. School.
Xo, of Passes 

Junior 
Examination.

No. of Passes 
Senior

Examination.

No. of Passes 
Matriculation 
Examination.

Sydney (Boys) ....................... 26 2 . IS '
„ (Girls) ................................ 29 6 14Maitland (Boys) ... 15 3 15?! (Girls) ....................... 11. 0 oBathurst (Girls) ....................... 3 ,

Totals ... ... 81 13 j 53
1

43-li
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• Of those who qualified for matriculation, 24 did so at the junior 
and 6 at the senior examinations. Medals were awarded High School 
pupils at the junior examination in English, physics, arithmetic, and 
geometry, while Miss Jessie Bowmaker and Miss Grace Mitchell, 
pupils of Sydney High School for Girls, distinguished themselves by 
coming out equal for the Fairfax prize for general proficiency.

In June last Mr. Joseph Coates, who had been Head Master of 
the Sydney High School for boys since its establishment in 1884, was 
compelled, in consequence of ill-health, to retire under the provisions 
of the Public Service Act, and was succeeded by Mr. John Water-, 
house, M.A. I regret to state that, shortly after his retirement, Mr. 
Coates’s illness had a fatal termination.

The total expenditure on High Schools was £6,579 8s. 3d., a 
slight decrease on that of the previous year, and-the amount received 
from fees £2,576 3s. 6d: The actual cost to the State was, therefore, 
£4,002 19s. 9d., or at the rate of £6 18s. 9d. per head of the total 
enrolment, as against £5 14s. 2d. in 1895.

Stale Scholarships and Bursaries.—At tho examinations held 
under the Scholarship and Bursary scheme, 110 candidates were 
successful. Of these, 25 males and .'32 females obtained scholarships 
for High Schools and Superior Schools; 23 males and 18 females, 
bursaries for High and Superior Schools; 2 males, bursaries for the 
Sydney Grammar School; and 6 males and 4 females, University 
Bursaries.

Of the 57 successful competitors for Scholarships, 16 hoys and 
16 girls have since attended the Sydney High Schools, 8 boys and 10 
girls the Maitland High Schools, 5 girls the Bathurst High School, 
and 1 boy and 1 girl attend Superior Schools. Of the 43 who 
succeeded iu gaining State School Bursaries, 13 boys and 11 girls 
attend the Sydney High Schools, 10 hoys and 5 girls the Maitland 
Schools, 2 girls Bathurst High School, and 2 hoys the Sydney Grammar 
School.

This year the whole of the University Bursaries available were 
awarded. Nine were obtained by High School pupils, 5 hoys and 4 
girls; and one by a pupil of Port-street Model School.

The total number of candidates examined for admission to 
the High Schools was 774; of these 753, or 97'2 per cent., were 
successful.

Superior Schools.
Two schools—Cootamundra and Hay—were added to the list 

of Superior Schools, thus making the total 100, comprising 249 depart
ments. The number of pupils enrolled for the December quarter of 
the year was 70,144, the average attendance being 51,974.

Superior Schools were very successful at the University Exam
inations, having passed 302 candidates, viz., 4 seniors and 298 juniors. 
Other Public Schools not classed as superior obtained 57 junior passes.

These
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These give a total of 355, 36*1 per cent, of the aggregate number. If 
the High Schools be added, the passes from schools under the Depart
ment represent 44*7 per cent, of the whole. Superior School pupils 
obtained medals in English history, geography, algebra, and physiology.

Evening Public Schools.
Ten applications for the establishment of Evening Schools were 

received; S were granted, 1 was refused, and 1 had not been finally 
dealt with at the close of the year. The total number of schools in 
operation was 20, but 5 collapsed before the end of the year. On 
31st December there were only 15 schools in existence, having an 
enrolment of 482, with an average attendance of 263.

Technical Education in Public Schools.

Drawing.—148,896 pupils were examined hi this subject, of 
whom 119,114, or 79 per cent., satisfied the standard. In 203 depart
ments in the Metropolitan and Sub-metropolitan districts visited by 
the Superintendent of Drawing, 42,548 pupils were present at examina
tion. 76'6 per cent, of these were found to reach the standard, being 
4 per cent, better results than in 1895. Tho Superintendent remarks 
that as the standard of work has been raised, this improvement is 
even more satisfactory than appears on the surface/’ Detailed 
information upon this subject will he found in Appendix XIII.

t Manual Training.—'Eight workshops were in existence in 1896, 
which afforded instruction to the pupils of 23 schools. The total 

enrolment of these classes, including students in training, was 622. 
Of these 466 presented themselves for examination and 394 passed. 

When the new Technical College buildings at Bathurst have been 
completed, instruction in manual training will he available for the 

schools in that important eontre.

Ooohrrg—Tho number of schools in operation In 1805 was 
increased by one in 1896, making a total of 15, with an enrolment of 
1,302 pupils. Of this number 1,166 presented themselves for examina
tion, of whom 1,143, or 98 per cent., were successful.

Needlework. 55,475 female pupils were examined in needle
work, of whom 49,287, or 88 per cent,, passed the standard. In the 
Metropolitan district 84 schools, representing 14,000 children, were 
exammed by the Directress, who reports that “in the upper classes 
especially the results have been most satisfactory—the marks gained 
after close and searching tests ranging from very fair to excellent.” 
[See Appendix XV. j

Public School Savings Banks.

Nine new Banks were opened during 1896, and two were closed. 
Tho total number in operation at the end of the year was 639. The 
amount deposited was £11,467 10s. 5d., and the sum withdrawn 
£11,106 9s. 3d., showing, as compared with 1895, an increase of 
£313 10s. 5d. in deposits, and in withdrawals of £213 9s. lOd.

The
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The total amount to the credit of the School Uanks on 31st 
December was £C}671 2s. Sd., an increase on the previous year in the 
amount to the credit of children of £301 Is. 2d.

The amount withdrawn for deposit to the credit of pupils in 
the Government Savings Bank was £2.303 IGs. 3d.

Since the establishment of these Banks in 1887 the deposits 
have totalled £111,51.2 2s. 7d., and the withdrawals £101,87719s. lid. 
Of this latter sum, £30,298 12s. Gd. was withdrawn for the purpose of 
being placed to the credit of children’s own accounts in the Govern, 
ment Savings Bank.

Teackeks.
Bom1 thousand four hundred and forty-two teachers of all classes 

were actually employed at the end of the year, being 35 fewer than for 
the corresponding quarter ol 1895. While there was an actual increase 
of ] 7 in the number of principal teachers and assistants, there was a 
large falling off in the number of pupil-teachers and students in 
training. Two thousand seven hundred and ninety-four were classified 
teachers, 540 unclassified but certificated for small schools, 51 were 
training-school students, 959 pupil-teachcrs, 07 work-mistresses, and 
25 High School teachers. Of the whole number 52'5 are males and 
47-5 females ; and of the teachers in charge of schools or departments, 
70'2 per cent, are males and 29'S females. As regards assistants, the 
percentages are 30‘6 males and 09J4 females.

The following table gives full information respecting the several 
classes into which teachers are divided :—

1 A. IB. II A. n b. m a. 1m b. in c. Unci ossified. Totals.
Grand

M. F. M. F. M. r- M. ! F 31. K M. F. H. F. M. F. hi, j F.
Tout

Principal Teachers...... 41 1 81 1 290 4 144

C30 ! 128
194 81 74 65 265 234 1,725 521 2,246

Mistresses of Depart-) 
incuts ..................1

31 40 ... 134 ... 2 ... s ... ... 1 210 210

Assistants.....................
Students in Training} 

Schools................. )

1 2 15

...

2 131 130 67

...

99 42

...

205

1

7

...

50

. ..

1

...

20 7 39 271

25

613

26

884

61

Totals .............. 42

i

34 90 43 427 268 211 103 672

3 
i J 201 137 75 85 272 274 2,021 1,370 3,391

Class 1

M. F.

Pupit-tenchew,

WorTc-mistresses .........

Higli School Teachers..

51

Class II. Class III. | Class IV.
_________ i_________

M. F. | JC | F. | M, 
I I l

354, , 30 , 73 63 33 13G

F.

Prolmtionen.

M. F.

147 I 24 ! 48

Total Teachers of all rants

299

12

660 959

07 07

13 ' 25
1

2,110 '4,442
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Of the total numhor of classified teachers 7‘7 per cent, are in 
Class I, 36‘3 per cent, in Class II, and 56 per cent, in Class III. 
Only 16 per cent, of our teachers are unclassified, and the majority of 
these had, before appointment, served four years at least as pupil- 
teachers.

The teachers whose connection with the Department ceased 
during the year numbered 216. Of these 157 resigned, 28 retired 
under the Public Service Act, 13 were transferred to other Depart
ments of the Service, 5 were dismissed, and 13 died.

During 1S9G, 446 applicants for appointment to the office of 
pupil-teacher were examined, of whom 127 were accepted. Of those 
awaiting employment, 221 were appointed to schools.

Fort-street Tmining School.—The number of students in 
training was 26. Sixteen held full scholarships, 9 half-scholarships, 
and 1 attended at his own expense.

Instruction was given during the year in professional subjects, 
in the principles and practice of teaching and class management and 
in manual training. The examination with a view to the classification 
of the students was held in December’ and resulted as follows:—

II A, with Honors. IT A. IIB. III A. Total.

1 4 12 5 22*

* Two students fnited to complete csnimuation through illness, 1 was dismissed from (rmuing for 
misconductj and 1 (non•scholar) did not compete.

The results of the examination in manual training were:—■

Honors.

4

First. Grade. Second Grade Total.

]0 11

At the beginning of the year, llcuter E. Roth, Esq., M.R.C.S., 
Eng., was appointed Lecturer in Elementary Anatomy, Physiology, 
and Hygiene. The students haye shown a deep interest in the lectures 
given, and at an examination held in November under the auspices 
of the St. John’s Ambulance Association, 24 of their number were 
successful in qualifying for the “firsi. aid ” certificate.

Hurls lone Training School for Female Students.—Twenty-nine 
students were in residence, of whom 15 held full scholarships, 10 half 
scholarships, and 4 attended at their own charge.

In addition to tlie usual professional subjects instruction was 
given in needlework, cookery, drill, calisthenics, and physiology 
(including “first aid” to the wounded). Twenty-seven students 
attended a special examination, held in connection with the St. John’s 
Ambulance Association, and all obtained certificates.

The
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The results of the examination for classification, held at, the end 

of tlie year, are given below :—

II A, with Honors, j 11 A. If B. m a. Total.

2 ! 3 19 i 25*

* Fonv non scholars (iifl not compete.

Teachers'’ Examinations.—The total number of examinees of 
all classes during 1896 was 2,444. The percentage of passes of 
teachers was GO'S, and of pupil-teachers 85'8. The total number of 
pupil-teachers reported on was 566, as against 624 in 1895. The 
male and female examinees who obtained the highest number of marks 
at the first class pupil-teachers’ examination for admission to training 
were Mr. William Colin McLintock, of Balmain Superior School, and 
Miss Elizabeth Harriot Pender, of the Public School, Bolwarra. Each 
of them will he presented with the Jones Memorial Medal.

In the following table the results of the several examinations 
are given in detail:—

Persons eiamined.
BeeulLs.

Pivssed. Failed, Total.

Teachers and Assistant Teachers............... 213 175 418
Tor Class I ............................ 6 passed

„ 11A ............................ 9
„ IIB ............................ 29
„ HI A ............................ 132
„ HI E ............................ 47
„ III C ............................ 20

Examined in Drawing only, in Music only, or in both 03 ■ 47 140
Retired from examination............................ i i « C
lExamination cancelled ............................ 2
Examined in Physiology only ............... ■ 41 1 1 ■ 1' > 1 t 4 1 t 1
Examinations of BtudentB in Training School# ♦ it it U

(«) Holla—Xteoemmendetl for IIA h. t *« a
„ IIB ,, • M w
11 III *Af 11 < i 11 6

Retired ill ........................... 2
(i) Females—Recommended for IIA ■. ■ P

„ IIB 19
„ III A ... 1

Examined in Drawing only 31
Cancelled ... ... ... 4

Pupil-teachers ......................................... 472 78 550
For Class III ... ... ... ... 214 passed

„ II............................................................................................. 77
„ 1 ............................................................................................ 77 »>

For Training Schools ... ... ... 104
Examinations in Drawing only ... ... 9 9
Results of examinations in abeyance not vet completed .. • 7
Applicants for office of Pupil-teacher ... 127 319 440
Examined in Drawing or in Music oulv ... 31 3.1
Retired from examination ... ... ... 2 2
High School Candidates ... ... ... 728 21 749

Teachers’ Mutual Assurance Association.—During 1896, 2 
teachers joined the Association, and 6 died. Eor the last 10 years the 
average death-rate has remained at 1'2 per cent.; and tlie average 
amount‘paid annually by each member has been £A Is. 9d., or at the 
rate of £110s. 6d. per cent, on the sum payable at death.

An
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An alteration in the rules lias been made by which candidates 
under 40 years of age may join the Association on more favourable 
terms than formerly ; while the premiums for candidates above 40 
years of ago have been reduced by one-half. There is no legacy duty 
payable, nor have nominees of deceased members to wait for proof of 
will, payment being made on proof of death.

Local Supervision.

Three sub-districts were formed during the year, and a Public 
School Board appointed in the case of each. The number of persons 
so appointed was 14. In addition, 43 members were added to Boards 
already in existence. The total number of Boards in operation was
288. On 55 of these, ladies to the number of 115 held seats. The 
resignations of 31 members were accepted, and 15 were reported as 
deceased, or having left the locality.

Scientific and Technical Education.

The Superintendent reports (see Appendix XIX) that “ there 
have been in the aggregate more enrolments, a substantial increase in 
the average attendance, and a marked improvement in the quality of 
the passes at the December examination.” A comparison of the 
enrolments is given in tlie following table :—

189,'). 1899.

Sydney Technical College ......................................................
Suburban classes ... ... ... ... ,,,
Country classes ... ... ... ... ... ...
Classes connected with Public Schools ............................

3,458
550

2,252
811

3,302
578

2,285
954

7,071 7,119

Deducting from the total enrolment all cases where students 
joined more than .one class, the number of individual students was 
5,396, a decrease of 62 as compared with 1895. The average weekly 
attendance was 3,718, an increase over the previous year of 226.

The total number of classes in operation was distributed as 
shown below

Under salaried 
Teachers.

Teachers paid 
fees only. Total.

Sydney Technical College ............................ 50 3 59Suburban classes ... ... .. 14 10 24
Classes in country towns ... ... ... 88 9 97
Classes from Public Schools ... ... ... 20 20

178 22 200

The students examined at the close of the year numbered 2,576,
of whom 1,822, or 70'7 per cent., were successful; in 1895 there were
2,651 examined, of whom 1,788, or 07'4 per cent., passed. At the

technological©
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technological examinations of c< The City and Cxiiild of London 
Institute,” held in this Colony in April last, 30 students of the 
Technical Colleges were examined, of whom 23 passed. Two can
didates in plumbing and one in iron and steel manufacture obtained 
second-class honours.

The teaching stall comprises SI persons, viz., 13 lecturers in 
charge of departments, 5 resident masters in charge of branch schools, 
36 teachers, 17 assistant teachers, and 13 teachers in charge of classes 
remunerated by pupils’ fees only. As in former years, lectures upon 
technical subjects have been delivered by the officers of tlie Depart
ment in the various centres of population.

The new Technical College buildings at Newcastle wore officially 
opened in February, 1896, and in November last the foundation-stone 
was laid of a Technical College Lor Bathurst. It is expected that the 
latter building will he ready for the reception of students before the 
end of 1897.

In June last Mr. J. H. Maiden, F.L.S., who had held the dual 
office of Superintendent of Technical Education and Curator of the 
Technological Museum, was, on the recommendation of the Public 
Service Board, transferred to the Directorship of the Botanic Gardens, 
and Dr. It. N. Morris, Examiner under this Department, was appointed 
Superintendent of Technical Education, still, however, retaining his 
position as Examiner.

The Technological Museum was visited by 226,010 persons— 
- 23,610 fewer than in the previous year. The appended table gives the

attendance in detail.

ISitt. 1890.

Technological Museum, Sydney ... ... ... 118,907 99,952
Branch Slusenm, Newcastle.................................................... 50,174 58,443

„ Goulburn ... ... ... • • ... 28,031 24,211
„ "Bathurst ... ... ... . . ... 27,338 19,840
„ West Maitland ......................................... 19,140 23,504

249,050 220,010

The total expenditure on technical education during 1896, 
including £3,838 16s. 6d. spent on the Technological Museums, 
amounted to £21,811 16s. Of this sum £21,203 15s. lid. was a 
Parliamentary grant, and £3,611 0s. Id. represents the fees paid by 
students.

Public School Cadet Porce.

Pot the last quarter of 1890 the total enrolment of the Cadet 
Porce was 3,161. The amount expended for cadet purposes was 
£3,139 7s. yd., as against £3,80111s. 3d. in 1895.

Details of the year's work appear in Appendix XVIII.

The
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Finance.

The sum available for expenditure under the Public Instruction 
Act was £661,585 14s. 5d., made up as follows :—

£ s, d.
Balance from 1895 ... ... ... ... ... 735 7
Amount received from Treasury on account of Vote

for 1895-6..................................................................  332,823 0 0
Amount received from Treasury on account of Vote

for 1896-7.................................................................. 320,000 0 0
. Annount received from Loan Vote—(Land)................ 1,057 0 10

Amount received from Loan Vote—(new buildings) 5,000 0 0
Amount of Minister’s salary........................................ 1^70 q q

£061,585 U 5

The total outlay was £651,307 0s. 4d., namely, £56,752 7s. 6d. 
on school premises, £549,312 4s. 4d. on maintenance of schools, and 
£4o,242 8s. Gd. on administration, Ac. £520 16s. 8d., the unexpended 
balance of 1894 account, was refunded to the Treasury, leaving a 
balance at the end of the year of £9,75117s. 5d.

General Statement of Expenditure for 1895.
I. On School Premises:— x. „ ,

•  ̂ S' d*

For Biles, bow buildings, additions, repairs, &o including Hicli
feehools £51810s. Gd. ... 7 0

II. On Maintenance of Schools, &c.
1. Teachers’ salaries and allowances in Primary £ s, d.

Sc!looJs.................................................................'. 511,857 5 10 '
Other maintenance expenses in such schools ... 25,141 7 9

2. High School salaries and maintenance expenses 6,060 12 9
State Scholarships and Bursaries ............... 3,219 18 0

3. Administration, including Training Schools and
enforcement of school attendance ... ... 45,242 S 6

—--------------- 594,554 12 10

£651,307 0 4
The amount of school fees collected and paid into the Con

solidated Revenue was £74,865 12s. 5d., namely, £72,289 8s. lid. from 
Primary Schools, and £2,576 3s. 6d. from High Schools. Deducting 
this sum from the total expenditure, there will remain £576,441 7s. lid. 
as the net school expenditure derived from State funds.

The total expenditure during the last five years is shown in the following table :

X. School Phmiises asd Architect's Eic- 

For Bites, buildings, additions, &c ..........

II. JIaintkkanck of Schools, not includin;
administration

1. Prliniu-y Schools-Salaries and allow-
tincee ..............................................

2. Pritnaiy Schoolfl-'Othcr m&intenauct
expenses ....................................................

3. HighSchOols—Salaries and allowances..
fi Other maintenam 

penses, including Scholarships

III, Administration Expessrs
1. General management ............................
2. Chief Inspector's Branch, including

Training Schools....................
8. Examiner's Brandt ......................

Totals..........................

1802
Expenditure.

Per
centage 
of total
CLYpCW’
diturc.

1893.
Expenditure.

Per
centage 
of total 
expen
diture.

1894.
Expenditure.

Per
centage 
of total 
expen
diture.

ISO:-.
Expenditure.

Per
centage 
of total 
expen
diture.

1S90.
Expenditure.

Per
centage 
of total 
expen
diture.

£ s. it. £ s. d. £ 8, d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
157,070 C 9 2i)’52 112,855 12 5 15-78 73,701 13 1 H'lO 104,397 6 1 14'S3 50,762 7 0 S'71

016,301 9 10 07-07 515,344 0 4 72-lK 005,704 4 101 TB'01 510,300 2 4 73-53 614,857 6 10 79-05
28,777 10 7 3-75 21,951 12 10 IP49 23,852 19 8 3'fil 25,300 5 1 3-62 25,144 7 & 3-80
0,972 11 0 '01 0,945 13 H ■07 0,378 11 8 ■oo 0,007 2 10 •37 5,333 0 O ‘90
2,473 13 10 ‘32 2,603 7 G ■37 2,419 0 2 '37 3,470 C 3 ■49 3,477 10 0 ■63

13,137 10 1 1-71 13,937 4 5 ro& 17.C36 4 11* 1G,2D4 7 1* 2-32 17,279 2 5* 2‘05
42,573 17 5 5*54 37,160 7 0 fi-20 30,000 6 7 4,3 0S,384 12 3 4 04 27,377 10 3 4'20
1,413 10 9 -is 1 .SCO 10 8 19 1,176 14 6 ■is 1,405 12 7 '20 085 (1 10 ■10

'\' 100I-OO I 061,054 15 G j 1W00 | 7O1.S20 13 G j 1COOO j

43—C * Including Minister's salary.

051,807 0 4 J 100-00
I
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Owing to changes effected, by the Public Service Board, the 
item “ general management” was charged from 1st July last with the 
salaries of officers in the building and Examiner’s branches which 
previously had been included under other headings. It will be seen 
from tlie detailed statement appearing hereafter that there is a corre
sponding decrease in the items "Architect’s expenses” and “Examiner’s 
Branch.”

The subjoined table exhibits the number of schools, the number 
of pupils, and the State expenditure for each of the last five years:—■

1
l Number The Statu Expenditure.

Year, i of
! Schools,

Number
of

Pupils. On School 
Premises.

On Maintenance 
of Schools, 
Including 

AdmmiHtruUon, 
&C,

Total. Less
School Fees.

Net State 
Expenditure.

j
j £ s. d £ . d, £ 5. d £ s. d. £, a. d.

1892...................1 2,602 219,641 157,679 C 9 610,715 15 0 768,395 2 3 77,524 9 10 600,870 12 5

1893................... ! 2,520 210,277 112,855 12 5 602,303 17 715,219 0 7 73,267 11 3 641,051 IS 4
1

1894.,................j 2,006 200,205 73,701 13 1 587,203 2 4 601,054 15 5 70,693 8 7 590,301 6 10
’

1895................... | 2,503 210,390 1(M,S07 5 1 607,420 8 6 701,826 13 0 73,310 12 1 028,507 1 0

1898................... | 2,514

1
221,603 56,752 7 0 504,554 12 10 651,30" 0 4 74,805 12 5 570,441 7 11

Hereunder the expenditure is shown more in detail:—

Heads of Ex]Ksnditure. IS02.
1

1393. 1894. 1895. 130G.

£ s. a. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
I, SCHOOt Pbkmises :

27,383 10 9 12,518 4 0 8,584 5 7 3,195 6 0 2,256 18 8

56,632 16 0 47,915 12 11 19,431 19 2 27,586 10 4 15,683 9 1

3. Additions, repairs, &c. ................ ......... 54,913 S 2 33,622 3 11 29,490 10 9 56,973 14 4 28,516 18 11

2,374 7 10 702 4 6 514 16 0 631 8 0 44 11 2

5. Architect’s expenses ..................... 7,107 18 2 6,194 3 11 5,550 4 2 5,933 19 5 3,336 12 9

9,367 6 10 9,166 17 7 8,757 12 8 8,533 U 5 6,255 19 5

7. Water and Sewerage rates............ 2,736 5 7 1,462 4 9 1,492 15 7 1,757 17 6

157,679 0 9 1)2,855 12 5 73,791 13 1 104,397 5 1 66,752 7 6

II. Maistsxasce or Scnooia:

1, Teachers' salaries and allowances.. 522,334 0 30 522,289 H 3 512,172 16 0 522,496 5 2 520,690 5 10

2. Teachers' travelling expenses......... 2,906 14 4 1,613 0 2 2,217 15 8 2,761 17 3 2,457 19 6

3. Teachers’ forage allowances ..... . 2,197 2 3 2,344 2 11 2,382 3 7 2,633 15 2 2,666 3 10

4. School fuel allowances ................. 1,009 8 0 928 6 5 977 0 10 1,025 13 0 1,074 10 10

G. School cleaning allowances ......... 9,667 15 5 9,159 13 11 9,260 16 7 9,576 1 6 2 9,688 10 2

6. School materials............. '.............. 10,614 18 9 8,790 7 G 7,370 0 7 8,220 19 2 8,120 8 4

7. Miscellaneous eipenscs, including 
saries, cool cry, Ac........................

advertising, bur-
4,855 5 8 4,784 9 5 4,064 2 7 4,626 10 7 4,614 5 10

i 553,585 5 3 540,909 14 7 538,444 1G 4 551,341 10 6 549,312 4 4

III. AdMlNISTTlATtON AVD TRAINING SCHOOLS :

1

1

1. General management..................... 13,137 16 1 13,937 4 5 17,036 4 11 16,294 7 1 17,279 2 5

2, Chief-Inspector’s Branch :
1 34,099 16

3 29,590 1C 0 24.0C9 1 5 23,9.34 16 2 23,202 13 10

(i) Tort-street Training School..... | 5,006 0 10 4,727 3 3 3,S29 13 2 2,145 1 5 2,015 3 9

(c) Hurlstone Training School ..... ............. j 3,473 0 4 2,832 7 G 2,767 12 O 2,254 14 8 2,160 1 8

1 1,413 16 9 1,366 10 S 1,175 14 G 1,408 12 7 585 6 10

57,130 10 3 52,454 2 7 48,818 6 0 46,087 11 11 45,242 8 6

Total expenditure...... ...........768,39u 2 3 715,219 9 7 661,054 15 5 701,820 13 6 651,307 0 4
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The average cost to the State of a child’s education, calculated 
{a) upon the net school expenditure, and {b) upon the expenditure 
exclusive of the cost of school premises, is shown in the succeeding 
tables:—

(a) Net School Expenditure.
1802. 1893. 1894. ISE.I. 1896.

Coat per child upon the— & s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d, £ s. d. £ b. d.
Oross enrolment of pupils.............................. 2 17 10 2 13 10i 2 10 5 2 11 u 2 6 9i
Ycnr’a enrolment of distinct pupils......... 3 6 7 8 1 Oi 2 17 2J 2 18 1 2 12 0i
Mean quarterly enrolment............................. 3 14 2| 8 8 10i 3 4 11J 3 5 5£ 2 18 6
Avemgo attendance.............................................. 5 4 2i 5 0 Oi 4 10 9 4 9 9i 4 1 0i

{b) Expenditure, exclusive of cost of school premises.

1892. | 1893. 1894, 1896.

Cast par child, calculated upon the— £ e. d. < £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d. £ b. d.
Gross enrol mont of pupils .................... 2 4 Si 2 4 3}- 2 4 0J 2 2 7i 2 13*
Year's enrolment of distinct children .. 2 10 7i 2 10 3f 2 10 1 2 8 5* 2 6 10*
Moan quarterly enrolment....................... 2 17 3 2 16 9t 2 16 lOi 2 14 6J 2 12 9
Avorago attendance................................. 4 0 5 4 2 3 19 5 3 14 10* | 3 13 1

Information is furnished in the following summaries respecting 
educational establishments connected with this Department, but not 
carried on under the provisions of the Public Instruction Act:—

The Sydney University.
Pour hundred and fifty-four students, including 75 women, 

attended lectures during 1896. The total number qualified for 
Matriculation was 295, of whom 96 passed the ordinary Matriculation 
Examination, 135 the Junior Public Examination, 21 the Law 
Matriculation Examination, 33 the Senior Public Examination, and 
10 the Entrance Examination for Medicine and Science. The number 
actually admitted to Matriculation was 82.

At the Senior Public Examinations, 143 candidates presented 
themselves, and 109 passed. At the Junior Examination, 965 were 
successful out of 1,481.

The degrees conferred during the year were 108, viz.:—M.A.,
6; B.A., 58; LL.B., 7; M.D., 2; M.B., 17 ; Ch.M., 11; B.Sc., 1; 
M.E., 1; and B.E., 5.

The University Staff consisted of 14 Professors and 33 
Lecturers, of whom 7 Professors and'5 Lecturers are paid out of the 
Challis Bund; and 4 Teachers from the P. N. Bussell Bund.

The year’s expenditure was £31,559 15s., of which sum 
£11,400 was granted by tlie Government. £3,665 7s. was derived 
from private foundations for the payment of scholarships, bursaries, 
prizes, &c., and for books for the Eisher Library. The total income 
for the year was £31,345 19s. 7d.

The Sydney Grammar School.
The total enrolment of pupils for 1896 was 458, of whom 165 

were under and 293 over the statutory age of 14 years. One hun
dred and fifty-one new pupils were admitted, 85 being under and 
66 above 14 years of age. The mean quarterly enrolment was 378, 
and the average attendance 363’5. The
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Tlie income and expenditure for the year were as follows:—
Income.

From State grants ... ...
„ School fees ...■ ...
„ Special prizes, &c.... ...

Balance due to Commercial Bank

£1,500 0 0 
6,550 0 0 

113 3 2 
182 15 5

£8,345 18 7
Expenditure.

By balance due to Bank ... ... £480 5 4
„ expenditure ... ... ... 7,865 13 3

£8,345 18 7
The cost per pupil in average attendance was £22 19s. 2Jd., 

being £1 2s. 0M. less than in 1895. The expense to the State was 
£4 2s. 6^d. per head, as against £4 4s. 6d. in the previous year.

The Public Library.
. The total number of volumes in the Library at the end of 1896 

was 115,908. During the year new books to the number of 5,525 
were added, and 14,208 books sent out on loan to country libraries. 
174,130 persons visited the reading rooms as against 156,388 in the 
previous year ; 161,124 the newspaper room as compared with 171,894 
in 1895; and 80,928 visits were paid to the Lending Branch, an 
increase of 146 over the number in 1895. The total number of visits, 
therefore, paid to the institution during the year was 416,182, being 
7,118 more than were paid in 1895.

Thirty-one persons were employed on the staff of the institution. 
The expenditure for the year was :—

On buildings, repairs, &c. (under
' Government Architect) ... £198 0 0

On books, periodicals, newspapers,
binding... ... ... ... 1,904 0 0

On salaries...........   4,294 0 0
On maintenance ... ... ... 772 0 0

£7,168 0 0

The Australian Museum.
The number of visitors to the Museum was—On week-days, 

83,351; on Sundays, 34,494; total, 117,845. Twenty-seven persons 
were employed in the institution. The Trustees report that the year’s 
expenditure was as given below:—

On salaries and allowances... ... £4,311 0 6
On specimens (purchase, collection, 

and carnage) ... ... ...
On books and binding ... ...
On catalogues...............................
On cases and bottles .............
Expedition to coral reef ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ...

232 15 7 
199 17 11 
411 18 10 
461 14 5

44 6 0
233 0 7

£5,894 13 10
National
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National Ajit Gallery.

During tlie year 215,602 visits to the Gallery were registered, 
being a daily average of upwards of 592. The attendance on Sundays 
averaged 1,581, on week-days, 427* Thirty-six additional students 
were admitted, making the total number 248. Pive persons were 
permanently employed, with three extra assistants on Sundays and 
holidays.

Tlie following is a statement of the year’s expenditure 
Tor works of art purchased ... £963 14 9
Por maintenance (frames, freight,

repairs, insurances, &c.) ... 1,061 11 7
For salaries.................................... 1,112 3 0

£3,137 9 4

New South Wales Institution for the Deaf and Dumb
and the Blind.

The number of inmates during the year was 109 as compared 
with 94 for 1895. Of these 82 were under and 27 were over 14 years 
of age. The new admissions were 27, 25 of whom were under and 2 
over 14 years. Three inmates were discharged—2 under 14 years, and 
1 over that age. The income was ;—

Prom State grants......................... £675 0 0
Prom other sources......................... 3,776 7 6

£4,451 7 6
The expenditure for the year was as follows

Por maintenance .........................£1,820 11 9
For salaries and wages ............. 2,091 4 10

£3,911 16 7

Industrial School for Girls, Parramatta.

The enrolment for the year was 175, of whom 41 were under 
and 134 above the age of 14 years. There were 55 new admissions— 
26 under and 29 over 14 years old. Pifty-six inmates were discharged 
during the year, as follows

To Boarding-out officer......................... ... 13
As apprentices ... ... ... ... ... 19
On attaining age of 18 years............. ... 19
By order of Governor-in-Council ... ... 3
To Benevolent Society........................ ... 2

56
The number remaining in the institution on 31st December was 

124. Compared with 1895, there were an increase of 4 in the enrolment 
and an increase of 4 and 9, respectively, in the new admissions and the 
discharges.

The
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Tlie expenditure for tlie year was:—
' £ s. d.

Tor maintenance ........................ 1,654 9 7
Por salaries ... ... ... ... 930 12 1

£2,585 1 8

Calculated on the enrolment, the cost per inmate was £14 
15s. 5d. A comparison with the figures of 1895 shows that a saving 
has been effected in the cost per head of 2s. 8d.

X regret to have to record the death, in June last, of Mr. C. It. 
Spier, ■who had successfully managed the institution as superintendent 
for over seven years. The vacancy thus caused was filled hy the 
appointment of Mr. Thomas Edwards Dryhurst.

The health of the inmates during the year, as well as their 
general conduct, has been very satisfactory. The Superintendent 
reports:—“ There was an increase in the number of girls apprenticed, 
and I find, upon careful inquiry, that in nearly every case the 
apprentices are giving satisfaction to their mistresses. The industrial 
work undertaken was of a comprehensive and useful character. The 
laundry work included 169,791 pieces or articles of clothing, which, 
were washed and ironed or mangled ; of these, 63,339 consisted of 
articles for the officers and students of Ilurlstone College, of an 
estimated value of £361 12s. 2d. The articles dealt with for the 
officers and inmates of the institution numbered 136,432, and the 
estimated value of the work done was £1,033 6s. 8d.

1 The work of the sewing classes included plain sewing, cutting- 
out, dressmaking, darning, and patching for the inmates. The esti
mated value of the work was £119 17s. 2d.”

Nautical ScHooL-Snir “Sobhaon.”
In this institution, 554 boys were enrolled, 316 of these being 

under and 238 over 14 years of age; the new admissions numbered 
174, 96 of whom wrere below and 78 above the age stated. The 
number discharged was 223, made up as follows :—

Eor apprenticeship ... ... ... ... 171
On attaining 18 years of age ... ... ... 9
Transferred to Boarding-out Officer............. 17
Transferred to ship “Neotsfield” ... ... 2
Transferred to Industrial School ... ... 1
Bv order of the Governor-in-Oouncil ... 23

V

223
Three hundred and thirty-one boys remained on the “Sobraon” 

at the end of the year. As compared with 1895, an increase of 20 is 
shown in the enrolment, of 69 in the discharges, and a decrease of 11 
in the number of new admissions.

Tlie
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The total expenditure was £8,967 17s. 5d., viz.:—
£ s. d.

For maintenance 
For salaries

... 6,087 17 1 
2,880 0 4

£8,907 17 5
Deducting parents’ contributions 

to the Treasury ............. 385 5 0

Net cost to the State ... £8,582 12 5

Calculated on the net expenditure, the cost to the State per head of 
the enrolment was £T5 9s. lOd., which is £2 10s. 5d. less than the 
cost per inmate in 1895.

The most noteworthy event of the year was the loss to the ship 
of Captain Neitenstein’s services as Commander and Superintendent, 
owing to his promotion to the Comptrollership of Prisons. That 
gentleman’s connection with the N.S.S. “Vernon,” and subsequently 
the N.S.S. “ Sobraon,” had extended over twenty-three years, for 
nearly eighteen of Avhich lie had tilled the position of Commander with 
signal ability and success. Mr. TV H. Mason, who for very many 
years had been associated with Captain Neitenstein as Lieutenant, was 
promoted to the Commandcrship, Mr. F. A. Stnyner, the chief school
master, being appointed to succeed Mr. Mason as Lieutenant.

The boys are reported to have behaved well during the year, 
and none have absconded. Their health lias been excellent, and there 
have been no deaths. The enrolment for 1896 was larger than that 
for any previous year.

J. GAHKAllD, 
Minister of Public Instruction.

Department of Public Instruction,
Sydney, lOlh April, 1897.
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APPENDIX I.

Applicatioits for the establishment of Public Schools received during the year 1S96.

Nome of Place. Pest Town.

D
ist

an
ce

 of
 |

ne
ar

es
t S

ch
oo

l.

Number of Children residing in the tonality. Number of Children promised to attend. Number of Parents or Guardians 
undertaking to send Ciuldreu.

Minister’s Decision.
Boys. Girls. Total. C E. RC. Pres. IVea. Ors. Eoys.joirJB. Total. C.E. RX\ Pres. Wes. Ors, C.E. K.C. Pres. Wes. Ors. Total

miles.

4 30 13 32 19 5 8 19 13 32 19 G 8 8 2 4 14
Brownsville (Lafeeland's Estate) Brownsville ..................... y. 24 33 56 30 20 6 24 32 56 30 20 6 13 9 ■ «* 3 25 Declined, 10th August.

2f> 26 52 38 9 1 4 26 26 52 38 9 1 4 12 4 i 1 18
3 14 11 25 14 2 3 G 14 11 25 14 2 3 6 4 1 1 1 7

26 25 51 43 4 1 3 26 25 51 43 4 1 3 15 2 1 1 19
7 8 14 22 10 7 5 8 14 22 10 7 5 5 3 1 9

12 20 32 12 G 5 9 12 20 32 12 6 5 9 4 2 1 3 10
2i 27 13 45 27 2 8 3 5 27 18 45 27 2 8 3 9 1 3 1 2 16

20 21 41 23 8 6 4 20 21 41 23 8 6 4 7 4 2 2 15
6 15 20 13 5 17 15 20 35 13 17 5 2 5 12

School, 21st July.
Far Meadow .................................. Berry .................................. 5 20 20 40 17 10 4 0 20 20 40 17 10 4 9 6 5 i 3 15 Grranted, Slsfc August,
Fire-miie Prg (Rackvale EoadJ Armidnlo............................ n 12 23 13 10 It 12 23 13 10 t" 4 3 7 Under consideration.

74 20 14 34 8 16 io 20 14 34 8 16 io 6 G 3 15
IS 85 72 157 100 32 4 13 2 85 72 157 106 32 4 13 2 43 11 3 4 i 61
34 21 27 48 19 8 2 6 13 21 27 18 19 8 2 6 13 7 2 1 2 5 17

19 17 30 7 24 2 3 19 17 36 7 24 2 3 2 8 2 1 13
24 15 13 28 13 7 3 5 15 13 28 13 7 3 5 7 4 1 2 14
1 20 23 57 29 2S 57
6 30 30 10

35 27 62 16 3 43 35 27 G2 16 3 43 6 i 12 19
G 13 10 23 22 13 10 23 7 7

4-9 33 82 G3 12 7 49 33 82 Gy 12 7 22 5 3 30
23 16 39 11 8 12 3 5 23 16 39 ii 8 12 3 5 2 2 2 1 1 8

]8 0 10 10 n 8 9 10 19 u 8 3 2 5
■Wetlierill Pisrk ............................. 38 48 86 71 7 8 .38 4.S 86 71 7 8 ... 37 Granted, 30lh Ifarcli.

4 16 17 32 3 3 10 9 15 17 32 13 10 9 6 3 2 11
VrightTillo ................................. Cobar ............ ’......... 34 29 30 59 32 6 0 12 29 30 59 32 6 9 12 19 1 7 2 29 Granted, 16th June.
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APPENDIX II.

Appi.tcjltioxs for the establishment of Provisional Schools, received d Jring the year 1896.

Jtamcof PUce.

i

Acticia Crret ErMfc. 
Apple-tree Oully ....
Arinklale Creek.......
Baliii Burra. ............
Btilljgrogait ..........
Banrlo........................
Barellim itortlr ........
Barliam .......................... .
Barragon...................
Barrieton ................
Beet ric .....................
Bectnc (renewal) ....

Bingara, Upper.

Auaeia Creek
Inverell .......
Armidalo .....
Balia rail .......
Tliyra ..............
Guunedah ... 
Narrandera...
B arliam .......
tVollar .......
Fernmount ...
Trickett .........
Temora .........

Biugara, Upper.

Bodalla Saw Kills............................. RoJallu
Boggnbri A'orlli.................................. Bo^gabr.

Bolairo .......................
Bourimbla. ....................
Brandun Hill.....................
Bred bo Xoilh ..............
Big Leather ...............
Brun^le .......................
Bueloijo .............................
Buiulinvarrivh.....................
Bunganbill..........................
Bun ill Lake ................
Biirnnnbutlock Aorth 
Cameron's Creek ..........

Campbell’s Creek
Caoura ..........
Cell's Creek..............
Chanticleer............
Coorangoora 
Crowdy Head.....:

Rose Hale,near Adaniinahy
Bowan Park .................
Kiiiini ....................................
Bredho .........................
Bullarah..........................
Brungle .........................
Bega ......................................
Temora ...........................
Barmndcra . ,, ...........
Ulladiilla..........................
BurrumbuHock ................
Armijal;..........................

Gcornngoolii ... 
Barber’s Creek
Yarr s ...............
Moriindah .........
Bingura ..............
Harrington.......

4

5
C
8

32
41
4
5 
5
3
4 

10

8
22
15
It
4i

Number of Children residing in the locality.

Boys Cirls. Total.

miles.
I r>\
I 5

50
10

45

n
8

13 
J 5 

0 
0 

11 
8 

11 
11 
10

7 
12

3

8 
10

0
1U
8
8

8
10
7

10
15
8

10
G

10
8
0

12

10

7
8

13
15
7
8 
8
7
8
7 

20 
10 
13 
11

5
10
9
8 
8

13

15
21
20
IS
24
20
1G
10
17
17
1G
21

18
10
25
30
10
17 
19 
15 
19
18 
?G 
17 
25 
17

4
y
9

13
20

7
io

15
10

19 19

10

22
1
9

13
18

3
4

10
1
7

14

13 2
20 13
15 10
18 I 3
](> 10
21 IS

K.C. Pres. Wes.1 Ors
] 1 i

11
5
5
1
4
9

12
0

17

1
e

3
21

3
15

10

Number of Children promised to attend.

1 I
□oye. Girls. Total. (C.E,ll I 11 C Pres.. Wes. Om.

7 1 8
11 10 
13 7
8 . 10 
9 I 15

12 8 
G , 10 

10 6 
7 I 10 
0 8
7 9
9 12

9 10

11 7
8 | 8

13
11
Sin
8 I 

ii 1
ii

6
10
8

IG 20 
7 10

12 i 13 
3 14

8 5
10 | 10

8 13

15 
21 
20 
18 
24 
20 
3 G 
IG 
17 
17 
IG 
21

25
30
16
17 
19 
15
19
18 
30 
17 
25
17

13
20 
15
18 
10 
21

4
9
9

13
20
7

19 | 19

18 10 
10 i ..

11
5
6 
1 
4 
9

... 12 
io o 

17
7 

15 
10

3
21

12
3

11

10

Xuruber of Parent? or Guardians 
u idcitakinp to slik! Children*

Mlnbtcr’s Docibicn.
0)F. C.E. R C PrCS. Wes. Ors. Total

1 4 5 | TTnder consideration.
2 2 ;i 7 Declined, lOlli Jnno.
3 i 2 ... 0 Declined, 1st. October.
4. i i 0 Declined, 27th October.
8 2 10 Declined, 131st October,
4 4 i 9 Granted, 14th April.

2 i 3 Declined, 9th September,
5 3 8 Declined, IGth October.

4 4 Gran led, 7th September.
4 3 7 Granled, 22ml April.
5 1 G Declined, 19th IVbniarj.
5 2 7 Drol'iieO. Aitl offered to Half-time 

School, Sth September.
7 7 Giunled, in lieu of existing Half

time School, 12th Muy.
4 4. 8 Declined, 23rrl June,
2 2 i 5 Hatf‘trmc School granted, to be 

worked with Willyla, 21et May,
0 1 7 Under consideration.

G 1 5 i 2 9 Granted, 30th Julv.
3 i i 5 Declined, 30lb March.
3 1 ■ i 5 Under consideration.
5 i 6 Granted, 2rfh October.
2 i 2 5 Declined, 27th l^ebruarv.
2 4 6 Declined, 19th February.

6 Derlmed, ISlli June.
*4. 4 i 2 3 10 Granted, 31st October.

1 8 9 Declined, 22nd December,
0 2 4 2 8 Granled, 12lh October.

5 1 6 Declined; Half-time School offered,
11th October.

1 3 ... 4 Declined, 26fch September,
2 5 1 6 Declined, 22nd August,

3 i 4 Declined, 4th November.
4 2 1 2 1 c Granted, 26th May.

7 7 Declined, 24th August.
8 8 Declined, 31st July.

bo
Ot

to
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APPENDIX II—continued.

c o Number o( Children rcsidina In the locality.
Number* of Children promised to attend. i Number of Parents or Guardian 

undcrtolring to send Children.
Minister’s Decision.

Name of Place. Post Town. II
5 S & s

Boys.joir]s.
Total. C.E. It.C. Prcg. I

Wes. Ors. Hors.' I! i rls. Total. C.E. R.C. Pres.
Wed Ora, ^ C.E. K.C. Pres. Wes Ors. Total

X)argnn*s Crock ...........................
miles.

i

24 21 45

1

17 27 1 24 21 45 17 27

1
... 1 1 n 1 19 Public School granted, 17th Sept. 

Declined, 8th April.
Public School granted, 4th August. 
Declined, 27th Ociober.

7 15 1 22
25

22
3

7
14

15
20
15

22
34
20

25
14

22
3

7
G-annmin ............. ........... B 14 20 31 G

6 &
55 15 20 11 0 5 ...

5
.4.

"Belarbigill ..................... Io 7 22
17

22
8

10
13
15
9

12

17
17
20
24
25 
19

*e
... ,

5 Declined, 31tfc October.
Declined, 3rd ‘February.
Granled, 17th September.

8 9 8 2 6 9 9
S 7 10 17 15 2 ... 7

26 7 13 20 2
13

4

7
9

IG
13 8

10Dcnlliquin ........................ lio 9 15 4 4 3
4. 15 1 J, Granted, 4th NoTember.

Half-time School granted, to be worked withDevlin’s Siding .............. 16 9 2o
19

15 2
19 * 0

7 12 10 7 \ * l

5 S 10 15 4. 4, 4 5
13
18
8
9

11
8

18
13
1]

9 
10
8

10
10 
11 
10

10
11
18

15
24
3G
17 
24 
24
15 
31 
23
18 
17
16 
14 
22 
IG

■ 3 
15

4 4
3

4 1 1 2 2 G
12

Declined, 30th May.

Esfc.................................... 12 13 11 24 Io 3 3 1 2 1
O-rnDk'd, IPtli August.
G-rantccI, 28tli April.
Declined, 7tli February,
Unintcd, 13ih April.
Under consideration.
Granted, 20t!i October.
Granted, 13th July.
Declined, Gth May.
Declined, 18th May.

8 18 18 36 27 5 4
10
23

3 0
8 8 9 17 10 ... 5 2

7
10Gkmduroo Hoad ................. Murrumbateman ........... 5 0

11
ir>
13

24
24

23 1

12
13 ...

8h 10 10 20 I "a
... 7

13
10

7
20
18
10
17

n 18 13 31 20 0 ... (j
Cambewarra .................... 4 13 10 23 18

8
5 "8 2 5

0ii 11 7 18 10 f
8

...
10 9 8 17 17 ”9 2

... 1 "n 6
g18 10 6 IG

14
3 G

6
12

3
1 °
1 12
1 13

8

5 8 6 ! 5 3 G
9
4

g Granted, Mth October.
Granted, 11th December.
Grunted, 30lh July.
Half-time School granted, to be worked

Si 10 12 22 9 9 4
10 G IG 4 12 6 g

Upper Manilla. ............... io 11 6 17 3 13 1 6 17
1 17 2 3

...
55 10 7 17 i 9 8 ... 7 ►..

12 12 7 19
1 6

3
3

12
8

12

7 19 
17
20

6 1 13 2 3 ..4 5 Declined, 24th August.
Declined, 13th January.
Declined, 26th September.
Under consideration.
Granted, 21st May.

Corowa .......................... 6 8 9 17 9 & 9
8 13 8

6Moroii gla Creek, ?;2*ffCowra n 12 8 20 1 i [ 13 £
5 6 8 14 13 1 ...

11 18
19

18
15

... . ■ 4
s 7 11 18 1 18 ... 7

49 10 19 4 9 10 ... worked With liimbri, 9Lh July.

Hickey’s Creek ................ 6 11 12 23 ' 4 9 5 5 ii 12 23
i3

4
13

9 5 5 1
8

2 1 ... 2 6
8

Aid granted* 14th October.
Gjallied* ISLh August.

"NYyee ............................... 1 10 6 7 13 , 13 ... 6 / ... “*
1 1 1 1



A PPENDIX II—continued.

Kaino of Placo»

Norton's Gap........
Numbupgfi ..............
Perico......................
Pipeclay Creek ......
Pretty Pine ...4,,..
Quambone ..............
Hanger’s Valley ( .
Rhyunna..................
Riley .......... .. .........
Scabbing Plat..........

Six-mile Creek .....
SkiHion Flat ..........
Spring Creek ........
Sprmgwood North
Stamim ..................
Stockinbingal West
Swan Bay ..............
Sylvnnisl..................
Taylor's Arm ........
Xoinrno ............... .
Tomboy ..................
Tootal......................
Tiicklrm Valley......
Wakefield ..............
Wurregnl ..............
Wattlevulc ,4.

Wedderbnrn ..........
Wirmbclah..............

"Wolluniljin ............
Wolumla North.....
Wot Woy ..............
Vftrangobilly..........
Vaneo Creek ..........
Yarrow ...............  ,
Yurrnri ..................

Post Town,

Casino ...............................
Numbugmi................... .
Perico........ .. ....................
CowTa ................................
Pretty Pine ..............
Qyiambonc ................... .
Dundee Railway Station..
Goulburn ......*...............
South Wocdbum ...........
Teralga ..........................

Pambula................ ..........
Sfeillion Plat ...................
Bingara ...........................
Springwood ...............
The Gulf, tia Emmavillc
Stockinbingal ..............
Karnali ............................
Sylrania ...........................
Macksville .......................
Menindie ........... ............
Braidwood .......................
The Rock .......................
Tallewnng ..................
Fappifcm........ .................
Forbes ..............................
Bookbnm ........ ................

Campbelltown ...............
Gnnnedah ............... .......

BTurwillumbah ...............
Bega ............... ...............
Woy Woy .................. ..
Tumut............ .................
Navrandera.......................
Red Range,.,,,...............
Gunnedah .................... .

.a ^

Number of Children resufing in the locality. Number of Children promised to attend- Number of Parents or Ouardiaus 
undertaking to send Children,

miles.

’<3
14
10
40

6
5
51
2

7
2i

7£

20
12
6

Dovs. Girls 
' 1

Total. C.E. R.C.
1

Pres.' TVcs.
i

Ors. Beys. 
1

Girls 1 Total
1

'C.E.
11. C- Pres Wes, Ors.

'c..
R.C. Preg

1
^Wcs. | Ors.

1

9

!

16 25 8 17 2 9 16 25 6 17 2 2 7 ... i
1 13 14 27 13 9 3 13 14 27 15 9 3 4 2 i

!7 3 20 7 6 3 4 17 3 20 7 6 3 4 2 2 i i
. 14 9 23 C 12 5 14 9 i 23 C 12 5 2 4 3
1 8 7 15 4 5 6 8 7 i 15 4 5 6 1 2 i

9 6 15 14 1 9 6 15 14 1 6 1
! 4 16 £0 11 9 4 16 20 11 9 4 2

9 10 19 7 4 ■4. 4 9 10 19 7 4 4 4 1 3 2 i
14 9 23 4 10 9 14 9 23 4 10 9 1 2 2

8 16 24 16 2 6 8 16 24 16 2 6 ... 3 2 3

6 10 16 6 10 6 10 16 6 10 2 3
I 17 15 32 20 8 2 2 17 15 32 20 8 2 2 7 4 1 i

8 13 21 18 S 8 13 21 18 3 8 1
12 9 21 11 4 2 5 12 9 21 11 4 2 G 5 2 i 2

1 8 6 14 ... 8 6 14 ...
1(5 11 27 13 14 ,.. 16 11 27 13 14 3 4
0 8 17 17 9 8 17 17 6

1 9 16 25 12 7 6 9 14 23 12 7 4 5 2 1
0 13 19 0 9 5 6 13 19 5 9 ... 5 2 3 3

i 8 11 19 8 8 3 S 11 19 8 8 3 4 2 1
0 8 13 10 3 5 8 13 10 3 3 2

18 10 28 19 7 2 IS 10 23 19 7 2 6 3 1
9 10 19 9 7 3 *** 9 10 19 9 7 3 4 3 i
7 12 19 9 4 4 7 12 19 9 4 4 3 2 2

10 9 19 5 9 6 10 9 19 5 9 5 2 3 1
5 9 1-4 4 10 ... 5 9 It 4 io ... 1 6

13 9 22 11 8 1 2 13 9 22 11 8 i 2 4 2 1 1
12 12 24 9 4 11 ... 12 12 24 9 ... 4 ii 3 1 3

17 13 30 10 2 14 4 17 13 80 10 2 14 i 2 1 4 1
14 9 23 3 17 3 a.. 14 9 23 3 17 3 i 6 1
17 11 31 22 6 3 17 14 31 22 6 i 7 ... 1 i

5 12 17 6 11 5 12 17 6 XL 2 ... 2
12 12 24 5 19 12 12 24 5 19 ... ■ »* 2 5
12 10 22 19 3 12 10 22 19 3 ... 6 2 » n
16 16 .4. 16 10 ■ «* ...

10
7
0
9
4 
7 
6
7
5
8

5 
13
9

10
6
7
0
8 
8
7 
5

10
8
7 
G 
0

8
7

8 
7 
9 
4
7
8 

10

Minister's Decision.

Granted, 27tli February.
Declined, 30ih March.
Granted, 9lh March.
Ceelined, 27th October.
Declined, lOili August.
Declined, 26th .September. 
Declined, 27th October.
G ranted, 18th Jonnary,
Granted, 6th .May.
Declined, but Woivagin School to tie re

moved to a nev site, IGlh March.
Declined, 23rd April.
Public School granted, 26th June. 
Declined, 30l.h May.
Declined, Cih October.
Granted, 20lh April.
Declined, 24th March.
Declined, 21st March.
Declined, 21 et July.
Under consideration.
Declined, 271 h November.
Declined, 17th April. -
Granted, 29th July.
Declined, 19th Kchruan.
Under consideration.
Declined, 13th February.
Declined. Aid offered to half-time 

School, 15th September. 
Granted, 17th April.
Declined. Half-time Sohool granted, tube 

worked with Meemiaul, Hth April. 
Granted, 18l-li Juno.
Declined, 24lli March.
Df’clined, 20fch Outober.
Declined, 9th March.
Granted conditionally, 13th April, 
Granted, 21st October.
Declined, 27th Qclob-r.

to
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APPENDIX III.
Applications for the establishment of Half-time Schools, received during the year 1896.

COo

Name of Place,

Belowra .......................................
Blnekbircl Flat and UrouVa Flnl
Jlurgoon......................................
Uurrftpmc ...................................
Cananglea and Edtnboro ...........
Cauimbltt Creek and War si ga no- 

wery,
Cardington ..................................

Oox’s I?ivcr and Biinlow ..... .

Bigbv and Goran Lake..............

TUimdale and Morngo ..............
Elloraton .................................. .
Foiled 'J’hnber and Pulmg Yardt

Five Day Creek and Lagoon Crock
Googongs ............................. ...
Handlev ........................................

Hnmula South and Mount Air\ 

Kingstown mid Torylmm..........

Lagarton and Ur’urra ......
Maj fields and Royals ..............
Merry vale ......................... *

Moolarban 

Moona .....

Mount Palmer, Cooringoora
JUfowley and Yarranbar..........
Sandy Creek ..........................
Lower Taylor's Arm ..............
Wilga Grove ..........................

Post Town.

Marengo.....
Coomara . . .
Cumnock 
Burrapinc ..
Cargo .........
1 'ia Cov*ra

Cundiunbul

Cox’s River . 

Gunarcl.tli

Deniliqain ...........
ICUertlon, Moonan Brook 
Jerrong ...................

Camara .....
Quranbeyau 
Bulgandra ..

llmiuihi ............

Kn ........

Post Towns.........
Obcron ..... .
Morougla Creek.

Litiburn

Walcha

Bingara ,
R’ari'abri 
Spring Creek
Lo^or Tn 
Dandaloo

dor's Arm.

3Ij 'fr Number of Children residing In the locality. Number of Children promised to attend. Number of Parents or Guardians 
undertaking to send Children.

ii-a 1 1 |
£ S 

&E=
tojs. Cii Ik. Total. | C.E, R.C. Prcs.| Wes. Ors.

1
Boys. Girls.

1
Total. C-E. R.C. Pres. Wes. Ors. C.E. R.C. Pres.1 Wes. On=. Total

miles.
s 7 15 8 7 8 7 15 8 7 4 3 7

fis 12 7 10 8 4 7 12 7 19 8 4 7 3 1 3 7
122 7 4 n 5 G 7 4 11 5 G 1 2 3

7 a 12 5 3 4 7 5 12 6 3 4 2 1 i 4
0 i 10 5 E 9 1 10 5 E 1 * , 4 2 ... 3

4 { 5 5 10 10 . . . 5 E 10 10 2 2
6 8 14 E "o G S 14 5 9 • , 1 3 4. 1

... c 0 G 15 13 2 9 G 13 13 2 5 1 G ,
l 13 8 21 8 13 13 8 21 8 13 3 3 G

6 IG 0 22 13 6 3 15 G 22 13 G 3 4 2 2 8

(3 G 9 15 2 33 G 9 16 2 13 1 4 5
10 4 G 10 7 3 ... s ... 4 6 10 7 3 . . 2 2 4

^ f 6 4 9 5 4 E 4 9 5 ... 4 i i 2
' l 8 7 15 8 15 . . . .4 6

25 f2l> l
3
4

12
2

15
6

4 4 7
3 3

3
4

12
2

13
G

4 4 7
3 "a

i 1 3
2 i

5
3

10 7 10 17 17 7 10 17 i" 4 4.
( 12 G IS ... 17 i ... ... 12 6 18 ii i 7 7... } 10 4 14 11 8 ... ... 10 4 14 ii ... 3 2 2 4

15 { 8 E 13 3 10 ... ... 8 5 13 3 10 i 3 4
7 3 10 2 4 4 ... ... 7 3 JO 2 4 4 i i 1 3

7 9 6 14 14 . ... 9 o 14 14 4 4
71 7 G 13 ... | 13 7 6 13 13 5 S

r, 1 G 13 19 13 0 ... ! ... c 13 19 13 6 ... j 3 2 5
6 l 10 1 11 3 8 10 1 11 3 8 ... ' 1 2 3

12 l
5 4 9 7 2 6 4 9 7 2 3 i 4
8 9 17 13 4 8 <1 37 13 4 2 5 2 7

ns 10 6 IG 10 10 G 14 16 4 4i 15 7 9 IG 5 ii 7 9 IG 5 ii 3 3 fl
4i 10 9 19 17 2 10 9 19 17 ... 2 ... 4 i 5
4 14 G 20 6 ii ... li 6 20 6 14' ... ... 2 6 8

Si s 7 15 4 7 4 s 7 15 4 7j ... 41 1 2 i 4

12 12 5 17 17 12 5 17 i ... 17 6 5

< C 8 14 14 ( _ G 8 14 14 \ 4 4... ^ G 7 13 13 <<» 6 7 13 13 6 6
12 8 12 20 9 E G 8 12 20 9 5 6 2 i i 4

r> 7 3 10 4 1 4 i 7 3 10 4 1 4 i 1 i i i 4
G 4 10 G 4 6 4 10 G 4. 3 3 6

30 G E 11 8 3 6 5 11 8 3 3 i 4

Minister’s Decision.

Declined, 20tli May. 
j Granted, 18th August.

Under consideration.
Declined, 4-th November.
j Granted, 28th February.

| Granted, 10th December.

Granted, to be worked with Cun- 
dumbul, 23rd April.

Declined, 16th June.
| Granted, lllh April.

Provisional School at Elitndalo 
granted, 30th March.

Declined, 28th J uly.
| Granted, 21st September.

| Declined, 12th March.

Granted, 16th October.
Grunted, to be worked with Ulandru, 

23rd July.
^ Granted, 1st April, 

j Granted, l!Hh February.

^ Granted, 7th July.

Granted, 2Gth September.
Granted, to be worked " ith Morongla 

Creek, 7th September.
Granted, to be worked with Dexter 

Spring*, 21et October.
Granted, to be worked with a similar 
School at Emu Creek, 20th March.

J Under consideration.

Declined, 31st October.
Declined. 28th October. j
Declined, 4th November,
Declined, 17th November.

CD
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APPENDIX IV.
ArpncATioua for*the appointment of House-to-house I'eaehers, received during the year 1S9G.

Teaching' Stations. Post Town

Numb

Boys.

etbpromisel to 
attend.

Oiris. ^ Total.
Minister's Decision.

Barry ............................................... Jfundle....................... ii 4 15 Declined, 18th Fcbruarr.

Declined, 19th August,Box Valley and Wvcot .................. Tartna Poiut .......... 8 8 16

Brown’s Camp, Millpomt, anti Snod
grass.

Corrowong ......... 12 18 30 Granted, IGth January.

Calamia, Bundoo, and Half way Creek South Grafton.......... 13 10 23 Granted, IGth January.

Dnngownu (Top)............................... Dungowan ............. 7 G 13 Declined, 30th December.

Ullcnborough, Eindee, and Lonely 
I’oiiit.

‘
Elletiborcrngh 15 24 39 Granted, 30th March,

Gumbk.......................... ................... Cumble Flat .......... 4 11 1 Declined, 2Gth May.

Granted, 8lh January.Merrhnco (Myall Park) ................... Whilton .................. 5 5

Xi i

,0 1 

1
1

APPENDIX V.

ArruCATrosa for the establishment of Evening Public Schools, received during the year IS9G.

Name of School. PoU Town.
Period for \\ hich 

nttoiHlonco is 
^uarnnieud.

Number of T' rsons who 
v ill aUoiul.

M iiiister’a Decision.

.Mules. ' Females I Tofal.

Bombalu „

E?k .............

ErskincvillD

Bombak

Chataworth

G montl]s.,.| 19

C ..

...l Srskinovillc........ . ............  G „

Grafton ......... .. ...................... | Grafton

UmniKon .........

Mumbnlk

11

K

2U

1 .
ITamillon .................... .... i 0 „

1
^ 21

1
...... 1 21

1
Granted, 17th September.

.! Jerrax^......................
i

.... o .
; ” ... | 11

j
Declined, 23rd Juno.

• j Brogo ........................ . ...1 4 „ . 1 14' ...... i M Granted, 2Gth May.

i ..... 1 G „ .
i 10

: w
Granted, 12th October.

\i I
.[ Pvrinont .................... ■■ ■ j 6 „ . j 17 ......  17 Granted, 4th June.

. Darlington Point........ .... | 12 ' „ . j 23 1
........... 23 Granted, IGlh January.

19

11

15

2."

G:anted, 29U> October. 

Under consideration. 

Granted, 1st September. 

Granted, 30tb March.



APPENDIX YI.
Geitekati Aesteact of School Attendance for each Quarter of the year 189G.

w
to

jrAucn QcAKirii.

Hig-i Schools..............
Ptit.lio Sclicoh ...........
Provisional Schools . 
[Talf-timo Sd'0"i1F ... . 
HcHi^e’tQ-bouseSJi >ol- 
Jivcning Schools..........

Total........

Jcae QuAnx^L-'..

jngli Schools........... :
Public Schools ...........
Provisional Schools ...
Hslf-iimc Schools .......
(fouse-to'hou^c Schools 
Ihvcuing Schools .........

To'.al...................

SEPrfiMHEB QCTAfeTEIi.

ITigh Schools........ ...
Pubhn Schools ...........
Provisional Schools ...
lliilf'time Schools......
irouse-toOiouse Schools 
Hvcning Schools......... .

Total

Dkcemuer Quaeteii.

High School1?............
Public Schools ...........
Provisional Schools
Half-time Schools.......
House-to-house Schools 
ICvening Schools...........

Number of Children on the Bolls. Average Daily Attendance.
Amount of Amount of School

Free Pupils.
Number of 

State 
Children.

Boys. Girls. Total. C.E. K.C. Pres. Wes. Others. Total. Eoya. Girls. Total.
School Pcos paid. Fooa in arrear.

Boys. Girls Total.

18) 
94,0(18 

3,?93 
3,730 

079 
40 L

249
85,878

3,131
3,293

503
13

438 
180,5 1.3 

6,424 
7,078 
1,()S2 

414

205 
93,110 
3,1-'S 
3,795 

500 
245

29
21,510

1,800
2.242

300
84

79
19,332

666
530
140

10

45
23,567

505
370

50
27

80
20,021

199
135

20
42

431
180,543

0,421
7,078
1,083

414

174 3 22G*G 400-B
£ s. d. 

GS6 14- O
JC s. (1.

1 8 9
60,838-2 
2,414 3 
2,703 7 

45S-4 
214 2

59,334 0 
2,303-1 
2,431-5 

309-8 
9-2

120,222 2 
4,719-4 
5,195-2 

853-2 
223-4

15,801 3 3
519 111
330 13 2J 
40 4 91 
77 14 3

2,191 1 3
41 O 14 
45 1 3
3 12 74 

12 19 O

11,856
477
281
37
53

11,224
4.12
231

58
13

23,030
889
518
95
00

1,717
113
119

........."

102,910 93,006 195,982 101,103 29,037 20,775 21,564 £0,503 193,932 72,913'1 6 l.,70G 2 137,619-3 17^551 11 i> 2,296 14 3 13,708 11,949 24,057 2,011

178
94,737

£43
86,072

421
181,409

203
93,902

27
24,044

70
19,400

43
23,182

72
19,981

d.'M 
181,4 09

168 4. 
68,314 8

2100
G 1,046-4

3S5-0
129,301-2

012 12 O 
17,535 15 1 2,159 4 1

2
12,603 11,980

2
24,589 1,756

3,303 3,179 0,481 3,271 1,883 049 490 182 0,481 2,507-8 2,390-6 4,898-3 618 18 21 41 0 7 483 441 929 107
3,703 3,297 7,059 3,713 2,245 554 393 151 7,039 2,S14'8 2,4<H,0 5,308 8 377 19 34 40 8 84 303 £83 591 126

575 503 1,078 504 303 139 41 23 1,(i7S 471-9 393-0 809-9 53 11 91 3 3 1J 44 57 101 53
433 17 500 281 91 23 64 43 500 210-1 10 7 257-1 94 19 3 37 3 0 53 17 76

103,037 93,911 196,948 101,934 29,100 20,340 24,512 29,460 196,948 74-,52! 1 111,080 3 19,313 15 7) 2,271 G 0 13.510 12,778 £0 238 2,042

19S
95,712

240
87,139

4U
182,851

212
91,380

23
25,053

74
19,809

53
23,654

77
20,155

4H
182,351

179 4 
70,503 6

223-9
03,143-5

402-3
133,647-1

042 1 6
10,599 4 9

6 6 0 
2,351 4 10 13,068

8
11,919

8
24,587 1,818

3,412 3,230 0,698 3,400 1,895 633 483 210 0,098 2,005 1 2,480-1 5,091-2 570 14 10J 39 1 84 477 P12 104
3,761 3,300 7,064 3,737 2,232 £49 408 138 7,004 2,398'3 2.572 0 5,470 3 ■ 347 19 101 4L 19 04 308 272 580 98

522 1,118 591 318 128 52 29 1,118 482 3 418 0 900-3 48 7 5 1 18 41- 60 70 ISO 70
431 15 446 243 79 41 46 34 446 241-3 11 3 252 0 65 10 9 8SO 48 15 03 43

104,143 94,4.78 198,621 102,029 29,605 21,037 24,701 20,019 198,021 70.910-0 68,853 S 145,703-8 18.279 19 2 2,418 18 5fc 13,561 12,719 26,289 2,133

1S7 234 421 196 22 78 48 77 421 163-3 2118 380 1 004 16 O 3 3 0 1 8 £>
94,950 66,370 181,329 93,933 21,770 19,509 23,231 19,830 181,329 70.7S5'5 03,235-1 13.1,020-0 18,56 L. 13 11 2,007 14 9^ 13,035 12,230 25,205 1,819

3^290 3,177 6,473 3,331 J,S04 641 490 207 6,473 2,444-8 2,395-5 4,810-3 023 0 4 31 2 44 495 479 964 109
3j602 6,907 3,701 2,137 561 389 119 6,907 2,011-9 2,400-4 5E48-3 370 2 71 29 5 1 301 205 5bb 99
'502 430 938 508 259 103 44 24 938 410-5 343-5 754-0 43 18 Qi 10 3 57 69 116 53

409 13 482 263 85 49 41 44 432 254-0 90 2630 108 6 C 10 2 O 41 13 54

103,030 93,494 190,550 101,932 29,077 20,941 24,233 20,307 110,550 76,705 0 67,601-3 144,306-9 20,314 17 6 2,082 13 6 13,920 13,054 20,974 2,080

CO
O

Total
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APPENDIX YII. ‘

Atxekbasce of Children at Public Schools for the Quarter ending 31st December, 189G, or for the last Quarter
of that year during v/hich the Schools were in operation.

Number of 
Children on Itolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

Name ol School. Poet Town.
it % to 1 .S | a

fS O H

■31
S'
« ■ u

*3
0

c-1

Salaries.
1 r.i00^' t n- .Uuiliiinga, Rent,!
1 Clocks, 1 ravelling 1 j,.,, ’

An^ratus ExpwiS,™ ck.Ling Alloa ■ 
Clicking and and iorage nnc |fuc] &0 '

1 Carriii'ie. ' H ’ 1

Total.

Aberdeen .....
Aherfdassiye
Acoeuv Creek 
Aeiiciii Dani . 
Adaminaby 
Adamstown ..
Adclong .....
Adelone Crossing...
Albion Park..........
Albion-strcet .......
Albury..................
Aldarilia .............
Alec town..............
Alexandria .........

Alfredtown ...........
Alicoion .........
Allendale.............
Alma....................
Alstonville .........
Alumny Creek.....
Amarao .............
Amosfield.............
Anglednle.............
Angledool .........
Angowrie.............
Anne Pay .........

Annandalo .........
.\nsou .................
xtntonio Crook.....
Ajipin .............
Aptley.................
Arakoon ...........
Araluen .............
Araluen. West....
Aramngong.............
Arcadia .............
Ardglcn .............

Armatrce..... .
Armidalo...........
Armidalc, West
Amcliffe ..........
AsTifiold ..........
AbhEord ..........
Ash Island .......
Aslslca............
A t.tungu. ..........

Auburn

Austimner 
Astral......

Avonel...........
Avisford ......
Aroca*...........
Avoea Valo ...
Avondalo......
Awaba..........
Unan Baa......
Back Creek ... 
Badgery’s Crook.. 
Bagdad .......

Bago, Tipper
Bald Bob.........
Balgowlnh .....
Balgownie .....
Ballarah .........
Baliina.............
Balmain .........
Balmoral ........
Balranald .......
Bandon drove.. 
Bangalore .....

i 1 S. u. d. £ d-i £ F. d.
Aherdeen .............. 61 5! 112 4" 8 ! 30-9 87 7: 352 10 0 11 4 1 18 0
Wi,sit M mtlnnd..... 20 14 1 34 13-2 I y*3 22 7 12n 13 4 1
Acauiu Creek ..... 22 20 ( 42 14-8 Hi-0 30 8 103 0 0 1 fla 3 u 1 10 0
Sitverton ............. 16 15 31 8-6 8-3 1H-9 | 149 10 0 i 18 0 14 7 1
Adaminabv ......... 42 40 j 82 32-6 29-0 61'6, 285 0 0 1 4 4 9
Adamstown .......... 29G 323 619 215'S .241-9 457-7 1,390 1 5 13 3 2 3 3 0
Adclong................. 113 124 237 84’7 82-5 107-2 3S3 5 0 1 3 2 5
Adclong Crossing.,, 13 22 35 80 15-5 £3 5 155 13 4 j 1 7 0
Albion Park........... 53 43 95 40-4, 27-81 68'2 242 15 0 1 b 0 0 1 11 b
Svdncy ................... 313 310 023 235-11 219-1 434-2' 1.625 8 11 33 9 4 1 16 4
Albury .................. 298 217 545 341-0 1196-0 437-0 1 1,390 15 3 i 20 19 8 1

S 11 19 6-1 i 7-8 13-9 131 19 5
Alfiotown .............. 30 28 58 19-S 20 9 40 7 188 10 0 1 6 0
Alexandria (Bolanv 176 131 357 1370 134-3 272-2 1 510 10 0 7 0 11

B-oadd
AVagga Wagga...... Ifl 0 28 14-4 6-8 212 125 0 0 2 3 ] 1 10 0
Xiiruah............ . 1(1 10 20 7-d 5‘5 13-0 83 11 8 1 y 3 3 13 10
AUandale ............. 18 16 34 13 a 11 2 24-7 113 0 0 1 8 9
South Broken HiU.. 274 246 520 200-6 101-6 305-2 1,025 19 6 13 8 5 13 18 2
Alstonville .......... 4fl 51 100 35 0 33 5 73-6 240 O 0 0 7 4
Crrnftou................. 25 10 44 17-1 13-2 30-3 148 O 0 a 5 9
Amaroo.................. 21 19 40 130 113 24 0 130 10 0 0 19 6
Wilson’s Downfall.. 20 14 31 14-7 12-6 27-3 125 0 0 1 17 0
Bega ...................... 2] 8 29 15-6 4-S £0 4 132 13 4 2 0 0
Angledool ............. 20 22 42 13-8 13-7 27'5 141 0 0 3 7

12 10 22 9-0 7 1 16-1 109 6 s 0 10 8
14 15 29 10-3 12-1 22 *4 137 10 0 2 1H 11

Bouse Hill .......... 18 r> u-o o'9 14 9 113 0 0 2 10 H
Annandale ........... 521 45H 977 401 fl 328-7 2,173 13 4 14 14 ■1

i Lucknow .............. 4. 14 IS S 7 lift 15 2 80 9 8
Bydal .................. ii 10 21 3-9 9-3 13-2 8i 8 4
Appin .................. 24 32 5t) 13‘fl 20-4 34-3 101 8 4 1 18 G

18 33 108 10 3 21-1 S!) 10 0 1 1 2
22 20 Jlf*. 15-3 14-7 30 0 137 0 0 1 12 9
HU 23 6c1 27-1 18-0 45-1 171 0 0 1 5 11

Araluen.................. 18 22 40 14-5 16-9 31-4 143 0 0 2 1 2
Weddin ............ . 17 fl 20 12-4 07 19-1 103 16 s 2 1 0

23 10 38 17 0 12-1 29-1 113 0 0 2 0 1
1 Ardglon.................. 25 16 41 lh'5 11-7 30-2 155 13 4 1 n 0

Bowraville .......... 22 19 41 17-7 13-4 33-1 142 5 0 u 0 0 3 u 0
21 10 31 161 8-9 23 0 113 0 0 1 18 2

325 204 589 223-6 109-4 393 0 1,407 13 4 24 12 5 25 0 0
Armidalo ................ f>5 45 110 43-3 32-0 75’9 214 0 0 2 3 11 2 13 6

183 200 389 Mol 130-2 295-3 624 12 4 9 1 0 0 9 9
530 939 384'2 291-9 G76-1 2,078 15 5 24 7 8
17

|409
13 "32 13-3 11-5 24-8 137 10 0 1 15 11 2 0 0

39 37 70 2GS 27-0 53-8 277 10 4 3 11 9
11 14 £5 8-0 80 160 110 0 s 0 17 5
17 23 40 10-5 15 3 25'8 138 8 4 1 15 3 5 19 0

Attunga Springs ... 27 11 38 20'3 8-7 290 125 0 0 1 17 U
211 190 407 152-0 145-3 297-3 794 12 7 6 12 4

r Auburn................... 167 148 315 125*8 112-0 238'4 561 8 3 7 7 4
14 10 30 11-6 12-5 24-1 155 13 4 0 11 5
24 21 45 IG'l 12-3 28-4 136 0 0 1 15 0

, Wiseman’s Ferry... 21 0 27 17-5 4-9 22-4 98 0 0 1 5 0
Newtown .............. 120 141 201 88-4 104-5 192-9 401 1 0 4 6 1 ...

Cargo...................... 19 21 43 150 18-4 33-4 138 8 4 1 10 :i
Avisford .............. 8 11 19 5-2 7-9 131 98 6 8 1 5 8 ..

6 4 10 5-0 2-7 11 15 3 4
fl 15 24 6-5 11-1 17-6 131 16 8 1 7 2

18 19 37 12-5 14-9 27 4 120 13 4 1 C 9
12 14 20 8-4 1L-J 19-5 113 0 0 0 13 3
16 14 30 19.‘9 8-2 20 4 113 0 0 2 6 1

. Jlnrlow.................. 14 12 20 11-8 9-0 20 8 113 0 0 1 17 2
Sk. ilarv’t............... 22 17 39 17-5 13-5 310 124 10 0 2 1 8

20 fl 29 14-8 6-8 20-61 130 12 u 1 14 7
. Dripstone............... 12 3 15 6-0 1-3 7-3 132 13 4 1 10 7

12 14 20 u-o 12-4 23-4 89 10 0 1 12 9
S 19 27 4-7 12-7 17'4 88 3 4 1 18 5

24 18 42 1 17-3 13-3 30-6 136 0 0 1 9 10
97 87 184 72-0 03-4 135'4 383 11 1 7 6 5
13 10 29 9-0 11-2 £0-2 125 10 0 1 8 2

144 114 258 113-3 85-9 199-2 571 4 10 12 7 3 2 5 0
442 1 945 371-1 322-9 6fl4'0 2,H>1 13 4 29 2 5

Balmoral ............ i 18 15 33 13-4 12-2 25-6 113 0 0 1 7 4
53 S5 ! 108 42-6 •U-H 84-2 270 0 0 5 2 0

, Bandon Grove..... 29 17 | 40 20-2 12-0 32-2 143 0 0
. Goulburn .............. 14 11 iio 10-5 io-i 20-6 113 0 0

B s. d.
18 M 10 
11 17 !) 
17 fl 3 
20 1!) 3 
11 16 10 
SO 0 11

s. d. 
17 2

£
375 
132 
181 
186 14 4 
301 1 7 

1,-JOG 14 11

11 1 
3 2

36 S 0 1 422 L5 5
3 17 3 160 17 7
8 8 10 257 15 10

80 2 0 1,740 16 7
132 17 11 1,544 12 10

16 2 0 147 1 5
u 4 0 204 0 0

123 12 2 647 3 1

2 17 3 131 10 4
i 17 1 95 7 10
4 12 3 119 1 0

46 17 3 1,100 3 4
299 4 7 651 11 11

6 12 3 167 18 0
3 2 3 140 11 9

57 8 3 184 5 3
3 7 0 138 0 10

89 6 1 233 14 0.4 13 3 112 15 7
12 7 3 152 16 2
2 9 10 118 0 9

045 4 6 3,243 12 a
u 10 O SO 19 8
2 11 8 86 0 0

is 7 3 181 14 1
6 2 0 95 13 2

16 13 3 175 6 0
3 7 3 175 13 2
5 12 3 155 13 5
6 7 3 112 6 5

161 10 6 276 10 7
3 12 3 100 10 7

37 15 3 186 0 3
11 5 3 126 3 5

119 9 1 1,576 14 10
26 8 8 245 6 1

222 11 8 856 14 9
94 7 10 2,197 10 11
11 10 0 153 1 11
14 8 8 295 10 9
2 12 3 113 16 4

10 15 3 162 17 10
16 10 3 143 14 2
42 4 2 S43 9 1
20 18 0 095 14 1

2 12 3 168 17 0
1 6 0 139 1 6

11 10 4 110 15 4
32 10 7 437 17 8

5 7 3 145 U 10
3 12 0 103 4 4

15 3 4
2 12 3 135 16 1
2 12 3 124 12 4
2 12 1 116 5 4
5 10 3 120 10 4
0 14 3 121 n 5
2 12 3 129 3 11

10 18 0 149 5 6
2 12 3 130 16 2

91 2 9
1 7 S 91 9 O

11 7 0 148 16 10
21 3 9 412 0 3

3 2 0 130 0 2
39 12 10 025 11 11

125 10 11 2,256 12 8
3 12 3 117 19 7

66 10 4 311 12 4
7 2 3 165 2 3

14 7 10 127 7 10

• Closed 28 February,
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APPENDIX YII—continued.

Number of Average Weekly
Children on Kells. Attendance. Kxpenditure from Public Funds.

Name of School. Post Tmm.

I
1

1 JS
1 S

rt
OH Bo

ys
.

1

o To
ta

l. Salaries.
i

Books, l
Clocks, 1 Travelling 

Apparatus, I Expenses 
Packing nadjand Forage 

Carriage. | '

Buildings, Pout 
Furniture, 

Cleaniujr Allow 
j ancc, Fuel, &C.

Total

£ s. d. £ s. (1. £ 0, d. £ S. d. £ e. d.
14 ii 25 97 70 167 ■ 86 G 8 1 8 4 O 15 0 88 10 0

Bunk's Meadow ... Botany .................. 114 97 2L1 70-1 03 7 139-8 1 553 11 0 7 ii 4 1 17 0 32 0 3 594 19 7
44 32 76 34'2 24 Ii 58-5 1 256 6 4- 3 6 6 7 IG 10 2G7 5 8

Binkstown, South.. East llillsj via 43 37 so 30-2 29-4 59-6 131 13 4 12 14 10 0 10 1 334 10 8 482 8 ii
Bankstown.

11 20 31 7-5 13-2 20-7 148 0 0 2 13 9 5 1 G 155 15 3
Barber's Creek...... Barber’a Creek..... n 12 24 7'7 10-9 1S-1 89 10 0 0 17 4 1 0 0 91 7 4
Uargot West ...... Pioton ................. 20 14 34 13-8 8-0 22 4 113 0 0 1 8 7 1 10 0 112 1 0 227 19 7

B«rmedman ..... . 51 95 27 9 35-2 03-1 246 0 0 2 7 4 0 14 10 258 2 2
ii5 25 00 24 M 17’3 42’2 171 0 0 1 14 7 19 13 3 192 7 10
41 58 99 30'9 43'6 74-5 259 0 2 19 9 16 4 1 37 0 10 315 10 8

Barrcngarry ....... Barrenga-iTj*.......... 22 30 v 52 13-7 19 8 33-5 148 0 0 i 19 7 8 6 3 158 5 10
19 22 41 111 14-9 20-0 14d g 4 9 13 7 6 1 9 152 18 8

Barringim .......... ]larringuti ......... 31 27 58 18'1 Id 2 33'3 179 13 4 2 10 8 36 G G 3 12 3 222 2 9
17 17 34 IG'l 10*1 20 2 19(1 ift 4 2 14 9 3 9, 3 126 10 4

Bateman’s Bay ... Bateman's Bay....... 27 38 6 > 1S'4 26-3 44-7 171 0 0 2 7 8 12 ii 9 185 19 5
557 479 1,030 417'3 352-8 770-1 1 009 15 0 27 18 0 4 IS 11 198 14 2 2,201 G 1

Ikitlon" ................. Batlow ................. 24 21 45 17-1 14 2 31-3 132 13 4 2 4 7 4 14 3 139 12 2
Baulkliam Hills ... Baultlmiu Hills ... 22 26 43 15-0 18 3 33 3 1GS 0 0 O 12 2 ... 2 12 3 171 4 5
liaw Basv ............... Croulburn ............. 15 12 27 108 9 2 20 0 119 10 0 1 1 1 G 19 9 127 10 10

11 18 f/f* SO 14-7 sn 10 0 1 6 2 4 3 1 19 ] KG 18 6
iiavlv ............ MudriT'e.................. 18 IS 36 11-5 11-2 277 113 0 0 1 6 0 3 12 3 117 18
Bcartly.................. Glen Innes .......... Ifi 15 31 10-1 10-0 201 113 0 0 1 2 7 10 19 9 125 2 4
Jlefiiifort ............... 19 21 40 15-3 10 3 31-6 163 0 0 1 14 0 13 16 9 178 11 3
Beaumont ........... G<nnbcwarra......... 9 13 22 0-9 9-2 16-1 91 0 0 0 17 10 2 12 3 9+ 10 i
Bcctivc ............... VVinton, Tamvorth 12 18 3l> 6-7 12-2 18 9 113 Cl 0 0 IS 2 ..., 3 2 3 117 0 5
Bcdfliiek ............. Hull ...................... 1) 8 17 0-9 5‘7 126 70 0 0 0 15 8 0 15 0 71 10 8
Beecbwood ......... Becchwood .......... 41 41 82 23-4 277 54 1 218 12 4 2 1 4 7 19 4 22S 13 0

210 170 3S3 102 H 127-0 29(H 758 I 6 12 10 10 1 19 6 171 11 0 944 2
BeeKan Bcppan ... MurruinburrAh ... IS 11 29 14-0 7-6 21 0 122 1 8 0 IS 11 . 3 11 0 12G 11 7

13 12-4 10 4 22-rt 1D7 8 O 19 4 9 s J12 3 u
18 28 46 12 7 18-0 30-7 118 15 0 2 c 10 3 12 0 124 13 10

liolar Crock ......... 20 22 42 M-:i 12-0 22-9 93 6 0 5 o 9 1 13 9 ]10 I 6
ijclford....... Belforcl.................. 23 10 41 19-5 11 5 31 n 120 s 4 L 8 11 2 12 3 130 9 0
Belgravia.............. Bo’ctravia ............ 13 14 27 9 4 11-3 2U-7 102 0 O 1 3 11 1 G 3 101 10 2
Bcllawongamli ... Berry .................. 14 18 32 10 4 12 5 22 9 12> 0 0 0 16 8 2 17 0 4 0 3 132 13 11
BeJltngcn ............. Bi’HiiiEcn .............. 40 52 92 £S £ 34-2 ('.2-4 252 0 0 2 11 5 3 5 0 9 IG 10 207 13 3
Bellinger Heads ...| Bellinger Heads .30 25 01 237. 1-SI 46-0 171 0 0 i 14 11 2 12 3 175 7 2
Bell's Creek......... Bell's Creek .......... 13 14 27 90 11-4 21-0 125 0 0 i 1 2 67 15 9 183 Hi 11
Bell's Lagoons ... 11 7 IS 6 6 4-8 114 73 15 8 i 4 8 0 7 c 75 7 10

18 17 35 9-5 12-3 n-s 132 13 4 i 19 9 3 12 H 138 5 4
Belmont ............... 21 17 33 15-8 105 26-3 155 13 4 9; 4 10 3 15 9 1G1 13 11
Belmorc ............... Canterbury ........ 33 23 56 24-7 13'5 40 2 171 0 0 2 IS 3 2 12 3 176 10 G
Bclmore Biver..... Oladstnne.............. 12 8 20 7 6 5 5 13-1 155 13 4 1 O 3 20 10 0 2 12 3 180 4 10

44 40 90 34'2 35-8 '10 0 219 12 1 7 4 7 3 2 0 12 13 10 242 12 6
Bcnunderali........... Bateman’s Hay..... 20 19 39 10 5 15 3 31-8 130 0 0 2 18 1 1 6 O 140 4 i

15 22 10-7 5*2 15 9 88 11 S 1 2 7 1 4 3 90 18 G
32 20 197 17'7 37-4 171 0 0 9 12 9 2 2 6 41 10 3 G
20 38 58 15 2 25 2 40 4 17L 0 0 V, ii n Bi 12 4 187 4 ii

Jietidiek Jlfurroll... \oung .................. 19 13 32 10 7 8-6 19-3 103 0 0 l 4 7 20 2 0 10 0 10 2‘JO 7 5
211 20 43 17*2 137 30 9 US 0 0 0 12 1 8 18 3 157 IO 4
17 n 2S 13‘n 20-0 120 n 8 l 10 10 s 6 8 J 30 9
20 15 35 14-4 12-0 2G-4 is 4 1 7 3 7 ;j 100 8 2
25 18 43 36 1) 10-3 27-2 126 8 4 2 6 10 4 18 3 133 13 r>

Bcnmurc ......... . Murrumburvah ... IS 20 38 12-5 131 25*6 313 0 0 1 13 8 3 2 0 117 15 8
Bcri'sl'ord......... ]7 12 29 i2-:> 8-3 20 S 120 0 8 1 11 10 16 12 3 138 IO 9
Bcrgalia .............. 14 12 2i 93 98 19-1 155 13 4 1 15 1 4 0 3 101 8 8

23 37 GO 177. 2fi'3 43 8 188 10 O 1 ‘I 7 19 11 3 209 10 10
22 25 47 16-4 15-s 32-2 163 0 0 c> 1 10 10 12 0 181 13 10

Borrigiiu .............. Berngan ............. 45 45 no 24 0 22 S 40-8 123 S 8 5 6 0 38 9 10 107 4 G
Bcrrima .............. Berrima................. 53 44 97 42 1 36'3 78-1 297 0 0 4 10 8 9 8 0 2S G 10 338 18 2
Berrima Colliery .. Bcrnuia.................. 13 10 21 9-0 8 1 17 1 103 O 0 O 14 H s 12 3 107 6 11

79 72 151 53-4 47-2 105 G 370 0 4 3 21 14 0 395 1 9
19 19 .38 12 9 ii-sj! 24 8 123 0 0 a 1 4 3 12 3 130 13 7
32 21- 2.V2 15*2 40-4 105 0 2 14 9 19 9 187 5 0

Bex Hiii .............. BcxHifi ............... 30 35 65 21 0 £4-3 45‘S 14S 0 0 2 6 11 2 12 3 152 19 2
163 175 338 122-0 190-4 24«-4 512 1C 5 6 7 10 ' 213 11 0 737 15 8

Bibbenlukc........ . 27 23 50 20 6 20 5 41 1 171 0 0 2 0 7 3 17 3 177 G 10
Big Hill .............. 11 32 23 7'4 97 17 1 103 10 8 1 17 6 3 12 3 109 G 5

12 14 26 80 10-3 is-.-t 103 16 S 1 S G 4 2 3 109 7 r>
17 14 31 in 10-1 21-2 101 10 O 1 12 li O 15 8 105 18 2

Bilocla.................. Cockatoo Island ... 12 17 £9 1(1-7 15-5 26-2 93 6 8 0 19 7 0 5 0 2 IG (J 97 7 3
18 12 30 fi'5 6 6 16 1 91 6 8 1 0 2 92 12 10
35 19 54 21-7 12-3 34 0 136 10 0 1 13 3 15 8 9 153 12 O
17 12 29 12-1 9-2 21-3 113 O 0 19 17 0 132 17 0
12 15 27 8-8 10-4 19-2 89 10 0 1 2 11 Hi 10 0 107 2 ii
S!) 90 179 63-2 61*5 124-7 392 10 0 5 3 11 13 G 9 411 0 8

Bmnaway.............. 20 17 37 13-4 n-6 25-0 137 10 0 1 7 1 12 4 9 151 1 10
18 22 40 irrt 13-8 25-1 136 0 n 1 16 8 3 12 3 141 8 11

413 434 847 314-8 319 7'6.U-fi 1/J35 0 3 34 13 4 126 5 G 2,095 19 1
Bishop's Bridge ... Bishop’s Bridge ... 33 27 00 25'8 215 47-3 201 0 8 2 8 4 8 15 4 212 10 4
Blaekfnars ........... Goorg-e-st. ’West, Sydney 732 617 1,319 192-0 414-7 906-7

1
2,1 So 14 7 27 11 5 0 17 8 221 3 11 2,735 7 7
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APPENDIX YII—continued.

I Number of 
i Children on KolJs.

Average Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

Name of School. 1 Post Town,1
1 -'io

1 H l ^
3
£

Sfi
C£ o

Sulnrics.
I Books, 

Clocks, 
Apparatus, 
PucJnnp am 

' Carnage

Travelling 
* Expenses 
and Borage

Buildings, Rent 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel Ac.

Total.

1 \
1 £ a. d.

1
£ a. A. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.

Biackpolar .......... Cox’s Rirer ......... 7 j 15 22 5-8 12-9
\ 18-7

89 10 0 1 9 9 017 3 91 17 0
45 42 90 31‘6 sp-fi fil ll 4 1 10 0 13 1 6^4 15 ft

BkeL Eill ......... Minmi .................. 15 1 10 25 7-9 ?n-7 i?i7 10 0 ? IX K IQ 14. ft Q
BluckninnJ3 Poinl Port Macquarie .. 6 16 22 4'9

i .7
109 15 8 86 16 8 0 410 10 17 11 97 19 5

Watk Mountain Black Mountain ... 30 ! 33 63 22 5 25-1 47-6 257 0 0 2 6 2 09 17 5 329 3 7
Block Banfjc ...... 39 i 27 fifi 1 2£L9 lfl-3 1 4^9. 14ft 0 0 1 1ft Q 7 Q 15ft 5
Black Springs...... Mudgee.................. 1 12 27 1 -O S-4 ID-4 1 37 10 n 1 5 5 in id 3 14Q 14. ft
Black Swamp ...... Tentcrfipld ......... 15 1 13 23 110 99 20 9 73 0 0 710 0 1 16 3 55 7 0 137 19 3
Plnckfowu .......... Black lo^ii .......... 37 40 77 96 'A 9S 5 54‘8 246 0 0 3 8 1 i.i ift in 9fi4 fi n
Blackwall ........ Blackwall............. 20 ' 15 41 139 68 20 7 113 0 0 3 0 8 55 4 3 171 4 n
lllakeluirst ......... Blakehurft .......... 27 33 00 17-4 22-1 39-5 171 0 0 010 2 32 8 11 204 5 1
Blandi'ord ......... Blondford............. 21 8 29 15 C 6-9 22-6 145 3 4 1 7 7 10 2 3 162 13 2
Blavncv ........... Blavncv ............... Un il23 263 10o'7 98-4,204 1 542 15 0 419 3 2 15 0 37 3 4 587 12 7
Bloom Hill ......... O’Comiell............. 22 10 MS 142 98 24’0 138 8 4 1 3 O 3 7 1 142 18 5
Jilowcnng .......... ]4- 15 2D 10*7 1 1-S Oo r. 120 1 0 ■1 1 1? 5 a 7 3 TOR 14, n
iJluff Ei\’er ........... Sandy Nlut ......... 23 22 45 10 2 12-9 291 138 10 0 2 3 8 3 14 0 20 13 3 165 0 11
iio Bo Urcek ,. Tinonco................. 15 , H 29 10-0 10-1 , 20-1 137 10 0 1 7 O 14 11 3 163 8 3
Bodnllu ............. Rodallu................. 19 30 49 lfi'9 23-6 40-5 171 0 0 2 » 3 3 12 3 176 15 0
UoggahUJa Bogeabilla............. 22 20 48 13-9 19-7) 334 1D4. 13 1 ft 0 91 11 9.9f\ l!l .ft
Boggahri ............. 87 1 9S 185 ."ifi 3 fifrl 1 P.M D4fi 1 5 6 ,1 (3 2 15 9 1ft 12 0 ftfiQ 1 ft 11
Boppumbil ......... £7 . 17 44 )6‘0 11 3 28'2 iJlfl <j 0 9, ft 11 ft 3 14ft 7 9
Bogolonp......... . . 13 15 £S R’ft 12'?, 91-n i?n 1^ 1 ] 1 (1 4, 9. 0 ids in in
BoLwarra............. AVest Maitland .... 52 48 100 39-9 37-2 77-1 281 0 8 1 19 3 20 5 0 303 10 11
Jtomailcriy ........... 47 1 40 87 3^9 PK-a RR-ft 99R 3 1 ft 4 H on in n 94$i 1^
Pombnla................ 39 fi8 157 77-9 57-0 382. 7 5 4 1H 4 32 19 0 1ft 0 7 4 SR 11
Bon’ibnllmvoy ..... 10 1 9 19 [V9 fi-n n-s '71 IS 1' 1 9. in ift in n Q1 17 9
Bombo................. Bontbo ... ............ 35 39 74 30-5 3311 G3-C 197 18 4 1 17 6 0 10 2 19 4 10 219 16 10
Bdmbowlee......... 21 18 37 17*R 1ft ft ?tM lan ft 0 ft 9. ft 3 10 7 137 4 3
Bondi .................. 138 119 ss? Q7-3 W9'Q hsn 9 ^ J.7Q 1 2 4 0 0 61 ift c ru$ 4 5
Bonville ............... in 15 30 I'M Ift'K 113 0 Q 114. 7 1 6 0 ftn n 9 1A<! In d
Jioolric ................. 32 20 32 n r. 12’R 91 ’S 0 0 1 17 3 8 1ft 0 117 0 3
Boolric. Lower ... Lismoro.................. 29 4 33 196 3-5 23-1 113 6 0 1 7 3 512 3 119 19 0

H Ifi 30 n-8 is*n pfi-ft 89 10 0 ? 1 4 13 if, ft 1 3
Booligal ............. Booligal .............. 29 30 59

J 1 o
20'2 22-6 42-8 105 0 0 310 8 22 H G 302 3 9 493 8 11

Poolnng ........ Boolorig.................. 14 12 20 n-3 9-5 21 0 113 0 0 1 0 0 2 12 3 no is 3
Boonoo Boonoo . Boonoo Buonoo ... M 10 24 11-5 91 20 0 8!) 10 0 1 n 6 4 7 3 95 8 9
Booral............... Booral ............... 23 21 44 15 2 16-3 30 5 148 0 0 1 4 8 3 4 0 152 8 8
lloorolonp ......... Armidale ............... 14 10 24 90 7 1 101 127 1 s 0 7 8 12 13 2 140 2 6
Jiurfimbii............... 23 21 44 1 7*2 is-s 31-0 1 IS 0 n 1 9 3 9.7 14 9 1A1 17 0

10 11 21 7-a K-4. 1n‘7 82 n 7 n O 5 0
3

R% 1R ft
Bovonore .............. 1H 11 £4 h n (>‘Q 14'fi 129. 1? n ift it ft 7 l.ftfi ID <3
Boro, Lower ..... Mayfield ............... R 12 20 o-o 10-2 16-2 91 0 0 0 19 3 312 3 95 ii 6
Botn.nv................ Botany.................. 140 161 301 97 6 12T3 21H 9 492 13 0 8 13 5 219 4 2 720 10 7
liotobolar............. Lower Botobolar... 24 22 4fi 153 162 30-5 155 13 4 1 14 3 8 6 3 165 13 10
Bourke................. Bonrkr .................. 170 175 351 1271 116-6 243-7 70!) 5 0 15 11 9 59 9 10 784 6 7
BourkeMeaLW ork t Bourko.................. 15 10 25 10 0 G-o 10 O 79 r. 0 2 2 6 ] 17 0 83 5 0
Bourka Xortii ...... North Bourke ....... 29 34 03 22'3 26-3 48-0 210 0 0 7 7 7 3 0 9 111 C 10 338 1 2
Bowan .................. Bowan Park......... 21 28 49 13-3 20 0 33-3 161 8 4 13 10 8 174 19 0
Bouenfeis ........... South Bowenfel!! ... 23 17 40 10'7 9-4 26-1 144 3 4 0 16 0 9 G 5 154 5 9
BowlingAllejl’oini Bow ling Alley Poiut 3H 49 87 30-8 41-2 72-0 246 9 9 2 12 0 34 3 9 8 11 9 291 17 9
UOTTIIU ................. Bowim ................... 20 27 53 19'0 2T0 40-0 171 0 0 2 11 4 9 7 3 182 18 7
Bo^ning Bowning ............... 27 17 44 18-3 11-3 29-6 148 0 0 2 16 3 17 8 9 168 5 0
Bowvul ................ Bowrnl .................. 1253 232 495 191-9 179-3 37P2 963 5 6 15 8 2 0 0 10 185 10 4 1,164 13 10
UuumTiJIc .......... Bowriiville ..... . 32 32 64 22-2 22-8 45"0 250 10 0 3 7 10 8 8 10 162 6 8
BrnirKvood ....... . .Braidwood ........... 108 109 217 85-8 83-0 168-8 463 0 0 6 2 4 1 10 3 13 12 2 484 10 9
Branga.................. Walcha................... 12 12 24 7*7 90 10-7 120 13 4 I 3 6 3 2 2 124 19 0
Branxton.............. Branxton .............. 41 29 70 27-3 17-S 45-1 228 0 0 2 3 G 14 IG 0 244 19 6
Brcadalbane ...... BTearlalbune........... 10 12 22 6-9 69 13 8 129 13 4 2 1 6 3 17 3 3 7 1 138 19 2
ifreakiaBt Greek ... BtIstone .............. 13 14 27 10-6 1P1 217 113 0 0 1 11 3 3 12 3 118 3 6
Bredbo ................... Brcdbo ................... 12 16 28 7-0 11-9 19 5 137 10 0 O 15 11 31 14 3 170 0 2
Breezo.................. Bree/a ...... ........... 29 10 45 18-0 8-8 20-8 755 13 4 0 12 11 8 12 0 164 IS 3
JircTrarrina........... Brcwarrina .......... 37 20 63 27-0 20-0 47-6 267 0 0 3 3 10 26 14 4 286 18 2
Bro^ongle ........... Brervongle ........... 10 12 22 7-G 82 15-8 132 13 4 0 15 2 3 7 3 130 15 9
Brmgcllv............ . Bringellv .............. 35 29 04 22-3 21-0 43-3 171 0 0 1 3 1 2 13 11 174 17 0
Brondwatcr........... Broadwater .......... 73 76 149 A5'5 56-4 111-9 353 0 0 2 12 3 10 9 0 366 1 3
Brobenbah ........... Knrttndera............... 20 10 30 16-8 0-2 23 0 113 0 0 2 3 9 48 12 0 163 15 9
Broeklehurst ....... Hrocklchurst ...... 28 31 59 18-3 23-9 42-2 171 0 0 3 10 10 24 1 3 198 12 1
Brodio’a Plains Inverell................... 24 31 55 182 21-9 40-1 155 13 4. 1 9 7 39 2 9 196 5 8
Broke ................... Broke ................... 10 13 29 10-6 100 21-2 141 0 0 1 19 3 1 5 0 18 10 0 162 14 3
Broken Bill..... . Broken Hill .......... 1405 472 °37 321-9 329-1 051-0 1,739 0 e 30 9 10 12 12 6 02 18 8 1,845 1 6
Broken Hill North, Broken Hill.......... 300 340 706 200-8 221-3 482-1 1,052 9 9 30 5 0 13 15 0 118 18 G- 1,815 8 3
Brolgan ............... Tiehborne.............. 31 42 73 20-6 24-0 45-2 171 0 0 1 12 10 5 18 9 178 11 7

1£ 16 28 D'2 10-4 ID 6 132 13 0 19 11 1 5 0 3 12 3 TftR 10 (ft
Brooklleld ......... Brookfield ......... . 16 16 32 11-0 1Z-6 22-0 113 0 0 1 10 8 3 16 7 118 13 3

35 23 58 25*0 1£*4 42i3 I?! 9 0 1 6 0 2 18 7 175 4 7
20 57 31‘0 15-2 4fi’£ 14ft 0 1 9 0 ft 10 n 3 15 3 IRS 14. 5

Brook’s Creek...... 8 4 12 6-1 2’S 8*D 79 13 4 I 1 s O 10 0 81 4 7
14 8 22 8*9 14.-S 93 9 ft 1 9 0 3 12 ft 7 03 7 11

Brook Vale........... 1C 12 28 ]10 9*1 20’1 89 10 0 1 8 0 24 35 1 115 13 1
Bronghtoiisworth.. 6 5 11 3-3 ;i-G 6-9 108 6 8 2 10 0 3 7 3 114 3 11
Broughton Yale Broughton Vale ... 30 16 45 21-9 100 32 8 171 0 0 0 18 8 16 1 0 187 19 8
Broughton Village. Broughton Village. 13 11 24 10-2 8-3 18-5 91 0 0 2 3 6 15 17 2 109 0 8

43—E
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

Name of School. Poet Town,

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

n
CQ

l
3 To

ta
l. I 1

o

1

To
ta

l.
1

Cowra .................. 10 10 20 79 7-1 15-0
Kockley......... ......... 16 5 21 12'6 3-6 1G-2
Bllaloug ............... 7 0 13 5-5 4-6 10-1
Brown’s Creek...... 47 41 88 25-2 25-7 50-9
Wagga IVagga...... 23 20 43 170 I4'4 31-4
Brunglo............. .. 16 14 30 12'4 11-9 24-3
Mount Yincent ... 30 32 62 22-9 22-0 44-9
Brunswick.............. 13 7 20 5-6 5-7 11-3
Aberdeen .............. 10 12 22 G'8 8'S 15'6
Brjfui’s Grfip......... . 25 25 50 16-S 168 33-6
Woolgoolga ........... 18 14 32 111 9-5 20-6
BuchttDfm............... 16 19 35 130 13-8 268
Buckendoon..... . 18 19 87 14'1 10-7 30-8
Moloug................... 11 19 30 7-9 10-6 18-5
West Camhcwarra.- 13 10 23 9'9 7-7 17-6
Wuiilunian .......... 13 16 29 S'l 7-G 15-7

24i 15 39 17'5 10-1 27-6
Bulgiiriidrfl .......... 14 13 27 10-4 9-6 200
Bulahdolah........... 50 51 101 37-8 34-9 727
Bulli...................... 79 74 153 53'2 61-G 104-8
Young .................. 18 16 34 12-5 97 22-2
Bumburv.............. 18 21 39 12-3 14-8 27-1
Bundanoon .......... 42 44 86 34-0 35-5 69-5
South Grafton....... 21 10 31 8-3 6-8 15-1
Bundarra.............. 33 42 80 2S'l 29-3 67-4
Bungawallbvn...... 32 17 49 25'2 12-0 87'8
Wingham... G 13 19 60 10-5 15-5
Bungendoro.......... 47 30 77 32'0 2i-2 53-2
Dubbo ................... 17 16 33 11-2 8-0 20-1
Bungonia.............. 11 IS 29 7-4 14-1 21-5
Biingowamifth ...... 13 15 28 10'2 10-5 207
Tentcrfleld .......... 16 16 31 10-9 X2-2 231
Bungwuhl............... 19 30 49 14-2 21-6 35-7
Dubbo ..... ............ 13 17 30 91 1.0-1 19-2
Vacv...................... 19 16 35 15-0 136 286
Garland ................ 20 19 39 15-5 u-o 26-5
Broken Hill.......... 155 122 277 liO-2 83-2 193-4

52 G2 104 36'2 717
South Grafton....... 14 14 28 104 11-0 21'4
Burragato.............. 13 14 27 107 11-2 2-1-9
Burragoraug ........ 17 17 34 11-3 11.‘4 23-7
Taralga.................. 9 8 17 G'l 5-7 11-8

32 17 49 2L4 107 32-1
Young ..... ............ 35 19 54 21-0 11-3 32'3
Burrawang .......... 34 42 76 24'4 27-6 520
Ufowra ................... 15 13 28 123 111. 23-4

19 18 37 131 11-3 21-4
Burringbnr .......... 16 15 31 9‘S 100 19-8
Bun'on'a .............. 44 32 76 317 23*6 55-3
Jindera.................. 10 11 27 11 9 90 20-9
Mudgee................ . 25 22 47 19-6 18-5 38-1
Burwood ............... 629 548 1,177 466-9 402-5 8G9'4
Byroek ............. . 31 40 71 25'1 25-9 51-0
Byng...................... 23 16 39 15-4 12-7 27-8
Byroti Bay ..... . 28 31 59 177 19-3 370
Bungalow............... 33 38 66 24-6 218 46-4
Bywong.................. 16 12 28 111 9-6 20-7
Adaminabv ........... 6 12 18 51 10-4 16-5
Cadia..................... 11 20 31 G-6 11-4 18-0
AUynbrook .......... 37 29 66 24-3 19-9 44-2
Cowra ................... 16 13 29 11-0 10-3 21-3
Ultnarra .............. 21 22 43 10-8 17-0 33'8

58 36 94 41’5 28'3 69-8
West Cambcwarra.. 20 12 32 130 7-6 £0-6
Camberwell ......... 24 23 47 18-5 19-1 37'6
Bylstono ............... ll 13 24 8'5 107 19-2
Camden.................. 114 06 210 83-6 69-8 153-4
Nowtowu ............... 429 401 833 319'5 290-8 610-3
Campbelltown...... 69 100 169 510 61-6 112-6
Camperdown ...... 412 358 770 291-0 255-0 5460
Canadiau Lead...... 81 25 56 22-6 18-1 40-7
Queonbcjan.......... 12 19 31 8-4 13-5 21-9
Candelo................ . 50 68 118 38-9 52-0 91-8

44 ■31 75 34-4 21 9 5G-3
17 H 31 ].3'6 0-9 23-5
64 70 1 134 45-1 48-8 93-9

201 160 3C1 142-8 1187 261-5
C.atiyan Leigli ...... 14 10 24 9-0 8-5 17-5

24 11 35 ■' 18-2 8-3 20-5
Captain’s Flat....... 91 83 174 63-4 548 1182
Carcortr ................... 39 4$ 87. 30-4 35-4 65-8

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Salaries.

Books, 
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
Packing andl 

Carriage, j

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage.

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, Ssc.

Total.

Broula...........
Biwiilea.......
Brovnimuir... 
Brown’s Greek 
Brncedalc .., 
Brungle (Aboriginal).. 
Brunkcrville 
Brunswick Biver* 
Brushy Hill,... 
Bryan's Gap . 
Bucca Creek ,. 
Buchanan .... 
Buckendon ....
Bnckhobblc__
Budjong Vale . 
Bulbudgorie ..
Bulga ............
Bulgandra .... 
Bulladelah ....
Bulli................
Bullokreck ....
Bumbury .....
Bundanoon__
Bundarigo ....
Bundarra .....
Bungawnlbyn .
Bungay ........
Bungendoro,.,. 
Bunglcgumbie,
Bungonia .....
Bungowaunab......
Bungulla............
Bungwabl ........
Buniuyong .......
Bumiabunoo ....
Bnrkevillc ........
Burko '\\rard, 

Broken Hill. 
Burroga
Burragan ..........
Burmgate .........
Burragoraug ....
Burra Lake........
Burrnngong........
HurranFmjr 1 ieip;hts
Burrawnng ........
Barrier ............
Burrill................
Burringbar..... .
Burrowa ............
Burrumbutbock , 
Burrundulla ....
Burwood............
Byrock.............. .
Ujug ................
Byron Bay ........
Byron Creek ...,
Bywong ............
Caddigat............
Cadia ................
Cacrgurlc............
Calare .............. .
Calliope ..........
Cainbewarra ....
Cambcwarra West 
Camberwell..
Camboon.....
Camden ......
Camdenville
Campbelltown.......
Carnpcrdown- . 
Canadian Loud
Canberra........
Candclo ........
Oanley Yale....
Oanoblas ........
Canowindra.... 
Canterbury .... 
Canyan Leigh .
Capertce ........
Captain's Blab. 
Careoar."...........

£ 9. d. £ B. d. £ s. d. £ 8- d. £ s. d.
74 5 0 i g n 1 18 9 4 10 0 82- 0 8
82 13 4 1 3 2 0 10 0 84 6 6
70 0 0 1 5 6 12 0 0 83 5 6

204 0 0 4 5 1 ll 7 0 9 16 4 289 S 5
130 15 0 1 7 11 2 0 0 7 17 3 142 0 2

64 0 0 1 17 9 2 12 0 68 9 9
171 0 0 1 16 7 2 12 3 175 8 10
as o n 38 0 0
75 6 s 3 7 8 76 14 4

148 0 0 2 18 2 3 15 9 154 13 ii
74 9 2 2 1 11 4 10 0 1 0 0 82 1 i

12G 3 4 0 6 4 7 5 3 133 14 11
148 0 0 1 6 4 2 12 3 151 18 7
109 G 8 1 15 10 2 12 3 113 14 9
111 15 8 1 7 3 2 15 1 115 IS 0
96 10 0 1 9 9 12 11 3 110 11 0

155 13 4 2 14 9 2 12 3 161 0 4
109 8 4 3 10 2 37 10 0 150 8 6
240 0 0 5 5 3 8 0 4 253 5 7
371 10 0 5 ll 1 11 4 0 388 5 i
127 16 8 3 2 11 2 12 3 133 11 10
125 0 0 1 11 4 3 16 2 130 7 6
310 10 0 2 1 5 27 12 10 340 4 3
95 15 0 0 18 2 0 15 0 97 8 O

236 10 0 2 G 11 114 , 4 20 2 4 258 19 3
182 6 8 1 1 1 • *« • 4 6 9 187 14 6
113 0 0 1 5 0 2 12 3 116 17 3
309 13 4 3 16 3 17 11 6 331 I' 1
120 13 4 2 9 9 2 6 0 125 9 1

86 15 0 1 0 8 3 15 0 0 18 2 92 8 10
125 0 0 1 15 11 37 19 3 164 15 2
113 0 0 1 9 1 2 17 0 117 6 i
216 13 10 13 9 9 32 16 9 263 0 4.
115 IG 8 1 0 10 12 15 3 129 12 9
125 0 0 4 1 6 26 17 3 155 IN 9
144 3 4 1 8 0 2 6 3 147 17 7
635 0 8 11 7 6 105 15 0 772 9 2

277 11 6 6 15 5 13 5 4 297 12 3
155 13 4 1 16 9 3 14 9 101 4 10
89 10 0 1 11 7 2 10 0 3 2 3 96 13 10
89 s 0 1 19 8 .... 9 3 0 100 10 8
91 0 0 2 0 10 3 2 3 96 3 1

172 0 8 0 5 5 22 8 2 195 0 3
163 6 8 1 17 3 3 14 9 168 18 8
233 12 6 3 7 3 14 15 7 251. 15 4
125 0 0 1 5 4 2 12 3 128 17 7
125 0 0 2 3 4 161 19 0 £89 2 4
89 10 0 1 4 9 1 6 0 92 0 9

257 17 9 2 10 8 2 8 a 11 2 1 273 IS 9
103 5 0 1 5 2 2 18 0 1 18 8 108 6 10
1G3 0 0 2 9 11 18 12 2 184 2 1

’,287 5 8 27 11 8 1 3 6 147 11 0 2,463 11 10
185 16 8 1 14 1 10 2 1 197 12 10
159 3 4 2 3 11 1 17 6 25 18 4- 1S9 3 1
159 0 0 2 12 3 161 12 3
171 0 0 5 6 9 147 19 7 324 5 4
113 0 0 3 7 6 7 13 3 124 0 9
78 17 7 0 18 9 0 10 0 80 6 4

125 0 0 1 5 3 3 12 3 129 17 6
171 0 0 2 19 4 3 18 7 177 17 11
125 0 0 1 16 11 5 10 0 4 19 0 137 5 11
113 0 0 1 15 5 2 11 3 117 6 8
246 1 8 2 13 4 0 11 9 10 0 4 259 7 1
123 0 0 1 1. 10 11 1 2 140 8 0
171 0 0 3 7 7 25 10 6 199 18 1
111 G 8 0 18 9 3 IS 4 116 3 9
dil 8 10 0 5 7 1 1 21 14 3 445 11 4
,831 13 4 25 4 0 132 10 10 2,039 8 2
380 13 4' 6 14 4 27 12 2 414 19 10

LfilS 9 11 21 7 0 9 16 3 377 4 1 2,054 17 3
159 10 0 1 17 0 38 14 3 200 1 li
113 0 0 6 I 7 119 1 7
263 1 9 4 16 4 17 19 3 285 17 4
HS 0 0 2 7 2 1 0 15 9 ' 20 4 2 171 7 1
132 13 4 1 9 2 | .... 6 17 3 139 19 9
326 12 2 3 7 1 | 6 9 6 14 19 2 351 7 11
747 12 0 15 9 2 3 11 0 38 8 6 805 0 8
107 10 0 1 1 3 ' . 19 13 4 128 4. 7
122 5 0 1 16 4 18 12 3 142 13 7
356 14 1 6 2 9 4 10 3 43 9 4 410 16 5
276 0 0 :i 15 9 23 16 10 303 12 7

* Closed DSt June.
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

Nome of School. Post Town.

Number of 
Children on Itolls.

Cardiff.............
Cnrgo ..............
Carimpford.....
Carratliool .....
Carrington ..... .
Carroll.............
Carroll Gap..... .
Carr's Creek ,,
Casino .............
Casino South ,,,
Cnssilis............. .
Castle Doyln
Castlo Hill ......
Castle Mountain ...
Castlercagh......
Castlereagh-f treeb.. 
Casflorongh, Upper
Catheart ..........
Cathorinc Hill But 
Cullai Creek
Cawdor..............
Cecil Park .....
Cedar Party Creek
Cessnook.............
Chain of Ponds ,.
Chambignc .........
Charlestown
Oharleviltc .........
Chatsburv .........
Chatswood ..........
Chatsworth Island
Cheviot ..............
Chichester ..........
Clairrillfl............. .
Clairwood ......... .
Clarence Town
Clarendon ..... .
Clnrcval ..............
Clarkson’s Crossing
Clear Hills ..........
Cleveland-streeb ...
tllifton..................
Climes..................
Clybucca...............
Oobur ............ .
Uohargo ..............
Cobbitty ..............
Cohborah..............
Coekburn River ...
Cockle Creek ......
Oodrington ..........
Oodrington North..
Coffey Hill ..........
Coff’s Harbour......
Ooga......................
Coldstream, Lower 
fold stream .Upper*
Colinton ...............
Colitiroohic..........
Oollarentlabri ......
Collector ..............
Collio ..................
Colonna ........ .
Colo Vale..............
Colstown..............
Colyton ...............
Coine-hy-Ohaiico... 
Comlcroy Hoad ...
Conargo ..............
Concord ..............
Condobolm ..........
Condong ...............
Connortou ..........
Cooorwnll ........
Coogco ..................
Cookardiuia ........
Cook’s Hill...........
Coolabah...............
Coolao ..................
Coolnh...................
Coolah Bridge.......
Coolainon...............

3o

Average IVeehly 
Attendance. '

&G

Expenditure from Public Funds,

Salaries.

Books, i
OlockB, ! Travelling 

Apparatus, i Expenses 
Pockinir and and Forage.

Cardiff .................
Cargo .................
Carlingford .........
Carrathool .........
Carrington .........
Carroll .................
Carroll .................
Grafton.................
Casino .................
Casino .................
C'assilis .................
Armidale .............
Castle Hill .........
Castle Mountain ..
Castlercagh .........
Sydney .................
Penrith.................
Catheart .............
Cathorinc Hill Buy 
Coopernook ..
Camden...-.....
Liverpool.....
Cedar Party Creek..
Ccssnock ..............
Gunning ..............
South Grafton.......
Charlestown..........
Cadia......................
Chatsbury..............
Chatswood ..........
Chatsworth Island..
Ijuwrcnec...............
Underbank ...........
Glen Tnnos ..........
Bridgcman ..........
Clarence Town.......
Burongilly ....... .
Stroud ..................  |
Habiac ..................,
Daysdnlo ......
Sydney ..........
Clifton ...........
dunes ..........
Clybucca ......
Cobar ............
Coburgo..........
Cobbitty ......
Cobboruli......
SToonbi Railway Sfcat'n
Davis Town.........
Codrington .........
tVyrallnb ..............
Orange.................
Ooff’e Harbour..... .
Holland'a Plains ..
Brushgroro .........
Upper Coldstream
Cahnton .............
Harrandera .........
Oollarendubri .....
Collector .............
Collie.....................
Barraba...............
Colo Vale.............
Gresford .............
Colyton ...............
Coino-by-Chaiieo ,.
Kurrajong .........
Oanargo .............
Concord .............
Condobolm .........
Mnrwillumbah
Wagga Wagga.....
Bowonfols ...........
Coogeo .................
Cookardiuia.........
West Newcastle ...
Coolabah ......
Coolac ..........
Coolah ..........
Leadvi Ho ......
Coolumon......

29
27 
84 
32

177
29
12
44 
70 
26
28 
8

59
9

16
173

23 
31 
74 
M 
21 
31
31
17
13
14 

106
10
18 

180
54
12
12
18
14 
76

9
15 
19 
12

832
47
22
24 

218
74
23 
19
19 
13
13 
18
20 
19 
15
17 

2
18 
18
25 
22 
15 
JO 
11
14
45 
19 
29
15 
68 
83 
17 
19
32 
99

8
448

25
24 
32

S
41

30 
32 
87
31 

179
29
10
43
65
23
23

0
47

8
23 

125
26
29
75
16
14
19 
21
25

7 
14 
92
14 
16

129
72
16
15 
10 
12 
54

8 
8

26 
14

812
58
32 
14

213
67
20 
14
29
14 
12
7

16 
9

18
13

1
16
16
25
32 
19 
16 
13 
12 
47 
13
24 

5
64
63
17
15 
35 
53 
17

:35S
19
33
30 
17 
50

I
£ s. d. £ s. A. £

59 23'4 22-7 4GT 196 6 8 I
59 17'4 25-2 42-6 171 0 0 2 6 11 1

171 58-5 64-1 122-6 373 9 4 3 4 5 i 1
63 20'4 20-2 40-6 153 15 0 2 12 4

356 181-9 129-0 260-9 689 4 6 7 15 11
58 21-S 22-7 44-5 1C7 3 4 2 1 9
22 7-9 S'2 16-1 85 18 4 1 9 1
87 30'7 85T 05-8 224 3 4 4 17 7

135 64-4 45-2 90-6 350 0 0 5 14 9
49 21-7 18-6 40'3 171 0 0 1 0 3
51 23-2 1ST 41-3 171 0 0 1 19 0
14 53 3-4 87 78 13 4 0 15 1

106 49-9 39-9 89-8 258 10 0 3 14, 7
17 7-0 OT 13-1 133 2 11 1 2 9
39 10-9 10-4 27'3 132 13 4 1 9 4

300 119-7 91-4 211-1 710 13 4 7 4 1
49 17-4 18-2 35-6 148 0 0 1 8 0
60 20-9 20-5 41-4 171 0 0 2 7 1

149 50-5 50-9 107'4 356 10 0 4 S 3 1
30 9-9 11-3 21-2 103 16 8 2 0 8
35 15 3 8-1 23-4 132 13 4 0 17 6
60 20 9 112 32-1 163 0 0 3 18 2
62 24-3 160 40-3 171 0 0 3 17 G
42 13-4 19-5 32-9 144 3 4 1 10 2
20 11-0 5-2 16-2 88 13 4 1 10 5
28 91 9-7 18-8 102 16 0 2 11 1

198 86-7 68-2 153-9 458 2 0 5 0 0
24 6-9 8-9 15-8 87 5 0 1 3 8
34 11-3 9-4 20-7 125 0 0 1 8 9

309 132-7 86-5 219-2 418 11 8 13 0 9 7
126 4-1-4 58-7 103-1 283 16 2 5 15 5 1

29 9'7 10-5 20'2 113 0 0 2 5
30 7-2 13-0 20-2 125 0 0 0 17 11
29 12-9 6-9 19-8 104 12 7 4 7 7 3
26 6-4 8-0 14-4 113 0 0 1 11 10

130 57-1 39-2 96-3 302 13 10 4 1 10
17 7-1 5-2 12-3 76 6 8
23 13-2 61 19-3 84. 18 4 1 3 3
45 13-4 21-1 34 5 144 3 4 2 3 n 3
26 8-0 11-5 20-0 89 10 0 1 6 10

1,614 611-4 603-3 12t4'7 3,410 7 11 61 13 7 ft
105 36-9 42-5 79-4 291 4 10 3 3 7 7
54 16-7 23-9 39-6 145 IS 9 1 9 10
38 16-7 7-0 22-7 124 4 0 1 8 8

431 135-7 129-4 265-1 513 19 6 10 11 4 3
141 65-4 46-3 L01-7 320 15 2 5 0 7 2
43 16-1 11-8 26-9 148 0 0 1 3 3
33 15-0 9-1 24-1 87 13 4 1 i 0
48 14-3 23-3 37-6 171 0 0 2 14 8
27 9-8 9-G 19 4 89 10 0 1 0 11
25 10-7 7-8 18-5 113 0 0 l 4 4
25 14-9 6-0 20-9 113 0 0 2 6 3
36 17-2 12-9 30-1 136 0 0 1 10 6
28 15-3 5-8 21T 88 10 0 0 11 3
33 10-7 14-4 25-1 113 0 0 2 3 10
30 12-S 101 22-9 131 10 0 1 1 2

3 1-3 0-9 2-2 137 10 0
34 11-7 10-6 22-3 89 10 0 1 3 4
34 13-1 11-4 24'5 99 10 0 2 15 1
50 150 16-6 31-6 170 13 4 2 11 7
54 17-9 26 3 44-2 148 0 0 1 17 4
34 126 15-3 27-9 63 5 0 2 10 3 3
26 G'S 10-2 17-0 113 0 0 2 18 7
24 6-2 7-3 13-5 126 10 0 1 6 0 3
26 9-6 7-7 17-2 92 9 0 1 0 8
92 33 9 31-5 65'4 246 0 0 2 6 2
32 10-5 6-9 17-4 113 0 0 1 9 7
53 20-4 16-6 37-0 199 18 0 2 7 6.
20 101 3-9 14-0 103 16 8 1 5 4

132 48-2 44-5 92-7 326 10 0 4 12 6
146 6G-7 44-8 101-5 251 7 C 6 17 3

31 1V9 10-6 22-4 102 0 0 2 3 1 1
34 13-6 10-3 23-9 89 10 0 1 14 5
67 25-8 25-2 61-0 273 10 0 1 13 10

152 72-1 360 los-l 332 2 1 3 3 6
25 6-1 11-7 17-8 88 5 7 2 0 4 4

806 333 1 269-C 602-7 1.493 6 6 17 1 11
44 17-2 12-9 30-1 114 18 4 1 8 9 2
57 16'6 261 42-7 171 0 0 3 11 8
62 23-3 24-4 47-7 223 10 0 2 11 9
25 4-9 13-3 18-2 105 0 0 1 9 ll
91 27-7 35 7 63'4 290 10 0 1 15 3 2

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, tc.

12 6

3 12 6

3 10 0

1 12 S

2 2 0

£ 6. d.
49 14 9
10 12 3
68 19 1
9 13 10

108 6 4
3 18 3
0 10 0

17 6 10
33 15 8
4 11 0
3 12 3
1 0 0

20 11 9
44 13 8
3 12 -3

GO 6 0
138 6 9

4 7 3
16 10 9
10 12 0
6 19 9

18 4 3
4 12 3
3 5 3
1 16 0

18 4 3
49 9 0

0 10 0
3 2 3

60 10-11
15 15 6
29 17 6
2 12 3
3 8 9
2 12 3

173 2 0
0 15 0
8 18 4
2 12 3
2 19 6

531 18 1
25 15 10
6 13 3
2 12 3

40 14 3
17 14 6
47 12 3

4 14 6
3 2 3
2 12 3
4 12 0
2 12 3
7 12 3

2 17 0
1 19 1

15 12 3
3 12 0
0 15 0

590 17 7
8 17 11

3 2 3
6 16 7
7 14 8

29 18 3
3 12 3

14 13 10
6 9 6

35 14 2
46 12 7

1 6 3
6 17 11
9 1 10

16 5 2
0 17 0

61 12 2
6 6 6
5 3 3
8 11 5

10 3 1
20 0 1

Total.

d5
2
8
2
9
4
5 
9
6 
8 
3 
5

£ 6. 
246 1 
183 19 
447 2 
166 1 
805 0 
173 3

87 17 
246 7 
389 10 
176 11
176 11 
80 8

282 16
178 19
136 14 
778 3 
287 13
177 14 
378 11
116 9 
144) 10 
185 2
179 9 
148 18
91 9 

123 ll 
512 11
88 18 

129 11 
499 13 
306 13 
145 2 
128 10 
116 1
117 4 
370 17

77 1 
94 19 

152 9 
93 16 

4,012 10 
327 17 
154 1 
128 4 
568 5 
345 10 
196 15 
93 11 

176 16 l1
93 3

118 16
117 18 
145 2
89 1

115 0 
134 10 
163 2
94 5 

103 0 
770 2 
158 15

69 12 
119 0 10
137 12 7 
101 4 
278 4
118 1 
216 19 
110 11 
366 16 
304 17 
107 1

98 2 
284 5 
351 10
95 10 11 

1,572 0 7
125 5 1 
179 14 11 
234 13 2
116 13 0 
314 7 4

4
l1

9
4
6
4
7 
6
8 
9 
9
4 
0 
8 
0
7 
1

1°22
5 
1
8 
8

■{

4
4
5 
1°

3
6

2
4
6
9
3

1°
3
3
4 
1 
6 
3 
8

4
5 

10
4
6 
8 
4 
7
4
5 
9

* Closed Sis Docamber.
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APPENDIX YII—continued.

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Nome of School.

doolangatta.,,. 
Coolongolook .
Cooma............
Coonabarabran 
Coonatnblc .... 
Coopernook.... 
Cooper's Creek ... 
Cooranbong.. 
Cootnrmindra
Cooyal.........
Copeland North ... 

■Copmauhursb
Coraki .........
Coramba .....
Cordcaux itiTer ...
Coreen........
Corindi.........
Conniek’s Creek ...
Cornwallis* ..........
Corovra.................
Comma] .............
Corunna .............
Cotta walla .........
Courab vra .........
Cow Mat.............
Condong .............
Cowpcr.................
Cowra .................
Cox's Cap .........
Craigie.................
Cranebrook.........
Croki .................
Croobyar.............
Crookwell............
Crookwell Hirer .. 
Croome.................

Crown-street ,
Croydon ........
Croydon Park ,
Crudiue ........
Cuoumbark ....
Cudal...............
Cnddell Siding

Average Weeklv 
Attendance, Expenditure from Public. Funds.

Cnrigegong ......
Cudgeu...............
Culcairn ...........
Cnllarin ...........
Cullen ...............
Cnllen Builcn...
Cullonbono .......
Cnllinga ...........
Cinnbalum ......
Cnnimeragunia
Cumnork .........
Cundletown.......
Cunningar ......

Curbun............
Curia Creek.....
Curlowis .........
Currabubula ., 
CmraCreek .... 
Curran's Creek
Currawnng .....
Currawunni.....
Cuthero .........
Dalgetty .........
Dalmorton __
JDalton ............ .
Palwood .........
Dangar’s Lagoon,
Dapper........
Dapto .........
Dapto West. 
Darawauk .

Darby’s Halls .. 
Dargan’s Creek 
Dark Comer ... 
Darling burst

I’ost Town. liDOks, 1 
Clocks* | Travelling Buildings, Kent,

>,o£Q
7>
5

*“1

H O*P
tf)
1 33H

Salaries. Apparatus,1 Expenses 
Pack.ini,'’andjamt Forage. 

Carriage |
Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, «fcc.

Tota.

■
£ d. £ d. £ S. d. £ e d, £ B, d.

13 21 34 8-4 9-8 18-2 13 4. 0 10 4 2 12 3 158 15 11
Coolongolook ...... 3(1 21 57 24-9 15-4 40-3 135 13 4 2 17 4 2 12 3 141 2 11
Cooma .................. 447 131 278 110 8 8S-3 

29 9
1991 435 IS 8 7 13 7 2 14 3 40 0 4 486 fi 10

Coonabarabran...... ofi 42 93 41-5 71-4 299 0 0 4 17 4 9 16 0 313 13 4
Coonatnble .......... lid 100 214 75-9 67-41143-3 458 17 4 6 10 9 141 12 0 607 0 1
Coopernook .......... 31 29 60 21-5 20-9

11-9
42 4 182 6 8 1 5 10 10 5 9 193 18 3

Corndale .............. 25 22 47 13-6 sio'i’S 113 0 0 2 9 11 2 17 2 US 7 1
21 17 38 16-8 12-6 | 29-3 130 5 0 2 9 5 3 7 3 136 1 8

Cootanmndra ...... 185 194 379 135-8 131-9 i267 7 771 6 10 Iso 16 0 ll 8 3 794 6 8 1,607 IS 2
20 25 45 10-9 14-5 25-4 139 13 1 1 4 5 23 0 3 23 7 4. 187 3 1

Copeland North 28 20 48 23-8 15-4 3w2 171 0 0 2 5 10 10 2 3 183 8 1
Coptnnnliurst ...... 18 20 38 14'9 15'9 30-8 148 0 0 1 15 0 4*. . 2 12 3 152 7 »

20 32 52 13-5 21-3 1 54-8 207 5 7 0 15 11 10 6 2 224 7 8
17

fi
18
11

ll'l 11-8 22*9 102 0 o 1 9 10 O 17 6 104 7 4
Mount Kembla ... 17 4 3 7-7 12-0 78 15 0 0 14 7 1 12 6 1 IS 'o 83 0 i

12 1 15 27 8-2 80 Jfi-2 89 10 0 1 9 10 3 12 6 0 15 0 95 7 4
Corindi, Clarence 
Maclean ..............

s ]5
11

20
23

4-2
9-9

12-5
8-5

16 7 
184

72
88

13
ll

4
8

0
1

16
6

l 13 0 2 n
12 4 1 10 0 91 8 0

Richmond............... 5 3 8 35 2-0 0*5 11 6 8 . 0 10 0 u 16 8
114 94 208 74‘4 57-0 132-0 362 10 0 4 7 9 16 13 7 383 11 4.

71 44 115 53-6 31-5 85-1 290 5 2 J H 11 / 16 10 299 13 11
ll 1*7 28 9-0 12-6 21-6 103 16 8 1 17 8 3 2 0 108 16 4
21 IS

17
39 10-6 14'2 30‘S 132 13 4 3 3 3 13 7 3 14-9 :* 10

22 39 13 6 10 7 24 3 125 0 0 1 14 0 15 7 3 14,2 i 9
15 14 29 10 1 10-2 20 3 115 16 8 1 0 1 3 7 3 120 4 0
18 24 42 13-6 18 6 32-2 163 0 0 1 11 2-11 18 9 406 6 8

Cowpcr.................. 27 28 55 19-5 198 39 0 171 it 0 1 4 4. 3 12 0 174 16 4
l-'2 142 264 94 3 10C-9 201-2 609 10 5 4 U 3 3 19 3 68 0 10 686 4 9

Wvbong .............. 23 12 35 16-9 96 24-5 106 i 8 0 7 6 4 15 9 10 0 US 14 11
Craigie .................. 12 1C 28 9-4 JO'9

24-9
20'3 130 15 0 1 16 a 5 4 1 137 15 4

Penrith ................. 35 31 66 26-2 51-1 171 0 r> 3 ll 6 4 18 3 178 9 9
Croki...................... 34 30 64 24 6 21-7 46-3 183 6 s 0 13 3 r>8 U 9 241 n 8
Milton .................. ,35 20 00 26 2) 16 2 42-4 161 8 4 1 15 « 12 19 9 176 3 9

ll” 119 231 69 9 77-9 147-8 4S9 10 0 6 14 O 12 ] 3 0 IS 9 0 527 6 2
13 9 22 8'3 5-8 14-1 h6 16 8 1 3 3 0 10 0 83 ;i 11

Via Albion Park ... 14 24 33 10-1 17-8 27-9 148 0 0 1 5 9 2 12 3 151 18 u
Upper Manilla...... 21 16 37 140 10-9 24-9 SO 10 VI 2 11 8 5 11 0 97 12 8
Sydney .................. 807 824 1.631 |610'5 608-2 1213 7 3,617 8 2 40 4 9 0 10 0 829 :) 10 4,487 6 9

307 262 5U9 226-61185-9 412-5 1,404 3 8 15 9 11 69 16 6 1,489 10 1
260 205 192-8 1150-5 340-3 900 18 4 11 17 5 45 8 9 958 4. 6
10 ID 25 6-8 11-2

90
18-0 113 0 0 1 6 10 ;$ 12 3 117 19 I

Cucumbark, late Kyle 20 15 35 13-6 22 6 117 0 0 1 7 O 12 12 3 130 19 3
37 54 01 27-8 38'4 66-2 268 13 4 2 0 0 9 16 4 280 9 8

CuddeU Siding....... 6 17 23 4-3 12-1 16-4 121 5 0 1 5 8 15 12 3 138 2 11
Cndgebegong Creek Hi 15 31 9-2 11-1 20'3 120 11 8 1 3 H 1 14 8 a 12 3 127 2 4

2-1
28

17
25

41 15-9 13-9 29-8 11 4 1 6 3 12 3 160 10 0
S3 9!2-4 '17-7 40-1 171 0 0 2 14 4 7 17 0 181 11 4

32
8

40
2C

27
18
31

50
26

24-0 20-6 4461 182 15 0 2 5 5 111 3 9 296 4 2
4-1 11-3 15'4 113 0 0 1 19 8 3 7 3 118 6 11

71 29-4 19-4 48 8 243 10 0 4 8 5 33 16 10 281 15 3
Cullen Sullen ....... lo 35 17-5 12-9 30'4 148 0 0 2 2 9 2 7 6 3 12 3 156 2 6
Cullonbono .......... 18 26 44 13-41 19-9 33 3 148 0 0 1 15 7 3 12 0 153 7 7

10 25 7-0 101 17-1 87 0 0 0 19 5 1 19 0 89 38 5
BuUma.................. 12 16 28 95 12-4 21-9 125 10 0 1 7 ii s 15 1 135 13 0
Mouma .................. 41 44 85 33-91 37-8 71 7 244 5 0 0 ii 0 ‘J 6 10 259 2 10
Cumnock ............ 34 34 68 21-9 21-4 3 ■Mi 11 fi 2 9 5 H 19 1 215 0 u
Cundletown......... 38 41 79 27 6 30-C 58 2 251 IO 0 4 14 8 1 0 0 8 1 3 265 5 11

10
23

16
24

26 7-5 0*5 17*U no 6 & l 4 3 23 16 H 135 9
r Murnnnburrah . . 47 14-7 13-5 28-2 132 4 o 12 8 3 7 3 138 3 3

11 20 S3 . 8-3 16 6 SS 11 8 i 6 9 1 7 6 1 4 5 92 10 4
12 8 20 8-3 1 7-3 15 fi 85 18 4 i 13 3 l) 12 6 14 0 10 104 4 11
2) 22 43 14-3 16-5 30-8 121 16 8 i 16 9 23 11 3 3 12 3 143 16 11
38
21

41 79 2S-3 27-6 55-9 235 17 9 3 5 4 ll 18 4 251 1 f,
13 34 10-7 6-0 16-7 113 0 0 2 1 6 i 9 0 12 12 3 m 2 9

12
22

14 26 57 5-8 11-5 78 13 4 1 8 3 2 4 10 82 6 5
Currawang ......... 13 35 17*9 ll'O 28-9! 148 0 0 4 2 0 152 2 0

16
14

21 ioi 24-6 113 0 0 2 7 6 2 12 3 117 19 9
12 26 9-7 10-3 20-01 120 13 4 1 15 2 2 12 3 125 0 9

Buckley’s Crossing 14 15 29 9'8 10-7 20-5 137 10 0 1 IS 2 16 16 3 156 4 5
Dalmorton ........... 14 20 34 11-7 13'6 25-2 ] 70 13 4 2 6 7 16 4 3 191 3 2

43 33 76 34-3 26-3 60-01 290 10 0 4 4 5 9 14 9 304 9 2
13
16

16 29 9-7 10-S 20 5 89 10 0 1 H 6 2 12 0 93 13 6
10 26 10 7 7-8 183 70 13 4 1 ll 2 1 10 6 73 15 0

10
92

8 18 8-9 69 15-8 SI 15 0 1 8 7 21 10 9 104 14 4
88 ISO G2-5 63-0 125-5 317 6 s 14 10 5 7 0 0 215 0 7 553 17 8

23 16 39 16-8 12-6 29-4 155 13 4 0 15 2 2 12 3 159 0 9
n 16 27 8-7 110 19-71 124 16 8 1 9 9 5 11 0 2 12 1 13* 9 6

Tmgha ____ 17 10 27 14-8 9-1 23-9 95 15 0 2 2 4 1 17 6 i 3 0 100 17 10
Mount McDonald 14 4. IS 99 2-7 12-6 73 13 4 0 19 6 2 9 G 82 2 4
Dargan*s Creek ... 29 24 53 18-0 152 33-21 22 19 6 8 17 10 O 18 6 21 9 7 54 5 5
Sunny Corner ....... 9 15 24 7-4 9-7 171 87 5 0 2 5 6 15 4 6 104 15 0

382 345 727 277-9 240-4 518-3 1,779 5 0 21 7 3 0 8 0 276 3 4 2,077 4 1

Closed 29tb February.
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APPENDIX Yll-continued.

I Number of 
I Children on Rolls.

h\ cra^e Weekly 
Afctendanoc. Expenditure from Public Funds.

Name of School.

Darling Hoad ......
Darlington ...........
Darlington Point... 
Daroobal gie
Daviesvillc .........
Davis Creek..........
Deep Lead ..........
Deepwater ...........
Delegate ..............
Deinondrille.,,......
Dumondrille Junction 
Dcnitiquin ........
Demnan .............
Dcrringullcn ......
Dingo Creek .... 
Doctor’s Creek ...
Donald .............
Dondingrtlong.....
J)ondyinun .........
Double Day.......
Double Peak ......
Downside.......... .
Drake .................
Dropval ..............
Drununoynii .....
Dru walla.............
Dubbo ................
Dudlev.................
Dulwich lull .....
Dunmresq .........
Dumaresq rslnnd.. 
Duncan’s Creek ..
Dundoa ................
Dundee .............
Dungaree.............
Dungay Creek.....
Dungog .............
Dun gown n, L o wer 
Dnnkeld
Duuolly .....
Dunoon ..... .
Dunvcgun ,, 
Duml
Duranbah ,.
i)uri......... ...
Duval View.,
Jiuglcton .....
ttustgrovc .. 
Eastwood .... 
Katonsvillc .. 
Ebenczer

J*!dcn .. .. ..... 
KdenYutlcy...,
Edge Hill......
Mdith ............
3^dward«town .
JCglinford..... .
Kglint-on ......
Jilderslie ........
ElliiSong........
Elmwood........
Elsinore .......
Emmavitle Ml.
Emu................
Enmoro ........
Erina ...........
Eringonia......
Ermingten ... 
Erskino i^ark . 
Erskineville...
Eschol............
Euabalong ....
Eugowra........
Eulah Creek . 
Eulomogo .... 
Enrobodalla....
Euroka............
Eurunderee ....
Kuston..... .
Euwylong .... 
Evaue* Plains ,

Post Town,
J
1 t u£

1 3
13
0

Salaries.
Books, 
(Jlcclw, 

Apparatus, 
Packing and 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage.

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.

p £. d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Biilmaia .............. 704 634 1,383 545-8 188-9 U,(B4-7 2,856 11 9 47 17 6 616 2 0 3,520 11 3
Barlington ........... «6 482 918 326-1 355-7 681-8 1,909 3 7 27 15 5 21 15 0 423 14 6 2,382 8 6
Darlington Point .. IG 14 30 7‘5 7-8 | 15-3 89 10 0 1 2 4 ■ 3 15 O 94 7 4
Din'oobalf;io........... 14 19 33 91 13'6 22-7 109 6 8 l 3 0 3 2 3 113 11 11
Davies ville .......... 60 45 105 47-5 35*4 82-9 270 10 0 7 1 7 . 200 8 4 477 19 11
Davis Creek........ 11 ii 22 7-3 9-2 16-5 81 6 8 1 16 8 6 0 O 89 13 4
Partes .................. 21 21 41 14-6 16-1 30 7 144 10 0 2 10 1 3 7 3 150 7 4
Deepwater ........... C7 57 124 60'7 51-4 112-1 305 10 0 5 15 5 0 16 3 51 6 6 423 8 2
Delegate .............. .13 27 60 23-4 19-5 42-9 182 15 0 2 17 10 26 3 8 6 5 7 218 2 1
DemondrUle ......... 20 17 37 15-8 11-0 26 8 132 13 4 1 2 8 4 14 0 138 10 0
Mumimburrali ... 27 23 50 21-2 151 3(>'3 161 8 4 3 5 8 15 4 9 179 18 9
Deniltquin .......... 171 158 329 125-1 123 1 243-2 677 7 0 11 9 11 2 4 6 90 4 10 781 6 3
Donman .............. 42 37 79 29-2 23-5 57-7 237 2 3 4 13 9 8 6 10 250 2 10
Ynss ....................... 12 16 2S 7‘5 9-3 10-8 90 15 0 O 11 9 3 7 3 100 14 0
Wherrol Flat ...... 17 14 31 10-7 10 0 21-3 125 O 0 1 10 8 133 0 2 259 10 10
Bingam...........*....... IS 12 28 11-4 S 7 20-1 105 13 4 2 15 3 0 19 0 31 1 0 140 8 7

Ifi 13 29 11-6 10-3 21*1? 125 0 0 1 9 4 3 12 3 130 1 7
12 12 21 6 9 7-8 14'7 73 13 4 0 16 9 74 10 ]
23 21 44 U-o 13-1 27-7 118 0 2 12 0 121 7 0

Edgecliffo .............. 163 14L 301 115-2 96-9 212-1 507 2 3 11 13 7 27 & 5 64G 1 :t
Mount Hope ....... 13 11 24 9'1 88 17-9 101 8 0 1 19 11 18 33 8 122 1 7
Wacsra Wa^ea...... 21 15 36 12-5 11-8 24-3 125 0 0 2 1 3 (J 9 3 133 3 6
i)rakD .............. . R0 69 149 57-5 4I.-8 102-3 424 13 4 4 9 8 2 10 0 £9 1 0 460 14 0
Cooinlic .............. 17 12 29 11-5 s-o 20-4. Itfn 8 4 1 14 3 20 16 10 157 19 -
Dniminoyue.......... 103 155 318 120-1 108 7 228-SI 417 O 0 H 14 4 0 1) 0 46 2 IT 484 8 3
Jmnberuo ............... 14 9 23 10-8 7-7 18-5 89 10 0 1 13 2 0 G 10 91 10 0
Dubbo .................. 36S 333 701 27iO-G 225-1 4 SO-7 10 6 21 12 3 10 0 0 83 14 U 1,672 18 2
Dudlor .................. SO 59 115 42'4 48 1 90 5 341 8 1 3 11 0 15 1) 34 13 IO 360 H 0
Dnhvifib Hill ....... 320 19S 518 235-4 1.10-2 371 fi 749 11 O 7 4. 6 l 1 6 154 16 4 912 13 4
Dumarosq.............. 30 2,'l 53 22'9 17-9 40-8 356 15 0 1 0 1 3 3 6 160 18 7
Xirrim ................... 20 20 49 16 8 24 7 40 5 153 15 0 2 7 10 5 19 3 162 *2 1
Wooloinin............. 19 H 27 10-7 6 5 23 2 113 O 0 2 16 10 3 2 3 118 19 1
Dumlas.................. 40 -15 85 30-7 312 64-9 273 10 0 4 6 0 55 6 10 333 2 10
Dundee .................... 18 6 24 14-4 5‘0 19-4 110 6 8 1 3 2 5 14 0 3 2 3 120 6 1
Due ............... . 19 23 42 15-0 17-4 3*4 1 14* 0 0 1 19 !) 9 12 3 159 12
Murwillumbuli........ 14. 16 29 0-6 10 7 | 20-3 94 3 4 2 5 0 2 3 6 98 11 10
Uimjrog................... 115 90 205 81-3 64-2 145-5 400 10 0 4 10 6 0 10 6 41 1 8 446 12 8
Dun go wan ............ 24. 21 45 17-2 13-7 30-9 155 13 4 2 0 5 3 7 3 161 1 0
Dunk cld ............... 24 23 47 17-6 136 31 2 148 0 0 1 1 4 3 7 3 152 ft 7

25 30 55 20'9 22-0 43'5 171 O 0 1 9 5 *0 9 177 10 2
Lisniove.................. 22 22 44 14-1 10-2 30-6 132 3 4. 1 15 6 2 12 3 136 li 1
Coif’s Harbour....... 18 11 29 ]5'3 87 24-0 113 O 0 10 6 4 1 0 119 n 6

31 40 72 24.-0 28 8 6;j’3 205 18 4 4 11 11 23 IS 10 234. 0 1
Cudgcn ......... ....... 12 15 27 9-4 n-5 20-9 107 10 0 1 17 4 3 4 0 15 9 3 128 0 7

3+ 17 51 22-8 10 9 :i3-7 136 0 0 1 4 2 9 12 3 13fl 16
10 10 20 5-7 ' 7-9 13 6! 91 0 0 1 0 7 2 15 6 94 16

Eskdale..... 28 15 38 13-9 9-1 23-0 148 0 0 1 7 10 6 0 0 290 1 3 445 9 1
G-oulburn............... 84 75 159 63-1 55-2 [118-3 381 15 0 5 18 10 15 6 G 403 0 4

62 117 36-0 38-5 285 0 0 3 10 6 12 4 10 15
15 2G 41 12-2 16-8 29-0 148 0 0 2 0 8 2 12 3 152 12

Dbcnezer .............. 23 24 17 18-31 17-9 36-2 188 10 0 2 9 3 12 12 2 203 11 5
8 18 26 13-0 19 3 113 0 0 1 8 0 2 12 3 117 Q 3

Eden...................... 21 24 45 18-31 17-6 35-9 171 0 0 0 19 3 12 3 175 1 l
j Goomoorah ........... 14 12 26 10-0 9-5 197. 98 6 8 1 1 3 1 6 0 3 2 3 103 16 2
'.HentT ................ 7 24 31 4.-61 17-5 22 1 109 H 8 1 1 6 2 12 3 113 0 5

Vta Oheron .......... 14 10 30 9-6 10-0 19'6 112 15 1 1 14 1 3 7 3 117 16 5
S3 33 G!i 24.-5 21'1 45 6 171 0 O 2 10 7 4 2 3 171 12 10

Elluiong .............. 18 10 34 11-1 10-4 217. 113 0 0 1 19 7 20 18 9 135 18 4
Bathurst ................ 28 30 58 22-0 21-4 4;i*4 155 13 4 2 10 5 0 163 d

28 13 41 19-!H 9-7 29 6 155 13 4 <> 10 8 8 15 3 166 V)
21 25 46 15-5 ]5'5 49 0 13 4 1 12 2 50 9 3 2Q7 1J
17 12 29 11-3 1 9-1 20'4 113 O 0 1 16 9 3 4 6 lift 1

Inverell.................. 28 40 08 10 3 29 4 48 7 171 0 0 3 7 1 .... 15 12 6 189 18 7
SH 100 200 69-5 148-0 402 10 0 8 19 6 105 12 2 517 1
55 51 100 34-4 ^5*0 69-4 257 10 0 15 2 7 16 10 w?n O

3fi2 364 720 271-5 279-0 550-5 1,025 7 0 14 3 8 228 1 9 1 Rfi7 v>
18 30 28 13-6 0-7 20 3 ‘120 13 4 1 16 7 2 12 3 125

Eringonia............... 8 12 20 0-2 8-4 14-6 113 0 0 1 15 7 6 1 6 6 15 0 127 12 1
Ermington .......... 33 89 72 24-5 28 0 52-5 261 10 0 1 19 4 33 10 0 296 19 4

16 21 37 11-2 13-9 25-1 132 13 4 1 9 10 2 12 8 13ft 1 *1
roc 1,464 579-0 620-1 l,0!?9*l 2,649 11 3 28 11 8 255 12 3 15

22 8 30 15-4 6-8 22-2 'l20 13 4 1 3 3 3 12 3 ft 10
Kuabalong .......... 14 15 29 10-2 10-5 20-7 89 10 0 2 0 8 3 10 O 21 3 9 116 4 6

20 29 48 14-1 20-1 ,14-2 155 13 4 1 7 3 3 7 l(\{\ it:
Nnrrabri .............. 21 17 38 15-3 10 8 26-1 132 13 4 1 7 3 2 12 3 136 12 10

11 13 24 *>■4 9-5 15-9 89 10 0 3 12 3 us
14 15 29 11-8 24'4 24 2 11.’! O 0 2 10 4 ft 2 3 li* 19

West Eempsey ... 33 27 60 23-8 20-5 44-3 244 10 0 1 9 5 13 2 3 259 1 8
14 18 32 9-5 13'8 22-8 148 0 0 1 10 7 3 12 2 153 2 9
35 16 51 27-8 12-0 39-8 165 15 0 3 2 5 6 13 0 175 10 5

Eavinond Terruce... 30 27 57 19-2 15-0 34-2 136 0 0 3 11 8 14 18 1 154 9 9
Evans’ Plains ...... 10 13 23 6-0 9'4 15-4 121 G 8 0 17 4 10 11 n 132 15 11
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APPENDIX VII—continued,

N me of School Poet Town,

opa
J2U
O

i

To
ta

l

£ca
n

’5 To
ta

l. Salaries.
Books, 

Clocks, 
Apixiratus, 

Packing and 
Carriage.

Travelling 
Kxitenses 

and forage

Buildings, Kent 
Fumhuro, 

Cleaning Allow 
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.
1

£ s. d. £ e. d. £ e. d. £ a. d. £ F.
Guyra ............... . 4 10 14 3'1 S'O Ill 26 13 4 n k ft 0 10 0 27 8

15 13 28 102 9*2 I9*4 113 0 0 1 0 ii ft 12 ft 118 2
Exeter ............... 46 19 05 32'9 12*3 45-2 184 13 4 4 5 5 11 1 1 199 19

Failford ............... Failford ............. 23 22 45 19-0 17-4 3G*4 163 0 0 2 13 0 32 17 0 198 10
70 GO 130 49*1 40*0 89*1 316 10 0 2 6 6 83 19 0 402 15
8 9 17 7'5 8-5 16 0 78 0 0 0 16 g 78 16

Bairy Meadow .. Fairy Meadow...... 83 66 149 633 44-5 107-8 317 16 6 6 14 5 0 10 “3 10 9 0 335 3
18 16 34 13*3 12-9 26-2 113 0 n 2 fill 3 12 0 118 17

ITjOIb Creek ........... Nowra .................. 2+ 23 4-7 16'9 16*8 33-7 176 1G y n is ii 4 10 3 182 6
5 s 13 3-2 47 7*9 120 G s 3 2 3 123 8

Dalton .................. 9 24 6'3 10-6 16-9 125 0 0 6 14 3 131 14
Fcrndale............... 6 10 16 47 8-3 33*0 ins 16 R 1 16 16 8 15 6 119 9
FernhiH ............... 23 17 40 17-4 ie-7 an 1 14ft n n 0 r-i n 45 9 3 193 15
Fernleipb............. 22 9 31 16-3 5'2 21'5 107 10 0 ] in 4 3 9 C 112 15
Fermnount ........... 28 21*2 15*8 37-0 171 n n 1 la A 2 12 3 175 5
infield ................... Fifield .................. 22 19 41 169 10'S 27*7 123 2 0 S 17 G G 9 2 11 1 ft 144 10
Fitiloy ................... 23 19 42 13*1 12*4 25 5 OS n n ft Ifi 04 9 5 166 4
Fnh RivorGreek... Fish River Creek.. 14 12 £6 62 6-7 12-9 125 0 6 1 3 10 4 7 3 130 11
Fire Dock ........... 81 71 152 60'0 wo 112*0 437 11 ft ft 14 79 9 10 523 35
FJndbnrr .............. 21 13 34 12’8 8*6 21*4 89 10 0 1 1ft & 0 10 0 91 13
Forbes.................. Forbes . ............... 215 20i 419 IS 3*6 i:u*i 287*7 ftfift 0 s IK 1ft 6 s ft 359 12 2 1,250 6

2G IS 41 18-3 120 aivft 125 n n 1 2 ft •> ft {i 95 7 1 223 15
Forest Lodge ...... 524 5f>7 1 031 3K9-3 355*9 745-2 2 322 0 n *4 If! in 4 0 0 149 10 9 2 500 16
Forest, lower....... MiUtborpe ......... 15 25 ' 40 12-5 19-0 315 148 0 0 1 5 10 53 6 3 £02 12

12 15 27 9-9 11*6 2L5 102 0 0 1 f> 2 12 3 10G 1
34 Sd. 58 Bfl-Q, 17-0 439 171 0 0 fi fi 10 41ft 12 1 GS9 17

1 :R90 988*9 fin-i 5,147 17 9 fi 7 3 612 1 8 5,831 12
Fort-street, Lower 160 282 1197 85-7 205 *4 651 14- q 0 1 10 129 9 10 790 6

13 1A 27 9*7 n*3 210 313 0 0 1 7 8 10 19 ft 125 6
Four-mile Creek... Fast Maitland ...... 9 12 21 6-0 S-7 14-7 120 6 8 0 8 1 15 12 1 136 6
Foxground .......... 11 13 24 n-n Bi) 15-8 143 1 ft 0 39 4 17 7 161 16
Foi Hill .............. Cobarpo................. 20 21 41 12’0 14‘6 2G'6 93 6 8 0 17 1 4 ft 4 98 7

36 19 55 26 7 1^-2 lfi5 5 0 1 14. 7 14 a 181 4
Frederickton ...... Frcderickton......... 73 71 141 52*4. 48 fi 101-0 383 10 0 6 17 11 36 9 0 427 16
Freeimn’e lleftch... Freeman’s Reach... 34 *x

45 79 23-7 30-7 54-4 270 15 0 3 18 10 7 16 10 282 10
Frogmoor.......... . 25 9A 49 17-fi | 17*6 35-1 171 0 0 1 3 10 7 15 9 179 19

10 H 24 fi'4 11*4 17-8 103 0 0 1 6 4 3 12 ft 107 18
21 18 39 10'4 19*4. 20*8 103 1G ft 1 3 ft ft 2 3 108 1

9 14 23 67 in K 17^5 113 n n 1 fi 1 3 2 0 117 7
Gtilathara Road ... Nnrrabri ............... 14 14 28 S-9 m-B 19'5 137 10 0 1 15 10 16 12 3 155 18
Galley Swamp..... Galley Swamp...... 34 44 78 20-5 27-6 43-1 183 2 9 2 4, 3 5 0 0 182 10 6 372 17

19 17 86 ia*4 16*9 24*3 106 4 2 1 12 11 25 12 4 133 9
40 4S 88 291> 35-0 64’9 24G 0 0 3 14 4 10 17 10 2C0 12

Gftlwadgerie ....... Dripstone.......... . 10 13 23 &-5 81 17-G 89 10 0 3 4. 9 6 3 2 96 17
28 19 *17 1SJ> 11*9 30*4 148 0 0 2 4 0 6 17 3 157 1

Garmon’s Crook ... Gannon's Creek ... 19 8 £7 13-7 6-1 19 8 102 0 0 0 7 5 1 14 0 36 11 0 140 12
15 13 28 8'4 7 3 157 136 0 0 4 0 5 140 0

Goi'dencr's Road... Waterloo ............... 253 215 468 181-8 155-3 337-1 804 7 4 17 19 9 13 1 3 205 15 3 1,041 3
(Jarra I'ta Molong.......... 21 11 33 14-7 68 21-5 132 13 4 0 6 2 3 7 3 136 6

WaUahad&h ........... 16 13 29 10'S 7-4 182 SO 0 0 1 16 9 81 16
Gentlemao’fl Halt.. Gentleman’s Holt... 22 7 29 17-7 4-6 22 3 132 13 4 1 0 5 58 5 3 191 19
George’s Creek ... Bnndarra............... 12 4 16 8‘3 2'4 10-7 76 0 0 1 12 1 0 10 0 78 2

41 29 70 31-6 21 4 53*0 £38 3 n a l 8 8 2 1ft 249 8
Germanton ........... Gcrmantoii .......... 53 41 94 3S'4 30'3 68-7 £29 10 0 3 5 4 10 1 10 242 17

17 12 29 lO'l 69 17*0 132 13 4 0 14 11 ft ,7 3 13G 15
15 9 24 12*1 6-G 18-7 80 1 8 80 1

Gerringong .......... 60 f)4 124 44-0 43*6 87-5 318 0 0 4 8 9 77 12 10 400 1
Gerrvmborrj’n....... South Grafton...... 17 20 87 9-2 14-5 23-7 132 13 4 1 17 s 2 12 3 137 3

37 35 72 257 26*4 62*1 205 10 1 4 1L 4 370 A. 0 680 5
Gliimii Gbinoi ... Ghimii Ghinni...... 28 6 34 21-7 4-0 £6-3 133 13 4- 2 2 8 112 1 1 247 3
Giant's Greek 17 19 36 14-1 14-7 SB'S 148 0 0 111 1 85 12 3 235 3
Gilgai ................. 28 18 46 23-6 ii-s 35'4 171 0 0 3 17 9 4 3 9 179 1

39 23 62 27'3 14 6 41-9 165 5 0 2 5 6 67 14 9 235 5
26 25 51 12*5 13*4 259 168 n 0 8 6 1 4 4 9 36 6 9 216 17

Gillicslon............... IVest Maitland....... 54 31 85 36-7 19-4 50-1 236 6 10 2 S 11 28 5 0 267 0
Girilainbone....... 2p 39 G8 16 6 19-6 36-2 252 10 0 27 3 4 279 13

Gladesvillc ........... Gladesyille ........... 96 83 179 72-8 63-6 136-4 269 6 9 6 11 8 6 11 G 30 11 8 ■313 1
Gladstone ........... Gladstone.............. 48 40 88 31-8 23-1 599 273 10 0 2 12 9 7 16 10 283 10

Glebe......... . 710 G22 1,332 539 0 44S-5 987-5 2,705 16 8 23 13 8 259 9 0 2 9RM 1ft
Glen ................... Tent Hill.............. 51 5G 107 43*3 48*4 91'7 £43 0 0 1 16 11 21 6 7 8 19 7 275 2
Glen brook ........... Glcnbrook............. 14 13 27 10 4 10 2 20 6 89 10 0 0 19 7 6 18 0 97 7

14 14 28 97 8-0 107 16 8 110 9 2 G 0 in ift
Gleneoe ............ Glencoe.................. 23 21 44 IG'3 12-7 29-0 136 0 0 1 17 6 3 14 ft 141 U
Glendon Brook ... Glendon Brook ... 23 25 48 14-3 18-3 32-6 148 0 0 1 12 9 2 12 3 152 5
Glenficld............... Liverpool ............. 23 23 46 137 176 31-3 152 0 0 2 6 6 23 7 3 177 13

IS 13 31 13*2 10-2 9a a. 116 0 0 3 4 7 1 k n 12 0 9 131 14
Glen Tunes .......... Glen Innes ......... 194 172 366 164-2 139 4 303-6 853 2 9 16 7 9 96 8 4 965 1ft

14 9 23 12 3 6-5 188 132 13 4 2 12 ft Iftfi 5
Glenznorc Road ... Paddington .......... 202 177 379 157-3 132-0 289-3 837 19 8 5 2 66 17 0 909 19
Glen Morrison ... Glen Morrison4,*.. 6 13 19 5-2 10-3 15-5 88 3 4 1 5 3 0 10 0 89 18

22 21 43 16-1 16'2 32-3 137 10 0 1 14 10 23 2 3 i p»a 7
Glenresgh .......... South Grafton 14 10 24 9-3 8'4 17-7 87 13 4 1 2 0 1 10 0 90 5

d.
7
2

10
0
G
0
s

11
10
11

3

0
3

10
7
5
G
1

11
5

11
1
4
1
8

11
11

r>
n
10
7
1
!)

11
8
7
7
2
1
1
G
5
2

11
3

G
5
7
9
9
0
1
5
2
6
8
7
3

E
1
4
6
3

7
9
4
7
7
4
8
7
E
9
0
9
3

10
7
1
7
1
4

Closed 30th April.
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

Kama n[ School

G-lenroy ...............
GHcnlhui'no..........
Glon ’Willibun......
Glenwood .............
Gobavmloug ......
Gocup ..................
GoLhm .................
Golspie.................
Gonilarin Creek ...
Goobanc; ...............
Good Hope...........
Goodoogii.............
Googong*...............
Goolagong ..........
Goolma ..............
Goohollobali .....
G-oonoo Goonoo ...
Gootioowigall.......
Gooraugoola ......
Goorikurat ..........
Gordon.......... .......
Gordonville .........
Gorlmm .............
Gosford ..............
Gosforlli ..............
Gosling Creek......
Gough Town .......
Gouibum ...........
Goulbiirn Jfortli... 
Goulburn Soulli ...
Goiddsville...........
Gourlay ..............
Gowrio.................
G mf Uni ..............
Griifton South ... 

'Griilitvin’s Valley...
Graman ..............
Granthura ..........
Granvillo...........
Grativille North ... 
Granvillo South ...
Grattoi..................
Great Central.......
Greeudide ..........
Green Grove .......
Green Hilt ..........
Groan’s G unyuh ...
Green Valley .......
Grecmvelt I’oiut...
Greemvich ..........
Greenwood ..........
Gregsidoo...............
Greghamstown ...
Crogra..................
Greig’s I’lot..........
Grenfell ..............
Gresford ..............
Gresw iek..............
Greta ..................
Grong Grong ......
Guildford ..........
Gulargambone.....
Gulgamree .........
Gulgong ..............
Uulion...................
Gullcn Flat...........
Gum Flat ...........
Gnnbar................
Gundugai..............
Cundagai South ...
Gunduroo ..........
Gunduritnba ......
Gundy..................
Gunnedah ..........
Gunnenbonc ......
Gunning ..............
Guntuwang..........
G uyong ..............
Gnyra ..................
GWynne .............
Eall’a Creek .......
1 Lulton...... ...........

Post Town.

Number of I Average Weekly 
Children oa KoHs. Attendance. ‘ Expenditure from Public Funds.

"Rosewood..............
Glentborno ..........
Glen William ......
Hall ......................
Coolac ..................
Gocup ..................
Gollan ...................
Golspie .........
Mount Keira ......
Psirkea ........................
Good Hope ..........
Goodooga..............
Queanbeyan.........
Goolagong .........
Goolma..... ........... .
I/ismore................. .
Goonoo Goonoo .,
Invcrcll......... .......
Goornngoola .....
Currabubula.........
Gordon.................
Hellingen.............
Hurrowa .............
Go’ford .............
Oosfoi’th .............
Guyong ................
Merrylands .........
Goulburn.............

Id
21
10
9

11
13 
12 
22
14 
10

7
24

R
29
18
33
11
28
12
11

103
21
15 
89 
15 
10 
98

273

Guntawnng 
Guyong . ,.
G uyra .....
Old .1 unoo... 
Bingara ... 
Holton ......

Caudolo ..............
Goonoo Goonoo ...
G ruf ton..................
South Grafton......
Gleneoe..................
Graman ..............
George’s Plains......
Granville ..............
Granvillo ..............
Granville ...............
Mudgee..................
Mount Hope..........
Grecndale ...........
Cudul ..................
Green Hill ...........I 15
The Hock...............j 28
Liverpool ..............  21
Greenwell Point ... 25
Greenwich ........... ] 69
Tumbern ............... 16
Waggu Waggo....... | 12
Blnyney................ 30
Cudul....................... | 17
Greig’s Flat........... , 23
Grenfell ................117
Gresford ......  | 40
Soaham................ 13
Greta ......................Lfi4
Grong Grong ....... 52
Guildford........... 23
Gulargambone.... 41
Mmlgoo................ 17
Gulgong ............... 61
G-ullcn ................... 24
Gullon Flat ........... 12
Gum Flat............... 34
Guubor...............  14
Gnndngui ............... 89
G undagai ............... 43
Gunduroo............ 2G
Guiiduriiuba ....... 24
Gundy ................. 28
Gmmedah............ |1G2
Carroll ................... | 12
Gunning ................ 69

3
O

'd
&

£
&

cri
3u

3OH
Salaries

Books, 
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
Jackin" amt 
Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage,

Buildings, Kent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow, 
ance. Fuel, <fcc.

Total.

14
£ s. d. £ 6- d. £ 6. d. £ s. d. £ d.28 10-2 11-0 21-2 113 0 0 1 17 4i _ 3 16 6 113 13 108 29 12-6 4-4 17-0 139 10 1 1 0 8 14 16 3 156 7 o

1C 32 11-8 11-9 23-7 125 0 0 0 19 0 2 12 3 128 11 3
6 15 7-4 5 0 12-4 71 0 0 1 1 0 0 15 0 72 16 013 24 6-3 4-7 11-0 87 16 8 1 12 8 2 16 0 92 5 49 22 8'3 6-1 14-7 129 0 0 1 7 2 6 17 3 137 4 5

10 23 9-3 7-1 16-4 102 0 0 1 1 10 5 10 0 2 12 3 111 A 1
18 40 140 13-4 27-4 121 6 8 2 9 4 4, 7 9 128 3 y
16 30 8-6 11 8 20-4 125 0 0 0 18 11 1 6 0 127 4 ii13 29 7'G 6-9 14-5 135 1 11 0 19 11 2 0 10 138 2 s
14 21 4'4 109 15-3 91 0 0 1 4 6 ... 8 7 3 93 11 327 51 17-3 2P3 38'6 171 0 0 5 5 3 16 12 3 192 17 6

4 12 1-8 30 7’8 40 0 0 1 0 O 41 o o
26 55 181) 20-7 39-6 153 15 0 1 4 0 16 6 7 171 5 7
15 33 12-3 7-9 20-2 113 0 0 2 2 5 IS 8 9 133 ii 224 57 23-1 17-4 40-5 171 0 0 2 7 11 2 12 3 176 0 2
e 17 5-7 4-8 10'5 77 13 4 0 16 1 78 <) 5

22 50 19-7 14-7 34-4 143 IS 4 2 7 3 4 2 3 150 2 10
11 23 8'4 8-3 16-7 83 O 0 1 9 7 84 Q 7
11 22 8-6 9-5 181 89 10 0 1 1 2 0 4 0 90 15 290 193 76'6 71-8 MS-4 347 0 0 9 7 4 106 12 2 462 19 6
18 39 161 14-4 30-5 148 0 0 1 1 ii 1 C 0 150 7 1110 25 12-2 8-2 20-4 127 1 8 1 12 4 16 7 3 145 1 3
73 162 50-6 ■15-9 105-5 302 10 0 5 8 4 86 4 0 394 u 4
15 30 8-5 8-3 17-3 132 13 4 2 S 9 7 15 0 142 17 1

8 18 4-9 9'4 91 0 0 i 2 e 3 7 0 <i5 9 5
72 170 65-9 49-5 115-4 336 17 6 2 16 9 18 3 1 377 17 4DOG 579 197-2 2130 415-2 1,455 2 6 23 17 0 i 6 6 75 12 9 1,555 18 9

192 435 169-6 133-6 303-2 953 9 9 14 IS 0 59 7 3 1,027 15 O191 437 168-9 138-8 307 7 937 15 0 15 1 2 0 17 9 77 8 11 1,051 2 10
24 48 18-2 17 7 35-9 148 0 0 2 6 11 3 7 3 153 14 2
14 26 9-4 12-5 21-9 120 11 8 2 0 5 2 13 3 125 5 4
12 23 10-2 10-6 20-8 87 13 4 1 12 3 c 16 2 2 8 0 98 9 9

380 783 303-9 296-0 509 9 1,893 2 1 17 1 8 2 10 0 420 17 6 2,333 11 3
76 173 73-7 59-1 132-S 403 10 0 20 9 O 423 19 019 37 14'9 14-5 29-4 136 0 0 2 9 0 3 2 3 141 11 3
11 29 12-7 6-8 19 5 137 10 0 2 10 7 13 15 8 153 16 314 20 6-8 6-4 13-2 132 13 4 0 17 11 9 7 3 142 IS 6

347 707 279 8 2C0-5 540 3 1,604 8 4 22 17 10 93 8 2 1,720 14 415G 353 153-4 113-5 266-9 751 16 8 10 7 4 2 16 3 246 7 6 Ion 7 JJ
65 M3 56 8 44-8 LOl'O 332 0 0 4 17 5 37 1 4 373 18 9

S 21 8-7 5-8 ' 14-5 91 0 0 1 7 11 3 13 3 96 0 2
9 30 151 5-4 20-5 140 13 4 0 17 3 4 4 6 46 7 2 192 2 35 14 6-6 3-8 10-9 78 13 4 0 18 10 0 17 3 SO 9 512 21 5-7 9-3 150 86 6 8 1 19 3 0 15 0 89 O 11

20 35 12-3 15-7 28-0 169 0 9 0 14 3 2 12 3 172 1C 3
18 46 21-0 11-0 320 136 0 0 1 15 2 .... 13 8 8 151 3 1023 44 15-4 15-3 30-7 118 15 0 2 O 2 2 12 0 123 9 2
29 54 18-8 22-6 41-4 148 0 0 0 14 4 ■ 2 12 3 151 6 740 99 d6-3 30-3 76-0 223 10 0 ~7 14 11 13 10 10 244 15 9
11 27 13-9 9-2 231 93 15 0 i 2 2 3 0 0 1 12 6 101 10 2

1 14 26 9-0 10-8 19-8 113 0 0 0 15 3 , 2 17 3 116 12 6
19 •19 20-6 12-8 334 148 0 0 0 5 0 3 7 3 151 12 3
14 31 0-8 10-7 20-5 113 0 0 0 13 11 4 19 9 118 13 8
21 44 15-1 16-8 3111 136 10 0 2 2 3 25 3 9 163 10 0113 230 81-0 7-I-0 155 O 383 16 8 8 12 1 2 2 6 14 8 0 408 19 3
37 77 22-9 23-5 46-4 m 0 0 3 4 6 2 12 3 176 16 911 24 iro 9-3 20-3 114 16 8 2 18 10 O 12 2 120 7 8

146 310 122-4 105-8 228-2 689 15 3 7 18 5 62 3 9 4L 19 2 801 16 739 91 34-4 23-5 57-9 240 0 O 1 13 0 255 14 10 497 7 1032 60 20-1 22-8 42-9 159 0 0 1 15 10 5 8 3 106 4 1
42 83 288 30'0 58-8 18S 10 0 4 3 2 56 8 0 249 1 223 40 8-3 ]2-l 20-4 160 16 8 1 3 5 1 12 6 3 12 0 167 4 7
91 152 46'2 73 3 119-5 362 10 0 2 12 10 14 14 0 379 16 1025 49 17 0 21-4 38-4 171 0 0 2 10 6 8 19 2 182 9 712 24 7-1 5-9 13-0 77 13 4 1 5 5 0 10 0 79 8 928 62 23-3 18 7 42-0 210 0 O 1 16 H 25 0 0 9 4 4 246 0 3
17 31 9-2 13-8 23 0 132 3 4. 1 17 2 11 2 3 145 2 o

60 149 63-8 42-0 105'8 341 0 0 9 6 2 95 15 6 446 1 8

37 SO 31-0 28'0 50-0 223 10 0 2 4 2 15 16 10 241 11 028 54 1S-8 19-9 387 171 0- 0 4 9 9 8 12 3 184 2 0
23 d7 17 4 Hi-fi 33-9 171 0 0 1 7 8 35 {) 3 207 16 11
27 55 172 18 8 36 0 153 15 0 2 5 1 99 4 3 265 4 4

127 270 113-1 92 7 205-8 524 18 11 7 11 0 1 12 3 11) 13 10 553 16 0
15 27 8-7 H'5 20-2 113 0 0 1 15 3 3 14 3 118 9 c34 93 41-1 24-3 63-4 200 10 0 2 7 0 144 1 10 436 18 1041 59 11-2 30 9 421 171 0 0 1 9 2 5 17 3 178 c 5
15 31 105 10-0 20 5 124 13 4 1 11 9 3 13 3 129 18 431 75 29 6 21-9 54-5 209 13 4 2 6 6 1 11 6 39 15 3 233 C 7
16 30 91 102 19-3 89 4 11 1 7 8 3 2 0 93 14 711 32 15 9 8'5 24-4 125 O 0 1 14 6 5 2 3 131 16 8
9 23 10 4 66 17-0 109 C 8 2 8 10 1 2 2 2 12 3 115 9 11

* Closed Slit July,
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APPENDIX ^11—continued.

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance, Ej^penditurc from Public Funds.

Name of School. Post Town.

o'ca *5 1 O3
tnTj
o

d
£

Salaries.
1 Books, 

Clocks, 
Apparatus, 
Packing anti 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses 

anil Forage.

JUiildingB, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow- 
ancc, Fuel, &c.

Total.

£ s. d. £ g d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. a.
472 423 895 346-1 314-3 '680-4 1,850 0 11 22 7 1 2 4 3 78 12 9 1,953 5 0

Waratah ............... 174 151 325 129-6 112 9,242-5 472 10 0 6 ii 4 6 10 3 50 12 0 636 9 7
22 14 36 16-7 10-8 27-5 125 0 0 1 7 9 9 0 0 135 8 3

5 12 ]7 4-2 10'f» 14 8 S3 13 4 o 19 0 84 12 4-
13 12 25 10-5 9-G 20-1 113 0 0 0 17 11 2 17 3 lift ir» 2
24 31 19*8 23-1 42 9 171 0 0 0 11 8 5 12 8 177 4 4
15 15 30 7-6 9-1 16-7 115 13 4 1 10 2 0 11 8 31 2 10 14S 18 O

Uarrinptcm ......... Harrington ......... 34 26 60 24-4 16 9 41-3 123 16 8 3 V 11 4 5 0 2 1 3 133 10 10
Hartford............... Walcba.............. 15 11 2G 10-7 \i 5 16-2 98 0 8 0 18 5 3 2 3 102 7 4

Hnitley.................. 13 29 42 so 17 1 25-1 M8 0 0 0 18 i 3 9 6 152 7 7
Hartley Vale ....... Hartley Yale ... , 60 59 no 48-3 43 7 92-0 346 13 4 5 11 n no 9 2 402 13 8
Himroocl Island .. 11 nr wood Island .. 75 70 145 54 G 48-3 102-9 356 10 0 2 19 11 10 0 0 T5 17 6 385 7 5
HftwkesburVjLowcr Wrsemaj^a FeriT . 21 11 32 ISO 8-2 26 2 113 0 0 0 14 5 1 15 0 2 12 3 118 2 2
Hftwkins7 Creek Barraba................. 28 15 43 16 7 10-6 27 3 1S6 N 4 2 6 5 3 8 0 132 2 9
Hay ............... Hav ...................... 21S 219 427 159-7 159-2 318-9 / o / 17 5 8 12 8 73 O 10 839 10 11
Ilentlicote ......... H eatheol e............... 21 29 58 14 7 2;i-5 137 10 0 0 14 <\ 32 18 8 151 3 il
Helfjiabnrgh ..... Helensburfih ........177 192 369 129-2 138-8 |268-0 i 012 12 2 8 2 3 0 19 0 43 17 3 5(i5 11 2

Hentv 29 25 54 21-7 16-2 37-9 101 S 4 1 4 11 32 19 5 175 12 8
11 cron's Greek....... Kendall................. 21 13 34 13‘U 8-1 23-7 114 10 0 1 2 2 4 11 0 45 13 9 105 16 11
Hfilinm .............. Hexham .............. 40 37 77 30-4 29 2 59-0 2^1 n 1 2 19 2 8 11 10 293 3 1
Hibbard ............. Port Macquarie ... 28 26 54 20-3 19-6 39-9 171 0 0 1 r> 3 26 12 3 198 17 0
Hickey’s Creek .. Toorooku ............... 15 8 23 11-2 0-3 17-5 til 0 0 1 Id 11 2 12 3 95 8 2
Hill Crest ........... Kangaroo Valiev... 11 17 28 0-1 11-1 17 2 113 0 0 1 4 9 2 12 3 116 17 0
Hill TCnd............... Hill Jind .............. 90 78 177 72 6 56 2 128 8 0 0 tl 13 5 28 0 8 394 0 7

184 219 403 1374 153 S 219-2 518 10 0 22 9 4 107 3 2 048 2 0
15 19 34 9-0 14-2 2:3-2 97 0 s 1 12 0 O 15 0 7 6 3 100 19 11

ITillston .............. 73 75 143 53-3 47-2 100-5 £74 8 0 0 8 9 4 19 0 132 18 4 418 15 1
13 7 20 11-4 4 4 15 8 79 0 0 3 9 1 0 O 80 8 9

59 114 46-0 49 5 297 10 0 3 2 n 47 2 347 14 10
Hobby’s Yards ... Hobby’s Yards...... 23 21 44 17-2 13-9 311 148 0 0 2 8 2 3 7 3 153 15 5
Holds worthy ...... Liverpool .............. 17 12 29 14-3 9-8 21-1 132 13 4 1 0 3 7 0 8 141 0 3

24 23 47 1S-3 15 4 33 7 130 0 0 1 3 11 4 10 3 141 14 2
Holy Camj).......... Grenfell ............... 4 13 17 2-5 9-0 11-5 77 13 4 1 0 11 0 17 3 79 11 0
Homebush ......... Homebnsb ........... 122 Si 203 1 S0-6 58-5 145-1 449 3 4 7 9 1 29 14 0 480 ft 5
Houievillc ......... Wed Maitland .. . 105 80 1S3 747 50 6 125-3 352 10 8 5 7 0 44 5 2 402 8 10

8 14 22 6-1 12-1 1S-2 103 0 0 .3 2 0 160 0
Hornsby ............... Hornsbv .............. 27 38 05 21 9 28-4 60-3 159 (J 0 2 i 9 3 <\ 3 JG4 11 0
Hornsby Junction.. Hornsbv Junction.. 119 112 231 S6 3 SI'3 170-6 408 10 0 0 15 7 19 19 0 435 4 7
Horseshoe Bend ... Wept Mail land....... H5 47 82 27-G 35-6 63-2 211 10 0 12 1 4. 223 11 4
TfnvAll 12 19 31 8-1 12-9 2t-0 125 0 0 0 10 4 3 2 3 128 12 7

Howlong ......... . . 37 22 59 29-4 182 47-C 197 10 8 2 14 11 5 0 0 8 10 9 214 8 4
43 Jfi 70 30-6 2(V0 21S |> 0 3 10 2 10 11 10 242 8 0
u 9 20 9 2 82 17-4 89 10 0 0 19 7 2 12 3 93 1 10

Hunmla ............... Humulu ............................. 2G 21 47 16-3 15 2 31-5 148 0 0 2 11 8 5 10 3 02 10 9 218 12 8
Hunter’s Hill.............. Hunter's Hill 47 52 99 36-5 36-6 73-1 26S 0 0 o 12 8 223 14 5 494 7 1
Huntingdon...................... Huntingdon...................... 14 10 24 11-4 8-7 £0-1 1(0 10 0 1 0 7 1 0 0 103 2 7
Huon ........................... ... Jindcra..................................... !) 11 20 6 0 79 l.i-9 114 10 0 1 O 10 i 8 3 15 19 0 132 IS ]

... 454 164 110-3 110 3 4-16 10 u 4 12 10 10 8 0 401 10 10
280 501 24-) H 307-8 ,4 50-6 1,184 13 2 18 0 3 107 0 4) 1.309 19 10

Hurstville West... JiurstTillc............................. 96 75 171 69-fi 53-5 123-1 340 16 8 3 13 1 48 17 5 393 7 2
Huskisson North... Tomcrong........................ 16 14 30 13-0 10-2 2;}'2 125 0 0 1 14 7 3 2 3 129 10 10
Tlfnrd ..................................... 26 IS 44 19-1 121 31-2 148 0 0 1 0 4 4 2 0 153 8 4

Tlkbo .. 2t) 30 50 20'2 3G 7 ] rr.? 10 0 3 7 10 14 2 106 11 9
lluka ...................................... Ilukn ............................................. 23 19 42 19-2 16-0 35'2 136 0 0 1 3 S 0 2 3 146 5 ii

j>2 52 lot 40-8 37 5 78 3 292 10 0 2 19 5 i 13 8 15 12 4 312 15 5
Milthorpc............................. 9 s 17 7 8 5 6 13-4 73 IS 4 1 7 4 0 10 0 75 15 8

Inveroll ............................. Invcrcll ................................... 207 157 364 1143-5 115-7 1239-2 779 1 0 17 11 4 s 8 9 £7 8 7 832 9 8
Woodrille............................. 42 29 71 "P-3 21 7 51-0 246 0 0 1 Jo 0 32 4 10 280 0 4

17 8 25 12-1 62 18-3 90 10 0 1 10 10 0 13 4 103 14 a
12 9 21 89 6-1 15-0 82 13 4 0 18 4 0 5 0 83 10 8

Irvington................... .. Casino ..................................... 3C 21 57 25-1 15-3 40-4 144 3 4 1 14 ii 2 12 3 14S 10 0
226 236 462 169-3 177 7 347-0 R56 3 4 10 2 9 74 3 9 1,040 9 It/

12 H 26 8-8 8-8 17'G 115 0 0 1 3 1 7 0 9 123 3 10
Jacob and Joseph Quirindi ............................. 9 17 26 7-6 15-3 22-9 128 8 4 2 2 3 2 12 9 2 15 10 135 19 2

Creek.
14 12 26 9-1 10-5 113 O 0 0 4 3 0 17 0 3 2 3 123 4 0
51 44 95 34-1 26-2 60-3 24 G 0 0 3 7 6 9 13 4 259 0 10

Jasper's Brush .. Jasper's Brush.............. 40 32 72 30-0 24-3 54-2 242 10 0 3 ! 10 14 6 1 200 3 11
•Tellat Jellat................ Eegn..................................... 20 18 38 13 5 14 5 28 0 1G3 0 0 1 2 11 21 7 5 185 10 4
Jembaiemribenc ... Jcinbaicuinbene ... 21 28 49 11-4 18-6 30-0 148 0 0 O 3 7 3 12 3 153 15 10
Jennings .............................. Wnllangarra (Q.)..- 26 19 45 20-8 17-2 38-0 146 13 4 2 2 2 10 9 197 6 r>

76 56 132 52-0 35-1 S7'l 285 0 0 3 3 8 12 10 10 300 K 0
22 11 33 15'0 7-8 23-7 113 0 0 121 0 8 234 6 8
21 27 48 174 16-4 33-8 190 15 0 ►> 3 1 3 10 9 130 8 10

Jerrnnga............. Kangaroo Valley... 15 12 27 10'7 9-1 198 96 10 0 i 15 7 2 12 0 100 17 7
■Terry’s Plains..... Jerry's Plains ...... 26 30 56 £0 9 221 43-0 171 0 0 2 11 5 3 18 3 177 9 8
Jesmond ............. Lamb ton ......... 103 92 195 73-5 70-4 143-9 480 19 0 4 1 8 90 3 C 581 4 2
Jilliby Jilliby...... Jilliby Jilliby ....... IS 26 44 12-3 1S-5 30-8 130 0 0 1 10 7 2 17 9 140 8 4
Jindabync ........... Jindabvne.............. 19 15 34 8-6 7-0 15-6 109 6 s 1 5 9 3 12 O 114 4 5
Tindfilce ............. Jindalee .............. 17 11 28 11-6 S-9 ;20-5 125 0 0 0 12 3 3 y 9 128 IS 0
Jindalee, West ... Cootamunclra ...... 18 11 29 12-1 8-7 20-8 109 10 8 1 3 5 17 2 3 128 2 4
Jindero ............... Jindcra................... 20 21 41 14-3 15-4 29-7 148 0 0 ,, 20 13 9 168 13 9
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

>'aiTie oE School.

I Number of 
I Children on Rolls.

Avemgc Weekly 
Attendance.

Post Town,

tTingeliic ..............
Joadjiir ..... ....... .
Joliti^on’s Creek ...
John's "River ......
Jugioilg ...............
Jin ioc ...................
Juncc, Old ..........
.Tunes IRcofs .......
Kumcniki. ..........
Kungnloon ..........
Kfingataon, East... 
Kangaroo Kiver ... 
Kangaroo Yalley..
Karangi .............
Katoomba ..........
Kayugu ...............
Kegworf.U ...........
Kciravillc.............
Keirson ..............
Kelly’s Plains .....
Kellyrille..............
Kelso ..................
Kompsey, Plnst ... 
Kcmpsey, West ...
Kendall ..............
Xenthurst .........
Kentucky.............
Kerr’s Creole .......
Kerr.....................
Kialla ...................
Kiama ...................
Kiaudra ...............
Kilgin ..................
Killabahk Creek... 
Killnrney Swamp
Killawarra ..........
Kimbriki..............
Kincumber ...........
Kimlra .................
Kingsdalc...............
King’s Plains .......
Kingswood ...........
Kiora ..................
Kirkton ...........
Kogarah ..............
Kookabookra.........
Koora wal.hu..........
Koppin Yarratt ...
Konbalik..............
Kowen..................
Krambach .........
Kurrojong, Kortli.. 
Kun'ajong, South.
Kurrni'a .............
T-acnialao......... .
Ijaggan.................
Lagoon ..................
Laguna..................
Lake Albert..........
Lake Kathurst.....
Lake Cudgolheo ...
Lakelands ..........
Lambing Hill......
Lambton .............
Lnmorna..............
La Perouso...........
1 -args .................
La Light oiulatc......
Ijaunelou..............
Livadia ..............
.Lawrence .............
Lawrence, Lower
Lawson..................
Lawson’s Crook
Lead ville..............
Leech's Gull)'......
Leichhardt .........
Leichhardt, West,.
Lenda ..................
Lewis Ponds ......
Linbuni ...............
Linden dale ..........

16
2+
12

8
20

151

12
08
12
11
10

123

26 | 27 
22 22 
12 j Hi 
55 [ 43 
17 I 20 

144 Il21 
11 1 21 

322 1305 
78 1 58 
15 I 14

22 
35 
65 
73 

115 1149 
32 1 25 
28 | 33

17 11
27 1 36
28 18

152 lies 
10 . 22 
25 11
18 15

Jingcllic ...
Joadja ........
Weismuntel’s 
Moorland 
•Tugiong ....
Jimec ........
Old Juncc............. i 18 | 26
J unco ...................} 20 I 10
Candelo ............. 17 : H
Kangaloon ...........
East Kangaloon .
Kangaroo hirer 
Kangaroo Yalloy...
Goff’s Harbour......
Katoomba..............
Kny ii ga..................
Marnokville..........
Kciravillc.............
'Parana ..............
Kelly's Plains ....
Parramatta ..........
Kelso.....................
East Kempsey.......
West Kempsey......
Kendall................
Kcnthurst.............
Kentucky ............ 1 0 ' is
Kerr's Creek.........
Camden Haven .
Kialla .................
Kiama ...............
Kiandra................
Wood burn .........
Wingbam.............
Uombala .............
Via Wingbam.....
Tinoncc.................
Kincumber .........
Coolamon...... .
Goulburn.............
Btayucy .............
Kings wood .........
Kiora....................
Bdford.................
Kogarah .............
Kookabookra .....
Koorawatha.........
Lansdowno ........
Kabino .................
Queanbeyan.........
Krambach.............
Kurrnjong, North
Grose Yale .........
Chindcrab ..........
Pumut .................
Laggan .................
The Lagoon.........
Laguna.................
Lake Albert .......
Lake Bathurst.....
Lake Cudgollico ..
The Oaks.............
Goolma.................
Lambton .............
Hay .....................
La Perouse ........
Largs .................
Wiseman’s Kerry..
Laurieton..............
TTlmarra ..............
Lawrence ..............
Lawrence .............
Lawson................
Mudgee..................
Londrille ...............
Tenterfield ..........
Leichhardt ..........
Leichhardt ...........1450 |342
Collector ........ .1 H) | 12
Lewis Ponds.......... 38 38
Linburn .............. 1 29 i 25
Wollougbar........... 17 21

22
16
15
13

6
12 
26 
37 

' 10 
37 

101

10
20
IS
14
10
17
19
26
13
22

365
18 j 15 
32 | 36 
20 1 17
28
12
20
38
23
14.
11
17 
25 
12 
34.
18 
54 
20 
13

297
18
15 
49 
21 
34
16

20
11
10
35
17
12

0
19
23
15
30
15
35
10
14

235
10
10
37

7
34
10

74 | 56 
20 , 19 
40 I 43 
12 I 26 
29 | 48 
15 1 20 

737 655

28
02
24
19
48 

274
41
30
31 
53 
41 
23 
98 
37

265
32 

627 
136
29
49 
65

123
143
261

57
61
27
23
63
40 

314
41
36
33
32
30
33 
27 
16
29 
45 
03 
23 
59

766
33

‘63
37 
48 
23 
36 
73
40 
26
20 
36 
48 
27 
70 
33 
89
30
27 

532
28 
28 
86 
23 
03 
26

130
45
83
38 
77
41 

1,392
792

31 
70 
54 
38

Evpcnditure from Public Funds.

9-3 
17 3 
9-3 
51 

207 
1U'5 
11-0 
13 8 
11;0 
16-9 
13-4 
7'5 

36-5 
12-2 
89-9 
7‘0

S'G 
29-4 
’S'9 
B'l 

15-4 
84'3 
17'4 
70 
8'1 

17-0 
13-7 
10-2 
20'9 
15-7 
72Y 
15-1

Salaries.

257-0124.1-4 
613 46-1
JO-9 

p Hl-G 
19 1 
42-4 
50 2 
SO 2 
21-5 
181 

6 9 
11-3 
18-9 
ISO

9-0 
13 7 
23-2 
49-3 
51-3 

no 7
15-4
22-3
10-1
h-2

26-4
115

179 
46-7 
182 
13-2 
36 1 

193-8 
28-4 
20-8 
22-1 
33-9 
27-1 
17 7 
63-4 
27-9 

162 0 
22 1 

498-4 
107-4. 
20 5 
33-3 
42'3 
91-7 

101-5 
196-9 
3G-0 
40 4 
17-0 
19 5 
45 3 
30-1

114-7 II19-11233 8
14-4
18- 5
13- 2 
I5T 
12-8

9-2
10-5

k-8
9-7

18-0
21-1

8-1
28-2

315-1
12-4
24-7
16- 3 
18-2
6-8

17- 0
20- 9 
16-9 
10-0
7 2 

10-6
19- 0 
7'2

23 1
14- 2 

[ 37 9 
1 17-1 
! 87 
234-6

13 2
n-8
30'2 
10 8
21- 5 
I L-3 
49-2
18- 0 
26-3
10- 5 
20 5
11- 2 

573-1 
352-1

14-7
311
21-0
13-6

17-7 
8 3 

11-8
7- 6

12- 9
13- 0 
10-2

8'5
121
14- 3 
188 
10-0 
ISO

280-2 
10 5 
27-2 
13 7 
H-4
8- 3 

13-4
23- 5 
11-7
84
6- 5 

11-7 
20-4
7- 7 

25-2 
103
24- 4 
5-9
8- 4

! 32-1 
I 20 8 

25-0 
22-7 

I £5 7 
i 22-2 

£0 7 
13 3 
21-8 
32-3 
42 9 
18-1 
46-S 

593'3 
22 9 
5L9 
300 
£9-0 
151 
30-4 
50 4 
28 0 
18 4 
137
22- 3 
40-0 
14-9 
48-3 
21-5 
02-3
23- 0 
17T

220-3 454-9 
7-0 20-2
3-5 

26 5 
5'4. 

2t3 
G-9 

3S"5 
13-2 
26-9 
19-8 
33-4 
17-4

15'3 
62-7 
22 2 
48-8 
18-2 
87-7 
31-2 
53-2 
303 
53-9 
23-0

£ s. d. £ d.
113 0 O 1 19 10
£73 3 4 2 2 0
113 0 0 2 1 11
80 10 0 1 1 11

165 5 0 2 0 8
594 18 7 8 8 5

131 10 0 1 10 2
113 0 0 0 19 7
149 0 0 1 14 4
MS 0 0 1 9 1
102 0 0 1 1 1
295 12 3 4 4 2
118 15 0 2 5 10
507 5 0 5 3 7
125 0 0 1 12 8

,543 13 0 22 13 5
291 10 5 4 7 f>

89 10 0 2 7 8
119 10 0 2 Ii 9
m 0 0 2 10 10
316 0 0 3 14 6
346 7 7 7 5 5
451 15 4 9 3 3
190 0 0 0 15 0
171 0 0 2 11 4
110 fi 8 2 11 2
169 6 s 1 it 3
170 13 4 0 1U 2
155 13 4. 1 6 8
713 0 0 5 4 7
136 O 0 1 0 9
132 13 4 0 19 3
113 0 0 2 2 11
93 10 0 2 9 2

155 13 4 0 18 6
125 0 0 0 18 11
132 13 4 0 15 4
94 15 2 1 11 1

113 O 0 0 17 10
148 0 0 3 2 11
183 10 0 2 13 2
125 0 0 2 2 0
171 0 0 3 11 8

Ks, I Tim filing Kent,
Apparatus, Expenses L *Ymtu«, 

Paekinjriiiid and rorne-e. 101 cam ml; Allou-
Uamaae. ancc, Fuel, £0.

Total

£ e. d.

2 | 1 1 0

15 3 
1 3 10

4 0

1 10 0

9 4 0

507'5 ij.caa 6 
257-0 Ib09-1 

9 7 24-4 
310 62-1 
191 40-1 
16 3 2 El'S

1,551 G 
144 10 
229 4 
144 3 
157 6 
74 13 

148 0 
171 0 
125 0 
120 13 
74 0 

125 
215 
143 
195 
163 
£63 In 
84 IS 

125 0 
1,531 5 

120 13 
77 6 

222 12 
137 10 
171 0 
313 0 
346 10 
IIS 0 
255 3 
143 0 
2t9 10 
120 8 

2 850 0 
1,601. 9 

107 10 
246 0 
171 0 
IdO 0

19 12 1

2 1G 0

17 9

2 5 9 2 10 0
1 19 0 2 0 0
0 5 2
1 15 3 1 19 6
1 410 3 7 6
1 7 2
2 1 1
1 3 8
4> 19 3
1 8 It
O 1G 10
2 5 8
0 3 0
U 1 11 1 17 9

1 0 0
5 0 3 3 10 0

2 10 0
1 1 8

15
r>

1 1 20 10 0
0 4

1 0 11
4 7 6
1 5 1
2 3 u a*. . .
1 12 0
5 15 10 7 10 0
1 IL 2 3 4 0
4. 0 8
315 4>•> <> 5
1 17 4

38 17 11
7 10 4 . .
1 19 11
3 f. 11
2 2 4.
(> 2 1

£ e. d. £ 9- d.
G 3 6 121 3 4

12 9 0 287 14 4
5 2 0 120 3 11
3 4 3 93 16 2
9 17 3 177 8 11.

97 12 7 700 19 7

15 3 0 148 3 8
1 15 10 115 15 5
5 14 ft 155 8 7
S 2 3 157 n 4
7 10 9 no 17 10

DO 18 4 351 15 9
2 12 3 123 13 1

23 t 10 537 0 8
C 11 9 3 34 8 3

343 19 10 1,910 f> 3
20 8 4 318 16

1 0 6 92 18 2
21 16 7 ] 13 16 4

8 3 5 LSI 14 3
15 7 9 335 2 2
10 S) 2 364 2 2
30 3 10 498 12 5
68 3 1 258 18 1
10 4 9 183 16 1
10 4 9 129 2 7

3 15 3 114 16 2
15 7 5 1!)S 10 11

3 12 3 300 la a
387 14 10 1,115 3 5

9 0 9 140 1 6
2 IS 3 136 10 10
2 12 3 117 15 2
0 13 0 911 8 0
2 12 3 159 4 0
4 12 3 130 11 3
2 12 3 136 0 n

97 14 0
3 12 a 117 10 1

55 7 3 206 10 2
39 11 0 230 14 8
12 11 7 139 14 1
13 0 0 187 12 2

327 7 0 1,898 R 2
30 13 11 185 19 8
50 6 5 283 9 10

2 12 3 147 0 9
25 3 8 186 3 5

1 4 6 80 10 2
7 9 3 156 9 G
4 16 9 177 17 10
2 12 3 128 15 11
8 2 3 131 14. 10

75 8 IL
11 10 (> 139 7 1
88 18 7 300 7 7

103 3 1 341 8 3
110 15 3 3 LO 14 11

3 12 3 107 12 3
9 12 8 280 18 0
3 10 0 90 15 0
3 2 1 129 3 9

73 8 «i 1,040 4 7
17 1 9 139 15 5
10 4 [) 88 17 10
3S 19 7 265 19 4
15 9 9 154 4 10

0 12 3 175 15 8
3 12 3 118 4 ft

34 14 11 394 11 0
7 2 9 159 17 11

250 17 3 510 1 G
13 5 0 105 0 4

7 16 to 259 13 3
l 18 (i 130 4 2

145 19 11 3.041 4 8
J56 0 8 1,778 G 3
90 5 5 199 15 4

8 16 10 258 2 9
3*15 3 178 17 7
2 12 1 140 4 2

43-F
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• APPENDIX VII—continued.

Number ot Average Weekly 
Children on Rolls. ( Attendance.

E\;)ondil un: from Public Funds.

Name of School.

Lie more ...............
Lithgow ...............
Little Plain...........
Liverpool..............
Llandilo ...............
Locbiel..................
Lochinvar ...........
Lockwood ..........
Long Keach..........
Longueville..........
Lostock ..............
Lost Kiver ...........
Loitfch ..................
Lowesdalo ..........
Lucknow..............
Lnddenham..........
Luekintvre ..........
Ljndlmrst ...........
McDonald, Central 
McDonald, Upper.. 
McHenry’s Creek.. 
McLean’s Kidges. .
Mucksville ..........
Maclean ......... .
Macqtnrie-sl., South 
Maitland, East ... 
Maitland, West ...
Major's Creek.....
Major’s Plains......
Malebo..................
Malueriudi .........
Malvern ...............
Manchester Square
Mandemar ..........
Manduranta.........
Mnngamore..........
Mangrove Creek..,
Manic’s Creek......
Manildra.............
Manilla ...............
Manilla, Upper ...
Manly ..................
Manton ..............
Marangulln.........
March ......... ........
Marengo ...............
Marina..................
Markwell..............
Marlee..................
Maroota ...............
Marrnngaroo ......
Marrar..................
Marrickvillfl ......
Mamckville, West
Marsden .......... .
Marsden Park......
Marshall Mount ...
Martindale ...........
Martin’s Creek......
Martinsville..........
Marulan ............
Maryland..............
Maryvale...............
Mathoura...............
Maude...................
May Villa ..........
Meadow Flat .......
Meadows, The......
Medowie ...............
Meerschaum Vale..
Mcgalong..............
Menah..................
Menangle..............
Menindie...............
Meranburn ..........
Merannie...............
Merewether...........
Merilla ................
Mcrimbula ..........
Meringlo ...............
Mcroo ...................
Merrendee ..........

Post Town. --------- 1 itooks,
Clocks, Travelling Buildings, Rent,

o>
5

i
0e

<n
OCfi B OH

Salaries Appaiatus,
I’ackmgard

Oamajrc,
Expensrs 

and Forage. Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.

£ d. £ S. d. £ R, d. £ s. d. £ 6. d.
Lismore............. .. 24D 234 483 17P3 153-6 324 9 877 0 8 9 2 4 2 10 0 35 7 0 924 5 0
Lithgow ...............
Inverell.................

387 334 721 299-4 243 8 543-2 1,667 0 10 36 14 9 1 (i 9 59 1 8 1,764 4 0
24 IS 42 18-7 H-7 30-1 138 8 4 1 39 6 8 2 3 148 10 ]

Liverpool .............. 218 193 411 158-9 132-8 291-7 996 19 6 15 19 1 49 17 10 1,062 10 5
22 19 41 16-3 14-7 310 158 0 0 2 1 7

0
2 32 3 162 13 10

Pumbula ......... . 26 20 4G 20-1 15-3 35 4 118 10 0 5 6 9 2 G 3 2 3 129 10 0
33 21 54 24-3 15 9 40-2 221 16 6 2 18 1 71 6 10 296 1 5

Canowiiuirfl,.......... 11 1G 27 68 11-2 18-0 89 10 0 2 9 11 6 17 11 98 17 10
15 1G 31 10-9 9-8 20-7 113 0 0 0 19 9 5 2 3 119 2 0

Longncvilie .......... 36 29 65 21-4 16-6 38-0 186 3 4 1 10 7 9 13 10 197 12 9
1G 10 32 10-3 9-G 19-9 125 O 0 1 11 0 12 3 129 3 3
18 8 26 14-5 6-5 21-0 113 0 0 1 3 11

12'
4 2 3 117 6 2

Lout-h .................. M 10 24 13-1 7-1 20-2 142 4 2 8 0 3 2 3 153 18 5
Lowcadalc.............. 11 9 20 7-6 7-2 14-8 110 6 8 1 5 5 11 9 3 3 2 3 126 3 7

188 147 336 133-0 109 5 342 0 473 H 2 20 17 8 34 14 9 029 3 7
Luddenliam .......... 30 27 57 24-1 19-8 43-9 171 0 0 1 18 11 2 12 3 175 11 2

20 9 29 13-7 G-3 20-0 50 5 0 4 14 1 56 3 1 m 2 2
Lyndhurst.............. 18 24 42 12-5 17-8 30-3 163 0 0 1 4 3 353 7 3 317 11 6
Ocatral MacDonald.. 15 13 28 11-0 n-5 22-5 120 13 4 0 11 7

20 9
2 12 3 124 0 2

Upper McDonald... ii 20 31 8-6 15 7 24 3 1(9 0 0 1 5 1 3 1 6 3 141 15 1
Young ...... ...........
Wollougbar...........

23 28 51 15-2 16-6 31-8 126 8 4 2 IG O * 3 11 6 132 10 3
17 15 32 12-9 9-5 22-4 132 13 4 1 6 il 6 2 3 140 2 6
33 39 72 24-8 29'7 54-5 264 30 0 2 10 8 319 16 10 &sts 17 G

Maclean ...... ....... 123 L33 25G 96-0 97-5 193-5 468 16 0 13 10 10 2 6 0 84 19 7 569 12 6
Sydney ..................
Fast Maitland......

275 219 524 177-0 157-2 334-2 £72 O 10 14 3 4 2 7 0 3O0 2 3 988 16 5
265 216 48 L 193-8 154-1 347-9 3.235 30 0 15 10 8 9 18 9 76 11 5 1,337 10 10

West Maitland...... 377 333 760 299-9 290-2 590-1 2,062 1 8 30 11 7 410 1 6 2,502 14 9
Major’s Creek ...... 81 76 157 613 57-3 L18-C 340 0 o 5 3 3 113 10 6 4&W 13 9

20 8 28 14*1 6 7 19-8 132 13 4 0 16 3 3 2 3 136 11 10
Malebo .................. 7 10 17 5-3 9-3 14-6 93 6 8 1 14 6 3 2 3 103 3 5
Woolbrook .......... 15 18 33 11-7 12-6 24-3 113 0 0 1 6 11 "0 4 1 3 118 8 2
Weismantera ...... 6 11 17 4-7 8-6 13-3 70 0 0 1 3 11 3 4

12
74 7 11

7 11 IS 3-4 u'o 8-9 9S 6 8 2 2 10
8

.. 3 3 104 1 9
13 13 26 9-4 9-5 18-9 97 7 0 i 14 2 1 7 0 10 0 107 12 9
41 42 83 29-8 29-0 58-8 236 14 2 5 3 0 ”0 9 13 1 251 10 3

Q-oulburn ............... 12 9 21 4-7 r.-0 97 113 0 0 0 17 6 1 0 2 6 0 117 3 G
Mangrove Creek ... 18 10 28 12-9 74 20-3 125 0 0 1 8 11 2 12 3 129 1 2

12 8 20 10-2 G-8 17 0 91 0 0 0 18 9
"6

3 2 3 95 1 0
Manildra ............... 22 33 56 15-7 25-8 41-6 171 0 0 3 8 7 1 ** 3 7 2 178 15 9

62 48 110 46-3 33-8 80-1 309 3 4 2 2 2 - 9 9 10 320 15 4
Upper Manilla......
Manly ..................

20 10 30 8-7 6-0 14-7 83 n 8 1 2 5 0 10 0 00 4 1
251 21G 470 lfio'5 163-4 347-9 854 15 7 12 0 10 57 3 0 923 19 G
14 19 33 9 3 12-8 22-1 117 36 9 0 10 0 4 19 11 123 & 8

Lyndhurst ..........
March ..................

16 13 29 12-2 6-7 18-9 132 13 4 1 15 2 3 7 3 137 15 9
30 21 51 25-1 17-1 42-2 171 0 0 1 4 4. 11 9 9 183 14 1

Marengo ...............
Young ..................
Bulahdelah ..........

29 35 64 193 19-6 38‘9 188 6 8 2 1 6
0

7 2 1 197 10 3
10 7 17 6-9 4-2 11-1 77 33 4 0 13 0 7 0 0 19 9 86 6 1
15 15 80 10-0 9-1 19-7 89 10 0 1 17 4

12 "0 5 16 9 97 4 1
Wingbam..............
Pil.t Town...............

ii 11 22 8-0 8-9 16-4 86 16 8 9 5 0 0 101 8 8
22 15 37 16-7 108 27-5 145 3 4 1 19 0 13 0 3 160 3 7

Marrangaroo .......
Old Junee.............

20 23 43 14-4 16-4 30-8 138 8 4 1 17 6 3
60

9 9 143 lb 7
11 19 30 7-5 14-4 21-9 46 4 1 4 11 9 17 2 111 13 0

572 487 1,059 436-7 $54,2 790-9 2,221 12 11 25 1 4 149 5 9 2,396 0 0
325 283 60S 244-5 206 8 451-3 1,551 0 9 16 2 4 234 0 8 1,801 3 9

Marsden’s.............. IS 16 34 13-9 12'3 26-2 146 0 0 0 19 7 3 17 3 150 16 10
48 30 78 35-4 19-3 54-7 266 0 0 4 6 8

10
47 1 10 317 8 G

Marshall Mount... 19 26 45 141 20-3 34-4 161 8 4 3 15 4 3 4 129 5 10 297 19 10
12 14 26 6-7 8-0 14-7 98 6 8 1 2 2 3 2 3 102 11 1

Paterson .............. 8 14 22 5-9 10-6 16-5 91 0 0 1 1 3 3 1 11 95 3 2
27 33 60 19-8 23-3 43-1 168 0 0 3 4 9 15 17 3 187 2 0
40 39 79 28 2 25T 53-3 240 10 9 2 2 11 11 16 0 254 9 8

Maryland ..............
Maryvale ..............

0 14 23 7-1 10-0 17T 88 11 8 2 10 3 1 7 3 92 9 2
41 22 63 30-6 15-9 46-5 229 6 8 i 11 5 69 19 O 300 17 i
52 43 95 35-5 30-6 66-1 266 0 0 i 16 8 452 16 2 720 12 10

Maude ........... 15 10 25 12-1 5-9 18-0 89 10 0 0 5 4 5 12 0 95 7 4
Carlingford ...........
Meadow Flat ......

30 32 62 22-1 24-5 46-G 171 0 0 2 15 10 3 9 2 177 5 0
12 14 26 8-2 108 19-0 125 0 0 1 9 11 11 3 130 1 2

Seven Hills ........... 21 31 52 16-9 27-6 44-5 148 0 0 1 13 J. 8 6 3 167 IS 4
Haymond Terrace 15 15 30 11-4 lOo 21-9 113 0 0 2 10 2 9 2 3 124 12 5
Warded ............ 29 £3 57 21-9 22-2 44-1 152 15 0 2 1 5 3 0 3 167 16 8
Mcgalong...............
Mudgee..................
Menanelo..............

19 11 30 13-6 7-9 20-5 143 12 8 1 18 3 20 5 7 ] 65 16 6
18 10 28 12-0 5-7 1V7 89 10 0 1 19 8 107 1 6 198 11 2
20 18 38 16-0 14-1 30-1 148 0 0 1 6 10 2 12 3 151 19 1

Menindie ...... ....... 43 39 82 32-5 28'7 61-2 271 30 0 5 16 11 51 4 10 328 11 9
Meranburn ........... 24 11 35 16-G 7-9 24-5 132 13 4 1 6 9 3 12 3 137 12 4
Singleton .............
Mcrewct.her...........

8 13 21 6-7 9-7 16-4 109 6 8 0 15 6 17 32 3 127 14 4
165 135 300 129-7 1000 229-7 520 0 0 6 9 0 135 15 4 642 4 4
17 16 33 11-9 10-8 22-7 125 0 0 2 35 V 35 2 3 142 17 8
25 18 43 20 3 13*7 34-0 161 3 4 2 0 2 0 12 6 169 1 O

Via Bemboka....... 28 14 42 191 8-9 28-0 148 0 0 3 2 0 151 2 0
24 31 55 18-8 22-0 40-8 170 35 0 2 12 9 2 12 2 175 19 11

Merrendee.............. 23 9 32 16 9 5-2 22-1 125 0 0 1 7 0 10 2 U 136 9 3
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APPENDIX, 'srn—continued.

Name of School.

Morriw.i ..............
Metz......................
Micliolngo ..........
Middle Dural .......
Middle dfalbrook... 
Middlingbank* ...
Mila......................
Milbrulong...........
Milburn Creek ... 
Millor’s Forest ...
MillMd ...............
Millingfindi..........

1 Millsviltc..............
Milltliorpo ..........
Mitltoivn..............
Milong ................
Milton . .......
Mimosa Park .....
Mimni..................
Minnamurra ......
Minore,..... ...........
Minto ..................
Miranda .............
Missabotti ..........
Mitehell ..............
MitelicU’s Flat ... 
Mitchell's Island...
Mitlagong ..........
Mittagong, Lower
IHitla Mitta..........
Mitten's Creek ...
Moama..................
Mobellah .............
Mogilln..................
Mogo ..................
Molong ................
Mondrook ..........
Mongarlowe..........
Monkerai..............
Monttagle ..........
Moonati Brook ... 
Moonan Flat
Moonbuh..............
Moonbi..................
Moor Crook.........
Moorliekis .........
Moordda ..............
Moorland...............

. Moorwatha ..........
Moroe ...................
Morissctt..............
Morongla Creek ...
Mororo...................
Morpeth .............
Mortdalo..............
Mortlakc..............
Morungulan..........
Moruya .............
Mosquito Island...
Mosnmn ......... .
Mossgicl ...............
Moss Vale ..........
Moulamein ..........
Mountain Home...
Mount Butter......
Mount Costignn ... 
Mount Drj’Bdale ...
Mount George.....
Mount Gipps .....
Mount Hopo .......
Mount Hunter ...
Mount Itcira .....
Mount Kembiu ... 
Mount Lawson ... 
Mount McDonald- 
Motiut Mitehell ..
Mount Mooby.......
Mount Murray ... 
Mount Pleasant .
Mount Fivers......
Mount Bussell . 
Mount Tamar......

Number of 
Children on Itolis.

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

Post Town.

1 -a « 2 i
cT o o

H
on 3 O

P

Merriwa ............... 24 20 60 16-0 20-2 36-2
Metz...................... 69 72 141 56'4 550 110-4
Michelftgo.............. 27 17 44 20-6 10T 30-7
Dural...................... 16 17 33 10-7 10-9 21-6
Giennie’e Creek 10 17 27 7-0 14-4 21-4
Cooma .................. 11 5 16 6-8 3'1 9-9
Bombala .............. 14 18 32 9-0 14-6 23-6
The Hock....................... 18 17 35 14.-4 11-9 26-3
Woodstock .......... 5 13 18 4-1 9-4 13-5
Miller's Forest,.,.,. 39 25 64 32-0 18-7 50-7
Millfield .............. 15 17 32 11-4 130 24-4
Pambula .............. 11 12 23 9-7 10-6 20*3
Mudgee................ . S 16 23 6-1 10-6 16-7
Millthorpe .......... 83 64 147 589 46-2 1051
Bathurst .............. 149 127 276 104-7 90-3 195-0
Young .................. 14 17 31 10-8 11-4 22'2
Milton .................. 107 66 173 TOT 485 124-6
Milton .................. 10 13 23 7-5 10-0 17-5
Mimni .................. 309 290 599 246-3 225-9 472-2
Duumore ............... 23 16 39 15-8 11-o 27-3
Minore ................. 5 9 14 3-4 6-6 100
Minto ................. . 33 27 60 22’7 15-8 38-5
Sutherland .......... 21 15 39 16-4 8-7 25-1
Bowravillc .......... 13 17 30 8-8 11-2 19-2
Sunny Corner ...... 141 141 282 107-3 102-3 209-G
Mitchell’s Flat...... 27 32 59 20-7 23-4 44-1
Croki...................... 38 35 73 25-2 24-1 49 3
Mittagong.............. 156 162 318 112T 122 2 234-3
Mittagong.......... 20 13 33 14-9 8-4 23-3
Bethungra .......... 16 18 34 8-7 10-2 18-9
Grenfell ............... 15 11 26 10 3 4-5. 14-8
Moama.............. . 68 78 146 47'4 63-8 111-2
Home Rule .......... 28 25 53 22'6 19-5 42-1
Mogilla.................. 14 15 29 10-7 10-3 21'0
Mogo.............. ....... 26 16 42 20-3 120 32 3
Molong.................. 102 92 194 72-7 710 143-7
Tinonee.......... ....... 14 11 25 11-6 10-3 21-9
Mongarlowo.......... 23 24 47 17-5 17-1 34-G
Monkerai.............. 16 7 23 12-2 5-3 17-5
Monteagle ............. 27 28 65 15-6 21-0 36-6
Moonan Brook...... £0 21 41 14-5 16-3 30-7
Gundy ................... 13 10 23 8-4 90 17-4
Jindabjne............... 14 17 31 9-5 13 4 22-9
Moonbi.................. 9 14 23 7'G 11-1 18-7
Tamworth.............. 28 14 42 18 8 7-7 26-5
Canterbury .......... 28 20 43 18T 12-7 30-8
Mooriidu ............. 24 18 42 16-8 14-4 31-2
Moorland ............... 21 20 41 15-4 14-9 30-3
Howlong .............. 13 12 25 9-8 9-1 18-9
Moree ,............... 156 196 352 104-9 117-S 222-7
Morissctt .............. 31 15 46 23'5 11-7 35-2
Morongla Creek 12 14 26 60 9-7 15-7
Mororo.................. 18 14 32 15-2 0-6 24-8
Morpeth ...... ....... 105 44 349 78-9 32-2 lll'l
Mortdalo .............. 87 81 168 62-5 63T 125-6
Mortlake .............. 81 58 139 65'0 43-5 108-5
Dripstone.............. 17 18 35 11-5 14-8 26-3
Moruya,*............... 87 80 167 53-7 52-9 106-6
Newcastlo............... 29 22 51 22-9 17'2 40'1
Mosman ............... 124 94 218 92-8 70-7 163 5
Mossgiel ............. 20 20 40 12-8 13-2 26-0
Moss Yale ........... 85 63 148 61-1 43-3 104-4
Moulamein ......... 16 18 30 11-7 13-3 25-0
'Parana .................. 16 19 35 31-6 12-3 23 9
Aymidato ............... 13 9 22 9-5 6'4 15-9
Mount Costigan ... 22 26 48 16-6 17-1 33-7
Mount Drysdale ... 42 35 77 292 24-1 53-3
Woodsido.............. 16 11 27 91 8-2 17-3
Round Hill .......... 7 12 19 4-1 6-0 10-1
Mount Hope.......... 15 26 41 11-8 20-8 32-6
Mount Hunter...... 29 22 51 2P5 14-9 36-4
Wollongong........... 67 72 139 62-9 50-3 103-2
Mount Kcmbln...... 85 63 148 67-8 44-2 112-0
J udd’s Creek ...... S 13 21 4-0 5-8 9-8
Mount McDonald .. 34 39 73 27-6 27-9 55-5

Mount Mitchell ... 13 11 24 12-0 8-9 20-9
Scone...................... 20 24 44 10-5 14-9 25-4
Robertson.............. 15 12 27 9-4 6'2 15-6
Bridgeman .......... 20 21 41 11-3 15-4 26-7
Lostoek.................. 14. 8 22 10-6 6-3 16-9
Inverell.................. 10 8 18 5-9 5-G 11-5
Bathurst .............. 9 23 32 6-0 16-6 22-6

* Closed 3GLh April,

Expenditure from I*ubHc Funds,

Salaries.

Books,
Clocks* 

Apparatus, 
Packing anc 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forajje

Buildings, Kent 
Furniture,

Cleaning Allow 
ancc, fuel, &c.

Total.

£ a. d. £ £. d. £ &. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
171 0 0 2 10 0 4 0 3 177 10 3
318 14 2 16 0 0 65 15 6 400 9 S
130 15 0 2 0 5 3 12 3 136 7 8
136 0 0 2 0 2 2 18 0 140 18 2
125 0 0 1 1 10 8 12 3 134 14 1

26 13 4 8 6 8 35 0 0
133 16 8 1 19 8 6 13 6 142 9 10
89 10 0 2 5 9 2 12 3 94. 8 0

110 6 8 0 19 11

LO 
1—

1

6 0 5 6 3 131 12 10
171 0 0 1 19 8 30 19 4 203 19 0
125 0 0 1 18 4 2 12 3 129 10 7
89 10 0 2 13 8 3 2 3 95 5 11
98 6 8 1 13 7 3 12 3 103 12 G

414 0 0 3 17 2 20 13 6 438 10 8
626 3 10 6 11 3 1 0 0 85 16 4 669 n 5
113 0 0 2 12 0 115 12 0
325 6 8 5 4 7 63 17 11 394 9 2

85 16 8 0 16 4 86 13 0
1,282 5 5 5 11 3 6 19 0 5 7 1.359 1 3

155 13 4 1 13 8 61 12 3 208 19 3
65 0 0 1 0 0 66 0 0

171 0 0 2 16 7 9 13 11 183 10 6
149 8 4 2 4 6 160 7 3 312 0 1
113 0 0 0 13 n 2 12 3 116 6 2
566 13 0 8 3 i 74 6 10 639 2 U
188 0 0 2 2 2 2 12 3 192 14 5
223 16 8 l 13 1 157 10 2 382 19 11
660 6 8 8 14 4 1 4 1 34 18 4 705 3 5
132 13 4 1 11 2 3 12 3 137 16 a
113 0 0 1 11 8 3 15 11 118 7 7
132 13 4 1 8 9 25 2 3 159 4 4
359 15 6 5 19 t) 108 19 6 474 14 6
268 0 0 2 3 10 9 6 10 279 10 8
132 13 4 1 7 5 3 2 3 137 3 0
148 0 0 2 18 7 2 12 3 153 10 10
388 14 8 2 16 8 6 3 9 25 17 G 423 11 7

89 10 0 1 2 8 3 0 0 2 12 3 96 4 11
138 8 4 1 9 0 3 12 3 143 9 7
125 0 0 2 6 3 2 12 3 129 18 6
167 3 4 1 14 9 10 0 3 178 18 4
148 0 0 2 4 2 3 18 3 154 2 5
85 6 8 0 18 2 6 10 9 92 15 7

113 0 0 1 15 9 3 12 3 US 8 0
103 16 8 1 7 10 2 8 0 107 12 6
130 15 0 1 IS 4 . 9 10 9 142 10 1
171 0 0 3 5 9 2 12 3 176 18 0
155 13 4 1 14 10 3 12 3 161 0 5
144 10 0 1 12 4 21 2 3 167 4 7
87 11 8 2 6 10 4 12 0 36 1 6 130 18 0

563 0 0 11 2 4 52 10 5 626 12 9
148 0 0 2 6 6 2 12 1 153 IS 7
]32 13 4. 3 5 10 8 11 3 144 10 5
138 8 4 0 13 6 1 10 0 2 0 11 142 12 9
331 6 8 4 19 9 12 18 0 37 12 3 336 16 8
48G 11 8 2 17 3 1 11 6 15 18 3 506 18 8
345 17 0 6 17 7 25 14 0 378 8 7
130 15 0 1 1 3 62 2 3 183 18 6
346 10 0 3 13 6 16 5 4 366 8 10
171 0 0 1 18 9 !5 10 9 188 9 6
386 10 0 7 1 7 39 1 2 432 12 9
187 0 0 2 7 11 297 3 0 486 10 11
338 16 G 5 2 1 207 b 1 551 0 8
149 10 0 2 10 2 16 12 3 168 12 5
113 0 0 1 10 10 2 12 3 117 3 1
83 0 0 1 6 1 1 0 0 85 6 1

170 0 0 1 18 9 3 12 3 175 n 0
267 10 0 8 1 10 4. 8 3 8 11 10 288 ii 11

89 10 0 ] 11 5 91 i 5
133 6 8 3 L 10 0 165 5 8
179 18 4 1 11 4 ... . 57 12 7 239 2 3
155 13 4 2 10 0 2 12 0 160 15 4.
359 2 2 3 4 7 16 4 0 378 10 9
352 11 6 5 18- 1 2 4 6 987 16 2 1.348 10 3

68 0 0 2 2 8 0 15 0 70 17 8
290 10 0 1 5 6 18 11 10 310 7 4

87 13 4 1 ii 9 1 7 6 0 10 0 91 2 7
132 3 4 2 7 1 2 0 0 136 1C 5
125 0 0 1 9 1 4 12 3 131 1 4
120 13 4 2 7 3 6 9 3 129 9 10
87 13 4 0 18 9 22 15 0 111 7 1
86 16 8 8 15 2 1 13 3 y ii 9 94 16 10

109 6 8
j

1 6 ° 3 0 0 113 12 8
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Name of School. Post Town.

TO
O
» '6

s
O

Eh

»
&
n

.
r*

5
"3
o

'H

Salaries.

Hooks, 
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
rocking and 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Kxpcnses 

and Forage.

RuildmpTP. Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow* 
ancc, Fuel, &c.

Total.

a s d. £ d. £ B. d. £ E. d. £ P.
Mount TIiotIcj- ... Singleton .............. 11 ii 22 8-7 89 17*6 91 0 0 0 19 9 12 12 3 104 12
Mount Victorin ... Mount Victoria ... 40 45 85 29-2 32*8 62*0 223 10 0 1 16 11 3 14 0 27 4 2 256 5
Mount Yiew ......... Mount View........... S3 21 54 23 9 16-9 40*8 171 0 0 l 7 1) 3 6 3 175 14

312 270 5S2 236-7 198 5 435*2 1,407 8 4 16 16 11 0 3 56 0 4 1,480 30
Mudgee, South .. Mudgee ................ 27 27 54 •19 2 187 37-9 136 0 0 1 19 11 8 3 146 9

41 31 72 30 7 23*2 53 9 240 2 1 3 ft ft 86 16 10 330 5
39 22 01 251 14-6 39-7 171 0 0 2 6 8 6 4 10 2 4 3 181 14

Mulgoa Forest ... The Daks................ 15 17 32 11*3 12-5 23-S 125 0 0 1 1 il 2 32 3 128 14
21 19 49 14*0 121 26-1 126 8 4 1 4 6 3 12 3 131

Mullengamlm....... Multengandra ...... 20 14 34 14*2 11-2 25*4 132 13 4 2 12 3 3 2 3 138 7
11 13 24 8*9 8-8 17 7 89 10 0 1 4 5 • > 2 3 93 16

Mullion Greek...... Mullion Creek......... 17 16 33 12 9 13 1 26-0 MB 0 0 1 14 1 3 2 3 140 16
Mullumbimby......... Mullumbimby....... 30 25 55 24-0 18-1 42-1 159 0 0 3 5 10 4 7 0 165 12

4C 52 98 33-3 36-7 70-0 194 3 2 8 19 6 6 9 u 10 2 4 219 14
17 18 35 121 13*3 25 4 113 0 0 1 35 3 2 32 3 117 7
16 2S 44 11-5 21*3 32S 155 13 4 1 4 5 3 2 3 160 0
10 11 21 7*5 8-3 15 8 102 0 0 1 4 11 2 19 1 106 4
21 13 34 14 7 92 23'9 121 10 0 l 14 3 3 1 10 126 6
11 14 25 9'0 9-9 18-9 113 0 0 1 4 10 2 12 3 116 17
29 19 48 18*2 13-5 31*7 155 13 4 2 8 2 39 15 3 197 16
14 20 34 10 3 13-5 23-8 138 17 11 i 10 8 11 13 7 162 2
12 17 29 y-6 10*6 20*2 132 13 4 0 17 10 53 4i 3 186 15
24 19 43 16-8 L>S 30-6 160 0 0 I 19 0 20 15 9 304 5 3 487 0
1G 12 28 11*4 10*5 21-9 107 10 0 1 18 10 17 9 0 126 17
12 14 26 8 9 10-0 18’9 83 18 3 3 10 8 87 8
12 9 21 7'0 6-2 13-2 91 0 0 0 16 3 2 16 0 94 13

MurraTville.............. Ckatsworth Island.. 13 10 23 10 7 7'4 181 113 0 0 1 6 2 2 12 3 11C 18
Murrimboola ....... . Murrumburrah ... 16 16 32 11*9 9-7 21-6 113 0 0 1 2 9 3 2 3 117 5

IG 31 11 1 10-1 21-2 113 0 0 1 11 5 3 12 3 118 3
10 13 23 7*8 10-7 18 5 91 0 0 1 4 2 1 6 0 93 10

Murrumbatcui&ii... Yass ............................ 21 17 38 no 12-5 23'5 J55 13 4 2 u 3 4 2 3 162 0
Murrumbidgerie... Murrumbiilgcric ... 30 35 05 22*5 25-1 47-6 171 0 0 1 15 0 9 12 8 182 7
Murrainburrali ... Murruraburrali ... 123 120 248 82*8 SOI 162-9 4.$9 7 9 12 8 8 4 12 0 22 2 6 523 10

98 98 196 72 2 70-9 143*1 393 12 9 8 17 2 2 0 3 13 10 0 418 0
M,mnrillumba.h ... MiirwUlumbnh...... 96 90 186 6*2*3 58-3 120 6 343 15 0 7 18 H 2 11 2 H ] 2 365 6
Muswellbrook..... Muswellbrook ....... 155 121 279 120-6 SS-2 208-8 546 13 4 7 15 0 0 15 0 302 11 i 857 14

17 2<J 41 10 9 17 8 28-7 130 15 0 i 4 7 4 2 3 136 1
Myulla, .................. 10 16 26 6*9 11*8 18-7 133 16 8 i 10 4 28 7 3 163 14

Oumnotk .............. 17 9 2ft 11-4 5-t 16-8 ] 13 0 0 2 14 3 4 12 9 2 12 3 122 19
MyruVrile .......... Myra ATnlc .......... 23 25 48 3 9*8 21-4 41-2 171 0 O 2 5 2 . 12 4 8 )sr> 9

7 ft 13 5 9 -J 8 10 7 88 7 8 L 4 4 3 6 0 92 18
Myrtle ville ........... Mvrtlerille .......... 17 36 33 121 105 22-6 120 11 S 1 r; H 1 10 0 3 2 3 126 30
Nambucca Uratla.. Nambucca Heads... 34 42 76 26-2 28 0 512 223 30 0 3 7 7 5 17 5 232 35
Xambueea-j Lower.. Macksville .......... 6 17 23 4-5 108 153 82 O 7 1 17 6 2 13 0 17 O 0 103 n

12 13 25 9-9 11-3 21-2 83 3 4 2 10 7 3 6 0 80 19
17 13 30 14 0 11-0 25*0 145 3 4 0 36 4 17 19 3 163 18

Karelian ............... Karelian .............. 49 49 98 38-0 35-9 73 9 249 16 8 3 10 9 S 2 10 261 10
201 163 364 1520 1138 265-S 669 5 6 14 1 9 322 6 9 905 3 4

18 13 31 139 9-9 23-8 126 37 0 l 12 S 26 0 0 3 0 9 157 10
283 198 481 217*4 155-3 372-7 834 14 8 16 3 1 123 9 10 974 7

Karrabri, "West ,,, West Narrabri...... 124 127 251 83-3 87-9 171*2 387 18 0 7 5 C 29 7 10 424 11
19G 172 3GS 132-7 120-9 253*6 502 13 4 u 5 1 81 1 4 594 19

14 21 9-8 12 8 22 6 113 0 0 1 4 3 3 12 3 117 16
12 7 19 6-0 4-9 10 9 76 O 0 1 1 8 0 10 0 77 31
75 73 148 52-6 45-1 97-7 280 10 0 6 3 8 14 14 1 301 7
10 12 22 8-3 8-5 17-0 S3 IG S 1 14 8 1 2 9 0 0 0 95 14
16 16 32 11-3 10-4 21-7 125 0 0 1 2 7 3 2 3 129 4
30 36 66 21-7 26-1 47-8 171 0 0 2 4 8 3 12 3 176 16

7 9 16 5-0 4-8 9*8 96 1 8 0 17 11 2 7 10 99 7
Kelson’s Bay ......... Nelpon’s Bay ......... 12 10 22 100 9-3 19 3 113 0 0 1 6 7 2 12 3 116 18
Kelson’s Plains ... Kelson’s Plains ... 38 27 65 25 8 18-6 41*4 171 0 0 2 18 5 4 15 3 178 13

33 25 58 24-5 17-3 41*8 171 0 0 2 18 5 3 2 3 177 0
19 14 33 16'1 9-3 25-4 113 0 0 0 6 1 132 2 3 245 8
17 12 29 14-3 io-o 243 132 0 5 2 13 7 6 12 3 141 6
17 12 29 130 9-1 22*1 137 10 0 1 6 10 12 4 3 151 1

266 242 508 198*0 183-4 381-4 824 18 4 18 4 9 993 7 0 1.836 10
37 23 60 22*2 14T 36'3 163 0 0 1 19 5 21 14 6 186 13
38 34 72 30-5 22-0 52-5 171 0 0 3 2 7 13 13 6 9 13 11 197 10

Newbridge .......... 54 56 110 37*8 40-2 78-0 257 0 0 3 15 2 0 7 2 9 16 10 270 19
411 358 769 309*7 277-5 587*2 1,918 5 9 20 2 0 4 1C 0 231 4 6 2,174 8
13.> 126 261 95'9 92*4 188-3 501 10 0 5 IS 10 82 9 11 589 IS

Keweostle, South... Merewether........... 429 443 872 326 3 844 5 670-S 1,913 3 2 24 8 7 5 1 0 74 3 7 2,016 16
33 34 67 23*5 26-8 50-3 101 10 0 1 18 10 48 12 4 242 1

Kew Lambton...... Kcw Lambton ...... 209 209 418 L6G-7 159-6 326*3 914 10 0 9 15 6 275 14 6 1,200 0
23 19 42 17*6 12-1 29 7 137 10 0 1 14 0 34 9 4 173 13
13 13 26 9*0 8-9 17*9 89 10 0 4, 0 9 93 10
22 9 31 14*5 6 4 20'9 138 8 4 1 14 8 2 12 3 142 35

G 9 15 5*1 7'6 12*7 77 16 8 1 12 11 3 10 0 82 19
877 7S2 1,659 601'5 5G7'7 1,229*2 2,861 3 9 39 4. 11 i 13 6 787 15 7 3,692 17

Newtown, North... Newtown .............. 288 280 568 220*8 203*2 424-0 1,337 3 4 16 10 9 i 12 3 249 14 6 1,605 0
20 15 35 13*S 9*4 23 2 145 3 4 2 1 2 39 2 3 186 6

Niangalft ............... Walcha Road ...... 12 6 18 8*8 5-2 14-0 78 13 4 1 1 11 i IS G 2 0 0 83 13

(l.

o
i
0

10
2
5
9
0
1

10
8
4

10
0
G
0
0
1
1
9
2
5
G

10
11

3
5
0
8
2

10
8

11
2
3
5

10
3
3

10
0
7
0
l

11
11

3
0
5
7
4,
9
G
8
y
i

10
ii

6
10

8
3
4
3
1
1

10
0
2
3
9
4
2
0
4
9
3
7
9

10
9
9
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

isaine &f School. Tost Town.

c*-K
V
S OH Bo

ys
. trl

o To
ta

l. Salaries
l*ooksr
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
I’nckiut: ami 

Ciirnaffr.

Travelling 
Expenses 

ami Forage.

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow* 
ance, fuel, &c.

Total,

£ S, d. £ 8. d. £ E. d. £ s. d. £ s.
155 143 298 118-2 104-6 228'S h; s 7 0 2 72 1 1 6

Kiimtybelln.......... 35 41 70 23-2 SO'O 50-1 171 0 0 i il 33 19 0 eon 1 j
Kinc-mile...... ....... 30 33 63 22-6 25-1 47-7 171 0 0 2 10 n 3 14 9 177 5

22 14 36 14-6 9-6 24-2 148 0 0 L 12 1 3 2 3 152 14
Norjili Creek ....... Molong................. 10 16 26 7-8 12-3 20'1 103 16 8 i 13 7 2 12 108 2
Xorbh Creek ....... .Ikillma ............... 11 16 26 5 8 10-5 16-3 115 16 S i 2 9 2 12 0 119 11

9 12 21 9-9 1C 4 86 6 8 1 0 8 0 10 0 87 17
Wacua Wnjjfift...... C 6 12 4-9 4 6 0-5 39 3 9 2 0 6 41 4
Kowra .................. 179 189 368 127-2 132-9 260-1 10 9 6 8 9 10 9 9 24 (i 2 899

22 29 51 12-8 20-3 33-1 120 0 0 3 33 10 2 32 3 140 fi
Oxley .................. 22 25 47 16-7 17'5 34-2 142 3 4 i 9 2 3 12 3 147 4

29 30 59 17-4 20-8 38-2 171 0 0 i 18 <1 25 12 3 19S 10
7S2 742 1,521 579-4 521-4 6 3 30 15 8 229 4 4 3,258 i\

Paco’s Kiver ....... Gundy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 15 ' 23 6-4 11-6 180 91 0 0 1 5 2 2 12 3 ' 94 17
Pallamnllniva Pnllamalla'iva ...... 23 28 51 152 20-0 3o-2 135 12 5 3 19 4 4 13 1 144 4
Palmer's Isltind ... Palmer's Island ... 44 36 80 32-9 22-8 65-7 23.'! 1 8 1 19 10 1 6 0 72 6 10 308 14

Pmnbula ............... 49 54 103 37-2 39-2 76-4 223 10 0 3 13 1 9 6 5 £38 9
Pampoolah .......... 2S 33 61 21-0 23-3 44-3 167 3 4. 2 4 11 51 15 221 3
Parkes .................. 174 154 328 118-0 103-1 221-1 551 1 4 10 r> 1 9 1 1 123 14 10 687 2

Parkesborough ... Parkes .................. 25 19 44 18-7 12-1 30 8 163 0 0 1 10 11 13 15 3 173 6
23 19 42 15-2 11-2 2G'4 118 15 0 1 9 10 9 0 9 129 5

Parkville .............. 17 32 12-0 12-2 24 2 125 0 0 1 11 *> 9 2 3 135 13
ParramoUa, Kortli. Parramatta .......... 268 266 534 2111 -203-2 414-3 1,517 0 1 28 14 9 78 6 10 1,624 4
Parrarnabta, Soutli. Parramatta ........... 5G3 450 1,013 113-G 313-8 727-4 1,907 8 0 12 5 8 120 IS 6 2,070 12

46 36 82 30-9 25-4 56-3 229 10 0 3 13 8 9 10 24-1
J3oloko> vi4 Cooma. 11 4 15 96 3-2 12-8 46 0 0 1 0 5 13 5 0 59 6

26 17 43 16-6 12-5 £9-1 171 0 0 0 19 2 3 17 9 175 IG
Peak Hill........ J„ . Peak Hilt.............. 93 70 103 60-9 43-5 104 4 447 10 0 3 5 10 l 11 0 27 15 2 4 SO 2

Pcukburst.............. Cl 44 103 38-7 28-9 67-6 233 13 4 2 0 G l 8 0 22 5 i 259 C
Hellbrook.............. 22 9 .31 140 4-7 18-7 67 1 10 0 14 9 4 12 0 72 8
Peel ...................... 21 22 43 14-4 16-3 30-7 138 8 4- 2 6 2 6 9 6 147 4
Peelwood .............. 16 33 29 12-4 10-4 22-8 132 13 4 2 12 11 11 6 G 146 12
Pcjar...................... 6 9 15 5-1 7'8 12-9 22 13 4 22 13

Pelican Creek....... Soutii Gimdurimba 11 17 28 7-1 10-2 17-3 113 0 0 1 19 11 3 7 3 118 7
Kempsey .............. 25 20 45 18-9 15-9 3P8 171 0 0 0 19 6 91 12 3 263 11

Pennant Hills...... Pennant Hills ...... 48 48 96 33'5 31-9 65-4 317 12 8 G 4 8 18 18 2 342 16
Pcnritb ................... 318 268 586 236 3 197-2 433-5 1,023 19 10 19 10 10 l 5 0 337 10 10 1,682 6
Peril l...................... 40 22 62 27‘1 13-4 40-5 185 5 0 2 7 II 4. 2 9 191 15
Petersham...,......... 501 459 955 378-2 342-6 720-8 2,259 0 8 38 10 11 15 0 0 23G 4 10 2,538 16
Pi cion .................. 117 49 ICO 82-6 35-9 118-5 '413 17 11 7 8 3 1 14 4 294 19 8 '718 0
PiMiaa ................ 31 32 63 23-8 20-6 44-4 160 8 4 2 1 7 5 2 0 167 11

16 13 29 11 11 11-0 2a o 125 0 0 1 17 0 2 12 2 129 9
14 6 20 10'7 16 2 78 13 4 2 11 a 1 12 3 82 16
8 9 17 7-0 7 0 15-2 125 13 4 0 G 0 127 19

30 21 20-3 14-7 35 0 142 0 1 4 7 3 12 1 1
Piuecltiv Spring ... Bombalu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 28 52 19 4 21-4 40-8 157 0 0 1 9 8 7 14 c 3 7 0 169 ii

CranTillc . . . . . . . . .. 118 63 1S1 81-3 41-5 122-8 424 8 4 7 7 0 1 0 0 25 13 0 462 8
Pitt Town.............. 71 69 130 56-2 45-4 101-0 307 16 4 5 10 16 6 320 18

VittToft'n Co-operative Pitt Town............... 24 26 50 16'5 19-G 361 111 13 4 0 18 7 1 11 0 12 14 10 126 17
Settlement, t

27 25 52 22-4 19-3 41-7 161 8 4 e> 5 4 4 15 0 168 9

20 13 33 13-3 9 3 22-6 90 12 6 26 13 s 117 o

Platf-sburp .......... WaHsimd-Plattsburg .. 334 353 687 266-2 273-S o40'0 1,555 5 11 17 If)
..

0 0 15 2 167 2 5 1,740 18
Pleasant Hills ..... Pleasant Hilla...... 20 22 42 130 14-1 27-1 136 0 0 i» 16 2 2 12 o 141 8
Phinkei.t-strcot ... Plmiketl.-sliTct. . . . . . . . 231 209 460 180 2 1391 319-3 1.180 0 0 8 9 8 53 0 10 1,247 10
Point Danger . . . . . . . . Tweed Heads . . . . . . . . 28 21 49 20-6 13'6 34-2 188 10 0 2 19 U 23 1 9 214 10

25 20 14 6 13 2 27-S 171 0 0 1 19 0 19 17 3 192 16
10 15 25 7-2 10-4 176 96 16 8 1 5 5 12 12 7 110 14
13 15 28 8-9 8-3 17-2 120 10 0 2 7 2 3 10 0 14 4 0 140 ii
14 11 25 12-1 7,l! 19-7 113 0 0 1 13 3 3 2 3 117 15

Portluml, Lower.., Lower Portland ... 2S 17 45 19-6 12-1 31-7 149 0 0 1 13 8 2 12 3 153 5
Port Mocipiuriu Port Mactiuario ... 90 57 147 68-2 40-5 108-7 305 11 9 5 12 9 31 19 6 403 4

38 46 84, 29-2 33-G 62-8 251 10 0 1 13 8 0 10 6 12 11 10 266 12
Prospect EcPprvoiL, Prospect Reservoir 39 50 89 28-5 35-3 63 8 290 0 0 2 0 4 10 IS 9 20 8 5 323 2

2o 29 19-1 23-0 42-1 148 0 0 3 19 8 3 8 3 155 7
10 15 25 6-8 13-3 20-1 89 10 0 1 6 1 1 1 8 1 0 0 92 17
23 17 40 19-2 13-4 32-6 155 13 4 1 16 7 13 12 3 171 2
32 31 63 19-4 19-9 39-3 24C 0 0 1 17 4, 21 6 10 269 4

Pyrmont . . . . . . . . . . . 441 383 824 339-2 283-0 624 2 1,823 5 8 24 12 6 1 12 6 84 4 5 1,935 15
17 21 38 12-8 170 29-8 144 3 4, 1 19 6 3 7 3 '149 10
16 17 33 8-0 11-5 19-5 157 13 4 1 8 1 21 0 0 180 1
95 109 204 73-3 82-5 155-8 405 10 0 6 2 2 25 8 2 18 17 3 17
16 19 35 10-2 13-1 23 3 132 13 4 1 15 4 3 2 3 137 10

Quipollv Creek ... Quipolly Creek ..... 21 10 31 15-0 7-8 22-8 3 25 0 0 1 17 8 1 0 0 4 6 3 132 3
150 143 293 116-0 107-4 223-4 690 6 11 10 10 3 IS 19 10 619 17

Quorrobolong...... Mount Yincent ... 16 19 35 9-3 10-4 10-7 134 10 0 2 4. 2 10 9 0 147 3
21 20 41 15-7 16-1 31-8 136 0 0 1 1 1 3 7 0 140 8

Pain bow Keach ... Rainbow Reach ... 17 8 25 96 5’6 15 2 127 1 8 0 9 3 3 0 0 7 16 3 138 7
25 30 55 19-7 22 6 •42-3 171 0 0 0 16 6 2 12 3 174 8
31 35 66 24-4 25-4 40-8 240 2 8 1 15 10 54 10 10 296 y

2?5 147 372 163-3 100-9 264-2 761 10 0 11 1 11 103 9 11 876 i
Bamlwick Asylum.. Eandwick. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 82 GO 142 733 48-3 121-G CoG 10 0 5 9 4 32 10 0 694 9

d.
11

]
8
4.
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5
4
3
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l
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7
3
5

10
4
0
6
4

7
6
8
'2.

1
5

11
0
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7
0
0
4
2
9
0
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2
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5
2
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9
2
2
1
1
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11
11
0
2
1
2
8
4

10
4

* Closed 23rd April, ISSH. t Closed 30th April, i Closed 21st August, 1S90.
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

Kami? of School. Post Town.

Number of | Average Weekly 
Children on Rolls. ' Attendance.

■5 &
B 1 S

Expenditure from Public Funds-

Salnrics.

JtaTcnsdale.....
Ruivnsworlli
Bawdon Island 
Bajmond Terrace.
lleddestonc.....
Kedfern ..........
BedferuAVest..
Bed Bange .....
Beefton .........
BegeutriHe.....
lieidtdnlc .......
Bhine Balls.....
Bichmond ......
Biclnnond, North... 
Bichmond Yale ...
Bilcj’s Hill..........
Biley-street.........
BiTerstono ...........
Bix Creek..............
Boberton Park ...
Boberfcson ..........
Bob Boy..............
Bockdale..............
Bochley ..............
Bock, The ..........
Bock Yato ..........
Bocky Hall..........
Bocky Ponds ......
Bocky Bivcr ......
Boliand’s Plains...
Bookwood ..........
Bose Bay..............
Bose Hill..............
Boacnt.hal ..........
Bose Yalley..........
Bosewood......... . ,.
Boss Hill..............
Bothbury..............
Bofcherlield ...........
Bouchel ..............
Boughit, ..............
Bound Hill..........
Bound Mount.......
Bound Swamp ..
Bona......................
Bouse Hill ...........
Rons Mill ..........
Bunnymede...........
Bun of kVa! or.....
Byanda ..............
Bydal ..................
Bydalmere ..........
Byde ..................
Byde, North ......
Byo Park..............
Bylstone ...............
Bywtmg ..............
Sackville Beach ,,,
Salisbury..............
Salisbury Plains ...
Salt Ash ..............
Sandigo ..............
Sandringham ......
Sapphire ............j
Sassafras ...............:
Saucy Creek .......
Suumarcz..............
Sawpit 0 idly .....
Scone ...................
Scrub ..................
Seuham ...............
Sebastopol ..........
Sedgcficld ..........
Seelands ..............
Seyen Hills .........
Seven Oaks ..........
Shadforth .........
Shannon Yale......
Shark Creek.........
Sharp's Creek......
Shaw ..................
Shaw's Creek ......

Yarranmlong 
Bavensworth „ 
Bawdon Island..

Bcddostone .........
Bedfern .............
Bedfern .............
Bod Bange .........
Beefton .............
Penrith.................
Bmidwood .........
Cooma ......... .......
Bichmond ..........
Bichmond ..........
Buchanan............
Biley's Hill .........
Sydney .................
Riverstone .........
Singleton .............
GHcn Q unrry ......
Bobertson......... .
1 nverell.................
Bockdale .............
Bockley.................
The Book.............
Via Armidale ..... .
Bocky Hall .........
Mount Aubrey.....
Bocky River.........
Boiland’s Plains ...
Bookwood............
Watson's Bay .....
Ural la ................. .
Bulahdelah.........
Gerringong .........
Tumbern mbu .....
InvereU.................
Bothbury..............
Quirindi ............
Bouchell Brook ...
Singleton .............
Round Hill ..........
Buudarra............
Oapertee ..............
Rous ..................
Rouse Hill ..........
Rous Mill..............
Casino ............... .
Y arra ..................
Llangothlin ..........
Rydal ..................
Rydnlmere ..........
Byde......................
Rydc......................
Rye Perk..............
Rylstone .............
Swamp Oak..........
Sackville Reach ...
Undcrbauk .........
Uralla .................
William Town.....
Nnrrandera .........
Sandringham .....
Inverell ..............
Nowra, .................
Boinbalu .............
DuwurCKj ......
Young...................
Scone .................
Tenterfield .........
Seabam.................
Sebastopol.............
Sedgcficld.............
Grafton .............
Seven Hills .........
Smithtown .........
Guyong .............
Glen Inncs .........
Maclean .............
Adelong .............
Shaw ................. .
Goulburn.............

. boohs,
' Clochs, 
Apparatus, 

Packing and 
Carriage.

Total.

I

Ifi 15
1 & f*. d. £ a. d. £ 8, d. £ s. d. £ 9. d.

31 11 4 9-9 21-3 91 17 2 1 15 9 1 16 6 7 1 0 102 1020 18 38 15-4 34-6 30-0 98 15 0 2 1 6 1 8 9 8 4 9 110 9 423 24 47 16-2 17-2 33-4 354 13 4 1 5 9 4 10 0 2 12 4 163 ] 5KJO 115 215 72-4 86-2 1586 397 15 0 8 2 1 10 9 0 410 fi 1
13

921
12

836
25

1;757
10-2

695'4
10-3

602-4
20-5

1,297-B
118

3,065
0

18
0
2

1
37

13
7

8
7

3
658

2
9

3
4

122
3,701

15
15

n
1

281 217 498 208-6 132-9 ;361-5 1,107 6 8 10 4 8 203 15 9 ijaai 7 1HP, 29 51 16-3 23-8 40-1 167 3 4 2 4 0 3 4 9 '172 12 12f> 27 52 19-0 23-2 42-2 252 4 10 3 1 10 2 6 0 52 12 2 310 4 10»H 29 61 22 9 21-2 4 FI 159 10 0 J 1 6 1 6 0 IGl 17 6ly 8 27 15'7 5-7 2T4 109 19 3 2 12 3 29 12 3 142 3 912 17 29 & 5 13-7 23-2 76 13 7 ] 3 5 1 16 3 1 0 0 SO 13 3150 114 264 112-8 84-4 197-2 573 9 11 8 17 7 39 16 4 1 622 3 1034. 34. 68 2G-8 27-5 54'3 240 0 0 1 19 4 15 8 3 149 11 10 412 1912 9 21 10'4 8-1 18-5 125 0 0 2 1 5 f» 32 0 129 13 54F5 49 95 36-1 36-1 72-2 228 0 0 3 16 4 52 5 10 284 2 0
179 112 291 130-6 78-5 209-1 457 10 0 5 5 8 31 17 2 494 12 1077 80 157 56-5 545 111-0 302 10 0 5 3 2 0 2 0 192 6 8 560 2 432 33 65 25-5 25-0 50-5 246 0 0 2 IS 5 48 8 4 297 fi 928 28 56 19 4 231 42-5 171 0 0 1 7 10 3 13 3 176 0 14S 43 91 32-9 29 7 62-6 255 0 0 4 2 4 10 4 10 269 7 217 8 25 11-6 5-4 17-0 110 6 s 1 3 9 5 2 3 116 12 8330 298 634 248-3 2117 4G0-0 1,468 19 3 14 0 C 296 14 6 1,780 0 3
39 32 71 30T 215 51-6 248 0 0 2 5 3 19 1 10 269 7 1
17 18 35 11-8 14-6 26-4 125 0 0 0 17 1 65 17 3 191 14 424 31 55 19 0 231 421 186 15 8 1 6 11 16 12 3 204 14 3019 15 34 13 7 111 24-8 132 13 4 1 7 7 13 12 0 147 12 3131 27 58 21-8 18-4 40-2 153 15 0 3 8 2 2 15 9 159 18 n
47 3S 85 30 2 263 66*5 234 0 0 3 14 11 10 6 4 248 1 a15 17 32 9-1 11-4 20'5 125 0 0 1 11 0 4V 10 9 108 2 3139 121 260 HO'l 90-9 20P0 514 3 4. 5 6 2 29 19 10 549 9 418 18 36 14-8 13-4 28-2 136 0 0 1 8 9 42 1 179 10 421 20 41 16T 15-6 317 125 0 0 2 9 0 8 11 9 136 0 923 45 182 1S-9 32-1 108 13 0 2 6 4 2 10 0 2 12 3 116 3 77 11 18 5'4 8-1 13-5 80 0 0 0 17 1 80 17 1
12 10 22 G’5 7-5 140 75 0 0 1 7 6 70 7 618 14 32 13-9 9 9 23-8 146 (> 8 1 12 6 1 18 2 149 17 427 19 46 21-2 15-2 36-4 171 0 0 27 9 3 198 9 310 14 24 R-8 10 8 17-6 103 16 8 1 14 3 2 7 10 107 18 913 16 29 11-0 11-9 22-9 156 6 8 0 9 1 2 O 0 47 17 3 206 13 055 4G 101 43-5 37-6 81-1 2S8 0 0 4 16 0 27 10 10 320 12 1010 24 43 10 5 15-2 25 7 204 6 8 2 16 10 14 9 3 221 32 9
14, 12 26 11-7 O'S 21-0 113 0 0 1 15 10 26 2 3 140 38 3
In
31

9 24 10T 6-4 16-3 90 1 8 2 19 0 93 1 2IS 52 22-3 12-0 343 143 0 0 3 10 2 O 6 0 28 31 5 185 7
14 24 38 10-7 175 2S-2 167 3 4 1 1 11 9 12 3 170 17 c44 51 95 29-5 34-7 64-2 241 4 10 2 14 8 7 16 10 251 IG 410 ii 21 09 89 15-S 84 0 0 1 6 8 1 0 0 86 0 824 14 38 19'0 10-5 29 5 126 8 4 3 2 3 1 16 0 131 69 23 32 5-2 164 21-G 121 1 0 1 1 9 3 19 0 126 1 925 21 46 19T 16-0 35-1 136 10 4 1 17 6 4 19 O, 143 7 027 22 49 21-1 19-2 40-3 153 15 0 2 14 11 18 2 10 174 12 9

154 141 295 114-9 102-1 217-0 705 5 4 10 1 11 35 9 3 750 16 G31 43 74 21-6 31-3 52-9 246 0 0 1 13 1 17 10 4 265 334 19 53 20-7 11-8 32 5 3 Cl 8 4 2 2 4 35 19 9 199 10 583 C7 150 61-2 50-1 111-3 373 3 8 4 3 6 3 13 6 16 19 0 397 19 824 9 33 167 6-9 22 6 120 13 4 0 13 1 4 5 3 125 11 8
IS 17 35 11-4 117 23 1 132 13 4 1 0 1 3 12 3 137 8
20 19 39 10-9 11-1 220 103 16 8 1 3 9 2 12 3 107 12 810 14 24 5-7 97 15-4 110 C 8 2 8 2 4 7 3 117 2 119 1C 35 14-3 11-8 26-1 137 10 0 1 11 8 8 12 3 147 13 1113 9 22 7-2 8-4 156 89 10 0 1 0 5 1 10 92 2 3
59 so 95 41-6 25-9 67-5 290 10 0 3 11 5 1 3 10 15 2 8 310 7 ii
11 13 24 8-6 7-9 16-5 131 10 0 3 10 6 3 2 3 138 2 9
12 5 17 10-4 4-4 14-8 75 c 8 0 8 5 75 15 1
20 10 30 12'4 7T 30 S 103 16 8 0 19 9 3 7 3 108 3 832 35 67 25-4 291 5<tr5 207 13 4 1 15 4 9 6 4 218 15 018 13 31 121 8-2 20-3 98 6 8 3 1 6 1 13 6 103 1 8
76 64 140 61-fi 42'4 94-0 352 4 u 3 0 8 12 4 1 367 15 n19 10 29 14-7 8-5 23-2 120 13 4 1 13 2 3 2 3 125 a 9
31 26 57 22’3 202 42-5 171 0 0 2 11 11 3 4 10 176 16 917 8 25 110 6-2 17-2 109 6 8 1 4 3 2 i 0 11 16 9 124 8 810 17 27 61 10-1 162 88 8 4 0 14 3 1 6 0 90 8 7
13 14 27 S-7 8-8 17-5 120 13 4 2 12 0 123 6 433 34 67 20-0 203 40'3 222 8 n 1 5 11 14 11 10 238 G 826 22 48 1S-7 168 30’6 1G1 a 4 4 1 6 2 12 3 168 2 1
28 20 48 17-5 13-1 30 6 1.36 0 0 2 2 5 3 7 3 141 9 R
36 22 58 25-4 16-3 417 167 3 4 i 12 8 3 4 9 172 0 96 9 15 4-7 7-9 12-6 63 0 0 1 1 4 1 5 0 0 10 0 65 16 419 11, 30 12'C 8-5 21-1 113 0 0 3 2 6 2 18 1 119 n 7
IS 16 31 9-9 10-6 20-5 110 6 8 0 15 5 5 19 6 117 1 7
20 20, 40 12-1 14-0 241 118 15 0 1 7 0 4 10 9 124 12 9
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

Name of School.

Shcltharbour ......
Shephurdstown
Sbcrbroo^e ..........
Sbenvood ...........

Sidebotiom ..........
Sidebrook .........
Silvordale.............
Silvct-hill..............
Silverton .........
Simp&oa’B Rid^o,,4
Singleton ...........
SmuU’s Forest.......
Smithfield ..........
Rmilh-Sstreot ......
Smitbtown ...........
Sofa-la ..................
Solf^rino ...........
Somertoii.............
South Arm...........
Southgate ...........
Southgate, Lower.
South Lead..........
Spjwuird’fj Hill ... 
Sparkc’s Creek ... 
Sparling Swamp ... 
Spicer’s Creek......
Springdale ...........
Spring Hill..........
Springmoimt .......
Spring Kidgo .......
Spriugsirlo ..........
Spring Yale.........
Spring Yalley ......
Springwood...........
Square Range ......
St, Albans ...........
St. Kthuis ..........
St. Ives.................
St. John’s Park ...
St. Leonards ......
St, Leonards, Eust, 
St. LuonardSj North.. 
St. Mary’s ..
St. Peter's ..........
Stagey Creek ......
Stanhope..............
S Inrun ore..............
Stunnifer..... ........
Stalion Point . 
Stewart’s ilfook ...
Stock inbingjil ......
Stockton ..... ........
Stockyard Mountain..i
Stoucfield..............
Stonehenge .........
Stony Cruck, Lower ., 
Struthiield, South.. 
Stronfinn Park ...
Stroud..................
Stuart Town ......
Stubbo ..................
Summer HiU .......
Summer Island ...
Summer Vnlc......
Siirmyside ..........
Sunfcop................. .
Surry Hill^, Soutlt
Sussex-atrcft .......
Sutherland ..........
Sutton ..................
Sutton Forest.......
Swamp Onk...........
Sw.in Pay .........
Swan Creek.........
Swan Ponds .........
Swansea ..............
Swan Vain ...........
SmtsMiekl .....
Swvot[luiu*** Creek..
Talhigitndru..........
Talla^iU'g ...........

Post Town.

Number of 
Children on Rolls. Average Weekly 

Attendance. lixpcoditure from Public Funds.

tn
o’eq

34*
i5 To

ta
l. i/5

1 G
irl

s. i 1

To
ta

l. Salaries.
Rooks,
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
Packing and 

Carriapo.

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage.

Buildings, Kent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow, 
ance, Fuel, &c.

j Total.

£ £, d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ d. £ 6. d.Shcllhnrbour.......... TS 48 96 34-6 32-4 670 223 17 0 2 18 O 6 1 5 232 16 5
Shepharefstown ... 53 50 103 32-7 32-3 65-0 247 0 0 2 19 7 1 16 3 9 6 10 261 2 8Sherbrooke .......... 11 10 21 7-5 6-9 14-4 110 6 8 0 16 0 2 12 3 113 14 11Sherwood (Mucleuv 29 23 52 18Y 13-4 31-5 148 0 O 1 1 5 30 2 3 179 3 8

Kiver). .
Tarco .................. 11 13 24 8-1 10-8 18 9 113 0 0 1 17 O 3 0 0 2 12 3 120 9 3Ben Lomond......... IS 12 30 13-5 7-0 20-5 113 0 0 2 8 6 3 12 3 119 0 9
Camden .............. 7 10 17 43 5-8 10-1 78 IS 4 1 7 n
Caplain’a Hat...... 18 21 39 10-8 10-6 21-4 113 0 0 2 2 5 3 12 3 118 14 8Silverton ......... . 18 43 91 34'3 330 67-3 345 0 0 2 8 7 20 19 0 368 7 7Bowravillc .......... 26 13 39 20-4 i 10-0 30-4 148 0 0 2 4 3 54 12 3 204 16 6
Singlelou ............. 204 235 439 154 9 170'9 325-8 1,403 0 0 16 17 11 3 4 8 58 4 6 1,481 7 1Ulinnmi .............. 10 12 22 6-9 7-0 13-9 83 1.3 4 * 13 4
Smithfield............. 85 87 172 60-0, 58-5 118-5 390 0 0 5 5 5 22 2 10 417 8 3Balmain ............... 463 498 9G3 360-8,347'9 708-7 1,965 16 6 18 0 0 386 18 3 2,370 14 9Smithtown .......... 43 42 85 296 28'1 57-7 240 0 0 1 9 10 42 8 10 283 18 8Sofala .................. 29 50 79 20-1 36-2 56-3 278 4 7 2 14 1 19 2 4 300 1 0Young .................. 26 11 37 18-5 76 26 1 113 0 0 1 9 8 2 12 3 117 1 11
Somerton .............. 20 15 35 17-4 12-8 30-2 142 5 0 2 9 2 9 S 3 154 2Prushgrovo ........... 37 28 65 27-4 18-6 46 0 247 10 0 2 14 11 8 9 4 258 14. 3Southgate............... 29 42 71 21 8 30-3 52-1 222 13 6 3 0 8 19 10 23* 15 4Lawrence.............. 10 16 26 7-4 127 201 J25 0 O 0 16 4 19 9 9 1
Forbes .................. 32 30 62 23-1 21-1 41-2 136 0 0 3 7 9 3 7 3 143 15 0.Douglas.............. 30 23 53 22-8 17-3 401 167 3 4 4 13 3 18 5 6 190 2 3
Scono...................... 7 9 16 4-9 7-6 12-5 107 0 0 2 O 8 1 0 0 110 0 8I’arkcs .................. 1C 14 30 12-7 96 22-3 103 6 2 1 9 6 2 9 G 109 5 2Sjuccr's Creek ..... 22 10 37 13-8 io-o 23-8 132 13 4 1 8 4 3 4 3 137 5 H
fclpnngdalo .......... 29 21 50 18-4 139 32 3 113 0 0 1 2 11 1 2 8 4 12 3 119 17 10Spring Hill ........... fm 45 100 37-2 28-8 660 220 9 2 1 D 6 9 0 4 230 15 0Blnviic? .............. 34 28 62 22-2 15-5 37-7 148 0 O 2 ii 1 3 10 9 154 1 10Quirindi .............. 13 13 20 9-4 IS'O 85 16 8 1 4
Spriugside............ 20 24 44 16-7 1G0 32-7 155 13 4 1 7 7 3 13 3 160 14 2Bega...................... 28 23 51 21-9 19-9 41-8 165 5 0 1 17 1 106 2 3 273 4 4Currawang .......... 18 H 32 11-9 T4 21-3 113 0 0 1 4 7 3 2 0 117 6 7Springwood 44 36 80 29-0 23-3 52-3 246 0 0 3 14 5 9 6 10 259 1 3
Nimiti hello ......... 13 16 29 10-7 12-0 22-7 137 10 0 1 1 6 9 17 3 148 8 <>
St. Albans.............. 32 35 67 25-6 27-6 53-2 233 16 9 3 ]5 4 147 18 i 385 10West iMuitinud....... 129 109 238 93-1 75-4 168-5 392 0 0 6 9 10 57 16 2 0St. Ives ................ 44. 51 95 35-3 42-5 77-8 260 5 0 3 9 3 13 7' 4 277 1 7
St John's Furk ... 32 22 54 251 ISO 40-7 171 0 0 3 0 3 19 19 3 193 19 8\ortli Sydney....... 60S 507 1,115 464 0 381-0 845-0 2,347 14 8 32 18 6 1 13 9 122 4 7 2,504 11 0

oHh Sydney....... 190 167 357 129-7 111-8 |24t-5 809 1 9 9 13 6 73 15 2 892 10North Sydney ...... 134 161 295 99 0 123-6,222-6 534 4 2 5 14 1 333 0 8 872 IB nSt. Mary's.............. 147 112 250 117-4 83 3 200-7 457 5 0 7 11 S 33 12 9 498 9St. Peter’s............... 365 741 289-0 270-8 550 8 1,652 16 1 18 13 S 131 11 » 1,803 1Inverell.................. 15 15 30 10-3 10-9 21'2 113 0 0 3 5 6 3 0 0 3 2 0 122 7 8
Bninxton .............. 23 15 38 17-5 11-5 29 0 148 0 0 3 4 4 2 12 3 153 16 7
Pek-rsliam ......... 731 604 1,335 573-7 455-8 1,029*5 2,412 15 2 25 15 3 C3 14 2 2,602 4 7Stunuifor ............... 25 27 52 17-3 22-7 40-0 148 0 0 1 4. 4 10 9 10 159 14 2Stuart Town.......... 16 13 29 10-9 7-8 18-7 89 10 0 1 2 4 2 G 3 02 1R 7
Stewnrh’s Brouk ... 30 37 67 23-3 27-7 51-0 161 5 0 2 9 9 55 14 3 219 9 0
HLockiubnigal ...... 31 32 66 23] 21-9 45-0 161 8 4 0 16 3 3 2 3 165 6 10Stockton .............. 245 210 455 177-9 147'5 325-4 1,226 19 3 15 11 6 1% 0 0 38 5 0 1,294 15 0
Albion Park......... 12 14 26 7-9 9-1 17-0 98 6 8 1 6 10 33 17 9 133 11 3Warinldu .............. 11 13 24. 6-4 10-6 170 109 6 8 1 8 3 3 2 0 113 16 11
Stonoheugc .......... 16 32 48 13-8 25-4 39-2 155 13 4 1 11 2 19 1 9 176 6 TYoung .................. 19 13 32 14-5 0-4 23-9 113 0 0 1 17 8 3 7 0 118 4 8
Ifinficld .................. 137 129 266 91-7 92-8 184-5 449 3 4 6 15 10 0 10 0 30 0 2 486 9 4Grafton................... 13 8 21 9-6 69 16-5 125 0 O 0 18 0 12 3 131 10Stroud ................... 35 45 80 25-4 33-0 58-4 233 10 0 2 16 8 1 13 2 7 16 10 244 16 8
Stuart Town........... 39 51 90 25-4 29-4 54-8 276 O 0 2 7 10 10 0 10 288 14 H
Gulgong ............. 11 14 25 7-7 14-2 21-9 113 0 0 0 19 11 3 12 3 117 12Summer Hill ...... 383 278 661 293-5 204-3 497-8 1,515 4 0 19 5 7 163 9 0 l,6!l7 IS 7
Kinohelfi Creek ... 57 38 96 27-7 19-3 47-0 257 0 0 2 17 8 16 10 267 14 f.
Walcha ................. 9 17 26 ]4'0 20-6 113 0 0 1 7 6 3 s 9 117 16 2
Tenterfield .......... 27 19 46 17-7 14-4 32-1 ] 55 13 4 2 11 6 4 4 8 163 9 {;
Wellington .......... 10 11 21 7-0 7-6 14-6 01 0 0 0 5 9 2 12 0 93 17 9
Sidney ................... 705 5b ct 1,258 499-9 397-5 897-4 2,581 12 10 23 9 1 298 17 7 2.903 1 9 fi
Svdnoy .................. 201 138 339 140-1 97-3 237-4 812 5 6 5 18 2 0 7 8 89 19 11 908 11 3
Sutherland .......... 71 77 148 52-4 56-9 109-3 352 1 8 7 0 2 1 17 3 34 8 11 nSutton .................. 8 10 18 5-9 7-5 13-4 103 0 0 1 3 7 3 2 3 107 5 10Sutton Forest ...... 36 35 71 26-0 26-1 52-1 290 10 0 2 2 10 38 6 4 330 19 2
Moonbi Railway Station 14 9 23 8-2 7-4 15-6 93 13 6 1 9 5 95 2 il
Swan Hay.............. 20 24 44 15-3 17-7 33-0 148 O 0 1 5 O 2 12 3 151 17 3
Ulmurrti .............. 35 39 74 27-3 28-1 55'4 246 0 0 3 4 3 1 0 0 8 12 10 258 17 1
Wangook.............. 19 10 29 11-2 6-3 17-5 87 5 o 1 6
Swansea .............. 30 21 51 23-5 16 5 40-0 161 8 4 2 4 3 2 12 3 166 4 10Swan Vale ......... 20 10 30 13-6 6-2 19-8 102 O 0 3 8 11 1 0 0 4 16 3 lit 5 o
Black Springs ...... 15 15 30 10-3 12-3 22 6 113 0 0 2 13 11 3 2 3 118 16 2Millfield .............. 12 11 23 8-4 6 8 15-2 97 16 8 1 9 0 9 12 3 108 17 uGundarou.............. 14 il 25 10-0 6-3 IG'3 98 6 8 1 9 10 3 2 0 102 18 GG’dirourr . ... . 26 22 43 19-1 IW J4 5 148 O 0 1 5 2 40 12 3 189 17 5
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APPENDIX VII—continued.
4
dumber of ! Average Weekly 

Children on Kolb. | Attendance. E\pendittii*e from Tuljlic Funds.

yame of School. j Post Town.

VS'tn
h
5 To

ta
l. ur

£'tn
1 *1"
1 ^

| 
‘m

oj,

1
j Salaries.

.Books,
Clocks,

Apparatus, 
Packing ant 

Carriage.
^leanin-f Allow- and l-orase-i ^
J *

Total.
1
\

£ £. (1. £ e. d. £ 8. d. £ fi. d. £ d.
s 8 10 60 9-4 133 0 0 17 12 0 150 12 0

2S 32 GO ] 7'3 23*7 41-3 182 6 8 % 13 4 4 6 e 189 6 6
Tambm-oora............ Tambaroora............ 27 30 57 18-2 19 6 37-S 182 6 8 2 2 11 6 8 9 190 18 4
Tambar Springs ... Tambar Springs ... 16 S 24 12-7 0-2 18-9 89 10 0 2 3 6 14 9 9 106 3 3

32S 300 626 238 1 2I9'8 4.V7 9 1 <142 17 9 21 1 h 114 12 7 1,678 11 £

Tamrvortl), W est... Tamworth.................. L07 14S 305 112-5 106-1 218-6 531 0 0 7 15 10 41 14 8 580 10 6
Tonumingaroo Tangmangaroo......... s 15 23 49 11-2 16-1 110 G 8 3 7 3 113 13 11

10 22 41 I3-7 15*4 29T 131 10 4 i 9 11 3 11 9 ItfU 12 0
22 12 34 17'0 8*8 25-8 138 8 4 2 5 0 3 1 10 143 15 2
12 4 16 10T 32 13-3 60 0 0 i 9 i 1 2 6 62 11 7

IG 29 45 12-8 23-1 35'9 167 3 4 i 13 6 18 16 3 187 13 1
29 31 60 19-1 19 0 38 1 171 0 0 i 1 0 3 12 1 175 13 1
31 30 61 25,4 22-8 48-2 171 0 0 i 14 0 20 18 3 193 12 3
17 IG 33 10'3 10’7 21 0 148 0 0 0 10 7 3 9 9 152 0 4

10S 95 203 82'8 65‘5 148-3 384 11 4 8 10 1 10 0 10 9 0 401 19 2
14 14 28 10-7 9-7 20-4 95 15 0 1 7 4 0 10 0 0 13 98 5 6
12 13 25 9-8 10 2 20-0 103 16 s 1 13 0 3 7 3 ......... 108 16 11
19 23 42 Vi'S 17 7 29-3 136 0 0 ‘Jj 8 7 6 14 8 145 3 3
31 38 72 23-4 24*5 47'9 195 0 0 2 9 5 3 12 3 201 1 8
24 34 5S 18*0 23*3 41-3 153 15 0 3 2 2 12 3 158 10 5
27 20 47 18-9 13-3 32-2 155 13 4 0 14 S 3 2 3 159 10 3
15 13 2$ 12'2 10-8 230 132 13 4 2 9 3 26 10 9 161 13 4
26 26 18-0 1S-8 36-8 136 0 0 2 17 1 29 12 1 168 9 2
10 21 31 14-0 19-7 135 8 4 1 13 9 20 5 9 157 7 10

Telegraph Point... Telegraph Point ... 16 14 30 10-8 11-4 22-2 95 15 0 1 5 10 1 4 0 2 2 0 100 6 10
no 121 240 82'6 83-9 166-5 478 18 n 6 3 6 0 13 9 1C3 5 11 589 2 1
206 199 405 156'2 136-5 292-7 844 9 5 6 16 3 223 1 0 1,074 6 8
182 134 316 134 S 9T-4'232-2 814 14 8 13 14 n 4 5 9 21 12 4 854 7 8
109 87 106 74*d 131-9 381 10 0 3 9 ii 127 14 5 512 14 4
2G 16 42 19*7 11-5 31-2 118 15 0 2 7 ISO 5 3 307 7 10
12 12 24 S'l 10-3 18-4 113 0 0 l 13 11 23 19 3 138 13 2
15 16 31 9'3 10T 19 4 113 0 0 0 11 8 8 11 9 122 3 5
18 16 34 14-0 9-8 23-S 113 10 0 0 8 7 3 19 £ 117 17 10

Alison ........................ 31 33 64 19 7 20-9 40-6 234 0 0 1 13 3 1 0 8 7 16 10 244 10 9
Cnmclen .........___ 23 21 15-2 15-7 30-9 148 0 0 2 6 3 3 2 3 153 8 6

15 15 30 10-4 0'9 20-3 113 0 ■0 1 14 -2 3 8 6 118 2 8
39 45 84 24-7 29'7 54-4 276 7 8 1 8 8 13 14 10 291 11 2

Thirrrml .................... 71 52 123 59-2 39-6 9S-8 344 0 0 3 5 11 15 1 2 302 7 1
16 17 33 11-5 13-5 250 113 0 0 1 10 5 3 5 3 117 J5 8
DO 53 112 417 37-0 78-7 298 3 4. 16 0 7 16 10 310 16 2
19 15 31 13-5 10-4 23 9 132 13 4 1 5 9 4 12 0 138 ii 1

Three-mile Waterhole. Wolnmla .................... 27 27 54 18-6 21-2 39-8 171 0 0 3 10 8 8 17 9 183 8 6
12 15 27 9-7 IPS 21-5 89 10 0 1 12 9 2 12 3 93 15 0

Thurcoona ......... 30 26 56 22-2 20 6 42-8 171 0 0 2 19 10 3 12 3 177 12 1
Tin. ^ ...................... 25 10 44 17-9 13-9 318 159 3 4 2 8 3 3 2 3 164 13 10

30 £2 52 19-5 15-4 34-9 187 0 0 3 15 11 22 10 0 213 5 11
Tigho's Kill.............. Tigho’s Hill.............. 154 154 308 119T 112-8 231-9 710 16 3 13 5 4 .... 47 14 6 771 16 1
rrilhfl. Tilhft Tilba Tilba .............. 29 25 54 22 4 IS 2 40-6 171 0 0 9 2 4 58 12 9 231 15 1

Armidalo ................... 31 23 54 21-9 15-3 37-2 171 0 0 3 15 6 1 11 3 3 12 3 179 19 0
79 53 132 62 5 42-4 104-9 351 4 7 7 12 6 1 13 6 17 14 3 378 4 10

51 29 80 39-3 20-3 50-6 237 15 0 3 6 0 7 10 10 24S 16 10
40 22 62 24-8 15-1 39-9 171 0 0 3 15 0 2 12 2 177 7 7
13 12 25 10-0 9-1 19-1 125 0 0 1 3 9j 3 8 11 129 12 1
14 20 34 10-6 12'4 23-0 132 13 4 1 4 10 3 17 3 137 15 5
14 15 29 8-9 10-4 193 113 0 0 1 4 4 3 16 6 118 0 JO
22 57 15-9 24'3 40-2 171 0 0 2 5 4 2 12 3 175 17 7
22 14 36 12-0 s-i 20-1 125 0 0 1 5 3 1 7 0 3 6 3 130 18 H
53 33 SG 34-5 22 3 56-8 223 10 0 3 6 5 1.319 0 2 1,545 16 7
17 8 25 12-3 5'4 17-7 92 15 4 1 19 8 2 8 3 3 14 3 100 17 6
23 27 50 15-0 18-2 332 155 13 4 1 5 0 2 12 0 159 10 4
41 3G 77 1ST 15-7 33-8 159 0 0 2 11 8 3 12 0 166 3 8
27 14 41 17-7 9-0 26 7 148 0 0 2 0 0 6 12 0 156 12 0
20 10 36 12-2 8-8 21-0 113 0 0 3 17 S 3 7 3 120 4 11
18 18 36 9-7 10-8 20'5 121 G 8 1 2 4 29 2 6 45 3 0 196 14 6
20 24 44 15-8 17-3 33 1 143 0 0 1 13 7 26 2 6 169 16 1
41 27 63 32-0 18-3 50-3 m 0 0 1 16 11 10 4 1 183 1 0

Toora^ecnah ......... Toorawcenah............ 24 ii 33 18-7 8-5 27 2 113 0 0 2 9 6 3 12 0 119 1 6
'J'ooroota ............. Jlickci^s Creek 34 9 23 S-G 6-5 15-1 76 6 8 0 15 6 10 9 6 4 0 0 91 11 s

1(1 7 26 1-1-0 64 20 4 132 13 4 1 14 2 3 2 3 137 9 9
19 19 3S 14 7 30-C 157 5 0 2 1 8 22 10 7 181 17 3
39 29 68 25 4 18 9 44 3 171 0 0 2 7 5 2 12 0 175 19 5
23 25 43 15-4 20't 35-5 118 0 0 9 10 10 3 2 0 153 12 30
30 10 20 8-3 83 16-6 113 0 0 2 1 6 3 12 3 118 13 9
20 16 36 11-5 11-4 137 10 0 1 16 5 19 19 4 109 5 9

q s 17 7-5 7-2 14-7 68 17 9 0 18 0 0 10 0 70 6 3
66 82 148 48 9 56 7 105'G 308 0 0 5 16 11 22 9 0 336 5 11
22 20 , 42 18-4 15 5 33-9 134 6 8 i G 8 2 5 11 137 19 A
36 47 83 26-6 37-2 63-8 233 0 0 4 7 6 18 19 10 256 7 4
19 23 42 15-9 18'G 3-1-5 224 0 10 1 8 1 3 10 0 4 7 3 233 6 2
17 IS 35 107 11-3 22-0 89 10 0 1 0 8 25 1 0 lln 11 8
13 7 20 7-5 4-0 11-5 110 G 8 0 19 9 3 7 0 114 13 o

Trickett ..................... Coolamon.................... 10 6 16 80 42 12 2 82 13 4 82 13 4

. ^
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APPENDIX YII—continued.

Kamo of School.

'1’ninltey...............
Tubbul .................
Tueftbia................
'J'liccabtirra...........
Tuckombil ...........
Tuckuriraba...........
Tiicna ..................
Tuggorah..............
I'uggrntiong .......
Tullimbar ..........
'i’umberumba ......
Tumbleton ..........
Tumbulguxn ......
Tumut..................
Turout Plains......
'J'uncnrry..............
Tunnobntbv...........
'J'urlinjab .............
Turner’s Flat ......

...........
Tyndalc ..............
tflladulla..............
Ulmarrn ...............
Ulmarra, Jinst......
Ultimo .................
Umanvlla Siding...
Unondei'm ...........
TJnkiu Creek .......I
I'ralla ..................
Umna .................
Urangbell .........
Uranquinty..........
Cfungan ..............
Vary ..................
Ycrc......................
Yorona..................
Vineyard ..............
Wagga Y'agga ... 
Wiiffgn W aggn .’North 

"Wapga. South
Wagra..................
WaEracobilly ......
Walimg ...............
Walcba ...............
Waloha Hoad.......
Wnldcgrave...........
Wnlgctl ...............
Walhallow ...........
Wnllabadah...........
Wallaby Hill.......
Wallagoot ...........
Wallalong ...........
Wallamba, Lower..
Walliunbinc ......
Wallangra ..........
Wallaroo ........ .
Walla Walla .......
Wiillaya ...............
Wallendbeen .......
Wallcrawang ......
Wall grore ..........
Walli ..................
Wallsend .............
Wallsend, West...
Watnbanutnba......
Wambooln ..........
Wamiaring...........
Wanatta .............
AVandclla...... .......
Wandsworth ......
Wantiool..............
Wa[)engo..............
Warungosda ......
Warutiih ...............
Warbro ...............
Wardcll ...............
Ward’s River.......
Wnrgela ...............
Warialda...............
Wnrkton ............... i
Warkworth........... j
Warnc ................... I

Post Town,

Number of
1 Children on Rolls.

A\crago Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds,

«
o’=3

"E
3 To

ta
l.

Bo
ys

. Sf>
4s
’6 To

ta
l. Salaries.

Books, ]
Clocks, | Travelling 

Apparatus, ! Expenses 
Packing and and Forage. 

Carriage. |

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.

1
£ fi. A. £ B, A. £ fl. d. £ &. d. £ s. d.

Trnnkev ................ 34 34 GS 94-r-, ^I'T 171 0 0 2 1 a 3 17 ft 176 0
Young .................. 1+ 15 29 8-4 9-7 18-1 133 3 4 1 13 10 6 12 3 141 9 5
Ulmnrm..................... 19 15 34 lift 10 12 3
Via Lismore...... 16 14 30 ia-8 n-9 Pd-'fl 113 0 0 2 12 3 115 IP ft
Alstonvillo ........ 19 10 29 14-8 7-7 22-5 124 16 0 1 "7 4 2 12 3 128 9 7
Coraki .................. 14 16 30 io-o 12-2 22-2 101 10 0 1 10 3 2 7 3 105 7 8
Tuona ................... 24 26 50 17-4 18-6 360 171 0 0 1 8 3 3 12 0 176 0 3
I’uggerah Lakes ... 27 20 47 21-3 15 3 36-6 148 0 0 1 19 0 13 15 5 163 14 5
Qncanbevan............ 19 11 30 14.0 2J> 9\*fi 139 13 4 1 19 A 3 12 3 137 17 11
Albion Park .......... 15 1 10 i 25 11-3 65 17-8 110 6 8 0 18 11 2 12 3 113 17 10
Tumberntnba ........ 60 55 115 43-6 391 82-7 266 10 0 2 17 9 19 7 4 283 15 1
W ombat .................. 12 u 23 8-0 9-3 17-3 91 0 0 1 8 11 1 7 6 1 6 0 95 2 5
Tumbulgum............ 39 50 89 27-8 35-5 63-3 222 17 9 2 13 3 ..... 13 14 3 239 5 3
Tumut ....................... 14S 113 259 106-4 76-6 183-0 541 17 7 5 16 3 5 IS 3 39 5 9 692 17 10
Tumut ....................... 25 28 £3 17*1 1Q-J 30 2 130 10 0 2 i in 5 g 3 ]Qft 7 10
Tuncuirv .................. 23 99 45 Ifi 2 17*1 0 1 15 9 32ft

*7

Mudgee .................. 16 11 27 n*£ R-4 ] Q-Ci 102 0 0
A

12 3 3
Turliujah ................ . 22 17 SO 14-5 117 90-9 195 q 0 J 12 x ft 2 3 12Q 14, 4
Skillion Flat............. 18 17 35 127 ii n 24-6 142 5 0 0 17 6 2 12 3 145 14 9
Young .................. 15 9 24 10-3 7-4 177 89 10 0 1 10 9 1 7 6 3 2 3 95 10 6
Maclean .................. 26 32 58 18-4 23-3 41-7 171 0 0 3 0 2 ■ a... 16 12 3 190 12 5
UlloduUa .................. 32 26 58 23-7 18-4 42-1 171 0 0 ] 12 11 2 12 3 175 5 2
U Unarra ............... 74 72 146 63 3 4.8-6 101-9 356 16 5 5 2 7 1 2 0 60 7 1 413 8 1
Ulmarra .............. 17 20 37 13'1 i5*n 90 n 155 13 q 15 ft 4 10 0 Ifil « 0
Ultimo ................... 358 337 695 263-8 243-2 507-6 1,541 6 6 15 13 8 89 10 8 1,646 10 9
Cooma .................. 17 10 27 12-8 7'3 20-1 132 13 4 1 4 0 4 2 3 .137 19 7
TJmnderni ........... 69 54 123 55-0 4M 96-1 31G 10 0 3 O 6 39 2 4 358 17 10
Unkya Greek ...... 23 24 47 16-4 16-3 32-7 137 10 0 4 13 5 4 15 0 fl 9 0 158 7 5
Urnllii ................... 07 83 180 62 5 54 9 117-4 405 6 0 LI 12 9 8 12 6 45 33 s 47 L 4 n
Urnna .................. 30 35 74, 31-0 P4*<? 290 10 0 ft IQ in 10 16 0 nn.“ 5 10
U pporCo pmanhurst 26 20 46 17T 14-4 31-5 149 8 4 2 410 2 12 3 154 5 6
Uranquinty .......... 22 23 17'4 lfj'4 33‘8 13R 10 n 1 4 ft 0 2 141 n 7
Macksville ......... 13 12 25 g-5 7'4. 15‘9 709 n 0 n ft 0 r, 0 104 5 5
Vacv............................ 26 2S 54 1Q‘fi 9.9'A 171 0 0 1 15 15 ]QQ Xn ft
Yero ............................ 17 13 30 11-0 io-n ftl 1 0 0 O 0 10 fi 2 1^3 0 0
Cobargo,.................... 7 20 27 6‘3 ]G-3 22-6 91 11 8 1 4 2 8 0 0 2 1 8 102 17 6
Eiverstone .......... 23 21 44 15 S 31*3 ian 0 0 2 19 g ft 10 r> 143 10 3
Wagga Wagga........ 164 168 332 123-9 119-9 243-8 719 1 E 8 13 1 6 18 3 110 18 7 844 11 4
Wngga Wagga........ 51 38 89 31-2 23-8 55-0 257 0 0 4 0 3 25 13 4 28G 13 7
Wagga Wagga....... 1S2 192 374 129-8 144-9 274-7 820 15 0 14 7 11 87 11 4 922 14 3
Wjigra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 21 43 19 i lK*fi 37-0 105 0 0 tT in 3 2 10
Gundagai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 15 19 "3-4 13-1 ifi-5 88 11 8 2 11 u 1 15 0 0 19 5 93 18 0
Glanmire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS 11 30 14. 9 .H-A 937 05 10 0 1 x 7 3 2 00 13 7
Walcha. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 LIO 100 568 13ft*l 340 0 0 fi 12 ft ax ft 0 1 ft
Walcba Road . . . . . . . . . . . 14 17 31 10-1 11-1 21-2 125 0 6 1 6 4 15 5 9 141 12 1
F'orcst Reefs.......... 17 14 31 10'5 Q_3 113 n 0 1 R 10 14 14 0 120 n 7
Wolfjctt................. 60 37 07 43*3 29'3 307 .9 fi 4 A A 13 13 7 415 5 5
(Juirindi ................ 13 21 34 9-1 151 24-2 108 8 10 1 3 11 1 4 6 2 7 0 US 4 3
Wallabadah............. 31 40 71 19‘3 27^ 4,7-2 171 0 0 0 14 7 JO 7 14 *>
Jamberoo................. 19 9 28 14-2 7*3 91 *5 1 97 3 2 1 u 5 0 12 3 185 6 10
Tathra ....................... 29 14 43 S0'4 117 31*0 ns is 0 3 0 g 121 17 ft
Hinton ................. 39 29 68 2S-9 21-9 50-8 254 10 u 2 "2 "2 47 10 10 304 3 11
I'niU'ord................. 13 11 24 96 fl-8 i7 n 80 10 0 2 12 3 OP 9 ft
St. Albans.............. 19 7 26 15'4 5'G 91 n 109 0 0 1 0 2 x ft 3 104 6
Wallangra.............. 11 20 31 9-1 14-6 23 7 113 0 0 2 7 2 4 10, 0 77 7 3 197 4 5
Cowra .................. 18 11 29 12-0 7-4, 19-4 03 9 2 x ft 0 3 1ft 3 inn a I 1
Walla Walla ....... 23 23 46 14-2 14-S 29-0 163 8 4 1 19 3 03 2 0 218 9 7
Robertson............... 9 12 2] 7-4 9-5 16 9 81 9 2 0 IS 10 4 17 0 1 4 0 88 9 0
Wollcndboen ...... 41 32 73 23-7 20-8 49-5 171 0 0 1 11 2 3 2 0 175 13 2
Wnljerawaog ....... 87 76 163 64 8 51-0 115-8 399 6 8 3 11 3 18 17 2 421 15 1
Eastern Greek ....... 43 33 76 30-4 233 53-7 261 10 0 2 11 1 7 16 10 271 17 11
WalH ....................... 18 19 37 11*4 13-1 244} 139 13 4 0 ]ft 11 13 7 146 14i 0
WallsGud, Platta'bur^, 433 403 836 339-4 303-0 642-4 1,940 8 4 19 6 1 3 0 0 105 8 10 2,068 3 3
West Wallsend ... 161 132 293 126 8 96-9 223-7 478 14 4 8 1 0 32 12 4 6X9 7 8
loung ..................... 20 21 41 17-2 14-5 31-7 132 13 4 1 11 11 1 15 0 136 0 3
'Wambooln ........... 11 23 34- 5 O 15 0 20 0 133 Ifi A 0 5 10 g g
WiiTmaring ........... IS 25 43 14 S 18-2 33-6 135 15 4 3 15 11 3 12 3 143 3 6
Wolumla ............... 13 8 21 10 5 10*3 n;t fi n x l" 3 10 3 117 ft
Cobargo ............ 23 1C 39 16-5 14-5 310 94 8 4 0 19 3 4 3 4 79 14 u 179 5 10
Wandsworth ....... 16 21 37 12-3 18-1 30 4 160 0 0 1 7 3 28 2 3 189 9 6
iTunoo .................. 14 15 29 9-6 10-5 20-1 94 3 5 1 9 8 t 18 2 3 113 15 4
"W a]>engo ................. 14 16 30 9-3 S-9 18-2 102 0 0 1 17 9 2 10 3 106 8 0
iJarlitigtou i*omt. . 38 34 72 280 25-5 63-5 173 10 0 9 7 0 6 5 6 189 2 6
W aratab .............. 82 66 148 61-3 62-9 117-2 345 15 0 4. 2 10 119 14 2 469 12 0
Hickey’s Crock...... 14 17 31 8-1 9-2 17-3 113 0 0 2 IG 3 41 12 3 157 8 6
Wnrdoll ................. 48 55 103 34-7 40-2 749 290 10 0 5 3 2 1 6 0 9 ]4 4 30G 7 C
Stroud ...................... 15 7 £2 9-2 5-9 15J. 87 0 1 ft ft ft ]H 2
Tftngnmiiftaroo , 20 11 31 12-9 7-6 20-5 137 10 0 x 10 2 16 7 3 156' 7 5
Warialda ................. G1 78 130 45-1 52'8 97^> 267 10 2 10 ft jpn 3 () ^07 13 7
Warkton ................. 21 15 30 14-9 1124 ">0 3 iflft 10 2 ix ft SL a Q 116 3
Warkworth ............ 24 24 48 20':$ 20‘0 40*3 171 0 0 ] 17 1 9 1 K JJ 17f' 12 4j
Warno ..................... 14 13 27 10-1 9-9 20-0 88 17 5 1 12 1 3 0 3 93 9 9

43—G
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APPENDIX YII—continued.

Name ot School.

Warmderry..........
Wurrali ...............
Warrangunyah ...
WfUTcn ..............
Warroo ..............
Watorgumben......
AVaterloo..............
Watson’s Bay.......
Watson’s Beef......
Wattamadara.......
AVattamolla..........
Wattle Flat..........
WottleTille ..........
Wane hope ..........
Wnverley..............
Weddin ..............
Wectalabn ..........
WeoWaa..............
Wellesley,,...........
WcllmgroYO ......
Wellington...........
AVclshman’s Creek.
Wentworth...........
Wentworth Falls... 
AVentworthrillc ...
Werombi .............
A\Tcrriberri ........ .
Werris Creek ......
Wliian Whiun ...
White Cliffs..........
Whiteman Creek,..
White Bock..........
Whittingham ......
Whitton ..............
Wickham..............
Wilbcrforce..........
Wilbertree ..........
Wilcannia ..........
Willandra ..........
William-street......
William Town ...
Willoughby..........
Willow Tree ......
ATileon's Downfall.
AVillon...................
Winchendon Vale..
Windoyer..............
Windowio..............
AATindsor ..............
Wingello...............
AVingon*..............
AVingham..............
Winton ..............
Wiseman’s Ferry...
Woerdcn...............
AVollar..................
Wollombi..............
Wollongong..........
Wollnn.................
AVolumln, South...
AVombah ..............
Wombat ..............
Wombramurra ...
Wongajong...........
Woodburn ...........
AVoodford Dale ... 
Woodford Leigh..,
Woodhill..............
Woodhouselce.......
Woodport ..........
AVoodonga ...........
Woodstock .........
Woolgooiga..........
Wooliahra ...........
Woolla Woolla ...
Woolomol ...........
AVoolwpch ..........
Woomargama......
AVoonona..............
AA’orra gee.............
Wowagin..........

Number of 
Children on Rolls,

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

Expenditure from Public Funds,

Post Town.
0?

G
irl

s.

Gtrenfell ............ 12 7
AVillow Tree.......... 7 S
Ilford .................. 14 17
Warren.................. 106 130
Forbes .................. 7 6
Ctmowindra........... 25 15
Waterloo ............... 380 323
Watson’s Bay ....... 70 73
Cunningham.......... 32 33
Cowra .................. 10 16
Wnttamollu .......... 9 10
AVattle Flat........... 40 52
Nerille .................. 10 18
AVauchope .......... 39 57
Waverley............... 474 517
Grenfell .............. 21 20
Wea Waa.............. 10 9
Tambar Springs ... 68 65
Delegate .............. 17 10
"YV ellio^rove.......... 19 13
Wellington ........... 191 |17G
Wnllttrobba ........... 18 19
Wentworth ........... 68 53
Wentworth Falls . 25 13
Wentworth ville ... 39 19
Camden..... ........... 12 10
Picton .................. IS 16
Werris Creek ...... 48 43
Eureka .................. 19 27
White Cliffs.......... 22 19
Whiteman Creek ... 17 14
While Bock .......... 23 16
Whittingham ...... 24 13
Whitton ............... 49 38
Wickham ............. 558 537
Wilberforee.......... 73 57
Canadian Lead....... 14 17
Wilcannia.............. 60 62
Dubbo ..... ........ . 18 20
Sydney .................. 453 391
William Town...... 31 25
Willoughby..... . 68 64*
AVillow Tree.......... 29 21
Wilson’s Downfall. 10 11
Wilton .................. 19 23
Old Juncc ............ 19 20
Windever.............. 33 36
G-ilmore..... ............ 16 14
Windsor ............... 217 173
Wingello .............. 24 16
Wingen.................. 9 l
Wingbam............... 77 94
Tamworth............... 22 28
Wiseman's Ferry,,, 32 17
Clarencetown ...... 16 17
Wollar .................. 16 13
Wollombi.............. 33 40
Wollongong.......... 300 246
W atcha Bond ...... 14 17
Wolumla .............. 24 17
Chat&worth Island, 9 12
Wombat ........ . 47 35
Js’nndle................. 7 9
Forbes ..... ............ 23 16
South Woodburn... 73 74
Brushgrove ........... 20 28
Woodford Leigh ... 16 11
Berry..................... 14 8
Woodhonselee..... 15 18
Gosford................. 40 42
Young ................. 17 17
Booty Hill ......... 62 57
AVoolgooIga ......... 27 15
Wooliahra ......... 692 604

11 8
20 20
71 32

AVoomargama ..... 10 16
Woocona............. 247 171

17 13
Taralga ................ 17 16

books
Clocks Travelliiiff juildingE, Rent,

To
ta

l. m
1 G

irl
s.

To
ta

l. Salaries. Apparatus, 1 
Pnokmgand1 

Carnage, j

Expenses
iml Forage. ^Uuwnngf Allow

ance, Fuel, &c,
Total.

& s. (1. £ s. a. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ F, a.
3‘9 86 Q ft 1 Cj 7 87 15 3

15 4'4 7-0 11-4 91 0 0 0 16 2 1 8 2 2 12 3 95 16 7
31 10'9 141 250 113 0 0 1 13 11 4 2 0 118 15 11

230 76T 89-3 165-4 511 10 0 8 6 2 2 6 6 16 17 6 539 0 2
13 GO 44 10 4 84 13 4 1 3 9 5 16 9 2 1 0 93 14 10
40 140 8-3 22-3 132 13 4 1 17 4 3 7 3 137 17 11

703 276-8 231-1 507-9 1,674 9 10 18 7 9 49 17 3 1,742 14 10
143 63-0 49-4 101-4 379 3 4 3 2 10 41 4 0 423 10 2
65 223 17-9 40-2 136 0 0 3 16 8 1 81 6 5 221 3 1
31 12-3 90 21-3 95 15 0 0 19 0 J 1 15 0 2 12 0 101 1 0
19 72 7-4 146 91 0 0 1 2 1 1 2 12 2 94 14 3

902 25-9 34-7 60'6 246 0 0 2 1 11 14 11 10 262 13
28 5'5 10 6 16T 91 0 0 1 16 10 3 12 3 96 9 1
96 27T 42'0 69-1 246 0 0 2 19 11 7 16 10 256 16 9

991 347'0 363-1 7101 2,175 9 5 24 3 7 217 4 7 2,416 17 7
41 15-5 15 7 31-2 125 0 0 1 8 6 1 2 0 8 18 6 136 9 0
10 6-7 6-9 13-6 76 6 8 1 11 2 9 18 0 15 4 0 102 19 10

133 499 44-3 942 274 0 0 4 18 5 155 12 9 434 11 2
27 10-7 6-5 17'2 113 0 0 2 8 6 3 12 3 119 0 9
32 15-3 10-2 25-5 102 0 0 0 18 7 81 7 3 1S4 5 10

367 136-7 1270 203-7 516 0 0 12 0 0 1 17 6 36 12 LI 666 10 5
37 13-0 15-1 28-1 124 10 0 1 3 3 3 12 3 129 b 6

121 64-7 3S-7 93-4 365 13 4 7 1 8 205 0 6 577 15 6
33 19 8 88 28-6 137 10 0 0 18 0 1 14 1 16 5 LI 156 8 0
58 35-4 15-7 511 213 15 0 2 11 3 4 7 D 220 14 0
22 10 0 8-3 18-3 115 16 8 1 0 10 8 2 3 124 19 9
34 12 0 10-3 22-3 115 16 8 0 19 2 3 2 3 119 18 1
91 37-1 32 8 69 9 247 1 2 2 13 3 3 15 4 30 8 8 283 18 b
46 iro 19-6 31-2 120 15 0 2 0 0 3 18 11 126 13 11
41 15 1 11-6 26 7 113 10 0 2 4 2 106 2 0 221 16 2
31 11'5 9-1 20'6 113 0 0 0 18 1 2 12 3 116 10 4
39 17-3 12-4 29-7 132 13 4 0 16 1 8 7 3 141 16 8
37 19-9 7-1 27-0 125 0 0 1 6 9 5 17 3 132 4 0
87 31’6 25-0 56-6 290 10 0 n 16 6 9 6 10 302 18 3

3,095 432-5 392-2 824-7 2,272 9 7 22 17 6 5 11 3 104 16 6 2,405 14 10
130 59-7 447 104-4 355 8 4 20 17 8 16 1 10 392 7 10
31 9'4 11-3 20-7 126 0 0 1 1 2 34 16 9 160 17 11

128 48-9 45-6 94-5 459 10 8 6 2 6 21 11 9 29 1 2 516 12 1
38 9-9 149 248 102 0 0 1 0 11 1 0 0 4 12 3 108 13 2

844 323-7 2846 COS-3 1,956 5 1 18 14 3 225 3 9 2,200 3 1
66 21-5 19-7 41'2 171 0 0 2 3 6 18 13 6 191 17 0

132 61-2 52-7 1139 410 17 4 2 19 8 21 11 2 435 8 2
60 19-9 150 34-9 148 0 0 1 9 8 3 2 0 152 11 8
21 7-0 8-3 15-3 86 6 8 1 9 1 0 10 0 8S 5 9
42 13-3 16 8 30-1 143 O 0 1 11 11 2 12 3 152 4 2
39 12-6 17-8 30-4 136 0 0 1 13 4 3 12 3 141 5 7
69 245 27-1 51 6 200 19 2 2 10 10 6 16 3 210 G 3
30 11-2 7-3 18-5 100 3 4 1 2 6 2 17 1 104 2 11

390 159-2 126-2 285-4 1,036 16 0 12 12 8 0 9 2 43 14 0 1,092 10 10
40 13-4 9-9 23-3 113 0 0 0 13 6 3 12 3 117 5 9
10 6-0 08 6-8 76 11 2 0 6 11 3 0 0 8 6 4 88 4 5

171 54-5 69'5 124-0 349 10 0 0 7 9 35 0 9 389 18 G
60 17-1 21-7 38-8 188 10 0 3 5 7 16 10 2 208 6 9
49 27'2 12-8 40-0 213 4 8 1 18 10 2 i 3 8 19 4 226 4 1
32 11'2 13 2 244 120 13 4 1 15 6 3 1 7 125 10 5
28 9-9 8-9 18-8 113 0 O 10 2 0 123 2 0
73 20-8 25-4 46-2 270 15 0 2 12 1 22 6 4 295 12 6

546 229-3 191-7 421-0 1,310 18 11 12 8 2 0 9 0 40 11 6 1,364 7 7
31 12-1 11-9 24-0 137 10 0 1 11 1 1 19 6 14 0 3 166 0 10
41 19 2 13-3 32-5 148 0 0 2 14 7 5 7 3 156 1 10
21 6T 9'5 146 84 11 8 0 3 11 2 2 0 86 17 7
82 30-7 216 62-3 230 16 8 3 1 1 3 14 6 15 0 0 252 12 3
16 50 5-1 101 74 0 0 1 5 8 0 10 0 75 15 3
39 16-9 10-6 27'5 102 15 7 2 6 9 2 19 6 3 7 3 in 9 1

149 51-2 55-2 106-4 346 13 4 4 18 5 .... 12 19 0 364 10 9
48 141 22-3 36-4 171 O O 1 19 5 3 11 2 176 10 7
27 12-6 9-2 21-8 155 13 4 2 13 4 3 5 3 161 11 11
22 S-9 4’6 13-5 ■ 72 7 8 0 12 9 3 1 6 76 1 11
33 S'G 13-1 21-7 132 13 4 1 9 11 5 1 3 139 4 6
82 27'9 29-3 57-2 312 10 0 2 18 1 24 14 10 340 2 11
34 10-3 9*5 19-8 132 13 4 i 7 6 3 12 9 137 13 7

119 47-8 38-8 86-G 291 0 O 3 4 0 8 1 10 302 5 10
42 21-0 ■ 11-4 32-4 148 0 0 1 19 4 2 12 3 152 11 7

1,296 493-1 '108-5 906-6 2,659 19 10 36 15 10 11 19 0 966 7 8 3,675 2 4
19 8-1 7-4 15-5 87 16 s 0 17 5 3 0 0 17 12 3 109 6 4
40 13-6 11-4 2o'0 132 13 4 1 19 1 3 2 3 137 14 8

103 49-8 20-7 70 5 319 0 0 4 10 5 1 50 2 2 373 12 7
26 7-3 13 3 20-6 125 0 0 1 8 4 18 2 3 144 10 7

418 185-3 123 0 308-3 736 8 4 22 17 4 0 12 3 25 10 1 785 7 0
30 12-1 7-S 19-9 125 O 0 0 5 11 11 2 3 136 8 2
33 147 12-8 27-5 91 0 0 1 14 9 | 64 4 5 156 19 O

* Closed, 30th June.
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APPENDIX VII—continued.

Name of School. Post Town.

Number of 
Children on Kolls.

Wyogdon.......... .
Wyaldra ..............
Wyulong...............
Wyalong, West ...
Wyce ...................
Wyndcllu..............
Wyndliam .........
Wyong..................
Wjong Creek ......
'Wyrallnh.............
Yftlcogrin..............
Yallaroi ..............
Yidwal..................
Yamba..................
Yambla ..............
Yavrft .................
Yarraford .........
^'nrrngundt'T ......
Yavnthappnii ......
Yurralumla..........
Yarrnmatong ......
Yurramundi...........
Yarrawah ...........
Yarrowitch...........
Y'arrowTck ........ .
Yurrunga..............
Ynsa.......................
YnUpyatlali..........
Yeovul ..............
Yeo Yoo*..........
Verong Ciecb ...
Yrctholmc..........
Yctman ..........
Young..............
Young Wallsend...
Yowaka ..........
Yurramie..........

k'1'0 Uathurst ......
Gulgong ............ .
"VVyolong ...............
"WoEt Wy along......
AVyee......................
Armidale ...............
Wyndbam .........
Wyong..................
Wyong Creek ......
Wyr&ll&h ..............
Yalgogrin, Norlli...
Warialda ..............
Yalwal ..................
Yambu. ...................
Table Top...............
Cowra ..................
Glen Innes ...........
Wagga Wngga.......
Stuart’s Point .......
Queanbeyan...........
Yarramalong .....
Richmond...............
Robertson...............
Walcha.,,..............
Armidalo ...............
Avoca ................ .
Y’aas .......................
Yattoyattab ...........
Yeovnl ..................
Cootamundra ......
Yerong Crock ......
Yetliolme...............
Yetman...................
Young ...................
Young Wallsend ...
Pambula ...............
Candelo..................

Average Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure trom Public Funds.

CD
&

Ct
rls

.

To
ta

l. a:

1 'll
o

■I«TO

Salaried.

Boots, I
Clocks, 1 Travelling , 

Apparatus, | Expenses 
Packing amland Forage.1 

Carriage. 1 j

Buildings, Bent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.

16
£ 9, d. £ 9. d. £ s. d. £ £. d. £ s. a.

14 29 10T 89 190 105 18 8 2 4 8 4 6 2 3 i 9 116 11 3
15 17 32 8-5 11-5 20-0 89 10 0 1 3 2 3 12 3 94 6 5

118 88 206 82-3 60-2 142-5 426 2 0 7- 8 1 37 6 6 269 1 4 739 11 11
136 1103 239 93-1 75-0 168-1 535 13 4 5 16 1 3 10 0 141 2 7 G86 2 0

11 9 20 7-2 80 15'2 107 10 0 0 17 2 .... 3 4 3 111 11 5
12 17 29 10-1 11-7 21-8 132 13 4 1 11 4 4 2 10 138 7 6
29 28 57 18-7 20-6 39-2 171 0 0 1 13 0 4 5 9 176 18 9
46 37 82 28-7 23-8 52 5 269 0 0 4 17 1 7 16 10 281 13 11
24 18 42 180 13-8 31-8 136 0 0 1 9 10 .,4. 2 12 3 140 2 1
38 45 83 281 33-6 61-6 249 0 0 2 5 11 11 4 10 262 10 9
16 20 36 10-0 111 21T 80 11 8 2 6 8 2 13 0 85 11 4
12 8 20 10-4 7-3 17-7 85 16 8 0 17 11 4 9 0 0 10 0 91 13 7
38 34 72 28-9 234 52-3 188 10 0 5 10 8 14 6 6 208 7 2
26 28 54i 18'4 18-5 36-9 171 0 0 1 15 1 2 12 3 175 7 4
12 16 28 6-6 11-7 17-3 119 18 8 2 2 4 2 19 8 125 0 8
25 23 48 17-9 14-1 320 138 8 4 1 16 0 2 12 3 142 16 7
20 12 32 12-8 9-3 22-1 113 0 0 2 5 6 3 2 0 118 7 G
19 9 28 15-7 7-5 23'2 113 0 0 1 3 7 33 8 3 147 11 10
22 31 63 18-5 28-7 422 157 0 0 2 8 7 9 0 0 2 12 3 171 0 10
12 10 22 8-5 7-6 16'1 137 10 0 1 8 1 13 7 0 152 6 1
31 15 46 20-5 10-7 312 148 0 0 2 6 5 2 14 0 153 0 e
24 32 56 19-1 243 43-4 171 0 0 3 2 10 9 12 3 183 15 i
25 24 49 17-0 14-7 31-7 103 6 8 2 18 1 27 10 9 193 15 6
11 15 26 9-6 11-6 21-2 83 3 4 1 3 5 2 13 6 87 0 3
19 9 28 13-2 3-6 16-8 113 0 O 1 4 10 3 12 3 117 17 1
20 19 89 16-9 14-0 30-9 148 0 0 2 13 2 8 1 0 158 14 2

137 118 255 101-7 S3-5 185 2 380 18 0 10 0 8 0 12 1 14 16 9 406 7 6
22 12 34 15-7 7-4 23-1 144 3 4 1 9 4 2 12 3 148 4 11
16 13 29 9-0 9-4 18-4 113 0 0 1 0 0 2 16 0 3 2 3 119 18 3

7 6 13 4-9 5-5 10-4 52 16 8 O 18 4 1 10 5 55 5 5
24 33 57 17-2 23-8 41-0 161 8 4 2 15 10 16 17 4 181 1 6
13 21 34 1P1 13-0 24-1 126 8 4 2 11 10 8 13 0 137 13 2
n 12 23 81 9-9 180 1 i0 17 0 5 1 0 12 1 6 92 19 6

261 250 511 194-8 188-0 382-8 1,310 12 6 22 5 9 63 11 8 1,396 9 n
26 22 48 16-3 14-3 30-6 125 0 0 3 4 2 3 2 3 131 6 5
18 25 43 13-7 18-2 3T9 151 10 0 3 1 0 34 7 5 188 18 5
22 18 40 15-1 14-4 29-5 | 136 0 0 3 10 6 1 15 0 4 12 0 145 17 6

“ Closed, Stst .July.

APPENDIX VIII.
Attendaxce of Children at Provisional Schools for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1896, or for the last Quarter

of that year during which the Schools were in operation.
'Number ot Children] Average Weekly 
| on ilolls. | Attendance.' Expenditure from Public Funds.

Name of School.

Arina ...................... j
Arthurville ..........
Ashby .....................
Haernmi...... ...........
Ungawah ..............
Jingo, Lower..........
Rnmarong ..............
Bando......................
Baniatt . .............
Barooga ..................
Barrngou ..............
Barrioton ..............
Beaoonsfield ..........
Rear Hill .............
Beilsrlown ..............
Belaiore Kiver, Upper.
Ben Rulleu..............
Beri..........................
Billy's Lookout* ... 
Bingara, Upper .. ..]
Binglebrali..............
Blackman’s Flat ...
Blaokvillo ..............
Blair Hill ............
Blakney Creek.....
Blmdand's Ridge...

J^st Town.
»
oS4

tn

5 To
ta

l. &
&

<n

5 To
ta

l. Salaries.
Bookh,
Clocks, Travelling 

Apparatus, Expenses 
Packingaml and Forage. 

Carnage.

Buildings, Bent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, it;.

Total.

£ s. a. £ S, d. £ fi, d. £ 8. d £ s. d.Bnrgo .................. 12 10 22 10-5 6-4 16-9 87 13 4 1 4 1 6 17 0 95 14 11
Arthurville......... 11 11 22 8-0 7-6 15-6 87 5 0 1 1 5 . S8 6 5
Maclean .............. n 12 23 8-2 9*2 17-4 85 fl | 17 5 H7 <)
Denman .............. 15 4 19 12-4 3-6 160 79 18 4 2 7 5 82 6 9
South Grafton...... 13 10 23 9-8 8-6 18-3 71 17 6 1 1 4 2 11 S 0 4 0 75 14 6
Batlow.................. 7 10 17 6-7 8-7 15*4 85 IS 4 1 o S7 o n

3Nowrn .................. 6 16 22 4-9 11-6 16-5 77 6 2 0 18 6 1 11 7 79 16
Gunnedah ........ 12 7 19 10-8 5-5 63 46 6 11 3 10 43 17 (j
Moonanbrook ...... 12 G 18 11-5 5-0 16-5 84 0 0 4 6 9 0 11 0 ss 17 9Cobrarn (Viet.) ... 11 9 20 S-6 5-7 14-3 71 0 0 4 15 9 7.5 15 9Wollar.................. 10 12 22 7-1 14*R L3 g s 3 f) Ifi j) §
Femmount .......... 9 9 IS 7-7 7-0 14-7 41 6 8 3 7 1 2 2 6 46 16 3
Temora...... ............ S 11 19 6-0 10-2 1G-2 89 10 0 1 0 0 90 10 0
Bear Hill.............. 6 12 IS 45 10-6 15-1 73 0 0 4 6 9 0 10 0 77 16 9
Bellingen.............. 12 5 17 10-5 4T 14-6 82 15 0 0 is 3 3 0 0 86 13 3
Gladstone.............. 7 10 17 6-3 7-9 14-2 50 8 5 2 12 ]] 53 1 4
WallerawnnK ....... 12 9 21 9-5 7-4 16-9 80 6 s I 0 6 81 7 2
V arne ................. 7 12 19 51 7’2 12-3 o 0 0 10 8 Tfi 10
Mursden’s .......... 6 7 13 5-0 6-7 11-7 46 15 1 4 IS 1 25 15 0 77 s
Bingara ................. 12 10 22 9-7 6-6 16-3 61 15 0 0 4 5 9 7 7 34 17 11 100 4 ii
Gresford .............. 8 7 16 5-5 5-8 U-3 80 o o 4 17 5 o Id $ 35 11 10
WallerawnnK ....... 14 7 21 12-3 6-0 18-3 81 1 6 1 i O 82 0 6
Rlnckviile............. 9 12 21 68 10-1 169 82 IS 4 1 ]0 4 2 7 9 8fi 1]
Glencoe................. 9 12 21 7-0 9-3 16-3 89 10 0 i 13 5 0 10 0 91 13 5
Dalton.................. 10 12 22 6-4 8-2 14-6 79 0 (1 0 17 1 1 17 2 0 15 0 82 9 3
Comleroy Roa.fi ... 10 13 2S 10-5 8-0 18-5 89 10 0 89 10 0

* Closed 31at. July.
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APPENDIX \III—continued

Xuiec of School. Post Tovro.

Number of 
Children on Kolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Boatnbolo .........
Botin Flat.........
Bocoble .............
Bohnock.............
Bolivia .............
Bombay.............
Boogleguble .....
Boomey .............
Boonjaub .........
Bourada, North 
Bradshaw's Flat 
Brewarriua Mission
Briery.................
Brisbane Valley
Brooklonds.........
Brooman.............
Brungle .............
Brushy Creek
Buckenbour .....
Budden ............
Bndgcrabong...........
Bulboiney..............
Bullenbolong..........
Bull Ridge..... ........
Bundemar..............
Bunyan ..................
Burrancer Bay.......
Kurrumbuttoek, East.
Butherwah..............
Buxton .................
Bynya ....................
Cainbill Creek .....
Camden Haven. Upper.. 
Cameron’s Creek0,,
Camira ..................
Cangai......................
Cannnbla Creekf ,..
Carinda ..................
Canabolln.............. j
Caulder wood ...... |
Cave Point ..........
Chanticleer ..........
Clearbank ...............
Cluri ......................
Coalliaggie ..........
Cofhn Rock ..........
Collingwood ..........
Collombatti ..........
Comarong ..............
Cooper's Glen .......
CooradigbeeJ .....
Coradgerie..............
Corang River..........
Cowra Creek..........
Cross Roads ..........
Crystal Creek ......
Cugong .................
Cullendulla ..........
Dairyman’s Plains
Darke’s Forest......
Darralumi ..............
Deniliquin, North...
Derm Derra ..........
Dexter’s Springs ... 
Dignam’s Ci'eek ...
Domgo ..................
Dorroughby Grass..
Duck Creek ..........
Dunbible ..............
Dundee Rally. Stn.
Dunedoo..................
Dungarnbba Creek.
Dusodie ..................
Eilginbali ..............
Elimdale..................
Emerald Hill..... ...J
Rsk§ .....................
Evanadale ..............
Evcrsleigh..............
Fairy Hill.............. ,
Fashion’s Mount ...
Flyer's Creek..........
Ford’s Bridge .......
Forest Creek..........

Mnrrumbateman
'VVingham...........
Gulgamree ......
Pampoolah ........
Bolivia..............
Braidu ood ........
Dubbo ...............
Molong...............
South Grafton....
Bega...................
Sotala .............
Brewarrina ........
Wandsworth ....
Norway ............
Hall ...................
Vi(t Milton ........
Brungle...............
Guyra ...............
Nelligcn ............
Rylstone ............
V'ki Forbes ........
Lansdale ............
Berndale ..........
Freeman’s Reach.
Dubbo .................
Cooma .................
Sutherland ........
Burrambuttock ..
Urana .................
Buxton.................
Narrajidera.........
Uarbry.................
Kendall .............
Armidale.............
Lawrence.............
Upper Copmanlutrst
Cowra .................
Cariiida.................
Lostoek.................
dugiong ...... ..
Tweed Heads.....
M orundah .........
Matheson .........
Manilla ............
Belarbigill .........
Wagga Wagga ..
Mudgee .............
Green Hill .........
Comarong .........
Bega.....................
Tass..................
Merigal .............
Nerriga .............
Bredbo.................
Cross Roads .....
Murwillumbah ,.
Gondobolin .........
Bateman’s Bay .,
Cooma ..................
Helensburgh .....
Dubbo ..................
Deniliquin ..........
Bingara.................
Linburn ..............
Cobargo .............
Via Bellingen ....
Lismore ..............
Alstonville ..........
Dunbible Creek ... 
Dundee Rally. Stn.
Cobborah..............
Riley’s Hill..........
Bandon Grove.....
Nevcrtire..............
Deniliquin ..........
Gunnedah..............
Chatsworth..........
Cooma .................
Dumaresq.,............
Casino ..................
Burrendong..........
Forest Reefs ......
Fold’s Bridge......
Frogmoor..............

£
&

'll
5 To

ta
l. V)

£
K
6 To

ta
l. Salaries*

j Hooks, I
Clocks, Travelling

1 Apparatus, Expenses 
iPACkihgandjand Forage.
| Carriage. |

£ d. £ s. <1.
!
|£ s, d.

. n 17 28 7-0 107 177 84 0 0 1 2 6 f

. 7 11 18 6-0 10-1 167 S3 3 4 1 6 8
0. 12 8 20 9-0 6-4 16-0 82 13 4 0 IS 10 ' 1 Jo

? 12 19 0-3 93 15-6 81 15 0 1 1 2 1 1
13. 10 8 18 s-i 7-3 15'4 69 4 2 0 6 2 3 4

. 8 10 18 5*6 6-9 12-5 74 0 0 ] 9 0 1

. 10 7 17 7T 6-2 13'3 72 0 0 0 15 7 I

. 10 8 IS 7-9 7-0 14-9 72 0 0 0 4 7

. 13 13 26 9-6 11-1 20-7 76 13 4 1 12 n 1
0. 13 12 25 10 S 10-2 2P0 01 13 4 0 10 8 1 3 15

16 14 30 io-o 9-0 19-0 87 5 0 0 14 2 1
. 8 12 20 7-8 12-0 198 S9 10 0 I
. 11 8 19 7-0 3-8 10-8 74 0 0 1 14 9

0. 8 19 27 3'9 10-2 147 75 0 0 0 10 8 ! 3 1;.
. 12 13 25 9'5 117 20-6 88 0 8 1 0 0 1
. 11 9 20 S'5 6-3 14-8 70 13 4 1 2 9 I
. 10 15 25 8'9 12-8 217 88 11 8 0 12 9

6 12 IS 2'5 9-4 11-9 79 13 4 0 19 8
9 9 IS 8-3 7-0 15-9 78 13 4 1 8 6 1

. 8 7 15 6'4 61 12-5 GO 17 4 1 6 6 3 18 3

. 12 9 21 7‘7 5-8 13-5 74 0 0 0 18 10 17 17 6
10 5 15 7-3 4-0 1P9 77 13 4 1 6 3 3 8 9

. 12 9 21 7'8 7-5 15-3 00 3 3 0 19 9 | 1 15 0
. 11 11 22 9-4 7-0 16-4 89 10 0 0 5 7 1
. 16 i> 21 10-7 4-3 150 S3 13 4 1 5 2
. 12 5 17 7’6 3-3 10-9 SO 0 0 0 7 3 1
. 14 16 30 9-3 117 20-4 89 10 0 T 9 3 1

n
. i> 11 14 PS 7'2 9 0 SO 10 0 1 15 2 l

13 7 20 10-7 6-1 15-8 86 15 0 2 0 2
■1 10 9 19 S-9 7’5 10-4 81 11 8 1 15 n

11 S 19 5-9 5-4 1P3 77 13 4 1 4 7 I

13 n 24 9 4 77 17'1 74 13 4 1 12 2
12 11 23 7'S I 9-4 17'2 78 10 7 1 10 7 2 io 0

4 ii 15 2-6 9-4 12-0 28 0 8 1 7 5
S 11 19 4-4 6 3 107 70 0 0 0 17 9

10 10 26 13-2 7-6 20'S 57 5 0 4 17 10 3 5 0
] 1 2 10 T-0 2 0 30 6 8

32 6 IS IO-O 4-9 15'5 57 4 0 1 1) 1 1 10 0
9 10 19 7'2 7-9 157 86 13 4 1 0 6
9 10 19 7‘4 8-0 15’4 53 17 3 0 7 1 2 0 0

IS 11 29 13-7 7*G 21-3 89 10 0 2 2 O
9 6 15 7‘2 . 5-2 12"4 14 10 4 3 19 9
7 10 17 5-1 0-5 11-6 73 0 0 1 3 9

b15 12 27 ST 7-3 15-4 78 0 0 1 19 11 i b
II 12 23 8'4 S’G 17-0 82 5 0 2 17 3
6 12 IS 5*4 107 15-5 87 5 0 0 19 6

11 12 23 7-5 7'6 15-1 77 5 0 2 2 4
9 n 10 7*5 5-6 13-1 73 0 0
S s 16 0‘7 6-2 12-9 70 0 0 0 10 0

17 10 27 10'2 8-9 197 74 15 2 4 0 4 2 5 0
7 4 11 47 37 S'4 5 13 4
4 16 20 37 13-5 16-6 55 13 4 0 io 11 3 17 5

10 17 27 8-4 11-3 197 so 0 8 1 11 3
9 16 25 6'3 97 io-o 77 13 4 1 1 O .

13 0 19 110 4-3 15-3 SS 3 4 1 0 7
7 13 20 67 10-2 IC'3 89 10 0 1 15 6

14 11 25 10'S 7-3 18-1 89 10 0 1 13 8 3 8 3
10 0 10 77 4-5 1P0 77 14 11 3 0 5 ... .

10 8 24 11-4 5-2 io-o 85 15 0
12 7 19 9-0 67 157 74 13 4 0 12 11
9 16 25 67 12-3 19-0 41 16 0 5 0 0

19 15 34 147 12-0 267 14 13 4 6 s 8 7 13 9
11 11 22 10'3 9-8 207 89 10 0 6 2 2
9 6 15 6-3 3-S 10-1 24 0 0 3 11 9 4 17 0

12 12 24 9-5 9'5 19-0 73 6 8 2 5 6 8 4 8
9 14 23 6-8 97 16-5 77 6 8 1 7 5 2 14 0
8 9 17 67 7'5 13-0 65 8 0 1 2 7

11 9 20 8-6 o-o 15-2 75 11 8 1 3 1
IS 13 31 137 io-o 237 89 10 0 1 8 2

6 11 17 4-9 8-0 12-9 78 13 4 1 3 10
S 12 20 4-9 10-8 157 80 5 7 1 11 8
8 12 20 7-3 107 17-4 SS a 8 1 13 8 ....

S 14 22 5-5 10-3 15-8 85 5 10 1 14 5
13 9 22 10'2 6-3 16-5 84 16 S 1 IS 11 0 13 0
4 17 21 3-8 15-6 19-4 29 6 8 5 15 5 5 15 0
7 9 36 4.4 77 127 59 11 11 2 17 2

10 6 ' 16 6-2 3-2 9-4 29 6 8 3 6 8 3 17 3
10 8 18 77 4-1 IPS 75 0 0
12 13 25 S-7 9'S 18-5 85 10 8 1 2 2 2 1 0
10 11 21 7-2 87 15-3 86 16 8 1 16 8
8 12 20 6-4 9'4 158 79 0 0 1 7 10 2 7 9
8 10 18 6-1 7-1 13'2 81 12 11 4 2 6

10 9 19 8-5 8-6 17-1 60 15 0 0 15 0 2 10 0
91 u 19 28 8-2 15-5 237 62 13 4

1

5 0 0

. [iJuildinErs, Kent, 
’ Furniture, 
.Jlesiiing Allow

’ mice. Fuel, Ac.
Total.

£ s. 
0 10

1 0 0

0 12 11 
0 10 0

0 12 
5 10 
0 15 
0 5
0 15 
0 12 
0 10
1 0 
0 15

4 11 11

0 0 
0 0

1 
31
0 In 0 
0 7 0 

40 19 6 
2 18 0

0 12 6 
5 0 0 

01 13 0

" 4 ’ 4* 0 
22 35 0 

1 10 0 
1 13 10 

G 
0 
0

58 2 
0 10 
2 10

0 12 
1 0 

10 16

6 30 0 
2 0 0

' "o Vo o
0 30 0 
0 10 0

‘ ‘iriT'o
" o’io o

:5!) i2 ”9 
00 0 0 

4 14 2

" o'io’o

0 18 0 
0 7 6 
0 10 0

' o'i'iT'o
1 13 0 

30 0 0

" i io 6 
0 10 0 
1
2

9 2 
2 0 0

"0

35 0 0

£ s. 
80 1 
89 10 
SO 7 
82 17 
82 10 
75 19 
72 15 
72 4 
78 0 
GO 5 
87 19 
89 10 
70 7 
85 L 
89 10 
78 1 
89 19 
81

d.
6
0
0
1 
7 
2 
7 
7 
3 
0 
2 
0 
3 
S 
2 
1 
5 
0a

11 10 
2 1 

4 
4

73 9 11 
89 15 7 
84 IS

80 
73 
83 11 
82 S

S3
122

S3
89

130
SI la 11 
70 5 0 
82 11 
30 0 
75 17 

127 
30
64 9 

110 15 
5!) 14 10 
93 0 0 
70 12 7 
74 13 9 
83 9 11 
85 2 3 
88 16 
80 7 
83 16 
70 10 
87 11 

7 13 
00 10 
SS 7 
79 4

2 
7 
9 

0 10 
0 8 

1 
4

0 
4 
O 
0 
0
4
5 

11
0

89 13 11 
91 5 0 

103 11 11
80 15 4 
SO 5 
75 0

100 S
83 15 

100 0
32 9
84
81
60 10 
77 12
97
SO
81 17
91
87
89

0
3 
9 
9
4 
3

6 10 
8 1

7 
9
8
0
3
4
3
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0
4 
7

7 2

70 17 
62 9 
38 7 
75 10 
90 9 
90 13 
82 15 
87 19 It 
70 0 0 

102 13 10

* Closed, Slst May. t Closed, 30til April. t Closed, Slst January. 5 Closed, 30th September.
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APPENDIX Vm-continucd.

Name of School.

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Post Town.

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

Forster (Abor,
Oarlatirt* ..............
Gay’s Hill ..............
Gledswood..............
Glcncllen ..............
Glen Lee..................
Glen Martin ..........
Glenview ..............
Godfrey’a Creek ...
Gooda Creek...........
G onion’b Point.......
Gosper’s Downs 
Grafton Common 

(Abor.)
Griffiths’ Flat .....
Gulf Creek.............
Gulgullendah.........
Gulmarrad.............
Gunnary...............
Gumtndah .........
Hadaonville ........
Haning ................
Hatch, The .......
Hill Plain ............
Hill Top................
Hosk isaon’s Creek.
lllm-oo .............
Ingledow ............
Ironbarks .............
Jasper...................
Jeir.......................
•Tenkina ...............
Jeogla...................
Junction, The __
Kareela ...............
Karkatt...............
Kcewong ............
Kemp’s Creek __
Kenny’s Creek....
Kercargo ............
Kikiamah .............
Kimo ...................
Kulki.....................
Kundibahk .........
Kyamba.................
Kydra.....................
Kyoglc .................
Lalla Rookh.........
Lamb's Valley .....
Lansdowne, Upper
Lestci'lield..............
Lunebumet's’ Creek
Lincoln .................
Little Narrawa
Lorno
Maeleay Hoada , 
Maitland Point.. 
Maison de Dieu..
Manobali .........
Manoa...............
Manuka.............
Mamia................
Mcdwayt .........
MemagongJ .....
Meroo (Upper) ,. 
Merrigan Creek
Middle Arm.....
Milbang.............
Mingelo.............
Mobla................
Molley .............
Mona Vale........
Mooney Mooney 
Moor Creek (Upper)
Morundah........
Mosquito Creek 
Mount G Wynne.
Mountjoy ........
Muddy Creek . 
Mugincoble .... 
Mullalev...........

Mulyan (Abor.) 
Mmidaroo ..........

S’
3 To

ta
l.

Bo
ys

.

Forster.................. 9 ii 20 6-0
Garland .............. 10 3 13 7-7
Clunes ................. 35 8 23 9-5
Narellan .............. 12 12 24 8-7
Jiudcra.................. 11 9 20 6-1
Rylstone .............. 9 7 16 71
Clarciieetown ...... 2 12 14 1-4
Bombala .............. 8 9 17 5-8
Bnnwa .............. 8 14 22 61
Jeir ......... ............ 17 11 28 9-2
Hay ...................... 17 15 32 9'0
Meranburn .......... 15 10 25 10'5
Grafton.................. 17 21 38 12'1

Murrumbatcman... 9 15 24 G'9
Gulf Creek .......... IS IS 36 12'6
Oblev .................. 11 6 17 10'5
Maclean .............. 6 9 In 4-5
Bunwa .............. 17 14 31 12-4
Breadalbane........... 17 10 27 9-0
Hobby's Yards . . 13 14 27 9-6
Bendemeer ......... 17 10 27 13-3
Telegraph Point... 9 10 19 6'9
Deniliquin .......... 17 11 28 12-1
Hill Top .............. 7 14 21 G'3
Barraba .............. 9 6 15 7-5
Cumbewarra ...... 15 9 24 12-2
Bungendore.......... 14 5 19 10'3
Gulargambone .... 11 7 IS 9 0
Federal.................. 9 12 21 7'6
Jeir ..................... 14 7 21 9-4
Nangus.................. 16 12 28 10'4
Wollomombi ...... 6 9 15 5-3
Trunkey Creek .. 12 13 25 9T
Bundanoon .......... 15 6 21 11-2
Kramljoch .......... 14 10 24 9-5
Michelago .......... 9 12 21 G-S
Bringelly.............. 10 9 19 8-0
Burrowa .............. 7 14 21 G'l
Come-by-Chance ,. 10 10 20 7-6
Tliuddungra ...... 9 11 20 6-9
Gundagai.............. 9 7 16 6-0
Inverell............... 12 13 25 8'0
I'tn Tinonee.......... 10 11 21 S'O
Kyamba .............. 8 15 23 5-2
Ninntybelle.......... 11 8 10 9-2
New Park Casino.. 16 6 22 I4'6
Yerong Creek...... 10 9 19 S'2
’West Maitland 11 9 20 7'4 1
Cundletown.......... 12 8 20 9-5
Cookmoon .......... 10 12 22 6'9 '
Limebuniers' Cr k. 14 11 25 9'3
Wellington.......... 14 10 24 9'6
JSkrrawA.......... .. 7 13 20 3'9
Kendall .............. ii 13 24 S'l
Beaehport .......... 14 6 20 12-3

Rocky River, Uralla 12 6 IS 8-4
Singleton.............. 14 12 26 9'9
Wybong .............. 9 13 22 6-2
Jv'arromine .......... 11 14 25 7‘5
Uralla .................. 8 12 20 5-6
Tumbcnunba ...... 10 8 18 S'5
Cobbora .............. 10 6 16 8'5
Young .................. 6 7 13 5-3
Fm Mudgee......... 11 10 21 5-3
Tarago.................. 13 8 21 10*1
Middle Arm.......... 14 5 19 11*9
Breadalbane ...... 8 8 16 5'o
Mingelo .............. 16 12 28 9-4
Warkton.............. 1C 14 30 10-3
Narrabri .............. 15 16 31 9-3
Manly .................. 1 8 16 24 5'G
Coolac .................. ] S 9 17 7'1
Moor Creek.......... 15 12 27 8-7
Morundah .......... 10 15 25 6'6
Warialda............... 13 14 27 7'7
Mulwula .............. 13 9 22 11 0
Jugiong ............. 10 9 19 6'6
YYame .................. 9 14 23 6'2
Parkes .................. 15 16 31 10*1
Gunnedah .......... 10 11 21 7'3
Ginuinderra.......... j 13 5 18 10'2
Cowra .................. 14 8 22 11-8
Tumbemmba ....... 11

1
11 22 9*0

6-4
1*5
5-4
9- 4
5- 4 
(i-3

10- 9
6- 0

11- 5
6- 3 
9-o
7- 1 

Hi-9

11- 9
12- 1
5- 8 
8'3

10- 9
6- 5 
9-2 
S'O 
7'7 
9'S

no
4- 4
7- 1 
3'6
5- 9 
9-7
6- 1 
8'4
6- G

10- 9 
4-S 
6'0
8- 1 
8-0

11- 8 
10-0
8-2
4- 4 
9'S 
S'3

11-9
7'0
5- 4
7- 6
o"2
6- 7
6- 5
7- 2 
6'4

10'2 
9-8 
5-9 
4-7 

10-2
10- 5
11- 0 
9'2 
7'4
4- 7 
5'9
5- 1
6- 2
4- 5
5- 9 
9'7 
01 
0'C

10-9 
8'7 
8'6 

10-2 
10-6
8- 0
7- 0 
8'8

11'3
8- 0 
4-0
6- 4 

10-2

12- 4 
9-2 

14'9 
18-1 
11 -5 
13'4 
12'3 
1L-8 
17-6 
lo'o 
18 5
17- 6 
29'0

18- 8 
24-7
16- 3 
12-8 
23-3 
15'5 
IS'S 
21 -3
14 6 
21'9
17- 3 
11-9
19- 3
13- 9
14- 9
17- 3 
15'5
18- 8
11- 9
20- 0 
10-0
16- 4
14- 9 
16 0
17- 9 
17-6 
IS'l 
10-4 
17'8
10- 5 
171 
16-2 
20-0 
15'S
12- 6 
16-2 
13'4 
16'5 
160 
141
17- 9
15- 2 
131 
20 T
16- 7 
18'5 
14-8 
15'9 
13-2
11- 2
10- 4 
16-3 
16-4
11- 4 
19-1 
19-4
18- 0 
16 5
15 8 
17'3 
16-8 
18-3 
J9'0 
13-6 
15 0 
21-4 
15'3 
14 "2 
18-2 
19'2

• Closed, 29th February. \ Closed, Slst July.

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Salaries,
Rooks,
Clocks, Travelling

Apparatus, Expenses 
Racking and and Forage. 

Carriage, 1

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cli'niiing Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Tola.

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
1 £ 8.

d. £ s. d.
81 6 S 2 10 6 11 19 3 95 16 5
13 6 8 ]3 (i s
S'2 7 8 1 16 6 1

.......... 84 4 o
88 11 8 1 15 11 1 112 0 HU 9 7
74 6 8 3 4 1 ' 10 5 0 87 15 9
59 0 0 0 IS 3 \ 12 9 1 0 0 02 11 0
78 0 0 3 6 1 5 0 0 86 6 1
82 15 0 1 13 0 1 10 0 85 IS 0
83 11 8 7 12 10 3 3 0 99 7 6
88 3 4 1 9 7 I 0 0 0 15 0 91 7 11
89 10 0 2 6 0 2 15 0 17 12 0 112 3 0
SI 0 0 1 3 0 , 8 13 5 90 16 f>
89 0 3 0 13 O 89 13 5

89 10 0 I 10 5
J

40 13 10 131 14 3
49 ]] 2 7 15 10 3 8 9 58 0 0 118 15 9
36 13 4 ,, 36 13 4
72 0 0 1 3 1 3 16 0 76 19 1
89 10 0 1 5 4 0 15 0 91 10 4
71 13 4 1 n 4 1 5 10 10 78 15 6
28 0 0 3 10 3 5 io 9 35 13 4 73 0 4
86 11 4 1 6 10 l 0 10 0 88 8 2
78 15 7 1 7 8 80 3 3
38 11 2 4 9 3 4 4 0 , 19 7 6 66 11 11
84 16 8 0 16 3 S3 12 11
77 13 4 0 7 7 0 10 0 78 10 11
58 1 0 0 14 4 2 15 6 0 7 0 61 17 10
80 0 0 0 8 9 0 10 0 80 18 9
58 1 4 1 3 1 5 3 9 64 8 2
84 16 8 4 19 7 89 16 3
SS 11 S 1 3 9 1 1 1 0 19 0 91 15 6
89 10 0 1 IS 1 0 15 0 92 3 1
74 0 0 1 7 O 2 0 0 0 12 6 77 19 6
83 IS 4 1 8 6 2 15 0 88 1 10
87 5 0 1 4 1 0 12 8 0 15 6 89 17 3
82 5 0 1 0 4 3 0 0 86 5 4
77 5 0 0 19 3 0 10 0 78 14 3
86 6 8 0 13 0 86 19 8
49 17 4 3 5 3 7 4 9 0 7 6 60 14 10
86 6 8 1 11 1 5 1 9 92 19 6
78 13 4 1 10 10 80 4 o
81 IS 4 1 4 1 1 10 0 84 12 5
83 18 4 1 17 1 3 0 0 88 15 5
SO 5 0 4 7 8 3 10 0 25 0 0 113 2 8
79 0 0 2 4 3 8 17 6 12 10 10 102 12 7
88 3 4 1 12 6 1 0 0 90 13 10
55 15 0 0 13 11 3 15 0 60 3 11
19 17 10 4 13 0 ‘24 10 111
70 0 0 0 IS 6 0 15 0 71 13 6
85 0 0 1 15 6 SG 15 (i
74 O 0 1 1A 11 75 15 it
85 6 8 1 9 0 86 15 10
82 5 0 1 7 2 83 12 2
S3 13 4 0 5 0 83 18 4
84 16 8 2 4 4 87 1 0
85 1C 8 1 10 9 87 7
75 0 0 1 8 3 1 !) 9 0 12 6 78 6 6
57 6 8 4 17 2 52 15 0 114 18 10
37 5 9 3 16 5 1 IS 3 35 0 1 78 0 6
87 13 4 1 0 2 88 IS G
74 13 4 0 3 2 1 7 3 0 12 6 76 16 3
40 10 9 1 18 3 42 9 0
42 0 0 0 16 10 42 16 10
35 0 0 5 0 0 40 0 0
82 1 5 1 16 4 1 0 0 84 17 0
82 15 0 1 3 i 7 0 0 10 0 85 17 3
89 10 0 1 8 7 7 0 0 97 18 7
86 1 1 1 13 4 i 2 2 0 5 0 89 1 7
S3 11 8 2 3 0 0 15 0 86 9 S
69 10 0 2 3 6 6 10 9 78 4 3
86 15 0 1 4 4 87 19 '4
37 5 0 3 5 9 no io 9
75 6 8 1 7 8 1 1 0 77 15 4
83 0 0 0 17 0 83 17 0
85 16 s 1 3 6 33 8 3 120 8 J
22 0 0 3 5 4 3 0 0 28 5 4
87 13 4 7 2 r> 94 J5 10
71 6 8 1 10 0 0 13 0 73 11 8
70 8 9 0 18 2 30 0 0 101 G 11
74 0 0 1 15 i 1 3 6 76 18 7
88 3 4 1 11 i 1 6 3 10 2 6 101 4 0
52 13 4 5 10 5 2 15 0 5 3 0 66 1 9
89 10 0 i 0 11 0 10 0 91 0 1
SS 11 8 i 3 6 0 10 0 90 5 o

1 Closed temporarily, 17th July.
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APPENDIX VIII—continued.

Number of 
Children ou Rolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance* Expenditure from Public Funds.

Name of School, Post Town.

£
s G

irl
s.

To
ta

l, »
c ’u

O To
ta

l. Salaries.

Books, 
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
Packing'anc! 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage.

Buildings, Kent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, tzc.

Total.

£ 5. d. £ S, d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
Munmurra............. 11 9 20 S'8 S'O 16'S S3 11 8 1 7 2 6 0 0 90 18 10
Muscle Creek ....... Muswellbrook ..**.. 13 9 22 9-4 7-3 167 87 7 5 1 5 2 12 10 0 ‘ 101 2 7

s s 10 J] ‘4 71 0 0 1 s 10 72 8 10
Narraburra .......... Temora .............. 11 ii 22 7'4 87 167 84 IS 4 1 9 10 0 11 11 87 0 1
Neilsen’s Creek....... Jerry’s Plains...... 7 12 19 4'4 8'6 130 72 4 I 13 0 0 So 4 1
Never Never.......... 0 13 09 6-7 77 13S 84 S 4 1 5 0 9 16 0 0 18 0 89 7 4

10 G IG 7'6 4*0 12\> 71 0 0 5 8 4 T 13 6 ( 73 1 10
12 G IS 100 5*] 157 76 11 8 0 5 3 76 16 11

Norton’s Gap ...... Casino .................. 7 16 23 6'5 147 20-6 36 13 4 4 3 8 5 15 0 44 15 0 91 7 O
Numbla.......*...... ... Buckley’s Crossmc 11 8 19 9 4 7'3 167 73 13 4 1 10 7 3 17 3 1 0 0 SO 1 2

Cudgegonc 12 19 5'5 I0'9 16'4 87 13 4 1 0 0 SS 13 4
S 15 23 4'S 9-4 14-2 76 6 S 1 1 9 34 10 0 111 IS 5

10 11 21 8-2 S'O 177 73 3 5 1 IS 1 3 0 0 1 4 4 79 5 10
Ooronook .............. Bemboka.............. 13 13 26 10-2 10'0 20'2 87 13 4 5 2 10 3 5 9 60 0 0 156 1 11
Ouraie .................. Piet Albury...... . 21 4 25 16-7 3-6 20-3 88 11 8 0 15 4 20 17 6 110 4 6

9 16 0T 5'8 11'9 76 1(6 8 1 3 7 78 0 3
Peakview .............. Peakview.*............ G 12 18 3'9 S'O 12'8 78 13 4 1 11 1 2 10 0 82 14 5
Pearce's Creek....... Pearce’s Creek ... 12 18 30 7'6 127 197 89 10 0 1 12 2 52 5 0 143 7 2
Pericoc .................. Pericoe.................. 10 4 20 11’7 3'4 157 21 16 6 3 14 4 6 5 8 6 5 0 38 1 0

11 13 24 7'S S'S 16-6 70 2 6 0 19 2 2 14 0 010 0 74 5 8
Pine Mount .......... Wesfc Woodstock.. 6 11 17 4*5 9-0 13'5 70 0 0 0 19 1 010 0 77 9 1
Pinnacle Swamp ,.. Rylstone ............. 13 15 28 11-3 11-3 22-6 89 10 0 1 0 0 90 10 0
Pleasant View ....... Momibah, via Cooma.. 6 10 16 47 67 10-8 57 0 0 1 2 0 010 0 58 12 0
Pomeroy.................. Goulburn............. 10 9 19 9-9 6'8 167 82 5 0 1 15 6 0 5 0 84 5 6
Porter’s Retreat ... Black Springs..... . 6 9 15 3'8 7'2 110 77 13 4 1 5 5 78 18 9
Putty ..................... ITowe’s Valley ... 11 8 19 107 6'0 16-1 86 6 8 2 1 1 SS 7 9

11 9 20 fl-4 5'6 12'0 80 0 0 5 5 0 85 5 0
Rhyanua .............. Gouibum.............. 9 10 19 7'0 S'2 15'2 50 4 9 4 14 7 1 ii 0 40 6 2 90 17 0
Riley ...................... South 'Woodburn.. 18 13 31 13S 10'4 24-2 44 0 0 3 3 3 12 0 0 59 3 3
Rivertree ......... Tenterfield .......... 9 10 19 0'2 67 12-9 70 13 4 1 4 6 0 10 0 SI 7 10
Rock Flat .............. Via Cooma .......... 12 12 24 7'8 67 14'5 60 4 2 3 10 6 2 i 8 0 10 0 75 6 4

Rothbury .......... 11 6 17 7'9 5 T, 13'5 SI 0 0 1 8 0 82 S 0
10 10 20 11-4 7 0 1S'4 SI 13 4 0 18 4 82 11 8

Royalla ................. Williamsdale ...... 8 11 19 G-6 8-4 16'0 S7 5 0 1 1 8 1 14 0 0 10 0 90 10 8
Sam's Flat............... Walcha.................. 19 lo 34 157 12-0 277 44 0 0 9 17 2 60 10 0 114 7 2

13 14 27 9'5 9-4 18-0 37 12 8 4 6 3 61 15 0 103 7 11
10 16 26 56 9-9 15'5 72 13 4 1 11 9 0 12 0 74 17 1

Sawyer’s Gully...... Bishop’s Bridge ,.. 6 12 18 5-2 7'S 13'0 64 0 0 1 3 9 13 0 8 78 4 5
14 19 ll'O 47 15-6 SS 11 8 1 8 1 0 10 0 90 9 9

Snowy River.......... Buckley’s Crossing 8 13 21 47 10'3 15'0 S3 11 8 1 5 6 0 10 0 85 7 2
Soldier's Flat ...... Cauowmdra ...... 12 12 24 8-3 S'O 163 SO 16 4 0 19 4 0 15 0 82 10 S

4 5 9 4'G S'2 24 19 4 3 6 0 27 19 4
ii IS 87 57 144 74 0 0 0 IS 7 3 2 0 78 0 7
n 9 20 87 7-2 15-3 so IS 4 2 6 5 0 17 6 84 2 3

Rocky Hall.......... 12 14 26 6'7 7'6 I3'S 75 13 4 2 4 5 1 0 3 78 IS 0
11 IS 5'8 9-3 15-1 81 0 0 0 13 3 81 13 3

Emmaville .......... 8 10 IS 7'S 9'0 16-8 89 10 0 1 18 8 0 10 0 91 18 8
Jjostock .............. 11 9 20 97 S'S I7'9 49 15 9 0 13 5 3 19 8 31 0 0 So 8 10

IS 2 20 13'6 1'S 15-4 17 12 3 n 4 9 4 9 0 33 6 0
7 14 21 5-8 10-9 107 89 10 0 3 2 3 0 5 0 92 17 3

12 12 24 97 16'6 85 15 0 1 10 10 87 14 10
8 14 22 5'3 S'S 14-1 77 13 4 0 16 5 0 10 0 78 19 9

11 9 20 7'9 67 14-0 34 IS 11 1 19 0 4 12 6 41 10 5
Talawadia ....1........1 South Grafton....... 12 4 16 107 3 2 13'3 65 4 2 0 IS 7 2 13 S 0 4 0 69 0 5

ss 11 S 2 7 9 14 I 0 105 0 5
Turn Ilford .... G 8 14 5'2 117 38 13 4 1 10 0 40 3 4

Jennings .............. T 18 25 4-8 14-9 197 81 IS 4 2 12 0 1 15 0 0 10 0 86 15 4
Tareutta, Lower ... Lower Tareutta ... 9 8 17 7'0 67 137 82 13 4 1 3 7 3 0 0 0 7 c 87 4 5

8 $ IG 6'S 6'8 13'6 70 0 5 o; 7 6 72 7 11
10 10 26 11-5 67 17'6 89 10 0 1 3 1 90 13 1
$ M 22 1J*5 IS'O 94 15 6 1 12 4 1 3 9 07 11 7

17 16 33 147 107 25'4 87 11 8 3 15 0 91 6 8
12 16 28 10-o 127 227 89 10 0 2 1 s 7 4 0 98 15 8

Thone Creek ......... Gannon’s Creek .. 8 9 17 6'9 77 14'0 78 18 4 1 17 4 1111 6 92 7 2
12 15 27 S'O 11'2 19'2 44 0 0 2 I 1 54 17 9 100 18 10
13 12 25 8'9 9'4 18'3 S3 10 0 1 5 6 0 7 6 91 3 0
13 11 24 10-2 9'0 19'2 111 16 2 1 13 11 5 19 3 119 9 4

. 6 12 18 36 9-0 12'6 73 0 0 1 6 4 74 6 4
11 10 21 8-9 9-3 18‘2 87 13 4 1 17 7 2 10 0 92 0 11

Tongarra............. 20 12 32 12'2 G'O 1S'2 89 10 0 1 7 3 12 17 0 103 14 3
16 6 09 11-4 3'S 15'2 84 10 0 1 5 5 85 15 5

The Rock............. 19 10 29 117 6-5 IS'2 16 19 9 1 2 0 2 4 0 12 13 1 32 IS 10
Toothill .................. South Grafton...... 12 10 22 S'G 8-4 17'0 89 10 0 I 16 0 2 10 0 18 10 0 ■112 6 0

8 13 21 6-6 8-9 15*5 87 13 4 1 10 0 0 10 0 89 13 4
Tonal ...................... Mnrrumbateman.. 10 9 19 9-4 77 177 82 G 8 0 6 0 0 15 9 S3 7 8

9 8 17 S'3 6'9 15'2 12 0 0 4 5 0 16 5 O
10 11 27 9'5 0-9 16'4 78 13 4 1 3 7 0 15 0 SO 11 11
12 27 8'9 10-2 197 84 0 0 r> 0 11 86 0 11
10 10 20 57 6-0 117 SI 0 0 1 3 9 2 13 O 84 16 4
13 5 18 7'6 2'6 10'2 81 16 s 1 10 1 3 6 0 0 10 0 87 2 9
5 8 13 4'4 7‘5 ll'O 67 13 4 1 17 ll 0 10 0 70 1 3

13 10 23 10 7 8'6 m 70 13 4 1 7 0 0 id 0 74 10 4
Wallaringa ........ Wallarobba.......... 18 5 23 127 3-1 ]5'2 7S 5 0 2 7 1 6 19 0 87 11 1
Walla W’alla, West. Walla WTalla ...... 12 i17 29 8'3 11-8

(
20 1 78 5 3 73 6 3

* Closed, 30th November. f Closod, 31st October*
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APPENDIX VHI—continued.

Name of School. I Poet Town.

1 " '
^Number of 

Children on Rolls.
At crage Weekly 

AUond&noc. Expenditure from Public Funds.

f GU5-<
<5 To

ta
l.

Bo
ys

. 
j

17$
S To

ta
l. Salaries.

Books, 
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
Packing and 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage.

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow* 
ance, Fuel, Ac.

Total.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ S, d. £ 8. d.
12 9 21 9-4 7-3 16'7 84 10 0 1 9 0 3 10 0 89 9 0

S 12 20 5-9 91 15-0 87 5 0 0 19 2 4 4 0 92 8 2
10 12 22 7‘S 8*6 16*4 81 6 8 1 ll 82 18 i

, 6 15 21 4*5 hi 15 A 86 16 7 1 17 11 3 9 11 20 3 6 111 7 n
i 10 10 20 8-5 7-4 15'9 80 IS 4 1 2 3 15 0 0 97 0 7

16 11 27 13-0 9T 22T 88 11 8 2 0 9 90 12 5
1 7 14 4*6 3*5 S*1 74 o 0 1 19 0 75 19 0

9 13 22 7'0 7-4 14-4 80 6 8 1 3 8 0 10 0 82 0 4
12 7 19 8-3 5-5 13'8 88 11 8 2' 7 9 14 1 0 105 0 5
14 8 22 10-7 4-3 15-0 76 3 4 0 17 3 8 0 0 85 0 7
Ifi 8 24 10-8 6-4 17-2 SS 3 4 2 5 9 90 9 1
12 7 19 11-0 6'4 17'4 24 O 0 4 7 10 0 19 s 60 0 0 89 7 C
12 10 22 10-7 9'6 20'3 29 6 8 4 10 7 60 0 0 93 17 3
11 15 26 5-9 9-3 15'2 85 6 S 3 4 3 2 6 3 90 17 2

8 11 19 7'5 9 4 16'9 82 3 4 1 18 0 11 7 0 39 10 0 134 IS 4
7 9 16 47 (i'G H'3 3S 0 o 38 0 o

10 9 19 8-9 S'4 17'3 85 0 7 1 9 1 2 JO 3 ss 19 11
7 S 15 5-7 G'9 12-6 70 15 0 1 4 3 0 10 0 78 9 3

12 9 21 9'0 71 1CT 81 13 4 1 4 8 15 0 0 97 18 0
8 9 17 62 7'6 13'8 69 8 10 2 io n i 6 7 72 16 4

15 13 28 11-8 9-3 21T 70 13 4 1 9 0 4 10 0 0 10 0 77 2 10
13 13 2(5 S'5 10'2 18 7 64 10 0 4 2 11 34 5 0 192 17 11
15 7 22 13'2 6‘5 19-7 21 12 10 3 15 1 0 11 9 32 18 6 58 18 2

9 12 21 6-0 9'4 15-4 79 0 0 2 3 7 1 0 0 0 10 0 32 13 7
S 13 21 6-0 10-2 16'2 82 3 4 1 2 9 2 0 9 0 10 0 S5 16 10

19 10 29 13'5 6-3 19-8 76 1 8 0 10 4 2 10 0 0 14 0 79 16 0
10 24 3+ 7T 16-3 23'4 89 10 0 2 IS 5 0 10 0 92 18 O
10 8 18 7-6 6-5 14-1 75 0 0 1 8 1 5 0 3 0 15 0 82 3 4
13 7 20 11-3 5'3 160 75 7 10 0 17 2 3 6 1 6 15 6 86 6 7

9 12 21 6-7 10-0 1G-7 63 11 8 1 13 3 7 9 8 35 0 0 107 14 7
11 11 22 7'5 7'S 15-3 SG c 8 1 IS 2 11 15 0 99 19 10
12 8 20 9-3 7-0 16-3 85 0 0 3 11 i 1 0 2 89 11 3

8 10 18 4'6 5'5 10T 40 0 0 0 10 0 40 10 0
13 15 28 6-0 G'9 12'9 85 18 4 o ii io 1 5 0 88 1 2
13 12 25 S'5 10 0 18-5 89 10 0 2 8 10 2 5 0 94 3 10

Wallingat ........
Wangat............
Wantaliadgory.
W&rham............
Warner ............
Warneton ........
Warrell Crook*. 
Warrumbucca . 
Wattle Valo .. . 
Webber’s Creek
Wedallion........
Weddcrburn ....
Weean ............
Wuetaugerro ... 
White Swamp .
W dial at .........
Williams’ Creek 
Williamsdale .... 
Williamwood .
Willnndry........
Winburndalo,..,
Wirrimbi ........
Wolhimbin ....
Wombrook.......
Woodfield.........
Woolomiu.........
Wood's Iteef.....
Wyaugle...........
Yammatrce ....
Yango................
Yarranoo .........
Yathella.............
Ycrriynng Valet
York lea.............
Yourio .............

J

Forster.............
"Wan gat .........
Wagga Wagga
Yass.................
Cockle Crook ..
Warneton.........
Macksville . . 
Fraidwood . ...
Burraga ........
Glendon Brook 
Tliuddungra ,. 
Campbolltown..
Nullamanna.....
Ginninderra.....
Acacia Creek ...
Boggabri .........
Gundaroo.........
Williamsdale ...
Ficton .............
Young ..............
Duramana ......
Macksville ......
Murwillumbah
Cooma .........
Sutton ..............
Woolomin ......
Barraba ..........
Tumut..............
Bongongolong...
Laguna..............
Binda ..............
Harefield ..........
Nowra ..............
Casino ..............
Cobargo ..........

’ Closed Slst December, t Closed SOth June. J Closed 31st July.

APPENDIX IX.
Attendance of Children at Half-time Schools for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1896, or for the last Quarter

of that year during which the Schools were in operation.
Number of 

Children on Rolls.
Average Weekly 

Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

Name of School.

Aberbaldie..............
Ingalbn ..................
Abingkm ..............
Laura.....................
Adelong Grove......
Kalafat ..................
Adelong, Upper ...
Uplands..................
AirlieBrake* ... ..i
Willowgrove* ......
Aliwal .................. ;
Taylor’s Pit ...........:
Altear .....................
Tomara ..................
Alum Creek ........
Roscdale ..............
Anarel ..................
Chcothnin’s Flats ..
Anembo..................
Jingera ..................
Arabic ..................
Jillimatong ..........
Ardelt......................
Uilga ......................
Argylo, East.........
Masian Valo..........
Arkstone ..............
Isabella..................
Ball) more ..............
Elong Elong ..........

Post Town.
m
o'PO

*iC
5

$
£

tn
1

JE
D

1
&

Walehn. Road ... . 5 5 10 3 7 4-7 8'4
W aloha Road ....... 10 5 15 7'7 3-7 11-4
Buudarra.............. 8 15 23 5 9 10'6 16-5
Bundarni............. 2 7 9 IS 5-5 7'3
Adelong ............. 9 7 16 61 4-9 ll'O
Adelong .............. 4 7 11 3 0 60 9 0
Batlow.................. 4 5 9 3 4 4'3 7'7
Batlow.................. 5 5 30 4*4 47 fl’l
Inverell .............. 6 6 12 4T 4'0 ST

4 s 9 Jt'4 4fi s*n
Bockley .............. 14 a *7 as 7‘f;

7 <1 10 4*5 fHl Q-fi
Moama.................. 4 7 u 3-9 6'6 10'o
Moama................... 11 13 24 10-1 10'3 20'4
Rosedale .............. 6 7 13 4-2 4'6 S'8
Roscdale......... 7 10 17 3-9 6'0 9-9
Rydal .................. 9 4 13 6'8 3 3 10T
Rydal .................. 8 5 13 4-7 2T 6'S
Ballalaba.............. 7 4 11 4-9 3-3 S'2
Ballalaba.............. 7 6 13 4'9 4-2 9T
Cooma .................. 8 S 10 6-3 4-9 11-2
Cooma .................. 10 4 14 G'3 2o 8-8
Cumnock.............. 5 7 12 4-5 6-9 10'4
Cumnock.............. 9 6 15 7'0 4'5 ll'S
Marulan ............... 18 5 23 13-4 3-8 17-2
Marulan .............. 9 5 14 8T 4-8 12-9
Burraga ......... . 4 8 12 3-6 5-8 94
Burraga .............. 9 15 21 7-5 12-6 20T
Murrungimdy....... 8 4 12 5-3 4'0 9-3
Murrungundy...... 8 6 14 7'3 5'4 12-7

Salaries.

£ s,
| 89 10

| 159 3 

| 139 3 

J 125 0 

J 98 6 

| 89 10 

j 78 0 

| 9G 10 

| 89 10 

|| 89 10 

| 123 10 

| 89 10 

J 125 0 

1136 0 

J 89 10

d.
0

4

4

0

8

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rooks, E
Clocks, Truvelling 

Apparatus, [ Expenses 
Packing andland Forage. 

Carriage. J

Buildings Rent, 
Funiiture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.

£ s. d. £ S. d.
10 0 0

0 18 10 12 13 9

0 13 10 10 0 0

1 3 11 10 0 0

10 0 0

2 3 11 11 16 9

0 10 3 2 10 0

1 13 4 12 9 4

1 3 10 11 2 1

1 6 6 10 0 0

1 IS 4 10 0 0

0 IS 11 10 0 0

2 2 3 10 0 0

1 0 6 10 0 0

1 13 7

£ 6. d. £ s.
99 10

172 15

0 10 0 150 7

0 10 0 136 13

0 -10 0 108 16

103 10

0 15 0 81 15

1 0 0 111 19

101 15

1 0 0 101 16

I 0 0 138 8

0 15 0 101 3

0 10 0 137 12

147 0

10 0 0 101 3

d.
0

11

2

11

8

5

3

4 

11

6 

4 

11 

3 

0 

7

* Closed Slst December.
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APPENDIX IX—continmd.

Name o! School.

Barnes' Creek .....
Naas .....................
Barrington (Abor.)1
Gloucester11 .........
Barwang...............
Collingrore .........
Bellf .....................
Mount Wilsont ..
Bell Flat .............
C ny Fau kes.........
]5enbcngenoc ........
Bj-alla .................
Ben Buckley.........
Bimbijong.............
Bon Lomond ........
Tubbamurra.........
Berebangalo .........
Waggallalah.........
Bereea.....................
Horton Kiver, Upper
Berkeley..................
Fort Kembla.........
Berowra..................
Yongala..................
Berrigal Creek.......
Courallie Park ......
Berry Jerry, North
Pine Lee..................1
Beg Creek..............
Campsie...................,
Bigga . .;................. !
Memurdie..............
Big Meadow..........
Limerick ..............
Big Ridge ..............
Gostwyck ..............
Birriwa ..................
Denisontown.........
Black Creek ..........
Carwoola ..............
Blaxland’s Flat......
Towallum ...............
Blindmouth ..........
Coorabell ..............
liohhy tVhitJow Creek.
Molroy ..................
Boheenah Creek ...
Tipereenah..............
Bolton Vale ..........
Reinville................
Bona Vista..............
Keepit............... .
Boney’s Books ......
Crantmry ..............

Post Town.

Jones" Creek 
Emu ReofsJ ...
Bookham ......
Talmo..............
Boolanibayto..
Bungaree ......
Booroorban ...
Wangauella ...
Boran..............
Spring Creek... 
Borec Cabonne
Fair Hilt .....
Boro ............
Lake Batbnrst, Eastj 
Bournda, Souths ...
Bournewood ........... |
Yullundry.............|
Brewer's Flat ......
Grassy Creek.......... |
Brawlin ..................
Kilmsli ......  j
Brigalow Crock . i
Cuttabri) ............... |
Brogo .....................
Puen Bueu...............'
Broken Bridge ...... .
Greenwich Park ...i
Brokensbaft Creek 1
Towac.......................|

Tharwa.................
Tharwa..................
Barrington .........
Barrington ..........
Barwang ..............
Barwang .............
Mount Wilson.....
Mount Wilson.....
Guy Fawkes .......
GuyFaivkes .......
Dalton ..................
Dalton .................
Twelve-mile..... .
Twelve-mile..........
Ben Lomond .......
Ben Lomond ......
Gunning ..............
Gunning ..............
Cobbadah..............
Cobbadah..............
Wollongong..........
Wollongong.........
Hornsby Junction. 
Hornsby Junction.
Narrabri .....
Narrabri .... 
Coolaman.... 
Cootaman....
Trevallyn.....
Travallyn.....
Binda .........
Binda .........
Laggan .........

Uralla .........
Uralla .........
Leadvillc.....
Lcadville.....
Molonglo.....
Motonglo.....
South Grafton......
Sonth Grafton 
Mullumbimby 
Mullumbimby
Bingara..........
Bingara..........
Narrabri .......
Narrabri .......
O’Connell.......
O’Connell.......
Somerton.......
Somerton.......
Cranbury ......
Cranbury.......
Gundagai.......
Gundagai.......
Gundagai.......
Bookham.......
Bookham ..... 
Bulladelah ... 
Bulladelah ... 
Wanganella...
Wanganella ..,
Manilla..........
Manilla..........
Cheescman’s Creek 
Cheesenmn’s Creek
Tarago ...............
Tarago ...............
Bega ...................
Bournewood .....
Bournewood ....
Rye Park............
Ryo Park............
Brawlin ............
Brawlin ............
Outtabri ............
Cuttabri ..........
Verona, via Bega 
Verona, via Bega
Marulan ............
Marulan ............
Via Orange........
Via, Orange ........

Kumlior of 
Children on Kolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

m
O

W
O To

ta
l. mWoa

jn
3 To

ta
l.

17 6 23 97 3-2 12*9
13 8 21 67 3'3 10'0

6 S 14 5-5 6-3 118
3 6 0 3-0 5-0 S'O
6 7 13 4 7 3'3 8-0
4 6 10 3-9 5'9 9'S
2 4 6 2'0 4'0 G'O
1 2 3 1-0 2-0 3-0

11 7 IS G'O 4'4 10'4
5 6 11 37 4'5 8'2
9 5 14 8-3 4'8 131
2 4 6 1'9 2'5 4-4

13 o 15 7-5 1 '4 8-9
5 8 13 4-3 7'6 ll'O
2 4 6 2'0 37 57

12 6 18 io-o 4'4 14 4
S 2 10 67 1'8 S'5
9 5 14 7*4 3'4 10'S

10 8 18 6'S 4'6 11-4
12 11 23 G'9 5'5 12-4
10 9 10 S'5 S'l 16-6
8 6 14 6 0 5'3 12-2
7 5 12 6'4 37 10-1
4 3 7 37 3'0 G*7
6 7 13 ft'l 5-4 10-5
G « 12 5'G 11 1

12 10 22 s-s S'O 16'S
e 4 10 S'G 3-5 7 1
6 5 n 5-2 3-1 S'3

n 4 15 S'S 3'4 12-2
8 7 15 G'2 5'3 11-5 j
7 6 13 41 4-6 87
s 8 IS 6'2 07 120 1
6 6 12 4'8 5-1 0-9
8 9 17 5-2 7'2 12-4

11 8 19 7'4 47 12'I
11 10 21 7'1 6-0 131

4 9 13 3*5 4*7 S'2
S 3 M 6'G 1-9 8-5

H 9 20 97 6'G IG'3
6 12 18 4*5 S'G 13'1
6 5 11 4-5 4'1 8-6
7 4 11 5'3 2-9 S'2

13 10 23 ll'O 9'0 20'0
11 5 16 8'1 4-4 12'5
4 C 10 3'1 5'4 8'5
8 1 9 7'G I'O 8'G

13 7 20 10-9 4'4 15-3
9 3 12 7'7 1-6 9-3
6 9 15 4'4 7'1 11-5
9 S 17 6'S 4'1 10'9
9 6 15 6-G 51 117

16 10 26 11-3 5'0 16 3
7 2 9 4'5 1'4 5-9

10 9 10 7'9 7'0 140
33 8 2) 7'G 47 12-0

5 3 8 4'5 2'S 7'3
4 0 13 3-2 6'5 97
3 9 12 2'1 8'9 ll'O
9 5 14 67 3'4 lO'l
9 6 35 7'0 37 107
7 J 14 4'0 4-1 S'l
!l 12 21 7'0 97 167
6 4 10 4-5 3"J 8'4
6 3 9 5'3 2 8 S'l

11 7 1« 6'5 5'5 12'0
7 9 16 47 6'G 11'3
9 J 16 5*7 5-5 11'2
5 7 12 37 5-5 0-2
3 2 5 2-3 1 7 4 0
7 7 34 4'5 5'0 9'5

5 12 6 0 3 0 9'G
9 0 15 6'G 4'9 H'5
5 0 14 4-2 G'O 1 L'l

15 6 21 97 3-4 131
9 o n 5'3 11 6'4
5 5 10 2'2 3 3 5'5

10 0 16 67 47 11-4
7 14 21 5*5 11'4 16'0
8 6 14 6-2 5*5 117
4 0 10 2 9 4 9 ' 7'8
S ! & 11 G'9 2-4 9'3
5 15 10 2'5 37 6-2
6 1 5

i H 4'6 2-6 7'2
1

Expenditure from Public Funds.

£
102 

SO 

SO 
| 30 

! 9S 

88 

131 

122 
| 103 

113 

142 

SO 

j no

J loo
j 125

| 137

| 102

| 134

} 130 
!

125 

80 

109 

123 

113 
j 89 

113 

125

103
9

| 65 

125 

113 

9G 

113

J120

47 
I 89

SO 

113 

45 

102 

* 75 

110

aries.

Books, 
Clocks, 

Apparatus, 
Packing and 
Carriage.

Travelling 
Kxpcnses 

and Forage,

Buildintrs, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel,

Total.

a. d. £ s. d. £ B. d. £ 3. d. £ B. d.
0 0 1 7 1 11 8 6 0 10 0 115 5 7

10 0 2 13 2 10 0 0 0 10 0 102 13 2

10 0 i 18 0 10 0 0 101 S 9

6 8 i 18 7 3 6 8 0 19 0 30 11 3

6 8 i 5 5 9 19 4 0 12 6

o1—
1

I 4 i 16 9 12 15 3 0 10 0 103 3 4

10 0 i 1 9 10 0 0 3 14 2 146 5 II

1 S i G 4 10 0 0 0 12 6 134 0 6

16 8 i IG 7 10 0 0 0 15 0 116 8 3

0 0 3 5 9 10 0 0 0 10 0 126 15 9

0 0 10 0 0 ■ 152 0 0

10 0 10 o 0 99 10 0

0 0 2 12 4 10 0 0 .......... 122 12 4

6 8 3 0 3 9 5 0 3 0 8 171. 1 7

0 0 10 o 0 135 0 0

10 0 1 1 0 13 10 0 152 1 0

0 0 1 3 1 12 2 0 0 10 0 115 15 1

10 0 3 10 n 10 0 0 0 12 6 148 13 5

0 0 2 o 3 0 10 0 132 12 3

0 0 1 7 2 10 0 0 2 0 0 138 7 2

10 0 2 3 10 10 0 0 1 0 0 - 102 13 10

6 8 2 0 s 10 0 0 121 7 4

11 0 0 19 10 8 6 8 132 17 6

0 0 4 5 4 10 0 0 ............. 127 5 4

10 0 1 18 0 10 0 0 101 8 0

0 0 3 5 1 10 0 0 126 5 1

0 0 10 0 0 19 15 0 154 15 0

5 10 2 13 3 0 3 4 1 10 0 121 12 5
8 4 0 16 8 10 5 0
3 4 5 5 l 5 19 4 76 7 9

10 0 1 0 2 10 0 0 4 10 0 141 0 2

0 0 1 18 0 10 0 0 1 15 0 126 13 0

IG 8 9 16 3 0 15 0 107 7 11

0 0 2 4 0 10 0 0 0 15 0 125 19 0

10 0 1 5 1 12 11 4 0 10 0 134 16 5
0 0 0 16 8 3 15 0 .......... 5i n 8

10 0 1 2 1 0 10 0 0 15 0 101 7 1

17 4 4 10 7 6 IS 0 0 12 G 101 IS 5

0 0 1 6 4 0 13 7 0 lo 0 124 14 11

10 o 0 0 50 10 0

0 0 2 1 11 12 0 0 ......... 116 1 11

1! 8 1 13 9 8 16 0 3 10 0 89 11 5

G S 10 0 0 1 2 6 121 9 o

* Cioscd 31st December. f Closed 30(h April. J Closed 29th February. § Closed 301h September. || Closed 31s Ju
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APPENDIX IX—continued.

Name of School.

Brown's Camp
Wootlglen ......
Bnccnmmbi ... 
Oowamloocy ... 
Bulliiwa Creek
Ningetlo..........
Biuman ...........
Coan ..............
Bnrgoon..... .
Burimbla, .......
Burnt Yards...
Hampton .......
Barra .............
Urila ..............
Burrombooka...
Maharatta...... .
Burrendong ,.., 
Mookerawa ....

Khalangan.............
Burry.....................
Moaquico Bay .....
Burtmuly .............
Connorgie .............
Bute ...................
Dudnuman .........
Byangum ............
Rowland's Creek .. 
Caffrcy’s Flat.........

Gainsborough .....
Cuermdi, Xorth ..
Campfield ............
Hanover .............
Canaugles .............
Edinboro .............
Cardington .........
Cundutnbul ........
Bridgewater * .....
Carrarawellf.........
Garrick .................

Carrow Brook' ......
Tea-tree .................
Carwoll ..................
Coomber ..............
Caatle Ragt ..........
Castle Bock ..........
Wybong Creek......
Cattle Creek ......... .
Cooba Bulge..........
Cave Creek ........
German’s Hill ......
Celey's Creek ......
Jerangle..................
Chandler ..............
Wollomombi..........
Charley’s Hill .....
Norway ..................
Chatham Vniley ...
Shooter’s Hill ......
Chaucer..................
Wattle Grove ......
Blossom Valet ......
Clandulln ..............
McDonald's Hole ...
Clearmont...........
Darlow’s Creek
Cliflbrd ..................
Toll-bar Creek ......
Clift Hills ..............
Monkittce ..............
C!onaiton§..............
Graham .................
Cockatoo Flat .......
Vintner Fair..........
Coeomingla ..........
Mount Collins ......
Collaroy .................
Minmurra, Lower..
Colly Blue..............
Trinkey..................
Colo, Middle..........
Colo, Upper ..........

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Averap^} Weekly 
Attendance.

Post Town.

o’1 M 1 3 To
ta

l. m
Q«

mTT
5 To

ta
l.

. Delegate ............. 4 7 u 3-6 5'7 9‘3
. .......... 11 5 IG 6-9 3'G 10 5
. Scmtti Grafton . ,. 8 7 15 7'G 6'7 1 14'3
. South Grafton... . 4 5 9 1 3'8 40 1 S'7
. Narrabii ............. 6 5 11 | 3'6 4'2 1 7'S
. Narrabri ............. 14 G 20 ; 10'G 5'3 150
. Bunnan................. 9 14 23 7V> 13'1 20'6
. Bunnan.............. 4 4 8 3'2 20 61
» Cumnock............. 7 3 10 5*5 2'S S'3
. Cumnock............. 8 4 12 4 0 3'3 70
» Mandurama 12 19 31 6'4 13'8 20'2
. Mandurainn ........ 13 1 y 22 7'2 5'G 12-8
. Queanbeyan......... 8 8 IG G'4 40 HO

Queanbeyan......... 5 ]0 15 4'5 8'2 127
. Bombala .............. 9 1 6 15 6-8 40 11-4

Bombala .............. 9 1 4 13 G'2 2'3 S'5
Stuart Town ...... 9 0 IS 05 G'S 13 3

. Stuarb Town ..... 7 I 4 It 5'8 20 87
Galong.......... ....... 3 3 G 2-8 20 5'G

* G-alon#.................. 12 2 14 8-0 20 10 O
Tomakm 7 9 16 5'4 GO 11-4

. Tnmakin ..... ........ 7 I S 6-2 00 71
Wentworth.......... 12 S 20 90 5-2 14-S
Wentworth.......... 6 9 15 3'3 G'l 9'4
Cootamundra ...... G 8 14 5 0 7 G 12'6
Cootamundra ...... G 1 ni 4-2 OO 5-1
Murwillumbah ... 6 9 15 4'S 6'4 IDS
Murwillumbah ,, 9 6 15 7'9 4'4 12-3
Knorrit Flat ...... 9 4 13 7'7 2'5 10'2
Kuorrit Flat ...... S 11 19 5'3 7'1 120
Manilla.................. 8 8 IG C)ho fi-4 110
Manilla.................. 4 9 13 3'2 G'3 9-5
Neville................. G 10 16 3-7 7'6 11-3
Neville.................. 5 8 13 3'9 OTl 9-4
Ctirgo ..... . , ... 6 7 13 5'5 0’7 11-3
Cargo .................. 5 8 13 4'5 70 11-5
Cundumbul.......... JG 8 24 11-7 7T IS-8
Cundumbul.......... 5 3 3 3'4 11 4-5
Cundnmbul.......... 5 G 41 4'G 5'6 10'2
Nowra .................. 3 2 5 2-9 20 40
Garrick .............. 8 8 1C 6'7 6 3 13 0
Carriclr .............. 12 8 20 97 G'l 15'S
Singleton.............. 8 6 44 5'8 4‘5 10'3
Singleton.............. S 4 12 7'2 3'6 10'8
Ryiytone .............. 4 4 8 2-9 30 50
Rylstone .............. 7 9 IG o'S 7'9 137
Castle Rag ......... 3 4 7 30 3 2 6-2
Wybong .............. 5 6 11 3-6 4-6 8-2
Wybong ............. 9 12 21 5-8 10'2 160
Cassilis.................. 5 10 15 3'9 7 2 ll'l
Cassilis.................. 8 S IG 6'2 5 3 11-5
V ia Orange.......... 7 3 10 4'2 2'7 GO
V ia Orange.......... IS 14 32 9-7 10-2 190
Wlunstone Valley 8 8 IG 47 6'5 11 2
Whinstone Valley IS 9 27 11'4 6'2 17'6
Wollomombi ...... 7 9 16 50 7'4 12'4
Wollomombi .. ., 9 i) 14 4 0 2-9 7‘5
O be ron ............. 10 9 19 6'S 6'7 13'5 ■
Oberon .............. 11 13 24 S'7 89 17'6 1
Oberou .............. 9 11 20 5'2 8 0 13-2 |
Oberon .............. 8 4 12 6-G 31 97
Wall! ................. 8 4 12 44 3‘5 7'0
Walli ................. S 5 13 6-8 4'1 10'9
Walli .................. G 3 9 40 2'3 G'3
Brogan’s Ck., Rylstone 17 7 24 13-2 61 19-3
Rro^ftn’s Ck., RUstone 7 3 lo 5-1 G'7 ll-S
Adelong ............. 4 6 10 3-6 5'4 90
Adelong ......... . .. 6 7 13 5'7 G'7 i2'4
Cooma .................. G G 12 51 5'2 10'3
Cooma .................. 5 9 14 4 2 G'l 10'3
Braidwood .......... G 4 20 3-2 9'7 12 9
Braidwood .......... G 7 13 42 4'6 S'S
Reid’s Flat .......... 1 G 7 0-7 4'3 50
Reid’s Flat .......... 7 2 9 G'l 1-8 70
WaJcliii .......... . 13 5 18 10-2 3-2 13-4
Walcha .............. 11 5 IG 8-9 3'5 1-2-4
Cowra .................. 8 3 ll 60 2-7 9-6
Cowra .................. 9 8 17 G'2 5'4 U'G
Merriwa .............. 7 6 13 5'4 4-9 10'3
Merriwa .............. 6 7 13 5-8 Go 12‘3
Colly Blue .......... G 13 19 4 4 11-fi 160
Colly Blue .......... 10 9 19 8'3 8-2 16'5
Upper Colo.......... 7 8 15 5-9 70 120
Upper Uolo ........... 12 11 23 8'8 S'3 17'1

Etpesditure from Public Funds.

| lioolts, |
Clocks, Travelling- 

Salaries. I Apparatus, Expenses 
|Piickin<raiid and Fomvc.

Buildings, Rent,
| Furniture, J 
Olraninp Allow- 
ancc, Fuel, &c.

Total.

135 10 

148 0

S9 10 0
| S5 14 2 

3 15 10
13S

no
80

8 4 

5 0 

5 10

113 0 0 

47 1 S 

120 10 8 

125 0 0 

113 0 0 

-136 0 0 

145 10 0

2 S 7

1 19 7

9 11 8

2 5 5

1 2 8 

1 9 6

£ 6, d.
1
1£ (3. d. £ S. d.

1
£ S. d, £ s. d.

{ GS 10 8 14 13 9 5 4 9 ss s 7
| 113 0 0 1 4 IS 0 10 G 11 128 4 n
j 113 0 0 10 0 0 123 0 0
| 113 0 0 10 0 0 123 0 0
j 76 7 6 3 0 9 6 5 0 85 13 3
J 13G 0 0 1 0 3 12 9 0 5 11 6 155 1 6
f 131 10 0 o 9 2 11 5 0 0 10 0 145 14 2

J 12G 6 s 0 11 11 8 6 2 0 8 0 135 12 9
i 113 0 0 to 0 o 323 o o
| 82 15 4 3 12 11 10 0 0 1 0 0 97 S 3
j 110 G 8 1 5 7 10 0 0 121 12 3
1 132 
\ 0 0 1 14 8 10 0 0 0 15 0 144 9 8
j 89 10 0 1 17 2 10 0 0 0 7 6 101 14 8
j 113 0 0 2 13 5 10 0 0 125 12 5
j 113 0 0 2 3 10 9 19 s 125 Oo 6
| 107 10 8 i 10 10 5 13 4 9 0 0 124 0 10
j 82 8 4 i 13 5 5 18 10 90 0 7
!75 G 8 5 13 8 9 G 7 o 0 0 92 G 11

f 104 17 6 5 II 11 8 15 0 119 4 5

20 10 2 0 IS 6 I 11 7 23 G 3
jm 0 0 1 11 8 10 0 0 0 10 0 125 1 8
j SO 10 0 0 17 8 10 0 0 100 7 S
} 125 0 0 2 10 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 138 10 0

23 10 LO 0 G 2 1 13 4 9 12 11 35 3 3J 123 IS 4 3 11 8 9 2 9 7 10 0 144 2 9
1110 0 0 3 4 3 10 0 0 i 0 0 127 4 3
| 113 0 0 10 0 0 0 15 0 123 15 0
1139 10 0 10 0 0 1 11 9 151 1 9

6 14 0 

2 3 10 

0 12 3 

2 13 9 

4 S 5

9 13 7 

10 0 0

0 17 8
0 8 4 

10 0 0

10 0 0 

8 I 2 

10 0 0 

4 3 4

1 13 4 

10 0 0 

10 0 0 

10 0 0 

10 0 0

0 12 6

2 5 9

0 15 0

17 0 0

1 2 0 

1 0 0

3 0 0 

0 12 6 

6 2 0 

1 0 0 

5 1 2

13S 11 1 

159 13 2 

101 15 9

96 18 6 
4 4 2 

107 13 9

129 5 0 

90 11 8 

125 0 6 

54 5 0 

133 16 6 

143 5 10 

124 12 3 

153 14 11 

159 18 5

* Closed, September. 1 Closed, 30th April.
43—H '

J Closed, 31st January. § Closed, 19th May.
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APPENDIX IX—continued.

Xanse of School.

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

Poet Town,

1 )-
o To

ta
l.

Ou
_P?
3 To

ta
l.

Wollar.................. 8 1 9 0-5 0-7 72 i
Wollar.................. 9 13 22 GO 9-0 15-6 i
Armi tittle ............... 5 4 9 32 3-3 6-5 l
Armidale............. S 14 22 5'7 7-3 13'0 J
Conjola.................. 11 11 22 G-9 7-4 14-3 1
Conjola................. 14 7 21 9-6 3-5 13-1 ;
Cobargo .............. 11 4 15 7‘5 3-2 10-7 \
Cobargo .............. 7 10 17 4'4 G-7 11-1 (
Leadville.............. 8 8 1C 6'7 02 12-9 I
Leadville.............. 4 S 12 3-9 5‘8 9-7 i
Wullangra .......... 9 7 16 7'0 4-S 11-8 i
Wallangra .......... 5 3 8 4-S 2-9 7'7 f
Cooma .................. ii 3 14 7’3 1-2 S-5 l
Cooma .................. 10 8 18 7'1 G-9 13-0 S
Binjara.................. 5 8 13 4 0 s-o 12-0
Numerolla ......... 6 10 1G 4-3 SO 12-3 i
Numeralia ......... 9 10 19 5-4 0-7 12-1 i
Bulladelah .......... ' 9 13 22 1-8 G-9 8-7
Bulladelah .......... 7 9 1G G'l 7-2 13-3 1
Bungendore........... 4 7 11 2T> 4-8 7-3 ) J
Bnngendore.......... 3 10 13 l-fi G-9 8-5 i
Comobdla .......... 11 6 17 9-3 3-5 12-8
Comobella ......... 9 S 17 5-3 5-7 11-0 (]
Windellama.......... 12 6 18 7'4 3-9 11-3 1
IVindellama......... 9 4 13 7-0 3-G 10-G i
Mongarlowe.......... 8 13 21 G'S 9-9 16-7 !
Mongarlowe.......... 7 9 16 ti'O 8 0 140
Nelligeu .............. 8 11 19 5-1 5*5 10-6
Nelligen .............. 7 {> 12 5-8 4-5 10-3 (
Nimitvljelle.......... 6 7 13 42 5-S 10-0 i i
Nimitybelle.......... 7 4 11 5-9 3-3 92 t
Nimitybelle.......... G 3 9 3'4 1-9 5-3
Bermagui.............. G 9 15 5-0 6 0 11-0 (
Bermitgai.............. 8 5 13 7-5 3-9 11-4 1
Laguna.................. 7 7 14 5'6 6-0 11-6 1
Laguna .................. 6 8 14 3‘S G-3 10-1 i
Rockley .............. 1G 9 25 13'3 G-9 20-2
Rockley ............. 6 7 13 5*4 G'O 11-4 1
Condobolin .......... 8 G 14 5-4 3-7 9-1 i
Condobolin .......... 7 4 n 6-6 3-G 102 i
Binda .................. 7 G 13 5-0 4-S 9'8 i
Binda .................. 9 5 14 7-2 4-9 121 i
Curletvis ............. 5 5 10 3 1 2'G 5*7 (
Curlewis .............. 8 10 IS G'O 7'7 13'7
Jerry’s 1'lains...... 11 5 16 9-3 3-9 132
Jerry’s Plains....... 10 12 22 7-2 9-3 16-5
Lismorc ............ 4 3 7 4-0 2-8 6-8
Duckmaloi ......... 10 0 15 GO 3'7 9-7 l
Duckmaloi ......... 5 12 17 3-3 7-2 10-5 i
Lowtber .............. 3 8 11 2 4 60 8-4 l
Lowther ............. 20 10 30 13'0 6-S 19-8 f
Via IVattle Flat... fi 12 IS 4-4 8-1 12-5
Vm Wattle Flat... 7 6 13 3-5 3-5 7-0 i
Dungowan ........ 3 11 14 2-0 S'9 10'9 i
Dungowan .......... 5 8 13 4-1 6-8 10-9 1
Duramana ........... 14 19 33 8-0 13-7 2P7 )
Dnrnmana ......... 14 5 19 11-5 4-3 15-8 i
Marlow .............. 7 7 14 5 1 5-1 10-2 i
Marlow .............. 6 n 17 3-6 7’7 11-3 f
Dundee.................. 5 7 12 4-7 5-9 10-6 i
Dundee ................. 8 5 13 G-G 4-G 11-2 i
Yass.............. ....... 7 10 17 4’5 72 11-7
Yass...................... 7 7 14 6-1 5-8 11-9

(

Walcha .............. 6 14 20 3-8 8-4 12-2 \
Watcba ............. 12 7 19 s-i 4-6 12-7 5
Essington............. 10 9 19 G-4 G'l 12-5 f
Essington.............. y 7 12 4-2 4'4 S-G i
Adaminaby.......... 10 5 15 7-6 4-2 11-8 'j
Adaminaby .......... 7 10 17 4-S G-3 11-1 l
Adaminaby .......... 0 6 11 4-1 4-4 S-5 f
Adaminaby......... 5 5 10 3-2 4 3 7'5 J
Corowa................. 11 12 23 7-9 91 17-0 l
Corowa ................ 6 5 11 2-G 3-5 G'l r

. CopTnaohurst ..... 7 C 12 51 3-0 8-1 i
Copmanhurst ..... 7 4 11 5‘6 3-2 8-8

^ Belllugen............. G 8 14 4-3 G-6 10-9 i
. Beltingen............. 4 1 0 2-G 10 3-6 [

Lanadownc ......... 10 9 19 8-7 G-3 15-0
1 8 9 1-0 s-s j

lKangaroo Camp .. 14 4 IS 7-1 1-4 S-5
. Kangaroo Camp .. 4 5 9 3-5 3-9 7-4 i

George’s Plains ..
. George's Plains ..

14 7 21 9-5 4-G 141 1
22 9 31 15‘5 | 72 22-7

Salaries.

Boohs, I
Clocks, Travelling 

Apparatus I Expenses 
Packing and jaud Foiagc. 
Carriage.

Buildings, Rent 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow- 
ante, Ibicl, &c.

Total.

Combo......................

Couingdale
Forest Farm .........
Conjola .................
Jauuing.........
Coolagolite.............
Tanto ..............
Coolah Eoad.........
Tarrabran .............
Coolootai .............
Gullengutta .........
Coolringdon .........
Lake Plain.............
Cooringoora*.........
Countcgauy .........
Numeralla.............
Crawford River.
Cirvan.....................
Creekborough ....
Thornhurst.............
Criefton.................
Windora.................
Cnllula .................
Windellatua .........
Cnrrockbilly.........
Metoo Fiat .........
CuiTowau ........i...
Shallow Crossing ..
Curry Flat........
Glenbog.................
Rangelongt .........
Cuttagee.................
IVIurrah ..........
Dairy Arm.............
Wattagon .............
Dai ay Bank .........
Swallows Nest.....
Dernwang.............
Ellacar .................
Diamond .............
Grcenwattle .........
Digby.....................
Goran Lake 
Doyle's Creek .
Redman Vale .....
Drighhngtoni ....
Duckmaloi .........
Hnzelgrove.............
Dudduwarra.........
Lowthcr.................
Dullaberry .........
Limekilns .............
Dungowan, Up[ier..
Wooloban ..........
Duramana ......
Mount Raisken 
Darren Durra ...
Marlow ............. .
Eastview .........
Severn ..............
Edgerton .........
Elizabethfield .
Emu Creek.........
Moona.................
Essington .........
Hilliugton.........
Encumbene .....
Hemsby.............
Bolairo^.............
Rock Villa^ .....
Felton Wood.....
Jubilee Downs’;..
Fern Glen ........
Wincgrove .....
Fernmount, So1 
Spickett’s Creek
Fern Ridge .....
Lansdowne .....
Fieldsule .........
ParadiseJ .........

George’s Plains.

£ s. cl. 
Ill3 0 0
l
\113 0 0 

>125 0 0

■ U1 0

I 137 10 0 

74 16 S

04 13 4 
47 1 8 

I 137 10 0

I 134 0 0

. 113 0 0 

| 12G S 4

!m o o

OG 15 0 
22 15 0

I 137 10 0

117 3 4 

! 109 G 8 

75 G S

!135 10 0 
33 15 0 
89 10 0

89 10 0 

125 0 0

-101 10 0

89 10 0 

92 0 0 

\ 133 0 0 

1)3 0 0 

136 0 0

£ s. a. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
0 19 5 10 0 0 1 0 0 124 19 5
1 8 7 10 0 0 0 12 G 325 1 1

1 8 9 10 0 0 136 8 9

2 19 9 9 2 9 159 7 G

3 IS 10 10 0 0 7 0 0 153 8 10

9 0 0 S3 16 S

0 8 11 10 0 0 I 0 0 100 2 3
0 4 5 6 3 4 32 IS G SO 7 11

10 0 0 2 0 0 349 10 0

1 12 s !G 3 11 7 36 0 159 12 7
3 1 4 9 10 S 0 10 0 318 17 11

5 9 9 10 0 0 346 19 9

1 2 4 11 0 0 0 10 0 125 12 4

1 1 11 10 0 0 1 0 0 138 10 3

1 14 S 10 0 0 124 14 8

0 1G G 7 10 0 0 10 0 75 11 G
2 10 0 0 10 0 25 15 0

10 0 0 123 0 0
0 5 5 10 0 0 2 15 0 150 10 5

4 4 3 12 10 0 135 9 3

2 5 10 10 0 0 0 10 0 129 19 2
3 10 S 10 0 0 0 10 0 123 7 4
4 12 3 c 11 9 SG 10 6

1 4 S 11 14 0 0 5 0 148 13 8
0 13 11 3 15 0 3S 3 11

10 0 0 99 10 0

1 G 1 10 0 0 100 16 1
0 14 9 17 1 4 1 5 0 144 1 1
0 16 2 7 10 0 0 19 9 1G4 2 7
1 11 i 8 0 0 2 G 0 184 G 0

2 3 s 7 10 8 3 G 0 106 11 4

2 IS 9 10 0 0 0 10 0 126 8 9

1 1 1 10 0 0 10 1 0 146 2 1

3 8 S 7 15 4 10 10 0 97 0 8

l 17 4 10 0 0 125 4 0

1 G 11 12 11 2 0 10 9 315 IS 10

1 17 7 30 0 0 301 7 7

10 0 0 1 99 10 0

0 S 7 11 14 0 ' 104 2 7
1 9 y 10 0 0 j 144 9 5

in in 0 123 10 0

1 13 10 4 10 0 3 2 G 145 G 4

* Closed, ai£t October. f Closed, 30th June. J Closed, 30th September. § Closed, 31st January. || Closed, 31st December.
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KaTViC of School.

Fovljea River..........
Hastings, Upper ...
Gadara ..................
Wondalga ..............
Galway Creel; .......
Gum Springs .........
Eulimore* ..............
Garfield ..................
Stony Creek ..........
Ginninderra ..........
Gungahleon ..........
Glanmirc ..............
Holly brook ..........
Glen Allan ..........
Jettiba ..................
Bocot.....................
Glen Arm .............
Mount Vale ..........
Glencardie..............
Ponto ......................
Glen Hill ..............
Oakdale..................
Glen ora .................
Wong Wank ......
GlcnugicJ ..............
RusbfordJ..............
Gobbagiimblin ......
Tooyal ..................
Goldaworth ...........
Loanga ..................
Goollii .................
Myall View ..........
Goonigal ..............
Kangarooby Creek.
Green Cape ..........
Wombnyn ..............
Gmnbahe*.............
Gulgowra ..............
Havilah..................
Gundaroo, Upper .
Mugwill..................
Gundillion .............
Jerrabatgulla .......
Hadley .................
Leighwood .............
Hammnnd .............
Sally’s Flat ..........
Handley.................
Ulaudra..................
Harold’s Cross ......
Nithsdulc ..............
Rock Faring..........
Harparary ..............
Tlicrribn ..............
Hawaiden..............
tVongan Creek ....
Hoskinstown .........
Rossi ......................
Howe's ^'alley . ...
Springfield..............
Humnla South ......
Mount Airy ..........
Innescltif .............
Razorliaek.............
Island Flat ..........
Korce.....................
Island Holme .....
Yamuna n ..........
Livcrarv ................
Little Guudury......
Inelitown .............
Mavniont's Ford ,.
Irmr ......................
Pikcdalo ..............
Jellingroe ..............
Mnndarlo ..............
Jcllore ....................
Wanganclerry .......
Jinglomoney..........
Modbury Creek . .
Junction Point.......
Meglo.....................
Kadina ..................
Ten-mile Ridges ..

APPENDIX IX—continued.

JTutnber of 
Childteu on Rolls,

Average Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

Post Town, *

d I ®

Yavras .................. 8 9 17 5'5
Yarras .................. 4 11 2-9
Adelong ............. 9 11 20 fi'6
Adelong .............. 14 10 24 IP*
Eagoirra .............. 16 7 23 10-9
Kugowra ............... 9 8 17 6 2
Kugowra. .............. 0 5 11 SS'5
Bega...................... 12 S 20 9-5
Bega...................... 7 10 17 fi-0
Ginninderra .>... 15 9 24 9'S
Oinnindcrni ...... 3 9 12 2'4
Glanmire.............. 7 7 14 4-7
Glanmire.............. 9 10 19 4-9
Xiniitybelle.......... 8 7 15 6'9
Nimitybelle ......... 10 9 19 6-2
Rimity belle.......... 4 4 2'3
Bcndomecr .......... S 3 a 5‘4
Bendemeer .......... 9 0 14 8-1
Ponto .................. 11 2 13 71
Ponto .................. 10 e 1C 7-0
Pic ton . J.......... 15 14 29 9 9
Pieton .................. IS 12 27 a '3
Kabiac.................. 4 8 12 3'S
Habiac ................ 4 9 13 3'S
South Grafton...... 2 3 5 PG
South Grafton...... 0 7 13 4 7
Coobtmaa.............. 10 9 19 G-4
Coolaman............. 10 10 20 SI
Bcntlemoer .......... 9 G 15 5'0
Benclemeer .......... 5 2 7 4'7
Gunnedali ........... 0 G 12 5*0
Gunnedah .......... 6 2 8 3 5
G oolagong .......... 9 5 14 7-3
Goolagoug .......... 9 0 9 G-3
Green Cape.......... 7 3 10 7-0
Green Capo.......... 5 1 fi 3-9
Bonrke.................. 2 5 7 PG
Havilah .............. 10 i n 4-9
Havilah ..... ........ 11 3 14 5*5
Gundaroo.............. 8 4 12 7‘7
Gundaroo............. 7 5 12 4-9
Krawarroe .......... ii 3 14 7*7
Krawarree .......... 0 2 11 7-8
Fullerton............. 5 17 0-7 3-4
Fullerton.............. S 15 GT>
Sofala .................. 6 1 7 5-0
Sofala ................. 3 10 13 2-G
Bnlgandra .......... G 4 10 5'5
Bulgandra ......... S 5 13 7-1
Major's Creek...... 6 4 10 4-7
Major’s Creek...... 9 10 19 0'5
Rraztiwooit ......... 5 6 a 3-G
Boggabri .............. 11 8 19 S-4
Boggabri ............. 4 o G 3-3
Alamlia............... 9 16 o-3
Manilla ............... u 11 22 9-5
Hoskiustown ...... 14 9 23 9-9
Hoskinstown .... 12 14 2G 9-5
Howe’s Valley....... 5 10 J5 PS
Howe's Valley ... 3 4 7 0-0
Huinula .............. 5 9 14 3-7
llumula ............. 10 4 14 01
Oaks...................... 4 8 12 3-S
Oaks ..................... 7 0 13 4-8
Mangrove Greek.. 6 5 a 5ft
Mangrove Check,,, 15 8 13 ■P-j
Yarraman............. O f> 7 20
Yarraman.............. 5 ( 12 4-2
Rungonia.............. 7 7 14 5-S
Bungonia ............. 9 8 17 G-S
Golspie................. 11 11 22 so
Golspie................. 11 7 IS (1-2
• lunee ................. 8 9 17 4-5
J unec ............... 10 5 15 31
Adelong Crossing 4 0 10 30
Adelong Crossing 8 fi 14 GO
Mittagong .......... 6 9 15 3-9
Mittagong ......... G 6 12 40
Jiraidwooci .......... fi f) a o-l
Braidwood ........... 8 0 14 5-S
Binda .................. 8 10 is 7-3
Binda ................. 9 7 1G Glo
Varkes .................. 8 13 21 0*0
Parkes .................. 3 4 7 2-6

(5
OH

| Kooks, |
^ Clocks, Travelling

Salaries. I Apparatus, 1 Expenses 
Packing' and and Forage, 

Carriage, 1

Ituildlngs^lient, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow* 
ancc. Fuel, &c.

Total.

£ s. d.
TO
4-2

12 5 
7-1

| SO 10 0
7-4
9-2

140
20-G

J 1G1 0 0
5-6 16-5 ) 143 6 s
0-3 12-5
PS 5-3 S 23 5 0
6'5
sa

IOO
U!

j 1S9 G s
6-1
7-5

15-9
9-9

J 125 0 0
0-2
4-9

IOO
9'S

j 115 6 s
6-7 13-6 1
7-2 13-4 07 10 0

23 )
24
40

7-S
12-7

| 87 11 4
PO
4-G

s-i
IPG

| 109 G s
10-4
8-2

20-3
19-5

11G1 0 0
7'3
SO

111
IPS

| S9 10 0
2-S
5'5

4-4
10-2

1 Sl 1 8
G-G
s-s

13-0
1GO

j loG 3 4
4-S
P2

10-7
5-9

{110 6 S
SO
20

100
5-5

t- 10 0
3-7 11*0

G*o
| 90 15 0

30
0-7

■;? j 4G 16 9
4-2 5-S
OO
2-2

5*5
7*7

| 113 0 0
39
3-S 12s 0 0
1 "2 
o-s

S-9 
8-6

1" 14 G
15-4
61

IS-8 
120

| 158 1G 8
10
9'6

GO
13-2

J 113 0 0
3-a
4*5

8-8
110

j 50 10 0
3-4
S-l

81
140

| 99 IS 4
5-C 9-2
6-7
P9

151
5-2

j 102 0 0
6-4
s-s

1P7 
IS-3

1102 0 0
0-9

10-G
IG'S
20-1

| 148 0 0
4-8
3-2

0*6 
a *4

| 113 0 0
7*7
3 4

11-4
9-5

| 44 0 0
7*G 
5'4

a -4 
I0--2

1- a s
4- 7
5- 1

9-7
90 GO 0 0

4-1
6-S

6-1
IPO

} 39 10 0
5-5
G*3

IPS
13-1

J 133 15 0
9-4
fi-2

17-4
15-4

} 130 0 0
4-7
4-3

9-2
12-4

{ 119 4 3
3-9
SO

6-9
IP!) • 113 0 0

fi-2
4-S

10-1
9-7

{ 133 15 0
4-5 n*c
5-2 IPO ! 113 0 0
7-8
.5-2

15-1
1P7

| 65 18 4
8-5
3-0

140
G-2

| 113 0 0

£ S. a. £ 8. d.
O 8 G 9 19 S

10 0 0
3 0 3 7 10 0

2 10 0
1 12 10 4 10 0

1 10 1 10 0 0

1 Id 3 10 0 0

8 2 6

1 10 11 10 0 0

1 12 3 10 0 0
2 3 9 10 0 0
! 3 11 10 0 0

7 10 0

0 19 1 10 0 0

0 12 10 10 0 0

1 17 10 10 0 0

0 12 4 14 13 3

4 13 5 10 15 4

1 13 2 10 0 0

1 S s 10 0 0

0 IS 0 a 17 0

3 3 1 10 0 0

10 0 0

4 a 3 11 3 8

0 11 10 9 13 7

1 7 7 10 0 0

5 IS 1 5 0 0

1 15 3 10 0 0

0 19 s 10 0 0

4 fi 7 G 14 9

O G 3 S 7 1

1 9 3 9 17 10

1 13 4 9 13 7

1 0 7 6 5 0

3 12 1 10 0 0

0 19 7 7 G a

0 14 1 10 0 0

12 1 4
1 5 4 10 0 0

4 G 2 5 1G 8

1 IS 10 10 0 0

£ 3. d. £ 6. d.
101 is 2

2 0 0 173 5 0
2 3 6 150 0 5

0 7 G 31 O G
5 13 11 201 3 5

1 5 0 138 1 1

1 2 G 128 4 5

2 7 1 77 19 7

0 10 0 99 12 3

120 IS 11

173 3 9

100 13 11

SS 11 8

1G7 2 5

120 19 G

101 7 10

7 11 1 113 a s

62 5 6

1 0 0 125 13 2

0 10 0 136 18 S

S9 9 6

0 10 0 172 9 9

1 0 0 124 0 0

72 4 H

110 3 9

113 7 7

1 G 0 114 4 1

0 10 0 1G0 5 3

123 19 8

55 1 4

1 0 0 99 5 0

31 15 0 133 2 1

100 1G a

0 15 0 141 15 7

10 10 0 160 2 1

127 10 9

■■
123 a 1

0 10 ° 140 G 4

124 5 4

1 10 0 77 a 2

0 10 0 125 8 10
I

* Closed, 30th June. f Closed, 6th August. ♦ Closed, 30th September. ^ Closed, 31st July,
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APPENDIX YX.—continued.

Kuinber of 
Children on [tolls.

Nome oE School- Post Taira.

Average Weekly 
Attendance.

3.aH

lixpcnditure from Public Funds,

f’
I ^1 ^ G

irl
s.

To
ta

l. n
o’a 5 1

Rocky Plain......... G 6 12 4-7 5-0
Rocky Plain......... 9 9 IS 3-S ro
Crnidle Flat........ 3 7 10 2-9 5'T
Cundle Flat.......... 3 7 10 2-7 G'o
Merriwa .............. 12 6 IS 11'2 •1-7
Merriwa ...... ....... 11 | 7 IS G-9 t5*3
Currabubula ..... , 7 7 14 G-3 G‘7
Currabubula ...... G __2 7 37 1-2
Uralla .................. r> 3 13 4-0 7-0
TJralla .................. 7 9 Hi fr" 7-1
Kraivarrec ......... 11 | 7 18 G’l 46
Kr.warree .......... 10 6 16 G-G 41
Bcrrigan .............. 5 11 1G 3-7 9-3
Ben igan ............. 15 10 25 12-3 83
Burrowa.............. 3 11 14 2-9 9-7
Hurrowa ............. 5 6 11 40 5'4
Yatteyattah ...... G 1 n 11 5-1 35
Yatteyattah . .. 0 1 5 11 4-4 4-2
Bnngendore......... 3 M 17 2-6 8'3
Bungendore.......... 7 8 15 51 4-4
Kalranatd ............. 8 8 1G 70 G-G
Balranald.............. 4 10 14 ■2-0 7-2
Upper McDonald., S 2 10 7*7 1-9
Upper McDonald.. 7 7 14 G-S G-9
Wiseman’s Berry.. 8 3 11 7T 2-4
Wiseman’s Ferry.. 10 r> 15 S-7 4-3
Timbery Range .. S e 14 5 G 4-6
Timbery Range ... S 9 17 4-3 G 6
Quean beyan.......... 8 17 25 4-9 Bl'O
Quean bey an.......... 7 3 10 5-G 2-S
Braidwood .......... 7 7 14 G-7 0-5
Braidwood ......... 5 G 11 4-0 3-2
Barraba .............. 10 5 15 o-i 4-4
Barraba .............. 18 13 31 11-7 93
Ben Lomond ...... 9 10 19 G-9 8-2
Ben Lomond ....... S 4 12 5 "7 2-6
Oberon.................. 5 7 12 2-1 4 8
Oberon.................. S 9 17 5-9 i 0-0
LakeCndgellico .. 4 G 10 3-4 4-5
Bake Cudgellico .. 9 7 1G GO 0-2
Nerriga................. 4 4 8 3-3 3-G
Nerriga................. 1 0 6 DO 3-5
Gunnedah .......... 11 14 25 7-0 11-0
Gunnedali .......... 12 13 25 10-3 11-5
Araluen ............- S 5 13 6-0 3'G
Araluen .............. S 4 12 5'8 2-0
Laggan .................. 11 4 15 7-3 2-5

6 c 11 3*3 2'9
Moss ^'’alo .......... s 10 18 G 9 7-S
M oss Yale .......... 5 7 12 4-2 Cl
Palmer’s Island ... 6 G 12 5-2 4-9
Palmer’s Island ... 11 7 18 7-4 51
Cooma .................. 8 5 13 G'S 3-3
Cooma ................. 4 8 12 3-G 6-4
Wiseman's Ferry.. 12 7 19 9-9 5-0
Wiseman's Ferry.. 7 3 10 G-3 2-S
Milparinka ......... 7 8 15 3-2 4-L
Milparinka .......... 7 2 9 3-o- 0'9
Black Springs....... 8 I 9 G-S 0-7
Black Springs...... 6 7 13 5-3 4-0
Moruya.................. 2 4 G 1'9 2-9
M ortiy a.................. n 8 19 8-S G'y
Woolgoolga.......... 7 3 10 G-4 2-5
Moparrabab......... 10 5 15 S-5 4-3
Moparrabab......... 4 3 7 2-S 1'9
O'Connell.............. 5 7 12 4-3 5-3
O'Connell.............. 7 n 18 5'4 7-9
Karr’s Spring6*...... 8 9 17 4-3 5-9
Karr's Springs...... 9 7 1G 6-9 5-3
Manilla.................. 19 3 22 14-3 1-8
Manilla.................. 10 11 21 6-3 90
Ulan...................... 7 5 12 G'l 4-3
Ulan ............ . 15 10 25 1D7 7 3
Laguna.................. G 3 9 51 2-5
Casino .................. 4 12 1G 3-5 9-4
Casino .................. 5 G 11 4-2 3-9
Bungendore.......... 6 4 10 5-9 3-3
Bnngendore.......... 3 5 8 2-2 4 9
Bell brook............ 8 4 12 5-8 3-5
Warialda.............. 9 9 IS 6-2 7-7
Wariakia.............. 11 8 19 6-5 5-9
Cmrabubula ....... 10 G 16 S-9 5'1
Currnbubula ..... 7 S 15 5-7 6-4

| Books, f
Clocks, Travelling 

Salaries. A]>i>aratiis, Exjwnscs 
Paokingand anrl Forage. 

I Camnije. |

Biuldings, Hent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow- 
uncc, Fuel, &c.

Total

Kalkite .................
Rocky Plain.........
Kanthi ................
Tigrali.....................
Kellick .................
Red well................
Kitiesmill Peak... .
Woodlands .........
Kingstown
Toryhorn .............
Krawarree.............
Snowball .............
Lalalty .................
Leniston.................
Lang's Creak ........
Smdley’s Lagoons . 
Little Forest* . .. 
KerrhidiHali* ... .
Loinolong .............
Neil's Creek .........
Lynwood .............
Pmka .....................
McDonald, Higher
Ormonde .............
McDonald, Lower.
Webb's Creek .....
McLaughlin River.
Timbery Range.....
Majura .................
Malcolm Yale .. ..
Manar .................
Virginia.................
Manilla, Central
Rock more .............
Maybole.................
Moredim .............
Mayfield................
Royals .................
May vie w+ ............
Murrint.................
Meangorai' .........
Welcome ReefsJ ...
Meermaul .............
Wirrabclah .........
Meiricumbene .....
Mndinclong .........
Merry vale ..........
Myanga Creek .....
Meryla ..................
Mery la Yale .........
Micalo Island ......
Palmer 9 Bland, Lower.
Middle Flat .........
Thubcrga] Lake ...
Mill Creek .............
Olive Mount.........
Mtlparinka§ ..........
Mount Browne § ..
Mimosa Dell..........
Walbrook ..............
Moggondoura ......
Snaphook ..............
Moonee Creek] ......
Moparrabab .........
Panton .................
Mount Stromboh ... 
Tanner's Mount ...
Mount Terrell ......
Wybong, Upper ...
Mundnwey.............
Ukolan ..................
'Vi arragamba,..........
Ulan ......................
Murray's Runll ... .
Nanrlabah .............
Wooroowoolgan ...
New Line, Hast......
Werriwa................
Nullenbrillah**......
Oakey Creek.........
AVoodlawn..............
Oakleigh .................
Piallawav ..............

92

\ 113

113

113

28 

■ 60 

125 

SO 

. 102 

■ 72 

113

110

101

113

-US

113

a. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ d.
10 0 1 1 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 137 11 0

0 0 1 2 3 12 1C 2 104 12 5

0 0 10 0 0 1 14 0 1 0 0 175 14 0

0 0 118 0 10 0 0 124 IS 0

0 8 10 0 5 8 15 0 49 o 10

10 0 0 9 3 11 17 0 101 10 o

3 4 4 13 S 10 0 0 9 G 0 1S3 0

1 8 1 3 9 10 0 0 0 15 0 128 0 5

10 0 10 0 0 0

13 4 1 6 8 10 0 0 0 10 0 132 10 0

15 0 0 9 3 11 14 2 IG 4 0 126 2 5

0 0 1 11 5 10 0 0 1 o G 125 13 11

0 0 1 11 10 0 0 124 12 11

15 2 2 9 0 4 IS 7 1 0 0 101 2 9

0 0 0 19 S 9 13 7 4 10 0 128 9 3

G s 0 10 1 0 14 2 78 10 11

0 0 2 15 11 10 0 0 1 Jo S 127 11 4

0 0 0 19 5 10 0 0 5 12 G 129 11 11

10 0 2 11 8 3 15 0 2 S 3 91 4 11

5 0 1 17 s 30 2 8

S 4 2 7 10 -3 16 s 0 10 0. 69 o 10

5 0 4 0 5 6 11 9 0 17 3 130 14 0

10 0 0 10 4 11 13 4 0 10 0 103 9 8

0 0 1 S 1 10 0 0 0 10 0 113 IS I

7 6 4 S 11 9 10 7 1 16 10 SS O 10

0 0 1 0 o 10 0 0 124 0 o

2 8 0 19 i 9 17 0 1 0 0 ICG IS 9

10 0 8 12 6 10 2 4 123 4 10

10 0 1 IS 9 24 11 S 21 5 0 161 5 0

G 8 1 7 7 10 0 0 10 5 G 131 19 0

0 0 0 17 G 10 0 0! 123 17 G
4 o 4 10 0 1 0 0 51 14 2

0 0 3 7 9 10 0 0 12G 7 9

0 0 1 2 3 13 15 3 0 10 0 11G 7 C

0 0 0 19 1 10 0 0 123 19 1

15 0 0 7 11 7 10 0 0 10 0 '127 o 11

8 1 2 0 2 ii o G 1 0 0 147 10 0
5 0 1 3 3 2 10 0 31 18 3
0 0 0 19 10 10 0 0 123 19 10

15 0 0 19 9 10 0 0 0 10 0 OS 4 9
16 10 0 14 10 3 15 0 43 G S
10 0 2 14 3 10 0 0 0 10 0 163 14 3

0 0 3 1 8 10 0 0 120 1 8

* CJobed, 12th September. f Closed, 31st March. t Closed, SlsWuly, § Closed, Slat December.
•* Closed. 14th October.

U ClOECd, 30th September. Closed, SOtli June.
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APPENDIX IX—continued.

Name ot School.

Oberno .................
Umbivngo ..............
Ollera......................
Tentevflen ..............
Ourimbah Creek ..
Somcrliy..................
Palmer’s Oakey ...
Turon, Upper ......
I’arrabol..................
Tomagogue ..........
Peabody..................
Sandy Creek........
Piamliong, Lower...
Yambil ..................
X-’ian Creek.............
Weeta Waa ..........
Pinch Flat.............
Puddledock .........
X’niey llange..........
XVheogo..................
Hats’ Castle®..........
Havens worth,North' 
Koucbel Vale
Bed Hill.........
Reid’s Flat.....
Richlnnds . . . 
Yorkborougb,. 
Rollands’Plains ...
Wancbope.............
Rose Vale ..............
Strawberry Creek ..
Shcllgiove ...............
W’oodend .............
Stewart’s River ... 
Stewart’s E., Upper 
Surveyor’s Creek ...
Ugly Range ..........
Tinagroo..................
Tuny......................
Tindery Valet ......
Watcrhalest..........
Trundle..................
Woodvicv..............
Turill.....................
Wngoribil ..............
dVangan Vale ......
Yttimna .................
Widgiewat ..........
Yanko, Uppert.......

Post Town.

Number of 
Children on Rolls,

Average Weekly 
Attendance*

(b•*1O o To
ta

l. &
&

4
o To

ta
l.

Tarcuttfi .............. s 12 20 3-G 5'fi 9-2
Tarcutta .............. 11 3 14 7-9 27 10-6
Guyra .................. 11 5 ie 7‘o 3-4 10-7
Guyra .................. 6 s 14 3-6 3'4 7-0
Gosford................. 7 8 15 6-3 11-5
Oosford ................. o 8 11 2-9 G'7 9-G
Upper Turon ...... 7 10 17 3-2 7-S 11-0
Upper Turon ...... 7 8 15 4'5 57 10-2
Kcmpsey............. 7 3 10 (i-o 2-9 S-!l

7 6 13 5-8 5'5 11-3
Mol ong.................. G -J 11 fVO 3-2 87
itolong.................. 9 fi 1:5 7-3 5'2 12-5
Two-mile Flat..... i> S 33 4'4 7'4 11-8
Two-mile Flat....... <) S 17 fi-fi 0'G ]3'1
vVee Waa.............. 8 3 n G-7 2-2 S-9
TVeo Waa.............. 10 7 17 G'S 5T 11-9
Armulatc............. 7 G 13 4-fi 4-0 8-0
Artmcluie.............. 5 10 15 3-S G-G 10'4
Pmey Range ...... 4 5 9 1 '9 4T G'O
Fluey Range ...... 10 3 13 G'l 2-5 8-0
kludges .............. 0 o 7 5 0 1-2 G-2
Roucbel Brook ... 9 G 15 7T 4 ■9 12-0
Rouchel Brook ... (1 O 11 C'9 1'9 S'8
Reid's Flat ,.i...... 7 h 18 5'7 S-4 14 1
Reid's Flat .......... S 4 12 G'2 2 0 S'2
Tarawa.................. 7 11 IS 5T S-9 14'0
Taralga................. s S 10 5'S 7'2 13 0
Rollands’ Plains ... 5 8 13 2'7 5'4 ST
Rollands’Plains... S 3 11 7'6 2-S 10'4
Windellama......... 1 10 3 13 G'9 2'5 9'4
Windellama.......... 7 7 14 5'0 5-3 10-3
Cooma .................. 1 11 4 15 7T 3-3 10'4
CotHTla .................. 7 O 9 5'8 1-8 7'G
Moorland .......... 11 13 24 S'9 9 6 18'5
Moorland............. 7 10 17 5'4 7'3 12-7
Walcha Road...... 3 fi 9 2-5 5-3 7'8
Walcha Road....... 10 7 17 7'3 5-5 12-8
Seono ................... 5 9 14 4'fi 8'8 13'4
Scone .................. 8 fi 14 5'0 4-9 9'9
Mlchclago ......... 1 7 S 0'9 o 5 fi'4
Michelago .......... / c 13 5-9 3-4 9-3
Trundle .............. 9 G 15 5'5 O'O 10'5
Trundle ............... 5 7 12 4'3 6-5 10'S
Casstlis ............ . 12 10 22 9'2 7'3 1G'5
Cassilis.................. 7 13 22 4'8 13'0 17'8
Forbes .................. 5 5 10 2-8 3T O'O
Forbes .................. 7 3 10 5'6 1-7 7'3
Narundcrn .......... 0 9 s 5-fi 2-0 7'G
Narandera .......... 5 3 8 4-7 2-8 7*5

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Salaries,
Hooks,
Clocks,

Apparatus,
I'acKintraiKt

Carriage,

Travelling 
Expenses 

and Forage.

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &c.

Total.

£ s. d. £ a. d. £ 9* d. £ S. d. £ B. d.
| 116 0 0 2 IS 1 10 0 0 0 5 0 129 3 1
j 113 0 ° 0 G 2 10 0 0 1 0 0 124 fi 2
j 131 10 0 4 6 10 10 0 0 ......... 145 16 10
| 89 10 0 1 3 7 10 0 0 100 13 7
j 113 0 0 0 9 7 10 0 0 123 9 7
J 113 0 0 1 5 n 10 0 0 124 5 ii
| 124 5 0 1 12 0 10 1C s 1 0 0 137 13 s

! 01 7 0 2 13 1 12 2 5 10G o c
| 113 0 0 3 1 G 10 0 0 0 G 0 132 7 fi
j 124 10 0 2 2 S 10 0 0 136 12 8

9 8 4 <J 8 4
1102 0 0 2 15 0 10 0 0

............
114 15 0

j 91 11 S 4 19 10 9 11 11 0 10 0 ICG 13 5
j 113 0 0 2 3 3 10 0 0 0 10 0 125 13

1 32 14 10 0 18 5 10 0 0 93 13 3

j 75 e 8 3 14 5 7 2 3 1 0 0 87 3 4
| 113 0 0 2 1 0 10 IG 8 1 0 0 12G IS 1
J 132 10 0 2 6 7 10 0 0 ......... 144 16 7J 109 G 8 0 19 8 10 0 0 0 12 6 120 IS 10

1 91 10 0 1 4 8 5 0 0 11 0 0 108 14 s
| G5 5 0 2 15 1 9 5 9 0 10 0 77 15 10
j 89 10 0 0 15 0 10 0 0 0 15 0 101 0 0
j 14S 0 0 10 0 0 S 7 6 1GG 7 6
j 99 16 8 1 12 8 S G s 0 10 0 110 G 0
| GO 3 4 1 13 4 9 3 7 1 0 0 72 0 3

* Closed, 31st January. -f Closed, JOtli September.

APPENDIX X.
Atienbance of Children at House-to-house Schools for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1S9G, or for the last

Quarter of that year during which the Schools were in operation.

Name of School. Poet Town.

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Average Weekly 1 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

ffi
3£

i ° S
S

m
o'W

Vi 1"Ii
3 | To

ta
l. Salaries.

cS’, ! Travelling |Bui1i"!r?1,?nont' 
Apparatus, 1 Expimses
I’ackingand and Forage.P00'™.? carratte. t anro, Fuel.Ao.

Total.

1
£ B, d £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 3, d. £ dApple Tree, Ac. ... Mumloonm.......... ' 12 ! io 22 10'9 94) 1 19-9 SS 15 5 1 IS 10 10 0 0 1 .............. 100 14 x

3htima.bv................. Bnnnaby .............. [ 12 15 27 9 5 11-9 21'4 92 JO o 1 12 9 io n n |
ftamdoc.................. 1 Never Never .... 1 14 3 22 9 G fi'S l 15'4 103 17 0 12 10 0 .............. 116 7 a
Barrett s Creek..... Stockyard Creek., 13 !l 22 12-0 8-6 20 0 64 18 1 12 0)1, .............. 76 19 oBasin Creek .......... ■ Wallab.vlab......... 1 13 11 24 11'2 8-2 19-4 SG 15 0 3 10 10 100 fi 10Bemimbora............. Morven................ 14 10 24 12T S'S 20 9 85 6 11 1 12 7 9 19 8 | .............. 90 10 <>
Bimlow .................. 1 Burragorang ..... 1 14 H> 2!) 12'5 13-2 1 25-7 00 16 8 8 3 4 ! .............. no o o
BoiJol (Jveck .......... Boggabri .............. I 8 14 22 08 12-1 18 9 SO 1 2 1 19 0 10 0 0 | .............. 92 0 o
Box Ridge............. 1 Sofolri .................. 13 13 2G S'O 9-21 17'2 91 3 0 1 4 11 10 0 o! .............. 102 7 11
iiranch River......... Booral ............... 13 3 16 12-0 2-0 10) G9 3 2 1 3 5 ! 70 0 7
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APPENDIX X—continued.

Number of 
Children on Rolls.

Average Weekly 
Attendance. Expenditure from Public Funds.

. Name of School. Post Town. ‘

a 3
So H

ta
a G

irl
s.

To
ta

l, Salaries.

Books,
Clocks, Travelling 

Apparatus, Expenses 
Packing and unit Forage. 

Carriage. |

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning Allow
ance, Fuel, &e.

Total.

£ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ 3. d. £ a. d.
13 20 12-6 0-6 19-2 79 9 J 2 1 SO 9 10

Binda, ................. 7 11 IS 5*0 10'5 71 11 10 1 5 S 9 3 4 82 0 10
Calamia .................. Half-way Creek via 12 12 24 10-5 10-7 21 '2 75 7 o 3 14 G S 6 S 86 S 4

South Grafton.
Cal Lai . . 9 15 24 8-6 13-6 99*9 92 10 0 O 3 0 10 0 0 0 15 0 105 8 0

11 9 20 9-G S-3 17-9 91 5 8 10 0 0 101 5 3
S 13 21 5*5 11-1 16'G 73 o 0 19 0 10 0 0 84 14 7

12 11 23 S*7 7'9 1G’6 125 0 0 0 IS 7 10 0 0 135 IS 7
13 7 20 11-7 5'0 167 84 19 5 Q| 1 10 10 0 0 97 1 3
19 7 17 9-1 0-3 15-4 GO 4 10 0 16 8 9 0 9 70 4 3
11 9 20 10-6 9-0 19-6 S7 11 9 0 4 6 9 19 3 97 15 6
12 10 22 11-0 s-s 19-8 S6 6 0 1 6 2 10 0 0 97 12 2

c 21 13'2 IS'7 9 s 1 7 1 12 10 0 78 19 9
6 11 3-S 3-4 7-2 35 4 2 3 8 1 0 10 0 39 2 3

17 10 27 H-] 22-6 87 0 19 10 0 0 98 5 0
Jerraioag .............. Kadjingomar ..... 22 9 31 17-n 71 25-0 92 10 0 1 13 6 10 0 0 1 0 0 105 3 6
Long Swamp ......... Trim key Creek .. 11 11 22 10-4I 10-7 21T 92 10 0 1 i) 1 10 0 0 103 15 1

IS 11 29 13-2 20-S 92 0 1 1 0 9 10 0 0 103 0 10
Whitfcon ............. 15 8 23 13-2 7T) 20-7 91 0 0 1 ii 4 10 0 0 0 lo 0 103 6 4

13 13 28 10-6 10-7 21 -3 92 10 0 10 0 0 102 10 0
Mittagong Cottage Mittagong .......... 16 32 43 5-0 14-5 19-5 91 17 3 1 8 4 93 5 7

Homes.
10 9 19 S-5 | 7'4 15-9 73 3 4 1 0 3 13 13 5 87 17 0

G 11 17 G'O I 9'0 70 10 11 10 0 0 SO 10 11
15 17 j 32 13 1 1 ]4‘0 ■27 1 92 10 0 1 11 7 10 0 0 104 1 7

Kile ....................... 10 25 13-0 1 S-3 91-3 92 10 0 10 0 0 102 10 0
9 16 5-4 7'2 12-6 74 s 10 1 14 0 0 15 0 76 17 10

16 8 j 2H 14-5 1 7'6 22-1 93 5 10 1 r> o 10 0 0 104 8 0
19 13 1 32 9'1 7‘3 16'4 SO 0 6 12 7 8 92 8 <?,

Purlewaught.......... Coouabarahran ... S 12 1 20 5*1 j 11-0 16T 21 15 5 5 0 0 26 15 5
5 1 10 4-S , 4-7 9-5 43 0 10 43 0 10

Sands, The................ Traukey Crook ... 14 ii i 25 12-2 | 9-7 21-9 92 4 0 1 0 s 10 0 0 103 4 S
7 s 15 6-9 1 6-3 13-2 45 12 6 1 6 7 5 16 s 0 15 0 53 10 9

20 12 1 32 17-3 | 9'9 27-2 92 10 0 1 9 13 10 0 107 3 2
14 10 24 9'S 6-S 16-6 70 14 7 1 6 i 10 0 0 SS 0 S

Wilpataria§ .......... Wentworth.......... s S 1

1

16
1

6-9 |

1

7'9 14*$ 54 17 9 7 10 0 0 15 0 63 2 9

* Closed, SOtli September. t Closed, 31st March. + Closed, 31st July. § Closed, 7th October.

APPENDIX XI.
Ai'TENDASce of Pupils at Evening Public Schools for tbo Quarter eudiug 31st December, 189G, or for the last 

Quarter of that year during which the Schools were in operation.

Xame of School.

BlAebfrinrs............
Bombala..................
Balga* ..................
Gastleroagh-street..
Crown-stroet..........
Enmore ..................
Erakineville ..........
Grafton ..................
Hamilton .............
Leichhardt..............
Lithgowt .............
ilaitland, West .. 
MarrickvilleJ .....
ilumhullag .........
Paddington .........
Petersham..............
Piunkett-street| ...
Pyrmont ..............
Kedfern.................
Wanmgesda .........

Post Town.

(xcorgc-strecl West
Bombala ..............
Bulga ..................
Sydney..... ............
Sydney ..................
iSewfcown.............
Erskinoville..........
Grafton..................
Hamilton..............
Leichhardt ..........
Lithgow . ..........
Maitland, West .. )
MaiTickville..........
Broyo ................
Paddington.........
Petersliam ........
Sydney ...............
Pyrmont .............
Bcdfern ..............
Darlington Point..

Number of j Average Weekly 
Pupils on Jiolls. 1 Attendance. expenditure rom Public Funds.

s5
£ G

irl
s.

To
ta

l.

o'a
Tj
5

3oH

Salaries.
Books, 
Clocks 

Apparatus, 
Packing’ and 

Carriage.

Travelling 
Expenses* 

and Forage.

Buildings, Rent, 
Furniture, 

Cleaning A How- 
ance. Fuel, &c,

Total.

£ fi. d. £ s. d. £ e. d. £ s. d. £ B, d.
31 .. 31 13-8 13-S 19 10 0 s 0 0 27 10 0
If) IG 12*1 12‘1 1 1 1 i 1
15 15 7-S

...

7-S 4 15 0 4 0
36 36 20-8 ... 20-S 27 10 0 H 13 0 42 3 0
36 36 IS "2 18-2 27 7 4 . ... ...... 0 13 0 28 0 4
45 4G 27-6 ... 27'G 2S IS 4 ...... .. . . 14 0 0 42 IS 4
41 41 16-8 16-8 8 0 S 0
33 3S 17-5 ... 17'3 20 0 0 1 S 0 21 8 0
32 32 18-0 18-0 O o 5 9 2
39 89 19-7 ... 19-7 27 IS 4- 27 IS 4
26 ... 26 11-3 _. 11-3 1 11 s 1 n 8
17 17 9-0 9-0 19 8 4 19 s 4
23 23 9-3 ... 9-3 6 0 8 1 17 0 S 3 8

9 9 7'1 ... 71 1 1 0 1 ) 0
60 60 30-4 30-4 35 0 0 35 0 0
27 27 21-0 21 -0 6 12 3 6 12 3
14 14 5*5 0 5 0 0 5 0
2S 28 14-7 14-7 13 ii 8 1 0 0 14 17 8
24 24 ll-S 11-8 23 15 0 10 14 0 3+ 9 0
23 13 36 15-0 9-0 24-0 31 9 8 31 9 8

* Closed, SOtli April. t Closed, March. X Closed, 30th June. fl Closed, 30th September. £ Closed, February,
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. ' APPENDIX XII.
THE CHIEF INSPECTOR’S REPORT, WITH ITS ANNEXES.

In view of the fact that (luring 1SD6 a great number of families left New South Wales for Western 
Australia and South Africa, it is a matter of satisfaction that an increase in the number of schools and 
scholars is reported. Of the 2,558 schools in operation in 1895, 91 were closed during that year or 
were allowed to lapse at its close, so that 2,467 were carried on to 1896. These, with the 102 new 
schools brought iuto operation, give 2,569 schools, representing 2,780 departments, as the record for 
1896. The net increase for the year is 11 schools, hut only 9 departments, as 2 infant departments 
were closed. The Armidale and Grafton districts have progressed, the South Coast district has retro
graded, and the other districts have been practically stationary, as regards the number of schools.

The following is the return of schools for the last five years :—
Year. Public, Provisional. Halt-time. House-to-honse. Evening. Total.
1892 1,708 34S 341 85 15 2,497
1893 1,700 347 369 90 9 2,515
1894 1,667 302 449 71 14 2,503

2,5581895 1,685 317 483 57 IG
1898 1,698 310 497 44 20 2,569

Arranged in classes according to the average attendance at the end of the year, they are :—

1892

Class I. H. III. IV. Y. VI. VII. VII], IX. X. Small
Unclassified. Total.

38 34 21 54 117 195 222 315 665 283 553 2,497
1893 38 37 24 53 116 205 208 322 724 227 561 2,515
1894 38 36 23 64 116 209 206 3)1 762 209 029 2,503
1895 39 36 27 64 124 198 214 370 796 165 525 2,558
1896 40 30 26 62 127 198 185 335 860 193 507 2,569

At the close of 1895 there was accommodation for 237,933 pupils. During 1896, after providing for 
the loss caused by closing schools and abandoning old buildings, 1,421 additional places were supplied, 
raising the total accommodation to 239,354 places. As the highest quarterly enrolment was 198,621, 
it is clear that in the aggregate the accommodation is ample. In spite of all care, cases of overcrowding 
will occur. In country' districts the fluctuations of population are so great that it is imperatively 
necessary that most of the school buildings are of a temporary' or make-shift character. The large 
number of small communities of only five or six families too Often places the fate of a school in the 
hands of one or two parents. It not nnfrequeutly happens that the removal of only one family 
imperils the continuance of the school, while the removal of two compels closing. Sometimes the 
reverse occurs. One or two new families come into a district, and the school-room that had hitherto 
been large enough becomes overcrowded.

The following table shows the accommodation in each district:—

District, of

Armidale ..............
Bathurst ..............
Bowral .......... .......
Goulburn ...............
Grafton...................
Maitland ...............
Metropolitan..........
Bub-metropolitan...
Wagga VYagga......
Wellington ............

Totals,

Number places at end 
1396, reckoned at S square 

feet for each child.

Number of places at end of 
ISftG, reckoned at 100 cubic feet 

of air space for each child.

19,703 17,959
16,803 16,704
19,536 18,702
19,741 17,251
19,111 18,923
25,579 27,202
56,121 67,849
17,349 16,174
24,406 24,408
14,473 14,591

232,822 239,354

The buildings generally are in good condition, and are wmll supplied with desks, forms, and other 
appliances.' The Department has steadily' beeome more liberal in its grants to small country schools, 
especially in the way of providing verandahs and water supply. Of course, this does not stop 
grumbling. The demands for expenditure are often unreasonable. It not unfrcquontly happens that 
for a school so small that the cost of its maintenance is barely warranted, applications are made for 
fencing, weatbersheds, and other improvements that would cost a considerable sum. Many requests 
are made for fencing in the grounds of hush schools on the plea that children from a distance will then 
ndo to school, and leave their horses in the play-ground. Not only is it unreasonable to ask the State 
to incur expenditure for such convenience, hut horses should not he allowed on school play-grounds, at 
any rate while children are about. Where there is a real want for horse accommodation the parents 
interested usually have a W'orkmg-hee, and put up a small stock-yard.

The water supply, especially in the Plains districts, gives a lot of trouble. Rain falls so infre
quently that sufficient storage cannot be provided except at very great expense, and the smallness of 
the schools and the uncertainty of their duration put that out of the question. Every year water has 
to he purchased for many schools. It is surprising how eagerly’ w ells or underground tanks are desired. 
Worse means for supplying schools could not he suggested. All underground water stoics are liable 
to pollution, so, though the water is cool, it is a prolific source of disease. The iron tanks usually 
supplied are certainly objectionable, as the water they contain becomes heated, but they' can be 
cleansed one by one, and thus the water kept comparatively pure.

The lighting and ventilation of school buildings receive very careful attention, and little fault 
can he found with those erected in recent years. All that can be done to make the schools and their 
surroundings healthy and pleasant is done.

Great expense has been incurred to secure a perfect cleaning of the nrinals and water-closets. 
Many plans have been tried, and those patented by O'Brien have so far proved the best. It must, 
however, he borne in mind that the flushing apparatus is severely tried at our large schools. In many 
municipalities the pan system is enforced, but as usually carried out is not suitable for schools.
' The difficulties arising from the fewness of teachers’ residences are increasing. As pointed out 
in former reports, the doubt as to the permanency of many of our schools prevent? the Department from 
erecting dwellings, and too often there is not a house of any kind that the teacher can rent. The new 
arrangements made by the Public Service Board in valuing the vested residences have caused much 
discontent. There is hardly a teacher who is satisfied that his house is worth the rental put njiDn it.

. Teachers as a rule are good tenants, and keep the school premises in good order. Although the 
planting of trees and flowers is not so general, nor prosecuted with the same enthusiasm and diligence 
as when a bonus was given, there arc still hundreds of school-grounds that are made beautiful by the 
labours of the teacher and his pupils. As in former years, the Inspectors have been charged with the 
duty of looking after the erection of small school buildings and the execution .of minor repairs and 
improvements. This practice ensures both promptness and economy. ■ • .The--



The work done under the supervision of the Inspectors consisted of :—
£ s.

77 new schools............................................
19 additions to schools ..............................

1 now residence.........................................
3 weatbersheds ........................................

S35 buildings repaired .................................

| total cost...4,014 10

,, 2-2+ 0
07 0

” :e,34G 17

d.
8
0
0

10
Enrolment oittl Attendance.

The gross enrolment of pupils at all schools in 1S9G was 231,821.
Deducting 12 per cent, for multiple enrolments, the number of individual pupils on the books of 

the schools was 221.GQ3.
The following tabic gives the enrolment aod average attendance for each quarter of 1890, together 

with the rates of increase or decrease :—

Quarter.
Enrolment Enrolment, 

in j in 1
ISJj. J 1KIJ. j

Increase
fur

ISJJ.

Avem^j
daily

attend mce 
for ISJ.S.

Average
daily

attendance 
for 1SJ0.

Increase in 
Aierajre 

attendance 
for 1S!>6.

Percontotfe 
of mercaHe 

of
enrolment.

Percentage 
of increase 

Of
averapre

altenrtrwirc.

March ................. 191,778
195,982 i

4.204 136,520-S 337.619 3 3,032-5 21 0 8
June...................... 191,780 19fi,94S ; 3,368 141,229-5 141,080-3 *149-2 2-0 *0-1
September .......... 194,113 198,(521 I 4,508 140,227-5 14.5,763-S 5,530-3 2 3 3 9
December............. 190,030 196,050 5,920 141,930-S 144,300-9 2,370-L 3-1 3 0

Average .......... 192,073
197,023 J

4,930 ]39,97S-0 142,192 o 2,213-9 2-5 10

* OccreasL-.
The percentage fur each quarter was :—

Quarter.

March .......................... .
June ...............................
September......................
December......................

Year’s average.

Avcrii^y Attendance,
rjiirujiiitnibi r1 Number.

i
Percentage,

195.982 137,019-3 70-2
196,948 341,080-3 71-6
198,621 145.703-8 73-3
3 96,350 144,300-9 73-4

197,025 142,192-5 72-1

Compared with ]895, there is an increase m the gross enrolment of 5,917, on the average 
quarterly enrolment of 4.950, and on the average daily attendance of 2,213'9.

These results would have been much better but for the heat-wave that su ept over the Colony in 
January, just as the schools were beginonig the year's work.

Of the children who failed to attend school for'the seventy days each half-year, as prescribed 
by law, it was found necessary in the first half-year to caution the parents or guardians of 3,811, and 
in the second half those of 2,369. .Prosecutions in the case of 1,291 children were authorised. The 
Department has been warmly supported by the police, but in too many cases the magistrates give too 
much heed to such plausible but unsatisfactory pleas as ''taught at home,” “attend night-school,'’ 
“sick,’" and dismiss cases where exemplary punishment should be inflicted.

The defects in the Public Instruction Act, as regards compulsion, to -which attention has been 
so frequently invited still exist. They are :—

(l.) To place the onus of proof of age and distance from school upon parents.
(2.) Provision to deal with children of school ago found loitering about the streets, wharfs, or 

parks during school hoars.
(3.) Authority to obtain the names and addresses of ail children of school age.
(4.) Power to enforce the registration of nil private schools, and to compel the teachers of the same 

to furnish accurate returns of enrolment and attendance.
(5.) Legal definition of what constitutes a day's attendance at school.

Complaints arc sometimes made to the Department and in the newspapers as to the number of 
ciiildren roaming about the streets. Although there is some ground for these complaints the Depart
ment is powerless undei the existing law to remedy the evil,

School Fees.
The collection of school fees is one of the most troublesome duties that devolve upon the teacher, 

and is the one that most frequently brings him into conflict with the parents. The fact that the 
Legislative Assembly has passed a resolution affirming the principle of free education has led many 
persons to refuse to pay until compelled by legal action. They then become incensed against the 
teachers, who have merely obeyed the instructions of the Department.

The total amount of fees collected and paid into the Consolidated Picvenne was £74,SG5 12s. 3d., 
as compared with £73,319 12s. Id. in 1893. Cautions to pay were issued during the year to 1,949 
debtors, and it was found necessary to prosecute in 484 cases, with the result that the sum of £223 
Ss. 3d. was recovered.

Tree education was granted to 28.420 pupils, an increase of 2,369 free scholars upon the returns 
of 1893. In addition to the grants for free education the sum of £2,849 fis. 4d., arrears of fees, was 
cancelled during the year. In all these cases full inquiry was made, and concessions were granted 
only in necessitous cases.

Inspection.
Several changes were made in the Inspectoral Staff during the year. Mr. Allpass retired, and 

his place was not filled up. This loss of an Inspector's services necessitated the abolition of an inspec
toral district and a redistribution of schools, Sir. \V. Dwyer was granted leave of absence for nine 
months, and Mr. Waterhouse was in July transferred to the Head-mastership of the Sydney High 
School. Mr. Dcttin.mn, the Officer Commanding the Cadet Force, was deputed to take up Mr. Dwyer's 
work, and on the transfer of Mr. Waterhouse was appointed Inspector. Mr. Dettmann’s long and 
eminently successful career as a teacher marks him as specially qualified for the important work now 
placed in his hands.

Mr. G. Hunt, a I A teacher, was appointed Acting Inspector for a period of four months. The 
retirement of so old and valued an officer as Mr. Allpass demands more than a passing notice. Mr. 
Allpass was brought from England by the National Jioard of Education in 1855, and for over eleven 
years rendered distinguished service in the Peel, Mudgce, and Fort-street Schools, helping materially 
to build up our educational system. On the introduction of the Public Schools Act in 1867, Mr. 
Allpass was chosen as one of the first Inspectors under the Council of Education. He discharged 
the important duties of Inspector of Schools for nearly thirty years with marked zeal and efficiency. 
His unflagging industry', his promptitude in dealing with business, his matured judgment and clear
headedness, won for Mr. Allpass the confidence of his official chief, while his unvarying kindness to 
teachers, and sympathy with their work, gained for him the esteem and affection of all placed under 
his supervision. The
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The inspections continue to be of the most thorough iui(l searching character. In the case of 
every school the Inspector has to impure into and report upon its material condition, the organisation 
and discipline, its moral tone, the subjects and methods of instruction, the proficiency of the 
pupils, and the character and competency of the teacher. It is the duty of the Inspector to see 
that every school is adequately provided with working appliances, and that the teacher takes proper 
care of the school buildings and their equipment,
_ 'While there is n steady improvement in the school furniture, and the supply of books is ample, 
it is a matter for regret that the need for strict economy docs not admit of a liberal snpplv of maps, 
diagrams, and pictures, Pictures of trees, flowers, and animals, of natural scenery, of manufactures 
aim industries, of magnificent buildings of historic places, tend to make a school attractive, to stimu
late inquiry, and to Cultivate a love for the beautiful and grand.

The teachers of some of the mottopolitan schools have at their own cost, or by the aid of school 
concerts, done much to meet this longfclt want. In this praiseworthy object they have received 
substantial help from Mi1. Woodhouse, the superintendent of drawing. The Model School at Port- 
street sets a good example in this respect.

^ Its walls are decorated with splendid photographs, illustrating the natural features of the 
Colony. The features of organisation, for which the teacher is responsible, are in nearly every 
instance reported upon in terms of commendation. The school-rooms are scrupulously clean, the 
grounds are kept clear of rubbish and litter, au d the school stock is well preserved. Of course, there 
are exceptions ; but this is not surprising in so large a service. TSotwithstanding the great importance 
that is attached to the accuracy, neatness, and regularity with which teachers keep their school records 
and furnish their returns, and the explicit directions given for their guidance, as well as the clearly- 
expressed penalties for errors or falsification, there are still some found who give trouble by their 
neglect or carelessness; and during last year three teachei-s, who narrowly escaped dismissal, were 
severely punished for falsification of records and returns.

In the classification and occupation of pupils steady improvement is manifest. Faults that have 
been described in former reports are gradually disappearing, and the provisions of the Standard of 
Proficiency are more faithfully observed. This standard has now been in force for several years, and 
is found to work well. It has tended to secure a very desirable uniformity us regards the subjects of 
instruction; it opposes an effectual barrier to errors of classification ; it requires a systematic study 
and arrangement of lessons ; and it furnishes the Inspector with a safe means of comparing different 
schools. The proficiency required is admittedly high, but is not unattauiable; and those teachers 
whose pupils satisfy its conditions deservedly rank high in their profession.

It is pleasing to note that the Inspectors urc unanimous in testifying to the good disciplinary 
condition of our schools. The importance o£ this cannot be overestimated, for let a school be well- 
ordered and well-governed, there is some guarantee that it will be well and efficiently taugfit. The 
government w usually mild, more dependence being placed on moral suasion and personal influence 
than on punishment. It is in this particular that the teacher may most truly be said to make the 
school. If the teacher is orderly in his own habits, upright, just, and firm in his dealings with his 
pupils, he will have little trouble in governing ; but if he is lax in his habits, fitful in temper, wanting 
in moral fibre, or partial in his decisions, no amount of severity will secure the order and attention 
indispensable to success in school-work. The regulations as to corporal punishment are faithfully 
observed by most teachers. Well-founded complaints are rare ; but when a teacher lias been proved 
to have punished without cause, or with undue severity, he has been severely dealt with. Sometimes 
teachers are called upon to deal with cases of misconduct of pupils away from the school premises. , 
Doubtless, a sound whipping administered to the offenders would in most instances have a very salutary 
effect; but the teacher who inflicts it runs great risk of being prosecuted at the Police Court. 
Teachers have no legal authority outside the school promises, though the influence of a good discip
linarian is always sufficiently far-reaching to secure orderly conduct on the part of the pupils when 
going to or returning homo from school, a willing obedience to law, and a due consideration for the 
views and feelings of others.
^ _ The number of pupils examined was ]ot,8GS, an increase of 1,752 over the return for 1895.
The increase would have been greater but that the Inspectors were instructed not to give notice of 
their visits. Ofjihe 2,"SO schools in operation during some portion of the year, 2,703 were fully 
inspected ; the 17 not inspected were either closed early in the year or were opened after the Inspector's 
visit to the locality in which they are situated, The reduction in the staff, and the increase in the 
number of schools and pupils, render second inspections impossible, except in special cases.

The following are the details of inspection :—

Year. No. of 
school?.

No. of
schools

inspected.

No. of 
schools 

not insriicctcd.

No. of 
pupils

CNai timed.

No. of 
Inspectors.

1894 ' 2,719 2,695 24 142,405 34
1895 2,771 2,757 14 153,116 34
1896 2,730 2,763 17 154,863 33

The particulars for each district stand thus :—

District. No. of 
Inspectors.

No of 
schools.

No, of 
schools

inspected.

No. of ' 
pchools not 
inspected.

No. of pupils 
examined,

Armidale............. ..................*........ 4 356 356
259

IgSlfl
Hathurst.......................................... 3 260 i 10,389
Bowral.............................................. 3 258 257 i n;oi9
Goulburn.............. .......................... 4 399 391 8 ' 11,302
Grafton .......................................... 3 326 326 11,725
Maitland................................;........ 3 245 244 1 16,739
Metropolitan ................................ r 4 208 206 2 48,403
Sub-metropolitan .......................... 2 153 lt>3 11 ftfi?
WaggaWagga .............................. 4 331 329 2 12J39
Wellington..................................... 3 244 242 2 8,107

Totals .............................. 33 2,780 2,763 17 154,868

The inspected and uninspected schools were:—
| Public. ! Provisional,

1 1
Half-time, j Evening. Total.

Inspected ..................................... 1,907 304
Uninspected................................. 1 6

493
5

44 15
5

2,763
17

Totals.............................. j 1,908 | 310
493 44 20 2,780

Of the 2,763 schools inspected, 2,024 reached the standard or exceeded it. This is about 95 per 
cent, on the whole, and is an advance upon all previous results. The

43—1
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The following tables show the proficiency of all schools inspected :—
Below Up to Abo^e Total.Standard. St:vni1:u-ri. Standard.

us 63 1,7S0 1,381
d 3 19 2G

ir, 15 206 236

2,' 7 36 6S

39 24 3S0 443
15 0 - 30 50

1 3 37 41

1 1 1 3

... 1 8 9

1 5 6

93 106 2,411 2,610
■ 46 16 91 153

139 122 2,502 2,763

Public —
1. In operation a full year at lime of inspection
2. Not do do do

Provisional—
1. In operation a fidl year at time of inspection.
2. Not do do do

Half-time—
1. In operation a full year at time of inspection
2. Not do do do

House-to-house—
1. In operation a full year at time of inspection
2. Not do do do

Evening—
1. In operation a full year at time of inspection
2. Not do do do

Totals—
1. In operation a full year at time of inspection
2. Not do do do

Totals .............................................

Or summarised-

Class of School. Above
Standard.

Up to 
Standard.

Below
Standard. Total.

Percentage
up to

Standard in 
IS90.

Percentage 
up to

Standard in 
1S95.

Public.................................. 1.799 66 42 1,907 97 97
Provisional ...................... 24^ 22 40 304 86 82
Half-time .......................... 410 29 54 493 S9 89
Ilouse-to-housc.................. 3S 4 2 44 95 91
Evening ............................. 13 1 I 15 93 93

Totals .................. 2,002 122 139 2,763 95 94

Attainmcuts of Pupils,—The following table gives the number of pupils examined in each

Subjects.

Reading-
Alphabet .........
llonosyllables .. 
Easy Narrative 
Ordinary Prose

Totals.................
Writing—.

On slates ................................
In copy Ixioks and on paper..

Totals.

Dictation ..................
Arithmetic—

Simple rules......
Compound rules 
Higher rales.......

0 ruminal1— 
Elementary 
Advanced ...

Totals

Totals..
Oleography— 

Elementary 
Advanced ...

* Totals.........
History —

English...........................
Australian........................

Scriptuie and Moral Lessons
Object Lessons........................
Drawing ................................
Music ....................................
French ...............................
Euclid ....................................
Algebra.......................... ..........
Mensuration .......................
Latin ........................................
Trigonometry .........................
Needlework.............................
Drill .......................................
Natural Science ........*..........

ibatimuted Proficiency.

Total ti uni her 
examined.

Number passed. Percentage up to or 
atiO\e sLuidard.

10,807
35,522
48,633
59,906

8,132
29,330
41,803
52,963

75
82
85
88

154,868 132,228 85

60.939 51,348 84
93,439 81,218 86

154,378 132,566 85

122,291 ,96,943 79

01,452 70,321 76
38,323 27.399 71
23,456 16,662 71

153,231 114,382 74

31,833 23,738 74
31,450 23,333 74

63,283 47,076 74

29,523 22,756 77
33,769 26,177 77

63,292 48,933 77 * *

62,424 45,096 72
12,981 9,443 72

149,306
147,788

110,558 77
115,803 78

. 148,896 119,114 79 .
| 141,593 112,772 79

2,549 1,920 75
[ 8,609 6,466 75
1 3,183 2,505 78
1 6,546 4,427 67

2,902 2,095 72
! 88 67 76

55.470 49.287 88
146,738 120,642 82

7,059 5,60S 79

In reviewing the above table it must be borne in mind that the standard provides for ihe 
ordinary Public School course and for the instruction in the Superior Public Schools. The
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Ihe ordinary course is followed in all schools, and every pupil must be examined in the pre

scribed subjects. The aim of the ordinary course is not to teach much, but to teach thoroughly. It 
is regarded as of primary importance that every child should read fluently, spell correctly, write 
legibly, and calculate accurately. Tn this light the table just given affords satisfaction ; high and 
steadily-improving results arc shown m rpaditig, writing, dictation, and arithmetic.

p. advance is exhibited in the results of the examination for certificates of exemption.
14,7(17 pupils were examined, and 8,800, or 50 per cent,, passed. The best results, 72 per cent,, were 
gamed m the Maitland District; the lowest, 4S per cent., came in the Turn worth District.

Several of the Inspectors report that the issue of these certificates leads to the withdrawal of 
pupils from school at too early an age, hut I think that the careful and thorough teaching that the 
examination demands more than outweighs the evil referred to, besides, the mere possession of the 
certificate proves that the pupil has received a good elementary education.

In reading, the best work is done in the middle and lower classes. In the upper classes there 
is a tendency of some teachers to devote too much time to the derivation, and meanings of words and 
consideration of the subject-matter. No doubt one object of the reading lesson is the communication 
of general knowledge, but this must not be indulged in to the neglect of such points as the cultivation 
of a clear ringing enunciation, proper emphasis, fluency, and expression. The fifth classes read the 
special hook prescribed for English at the Junior Examination, but this course has its drawbacks, 
Sometnnes the book appointed is not suit-aide for school use, and too often the words of Shakespeare 
and Milton arc repeated with no more attempt at elocution than infants display in repeating tables or 
the alphabet. W riting, as a rule, in carefully taught. Some allowance must be made for the teachers 
of small country schools which contain several classes, including a large proportion of infants. There 
is a danger here that the pupils at writing will he left to themselves while the teacher is occupied 
with the other classes, but the practice of untaught, slovenly writing cannot be permitted. To snow 
what can be accomplished by a careful teacher, it may he mentioned that in a recent competition the 
highest pri/c, a gold medal, was won by a pupil of a small country school where there is only otic 
teacher. A good many children suffer in their handwriting from having no copy-books, sometimes for 
long intervals. The parents are often too poor to provide the necessary 2d,, or arc too indifferent to 
the child s welfare to do so. Teachers in the country often report that they cannot procure suitable 
books, and lienee have been compelled to supply them themselves.

lu some of the large schools it has become the practice to work sums upon paper instead of on 
slates. Though this is a decided improvement, especially us a matter of cleanliness, a habit of 
scribbling will he cultivated unless very great care is taken. Distinct improvement is noticeable in 
the teaching of arithmetic. The passes now reach 7G per cent, in the lower grades and 71 in the 
higher. Teachers now give more care to the exposition of principles and to the selection of properly 
graduated exercises. Mental arithmetic is more regularly taught, but too great attention is given to 
purely mechanical ipicBtions. In every class short practical questions calculated to make the children 
think before the result can be recorded should be given at every lesson. It would be well for our 
teachers to give more problems bearing upon square and cubic measure and measures of capacity. I 
have had com plaints from parents that children attending good schools could not assist them in such 
matters as areas of land, length of fencing, contents of tanks, quantities of farm produce, &c.

There is nothing calling for special remark in any of the other subjects, except, perhaps, object 
lessons. Though the lessons are well given, and are made to play an important part in the intellectual 
training of our pupils. I should like to see moic variety in the Belection of subjects, and greater 
originality m the way in which they arc presented. Even m the lower classes children may learn the 
explanation of the mechanical phenomena of nature, and applications of the same principles in 
invention, as. for example, gravitation in falling bodies, the part it plays in the pump and the 
pendulum ; cohesion in mud. clay, glue, paste, mortar, and cement; capillary attraction in lamp^vicks, 
sponges, sugar, the sap in plants ; the applications of lifting by the lever, pulley) inclined plane, wedge, 
mid screw; heat in the sun, combustion, friction, steam, cooking, clothing, &c, ; the phenomena of 
hghfc, electricity, magnetism ; the explanation of such mechanical devices as spectacles, telescopes, 
photographic cameras, the telegraph, the dynamo. To these should be added lessons on the laws of 
health, the necessity for fresh air, pure water, wholesome food, and due attention to sanitation. The 
time lias arrived when such books os Walker Object Lessons may he relegated to the dust-heap with 
Mavor’s Spelling Book and other school-books of a bygone age.

Ttifanf xSchooI* and Kiwicrf/arten.
^l0c^s f°rm a prominent and highly popular and efficient branch of our educational 

system. The young children are not only taught the three It's well, hut they arc trained to observe 
and reflect. Those who pass through the Infant Schools usually make more rapid progress through 
the primary (lepartmcnts than^those who have not been so privileged. In many Infant Schools the 
characteristic features of the Kindergarten have been introduced, and its leading principles pervade all 
of them. That tins is nothing new may be seen from the following extract from tho Report of the 
National Board of Education for the year 1856 :—

In the lowest department, called the Rabies* School, ciiildren are received whose ages range 
from 2 to 5 years, provided they are able to talk. Here their./brma/ instruction may be said to com
mence, and the methods adopted are those which experience lias proved to be best suited to develop 
and strengthen the dawning intellect. An attempt has been made to introduce, with the modifications 
necessary to the peculiar circumstances of the school, the system of F, Froebel, the originator of the 
Kitidergm tein It has not been deemed expedient to adopt Froebel views in their integrity, many of 
his notions being impracticable with Australian children. But his fundamental principle of mingliim 
employment with instruction, and combining amusement with both, has been successfully obsetvedt 
This department is very popular with the parents, because their children are therein afforded oppor
tunities of healthful exercise and recreation. They also receive that moral training that their tender 
yeais permit,55

All our Training School students receive thorough training in the theory and practice of 
Kindergarten work.

Superior Public Schools.
These now number 100, 2 having been added during the year. These schools, which are scattered 

all over the Cohmy, continue to do very good work. At practically no cost to the State they bring 
tlie foundation of a secondary education within reach of the intelligent children of the masses, and 
unable hoys and girls who could not under any circumstances attend the High Schools or the Grammar 
Schools to qualify for such examinations as the Junior of the University of Sydney. In the fifth 
classes of these schools the Inspectors examined 5,451 pupils in the advanced subjects. The satisfactory 
results reported by the Inspectors are eorroborated by the University. At the University Examina
tions of the year, 368 Public Schools passed the Junior and 5 the Senior, gaining 2fi Matriculation 
passes.^ At the Honors Matriculation Examination, hold in November, 19 passed.

The schools deserving honorable mention are
Foit*strcct ........................................ 71
Grafton ........................................... ] 7
Ktanmcrc , ................................ . ,,, ]7
Newcastle ..............   12
* lien Lines.......................................... 0
<'Icvelnnd-strect .............................. 9
Newtown ......................................... <)
Paddington .................* ................. *)

Bowral ................................   S
Burwood .................................................... S
Bathurst ............................................. 7
Van amutta South .............................. 7
Chatsworth Island ............................  fi
Orown-streut .....................................
Leichhardt ........................   fi
Ballina .................................................. 5

The .Model School nl Fort-street occupies (he proud portion of topping the list for the whole 
Colony- High
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Hitjh School*.
The mimljer n£ High Schools in operation in )8!)6 was ti)e smne as for the previous year. The 

one at Bathurst, though very efficiently conducted, is so poorly supported that its closing at an early 
date is inevitable. In June last, Mr, Joseph Coates, who had been Head Master of the Sydney Boys' 
School, retired from active work in consequence of impaired health. All connected with the Depart
ment learned with sorrow that Mr. Coates died about three months after his retirement. Mr. Coates, 
though a very strict disciplinarian, was always jwpular with, boys, and, as long as his health stood, 
ivas a very efficient teacher. Mr. J. W. Waterhouse., M.A., was selected to fill the vacancy caused 
by Mi'. Coates' retirement. Mr. Waterhouse for several years conducted the East Maitland High 
School with great success, and more recently filled the position of Inspector of Schools.

The attendance is given below :—

School, Total
Enrolment.

Average Quarterly 
Enrolment.

Average Daily 
Attendance.’ Fees received.

Sydney (Boys) ........................................ 169 119 109-S
£ K. ih
783 8 0

„ (Girls) .....................................
Maitland (Boys).....................................

212 165 152'1 1,154 9 6
91 69 62-8 299 5 0

,, (Girls)..................................... 72 54 48-4 223 13 0
Bathurst (Girls) ..................................... 33 24 18-9 113 8 0

Total............................................. 577 431 392 2,576 3 6

The figures for 1895 were.......... 603 468 430T 3,206 14 0

Scholar* and J?Hr»((rs.—The number of Scholars and Bursars in attendance at each High School
during December quarter is given below :—

School. Scholars. Bursars.
Svdtiev (Boys) .................. ............ ............. 33 25

(Girls) ...............................
Maitland (Bovs)..............................

............. 43 24
00 26

,, (Girls)...............................
Bathurst (Girls)...............................

............. 24 9

................. 10 3

. Totals ................................. 132 S7
Each school was represented at the University Examinations. The following table shows the 

number of passes :—.

School, Junior. 1 Senior. Matriculation.

Sydney (Boys).............
„ ’ (Girls).............

East Maitland (Boys).. 
West Maitland (Girls) 
Bathurst (Girls) .........

Totals ..

26 2 18*
29 6 14t
lo 3 15+
11 2 GS

3

84 13 53

* Of these IS matriculated at the Junior, and J at the .Senior Kramination. 
t Of these G „ ,, 1
t Of these 3 „ .,3 - ,i
s Of these 2 „ ,, Examination.

The following particulars may prove of interest:— _
Number of candidates who attended Entrance Examinations in 1S06... 774
Number of Scholarships awarded,,,............................................................. 37
Number of Bursaries awarded.................................................................... 43

Cookery Instrmtion.
The number of Cookery Schools in operation during the year was lo, an increase of 1 over the 

number for 1895. In the country, Orange, Bathurst, Albury, Bowral. Armidale, and (Hen limes were 
substituted for West Maitland, Goulburn, and Lisinore ; while in the Metropolitan District, Rockdale 
was opened, and Redfern West, Balmain, and Blackfriars were closed. 1,302 girls attended the 
Cookery classes ; of these 1,166 were examined at the end of a term of instruction, ami 1,143 passed 
the applied tests. The examinations were conducted by committees of ladies, who most generously 
came to the aid of the Department. Day after day, in the case of Newcastle for a whole week, these 
ladies attended at the school and watched the work of the girls with thij most scrupulous cure. '1 lie 
various committees not only reported upon the work of the pupiis, but made very valuable suggestions 
which have been adopted, and are embodied in the scheme now in operation.

The eight teachers of co'okery were included in the grading by the Public Service Beard in 
June last. -Since then. Miss Story, the senior teacher, lias been transferred to the Technical College, 
and her place on tho Public Schools staff taken by Miss Lance, the next in rank. To HU the vacancy 
Mias A, B. Wright, who has graduated at the Sydney Technical College and at the Glasgow Training 
School of Cookery, was appointed.

The folloxving is a list of tho schools in operation during the year:—
Place. Remarks.

Hurlstone Training College... Open all the year.
Parramatta Industrial School „ ,,
Fort-street.............................. ,, „
Petersham .............................. ,,
Paddington.............................. ,, ,,
Rockdale................................. ,, ,,
Newcastle .............................. ,, ,,
WaggaWagga ...................... Closed April, 1896.

For the future, it has been decided to have two Cookery terms in the year, to be concurrent 
with each school half-year, instead of three terms as hitherto. The course of lessons has also been raised 
to twenty-one, and several dishes not previously in the list—such as the preparation and cooking of 
poultry—have been included. By this means the programme lias been improved and rendered more 
suitable to ordinary family roqui rements.

Place. Remarks.
Tain worth ...................... Closed April, 1896.
Orange.............................. Closed August, 1896.
Albnry.............................. „ ,,
Armidale............   ,,
Bathurst.......................... Opened September, 1896.
Bowral..........................................,, ,,
Glen Lines...................... ,, ,,

Mattval Training.
Manual training classes have been formed in connection with the Boys’ High Schools at Sydney 

and Maitland, and with the Public Schools, Fort-street, Cieveland-street, Crown-street', Blackfriars, 
Sussex-stfeet, and the schools at Goulburn, Maitland, and Newcastle. All the male students, also, 
are required to pass through the course. During 1897, on the completion of the Technical College 
buildings at Bathurst, similar classes will he formed in that important town. Teachers agree in 
testifying to the good effect the manual training has upon the boys ; the boys themselves like tho work, 
and the parents are beginning to see that the knowledge and dexterity acquired by the hoys can be 
turned to good account at homo. The various Boys' classes had a total enrolment of &2 ; of these, 466 
attended the annual examination, and 394 passed- ' Drill.
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Drill, 1
The duties of the staff of the Cadet Force have been arranged so as to bring tho oHicers more 

into direct contact with the regular school-work. The officers visit schools in accordance with an 
approved programme, and give model lessons in military drill, physical and rifle CJ-ercises. For the 
benefit of teachers these lessons are supplemented by instruction classes on Friday evening. The 
scheme now in operation secures that every l>oy attending sohools in the populous districts passes 
through a full course of military settiug-up drill.

In carrying out this scheme it was decided to locate an instructor at Newcastle, to give lessons 
in the sohools about Newcastle and Maitland, Captain Mulhollaud was appointed, and his work has 
been most favourably reported upon by the Inspectors.

Nor are the girls overlooked. Suitable drill and physical exercises have been arranged for 
them, and they show the benefit of such training by the decrease in the number of round and stooping 
shoulders, by their more erect and graceful carnage, and by a general improvement in health.

Particulars about the Cadet Corps will be found in a separate report.

School Lilirarkn.

The movement for establishing school libraries is spreading. Mr, Inspector Kevin, who lias 
been specially active in this work, was in January last transferred to the Dungog District, and there 
has prosecuted the matter with such enthusiasm that 71 libraries, with over 5.000 bonks, have been 
opened. Several other Inspectors and a number of teachers have warmly taken up the cause, witli 
such success that hundreds of schools can now boast of a library. The Model School again sets a 
good example by having a well-selected library of over 2,000 volumes.

The good done by these libraries cannot be overestimated. Viewed from the school standpoint, 
they will give the children more practice in reading ; this will lead to wider knowledge, a move exten
sive vocabulary, and increased power of expression. -

St hoof <> Aihlrtir, A^oritilionn,
The Public Schools Athletic Association has met with conspicuous success during the year, and 

vigorously-conducted brandies have been formed at Glen limes, Tamworth, Armidale, Newcastle, 
Maitland, and in the Hawkesbury District. These associations have done a vast amount of good in 
many ways, and have deservedly met with much popular support. The distinguishing feature of the 
year is the impetus given to swimming in nearly all the schools in the Sydney and Newcastle Districts, 
Swimming clubs have been formed. Girls have taken up the matter as warmly as tile boys. These 
clubs have 10,000 membcis. The sdiolars visit the baths under the supervision of the principal 
teacher nr an assistant, and receive instruction from an expert. The advantages to be derived from 
this clean, healthy, and valuable exercise are generally admitted, and nothing connected with school 
work has met with such universal approbation as the encouragement given by the Department to 
swimming. Apart from the benefits to be derived from a reasonable indulgence in athletics, these 
sports make a pleasing break in the monotony^of many children’s lives, and a judicious variation of 
monotony conserves energy and postpones age.

Teachers,
The number of teachers employed in the Department's service on the Hist December last was 

4,i42, a decrease of H5 on the record for 18J15, There is an actual increase of 6 teachers, but there 
are fewer pupil-teachers by 41, The reduction in the number is caused chiefly by the change of small 
Public and Provisional Schools to Half-time, and the withdrawal of pupil-teachers from sivih-elass 
schools that had ceased to maintain the required average of fifty. Tho unanimity with which the In
spectors bcar\testimony to tho uniformly good character and conduct, loyalty, zealous and efficient dis
charge of duty of this large body of public servants is a matter for congratulation. I am pleased to lie in 
a position to endorse this testimony, livery year 1 pay surprise visits to schools in town or country, 
and I very rarely find occasion to censure. During last September I visited 22 schools, on tho northern 
rivers, and in only 1 had 1 had occasion to find faiut. The position of a teacher is a trying one—om: 
that in a special degree causes his words and actions to be misunderstood and misrepresented. Not 
unfrequently a teacher makes enemies by bis faithful observance of the Department's regulations. 
Sometimes he has to endure discomfort that only those who have lived long m the bush can under
stand. Still the position is honorable and important: and, though in the lower grades the pay is 
small and the promotion slow, it is not without its advantages, A teacher thoroughly in earnest, 
imbued with a love for his work, will find great encouragement and pleasure in teaching. He will lie 
looked up to and respected, and cannot, fail to reap his reward. During the year several of our young 
trained teachers have been tempted by the oiler of higher salaries to leave for Westralia and Queens
land, and others have been transferred by the Public Sendee Board to other branches of the Civil 
Service in our own Colony. This transfer, carrying with it a higher' salary, has caused a spirit of unrest 
and dissatisfaction among those of about the same standing who remain with us.

I view with pleasure tho formation of a Touchers’ Institute, and the largo measure of success 
fliat so far has attended its operations. The more teachers are brought into contact with each other, 
the higher their mental condition will be raised, and the better will be the work done in our schools.

Numuku of Teachers of all grades employed on Hist Decemlicr, 1SQ6 :—
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Nearly all the teachers returned as unclassified have been trained as pupil-teachers ; a large 

number sat at tho examination in June last, and will he awarded classifications from the 1st January, 
1S07. These young people, possessing high attainments and good practical skill, have raised many of 
our sumll hush schools to a high standard.

No material alteration has been made in the curricula of the Training Schools. Fort-street was 
attendedby 26, and Hurlstone by 2!) students. The students have been attentive to instruction, diligent 
in study, and with two exceptions, most anxious to win an honorable record. One student, for attempted 
copying at the examination, was expelled and reduced to the rank of pupil-teacher. As a reward for 
•distinguished merit those students who at their final c.xamination gain a classification of 2A with 
honors, will he awarded a scholarship at the University if they pass the Matriculation Kxamination,
_ Tho position of Principal of H.nrlstonc, vacate'd by Miss Kveritl, was conferred upon Miss J. 

Nienll, who had been Assistant since the establishment of the college. Misa 1£. Mallarky, a former 
student, ■ holding a 2A classification, as well as University degree, was appointed Assistant. Both 
appointments were confirmed by the Public Service Board, and the ladies have proved themselves 
worthy of their promotion.

Technkal liducatiov.
By the rearrangement of the various branches of the Civil Service this Department lost the 

services of Mr. J. H. Maiden, who was transferred to the position of .Director of the Botanic Gardens. 
Mr. Maiden had been Superintendent for over three yeais, and Curator of the Technological Museum 
for seventeen years. The Museum is really his own creation. In Mr. Maiden I had a most loyal, con
scientious, and able colleague, and much of the success that has attended the operations of the Technical 
Education Branch is due to his indefatigable industry and eminent qualifications. The Public Service 
Board placed Dr. Morris, the permanent Examiner" of the Department, in charge of the Technical 
Education Branch, ^combining the two offices of Examiner and Superintendent of Technical Education. 
Ihe work of the Technical College and its brandies is carried on with unabated vigour and success, 
and the results, as disclosed by the examinations, are of a very gratifying ehuraetcr. Full details will 
be found in the Superintendent’s report. "

Appended are the usual yearly reports furnished to me.
_ F. BRIDGES,

• Chief Inspector of Sdiools.

ANNEX A.
Ix'tjS'ECTOK Dawson’s Rei’OKt.

The sohools in my section of the Metropolitan District for the year 1S96 numbered 19 Public and fi 
Evening Public Schools, the former comprising 48 departments,

^ The quarterly enrolments and average attendances at those schools were :—March quarter. 
Hi,761 and 12,325 ; June quarter, 16,757 and 12,172; .September quarter, 16,901. and 12,086 : December 
quarter, 16,471 and 12,376.

As a whole, the schools provide sufficient accommodation for the. attendance, but there arc 
several schools whose power of accommodation is fully taxed, and a few which require additional 
space. _ Extensive additions have been made to the schools at Crown-street and Neutral Bay, and h 
new Girls’ Department is contemplated at Leichhardt.

During the year no school was permanently closed ; two now Evening Public Schools were 
opened. All schools were fully inspected once during the year, and were visited besides for incidental 
inspection, and some for “ordinary” inspection. " ■

The whole number of pupils present at examination was 13.3S3. The percentage of passes in 
the important subjects was Reading, S3 ; Writing, S3 ; Dictation, S6 ; and Arithmetic, 69.

The schools are all carefully organised and effectively disciplined. Tho teachers, 312 in all, 
have Ijeen faithful and laborious servants of the public.

Sydney, 14th January, 1S97-
J. DAWSON,

Inspector.

. . ANNEX B.
Ixsi’Kotor Thompson’s Report.

At the beginning of 1$9G the schools at Balmain, Petersham, and St, Peter’s were transferred to other 
inspectors, while those at Albiou-strect, Camperdown, Pyrmont, Paddington, and Wavcrley worn 
placed under my supervision. During the year au Evening Public School was opened at Pyrinont, but 
that at Plunkett-street was closed in .February, on account of the small attendance of pupils. I have 
now, therefore, under my charge 22 Public and 3 Evening Public Schools. .

Accommodalion, <f,r. ■ ,
Tho material condition of tiie school buildings in this section of the Metropolitan District is 

satisfactory, and the accommodation provided may ho regarded as generally sufficient for ordinary 
requirements. ■

Additions have been made at Gardener’s Road and St. Leonard’s North, and tho Boys’ School 
at Glebe is being enlarged,

Attendnnu.
The gross enrolment of pupils daring the year was 20,601. The multiple enrolment amounted 

to 3,IS-t. The actual enrolment was, therefore, 17,4!7. Thu annual average attendance was 10,930'C. 
The several quarterly enrolments and average attendances were as follow -March quarter— 
Enrolment, 15,393 ; average attendance, 10,911 'S. June quarter—Enrolment, 15,322 ; average attend
ance, 10,763'6. September quarter—Enrolment, 15,274; average attendance, IIJSS'S. December . 
quarter—Enrolment, 14,364; average attendance, 10.S2S, During tire latter half of the year the 
average attendance reached nearly 73 per cent, of the enrolment. "

Inuptction, ,
All schools and departments (with the exception of Plunkett-street Evening, which was 

[suddenly] closed early in the year) received regular inspection. The total number of pupils examined 
was 12,409. .

No department was below the required standard of 50 per cent, of ■maximum marks obtainable.
One department was up to that standard, and the rest were above it. Thus the proficiency of 

the pupils was of a decidedly satisfactory character on the average.
As a whole, the schools were well organised, the government judicious and effective, the 

teachers earnest in the discharge of the responsibilities and duties of their office.
, W. P. THOMPSON,

-rtb January, 1S97, Inspector.

ANNEX C.
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ANNEX C.
lymicTOR Willis's Ekport.

During the year 1S00 there irere under my supervision in schools, viz., 22 Public Schools, 2 Evening 
Schools, ami tho school on board tho Training Ship “ Sobraon.” 'J'hcso schools comprise in all 55 
departments.

In this section the enrolment of pupils numbered 18,3.16, and the annual average attendance waa
11,002.
; Allowing 8 square feet per child, the existing school-rooms afford, for the aucommodation of the 

pupils, an aggregate of 15,131 places, while at tho rate of 100 cubic feet of air-space per child, 17,708 
places arc provided. ■

Kcgardcd generally, the buildings are in every way suitable for school purposes, mid are in 
good repair.

One of the Evening Schools was closed before the examination of its pupils could be arranged 
for, but the other 54 departments were fully inspected. Of these, 1 just reached the minimum marks 
necessary to gain a pass, and the other 53 departments were marked above standard. All but 2 of 
llieae 54 departments were found to be skilfully organised, judiciously governed, and effectively 
taught.

The aggregate number of pupils examined was 13,606. These examinees did good work in 
reading, writing, dictation, music, and drawing; but in English grammar, advanced arithmetic, and 
mensuration less than 60 per cent, of those examined were successful. In the other ] 1 subjects the 
majority of the examinees did satisfactory work.

The Teachers of all ranks employed in this sootion during the year numbered 2G7. Of these 22 
were Principal Teachers, 29 were ilistresses, 130 Assistants, 74 Pupil-teachers, and 12 Work 
Mistresses. These Teachers have performed their school duties successfully during the year just 
closed, and there is uo doubt that their labours will he productive of at least as good results in the 
year 1897.

i\I. WILLIS,
IS January, 1S97- Inspector.

ANNEX D.
iNKPKcrroK Skii.lman’s KkI’ORT.

In the beginning of 1S96, 27 schools (comprising 48 departments) in the Metropolitan District were 
placed under my supervision.

The school buildings then provided places for 11,833 pupils. During the year, additions capable 
. of seating 231 children have been completed at Hurstville West and Ivogarah. There is now sufficient 

accommodation for 12,064 pupils.
The quarterly enrolments and average attendances were—March quarter, 11,010 and 7,816 ; 

June quarter, 10,973 and 7,662; September quarter, 10,882 and 7,936 ; December quarter, 10,907 and 
7,909 respectively.

All the schools were fully inspected. Porty-four were found to be above the standard, 3 satis
fied it, and 1 (La Perouae) failed to gain the minimum percentage of marks required.

Tho number of passes in the more important subjects were :—Reading, 83 per cent. ; writing, 
82 per cent. ; dictation, 74 per cent. ; and arithmetic, 69 per cent.

9,042 pupils were present at inspection, of these 882 underwent the special examination for 
certificates, hut only 414 were successful.

It is to be hoped that an improvement in this respect will be shown in 1897.
' In the schools under my supervision are employed 202 teachers of all ranks.

They work well and conscientiously, and I have no fear of any retrogression during the ensuing
year.

H. SKILLMAN,
2Sth December, 1890. Inspector.

• ■ ' ■■ ANNEXE.
District iNsrEUTOR W. Dwyer’s Kurort.

The number of schools in operation during the past year was 121, comprising 153 departments, of 
which 135 arc Public, 4 Provisional, and 14 Half-time.

These were all duly examined, and the results, as compared with the standard, show a state of 
efficiency in almost every respect, fully satisfactory, the proportion up to and above standard being 
about 93 per cent.

The number of places available, according to tho usual standards of measurement, is—floor-space 
17,422 and air-space 17,161 ; and the number of pupils enrolled last quarter was 34,178.

The accommodation provided is, therefore, adequate in amount, and distributed in fair accord
ance with present requirements.

A new school, now 7th class, was opened at South Rankstown in April last..
The total number of pupils present at examination was 11,867, and their proficiency in all the 

subjects of instruction is above the standard, and reaches, in most eases, a high estimate. The details 
are fully set forth in the tabulated statements already furnished.

The entire teaching staff of the district comprises 262 persons, of whom 128 are principal 
teachers, 14 mistresses of departments, 53 assistants, 57 pupil-teachers, and 5 work-mistresses. Only 
19 teachers and 4 pupil-teachers arc unclassified. '

Having been absent on leave from Eebruary to October, I am not in a position to speak, from 
personal observation, of the condition of most of the schools, or of their management; but, judging 
from the few (11) which, on my return, reverted to me for inspection, and from the estimates of the 
Inspector (Major Dettmau) who took my place, and of Mr. Inspector Pitt, I feel no hesitation iu 
asserting that both the one and the other are as efficient and promising as could, under their various 
circumstances, he reasonably expected.

Mr. Inspector Pitt’s report is forwarded herewith.
Wm. DWYER.

Sydney, 16th January, 1897. District Inspector.

ANNEX 1:’. ■
Inspector Pitt’s Report.

The sohools under my supervision for the year 1896 were 72 Public Schools, 3 Provisional Sohools, and 
12 Half-time Schools. One school, the Cornwallis Public School, closed very early in the year, and 
was not inspected. With this exception, all schools under my charge were fully inspected. Two 
owing to inefficiency were submitted to rc-inspection. The Pitt Towft Co-operative Settlement Public 
School after regular inspection in June last was closed owing to tho withdrawal of the settlers. A 
new school has been erected under my supervision at Kuoree, lately culled Blood Tree, at a cost of 
£30. Two schools arc now being erected under the direction of the Architect at Bcecroft and Arcadia, 
md are expected to be brought into operation ut an early date.

Arcommodalion.
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Arj-ommoilalion.

Ttie iiceommoiliition pi-ovidort fur the pupils in Um section is nmple, ami mitable iu character. 
At the close of this year the sitting-raoni shows inula iul iii<;!'Cu.sp, and now affoi'ils ailef|un.tu accom- 
mndation for upwards of IMi-19 pupils. This is accounted for hy the transfer of 1(1 schools from the 
Kuojirnh section.

Aftntilanre.
The table hereunder sets forth the total enrolment, the average attendance, a percentage of 

attendance, school fees collected, and the number of free pupils for each quarter of the year.

Quarter, E'jirolment. Average Attendance. Percentage. i !School fee's collected.! Free pupils

£ s. d. i
March ..................... ..... ! 6.961 4.931-4 79 GIS 0 1,112
Juno............................................... .. . 7.225 5, IfiS'fi 71 717 16 3 1,196
.September .............. .....  6.958 5.174-4 70 642 2 0 1,148
December .............. .. . 1 6,868

1
ROOT'S 70 71S 9 0 | 1,140

f/fA/JCritOil.

Every school in operation, with the exception of one, was fully inn|tectod and incidentally 
visited when piacticablc. The (iirls'Industrial School at I'nrrainutt.i was minutely inspected, with 
results of a highly pleasing character.

The T,m hint! Staff.

The teachers, as tv body, arc respectable, loyal, anil intelligent. The pupil-tcachcra are well 
conducted, studious, and intelligent.

Suvimarij.
(Vi) A new school was opened during the year, two Public Schools were closed.
(h) 'The woiks carried out during the year, and in progress under Architect's supervision —

Erection of school at Bcecroft, £ s. d.
Erection of school and residence at Arcadia.................................. 420 7 11
Eemith Superior Public—Improvements, &e.................................  Eli 17 fi
Penrith ,, ,, Drainage, dm., works..... .................... 1H0 0 0
Arcadia Public—Clearing ami fencing site .................................. 48 17 (i
Carlingford „ Painting and repairs .............................................. 39 In 0
Knigswood ., Verandah and fencing, .Is, (id, per rod .............. 40 0 0
Pitt Bow ,, Painting uud repair!! .............................................. (19 0 0

(r) Minor improvements and repail's have been cafried out under the Inspector’s supervision to 
the extent of £70 during the year.

Thu schools, as a whole, are well organised, the government judicious and effective. The 
teachers earnest in the discharge of the lesponsibilities and duties of their oliice, and the prospects for 
the incoming year hopeful and encouraging.
Parramatta, l.llh Jamuuy, 1897. ClfAS, JNO. PITT.

ANNEX G.
Distjuct IxsrKcxoR Bn milkv'.-; Report.

At the beginning of the year, consequcntupon reductions and changes in the general staff of Inspectors,
1(1 sehoola were transfinred from the Musvellbrook section of the Maitland Diatrict to tho Quirindi 
Section of the Armidale District, and 5 of the outlying schools on the western limits of the Annidalo 
District were transferred to tho Wellington District. Twenty new schools, all of the smaller kind, 
have been established within the year; but eight similar schools that were open during 1895 were 
closed for 189(i through paucity of attendance. The net increase for 1899 will thus be 23, and the 
total number of schools in operation for the whole or some portion of the year was 35fi.

The work of improvement in connection with the erection of the smaller school buildings, and 
iu additions and repairs has been carried on by the Inspectors with assiduity, no less than has been 
previously recorded ; but, as the need for such improvements has, owing to former efforts, become less 
frequent, so the expenditure thereon shows proportionate decrease. Fifteen now school-houses have 
been erected and two have been enlarged ; while repairs and improvements, more or less extensive, 
have been effected in connection witli 67 school-buildings, and 16 teachers’ residences. These works, 
with others m-ranged for, and approaching completion at the end of the year, involve a total expendi
ture of £1,478 J3s. 8d.

The increase in the seating accommodation at the end of the year amounts to 738 at 8 square 
feet, and 530 at 100 cubic feet per child, and the gross accommodation stands at 19,703 and 17,959 at 
the same rates of allowance per pupil. The accommodation thus provided is ample in its relation to 
the gross enrolment, but there arc some individual cases of overcrowding, the most important being 
t hat of Armidale where the provision of increased room has become a somewhat pressing necessity.

Each school in the several sections of the District has received one full inspection during the year, 
but owing to the increase in the work of each inspector, the extensive areas to be traversed, and the 
restrictions imposed as to travelling expenses, only 5 have receiveda second or “ ordinary” inspection. 
The condition of the schools inspected, taking all features of their management into account, is about • 
on a par. with that of Inst year. Daring 1893, 9 per cent, of the schools failed to meet “ standard” 
requirements, 4 per cent, just satisfied them, and 87 per cent, exceeded them. For the year just 
ended the corresponding percentages are 11, 3, and 86. In the matter of attainments alone, it is 
pleasing to note improvement in all of the more important subjects of instruction. Only in French, 
mensuration, Latin, and needlework are the percentages of passes lower than for the previous year, 
while in every other subject some measure of progress has been achieved.

Of the more advanced pupils 1,008 were examined for exemption certificates, and 608, or 60 per 
cent., passed. The percentage of passes in the several sections of the district is as follows :—

Armidale Section......... ...........................................  69 per cent.
Glen Inncs Section .....................   67 ,,
Quirindi Section ..................................................... 58 „
Tamworth'Section ................................................. 48 ,,

J am afraid that tho disparity exhibited in these results is more the outcome of a want of uni
formity in the examinatory tests applied than of differences in the attainments of the pupils. Witli 
closer regard to the instructions issued relative to the conduct of these certificate examinations, I feel 
satisfied that more even results would have to ho recorded.

In
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In all, 12,513 pupils were present at tho regular examinations, a number 256 in excess of tho 
rcunrd for last year. The following table shows the estimated proficiency of the pupils in the various 
subjects of instruction, and also the relation of the results to those of 1895 :—

Subjects.

Heading—
Alphabet ................................
Monosyllables .......................
Easy Narrative .....................
Ordinary Prose .....................

Totals ..........
Writing—

On Slates................................
In Copy-books and on Paper

Totals ............

Dictation ...................
Arithmetic—

Simple Rules .. , 
Compound Rules 
Higher Rules ....

Totals
Grammar—

Elementary............
Advanced ..............

Totals ...........
Geography—

Elementary ...........................
Advanced...............................

Totals .....
History —

English............................
Austtalian .....................

Scripture and Moral Lessons
Object Lessons .....................
Drawing ..........................
Music ....................................
French ...................................
Euclid ....................................
Algebra .................................
M ensuration ........................
Latin........................................
Needlework............................
Drill .1....................................
Natural Science .....................

Estimated Proficiency.

Total Number 
Examined. Number Passed.

Percentage 
up to or 

above Standard.

Eolation to 
Results of 

1895.

423 278 66 + 3
3,065 2,596 85 + 2
4,931 4,520 02 + 1
4,004 3,927 96 -J* 1

12,513 11,321 90 + 1

5,183 4,762
7,032

92 + 3
7,330 97 + 2

12,513 11,844 95 + 2

10,071 7,926 79 + 4

8.04G 6,774 84 + 1
2,727 2,169 SO + 5
1,740 1,312 7o + 1

12.313 10,255 S2 + 2

2,015 1,585 79 _
2,523 2,114 84 -F 4

4,543 3,699 81 + 1

J,SG2 J ,526 82 + 1
2,082 2,295 86 + 1

4;544 3,821 S4 + 1

4,525 3,607 SO + 2
S39 739 88 + 3

12,048 10,559 88 + 3
12,196 11,085 91 + 2
12,326 10,856 88 + 4
10,871 8,925 82 + i

93 78 84 —12
441 392 89 + 1
117 102 87 + 9
220 144 65 —10
102 89 87 - 2

4,024 4,323
9,914

93 — 2
11,857 84 + 2

214 207 97 + 1

The teaching strength of the District comprises 300 principal teachers and mistresses of depart
ments, 3b assistants, 2 work-mistresses, and 65 pupil-teachers—403 in all. Of these, 83 are unclassified, 
but more than half of the number have served us pupil-teachers, are well qualified in point of attain
ments ami training, and almost without exception do satisfaetoiy work. Few causes of complaint 
have arisen during the year, and, as a body, the [teachers 'maintain the high character for worthy 
conduct, industry, and cdiciency formerly given.

The reports of the several Inspectors are forwarded herewith,
■ J. D. BRADLEY,

----------------- District Inspector.

ANNEX H.
IsSl’ECTOK BlCMKR's REPORT.

Ninety-three sohools have been in operation in the Tamworth Section of the Armidale District 
during the whole or some portion of the year. One has been permanently closed on account of small 
attendance, and S are new- schools. Three more are expected to open early next year.

Applications for establishment of schools were gianted in the following 9 cases :—Big Leather, 
Gulf Creek, Mosquito Creek (Provisional], Emu Creek and Moona, Kingstown and Tory bum, Mulla. 
Creek and Limhn {Half-time). Six applications were declined, vis. :—East Tamworth (Public), 
Ballm Buna, Diamond Minos, Moore Creek, Jit. Drummond, Spring Creek (Provisional), An 
application for Half-time Schools at Mt. Palmer and Cooringooru is now under consideration.

Existing schools fully meet the present educational requirements of the District. As fresh 
laud is being selected m various localities, however, it ia expected that other schools will he needed 
before long.

During the year new buildings were erected at Bingaru Upper, Derra Derra, Gulf Creek, 
Mosquito Creek, Sam’s Flat, Sandholcs, und Rock more, and the school-room at Doctor’s Creek was 
enlarged. These works were earned out by the Inspector. Under the supervision of the Clerk of 
Works, a residence was built at Mungindi, and necessary steps were taken for the erection of a residence 
at Moves, and the enlargement of schoolrooms at Duri and Warialda. Repairs to premises have been 
executed as citcuinstances demanded.

The aggregate accommodation provided (5,397 places) is more than sufficient for the total 
number of pupils (5,405) enrolled for tho year. In a few individual cases, however, the school-rooms 
are barely large enough, but action has been taken to remedy this defect wherever the present 
atleniiunee is likely to be maintained.

Every school was fully inspected, and incidental visits were paid as opportunities offered. The 
great amount of time occupied in visiting remote places in connection with applications for sohools 
rendered ordinary inspections impossible.

Of the schools in operation, 84 per cent, were up to or above standard. It must be 1»rne in 
mind, however, that 13 per cent, were formally reported as below standard solely on account of the 
absence of any class higher than a Second—in each instance a matter quite beyond the teacher's control.
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The schools most worthy of mention in regard to general efficiency are, in order of merit 
Tamworth Boya’, Tamworth Girls', Manilla, Walcha, Moree, Warialda, West Tam-worth. Of 238 pupils 
examined for exemption certificates 116 passed.

In general, the school buildings are in fair repair and suitably equipped, the records well kept, 
and the lesson guides carefully constructed.

Discipline continues to be one of the most satisfactory features of the schools. Although 
corporal punishment is seldom inflicted except in extreme cases, the pupils are, as a rule, orderly, 
obedient, and diligent. In many schools, however, their manners are capable of considerable polish.

The actual work of instruction ia carried on with increased zeal and efficiency. More attention 
is paid than formerly to reading, writing, arithmetic, and dictation, the results in these most 
important subjects being higher than those for any previous year. This improvement has been 
effected without detriment to the other subjects of instruction.

A course of lessons in cookery given in Tamworth during the latter portion of the previous 
year met with such success that it was decided to extend the privilege to another lot of girls. This was 
done With results that evoked tho highest encomiums from all who had an opportunity of forming an 
opinion of the practical value of the work.
’ As a body, the teachers are diligent in the discharge of duty, and are respected members of 
society. Neglect of duty on the part of two of the number, however, met with prompt punishment.
’ In conclusion, the increased educational wants of the district have been fully met by establish- 
mcht of new schools; the efficiency of tho schools is quite as high as in any former year; the outlook 
for 1S97 is most encouraging.

L. BLUMEft,
Tamworth, 29th December, 1896. Inspector.

ANNEX I.
■ Inspector Beavis’ Ketort.

The year 1895 closed with 89 schools in operation in the Glen Irines Section, In January, 1896, 
1 school—Oban Provisional—was transferred to the Armidale Section, but was compensated for by 
Yallaroi Public, transferred from the Tamworth Section; at the same lime Kulki Provisional School 
was reopened at the new site (Cherry-tree Hill). In March, the Black Swamp Public School was 
re-established in the new building, erected to replace that which had been destroyed by fire. Four 
new schools have, during tho year, been brought into operation, viz., Clairvillc (opened as a Pro
visional School, but since converted to Public), Glen Elgin House-to-house, Stannum (The Gulf) 
Provisional, and Weoan Provisional. It was found expedient to change the name of one school— 
Clairvaulx (now Reddestoue) Public. The Darby's Branch Provisional School has recently been 
ranked as Public ; and Bolivia, which commenced the year os Half-time, with Castle Bag, is now 
carried on as Provisional,

The 95 sohools on my list for the year, taking the latest classification, include G8 Public, 17 
Provisional, 9 Half-time (one closed), and 1 House-to-house.

Three schools have been closed on account of small attendance, viz., Castle Rag Half-time, 
Vivier Provisional, and Stannum Provisional: the last-named had not from the first a satisfactory 
attendance, the population of the locality having migrated before the school came into operation.^ It 
is probable that 3 other schools will not be re-opened in January, but a new Provisional School is to 
be established at Yarrow Creek; and by the removal of the Willow Grove building to a new site at 
Bukkulla, practically another new school will be provided. Thus, 89 schools will, in all likelihood, 
commence work in 1897, and this number will be slightly increased during the year.

The improvement of school accommodation has been continued, though the expenditure has 
been less than in 1895 ; tho hulk of it has been bestowed on the smaller school-buildings. Under my 
supervision i new buildings have been erceted, and to eacli an enclosed verandah has been added as a 
substitute for a weather-shed; verandah additions have been provided in connection with other small 
schools, and the cases are now rare in which there is no outside shelter for the pupils ; indeed where 
such convenience has not been supplied the prospects of the schools do not warrant the expenditure. 
All the schools are reasonably equipped with furniture, books, and apparatus, and some are well pro
vided ; the supply of maps, jfcc., is not too liberal, but this defect is gradually being overcome.

The seating accommodation shows a net gain for the year of 50 places, and is still considerably 
in excess of the enrolment of pupils. The average attendance is 75 per cent, of the enrolment.

Every school has been regularly inspected, and three ordinary inspections were made when wet 
weather rendered it undesirable to proceed with full ins]>ections. It is to bo regretted that present 
.exigencies will not allow of ordinary inspections being systematically incorporated as formerly with 
eacli year’s work. There is no question of the beneficial effect of such visits in securing efficient 
management, and in giving the teachers practical assistance. Notwithstanding this defect, the general 
efficiency of the schools is creditable. Of 95 schools fully inspected, 81 were above the standard, 7 up 
to, and 7 below it, thus 88 schools (93 percent.) wore in different degrees satisfactory—2 per cent, 
more than in 1895. The schools of highest general efficiency were Glen limes, Inverell, and Deepwater 
iu.toum centres; and among the smaller schools, Elsinore, Little Plain, and Oak wood. In several 
other instances the marks awarded were highly satisfactory. 3,430 pupils were examined (last year 
3,362), and in most of tho subjects of tho school course slight improvement has been recorded. 175 
pupils, out of 260 specially examined (67 per cent., or 6 per cent, more than in 1895), passed the test 
for exemption certificates. 148 pupils who had previously gained certificates were present at regular 
inspections. . , , .

In June an examination in music, under the auspices of Trinity College, London, was held in 
Glen Dines. The examinees (14) were, with one exception, pupils of the local Public School, and all 
but one passed creditably, Nino pupils of the Glen Innes Boys’ School were successful at tho 
University Junior Public Examination. _

A four months’ course of plain cookery has just been concluded at the Glen Innes Public School 
under the superintendence of Misa A. Kirby. Forty-nine gills from local schools took advantage of 
the instruction, and at a practical examination conducted by a committee of ladies at the close of the 
term only 1 pupil failed.

Children's libraries on a small scale have been instituted at 2 schools, Gum Flat and Emma- 
ville. Such useful and attractive aids to school work might with advantage be established in connec
tion with every school. In many localities, however, tho means for providing and periodically supple
menting the necessary stock of books arc not readily available.

The favourable seasons of the past two years have had a noticeable effect on the school gardens. 
In several instances the school-ground is the most attractive spot in the neighbourhood. The interest 
iu tree-planting has somewhat waned, but the work has not been neglected.

The too chars continue to hold a high reputation for zeal and integrity. During the present year 
no serious well-founded complaint has been preferred against any teacher in this section.

Summary
The educational requirements of the section have been satisfactorily met. The number of 

schools in operation remains about the same as for 1895. The efficiency of the schools has been well 
maintained, and slight, though tangible, progress has been recorded in every branch of school organi
sation and management,

, W. BEAVIS,
Glen Innes, 30th December, 1896. Inspector.

----------------- ANNEX J.
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ANNEX J.

Iksmutor Parkibsok’s Report,
At the close of 18115 there were 83 schools in tho Quirindi Section of the Armidale District, The 
Half-time Schools at Milchomi and Cashel did not reopen this year; five schools situated on the 
Bixrwn-n and Natnoi Rivers were transferred to the Wellington District; and four others in the valley 
of the Peel River were placed under the supervision of Mr, Blmner, of Tamworth. These changes 
reduced tho number of my schools to 72. On the other hand, IS schools were transferred from the 
Maitland District to my section ; o new schools opened during the year ; 3 House-to-house Schools 
became Half-time ; and 3 schools, closed in 1895, reopened. The total number of schools in operation 
during the year has therefore boon 90, The Public School at Wingen, the Provisional School at 
WillaTa, and the Half-time Schools at Brigalow Creek and Cuttabri have been closed ; so that at the 
present time I have supervision of 95 schools. The Half-time Schools last named are to reopen in 
January, 1897, and a now House-to-house School is to commence work in the same month at Rowley. 
During the year applications for a Half-time School at Ellerston, near Moonan Brook, a Honse-to- 
house School at Barry, near Nundle, a Provisional School at Yarrari, near Gunnedah, and a Public 
School at Boramhil Creek, near Quirindi, have been declined. Schools will in all probability be 
required at the two places last named, and from one or two other localities applications may be 
received. I shall, therefore, commence next year with 98 sohools, with a likelihood of tho number 
increasing to upwards of 100. '

At the close of 1895 the buildings provided seats for 5,092 pupils, or places for 4,527. By the 
closing of 0 schools, tho burning of 2 others, and the transfer of 9 to the Inspectors at Tain- 
■worth and Dubbo, these numbers were diminished by 903 and 729 respectively. On the other hand, 
the erection of one new school-room, the enlargement of another, the leasing of 8 others, and the 
transfer of 10 from the Maitland District, mined 1,0SS seats, or S23 places. So that reckoning 
100 cubic feet for each pupil there is now accommodation provided for 4,521 pupils. The enrolment 
for the last quarter of the year has been 4,142 ; there is, therefore, more than sufficient room for all 
children in attendance. The old buildings at Gunnedah are still doing duty; hut with this exception, 
the school-rooms and residences are fairly suitable, and in good condition. During the year repairs 
have been effected at 14 schools and 8 residences, at a cost of £225 7s. 9d., and the Chief Clerk of 
Works has carried out improvements at Narrobri, He is also supervising additions at Wee Waa, and 
tho erection of a teacher’s residence at Stewart’s Brook. "

Last May the sehool-room at Tippereenah, near Narrobri, was burnt down ; and in November 
that at Walhallow, near Quirindi, shared a similar fate. It seems hardly credible that these fires 
could have been caused wilfully, and yet in the first case the Coroner’s jury returned a verdict of arson 
against some person unknown, and in the second case a boy bus been committed for trial.

Most of the playgrounds at the larger schools have been planted with trees, and a few teachers 
still keep flower-gardens ; but there is little progress to report in this direction for the past year.

Ninety-nine sohools were iu operation during the year, and each received a regular inspection. 
Eighty-eight schools proved to ho above standard, 1 was up to standard, and 10 were below. That 
is, 90 per cent, of the schools either met or exceeded standard requirements—1 per cent, in advance 
of last year. Of the 99 schools examined, 9 gained upwards of 70 per cent, of marks, 45 schools 
reached between 60 and 70 per cent., 35 ranged between 50 and 60 per cent., and 10 were beloxv 50 
percent. The most efficient schools were Gunnedah Superior, Quirindi Superior, West Nanabri, 
Nurrabri Boys’ Superior, Blandford, Quipolly, Narrabri Girls’ Superior, Scone, and Boggabri.

In reading, writing, and arithmetic, 3,274 pupils were examined, and 38 in French—tho 
numbers in other subjects ranging between these figures. From 90 to 100 per cent, of pupils were up 
to or above standard in reading, writing, Australian history. Scripture, object lessons, drawing, 
needlework, drill, and natural science, In arithmetic, geography, music, French, Euclid, Algebra, 
and Latin, the passes were from 80 to 90 per cent. In dictation, grammar, and English history, 
from 70 to SO per cent, of pupils satisfied standard; while in mensuration, the passes were only 59 
per cent. In the few schools where this subject is required, the teachers have been advised to give 
special lessons regularly, and not to simply take a few minutes spasmodically from an arithmetic 
lesson, Tho results for the year are fully equal to those obtained the previous year, and iu two of tho 
most important subjects, reading and arithmetic, an improvement is noticeable. For exemption 
certificates, 20L pupils passed out of 343 examined—that is, 68 per cent. Last year the percentage of 
passes was 61, Arithmetic and dictation are still responsible for the failures.

There are 109 teachers now working in this section of the District—SO principal teachers, 10 
assistants, and 19 pupil-teachers. Twenty-eight teachers in charge of schools are unclassified, hut 
33 of these have been pupil-teachers. Complaints against teachers are at all times rare, but this year 
there have been fewer than ever. The teachers are throughout the District spoken of with respect, 
and their work appears to he highly valued. ■

The library movement is spreading. Last year 14 schools hod libraries, and the number of 
volumes waa about 1,600. There are now 41 schools with libraries, and they contain 3,470 volumes.

•The teachers furnish quarterly reports, stating tho number of volumes in the library, the average 
number issued weekly, the condition of tire books, and whether in their opinion the libraries are 
proving useful or not. With one exception, they are unanimous in asserting that great good is 
being done.

To summarise, I have had supervision of 99 schools during 1896. All were inspected, and 90 
per cent, satisfied or exceeded the standard. .

The buildings provide ample accommodation for tho children in attendance, mid are in a good 
state of preservation.

The teachers are respectable, industrious, and efficient, and they are doing coed work,
H. FARKINSON,

Quirindi, 23rd December, 1896. Inspector,

ANNEX K.
Dibteict-Irspectgr McCredie’s Retort.

The year 1895 closed with 253 schools on my general list, but one of them, Bogan Gate Half-time, did 
not reopen. Seven now schools, 4 in tho western and 3 in the eastern section of the District, wore 
added during the year, and another school was transferred to the former section from the Wagga 
Wagga District, making the total number of schools in operation 260. At the end of the year, how
ever, this number had been reduced to 247, through the closing of 13 schools from various causes.

Early in 1896 applications for Provisional Schools at Tall wood, near Forest Reefs, and Eldorado 
Gully, near Ophir, were declined; hut a school at the latter place was subsequently granted, and 
arrangements have been completed for opening it. ”

Another application for a Provisional School at Milker’s Flat, on the Macquarie River, about 17 
miles from Bathurst, It as just been inquired into and reported upon.

Besides these applications, all in the central section of the District, there were a number of 
others in the Forbes and Lithgow Sections, information respecting which is furnished in the reports 
upon those divisions.

Tn addition to substantial improvements and repairs to school buildings effected under the 
supervision of the Chief Clerk of Works, 4 small buildings were erected und 75 schools and 7 residences 
repaired, under the direction of the Inspectors, at a total cost of about £516, Other works sanctioned 
and now in progress under those officers will entail an additional expenditure of £704.

There
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There were ouly a few schools in which the accommodation proved inadequate for the attend

ance, and in these cases action was promptly taken either to provide a suitable ctass-room or to extend 
the school building.

The total number of places provided in all schools is 16,803, at 8 square feet of floor-space, and 
16,704 at 100 cubic feet of air-space per child, the increase for the year being 151 and 182 places, 
respectively.

The actual enrolment for the year was 15,32! pupils, and the average attendance !),612'5. The 
amonnt received for school fees was £5,204 18s. 6d., and the arrears owing on 31st December was 
£171 7s. 44d.

AIL schools, with one exception, were fully inspected, and ten received a second special visit. 
The total number of inspections was 269. Garland Provisional, the uninspected school, was closed 
early in the year, before it could be visited for tho purpose of inspection.

Ninety-five per cent, of the schools inspected satisfied or exceeded the standard in efficiency, the 
percentage being the same as for last year.

The number of pupils present at inspection was 10,389, being an increase of 136 upon the 
number examined in 1895. In the higher classes, SSS pupiis were examined for exemption certificates, 
and 534, or 60 per cent., passed, the percentage again being identical with that for the previous year.

Viewed in comparison with the results for 1S95, the percentages of passes indicate a slight 
retrogression in Australian .history, Scripture, Euclid, Algebra, Latin, and mensuration, and an 
advance in all other subjects except music and arithmetic, in which they remain unchanged.

At.the last Junior Public Examination tliere were 7 successful candidates from Bathurst Superior 
Public, 4 from Forbes Superior Public, 4 from Lithgow Superior Public, 2 from Blayney Public, 1 
from Milltown Public, and 1 from Rockley Public.

During the year cookery classes were established at Orange and Bathurst, two terms of 
instruction being given in the former and one in the latter town. The classes were well attended, 
the progress of tho pupils was satisfactory, and the school in both towns was deservedly popular, 
its success and popularity being largely duo to the tact, energy, and skill of Miss Monro, the teacher 
in charge. At the end of each term of instruction au examination of the pupils was conducted under 
the supervision of a committee of ladies. The kind assistance so cheerfully and willingly rendered by 
the memliers of each committee, the keen interest evinced by them in the young folks' practical demon
stration of their knowledge of the culinary art, and the satisfactory reports furnished upon each pupil’s 
work at the close of the examination, were very gratifying and encouraging.

The number of teachers of all ranks employed in the several classes of schools in the District is 
325, This number comprises 210 principal teachers, S mistresses of departments, 47 assistants, 58 
pupil-teachers, and 2 work-mistresses.

W. McCREDIE,
----------------- District Inspector.

ANNEX L.
Isspector Thomas’s Retort.

The year ISOooIoscd with 35 schools in operation in the Eorbes Section of the Bathurst District, hut 
under certain rearrangements made during the vacation, only 84 of them reopened,

New' schools at Billy's Look-out .und Platina opened early in January, so that I commenced the
year with SO schools on my list, viz. : —

Public................................................................. 60
Provisional......................................................... 10
Half-time . ....................................................... 24
House-to-house ............................................. 2

During tho year new Half-time Schools were established at Cauangles and Edinboro, and the 
Wattle Grove Half-time School was transferred from the Young Section of t lie Wagga Wagga District, 
On the other hand, the Half-time Sohools at Blossom Vale, Euliinore Creek. Mayview, Muri'in, 
Wangan Vale, and Yammn, and the Provisional School ut Billy's Jjook-out have been dosed. Thus, 
1 conclude the work of the year withS2 schools in operation, viz. :—

Public ............................................................... 53
Provisional........................................................ 7
Half-time ......................................................... 20
House-to-house.................................................. 2

Applications for the establishment of new schools have been fewer than usual, and have as yet 
added only 2 schools to my list. This circumstance tends to show that tho existing schools fairly 
meet the requirements of the district.

The following is a list of applications received, and dealt with during the year :—
Canangles and Edinboro.......... Half-time .............. Granted ; schools are now in opera

tion.
Mumbidgle................................... Provisional ..........  Declined.
Bourimbla........................................ „ ..........  Deferred tilt early next year,
Bucohra and Gumblc ................ Half-time ............. Deferred, at residents' request, until

1897.
Namama........ ................................ ,, ..........  Deferred till 1897.
Pinnacle Reefs ...........................  Provisional............ Under consideration,
Murrin ........................................... ,, .................. Granted ; will open in 1897.

In several portions of my District large areas of Crown land will shortly he thrown open for 
selection. This will result in applications for new' schools and in improved attendances at schools now 
strangling for existence. The scant rainfall (if not actual drought) of the last two summers has made 
iiaolf felt in many of the outlying schools, and to it may lie attributed the closing of so many of tho 
small schools in my District.

Eighty-nine schools of all classes were in operation during some part of 1896, and all received a 
full inspection. Two of them being found considerably below the standard, received a second inspec
tion later in the year, and showed a marked improvement.

Only one ordinary inspection was made, but incidental visits in connection with repairs, 
inquiries, &c., were frequent.

Of 82 schools in operation a full year at the time of inspection, 79 were up to or above standard 
requirements ; and of 7 new schools, 5 were in a similar state of efficiency. Thus, out of S9 schools 
inspected, 84tsatisfied the standard, a percentage of 94. The percentage for 1895, on similar lines, 
was 93.

The total number of pupils examined at tho 89 regular inspections, after making due allowance 
for schools reinspected was 2,912, This number is slightly under that of last year, when 3,006 wcie 
examined.

The numbers examined in the more important subjects were :—
Reading............................................. 2,912, of whom 2,560 passed.
Writing............................................. 2,871, „ 2,618 „
Arithmetic......................................... 2,739, ,, 2,230 ,,
Dictation ......................................... 2,307, „ 1,730 ,,
Grammar ..............................   935, „ 737 „
Geography......................................... 935, ,, 737 ,,
History ............................................ 922, „ 637 ,,

Comparing
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■ Comparing the percentages of passes in 1890 with those of 1895, 
esults aro remarkably close, thus :—

lS9o,

it will be noticed that th

ISM).

Heading..................................................... 89 per cent. 83 per cent.
Writing.................................................... 91 ,, 91 ,,
Arithmetic ............................................. 81 ,, 81 ,,
Dictation ................................................. 77 „ 75 „
firummav ................................................. 73 ,, 78 ,,
Geography ............................................. 77 „ 78 ,,
History .................................................... G7 ,, 69 „

238 pupiis were examined for exemption certificates, of whom 156, or 65 per cent., were 
successful. Iu 1895, 61 per cent, were successful.

Four pupils of the Forbes Superior Public School passed the Junior University Examination, 
two of them acquitting themselves very creditably. In schools with 4th and 5th classes tho highest 
results were achieved at West Wyalong, Pavkes, and Forbes, in the order named. In schools with 
no class higher than 3rd, Cargo and Eugowra stand out beyond the rest. Amongst Provisional 
Schools, Cugong came out best; and amongst Half-time Schools, Gum Springs, Galwnry Creek, and 
Derriwang.

The organisation and discipline of the schools call for no special comment. Few gave cause for 
complaint, and where imperfections were noticed they arose more from want of experience than from 
carelessness and neglect. Hints and suggestions were received in excellent spirit, and will, I am 
sure, be carried out to the best abilities of those concerned.

Careful attention has been paid during the year to the material condition of the school premises, 
particularly in the matter of water supply. The scanty rainfall has necessitated the purchase of water 
in many instances, and tho outlook for the summer is very unfavourable, as creeks, dams, and springs 
are giving out. In no case, however, has the Department’s aid in this particular been withheld.

Under my own supervision 31 scliools have in one way or another been repaired daring the year 
at a cost of £137 8s. 4d., while improvements and repairs to residences have been effected at a cost of 
£50 2s. fid. There are, in addition, several important contracts still in progress, involving an outlay 
of £163 10s. fid.

Two school buildings were erected under my direction at a coat of £44 10s., and two others are 
in course of erection at a cost of £176 10s. ; weather-sheds are also in course of erection at Wyalong 
and Wyalong West.

In addition to these minor contracts, more important works have been carried out at Wyalong 
and Wyalong West by the Chief Clerk of Works, and this officer has contracts in hand at Forbes, 
Parkes, rind Mount Hope. When all existing contracts are completed, the material condition of the 
school premises in my District may be considered very satisfactory.

At the close of 1895 I estimated the number of available scats at 5,205, on the basis of 8 square feet 
per child, and at 4,957 on the basis of 100 cubic feet per child. After balancing losses of seats by 
schools closed, against gains from new schools, additions, &c., I find that the number of available seats 
has increased by 44 on the former and by 45 on the latter basis of calculation. The numbers now 
stand at 5,249 and 5,002 respectively.

Suvunary.
Ho. of schools in operation during 1896 ............
Ho. of schools fully inspected ...........................
Percentage of schools satisfying standard ........
Ho. of pupils examined .......................................
Enrolment, December quarter ...........................
Average attendance, December quarter ............
Accommodation provided ...................................
Ho, of teachers and pupil-teachers employed,...
Total fees for the year...........................................
Amount of fees in arrear.......... '...........................
No. of free pupils, Decemlicr quarter ...............

89
89
94 per cent. 

2,912 
3,995 
2,775-1 
5,249 

97
£1,434 13s.

' £68 5s.
361

The full statistics upon which this report is based have already been supplied.

Forbes, 30lli December, 1896.
W. GEO. THOMAS,

Inspector.

AHNEH M.
T

Issi'ECTOK Detimann's JUvonr TOTi 1890.

With the exception of High Schools every class of school recognised by the Department was represented 
in the District iu 1890.

The only Evening Public School, that at Lithgow, was closed in June owing to the want of 
sufficient attendance, and for the same reason the Half-time Schools at Bell and Mount Wilson, the 
House School at Ganbeuang, and the Provisional School at Garland ceased to exist.

The following now schools were established, namely. Dargan’s Creek Public (to meet the 
requirements of a railway-construction camp), a Provisional School at Three Brothers and a Half-time 
School at lloyals.

These changes left the District witli 99 schools at the close of the year, although as many as 104 
schools were in operation during the year.

Of these 104 scliools, all but one, Garland Provisional, were fully inspected, the non-inspection 
of this school being accounted for by its being closed in February, before the Inspector's visit to the 
neighbourhood.

, Most of the schools of this Distiict appear to be permanently placed, as comparatively few 
changes in the location of schools have been made for several years.

From the returns furnished from time to time by the teachers, it would appear that there are not 
many families living out of reach of the schools, and further that those who arc able to avail them
selves of tho means of education provided by the State make good use of the advantages thus afforded.

My limited connection with the District prevents me from writing from a personal knowledge 
of the facts, but, so far as I can judge, l am convinced that the people generally are well satisfied with 
what the State is accomplishing in its efforts to spread the benefits of primary education.

The school buildings are in a fairly good state of repair, and are kept in a clean and serviceable 
condition by the teachers, who in many instances take a pride in the appearance of the school premises.

Improvements and general repairs were effected where necessary, and several new school-rooms 
provided.

The highest enrolment of pupils in the schools was reached in the last quarter.
The figures for this quarter were 4,525 on roll, with an average attendance of 3,185‘3.
The efficiency of the schools as disclosed by the ins]>ection reports was very satisfactory, no 

fewer than 99 of the 103 schools inspected being above the standard, and only 3 being below it.
The
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■ ■ The teachers arc to he. congratulated on these results, which could not have been obtained 
without intelligence and capable teaching and continuous and painstaking efforts on their part.

There are 117 teachers of all grades employed in the District. Of these, 80 arc in charge of 
schools, 2 are mistresses of departments, 11 assistant,-teacherr, 1 a work-mistress, and 23 arc pupil, 
teachers. ‘

I believe the district is in good working order, and should continue to produce satisfactory 
results. '

JOHN DETTMANN,
---------------- Inspector.
ANNEX N.

Distkict-Inktector Johnsos’s Report.

At the beginning of this year, 51 schools were transferred to this from adjoining Districts, and 28 
others were transferred from this District to others, so that the number of schools was thus increased 
by 23. There were also 3 new schools opened during the year, and 5 others closed on account of 
small attendance. There are now 255 schools in the District, and of these 87 are in the Wollongong 
Section, /8 in Crookwel! Section, and 90 in Jlowral Section. They are classified as follows :—■ 
192 Public, 24 Provisional, 30 Half-time, and 9 House-to-house Schools.

New school-rooms were erected at Mount liembla, Jerrara, and Wedderbum, and others are 
being erected at Marshall Mount, Avondale, Miranda, Piedmont, und Wctherel! Park, and a teacher’s 
residence at Cecil Park. Additions were made to the school-rooms at Bombo, Gerringong, Yalwal, 
Dapto, and Buxton, and a residence was erected at Pieton, Repairs and improvements, moro or less 
extensive, were effected to 78 school-rooms and 27 residences.

The school-rooms of the District provide accommodation for 20,259 pupils, which is ample for 
the enrolment, and, with one or two exceptions, each school-room fully meets the requirements of the 
locality in which it is situated, ’

All the schools of the District, except Yerriyong Provisional in the Wollongong Section, were 
inspected once during the year. This school was unexpectedly closed in June last.

. Of the 257 schools inspected, 240 were above the standard, 5 reached it, and 12 were below that
mark. These last are small bush schools, in charge of the less skilfnl class of teachers. The necessarily 
small income, poor accommodation, and many discomforts attending life in those outlying districts, 
prevent skilled teachers from willingly accepting appointment to such localities. Yet in comparison 
with the ordinary bush school of twenty years ago, those of the present day are doing really good 
work. It is only when compared with the highly^efHcient city or town school that they can he 
regarded as in an unsatisfactory condition. Of course, through various causes, some of these small 
schools sometimes fall very low in efficiency, hut in all such cases the Department takes the necessary 
action to set matters right.

_ There were 11,019 pupils present at the inspections of the schools of this District this year, and 
of this number, 920 were examined for exemption certificates, but only 493 passed. When it is con
sidered that the teachers are fully aware of the nature and extent of these examinations, the results are 
rather disappointing. It is to be hoped that durine the coming year much higher results will be 
secured, The percentages of passes in the various subjects of instruction are not so high this as last 
year.

Bowral Boys', Mittagong Primary, Liverpool Boys’, and Kiama Infants' obtained tho mark 
“ Good,” and Nowra Primary and VVollongong Boys’ " Excellent,” for general efficiency.

Though in most schools the discipline is highly satisfactory, yet in a few it is defective through 
the government not being sufficiently watchful, and in consequence inattention, carelessness, and 
copying prevail. In such schools satisfactory progress is impossible. A teacher may be industrious, 
and his methods perfect, yet without attention, care, and independent work on the part of his pupils, 
his labour will be in vain. •

Mental arithmetic is still a weak subject in many schools. The pupils are not taught to work 
out the questions iu an intelligent manner, but are allowed to guess at the answers. Defective mental 
arithmetic, neglect to teach thoroughly the various tables, and copying are tho main causes of the fre
quent failures in slate arithmetic. Pew teachers test their own work in a thorough aud systematic 
maimer, but take it for granted that their pupils understand and retain all that lias been told to them, 
and lienee they arc really ignorant of the amount of knowledge possessed by them.

Cookery classes wore conducted at Bowral Public .School during the last term of the year. These 
were attended by GO girls, 3G of whom were pupils of Bowral Girls’ School, 21 came from Mittagong 
School, and 3 from Berrima. At the close of the term tho girls were examined by a committee of 

. ladies, who expressed themselves as being highly pleased with the results.
There are 23G teachers, 40 assistant-teachers, and 68 pupil-teachcrs at present empioved in the 

schools of this district.
Good work lias been done during the past year, and equally satisfactory results may be looked 

for during the year now entered uponl ■
Bowral, Sth January, 1897. * W. H. JOHNSON,

----------------- District Inspector.
j ANNEX O.
■ Inspector McLelland’s Report.

In consequence of a rearrangement of the boundaries of this section at the beginning of tho year, 16 
schools were transferred to the Eraidwqod Section, and 9 to Bowral, while 27 schools from the 
Arncliffe Section of the sub-metropolitan district were added to mv list. In view of those alterations 
it was decided in July last to change the Inspector’s head-ouarters from Nowra to Wollongong.

No new schools have been opened, but Yerriyong Vale Provisional and Carrarawell Half-time 
were closed on account of failing attendance. There are now in operation at the end of the vear 87 
schools, classified as follows Public, 79; Provisional, 6; Half-time, 2 : total, 87. A new school is 
to bo established at Far Meadow, near Berry, and the Provisional School at Yerriyong Vale will be 
reopened after the summer vacation. This portion of the Colony is fully supplied witli the means of 
education.

New buildings have been erected during the year at Mount Kembla and Jerrara, and others are 
in progress at Marshall Mount, Avondale, and Miranda. A large class-room has been built at Dapto, 
and another is going up at Woonona. Additions are also being made to the existing buildings at 
Bombo, Gerringong, and Yalwal, and tenders have just been accepted for erecting a new school and 
residence at Far Meadow, Ihe works afc Miranda, Far Meadow, and Yalwal are being carried out 
under my own supervision, the others under the supervision of the Clerk pf Works. Various improve
ments and repairs have been effected at 37 schools and 15 residences, at a cost of £218 10s. 9d. More 
elaborate works have also been completed by the Chief Clerk of Works at a considerable number of 
schools.

Existing schools provide sitting-room for 9,692, and air-space for 9,371 pupiis. Collectively, 
the accommodation is ample ; hut in a few’ special cases it is insufficient, and steps have already been 
taken for the purpose of enlarging the buildings to the extent required,

_ . With the exception of Yerriyong Vale Provisional, closed' somewhat unexpectedly during the
midwinter vacation, all the scliools in operation during the year were fully inspected. Of these, 83 
exceeded, 2 were up to, and 3 fell below standard requirements. It is not to he inferred, however, 
that .only 3 schools were found in an unsatisfactory state at the regular inspection. Speaking broadly, 
it may he advanced that where a school fails to obtain 'f Fair ’’ for general efficiency there is some* 
thing wrong with the teaching; and, as a matter of fact, a good many teachers have Ijeen called upon

for
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for explanation of results [that soomed to indicate careless or unskilful methods of instruction, A 
certain amount of mechanical teaching is unavoidable in elementary schools ; bat it seems to me that 
too many teachers bring the mechanical frame of mind to all their Tvorfc. They do not seize the 
opportunities offered in the more favourable subjects, of stimulating the imagination of their pupils, 
of cultivating in them a healthy, intelligent curiosity. The absence of thoughtful and interesting 
treatment of such subjects as geography, history, object lessons, composition, and the subject-matter 
of reading lessons, is very noticeable in Some schools. The force of these criticisms is strengthened 
by the good results obtained by cultured, well-informed teachers—men whose ideas arc not hounded by 
the range of three or four text-books.

Of tho 514 pupils examined for exemption certificates, only 254 wero successful—hardy 50 per 
cent. Surely teachers themselves cannot be satisfied with this result. In only 10 scliools did the 
passes exceed 50 per cent., and only 4 schools obtained a proportion exceeding 60 per cent. The tests 
applied were not severe, and it is therefore clear that a large number of the failures must be attributed 
to want of thoroughness in the teaching.

In regard to organisation and discipline, there is little fault to be found. The schools as a rule 
arc kept scrupulously clean, and the internal arrangements are usually of a kind to ensure systematic 
work. In some cases more care and thought are desirable in the construction of time-tables and 
programmes. One important reform is now pretty general. Most of the teachers have succeeded in 
persuading their pupils that spitting on tho slates as a means of cleaning them is neither effective nor 
picturesque. In the VVollongong School wator-hottles have been pcrinanently fixed to the desks. The 
pupils supplied the bottles, and the teachers the hooks from which they are suspended. In other cases 
every second ink-well is filled with water—a good plan where the ink-wells can be spared. The water- 
bottle system is the best however. The bottles hang Mow the front ledge of the desk, and are in no 
danger of breaking or spilling. In the majority of schools the behaviour of the pupils leaves little 
to be desired. Tho order rarely falls below good, and is sometimes excellent. So long as the pupils 
know anything about the subject in hand, they work with spirit. When they have been badly taught, 
they become discouraged or disgusted at their successive failures in answering the questions put to 
them. Then they become bored, and their faces express very plainly that they are tired of many 
things, Inspectors among the rest. Later on, tho teacher explains matters by declaring that no 
sympathy existed between examiner and children.

The work of the year has been satisfactory on the whole. A fair number of schools obtained 
high marks for general efficiency, and of these, Wollongong Boys’, Nowra Primary, Helensburgh, and 
Kiama Infants’ deserve special mention.

Tho teachers as a body perform their duties faithfully, if not always with the best results, and 
they almost invariably command the respect of the communities in which they live. There are 39 
pupil-teachers on my list, and 21 of these sat for examination at tho end of the year. The teachers’ 
reports upon them were mostly of a favourable character, but only a few received special praise for 
aptitude in teaching. In no instance has the slightest fault been found with their moral character.

In conclusion, I may express the hope that tho coming year will prove to be one of successful 
effort in removing, to a large extent, the obstacles in the way of durable and effective instruction.

H. D. McLELLAND,
Wollongong, 26th December, 1896, Inspector,

ANNEX P.
Inspector Smith’s He port.

At the close of 1895 there were in the Crookwell Section of the Bowral District GO schools, comprising 
26 Public, )0 Provisional, 16 Half-time, and 8 House-to-house Schools.

At the beginning of 1896 there were transferred from Goulburn District to this section 
11 Public, 2 Provisional, and 2 Half-time Schools, aud from the Yass District 1 Half-time School, 
named Grassy Creek. Two new schools were opened during the year, named Forest Crock Provisional 
and Junction Point Half-time. Two Half-time Schools were closed, named Clonalton and Graham.

_ The following changes in tho classification of schools 'were made Brewer’s Flat and Meglo 
Provisional were reduced to Half-time, and Merryvale and Myauga Creek Housc-to-house raised to 
half-time. Pcjar Public was closed for the last six months, but wifi he reopened early in 1897. The 
new year will therefore commence with 78 sohools—37 Public, 10 Provisional, 24 Half-time, and 7 
House-to-house Schools.

The accommodation in this section is more than sufficient for all the children attending the State 
schools. Reckoning 8 square feet, or 100 cubic feet, per child, there are 3,803, or 3,272 seats, provided 
respectively, whereas the enrolment for tho December quarter was only 2,199 pupils.

Repairs and improvements under my own supervision have been carried out at II different 
schools, at a cost to the Department of £53 0s. Cd. The Public School at Wowagin was removed to a 
more central site, and enlarged for the sum of £57 los. Extensive improvements under the supervision 
of the Architect were also carried out at Laggan and Taralga Public Sohools. The repairs at Fullerton 
Public (£20) are not yet finished.

All tho scliools iu this section received at least one regular inspection, and Laggau Public two 
inspections.

The number of pupils examined in the various subjects and the percentages up to or above 
standard are shown hereunder :—

Reading ...........
Writing ...........
Dictation..........
Arithmetic........
Grammar..........
Geography.......
English History
Scripture..........
Object Lesson...
Drawing..........
Music ...............
Euclid .............
Needlework ... 
Drill...................

Subject.
No. of Pupils 

examined* Percentage.

1,597 87
1,597 91
1,183 72
1,597 70

514 39
514 78
514 68

1,387 89
1,616 82
1,516 63
1,333 59

16 100
525 71

1,481 79
The results of the examinations are, perhaps, not quite as satisfactory as they were last year, in 

consequence of the addition of such a large number of small schools.
The discipline, so far as the good behaviour of the children in school is concerned, is still good. 

Only one charge was preferred against a teacher, and this could not he substantiated. No improper 
use of the cane has been reported. The organisation, especially of schools managed by trained 
teachers, is decidedly very fair, and of the small schools tolerable.

Gullen Flat, Pejar, and Taradale Publics wore below the prescribed standard; and also the 
Junction, Pomeroy, Streamvitle, Williams’ Creek Provisional and Bcubcngenoe and Bynlla Half-time 
Schoo Is,

Forty-seven out of 105 candidates passed for certificates of being sufficiently educated.
The
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The number and the classification of the teachers and pupil-teachers employed are stated below :—
Class IT A ......................................................................... 1

„ II B ................................................................................. i
„ HI A ................................................................................. 23
„ HI B ................................................................................. 14
„ HI C ............................................................................. S

42
Assistants ,, III A ............................................................................... 2
Pupil-teachers, 1st Class ................................................................................ 1

45
Unclassified ....................................................................................................... 22

67
Crookwell, 31st December, 1896. JOHN LESLIE SMITH,

----------------- Inspector.
ANNEX Q.

DiSTKTCT-lN-.sn--.CTOK Cootek’s Refort,
There were 372 schools in this District at the end of 1895. Some of these lapsed through diminished 
attendance, but, by transfer of schools from other Distiicts and tho opening of new schools, the total 
number on the list at the close of the year showed an increase of 10 schools. The total number is now, 
therefore, 382, grouped as follows :—

Section of District.
Schools or Departments. No. of Places, allowing for 

each Pupil. Highest
Quarterly

.Enrolment,1S55. 1890- S square feet 100 culim feet.

Goulburn ............................................. 98 98 5,375
4,757
5,573
4,030

4,919 
3.973 
i 777

4,221
3,137
4,148
3,072

Braidwood ............................................. 94 94
Bega .......................... ............ 99 108
Y ass......................................................... SI 82 :k5S2

Totals .............. .............. 372 3S2 19,741 17,251 14,578

During the year 16 now schools were ejected under the supervision of myself and the Inspectors 
stationed at Braid wood, Bega, and Yass, at a cost to tho Department of £740. These afford the 
prescribed cubic space for 407 children. The aggregate school accommodation, as shown hy the fore
going table, is ample for the children enrolled, aud is veiy fairly-distributed. There are now few 
overcrowded schools. Eighty-eight schools and 0 residences were repaired, entailing an expendi
ture of £486. At present the material condition of tho schools is very good. So fai as the teachers’ 
responsibility on this point ia concerned, I am pleased to be able to report that those who arc under 
my own supervision have, for the most part, evinced a commendable desire to raise their schools to a 
satisfactory state of efficiency. In some eases, however, there has been evidence of a want of 
appreciation of the benefits which children derive from familiarity with the order, neatness, and 
beauty of well-kept and tastefully-planted school-grounds.

Attendance of Pupils and Paymait of Fees.

(lOulburn, BraiiDvood. Ec"a. Yass. Totals,

Mean quarterly enrolment ........ ( 1890 
"" } 1895

4,160
4,IIS

3,005
2,689

4,102
3.683

3,060
2.961

14,393
13,456

Mean average attendance .......... 1 1896 
'• ' ( 1895

3,293
3,019

2,133
1,954

3,004
2,591

2,171
2,093

10,606
9,657

Mean enrolment of free pupils .... J 1896 
j 1895

6(30
552

429
24S

521
354

55 L 
397

2,191
1,551

Fees received .............................. 1895 £1,479 £1,019 £1,469 £1,055 £5,022
j 1895 £1,384 £906 £1,296 £1,061 £4,647

Comparing the mean enrolment and mean average attendance, the regularity of attendance for 
the past two years appears as indicated hereunder :—

Donlburn Section 
Braid wood ,, 
Bega ,,
Yass ,,
Whole District ..

IH!)B isns.
79 per cent. 73 per cent.
69 „ * 72 „
73 ,, 76 „
70 „ 70 ,,
i3 ,, 71 ,,

While there was marked improvement in the Goulburn Section, and some improvement in the 
District as a whole, there was slight deterioration m respect to this point in the Braidwood and Bcgu 
Sections.

In'prHion.
There were 399 schools or departments in operation during the whole of 1896, or some portion 

of it. Of that, number, 391 schools undenveut regular inspection, and 16 were subjected to ordinary- 
inspection. Of the 8 small schools that were not regularly inspected, 3 wero in the Braidwood. 4 in 
the Bega, and 1 in the Yass Section. These schools were not mspeeted, because at the time of the 
Inspectors’ visits to the localities in which they were situated they were nut open. The following 
table shows the number of schools inspected in each section of the District, as well as the number of 
pupils examined, for the past two years :—

mu.

Totals.

Pupils
Examined.

ISftG.
Pupils

Examined.
Regular Ordinary. Regular. jOrdinary.

1 1
Totals,

Goutbui'n Section .................. 99+12 = in 3,333 102 + 5 = 107 3,324
Braidwood .................. 100 + 1 = 101 2,326 99+11 = no 2,211
Bega ,, .................. 109 + 0 = 109 3,287 100 + 8 - 108 2,973
T asa ,, .................. S3 + 3 = 86 2,416 85 + 0 = 85 2,371

Totals .......................... 391 4-16 ~ 407 11,362 386 + 2+ - 410 10.879
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General Efficienty of the Schools iiispected.

Section of District. Class of School. Above
Standard.

Up to 
Standard,

Below
Standard. Totals.

Percentage up to 
or above Standard,

1896. 1895.

r Public ...................... 51
1 i

i
i

53 98 93
Goulburn ........... -J Provisional .............. 9 0 0 9 100 100

Half-time.................. 30 1 6 QR( House-tO’house ...... i o 0 l 100 100

Totals..... !)1 c 2 99 98 98

« 1 Public ..................... 36 0 O 38 95 93B nu cl wood.................. J 1 1
{ Half-time................. 44 0 4 48 91 02

Totals...... 91 1 8 100 92 92

_ ( Public .................. 50 16 3 69 94Bega ............................ ^ 10f
Half-time.................. 23 3 1 27 94

i (
05

Totals...... S3 22 4 109 90 93

„ ( Public ..................... 48 0 0 48 100 96Yass ..........................< 20 2 OQ
( Half-time.................. 10 i 0 13 84 S3

Totals....... 78 3 2 83 97 95

Grand Totals....... 343 32 16 301 95 94

In respect to satisfying the standard of fiO per cent, for organisation, discipline, and attainments, 
these results are high, and show a slight improvement on those of 1895.

Proficiency of Pupils examined.
In the subjoined table, tho proficiency of the pupils in the several subjects of the school course 

is indicated :—

ubjects.
Numbers Examined in — | Percentage of Passes. Percentage of total 

Passes.

1896.
j 1895. | Goulburn. InraidTvixH Bega. Yass. 1890.

| 1895.

Reading.......................... 11,362 10,879 95 S3 97 85 91 90
Writing—

On (dittos .................. 4,324 4,232 98 94 96 92 96 94On paper .................. 6,880 6,482 91 94 97 97 95 93

Totals.............. 11,204 10,714 94 94 97 95 9a 94

Hictation .................... 9,078 8,598 SO 66 84 09 75 77
Arith metic—

Simple Rotes............. 0,003 6,430 94 77 84 91 86 89Compound Rules...... 2,773 2,516 85 51 75 84 72 78Higher Rules.............. 1,790 1,657 93 50 76 70 SO 79

Totals............. 11,166 10,003 92 67 81 86 82 85

Grammar ...................... 4,569 4,228 85 87 90 74 84 SOGeography ............ 4,564 4,234 SO 94 90 78 88 89Historv—
English ...................... 4,583 4.251 06 91 83 64 70 75Australian .............. 7S2 730 88 88 82 98 88 91Scripture ...................... 11,098 10,610 97 97 88 67 88 SOObject Lessons............. 11,164 10,801 '88 95 90 93 91 93Drawing.......................... 11.062 10.604 91 89 91 87 90 88Music.......................... 10,133 9,383 97 71 SS 57 89 75French .......................... 109 99 100 100 90 99 90Euclid .................... 433 444 81 100 85 100 91 95Algebra.......................... 164 : 163 78 100 76 100 85 94

Mensuration.................. 437 439 87 72 73 100 81 81Latin ....................... 162 151 78 100 93 100 88 99
Trigonometry .............. 13 15 70 69
Needlework ............... 3,996 3,770 99 100 99 100 99 99
Drill ........................... 11,105 10,647 86 97 88 S3 88 84Science .......................... 294 282 85 100 89 89 88

These results may, I think, be accepted as fairly satisfactory, although the mark fora “ pass1— 
60 per cent, of the maximum—cannot be regarded aa high.

43—L
Exemption
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Exemption Examination.
During tho regular inspections, 99S children v.'Cfe examined for exemption certificates, with 

results as under :—  

Percentage of Passes.

Section of District. Examined. ^ Parsed.
i 1S96. 1305.

......... ............ ’<........................... 323 213
185 1 108

* 280 1SS
20S 99

65 ^ 68
53 G8
67 , 5S
47 1 47

Totals .....................■................ 90S GOS | GO
i

50

In the Goulburn Section tliere were 239, in the Braidwood Section 96, and in the Yass Section 
79 pupils who had previously obtained certificates. The general results aro about the same as those 
reported for 1895 ; and inasmuch as the;' indicate that 49 per ceut. of the pupils examined failed to 
meet the very reasonable standard requirements, they cannot be taken as fully satisfactory. The 
failures occurred chiefly in arithmetic, and give evidence of a want of thorough grounding in the 
elementary rules, and of too strict an adherence to mere routine work.

Superior Schools.
The work done in these seho&ls has been, for the most part, productive of good results. The 

fifth class pupils of the schools of this class under my personal supervision were examined, aa in former 
years, on paper, in all subjects in which that course is practicable, and in certain subjects the ques
tions were set on the lines of the University Public Junior examinations—as contemplated hy the 
Regulations. The senior boys and girls of the Goulburn Schools attended a year’s course of lectures 
on experimental physics, given at the local Technical College by Mr. A- J. Saeh, F.C.S. They were 
accompanied to tho lectures hy the regular teachers, on whom devolved the duty of revising with the 
pupils the substance of each lecture, an arrangement which, for tho past four years, has been produc
tive of excellent results. At the end of Kovember the pupils underwent a written examination, and 
acquitted themselves very creditably.

Kindergartai.
For six and a half years selected Kindergarten occupations have formed a distinctive feature of 

the instruction given in the infants’ classes of the Goulburn and Queanbeyan .Scliools. These classes 
have numbered nearly 800pupils each quarter, and the beneficial cficcts of this admirable method have 
well repaid the teachers for the earnestness and zeal with which they have laboured to give the little 
ones entrusted to their care the advantages of a system of instruction at once rational and pleasing. 
During the year the Goulburn Superior Public School received a certificate and medal awarded at the 
World's Fair, Chicago, for excellent exhibits of Kindergarten work, needlework, and school exercises. 
The Kindergarten exhibits wero prepared by Miss F. do Cnurcy’s pupiis, and the needlework and exer
cise hooks were forwarded by girls under the care of Miss E. J. Rushforih.

Manual Training Class.
The Public School Manual Training Class, in connection with the Goulburn Technical College, 

comprising 55 hoys from the Goulburn Schools, has made excellent progress under Mr. Thomas Wilkie. 
Admission to this class is eagerly sought for by the lads who are eligible for entrance to it, and the 
training received therein cannot but prove beneficial to those who arc privileged to enjoy it..

Eiicipliue.
Ko features of our schools arc, I think, more deserving of praise than the order, good conduct, 

and general discipline of the pupils. There has been very little cause during the year to note defects 
under this heading, and in respect to this point the schools of the District may be regarded aa in a 
satisfactory condition.

“ Teachers.
The total number of teaohers of all grades in the District at the end of 1S95, was 393—an 

increase of 13 for the year. They were distributed as follows —

Section.
Teachers. OJ

£

K3

Assistants. £

n
6

V

&■el'£•£D

Pupil Teachers.
Totals.

Males. Females Males. Females. Males, j Females.

Goulburn .................. 50 22 6 3 12 77 16 6 I 12 in
Braidwood ............. 50 22 4 55 21 1 1 7 84
Bega .......................... 78 14 1 1 4 79 19 2 9 109
Yass .......................... 49 26 ... 5 53 27 2 7 89

Totals .......... 227 84 *1 4 264 S3 11 35
l

393

With few exceptions, the teachers are careful and circumspect in their personal conduct, and 
imbued with a proper sense of the honourable and responsible nature of their calling. As a body, they 
are intelligent, skilful, and trustworthy.

Summary.
The educational wants of the District are well provided for, the results of inspection evidence 

the fact that the sohools are affording a sound education to a large proportion of the available chil
dren, ami the prospects of the present year are hopeful.

Reports from the Inspectors in charge, respectively, of Braidwood, Bega, and Yass Sections are 
appended hereto.

D. J. COOPER,
Goulburn, 4th January, 1897. ----------------- District Inspector.

ANNEX R. '
Inspector Nolan’s Report.

At the close of 1895 my list contained 94 schools, 1 of which was not reopened. At the beginning of 
the current year 16 schools, transferred from the Nowra Section, were placed under my supervision ; 
on the other hand, S schools were transferred from Braidwood to the Bega Section. Daring the year 
1 new school waa established, and S schools were permanently closed on account of small attendance. 
The present year closes with 94 schools.

As stated in former reports, the population of the greater portion of tins section is of an 
unsettled character. Many rural settlements, formerly able to maintain a school, are now almost 
deserted, the general tendency of the residents being to gravitate to the larger townships ; hence the 
difficulties in dealing with applications for the establishment of small schools, and the inadvisahleneas

' of
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of erecting costly buildings. Where, however, the settlement is likely to he permanent, steps have 
been, or are being, taken to supersede the old make-shift buildings by others of a more substantial 
character. Arrangements are also being made to supply spacious verandahs, which, besides affording 
shelter, also furnish lavatory accommodation. Speaking generally, the existing schools meet the 
requirements of the District, and they are well distributed. During the coming year a few small 
schools will be required to meet the extension of settlement; but, on the other hand, others being 
unable to maintain tho minimum attendance will piobably he closed. The gross enrolment for the 
year was 8,796, and tho average daily attendance was 9,189. The 4,757 seats now available afford more 
than ample accommodation.

Under Inspectorial supervision 2 new buildings were erected, at a total cost of £183 T2s., 
and 19 schools were improved, at a cost of £69 lUs. A new budding, to cost £12S 10.3., is near com
pletion at Nerriga, The undermentioned works, now in hand, are being carried out under the super
vision of the Chief Clerk of Works :—

Burrill, new building.....................................................  £134 7 6
Milton, painting and repairs........................................................... 23 4 0
Bell’s Creek, painting and repairs ................................................. 130 0 0

Active steps will be taken during the ensuing year to improve several of the existing buildings.
Of 103 schools open during the whole or sonic part of the year. 100 received regular inspection. 

Three Half-time Schools having been closed prior to my visit to their respective localities, were not 
inspected. After a rigid examination, S schools were found to be below, 1 up to, and 91 above, 
standard requirements. The corresponding results for 1895 were 8 below and 91 above standard. A 
comparison shows that an equal standard has been maintained during the two years. There were 
2.326 children present at examination. Of 185 pupils examined for exemption certificates, 10S passed 
tiie prescribed test; 9U who obtained certificates in former years were found to he stdl regular school 
attendants. The majority of the schools are reasonably well equipped, and the departmental property 
is carefully guarded. Much more attention, however, needs to be paid to tho ornamentation of the 
premises. The disciplinary condition is of a satisfactory character, and the moral tone is pleasing. 
The results of the instruction may he regarded as satisfactory, more especially in view of the many 
drawbacks incidental to country scliools. School banks are in operation at 5 schools, witli fair success. 
Several teachers are taking active steps in the formation of school libraries. With hut rare exceptions 
the teachers are zealous in the discharge of their important duties. They uphold the dignity of their 
profession, and their local influence is of a salutary character. Tho pupil-teachcrs continue to give 
satisfuotiun to all concerned m their training.

W. KODAK,
Braidwood, 26th December, 1S9G ----------------- Inspector.

AKKKX S.
Issfuctor Siieehy’s Report.

The boundaries of this portion of the Goulburn District have been extended hy the establishment of 
schools at Ledgerton and Unarra, on the western side of tho Murrumbidgee River, and at Godfrey’s 
'Creek, which is situated about midway between Burrowa and Cowra. The Yass Section now includes 
most of the counties of Murray, King, Harden, Buceleugh, and Cowley, together with portions of 
Argylo, Monteagie, and Clarendon.

At the end of 1895 there were 81 schools under my supervision. Cooba Creek, Kangus, and 
Cavan Half-time, in which the attendance had greatly diminished, were not opened after tho Christ
mas vacation. Warham, which had been worked with tiie latter, was converted into a Provisional 
School. At the commencement of the March quarter, Brawlin Public was transferred to tho Inspector 
at Young, and Cooradigbee Provisional was continued for a few weeks only, on account of paucity of 
attendance, through the removal of some of the residents from the locality.

In the course of tho year new Provisional Schools wero opened at Godfrey's Creek and Mulli
gan’s Flat, and Half-time Schools at Grassy Crock and Talmo. The schools at Kenny's Crock and 
Wnggallalah, which had been closed, were reopened as Half-time, the former to be worked with 
Grassy Creek, and the latter with Berebangalo, reduced from Provisional to Half-time rank. Book- 
ham Public, which was discontinued for a few months, was made the companion sohooi of Talmo.

In consequence of increased attendance, Galong Provisional, which had been enlarged, was con
verted into a Public School, and Kenny's Creek and Yanimatree Half-time were converted into 
Provisional Schools. From the "Wagga Wagga District, Jones’ Crock Half-time was added to my list, 
to be worked in place of Yamuiatrec with Bongongolong ; and Grassy Creek, which had been opened 
in conjunction with Kcnnv’s Creek, was transferred to tho Inspector at Crookwell. After these 
changes the schools in operation in this section numbered S2, viz. :—

Public ................................................................... 43
Provisional........................................................... 22
Half-time............................................................... 12

In January new schools will be opened at Ledgerton and Uriarra.
From the residents of seven localities applications for the establishment of new schools were 

received and inquired into. The result is given hereunder :—

Locality. Kintl of School applied for. Result.

Gnudaroo Hoad, near Murrumbatcinim
j ■>
>?
)>

Grunted.
f 9
>4

Cade’s Creek.......... ................................. Half-tune ... . ....................................

Ledgerton.................................................

Talmo.........................................................

Inspection.
The number of schools open during the year, or some portion of it, was 84. Except I Pro

visional School, which was in operation for a few weeks only in the month of January, all wero 
fully inspected, and 1 received a second regular inspection. Opportunities occurred in connection 
with special visits to make in addition three ordinary inspections. Of the 83 schools examined, 2 were 
below, 3 up to, aud 78 above the standard (50 per cent, of possible marks). The efficiency of the 
different classes of schools is shown in the following table :—

Schools. Reiow Standard. Up to Standard. Above Standard. Total.

Public .................................................... 0 0 48 48
Provisional ............................................. 0 2 20 22
Half-time ........................................... 2 i 10 13

Totals .......................... o 3 7S S3

Totals in iSOfi......................... 4 3 78 85
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Onjanibolwit.

Except where the buildings were erceted by the residents, the schools generally arc in a satis
factory state of repair, and are provided with tanks. All are adequately supplied with working 
materials. In the majority of them the lesson guides arc suitable, and show that care and judgment 
are bestowed on their construction. One exception was of a very pronounced character, und was 
suitably dealt with.

DiwipUm.
The discipline is, on the whole, healthy, (loud order is maintained. Tho pupils are, as a rule, 

mannerly, aud exhibit a becoming demeanour, Tliere is an improvement in the regularity and 
punctuality as compared with last year. The attendance, however, at several schools was very much 
affected during the December quarter by the absence of pupils whose seivices were utilised in con
nection with shearing and harvesting.

Proficiency.
The number of pupils examined, and the percentage of passes in each subject, are given 

below :—

Subjects, Number 
, Exannnocl.

Number
Paired.

Pcrceii

1B3G im.

Heading ..................................... ' 2,416
2,007 85'o SO-2

Writing ........................................................ 2,269 2,109 95’5 93-S
Dictation................................................................ 2,000 1,381 69-0 70-4
Arithmetic ..................................... 2.2S1 1,967 SO-2 SO-6
Grammar......................................................... 982 732 74-5 5S-7
Geography ............................................................ 977 76S 7S'6 66-4
History—English ................................................ 9S7 647 64’5 54-5

,, Australian............................................ 125 123 98-4 100-0
Scripture.............................................................. 2,416 1,629 07'4 62-5
Object Bessons ................................................... 2,415 2,256 93'4 87-G
Drawing .......................................................... o 2i?3 1,951 4577 87-3
Music .................................................................... 2,416 1,392 57-6 50 T
Euclid ................................................................. 84 84 iuO'0 100 0
Algebra ............................................................ 23 23 1000 100-0
Mensuration ......................................................... 27 27 1000 63 4
Latin............................................................ 31 31 1000 100 0
Needlework....................................................... 961 961 100-0 99-2
Drill....................................................................... 2,410 2,017 S3 4 75-5

In most subjects the percentages show satisfactory progress since last inspection.
Of '20S pupils who were presented for exemption certificates, 09 passed the necessary examina

tion. Seventy-nine pupils holding certificates were present at inspection, and 4$ of these were enrolled 
in 4 schools.

Teachers.
_ There were 75 teachei-s in charge of schools, 5 assistants, and 9 pupil-teachers employed in this 

section at tho end of the year. Their classifications are given in the subjoined table :—

JT A. II li. m a. m is. III C. Un
classified. Totals,

pd
<,

50
.S3

Vd
3
a

1 d
ci

"3
«
Sq

d
£0hb

6drt

d
1 J
1 «

CJ
‘2c
£

■3
2

*rf
5

Grand
Total

Teachers in charge ....... 6 0 3 0 17 2 7 s 3 4 13 12 49 26 75

Assistants ...................... 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Totals 6 1 3 0 17 3 y
8 3 - 13 14 49 31 SO

P iqitt-teachtrs.

Class I. Class II. Class III. Class IV. Probationers. Total.

Grand Total.
Male. Female. Male, Female. Male. Female Male.

Irenmle.

i
]

1 Male. iFemale. Male. Female.

1 3 0 0
1

0 0 1 3
0 | 1

2 7 9

The teachers as a body are earnest and painstaking in the discharge of their duties, and desirous 
to carry out suggestions where improvements are required.

A ccommodatian.
At the end of last year the number of seats reckoned at 100 cubic feet of air space for eaub pupil 

was 3,642, Of these, 300 were lost by the closing of 4 schools, the giving up of 3 old buildings, and the 
transfer of 2 schools from this section. By the erection of 6 new school-rooms, the re-opening of 2 
schools, an addition to a school-building, and the transfer of a school to my list, 240 new seats were 
provided. Hence the present sitting accommodation consists of 3,582 places. This is sufficient, except 
in the case of 2 small schools, which were built by the residents.

Xew buildings erected during the year :—

School. Cost.

Places at 8 Places at 
square feet 100 cubic 

of floor 1 feet of air 
space. space.

"

Supervised by Remarks.

Eericla Public..........................
T s. d,

73 0 0 40 32 Inspector... Erected to replace old

Numng Public ...................... 52 17 0 40 32
building.

Watson's Keef Public .......... S3 0 0 59 57
Mulligan's Flat Provisional... 20 11 Residents... Erected where no school

Graasy Creek Half-time ...... 27 19
existed before.

Talmo Half-time .................. 15 8 j> **- ft
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Under the supervision of the Inspector the school-building at Griffiths’ Plat was enlarged and 

renovated at a cost of £31 2s* Repairs, &c., were effected to 33 schools and 5 teachers' residences. 
The former cost £130 18s. 4d., aud the latter £43 4s, Gd. '

The following works arc in progress :—Improvements to 3 schools and 4 residences* to cost 
£11 6s. and £70 Gs. 6d. respectively.

Summary.
Three new schools have been opened, 2 others are fit for occupation, and 3 new buildings to 

replace old ones have been erected. There is an improvement in the general efficiency of a large 
number of schools, and 94 per cent, of the whole are above the requirements of the standard. The 
means of education are well distributed, and the prospects for 1897 are satisfactory.

P. I\ SHEEHY, *
Yass, 31st December, 1$9G, Inspector.

ANNEX T.
Inspector Durte’s Report.

At the close of 1S95 there were in the Rega section of the Goulburn District 99 schools, made up 
as follow : 69 Public, 10 Provisional, and 20 Half-time, At the beginning of 1S96 there were trans- 
fei red from Braidwood to Bega section the following seven schools :—Bateman’s Bay and Mogo Public, 
Buckenbour Piovisional, and Snaphook, Moggendoura, Biury, and Mosquito Bay Half-time; while 
later in the year Pleasant View Half-time was similarly transferred During 1S96 the following new 
schools have been opened Cooper's Glen and Pericoe Provisional, aud Glen Allan, Curry Elat, Green 
Cape, and Wombojn Half-time; while Avoca and Walaga Lake Public, and Bournda South, Quin- 
burra, Dangclong, and BoeO Half-time have been closed, on account of insufficient attendance. The 
following changes have been made during the year in the status ot Schools Killarney Swamp and 
AVupengo Provisional, Wandella and Eox Half-time have been raised to Public ; Oakvale, Snowy 
River, and Bournda North have become Provisional, and Burrembooka, Maharatta, Garfield, and Stony 
Creek Public have been reduced to Half-time. Two Public Evening Schools were in operation during 
the year, viz,, at MumbuSIa and Bombala; the former, after a very brief existence, lapsed ; the latter, 
which started about the middle of November, is still in operation. The schools existin'1' at the close 
of 1S9CI consist of 6<J Public, 14 Provisional, 24 Half-time, and 1 Public livening School; total, 108.

The total enrolment of pupils in all schools for the year waa 5,083, and the average attendance 
3,041 -9. The following table shows the attendance for 1895 and 1896

Quarter.
Knrolmont. Attendance. Percentage.

1895, 1896. 1S9S. 1S9G. 1395. 1356.

March...................... 3,717 4,102 2,507-8 2,975-1 67-4 72-5June...................................... 3,698 4,148 2,603-5 2,890-1 70-4 69-6September.......................... 3,658 4,064 2,461-2 3,0893 67*4- 76-0December ............... 3,686 4,095 2,790-3 3,062-8 75’8 74-7

It will thus be seen that, while in 1895 the attendance was 70'2 per cent, of the enrolment, it 
reached /3 2 per cent, in 1S96, an improvement of 3 per cent, for this year.

During the year I made 109 regular inspections. Four schools were not so inspected. These 
were Avoca and Panpong Public, and the Evening Public Schools at Mumbulla aud Bombala. Of the 
Public Schools, Avoca w as closed before the end of Pcbi nary, and Panpong School was not in operation 
when I paid the locality my visit of annual inspection ; in fact, it has been closed, pending the 
appointment of a teacher, since the middle of August. The Evening School at Mumbulla was in 
operation for only a portion of September quarter, and Bombala Evening School opened on 11th 
November, I made an incidental inspection of the latter school a few nights after its opening. No 
ordinary inspections were made during tho year.

ihe following table show's the comparative condition of the schools inspected in IS95 and 1896. 
It will be seen that the results arc on the whole higher for this year;—

Schools.

Below Standard. Uj>to Standard. Above Standard.

1895, 13%, 1355. 1390. 1S95. ISOQ.

Public ..........................
per cent.

6
22
4
7

per cent.
4

'4
4

per cent. 
20
33
23
22

per cent. 
24

3
11
20

per cent. 
74
45
73
71

per cent, 
72
77
83
70

Provisional.........
Half-time ...................
All ...............................

•

i rC^ose,^lere'H'el'e employed in the schools of this district 109 teachers, viz,, 81
males and 28 females. These are classified as follows :_

Class 1 B ....................
„ 2 A ................... Class 1 .

O„ 2 B ..................
„ 3 A .................... 11 — .. 

Q
„ 3 B .................... A
„ 3 C ................... J >

Probationer
Unclassified ..................

Total ................

2
2
0
6
1

11

Grand total, 109.
The teachers have maintained their high character for industry and trustworthiness, and are on 

the whole held in high esteem by the residents.
Summitry,

i‘ s<;^00^ during 1896 have slightly improved in efficiency and regularity of attendance.
2. J he education requirements of the district are well supplied.
3- The outlook for 1807 is encouraging.

Bega, 31s{ December, 189G.----------------- P' DURInspeetor.

ANNEX IT.
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ANNEX U.
Disteici iNsrECTon Lobban’s Report. ’

Tjie year 1S0G closed with 319 schools or departments in operation in the Grafton District, viz., 
Public, ‘225 ; Provisional, 55 ; Half-time, 34 ; House-to-house, 4; and Evening Public, 1, There were 
74 Public Schools, 10 Provisional Schools, 10 Half-time Schools, 4 House-to-house Schools, and 
1 Evening Public School in the Grafton Section ; SI Public, Id Provisional, and S Half-time Schools in 
the Port Macquarie Section ; and 70 Public, 23 Provisional, and G Half-time Schools m the Lisinore 
Section.

During tiie year 4 schools wore closed through diminished attendance in the Grafton Section, 1 
in the Port Macquarie Section, and 2 in the Lismore Section. On the other hand, 8 new scliools were 
established in tiie Grafton Section, and 2 others that had been closed ivcie reopened ; 1 new school was 
established m the Port' Macquarie Section, and 3 were reopened ; and 3 new schools were established 
in the Lismore Section, and 2 were reopened. At the end of 1S95 there were 307 scliools ill operation, 
so that the progress of the year 1896 is shown by an increase of 12 schools. >

All works carried out in the Grafton Section were under Inspectorial supervision. A portion of 
the unprovements in tiie other sections wero supervised by the Deparhnent's Clerks of WoLka. In the 
Grafton Section 3 new school-huildiugs were crectm! by tiie Department, and 4 others, built by the 
parents, were given rent-free. In the Port Macquarie Section 1 new school-house was put up ; and 5 
schoolrooms were built m the Lismore Section.

Solllc old buildings were replaced by new ones ; and 4 school-houses were enlarged. By these 
means 127 additional seats were provided, giving available places at the end of the year for o,7G3 
scholars; 5,G36 seats were provided at the end of 1895. There is now adequate accommodation in 
most schools for the number of children in ordinary attendance. Those that are too small are either 
in process of enlargement, or steps are being taken to enlarge them. In old settled districts hke the 
Grafton and Port Slaequarie Sections, rapid increase of population is not expected ; yet considerable 
progress in the way of settlement in both is being made. Tins is especially the case in the Grafton 
Section, where rich gold reefs are now being developed. Dairying has taken firm root on the Rich
mond and Clarence, and this industry will tend to the concentration of settlement in these districts.

No new residences were erected in the Grafton or Port Macquarie Sections ; but ouc was built 
in the Lismoic Section under the Architect’s supervision. A large amount of time, after office hours, 
had to be devoted by the Inspectors to the preparation of plans and specifications for the works they 
had to carry out, tinder Inspectorial supervision 9 new school-houses were built, 6 were enlarged, 
and 127 buildings were repaiied or improved at a total cost of £2,021 7s., viz., Grafton, £S47 10s. 9d. ; 
Port Macquarie, £504 la. lid ; and Lismore, £699 14s. 4d. These sums do not include the expendi
ture under the Architect in the Port Macquarie and Lismore Sections, The Department’s property 
throughout the District is well preserved and in good order. Considering the extent and population 
of the District, the expenditure on buildings and repairs has been small. Strict economy was practised 
by the Inspectors in the use of the funds placed at their disposal. It is gratifying to he able to add, 
however, that the Department’s property has nevet been in a more satisfactory condition than it is at 
present.

All the schools iu operation during any part of the year (320) received a regular inspection, and 
6 of them underwent an ordinary or second regular inspection also. There were 11,725 pupils present 
at examination—63 more than m 1895. The number would, no doubt, have been greater had the 
practice followed last year, of notifying the dates of inspection to the teachers been continued. In the 
scliools of tho Grafton Section, 4,024 scholars were examined; 3,734 in tiie Port Macquarie Section; 
and 3,967 in tiie Lismoie Section. There were 14 schools below the standard; 7 up to standard; 
and 305 above the standard : adz.—Grafton Section, 1 below, 2 up to, and 106 above ; Port Macquarie 
8 below, 4 up to, and 104 above ; and Lismore, 5 below'. 1 up to, and 95 above. It is thus seen that 
96 per cent, of tiie schools ivere up to or above tiie standard. This is the best record the district has 
made. It may bo added that of those below standard, some were not a year in operation, while others 
had not Third Class, without which the standard cannot be reached. The Chief Inspector examined 
the upper classes in the Boys’ and Girls’ Schools at Grafton, and also in tiie schools at Smilhlown. 
"Fred crick ton. East Kempsey, West Kempsey, and Taree. He also visited and incidentally inspected 
a large number of schools in the lower grades in the Grafton anti Port Macquarie Sections. Mr. 
Board inspected all the scliools in his own section, and 4 in the Grafton Section.

The following table shows the number of scholars examined in the three sections respectively, 
and tiie number of passes in each subject; with the percentage of passes for 1895 given for the purpose 
of comparison :—

Subjects.
Giafton. Port Macquarie, Lismore. Total. Per

cent.
Per

cent.

Exanid. Passed. ExaincL Passed. Examd. Passed. Examd. Passed. 1390. 1S05.

Heading ...................... 4,024 3,801 3,734 3,160 3,967 3,695 11,725 10,716 91 91
Writing ...................... 4,024 3,800 3,729 2,992 3.967 3,646 11,720 10,438 89 87
Dictation..................... 3.444 3,020 3,121 2,592 3.233 2,448 9,803 3,004 81 82
Arithmetic .................. 4,024 3,032 3,576 2,536 3,967 2,947 11,507 8,621 74 75
Grammar.................. . 1,629 1,299 1,430 1,095 1,490 1,119 4,549 3,513 77 78
Geography .................. 1,629 1.338 1,430 1,143 1,490 1,180 4,549 3,661 80 SO
History—English ....... 1,618 1,292 1,423 1,037 1.490 1,048 4,531 3.374 74 75

,, Australian
Seriptuic......................

584 435 159 131 202 167 945 733 77 77
3,629 3,051 3,585 2,663 3,739 3,051 10,953 S,76j so 80

Object Lessons .......... 3,8-44 3,214 3,620 2,854 3,917 3,245 11,381 9,313 81 S3
Drawing ...................... 3,903 3,152 3,707 2,753 3,967 3,317 11,582 9,227 79 79
Music ......................... 3,713 3,109 3,522 2,632 3,783 3,157 11,018 8,958 81 81
French ......................... 36 3i 26 20 30 14 92 65 70 79
Euclid .......................... 141 120 111 94 120 100 372 314 84 75
Algebra ...................... 23 23 49 36 15 11 92 70 76 80
Mensuration .............. 268 173 137 89 127 75 532 337 63 06
Latin........................... 28 28 49 39 20 16 97 83 85 78
Trigonometry.............. 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 100 83
Needlework.................. 1,523 1,472 1,491 1,245 1,401 1,265 4,415 3,982 90 88
Drill ............................ 3,955 3,560 3,707 2,732 3,967 3,182 11,629 9,474 SI 82
Natural Science.......... 04 52 87 SO 50 44 201 176 87 93

On the whole these results may be considered satisfactory. Arithmetic is the least effectively' 
taught of the more important subjects, only 74 per cent, having satisfied or exceeded the standard. 
The great defect is in dealing with the compound rules and reduction. The country is now flooded 
with cheap arithmetic books, and these are relied upon in many coses to supply' the necessary questions 
for solution. The subject is best taught in schools where the teachers frame their own questions and 
give much attention to mental arithmetic. In the better schools the higher classes do not use slates at 
all, their work being done on paper. The writing is fairly satisfactory in most scliools ; in a few it is 
very good. As a rule, the girls write better than the hoys. Reading is carefully taught in most 
achoola, and 91 per cent, of the pupils examined passed. Much care is bestowed upon spelling ; and
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81 per cent, of the pupils passed in dictation. More attention, however, needs to he given to 
derivation and word-meanings. Grammar does not appear to lie so thoroughly taught as in former 
years, aud in some schools the treatment of the lessons in geography is very crude. Most of the 
schools arc well organised, and the discipline, as a whole, is of a healthy character,
■ Pupils from 12 schools were successful at the University examinations—1 senior and 42 juniors 
having passed. In this examination the Grafton Boys’ School stood out prominently with 17 passes, 
including C matriculants ; while Chatsworth Island Public, with 0 passes, deserves honorable mention.

During the year, S96 pupils were examined for exemption-certificates, hut only 499, or 55 per 
cent, passed. In Grafton Section 320 were examined, and 233, or 72 per cent., passed ; in Port 
Macquarie Section 266 were examined, and 92, or 34 per cent., passed ; and in Lismore Section 310 
were examined, and 174, or .56 per cent., passed. Tiiese results are decidedly unsatisfactory, when it 
is remembered that no pupil is required to undergo this examination who has not been four half years 
in the Third Class. ...

A considerable impetus has of late years been given to the study of English composition in the 
■schools on the Clarence Kivcr by the valuable prizes offered each year by the Caledonian Society for 
the best essay on a subject connected with Scottish history, written by a Public School pupil in the 
presence of the District Inspector and the Secretary of the Society. This year three prizes were 
offered (i) A complete set of the Works of Sir Walter Scott; (n) Separate editions of tho Works of 
Shakespeare, Moore, and Wordsworth; (ill) Life and Works of Robert Burns, 1896 edition—all elegantly 
hound. Thirty pupils entered for the competition, and all did creditably. The subject was 
“Flodden Field,” Tho first prize was won hy Clarence Korthcott, Ulmarra Public School; the 
second by Ida Garven, Grafton Superior Public School; and the third by Julia Pai'low, Superior 
Public School, Maclean.

The attendance throughout the year was very fairly satisfactory. The highest enrolment in 
each section was reached in the September quarter :— _

Graf inn tfedicw.—Enrolment, 5,173 ; average daily attendance, 3,889'6 ; 75 per cent. .
Port Macquarie, Section.—Enrolment, 4,922 ; average daily attendance, 3,5S1'2 ; 73 per ceut.
Lixmore Section,—Enrolment, 5,103 ; average daily attendance, 3,886-a : 76 per cent.
The regularity of atteudancc during September quarter was, it is seen, 1 per cent, better in the 

Lismore than the Grafton Section, and 3 per cent, better than in the Port Macquarie Section. For 
the other quarters tho percentages were:—

Grafton............  March, 73 per cent. ; June, 76 per cent. ; December, 74 per cent.
Port Macquarie.. ,, 68 „ ,, 72 ,, ,, 71 ,,
Lismore............ ,, 69 „ ,, 76 ,, ,, 74 ,,

From these figures, it appears that the regularity of attendance for the whole year is best in the 
Grafton Section, and worst in the Port Macquarie Section. Year by year tho regularity of attendance 
in the Lismore Section continues to improve, as the enrolment of pupils increases, and it is not 
improbable that next year this section will stand first both in enrolment aud-average daily attendance. 
Legal action in connection with the compulsory clauses of the Act had to be resorted to in very few 
cases. This satisfactory state of affairs is largely duo to the judicious aud effective action of the 
teachers, in whose hands tins matter now practically rests. _

There were 1,876 free pupils on the rolls at the end of the year, viz., 675 in Grafton Section ; 
586 in Fort Macquarie Section ; and 613 in Lismore Section. None were granted free education who 
could reasonably be expected to pay school fees. A large number of persons who hoped to be able to 
pay, found after a time that they were unable to do so, and as they had not obtained free education, 
they were obliged to apply to tho Department to cancel their debts, which iu the aggregate amounted 
to a considerable sum. At the end of tho year the arrears of fees amounted to £131 19s. 9d., viz., 
Grafton, £22 2s. 9d. ; Port Macquarie, £65 8s. 9d, ; and Lismore, £44 8d. 3d. It is probable that a 
considerable proportion of these amounts may be regarded as bad debts. Very few parents were sum
moned on account of failing to pay school fees ; but when they were, verdicts were obtained, and the 
debts were promptly paid. More hopeful prospects are now in view, and it is confidently anticipated 
that the free list will be considerably less in 1897.

Most of the school banks continue to flourish. There were 21 in operation at the end of the 
year in Grafton Section, with 689 depositors on the books, having £157 9s. 3d, to their credit. In the 
Port Macquarie Section, there were 20 hanks, with 393 depositors, having £91 17s. fid. to their credit. 
In the lismore Section there were 15 banks. _

Several of the school grounds present a pleasing appearance, while others are bare and unin
teresting. Some of the residences have quite a home-like aspect, in consequence of the thoughtfulness 
of the teachers in planting fiowers and fruit-trees, and cultivating gardens. Pretty flower-beds impart 
a charm to the otherwise uninteresting surroundings of many of the small schools in the bush, taught 
by female teachers. This does not apply, generally, to schools similarly situated, but under the charge 
of mule teachers. The school-grounds at Chatsworth Island arc the best kept in the Grafton Section, 
and everything about the premises gives evidence of the teacher’s care of the Department’s property.

The PuTdic School Boards continue to take an intelligent interest in the supervision of the 
schools iu their respective Districts. Valuable assistance has been rendered hy many of them in 
systematically snj>ervising works in progress in connection with school-buildings ; the result of their 
frequent inspections being satisfactorily-completed contracts. _

Tho school staff at the end of the year consisted of 296 teachers, 4 mistresses, 26 assistants, 
61 pupil-teachers, and 1 work-mistress, viz. —

Grafton Section :—97 teachers, 2 mistresses, 10 assistants, 28 pupil-teachcrs, 1 work-mistress. 
Pori Macquarie Section:—106teachers, 6 assistants, 17 pupil-teachers.
Litmorc Section:—93 teachers, 2 mistresses, 10 assistants, 16 pupil-teachers.
They are classified as follows :—

IB. II A. II B. ( HI A.
'

III E. III c. Nil. Class I. Class 11. Claes HI. Class It7. Probationers.

F.
M. ^ F. M.

1
F, F. M. F. m.|f.

F. M. F. M. F. 31. F. M. F. H. F.

4 i 47 ! 0 15
I

I 95
l

27 30 8 V 47 32 5 8 j 2 J1 12 5 ,0 14 0 i

The only work-mistress in the District is employed in the Girls' department of the Grafton 
Superior Public Sohooi, M ost of the unclassified teachers have been trained as pupil-teachers, and 
will, in due course, be examined for classification. The teachers as a body are studious, industrious, 
and trustworthy, and conduct themselves in such a way as to command the respect of the people 
among whom they dwell. Many of the young ex-pupil teachers in out-of-the-way places are doing 
excellent work, and to them is due very largely the improved condition of the low-er grades of schools. 
The pupil-teachers continue to maintain the reputation they have won for diligence and good conduct. 
There were very few failures at the yearly examination. Kcvicwing the year’s operations there is 
much ground for .encouragement. Many of the schools aro preaided over by able and capable teachers, 
and in nearly every school an honest attempt is made to do good work. The success of the schools 
depends upon the teachers, and it is gratifying to know that many of them aim at a high ideal, and 
realise that the training of character is as much a portion of their duty.as the culture of the mind.

....... ......... . ,A.. LOBBAN,
Grafton, 11th January, 1897. ' * District Inspector.

-------------- ANNEX V.
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ANNEX V.
Inspkctoh Wright's EEr-ORT.

Or the 116 scliools under my charge during the year, 3 were schools temporarily closed during 1895, 
and reopened m 1893, and 1, Kundibakh Provisional, was a new school. Only 1 school, Nulleubullah 
Half-time, was closed during the year, so that there are now 115 schools in operation, viz. :—

SI Public.
16 Provisional.
18 Half-time.

The establishment of 4 new schools has been sanctioned, viz., Provisional Schools at Macleay 
Entrance and iluugay Creek, and 2 Half-time Schools on Five Day Creek, and these will be ouened 
early in 1S97.

Accommodation.
There is now accommodation in existing scliools for G,91l pupils, allowing 100 cubic feet for 

each child, or for 7.021 pupils, giving to each pnpd S square feet of,door space. The gross enrolment 
for the year was only 5,932, and the highest quarterly enrolment 4,022 ; so^ that ample provision for 
the requirements of the District lias been made, *

Inspection.
All the schools (110) open during the year wore fully inspected, and 108 (93 per cent.) were 

found to be up to or above the requirements of the standard,' These results are 7 per cent, better 
than those obtained last year, and may be regarded as very satisfactory'. Tho schools which leeeivcd 
the highest marks for efficiency were Xaree Superior Public and Winghum Public.

Tecueking Staff.
At tho eud of the year there were 129 teachers employed, viz., 106 priacipal teachers, 6 assistant 

teachers, and 17 pupil-teachers. Of the principal teachers, 78 have classifications ranging from IB to 
III 0, and 2S are unclassified. The teachers generally ore zealous and earnest, and are held in high 
esteem as teachers and citizens.

School Properly.
A number of school-houses, residences, Ac.. have been repaired during the year, and most of 

the premises are now in good order, and present a pleasing appearance. The school property is in 
most cases carefully attended to by the teachers, who generally prove satisfactory tenants.

Summary.
The educational requirements of this section are adequately met, the teachers are capable, and 

the work done is sound and progressive. The prospects for the coming year are satisfactory.
STEWART WRIGHT,

Port-Macquarie, 2nd January, 1S97. Inspector.

ANNEX W.
iN’SPECioit Board’s Report.

At the close of 1893 there were 9G scliools in operation in this section. In the course of the past year 
new Provisional Schools have been opened at Jasper, Norton’s Gap, and Wollumbm. Tbc school at 
Riley, which was closed at the end of 1894, was reopened as Provisional in July, I SBC ; and 
the school at Tuck! Tucki, closed in June, 1895, was reopened as Provisional in November, 189(1. In 
all, 101 schools have been in operation during the whole or portion of the past year; of these, Bruns
wick Public School was closed in June last, and Drighlington Half-time School in October, leaving 99 
in operation when the year closed. These are classified as follows :—Public, 70 : Provisional, 23; 
Half-time, 6.

Tabulam Provisional School was closed during the first half of the year, but was reopened in 
July last. During the year the Provisional Schools at Condong and Duranbah have been converted 
into Public Schools, and the Half-time School at Kyogle into a Provisional School. A Provisional 
School is about to be established at Keerrong, near Lismore.

The area included in this section is now well provided with schools, which are distributed so as 
most conveniently to meet the requirements of the population. Whore it has been found necessary 
school buildings have been removed and re-erected in positions where they better suit the needs arising 
from changes of settlement. The number of applicatious for new schools has been much smaller than 
in previous years ; but, on the other hand, the demand for the enlargement of existing school build
ings has increased. It is in this direction that tho necessities of the near future must be chielly met, 
as the trend of new settlement is towards parts of tbc District already provided with small schools 
rather than to more outlying portions. From this cause additional accommodation has had to be pro
vided at Riley's Hill and Byron Creek, and additions to New Italy and Numulgi schools will be com
pleted during the present vacation. The number of seats provided at the end of 1895 was 5,734 ; by 
the erection of new school buildings and additions the number has been increased to 5,836, while the 
maximum quarterly enrolment lias increased from 5,029 to 5,103.

In the course of the year new school buildings have been erected at Alstonvillc, White 
Swamp, and Pearce's Creek, to replace old ones, and repairs have been carried out as they were found 
to be necessary. Attention has been specially directed towards increasing the comfort of the smaller 
schools by the addition of verandahs, the supply of lavatories, and the internal lining of weather
board buildings. The erection of a new school at Alstonville and a teacher's residence at Byron 
Creek was carried out under the Architect at a cost of £421 7s. 6d. All other buildings and repairs 
have been under the Inspector’s supervision. Completed works of this kind have cost £669 ) 4s. 4d,, and 
works now in progress will involve an expenditure of £564 13s, Sd. Excepting two or thiee buildings 
which will receive attention early in the coming year, the school premises in this Section are in good 
condition, and are well provided with teaching requisites.

All the schools in operation during the year received a regular inspection ; two were regularly 
inspected a second time, and two ordinary inspections were made. The results of inspection show 
that the efficiency of the schools in 1895 has been maintained during 1896, the average general efficiency 
being 62'6 per cent, in both years. Of the 101 scliools inspected, 5 were below standard, 1 up to 
standard, and 95 above standard. Tire results of examination in the various subjects of instruction 
show a general similarity to those of last year, the most noticeable variations being an advance of 4 
per cent, in writing and dictation, of 2 per cent, in arithmetic, and a decline of 2 per cent, in 
grammar and English history. Greater attention has been given to the teaching of writing during 
the past year, and with the adoption of more skilful methods of treating the subject, a further advance 
is looked for, English history gives the least satisfaction, the passes in this subject being only 70 per 
cent. This is due in varying degrees to the fact that the treatment of the subject frequently embraces 
nothing more than the barren details supplied by the text-book prescribed for Third Classes, without 
being supplemented and illustrated from the larger knowledge of the subject, which it is essential the

teacher ■
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teacher should possess, and also to insufficient discrimination between what is of primary, and what is 
of merely secondary importance in historical events. The importance of the use of maps in the 
teaching of history needs to be more fully recognised. *

During the year, 310 pupils were examined for exemption-certificates, and 174 passed, the per
centage of passes being the same as in 1805.

_ The organisation and discipline of the scliools are generally satisfactory; school libraries are 
being gradually extended, and the playgrounds, as a rule, are kept in good condition.

The total number of teachers in this section is 121, classified as follows Class II, 22; Class 
III, 57; unclassified, 26; pupil-teachers, 16; of the unclassified teachers, 17 have been trained as 
pupil-teaehers. The teachers, as a body, are much respected, and the generally satisfactory character 
of the past year's work is due to earnestness and industry, with which they have discharged their 
duties.
T P. BOARD,
Lismore, 2nd January, 1897. Inspector.

' ANNEX X.
District Inspector T. Dwyer's Report.

At the beginning of the year the following changes were made in regard to the distribution of the 
schools of this District, viz., 17 schools on the Upper Hunter were transferred to Armidalc ; one was 
placed in Wellington District, 20 schools were taken from the Sub-metropolitan District and added to 
this, and 13 schools of the Maitland Section were transferred to Dungog.

The number of schools in operation during some portion of the year was 2-15, comprising
197 Public Schools and departments.
20 Provisional.
21 Half-time.

4 Housc-to-honse.
■ 3 Evening Public.

Total......  245
In tho Maitland Section one small school, Murray's Run Half-time, was closed at the end of 

Juno for want of attendance. The school buildings in that locality have been taken down, and 
ru-crected at \ango. The West Maitland livening Public .School was closed a few weeks ago. Three 
small schools were erected and opened during the year in places wherein no schoois previously existed, 
viz,, Luskintyro Public, Maison do Dieu Provisional, and Manobali Provisional. A new class-room 
for Rix Creek was completed at the close of last year. Forty-three school buildings underwent 
repairs under my supervision, at a cost of £265 3s. 3d., and 13 teachers' residences were improved, 
under the same supervision, at an outlay of £193 7s. 3d. It has been decided to establish a Public 
School at Dal wood, and to erect a new school-room at Cox’s Gap.

The number of schools in operation at the close of 1S96 was : —

197 Public Schools and departments.
20 Provisional Schools.
21 Half-time Schools.

4 House-to-house Schools.
1 Evening Public School.

Total......  243

Existing schools are centrally situated, and afford more than ample floor-space for the highest 
average attendance during any part of the year. The total floor-space for 1896 for the whole district 
is 25,579, and the total number of cubical suacca for the same iieriod 27,202, as aminst 24,240 and 
26,612 respectively in 1S95.

_ Tree-planting and the cultivation of flower-gardens in the Maitland Section have almost been 
discontinued, except in the caso of the following schools, in which considerable attention is still given 
tO'arboriculture and gardening, viz., Aberdeen, Bolwurra, Denm.in, Homeville, Horseshoe Rend, 
.Hinton, and Largs. Tho organisation and discipline of the scliools of this District continue to be very 
satisfactory. In a few' schools, however, errors of a serious nature were found in the rolls, the admis
sion registers were incomplete, daily report hooks wore not posted for several days, and lesson 
registers were in arrear. In one school that record was found unposted for three consecutive months; 
Drill in tho schools of this section, which are visited by Captain Mulholland, shows marked improve
ment since that gentleman’s appointment,

Ihe instruction of the pupils was, on the whole, very fairly imparted by such teachers as 
regularly and carefully prepared their work, while in the case of several who teach from imperfect 
knowledge, who have to use text hooks, even ott the day of inspection, defective teaching and poor 
results were invariably met with.

Tho work of inspection for the year is shown hereunder ;—

Section of District. Regular Insficc- 
tions,

Ordinary and second 
riigular 

Inspections.
Total Number of 

Inspections.
Number of Tupllg 

Examined.

Maitland ................................ So 8 93 4,438Newcastle ....................... 01 0 01 9,361
Hungog........................................... 9S 23 121 2,940

Total.......................... 244 31 275 16,739

Dvc^y school in the whole district, except one small Evening Public, had a regular inspection. 
That Evening Public School was closed before the visiting Inspector had time to examine it. With 
reference to the proficiency of the iiis]jected schools, it is found that in Maitland Section 90 per cent, 
of these schools succeeded in satisfying or exceeding the standard, 100 per cent, in Newcastle Section, 
and 93 per cent, in Dungog, the percentage for the whole District being 97 as against 94 for 1895.

Ihe following schools sent up successful pupils to the Junior University Examination, held in 
Juno, 1S90

Carrington, 1 passed ; Denman, 1 passed ; Maitland West, 2 passed ; Mulbrinp, 1 passed ; 
Newcastle, 12 passed ; Wallscnd, 1 passed ; Wickham, 3 passed : St. Ethel's, 1 passed. That makes 
a total of 22 successful pupils from S schools. In 1S95. 28 passed from 5 schools.

The number of pupils examined for exemption-certificates in the Maitland Section was 70S, of 
whom 509, or 72 per cent., passed, lu Newcastle Section the number examined was 800, and 461, or 
54 per cent,, passed.

43—M
The
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Tile proficiency of the pupils in each subject of instruction, and the percentage of those who 

satisfied or exceeded the standard are shown in the following table:—

Subjects.

Reading—
Alphabet .........
Monosyllables .. 
Rasy Narrative 
Ordinary Prose

Total.....
Writing—

On States.........
In Books .........

Total.....

Dictation..............
Arithmetic— 

Simple Rules ... 
Compound Rules 
Higher Rules ..

Total.......
Grammar—

Elementary........
Advanced............

Total......

• !
Number

Examined. Percentage, .

1,889
3,159

78
SO

5,820 84
5,865 86 jj

16,739 S3

6,448 80
10,291 S3 j|

16,739 83 |

13,398 S3 \\

10,604 76 I
3,497 79 ,
2,601 74 |

16,702 75 |j

3,638 79 ]
3,302 77 !]

6,940 79 1
i|

Subjects. Number
Examined, Percentage.

Geography—
Eleinentarv .................. 3,397 78
Advanced .............. ....... 3,538 73

Total...................... 6,935 77

History'—
English .......................... 6,907 78
Australian ..................... 1,264' 76

Scripture .......................... 16,389 SO
Object Lessons.................. 16,539 79
Drawing.............................. 16,634 SI
Music................................. 15,935 82
French ........................... 251 77
Euclid................................ 961 69
Algebra .............................. 266 SO
Mensuration .................... 408 76
Latin ................................. 258 77
Needleu ork ...................... 7,247 so
Drill ................................ 15,642 so
Natural Science .............. 172 87

Compared with last year, compound rules are better by 10 put cent.; higher rules and French 
have advanced 0 per cent. ; Australian history is better by G per cent. ; advanced grammar by 5 per 
gent. ; alphabet, algebra show an advance of 4 per cent. ; Latin is better by S per ceut. ; English 
history, scripture, drawing, mensuration, and drill show an improvement oi 2 per cent. ; simple 
rules, euclid, and elementary grammar are 1 per cent, better; needlewoik is not so good by 
5 per cent. ; object lessons, advanced geography, and writing on slates have fallen 3 per cent. ; 
easy narrative and ordinary prose are worse hy 2 per cent. ; writing in books, natural science, and 
elementary geography have declined 1 per cent. The results in dictation were inadvertently omitted 
from last year’s report. Fur this year the piercentagc is S3, which should be considered very satis
factory.

The total number of teachers, assistants, u ork-mistresses, and pupil-teachers employed in this 
district during tho year is 475. With very few exceptions, they have devoted theii full energy in the 
discharge of their official duties, ami no serious complaint lias been made against any of them during 
the year. Several gained promotion hy examination, and a few gained an advance in grade under 
Article 103 of the Regulations. Their classification at the end of 1806 is shown in the following 
table :—

Principal Teachers ...........
Mistresses of Departments .. 
Assistants ..........................

Total......................

Pupll-teachcrs.. ..

Work-mistrcsscs

1 A. , B, n a nrt. III A. m u.
111C- Lud Total.

5c
J 1 H

6

d i fS 1 'e? V cj * m * 1 1

Art 5
^1 1 1=4 iv;

3 "d £ p,
(3

•r.
'a
%

jj s |j 1 A

4 1 ■■ 15 25 i *20 1 49 6 17 S
8.1 8 | 17

15 153 40 m. ! 3 U 23 82 S2
i " 8 io 22 0 15 2 28 ■■ 7 f..| 1 i * 27 71 08

*1 3 IS G 44 46 25 18 51 32 17 15 S I 9 13
1

16 185 143 323

I. 11. HI. IV. Proba
tioners.

y cJ d .V
o i ~ d d o
3 5 * Z 3

F4 c r3 d o
-i

T j 52 2 9 13 7 2G 15 4 2 52 S5 187

10 Hi

Total Teachers of all ranks ‘287 ‘23$ 475

Summartf,
Four new schools were opened during the year ; the sum of £930 18s. lid. was expended by the 

Inspectors in improving schools and residences. With the exception of one small Evening Public 
School, every school in the district had a regular inspection, and 31 had ordinary and second regular 
inspections. The work of the y'ear has been faithfully performed, and the primary schools of the 
Maitland District ate in a creditable state of efficiency'.

T. DWYER,
East Maitland, 5th January, 1897. District Inspector.

' ANNEX Y, ,
IssrECTOK Flarhmas’s Report.

The schools under my supervision during the past year included 61 departments. The Infants Depart
ment at Carrington was closed, and an Evening School at Hamilton opened during the year.

The enrolment of pupils has been in excess of that of previous years, and was as follows : —
March quarter..................................................... 12,297
June quarter ..................................................... 11,965
September quarter............................................. 12,319
December quarter ............................................. 12,147

The accommodation provided in the schools is for 13,924 pupils. It
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It has been found necessary to increase the accommodation at Wallsend Boys’ and Lambton 

Infants' Departments ; tins will be undertaken at once, and when completed no school in the district 
will be compelled to nsc weather-sheds for teaching purposes.

Many of the schoolrooms and teachers’ residences have boon repaired either under my own 
supervision or that of the Clerk of Works.

My experience lias taught me that but very few teachers appear to take sufficient interest in 
their homes or home surroundings to induce them to make any improvements which might be called 
permanent. A teacher’s garden is tho exception, and not the rule, while the many little conveniences 
to ho found in tho homes of most householders are altogether absent. I can account for this only by 
the fact that, taking the teachers as a body, they appear to he very unsettled ; the younger teachers 
expect soon to he removed to more important positions, and those holding good appointments hope tho 
day is not far distant when they will he promoted to the Sydney District. Very few teachers have 
any desire to make a permanent home in this section.

I regret to report that, in nearly every instance, the school-gardens have been neglected. Since 
the botins lor gardening has been withdrawn the interest in this matter has been allowed to decline, 
and now very few1 schools have anything but posts and rails, which indicate whore once the garden 
was. This is very much to be regretted, as I have found that tho children generally took considerable 
interest in the scliool-garden when encouraged by their teachers.

Flowers, as schoolroom decorations, arc not as common as desirable, especially in Boys’ and 
Infants’ Departments. A few girls’schools arc always found to l>e gay and attractive with these 
“ gifts of Uature.”

All the scliools were inspected during the year. The organisation of most of them was found to 
he of a very satisfactory character. The rooms arc generally clean, neat, and attractive. The lesson 
documents were drawn, and the records complete and accurate. 1

In most cases the discipline is mild and effective. I have had very few complaints from parents 
respecting undue corporal punishment. Tho work of the schools is conducted in a methodical, cheer
ful manner; the pupils willingly obey the wishes of their teachers, and appear happy and contented 
in their echool-hfe.

The attainments of the pupils, ns ascertained at the inspection of the schools, were found to bo 
in most cases most satisfactory. The standard requirements were reached in all cases, and in a few 
schools high results wore obtained.

Arithmetic has received more intelligent treatment at the hands of the teachers, and, ns a 
consequence, the results have been of a higher order than those of former years.

As a rule, dictation is well taught; more than half the fourth and fifth classes of the district 
obtained the mark 11 Excellent ” for this subject, while several others obtained “Very good,”

As a general rule, the writing in copy-books of the upper classes is good ; hut I cannot say the 
same for the writing of miscellaneous exercises, snob as composition and reproduction on paper. These 
exercises are very frequently done badly hy children whose copy-books are well done. From what 1 
have ohseiwed, a pupil, during a writing lesson, will take a quarter of an hour to write a single line in 
Ins copy-book. The consequence is he is not accustomed to write rapidly, and when lie is required to 
do so his writing is frequently disgraceful.

With the exception of two schools, I have not been satisfied with the results obtained in 
geometry. When it is remembered that the requirements in this subject are small, and that the classes 
which receive instruction in this branch are generally taught by teachers who are known to have good 
mathematical acquirements, it is surprising how few classcb, as a whole, can be found which are aide 
to do more than barely satisfy the standard. In most classes a small number generally do well; but 
the majority fail almost completely in working even tho simplest proposition.

Tho teaching of drawing has much improved in very many ot the [scliools, although I am not 
yet satisfied that the subject receives as much intelligent treatment as its importance deserves.

There were SCO examined for “exemption certificates” ; 461 only succeeded in obtaining them. 
In most cases arithmetic was tho weak subject.

In July last Captain Mulholland was appointed Drill Instructor to the schools of this section. 
The result of this action has been to rouse considerable interest in the instruction of drill in all the 
schools. It has been arranged for the Captain to visit all the schools at least once a quarter, and the 
larger schools more frequently. Provision lias been made for the instruction of the senior hoys in 
shooting, and the military authorities have consented to the use of their targets at Newcastle, Lamb- 
ton, and Wallsend. A parade of all schools will he held once a quarter. It is hoped by these means 
to place the instruction of drill in a more favourable condition than it has been in the past. Ample 
provision has also been made for the instruction of the girls and infants. I have at ranged that us 
ninny pupil-teaehers as possible shall be present during the Captain’s lessons, so that these young 
teachers may acquire some knowledge as to how they should conduct their lessons when the special 
instructor is absent.

T am pleased to icport that Captain Mulholland has entered with considerable enthusiasm into 
the duties of his new office, and has succeeded in winning the confidence and respect of both teachers 
and pupils.
_ Two years ago a Public School District Athletic Association was formed. This was an exceed
ingly popular movement, and nearly all the leading teachers entered with considerable zest into the 
movement, while tho enthusiasm among pupils and parents was most encouraging. The annual sports 
meeting was attended by at least 20,000 persons, and proved a great success in every sense of the 
word.

During the year classes for manual training of lads from the schools have been conducted under 
Mr, Jones, as teacher. Eighty lads have been in regular attendance at these classes ; the pupils take 
considerable interest in their work, and from the teacher's report I gather that considerable progress 
has been made by most of them.

Sixty of the students were, under my supervision, subjected to a written examination at tho close 
of the year’s work ; the result of this examination is not yet known.

The Cookery Class has been in active operation the whole of the year. ISO girls have received 
instruction, with very satisfactory results. This class is still very popular among parents. I have 
always more applicants than I can find places for. The teacher is painstaking, enthusiastic, and 
effective.

At the close of the year there were employed in this section 34 principal teachers, 20 mistresses, 
72 assistants, 93 pupil-teachers, and 8 work-mistresses, making a total of 232 teachers of all grades.

Very few principal teachers have sought to improve their classification hy examination during 
the year. Most of the mistresses hold a classification of n A ; they seem to he quite satisfied with 
their status, for I am not aware of a single instance of any preparation being made to secure a 
higher grade.

All the pupil-teachers were examined during the year, and most of them gained promotion.
A competitive examination of male applicant pupil-teachers was held in September last. Fifty- 

one were examined, and 15 selected ; all of these wore superior lads, who displayed considerable 
literary ability as well as skill in the management of a class and the giving of a lesson.

The work of instruction has gone on smoothly during the year. A few of the moat successful 
teachers have been rewarded with promotion, while many have good cause to be thankful for their 
success.

C. O FLAKHMAN,
Newcastle, 1st January, 1S97. Inspector.

ANNEX Z
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ANNEX Z.

Inspector Kevin’s Repoht.

I took charge of this section of the Maitland District on the 1st February, and found under my 
supervision the following schools :— *

Public ............................................................................................................... 67
Provisional....................................................................   15
Half-time...........................................................................................................  14-
House-to-house .........................................   .I
Evening Public................................................................................................ 1

Total.............................     100

Of these, however, 3 were not in actual existence—Strathisla, Invergorden, and Dunkirk— 
though being in course of erection, of which the first-named only was finished and is now working. 
The aid promised by the Department was withdrawn from the other 2, as the promoters seemed to 
take no interest in their final success. The year closes with schools, viz. :—

Public ............................................................................................................... 69 '
Provisional.......................................................................................................  12
Half-time ................................................   14
House-to-house ...............................................................................................  3

Total............................................................................................ 98

Of these, all were regularly inspected, 7 received a second or reinspection, and 16 an ordinary 
inspection, while a large number were visited incidentally. Bulga Evening Public which was closed 
abruptly and before my time of visiting did not receive an inspection of any kind,

A few unimportant changes took place during the year, hut, as a whole, the District remains as 
in 1895, except that 13 schools were transferred from the Maitland Section at the beginning of the year.

' Ruildintjs.
Only 1 new school building—Strathisla Provisional—was erected during tho year. No 

residences, and only one weather-shed—Tea Gardens Public. A large number, however, received 
repairs in various directions, including painting, fencing, water supply-, (to.. and their condition 
generally received proper attention. The total expenditure under my om n supei vision was -C2G7 7s, Sd. 
As a whole, the buildings arc in fair order.

Organisation.
Under this head matters are generally satisfactory, though a few of the buildings are very 

unsuitable and need superseding. The accommodation is sufficient and comfortable, and the supply- of 
materials is adequate. The lesson guides ate complete and generally skilful, and the records, except 
in three or four instances, are neatly and correctly kept.

Discijdine.
This is healthy, as a whole, but in a few schools (of the smaller class) there is decided room for 

improvement. The pupils are quiet, well-behaved, and attentive to their work, and generally give 
little trouble. Drill has received fair attention during the year, but, owing to much rain and many- 
hot days, it was impossible to give it the attention it deserves,

* Inspection.
As has already been stated, all schools on my roll were regularly inspected except 1—a small 

Evening Public—and the results generally were satisfactory. The reading, writing, and arithmetic, 
however, show a falling off on last year’s averages ; the result, at least in two of the subjects, probably 
of the pupils meeting a new Inspector. In the other subjects there js little or no difference. All the 
schools, except 5, were up to or above the standard. A large number of pupils were examined for 
exemption certificates, and of those who passed hut only a small percentage have left school.

luitniction.
This part of the teachers public duty has been carried out earnestly and industriously during 

tho year, except in the case of the schools re-inspected. These, however, were found to be in a satis
factory state at the second visit. I am quite in accord with the wisdom of withdrawing notice of the 
Inspector’s intended visit of inspection.

The course of instruction is complete, except in three or four cases where singing is omitted, and 
the methods of instruction are, as a whole, skilful and intelligent. Teachers, however, would do 
better if they would carefully and systematically prepare their school-work.

The subject of school libraries was taken up by me early- in the year, with the result that 71 
have been opened—on most occasions w ith great erfrii—and the sum of £246 ISs. cheerfully- and willingly 
subscribed to purchase suitable hooks, of which there arc now 5,000 in circulation. The movement 
everywhere is most popular, and iu no instance have I heard a voice raised against these most useful 
institutions. I am glad to see the movement is spreading to other districts, and I hope the words of 
encouragement from the Chief Inspector, in last year’s report, will l>e the means of giving vigorous and 
permanent life to the scheme. It certainly- deserves more countenance and support from all quarters 
than has fallen to its lot in the past. The teacher, however, is, in almost every case, the life of the 
movement, and if his or her interest flags its doom is sealed.

The teachers and pupil-teaehers were duly examined at the prescribed times ; their conduct and 
attention to duty have been quite satisfactory as a body, and they- are individually and collectively 
respected in their respective spheres of action, and as citizens.

To sum up— Summary.
(ft) The means of education are sufficient and properly distributed.
(&) The organisation and discipline are satisfactory-; and
(r.) The instruction is well regulated, and carried on faithfully.
On the whole, therefore, tho year’s work has been a successful one, and I ce no reason why' 

next year’s should not be at least equally- satisfactory.
The usual statistics have already been forwarded.

Dungog, 26th December, 1896. J. KEVIN,
Inspector,

ANNEX
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ANNEX 2 ].
District ssfbctor Lawforii's Retort.

There have been a few slight eluuigos during the year. In the Wagga Section, a small scliool near 
Gimdagai, Jones’ Creek, was transferred to the Yaas District, as it was found more convenient to 
work it half-time with another scliool in that district. In the Young Section, Wattle Grove was 
transferred to the Forbes District, atid_ Brawlin was transferred from the Yass District to Young. 
Otherwise the boundaries of the district aro the same, and the sections are in charge of the same 
officers.

The number of schools is the same as it was last year, viz., 331, classified as follows ;—

Public.....................................................................    232
Provisional ..................................................................... 39
Half-time ......................................................................... 51
House-to-house ............................................................. 8
Evening.............................   1

Sixteen of these are new schools,
They were all fully inspected excepting 2 small schools, 1 in the Hay Section and 1 in the 

^oung, which are accounted for by the officers in charge of those sections.
The schools are distributed as follows :—

Wagga Section ................................................................. 74
Albury „   94
Hay ............................................................................ 72
Young ?,   91

_ In point of efficiency there is a decided improvement, 92 per cent, being up to tho standard as 
against 86 per cent, in the previous year.

There is a not increase of 284 seat', and a good deal of work is in progress that will add more 
seats. There is no reason to suppose there will be any overcrowding during 1S97.

In the Wagga Section the following work has been done under my own supervision :—
£ s. d.

Repairs, &c., to 30 schools .............................. 310 1 8
to 11 residences .......................... 359 2 0

New school-rooms .............................................  318 IS 0
Enlargement of one school .............................. 29 10 0

Total ....................................  1,017 11 S

The following new schools have been opened during the year :—

Marrar. Lalla Rookh.
Chanticleer. Tootal,

_ The 2 latter are old buildings removed to new sites at the residents’ expense. This is tho 
third time that Tootal has been removed ; it is to bo hoped it has come to a final anchorage.

New schools at Derrain, Elliott, and Bectivc will open this month.
There were 13 applications for new schools during the year, of which 7 were granted ; 1 was 

granted conditionally, but the conditions have not so far been fulfilled, and 5 were refused.
The following have been closed during the year :—

Emu Reefs, Upper Yanko,
Norther wouo, mdgiewa,

and Collengullie did not open at all. It is quite likely that all, excepting Emu Reefs, will open again. 
The teachers, on the whole, maintain an excellent character, and the year's work has been very

good.
L. E. LAWFORD,

Wagga, 6th January, 1397 District Inspector.

ANNEX Z 2.

Isspectob Friend's Report,

There were 91 scliools in this inspectorate at the beginning of the year. Three of these were closed, 
as a sufficient attendance was not maintained ; a new school will he opened at Kingsvale in January ; 
1 at Moii'ison’s Hill lias been offered ; and the question of establishing 1 at Gundabindyal North is under 
consideration, A list of 90 or 91 schools for the first quarter of next year is, therefore, probable. The 
Primary and Infant Departments at Cootamundra were dispensed with, and separate schools for boys 
and girls substituted.

The highest quarterly enrolment in the district was 4,248. At S square feet per child, the 
schools provide seats for 5,880 pupils ; hence the accommodation exceeds present requirements.

Under the Inspector’s supervision, 1 schoolV.is enlarged, and repairs were effected at 33 schools 
and C residences. The Chief Clerk of Works carried out improvements in connection with 2 schools 
and 3 residences.

Applications for the establishment of schools at the undermentioned places were received during 
the year:—

Locality, Nature of application. Result.

Stockinljingal We^t.............. For Provisional School... Declined.
Pipo-olay Creek............. IJ >■>> Wattamadara school to he removed, to satisfy

Morrison’s Hill f.............
requirements at both places.

Aid towards erection of a building offered.
Bundawarra .................. Declined.
Cowra West..................
Merriganowery..............

For Public School ........... 41

Half-time-school offered ; not accepted by peti-

Merryvalc......................
Barber's Creek .............................

Kingsvale ......................

For Provisional School ..

For Public School ......................

For Provisional School ...

tionera.
J> JJ J J

>* ti U
Granted ; to be opened in January.

Gundabindyal North .,. tj • 1 Under consideration.
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Every school in the District, with the exception of Memagong Provisional (which was closed 
before it could he tested), received a regular inspection. The results of inspection are summarised in 
the subjoined table :— '

Subjects.

Pending—
Alphabet ......
Monosyllables . 
Easy narrative 
Ordinary prose.

Totals .
Writing-

On slates ..............................
In copy-books und on paper

Totals

Dictation .................
Arithmetic—

Simple rules .... 
Compound rules 
Higher rules.....

Totals
Grammar—

Elementary................
Advanced....................

Totals
Geography—

Elementary................
Advanced...............

Totals
History—

English.................................
Australian ..................

Scripture and moral lessons
Object lessons......................
Drawing ..............................
Music.....................................
French ..................................
Euclid ..................................
Algebra..........................................
Mensuration..........................
Latin.................. ...................
Trigonometry ......................
Needlework...........................
Drill .....................................
Natural science .......................  * 1 2 3 4

Tota? Number 
Examined. Number P:issed.

Percentage up to or above 
Standard,

In 1895. In 1890.
133 101 80 70
672 019 89 92 ■
943 886 90 94

1,297 1,258 92 97

3,013 2,864 90 94

1,212 l, 1 lio 95 90
1,819 1,793 9S 99

3,031 2,958 97 98

2,394 1,917 73 SO

1,637 1,404 S3 80
634 452 72 71
647 470 72 73

2,918 2,326 78 SO

580 469 84 81
730 542 64 74

1.310 1,011 74 77

290 210 SI 72
1,033 785 75 76

1,323 905 77 7-’)

1,279 929 72 73
232 ISO S3 78

2,531 2,068 83 82
2,939 2,498 SB 85
2,93!) 2,751 93 94
2,805 2,334 SO 33

48 38 78 79
143 109 69 76
$2 38 52 73

101 69 64 08
51 29 50 57
20 n 50

1,163 1,094 94 94
2,842

105
2,533 87 89

94 So 89

An examination of these figures will show that steady progress has been made, for about 80 per 
cent, of the subjects taught are in a more satisfactory condition than during fast year. The scliools 
■which secured the best Jesuits at the regular inspections were :—Kooranatha, Hillmont, Springdale, 
and Barmedman. Pupils from tho following passed tho Junior Examination of the University, viz,, 
JCoorawatha, 3 passes; Grenfell, 3 ; Cowra, 3 ; Cootamundra, 3 ; Barmedman, 1 ; and ’Young, 1.

Tlie teaching staff of the District is classified as follows :—
1 E.................................................................................................................... 2
2 A.................................................................................................................... 13
2 B .................................................................................................................. S
3 A.................................................................................................................... 34
3 B.................................................................................................................... 5
3 C..... .............................................................................................................. 7
Unclassified (the majority of these formerly served as pupil-teachers) 24 
Pupil-teaehers............................................. .................................................. 20

Total ......... ....................................................... 113
A good percentage of the teachers have improved in efliciency. Complaints against them have 

been rare, and for the most pai t either unfounded or exaggerated. "As a body, they are exemplary in 
conduct, zealous, and capable.

Summary.
1. The schools are liberally distributed, are mostly in good repair, and provide accommodation 

beyond existing requirements.
2. With one exception (already explained) they were submitted to a regular inspection,
3. The instructional resulls show a distinct advance.
4. The foregoing circumstances indicate a good record for .1807.

CHAS. J. W. FRIEND,
Young, 31st December, 1896. Inspector.

ANNEX Z 3.
IxspfiCTor. Peaksom's Repoet.

Tjie year 189f> closed with 92 schools. Four of these—Boomanoomaiia Provisional, Blowering West 
Provisional, Oakey Farm, and Tar rami a Half-time—were not reopened, whereas Baroogaand Bnlgandra 
Provisionals were established in January ; thus the year 1896 commenced with 90 schools, classified 
as—Public, 33 ; Provisional, 17 ; Half-time, 18 : House-to-house, 2.

During tile year Bnlgandra, Finley, and Upper Bago Provisionals were raised to the rank of 
Public, Wnlbundrie Half-time converted to Provisional, and tho following new schools established :— 
Manus Provisional, Handley, Mount Airy, and South Humula Half-time. At
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At the close of the year 1396 the schools iu operation were Public, 56; Provisional, 16 ; 

Half-time, 20 ; House-to-house, 2; total, 04. . , ,
When the new school at liuvrmnbnttock North is established, and tho authorised enlargements 

to Berrigan, Finley, and Mulwnla completed, it may be said the means of education, both as regards 
amount and distribution, will bo adequate. The total number of schools and departments open during 
1896, or any portion thereof was 94. All of these were regularly inspected. In addition, 3 ordinary 
inspections were made, thus raising tho total to 97 inspections. _

Seventy-nine schools, or 84 per cent., exceeded standard limits, 12 were below, and 3 just up 
to the standard, whereas last year the numbers were 78, or 85 per cent., 14, and 0 respectively.

Tho percentage of passes appears 1 per cent, less than, last year. This is in n measure accounted 
far by the establishment of email schools, some of which were inspected soon after opening. Of the 12 
schools that failed to reach the standard, 7 had not been in operation a full year at time of inspection.

The following subjects show an improvement:—Dictation, geography, scripture, drawing, 
music, French, mensuration, Latin, needlework, and natural science, whereas writing, arithmetic, 
grammar, object lessons, Euclid, and algebra arc slightly lower, and in the case of reading, history, 
and drill no alteration on last year's results. ,

A perceptible improvement generally in organisation and discipline has been shown, and gives 
evidence of careful attention to the directions given at previous inspections. However, several cases 
were noted where serious discrepancies existed between lesson registers, time-tables, and programmes, 
thus showing that tho latter guides have not been faithfully followed. I have reason to believe these 
defoets will not exist next year. i _ . .

The schools' banks, 1 regret to say, are not in a flourishing condition, notwithstanding the 
attempts of the teachers to popularise them. _ _

The results of examinations for exemption certificates were unsatisfactory. Of the 162 pupils 
examined, only 94, or 5S per cent., were successful, the majority failing in arithmetic. This poor 
result is probably owing, in a measure, to faulty classification. _

On the whole, the school-rooms and premises present a neat and well-ordered appearance ; in 
many cases well arranged and attiactive gardens beautify the grounds. The schools of highest 
efficiency arc, in order ol merit—Albury Boys’. Albnry Clirls’, Germuntou, Major’s Plains, Urmia, How- 
long, Corowa, lumbarumba, Shepard’s-town, Wagra, Wondalga, Albury Infants’, and Gerogery. Only 
two Schools, Yamhla-and Albury, were represented at the University Examination, the former being 
eminently successful, considering the smallness of the school. During the year a cookery class of 60 
pupils was opened in Albury. The pupils were regular and attentive, and displayed great interest in 
this very important brunch The result of the examination test was highly gratifying, and it is hoped 
another ohiss will be formed dunng the ensuing year.

The teaching stall'at the end of the year consisted of Principal teachers, 82 ; mistresses, 2 ; 
assistants, 5 ; pupil-teachers, 14 ; total, 10.'!. With but very few exceptions the teachers are earnest, 
painstaking, and zealous, and exert a beneficial influence in their respective centres.

School accommodation, allowing 8 square foot per child :—
Accommodation existing at commencement of 1896...................................... 5,592
Additional accommodation provided................................................................ 420
Accommodation lost by closing. &c................................................................... _
Accommodation existing at eud of 1896 ......................................................... 5,6D7

The December enrolment was 3.07S, hence ample accommodation is provided.
Excellent buildings—school and residence—were erected by Architect at Tociimvvul at a cost of 

£!,270; the former, which replaces the old, affords a total accommodation for 124.

New buildings erected by inspector or supplied by residents :—

Names. If new. Scats. CObt.

Finley.......................................................................

Buhmndra, commenced last year, opened this ... 
Barooga, „ ,, -

Formerly conducted in School 
of Arts.

New........................................

30

21
30

£ s. d.
63 10 0

45 0 0
57 19 6

15 Residents,
28

Old. rermeried.......................... 21

The sum of £227 3s. Sd. has been expended in connection with repairs and improvements to 
32 schools, and £165 8s. 2d. in repairing 6 residences.

A new school building is in course of erection at Buri-umbuttock North. This will cost 
£57 10s., and afford accommodation for 30 children. The work of extending Einlcy is in hand, and 
will give additional scats for 17 pupils. The contract price is £41 10s. 6d. _

The efficiency of the schools, generally speaking, has been maintained, the means of education 
are sufficient, and well distributed. All schools were regularly inspected, and it is expected the 
work of 1897 will bo at least as satisfactory as the past,

F. PEAKSON,
Albury, 28th December. Inspector.

ANNEX Z4.

Inspector McKenzie's Report.

The schools in this section are sufficient in number, well distributed, and satisfactorily meet the 
requirements of the residents. -

At the close of 1895 there remained 65 schools in operation, Mix now schools have since been 
established, ami 1 reopened. There have been, therefore, 72 schools in operation during the year 
1896, including 50 Public, 6 Provisional, 10 Half-time, 1 Evening, and 5 House-to-house Schools.

New1 schools wore opened at Elimdale, Hill Plain, Lynwood, North Deniliquin, Tomara, and 
Warangesda. A school was promised at Bunganbil; and applications from Barham, Ballygrogan, 
Bringagee, Box Valley, and Wycott; Dahwilly, North Barellan, and Tolurno w-ero declined.

A new school and residence at Mossgiel and a new class-room at Hillston were taken over by 
the Department early in the year. A new class-room was erected at Mathonra, and a new residence 
at Boohgal. A residence is in course of erection at Mathoura; and extensive repairs and improvements 
have been sanctioned at Broken Hill, Moama, Carrathool, and Whitton.

Under the Inspector's supervision repairs und improvements were carried out in 40 schools and 
13 residences ; 6 small school buildings wore erected, and 2 others are in progress.

Most of the school buildings are now in good repair, and the accommodation is ample. The 
gross enrolment for the year was 7,428, and the average attendance 4,114, while existing buildings 
provide floor-space for 7,065 pupils, and statute accommodation for 7,407.

All
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AH schools but 1 were fully inspected, and, as a rule, tho premises were found to he well kept, tho 

supply of furniture and school material sufficient, and the condition of tho schools as regards organisation, 
discipline, and instruction, satisfactory. Of 71 schools inspected, 65 were above standard and 6 below, 
those taking highest rank being Alma, Broken Hill, Broken Hill North, Deniliquin, Hay, and 
Silverton.

Only S schools secured passes iu the University Examinations, viz. Hay, 2 Juniors ; North 
Broken Hill, 2 Juniors ; and Wentworth, 1 Junior.

There are Savings Banks iu all the principal schools, and arboriculture receives a fair amount of 
attention. The gardens at Hay and Balranald deserve special mention.

The total number of teachers of all ranks employed in the section at the end of the year was 
122 ; and of the teachers generally it may he said that they are diligent and conscientious in the 
discharge of their duties, and have earned the respect of both pupils and parents.

a. D. McKenzie,
Marrickville, 4th January, 1807, Inspector,

ANNEX Z5.
' Distkict-Ikspector Longs Report.

The divisions of the District for inspectoral supervision have remained unchanged, and consist of tho 
Mudgcc Sectiou, under Mr, Inspector J. P. Rooney ; the Dublio Section, under Mr. Inspector J. W. E. 
Bailhe ; and the Central, or Wellington Section, under myself.

At the close of the former year there wore 235 scliools in the District. Eleven have been closed, 
12 new ones opened, and 6 added from other Districts. During the year, or for part of it, there were 
244 schools in operation—90 in the Mudgee Section, 70 in the Dubbo, and 84 in the Wellington. Tho 
number in existence at the end of the year was 240.

The buildings in whicli these schools arc conducted suffice for 14,473 pupils at the regulation 
allowance of floor-space, and, therefore, provide ample accommodation, the enrolment for the last 
quarter being 11,150, and the average attendance 7,889"7. They are m good condition, and are pro
vided witli all necessary appliances.

During the year, under Illspect■nrs, supervision, 8 school buildings and 2 weather-sheds have 
been erected, and 58 schools and 17 residences enlarged or repaired, at a total cost of £996 6s., whicli 
is little more than half the sum expended during the preceding year. More extensive works have been 
carried out under the Department’s Architect.

All the schools were fully inspected during the year, excepting 2 small ones, 1 in the Mudgee 
Section, which was open for 6 days only, and l in the Wellington Section, which was closed before it 
could be visited. The total mimher of inspections effected was thus 242—89 in the Mudgee Section, 
70 in the Dubbo, and 83 in my own. Of the 242 schools inspected, 231, or 95'5 per cent., were found 
to be in a creditable condition in regard to general efficiency, exceeding the number for the former 
year hy ‘5 per cent. Of the 11 schools returned as below standard, some were in operation but a short 
time at the date of inspection, and in the caso of othcis the attendance had been affected hy causes 
Ijeyond the teacher's control, such as epidemics and protracted drought. The number of schools whose 
efficiency reaches or exceeds standard affords evidence of commendable skill and diligence on the part 
of the teaching staff of the District.

The-organisation almost invariably shows careful effort to comply with the prescribed system, 
and due appreciation of the salutary influence of neat and pleasing surroundings. In this connection, 
the attention bestowed in many instances on improviug the appearance of school-grounds by planting 
trees, ornamental shrubs, and flowers, is deserving of commendation. Occasionally defects aro met 
with in the classification of pupils, or in designing the course of instruction, hut these arc almost 
invariably traceable to inexperience. Errors in records, excepting, perhaps, the lesson register, are 
very rare.

The methods of government arc, as a rule, appropriate, intelligent, and effective, and the 
discipline is, therefore, rarely otherwise than satisfactory. Occasionally we encounter a teacher so 
wanting in aptitude for his position, in diligence, or in mental perception, as to make fear of physical 
pain the sole means for influencing the immature intelligences committed to his charge, but such cases 
aro fortunately exceptional. The pupils are uniformly of neatand well-dressed appearance, while their 
behaviour, attention, and general deportment are most pleasing. It is to be regretted that the effect 
of the training which produces this extends in so many cases to the school boundary only. The very 
regrettable cause, doubtless, is that outside associations tend to counteract the teacher’s woith. 
Possibly this adverse influence will diminish with the decrease in the number of homes under the 
government of those who have not had the advantage of correct educational training.

The number of pupils examined at the inspections of the year was 8,107- The percentages of 
passes in tho several subjects taught are higher than those for the former year in every subject 
excepting sewing, and range from 97"5 in natural science to 71'5 in grammar. Tho percentages of 
pupils up to or above standard in those most important subjects, viz., S7‘7 in reading, S5'7 in 
writing, and 81'4 in arithmetic, aro very satisfactory, especially in regard to writing, for in many 
country schools there are special difficulties to contend with in tho teaching of this subject. The 
general result of the teaching for the year may, therefore, ho regarded as satisfactory, and creditable 
to those entrusted with it.

During the year 614 pupils were examined for exemption certificates, under section 35 of the 
Act, and of these 410—or rather less than 67 per cent,—passed. A large proportion of those who did 
not, failed iu arithmetic only, owing to inability to work questions involving ordinary applications 
of the rules in which they were tested. Easy questions of this kind frequently proved too much for 
pupils who could work sums in much more advanced rules. Such failures have, however, had the 
effect of directing attention to the necessity for improved methods of teaching the subject in several 
respects. *

The number of teachers employed in the District is 282, including 55 who are unclassified, and 
34 pupil-teachers. Their classifications and positions are given in the statistical returns for the year. 
With few exceptions, they are well fitted for their respective positions, and perform their duties with 
diligence and success, while they have gained the esteem of those amidst whom they are stationed. In 
some few eases there is observed a certain carelessness i n details of personal deportment, which Suggests 
defective appreciation of the responsibilities of the position voluntarily undertaken, and which must 
impair usefulness and success. The warning and advice given in such cases are, however, so far as 
my own observation extends, received in a spirit which indicates that proper effort will be made to 
remedy the errors referred to.

The pupil-teachers have displayed commendable aptitude, diligence, and usefulness, and, with 
one exception, have gained fully satisfactory reports.

_ In conclusion, it may be stated that the schools of the District are sufficient for its present 
requirements ; that their material condition and efficiency are satisfactory ; and that the general 
result of the year’s work shows a gratifying measure of success in regard to the objects for which the 
Department exists.

Tiie reports of the officers associated with mo in tho charge of the District aro forwarded with
this.

ORORGE ED. LONG,
Waverley, 8th January, 1S97. District Inspector.

ANNEX
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Inspector Rooney's Report.
At the close of J895 there were 99 schools m the Mudgee Section of the Wellington District. _ _

Owing to insufficient attendance, the Half-time Schools at Kelgoohi, Nulla Mountain, Spring
field, Spring Flat, and the House Scliool at Oxley’s Peak were not reopened at the beginning of the
yCal' The Half-time School building at Piambong was destroyed by fire early in January, and has not 
been rebuilt. A few days afterwards the Half-time School at Rats Castle closed, the school popula
tion having decreased to (S in numlier.

Si'hoolx extablixheih
New schools have boon established at Rarnigon and Dexter Springs.
A new school, superseding an old rented building, lias lieen erected at Menab.
A Provisional School has just been completed at (jenowlan Shale-inine.

Srftook lonwta/.
Caperteo Provisional was converted into a Public School early in the year, and Tara Public, after 

being closed for seven months, was reopened as Provisional in the month of November. _
At the beginning of the year Buddon Provisional School was placed under my supervision, 

having been transferred from tho Maitland District,
Eight school buildings and 9 residences received substantial repairs.
A weather-shed was erected at Pinnacle Swam]). _ _
The erection of new schools and the repairs of schools and residences were carried out under my 

supervision. , , . , ,, , .
Under the supervision of the Architect, a residence is in course of erection at Burrundiula, ana 

repairs are being effected at Cndgpgong.
All the Public, 7 out of 11 of the Provisional, and 10 of the Half-time Schools are vested in the

Department.
At the end of 1S96 there were in operation in this sectiou of the 

visional, 22 Half-time, and 2 House-to-housu Schools : total, S'J.
District 04 Public, 11 Pro-

Accowinoduiion.
The schools iu the Mudgee Sectiou give accommodation for 3,S77 pupils, or 983 more than were 

enrolled fot any quarter of the year. The material condition of all the Public Schools is good, but 
1 Provisional and 0 Half-time schools are conducted in inferior non-vested buildings.

Twenty.fuur school playgrounds have ornamental trees. In 19 cases the trees arc nourishing, 
and show that they have been u'cll attended to hy the teachers. In this respect the following schools 
deserve special mention :—

P,ay]y. Dawson & Creek,
Cudgegoug, Mudgee.
Pidlenhone, Rjbdnne,
Eurnudereo, Wilbetree.

Enrolment mvl Alfmdaw'i'.
The total enrolment for the year was 4,199. Uf this number, 3S0 were returned as pupila of 

more than one school.
The average daily attendance was 2,ii72‘3, being a decrease of a9'2 on (hat for ISuo. ihe 

decrease is accounted for by the removal of families of miners to other districts. _
The amount of school fees received for the year was £1,307 14s. 3d., being an increase of 

£07 3s. lOid. on the previous year.
The fees in arrear at the end of December amounted to £33 10s. 470. _
There wore at the eud of the year, in the schools of this section. 377 free pupils, being an 

increase of 3.) on the previous year.
Inspertian.

Excepting Rats’Castle Half-time, which was closed in January, all schools received a regular 
inspection ; 3 schools received ordinary inspection. During the year 2,737 pupils were examined. Out
of 174 examined for exemption certificates, ISO passed the required test.^ _

The attainments of the pupils show improvement in reading, dictation, arithmetic, grammar, 
history, and algebra. Music is badly taught in the majority of the schools.

I am of opinion that a marked improvement in writing would take place if the Department would 
issue a series of copy-hooks, supplying them t.o the schools either free or at a low price. At present 
the way the pupils have of obtaining copy-books, especially in remote places, is very unsatisfactory.

Teacher*.
Under my supervision there are 84 teachers and 11 pupil-teaehers. Of the teachers, 2 are in 

the first class, 18 in the second, 54 in the third, and 10 unclassified. Of the last-mentioned, 0 have 
served as pupil-teaehers.

Only one complaint against a te.icher was made during the year. The teachers are well-con
ducted, and the great majority of them have gained the esteem of the people of the localities in which 
they live.

Summary,
Or) This portion of the Wellington District is amply provided with the means of education.
(b) The material condition of tho schools is good.
(r-j The organisation and discipline are satisfactory. i . ,

The results of the year’s work give much cause for satisfaction, and thercis reason for believing 
the good work will bo carried on during the coming year.

° JOHN r. ROONEY,
Mudgee, 31 st December, 1896. Inspector.

ANNEX Z 7-
IXSl’EUTOK BaILLIE’s RlU'OKT.

Rrmxfi the year 1S9G there were in operation in the Dubbo .Section of tho M clliugton District 70 
schools, Vis'™, 48 I’ublic, 14 Provisional, 3 Half-time, ami 5 HoiiFC-to-house.

At the close of the year the schools in operation were :—
Public Schools ................................................................................. 43
Provisional Scliools ........................................................................... 14
Half-time Schools................................................................................ 2
Honse-to-house Schools ................................................................... 4

Total ....................................................................... 0^
A

43—Is"
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A Provisional School was established at Darralume, Pelar Creek was reopened as a Half-time 
School, and worked with a new school {it Mo Ida, at the beginning of tho year; but the numbers 
attending during the first quarter warranted the conversion of Balar into a Public and Mobln into a 
Provisional. The Provisional School at Ironbarks, closed through small attendance in ISOo, was re
opened. Collie and (Joradgerio, worked as House-to-honss Schools, were converted—the former into 
a Public and the latter into a Provisional, Ford’s Bridge, worked with Gumbalie us a Half-time 
School, was converted into a Provisional School. Boogaldie, reopened as a Provisional, was converted 
into a Public School,

The following schools were closed through diminished attendance:—Baby Provisional, 
Gumbalie Half-time, Belleroy and Terembone, and Pnrlewangh, Sand Creek, and Ulamambri House-to- 
house.

_ Schools transferred.—The undermentioned schools were transferred from this section Louth 
Public, Tilpa and Kallara Half-time, and in lieu thereof, Walgctl, Collarendabri, Come-by-Chance, 
Pilliga Public Schools and Kercargo Provisional were added.

Timbriebuugio School (closed since April, 1898) was destroyed by fire on the night of the 25th 
May last.

Applications for the establishment of new schools at Dulla Delia and Ramperdcll are under 
consideration.

Improvements, including additions, painting, and repairs, have been effected at 24 schools, and 
2 teachers' residences, at an outlay of £383 13s. (icT, under the Inspector’s supervision, and 3 schools, 
at a cost of £330 10s. Gd., under the Architect’s, -

Tho works that have been authorised, but are incomplete, include additions and improvements 
to Belarbigill, Baradine, Bolar Creek, Mundooran, Collie, Dubbo, and Narromine Schools, und 
additions, including wash-honse, bathroom, Ac., to the teachers’ residences at Byrock and Brocklehurst.

The water from the town supply has been laid on to the school and teacher’s residence at Dubbo 
at the small outlay of only £20 15s.

The accommodation at the end of 1895 provided floor-space for 5,400 pupils. At the end of 
1S9G there was accommodation for 5,804 pupils—giving an increase of 404 seats.

Enrolment ami A aerate Attendance.
The enrolment and average attendance for the four quarters ending March, Juno, September, 

and December were :—
Enrolment.

March quarter............................................. 3,900
' Juno ,, ....................................... 4,033

September quarter ...................................... 4,033
December „   4,004

The highest enrolment any quarter last year was 3,7G0.
Total amount of school fees received for the year, £1,533 17s. 

£44 12s. 4Jd. Number of free pupils, 235.

Average Attendance.
2,409-3
2,757-1
2,832-7
2,793-4

lid. Total amount in arrear,

Inspection, Instruction, and Discipline.
All the schools received a regular inspection, and several incidental inspections as opportunities 

offered.
Of the 70 schools inspected, 64 were above standard and fi below. Eleven schools either 

reached or exceeded 75 per cent., and of these Dubbo Boys' and Dubbo Infants’ rank first and second 
respectively.

The Dux medals generously given by S. Phillips, Esq., M.P., to the Dubbo School, were, after 
a very close contest, won by Lavinia Cameron and Harold Wilson, and were presented at the 
breaking-up for the Christmas vacation, hy G. Taylor, Esq., J.P., Chairman of the School Board.

Of tbc 3,105 pupils examined, 226 were examined for exemption certificates, of whom 118 passed 
a percentage of only 52. Arithmetic is still the weak subject in these examinations, and will continue 
so until it is thoroughly taught in the lower classes. Pupils who can work very fairly difficult 
questions in the higher rules blunder over questions in proportion and practice, requiring a little 
thought.

The order and discipline have been well maintained, and range from very fair to excellent, the 
demeanour is pleasing, the appearance bright and shecrful, and the conduct good. It is highly 
gratifying to observe that cleanliness is a special feature, both as regards teachers, pupils, and schools.

Drill is well taught at. all the larger schools, and at all the smallerschools under the supervision 
of ex-pupil-teachers.

Teachhuj Staff.
The teachers as a body are earnest and vealous m their work, steady, sober, and industrious ; 

the pupil-teachers are studious, smait, and intelligent, and bear excellent characters.

Teachers—
Class IB .. 

„ II A.... ns..
„ III A
„ hib .. mo

Unclassified

Classification of Teaching Staff.

. 11 

. 6 

. 22 
. 10 
. 5 
. 24

Total ............................................................................  80
Of the unclassified teachers, 9 arc ex-pupil-teachers, who will present themselves for examina

tion as soon as they are permitted to do so, in accordance with the Regulations, and one is an ex- 
studont of the Training College.

Pupil-teachers—
Class 1....................................................................................................... 4

,i 2.................. ................................................................. ........ 3
„ 3 .......................................................................... 2
„ 4........................................................................... 2

Total............................................................................ 11
Work-mistress, Dubbo Superior School .......................................................... 1

Total of all grades.................................................... 92
Good work has been done during the year, and there is every indication of equally good work 

being effected during the ensuing year.
J. W. E. BAILLIE,

Dubbo, 31st December, 1896. Inspector.
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Report of the Principal of the Training School, Fort-street.

The enrolment of students for tiie year 1S9C was 20, classified as follows :—
16 with full scholarships.
9 with half scholarships,
1 with non-scholarship.

Course of Study.
Physiology, witli special reference to school hygiene, was added to the curriculum at the begin

ning of the year. Dr. R, E, Roth was appointed lecturer, and his efforts in the direction of practical 
useful instruction in this subject were much appreciated by the students and several head-masters and 
assistants who were privileged to attend his classes. At an examination held in November, under the 
auspices of the St. John Ambulance Association, 24 students were successful in qualifying for the 
“ first aid " certificate issued by that body.

The complete course of study is given below :—
Latin.—Cicero pro Sestio ; Arnold’s Composition.
French.—First and Second French Course; First French Reader {MacmillanJ; Polyeucte 

(Corneille).
English.—Meiklcjohn’s Rook of English; Julius Cieaar; Shakespeare’s Tragedies and the Eliza- 

liethan Historical Drama ; Smith’s Specimens of English Literature.
English History.—From 1789 to present time.
Mathematics.—-The work prescribed for honor papers, matriculation examination.
Scliool Management.—Theory and History of Education ; Practical School Management; Public 

Instruction Act and Regulations ; the Kindergarten principle.
Natural Science.—Anatomy, Physiology, School Hygiene. _ _
Music,—Sutton’s Theory of Music ; Four-part Songs ; Stainer’s Harmony ; Voice Training.
Drawing.—Practical, Plane, and Solid Geometry; Perspective,
Drill.—Squad, company, and battalion drill; muuual and firing exercise; physical drill, with and 

without rifle.
. Practical Training.

Each student was employed for six weeks, at different periods of the year, in the general work 
of teaching, and during the last half of the year further practical experience was gained hy each being 
entrusted witli the management of a small school. A scliool of the 10th Class, comprising infants and 
pupils of second and third classes, was established in the Practising School, and each student in his 
turn took charge of this school for about a week, and was held responsible for the organisation, disci
pline, and progress of the pupils. Lectures on the principles and practice of teaching and class manage
ment were delivered regularly during the session, and specimen, test, and criticism lessons were given 
every week.

Staff.
The stuff for the year 1896 consisted of the Principal; J. D. St. Clair Maclardy, M.A., Lecturer 

in Languages and Mathematics ; J. Finney, B.A., Lecturer in English and English History ; Dr. Roth, 
Lecturer in Physiology; Hugo Alpen, Music Master; F. W. Woodhouse, Drawing Master; W. 
Powrie, Teacher of Manual Training; Q.M.-S. Smith, Teacher of Drill.

Manual Training.
Each student received two hours' instruction per week in the manual training workshop. This 

branch of technical education was very popular with the Session of 1896, and Mr. Powrie, the teacher, 
lias again succeeded in obtaining highly satisfactory results.

Honors. First Grailci. Second Crude. Total.

4 10 ii 25

JJra minations.
The Chief Inspector visited the Training College frequently during the year, and examined the 

students quarterly. The examination to test the students1 practical skill was held early in December. 
The final examination was held in the third week of December. The results are given bolow :—

II A with Honors. It A. 11 B. III A. Total.

i 4 12 5 , 22

One student was disqualified for infringement of rules of examination. The non-scholar did not 
compete; and two students failed to complete their examination through illness.

Drill.
The excellent scheme of drill introduced at the beginning of 1895 has been productive of the 

best results. The outgoing students showed a lively interest in this important section of school-work. 
Regular target practice was obtained at the Randwick Riflo Range. Twenty-six passed the annua! 
examination in drill.

Health and Conduct.
The health of the students has been good, and their conduct, with few exceptions, satisfactory. 

Training College, Fort-street, 22nd January, 1897. J. W. TURNER.

ANNEX Z 9.
Report of the Principal of Huklstone Training College.

Enrolment, of Students.
15 full scholarships.
10 half scholarships.

-I non-scholarships.
Of Ihese, 25 attended the final examination, the non scholarship students being excluded 

neemding to a new regulation.
Course
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Course of iStmly.
Latin.—Cicero Pro Sestio; Arnold’s Composition.
Jinglish.—Shakespeare's Julius Cmsar; Mciklejohn's Book of English ; Shakespeare and the 

Shakesporian Dramatist.
Arithmetic.—Theory and Practice.
French.—Corneille's Polyeucte; Macmillan’s Third Year.
Algebra.—Smith's Smaller Algebra.
Geometry.—JIaekay’s Euclid, Book T,
English History.—17S!5 to 1S70.
School Management.—Public Instruction Act; the Regulations ; the Records ; G1 adman's School 

Method ; Kindergarten System ; Practising School Work.
Music.—Sutton’s Theory of Music; Stainer’s Harmony ; Part Songs ; Practice in Conducting 

Music Lessons.
Drawing.—Plane and Solid Geometry : Model Drawing, Freehand and Perspective.
Needlework.—Cutting out and Setting work ; making one garment.
Reading.—Macaulay’s Essays ; Julius Caesar ; Daivdeu's Shakespeare.
Physiology.—Lectures by Dr. Roth ; Ambulance work ; First Aid to the Injured.
Drill.—Calisthenics ; Free Exercises ; School Drill; Practice in Teaching Drill.
Natural Science,—Chemistry and Physics.

The Tcarhiny St'jJj'.
The teaching staff for lSf)6 consisted ofJ. A. Nicoll, Principal ; E. M. Mallarky, B.A., 

Assistant; Jessie Douglas, Teacher of Drawing ; Elizabeth Banks, Teacher of Kindergari^n ; Maude 
Lance, Teacher of Cookery ; J. D. St. Clair-Maclardy, M.A., Lecturer on Classics and Mathematics ; 
Hugo Alpen, Lecturer on Music ; A. Paul, Drill Instructor ; Reuter Roth, M.D., Lecturer on 
Physiology ; J, Taylor, B. A., LL.R., Lecturer on Physics and Chemistry.

Practical Trainiittf.
Each student had four weeks’ actual teaching besides specimen, criticism, and test lessons. The 

Practising School, conducted by Miss S. H, Nicholls, is of valuable assistance in this branch.

Material Condition.
During the year 1890 all books not required under the present conditions have been exchanged 

for new books, which form a valuable addition to the library.
The interior of the house has been thoroughly renovated. The two wings hitherto quite separate 

have been joined hy a severed bridge, -whicli is a gical convenience, and adds to the appearance of tiie 
premises. A telephone lias been also added to the establishment, and has proved to he of great use. 
Many beautiful busts and casts have been sent from the Technical College.

Pxam inations.
Quarterly examinations were held hy the Chief Inspector throughout the year.
The final examination was not completed till the 23rd December, therefore the results are not 

yet published.
The needlework examination was held in June, and the results were most gratifying.
Twenty-seven students attended a special examination for St. John’s Ambulance Association, 

conducted hy Dr. Yandaleur Kelly, and all the students passed, and gained certificates,
A special examination in geometrical drawing was held in June, and 17 students passed.

Jlemarh.
During the year IS96, Miss Storey, Teacher of Cookery, was transferred tn the Technical 

College, and Miss Lance was appointed to Hurlstoue in her place. The general health of the students 
have been exceptionally good, and their conduct has been most satisfactory. One student was ill 
during the first part of the year, but her health was restored after one month’s leave uf absence.

J. A. NICOLL.

APPENDIX XIII.
REPORT ON DRAWING.

Tllr results of my inspections of SO schools and 203 departments (of which 0 schools and 23 departments 
aro sub-metropolitan) arc as fallows :—

rj> to 
Stand arc].

liclow
Standard. Total. Posses, 1S9G. Passes, ISOj. Average Class* 

mark, lS9(j.
Average Class- 

mark,

Boys ................. 10,259 3,409 13,728 74-S 7P0 7T7 7-07
Girls ................. 8,703 3,000 12,429 750 68-8 7'05 G-9L
Infants ............. 13,f>93 3,798 16,391 82-9 70-0 7'31 7-23

Totals......... 32,015 10,933 42,548 70-0 72’5 7T7 7-0

It will lie observed that the number of passes has considerably increased, while the average 
class-mark has slightly improved in each case. As the standard of work demanded has also risen, 
these improvements are even more satisfactory than a2>pears on the surface. The total number 
examined is an increase of nearly 20 per cent, above the number in 1S!)4.

Modd-drawing and Geometry.

Suitable models are much needed in many schools. Teachers do not use much judgment or 
forethought in providing such as might easily he obtained, nor, do I think, is much thought given 
previously to the arrangement of a systematic and graduated course of instruction in this subject or iu 
freehand.

Practical geometry is more generally taken up, hut the want of suitable instruments is a common 
cause of unsatisfactory work. T have done all I can to further the study of scale-drawing (as being 
very useful and less hampered by this want), and have given many introductory lessons in it. For
tunately, though less attractive than model-drawing, practical geometry is of much greater importance, 
while its teaching puts a smaller strain on the powers of observation, rcsourecfuluess, and common 
sense of the teacher.

Infants.
I am glad to note a decided improvement in the work of these classes. By using the Kinde 

garten method in the lowest classes, and equally-spaced lines m one direction in the middle, the gre1'- 
need of an intermediate step between the work of the lower and upper classes is supplied with goat

icsidt0'!s
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results. There is still au apparent loss oE energy in the teaching of form to the infants, through its 
not being kept up in the other departments, as it has to be reuccpiired arhen practical geometry is 
taken up. There is also groat laxity in tho use of terms {such as ‘‘straight,” “ perpendicular,” &c.), 
which makes oral teaching less useful than it should he, a piucise common language between teacher 
and pupil being the first desidciatum.

■ Hi'jk School-.
At the Boys’ High School the subject is an optional one. Only 0 take it. these being instructed 

at tho classes in the Technical College. Taking the circumstances into consideration, the work at the 
Girls’ High .School is good, the teacher being most thorough and energetic.

Kwmumfiou*.
The results of the examinations of 2'20 teachers, o2 training students, C77 pupil-teachers, mid 

3G3 applicant pupil-teachers in all subjects arc given in the following table. The figures show the 
number examined and the percentage ot passes : —

Ap. P. Trs.............
P. Trs.....................
Tg. Sts...................
Trs..........................

Blackboard. Freehand. Model. Gcomctrv. I’cripecth

No
l'\d.

PjLbH, No.
u.ul.

No. 
cxd. Pass

No.
cmI. PlW?5. Nix

cxd. Po&s

363 02 vS
pio 82 m 158 (in-8 3iio 42'3

1 4 25-0 32 50 0 3 33-3
20 <i‘2*0 • S3 45‘7 31 54-S 62 51-C 15 60-0

It should be noted that of the training students two-thirds of the female students passed and 
only oue-third of tiie mule students. 1 think some change might he beneficially introduced into the 
curriculum for the training students in the direct ion of providing more instruction in teaching methods 
and tests of their ability to teach.

Model-drawing continues to be tiie weak point with the pnpi)-teachers, while in the schools it iv 
hardly ever taught with success.- These two tacts are connected, for while the head-teachers have 
rarely any real grasp of the subject, it is to them that the pupil-teaehers look for mstiuction, and by 
them that tiie subjeut is generally taught.

■ ■ . Tnchlenlal Vigils.
The large increase in the number of classes and pupils makes it impossible to pay incidental 

visits to more than one-tenth of tho departments, and I think it is a question for consideration whether 
more of my time should not be given to such visits to the schools and to the Training Schools rather 
than to the exhaustive inspections carried out at present.

Much more attention should be paid to collective class-teaching, and with more opportunity of 
paying extra visits 1 could give tho matter the attention it deserves.

FKEDERIC W. WOODHOUSE,
Sydney, lllh Januaiy, 1S07. Superintendent of Drawing,

APPENDIX XIAr.
1 TUu’om os SiMitsc.

I have visited and examined all til? sohoolr. in the Metropolitan District {including those whicli during 
the past year have been added to it) in vocal music and theory. I have nlso, as often as time per
mitted, visited and given specimen lessons m such schools as seemed tn require my assistance.

I have noticed with pleasure a greater refinement in singing in a fair number of schools. There 
is also a distinct advance in better and purer enunciation—a matter to whicli 1 have often earnestly 
directed the attention of the teachers. Much, however, remains to lie improved in this subject.

The chief aim of our teachers ought to he to teach tiie ehihhcn to lead music at sight, acquire 
1 a good, clear tone of voice, and to enunciate properly.

Tn the reading at sight, fair, steady progress is being mnde, as even hi the younger classes I test 
their ability by writing simple and sometimes haunonised passages on the board, increasing the diffi
culties in tho higher classes. T notice here that in a good many schools the childien sing the pitch of 
notes correctly enough, hut are often weak in keeping time. I have diroeted tho teachers’atlcntinn 
to this, which seems to me almost a charactcristii- fault of Austlahau singers.

The general results may be classed from “fair to very fair ” ; iu fact, in most schools the latter 
mark applies.

The best singing I found in Fort-street Girls' Department (all classes), Kogarah Girls' Depart
ment (higher classes), and Foit-street and f'leveland-street Boys’ Schools ; yet the class whicli pleased 
me most during the year's examination was lower second class, Boys’ Department, Paddington Superior 
I’ublic School.

HUGO ALPEN,
Superintendent of Music.

APPENDIX XV.
REPOHT OK NEEDLFAVORK.

DunlSn the past year I have examined and reported'upon S4 schools in and about tiie M etropolitan 
District. In all, 13,871 pupils were present at evamiimtion. Tho above numbers do not include tiie 
examinations of needlework 1 have attended for Public School exhibitions, or for prizes and awards at 
public competitions.

It is gratifying to note that the work of this large industrial branch of the Department continues 
to progress rapidly and well. Lu upper classes especially the results have been most favourable, the 
marks gamed after close and searching tests ranging from very fair to excellent. This conclusively 
proves that the instruction imparted by work-mistresses is sound and progressive, and thatthe standard 
is closely adhered to. _

The certificates of merit and medals awarded during the year by the judges of the Chicago 
Exposition to the Public'Schools for the excellence of their \urioue needlework exhibits act as a 
powerful incentive to further efforts, mid also add the ready assurance that the system and standard 
of needlework adopted by the Department of Public Instruction for New South Wales is well appre
ciated and thoroughly maintained. By its means the individuality of school-girls is brought out and 
developed ; it teaches chom to embellish their homes ; it inculcates habits of neatnes*- and industry ; it 
adtte to tho comfort of domestic life, and. therefore, proves itself a boon to the community at large.

, J/iavrf
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Mixed School*.
_ Mistresses, teachers' wives, Infant School mistresses, and assistants in cimrge of needlework in 

mixed schools have obtained, with few exceptions, the same good results as formerly, many schools, 
on examination, ranking higher than the required standard.

t The recognition extended by the ladies of the Local Board iu many suburbs to the pupils for 
proficiency in needlework is highly to be valued, .13, in effect, it fosters industry and incites to 
emulation.

The dressmaking lessons given iu those mixed schools arc much appreciated by parents, especi
ally in suburban scliools. *

Tiie small specimen squares woiked with coloured cotton in lower classes prove an attractive, 
prominent, and fundamental feature of instruction among young children. It is pleasing to notice the 
anxiety and ambition of these small pupils as they proceed, also the painstaking manner with which 
they endeavour to embellish their work with various fancy stitches.

In my incidental visits to schools 1 find that the pupil-teaehers are attentive to tho instruction 
of work-mistresses, anxious to excel, and evince the saine proficiency in the art of needlework and 
design as formerly.

In many schools pupil-teaehers receive their needlework lesson from the work-mistress at the 
usual sowing lesson. This is au undoubted advantage, as it affords much varied and useful experience 
in cutting and setting, also in the management and control of sewing classes. This experience proves 
of good service at the close of their apprenticeship aa pupil-teachers.

Drtaifmaking.
Dressmaking, in all schools I have visited and examined, is still a special subject with work- 

mistresses, ami is carried out and made general in all Metropolitan schools, work-mistrossea having 
acquired the practical knowledge necessary to ijnpart this instruction.

_ In many large schools wdiere no special work-rooms are provided it is almost impracticable to 
give the lesson, as tho fitting-on attracts attention, and disturbs the quiet and order of the other 
classes.

Method cuvl Dkciplhu.
Method and discipline iu sewing classes are still well maintained and time economised in giving 

out and icceiving needlework. Work-aprons and needle-books, self-made and well furnished, are 
provided hy the girls for sewing lessons, many most artistic devices showing culture, skill, and inde
pendence, Head-mistresses take interest and pleasure in the work of sewing classes, and this 
stimulates the pupils in their efforts to excel.

Throughout tho scliools I have visited and examined I am able to testify to tbc unremitting 
care and application given to needlework instruction during the past year, also to tho support and 
interest taken in this subject by head-mistresses, teachers in charge of schools, and others.

ANNIE DADLEY,
20th January, 1897. Directress of Needlework,

APPENDIX xn.
CHIEF CLERK OF WORKS’ RETORT.

Ik preparing the report of the work done by this branch for the past year, I have divided the expendi
ture into two parts, as the first half-year was under the direction of Mr. W. E, Kemp, the late 
Architect for Public Schools, while the second half was under myself, appointed as Chief Clerk of 
Works, and the work done is represented as follows :— -

1st January tn 30th -June.

No. Name. Accommodation. Cost.

£ s. d.
9 School-buildings ........................................................... 970 4,134 5 0

10 Resnltinoes ........................................................................ 3,596 IS fi
1 Weather-shed ................................................................ 12 0 0
0 Addition to residences .................................................. 837 0 0

13* Additions to schools......................................................... 917 4,005 1 0 1
130 Sundry works .............................................................. 3,861 0 4

* IVo cases not affording additional accommodation.

1st July to 31st December.

No. Name. Accommodation. Cost.

1 School-building................................................................ 92
£ s. d.
384 In 0

2 Residences .................................................. . ................. 813 11 6
1 Weather-shed ................................................................ 45 0 0
2 Additions to residences .................. .......................... 239 10 6
5 Additions to schools......................................................... 404 978 8 10

122 Sundry works ...................................... ..........................
........

4,407 14 1

It will be seen by the foregoing that the school accommodation has been increased this year by 
2,383, at a cost of £9,562 ISs. lid,, which works out to about £4 Os. 3d. per head.

In addition to the works completed, contracts are now in progress amounting to £20,497 18s. 5d., 
and are as follows :—

NO, Name. Accommodation. Cost.

12 School buildings ............................................................ 1,190
£ s. d. 

3,529 13 11 
4,247 11 4

59 11 0
11 Residences ........................................................................

1 Weather-shed ............................................. .......
3

n*
Additions to residences .................................................
Additions to schools........................................................ 580

3B4 16 0 
4,080 4 5 
8,216 1 3S3 Sundry works ................................................................

*Tlm;e cases not providing accommodation.
It
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It will lie seen that the schools in course of erection, which will probably be occupied within 

the first six months of the new year, will give further increased accommodation fnT 1,770 pupils.
The following works have also been carried outTechnical Colleges, TS.OSS 1 Is. M.; Industrial 

School, £133 7s. Gd,
In addition to the above, plans and specification were prepared and a contract entered into for 

the erection of a building for a Technical College at Bathurst, for the sum of £6,123. This building was 
placed under the supervision of the Government Architect, and will he completed some time during 
next year.

The changes made by the Public Service Board brought almut quite a new condition of things 
in this branch of the Department’s work. The original stall' consisted of an architect, chief draftsman, 
3 senior draftsmen, 3 junior draftsmen, 3 clerks, and 6 clerks of works ; the whole of this staff was 
abolished on the 31st June last; since then the work has been carried on by Chief Clerk of Works, 
with two draftsmen kindly lent by the Government Architect. One commenced work Sth July, and 
the other 23rd October ; one clerk, who was transferred from the position of Reader’s Assistant at the 
Government Printing OJlice, Idth December; mid 6 clerks of works. The cost of the present stuff for 
the last six months has been £090 10s., exclusive of the 2 draftsmen, as against £2,219 10s. for the 
first six months.

J. C. WIG RAM,
30th March, 1S07. Chief Clerk of Works.

APPENDIX XVIJ.
BOARD OP EXAMINERS’ REPORT. 1800.

I iiAVJi the honor to submit the report of the Examining Branch for 1800.
The number of individual examinations upon which reports have been furnished during the year 

189013 2,072, as against 2,497 in the previous year. The ioltowing details show how this total was 
made up :—

]. Applicant Pupil-teachers....................................................................... 281
2. Pupil-tcachers ........................................................................................ 033
3. Teachers.................................................................................................... E57
4. Training Students.................................................................................... 70
6. High School Candidates........................................................................ 1,117

Applicant Pupil-tea chars : —
Passed ............................................................................................................ 83
Failed .................................................................................................."......... 174
Completed Music or Drawing only............................................................. 10

Total examined 1896, 281.
„ ,, 1395, 206.

Percentage of pusses, 41 ’2, as against 36'8 in 1895. 
Pupil-teachers—Candidates for Training-

Males—
Passed ........................................................................................................... 47
Failed .................. ........................................................................................ 20

Females— ■
Passed ...........................................................................................................  ]]fi
Failed ........................................   43
Retired from examination ....................................................................... 4

Percentage of passes—Males...
„ for 1895

Percentage of passes—Females 
„ for 1895

Combined percentage..............
„ for 1895

70-1 
68-6 
72-3 
81'9 
71-2 
76'2

All Pupil-teachers—
Promoted from Class I, 163 ; failed, 63.

,, „ II, 158; failed, 03.
,, ,, III, 58; failed, 23.
,, ,, IV, 89; failed, S.

Examined in Drawing only.............................................
Retired from examination ...............................................

9
4

Percentage of passes.............. 70'5.
„ „ for 1895 81'8.

Students in Training—
Fort-street (Males)—

Recommended for Class II A, with Honors

Huvlstone (Females)
Recommended for Class II A, with Honors.

„ „ II A ........................
,, ,, II A, conditionally
>, „ n b.........................
,, „ IIT5, conditionally
>, j, III A......................

II A..........................
II B.........................
II B, conditionally 

III A..........................

Examined in Drawing only—
Passed ..............................
Failed ..............................

Teachers— Class I.
Recommended for Class I...........................
Failed ..........................................................

3
7

13
2
1

1
3
2
7
8
3

.19
12

6
9

Class II.
Recommended for II A................................................................................ 9 .

„ IIB................................................................................ 29
Failed ........................................................................................................... 03

■ Class HI.
Recommended for HI A ............................................................................ 132

„ 111 B ............................................................................ 47
„ IIIC ........................................................................... 20

Failed ................................................................. ............................... 103
Examined
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Examined in Hi'niving or JIusic only— ' ■

Passed ........................................................................................................... 8“
Failed ........................................................................................................... 45 ■
Retired from Exatiiiimtion  ...................................................................... 5
Examinations cancelled.....................................................................   2
Percentage of pisses ............................................................................... 5S'2

„ for ISOJ .....................................   5SP5

High School candidates (representing examinations during three half years) :—
Examined December ]S!15........

,, .March, 1S96 ............
,, dune, 1S9C.......................
,, Soptemljer, ISOfi
,, December, 1896 ...

Recommended us having passed
Failed..........................................
Percentage of passes ..............

,, for ISD.j...................

.Males, 189; females, 179
„ 10; ,, S
,, 169; „ 384
,, ; ., 2
., 226; ,, 145

... 1.075
............................ '42

90-2
1)3-3

During the year ttic Board of Examiners has ceased to exist. This Board from Scptcmlier, 1SS9, 
till June, 1896, had control of all departmental examinations, and rendered excellent service. The 
work now devolves on the Examiner, who is helped by five assistant Exapiincrs. These gentlemen 
perform tins duty in addition to other services.

Nothing else lias occurred calling for any special reference in this report.
‘ K. N. MORRIS,

Examiner.

APPENDIX XVIII.
REPORT ON PUBLIC SCHOOLS CADET FORCE.

At the end of 1896, the Cadet Force numbered 3,164, and there appears to be a general revival among 
the teachers of interest in this important brunch of the Public School curriculum, notwithstanding 
that no camp has been held for the last, five years, and the strict economy exercised has limited the 
few attractions for the Force.

Except the monthly battalion parades, supplemented by the weekly drills at the various sell cols, 
and the target practices, the only attraction is the annual rifle meeting at the end of each school year, 
at which all city and country corps, which have prepared by the rc.gulnv target practice, are invited to 
take part in competing for the Cadet Challenge Shield, presented by the Department of Public 
Instruction, itiid for other trophies presented by the Department and'Sydney citizens. This event, 
tngethei v, ith the propara tot y pi actiees in their own Districts, does much towards training the lads and 
giving them a taste for the use of firearms, which may he very essentia! to them later on in life, when 
Australia takes her place amongst the nations.

Shooting is interfered «lib by the limited number of carbines fit for shooting purposes, and by 
the small quantity of ammunition. -

It gave general satisfaction to sec the Under Secretary, Chief Inspector, and Deputy Chief 
Inspector on the range at the Annual Shield Competition taking an active personal interest in the 
meeting. The Honorable Garrard, Minister of Public Distraction, in a few .happy words, presented 
each winner with his prize. It is worthy of note that Mr. Garrard is the first Minister to visit the 
ground on an occasion like this. The meeting for 1896 took place on Friday,']8th, Saturday, l!)th, 
and Monday7, 21st December, and at this event 40 teams, representing 520 cadets, took part. 
The shooting was of high character generally ; in many cases excellent. .

The cadets nsed the Braendlin carbine at ranges of 200 and 300 yards. The Challenge Shield 
went to Orange, which school has won it yearly since 1889.

Messis. A, Hordern & Sons’ 5-guinea gold modal for the individual championship of the Cadet 
Force was won by Cadet Wilkins, of Dubbo.

In addition to the Challenge Shield, about £50 in money and trophies were shot for.
Many country cadets stayed with city friends, but about 150 others were accommodated during 

the meeting at the Royal Agricultural Society’s buildings, Moore Paik, kindly placed at their disposal 
as in previous years, while the Military authorities considerately supplied blankets for the lads. 
Special arrangements for supervising the lads at camp were made, hut the conduct throughout the 
meeting was excellent.

The results of the meeting show that a large number of boys would he ignorant of the use of fire
arms without the facilities given them by the cadet movement, and that these facilities, while dissemi
nating great taste for and knowledge of the ride, cost the State but little. In passing, I might state that 
some inquiries were made a short time ago as to the antecedents of New South Wales volunteers, and 
it was found that a large number were at one lime Public School cadets.

Drill is a favourite subject with lads, and is taught in accoidance with the Standard Milittny 
Text-book, under school conditions, the dull rifle taking the place of the sterner weapon ; and the 
lads who are phvsieally fit are instnicled in the use of this weapon, which is found most suitable. 
1,309 of these rifles were purchased to meet the requirements of the new standard in drill, but more 
are yet needed. Excellent opportunities arc afforded teachers for acquiting a knowledge of the various 
departments of drill in classes held for the purpose by the Cadet Stall'at the Girls’ High School,

Several important changes were made during the year in the Cadet Stall by the Public Service 
Board—Major Dettinann being graded an Inspector of Schools, Colonel Paul. Senior Staff Officer of 
tadets; the other members of the Stall being Captain Multiollaiid, Sergeant-major Murphy, and 
liim-tormaater-scrgeaiit Smith ; while the Chief Clerk (Jno. Beale) was transferred to the Accountant's 
bi'iinch. Captain Mulhollaml was placed at Newetistlc to instruct the schools in that district.

The Cadet office and storeroom were rcmin ed to the Inspectors’ quarters, as tnercased accommo
dation was required for the Department of Labour and Industry. This airangement was most satis
factory. as the Cadet office and armoury adjoin each other.

New Cadet corps are being formed, chiefly by teachers, who develop as successful drill intrue- 
tors, and take interest in the subject.
^ A latge number oi Cadet corps competed for the prizes in the liberal programme of the Public 
Schools Athletic Association, which held its animal meeting at the Sydney Cricket Ground, on the 18th 
ami 19th September last, and at the conclusion of the meeting the competing corps gave an exhibition 
of attack and defence movements. The judges of these events were Staff dt ill-sergeants, who spoke in 
the highest terms of the lads’ proficiency in the various drill evolutions. Lifantiy and physical drill 
events ate prominent features in the-bran eh nssocintious in the country districts. 

i Cadet teams competed in the Military Tomiuuuent in various parts of the Colony, the Redfern 
Superior Public School cadets securing high honors lor the second time at Ken castle, while the Auburn 
lads were successful at Clarendon, thus showing that boys can hold their own when pitted against the 
Military, which spunks volumes for the quality of the drill.

Drill
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Drill Inspection.

All metropolitan, and many sub-metropolitan schools, were inspected in drill during the year, 
and detailed reports ot inspection, iurnished through the School Inspectors, as to results, which wore 
generally very satisfactory, some schools attaining a high standard,

Sydney High Schools.
These institutions received a suitable course of instruction through weekly visits by a member 

of the Staff—the boys, company drill and physical drill, with and without arms, and the girls a com
plete course of calisthenics. These schools were fully inspected during the year.

The Fort-slreei and Hnrhtone Training Colleges,
The students were fully posted in drill requirements of the standard for the different school 

classes, and were given every opportunity for teaching the subject to the pupils attending the Practising 
Schools. The year was concluded by an examination of the students, practically and theoretically, 
which examination allowed most satisfactory results.

In conclusion, I feel assured that our teachers arc fully seized with the importance of drill as an 
aid to discipline and the physical development of their pupils, and that there is a steady growth of 
desiro with them to acquire a knowledge of drill, and impart it to their pupils.

A, PAUL, Lieut.-Colonel,
Senior Staff Officer.

ANNEX A.
Cadet Corfs BRAxen.—Department of Puhlic Ie,stiiuction. 

Receipts and Dishursements from 1st Janoahy to 31st December, 1800.

KuCEIPTk DisarnsKiisxTfl,

£ s. (1. £ a d. £ n. d.
6 5 0 1,592 15 0

Amount romved fiom Treasury on atoouiit * Piirrhaflc of ammunition,... '19A 10 3
of Vote for 1895-ti.................................... 2,000 0 Travelling expenses, oarriayc

Amount received from Tre&surv on account of arms and ammunition,
3,240 0 0 045 10 11

Grant for annual prize meet-
: Dig............................. 43 10 0

Military Instructors ............ ISO 8 10
Emiipnicuti of School Cadets SO S 5

1 Allowanut-’s as pur Itcgula-
turns 3f> and 06................... 318 0 0

i Hille practice, iVc................... 57 U 0
School drum and flft* bonds. 10 0 0

8,139 7 5
Unexpended balance.......... too 17 7

A3.2W 5 0 8,240 5 0

E. t O.E.
Account Blanch, Department of Public Instruction, A. E. BASSAN,

Sydney, 17th March, 1S07. ‘ Accountant,

APPENDIX XIX.
REPORT ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION WITH ANNEX.

The enrolment of students for the year is shown in the following table, 
given for purposes of comparison :—

1000,

Sydney Technical College.......................................... 3,458
Suburban Classes ..................................................... G50
Country Classes ......................................................... 2,252
Classes connected with Public Schools ................... Sll

The numbers for 1895 are

1S90.
3,302

578
2,285

954

7,071 7,119
Deducting from the total enrolment all cases where students have joined more than one class, 

the number of individuals entered was 5,396. The average weekly attendance of individual students 
throughout the year was 3,71S'7.

Teaching Staff.
The teaching staff consists of 84 persons, distributed as follows :—

13 Lecturers in charge of Departments,
5 Resident Masters m charge of Branch Colleges or Schools.

3G Teachers.
17 Assistant Teachers.
13 Teachers in charge of classes, and remunerated by fees of pupils only.

A largo and convenient room has been erected for the sheep and wool classes. The sanitary 
engineering classes have been located in a new building, and the plumbing workshop has also been 
extended.

The classes at Newcastle were removed to the new college, which had been erected during the 
previous year. It was officially opened on 20th February by the Minister, Mr. Garrard. A building 
lias been erected at the Sydney Technical College for the old No. 1 engine, and the Watt engine. In 
the basement, reftigeration chambers have been provided, which will he used when opportunity offers 
for giving instruction in refrigeration. A contract Ima been accepted for the ereotion of the Technical 
College buildings at Bathurst, It is expected that the buildings will he ready for occupation by the 
end of the present year.

Applications for the services of the travelling lecturer in geology continue to he numerous. 
Sixty-tlueo lectiues were delivered, in addition to the visits paid to mining centres for giving useful 
hints to practical miners. The lecturer in agriculture also visited the agricultural districts, delivered 
lectures, and gave practical instruction. Special courses of lectures were also given on “fruit
growing."

Examinations for Master Plumbers’ and Drainers' licenses have been conducted throughout the 
year. The Wider and Sewerage Board has offered two gold medals to he competed for annually, one 
of which is for the honors pass in sanitary engineering, and the other for honors in advanced plumbing. 
In addition to the animal prizes awarded by the Department, a largo number of private prizes was 
given by persons who take special interest in the woik of Technical Instruction.

Agriculture.
43—0
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- AgriaUlure.
■ ' The agricultural classes have been well attended, and the number of students has exceeded that 
of previous years.

The enrolment was as follows.—Sydney, 197 ; Hunter’s Hill, 19 ; and Hornsby, S. A special 
course of lessons was given at Murrurundi, and at Toongabbie ; the attendance being 2S and 25 
respectively. Lectures was also delivered at Xilba-Tilbn, Cobargo, Mangrove District, Auburn, and 
Olenhaven. Visits to orchards, bee-farms, &c., for practical out-door-work, have been arranged as 
often as possible. The want of a farm connected with the college is a serious drawback to this portion 
of the work. Much attention has also been paid to the science of dairying, fruit-preserving, synip- 
making, the study of fungus and insect pests, and the means of checking them.

’ ' ■ ' Veterinary Science and Farriery. ■
■ Classes have been held during the year, and good work has been done. The enrolment for the 
year was 33, with an average weekly attendance of 29.

' Sheep and ]iroo.t Dejnrtment.
1 The day classes in tide department have been well attended, and many applied for admission for 
whom no space was available. The day students as usual attended the wool sales with the lecturer. 
The night-class was also full during the year. The students in both classes made satisfactory progress.

Ohmixtry.
The classes have had a large enrolment throughout the year. The number exceeded that of 

any previous year. Sixty-three studente entered the practical, and 54 the theoretical classes. In 
addition to these, 6 came for instruction on Saturday mornings, whilst 21 attended during the day. 
Some of these desired only special instruction, such as fat-testing, &c. The conduct of the students 
lias been most exemplary, and good progress was made by the majority of them.

Pharmacy.
The enrolments for the year show a slight increase on that of former years. Oreat difficulty 

arises owing to the mixed educational attainments of the students, many arc not professionally 
employed, and follow various employment!]. To teach these with chemists’ apprentices, so that all 
may profit, is a difficult task. ■ The classes give promise of large numbers next year.

Geology, Ulincraloyy, and Mining.
The roll for this year shows a considerable increase on the previous year. In the mineralogy 

classes admission had to be refused to those who applied late in the term, in consequence of limited 
accommodation. The work during the year has beeu very satisfactory, and it is evident that moat of 
the students attending the classes come to obtain such instruction ns would be useful for mining 
purposes. Many students left after receiving the information they required for their particular object. 
The field work for students has been carried on regularly, and principally near Sydney. The ■ accom
modation was insufficient daring the past year, but has been increased for the coming one.

Applied il/cc/uMifes. ■
This class has maintained its usual average of students. Very fair work has been done, but it 

is not up to the standard, mainly from the fact that the students so far have notpasseil through the 
physics class. With the increase of students in that class, a large number will be grounded in theory 
and ready to puss on to the applied mechanics. This will enable them to pass through the 
elementary course quickly, so as to take up more advanced work. The attendance has been very 
regular, and the attention good. The note-books kept by the students show that interest lias been 
taken in the lectures given.

Mechanical Drawing.
There has been a great increase in the number of students in this class, the accommodation being 

taxed to meet the demand for admission, so much so, that additional nights are needed to overtake the 
work. With bench room for only 54, and an enrolment of 95, the students do not get the advantages they 
would with smaller classes. Some excellent work has been done. More models for practical work are 
required. A few additions have been made during the year by gifts of machinery and patterns from 
engineering friends who take interest in the classes.

Fitting and Turning.
The full roll lias been maintained throughout the year, and good work has been done. Numbers of 

students have been refused admittance through the lack of accommodation. Several of the day 
students, who attend three days a week, have given their 'services on two other days, assisting in 
repairs and other work in the college. The night students have also given assistance. They are making 
a triple-expansion engine for the college, on which some excellent work is being done.

HlacJcsmithinf).
The students have made fair progress. Very few of them follow the trade, but many join in order 

to learn enough smithing to be useful on a farm. With the limited number of hours for teaching this 
subject, the progress is somewhat slow,

Boiler-malcing.
The enrolment was good in this class, and useful work has bean done ; templatiug has been well 

studied, this being the branch the students wish principally to learn. Two hours each week only are 
available for practical work, and not very much can be done in the time. Some very good specimens 
are to be seen in the shape of small boilers, worked out in correct proportions.

] confounding.
This class has not been satisfactory, the attendance being poor, though various attempts have 

been made to improve matters. The students are often detained at their respective workshops at night, 
and this reduces the average attendance. The work performed has been very good. The system 
introduced this year, of making castings in lead, has been much appreciated by the students.

' 1 ■ Pullcrn-ma icing.
This class has been thoroughly reorganised, and a new teacher appointed. The lines indicated 

in the syllabus have becu followed, and already improvement is evident. The students will be more 
closely associated with the foundry, as they wilt be expected, after making a pattern, to observe the 
stages it passes through before a casting of it is obtained.

Slide little.
' This class was placed under the Engineering department early in the year, and with the altera
tion of class nights, a larger attendance is expected. The subject is an important one, and is uscfnl 
to every mechanic.

Electrical
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'Electrical Engineering.

Both the elementary and advanced classes have hoen well attended ; an additional class in the 
latter has been formed, the syllabus was revised at the end of last year, with a view nf preventing, 
overlapping with the physics course. The oil engine has hecn utilised in driving the alternate current, 
dynamo and exciter, and it is now belted directly to them. Two of the best modern types of alter
nating current arc lamps have been added to this portion of the plant, and have been successfully 
lighted directly from the alternator. The electric motor has been belted to the stamper battery, a'line 
erected connecting the generator with the motor, and the transmission of power demonstrated. The 
number of instruments has Ixien increased by the addition of some standard apparatus of the highest 
class. A portion of the oil engine room has been partitioned off and prepared for use as an accumula-, 
tion or secondary battery-room.

Physics. •
The total number of enrolments for the year, exclusive of High School classes, was 139. This 

shows a large increase over last year, when the aggregate enrolments did not exceed one-third of the 
present number. The attendance at the classes has been satisfactory throughout. The department 
has been moved to new quarters, and tho change has resulted in a greatly-increased efficiency of 
working.

Very little new apparatus has been purchased during the year. Two or three pieces were 
required for experiments with the Hiiutgen Rays.

It hao been decided not to carry on tho Saturday morning classes next year, but to hold some' 
extra week evening classes instead. A successful beginning has lieen made with the practical class ;
13 students were enrolled for the third term. It is intended to extend this work in the future. The 
syllabus of applied physics has been reduced and made more general in character. A special course 

f lessons was given for the benefit of the senior boys of the High School in addition to the regular, 
classes. The medal for physics at the Junior Public Examination was awarded to a member of this 
class.

Mathematics. '
There has been a satisfactory increase in the attendance of this department, chiefly in the 

geometry and trigonometry classes. The average nightly attendance for the present year is 21, and 
for last year 13. Tho total enrolment for this year is 137 ; for 1395 it was 103. The students have 
been earnest and painstaking.

Sanitary Engineering.
The attendance during the year has been satisfactory. The increased accommodation afforded 

by the new building has been of great benefit to the students, and better work has been accomplished. 
Lectures on the design and principles of plumbing have been delivered at Sydney, Newcastle, and 
Maitland, which were well attended. Several students, who availed themselves of these lectures, 
have continued their studies and taken the higher branches of sanitary engineering. The examinations 
conducted by this department have already been referred to. The practical plumbing classes have 
made good progress. The students are all engaged in tho plumbing trade, and by means of the 
instruction received at the College become more thorougly and more rapidly proficient than they 
otherwise could. A large number of journeymen attend for special lessons in lead-burning and lead 
roofwork. The valuable medals offered by the Water and Sewerage Board and Messrs. Hanks and 
Sons have caused a spirited competition during the whole year. The department of practical sanitation 
is doing good work.

Architecture,
Tho attendance at these elaases has not been up to the standard of previous years, and the 

majority of those who did attend were beginners.
One reason for this decline is that many of the senior students have obtained employment in 

other countries, in some instances at a high rate of wages. Some of the drawings executed by the 
students are of a very high class. Many conveniences have been supplied during tho year, such as 
drawers, presses, &e., which, together with the proposed additions to the curriculum of tradcs-drawing 
and day-classes, offer inducements for a larger attendance.

Building Construction.
This class was placed under the Lecturer in Architecture in June, and the attendance has been 

very good throughout the year, averaging about 90 per cent, of the enrolment.

Carpentry and Joinery.
These classes are progressing satisfactorily. During the year there has been an increase of 

students in the trade. The general conduct of the students lias been very good.

Art Department.
This year the classes show a decrease in numbers. It was not to be expected that the rate of 

increase of the last few year’s would be maintained. The regulation providing that students shall not 
sit for examination, without due attendance at the classes, pm ented them from taking up additional 
subjects during tho last term of the year. A satisfactory rearrangement of class-rooms was made at 
the beginning of the year. One room is now available as a students’ art gallery. This contains, from 
time to time, all the best work of the students, and is useful for showing to visitors the scope-of the - 
instruction.

' Ereehand and Model Drawing,
The class of work is of an improved character. The attendance on Saturday mornings is par

ticularly good, and the day classes arc generally better than the evening classes.

Plant Drawing.
In consequence of increased enrolments two lessons liecome necessary instead of one each week.

China Painting.
The attendance and work show an improvement. Tho day class was divided into two sections 

during the last term. Most of the students of this class will in future combine china painting with 
design, '

Life Class.
There has been a steadily-increasing attendance. A new dais lias been added to the fittings of 

the room, which is now all that could be desired. A number of students during the last term attended 
the National Art Gallery for the purpose of studying the best works there. Next year all students 
will he required to follow this practice. .

Geometry and Perspective.
These classes do not make the headway they should, considering their technical usefulness. 

These subjects have been embodied in other courses as necessary for a diploma, and this will no doubt 
add to the enrolment. ‘

Aloddling
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Modelling Class.
The work has proved to be better than that of previous years. A better classification of the 

course of study lias been made, and a higher standard of execution has also been aimed at. Antique 
and ornamental modelling now embrace two separate courses. Some excellent life studies have been 
executed by senior studente. Increased facilities for study will he made during tho ensuing year. 
Good behaviour has prevailed through the three terms.

Industrial Art.
The subjects in this department comprise house painting, graining and marbling, signwriting 

decoration, and design.
The attendance has been good throughout the year. The students have been attentive, indus

trious, and efficient. Instruction on the lines laid down in the syllabus lias been given.

Cookery,
The numbers for the early part of the year were high. The students were fewer during the 

second term ; 130 enrolled in the last term. The class is in good order.
Dress-aitting.

In consequence of the change of teacher, the attendance fell off, but before the end of the term 
the number increased from 45 to 75. All the pupils were well behaved and industrious. Only IS 
presented themselves for examination.

Lithography.
In this caso a complete course of instruction has been given in accordance with the provisions 

of the syllabus. The College calendar for 1897 {in three paintings) is entirely the work of the students. 
In this work alone there is a complete course of instruction from the graining of stones to the finished 
printed copies. In the Photo-lithography class the whole course has been covered.

Manual Training—Students in Training.
The students’ attendance has been good, and their progress satisfactory. Generally they have 

evinced great interest in their work, some indeed having advanced beyond the proscribed standard. 
More time has been devoted to drawing with beneficial results. The prospects of future good work 
are hopeful.

Bcyx’ Classes.
The enrolment of these classes has fallen off. The progress under the cireuinstances has been 

satisfactory, while the conduct of the boys has been excellent. Useful work has been done. As a part 
of the class instruction, lessons were given in repairing school furniture.

The classes at Crown-street, Black friars, and Sussex-stroet have been in operation during the 
year, and the course laid down has been followed with a fair measure of success.

Oeology.
The Travelling Lecturer in Geology reports :—During the year I delivered sixty-three lectures in 

various parts of the Colony. I pursued a somewhat different method to that of previous years, and 
found that by keeping to the towns I could command very large audiences ; but while information 
was no doubt diffused in this way, more practical results came from visiting mining camps and -small 
parties of working miners. The instruction given in this way, I have reason to know, was productive 
of much good. 1 include instruction of tins kind and practical demonstrations under the heading of 
lectures.

Applications for lectures continue to increase, and I may state here that tho reappointment of 
an assistant would go a long way to enable me to meet these applications.

Original Work.—As the result of a visit to the slopes of Mount Kosciusko in January and 
February, I made some important observations on the so-called glaciation of tho Australian Alps. 
During this tour I visited a number of mining camps, and noted auriferous reefs at heights of fiom 
5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea-level. During the year I did a considerable aniount of work on the 
composition and distribution of the gems and precious stones of this Colony. Part of this work is 
embodied in an essay issued by tho Royal Society, and for which tho Society awarded me its prize 
and medal.

I prepared for the Press a work entitled “Geology for Australian Students." This book is 
illustrated with more than 200 figures, which are for the most port drawn hy myself, and reproduced 
from my own photographs. I have also written a handbook for miners entitled “ Useful Minerals, and 
how to tell them.”

A very large correspondence has been kept up with hona-f.de prospectors and working-men. 
This I have always considered as a must important method of imparting information, continuing the 
interest awakened by lectures. I have had to abandon it entirely, the services of my assistant being 
dispensed with.

While visiting the country between Wilcannia and Milparinka I discovered positive evidence 
that the artesian water of the west is derived from triassic and not from cretaceous rocks. This 
is in keeping with my previous discovery that tho Coonamble artesian well was in triassic strata.

I am pleased to bo able to add that my estimate of Wyalong gold-field is being fully borne out, 
and that the experiment I made of taking an assay plant to that field in its beginnings has been pro
ductive of the very best results.

Newtowk.
Freehand and Model Drawing.—The annual enrolments and attendance of students compare 

favourably with those of previous years. Satisfactory work was obtained from both classes. A smaller 
number of students presented themselves at the annual examinations this year, which is attributed to 
the regulation compelling them to attend two terms before they are eligible.

Mechanical, Qeometrirnl, Perspective, and Architectural Drawing.—The teaching has been in 
strict accordance with the syllabus. The attendance during the early part of the year was not good, 
likely due to the fact that numbers of probable students were then out of work. Public lectures have 
been delivered on several occasions. The annual exhibition of students’ work and presentation of 
prizes was held in the Town Hall, and was well attended. Visitors were afforded an opportunity of 
judging the character of the work done at the classes. The exhibits comprised examples of work from 
all the classes. The accommodation and equipment are all that could be desired

AS1IFI1£L1>
The classes have not increased during the year, hut the prospects for the coming year arc mor 

hopeful. The accommodation and stock of appliances are sufficient for present purposes

North Sydney,
The classes continue to be popular, and a fair number attend for freehand and model drawing. 

Few apply for instruction in geometrical and perspective drawing. The regular attendance shows 
that the students are interested In their work.

Shorthand draws a good many pupils, and classes in this subject have boon conducted with 
success.

Ahmidale.
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During the first ami sucond terms the depressed state ef business, and bek of suitable rooms, 
rendered the enrolment small, but afterwards, with improved accommodation, the number on the roll 
almost doubled, The students have made good progress during the year.

Petersham.
The attendance was much better than it was dining the previous year.
The number enrolled for freehand did not approach that of former years, which may be accounted 

for by the leave of absence granted to the assistant teacher for a period of twelve months. In the first- 
year model drawing class the students were very regular in their attendance, This enabled them to go 
through a good course. It is a matter of regret that many of the more capable students did not avail 
themselves of the opportunity of sitting for examination. Very few passed through the second year’s 
course, _ The plane and solid geometry class was well attended; the younger students took more 
interest in the subject. Perspective, as usual, did not command many pupils. Only persons who are 
compelled to learn this branch of drawing seem to taku it up. Plant drawing lias been taught during 
the year, involving a greater variety of work. This subject appears to command increasing interest. 
Antique drawing is the great aim of tho students, but they are not permitted to study this section 
unless they have passed in the more elementary courses. The work executed by the students is very 
creditable. Painting from still life seems to have a great attraction, on account of the fascinating 
influence of colour. 6

_ Kow entered for mechanical drawing, and it is difficult to understand why. Good work has been 
done in the architectural drawing class.

Tho attendance at the dresscutting and dressmaking classes was very small for the first three 
months, having only (> on the roll, increasing afterwards to If). The students made good progress.

Many students attended the shorthand class.
Tim general progress and the conduct of the students have been very satisfactory. An exhibition 

of student's work, in conjunction with the annual meeting, was held in June lust, at which the 
Premier, the Hon. G. Reid, presented the prises and certificates to the successful pupils. The exhibits 
wore highly spoken of.

Bathurst Tecuxical College.

The total number of students enrolled in the various classes was as follows
Agriculture .......................... .............. 10
Botany .................................................. 17
Book-keeping ......................
Chemistry—

.............. 47

Practical .......................... .............. 15
Theoretical ......................
Vublic Schools.................. .............. 175

Geology .............................. .............. 26
Mathematics ......................

Mineralogy ......................................... g
Mechanics.......... ..................   g
Physics............................................  ip
Freehand and Model Drawing.......... 5S
Geometrical and Perspective Drawing 27 
Shorthand .......................................... lj

Total enrolment ................  467

The total number of individual students was 303, being greater than in 1895, although the 
aggregate enrolment is slightly less.

There has beeu no change in the staff of the college during the vear. An afternoon class was 
started in model drawing, and also a day class in botany. With these "exceptions all the classes had 
been in operation in the preceding year.

The art classes have been well supported throughout the year, the enrolment being large and 
the attendance regular. Good work has been done, and marked progress made by many students.

The shorthand class has been fairly attended, and some students give promise of becoming 
export writers. °

Most of the classes under the resident science master have been well attended. As usual, the 
book-keeping and mathematics classes have proved most attractive. At both these good work has 
been done. A fair number has worked through a complete set of hooks by double entry, and all have 
learned to make entries and post ledgers in a business like manner.

The chemistry class consisted of regular students, several coming from the Public Schools, in 
order to obtain more advanced teaching than that given in the school course. ’

Junior Chemistry.—-The class consists of the pupils from fifth classes at the Superior Public 
Schools who attend at the technical College once a week for a lesson in science. The enrolment was 
very large, but a considerable number attended only during the latter part of the session, consequently 
they wore not competent to sit for the annual examination. The attention shown by tho students was 
very gond. The lessons were fully illustrated hy experiments.

Physics and mechanics were fair classes, but several promising students loft Bathurst towards 
the close of the year, so that they were unable to present themselves for examination.

Geology and Mineralogy.—The evening classes in geology and mineralogy were small through
out the year. It is a matter for regret that so little interest is shown in those important subjects. 
Several young students have, however, made a promising beginning in geology.

Agriculture.—Tho agricultural class was very limited for tho greater part of the year—so much 
so that it appeared doubtful whether it could be continued, Some new students joined towards tho 
close of the year, and these arc likely to continue. Tho establishment of a model farm at Bathurst 
will, it is believed, stimulate others to join the class. It is often difficult for fanners to come into 
Bathurst in the evening, after a hard day’s work, and therefore only very earnest students have suffi
cient energy to do so regularly. All tho practical farmers who have attended the class state that they 
have derived great benefit. ■'

The botany class has been batter attended, and several students have worked well. Tho 
lessons are always illustrated by fresh plants.

The conduct of the students has been uniformly gcol throughout the year.
Apparatus, &c. The stock of plaster casts for the drawing classes is very complete and in good 

order. When the new college is being fitted up, considerable additions will lie necessary for the 
chemistry and physics classes. J

Gr inville.
The year’s \vork was inaugurated by a, beture on “Paris,” hy Mr. H. Lord, Teacher of Agri-' 

culture, with lantern illustrations. The annual meeting of the school wai held on loth May, when 
the prizes and certificates won at the previous examinations were presented by the Hon. Jacob 
Garrard, Minister of Public Instruction, who also delivered an address on the advantages of technical 
education. Both tlicso meetings were largely attended. During the first term classes wore held ip 
the following subjects :—Agriculture, applied mechanics, dresscutting, geometrical, mechanical, and 
model drawing, mathematics, and shorthand. The drcsscutting class was closed at the end of the' 
first term. The other seven classes were continued throughout tho year, The total number of 
individual students enrolled was 336, as compared with 125 in 1895.
. I’ho students attending chases taught by the resident teacher visited the following places of 
interest;—Messrs. Brown and Brown, ironworks, Pyrmont, the Sydney Technical Co'hge workshops, 
Messrs. Murray Bios., woollen mills, Parramatta, Lake Illawaira smelting works, Dipto, and the 
Prospect Waterworks. -

The
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The enrolments in the agriculture classes for the year were :—Elementary, 4S ; advanced, 22; 
making a total of 67, compared with oil last year. The course, as prescribed in the syllabus, has been 
followed, with slight modifications in favour of subjects of local or of special interest to the students. 
Arrangements were made for the students to accompany the Sydney class in their twenty-one outings, 
to gardens, orchards, bee-farms, poultry-farms, &c. In addition to these, six other outings were 
arranged to orchards, bee-farms, gardens, .fee., of local students. On these occasions students did a 
large amount of practical work, such as pruning, grafting, budding, underground draining, gardening, 
handling bees, ifcc, They were also shown how to break in and train a horse for the plough, saddle, or 
harness.

The progress made by the students has been very marked. This has been ascertained by 
regular class examination papers.

Goui.mntN.
As far as the number of students is concerned the Technical College has had a successful year. 

Tho total number of individuals attending the classes, exclusive of Public School pupils, has hoen 18G. 
The enrolment has been as follows :—

Practical chemistry .......................... 5
Theoretical ......................................... 10
Physics................................................. 16
Geology................................................. Ifl
Mineralogy ...........   I
Freehand drawing.............................. 45
Model drawing ................................. 14
Geometrical dt awing.......................... 14
Perspective drawing......................... 1
Mechanical drawing ......  2
Arithmetic .......................................... 15

The accommodation consists of three rooms, one for science classes, one for art and commercial 
subjects, and one for wood-working classes.

The Public School physics class was so large that it was taught in two sections.
The appliances for teaching are fair, but additional scientific apparatus will soon he necessary. 

The conduct of the students lias been uniformly good, and the majority has shown on eager desire to 
profit by tho instruction given. Many of the art students become tradesmen, thus bringing their 
knowledge into practical use, A Technical College certificate forms the best of testimonials for a lad 
seeking employment, as it is recognised that a mechanical or a practical scientific training is useful in 
almost any walk of life. The science classes have been -well attended. The students generally have 
been too young and inexperienced to pass the examinations after but one year’s preparation. '

The subjects treated in the art classes have been freehand, model, geometrical, and perspective 
drawing. The students have attended regularly, and careful work lias been done. It is now desirable 
to have classes in plant drawing and still life.

With the erection of a new college an increased number of students might bo looked for. The 
attendance during the past year shows an improv ement. The existing carpentry workshop is unsuit
able for present requirements ; it is stifling in hot weather, and bitterly cold in winter. The size is 
inadequate for the number of students. A large amount of work has been done. Many of the adult 
students prefer to make articles for themselves, and thus acquire general skill.

The turning class is also full on week-nights ; students, as a rule, are not able to attend on 
Saturday morning for this work.

Book-keeping ..................................... 18
Shorthand ......................................... 21
Carpentry............................................. 70
Wood-turning..................................... 10
Fretwork ............................................ 12
Carving................................................. In
Physics—Pubiic School pupils..........  102
Manual training.................................. 74

Thus making a grand total of... 563

Newcastle.

During the year (the first at the new college) the work of the classes has been satisfactory, and 
their numerical strength fairly maintained, despite the influence exercised by the unfavourable con
dition of the district, disturbed as it was by labour trouliles in the earlier part of the year. Instruction 
has been given in chemistry (theoretical and practical), mineralogy, geology, metallurgy (chiefly 
assaying), coal-mining (in Newcastle and four outlying townships), freehand, model, geometrical, per
spective, antique, and mechanical drawing, boilermaking, carpentry, plumbing, mine surveying, steam 
and steam-engine, dressmaking, modelling in clay, and shorthand.

The individuals enrolled numbered 55G.
The exodus of young men from the district to New Zealand coal-fields, West Australia, and 

South Africa materially affected the enrolment.
The conduct of the students in the class-rooms won the entire approval of the teachers, and the 

attendance, with a few exceptions, has been most regular.
The accommodation for the classes generally is suitable to their requirements, but the appliances 

could, in many instances, be largely supplemented witli advantage.
The carpentry class has since its formation been growing in popularity. The numbers havn 

increased each term, and the interest of the students has been well maintained throughout.
Afa/utal Training.—In this class, notwithstanding many difficulties attending its commence

ment, the full course has, almost without exception, been fully completed by all the pupils who attended 
throughout the year. So far no difficulty has been experienced in maintaining a full roll. The hoys 
have been attentive to the instruction given and regular in attendance.

The coal-mining classes began well, but the strike during the second term very severely affected 
the attendance. Despite this serious drawback, the third term showed an enrolment of G3 students, 
40 of whom presented themselves for examination in December. The new Coal Mincs Act provides 
that the Manager and Under Manager must respectively hold a first and second class certificate of 
competency. This should prove an incentive to the more intelligent miners of the district to avail 
themselves of the instruction given in the coal-mining classes.

The attendance at the mine-surveying class has been good, some of the students having been 
present 95 per cent, of the total lectures. The passing of the Coal Mines Regulation Act this year 
will have the effect of securing extra students, as the number of surveyors required under the new Act 
is doubled.

The metallurgy class has been well attended; several practical gold and silver miners, with 
others interested in metal-mining, have received useful instruction.

The mechanical drawing mass has maintained a very satisfactory attendance. At the completion 
of the last term there were 30 individual students. The result of the tuition given has been very 
gratifying to the teacher, as well as useful to the students.

The plumbing class is still doing well. The result of the 1895 examinations was very satis
factory, as all the students who went up for examination passed, two securing 11 Honors passes” in 
advanced plumbing.

Tho progress of U.c students attending the art classes has been satisfactory. The accommo
dation is ample. The appliances are suitable and sufficient, with the exception of the antique casts ; 
full-length figures are required to teach figure drawing. The present set comprises nothing but busts. 
The conduct of the students has been excellent. A steady increase in the enrolment has taken place 
since the opening of the classes in February, some of the students coming from places 15 or 16 miles 
away. It is encouraging to find so many enrolling for the advanced subjects.

There
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There were only 37 students in the dressmaking classes during the year : the increase of fees 

seems to have been tho eauso o£ the falling off. The accommodation is very good. The students were 
well conducted, very anxious to learn the system, and therefore took a great interest in their work. 
The great advantage in the system is becoming know n, and many more will in future take the oppor
tunity of learning.

The shorthand class was fairly well attended. The number on the roll varied from 27 to 33. 
The conduct of the students was all that could be desired, Tho attendance for the third term was not 
so good. The prospects for the next year are very favourable.

West Maitland.

The individual eniolment for the West Maitland Technical College and District Technical 
School was S90. This is an increase over last year. The enrolment in the various classes has been :—

Art classes ..............................................................................   578
Architectural drawing, building, construction, &c.......................   35
Mechanical drawing ....................................................................................... 22
Carpentry and joinery, &c............................................................................ 45
Manual training .................................................................   85
Practical plumbing........................................................................................ 15
Soientifie dresscutting and dressmaking ..............................................  12
Shorthand............................................. ......................................................... 35

_ At the West Maitland Technical College the accommodation for the trades classes (carpentry 
ami joinery, wood-carviag, turning, and practical plumbing), also the manual training and muddling 
classes is satisfactory, but the success of the remainder is greatly impeded in tho summer by the intoler
able heat of the class-rooms. With the ceiling nothin the reach of » person of ordinary height, the gas 
alone warmspp the room unpleasantly, hut the greatest discomfort is felt when the sun has shone on 
the roof during the whole day. As a consequence, the students attend irregularly during the beginning 
and end of the year, affecting materially the course of study.

The classes generally are well provided with appliances. The conduct of the students through
out has been unexceptionable. The progress of the classes compares favourably with that of previous 
years. The coal-miners’ sti'ike unsettled some of the adult students, compelling them to seek work else
where, leaving younger men in the majority, but a lad who has had the advantage of the present-day 
system of education frequently makes a better student than an adult with more practical skill but 
neglectoLl education. Altogether the future prospects of the classes are brighter and more promising. 
The district is gradually recovering from the effects of the 1893 flood, and many agriculturists have 
experienced quite a prosperous year. The coal-mming industry is also coming to the front. In one 
mine alone there are 250 men employed, and probably next year there will be a strong desire for a 
coal-mining class.

In May last tho Hunter .River Agricultural Association again offered a series of prizes for the 
advancement of technical education. The competition in the various classes was satisfactory, and a 
creditable display of students’ work was made. In the district classes the work has been carried out 
in accordance with the calendar.

The manual training classes have been very satisfaefory during the year, and good progress 
has been made. Cue additional class (from Homeville) has been formed. The attendance throughout 
has been good, and no trouble has arisen from late attendance, as heretofore. The conduct of the 
students has been excellent, and tho accommodation is sufficient, except in the case of the High fichool 
u-orkshops, where the space is limited. The technical classes held at night and on .Saturdays have 
maintained tim average attendance. In the cn<<e of the fretwork class the numbers have fallen, ns 
anticipated, seeing that no permanent results were likely to follow. The work has lately been confined 
to two nights in the week, as it was found that better results could be obtained by concentrating tho 
work (owing to the variety of subjects taught) to the evening, when both the teacher and assistant 
were present.

A first and second years’ course of wood-turning and a first year's course nf wood-carving have 
boon arranged, as the absence of definite courses was found detrimental. The conduct of the students 
has been good, and the attendance regular. Generally speaking, it may he said that the classes have 
been highly successful and very beneficial to those instmeted.

_ _ The plumbing class has maintained a good average, considering the continued dulness of the 
building trade in the district. It still remains popular. The futui’e prospects are bright, and an 
increase in the enrolment is expected next year.

Several of the students attending the shorthand class are deserving of praise, for they have 
worked assiduously and systematically throughout the three terms.

The Seaham classes have been/airly successful as regoi'ds the attendance and progress. Some 
of the most promising students, however, found it necessary to leave the district, owing to the lack of 
employment.

Clarence Town, Morpeth and Hinton, and Singleton,

Very successful classes have been held at these places. A large number of Public School teachers 
took advantage of these classes, which helped to maintain a good average attendance.

Since the oversight of the work of this branch was transferred to me I have watched the atten
dance of all the classes, and have visited most of the country centres- It is encouraging to find so 
many young men attending the evening classes after having spent a hard day at their various trades.

The teachers enter into their work with earnestness, which has a correspond ins influence upon 
the students.

TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUMS.
The year just closed unmistakably bears out tho fact that the Technological Museums have grown in 
public favour, and maintained their prestige for imparting commercial and scientific knowledge. This 
is shown by the large correspondence conducted during the year, by the number of visitors to this and 
country museums, and by the varied donations. Public School teachers have largely availed them
selves of the offer to determine specimens for them, and many botanical, mineral, and entomological 
specimens have been received for that pur]tose and reported upon. Although entailing much extra work 
the method is one whereby much valuable information is disseminated. Tho permimel of the scientific 
staff has undergone some changes. Mr. J. H. Maiden, who had held the position of Curator since the 
formation of the Museum, was transferred on the 1st of July to the directorship of tho Sydney 
Botanic Gardens, and on the 1st of October Mr. W. W. IToggatt, the Entomologist, was transferred to 
the Department of Mines and Agriculture.

With so great n reduction in tho scientific staff, less work has, of course, been attempted in the 
way of reclassification of specimens, but the agricultural courts have been thoroughly overhauled and 
rearranged. Mr. Baber has placed on exhibition and named a collection of Australian fungi, the first 
brought together in the Colonies, and these, together with the European and American models of 
funguses, form a unique collection in our vegetable products section. A start has been made at 
modelling types of the principal genera and natural orders of Australian flora. Wo have a good 
collection of exotics, hut it has always been felt that the indigenous vegetation should also be 
represented, and without doubt this addition to the exhibits will be appreciated by teachers and 
students in botany. The timber collection lias received particular attention from Mr. Baker, and 
some corrections in old labelling have been made, also the detei minution of the true origin of a number

of
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of dubious species, A new style of labelling has also been introduced, giving full information of the 
economic purposes to which each species is best adapted. Specimens of the timbers with bark and 
label attached are being sent to the country museums.

A valuable collection of sandarachs (pine-tree exudations) has l»en got together from all parts of 
the Colony, and will bo described during the coming year. A still lias been erected at the College for 
the use of the Museum, for the extraction of oils, so that the industry in this connection will be placed 
eventually on a purely scientific basis, so far as this Colony is concerned, and already the results 
obtained promise to bo of value. Consequent on tho reduction of the scientific staff, previously 
referred to. there has been very little time for original research in museum hours. However, 
Mr. H, G. Smith and Mr. Soker have succeeded m doing some original work. Mr. Baker has read the 
following papers before the Royal and Limuean Societies respectively :—

1. “ The occurrence of a true Manna on grass,” Andvtqmjon anmdalttb, F.
2. “ Two new ProstanlTiera,! from New South Wales.”
if. “Botany of the Rylstone and GoulbumRiver Districts. ’
4. “New descriptions, with figs., of C species of Acacia.”

Mr. Smith has read the following :—
1. The chemistry of tho Manna on grass.
2. On the constituents of the sap of the Silky Oak (GreriUta rohtslo).
3. On aromadendron or aromadentrlc acid from the turbid group of A'licctb/priii kinos.
4. The dyeing properties of aromadendron and of the tannins of Kuoalypius kinos.

The research work on two or throe, possibly new Colonial industries, was begun, and I hope to 
have some of them completed hy the end of this year.

The collections on the ground floor have been much augmented during the year by many valu
able collections and individual specimens. The fine collection of coal-tar profluets, lately received, 
cannot, however, at present be displayed, owing to the want of show-cases for that purpose; this is 
also true of the collections of decorative colours, bronzes, &c,

The mineral collections on this floor have been considerably increased and improved. The 
massive, tested speeimens of iron have been repainted and rclettered, thus increasing their educational 
value, as well as their appearance.

_ Much of Mr. Smith’s time has, during the year, Iwen taken up by the olher portion of his 
duties, viz., the chemical investigation of the vegetable products of tho Colony, and some success has 
attended this portion of his work, as the results obtained are likely to bo of commercial use as well 
as of scientific value.

In the wool section of the animal products the total number of fleeces and samples received 
were 33S, which is a little less than usual, owing, no doubt, to the effects of the very' bad season. The 
specimens were mostly of a high-class order, coming from most of the best strains of the present day, 
and to give some idea of the quality of the work done, it is only necessaiy to say that a large number 
of fleeces and samples were reported upon,—many of these reports being reproduced in the pastoral 
journals published in the various Australian Colonies.

Several photographs of different breeds of sheep were added, and give a more finished look to 
the various courts, tile must notable being that of “ President,” presented hy the breeder, the Hon. 
Jas. Gibson, Bellevue, Tasmania.

Two collections of tallow of various brands and wools were prepared for the Imperial Institute, 
London, and Philadelphia (U.S.) Museum. There was also a special request from the Committee of 
tho Murrumbidgee Pastoral Association that this Department should take charge of their wool- 
scouring test; this was done. Many teachers from different, schools applied for, and were supplied 
with, a series of wool samples and photographs of machinery for object lessons. The twelve new 
wall-eases have been filled.

Tho attendance of visitors at the Technological Museums for the year 1890 was 226,010, viz,:—
Sydney ....................................................................................... 9D,flS2
Newcastle ................................................................................  58,443
Goulburn.................................................................................... 24,211
West Maitland ........................................................................ 23,504
Bathurst .................................................................................... 10,840

I am pleased to mention that the students in training at the Fort-street and Hurlstone Colleges 
continue to use very largely the collections to illustrate their object-lessons.

During the year 3,804 specimens have been added to the Museum, amongst the principal 
donations being:—A very interesting collection of native products from Tonga, received through the 
Rev. J, E, Moulton, consisting of kava, rope, fibre, arrowroot, Ac. A representative collection of 
Tasmanian timbers, from the Launceston Technical School, in exchange for one sent from this Museum. 
Very good samples of tohacco-leaf from the Australian New Hebrides Company. A large collection of 
vegetable products, fibres, and timbers from tho Botanical Gardens, Sydney. A “gingal,” a elumsy- 
looking smooth-bore gun, used by two men, picked up at Ticn-Chuau-f ye after the last battle between 
the Japanese and Chinese ; a Manchu lady's pipe, and leather shoes worn by labourers at Manchuria, 
presented by Mr. George Fawcett, of Newchang, China, ouce a resident of Sydney. An old relic m 
the shape of a pump, originally used on the old Tank Stream in tho early days of Sydney, presented 
by Mr. R. G. Brownlow, \\ averlcy, Specimens of Australian fungi, presented by Mr. li. A, Fortor, 
of Tamworth.

The following gentlemen have kindly presented valuable specimens of timber Clive Arm
strong, Rylstone; -I. V. Dc Coquo, Sydney ; John L. Biuce, Technical College; Owen Blanket, 
Technical College; Tait and McDiarmid', Mudgee ; A. K. Crawford, Waloha ; D, A. Rorter, Invcrell; 
Needlewood Pipe Company, Sydney ; C. \Y. Darler and W. Trickett, Shea’s Creek; H. J. Rumsey, 
Barber's Creek.

A very valuable cnlleetion of aniline and vegetable dyes, lead, pigments, iron, capsules, drugs, 
&u., was transferred to this Museum fiom the Department of Mines and Agrieulkuo.

Exchange.* oHricorrf.—Specimens of New South Wales timbets have been sent to the following:— 
Tho Government Technical School, Jjiiuneestou, Tasmania ; Commissioners appointed by the Govern
ment of Cape Colony to report on the agriculture of Australia ; the National Society of Agriculture, 
Santiago, Chili; the Minister of Foreign Affairs, St. Petersburg, Russia ; the Minister for Agriculture, 
Ac., Germany : tho Minister de Fomento, Madrid. Spain; NedcrliHidsch Landbouw C'omite, Tile 
Hague, Holland : thc Minister for Foreign Affairs, Bntsseis ; Botanic Gardens, Sydney'; Julius Levy, 
Sydney ; A, H. Yabsley, Sydney ; Dickson and Trogarthon, Sydney ; Jjearmonth, Dickenson, A Cu,, 
Sydney ; Arthur Griffith, M.L.A., Sydney.

Bravch Museums.
I much regret to report that no visits of inspection have been paid to our local museums, as it was 

thought inadvisable for any officer to leave Sydney pending the inquiries of the Public Service Board, 
and during the last six mouths no one could be spared.

At the latter end of the year the Aibury Free Industrial Muccum was taken over by the 
Department, and now becomes the Aibury Technological Museum, and will, of course, be carried on 
on similar lines to our other local museums.

JR N. MORRIS,
Superintended^ of feehuical liducation.
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ANNEX A.

Tech.vieal Education Branch.

'Keccis’tk and DisnuRSEMENrs from 1st .January to 31st December, 1S96.

liEtisi™. DlSEUIIHI'.llE'Mfl.

To Balnucu on account of 1SSUD .... .1

Amount reached from Treasury, on
account of Vote for 1305-fi.................. I

Amount recchcd fnen Treasun,J on
account of Vote for lkftG-7 ____ ...

Amount received from Treasury, on
account of Loan Vote, £1,000, of
lSf)8-7, for additions to Technical 
College, Sydney....................................

£ s. (I 

3 0 2 

0,900 0 0 

10,451} 0 0

S5fl 2 10

Sydney Technical Callage and 
Branch Schools.

By SaJarics—Administrative..

,, Mechanical Staff

,, Lecturers and
Teachers ...

,, Caretakers and 
Cleaners ..

Apparatus and Fittings

Materials.........................

,£ s d. 

1,410 5 0 

1,457 10 0

8,030 15 6

070 0 0 
721 II fl 

90S 14 S

Cleaning Branch Schools.. 105 3 4

Examination Fees............ 376 0 0

Prizes...................................... 62 2 0

Freight, Cartage, Ac.......... 429 3 3

Library.............. .................. 92 19 10

Lighting ............................. S03 0 4

Rout ...................................... 200 6 4

£ s d.

Repairs, &c......................

Travelling Expenses ..........

Fittings, Furniture, &c.: 
Newcastle Technical Col 
lege......................................

Additions to Technical Col 
lege, Sydney (paid from 
Loan Vote, £1,000, of 
1S96-7) ........................

115 2 9 

27S 16 5

45 4 6

So9 2 10

Technological Museums*
By Salaries and Contingencies

17,864 19 6

8,838 16 G

£21,218 3 0

Unexpended Balance
21,203 16 11 

14 7 1

21,213 3 O

Norn.—In addition to the above, the following payments were made by the Treasury during 180C
£ sl d.

London payments ....................................................................................................... .. 41 9 8

From Loan Vote of 1890, £20,003. Erection of Technical Colleges and
Museums at Bathurst, Newcastle, &e. .......................................... ...............  1,867 13 8

From Loan Voles of 1839, £50,000. Erection of Sydney Technical College.. 1,287 17 2

3,147 0 C

Technical Education. —Fees Account.

' £ s. ri £ s. d. £ s- d.

To Balance on account of 1895...................... 5 7 2 By Fees paid to Teachers,
Sydney Technical College 2,248 7 3

Fees received from Students, Sydney
Technical College ................................ 2,745 15 O Fees retained by Teachers,

Branch Technical Schools 1,857 5 3
Fees received from Students, Branch

Technical Schools.................................. 1,875 0 1 Fees ]>aid to Branch Cook-
5 7 2

Fees received from Branch Cookerv
Classes ...................................................... 46 4 9 Balance to the credit of the

Technical Education Fees
Trust Account at the
Treasury .......................... BC1 15 2

4,172 15 3 4,172 15 8

E. & O. E.
Account Branch, Department of Public Instruction, 

17th March, 1897.
A. E. BA S3 AN,

Accountant.
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APPENDIX XX.
Pcdlic School Situs omaiseo ii IS96.

Xumbor of sites granted by the Government............................................. G3
,, ,, resumed under Act 51 Vie. No. 37 .................................. 20
,, |, purchased............................................................................ 4

Total number of sites secured during the year, as per following lists ... S7

1896.—School Sites grantul hy the, Gorffi'nmmt.
Bago, Bower Double Peak Jacrjua Sam’s Corner
Barham Dunedoo King's Plains Sandigo
Bcctric Bastview Kauthi Sandboics
Beecroft .Finley Kooree Sam’s Flat
Benny’s Creek Felton Wood Kenthurst Station Point
Bourke, Nortli Flyer’s Creek Manobah Strathisla
Calamia Goulbum (Technical Marrar Uroly
Cherry Tree College) Mount Gwyunc D'allangi-a
Clairville Graham's Valley Jlobla Weean
Cooper's Glen Grcswick Muttama (reservation Wcdderbnm
Cricfttm Gulf Crock only) TVirrimki
Crow Mountain Heron’s Creek Newton Boyd White Cliffs
Cugong Hill Plain Norton's Gap 55'hipstick
Darrahune Horton, Upper Piedmont Wiriubelah
Derra Derra Invcrgordon Pinnacle Swamp Wood’s Reef
Dexter Springs Illabo Bed man vale Wrightville.
Doctor's Creek

1S96.—■School Sites resumed under the “ Public IFoW."! j4cf o/1888” {ol Vic. jVo. 3:

Cost.

Place.

Arcadia ............
Beecroft ............
Branga .............
Brobenah .........
Burrill .............
Canyan Leigh ..
Colo Vale .........
Cundletown .....
Derrain .............
Grassy Creek.....
Menah .............
Morrison’s Hill,,
Mmidowey ........
Muddy Creek ..
Newport............
North Creek.....
Oakvale.............
Telegraph Point
Wandella .........
Woodglen .........

Totals

Amount already paid

£ s. d. 
46 0 11 

166 2 10 
* Nil.

+ NiI.

_ £Nil.
No claim made.

§Nil.

II Nil.
17 5 4

No claim made.

Estimated amount 
still due.

£ s. d.

5 0 0 
25 0 0

25 0 0 
208 0 0

17 S 0

10 O 0

30 0 0

25 0 0 
15 0 O

5 4 2

£ 234 13 3 360 8 9

* A gift from Mrs. Lynch, f A gift from Mrs Jane Murray. J A gift from John D. M'Gralli. § A gift from 
Mr. John Mannan. U A gift from Mr, IT, J, Brnaer.

1896.—School Sites purchased.
Place. Cost.

£ s. d.
Bathurst Technical College................................   1,570 16 8
Botany (additional) ......................................................................   200 0 0
Coonainble (additional) ................................................................................ 112 10 0
Menlla............................................................................................................... 27 5 4

Total .....................................................................£1,910 12 O
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APPENDIX XXL

Receipts axd Disbuesehents of the Department of Public Instruction, from 1st January to 31st December, 189G.

RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.

To JJnluiiec from iS9o
£ s. <J. 

720 IS S
„ Ralanoe of Petty Cash in hand ..............................
„ Amount received front Treasury on account of Vote

forlS9ri-(5 .......................................................................
„ Amount received from Treasury on account of Vote

for 1S9Q-7 .......................................................................
,, Amount received from Treasury on account of Loan

Vote (Land) .................... .. ...............................
„ Amount received from Treasury on account of Loan 

Vote (New Buildings) .................... .............

5 14 11 

332,&23 i) 0 

320,000 0 0 

1,057 0 10 

fi}000 0 I)

MiMSTt.niAL Office.
B\ Salaries............................................................................... .

,* Kepair.H and furniiure................................ .......................
,, Books, printing, and siatiouery.........................................
,, Mibccllancoinj expeuye^— s- d.

Fuel and li^ht.......................................... 131 S 3
Travelliii'; exjieuscts, freight, cartage,

and cab hire .......... ................... 70 19 0
Sundry small expeii'ieis.................. .. 15 2 11

FVAMiMflfs Biiaxlii —To .lune, 1S9LI.
„ Salaries, from 1 dnnunrv. to 30 June, 13505 ....
,, Kent, lopairs, and JumUtirc, from J January to 30

Jui c, 1^90 ............................................................................
,, Fuel and light, from 1 January to 30 June, 189(1___
,, Hooks, ]>rimn!g, and stationery, from 1 January to 30

.lujie, 1300 ..............................................................................
„ Examination foes, from 1 January to 30 June, 1390 |

Oiuek IxPi’Kaou's Branch. i
,, Salaries .............................................................................................
,, Itcnt, repairs, and furniture (Payments on account of

Kent are to 30 June, 1800, only, here).........................
„ Fuel and light . ..............................................................
,, Books, printing, and slaliouery...............................................
,, Travelling expenses.....................................................................
,, Cleaning a!lovi'ancc ............................. .. . ...........................

Arcfhtkct's Branch.
,, Salaries, from 1 Januan* fo 30 June, 1S9C.........................
,, Bent, repairs, fuel, light, and furniture, from 1

January to 30 June, IMG...................................................
,, Water and ‘■overage rates, from I Jaimary to JO .Line,.............."............................. ,
,, Travelling expciibLb, to 31 December, lsi>d (Clerks of 

Work'd.........................................................................................

,, Kent of all offices, from 1 July to 31 December, 1S90
Tn a imm3 School. Fort-street,

„ Salaries mid allowances and lectures ..................................
„ Repaira and furniture ............................................................
„ Rooks, piintmg, and statlonoiy .............................
„ Fuel and light.................................................................................
,, Water and sewerage rates ........................................................

Trmvixo School, Huklstoxe.
,, Salaries and lectmeH...................................................................
H Additions, repairs, ami furniture ..........................................
„ Bookjj, printing, and stationery...............................................,3 HOUSfc U.\]X1IIaOS ................................................................................................
}r Travelling expenses .....................................................................
M Medical fees .. . .................................................................
,, Water and sewerage rates and cleaning closets................

Hion ScifOOiA.
,, Salario4-................................................................................................
,, Kent, repuirSj an«I furniture ...................................................
„ Cleaning allow anee and fuel ...............................................
„ Books, printing, and stationery...............................................
„ Law costs (Land) .................................................................
„ Travelling ex [lenses ... ...............................................
,, Exammalioii fees .. ......................................................
,, Water and aov'eragu rates and cleaning closets ...

Pnn.ic Schools.
„ Salaries and allowantoh ...........................................................
,, Builrlmgs, repairs, rent, funuture, and sites ................
,, Cleaning allowance .....................................................................
M Fuel . .. ..............................................................................
,, Book^p piinting, and btatimsory ..........................................
,, M alei ami sewerage rates......................................................
,, Travelling expenses...................................................................
,, Law cost5 . ......................... .........................................
,, Medical fee^.....................................................................................
,, Cookery mwtruefion (mibcellan^ous)....................................
„ Sundry small expenses ............................................................

Provisional Srnoor.s.
„ Salaries and allowances . ......................................
,, Buildlngv, repairs, rent, furniture, and water......... ..
,, Fuel ..............................................................................................
„ Rooks, printing, and stationery.......... .................................
ti Forage allouarco ........................................................................
„ Travelling ex]>euscs...................................................................

TlALF-TlMi1. SCJIOOLS.
,, Salaries and allowances ........... ..............................................
,, Buildings, tcfraira, rent, fnrmture, and water ...
,, Fuel ........................... ...............................................
,, Book*, printing, anil stationer}' .........................................
,, Travelling expenses ................\.............................................
,, Forage allowance........................................................................

]TnivSK-To-n0U6E Teacihno.
„ Salaries and allowances ......................................................
„ Books, printing, and stationer} > and furniture (10s.),
„ Travelling expenses ...................................................................
,, Forage allowance ........................................................................
,, Fuel ...................................................................................................

Kvextx’o Schools.
„ Salaries and allowances ......................................................
„ Books, printing, and stationery ....................................

,, State scholarships, &c................................................................

balance), of 1S94 acconut......................
Balance of petty cash in hand .. 
Balance in City Rank of Sydney

£ s. d. I 
14J117 h 2 ' 

524 lf> 9 
253 5 5 ,

217 10 S

302 10 0

48 0 10
5 2 7
S 17

220 10 0

17.3-24 0 s'

281 12 4
23 tt 0

171 s n
6,383 2 n

18 8 0

2,130 15 0

103 19 S

3 f) Cl
1,048 8 11

'

1,028 15 n
17 10 4

I 44 11 3
j 19 6 7
1 4 10 S

' 1,106 1 11
180 1 7

53 10 0
640 8 10
4a 11 6
11 1C 0
32 11 4

6,533 0 0
209 14 4

1 41 17 4
125 6 1

■ 153 IB 3
1 IS 13 S
: 41 15 8
| 154 17 1J

' 460,098 13 1
48,005 15 5

IS 3
922 15 6

G.P91 4
1,599 5 1
1.905 Vi 7

42 3 11
130 16 C

1,148 4 1
1 7 8

24,230 17 7
2,344 19 10

69 2 6
600 7 1

2 35 0
305 4 1

25,836 7 0
346 13 11

74 17 0
442 16 0
137 14 11

2,282 5 30

3,709 8 2
GO 0 3
30 13 3

3S1 3 0
4 10 0

3 Cl 19 61 4 4

J
. 0 0 10

9,751 10 i

£ a d.

15,018 1 0

585 (I 10

23,202 13 10

3,33G 12 9 
201 1 5

2,015 3 9

2,100 1 8

0,570 3 3

531,595 17 7

27,013 (i L

29,140 15 S

4,135 H H

303 3 10 
3,249 18 O

049,037 fr 4

52G 10 8

9,751 17 !>

£ 660,215 14 6 £ 060,215 14 f.

E. & O. E. ^
Account Branch, Deportment of Public Instruction, 

Sydney, 8th March, 1897,
A. E. BASSAN,

Accountant.
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APPENDIX XXII.

Statement showing the Payments made by the Treasury on Account of Services 
rendered to the Department of Public Instruction, from 1st January to 31st 
December, 1890. '

To Amount from Vote of £6S9,‘fl 8, 
Item No. 302, of Appropriation!
Act of 1S95-6 ........................ '

To Amount from Vote of £660,440/ 
Item No. 316, of Appropriation' 
Act of 1S96-7 ............... 'l

s. <1.

6S5 0 0

...' GSr, 0 0

By Salaries

£1,370 0 0 .

£ s. d, 
1,370 0 0

£1,370 0 0

Aeconnt Branch, Department oE Public Instruction, 
Sydney, 8th March, 1897.

A. E. BASSAX,
Accountant.

[3*. 3rf.]
Sjdney : William Aiiplefrate Cullick, Government Printer —1S97.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
(BE POET OE TRUSTEES FOR THE YEAR 1896.)

IDratnUl) Itf flarliiimcnt pursuant to JUt 17 'Bif. <^to. 2, see, 9,

Frinied under No. 9 Report from Printing Committee, 1 July., 1897.

To His Excellingr the Goterkoh ahji Executive ConxciL,—

The Trustees of the Australian Museum hare the honour to submit to Tour Excellency their 
Porty-third Annual Report.

1. There have not been any changes in the membership of the Board during the year.

2. The Museum continued open to visitors during the usual hours, viz., from 2 to 5 p.m. on 
Sundays and from 10 a.ra. to 5 p.m. ou all weelr-days, except Mondays, which were reserved for cleaning 
purposes, and except one day closed for repairs. On Monday afternoons the collections have, as usual, 
been accessible to students and schools for teaching purposes, on application being made to the Curator. 
The total number of visitors recorded is shown in Appendix VI. The average was 316 on week-days and 
663 on Sundays. The slight decrease on week-days is accounted for by a portion of the Museum having 
been closed to the public during some months for repairs.

3. The Trustees have been able during the past year to make a few important purchases. The 
remains of the Elephant “ Jumbo ” were acquired from the New South AVales Zoological Society; the 
shin has been preserved and put into store, there being at present no facilities for setting it up; the 
skeleton has been mounted and forms a conspicuous object among the Osteologieal Collections. A Leopard 
skin and skeleton have also been purchased from the same Society. Other noticeable acquisitions by 
purchase were :—some ancient Peruvian Urns; the Bower or “ Playground " of one of the Bower Birds ; 
a collection of Insects, including many typical specimens ; and some casts of Pishes.

4. Although no Collecting Expeditions—with the exception mentioned in a later paragraph—have 
been organised, some of the members of the Museum Staff have, at various times, been able to collect 
specimens, many of which are of value to the Museum. The Curator had an opportunity of visiting the 
Wombcyan Caves, Taralumla, and other places in the interior, from which he procured much interesting 
material.

5. The most important presentation was the well-known “ Dobroyde” Collection of Australian Birds 
and Eggs, made by'Messrs. Ramsay, and containing many type specimens. This was purchased by the 
Government of New South Wales from Mr. J. S. Ramsay and has been delivered to the Trustees. Another 
valuable donation is a piece of Meteoric Iron weighing over 44 lb. found on the Nocolcche Holding, near 
Wanaaring, New South Wales, and presented to the Museum by Mr. Geo. J. Raffel. This will be known as 
the “ Nocolcche” Meteorite. Steps are being taken to have a few slices cut and polished which will he 
available for exchange. Tho semi-fossil remains of a Dugong having been discovered in the excavations 
for a canal at Shea’s Creek, near Sydney, were presented to the Museum. This is tho first instance of 
the discovery of Dugong remains so far south. The British Government and the governments of several 
foreign countries having been asked for representative collections of current coins for the Numiematical 
Department of this Museum, favourable replies, with series of coins, have been received from the British, 
German, Austro-Hungarian, and Hawaiian Governments. Mr. W. A. Horn has presented the Museum 
with a selection from the collections of the “Horn Expedition” including some of the type specimens, and 
with a copy of the published Reports of the Expedition.

*28—A The
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The Government Architect has lent to the Trusteesa very fine collection of Nciv South Vales Marbles, 
prepared by Mr. V. Dtoberts, of Bathurst, and it is hoped that a selection from these will be allowed to 
remain permanently in the Museum.

6. A commencement has been made at the works for extension of the Museum buildings, for winch 
a sum of £0,000 was voted by Parliament in 1895. Under the direction of the Government Architect the 
old ant-eaten roof has been removed, and a new roof, built of steel, wood, and copper, has been constructed. 
While this was in progress a thorough inspection of the building was made to ascertain the extent of the 
ravages of the 11 white ant,” with the result that it was found necessary to renew the floor and some of the 
cases in the Ethnological Hall. During the progress of these works portions of the Museum were neces
sarily closed to the public.

7. The Local Committee of the “Funafuti Coral Beef Boring Expedition, of the Eoyal Society of 
London,” in charge of Professor "17. J. Sollas, LL.D., P.It.S,, having offered to allow one of the officers of 
the Museum to accompany the expedition, Mr. Charles Ilcdloy was selected for the purpose, and left Sydney 
with the expedition in H.M.S. “Penguin,” Captain Mostyu Field. K.N., on 1st May, and after a residence 
on the island for two and a half months, returned to Sydney on 22nd August. During his stay on Funafuti 
he succeeded in amassing an interesting collection, particularly of Invertebrate and Ethnological objects, 
together with much valuable scientific information. The collections are now in process of description by 
the Scientific Staff of tho Museum, and the results will be published in the order in which the study of 
the various groups is completed.

8. The Trustees regret to announce the death, on 10th .Tunc, 1S9G, of Mr. F. A. A. Sbuse, who 
held the position of Entomologist iu this Museum. Mr. W, J. Kainbow' has been appointed his successor.

9. The Publications issued during the year are:—Eccoids of the Australian Museum, Yol. II, 
Ho. 7, completing the volume. Memoirs of the Australian Museum, III, Part 1, containing the first 
of the Beports on the Funafuti Expedition.

10. Full information with respect to the Museum will he found in the Appendices attached to this 
Keport, viz.:—

I.—Curator’s Beport.
II.—Beports of .Scientific Assistants.

III.—Secretary’s Beport.
IY.—Statement of Eeceipts and Expenditure.
Y.—Attendance of tho Trustees.

YI.—Attendance of Yisitors and summary for fifteen years.
YII.—Beturn of Specimens acquired during 1890.

YIIL— Donations.
IX.—Exchanges.
X.—Beturn of information supplied to the Public.

XI.—Additions to the Library.
XII.—Publications of the Australian Museum.

XIII.—Museum Staff.

The Common Seal of the Museum was hereunto affixed by order of the Board, this 6th day of 
May, 1897.

(l.s.) JAMES C. COX, M.D.,
Chairman.

S. SINCLAIR,
Secretary.

APPENDIX I.
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APPENDIX I.

CURATOR'S REPORT FOR 1896.

[“Tho degree of civilisation to which any nation, city, or province lias attained is host shown by the character of 
its Public Museums, and tho liberality with whicli they aro maintained.”—0. Browse Goodk, M.A.]

Sydney, 4th January, 1897.
To the Trustees of the Australian Museum.

Gentlemen, '
I have the honour to hand you the following Beport dealing with the work of the Australian 

Museum during the past year, and the condition of the Collections in your charge :—
General Condition.—A somewhat more increased state of prosperity than has esisled during the last 

few years may, I think, be evinced by our power, to some extent at least, to resume purchases, not 
certainly from an increase in income tut from a decrease in expenditure brought about by a rigid general 
exercise of economy on the part of the Secretary and myself.

A more anxious twelve months than the last it would in all probability bo impossible to pass 
through again, in consequence of the renewed discovery of the depredations of Termites. A forecast of 
this trouble was made in the 1895 Beport, and now that it is practically over, for a time at least, one 
only realises the amount of unlocked for, and wbat should have been unnecessary work on the part of 
nearly tho whole Staff, to say nothing of the anxiety borne by the executive officer. It involved the 
closing and cleaning of all tho cases in the central portion of tho Upper Main Hall, and disorganisation 
ot the wings attached; the emptying of various cases in the Main Hall; the closing and entire disarrange
ment of the Ethnological Hall and contiguous galleries—a state of confusion to some extent still existing; 
and, worst of all, the undoing of previously completed good work. With these exceptions the general 
condition of the Museum is as satisfactory as during last year.

Award.—Prom the Commissioners of tho World’s Columbian Exposition at Chicago, an award of 
three Bronze Medals and three Certificates of Merit was received.

Fire Appliances.—Through the abolition by the Public Service Board of the Inspecting Officer of 
the Metropolitan Eire Brigade, the supervision of the fire appliances now devolves on your officers.

Staff Duties, fyc.—I have again much pleasure iu testifying to the general attention of the whole 
Staff to their duties during the past year.

After a very brief illness, Mr. Frederick A. A. Skuse, your Entomologist, died on June 10th.
Four additions were made to the Staff. In July, Mr. W. J. Bainbow was temporarily employed to 

take up the duties of the late Mr. Skuse, and was confirmed thereto on September 3rd. Mr. F. I1. Clark, 
who was appointed clerk in the place of the late Mr. W. H. Hill, commenced his duties on January 2nd, 
and has iu every way realised the favourable expectations I had formed of him. In consequence of the 
withdrawal of Attendant Bobort Grant fromwardiug duties to attend to the collections removed from the 
Upper Main Hall, it became necessary to obtain the services of an additional temporary attendant. On 
the recommendation of the Government Architect (W. L. Vernon, Esq.)rEdward Francis was selected 
for this purpose in July last, and has continued to perform his duties with diligence. In April, Joseph 
Spencer was temporarily appointed Messenger in the place of G-. Sparks, who resigned, and was subse
quently confirmed in bis appointment. During the year the number of Special Constables was increased 
by the swrearmg-in of Attendant F, Kippax, and Night-watchman J. W. Vidgeon. On the application of 
Professor T. P. Anderson Stuart, M.D., A. Cronin was temporarily appointed, without salary, on January 
1st, to gain instruction in articulation and taxidermy on behalf oftho University Anatomical Museum, to 
which ho was recalled at tho end of the following March. Mr. Cronin proved a very apt pupil under the 
tuition of the Articulator (Mr. II. Barnes) and the Taxidermist (Mr. J, A. Thorpe) ; indeed, his assistance 
at that time was most opportune. During March last, Mr. Leslie King applied to be allowed to attach 
himself to the Museum Staff, without salary, to gain experience in the preparation of Natural History 
specimens. He has so continued to tho close of tho year, and it affords me gratification to say that his 
services were eminently useful, and, I am under the impression, of advantage to himself. I have also had 
the advantage of assistance from another volunteer. Mr. AV. Stalkartt, who joined in September under 
similar conditions. He has worked steadily since then with the Taxidermist and Mr. J, Jenuings—chiefly 
tho latter—and his help has been of great assistance at a time when we were overburdened with work.

I earnestly desire to call your attention to the inadequate scale of remuneration received by the 
Staff individually, in comparison with that prevailing in some of tho Service Departments. Taking the 
Department of Public lnstruction, with whicli we are affiliated, for example, we soe that whilst only four 
of my professional assistants aro in receipt of £215 per annum, there are in tho Ministerial office of the 
Department, (exclusive of the Chief Clerk, Cashier, and Becord Clerk) no less than twelve ordinary clerks, 
with salaries ranging from £250 to £350 per annum. It must not be overlooked that the Scientific 
Assistants are, by educational status and scientific attainments, entitled to rank as professional men, and 
yet there exists tho above glaring anomaly, With regard to the skilled mechanics, wc find practically the 
same state of things, for both in the Technical Education Branch and Technological Museum the skilled 
workmen are paid at a proportionately higher rate than three out of the six occupying a similar posifioii 
wdth us. In the National Art Gallery tho attendants are also paid at a higher rate than those similarly . 
situated in the Australian Museum.

The Museum still remains much under-manned—a fact brought under your notice in previous 
Beports. An additional Carpenter and an Assistant Taxidermist are required, and a permanent labourer is 
a desideratum. I advocate the separation of Mr. North’s duties into two—he retaining the Birds, whilst 
the Anthropology, Ethnology, and Numismatics should be handed over to another officer, to be appointed,
A Curator’s Mechanical Assistant would be a decided advantage, for it must be remembered that I am 
endeavouring (I cannot say I have satisfactorily succeeded) to discharge a dual duty—that of Curator and 
an Assistant (Palaeontologist). As a result the palaeontological work docs not progress iu the same ratio 
with the other sections. I regard the position of Curator of such an institution as this, as one carrying 
with it the necessity of engaging in original research. As matters are at present constituted this is an 
impossibility.

Publ to
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Pullie Set'vice Board of 1895.—By a notification in tlie Estimates of Expenditure for 1S9C-7 

(foot-note, p. iSdOt it appears that “the Australian Museum does not come under the provisions of the 
Public Service Act of 1895.”

Care of the Collections.—The same distribution of work in the care of the Skin Collection existed 
as detailed iu my Report for 1895. It affords me great pleasure to state that constant watchfulness on 
the part of Attendant Grant, and the Taxidermist (Mr. .T. A. Thorpe), when liis many duties permitted 
him, had the effect of reducing tho existence of insect life amongst the Mounted and Skin Collections to 
almost nil. I am confident that the Australian Museum will now compare favourably in this respect 
with any other.

Cleaning Duties.—The two additional male Attendants referred to in last year's Report were duly 
appointed, and these, with the temporary hand already referred to, have enabled the cleaning duties to be 
much more thoroughly carried eut.

Space.—As foreshadowed iu my last year’s Report, the erection of the two additional wall-cases iu 
the Main Hall fills not only the space that can be devoted to the Mammalia, but also completes the wall
casing of that part of the building, unless it be by the partial removal of the glass screen at the public 
entrance, which in my opinion occupies far too much space. Similarly with the erection of the wall-cases 
in the central portion of the Upper Main Halt, already authorised and in progress, this portion of the 
Museum will be cased to its utmost capacity. There only remains the upper narrow unused gallery over 
the portion just referred to, which is thoroughly well adapted for exhibition purposes. Of this I have 
obtained an independent professional opinion. I have on a previous occasion suggested to yon that this 
gallery would accommodate itself to the Eish Collection, and it is to be hoped that an appropriation for 
this purpose will be obtained during the coming financial year.

Duplicates.—Through some extensive additions to the Entomological Collection, duplicates are now 
available in that section. In consequence of the rearrangement of tho skeletons I have been able to 
relegate some mounted Osteologieal specimens to this category. Otherwise matters of this nature remain 
much as they were.

Structural Matters.—In my last year’s Report I expressed the hope that the construction of the 
new roof would be proceeded with early in the year. After much delay, arising from circumstances over 
which you had no control, it was commenced in April and completed at the end of duly. The contract 
was let to Messrs. McIntyre & Co., of Paddington. As.a preliminary step it was necessary to close to 
the public the whole of the upper floor of the Museum, to denude the central portion of the tipper Main 
Hall of all its cases, and afford safe storage for their contents. This, I am happy to say, was safely 
accomplished, and the property so removed was placed in the care of Attendant R, Grant, who discharged 
his special duties to my entire satisfaction. Hardly had this commenced when the work in connection 
therewith revealed the presence of Termites in the flooring and joists of the Main Hall, necessitating the 
partial clearing of some of the Osteologieal cases. This led to a general survey of the entire building by 
the Government Architect's Officers and the Contractor’s staff; and here, I think it is not out of place to 
express our indebtedness to Mr. Thomas Barnet, Assistant Architect, and Mr. G. Anderson, foreman to 
Messrs. MTntyre & Co., for their indefatigable exertions in the almost hopeless task of eradicating this 
troublesome and insidious pest. It was found that from the Main Hall the insects had made their way 
through the masonry joints into and under the floor of the Ethnological Hall, and had as completely 
destroyed the wood-work of that structure as of the roof. It was ultimately decided to replace the floor 
with a new one, and asphalt the ground beneath it; but to accomplish this the whole of the wall cases had 
to be drawn out in sections, after being stripped of their contents. The work was commenced in September 
and finished in November, but the re-arrangement of the specimens will not be completed for some time.

With the view of throwing more light into the north end of the Upper Main Hall, occupied by the . 
Australian Birds, the galvanized iron ceiling of the Geological Hall was pierced in two places to utilise 
some disused windows in the wall of the former that had become blocked b_v the latter, with beneficial 
results. ’

. A new low retaining-wall was built along a portion of the fence separating your Grant from that 
-of the Sydney Grammar School Trustees, and the area between this and the Museum south end was 
■deepened and drained, to obviate traces of damp that began to appear in this portion of the building.

New louvre shutters were provided to the north and south wings of the main roof—repairs long 
wanted. ■ •

The old bath-room existing in the basement was dismantled, and refitted as an additional store
room for Ethnology.

The whole of the air-ways beneath Use general structure were cleaned and white-washed by labour 
engaged for the purpose, whilst the private lavatories and that attached to the Board Room were ventilated.

It was mentioned in the 1895 Report that the sum of £6,000 had been placed on the 1895-6 
Estimates to provide a new Spirit Room and Workshops, the latter to form a portion of the basement of 
the future south wing. After much unnecessary delay, work was commenced on this much-needed 
improvement shortly before the close of the year. The contractors are Messrs. Wall and Sons, of 
Newtown,

Portions of the Museum exterior, especially along the College-street frontage, are very much in 
want of cleansing; the outer face of the stone is scaling off, and the pointing requires renewing. In 
addition, tho Corinthian capitals require wiring-in to prevent the resting of pigeons; and Ihe wood-work 
of aR the doors and windows, back and front, needs re-painting.

New Cases.—The expenditure under this head was again much and inconveniently delayed in con
sequence of the late passing of the Appropriation Act for 1S96-7. The two new wall-cases in the Main 
Hall have already been referred to. They were erected by Messrs. T. Jones & Co., and have been devoted 
to the display of the Q.uadrumana, The same firm built a fine stand for the skeleton of the Asiatic 
Elephant “ Jumbo,’’ so constructed that the intended glass cover can be added when funds are available ; 
and a small separate case to contain tbe model of the bead of a Ncohalcna marginata.

An extra glass shelf was supplied to the whole of the Invertebrate wall-cases (except the Insecta) 
which has enabled an expansion of the Collections under Mr. T. Whitelegge, to he made.

New cabinets for study and store purposes were provided—one each for the Entomologist, Concho- 
logist, Osteologist, and Invertebrate Zoologist; and fifty additional covered trrays for general purposes.

Numerous
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Numerous alterations to old stored movable eases wore made by the carpenters (referred to under 
that heading), and brought into use. '

The balustrade and intermediate flat cases in the Invertebrate Gallery are in want of new locks, 
and until such are provided the cases cannot be regarded as secure; an undue amount of responsibility is 
thus also thrown bn the Attendants.

Collecting and Field Work.—No organised collecting was attempted, again in consequence of lack 
of funds. During February, I visited the Wombcyan Caves to investigate a reported discovery of fossil 
bones, and obtained a small series of specimens. This deposit occupies a small depression on the side of 
a limestone bill. The bones are all small and much comminuted, being those of Marsupialia, Eodentia, 
and Chiroptera. To the researches of Dr. E. Eroora, late of Taralga, the deposit has yielded the remains 
of six extinct animals,* the type specimens of which he has generously presented to the Museum. During 
October, I visited Cunningham Creek, near Harden, to investigate the reported discovery of large fossil 
bones. My proceedings are recorded in a part of our Eecords now being issued. At the close 
of the year I proceeded, in company with Mr. John Mitchell, of Karelian, to Yarralurnla, near 
Queanbeyan, to examine a deposit of Silurian fossils described many years ago by tho Bev. W. B. Clarke.f 
The search did not repay our expectations. The deposit consists of a few small patches of mudstone with 
Braehiopoda and Trilobites, indicative of the Bowning Scries, and containing limestone nodules, chiefly 
Corals.

The Local Committee of the Funafuti Coral Eeef Boring Expedition of the Eoyal Society (London), 
in charge of Professor "W. J. Sollas, LL.D., F.E.S., having suggested to you that one of your officers 
should be deputed to accompany the Expedition, Mr. Charles Hedley was selected for the purpose. Mr. 
Hedley left Sydney in H.M.S. “ Penguin,” under the command of Captain Mostyn Field, E.N., on May 
1st, arriving at Funafuti on May 2lRt, He remained on the island two and a half months, leaving in the 
same vessel. On the return voyage to Fiji the island of Nukulailai was touched at, where scientific 
investigations were renewed for two days. Mr. Hedley finally reached Sydney on August 22nd. During 
his stay on Funafuti he succeeded in amassing an interesting collection, particularly of Invertebrate and 
Ethnological objects, together with much valuable scientific information. Too much credit cannot be 
awarded to Mr. Hedley for his praiseworthy efforts under very trying difficulties. _

The establishment of the post of'Collector is much to be desired. No systematic additions to tho 
general collection can be made until this is done.

Exchanges.—I am happy to be able to state that we arc now’ in a much better position lo effect 
exchanges than we have been for some time past, notably in tbe Insecta, but still much remains to be 
desired, amongst tho Minerals and Bocks iu particular. The difficulty in obtaining tbe latter appears to be 
one of our weak points, aud arises from tho fact that we have never possessed a Geological Collector, and 
from tho want of a connection amongst tho mining community. The principal exchanges effected during 
the year were:—Ethnology, from the South Australian Museum; Post-Tertiary Fossils, from the Wanganui, 
Museum, and to that institution Minerals, Eeptiles, and Gold-nugget Models; “Challenger” Mollusca 
from the British Museum (Nat. Hist.) ; Minerals, Birds, Fossils, Mollusca, Crustacea, &c., from the 
Museo de la Plata, and to it Minerals, Echinodermata, Eeptilia, &c.; British Minerals, from the Kelvin 
Grove Museum, and to it Marsupialia, Birds, and Eeptilia ; Minerals and Insecta to and from tho Musee 
Coloniale, Noumea; Deep-sea Mollusca from the Indian Museum, Calcutta, in exchange for Mammalia; 
Mammalia, Ethnology, Birds, &e., from the Pietermaritzburg Museum ; Mammalia, Skeletons, &c., from 
the United States National Museum, and to it Eeptilia, Fish, Birds, Mollusca, and Minerals ; photo
graphs of "Cook Belies” to the Bishop Museum at Honolulu; mounted Mammalia to the Western 
Australian Museum ; and Australian Stone Weapons and New Guinea Shell Ornaments to the Florence 
Museum. '

Presentations.—These on the whole have flown in copiously. The more important were:—Types 
of the “ Honey-ants” of the Horn Central Australian Exploring Expedition, and a further collection of Birds 
of tho same from Professor W. Baldwin Spencer, M.A., on behalf of himself and Mr. W. A. Horn, Adelaide; 
the Noeoleche Meteorite, from Nocolcche Station, near Wanaaring, weighing 44 lb. 3 oz , tbe gift of 
Mr. G. J. BaffclStalactites from Jenolan Caves, collected by Mr. Jeremiah Wilson ; Stalagmites from 
Wombeyan Caves, from tbe Department of Mines and Agriculture ; Queensland Cattle Ticks in all stages 
of development, from Mr. C. J. Pound; the “Dobroyde” Collodion of Australian Birds and Eggs; Dugong 
skeleton from Shea’s Creek, Alexandria, from the Engineer-in-Chicf for Harbours and Bivers ; Hawaiian 
Current Coinage iu duplicate from the Hawaiian Government; Prussian Current Coinage in duplicate from 
the Imperial German Chancellor; Austro-Hungarian Current Coinage from the Austro-Hungarian 
Government; and British “ Jubilee ” Coinage from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Purchases.—The more important were; (1) Pottery of ancient typo from Peruvian excavations; 
(2) Bower of Newton’s Bower-bird (Prionodura nexotoniana) \ (3) Co-types of Skuse’s Diptera; (4) 
Australian Coleoptera ; (5) Carcase of the Asiatic Elephant “ .lumbo,” <!cc.

Publications.—Only one new publication was issued during the year, but three others are in hand. 
That published in December is the first part of Memoir iii, which is to be devoted to the elaboration ol 
Mr. Medley's Funafuti collodions. It comprises the General Account, Birds, and Bock-specimens. The 
second part is now in the printer’s hands and will contain descriptions of tbe Insecta, Arachnids, and 
Crustacea. The MS. of the third part is well advanced and will embrace Mammalia, Pisces, and Eeptilia. 
A further portion of the “ Eecords ” is also in course of printing and almost ready for publication. A 
second edition of Dr. E. P. Eamsay’s Catalogue of tbe Australian Birds, Part I, Aeeipitres, now out of 
print, is in preparation, and will be published during the current year.

Information Disseminated—Povixom of our collections have been freely used by. inquirers. 
Mr. Hedley calls attention to the number of students who availed themselves of the facilities now 
presented for naming local Shells; Mr. North the interest in tho Nest-group Collection, and Ornitho
logical assistance given to many, both personally and by letter; whilst Mr. Bainbow has been actively 
.employed in exhibiting the cabinet Insects, Demonstrations to the Burwood Ladies’ College were given

" by

* Proc. Linn, Soc. N.8. Wales, 1S9C, p. 48. 
t Quart. Journ. Geol. fioc., iv, 1848, p. 63.
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by Mr. Hedley and myself. The King’s School, Parramatta, was supplied with named collections of 
minerals and shells. On the application of the Director the birds in the Botanical Grardens were 
examined and named by Mr, North. The Biological Laboratory at the University was supplied with 
certain duplicates to fill gaps in the teaching series, and the G-eological Laboratory with a large number 
of rock fragments and unloeated minerals for analytical purposes. A full return under this head will be 
found in Appendix X.

Spirit Romns—N.T. "Whitelegge continued his investigations of the Spirit Boom stores, and 
completed the fishes preserved in tanks. There only remains to be examined now a large assortment of 
all classes in bottles and jars.

Taxidermist:—In the interval between Mr. Skuse’s death and the temporary employment of Mr. 
Bainbow, the Taxidermist (Mr, J. A, Thorpe) took charge of the Entomological Collection. In connec
tion with the new roof, he superintended the removal, cleaning, and re-arrangement of nearly the whole of 
the specimens in the Upper Main Hall, amounting to several thousand:-, in which he was ably assisted by 
tbe Carpenters, Attendant Grant, and other members of the Staff. During this work the largo Pish (23 im 
number) suspended from tbe uppermost gallery, were removed, cleaned, restored, and rehung; also the 
Turtles and Tortoises, 55 in number. The occasion of transferring the Monkeys and Lemurs to the- 
newly-erccted eases was taken advantage of to thoroughly clean, and in some instances remount and 
restore tho specimens, to the number of 71.. Eight Cetaceans and Sirenians, 50 Carnivora, and 69 
Chiroptera underwent the same process. In the workshop, 53 Mammal skins were prepared, and 60 
mounted, and 10 groups set up. Amongst the Birds, 130 skins were prepared, 55 skins mounted, 8 
groups, and 10 nest groups set up. Five Pish and 5 Beptiies prepared, 1 mounted, and 1 Crustacean.

_ Articulators (Messrs. H, Barnes and H. Barnes,juii.).—The well known Asiatic Elephant “Jumbo”' 
died at the gardens of the Zoological Society on January 18th. After much labour on tho part of the 
whole Mechanical Staff the hide and bones were conveyed to the Museum, and after three months close 
application the skeleton was erected at the entrance to tho Osteologieal portion of the Main Hall. It- 
now forms one of the most notable objects in the Museum, and is one of the happiest efforts amongst tho 
many fine exhibitions of his skill on the part of Mr. H. Barnes. Thirty-five skeletons were macerated 
and cleaned, and eighteen were mounted.

Formatori (Messrs. H. Barnes and H. Barnes, jun.).—Thirty moulds were prepared during the 
year, and forty-seven casts or reproductions taken. Amongst these tlie most notable was the “Nocolcche” 
Meteorite.

Photographers (Messrs, H. Barnes and II. Barnes, jun.),—Forty-eight negatives were taken, and 
24S prints were thrown off. *

Carpenters (Messrs. E., Barnes and B. Jmcas).—Tho principal work performed in the carpenter’s 
shop was the preparation of specimen stands in all branches; renovation of several old cases from store ; 
six slopes for the interior of Pniieontologieal table cases ; tables for Bat Kangaroo group, Dugong, and 
Turtles and Tortoises ; tank for reception of Elephant skin ; stand for carved tree ; and general Museum 
repairs. Valuable assistance tvas lent by Messrs. Barnes and Lucas in the preparation and mounting of 
tbe Elephant skeleton, and the heavy work arising from the moving of cases consequent on roof and 
floor renovation. During the current year their duties will be increased by the supervision of the fire- 
appliances.

Smiths (Messrs. B. Lucas and B. Barnes).—I am glad to he able to report that we are now doing 
our own blacksmith work. Tho whole of the ironwork necessary for the support of six large Cetaceaus 
and Sirenians, and for the Elephant, was made on the premises, besides small jobs too numerous to 
mention. ’

Printer (Attendant F. Kippax).—The printing of labels, foreshadowed in the 1895 Beport, is 
now an accomplished fact, 2,868 having been produced during the year. The Pearl Platen Printing Press 
has proved a great success. The labels were distributed as follows Mammalia, Eeptilia, &c., 741; 
Avos, 520; Entomology, 77 ; Conchology, 55; other Invertebrates, 44L; Ethnology and Palaeontology, 
519; Mineralogy, 515.

Mammalia.—The work of rearrangement mentioned in tho 1895 Beport was continued, and with the 
addition of the Chiroptera, Carnivora, and Quadmmana, it is now complete with the exception of the 
permanent labelling. The want of space prevented the mounting of ihe Asiatic Elephant skin, which is 
much to be regretted. It reposes at present in a specially-constructed tank, and there for some time to- 
come it must remain. Opposite tho main entrance have been grouped together, as the most convenient 
and appropriate place from I heir contiguity to the other Mammalia, the large Cetacea and Sircnia 
so far as the space would permit, including the Dugong (Ralieore dugong, tho Manatee {Manatus 
amerkanus), the Sulphur-bottomed Whale /nitfom'), Dolphin (iDelphinus delphis), Lesser
Sperm Whale (Cogia breviccps), and the Pigmy Whale (FeobaUfia marginata). These were partly taken 
from store and partly from other parts of the Museum, where they were inappropriately placed. The 
Monkeys and Lemurs were arranged in the two new wall cases, thus bringing these important groups 
into tbeir proper systematic position, The whole of the Mammal Skins have now been sorted, and the 
duplicates selected and marked. The group series was increased by the addition of a Bat Kangaroo 
(RUpi/prymnus rufescens), with its form, or so-called “nest,” a realistic group, presented by Mr. B. Crossley, 
of Bowning. The model of the head of a Pigmy Whale (Feobalena marginata) now occupies a separate 
case, and is so displayed to much better advantage than formerly. The Begistrations in this section 
amounted to 144.

Aves.—In my Beport for 1895 I referred to tlie filling of the new wall-eases at the north end of 
tho Upper Alain Hall, Those at the south end, previously only partially occupied, have now been fully 
used by an extension of tlie Foreign Birds, This has effected a very marked improvement in the 
disjmsition of the skins in the older cases, in consequence of a gain of space. The most important 
addition ever made to the Ornithological Collection was received shortly before the close of the year— 
the celebrated “Dobroyde” Collection of Australian Birds and Eggs, brought together by the Messrs. 
Bamsay, of Dobroyde, Ashfield. It will, I feel sure, bo a matter of gratification to my predecessor 
(Dr. E. P. Bamsay) to feel that the gatherings of so many years by himself and brothers, have, through 
the liberality of the Government of New South Wales, found a resting-place in the Institution over

which
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^vhich he presided so long. It will be one ol Mr. 'North’s especial duties during the current year to pass 
this fme series through our Itegisters. In addition to the types of the “Horn Expedition” Birds, 
referred to in last year’s Report, a further series has been liberally presented by Mr. W. A. Horn. 
After much delay, for which the Australian Museum is in no way responsible, tho first part of Mr. North’s 
valuable article, “lust of the Insectivorous Birds of New South "Wales” (illustrated), prepared at the 
request of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, appeared in the Agricultural Gazette; 
and as the plates for the second part are now ready, it is to be hoped the publication will bo completed 
without delay. Mr. North’s attention has been latterly taken up with the preparation of a second 
edition of Part I, Aeeipitres, of Ramsay’s “Catalogue of Australian Birds,” &e. The Registrations 
amounted to 6(14. '

IlepliUa find Batrachia.—Tlie principal work of the year under these headings was the revision of 
the collection of Chelouians, indigenous and exotic. At the Asylum for the Insane, Gladesville, two large 
examples of the Galapagos Tortoise (Testudo nigrita), were living. The female died last year, and was 
generously presented by the Medical Superintendent, Dr. Erie Sinclair. This will he mounted during the 
current year, both as a skeleton and a partial skin and cast. An additional largo table was placed in the 
Upper Main Hall, on which were arranged the larger Turtles and Tortoises. The two Luths {JDer- 
matockelys coriacea) were raised on standards above the others, and now form marked objects of interest. 
Last year was fertile in the addition of several examples of that peculiar little Lizard, the “Thorny Dovil” 
(Moloch horriihis), by presentation. The Registrations amounted to 245.

Pisces.—Consequent on the clearing of the central portion of the Upper Main Hall for the opera
tions of tho roof contractor, the Sharks and other large Eish had to be removed. I took advantage of this 
to have the duplicates withdrawn, thereby affording room for ihe better display of tho remainder, A 
portion of Mr. Waite’s time was occupied iu the elaboration of the fishes brought from Eunafuti by 
Mr. Hedley. The former's suggestion with regard to coloured casts of fishes is one I have had in iny 
mind’s oye for some time, hut it cannot be carried out as long as our Mechanical Staff remains in its 
present limited condition. Tho Registrations numbered 108.

Osteologg.—A thorough rearrangement of the Skeletons was commenced early in tho year by Mr. 
"Waite, with the view of bringing them into systematic order. This was completed with the exception of the 
Marsupialia, Mouotremata, Avos, Reptilin, and Pisces, when duties of another nature compelled him to 
relinquish for a time this very important work. It will be resumed and completed early this year. 
Amongst the additions to the cases were several of the late Dr. Gray’s types of Cetacea that had for 
many years remained overlooked in store. With the view of exhibiting some skulls and crania of 
Ungulates, a series of iron collars with movable hooks was devised to encircle the Corinthian pillars of the 
Main Hall; on these the specimens were hung. The Registrations numbored (It,

Insecta, tfc,—Until the collection passed into tho hands of Mr. Rainbow, its condition, for reasons 
it is unnecessary to mention, caused me much anxiety; but 1 feel confident that, with the attention I know 
he will bestow on it, the state of the specimens will soon.be all that can be desired. His opinion that a 
large amount of re-registration is required. I can quite bear out—in fact, this was one of the chief 
■desiderata to which his attention was called on taking up his duties. Another essential matter that will 
need Mr. Rainbow’s consideration in the near future will he the renovation and rearrangement of the 
Coleoptera of the exhibited collection, at present in a very indifferent state. The additions in this 
section, 12,484, are larger than in any other, owing ehiefiy to the purchase of two collections—one of 
Coleoptera, the other the co-types of Mr. Skuso’s Diptera, and large collections made by Dr. E. P. 
Ramsay. This increase has enabled me to place our duplicate series in this branch on a much better 
■footing than it has been for some time past. Tho Insecta and Arachnida from Funafuti, an entirely new 
geographical area to us, were systematically worked out. An important donation was received from 
Mr. Henry Deane, M.A., the typo specimen of Hribic/msybnnos?;,1?, Rainbow-, the first recorded occurrence 
■of the genus in Australia. Another interesting presentation consisted of examples of the Queensland 
Cattle Tick {Boophihts hovis') in various stages of development, by Mr. C. J. Pound.

Mollusca.—In the early part of the year Mr. Hedley devoted some time to the examination of the 
Conchological stores, as forecast in the 18P5 Report, and bad succeeded in bringing together the greater 
portion of the unexhibited foreign Land Shells, when he was detailed for duty with the Funafuti 
Expedition. On his return he prepared a general account of the structure of the Atoll that is now 
published. His work for the current year will largely consist of a description of the Ethnology of 
Funafuti, and this wall be followed by an account of ihe Mollusca. The Registrations amounted to 6S9.

Invertebrate (exclusive of Insecta, §c., and Mollusca).— Good progress was made in perfecting the 
exhibited portion of the Invertebrata, particularly' the Entozon, Leeches, Gephyrea, and Planarian Worms. 
Over 300 specimens of Crustacea from Funafuti were determined and described, and Ihe manuscript is 
ready for the printer. Mr. Whitelegge is now engaged Investigating the Echinodermata from the 
same atoll. Further experiments with formol as a preservative wore also made. Tlie principal acquisition 
was a series of dccp-sca Echinoderms from Prof. R. ICoehlcr, of Lyons. The Registrations numbered 25S.

’Ethnology and Anthropology.—The additional room added to the Ethnological Hall, and referred to 
in my last year’s Report, was opened on 14th January. The re-arrangement of this section ou something 
approaching a systematic plan, or at any rate as near as the limited space will allow, had steadily 
progressed, thanks to the exertions of Mr. J. Jennings, up to the discovery of Termites in the floor of the 
Hall, when the hitler was closed to the Public, and the whole collection dismantled. Up to that date, 
the manufactures of the Australian Aborigines, the Australian and New Zealand Btono Implements, and 
those from some of the Pacific Islands, the ancient Peruvian and Arizona Pottery, a series of Egyptian 
Mummy-heads, decorated Skulls and Skull-masks, and New Guinea Bead and Shell Ornaments, had 
been placed in such a condition as to render comparative study possible. The fine collection of Aboriginal 
Garved Trees was also added to. A valuable addition to the Peruvian Pottery was obtained by purchase, 
on very advantageous terms. Through the kindness of Air. J. N. Brooks we were able to at last obtain 
an example of the mysterious “hand” imprints, so freely scattered over the Aboriginal Rock-shellers 
of the Colony, from Wollombi. Tho most valuable addition, however, was a fine collection of objects 
from Funafuti Atoll, brought by Mr. Hedley. Tbe Registrations numbered 5G9.

Historical.
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Historical.—A number of old documents, certificates of award, &c., were framed and exhibited—the 
first in the Ethnological Hall, the second at the public entrance. The “ Cook Collection ’’ was enriched 
by the addition, on loan from Mrs. Johnston of Homebush, a kinswoman of the circumnavigator’s, of 
his punch-bowl. The Begistrations numbered 2.

Numismatics.—Good progress has been made in the classification and display of the Australian 
Tokens by Mr. J. Jennings, and ti commencement made with the Silver Coins, when the work was brought 
to a standstill by the cause already explained in a preceding paragraph.

I am happy to report that my efforts to increase this branch of our collections have met with 
marked success. Through the good offices of tbeir respective Consuls iu Sydney or Melbourne, tbe 
Imperial German Government, the Austro-Hungarian Government, and that of the Hawaiian Islands 
have presented complete sets of their current coinage. The Secretary of State for the Colonies (Right 
Hon. Joseph Chamberlin, M.P.) was pleased to forward bn behalf of H M. Government, a set of tbe 
“Jubilee” coinage. In connection with this presentation we have to thank Sir Saul Samuel, K.C.M.G., 
Agent-Geueral iu London, for bis good offices in the matter. The Begistrations numbered 2L9.

Mineralogy and Chemistry,—.Dr. Cooksey’s attention was for some time turned to tbe colouring 
and arrangement of the crystallographic models, each face receiving a colour that is retained to express 
ihe same crystal surface throughout each system. Eour hundred of these have been so treated, and the 
work will be continued during the current year. ■

The valuable and very complete series of N. S. "Wales Marbles, over 300 slabs, prepared by Mr. W. 
Roberts, District Inspector of Works at Bathurst, was lent by the Government Architect towards tbe close 
of the year, and forms an attractive exhibit. It is to be sincerely hoped that a selection from these will 
be secured, as we have ample room for tbeir display in contiguity to tlie British Ornamental Stones already 
on view.

The mostimportant donation was that of the “ Noeoleche ” Meteorite, presented by Mr. G. J. Raffel. 
In due course Dr. Cooksey will describe this iu the “ Records.” At present a preliminary chemical analysis 
only has been made. The meteorite was entrusted to Professor II. A. Ward, of Rochester, New York State, 
to be cut and polished and portions etched. ■

A chemical analysis was made of tbe few rocks brought from Euuafutl by Mr. Hedley, and the 
results published in Part 1 of Memoir III.

I desire to impress on our Mineralogieal well-wishers that au increase in the National Collection 
entirely depends on their generous help, particularly in the acquisition of Australasian specimens. We 
stand greatly in need of minerals and rocks from West Australia and New Zealand.

The Registrations amount to o29, and several specimens were chemically analysed.

Palaeontology.—In consequence of the large amount of supervision I felt called ou to exercise 
during the past twelve months, the work in my own section has fallen far short of that accomplished last 
year. The number of specimens registered amounted to 1,009, whilst to the exhibited collection were added
555. Of these 402 were Vertebrates, and 153 Invertebrates Tbe former consistered of Post Tertiary 
Bird, Monotreme, and Marsupial remains, with type casts and large specimens for tbe wall eases. The 
whole of the large specimens distributed over the floors of tbe hall were supplied with permauent 
printed labels. Two additional table cases were fitted with slopes for the reception of Marsupial 
remains, and in consequence of tbe sloping shelf in the wall cases cutting off light from the lower 
portions, I caused it to be removed and a narrow shelf erected.in its place. This work was performed by 
our own Carpenters.

The most important addition was the presentation by Mr. O. W. Dariey, Engineer-in-Chief for 
Harbours and Rivers, of the Dugong remains found in excavating the canal at Shea’s Creek, Alexandria. 
Dr, R. Broom, late of Taralga. presented the types of bis new7 Marsupials from the Wombeyan Caves, and 
Mr. J, W. Wilson aud Party, the Dipropodon bones from tbeir claim at Cunningham Creek.

Library.—An additional book-ease was placed in the Library, but there is no further room. The 
additions comprise 399 volumes, and many parts or pamphlets. During the year tbe books were carefully 
gone over and checked. Binding was effected, but it is stiil much in arrear from want of funds.

I have, &c.,
R. ETHERIDGE, Juwn.,

Curator.

APPENDIX II.

REPORTS OF SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANTS.
To the Curator.

Sir, _ _
I have the honour of submitting to you tbe Report for 189G.

Mammals.
At tbe date of the last Aunual Report it was mentioned that the Marsupials had been placed in 

order. Since that time all the other Mammalian Orders have been thoroughly worked through and are now 
in admirable condition. They still require, however, uniform labels—a matter which will receive attention 
as opportunity offers.

The duplicate mammals have been placed in a more satisfactory condition than for many years past, 
aud MS. catalogues have been compiled.

In overhauling the collections in spirits, two species of Perameles were discovered, not hitherto 
.represented in the exhibited collection ; this omission was at once rectified.

I
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1. take tliis opportunity of acknowledging with much pleasure the gratuitous services rendered by 
hfr. Leslie King; hut as the collections assigned to my care are so largo and varied, tbe need of a pennn- 
neat assistant is greatly felt and renders mueh work, other than that of a mechanical character(out of tho 
question. _

The acquisitions during the year were ... ... ... ... 101 Specimens.
There were re-registered t'roui old collection ,,, ... ... 'Ll ,,

Total Hcgistrations ... ... ... ... 144 ,,

Reptiles and Batrachians.

Luring the past two years ihe gallery devoted to tho Eeptiles and Latrachiaus has heen a source 
of much trouble.

As previously mentioned, in ISOn the roof was found lobe defective, owing to the ravages of “white 
ant,” and all progress was stayed. The condition was renewed the following year, when a new and 
permanent roof was supplied. Luring the whole period of renovation, including the time occupied in 
re-decorating the interior, the collections were withdrawn and were inaccessible.

The principal work undertaken m this department was tbe identification of the Chelouians, of 
which we have a tolerable collection; previously they were almost all unnamed and in but indifferent 
condition. Liagrams and descriptive labels wore also prepared uniform with those previously supplied for 
the Lizards, Progs, and Pishes.

Tables have been specially prepared to accommodate the mounted Crocodiles and larger Cbelonians, 
which reptiles are now shown to good advantage. •

Ey the kindness of Lr. Sinclair, of Gladesville, we have received one of tlie gigantic Galapagos 
Tortoises lately living in the Hospital gardens. This should provide material for an interesting communi
cation, could the necessary lime bo found for its examination.

Tbe acquisitions during the year were ... ... ... 240 Specimens.
There were rc-registcred from old collection ... ... ... r> .,

Total Eegislrations... ... ... ... 2Krl

l~i sirs. .
The damage to the Museum roof previously alluded lo was also operative in disorganising the Pish 

Collection. The larger sharks and rays have been reining to advantage, and the smaller mounted, aud spirit 
specimens also have received necessary attention.

A few casts of Australian fishes were purchased during the year, and personally I should mueh like 
to see tho present collection of stuffed fishes gradually replaced by nicely coloured casts. This, considering 
that tlie casts of snakes are being produced on tbe premises, could he done without cost other than that 
of the material.

The closing weeks of the year were devoted to an examination of the material collected on the 
Funafuti Atoll by Mr. Charles Hedley.

Tlie acquisitions during the year were ... ... ... ... 182 Specimens.
There were re-registered from old collection............................ 1(5 „

Total liegistrations......................................... 108 „

Skeletons.
After the Mammalian Gallery, that devoted to the skeletons received the largest share of attention, 

and I was generously assisted by two volunteer workers—Messrs. Leslie King and ’W. Stalkartt.
The large collection of human crania, mainly from the Australian Continent and the Pacific Islands, 

was first dealt with ; aud iu this connection you kindly assisted me in eases of difficult identification. 
Many unsuspected cranial treasures were unearthed, among which may be specially mentioned the arti
ficially distorted skulls of the Mallicollo (New Hebrides) islanders. Many of these still retaining the 
painted clay mask, were passed over to the Ethnological Lepartment.

Among the more notable Osteologieal preparations of tho year the skeleton of the Indian elephant 
stands first. Tbe Australian “Jumbo” was for many years a familiar feature of the Sydney Zoological 
Gardens, whence it was received when deceased.

The acquisitions during the year were ... ... ... ... Gl Specimens,
There were registered from old collection ... ... ... ;f ,,

Total Eegistrations... ... ... ... Gl- ,,

Yours, &,c.,
EDG Alt It. WAITE.

To the Curator,—
Sir, -

]. have the honour to hand you herew ilh the Reports for the year ISfiG, of the Sub-departments 
under my charge.

Birds.

Tlie birds, nests, and eggs determined and registered during the year numbered GG4 specimens.

2S-J} The
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The specimens enumerated above are only those determined and registered, for the most important 
addition yet made has been received during the year. This consists of the well known “ Dobroyde 
Collection,” containing several thousand skins and eggs—the result of forty years collecting—which has 
heen recently transferred to the custody of the Trustees by the (Government of New South Wales.

Although the Australian Ornithological and Oological Collections in the Museum probably surpass 
any other in the world, there are a few gaps still to be filled, principally from Central and "West Australia.

Another small but important collection of bird skins from Central Australia was presented by 
Mr. W. A. Horn, through Professor W. Baldwin Spencer, of tho University of Melbourne. This 
addition contains the types of the bird described by me in tlie “ Zoology of the Horn Expedition, pub
lished this year.

The exceedingly dry weather in the winter and early spring months has again been the means of the 
Museum securing several inland species that had heen driven to tbe coastal districts. Chief among these 
may be mentioned Emhtema picia, a North-western and Central Australian species, obtained for the first 
time in New South Wales at Campbell town, of which several specimens were presented by Mr. A.M. N. Rose. 
Occasional donations have also been made by the Trustees of the Zoological Gardens, Moore Park, and 
the Director of the Botanic Garden. By exchange the collections have been enriched by a small series of 
skins received from tlie Museo de la Plata, Huenos Ayres, and by a number of European Birds eggs 
from tbe Athens Museum, Greece. Skins from tho Antipodes, Snares, and Solitary Islands have also 
been received from Mr. Travers.

During the vear the following additions to the Group Collection have been prepared by the 
Taxidermist:—Zontcginthus holla, Jjalaga tricolor, Acanthi za nana. Chthonicola sag if tat a, Acmithorh ijnchun 
tennirostris, Ptymatostomus temporalis, Pctroica goodcncivU^Acroccphalus australis, Ltchincra australasiana, 
and Mania vinitincta. This portion of the bird gallery, in addition to illustrating the life history of each 
species and being useful to the student, proves the most popular with the general public. Tbe collections 
at the present time are in a good stale of preservation, but owing to recent accessions an assistant to the 
Taxidermist is much required to give bis undivided attention to the mounted and skin collections.

Erom lists prepared the printer has struck off about 500 labels, tlie greater part of which have 
been affixed to tho specimens, tseveral collections of birds and eggs have been determined for private 
individuals, and in some instances exchanges have been made. Information too, has heen given to many 
persons during the year, either personally or by letter. Small collections of birds were sent in exchange 
to the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, and the JCclvingrove Museum. Glasgow.

In connection with the work of this sub-department the following papers have been published
On the seasonal changes in the plumage of Zosterops carulcscens. Rec. Austr. Mus. Vol. II.

No. 7, .Tan. 1896.
Aves of the Horn Expedition to Central Australia. Part II. Zoology. Eebr., 1890.
Notes on Ghlamydodera orient alls. Yict. Nat. Vol. XII. No. 9. Jan., 1896.
Notes on the nesting of Oalyptorhnynchus hanksi and ILrythrodrya-s rosea-, Viet. Nat. Vol.

XII. No. 11. March, 1896. '
A List of the Insectivorous Birds of New South Wales. Part I. Agricultural N.S.W.

June, 1896.
Birds from Eunafuti. The Atoll of Funafuti, Aust. Mus. Mem. No. Ill, Part I. Dec., 1896.

Plates for Part II of The Insectivorous Birds of New South Wales are now1 ready. Towards the 
close of the year I was engaged in preparing a second edition of Dr. Eamsay’s “ Catalogue of the Australian 
Birds in the Australian Museum.” Parti, Aeeipitres,

Ethnological.
The following aro the accessions to the Ethnological Collection, received during the year:—

The acquisitions during the year were ... ... ... ' ... 551 Specimens.
There wrere re-registcred from old collection ... ... 18 ,,

Total Registrations ... ... ... ... 569 ,,
Considerably over the average number of Ethnological specimens have been added during tlie year, 
Mr. Hedley brought hack with him from Funafuti a large and interesting collection^of articles used by 
the Ellice Islanders at the present time, also models of those in use iu bygone days. Food-substances too 
were not forgotten, or various plants aud flowers used either in. their manufactures, or for the decoration 
of their persons. As Mr. Hedley is now engaged in writing the EPn no logical portion of the Funafuti 
Memoir, in which the articles brought back by him are fully described, it is unnecessary to make any 
reference here to those worthy of special mention.

The principal acquisitions by exchange are various articles used by the natives of_South Africa, 
1 received from the Pietermaritzburg Museum, Natal, and spears, &c., from Central Australia, sent by tho 

South Australian Museum, Adelaide.
During the year a small hut valuable collection of Peruvian pottery was obtained by purchase. 

By presentation the collection has been enriched by a number of specimens, among which may be 
mentioned an impression of an aboriginal band on rock obtained by Mr, Jas. N. Brooks in a cave-shelter 
at Wollombi; a long conical seed-crusher from tho Lachlan District, presented by the Rev. >1. Milne 
Curran: and a bull-roarer and quartzite spear-heads, presented by yourself. Hie principnl donations of 
Aboriginal food substances have boon received from the late Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, R.C.M.G. ; 
Mr. Charles Moore, F.Z.S., late Director of the Botanic Garden, Sydney; .and Air. F, M. Bailey,
F.L.S., Colonial Botanist, Brisbane. Owing
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Owing to the ravages of the “ white ants it was found necessary to close the Ethnological Hall in 

September. This has greatly retarded the progress of the proper display of the exhibits, commenced by 
Mr. J. Jennings, under your supervision, last year. Nevertheless, since the closing of the hall to the 
public, a new floor has been substituted for the old one affected by the Termites, and a number of 
specimens have been arranged in the oases. During Ihe year the room at the end of the gallery on the 
upper floor, used as a store-room, has been utilized for the display of stone axes, quartzite spear-heads, 
milta knives, &c. Arranged against the north wall of this room arc a number of tree-trunks, with 
Aboriginal carvings on them. In the table-cases, on the upper floor, dilly-bags, necklets, belts, and various 
articles ornamented with teeth and shells have been properly arranged and labelled during tbe year.

JTumnmatical and Historical.
'The acquisitions to the Numisinatical Collection are both numerous and valuable, and far exceed 

the aggregate number of specimens registered in previous years. This is chiefly owing to the requests 
made by yourself, through tbe Minister for Education, to tho British and various foreign Governments 
for donations of the current issue of coins of each country, and which have been responded to in a most 
.liberal manner. Newly minted gold, silver, and bronze coins have been presented by the British Govern
ment, through the Bight Honorable .loseph Chamberlain, M.P., Secretary of State for the Colonies. 
"Worthy of special mention in this donalion are the gold five-pound and two-pound pieces, and a set of 
Maunday money. A similar donation of freshly struck coin has been received from His Highness the 
Chancellor of the German Empire, through Herr Pelldram, Imperial General Consul for Germany in 
Sydney. This includes twenty, ten, and five mark gold pieces, and various other silver, nickel, aud copper 
coins current at the present time. Another valuable presentation of coins was made by tho Minister of 
Finance in Austria, through Mr. J. Hergell, Austro-Hungarian Cousul in Sydney. The Hawaiian Govern
ment has also presented the silver coinage of the country, through Mr. W. E. Dixon, Hawaiian Consul- 
Genera] lor Australasia. ■

Although commercially not of the same face value, but possessing as much interest for 
Numismatists as tbe above, is a collection of Australian, Tasmanian, aud Now Zealand copper tokens, 
current, in the early days of the colonics, presented by Dr. Long.

Three bronze medals were received through tlie New South Wales Commission of the Chicago 
Exposition of 1802-3, and one from tho Corporation of the City of London, struck in commemoration of 
the opening of the Tower Bridge by Mis Boyal Highness the Prince of Wales, K.G., on behalf of Her 
Majesty Queen Victoria, on the 30th June, ISiH. Altogether, 219 numismatical specimens were registered 
during the year.

Only two Historical specimens were added to the collection, neither of which call for special 
comment.

I am, &c.,
ALFEED J. NOKTH.

To the Curator,—
Sir,

I have the honour to hand you herewith the Amma.l Eeport of tho Entomological Section for
1890.

Insccla and Arachnida.

Tlie number of additions to the collection registered during the year amount to 12,481 specimens, 
representing a wide range of species, and are included in 1,361 entries. '

Tlie year’s acquisitions include a large number of interesting and valuable specimens. Of those 
purchased the most important is a collection consisting chiefly of Coleoptera and Diptera, from the widow 
of Mr. F. A. A. Skuse, my predecessor, and a collection of Coleoptera from Mr. F. Arthur, of Cranebrook, 
Penrith.

The specimens collected during the year, mainly by Dr. E. P. Bamsay, consist chiefly of Coleoptera, 
and these when mounted and worked out will form a valuable addition to our duplicate collection, and be 
of great value as a medium of exchange. A small bnt interesting collection of insects was made by Mr. 
Hedley during his visit to Funafuti, iu the Ellice Group ; these have been worked out. The collection 
of Arachnida obtained upon the island, although scarcely representative of that branch of fauna, was mueh 
larger than the former. These have also been worked out, and papers dealing with and elucidating the 
collections are now in hands of the printer.

The specimens obtained by exchange are chiefly from La Plata (per Museo de La Plata), consisting 
wholly of Coleoptera, and from New Caledonia and New Hebrides (per Musee Colonial, New Caledonia), 
and consist chiefly of specimens of Coleoptera and Lepidoptera. A small but valuable collection of Cole
optera and Lepidoptera was received during the year from Mr. C. French, Melbourne.

The number of specimens received as donations has been very large. Of these the most noteworthy 
is a collection of Honey Ants and Spiders (co-types) from Central Australia, tho result of the Horn 
Exploring Expedition, presented by Professor Baldwin Spencer and Mr. W. A. Horn. Liberal 
contributions to our cabinets have also been made by Mrs. Burnell, Air. W. S. Dun, Air. W. D. Campbell, 
and Air. D. A. Porter. Air. Henry Deane, M.A., has also presented tlie Museum with the type specimen 
of A.ctinopus formostts, Bain.; this is an exceedingly valuable donation, the specimen being the first of its 
genus recorded from this Continent.

The new Invertebrate gallery was completed aud opened to the public in October, 1895, since 
when it has been visited and used by many students of natural history ; in addition to this tbe cabinet 
collection has at all times been open to those desirous of obtaining names and information.

Many
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Man)'specimens of the old collection not having been numbered, it will be necessary when revising 
and remounting to re-register them ; this, although a. task that will involve much time and labour, is 
absolutely necessary, because, under present conditions, it is impossible io say whether they have ever 
been registered; and not only is this so, but in some instances collections have, been entered in glolo. 
Such entries are of little value, as no indication is made as to whether they contain representatives of all 
branches of the Insecta, or whether on the other hand, they consist of specimens of only one or two 
orders.

In January, 1S96, my predecessor, Mr. I’. A. A. Skuse, published in “ Records of the Australian 
Museum,” vol. ii, Ho. 7, two short papers—one entitled, “ Description of a Dapanopf era from Australia,” 
with a figure; and “ Stcphanocircus. Sk,: a Rejoinder.” A posthumous contribution from the same 
author—“Additional Localities for JPeripntus leuckartii''—is at present in the press.

The ditties appertaining to the office of Entomologist were discharged by Mr. Skuse up to June, 
1S9G, when the position was rendered vacant by tbe death of that gentleman. In July, next succeeding, 
I was employed to temporarily keep tlie collection in order, and acted in that capacity until the 
commencement of September, when tbe permanent appointment was conferred on me. Upon talcing 
charge of this section, my first duties were, acting upon your instructions, to rearrange and revise the 
cabinet collections, and a commencement in this direction has been made. Owing to the work involved 
by the Funafuti collection and other departmental duties, the task of rearrangement had to be temporarily, 
suspended, but the work will be proceeded with without delay.

Close application and unremitting attention to the cabinets and exhibition eases have had tbe 
effect of preventing the specimens contained therein suffering from the raids of museum pests.

J. have, (fee.,
W. J. RAINBOW.

To the Curator,—
Sir,

I have the honour to hand you herewith my Report on the Conchological Section for the 
year 1896. " *

Mollusca.
Comparatively little improvement was this year effected in the Conchological Section, owing to its 

custodian being detailed for duty in other directions. From the middle of April to the conclusion of the 
year, only routine duty, such as registering receipts and arranging exchanges, could be performed. In 
fulfilment of tbe design expressed in last year's Report, several weeks were devoted to the examination and 
re-arrangement of stored specimens. A considerable amount of foreign Land-shells had been roughly, 
that is generically, stored when office work was interrupted.

In the field, a fairly representative collection was gathered of the Mollusca of Funafuti, for the 
examination of which time has not, at this date, yet been found.

The exhibits have remained almost untouched during the year. Reliable locks for tbe eases continue 
to be the greatest need of the Section.

It is gratifying to observe that young naturalists avail themselves of the collection displaying local 
shells. Almost every day enthusiastic beginners can be seen at the cases, with a note-book and a pocket- 
full of shells, intent on the study of Conehology.

By your instructions a named scries of a hundred species was furnished, for teaching purposes, to 
the King’s School, Parramatta.

The registered acquisitions to the Collections amounted to G31 species, which, though less than last 
year’s increment, includes numerous substantial additions. From the British Museum were obtained by 
exchange a most valuable scries of specimens dredged by H.M.S. “ Challenger.’’ Other deep sea Mollusca 
were similarly obtained from the Indian Museum. A collection from West Australia, presented by Mr. F.
H. Moore, included several rarities. The Rev. W. T. Whan gave a useful series of localised Victorian 
shells. Author’s types of a recently described species, Australium monilifemm, Hedley and Willey, were 
obtained from Dr. Arthur Willey ; and from the G-overnor of British Hew Guinea was received that large 
and handsome Papuan snail shell, figured and described as ’I'hersUcs septentrionalis in “ Records of tbe 
Australian Museum,” vol. iii. Ho. 1.

The acquisitions during the year amounted to 2,193 specimens, registered in GS9 entries.
1 have, &c.,

CHARLES HEDLEY.

To the C uralor,—
Sir,

I have the honour of submitting my Report for tlie year 1S9G.

Marine Inverfcbrala.

The additions received and registered in 258 entries during tbe past year are classified as follows
Tunicata ... ... ... ... 28
Vermes and Polyzoa ... 50
Crustacea ... ... ... 389
Echinodermata .,, ... 96
Coelenterata ... ... 34-
Miscellaneous ... .............. ... ... ... 4

Total ... ... G07

The principal acquisitions consist of a scries of deep sea Echinoderms received, in exchange, from 
Dr. R. Koehler; a small collection of Sponges, Echinoderms, Crustacea and Worms dredged at Camden 
Haven, H.S.W., and presented by Dr. J, C. Cox ; a number of well-preserved English specimens from 
Plymouth, presented by Captain Meryon, R.H.; also the large collection made by Mr, C, Hedley, at

■ Funafuti,
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Funaful-i, the Crustmicji alouc amountiii" to over 300 spaciiruin?. Tliese li.ivc been worked out. and in 
addition to many rare forms hitherto not represented in. the collection five new species were described. 
The work of overhauling, classifying, and cataloguing the larger spirit specimens begun in 1805 has been 
continued and completed so far as the fishes are concerned ; there yet remains the somewhat large 
collection of specimens in bottles, which will be attended to as soon as convenient. A considerable 
amount of time has been devoted to the exhibits ; family and generic labels have been printed and placed 
in the cases. The authentic type specimens have been distinguished by the authorised small orange disc, 
and the Australian exhibits by a magenta one.

An additional shelf has been erected round the whole of tbe wall eases, thus providing about one- 
fourth more exhibition space, which was largely utilised.

The Enter,oa have been sorted out,mounted, and placed in the cases. There are now about seventy 
species represented, including fourteen of tbe late Mr. Gerard Krcfft’s types. 1

The Leeches, Gephyrean, and Planarian Worms have also been mounted and placed on view.
The latter part of the year has been devoted to working out tho material from Funafuti, the 

Crustacea have been gone through, and the examination of Echinodermata is now in progress.
Further experiments have been conducted with regard to formol as a preservative. In March last 

a number of specimens of P/ii/suh'a was killed by adding a 10 per cent, solution of formol to tbe vessel 
containing them, and as soon as fixed diluting with sea water to 1 per cent. Two specimens were after
wards transferred fo a 1 per cent, solution of formol in fresh water and placed on exhibition. These 
latter, after nine months, exhibit a slight fading, whilst those left in the 1 per cent, formol in sea water 
remain unchanged, and are now as bright and fresh looking as immediately after fixation,

I have, &c., ’
■ T. WHITELEGGE,

To the Curator,—
Sir,

I have the honour of submitting to you the Report of my Section for 1S0G.

Minerals.
The improvement of the exhibited collection has been the chief object of care, and to this end 

many formerly hand-written labels have been replaced by printed ones, more especially iu the case of the 
larger division and class labels; and additional specimens have been gradually added, to fill, as far as 
possible, the gaps in the Australian collection.

In order to simplify and increase tho instructiveness to the public of the collection of crystal 
models, the colouring of these has been undertaken, and about half (400) of them are so far finished. 
Each of the crystallographic surfaces has received a distinctive colour, which is adhered to as far as 
possible througboui; the same system, and to which reference is made on the label. This work is 
necessarily very tedious and consumes a great amount of time, but the instructive value seems to me to 
be so greatly increased that the result is well worth the time and trouble spent upon it. The labels for 
the first or isometric system have already been printed and attached to tbeir corresponding models. Tbe 
plan adopted is the following :— "

'J he symbols used by both Miller and iSaiimann are given for each ervstngraphically different 
surface on the model, ihe colour of which is slated in brackets. .Mach surface with its corresponding 
symbol, therefore, can be easily distinguished by the visitor.

The large collection of marbles, prepared by Mr. Roberts, Public Works Inspector of Western 
Hew South Wales, and exhibited first at Parliament House, has been kindly lent by Mr. W. L. Vernon, 
Government Architect, and has been placed at tbe western end of the Geological Hall, on the ground 
floor. It forms a lino representative scries of Hew South Wales marbles, and a selected number of them 
mounted would be a very valuable addition to our own collection of foreign specimens.

The specimens registered during the year were obtained as follows—
The acquisitions were.................................................................. 430 Specimens.
There were rc-rcgistercd from old collection ... ... f)0 ,,

Total Eegistrations ... 5^f) ,,
Foremost among the donations stands the “Hocoleche” Meteorite, -which is a mass of meteoric iron weighing 
just over 44 lb. It was presented by Mr. Geo. J, Raffel. At the present moment it is with Prof. H. A. 
Ward, of Rochester, N.York Stale, who has undertaken to cut and polish it. Other valuable donations 
were a series of stalactites from-the Jenolan Caves, collected by Mr, Jeremiah Wilson, and a number of 
large stalagmites mid caleite specimens from the Wombeyan Caves, presented by the Alines Department, 
a selected number of whicli have been mounted and placed on view in the wall-eases of the Mineral 
gallery.

By exchange with the Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow, the Musee Colonial, Hew Caledonia, the 
Museo de la Plata, and the Institute of Mines, St. Petersburg, we have obtained a number of beautiful 
specimens, some of which are entirely new to our collection.

_ Of tbe minerals and rocks collected you have contributed practically the whole number. Tbe 
examination and analyses of the rock specimens brought by Mr. Hedley from Funafuti, and published in 
December last, occupied a considerable amount of time, but were carried on simultaneously wifb other 
work. '

Four complete analyses aud several partial ones were carried out during tbe year,
' I am, <fcr,,

T. COOKSEY".
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APPENDIX III.
SKCfiETARY’S BEPORT FOR THE YEAR 1896.

To the Trustees of the Australian Museum,—
Gentlemen, Australian Museum, Sydney. 20 January, 180“.

I have to report that the office work lias been fully kept up to .date, documents and papers 
have been properly filed aud indexed, and all clerical work has been duly attended to. As intimated in 
last years Eeport, Mr. fh T. Clark, who was appointed to the vacant clerkship, commenced duty on 
2nd January, 1806.

_ By careful attention and proper economy, where such could he exercised without impairing 
efficiency, the finances have been kept in a satisfactory condition, and the expenditure has been well 
within the income. The balance-sheet submitted has heen duly audited and certified. All expenditure 
of sums over a few shilliugs in amount has been duly sanctioned at Board meetings. The balance in 
hand seems large, but that on “Public Account’1 is already appropriated, and will be exhausted before 
the close of the Parliamentary financial year—30th June, 1897,—while that on “Endowment Account” 
has to meet the considerable items of cost of printing Reports of tbe Eunafuti Expedition, and of 
renovation of the Ethnological Hall. After these are met a convenient working balance will be left.

The Library has received a large share of attention, but with the present staff it is not possible 
to do all that is necessary to complete and carry the Catalogue through the press. The registration of 
books and periodicals as they arrive has been regularly attended to. The number'of volumes received 
and registered was 399, besides pamphlets and many separate parts of periodicals. As many books as 
funds would permit of have been sent to tbe binder, and gradually all the arrears of bookbinding may be 
overtaken. The amount spent on purchase and binding of books was f 193. During the year th(TLibrary 
was carefully gone over, missing books traced, and space made for extension of series. An additional 
bookcase has been placed in position, and tbe floor space is now nearly all occupied.

1 have, &c.,
S. SINCLAIR,

_________________________ Secretary and Librarian.

APPENDIX 1Y.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR 1N96.

Balances from last year ........

From Colonial Treasurer—
Statutory endowment ........
Parliamentary appropriation

From sale of Publications—
Coloured plates of eggs........
Miscellaneous.........................

From fines and charges .........

£ s. d.

1,000 0 0 
6,280 0 O

4 4 0 
3 3 0

£ s. d.
t

£ s. d.
624 9 2 Salaries—

[ Curator.............................................. 699 0 0
Secretary ...................................... 375 0 0
Scientific assistants.......................... 1,303 5 2
Ofiico stag..................................... 122 0 1

6,230 0 0 Skilled workmen.............................. 821 6 0
At tend ante ..................................... 631 15 0

r Ni plit-watchmen............................... 150 0 0
Miscellaneous .................................. S3 15 3

7 7 0 ---- ---------- 4,086 0 6
0 16 6 1 Expense of opening on Sundays ...... 125 0 0

Allowance to Curator for quarters 100 0 0

1 Purchase of specimens ...................... 76 1 6
225 0 0

| Spirits uml material .......................... 40 10 4
Elephant and fittings.......................... 41 IS 9
Expedition to Coral Roof .................. 44 6 O

j Books and periodicals................. 175 4 l
378 0 8

Sbow-cascs, repairs, locliSj and fittings 430 12 0
Scientific catalogues. Museum Records,

and Printing ........................ 411 18 10
Specimen bottles and boxes .............. 31 2 5

t Furniture, minor repairs, and window
clcanmjr ...................................... 66 6 7

i Freights and traTelling expenses ...... 74 5 O
1,014 4 10

Miscellaneous expenses—■
1 Taxidermist’s materials, stationery,

and stores.......... ............... . 42 11 8
Insurance ...................................... 63 8 6

I Uniforms ..................... . * 21 16 7
Sundries and petty expenses........... 47 6 0
Bookbinding and forms.................. 24 13 10
Towards renewal of Ethnological

Hall ......... .......... , 1 11 3
191 7 10

j| Unexpended balances repaid to
1 Trensnrv ................ 117

Balances—
Endowment, Account and Special]

Funds 
Public Account

6,862 12 8

751 5 6 
215 11 10

966 17 3

6,862 12 8

Examined and found correct, 30th Jimuai-y, 1397,—
PHILLIP GIDLEY KING,

_________ ________ J. T. WILSON.
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APPENDIX V.
ATTENDANCE OF THE TRUSTEES DURING ISM. 

Crown Tntstec.
J. C. Cox, Esq., M.D., E.L.S..................................................

Official Trustees.
Hia Honor the Chief Justice ................
The Honorable the Colonial Secretary ...
The Honorable the Attorney-General ...
The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer ...
The Auditor-General ............................ ’
The Collector of Customs.............. ...
The President of the Medical Board ...

Elective Trustees.

18

0
0
0
0

10
0
0

J. Belisario, Esq., D.D.S......................................................................11
A. JAvcrsidge, Esq,, M.A., E.BcS.,.. ... ... ... ... 0*
The Honorable Jas. Norton, LL.D., M.L.C....................................15
H, JT. B. Bradley, Esq. ... ... ... ... ... ... 6
Charles Moore, Esq., E.L.S., E.Z.S................................................... 2*
The Honorable P. G. King, M.L.C................................................... 5
W. D. Campbell 'Williams, Esq,, L.R.C.P., London, &e. ... 7
W. A. Haswcll, Esq., D.Sc. ... ... ... ... ... S
T. W. Edgeworth David, Esq., B.A. ... ... ... ... 8*
James ,K. Hill, Esq. ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
J. T. Wilson, Esq, M.B....................................................................... 8
The Honorable 8. H. Hyam, M.L.C................................................ . 2

Number of Meetings during the year—11 ordinary, 2 special, and 5 Committees.
*Had luave of absence gTMiled.

APPENDIX VI.
I.-ATTENDANCE OF VISITORS DURING 1S0G.

Week-days, Sundays. Toial.
January ............................. .. 8,450 2,167 10,617
February ............................ .. 6,50(1 2,381 8,887
March ... ... ... .. 5,911 3,203 9,114
April ... ... ... .. 8,998 3,207 12,205

11,326May ... ... ... .. 7,701 3,625
Juno ... ... .. 6,029 3,324 9,353
July ............................ .. 7,761 3,487 11,248
August ... ,,, ... .. 4,968 3,340 8,308
September ................ .. 6,260 

.. 7,933
2,485 8,745

October ............................ 1,887 9,820
November............................ .. 6,331 3,469 9,800
December... ... ... .. 6,503 1,919 8,422

Totals for the year .. 83,351 34,494 117,845
Daily average ... .. 316 663

II.-COMPARISON OF ATTENDANCE OF VISITORS DURING FIFTEEN YEARS.

Week-dajs. Sundays.

1882 
18S3 
I SSI 
ISSo 
188G 
18S7 
1888 
188!)
1890
1891
1892 
1893* 
1894 
1895* 
1S9G*

Number, Increase,

81,596
86,114 4,518
81,653
82,594 941
85,972 3,378
85,931 ...................
89,028 3,097
92,858 3,830
87,900
91,910 4,010
94,438 2,528
81,551
86,246 4,695
86,353 107
83,351

Decrease.

4,461

41

4,958

12,887'

3,002

Number.

, 52,505
, 51,287

44,387 
I 43,918 
1 41,259

36,868 
40,337 
45,552 
36,824 
40,935 
36,263 
30,776 
34,324 
32,226 
34,494

Increase. nccrestsc.

3,469
5,215

A rii

3,548

2,268

1,018
6,900

469
2,659
4,391

8,728

4,672
5,487

2,098

^ Partially closed for repairs durinc those t,car$.
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.APPENDIX VII.

PKTURX OF SFECDJliXS ACQUIRED DURING 1S!W.

fll'fl'--
triition
mark.

Do^artmcnt,
DOJlfttinn

Fo. of Spccimenis acquired by

Total.

jVa. n/ 
.tyrruftt/i* 

wttt foray in 
Exchange.IXnhamre. Puruhntc. Collection.

AL Mammals ..................................................... f!4 ,i 11

i

101 4<;
o. Birds ........................................................... 288 , 33(i N 32 004 $;>
R, Reptiles..................................................... . 17 A 1! 25 29 240 i ku
1. Fishes ..................................................... 81 1 4 90 182 | .mo
s. Skeletons ..................................................... 17 !J til . $
c. Mollusca ........................ .......................... 1, .R t> ' GDI i 2.191 ;o'9
[\. Insecta, Arachnida, .............................. 1.(50+ - 7S2 4,12A 0,883 12,484 1 <VAJ

Other Invertebrata..................................... 142 40 3 422 007 ■ So
K. Fossils ......................................................... .1(53 340 77 284 1,009
1). Minerals ..................................................... ISO 179 0 19 430 41J
E. Ethnological................................................ 1J3 11(5 49 233 5f>l 1 01
H. Historical................................................... O 2
N. Numismatical ............................................. 218 l 219 [
B. Miscellaneous .......................................... 21) ■'9 1 30

Total ..................................... 4,933 I 2,541 4,311 7,049 18,834 '
i

1,S9G

APPENDIX VJII.

DONATIONS OR SPECIMENS Q'O THE MUSEUil. 1£0G.

c cri
c %

Ccimuoii and Scientific Fames Donoi.
c Si ,

Hunor Common and Scientific Names.
K 5 is S

1 tfi in

Mr. Bull’...........................
Mr. .lolm II. Castle ......
Dr. N. A. Cobb]..............
Dr. J. 0. Cox...................
Mr. G. Dixon..................

Mr. W. S. Dmi...............
Miss Failhfnil ..............
Mr. Claude Fuller...........

Mr. J. R lieu son...........
Mr. W-.I. Hill ...............

Do ..............
Mr, D. Hogarth.......... .
Mr. W. A. Horn ...........

Do ...........
Mr. Samuel Miller..........
N.S.W. Zoological Society 

Do ...

Do ...
Do ...
Do .J
Do ,.,|

Do ...
Do ...
Do ...
Do .
Do ...

Do ...
Do ...

Mr. J. D. Ogilby ...........
Mr. P. J. Pi’dgcon..........

Dr. H. C. Purcell ........
Mr. A. M. N. Rose .......

Do .......
Master William Sim tell..1

Mr. 1£. Siialciing...........

MAMMALIA.
1 j Sen Leopard—Offmorftinits leplonyx.
1 Opossum—Pseudnc&inir pereffrimts,
1 / CrcsecutWiillnby—Ovychogalchtnala. 
1 Water Rat—Rydromi/g chrysogasttr.
1 Opossum—Tnchasurus rulpecula.

(Fcetus.)
1 Dog—Canisfamilmris.
2 ' Persian Cals—Fell* domeslints.
1 , Pigmy Flying Opossum—Acrobates 

pT/gmams, •
1 Plicated Rat—Fijctottomv<i plieaius.
1 Platypus—Offiithorhynclms anafinv.s.
1 Egg of do.
1 Nat ire Porcupine—Echidna aevleata.
1 Rot—Cmihu-itf: ptiluncitlaitts.
2 Mice—Mns hirmannsburpewns.
1 Young Monkey—CercopUhecus sj>.
1 P u mn—/'Wij eoneoior.
1 Squirrel Monkey—Chri/setkriz enio-

VlOpIiffpa.
1 Lioness—Felts ho.
1 Bear—LYmT ajvtof,
1 Mnrgny—Felix ligriitii.
1 Red-necked AYallnby—.Vflerojjifjt nrji- 

col/is.
1 Deer—Ce/vus ■■j).
1 Broun Afncnque—Ufacactis ordoidts.' 
1 Huffnlo—lios.
1 Deer—Ctyms sp.
1 Amenean Opossum—Didelphys mttr- 

anpialis.
1 Sun Bear—I'rsns malayantts,
1 Conti—Fastia. rttfo.
1 Tree Rat—ConHi'nix ayhoricala.
1 Red-necked Wallaby—Afffrroyurs n'Ji-

eollis.
1 | Alungooee—JTerpestes grUivs.
1 Natire Cat.— Dusyttn's rinerr/nitr.

Dari, variety, with fix young in the 
pouch.

2 “ jNesta" of Rat Kungtiroe.
1 Jiiciior-touth ot Wombat—Phasco- 

lomys.
I Red-necked Wn 1 i:ibv -. Racropvx

•njicol/ts.

MAMMALIA—confinved.
Professor W. Balduin 

Spencer.
8|

Do .......................... 2

Do ......................... 7

i

Miss E. M. Stacy ........... 1

Mr. .1. Stein .................. ]

Do .......................... I

Mr. H, J. Thorpe ........ ]
Air. Edgar R. Waite 2
Mr. Edgar II. Webb 1

Mr. Fred. Whalen......... J
Air. A. A. Wilson..........  1

Mr. If. J. Aeklaud 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do

4

1

I j

1

Mr. (r AI, Alley.............. I 2

Mr. W. Barrolf............. 1

Rats and Alice—1 Vonihtrtts peduvett- 
laf-its (type), 1 Comlurtts var. 
brnchyolit (type of far.), 1 Jltu 
mmc«h/s. 1 Jfusgonldi, 1 Jftis greyi, 
1 Jfnsjieldi (type), 1 Ulitsherntaiins- 
burgensis (typo), 1 Maslacomys sp.

Nest-building Jerboa Rats—Conihtrns 
conditor.

2 Jjasyuro/des byrm'i, 2 Pmiidhopsis 
Ittrapinia.

1 Crest-tailed Pouch Mine—Fhasco- 
lay file rrisihitndatit, 2 Fhfiscolo- 
gale macdonnellensis.

While-si riped Hat—Fyctononmi 
australis.

Scrub Wallaby—Macroptts valabatus 
* (Ymni^)

Little Plying Opossum— 
ppt/misus.

Pied liat Mus d^ettmartvs.
AVult-zing Afico—Mus musrt'fus ray.
Opossum—ridpanttu, 

(JFoutii!.)
Pci'll!)—Macropus uufairi/tts.
Scrub WaliuM—jifacropus uulabitius

(Fadu1?)

av i-:s.
Vi*lJ«ivv-fam] IJouc)'*cati‘r—>7*/Holts 

rf< rtf sops
’Warty-faL-od Honc> 'Cnlovs—.Ve//-

phapa phrygia*
Wliile-bi'lliidl Swl Kftglo—Jlalitsfns 

IcncoiiQ&ter.
Whistling I'm1 .Duck—Dturlrocygiut 

urcitufa.
Whitc-licadod Stilt—llimanlipws leu- 

eocephahts*
Sal in Bo«ci* Pinls (seirii-adiilt inali?i>) 

—3?t ilottorhtftic h us f* i ol nr pits. 
AiNtruliuu Go^lm^k—Attv.r approxU

mu as.
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Donor.
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Common and Scientific Names. Donor,

tn

o-s 
ft fa

Common find Scientific Names.

J M m

AVES—continued. AYES—continued.
Mr. J. II. Bell ...............

Mr. 0. Borghoff............ j

Mr. Albert Boswell ...... j
Botanic Gardens (Direc-i 

tor).
Bo do ...

Mr. J. A. Bojd...............

Miss Bundock ..............
Mr. H. Burns ................

Bo ..................

Bo ..................

Mr. H. S. Burton ...........

Rose E. Camp ..............

Mr. R. Campbell .........

Mr. W. D. Campbell ...

Bo ......... !
Mr. J. M. Cnnlle ........

Bo ....
Bo ..........

Bo

Bo

Bo

Bo ...........

Mr. J. Clialker ................

Mr. Archibald Childs ....

Mr. John Childs ...........

Bo ............

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1 

L 

1 

1 

3 

1

2 
1

1
2

1

3

i

i

i
i

i

i

i

i

2

Bo ...........| 2
Bo ........... 2

Mr. R. J. Cooper ...........

Mr. C. A. Copeland ......

Mr. W. B. Corderoy......

Mr. E. W. Coi...............

Bo .......... .

Bo ..............

Bo ..............

Bo ..............
Mr. H. J. Creed, J.P. ... 

Bo ...........

Bo ...........

Bo ...........

Bo ...........

Bo ...........

Bo .........

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

2

1

1

Piping Crow-Shrike (light var.)— 
G-ymnorhirm tibicen.

Common Starling—Sturitnn vulgaris.

Hon- W. P. Cullen,, 
L.L.B., M.L.C.

Bo .........

1

1

Hankecn Night-Heron—ISgciienrax 
c-ilcdonlcus.

Golden Pheasant—CkrysolopTius ‘picia.

Vinous-fronted Pigeon—Pklogmnas 
stairi.

Rufous Crow-Shrike (juv.)—Craclicus 
rufescens.

Skin of Cross-bred Eowl.
Spotted Swamp Harrier--Circus - 

assimilis.
Black-throated Grebe—Podiceps nova- 

hoUandia.
Black-backed Porphyvio—Porphyria 

melutionotus
White-eye browed Wood-Swallow— 

Artamus supertiliosus.
Turtle Bore (albino)—Tartar turtur.

Red-vented Parrakeets—Fsephotus 
hamatorrhous.

Nest of the Common Bronze-wing— 
T/wps chalcoptera.

Eggs of do.
Bl.ick-faced Graucalus— Graven las 

melanops.
Pied Crow-Shrike—Strepera grantlina
Tree Swallows—Tetroohetidon 

nigricans.
White-fronted Heron—Arden r.ovce- 

hollanduB.
Sanguineous Honey-eaters—Mysomeltt 

sanauineolenta,
Nest of tho Red-eyebrowed Einch— 

sEgintha temporalis.
Nest of the Black and White Eantail— 

Swuloprocta motaciUoides.
Pallid Cuckoo—Citcitluspallidas.
Spine-billed Honoy-eatcr—Aeanihor- 

hynckus tenairostris.
Rose-breasted Robin—Erythrodryas 

rosea.
Owlet Nightjar—/Egotheles nova- 

hollandiis.
Swamp Coucal, or Swamp "Pheasant'’ 

—Centropus phasianus.
Gang-gang Cockatoo—Calloeepbalon 

galcatum.
Nests of tho Friar-bird or “Leather- 

head”—Tropidorhynchus cornicu- 
latus.

Eggs of do.
Neste of the White-throated Gerygone 

or “ Native Canary ”—Gerygone 
al'iiguluris.

White-shouldered Lalagc—Lalage 
tricolor.

Sapphire-crowned Lorikeet—Lori- 
culus galgutus.

White Goshawk—Leucospisias novee- 
hoilandice.

Nest of Spotted-sided Pinch—Stago-
nopleura ijuttata.

do Grey-crowned Pomntostomus 
—Fomatostomus temporalis. 

do Yellow-rumped Geobasileus 
—Geobasileus ehrysorrhoa. 

do Black and while Pantail— 
Smloprocta motaciUoides.

Young Bird of do do
Australian Pipit—Anthus australis.
Barraband’s Parrakeet—Folytelis 

barrabandi.
Short-billod Scrub-Tit—Smir.rornit 

brevirostris.
Garrulous Honey-eater—Myzantha

garrula.
Grcy-crowncd Pomatoatomus—Foma- 

toslomus temporalis.
Rosehill Parrakeet—Flutgeercus

ezimius.
Rose-breasted Cockatoo—Cacatua 

rosiicapilla. "

Bo ............

Mr. James Ball.................
Bo .................

Mr. W S. Bun.................

Bo .................

Mr. Charles Prench ........

Mr. Charles Preneh, jun.

Mr. C. Gordon ...............

Mr. R. Grant.....................

Bo .....................

Bo ....................

Mr. R. Helms.....................

Bo .....................

Bo .....................

Bo .....................
Bo .....................

Do .....................

Miss Lily Hill ........

Mr. R. A. Hill .................

Mr. Tlios. A. Hindmarsh

Mr. W. A. Horn ............

Mr. A. E, Ivatt.................

Bo .................

Bo .................

Bo .................

Do ................

Do .................

Mr. A. P. Kemp ............

Do ............

Mr. J. D. Lankester.......

H.E. Sir Wm.Macgregor, 
K.C.M.G.

Mr. A. Morkham ............

Mr. P, W. Mouzier ........

Mr. H. Newcombe............

Bo ............

Do ........ .
Bo ............

Do ............

N.S.W. Zoological Society 
Do ...
Do ...

Do ...
Bo ...

Bo ...

1

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

2

2

1
1

1

1

1

1

39

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

8

2

1

3

3

1
1

1

1
1
2

I
1

1

Black-breasted Plover—Sareiophorus 
peetorahs.

Marsh Tringa—Eimnccinclus acumi- 
nalus.

Swallow-Dicamm—Fiemum hirv.ndi- 
nacemn.

Great Kwi—Apteryx grandis.
Soul h 1 'laud Wood-hen— Ocgdromus 

austra hs.
Olive- tacked. Oriole— Or id us viridis.

Chestnut-breasted Pinch—Fonacicola 
casta nee thorax.

Nest of the Eastern lilac-naped Bower- 
bird— C/damydodera orientalis.

Hybrid between Black-backed and 
White-backed Crow-shrikes— 
Gymnorhina tibicenX G. teuconola.

White Heron—Arden egntta.

Eggs of the Garrulous Honey-eater— 
Myzantha yarritla.

Eggs of the Wattled Honey-eater— 
Anthochcera carunculata.

Eggs of the Yellow-breasted Thick
head—Fachyeephala guthcralis.

Nestof Grey-crownedPou alostomus— 
Fomatostomus temporalis.

White-fronted Herons—Ardea novee- 
hollundiiE.

Tawny-shouldered Erogmouths— 
Fodarpus strigoides.

Boobook Owl—Ninoz boobooh.
Little Black and White Cormorant— 

Graculus melanoleucus.
Spotted Swamp Harrier—Circus 

assimilis.
Gang-gang Cockatoo — Callocephalon 

gulealmn. •
Channel-bill Cuckoo—Syclhrops novae 

hollandiit.
Australian Bam Owl—Slrix delica- 

tula.
A Collection of Birds from Central 

Australia.
Nest of little Brown Acanthiza—Acan- 

thiza pvsilla.
White-shafted Eantail — Rhipidtirti 

albiscapa,
White shouldered Lalago—Lalage tri

color.
White-plumed Honey-eater—Ftilotis 

penicillota.
Masked Wood Swallow — Artamus 

personates.
White-eyebrowed Wood Swallow—■ 

Artamus supereiliostts.
Eggs of the Satin Bower-bird—Flilo- 

norhynchus uiolaceus.
Semi-albino Pied Grallina—GraUina 

picata.
Black-faced Graucalus — Graucalus 

melanops.
Stones from crops of Goura Pigeons.

Black Dragon Pigeons —ColumJo lima.

Aleinndrinc Parrakeet — Palaornis 
ev.patria.

Grev-rumped Swifts—Cypselus pad- 
feus.

Black-spotted Turnix—Turnix macu
losa.

Australian Coot—Fulica australis.
Pectoral Rail—Hypotamidia p/til-

ippensis.
Spotted Swamp Harrier—- Circus 

assimilis.
Eared Vulture—Ologyps auricular is.
Red-billed Liothrix—lAothrix lutea.
Australian Cassowaries—Casuarim 

australis.
Golden Pheasant—Chrytolophuspitta
Bleeding-heart Dove—Fhloganas 

iuionica.
Buff-necked Horn bill—Bvceres rufi- 

collis.

28—C
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Common and Scientific Names. Donor.
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1
1
| Common and Scientific Names.

AVES—continued. A YES—conh nued.
Mr. A. J. Nortli.............. 2 1 Australian Bee-eaters—Meropt 9.

| ornatus. hag a pkrygia.
Do ......... . 3 Do 1

trieol-or. Do ......... i Collared Sparrow-hawk—Acripiter
Do ............... 1 [ Masked Wood Swallow—Arfamvs cirrhocephahis.

personatus. Do .......... i Sulphur-crcst-ed Cockatoo—Cacatua
Do .............. 1 'While-rented Wood Swallow—Aria- galerita.

i 4»Htf albireniru. Mr. D. Swift................. 4 Eggs of the Pied Grallina—GraUina
Do .............. 4- \\ hite-eyebrowed Wood Swallows— picata.

Artamus sttpcrrihofivs. Do ....................... 2 Eggs of the Brown Fly-catehcr—
Do .............. l Sacred Kingfisher—Halcyon sanctuz. Micraoo faseimna.
Do ............... 1 Grev-crowned Pomatostomus—Foma- Do . 3

tottomm tttnpoTalix. cyanetts.
Do ............... 1 Brown Tree-Creeper—Climacteris Do .................. 1

fcveopheea. palUdus.
Do ............... 2 Grey StrutbideaB—cinerea. Do ... 1
Do ............... 3 Lanceolated Boney*catera—Plcclor* Cuckoo—Lamprococcyx b a satis,

hyncka lanceolnta. Do ...................... 5 Eggs of the Wbite-ejebrowed Wood
Do ............... 1 Nest of do. Swallow—Artamus superciliosus.
Do .............. 1 do Short-billed Scrub-Tit— Do ..................... 3_i

Smicrornis breoirostri* Sauloprocta motaciUoides.
Do .............. 1 3

tkiza uropygialis. Swallow—Artamus superciliosus,
Do ............... 1 Black Kaleon—Falco suhniger. Do .......... 0 Skins of do.
Do ............... 1 Tawnv-Blioutdercd Frogmout.h— Do 2

Podatgu# strigoides. CoUt/riocincl't harmonica.
Do ............... 1 Dn 2

hrosa. JEgmfha temporalis.
Hon. James IS Orion, I Nest of White-eared Boney-eater— Do ........... 2 Ohve-backcd Orioles—Orto£u* viridis.

LL.D., M.L.C. Pit Intis leucoixs. Unknown donor,,,......... 1 Satin Bower-bird—Ptilonorhynchus
Mr. Q-. Pacilimn ........... 1 i’acilic Heron—Ardea pacified. violaceus

Do .......... 1 Silver-eye—Zosferope aornlescens.
Mr. H. Payton ............... 2 Brown Plovers—Charadrius veredtts. Mr. Edgar H. Webb .. I Neet of the Welcome Swallow—

Hirundo neoxena.
Mr. Henry Peir............... 1 Pallid Cuckoo Ijut.)—Cucuhts pal- Do ...... 2 Nests of theSanguineoueHoncj-eater—

hdus. Myzomela sanqnineolenta.
JUr. 14. ir’uJieine^............. 2 Buff-vented Acanthizas—Acanthi:a Mr. W. Wilcoxein, jun. , X Red-billed Liothrii—Liotbxix lutea.

dpicaiis. Mr. G. S. York ............. 1 Kcd-shouldcrcd Parrakeet--.Pa faioniis
Mr. Quinnoll............ . 1

1 rnlis. 2S8
Mr. A, S. Kcail .............. 1

bof fundus.
Mr. S. Eobtnson ........... 2 Nests of the Yellow-faced Honey-eater 

^Ptilofis chrysops. EEPTILIA.
Do ......... 1 2

—Aeanthorhynchus tenuirostris. Mr. .1, S. Black .............. 2 Island Boas—Euygrus libronn.
Do ........... 1 NeH of the Kcd-capped Robin— Mr. Thco. A. Boesen ... I Jew Liinrd—Ampkibolwus barhatus.

Petrwca goodenouii. Mr, J. 11. U, Pond.......... i Hawk’s bill Turtle—Chclone imbri*
Do ........... 1 Nestof the Black and White Eantail cata.

—Sauloprocta motaciUoides. Mr. J. A, Boyd ............... i Northern Blue tongued Lizard—
Mr. A. M N, Kosc ...... 2 Olive-hocked Orioles—Orio/</5 viridis, Bemisphesrindon perrardii.

Do . . 2 Do ............... i
torquatits. Do ............... 2 Frogs—Ckiroleqytes australis.

4 Do ............... 1
Gymnorhina leuconota. Mr. Edwin Brazier ..... . 1 Rock Gecko—GymnodnctyUi^platurxts.

Do- ...... i Boobook Uwl—Kmax boohook. Do ....... 1 Sharp-nosed Lizard^L?#/is burtoni.
Do ....... i Peaceful Geopelia tranquiUa, Mr. J. H. Bruning.......... 1 Snake like lAznrA—Pygopus lepiAopus.
Do ...... i Australian Goshawk—Astur approxi* Mr. Hugh Cameron ....... 1 OmateSimke—Denisonxa ornata.

mans. Do ...... 1 Brown Snake—Diemema loxlihs.
Do ....... 2 Chest nut-eared Pinches—T&niopygia (Head.)

casianotis. Do ....... 1 Red-napcd Snake—Pseudelaps ilia-
Do ....... 3 Painted Finches—’ErnbUma picia. dema.
Do ....... 1 Pied GraUina.—GraWiJKi picata. Mr. W. D. Campbell...... 1 Blue-bmgucd Lizord —Tdiqua refit-
Do ....... 4 Pallid Cuckoos—Cucatuspalluitts. coidcs.
Do ....... 2 Pan-taih'd Cnckoos—Ciz* oma^i's Do ....... 1 Rock Gecko— Gymnodactyhisplaiurus.

flabelliformh. Mr. J. Chalker .............. 1 Crowned Snake—Denisonvi coro-
Do ....... 1 Rufous-tailed Bronze Cuckoo—Jjamp- notdes

rocoevyx t>asalis. Mr. David Chapman...... 1 Qrecko~05dttra robusta.
Dn I Dr. J.O. Coi ................. 2 Sliinks—ISqcrniti whitti.

dura rvjifrons. Hon. W. P. Cullen, 1 Rock Gecko—Gymnodactylusplaiumu.
Do ....... 1 Nest of Australian Pipit, built in a L.L.D., M.L.C.

tin—Anthus australis. Mr. W, A. Cunco......... 1 Blind S n a ke—2 'vvh lops vol-varam*
Do ....... 2 Eggs of Australian Pipit, from above miens.

Nest, Mr Fred CurtiE.............. 1 Thorny Devil—Mot-och horridus.
1 Mr E. Erupson .............. 1 do Moloch horridus.

futiginosus. Mr. Alfred Fathers ...... 1 Gecko—Diplodactylus viftatus.
Do .................. 1 E-ufous-rumped Lark—Ptenctdus Mr. C. H. Fitzhardinge 1 Sharp-nosed Lizard —Lialis burtoni.

ruffscens. Mr. J. Fred. Fitzhardinge 1 Dger Snake—NoteeAfr scutatus.
Forester Holton.............. 1 Crested Shriko-'l'il—Aal™»eu/«« fron- Do ... X Black-bellied Snake—Deafsonio

tnius. sign ala.
Mr. J. H. Sttndilimrjs ... 1 Send-albino Black-baekedCrow Shrike Air, F Flecfcnoc......... . 1 Brown Snake—Diemcnia texUlis.

or *li'$!ii&g\t\a,i—<Gytiinorhinatibicen Mr. J. J. Fletcher.......... X Blind Snake—l)jphlops.
Mr. A. J. Sharman ...... 1 Afiican (Jrey Parrot—Psittaam Mr. C. Frost .................. 1 do do divetsus.

eHthat us. Mr, John Gale ........ 1 Tadpole—Larva of large iJafracAian
Miss Ella Shepherd ....... 1 Wcdgc-teiled Eagle—Aquita audax* (Frog.)

1 Mr, IS, Hargrave..... ........ 1 Blind Snake—Typhlops polygram*
Mr. E- Smithors ........... X Boobook Owl—Ninax boobooh. ’ micus.
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=•! Coimnon and Scientific Nainea.

KEPT ILIA—confirmed'
S^a Snake—Ftafarus/rcitfafiif. ,
Rock G-ocIto—Gymnodactyltisplaittrus.
Yellow-bellied Sea Smke—JTi/drus 

ptatuntf.
Lizards, Snake, and Frogs.
Tiger Snake “iVoieeAw scufaivs.
Ringed Snake—Jfhrina occipitalis.
Tree Snake —J)endrophis punctulata*
Tiger Snake—2Fotnhut scutatus, 

iHend only.)
Mottled-headed Snake—ffonfocejj/wi- 

lus bitorquatus.
Brown Snake—textilis.
l^Jack-bellied Snake—Denieonia 

stgnafa.
Dentil A.dder~Acaiitkop7u's aniarcdca.

Green-Tree Snakes (young)—Dendro* 
phift punctiifata.

Black ft-nuks-Pseudechteporphyriacus.
Flat-tailed Qeoko—Gt/mnodactj/lns 

milwsii,
Kggs of Snake—Ko data.

Flat-tailed Gmo^o^G-i/nviodactplvs 
imliusii.

Scale-footed Lizard—.P^ojpwtf ” 
lepidoptts.

Blind Snake—polygram- 
miens.

Blne-tongned Lizard— 
scincoides,

W ater Lizard—Phyngn&thus lesueurii.
Spiny Lizards—^fw/7A-z6o/«rKj muri- 

ca(us.
^kink—LygOsama quoyi.
Tree Frcg—Hyta cc&ruUa.
Marsh Frogs—Lzmno^fzaj^ei 

tasmaniensis,
Goana—Vaianus varias.
Blind Snake—'Typhlops bituberadatus,
Gecko—G-ehyra australis.
Sk\rik^Ablspharusy sp. 

do JHyernia striotata.
Gould's Snakes— Denisonia gouldii.
Carpet Snake—PyiJton spitoUs, var. 

varieyata.
Black Snake— Pseudechis porphyria- 

cut,
Gould's Goaua—Varanus gottldii.
Yuriogatcd Geckos — Gekyra varie- 

yatat
Superb Snake—Denisonia svperba.
Geckos—Diplodactulus intermedins.
Mottled headed Snake—ILoplocepha- 

lus hit&rqvatus.
Frog—Phtlocryphus fiavoguttatus.

Carpet Snake—spilotes, var. 
variegata.

Gecko—(Edttpa ocellata. 
do Diplodactylns spinigerus. 
do (Edura tryoni. 
do Gehyra australis.

Frilled \ji?.nYd—ChlatnydosauTus 
kingxi.

Sea Snake—Aipysurus lesvis.
Blind Snako—Typhlops.
Brown Snake, vuriety—Piemenia 

textilis.
Blue-tongue Lizar d—Ti liq ua scin- 

coides.
Ringed Snake—Farina occipitalis.
Rock Gecko—Gyrnfrodactyfoa pfatuws
Brown Snake (young)—Pi’eTnenia

textilis.
Young Brown Snake—Diemsnia 

textilis.
Tiger S nake—I'fotechis scutatus.
Blind Snake—Typhlops polyyrammi- 

cus.
Ornate Snake—DenisoTiia ornata.
Brown Snake—Diemenia textilis.
Gudko—(Edura robusta.
Brown Snake (young) —Diemenia 

textilis.
Frog—Notaden lennettiL

Mr. Brnest A. Smith ... 1
Mr. William Smith ... . 1
Mr. F. J. Steero.............. 1
Mr. J. Stein .................. 1

Ho ................. 1

Mr. Tns, Stein ............. 1
Mr. J. E. Slevenson ...... 1
Mr. H. Thurston ......... X

Mr. Fred. Tolley ........... 1

Messrs. Tucier & Co. ... 1
Do . 1
Do . X
Do .. 1
Do ... X

Unknown Donor .......... X
Do ........... 2

Mr, E. Ward ................ . 2
Do ................. 1
Do .................. 2

Water Police................... i

Mr. A. W. E. Wearer ... i

Mr. J. Wilson .............. i

Mr. Yarnfcon ................... i

175

Mr. A. Alder.................. 3

Mrs. Chinncry ......... 1
Dr. J. C. Coi................... 1

Do ................... 2
Do ................... 3
Do ................... 1

Mr. George Crowley....... 1
Mr. F. Cro wilier ......... 1

Mr. H. S. W. Crummer 5

Fisheries Department..... 2
Do I..... 1
Do ...... 1

Mr, W. J. Guise ........... 1

Mr. W, A. Horn ..........
Do ................... 6
Do .................. 4
Do .................. 5

Mr. Joseph Hyam........ 1
Mr. J. Jennings.............. 1

Do ............... 3
Mr, S. A, Josephaon...... 1
Honorable P. G. Kino, 1

M.L.C.
Mr. E, Le Bihan .......... 1

Hon. W. A. Dong, M.L.C. 4
Captain Meryon ........... 1'

Do ........... 1

Her. Robert MeKeown... 1

Mr. A. Uewcombe........... 1

Mr, H, Newcombe.......... 1

Mr, J, D. Ogilby .......... 1
Do ........... 2

Mrs. Onslow .................. 1

Do ............... 1
Do ............... 2

Mr. E. W. Powell.......... 1
Dr. H. 0. L. Purcell..... 1

Rock Gecko— Gymnodaciylusplaturus 
Parcel of Snake’s Eggs.
Sea Snake—Hydrophis,
Mud Turtle—'I'tionyx.
Green Tree-snake—Dendrophis pane* 

Udata,
Water Lizard— Pkysignathus Usueurii* 
Shiirp-noscd Lizard—Linlis burionii. 
Cunniughiim’s Skmk—Egernia ctt»‘ 

ninghatnii.
Rock Gecko—Qymnodaciylus platurus

Black Snake—Ps^udrchts porphyriacus 
Whip Snakc— Diemcnia psammophis. 
Brown Snake—Diemenia textilis, 
Black-uaped Snake—Denisonia gottldii. 
Ringed Snake-—FuriTta occipitalis. 
Superb Snake —iJewison'tf superha. 
Rock Gecko — 

plalums,
Skink—Pyernio depressa.

do Tympanocrypti* sp. - 
Gecko—Gymnodactylus mitiusii 
Diamond Snake—PyiAon spiloles.

Bock Gecko—Gymnodactylus 
platurus.

Black Snake—Fseudechis por- 
phyriacus.

Black Snake—P&eudechis par- 
phyriacus.

PISCES,
Jaws of Barramundi— 

forsteri.
Large-eyed Herring—Flops saurus, 
Bullroufc Centropoyon Tohustus. 
Efeotris versicolor,
Elcotris australis.
Box-finh—Ostracion eoncatenatus. 
Giant 'JUmido—Tetrodon inermts.
Spiny Pipe-fish—Solenogmthus spin- 

osissimus.
Gtyphidodon ■uniocellatvs.

Salmon-trout—Salmo trutlti. 
Sucking-fish—JEchenei* naucrates. 
Herring—Foiitnalo-nisnovai^hotlandice. 
Black King-fish—Elacate nigra.

Chatcessus horni,
Therapon truttacevs.
Nematocentrotus tatei. 
Nrmaiocentrohis winnechei. 
Tobacco-pipe Fish—Fistulariaserrata, 
SeaPorcupine—Dicotylichthyspunctu- 

latus.
To a d -fi sh—Tttrodon.
Box-finh—Aracana lenticul-aris. 
Crested TSlennj—Gristiceps australis.

TaBmanian Blenny—Elenmus tasmani- 
cits.

Gudgeon—Eleotris grandiceps. 
Miller’s thumb—Cottus bubalis. 
ELphant fish (snout)—Chimera ant* 

archca.
Sucking fish (young)—JBcAcnew natt- 

cra tes.
Leafy ^K-\ior^o—Fhyllopteryx foil- 

atus.
Tobacco Pipe Fish—Fistularia dt- 

pressa,
Galaxias Jindlayi.
Velvet fish—Saloxenus cutaneus. 
Australian Perch—.Perea to fa* colo* 

norum.
English Tench—Tinea vulgaris.
Fresh-wa*er Herring — Potamalosus 

novee hollandue.
But fish— Ptatax tiers.
Leafy Ben-hone—Phyllopteryx J'oU* 

a tvs.
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DfSKCTA—continued.
Queensland PcarlsHell1

Company. I
I)o J
Do '
Do ...j

Mr. Jules Simonscn ... '
Mr. C. Tliaekerav..........
Mr. T. M. Thomson .... 
Mr. E. Q-. VVliitelegge .

Do ...
Mr. Thos. Whitelegge ..

Do ...
Mr. G, M. Woodford ...

1 1 Greet Toado—Tetrodan inermts.
1 ^ Fish—Perris nebtilosa. '

X do Suttrida nebulosa.
J | Sea Perch—Lwliantts sp ?
1 Rig-eye — Trochirhihys australis.
1 Frog-fish—Batracbvs dvlius.
1 Gold-fish - Camssiu* auratits.
1 Qobj--Chlantt/dai/oii’is depresses 
1 Drummer—Pimelspttrus sydne^flfiMj.
1 i MncrvrTkynchut maroubrtB, (type).
] Dermatopsis macrodon, (type).
1 Parrot Fish (lower pharangcal teeth 

j of)—Pseudoscarus sp.

81 !

Mr. IT. Ackland ... ........ t

Dr. E. Broom................... j
Mr. E. Campbell .........  !

^ 1
Do   |

Mr. U. J. Creed, JT. ...j

Mr. R. P. Cross ............. .
Mr. James Dali .............. '

Do ..............
Department of Agricul-' 

tare, Sydney.
Sir George R Dibbs...... i
Mr. S. Goldsmid ........... 1

Mr. R. Grant................... I
Mr. A. P, Kemp ........... 1
Mr. E. L. King..............
Mr. Chas. Moore ........  I
N.8.W. Zoological Society

Do .:.i
Do ...I
Do .. .

Mr. J. B. Partis ...........j

Mr. A. M. N. Rose ...... I
Do  I

Mr. R. Rose ................... I

Mr, A. E. Koyle ........... '

Dr. E. Sinclair ............... |

Miss E. Smith ............... i
Mr. James Stem ........... I

Do  |

Mr. E. R. Waite ..........
Do ..........

Do  ■

Do ...........
Mr. Ed. White...............
Mr. Jeremiah Wilson

SKELETON'S.
1 While-headed Stilt—Jfimaniopur 

hucocephalus.
1 Dorniou«e Opossum—Dromiria nanct.
1 Rose-breasted Cockatoo—Cacatua 

rosricapitla.
1 Black-fared Graucalus—Graucalus 

melanops.
1 Roselnll Parrakeet—Platycercus 

eximivs.
1 long-bdled Cockatoo—Dt'em'tisnarjea.
1 Apteryx or “Tokoweka”—ApUryx

grandis.
1 Wood Hen—Oc'iaromus australis.
1 Green Oriole—Oriohts viridis.

1 Tiger Cat—fiasiums maculatus. :
1 Bing-taded Opossum—Pseudocnirus

■persarinus.
1 Grey Parrot—Fsitta'-vs erythaevs.
1 Black Swan—Ct/anus atratus.
I Budgerigar—blelopsittacus undulatus.
1 Bower Bird—Chlamydodera maculaia.
1 Puma.—Fetis eoneoior.
1 Bulled Lemur—Lemur varias.
1 Lioness—Feds leo.
1 A ptoryx —Apteryx oiceni.
1 Flippers of Dulphin—Delph'nus

delphis.
1 White-bellied Water Rat—Hydromys

chrpsogaster, var. leurogaster.
1 Knnearoo Bat—Betiongia peniri’lata.
1 Little Turtle Dove—StictopeUa

cuneata.
1 Himalayan Monkey—ifaeaeut assa-

mensis.
1 Native Companion—Grus australasi-

anus.
1 Human Skull—ifonio sapiens.
1 Warty-fac-d Honey-eater—Meliphaga

phryoia.
1 Sulphur-crested Cockatoo — Cacaim

galerita.
1 Budgerigar—AfelopriWarw undulalus.
1 Green Pigeon—Chalcopkaps chryso-

chlora,
1 Black-shnuldered Hawk — Planus

axillaris.
1 White Hawk—Astur novie-hollandiee.
I Sea Engle - Tfatiastur ephenurus.
X Black Snake—Pseudec/iis porp/iyria-

Mr. O. Womsey. 1

35

Flying Fox—Pteropas poliocephalus.

INSECTA.

Mr. Geo. Blake..............
Dr. A. E Brackenbury,., 
Master Edwin Braiier ... 
Miss Mary E. Bundock .. 

Do ...
Do ..

Mr. Burnell ..................
Mr. J. M. Cantle ..........

Lepidoptera.
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

SG

Caterpillar—Macroylossa errans, 
do —*Apoda, *p.

Cocoon of a moth—Anther&a eucalypti. 
Small moth—it hosia sp.
Large moth - Crrynosa Australasia. 
Caterpillars—Bombyx vulnerans. 
Butterfly—Papilio sarpedon. 
Butterflies—15 epecies.

Lepidoptera—continued.
Mrs. Corcoran .............. 3

Mr. T. Coubro ............. 7
Mr. J. J, Cramp ......... 1

Do ...... ■ 1
Mr, S. Cunningham ...... j 1
Mr, H. Curtis ............. 6

Mr. Hugh Dixaou ......... 1
Mr. W. Dunehca ........ 1
Mr. Frank Elliott........... 1

Do   1

Mr A. J. Ewcn ............ 1

Do .............. 1

Mrs. Forde..................... 1

Mr. C. Hedley .............. 1
Mr. Simon P. Hitchcock 1
Mr. G. Lee................  1
Mr. W. A. Medcalf ...... 1

Do ... 1
Mr. A. J. Merowcthcr 1
Mr. C. Moore.................. 8
Mrs. A. J. North .......... 1
Mr. A. J. North............  2

Mr. J. D, Ogilby .......... 1

Mr. D. A. Porter ....
Mr. A. Quail............
Mr. W, J. Rainbow . 

Do .

1
1
1
7

Miss Clara Boot ......... 2
Mr. Henry Selkirk ....... 15

Do ...... 1
Mr. W. A. Stuart..........  1
Master Waterhouse ...... 2

Mr, H. T. Watkins ...... 1

AD. D. Weir................... 1

Mrs. John R. Wood......  1

Mr. Burnell ................. 1
Do ................... 2

Mr, W. D. Campbell... - 1
Do   2

Mr. W. S. Dun............. I

Mr. R. J. M'Kcnzie ....... 1
Mr. D. A, Porter ........... 1
Mi-s Sylvia Batte .......... 1
Mr. H. V. Watkins ...... 1

Caterpillars of a butterfly—FampkHa 
pkinrus.

Caterpillars—Agarista glycintt.
Moth—Anihereea eucalypti.
Cocoon—Anthcrwa eucalypti.
Moth —Zeusera eucalypti.
Caterpillars of a Moth—Anlheriea 

euca lypti.
Caterpillar—Agarista glycine.
Moth—Zeusera eucalypti. 
do Anther ata janetta,

Lepidopterous cocoon—Anthercea j* 
net/a.

Cocoon of Silt-moth—Anthercea euca
lypti.

Small branch, with Lcpidopterns ova 
attached.

Old herbarium and list of plants in
digenous to Ash Island, principally 
food plants of Lepidoptera figured 
in Scott.

Hawk-moth—Macrosila casuarince. 
Moth—Asopia sp. 

do Trictena sp.
do Zenrera eucalypti.

Pupa case.
Moth—Stophidia (?) sp.
Butterflies—Picrts tentonia.
Moth—Tru'Ji-trri: mesomelas.
Motl s—1 Trichetra mcsomelas, 1 • 

Tricheira sp,
"Lcpidopteruspupa—Macrosila casva- 

rince.
Moth - Fpicrosis terebrans.
Pupa (butterfly)—Papilio machaon 
Butterfly—Papilio erectheus (C )
Moths — 1 Zeusera eucalypti, 2 

Thodaca ubhquclla, 1 Sedenia 
rupnlis, 2 Tr-nra Barnardii, 1 
Macrosila cosuarinie.

Caterpillars—Liparis (?) sp. .
do 3 Cordyceps Selkirk)
(type), 2 Cordyceps coxu (type), 4 
Cordycepsgunnii. 6 broken epeci- 
mens for invedigation purposes; 
sent as such.

Caterpillar- Chcrrocampa (?) sp.
Coroon of Moth—Metura elongata. 
Caterpillars of a Butterfly —Pam- 

pHlus pliineus.
Caterpillar of a Hawk-moth—Ccc- 

cquosa tnangulnis
Catcrpl'lar of Moth — Chcleptcryx 

collesi.
Day-flying Moth — Nyctalemon 

oronies.
Diptera.
Gnat—Culex sp.
Flics — Bombas sp.
Kly—Proloca nthus sp.
Flies—Dasgomma sp.
Fly—Cordyturidte sp. (Little oc 

nothing is known of this group of 
Australian Diptera.)

Fly—Craspedia coriaria.
Robber-fly—Asihda: sp.
Fly — J'aseofi''a rufovittata. 
do Jipula brevipalpi.

Mr, W. Affleck, M.L.A....

Mr. Burnell ................
Do .................
Do .................

Mr. W. D. Campbell.....
Do .....
Do ......
Do .....
Do .....
Do .....

Master Ernest Cantle ..

Mymenoptera.
2

2
1

12
2
1
2
3

10
3
1

Specimens of Silver Wattle, containing 
Hymenopterous galls, produced by 
some wasp at present undeter
mined.

Mason Bees—Xylocarpa sp.
Bee—Apis sp.
Wasps—Vcrp’dcp.

do Sphex sp.
Soldier Ant—Myrmesiagulosa. 
Bulldog Ants—Myrmesia far sat a. 
Ants — Camponoius intripidus.
Wasps—Bracon sp.

do Tkynnus sp.
Wasp—Priocnemius bipolar.

The description ot this species has not yet been published. It is in Scott’s ME., sod original paintings. (Reserved for breeding out.)
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INS ECX A—co ntinved. INS
Ilymenopter a—continued.

Hon. W. r, Cullen, 1 Bee—Perga dorsalis. Mr. H. G. Bray..............
L.L.D., M.L.C.

Mr. G. Dison.................. 1 Bulldog Ante’ Ncet. Master Edwin Brazirr ...
Mr. W. 8. Dun .............. 2 Wasps—Pisnn sjnnoloe.
Mr. R. Etheridge .........  | 14 Sugar or Honey Ants—Myrmeclcys-

Mr. A. J. E%ven.............. 1
tus fi) sp.

Wasp—Polistcs variabilis.
Miss Mary E. Bundock...Mr. W, W. Eroggiil.t...... I 15 Honey K’nis—Camponotus midas.

Do ...... 12 do do in-flatus.
Do ........ 13 do do cowlei. Mr. Burnell .................. f

Mr. W. A. Horn .......... i 10 do do injlatvs.
. f

2
(Material from Horne Expedition.) 

Carpenter Bees und Gallery—Xylo-Mr, A. P. I\eni|>.............. ^

Mr. A. J. North................ 1

carpa sp., <J e( $. (Specimens; 
liring.)

Mason Wasp’s Nest—Discollitis sp.

'Mr. D. A. Porter ........ I Wasp—Ffprngop/ierus sp.
Do ........... 1 do Scolia sp.
Do ........... 1 2 Bees—Lestes sp.

Mrs E. Woollnms........... : 1 Insect Architecture, .Entrance Tunnel*
1

A

Anlra Neat.

Temipiera. Mr. W. D. Campbell......

Mrs. E. E. Bas;pl............ 9 1 Helicoid laryal shells of Leaf-hop- Master Ernest Cantle ...

Mise Mary E. Dunrloek... 3
pera—Aphrophorada sp.

Gigantic Water Bug—JBelosloma t'n-

Mr. Burnell ................. 1
dievm.

i Water Scorpion—JSTepa sp.
Do ................... 3 Buns—Rentatoma sp.

Mr. W. D. Cainphell....... 1 Bug—Reduvitts sp.
Dr. J. C. Coi.................. 50 Plant Bugs—Hurpnctor sp.
Mr. Hugh ihxon ........... 1 Bug—Arma sibellanbergi.
Mr. W. 9. Dun .............. 1 Plant Bug—Achihis jlamens. Mr. Cecil Cooper ...........
Master Goldfinch ......... 1 Back-swimming Water Boatman —

Do ........... 1
Notonecta sp.

Water Scorpion—Nepa sp.
Mr. W. S. Dun ..............

Mr. D. A. Porter .......... 2 Bug*—ScuieUera sp.
Do ........... r. do Pentatoma fwiidium.
Do ........... i Trce-hopper—PayM* sp.
Do ........... G do Eurybranhys sp.

Mr, A. J*. Ewcn..............Do 2 Bugs—Sc.tUelhra sp.
Plant Bug—sp.l Do ...............

Do ...............
Mr A M N lin^o 5 Lice—Lipeurtts sp,

\ Collection of Aphides ■—Aphis maU.

romopUra.

Do ....... i

e

Mr. John Gaggio ..........

Mr. Edgar J. Godfrey ...
Mr. Burnell ................... 4 Locusts (so called)—Oicadce sp.

Master E. A. Brearley 2 Cicadas—Thopha saccata.
Mr. H. C, E. Newcombe

Do ... 2 do (Yellow MondavJ—Cqclochila

Mr. W. D. Campbell ... 3
avstralosras.

Cicadas—Femcina angular is. Hon. James Norton,
Mr. T. Coubro ............... 4 do Proarma sp. LL.D., M.L.C.
Dr. J. C. Coi ................... 32 do Proarma sp. Do do ...

Do ................... 5 do Cytlockila Australasia!. Do do ...
Mr. George Diison ...... 40 do Proartna sp.

Mr. W. S. Dun ............... 1 Cicada (tree-hopper)—‘Cicidetffa
Mr. J. D. Ogilhv ..........

Mr. J. H. Elder.............. 33
torridn.

Cicadas—L Proarma sp., 1 Cyclochila

Mr. A. J. Ewcn.............. 1

(ivstralasia, 3 Fevicina angitloris, 
3 Thopha saccata, 2 Psalioda 
wtatrans, 3 Cyclochila austratasiee. 

Cluster of Scale Insects—Ctenochiton

Mr. Geo. Lyel], jun........ 9
_ sp.

Cicadas—8 Thopha saccata, 1 Fevicina Mr. D. A. Porter ...........

Mr. D. A. Porter ........... 4
otigularis.

Clearing—1 Cystosoma saundersi, 1

Mr. H. Selkirk .............. 4

Fevicina angulota, 1 Cyclochila 
ausf-ralotim, 1 Psalioda wiasratw. 

Cicadas—2 Psalioda m&rans, 1 Fern-

Mr. J. A. Thorpe ......... 2
angularis, 1 Thopha sarcata, 

Cicadas—1 Thopha saccata, 1 Cyclo-

Mr. E. N. Webb ........... 12
chila australasi<B.

Cicadas—1 Thopha saccata, 1 Feci-

Master Fred. Braiier ... 1

ana angularis, lOPsaltoda matrons.

feuroptera.
Lacc-wing Fly—Chrysopa sp.

Mr. William Street ...... 27 White Ants—Termes sp.
Mr. Thomas H. Wiseman 1 Lace-wing Fly—Chrysopa sp.

Common nnd Scientific Nmugh,

IMECT A.—continued.
Coleoptera,

1 1 Beetle—Scapanes solidat.

U

49

25

74

Beetles—27 An&plognathue porosust 
3 Bepsimus maniontust 1 Schizorr* 
hina dorsalist 1 Cyria- imperialis, 
1 Creophilus erythrocephalns^ 1 
Adelium porcaium.

Beetles, and 1 grub of sanic—'Bof- 
trychvs jesMeta, •

Beetles* containing specimens of the 
genera — Hehesous, Symphyletes, 
Penihia, Monochamvs, Melon, 
Ztemoiiffssa, Agapetei Ckaodalit 
Tragoccrus, litburophora^ JfesihesUt 
Epithorat Callirkoe, Tryphocaria 
Macrotoina.) ILncara^ Cardiothotdx 
Colochromu9t Amarygmust Tri 

tgonderat Orphani$tes1 JSceloncrus 
Hthucca, Chrysolophus, Parop&U 
Stigmodera, Mel-obasis, Chalcot 
ccni'fl* JJamborus, Bulbocerue, Lam 
pritttat Xglotrupes, Schizzorlrina 
Lomaptera, and Anchon.

Beetle—Stigmodera jacquinota.

Beetles—1 Sligmodera grandis, 2 Stig- 
modera macula/a, 2 Sh'gtnodcra 
eemicincta, 5 Stigmoderavariabitis, 
16 Stigmodera suturalis, 9 Lyra- 
pkora palmaia, 5 CacocAroa gyno- 
pteurcLj 2 Cacochroa gynopleura, 
(var. concolor), 3 Eupeocita 
asi(p., 2 Pal't/Higma putrcfala, 2 
Ehi/llotoctis macleayi.

Wood-boring Beetle—Cal/irboe pol-ita.

Beetles—10 Earopsis sp., 1 Adelium 
plicigcntm, 6 Chrysolophns specta* 
bilis, 1 Lrptops sp., 1 Oxypn sp.t 
1 Talaurinus rugosus, 2 Schlcro- 
rinwi sp , 2 Monocrepidhs striatus,
I Piiorocantha recurna.

Wire-worm—Larva of Efaterida sp.
Wire-worms—■EkriendeE sp.
Beetle—Etirhyncfius sp.
Bvcllos^CtilUrhoe polita.
Beetles—6 Lampidoderma afbO'hirtumt

II Calloodcs mastersi. "

Beetle —'Mallodonjiguralum.

Beetles—2 Repsimuspurpureiceps, 15 
Eepsimvs manicctlus, 1 Anoplog- 
nathus porosus, 70 Anoplognathus 
viridi-eeneus.

Ground Beetle—Plerostichus regalis ?

Beetle—Cardiothorax mars ter si.
Beetles—1 Ettdema altcrnans, 1 Cata- 

dromus sp.
Beetles—1 I'essaromma undulala, 1 

Callirkoe viguttata, l Perperut sp., 
1 Lixusma xtersi, 1 Adelium geniale,r 
3 bicolor, 2 ^foaocre-
pidius sp,, 1 Monoerepidius stria- 
tvs, 1 Ketcronyx australis, 1 Abax- 
boisdueali, 1 Allectda sp , 2 ESgulus 
sp., 2 Rhinzopertha giblicollis, 1 
Aniculis sp.f 1 Rlatysoma sp.

Beetles—2 LampTima rutilans, \.2fyc- 
lozoilus *p.y 1 Mesthesia vigilant, 
3 Rhipicera sp., 17 Aust-raliea $p,t 
1 Hotepta sydnensis, 1 Alelvbasis 
sp., 3 Tranes sp., 4 (Fireflies) Aty~ 
phella ll-amen-t, 1 Oigadcma poii- 
tum,± Uiphucephala sericea, 5 Dip- 
hucephala ignota, 5 MelrioTihyn- 
chvs erythropterus, 6 Liphucephela, 
rw^oj^, 1 IHphucepheta ignota, 1 
Eutoma master si, 1 Panborvs alter- 
nans, 1 Carenum sp., 2 Cardiikorax 
wahknaeri, 1 Monocrepidins brtttii, 
3 Monocrepedius striaiu , 1 Mono- 
crepidiussp., 1 Agrtlussp., 7 Lacon 
sp., 1 Ptatysofna convexius, 1 
Plafysoma sp., 1 Spilopkyfa sp.
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Coiumoti and Scititifciflc Names.

i

Mr. F. A. A Skiisc 19

TNSECTA—continued.
Coleoptera— continued,

Mr. W. J. Uainboiv .......I 16 1 Beetles—1 CaUir/iodallapea,! Amaiy-
ffmus opacicollis, 2 Paropsit reticu- 

I I lata, 2 iParopsis sp., 3 HeLerony- 
chus picipes, 1 Caltirhoe allapta, 1 
Auiaryymvs opaeicollis, 1 Callirkoe 
alapsa, 2 AHraelue sp,, 1 Mono- 
erepidius striatus, 1 Parapets sp. 

Beetles—1 Philoscuphtis tubercviatus, 
1 Promecoderue gracilis, 1 Diaph- 
omerue gmcrnani, 1 Hypkarper 
deyrellei, 1 ftcliuo costalis, 2 Pam- 
prima variant, 1 Pyssonntus neb- 
tifosus, 2 A do tel a australis, 1 Stig- 

' modera goryi, 1 Stigmodera semi- 
eincta, 1 Stigmodera producta, 1 
Stigmodera piagiata, 1 Stigmodera 
ereneuta, 1 Stigmodera elongata, 1 
Stigmodera bella, 1 Stigmodera 
tnconspieua, 1 Stigmodera apioutis. 

Beetles—Hclhto sp.
Beetle—Aposites maeilentus.

Do .......
Professor VV. Baldwin 

Spencer.
Townand Country Journal
Jfr. E, B. Waite ......

Do .......
Do ......
Do ......
Do ......

Mr. W. D. Campbell 
Do ...

Mrs. Corcoran .........

Mr. W. 9. Don ....... '
Do  i
Do .........

Master Goldfinch ...........
Mr. Charles Hanna ......

Do ^ .... 
Hon. Jamrs Norton,! 

DUD., M.L.C. ,
Mr. D. A, Porter ........... ]

Do .....
Mr. W. D. Campbell..... '
Mr. H. V. Watkins ...... I

Do . .
Mr. Lewis Whitfield...... I

Mr. D. A. Parker 
Mr. S. Sinclair ...

12 Beetles—Buprestis sp.
67 Pupieof—Ppilachna 'ZS-punctata. 
14 | Larr® do
12 I Imagines do

1 Beetle— Ophidius sp.
2 j Pup®— do

Orthopetra.
3 Orthoplerus Larvn;—Porjiettla sp.
1 | Cricket—Anofodoma sp.
' Walking-stick Insect——Mantis dole 

tnedee.
Locust—Locusta sp.
Grasshoppers—Tetrix sp.
Cockroach—Panesthia sp.
Larvro of Dragon-flies—Lestes sp. 
Stick-insect—Tropidoderus sp. 
Cockroach—Platta orientalis.
Mantis—Mantis (?) religiosa (Young 

specimen.)
Dragon-flies—Ticsf&r sp.
Ant-lions—Myrmeleon sp.
Ant-lions—Mgrmeleon sp.
Cockroaches—Platta americana. 
Earwig—Forfienla sp, 
locust—Q-ryllus sp.

Miscellaneous. 
2 
1

142+

Wood-lice—Oniscus sp.
“ Fortj-legs”—Smtigera forceps.

Mies F. W. Brain......
Do ... .

Mr. James Brown.......
Miss Mary E. Bimdook 
Mr. W. D. Campbell...

Do .......
Mr. H. Deane...............

Mr. Hugh Hixson.....
Do .......

Mr. A. J. Ewcn...........
Mrs. W. ,T. Given.......
Mr. G. N. Griffiths ...-

Mr. S. Haigrnie.............

Mr. H. H. Hart.. 
Mr. W. A. Horn

AKACHNIDA.
1
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

115
1

16

1 I
X I

Spider^ Fooonza immanis.
Chelifarg (" Pseudo-scorpion a”)— 

Cheltfer
Spider—C&lania ezeavata. 

do Hemicol&a sp. 
do Bpeira sp.
do Astia minitabunda
do Acfinoptts formosus (Hare r
type ep.

Spider—Epeira mucronata. 
do Stephanopis longjpes.

Spiders—Mostly Epeiridcc. ,
Spider—Isopeda cortspersa.
Cattle Ticks—14 Soophilvs (Ixodes) 

boris (?),; 2 ?]>eciiiion3 of hide 
(bullock and cow) attacked by ticks.

Trap-door Spider—.ZTaifrowyt'Ae cer- 
berea.

Spider — Gasleracantha astrigera.
S piders—1 Pb logins crassipes, 1 Lycosa 

t'rxspipcSj 1 Lycosa pulveresparsa^ 1 
Isopedia persleri) 1 Idiocies helva, 
2 MiiuTga lincatai 1 Voconia dolosa, 
1 Neph-ila erentiana, 3 Zora mar- 
morea (Material from Horn 
Expedition,)

Donor.
s o ®

Common and Scientific Names,

s.Xt

AEACHNIDA—continued.
Master Arthur Johnslon
Miss Ellen Mason.........
Mr. Percy M'Arthur.....
Mr. C. J. Pounds ..........

Mr. W. J. Rainbow ...... 3

Do .......... 2

Do .......... 3
Do ......... 1

' Do ........... 1

Do ........... 4
Do .......... 1

Do .......... 1

Do .......... 1

Do .......... 1

1

Do ........... 1
Do ......... 1
Do ......... 3

Mr, E$. J. A. Roberts..... 1

Mr, Thomas Sawtell...... 1
Mr. J. T. Small............ 1

Do ......... 9

Do ............. 5
Mr. J. A. Thorpe .......... 1
Town ^ Country Journal 30

Do ... 6
Mr. G. R. Waite ........ 1
Mr. T. Whitclp^^n ... 1

264

MYR]
Mr. W, D. Campbell ... 1
Mrs. Lawler .................. 1
Captain E. D. Reid ...... 3
Mrs. C. Woollams.......... 1

6

Spider—My sale sp.
Spider and yonng—Ceelania ezeavata.
Spider— Qnsfrracnntha sacerdotalis.
(Sntle Ticks (J el <j?), adults, lairse, 

and eggs—2+ Poophilus (fzoidrs) 
bouts (?) ; 1 specimen of hide with 
tick’s attached. (Probably American 
cattle tick.)

Spiders—1 Fephila lldtrardsi (type), 
1 Jfephila vmtricosa. (type), 1 
FephUo victorious.

Spiders—JSpeira teagneri (type speci
men.)

Leaf-nests—Epeira wagneri.
Spider—Dolomedcs neptunus (type 

specimen.)
Spider—Ho/omedcj spinipes (type 

specimen.)
'Spiders — Gasleracantha quadrispina.
Pseudo-scorpion—Cbelifer brevidigi- 

tutus.
Spider—Epeira coronata ( 9 ), (type 

specimen).
Flying .-pidor—A^iir sphndidus ($ ), 

(type specimen).
Scorpi n—dluthus Jlavicruris (type 

specimen).
Spider—Parhynaiha superb a (?)

(type specimen).
Spicier— Cprira protensa. (Bare.)
Spider—Argiope regalis.
Spiders—Argiope regalis (2 ei! 1 $ )
Spider — NepAihi picta. (typo speci

men).
Scorpion—Isometrus melanophysa.
Spider—Q-asteracantha sacerdotalis.
Spiders—2 QasteracantAa sn car do - 

tails, 1 Gasteracantha min ax, 1 
Tholia Usluiinea, 1 Tholia clypcata 
(9), 1 Tholia clypeata (3), I 
Epeira lutulenta, 1 Epeira Jlavo- 
punctata (immature), 1 Memidoea 
major.

Spiders—4 Mela sp. - 1 Epeira sp.
Spider’s nest.
1 icke—Argos mauriliatmt.
Ticks—Ixodes hydrosauri.
Trap-door Spider—Ixalus varies (3).
Spider—Epeira sp.

Centipede—Bcolopendra prosina.
do Seolopendra horrida. 

Centipedes—Ileierostoma Ijsuicideus). 
Centipede—Seolopendra horrida.

Captain Anderson........
Ho ......
Do .........
Do ........

Mr. C. Bertie..................
Master Lionel Collins 
Rev, A. H, Coombes...
Dr. J. 0. Cox..................

Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..............
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................

MOLLUSC A.
2 J Shells—Melongena corona.
1 Limpet—Melcioniscus sanguinans,
2 do Patella barbara.
1 do ■ Patella longieosta.
1 Xanthomelon angasiana,
4 Cowries—Trivia australis.
1 Columbella semieonuexa.
2 Anomia, elyros.
2 Tdlina spectabilit.
2 Tellina mfiata.
2 Pholassp.
2 Area tortuosa.
3 Venus i-alophiilla (var.).
4 Eastonia pellucida.
2 Maetra obese.
1 Tellina sulcata.
1 T ipes textrix.
1 Pholas orientalis.
2 Area granosa.
4 Lutraria philippinarum.
1 Solarium perspectivum.
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MOLLU S tinned.
Dr. J. C. Col..................

Bo ..... -...........
Bo ...................
Bo ........ *.........
Bo ..................
Bo ..................
Do .................
Do ..................
Do ..................
Bo ..................
Do ..................
Bo ............. ..
Bo .................
Bo ..................
Bo .................
Bo .................
Bo .................
Bo .................
Bo ..................
Do .................

Jfr. B. S. W. Crummcr..

2 \ ? Venus calophylla.
1 I 'Dormx.cuncata,, •
2 | Muebra dUsxmilis.
2 ' Fsammobia- lessoni.
1 ' Ma<‘tra rfepressa,
4i \ Dosinia scabriuscula.
4 j ? TeJline inellea.
2 JPt/phia miiis,
1 j Area piltth.
1 j Soleri ftrandis.
2 Asa phis defioreta.
2 Fmsus philippi,
3 j Cyrwa suhlobata.

18 j Terebratxdina caneellaia.
1 Chiton coxi.
1 AeanthockiUs granostrialus.
1 Acttnthochifcs coxL
3 Acanthochites tiehe&toidea,
2 Hanteyu variahilU,
3 S>un\\3~Thersites mitchella.

Shulls—1 Cypraea testudinvria, 2
Cypraea reticttMat 2 Cypraea 
ve-ntrieulus, 1 Cypraea ligris, 1 
Cypraea m<turitian/ii 4 Cypraea 
nucleus, 6 Cypraea caput'serpentis, 
4 Cypraea moneta^ G Cypraea 
helvola, 3 Cypraea pomria, 2 Cyp
raea ckildreni, 1.0 Cypraea Isabella, 
2 Cypraea talj)a] 2 Cypraea cat’ 
neofa, 7 Cypraeo fimbriata,! Cyp< 
rae% rieercula, 1 Cypraea irroraiax 
2 Ovutum ovum. 14 Trivia scabri~
itscvla, 1 Cones literatus, 1 Conus 
marmoratus, 2 Oliva ertfthro&iotna-.
2 Iserita maxima, 2 Cassis vibex, 
2 Terebra crenulata, 1 Doltum
perdix, 2 Vertagus obdxscus, 2 
Laiirus nodatus, 2 Haliotis varia,
1 Melfimpns ca&taneus, 1 Bieinula 
ricinus, 1 Columbell-a various, 1 
Phasianella voriegain, 1 Peris- 
ternia, sp., 1 Turriculo. sp.

Professor T. W. E. Davidl 1 Pinna ntdis.
ilr. W. S. Diw .............. 2 JLeH&rrion brazieri.

Do ............... 1 Bhy tidafra nkUt xidiensis.
Do ............... 4 Riytida, sp.
Do ............... 3 Thersites bipartita.

■ Do ............... 1 „ beliendeitherensis.
Do ............... 1 Xanthomelon pachystyla.

Mr. Hugh Dixson.......... 1 Nanina naninoides.
Do ........... 1 fl vitrinoides.

A mphipeplea papyracea.Mr. "Walter Fielder ...... 3
Do ...... 8 Bulinus tonuistri'iius.
Do ...... 2 „ alicece.
Do ....... 12 Pot'tmopyrgus. sp.
Do ....... 20 SegmonUna victoria. ■
Do ....... 11 Planorbis gilberti.

Mr, 0, Hedloy ............... 1 Shell—Haliotis parua.
Do ............... 2 „ Thersiles liimorcnsis.

Mr. R, Holms .............. 1 Ftommulijia pontherina.
Do .............. 8 hehnsi. '
Do ............... 3 Flammulina zelandice, v. aniipoda.
Do ............... 1 hyalina cetlaria.

Mr. A. D. Hcnn............ 65 Hholls—2 Fcristernia, rudotphx, 1'/
M-rgintUa nympho, 1 Plcitroloma 
edivini, 1 Vanihoro gracilis, 1 
Ttirbonilla scalarina, 2 Eulimetla 
pulchra, 10 Odostomia indistincta, 
7 Odosiimie henni. 9 Bittium varie-
gatum, 2 Triforis graniferus, 3 
Rissoa strangei, 3 Ris&oo ochro- 
It-uca, 1 Pomalogyra pulckerrima, 
2 Timcturtlla haris&oni, 2 Glyphis 
ivatsoni, 2 Turbonil/a scalarina
var., 1 Atrct-ia brazieri.

Mr. R. S. Hurd...... . 1 Cassis nonet.

38 Sheila—1. yerita plicata, 5 Nerita 
punctata, 1 Strombus floridus, 1
Liotia peronn vnr, 1 Calliostoma 
sp. 1 Conus pontijicalis, 1 Cypraea
caput serpentis, 1 Cypraea tnontta, 
2 MUr? scutulata, 1 Columbella
turturina, 10 ZVt'/n'«.f myasits, 
6 RiseUa melanastoma, 2 Septifer
hilocularis, 2 Purpura sp., 1 
Acmaea sp., 2 Siphonaria sp.

Common and Scientific Namoe*

MOLLUSCA—eon/inwflef.
Mr* S, Lower........... . ..-i 87 ' Shells—1 Xanthomelon koorinyensist

| 5 AcanthochiUs retrojeclus, 4
i Cryptoplax striatus, 6 Liol-ophurd
| gaimardi, 4 Onithockiton lycUii, 7
I CallistochUon antignus, 4 Callo-
' chiton pf-atessa, 4 Jxchnochiton
j australis. 7 dschnockilon divergent^
, 7 Ischnochiton JruticQsus, 12
| Ischnochiton crispus, 1 Jschnochi-
■ ton crisptts var. decorata, 7
' Ischnochiton lentiyinosus, 3 Chiton
| lima ns t 2 Chiton pellis serpentis,
! 5 Chiton jugosus, 2 Fyramidclla

iincta, 1 Trochus yalesit 1 Trochxts 
I omalomphalus, 1 Turrilclta da*

thrattf, 1 Tellina decussata, 2 
I Tellina albiueUa.

32 | Sheila—4 Rhysota jlyensh, G Chlorites 
rehsei, 17 Papnma tayloriana, 3 

| Thersites septentrional is (Type), 2
Thermites sp.

II. E. Sir Wm. Ifacgrcgor, 
E.C.M,G.

Dr- T- H. May ... 
Mr. F* H. Moore

20

454
Shells Assiminea afftnis.

Shells — 1 Crassatello castanea, 1 
Dosinia- lamellata, 2 Cardium ver- 
tebraium, 1 Cardita marmorea, 1 
Cardiff sp., 1 Cardiia crassicoS- 
tata, 1 Venus marica, 1 Lima 
squamosa, 1 Venerttpis exotica, 4 
Beptifev bilocular?.1}, 1 Mytilus 
menfreanus, 2 Tellina dccussala,
1 jAtnopsis sp., 1 Lucina sp,, 1 
Lucina sp., 1 Inteina sp., 1 Maetra 
■polita, 2 Acmaea costaia, 12 
Acmaea cruris, 2 JSctdus anatinus,
2 StomatcUa imhricata, 2 Maliotis 
tricostalis, 1 Haliotis slogans, 3 
Turbo importalis, 3 Turbo sla- 
mineus, 2 Turbo argyroslomus^ 3 
Thaoianella australis, 5 Thasianclla 
variegata, 3 Aslralium ientori-

Jorme, 1 Lelpkittula J adnata, 45 
Monodonta sens, 28 Monodonta car* 
bonaria, 1 Monodonta sp,, 15 Can* 
lharidus chlorostomvs, 20 Cantha* 
ridus sp., 15 Cantharidus lesu&ri, 
15 Cantkaridus Usueri var ram- 
bur i^ 14 Contharidvs pulcherrimus,
1 Trochits personatus, 1 Trochtis 
sp., 3 I’rochus atropurpnreus, 4 

' iSvchehts atratus, 35 Vertagus 
eordigerum, ] Vertagus fascialus, 1 

Cerithium l&ve, 3 Jiitiium grana- 
rium, 1 Triton itxbcrosus, Triton 
quoyi, 2 Turpura pica, 7 Jticinula 
concatenata, I Scalaria granulosa,
2 Comminella sp., 1& Comminelld 
sp., 4 Conus anttnone, 4 Hipponyz 
australis, 8 Bulla ampulla, 2 Mela 
diadoma, 2 &tromhv.s Jloridus, 2 
Lolium variegotum, 2 Fusus pro- 
hoscidife-rus, 1 Teciarius miliaris,
4 Natica sp.t 1 Xatha fdosa, 2 
Olivia australis, 8 Xassa pauper- 
aid, $ Nassa-fasciata, 1 Nassasp.,
5 Xa&sa plans, 2 Mitra variahilis, 
50 Columbella pardalina, 2 Colum- 
betla metthcana, 2 Liotia sp., 2 
Avicula ritrina, 1 Cgpr&a arabica, 
1 Ggpraa vitellus, 1 Cyprtsa caput 
serpentis, 2 Cypres a helvola, 1 
Valuta nivosa, 1 (?) Cantkaridus 
crogalus, 1 Caniharidm chloro- 
stemus, 1 Delphinula laciniota, 1 
Cerithium Jbsciatutn, var.t 2 Phasi* 
anella australis, 1 Planazi? sulca- 
ius, 4 Cerithium tuberculatum, 2 
Catitharus futnosus, 2 Na&sa patt- 
perata, var., 4 Olivia irisans, 1 
CyprcoQ scotti, 5 Cyprcoa monela, 
5 Cypreza, pulicaria, 7 Trivia aus
tral/s, 1 Bulla ampulla, JO Pkasia- 
nella ventricosa, 1 Phasianella 
variegoto, 2 Conus anemone, 1 
Marinida patuLa, l Gena strigosa, 
1 GMula n. sp.
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MOLLTJSOA—continued. MOLLUSC A—continued.

Shells—Trochits coitcavita.Mr. Harold Morb ........... I 2

Mr. D. A. Porter 1 KWer rausscl—Unio Par-
rojss

Mr. H. B. Preston.......... | 05 Sheila—-12 GundlacAia sjj.t SFlamnut
Una compressivohUa, 4 Helico 
donta angiqyra, 3 Belicodonta 
obvolutaj 3 helicodonta nautitifor- 
mis, 3 HcUcipona personate, 2 
Hygromia edentida, 2 ftygromia 
ciliata, 2 JZuloteJritlicum, 8 Heli* 
cella carthusianay 2 Melictlla $tri- 
gella,4i Valioma pv-lchella,8 Buli- 
mus (ietriiust 12 Pupa mf-gacheiioa. 
14 Baled perversa, 12 Pupa quad 
ridens, 3 OncMdium nigricans.

Mr B, Pulleine.

Queensland Pearlshell j 0 
Ootnpanv.

Captain E. D. Roicl 84

I

Latirus jmUeinei.

Shells1—2 Gasirochmna lainellosa, 5 
Lithodomus teres, 1 Valve of Mclea- 
grina bored L, teres, 1 ChUinous 
pearl.

Shells—2 Cypraareticulata, 2 Cypraa 
caput serpeittis, 25 Cgprcea wonHa, 
10 Conus herbreeus, 5 Turbo urgyros. 
tomus, 3 Ricinula horrida, 3 
llicinula undata} 5 Ricinula tuber' 
culata, 4 llicinula rrctnu^, 1 Vasum 
ceramkum, 1 Ptristernte sp., 1 
Cerithium cohonna, 17 Mitra 
h'terata, 3 Rferita plicate, 1 
Littorina obesa., 1 Triton gem’, 
mat us.

Mr. ‘William Taylor.......j 1 I Xanthomelon angosiana.

Rev. W« T. Whan.

Mr. T. Whitelegge 

Mr. Voaa Wiburd ..

17

17

Shells—cottfan«e<f.
mauntiano, 6 TAttonna acuiispira, 
5 Risella melanostoma, 3 Bittium 
grananum, l Potumkles australis, 
2 Nerita punctate, 2 Liotia cloth- 
rota, 3 Liotia angasi, 1 Liotia 
lasmanica, 3 Australium avreum, 1 
Aitf-trahum tehtorifarme, f> Gibbula 
aured, 2 Cantharidus conicus, 2 
Can'karuliis lesueri, v. rombvri^
4 Cantharidus beltulus, 2 Cantha- 
ridus badius, 10 Cantkaridus fasci- 
otus, 2 Monodonta itriolala, 1 
Monodonta conUrn-ta, 2 Buchelus 
baccoiui, 3 Ruchehts lasmanivus, 
2 Trochits Umbatus, 7 Q-thhula sp., 
2 Monodonta odontis, 2 jfottodontfa 
aAeiaidfc, 2 Gena slrtqosa, 5 Mega- 
tebennus trapezium, I 1/ucapinella 
pntchardi, 2 Macroschisma tas 
mania, 2 MacroscMsma producta,
5 Rmarginula dilccia, 3 Acmcca 
cantharus, 5 Armcea mamorata, 5 
Acmaa j^cksoniensis, 1 Atmaa 
eostata,Alleltnoniscustramoserious: 
2 Patella aculeota, 1 Patella vstu- 
lata, 11 Marinula patula,4f Ampul- 
larinafragilis, 1 &phonaria den- 
ticulata, 3 Biphonaria sonata, 1 
Siphonaria diemenensis, 1 Acmaa 
septiformis, 1 Potamides territella.

Shells—6 Solarium luteum, 6 Fiona 
marina, 5 Firoloidcs desmaresti.

Sheila—1 Helicarion verreauxi, 11 
Succinea arbarea,5 Thersitesgvlosa 
(new variety).

Do

Mr. O. rl bomber 

Mr. J4 A- Thorpe

1 Xanthomelon perinjlata. 

3 Vermetus sp.

1 Calcareous pearls.

Mr. G. M. Woodford 1

1503

Nautilus jaw, from stomach of shark.

Professor H. A. Ward 2 i Olivaporphgria.

lira. J. G. Watorhousc..., 33 j 

I I

I
Rer. W. T. Whan ... ..|259

i

Shells—2 Nonina sophice, 5 Risella sp.,
1 Eggs of P. bivaricosug, 1 Area
divaricata, 1 Turricula sp., 1 Tri
foris sp,, 5 Ischnochiton, sp., 2 
Rissoina sp., 2 Rissoina sp., 4: 
Xuchelus sorobioutetus, 1 Conus 
planorbis, 4 Partula spadicea, 1 
Panop&a australis. ;

Shells—L Haliotis albicans, 1 Maliotis 
tricostalis, 2 Murcsc sp., 2 Uros- 
alpitix negltcia, 1 Purpura succinta, 
var. texiliosa 2 Ricinula humilis,
2 Ricinula adelaidensis, 9 l^iton 
quoyi, 1 Triton olearium, 1 Fu.ws 
ustulatus, Pisania reticulata, 1 
Trophon bednalli, 2 SxphonaUa 
ciarhei, 3 Comminella costeta,
3 Comminella alveolata, 2 Hassa 
jonasi, 2 Nassa fasciata, 3 Nassa 
jaeJcsoniana, 2 Nassa pavperaia, 
6 Nassa paupera, 1 Lgria mitra e- 
formis, 3 Mitra badia, 3 Marginella 
turbinata, 5 Marginella (ubinata 
var volutformis, 2 Ancillarid mar- 
ginata, 5 Columbella setmeonueza, 
3 Columbella austriana, 1 Cs«c^- 
larialfevigata^Cancellariaspirata, 
3 Ifnlha angasi, 5 Pleurotoma sp.; 
2 Mangilia spurea, 4 Mangilia 
lineata, 4 Pleurotoma sp., 2 Conus 
anemone, 2 Cypr&a avgustata, 3 
Trivia australis, 1 Natica incei. 
1 Natica conica, 2 Natica umbili- 
cata, 2 Sippongx australis, 1 
Monilea calliftra, 2 Scalaria 
granulosa, 2 Scalaria australis, 
1 Litispa sp., 1 Scalaria nculeata, 
10 Turbonilla marice, 8 Litiorina

The following List was omilfedfrom the Report of 1895 :—

Mr. A. U. Heim A Collection of Shells, containing:— 
2}ugnus parvus, type j Ana tortu- 
osa. Area semitorta. Area scapha, 
Arc^ helbhngiit Area navicular is,. 
Nucula obliqua, Pectunculus vit- 
rtus, Limopsis cancellatus, Tellina 
murrai Telit r a meg^ri, Tellina 
squamulosa, Tellina elegant’ssima, 
Tellina casta, Tell/tvi sp., Tellina 
sp., Ifonnia deshayeni, Dosinia 
tnira, Poromya australis, Leda 
lata, Leda corkiculoides, Cras- 
sateila rhomboides, Corbula scap- 
hoid*sr Corbula macgilUvrayi, 
Corbula monilis, Corbula sp., 
Ne&'d elegans, Necera sp., Septifer 
hilocularis, Ve*us subnodulosa, 
Venus lionet t, Venus inf ins, Pecten 

pallium, Cardium formcatum. Car- 
diwn torresi, Cardium hem>cardiunjt 
Carditella iorrt-si. Cardita insignis, 
Circe, sp., Cylherea regulans, 
Cytherea cozent, Lima sp,, Myo- 
dora trigona, Myodora ohlonga, 
Montacuta acuminata, Mantacuta 
paula, Montacuta sp., Modiolaria 
sp, Lucina desiderata, Lucina setn- 
invla, Lvcina sp., Pecten tegula, 
Amusium japonieum, Ostrea sp., 
Spondylusvictoria, Chama spinosa, 
Strombus vitiates, Cassts saburon^ 
Cypraa subvirtdis, Enchelus atra- 
tus, Xf'noyhora solar aides, Denta- 
linm sps,, Cyclichna vonccntrica, 
Cychehna bizona, O/f Iwhna sulcata, 
Cyclichna sp., Cyclic hut rt ticulata,
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Mr. A. U. Hcnn...
MOLLUSC A—continued.

.............| Collection of Sliells—continued.
| Bmaraydinetta sp., Utrienlns
| fameh'ens, Utricttlus acrobeles, 
i Uirintlutt amboinensis, Utriadus
| simillimus, tjtriculns amphisostus,
1 .Itingieula pusilla, Rintjicula sp.,
■ titaliola &ps., Triforis comigofus,

Triforis rufula. Triforis sp., Tar- 
fmiilla homodaia, Turbonilla dip- 

I sj/chf, Turbonilla sp., lHulima cam-
| ; fihpUt, Jiv.lima marliuii, Jlulima
l i ficerrima, Jinlima sps., Columbella
| i troqlotliftes, Colttmlellasps.,Colum-
| | bella ' lentfginosa, Cye7oi(rem«
I | marchei, Ci/elostrema sps.. Jiuli-
| I mella acerrima, liidimella sp.,

i Scalaria /lentiscalpium, Scalaria
1 sps., ll.issoa sps., Marginella
1 paebia, Marginella sps., Mitra
* interlbrata, Bittium perparvulum,
| Bittium diptax, Bittium sp., Liotia

| sps., Att/a semistriata, Alps sp.
i Glyphis' sp., Isatka sp., Carolina
1 hngirostus, Sigaretus sp., Ama-
* thina tricostata, Monilea sp.,
| Teinostoma crenelliferum, Teinos-
I | loma sp., Turritella cingulifera,
I i Vanikoro sp., Trocbus sp.. Bar
i . becia intbricala, firato angisloma,
I Scissurelta dtclinans, Rissoina
I i iranset!na,B.issoinasp.,C!atlmrdlu
l j sps., ft) I'leswtroehus sp., Torinia
I rirgata, I'itrin-lla liricincta, Cal-'

! t/piraa calgpf rafor mis, Ala bn
falsa. Fastis sp., Nassa sp., J^epto- 
thgm sp., Mangelia nitens, Man- 
gelia, sp.. Crosseia striata, Odos- 

I tomia amael/ia, Odos/omil kpnui-
I todes, Odoslomia connoluia, Odos-

lomia scopulorum, Odoslomia sps,, 
Tleurotoma sps., Menus roseotincta. 
Blomaicllx imbricata, Bcltismope 
car inala.

LOWETt MARINE INVERTEERATA.

Tunicata.
Dr. J. C. Coi...................[ 1 i Cluster of Ascidians or Sea-squirts—

Cluvelina sp.
Captain Mcrvou, R.N. ...1 3 ] Aseiiliau—Salpa sp.

Dr, J. C. Cox...................

Do ...................

Captain Morvon, R.N, ... 

Mr. J. T. Pearson...........

Fr.hinodcrmata.
20

2

Brittle Stars — Opbiadis resilians, 
Lyntnn.

Holothurians—Tsolus sp.

2 Sea Cucumbers—Cueumaria sp.

2 Sea Eggs-—St rangy luccrntrotus trglbro- 
gramnms.

Master Edwin Bmiier ... 
Do .......

Do .......

Mr. W. D. Campbell.......

Dr. ,T. C. Cox..................

Do ..................

Do ...................

Do ...................

Do ..................

Captain Mcrjon, R.N. 

Mr. .John Mitcliell .......

Crustacea.
1
4

Crab—Facbggrapsus transetrsa. 
Barnacles—A/cpas iuhutosa.

1 { Piece of "Wood with Barnacles at- 
j taclicd—Lep/ts anatfera.

1 j Young of Jjobstc]—Bhyllosoma of 
i Palinnrus hvgeUi.

1 Cmb—Calappa cristuta.

1 Isopod, “Sea Lice” — Stenetrium 
nrmatum.

1 . Jsopocl, “Sea Lice” — Spftaeroma 
I pubeseens,

2 Isopod, “Sea Lice”—Cirohina lata.

4 ' Ampliipods, “Sand Hoppers”—Moera
' SB , .

1 Whale Barnacle—Corona la regime.

1 i Sculptured Crawfish—Scyllarus sciilp- 
| itts, (Very rare.)
i

28—Q

LOWER MARINE IN VEBTEBRATA—continued.
Crustacea.—continued.

, 1 P.raK—C'nr,niiur maculaius.
LL.D., M.L.C. 

Captain E. D. Beid ...

Do ...

Do ...

Do ...

Do ...

Do ...

Dr. V. Guason Thorpe

2 Robber Crabs—Birgus latro. .

1 Crab—Calappa hepatica.

1 I do Lophozozymus oclodenlatus. 
i '

1 1 Hermit Crab—Calc tints sp.i
2 , Crubi—Gelasimus tetragonon,

2 i do Ponlonia nieleagrisfrovn pearl- 
I shell.

1 1 Lan ai form of Crawfish—Bhyllosoma 
I stage of sp.

Vermes.
Mr, August us Berney 

Mr. S.E. Bradford... 

Mr. George Brewer

Dr. J. C. Coi...........

Do ...........

Mr. Eraser...............

Mr. A. il. Clennan... 

Mr. Paul Hoerder...

1 i Polrraa or Bryoxoa—Idmonca. ra
il in ns.

1 Hair Worm— Gordius sp.

1 do Gordins sp. ■

2 Mnriue Worms—Slglarioides cinctus,

1 j Marine Worm—Eunice opkrotlilois.
i .

2 PlnnarianWorms—.BipflLVni i'emense. 

1 Hair Worm—Gordias sp.

30 “Poiolo” Worms—Botolo niridis.

Mr. George A. lung 1 Planarian Worm—Bipalium bewense.

Captain Mcryon, R.N. ...

Do ..............
Do ..............

Mr. T. H. Moore ..........

1 I Worm, “Sen Mouse"—Aphrodite am- 
1 leata.

1 I Polyzoon—Crisia ehurnra.
] | Marine Worm — Bolgcirrus atrean- 

| Hocus.
1 Polyzoon—.Hcieporo monilifera.

Captain E. D. Reid 2 Marine Worms—Amphinome sp.

Mr. T. R. Shepherd l ! Land Planarian—Geoplana munda, ■

Mr. E. A. Silva

Professor W. Baldwin 
Spencer .................... .

Professor A. Vayssicrc ...

t
I
t
t

1 I Marine Ncmcrtean Worm—Borlasia,
\ *

1 Giant Earthworm—Megascoliies aus
tralis.

8 Polyzoa-Bryozoa—Mgriozoum trunca- 
turn, Bschara tubulferu (var. cer- 
ricornis), Eschariafasciatis, Celle

! pora sp., Frondijiorn reticulata,
i Fhtsbra sp., Beteporasp., Salicor-
i naria farciminoides.

Cccle.nterala.
Dr. J. C. Cox.......... Gorgonias—Clenocella pectinala.

Do ........... .......1 I Gorgonia—3/t(ricea sp.

Do ........... Zoophytes—Ceratellafusca. 1 ‘

Do ...........
1 Sponge—Flcctispa etegans.

Do ........... ...... ! • do Leiosella manteUL " "

Do ........... .......1 1 do Fapiliissn ItUea.

Do ........... ...... 1 1 do Plumo?ialic?iondria inerns*
inns.

Du ........... ...... 1 do Detidrilla sp. ■

Do ........... ...... ' 1 do Aph/siim sp.

Do ........... ...... 1 2 Calcareous Sponges—Leucandra m 
crorrhapltis.

Do ........... 2
i

Calcareous Sponges—Ifte syconoides*

Do ........... ...... i i •Coral—Cjflicfa rubeola.
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LOWER MARINE INTE RTEBRATA—fern tinned. 
Zoophytes,

1 |'■Gulf Weed {Sarqassum bacr.iferum-), 
j with Zoophyte (Ohelin sp.)

1 I Hermit Crub~Jnapagarus sp,, -with 
1 Jipiztmnthus attaohed.

1 I Sea Anemone—Bunodcsgemmaceus.

Miscellaneoia.

Captain M. Breach ......

Captain Mcryon, R.N. ,,, 

Do ..............

Captain Meryonj R..N. ..i 1

Do ............... 1

Do .............. 1

Do ............... 1

142

Bottle of Mod, containing Shells and 
Eoramlnifcru, Norfolk Island 

Bottle of Mnd, containing Shells and 
Eoraminifora, Port Lincoln, S.A. 

Surface Algae—Trichodesnrmm, sp.

Mr, A. Arglcs.........
Do ..........

Do ..........
Do ...........
Do ..........

Do ..........
Do ..........
Do ......

Mr, G-en. Armour ...

Mr. R. W, Armour

Mr, Thomas Beedle 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do

Mr. A, T. Brownlow

o S 1
41.55 Si m |

Common nml Sdcntiflc Names.

MINERALS.
1 Native Arsenic.
1 Native Arsenic in quartz vein, con

taining mispictcl.
1 Arsenide of Iron (Lcucopyrite),
1 Pyrites.
2 Galena, Mispickcl, Blende, and

Pyrites,
1 Galena, and Pyrites.
2 Stibnite.
1 Mtspickel and Pyrites.
1 Sapphire.

1

3
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

Gem Stones — Sapphires, Zircons, 
Topaz.

Encrinitic Marble (dark).
Brecciatcd Marble.
Marble.
Calcito (Calcspar).
White Encrinitic Marble.
Marble.
Marble.
Encrinitic Limestone.

Mr R.T. Baker.. 

Mr. Arturo Boffil 

Mr. J. Brazier ..

Dr. R. Broom.....

Do .....

Mr. Joseph Burnett......

Do .....

Do ......

Dr. J. C. Cos..................

Mr. W. A. Ounoo...........
Mr. C. W. Darlcy..........
Mr. George Diion..........

Do ...........
Do ...........

' Do ...........
Do ..........

. Mr. T. Dodds..................

Mr. W. S. Dun..............
Do ..............

Mr. R. Kthoridgo..........
Do ..........

Mr. R. Grant................

Mr. G. N. Griffiths ......
Mr. R. L. Jack ..............
Mr. E. Jcnner ......... .
Mr. G. Lidgey ..... ........
Captain Meryon, R.N. ...

Mr. R. A. E. Murray 
Do '

Dr. M'Douall...........
Rev. D. M'Lennan . 
Mr. E. E. Pittman. 

Do do
Do do
Do do

Mr. W. Roberts......

Mr. E. Smith.......
Do ......
Do ......

Mr. G. Sweet......

Wilson and Party 
Do

FOSSILS.
2 Honeysuckle — Banksia integrifolia 

(Cones).
2 BnUmns grondis.

2

3

10

1

2

1

2

1
53

1
1
2
1
1
1

1 Plant, 1 Fish—Mesozoic beds of the 
Talbragnr River.

1 Burramys parvus. 1 Palttopclantus
elegans, 1 'Dromicia van a.

2 Bsendocb'rus ontigmts, I Promicia
nann, 3 Perametes wotuhegensis, 
I Macropus ivombet/ensis, 1 Phas- 
eologate jlavipes, 2 Potorous tridac- 
tglus.

Extinct Wombat — Phascolomys sp.
(part of right ramus, lower jaw). 

Extinct Wallabies — Macropus sp.
(parts of lower jaws).

Extinct Kangaroo — Macropus sp. 
(molar tooth).

Macrophthalmus (Gonoplax) latre- 
illei.

Fensslellt sp. (impressions).
Dugong—Balicore dugong.
Seed-vessel (undescribed).
Glossopteris sp.
Glossopleris lincam.
Gangamoplcris.
Plant remains.
Jiiprntoion (part of humerus).

2
1

50
6

1
3
1
1
1

II
1
1
1
2
1
1
2

ISO

3
1

11
1

Athyris macleayana.
Spirifera.
Sacoammiim carter!.
Eresh-watcr Mussels—Unto sp. 
Pkyllotheca (portion of stem and 

leaves).
Belemnites.
Teredo—Kaphts n.anni ‘
XHprotodon.
Dtcencsus ida.
Piece coral, from Mt. M'Donald, 

Efats, New Hebrides, 1,800 feet 
above sea level.

Vicenesus ida.
Problematical organism.
Spinfera vespertilw.
Tribrachyocrinus clarkii.
Lcptolepis gregarivts.
Aphnehpis australis.
Leptolepis taliragarensis.
Archceomene tenuis.
Rough slabs of marble from Fern- 

brook and other New South Wales 
localities.

JTormotoma sp.
Vetotuba brazieri.
Cyelonemo Hlydalensis.
Jfueleospira, sp., and other casts.

21
1

Uiprotodoji (portions). 
Macropus.

303

Mr. Thomas Coldclough..

Mr. Santano Crasfo ......

Hon. Dr. J. M. Creed, 
M.L.C.

Do .......
Mr. W. A. Cuneo..........

Department of Mines, 
Melbourne,

Department of Mines, 
Sydney.

"Do ’ ....
Do .. ,
Do .......
Do .......
Do .......
Do ......
Do .......
Do ......
Do ......

Mr. G. Dixon .................
Mr, R, Etheridge..........
Mr, R. Grant.,................
Mr. R. Helms ...............

Do ...............
Do ..............
Do ..............
Do .............

Mr. E. Hall ..................
Mr. II. S. Jones.............
Mr, R. Krebs..................
Mr. Lucas ......................

Mr. B, Lucas..................

Mr, John Mitchell ......
Do .....

Miss Mountain ..............

Mr. W. Musson.............

Mr. II. J. M‘Cooey ......

Hon. James Norton, 
LL.D., M.L.C.

Mr. George Bidding.....
Mr. D. A. Porter ..........
Mr. William Pyne.........
Mr. Rae*..,......................

Do ..........................
Mr. Geo. J. Raflfcll ......
Mr. T. Randall..............
Mr. W. J. Climies Ross,..
Mr. A. S. Steven ..........
Mr. W. M. Thomas ......
Master John Vivian .....
Mr. T. Whitcleege ......
Mr. J. Wilson ..............
Mr, Charles Wooller......
Mr. M. A, Yeomans......

1 Copper Pyrites {Ckalcopyrites),

I Imitation Aventurinc.

6 Pieces of charred stem of free con- 
taming carbonate of lime.

1 I Ironstone Nodule.
1 I Clay Ironstone.

I
1 | Slate, with markings.

I
3 | Limestone.

1
9

14
1G

2
1
9
7
2
1
1
1

18
9
3
1
3
1
1

29
1

Limestone (Marble).
Stalagmites.
Stalactites.
In crusted Bones.
Calcareous Concretions.
Limonite.
Calcito.
Bono Breccia.
Limestone.
Specimen of Coal,
Auriferous Quartz.
Shale.
Rooks from Mount Kosoiuseo. 
Gold-bearing Copper Ore (4 oz. to ton) 
Rocks from Cooma.
Rocks from Adamina’oy.
Rocks from hod of Upper Snow.
Iron Pyrites.
Zircons and Sapphires.
Nodular Iron Pyrites.
Galena in Quartz and Gossan.

2 Kerosene Shale, showing conchoidal 
fracture.

1 Cal cite.
1 Dyke Rock.
1 Collection of Agate specimens.

1 Auriferous Quartz.

1 Chalcedony.

1 Aragonite.

1 Wood Opal.
3 ' Gabbro.
2 Chalcepyrites in Quartz.
1 Gold in Pyrites.
1 I Pyrites with Galena.
1 1 Meteoric Iron.
) 1 Bog Manganese.
2 j Marble.
1 | Nodular Coal.
2 | Magnetite.
1 | Malacbite,withAzurite and Red Oxide. 
1 ' Eozoon Canadense.
1 I A Collection of Stalactites.
1 j Auriferous Mispickcl,
1 | Limonite.

186
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ETHNOLOG-ICAL (inclusive of Etlino-Bolany and'Et.lino-
OoncliolOBy.)

Mr. F. M. Bailev ..........I 1 i Backet of Soar Plum—Otneaia aeiiith
‘ (Fruit).

Bo ........... 1 1 Packet of Sarrittglonia racemom
| i (Seeds).

Bo  I I l Piickct. of Kative Bice—Ori/zu satinet.
Bo  I 11 Packet of Pannariam flondir.
Bo  | *1 | Packet of Burdekin Plums—Spondias

I 1 pleiogyra (Seeds).
Bo ........... 1 i Packet of seeds, 1 pod—Abrus preca-

I lorius (Pod and seeds).
Bo ...........| 1 Packet oi Mitcuna gigantea (Seeds).
Bo ............ 1 | Packet of CsMororHiiioJittsifoZia (Pod.)
Bo ........... 1 | Packet of Cycas media. (Nuts after

| | preparation for food.)
Bo  I 1 Packet of iTclicta wJeJflBt.
Bo  i 1 1 V&ckck al LoruntfoisQuandoTtg.
Bo ........... 1 I Packet of Casttarina subrosa

(Leaves.)
Bo  | 1 Packet of Polqgonnm ludropyptr.
Bo  r ) Packet of -Pofy^OfudB orienta?;.
Bo   i 1 Packet of Euphorbia Drammon'lU.

Hon. J. Berry ....... ....... I 1 Beetle—Itfallodon figuraiiem.
. ffo-yaritio, grubs eaten by PSji Natives.

Mr. C. F. Bolton .........  I 1 j Stone Pounder.

Mr. J. Brazier ............... I 1 | Portion of Spear.

Mr, James N. Brooks ...I 1 | Impression of Aboriginal's band on

. rock, cutout of \Voollombt Cave
' Shelter.

Bo  | 3 | Stone Tom aba irks.

Commissioners of PoliceJ 2 Aboriginal spinning tops from Bellen- 
Briebane. , den Ker Bsnges, N.E. Queensland.

Br. J. C. Cox................... 1 Spear.

Mr. W. A. Cuneo ...........' 1 Iron Tomahawk, formerly belonging
I to one “Tommy Bundle,” illus-

! trading the earliest form of imple-
I I ment issued by the Government to
i I the blacks.

Bo ........... I 3 | Stone Tomahawks.
Bo ........... 1 Sandstone Pointed Instrument.

i
Eev. Milne Curran .......I

Professor T. W. E. David'

1 ' Conical Stone Seed-crusher.
i

1 I Stone Tomahawk, Shea's Creek.

Mr, W. S. Day ...............I 1 Small box of Bird-lime, made, from
' I j species of Ficus by the natives of

i i Mt. llartle Frere.
Mr. B. Etheridge ...........i 1 . Stone head of Club.

Madame Kolbe

Do
Do

Do

Mr. B. Lucas .. 
Do.

F/J'llNOLOGICAL—continued.
........... 1 | Piece of Native-grown Tobacco from

Samoa wrapped in Banana leaf and 
I bound with cord of Hibiscus fibre.

.........  1 I Piece of Tobacco _
.........  3 ' do Banana leaf with which

I Cigarettes are made.
......... ii ' Cigarettes made from portion of above

I leaf.
.......... X Pod of Bean-tree.
.......... I 1 Seed of do

H.E.StrWm. Maegregor, 
K.C.M.G.......................|

Do.

1 Armlet made with small shells, and
appendages of Thersites.

2 Plaited Armlets with appendages of
Thersites.

2 Rattles formed of strung Tkersitet

Mr. Arthur Mabaffy...... j 1

Mr. E. Milne .................. | 1

Mr. Ohas. Moore ......... f 1

Do  | 1
Do  1 1
Do  I 2

Do  1 1

Do ........... 1
Do ............ 1
Do  ! 1
Do   I 1
Do  ^ 1

Do  1 1
Baron Ferd. Von Mueller,! 

K.C.M.O., Ac.................I 5
Mr. H. J. MeCooey ....... ! 2

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Marshall Islander’s Chart.

Piece of old Opossum skin (sewn with 
sinew) found around skeleton of a 
nativ e in aboriginal's grave.

Bottle of Fruits otMesembrianthemmn 
cequilaterale.

Packet Potls of Acacia fartiesianit, 
do Pods and Seeds of Acacia 

long ifolia.
Packets of Leaves of Melaleuca leuca- 

dendron.
Packet of Bark of Melaleuca leuca- 

dendron.
Leaf of Ttychosperma canninghami, 
do of I/ivistona- australis.

Packet of Leaves of Xanthorrhaa 
orborea.

Packet of Rhizomes of ElecJmum serru- 
latum.

Packet of Beau and Seeds of Castano- 
spermum australe.

Packet of Plants of Sparabolusindicus.

Seod-concs of Banhsia ornata.

Large mill-stones used for grinding 
Nardoo seed on; from Bulterbone 
Station. Mount Harris, Lower 
Macquarie, N. S. Woles.

Packet of Nardoo seeds.
Millstones.
Stone Tomahawks, 

do Tomahawk (partly formed.)
Grinding-stones.
Stone Pounder,
Portion of Stone Pounder.

Do ....

Do ....

Do ....

Do ....
Do ....
Do ....

Mr. J. A. Flemming

Mr. H. Foden, R.N, .

Rev. W. Wyatt Gill 
Do
Do .
Do .
Do .
Do .

1

3

5

3
1
1

1

1

6
1
5
1
1
2

Chert Implement, McKinley River, 
N.T.

Flint-chips, Mullabic Rock-hole, 
Bunda Plateau, S.A.

Spear-heads, Wyeculcuna Water-hole, 
Clayton River,

Quartz-chips, do do 
Quartzite Knife, N. Australia.
“ Bull-roarer.”

Piece of Native Bread—Mylitta aus
tralis.

Shell Fish-hook, Makira Harbour,
Solomon Islandg.

Papuan Native Dresses.
do Basket.
do Plaited Armlets
do Shell Armlet.

Boue-horer. 
Stone-headed Clubs.

Mr. W. Roche

Mr. S. Sinclair

Mr. T. H. Souler 
.Do 

Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do

Mrs. J. G-. Waterhouse .,

2

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
5

4

Mr. T. P. Hayes 

Mr. Karl Hein .

2 Portions of trees with Aboriginal Do
Carvings. Mr. G. M. Woodford

1 Hank of Kurrajong Bark Fibre.

1
4

Mr. 0. Hedley ............... 1
Do   1
Do   1

Mr. G. pferdman ........... 2

Mr. John Jennings ....... 1

Palm-leaf Basket from Suva, Fiji. 
Stone Spear-head 
Message-stick.
Pieces of “Native Bread”-—MylHfa 

australis.
Stone Sinker from Bay of Islands, N.Z,

Miss Yeoman...

Mr. A. Yeoman 
Do

I

1
1

153

Stone Axe-heads.

Pieces of Arrowroot.

Hunting Assegai-head.
Knob-heme.
Native Kaffir Pipe,
Woman’s Dress.

do Pouch.
Necklace.
Fiddle.
Child’s dress.
Snuff-box.
Hair Fly Flap. '
Feather do 
Pipes.
Spoon.
Wire Bracelets.

Small Shell fish-hooks, from Gala, 
Solomon Islands.

Eye-shade from the Solomon Islands. 
Specimens showing manufacture of 

Shell Money from Malaita, Solomon 
Islands.

Fruit of Capparis Mitchelli.

Stone Seed-pounder, 
do grinder.
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NUMISMATICAL AND HISTORICAL.
Bridge House Estates 

Committee of the Cor
poration of the City of 
London■

G-overament of Anetro- 
Hungary.

Government of the 
German Empire.

Government, of Great 
Britain and Ireland.

Government of the 
Hawaiian Republic.

Mr. John Jennings

Dr. M. II. Long,. 
Do ..

Do ..

Bronre medal, struck in commemora
tion of the opening of the Tower 
Bridge hy His Royal Highness the 
Prince of Wales, K.G., on behalf 
of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, on 
the 30th J une, 1894

20 Crown piei'c in gold (Austrian).
10 do do do do
1 .Florin do silver do
1 Crown do do do Mr. O. Tiiomber .........
29 b iller do white metal

(Austrian).
10 Filler do do do

(Austrian). N.S.W. Commissioners
2 FilRr do bronze (Austrian). for the World's Col-
1 do do do do umbian Exposition,
zu urown piece, poJrt {Jlunpratian). Chicago.
10 Crown piece, gold (Hungarian).
1 do do silver do
20 Filler do white metal

(Hungarian).
10 do do do do

(Hungarian).
2 Tiller do bronze (Hun

garian).
1 do do do (Hun

garian).
20 marks (gold coins) current in tin 

German Empire.
2 
2 
2 
2 
2
2 j 50 pfennigs 
2 '
2 
2 
2 
2 
2

10
3
5

10
20
10

5
2
1

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

do 
do

(silver mins) 
do 
do 
do 
do

(nickel coins) 
do 
do

(copper coins) 
do

(lo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

I
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
2 
2 
2 
2 
1

?
89

Fire pound piece, 1893 (gold).
Two do 1893 ^ do 
Sovcreigo, 1893 (gold), 
lialf-sorereigo, 1S93 (gold).
Crown piece, 1893 (sliver). 
Half-Crown piece, 1893 (silver).
Florin do do
Shilling do do
Siipencc do do
Threepence do do
Penny, 1896 (bronze).
Half-penny, 1896 (bronze).
Farthing do do 
Fourpenny piece
Threepenny do f Maundy money
Twopenny do ( (silver, 1896).
Penny do J
One dollar silver pieces, Hawaii, 1883.
Half do do do
Quarter do do do
Dimes, silver pieces, Hawaii, 1883. 
Spurious Sponish dollar (copper), 

countcrmarked Geo. HI.
Copper tokens.
Australian, Tasmanian, and New 

Zealand copper tokens.
English copper tokens.

NUMISMATICAL AND HISTORICAL—eon(in aed.
Mr. H. B. McCalmont 

M.P.

Mr. A. S. Stevens ,

41

Do

Do

Mr. W. A. D. Vonng

Do

Do
Do

1

J 2
J 2

"t 1
^22

Roman copper coins, discovered at 
Bishopswood, near Ross, Here
fordshire.

Part of tile ShejfirM ant/ Moilierltatn 
Independent, Thursday, March 
I7th, 1864, containing an account 
of the Great Flood.

Old fashioned single-barrelled pistol, 
found in a crevice of the rocks on 
Cockatoo Island.

Bronze medal; obverse, landing of 
Columbus in America; reverse, a 
winged figure on each side of globe, 
above, " World's Columbian Expo
sition in commemoration of the 
four-hundredth anniversary of the 
landing of Columbus, 1892-3.1' 
Department of Ethnology.

Bronze medals ; obverse, landing of 
Columbus in America; reverse, a 
winged fignre on each side of globe, 
above, "World’sColumbian Expo
sition in commemoration of the 
four-hundredth anniversary of the 
landing of Columbus, 1892-3.’* 
Department of Liberal Arts.

Diplomas.

One r,ont. (copper), 1872, Straits 
Settlements.

One Mil pieces, Hongkong, 1865-6 
(copper).

Chinese coins (brass).
Five-eent. piece (silver), Hongkong, 

1895,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. Augustus Berney ...

Curator, Warn am bool 
Museum.

Mr, W. S. Day ...............

Mr. R. Etheridge .........

Mr. F. B. Guthrie..........

Mr. C. Hedley ..............

Mr. H. M. Seton-Karr...

Mr. C. J. Pounds ..... . 5

Mr. R. Morrison Stewart 
Do do ..

Mr. Wm. Street............

Mr, Deighton Tavlor.....

29

Double Coenauut, from Seychelles 
Islands. *

Photographs of a Shark.

Photographs of the Bowers of New
ton’s Bower Bird.

Photographs of Aborigines of Mns- 
grove Ranges, S.A.

Photograph of Elephant “ Jumbo.”

Pholograplis of Fijian subjects.

Photograph of Palseolithic Stone Imple* 
ments from Somaliland.

Photographs of Ticks.

do of " Red Dust,” 
do of Ticks.

Drum " White Ant” Poison.

Collection of English Wild Flowers, 
Ferns, and Mosses.
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APPENDIX IX.
TCXCHAXGES, 189G.

Spoeimcus received. Spccimeii^ fonvurded.

Mr. Tboa. Beedle, Bective, (52)
Miiicrnla—2 specimens. I Mineruls—7 speeimeds.

Bernice Paualii Bishop ^ruacum, Honolulu. (G3) 
...............................................  ] PhotOiiniplls—7 prints.

British Museum, London. (21)
Fossils—5 specimens. ,
Ceelenteratfl—i epeciinens. |
Mollusca—159 specimens.

Sir W, Jj, B idler, Wellington, N.ii. (29)
............ ...................... j Birds—'1 specimen.

Canterburj Museum, Christchurch, N.Z, (5)
Fossils—11 specimens, | Mammals—1 specimen.

..................................  I Skeleton—1 specimen.

Bov. J. Milne Curran, Sydney. (23)
Fossils—3 specimens. J Glass tubes—24 tubes.

Mr. George IJiion, Sydney, (40)
Fossils—9 specimens. [ Insects—16 specimens.

Mr. S. H. Drew, Wanganui, N Z. (10)
Fossils—75 specimens. I Fossils—1 specimen.

.................................. ' M morals (casts)—6 specimens.

......................... ........ | Reptiles—24 specimens.

Mr. "W. S. Dun, Sydney. (58)
Booh—1 volume. I Booh—1 volume.

Mr. E. Etheridge, Sydney. (27) 
Boohs—14 volumes. i Books—2 volumes.

Foculte dcs Sciences, Marseilles. (20, 47)
Mollusca—165 specimens. j Mollusca—163 specimens.

Mr, C. French, Melbourne. (50)
Birds (Eggs)—33 specimens. I Birds—12 specimens.
Insocts—36 specimens. |

Government Geologist, Sydney. (59)
Minerals—5 epeciinens. J Cast o£ Mineral—1 specimen.

Mr; Bichard Grant, Lilhgow. (46)
Bird—1 specimen. ! Bird—1 specimen.

Mr. E. Guerin, Paris, (13) 
..................................  Insects —19 specimens.

Mr. Ernest Hall. Ashfield. (33)
Ethnological—1 specimen. Minerals—*10 specimens.
Fossils—1+ specimens.

Mr. E. Helms, Sidney and Pcrih (W.A.) (10)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | Mollusca—328 specimens.

Indian Museum, Calcutta. (31) 
Mollusca—31 specimens. i Mammals—1 specimen.
Eeptiles—5 specimens. 1 Skeletons—1 specimen.

Mr. John Jennings, Sydney. (36, 42, 62)
F.thnologieal—10 specimens, ! Mollusca—6 specimens
Fossils—2 specimens. 
Minerals—6 specimens. 
Mollusca—206 specimens.

Ethnological—16 specimens.

Kelvingrovc Museum, Glasgow. (37) 
Minerals—87 specimens. 1 Mammals—15 specimens.

......................................... I Eeptiles—9 specimens.

......................................... 1 Fishes -1 specimen.

......................................... | Birds—4 specimens.

......................................... ■ Skeleton—1 specimen.

Specimens received. Specimens forwarded.

Museum, Launceston. (51)
Mammals—3 specimens. i Reptiles—1 specimen.
Eeptiles—3 specimens. 1

Museum, Perth, W.A. (15)
................................... Mammals—8 specimens.

Museum, Pielertnaritxburg, Natal. (9)
Mammals—4 specimens. t ............................ .
Birds--5 specimens. | ...................................
Eeptiles—4 specimens. j ...................................
Araehnidu—1 specimen. ...................................
Skeletons—J specimen. , ...................................
Ethnological—33 specimens. J ..............................................

Museum, Institute of Mines, St. Petersburg. (34) 
Minerals—35 specimens. | ...................................

Natural History Museum, Athens. (22)

Eeptiles (eggs)—1 specimens. ( ...................................

Mr. J. Nicholas, Oberon. (18)
Fossils—1 specimen. \ Minerals—8 specimens.

Public Library of N.S.W., Sydney. (26)
Boohs—9 volumes, | Books—36 volumes.

Public Library, Museum, and Art Gallery of South Australia, 
Adelaide. (6)

Ethnology—60 specimens. | ...................................
Queensland Museum, Brisbane. (7)

Mammals—2 specimens. [ ...................................
Mr. H. S, Biciiitz, Mt. Victoria. (44)

Mineral—1 specimen. | Minerals—16 specimens.
Royal Zoological Museum, Florence. (3)

......... ........................ I Mammals—1 specimen.

................................................ j Eeptiles—7 specimens.

................................... j Ethnological—45 specimens.

Prof. Smitt, Museum, Sloehholm. (48)
Mammal—1 specimen. I ...................................
Skeletons—1 specimen. | ..................................

Mr. T. H. Souter, Sydney. (41)
Ethnological—2 specimens. i Skeletons—1 specimen.

Mrs. Rlnrkey, North Sydney. (61)
Mollusca—2 specimens, Mollusca—38 specimens.
Fos'ds—1 specimen.
Ethnological—2 specimens. i

Tasmanian Museum, lloha't. (24)
Ethnological—5 specimens. [ ...................................
Mammals—6 specimens- ...................................
Fishes—1 specimen. | ...................................

Technological Museum, Sydney. (1)
Birds—2 specimens. r Reptiles—6 specimens.
Hcptdes—2 specimens. i

Mr. Tl. H. Travers, Wellington, N.Z. (43)
Birds—11 specimens. J Birds—15 specimens.

TJ.S. National Museum, 'Washington. (2)
Mammals—l specimen. i Birds—25 specimens.
Hkcietons—3 specimens. Fishes—258 specimens.
Books—1 volume of photos. Eeptiles—10 specimens.

| Mollusca—72 specimens.
‘ Minerals—80 specimens.

King’s School, Parramatta. (30)
............... | Minerals—65 specimens.
................ I Mollusea—154 specimens.

Prof. Koehler. Lyons. (35)
Echinodermatn, Ac.—28specimens.] Echinoderniuta,Ac.—35 specimens. 
Mollusca—1 specimen. I

Dr. T. H. Mar, Bunduhcrg. (49) _ .
Mollusca—87 specimens. | Mollusca—4 specimens.

Musec Colonial, Noumea. (45)
Insects—109 specimens. I Insects—46 specimens.
Minerals—23 specimens. [ Minerals—15 specimens.

Mnsco de
Mammals—2 specimens.
Birds—27 specimens.
Mollusca—17 specimens. 
Insects—545 specimens. 
Crustacea, Ac.—17 specimens. 
Fossils—11 specimens.
Minerals—12 specimen*. 
Skeletons—12 specimens.

La Plain. (32)
| Mammals—1 specimen,
| Reptiles—27 specimens.

Fishes -1 specimen. 
Eehinoderms, Ac.—42 specimens, 
Minerals—30 specimens.

i-oss us-
Rept ries, tVc.—J specimens. 
Mollusca—4. specimens. 
Arnehnida—1 specimen. 
Vermes, Ac.—3 specimens, 

l Mineruls—133 specimens.
Mr. Edgar B. Wnile, Sydney. (171 

Mammals—4 specimens. | Books—6 volumes.
Prof. Hy. A. Ward, Bochcstcr, N.Y. (38, do) 

Minerals—1 specimen. | Minerals—11 specimens.
Fossils—4 specimens. Skeletons—4 specimens,
Minerals—3 specimens. ]

Dr Arthur Willey, Sydney, (39) 
Ethnological—3 specimens. | Spirit® of Wine.
Cruslaceii—1 specimen. i
Mollusca—23 specimens. |

Mr, James Wylie, T.iihgow. (69)
Birds—2 specimens. 1 Bird—1 specimen.
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APPENDIX X.

RETURN OF INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO THE PUBLIC, 1800.

Details. Name. Details.

Mr. W. Affleck, M.L.A,

Mrs. Aiken..................

Mr. F, Alexander.......

Mr. H. C. Bell ...........

Mr. P. O. Black,.’......

Hon, Miss Brand and 
Party from Gorern- 
ment House.

Mr. J, S. Brnv ..........

Mr. J. Brazier ...........

Mr. H. Y. L. Brown...

H. E. Sir T. F. Buxton, 
Governor of South 
Australia.

Mr. A. J. Campbell ...

Mr. W. D. Campbell.

Mr. W. S. Campbell...

Sir Astley Cooper and 
Party.

Misses Creed ...........

Hon. Dr. J. M. Creed, 
M.L.C.

Hon. W. P. Cullen 
LL.D., M.L.C.

Daily Telegraph (Re
porter and Artist 
from).

Prof. T. W. E. David.., 

Depnrtm en t of Fisheries

Mr. G. Dillberg...........

Mr. Hugh Dixson ......

Rev. P, Dowling ......

Mr. G. Doyle..............

Mr. W. S. Dun..........

Mr. H. J. Elvery .......

Rev. Walter Eiclder ...

Mr. Eitz .......................

Mr. C. H. Fitzhardinge 

Mr. J. J. Fletcher.......

Mr. W. W. Froggatt.,

Mr. R. R. Gurley ......

Viscountess Hampden.. 

Mr. H. F. Handley ... 

Mr, R. L. Jock ..........

Re a Caterpillar-like formation on brandies of 
Silver-wattle. ,

Re Horse’s Tooth.

Re the method of determining the sexes of 
Fishes.

Determination of young Psychida.

Determination of Cermatia smithii; informa
tion re Shell-dealers in London.

Showing and Explaining Ornithological 
Cabinet and Exhibition Collections.

Determination of Snake.

Determination of Antherm eucalypti.

Me supposed Fossils from Cambrian Rocks of 
South Australia.

Showing and Explaining Ornithological 
Collections.

Determining Specimens of SericornUirovn the 
Kent Group, King Island, Victoria, and 
New South Wales.

Determination of Mantis sp.-, references to 
illustrations of the Cetacea; naming 
Lizards and Snake.

Determination of Oriahis viridis.

Showing and Explaining Ornithological 
Cabinet and Exhibition Collections.

Showing Ornithological Cabinet Collection.

Me Baleen; determination of a species of 
Ixodes,

Determination of Panesthia sp.

Information re Dorippe eallida and other 
Crustacea.

Particulars of Museum progress during 189S.

Determination of Salmo salar; Placate mgra.

Determination of Titaniferous Iron Ore.

Re 2 Weevils infesting Orchids: re Vine- 
moth Caterpillar and Predatory Bug.

Naming Mineral “Croeoite.”

Determining Birds’ Eggs and making list of 
same.

Re determination of a Bone.

Determination of 1G species of Birds’ Eggs.

Naming Shells.

Determination of Notechis scutains, Peters.

Determination of Pndoxyla eucalypti.

Me the supposed extinct land, known as 
"Gondwana Land,” of Suess; reErog.

Giving information on Agaristidee.; assisting 
in naming a collection of Australian 
Beetles; informing him of names of Moths 
and showi og collection.

Me British Dictyonematn.

Showing and Explaining Ornithological 
Cabinet and Exhibition Collections,

Determination of Schizorrhina australasiee.

Me Fossils from Lat. 23°, near Queensland 
and South Australian border; additional 
information re former; naming Permo 
Carboniferous Fossils,

Mr, Johnslon.....

Mr. A. P. Kemp

King’s School, Parra
matta.

Mr. R. Loath..............

Mr. W. H. C. Macintosh

Mr. J. H. Maiden......

Mr. W. A, Metcalf ... 

Mr. H. J. M'Cooey ... 

Rev. D. M'Lennan.......

The Hon. the Minister 
for Mines. Sydney. 

Hon. J. Norton, LL.D., 
M.L.C.

Dr. John Paterson ...

Mr. C. Puckcy ...... .

Mr. N. Reid ...... .......

Mr. A. Reuben .........

Mr. H. H. Rice.........

Mr. Thomas Kigg.....

Mr. B. C. Rodd.........

Mr, A. M. N. Rose

Mr. H. C. Russell.....

Mr. D. H. Soutar.....

Me Venomous and Innocuous Snakes.

Re Birds and determining Eggs, Reptiles and 
Fishes; names of Birds; Caterpillars of a 
Noctaid Moth.

Determination of a Collection of Birds’ Eggs,

Determination of Eunice aphroditois.

Names of Aboriginal places around Sydney.

Names of Chelonian in Botanic Gardens.

Me Life History of Zeuzera eucalypti.

Determination of Eeteropoda.

Naming Minerals, Rock Specimens, and a 
Collection of Permo-Carboniferous Fossils.

Concerning the proposed introduction of Bubo 
rb-giniamts into Australia,

Determination of Harpalis puleher.

Me Mounted Collection of Australian Birds.

Determination of Tooth of Orca gladiator.

Naming Shell from Lower Marine Series of 
the Permo-Carboniferous;

Determination of 1S2 specimens of 41 species 
of Birds’ Eggs, and making lists.

Me Parrots.

Determination of Eristalia tenax 1 

Determination of Moth, Spilosoma £>Sfi J«®. 

Me a Eour-legged Chicken.

Me Sand.

Me Personal Relics of Captain Cook, and 
| Colours of Naval Uniform of the end of
| the 18th Century.

Mr. E. M. Stewart...... I Me Ticks and Exhibiting Slides of Mounted
| Specimens.

Stoch and Station' 
Journal.

Mr, Stoddarl................

Dr. Stmt.......................

Technological Museum

Mr. Thurston,

Town and Country 
Journal.

Mr. Tucker and Co. ...

Visitor..........................

Visitor..........................

Visitor..........................

Mr. J. H. Whitley ...

Mr. Wills ..................

Mr. J. Wilmot.............

Mr, Wimble ..............

Mr. A. E. Withcrby... 

Mr. T. C, Wollaston...

General Information regarding tbc Museum* 
Collections.

Addresses of Shell-dealers in London,

Showing Ornithological Cabinet Collections.

Determination of Lizards, Snakes, and Fish; 
naming Shells; determination of a Tertiary 
Plant, Eucalyptus phdi, M'Coy.

Me Duck.

Determination of Phascohgale peniciUata; 
Ixodes hydrosauri; Moth’s Eggs ; Hu- 
preslido:.

Determination of Jieterostoma sulcidens.

Me Insects and Exhibiting Gallery Collection.

Naming Fish.

Re American Reptiles,

Me Composition of a Black Silicate of Iron, 
Alumina, and Magnesia with Titanic Acid.

Showing concealed portions of Carved Figures 
in Ethnological Hall.

Re Specimen containing Carbonate of Iron 
and Lime in Quartz.

Me Raven.

Determination of Chmrocampa cclerio.

Me Opaliscd bones of an Sauropterygian 
Reptile from White Cliffs, N.S.W.
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APPENDIX XI.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Reg. No. How
acquired.

Past I.—BOOKS.
Part I.—BOOKS (continued).

8161 Admiralty Chart nf Pacific Ocean, 1896.
Coloured by Lieui,. Dawson, H.M.S.
" Penguin,” by permission of H.E. Rear- 
Admiral Bridge, to show the Islands and 
Groups under the protectorate of different 
nation, the marking being taken from best 
information obtainable, but not to be con
sidered “ official.” Folded in 1 rol. 1 in. fob Purchased

8268 Anderson, (E.) and Spry (F. P.) Victorian
Butterflies, 1 yol. 8vo. Melbourne, 1894. Presented

8121 Ashley (George Hall). The Neocene of the 
Santa Cruz Mountains. 1. Stratigraphy.
{.Ijeland Stanford Junior Vniversifi/Puhlica- 
lions. Geolvgt/ and iPalisontology No. 1.)

1 vol, Svo. PaloA]to,Ca. 1895. Exchange
8129-30 Balfour (Francis M.) A Treatise on Com- 

■ parativc Eknbryology.
2 vols. 8ro. London, 1880. Exchange 

8301 BoeNthAiS-er (Gebruder). Die Littcratur des 
' .Tahres 1892 fiber Morphologie Systematik

nnd Vorbreitung dor Phanerogamen nebst,
Register. (Sonderaldrvck . ans “ Jasis 
JiotaitiscJiem JahresbericM")

1 vol. Svo. Berlin, 1895. Presented 
8091 Bbeitiiaupt {August}. Die Pftrngcnosis dor

Minoralieu. 1vol. Svo. Freiberg, 1849. Pitrolinscd
8082 Brower (J. V.) Prehistoric Man at the Head

water Basin of the Mississippi.
1 vol. Svo. St. Paul, Minn., 1S95, Presented

8176 Browne (Montagu). Artistic and Scientific
Taxidermy and Modelling.

1 vol. 8vo. London, 189C. Purchased
8277 Compendious View of Universal History and 

Literature, grounded on fifth edition of G.
G. Bredow, to which is appended a Table of 
Painters, from Notes of Sir Matthew Van 
Bree, translated by Major James Bell. 4th 
edition. 1 vol. Fol. London, 1833.

8127 Cokybeake (W. D.) and Phillips (Wm.) Out
lines of the Geology of England and Wales.
Part I (all jni&lisked).

1vol. Svo. London, 1822. Exchange
8380 Crawford (Frazer S.) Report on the Fusi- 

clndiums (black spot, scab, and mildew 
diseases), the Codlin Moth, and certain other 
fungus and insect pests, attacking apple and 
pear trees in South Australia.

1 vol, Svo. Adelaide, 18S6. Purchased 
8142-44 Edoe-Parttnoton (James). An Album of the 

Weapons, Tools, Ornaments, Articles of 
Dress, &e., of the Natives of the Pacific 
Islands, drawn and described from examples 
in public and private Collections in England, 
by James Edge-Part,iugton. Issued for ,
private circulation by James Edge-Fartington 
and Charles Heapc.
2 vols in 3 vols. Obi. Manchester, 1890 and
3895. Purchased

8090 Eschschoits: (Dr. Fr.) System dor Acalcphen.
Eine ausffihrlieho Beschreibung aller 
Medusenartigen Strahlthiere.

1 vol. 4to. Berlin, 1829. Purchased
8234 Filarsky (Nandor). Die Oharaccon (cbaraccoB 

L. Cl. Richard) mit bosoudercr Kfieksicht 
auf die inUugaru beobaohteten Arten.

1 vol. 4to. Budapest, 1893. Presented 
8095 Gray (John Edward). Synopsis Roptilimn or 

Short Descriptions of the Species of Reptiles,
Port 1. Cotaphractn, Tortoises, Crocodiles, 
and Bnaliosaurians.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1831. Purchased 
8370 Ghhene (Joseph). Insect Hunter's Companion.

Third edition, revised and extended by A.
B. Earn. 1vol. Svo. London, ]8S0. Purchased

8081 Hark Kit (Alfred). Petrology for Students.
(Cambridge yatural Science difanwh),

1 vol. Svo. Cambridge, 1S95. Purchasid

8255 Hegyfoky (Jakob). Tiber die Windriehtung in 
den Landern der Ungarischen Krone nebst 
einem Anhang fiber Barometeretand und 
Rcgen. 1 vol. Svo. Budapest, 1894. Presented 

8379 Hind (H. Y.) Essay on the Insects and Diseases 
injurious to the Wheat crops.

1 vol. Svo. Toronto, 1857. Presented 
8125-2G .HumrHUEYS (H. Noel). The Coin Collector's 

Manual, or Guide to the Numismatic Student 
in the formation of a Cabinet of Coins.

2 vols. Svo. London, 1853. Exchange
8128 Kelvin (Baron) [Sir Wm. Thomson], Geology 

and General Physics, (ManiUiltans Nature 
Series. Popular Lectures and Addresses of 
Sir Wm. Thomson, vol. it.)

1 vol. Svo. London, 1894. Exchange 
8377 Kirby (W. F.) Elementary Text Book of

Entomology. 1 vol. Svo. London, 1885. Purchased 
8089 Koch (0. L.) System dor Myriapoden, mit den 

Vcrzeichnissen und Berichtigungen zu 
Dcutschlnnds Crnstaccen, Myriapoden und 
Arachnidcn. Heft 1-40. (Kritische Pemsion 
der Insecfniftiune JdeutscMo.nds von J)r.
Ptimer nnd J)r. Herrick-Schaffer, Hand Hi.)

1 vol. Svo. Regensburg. 1847. Purchased
8131-32 Lesson (Dr. A.) Los Polynesiens, leur Origino, 

lours Migrations, leur Language. Ouvrago 
redige d’ npros la Manuscript de 1’ Auteur 
par Ludovic Martinet. (Vol. m missing.)

2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1880. Exchange
8093 Lichtenstein (Karl). Dehor die Antilopen des 

nordliehen Africa (Ahad. d. W-iss., 1824).
1 vol. 4vo. 1824. Purchased 

8154-63 Linne (Caroli A.) Systcma Naturae per Regina 
ti'ia naturae, secundum Classes, Ordinos,
Genera, Species, cum Charaoteribns,

‘ Differentiis, Synonymie, Loeis. Edilio 
dccima tertia. Cura Jo. Erid, Gmelin.

3 vols. in 10 vols. Lipsiao, 1788-93.
Tomus 1. Parti. Mammalia, Aves.

Part 2. Aves.
Part 3. Amphibia, Pisces.
Parts 4-5. Inseeta.

' Part 6, Vermes.
Part 7. Index.

Tomus 2. Parts S-9. Plantarum,
Tomus 3. Part 10. Lnpideum.

8113 & Lockhart (J. H. Stewart). The Currency of 
8289 the Farther East from the Earliest Times to

the present day.
2 vols. Svo. and 4vo. Hongkong, 1895. Purchased

8102 Lucas (Dr. Robert). Die Pompiliden Gattung
Pepsis. 1 vol. Svo. Berlin, 1895. Presented

8373 Martin (John H.) Manual of Microscopic
Mounting, with Notes on the Collection and 
Examination of Objects.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1872. Purchased 
6034 Martini and Chemnitz. Systematisches Con- 

chylien-Cabinct. Band I. Ablli. 9. Die 
Eamilie Bulidae, bearbeitet von Dr, Willi.
Kobelt. Nfirnberg, 1895-96. Purchased

8103 Mi:thick (Edward). Handbook of British
Lcpidoptcra, 1 vol. Svo. London, 1895. Purchased

8241 Minerva. Jahrbueh dor Gelehrten Welt,
Hcrausgegeben von Dr. R. Kukula und K.
Triibner. it Jahrgang, 1894-95.

1 vol. Sm, Svo. Strasburg, 1894. Presented 
8430 Moore (F.) Lopidoptora Indiea. Vol. n,

Rbopalocera. Family Nymphalidae.
1 vol. 4to. London, 1893-96. Purchased

8092 Naturalists’ Directory of the United States 
and Canada. Compiled by S. E. Cassino.

1 vol. Svo. Boston (U.S.) 1895. Purchased
8374 Nicholson (H. A.) Synopsis of the Classifica

tion of the Animal Kingdom.
1 vol. Svo. Edinburgh and London, 1882. Purchased

8118 Nouvdju Dtctionaijie d'histoiro naturelle
applique aux Arts.

30 vols. Svo. Paris, 1S1S-19. Purchased
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Part I.—BOOKS (continued). Part I.—BOOKS (eoniinned).

8215 -SO riLilosTOLOGiB Fhasijaisk, ou Description des 
I'ossiles de la France continuee par line 
Reunion dcs Palcontologistes sou; la direction 
d'un comite special.

2*' S5rie —Tegetaui. Planlcs Jurassiques, par 
le Marquis De Suportn. ilotuc 11. Teste 
et Atlas. 2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1891. Purchased

D’’ Serin.—Animaux Invertcbres. Terrain Jur- 
rassique. Toinex. Deuxieninpartio. liehi- 
nide? Keguliers, par G. Cottcau, Ucsto et 
Atlas. 2 vols. Svo, Pari?, 18S0-5. Purchased

Do.—Tomo vr. Orinoid?, par P. de Loriol 
'L'evte2 parts, Allas 2 parts.

4 vols. Svo. Paris. 18S2-89. Purchased 
2l Ser. Vegetaux. Ter. Jurass. Till. Pts.HO-33. 
lr,Ser. Au.lnv. Ter.Jurass. T.iii. Pts.57£:90. .

]lo do do T.ti. Ptg.77&79.
Do do Ter.Cretaees. X.Ylir. Pts.29to33

0 vol?. and Parte. Purchased
8124 Pnii.T.irs (John). Geology o£ Oxford and the 

Valley ol the Thames.
1 vol Svo. Oxford, 1871. Exchange 

8073 Platts HR (Carl Friedrich.) Probirlsunst mit
dem Lbthrohro odor vollstilndige Anleitnng 
?.u qualitativen und quantitative!! lJi)tbl■oln,• 
Untersuehuitgen. Funl'te Aullage non hear- 
beitet und vennehTt von Dr. Th coder Richter.

1 vol. Svo. Leipzig. 1878. Purchased 
8096 Haxg (Sander). HisloirelfatureHodes Aplysiens, 

premiere Faiiuile de’l order des Xectibranches 
{Hist. yai. gen, el part, lies JUbf/iwijiUM par 
le JBamn de Fentssac.)

1 vol. Fol. Pari?, 1828. Purchased 
82G2 Roully (U. G.) Moto j or Maori Tattooing.

1 vol. 4to. London, IS'.Pi. Purchased 
8375 Roget (P. M.) Thesaurus of English Words 

and Phrases. Enlarged and with Index, hy 
J. L. Roget. Now Edition.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1884. Purchased
8074-75 Rose (Gustav) und SadebkCk (Alexander).

Gustav Rose’s Elemcnte der Erjstallo- 
graphie. Drittc Auflage neu bearbeitat und 
vermehrt von Alexander Sadcbeck.

Zweitcr Band, Angewandte KrystallogrnpMe von 
Alexander Sadebcek.

2 vols. Svo. Berlin. 1873 and 1876. Purchased 
8195 The Royal Natoral History. Edited by

Richard Lydekker. Vol. v. Reptile?, Am
phibians, Fishes, and Lowest Vertebrates.

1 vol. 4to. London, 1896. Purchased 
8383 Royal Natural History, Edited hy R. Purchased

Lydekker. Vol. vr.
Contains _

Insects—HYmciioptci-a and Lepidoptew* by F. 0.
Pickard ; Diiitcra. by P. .1, Pocock : Colcop- 
tfrft, tiy C. J. tlahau.—Centipedes, S])idcrs, &c., 
by K. J. I^ocock,—Crustaceans, ic., by K .1.
Focotk.—Echinodcrmata, by F. A, Batlier.—
Mollusca, by Kdixar A. Smith,—Jtolluscaidca, b\
H ami ht Bernard—Verne*.* bj It. .1. Fncock.—
Oiplenterata, byH. and .M. Bcinanl.—Porifern, 
by H. Kirkpatncb.—Protozoa, by K, Klrkiafcriek.

8371 Sacked (0. R. Osten). Western Dipt era. De
scriptions of new Genera nnd Species of 
Diptcra from ihc region west of the Missi- 
sippi, and especially from California.
Author’s edition. (Full. U. S. 6eol. and- 
Geogr. Hurt). HI. 2.)

- 1vol. 8vo. Washington, 1877. Ihirchascd 
3372 -— Enumeration of the Diptera of the Malay

Archipelago, collected hy Prof. O. Beceari,
Mr. L. M. D’Alberlis, and other.?. [.Inn.
Afaf. Cit\ St. Sal. Gen. A'/'J, 4-7.1 

Supplement (Ann. Jlfus. Ch'. til. Au/. Gen.
XVIII, 18S2-4) bound with above.

1 vol. Svo. Genoa, 1881-SI. Purchased 
8256 Sciiafaezik (Franz). Die Pyroxen-Andesilc dcs 

Cserliat. {Mill. Jahrb. d. F. Ungar. Geol.
Anslall. IX.)

I vol. Svo, Budapest, 1895. Presented 
8112 Sciimelt/, (.1. D. E.) Solmeckon nnd Museheln 

im Lebeu der Vblkor Indonesiens und 
Oeeaniens. Ein Beitrag zur Etbnoeon- 
cbologie. 1 vol. 8vo. Leiden, 1894. Pimhased

8378 Stavet.ey (13. F ) British Insect?. A familiar 
Description of the Form, Habits, &e., jR 
Insect?. 1 vol, Svo. London, 1871. Purchased

8376 Stormorth (Janie?). Manual of Scientific Terms.
1 vol. Svo. Edinburgh, 1879. Purchased

8123 Tiiureau (G.) Synopsis of a Report on Mining 
in California nnd Nevada, U. S. A.

1vol. Svo. Melbourne, 1879. Exchange 
8171 Toriori (Egisto). Gcnesi orgimizza/ione e 

motnmoniorfosi degli Infusoriopera postunoa.
I vol. 4to. Firenze, 1895. Presented 

8091 Voshaer (A.) Brscbryvitig van ccne zeer 
vreemde en geheel nieuwe soort v«n Afri- 
caansch Bastcrd-Mormeldicr, zich onthou- 
dendo op de Steenof Klipbergen vandc Jvaap 
de Goede Hoop. Amsterdam, 1767.

Besehryving van eene zoldzaame Ameri- 
kaansebn Lang?-taarfcigc Aap-Soort, by den 
Inlandor Quatto geuaamd, en by de Hol
landers Bosob-Duivcl, of Slinger-Aap. 1768.

Besehryving van cone zclznme Amcriknanschc 
nog nint besclireeven SI in ger-Aap-Soort, 
genaanid de Fluifer. 1770.

Besehryving oener niewe Soort van Kleenan 
Hartiibok, by do HoUaudsche Volkojilaniing 
ann de Kaap do Goede Hoop bekend, onder 
de benaaming van Pronkbok. 1784.

In 1 vol. 4to, Amsterdam, 1767 -84. Purchased 
8242 Ward (Rowland) Horn Measurements and 

Weights of the Great Game of the. World.
1 vol. 4(o. London, 1892. Presented

Part II.—P33RIOD1CALS.

Australia i:t Gexlral.

82-59 AusTiuLASiAtr Associatiox tor the Aiiyasce- 
mext OF Soiknck. Reiioi't of the Sixth 
Meeting, hold at Brisbane, 1895. Editor,
John Shirley.

1 vol. 8vn. Brisbane, 1896 Presented 
8114 Australian Handbook for 1890. Gordon and 

Gotcb.
1 vol. Svo. London, Melbourne, Sydney, Ac. Purchased 

New South Wales.
8276 Australian Museum. Records Vol. n.

1 yol. 8vo. Sydney, 1892-96. Presented
Contents

No. 1. Published April, 1802—
On a Tubiculous Auiphipod from Port. Jackson, by 

Ohns, Chilton.
De&rrijrtions of Three New Australian Lizards, by 

J. Douglas Oifilby.
Supplement to the Descriptive Catalogue of ** Nests 

and Eggs of Birds found breeding in Australia 
anil Tasmania," by A. J, North.

Note on the oecurronoc of the Smiderling (Calidriit 
armaria) in New South Wales, by Alfred 
Newton

No 2. Published Aiifrimt, 1392— '
On somo UndescribtNl Itcjitilcs and Fishes from Aus

tralia, by .). Douglas Ogilliy.
On the Structure and Affinities of i’anda atvmata,

(Sroy, T>v 0. Hedley,
Note on the NiiSirifiniion of Mfinucoflia comrii,

Sclatcr, (Comrie's Mauuoodc), by A. J. Nonh.
No, J. Published August, 1S02—

Note on some Bismuth Minerals, Molybdenite, ami 
Enhydros, by A. Liicrsidjre.

Additions to the Avifaunas of Tasmania* and Norfolk 
and Ixird Howe Islands, by Alfred J. North,

No. 4 Published Febnmr\, 180-3 —
On Further Traces of Afaivlania m N. S. Wale®, by 

R. Etheridge, jun.
Notes on Australian Aquatic Hemiptera (No. 1), b,i 

Krerlcrick A, A, Skusc-
Rcmarkh on a New Ct/t ut from New South Wales, by

Frederick A. A. Skuse. .
Geological and Ethnological Observations uiadc in tlic 

^ allev of the Wollondilly Kiver, at its Junction 
with the Naltai Rncr, ComitieB Camden and 
Westmoreland, by li. ICtlioridgc, jun.

No "i. Published September, ISOa — 
i^iolaxnbUirnmnitiuiian UinLuw'nbud Bivalve from 

Sydney Harbour, by C. Hedley.
Notes on Australian Tifjihlopida’, bj-Efigiir R. Waite.
Description of & New Shark from the Tasmanian 

Coasi, b\ J. DmiglaB Ogllby 
Dcscrijit.ioii of a New Pnlagie Fish from Now Zealand, 

by J. Douglas Ogil by. ^
Rc\ icw of the irenus Schedophthtx, Cocco, and its 

Allied, by .J. Douglas Ogllby,
On lhn DccuflTiiec of JSwkitr m coimoeiion with 

“ Fossil Organic Remains" hi New South Wales., 
b\ U. F.tluuidgc, jun

Description of a New Flea, Slrphanccinunt (htKjtvri, 
from New South Wales, v> itli Notes of some other 
Insert Panisulvs known m Australia, b\ Fredeni'k 
A. A. Skuse.

On a Specimen of Civar cresr, &lmt at TUndwick, New
Smith Wale.s l>\’ Alfrwl ?J. North. *

Description of a New Species of Parmkect* of the 
gonns Platawrcwt, from North-west. Australia, 
by Aifi-cl J. North.
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PillT IT.—PERIODICALS (coftiinucd).

At'F.TIIALTAN SlrSEUH. Rt’COrrlp, Vol. IT {cOl'ltilltiei'J). 
Contents

Ho. 'i. Puhlislied Septcmliers 1895 
Tho Skull ol DmdralaffHt (torianus, Rarupni, bv 

Edgar R. Wait u
Noto on il Scini-Albino Specimen of Daccio bv 

Alfred .1, Nortli, 1 *
Note on a Neil of Pelro'm leytjii, Sharpe (The Scar- 

let-brcn&ted llobin), by Alfrcrl J. North,
Drnrirulfvrjivx. Pilsbry, aisigiied to Tny-fnintorr/fra, 

by C. Hedley. ’
On a case of Presumed Protect.br Imitation, by 

Frederick A. A. Skusr.
Some buggeitloni rejrai'd lug the Formation of“En- 

hydros ” or Wnter-Stones, by T. Cooksey,
No 7. Published lanunry, lS<Xi—

A Mnseuni Enciut—Hiist, by Edgar R. Wade 
On the Si'iisonal Changes in the Plumage of Jloitci tins 

Cffndrsia-ns. by Alfretl .T. N’oitli.
Notes on the Mollusca from the Aliiine Zone of Mount 

Kosciusko, by C. Hedlei.
Dcscripfitni of HiV/iit'A, a Neu Ocuub of Ringieulidie, 

from Sydney Ilarliour, hy C. Hcrlley. ’ ’
Dcsiription of a finpa/ii^it'era from Australia, hy 

Frederick A. A. Skuse. ‘
.S'frjdianncirctis, sk. : a llejniudcr, by Frederick A.

A. Skuse. ‘
Minecalogieul Notes, Nos, 1 and 2, by T. Cooksey.

AiTiSTiiAiiAN Mfskum. Hqiort o£ Trustees for 
the vear 1895.

Georogigae SirttVEr OF N.S.W. Records, Yol.
iv, 1894-05. 1 to!. 8vo. ■Sydney, 1806, Presented

----- Records, vol. t, part I. Presented
Hawkesbury agricultural College. Pros-

liccfus, 1895. Exchange
Historical Records of New South Wat.es.

Vol.hi ; Hunter, I79G-09. Yol. rv; Hunter 
and King, 1800, 1801, 1802, edited by F. M.
RMen, 2 vol". Svo. Sydney, i895-96 Prcscnfcd 

LiNNEAn Society op N S.W, Proceedings, 
second series, vol. x, 1895, with Supplement,

1 vol. Svo, Sydney, 1896. Presented
-----Proceedings, Vol. xi, 1896. Parts' 1, 2, 3,

and Supplement. _ Presented
----- Abstracts of Hooting*, Mur. to Nov., 1896. Presented
Mechanics’ Institute, Ctoulbuen. Forty-

second Annual Report. ‘ Presented
Mines and Ag kicultuei!—(Debartmekt of.)

Animal Report for the year 1895.
J vol. t’ol. Sydney, 1896. Presented 

Agriouetuhal Gaaetti: of New South'Wales.
Vol. vii, 1896. 1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Presented 

New South Wales Post Officii Cojeaihhcial 
Directory for 1896-97, by H. Wise & Co.

1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Purchased 
New South Wales. ‘'The Mother Colony of 

the Austnvlias.” Edited by Frank Hutchin- 
aon. 1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Presented

Public Instruction—{Depaktaient of.) Re
ports of i.he Minister of Public Instruction 
for 1892, 1893, 1894, 1895.

__ 4 vols. Fol. Sydney, 1893-96 Presented
-----  1895. Report of the Minister of Public

Instruction upon the condition of Public 
Schools established and maintained under 
the Public Instruction Act of 1830.

1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Presented
----- Technical Education Branch. Technical

Education Series, No. 3. Tables of Qualita
tive Analj-sis for the use of Students, by 
W.A. Dixon. 4th edition,

1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1892. Presented ,
----- No. 8. Report on a Beetle destroying Boots

and Shoes in Sydney, bv W. W.' Froggatt,
1891. ‘ ' '

-----No. 9. Illustrations of Types of Wool, with
Notes on their Formation, Qualities, ic., by 
Alfred Hawkesworth, 1892.

' In 1 vol. 8vo. Sydney, 1891-92. Presented
----- No. 11. Gems and Precious Stones, with

descriptions of their distinctive properties, 
the methods for detcr;r.imug them, &-,c., by 
Hy. G. Smith. 1 vol. 8vo. Sydney, 1896. Presented 

Public Library of NiwSom h Wales. Report
from Trustees for 1895. Presented

Public Service Board of New South Wales.
General Regulations und or the Public, Service 
Act of 1895, and Reports on Government.
Offices, 1895 (from N. S. W. Government 
Ga:efte). In L vol. Fol. Sydney, 1895.

----- Report of the Public Service Board appointed
under the Public Sen ice Act of 1895. Regu
lations, Reports, and Gazette Notices.

1 vol. Fol. Sydney, 1896. Presented

Pam II.—PERIODICALS .

New South Wales Railway Issiitute. Rail
way Budget. Yols. m, iv, 1894-96.

1 Vol. 4to. Sydney, 1S95-9G. Presented
----- Railway Budget. Yol, v. Parts 49-51 Presenlod
Royal Geographical Society of Austra

lasia. Journal. Yol. vi, Nos. 1, 2. Presented 
Royal Society of New South Wales. Journal 

and Proceedings for 1895. Yol. xxix.
1 Vol. Svo, Sydney, 1896. Presented 

Registrar-General. A Sfalistical Account nf 
the Seven Colonies of Australasia, 1895-96, 
byT. A, Coghlun. 1vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Presented

-----  Statistical Register for 1894 und previous
years, compiled by T. A. Cogblan,

1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Presented
----- Tlic Wcallh and Progress of New South

Wales. 1894. Vol. IT. Eighth issue.
ByT. A.Coghlnii. 1vol. 8io. Sydney,1896. Presented 

Sydney Observatory. Results of Ram, Bhor, 
and Evaporations made in New South Wales 
during 1894, under the direction of H. C.
Russell, Qoiermnpin Astronomer.

1 vol. Kvo. Sydney, 1895. Presented
------ Records, Sydney Observatory—

No. 118. Chnrt of Circumpolar Stars,
120. Meteor of June 271 h, 1894.
121. Map showing Monthly Rain

fall.
126. Design for Photographic Tran

sit Circle.
129. Icebergs in Southern Ocean.
131. Recent Measures of Double 

Slurs. Presented
World's Columbian Exposition. Department 

ot Mines, New South Wales Exlrueb from 
tbc Annual Report for 1892.

1 vol, Svo. Sydney, 1893. Exchange
VxivEiisny or Sydney. Calendar for the year

1896. 1 vol. Svo. Sydney, 1896. Preeenfed

Tictoria.
Exhibition Trusters, Melbourne. Illustrated 

Oilieiul Hand book lo the A q nan urn, Museum, 
and Picture Saloon, compiled by Janies E,
Sberrard. 1 vol. 4to. Melbourne, 1S9G. Presented 

Field Naturalists Club of Victoria. Vic
torian Naturalist, the Journal of the Field 
Naturalists Club of Victoria, Yol. xil,
1895-96. 1 vol. Svo. Melbourne, 1896, Presented

----- Victorian Naturalist. Vol. xm. Nos. 1
to 9. Presented

Gokuox Technical College. Annual Reports
for 1894-95. 1 vol. Svo. Geelong, 1895-96. Presented

-----  The Wombat. April, July, November,
December, 1896. Presented

-----  Geelong Naturalist, Journal of the Geelong
Field Naturalists Club. Yol. IV, 1894-5; 
y, 1895-6. 1 vol. Svo. Geelong, 1895-6. Presented

Horn Scientific Expedition to Central 
Australia. Report on the Work of. Edited 
by lialdwiu Spoil eer.
4 vols. Svo. London and Melbourne, ISOS.l’urchased.

Part I. Introduction, Narrative, , contains—
Introduction by W. A. Horn. Through Lnrcqvinta 

land ; a Narrative of the Evpedluon, hy Ilald- 
vvin Fpenrer, bummary of the Results, hy 
Baldwin Spencer. Supplement; to Zoological 
Report—Hvmciioptera, by W, F. Kirby, Index 
and Map.

Parts, Zoology, contains—
Mammalia, by Baldwin Spencer. Aver, by A. .1.

North, jives Field Notes, by G. A. Heartland.
Ifeptslia. bv A. Ii. S. Lucas and C. Frost.
Amphibia, by Raid win Spencer. Pisces, by A.
Zietz Mollusca by Ralph Tate, illolhisca—
Appendix on Anatomical Clharacters, by C.
Hedley Crustacea, by Unldwin Spencer and 
T. S. Hall. U'lHdoptcra, by Oswald Ixiv.tt.
Coleoptvra, by T. Blackburn. Araneidea, hy 
H, R. 1 ioye- Ornthoptcm, bv J. tl. 0. Tepper.
Uainbldai, by Thomas G. Hloiine. Honey Ant*, 
hv William W. FrOn'uaU. Murids;, by Edipvr It 
Waite Description of an Additional new 
species of Fish from tbc Finkc and llarcoo 
Rivers, hy A. Kelts I In the presence anrl 
Ntmctlirc of a hltridulatinp Orpujv in Phlopins 
(l>ilrielus)Grassipcs, in RahlvvinhpencC]'. Acan- 
throdilus eremlus, a new species of Earthworm, 
by Baldwin Silencer.

8275

A 6 
A 9

8175

8298

8085

8081

8101

P 9

8122

8170

8304

8307

A 12 

82SO 

A 20 

8279

8284
8145-6
and

8292

28—E
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Part II..—PEKIODICAIiS (continued).

Book, How
acquired.

Part II.—PERIODICALS (continued).

Hoen Scientific .Expedition, &c. (continued).

Bart 3, Geology and Botany, contains—
Physi«] Geography, by Ralph Tate and J. A.
Watt. General Geology, by Ralph Tate and J 
A. Watt, Economic Geology, 03' J. A. Watt 
Petrology, by W F. Smcebh ami .T A, Watt. 
Pakuontology, by Haljili Tate. Botany, by 
lialph Tate. Botany, Appendix Notes on* some 
Vegetable Exudations, J. H. Maiden.

Part 4, contains—
Antropology, by E U Stirling. Notes ou Rome 

Planners ami Customs of the Aborigines of the 
M‘Donnell Ranges belonging to tho Aruuta Tribe, 
by F. J- Gillen.

S263 Melbourne University. Cnlcntlar for IS97.
1 toL Svo. Melbourne, 1896 Presented 

8270 Mints and Water Supply, VicToitrA, Ammul 
Report of the Secrefcavy, 1895.

1 yol. Fol. Melbourne, 1896, Presented 
3496 Public Library, Museums, and National 

(tallery of Victoria. Reports of the 
Trustees for 1894 mid 1895. Presented

8393 Royal Society ok Victoria. Proceedings.
Vol. vui. (New Senes.)

1 rol. Svo, Melbourne, 1896. Presented
8066 ----- ■ Transactions. VoL iv, 1895,

1 vol. 4to. Melbourne, 1895. Presented
Contains—

Monograph of tho Tertiary Polyzoa of Victoria, by 
P. H. M'GUlivray

8077-?8 Botal Q-fog-kathicad Socsett of Austra- 
dAsia (Victorian BhanchJ.
Tninsrtetions. Vol. vi it, parts ], 2. 1800-91.

Vol. IX, parts 1, 2. 1891-92.
Vol. x. 1S93. xi. 1894.

In 2 toIs. Svo. Melbourne, 1800-04. Presented
A 17 ------  Tran factions. Vol. xir-xin. Presented
A 29 School of Mines and Industries, Bendigo,

Annual Keports, 1894-95. Presented

Tasmania.
8267 Botat, Society of Tasmania. Papers and 

Proceedings for 1894 and 1895.
1 vol. Svo. Tasmania, 1896. Presented

Contains—
Abel Jansoon Tasman—His Life and Voyages, by 

James Backhouse Walker{and other papers bound 
with above).

3502 Tasmania. Report of the Seeretarj' for Mines
for 1895-96. Presented

Queensland.
A 29 Act lo provide for Protection of Native Birds, and

Amendments. Presented
8382 Defaetment of Agriculture. Annual Beport 

for 1895-6 Bulletins Nos. 8, 9,10 • Report 
on Rust in Wheat Conference; Botany Bul
letins Nos 11, 12, 13; Grub Pest of Sugar 
Cane ; Dairying in Queensland. Bound with 
above. * 1 vol. Svo. Brisbane, 1896. Presented

A 21 Defartment or Agriculture (Queensland).
Botany Bulletin No. 14. Presented

7272 Geological Survey of Queensland. Annual
Progress Beport, for the year 1895. Presented

A 29 Department of Mines (Brisbane). General 
Beport of the Mining Industry of Queensland,
1895. ’ Presented

8266 Royal Geographical Society of AuantALASiA 
(Queensland Branch). Proceedings and 
Transactions. Eleventh Session, 1895-96.
Yol xi. 1 vol. Svo. Brisbane, 1896. Presented 

8396 Royal Society ot Queensland. Proceedings.
Vol XI, Parts J nnd 2

1 vol. Svo. Brisbane, 1895-96. Presented

New Zealand.
A 29 Auckland Institute and Mukrum. Annual

Report, for 1895-96. Presented
A 22 Colonial Museum. Twenty-eighth and twenty- 

ninth Annual Reports of tho Colonial labo
ratory. Presented

8264 Department of Bands and Survey. Report 
for the year 3895-96.

1 vol. Pol. Wellinglon, 1896. Presented 
8061 New Zealand Institute. Index to vols. i to 

xm, of Transactions and Proceedings.
Edited by James Hector.

1 vol. Svo. Wellington, 1886. Presented
8260 -----  Transactions and Proceedings, 1895. Yol.

xxvru (Eleventh of new scries).
1 vol. Svo Wellington, 1896. Presented

8273 Polynesian Society Journal containing the 
Transactions and Proceedings of tho Society,
Yol. iv. 1895.

1 vol. Svo. 'Wellington, 1895. Presented 
A 23 -----  Journal. Vol. v, Nos. 1, 2, 3. Presented

South Australia.
A 29 Adelaide Circulating Library. Report,

1895-96 Appendix to Catalogue, No. a 1. Presented
8107 Royal Geographical Society of Australasia

(South Australian Branch). Proceed
ings, Sessions, 3886-7, and 1887-8. Yol. ii.

1 vol. Svo. Adelaide, 3890
8108 ------ Explorations in the Northern Territory of

South Australia, by David Lindsay (1888).
■-----The Nullabor Plains, and the West Boundary

of the Province, by W. H. Tietkons (1889).
----- Journal of the Central Australian Exploring

Expedition, 1889, under command of W
H. Tiefckens (1891).

In 1 vol. Svo. Adelaide, 1888,1889, and 1891. Presented
8109-10 ----- Journal of the Elder Scientific Exploring

Expedition,1891 -92; and Maps to accompany.
2 vols. Svo. Adelaide, 1893 Presented

8394 Royal Society of South Australia. Trans
actions. Yol. xvi. 1892-1896. Part 3.

1 vol. Svo. Adelaide, 1896. Presented
Contains—

Elder Exploration Expedition. Anthropologyf by 
R. Helms. Phanerogams and Vascular Crypto* 
pmms, by F. Von MUclIcr.

A 14 ----- Transactions. Yol. xx, Part 1. Presented
8395 ----- Field. Naturalist’s Section. Proceedings,

1890-91, and 1891-92.
In 1 vol. Svo, Adelaide, 1891-93. Presented 

8105 South Australian School of Mines and 
■ Industries, and Technolooioal Museum.

Annual Report, 1895.
1 vol. Svo. Adelaide, 1896. Presented

8283

8362

8164

8165

8160

8167

8168 

8361

8363

8291
Western Acstealia.

8364

Western Australian Year Book for 1894-95 
(ninth year of issue), by M. A. C. Fraser, 
Registrar-General.

1 vol. Svo. Perth, 1896. Presented B 20

British Emfire—(London).

British Museum. Annual Return for 1895.
1 voi. 8vo. London, 1896. Presented

-----  Catalogue of the Birds in tho British
Museum. Yol. nxiy. Linucolie, by R.
Bowdlcr Sharpe.

----- Yol.xxv. Gtiviae(Tcm6,Gnlls,andSkuaa);
by Howard Saunders. Turbinares (Petrels 
and Albatrosses, hy Osbcit Salvin.

----- Yol. xxvn. Cbenomorphoe, Crypturi, and
Ratitse, by T, Salvador!.

3 vols. Svo. London, 3 895-96. Presented
-----  Catalogue of the FossilFishes in the British

Museum, Part III. Achinopterygian Teleos- 
tomi, by Arthur Smith Woodward.

1 vol Svo. London, 1895.
----- Catalogue of the Mesozoic Plants in the

Department of Geology, British Museum.
The Wealden Flora, Part II. Gymnoa- 
permcc, by A. C. Seward

1 vol. Svo. London, 1895.
----- An Introduction to the Study of Rocks;

by L. Fletcher.
1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Presented’

----- Catalogue of the Madreporarian Corals in
the British Museum (Natural History).
Yol. II. Genus Turbitiaria. Genus As- ,
trseopora, by Henry M. Bernard.

1 vol. 4to. London, 1896. Presented
-----  Catalogue of the Snakes in the British

Museum (Natural History). Yol. III. Colu- 
brido:, Amblycephalids!, und Yiperida;, by 
George Albert Boulenger.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1S96. Presented
----- Catalogue of the Fossil Bryozoa in tho

Department of Geology, British Museum 
(Natural History). The Jurassic Bryozoa, 
by J. W. Gregory.

1 vol. 8vo. London, 1896. Presented 
----- Guide to British Mycetozoa. Presented
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PAltT II.—PJSUJ.ODIOALS {aonlhmed).

Ankals asd Maoazise ok Natural History.
V'oIb. xvn, xtiii. Sixth Series.

2 vols. Svo. London, 1896. Purclnuicd

8420

Book. How
acquired.

Part IL—PERIODICALS {continued).

The Geological Magazine, ot Monthly Journal 
of Geology. Rew Series, Doe. 4. Yol. III.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1S96. Purchased
8209-11 Asthropolooicat, Society op London.

Memoirs read before the Society. Vol, i,
1863-64; vol. u, 1805-66; vol, in, 18G7-8-9.

3 vols. Svo. London, 1864-70, Purohosed
8212-9 ----- Anthropological Review, Yols. i-vin.

8 vols. Svo. London. 1863-71. Purchased
----- Transactions, 1863.
----- Journal, Vols. It, 1864, to vin, 1870-71.
----- Popular Magazine of Anthropolpgy, Yol.

I, 1866. [Dtnittrf ?(/) with the Anthropolo
gical Review],

8220 ----- Journal of Anthropology.
1 vol. Svo. London, 1870 and 1871. Purchased

8221 ----- Introduction to Anthropology. Anthro
pology of Primitive Peoples. Yol. i, by 
Theodore Waitz. Edited by J. Frederick 
Oollingwood. 1 voi. Svo. London, 1863. Purchased

8222 -----  Lectures on Mnri, hy Carl Yogt. Edited
hy James Hunt,

1 vol. Svo. London, 1864. Purchased
8223 ----- The Plurality of the Human Race, by

Georges Poucbet. Translated and edited 
(from the Second Edition) by Hugh J. C.
Rcavan. 1 voi. Svo. London, 1864. Purebred

8224 ------ - On the Phonomcnu of Hybridity in the
Genus Homo, by Paul Broca. Edited by
C. Carter Beake.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1864. Purchased
8225 -----  Lake Habitations and Prc-historic Remains

in the Turbaries and Marl Beds of Northern 
and Central Italy, by Bartolomeo Gastaldi.
Translated and Edited by Ckus. H. Chambers.

1 vol. 8ro. London. 1865. Purchased
8226 -----  The Anthropological Treatises of Johann

Friedrich Blunienbuch : Memoirs of him, by 
K, F. II. Mari and II. Flourens; an account 
of his Museum, by E. Wagner; and Inau
gural Dissertation of John Hunter on the 
Varieties of Man. Translated and Edited 
by Thos. Bendyshc.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1865. Purchased
8227 —— Anfhropologia : in which am included the

the proceedings of the London Anthropo
logical Society. A’ol. r, 1873-1875, and 
Supplement. 1 voi. Svo. London. Purchased

8228 Antiuioi'Oi.ooical Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland. Journal. Yol. i,
1872. Appendix containing proceedings of 
Anthropological nnd Ethnological Societies, 
prior lo date nf Amalgamation.

8229-38 ----- Journal. Vol. if, “lS73 ; vol. m. 1874;
vul. iv, 1875; vol. r, 1376; vol. vr, 1877; 
vol. vn, 1878; vol. viu, 1879; ml, ix, I860; 
ml. x, 1881.: vol. xi, 1SS2.

11 vols. 8ro. London, 1873-82. Purchased
B 20 ----- Journal. Vol. xxvi, Part 1. Presented
8080 ----- Index to tho Publications, 1813-1891, by

George W. Bloxham.
1 vol. Svo. London, 1893. Purchased

8148 British Association for tub Advancement 
of Science. Report of the Sixty-fifth 
Meeting, held at. Ipswich, September, 1895.

X vol. Svo. London, 1895. Purchase^
8281 Entomological Society oe London. Trans

actions for the year 1895.
1 vol. Svo. London, 1895. Purchased

8421 The Entomoiomst : An Illustrated Journal of
General Entomology. Yol. XXIX.

‘ 1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased
8422 The E s to mo log i sin Monthly Magazine.

Second Series. Yol. vn. (Vol. xxxn).
1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased 

8196-99 Ethnological Society of London. Journal.
Vol, i, 1848; vol. ii, 1850; vol. in, 1854; 
vol. iv, 1856,

8200-26 ----- Transactions, Row Series (being a second
series of tho Journal). Yol. I, I8GI; vol. n,
1863-64; vol. m, 1864-65; vol, IT,
1865-66 ; vol. v, 1866-67; vol. vi, 1867-68; 
vol. vn, 1888-09.

8207-8 -----  Journal. Now Series. Yol. i, 1868-69;
rol. n, 1869-70.

13 vols. Svo. London, 1848-70. Purchased

8426 Geological Society of London. Quarterly
Journal, Yol. lh. .

1 vol. Svo. Loudon, 1896. Purchased
8423 The Iris, a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology.

Ser. 7. Vol, u, 1896.
1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased 

8169 Linnean Society of London. General Index 
to the first twenty volumes of the Journal 
(Zoology) and the Zoological portion of the 
Proceedings, 1838 to 1890.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased
8429 ----- Transactions. Second Series. Vol. iv.

Botany. 1 rol. 4to. London, 1894-96. Purchased
8424 Natural Science, a Monthly Review of

Scientific Progress. Yols. yin, ix.
In 1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased

843L-32 Nature, a Weekly Illustrated Journal of 
Science. Yols. liii, lit, 1895-96.

2 vols. 4to. London, 1896. Purchased 
B 12 Marine Biological Association of the U.K.

Journal, N. Series. Yol. iv, No. 2, Presented
B6 Mtneralogioal Society. Index to Yols. i to x

of Miueralogioal Magazine. Presented
B 5   Mineralogical Magazine and Journal.

Yol. xi, No. 51, October, 1896. Presented
8427 Quarterly Journal of Microscopical

Science. Yol. xxxvin. New Series,
1895-96. 1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased

8428 Royal Microscopical Society. Journal, 1896.
1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased 

S2S6-S7 Royal Society of London. Philosophical 
Transactions, (a) Yol. CLXXXVI, Parts 1 
and 2, for 1395.

8288 & -----  (n) Vol. CLXXXVI, Parts 1 and 2, for 1895. ,
8360 4 vols. 4to. London, 1896, Purchased
8398 ----- Proceedings. Yol. r.ix.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Presented 
8401 Science 'Gossip. An Illustrated Monthly 

Record of Nature and Country-Lore. New 
Series. Yol. i, Nos. 1 and 2, 1894.

] vol. 8vo. London, 1894. Presented 
8285 Year Book of the Scientific and Learned 

Societies of Great Britain nnd Ireland. 1895.
■ Thirteenth Annual Issue.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1896. Purchased 
8152 Zoological Record. Yol. xxxi, being Records 

of Zoological Literature, 1894. Edited for 
the Zoological Society, hy D. Sharp.

1 vol. Svo. London, 1895. Purchased

British Bmpikb—(Rngland).

3508 Cambridge University. Thirtieth Annual Re
port of the Museums und Lecture Rooms 
Syndicate for 1895. Animal Report of the 
Library Syndicate, 1895. Presented

B 23 Conchologicai, Society of Great Britain 
and Ireland. Journal of Concbology.
January, April, July, October, 1896. Presented

B 2 Lancashire Sea Fisheries Laboratory. Re
port for 1895. Presented

B 2 Liverpool Geological Association. Journal,
vol. xv. Session 1894-5. Presented

B 2 Liverpool Geological Society. Proceedings,
Session xxxn, 1894-5. Part 3, vol. vrr. Presented 

B 2 Liverpool Marine Biological Committee,
Ninth Annual Report. Presented

B 3 Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society.
Annual Report for 1895-90. Presented

B 5 Manchester Literary and Philosophical 
Society. Memoirs and Proceedings. Yol. 
x, Nos. 1, 2, 3. List of Members, *c. Presented

8357 Manchester Microscopical Society. Transne- • 
lions and Annual Report, 1895.

1 vol. Svo. Manchester, 1896. Presented 
B 4 Manchester Museum:. Report, 1895-96. Presented
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B 11

B 20 

8117

B 20 

8243

B 30

B 3

B 20

8087 & 
8400

B20

B20

8263

8244

80C2

3602

8399

B 8 

8302.

B 20

B 20 

B 20

Hook. How
acquired. Keg. No.

Part II.“PERIODICALS (conduited').

Marine BioloqicaTj Association ok the 
L'nitud Kin0]iom. Journal. Vol. iv, lSTo il.
August, 1896. Presented

Museums, Litehtooi. Portv-tliirct Annual Re
port. 1S93 Preseatcil

Museums Association. Report of Proceedings, 
with the Papers read at tho Sixth Annual 
General Meeting, held in Bencast.le-on-’JYno,
July, 1893. 1 ml. Svo. I.ondon, 1805. Purchased

OxronD L'a'liuitsiry. Raduiitte Library. Cata
logue of Books added to the Library, 1803. Presented 

Sotau Cor.nwai.i, Polytechnic SociEir.
Silty-third Annual Report, 1895.

1 ml. Svo. Ealmouth and Truro. 1895. Presented 
Contains'

Remarks on some Senses in Fishes, including a sixth 
Faculty, in' Matthias Dunn. On a Discovery of 
Chert Beds in the i,oaer Palreozoiv Itoeks of St.
David's, by Jr. J. Stephens.

8290

B2A

8102

3400

£ 22 

8381
W. D. Webster, Oxtokh House, Bicester.

Catalogue of Ethnological Specimens, Xos, 1,
4, 6, 7, 9. Presented

Yorkshire R’atdeaiist’s Tyros. Yorkshire.
Carboniferous Flora. Part li). Presented

Yorkshire Philosophical Society. Annual
Report for 1895. Presented

Zoological Museum, Thing, Xovitntos Zoolo- 
gicae: A Journal of Zoology in connee.tion 
with the Tring Museum, edited by Hon.
Walter Rothschild, Truest Hartorct, and 
Dr. K. Jordan. Vols. II and III.
2 vols. Svo. London and Aylesbury, 1895-96. Presented 

Natural History Society, Newcastle-ox- 
Tyne. Natural History Transactions of 
Northumberland, Durham, and Nevcustle- 
on-Tyne. Vol. xm, part. 1. Presented

£31

B 28

B 27 
B 27 
8240

British Emtire—(^cofAnu/J.
Berwickshire Naiuualisis Club, History.

Vol. xr Indices, Ac, Presented
Glasgow University. Calendar for (be year

j896-7. 1 vol. Svo. Glasgow, [896. Presented
Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland. Transactions, Fifth Series. ‘ 
Vol. mi, with Index to Vols l-vn 

- 1 vol. Sm. Edinburgh, 1896. Presoulcd
Contains

Bird Investigation, An inquiry concerning the rela
tion of certain liirrls to the ALTieiihnv.il interest, 
as si loan hy tileir diet, hy John Gilnioiii 

The Elm-Bark Ileetle. by A. C. Forlw-s. -
KeLVINGROVK MUhUI’M, AND CORPORATION 

Galleries op Art, Glasgow. Reports for 
the years 1880 to 1894.

In 1 vol. Sto Glasgow, 1887-93. Presented 
Museum op Science and Art, Emnburgh.

Report of the Direcior for 1895. List of 
additions to the Art and Industrial Divisions 
during the year 3 SDL Presented

Royal Scottish Geographical Sociktv.
Scottish Geographical Magazine. Vol. xn.

1 vol. Svo, Edinburgh, 1896. Presented 
Royal Physical Society, Edinrurgh. Pro

ceedings, Session 18! 14-95. Presented
Royal Society of Edinburgh. Proceedings.

Vol. xx. November, 1S92, to July, 1895.
1 vol. Svo. Edinburgh, 1895. Presented 

Natural History Society op Glasgow.
Transactions. Vol. iv. Part 2. 1894-5. Presented

B 31

3309

S493

B 31 

3310 

B 31

B 31

British Empire—{Irtilaad).

Science and Anr Museum, Dublin. Report
of the Director for 1895. Presented

-----  Guide to the colteetions of Rocks and
Fossils. Presented

P 13 

P13

8293

British Empire—(Canndti).

8366-07 Geological Survey of Canada. Annual 
Report (new scries). Vol, vn, 189L 
Itcports A, B, C, E, J, M, R, S. Maps and 
sections (some in portfolio).

2 vols. 8yo. Ottawa, 1896. Presented
B 23 -----  Contributions to Canadian Paheontology,

Voi. ii, part 1. Presented
B 21 Hamilton Association. Journal and Pro

ceedings for Session 1895-96. No. 12. Presented

Book.
How

acquired

Part II—PERIODICALS (coufinarri).

McGill College and University. Annual 
Calendar. Session 1896-97.

1 vol. Svo. Monlrcnl, 1896. Presented 
Natural J [istorv Soci kty of New Brunswick.

Bulletin. No. xm, 1895. Presented
Natural History Society, Montreal. Cana

dian Record of Science. Including the Pro
ceedings ot l.!ie Natural Ilisiory Society of 
Munl.renl, and repluoinu Hie Canadian 
Naturalist. Vol. vi. 1891-5.

1 vol. Svo. Montreal, 1896. Presented 
Nova Scotian Institute or Science. Pro

ceedings and Trausoelions. 1890-94. Vol. 
vm. (Vol. i. 2nd Series.)

1 vol. Svo. Halifax, N.S., 1895. Presented
■----- Proeeedines and Transactions. Session,

1894-95. J ol. ix. Parti. Presented
Royal Society of Canada. Proceedings and 

Transactions. Second series. Vol. I.
1 vol. Svo, Ottawa, 1895. Presented

Human Eaipiiii:—(IPe«£ ladies).

Institute of Mines and Eorests, Demkhaka.
Report of the Council on the Gold and 
Forest Industries of British Guiana, for year 
ending June, 1896. Presented

British Empire—(Jrc/tb).

Gfolgoical Survey* of India. Pahrontologia 
Indies, Ser. xv, Vol. n, Pt. 2. Ser. xm, 
t ol. n, Ser. xvi, Vol, r, Pt, 1, Fauna of 
the Kellaways of Mazur Drik, by F. Noctling. Presented

----- Memoirs. Vol. xxvir, Part 1. Presented
----- Records. Vol. xxix, Parts 1, 2, 3, 4. Presented
Indian MueeUai. Annual Report, April, J894,

to March, 1895. 1 vol, Sm. Cnleutla, IS9R. Presented 
Indian Museum, C.i1rn1,In. Illustrations of the 

Zoology' of the " Inresfigntor.”
Part II, pistes 4, 3 (Echinodermnla).
Part HI, plates 9-13 (Crustacea).
Part Til, plates 14—16 (Fishes). Presented

Madras Government Museum. Administra
tion Report for 1895-96. Presented

----- Bulletin—
Ko. 1—Pearl and Chunk FidioriPs of the 

Gulf of Muiiaar, by Edgar Thins- 
ton, 1894.

No. 2—Note on Tours along the Mala
bar Coast, by E. Thurston, 1894.

No. 3 —Rdmesvaram Island amt Fauna 
of the Gulf of Mannar, second 
edition, hy Edgar Thurston, 1895.

No 4—Anthropology' of the Todna and 
Kotas of the Nilgiri Hills, and of 
tile Brahmans, Kammaiaus, Pallis, 
and Pariahs of Madras City, by E.
Thurston, 1896.
In 1 vol, Svo. Madras, 1894-96 Presented

British Em fire—(Snuih Jfrica).

Albany Museum, Gruhamslown, Cape nf Good
Hope. Report nf the Committee for 1S93. Presented 

South African Museuyi. Report of the Trustees
for 1895. Presented.

South African PHruosopnicAL Society'.
Transactions. Vul. vin, part 2. Presented

Botanic Gardens, Durban, South Africa.
Colonial Herbarium, Report for 1895.

-----  Report on Natal Botanic Gardens for 1893. Presented
Transvaal G-oed and Land Co. Report on

Properly of. Exchanged
De Beer’s Mining Co. Sixth Anmiol Report. Exchanged

United States of America.

Bureau of Ethnology. Thirteen Annual 
Report, 1891-92. J. TV. Powell, Director.

1 vol. Svo. Washington, 1896. Presented
Contains—

Report, b\ J W, Powell.
Prehistoric; Textile Art, of Eastern United States, by 

Wm, Hy. Holmes.
Stone Art, by Gerard Koivke.
Aboriginal Remain*; m Vordc \alley, Arizona, by 

Cosmos Minddaff.
Omaha Dwelling*, Furniture, and Implements, by 

James Owen Dorsey.
Casa Grande Ruin, by Cosmos McmldafF.
Outlines of Zuni Creation Mjths, by Frank Hamilton 

Cushinjf, '
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Paut IT,—PERIODICALS (continved).

805?-68 Usited States GEomprCAi, SrKVEr. l’o:,r-
l.cuntli Ainiiia] Bq*>rt, 1802-a:J, J. W.
PoH'ell, Director. ,

2 volj, 4to. "Washington, 1893. rroscntcii
Pai't 1 contains—Report of the Director.
Port 2 t'onlaVth —

Potahlc aters of Kaitorri Uiutc<l blatcfl, hi W ,i _ McHcc. *
Natnuil M moral WaLeri of the l nitwt States, hv A.

(J. Pealc.
I.L'KiilrH of St-roain Mcasmcnioiifj- Hv l-\ }| Newell 
The Lftcscliiic Moiintuin groups of Colorado, Utah, 

mid Aviwma. h,\ Whifumn Cro,.<?,
The (Jold-Siivi'i Vonih of Ophir. California, bvWaldc- 

mar Jund^reu.
CJuolo^v of the Catottiu licit, hy Arthur Keith.
Tcrlhuy J{c\ ohuimi in Hit: Toiioqrfinhy of tlic Pacific 

(Joa^t, by J, S. DUler.
The Hocks of the Sierm Noiada, by If. W. Turner.
1‘rc-Gftuihrian iirncous Hoek1^ nf the Utikar Terraiic, 

finuid Canyon of the Colorado, Arizona, h>
Charles D. Walcott, with Notes on tJie Petro* 
giaphic Character of the I*i\as, hy Joseph Pax- 
son hiding.

On the Smioluro of the Ridge hotwcon tlir Tarouio 
and Hrocn Mountain UaMifcs jli \'crmoiil, by T 
Nelson Dale. " '

The Structure of Monument Mountain, in Hrcat 
Barrington, Massachusetts, hy T Nelson Dale.

The Potomac and Roaring Cwk C<ia]flelL in West 
Virginia, hy Joseph R. Weeks,

8299 ----- Piftcsentli A mmal Rcportj 1893-91. (T. W*
Poivc]], Director.

1 toI. Svo. Wa^Linglon, 1895. Pivsented
Contain?

JTellnimAjy Report on fchc Ocology of 1he Common 
Roads of the United States, hy N. S. Shalcr.

Tiic Potomac Fort nation, hy Lester Frank Ward '
Sketch of the Apology of tho San Francisco Peninsula, 

by Andrew C. Lawson,
Preliminary Report on the Marquette Iron-hearing 

District of Michigan, by Charles Richard Van 
IlUoahd William Shirley Baylej ; wiihachapter 
on the Republic Trough, hv Henrj’ Uo>d Smith.

The General Relations of the Granitic Rocks in the 
Middle Atlantic Piedmont Plateau, hy G. H.
Williams.

The Origin and Relations of Central Mari lain!
Guiiutes, h> C. li Keyes "

8291-90 ----- Sixteenth Aumml Report, ] 894-95 Clmles
D. Walcott, Director. Ram 2, 3, 4.

3 vols. 8ro. IVaahington, 1S95. Presented
Part 2, Papers of an Economic Character, contains :

[ic-oloy.r and Mmhic ImiuMrica of the Cj i;i)i!c Creek 
Pi-drict, Colorado, bk\ Whitman Cross *ind II A.
P. Ponrosr, .Tr.

A Ceologua.1 Hmninai-isuncc across Idaho, by Geo,
H. Kkludgc *

Tim Goologv nf the Rnad Inuldiug Stones of .Mav«a- 
chu'Ott?, In Nathnnic! ^'uitligntr Shalcr, 

llcoiiu'me Geo^ogi of the Mcrrm- .Mining District,
Utah, hy J. Edward bRUir, w uh intindueSioii l*,i 
S. t'. Kmnions.

Tho 1‘uhlio l.utids and their Water Supph, h_i 
Kicdcnck II, Newell, ' "

Water Itesorn'ccs of a poition of the Greal PJains, hy 
Hohort Hay.

Parts, Mineral Resources of the United States, 13)4.
Mineral Produi ts. UaiidT Day.

J*art 4 Mineral Resnnrres nf the United States, 1S04.
Noii-iiictallie Pioduc'ts, David T l)av.

8409-11 -----  "Bulletins Kos. IIS-121, ISO 1 ; Ko. 123,
1891: Nos. J 23-120, lSilo.

3\o!s. 8vo. Wnshincton. 1894-95. Fre^nilo;!
C 11 -----  Bullet,ins, Kos 12S, ] 29,13R 132,133,131. Presented
80/0-71 -----  Wonogrnplis. Vol. xiiii. Geology of the

Green Mountains in Masstisliuselts, by 
Jlaplmrl Piimpo'lv, J. E-lVolfT, um! T. Kelson 
Dale. ‘

Vol. xxir. Molkisea nnd Crnstaoea nf Inn 
Miocene If or rout ions of New Jersey, by Robert 
PnrrWhil field.

2 vols. 4to. W/ishington, 1894. Presented
8099 Fj-itkii Status DEfAivUtES'i of .Aohic ri.Tt'm:.

' Division of I'lntomotogy. Butlotin Ko. 1.
New Series. Tho Honey Hce—a Jlumuil of 
Instruction in .Apiculture; by Prank Benton.

8100 -----  Bulletin No. 2. New herjes. Proceedings
of the Seventh Annual Meeting of the 
Association ot .Economic Entomologists.

2 vols. Svo. Washington, 1895. Presented
C 8 -----  BulUtin Ko. 3. The San Jose Pcalc. Presented
ft 8 Bulletin Ko. 8. The Jack Rabbits. Presented
C 8 ------ Technicalfleries. Ko. 2. The Grass and

Grain Joint-worm Flies. Presented
C 8 ----- Ko. 4-. Mexican and Japanese Injurious

Insects. Presented
Cfi ----- North American Fuimu. Nos. 10,11, 12. Presented
8177 "Cxrnm States [isFLOieu'o 1£a t'KitiTiOi',1838-42.

Under Capb. C. IVilkea, Atla= to vol. xil.
Mollusca (reprodu'ed by pliotugrnpliy attiio
L'.S. National Museum), 1 vol. Fol. Exchange
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S036 UyiritD States Fish Coxsinssio.v. Bulletin.
Vol. xiv for 1894.

1 vol. Svo. Washington, 1895. Presented
8273 ------ Bulletin. Vol. xv for 1895.

1 vol. 4(o. Washington, 1896 
8193 "Tnited States National MTstxxi. Reporter 

the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution for year ending June, )b93.
Report of the t'S. National Aluseuin under 
I he direction of the Smithsonian Institution 
for Die year ending June, 1893.

] vol. Svo. Wasliinifton, 1S95. Presented
Contain1? *—

UcpOit of the Atis\tant Socrctniy. 
ri he PoiMHious Snakes of North America, by Leon

hard Stojuegei.
Cliineso Gamob with Dice and Dominoes, by Stovar 

Cnlin.
Tho Oni'N Marbles: Their origin, composition, and 

use, by George P. Merrill,
Tlic Cow birds, b4i Charles Ri'mlire.
I'rinntiiL* Auionoan Annour, i»v Walter Hough.
The Weapons mid Wings of Riiiis, by Frederick A, 

laical
Notes on the Kthimlogy of Thibet, hy Wm. Wood- 

ville RockhilJ.
Twn Porsopoiitan Custbin the U.S. National Museum, 

by Cirus Adler.
Museum Collections to illustrate Religious History 

and Ccroiiionmlg, by ('.mis Ailler*
If Pnblir Libiaries, why notPulilic Museums? by 

Ed. I"'. Morse. *
3104 ----- Proeeetlings. Volume nvil, ]894.

1 Vol. Svo. Wiishingtoiij 1S05. Preseutctl
Contains

The Iteliition&hjp of iho Lacevtihan Conus
Oral , by (*. Raur.

fioirntific Results nf F\j>loiuMons liv the U. S. Fish 
CorninjsstiMiSteamer*'Albatross.” No. XXN1I1.
Descriptions of two noiy Flounders,(?a*DY^-ssrrf<t 
/rontali# and Cydopwtta dnitendeni, A.
ISarton Roan.

l)oson)ition of a new species of llockfish.
tichtfiviibmtii/ini'i, fi*oni Alaska: by Tailetou 
II. Roan. ’

Description of a new species of Fish, JHcckeria gilli; 
bv Tarlcton H. Dean.

Desrripticm nf Gobuiide* hrmtssomti, a fish new to 
North Amciica, ftom the Gulf of Mexico, by 
Tarlcton H. Roan arid Barton A, Bean.

Description of Nostb ami Eggs* of '■oino new Bird", 
collected on the Island of Aldabra, NortJi-weht 
of Ma<Jagascai by T)r. W. h. Abbott, by Charles 
E. Ben dire,

Tlic I’tmlographv of m'tnm American Goatsuckers 
and OmI-s ; by Hubert Li man Clark 

Notc> on Dm Ooogranhii'ul MKiubulion of Scale 
^ IusccIk ; in T D A. C'ockctcl,
' Monogiapli of t lie Gun us Gni* (Haw/ta,

Desinoulms): in Mi’hnm Mealy Dali.
. A Revision of tin. Pis-Ik* id tho Mib-famih Nc^riA- 

Omv. of the Raoitie Coast of America; hy Cai!
M. Kigcmnann and Charles H, Beeson 

.•\n Auah sU of-laJcite from Mogoung, Burma; by 
olueiC l‘arrinL,,toi)1 *

On the Nomemlature nud Chancteristits of tho 
blnipre.is, In Theodore Pill 

TheNotiiemlaturenf the Af/ohftfi'd/r;
i>y Thendoro GDI.

The Nomenclature of the Family t'aritUrfo’ or 
Cuj/rntfxltn/fitftr ; bv TUeivloic Gill 

The JhJTm'iitial OhnhM ter^ of (he .Vufnnmtdnr and 
; hy Theodore Gill

On the UpUiions and Nomeiu-latin'e of StizMlfdiftn 
or ijvoopnrn ; h.i Theodore (.Ml 

On tiioBotlmothorarinu Insects of the United States; 
by L. (i, Howard,

A Ro\ icw of I he Fossil Flora of Alaska; by F. H.
Know Hon

NOEe* on Reptile?, and Uatmchian* eallected in i'Jorida,
]b92-P:51 hy Kiimr lAnnnheig.

Noles on the Anatonii ami AfhnWcs of the Cft'tt'bi.do' 
amiotrlierAinerican BinU; bi Fredenek A.Lueas.

0\ erU> mg with Cupper by the American Aborigiueh, 
b\ OtisT. Mnn-av, ^

Desfiipiion Mu New Specks of Cotton Uat. ^/V/wo- 
don numbna from New ^lexieo; l)\ Kdgur A.
Mearrm.

On tho Foiuiaiion of StnlaotilP'? and Gy]jsnm Incrus
tations in Caics ; by tJcoige P. Momll. ,

The Formation of Sandy tone Comrctions ; by George 
P.Meinll. ‘

Notes on some Kruptiie Rocks from Gallatin. Jeffer
son und Madison Counties, Montana ; by Gent go 
P, Meirill,

Notes on il Blue Mincinl, supiin^ed to be IRtra- 
marino, fn>m Silver City, New Mexico , bj R.
L Parkanl

Descriptions of tiso New FiktIcs of Grabs from tho 
Weswm Indian Oreaii; by Man J. Rathbmi.

Descriptions of A New Genus ami two New Specks 
of Afiican Fiowh-nater Crabs, h} Maiy J,
Huthbun.

Notc^nntbe Crabs of tlicFaniily /pifrc/iMfi-/’17) the 
L'.iS National Museum ; by Mary J. Rathbun,

Descriptions of u new Germs anti four new ^jiecic'j nf 
Crubsfiom Die Antillean Region ; by Mary J 
Ratbbnn. ' ’

Dingnoals nf a New Genus of Trngons (tletnrotrnrtni 
based on HapntadfruutvittafMn of Shelley*; by 
Charles \\r. Richmond. *
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How
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TJ.viTrn States National Museum. Proceed
ings. Volume xvn, IS',14 {continued).

Contains:—
Descriptions of twerU.y-lwo New SjHicies of JUrds 

from the Galapagos Islands, hyRoliertRidgway.
Dcscri|itiong of some New Birds from Aldabra, aV 

sumption, and Clorio«a Islands, collected bj Dr 
W. L. Abbott, by Itobei b Ridjywuy.

Additional Notes on the Native Trees of the Lower 
Wabash Valley, by Robert Uidgway.

Distribution of the Land and Fresh-water Mollusks 
of the West Indian Region, and their Evidence 
with regard to past changes of Land and Sea ; 
by Charles Torrey Simpson.

The Shells of the Tres Marias and other localities in 
California ; by Robert E. C. Stearns,

Description of a New Lizard, Vertfcaria bddingi, 
from California ; by Leonhard Stejneger.

Notes on a Japanese Species of Rccd Warbler, by 
Leonhard Stejneirer. ‘

Description of Uta mcarnti, a New Lizard from 
California ; by Leonhard Stejnegcr 

Notes on Butler’s Garter Snake; by Leonhard 
Stejncger.

On the Specific Name of the Coach Whip Snake , hy 
Leonhard Stejncgei. ‘

Description of a New Salamander from Arkansas; 
h> Leonhard Stejnegcr.

The Box Tortoises of North America; bj W. E. Taylor.
Notes on Mammals of Balistan and the Vale of Kash

mir, presented to the National Museum by Dr.
W. L. Abbott, by Fred. W. True. ‘

Notes on some Skeletons mid Skulls of Porpoises r>f 
the Genm Prodelpfixmctt, collected by Dr, W, L 
Abbott in the Indian Ocean ; by Fred. W. True.

Diagnosis of New North American Mammals; by 
Fred. W. True.

On tho Rodents of the CcmtsSircfnfAus in Kashmir i 
by Fred. W. True.

Diagnosis of sonic described Wood Rats (Genus 
JicoUnna) in the National Museum ; bv Fred. W.
True ‘

Descriptions of New Species of Starfishes and Ophi- 
unaiis ; hy A, E. VerrilL

Diacovery of the Genus Oldhamia in America; by 
Charles D. Walcott.

Notea on the Invertebrate Fauna of the Dakota 
Formation ; by Charles A. White.

Scientific Results of Explorations by the U.S. Fish 
Commission Steamer “Albatross”—No. xxvnr.
On Crtomiuiidfi! and Jf<mdelcitid(v} two New 
Families of Bathybial Fishes from the North
western Atlantic ; by G Brown r:oodc and Tar 
leten H. Bean. No xviv. A Kovlxmn of the 
Order Iletetoini. Dccj) Sea blbbes ; by G. brown 
Goode ami Tarieteu H. Bean. No, xxv. On 
Harriotta, a Now Typo of Chim.oroid Fish from 
Iheileepotwatersof theNorth-wosternAtlautica, 
b> G Brown Goode nnd Tarleton H. Bean. N'o 
xxm. Descriptions of Neu Genera mid Species 
of Crabs of the Family LWtodid<v ; by James E.
Benedict. No. xxxn. itepori on tho Crustacea 
of the Order Siotncip^da; by Rol>ert Pavne 
Bigelow, No, xxxin. Descriptions of two New 
Flounders, GaxtrojtftcUa frontaii* and Ci/clop- 
setta chittfiutnii bv Rarlym A Bean. No. 
x.\xiv. Report on and /Jmcfubpodtr,
dredged in deep water , by William Ilualy Dali.

C 7 ------ Bulletin, No, 4S. Presented
8178-92 Smithsonian Institution. Miscellaneous rol-

Icctions. 15 vols. Svo. VTaahington. Presented
As follows

Vol. i. No. S7 Psychometrical Table : for deter
mining the clastic force of aqueous inpour and 
the relative humidity of the atmosphere, by 
James H. Collin, I85(i No. 148. Directions for 
Meteorological Observations and the Registry of 
Periodical Phenomena. 1858.

Voi. n. No. 27. On recent improvements in the 
Chemical Arts, by Prof Jas. 0. Booth and 
Campbell Morfit, 1852, No, 34. Directions for 
Collecting, Preserving, and Transporting Speci
mens of Natural History. Jrd ed.t ifcsa No.
49 Catalogue of North American Reptiles in 
the Museum of the Smithsonian Institution.
Part 1—Serpents, by S. F Baird ami C. Girurd,
1853. No. 113 Portraits of North American 
Indians, with Sketches of Scenery, &c , iiaintc<l 
by J. M. Stanley, deposited with tho Smitli- 
somanlnstitutionJSoa. No. 11B. Extractsfrom 
the Proceedings of the Board of RegeJits of the 
Smithsomaii Institution in relation to the 
Electro-magnctic Telegraph, l$f>S No. 1J17 
Circular to Officers of the Hudson's Bay Com
pany, 1SC0. No. RJS. Circular in Reference to 
the Degrees of Relationship among Different 
Nations, 1860.

Vol. vi it. No. 1GS. Circular relative to Collections 
of Birds from Middle and South America* 1803.
No. 178 Circular to Entomologists, 1SGG, No.
1S9. Catalogue of the Orfhoptcru of North 
America, bj Samuel H. Sciulder, 1SC8. No. 205.
Circular relating to Collections in Archeology 
and Ethnologi-, 1867 No 210. Arrangement 
of Families of Birds, adopted provisional! v by 
the Smithsonian Institution, 1860, No. 219.
Monographs of the Diptera of North America.
Part ft, by R. Ostcn Sackcn, 1869.

Vol. ix. No* 174. Bibliography of North American 
Conehalogy; by W G. Binrtey. Part ii. Foreign 
Authors, 1864. No. 179. Catalogue of Publica
tions of Societies and of Periodical Works be
longing to the Smithsonian Institution, 1860.

Smithsonian Institution. Miscellaneous col
lections {continued).

As follows;—
Vol. x. No. 190 Queries relative to Tornadoes.

No. 234. Questions relafiic to the Food Fishes 
of the United States. No. 235. Instructions for 
observation^ of Thunderstorms. No. 236. Cir- 
eular relative to Heights. No. 237. Directions 
for Constructing Lightning Rods. No. 233.
List of the Institutions, Libraries, Colleges, and 
other Establishments in the United Stales in 
correspondence with the Smithsonian Institu
tion, 1ST-- No. 243. List of Foreign Corres
pondents of tim Smithsonian Institution. 4th 
ed., 1S72. No. 245. Check List of Publications 
of tho Smithsonian Institution, 1872 No. 257.
Systematic Index.

Vol. xi. No. 230. Arrangement of the Fnmihag of 
Mammals, by Theodore Gill, 1872. No. 247. 
Arrangement of tho Families of Fishes, by 
Theodore Gill. 1872 No. 256. Monographs of 
tho Diptera of North America. Part ui, by H.
Loew, No. 20h Directions for Collecting and 
Preserving Insects, by A. S. Packard, 1873.

Vol. mt. No. 131. Review of North American 
Birds in tho Museum of the Smithsonian Institu
tion. Part i, by S. F, Raird, 1864-1872.

Vol. xxix. No 614. A Catalogue of Scientific and 
Technical Periodicals (1365 lo 1632), together 
with Chronological Tables and Library Check
List ; by Henry Carrington Bolton, 13fe:>,

Vol. xxxr. No, 591. Synoptical Flora of North 
America- The GamopetaUc. A second edition 
of Vol. i, part 2 and 5 ol. n, part 1, collected; by 
Asa Gray, I$83.

Vol. xxxn. No. 658. Index to the Literature of the 
Spectroscope, by Alfred Tuckcrman, 1888. No.
C59. A table of Specific Gravity for Solids 
and Liquids. (Constants nf Nature. Part vi.)
Now edition, by Frank Wigglesworth Clarke.
London, 1838.

Vol xxxiii, No. 543. Bulletin of the Philosophical 
Society of Washington. Vol. vi, lsSS(]884). No.
592. Vol. vii, 1884 (1SS5). No. C36. Vol. vm,
1835(1386). No. 661. Vol ix-x, 1880-1887(1838).

Vo!, xxx iv. No. 630. Transactions of the Anthro* 
polemical Society of Washington Vol. Ill, 1833
85, 18S0. No. 663. Index to tho Literature of 
Columbia, 1SQ1-1S37; by Frank N„ Traphngen,
1388. No. 064, Bibliography of Astronomy for 
1887; b\ William C- Winlook, 3833. No. 065.
Bibliography of Chemistry for 1887; by JL Car
rington Bolton, 1858. No. 703. The Toner Lec
tures, lecture x, a Clinical Study of the Skull; 
bv Harrison Alien, 1890. No. 741. Index to the 
LitemturcofThermodynamiOb: by AlfredTuckor- 
man, 1$9I>. No. 764. The Correction of Sextants 
for Errors of iSccentrieity and Graduation ; by 
Joseph A. Rodgers, 1890 ’ No. 785. Bibliography 
of the Chemical Influence of Light; by Aftred 
Tuckcrman, 1891, No. $43. The Mechanics of 
the Earth’s AUntr-phcrc, A collection of Trans
lation s by Havoland Abbe, 1S91.

Vol. xxxv. “No. 852. Appendix. No. 854. Smith
sonian Geographical Tables; prepared by II, £.
Woodward, 1394.

Vol xxvui. No. S.'iG. An index fo the Genera and 
Sixicies of the l^oraminifora ; by Charles Davies 
Sherbora. Part i, A to N, 1893.

Vol, xxxvin. No 9G9. The Variotieij of the Unman 
S|iecie{j, Principles mid Method of Classification ; 
by GiuseppeSeigi, 1834. No. 970. Bibliography 
of Accto Ascetic Estor and its Derivatives; by 
Paul II. Seymour, 1S94. No. 971. Indexes to 
the Literatures of Cerium and Lanthanum; hy 
W. li. Mngce, 1895. No. 972. Index to tlic 
Literature of Didymium, 1S42-18D3; b> A. C.
Langmuir, 1891.

S4M Acadbmt or Natural Sciences of Phila
delphia. Proceedinge, 1895.

1 vol. Svo. Philadelphia, 1896, Presented 
C 14< —Proceedings, 1S96. Part-1. Presented
8174. Ahehicax 'Museusi or Natubai. IIistoht.

Bulletin^ Yol. viTf 1895.
1vol. 8vo. New York, 1895. Presented

Oil) ------  Memoirs. Yol I, Part 2. Presented
C 13 ------ Annual Report for tbc year 1S95. Presented
8425 American Naturalist A montlily journal 

devoted to the Natural Sciences in their 
widest sense. Yol. XXX.

1 vol. 8vo. Philadelphia, Tj.S A., 1S96. Pureliaeed 
8412 American Ornithologist^ Union. IlioAul;,

a Quarterly .Tournal of Ornithology. New 
Series, Yol. xm.

1 vol. Svo. New York, 1S9G.'Presented 
C 39 American Antiquarian Society, Proccediugs.

Vol. X, Index. New Series. Yol. ix, Part 1.
C 39 Academy of Science, Sr. Lons. Transactions.

Yol. vn. Nos. 1, 2, 3. Presented
8358 American PniLosorinoAu Sociktv. Held at 

Philadelphia, for promoting useful know
ledge Transactions, Vol. iv. New Series. Exch&nga 

8134 Boston Society of Natural History.
Memoirs, being a New Series of fho Boston ■ 
Journal of Natural History. Yol. iv.

I >ol. 4to. Boston, 1SS6-93, Presented
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C 19 BosroN Society of Natural Histoby. Mo- 
moirs. Vol. y. Nos. 1 und 2.

S41G -----  Proceedings. Yol. xxtj, 1892-95.
1 toI. 8td. Boston, 1895.

C 19 ------ Proceedings. Vo], xxvn, pp. 1-74.
8108 BioiomcAL Society of Washiyctoy. Pro

ceedings, Yols. vni, 1893; ix, 1894-5.
1vol. Svo. Wasliington, 1893-93.

C 4 ------ Proceedings, Yol. x, pp. 1-132.
8106 California Acaiieaiy of Sciences. Proceed

ings. Second Scries. Vol. v, 1895.
1 vol. Svo. Sun i’rancisco, 189G. 

C 2 California Statu Mining Buueac. Sheet 
Bullotin, No, 8,Mineral Productions for 1895.

C 2 ------  Bulletins, Nos. 9, 10.
C 19 Chicago Academy of Sciunces. TIiirfcj--eight.li 

Annual EepuH.
—— Bulletin. Yol. n. No. 2.

C 19 Cincinnati Museum Association. Fifteenth 
Annual Beport, 1895.

------  Catalogue of Spring Exhibition.
C 19 Field Columbian Museum, Chicago. Pub.

II. Authentic Letters of Columbus. 3Jub. 
nr. Meteorite Collection. Pub. it. Flora 
of Yucatan. Pub. v. Structure and Develop
ment of Vert. Column of Amia. Pub. vi. 
Annual Keport of the Director, 1891-95. 
Pub. th. On Portions of Skeleton of Pro- 
tnstoga gigas. Pub. vnr. Archeological 
Studies, Pub. ix. Flora of West Virginia. 

8120 Geological Survey of Ohio. Keport. Vol. vi. 
Economic Geology.

1. vol. 8vo. Columbus, 1888. 
8139-40 Geoi.ogical Survey of tile State of New 

York. Pahnontology. Yol. Yin. An 
Introduction to the Study of the Genera of 
Palteozoic Brachiopoda. Parts 1 nnd 2, by 
.Tames Hall, assisted by John M. Clarke.
2 vols. 4to. Albany, N.Y., 1892 and 1894. 

8407 Illinois Stats Museum of Natural History. 
Bulletins Nos. 3 to 10.

1 vol. Svo. Springfield, 111., 1894-90. 
8300 Missouri Botanical G arden, Seventh Annual

lieport. 1 vol. Svo. St. Louis, Mo., 189C. 
8413 Museum of Comfarative Zoology at Har

vard College in Cambridge, TJ.S.A. 
Bulletin, Vol. xxvn.

1 vol. 8vo. Cambridge, Mass., TJ.S.A.
C 10 ------  Bulletin, Yol. xxix, No. 1-6.
C 18 -------Memoirs. Vol. xix, No. 1.
O 19 —— Beport of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology for 1894-95.
C 19 Meriden Scientific Association. Transac

tions, 1895. Yol. vn.
C 1 Michigan State Agricultural College.

Experiment Station Bulletins, 129-134.
8413 New York Academy of Sciences. Annals. 

Yol. vm. 1893-95.
1 vol. Svo. New York, 1896.

C 3------ Annuls. Vol. lx, Nos. 1-3.
8417 ------ Transactions. Yol. xiv, 1894-95.

1 vol. Svo. New York, 1896. 
C 8 ------- Memoir I, part 1.
C 15 New Yore State Library. State Library 

Bulletin, Legislation No. G.
8135-38 State of New York. Annual Keports of the 

State Geologist (eighth to thirteenth), for 
the years 1888-93,

• 7 in 4 vols. Svo. Albany, 1889-94.
C 6 New Yore Microscotical Society. Journal 

Yol. xil. July, 1896. Nos. 1 and 3.
C 19 Public Museum, City of Milwaukee. 

Thirteenth Annual Beport, 1894-95.
C 19 Kochester Academy oe Scirnce. Proceed

ings. Yol. ii. Brochure 3 and 4.
C 19 ------  Proceedings. Vol. m. Brochure 1.
C 5 Tufts College, Massachusetts. Tufts College 

Studies, No. 4. The Pauropoda; hy F. C. 
Kenyon.

6238 Wagner Free Institute of Science of 
Philadelphia. Transact,ions. ■ Yol. in. 
Parts. March, 1895.

C 19 ------  Transactions. Yol, iv.
8153 Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and 

Letters. Yol x. 1894-1895.
1 vol, Svo. Madison, Wis., 1893.

How
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Presented

Presented
Presented

C 2 

5604

University of California. Bulletin of the
Department of Geology. Yol. r. Nos. 10-11. Presented 

Zoological Society of Piii.ladiilfhia, 
Twenty-fourth Annual Report of tho Board 
of Directors. 1805-96. Presented

Presented
Presented

Presented

Presented
Presented

Presenlod
Presented

Presented
Presented

Presented

Exchange

Presented

Presented

Presented

Austria, Hungary, Ac.
F 35 Academic des Sciences, Crncovie. Bulletin 

International. Jul., Oct., Nov., Dec., 1895;
Jan., Feb., Apr., 1896. Presented

F 42 Anxiirofologischk Gesellschaft, Vienna.
Mittheihmgen, Bd. xxv, 1895, Nr. 2 and 3.
Bd. xxvi, 1896, Nr. 2. Presented

8065 & Koniol-BohmiscihiGeshllschaetdeeWissen- 
8303 sciiavten. Matliematisch - Naturwissen- 

sehaftlicho Classe. Sitzsungsberichtc. Jahr
gang. 1894-95.

2 vols. Svo. Prng,, 1895-96. Presented
F 41------ Jaliresberieht fiir das Jalir. 1894. Presented
8251-53 Kox-Ungarische Naturwissunsciiaftitche

Gehellschaft, Budapest. Mathemntisehe 
und NnturwiesonEchaftliche Berlehtc aus 
Ungarn. MitUnterstiitzung dor Ungarischen 
Akadcmic der Wiseenschaflen und der Kbui- 
glieheu Ungarischen Naturwissenschaftlichen 
Gesellschuft. Kcdegirt von J. Frohlieh.
Band x, 1891-92; Band xi, 1892-93; Band 
XU, 1893.
3 vols. Hvo. Berlin ami Budapest, 1892-93. Presented

P 5 ------ Cypridicolu pnrisiticn, von B. v. Daduy. Presented
F 42 ------  Aquila, December 1894, and April 1895. Presented
F 34 Ungakikch Geolooischen Gesellschaft.

Foldtimi, Kozlony. Band xxvi. Parts 1-10. Presented 
F 30 Natukhistoiuschks Hoemtseum, Vienna,

Annalen. Baud x,Nr. 1; xi, Nr. 1. Presented
F 33 Oknithologiscii Verkin, Vienna. Mit-

theilungen. “ Die Schwalbe ” Jahr. xx,
1896. Nos. 1, 2, 3.

8442 Wiener Entomologische Zbitijng. Jahrgaug
xv. 1 vol. Svo. Wien., 1896. Purchased

F 41 ------- Jnhresberiehtc, 1895. Presented
8465 Zoolog i sc ii- Botan i sche Gesselscii a ft in Wien.

Verhandlungon. Jahrgang, 1895, Band XLV;
1896, Band xlvi.

1 rol. Svo. Wien., 1896-97. Presented

Presented
Presented
Presented

8356

Presented

Belgium.
/

Mubee Bovalk D’Histoiee Naturelle dr 
Belgique. Catalogue general des Hemip- 
teres, par L. Lethierry et G. Scverin. Tome 
HI. Heteroptbres.

1 vo!. Svo. Bruxelles, 1896, Presented

Presented 8064

Presented

/ /
Socikte Ehtomologique de Belgique.

Amiales. Tome xxxvm.
1 vol. Svo. Bruxelles, 1894. Presented

Presented
Presented

Presented
Presented

Presented

Presented F 16

Presented 8435

Presented
Presented

8147
Presented

Presented
Presented 8257

Presented F: 3

8111

8111

8455

Society Royale Malacoloique de Belgique .
Proces Verbaux des Seances. Tomes XX, 
xxi, xxn, xxiii.

In 1 vol. Svo. Bruxelles, 1891-94. Presented
------  Proees Verbaux des Seances. Tome xxiv,

1896, pp. 1-80. Presented

Denmark.
Kon. Danske Yidenskarernes Selskabs For- 

iiakdlinGer. Oversigt i Aaret, 1896.
(Bulletin de rAcademie Royale des Sciences 
ot des Lettrcs do Danemark pour I’Amnee, ,
1895. 1 vol. 8vo. Kobenhavn, 1895-96. Presented

------ Bulletin. 1896. Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, Presented

France.
Annales des Sciences Naturellkb. Zoologie 

et Paleontologie. Serie 8. Publiees sous 
la direction de M. A. Milno-Kdwards. Tomes 
i, ii. 2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1896. Purchased

Annuaire Geologique Universe!,. Revue de 
Geologic et Paleontologin, dirigee par L.
Cam, H. Douville, fondfi par Dr. Agincourt.
Annee, 1893. Tome x.

1 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1894-5. Purchased

Ecolh d’Anthkopoiaioie di; Paris. Revue 
Mensuelle, Annuo v. 1S95.

1 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1895. Presented
------ Revue Mensuelle, 1896. Nos. 1-12. Presented
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I’aht II.—PERIODICALS (roniinutd).

F: I Teuili.i: hks Jewks Na'j'ijk.ihstes. Paki.-j
ReT«e31eiisuelie d'Hjstoirc Ifaturelle. 1S0G Presented 

F: 1 ----- Catalogue do la Bibliotheque. Ease. 17. Prc-H-nted

847G-77 Facvltk kes Scjenci:s di: J[Aitsi:n,i.E. Annalcs.
Tome re, J8B5; Tumo v, 189G; Tome Yi, 
lase. 1, 2, 3,1S9S; Tome vn, 1806.

In 2 vols. Ito. MnrEeilles, ISOo-BG. Presented 
810G Ibstitpt Coionial he AIaeseilij:. Anuales,

Publiees sous lu direction do M. io Prof.
Ddouurd Hcctcl. Anneo in. Vol. 2. 1895.

1 vol. Svo. Lille, 1S95. Presented 
S097 li'a’i itct dh Fkanci;. Aeadenuc dcs Seiences.

Recued de Jlemoires Rapports Dt Documents 
velulifs a I’Obscrvation flu passage de Venus 
snr le Solcil, 1874. Tome III, pnrtie 2.
Mission de Pile Campbell. Tnlmduetion par 
il. Filhol. Zooiogie, Hotaniquc, Oeologie,
Pknebes.
ItoI, TeAte. 1 vol , Allas. Paris, ISS.t. Purchased 

8433-34 JounSAj, nr, CoBonxuoLor.iE. Public sous la 
direction dc II. Crosse ot H. Fistber.
3 Scries. Tome sxxiv. Vol. xlii. 1E94.
Tome xxxv. Vol. xem. 1895.
, 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1894-95. Purchased

8415 Mx'snuit dTIisioiiiK Hatceehle. Bulletin,
Tome I, 1895. 1 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1895. Presented

F:5 ----- Bulletin. Annfc, 1896, Xos. 1, 2, 3,4, o, 6. Presented
i

S359 RkSYT-TAIS DUS CaAII’AGNES SciESTirHJ'DES PIT
Pbixce do Moxaco. Faso x. Poissons 
provenant dcs Campagnes du Yacht THiron- 
dclle (1.885-1888), par Robert Collett,

1 vol. 41,o, Monaco, 1S9G. Presented 
8446 Bevi’i: Biot,ogiqce du Noku pi: i.a Fhaxce 

jrublieo sous la direction de Theod. Barrois,
Paul Haller, el. It. Monie/,. Aug., 1894 
(An. vr. No. 11), Oct., Nov, Dee., 1894 
(An. vu, Nos. 1. 2, 3).

In 1 vol. Svo. Paris, 1894. Presented
If / I

F: 42 Socn.TE PE Si’iiiiEOLOR-iE, Paris. Memoires.
Tome i, Nos. 1 and 2.

-----Bulletin. ‘'Spelunca.” Tome r, Nos. 1-4.
Tome ir, Nos. 6 and 7. Presented

/ /
8115 SOCIETE DE SciEXCES N ATT BELLES de TOliest de 

la France. Bulletin. Tome v,
, , 1 vol. Svo. Nantc=, 1895. Presented

8444 Societe Zooj.ogique de Fraxce. Ylemoii'es
pour Pannee, 1895. Tome vin.

] vol. Sro. Paris, 1895. Presented 
F: 2 ----- Bullelin. Annee 1895. Presented

Geioiaxv.
8443 Archiv run Natuiigeschichte gegrundet von 

A. F. A. Wiegmann. Jahrgang lxi.
Band i. 1 vol. Svo. Berlin, 1895. Purchased

8436 BeKLINER EXTOMOLOGISCHE ZFITSCIIIilET.
Herausgegeben von dem Enfomologischen 
Vcrein zu Berlin. Band XL.

1 vol. Svo. Berlin, 1893. Purchased

F: 22 BeELIXER CrESELLSCIIAET EUR AxTHROEOLOGIE, 
ETHXOLOGIE, .VXD PRGESCIIICH'IE. Zellp- 
chnft fiir Ethnologic, 189G. Heft 1, 2,
3. 4, G. Presented

8088 Deutsche Bkiomotogisciik Zkitsciirift her
ausgegeben von der Entomologisehen Ccsell- 
schaft in Verbindnng nut Dr. C. Arautr 
und der (vescllsebaft “Iris” in Dresden.
Jahrgaug, 1895. Heft I, 2.

1 vol. Svo. Berlin, 1895. Purchased 
7348 Haaiburgur AVissexschaftiiciie Axbtalt.
A 8054 Beiheft znm (Tnhrhiu-h xii. 1894. Das 

Grand1,vhssoi' in Hamburg, von Dr. A. Voiler.
Heft 3. Berlin, 1895. Presented

F. 28 ----- .Inhrbucli xii, 1894.
F: 28 ----- Beihei't xn, 1894. Presented

F: 25 K.oxigitches Musdum, Beiilix. Amtliehee 
Berichte nu-, den Koniglichcu Kunstsamm- 
Inngen, 1S95. 1S9G. Presented

8463 KoN. Preussischi: Ak \pemie dt.r IYifsexcuaj'- 
tex zu BkiiliX. Sit/.ungsbcnclile. J.ihr- 
gang, 1895. 1vol. 8io. Berlin, 1895. Presented

8461 -----  JlatlmmuliscbeiindNatuniisseusohaftlielie
Miltbeihingen aus den Silzimgsberichten.
-Tulirgaiig, 1895. 1 vol. Svo, Berlin, 1895. Presented

Part IT.—PERIODICALS (coniinutd).

8149-50 Mori’HOLogisches .rAHRurcn. Eino Zeifecbrift 
fur Anatomic und Entiviekelungsgeselucbtc, 
hemuegegeben von Carl Gegenbaur. Baud 
xxu, xxui.

2 vols Svo. Leipzig, 1895, Purchased 
S25S NATEKWISSBXSCHAl'TLlCirER A'eRKIN IN llAHLS-

rutie. Vcrhandlungon. Band xi, 1888- 
1S95. 1 vj'l. Sro. Karlsruhe, 1896. Presented

F: 41 Naturkorschvxpe Geslilsciiaft, Freiburg.
Berichte. Band jx Heft 1, 2, 3. Presented

F; 2 i Naturhistoriscjier Verein dkii Preussiscue
Biieimaxd, Ac. Yerhandluneen dcs 
Vereins. .lahrgang HI. Halite 1. 
Sitzungsberiehte dor Niederrheinisehen 
Gescllsehaft, 1895. Halfto 1. Presented

8410-41 Naturae Novitatek. Bibliographio ncuer
Ih'sebeitiungen aller Liinder nnf dem Gchiete 
der NaturgeschiL'litc, und der evacten A\ is- 
senschnften, R. Friodlnndcr and Sobn.
.lahrgang xvn, xvm.

1vol. Svo. Berlin, 1895-6. Presented
8141 Rheixische FRiEDRicn-WiLiinni Uxivfusitat

Zu Boxx. Croiiik, Inaugural Dissertations, 
and oilier papers, 1894-95.

Y'ols. Svo. Bonn, 1895. Presented 
8355 SEXCJiENBEBGISCHU N.M URFORSCHKXDK GllSELL-

soiiaft ix Fkaxkfurt, A. M. Berichte,
1895-6. 1vol. Svo. Frankfurt, A. M., 1896. Presented

F: 24 Oexithoiogisctir Moxatsuerichte von Prof.
Dr. Ant. Hoieheiiow. Jolirg. iv. 1896. Presented

F: 41 Verein I'in NATURAvissEXCHAFriiciiE Uxter-
HAI.TIIXG, IlAAIEmG.

Yerhaudlungen. Band xi. 1894-95. Presented

F: 23 Veiieix icji NATUnKUxi'E zu Kaskhl.
Abhandlungen und Boi'icht xxxx. 1894-95 Presented

8437-38 ZEITSCnEHTFURWlSSEXSCHATTUCHi; Zooiajcie.
Band lx and lxi.

£ vols. Svo. Leipzig, 1895-36. Purchased
8439 Zooxogischer Aszf,iger. Herau'gegeben von

1’rof. .1. Victor Cams in Leipzig. Zugleich 
Organ der Deutseben Zoologisehen Gesell- 
schaft. Band xix.

1 vol. Svo. Leipzig, 1896. Purchased
8083 Zooioo ische Station Zu Nratei.

Fauna uud Flora dcs Golfes von Neapel, und 
dev Angrenzenden lIoei'es-.Absebnitte. Mo- 
nograpiue xxu. Nomertinen des Golfes 

von Neapel, von Dr. Otto Biirger.
1 vol. 4to. Berlin, 1895. Presented

Italy.

8076 YIuseo Civico Di Stobia Natcralb hi Genova.
A 8133 Annali, publienti per oura di G. Doria e K.

Gestro Scrio 2. Vols. xiv, (34), xv, (35).
2 vols, Svo. Genova, 1894-95. Purchased

8079 Societa Toscana di Scikxze Natch a li ix Pisa.
Ylcniorio. Vol. xiv.

1vol. 8vo. Pifa, 1895. Presented
F: 41----- AttidellaSocictii. Process! Verbal]. Vol.

ix, pp. 243-310 j Vol. x. Presented

F : 9 Societa Itajjaxa di Scienze Natuhali, Milan.
Alii della Soc. Itnl. di Scienze naluruli o del 
Museo Civico di Storiiniatursle. Vol. xxxv. ' 
fasc. 3, 4; Vol. xxxvi. fast. 1, 2. Presented

.1 apax.

8404 I.ui'imiAL L'xtversity, .Tapax. Journal of the 
College ot' Science. Vol. vm.

liol. 4lo. Tokyo, Japan, 1895. Presented.
B : 31 ---- Vol. IX. pari. 1; Vol. x, part 1. Presented
8297 Education. Twenty-second Annual Report of 

Minister of State for Education for 1894.
1 vol. Svo. Tokyo, 1896. Presented 

B: 31 Tokyo Liuraut, Japan. Extract of Annual
Report, 1895. Presented.

Java.

8333-54 Kox-Natuurkunijigk Yeiifenicinc Neueu- 
la.vdsch-Indie. Alphabetiseh Register. Op 
Dcel r-xxx, 1871-72; xxxi-l, 1891.

2 vols. Svo. ’s Gravcn/iaga, 1871-2 and 1891. Presented
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8312-4 Koy-XA'iTrfiK'u:; dfge YEnEwriGiyc Neuee- 
lanusch-Tsdie ictn, Doeli, 1856; Heel
111,1857-53; Dcel iv, 1858.

3 vols, 4to. Batavia, 1S56-58. Presented
8315-52 ----- EiituurkundiK Tijdsrhrirt, vocr ITeder-

!:iii(lo]i-hidie. ,Talir(KiTic II. 1831: Dccliv-s,
X Her , I vu, 1853-36 ; Deisl xr-xiv, 3Ser., 
j-rv, 1356-57; Duel XV, 4 Ser, I, 1858;
Perl xvii-xx, 4 Ser., m-vi, 1858-66;
Peel xxr, xxn, 5 3er., r, it, 1SC0; Peel 
\ \ \r. 5 8er., v, 1863, Peel XXVI-XXX, 6 
Her . i-v, 1864-1663 (xxix,iv wants All. i);
Peel xxxi-xxxix, 7 See., i-ix, 1S70-1SS0;
Peel xl xi.ii, 8 Ser.. T-m, 1881-1883; Peel 
m.viii, 8Ser., ix. 188!) (xi.i, u wants ATI 2).

38 vols. S'O. Bataiin, 1S51-S0. Presented
8175 ----- Peel LV, NegenJc Sene, Perl iv.

1 vol. Svo. Batavia, 1896. Presented
F 42 ----- llocliw-erfcen, 1895. Presented
Ji’ 42 — - Suppleineiit-Uitalogus, 1883-93. Presented

PnlLII'IXE IsLAsns.
P 42 Jlcaiio Biultotiii.ta in: Fn.irixts. Boldin.

Ann 1 Num. 5,G (ISDo). Ana. ir. Nam.
16,17 (1896}. Presented

PmmraAL.
jf 41 Xi! IBAT.UOS GkiilihiicuS be Pohtcgal. C’om-

imimci.ijoesde Pirec^ao. Tome Hi. Fasc. 1. Presented

Nokivay.
3104 Bisji'tns-s MrsiJim. -larbo"for 1894-93, Afliand- 

Pneer og Aarsberclmng iidgivuo n£ Bergcns 
Aluscum. 1 vol. Svo. Bergen, 1805. Presented

.3178 rt Stavaxgek MrsirM. Aarsberfning for 1893,
8368 1894, 1695.

2 vols. Svo. Stavanger, 1894-96. Presented

Russia.

F 13 At'AmMlIE IMTKIIIALK BES SciliSCdS, St.
PETEESBOriiG. Biillotm. V. Scrie. 'Pome
hi. No. 1. Prcsenlotl

F 13 ----- Anniutre du Musee Zoologique. 1396.
Nt r. 1, 2, 3. Presented

8150 C >'tm: Geoiogicjue di: la Rcssi;. Bulletio.
Xonic xiv, and Supplement, 1895.

1 vol. Svo, St. Peter^oarg, 1S95.
- Bulletin. Tome xv, 1896. Nos. 1,2, 3,4.
- Memoires. Yol, i. i'ios. 1,2,3,4,1883-85.
Vol, n Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,1336-87. Vol.m.
Nos. 1, 2. 3. ) 8S5-87.

3 vols, 4to. St. Putersbourg, 1883-87.
Vol. iv. No. 1, 1887.

■ Memoires. Vol. vu. No. 2, 1888.
AMI. x. No. 4, 1895.
AMI xi. No. 2, 1891.
Vol xiu. No. 2.
AMI. xv. No. 2.

How
acquirtpl.

F 13 
8151-53

Presented
Presented

Presented
8009 
5016 
8012 
5019 
F 12 
F 12 
8116

F 41 

8454

F 14 

8419

8029

8149

F 41 

F 41

----- Memones.
----- Memoires.
----- M inuoires.
-----Mbmoire-L
StitTUTATK PxTOJiorr.iCA, Eossioa. Ilorna 

Soeietatis Entomologicae Kossieao. Tome 
xxix, 1894-95.

1 vol. Svo St. Petersburg, 1893. 
----- 'lomexxx. No. 1-2.

Presented

Presented
Presented

Section do Geologic et de Minernlogie. 
Xrnvaux. AMI. xxi. Fasc. 2. 1896.

Societe fMrEKiALE des NATmtAiiSTES be 
Moscow. Bulletin, Amice, 1895.

1 vol. Svo. Moscow, 189G. Presented 
----- Bulletin, Annee, 1896. Nos. 1, 2. Presented
SOCIKIH IniPhnlALE DIB NaTL'IIALISTIIS DI S'L'.

PetkksrOueg. I'ravnui. Seetion de Zoologie 
et do Pbvsiulogio. AMI. xxv, Livr. 1, 2,
1895, Vol. XXVI. Livr. 1, 2. 1896.
In 1 vol. Svo. St. Petersbourg, 1895-96. Presented

Presented

Presented

Paht II.—PERIODICALS (coniinucd).
Spa ix.

8473-74 Socikdad E^paxola nu JIietoima Natueal.
Annies Serie 2. Tamo lu (xxiii). Tomo iv 
(xxivj 3 vols. Svo. Madrid, 1894-95. Presented

8470 Coaiisiox dpi, Mapa CriioLoaico Pe Espaxa.
Boldin. Xomoxx, 1893. Indies de Xomos 
i u. xx. 1 vol. Svo Madrid, 1895-96. Presented

8471-72 ----- Memoriss Description fisica, geoldgica y
ininera dc la Provineia de Logrono, por D.
Rafael Sxnellez l,OJ:ano. 1894.
Memoriae. Explieneidn del ilapa Cleologieo 
Fspafia, por L. Mallndu. Tomo 1, 1895.

2 vols. Svo. Madrid, 1894-95. Presented
Sivnitsx

8456 EsTOwOLOaiaKA Foeevixoev i Stockuolai.
Eulonuiloguk Tidsknlt (Journal Kntomolo- 
gique public par la Societe Entomologiquc a,
Stockholm) Arptngeu xv, xvi.

1 vol. Svo. Stockholm, 1894^95. Presented 
8437-58 Ivoxgl Svexsxa VitTis^xvrs ■ Aiiadiijiieks 

Haxdtixgeh. lliliang. Afd. III. Bd. 
xx, xxr. 1893-96. Bihnng. Aid. IV.
Bd. xx, xxi. 1895-96.

In 2 vols. Svo. Stockholm, 1895-96. Presented 
8459-61 Societa rno Faux i etFloea Fexxica. Acta 

AMI. v, pars 3,1395. Aeta Vol. vu l, 1890-93;
Acta Vol, tx, 1893-91 Acta AMI. .v 1894,
Acta AMI. xi, 1895 ; Ada AMI, xi 1, 1H94-95.
. In 3 voh. 8vo. Helsingforsitp, 1890-95. Presented

8462 ----- Mcddelnnden af Societas. 9,10, ll.Unftet
lu 1 vol. Svo. Helsingfors, 1893-05. Preaenled

FIG ----- Herbarium Alusci Fenniei, Nos. 1, 2. Presented
8479 Uxiveksitt or Ur-'ALA. Bulletin of the 

Geological Institution. Vol. ii (1394-95)
1 vol, Svo. Upsaln, 1896. Presented

F 16 ------  Ridra" till en r.cfnudsteckmngbfver Carl von
Lium'. Ill, IV.

F 16 -----  Meddelamlen fran Hpsnla llniversilrts
Aliueralogisk-Geoiogiskn institution, 20,21,
22, Presented

SWITZEULAXI).
8417-48 NATUltKOEscniiSBl; GesELLSCITAI'T IX Zdeicii.

Viertel jiihr^selirift, .Inhrgang XL. 1895.
ATifirtd jabi-'schnl't, .Tahrgnng xi,i. 189i>.
Jubelband. Festsclirift derNaturforsdienden 
GcselLdnift in Zurich, 1746-1896. Tlucl, 
i, II. In 2 vols. Svo. Zurich, 1895-93. Presented' 

— Neujabrbblatt anf dus Jahr 1896. xcvm. Presented

------- Compies Rendua dcs Seances, 1895 (Nee
Trawntr, To!, XXVI.)

Sdcietf iie3 Naturaliste'!, Kiew. JEemoires.
Tomo xui Liv. 1, 2. Presented

liUSSlSOilE JCAISP-HLICItn. MlXIUALOQigCIIE Ge- 
sellscitaft. Ht. Petersburg. AMrhand- 
lungen. Band xxxlh, Lief. 1. 1895. Presented

F 10

8468 

F 39

8466

8467

F 38 
F 38

F 41

8469

7626 

F 38 

8309

Sottii Aiiekica.
AIuseo DE La Plata. Revista. Tomo. v, vl.

In 1 \ol. 8vo. La Plata, 1894-95. Presented
-----  Rcvisfa. 'j'omo. vn. Part 1.
---- — Ankles, Seecion Zoolonia I, u, HI.
-----  Anales, Scccion G-cologia d Mmeralogia, l.
----- Anales, Seeeion llistoiia General, '.
-----  Anales, Scccion Arqncologin, II, III.
■----- Anales, Section Paleoniologia, H, III.
----- Anales, P890-91. Presontcd
Museo Nacioxal de Bruxos Aybes. Anales 

Tomo. iv. (2 Ser. Tomo l),
1 vol. 8vo. Buenos Ayres. 1895. Presented 

Music Nacioxal de Moxte A'iiieo. Anales 
i, ii, in.

3n 1 vol. Svo. Monte Video, 1394—95. Presented
-----  Anales No. o. Presented
Musko Nacioxal de Costa Rica. Poemncntos 

relativos a la Purtieipacion de Costa Kira cu 
diebo Certameu, No. 1- Presented

----- Antigucdades de Cosln Rica, por Annslasio
Alfaro Enfr. 1. Presented

----- informo presen lado al Sou. Secretario do
Fstado. 1896. Presented

Museu Pasaexse. Bolotint du Museo Paradise 
doBistoria Natural e lithnograplna. A’ol. 
i, Nos. 1,2, 3. Presented

Socir.nAn Ciixtikica “Axtoxio Ai.'/ate.” 
ileniorias, Tomo vm, 1894-95; tx, 1895-96.

In 1 vol. Svo. Mexico, 1894-96. Presented
a*

Societe Scifxtjitqu]! du Chiu Ades Tome
H. Livr 4, 1891 ; Livr 5, 1806. Presented

----- Actes Tome v. jdvr. 1, 2, 3, 4; Tome vi.
Livr. !. Presented

----- Congreso Cicntlfico Jeneml Cbileno de
1S94. 1 vol. Svo. Santiago de Chile, lt-93. Presented

28—P
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Part TII.—PAMPHLETS.
S384.—Pamphlets, Yol. XXX, Insects, Xo. 5,in 1 Yol. Sto., 

contains:—
Bakjb (Carl P.) Preliminary Studios of Siplionap- 

tcra. I-VII. (Can. Enl-om. XXFIT, 1S95.)
BEEGnorn (E.) On some South African Xipulidac. 

(EntomologUk Tidsktift, 1888.)
----- - tfeber eiuigo palfcarfetische Tipuliden. (Wien

F.nt. Zeit. VIII, 3, 1889.)
-----  Ziroi neuc Biptcra. (Wien Ent. Zeit. VJII, 0,

1389.)
----- Ueber einige Australisohe Biptcren, (Stett.

Ent. Zeit., 1894.) ■
CaA’WFOED (Frazer S.) Insect, and Fungus Pests, 

with special allusion to the Codlin Sloth und Bed 
Bust Fungus, being a paper read before the First 
Congress of the Agricultural Bureaus of South 
Australia. Adelaide, 1890.

Chabmas (T. A.) The Genus Aeronyetu and its 
Allies. (Entomologist’s Record, II, 2, 1891.)

Dtar (Harrison G.) Descriptions of some Butterfly 
Larra: from Yosemite. HI. (Canad, Enlom. 
XXIII, 10, 1891.)

Eaton (A. E.) A Synopsis of British Psychodidm. 
(Ent. Ufa. Mag. (2) IV, 1893, and V, 1894.)

Ehrmann (George A.) Hew West African Butter
flies. (Jonrn. A’.F. Ent. Soc,, II, 1894.)

Johnson (Charles W.) List of the Diptera of 
Jamaica, ivith descriptions of Xew Species. (Proc. 
Acad. Hat. Set. Pkit., 1894.)

-----  Diptera of Florida, with additional descriptions
of New Genera and Species, by D. W. Coquillett. 
(Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., i8flf>.)

-----  A Review of the Stratioaya and Odontomyia
of North America. (Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. XXII, 
1893.)

Hath (Oscar). Zur Kennlniss dcr Leuchtbakterien. 
(Centralhlait fiir Eakkriologic and Parasiten- 
kttnde IX, 1891.)

Loew (H.) Revision der Blepharoceridao. (Zeits.f, 
Ent. neue folge. VI, 187?.)

-----  Ajialytiaehe Tabclle zutn Bestimmen der tior-
damerikanischen Arten der Tipuliden-Oattung 
Pachyrrhina. (Verhand. E.K. Zool-Iioi. Oes. 
Wien, 1879.)

Muit.ua (Frits). Contribution towards the History 
of a new form of larva: of Psychodidie (Diptera; 
from Brazil. (Trans. Ent, Soc, Lon., 1895.)

Reuter (Edm.) Ueber den angehlicben Umsturz in 
der Entomolagie der Oegcnwart. (Wien. Ent. 
Zeit. XI, 1, 1892.)

Rkutkr (Enzoi). Z'.vei neue Cecidomyincn, (Acta 
Soc. Xavna et Flora Fennica XI, 8.) Helsing
fors, 1895.

Rondakj (Camillo). Elenco delle Pubblieazioni Eiito- 
mologiche. (Full. Soc. Ent. Ital, XVII, 1885.)

Rohrr (Y. von). Dipterologische Notizen. I. Euro- 
paischen Ulidinen. (Eerlin Ent. Zeit, XXV, 2, 
1881.)

------ Ueber Cypbipclta Big. (Wen Ent. Zeit. I, 3,
1882.)

----- Ueber din Oattung Bmobyrrhopala Mcq.
(Wien Ent. Zeit. II, 11,1883.)

------Ueber die eystcmatische Stellung derDiptereu-
Gati.nng Tefamira (pallidivcntris) Fall. (Berlin 
Ent. Zeits. XXIX, 1, 1885.)

-----  Ueber Pangonia longirostris Hardw.
-----  Apheshia chalybaea n. sp,

Rcbsaamhn (Ew. H.) Dio Gallmiteken des Konig], 
Museums fur Naturkunde zu Berlin. (Berlin 
Ent. Zeits. XXXVII, 3, 1892.)

-----  Yorlaufigo Beschreibung neuer Ceoidomvidcn.
(Ent. Nacltr. Karsck. XIX, 11, 1893.) ’

----- Eine neue Galmuekc, Asphondylia eapparisn.
sp. (Berlin Ent. Zeits. XXXVIII, 4, 1893.)

-----  Die aussereuropaischen Trauermiieken des
Konigl. Museums fiir Naturkunde zu Berlin. 
(Berlin Ent. Zeits. XXXIX, 1, 1894.)

Tryon (Henry), Coleoptera collected by Mr. A. C. 
English in New Guinea. (Second Report Admin. 
N. Gain., 1890.)

Turr (J. W.) Melanism and Melanochroism in 
British Lepidoptera. pinlom. Bee. I, 12,1891.)

Thomas (Fr.) Ueber das Heteropterocecidium von 
I’cucii mu enpifcatum und anderen Teucrium- 
Arten. (Abhand. Bot. Ver, Brandenburg XXXI, 
1839.)

Part ITX—PAMPHLETS (continuca).
THOlrAs (Fr.) Ueber einige neue e.zotische Ceeidien.

(Sift. Ber. Ges, Nat. Ere., 1.889.)
----- Fntomoloeische Notizen. (Eniom. Nach.

Karsch, XVI, 20, 1889.)
-----  Die Blattflolikrankheit der Lorbeerbimmo.

(Gartenjlora, 1891.)

Thomas (Fr. A. W.) and Rubsaam en (Ew. H.). Ceci- 
domyia Pseudococeus n. sp. uiidihrc Lebenswcise.
(Icrh. K. K. Zool. Bot. Ges. Wien, 1890.) Wien 

■1890.
Webster (F, M.) The American Mcromyza. (/Jwr- 

duc University Bull, 9, 188B.) ’
-----  Report ou Insects aSecting small Grains and

Grasses. (Pep. of Entom. U. S. E)ep. Aqric 
1886.) 1887.

-----  Report on the Season’s Observations, and espe
cially upon Corn Insects. (Hep. Entom. U. S.
Dep. Agriv., 1887.) 1888.

-----  Some Studies of the Development of Dims
concavus, Say, and L. macer, Lecomle. (Eniom, 
Americana, 1889.)

Wn.cox (E. V.) Spermatogenesis of Caloptcnus 
femur-rubrum and Cicada tibicen. (Ball. Mas.
Comp. Zool. XXVII, ].) Cambridge, 1895.

Wesihoit (Freidrich). Ueber den Bau des Kypo- 
pigiums der Gattung Tiputa Meigon, Tti. I.
(Inaug. Biss. Pant. Akad. Munster.) Miiuster,
1882.)

WliDPTON (S. W.) On the Apioccridte and their 
Allies. (ATitiras University Quarterly I,

-----  A new Tachinid with Remorkabic Antenna;. '
(Entom. Ntncs, 1895.)

-----  Esotie Tabanida;. (Ban. Unin. Qaar. Ill, 3,
1895.)

8385.—Pamphlets, Yol. XXXI, Insects, No. 6, by W, A.
Snow und C. T. Townsend, in 1 vol. Svo, con
tains: Purchase

Snow (W. A.) Notes and Descriptions of Syrphidse.
(Kansas Univ. Quart. I, 1892.) *

-----  American Piatypezida;. (Kansas Univ. Quart
III, 2, 1894.)

-----  Descriptions of North American Try petals:,
with Notes. (Aa«fl«s Univ. Quart. II, 3, 1894.)

----- Cnephalia and its Allies. (Kansas Univ
Quart. Ill, 3, 1895.)

-----  American Plal.ypezida;, Paper 2. (Kansas Univ.
Quart. Ill, 3, 1895.)

----- Diptera of Colorado and New Mexico. (Kansas
Unix. Quart. Ill, 4,1895.)

-----  Supplementary List of North American Syr-
phidic. (Kansas Unir. Quart. Ill, 4,1895.)

Townsend (C. II. Tyler). A remarkable new Hippo- 
boscid from Mexico. (Entom. News, 1891.)

-----  An Exorista parasitic on Lago opercularis.
(Entom. News, 1891.)

-----  A Tachinid Parasite of Chrysophanus drone.
Exorista ehryaopliani n.sp. (Entom. iVeiur, 1891.)

-----  New North American Tachinidre. (Entom.
News, 1892.)

-----  New Jamaica Tacbmidae. (Entom. News,
1892.)

-----  Some Deformities in the Abdominal Segments
of Tachinid a;. (Entom. News, 1892.)

-----  On tho so-called Throat Bot, (Eniom. Neivs,
1892.)

-----  The Pupuarium and Pupa of Subula pallipes
Lw. (Entom. News, 1893.;

-----  Hemiptera collected in Southern Michigan.
(Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash, IT, 1, 1891.)

-----  Tire North American Genera of Calyptrnte
Muscidffl. (Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. II, 1, 1891.)

-----  Note on the Genera TriptoLricha Lw. and
Agnotomvia Will. (Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. II, 1,
1891.) '

----- Ticks in the Ears of Horses. (Journ. N I*
L’nf. Soc. I, 2, 1893.)

----- Note on Termopsis augustieollis Hagen. (Zoc
IV, 2, 1893.)

-----  On the Life History of Lygajus turcieus, Fab.
-----  Notes ou Parnassins clodius. (Canad. Entom.)
-----  Note on the proposed new Genus Calotarsa.

(Canad. Entom.)
-----  A Sareophagid Parasite of Cimbex amerieana.

(Canad. Entom.)
-----  Description of a Museid, bred from Swine

Dung, with Notes on two Museid Genera.
(Canad. Entom.)
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Book. How
acquired.

PAMPHLETS (conlinued).
Tow>’SKNB (0. H. Tyler). Notes on North American 

Tachinida: sens lat., with descriptions of new 
Genera and Species.

Paper I. ( Proa. Hat. Soc. Wash, II, 1,
1891.)

Paper IT. (Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.XVIII.)
Paper III. ('Tran*. Am. Ent. Son. XIX.)
Paper V. (Canad.Entom. XXIV, 3,1892.)

-----  On a Species of Simuliutn from the Grand
Canon of the Colorado. (Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.
XX, 1803)

-----  Notes on the Diptera of Baja, California.
(Proc. Cat. Acad. Sei., (2) IV.)

-----  A Trypetid bred from Galls on Bigeloria.
(Canad. Entom.)

------ A Very Remarkable and Anomalous Syrpkid
(Canad, Eniom.)

-----  Two new Tacbinids. (Psi/che, 1891.)
-----  A new Simnlium from Southern New Meiico.

(Psyche, 1891.)
----- A Parasite of the Pall Web-Worn. (Psyche,

1891. )
----- A Tachinid Parasite of the Oak Unicorn Pro

minent. (Psyche, 1891.)
----- Contribution to a List of the Coleoptera of the

Lower Peninsula of Michigan. (Psyche, 1889.)
----- Description of a Sareophaga bred from Helix.

(Psyche, 1892)
-----  Tachmid Parasite of Eucatcrva variaria Groto,

and other notes. (Psyche, 1892.)
----- An Aporia bred from Limacodos sp. (Psyche,

1892. ) ‘
-----  Descriptions of Ccetrid Larvio taken from the

Jack Habbit and Cotton-Tail. (PsycAe, 1892 )
----- A Cockscomb Gall on Rhus microphylla.

(Psyche, 1893.)
-----  A Cone-like Ceoidomyiid Gnll on Bigeloria.

(Psyche, 1894.) ’
------ A Dexiid Parasite of a Longicorn Beetle.

(Jour. Inst. Jamaica, I, 3.) .
S3SG Pamphlets, Yol. XXXII, No. 7, Insects; by E. Giglio- 

'los and Joseph Mik, in 1 vol. Svo. Con
tains :— Purchased

Gigiio-Tos (DottE.). Nuove Specie di Ditteri del 
Museo Zoologico di Torino. I, (Atti.R. Acad. Set.
Torino, XXV, 1899) Torino, 1890.

----- Nuove Specie di Ditteri del Museo Zoologico di
Torino, ir. ( Poll. Mus. Zool. A cat. corny,
Torino, V, 1890.)

----- Le Specie Europee de Genere Chrysotoxum
Mcig, (Atti, E. Acad. Sci. Torino XXVI, 1890.)
Torino, 1890.

- — Nuove Specie di Ditteri del Museo Zoologico di 
Torino III. (Pott, ]Hus. Zool. Anat. comp,
Torino, VI, 1891.)

-----  Di nlcune Specie del Gen. Echinomyia Dnm,
(Pott. Hus. Zool. Anat. comp. Torino, VI, 1891.)

-----  Nuove specie di Ditteri del Museo Zoologico di
Torino. IT. (Poll. Mas, Zool. Anat. comp. Torino,
VI, 1891.)

-----  Nuove Specie di Ditteri del Museo Zoologico di
Torino, v, (Poll. Mas. Zool. Anal. comp. Torino,
VJ, 1891.)

-----  Diagno’i di quattro nuovi generi di Ditteri.
(Poll, Mus. Zool. Anat. comp. Torino, VI, 1891.)

-----  Parassitismo di una Larra d’Arioia in un
Caraho. (Ann. R. Acad. Sci. Torino, XXIV,
1891.) Torino, 1892.

Mix (Josef). Collection of Pamphlets and Extracts 
on Diptera (Mostly from Wien Ent. Zed. II, 1893, 
to JX, 1890, and Verb. Zool. Pot. Ges, Wren,
1883 to 1888).

8387.—Pamphlets, Vol. XXXITI, No. 8. Insects by Purchase 
C. R. Osten Sacken ; in 1 Vol. 8 vo. Contains :—
Outsm-Sackbs (O, R.) Die Tanydcrina, eine merk- 

wudigc Gruppe der Tipuliden. (Verb. X, K. Zool.
Pci. Ges. Wien, 1879.)

----- Synonymiea concerning Exotic Dipterology.
(JVicn Ent. Zeit, I, 1882, and Merlin Ent. Zeits.
XXVII, 2, 1883.)

-----  Itcfcrate iiber einige in russiseber Spracho
erscliicncne Dipterologische Schriften. (Wien 
Ent. Zeit I, 1882.)

----- Bencht uber erne in russiseber Spracho
ersehienene Dipterologische Arbeit, (Wien Ent. .
Zeit. IV, 1885.)

----- An Essay of Comparative Chicotaxy, or the
arrangement of the characteristic bristles of 
Diptera. (Trans. Ent. Soc. Land., 1884.)

PAMPHLETS (continued),
Ostett-Sackix (CR.) Characters of the Larvse of 

Mycetopbilidffi. (Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil., 1862.) 
Heidelberg, 1886.

------ Bemcrkungcn iiber Blepharoeeridon. Ein
Nachtrag zur “ Revision ” diescr Bamilie von 
Prof. Dr. Loew. (Dent, Ent. Zeits. XXII, 1878.)

-----  Diptera from the Philippine Islands brought
home by Dr. Carl Semper, and described by 
C. R. Osten-Sacken, (Merlin Ent. Zeits. XXVI 
1, 1882.) Berlin, 1882.

-----  Diptera from the Philippine Islands brought
home by Dr. Carl Semper, and described by 
C. R. Osten-Sackeu. (Merlin Ent. Zeits. XXl'l, 
2,1882.)

-----  On Prof. Braucr’s Paper : Ycrsuch einer
Charaetcristik der Gattungcn dcr Notacanthen, 
1882. (Merlin Ent. Zeits., 1882.) Berlin, n.d.

-----  On the Genus Apioccra. (Merlin Ent. Zeits.
XXVII, 2, 1883.)

----- Vermeilniss der Eutomologischcn Schriften
von Hermann Low. t(Verh, K, K. Zool. Bot. 
Ges. Wien, 1884.)

-----  Some North American Techimc. (Can, Entom,
XIX, mi.)

-----  Studies on Tipulidae. Part I. Review of the
published Genera of the Tipulidae Longtpalpi. 
(Merlin Ent. Zeits, .TAW, 2, 1886.) Berlin, n.d.

-----  Studies on Tipulidae. Part II. Review of the
published Genera of the Tipulidae Brevipalpi. 
(Merlin Ent, Zeits. XXXI, 2, 1887.) Berlin, n.d.

-----  On Mr. Portchinski’a Publication* on the Larva;
of Jfuscidao. (Merlin Ent. Zeits. XXXI, 1,1887.)

-----  S u pgestions toward 9 a better grouping of certain
Eamilies of the Order Diptera. (Entom. Mo. 
Mag., (2), II, 1891.)

-----  On the Characters of the three divisions of
Diptera; Nemocera sera, Nemocera auomala, and 
Eremochaeta. (Berlin Ent. Zeits., XXXVII 4 
1893.)

----- Explanatory Notice of my Views on the Sub
Orders of Diptera. (Entom. Mo. Mag., (2), JV 
1803.)

----- Zur Geschichte dcr sogenaimtcn Brustgritte
(breast-bone) der Ceeidomyien. (Merlin Era 
Zeits. XXX VIFT, 4, 1893.)

-----  On tbe Atavic Index-Characters, with some
remarks about the Classification of the Diptera. 
(Merlin Ent. Zeds. XXXIV, 1, 1894.)

----- Synonymiea about Tipulidae. (Merlin Ent. Zeds.
XXXIX, 2, 1894.)

-----  Three Trochoboiae from New Zealand and
Tasmania. (Merlin Ent. Zeits. XXXIX, 2,1894.)

-----  Eristalis tenax in Chinese and Japanese Litera
ture. (Berlin Ent. Zeits XL, 1, 1895.)

-----  Contributions to the Study of the Liponcuridae
Locw. (Merlin Ent. Zeits. XL, 1,1895.)

-----  Correction to my Paper: Three Trochoboiae.
(Berlin Ent. Zeits. XL, 1, 1895.)

----- Supplcmentto my recentPaporonLiponeuridnc.
(Mertin Ent. Zeds, XL, 3, 1895.)

------ Other Papers not enumerated.

PAMPHLETS UNBOUND.

Agassiz (A.) On Underground Temperature at Great
Depths. Exchanged

Aitriviuius (Chr.) DiagnosenneuerTagfalfcraus Africa
Bn xv ip: (James). Arctic Plants and Apus Remains at 

Ivirkmichael.
Blaxchaud (Dr. Raphael), Nouvclles Observations sur 

les Larrcs do Eermatobin noriahs.
-----  Hirudineen uus dem Togoland.
----- Description du quelques Hinidinees asiutiques.
Bbazier (John). New Species of Cona from Solomon 

Islands.
Bor®a (J. I.) Biograficos.
Cork (E. D.) The Reptilian Order Cotylosnuriii.
-----  On Plistocenc Mammalia from Petite Ansc.
-----  Criticism of Dr Baur’s Rejoinder, and reply to

critique.
Dundy (A.) Notes on N. Z. Land Planarians. Part II.
----- Note on the Discovery of Living Specimens of

Gconcmertes novae-zealandine.
-----  Presidential Address on Cryptozoic Eatum of Aus

tralia.
Dradbr (D.) Marbel Beds of Natal. If ifhndiied
Festa (JC.) Dcserizione di un nuovo genere c di una 

nuova specie di Teiidae racolta nel Darien.
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Boob.

PAMPHLETS UNTBOUXD (co^fnu'd).

How
ooquirod. Book.

PAMPHLETS UNBOUXL (continued).

PlEr.UKB (5fev.M.) intermediate Hosts of Elute—First,
Second, und Third Notes.

FotVKE (CL) Archeologic Investigations.
Fboubatt (W. W.) On ttie Bag-slioltcw of Lepidop- 

terous L'irvoo of the Germs Teara.
------  Tlie Entomology of the Qr.tss Trees
------Notes ou Cicadas.
------ Australian Tcrmilidoe. Parti.
-----  Paper on Honey Ants (of Horn Eipcdition).
llEMSLrv (\V. Hotting). On on Obscure Species of 

Tr/mufetJa,
------- Some liemarblblc Phanerogamous Parasites.
----- - The Finn of Lord Howe Island.
IIedluy (C ) Stray Notes ou Papuan Ethnology. _
•Tick (Robert L.) *The Submarine Leakage ot Artesian 

Wat er.
-----  Not' on the Discavery of Organic Remains in the

Cairns Bunge, Western (Jueenaland.
JiMlVis (Edmund) Jufe History of Arnica hobartiu.
Peach (H. N) uud Honxc (J).' The Old Rod Volcanic

Rocks of She'iand. Exchanged
Rah soil (F.) Aitbiopisohe lleleroceren T, II.
Kibx (T ) Disnlaccuieut of Species in New Zealand.
KOLBE (K. J.) * Afnkeniselio Ooteoptera ties IC. Museums.
Lea (Artlmr If.) Descriptions of New Species of Aus

tralian Coleoptera; parts L and 2.
------ J Inscriptions of New Species of Bostrjchidte.
------- Papers from the “Journal of Agriculture.”

Loniot (T, de). Etudes sur qnelques Eehinodermes de 
CiriU,

----- - Kruihtsu-les Mallusques du Rauracien snptrieur dn
Jiii'ii Ber no*. , .

-----  Suoplemcat mix Eehinodermes de la Buie
d’A nibeinc.

Lrr.is (A. IT. S.) and Fuost (C.) Paper on Reptilm (of 
Horn Expedition)

Maitlaxd (A. Gibb). Tim Geological Htructure of extra 
Austriilidii Artesian BnroJ. '

Mbakss (EJrnr A.) Preliminary Diagnoses of Now 
Muuiiiials from the Mexican Border.

Mom vs (K.) Die Aesthei ische Bitraclituna der Thicrc.
Morse (Edward S.) if PubUc Libraries, why not Public 

Mnsiunm-? 4 ^
IfORin (A .T.J is’otes on ChtiMydoderff orhntabs.
------  Notes on the Nesting of Ctli/ptorki/nohnsbanisiant] ■

Enfihradry'n rosio.
Ob-iluv (J, 1).) A now famih of Au^lralinn FleIics.
----- - J^L^^riptions of two new Gciictu find Species of

Australian Fishea*
Peracca (M. O) Rettili ed Anfibi raccolfci a Kazangnla
------ Sul fatto di due distinte dentiziom nelt Tiuqua

Scioroidrs White. . . , .
-----  Sopra aleuu Ofidii nuovi o poco not.i deiT AinerieiL

merediuuale.
-----  Retiih ed Anfibi rnccolti nel Dfirien cd a Panama

dal Dote. E. Feste.
----- Rettili ed Anfibi. _ .
-----  Sopra un miovo genere ed una nuova specie di

eolubride a;lifo deli’ America mcridiunule 
OintEin'(L. P) Bassin dc Villaincs. Exchange.
Peat. (d. K.) Tabic of Comparison of Words.

Peckham (G. W.) Occasional Papers:—Some observa
tions on the Special Senses of Wasps. Additional 
observations on Sexual Selection of Spiders of Attides. 
Ant-like Spiders of Family Aitiim. Spiders of the 
Marptusa Group. Spiders of the Mamatatfm Group. 
Spiders of the Family Attidir. from Central America 
miid Mexico,

Pocta (P.) Paralliile entre les Depotn Siluricns de la 
Bretagne ct dc la Bnhenie.

Pllll.im (R. A.) Museo Naeionnl dc Chili. Annies, 
Son. 1. Zoolojia “ Cemis AntEeniis.”

Pmtciiarh (G. B ) On tho present state of our Know
ledge of the older Terimries of Southern Australia.

Rainbow (W. J.) Descriptions of some new Arancidtu of 
N.S.W. No. G.

Rajio.vo (G) Geologic des Indes Anglnises.
------ Geologic de I'Aqueduc de 1'Avi'c.
RoBHUTiiON (Dr. M.) Brief Account of the Natives of 

West Austwiin.
------ Report bv Dr M. Robertson on Habits of Aborigines

of IV,A ' ' _
Sai.vahojii (T ) Catalogo di una eolle/ione di Tlecelii 

delli vicinanze di Deli in Sumatra.
------- Descriziore di una nova specie del genere Rliam-

phoecehis di CJiiriqiti,
Sins (G. 0.) On a now fresh-water Ostrncod, Stenocypris 

chettreitxi,
------ Description of two new Phyllopoda from North

Australia.
Saufsvhe (Henri de). Note snr la Tnbn des Embicns.
SciiAmisy (Dr Fritz}. Heliozoa.
ShaIiBauC-h (B. F ) Dor.umentary material for History 

of Town. Parts 3 and 2.
Sjtn'K (Edgar A.) On a Collection of Land Shells from 

Sclayar, Ac.
—■— On a Collection of Land Shells from South Celebes.
------ List of Lund and Fresh-water Molluscaof Trinidad.
------ Descriptions of five new Species of Land Shells from

Now Guinea.
------  Non-marine Molhtscu of St. Vincent.
------ On the Genus Clea.
------  Land Shells from Central Africa,
------ Notes on Nassodonta insignis.
------  Natural History Notes from " Investigator,” Ser. II,

No. 20. Rcuort on some Mollusca in Arabian Son, 
1S94-95. ‘

Smith (J. p.) Geologic Study of Migration of Marine 
Invertebrates.

Sdtkk (H.) Further Contributions to the Mollutcan 
Fauna of N.Z.

------  Descriptions of some new Land Mollusca.
Tati: (It.) Pateronlology of the Horn Expedition.
------  General Geology of Horn Expedition.
------  Physical Geography of Horn Expedition.
------ Botany of Horn Expedition.
Tatis (R.) and Hediey (C.) Mollusca of the Horn 

Expedition.
Vooniss (A. W.) On a new Trilobite from Arkansas Lower 

Coal Measures.
Wandolleck (Bonno). Ueber die Fuhlerformon dcr 

Dipleren,
Weli-ser (W) Spougioii,

How
acquirei].

Exchange,

Exchaugi-

Exchange
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APPEKDIX XII.
PUBLICATIONS OF THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM UP TO THE END OF 1896.

I.—Catalogues,
1. Catalogue of the Specimens of Natural History and Miscellaneous Curiosities in tho Australian Museum, bv G. 

Bennett. 1837. Svo. pp. 71. (Out of print.)
2. Catalogue of Mammalia in the Collection of the Australian Museum, by G. Krefft. 1864. 12mo. pp 133

(Out of print.) rr

3. Catalogue of the Minerals and Rocks in the Collection of the Australian Museum, by G, Krefft. 3873. Svo 
pp. xvii-ll.1). (Out of print.)

4. Catalogue of the Australian Birds in the Australian Museum, by E. P. Ramsay, Part I, Accipitres, 1876. Svo.
pp. vm-64, and Supplement, 1890. Part II, Striges, 1890, Svo. pp. 36. Part III, Psittaci, 1891. Svo. pp. viii-110. 
Part IV, Haleyones, 1894, 8vo. pp. viii-24. '

5. Catalogue of the Australian Stalk and Sessile-eyed Crustacea, by W, A. Haswell. 1892. Svo. pp xxiv-324 
with 4 plates.

0. Catalogue of ttio Library of the Australian Museum. 1883. Svo. pp. 178. Wrapper, with two supplements. 
(Out of print.) New edition. Part III, Pamphlets.

7. Catalogue of a Collection of Fossils in the Australian Museum, with Introductory Notes, hy F. Ratio. 1883. 
Svo. pp. xxviii-160.

8. Catalogue of tho Australian Hy droid Zoophytes, hy W, M. Bale. 1884. Svo. pp, 198, with 49 plates.
9. Descriptive Catalogue of the General Collection of Minerals in the Australian Museum, by F. Ratte. 1885. 

Svo. pp. 221, with a plate.

10. Catalogue of Echinodermata in the Australian Museum, by E. P. Ramsay, Part I, Echini, 1885. 2nd edition, 
1890. Svo. pp, viii-54, with 5 plates.

11. Descriptive Catalogue of the Meduste of the Australian Seas. Part I, Scvphomedusje. Part H, Hydromedusa), 
by R. von Lendenfeid. 1887- Svo. pp. 32 and 49.

12. Descriptive Catalogue of the Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds, by A. J. North. 1889. Svo. pp. iv v-407.
With 21 plates. nr > >

13. Descriptive Catalogue of the Sponges in the Australian Museum, by R. von Lendenfeid. 1888. Svo. pp. iiv-200. 
with 12 plates.

14. Catalogue of tho Fishes in the Australian Museum. 
Svo. pp. 34.

Part I, Fakoichthyan Fishes, by J. Douglas Ogilby. 1888.

15. Catalogue of the Marine Shells of Australia and Tasmania, by J, Brazier. Part I, Cephalopoda, 1892. Sro. 
pp. 20. Part II, Pteropoda, 1892. Svo. pp. 22. Part III, Gasteropoda (Murex), 1893. Svo. pp. 32.

1892.
.16. Cotalogue^of Australian Mammals, with Introductory Notes on General Mammalogy, by J. Douglas Ogilby,

II. —Monographs.
L Australian Lepidoptera and their Transformations, by the late A. W. Scott, with Illustrations by his daughters, 

Mrs. Morgan and Mrs. Forde. Edited and revised by A. S. Olliff and Mrs. Forde. Vol. II, Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4.

III.—Memoirs.
1. History and Description of tho Skeleton of a new Sperm Whale in the Australian Museum, by W. S. Wall. 

1851. Svo. pp. 66, with plates. Reprint 1887.
2. Lord Howe Island ; its Zoology, Geology, and Physical Characters. 1889. Svo. pp. viii-132, with 10 plates.

Atoll of Funafuti, Ellice Group ; its Zoology, Botany, and General Structure, based on Collections made by 
Mr. C. Hedley. Part I., 21st Dec., 1896. Svo. pp. 86.

IV.—Guides.
1. Guide to the Australian Fossil Remains in the Australian Museum. 1870, Svo. (Out of print.)
2. Guide to tho Contents of the Australian Museum. 1883. Svo. pp. iv-56. (Out of print.)
3. Guide to the Contents of the Australian Museum. 1890. Svo. pp. 156.

V.—Miscellaneous Publications.
1. List of old Documents and Relics in the Australian Museum. 1884. Reprinted with additions, 1890. 8vo. pp. 4.

2. Descriptive List of Aboriginal Weapons, Implements, &c., from the Darling and Lachlan Rivers, bv K. II 
Bennett, F.L.S. 1887. Svo. pp. 8. (Out of print.)

3. Notes for Collectors. 1887. Svo. pp. 43.
4. Hints for Collectors of Geological and Mineralogical Specimens, by F. Ratte, pp, 26, with a plate.
5. Hints for the Preservation of Specimens of Natural History, by E. P. Ramsay. 1891. 4th Edition, pp. 32.

VI.—Records.
Records of the Australian Museum, Vol. L, 1890-91. Svo. pp. 202. 30 plates.

Vol. II,, 1892-96. Svo. pp. 112. 23 plates.

May he obtained from the Attendants at the Museum, or from Messrs. Angus and Robertson, Castlcreagh-street, 
Sydney ; Messrs. Turner and Henderson, Hunter-street, Sydney; Mr. E. W. Cole, George-street, Sydney, Book Arcade, 
Melbourne, and Rundle-strect, Adelaide; Messrs, Melville, Mullen, and Slade, Melbourne; Messrs. R. Friedlander and 
Son, Berlin ; Messrs. Kogan, Paul, Trench, Trubncr, & Co., Paternoster House, Charing Cross Road, London.

[Exchanges of Serials, Works, Reports, and other Publications are earnestly solicited on behalf of the Museum Library.]

2S—Gr APPENDIX
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APPENDIX XIII.

LIST OF THE MUSEUM STAFF, I SOC.

No. at | 
end of 

1895.

No.
at end of | 

1SS6. I
Name and Office. 1

i

Date of
appointment to 

present position.

Date of firtt 
appointment in the 

M Kweilin.

1 1 Eobcrt Etheridge, .Turn-., Curator ... ... .. ] Jan., 1895 IS April, 18S7
2 1 2 Sutherland Sinclair, Secretary ... . - • 11 Sept, J8S2I

22 Sept, 18713 ! 3 Edward P. liambay, Consulting Ornithologist, 
Collector, Ac.

1 Jan.. 1895

4 ' 4 Thomas Whilelegge, Scientific Assistant ... ... 1 July, l?S7l 27 A ug , 1883
5 Frederick A. A, Skuse do do (deceased) .15 Get, 1S90

22 Nov, 1330r> 0 Alfred .1. North do do .............. 1 Aug. 1891
7 6 Thomas Cooksev do do ... .. 9 May. 1892
s 7 Edgar B. "Waite do do ... ... 17 April, 1893'

1 April. 1891.9 S Charles Hedlcv do do .............. ] Jan , 1390.
....... 9 W. J, Kainbow do do ... .. 3 Sept., 1890 July. 1MU5
30 10 John .Teimings do do (temporary) 16 Sept, 1395

- 31 E. T. Clark, Clerk ..................................................... 1 Jan.. 1890
...... 12 Joseph A. Spencer, Messenger ............................ 7 April. 1390
11 13 Henry Barnes, Articulator, Photographer, Ac. .. 15 March, ISC.
12 14 lohn A. Thorpe. Taxidermist .. ... ... o June, 1809

180013 15 Eoberfc Barnes, Carpenter ... ... ... ...
10 May. 1 March. 128314 16 Benton Lucas, .Assistant Carpenter and Smith ,. 1887

15 17 Henry Barnes, Junr., Assistant Articulator, &c. ... J. Oet., 1SSS - 1878
16 IS Michael 0’Gradv, Attendant .......................... — 185-1

12 Sept, 1SS717 39 liichnrd Ilillsdon, do ... ... ... ... 1 Jan., 1383
IS 20 Bobcrfc Grant, do ... ... ... ... 12 Jan, 1392 -- 1888
19 21 Samuel Long, do ... ... ... .. 1 Jan, 1890 7 Dee, 1891
20 92 Ercd. Kippax, do and Printer ............... 1 Jan.. 3 890 5 Nov. .1888

23 Edw. Francis, do ............... (temporary) 24 April, 1890
21 24 Mrs. A, Dashivood, do ... ... ... 1 Sept, 1SS2
22 25 Mrs. K. Fraser, do ... ... ... ... 1 April, 1389
23 20 Hobert Long, Night Watchman ... ... ... 5 April, 1891

27 John W. Pidgeon, do ............................ 1 Jan , 1890
24 ...... George Sparks, Boy (temporary to 31 March) ... 27 Aug, 1895

[1j. !M.]
Sydney: Willitm Aj^ph^ate Gullick Government Prititcr,—1^97.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NATIONAL ART GALLERY OP NEW SOUTH WALES.
(REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES EOR THE YEAR 1896.)

Printed under No. 2 Report from Printing Committee, 6 May, 1897.

Report for tlie Year 1896,
Tn presenting their Annual Report for the year 1890, the Trustees desire to emphasize the value to the 
National Art Collection of the first enlargement of the Gallery, as sanctioned by the Honorable the 
Minister of Public Instruction, the contract for which is now approaching completion.

Some idea may now be formed of the architectural scheme for the complete Gallery, and the 
Trustees congratulate the Colony upon the good taste and appropriateness of its design.

Contracts for a continuation of the plan will, the Trustees understand, be shortly entered upon.
The attendance of visitors during the year is recorded as 215,602, the daily average being 427 on 

week days (812) and 1,581 on Sundays (52).
Thirty-sis (36) additional students have been admitted during the year, giving a total of 248 

registered.
Country Loan Collections.—On 20th February the Honorable Mr. Garrard, Minister of Public 

Instruction, assisted by Air. Du Faur, President of Trustees, officially opened at Newcastle the Third 
(.'ountry Collection, consisting of twenty-four Oil Paintings and eleven Water-colour drawings, contributed 
by the Trustees and Members of the Art Society of New South Wales. Encouraging results in tlie 
direction of Art culture are recorded in each of the three country centres to which pictures have been 
sent, viz.:—Bathurst, Goulburn, and Newcastle.

The “ Third Interchanges ” of pictures with the National Galleries of Victoria and South Australia 
were effected in April, public interest in these interchanges being fully sustained.

In November, with the sanction of the Honorable Air. Garrard, a first interchange of four (4') 
pictures was effected with the National Gallery of Queensland.

The Trustees have to deplore the loss of their esteemed colleague, the Honorable Sir George Innos, 
who was appointed to the Trust in 1892.

Particulars of purchases and presentations during the year are annesed hereto.
E. Du PA UR,

President.

List of Works purchased by the Trustees in 1896, at a cost of £9G3 14s. 9d.

Otl Paintjnos,
“The Cry of the Mothers’’; F. P. Alahony. “ The .Bride"’; Arthur Burlington. “Portrait 

Study”; J. Longstnff. “ Summer Evening”; D. Davies. “ A Bush Idyll”; G. Lambert. “Alid-day”;
S. Long. “ Wsiting Gordon Coutts. “ A Southern Headland, Tas. W. C. Piguenit.

' t
Watkr-colouh Drawings.

“ Maiden Aleditation A, J, Hanson. “ The Close of Day A. .T, Hanson. “ Queenie”; Alary 
Stoddard, jun. “Bad Hay Weather, Westmoreland”; Paul Naftel. “A Sketch, N. Wales”; Paul 
Naftcl. “ Entrance to Sydney Harbour ”; Conrad Alartcns. “ New Zealand Landscape F. C. Terry. 
“ Study of Aboriginal Female B. E. Minns. “ A Surveyor’s Camp A. Streeton.

Black and White.
Engraving, “ Changing Pastures,” after Rosa Bonheur. Charcoal Studies, “ 2 Heads ’’j J. 

Wolinski,

AIodelling.
Plaster Bust, “ Aboriginal Boy N. Illingworth. 

#S3—
Miscellaneous.

[550 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £1 8s, 0d.]
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Miscellaneous.

Specimen of Chinese Embroidery, from the Palace of (he Empress Dowager at Peking. 1G feet x
3 feet.

Peesenta.tions to the Gallery in 1S9G.

Pencil drawing, “ Lily”. Presented by W. A. Inman.
"Water-colour drawing, “ Lung Arno, i’lorence Presented by Mrs. E. E. Armstrong and other

ladies. r ,,
Brown Circular Tile, from the famous Porcelain Tower of banking. Presented by h. Molloy,

Hanking.

AnnENUA.

Five persons were permanently employed, with three extra attendants on Sundays and holidays. 
The Gallery was open on 364 days in the year.

Tear’s Expenditure to 31st December, 1896.
For Works of Art purchased ... ... ...
Salaries and wages ... ... ... .
Maintenance, including insurance, frames, freights, &c.
Eepairs, fittings, &c...................... ........................................

£903 14 9 
1,112 3 0 

672 14 0 
3SS 17 7

£3,137 9 4

[3rf.]
Sydney: WilUani Applegate GtiHiCk, Government Printer.—ISIT
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OP NEW SOUTH WALES.
(REPORT FROM TRUSTEES FOR 1S9G.)

Printed under No. 2 Report from Printing Committee, 0 Mrty, 1897.

The Trustees of the Public Library of Now South Wales to The Minister for
Public Instruction.

Sir, Sydney, 10 February, 1897.
. The Trustees have the honor to submit their Keport for the year 1896, 

being their Twenty-sixth Annual Report.
1. The Board have to record with regret the death of Mr. John Stewart on July 

30th, 1890, after twenty-three years’ service, commencing on April 20th, 1873, 
and of the Hon. Sir J. G-. L. Lines, Kt., who died in London on October 26th, 
having served on the Board since February 11th, 1879.

In January Sir William Windeyer went to England on leave of absence, and 
the Board placed on record their high sense of the value of his services to this Library.

There have been twelve meetings of the Board during the year, the average 
attendance being live.

2. The general collection of books has been increased by 5,525 volumes, and 
after allowing for 116 struck off the Lending Branch stock as worn out or lost, the 
total number now in the Library is 115,908, details of the classification of which are 
given in Appendix A.

3. The Reference Library was open for 359 days, and the attendance reached 
174,130, being an increase of 17,742 over that of the previous year. The Lending 
Branch was open for 349 days, and the total number of borrowers’ visits reached 80,928, 
showing a small increase of 146. Tlie attendance at the Newspaper Room fell off from 
171,894 to 161,124. The average daily attendance at the Library for the year was 
1,167. Details are given in Appendix B.

4. In the Lending Branch the borrowers numbered 6,061, which is a decrease 
of 89 on the previous year. In Appendix C will he found details of the classes of 
hooks taken out by borrowers, showing for each class—{a) the number of volumes 
available at the end of the year; (5) the number issued during the year; (e) the daily 
average of volumes issued; {d) the ratio between volumes and issues. These figures 
show that fiction forms 11'7 per cent, of the volumes in the Lending Branch and 28'3 
per cent, of the total issues; and that each volume of fiction wras borrowed, on an 
average, 8’5 times during tbc year.

. 5. The figures given in Appendix D serve to show to what extent and in what
directions the public avail themselves of the contents of the Library on Sundays.

*2(5—A 6.
[900 copies—Approximate Coat of Printing (labour and material), £S 19?.
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6. Tlie number of Country Libraries applying for tlie loan of boxes of books 
lias increased from 91 to 107 ; and 172 boxes, containing 14.208 volumes, were sent, 
out, as against 164 boxes, with 12,893 volumes, in the previous year. Two more 
boxes were equipped during 1896, 268 new volumes added to the stock available for 
loan in this way, and 85 volumes were withdrawn, leaving the total 6,131 volumes.

Tlie Trustees are of opinion that the Country Libraries which benefit by this 
system of exchange may fairly he asked to make a yearly contribution to a fund 
which will by degrees equip a number of new boxes with the best modem literature 
of all classes, until there shall he at least enough boxes to supply all applicants, and 
thus ensure a rapid circulation of about 10,000 volumes among 150 centres through
out the Colony.

A yearly contribution of £5 from each Country Library would thus provide 
about 1,500 volumes cacli year, which rate of increase would soon make it possible 
for every Library to borrow 400 volumes per annum, at an average cost to them
selves of 3d. per volume—the State paying all costs of transit. *

7. The donations for the past year comprise 1,504 volumes and pamphlets, of 
the value of £417 6s. 6d., of which 356 were placed among the duplicates, but are 
valuable for exchange purposes; and also 76 newspapers supplied regularly from 
Great Britain and British Colonies for the use of the Newspaper Boom. Appendix 
G contains tbc names of the principal donors. Under the Copyright Act 256 
volumes and pamphlets, to the value of £29 11s. Id., have been received, as well as 
272 newspapers and periodicals published in New South Wales.

S. Tlie Newspaper Boom is now supplied with newspapers from different 
parts of the world, and is evidently appreciated by tlie large number of respectable 
men who frequent it every day. The Trustees would reiterate tlie remarks of their 
last Beport as to the unsuitability of the old iron, building which is being used for a 
Lending Branch and Newspaper Boom.

9. The practice of lending special collections of text-hooks to groups of 
students in country districts has been continued with, encouraging results, and is 
much appreciated by the students and the University Extension Board.
' 10. Steady progress lias been made with the preparation of catalogues. A
Supplement containing the hooks added to the Library in the years 1893-95 is now 
ready for the Printer, and a very complete Index to the same will be finished within 
three months. , A Supplement for the year 1896 has been issued in quarterly parts 
by our own staff, and these parts are now' combined in one alphabet, and ready with 
the Index for printing in one volume. The type of this Supplement will he kept 
standing, and the quarterly slips printed during this year will he combined with 
it at the end of 1897 to form a two years’ Supplement, and so on. till a largo five 
years’ Supplement shall have been put together. An Index covering the wiiole 
of the 60,000 hooks received from 1869 to 1892 will, tyo hope, he ready for printing 
by the middle of this year. The cataloguing of the hooks in the Lending Branch 
lias been steadily kept up to date.

11. This Library was represented at the Library Conference held in Melbourne 
in April last by the Principal Librarian. An Australasian Library Association was 
formed, and it wras decided that the first general meeting of the Association should be 
held in Sydney about Easter of this year. With this end in view' the lion. Dr. Norton, 
M.L.C., Professor MacOallum, and Mr. H. C. L. Anderson were elected the Executive 
Officers for 1897. A further communication wil h regard to this proposed meeting will 
be addressed to vou.t'

12. The Officers of the staff are efficient and diligent, and are generally zealous 
in working to make themselves fit for any duties that may he assigned to them.

. 13. The questioji of providing more accommodation is becoming a pressing
one, for within a short time all the available space in this Library wall be occupied.

During the past year the work, connected with administering the Copyright 
Act of 1879 has been transferred to the Library, and a considerable amount of space 
has been taken up by the necessary Begisters and Exhibits. The officer entrusted 
with editing the Historical Records of New South Wales has also been transferred to 
the Library Staff, dnd a further encroachment on the rooms hitherto assigned to 
special students has been found necessary. The Trustees feel it their duty to- urge

tlie
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the advisability of considering at once how tlie further accommodation which will he 
necessary in the near future is to be provided. The splendid site which was bought 
for this Library with a special Parliamentary grant has not yet been devoted, to any 
otbor purpose, and it is a question for immediate attention whether the difficulty 
should not be boldly faced by using the site as originally intended, and removing the 
Reference Library, together with the Lending Branch and Newspaper Room which 
must disappear in a short time to make room for the proposed Parliamentary 
buildings, to a central position where they would he more accessible, and their general 
usefulness thereby largely increased. The Trustees are of opinion that it is both 
impracticable and inexpedient to attempt to enlarge the present building with any 
hope of providing suitable accommodation for the work now being done at the Lending 
Branch, or for the prospective requirements of a National Library for New South 
Wales.

14. Expenditure for 1896.
'From the Parliamentary Votes for the year 1895-6 (£7,610), and the current financial year ending

June BOth, 1897 (£7,176).

Salaries—Reference Library and Country Exchanges ...
„ Lending Branch............. ... .............
„ Newspaper Room ... ... ■■■

Books, periodicals, newspapers, and binding ........................

Incidentals—including insurance, freight, hook-shelves, 
repairs, &c. ... ... ... ... ...

Wages of cleaners and carpenter...................................
Conveyance of hooks to Country Libraries .............

£6,970

£

2,810
1,339

145
1,904

278
315
179

■JAMES NORTON,
President.

APPESMJSL
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APPENDIX A.
Xumbkr of Volumes in the Public Library of New South Wales on tlie 31st .December, ISSKi.

Synopsis of ClnssIfiPation.

Reffrenoc
Department. Lending Branch, For Country 

Libraries."
Total,

1 Added 
1890. Total. Added

1S9G. Total, Added
18H0. Total.

Natural Philosophy, Science and the Arts............................
History, Chronology, Antit[uities, and Mythology .............
Biography and Correspondence................................
Geography, Topography, Voyages and Travels..............................
Periodical and Serial Literature .........
Jurisprudence, Political and Social Economy ... .
’rheology, Moral and Mental Philosophy, and Education .. 
Poetry and Drama .............................
General Literature, Philology, and Collected Works ..................
Works of Reference...........................

819
210
104
134

1,718
317
378
115
108
01

10,869 
7,161 
5,174 
6,965 

24,315 
.1,538 
5,183 
2,888 
0,390 
4,876 
5,215

139
128
92
60

52
20
27

287

4,168
3,500
4,080
3,628

1,172
.1,502

940
0,237*

27
62
55
35
31
13

8
6

29

1,369
1,174
1,441
1,136

47
199
104
127
472

16,406 
11,895 
10,701 
11,729 
24,362 
6,909 
6,849 
3,955 

13,009 
4,878Duplicates ............................ 350

Total added during 1896 .............................. 4,440 817 268 5,525
Total Number of VolunifiK ................... 84,484 25,293 6,131 115,908

—------------- -—------------------------------------

books worn out, or lost riming tlie year, dcilucteil from tlie stock :—Lending Branch, 110.
* IiKilndiiif; 2,ns3 vols. of IVose Fiction.

APPENDIX B,
Number and Average of Visits of Readers to the Library, the Number of Days on which the 

Library was Obey to the Public, and the Average Number of Volumes used on Sundays and 
on Week-days from 1st January to 31st December, 1896.

Number of Visits for the year—
To the Reference Library 
To the Lending Brunch .. 
To the Newspaper Room .

174,130
80,028

101,124

Total 410,182

Total Visits to the Reference Library on Week-days.................. 106,402 On Sundays ...
Total Visits to the Lending Branch on Week-days...................... 70,014 On Sundays
Daily average of Visits to the Reference Libraiy on Week-days 542 On Sundays
Daily average of Visits to the Lending Brunch on Week-days. , 256 On Sundays

Total number of Days that the Reference Library was open (including 52 Sundays) ... 

Total number of Days that the Lending Branch was open (including 50 Sundays)..........

7,728
4,314

148
86

350

341)

Average number of Volumes used on Sundays—
Reference Library (from 2 to 0 o'clock p.m.) 
Lending Brunch (from 2 to 6 o’clock p.m.) .

Total,

Average number of Volumes used on Week-days—
Reference Library (from 10 o’clock a.m. to 10 o'clock p.m.)................................
Lending Branch (from 10 o’clock a.m. to 9 o'clock p.m.) .......................................V.

2SS

1,626
288

Total, 1,914

Summary of Visits to the Libraiy, 1869-1896

I860 (throe months—1 Oct. to 31 Dec.)... 37,006
1879 ............................................................. 59,786
1871 ............................................................. 00.105
1872 .............................................................  48,817
1873 ............................................................. 70,659
1874 (eleven months) .................................. 57 962
18m ............................................................. 60,900
1876 ............................................................. 72,724
1877 (Lending 33ranel) first opened).......... 124,088
1878 ............................................................... 117,047
1879 (Exhibition open) ...............................  152,036
1880 .............................................................  134,402
1881 ............................................................................ 136,272

1882 (eleven months) ...................... ....... 133,73l'

!883............................................................. 155,431
1884 (eleven months) .............................. igl 877
iaS5............................................................. 165,715
'880 ............................................................. 168,685
1887 (closed three months for moving),.. 139,203
1888 .......................................................... 149,425
1889 .......................................................... 132,983
1890 ............................................................ 155,822
,8(n............................................................. 173,205
'S®2 ............................................................. 197,255
1893 ............................................................. 216,089
1894 (Newspaper Room opened).............. 330,431
180'> ............................................................. 409,064
1898 ............................................................  416,182

APPENDIX
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APPEMKX a
Classes of Books borrowed from tlie .Lending Branch of the Public Library op Nf.iy South Wales,

from 1st January to 31st December, 1896.

No. of 
days 
open.

No.of Tickets 
issued to 

.Borrowers.

No. of 
Borrowers 

visits.
Synopsis of Classification of Reading. '

1

No. of 
VoK 

available.

No. of 
Issue*. J

Daily average, 
of Vols. issued, 

including' . 
Sunday, |

Ratio of 
Vols, to 
issues

Natural Philosophy, Science and the Arts ............... 4,168 10,242 29-3 1;2'5

History, Chronology, Antiquities, and Mythology ... 3,360 9,347 26-8 1:2-6

Biography and Correspondence .................................. 4,0SG 8,010 23-0 1:2-0

Geography, Topography, Voyages and Travels ....... 3,628 13,718 39-3 1:3-8

349 6,061 80,928- Jurisprudence, Political and Social Economy.......... 1,172 1,835 5-3 1:1-5

Mental and Moral Philosophy, and Education ....... 1,502 3,246 9-3 1;2T

• Poetry and Drama.......................................................... 940 2,060 7-6 1:2-8

General Literature.......................................................... 3,254 15,349 43-9 1:4-7

Prose Works of Fiction.................................................. 2,983 25,474 73-0 1:8-5

Total............. ........................ 25,293 89,890

1

257 "5 1:3-5

APPENDIX D.
Classes of Books read, the Number of Volumes used, and the Number of Visits to the Libraries

on Sundays during the year 189G.

>'u. of
Sunday^

open.
No. of 
Visits.

52

Dully
average

of
Visits.

7,728

50

148 {

L

4,314 SO

PErnruiNCB Libiiary.

Natural Philosophy, Science, and the Arts..........................
History, Chronology, Antiquities, and Vythology ..........
Biography and Correspondence..............................................
Geography, Topography, Voyages and Travels..................
Periodical and Serial Literature ..........................................
Jurisprudence, Political and Social Economy ................. .
Theology, Moral and Mental Philosophy, and Education
Poetry and Drama ................................................................ .
General Literature, Philology, and Collected Works ......
Works of Reference.................................................................

Total.

Lending Branch.

Natural Philosophy, Science, and the Arts..............
History, Chronology, Antiquities, and Mythology
Biography and Correspondence................................
Geography, Topography, Voyages and Travels.....
Jurisprudence, Political and Social Economy .....
Mental and Moral Philosophy, and Education.....
Poetry and Drama .....................................................
General Literature ....................................................
Prose Works of Fiction ......................................... ..

Total.,

No. of 
Volumes ' 

available.

No. of 
Volumes 

used.

Daily aver
age of Vots. 

used on 
Sundays.

10,869 1,316 25-3
7,161- 754 14-5
5,174 1,051 20-2
li,96f> 932 17-8

24,315 1,271 24-5
5,5SS 625 12-3
5,183 457 8-4
2,888 613 11-S
0,300 2,260 43-5
4,876

1 1

<
3i 00

1

14-7

79,269 10,047 193

4,108 531 10-6
3,560 487 9-7

. 4,086 467 9-4

. 3,628 889 17-8
1 1,172 130 26

. 1,502 169 3-4

. 940 | 125 2-5

. 3,254 658 13-2
. 2,983 1,291

i
25-8

. 25,293
| 4,747

95

APPENDIX !j
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' APPENDIX E.
Number of Poxes of Pooks nomtowuu from the Puisuc Likkahy of New South Wales. Sydney, by 

Country Librahies. with numbeil of vols. issued, durjnr; tlie year 1896. '
- — _ . - _ 1 - —■---

1 Y —
L? ^Town. InsMtulion. Vo’s,

1
J OU 

6 2
| issued.

---------- ----- ---- --------i_ - --------------

Alstonville................. School of Arts............ .... i
1 8fi

Arniidalc................... | 1
Bjillina........................ | School of Arts............ 3 o I LIT
Bellinger Heads ..... i School of Arts............ ... i <19
Rerrima ..................... 1 School of Arts.... .... i o9
Berry ......................... I School of Arts............ .... i j IDS
Blackheath............... 1 Literary Institute . .. ..., i ( 99
Bowna......................... 1 Mcchumub9 rnstilutc, >>. i 1J.T
Bowial........................ School of Arts........... 2J2
Bi-oadmeadow ......... School of Arts............ Q 171
Brnshgrove................. School of Arts............ . 1 i 1 So
Bnngeudore ............. - , I 1 Q'>.
BuiTagan..................... Mochanius’ Institute. lot)
Captain s .Mat............. School of Aids............ . ., 2 139
Carcoar ..................... , l 6i

.... . . kStthftol rtf Arts '"I 1
j n pt. asino....................... f o 17^
Central Tilba............. Public Library ........ ..., ] 1Charlestown ............. .. 1
Cobar ....................... 1 o
Come-by-ehance ....... School of Arts............ ' t> 1 ns
Coolamon .................. School of Arts ........ ... 1 ss
Copeland...................... , o 1 H‘7
Ooraki.......................... *> 1A0
Corowu ...................... 1 y 17."
Crookwell ............... School of Arts............. o 17ti
Cnumock..................... School of Arts............ ... 1 1 S3
Deepwator.................. School of Arts......... .. . . 2 172
Dudley ...................... Alcchfiuius* Institute .. .. 1 7/
Dungog ...................... Mechanics' lii&tituto.. ... 1 76
East Maitland .......... Mechanics' Institute. ...1 il 139
Eugowra...................... School of Arts............. .... 1 til
Galston ...................... Mechanics’ Institute.. .... 1 79
Gilgandra .................. Mechanics’ Institute . ...' 1 93
Glenhaven .................. Mechanics’ Institute . ... 1 98
Glenreagh .................. School of Arts............. ...1 1 So
Gosford ..................... School of A rts............. .... ] 98
Goulburn ................. Mechanics' Institute .. 1 92
Oraffcon ..................... ■School of Arts.......... •2 m
Granville...................... School of Arts............. 1 it 103
Grenfell ...................... School of Arts............. . 1 95
(^rpta ....................... School of Arts . , . 2 loti
Culgong ................... Free Public Libraiv . . 1 7o
Gunnedah ................. School of Arts............. . .' 1 09
Harden ...................... Mechanics5 Insulate o loO
Helensburgh ........... School of Arts............. ■ o 190
Hillgt’ovo...................... School of Arts............. .. 1 90
Hornsby Junction...... School of Arts............. o ld7
Tlumula ...................... Mechanics' Institute .. J 1 8S
Invercll ...................... 1 87
Jerilderie .................. \ S3
.lindera ..................... School of Arts............ 1 1 100
Ivansaroo Valley , .. School of Arts. .. 1 no
KentliuRit ................ School of Arts .... . 1 76
Kiautn.......................... School of Arts............ o

■' "l

Ti>« n. , fnstitiitinu.
0 2

3:1 5
}To. Ot
Vols.

_________ _____
| “

O £ issued.

Lanricton................. School of Arts................. •2
! 127

Lismnrc................... 0 I l£fi
Lithgow ................. School of Arts................ f> 1 167
Manilla..................... O 1 157

1 37
138

Marrick) ille.............
Muuivs.i ............... | Mochfmicis3 Institute...... 1 0

Minmi .................. School of Arts................. 0 172
Mittagong.................. School of Arts................ 2 JflO
Morfielh ............. 1 School of Arts.................. T 39
Moss Wile............... 0 177
Mount Kombla . .. . Reading Room.................. 2 171
JM ami )ueea Heads..... 1 5S
Xarellan .................. J Mechanics’ Institute...... 2 115
Narrahri .................. 1 Mechanic*1 Institute...... 2 143
New Lumbtou......... Mcclianics’Institute...... 2 154
Newcastle.................. .School of Arts.................. f ^ iss
North Ryde.............. ! School of Arts................. 2 166
Nom-a ..................... 0 122

163Parramatta .............. School of Arts.................. 0
Plattsburg .............. 0 140

184Pori Macijunne .... School of Arts.................. 2
Oueunheyan .............. 0 154

172
93

Quirintli ................. 0
Sackville Reach ..... School of Art?................ 1
St. Johns Park ...... rt 1(55

39Seven Hills ............. 1
South Grafton.......... School of Art*......... *...... 2 155
Stockton ................. 0 174.
Suthurhuul ............ School of Arts................. 1 S3
Tfljmvortii.................. Mechanics’ Institute .. . 1 70

0 HIT
Tenterfiekl .............. 0 L59
Thornlcigh .............. School of Arts................. ■} 174
ri’ao)]ga}>l>ie ............. 2 185
Uhnarra ................. 0 16S

142Waleha...................... 2
Walgett..................... ‘J 153
Wamtah ................. School of Arts................. 2 175
Wardell...................... Mechanics’ Institute..... i 85
V uuchope................. 3 151
Wellington .............. Public Library .......... 2 170
Mrest IJiligrm e . . School of Arts................. 2 172
West Maitland . .. School of Arts.................. 1 86
West Wallseml School of Arte.................. 0 187
IViekham.................. School of Arts.................. 0 173
'Wileannia.............. AtheiKutun .................. 1" 59
Wollar ..................... Mcohariica3 Institute . . . 2 181
Woluniki .............. Mechanics’Institute . ... 0 165

rt I 176
175
175

Wyalong .................. 2
Yass , “.................... Mechanics’Institute ..... 21
Young WallRcnd ... School of Arts ............... 2 185

Total ...................... 172 ■ 14,208
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APPENDIX G.

Donations received during 1S9(5.

liy wiiom Presentee

Adelaide University...............
Alabama Geological Survey.

America: Geological Suciotr ... 
American Agricultural College!- 

and I'lrjieriineutal Station?, 
.Reports and Bulletins,

Aron, .1..........................................
Astronomer Royal, Greenwich ..

Australasian Associaiion for the 
Advancement of Science

llnleli, T. W...............................  '
Board for Internutiounl Hx-, 

changes, Sulncy.
California Stati’ Mineralogist- ... 
Canada Agricultural Depart ment 
Canada Geological Purvey of... 
Canadian Government ..............

Canadian Institute ...............
Canlerbnry College (X.Z.I .....

Chicago Board of Trade ..........
Christian Commonweallh Rub- 

lishing Cotnpimv.
Clarlc, T. M.......... *. ..................
Oobdun Club .............................
Colombo M useum.....................

Ferguson, A. M. and ,T.............
Kitsigcrald, D..............................
Fussell, J. C..............................
Gill, Dr.......................................
Hobart, Council of Agriculture 
Imperial Federation Defence 

Committee,
Iowa State Historical Society 
Ireland, National Library of ..
Kestcven, L................................
Leland Stanford Junior Cni 

versitv.
Library Report?.........................

List, N. A....................................

Liverpool, Literary and Philo
sophical Society of.

Liversidge, Prof. A.....................
Madras Government.................
MaBsadmsnlts Bureau of Statis

tics of Labour.
Melbourne, Inhibition Trustees
Melbourne University ..............
Melville, Mullen, and Slade.. .. 
Michigan, Department of Slate., 
M inuesota Geological & Nal-urnl!

History Survey. '
Montgomery. Ifliumor K.........

Murray, D..................................
New Hampshire State Library..

New Smith Wales, Colonial 
Secretory of.

New South Wales, Depaitment 
of Public Worts.

New Zealand Government ......

New Zealand Institute...............
New Zealand Mines Department

List of Lioiialiuns Ueecivod.
Calendar for 130(5 ............................................................................................................. !
Iron-maliing in Alabama. By W. B. Phillips ............................................................ '
Bulletin No. G. A prelirainarv Report on tlie Mineral Resources of the Upper Gold- 

Belt, Ac. '
Bulletin No. '7.................................................................................................................
Arironn, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Cornell University, Delaware, 

Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, 
New York, North Carolina, Ohio. Oregon, Ottawa, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island 
South Dakota, Slnrr's School, Utah, Fcrmunt, Virginia, West Virginia, and 
Wisconsin.

Canada, Transvaal .............................................................................................................I
Cape Observations fur 1850, ISGI-GS, 1853-00,lS71-;73, 1S74-7G, 1870-81,1S82-84-J 

1SS5-87. Cape CntoJuguo for JStO, ISuO. 1860, and 1885, Cape Heliomoter' 
Observations, 1SS1-83. Cups Anmils, Vol. 1, pts. 2, 3, mid4. Vol. 2. 

Proceedings. Vol. (j ..........................................................................................................

International Courts of Arbitration. By Thomas Baleh ..............................................
Official Publications of the Argent itie Republic, BcIeiuui, Brazil, Canada, Cl i ih, France,j 

New Zealand, Pouth Australia, United States. Uruguay, and Victoria. ,
Bulletin No. 7 ................................................................................................................. .
Statistical Year Book of Canada, 18!M- mid 5 ..................................................................
Publications of..................................................................................................................... '
Archreological Report, 1S9-J-5 ................................. ................................... . ............
Statistical Tear Book of Canada for 1895 .................... ................................................
Quarterly Report, of the Department of Trade and Commerce of Canada, to 3Ht 

March, 1896.
Transactions, Vol. 4, pt. 2, December, LSDo.....................................................................
Calendar for the year 189G.................... ......................................... .. . , ....................
Annual Report for 1895-G..................................................................................................
Annual Report for 1895 ... ................................. . ........................................................
Brief Comments ................................................................................................................

The Function' of n Great.University. By J. M. Clark.................................................  '
Publications.........................................................................................................................
Report for 1894 and 5.........................................................................................................
Supplement to the Library Catalogue, pt. 2.....................................................................
The Tropical Agriculturist, 1894-5 ....................................................................... ..........
Short Description of tbc Boston Water-works. By D. Fitzscruld..............................
An Inventory of (he Goods, S.e., of John Ckoldlmm, Esq., 1G38............................ .....
Report of Her Majesty’s Astronomer, Cape of Good Hope ..........................................
The'Agriculttiral Gazette. Vol. 4 .................................................................................
Address to Her Majesty's Ministers, The Navy,ami The Colonies. By H. O. A, Forster

Vols.

1
1
1

1
139

1
18

822

Iowa Historical Record, Oct., 1895, July, 1B9G.
Publications, Ac.......................................!..............
Typhoid Fever. By L. Kesteven (2 copies)........
Publications...........................................................

History of Iowa, No?. 5 and G....

Auckland, Battersea, Bolton, Brighton, Brooklyn, Cardiff, Cincinnati, Concord,i 
Detroit., Dunedin, Enoch Pratt, Hcginbottom, Leeds, Lincoln, Manchester,[ 
Mitchell, Newberry, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Norwich, Peabody Institute,; 
Plymouth, Portsmouth, Richmond, St. George's, St. Helen’s, St. Louis, St-i 
Marten-iu-thc-Ficld, Sheffield, A’ictoria, Wellington, West Bromwich, Wolver
hampton.

Who were the Authors of the "Arts and Science ” Literature of the Ancient? .......
The Redemption of Women from the .Errors of Theology ..........................................
Proceeding of, 1889-90 to 1894-5.....................................................................................

On some N. S. Wide? and other Minerals, &c..
Publications .......................................................
Report for 1S94 .............................................. .

Oflieiul Handbook ... .........................................................................
Calendar for 1896........................................................................................
Melbourne University Calendar for 1897 ................................................
Annual Registration Reports of Michigan Vital Statistics, 1S71-1893 
22nd and 23rd Annual Reports for 1893 and 4 ............. .......................

Songs of the Singing Shepherd .................................................................
Pilgrim of Eternity.................................. (................................ ..................
An Arehrcologiciil Survey of the United Kingdom. By David Murray .
Annual Reports for 1894 ......................................................................,
New Hampshire Laws, 1895 .................................. ....................................
Official Publications of Great Britain, United Skates, Canada, &c...........

Oflicial Pubiieations......................................................................................

Official Publications.............................................
Journal of the Legislative Council, 1895.........
Transactions and Proceedings. Arol. 28,1895 . 
Papers and Reports relating to Mineral'. 1S9G

4
16

2
3

1
1
G

1
2
1

1
1
,1

23
2

1
1
]
3
1

34
1
1
1
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By whom Presented. List of Donations Received.

Newspapers, Proprietors of...... j Yearly issue of AdnsTtiser (Artelaitfe), Age (Melbourne), AgtkvUurixt and Xevim
i (.Jamestown), Argue (Melbourne), Ballarat Courier, Bendigo Advertiser, Britisn] 

Australasian (London), British JFeeWy (IMinburgh), Canterbtrg Times (Christ
- church), Cape Argus (Capetown), Champion (Melbourne), Colonial Bnterprisel

(London), Colonist (Maryborough), Coolgardie Miner, Coolgardie Mining Renieiv) 
Cooh/ardie Pioneer, Cork Examiner, Crogdon Golden Age, Daily Telegraph 
(Launceston), Eagle (Charters Towers), Ec'hucaand Moama Advertiser, Evening 
Star (JinveAln), Freeman's Journal (Dublin), Geraidton-Murchison lelegraph, 
Glasgow WcelctgMail, Qrardian (London),77flj»ri?on AdrerUser, Rohtrl Mercury, 
Indian Daily Eeivs (Calcutta), Inquirer (Perth), Japan Weekly Mail (Yofco- 
hama), Kalyaorlie Miner, Launceston Examiner, leader (Melbourne,) Ladies 
Pictorial (London), Maciay Chronicle, Mackag Mercury, Manchester Courier, 
Mtelbonrne Punch, Mirror (G-ernMton), Morning Eerttld (Perth), jiff. Morgan 

1 Herald, Murchison Times (Cue), Natal Witness (Pietennaritsburg), New York 
Tribune, New Zealand Herald (Auckland), New Zealand Mail (Wellington), 
New Zealand Tablet (Dunedin), ifmi Zealand Times (Wellington), Nhill Free 
Press, North British Agriculturist (Edinburgh), Northern Public Opinion 
(Koeburnc), North Queensland Herald (TownsvhU), North Queensland Begister 
(Charters Towers), Uamant Mail, Otago IFtlness (DanaVui), Portadoivn Record, 
Port Denison Times (Bowen), Polynesian Gazette (Fiji), Reynolds' Newspaper 
(London), ilirerine Herald (IMivicsi), San Francisco Chronicle, Southern Cross 

, (Adelaide). Standard (London), Standard and Diggers' News (Tolifinncsburg)
I Telegraph (Brisbane), Toowoomba Chronicle, Week {Brisbane), Week!g Scotsrmn 
\ (Edinburgh), Weekly Tunes (Melbourne), West Australian (Perth), Western
j Australian Record (Perth), Western Champion (Barcaldine), Western Mail

(Icrth), Worker (Brisbane), World (London), Yarntieonga Chronicle, Zeehttn 
and Dundee Herald.

Oliver, C. A................................. \ Medical Pamphlets .................................................... ......................
Ontario, Department of Agriculture Bulletins and Beports............. ................ "i!!!!!!!!!!!!'.'.!'.'.!...............................................
Peach,Dr. H............................... I The Dentists’ Register, 1895 ............

Medical Eegislcr for the Cape of Good Hope, 1893 .......................

Vols.

3
G

1
Pennsylvania Library Depart

ment. '
Ph iladclptna Library Co............
Queensland Agricultural Depart, 

ment.
Queensland, Government Printer
Radrlifie Observatory ...............
Eigg, T. S. J................................

Rowland, P. F.............................
Royal Geographical Society of 

Australasia. (Victorian' 
Branch.)

Royal Historical Society ..........
Royal Humane Society of Aus

tralasia
Royal Society, Dublin ...............
Royal Society of South Australia
Royal Society of Tasmania ....... ■
Royal Society of Yictorin........... j

Service, Dr. J............................... 1

Sherwood, G. F. T...................... ■
Smithsonian Institution .......... |
South African Philosophical ! 

Society.
South Australian Government... 
South Australia, Government 

Astronomer.

Laws of Pennsylvania. Sess. 1895 ............................................................

Bulletins for March and September, 1896 ......................................................................
Bulletins ......................................................................... !!!,!!!".!......................................

Acts of Parliament, 1895 .............................................................. _
Publications......................................................................... ................................•-•<■*■
Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research ......................... ......................
Quain’s Elements of Anatomy. (lOfched.) Vol. 1, pts. 1 andS-YoL s'pts.i aiidS- 

and Vol. 3, pts. 1 and 3.
Foster’s Tcil-book of Physiology. (5th ed.) Pts. IH.................................................
Oiford University, Cobden Prize Essay for 1S96, Ac.........”'.1'.!"
Transactions. Vols, 13 and 13.......................... ....................................

Transactions. Vol. 10 (u.s.).............................................................
Report for 1896 ..... ................................................. .................  .........................

Report, 1895.......... ..................................................................
Transactions. Yol. 16, pt. 3; Vol. 19, pt. 2 ........
Papers and Proceedings 1894-5......................................................' .. .................
Transactions, Yol. 4, 1895 ....................................... . ................................
Proceedings. Yol. 8 (n.s.) .................................................. .....................
Thir Notnndnms, ire. By J. Service .....................
On the Natural and Artificial Feeding and Care of Infants. By John Service
Genealogical Queries and Memoranda. Vol. 1, Nos. 1 and 2..........................
Publications........................................................................... ..........................
Transactions. Vol. 8, pt. 2 ............. ....... ........ '"....^.......

Ofiicial Publications...............................................................
Meteorological Observations, 1891-93 ...................

South Australia, Government 
Printer.

Spencer, Prof. B.....................
Tasmanian Government ......
Tcbbutt, ,T...............................
Thomson, J. P.........................

Trader, G. H.

Acts of Parliament, 1895

Report, Horn Eipcdilion to Central Australia ; Ed. by Baldwin Spencer, H.A. 
Ollieial Publications......................................

United States Department of 
the Interior. I

United States Department of fjabour 
United States Department of State
United States Patent Olliec......
Victoria, Dairymen’s and Ece-i 

keepers' Associations of.
Victorian Government..............
Victoria, Government Printer,..
Victoria Institute......................
AVestern Australia, Registrar- 

Gene nil, Perth.
Wisconsin Historical Society ,
Woodward. H. P.............. .........
Vale Unit ep-ity, New Haven, Conn ..

Pamphlets..
Exploration in British New Guinea. By J. I\ Thomson."
Transit of Mercury, 1894. By J. P. Thomson....................
Viti. By J. P, Thomson .....................................................
Notes on '‘The Melanesian Plateau.” By ,T. P. Thomson............
Recent Exploration in British New Guinea. By J, P. Thomson.', 
’The Physical Geography of Australia, Ac. By J. P. Thomson .
Practical Suggestions to Travellers. By J. P.‘ Thomson............ .
Rudimental Divine Science. By M. Eddy.................. ..............
Science and Hoidth. ByM. Eddv...........'............. ...................
Reports. Vols. 1, 2, nml 3. 1894

Report of tbc Commissioner of Education for 1893-94. Vols. 1 and 2
Bulletin No. 1 ................................... ..................... ’
Consular Reports, Nos. 179-182 ............................. ........ ..................
Annual Report, 1894.......................................... .........
The Australian Farm and Home. Vol. 4 ............" .

Acts of Parliament ol Victoria, 1895-6 .....................................................
Ollieial Publications................................................... .........................
Transactions Nos. Ill and 112.................................. ' ....................
Year Book for 1894-5..................... ..............................

Historical Oollcci ions. Vol. 13....................................... .
Mining Handbook to the Colony of Western Australia,, 
Report of the President for 1695 ..............................

1

2
4

1
48
17

G

4
1
1

1
1

1
2
1
1
1

1
2
2
1

116
3

1

4 
30 
18
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

2
1
4 
1 
1

1
13

2
1

1
1
1

[«■]
Sydney: William Applegate Uullick, Government I’riliter.—43P7.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

■>7EW SOUTH WALES.

UNIVERSITY OE SYDNEY.
(REPORT EOR 1806.)

Printed under Rfo. 2 Report from Printing Committee, 6 May, 1897,

Heport of the Senate of the University of Sydney for tlie year ending
31st December, 1896.

1. The Senate of the University of Sydney, in pursuance of the provisions of section 22 of tlie Act 
of Incorporation, 14 Victoria No. 31, has the honor to transmit tlie account of its proceedings during the 
year 1896, for the information of His Excellency tlie Governor and the Executive Council.

Matriculation. '
2. The number of persons who qualified themselves for Matriculation in 1896 by passing one of 

the various University Examinations was 295. Of these, 90 passed the ordinary Matriculation Examina
tion, 135 the Junior Public Examination, 21 the Law Matriculation Examination, 33 the Senior Public 
Examination, and 10 the Entrance Examination for Medicine and Science, The number of students 
actually admitted to Matriculation, with a view to proceeding with the curriculum in one of the several 
Faculties, was 82.

Annual University Examinations.
3. The numbers of students who attended and passed the annual examinations in December, 1895, 

and March, 1896, after attending the prescribed courses of lectures, are shown in tlie following table:—
_ Faculty of Arts. Candidates. Passed.

First-year examination ... ,,, ... 86 65
Second-year examination ... ... 56 39
Third-year examination ........................ 67 57

In addition to the students passing through the regular curriculum, 43 evening students 
students of special subjects passed examinations in individual subjects.

_ Faculty of Law. Candidates. Passed.
Intermediate examination ... ... 15 12

Final examination... ....................... 10 7
_ _ Faculty of Medicine.

First-year examination ... ... ... 31 23
Second-year examination ... ... ... 24 ‘22
Third-year examination ... ... ... 24 21
Fourth-year examination ... ... ... 19 12
Fifth-year examination ... ... ... 19 18

_ Faculty of Science.
First-year examination ............. ... 3 8
Second-year examination ... ... ... 1 1
Third-year examination ... ... ... 1 1

Faculty of Science.—Department of Engineering.
Pirst-year examination ... ... ... 10 7
Second-year examination ... ... ... 10 9
Third-year examination ... ... ' 7 5

Attendance at Lectures.
4. The following table shows the numbers of students attending lectures in the several faculties

Faculty of Arts (day), 158 ; (evening), 71; total............. 229
Faculty of Law................................. -............. ,,, 45
Faculty of Medicine...................................................... 136
Faculty of Science ... ... ... ... ... 9 .

,1 Department of Engineering ... ... 35

Total 451

total,
Included are 64 women who attended in the 

75.
*22—A

Faculty of Arts, 8 in Medicine, and 3 in Science;
Drgrcrs

[550 copies.—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £12 Gs.]
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Degrees conferred.

5, Tlie following degrees were conferred after examination:— _
Master of Arts (M.A.):—Arthur Henry Garnsey, B.A.; Alfred John Griffith, B.A.; Godfrey 

William Millard, B.A.; John Prazer Sydney Bussell, B.A.; Joseph Henry Smairl, B.A.; 
John Stonham, B.A.

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) :—Ernest Eobert Abigail, Afaud Edith Anderson, Edwin Charles 
Arnold, John a’Beclrctt Bar rail Barton, Ada Beardmore, Charlotte Aland Bertie, Eeginald 
Austin William Black, 'William John Bloomfield, Theophilus Robert Bowmaker, Nelson 
Leopold Boxall, Henry John Wolverton Brennand, Cecil Thomas Hawkes Broderick, Henry 
James Sidney Brook, Mary Jane Bruce, Edith Annie Bunting, Pol lie Busline!!, Lily Comyn 
Byrne,.Hilda Caro, Michael Alphonsus Casey, James Robert Castling, Alontague Charles 
Lyttelton Chubb, Peter Joseph Clines, Wallace Clubb, Stella Alaud Campbell Crawford, 
Jennie Gumming, Agnes Alarianne Harrison Davis, Horace De Lissa, Samuel Beaumont 
Davison, Edith Lucy Doust, James Cooke Elphinstone, Lucy Isabel Elavclle, Henry James 
Clifton Poreman. Ambrose William Freeman, Henry Halloran, John Harold Hammond, 
John Alfred Hedberg, Thomas James, Mary Eleanor Johnston, James APDowail, James 
AMvay, Alexander Duncan APLaren, Gregan ArAfahon, Reginald William II. Alaffey, 
James W. Aliller, Ernest Meyer Mitchell. Hortcnse Henriette Alontefiore, Arthur Frank 
Al'acquarie Afullens, Florence ’Jane Alurray, Alabel Alicia Noakes, Henry Stuart Osbonie, 
Catherine Agnes Phillips, John James Grnlton R-eidy, Donald Grant Stewart, Kenneth 
Ffoulkes Swanwick, Elizabeth Ironside Taylor, Septimus Thornton, George Washington 
Waddell, Alfred Henry Yarnold. 1 _ ^ _

Bachelor of Laws (LL.B ):—Francis Stewart Boyce, Spencer Joseph St. Clair Butler, Francis 
Louis Yerhulst Coffey, Joseph Cuthbert Kershaw, Edric Sydney Searvell, James Ernest 
Walker, Harrie Dalrymple Wood.

Doctor of Afedicine (31.D.) :—Aeneas John AIcDonncll, Al.B., Ch.Al.
' Bachelor of Afedicine (Al.B.):—Harold Graves Bennetts, Frederick Francis Ormond Bode,

Edmund Henry Burkilt, William Aloysius Conlon, Aubrey Joseph Clarence Crawley, 
George Henry Baring Deck, Norman John Dunlop, John Charles While Halliday, 
Lawrence H.erschell Levi Harris, Alexander Kethel, Llewellyn Bentley Lancaster, Walter 
Cecil AfcClellaud,-Guy Dixon AIcnzies, Arthur Charles O’Connor, Erskinc Hugh Robison,

■ Stratford Sheldon,.Robert Blakeway Wade, Frederic Sobieski Wladimir Zlotkowski.
Alaster of Surgery (Ch.Al.) Harold Graves Bennetts, Aubrey Joseph Clarence Crawley, 

Norman John Dunlop, John Charles White Halliday, Lawrence Herschell Levi Harris, 
Walter Cecil AlcClolland, Guy Dixon AIcnzies, Arthur Charles O’Connor, Erskine Hugh 
Robison, Stratford Sheldon, Frederic Sobieski Wladimir Zlotkowski.

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.):—John Macpherson.
Afaster of Engineering (Al.E.) :—Civil Engineering—John Job Crew Bradfield.
Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.)—Civil Engineering—Aloreton John God den Colyer, William 

Francis Hole, Basil Sawyer, John Aforris Simeon Woore. Alining Engineering—Henry 
• Twynam.

. Ad eundem Degree.
0. The following ad eundem degree was conferred in accordance with the provisions of the Ad 

■Eundem Degrees Act,” 44 Victoria No. 22:— ‘
Doctor of Afedicine (M.D.) :—Francis Alexander Bennet; M.D., Aberdeen. _

-7. The total number of degrees conferred during the year was thus 108, divided as follows:— 
Al.A., 0; B.A., 08; LL.B., 7 ; M.D., 2; Al.B., 17 ; Ch.Al., 11; B.Sc., 1; M.E., 1; B.E., 5.

8 The degrees conferred by fho University from its foundation to the end of 1S9G are : M.A,T 
256} B.A., 851; LL.D., 23 ; LL.B., 57 ; Al.D., 37; Al.B., 103; Ch.Al, 75; B.Sc, 24 - Al.E, 3 ; B.E, 37.
Total, 1,471. .

Honours at Degree Examinations.
9. The following honours were awarded at Degree Examinations:—

. Faculty of Arts—Af. A. Examination. .
Philosophy and French Literature—Class II:—J. Stonham, B.A.

D.d. Examination.
Latin—Class I:—E. Al. Mitchell. Class II:—Florence J. Alurray. 'Class IIIAland E. 

Anderson, .
Greek—Class I:—E. M. Alitchell.
French—Class I:—Hortcnse H. Moutefiore.■ Class III:—Alary E. Johnston.
English—Class I:—Ada'Beardmore, Edith A. Bunting, Edith L. Doust. Class II —Lily C. 

Byrno*
History—Class I:—Edith L. Doust and A. H. Yarnold, equal; Florence J. Alurray. Class III: 

—H. J. C. Foreman. Class I (evening).:—W. J. Bloomfield.
Mathematics—Class I:—D. G. Stewart. Class II:—K. £f. Swanwick. Class IIIE. Al. 

Alitchell. ■ „ TT „
Logic and Mental Philosophy—Class IK. ff. Swanwick, Elizabeth I. Taylor. Class II:—\V.

J. Bloomfield, Ada Beardmore, arid Agnes Al. H. Davis, equal.
Geology and Paleontology-—Class XI:—Hortense XL Montefiorej H. J. S. Brook, C. G. W. 

Officer.* ' _ _
Faculty of Laio—LL.D. Examination.

Class IIJ. E. Walter, B.A.; F. S. Boyce, B.A.; J. C. Kershaw, B.A.
Faculty of Medicine—M.D. and Ch.M. Examination.

Class II:—G. H. B. Deck and J. C. Halliday, equal; W. C. M'Clelland, R. B. Wade, W. A. 
Conlon.

Faculty ofScience~D.Sc. Examination.
Physics—Class IIT. P. Strickland * ____________ Department

* Not passing through the regular courto tor the Degree.
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Faculty of Science—Department of Engineering—M.E, Examination, 
Civil Engineering—Class I:—J. J. C. Bradfield, B.E.

B.E. Examination.

Civil Engineering—Class IIW. E. Hole, J. M. S. Woore, E. W. Hedgelrmd.* *
10. Tho following Seliolarsliips were awarded:—

(«) At the Matrienlation Examination.
Bowman Cameron Scholarship for General Proficiency—li. 0. Teece,
Cooper Scholarship.^ No IT, for Classics—Gained by B. C. Teecc, hut awarded to B. P. M'Evoy,

B. C. Teece being the holder of two Scholarships.
Barker Scholarship, No. II, for Mathematics—Jt. W. llawken, pros?, ace. G. A. Waterhouse. 
Lithgow Scholarship for Modern Languages—G, G. Nicholson.
Freemason’s Scholarship for General Proficiency—H. C. Teece. '
Horner Exhibition for Mathematics—li. W. Hawl;cn,p?m\ acc. G. A. Waterhouse.

(J) At tho First Year Examination in Arts.
Cooper Scholarship, No. HI, for Classics—!). P. Evans-Jones.
George Allen Scholarship for Mathematics—F. G. Griffiths.

(c) At the Second Year Examination in Arts.
Cooper Scholarship, No. I, for Classics—H. E. Whitfield.
Barker Scholarship, No. I, for Mathematics—S. D. Chalmers.

{<0 At the B.A. Examination.
Frazer Scholarship for History—Edith L. Honst and A. H. Yarnold, <r.q.; Florence J. Murray 

prox. acc.

(«) At the Intermediate Examination in Law.
G. Wigram Allen Scholarship for General Proficient)-—J, IL Hammond. .

_ , CO -A-l First Year Examination in Medicine.
Fenwick Scholarship for General Proficiency—W. F. Burfitt. B.A.

(g) At the Third Year Examination in Medicine.
John Harris Scholarship for Anatomy and Physiology—J. Macpherson, B.A.

_ (0 At tho First Year Examination in Science.
Levey Scholarship for Chemistry and Physics—W. G. Woolnough.
CO -^mes King, of Irrawang, Travelling Scholarship-G. E. Smith, M.D., Ch. M.

Prize Compositions.
11. The awards made for Prize Compositions were;—

Wentworth Medals for English Essays -subject: “ The Historical Novel.” Prize for Graduates 
J■ S. Griffith, B.A.; Prize for Undergraduafes—U. S. Dettmann,

Professor Anderson’s Medal for tho host essay on a philosophical subject—" The Ethics of 
Socialism”—!). Cowan, B.A.

Physics—W. E. Burfitt, B.A.,

First Glasses at Annual Examinations.

in n12' lE110 Jolln°winS .Btudonts were placed m the first-class in Honours at tho annual examinations 
otner than tlie final examinations for degrees :—

Faculty of Arts.

First-year ExaminationLatin—Isabel M. Fuller, D. P. Evans-Jones, N. G Pilcher Greek— 
1). P. Evans-Jones, F. G. Griffiths. French—Isabel M. Fidler, N. G. Pilcher. German— 
JV G. Pihfficr. Mathematics F. G. Griffiths, W. G. Forsyth, AY. G. Woolnough (Science).

Second-year Examination:—Latm-H. E. AYbitfeld, II. S. Dettmann. Greek—H. E. AYhitfeld 
H S. Dettmann. German—H, S. Dettmann. English—II. S. Dettmann. Mathematics— 
S D. Chalmers. Logic and Mental Phiiosophy-D. Wallace, H. E. Whitfold. History— 
Elsie 1 A. Bloomfield, S. D. Chalmers, AY. W. Monahan, J. E. F. Penman.

Faculty of Medicine.

First-year Examination Chemistry—W. F. Burfitt, B.A.
_ AY. E. Harris. Biology—AY. F! Burfitt, B.A. ’

First and Second-year Examinations :—Organic Chemistry—E. Ludowici, F. P. Sandes.
Ihird-year Examination :—Passed with high distinction—J. Macpherson, B.A.

Faculty of Science.

First-year. ExaminationPhysics—W. 0. Woolnough. Chemistry—AY. G. AYoolnough,
_ Faculty of Science—Department of Engineering.

First-year Examination—Applied Mechanics and Descriptive Geometry—G. A. Pcchey,
Annual Prizes..

13. Annual Prizes were awarded as follows :—
University Prize for Physiography—G. Harkcr. Herbert Quirk Prize for Mathematics—S D 

Chalmers. 1 rofessor Anderson’s Prizes for Logic and Mental Philosophy—Second Year—
D. Walaee._ Third Year—K. ff. Swanwick, Elizabeth I. Taylor, vrox. acc. Professor 
Haswell s Prizes lor Zoology—W. G. AYoolnough, AY. F. J. Burfitt, B.A., prox. acc For 
Laboratory Notes—H. G. Holmes, AY. J. Durack, W. E. Harris, mg. Professor Mac- 
Callum s Prizes for English Essays—First Year—W. G. Forsyth; Second Year—H, S. 
Uettmann; Hurd 'Year—Ada Beardmore. Professor AYood’s Prize for History—Elsie 
[A. Bloomfield CoUw Prize for Botany—W. F. Burfitt, B.A. Slade Prizes, Practical 
£ke!Plsfry~^- Beid; Practical Physics—AY, G. Woolnough. Smith Prize for Physics— 
W. h Burfitt, B.A. Professor-David’s Prize for Geology—AY. A. Shortland. Dr. Dixson’s 
Prize for Materia Medica—J. Macpherson, B.A. Dr. Wilkinson's Prize for Pathology—
(j. i\ Dixon. b£4

* Not passing through the regular course for the Degree.
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14 The following bursaries were awarded, each consisting of a payment to the student of £50 per
anuum^or iu thewise of il half bursary, £25 per annum, fop tluce joar,, togette »■,& eaempto,. fram
the payment of lecture fees: t> j i •

, ?Iaurice k )' J B Watt Exhibition.
Levey and Alex ander. . mi her No. I (one half).
William Charles’Wentworth No. I (one half). Walker No. Ill (onehalf).

Tho number of students permitted to attend lectures without paying fees was T^and
State Bursars and 16 holders of University bursaries. Tho payments to bursars amounted to £i9o, ai
to scl'0JasT3s^^ts of state Traiuing Schools attended at a reduced scale of fees.

' Public Examinations. . , , ,

Slwlf c®S a“St“ivi3,

W0ll0”«S,W.-S»e, Bundaberg, CW. Ips.icb. Maryborough, Bockbampto,
Toowoomba. Townsville, Warwick.

Tbero were 1 481 candidates, and 0,65 were euccessrul. .16 Tbc Senior Public Examination was held in November concurrently with an examination fo
Matriculation Honors and Scholarships, in Sydney and at tnc following local , , p Ufl

New South IVa 1 vs.—Ah ) i id al e, Bowral, Braidwood, Grenfell, Lithgow, East Maitland,! arramatta. 
Qaee«s;«nrf—Brisbane, Ipswich, Maryborough, Kockhainpton, Toowoomba, Townsvi le.
There were 143 candidates, of whom 109 were successtul.iSe prizes for generkl proficiency in the Senior and Junior Examinations were awarded

Its follows„ .
Seniors.

“toSbllh £urPr.S« ,,r, wmi.rn Bo wall Horr.Hen, Montagu Stephen,
Reginald Norman Robson.

Paii-fax Prize for female candidates—
Eleanor Elizabeth Bourne.

Juniors.

University Prize for Boys— '
Roy Noel Teece.

Pairfax Prize for female candidates— T . T . „_3 -rtlD;n A tj Milla wroxime
■ Jessie Bowmaker, Grace Mitchell Bruce, aeq-i Jessie I. Stewart and Elsie A. H. Mills, pnxme

1 S^TiTO^riminations of candidates for the Civil Service were held during the year. At these
KS SeS=tsr to

20. The Senate held eleven ordinary meetings, five special meetings, in 
meraoration, and five meetings of the Conjoint Board consisting of the Senate of the Umveisity and
Board of Directors of the Prince Alfred Hospital.

The attendances of the various Bellows were as follows .
MacLaurin, the Hon. H. N., M.A., M.D., LL.D., M.L.G., Chancellor .
Backhouse, His Honor Judge, M.A., Vice-Chancellor
Anderson, H. C. L., M.A.........................-
Barton, Edmund, M.A..........................................
Butler, Professor, B.A.........................................
Cobbett, Professor. M.A., D.C.L. ...

*Cullen, the Hon. W.P., M.A., LL.D., M.L.C. ...
£ Gurney, Professor, M.A.
Jones, P. Sydney, M.D. ... ;......................

fKnox, Edward W................. ............. ■■■
fLiversidge, Professor. M.A., LL.D. ............
^Manning, the Hon. Mr. Justice, M.A. ...

O’Connor, the Hon. R. E., M.A., M.L.C. ...
fOliver, Alexander, M.A................... •■■___ -~
Reuwick, the Hon. Sir Arthur, B.A., M.D., M.L.C.
Rogers, P. E., M.A., JjL.B., Q.C.... ... ■■■
Russell, H. C., B.A., P.R’.S., C.M.G. ... 
Stephen, C. B., M.A.., ... •••

§ Scott, Professor, M.A. .................................
' Stuart, Professor T- P. Anderson, M.D................
Teece, Richard, P.I.A., F.F.A.................. - ■■■

fWindeyer, the Hon. fiir William C., M.A., LL.D.

22
22
19 

6
20 
17

15 
21
16

”i
6
8

18
5

17 
15
2

18 
17

Thir tv-one *
I Ci'iscd in be an ex-officio member in October* Elected June SO, May ^ ^6bg0CTt 0,1 kaj n^ted an ex-officioinembcr in November.
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21. Thirty-one meetings ot! Sub-Committees of the Senate for finance, by-laws, and other matters, 
were held during the year, the attendances of members being as follows:—The Chancellor (The Hon. Dr. 
MacLaurin), 30; the Vice-Chancellor (His Honor Judge Backhouse), 27; Professor Cobbett. 4; the 
Hon. Dr. Cullen, 2 ; Professor Gurney, 9; Mr. E. W. Knox, 19; the Hon. E. E. O’Connor, 1; Mr. 
Alexander Oliver, 1; the Hon. Sir Arthur EenwieMS ; Professor Scott, 1; Mr. C. B. Stephen, 10; Mr.
H. C. Russell, 6 ; Professor Stuart, 4 ; and Mr. E. Teece, 6.

, Chancellor.

22. Early in the rear, the Chancellor (the Hon. Sir William Windeyer) was granted six months’ 
_eave of absence from the" meetings of the Senate in consequence of a projected absence from the Colony for 
a time, and in the month of October a communication was received from him stating that as he had resigned 
his office as a Judge of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, and intended to remain m England 
longer than was certain when be left Sydney, ho thought it right to resign his office as Chancellor of the
University. _ , . .

In accepting his resignation, the Senate unanimously passed the following resolution:
“ That the Senate desires to place on record its great regret on account of the necessity which has 

arisen for the resignation of the office ot Chancellor by Sir William Windeyer, and also an 
expression of its thanks for the services rendered by him to tho University during his tenure of 
office.” ' _

At the same time, the Senate granted him further leave of absence from its meetings for six months.
The election of a successor to Sir William Windeyer iu the office of Chancellor resulted in the 

unanimous appointment of the Hon. Henry Kerman MacLaurin, M.A., LL.D., M.D., M.L.C.

Vice-Chancellor.

23. The appointment of the Hon. Dr. MacLaurin as Chancellor having left a vacancy in the office 
of Vice-Chancellor, the Senate, at its meeting in November, unanimously elected Hja Honor Alfred Paxton 
Backhouse, Esq., M.A., District Court Judge, to that office for the remainder of the Academic year.

• Resignation and election to vacancy in Senate.

24. In the month of May the Senate received with regret a communication from Mr. Justice 
Manning resigning his seat on the Senate in consequence of his inability to attend the meetings of the
Senate through ill health. T i „n j.

A Convocation of Electors to fill the vacancy thus created was held on the 13th ol June, a ballot 
being taken on the 20th of June, which resulted in the election of the Hon. William Portus Cullen, M.A., 
LL.D., M.L.C.

Deans of Faculties.

25. In accordance with the usual practice for the Biennial Eleciion of Deans of tho several 1* acuities, 
the Senate received recommendations from the various Faculties as to the branches of learning tho 
Professors of which should be ex-officio Fellows of the Senate under the provisions of the Act 24 \ ictona 
No. 13, and should be elected to the office of Dean for a period of two years. _

Actin'1 upon these recommendations an amended by-law referring to ex-officio memberships was 
made and approved by the Governor in Council, and the following were appointed in November to he 
Deans of Faculties and ex-officio Members of the Senate for a period of two years

Faculty of Arts ... ... ... •••
Faculty of Law ... ... ...
Faculty of Medicine ... ... ■■■
Faculty of Science ........... . ... _ ■■■
Acting-Dean during Professor Liversidge’s absence

Professor Scott, M.A.
Professor Cobbett, M.A., D.C.L. 
Professor Stuart, M.D.
Professor Liversidge, M.A., LL.D. 
Mr. H. C. Eussell, B.A., C.M.G.

Convocation. •

2G A meeting of Convocation of the University was convened by the Aice-Clinucellor in response 
to a requisition, and was held on the 18th of September, when the following resolutions were passed

*1. That Fellows of the Senate hereafter elected should hold office for a period of five years only, but
should be eligible for re-election on the expiration of their term of office.

2. That the elected Fellows now in office should retire in rotation within tlie next five years, but
should he eligible for re-election.

3. That the voting at contested elections of Fellows should be taken by letter.
These resolutions are still under the consideration of the Senate.

Leave of Absence.

27. Leave of absence from the meetings of the Senate, foraperiod of three months, was granted in 
November to Mr. E. W. Knox, in consequence of his expressed intention of leaving the Colony lor that
Veri°d'Leave of absence for the first Term of 1S97 bas been granted to Dr. Max, Assistant Lecturer in
French and German, in consequence of ill-health. . n ti i u a t t n

Leave of absence was also granted for two Terms, without salary, to Mr. F. Lloyd, B.A., CC.-IC, 
Assistant Lecturer iu Latin, and to Mr. J. P. Hill, Demonstrator in Biology. Air. J. B. Peden, B.A is 
acting as Assistant Lecturer in Latin during Mr. Lloyd’s absence, and arrangements are being made 
whereby the Demonstrator in Biology in dbo-University of Edinburgh will probably be appointed as 
Air. Dill's substitute during his absence.

Staff
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' Staff Appointments, §c. ■
2S. In September a, vacancy occarred in the Lectureship in Midwifery and Diseases of Women 

through the death of Dr. Chambers, who had filled the office with ability from tho year 188S.
In accordance with a previous resolution of the Senate, separate Lectureships were established in 

Midwifery and Gynaecology respectively, and after applications had been publicly invited, Mr. James 
Graham, M.D., was appointed to the former Lectureship, and Mr. Joseph Foreman, L. et L.Mid, E.C.P. 
(Edin.), M.K.C.S. (Eng.), to the latter.

In the month of March Mr. George Lathrop Murray, M.B., Ch.M., was appointed Demonstrator 
in Anatomy for the year 1896.

Mr. A. W. Jose was appointed Secretary for the University Extension Board for tho year 1896. 
Mr. J. C. Dibbs has been reappointed Auditor of the University for the years 1897 and 1898.

Russell donation,

29. The Senate has to report with gratitude the receipt of a munificent gift from Peter Nicol Kussell, 
Esq,, lately of Sydney, but now resident in England, to endow the Department of Engineering, which will 
henceforth he called by his name. The offer was made to the Senate through Mr. Bussell's representative, 
Sir IV. P. Manning, and a Deed of Gift was drawn up embodying the following conditions:—

1. That the Department of Engineering at present existing in the University, together with such
additions as may be made thereto, shall be called the P. JST. Bussell School of Engineering.

2. That the University shall, out of the income to be derived from the sum of £50,000, afford both
practical and theoretical teaching in the following subjects, in so far as such subjects relate to 
the School of Engineering, viz.:—Mechanical Engineering, Surveying, Mining, Metallurgy, 
Architecture, and such further instruction as the Senate of the University may deem necessary 
to give effect to the intention of Mr. P. JV. Bussell iu connection with the P. AT. Bussell School 
of Engineering.

3. The University shall apply the income of the Fund in the maintenance of the P. X. Bussell School
of Engineering, but shall not charge such income with any proportion of the cost of the existing 
buildings, nor with the expense or any proportion thereof of service by ordinary attendants, nor 
with the expense of any proportion thereof of the Professorships of Mathematics, Chemistry, 
Physics, Geology, or the Challis Chair of Engineering. .

Other conditions of the Deed of Gift relate to the mode of investment of the principal sum, and 
provide that any unused surplus of income shall be added to the principal sum, and invested as if it formed 
a part of the original donation.

The principal sum has been invested in New South Wales Funded Stock, and the following 
Lecturers have been placed on the Foundation, in accordance with the terms of the Deed of Gift:—

Assistant Lecturer in Mechanical | 
Engineering and Drawing ... )

Lecturer in Surveying................
Lecturer in Mining ... ...
Lecturer in Metallurgy ... ...
Lecturer in Architecture 
Mechanical Instructor...............

Mr. S. II. Barraclough, B.E. (Syd.), M.M.E. (Cornell).
Mr. G. II. Knibbs, L.S., F.B.A.S.
Mr. Edward F. Pittman, A. it.S.M.
Mr. Wm. F. Smeeth, M.A., B.E., F.G.S., A..B.S.M. 
Mr. John Sulman, F.R.I.B.A.
Mr. Henry Blay,

University Extension.

30. The report of the University Extension Board, presented to the Senate in the month of 
December, shows that courses of lectures were delivered at Armiclale, Blackheath, Camden, Cootamundra, 
Goulburn, Maitland, Mosman, Newcastle, Tamworth, and Waverlcy. The average attendance was forty. 
The operations of the Board were limited on account of the smallness of the grant which the Senate was 
able to make for University extension, and several applications for courses of lectures had to be declined 
through lack of funds necessary to defray the expenses of the appointment of lecturers.

Jubilee of Lord Kelvin.

31. In response to an invitation from tho University and City of Glasgow, the Chancellor (Sir William 
Windeyer) and Professor Liversidge, who were botli iu Europe at the time, were appointed as delegates 
to attend the Jubilee of the Bight Hon. Lord Kelvin as Professor of Natural Philosophy in, that 
University,

_ At the celebration the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred upon Professor 
Liversidge.

Queensland Examinations.

_ 32. The University, at the request of the Queensland Department of Public Instruction, conducted an 
examination of candidates for exhibitions to Universities granted by the Government of Queensland, and 
also an examination of teachers seeking admission into Class 1 under that Department.

■ Accounts.
_ 33. The annual statements of receipts and expenditure, and statements showing the position of tho

various trust funds of the University at the 31st of December, duly certified by the auditor, Mr. J. C. 
Dibbs, are appended to this report.

II. E. BABFF,
Registrar.

APPENDIX.
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Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Sydney for the year ending 31st December, 1896.

GENERAL ACCOUNT.
Ce.

KECEirra.
£ a. d.

Becoived from tho Govomment of New 
South Wiiles:—

Tho Statutory Annual Endowment ... 6,000 0 0
The Additional Endowment ...............4,000 0 0
For payment of Carpenter's salary, and 

Ollier charges., from votes for Addi
tions, Repairs, and Furniture, 1895
and 1896 ...........\.............................. 400 0 0

Towards expenses of Evening and
Extension Lectures......................... 3,000 0 0

Received Lecture Fees ...£7,613 14 
Less paid to Professors and

Lecturers .................. 2,142 18

Received .Matriculation Fees.............
,, Degree Fees..........................
„ Civil Service Examination Fees,

after payment of expenses .
„ University Examination Foes...
,, Testing Fees.......................
„ Public Examinations Fees
„ General Purposes Fees ...

„ for Pasturage ....................
„ Foes for use of Microscopes 
„ from Challis Fund, towards administration 
„ from Macleay Curatorship, towards salary of

Curator of the Macleay Museum ..........
,, from Iloveil Lectureship, towards salary of 

Lecturer in Geology and Physical Geo
graphy ..........................................................

,, from Fisher Estate, for salaries of Librarians 
„ from P. N. Russell Endowment, for salaries 

of Lecturers, Jtc., P. N, Russell School of
Eugiucering............. ....................................

Balance due Commercial Bank, 31st December, 1896 ..

9

4
— 5,4G9 16 5

0
.. 574 5 0

es,
... 96 0 6

s... 282 0 0
... 61 1 0

. 100 0 0
... 992 16 0

£ s. d.

11,400 0 0

1,170 16 5 
100 O 0 
65 0 0 

500 0 0

19S 12 8

179 C 11 
313 6 8

352 10 0 
368 2 2

21,647 14 10

ExPUNBiTunr.
£ s. d.

Balance duo Commercial Bank, 31st December, 1805 
Paid Salaries ...

,, Examiners
,, Printing and Stationery, includ.

ing Uni versitv Calendar.......... 523 7 1
Advertising .................................. 36 1 9
Repairs, Alterations, Furniture,

and Fittings.............................. 264 18 11
Fuel and Lighting, including

Laboratories.............. ............ . 826 8 0
Pii'c Insuraneo Premiums ........... 256 16 5
Rent of Cbambci‘9 ....................... 248 17 0
Supervision and Attendance at

Examinations .................... . 17 6 6
Uniforms ..................  .................. 25 9 0
Miiintcitancoanduscof Telephones 42 10 0
Water and Scwera ge Rates ......... 405 13 2
Cleaning ...................................... 20 7 3
Bank Charges, exchange on

Drafts, &a................................... 21 16 8
Miscellaneous Charges .............. 67 4 9

Grant to University Extension Board .............
for Periodicals and Binding Books for Library.
for Improvement of Grounds.............................
for University Brizes .........................................
for Microscopes.....................................................
for Maintenance of Scientific Depaitments.....

£ s. d. 
154 6 9 

17,799 8 7 
45 15 0

2,252 1 7 
200 0 
153 15 

58 12 
13 17 

141 6 
827 16

21,647 14 10

Joirx C. Dibrs,
Auditor,

ROBERT A. DALLEN,
Accountant,

Statement

Dr.

of Ecceipta and Expenditure on account of the Junior and Senio'r Public Examinations for the year
ending 31st December, 189G. '

Oil.

Reciiiets. £ s. cl. Exi’EHnlTCKE. £ s. d.
Balance in Commercial Bank, 31st December, 1895 ... 82 15 2 Paid Exemiurrs’ Fees and all other expenses in con-
Received Candidates’ Fees.............................. . 1,730 7 4 nection with tlie Examinations and grants toward*:

expenses of local centres ...................................... 1,688 10 H
Balance in Commercial Bank, Slsfc December, 1896.. 124 11 10

' £ 1,813 2 6 £ 1,813 2 6

John C. Diubs,
Auditor.

ROBERT A. DALLEN,
Accountant.

RiiCErria
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De.

Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Sydney for the year ending 31sfc December, 1896.
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS ACCOUNT.

Revexub Account. Oh.

Rfxpiipts,
Rilanccin Commercial Bank, lilst December, 1895...............................
Received from Peter Nicol Russell, Esq., for the endowment of the

School of Engineering ......................................................................
Received from the following for annual prizes :—

Professor Haswell, M.A., D.Sc...............
Professor Wood, M.A................................
Profeaaor MacCallum, M A.....................
Professor Anderson, M.A.........................
Thomas Dixsou, Esq., M-B , Ch.M, ..

£
S
5

15
22

2
„ income from Investments on account of the 

following foundations;—
Levey Scholarship ........................................ S3 0 2
Barker Scholarships...................................... loi 10 1
Dcns-Thomson Scnolarshipa ...................... 109 5 1
Cooper Scholarships...................................... 153 15 10
Lilbgow Scholarship ................................ 70 0 11
Renwick Scholarship .................................. 39 15 6
Bowman-Cameron Scholarsltip.................. 50 0 0
George Allen Scholarship .......................... 34 8 11
Freemasons Scholarship ............................ 50 12 4
James Aibfccn Scholarship .................... 54 0 0
G Wigram Allen Scholarship...................... 74 1 11
Caird Scholarship...................................... 57 14 5
James lung of Irrawang Travelling

Scholarship.............................................. 174 4 G
John Harris Scholarship............................ 60 0 0
Council of Education Scholarship.............. IS 4 5
Frarer Scholarships ................................ SO IS 9
Wentworth Prize Medal .......................... 22 13 1U
Nicholson Medal.......................................... 23 12 2
Belmorc Medal ...........   29 1 3
Grahnmo Prize Medal .................................. 5 0 0
Salting Exhibition.......................................... 34 19 u
Struth Exhibition.......................................... 5li 7 5
Horner Exhibition.................................. 7 8 11
John Fairfax Prizes ............................ . . 32 10 0
John West Prize.............................................. 9 10 0
Norbert Quirk Prize .................................... 5 10 G
Smith Prize...................................................... 50 0
Slade Prizes .................................................... 10 1 10
Collie Prize...................................................... 4 2 4
Alexander Bursary ...................................... 48 17 0
Levey and Alexander Bursary................ 64 0 0
K 3L Fraser Bursary.................................. 00 14 10
J. E. Frazer Bursary...................................... 57 4 0
W. C Wentworth Bursary No. I .............. 50 9 0

Do do No 2 .............. 60 0 0
Do do No. 3 .. 31 0 1

Hurdekln Bursary........................................ 47 2 4
Hunter-Baillic Bursary No. 1... — 51 4 9

Do do No. 2...................... 54 0 9
Thomas Walker Bursaries.......................... 103 17 8
J. B. Watt Exhibitions.................................. 143 17 6
Badham Bursary . ...   33 2 0
Wentworth Fellowship.............................. SO 0 2
Hov ell Lectureship ...................................... 170 Gil
Fisher Estate .................................... 434 14 G
Usher Estate, Building Account ............ l,lfid 14 2
Macleay Uumtorehip.................................... 193 12 8
P. N, Russell FouiMlaL<ni.......................... (537 16 9
.1. G. Raphael Foundation.......................... 2 13 S

Balance due Commercial Bank, 31st December, 1S9S ......................

1,030 121.
50,000 0 0

47 13 9

i128 0 7 
174 12 11

Total

Expenditure,
Paid the following sums for Scholarships, Bursaries, 

Prizes, &c., on account of the following Founda
tions :—

Levey Scholarship ............ .................................
Barker Scholarships..............................................
Wenta orth Prize Medal....................................
Cooper Scholarships ..............................................
Lithgow Scholarship .........................................
Renwick Scholarship:... ................................
BowroamCamcron Scholarship ......................
George Allen Scholarship ...............................
Freemasons Scholarship . .,,, ..................
G. Wigram Allen Scholarship.------------...
James King of Irrawang Travelling

Scholarship.......................................................
John Harris Scholarship....................................
Frazer Scholarships ..............................................
Salting Exhibition...................................................
Struth Exhibition...................................................
Alexander Bursary ..............................................
Levey and Alexander Bursary ......................
li. M. Frazer Bursary .........................................
J. K. Frazer Bursary ............................................
W. (j. Wentworth Bursary No. 1 .................
Burdekin Bursary ................................................
Iluntcr-Badlie Bursary No, 1 ........................

do do No. 2...........................
J, B. Watt Exhibitions.........................................
Thomas Walker Bursaries ...............................
Badham Bursary ...................................................
John Fairfax Prizes .. ...........................
John West Prize.......................................................
Norbcrt Quirk Prize .. .....................................
Smith Prize.................................................................
Slade Pnres............................................................
Graham? Pi izc Medal .........................................
Collie Prize .. .........................................................
Haswell Prize.............................................................
Wood Pri/c ...............................................................
MacCallnm Piiacs..............................................
Anderson Prizes ...................................................
Dixson Prize ............................................................
David Prizes ............................................................
Horner Exhibition..............................................
Hovel! Lectureship (amount, transferred

to General Account).................................. *
Macleay Curatorship (amount transferred

to General Account) . ...........................
P, N. Russell Endowment (amount trails*

' ferred to G cnural andChalljs Accounts)

Paid on account of ihe Fisher Libraiy:—
Purchase of Books..................................
Salaries of Librarians (amount transfei red 

to General Account) ...................

Paid Premiums on Funded Stock, purchased on 
account of

P. N. Russell Endowment.................
E. M Frazer Bursary ...........................
Caird Scholarship....................................
James Ivins of Irrawang Trai

Soholarsnip ....................................
Council of Education Scholarship
J, B. Walt Exhibitions...........................
Wentworth Fellowship........................
Lithtrow Scholarship— .................
G Wigram Allen Scholarship............
Barker Scholarships................................
Dcag-Thomson Scholarships ..........
Cooper Scholarships................. .............

Paid Investment Account for investment ....

56,380 19 0 

Investment Account.

Total

Received principal sums of Matured New South Wales 
Government Debentures, on account of:—

Wentworth Felloe bhtp..................................
Alexander Bursary ..................................
Burdekin Bursary..........................................
Hunter-Baillic Bursary No. 1....................
John West Medal ............................ .
G. Wigram Alien Scholarship ..................

Received principal suing of Bank Deposits, on account 
nf:

d. t
409 0 
709 0

3.009 0
1.009 0 

200 0 
100 0

Huntcr-Baillie Bursary No. 2................. .... 1 0 8
Thomas Walker Bursaries...................... . . 41 13 ■1
Ronwick Scholarship ............................. .... 2J 9 0
George Allen Scholarship ...................... .... 0 Hi S
Freemasons Scholarship ........................ 0 19 0
J. G. Raphael Foundation . . , .. . 1 0 8
Struth Exhibition...................... . . ... 0 16 8
Homer Exhibition......................................... , fi 13 4
Slade Prizes................................................... . . 8 6 8
Fisher Estate................................................... .. 0 13 4

Received from Rex enuc Account for im cstmenl

s. d

3,400 0 9

90 3 
40,365 8

Paid for Bank Deposits, on account of
IjCsc)’ Scholarship..............................
Barker Scholarships ..................
Deas-Thomvm Scholarship..............
Lithgou Scholarship..........................
G Wigram Allen Scholarship..........
Cmrd Scholarship ................ ....
Council of Julucation Scholarship .
Frazer Scholarships..........................
p. N. Russell Endowment .. ..

. Sailing Exhibition........................
J. B Watt Exhibitions......................
Wentworth Fellowship.....................
Nicholson Medal................................
Belmorc Medal ..................................

- Alexander Bursary ..........................
W. C Wentworth Bursary No. 3 .,
Bui dekm Bursary ........................
Huntcr-Baillie Bursary No. 1..........
John West Prize..................................
tisher Estate, Building Account ..

['aid for New South Wales Government Funded Stock, 
ou account of •—

1\ N, Russell Endowment ... -
Barker Scholarships............................
Cooler Scholarships.............................
Dciis-Thoinson Scholarship..............
Lithgow Scholarship . . ........
G. Wigram Allen Scholarship ........
Caird Scholarship................................
James Kinir of Irrawang Schoiarshjp 
Council of Education Scholarship
Wentworth Fellowship........................
E. M. Frazer Bursary ........................
J. B. Watt Exhibitions........................

£ e. a.

40 0 0
100 0 0

16 0 0
150 0 0

50 0 0
GO 0 0
GO 0 0
60 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0

150 15 I
49 0 0
80 0 0
25 0 0
60 0 0
GO 0 0
59 0 0
60 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0

' 60 9 0
50 0 0
62 19 0

120 0 0
212 10 0
40 0 0
30 0 0
10 0 0

0 0 0
5 0 9

10 0 0
5 0 ft
4 0 0
8 3 0
5 0 0

17 10 ft
32 2 9

2 8 0
0 1 0
8 0 9

170 0 n

19$ 12 8

GOO 12 0

593 9 2

313 0 s

2,830 4 0
1 10 0
2 8 0

3 0 0
1 4 0
1 10 ft
3 0 9
S 0 0
D S 0
3 0 0
6 0 0
» 0 0

...................... £.

£ 5. d
. 25 0 ft

60 0 0
97 10 0
20 16 3

118 6 8
73 6 8

. 25 0 O

. 83 6 8
140 S 0

. 15 0 0
, 30 0 0
. 457 0 8
. 45 0 0
. 42 13 4

700 0 0
. 90 3 4

1,030 0 0 1
. 098 O s 1
. 200 0 0 1
. 1,424 O s

.47,170 0 0

. 50 0 ft
. 60 0 0
. 100 0 0
. 50 9 «
. 40 0 ft

49 0 n
. 60 0 o
. 29 0 0
. 60 O 0
. 25 0 0
. 25 O 0

£ s. d.

2,758 H 2

900 15 1C

2,800 4 9 
49,855 S 0

50,389 19 0

5,075 11 4

47,070 0 1

63,345 11 4 | £■ 53,345 11 4

.Tpjps C, Dusbs,
Auditor.

KOBEKT A. DALLEN,
Accountant.

Receipts
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Receipts and Expenditure of tlie University of Sydney for the year ending 31st December, 1896.

De. ' CHALDTS I'UKD ACCOUNT. Cn.

Revenue Account.

Reck i its.

tletxDod interest on Tnvusttucnts—
Jiebentnru*} . ...............
Jiauk Deposits ..........
J'.loi'tgi^cs ... . .

from Challis Trustees, Intcr<ist on Guarantee 
Fund uftvr jiaynitmt of Australian An
nuity, etc....................................................................

Less Transfer to Sjiccial Reserve Fund

10,147 l

717 17

from E\ N. Ru^cll Kmltmment for Salaries of Lecturers,
l\ N. Kussell Schonlof I’inj^neeriiijr........................ ................ i l(iS

E\eFNi)mrjn)t
flulanco due Commercial Banking Co o! Sjdney, 31st December,
I’anl Salaries........................................................................ ........................

,, 1'icimum on Funded Stock....................................................................
,, (pcneml Account, towards administration eNpensey.........

Sundry charges

189*5

Balance in Commercial Banking Co. of Syduej, 31st December, 18(JfJi

S:785 3 4

2 6 '
£ 8,1m R 10

£ fi. d. 
815 14 10 

0,887 0 i> 
360 0 0 
500 0 0 

17 17 2 
Si2 13 10

3,933 5 10

Investment Account.

UwciiLii principal sum of Mortgage ............................................................... I 0,000 0 01 Paid for N.S.lV. Government Funded Stock.......................................................| 0,000 0 0

£ 6,000 0 ol - £| 6,000 0 0

Special Result j; FiryD.

Lulaiieu m Coniiiieicinl ll.ulkirig Co. Of Sydnej, 31st December, lSfl.r>.. 1,034 R 10 Paid rininquenuial increases—salaries CSS 1 ii
,, limn Challis Fund, interuit.ovor4pc] cent, on in vestment'?,

fm ]>rovf(Uug quinquennial increases to Professors and 
for equalk.mi? income from investments............................. 2,079 IS 11

,, for liivc*)tment— £ b d.
K.^.W. Government Funded Stock ........................ 1,100 0 0
Bank Deposits ...................................................................... 1,100 0 0

2,200 0 0 
041 11 (»Balance in Commercial Banking Co, of Fjdmy, 31 December, 1806..

£
•

3,595 13 0 £ 3,595 13 1)

.Turn C. Dims,
Audi lor.

ROBERT A. DALLEN",
jlcoouutant.

T. N. RUSSELL ENDOWMENT.
(Included in Private Foundations Account)

£ s. d.
llu-ehtd fiom ReferXU'ol Ru^cll, Lw) , for the Kndowment of the

School of ICnglneci ing........................................................................... 50,000 0 0
„ Half-vear'b Interest on ilmdcd Stock ............................................... | C87 1G 9

£ s. d.
Paid for Investment—Funded Stock , ,.47,170 0 0

,, ,, Ccimnercinl Banking Co. for
Fixed Deposit, firtt instalment towards linking

£ a, d.

fund Jo defray jircmium on Funded Stock .,. 140 S 0
47,310 s a 

2,S30 4 0,, Premium on Stock............................................................................................
„ Salaries, ............................................................................... ................. 600 12 fi

Balance................................................................................................................................... 40 12 3

£ 50,637 10 9 £ 50,637 1G 9

ROBERT A. DALLEN",
Accountant

. l:—is St.vi ksi h n r
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Si'atesiest showing Private Foundation Cash Balances and TnvesLmcnts at 31st December, 1896.

Private Fnunrlationa. Ledger Aeeount 
Cr, Balance.

Mort^ajjes.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Lsvey Scholarship ............................................
Barker Scholarships.........................................

’Ueis-Tiiomion Scholarships...............................
Wentworth Prize Medal ..................................
Cooper Scholarships .......... -..........................
Salting lixhihition.............................................
W cut worth fellowship......................................
Lithgow Scholaiship.........................................
Xicholson Medal .............................................
Bari Belmoro Medal .........................................
John Fairfax Prizes ..........................................
Alexander Bursary ........................................
Levey and Alexander Bursary .....................
West Prize .......................................................
It. M. Frazer Bursary .....................................
J. li. Frazer Bursary........................................
W. C. Wentworth Bursary, No. 1...................
W. 0. Wentworth Bursary, No. 2..................
W. 0, Wentworth Bursary, No. 3...................
Burdekin Bursary.............................................
Hunter-Baillie Bursary, No. 1 .......................
Himter-Baillie Bursary, No. 2 ......................
J. B. Watt Exhibitions .................................
Renwiek Scholarship ......................................
Bowman-Cameron Scholarship ......................
Hovell Lectureship ...........................................
George Allen Scholarship................................
Freemasons Scholarship ..................................
J. G. Raphael Foundation ..........................
James Aitken Scholarship ..............................
Thomas Walker Bursaries ............................
G. Wigram Allen Scholarship......................
Struth Exhibition ............................................
Fisher Estate.....................................................
Fisher Estate (Building Account) ... .
Norbert Quirk Prize.........................................
Smith Prize........................................................
Kadham Bursary .............................................
Slade Prizes .....................................................
Caird Scholarship ..........................................
James King of Irrawang Scholarship ..........
Macleay Curatorslnp.......................................
John Harris Scholarship..................................
Horner Exhibition............................................
Council of Education Scholarship ..............
Frazer Scholarships .........................................
Grahaine Prize Medal .....................................
Collie Prize......................................................
P. N. Russell Endowment.............................
Chalks Estate.....................................................
Challis Fund—Special Reserve Fund ..........

1,026 3 2
2,473 1 4 100 0
2a 2&-5 7 3 25 0

331 0 7 100 0
2,547 0 7

785 10 8
1,904 0 5 232 10
2,010 6 S 100 0

562 0 D 52 10
542 0 3
<34f> 3 I 50 b

1,084 IS 6 25 0
1,100 17 6

215 11 10 15 0
1,532 IT r> 25 0
1,444 6 0
1,000 0 0
1,000 0 0

010 12 2 50 o’
1,035 16 *2
1,164 1 5
1.277 10 3 420 0
3,764 12 6 190 0
1,139 19 0

975 O 0
6,025 0 0 o'2~} 0
1,1111 13 4
1,273 13 r> 25 b

82 19 i .
3,107 0 0
5,269 0 1
1 614 5 11 500 0
] .228 o O 725 0
0,562 1 3 8,518 0

20,270 0 5 8,005 0
158 14 4
III 14 7 ibo b
092 [) i
208 S 8 25 a

1,5+7 3 n 150
4,337 14 10 50 0
5,000 13 0
1.002 0 3 1,000 0

211 s ] 1
407 8 9 335 d

2,350 3 0 50 0
07 13 10 100 0

106 17 l
47.357 0 3

219,062 13 10 126,860 0
13,741 11 6 4,400 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0 1

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0 .

f 387,151 9 5 152,852 0 0

Investments.

Jjaiklmgs and 
[.and. Fixed Deposits.

Funded Stoek 
j and Debentures.

£ £ Sa d. £ s. d.

700 0 0 325 0 0
1,120 181 O 0 1,070 0 0
1,036 191 5 0 1,030 0 0

............ 18 15 0 400 0 0
1,120 131 5 0 1,320 0 0

30 0 0 755 0 0
968 11 s 695 0 0
190 Hi s 1,630 0 0

............. 108 15 0 400 0 0

............. 127 13 4 415 7 3
1 500 0 0

............. ' 700 0 0 350 0 0
1,100 0 0

. i 200 0 0
............ 18 15 0 1,495 0 0

1,430 0 0
1,000 0 0

1 1,000 0 0
............. 705 8 4 150 0 0
............. 1,045 0 0 70 0 0
........... 1,048 6 8 150 0 0

............. 263 13 4 585 0 0

............. 2,220 0 0 1,335 0 0

........ 1 630 5 0 495 0 0
1,000 0 0

4,400 825 0 0 275 0 0
............. 080 8 4 120 0 0
............. 1 110 0 0 1,130 0 0

8 4 20 0 0
1,100 0 0

............ I 4,958 6 8 375 0 0
............. ! 318 6 s 705 0 0
............. 286 13 4 190 0 0

700 455 16 S 375 0 0
.......... 15,995 5 5 4,SS0 0 0
............ „ 112 10 0 40 0 0

__ . 1 750 0 0 250 0 0
........ 256 13 4

.....  910 16 8 475 0 0
.................... 4,168 15 0 185 0 0

0 0. . j 6,000

193 b 8
25 0 0 45 0 0

............ j 2,188 G 8 115 0 0

50 0 0 50 0 0
140 8 0 47.170 0 0

27,250 0 0 6t,G00 0 0
7,600 0 0 1,100 0 0

8,370 83,125 1 9 141,990 7 3

BO BERT A. DALLEN,
Accountant.

Sidney : William Applcgati Cullic’c, Govennnsnt Primer —IS97
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1897.

Legislative: Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
(REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1800.) .

fittsenteb to ^luHnmeut jjuwniml to Jsjibmjj fljiramimtr ^thoot Jlrt of 1854, stca. 10 anb 10.

Printed under No. 11 Iteport from Printing Committee, 15 July, 1897.

The Chairman of the Board of Trustees to The Minister of Public Instruction.
‘5ir> Sydney Grammar School, 5 May, 1897.

The Trustees of the Sydney Grammar School, in compliance with the provisions of their Ad;
ol. Incorporation, have the honor to submit the following Report of their proceedings and of the progress 
of the School during the year 1890, for the information of ITis Excellency the Governor and the Executive 
Council.

Sir William ■VVindcyer was elected Chairman of the Trustees, and acted in that capacity until 
12th October last, when, having ceased to be a Trustee of the School through his resignation of the office 
of Chancellor of the University of Sydney, Mr. A. J, Cape was elected Chairman in his place for the 
remainder of tho current year.

Mr. IV . Knox was elected Vice-Chairman. The Honorable Dr. McLaurin, having been elected 
to the Chancellorship of the University‘of Sydney, took his seat as an Official Trustee.

The percentage reduction in the salaries of the Masters, referred to in the last year’s Report, was 
discontinued during the year. '

Mr. W. H. Savigny, B.A., Oxford, was appointed to an Assistant Mastership in the School.

During the year a modification of the Swedish Drill was introduced into the School, under the 
supervision of Dr. Roth, with satisfactory results.

The high standard of the School, both in teaching and discipline, is still maintained, the Head 
Master and the other Masters associated with him continuing to perform their duties to the entire 
satisfaction of the Trustees, and always evincing the greatest interest in the welfare of the bovs.

The Reports founded upon tho examination of the School in December last are submitted 
herewith.

With the sanction of the founders, it was decided that the Wigram Allen Prize Fund should for 
tho future be applied towards establishing two prizes—one for proficiency in Mathematics, and the other 
for proficiency in Natural Science.

The average number of boys at the School during the past year was 37S.

An account of the Income and Expenditure of the School during the year 1S9G, duly certified by 
Mr. James Clegg Taylor, the School Auditor, accompanies this Report.

I have, &c.,

ALPRED J. CAPE,
______ Chairman.

*202— Report
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K'KrOET ON THK EXAMINATIONS, DECEJIBEIt, 1896.

UPPER SCHOOL.

A.—Languages.

1. Lfflfm.—The knowledge of Latin is distinctly sound : the scope of teaching is increasing in width ; there is greater 
facility in dealing with unprepared work. Relatively, the best work was done in the two lowest Eorms.

2. Crcd’.-Thc work at the head of the School is probably better than it has been for many years past: in the Lower
Divisions good work has been done, in many cases with very poor.material. _ .

3. Unj/ftsA.—The results show a vastly-improved average, while there has been special development in the teaching 
of English History. On the Commercial side, though there has been no improvement in the material, the distinctive work, 
especially in composition, shorthand, and mechanical style, has distinctly improved.

4. AVcncA.—In the upper Forms the teaching has been more stimulating and suggestive ; the work shows improve
ment in composition and unseen translation, and the standard is now eminently satisfactory: in the middle Forms an 
advance has been made by the introduction of an author, which has infused for more vitality into the work, whilst not 
impairing the general efficiency of the teaching of grammar : in the lower Forms the use of a more compact and methodical 
grammar has proved a signal success, and made the contact \\ ith the Lower School closer and the continuous progress more 
effective.

5. German.—In the Highest Division the general standard is not as high as in previous years, though the highest 
work is ns efficient as before ; hut in tho Second Division tho standard has been well maintained, and some excellent work 
sent in : in the two Lower Divisions, whilst the material is promising and tho knowledge sound, the amount of work sub
mitted has been too small to enable the higher Forms to maintain their present standards without special exertion. The 
work in both languages is characterised by more vitality, the stock of knowledge is larger, and the efficiency of the 
teaching in alt the Divisions has been most pi aiseworthy.

B.—Mathematics anti Natuhal Science.

The chief changes in Mathematics during the year are the introduction of Dynamics into the work of the First 
Division and tho greater attention given to deductions in Geometry in the Lower Divisions. It is hoped that a decided 
stimulus will be given to the general mathematical work of the School by the training in reasoning and original thinking 
thus afforded. The larger volume and bettor quality of this form of work ia noticeable in Divisions Id to VI inclusive, 
with the possible exception of Division II.

In the Divisions below the first there is no sign of any special brilliance, but on the other hand the general level of 
these Divisions is especially high, and the standard attained is above that of previous years. This generally higher level of 
attainment in tho Lower Divisions is a very' good augury for the future. _

Natural Science has been taught in each Form of the Upper School. In Form VI tho subject taken was Chemistry, 
in tho two lowest Forms Elementary Physics and Chemistry, in the Commercial Form advantage w'as taken of tho fact 
that it was net necessary to make such a thorough study of any one subject, to cover a wider field by taking up in succession 
Physical Goograpliy, Physics, and Chemistry. The examiners wore particularly pleased with the Geology papers sent in 
by Form IV. _

Attention is drawn to the fact that the Trustees have divided tho Wigram Allen Prize into two, one to be called tho 
Wigram Allen Prize for Mathematics, and to be awarded to the best mathematician in tho School, and the other^ to lie 
called the Wigram Allen Prize for Natural Science, and to be awarded to the boy in the Upper School who at the Christmas 
Examination shows tho greatest proficiency in Science. ,

LOWER SCHOOL.
The result of the examinations is on the whole distinctly satisfactory. In English there is a noticeable improvement 

on the literary side in the work of the lower Forms, while tho History and Geography are specially good. The Latin 
accidence was good throughout, but the upper Forms are weak in composition : these boys arc, however, comparatively 
young. In French the accidence is good, and it is hoped that the new text book to be introduced next year will produce 
increased facility in composition. _ _

The Mathematical results are perhaps the most satisfactory of all, especially those in Euclid and Algebra. Tho 
Handwriting is satisfactory, and shows a distinct advance on last year.

Beturn of the Income and Expenditure of the Sydney Grammar School for the year 1896.

Income. Total. Expenditure.

£ 0. d.

To fees from School Pupils ................................................ - —11 Stotutorv Endowment...................................................... ..
,, Prizes founded bj private Benefactors—Interest........
,, Kent from Limohoon Caterer ..................... .................
Jt Sports Committee, towards salary of GymnaM-ic In

structor, &o............................................................. . .............
„ Balance due to the Commordal Bank..................................

6,650 0 0 
1,500 0 0 

13 n 2 
50 0 0

60 0 0 
132 15 r>

By Balance due to the Commercial Bank ..
„ SiilaricM ............................................
,, Allowances......................................................
„ Capitation fees ..............................................

„ Examination expenses..................................
,, Stationery ......................................-.............
,, Printing'..........................................................
,, Advertisements..............................................

,, School prizes

Prizes founded by Private Benefactors.
By E, Knox prizes ..............................................
„ Sir George Wigram. Allen pmns..............
,, George Knox prize ......................................
„ Sir William \Vindeyer prize ......................
,, Citizens' prizes ..........................................

„ Hopair ni'iiouht 
Insurance ....

£ 3,345 JS 7

Postage and sundry uxpenscH ..
Grant to Athletic Sports..............
Interest on overdrawn account..

Total.

£ 0. d. £ a d.
4S0 5 4

5,752 7 7
055 0 8
S27 10 0

7,23S 4 3
23 0 U

07 7 4
It 7 2
13 O 0

121 14 0
23 15 <•;

1U 0 0
3 0 0
2 0 0

X n
21 (.1 0

44 3 o
44 11 l)

S 13 0
53 10 0
37 1(5 o

250 0 0
If) 0 n

£ 3,34:1 is 7

Audited—
James C. Tatioh, F.S.T.A,, Public Accountant, 

Sydney, 11 February, 1897.

W. H. CATLETT,
Secretary to Triu-tees,

11 January, 1897.

Eetujin
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Betiies1 of the Salaries and Allowances of the Masters of the Sydney Grammar School for the year 1S96.

Office, Name. Salaries, Allowances. Fees from 
Pupils. Total Remarks.

& s. d. £ B- d. £ s, d. £ s. d.
4119 7 0 *230 0 0 827 10 0 1 Fufi 17 G * For residence.
55)9 ", 4 699 3 4
4fK) 7 0
449 9 7

249 17 11 90 n n
32 18 4

909 13 4 60 0 0
225 0 0

3>o do ........................................... Charles Thomas Soar.................. 349 13 9 5 0 0 354 13 9
250 0 0
9lM ft A

I>o do ........................................... George Ditty Barbour ............... 299 16 10 50 0 0 349 15 10
Do do ........................................... Gcorgo Frederick Vaughan .... 299 15 10 50 0 0 349 15 10
Do do .......................................... Thomas John O'Reilly.................. 175 0 0 50 0 0 22:1 0 0
Do do .......................................... W. H. Savigny.............................. 105 0 0 195 0 0

Writing Mnstor .................................. ...-, James Bruce.............................. 79 Id 0 79 1(1 0
Assistant to Science Master...................... Arthur Norman.............................. 21 0 0 21 0 0
Lecturer and Fnapectorof Drill.............. Reuter B, Roth.............................. 14 2 0 14 2 0
Janitor mid Drill Sergeant.................... Frank Morris ............................... 200 0 0 200 0 0
Secretary ami Accountant to Trustees.. William Henry Catlett .............. 100 0 0 05 10 0 105 10 0

L 5,752 7 7 G55 6 8 827 10 0 7,235 4 3

Audited—
.Jamks C. Taylok, F.S.I.A., Public Accountant, 

Sydney, 11 February, 1SS7.

\Y. H. CATLETT,
Secretary to Trustees,

11 January, 1897.

S3iluey : William Applegate Gullick, Ocs’cmmcnt Printer.—1897
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(REPORT OP THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE NAUTICAL SCHOOL-SHIP “SOT!RAON” FOR THE YEAR

ENDED 3Uth APRIL, 1897.)

Printed under No. 18 Report from Printing Committee, 7 October, 1897.

The Commander and Superintendent, N.S.S. “ Sobraon,” to The Under Secretary of 

, Public Instruction.

Nautical School-ship “ Sobraon,”
Sir, Sydney, N.S.’W'., 30 June, 1897.

I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Minister of Public Instruction, my 
Annual Report concerning the Nautical School-ship “ Sobraon” during the year ended 30th April, 1897, 
as provided for under the 14th clause of the ship’s regulations.

This being the first occasion on which such has been my privilege, I should like to preface my 
remarks by reference to the great loss caused this Institution by the removal of Captain Neitenstein’s 
services to a higher position. That gentleman gave so many years’ (some twenty-three) earnest work and 
devoted service to tho purpose of perfecting a system, mainly originating from his own practical experi
ences, that the responsibilities or his successor, relieved as they are from the necessity for alteration in 
regard to the fundamental principles pursued, none the less become most onerous in providing for what 
has been the guiding aim of the Institution for so many years, vim, progress and against retrogression.

PART I. '
The Boys on the Ship. .

2. The present Report is the thirtieth one of the Institution’s work. Established in 1867, it has 
lived through many troubled times and adverse criticisms, expanding and progressing, until now it holds 
prido of place as being the oldest of any reformative agency in Australasia.

The period with which I have to deal has been productive of much activity. The admissions were 
slightly iower than those of the previous year, being 171; but, on the other hand, both the discharges 
(246) and the total enrolment (578) show substantial increases, being the highest yet recorded.

Comparison being made in regard to cost with that of any former year proves satisfactory, the 
result being £20 15s. 3d. per head, computed against the daily average on board; and this is obtained 
without any impaired efficiency in the matter of providing requisites, and with a smaller available daily 
average. It is also inclusive of increased cost in providing for apprentices’ outfits and conveyance by rail 
or steamer, which, until within the last twelve months, formed a charge against the employers. This 
amounts to some £340, and, by practising strict economy, is included in the reduced rate.

The boys are decidedly healthier, better fed, clothed, and housed, and participate in more extended 
privileges than obtained when the cost was 100 per cent, higher ; this is directly attributable to the 
application of practical experience gained over a lengthy period and applied to the best advantage.

3. The same immunity from sickness which has always characterised the vessel still holds good, the 
last twelve months completing thirty years with the small proportion of twelve deaths amongst over 3,600 
inmates. Some cases of skin eruption, and a few of pneumonia during tho winter months, attributable to 
neglect and the want of nourishing food prior to reaching the ship, were the passing ailments which leave 
the sick-bay untenanted at tho present juncture.

4. Table “B ” furnishes an index to the antecedents of those admitted, and shows that the small 
number of eighty-two only were without some recorded instance of State restraint; forty-one had been 
previously under institutional control; fifty-six before a police court bench—eleven upon three occasions, 
five had been four times dealt with, and four recorded five and six previous appearances.

Of those given as not having been previously convicted, the majority admit that such freedom is 
more due to leniency granted them than to any absence of wrong-doing on their part. It necessitates 
much careful training and supervisiou to eradicate tho evil tendencies which obtain an influence over the 
actions of such lads, and it is only by not permitting any laxity to creep in, that such instincts are pre
vented from obtaining the mastery.

321—A Taking
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Taking these facts into consideration, and making due allowance for had and vicious early 
rmpressions and surroundings, renders my being able to give the youngsters credit for general good 
behaviour all the more gratifying. There is a decidedly healthy tone pervading the vessel, much of which 
is due to the force of good example obtained from the boys themselves, who, by meritorious conduct, 
attain the position of petty officers and materially assist in creating a spirit of emulation and encourage
ment amongst their shipmates.

The system of rewards and privileges, worked to its fullest extent, soon makes it evident to all 
joining the ship that their own personal comfort aud well-being are mainly regulated by their behaviour; 
and the deprivation of such advantages, by loss of classification, forms a far more effective mode of 
punishment than resorting to corporal chastisement, the necessity for which is thus reduced to a minimum.

I am again able to claim exemption from loss by absconding, and this, without finding it necessary 
to in any way restrict the utmost freedom and liberty in dealing with the lads.

Nothing of the objectionable prison aspect is visible about the vessel, and that such is appreciated 
and rendered unnecessary is borne out in the total absence of anything approacliing riots or disturbances, 
usually brought about by injudicious treatment, giving rise to resentment on the part of those subjected 
to methods which grate upon ideas of fair play and freedom,
i i. 5. The following estimate gives a fair insight into the method adopted in utilising the industrial 
labour of our juvenile crew:— " ■

Sailmakers’ Work.—Making 100 hammocks, at 3s.
„ (50 clothes-bags, at 4s.

20 dumb-bell bags, at 4s.
„ 70 pudding-bags, at Is....
„ 2 mast coats, at 10s. ...
„ 3 tarpaulins, at 10s. ...
„ hammock clues, lashings, &c.................................

General repairs, awnings, sails, hammocks, hags, tents 
screens, covers, hose, fenders, man-ropes, Ac. 

Carpentry.—General repairs, decks, boats, pumps, and ship ... ...
Glating and joinery work ... ... ... ...

Tailoring.—Making and repairing clothes, lanyards, &c. ...............
Painting,—Ship and boats... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Masts, yards, and booms ........................... ...............
Sliore premises 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ..

diggers’ Work,—Tarring, scraping, setting up rigging, repairs to boats' gear 
fenders, and general seamen’s work 

Gardening,—Planting, mowing, keeping trees, plants, &c., in order 
Cooking.—Preparation of meals, stewarding, ivaiting, &c. ... ...
Musicians’Work.—Keeping instruments clean and in order, copying music, 

services of band when playing out ... ... ...
Laundry,—All work done by hoys, each of whom washes his own clothing 

(8 pieces) weekly, besides blankets, serge, hospital clothes”
&c.—180,000pieces, at Id......................................

Photography.—Applied to records and recreative purposes, lantern 
General Work,—Coaling ship weekly ... ... ... ...

Washing and cleaning decks daily ...............
Lamp trimming and cleaning ... ... ............... ...

- Cleaning and keeping in order boats, play-ground, dormitory, 
sheds, swimming bath, ship's hull, riites, swords, aviaries, 
landing-places, hold, storerooms, &c. ... ... ...

Work on steam-launch and water supply ... ... ...

£
15
12
4
3
1
1

10

200
120
30

120
180
20
10

200
50

250

s.
0
0
0

10
0

10
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

d,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

120 0 0

750
100
52

150
60

150
100

Total value of industrial labour (apart from value of school work,
drill, keeping watch, and otber training)........................................ £2,700 0 0

6, It will thus be seen that little opportunity is given for idleness, but much useful employment 
js at all times available, aud the above statement certainly does not over-estimate the value of such wTork, 
When it is understood that a large vessel such as the “Sobraon ” has to be daily kept dean in regard to 
decks paint and glass \vork ; at frequent intervals painted in-board and out,'also aloft, together with a 
large fleet of boats, it will follow that no lack of occupation for all exists.

Half our complement of lads is available daily for such work, the others being handed over fo the 
charge of our staff of teachers, under whose tuition the time is well spent. The age upon admission 
unfortunately forms no guide to the educational attainments of our lads, with whom truancy has been a 
prominent failing. Many instances occur in which hoys of 15 and upwards are deficient in the most 
rudimentary knowledge ; this soon, however, gives way to a more satisfactory condition of things under 
the regular attendance exacted and subject to the ship’s advantages. No boy leaves for apprenticeship 
prior to being able to read aud write. *

Notwithstanding such grave drawbacks being added to by the constant change in our numbers, 
the general standard is well sustained by the Chief Schoolmaster. Mr. A. Thompson, assisted by Messrs. 
Leer and Humphries, the result of whose effectively applied joint labours have been productive of tho 
following very satisfactory report from the pen of one of tho most exacting, and, at the same time, impartial, 
Metropolitian Public School Inspectors, viz., Mr. M. Willis:—“ Organization, fair to very fair ; discipline, 
excellent; demeanour and general conduct of pupils, excellent. Regarded generally, this school is 
skilfully managed, and zealously and effectively taught. The pupils enter heartily into” their work, and 
most of them are making satisfactory progress. M. Wtuus, Inspector.”

Out of a possible 10 marks, the average obtained for all subjects was 7‘7, or over 75 per cent.
Since the date of the last report, the school has been deprived of Mr, Stayner’s services as Chief 

Schoolmaster, owing to his well-merited promotion, after rendering much effective work in raisin"- the 
tone and standard to a high class. His duties have been taken up by a gentleman well qualified to 
maintain and extend the good work handed over to him,

7. The hoys not told oil' for school or as a working division form the drill contingent, and derive 
much benefit therefrom; the constant change and variety of procedure not permitting any sameness or

monotony
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monotony to take place. The direct outcome of these exercises is shown in tho much improved physique and 
smart martial bearing, all tending to personal habits previously foreign to the class from which wo reernit, 
and forming the best foundations for the practical work to be entered upon after leaving hero. _ livery 
boy on board the ship goes through some physical exercise daily, and instruction is also given in that 
most necessary of accomplishments, viz,, swimming. The spacious hath at Cockatoo Island is well 
patronised, both for instruction and recreation, and all boys must bo able to master the art of keeping 
themselves afloat before apprenticeship.

It must be admitted that the majority of city lads coming on board are fair swimmers, and to these 
the bath is a great privilege, ,

Our photographic camera has been turned to good account, and, under the skilful manipulation ot 
Mr. E. Mason, many pleasing pictures have been produced, showing various drill squads, gymnasium, and 
shore premises. The magic lantern has also been, provided with a number of interesting slides from this 
source. Kesults bear testimony to considerable artistic skill and painstaking labour on tho part of the 
offleer named, who cheerfully gives his leisure to the treatment of this interesting and useful work,

8. The small number of officers which constitutes our staff is supplemented by number of
deserving and trustworthy boys, who attain their positions as petty officers by obtaining special marks for 
meritorious behaviour, awarded by the various officers. These lads render material service in supervising 
and dealing with a large number of inmates, and, by force of good example, furnish the most practical 
service by influencing the new-comers for good. Such lads have to earn their privileges before promotion, 
and that they value them, is proved by the rare necessity for deprivation owing to misconduct. _ _

9. It is a universally recognised fact that in all large institutions an important consideration is
wholesome recreation and relaxation from duty. The “ Sobraon ” has always been well to the front in 
providing many safety-valves of this kind. The numerous clubs are well patronised, and retain all their 
proficiency. The athletic, swimming, cricket, and vocal representatives all vie with one another for 
prominence; and, aa entry or membership rests with the various committees formed from amongst 
themselves, a large amount of activity and animation prevails at all meetings. Tho cricket season has 
given our team many opportunities for displaying its prowess against outside, schools,, upon, all of which 
occasions, whether victors or vanquished, the friendliest and most creditable of spirits has been 
maintained. ,

The pictures have been added to, and a valuable collection of birds’ eggs lends attraction to the 
museum, Tho ship’s library and recreation hall still draw full attendances every evening. For the 
latter a number of new games have been very recently acquired. The dumb creation find tho ship a 
veritable ark of refuge, all kinds of birds and animals being represented, and receive the utmost attention 
and care at the hands of the youngsters.

Weekly visits and excursions also serve to relieve any sense of restraint, and, although these are 
nf the most frequent occurrence, not a single instance has taken place in which any abuse of confidence 
was shown.

' PABT II.
The Second Stage.—Atphenticeehip.

10. A wise provision of the Industrial Schools Act, under which this vessel carries oh its work, is
that providing an outlet througli the medium of apprenticeship for boys, who, after being subject to the 
many reforming influences and firm discipline on board, can, at the discretion of the Superintendent (who 
remains their legal guardian until 18), be trusted to advance a step further towards qualifying for fitness 
■to earn their own livelihood. This can, as a general rule, be done after an average period of from sixteen 
to eighteen months’ detention here. .

■ It might occur to many that with each boy leaving the vessel a portion of responsibility is removed
from the Superintendent, and although correct as regards the Home training-ships, it is not so with the 
“ Sobraon.” On the contrary, this is just where the largest amount of anxiety and work commences, for, 
as it is clearly impressed upon each lad on leaving that at all times, and whenever in need of advice or 
counsel, he must look to the Superintendent as the person ready and willing to assist; so also, from a 
different standpoint, does the master refer to the hoy's guardian. . ,

Were these parties alone to be dealt with the responsibilities would be sufficiently heavy, but it is 
not so unfortunately. The most disturbing element of all comes from a source which is both dangerous 
and unfair. I refer to the relatives, who, after having in the most unmistakable manner exemplified 
their unfitness to have charge or inability to act up to their parental responsibilities, still desire to avail 
themselves of the services of their offspring, when rendered useful, for selfish ends. .

Tho majority of these people are most plausible, aud upon sentimental grounds readily obtain the 
sympathy of well-meaning people who are impressed with the seemingly unnatural desire on tho part of 
the Superintendent to keep relatives in ignorance of their children’s whereabouts.

After close upon twenty years’ experience in the working of this rule, I venture to affirm that 
almost without exception, the success or failure of our apprentices depends upon the boy being kept from 
tho influence of those who formerly exercised such to so little profit. -

I attach much weight to this matter, as it is one that is most vital in its effect, and is constantly
to tho front. • , ,

To those who disagree with me, I would ask their perusal of Tables B and K, Class 4. Inat there
are some exceptions I grant, but they are very few, and can well be left to the person held responsible
for results to deal with.

11. During the time that boys are undergoing instruction at the hands of their masters they, as an 
equivalent for services rendered, receive board and lodging, all necessary clothing, and, in. addition to a 
small sum as pocket money, a deposit of wages is every month placed to the joint credit of the Superintendent 
and boy, the total amount of which is handed to the youth upon completion of his term.

No less a sum than £11,727 has been paid in cash to boys in this way, within the space,of seven

^ I regret to say that such money frequently, solely through mercenary motives, awakens parental

interest in our protdges. _ _ .
As the after and permanent good result of the ship’s training constitutes the main object to be 

successfully achieved, it is most pleasing to be able to state that amongst 402 apprentices, the number 
toceivrng unfavourable reports was only 30, the other 372 being successes. This gives the very favourable 
average of 92'5 per cent,
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In considering this result the Institution is entitled to receive consideration for something beyond 
the hare figures advanced, satisfactory as they are. I refer to the class with which we deal, and for this 
purpose I would invite attention to Tables “ ” and “ E ” of Appendix, where it will be seen that up to
the time of committal to the ship, not only have the lads been regarded as incorrigiblcs by those dealing 
with them, but in the majority of cases their earliest impressions and surroundings have been of the vilest 
and most undesirable description.

_ Then again, is it not worth considering what, under conditions where no such training as the ship’s 
might be available, would be the lot of these lads F Most certainly the fate of other criminally tainted 
unfortunates, who become the habitual occupants of our police courts and goals, forming not only a 
standing menace to all respectable persons, but also a continuous charge upon the community.

Surely the cost of reformation at some £30 per head, is cheaply accomplished, in turning such into 
reputable and law-abiding citizens.

These boys are far more sinned against than sinning, and, at the’ age at which the present Act 
hands them over to the ship’s care, can be rendered amenable for good under kindly but firm management.

Table “ B ’ will show that numbers of those dealt with here have previous records to the extent of 
from three to six police court appearances.

_ Tho number apprenticed during tho last twelve months is considerably in excess of any former year, 
notwithstanding which fact I have at the present time applications awaiting attention as boys qualify. 
This is practical testimony to the good esteem in whicli our lads are held, and many masters after finding 
themselves well served for a lengthy term favour us in providing desirable employment for others.

There is one most important matter which should receive consideration in any proposed amending 
legislation which may be introduced, and that is the method of dealing with those who prove failures when 
apprenticed. Fortunately they are but few in number, but the present plan of returning some of these 
boys, at times young men of 17 and upwards, is altogether wrong.

_ Such subjects form the_ worst of examples, both to other lads at service and even more so to those 
with whom they come into contact when returned to the ship. Boy-like, they are regarded by many of 
their comrades as subjects to be lionised, in view of their seniority in years and having been able to defy 
recognised authority and restraint, they also representing not too truthfully tho causes leading to 
cancellation of indentures and posing as subjects for sympathy and condolence.

Within a small compass such as the ship it is a matter of impossibility to keep these boys distinct, 
and although the suporvision is thorough, it cannot overcome the force of bad example always present with 
these hoys.

_ What is needed, and has been wanted for years, is a small but secure establishment for the reception 
of this class, together with other lads of 1G and upwards, who should be provided with plenty of work and 
drill without any of the special indulgences and privileges applying to the “ Sobraon.”

They could attend school and bo permitted relaxation, and after a time they would probably become 
more desirous of profiting by any opportunity for earning an honest livelihood.

I feel sure that wore it known such an establishment was available, that fact alone would cause 
many boys to hesitate regarding doing any thing to forfeit a good situation, with such an alternative as 
going to a much less attractive institution than the one they had left.

_ To be just and effective in its working it would be necessary to place a certain amount of 
discretionary power in the hands of the Superintendent, who, from his previous knowledge of the boys and 
later confidential reports, would be the best able to decide as to whether the cause of failure was attributable 
to the boy or owing to want of firm, hut kindly management on the master’s part.

Even with our few failures the apprentice is not in many instances the defaulting party to the 
contract and frequently upon being reapprenticed, receives a very "satisfactory report.

As in other matters, many worthy persons are absolutely devoid of tact, and as this is a requisite 
equally with sympathetic consideration in dealing with the boys, its absence proves fatal to success.

12. The contents of a few recent reports from employers and the police, will point to the grounds 
for claiming good accruing from the ship’s training, and may bo of interest.

Mr. E. IV". Burstal, J.P., Manager, Bank of A ew South Wales, Temora, writes:—111 beg to forward 
my half-yearly report upon this apprentice, and have much pleasure in stating that his conduct is in every 
way satisfactory. I have found him honest, truthful, obedient, willing, and respectful. His health has 
been good; he is growing very fast, and at the same time putting on condition. If this youngster is a 
fair sample of the boys turned out from the ‘Sobraon,’ you have every reason to be proud of your system, 
which must he the means of saving many young lives from complete wreck.”

Dr. E. S. Stokes, M.B.,of Crookwell, writes:—“Will you kindly send me a form of application for 
another apprentice from your ship ? The present boy I have is very satisfactory. He is scarcely strong 
enough for the out-door work, and I have placed him inside. This work I find more suitable for his tastes. 
He is very willing and intelligent, and should turn out well.”
. ^■ Dolan, of Warren :—“ Regarding the hoy, I can say nothing but what is good of him. He
is about the best hoy I ever knew. He is very obedient, and a good boy to work, and very attentive to 
his work, and is progressing well. He is very honest aud upright; in fact, I have taken to him so much, 
I will be quite sorry when his time is up.”

Mr. P. J. Shoppee, of South Hythe :—“Would yon be good enough to place on record the good 
behaviour of this lad ? He is a very active lad, and, properly handled, will get through a fair amount of 
work. He is very anxious to try and please. B. is a first-class young fellow, and the greatest dis
appointment to him is to miss his turn to visit the ship.”

_ Mr. W. Q-. Killen, of Dunoon, writes:—“ I have much pleasure in stating that he is going along 
all right, and conducting himself very well.”

Mr. F. Beedle, of Myrtle I' ale, Beetive:—“In respect to the boy, he is a willing and obedient lad.”
Mr. D. Timbs, of Albion Park :—“ I can recommend W. B-. as a good lad, since being in my employ. 

I always found him very obedient, a straightforward young fellow, and always agreeable to work as a 
farmer. He is the best boy in the laud.”

. Mr. Samuel McCaughey, J.P., of Coonong, Harraodcra (our largest Hew South Wales squatter), 
writes : “ I am very glad to bo able to inform you that the two boys with me are making themselves very
useful, and ate obedient, and conduct themselves to my entire satisfaction. I have paid the full amount 
of their wages into the Savings Bank.”

Mr. M. Riley, of Greenridge, Casino :—“ Tou will be pleased to learn that the hoy arrived here 
safely. His quiet disposition and respectful demeanour have made him a general favourite already.”

Mr.
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■ Mr. .T. W. Selwin, of Beetive :—“ I have much pleasure in stating that he is in good health, and 
his conduct has been good.”

Mrs. L. Pether, of Brunlcer Place :—“ David is a good boy ; I am well satisfied with him.”
Mr. J, P. Creswick, of Osley Station, via Hay :—“ I am very well pleased with him. Ho is willing, 

obliging, aud civil, and I will do all I can to advance him.”
Mr. William Warbrick, of Lavender Bay :—“ The boy having now finished his time, I have much 

pleasure in informing you he has behaved well, and conducted himself in a most exemplary manner, and 
1 must say that 1 part with him with feelings of regret, aud sincerely wish him every success in the life 
he may choose to follow, and feel sure that with the lessons and training that he has received at your 
hands, and those under you, he should in every way prove a credit to the ship.”

Mr. Edmund Boss, J.P., of Ballina:—“ The youth under engagement is a good lad, and gives 
general satisfaction.”

Mr. J, D. Reece, J.P., of Tilba Tilba:—“ I purpose applying to you for another lad. I feel it my 
duty, as far as I can, to assist your efforts in the reformation of these poor lads ; in fact, I view the whole 
scheme as a noble institution. You will, I know, be pleased to learn that *T.N. acted upon your advice, 
and wrote to me. The result is, he returned to my employ, and is a good, useful, and trustworthy fellow. 
We are proud of him; he is our confidential, and often sits at our table with us, He will write to you. 
Gf. is a good, steady, young man, and keeps himself highly respectable."

Mr. A. J. Ison, of Piallaway:—“ The boy is still attending school, and I am pleased to state that 
his conduct is first-class. He is quiet and obedient, and I am satisfied with his ways.”

Mr. E. Terry, of Rudd’s Point:—“ISe my apprentice. His time has now expired,hut he has made 
arrangements to stay on with me, as he does not care to go back to Sydney.”

Mr. A. Pether, of Kiandra:—“The lad sent by you to my mother, is giving much satisfaction. 
Would you kindly forward me the necessary papers to obtain a lad.”

Mr. Hngh McMaster, of Bundella:—“ The lad arrived safely. I am very pleased indeed with him.”
Mr. S, Elliott, of Macleay River:—“The boy has conducted himself well/’
Mr. J, Hickey, of Coonamble:—“ I am very much pleased with his appearance, and think he will 

make a good lad.”
Mr. H. T. Whltty, of Mulwala:—“ I beg to state that my apprentice has conducted himself well, 

and has given me satisfaction. His time will expire on the 8th June next, and I believe be purposes 
staying on with me.”

Mr. G-. Bull, of Kcmpsey:—“ I have to inform you the lad has conducted himself well. I am 
satisfied with him.”
_ Mr. G. H. Johnson, of Mullamuddy:—“ I. received your letter regarding the boy. I wish to 
inform you that I am well satisfied with him. Ho works very well, and is obedient in all I ask him to do, 
and I must thank you very much for sending me such a good boy. I must say his conduct is very good. 
I want another boy, if you will send me one as good as him.”

Mr. Gilcreest, of Eorbes:—“ Replying to your question, I have to say that my apprentice has 
conducted himself satisfactorily.”

Mr. K. W. Spark, of Bex Hill:—“The boy arrived safely, and will, I believe, give satisfaction, as 
he appears willing and smart.”

Mr. W. E. Sinclair, of Queanbeyan :—“ The boy’s conduct has been good.”
Mr, G. Timbs, of Albion Park:—“ My apprentice is a very good boy.”
Mr. John Kelly, of Shellharbour:—“ The hoy is in good health, and doing very well; in fact, I have 

no complaints to make.”
# Mr. Portlethwaite, of Grenfell:—“ The general conduct of our apprentice, I have much pleasure in 

stating, is very satisfactory; and that we are well satisfied with him, and trust he will continue to act in 
the future as he has done in the past, whilst he remains in onr employ.”

Mr. Phillip Denning, of Forbes:—“I beg to state the boy is behaving very satisfactorily. He is 
obedient and willing in performing his duties.”

Mr. M. Links, of Nyngan :—“The hoy has behaved himself very well.”
Mr.^Peter Links, of Cowra:—“My apprentice has, I must say, conducted himself very well since 

in my service.”
# Mr. V. Bourke, of Upper Bomby:—“ The lad continues to conduct himself well, proving very 
industrious. He is now a fine, sturdy, young man, weighing nearly 12 stone, although short in stature.”

Mr. L. D. Scott, of Moparaba:—" I am pleased to state my apprentice has conducted himself well, 
and given satisfaction. I quite expect a continuauce of good behaviour, as he appears to be well satisfied 
with his home, and is not at all likely to mix with any bad company.”

Mr. E. Blow, of Kiama 1 beg to inform you that my apprentice has conducted himself in a 
satisfactory manner during the time he has been in my service.”

Mr. J. MacGregor Dunn, J.P., of Lismore:—“I have the pleasure to report, re my apprentice, 
as follows:—Ho has conducted himself to my entire satisfaction. Ho has grown considerably, and seems 
to like his work.”

_ Mr. William Argue, of Wyrallah :—“ He still continues a good, obedient boy, and is giving every 
satisfaction.”

Mr. J. M. Lett, J.P., of Adaminaby :—“These boys are doing well, contented, and happy. W. 
has become a really good lad. He is quite contented and happy, and always eager to please his mistress. 
If yon will give me the names of anyone about here who has one of your boys 1 will visit them. I take 
almost as great mi interest in these poor waifs as you do yourself, jis Chairman of the Board here, I 
have never, during fifteen years, had oue of these boys before me.”

Mr. P. J. Shoppee, of South Hythe:—“ I have the honor to state that both boys have conducted 
themselves admirably. I have no fault whatever to find ; they are both excellent boys.”

Mr. Frank Bevan, of Wollongong " I have very much pleasure in stating that my apprentice 
has conducted himself in a very creditable manner. I find him a very willing, good, working lad.”

Mr. P. B. Fenwick, J.P., of Kunopia:—“I have the honor to report that my apprentice has 
conducted himself entirely, to my satisfaction. He is a very good, obliging, hard-working lad, and 
reflects great credit on the institution from which lie came. The amount of monov now standing to his 
credit is £8 11s. 7d.” '

Mr.
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x.. . M V,E- -Heffoman, of Moggendoura -.—“Re my apprentice, I beg to inform you that hie conduct has
been exce Jent during the time he lias been with mo. 1 have paid 15a. in the Savings’ Bank to hie and 
your credit, and I have requested him to write to you, which he will do first opportunity. There is 
another boy with me, who was at one time on the ‘ Vernon,’ and served his time with Mr. K. Heffernan. 
Ho is a very steady and trustworthy young fellow.” '
■o- , Mjr' ^ Bdes, of Kiama« Re my apprentice, I may state that I am very pleased with the lad. 
home ” a'lwaya °een m0St obedieilt and willing to do his work, and appears to be quite contented with his

, BTTPears01'; apprentice has conducted himself well. I find him willing
ana obedient. ^H.e is well injiealth, and seems to be satisfied with his home.” 1

1 have paid £2 in thebank f ^h" *”*;,'^ow^anr^ Qu'riudi:—" C.B. is behaving and working very well.

P1 1Q ■I^r- diuncs ltoss, of Exeter :—;11 must say the lad has conducted himself very well. There is 
Ids; deposited m ms name m the bank.” J

. Mr. R .T. Mears, of Winton“I beg to inform you that his conduct has been satisfactory. He 
to an^kmd oRvork m60”18 thorouSllly healtby. He also seems very willing, and has a good adaptability

A' M1agl11,’ Tam^orth“ I must say I am very pleased with the boy. He seems a good, 
uitling, boy to work and 1 hope I will have no trouble with him ; in fact, I do not think I will.”
]ln , Mr‘ So,”crville, of .lasper’s Brush r—” My apprentice’s time is up with me, and I must say he 
has been a very good hoy, and has done what I told him during the four years he has been with me.”
satisfied with him'”1111’ °f BectiTO ^ ^ apprentice has conducted himself very well, and I am very well

^rr- J; K-ohmson, of Young “ I beg to inform you that the lad has conducted himself well since 
he has been m my service, and I will be willing to employ him when his term of apprenticeship expires. 
1 he sum or £9 10s. is now deposited m your name and his.” 11
, , x Mt' Emhlen, of Winton:—“I have much pleasure in telling yon I am much pleased with my
lad; he seems to be a very good boy. 1 J

Mr. K. Brycn, of Grannaile:—“They are two good boys. I am well pleased with them. I will 
get the boys to write to you.

Mr. K. C. Cummmgs, of Woodlands He has been very good, and conducted himself in like 
. a,nnf!r> a°d I think W1B continue so until the end of his time, which is next September, he says. Then he 
mtends going to his mother m Goulburn for a holiday, but he will return to mo after so doing. That is 
ivhat he says himself. *
,. ?1t' ']’ j7' flcdden, of Albion Park:—“His conduct is very good. Ho is very willing to do any
'l. :| ?. ''vor“: I l)Ut bun at. He seems anxious to learn everything about farm work. ’ I am well satisfied

with him. I have asked the boy to write to you, and he is doiug so.”
him do"”'"'"^ bo!,,',“oonduclea “"“"’"T’™"- 1 ^

, i „^ ’Stewart?.°| ^ci'nctoii :—I have the honor to inform you that my apprentice is well- 
behaved and has given satisfaction. J.W.P. came back to me the other day, and will be staying till the 
maize is harvested. jo

i ^M'xLC' Law^n>.of -Adelong Crossing “ Just a few lines to tell von that I am very well 
pleased with my boy. He is a very good and willing little fellow. He likes his home well. I do not 
think 1 will have any trouble with him.”
■ j • ^lr M^cynolds of Yassi—“ In reply to your circular re my apprentice, I beg to state that ho 
is doing well, and giving satisfaction. The amount to credit is £2.” °

Mr. J. H. M’Donough, of Pig Iree:—“The boy has behaved himself very well since I got him. 
1 cannot complain of him in any way. b

.. Me. d. Jocob,of Moonbi :-“My apprentice has conducted himself very well. I am verv well 
satished with him, and I thank you very much for sending me a good boy.” '
• ■,,) E' Butieri°f Bar™cdman:—“Mr. Maddisson askedIne to inform you that, as far as can be
judged, seems to be a good lad ; and J am to thank you for the trouble yon have taken in the matter.
Ihe boy speaks i-oiylnglily of his treatment on board the 1 Sobraon.’ He is now, I know, in a good 
10me’ \°r lr' fch,f67iP bo 110 rcason on either side to regret his having been sent here.”

Mr. G-IS. Magill of Moree:—“ Just_ a line to let you know of the boy. He is getting along 
very well willing, smart, and obedient, and if he only continues so, I will be much pleased. I will get 
the boy to write to you soon. He is getting fat, and looking first-rate.”

Mr. A. Pike, of Hillsdale: “ Me my apprentice, I am very pleased with him. I shall get him to 
whig to you often, *
you ” Mr' J' GlleS’ J,P,, °f Nmvra:~“I beg to say S.M. has behaved himself well. He has written

¥r- Macdonald, of Mudgee“ The apprentice has conducted himself very well during the time 
that he has been in my service I have requested him to write to you, and hope that he will do so, and 
giTe a satisfactory account or himself,”

Mr. P, J. fernyth, of Tintenbar ;—“ I have much pleasure in informing you about tho bov I have 
got, as he gives me every satisfaction, is well behaved, and very obedient. There is a youth living at one
respectable boy1”8' ^ CIim0 ^16 ' ^erKOnj’ "'kat I hear of him is, that he is a very good and

. - Mn H. Saundercoek, of RiverstoneIn answer to your inquiry, I have much pleasure in 
mforaung you that the boy s conduct has been very good since he has been with me. I have requested 
him to write to you himself. L. has never given me the least trouble since he has been with me. ^ I find 
him a very willing lad, and very respectful. Wishing you every success with those under your care.”

31 r. r, J. Brady, ot Manilla :—“In reference to the boy apprenticed to me, he is getting on very 
well. I have paid his wages up to the 19th February. The boy has written to you about three weeks 
ago, and received a reply to the same. I think I can get situations for a few more boys.”
. Mr. Coilier, of Jandra“ A few lines in regard to A.A. We are well pleased with him. He 
is very civil, obedient, and always ready and willing. He seems to be contented.”

^ Mr.
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Mr, Martin, of Hamilton:—“ He has grown stout and much stronger, and is working very satisfac
torily. I would deem it a favour if you would drop a line to him. It would be an encouragement for 
him to write regularly to you.” _

Mr. A. P. H. Stephen, of the Audit DepartmentI have been requested by my sister, who is 
ill at my house, to reply to the above. Touug L. has proved honest, industrious, and good tempered, and 
has given every satisfaction. Ho will be requested to write to you.” _

Mr. T. 'Ditchfield, of Erda Yale “ He has been very good. Amount, £6 14s. in wages.”
Mr. J. AY. Solwin, of AYinton:—“ In compliance with your request, I had an interview with 

Mr. P. Beedle, in reference to the conduct of his apprentice, and I am pleased to report that he is well, 
shows an intelligent idea of the various duties ho has to perform, and up to the date of my interview has 
given entire satisfaction.”

Mr. J. J. Gray, of Alstonville:—“ I am now living at the Richmond River, and I have brought C.C, 
with me. He is all right, and doing very well. He likes this place.”

Mr. A. S. Jackson, of Kellyville:—“ 1 am in receipt of yours of the 2nd instant. I am very well 
satisfied with the boy’s behaviour. He is always very obliging, and seems anxious to learn; and I think 
in time, if he sticks to farming, will turn out a good hand.” _

Mr. Is. B. Eddy, of Eddy Park:—“ The hoy is still in my employ, and will remain with me while 
he continues to do as he has done in the past.”

Mr. J. Jacob, of Moonbi:—“ I am penning you these few lines to let you know that my apprentice 
suits me very well, and I thank you very much for choosing me such a good hoy. If he had been one of 
my own he could not behave better. I am very well satisfied with him.” _

Mr. J. Gilbert, of Botany:—“ I must inform you that my apprentice has behaved himself very 
well, and I have no fault to find with him. I send him regularly to school, and try to do my duty to him 
as a master. Ho is writing to you himself.”

Mr, H. Gadsby, of Nyngan :—“ I may state that the boy is in good health, and quite satisfied, as I 
am also.”

Mr. H. Bruniges, of Merewether:—“ My apprentice is a good lad, and all that I could desire. He 
is well conducted, and very willing to do as he is told, He attends his church regularly.”

Mr. J, Broadhurst, of Ashfield“I have to report that D.E. has conducted himself very well. I 
have asked him to write to you.”

Mr. J. Hickey, of Coonamble:—“The lad is giving me every satisfaction. He has grown to be a 
fine, strong, young man. I will get him to write to you by next mail. I am sending down by next mail 
an application for another apprentice. The lad. Mr. If. S. Caswell got from the ship seems to be giving his 
master every satisfaction. Mr. Caswell speaks very well of him. The lad P., whom I got from tho ship 
several years ago, and who served about three years with me, has just gone to Sydney for a trip after 
again being in my employ.”

Captain H. Olive, of Australian Club :—“ The apprentices have conducted themselves well. E. has 
deposited £20 16s. Gd., C. £7 18s., II. 5s. I am directing the lads to write to you. V.K. has finished 
his time, and I no longer control his money matters. I am sending C. on board to you with a note.”

Mr. A7, H. Cooke, of Tomingley:—“ The boy arrived safely last Priday ; I was there to meet him 
as promised. He is as right as can he, quite at home, and contented, I think he will make a good lad, 
as he seems willing and active. 1 will do my duty to him. The boy C. my father has at Parlies is a 
very smart, good boy, and I think far above the average boys of his age. He is quite happy there, and 
has a really good home. Much obliged for your favour in sending the boy as you did.”

Captain Rugg, of Mr. Hangar’s fine ship “ Neotsfield”:—“ I was very pleased to get a letter from 
you tho other day, but I have beou so busy, or would have answered it before. My boys have turned out 
very well, and I am proud of them, I have no doubt I shall want two more boys on my next voyage, and 
1 will come to you for them.”

Mr, H. Prior, J.P., of Bathurst:—“ The hoy lias conducted himself very well. His conduct has 
been very good.”

Captain P. AY. Neitenstein, J,P,, of Mosman :—“ I beg to say that my apprentice is behaving 
satisfactorily. He is a smart, honest lad, truthful, and possesses wholesome instincts. He has been 
with me some eight months, and I should hardly know what to do without him. Ten shillings is the 
amount to his credit, and to this must he added 3s. of his pocket-money, which he has voluntarily 
deposited. I will request him to write to you.”

Mr. J. AY. Selwin, of Beetive:—“ I have much pleasure in forwarding my quarterly report, re my 
apprentice E.H., to inform you that he has enjoyed excellent health, is happy and contented, and has 
been a good lad.”

Mr. AY. Martin, of AYinton:—“ I have much pleasure in reporting that I am satisfied with the lad 
apprenticed to me, and he seems to be satisfied with his place. He has had good health ever since arrival, 
and attends church and Sunday school every Sunday. 1 gave him 20s. for pocket-money, and ‘ Christmas 
box’ on Christmas Hay. He will write himself by this mail.” ■

Mr. AY. Cooke, of Laurel Hill:—“ I have been requested by my two sons to inform you that they 
are prepared to enter into an agreement with you for a lad each, something like young P. that you sent me 
some time ago.”

Mr. P. B, Fenwick, J.P., of EAmopia :—“ I may mention whilst writing, that my hoy R., whom 
I have now had two years, is all that one could desire, and does the Institution the greatest credit.”

Mr. R. Bryen, of Grainiaila :—“ He is a splendid boy; I have been highly pleased with him 
all through. I want you to send me another hoy, about 15 years of age. Kindly send mo one 
like D.” *

Mr. J. M. Carbury, of Gobarralong:—“ I have a letter from the hoy, and he says that owing to 
his mother being old, and not having anybody to help her, that he cannot return to me. He was a really 
good hoy whilst with me, and 1 am very sorry that he cannot come hack. I expect to be in Sydney in 
the course of a couple of months, and will call on you and procure another boy, if you have any that you 
can recommend.”

Mr. T. Hitchfield, of Erda Arale :—“ I must say that I am very well pleased, and he has conducted 
himself very well.”

Constable R, Fraser, of Somerton:—“ AY., who is in the employ of Mr. AY. Martin, of AYinton. 
The boy’s character is good; he is in good condition, and well treated, Ho complaints have been 
made by boy or master. AVages, £1 7s.” Constable
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Constable Fraser reports in similar terms of fourteen other boys in the same district. Their wages 
are all paid up.

Senior-constable Penlington, of Milton, reports of A.:—“ His character has been very good. 
Receipt for bank-book is enclosed.”

Mr. Inspector T, Parker, of G-rafton, reports:—“ The boys you sent to Southgate are doing well.”
_ Mr. Superintendent Read, of Sydney, reports of eighteen boys, located in the Metropolitan 

district, as, without exception, hearing excellent characters.
Senior-constable Graeey, of Oxley, reports on the boy L., that “ he is of exceptionally good 

character, is very bidahle, and intelligent. The boy speaks highly of Mr. Creswick as a master.”
_ Constable Langley, of Maude:—“The apprentice C. is a good worker, and well conducted, and 

gives great satisfaction. The boy says that he is kindly treated, and well satisfied with his home. His 
bank-book shows wages paid up to date,”

Constable J. Hanney, of Smithtown:—“The hoy S. suits Mr. Plummer well. The boy likes his 
place and master, and states he is thoroughly satisfied.”

Constable Baker, of Quirindi, reports apprentices O’D. and R. having good characters, being 
well treated, and wages paid to date.

Senior-constable Moroney, of Garah:—“ The boy R.’s character and health good, and well 
treated ; no unpleasantness exists between master and apprentice ; wages, £8 Ids, 4d.”

Senior-constable H. W, King, of Boggabrt:—'“Apprentices R. and C.’s character, condition, 
and treatment all good ; wages 2s. and £4 7s. respectively.”

Senior-constable F. Gardiner, of Moonbi:—“ Boys R., C., H., M., W., R., T., and M.’s characters, 
condition, and treatment all very good. Wages paid.”

Sergeant W. M'Cahe reports visiting apprentice S, “Found him well conducted, in good health, 
and has been well treated. Wages paid £1G 12s ”

Constable W. G. Carvett, of Carroll:—“Apprentice T.’s character good, in good health, is well 
treated. Both the boy and his employer expresses their satisfaction with each other. Wages to date £1, 
deposited in Savings Bank at Carroll; no arrears.”

Constable Fox:—“ Apprentice S. was given a good character by his employer. He is in good 
health, and says he is well treated. Wages £1 9s.”

Senior-constable Byren, of Murwillumbah:—“Apprentice R., also his master, Mr. Ingram, were seen 
by the constable. The hoy bears a very good character, and is well treated by his master. All wages 
have been paid up. Apprentice M. and his master, Mr. J. White, were also visited. This hoy bears a very 
good character, and is well treated by his master. Wages £2.”

Senior-constable Harris, of Uralla:—“ Visited apprentice N., whose character is very good. Wages, 
£4 10s., all paid to date,”

Sergeant Tippett, of Lismore, reports, regarding apprentices G., A., A., and H.:—“All receiving 
good characters. Wages £11 His., 10s., £7 10s., and £1 10s, No complaints from either masters or 
boys.”

_ Constable Brennan, of Lismore, reports, regarding apprentices B., C., R., B., and H.:—“All are 
receiving good characters. Wages £7, £t 7s., £1, and 12s. No complaints.”

Senior-constable E. H. Thompson, of Ballina, furnishes a return regarding the conduct of twelve 
apprentices in his district:—“Character, condition, and treatment of each hoy is good. AVages arc all paid, 
and no unpleasantness exists between masters and boys.”

Constable B. West, of Glon Jnnes:—“ Apprentice L., with Mr. A. Wesley, of Glen Innos. His 
character is very good; he is well satisfied with his master, as also his master is well satisfied with him. 
All wages are paid up, amounting to £1 15s.” •

_ Senior-constable F. McRae Steele, of .Deepwater;—“ Apprentice C. states that he is well treated 
by his master, that he has plenty of clothing, is.well fed, and well satisfied with his place. His master 
states he is well conducted. Wages, £.1 18s.”

Constable E. Randall, of Glen Lines:—“ Apprentice W, bears a good character, looks well, and 
appears to be very comfortable. Wages, £1 18s.”

Constable John Burneaux, of Manilla:—” Roys W. and S. Tho characters and condition of the 
boys are good, and they say they are well treated, and have good homes. The wages are fullv paid up. 
No unpleasantness exists between hoys and master.” *

Constable Scannell, of Moree:—“I have this day visited the hoy S. at the residence of Mr.
H. R. Murray. The boy is well conducted, bears a good character, and he informed the constable that he 
is well treated. Mr. Murray states that the hoy is obedient and attentive to his work, and is giving satis
faction. £18 9s. 5d. is now to the credit of the boy and the Superintendent.”

Senior-constable J. Byrne, of Wem's Creek:—“Inspected the apprentice M,, who is most reliable, 
honest, and in every respect well conducted. Ho is in good condition, and well treated and clothed.”

_ _ Constable J. Bath, of Mullvala:—“He saw Mr. Whittv, who states that the hoy has finished his 
time. He has been very well satisfied with the boy, and has him now employed on the station.”

Constable W. Collis, of Yerong Creek:—“'Mr. Bossier states that the character of the boy S. is 
very good. He has £5 12s. Gd. in the bank. From the constable’s own observation he believes this boy 
to be one of the best that he ever saw come from the ‘ Sobraon.’ ”

Senior-constable Costello, of Jindera:—“ The senior-constable would state, from his own personal 
knowledge of the boy, his character, condition, and treatment is all that would be desired. Wa<ms amount 
to £9 14s.”

Constable Pritchard, of The Rock:—“ The boy T. states he is well treated by Mr. Westondorf, 
who speaks highly of the hoy’s character. The lad T. says he will remain with his master after his time 
is up.”

_ Constable J. A. Fergusson, of Corowa1 Sobraon ’ apprentice McL. is looking well, and 
receives very good treatment. He likes his place, aud his master is well pleased with him. He is, in fact, 
a very good hoy. Wages, £3 7s.”

Senior-constable "Walsh, of Junee:—“Visited S. He is given a good character by his master, is 
in good health, and states he is well treated and clothed. Wages, 19s.”

Constable W. J. Madden, of Juneo:—“ Visited the boy B. at the residence of Mr. Thompson, who 
speaks highly of tho boy; states that ho is industrious, well behaved, and gives every satisfaction 
"Wages, £1 Is.”

Senior-constable
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Senior-constable Anderson, of Urana:—“Visited Coonong Station, and interviewed the two 

apprentices, H. and It., who stated that they were ■well eared for, had a good and comfortable home, and 
have each a good supply of clothing. They also speak in the highest terms of Mr. McCaughey’s kindness 
to them, and in return Mr. McCaughey gives the boys an excellent character, Wages, ,£2 Ms. and 
<£l Is.

Constable Wisbey, of Gundagai:—“ Visited D,, with Mrs. Lawson, of Adelong Crossing, and find 
that the boy is very well behaved, is well treated and cared for. The boy states he is well satisfied with 
his place. AH wages due to the 20th instant have been paid."

Constable Laidman, of Grafton:—“ Apprentice M., who is with Mr. Gulliford, of Southgate. This 
hoy hears an excellent character, and is treated as if he were one of the family. He looks very well.

Pa'd- Apprentice W., who is with Mrs. Coulter, II.W., who is with Mr. Leeson, and B„ who is 
with Mr. W. Smith, all receive excellent characters. The wages in each instance are paid. No unplea
santness of any sort exists between masters and boys.”

Constable Betson, of Byron Bay:—“ C., K., and P. are all given good characters by their 
masters.”

, , Constable Middleton, of Glen Lines:—“ Visited tbe boy apprenticed to Mr. M. H. Pitzhardinge, 
solicitor, of Glen Innes. E’e. master gives him a very good character, and is perfectly satisfied with 
him. The wages due to the hoy, to date £1 13s., have been paid into the Savings Bank.”

_ Constable TV. J. Maroney, of Inverell:—“ Visited apprentice P. and his master, Mr. C. F. Travers. 
P. is a good, trustworthy lad. He is healthy and well cared for, and is well pleased with Mr. Travers’ 
treatment of him. Wages, £3 10s. Apprentice II., with Mr. P. B. Eady, is a hard-working, quiet, 
and well-behaved lad, and gave every satisfaction to Mr. Eady. He is strong and perfectly healthv, and 
has tho appearance of having been wcl! cared for. He has £26 6s. lOd. to his credit in the Government 
Savings Bank.”

Constable Kiane, of Guyra:—“Saw Mr. Ensor at his residence, Ben Loraond, and was informed 
that the boy H. bears a first-class character. He is very well treated, and looks in the best of health. 
Wages paid up, £13 13s.”

Sergeant MTlonnell, of Bathurst:—“The character, condition, and treatment of the hoy E. is 
good. Mr. Boyd speaks of this apprentice in the highest terms.”

Constable Colin M‘Bae, of Orange, reports of apprentices “ T., C., that they are well behaved, 
aud that they are well treated by their employers.”

Sergeant W. Parker, of Warren :—“ Apprentice J., with Mr. Dolan, is of good character, well fed 
and clothed, and kindly treated, £1 4s. in the bank.” '

Senior-sergeant Francis, of Coonamble, reports of apprentices C., P., Q,, M., and G.“ Characters 
and condition are good. They are well treated ; wages amount to £7 3s., £5 6s., £8 14s., aud £3 10s.”

Constable J. E. Williams, of Peak HillApprentice McP. told the constable bo was well treated 
and liked his master; received his pocket-money. Mr. Wier said he could answer for the boy’s character. 
He was a good, obedient boy, and gavo general satisfaction. As far as tbe constable could learn, there 
seems to be mutual satisfaction between master and boy.”

benior-constable E, Bainford,of Parkes, reports regarding apprentices B., C., and B.:—“All three 
boys are receiving good characters, are well cared for, and have good homes.”

Senior-Constable Slack, of Cobbora:—“Apprentice LIT, bears a most excellent character. He is 
well treated and clothed, and has never had a complaint to make. Tbe Cobbora police see him almost every 
week. His employer, Mr. Bourke, speaks very highly of him. His wages, amounting to £9, are uaid 
into the Savings Bank,” 1

Constable T. C. Dixon, of Eorbes“ Apprentices D., L,, and H. are all reported by their masters 
as having good characters, and giving every satisfaction. Their wages have been placed to their credit 
up to date.” ’

Constable P. W. Dolman, of Mud gee “ Apprentices J., F., II., M., and O’N. are all well satisfied 
with their masters, and state that they are well treated. The masters state that these apprentices are 
good boys. There are no arrears of wages due to either of the above apprentices.”

Sergeant Boberts, of Grenfell:—“ The hoy is in the best of health, states he is kindly treated, and 
has nothing to complain of. His employer gives him an excellent character. All wages due have been 
paid up.

Constable Minter, of Trundle:—“A.K., in the employ of John MTnerney, bears a good character.”
Senior-constable J. Bentley, of Mundooran:—“Apprentice M‘N. bears a very good character. 

His employer, Mr. Manusu, states that ho is a good hoy.”
Constable J. Bobertson, of Central ICempsey:—“Apprentice S. is in good health. He is very 

willing to work, and his master states that he has no complaint whatever to lodge against the hoy.”
_ Constable J. Canney, of Smithtown:—“ D. has a very good character, is well cared for, and states 

he is well satisfied.”
. Constable A. Aden, of Dungog:—“i?s the ‘Sobraon’ boys W., J.P., aud H.P., all three boys 

received good characters.”
Senior-constable E. Brown, of Hamilton :—“Saw Mr. Martin, also apprentice S. The boy is of 

excellent character, is well treated, and quite satisfied with his position.”
Senior-constable Bobinson, of Merewether;—“Apprentice L. has a verv good character and is 

well treated.” '
1 i t C rigor, of Biverstone:—“Apprentices G. and E. receive excellent characters. They
look healthy; clenn, and tidy, and state their treatment is all that they could desire.”
-m- Constable J. C. Tomkins, of Bous Hill:—“Apprentice W. bears an excellent character. Mr. and 
Mrs. Jackson speak very highly of the boy.”

Senior-sergeant Sykes, of Berrima, reports of twelve apprentices, “ that they are all receiving good 
characters; are well treated; their wages range from £14 12s. to £1.”

. . Constable E. C. Bray, of Albion park, reports of eight apprentices in his district:—“All boys are 
receiving good characters, and have no complaints ; wages range from £15 7s. to 10s.”

Constable E. B. Williams, of Kiama, reports on ten apprentices in his district, that they are all 
iavourably_reported on; their wages range from £17 7s. to £l 6s.

Scmor-seipant Bragg, of Moruya“ife apprentices McE. and the masters, Messrs, 
iletternan, state both boys to have good characters. They are well treated and oared for.” ,

321 B Senior-constable
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Senior-constable Kennedy, of Crookwell:—“Apprentice A,, who is with Dr. E, Stokes, receives an 
excellent character from his master. The boy states that he is well treated, happy, and contented.”

Senior-constable J. "Willis, of Yass, reports that ho has seen the lad Q., and his master, who gives 
him a first-class character. The boy appears very healthy and contented, and states ho is well treated, 
and would not like to leave bis master. The lad's master states that since he received him lie has never 
once given him cause to complain. Bank pass-book shows £3 paid to date.

Apprentice G-. writes :—“ I am very glad to say that my master is a man having plenty of influence 
with the squatters; and, if everything goes well with me, I might have a chance of getting a situation 
with one of them when my time is finished. I met the boy C., and he told me he would wrrite to you, and 
let you know how he is getting along with his master. As my career is just about to start, 1 have not 
much to tell you until I write again. With many thanks for getting me such a good situation. I remain, 
yours sincerely, J. G\”

n.H. writes:—“Dear Sir,—I received your last and welcome letter with much pleasure. I went 
to the show both days, and my master gave me half-a-crown. How I got half-a-crown was : my master 
gave me Gd. to get in the gate with. I was carrying exhibits, and the gate-keeper let me in for nothing.
I told my master, and he gave me 2s. for being honest. lie thought I would keep the 6d., and say nothing 
about it. I like my master and mistress. I am saving up my pocket-money, aud I have got Is. 4d. 
in three weeks, instead of Gd. I remain, yours sincerely, n.H.”

D. McE. writes:—“ Dear Captain,—I am glad to tell you I have a kind master, and am quite 
content with my place. I go to school every day, and try to get on as well as I can. I am treated as one 
of the family. I hope tho boys arc all quite well. Bemember me kindly to all tho officers, and I hope 
they are quite well, likewise yourself. I remain, yours obediently, D.McF."

H.C.:—“Dear Sir,—1 am very glad to tell you that I am getting along with my work splendidly. 
All the people are pleased with me, and I am pleased with them. I can lift a big cun of milk, and put 
the harness on the horse, and know they are right. I remain, yours sincerely, H.C.”

My former pantry-boy, K.A. writes :—“ Dear Captain,—I write to thank you for getting me this 
nice situation. I am very comfortable, and my work' is not too much ; yet it is sufficient to keep me 
occupied all day. I have to attend to the house now. At first, when I came, I had tho stables and yard 
to attend to. I learned to groom a horse, and milk a cow, mind poultry; but as the weather here is 
extremely cold in winter, 1 shall he glad not to have that to do. Again thanking you for all your kindness.
I am, dear sir, respectfully yours, B..A.”

Apprentice 8.:—“ Dear Sir.—T received your kind letter, and I was very glad to hear from you. I 
hope Mr. Stayner is quite well, and Mr. Robilliard, and Mr. Wood, also all the boys on board are quite 
well, as it leaves me at present. Mr. Beedle is a very nice gentleman; and I like my place very well, and 
they are kind to me. You must excuse a short letter this time. Your obedient servant, E.S.”

An apprentice, now employed by a well-to-do tradesman, who was at one time an inmate of the 
Institution :—“Dear Sir,—1 now take the pleasure of writing you these few lines, hoping to find you in 
good health. I am getting on well up here. My master and mistress are very good to me. I go for a 
ride nearly every Sunday afternoon. I saw the boy 8. up here, and I was speaking to him abont the 
‘ Sobraon.’ This is all I have to say this time. I remain, yours truly, E.M.J.”

C.B. writes:—“ Dear Captain Mason,—Just a few lines to let you know I am getting on well. I 
have learned a lot of farm work—ploughing, harrowing, &c.; and I hope some day to have a farm of my 
own. I can ride well, and often have fresh horses. I can gallop, and jump logs. I hope to see you all 
when I go to Sydney. I hope 0. and C. have not forgotten me; I have got their keepsakes yet. This is 
all the news this time. Yours truly, C.B."

Apprentice A L.:—“ Dear Captain,—The time is slipping away like lightning. It only seems as 
if I was on the ship last month, but yet it is nine months ago. My master received your circular to-day, 
and I suppose you will have a report from him of the behaviour and conduct of myself. You could not 
have got me a better situation. If any boy says that they have a good master, I’ll say that I have better. 
My master sold his farm, 1,300 acres. I don’t think living in town is as good as living out in the hush, 
for we live at the bottom of a big mountain, Big Ben, 1 will try and send you down one of my photos. 
I read in the Sydney Mail about the ship nearly going ashore. The boys 1 know of here are seven in 
number. I remain your obedient servant, A.t. P.S.—Thank the forecastle men from me, for it was 
them taught me one of tho rules of good manners, 'cleanliness.’ ”

E. L. writes :—“ Dear Sir,—Just a few lines to let you know how I am getting on at my place. I 
like it very well. I could not get a better master anywhere. "Would you kindly remember me to boys 
S., D., and M. I remain your obedient servant, E.L.”

Apprentice L.A.H.:—“ Dear Sir,—Having just secured an opportunity of writing to you, I do so 
with the utmost pleasure. I am very sorry I never wrote to you before this, but, never mind, I will try 
and write to you as regular as I can. I am getting on first-rate up here. I am very glad you got me 
this situation, and I’ll never forget you as long as I live. My master is very good to me, and takes mo 
shooting with his eldest son. Remember me to Mr, Dermody and Mr. Wadling and Mr, Stayner. 
Yours truly, L.A.S.”

J.J.R. writes :—“ Dear Sir,—I now have the pleasure of writing you a few lines, hoping to find 
you in the best of health, as it leaves me at present, also all the officers and hoys. I like my place and 
master very well, and I thank you for getting me such a good situation. We milk forty-five cows. I 
drive the milk-curt and sometimes plough a little. I help to cut greenstuff for the cows and we draw 
two big loads every evening. I am very sorry for not writing before. Your affectionate friend, J.J.R.”

Apprentice J.T.:—“ Dear Captain,—I write you these few lines, hoping they will find you in good 
health. I like my place very much indeed. My master is very kind to me, also my mistress. They aro 
liko mother and father to me. A gentleman was coming up with me and he said he would like a good 
boy, so I told him the boy B. was a good lad, and he said he would send down for him. I will do all in 
my power to please my master. I hope Mr. Stayner, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Leer, and Mr. Humphries are 
quite well. I thank you, sir, for getting me such a nice place. Your obedient servant, J.T.”

Apprentice A.8.:—“Dear friend,—Just a few lines to let you know how I am getting on. Mr. 
Dunstan wishes me to write to you. 1 am very sorry that I did not write before this. I hope all tho 
boys and officers are all in the best of health, as Mr. Dunstan and I are at present. I like my place very 
well, and I am glad T got it. I am very sorry that the ship had drifted out of its place ; I hope no one 
got hurt. I have nothing serious to tell you this time. This is all. Trusting to hear from you, I remain 
your true friend, A.S.” H.S.A.
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H.S.A, writesSir,—lam dad to inform yon that I am satisfied with my new home. I like 
my master and mistress very well, and I hope I will be able to please them in evei'y way. _ I hare learnt 
to ride and drive well. There is a young man up here that was on tho ‘"Vernon.’ His name is J.C. 
Please remember me to all my comrades. I send my best wishes to tbe officers on board. I remain, 
Apprentice H.S.A.”

Apprentice G-.M. writes:—“Dear Sir,—I. received your letter and the two cards which were sent to 
me from home. I was very thankful to S. for tho letter which be wrote to me, and to know that ho had 
not forgotten me. My work for the present is to husk corn—a thing which I am not a very smart hand at. 
It also makes my hands rather sore, but that has to be put up with, like a good many other things in this 
world. On Hew Tear’s Day I went to the Highland gathering, and enjoyed myself first-rate. I remain,
yours sincerely, G-.M.” ■ ... i ‘ii

13. The above are a few cases promiscuously taken from many hundreds in similar terms, and will, 
I think, serve to prove even to the most sceptical that the short period of detention on board this vessel 
is fully justified by profitable after-results. Tho boys’ letters number many hundreds, and as each merits, 
and receives, an immediate acknowledgment, it can he understood the duty is not a light one, _ Tree and 
unrestricted correspondence between hoys and the Superintendent assists materially in gi ving satisfaction to 
all parties, and I always fool it my duty to strongly discountenance anything likely to interfere with this.

It has been a matter of great regret to me that tho customary visits of inspection formel’ly made by 
Captain Neitenstein and myself have not been possible this year, owing to changes in our staff not 
permitting absence from the ship. Nothing proves more encouraging to our lads than a friendly visit, 
showing as it does that although many miles distant from their former home a practical interest is evinced 
in their welfare. I have made many such visits in past years, and can testify to the utility of bringing 
masters and boys into pleasant relationship with one another after some slight misunderstanding, which 
will always arise, hut gives way readily under the mediation of one recognised as anxious to conserve the 
best interests of both parties. _

It is also desirable to see the class of home and nature of surroundings applying to those whom we 
desire to in every way safeguard. , ,.

14. Thanks to that most kind-hearted of gentlemen, Mr. Inspector-General I’osbery, the invaluable 
services of his capable metropolitan officers, and that fine body of inspectors and staff constituting the 
country constabulary, have been again enlisted in carrying out the supervisory work of this Insfftution, 
This means a lot of work; each one of some 400 lads and their respeetivo masters being visited aud 
interviewed, wages amount checked, and in mimy instances arrears collected and paid to credit. This is 
productive of miles of travel and long hours of additional duty, cheerfully rendered by the police, to whose 
tactful, intelligent, and sympathetic ability, ably directed from headquarters, is largely duo what 
constitutes the real success of tho institution, viz., the permanent reform of our juvenile delinquents.^

Tho full share of credit duo to the police is often, I fear, overlooked. Having been the direct 
means of bringing the hoys under the ship’s infiuonces, they afterwards act not only as guardians, but as 
friendly advisers all through apprenticeship, and later, as the majority of lads remain in the country, 
there is no one more conversant with their progress than the local constabulary, who have a knowledge of 
all in their district.

PART III.
Third Stage.—Ex-APi’RESTrcEs.

15. This is the period when, having attained their ISth year, they pass beyond my legal guardian
ship and become free agents regarding their f uturo mode of life. Pew forsake the country districts, where 
they command lucrative employment for the experience gained during previous^years. i

Ifi, During the thirty years that the Institution has carried on its work it has dealt with 3,000 boys. 
Their terrible antecedents being such as described under Table “E,” and only coming hero after all 
previous treatment had failed, surely it would be unreasonable that reformation should he looked for in 
all such subjects. _

17. Surprisingly few reach our gaols, as will he noticed from the results of an annual return
furnished to me from all the gaols in the Colony. The total number of ex-inmates thus dealt with is 45, 
made up as follows:—12 convicted during apprenticeship, 20 during a period extending over twenty-seven 
years, 4 discharged (being 18 years of age) after a brief detention on hoard, 7 discharged to relatives on 
petition and free from the ship’s control, and 2 transferred to another institution at a juvenile age. 
This percentage, as applied to the 3,(100 dealt with, is small indeed, _

18. Upon completion of the period covered by apprenticeship, not only is the young man capable
of turning his knowledge gained to advantage, but he obtains a sum of money, being wages earned, aa a 
tangible result of his service. Since May, 1890, up to that month in this year, boys have received close 
upon £12,000 in cash payments, with quite a similar sum now to the credit of others in the Government 
Savings Bank. This is altogether apart from the cost defrayed by thoir masters in providing hoard, 
lodging, and clothes. One of the most pleasing features of the ship’s work to those engaged on the staff 
is the absolute absence of any animus on the part of the boys towards those who have exercised authority 
over them ; not‘only do tfic many hundreds of letters received point to such being the case, but the hoys, 
upon becoming free agents, look upon a visit to their former iloating home as one of the most enjoyable 
ways of spending a Sunday. Since January twelve months wc have received 579 such visits, and many 
gratifying assurances have been conveyed to mo upon these occasions. A fine, well set-up, young fellow, 
who left the “Vernon ” eighteen years ago, writes and derives much satisfaction in informing me that he 
is again under the leadership of his old chief as a warder in one of tho principal gaols, and also has 
occupied several positions in tho Government Service. He is a single man, supporting an aged mother 
residing near the ship. .

A.J.S. writes from the Namhucca River:—“ Dear Sir,—Just a few lines to let you know that I am 
still in the land of the living, and flourishing. I suppose you must think by this time I have forgotten all 
about the past, hut it is not so, and I shall always hold you in high esteem and tho good old ship ‘ Vernon. 
Tou made a man of mo, whereas 1 would have been a scapegrace if I was not sent there to reform. ^ In 
the last letter I wrote I was leaving the tug ‘Volunteer.’ I was in work two hours after and built a 
butcher’s shop on a piece of land here, and then went farming. In two months’ time I was sent for to go 
hack again, and I am still in her and thought a lot of by the captain. I am going to be married in three

months’
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months’ time. We have had very dirty weather down here, hut it seems to be settling up a little. Dear 
Sir, it is a long time since I saw you on the ship, but if things go as I anticipate I will visit you with my 
young wife within a few months. I conclude with sincere affection to Captain Xeitenstein and all hands. 
Dong live the ‘Sobraon,’ and all her officers; raav she fionrisb. I remain your sincere scholar and 
friend, H.H ” '

H.1I. was apprenticed five years ago in the Macleay Hiver district, where I upon two occasions 
visited him, and received excellent reports. Ho is a pleasant, deserving lad, and I have just succeeded in 
obtaining employment for him at one of our leading clubs. '

_ J.J.N. left us six years ago. Keturned on board, and has expressed bis gratitude for what the 
ship has done for him ; he has over £40 to his bank credit.

Seven well set up, smart young men, who were former inmates, now occupy leading positions in tho 
Permanent Force Band, and frequently visit the ship, and have a chat about old times.

D. J.W. left the ship over thirteen years ago. ]STow owns his own farm at Attunga. He is known 
as a steady, respectable man, and does not forget the ship’s training.

^ A.JiJJ. came on board with his master, who gives him an excellent character, and promises to 
still find him employment. I had pleasure in handing him bank-book and cheque amounting to £28 12s.

B. was profuse in his thanks for what had been done for him.
W.D. is a prosperous tradesman, employing several men in his lucrative business. He employs one 

of our lafisjand writes, enclosing a photo., at the same time reporting having seen ex-inmates C. and B., 
who are both doing well, and send kind messages.

_ J.’W. This was a pronouncedly hard case on arrival at the ship. He has served three years with 
credit, and writes to me stating his intention of remaining in the country, which X had advised in a previous 
letter.

J.A.B. comes on board to inform me he has shipped in a vessel to America, and would value a 
reference for the time ho had been with me.

•T.S.H. writes from London, where he arrived in Mr. Hangar's fine ship “ Neotsfield.’’ He reports 
other boys than himself as being well, and giving satisfaction, that tbe owner had paid them a visit, and 
presented them with 10s. each. He asks to be kindly remembered to all officers and boys, and states that 
he is looking forward to visiting the “ Sobraon” upon their return to Sydney.

B. B. left the ship seventeen years ago; is now married; and writes regarding his doings ; also 
expressing pleasure at hearing of Captain Neitenstein’s promotion.

W. J.R. left the ship twelve years ago; married ; writes congratulating officers on their promotion.
P.V. left the ship fifteen years back, writes congratulating Captain Neitenstein upon his promotion. 

A very steady, respectable fellow.
_ A highly respectable, steady young man, who received an excellent report from his master, is now 

carrying on a business of bis own.
P.L. is a smart, respectable fellow; now employed by Messrs. O'Brien and Boberts, and earning 

£2 10s. per week; frequently spends a Sunday with us.
C. 'W'., who is one of three brothers, sent to tho ship fourteen years back, is now married, and 

owns a fine farin in the Gemngong district, recently valued at £1,000. This property be has just let to 
advantage; and is about to pay a visit to his elder brother, now in West Australia. He came on board to 
say “ good-bye,1' and states that the ship was the making of him. His farm was originally taken up as a 
selection, cleared with his own labour, and is now a valuable property,

, K.R.G, is a highly respectable, deserving young man, who has obtained an excellent character 
since he left the ship ten years back; helms been employed for a considerable time at tbe Ice Works, 
Darling Harbour; and now wishes to go afloat. I gave him a letter to Captain Eddie, Shipping-master,

B-.Y. has been ten years with Mr. Thorburn in the South Coast district, Beccntly visited the 
“Sobraon” for the first time, and was greatly pleased. He was formerly on the “Vernon,” and com
mented upon the great improvements pertaining to the new ship. Steady, respectable, and deserving.

J. A., is a very competent blacksmith, who has served some years at the trade. He recently visited 
and presented tbe ship’s aviary with a parrot. States his intention of visiting West Australia, where he 
thinks he can do well at his trade.

_ A comparison between the antecedents and previous history of some of these lads with what now 
applies to their condition of life may prove of interest:—

_ J.F.B. sent to the “Vernon ” in 1SS9, after having been twice previously before a police court 
and discharged, remained aboard that ship for some months and was then discharged, on petition, to his 
relatives, in opposition to the recommendation of the Superintendent. Again committed to the ship in 
April, 1890, in a neglected, dirty condition. Apprenticed from tho “Vernon” in August, 1891, served 
over five years with credit, aud obtained an excellent character from his employer, who has now taken 
another apprentice from the “Sobraon.” He came from Mudgee to Sydney, and spent Christmas Day 
on board this ship with a younger brother. Ho is now a presentable and highly respectable young man, 
and intends to return to the country.

Q-.B. sent to the “Vernon” in October, 1891, for frequenting bad company, and after serving a 
sentence in gaol for larceny. Apprenticed in January, 1893 ; served his full time with Mr. Forster, of 
Biverstone, who gives him a four-years’ reference of a highly satisfactory nature. Visited recently with 
his bank-book, showing £24 to his credit. A stead)', industrious, and civil young man.

_ C.M., whose father was a highly respectable man, sent here in January, 1884, from tbe Bedfern
Police Court. Three previous gaol sentences. Apprenticed in March, 1885, over twelve years ago, to 
Mr. Kinnear, of tbe Clarence River, where I visited him on two occasions, and found him to be aquitting 
himself most creditably. He is now a fine young man, who admits he has much to thank the ship for. 
Visited us the other day and informed me he was married, bad one of a family, and is in steady employ
ment, at 9s. per diem, with Government contractors. He is one of our greatest successes, having 
previously been quite beyond tbe control of his parents.

. J-D. was a lad who had been boarded-out by tbe State Children’s Belief Department upon several 
occasions. In each instance he absconded. Asa last resource he was sent here in September, 1893, and 
after a time I obtained him a situation on the Richmond River, where he still remains. Under date the 
11th April I received a letter from him, acknowledging a cheque obtained as wages earned prior to bis 
coming to tbe ship, and thanking me for obtaining him the good situation which he now holds, and where 
he gives his employer every satisfaction. Mr. Boss, J.P., of Ballina, in speaking to me of this lad, gives 
him the best of characters. D.G.
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D.Q-. was the son of a well-to-do Torkshire manufacturer; proving troublesome at home in 
England he was sent out to Newcastle as an apprentice in a ship, from which he ran away. He was 
picked up by the police and sent on board the ship in July, 1880. He left, under engagement to Messrs. 
Lysaght Bros., with whom, he remained for some years, the latter portion of which time he earned £4 per 
week at piece-work. A few' Sundays back he came on board, accompanied by bis little daughter of 2 
years of age, who was a picture of neatness, and spent some time with me, conversing about old times 
and his future prospects. Ho now forms one of the most desirable class of colonists that could bo 
wished for.

A.McG',, sent here from the Central Police Court in March, 1887, ten years ago, as being the 
companion of thieves, for housebreaking and larceny. Left the ship in May, 1888. Has been steadily 
employed for a period of seven years with one of our best known steam-ferry proprietors, during which 
tijne 1 have seen him weekly, and know him to be regarded as one of the most reliable and civil of 
employees. He paid me a visit last week, and told me he was nest in turn to obtain charge of a steamer. 
He is in receipt of £2 per week, which money he places to his hank credit.

R.McM., sent from the Bedfern Police Court under the following conditions:—“Sleeping in a 
sewer and under houses; in the habit of committing thefts in the neighbourhood of Darlington and 
Golden Grove, and beyond bis parents’ control.” Left the “Vernon” in December, 1886, served his 
apprenticeship as a printer with Messrs. Else Brothers, at "Wingham, on the Manning Biver, where I on 
two occasions visited him, and always received an excellent report from his employers, He is now a 
good compositor, earning a respectable livelihood in that occupation with one of our leading houses. Ho 
paid me a visit within the last few days, and is a pleasant and intelligent young man, as much so as any 
reared under more auspicious surroundings.

J.J., sent from the Central Police Court in September, 1888, for stealing poultry. How a well- 
to-do tradesman. Spent last Sunday afternoon on board, well dressed, and very respectable,

A.C., sent from the Central Police Court in July, 1882; could neither read nor write; habitually 
wandering from home. Left in September, 1884, and served apprenticeship with credit at Camden 
Haven. How owns his own dray, with which he makes agood living. Paid his first visit to tho “ Sobraon” 
a few Sundays back, and expressed his admiration for the present inmates’ surroundings,

19. I have also been favoured on occasions with pleasing acknowledgments from the parents of 
boys who have derived marked benefit from the ship’s efforts towards reform. A mother writes :—“ I 
hope God will abundantly bless you for your kindness to my dear boy, aud I can see you have brought a 
wonderful change in him. I hope he will never forget your kindness. I will leave him to do all you 
wish him to do. I remain. Sir, yours respectfully, H.B.”

Another mother writes:—■“ I am more than grateful to you for your extreme kindness to mo in 
sending my son’s letter for perusal, and I feel fully happy and contented now about my son’s welfare. 
When I look at everything, perhaps you are right at my not knowing his whereabouts at present, as it 
might make the boy grieve. Dear Sir, 1 hope all the boys on the ship are well, and may all my good 
wishes visit them, also the officers, not forgetting yourself. Trusting to your kindness to remember me 
to my son when next you write. Tours sincerely, E.C,”

I wish many other relatives would as sensibly recognise the good being done for their children, and 
abstain in the same judicious way from unwisely interfering with them. I receive a fair number of such 
letters.

20. It would occupy too much space to report fully of the numerous inquiries made regarding the 
facilities for placing boys voluntarily on board the “ Sobraon,” but of such I receive a very large number 
from many respectable parents whose children prove refractory, and who would be glad of an opportunity 
to place them under wholesome restraint. It may, however, be well to quote a few such letters :—

“Dear Sir,—I have a son of which I can do no good at all. I am writing to know if I could put 
him in your charge, I would willingly pay £L per month towards his keep. Ho will not go to school. 
I have given him every chance. I find my best remedy is to pul him on board the ‘Sobraon.’ Hoping 
this will succeed, I remain, &c., G.J.”

_ “ Dear Sir,—Will you kindly let me know if you could take a boy of 9 on the ‘ Sobraon’ without 
conviction. He is perfectly unmanageable, having got into a set of larrikins in the neighbourhood. I 
have had to remove him from three schools, the last the C.E.G. School, H. Sydney, as he will not go to 
school or do anything hut prowl about the bush. He has been well caned by his father, master, and 
myself. In fact, we have done everything in our power. How, I have his clothes locked up, but he goes 
away all the same without. Wc are gentle people, so would not like him to he convicted, although wo 
feel very urgent measures must be taken now to save his life being ruined. One night lately he stayed 
out all night, sleeping in an empty house. If you would kindly let me know if you could arrange to take 
him, and for as long as you think advisable, we would be glad to pay whatever you think fair for the 
arrangement. I feel sure no boarding-school would suit, as he seems bent on running away. He could 
not from a ship. Tours, &c., A.J.B.”

“ Dear Sir,—Would you kindly inform mo your terms and arrangements for young boys, as I have 
a young boy of 10 years, who has given me a great deal of trouble of late. He has missed eight days at 
school during the last quarter. He has got with a crowd of bad boys, and I have lost all control over him 
of late. I am a nurse, and am not always at home. Kindly inform me if you will take a fee, and the 
lowest, as I would like him to be kept away from the other boys. I would like him to be kept under 
strict supervision. His father two years ago was inspector of railways. Kindly inform me at your 
earliest convenience. Tours, &c., B.E.W.”

It must be remembered that prior to reaching this Institution our hoys have been a source of 
trouble to all having contact with them, and it is only when recognised as incorrigibles by every one else 
that we take them in hand. Very many of our inmates have formerly proved failures from other homos 
and institutions.

PART IW
MlSCEltASEOUS.

21. Prior to entering upon, and at the conclusion of, our daily proceedings, prayers are said.
On Sundays (weather permitting) the boys are landed and marched to their respective churches 

in Balmain,
I have also to thank the Incumbent of St. John’s and his locum tenens, the Rev. D, Hudson, and 

the Rev. J. Fitzpatrick; also the lady workers, Mrs. Ford and the Misses Hughes and Maguire, who, at
considerable
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considerable personal inconvenience, brave tbe elements to visit tbe vessei, and, by kindly Christian 
efforts, minister to the spiritual welfare and instruction of the lads, many of whom have been entirely 
ignorant of any sucb matters.

22. It has been my desire to keep closely in tench with all similar institutions to tbe one under 
my charge, and I receive all the latest reports from England, tho Continent, and tbe United Slates.

Information regarding onr doings is being constantly asked for by the other colonies, which I am 
always pleased to supply. ' '

\isits for this purpose have been paid me by representative officers from Victoria, South Australia, 
Queensland, New Zealand, and Tasmania. The desire to establish a somewhat kindred institution to the 
“ Sobraon ” seems to be gaining ground in more than one of these centres.

The ship also has received frequent .visits during the past twelve months from our Ministerial 
Head, the Hon. J. G-arrard, M.P.; the Under Score!ary, Mr. J. C. Maynard ; and the principal officers of 
the Public Instruction Department; all of whom take the keenest and most, practical interest in the ship 
and her inmates.

Ab many distinguished visitors from all parts of the world visit and inspect the “ Sobraon,” it may- 
rot he amiss to quote a few of the impressions formed under observation, and recorded in the official 
visitors’ book.

Upon a recent visit the following entry was made by Messrs. W. Eigg, Dugald Thomson, James 
Storey, and S. J. Daw, M’s.P.:—“Ship is a credit to the country.” “Had no conception of the magnitude 
and success of the Institution.” “Discipline and general conduct of boys excellent.” “ An object lesson 
in discipline.”

Mr. S. T. "Whiddon, M.P.:—“"Well satisfied with all I have seen.’"
Major Loveday, who is connected with the penal establishments in New Zealand, writes:-—“I cannot 

speak too highly of the whole system adopted in the general management, discipline, and cleanliness of 
every part of the ship, as also those of the boys. The band is excellent, and reflects great credit on the 
bandmaster, who must have taken great pains to bring the boys to such a slate of perfection. # * *”

Messrs. H. Wells, C. Brockhoff, and S. J. Horstmann, of London, Melbourne, and Brisbane 
respectively:—“ Haro enjoyed the visit immensely. A similar vessel would be of advantage to Queensland.”

Mr. W. H. Wilks, M.P. —“ Compelled to repeat that 1 still enjoy the highest opinions of this 
Institution. It holds the same general excellence as when under Captain Neitenstein.”

A gentleman entitled to be considered as an authority, namely, Mr. E. Bosbery, J.P., Inspector- 
General of Police:—“I have been greatly gratified and interested in examining tho system followed in this 
school, and its successful results.”

Lieutenant E. S. Sieveldng, B.N., accompanied by Lieutenant J. E. Whitmarsb, Itoyal Marines,
H.M.S, “Mildura,” and Mr. F. liapbael:—“1 have now visited this ship three or four times, and each time 
I iim more delighted with the cleanliness of the ship, also the discipline, which is quite equal to a man-of-war; 
with all this the boys seem very happy.” “I can only say that I fall in most heartily with Lieutenant 
Sieveking’s remarks. The physical drill was excellent, and would do credit to a newly-passed squad of 
recruits of an English regiment.” “ I extend hearty congratulations to the musical director on his 
excellent training, and to tho whole training-ship on its work.”

A large party of the principal school inspectors were accompanied on board by the Under Secretary, 
Mr. Maynard, They consisted of the Chief Inspector, Mr. F. Bridges, Messrs, ,T. McCredie, M. Willis, 
J. W. Baillie, F. Pearson, S. S. Smith, W. G. Thomas, W. Uwyer, H. Skillman, J. Dawson, and W. Guide : 
their comments were as follows :—“The visitors wish to express their entire satisfaction with the excellent 
order and discipline maintained amongst tho boys on board the ship. They were also extremely well 
pleased with tho arrangement for accommodation, instruction, and amusement of the boys. The pro
ficiency of the pupils was satisfactory, and the singing of the English glees was particularly good. The 
general management reflects the greatest credit upon the captain and officers of the ship.” “ The visitors 
who on this occasion had tho advantage of seeing the N.S.U. ‘ Sobraon' were very much struck with its 
arrangement and with the excellent order prevailing, which is evidently the result of a firm and kind 
discipline. Everything about the ship gives the impression of management of a high order. The captain and 
his officers are to bo complimented on tbe results achieved. They are doing a noble work for the Colony.”

Captain F. W. Neitenstein, J.P., Comptroller-General of Prisons :—“Glad to revisit the old ship; 
everything in good order. Perfect discipline. A clean bill of health, and boys cheerful and bright looking 
Observe several alterations, especially in drill, since I left, which aro decided improvements and shov 
progress.”

Dr. C. E, Warren, E.N.:—“ The results obtained are excellent. The boys look happy and healthy, 
and everything connected with tho health and sanitation of the ship is perfect.”

Captain Francis Hixson, H.N., President, Marine Board:—“ Found the ship very clean; boys appear 
comfortable and happy, notwithstanding the mishap of last evening.” (Ship broke adrift).

On another occasion Captain Hixson visited, in company with the officers of the Naval Brigade 
and Mr. W. Cruickshank, C.E., and made the following entry :—“ The ship and the discipline of the boys 
is a credit to tbo officers. The benefit of the Institution will ho felt in the Colony in years to come. Wc 
should be glad to hoar of provision being made to draft some of tbe boys into tbe B.N.”

Major-General G. A. French, Commanding the Military Forces of New South Wales, accompanied by 
Mr. T. A. Dibbs, J.P., and others. The General made the following complimentary entry:—“ On board 
for several hours, visited every part of tho ship, and was much impressed with the cleanliness and good 
order apparent in every part. The physical drill was performed excellently ; the manual exercises were 
carried out capitally. 1 feel assured that the systematic drill and discipline daily enforced must have a 
most beneficial effect on the future life of the boys.”

Sir Charles Lilley, la!o Chief Justice of Queensland, accompanied by Mr. M. A. H. Fitzhardinge, 
J.P., writes:—“I have derived the greatest possible pleasure from my visit, I am sure the value of tho 
discipline on board this ski]) cannot he overestimated. The fooling-which it must create among the boys 
of the value of good character in life must prove a powerful safeguard in their future life, wherever it 
may be passed.''

The Hon.. E. H. Piessc, M.P., Commissioner of BaiLvays, and Director of Public Works, Perth, 
ATestern Australia, writes :—“ I liave had great pleasure in making a complete inspection of the ship, 
and am surprised to find such an admirable and useful institution. Tho discipline is excellent, and the 
training received by the bors should fit them for almost any occupation in after life. * # * ”

‘ ' Mr.
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Mr. T. A, Coghlan, late Commissioner, Public Service Board:—“ Everything on board is a tribute ' 
to the excellence of the system followed. The ship is a true reformatory.” _

Messrs. S. Phillips and W- B. Schey, Ms.T.:—“ Exceedingly pleased with everything I have seen 
on the ship.” l! An excellent institution, excellently conducted.” .

Mr. G-eorge Steward, Under Secretary, Tasmania:—“Am delighted with all T have seen; have 
spent one of the most profitable afternoons in my official life in the direction of cognate institutions.”

These visits do much to encourage the youngsters by showing that there are numbers ot' influential 
people who evince an interest in their doings. They also serve to relieve the monotony of the ordinary 
everyday procedure; frequently they also prove of service in tho matter of enlisting sympathetic help to 
our boys when placed at service in the interior of the Colony, where a kindly word of encouragement 
proves invaluable at a time when they feel their isolation from former companionship.

23. I would take this opportunity of returning my grateful thanks to the numbers of ladies and
gentlemen who have been instrumental in rendering assistance in the form of contributions to the boys’ 
amusement during the past year, viz.:—The Honorable Jacob Garrard, M.P., Minister of Public 
Instruction, Mr. J. C. Maynard, J.P., Under Secretary, His Honor Judge Eitzhardinge, Mr. E. Eosbery, 
J,]?., Mr. E. Bridges, Chief Inspector, Hr. Morris, LL.D., Mr. T. A. Dibbs, J.P., Messrs. Horsfall and 
McCaughey, Messrs. Baker and House, Mesdames Smith and Gollan, the fruit-growers of Dural, Messrs. 
Abel and Company, the Committees of the Anniversary, Balmain, Drummoyne and Hunter’s Hill, and 
Now South Wales Yacht Club Regattas. _

24. The ship was honored with a visit from His Excellency the Governor and Viscountess * 
Hampden, accompanied by Captain Eerguson, A.D.C., who were received on board by the Honorable
J. Garrard, M.P., and expressed pleasure at what was seen.

25. Two very unpleasant events have been experienced which I think it well to mention, although 
the latter of these is outside the period under review. Both caused me considerable anxiety. The first 
took place during a sudden and heavy squall, in which the ship’s moorings parted, and the result was 
that we nearly drifted ashore. The second was a terrific blow of cyclonic violence from the N.E., which 
caused considerable damage to movable goods on board, hut during which the ship fortunately only 
dragged her anchors slightly. On both occasions the boys behaved in the most creditable manner, obeying 
implicitly aud without fear or confusion all orders. The circumstances were quite exceptional, and such 
as .1 trust it may never be my experience to undergo again.

2G, I cannot close my report without bringing under notice the loyal aud efficient service 
rendered me by my capable and painstaking staff of officers. Without any exception, 1 have found them 
deserving of the highest encomium, willing and ready to give cheerful service whenever the ship’s duties 
required it. - _

The institution sustained a severe loss in tho removal of her worthy Commander, Captain 
Neitenstein, to which I before referred. A second loss was the withdrawal of a specially-qualified and 
popular officer, Mr, Stayner, who made a most reliable Lieutenant. Both these officers now fill more 
responsible positions, and their promotions have caused an opportunity tor rewarding most of the staff 
after lengthy service, which fact, apart from my own advancement, is very pleasing to me.

I feci sure that the Institution will not bo allowed to deteriorate by the removal of previous valued 
officials, inasmuch that the aim and desire of those taking up their duties wilt be to fully sustain the high 
standard attained in its work by their predecessors.

I have, &c.,
W. H. MASON,

Commander and Superintendent,

-o

APPENDICES



APPENDICES.

(A.)

Abjiissioss aud Discharges.
Admissions ............. ............................................................
Discharges ,.. ............................................................
Deaths........................................................... .......................
Abscondings ...................................................................... _ _ _

171
24G

0
0

Total changes in Ship’s company ... .

(B.)

Antecedents of Boys admitted so far as can be traced.

Previously under State control (incorrigiblcs, &c.)...............................................
Previously before Police Courts .. .............. . ...
Three times before the Courts ......................................................................
Four times before the Courts....................................................................................
Five times before the Courts....................................................................................
Six times before tbo Courts..................................... ...
Not previously before the Courts.................................... . .............

(C.)
BrB'iic-io.ACES of Boys admitted.

New South Wales ........................ -............................................ .
New Zealand................................................ ..........................
England ... ... ... ... .
Victoria...........................................................................................................
Queensland ........................................................................
South Australia ............. ............. ................................................. .
Tasmania ... . .. .............................................................
Deland......................................................................................................................
Scotland.................................................................................. ......................
At Sea......................................................................................................................
In Gao!...............................................................................................
Unknown ....................................................................................

(D.)

Religions of Boys admitted.

Church of Englnnd ..................................... . , ......................... .
Roman Catholics ........................................................................
Protestants other than Church of England.............. . .............. ...
Jews ........................................................... ..........................
No Religion .............................................................................................. .

417

41
5G
11
5
2
2

82

133
3 
7
4
5 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
9

98
50
IS

0
5

(E.)

Paktjculabs of Parentage. 

Class 1.
Neglectful parents .......................................................... . ..

Class 2.
One parent—

Father dead ; mother married again.........................
Mother dead ; father married again ... ... ,.
Father dead ; mother neglectful or unable to control 
Mother dead; father neglectful or unable to control

50, or 29 per cent.

. . 10 

.. 3

... 14 

.. 21

TMal ....................... . ..............48, or 28 per cent.

Class 3.
Parents deserted, unknown or dead 14, or S percent.
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Class 4.
Parcuta of bad character :—

Mother prostitute ; father deserted.............
Mother prostitute; father dead .............
Mother prostitute ; boys illegitimate .,.
Mother deserted ; father dead ............
Mother prostitute ; father neglects to control 
Mother a drunkard ; father unable to control
Father in gaol; mother deserted ..............
Father a drunkard ; mother dead ..............
Father deserted ; mother dead ..............
Father deserted; mother neglects to control 
Father a drunkard ; mother neglects to control 
Father in gaol; mother unable to control .,.
Father in gaol; mother dead............ . ...
Father in lunatic asylum ; mother no control 
Mother in gaol; father neglects to control,.. 
Mother a drunkard ; father dead ... ... 
Both parents in gaol ,., ... ... ..
Parents unfit to have charge of their sons ...

Total....................................

■ <?-)

Ages of Boys admitted.
Under 12 ....................................................................................
12 to 14 ....................................................................................
Over 14 .........................................................................

!)
2
2
2
1
2
4 

11
5 
3
3 
1 
1 
1 
2
4

59, or 35 per cent.

Sydney and suburbs... 
Country ..............

(G.)

Police Courts eommittiug.

(H.)

49
55
67

93
78

Total Expenditure, including all repairs and alterations.
1. Provisions......................... ....................... ..............

£ s.
... 3,732 2

d
1

2. Salaries (including pay of throe school-teachers) . ... ... 2,856 2 10
3. Clothing and boots ............................................................ ... 3S1 8 6
4. Charges of Public Works Department for alterations aud repairs ... .. 551 19 l
5. Stores, rope, paint, repairing boats, keeping grounds in order ... 372 5 1
6. Fuel and light ... .. .. .......................... , ... 209 16 5
7. Bedding, hammocks, blankets, bags...................................... ... 192 9 10
8. School appliances, library, reading-room, and good-conduct pay.............. ... 89 4 1
9. Band instruments, music, and repairs..................................... ... 57 14 0

10. Medicines, hospital expenses .......................... .. .. ... 54 14 1
11. Petty expenditure .......................... ....................... . . 50 10 0
12. Laundry, including scrubbing-brushes, towels .............. ... 22 14 0
13. Crockery, knives, forks, mess utensils ... ... ... ... 69 1 10
14. Apprentices’ travelling expenses ...................................... ... 128 7 6
15. Apprentices’ outfits ............................................................. ... 209 14 4

Deduct parent's contributions...................................... £372 6 - 2
8,984 10 2

„ value of half stores ...................................... 1,200 0 0 ■ 1,672 6 2

Net cost .. .................................... ... 7,412 4 0
Cost per head of boys maintained on ship only 

Calculated on year’s enrolment (578) ...
„ on daily average aboard (357) 

Expenses in connection with apprentices :—
Proportion of salaries ..............
Visiting, stamps, stationery ...
Railway fares ..........................
Outfits ......................................

£12 16 
20 15

£300 0 
25 0 

128 7 
209 14

Total expenditure for the year ......................................
Cost per head of apprentices, £1 12s, lid.
Number of boys under the Superintendent’s legal control, 759. 
Cost por head for the year, £10 12s. 9d.

321—C

GC3 1 10 

£8,07 5 5 10

<K.)
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(K.)

G-eowth and Progress of the Institution as compared with twenty years ago,

Item. IS77. Year ended 30th Aprilj 1897. Remarks.

Admissions.....................................
Discharges ... ... ... ..
Deaths ......................... ...
Absconders.....................................
Cost per head ..........................
Enrolment .....................................
Daily average ..........................
Medical expenses ..........................

63.....................................
78....................................
0.....................................
1.....................................

,■€37 15s. lid...................
174.....................................
100.....................................
(£86 15s. 8d.....................
[ ]7s. 4d. per head ...

171.....................................
246 ....................................

0....................................
0.....................................

£20 los. 3d.......................
578.....................................
357....................................
£54 14s. Id.......................
3s. Id. per head..............

Increase of 108.
Increase of I6S.

Decrease £17 0s. 8d.
Increase of 404.
Increase of 257.
^ Redaction of 14s. 3d, per head.

EducatioitaIi Status of Admissions and Discharges.

Well. Indifferent. 1 Not Total.

Reaxuno.

On hoard 30th April, 1896 ..................................... 213 183 11 407
Admitted to 30th April, 1897 .............. ■■ 25 93 53 171

Discharged to 30th April, 1897 .......................... 183 61 0 246
On board 30th April, 1897.................................... 153 65 14 332

Writing.

On board 30th April, 1896 ..................................... 270 126 n 407
Admitted to 30th April, 1897 .......................... 18 100 53 171

Discharged to 30th April, 1897 .......................... 197 49 0 246
On hoard 30th April, 1897 ..................................... 157 61 14 332

Arithmetic.

On board 30th April, 1896 ..................................... 204 192 n 407
Admitted to 30th April, 1897 .......................... 13 97 61 171

Discharged to 30th April, 1897 .......................... 147 99 0 246
On hoard 30th April, 1897 ...................................... j m 107 14 332

[Twelve pliotograptia.]

Sydney . William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1897.



THREE CUTTERS AND STEAM-LAUNCH
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" SOBRAON ” BAND,

IN COLUMN—“ PRESENT ARMS.”



r

IN COMPANIES— SHOULDER ARMS.

BATTALION IN FOURS—’ SLOPE ARMS.,;



I

PHYSICAL DRILL—WITH ARMS.
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i

PHYSICAL DRILL—WITHOUT ARMS.

BOYS’ PLAYGROUND—RECREATION.



I

,

SWIMMING-BATH—RECREATION.

GYMNASIUM-RECREATION.
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I/EGISLATIVH AsSEMEL'Y.

NE W SOUTH WA L E S .

EDUCATION.
{RETURN RESrECTTNQ TIIK RURL10 SCHOOL CAPET C0RP3.)

Printed under No. 20 Report from Printing Committee. 21 October, ISO".

Question.
11. Dii. Hoss asked Tjiii MisrsiEii of Plmslic IxsTiiucTioy,—

(l.) Tlic number of Cadet Corps in the Colony in connection with our Public Schools ? 
(2.) The number in each corps ?
(d.J The name of the school to which the corps belongs ?

Answer. -
(.1.) Ninety-four.
(2.) Sec Return appended.
(3.) Sec Return appended. .

3.tst of Cadet Corps', City and Suburbs.

Name o£ Scliool. No. ot Cadets. Name of School. No. of Cadets.

Ashfield ... ... ... ... ... So Kogarah ... ... ... ... 20
Auburn ...................................................... 31 Marrickville ......................................... 16
Auburn, North ... ... .. 25 Newtown ... ... ... 00
Ralmain ... ... ... ... 41 Newtown, North ... ... ... 40
Eirchgrove ... ... ... ... 50 Paddington ... ... ... ... GO
Eurwood ... ... ... ... .. So Parramatta, North ... ... 40
Camdenville ,.. ... ... ... 30 Parramatta, South ... ... ... 40
Cainperdown ... ... ... ... 50 Plunkett-street........................................ 60
Cantorburv ......................................... 2« Randwick ... ... ... ... 10
Cleveland.street. ... ... ... ... 70 Redfern... ... ... ... ... 60
Crown-street ... ... ... ... 70 Rockdale ... ... ... ]"
Croydon ... ... ... ... .. 30 Rydc...................................................... 30
Croydon Park ......................................... 23 Stanmorc ......................................... 20
Darlington ... ... ... .. 40 St. Peters ... ... ... 12
Double Bay ... ... ... ... 12 Summer Hill ... ... ... ... 42
Erskineville ... ... ... ... 30 ’Waterloo ... ... ... .. 33
Port-street ......................................... 40 Waver) oy ........................................ 10
Poreet Lodge ... ... ... ..
Gardener’s Road ... ... ... ...

10 William-street... ... ... .. 40
25 Woollahra ... ... ... ... 50

Glebe ... ,.4 ... ... ... 40 Willoughby ... ... ... ... 25
Glenmore Road, ... ... ... ... 13 Petersham ... ... ... ... 40
Granville ... ... ... ... ... 35 Surry Hills, South ... ... ... 27
Granville, North.........................................
Greenwich... ... ... ... ...
Hurstville... ... ... ... ...

25
15
GO

Blackfriara .................................. 20

1,674

350—
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List ol Cade I, Corps, Couniry Lisfrids.

X inio of ^i-linol. Xo. of Cmlri'
— —----- ---- —---------------- . ___

Adaminaby ... . 17
Adelong ... ., , id
Albnrv ... ... ... . (m
Armidale ... ... . 30
Bathur.M, ... ...
Blaynev ... ... 27
Bourke ... . ]°
Bowial ... ... ... 3 o
Braid .ur'd ... ... do
Bungemlorcs ... 4
Camden ... ..
Campbolltoun ... ... .. ,, 20
Can o wind ra ... i)
Oondobolin ... ... .. 20
Cooma ,. ... ,• so
CrookwelT... ... 20
Cudal ... ... 12
.Deniliquin.,. ... ... ... . 30
Xtubbo ............................ ..
Glen Junes ... ., 33
Goulburn............................ 30
Goulburn, Soutli ... ... 20
Grafton ... ... 65
Grenfell ... ... ... ... ... 20

Name o£ Pcliool. No. of Cntlcl

.Tunee ... ... ... ... ... 20
Kelso ... ... ... ... ... 15
Kemjisev ... ... ,,, ... 15
Kiamn ... ... ... ... ... -32
Liverpool .. ... ... 25
3fiil(o\vu ... ... ... ,, 17
Moatmt ... ,, ... . 32
Lithgmv . ... ... ... 36
Mudgee... ... ... ... ,, 02
Mumimudi ... ... ... .. 31
Muswellbrook... ... ... 20
Orange ... ... ... ... .. 73
Petirilb ... ... 30
Hnymond Terrace ... ... .. 23
Singldon ... .. ... .. 56
Tam worth ... ... 48
Tam worth, "West .............................. 13
Tunuit . ... ... ... 20
Wagga Wnggu............................................. 30
"Waggi Wngga, South............................... 35
Wellington ... ... ... ... 52
doling ... ... ... ... 10

1.363

fijoncy: Vulliain Applegate Cailkt, Government Printer.—use?.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FISHERIES OF THE COLONY.
(REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES FOR YEAR 1895.) '

*

^rfS£nifl) to parliament, pursuant to JUt 44 Hie, $0. 2C>, ste. 69.

Prinled under Pb. VJ Report from Rrtntiwj Committee, 20 August, IS97.

Eeport of the Commissioners of Eisherics for New South Wales on the Fisheries of 
the Colony, for the year ending1 the 31st December, 1895.

Sir,
In submitting our Report on the Fisheries of this Colony for the year 1895, we have to record 

the resignation of Hr. Edward Pearson Ramsay, F.E.S.E., LL.H. This vacancy has been filled by the 
appointment of E. Famell, Esq., M.P.

The composition of the Board otherwise remains unchanged, the Hon. W. R. Campbell, M.L.C., 
and J. R. Hill, Esq., whose terms of office expired in October, having been reappointed,

Finance..
The revenue of the Department has suffered a reduction of £150 19s. lid.

This is attributable to the smaller number of fishermen’s and fishing-boar licenses which were 
applied for during the year, also to a diminution in the amounts received from rents on areas leased for 
the purpose of oyster-culture—deposits on applications—deed fees and transfer fees on leases, fines 
and forfeitures.

Oysters,
"\V c are again able to report a marked improvement in the supply of oysters which have beentakeu 

from the beds and deposits under lease for the purpose of oyster-culture during the year, the total number 
of bags removed being 9,418. showing an increase of 1,827 upon that of last year, whilst the quantity 
imported from Queensland was 2,103 as against 1,530, showing an increase of 5G7 ; from New Zealand, 
4,9S1 as against 5,137, showing a small decrease of 150.

The following figures show the quantities taken from the principal leased areas :—Clarence River, 
26 bogs as against 09 bags for previous year ; Richmond River, 254 as against. 400; Tweed River, 153 as 
against 138; Camden Haven, 909 as against 749; Hastings River, 289 as against 210; Manning River, 
1,948 against 1,843 ; Wallis Lake, 2,140 against 2,012 ; Port Stephens, 737 against 405 ; Hunter River, 
589 against 302; Hawkesbury River, 864 against 000; Bellinger River, 100 against 100; Evans'River, 
106 against 192 ; George’s River, 27 as against 12 ; Shoal haven River, 112 as against 250 ; Clyde River, 
80.3 against 405; Bcrmague River, 50 as against 24; Narrawillie Creek, 18; Brisbane Water, 115; 
Port Hacking. 20 ; Pittwater, 17.

*31—A It
[C97 copies.—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material); £10 "a. 3d.]
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It will be observed that there has been an increase in the output from the Clyde Elver of 308 
bags; Camden Haven, 220; Hunter Eiver, 287 ; Port Stephens, 272 ; Hawkesbury Eiver, 204; Manning 
Eiver, 205; and ’Wallis Lake, 8S.

"We have still to contend with a few lessees who follow out a systematic robbing of oysters from 
the Crown lands not under lease; using their leased areas as a depository for their spoil, and forwarding 
the oysters to market in bags branded in accordance with the provisions of the Oyster Fisheries Act.

For this unsatisfactory state of "affairs we must hold ourselves blameless, having submitted a 
remedy for it in 1890, when we saw what would come of the defects in the existing law; and, if our 
suggestions had been carried out, these depredations could not have been carried on. Seeing that there 
was no chance of immediate new legislation, we invited the Honorable the Chief Secretary to have section 
15 of the Oyster Fisheries Act repealed, but no action was taken. If this had been done it would have 
helped materially in protecting the Crown lands from the ravages of pilferers, and thus saved the 
unleased areas from being denuded of oysters.

The worm disease has, we are pleased to note, greatly diminished. Some of the lessees have 
done much to stamp out the pest, especially in the Hunter Eiver, which was, without doubt, the worst 
infested river in the Colony. Some have simply let it take its course, to the detriment of their own 
interests and those of others in the vicinity. 4

It was reported to us during the year that the worm pest had made its appearance in the Manning 
Eiver. Notice was sent to the lessees informing them; fortunately, the statement proved to be greatly 
exaggerated. ■

• At the close of the year a number of applications were received from lessees for renewal of their 
leases under section 4* of the Oyster Act, which were granted. This gives them a fresh tenure for 
fifteen years.

There are no arrears of rent for oyster leases in consequence of the system at present in vogue 
of not allowing the rents to accumulate.

There is good reason for believing that there will he an increase in applications for oyster leases 
during the coming year, as the spawning has been good, some of the foreshores showing young oysters 
in abundance.

Lessees should guard their own interests to prevent diseased shells being transhipped to waters for 
the purpose of forming a hard bottom on any lease, as, although the shelly bottom may bo made, the 
disease is transferred to that particular bed.

The oyster deposits in the Colony, more especially in the Northern Division, have materially 
improved,—indeed, to such an extent as to lead us to hope that, in the near future, oysters from the 
parts referred to will be as plentiful in the market as heretofore.

So far as oyster-culture is concerned, the lessees, with few exceptions, do not carry on oyster- 
culture, simply contjsnting themselves with taking oysters from the areas, without the slightest thought 
or intention of cultivating or replenishing the supply. The lessees who cultivate oysters to the best of 
their ability not only benefit themselves, but, in their honest endeavours to carry out the provisions 
of the Oyster Fisheries Act, improve the public estate. Some of the lessees have expended considerable 
sums in laying down stones and wood for the collection of spat, and removing the oysters upon their 
attaining a moderate size to the fattening beds, to mature for market. Other lessees expend large sums 
in having their deep water-beds kept clear, by having men to work the dredge without the netting, thus 
keeping the oysters free from mud ; if the disease is had, they work the dredge with the net on, and 
when the oysters are put into the boat those that are diseased are put aside, and the clean ones put 
hack in the water. The diseased oysters are taken to the shore and put out of the range of the water, 
to kill the worm and its eggs before being replaced on the beds. This has been largely done on the 
Hunter Eiver with satisfactory results.

The spawning season has, generally speaking, been fair; but in the Tweed and Eiehmond Eivers, 
Camden Haven, Manning Eiver, and Wallis Lake, Port Stephens, Hunter and Clyde Eivers it has been 
very good. We have received specimens of stones, &c'., from the Camden Haven, Wallis Lake, Hunter 
and Clyde Eivers, which show the prolific fall of spat which has taken place there, the specimens being 
literally covered with young oysters. It is most pleasing to note that the Hunter Eiver oyster beds are 
in a fair way to being restored to their former condition, as the 'Spawning has been more general than 
it has been for some years past.

Inland
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Inland Waters. '
The returns from Mo am a and Koondrook, two principal centres on the Murray Hirer from which 

Victoria draws her chief supply of freshwater fish, show a substantial increase of 12,758 lb. over 
the amount sent during the previous year. There were 2,413 lb, of this class of fish sent to the 
Woolloomooloo Markets during the year, which arrived in splendid order, and sold at very satisfactory 
prices, paying the catchers well for their labour. Attention may he drawn to the way in which some 
of the fish were sent to market, there being such carelessness evinced in the packing that the value of 
the fish has been much depreciated, and the fishermen thus lose a large portion of the benefits arising 
from their labour.

We note with regret the number of Murray cod which have been sent to market in full roe, and 
think the time has come for restrictions to be placed upon the fish being caught at those periods when the 
spawning is at hand. ■

We have maintained the closures in the rivers adjacent to various inland towns, making the 
closure against the use of nets to extend as a rule for a distance of 5 miles on each side of the towns.

The benefits accruing from these closures are very evident, and demonstrate the desirableness of 
continuing the system of protecting the breeding grounds.as much as possible.

The Victorian authorities having taken in band the matter of protecting the Murray Hiver, in 
conjunction with this Colony, have issued a proclamation prohibiting any person having in their possession 
during certain months Murray cod, perch, or bream in Victoria. This will help this Colony in its desire 
to protect the fish in these waters, and the difficulty experienced in the past with the Victorian fishermen 
will bo avoided.

During the year numbers of fish have died in the upper parts of the Hunter Hiver, Many of the 
affected fish, on being examined, were found to be suffering from the worst of all diseases which fish are ' 
liable to take, viz., Saprolegnia ferox.

Fishing Industry.
The fish forwarded direct to the Woolloomooloo Market during the year has been 39,030 baskets, 

showing a decrease of 3,252 baskets; still there is no actual falling off in the supply, the returns here
under showing that there were received in addition in the market 137,037 dozen fish, whereas in the 
previous year there were only 105,331 dozen, an increase of 31,700 dozen.

There has been also an increase in the amount realised from the sale of fish at the Woolloomooloo 
Markets, the total amount paid being £26,950 9s. 7d., as against £25,367 15s. 2d. for the previous year, 
an increase of £1,582 14s. Gd.

At Hudson’s Market, situated at Kedfern, in close proximity to the Eveleigh Eailway Station, a 
very large amount of fish were received, viz., 26,416 baskets, as against 20,000 received during the 
previous year, an incr&iso of 6,416, while the amount realised reached £8,251. This illustrates the 
importance of a more central market being established, more especially for the convenience of the 
dealers and others who supply the eastern suburbs. This market has the advantage of being close to the 
station, and having a frontage to the railway line, the fish being delivered at its doors.

Prom M'Padyen’s Market, situated at Eedfern, near the Eveleigh Eailway Station, we are not in 
a position to give very full returns, hut from the limited information at our disposal, there appears to 
have been a fair quantity received, the sale of which came to £2,100; therefore, with this and the other 
two markets, the fish sold realised the satisfactory total of £37,302 9s. 7d.

It is impossible to estimate the amount realised on the sale of fish other than that quoted, as in the 
city and suburbs a large quantity is sold, for wdneli no record can be obtained. It is stated that from 
Botany and George’s Eiver alone over 3,000 baskets wore so sold, and throughout the Colony quantities 
of fish are disposed of, both fresh and salt water, sent away by train. Referring to the undermentioned 
list, an idea may bo obtained of the amount taken at some of our fishing stations and sent to Sydney, 
viz.:—Clarence Eiver, 2,300 baskets; Wallis Lake, 2,600; Port Stephens, 7,800; Lake Macquarie, 
13,850; Tuggerah Lake, 10,300; Brisbane Water, 2,592; Hawkesbury Eiver, 4,160; Sydney Harbour, 
10,500; Botany and George’s Eiver, 9,000; Lake Illawarra, 9,252; Shoalhaven River, 2,000; Sussex 
Inlet, 1,240; Bateman’s Bay, 700; Bermague, 1,100; Tathra, 60; Merimbula, 200; Eden, 45—giving a 
total of 77,699 baskets. This does not include fish sent direct from the fishing-grounds to the country 
by train.

Newcastle
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Newcastle has received 3,640 baskets of iish, caught in the Hunter Eiver and tributaries, giving 
the very handsome total of 81,339 baskets, and as each basket contains about 70 lb. weight, this shows 
that not leas than 5,693,730 lb. of fish were caught for Sydney and Newcastle alone.

There has been an increase in the supply of nearly all kinds of fish, more especially the finer kinds, 
vir,.:—There were received in 1170011001000100 Market 5,802 dozen of schnapper, as against 4,711 during 
last year, an increase of 1,091 dozen; of black bream 20,076 dozen were received, as against 9,453, an 
increase of 10,623 dozen ; of flathead 11,520 dozen, as against 9,021, being an increase of 2,499 dozen ; of 
whiting 10,812 dozen, as against 8,181 dozen, being an increase of 2,631 dozen; of soles and flounders 
2,802 dozen, as against 1,746 dozen, being a small increase of 1,056 dozen.

There has been a considerable increase in the quantity of fish seized and condemned as unfit for 
food from January to December, being 1,621 baskets, as against 1,076 of the previous year. It will he 
noticed that during the month of July there were no less than 219 baskets condemned, as against 29 of 
the same month of last year, and 1 in May, as against 28 of the corresponding month of the previous year; 
these fish were seized during the cool weather, having been forwarded from our most distant fisheries. 
Prom April to September, 786 baskets were condemned ns unfit for food. During the hot pionths 835 
baskets were found unfit for consumption, and condemned. Out of these numbers were included fish 
which arrived from waters in close proximity to Sydney, as well as those received from distant fisheries.

During the month of March shoals of herrings, almost identical with the English pilchard, visited 
our coast. In the month of September shoals came into our harbour when an effort was made to secure 
them, and when caught they were sold at the markets at a very small price. No attempt was made to 
cure them on a commercial basis. One of the fish agents, as an experiment, cured about forty dozen, and 
his efforts proved a success. The fish were so plentiful that one fisherman who shot his gar-fish net, 
90 fathoms in length, could not land it on account of the vast quantity of fish lie had surrounded. 
He was obliged to hold down the cork lines to allow very many to escape, and by this means landed 
90 baskets. Each basket of such fish would weigh 80 lb.; this would give his catch as 7,200 lb.

Another species of the herring, class Clapea, mndiacn, were also observed passing our port, and a 
fair quantity caught. The same may be said of these as with the pilchards: no effort was made to 
procure any for curing. The value of these fish in an economic point of view is without doubt 
considerable. Besides the two species referred to, there are others which pass in a northerly direction 
in the winter months in enormous shoals. The fish mentioned are of great value commercially, 
especially the anchovies, and might be utilised to an unlimited extent in many ways. The application, 
of a little capital and intelligent management would make the herrings, and probably the anchovies, a 
profitable industry.

77c have been informed that the herring appeared to the south in March, whereas they did not 
appear to have passed our harbour till September. To get complete data of the movements of the herring 
is hardly possible at present. The masters of vessels trading along the coast, as well as the pilots and 
others, might ho asked to take an interest in this matter and report the vicinity and the movements 
of the shoals. [See Appendix, page 13.]

We have continued our usual practice in keeping certain waters closed from the use of net 
fishing, and most gratifying results have followed. The figures quoted largely refute the assertion 
generally made by fishermen and others that the maintenance of substantial portions of the coastal 
waters from the operations of fishing nets is destroying the trade and depriving the fishermen of the 
means of earning a living. We are, however, satisfied that if the waters wore not closed the fish supply 
would soon become exhausted. A great increase in the quantity of smoked fish prepared in the Colony 
on sale in the city and suburbs is noticeable, and it is fair to assume that the business ]ust begun 
will increase materially during the coming year. The foundation for an export trade has been laid, and 
it is to be hoped that some of our full flavoured fish, such as mullet, tailer, cod, mackerel, trevally, and 
jew-fisb, will be introduced with advantage to fish consumers in other parts of the world. There is a 
general desire expressed by professional fishermen that they should be allowed to sell their own fish in 
the market under the supervision of an Inspector.

There has been a great increase in the number of men who gain a living by selling fish; a large 
number of these arc foreigners. The prices they obtain are probably about 40 per cent, over the cost; 
and complaints are frequently made consequently about the retail cost of fish. The proportion of profit 
to the net fishermen is not commensurate with their labour and outlay, for with market dues and 
auctioneer's fees their remuneration is not a fair share of what the fish realise.

^ Coops
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Coops are used largely by foreigners for keeping their crayfish alive. Nearly the whole of this 
trade has fallen into the hands of aliens. They have well equipped boats, are persevering, and have 
established crayfishing grounds on many parts of the coast, especially at Port Stephens. We are of 
opinion that it is desirable that protection should be afforded the crayfish fisheries. We would have 
recommended close seasons had the law permitted us to do so.

We have pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of some fine specimens of trout which had 
been caught in the waters of the Colony, clearly proving that our endeavours in the past to acclimatise 
this species of fish have been marked with success.

A cormorant, the natural enemy of the trout, caught a splendid specimen at the Prospect Dam, 
weighing 10 ounces, and 11 inches in length, and one taken from a drain leading from the reservoir was 
found to be full of milt. During November, If. Copeland, Esq., M.L.A., presented a fish that had been 
caught stranded in the water at Bibhenlnke by II. E. Edwards, Esq., measuring 15 inches in length, and 

in girth, the latter gentleman also, in December, reported having caught two trout in the Coolumbuka 
Eiver, weighing 11 and 8 lb. respectively.

We issued instructions during the year for the Inspectors to carefully note and report the period 
in wrhich they noticed roe in any one kind of fish, in order that something might be determined as to the 
seasons in which the fish showed in spawn.

It was reported during December that a number of flounders were observed in the harbour in full 
roo, and in the same month a female schnapper was caught at the South Eccf filled with a very fine 
advanced roe, which alone weighed between 3 and 4 lb., and the fish weighed 20 lb. when cleaned.

In August a garfish which had been taken from the waters of Port Jackson was in the same 
condition.

The Inspector stationed at Lake Macquarie reported large bream in full roe during September and 
October, and the officer at Port Stephens noticed the same in mullet and garfish.

Bream were also caught in George’s Eiver during August containing roe.

We cannot conclude our Eeport without expressing regret at there being no new legislation for the 
fisheries, although in 1SS)0 we drew special attention to the defects of the Acts which we had to administer, 
and at the same expressed a hope that the Bill wo then submitted would be passed into law, leaving us to 
administer a very defective Act for so lengthy a period, and contrary to the wishes and advice of the 
Commissioners. •

JAMES C. COX, M.D.,
President.

APPEMUCES.
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APPENDICES.

Commissioners of Fisheries for jScvr South "Wales 
James C. Cor, President.

Jas. E. Hill, Esq.
Hon. W. E, Campbell, M.L.C. 
Hon. S. H. Hyam, M.L.C.

E. P. Eamsay, E.E.S.E., LL.D.
Resigned 16th April, iSflC ; eucecedfrti by—

E. Earnell, Esq., M.L.A. ■
Staff'.

Lindsay G-. Thompson, Secretary and Chief Inspector (absent on Eoyal Commission from 1st January to
31st December, 1895).

Fred. W. Smithers, Travelling Inspector (Acting 
Secretary from 1st January to 31st Decem
ber, 1895).

Inspectors.
Chas. Gordon, Assistant Inspector of Eisheries, Tuggerah.

Livingston P. Mann, First Clerk and Draftsman. 
Percival II. O’Meagher, Clerk.
W. Lannen, Messenger.

John D. Grant, „ „ George’s Eiver.
David W. Benson, „ „ Wollongong.
Peter Smith, „ „ Hawkesbury.
Eichard Helllngs, „ „ Sydney.
George Glading, „ „
E. Aldrich, „ „
Eichard Seymour,, „ „
John Cain ,, ,,

(Appointed from 4th December, 1S95-)
Henry Laman, Acting Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Port Stephens.
W.E. Learoyd, „ „ i _ „ Liverpool. _
T , f Osborne Wiltshire, Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Deniliquin.
Inland Waters A, Mantou, „ „ Moama.

Lake Macquarie.
Fish Market, Woolloomooloo. 
Brisbane Water, Tuggerah.

Eetenue of the Department of Fisheries for the year ending 31 December 1895,
£ s. d. £ 8. d.

Fisherman’s licenses, 735 at 10s. 4.* ... 367 10 0
„ „ Idi? at 5s. • • ■ » »- ... 36 15 0

Fishing-boat ,, 331 at 20s. 331 0 0
„ „ 84 at 10s. 42 0 0

777 5 0
Deposits on lease applications ,,, ... *4. 65 0 0
Bent on leased areas ................ ... 1,395 16 0
Deed fees......................................... *44 -*■ ... ... 8 0 0
Transfer fees ................ ... .4* ... 26 0 0
Fines, forfeitures, &c. ... ... •** a«» 4 • . 4. > 186 0 5

1,680 16 5

Total ... ... 4 r • 4 4. ...£2,458 1 5

EipenkitDRE of the Department of Fisheries for the year ending 31 December, 1895.
£ d. £ 8. d.

Salaries, as per Estiroates-in-Chief ... ............................ 2,230 0 0
Unexpended of this Vote ... ... ............................ Hil.

Actually expended in salaries ... .. • ... ... 444 ... 2,230 0 0
Contingencies, as per Estimates on-Chief-

Travelling expenses............................ .4, ............................ 500 0 0
Incidental expenses ................ ............................ 90 0 0
Erection houses for trout-hatching ............................ 250 0 0

840 0 0
Hnexpended of this Vote................ ... ............................ ICO 0 0

— 680 0 0
Total amount of Eisliories Vote ... ............................ 3,070 0 0
Unexpended of this Vote ................ ............................ 160 0 0

Total amount of expenditure.............. . ................ ... 2,910 0 0

Amount realised from Sale of Fish at Eastern Eish Market, for year 1895.
£ s. d. £ 8. d.

January ... ... ... 2,494 10 8 August ... ... .. 1,709 IS 2
Eebruary ... ... ... 2,169 3 0 September............... .. 1,733 0 8
March ... ... ... 2,282 5 6 October ... ... .. 2,759 19 3
April......................................... 2,409 2 0 November ... ... .. 2,341 4 7
Flay ... ... ... ... 2,469 4 0 December ............... .. 2,178 17 G
June......................................... 2,034 0 3
July......................................... 2.368 18 0 Total ... £26,950 9 7

Eetuen
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Retcutt showing the quantity, m baskets, of Fish seized under the Fisheries Act, and sent to Charitable
Institutions, for year ending 31st December, 1895.

Jan. Feb. March. April. May.
j June.

July. Aijy, Sept Oct Nov. Dec. Total

... j 3
8

... | ...
11

Return showing the quantity, in baskets, of Fish seized under the Fisheries Act, and condemned as unfit
for food, from January to December, 1895.

Jon. Feb. March, April. May. June, July. Aug:. Sept. Oct, Nov. Dec. Total.

193 121 91 245 185 35 219 71 30 115 154 161 1,621

Fish. Exported from Kew South "Wales to Victoria.
Return showing Quantity of Fish exported to Victoria, via Moama, during year ending

31 Decomber, 1895.
ft. ft.

January ... ... ... ... 15,000 August ... ... ... 500
Eebruary... ... ... ... 3,200 September... ... ... 1,000
March ... ... ... ... 2,100 October ... ... ... 1,600
April ... ... ... ... 0,956 November................................... k « 4 ... 2,760
May ................................................................. ... 4,300 December................................... ... 500
June ... ... ... ... 600
July ................................................................ ... 500 Total ... ... .... 39,676

Return showing Quautity of Fish exported to Victoria, via Koondrook tram, during the
year ending 31 December, 1895.

ft. ft.
January ... ... 5,000 August ... 900
February... ... 1,900 September... 700
March ... ... 2,000 October ... 3,300
April ... ... 4,100 November... 800
May ... ... 1,900 December... ... ... ... 700
June ... > ■ • ■ . > ... 1,700
July ... ... 1,400 Total 24,400

Total amount exported via Moama ........................... 39,676 lb.
91 „ via Koondrook........................... 24,400 „

G-rand total ... ... .. . 64,076 ft.

Return showing quantity, in bags, of Oysters received from places outside the Colony for year 1895.
bags.

Queensland................       2,103
New Zealand .......................................    4,981

Total ......................................... 7,084

Returv showing supply of Fish received at the Eastern Market, Woolloomooloo, for year 1895.
Total number of baskets 
Schnapper ... ...

... 39,030 

... 5,650 dozen.
Nannegai ... ...
Salmon ... ...

... 569 dozen.

... 703 „
Red bream ... ... ... 5,291 :j Mullet (sea)............... ... 23,020 „
Black bream... ... ... 20,855 V! Mullet of kinds ... ... 16,819 „
Flathead ................ ... 11,471 )> Long Toms................ ... 99 „
Whiting ... ... ... 11,393 Rock Cod ... ... 34 „
Flounders ... ... ... 1,184 >i Garfish ... ... ... 3,683 baskets.
Soles... ... ... ... 884 jj Blackfish ... ... ... 5,279 dozen.
Kingfish ... ... ... 1,193 Teraglin . ... ... ... 4,013 „
Jewfish ................ ... 17,675 11 Tailer... ... ... ... 2,468 „
Groper ................ ... 144 jj Crayfish ... ... ... 4,620 „

... 5,365 baskets.Travally ... ... ... 3,053 1! Prawns ... ...

Number of bags of Oysters removed from Leased Areas during year ending 31 December, 1895.
Manning River ... ... 1,948 bags. Bermagut ................ ... 50 bags.
Clyde River ... ... ... 803 Brisbane Water ... ... 115 „
Narrawilii e Creek .., ... 18 Tweed River ... ... ... 153 „
Hunter River................ ... 589 Bellinger River ... ... 166 „
Port Stephens... ... ... 587 Shoalhaven ............... ... 75 „
Hawkesbury ... ... ... 864 >1 Port Hacking ... ... ... 20 „
Cape Hawke................ ... 510 Pittwater ... ... ... 17 „
Evans River ... ... ... 166 Hastings River ... 239 „
Riehmon d River ,., ... 254 Myall Creek................ ... 150 „
Camden Haven ... ... 969 >1 Botany... ... ... ... 27 „
Clarence River ... ... 26
Crookhaven ... ... ... 37 Total ... ... 9,413 bags.
Wallis Lake ... ... ... 1,630 JJ

Schedule
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Schedule of Applications for Leases of Shore for Oyster Culture during 1895.

Applicant. Lemylh of 
Foreshore, Locality, Applicant. Lcnffih of 

Foreshore. Locality.

Gibbins, F. ,T.................
yards.

300 Hunter River. McMillan, J.................
yards.

500 Durras Lake.
Smith, E. E.................... 400 Clarence River. Denham G. & Adkins, 500 Hastings River.
Severs, C.........................
Woodward, H..............

500
400

Kiah River.
Manning River.

E.
Blanch, .1..................... 500 Port Stephens

Baalmau, P. J................ 1,000
500

Botany Bay,
Manning River.

GOO
Newton, Hannah M. .. Cameron, Eliz.............. 500 Mantling River.

Tweed River.Johnson, J.................... 100 Wagonga, Wells, H...................... 500

Kamo.

Kelly. T..................
Powell, .T................
Ryland, T...............
Bimnarnano, B.......
Farvo, V................
PasseDesai, P.........
Favor, F. ............
Kelly, T.................
Locani, F...............
Jolms, F.................
Cussamalle, M.......
Novollo, M.............
Smith J.....................
Stanley, W............
Spears, H................
Stanley, W............
Spears, IT...............
Newbury, E...........
Marks, I*................
Kelly, G.................
White, J................
Wells, J.................
Wood bridge, E. ..
Thureood, B..........
Woodbridgc, E. ..
Fraser, W..............
Fraser, W-, junior
Cook, E..................
Cook, J..................
Nicholl, W.............
Stoyles, W.............
Goldsborough, —
Taylor, —.............
Francis, W............
Coote, J..................
Clifford, J.............
Lewis, T.................
Cole, TV...................
Woods, G...............
Lloyd, W...............
Woods, G...............
Lloyd, W................
Williams, C...........
Bennett. J..............
W hitehall, R. .....
Whitehall, R.........
Cole, W..................
Cole, S....................
Lloyd, J.................
Buri, J....................
Luken, P............. ..
Harris, F................
M'Carthy, J...........
Coombes, A............
Coombes, W........
Davis, J.....................
Campbell, A...........
Campbell, B..........
Oliver, — .............
Beamish, J..............
Beamish, J.............
Evanowish, P........
Polisi, G..................
Cain, C...................
Moxham, J............
Thompson. S.........
Tonkins, J.............
Smith, J. .............
Goodwin, W..........
Lilly, S...................
Clifford. J ..............
.Jones, J..................
Prior, R..................
Hazelton, W..........

Lines imposed, year 1S95—Seizure of Nets, &e.

Nature of Offence. Fine.

Fishing in closed waters

Fishing without license .. 
Fishing in closed waters

Fishing with sunk net

Fishing in closed waters 
Fishing with sunk net ..

Selling undersized fish .. 
Fishing in closed waters

?f 11
Fishing without licenses

Exploding dynamite to take fish .
Using illegal net.............................
Fishing in closed waters ............
Fishing without license................
Fishing with illegal net................

Giving wrong name to Inspector.........
Fishing in unlicensed boat.....................

Fishing in closed waters ............
1? 1» .........

Taking oysters from closed beds.

Fishing in closed waters

Fishing without license

Taking oysters from closed hods .

Fishing in closed waters

Using illegal net

Under Inland Fisheries Act
>» si •

Using sunk net......................
^ ^ ................. '

Fishing in closed waters.......

Fishing without license......

Fishing in closed waters ..................
Under Inland Fishenos Act ............
Shipping oysters in uuhranded bags 
Hauling sunk net ..............................

Net confiscated.

Fined £1.
„ £1.
„ 5s.
,, £3. Net confiscated.
„ £3.
„ £3.
» £3.
,, £1. Net confiscated.
„ £3 .
„ £2 „
i, £2 ,,
„ £2.
„ 10s.
„ £1.
„ £1-
„ C=.
„ 5s.
„ £10 each,
„ £2.

£2.
„ 10s.
,, £2. Net returned.
„ £2.
„ £2.
,, £1.
„ £1.
,, £10.
„ £10.

Fined £5.
,, £5.

Summons not served.

Fined 5s. Net confiscated.
,, 5s.

5s. „
„ £1 10s. „
„ £1 10s.
„ £1 10s.
„ 10s.
„ 10s.

Case withdrawn.
t 9

Fined £5.
„ £5.
„ £5.
,, £5.
,, £5.
„ £5.
„ 5s. Net confiscated.

Summons not served.
11 f 9 9

Case withdrawn.

Fined £2.
„ £2.
„ £2,
„ £2.
„ £1.
„ £1.
,, £2. Net confiscated.
„ £2. „

Summons not served.

Case withdrawn,
_ M

Fined £1. Net confiscated.
,, 5s. _ ,,

Six charges. Fined £1 on each. 
Case dismissed.
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Camden Haven.

Camden Haven cannot be classed as a fish-producing water, on account of there being no certain 
communication with Sydney, the traders there being sailing craft only. It is strange that while there is 
no trade done with fresh fish there is no attempt at curing, for there are fish to ho caught in abundance; 
and, moreover, the fiuer kinds are very plentiful. Ho doubt the time will come when this place will be 
used by fishermen,

Oysters.—As usual it has kept up its supply, and from reports to hand it is shown that there has 
heen a good fall of spat on all of the beds there.

. Manning Eiver.
Has kept up a very constant supply of fish throughout the year, which was shipped to the 

metropolis in baskets during the cooler months, and in hoses packed in ice during the warm weather.
The oyster supply has been exceedingly good, and shows an improvement on the previous year, the 

lessees evidently being aware of the fact that it is essential for them to look well to their leases, and by so 
doing obtain a greater output.

Wallis Lake.
This place bids fair to rank as foremost amongst onr fisheries on account of its wonderful 

productiveness in both fish and oysters. As regards fish, the output has been very good, but wo are of 
opinion that fish of the finer kinds are on the decrease, it is our intention to recommend that an. 
Inspector be placed there to prevent the ruthless destruction of small and adult fish by the indiscriminate 
use of nets of any size mesh. The fish arrive from the Lake once and sometimes twice a week by a small 
steamer, and unless this boat gets caught in bad weather—the fish invariably arrive in good order. "With 
the supervision we propose giving it, we are certain that the supply of fish will increase very much, and 
will thus be a great boon to the Lake fishermen, and add to the value of the place as a fish-producing 
water. ,

Oyster Fisheries.—The oyster fisheries are in a most thriving condition, as most, if not all the 
foreshores are well stocked with oysters, and upon every ono, or upon any stone or shell, may be seen a 
vast quantity of spat. The fall of spat has in our opinion been greater during the last year than any 
previous one, which no doubt means that the supply of oysters will increase considerably during the 
ensuing period. Through the spleudid prospects of a good supply of oysters setting in, we have had 
applications for a number of additional areas there, which will give fresh life to oyster culture, and a 
considerable increase to the revenue.' There is one bed, known as the Cutting Led, which is worthy of 
notice, being very productive. It is no doubt a unique oyster lease.

i

Clarence Eiver.
This river has kept up a continuous supply of fish to Sydney throughout the year, which arrived in 

the market in fair order. In the warmer months, although ice was freely used, it did not prevent 
a quantity going bad; but, taken all through, the loss has not been very largo ; and perhaps if a little more 
care had been used m the packing, the loss would have been reduced to a minimum.

Oysters.—The oysters have not yet recovered from the worm disease, but it is thought it is now 
decreasing very much.

Bellinger and Macleay Eivers.
Have produced a fair amount of fish, considering the very uncertain mode of transit on account of 

the had bars at their entrance frequently causing loss to the catchers, who, having caught their fish, find 
the steamer cannot cross out, thus leaving them on their hands; and through there being no local demand 
the fish arc thrown away.

The oysters have done well in these waters, and from the large fall of spat which has taken place 
there is every prospect now of a largo output being the result.

t ' /
Lake Macquarie.

Lake Macquarie has again resumed the premier position with regard to the take of fish during 
the year. 'Last year the catch was 11.571 baskets; this year it is l!i,850; thus showing a substantial 
increase of 2,27(5 baskets of fish. As there was an average number of seventy fishermen working, 
it gives 107'IG baskets each man for the year, unless we deduct the share each of the twenty-six boats 
used receives ; this will reduce the catch to 14T26 baskets each.

"We attribute this increase, in a great measure, to the strict supervision over the closed wratcrs.
During the month of October the whole of the closed waters of this lake were thrown open to net- 

fishing for thirty days, and in the channel entrance no less than eighteen boats were at work the first 
night of its opening, and made a catch of 250 baskets of fish, consisting mostly of the finer kinds.

Examination of the closed waters after the expiration of the month showed that they had been 
almost denuded of fish, and it was some few weeks before the supply returned to its normal state.

Sharks have heen caught in large numbers during the latter part of the year, they being induced, 
no doubt, to enter the lake after the salmon which appeared in very large shoals.

Very large quantities of prawns have been caught here; but as there was little or no sale for them, 
the catching was discontinued. All prawns for market had to be cooked before shipment.

Large quantities of schnapper have been caught in the net, on one occasion no less than thirty- 
nine baskets being obtained in one haul.

The closed waters arc, according to reports, again abounding with iish. In the open waters fish 
are not reported to be plentiful by the Inspectors.

The line-fishermen are reported to have made large catches during the year, though it is impossible 
to state the quantities caught.

Blubber has been exceedingly plentiful, and has caused trouble to the fishermen.
*31—B ' Tuggerah
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Tuggerah Lakes.
Tuggerah Beach Lakes have produced considerably less fish this year than last. In 1894, 13,888 

baskets of fish were caught, and this year 8,071 baskets, showing a decrease of 5,817 baskets.
We deemed it advisable to remove Inspector Gordon from Sydney to take permanent control of 

these waters, and stop any illegal fishing that might occur in the closed waters at the entrance.
The line fishermen have made many good catches during the past twelve months in and about the 

channel entrance. . '
We regret to note that the bar at the month of AYyong Creek is causing great trouble, it being 

with the greatest difficulty that the fisherman can get over it without damaging their boats. The 
only remedy to this would be by having a small channel cut to admit of boats passing in and out—indeed, 
we would like to see the channel made deep enough to allow the small steamer which at present carries 
the fish from the month of the creek to Wrong, going about the lake to pick up the fish from different 
points. This would ho a great boon to the fishermen, as it would save them unnecessary travelling, and 
would also be appreciated by excursionists.

Hawkesbury Hiver.
_ There has been a very considerable falling off in the catch of fish during the year, as the total is 

given as 4,160 baskets, as against 5,740 baskets caught during the previous year, showing a decrease of 
1,580 baskets. The supply fell off greatly during the month of May, and not till towards the end of the 
year was there any recovery.

i There is no doubt that from the continued dry weather, quantities of fish have worked well up the 
river, far away from where the net-men of this place would' think of going.

Mullet, bream, and whiting, were the principal fish caught. The line-fishers are reported as having 
made good catches.

Sharks have been very numerous again during the year, especially at Cowan Creek, where they 
were found to he more plentiful.

Port Jackson.
These waters still continue to produce large quantities of fish and prawns, yet there have not been 

as many net-boats at work as in previous years. The decrease in fishing-boats have heen among those 
which used nets of a large size mesh, but there has been no diminution in the number of the small mesh- 
nets, more especially the sunk nets—the most destructive net to fish life ; and by reference to the Bill 
submitted to the Government in 1890, it will be seen that special provision was made to do away with 
this class of net.

The tributaries have heen closed against net-fishing with the usual good results, as will he seen by 
Inspector Gordon’s Eeport in Appendices. It was decided to close almost all the remaining portion of 
the harbour during the winter months, viz., waters westward of a line drawn between Parsley Point and 
George’s Head, and from the Spit upwards in Middle Harbour. The result of this has been highly satis
factory, and also saved the continuous use of the nets beforementioned.

The whole harbour being closed against the taking of prawns during the months of June, July, 
August, and September, also saved the destruction of immature fish.

The line-fishermen have, as usual, caught a great quantity of fish, and we must say that they also 
■destroyed large numbers of small fish. ‘

Although the reward for the destruction of sharks is still open, the calls upon it are not very large ; 
yet we have the satisfaction of knowing that a number of very largo man-eaters have been caught, some 
of which measured 14 feet.

The chief shark catcher is W. Proctor of Chowder Bay.
We still have to draw attention to the polluted state of the Parramatta Eiver and other parts of 

the harbour where the refuse of tanneries, tweed and other factories are helping to fill the water with a 
large accumulation of filth, causing the water to throw off noxious and poisonous gases which destroy 
every vestige of insect and vegetable life intended by nature as food for the fish. .

Botany and. George’s Hiver.
These waters have produced about 9,000 baskets of fish during the year, thus keeping up their 

reputation, the principal fish caught being mullet, black-bream, blackfish, jewfish. garfish, and whiting. 
During the year the fish were very plentiful in closed waters, whilst in the open they w'ere very scarce. 
This tends to show the value of the system of closure.

Binding the fish were so plentiful in the waters wc preserved, it was decided to open George’s 
Eiver, which had heen closed with Woronora Eiver for a period of two years, from October instead of 
allowing it to run its full term, viz., to end of July, 1896.

We deemed it advisable, however, to keep the waters of "Woronora Eiver closed for tho full term.
The line-fishermen have as usual met with very great success throughout the year. "We have no 

means of stating what the actual catch has heen, which has no doubt been large, when it is stated that 
there are no less than 400 boats used for the purpose of line-fishing.

_ Prawns.—The catch has not been quite so large as taken during the previous year, the falling off 
having taken place at Lady Bobinson’s Beach,

Sharks.—Have been more than plentiful in the bay and up the river.

Pisheries
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Pisheries Inspectors’ Reports.
Fisheries Office, Xelson’s Bay, Fort Stephens, 7 January, 189G.

I have the honor to submit the following Report on the condition of the Port Stephens 
fisheries for the year 1895 :—

The output of fish has been about 7,800 baskets, or an increase of something like 1,300 baskets as 
compared with previous year. Row, it would appear to anyone unacquainted with these waters that the 
fishing industry has a bright prospect before it; but, in point of fact, tho industry is dead. Certainly 
some good hauls of fish have been made in the vicinity of the Heads, but they have been travelling fish— 
either fish that periodically make their exit from the Lakes, or fish approaching from seaward. The great 
bulk of the fish have been captured in Myall and Smith’s Lakes, and it is a rarity now to see a mullet 
jump in the local waters here.

The distance the fish have to be conveyed from Myall and Smith’s Lakes makes the industry in 
those waters prohibitive to everybody save to those who own small steam launches. There are two such 
launches employed on the Lakes during the winter months, and one only during summer time. The 
owners of these launches convey their own fish to Relson’s Bay for transhipment to a somewhat larger 
vessel; but I have been told that after all expenses are paid very little “ grist” remains.

The advent of prawns in the Myall Lake is generally about two month's later than the River 
Hunter. During the first three months of the year prawn fishing was in full swing, when a rise in the 
Lake put a stop to the industry.

About COO bags of oysters have been despatched from the Port Stephens beds. I regret to say 
that the mud and worm disease is as bad as ever, and that no attempts at eradication have been made by 
the lessees.. Since the advent of the disease, and the disastrous floods which denuded the bed of the river 
Karuah of its oysters, the oysters have never reappeared in the Jvarunh.

'With regard to the crayfishing industry I have very little to report, as I have no knowledge of 
the quantities taken during the season ; but from observation, and from what I can gather from all 
sources, it would appear that the grounds have been over-fished and need a rest for a year or two.

I have, &c.,
. H. LAMAR,

The Acting Secretary, Sydney. Acting Assistant Inspector of Fisheries.

f5lr! 4 January, 1895.
I have the honor to submit my Report on the waters under my supervision for the year 1895.

Lake Macquarie yielded a great many more fish this year than it did the previous one ; but, I joust 
say, I expected a great deal more, for enormous shoals of bream and whiting travelled up the channel to 
tho Lake during the winter months, and not one-fourth of them have been caught. One great drawback 
to the supply of fish was the exceptionally dry winter. The bottom of the Lake at that period of the 
year could be seen almost anywhere, and, as the nets used were diver nets, fish could see their way of 
escape, as soon as they found themselves enclosed, by merely swimming over the cork lino, notwith
standing this fact, two of the largest catches of fish of the species named below that can be remembered 
by fishermen of Lake Macquarie were obtained by "W. Clomen. They were thirty-nine baskets of all 
schnapper .caught on the 2nd July, and eighty baskets of bream caught on the 30th July, both hauls being 
made within a stone’s throw of each other at Wangi Wangi Point. The river and other portions of the 
Lake were thrown open to tho use of fishing nets during October after having been closed for two years. 
This proved a great harvest to fishermen. Eighteen boats' crews worked in and about the river, where 
no less than 250 baskets of fish of all kinds were caught on the first day, a great many of them being very 
large sand whiting. Towards the end of the year salmon came into the river from sea by myriads. These 
were accompanied-by numbers of large sharks. Over a dozen of them were caught with line and hook 
off the bridge here at night by residents, tho largest being 10 feet long. Prawns wore very plentiful 
again this year, but they.are of no use for market, as, when cooked, all are found to contain inside some 
black substance resembling mud. It does not spoil the flavour of tho prawn, but they will not sell. A 
great^many are caught by anglers for bait. Amongst those prosecuted for breaches of the provisions of 
the Fisheries Act were three persons convicted of fishing in closed waters and two others convicted for 
exploding dynamite to destroy fish, They were fined tho minimum penalty, which was afterwards reduced 
to £3 and costs each. The total number of baskets of fish sent to market and direct to different country 
towns from Lake Macquarie was 13,850. I have, &c.,
Me. F. VT. SifixEKEs, . F. ALDRICH,

Acting Secretary, Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Swansea.
Department of Fisheries, Sydney.

t’ir’ 13 January, 1896,
. I have the honor to forward to you my Annual Report of tho fisheries of the Parramatta River,

which were under my supervision till December, 1895.
Ihere has been a great improvement in the quantity of fish in the Parramatta River this last few 

months, all tho bays being alive with mullet. This I attribute to tho closing of Sydney Harbour against 
net-fishing and prawners during the winter months, and I think tins should be done every year. In the 
winter fish ivill carry long distances j but in the summer, when fish will not keep, there can always be a 
supply of fresh-caught fish from Sydney Harbour.

Tuggerah Lakes.
Since 1 December T have been stationed at Tuggerah Lakes. '
These lakes are m a very low condition, there having been no Inspector stationed here for two 

years, and only occasional visits having been made by Inspectors from Sydney.
The low condition of these lakes is due, in a great measure, to the fishermen using great lengths of 

net, the nets being set and hauled in the entrance from tho sea, thereby stopping and frightening tho fish 
away which would otherwise have come into the lakes. . ■

channel entrance is also almost closed, and will close altogether unless there comes a heavy 
fall of rain to wash the entrance out. Since I have been stationed here I have seen large shoals of fish 
come to the entrance, but could not get over, there being not sufficient water to allow them to get in.

In all the creeks there are large quantities of small fish, a large percentage of them being bream 
from 2i to 4 inches long. There
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There is a large quantity of blubber in these lakes, which has been the only protection the fish have 
had lately, the men having to iet the blubber out of the net before they get the net half-way in to shore, 
and a good many fish escape along with the blubber. * '

There have been several boats left these lakes lately, which must show that the fish are decreasing. 
The take for the month of December has only been G2S baskets.

1 have,
Tho Secretary, Department of Tisheries. CHAltfjES GORDON,

-------------------Assistant Inspector of fisheries.
Sir, Hawkesbury Hiver, 0 January, 1S96.

I have the honor to submit herewith my annual report on the Net, Line, and Oy.Aer 
Fisheries of the Hawkesbury Eiver. the district under my supervision.

The total quantity of net and line fish caught and sent to market during the past year is 4,IGO 
baskets, which is a serious falling off of quantities caught in former years.

The kinds of iish caught with tho net are principally mullet, bream, whiting, perch, blackfish, whilst 
the line fishermen contribute jewfish and flathead. and also a few schnapper. Lino fishing is also largely 
carried on by picnic parties.

I beg to state that Cowan Creel;, and also the lower Hawkesbury Eiver, is again infested with 
sharks, whilst turtle are also seen, but dilficult to capture.

I beg to state, for your information, that the net fish above enumerated arc fairly plentiful during 
the present time, but that a great scarcity of fish was experienced during the whole of the winter months, 
when most of the fishermen were compelled lo seek emplovincnt elsewhere.

I would again respectfully urge upon the Commission the necessity of entirely banishing or 
abolishing the gar-li&h nets, winch nets are alone responsible for the great destruction of small and 
immature fish. • .

Of (lie oyster fisheries of the Hawkesbury River, which not many years ago gave employment to 
several hundred persons on ihH river, there are still a few ovstor leases in existence, but no oyster culture 
has ever taken place, or ever atlempted at the Hawkesbury River.

I beg also to state that there is still some norm disease in the oysters, but this disease is now 
mostly confined to low water oysters ; and it is therefore not a serious obstacle to oyster culture. But 
the whole object of an oyster lessee is to pilfer all he can get off Crown land not under lease.

The total quantity of oysters shipped during the past year, and said to have come off the leased 
areas, is 003 bags.

Of this quautity, 100 bags may be said to be Now Zealand laid oysters, and not the product of 
this river. I have, Ac,,
The Secretary, Department of Fisheries. P. SMITH,

—------------- Assistant Inspector.

Sir, George’s Eiver, G January, 189G.
I have the honor to submit the following report of tho fisheries under my supervision duriug 

the year ending 31 st December,
Closed ^Fitters.—In the closed waters of George’s and 'Woronora Elvers throughout the year, 

mullet and jewfish were in great abundance, while whiting, bream, and other fish wore plentiful. Looking 
from the Como Railway Bridge during tho winter months the whiting and bream could be plainly seen 
lying about the bars and flats. From about the end of September, during every bard blow, the fish 
would travel, the hard-gut mullet leaving in fine shoals. The anglers obtained some very nice catches of 
black bream, flathead, and jewfish about the Eailway Bridge, Jewfish Point, and other places.

Open IVa/crts.—Prom the beginning of the year to the latter part of May, fish (principal]}; mullet) 
wore very plentiful, and some very large hauls were made at ICurndl and La Porouse beaches, and during 
February and March some nice lots of sea garfish also were caught about the Heads and Kurramilla 
Beach, but during June, July, and August fish of all descriptions were very scarce, many of the boats 
and crews leaving for waters both north and south. Others pulled their boats up, and went to work on 
shore, as they could no; catch enough fish to pay for wear and tear of gear. From the beginning of 
October the fish began to improve in quantity, and about the end of the year were plentiful, m fact, the 
fisherman say they have seldom seen them more so. but owing to them laying wide and the vast quantities 
of blubber, they were unable to make any large hauls. Although the George's Eiver was opened to net- 
fishing on 10th December the fishermen, owing to the blubber, did not work it regularly, but up to the 
end of the year about thirty hampers of sand whiting and seventy of mullet and blackfish were taken out 
of these waters. I may state that I cannot account for the scarcity of trumpeter-whiting during the year; 
and I think it is a good number of years since they were so scarce. In former years, during May and 
June, they were nearly always to he found about the mouth of tho river, but this year they have almost 
entirely disappeared.

Prawns,—This hu« been another very prosperous season for prawns. From January to the end of 
May. and from September to the end of the year, they were very plentiful about tbe Salt-Pan Creek and 
Cook’s Eiver. At Lady Eobinson’s Beach during February and March they were in great abundance, as 
many as thirty hampers being killed in one haul.

Oyster Fisheries.—The oyster fisheries of my district are still in a very bad state and show no signs 
of improvement, the foreshores being kept bare by the public and oyster pilferers. 'The mud or worm 
disease is still prevalent, and lias now reached the mangrove leases. I saw some few oysters from leases 
Nos. 2,250 and 2,25S, and three or four in each dozen are very bad, but those that have escaped are in 
splendid condition.

In conclusion I would like to draw your attention to the great quantities of sharks that now infest 
these waters. They range from 5 to 12 feet in length, and travel miles up the river, a large one, measuring 
10 feet in length, being caught in a net, about 7 miles above the milway bridge. In my opinion it is the 
mullet that attract these monsters so far up these waters as they are to be often seen breaching after 
these fish about tbe river and bay. I have, Ac.,
Chief Inspector of Fisheries, Sydney. J. D. GEANT,

Assistant Inspector Fisheries, George's Eiver.

----------------- Sir.

/
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Sir, "Wollongong, 20fch January, 189G.
I hare the honor to submit my annual report on tho fisheries of the Illawarra District.

Lake Illawarra still keeps its reputation as a most prolific fishery, the output for 189o showing an 
increase of 2,063 baskets on that of the previous year.

Seven thousand two hundred and thirty-seven baskets were railed to Sydney to meet the metro
politan supply, and 2,01-5 were consumed by tbe inhabitants between Kiama, which is 6 miles to the 
south of the fishery, and Helensburgh, which is 20 mites to the north.

In addition to these, 218 boxes of prawns were taken, which is an increase of 1GI on the previous
year.

Tho varieties caught consisted of bream, blackfish, mullet, flathead, jewfish, and a few perch and 
whiting.

The supply of bream was much larger than last year, and tho quality of the fish much better. 
During November and December large schools of bream were observed outside and some worked into the 
lake, of these it was noticed that they were full roed, while fish of the same variety in the creeks and the 
lake itself were in that condition as early as August and September.

The supply of mullet aud garfish was not so good as in previous years, but unusual quantities of 
the young of tbe former fish have been noticed this year, and the fishery is well stocked with young fish 
of tho varieties caught. Large shoals of sea garfish have been seen outside, but no attempt made to take 
them.

No prawns were taken between April and October as they took off during those months, but they 
were fairly plentiful in November and December.

The channel is fairly well stocked with oysters and no disease exists. Tom Thumb Lagoon aud 
Para Creek are well stocked with young mullet, bream, and whiting. The oyster deposits in the former 
place are in fair condition.

In September and October outside fishermen reported to me, and I myself saw from the beach at 
the entrance, immense schools of pilchards at sea. They lay off the coast between Five Islands and Barr's 
Point for several weeks. No effort was made to capture any.

The crayfish vihich abound in the reefs of the coast have, as usual, not been worked. I am sure 
they exist in large and payable quantities.

I regret having to report that, owing to a defect in the “Sunk Nets Act,” I failed to got a 
conviction in a case in which 1 prosecuted certain fishermen for using a net which, although not a sunk 
net within the meaning of the Act, is a net when in use equally damaging to the fishery, and is a sunk 
net morally although not legally.

The net I refer to was 552 yards long, G feet deep in the wings, and 40 feot in the centre, the lead 
lines were twice as thick as the lead lines of an ordinary hauling-net, and tho lead twice as heavy, and 
fixed about 18 inches apart. Tbe corks were further apart: than in the ordinary hauling-net, and insuffi
cient to iloat the net if shot in water, deeper than the depth of the centre of the net. The wings wore 
hung on tho half instead of a third as usual.

It was shot about 500 yards from tbe shore into deep water, and hauled ashore by means of 
hauling-ropes about 500 yards long, which were attached to windlasses. While being hauled tbe cork 
line was under the surface and the lead lines scraped the bottom. When in using this net, if hauling is 
stopped, the cork lines of the centre iloat, because the water of the lake is so shallow that the leads do 
not draw on them, but if the net were hauled in sufficiently deep water tho whole would sink.

The extraordinarily deep centre of the net forms a purse as soon as the net is hauled, but tbe purse 
not being attached to tho net, and the cork line of the centre floating when the hauling is stopped was, in 
the opinion of the Magistrate, sufficient to take the net out of the definition of a sunk net as contained in 
the Act.

On the first occasion tho net was used about 100 baskets were taken in one haul, and it is now a 
usual thing to take 40 and 50 baskets in a haul.

In tbe opinion of the most experienced fishermen on the lake, the continuance of the use of such 
nets will have a ruinous effect on the fishery, the area covered by the net and ropes being so great, and 
the effect of the scraping tbe bottom, being calculated to frighten the ground fish away from the place.

I may say that with reference to the extension of tho Sunk Net Act to the fishery, 1 took action in 
the representation made to me by nine of the resident fishermen, representing thirly-tbur other fishermen, 
who was convinced that the use of such nets would spoil the fishing in a very short time.

I have, &c.,
The Secretary, Department of Fisheries, D. W. BENSON.

Hjiiutrxcjs rouxn on tiee Coast

1. Blue Sprat—SprateUoiJcs robustm. Og\\bj. In shoals. December to May.
2. Maray—Etrumeus jacktonienuin, Macleay. Appearance uncertain, in shoals. Autumn and winter.

Possibly abundant outside.
3. River Herring—Polamalosa antiqua, Ogilby. Abundant; all eastern rivers.
4. Sandy Sprat—Hypcrlophm spratellides, Ogilby. Estuaries.
5. Silver Sprat—Hyperlophus ffh/cyx, Ogilby. In shoals. Outer beaches. Autumn.
0. Pilchard—C/iyinftodon nco^(/e/i«rif«s (Steindaehner). In shoals. Outside. Winter. Rarely entering

bays.
7. Herring—Koicala castelnam, Ogilby. In shoals, principally outside. Winter,

Anchovies.

1, Southern Anchovy—Engraulis aniipodum, Gunther. In shoals. Autumn.

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1897

*31—0
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' Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FISHERIES OF THE COLONY.
REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES FOR YEAR 1896.)

Jlreseittel) iff parliament, piusuant to Jict 41 “Pic. $o. 26 sec. 69.

Printed under No. 17 Report from, Printing Committee, 28 August, 1S!)7.

Report of the Commissioners of Eisheries for New South Wales on the Eisheries of 
the Colony, for the year ending the 31st December, 1896.

Sir,
In submitting our Report on tho Fisheries of the Colony for the year 1896, we have the 

honor to state that the constitution of the Board remains unchanged.

Pinance.
The departmental revenue shows a small increase over that of 1895.

In tho number of fishermen’s licenses there has also been a slight increase in the issue for tho- 
same period. The following substantial increase has also taken place in tho amount paid as deposit on 
lease applications for the purpose of oyster-culture, viz., £577, as against only £65 the previous year, 
thus showing an increase of £612,

The sum paid for deed fees, although not in the same ratio, presents a very gratifying result, being 
£98 in tbe past year as against only £3 in 1895.

Rents paid on leased areas, however, mark a small decrease from tho previous year, as we have 
received the sum of £1,315 15s. in payment thereof, whereas the previous year produced £1,395 10s. 
This decrease of £49 15s. is to some extent accounted for by the cancellation of a number of areas for 
non-payment of rent. VVo anticipate an increase in the rentals for 1897, which we think will be highly 
satisfactory.

Official Staff.
"We have to report a substantial reduction in our staff during the year. The estimate for salaries 

alone was £2,338; but, in June, the Public Service Board, acting in some measure upon our recom
mendation, reduced these by £562. Mr. Lindsay Thompson, Secretary and Chief Inspector, with a salary 
of £470 was retired, and Mr, Smithers, the Travelling Inspector, was appointed to his position at a salary 
of £300, and the position formerly held by Mr. Smithers was not filled, Mr. O’M’eagher, tho Accountant, 
whose salary was at the rate of £180 per annum, was transferred to another Department.

*50—A
[537 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and-material), £6 ,15s. 6d.]

Messrs.
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Messrs. H. Laman and E. Seymour were also retired, The former, who was Customs Officer at 
Port Stephens, supervised the fishing there, and for which duty he received the sum of £50 per annum. 
We feel the loss of this officer, as he was always most attentive and painstaking in the performance of 
the duties entrusted to him. Mr. Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances in Sydney, was also allowed £50 for 
his services in attending the Fish-markets at "Woolloomooloo, and in keeping a check on the sale of small 
fish and those that were nnfit for consumption, and also furnishing returns weekly of the quantity of fish 
sold at .the market, with the prices realised. '

The loss of these two officers has been keenly felt by us, as not only is Port Stephens left without 
supervision, hut we are also deprived of the returns from Woolloomooloo Markets, robbing onr Eeport of 
much useful information generally shown in the Appendices.

Oyster-culture.
The beds and deposits under lease for oyster-culture are in a Very satisfactory sfatc, and show that 

oyster-culture during IS96 has been well attended to by the many persons who have taken up areas for 
that purpose.

We report an increase of 2,874 bags in the supply taken from the leased areas throughout the 
Colony during the year. The take has been 12,287 hags, as against 9,413 for the'previous year.

The enumeration of the take from the various oyster fisheries on our coast is as follows :—From 
the Tweed Eiver, 573 bags as against 153 last year; Eiehmond Eiver, 580 bags as against 254 ; Evans 
Eiver, 454 bags as against 1GG; Clarence Eiver, 43 bags as against 2G; Bellinger Eiver, 322 bags as 
against 16G ; Hastings Eiver, 481 bags as against 239 ; Camden Haven, GG9 bags as against 969 : Manning 
Eiver, 1,205 bags as against 1,948; Wallis Lake, 1,859 bags as against 2,140; Port Stephens, 1,136 bags 
as against 737; Hunter Eiver, 1,231 bags as against 589; Brisbane Water, 2G bags as against 115; 
Hawkesbury Eiver, 1,488 bags as against 864; Pittwater. 15 bags as against IS ; George’s Eiver, 265 bags 
as against 27 ; Shoalhaven Eiver, 176 bags as against 112; Jervis Bay, 38 bags ; Narrawillie, 15 bags as 
against 18 ; Clyde Eiver, 1,704 bags as against 803 ; Bermagui, 14 bags as against £0.

We are able to report a decrease in the number of bags of oysters imported during tbe year, as 
5,629 bags were received as against 6,776 of the previous year, Yictoria having sent 65 bags; Queensland, 
3,276 : South Australia, 228 ; and New Zealand, 2,060.

Table showing the approximate quantity of Oysters taken from the areas under lease in the

Tear.
Colony for the last nine years.

Bags.
1888 ... *»• «»» ... ... ... 9,1.84
1889 ... ... ... ... ... 6,914
1890 ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,092
1891 ... ... ... *•. ... ... 4,727
1892 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,428
1893 ... ... 5,542
1894 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8,083
1895 ... ... 9,413
1896 ... ... 12,287

In reference to the foregoing detailed comparison of annual returns, it is noteworthy to observe 
the marked improvements in the take from the leased areas in the Colony, and this can be traced to the 
greater care bestowed on holdings by the lessees. We have only to refer to the tabulated list from 1893 
to the year of this Eeport in tho Appendices to be convinced, not only that oyster culture is not waning, 
but also that it is steadily growing, and all things seem to indicate a great and successful future for this 
bivalve of suceulent fame. The remarkable increase seen between the 9,413 bags of 1895 and the 12,287 
bags of 1896 needs no trumpeting; it speaks volumes for itself.

The spawning has, in general, been most satisfactory all along the coast.

Some of the fisheries have been very heavily depleted through the ravages of the worm disease, 
more particularly at the Hunter Eiver. At this place the lessee has adopted the drastic plan of putting 
men on to dredge up the oysters and shells, and place them on the shore to kill both the worm and 
its eggs.

There has been during the year an exceptional demand for lengths of foreshore for oyster culture, 
and great care has been exercised in recommending the issue of leases only to desirable persons, and the 
Eeport of the current year will show with what result.

Wishing,
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• Fishing.
TVo arc unable to burnish a- record of the quantity of fish received at the "Woolloomooloo Market 

during the past year, as it had been deemed advisable to dispense with the services of the officer whose 
duty it has hitherto been to provide such returns, and also owing to the rearrangement of the rules 
regulating tho disposal of the fish. Various officers have, however, been constantly visiting the Market, 
and, in response to inquiries made from time to time, wo have heen informed that the volume of fish received 
has, to a, small extent, decreased, owing to the alteration of the old rules. You will thus see that 
those now in force are militating against the progress of this centre of distribution.

"Wo have to draw your attention to one improvement, and that is the introduction of marble tables, 
upon aud from which the fish are exposed for sale. You will recollect that heretofore the fish were sold 
by the auctioneers from tho floor, hut a few marble tables have now begun to supersede the old system, 
aud from these the agents now sell the fish. There is much to be said for this innovation. "While successful 
iu the direction of cleanliness, the increased expense in connection with them is anything but a financial 
success.

Hudson’s Market.—This centre is fast assuming the premier position in tho amount of business 
passing through it; and this is to be accounted for, to a very great extent, by the fact that it is situated 
on the railway line, and fish from the various waters abutting on the railway line are thus enabled to be 
placed directly on tho market, without incurring the expense of cartage, which, as you are aware, is a 
consideration of no small moment to all concerned. .

The method of disposal is from wooden tables, and the system has been found to answer admirably ; 
and fishermen, in a great measure, take advantage of the central distributing position of this market, and 
patronise it to a great extent, followed likewise by the hawkers and dealers. There appears to be a 
greater degree of interest in this market, and more pains seems to he taken to make things move without 
friction; and this, in our opinion, is a factor not to be lost sight of in matters of this kind.

We have obtained information from this market which shows that the sale of fish realised the sum 
of £7,050 10s. 3d. •

MTadgeiTs Market,—This market’s returns also show a- substantial increase, S,G1G baskets having 
been sold during the past year, which realised the sum of £G,031, whilst for those sold during 1895 
only £2,100 "was obtained. This increase will he admitted as highly satisfactory.

The prices realised are to he accounted for by the fact that the fish received from Botany are, for 
the most part, in the pink of condition, thus commanding high figures.

The fish marketed from both Botany and George's Hiver present so evenly saleable an appearance 
that they are sought after with growing appreciation.

Fish Acclimatisation.
In the course of the year just terminated, wo completed the purchase of a considerable quantity of 

trout ova from the Wellington Acclimatisation Society of New Zealand, part of which was tho variety 
known as brown trout, and the rest from the rainbow, the latter fish being well known for its hardiness 
and adaptability to higher temperatures, aud is, in consequence, as yon will see latter on in this Eeport, in 
considerable demand in the warmer parts of the Colony.

The whole of the two shipments were received by us in splendid condition, and, on their arrival, 
wore, as expeditiously as possible, removed to the hntching-bouse, at Prospect; and the hatching, we are 
pleased to say, was carried out with most gratifying results.

Distribution.—As soon as the fry were in condition to he moved, they were first placed in the rills 
and ponds, till they increased in size and strength sufficient to warrant their final dispersion throughout 
tho Colony; and this has been carried out, in our opinion, most successfully in every respect to the 
following places ;—Hastings Eiver, Lawson, Adaminaby, Tarana, South Creek, St. Mary’s, Peel Eiver, 
Collector, Borbes, Wallerawang, Burrowa. Muswcllbrook, Carcoar, Orange, Hartley, Severn Eiver) 
Quirindi, Dubbo, Moki Eiver, Buckley’s Crossing, Bathurst, Wollondilly Eiver, Manning Eiver, Murrum- 
bidgee, Teralga, Paterson, Glanmure, Macdonald Eiver, Bell Eiver, Pago Eiver, Bcardy Eiver, Lithgow, 
Joadga Creek, Maitland, Singleton, Mudgoe, Tnmut, Nimitybclle, Upper Queambeyan Eiver, Upper 
Murray Eiver, Eylestone, Tnmut, Bendemeer, Apsley Eiver, Glen Innes, Tumbarumba, Armidale, 
Abercrombie Eiver, Ben Lomond, Waterloo Creek, Hill Top, Illawarra Line, Berry, Umarella, Jindabine, 
Woolbrook, Snowy Eiver, George’s Eiver, Albury, Gundagai, Marulan, Moonbi, Walcha, Crookwell, 
Kelso, Uralla, Clarence Town, Llangothlin, Queanbeyan, Uriarra, Goodradigbce, Michelago, Bungendorc, 
Captain’s Plat, Tarago, Bredalbaue, Bombala, Matherson, Glanmire, Deepwater, Eaglan, Tuena, 
Aberbaldio, Wellington, Blaxland Platform.

We
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We placed a number of the fry in the rearing-ponds, and the progress made in their growth has 
far exceeded our expectations, as we have now some very fine fish wonderfully well developed, proving 

their adaptability to all circumstances. '
The introduction of the rainbow trout is, in our opinion, a matter of no small moment on account 

of its hardy nature, as already stated, and the high perfection it attains in waters of a comparatively high 
temperature. Wc anticipate a great future, as a result of our efforts in this direction, with this variety 

of fish.
At the reguest of the G-overmnent of Queensland we hatched at our hatchery some 20,000 ova, 

and towards the close of the year the fry were duly forwarded to Warwick in safety.

We have, during the year, received a number of reports either of trout having hecmaecn or 
caught, and in the Appendices will he found an interesting letter from Mr. Burnside, who caught fish at 

Bibbenluke.
We wish to record our sincere thanks to the Commissioners of Railways for again so materially 

assisting ns in our distribution of the young fish by carrying them free of charge, and also by granting a 

free pass to the officer in whose charge they were.

Inland Fisheries.
. The Returns.—During the year 9,420 lb. of fish were sent to Yictoria from Moama and Koondrook, 

as against G4,076 lb. in 1895. The returns from both these centres on the Murray River, which form 
Victoria’s principal supply of fresh-water fish, show a decrease, which, in our opinion, is caused through 
overnetting, which was carried on to such an extent that we considered it necessary to have the whole of 
the Rivor Murray closed against the use of fishing-nets from October to February inclusive, whilst the 
Victorian authorities issued a proclamation proclaiming a close season from tho 1st July to the 15th 

October.
The steps taken have, in our opinion, been tbe means of thus protecting a vast number of fish, more 

especially during the spawning season of the Murray cod and perch.
Although the closures were made as stated, we notice fish were sent to Victoria, notwithstanding, 

during the months named, thus proving that supervision is required.
It is our intention to make some important closures during the coming year, if provided with 

sufficient staff to give effect to our decisions by exercising the requisite oversight

Wallis Lake.
We have lo record a most satisfactory increase of both fish and oysters in the waters of this 

lake, and in order to continue to protect this important fishery, we considered our best course would be 
to send Inspector Massingham to supervise, and this was done with most satisfactory results.

The present year will, we hope, show a corresponding increase for our next Report.

Port Stephens. '
Here, unfortunately, we have but little to record, as owing to the lack of supervision, caused Dy 

the withdrawal of Inspector Laman, the fishing grounds have heen at the. mercy of one and all, and with 
results which can he better imagined than described.

You cannot fail to see how disastrous is tbe course followed, and there is no need for further 
comment—the facts speak hilt too loudly for themselves—though we of course see that owing to the 
limited funds available nothing else could be done. •

Tuggerah Lakes.
Tuggerah Beach Lakes still continue to keep up with Lake Macquarie in the quantity of fish 

caught, taking no less than 11,422 baskets, as against 8,071 the previous year.
We deemed it essential to have a small area resumed at the lakes’ entrance, in order that the 

Inspector could reside there to more effectually supervise the lake entrance, channel, and flats, as the 
officer will be located upon the part which requires the most supervision, iu order to effectually preserve 
the fisheries of this important lake. We have experienced a largq amount of trouble in keeping tbe 
entrance clear, and eventually it was found absolutely necessary to employ labour to cut a channel 
through the sand bank which unfortunately made right across the entrance, thus stopping the inflow of 
the sea, and was found to be acting most detrimentally upon the fishing.

The line fishermen have not had the same good catches as hitherto. This may be accounted for by 
the entrance blocking up.

JLaickeshury
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Hawkesbury River.
The supplies from this direction are about the same as last year, and as the closing of the waters 

against the use of fishing nets appears to have led to the increase of the fish, we decided, towards the close 
■of the year, to open them to net-fishing, with the single exception of Cowan Creek, where wc trust the 
fish will be protected, and we look forward to being able to report more extensively of these waters at the 
close of the coming year.

The line fishermen have again been most successful, but we have no means of ascertaining the 
■quantities caught by them, hut we are satisfied that the total catch has been large.

Port Jackson.
The fish supply has been maintained from these waters. Kearly 120 licensed fishing boats have 

heen in use procuring the same for market. Contrary to the course pursued last year of closing the 
tributaries of the harbour against net-fishing we, during the summer months, had the proclamation closing 
the various parts of the harbour rescinded with satisfactory results, as the markets were well supplied 
with fish freshly caught during the summer which was a great boon to consumers.

We regret, however, to have to record again the unnecessary destruction of small fish by the line 
fishermen, who seem to be regardless of the damage they are doing in the waters.

Prawns.—These waters have produced a large quantity of prawns during the year, and the market 
has been well supplied. There is, in our opinion, great destruction caused to young fish-life by the prawn 
fishermen, who continue to use what is termed a “ sunk net,” which net is a most destructive implement of 
fishing, for nothing escapes it.

Sharks.—Again a number of these have heen caught in the harbour, and a reward of Cs. is paid for 
those measuring from 8 feet to 10 feet, and 10s. for those over 10 feet. The measurement is taken from 
end of snout to tip of tail.

Unfortunately line fishermen, “ sunk nets,” &e., are not the only foes with which we have to 
contend in our efforts to conserve the young fish. We have yet to discover how to effectually nullify, if 
we cannot do away with, the continual increase of sewerage matter which flows into the harbour from the 
various tanneries aud other noxious trades, thereby polluting the .water and causing great destruction to 
fish-life.

Rotany Say and George's River.
These waters have again produced over 12,000 baskets of fish for the year, and, as a rule, the class 

of fish has been the same. .

The reputation of these waters has been well kept up, as, we think, is deserved.

A very large number of Jmats with both lines and nets are constantly at work here, and all seem 
to get a fair harvest of all varieties with the exception of sea mullet which has not heen caught in anything 
like the quantities gathered in previous years. These fish came in largo shoals, but kept too wide for the 
fishermen.

The closures enforced as reported last year with beneficial results are being continued,

. We had the proclamation prohibiting tho catching of prawns during the months of June to 
September extended to these waters with most beneficial results, thus preventing the continuous working 
of the prawn net by fishermen who were unable to work them in Port Jackson on account of the pro
clamation being in force there.

The lino fishermen have as usual destroyed an incalculable number of small fish, which could be 
prevented if we had different .Regulations,

Lake Illawarra.
Last year’s encouraging report on this lake has, to a small extent, been lowered this year as the 

catch of fish has been 8,3S6 as against 9,252 of the previous year, and for which decrease there is no 
accounting for, as certainly the fish were plentiful in the lake.

The sand formed a bank right across the entrance which interfered, to a small extent, to the 
fishermen following out their calling until the residents, with the aid of the fishermen, undertook to make 
an opening; and they were fortunate in their efforts.

Shoalhaven
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Shoalhaven Hiver.
As with last year, there is little of importance to note, the fish supply being about the same.

■ Oysters.—The supply has certainly increased. ■

Jervis Bay, Berreuihere.
Of these waters we have nothing of note to report; as the production offish and oysters has been 

about the same as the previous year,

Kumbers of fishermen come from other parts to these waters during tho cool months and send 
their catch to Sydney by rail from Jvowra, a distance of 92 miles.

-TAMES C. COX, M.D.,
President.

*

APPENDICES.

Co mm ihs loners of Fisheries for Xcvv South Wales, LS9G.
Tamos C. Cox, H.D., President.

J. H- Hill, Esq. | The Hon. S. H. Hyam, M.L.C.
The Hon. W. ft. Campbell, M.L.C. | Frank Parnell, Esq., M.L.A.

«

Official Staff.
Lindsay Thompson, Chief Inspector and Secretary to TOih Tune.
Frcdk. W. Smithers, Chief Inspector and Secrelary from 1st July.

L. F. Mann, Clerlr and Draftsman. j P. II. O’Meagher. Clerk, to 30th Tune (traus-
W. Lannen, Messenger. j ferred).

C. Gordon, Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Tuggerah Lakes.
P. Smith,
J. D. Grant,
D. W. Benson, 
If. Hellmgs,
G. Glading,
F. Aldrich,
T. Cain,
J. Massingham,
H. Laman.
If. Seymour,

Hawkesbury Eiver.
George’s Eivor.
Lake Illawarra.
Sydney.

n
Lake Macquarie.
Brisbane Water.
Wallis Lake (from 2nd .July).
Port Stephens (retired 30th Juno).
Fish Market, Wooloomooioo (retired 30Lh June)>

Ekyu-Vl'e of the Fisheries Department for the year ending 31 December, 1896.
£ s. d.

Fisherman's licenses, 718 at 10s.
,, ,, 147 at 5s.

Fishing-boat ,, 147 at £1
„ ,, 07 at 10s.

Deposits on leased areas ...
Pent on leased areas ... ...
Deed foes................ ................
Transfer fees .............................
Fines and forfeitures ... ...

£ s. d 
374 O O 
36 15 0 

147 0 0 
33 10 0

677 0 0 
1,345 15 0 

98 0 0 
6 0 0 

85 5 0

591

2,212 0 0-

Total ...£2,803 5 O

FntE:



Fines imposed, year 1896—Seizure of Nets, <fcc.

Name.

Hawyard, J. 
Willis, X ... 
•Cromarty, J.

Mature of Offence.

Using illegal not..................
t ■ ............... *

Taking oysters from a lease .

-Eaglaton, W...............................
Martin, j.................................
Harman, W........ ..................... j
Douglass, J., senior..............  )
Douglass, J.............................  f
Douglass, T............................. f
Douglass, E............................. )
Brown, J.................................. \
Smith, W................................. /
WhitehaU, It..............................
Hiljlis, S......................................
Merriok, J...................................
Ckilo, S.........................................
Cole, W.......................................
Boss, K.......................................
Colyo, \V.....................................
Johnson, J..................................
Lambert. — ........................... I
Lucy, R. E............................. /
Newman, T.............................. I
Newirnm, J...............................J
Bylcs, J.....................................
Thorogoori, J..............................
Thovogoud, J..............................
Lilly, S.......................................
Reynolds, M.............................^
Doyle, J................................... |
Manning, T............................ 1-
M‘Intyre, J............................ ]
Lee, E....................................... J
Barker, J................................ ]
Parker, J.................................. (
Tonkin, J.................................. i'
Tonkin, John............................}
Laurence, G................................
Bascliatt, J................................
Dunn, T., junior ......................
Johnson, J.................................
Wells, S......................................
Ah See ......................................

>> j.
Stalling ........................

U < ‘ ........................... . ..................
Taking oysters from reserve.............................
I’iemoving oysters without uotiee .................
Taking oysters from reserve..............................
Not marking lease........................................ .

* 5 .........  * • - • ............ . .............
Fishing in closed waters .................................

Not informing shipment of oysters.............
Fishing in closed waters ..................................

it -t ..................................
Abusive language to Inspector .......................
Taking oysters between sunset ami sunrise ...

>» K .. .
Abusive language to Inspector......................

Fishing without iieenso.

Fishing in closed waters

,, ,, (breach of section 10)

Selliiig small hsh................................................
Uubramled bugs.................................................

................ ................. .............
.Selling small fish................................................

Fmo.

Fined £2, Net returned.
j. i, .
,, os. and £2 2s. professional 
costs.

,, 5s. and costs.
,, £1 each. Net returned.

,, £2 each.

,, £2 each
returned. 

Fined £5.
„ £2.
>. £5-

£L
„ £1.
,, £1.
,, £J.
„ £L

aud costs. Net

£1 each. Net confiscated.

£ I. Net confiscated.
£3 and £2 2s. costs. ■
£10.
£r>.
£2 and £2 2s. costs.

Bleaded guilty; let off with caution.

Fined 10s. each. Net confiscated.

£10.
£10.
£2.
£1.
£1.
10s.

Net confiscated. 
)>

Eisheries Inspectors’ Reports.
S'D , _ Sydney, 4, February, 1896.

_ I llftTe the honor to inform yon that, in accordance with your request, ] proceeded to Bibben- 
Juke Birer, with a view to report on its capabilities as a trout si ream, as to the present condition of the 
trout already therein, and also to catch some of them in the orthodox way, viz., with an artificial fly or 
minnow and rod and line.

Owing to the protracted drought—there having been little or no rain for two years—the river is 
lower than it has been for many years, and is also very full of weeds and generally in a dirty condition. 
There are, however, several big, deep holes, in which the fish are at present. It is well adapted for trout, 
as tho bed consists of gravelly stretches, rocky runs and stickles, with big, rockv, deep pools, alternating 
in a most suitable manner. The banks are lined in places with splendid willow's, the roots of which and 
the overhanging banks providing excellent cover and prolection for the fish ; the bed, also, in places 
consists of large boulders and rocks, which also provide excellent shelter, and 1 am of opinion that with, 
from 1. foot to 2 feet more water (which is, I am informed, its usual summer level), this river would be a 
most excellent river for trout. There appears to bo abundance of food for tbe fish in the shape of flies 
and their grubs (w'kicb latter live in the weeds), water spiders, beetles, and many other sorts of water 
insects, which 1 saw but did not examine closely. There is also a small blackfish, which T was told was 
the Victorian blackfish, sometimes called the marble trout. 1 also saw large eels, which no doubt feed on 
tbe trout-spawn and fry; but, on the other hand, the large trout will feed on the Young eels, and so 
balance matters. There appears to be few black cormorants about; but Mr. Edwards wages perpetual 
war against them, shooting them whenever he gets a chance,

, "With regard to the fishing, I succeeded in catching with a fly three fish weighing 3 ib. each. Tho 
•only time the fish seem to be on tho feed is from 5p.m. till dark, and perhaps all night; and even then it 
greatly depends on tho weather, as out of the five evenings during which my visit lasted only two were 
any good for fishing, and on those two evenings 1 caught the fisb. On the other evenings there was either 
a cold sea-mist with an easterly wind, or a southerly gale, both of which conditions of the weather were 
equally successful in putting the fish down, not a sign of a fish being seen, although I spent tho whole of 
one day and the morning of another wandering up and down the river for 2 or 3 miles. I tried with the 
Devon and Chantom minnows, and with a Halcyon spinner (all very deadly in Great Britain and Tas
mania), but had no success, principally because the weeds were too "thick, and the current not strong 
■enough in the present low condition of the river. 1 have, however, no doubt that fish up to 5 lb. and 
over will some day be caught there with these and other lures besides the fly, especially when the river 
has been in flood and the weeds w ashed away. On opening one of the last fish caught I found it was a

hen.
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hen fish, with the ova well defined, there being two strings of ova, from 6 inches long and H inch broad and 
1 inch thick. The two other fish showed no signs of either ova or milt. I am told that 10 miles higher 
np, the river leaves the basalt plains or downs aud enters the hills, and there becomes a rocky, quick
running stream, with dark-coloured water; aud that the small fish have been seen travelling up towards 
these hills, no doubt to take up their quarters in the stronger-running waters. I did not see any email 
fish except fry, about to 2 inches long ; and I cannot say whether they were trout or not, as I had no
means of catching them. I, however, saw one small dead fish, about 4 inches long, which was undoubtedly 
a trout.

The recent very hot weather has no doubt killed a few fish, as I saw four dead fish, all about 2-g- to 
3 lb. in weight; and, as you are aware, Mr. H. T. Edwards caught and sent down three fish of varying 
sizes, all of which were caught in the shallows, having no doubt been sickened by the hot, shallow water.

In conclusion, I consider there is a great future for the trout and trout-fishing in the Bibbenluke 
and surrounding rivers, especially if- an annual supply of from 500 to 1,000 yearlings were put in these 
for the next few years. I w’ould also recommend that an expert be sent to the district to strip the fish 
artificially next spawning season (I believe about August and September) ; or, should that be imprac
ticable, that Mr. Edwards be asked to try and do so, and that full details of the methods usually followed 
be supplied to him for his guidance and assistance. Tbe ova so obtained could be treated on the spot, or 
brought to Sydney to be hatched at the Prospect Dam hatchery.

Mr. H. T. Edwards told me that three kinds of trout had been placed in the river; but tho ones I 
caught were all brown trout, of the same kind as those I have caught in the Tasmanian rivers.

I have, &c.,
The Commissioners of Eisheries of New South Wales. C. K. BUKNSIDE.

Sir,
I have the honor to submit my annual report of the fisheries of Tuggerah Beach Lakes for 

the year 1896.
The fish supply of these lakes for the year just ended has been quite equal to former years, 

although at the beginning of the year the entrance became silted up, thus to a certain extent stopping 
the fish from getting either in or out; then when rain came the waters in the lakes rose and covered all 
the landing, so that tho fishermen could not land their nets.

The fishermen made three attempts to open the lake, but failed. It was then taken by contract 
by P, Flanagan for the sum of £10, ami he succeeded iu opening the lake on the 1st August, thus 
lowering the water in the lake, and enabling the fishermen to work again.

I am sorry to say that through the absence of any heavy rainfall the entrance is silting up again. 
I think that some steps might be taken to try and keep the entrance to these lakes open, seeing that they 
contribute so largely to the general supply of fish,

I may mention one peculiar instance of fish-travelling which I saw. On February 27th there was 
a heavy sea on, aud at high water, alien the sea was washing over the bank, the fish (bream) would come 
over and would lay stranded till the next sea came and washed them further into the lake. At that 
time three fishermen caught twenty-three baskets of those fish as they lay stranded waiting for the next 
sea to carry them into the lake. On that occasion there must have been many hundreds of baskets 
came into the lakes.

The average number of men working has been about seventy and thirty-five boats, but the men 
shift about very much. The total catch sent by rail for the year has been 1,142 baskets. This is 
exclusive of the quantity which are smoked, which would fully make up to 1,U00 baskets per month 
as the catch of the fishermen.

C. GORDON.

Sir, Blakehurst.
I have the honor to submit the following report of the fisheries under my supervision during 

the year ending 31st December, 1896:—
Woronora Hiver.—These waters were closed to net-fishing the greatest part of the year, and 

during that time fish of all varieties were very plentiful. Ifrotn the early part of June to the latter part 
of September it was thrown open, and during that time upwards of 1,OUO baskets of mixed fish were 
killed. From the beginning of November, during hard southerly and westerly winds, a large lot of hard- 
gut mullet left these waters. '

Giaorge’s Hiver.—These waters were open to net-fishing all the year, and with the exception of 
the month of June and July there was a good supply of fish. During these months there was a heavy 
freshet in the upper part of the river, which brought the fish down about the mouth, the boats catching' 
from ten to twelve baskets (principally black-bream) at a haul. This freshet also killed groat numbers 
of jewfish, and I have seen dozens of soles floating on the surface; but they mostly recovered as soon as 
the freshet abated, although numbers were left dead along the shores. The catch of sea-inullet this 
season was very small; not that there were not plenty of fish travelling, but they kept on the rocks or 
in the middle of the hay, and out of the reach of the fishermen.

The supply of fish for the year would, to give a rough estimate, total about 12,000 baskets; about
3,000 from that quantity were used for local consumption.

I would beg to draw your attention to the quantities of red bream and whiting, not weighing more 
than 4 on. and 2 oz. respectively, that are killed by pleasure parties by line, as many as 20 dozen being 
killed in a day by a party of three. Frequently you can count from ten to twenty boats’ crews catching 
these fish. '

Prawns.—The principal ground for prawns in this district is Lady Eobinson’s Beach, which 
failed to uphold its reputation this season, very few being caught. From Cook’s Eiver there was a medium, 
supply, while in Salt-pan Creek and other parts of the river they were very scarce.

Oyster-
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Oyster Fisheries.—The oyster fisheries about the upper parts of the river and in the deep water 
are still in a had state with the worm disease, and though it has shown signs in the oysters about the 
mangroves at the mouth of the river jit does not seem to spread. During the year there were six 
applications for oyster areas about the mangrove flats, about 6,000 yards being applied for. The oysters 
CoUeete'd. from the various leases amounted to 287 bags, the removal of which I have reported.

The following persons have been convicted for breaches of the Fisheries Act during the year, vis., 
W. Smith, J. Brown, J. Martin, W. Hannan, H. Sweetman, E. Keep, J. Douglass, junr., J. Douglass, 
senr., Thomas Douglass, and E. Douglass. I also seized an illegal net, but could find no owner.

I have, &c.,
3. D. GEANT, _

Assistant Inspector, George’s Eiver.

/

Sir, ‘Wollongong, 20 March, 1897.
I have the honor to submit my annual report on the fisheries in my district for the year 

ending 81st December, 1896.
Tbcrc have been forwarded from Lake Illawarra lo tbe metropolitan market 6,661 baskets of fish 

and eight baskets of prawns, 1,725 baskets of fish being consumed locally.
I have to report a decrease in the output for 1896, showing a falling off of S9G baskets on that of 

the previous year. _ _
The principal varieties caught were bream, blackfish, mullet, flathead, jewfish, garfish, tarwhine, 

and whiting. ... ,
The supply of bream has continued good, large quantities being caught. During July, August, 

and September these fisb were very scarce, but during tbe summer months they were caught in largo 
quantities up to the end of the year.

The supply of mullet and blackfish has been good. Several large shoals of hard-gut mullet worked 
into tbe lake duriug the month of l^ebniary. Large quantities of youiig bream and mullet have been 
noticed in the creeks and bays of the lake from 2 to 6 inches in length. During the month of June very 
large schools of young fish from 1 to 12 inches in length were noticed in the entrance and flats in the 
lake adjacent to the entrance ; these fish worked in from the sea. Several of the best hauling grounds 

* have weeded up, and are in consequence of no value for hauling purposes, but there is no doubt they will
be of great value for breeding grounds and protection of young fish.

Prawns this year have not been worked, only eight baskets being forwarded to tho metropolis for 
tbe year. Tbe. channel is fairly well stocked with oysters, and no disease exists.

Large shoals of fish have been noticed coasting along in a northerly direction at sea during tbe 
schooling season. No means were taken to identify the different varieties the fish belong to. 

t.'rayfish as nsunl has not been worked.
Tom Thumb Lagoon and Para Creek are fairly well stocked with fish. The proclamation closing 

Tom Thumb Lagoon from tbe use of fishing nets expired during the year, and it was found necessary, in. 
consequence of overnetting, to close these waters for a further period of twelve months.

The deposits of ovsters in these waters arc in fair condition ; no disease exists.
’ I have, Ac.,

D. W. BENSON,

Sir, Hawkesbury Eiver.
I would herewith most respectfully beg to forward my annual report on the fisheries and 

oyster fisheries of the Hawkesbury for the year 1896,
Of the net fisheries, I beg to report that during the earlier part of the year fish were moderately 

plentiful; hut during the winter months any kind of fish were then very scarce in. all the lower parts of 
the Hawkesbury Eiver and tributaries.■

In the winter months the shoals of fish, consisting of mullet, bream, percb, Jewfish, and prawns, 
will travel then many miles to the upper part of the Hawkesbury Eiver, and unless they are driven down 
by a freshet, will remain in deep holes until the approach of summer,

* During the past year far more attention has been paid to prawn-fishing than formerly, aud I may 
state that this river has produced a considerable quantity.

I would also beg to report that line fishermen have seriously diminished the supply in Cowan 
Creek, probably by the great number of picnic and fishing parties, and the indiscriminate destruction of 
small fish by the use of the fly-hook; and unfortunately the law cannot reach this kind of fisherman.

The total quantity of fish and prawns sent by railway and steamer during the year was 6,890 
baskets, but of which many were not full.

Of the oyster fisheries of the Hawkesbury Eiver, I beg to state that this once important industry 
is now in a very neglected condition.

Of the many areas held in the Hawkcsbury'Eiver for oyster-culture, or for the more plentiful 
production of oysters, I would beg to state that not the slightest attempt has been made on any one 
lease to increase the oyster production, winch could in many instances be done with alitllo labour and 
industry. _

It appears to me, as I have pointed out on former occasions, that the possession of an oyster lease 
is only a license for stealing oysters and in getting them to market, which advantage a person has not if 
not a lessee, '

The total quantity of oysters shipped during the past year, and said to have come off the several 
leased areas, is 1,158 bags. _ _ .

I have no hesitation on stating that, in my opinion, the production of oysters in this river, under 
a different system of leasing and enforcing oyster culture, could be increased to a wonderful extent in 
each year’s output. I have, &c.,

P. SMITH,
Assistant Inspector.

Sir,*50—B
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®ir> Forster.
. I naTe the honor to Buhmifc report o£ the net and of oyster fisheries of Wallis Late during the

period of my supervision, viz., from July Hth to December 31st, 1896.
The supply of fish during that period has been fairly goodi During the months of July and August 

some exceptionally good hauls of jewfish were made by the Italian fishermen. Mullet, bream, and blackfish 
were also well represented.

During November and December, whiting, bream, and flathead were taken in fairly large quantities. 
Of the latter there is abundance in the lower waters, and provide remarkable good sport for the angler. 
I have been informed that in former years sehnappers were in tho lake in quantities, but tho floods 
appear to have driven them all out. At present there are very few', only an odd ono being taken at 
intervals.

Owing to the very extensive area of shallow'water in this district, and the disadvantage under which 
the fishermen laboured with the short nets, the provisions of the Fisheries Act Amendment Act of 1894 
has been extended to the waters of Wallis Lake. This Act allows nets up to 300 fathoms to be used 
which I think should meet all the requirements of the fishermen, and also be of considerable benefit to 
the fisheries, insomuch as fewer hauls over tho same ground will require to be made, and the fisb less 
harassed and disturbed.

Owing to the want of proper supervision, I found on arrival that some of the fishermen had 
neglected to take out licenses ; they, however, on being cautioned applied for them at once. 1 was also 
informed that some of their nets were illegal; the owners, however, took good care to keep them out of 
my sight, knowing that 1 had no boat to go after them.

On being supplied with a boat I made a seizure of two illegal nets, which were both confiscated. 
The number of licenses issued for the local men was 22 and licensed fishing-boats 7. These men are 
chiefly residents who pursue their calling all the year round, but during the winter months the number 
is augmented by Italians from the waters of Port Jackson and Botany. The output offish for the period 
above mentioned was 1,097 baskets which is conveyed to the metropolis in ice-ehcsts bv steamer making 
irregular trips. . "

With reference to schnapper-fishing, little is carried on except for local requirements. A departure, 
however, will shortly be made in this direction, in the form of a well-boat, built and fitted out expressly 
for purpose of fishing the deep-sea grounds and conveying the catch to Sydney. It is to be hoped the 
enterprising builder aud owner uill meet with every success. " ’

OtjSier Fisheries.
Of these fisheries it is gratifying to note that Iho present condition and future prospects are very- 

encouraging, and the areas are entirely free from disease of any description. All the principal beds are 
heavily stocked with both mature and immature oysters. As evidence of tho future prospects of the 
oyster fisheries, as anticipated by the number of applicants for leases, 1 may state that I have measured 
and reported upon twenty-ono applications, comprising 5,800 yards of foreshore, thus making the total 
length of foreshore under lease and applied for 19,380 yards. Some of these areas applied for are fairly 
well stocked with oysters fit for market, while others have been applied for as reserves for the purpose of 
catching spat for removal to more suitable grounds. Up to the present no deep-water deposits have been 
discovered in these waters; for some reason (as yet to me unaccountable) the spat does not appear to 
sink, or if it docs it does not live ; but between high aud low watermark in suitable places the deposits 
of spat is heavy, everything being literally covered with young oysters. Some endeavours have been made 
in a cultivation of oysters by laying down shells sent from Sydney—these shells are thoroughly bleached 
before being laid, down—also by separating the clusters and removing oysters which would* otherwise 
become covered in mud and sand; this latter is caused by ihe action of the water at half and low tide, and 
is a constant source of labour to the lessees. One enterprising lessee has placed stakes at intervals, with 
branches interlaced on the outer boundaries of his areas, in order to catch the spat which would otherwise 
escape from his own layings.

The output of oysters since the 1-lth July has been 940 bags to Sydney, and for local consumption 
4, makiog a total of 950 bags : but this number does not by any means represent the capabilities of the 
disfricl, for immense quantities more might be obtained if a more remunerative market were found, and I 
think here is an opening lor a new enterprise, viz., by shipping oysters to the London or American market 
during the months of May, dune, July, and August, this being the period when oysters are out of season, 
and consequently very scarce in those markets. The method to be adopted would be to shell them and 
place them in jars or cans, and place them on board steamers in their refrigerating chambers. This would 
be a matter which in all probability the Fresh Food and Ice Co. would take in hand. By this means the 
surplus stock of oysters could be disposed of, and should (if put upon the market in a proper time) realise 
top prices. It would also give an impetus to the cultivation of oysters in the inlets, and perhaps also 
lead to the development of the numerous oyster deposits along the coast of the Colony.

I have, &e.,
JAMES MASSINGHAM,

Assistant Inspector.

Sjdnry; William Apiilcgate Gullicl;, Government Printer.—1S9T
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THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.

ANNUAL 11EPORT POE THE YEAR 1S9G ON THE POST OFFICE, MONEY 
ORDER OPPICE, GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK, AND ELECTRIC 
TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.

My Lord,
■ I have the honor to transmit to your Excellency the Annual Report for the year 

1S9G on the Department under my ministerial control.

BeVKNUE AKD EXPENniTUltE.
The folloAviim Statement shows the Revenue and Expenditure for the year 189G. as compared

with 1895:—

1895. ISM.

Jhvzmie.

Postage .............. .. ......................... ...................................
Less amount transferred to Stamp Duties as tlic approximate value of 

Postage Stamps used as Duty Stamps during t!ie year..........................

Poes for Private Bags and Boxes ........................ ..........................
Collections from other Goveninicnts................................................ ..
Electric Telegraphs ..................................... . . . ..............
Telephones ...............................................................................................
Money Order commission ........................................................................
Poundage on Postal Xotes ........................................................................
Interest on .Savings Bank Investments ... .............
Interest due on uninvested Savings Bank balances in Treasury . .
Miscellaneous receipts ....................................................................................

Balance of Expenditure over Rcveuue
Total

£ s. d. £ s. d.
405,184 4 0

24,000 0 0
-------------------- 441,184 4 6

.......... 0,200 2 8

..........  4,505 2 11

..........  149,102 4 0

..........  25,955 10 5

..........  14,978 8 6

..........  0,810 12 4

..........  80,288 13 0

..........  41,384 17 9

..........  603 0 4

770,525 5 11 
115,373 9 4

891,898 15 3

£ s. d. £ B. d.
499,759 15 10

24,000 0 0
475,759 15 10

6,708 14 3
4,080 17 0

153,548 16 10
31,955 6 8
15,231 12 3
7,838 17 4

} 133,313 19 3
502 4 10

833,040 4 3
38,530 15 11

872,471 0 2

Ev.pcmliture,.

.Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
Postal and Telegraphic working expenses other than those specially shown

horoi n ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ..
Conveyance of Mails per horse, coach, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,, „ „ railways ami tramways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,, ,, ,, bteam and sailing vessels—non-contract ...
,, ,, via Sue/. ... . . ... ... ... ...
,, ,, ., San Francisco . . ... ... . . ...
,, „ Vancouver ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cubic fktbaidips. &c. ... . . ... ... ... ... ... ..
Interest allowed to Savings Bank Depositors .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postage Stamps re-nurelniscd from public, used as remittances by public.

officials, and allixod to Poslal Notes -- .. ... . ., [
Allowance to Railway pppaitment for tranfacting postal and public 

telegraph business at railway ofliccs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

1
Total

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
..........  427,255 0 4

.........  84,004 17 1
95,805 11 S 
67.702 18 8 
5,949 14 4 

28,562 1G 8 
4,01)0 0 0 '
8,333 6 8

■------------------ 2)0,354 S 0
.........  20,435 10 10
..........  12S.C40 10 0

..........  15,477 1 0

..........  5,671 7 3

891,898 15 3

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
..........  405,174 11 0

........... 89,773 7 2
88,675 17 3 
67,609 14 7 

7,636 9 7 
29,613 10 0 
4,369 1 2 5 

10,773 15 7
-------------------208,610 8 5

.........  18,434 2 7

..........  128,629 11 4

......  15,623 19 1

..........  0,216 0 7

872,471 0 2

137—A
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The following are the items of expenditure paid from Votes under the control 
of other Ministers:—

185)5. 1896.
Stores and stationery ... ... ... ... *... . . £3,932 13 9 £4,185 3 8
Repairs and alterations to buildings ,.. 5,297 1 7 4,363 6 4
Eurniture (including carriage)... ... 11.C 9 5 410 8 11
Printing, bookbinding, advertisemcuts, Gazelles, &c.. 10,535 10 3 7,342 0 4
Printing postage stamps ... ... 4,814 16 S 4,834 9 3

Do postal notes ... ... ... 329 10 9 478 7 6
Municipal and other rates ... ... 2,428 14 9 2.323 10 10
Postage............................................ ... ... 780 0 0* 840 0 0*
Advertising in newspapers ... ,,, 352 0 7 248 9 5
Enel and light ... ... ... ... 2,311 12 5 2,084 3 2

Total ... £30,898 10 2 £27,114 19 5
* Estimated.

The interest on the cost of construction of Electric Telegraph Lines is estimated 
at £35,579, and the interest on the cost of buildings owned by the Government, and 
used as Post and Telegraph Offices in various parts of the Colony, is estimated at 
£32,182.

Adding the expenditure on account of the services of the Postmaster-General 
from the Votes of other Departments, and the interest on the cost of buildings and 
construction of telegraph lines, the expenditure properly chargeable to the Depart
ment under my control for the year 1896 was £967,346 19s. 7d., or £133,406 15s. 4d. 
in excess of the revenue for the same period. .

It should, however, be mentioned that while all the legitimate charges against 
the Post Office arc brought to account in the foregoing statement, the Department 
performs a number of services for the public and for other Government Departments, 
for which no monetary credit is taken. These services include the conveyance by 
post of petitions to the Governor, the Executive Council, and Members of either 
House of Parliament, newspapers under seven days old, returns under the “ Land and 
Income Tax Assessment Act of 1895,” letters and packets for the purpose of carrying 
out the provisions of the “ Census and Industrial Returns Act,” and returns of births, 
deaths, and marriages, all of which are by law exempt from postage; also all mail 
matter on Her Majesty’s Service, the postage properly chargeable on which is thought 
to be not fully covered by the annual vote of £31,000 for tliis purpose; the supply 
of shipping and weather intelligence by telegraph ; the performance by Postmasters 
and other officers in various districts of the Colony of the duties of Electoral 
Registrar, Deputy Electoral Registrar, Registrar of births, deaths, and marriages, 
Meteorological Observer, Ac.; and the maintenance of the electric light at Parlia- 

1 ment House, Circular Quay, Cowper’s Wharf, and the Jenolan Caves.
It is impossible to accurately appraise the value of these sendees, hut it will 

bo understood from the nature of them that they entail a considerable amount of 
expenditure on the Department, probably not less in the aggregate than £50,000 
per annum.

Intercolonial Postal and Tele&raphic Conferences.

A special Ministerial Postal and Telegraphic Conference was held at Sydney 
on the 17th, 18th, and 20th January, 1896, when the various Australasian Colonics 

. were represented as follows:—
New South Wales: Hon. Jo9E]>n Cook, M.P., Postmaster-General, New South 'Wales, who acted as 

President of this Conference.
New Zealand: 
Queensland: 
South Australia: 
Tasmania: 
Victoria :

Hon. 'W. P. Heeveb, New Zealand. .
Hon. A. J. Thynxe, M.L.C., Postmaster-General, Queensland.
Hon. .1. A. Cockbubx, M.D., M.P., Minister for Education and Agriculture, South 

Australia.
Hon, J, Gatan Duity, M.P., Postmaster-General, Victoria.

The subjects that received consideration were the proposed cable communica
tion across the Pacific Ocean to America, and the proceedings connected with the 
invitation for tenders for the new contract for the Federal Mail Service to Europe, 
via Suez. In
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In regard, to the proposed Pacific Gable, the Ilonorable Sir Saul Samuel,
K.C.M.G., C.B., Agent-General for the Colony of New South Wales, and 'the' 
Honorable Duncan Gillies, Agent-General for the Colony of Victoria, were 
nominated as representatives of the Australasian Colonies on the Commission to be 
appointed by the Imperial Government for the purpose of fully considering the 
subject. These Representatives, on all important points, were to consult the Agents- 
General for the other Australasian Colonies; and it was provided that any scheme 
submitted by tins Commission should be subject to the approval of the Governments 
of the respective Australasian Colonies.

The conditions of tender for the new contract for the Federal Mail Service 
received a large amount of attention (necessarily of a confidential character), not 
only at the Ministerial Conference, but by means of correspondence both before and 
after that event. A report of the proceedings of this Conference having been laid 

. before Parliament, it is not needful to mate further allusion to it in this Report.

In November, 1896, another Intercolonial Conference was held at the General 
Post Office, Sydney. President:—The Honorable Joseph Cobh, M.P., Postmaster- 
General of New South Wales. '' ’

All the Colonies of Australasia were represented except New Zealand.
The Conference opened its session on Saturday, the Ifth, and concluded its 

business on the 19th November, 1896. ^
The Conference was mainly convened for the purpose of considering two 

matters, viz.:— . -
• 1. The business connected with the tenders for the Federal Mail Service, copies

of which tenders had been forwarded to the Governments of the respective 
Australian Colonies by the Imperial Government.

2. The question of representation at the Universal Postal Union Congress to 
be held at Washington in May, 1897.

But it was determined to take advantage of the meeting for the consideration 
of other matters deemed to be of sufficient Intercolonial urgency and importance.

As the proceedings of this Conference have also been laid before 
Parliament it is not necessary to further allude to them in this Report, except in 
regard to the Federal Mail Service, on which subject it will be useful to record 
herein the position of the matter.

At the Intercolonial Conference held in Sydney in January, 1896, it was 
agreed to sanction the calling of tenders by the London Post Office.

On the 7th July, 1896, the London Post Office received tenders.
On the 24th July, 1896, the Right Honorable the Secretary of State for the 

colonies forwarded to the colonics copies of the tenders received.
The existing contracts provide a weekly service by the Peninsular and 

Oriental Steam Navigation Company and the Orient Company, each on alternate 
weeks.

The subsidy to each company is £85,000 per annum, or £170,000 in' all, of 
which the British Post Office pays £95,000, and the Australian Colonies, £75,000. 
The former collects and retains the sea transit charges at Postal Union Rates, viz.:— 

On letters, 15 francs per kilogramme (5s. 6d. per lb.).
On other articles, 1 franc per kilogramme (4-1-d. per lb.), 

on correspondence forwarded to the colonies by other countries making use of the 
service.

The colonies, in like manner, collect and retain the charges for sea convey
ance on the homeward correspondence of New Zealand and other places not parties 
to the Federal Service.

New Zealand is charged— ■
On letters, 12s. per lb.
On packets, Is. per lb.
On newspapers, 6d. per lb.

12s. per lb. on letters is equivalent to nearly 3d. (2'9) per single-rate letter.
The subsidy paid by the contracting colonics (£75,000) is apportioned on the 

basis of population.
In addition to the Australian service, the Peninsular and Oriental Company 

have the contracts for the India and China mails, weekly to Bombay and fortnightly 
to China, for which they arc paid £265,000 per annum. Under
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Under existing arrangements the Indian mails every alternate week are 
carried by the Australian steamers between Brindisi and Aden, where they are 
transhipped to or from the Bombay boat.

The China and Singapore mails are also carriecl in the Australian (Peninsular 
and Oriental) steamers to and from Colombo and Italy.

Contract time between—
Brindisi and Adelaide (P. and 0; steamers) 780 hours.
Naples and Adelaide (Orient steamers) ... 780 „

The original time allowed to the Orient Company was 768 hours, but on the 
extension of the contract, or from May, 1895 (since which the steamers have called 
at Colombo both ways), the time was extended to 780 hours.

The only tenderers for the now service were the Peninsular and Oriental Steam 
Navigation Company and the Orient Company, the present contractors.

The former provide, as at present, for the India, China, and Australian . 
service, viz., weekly mail to Bombay, and fortnightly to both Australia and China 
(Shanghai). They submitted alternative tenders for mails via Marseilles and Brindisi.

The Orient Company’s tender provides, as now,* for a through service between 
Naples and Australia (Adelaide), calling at Colombo both ways.

Both tenders were for a seven years’ contract and the following is a summary 
of them ■ 1

Peninsular and Oriental Tender No. 1, £310,000.
From Marseilles. From London,

hours hours
Marseilles to Bombay (weekly) ... ... 342 ... ... 370
Marseilles to Shanghai (fortnightly) ... ... 782 ... 810
Marseilles to Adelaide (fortnightly) ... ... 732 ... ... 760

Peninsular and Oriental Tender No. 2, £330,000.
From Brindisi. From London.

hours hours
Brindisi to Bombay (weekly)............... ... 302 ... . . 352
Brindisi to Shanghai (fortnightly) ... ... 736 ... ... 786
Brindisi to Adelaide (fortnightly) ... ... 686 ... ... 736

Showing a difference of £20,000 between the amounts of the two tenders.
Present Cost of P. and O. Services.

India and China......................................... ............... £265,000
Australia..................................................... ............... 85,000

£350,000
Carriage of parcels to and from Thames

£353,550

Saving in cost of present contracts via Brindisi ... ... £23,550

Saving in cost via Marseilles ... ... 43,550
and Italian transit charges (say) 30,000

Total saving on present cost via Marseilles... ... £73,550
Present Contract Time—

Brindisi to Adelaide ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 780 hours
Time as per tender No. 2 ... ... ... ... ................ ... 686 ,,

Saving in time tua Brindisi ... ... ... ... 04 hours '
It will be seen that a saving of £50,000 a year (£20,000 difference in tender, 

and £30,000 the estimated payments for Italian transit) might be effected by 
adopting the Marseilles route for the P. and O. Company’s service. This, however, 
would involve twenty-four hours loss of time, "which the Imperial Post Office thinks 
would not be acceptable to the public in the United Kingdom, India, and the 
colonies.
Orient Company's Tender— ,

The Orient Company's tender (£$0,030) is the same as present contract, but there will be 60 hours’ 
saving of time, \iz.:—

Present contract—Naples to Adelaide ... ... ... ... 730 hours .
Specified in lender, „ „ ... ... .. ... 720 ,,

Sa\ing .............. . ............................ 60 hours
While the lime specified by the P. and O. Company between Brindisi and 

Adelaide is 686 hours (28 days 14' hours), the Orient Company require 720 hours 
between Naples and Adelaide. After
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■ A-fter a lengthy negotiation by cablegram, involving a discussion relating to 
the coloured labour question, ■which will bo found more fully particularised in the 
Conference proceedings, it was determined to transmit the following cablegram to 
London:—

“ FiDEJiiii MaiTj Thsdebs.—In view of your cables on the subject, and our desire to secure con
tinuance of Federal Mail Service, there appears no alternatue but to consent acceptance tender P. <fc 0. 
as well as Orient Company, as suggested by Imperial Government. Conference in consenting urges 
negotiations to secure following modifications.—

1. Term of contracts—five years.
I!. Duration of voyage—G72 hours for both Companies between Naples, Brindisi, and Adelaide.
3. Time of departure from Adelaide—Saturday, 2'30 p.m.
4. Steamers to enter Princess Koval Harbour, Albany, until Fremantle Harbour approved by

Admiralty Surveyors, after which steamers to enter latter harbour.’

The following is the text of the reply received through the Colonial Office on 
the 17th March last:—

Sir, _ _ Treasury Chambers, 28 January, 1897.
I am directed by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to acquaint you for 

the information of the Secretary of State, in continuation of previous correspondence, on the subject of 
the Eastern and Australian Mail Service, that the Postmaster-G-eneral has now accepted tender No, 2 of 
the Peninsular and Orieutal Steam Navigation Company for a seven years’ contract, by the Brindisi route, 
and also the tender of the Orient Company for the same period, the European port of departure in 
their case being Naples.

The total subsidy under the Peninsular and Oriental contract will be £330,000 per annum, and 
under the Orient Company’s contract, £85,000 per annum.

The Postmaster-G-eneral will have the right, without additional payment, to send mails by all the 
Peninsular and Oriental Company’s services during the term of the contract, whether such services are 
specifically referred to or not.

’The Indian Post Office will have the right to commence the sorting work between Port Said and 
Aden, if the development of the service should require it; but the number of additional men to be 
carried gratuitously is limited to five sorters and five packers.

The directors of the company undertake to employ more than one steam launch, when necessary, 
both at Aden and Bombay. ■

They will interpret as favourably as possible to the uishes of the colonies the qualification which 
they have felt obliged fo introduce into the condition relating to the substitution of Fremantle for 
Albany as the port of call in 'Western Australia, and to the entrance of Princess Koyal Harbour, so long 
as the steamers call at Albany.

The Orient Company will also be ready to enter the inner harbour whenever practicable, and to 
substitute Fremantle for Albany as the port of call, as soon as they can be satisfied that Fremantle 
Habour is safe

This company has further agreed io reduce the time of transit between Naples and Adelaide to 
696 hours, and will endeavour in practice to give an earlier arrival at Adelaide and Naples, than is 
prescribed by the contract.

The dates of departure from Bombay and Adelaide are not yet arranged, but will form the subject 
of further negotiation between the Postmaster-General and the two companies.

I am, &e.,
The Hnder-Sccrcfary of State, Colonial Office. E. W. HAMILTON.

On the 1st March, 1897, a Conference of Ministers was held at the General 
Post Office, Melbourne, when the undermentioned gentlemen, representing the 
colonies, were present, viz.:—

The lion. K. ,T. Seddox, M.P., Premier and Postmaster-General of New Zealand.
The Hon. J. Cook, M.P., Postmaster-General of New South "Wales.
The Hon. A. J. Thtxne, M.L.C., Postmaster-General of Queensland.
The lion, J. Gayatt Dujffy, M.P., Postmaster-General of Victoria; also representing 

Tasmania and Western Australia.
The Hon. H. J. Scddon was elected as President, and the following business 

was transacted, viz. :—The Hon, J. Gavan Huffy was chosen as the Hclegatc and 
Ministerial Representative of the colonics at the Washington Postal Union 
Congress, I, as Postmaster-General of Netv South Wales having previously declined 
to he nominated for the position. The President undertook to inform the Right 
Honorable the Secretary of State for the colonies, in terms of memorandum of 
the 11th December, 1S96, that the Hon. J. Gavan Duffy, Postmaster-General of 
Victoria, had been appointed. It was also resolved that the Premiers of the respective 
colonies should furnish the Hon. J. Gavan Duffy wdth the necessary credentials, 
and that Mr. James Smibcrt, late Deputy Postmaster-General of Victoria, should 
accompany the Hon. J. Gavan Duffy as Postal Official. It wras further resolved 
that five hundred pounds (£500) should he the sum fixed to defray the expenses 
of the ^Ministerial Representative, and that the sum of three hundred pounds 
(£300) he approved to defray the expenses of Mr. James Smihert, Postal Official,

. accompanying
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accompanying the Hon. J. Gavan Huffy. The whole amount to be found, in the 
first instance, by the Colony of Victoria, and afterwards the other colonies to pay 
their share on the basis of population. The Conference also expressed its great 
satisfaction that the Pacific Cable Commission, which met in London, had decided 
to recommend the adoption of the proposals formulated at the Sydney Conference, 
and, in view of the great importance to the Empire of the construction of the 
cable, expressed the hope that means may, at an early date, be found for its speedy 
realisation.

Inland Service.

The new postal routes opened during the year 1896, as shown in the annexed return,
amounted to 1,124 miles, viz.:—

Postal Line.

In the Western Country.

From Caloola to Caloola. Creek ..............................
Clarence Tunnel to Dargan!s Creek..............
Cobar to The Peak ..........................................
Conley’s to Black Range ..............................
Fifield to Carlisle.............................................
Girilambonc to Brewarrina ........................
Gulganlree to Bocoble (re-established) ......
Locksley to Kinnatown................................
Nangenbone to Conley’s ............................
Pine Mount to Darby’s Falls..........................
Hockley to Charlton ....................................
Rylstone to Cudgeeong........................... ......
Sussex. Station to Kerguuyah Station.........
Tallewang to Tucklan.....................................
Wanaaviug to Milperinka............................

In the Southern Country.

From Ballalaba to Harold’s Cross ..........................
Berrigan to Railway Station and Post Office
Bombala to Cathcart .....................................
Burraga to Arkstone .....................................
Burrowa to Gunnary Creek ..........................
Campbolltown to Weddorburn......................
Cowra Creek to Upper Cowra Creek ..........
Craigio to Mila.................................................
Craigie to Quinburra .....................................
Deniliiium to Daly’s Selection .....................
Ginninderra to Weetaugerra.........................
Goulburn to Bungonia .................................
Hopefield Railway Station to Receiving

Office ............................................. ..........
Monahan’s Homestead to Redlands..............
Murrumburrah to Marshall M‘Mahon Reef
Narrawa to Reeves.........................................
Nelligen to Brimbramalla............................
Unanderra to Griffin’s .................................

So. of 
times per 

week.
Postal Line,

No, of 
times per 

week.

In the Southern Country—continued.
3 West Rlowering to Yellowin..........
6 West Wyalong to Yalgogrin North
3 Yanko to Mr. Davies’s ..................
1
2

1 
1

12
1
0
1
2 
1 
o
T

1 
3
0
1 
1 
3
2 
3 
3 
1
0
3

2
2
4 
3
1 
6

In the Northern Country.
From Ashford to Pindari Station ..........................

Bslleroy to Pilliga .........................................
Brookfield to Dungog (re-established).........
Cassilis to Turee Vale.....................................
Clybucca to Bcachport ................................
Comborah to .John Simpson’s ......................
Cudgen to Duranbah ......................................
Cundletown to Nirrim ..............................
•Dinogn (Barraba-Bingara mail line) to Upper

Bingnra .....................................................
Ellalong to Congewai.....................................
Goolmangar to Jiggi .....................................
Karangi to Upper Bucca Buccn.....................
Kinchela Creek WTharf to Post Office..........
Kunopia to Boggabilla ..................................
Marrana Creek to Meranuie Station ..........
Moonlit to Gill ................................................
Mt- Vincent to Quorrobolong ......................
New Park to <T. Reeves's ..............................
Pumpkin Creek to Upper Gloucester..........
RaymondTerrace—Stroud Road to Mudowie
Sherwood to Dondingalong ..........................
Swan Creek, Steamers’ Wharf to Receiving

Office .........................................................
Tallawudjah to Avery’s Creek......................
Upper Coldstream to Lavadia ......................
Uralla—Ruudarra mail line to Balah*..........
Wallangarra to Tarhan .................................
Yarraldool to New Cryan..............................
Yetman to Durkin's ......................................

2
2
2

2
1
3
1
0
1 
3 
3

1 
3
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3
1
2 
(5 
1

6
2
2
3
]
1
1

The postal routes abolished, amounting to 7/7 miles, are shown in the 
following return:—

Postal Line.

Western Hoads.

Between Black Springs and Arkstone ...............
Coolabah and Brewarrina.........................
Freeman’s Reach and Bull Ridge..............
Genanagie and Peak Hill. ........................
Gulgamree and Bocoble............................
[jocksley and Kinnatown ........................
Mt. Ill‘Donald and Darby's Falls.............
Murrumbidgerie and Eulomogo................

Southern Roads.

Kn. of 
times per 

week.

1
1
3
2
2

12
2
G

Between Brooman and Brimbramalla......................
Deniliqum and W, Watson’s (Thurgoon)
Jerilderic and Berrigan ..............................
Mahratta Station and Mila ......................
Pinnacles and Thackaringa .....................
The Rocks (landing place) andMerimbula 
Wyalong and 16-mile Tank ....................

1
1
2
1
2
G
6

Postal Line.

Northern Roads.

Between Ashford and Walker’s Store .................
Bald Nob and Vindin’s ..........................
Ben Lomond Railway Station and Ben 

Lomond Hotel.
Bexhill and Numnlgi ...........................
Bukkulla Station and Pindari Station ... 
Cardiff Railway Station and Rost Office
Cassilis and Turee Creek..........................
Gerrymberryn and Seelands ..................
Kingstown and Linton..............................
Kunopia and Goondiwindi ......................
Lismore and Jiggi ...................................
Lismore and Woodlawn (by road)..........
M‘Lean's (near Elsmore) and Wilson’s ..
Rivertree and Tooloom ..........................
Upper Copmanhurst and Cangai ..........
Walgett and Yarraldool ........................
Waratah and "Wallsend-Plattsburg (by 

coach).

No. of 
times per 

weok.

1
1
2

2
2
6
1
0
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
G
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Increased communication on existing lines was afforded as follows

Postal Lino.
No. of tlines per week.

Postal Line.
No. of times per week.

From To From To

Western Hoads. Northern Roads.
Between Cobar and VVilcannia .................. O 3

Galston and Arcadia.......... ■......... 5 fi j
Gilgunnia and Mount Hope........ 1 2___ Balliua and Teven Creek .......... i 2
Marsdcn's and Waroo.................. 1 2 Cobbaduh and Stormont ......... i 9
Oboron and Sweetbriar................. 2 3 } O
Woodstock and Pine Mount ..... 1 2 Coopernook and Harrington...... 2 4

Southern Roads. Deepwater and Torington ......
Dinoga and Upper Bingam ......

3
1

6
2

Between Ba-rham and Koondrook............. 3 6 Hillgrove and Wollomombi ...... 2 3
0 3 Inverell and Ashford.................. ty 3

Berridale and Rocky Plain.......... 1 2 Lismore and Goolmangar ........ i 3
Bookham and Tumtifc __ .. 1 9. Macksville and Burrapinc.......... i 2
Brunglc Bridge and Wagragobilly 3 c Monkerai and Weismantel’a..... 2 3

2 Morce and Mungindi................. 2 3
Curraweola and J errong.............. i 2 Port Macquarie and Ruwdon 3 5
Jerilderie Itailway Station and 3 9 Island.

Post Office. Telegraph Point and Upper 3 4
Morundah and Chanticleer.......... 1 0 Rolland’s Plains.
Narrandera Railway Station and 12 15 Wardell and Alstonville .......... 2 3

Post Office.
Pcrricoota and Womboo (Rogers) 2 3
Picton and Bargo ...................... 2 3
Thackaringa and. (Jock hum, t3,A. 2 6
Tocumwal and Berrigan ............. 2 3

The communication existing on the following lines was decreased :—

Foetal Line.
No. of times per week.

Postal Lino.
No. of times per week,

From To From To

Western Roads.
1

Between Gormans Hill West and Lake 
Cudgellico.

Obcron and Jenolan Caves , , ,
-
6 3

Northern Roads.

Between Armidalc and Hillgrove.............. 12 6

Southern Roads. Boggabjlla and Goondiwindi..... H 4

Between Bombala and Cathcart ..........
Chatsworthlgland and Woodb urn 10 0

Grenfell and Forbes .................
Ivanhoe and Wilcannia..............

(iO 3
1

Hillgrove and Wollomombi ..... 3 2
Marulan and Bungonia .............. G St. Albans and Upper McDonald 3 2Moama and Perricootar .................. 6

6
G

Murrumburrah and Garangula... 3 Walcha Road and Walcba......... 12 0

The extent of postal route travelled in the Colony up to the 31st December, 
1896, was 31,083 miles, as compared with 33,693 miles traversed in 1895—

On horseback 
By coach 
By railway 
By tramway 
By steamer

1895.
10,675 miles 
19,545 „ 
2,581 „

68 „ 
824 „

1896.
10,258 miles. 
20,309 „ 
2,624 „

68 „ 
824 „

The extension of mail route by railway during 1896 was as follows:— 
Jcrilderie to Berrigan, 22 miles; Parkes to Bogan Gate, 21 miles.
_ The number of miles. travelled in the year 1896 was 9,773,500, being an 
increase of 435,500 on the mileage of the previous year.

The number of. Post Offices established was 44, viz.:—Arcadia, Badgery’s 
Creek, Ballimore, Binnie Creek, Bogan Gate, Bonnyrigg, Boppy Mountain, Bugaldi, 
Bnrragate, Comara, Congewai, Cookamidgera, Corndale, Crabbe’s Creek, Crow 
Mountain, Cngong, Curban, Dargan’s Creek, Dignam’s Creek, Double Peak, Eltham, 
Kinnatown, Lakesland, Leura, Lower Bucca, Malian, Marrana Creek, Mila, Moonan 
Plat, Mount Wilson, Kicholson’s, Pipeclay Creek, Tallagandra, Terra Bella, The 
Albert, Tomooroma, Tooraweenah, Turill, Upper Bucca Bucca, Wagonga, Wahroonga, 
Wamboyne,- Wedderhurn, and Yantabulla.

The number of Post Offices discontinued was 11, viz.:—Bulgandraminc, Bull 
llidge, Bumble, Darke’s Porest, Deep Creek, Harris-street, Kinnatown, Little 
Bendigo, Nicholson’s, Sixteen Mile Tank, and Yandarlo. It
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It was found desirable to change the designations of the following Post 
Offices, viz.:—Bnngwall Plat to Eungwahl, Croki to Jones’ Island, Hillgrove West 
to Metz, Landsdown to Lansdowne, and Upper Lansdown to Upper Lansdowne.

' In the Appendix will be found a list of tlie 1,503 Post Offices in the Colony 
on the 31st December, 1890. In addition to these there are three travelling Post 
Offices which ran between Sydney and the northern border of the Colony at Jenn
ings, between Sydney and Albury on the southern border, and between Sydney and 
Dubbo in the West,

206 changes of Postmasters occurred during the year.
Eeceiving Offices were established at the following places :—Avery’s Creek, 

Back Creek, Barooga, Baryulgil, Bennett’s Plat, Biclsdown, Boggy Camp, Boney’s 
Hocks, Bonnyrigg, Boyd" Buddabuddah, Burramundra, Caloola Creek, Carlisle, 
Cell’s Pield, Chiicott’s Grass, Collingwood, Conley’s, Darke’s Porest, Daroobalgie, 
Deep Gully, Dinoga, Dondingalong, Duranbah, Pive Islands, Gill, Gordonville, 
Gunnary Creek, Heilman’s Tank, Isabella, Davadia, Macka-y, Moongulla, Mowabla 
Tank, Naranghi, Nirrim, North Araluen, Pee Dee, Quinn’s, Quorrobolong, Bed- 
lands, Boslyn, St. Leonards, Swan Creek, Tarban, Tartna Point, The Peak, Tiibustcr, 
Tucklan, Turee Vale, Upper Bingara, Upper Gloucester, Wakool Crossing, Wang 
Wauk, War rum bungle, Weetangerra, West Blowering, 'Willanthry, Wrightville, 
and Yellowin.

The Beceiving Office at Beeves was re-established.
The names of the following Beceiving Offices were changed, viz.:—Dor- 

roughby Grass to Dorroughby, Hannah Bay to Anna Bay, and Mackay to Yuelba.
The Beceiving Offices at the following places were converted into Post Offices, 

viz.: Arcadia, Badgery’s Creek, Ballimore,Binnie Creek, Bonnyrigg, Boppy Mountain, 
Burragate,Bugaldi, Comara, Cookamidgera, Corndale, Crabbe’s Creek, Crow Mountain, 
Cugong, Curban, Dignam’s Creek, Double Peak, Eltham, Lakesland, Leura, Malian, 
Marrana Creek, Mila, Moonan Plat, Mount Wilson, Nicholson’s, Pipe Clay Creek, 
Tallagandra, Terra Bella, Tomooroma, Tooraweenah, Turill, Wagonga, Wahroonga, 
Wamboyne, and Yantabulla. _

The Beceiving Offices at the following places were discontinued, viz. 
Ashley, Beggan Beggan, Ben Lomond, Bob’s Bange, Cangai, Cobark, Coramba 
Battery, Currowan, Eulomogo, Porest Vale, Great Southern Colliery, Greenwood, 
Hawke’s Nest, Lochiel, Mangargool, Peacock Creek, Possum Power, Seelands, The 
Pens, The Weir, Turee Creek, Wallan Billan, Wilga Vale, and Wyan. _

In the Appendix will he found a list of the Beceiving Offices in existence at 
the close of the year, 503 in number. _ _

Appendix A contains a return of the Government Buildings for the trans
action of the Postal, Money Order, Savings Bank, and Telegraph business, and 
particulars of the premises rented or otherwise provided for the purpose. Govern
ment Buildings at the following places were completed and occupied during the 
year 1896, viz.Annandale, Bungendove, Camperdown, Coolamon, Enngonia, Pive 
Dock, Glen Lines, Homcbush, Lawrence, Minmi, North Parramatta, Bobertson, St. 
Peters, and Wyalong. _ _

During the year 1896, 2 pillar letter-receivers were removed to different sites, 
and 72 were withdrawn; 111 small iron letter-receivers were placed, and 3 were 
withdrawn. One galvanized iron and 2 wooden newspaper-receivers were erected.
' On the 31st December the number of letter-receivers erected in the Colony 
(both large and small) was ] ,232, and the number of newspaper-receivers, 28.

The number of licenses for the sale of postage stamps issued in 1896 to persons 
other than postmasters or recciving-cfficc-kecpers was 116, the number transferred 
61, and the number cancelled, 65.
' On tlie 31st December, 1896, the number of locked private letter-boxes let at 
the General Post Office was 1,226, besides 77 allotted to Public Departments, for 
which no fees are paid.

The system is now in operation at the following offices, viz.:—Adelong, Albury, 
Armidalc, Ashfield, Ballina, Balmain, Balranald, Bathurst, Bega, Berrigan, Bingara, 
Bombala, Bourke, Bowral, Braidwood, Broken Hill, Burwood, Casino, Cobaf, Con- 
dobolin, Cooma, Coonamble, Cootamundra, Coraki, Cowra, Deniliquin, Dubbo, Past 
Maitland, Emmaville, Porbes, Georgc-strcct North, Glen Innes, Goulburn, Grafton, 
Granville, Grenfell, Gulgong, Guuncduh, Hay, Jlaymarkot, Hillgrove, Hillston,

" ' Inverell,
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Inverell, Jerilderie, Junee, Kempscy, Kiama, King-street, Lismore, Maclean, Manly, 
Marrickville, Moree, Moruya, Moss Yale, Mount Victoria, Mudgee, Munvillumbah, 
Muswellbrook, Narrabri, Narrandera, Newcastle, Newtown, North Sydney, Nymagee, 
Orange, Pambula, Park-street, Parramatta, Queanbeyan, E.ozelle, Scone Silver ton, 
Singleton, Tamworth, Taree, Temora, Tenterfield, Uralla, Urana, Wagga Wagga, 
Walgett, Wentwortb, "West Maitland, Wilcannia, Wollongong, West Wyalong, 
Wyalong, and Young.

Six private posting-boxes have been constructed on private premises for the 
use and at the expense of the occupants, under the system introduced in August, 
18S6. The fee charged for the clearance of these boxes varies from £3 to £5 per 
annum, according to tire daily number of clearances effected.

The number of persons employed in connection with the Postal and Electric 
Telegraph Department for the year 1896 was as follows:—1 Postmaster-General, 1 
Deputy Postmaster-General, 1 Chief Clerk, 1 Chief Electrician and Engineer-in-Chief * 
of Telegraphs, 1 Chief Accountant and Controller, Money Order Office and Govern
ment Savings Bank.

Ministerial Division.—1 inland mail clerk, 1 appointment clerk, 1 inspector 
for irregularity and missing and dead letter branch, 1 correspondence clerk, 1 record 
clerk, 1 clerk in charge of stores, 46 clerks, 1 chief messenger, 8 indoor messengers,
4 storemen, 2 detectives, 3 constables.

Money Order and Government Savings Bcmh Division.—1 accountant, 1 
examiner, 1 teller, 74 clerks, 5 indoor messengers.

Account and Cash Division.—1 accountant, 1 distributer of stamps, 1 cashier,
18 clerks.

Mail Division.—-I chief inspector and superintendent, 1 assistant superin
tendent, 1 senior inspector, 7 inspectors, 46 clerks, 1 shipping clerk, 1 assistant 
shipping clerk, 1 clerk and translator, 2 relieving officers, 1 medical officer, 1 Chinese 
interpreter, 17 mail guards, 123 sorters, 17 stampers, 1 overseer of letter-carriers, 78 
letter-carriers, 17 junior letter-carriers, 60 mail-boys, 17 assistants, parcel post 
branch, 2 custodians of mails, 1 custodian of mail-bags, 1 assistant in hag-room,
2 bag turners, 1 bag-maker, 1 letter-carriers’ timekeeper, 1 mechanic, 1 carpenter,
1 caretaker, 1 assistant caretaker, 1 officekeeper, 1 tower attendant, 6 cleaners, 15 
female servants, 1 manager of stables, 1 farrier, 1 striker and assistant, 8 grooms, 1 
foreman of mail-cart drivers, 12 mail-cart drivers, 3 lift attendants.

Telegraph Division.—1 station manager, 2 assistant station managers, 1 check 
clerk, 1 electrician, 1 assistant electrician, 2 testing officers, 1 receiving clerk,
34 clerks, 27 booking clerks, 2 cadets (electrician’s branch), 174 operators, 6 junior 
operators, 4 messengers’ overseers, 11. monitors (despatch branch), 153 messengers,
4 cadets, 1 mechanician, 5 fitters, 1 probationer (mechanical branch), 1 inspector of 
lines (city and suburbs), 1 assistant line repairer, 8 batterymen.

Telephone Branch.—1 manager, 1 mechanician, 20 fitters, 1 exchange fore
man, 1 lino foreman, 6 monitors, 1 matron, 69 switch attendants (55 male and 14 
female), 1 junior assistant, 1 cleaner and messenger.

Electric Light Branch.—1 chief engineer, 4 engineers, 12 assistant engineers.
Branch, Suburban, and Country Offices.—1,503 postmasters (435 official, 

1,068 non-official), 8 telegraph station masters, 107 postal assistants, 94 junior postal 
assistants, 52 temporary postal assistants, 265 operators, 56 junior operators, 25 
non-official station masters and telephone operators, 16 mail-guards, 2 assistant 
guards, 1 sorter, 171 letter-earners, 187 junior letter-carriers, 46 mail-boys, 381 ■ 
telegraph messengers, 9 cadets, 53 switch attendants, 2 telephone fitters, 3 battery- 
men, 45 line-repairers, 4 construction overseers, 4 carpenters, 50 temporary line-
repairers, 35 labourers, 503 receiving office keepers.

Total, Head Office............. ... ... ... 1,192
,, Branch, Suburban, and Country Offices ... 3,622 
„ Number of Mail Contractors ... ... 830
„ „ Porters ... ... ... 101

Total number of persons employed, ... ... 5,745
-137—B These
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These may be subdivided into—

Persons whose 
whole time is 
occupied in 
the service;

'"Principal officers ...
Clerks............................
Post and telegraph masters 
Assistants at Post Offices 
Operators ... ...

ubordinate officials ...
and

3G
250
443
228
500

1,709
-------  3,166

Persons whose 
timo is only 
partially em
ployed in the 

^ service.

fSub or non-official postmasters, telephone operators,
and Receiving Office-keepers ... ... ... 1,596

Assistants to non-official postmasters and other sub
ordinate officials ... ... ... ... ... 52

^Mail contractors and mail porters ... ... ... 931
2,579

■ Total ......................................... 5,745

■ The removals from the Service numbered twelve. One of these—a letter- 
carrier—received a sentence of eighteen months’ imprisonment for stealing letters; 
another—a postal-assistant—was sentenced to six months’imprisonment for removing 
the postmark from a stamp and uttering the same; and a third—a telegraph 
piessenger—was fined £1, with an alternative of imprisonment, for embezzling 
portion of a savings bank deposit. The remainder were dismissed for tlie following 
offences:—A post and telegraph master for irregularities resulting from drink; 
another post and telegraph master for a deficiency in his accounts; two mail-hoys, 
a telegraph messenger, and a cleaner, for drunkenness ; and two letter-carriers and 
& telegraph messenger, for unsatisfactory conduct.

Twenty-one deaths occurred, viz.:—C. H. Lawson, clerk, mail division; Miss 
M. J. Davies, post and telegraph mistress, Hunter’s Hill; A. J, Flanders, post and 
telegraph master, Ulmarra; F. Boland, post and telegraph master, Cannonbar; 
P. E. M'Guinness, postal assistant, Walgett; Miss C. E. Davies, junior assistant, 
Hunter’s Hill; H. Corbett and W. Buchanan, operators, Head Office; S. W. 
Moseley, operator, Deniliquin ; It. Dennis, junior operator, Farkes ; E. St. A. 
Kingsford, telephone operator, Port Macquarie Heads; O. J. H. Burgis, sorter; 
W. J. Mason, letter-carriers’ overseer; W. Smith, letter-carrier. Woollahra; T. J. 
Wilshire, letter-carrier, Yass; G. E. Wilton, letter-carrier, Goulburn; W. Timbrcll, 
letter-carrier, Newcastle; H. Nicholls, junior letter-carrier, Dubbo; W. Neilan, 
telegraph messenger; J. Norquay, line-repairer, Milton; and W. J. Cracknell, 
indoor messenger.
’ ■ Ninety-six resignations took place. The services of eight officials no 
longer required were dispensed with, and an operator forfeited his office owing to 
bankruptcy.

Seven officers retired from the Service, viz.:—W. J. H. Hayes, operator, Cowra; 
Miss H. J. North, post and telegraph mistress, Edgecliff; W. G. Ledsam, post and 
telegraph master, Junee; E. Doust, post and telegraph master, Paterson; and J. F. 
Tyter, post and telegraph master, Kiama, who were allowed pensions under the Civil 
Service Act, 1884; T. W. Harris, post and telegraph master, Baymond Terrace, who 
received a gratuity under the Public Service Act of 1895; and W. H. Ore, line- 
repairer at Mudgee, who has since been reappointed to the Service in another 
capacity. %
■ Independently of the retirements referred to above, the services of 193 officers 
were dispensed with in connection with the grading of the Department by the Public 
Service Board. These consisted of:—1 superintendent, mail branch, 30 clerks, 15 
post and telegraph masters, 7 postal assistants, 20 junior postal assistants, 3 parcels 
and store assistants, 45 temporary postal assistants (postmasters’ wives), 23 operators, 
19 junior operators, 1 overseer of sorters, 5 letter-sorters, 2 mail guards, 11 stampers 
and sorters, and 11 letter-carriers.

Several of these being over 60 years of age, and contributors to the Super
annuation Fund, Avcre allowed the pensions to Avhich they Avcre entitled under the 
Civil Service Act, 1884; others received the gratuities provided for in the Public 
Service Act of 1895; while the larger proportion of the remainder have been 
reappointed to fill vacancies Avhich have occurred since the Department was 
graded.

The
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The Postal Inspectors in 1896 travelled a distance of 68,396 miles, and 
inspected tlie postal route appertaining thereto, visiting 720 offices, 219 of which 
were visited more than once during the year.

An important alteration took effect from tlie 1st December in the Northern 
Bailway time-table, necessitating considerable changes in the mail arrangements 
in the Northern districts of the Colony. Previously the mails from Brisbane 
(Queensland) and intermediate places reached Sydney at 11 p.m. daily (Sundays 
excepted), but from the date named they arrived at 11 a.m. daily (Sundays excepted). 
The hours of the second and third deliveries by letter-carrier in the city were 
changed from 11'30 a.m. and 2'30 p.m. to 11 a.m. and 1-30 p.m. respectively, and a 
regular delivery -was afforded on Saturdays at T30 p.m., instead of, as formerly, only 
when the English mail arrived on that day. These changes involved a slight 
alteration in the hours of clearance of the city letter-receivers.

The rates of postage on letters transmitted to and from Post and Beceiving 
Offices within the respective districts mentioned hereunder was fixed at Id. per oz., 
or fraction thereof, from the dates named :—

"Within a radius of 13 miles of Parramatta 
„ „ „ Katoomba
„ „ „ Moss Valo

from the 15th February. 
„ 1st March.
,, 15th March.

„ „ Hay ............................. „• 16th May.
„ „ „ Deniliquin ................ „ 15th August.

In August tlie regulations providing for tire transmission of notices of 
meetings at the rate of Id. per 2 oz., or fraction thereof, were amended, so as to 
allow of the objects of such meetings being inserted in writing in the ease of notices 
posted within the Colony for delivery therein. .

Amended regulations have been introduced in connection with the receipt 
and delivery of parcels, hours of attendance of Officials at Post and Telegraph 
Offices, “ Late Pee” letters, &c.

Poeeigx Service.

As was mentioned in my report for 1895, the contracts with the Peninsular 
and Oriental, and Orient Steam Navigation Companies for the Pedcral Mail Service 
to Europe, via Suez, were extended to the 31st January, 1898, and that with Mr. 
James Huddart for a monthly steam service between Sydney and Vancouver, 
British Columbia, was-renewed for a further term of 3 years, expiring 25th May, 
1899. (

The arrangement made with the New Zealand Government in 1892 for the 
conveyance of mails, once every four weeks, to and from Sydney and San Prancisco, 
via Auckland, by contract packets of the Union Steamship Company of New 
Zealand, for the sum of £1,000 per annum,- has been renewed for a further period, 
expiring in November, 1897.

The Mail Service performed by the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation 
Company during the year 1896 was as follows :—

* Received.

Name of Steamer.
Date of departure 

of Mails 
from England.

Date of arrival 
of Mads 

at Sydney.

No. of days 1 
occupied in 

transit of Mads 
between London 

and Sydney. 1

Kamo of Steamer,
Date of departure 

of Mails 
from England.

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

at Sydney,

No. of days 
occupied in 

transit of Mails 
between London 

and Sydney.

1896. 1896.
17 January ... 
29 „ ...

35
1896. 1896.

83
27 „ ... 33 26 ................. 29 ........... 33

Bdllaarat .......
Rome.................
Valetta

1896.
10 January ...
24 ...................

7 February , 
21 „ ...

14 February... 
28 „ ...

35
36

- 36

Himalaya .4.
Oceana .......
Valetta ........

10 July............
24 „ ............
7 August........

21 .................

12 August...... .
26 „ ........
11 September.. 
25 „ ...

33
32
35
36

Himalaya- 24 „ ........ 32 M&BBilia. ....... 4 September.. 8 October ... 34
8 April .......

22 ..............
33 18 „ ... 21 „ .. 33

Victoria............ 20 „ ....... 33 37
Britannia ........ 3 April ....... 6 May............ 33 Australia........ 16 „ ... 17 „ ... 32
Parramatta, 17 ................. 22 „ ............ 35 Rome............... 30 „ ... 4 December 35
Mnssilia ...... 1 May........... 5 June............ 36 Himalaya . . 13 November.. 15 „ , ... 32
Arcadia ......... 15 „ ............ 17 ................... 33 Oceana ........ 27 ............... 30 „ ... 33
Ballanrat ........ 29 „ ........... 4 J uly............ 36
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Despalclted.

Kamo of Steamer.
Date of despatch 

of Mails 
from Sydney.

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

in England.

No. of dajs 
occupied m 

transit of Mails 
between Sydney 

and London.
Name of Steamer.
i

Date of despatch 
of Mai Id 

from Sidney.
Date of arrival 

of Mulls 
in England.

No. of dajs 
occupied in 

transit of Mails 
between Sidney 

and London

1896. 1896. 1836. 1896.
Parramatta ... 13 January ... 17 February., 35 Ballaarat. . . . . . . 27 July. . . . . . . . . . . 35
Australia . . . . . . . 27 „ ... 29 „ ... 33 Australia. . . . . . . 10 August. . . . . . . 12 September.. 33
jttassUia. . . . . . . . . . . 10 February... 31. 24 9“ 34
Arcadia . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 „ ... 29 ............... 34 Ilimalavu ... 7 September.. 10 October . . 33
Ballaarat . . . . . . . 9 March . . . . . . . 13 April . . . . . . . 35 Oceana . . . . . . . 21 „ . . . . . . . 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Borne. . . . . . . . . . . . 23 „ 2fi , 34 35
Talotta. . . . . . . 35 IQ * w. 34
Himalaya. . . . . . . 20 *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 . . . . . . . . . . . 34 35
Oceana. . . . . . . . . . . 33 Arcadia . . . . . . . 16 91*1 34
Victoria. . . . . . . . . . . IS „ .......... 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 iftQy
Britannia. . . . . . . 1 June......... 7 July......... 36 30 , Sri
Parramatta ... IS ................. 20 „ ‘ . . . . . . . . . . . 35 17 , 34
Massilia. . . . . . . . . . . 29 „ ............ 36 28 31 * 34
Arcadia.......... 13 July......... 18 “ . . . . . . . 30

Average time occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and London :—
London to Sydney..................................................... 333 j days.
Sydney to London..................................................... 34/^ „
London to Sydney..................................................... 33^ j days.
Sydney to London..................................................... 34/^ „

The following' are the returns of the Mail Services performed by the Orient 
Steam Navigation Company during the year 1896 :—

Received.

Name of Steamer.
Date of departure 

of Malls 
from England.

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

at Sydney.

No. of days 
occupied In 

transit of Mails 
between London 

and Sydney.

Name of Steamer.
Date of departure 

of Mails 
from England.

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

at Sydney.

No. of days 
occupied In 

transit of Mails 
between London 

ami Sydney.

1895. 1890. 1896. '1896.
Ormuz ......... . 34 34
Orotava ............. 20 „ ... 24 „ ' ...... 35 Opbir............ 19 .......... 23 ]r .. 34

1896.
Oruba,...,......... 34 34
Cuzco................. 17 „ '... 20 „ ' ... 34 17 ' .... 19 ............... 33
Austral ............ 31 ... 5 March ....... 34 , 31 ’’ . 35
Ophir............... 20 „ ... 35 21 ^ 38
Orizaba ............ 28 „ '... 3 April............ 35 28 „ 34
Oroya................. 17 *, ............ 15 34
Orient .......... . 27 ............... 35 25 . 29 34
Ormuz ......... 10 April........ 14 ............ 34 34
Orotava ............ 24 ........ 27 " ............ 33 23 .. 2G 34
Oruba ................ 8 May ........ 33 35
Cuzco................. 22 ” ....... 25 .................... 34 Oroya ............ 20 „ ... 24 „ ... 34

Despatched.

Nome of Steamer.
Date of despatch 

of Mads 
from Sydney.

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

in England.

No. of days 
occupied in 

transit of Mads 
between Sydnej 

and liondon.

Natno of Steamer.
Date of desjTateh 

of Malls 
from Sydney*

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

in England.

No. of days 
occupied In 

transit of Mails 
between Sydney 

and London.

1896. 1896. ' 1896. 1896.
Oroya................. 6 January... 8 February ,.. 33 20 July........... 34
Orient ............ 20 „ ... 24 „ ' ... 35 34
Ormuz ..4,..,.. 3 February.. 33 17 20 34
Orotava............ 17 „ \ . 21 ................. 33 Orizaba............ 31 „ ... 4 October ... 34
Oruba ............. 2 March ... 3 April ........ 32 Oroya ............ 14 September 17 „ ... 33
Cuzco................. 16 „ ... 19 ................. 34 28 n 36

30 ” . 2 May ........ 33 36
Ophir................. 16 „ ............ 33 26 . 27 32
Orizaba ........ . 27 ........ 31 ............ 34 33
Oroya................. 11 May ....... 33 23 „ . 33
Orient ............. 31
Ormuz ............ 12 . . . 34 33
Orotava ............ 22 ............... 26 " .......... 34 Ophir ............ 21 . 24 . 34
Oruba................. 6 Julv.......... 10 August....... 35

Average time occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and 
London*

... 34A dave.
33! J

London to Sydney 
Sydney to London

The
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The following returns show the dates of arrival and departure at and from 
Sydney and London of the mails per Union Steamship Company’s steamers, via 
San Francisco, during the year 189G:—

Received.

Name of Steamer
Date of departure 

of Malta 
from England.

Date <if arrival 
of Malta 

at Sydney.

No. of days 
occupied in 

transit of Mails 
between Loudon 

and Sydney,

Name of Steamer.
Date of departure 

of Mails 
from England.

Date of arrival 
of Mnits 

at Sydney.

No, of days 
occupied In 

transit of Mails 
between London 

and Sydney.

1895. 1896. 1896. 18DG.
30 1 39

5 February... 39 1 23 July........... 40
1896. Mariposa ...... 11 July ....... 19 August...... 39

Mariposa ...... 25 January ... 3 March....... 38 j Monowai ...... 8 August ... 16 September.. 39
Monoirai ...... 22 February... 2 April ....... 40 | Alameda ......... 5 September,. 12 October ... 37
Alameda ......... 21 March ......... 29 „ ......... 39 Mariposa ......... 3 October ... 9 November.. 37
Mariposa ......... 18 April ......... 25 May.............. 37 Monowai ......... 31 „ 9 December .. 39

Despatched.

Nome of Steamer.
Date of departure 

of Maita from 
Sydney.

Date of arrival 
of Mails 

in England.

No. of days 
occupied in 1 

transit of Mails 
l>cfcwccn Sydney 

and London.

Name of Steamer.
Date of departure 

of Mails from 
Sydney.

Date of arrival 
of Malta

In England.

No. of days 
occupied in 

transit of Mails 
between Sydney 

and London.

1896. 1896. 1896. 1896.
Monowai........ 20 January...... 29 February... 40 Alamedii ........ 3 August....... 9 September.. 37
Alameda.......... 17 February ... 25 March........ 37 Mariposa ...... 31 „ ... 7 October ... 37
Mariposa........ 16 March....... 22 April ...... 37 Monowai....... . 28 September.. 5 November.. 38

21 May.............. 38 Alameda ......... 26 October ... 2 December... 37
11 May........... . 17 June.............. 37 Mariposa ...... 23 November... 30 „ ... 37

15 July............ 37 1897.
Mouowui ......... 6 July.............. 13 August......... 38 Monowai ......... 21 December... 28 January ... 38

Average time occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and 
London, via San Francisco:—

London to Sydney ... ... ... ... ... ... 38ft days.
Sydney to London...................................................................37* „

The following are the returns of the Mail Sendee performed by the Canadian- 
Australian Steamship Line, via Vancouver, during the year 1896

Received.

Name of Steamer. Date of departure of Molls from England.
Date of arrival 

of Mails at Sydney.
| Name of Steamer. Date of departure 

of Mails Loin England,
Date of arrival 

of Mails at Sydney.

Miowera .....
Warrimoo ...
Miowera .....
Warrimoo ...
Miowera .....
Warrunoo ...

Mails arc not des
patched from 
London for con
veyance by Van
couver Service.

1896.
20 January,
10 February.
29 March.
22 April. ■
29 May.
23 June.

Miowera .....
Warrimoo ...
Miowera .....
W arrimoo ,.. 
Miowera .....

Mails are not des
patched from 
London for con
veyance by Van
couver Service.

1896.
3 August.
1 September.
2 October.

31 „
4 December.

Despatched.

Name of Steamer,
Date of departure 

of Mails from 
Sydney.

Date of arrival 
of Mails in 
England,

No. of days 
occupied in 

transit of Mails 
between Sydney 

and London.

Name of Steamer,
Cate of departure 

of Mails from 
Sydney.

Date of arrival 
of Mails in 
England.

No. of days 
occupied in 

transit of Mails 
between Sydney 

and London.

1896. 1896. 1896. 1896.
Miowera ...... 1 February... 14 March ...... 42 Miowera ....... 10 August...... 16 September.. 37
Warrimoo ... 29 „ ... 8 April ...... 39 Warrimoo ... ]0 September.. 17 October ... 37

38 Miowera ....... 14 October ... 21 November... 33
37 W arrimoo ... 10 November... 10 December.i. 39

21 July.......... 41 1897.
Warrimoo ... 10 July......... 15 August.,.. 36 Miowera ...... 12 December... 23 January ... 43

Average time occupied in the conveyance of mails :— ■■
Sydney to London ... ... ... ... ... 38ft days.

‘ The
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The subsidy paid for the year 1896 to the Peninsular and Oriental and Orient 
Steam Navigation Companies for the Federal Ocean Mail Service via Suez was 
£170,000. The conti’ibutiou of the United Kingdom was £95,000.

The amount paid by each contributing colony, on the basis of population, was 
as follows:—

New South Wales 
Victoria ...
Queensland ... 
South Australia 
Tasmania ...
"Western Australia

£27,075 5 O 
25,078 10 0 

9,747 3 4 
7,577 1 8 
3,407 16 8 
2,114 3 4

Total.........................................£75,000 0 0

The following return shows the number of letters, packets, and newspapers 
despatched and received by the various ocean mail routes during the year 1896, as 
compared with similar information for the year 1895 :—

Despatched. Received.

Year. Route. Intercolonial. International. Intercolonial. International.

Letters. Packets. Nett’s*
papers.

Letters, jpackete News
papers. Letters. Packets. News

papers. Letters. Packets and 
Newspapers.

ISAS') Per Peninsular and Oriental { 
S» N. Co.'a packets, via4

72,710 38,036 133,985 423,805 81,070 209,729 49,278 9,450 26,076 664,110 613,780
isgg) Brindisi.................................. t 146,710 29,760 173,004 439,905 SPt(>04 241,439 128,587 15,109 60,307 034,633 596,814

1SB5| Per Orient Steam Navigation ) 65,352 22,130 115,374 412,440 79,054 204,809 63,572 0,541 20,065 615,775 579,462
1890J Co.’S packets, rut I'Tsplea "5 159,205 57,390 107,957 411,130 74,922 265,032 136,516 24,005 70,467 627,450 008,581

1595 | Per Union Steamship Co.’s) 25,255 73,320 14,704 60,012 11,248 40,291 18,540 2,593 11,510 97,508 107,209
1300 J packets, via San Franciscol 21,939 110,349 41,007 64,414 11,010 48,486 17,250 2,401 10,500 110,937 116,807

1895 1 Per Queensland 3lo(Tal Mail ( 
Co.’s packets, via Torres-j

2,501 376 3,175 74 25
1390 J Straits .................................. (, 2,247 457 2,250 105 14

18051 PcrCompagmedegMessageriPs f 
Maritimcs’ packets, vife<

184 s 4 7,620 1,151 3,202 003 46 202 8,093 6,673
isooj Marseilles .................... C 150 3 39 5,035 390 2,559 10,201 9,257

13951 Per Nord-Dcutaeher Lloyd's ( 195 1 1 2G4 1C 1 11,248 7,339
1890 j packets, via Brindisi........  1 13G 4 1 1,419 93 342 10 14,431 7,378

18051 Per Canndian-Australian | 32,159 7,540 30,770 35,200 75,051
1896) packets, via Vancouver .. 1 46,301 7,700 44,564 51,645 07,710

The following statements for the year 1896 show the approximate net cost 
to the Colony of the Suez, San Francisco, and Vancouver Mail Services.

Statement showing the approximate net cost to New South Wales, for the year 
1896, of the mail service, via Suez, per the vessels of the Orient and the 
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Companies:—

Dr. £ s. d. £ s. d.
To New South Wales proportion of Colonial share of

subsidy for carriage of mails............... ................ 27,075 5 0
Transit of mail-matter through European Countries, &c. 3,663 9 2
Overland transit of mail-matter through Australian 

colonies; cost of advising arrival of mails in London, 
exchange on remittances, &c. ... ... ... ... 1,556 12 7

----------------------32,295 G 9
Cr.

By Estimated share of contributions from non-contracting 
colonies, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ...

Estimated share of transit rates on mail-matter from 
European Countries, &c. ... ... ... ...

Estimated postages collected in the Colony ... ...

1,210 0 0

575 0 0 
20,000 0 0

1

21,785 0 0

Estimated net cost to the Colony ......................................... £10.610 6 9

il’he estimated net cost for 1895 was ... ................ £12,438 6 2

Statement
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Statement showing the approximate not cost to New South Wales, for the year 
1896, of the San Francisco Mail Service, per the vessels of the Union 
Steamship Company of New Zealand (Limited):—

Dr. £ 8. d. £ s. d.
To Payment to Now Zealand for carriage of mails ... 4,000 0 0 '

Cost of land and sea transit of mail-matter for places 
beyond the United States of America, and of advising
arrival of mails in London 

Or.
By Estimated postages collected in the Colony, &c.

Estimated net cost to the Colony ... 

The estimated net cost for 1895 was

25 0 6
4,025 0 6 

2,380 0 0 

£1,645 0 6 

£2,122 18 9

Statement showing the approximate net cost to New South Wales, for the year 
1896, of the Sydney-Vancouver Mail Service, per yessels of Mr. James 
Huddart:—

Dr. £ s, d. £ s. d.
To Payment to Mr. James Huddart for the carriage of 

mails ... ... ... ... .. ... ...
Cost of land and sea transit of mail-matter to places 

beyond Canada ....................................................

Cr.
By Contributions from non-contracting colonies, &c. ...

Estimated postages collected in the Colony ................

Estimated net cost to the Colony .. 

The estimated net coot for 1S95 was

9,106 13 4 

80 0 0

689 16 8 
780 0 0

9,186 13 4

1,469 16 8 

£7,716 16 8 

£9,040 12 11

Parcel Post. ,

A direct exchange of parcels between this Colony and Malta was established 
on the 1st January, 1896, at the rate of Is. 6d. for the first 2 lb., or fraction, 
and 9d. for each additional lb.; and in June arrangements were completed for a 
similar exchange with Hawaii, at the rate of Is, per lb.

Through the medium of the United Kingdom, parcels may now he sent to 
Venezuela (Caracas, Carupano, Ciudad, Polivar, Cumana, La G-uaira, La Vela do 
Coro, Maracaibo, and Puerto Caballo), Paraguay, Cape Verde Islands (St. Vincent 
and Santiago), Portuguese West Africa (Ambriz, Benguela, Cahenda, Loanda, 
Mossamedes, and St. Thomas’), and Bolama in Guinea. ‘

From the 1st October the rates of postage on parcels for the United Kingdom 
were reduced from Is. 6d. for the first 2 lb. to Is. for the first lb., and from 9d. to 
6d. for each additional lb.; and consequent on this change a corresponding reduc
tion was made in the rates on parcels forwarded to other countries through the 
medium of the United Kingdom.

Kevised rates were also introduced in connection with parcels transmitted to 
Hong Kong, China, Corea, Macao, Siam, Japan, Ceylon, and Mauritius (via Ceylon).

Under an arrangement concluded in 1892 for a direct exchange of parcels 
between this Colony and India by the steamers of the Peninsula and Oriental Steam 
Navigation Co., the postage rate of Is. per lb. was apportioned equally between New 
South Wales, India, and the company performing the service; hut as one of the 
provisions of the extended contract for the Federal mail service was that parcels to 
and from Australia and the United Kingdom and intermediate places should be 
conveyed by contract packets free of special charge, a reapportionment of the postage 
was agreed to, and took effect from the 1st February, 1896, the Colonial and Indian 
inland share being eacli increased to 4|d. per lb., while Id. per lb. was allowed to 
India for sea-transit by non-contract vessels, the remaining 2d. per lb. being credited 
to the British Post Office on parcelsIndia and to New South Wales on parcels 
to India, in consideration of the sea-transit provided by the Federal mail service 
maintained by Great Britain and the Australian Colonies,

Letters,



Letters, Letter Cards, Post Cards, Packets, Newspapers, and Parcels posted and received in the Colony during 1896 as compared with 1895.
Posted.

Service Year.

ARTICLES SURJECT TO POSTAGE. ARTICLES EXEMPT FROM 
POSTAGE* PARCELS.

TOTAL
'ARTICLES,

Letters.

Letter
Cards.

Post Cards. Paoketg.

Newspapers, sio
o

o

3

ti
o -
Hi
as

Newspapers. Number, Weight, Postage. Declared Value,
Ordinary.

t

Ke-
ffisfcercd. Single. With

reply paid. Ordinary. Re
gistered.

ih. £> p, J. £ p. d.
c 1803 55,528,900 575,822 297,100 815,500 9,500 0,997,690 55,281 1,519,270 34,147,840 362,442 1,264.,071 20,035 14 11 100,309,345Inlfmd ......................... J
l 1S9G 55,772,230 654,116 358,000 870,000 1,500 9,231,130 60,454 1,291,220 34,943,040 426,345 1,535,274 23,852 13 3 103,614,035
( 1895 -t,803,781 215,183 22,900 73,950 1,050 2,950,390 8,638 4,914,970 20,873 66,790 1,905 IS 10 27,114 13 0 13,016,734Intereolonitil ..............}

1S9S 4,754,760 211,090 22,000 70,000 1,000 5,091,440 5,787 4,739,330 28,689 92,043 2,059 11 C 44,734 4 8 14,930,095
1895 1,063,900 27,617 5,700 300 802,538 4,838 613,584 6,098 17,722 824 18 0 19,083 10 8 2,029,605Inlcrnatiosnl ..............J

*■ 1896 1,258,500 27,325 6,800 320 311,910 4,290 833,750 6,930 19,256 863 11 3 26,293 16 3 2,449,825

Totals ..................3
1S93 01,100,580 818,652 320,000 895,150 10,850 10,250,618 63,757 7,047,821 34,147,840 389,413 1,348,583 22,766 11 9 46,198 3 8 115,355,684

l 1896 G1,7S5,4S0 895,540 380,000 946,800 2,820 14,637,480 76,531 6,864,300 34,943,040 461,964 1,646,573 27,375 16 0 71,028 0 11 120,f 93.955

Received.

Int-crcolonial .............. <
1895 4,434,750 58j305 17,290 38,930 1,770 540,486 5,054 2,661,954 ... 18,843 49,290 1,525 7 2 15,839 13 2 7,747,387

t 1896 4,717,000 79,240 13,080 50,600 2,300 594,470 7,403 2,639,800 26,775 69,772 2,236 13 4 30,806 17 4 8,130,673

( 1895 1,365,240 25,491 10,240 470 386,233 8,066 1,045,24,0 14,516 51,216 2,253 13 7 40,765 15 11 ■2,853,501Interimtionnl............... <
( 1896 1,392,170 23,883 10,400 470 279,070 8,680 1,111,200 17,372 64,30.1 2,567 11 95,928 7 9 2,845,337

Totals................... <
1895 5,769,990 83,796 17,290 49,170 2,240 926,724 13,120 3,707,194 SSjoG-i ' 100,506 3,779 0 9 5G,y9o 9 1 10,602,888

l 1896 6,100,170 105,125 13,030 61,090 2,770 873,640 16,033 3,751,000 ... 44,147 134,075 4,804 4 10 126,735 5 1 10,976,010

Totals posted and J 1895 67,176,570 902,448 337,290 944,320 13,090 11,177,342 81,877 10,755,018 34,147,840 422,757 1,449,089 26,545 12 6 102,793 12 9 125,958,572
received ......... ) i 1390 67,894,650 1,000,665 393,080 1,007,890 6,590 15,511,020 92,619 10,615,300 34,943,040 506,111 1,780,648 32,180 O 10 197,763 6 0 131,969,965

.. _ * ^ ntmiber of articles, other than newspapers, exempt from postnffe, beinj? comparatively small, a. separate acooujtt has not been kept of them, and they arc, therefore, included under the hevi of articles eubiect to HOjtairc.
aott*.—inc numbers of ordmarj- lot .era and packets, and ncwsixtpers, are calculated on the basis of returns furnished by Postmasters during two months of the year, and therefore must be accepted as approximate ontv. For all other Item** the actual numbers

dealt with during the year are given. ' "r
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Dead Letter Branch,
Tlie following return shows the number of Letters, Post Cards, Packets, and 

Circulars dealt with in this Branch, either by the return to writers, discovery of 
persons addressed, or otherwise, during the year 1896

Letters. Post Cards. Packets. Circulars.

Inlakd,

Returned to senders................................................... 196,293 2,028 125,366 134,830

Destroyed in accordance with Section 32 of 31 Vie. No. 4. 28,164 588 10,391 40,606

lNTEKCOLONIA£.

Original ly addressed to other colonies ;—.

Returned to sendors, or otherwise disposnri of... 19,216 306 3,000 1,854

Destroyed in accordance with Section 32 of 31 Vic. No. 4........... 4,187 90 321 1,074

Returned to other colonies as unclaimed ............................. 10j7&4 470 953 2,496

Foreign, -

Originally addressed to other countries:—

Returned to senders, or otherwise disposed of.............................. 6,430 74 900 164

Destroyed in accordance with Section 32 of 31 Vic, No, 4 ...... 1,357 20 79 20

Returned to other countries ns unclaimed ..............  ............... . 8,490 270 4,048 826

Total number dealt with.................................... 282,907 3,858 151,661 181,870

Included in the above return were 2,908 registered letters, all of which had 
been posted originally within the Colony. A considerable number of these bore the 
names and addresses of the senders on the envelopes, and were returned intact 
accordingly. The others were opened to obtain the required information. They 
were found to contain, besides correspondence and valuable articles of jewellery, such 
as watches, rings, brooches, and chains, the sum of £2,391 Us. 5d. in coin, notes, 
cheques, money orders, and stamps. In 1,210 unregistered letters were found 
valuable enclosures, representing £3,575 13s. 3d.

922 registered letters, originating in places beyond tbc Colony, were returned 
unopened, as follows128 to London, 578 to otiier countries, and 216 to the other 
colonies.

Of 339 packets, containing merchandise, jewellery, &c., received, owing to 
the addressees having declined to pay the surcharges, or as a result of the directions 
having become detached or mutilated irreparably in transit, 47 only were applied for' 
and delivered. The articles not otherwise disposed of arc sold by public auction, in 
conformity with the Postage Act, and the proceeds paid into the Consolidated 
Itcvcnuc.

1,254 letters were posted unaddressed, 894 of which (including 16 containing 
valuable enclosures amounting to £143 13s. 3d.) were returned to the writers. The 
remainder afforded no adequate indication as to the whereabouts of the senders.

137—C Out
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Out of 12,042 letters and packets passed on to the Dead Letter Office during 
the course of the year with insufficient directions, the addresses of a large proportion 
were rectified and'the articles forwarded accordingly. The residue were returned to 
the senders or were otherwise dealt with, as required by law. 7,854 letters were 
refused by the addressees, chiefly on account of surcharges.

1,126 Chinese letters imperfectly addressed were dispatched to their intended 
destinations through the assistance of the Chinese interpreter. In addition to these, 
752 addressed to members of this nationality were returned as unclaimed by the 
same instrumentality.

A sum of £204 Os. 10d., contained in registered letters, which had been 
received during the year 1895 and had remained unclaimed for twelve months, was 
remitted to the proper authorities.

It is estimated that 180,000 newspapers were forwarded to the Branch during 
the year. These were disposed of in accordance with the regulations.

About *451 per cent, of the total number of letters posted in the Colony 
during 1896 were unclaimed.

Delivery hy Letter-carriers.

The number of letters, &c., delivered by tlie Letter-carriers attached to the 
head office during the years 1895 and 1896 was as follows:—

1895. 1S96.
Unregistered letters ... ... ... 8,i83,948 9,810,440
llegistered letters ... ... ... 77,349 84,721
Books, Ac.................................................................. 160,212 239,871
Newspapers ... ... ... ... 1,482.604 1,420,662

Registration Branch.

The number of Registered Letters which passed through the General Tost 
Office in 1896 was 737,772, against 683,898 in 1895, the increase in number being 
53,874.

■ Mails Received and Despatched.

The following return shows the number of Mails received at and despatched 
from the General Post Office during the years 1895 and 1890.

Year. *

Received. Despatched. Total numl>er of 
Mails which passed 
through the office.

Inland. Foreign. Inland. Foreign.

1895 .......................................................................... 229,759 9,127 216,952 10,930 466,768

1S9G .......................................................................... 242,467 10,786 219,776 11,186 484,215

Increase ................................................................. 12,70S 1,659 2,824 256 17,447

Record Beanch.

’ The number of written communications received from the public during 
1896, intimating changes of address, or requesting letters, &c., to be forwarded, was 
27,000} against 26,463 in 1895. '

The number of communications addressed to the Department relating to the 
extension and improvement of the service, to irregularities connected with the 
performance of mail contracts, and to the transmission of letters, telegrams, &c., and 
recorded in the year 1896, was 47,772, against 47,704 in 1895.

Postage
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Postage Stamps, Stamped Envelopes, &c.
The following return shows the number, description, and value of Postage 

Stamps, &c., issued at the General Post Office during the years 1895 and 1896:—
Number.

JSBfi. J 1896.
Description.

Value. Increase in issue for 1S9G- Decrease in issue for 
1890.

1893. 130G. Number. Value. Number. Value.

£ s <L £ s. £ F. (1. £ fi. d
7,654,900 Halfpenny............................................ 14,657 1 s 15,777 1 8 019,600 1,120 0 o

120.9-26 81,901) Halfpenny impressed on envelopes, 251 18 170 12 6 50,020 81 fi 1
Ac., receii cd from tlie public.

39,512,022 41,139,324 Pcmiv.................. . ... .. ............................ inn inn ir. f) 171 413 17 o
100,170 200,017 Penny impressed on envelopes, ftc.. 667 ii 3 833 8 I 39 i 333 165 19 10

received fiom the public.
27,236,360 28,441,£00 Two-penny ..................................... 226,973 10 8 237,015 0 0 1,204,940 10,011 32US,iK>0 164,790 Two^prnnv ini preyed <m envelope’ 3,741 11 a 1,373 5 0 44,200 308 6 S

icocivcd from tbc public
842,328 S67.336 Tuopcm^-halfpcnm*.......................... 8,774 5 0 9,034 15 f) 25,608 20ft 10 ft
268,200 263,900 'J’hi-ec-peonv........................................ 3,227 10 0 3’287 10 0
:i93,48i) 420,120 Emir-p’onny ........................................ 0^653 0 0 7,002 6 0 26,640 4-14 0 ft
114,588 124,416 FnC'jionnv ............................... 2,387 5 o 2 692 0 n ft.S9g
n03,.V40 004,040 Six-penny .................................. 24^083 10 o 0

0,909 7,368 Sevcnpenec'halfjicnny ............... 184 13 u '230 fi 0 M5ft 45 11 lilt
97,150 113,040 Eiffht penny............................... 3,238 10 o 3 738 0 o
3,723 5,040 Nine-penny .................................. 139 12 3 189 0 0 1,317 40 7 9
5,910 S,748 Ten-pemiv..................................... 246 10 0 364 10 0 2,832 118 ft 0

1,365,170 1,513,440 One shilling .................................. 0S,"5S 10 0 75,672 0 o 148,27ft 7,413 30 0
4,243 0,170 9sTel\'CpC]iec-}ialf])cr;ny , .. __ 220 19 91 269 5 5 027 48 5 7J
0,496 10,855 2 :t74 0 9 713 is 1
2,501 2,047 Ten-shilling ............................ 1,250 10 0 i'hps in o

294 121 Sets of “postage duo* stamps at 147 0 0 ’ 62 0 ft 170 S5 It 010s. j>or set. *
5,255 0,01« Twciitv-HhllUrji;.............................. 5,255 0 0 c me o o 761 761 ft n59 14 Seta of Bjiccimcn and reprint postage ‘ 59 0 0 14 0 0 o o

stamps ra 20s. per set.
101,700 230,(UO Ncvvspapci wrappers—tialfpcnnv - 212 0 0 403 0 0 134,880 281 ft 018,480 18,480 Newspaper wruppets—penny .... 77 0 0 77 0 0903,<4)0 939,000 Pos^t-cards—one-peimv................ 3,705 0 0 3,012 10 0 35,400 147 10 05,760 6,800 Postcards—thrcc-halfpcnee............ 3G 0 0 42 10 0 1,010 C 10 o2,460 2,160 Kopiy iwjt-canls at twopence ........ 20 10 0 IS 0 0 300 2 1ft 0240 320 Kopiy post-cards nt tlirecpence ... 3 0 0 4 n 0 30 I 0 n511,920 60,209 llegistered envelopes at tbrecpencp.. 7+9 0 0 752 10 ‘0 "SO 3 10 0

siri.r.oo 01,250 Envelopes—one-jvoimv............... 429 16 0 410 12 0 4,250 19 2 610,125 18,875 EnveloiHis—two-pcniiy.................... 37 15 0 120 r, 0 3.750 32 10 0321,260 333,240 Letter Cards .................................... 2,007 10 0 2,426 10 o 07,040 419 0
43>1I2U 38,140 Telegram Porms—six-penny............ L078 0 0 953 10 0 4,030 124 30 0171,480 104,840 Do. one-shilling.......... 8,574 0 0 8,242 0 0 6,640 332 0 ft130 22 Sets of O.S. stamps, Ac., £2............ 272 0 0 44 0 0 114 228 0 0

JCri4S,47ft 17 2 £580,761 12 3 £33,507 10 3 1,28ft 15 3

The estimated number and value of Postage Stamps and Postage Prepayment 
Porms sold for Postal and Telegraph purposes during 1896, were as follows :— 
Number, 81,075,400; value, £556,600.

The following return shows the number, description, and value of Postage 
Stamps purchased from tbc public for cash, less the usual discount, during the year

Value.
Number. Description. £ g. d.
3,887 Halfpenny ............................ ... 8 ] HI

88,G 1(5 One-penny ... ... ... ... 360 4 8
13G.3G2 Tvro-pennv ... ... ... 1,130 7 0

801 Twoponce-linlfpenny ... ... ... 8 G 101-
153 Three-penny ... ... ... ... 1 18 3
252 Hour-penny ... ... ,,, ... 4 4 O

2G Five-penny ... ............... ... 0 10 10
G69 Six-penny ... ... ... ... 1G 14 G

8 Sevcnpeuce-halfpenny ... ... ... 0 5 0
03 Nine-penny ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
12 Ten-penny ............................ ... 0 10 0

500 One-shilling ... ... ... ... 25 0 0
24 Twelvepence-halfpenny... ... ... 1 5 0

1 Five-shilling ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
2 Ten-shilling ............................. ... ... 1 0 0

Total ... £1,577 11 10
Less 5 per cent.... ... 78 17 7

£1,498 14 3

72 spoiled but unused 0£d. envelopes, value ... £0 3 O
2.538 „ „ Id. „ ... 11 8 5
5.C90 „ „ 2d. „ » ... 40 G 4
1,005 ,, „ Id. post-cards }> ... 7 1 3

0 » „ 2d. „ 5J ... 0 1 0

£GS 0 O
Less 10 per cent. ... G 10 0

£01 4 0
Ih
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In February, an improved 1-kl. post-card was introduced, the change of 
design consisting in tlie removal of the waratah from the face of the card, and the 
substitution of an emblematic waratah and• leaves, for the words “One hundred 
years,” in the stamp denoting the value.

In August, a similar alteration of design was made in the Id. post-card, the 
size of which was reduced to the limits provided for by the regulations of tlie 
Universal Postal Union.

In May, arrangements were made for the transmission within the Colony and 
to the Australasian Colonies, of private post-cards, impressed with a Id. stamp.

In October, an amended form of letter-card was introduced, differing from 
the former pattern by the omission from tlie stamp of the words “ One hundred 
years,” and by the alteration of the inscription relative to the places to which the 
card may lie transmitted, so as to read as follows:—■

“This card may pass through the post to any place within New South Wales, 
to the Australasian Colonies, and Pip.”

The sale of sets of obliterated “ O.S,” postage stamps at £2 per set, was 
discontinued from the 18th March.

Inland Mail Conveyance.

In the year 189G the average cost per mile of the Inland Mail Conveyance 
was about 3-§fd., against Ajj-d./the price per mile paid during the previous year.

The number of contracts in existence on tlie 31st December, 1896, for the 
conveyance of inland mails was 958, and the number of mail services in respect of 
which no formal contracts were executed, 30G,

Money Orders.

Money Order Offices wore established during the year 1896 at the following 
places, viz., Barber’s Creek, Koorawatha, Mullumbimby, Neville, Shooter’s Hill, 
Walla Walla.

The offices at Brunswick, Cannonbar, Harris-street, and Kunopia were 
abolished, and the name of the office at Bungvvall Plat was changed to Bungwahl.

The number of Money Order Offices in the Colony on 31st December, 1890, 
was 626.

The number of money orders issued was 402,677 (exclusive of 4,326 certi
ficates of transfer used by Postmasters in connection with transmitting fees for 
private letter-boxes, &c.. &c.), and the value £1,313,594, against 406,235 of the 
value of £1,269,200, the difference showing a decrease of 3,558 in the number, and 
an increase of £44,394 in the amount, as compared with 1895.

The number of money orders paid was 407,716, and tlie value £1,427,520, 
against 380,292 of the value of £1,247,235 in 1895, being an increase of 27,424 in 
the number and £180,285 in the amount.

The amount of revenue received as commission on money orders issued was 
£15,283 15s. 3d., being £425 14s. 9d. more than the amount collected in 1895.

A comparative return showing the various countries where the money orders 
issued in New South Wales were made payable, and also the money order issues of 
other countries payable in New Soutli Wales, will be found in tlie Appendix.

In tbc information contained in Appendix A will be found a detailed state
ment of the business transacted and revenue collected at each office in the Colony.

Prom the 1st March, tlie regulation prohibiting the transmission of money 
orders by telephone was repealed, and provision was made for telegraphic money 
orders being issued and paid at money order offices connected by telephone with the 
telegraph system, subject to stringent conditions to prevent abuse.

Postal
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Postal Notes.

. During the year 1890,891,291 postal notes, of tlie value of £322,653 18s., were 
suPP^et^ Postmasters for sale to the public; of these, 835,011 were issued and 
paid in New South Wales, having a value (with stamps affixed) of £304,23411s. 4d.; 
40,134 notes, value £16,303 11s. 6d., of other colonies were also paid, making a 
grand total of 875,145, of the value of £320,598 2s. 10d., paid in New South Wales.

Ihe number of notes issued in this Colony and paid in other Colonics was 
52,206, of the value of £20,41113s. (including postage stamps to the value of £158 
3s. affixed thereto).
, amount of reArenue collected as poundage was £7,838 17s. 4d., an
increase of £1,522 5s. as compared with 1895.

The following table contains particulars of the postal notes paid in New 
South Wales during the year 1896

Issuing Colony.
Denomination of Notes. L<— a

c;^>
5 sH □

5r;

Value
of

Stamps
afllxcd.

Total value 
of

Notes and 
Stamps.1'- 1/0 2/- 2'G 3.'- 3/0 V- 4/0 N- j V/o 10/- 10/0 16/- 20/-

Now South Wales..
liiuicnaland ........
South Australia
Tnsimniia ..........
Victoria ................

Totals ........

No.
43,549

930
21C

79
723

No.
2Cft70G

425
150

f»3
459

27,844

No.
37,690

939
2G5
88

900

No.
69,261)

1,238
<348
125

1,310

No.
82,245

1,358
363
151

1,377

No.

732
244

78
707

No.
93,198

1.007
314
119

1,31)3

No.

554
201

58
845

No. No.
155,083 52,357

2,089 550
532 198
178 49

2,483 “82

No.
131,033

2,024
080
1S3

2,933

137,503

No.

269
159

33
309

330

No. 
55,062 

570 
205 
3 it 

843

56,724

No.
68,118
2,336

547
190

4,192

835,011
14,971
4,477
1,423

19,258

£ r. d. 
2,936 3 10 

06 2 1 
27 17 3* 

7 2 9 
01 lOlOj

£ s. d. 
304,234 11 4 

5,683 14 1 
1,069 10 3$ 

500 1 9 
8,493 19 4&

45,497 39,942 72,287 SM40 1,821 95,941 1,658 |l60,415 53,936 95,293 876,146 j 3,168 S 10 320,593 2 10

Government Savings Bank,

Tlie following branches were opened during the year 1896, viz.:—Capertee, 
Dapto, Mandurama, Bous Mill, Tarana, Wallabadah, and Walla Walla.

Pour branches were closed, viz.:—Brunswick, Cannonbar, Harris-street and 
Kunopia.

During the year 43,255 new accounts were opened and 34,572 accounts were 
closed. The number of accounts remaining open at the close of the year was 
140,386. J

The number of deposits received was 307,689, and the amount 
£2,110,579 0s. 3d., being an increase of 11,333 in the number and £83,564 15s. 7d. 
decrease in the amount on the business of tire previous year. The interest added to 
depositors’ accounts was £128,629 11s. 4d,

The number of withdrawals was 197,374, and the amount £1,987,943 6s. 3d., 
being an increase of 6,768 in the number and of £152,943 6s. 7d. in the amount on 
the business of the previous year.

^ Ihe balance at the credit of depositors at the close of the year was 
£4,3/2,965 4s. 10d., being an increase of £251,265 5s. 4d. on the previous year.

The average amount of each deposit was £6 17s. 2Jd., and of each withdrawal 
£10 Is. 5-|<l.

The average balance at tlie credit of each depositor at tlie close of the year 
was £31 2s. llfd. , *

Ihe following return will show the annual progress of the Government 
Savings Bank system from 1st January, 1887, to 31st December, 1896

Tear. Number of 
Deposits.

Interest added to 
Depositors’ Accounts Amount of Deposits. Number of 

Withdrawals.
Amount of 

Withdrawals.
DaSance at Credit 

of Depositors.

1887.................. 172,823
£ 8, d. £ 8. d. £ 9. A. £ d.

50,717 4 10 1,026,269 15 7 84,110 998,838 13 8 1,501,453 14 31888......... ........ 196,120 58,483 7 9 1,219,000 12 5 89,961 1,041,233 19 11 1,737,703 14 c1S80................ 203,174 61,871 13 0 1,115,863 4 1 104,522 1,185,547 10 3 1,729,890 15 418!)0.................. 223,428 63,225 7 0 1,198,293 17 6 109,940 1,115,505 6 0 1,875,904 14 71881................. 265,650 72,280 10 4 1,509,370 10 3 125,298 1,304,099 0 3 2,153,463 0 LI1882............. 278,578 81,781 O 3 1,630,197 16 9 156,157 1,511,355 16 5 2,354,086 1 G1893................. 236,077 99,566 0 3 2,816,084 13 9 182,003 2,038,561 3 4 3,233^288 16 101894............... 204,393 120,880 8 6 2,160,610 9 0 183,909 1,880,854 11 9 3,633,925 2 7 -1895 ............ 296,356 128,640 10 9 2,194,133 15 10 190,606 1,834,999 19 8 4,121,699 19 ft189B.................. 307,689 128,629 11 4 2,110,579 0 3 197,374 1,987,943 6 3 4,372i965 4 LO
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The following return will show the business of the Government Savings Bank 
for the year 1896, compared, with the transactions of the year 1895 :—

ta
•J
x'Z'

fca
we

ri a •Sol!riX 4> Total deposits, including interest. c |
5 . f c s*

*4? 24) O j
■c S-y .

V i-.

d

Y
ea

r.

C 41 i,"

!!?

^.
o'C 1.
8-8 8 1 n; £

c cL c bV
Amount J g Total withdrawals,

f
rs
v ^

u ^O «
u y S

* |s"
*

o i- Hi
a3*

1
3

5?
Deposits. Interest. Total. o Number Amount. ^ Sd

858.
¥ +a 5>

1S9.-I 49fl 42,570 33,303 131,703
£ ft. d.

2,194,133 15 10
£ e. d, 

123,040 10 V
£ s. (1

2,322,774 fi 7

£ s. (t. |

■so} loo,eoo
£ b. (h 

1,334,099 15) 3
£ a. (1.
9 12 0}

£ 8. (t.
4,121,091) 19 0

£ s. il. 
:)L 5 10J

1890 mi 43,250 34,572 140,386 307,059 2,110,579 0 3 128,020 11 i 2,239,203 )1 7

0 sr d 197,374

1,937,943 B 3 10 1 5} 4,372,905 4 10 31 2 11}

In tlie information contained in Appendix A is given a detailed statement 
showing the business transacted at each branch in the Colony. A statement of the 
Liabilities and Assets, with the Auditor-General’s certificate thereon, will be found 
in the Appendix.

The rate of interest on all deposits in the Government Savings Bank was 
fixed at 3 per cent, per annum from the 1st July, the rate previously allowed being 
4 per cent, on moneys remaining at the credit of depositors for the full period of 
twelve months from the 1st January in each year, and 3 per cent, in all other cases.

Electric Telegraphs.

The following return shows the lines of Electric Telegraph constructed and 
the cost of construction, also the lines dismantled, during the year 1890 :—

East Raleigh to Jlain Line .................................................
Wyiidli.im to Rocky Hall .....................................................
Eernmount to Belli ngen.........................................................
Culcaim to Walla Walla ......................................................
Cullen Bullen to Piper's Flat .......................................... .
Hargraves to Wimleyer..........................................................
Albury to Thurgoona..............................................................
Germanton to Woomargama................................................
Coolamon to Gamnain’ ..........................................................
Navrabri to Moree ..................................................................
Gloucoster-Copeland Line to Barrington ...........................
Bangalow to Byron Bay-Granuuile Line...............................
Wellington to Daviesville......................................................
Wootabrar to Millie ..............................................................
Uralgurra to Bellbrook ..........................................................
City and other extensions—Telegraph and Telephone ....

Line dismantled ..............................................................

Line erected......................................................

Additional wire erected .........................
Additional Line (wire) erected .............

Dismantled
Line.

Constructed.
Cost of 

Construction.
Line. Additional

Wire.

m. cha. m. chs. ID. chs. £ s. d.
0 20 5 f) O

10 0 ]:>7 o 0
3 40 19 11 0

9 70 0 41 2.76 0 f>
2 1 5 38 72 14 10

7 0 59 3 ]
0 23 7 40 57 2 7

30 20 70 19 7
9 40 130 11 0

SO 40 62 42 67 42 1.529 10 10
0 20 S 5 0
3 70 3 70 12S 6 10
7 40 1 0 184 19 10

17 0 17 0 473 1 8
0 17 4 20 21 16 7

09 3 1,781 44 45,920 12 9

80 40

1S2 72

] ,918 75 
1S2 72

Total extent of wire erected during year 
Less wire dismantled ................

Actual increase ....................

2,101 67 
SO 40

2,021 27

40,095 C 0

The total cost of the whole extent of Telegraphic communication in the 
Colony on 31st December, 1896—30,820 miles 62 chains—was £889,475 11s. lOd.

Telegraph Offices were opened at Woonona (in lieu of the Telephone Office 
previously existing there) and Lue (Railway Station). The offices at Cannonbar, 
Emu Plains (Railway Station), and Kinchela Creek were converted into Telephone 
Offices.

The names of the public Telephone Offices opened and closed are given under 
the heading of Telephone Branch.

The
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The following Return shows ihe extent of line and wire in use, and the num
ber of offices in existence on tlie 31st December, 1896 ; also the number and value 
of telegrams which passed over tbc lines during the year :—

Length of Line and "Wihe.

Miles of lino ... 
Miles of wire ... 
Number of Oflices*

12,4tS 
30,820 

8bti

* Includes 169 Public Telephone Offices and 221 Railway Telegraph and Telephone Oflices.

Messages.
Number. Value.

Inland ... ... ... 4,, • * ■ ... 1,813,102 £107,030 8 0
f Keeeived ... ... ... 391,133 47,690 3 7

Intercolonial \ Despatched ... ... 383,144 43,090 12 0
(.in Transit ... ... 111,483 20,113 9 ID
7 .Keeeived ... ... 38,355 54,001 0 3

international ■2 Despatched ... ... 24.578 71,051 11 2
(.In Transit ... ... 24,981 82,106 0 1

Total ... ... 2,796,770 £431,701 5 r,

The number and value of telegrams despatched from each office in the Appendix 
Colony will be found in Appendix A. A statement showing the total amount of 
business transacted within the Colony, and with the several Australasian Colonies 
and other countries, and also the net revenue due to ISTew South Wales on each 
class of business during the year 1890, is given hereunder :—

Hecciveii. Despatched.

Number 
of Messages. Value.

Inland .............................. 1,843,102
£ 8. d.

107,036 s a
From New Zealand .... 20,429 4,755 9 11 

12,543 5 4From Queensland ........... 83,GOO
From South Australia ... 01,221

11,638
7,953 IS 3

From Tasmania............... 1,726 7 5
From Victoria .............. 178,226 14,585 8 3
From New Caledonia ... 1,256 707 10 1
From other Countries . . 17,099 53,353 10 2
From Western Australia 31,019 6,131 14 5

Total .............. 2,252,590 208,793 12 4

Number 
of MeEeajres. Value.

Inland ......................
To New Zealand......
To (Jncensland . ... 
To South Australia...
To Tasmania ..........
To Victoria..............
To New Caledonia ...j 
To other Countries,.. 
To Western Australm

Total.............

1,843,102
20,301
77,803
58,012
12,152

191,452
1,347

23,231
22,824

£ a. 
107,030 8 

4,237 S 
9,881 IS 
7.360 15 
1,924 10 

16,008 1 
879 1 

70,172 9 
4,217 IS

2,250,824 221,784 11

Net Itcvenuo 
due to

New South Wales.

d.
fi
0
8
1
0
8
5
9
1

£ s. d. 
107,030 S 6 

1,748 10 4 
11,189 10 10 
7,592 10 4 

815 11 2 
15,231 15 9 

181 10 0 
4,229 4 3 
3,449 14 2

8 151,475 13 4
Messages which parsed 
over N.S.W. liner from 
and to places outside 
the Colony

136,404 108.219 9 11

2,387,288 330,004 1 7

8,265 13 11

159,741 7 3

■The following return shows the amounts paid by each of the Colonies in 
connection with cable subsidies and guarantees:—

Contribution to—

Culony,
Population 
on 5 April, 

1891.
Duplicate Cable 

Subsidy between 
Port Darwm and 

Banjowaugic.
(Year 18!)C>.)

Tasmanian
Cable

Subsidy,

(Year 18!)G )

New Zealand 
Guarantee.

(Year ended
30 April,, 1897.)

Total
Contribution.

Victoria............................................................. 1,140,405
1,132,234

620,030
320.431
146,067
49,782

£ a. d. 
13,245 13 11 
13,150 15 10-

.C a. d. ,e s, d. iC 8. d.

Kcw Soutli Wales ..................... 1,704 14 S 15,709 5 11 
467 10 9 

4,445 17 1 
2,034 18 11 

690 14 1

"New Zealand ................ . ...................... ........... . 467 10 0 
241 12 6South Australia ...........................................

Tasmania ..............................
3,721 15 6 
1,701 10 6 

578 4 3

482 9 1
220 16 fi 
74 19 1Western Australia ....................................... 37 10 9

Totals........ ........................ 3,409,549 32,400 0 0 4,200 0 0 | 2,571 0 0 39,171 O 0

The rercipts bvMio Cable Company And by the Houth Australian Goi eminent, in rcpiwct of the Australasian traffic bcinsr in cxees* ol he 
amounts amarantosd (DH2,,000 and a:S7.fifi2 rcspoctnely), in connection with the reduced latos the Colonies were not called upon to contnhutF 
amlhing towards thwe frua ran tees for the tvreh c months ended 30th April, iSDr. 1

In
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In March an amendment was made in tlie regulations for the transmission 
and delivery of telegrams so as to provide for messages being forwarded to and from 
certain stations at a prescribed hour on Sundays, Christmas Day, and Good Friday, 
at double the usual rates for ordinary telegrams.

In May, Texas (Q,.), and in October, Parragundy, (N.S.W.), were added to 
the list of “ Border JI stations, between which and all stations in the neighbouring 
colony telegrams may be transmitted at the inland rate of Is. for the first ten words, 
and Id. for each additional word.

The charge for telegrams to and from Hillgrove and Hillgrove West was fixed 
at 6d. for the first ten words, and Id. for each additional word, from the 1st June.

The following Statement shows the Australasian Telegraph business transacted 
with Europe and the East during the year 1896 :—

Komardefl. Reeeii ed. Total.
Colony,

Messages 1 nUie, Messages. Value, Messages. Value.

£ s. 8, £ s. d £ a. d.
South Australia,,,.,.................. 0,430 20,652 U S 10,100 32,441 6 6 19,530 62,093 18 2
Victoria.......................................... 18,223 72,586 12 0 16,923 00,490 15 3 35,152 133,077 7 3
Timnania .................................... 620 1,497 10 0 572 1,463 19 0 1,192 2,961 9 9
flew South Wales..................... 10,826 68,039 1 4 11 17,099 53,353 10 2 56,925 121,393 5 1
New Zenland ............................... 0,808 42,135 12 4 8.760 33,323 lo 1 18,568 75,459 7 5
Queensland .............................. 992 3,020 4 0 905 3,539 a 0 1,897 6,559 7 0
Western Australia. .................. 20,003 89,032 2 3 17,279 72,211 1 10 37,942 161,273 4 1

Total ....................... 79,568 305,964 7 11 71,638 256,853 10 10 151,206 502,817 18 9

Tjilei1 HONE Branch.

During the year a general reduction of fees and other charges in connection 
with the different services of the Telephone system was made.

The charge for connection with the Central Telephone Exchange, which 
formerly was the same for private residences as for business establishments, namely, 
£12 per annum where the line did not exceed one mile in length, -was reduced to £9 
for business places and £5 for private residences. The extra charge for lines 
exceeding one mile in length was fixed at £1 per half-mile, in lien of £1 per 
quarter-mile. Eor joint use by several persons of the same number at the Exchange 
the fee (in addition to the one ordinary subscription) for each extra set of instruments 
was reduced from £3 10s. to £3. The fee for extension lines connecting with the 
Exchange lines was fixed at £3, instead of £5, for distances not exceeding one mile, 
and for each additional half-mile up to three miles at £1, in lieu of £1 per quarter- 
mile ; while the charge for extension hell and switch, or other apparatus used, was 
reduced from £1 to 10s.

In the case of Suburban Telephone Exchanges the fee—£2 for the first four 
miles and 10s. for each additional mile—for the use of the trunk wire connecting 
with the Central Exchange was abolished, the charge for business establishments, 
namely, £10, otherwise remaining unaltered, except where the Line exceeded one 
mile in length, in which case the charge was reduced from £1 for each additional 
quarter-mile to £1 per half-mile up to three miles. These reductions also apply to 
private residences, the primary charge for which was likewise reduced, namely, from 
£6 to £5. , ‘ .

Eor connections with Country Exchanges tlie fee was reduced from £10 to 
£8 for business establishments, and from £6 to £5 for private residences, where the 
line was not over one mile in length, and for each additional quarter-mile from £1 
to 10s.

An uniform charge (irrespective of distance) of 6d. for the first three minutes, 
and an equal amount for every additional three minutes, was levied for the use of 
Public Telephones (Bureaux) within the city and suburbs, the rate formerly charged 
being double this amount for the use of lines over three miles in length.

The rent for private telephones supplied by the Department to replace 
instruments tlie property of subscribers was reduced from £2 to £1 10s., and for 
each set of magneto telephones fropi £^ IQs |;o £2 per annum.

' As
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As regards private telephone lines, it was formerly the practice to charge a 
license fee of £1 per annum for the first four miles and 10s. per annum for every 
additional mile up to a maximum of £7. Under the regulation as altered payment 
of a license fee is not required unless the line crosses the boundary of the licensee’s 
own land, or runs along or across a railway, public road, or track, when a fee of £1 
per annum (payable in advance) is charged, irrespective of the length of the line.

The fees in connection with private telephone lines were also reduced in other 
respects.

The foregoing reductions for the most part came into operation on the 1st 
May, 1896, and from the returns given below it will be seen that they have been 
followed by a considerable expansion of the Telephone system.

During the year ended 31st December, 1896, there were added to the
number of subscribers :—

To the Central Exchange ... . ................................. 522
„ Branch Suburban Exchanges , ................................. 549
,, Country Exchanges ... .. ................................. 132

Total ... . ................................. 1,203
The following return shows the number of lines connected with the Telephone

system at the close of the year:—
Exchanges. No. of Lines.

Central, Sydney ... ... ... ... ................................... 2,432
Branch, Suburban ............. ... .................................... 1,179
Country ... ... ... ... ... ................................... 363
Telephone Bureaux ... ... ... .................................... 17
Extension Lines—City and Subnrhs ... ................................... 642

„ „ Country ............ . ... ... ... ... 36
Private Lines—City and Suburbs ... ................................... 280

„ „ Country......................... .................................... 156

Total ... .................................... 5,105
Total number of Telephones in use ... .................................... 5,459

The length of lines opened during the year was 6S miles and 72 
chains, and additional wires erected 1,771 miles and 36 chains, 
the cost of construction being £16,052 18s. 9d.

In addition to the Central Exchange at the General Post Office, Exchanges 
are now open in the following Suburbs:—Ashfield, Balmain, Burwood, Edgecliff, 
Hunter’s Hill, Kogarah, Manly, Newtown, North Sydney, Parramatta, Petersham, 
Kandwick, Bookwood, and Waverley; and at Bathurst, Broken Hill, Cohar, 
Goulburn, Newcastle, "Wagga Wagga, and West Maitland in the country.

Telephone Bureaux for the use of the Public, on payment of a small fee, 
are now open at the General Post Office, Sydney, Ashfield, Balmain, Burwood, 
Cobar, Edgecliff, Hunter’s Hill, Kogarah, Manly, Newtown, North Sydney, 
Parramatta, Petersham, Kandwick, lledfern Kailway Station, Kookwood, Kozelle, 
and Waverley.

Public Telephone Offices were opened during the year at Cannonbar, Emu 
Plains (Railway Station), and Kinchela Creek (in lieu of the Telegraph Offices 
previously existing at these places), Bangalow, Barrington, Cullen Bullen, Daviesville, 
East Kaleigh, Ganmain, Leura, Parra gundy, Kocky Hall, Thurgoona, Tomakin, 
Uralgurra, Wagonga, Windeyer, Woolgoolga Jetty, and Woomargama; and at 
ChatsAvood, Manildra, St. Leonards, Summervale, and Walla Walla Kail way Stations.

The Telephone Office at Woonona Avas comrerted into a Telegraph Office.
Arrangements have been made for utilising tbe facilities of the Telephone 

system in conjunction with the Electric Telegraph, in the case of messages forwarded 
to and from subscribers to Telephone Exchanges, who in consideration of the payment 
of the prescribed fees, may forward and receive telegrams by telephone, through the 
Exchange with which they are connected.

CONSTIUTCilON OP TUNNELS IN THE ClTV OE SYDNEY.

This Arork has been continued, by the construction of a tunnel, from the corner 
of Moore-strect and Castlcreagh-street along Castlereagh-street to the corner of King- 
street; thence to the north-east corner of St. James’ Church, where it terminates.
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On the western side of George-strcet a tunnel lias been constructed from tbe 
corner of Cdarence-street and Barrack-street, along Clarence-street to King-street, 
down King-street to Kent-street, and along tbe latter street to Liverpool-street, 
where it terminates.

Electhig Light.
General Post Office.

The electric light has been extended to a number of the principal rooms and 
the colonnade.

Electric motors have been fitted to drive the Telephone Exchange magneto 
generators.

Some considerable alterations have been effected in the engine-room, increasing 
it in size, while extra driving power has been provided.

Jenolan Caves.

The electric light has had necessary, alterations effected which enable the 
three series of caves, the Eight, the Left, and the Lucas, to be simultaneously illu
minated, affording great satisfaction to the visitors who thus have every opportunity 
of getting an excellent view of these caves.

• Circular Quay.

Additional arc and series incandescent lamps have, during the year, been 
erected on the eastern side of the quay and in the naval drill sheds.

On the western side a number of poles and lamps were taken down and 
re-evected in other positions to. suit the extensive wharfage improvements recently 
made in that quarter.

Cowper's Wharf.

An improvement in the lighting at this station has been effected by the 
erection of three (3) additional arc lamps (Brockie-Pell) of ‘2,000 candle-power each.

I have the honor to be.
My Lord,

Your Lordship’s most obedient Servant,
JOSEPH COOK,

Postmastcr-GreneraL
Postal and Electric Telegraph Department,

General Post Office, Sydney, 31st July, 1897.
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APPENDIX A.
EETURN showing names of Post and Telegraph Offices, number of Letters posted, Telegrams transmitted, Postal Notes paid, Money Orders issued and paid, Savings Bank Deposits 

and "Withdrawals, Revenue received from eacli Office, Salaries and Allowances paid, and arrangements regarding premises during the year

Name of Offico.

Business transacted. 1 Revenue. 1 Expenditure.

Arrangements 
as regards 
Premises.

1

No. of 
Telegrams 

trails- 
miittrtl*

No.
ef

Money
Orders
issued.

No.1 of 
Money 
Oid era 
paid.

No.
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

C

o
^ = f

CA1

rS -a 
ri 15 c23 sr

«s > U. "

Postal. Tele
graphic

11 Money 
Order 

| and 
Postal 

| Note,

!

I Totlil.

i

^Officers in Charge

I Gross " i
tion for 

£alir-'- 1 Rent.

Salaries.

Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office.
Total.J Assisi- 

ants.
Opcra- 

j tom.
Letter

Carriers
Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers

Line
Re

pairers.

Other
Em*

jpluyds.

£ £> £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Abattoirs................... 3,320 604 122 25 147 100 52 i . 152 (lovt. building
Aberdeen................... 42,300 2,573 977 147 150 497 184 4S9 309 45 843 180 30 78 52 3S|10 - 52 370(10/- Uented
Aberdeen Itailtcay . . . _ At Rail’y Stn.

Station.
Acaciii Creek ...... 3,500 36 .36 15 15
Adatniniby ......... 25,230 1,142 600 07 iis 66 35 2.5» 69 33 3o7 160 20 3/10/- 143(10/- Uovt. building
Adamsloivn........... 37,3!J0 408 212 909 236 330 237 195 24 14 233 140 20 25 . 78 39/10)- 262(10/- do
Aitamelovm Rail- At KaiPy Stn.

way Station.
Adelong ............... 77,150 3,080 1,032 338 318 623 233 0,53 1S2 71 911 220 30 52 62 4 298 Covt. building
Adelong Crossing 4,510 178 7 7 2,5 25

Place.
Albion Park ....... 50,500 1,10.5 416 SS 322 2,59 113 316 6.5 29 410 120 20 52 25 177 Govt, building
Albury .................. 512,700 17,350 2,289 1,701 4.001 2,2)2 1,095 3.924 1,131 140 5,201 330 40 200 iso 144 78 52 140 75 213[14(- 3,096(14/- do

330 40 180 150 135 52 Buttery-
150 120 1)5 52 Nii
140 110 39 Cadet

91 100
Allnin/ liaihr/iy- 1,034 52 52 At HaiPy Stn.

Station.
Alcctown............... 13,200 4-20 211 .52 62 31 41 07 25 9 101 120 20 3 32/101- 135(I0(- Rented
Alexandriii ......... 43,330 1,309 002 774 2,308 2,604 1,298 585 75 24 084 ISO 30 78 2 at 144 52 164(5/- 91 1,418(5/- do

135 52
2 at nr.

100
78

Alison ................... 1,000 27 27 11 . e. 11 At Pub. School
Allundnle ............. 5,470 91 13 40 150 36 4 2 42 IS 18 At Jtail’y Stn.
Allynbrook ........ 5,090 43 0 IS 33 35 20 20
Alntonville ......... 9,400 sou 214 52 56 NS 37 94 40 13 152 120 20 2 26 128 Rented
Angledool ......... 361 26 21 47 10 10
Annan dulo ........... 53,51)0 2,902 203 923 1,380 2,204 S73 S93 123 20 1,036 210 40 39 aj 52 49(10[- 557/10|- Uovt. building

2 at 78
5, ISO AS 43 72 50 - = 60 CjO 59

Anikoon ............ 11,730 1,053 3S7 36 44 728 —16 13 87 19 119 120 20 3 52 155 Rented
Araluen .................. 20,710 S4S 531 170 166 100 91 246 44 27 317 160 20 78 2 220 Govt, building
Arcadia1 .................. 3,670 22 22 10 10
Avclgleii ................... 5,170 72 51 4 55 16 16 At Rail'y Stn.

SCO 10 ID in/jn/. 10)]GJ- At Pub. School
Argcm's Hill ... . 010 16 la 10/10/- 10/101-
Argoon........................ 2,710 24 24 1,5 15
Arkstone .................. 1,140 10 10 10'10/- 10jl0(-
Anuidale ................... 443,500 14,179 2,751 1,972 5,4,51 1,93.5 893 2,645 1,071 ■is4 3,870 350 50 ioo 200 120 52 140 169(13(9 1,709(13(9 Govt, building

78 150 78 5*2
120
100A rmidale Rail. Sin. 992 51 51 At Rail y Stn.

Notb*—Ofliecs printed in ItTlio? ato Tclc^rraph OHiso? oaly, au-l unless otherwise eh own, the Tclesrr.iph returns are included in those of the nearest public office* For other references see pag'e <31,
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Business transacted. Revenue. Expenditure.

No. No. No,
M M m Money I Salaries. Arrangement* 

as regards 
Premises.No of 

Letters Telegrams
trans

mitted.

of
Money

of
Money

of
Postal

e!t
etCO

on |
X ^ ^

CO f

Postal Tele
graphic

Order
and Total, Officers in Charge

Assist
ants.

1 Opera- 
j tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers.

Other Allow* Rent
Total,

posted, Orders
issued.

Orders
paid.

Notes
jpalri.

Postal
Note. | Gross

Salary.
Deduc
tion for 

Rent.

Re
pairers.

Em
ploy&.

ances. Office.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
55,SCO 

720
1,273 181 280 405 522 333 219 43 11 273 120 78 52 39 73 13 375

10/10/
1,278

Rented
10 10 lo/io/-:

240AahfieM ............... 207,220 6,633 803 1,227 2,967 2, ass 1,015 1,570 237 54 1,861 40 130 120 52 52 65
G5i!

89 Govt, building
100 no 52

100 26 39 “£

5,400
1,300

19 1 20 19
VT B

19
12Ash Island ......... 42 42 12

8,540
2.GG0

24 24 24/10/
10

24/10/
10Attunea Sprinfis.

853 450
10

"91
10

Auburn .............. 07,000 2,158 461 653 1,359 443 24 558 150 52 i20
78

52 75/10/- 527/10/- Govt, building

Audlcy .................. 1,250 15 15 13 13
2,130
1,550

32 32 17 17
10Austral ............... 10 6

“ Amlralia Ilolel ” 10,189 93S 938 78 78
2,420
2,020
2,810
S,2S0

14 14 14 14
21
11
19
10

37 37 21
36 36 11 At Rail’y Stn. 

doBaan Baa.......... ..... 273 1 16 6 23 19
Badgery’s Creek5.. 2,350 25 3 28 10

7,3*20 09 3 72 25 25
lOflOf-Baker’s Swamp ... B990 10 10 10/10/-

810 11 ] 1 16 8 24
10/101-BaliierodEery ....... 2,930 10 3 13 10/10/-

Bald Nob ............. 1,130
870

1C 15 15/101
10/10/-

lojlOf-
10)10/-Balgovrlah ............

50
10 10

6,71)0
3,220

104 165 26 91 84 54 6 7 67 42/10/
21/10/-

42 10|- 
21/10/-Balfalaba................. 23 23

050 JO 10
601Balliiia........................ 125,950 7.746 1,601 379 795 636 221 479 577 71

.........
1,127 240 40 ioo Is "52 80 Govt, building

91 •e
302,4R0 5,505 1,217 3,072 3,298 4,373 1,701 1,523 248 77 1,818 240 40 160 150

100
78
78

52
52

2,342/10/- do
130 52
125 65 52 527 5
120
115

65

78
Balmoral ............... 4,960

69,990
2,250
6,610

40 66 52 65 60 2 6 68 17 10 27
589/17/6

22/10/
23

At Rail’y Stn. 
Govt, building4,344 60S 203 303 375 116 9S9 298 39 1,326

20
240 40 110 150 39 90|17/6

Bandon Grove......... 20 22/10/-
Bungalow® 52 60 3 4 67 23
BauKstonn ............. 8,510 294 73 77 71 64 35 SI 11 3 95 50 50

14
175

17| 10/-

Bannaby ................... 1,420
9,200
9,130

7 7 14
672 174 10 32 135 42 11 188 140 20 3 5° Rented.

At Rail’y Stn,Barber's Creek6 ... 50 16 920 28 2 30 17/10/-
1,820 
8,470 

21,450

20 20 12 12
13

306
54 i 55 13

Barmedman............ 2,759
2,310

608 101 164 50 31 246 183 27 456 140 20 78 "52 4 52
Barraba .................... 84,100 G53 187 164 148 00 ubl 144 35 740 210 30 100' 4 284 Govt, building
BaiTagan ................. 1,990 10

"]2
10 io/io/- 10(10/-

1,450
19.740

M>2 ] 1 23 54 1 At Pilot Stn.
117 117 25 25

Barrington’ ............ 6,260 s ... 27 1 4 32 35 35

to
a:
to



14,900
2,780

980

2,187 375 38 49 74 50 116 140 21 277 150 20 52(10/6 60 242(10(6 Rented.
18 IS 11 11
10 10 11 11

Govt, building 
do

At Rail'y Stn.

Batfinian's liay.. .. 
liathnrst ...............

Jiathurst Rail. Stn.

11,710 
014,9 0

10,230
5,000
6,040
1,150

780
1,700

990

1,890
15,944

1,104
338

533
4,340

i'eo

313
0,000

‘ 40

76
11,858

"i>2

in
2,783

44

67
1,598

“is

134
5,154

133

105
1,374

so
20

22
231

"'s

311
6,759

SO
161

150
400
350

51

20
50
50

26
200
ISO

2 at 120 
78 
52

200
2 at 150 

110
2 at 100

115
105
105
73

39
26

52
52
39

140 731« 
52 J « 
5-2 as

5
21S(10(-

161
3,361/10/

” 51
Baulkhmn Hills

344
49

1 85
49
86

30/10/
47/10 -

36(10/-
47(10(-

At Pilot Stn.408 SO 12 12 25 1 26 3 30 6o)l0]- 1 6G(10(-
Bear Hill.............
lieaufort .............

15
14

lo
14

21
14

10(10/-
13
27
20

260

21
14

10J10(-
Kedgerobong .......
Beechwood ...........
Beecroft ........ .

2,070
4,220
8,830

145,200

254
444

7,137 1,588 633 1,829 740 346

16
5

53
982

is
14

509

I

83

io
21
72

1,574 40 65 180 "52 140 26 87(2/6

13
27
20

900/2(6 Govt, building
130 Cadet.

1,070
2,820

930
3,670

24,930
3,510

25,730

10 10 10 10
Belford...................
Belgravia...............
Bell ....................... 143

29
12
48 "’s ".3

29
12
59

15
10|10|-

21

io 25
10(10/-

2) At Rail’y Stn.
231 21 78 129 11 140 17 17 do

Bellbrook ............ 458
2,116

992
338 213 279 "57 "24

39
213

32
159

2
19

73
391

2J0
100

30 io - ...
'26

40(10/- 34
26

264/10/
152

Rented,
do

Bellinger Heads ... 
Bell’s Creek...........

15,280
3,690 "io

61 61
10

19
16|10(-

91

26 45
16/10/-

At Pilot Stn.

J3ettirees ..............
9,450 

45,570 
8,440 

10,630 
2,410 
5,990

2,830
8,910

2,400
690

17,550
32,220

750
399 ii 12 iio .37 "is 78

47
21 "’3

47
102 39 .......3 2'6ii'6l- 153(16/- Rented

921 227 5G 170 27 13 14S 53 13 . 219 130 20 91 5 20 226 do
75 7o 20 20 At KaiFy ytn.

Bemlemccr ...........
)5enflnlLa ...........
Ben Lomond Rail

way Station.

243

132

255

139

19

19

43

24 ...

98

64

29

15

"s

JO

7

123

" "79

29

no
29J]ft(-

23

14|10j-
50/10/

26
10
10

140

20 2 26 US
29/10'

23

14(10/-

Rented

At Rail’y Stn.

Bermagm.............
JJermagui South ...
Berrellan...............
Bcrremangra .......

287
599

51i>

197

215

101

35

81

63 "23

133

22
10

169

16
32

"29

8

14

157
32
22
To

212 20 "26

8

2/10/- 36

58(10/-
26
10
1C

184(10/- Rented
5,176 937 108 170 461 329 43 833 150 20 26 39 3 48 240 do

Bernina ...............
Berry ...................
Bcthungra ...........

22^030
147,180
12,340

830

928
2,937

409

399
723
355

120
204

58

178
413
65

134
300
54

58
173
24

100
569
158

10

34
163
24

IS
40
17

202
777
199

10

150
220

42
10/10/

22
15

49/10/
20/10/

20

20
30 '91 91

4
IS

134
390
42

10/10/-

Govt, building

At RaLTy Stn.

Bexhill...................
Bexley .................
Bibbeuluke.........

3,700
8,990

11,080
5,480
2,430
2,090
5,390
2,680

20,050
13,500
90,060
5,270
1,070

126

470
48

90

7

"so 1
1

7
48
31
27

10
.......5

22
25

54(10/-
26/10/-

Rented

Big Hill ............... 32 32 20
BiUeroy ........ ... 10

4
10
4

10/10/
10

10(10/-
10

10 10 11 11
644 026 09 145 52 38 231 38 25 294 64 12 70 At Rail’y Stn.
344 316 101 123 19 12 159 65 65

3,914 1,059 250 335 250 144 GUG 276 47 1,0)9
24
13

210 30 78 78 52 44/10/- 432/10/- Govt, building
Bumawny..............
Biinnc Creek8 ..

22
13

0 22/10/
10

22/10)-
10

Nom—For references ^cc page 61.
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Business transacted. Itorcnuo.

Namo of Oftlce.
No of Letters ] m>s ted.

| S’), t>1 Toluyivt-nv 
• trans-

No.ofifoneyU r’Sis-,ui<l

No. No. of | of Motiey 1 Puhta] Orders Notes p.iul.
-sS-s

i/J

^ CQ TofiUl. Tdlc-'^raptnc
MonCVUniorand
Note.

Total. OfTlrci e- in Charge.
OrossSalary | Lrduc- tion for 

Jlcnl.

Biidiop'a Bridge ,, 2,770

1 ! ' ...

iilack heath . . . . . .
Blar'fhcath flail. Sin 4G,220 2,125 370 233 487

Blnekman’a Point.. !)10 . ..
Black Mountain ... s,soo 113 137 37 57
Black Ran^e . . . . . . 1.G40
iilack Springs. . . . . . . 2,7«0
JiJacktown . . . . . . . . . . 13,700 313 162 94 90
Black ville. . . . . . 0,090 3S0 207 a 31
Blackwail . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,4o0 492 24!) 134
JiJukcJjurst . . . . . . . . . . 1,720
Blandford. . . . . . . . . M.SCO 250
Blaynev . . . . . . . . . . . . 97,000 2,970 S2S 425 1,070
Jilaynen JtaiCy Stn
Blowenne . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,520
Rluey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,290
Bodalla. .. 14,380 913 300 82 71
Bogan Gate5. . . . . . . . . . .
Bo^gabilta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,900 1,489 230 15 23
Boggabri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-2,310 2,799 734 107 316
Bofffjabri Jiaihvaii

Station.
Boggy Flat . . . . . . . . . . 1,700
Bolivia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boloko. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bolong. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,250
2,070
1,920
3,550

51 ii5 1 i

Bomaderry . . . . . . . . . 120
Bomatkrrt/ Kail-

Kay Station.
Bombala . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bombo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15f>j/)60
2,040

4,300 1,029 395 719

Bomon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,610 no 33 10 32
Bondi 47,780 1,909 230 282 467

Bongongolonff. . . . . . 1,720
Bonnyrigg10,^. . . . . . 090 . . . . . . . .
iionskaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,210

4,070Book ham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232 18 19
Boolambayte . . . . . . . 820
Booligal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boonicy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0,120
2,240

1.855 829 02 83

Booral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J*QoroQinQ'. . . . . . . . . .
Booroorban . . . . . . .

IR7I0

24/l70
1,400

31S 
003

Roppy Mountain11
Borenore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brno . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15,490
5,000

14,530
1,140

101 ioo 3t> 75
Jiotany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1'ourbah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bourkc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 443,370 25,849 2,929 1,403 1,728

£ £ £ £ £ £
14 14 14

245 135 414 112 28 584 190 30
—10 ' ”io 10/ib/-

85 6 9 160 23
10 10 10/10/-

17/10/-
89 17 4 iio 55

31 14 6S 22 8 9S 100
33 13 S3 27 10 120 115

19 19 10/10/-
89 16 105 29

312 159 725 ISO 26 931 220 30
16 "io ' 12
11 11 11

72 56 15.5 51 14 220 160 202 2 10(io 29 152 99 is 264 150 20
202 91 458 181 39 078 190 30

15 ... 15 12/10/-
5 35 3 5" 43 34

12 12 12
10 10 10/10/.
29 7 36 13
2 2

242 113 930 321 53 1,304 240 40
12 12 11

1 8 17 0 2 25 18
780 362 267 84 16 367 100

10 10 10/10/-
5 5 K)

94 94 26
SS ... 8 90 31)101-

9 9 15/10 -
50 20 488 120 17 (.25 190 30

26 26 ll/K)'-
32 IP 1 62 56

40 40
aoiioi-

14 1 + 10
37 9 76 6 4 86 36

33 33 30|10[-
100 100 07| 10|-

3 3 14(10/-
1,054 748 2,884 1,953 160 4,997 400 50

Expend Itifrc.
Salttilcs.

Assist
ant#.

Opcra-
tOI'S.

Letter
Carriers §S

 1
Ti

S;
 '

Messen
gers.

Line
HC-

pairors

Other
Em

ployes.

Allow
ances.

Kent
of

Office.
Total.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £
t "

£ £
14

5 91 40/10/- 75 371(10/-

10/10/-
28

10110!-
17/10)-

So
1|10|- 101/10/-

i. 65
10(10/-

26 6y
130 iso no 52 44/10]- 676|10|-

12
__ 11

26 34 36 236
10

3 36 169
130 3 293

12/10/
34... .

. 12
10/10/-

......... .. .. 13

100 130 78 20 528
10 21

18
78 52 77 32/10/- 404)10)-

10/10)-
10
26

31(10)-
15)l0)-

140 6 306
11/10/-

56

30/10)-
10

36
30/10/-

130 36J10/- 28/12/- 262/12/-
14)10/-

ioo

no
78

iio

130
120
110

2 ft). IOO

52 52
52
39

140 178/2/6 1,911(2/6)

Arrangements aa regards Premises,

Ken ted 
At KaiFy Stn, 
At Pub. School 
At J-hul'y Stn.

At Rally Stn. Ki ec,by guarantors

At Rail’y Stn. 
(lovt. building 
At Rail’y Stn. 
At Pub. School

Rented 
At Rail’y Stn. 
Rented
Govt, building 
At Rail'y Stn.

At Rail’y Stn.

At Rail’y Stn.

Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn. 
Rented

Govt, building

At Rail'y Sfn. 

Rented

Govt, building

00O

264



Bourkc Bail ten j/
Station.

ttowiin Park ...........
Ttawcufuls..............
l'o«Titnir Alley Point.
Bownar ......................
Howtiing..................
TJoivrnl ....................

Bosvmville ............
Box Ridge.............. ^
Braidwood ...........

Branxtou.................
BranxtQji tty. Stn..
Bcawlin....................
Broadaibauc...........
lirodbr».....................
Rreeza, ....................
Brewarrina ............

Brewongle ............
Bridgcman..............
Brimlabella .........
Bringagee................
Rringelly.................
Broadwater............
Brocklclmrst ........
33rooklcsby ...........
Brodie’s Plains ...
Brogo .....................
Broke .....................
Broken Hill ........

Broken Hill Raik 
way Station,

Brookfield ............
Brooklyn [See

UaH'l'fAburtf.)
Broommi.................
Broughton Vale .. 
Broughton Village 
Brownlnw Hill . 
Brown’s Creek .
Brownsville............
Brundah Creek ..
Bnmgle...................
l^riinswiek ...........
Brushgivovc . ..
Brushy Hill.........
Bryan’s Cap . ..
Buchanan ..............
Buckcndoon ........
Buckley’s Crossing 

Place.
Bud gee Budgee . . 
BugaltlL13............

I,.".If) 11 1

... ...

ll/IOl-l ...

I
::: 1:::: 11(10/-

15,800 120 9:?.-2 71 205 102 30 120 7 10 137 r>G ... .. ... ............. .... 56
4,450 ......... 1 98 93 0 > ' " 22

20,100 305 isi 15 25 19 9 Gn is O S8 120 20 ... ... 3 20 123
22,400 2 Hi 416 86 128 59 31 125 15 15 Inn 60 20 80

ISO 000 4,543 1,106 696 1.783 S75 446 1,448 304 75 1,827 210 40 100 125 26 109/io|- 612/10/-

12,740 1,048 437 61 70 70 19 108 66 17 191 130 20 2/10/- 31/4/- 143/141.
1,180 13 13 11/10/- 11/10/-

128,940 3,708 1,444 626 1,554 504 200 925 251 73 1,249 240 40 52 110 78 20 66/10/- 532/10/-

42,480 895 702 194 317 233 101 299 50 27 376 140 20 78 4 58/10/- 260/10-

3,040 '"'34 34 lo/iof- 10 20/10J-
16,080 218 iso 49 94 37 io 101 i2 S 121 45 20 65
6,080 71 1 72 13 15 2S

19,780 838 547 20 24 35 12 149 E>0 19 218 54 54
101,800 7,427 777 295 215 273 92 1,150 493 50 1,693 260 40 ioo 180 26 42/io/- 678(10/-

no
5314,030 146 231 36 70 71 8 8 87 53

1,020
1,890

15 15 14110/- 14(10/-
10 1 ii 101101- 10/10/-

4,710 856 55 55 10 ... 10
11,930 70 67 91 67 3 70 25 25
30,320 3,261 S63 132 171 486 177 275 207 46 528 190 30 78 3/101- 20 267/10/-
2,570 23 23 10/10/- 10/10/-
5,250 40S 31 31 60 60
1,260 10 10 10/10/-

22(10/-
10/10/-

2,9S0 4 ... 22 22 22/10/-
6,130 176 145 23 48 7 13 54 io G 70 120 20 2 25 127

194,130 44,315 11,222 3,911 2,629 9,255 3,521 5,101 3,623 659 9,383 400 50 ISO 200 iio 26 140 200 290/15/- .... - 4,181/15)-
160 2 at 100 100 26 Ttlfpli Be

3 at 150 160 91 26 78
140 2 at IflO 78 26 52
100 2 at 120 26
91 78 Switch
78 hfmrd .«t-

tenilHiil^
31,870 1,641 1,617 118 93 788 303 2CG 132 68 460 130 91 20 ... ... 52 52 351

1.490 29 29 15/10/
27

15(10/-
3,460 728 316 619 982 50 22 67 38 io 115 14 41

1,520 IO/IO/- 10(10/-
020 io 10 10/101- ... IO/IO/-

1,270 10/10/- ... 10/10f-
4,220 36 36 16 16
0,990 73 4 77 121101- 12/10/-
8,170 62 62 24 24

670 n 11 11 | ... 11
2,550 17 17 13/10/-1 .. 13/10)-
2,620 39 j 80 26 19 23 23 3 49 78 ■ ... 4 36/8/- IIS/S'-

27,580 1.163 291 59 109 82 27 180 63 IS 261 130 20 26 10/10/- 152/10)-
1,060 20 20 10(101- 10/10/-

480 1 10 10 10/10/-' ... 1 ... 10/10/-
1,900 13 13 14 ... I ... 14
1,250 10 10 10(101-

92
... ... 10)10/-

12,782 573 142 29 60 28 7 ! ]GC
1

36 io 212 ' ' f *•' 92

1,510 23 23 17(10/-
!

17/101-
1,210 10 10 10 ... | ... ' 10

Kote.—For refereiK’os sec page 61,

At Rail’y Stn.

At Rail'y Stn. 

Rented
At Rail’y Stn. 
Govt, building

Rented

Govt, building

Rented 
At Rail’y Stn.

At Rail’y Stn,

At Rail’y Stn. 
Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.

At Rail’y Stn. 

Rented 

At Rail’y Stn,

Rented
Govt, building

Rented

At Rail’y. Stn.

At Pub. School 
At Pub. School

Rented
Govt, building 

At Pub. School

CO
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Business transacted. Revenue. Expenditure.

Name of Office. No. of 
Letters

No. of 
Telegxann 

trans
mitted.

No. No. No. s=
a0”'S

C ^ Money Salaries. 1
of

Money
of

Money
of

Posta] ■s“g
a s ^
If

Postal. Tele
graphic.

Order
and Total. Officers in Charge.

Assist'
ants.

' Opera*
1 tors.

Letter
Camera

Mail.
Boys.

Messen-
gerg.

Allow- Rent
of Total.posted. Orders

issued.
Orders
Paid

Notes
paid. S> “

tfi
Postal
Note. Gross

Salary.
Deduc
tion for 
Rent.

Re
pairers.

Em
ployes.

ances. Office.

Bugilbone. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bukkulla. . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,200
1,480

12,240
4,180
5,090
6,770
3,850

10,590
31,750

4,370
2,850'

24,800

870
£ ‘ 

23 
15 

133 
48 
10 
23 
13 

155 
211

34
20

171

£
58

£ £
86
15

229
60
10
23
13

217
363

34
20

212

£
55

15/10/.
120

36/10/
10
21
10
89

190

10/10)-
20)101.

48

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
55

15/10/
149

36/10/-
1,123

•215
538 218 iia *54 *20 75

32
~21 *20 '””20

Bulga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Bullagreen . . . . . . . . . .
Bullarah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bullenbong . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

10
89

547

10/10/
20/10/

73

Bulli. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 873 263
355

189
93

186
250

148
379

Ii
172

"io
129

la
23Bulli Railway

Station.
Bull Plain . . . . . . . . . . .

2,493 30 ioo 2 at 73 '52 ””79

Bundanoon . . . . . . . . . . 438 290 147 209 le Io ~23 "nr is 10
Bundarra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,120

4.000 
1,450

81,540
6,260
1,260
6,760
0,500

30|350
15,000
1,350
5.000 

16,190
4,810
1,790
3,820

76,250
4,650

299,770

1,880
2,390

1,544:
468

302 74 44 49 26 203
80
58 

550
50 
14
59 
12

142
140

14
51 
98 
17
15

669
14

1,673

35
23

98
29

95

15 316
109
58

677
63
14 

121
13 

1,506
178
208

15 
51

127
17IS
14 

829
14

1,951

140
47/101

17
190

41/10/
14/10/

120
12

120
54/10/-

20 26 4 150
47/10/

17
267)8/-
41/10/
14/10/

118
12

120
106/10/

149
10
25

179
14
12
39

398/10/
1210/-

1,963/lOJ-

10
14
16

277

223
10
10
14

16(10/-
77

16/10/-
H/2f-

111
454

Bung&walbm . . . . . . .
Bungendore. . . . . . . . . . 1,608 407

58

iss

273
20

”23

626
28

”■48

145 "(io "32
3 30 'is 29I8|-

Bungowaunah. . . . . . . " 706 ”37 12 ”53

1,506
36
43

”9
1

... 16Bunna-n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Burns, Phifp, 4r Co. 
Burradoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,811
590
864 679 160 Tu H2 "ll ~ir> "'"ho

Burraeate1*. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
25

120
14
12.
39

220
12/10/-

Burragorang . . . . . .
345 217 45 "74 ”96 ”25 21 ’ 8 20 39 '"”30

Burrendong . . . . . . . .
Burner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Burringbar . . . . . . . . . . 227 

. 1,797

5,502

823

732

258

1,070

454

2,514

157

2,505

”93

999

"u
117

224

”43

”54
30 91 "is 39/10/

292
Burnimbuttock ... 
Burwood . . . . . . . . . . . . ”52

52
52

32/10/-
SfabHng

10
14
10

190

78 120
105

91
78

&2 si

Bylone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Byng. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3;.340

37,130

24,400
5,230
2,850
6,700
3,550
1,470
1,470
3,440

14,440
100,840

By rock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Byrock Railway 

Station.
Byron Bay . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,954

2,333

746

448

201

140

151

180

153

84

83

57

329

356
21

5
45
36
3433
30

132G36

176

143

"37

19

542

518
21

6
45

30 100

52

17

39Bywong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
10
14'

16/10/
66

16/10/
11/21
84/10/

220

2
Cable’s Siding. . . . . . .
Cabramatta. . . . . . . . . . . .

_1

40 46 21 2 33
Cal Lai. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 "21 r. ””ioCaloola. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

30
154
815

Catnbewarra . . . . . . .
Camden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

260
2,672

234
816

28
451

l3
S75

Is
530

"l2
295

14
143

~8
36 ”30 ioo iio ”26

l|10j-
28

25

Arrangements 
as rcfrnrds 
Promises.

Rent-ed

At Rail'y Stn.

Tolepraph Office 
at Rail'y Stn. 

Govt, building

Govt, building 

Rented

Rented

Rented

Govt, building 
Govt, building

Govt, building 
At Rail'y Stn.
Rented
At Rail’y Stn.

Rented

Rented
Govt, building

COto

as
as



Camden Haven ,t,\ 2,870
C&Tn-den J/avcit 53

//rrtf/'i.
Catnpbelltowu 0.1,810 2,426 6.54 576 1,175 

1,05 j
351 103

Camperdown ........ 102,270 2,956 469 771 1,603 898
Canadian Lead ... 2,770

4,640
93 10 15

Canberra .................
Candelo ................. 36,630 2,2i9 580 131 351 102 46
Canley Vale......... 5,480 70

r-1 Cannonbar51........... G,S90 631 8 4 2
S5 Canoblae ................. 990
| Cauowindra............. 29,830 1,306 476 141 195 79 33

*rj Canterbury............. 61,920 . 777 111 292 377 335 228
Canyan Leigh........
Capertec15.................
Captain’s Flat... .

1,300
14,350 598 628 131 i37 34 18
27,480 1,694 1,011 94 115 362 125

Careoat-...................... 73,600 1,968 606 482 1,272 227 107
Carcoar Jxrut'y >Stn.
CardiBf .................... 3,670
Cargo .................... 13,730 572 398 179 92 47 22
Carinda ................. 6,360 1,127

507Oarlingford............. 8,500 46 142 72
VarlivgJ'OTd Kail- 52

way Station,
Carlton ................. 15,160 334
Carnsdale ................ 1,620
Carrathool ............ 27,886

4,930
72,210

3,013 857 160 217 417 96

Carrington ........... 1,251 481 282 307 264 172
Carroll.................... 9,440 691 148 22 23 84 28
Carrow Brook ....... 760
Casino ...................... 80,825 4,830 846 365 537 183 73
Cassilis ................. 2o, 130 2,015 425 193 156 96 37
Castle Hill ........... 23,770 158
Castle Mountain.. 1,6,50
Castlerag ................
Castlereagh............

1,800
2,810

9

Cathcart ................. 5,650 316
Catherine Hill Bay 16,620 937 514 43 121 155 31
Cavan ...................... 1,870
Cedar Party Creek 1,070
Central Uolo ........ 7 SO
Central M ‘Donald 2,180

7,270 413 IKS 49 94
Charlestown ........ 12,280 736 149 276 160 116 5“
Chatsbury ...........
Chats wood15...........

),3S0
L351

961
173 "51

Chatsworth Island .. 16,630 463 65
Oheeseman's Crc^k .. 2,810
Hhindfruh................ ........ 192
Clarence Town .. 19,-230 1,058 363 iss 171 145 83
tClarence 'J'unnel.,, 
♦Clear Creek............

3,400
1,720

225

vClifton .................... 25,480 072 215 94 299 177 Is

Chines............ *....... 4,980 231 95 20 20 23 5
Clybucca ................. 3,300
Cobar ...................... 152,030 17,272 4,732 811 1,121 1,575 648

Cobargo ................. 43,070 1,656 709 95 291' 135 94

........ 10/10/- ... I ... [ ... f
3 3 C 20 ... ... .. '

519 135 37 721 220 30 no IOO 63
770 114 23 907 220 30 ... j 2 at 100

32 3 35 22 ... ...

31 1 32 16 ... j ...
325 135 25 485 ISO 30 ... ...

14 4 ... IS 19 ...
8 40 2 50 50 ... ...

10/10/- ...
282 83 21 386 140 20 91
158 25 7 190 100 91

17 17 10 ... ...
210 36 24 270 60 ... ...
328 109 44 481 120 20
532 108 34 674 220 30 52

""25 ""25 13
172 34 19 225 120 20
222 79 2 303 44
66 19 4 89 51/10/-

74 11 1 86 60
24 24 13/10/-

330 177 39 546 180 30
39 39 IS

268 68 27 363 169 20 100 2 at £m
79 44 7 130 89 . . .

6 6 10
742 335 '43 1,120 210 40 91 78
342 128 26 496 160 20 63
33 8 4L 58/10/-
11 11 11/10/-
20 1 21 15
22 22 13J10J-
75 17 1 93 43
94 64 27 185 100

10/10/-
a 11 12
15 15 10(10/-
40 1 41 15)10/.
63 25 5 98 53
58 30 11 99 120 20 52
33 33 15/10 -

145 191 336 10
245 54 22 321 130 20

21 21 21/101-
ii 11 26

198 65 17 280 130 20
31 15 46 10

10
269 33 17 319 100

00 13 3 76 40
9 9 11/10/-

1,912 1 iio 201 3,249 330 40 iio iso 78
78

268 103 30 399 190 30 ...

10/10/-
At Pilot Stn.26

46/10/- 511110/- Covt. building
2 at 52 36/10/- 530/10/- do

22
16

2 at 52 5 259 do
19 At ]tad'jr Stn.
50 Govt, building

10|10(-
3 40 254 Rented

52 52 295
10
60 At Rail’y Stn.

52 0 26 ISO Rented,
52 4 298 Govt, building 

At Rail’y Stn. 
do13

3 103 Govt, building
44

78 .... 12b/10/.
At Rail'v Stn.

10

.. ..

42

.............

123 Rented
13/10/-

26 3/io/. 179/101- Govt, building
18

52 50 472 Rented
89
10

26 29 424 Govt, building
4 .. .. 209 do

58/10/- At Pub. Suhool
11/10/-

15
13/10/- At Pub. School

48
io 26 130 Rented

10/10/-
12

1.. 10/10/-
15/10/-

26 84 Rented
3 30 185 do

........ 15/10/-
52 36 10 - 98/10/- At Rail’y ytn.
26 3/10/- 139/lOj- Govt, building

21/10/-
26

52 4/10/- 166/10/- Govt, building
JO At Rail'y Stn.
10

52 15 167 Provided free by 
Clifton Coll. Co.

40
H|10(-

958’o2 3 at 2* 
iwilch’ 

board at- 
tendncits.

" 162 Govt, building

52
26

40 278 do

a Included in Willoughby return Not*—For other references sec page 01.
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Name of Office.

Business transacted. Itovenue. Expenditure.

Ko. of 
Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Teletrrams 

trans
mitted.

No.
of

Money
Orders
issued.

No.' 
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No.' 
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

£ .
• a £

2 g’S.rn.5 w

_ 5 ^ 
off 5 
<5 Ell
nsS

ofS

Postal. ^ Teic-
rraphlc.

Money
Order
and

Postal
Note.

Total.

Salaries.

Allow
ances,

Officers in Charge,!
Assist
ants,

Opera
tors. 1

Letter
farriers

Mail ^Messen-j

Boys. | gera.
Other
Em

ployes.Gross
Salary,

Deduc* 
tlon for 

Rent.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Cobbadah...... ........ 13,000 120 120 34/101- 28

a’oso 58 58 18
Cob bora ................. lo^SO 872 430 65 57 103 33 199 52 17 268 120 3
Cobham Rake........ 5,580 13 13 13|I0 -
Cockle Creek ........ 3,510 639 95 51 146 20
Coenmbark........... 1,130 11 11 14/10/-

2,710
8,110

16
CoS’s Harbour ... 1,344 390 89 94 55 31 159 85

.. .
19 263 100 0

Goff's Harbour ....... IOO 6 6 12
Jetty.

880 10 10 10/10/-
Coldstream ........... 1,180 10 10 16

0,310 92 92 11/10/-
Collarenebri ........ 2R660 4,299 782 84 57 135 47 422 290 31 743 ISO 30 78 3

12,470 189 46 119 113 8 121 32/10/-
Collie ..................... 26 26 21/10/-

l^GGO 22 3 25 11
1,320 1 1 10 12
4^140 119 52 7 2 61 17 0
2^270 15 15 10/10/

Comarn11 ............... lieio 7 7 10
Come-by-Chancc.. 11,390 1,444 3S7 19 28 76 6 170 95 17 282 120 20 4
Comerong ............ 1,170 10 ... 10 10/10/
Oomlefoy Road. ... 5,650 63 63 lo
Como.......................... 1,570 20 20 10

880 10 10 10
Conargo ................. 15,400 1,033 144 16 29 77 21 no 67 9 186 100 2
Concord ................. 35,970 800 148 198 223 375 210 205 36 10 251 150 20 2 at 78 26 73

107,720 5,091 906 240 537 284 147 991 327 54 1,372 250 40 130 78 52 S
120

Congewai1® ........... 530 15 15 10
7,590 41 41 35

Coogee .................... 4; 340 960 103 38 1 142 110 20 52 4
Cookamidgcra1<J .. 1,000 31 31 10
Cookardima ...... 6,660 43 1 44 14
Coolabah ............... 13,860 955 CIO 55 59 85 51 177 58 23 258 29 50

] 2,090 586 245 21 30 175 35 14 224 33
Coolah .................... 22] 380 1,573 266 65 80 96 52 270 108 23 401 | 140 20 91 5
Coolamou...»......... j 83,550 2,395 1,247 174 311 182 103 757 138 54 949 150 52 2/10/-
Coolangatta........... | 10,940 132 17 53 11 14 83 6 89 19/10/
Ooolongolook ! 2,070 107 107 13/10/
Cooma .................... , 186,570 6,422 1,138 673 1,721 409 215 1,268 438' 71 1,777 260 40 160 ids 2 at 26 i'40 70

* 2 at 52
Cooma Jtailwoyl ........ ...

Station. f
Coonabarabran ! 52,070 3,132 798 189 387 240 97 5G3 213 41 817 210 30 140 26 3
Ooonamble ........... :iei,4oo 9,215 2,006 440 503 390 213 1,249 608 82 1,939 300 40 91 130 78 52 30
Ooopernook ......... 18,460 841 391 65 104 94 31 134 56 17 207 87/10/ 3

■Coorabell Creek .. 4,670 45 6 3 9 41
Cooraubong........... f 16,000 308 304 99 197 42 35 111 20 14 145 120 20 2[8|-
Cootarmmdra ...... j 181,330 3,717 1,547 1,014 1,945 747 508 1,478 566 106 2,150 320 40 150 140 65 52 140 104(10/-

100 130 I 26 !
Cooyal .................... 8,260 11 11 11/10/- ... 1 . 1
Copeland ICorth .. j 7,580 657 361 107 170 19 28 91 42 20 153 120 20 ... 1 .. ■ 26 , ... 2

Kent
of

Office.
Total.

Arrangements as regards 
Promises.

£
""20

30

£02/101-
18

143
13/10/-20
14/10/-

16
13212

Rented 

At Rail’y Stn,

Rented

43

25
45/10/-

10/10/-10
37/10/-

283
32/10/-21/10/-11222210/10/-10

141)10/10/-
151010

127
430/10/-

593

Rented

At Rail'y Stn.

Rented

At Rail’y Stn.

Rented
do

Govt, building

40/16/-

10
35

192/16/-10
14
79
33

216
204/10/-
19/10/-
13/10/-

860

Rented

At Rail'y Stn. 
do

Govt, building 
do

Govt, building

26

At Rail'y Stn.

349 Govt, building
641 do

116/10/- Rented
41

102(8/- Govt, building
1,187/10/- do

11/101-
128 Govt, building

co

N2
oa
x



Copmanhurst .......\ 3,520 '■ 212 ... 1 27 12 1 39 37
Covakij Richmoml1 33,030 I 3,499 CIS 147 298 iio 52 243 226 23 492 150

River. 1
6,840

040
69 3 72 30

Cordemix.............. 20 20 10
Corindi—Clarence. 1,350 10 10 10
Cormlale^ ...... ..J 670 2 2 10

227,190 7,673 1,322 391 701 396 194 1,350 456 71 1,377 260

Corrijnal ............... 9,480 42 o 44 10
Corrmvong ........... 1 5,020 16 16 16
Conmna ............. 1 3,900 38 1 39 13
CouraVyrn ...........i
Coutt’s Crossing...!

1,770
2,930

14 14 10
10 10 10/10/-

Cow Flat...............1 3,040 51 5 1 3 16 1 17 33/10/-
Cowlong ............... 1 710 ...... 10 10 10/10/-
Cowra ...................' 130,340 5,959 1,559 572 1,090 601 351 1,267 383 94 1,749 260
Cowra Creek .......' 2,990 38 1 39 10
Cotcra Haihcay

Station.
11/101-Cox’s River ....... 1,450 19 19

Crabbe’s Creek.21 ... 1,000 10 10 10
Craigic................... 7,740 214 165 11 21 52 14 9 75 30

1,620 12 12 12|10|-
Crookh^ven Head* 36 3 3 26
Crookwell ........... 46,730 1,886 831 238 481 290 126 601 112 40 703 210
Croome ................ 1,350 ... 14 14 10[1 O'-
Cross Roads........... 3,630 18 18 12[10|-
Crowdy Head....... ...

11 11 ioCrow Mountain52... 3,190 'soCroydon ............... 109,200 2,116 300 479 940 630 447 538 io 637 150
Cmdine ............... 1,750 19 19 19/10/-
Cud&l ................ 22,320 1,127 463 108 153 111 77 191 64 24 279 160
Guild ell Siding .. 2,340 2 2 10
CiidK'ebefi’ong Creek . 6S0 ..a 25 25 10/10/-
Cudgegong ........ 6,100 90 11 io 61

fin
4 65 23

Cudgen ................. 15,310 1,034 386 47 18 134 ioi 101 21 187 120
1,730

33,980
11 11 10

Culcaim ............... 1,140 198 43 73 51 28 223 70 i4 307 70
Cullenbone ........ 2,140 13 13 13
Cullen Bullen24 ... 9,570 , 165 is 20 108 8 116 58/10/-
Cullinga ........... 3,160 38

30
... 38 15/10|-

Cumnock ............... 19,460 615 370 45 97 90 34 160 14 210 31
Cuiidletown ..... 16,650 740 358 104 169 99 43 157 43 16 216 120
Cunningham .......
Carban211 ...............

9,280 ... 62 3 65 32
1,620 25

*23
25 10

Curlcwis ............... 10,330 411 187 16 16 25 is 99 io 132 33
Cnrrabubula ...... 38,640 455 280 42 113 165 25 15 205 27
Currawang .......... 2,230 85 33 21 29 3 32 20
Currawecla ......... 2,390 9 9 15/10/-
Cuttabri .. ........... 2,110 27 27 12
Dalmorton ........... 5,820 378 135 37 66 is ii 54 24 7 85 140
Dalton .................. 14,600 227 197 51 103 70 55 125 13 8 146 120
Dahvood ............... 1,040 11 11 11

28,000 1,694 264 51 30 107 29 328 103 is 454 130
Dapto«................... 37,290 1,731 1,149 261 435 88 32 334 101 55 490 91
Daplo Railway Sta-

lion.
Darby’s Falls ....... 1,120 11 11 lljlOj-
Xtorpan’s Creek27... 4,420 44 5 49 10
Itartington 244,590 2,287 401 sis 1,492 1,805 1,009 432 97 24 553 180
Darlington Point.. j 23,129 683 256 42 60 241 42 16 299 140

20

40

40

30

20

20

20

20
20

30

Note.—For references see page

. . 37
91 ... 52 5 273 Govt, building

30
* . 10

10
10

ioo 144 52 41/10/- 674/10/- Govt, building

10 At Rail’y Stn.
1 .. .... 1C

13
1 . \ 10 At Pub. school
1 ::: :::::: j 10|10f-

33110/-
10U0I-

At Pub. school

140 105 | 52 44/10f- | ....... 671)101-
10

Govt, building

::: . :::
....... 1 .......

At Rail’y St’n.
... j ... ....... ! .. .. 11/10/-

5 ....... 15
. t ... 20 i ....... 50

j J 12110!-
| 26 At Pilot St’n.

100 3 1 ....... 283 Govt, building

:::
101101-
12|10[-

At Pilot St’n.
] 10

■2 at 110 2 at 52 79 644 Govt, building
19/10/-

26 3 169 Govt, building
10

15 25/10'-
23

2 i ....... 102 Govt, building
10
70 At Rail’y St’n.
13

53/10/
15/10/- At Pub. School

26 1 58
26 8/10/- 134/10/- Govt, building

32
10
33 At Rail’y St’n.
27 do
20

15/10'-
12

3 40 163 Rented
... 1/10|- 13 114/101

11
do

~ 2 40 182 do
91

At Rail'y St’n.

11/10/-
10 1

100 2 at 52 98 452 1 Rented —
... , ... 2/10J- 142/10/- ' Prov'dby Postm’r

i

to
Oi
ZD



Business Iransnoted.

JsTame of Office,

Darlington Rail
way Station.

Davies’ Creek.......
Daviesville ...........
Davis Town...........
Day Dream ...........
Daysdale ...........
Deepwater ...........
Deepwater Railway 

Station.
Delegate ...............
Demondrille .......
Deniliquin ..........

Denman ...............
Devlin’s Siding . 
Dignam’s Creek1®..
Dora Creek ..........
Dorrigo...................
Double Peak55.,, ,
Douglas...................
Douglas Gap .......
Downside...............
Drake ...................
Dripstone...............
Drummoyne...........
Dry Plain .............
Dubbo ...................

Dtibbo Railimy 
Station.

Duckmaloi ............
Dudaumau __....
Dudley...................
Dulwich Hill .......
Dumaresq...............
Dunbar’s Creek ... 
Dnnbible Creek ...
Dundas............. .
Dundee...................
Dundee Railway 

Station.
Dungog.................
Dungowan ......... .
Dunkeld . ..............
Dunmore .................
Dunoon .................
Dural ......................
Duramana .............
Duri......................

Revenue. Expenditure.

No. of 
Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Telegrams 

trang- 
mitted.

No.
of

Money
Orders
issued.

No,
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No,
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

n .^ d r.
sll
*!■§

&

5-3
' eo rt■ O Sti 
! *
. a

Postal. Tele
graphic.

Money
Order
and Total. Officers in charge

Assist
ants.

Opera*
tors.

Salaries

Letter
Curriers

Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers.

Line
Re

pairers.

Other
Em

ploy^.

Allow
ances.Postal

Note. Gross
Salary.

Dednc-
for

Rent.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
2,170 159 5 9 14 24

1,290 5 5 10/10/-
21,110 4 564 78 68 294 74 186 28 214 54

6,800 ..ft .t 56 56 11/10/-
620 .18 18 IS

10,000 733 59 53 2 114 26 12
45,710 944 411 i04 209 54 30 172 59 21 252 120 20 52 4

19,950 1,968 546 129 143 62 19 270 119 22 411 130 91 3
750 21 6 1 7 10

239,530 13,095 1,691 697 1,372 1,080 4S9 2,400 943 123 3,466 350 50 130 200 91 78 62 140 111/7/0
350 50 100 160 52

Sat ISO 52
130
91

20,080 1,146 258 71 96 67 33 279 74 13 366 140 20 26 4
9,330 5 5 15/10/.

400 6 6 10
4,970 129 456 130 IS 10 51 C 57 27/10/-
1,810 11 11 10
2,920 10 3 13 IS
4,980 159 18 8 2 28 22

900 5 5 10/10/-
700 10 10 10

38,840 1,528 623 163 is? 123 60 331 98 33 462 ICO 20 26 7
3,210 72 142 12 34 133 4 7 144 33

30,910 1,126 103 210 234 365 ioo 280 37 7 324 140 20 ioo 52 36/10/-
1,220 3 3 10/10/- 18

363,038 13,454 3,280 2,209 3,788 1,448 989 2,688 863 162 3,713 330 40 150 150 133 52 140 167/15/-
130 130 20 52
78 100 26

310 16 16

830 16 16 10/10/-
1,150 22 22 11 ... 1 ......
3,910 42 1 43 13/10/-

63,500 2,275 273 401 922 1,087 642 440 92 17 549 170 30 100 105 52 73
5,280 l96 90 13 11 13 7 46 7 4 57 26

900 10 10 10/10)-
1,200 38 2 2 27
8,590 75 75 27
5,990 ioo 16 26 ... 54 5 59 22
2,930 49 ... 21 3 24 13

96,520 3,095 719 230 421 148 58 657 218 38 913 190 30 91 91 140 2C,cadet 49/10/-
6,370 94 94 23

960 12 12 12110/-
3,810 23 23 10
2,360 10 10 10(10/-
9,190 503 00 55 30 20 21 72 28 3 103 120 20 . . '52 1/10/-

350 ... 3 3 10(10/- . i , _
1,010 ... 8 8 10/10/- ... ...

Rent
of

Office,

£ £
24

Arrangements 
us reguids1* PrimiUes,

At Rail’y St‘n.

I
14

10|10|-
di

31/10/
IS
3S

1S2
Freeh} jruaraiHors 
Rented
At Rail’y St’n.

23S
30

2,457/7/6

Rented
At Pub. School 
Govt, building

30

30

30

ISO
15/10/

10
27/10;-

10
IS
22

10,'10/
10 

212
33

347|10|-
28|10|-

1,626)15/-

Rentcd

At Rail’y St’n.

At Pub. School 
Rented
At Rail’y St’is. 
Rented

Govt, building

At Rail'y St'n.

7S

10|10|-
11

13|10|-
54S
26

10|10j-
27
27
2*2
33

Rented
At Rail’y St'n.

At Rail’y St’n.

557|10|-
23

12[10|-
10

10) 10/- 
198(10/- 
10) 10(- 
lOilO)-

Govt. building

At Rail’y St’n. 

Rented
At Pub. School

ro
o
o



East Balmain ....... 19,500 1,774 286 144 797 319 230 231 09 14 314 100 20 78 ... ] 39 .<. * ...
1 ’ "26

75 332 Rented
East Carlingford... 17,420 431 61 15 76 34 25 ... | ... 1 86
Eastern Creek....... 2,230 10 10 14110/- ... | ... ... j ... 1 ...... 14'10,'-
East Greta .......... 2,370 ... . . 12 1-2 10 1 ....... 10
liHst Kangaloon__ 3,260 •• • • 50 50 191101- 1... | . . .......

3
i9/io;-

East Kempsey..... 5,490 74 2 26 51 3 54 281101- ■ ■ . . | ... 51( 10,-
Govt, buililin,;East Maitland....... 259,150 3,700 892 5i7 996 380 265 929 227 43 1,201 240 40 140 i 15 ... 52 ... [ 10 148/10/- 830/10/-

t ioo
65 1

inereirtrcif»rer

iSastMaitlandltail- ... 1 ... At Rail’y Stn.
ioay Station.

East Raleigh10....... 1,840 230 r 17 24 10/IOI- ... j ... ..... 10/10,'-
East Warden .... 870 17 17 17 ... .. ... ... 17

At Rail’y Stn,7,920
1,320

10,860
2,610

32 32 13 1 .. ... | ... ' ■ 13
5 10/10/

100
10/10/-

S3 5 195 37 59 39 31 114 54 12 180 20 Nil, 100 ... ... 3 40 283 Rented
Ebenezer ............. 38 33 15 ... ... ... ... | ... Id
Eccleston.............. 2,380 19 19 19 ... .. 19
Eckersloy............ 440 10 10 10/10/- 10/10/-

Govt, buildingEden....................... 18,480 2,011 543 244 299 130 55 183 126 30 339 160 20 78 .. 52 3 273
Edgecliff ............ 128,180 5,670 592 270 1,052 1,036 413 1,099 280 43 1,422 240 40 91 150 144 65 52 73 T 2 152 1, / 59

78 135 1 52 78 Sj
130 i 78|S
120

2 at 781
At Pub. School2,470

8i>0
14 14 14|10|- ... ! ... 14/10/-

. . 13|10(-
170

... . 13(10/-
Eliwibcth-strcet South 46,400 3,719 749 431 1,212 1,740 892 714 224 65 1,003 30 100 52

26 ' * * * .......... 90 408 Rented

5,010
2,800
3,920

52 i 53 15/10/- 15/10/-
Ellenborough ....... ...

...
...
...

20
50

20
50

20
15/101- 1!

1
1 ’ 20

35(10/-
At Rail'y Stn.1,230

1,670
. . 3 3 10 10

Emerald Hill ....... 17 17 11 11
Govt, building38,530 1,510 815 332 433 292 iis 445 92 38 575 210 30 1 ... ' 52 ... j ... 7 239

4,400 IS 18 37 ... 1 . . ... 1 ... .. , ... 37
At Rail’y Stn,Emu Plains11 ....... 9,300 251 103 267 280 __ 13 5 18 40 10 ... 1 . ... , ... ... , . 50

Enfield................... 63,520 1,090 143 •286 374 300 172 2ie 47 9 272 140 20 ... 100
78

. . 52 ■ ' i ■" 135/16/- 05 5jiU/ 10/- Rented

77,470

11,500

5,773 809 831 2,463 2,070 1,207 1,169 229 45 1,443 240 40 65 ... 52 .. i 9/2/6 352/2/6 Govt, building

1,479 137 33 18 37 21 149 101 10 260 100
26

..............
1

... | ... 3 103 iio
2,480
2,120

... 21 21 21/10/- ... j ... 21/10/-

... 10 10 10/10/- .. ... 10/10/-
Ermington ........... 10,050 327 62 11 73 58110/- 78 .. . SflilO,1-

’’ "ci
173

Rented59,730 1,292 384 485 829 1,069 676 287 43 is 343 150 20 ... 39 ■ f ■■■ ....... 230

"
... ... i . . ....... ....... At Rail’y Stn,

700 12 12 10/10/- ... i ... ____________ 10/10/-
12,270 .. . 44 20 1 ....... 64

1,720 .. 3 3 11/10/- 11/101-
Govt, building14,140 718 385 Si Ir50 57 23 176 41 19 230 150 20 ............... s/io.'- i ....... 133U0/-

2,130 ' ‘ 13 15 15/10/- 15|10(-
1,490 10 10 10)10/- i i 10(10/-

RentedEuriowie ............... 35,226 1,043 68 68 110 .. 1 .. ... i ... 3 20/16/- 133/16/-
4,870
8,520
2,960

302 122 22 13 29 19 4 52 59 ... ... i ... 59
20 20 19J10[- ... ... ... 19/10/-

Eurunderee........... ... 21 21 18/10/- ... ...... 1 ■■ •• 18/10/-
Govt, building14,840

2,960
1,708 473 49 50 29 |>0 ns 113 21 252 160 20 iso 67/17/6 | ....... 357/17/6

Evans’ Plains ....... ... 13 13 13 13
At Rail’y Stn.10,860

4,540
37,110

248 184 66 156 19 12 79 15 9 • 103 Jo 15
42 2 44 14 ... i .. 1 14

doFairfield ............... 390 ... ... 77 21 98 2-2 ... ... | ... ....... 1 .......
1

22

Notb.—For references sec page 01. 271



Name of Office.

Business trcinsacted. Rcvotivkj Expenditure. •

Arrangements 
as regards 
promiacs.No, of 

Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Telegram*; 

trans
mitted.

No.
of

MoneyOrders
issued.

No.
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No.
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

•gliS
ill

S'3CO

^I'a

g||
Postal. Tele

graphic.

Money
Order
and

festal
Note.

Total.

Salaries.
Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office. Total.Otficors in
Cross

Salary.

Charge.j
Deduc* j
tion for 
Rent. J

Assist
ants.

Opera-
tore.

Letter
carriers

Mail
Boys, Messen

gers.
Line
Re

pairers.
Other
Em

ployes.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
5.10 14 14 10/10/- in/in/.

Fsury Meadow...... 1,820 ... * 2o ... 25
Falls Creek ........ 2,400 ... 12 12 31 31
Farlev .................. 4,700 64 6 3 8 10/tn/- ... 10/10/- At Rail’y 13 tn.

1,310 47 13 2 1L u do
FAulconbiidge .. .. 2;oio ... 10/10/- 10/10/-
I^einmomit .......... 22,440 1,493 G'43 156 200 85 30 220 93 24 337 120 20 91 26 3/10/. 40 200/10/- Rented
Farrier's ............. 5,310 ... 10 10 10/10/- 10/10/-
Fifield .................. 8,250 71 4 75 10 10
Fig-tree ............. 11,970 ... 20 20 3oJ10j- 35/10J-.
t'hujdi Heads...... 20G 21 21 At Pilot Stn.
Finley ................ 12.210 1,203 100 72 S 136 isjioi- 26 44/10/- Free by guarantor!;
"Fiali Kiver Creek... 1,330 21 21 13[10f- 13/ L0J- At Pub. School
FitzgerairVa Valiev 900 10 10 10|10j- 10/10-
Five Dock ......... 34,870 77S 50 90 220 151 77 97 31 3 131 10J 20 iis 65 73 343 Govt, building
Forbes ................. 548,370 17,135 2,597 960 1,973 762 470 2,356 1,147 125 3,628 300 40 190 150 120 ... 52 140 129|10(- 1,414/10/- do

110 120 52

Ford's Bridge . . o, 550 1,235 221 17 13 26 11 66 78 10 154 100 1/10/- 101/10/- Free by guarantors
Forest Reefs .... 10,050 181 123 76 95 9 104 36 )0|- 36/1 Of-
Forster................... 12,309 1,382 333 228 120 iis 24 86 90 16 192 120 20 52 3 155 Govt, building
Fox Ground... . 2,770 29 29 10] 10 - io; jo/-
Frederick tots ....... 12,700 709 245 46 43 79 41 9 129 120 20 4/io|. 52 156/10/- Rented
F reeman's Reach 3,330 21 21 15/101- 15/10/- At Pub. School
Froemantle ........... 1,080 14 14 10/101- 10/10/-
Frogmoor ............ 7,190 242 108 25 84 9 93 23/10/- 23/10/-

2,200 29 29 12 12
Gabo filantl......... 339 6 6 20 26 At Pilot Stn.
Go-lle)* Swamp . 6,850 12 12 10/10/- 10/10/-
Oalong ................ 10,500 210 297 29 :io 31 7 118 12 13 143 23 23 At Kail’y Stn.

7,280 78 78 85 46 4 50 22 22
GanmaiLi^1 ....... 11,930 261 312 15 43 149 16 15 180 13 33
Gannon’s Creek .. 1,070 10 10 10 10

3,590 132 62 47 6 53 15 15
680 16 16 16 16

Gentleman^ Hal 1,170 20 20 11 n
George's Plains . 8,640 137 74 7 l 82 35 35
George-st. North.. 757,200 8,050 1,149 iio 597 1,046 476 1,069 991 70 2,130 200 iio 52 650 1,204 Rented

120 52
George-st. Vest.. 300,460 6,593 316 1,220 5,794 3,392 1,782 1,441 314 59 1,314 240 40 140 52 130 6S1 do

120 39
German Creek .. . 3,020 23 1 26 12 16 23
Gorman’s Hill..... 700 10 10 10/10/- 10/10/-
Germanton ....... 1 58,800 2,172 592 17f> 405 i9i 62 572 141 32 745 ISO .io 52 26 24/10/- 252/10/- Govt, building

12 3i0 373 213 20 46 32 20 104 27 12 143 31 31
Gerringong ......... 26,390 709 330 112 133 122 62 195 42 16 253 140 20 26 3 26 175 Rented
Gerrymbcrry]! . . 1,070 ... 2 1 2 10 10

14,910 293 236 22 53 202 66 114 10 15 145 17 17 At Rail'y Stn.
Ghinni Ghinni..... 1,730 29 i 29 19 19
Gilgai ................... 1,180 i . - 15 1 -■ 15 35 15
Gilgandra ........... 40,670 2,iu 428 OS ioi 63 IS 577 , 123 26 728 ISO 30 91 52 4/io'i- 52 349/10/- Rented
Gilgnnnia ........... 1 14,660 131 1 2 186 22 * •.. 22

1 6,000 0 6 14/10,’• 14/10/-
Gingerra Station.. l 'too 10/10/- 10/10/-

272



Oiugkm ............ 5,400 ... • - ... 27 27 14 ... I ...
(Jiimiiiderni.......... 7,340 410 OS 24 60 29 1A ISO 25 4 212 120 20 13 ... 1 ...
Girilanibone........... 20,150 1,084 657 50 88 115 41 217 07 27 311 39 ... 1 ...
Girilftittbouc Aline G,G10 75 75 10
(Sladcsvillc.......... 02,4.30 1,433 189 i20 2G4 120 51 179 59 9 247 100 1 ... 78 1 ...
Gladstone............... 12,821 707 215 34 10S 100 46 74 48 11 133 120 20 . 1 ..
Gliuimire............ 3,460 25 25 25 ... ... ) ...

1,490 42 42 ig'io;- ...
584'250 7,001 820 2,374 4 04S 4,251 1 953 ] 843 337 55 2,235 220 40 78 2 at 120

... j ...

Glen Alice „ . , 1,400 S3 33 15
Gleubrook ........... 5,000 157 10 10 10
Glencoe................. 7,440 171 185 28 35 23 18 52 10 s 70 29
filendon Brook ... 4,080 42 42 17
Glen Klfftn ..... . 1,670 32 . » 32 10
G ler.liaven ........... S30 17 17 10,'lOf-
Glca limes ........... 285,170 7,455 LOGO 1,095 1,S45 708 1,429 491 60 1,986 2S0 40 130 2al ISO 120

91
G/fin limes RaUway ....... G2S 38 38

S/at>cm.
Glcnmore............... 2,100 10 10 10J10I-
Glen Morrison... . 2,440 22 1 23 13/101-
Glennie’s Greek ... 5,730 43 43 25
G fen oak ............... 4,650 38 ... 46 2 48 31|10|-
Glenorie ............... 2,410 ... .. 29 29 10
GleiHjiiarry......... 2,610 ... 37 37 12/10/-
Glcntborne .......... 1,220 10 10 10IJ0-
Glon \^rilliam ....... 1,310 13 13 13/101-
Gloucester ........... 7,710 8GG 245 15 177 so is 151 48 12 211 150 £0 100
Gocit]} ................... ],5S0 35 35 14

2,290 JO 10 10
Golspie ................. 3,340 36 30 10
Gongolgon ........ . 3,020 7GG iso ii 7 03 5 55 50 9 114 70
(ioodooga ............ 28,910 5,002 676 so 09 icb 53 248 357 29 634 210 30 120
Goolngong ........... 17,810 G02 213 20 28 24 29 102 36 8 146 120 20
Goolsna................... 9,060 , . 18 IS 16/10 ’-

1,410 JO
(looinbargona ....... L490 13 13 13/10/-
Goomoorah ......... 1,720 3 3 10
Gocmoo Goonoo .. 6,950 84 11 19 43 25 93 5 98 55 ... i ...
Goorancoola........... 1,720 46 46 16/10/-
Goran Lake......... 880 10 10 10/10/-
Gordon ................... 10,850 334 Gl 67 244 154 12 5 171 27
Gosford ............. 64,130 1,474 633 803 1,644 223 159 488 89 39 616 ISO 30 78 39
Gosford linihnu/ 435 23 23

Station.
Gosfovth ............... 1,050 10 10 10
Goulburn............... 880,710 15,233 4,193 G.245 12,916 3,401 1,952 4,150 991 244 5,385 400 50 200 iso 141 G5

330 40 180 150 141
160 150 125
140 130 110
130 100 91

?. at 100 91
78 73

froulbum Raiticay 322 IS 18
Station.

Gouldsviilc ......... 1,270 12/10/-
Grabben GuUeu ... 3,740 19 19 14/10/-
Grafton ............... 342,840 13,223 2,034 1,569 2,685 532 278 1,702 991 102 2,795 330 40 iso 3 at ISO 123

no 130 52
65

1 “ ... 1 ... 14
j ... 1,10/- 20 134(101- Rented

39 At Rail'y Stn.
i ... 15 25

52 38/10/- 33/16/- 302;G|- Ken ted
8 36 144 do

25
15/10/-

3 at 52 5 685 Govt, building
26

15
10 At Rail'y Stn.
29 do
17
10

10/10/-
2 at 52 146 78 1,263 Govt, building

At Rally Stn.

10/10/-
13/10/-

25 At Kati'y ytn.
31/10/-

10
12/10/-
10/10/-
13 10|-

29 39 298 Rented.
14 At Pub. School
10
16
70

4 304 Govt, building
3 26 129 Rented.

16/10/-
5 15

. 13/10/-
1C

... .... 35
16/10/-
10/10/-

26 53 At Rail’y Stn.
42)10/- 309/10/- Govt, building

At Rail’y Stu.

10
2at52 140 160 1G8 3,923 Govt, building

Seller
39

26 ‘Su'itch linaul atIt-mlfeiil

At Rail’y Stu.

12/10/-
14(10/-

39 iio 165/2/6 1,742/2/6 Govt, building
26 j

Co
CO

Kote.—For references see pnpe Gl.
tc

<1
co



Business transacted. Re' cmic

Xante of Office. No. of 
Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Telegrams 

trans
mitted.

No.
of

Money
Orders
issued.

No.
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No.
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

",

A

^ 3*«
c ScJi
74.Sjz

Postal, TCIC;
rrupliic.

Money
Order

ami
Postal
Note,

£ £ £
Giahamstown....... 4,720 11
GraLiam’a Valley... 1,280 10

18,900 • 75
Greuataife............... 133 8
^rauville ............ 205,430 3,747 699 1,428 2,131 1,905 ] ,052 923 153 45

'Green Cape........ 1,180 128 ... ... j 6 7 i
''Oreendale............ 3,670 ... . 40
'Greenfield Farm ... 1,490
'Oreenhill............. 5,460 129 8 is , 45 4
Grecamautle -■ 550 14

3,190 10
Green Valley ....... 2,230
Green well Point... 6,040 392 279 129 256 102 47 40 23 io
Greenwich ........... 4,670 202 78 9 i

1 Grenfell ..... 109,420 4,614 1,043 346 631 383 222 1,081 308 59
' GvesCord ............... 14,437 740 198 33 95 38 20 241 44 7
Greta..................... 33,810 1,000 470 687 828 331 191 256 48 23

■ Greta Ilailtiiay Stn. ....... ... .......
Grogan................. 2,510 IS
Oroii^ GrOitf? R’Mt St. 17,270 817 340 52 98 49 31 229 50 15
“Groae Vale ........... 3,850 33
"“Grovvenor Hotel r 1,281 78
'Guildford............. 2,460 ....... IS

midford Railwnv St. 5,990 40 1
' Gulargambonc....... 15,990 1,173 370 39 45 47 20 275 70 19
' Gulgamroc ........... 2,000 ______ 44
' Gulgong ............... 101,300 3,122 1,538 448 686 336 242 826 iso 66

1,330 JO
Gum Fiat............. 1,480 4

15,720 71 20 26 203 1-0
Gmnlagai........... 211,240 0,277 1,930 421 863 363 248 1,250 420 SO

■Oundaroo .............. 34,030 332 303 59 100 42 30 161 19 15
^Ounduriinba........ 2,800 87 12 5
Ktondy .... ........ 11,130 419 127 23
dhungal................... 3,440 . 18 1
'Guunedah ........ 178,080 10,093 1,452 580 1,027 423 283 1,417 652 78

GitnnetlaJi Railimy
Station.

Gunning ............... 63,670 1,585 415 270 482 157 90 474 93 26
Gimtawang ......... 2,270 5
Guy Fawkes ....... 4,970 439 28
Guyong..... *........... 1,360 13
Guyra .................. 28,420 930 398 103 160 94 ;ii 239 54 19
Hall ................... 4,100 14
Hamilton............... 09,435 1,718 867 487 1,327 877 497 487 87 44

ITamihon Hailtray
Station.

Hampton............. 3,180 147 ... 45 7 3

Expenditure.

Salaries.

Total.
OfHeoi's in charge.

Assist
ant*.

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carnci-s

Mail
boys.

Messen
gers.

Line Other
tiroes
Salary.

lied ac
tion for 

H cut.

Re
pairers.

Em
ployees.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
11 it
10 10/101-
75 26
s 5

1,121 210 40 150 ioo 125 52 ... s 05

14 140 20

120
100

2 at llfi
rn

20 < Porter

40 17 ...
11/10/-

49 22/101-
14 10/10/-
10 10/10/-

10)10)-
73 42
83 28 26

1,448 240 40 120 105 52
292 120 ____
327 120 2i> 78 26

18 ”12
294 23 ... »■ 20
33 13
78 100
18 16/10/-
41 10

304 160 20
44 10

1,072 240 40 91 ioo 78
10 10(10/-
4 14/10/-

213 39
1,756 240 40 150 52 140

195 120
78

26
17 47/10/- *

150 49
19 18/10/-

2,147 280 40 160 91 52
150
130

593 210 30 13 78
5 20

28 15
13 13/10/-

312 59 39
14 14

618 190 30 78 91 26
G5

DO 25 a.4 >*4. .m

Allow - 
ances.

Arrangements
Cent as rcgirdn
of Total. Premljes.

Oilkc.

229/2/

£
11

i of wi
se

5
1,488/2/- Govt. build'ns

o

1
5GflO|-

31
2

41

40, 10/-

100

40

122
17

ll|10|-
22|10f-
10/10/
10/10/
10/10/

43
110/10/

eos
162
245

12
49
13

100
16)10j-

10
182

10
509/10/

101101- 
14f 10[- 

39 
726

At T-iglitliousc 
At Pub. Suhool

At Pub. School

Govt, building 
Ken ted.

' Govt, building 
At Rad y Stn.

i
| At Rail’y Stn. 
At Pub, School

At Rail’y Stn. 
Rented.
At Pub. School 
Govt, building

At Pub. School

Govt, building

78/10(- 1
?

148 AtCourt-housc 
47|10/- 

49
18/101

901/10/- Go\ t. building

4

36/101-

275
20
15

13/10/
98
14

456/10/-

At Rail’y Stn.

Govt, building 
At Pub. Schod

At Rail’y Stn, 

Govt, building 

At Rail’y Stu.

25

274



Hinging Rock 4,320 84 31 IS
Harden ......... .. 34,910 1,672 1,007 276 464 490 iei 331 87 52 470 140

Barefield ............... 7,090 118 ... 10 7 17 IS
Hargraves ........... 25,d90 491 353 56 32 61 70 106 23 15 149 01
Hamleigh , 42,020 209 209 25
Harrington.......... 12,750 1,100 421 11 13 140 22 45 74 19 138 78
Hartley.................. 3,740 no 20 53 45 5 50 35Hartley Vale ..... 22,860 654 794 224 427 210 128 166 32 34 939 129
Harwood Island ... 24,370 1,358 458 48 64 304 51 174 82 21 280 120
Hatfield .............. 3,000 16 16 16
Jl&whttb u ry—(- Jec

Brooklyn,)
Hay ....................... 280,730 16,685 2,311 1,P09 2,102 1,234 675 2,056 1,283 121 4,069 400

Haydonton ($te Mvr- 30,090 716 1)7 278 304 30 334 100rumndi Rail’y Stn.)
'iTaymarkct......... 30,598 5,097 IS.Sffl 67^81 10,302 5,972 6,710 1,836 286 8,832 400

■Hftzelgrove........... 4,300 el 5 10,’lOf-
Heathcote ......... 2,200 07 3 4 7 10

’Helensburgh ....... 35,0.j0 1,19! 717 377 345 488 273 279 81 41 401 100
Henty ................... 23,570 517 390 23 78 93 41 140 39 18 195 13
Hermidale ...... 2,900 i> 2 L5
Hexham ............... 11,270 209 185 1)7 105 *70 "is 63 ~ii _7 SI 57jl0|-
Hexh&m Jtoilipfly Stn.
Hickey's Creek ... 3,700 35 1 36 17
Hill Kud .............. 29,090 1,286 579 391 358 224 135 399 90 31 523 190
Hiilgrove ............. 68,470 4,483 1,414 423 441 1,121 470 552 297 80 929 220
Hillston ............... 84,040 5,801 938 283 362 314 157 709 427 52 1,188 240
Slilitop ............. . 3,000 26 48 1 49 11
'Hinton................... 13,730 339 iii 52 173 58 33 121 13 i 141 120

Hobby’s Yards 3,080 80 o 82 20(10|*
Holdsworthy ....... 020 2 2 10
HoJmwood .......... 7,300 30 30 13
Holt’s Flat ........... 8,350 296 28 18 46 30
Homebush ......... 94,5 U 12,523 J5S 191 386 405 220 385 711 14 1.110 240

Jftirncbttxh Cattle IMv.
Home Rule........... 0,430 173 25 56 51 35 70 6 70

o

JloneyfiuckUt Point

Hornsby............. 2,920 1,601 58 58 41
5Iomsl>y Junction 21,300 2)7 144 287 245 147 173 57 12 120
JJoriuby Junction

Rfitlwfu/ Station.
Hoskins'Town .. 4,990 75 11 18 47 4 51 IS
Howe’s Valley .. 1,570 IS 18 12
Howlong ............... 18,400 1,263 251 30 i fifi ioo 40 192 78 13 283 idn
Hoxton Park ..... 4,020 J2J10|-
Hutnula ........ 4,010 69 2 71 12
Jiungerford........... 22,000 1,834 250 30 26 60 16 132 123 10 205 140
Hunter’s Hill....... 74,030 2,295 206 263 518 210 125 433 91 13 537 190

2,330 17 it 17
Hurstville ........... 105,750 1,800 306 1,038 1,260 868 437 435 "62 la 310 150

... — * 18
20 ... 26 3 149 Govt, building

...
Cadet

IS At Rail’y St:u
... ,. v 2 26 119 Rented
... 25

3 81 Govt, building
35

20 13 26 139 Rented
20 . * * 26 3 129 Govt, building

... 16
At Rail’y Stn

jGovt. building59 190 200 130 26 140 02|2|6 1,746/2,6
160 150 120 26
52 110

22/6|- 20,16/- 143.12;-

50 200 150 91 78 1 at 52 5 300 1,847 Rented
100 2 at 120 C5

19|10[-
■5* • 10 At Rail’y Stn.

20 65 46 40 277 Rented.
15 At Rail’y Stn.
15 do

5R*c-citorClearer
62(10/-

At Rail’y Stn.

Govt, buildimr”30
100

iio ""io 17
310

39 78 5-2 5 425 do
40 120 91 52 iio 50/12/6 653/12/6 do

n 16 At Kail y Stu.
29 3 39 142 Rented

26/101-
10 At Pub. School
13
30

40 01 ioo ioo
01

52 101|10|- 735/101- Govt, building

soiibj-
At Rail’y Stn,

20 61
20 13 26 2 39 380 Rented

.. * *■

IS

At Rail'y Stn.

12
20 39 3 39 201 Rented

. ^ 25 37|10|-
12

2 142 F ret* by 011 arin to ra
30 ioo *2at7S

65
26 2 at 30 

26 Switch-
99/10|- 710/101- Govt, building

bd. altdt

17
20 iio

78
26 81 81/16/- 506/16/- Rented

275



Business transacted. Revenue.

Name of Otlice,

Muskiason ...........
Idavilie...................
Ilford ...................
Hlabo .................
Huka.......................
Inglcbum..............
Invcrcll ...............

Iiivorgowric.........
Irvington...............
Islington ..............
Ivanhoe .............
Jamberoo .............
Jamiaon Town.......
Jasper’s IJrnsh.....
J cir .......................
Jcmbaicumben© . .
Jennings ...............
Jenolan Caves.......
J orangle ...............
Jcrilderie .............
Jerrara ...................
J erra wa ...............
Jorrong...................
Jerry's riains .. ..
Jorseyville ...........
Jervis Bay ...........
Jiggi.......................
Jimetibnan ...........
Jindabyne ...........
Jindalee ...............
Jindera.................
JingeUic ...............
Joidja Creek .
Jones's Island .....
Judd’s Creek .
Jngiong ............
J mice ...................

./nnse liailicayStai'Qn
Kangaloon ...........
K angaroo Creek .,. 
Kangaroo Valley..
Kar’s Springs.......
'Karuab ..................
Katoomba ...........
Katwymba Railway 

Station.
Kayuga...................
Keepit ..................
Keiraville.............
Kelly’s Plains ....
Kellyville.............
Kelso ...................

No, of 
Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Telegrams 

trans
mitted.

• No. 
of

Money
Orders
issued.

No.
of

Money
Orders
paid.

NO.
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

M
G

iff
i’

•g-ss

dll

59=

Postal. Tele*
graphic

Money
Order
aud

Postal
Note.

£ £ £
1,310 23

soo 14
0,100 303 47 93 SO 13
4,740 177 157 20 25 69 9 7
3,000 24

20,630 136 93 7 2
ISO, 230 9,616 1,812 711 1,206 710 365 2,020 6S3 100

850 2
1,4G0 220 14

24,600 ISO
17,930 1,346 141 io 12 63 io 2SG 98 7
34)470 787 286 73 152 91 73 241 43 13

1,170 11
5,940 14
4,860 33 1

10
58 io

6,100 573 271 20 66 132 28 62 33 ii
■2,160 14

81,340 5,719 907 1S2 ■321 234 130 919 360 34
1,110 ...... ■ t 5
4.100 29 H -rf. 45 2 4
1,100 •23 i

27,860 7nl 131 47 69 35 is 123 42 8
6)700 079 57 43 4

414 23
330 1 ....... 10

2,440 ....... 06
14,480 511 110 30 55 159 33 G
1,860 7
4,920 245 136 26 20 65 27 74 17 5
2,540 319 62 20
6,060 201 114 76 107 56 78 fl

13,260 1,091 260 145 107 76 16 98 54 10
3,640 44
4,271 380 238 29 25 ♦^8 29 G

164,700 5,626 1,759 508 1,107 992 427 1,383 314 108

1,005 59
6,890 ........... 132 * i-2 14 37 6
1,630 20

28,125 996 467 82 169 193 55 218 59 22
1,750 20
4,880 31

103,320 5,448 1,260 747 1,144 609 283 1,317 325 ioo

1,410 11 ...
2,950 13
2,500 12
2,720 12
5,230 43

34,230 619 293 130 335 237 79 180 37 ' is

RKponditurc.

Salaries.

Total.
Oflicors in Charge.

Assist
ants.

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers.

Line Other Allow- Rent
of Total.

Gross
Salary.

Deduc
tion for 
Rent.

Re
pairers.

hin-
ployds.

Office.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

23 11 u
14 10/10/- 10/10/-
93 53/10)- 03/10/-
85 30 30
24 24 24

102 22 22
2,803 290 40 150 160 ioo 52 51/io/- 915/10/-

2 10
100 52

10
14 26 10 36

ISO 25 25
391 160 20 3/10/- 25 168/10/-
297 91 1 92

11 10/10/- 10/10/-
14 10/10/- 1-2/10/- 23
34 20 20
10 14 14
10

109 ioo 1 ..... is 114
14 10/10/- 10/10/-

1,322 270 40 91 130 52 44 517
5 10)101- IO/IO/-

51 21 21
24 "« 11/10!-

173 20 52 4 166
104 37 37
23 91 ........... 91
10 10/10/

11/10!-
10/101-

66 11/10/-
198 52 52

7 10 10 20
90 57 57
32 20 20
87 40 25 65

162 120 20 3J10J- 39 142/10/-
44 10 16
93 33/10/- 33110)-

1,305 240 40 ioo iso 73 52 62/16/- 75-2/10/-

59
no

43 22 22
20 16 16

299 130 20 31/4/- 1 26 168/4/-
20 10/10/- 10/10/-
31 14/10/- 14/10/-

1,742 240 40 1(10 ioo 2 at 52 56 100 660

11 11(101- 11/10/-
13 13/10/- 13/10/-
12 10 10
12 12/10/- 12(101-
43 113,110/- 13/10/-

235 109 20 40 2 40 222

Arrangements 
as regards 
Premises.

At Kail’y Stn.

At Rail’y Stn. 
Govt, building

Rented

Rented

Govt, building 
At Pub. School 
At Rail'y Stn.

Govt, building

At Lighthouse

At Pub. School

Rented

Govt, building 

At Rail’y Stn.

Rented

Rented
At Rail’y Stn.

At Pub. School 

Rented

Ls3

n:

01



K e l “o liailtisay 
Station.

Keinbia Heights ..
Kempsey...............
Kendall ..............
Kenthurst ...........
Kentucky.............
Keirahee...............
Kerr’s Creek .......
Kew .......................
Khancoban . ........
Kiah.......................
Kialla ...................
Kiatna ..................

Kiandra ...............
Kilgin ...................
Killawarra ...........
Kimbriki...............
KinchelaCreek3*...
Kineumber ...........
Kingstown ...........
King street........

Kingswood ..........
Kiora ...................
Knorrit Flat .......
Kogarah ...............

Kookaboakra ......
Koora-watha**......
Krambnch ...........
Krawarrec ...........
Kunopia ...........
Kurrajong ...........
Kurrajona Heights ...
Kyamba ...............
Kybean ...............
Kaggan .................
Ijaguna ..................
I^ke Albert .......
Lake Bathurst ... 
Lake Cudgellico ...
Lakcsland15...........
Lambton...............

Lansdalc ...............
Landsdtnvne . ..
La Perouse .........
Large.......................
Laurieton...............
Lawrence ............
Lawson ................
L-iwson ItCy. Stn.
Leadville...............
Lcet's Vale ...........
Leichhardt .........

5,6S0 148 23 115 112 63 72 9 81 22

.... ...

20 42

At Rail'y Stn.

132,8+0 5,434 1,043 368 974 386 132 540 363 55 972 190 30 91 78 78 39 140 106 G92 Govt, building
G,162 24S 213 31 50 28 5 46 14 9 69 63 68 *
3,010

”23
27 27 12|10|- 12/10/-

At Rail'y Stn.9,020 167 '99 14 * 134 ii 8 153 37 37
6,020 26 ________ 26 26 26
3,230 115 17 0 23 17 17 At Rail'y Stn,
6,770 663 43 1 44 48[10/' 48/10/-

920 10 10 10(10/- 10(10/-
)0/l0(-060 10 10 10)l0i-

3,030 13(10/- 13|10(-
119,720 4,208 862 506 1,847 633 279 968 228 63 1,259 240 40 150 100 140 26 114/10/- 899/10/- Govt, building

14,270 815 34S 72 57 42 38 128 43 15 191 110 20 13
73 91 Cadet.

3 106 do
710 10 10 10/10 - 10/10/-

1,210 10 10 10/10 - 10/10)-
1,0S0 11 11 11/10/- 11/10/-
4,4,30 319 ioo 12 24 7 3 33 22 4 59 36 5/4/- 13 54/4/- Rented
3,630 31 31 14(10/- ....... 14(10/-
1,540 10 10 101101- ... .. 10/10/-

633,840 23,716 1,886 448 863 938 483 4,445 2,304 ill 6,800 350 50 100 160 52 5 300 995 Rented.

4,350 6 6 10
78

10
720 11/10/- 11/10/-

1,250 11 11
108,780 2,439 344 675 1,181 1,296 530 461 94 22 577 ISO 30 25 135 78 52 02 99 877 Govt, building

6,040 173 7 13 5 10 5 0 10 23

2 at 78 
52

26 26
26

23
24,320 422 Gl 3 21 27 24 3 54 20 20 At Rail'y. Stn.
9,750 313 174 28 33 74 IS 7 99 66/10|- 66|10(-
3,120 39 2 41 20 20
2,450 495 45 9 1 17 8 96 32 3 131 52 io 67 Rented
8,960 261 61 13 76 52 2 54
5,160 186 9 9 47/10[- 47)10|-
5,530 194 2 12 14 190 30 16 47/12/6 223/12/6 Govt, building

370 6 6 10 10
11,500 389 108 21 129 64|10|- G4|10|-
4,010 32 32 19 19
2,050 o 2 10 10 At Pub. School

10,790 89 89 19/10/- 13 32/10/-
19,020 1,303 400 70 55 81 47 221 84 22 327 160 20 91 4 30 265 Kented
1,910 , . 10 1 11 10 10

74,560 1,047 396 1,133 646 404 329 285 48 23 356 120 20 78 144 73 460 Govt, building

3,600 71 2 73 10J10J-
65

lOJIOf-
1,050 6 6 11/lOf- lljio/-
6,340 903 31 31 * Govt, building
7,860 184 129 31 29 50 9 4 63 59 59

10,100 1,433 300 141 82 105 25 177 91 14 282 140 20 78 4 202 Govt, building
20,140 980 392 81 106 78 22 116 54 15 185 120 20 52 39 191 do
27,690 1,480 398 148 243 319 101 402 72 33 507 100 20 100 3 70 313 Rented

At Rail’y. Stn.
14,330 942 448 66 88 79 36 170 59 18 247 100 65 2 167 Free by G uarantor*

1,500 20 20 11 11
Govt, building269,880 3,996 797 2,272 3,009 3,351 1,566 1,503 172 48 1,723 220 40 120 144 78 52 78 1,432

100 2atlZ5
105
91
78
52

78 26

* Cable Company allowed £300 per annum for maintenance of Telegraph Station ; £15 per annum allowed to Company for Postal duties. Note.—For other references see page 61.
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Nr.ms of Office.

Business transacted. Revenue. Expenditure,

Arrangement* 
as regards 
PremisesNo. of 

Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Telegrams 

trans
mitted.

No.
of

Money
Orders
Issued.

No, No. C

--
$

% g 
3

d ’> co *

| Postal. Tele
graphic

Money
Order
and

Postal
Note.

Total. Officers ir
Salaries.

Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office.
.Total.

of
Money
Orders
paid.

of
Postal
Notes
paid.

i Charge
Asiist-
ants.

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers.

Line
Re

pairers.
Other
Em

ploys.Grass
Salary.

.Deduc
tion for 
Rent.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
4,750 167 12 9 2 23 22 22

Ijewis Vonds ....... s;200 211 61 45 68 19 8 37 16 4 57 52 52
Liddell ................ 1,840 13 13 10/10/- ... 7 17/101-

3^540 51 25 26 21 20 30 2 32 34 ... 34
Lilyfield ............... 6,580 155 94 5 99 26 ... 26
Linujburner’a Crfek . 3^050 41 41 26 ... 26

1,430 12 12 11/10/- .. 11/10'-
1,030 io; ... 10
2,690 is 15 ii : . . 11 At Pub. School
1,310 14 ] 1 14/10/- ’ ’ 14/10/-

152 8 8 At Rail'y. Stn.
10,110 211 73 6 79 30 ... 30 do

Liousville ........... 3,400 27 27 20 20
Lisinore ............... 192,750 13,887 1,902 i,iss 2,015 898 470 1,421 950 104 2,475 290 ■io 140 140 91 52 140 130 1,247 (lovt. building

3 at 100 65 39
Lithgow ............... 134,960 4,243 1,376 1,194 2,495 1,642 5l>7 1,141 252 no 1,509 280 40 78 78 39 5 122/10/- 692/10/- do

78 52 H ecen pr
Lithqow HVy. St)), < le&rcr. At Rail’y. 3tn.
Little Billabon^ ... '4,790 42 ... 42
Little Hartley .. 4,740 52 28 38 48 9 57 29/10/- 29/10|-
Jjittle i^inm ........ 2,630 16 16 16 16
Liverpool ............ 02,260 2,223 697 1,230 2,045 938 579 579 i29 35 713 220 30 ioo 78 78 5 109/10/- 625/101- (jovt. building

65
7-20 10 10 10/10/- 10)10/-

Lliingothlin ....... 9,810 So 85 ’ 17 25 ' 42
Lochinvar ......... 13,220 474 130 151 171 64 40 103 27 7 137 100 27/10/- 30 157|10|- Rented
JLochinvfiv Railway At Rail. Stat

Station.
Locksley ... ......... 8,620 203 76 12 S3 12 12 do

do
Long Creek ........ 3,790 35 ■ ■ 35 11 11

2,580 ' 10/10/- 10(10/-
Long Reach ....... 2;970 21 -■ 21 17 17
Longueville.......... 13,870 431 84 15 i ioo 52 62/4/- 114/4/-
Lord Howe Island 580 4 4 10/10/- 6 16/10-

2,910 16 16
Louth ................... 24,330 1,728 364 43 57 97 29 234 121 19 3 ,‘4 160 20 100 140 67/17/6 447/17/0 Govt, building
Lower Botany..,.. 20,570 1,029 276 142 313 431 £31 172 36 13 221 160 20 100 78 52 36/10/- 60 466/10)- Rented
Lower Bucca3® ... 10 10
Lower Haw kesbury .. 1,090 14 ] 4 11/10/- 11110)-
Lower Mangrove... 2,960 25 3 2i 12/10/- 12110).
Lower Portland . . 2,890 147 12 17 36 4 40 17/10/- 17| 10|-
Lower Southgate.. 1,080 15 15 10 5 15
LowerTareutta ... 1,980 17 17 14/10/- ... 4 14| 10(-
Lower Yammatree 1,330 .. . 14 14 10/101- 10/10/-

2,160 214 13 13 18 18
Lowther ............... 2,250 14 14 13 13 At Pub. school
Lucknow.............. 39,950 1,643 947 179 212 035 283 361 003 50 620 120 52 39 39/10/- 250/10/- Provided free

of rent.
4,770 114 48 37 37 0 43 25J J0|- • •> 25(10/-

Lue3S ...................... 1L450 282 180 25 65 • » . no 17 9 136 40 4 • « 40 At Rail, St4,it.
Lyndhurst .......... 20,980 387 216 44 83 in 13 12 141 49 ... 49 do

Macdonaldtown .. 6,950 31 102 227 379 153 137 ..a 2 139 24 ... ... ..4 ... 24 " __ t

rc
x



^Jacksville ........... 12,213 950 1 457 1 58 III I 86 46
Maclean ............... 62,740 4,304 1,032 1 323 639 400 133
Mahonga............... 1,338 ....... ... J
Majcn-'s Creek.. ... 11,040

1,680
510

452 387 92 184 ' 154 105

.Mallau*5 ............... ...... | 1 ... ‘ ...
Manar ................. 3,730

070 ....... - 1
Mandurama*1 ....... 30,870 1,075 405 40 101 43 22
Mandttrama Hail- 

icay Station.
Mangrove Creek... 2,600 "34Manildra ............. 11,370 371 259 67 113 53
Manilla ............... 53,070 1,525 384 84 114 217 70
Manly ................... 15-2,810 6,331 307 038 1,496 869 405

March ................. SOO
Marengo ............... 0,390 342 173 ;ii 40 22 45
Marlee ................... 1,930

1,400
1,100Marraiia Creek*1...

Marrangaroo ..... 1,330
2,032 2,044 2,625 1,517Marrickville ..... 455,800 4,439 757

Marsilen Park...... 2,040
38Marsden’s............... 37,750 1,096 205 56 52 is

M avshall M ‘Mahon 
Keef.

7,210

Marshall Mount... 1,590
Martinsville ........ 2,040
Mavulau ............... 45,410 504 323 ioo 412 120 87
Maryland ......... 3,052 "26 "23 '24Mary vale............... 6,040 252 142 57
Matheson............... 4,210

50Mathoura............... 14,210 972 631 16 -
Maude .................
Mayfield ...............
May’s Hill ...........

8,280
1,690

494 . .

1,400
Meadow Bank..... 10,420
Meadow Flat ....... 4,710

3,000Medlow*’............... 306
Megalong ........... 2,290 "42Menangle............... 14,720 234 04 27 ...
M< ninuio.............. 42,680 3,449 288 94 79 54 io

2,520
31,340Mercwether ....... 812 462 2,233 706 660 43S

Merigal ............. 6,240 "41 4o 119Merimbula ........... 6,200 742 100 21
Mcrindee............. 2,210
Merrilla ............. 1,880

82Merriwa ............. 47,640 2,056 503 'si 258 <>5
6,130

11,532Merrylands......... 390
Met?. ........................... 14,550 457 682 08 62 314 105
Michelago.............. 14,486 407 393 33 46 9 17

308 62 18 1S8 100 20 t ... 78
627 275 47 849 190 30 78 140 105

12 12 12/10/-
155 26 io 200 3 20

10
7 7 30

44 44 11/10/- l ^
16 16 io|ioi-

366 65 20 451 93

61 61 13
124 21 1 4 159 32
461 100 19 580 190 30 78

1,034 258 29 1,321 240 40 150 iio
91 2 at 78

9 9 nno;-
101 21 G 128 120 20

17 37 11|10(-
11 1 12 11

7 7 30
42 42 11

1,000 174 44 1,308 240 ’■40 130 135
130 120

115
110

3 at 91
20 20 lujlO/-

155 127 9 201 130 20 ‘
23 23 10 ...

33 33 10(10/-
24 2 26 10|10(-

254 35 21 310 150 20 ... ...
21 21 16
60 14 7 81 22
37 37 23

157 57 25 239 60(10/- 20
104 31 135 56

14 14 lOJlOj-
21 21 lOjlOj-
11 11 10
87 87 30/10/-
11 17 28 11
11 11 15

121 13 8 142 45
460 280 22 763 220 30 130

12 1 13 10
455 49 25 529 150 20 78 iio

78
79 79 14
63 39 5 307 120 20
14 34 14(10/-
19 39 16110/-

442 138 27 607 190 30 52
87 87 27(101- . . * "3961 15 76 11

130 62 30 222 120 26
146 22 16 184 40 ...

Xottu—For rcJorences per pnge Gl.

3 30 391 Rented
21 504 Govt* budding

12/10/-
Govt, building2 122

10
10

... 11/10/-
... f ... 10 20/10;-

20 111 Rented
At Rail’y Stn,

]f) 28
15 47
4 60 302 Kented

52 52 39 114/10/- 1,042(10/- Govt, building
26 2 at 26

bound
dnntP.

11/101-
3 103 Govt, building

11(10/-
11 At Pub. school

10
11 At I'ail'y Stn.

78 52 335 1,847
78 52

39

7|10|- 1 24
52 5 40 207 Rented

10

10/IOj-
10/101-

39 24 193 Govt, building
16
22 At Rail'y Stn,
23

80(10/- At Rail’y Stu,
56

... j ... 10/10/-

... ... 10J-10/-
At Rail’y Stn,' 10

. . I ... 30|10j-
| 11

... | ... 15
45 At Rail’y Stu.

26 140 69117)6 555(17/6 Govt, building
I .... 10

. . 39/10/- 35 470/10/- Rented

14
2 30 132 Rented

" ‘ 29;ioj-
1 ....... 14/101

16/10/- 
24L| 10/- Govt, building

1 ' - - 27I101-
..» 36/10J- 86J10I- | At Rail’y Stu.

1 2 20 168 t Rented

.......
40 | At Rail’y Stn,

tc
<1
:o



Business transacted. Revenue.

N. me of OJTlcc. No. of 
Letters 
posted.

No. of 
Telqfraiu 

trans
mitted.

Xo.
5 Monoj 

Ordera 
issued

No.
of

Monej
Orders
paid.

No,
of

Postal
Notes
paid,

■gli
igll
I'3

1 % 41 s'4 1
Telc-

yrephit.

Monc.\
Order
and

Postal
Note.

Total.

•Salaries.
« w 21 o&Z

|
Posta!. Oflicers in charge

Assist- 
r anty.

Opera
tors,

Letter
CarriersGross

Salary,
i>eduC‘ 
tion fa 
Kent.

1
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Middle Arm......... 1,500 13 13 13|10(.
Middledafc ... . 510 13 13 lono'f-
Middl^ton-street 33,370 2S7 1 28S 56/lOj-
Mdii4i ................ 440 5 5 10
JUifttart/ Jtoad . . 770 25 25 26
^iiilaimuTa......... 430 11 11 ll/iOl-
M lll6L',B TorCSt....... 4,S70 142 f” 21 52 47 8 3 58 ' 23 16

Paint .. „ 25,200 2,359 470 128 3S6 1,075 652 289 120 28 437 150 20
M illfiehl ............... 4,030 111 51 4 55 43|ig|-
JMiilie . ......... 22,570 1,495 310 20 23 291 102 13 406 120 20 78
Milithorpe ........... 57,190 1,623 < 631 270 417 222 128 551 82 34 667 180 30 26 78
Jlf tiIfJt&'pe Ihiihcai/

Si at/'on.
M i!]>erinka ......... 17,300 2,293 100 53 68 19 220 193 18 431 160 20 . .
Milson's Point ... 100,150 4,835 415 295 818 9U5 305 25 1,235 16J 100 91

78
Milton ................... 54,750 2,146 Sol 105 383 276 96 453 124 44 621 210 30 100 78
iWingelo ............ 2.140 11 11 11
^Jimni ............... 00,940 },3S4 498 637 402 057 405 274 62 30 366 160 20 78 ioo
Mmto*1................... 12,020 227 86 12 . 1 99 35
Mitchell's b'lat ... 600 5 a 10
MitehelTs Island... 1,830 10 10 10/10/-
M i ttugong ........... GO, 245 2,001 616 489 963 462 267 569 121 41 731 210 30 91
Miltiujow} Balhvmt 38 o 2

Station.
MittaMitta......... 2,650 16 16 11/10/-
Moa*na ............. 33,580 1,609 353 iso 369 124 08 291 102 14 407 . 160 20 73 78
Moatefiekl ........... 2,710 41 41 21/10/-
Moeilla................... 1,8-20 *20 20 20)1 Of-
Mogil Mogi! ....... 9,560 1,365 183 22 17 39 7 146 95 io 251 126 20
Mogo.................... -5,130 3S1 2! j 22 36
Moira .. ............. 5,460 18 18 34
JJolong ................ 177,540 3,070 1,338 617 1,687 589 299 958 176 74 1,208 240 40 78
Moloinj Rail’)/ Stn.
Molon^lo ............ 12,140 267 82 12 24 50 54 64 15 6 85 74 ...
Momtf Urdir Of/ice 8,130 397 397
MoiiEiarlowe......... 5,530 130 30 64 42 6 48 15/J0|-

1,230 34 34 17
Montea^le ........... 4joG0 79 79 17/10/.
Monteliores ... . 11,220 SO SO 28
-Moonan iirooh... . 7,050 | 440 170 12 43 47 20 130 2S 9 167 50|10|-
Mooiitji Plat*’ .... 11 11 10
Mooniiah............... 2,030 14 14 11/10/-
MoonJjj Xiailwav 5,HS0 252 302 42 67 41 it 103 19 12 139 39

Stn tion.
Moosilda ............. 2,840 2 2 27 . . .
Moorland ............. 2,220 35 35 25/10/-
Moorwatlia ........... 1,030 21 i 21 11
Moraugarell...........| 9,740 685 103 20 io 9 io 63 | 43 G 112 120 20
Morce !............... 208,920 14,338 1,810 593 619 613 255 2,104 1,014 92 3,210 290 40 180 78

r 120
Morisot ...............I 137 1 8 8
Morongla Creek ...1 2,420 - 1 s ! 8 15i'lOJ-
Mot petli .............  | 72,520 2,603 576 213 i 551 388 itio 474 ! 139 29 612 220 30 ioo 78

Expenditure-,

Allow
ances.

Kent
of

Office.

! Arrangements

Mail
Boys.

iMcs&en
gers.

Line 
' Re
pairers

Other
Em

ployes

Total.
f as regards
[ Premises,

£ £ £ £ £ £ £
13/10,

10/10-
56/10'-

10
26

11/10/-
44

52 156 338 Rented
43/101-

3 50 231 Rente. 1
3 257 Govt, building

At Rail'y Stn,
3/10/- 40 183/10/- Rented

52 39 572 do
52

140 102 COO Govt, building
11

28 346 Govt. Ijuildinj;
20/16/- 05/16/- At Rail’y Stn.

10
10/10/- At Pub. School

52 iio 78 541 Govt, building
At Kail y Stn.

... 11/10,1-

... 8 304 Govt, building
... 18 39/10/-

20/10/- At Pnb. School
6 37 143 Rented
1 37

34
39 50/10/- 367/10/- Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.
1 To

. . .* Govt, building
15/10/-

17 At Pub. School
26 43/10/-

28
50/101-

10
n/iof-

30 At Rail’y Stn.

, 27
... 25!10/-

11
3 103 Gm-fc. building

52 76/10/- 39 795/10/- Rented.

At Rail’y Stn,
... ... 15/10/-

52 ... 1 ... 44/10/- 461/10/- Govt, building

C5
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Morpeth Hailieay 1 ....... \ ,,, ! . . i ■■■'
Station. 1 1 |

Mortdalc......... . 2,000 1 .. i ■■Mortlake ............. 0,320 324 1 ■ • 1 1 _
Moruml&h ........... 10,140 1,121 J -
Mcrnya .............. 64,470 3,093 1,219 4S4 742 2IS 116
Morttya Head#....... 143 1 -
Morven ............... 0,760
Mosir.ati .............. 37,770 2,029 233 250 1 316 496 236

9ft nof) 1 8fV7 SI 52 87 21
Moss Vale ......... 201,130 5,88S 1,112 728 2,013 ' 5S9 273
Moularnein ......... 32,360 1,670 402 40 69 97 37
Mount Adrah....... 500
Mount Costigaji .. 4,780
Mount Druitfc ..... 3,060 166
Mount Drj’sdaJo... 16,540 579 54 72 115 40
Mount Elliott....... 2,200
Mount Harris....... 13,030
Mount Hope 7,770 1,751 35S 50 72 52 46
Mount Hunter __ 1,740
Mount Ida ......... 2,950
Mount Keira ..... 2,610
Mount-Kembla ... 0,650 1,012 104 22 17 23 17
Mount U'Donald.. 15,170 923 526 76 59
Mount Mitchell .. 1,470
Blount Victoria . 41,870 2,350 490 198 418 254 ioo
M mint Victoria

Railway Station.
Mount Vincent .. 3,800 142 33 46
Mount Wilson17 .. 2,120
Mudgce ............. 273,330 8,759 2,474 1,892 3,226 943 492

Mwdffct Hail tf Stn.
"toMulgoa................... 11,930 413 164 103 38 26

Mulgrave .............. 3, loO 3S ...
Mullaley ............... 6,000 689 ...
Mttllengandra....... 7,510
Mullengndgory .. 6,120 

5, SOOMnllion Creek .. .. iis
Mulloon ............... 780
Mulluinbimby49 ... 7,250 275 43 S 11
MuhvaLa ........... 22,110 1,522 559 70 100 169 62
Mmnbil................. 5,270 113
Mummell ............ 2,730
Mundoorau ........... 12,210 664 322 53 33 is 15
Mungindi . . 24,7.>0 3,991 634 85 49 107 56
Mungunyah......... 1,190
Murga................... 3,390
MurrcLyvillz........... 298
Mumimliateinan,. 3,990
M unuimbidgerie... 4,640 227 230 44 49
Murnimburrah ... 75,860 2,722 918 353 689 373 198
Murruugundy...... 3,240
Mumirundi ......... 35,780 1,264 604 341 734 527 212
M urrunmdi Jtail- 1,036

way Station.
Murwillumbah ... 125,840 4,370 1,191 310 4(Jf> - 267 154

Muscle Creak ....... 2,240
51 uswellbrook....,, 242,730 7,313 1,254 629 1,179 405 253

121 121 11|10'-
10 10 30 j ...

108 69 177 1 34
556 184 50 790 220 33 91 too 78

8 8 52 J
60 60 117)101- \

277 75 16 368 130 91
78
39

320 134 16 470 220 30 40
1,033 332 70 1,485 240 40 163 100 91

262 109 19 390 160 20- 91
5 5 10

n n 11/10)-
10 10 10

161 io ISO 100
15 15 15'10/-
26 26 26

114 123 17 254 120 20
18 18 12
69 69 15

15
36 63 5 104 33 9

196 127 22 345 100
35 35 11/10)-

333 120 34 537 260 40 ioo

60 0 65 19
26 26 10

2,533 572 140 3,245 330 40 140 150 125
100 120 39

83 24 7 ' i'u 120 "20 "20
• 16 2 IS 21

44 44 48
. 21
20 20 17/10/-
3 6 9 11

12 12 12/10)-
i? 2 19 27

234 95 21 350 160 20
6 4 10 11

7 7 14/10/-
206 40 is 261 150 20
235 287 36 558 190 30 78

13 13 13/10/-
24 24 24

60 60 26
5 1 6 20

77 13 10 100 21
745 173 48 966 220 30 78

12
315 86 35 436 220 30 130

54 54 26

820 118 62 1,000 240 40 150
L7S

11 11 10)10/-
1,447 494 79 2,020 280 40 130 ioo 91

1 100

..... 1 ...... At Rail'y Stn.

39 ....... oOflO,'-
.... .......... 30

1 34
140 127/12)6 720(12)6 Govt, building

52
17)10)-

52 109)10/- - ’40 539/10)- Ron ted

3/101- 52 285)10/- do
26 86 663 Govt, building

67/17)6 29S|17(6
1 n

do

11/10/-
10 At Rail’y Stn,

50 150 Rented.
15/101-

26
26 3 52 181 Rented

12 At pub. school
15
15
42

3 24 127 Rented
11/10/-

52 140 4i)10|- 553/10/- Govt, building
At Rail’y Stn.

19
10

52 140 155/10/- 1,363/10/- Govt. buikUog
52

At Rail’y Stn.
3 123 Govt, building

21 At Rail'y Stn.
4S
21

17/101-
i ....... 11 At Rail'y Sfcn.

12)10/-
i2 39

3 143 Govt, building
11 At Rail’y Stn.

14/10/-
2 45 177 Rented
0 35 279 do

13/101-
24
26
20
21 At Rail’y Stn.

39 ... ... 26/i0/- 333/101- Govt, building
1 12

26 6 352 Govt, building
... ... 20 At Rail’y Stu.

52 140 ... 41/10/- 20 081/10/-

■■ 10110/-
52 ... ... 4i/ib/- 780/10/- Govt, building
26

-J

Note.—For references see paps 61. NS
00



Name of Office.

Business transacted. Revenue.

No. of 
Letters 
posted.

No, of 
Telegrams 

Trans
mitted,

No.
of

Money
Orders
issued.

No.
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No.
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

c^ OS *oM«
,0 Is s.

rtCO

i=— 
■si |
C>

eS "TO ^

Posti Tcle-
graplm

Money
Order
and

Postal
Note.

Total, Dffieers in charge.
Grass
Salary.

Deduc 
mn foi 
R int.

£ £ £ £ £ £
AfuxtneUhrook Hail*

way Station.
4,230 14J10)-

Wyra VTnie ........... 10,230 102 33 05
...
... 50 5 55 ' 25

]MyrtIe Creek ....... .3,890 284 43 5 7 32 16 O 50 91
^lyrtlevillo........... 2,450 12 12 15.110J-

0,890 185 14 38 62 OO
js’adjingomar ....... 1,840 19 19
Numl)«eca Heads.. 7,020 1,718 258 103 79 82 11 48 iio 13 171 140 26
Jiambitcca Utctds 167 10 10 20

Pilot Station,
5,770 4S 48 13
2,590 3G H6 10/101-

Narcllan ............... Ioi 790 260 108 14 182 65 j 16) -
7,500 395 159 53 78 34 23 0 03

Nai rabri ............. 242,330 17,346 2,174 1,001 1,379 1,198 523 1,890 1,224 109 3,223 320 40

Narrabri liailvsay
Station.

Nairabri West ... 72,000 5,174 733 225 330 262 120 417 297 33 747 150

Narramiue ........... 05,450 3,346 710 190 218 164 120 611 199 36 840 ISO
iTarrantmG, Rail-

tuAy Station,
Narrandera .......... 371,370 11,934 2,208 1,124 2,070 OSS 358 2,295 764 110 3,169 290 40

5,8G0 S8 1 so 15/101-
Narrow Plains’ ... sjsio 5 0 10
Nelliften ............... 14,980 667 413 97 131 45 41 131 36 19 186 120 20
Nelson’s Bay ....... 0,000 718 152 385 511 47 8 71 37 7 115 120 20
Nelson’s Plains ... 2,780 12 12 14
Xerriga................ . 0,020 f)4 2? 62 52 4 56 23/10J-
Nerrigundah ....... 0^140 140 39 42 92 8 100 22110l-
Noorea................. 4,390 26 26 20)l0)-
Neutral Bay.......... 38^330 995 113 150 230 270 155 143 "37 6 186 120 20
Never Never........ 2,200 21 21 121101-
Nevcrtire....... 39,030 3,377 i.ito 144 150 iio C9 362 197 41 000 150
Ncve.vtirc. Railway 2 2

Station.
Neville ............... 8,230 278 121 15 136 34)101-
New Anglcdool .. 13,770 2,182 518 56 25 06 28 156 149 26 331 100 20
Newbridge ......... 17,520 786 322 133 184 140 51 206 42 J 7 265 120 20
2\'<rwh ridyf }\a![

iray Station
Newcastle ......... 1,157430 44,457 4,110 7,055 10,091 4,532 1,984 7,594 5,270 286 13,150 400 50

300

AVimntfe Sailtcat/ 1,010 99 99
SUttun.

Assist- j 
smtu. j

£

7S

180
100

”21;

200
180
150
130
130

ExpcmliturL1.

Salaries. Arrangements 
a* regardsAllow

anced.
Rent

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Bojs.

Messcu* Line
Rc-

pairers
Other
Em

ployes
of

Office.
Total. Premises.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
At Kail’y Stn.

... 13 27)10)-
... 25

1 92 Kree by guarantors
... ■ ’ 15/10I-

22
11)10).

... ... 2jl0|- 20 142/10). Hented

... ... 26 At 1’ilot Stn.

13
5 15)10).

65)10/-
45

ioo 133 ■ ■ 140 26 142jl5|- 1,183/15/- Govt. bniUHug
UK)

.. ...
Cadet.

At Rail’y SUi.

120 52 38) 10J- lo 401/10/- llenicd

\

20
3 0/10/- do

At Railfy Stn.
267/10/-

150 115 2 at 52 26 97 1,142 Govt, building
120 Cadet.

15/10J-
10

52 0 26 ISO Rented
9 109 Govt, building

14 At Pub, School
23/10)-
22)10).

... 20)10/-
52

:::
514/- 05 222/4).

12)10)-
Rented

26 3 20 199 Rented
At KaiVy Stn,

34)10|-
ioo 4 40 284 Kented

14 26 166 do
At RaiVy Stn,

4 at, 180 144 05 6 at 52 140 200 209)101- _____ 4,702110/- Covt. building
& at 130 120 65 26 140 TH*- 1 lioUc (Uitr120 115 26

110 78
100 65

2fl
91 Sn-itch at- tcndapl*

At Rail y Stn....
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Newcastle West..
New Italy .........
New Lambton......
Newport ............
Newrybar ............
Newton Boyd ......
N ewtown ■,.............

co

Niangala ...............
Nimbin ..............
Nimitybelle ..........
Nine-mile.............
North Berry Jerry 
North Botany , 
North Gobarralong 
North Parramatta 
Nortli Pimlico ... 
North Richmond..'.
North Ryde .......
North Spring wood 
North Sydney ....

North Tumbulgum
Noweudoc ...........
Nowra ...................
Nubba ...................
Nullamanna...........
N umba ..................
Number One .......
Numbugga50...........
Numcralla ...........
Nundlc ................
Nunnagoyt .........
Nymagce...............
Nymboida ...........
Nyngan ...............

Nyngan Railway 
Staiion.

Oaklanda...............
Oakwood...............
OaUey’s...................
Oban.......................
Oberon..................
Obley ...................
O’Connell...............
Old Junee .........
Olinda ..................
Omega ...................
One Tree.............
Ophir.......................

110,700 5,020 1,232 703 2,683 1,154 548 853 . 314 68 1,235 240 40
1,220 -.3 10 10 iono|-

11,740 229 149 497 243 200 124 so 12 0 104 120 20
8,890 290 29 16 1 40 100
3,900 43 43 13

124 7 7 180 301,340,370 10,081 2,441 5,224 14,702 11,987 5,736 4,195 431 134 4,760 370 50

7,000 57 8 9 24 4 28 19/10/-
270 10 10 10/10/-

17,510 953 489 86 136 50 62 207 55 22 284 ■ 120 20
4,180 142 33 9 1 43 45/10/-
4,600 36 36 22/10/-

47,420 766 335 283 392 794 314 143 . 27 16 186 140 20
850 10 10 10/10/-

47,108 1,506 348 48 355 282 193 517 61 18 596 140 ■ 30
2,670 48 48 17
8,830 308 49 21 2 72 56(101-

11,708 163 83 0 89 20
2,650 40 40 11

650,470 7,222 1,003 2,398 4,i46 4,108 1,889 2,797 355 67 3,219 330 40

3,030 28 23 19|10(-
2,260 39 39 14

110,120 4,497 1,465 027 1,419 654 303 1,066 252 72 1,390 240 40
4,050 11
1,800 22 22 10/101-
1,950 74 io 26 26 21 45 3 48 31
1,163 ji 11 10/10/-
1,310 ii 11 13
2,330 24 24 24

31,020 1,121 307 200 137 106 77 187 74 20 281 160 20
S50 17 17 10/101-

41,650 3,544 1,197 181 216 213 130 453 218 57 728 190 30
2,470 10J10(-

144,320 7,245 2,030 852 1,120 012 373 1,241 447 92 1,780 240 40

1,668 104 104 .-1
3,650 42 1 43 17
2,854 13 13 13jl0J-

8 8
1,280 14 1 15 13/10/-

24,990 901 004 ioc 321 218 107 345 45 31 421 140 208,560 498 141 19 39 02 9 78 31 7 116 100 20
11,970 292 522 59 128 119 16 19 154 64/10j-
19,950 314 232 26 37 17 22 152 18 10 180 30
3,960 38 1 39 12
1,470 10 10 11
3,420 2 2 10

5S0 10 10 10/10/-

Notb.—For refercnccB eec page 01

is

190
100

78

140
110

10

100 52 90 442 Rented
10/101-

2 115 Govt, building
1 30 131 Rented

13
37/io/- 187/10/- C*Ovt. building

iso 4 At 144 78 2 at 52 2 at 78 150/14/- 3,296/14/- do
150 130

125
120

3 at 115
3 at 91

78

2 At C5 2 at 20 39
SwitrhAttendants,

19/10/-
IO/IO/.

Govt, building39 4 143
45/10/-
22/10/- At Pub. School

•- 125 78 52 39/2/- 52 466/2/
10/10/

266

Kented.

"78 Govt, building
17

oO/lOf-
52 45 117

35 46
iso 144 78 4 at 52 3 At 78 488/10/- 36/8/- 3,373/18/- Govt, building

91 135
125
115
110
100

2ftt8l
Oat 78

2 at 52 39
26

switch
board
atten
dants.

^tabling.

19/10/-
14

at 100 91 52 43 5S6 Govt, building
11 At Rail’y Stn,

10/10/- At Pub. School
31

10/10/-
13
24

5 52 207 Rented.
10/10/-

130 52 3 345 Govt, building
....... * 10/10/-

ioo
120

91 52 41/10/- 064/10/- Govt, building

... At Rail’y Stn.

17
... 13/10/-

13/10/
163

At Rail’y Stn.

"39 4 Govt, building
*.. 2 25 127 Rented.

64/10/-
30 At Rail’y Stn.
12

... 11 At Pub. School
10

10/10/-

to
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IJuBLUcaB tranaacted. Revenue. Expenditure.

Name of Office. No. of
Telegrams

trans
mitted,

No. No. No. -Jl

•i 1°-
1- TS 1 etm |

Money Salaries

No. of 
Letters 
posted.

nf
Money
Orders
issued.

of
Money
Orders
paid.

of
Postal
Notes
paid. ui £

Postal. Tele
graphic

Order
ami

Postal
Note.

Total. bilkers in charge 
nrntm } t>e<luc- 

SaHrv \Uon ^
Assist
ants.

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Boy*,

Messen
gers.

1

Line
Re

pairers,

Other 
Em- 

ploj 6s.

Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office.
Total.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
713,930 13,458 2,708 2,569 6,384 1,815 1,070 3,001 874 175 4,050 350 50 120 2 at 180 130 78 62 140 139(10/- 1,708/10/-

150 91 52
130 26

Orange ItaiVy Stn. 
Ortoi. Park ........... 1,940

714 55 55

9
lOf'lOf- io/i'o/-

780 9 1O/I0I- 10/10/
202,G20

6,0(50
2,620

42 41 2 43 20
223 89 12 5 100 22 22

Overton................. 32 32 11 1 L
Oxford Hoteln. , 12,718 701 701 120 ... .... * 120

Oxford-street .. .. 601,810 16,422 2,212 4,131 30,247 8,244 4,607 2,558 743 143 3,414 200 40 180 iso ... 6 at 52 5 260 1,507
2 at 100 150

14,430
1,760

1,002 159 23 53 47 28 181 70 10 261 160 20 3 45 188
Oxley Inland ....... ...

■ .
15 15 13/10, • 13/10/-

176,300 10,530 1,342 3,473 4,747 4,545 2,394 1,702 516 76 2,294 290 40 150 4 at 52 5 713
100

RalhamallaHVa ....... 5,170
50

28 1 29 15/10/- 15/101-
Palmer's island ... 9,880 945 406 207 90 37 88 37 13 143 120 20 3(10/- 15 118)10/-
Pftlmei,’B Oakey ... 1,730

178
11 11 11(10/- 11/10J-

33,200
1,700

3,070 695 183 500 88 386 177 33 596 190 30 40 73 52 29(10/- 52 411 10 -
13 13 13(10/-

290
13(Kl|- 

858/16 -258,404 10,481 2,843 999 1,360 940 581 1,754 641 iso 2,525 40 180 105 52 41(16.*
130
100

Parhr.s Jiailtvay
Station.

Park-street .............. 792,350 22,312 2,910 1,195 12,532 4,101 2,458 3,096 1,155 174 4,423 260 180 100 2 at 52 15 400 1,659

4,859
48,960

70 76 19|10(- 20 39)10/-
372Parliament House.. 2,300 77 O 32 262 104 5 371 190 78 2 at 52

Pari'afjimdi/11'....... 78
2,974

5 5
i.ros^&o 10,613 1.719 3,196 7,957 1,745 2,449 455 iis 3,017 330 40 190 150 2 at 144 78 3 at 52 52 192 2,613

150 150 130 65 39 52
2 at ]20 39

105 Switch
2 at 91 attend-

65 »nta
26,210
34,930

971 223 96 137 92 54 220 So 13 238 120 20 91 4,10j- 195/101
-269Peak Kill............. 2,780 978 264 262 314 301 437 169 33 039 193 30 52 5 52

Poaklmrsfc ........... 4,540 o o 13 42 55
Pearce^ Creek...... 1,210 10 10 io(io(- 10(10/-

11,220
3,680
1,460
1,560

41 41
163 39 21 36 6 42 25 25

16 16 13(10(- 13/10|-
10/10/-Pelican Island......... 11 11 10(10/-

Pennant Hills....... 3,740 219 9 8 17 20 12 32
120,710 3,260

805

1,476 873 2,684 1,154 601 1,175 192 63 1,435 240 40 150 78 52 36|10|- 610/10/-

Pcnnth JlaUivay Stn.. 38
’"l

38
'll

100

2,960
2,400

13,090

1 25 36
12 12 12/10/

32
12/10/

32Perth............................. 360 . .. ... ... 128 17 145 ... ...

Arrangement^ 
as regards 
Premises.

Govb. building

At Bail’y Stn.

At Rail’y Stn, 
do

itented

do

Govt, building

Rented

do

Govt, building

At Hairy Stn. 

Rented

Govt, building 

do

Govt, building 
Rented

Govt, building 

At Rail’y Stn.

At Rail'y Stn.

Cn
O
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Petersham ......... 594,200

t’ieton ................ 119,310
Picton Labes ....... seo
Mcton JlatUvstf Stn..
Pilliga................... 24,009
Pine Ridge .......... 5,220
Pinnacles ............ i rsiri
Pipeclay Creel*-.. 
Piper’s Plat.........

1,950
1,880

Pitt Town ......... 7,780
Pitt Town Co-operative 1,300

Settlement.
Pleasant Hills...... 3,600
Plumpton ............ 6,030
Pokofbin ............... 5,130
Ponto ................. 2,660

Pooncario ........... 12,790 
0,150Portland ............

Port Macquarie ... 53,930
Port Mctcqitai ie Ifcad/i
Port Stephens ......

Preston’s.............. 1.210
Prospect ............... 3,890
Prospect Reservoir . 4,330
Purnamoota......... 1,050
Putty .................. 1,8S0
Pymble................. 15,340
Pyreo ................. 5,040
Pyrmont................ 218,210

Q.uaama ............. 6,300
Quainbone ........... 13,760
Queanbeyan........... 79,960
Quipolly ............. 940
Quipolly Creek ... 2,350
Quirindi ............... 134,680

Quirinrii liaihuay
Statioii.

Raglan ............... 3,570
Rainbow Reach .. 430
Kamorme............... 3,600
Jiamlwick ........... 193,000

Rruikiii’a Spiinga.. 3,290
Pavensw orth ..... 5,ti40
Hawdcn Vtale .. 3,320
Rawdon Island ... 2,810
Kaymoml Terraco 44,000

Peddestone ..... „ j 1,920

5,609 696 1,772 2,867 2,033

1

1,034 1,555 218 41

!

1,814 240

2,233 945

!
1

503 1,078

1

521 270

i
1

600 128 48 776 220
54 3 3 6 10

1,971 3iK> 55 "GO ”95 34 261 140 15 416 180
511 61 34 95 91

26
504 32 1 33 36
92 15 6 21 21

54 1 55 24/10,'-
10 10 10

48 43 18ii.3 124 195 72 22 64 5 69 20
34 34 10fl0 -
12 12 12

1,093 125 14 25 193 91 8 292 210
92 4 90 13/10,1-

4,720 774 2S7 555 220 85 511 299 42 852 220
26

2 2 10
9 9 18/10/-
S 8 10|10f-

10 10 10
27 . . . 27 11/10/-

oS9 76 18 94 10
25 25 20

5,441 799 1,084 3,424 2,251 1,112 1,182 292 46 1,520 210

151 114 4 18 67 S 4 79 50
225 225 32/10/-

2,595 1,127 543 1,274 358 220 888 166 70 1,124 240
8 S 20/10/-
1 1 17/10/-

5,541 1,215 699 1,250 508 281 1,203 347 72 1,624 240

25 17 1 IS 31
11 1 11 11

687 67 67 10U0I-
6,153 537 950 2,101 1,088 549 90S 283 35 1,286 240

46 46 36
161 66 27 38 12 12 57 9 4 70 27

n ... 1 11 11/10/-
10 1 | 11 10/10/-

2,253 485 304 510 230 92 445 ido 25 590 150

....... 30 I . 30 12/ib/-

30

30

30

30

30

”40

"io

40

20

Hots.—For references see pa£e

20

160 144 65 4 at 52 234/12/- 2,288/12/-
100 135 3 at 52

130 Switch
125 dttpmi-
120
115

2 at 100 
2 at 78

a la

100 65 52 46/10/- 453/10/
10

'78 5 233
1/10/- 92/10/-

26
36

20 51
24/10/-

10

18
J5 35

10/10/-
12

49/1210 229/12)6
io 23/10/-

iso 78 26 7/10/- 431/10,1
26

10
18/10/-
10|10J-

11/10/-
36
20

78 52 80 429
39

50
32/10/-

130 91 39 30 490
20/10/-

12 29/10/-
120

78
78 39 140 80/10/- 735/10/-

31
11

Nil. lO'lOl-
100 i io G5 52 78 182/10/- 150 1,505(10/-

100 39 39
3 at 91 39

78
36
27

11110/-
10J10|-

91 91 39 33/10/- 384/10J-

12/10/-

Govt, building

Govt, building 
At Kail’y Stn. 

do
Govt, building 
Free by (ruarantors

At Rail’y Stn.

Govt, building

Govt, building 
At Pilot Stn. 

do

At Rail’y Stn. 

Rented

Govt, building

Govt, building 

At Rail’y Stn. 

do

Rented

At Rail’y Stn.

Govt, building 
At Rail'y Stn,

C".
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BuBtuoas transacted. Revenue.

tf&nie of Office. No. of 
Letters 
posted.

No* of 
Telegrams 

Trans
mitted.

No.
of

Money
Orders
issued.

No.
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No,
of

Postal
Notes
paid.

M
■sis 

$ |i 
I-8
Vi

«ij
Postal. Tele

graphic

Money
Order
and

Postal
Note.

£ £ £
KcUfern................. 480,050 6,818 2,724 4,456 5,454 6,395 3,498 2,620 315 144

Itedfcril Raiitrfli/ Sin. 23,800 1,241
Red Range.......... 2,150 37
Reefton .............. OjCnO 181 37 55 86 8

2^290 12
Reid's Flftt ........... 3j480 31 o
Richmond ......... 173,840 4,473 014 568 1,501 675 283 900 285 45

Richmond Railway
Station.

Riley’s Hill........... 3,780 97 3
Riverstone ......... 30i330 1,020 404 3S7 633 440 154 248 62 30
Riverstone Railway

Station.
470 10

Robertson ........... 26,110 901 308 06 157 75 51 219 49 15
Rob Roy ............... 1,520 13
Rtickdaie ............... 102^050 2,366 420 789 1,233 1,421 676 517 84 24

Rock Flat ....... 4,780 13
Rockley ............... 41,940 1,238 566 205 203 no 81 255 68 24
Rockwell............... 1,550 10

3’790 G
Rocky Hall5* ...... 4,920 137 6
Rocky Plain........ 1,140 io
Rocky River ....... 3,650 74
K-olland's Plains... 4,290 175 96 ie 21 46 11 4
Rookwood ........... 55,720 1,303 215 563 832 640 302 287 47 16

Rooty Hill ........... 20,590 737 162 161 243 125 42 9
870 10

2,850 37
Rose Valley........ l)090 . 2
Rosewood............... 4^430 19 1
Roth bury............... 2,200 39
Rouchell Brook ... 4,250
Round Hill ........... 1,640 15
Rous ....................... 3j470 fll
Rouse Hill ........... 81750 69 I
Rous Mill1* ........... 11,650 563 288 50 45 129 15 107 37 20
"Royal Hotel" ... 4,790 285
Rozelle................... 471,220 3,483 880 1,211 1,771 4,178 1,645 899 149 51

Rydal ................... 23,200 279 220 128 143 42 29 95 15 13
Rydalmerc ...... 11,290 250 87 8
Ryde ..................... 114,010 1,833 201 403 849 444 208 352 80 13

Expenditure.

Salaries. Arrangements

Total. Officers in charge
Assist*
ants,

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers.

Allow- Rent
Total.

as regards 
Promise!.

Gross
Salary.

Deduc
tion for 
Rentw

Re
pairers,

Em
ployes.

anccs. Office.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
3,079 260 40 140 130 135 78 52 156 2,407 Govt, building

110 130 3 at 115 78 62
8 at 100
2 at fll 
2 at 78

78

65
1,241

16/10/-
65 52 117 Govt, building

37 16/10/- At Pub. School
94 18 18 36
12 12/10/- 12/10/-
33 . 20 20

1,230 240 40 100
91

io4 52 71/2/- 018/2/- Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.

100 20 10 30
340 130 78 3 211 At Rail’y Stn.

do

10 10/10/- 10/10,
173283 150 20 39 4 Govt, building

13 14/lOf-
"so '91

2 at 78

14/10/-
625 180 26 ... 77110/- 500/10/- Govt, building

13 13 13
347 150 20 '26 4 160 Govt, building

10 lO/IOJ- 10/10/-
6 23|10|- 23/10 -
6 30 30

10 10)10/- 10/10/-
74 20/10!- 20/10/-
61 59/10/- 59/10/-

350 130 78 52 52
Switch 
bo* id 

Attend-

36/101- 26 374/10/. Rented

*nt.
176 29 29 At Rail’y Stn.

10
37

10/10/-
10)10/-

10/10f-
10|10|-

2 10/10/- lojio/. At Pub. School
20 17 17
39 13/101- 13/10/-

12/10/- 12/10/-
15 12 12
51 21 21
70 24 24

164 63 13 76 Rented
28 5 120 120

1,099 190 40 91 ioo
78

3 at 144 3 at 52 146 1,153 Govt, building

123 75 10 85 At RaiPy St'n
95 20 45 65

445 130 i 135
78

... 52 109/10/- 25 529/10/- Rented
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Jtyde Ratiicay Station.
Rye Park...............
Rylstone ...............
Jfytstone Jiaihcay 

Station.
Sackville Reach ...
St. Albans ...........
St. Clair ...............
St, Ives ...............
St. John's Park ... 
St, Leonard's Creek.. 
St, Leonards fiail* 

way Station.*5
St. Mary’s ...........
St. Mary's Railway 

Station,
SL Peter’s ...........

Salisbury Plains...
Salt Ash ...............
Sandy Plat ...........
Sandy Hill .........
Sans Souci ...........
Savernake ...........
Scone ...................

Scone Railway Station 
Scott’s Flat .. .....
Se&hjun ...............
Seal flock# ...........
Sebastopol ..........
Sedgefield ...........
Seven Hills...........
Shaw ...............
Shcllharbour.........
Shepard’s Town...
Sherbrooke ...........
Sherwood .............
Shooter’s Hill5fia ...
Silvcrton ...............
Singleton ..............

Singleton Railway 
Station,

Skillion Flat ........
Smithfteld ....... ..
Smith Town ....... .
Smoky Cope.........

■ Sofala ....................
Somerton ............
South Bowenfells.. 
South Broken Hill
South Clifton,........
Southdown ...........
Southgate ............
South Grafton......
South Gundagai... 
South Head...........
South Munulluni bah.. 
South Solitary Hiatal 

Station. j
South Woodburu..

195 7 7
7,040 183 ‘29 39 75 0 31 24/10/-

45,750 1,473 509 443 573 248 145 518 84 33 635 ISO

4,180 173 54 10 04 30
5,440 208 281 67 01 02 13 12 87 49

6S0 11 11 11/10/-
2,595 12 12 11/10/-
4,050 14 14 11
2,550 18 18 10/10/-

20 1 1

49,900 1,160 367 380 993 ; 472 220 307 59 21 387 ISO

46,100 1,259 221 704 750 1,067 439 337 42 12 391 150

710 10 10 10/10/-
580 24 24 10/10/-

3,400 21 21 13
1,600 17 17 17/10/-
5,190 354 27 11 38 64
4,730 45 1 46 10

106,760 4,960 1,379 459 917 302 190 1,362 318 73 1,753 240

1,400 14 ’ "14 14/10/-
8,140 140 51 S 59 53/10/-

307 13 13 52’2,050 10 10 10/10/-
1,080 10 10 10/10/-

10,750 iso 57 8 1 66 26
1,280 8 8 11

20,990 715 230 88 278 120 52 141 39 9 189 02/10/-
7,840 57 3 00 15/10/-
1,840 27 27 11
1,830 8 8 10/10/-
2,520 36 6 9 21 2 23 11

12,010 1,274 235 110 87 103 20 104 78 IS 197 140
311,650 5,959 2,410 1,263 2,704 1,135 531 1,877 390 113 2,380 290

1,048 50 56

2,220 14 14 11
30,250 301 122 258 496 209 i:ii 117 20 10 147 00

9,300 077 230 39 50 70 23 63 40 0 109 120
15 1 1 20

22,800 903 396 179 290 95 81 202 50 19 277 140
0,200 100 11 28 60 4 70 29/10/-
4,500 141 9 60 5 65 26/10/-

36,450 1,777 1,935 434 121 1,157 459 374 i29 88 091 180
97 5 5

4,080 4 4 5
5,126 179 10 1 11 50

07,050 2,869 892 332 410 229 124 039 182 37 858 210
6,050 35 35 34

1,500 16 10 01
1,940 1 I 10

100

21,210 1,782 730 159 178 175 84 193 102 32 327 150

‘so

30

20

40

20
40

20

20

30

20

Noth, -For references se;

At Rail’y S tii.
24/10/-

78 65 2 295 Govt, building 
At Rail’y Stn.

30
49

11/10/-
20 31/10/-

11
17/10/- 28

At Rail’y Stn.

20 91 48/19/- 309/19/- Govt, building 
At Rail’y Stn.

100 120
105

52 54/10/- 561/10/- Govt, building

10/10/
10/10/-

At Pub. School

At Hairy Stn,13
17/10/-

36/10/- 100/10/-
10'ioo

91
78 62 41|10[- 562/10|- Govt, building

At Bail’y Stn.
14/10/-
52/10 -

52 At Lighthouse
10/10/-
10 10/-

20 At Kailry Stn,
li At Pub. School

92/10/-
15/10/-

20 31
10/10/-

11
26 11/1/8 30 187/1/8 Rented

180 120 135 52 108 1,102 Govt, building
100 105 52

At Rail’y Stn.

11
26 39 125

52 3/10/- 39 194/10/- Rented
20 At Signal Stn.

26 3 149 Govt, building
29/10/
20/10/-

78 52 54 58/10/- 422/10/- Rented
At Rail’y Stn.

___ 50
91 65 52 54 442 Govt, building

34
’52 36/10/- 179/10/- At Signal Stn.

10 At Rail’y Stn.
100 At Signal Stn.

78 26 70/15/- 304/15/- Govt, building

01. 287



Business transarted. Revenue.

Naina of Office. 1
No of 

. Loiters 
^ posit'd.

| No of

tW ‘ite 

1 1

No.
1 of 

?.lnno> 
J Oirlerb

paid,

No.
of

Posta
Notes
paid.

; *i|
o&i 

. SS-Sj

i1 tt?

I a™ 
0^1 
o-al

1
1 S's

Postal. Tele*
graphic

Money
Order
And

* Postal 
Note.

1 £ £ £
Spicer's Creek___ 3,180 1 ....... 39 2
Springhrook.......... 1,720 1 20

in ii7n iri 10.1 5S 40 19 4H 9 —
Springsidc............... 750 1 . 16

24,850 208 127 300 158 92 318 69 20
Hail

j 1 32fi

v'tvf Station,
StanTjorougU ... . 3,220 4
•Stiuinifer ................ 4,020 10
Steinlirnok ............. 000
Stewart’s lirook 7,630 4S8 184 15 15 119 31 9
Stock Juxchartfjc 20,204 1,947
ytockinl>ingal....... 5,210 23
Stockton ................... 39,837 1,354 354 859 397 416 288 296 76 22
Stockyard Creek.. 1,000
Stonehenge .............. 2,630 12
Stony Creek ...... 1,640 12
Stony Crossing ... 1,970 4
Strath field ............. 309,770 5,873 380 400 930 971 252 30

Stroud ....................... 30,030 1,608 417 231 361 1SI 58 244 94 23
Stuart's Point.. . . 1,340 557 13 29 1
Stuart Town ......... 36,130 1,100 1,154 200 308 224 146 423 64 56
Stvart Town- Hail'

way Station.
Summer Hill ......... 222,000 5,779 558 1,299 3,244 2,295 954 1,359 228 41

Summer Island .. 1,530 3
Siimwtervnh..
Sunny Corner......... '38,100 1,193 1,065 461 464 274 127 374 109 61
Sunnyside .............. 700
Surry Hills ......... 74,700 5,447 820 1,732 2,711 2,856 1,497 714 241 58

Sussex-street ....... 510,540 16,812 1,014 SiO 4,260 631 358 3,434 1,159 60
SutherJaud .............. 19,290 808 135 175 390 '231 85 159 37 9
Sutton ....................... 2,030
Sutton Forest . 25,050 803 318 148 188 59 46 144 50 15
Swamp Oak ... . 8,050 215 34 34 72 8
Swan Bay.................... 2,040 130 50 12 17 24 7 3
Swansea .................... 4,490 266 <>24 57 41 29 14 29 16 12
Swan Vale ............ 1,370 33
Sylvania .................. 4,900 29
Table Top................... 7,330 159 9
Tabulam .................. 11,620 491 109 31 30 le "io 213 31 "s
Tacking Point.........
Tahlet .........................
Tallagaudra55 ......... 850 16
Tainbaroom ......... 0,450 228 66 91 80 12
TamharSprings ... 7,760 539 315 5 21 125 35 9
Tamworth .............. 720,700 15,510 2,307 2,660 5,329 1,916 940 2,596 1,156 144

Expenditure

Salaries.

Total.
^Officers in Charge J Assist

j ants.

1
, Opera 
| tors.

1 I
I Letter- .Mail- 
JciUTiers.j boys.

Lessen

I S™' j pairer
Other 
Em

. ployfe

Allow
ances.

Gross 
Salarji.

Dcduc 
lion for 
Kent.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
41 13

20 20/10/-
61 30 5
16 16/10/-

407 130 91 34/4/-

4 10/10/-
10 10 10/-

10/10/-
150 46/10/-

1,947 190 52
23 13 10
394 140 78 105 4(10/-

10/10/-
12 1J 20
12 13
4 14

1,253 190 30 78 120 39 73
78 26

361 150 20 78 26 3
43 36 5

543 140 20 52 ;;; :::
2

1,628 240 40 78 100 144 52 109(10/-
130 52

91 39
78 20

3 20 23

544 'iso
n

lo "20 65 40/10/-

1,013 210 "30 130 2 at*52
78 39

4,653 250 100 26
205 120 20 41

10/10/-
209 140 20 91 14

SO 24
34 38
57 66 2
33 21
29 21(10/-

9 15
252 170 20 25 39/10/-

20
“To "io

02 71 20169 58(10/-

3,896 350 50 200 2 at lf>0 144 ! at 52 140 191/12/-
120 'i at 100 115
100 91 110

Rent
of

Oftlcc.

£

13

33/10/-

70

6|10|-

104

165

208

20/16/-

31/4/-

Totnl.

£
13

20/10/
35

10/10/
268/4)-

10(10/-
10JJO'-
10/10/
46/10/

242
23

361/6/
10/10 - 

31
13
14 

644

237
47/10/

174

1,203/10/-

43

276/10/
11

GOO

684
141

10/10/
225

24
38

88/16/
21

21/10/
15

245/14/
26

10
91

63/10/
2,267/12/-

Arnnftoments as 
regards Prcimscs.

At Eail'y Stn. 

Rented
At Uail'y Stn.

Provided free 

Rented

At Pub. School 

Rented

Govt, building 
Rented
Govt, building 
At Rail’y Stn.

Rented

At Rail’y Stn. 
Govt, building 
At Pub. School 
Rented

do
At Rail’y Stn. 

Govt, building

Rented

At Rail’y Stn. 
Rented

"Govt, building
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At Hairy Stn.Tumworth Rail- * - . ...
jftty Station.

Tangmangaroo .. 3,080
Tftnja ........ *.........
Taataivanglo .......

2,240
710 ■ .......

Tarago ...................
Tarafga ...............

6,570 1 695 214 144 171 37 22
30,540 1 855 593 117 150 54 14

Tarana15 .............. 22,280 | 308 358 0o 99 46 4
Tarcutta .............. 9,200 i 464 107 27 49 23 5
Tarec....................... 66,5/0 j 3,953 775 362 930 215 69

Tareena ............... 6,510 193
Tarlo....................... 1,230 | .......
Tarro Railway 4,700 ....... ...

Station.
Tataila ...................
Tathara...................

370
6,780 2S9

Tathra ................... 3,170 750
“ Tattcrmll’s ”...... 8,454
Taylor’s Arm ....... 1,950
Tea Gardens ..... 7,570 518 183 124 99 61 27
Telegraph Point... 
Tomora ..................

3,280
135,470 8,746 1,682 585 991 754 435

Tempe .................. 9,370 21 42 124
Tenandra............. 2,850 ...
Tenterfieid ........... 138,090 4,745 1,033 750 1,467 552 243

TcnierjicldBailioay
Station.

Tent Hill............. 7,230
Teralba................... 12,910 674 312 157 239 132 61
Temra ................... 6,220 268 188 59 133 60 21
Tennoi! .................. 1,340
Terra Bellai, ....... 670 .. .
Thackaringa ....... 4,960 404 229 26 15 21 is
Tbarwa ................
The Albert19 .......

5,220
1,990

The Evobange....... l,4ffl5,4SO 74,581 3,595 40 978

The Gulf ............... 7)0
The Junction ... .. 23,830
The Lagoon...........
Ths Oaks...............

770
13,000 243 278 "44 62

The Reefs.............
The Rock...............

2,290
25,510 693 225 "SI 40

The Valley ......... 1,420
Thirlraerc.............. 18,550 271 191 171 438

Thirroul .............. 6,070 111 98 171
Thornleigh ........... 10,250 467
Thornton...............
Thnddungra.......... 3,410 ...
Thurgoona,fl.........
Tiboohurra .........

6,250 89
17,440 1,952 321 50 58 58 30

Tichborne ...........* 3,400
Tigho's Hill...........
Til ha TiEba .... ...

17,220 604 307 391 303 281 ioo
15,010 641 221 58 81 .44 27

Tilpa ..................... 10,015 1,496 218 33 21
'i’iinbarra......... . . 4,350

19 1 20 19110!-
20 1 21 lOjlOj-
9 9 10U0 -

177 40 12 229 Nil Nil
358 48 21 431 160 20 65
145 18 15 178 45 10
127 28 8 103 120 20
467 281 44 792 210 30 iio 65

100
53 12 Gj 190 30
20 20 20/10)-
53 53 10

10 10 10/10/-
19 17 2 33 30
27 38 1 66 100

403 463 120
10 IO 10/10/-
53 33 9 100 100
33 33 27|10|-

1,186 559 85 1,830 250 40 52 ioo 78
45 1 46 39|10|-
19 19 21

1,263 351 00 1,674 280 40 iso iis
140
130

24 3 27 18|10|-
139 42 19 200 51 52
52 18 C 76 5S|10|-
10 10 10jl0(-
14 14 10
43 24 8 75 100 io
10 2 12 15
19 19 10

6,086 11,122 202 17,410 300 M0 ioo
150
120
78

10 10 10
4 4 35/10/-
6 6 11/10/-

93 14 9 116 47
13 13 13

255 40 ii 306 42
10 10 10/10/-

140 15 12 167 24 39
10

46 6 52 25
122 15 137 16

" 43 43 11/10;- b:
84 5 89 40

284 145 13 442 180 30 91
26 26 11

183 34 14 231 93 78
176 36 11 223 78
206 128 11 345 120

46 46 )o,TO/-| ...

52

52 140

.......2

2/ib|-
04/10/

70/16/6

i/io/-

2

78
16

91

19/10,'- 
10/I0i- 
lOilO/- 

02
252
107

102/10/
711/10/-

At Rftil'y Stn. 
Rented 
At Hail'y Stn. 
Govt, building

239/16/6 do
20/10/

10 At Rail’y Stn.

20

13

10(10/-
30

121/10/
120

10/10/
115

27/10/
570

55/10/
21

1,036

At Pub, School 
Free,l>y),-uoninU>r0 
Rented

Rented

Govt, building 

Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.

1

41

20

26

200

18/10/
103

79(10/-
10/101

10
177

15
10

1,308

At Rail’y Stn. 
Rented

Rented

Rented

10
35/10/
11/10/

47
13
42 At Rail’y Stn. 

10/10/
73 At Rail’y Stn.

4
15
30

2
3

65

61 io/-
39

25
16

11/101
40

310
26

201
86/10/

162
15/10/-

do
do
do

Rented

Rented
do

Ot
CJt

Notb,—For references see page 81.
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Name of Office,

Timljery Range
Timbtliea ...............
Timbriebungie .....
Timor ....................
Tingba...................
Tinonec .................
Tintalcfra (Victoria) .. 
Tiutenbar.............

Tintin Hull...........
Tocunuval ............
Tomago...................
Tomal:n;‘1 .........
Tomerong...............
Tomingley .........
Tomooromaea .......
Totigarra ...............
Toogong ...............
5’ooloom................
Toomn ...................
Toongabbie...........
Tooraweenabf’ ...
Torington............
Toronto ...............
Torrowatigee .......
Towamba...............
Towrang .............
Traugie..................
Trangie Jictilway 

Station,
Trevallyn ...........
Trundle .............
Trunk ey Creek ...
Tuena ............. .
Tuggerah Lakes ...
Tumbemmba .......
Tumbulgum .......
Tumut ..................

Tuncurry..............
Turill"*...................
Turlinjah...............
Turramurra...........
Tweed Heads ......
Tweed Heads Sig

nal Station. .
Two-mile Tint.......
Tyndale ........ .
1'yringham ...........
TJarbry ...................
Ulan.......................
UUadulia.............
Ulmarra ...............
Ultimo...................

Business traiigicted. Revenue. Expenditure.

No of 
Letters 
Posted.

No. of 
Telegrams 

tmuS- 
mittud.

No. No. No.
Aee §■3 Money Salaries. Arrangements 

ns regards 
Premises.of

Money
Orders
issued.

of
Money
Orders
paid.

of
Postal
Notes
paid.

N
o.

 of
Sa

vi
ng

s B
de

po
sit

s

d a!
^•r 5 

e5 "> w

Postal, Tele
graphic.

Order
and

Postal
Note.

Total. Officers in

Gross
Salary,

charge.
Deduc
tion for 

Kent.

Assist
ants.

Opera
tors.

Letter
Carriers

Mail
Boys.

Messen
gers.

Line
Re

pairers.
Other
em-

ptoydy.

Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office.
Total.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ . £ £ £ £ £ £
4,930 58 58 18 18

860 13 13 13/10/- 13/10/-
2,440 16 16 16/10/- 16 10/-
3,680 55 55 14 14

26,270 851 433 242 237 98 52 207 51 26 284 140 20 26 5 20 171 Kented
17,130 620 213 42 114 38 30 159 41 9 209 120 20 26 3/10/- 129/10/- Covt. building

30 30
4,730 459 283 27 32 59 26 11 96 100 1/10/- 101/10/- Provided by

1,060
Postmaster

... 10 10 10(10/- 10/10/-
43,450 3,667 . 705 120 186 162 67 431 202 35 668 210 30 ioo 4 52 336 Routed
3,810 29 29 12 21 33

13 l l
4,660 13G 133 119 84 12 9 58 7 4 69 61(10/- 61(10/-

13,870 1,097 327 40 35 92 41 152 63 18 233 78 1 10 89 Rented
990 6 6 10 10

1,534 22 22 io|io/- 10/10/-
7,020 24 24 24 •24
3,650 20 20 18 18
6,670 508 33 33 38 38
2,970 22 22 10/10/- 10j 101-
5,640 115 2 117 25 25
2,710
8,160

27 4 31 19/10/- 19/10J-
466 121 204 215 40 25 71 26 8 105 50 13 63 Rented

11,660 2,868 725 47 57 502 99 163 1S3 32 383 110 52 3 39 204 do
7,210 417 108 39 48 59 26 4 89 41|10|- 41)10|-
8,180 101 31 6 1 33 21 21 At Rail’y Stn.

70,100 2,863 1,212 145 224 156 GL 504 174 53 731 170 52 4 20 246 Rented
At Hairy Stn.

5,040 39 39 21 21
25,610 1,669 381 4L 66 54 43 327 105 20 452 100 26 2/10/- 30 158|10|- Rented
25,250 1,039 388 89 155 53 54 78 20 273 120 20 65 2 167 Govfc. building

9,840
2,050

758 438 75 f)t 44 33 163
24

44 19 231
24

120
10

20 3/10/- 30 133/10/
10

Rented

43,130 2,566 793 203 207 iso 86 574 166 39 779 ISO 30 52 4 206 Govt, building 
Rented6,510 587 409 34 37 137 68 105 33 23 161 120 20 4 39 143

92,916 5,104 1,119 354 642 377 185 1,085 316 73 1,474 240 40 100
78

52 ... 41/10/- 471/10/- Govt, building
5,890 95 6 101 20 1/6/- 21JG|-

430 4 4 10 10
2,780 32 32 16 16

1524,312
25,380

593 70 20 90 15 At Rail’y Stn.
1,785 435 76 73 121 47 108 120 20 248 140 20 3/10/- 31/4/- 154(14/- Rented

At Signal Stn.

2,130 13 13 13/10/- 13/10/-
1,120
1.760

15 15 12/10/
12

16 28(10/-
12

2,220 ii 11 ll[10j- 11/10/-
2,550

521 158 106
10/10 - 10/10/-

' 7,570 195 48 33 59 27 S 94 So 18 103 At Pilot Stn.
23,660 1,623 380 112 14C 131 63 198 85 18 301 130 20 52 3/10/- 165/10/- Govt, building 

Rented41,090 2,410 327 633 945 1,951 964 470 109 18 597 ISO 30 ioo 52 ... 78 380

Cn
OJ
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Umaralla.............. 2,920 ... ... •l' 22 22 10
Uuanderra ........... 14,150 223 > ► . 69 i2 4 S3 59/10/-

3,010 47 47 Wif 10/-
Ungaiie . ............ 11,800 776 73 .14 22 12 10 116 45 5 166 120
Upper Bankstown. 2,450 3 3 16/10)-
Upper BotoboJar. . 510 10 10 10/10/-
Upper Tluoca Buoca®9.. 2 0 10
U pp e r B u r rfi goran g 2,750 31 31 •lOllOj-
Upper Coldstream 2,110 43 24 2 26 26)l0/-

1,220 15)lO/-
Upper CopmSinhurst.. lljSOO 588 179 33 52 45 13 161 tie 7 234 140
Upper Kanjfliroo River 1,190 29 ' ^ 29 11
Upper Jjansdowne 1,000 10 10 10
Upper Manilla ... 11,1,50 105 ■ » 87 io 97 45/101-
UpperM'Donakl... 1,200 16 16 10/10)-
Upper Orara ....... 2,170 15 2 17 10/10/-
Upper Pyramid .. 2,380 79 16 is 40 2 42 20
Upper Rollaud's Piriins 1,522 15 15 10
Upper Turon ....... 1,640 26 26 11(10/-
Uralgurraf5........... 2,890 123 21 9 30 22
UralFa ................... 85,780 2,571 720 335 607 306 171 734 163 39 936 220
Uralla Railway Stn.. 1 1
Urana ................... 42,140 3,611 078 131 210 151 66 629 240 37 906 220

2 320 21 21 21
Uranquinty........... 8,090 217 ■ ii 13 24 11

1,950 17 17 12/10/-
Vncy..................... s’730 178 124 44 29 03 10 4 77 49
Vale of Chvyd..... 3,870 17 17 17

940 17 17 16
Vermont Hill ....... 2,340 45 45 10
Vittoria ............... 1,260 1 1 14/10/-
WaggaWngga....... 509,140 17,128 2,747 1,733 3,978 2,524 M10 3,319 1,274 i'76 4,769 370

IVagga iruj/iya 203 12 12
Jiailumy Station.

Wagon ga*7 ........... 1,110 30 3 2 5 13
Wagra ................... 7,080 161 9 1 10 25
Wahroonga®’ ....... l.SOO 700 31 22 53 10
Walbundric........... 10,440 1,360 181 34 60 46 14 107 93 13 213 130
Wolbundiie Reefs 4,290 22 1 23 10
Walclia................... 02,590 2,410 645 173 429 232 133 770 170 39 979 220
WalcliaRoad ....... 9,070 374 178 27 57 57 29 76 23 7 106 ■40
Walgett ............... 127,460 10,106 1,202 367 386 3S8 172 990 869 63 1,922 260

Wallabadah159 ....... 9,319 35S 19 61 23 6 130 12 142 45/10/-
Wallace ............... 4,520 14 14 14/10 -

45 42
Wallarobba........... 3,500 23 23 20/10/-
Walla Walla'0....... 6,710 225 90 5 i2 41 4 36 is 4 53 50
Wallendbeen ....... 25,840 695 233 87 79 27 21 195 40 13 248 39
Wallerswang .... . 04,210 946 604 211 338 323 107 256 54 28 338 160
WalhTmmmi Rail-

way Station.
Wftlh ................... 3,040 27 27 13/10/-
Wallaend-Platts- 189,890 2,996 913 1,731 1,414 1,052 814 787 153 62 1,002 '220

burg.
Wamberal ......... 3,150 ... . . . . 11 11 13
Wamboyne'1 ....... 440 10 10 10
Waaaaring ......... 30,770 2,304 524 44 46 171 '39 387 161 25 573 190

20

30

30

50

20

30

40

20

30

30

Ncrrs.—For relerences see page

Frecb^gearanfcors^

■•■ft ... 10
... ....... 59)10/-

251101-
'•r ,,, 5(5/- 125/5/-

... ... ... ■ 16/10/-
lOjlo)-

- 4 ... ....... • 10
... 10(10/-

26)10/-
• • r 15/10/-

io -.4 3/10/- 23 161/10/-
11
10

45/1 Of- 
10/10/-
10/io/-

20
10

11)10/-
22

130 65 52 31 46S
"si "39 51(12/6 371/12/6

21
11

... 12/10/-
49
17
16
10

14/10)-
200 150 130 52 i'40 75 230/12/6 2,714/12/6
150 130 91 52 RuLtery
130 120 91 39 Ts
100 110 26 SwitchboardAttendant

13
.. * ...... 25

10
1 20 131

10
78 52 52 39(10/- 411/10/

40
793/12/6150 100 ’52 140 53/12/6

78
45/10/
14/10/-

.... .. 42
20/10/-

50
2 41

25 ” 6 40 289

13/10/-
130 135 52 73 721

115 26
13

... 25 35
... ... ... ... 26 ... 52 238

Routed

At Tub, School

Govt, building 
At Eail’y Stn. 
Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.

Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.

Rented

Govt, building 
At Hairy Stn. 
Govt, building

At Hairy Sfctu 
do

Rented
At Rail'y Stn.

Govt, building

Rented

■Cl
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Business transacted. - Revenue. - Expenditu re. —

’ Js'amc of Office* No. of 
Telegrtwrife 

trans
mitted.

No. No. No.
*adc ,

It!
fc.s jr 

5CO

^ .
Money
Order
and

Postal
Note.

Salaries. Arrangements
No. of 

Letters 
posted.

of
MoneyOrders
issued.

of
Money
Orders
paid.

of
Postal
Notes
paid.

*Sa §
6

> ii 
«yT*

Postal. Tele
graphic. Total. Office rain

Gross
Salary.

charge, 
Dedue- 
Lion for 
Rent.

Assist
ants.

Opera
tors.

Letter-
carriers.!

Mail
boys.

MeSsen-
gcn*.

Line
Re

pairers.
Other
Em

ployes.

Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office.
Total.

as regards 
Premises.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Wandandian ....... 2,440 », * 14 14 14|10[- * . . 14/101-

1,360
8,780

10 10
82

lOJlOf-
27

10/10/
27Wandsworth ....... 183 14 19 71 S

10,870
1,840

63,060

82 1 83
24

36
21

36
24 11

1,162 253 428 594 318 182 657 GS 17 732 ISO 30 100 144 73 545 Govt, building

At Rail’y Sfcu.Warj,icth Railwdy
78

Station.
Warden ............... 13,400 038 315 89 115 102 72 209 51 14 274 130 20 20 3/10/- 19/10/- 159 Rented
Warden's Mead At Lighthouse

ZiirikOwnse.
10/10/-W arge Rook ....... 2,560 6 6 10fl0|- ...

Govt, building74,900
2,840
6.640
1.640 
8,790 
1,560 
7,570

770

3,527 522 171 459 193 77 604 268 28 909 220 30 ioo 26 140 51/12)6 507/1216
12/10I-
71|12|-
10/10/

39

17
47
12

17
56
12

12/10/
30155 9 20 15/12J- Rented

10J10I-
39369 376 70 128 61 24 224 21 19 264 At Rail’y Stn.

4 4 15/10|-
100

15[10(-
1011,713 107 3 266 1 Free,by guarantors

Warrah Ridge....... 10 10 10|10|- 10/10/-
Govt, building 
At Rail’y'Stn.

* "l T 129,670
490

7,037
69

1,742 307 495 500 174 1,334 456 vs 1,865
3

200 40 91 130 65 39 20 565
3 10 10

73,100
16,580

1,458
1,263

111 621 597
118

631 416 375
120

63 9 447
170

120 2 at 52 52 276 Rented
Watson’s Bay...... 161 75 176 84 43 7 120 20 110 52 48 36/81- 346/8/- do

1,460
16,680
16,560

245,930

20 20 lOflOf-
130

10|10|-
158

At Pub. School
785

1,213
6,558

295 197 183 65 85 151 47 14 212 20 26 2 20 Rented
Wauchope ........... 394 133 115 163 50 225 75 19 319 130 20 52 ... ii 1 36 ism do

826 1,781 2,599 2,814 1,344 1,688 307 46 2,041 240 40 91 130 135 78 78 5| 206|12|- 1,617)121- Govt, building
52 100 130 2 atSd ... 52

105
78

JS*

1,310 20 20 10 . _ 10
At Pub. SchoolWeddin ............... 2,100 53 53 10 16

890 13 13 10 ...... 10
Govt, buildingWee Waa............ . 40,770

3,520
3,476 442 78 103 126 40 477 230 23 730 210 30 91 . 5 276

WeismanteVa ...... 69 69 21 21
Welcome Kcefs ... 1,210 . . . 11 11 10/10/- «\ . . 10/10/-
Wellingrove ...... 2,730 21 21 21/10/-

78
21/10/-

Govt, buildingWellington........... 186,350 5,033 2,383 828 1,373 846 424 1,383 321 122 1,826 280 40 73 160 78 52 686
WeUinyton Railway 390 22 22 At Rail’y Stn.

Station.
99,040 6,062 527 218 355 204 102 741 407 35 1,183 280 40 150 150 52 140 78/12/6 995/12/6 Govt, building

65 120
At Rail’y Stn.Wentworth Palls 27,180 1,012 223 67 139 43 33 213 64 15 292 19 78 ... ... ... 31/4/- 133/4/-

Wentworthville ,,, 6,530 74 IS 4 22 10 10 do
1,930

870
40 40 13 13

Warrington ....... • • ► ... 10 10 10/101. . •*
”78

... 10/10/-
Werris Creek.....
We.n-is Creek Rail-

30,190 3,151 695 71 137 295 94 •260 191 34 485 100 ... ::: *4 «
1 179

At Rail’y St-n.
wiy Station*

1,570
770

13 13 13/10'- 13/ior-
West Cambewarra 4. -4 ... ... ... 3 -• 3 10/101- ... - ... ... ....... 10 10 -
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West Kempsey ... 
West Maitland ...

WeM M&itlandy High* 
■rtrfifii Itailicay Stn., 

West Maitland 
Eaihvay Stn, ... 

West Mitchell.......

West Tamworth... 
West Wallseud ... 
West Wyalong ...

WeUicriU Park ... 
Whealbah .........
Wheeo ...................
Wherrol Flat .......
Whinsfcone Valley
White Cliffs .......
Whiteman Creek.. 
White Rock ......
Whittingham ,. ...
Whitton ............
Wickham..............

Wilberforce...........
Wilcamiia ...........

William-street ...

William Town ... 
Willoughby...........

Willow-tree...........
Willson’s Downfall
Wilson ......... .......
Wilton ..........
Wimbledon...........
Windellama...........
Windeyer7* ........
Windsor ...............

Windsor Uaihcay 
Station.

Wingello ...............
Wingen .................
Wingtiam.............
Win ton...................

'Wiseman’s Creek.. 
Wiseman’s Ferry..
Wollar............ .
Wollombi.... ..........
Wollomombi .......

^Vollongbar...........
Wollongong..... ...

28,510 3,116 460 112 283 158 68 210 295 21 526 130 20 26 4 140 Govt, bmldinfl;
1,128,790 14,656 2,315 3,840 9,134 2,310 1,123 4,407 ] ,155 144 5,706 330 40 190 160 2 at 144 2 at 52 iio ido 214 3,322 do

330 40 140 2 at 150 3 at 76 39 Bi't’try-
2 at 100 2 at 130 52 26 26

91 IOO Switch-
78

...
attendint

At Eail'y Stn,

do

3,190 4,- 48 48 19 19

4,660 359 181 63 107 53 36 48 19 6 73 26 26 At Eail’y Stn.
11,850 711 335 263 184 191 112 127 42 17 186 100 26 126

106,670 9,148 2,193 524 905 588 441 876 591 102 1,569 240 40 iio
100

39 41/10/- 555/10/- Govt, building

5,150 57 57 10(10/-
65

25 35/10/-
1,990 28 28 14 14
2,940 15 15 30(10/- 30/10/-
1,300 14 1 15 1L ]]
2,230

550
13 13 13/10/- 13/1 Of-

21,060 33 83 367 27 304 J00 26 126 Rented,
750 13 13

1,170 26 i ■ - 26 15 15
9,650 77 77 35/10/- 35/10/-

69,980 2,166 665 123 216 127 S3 738 i27 33 898 ISO 100 2/id/- 282/10 ■ At Rail’y Stn.
115,184 968 522 924 833 884 530 423 50 31 504 150 20 100 ids 52 81 568 Govt, building

100
10,230 226 127 91 128 81 12 5 98 53 53

133,480 11,189 1,377 360 497 462 192 1,607 934 70 2,611 330 40 150 140 78 39 140 80/17/6 1,143/17/6 Govt, building
2 at 100 26

145.174 15,576 1,813 1,749 4,346 3,917 2,322 2,582 863 114 3,564 290 40 140 2 at150 4 at 52 5 1,059 Govt, building
91 39

26
1,680 34 34 25/10/- 25/10/- At Pub. Scbot!

68,800 816 ido 135 328 353 181 187 40 9 236 120 20 13 i25 65 ‘.39 184/10/- 05 792/10/- Rented.
110

91
24,090 650 231 21 52 188 37 12 237 50 50 At Rail’y Stn.
11,230 362 16 24 5 10 15 28 28
2,480

70
10 10 ]0|10J- ... ... 10/10/-

4,340 146 38 50 4 54 26 26
4,600 107 7 7 11 11 At Rail’y Stn.
5,150
8,280

51 22 30 55 Oo 58 23/10/- 23|10|-
131 122 30 40 26 8 0 39 36/10/- 36/16/-

178,470 3,131 832 760 1,828 451 234 872 169 50 1,091 240 40 140
100

130
70

52 72/10|- 764/10/- Govt, building

At Rail’y Stn.

do7,290 178 92 8 3 103 18 18
8,040 223 163 16 24 91 13 5 109 25 25 do

40.880 1,384 503 112 248 84 45 433 78 24 535 150 20 78 52 Nil 4 264 Govt, building
1,380 34 34 11 11
1,790

'"630 "98
19 19 10/101- 10/10/-

10,960 490 127 59 30 101 36 22 159 220 30 39 48/10/- 30 307/10/- Reuted,
10,350 183 12 25 66 6 72 30 ' 30
15,200 769 338 140 118 88 30 130 54 18 202 220 30 78 39(10/- 307/10/- Govt, building
13,570 311 93 12 19 » , . 78 18 3 99 32 32
3,140 16 ... 16 25 25

213,860 7,747 1,752 1,539 2,830 1,527 7is 1,591 443 108 2,142 240 40 150 110 52 114/10/- 892/10/- Govt, building
110 2 at 78

Note—For references see page 01.
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to
ID

business transacted.

Name of Oilico.

Wo,u*nla...............
Wombat ...............
Wood bum ...........
WootlfordieigU . .
Woodhill............ *
Woodhouselcc.....
Woodlands ...........
Woodside ............
AVood’s Reef .......
^'oodstock ...........
Woodvillc ...........
Woolbrook ........
Woolgoolga .........
Woolfloolfla Jetty"'1 
^’ooHahra ...........

Woolomin .........
Woolwich........ ..
Woomargama'^
Woonona...............
Wo ore ...................
Woy Woy .......... \
Wyalong ............. J

Wybong ...............
Wycc ...................
Wyndham ........
Wyong...................
Wyong It ail way

Station.
Wyoug Creek.......
Wyrallah...............

Yalgogrin North...
Vatpunga...............
Valval...................
Yamba ...............
Yanko ...................
Yantabulla75 ......
Yarra ...................
Yarrainalong..........

No. Of 
Letters

No. of 
Toleiframs

No.
of

Money
pObtod. nsitted. Orders

ISjUL'd.

18,220 595 195
3,870

11,722 "oso 392
4,SGD
1,240
5,940
1,990
2,850 120
2,370

14,280 285
5,S70 178
5,215 71 86

10,770 1,354 312

81,790 4,036 701

2,330
18,510 *"c24 60
10,400 . OS
2G, 110 502 040

1,260
7,330 "585

46,120 5,023 764

1,520
5>150 97

11,080 1,179 366
29,050 1,207 510

5,630
7,890

'
500 233

3,830
1,300
d?530 385 47

17,100 1,982 420
3,410
3,756

10,850

278

2,180

No.
of

Money
Orders
paid.

No.
of

I’Ofctal
Notes
paid.

c

dfil
H = S1 
^■oc3i/2

92 103 41

iio "33 "(is

t
05 177

17
109

45
63 ”24

1 ,’391
4,549 2,193

"34 "86 "’s

sis 544 528

504 501 278

55
SOS

150
007

64
84

"34 "34 ies

"23
344

04
124 196

Revenue. Expenditure.

Arrangements 
aa regards 
Premises.

^22

da|
'<& .“-a

•V2 * ,

Postal. Tele
graphic.

Money
Order
and

Postal
Note.

Total.

Salaries.

Allow
ances.

Rent
of

Office.
Total,Officers in Charge

As^isl-
nrits.

Opera-; 
tors. 1

Rctlcr-
carriers

Mail
boys.

Wesson*
gora.

Line
Re

pairers.

Other
Ent-

plnyds.Gross
Salary.

Deple
tion for 
Rent.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ - £ £ £ £
19 113 34 S 155 120 20 13 2J10|- 35 150/10)- Kented.

20 20 20 20
31 70 30 10 125 100 20 ... 3 30 113 Kented.

20 29 22|10(- 4 26| 10[-
6 C 10110I- 10|10|-

43 43 24|10f- 24|10(-
. . 17 17 10/10,1- 10/10)-

38 7 45 40/10,1- 40/10)-
11 n 10 10

190 32 13 233 56 26 82 At Rail’y Stn.
39 7 1 47 30 30
62 5 5 72 17 17 At Kail’y Stn.

34 53 85 16 154 100 2 30 132 Reuted,

1,238 1,076 212 43 1,33! 240 40 130 144 4 at 52 42| 10J- ~176 1,481(10)- Rented.
120 125

115
91
78
52

48 48 IS 18
6 139 21 4 164 42 40 82

29 4 33 33/10/- 33)10)-
267 217 36 37 200 120 20 13 2 43 163 Rented.

14/10/- 14)10)-
23 31 54 10 io 20 At Kail'y JStn.

•222 418 280 43 741 150 7S ’26 5 311 Govt, building
52

IS 18 14/10/- 14/10/-
89 5 94 10 10 At Rail’y Stn.

29 140 73 13 232 120 2)101- 26 148/10)- Kented.
63 228 70 26 324 140 20 52 1)10)- 173/10)- Govt, building

At Rail'y Stn.

13 13 15/10/- 24 30)10)-
30 76 28 28 132 120 20 2 25 127 Rented.

10 10
8 8 10|10(- 10/10).

50 23 5 78 47) (Of- .. . 47/10/-
54 74 104 21 199 120 26 3)10|- 26 175)10/- Rented.

16 16 12 12 At Rail’y Stn.
5S 1 57 17 17
36 36 22 22
10 10 10; 10/- 10/10)-

Oi
O



Yarraman ........... 2,9S0
Yarranffobill)/ Caves
Ynrrnrn ............ 1.S40
Ynrrfts ................ 2,970
Yarrowjuk ........... ] ,320
Voss .................... 128,110

Yass Junction..... G.790
Yatteyat;ih .......... 0,200
Yellow Rook ....... 1,830
Yeoval.................. 3, SCO
Verong Creek ... . 20,170
Yetholme.............. 1,300
Yetman ............. 11.SOO
Young .................. 233,540

Yonii*] Jiailicay 
Stiuion.

Young Vallsond.. 1,110
YurrmigA............... 2,430

-Z’V-Zag...........'......

8S0 ... 1 ... 73 49 122 14|10f- 26 . .. 40fl0f-
110 1 0 0

10 1 11 io 10
38 38 19 19
24 21 lo/io;. 10/10.'-

4,733 1,075 759 1,901 517 254 1,326 301 6G 1,093 260 40 Gj ir.o 125 26 140 ... 104 960 Govt, building
130

100 8 8 19 19 At Rail'y Stn,
31 31 30 i ... 30
21 21 11 11

19 19
752 298 33 80 51 30 283 44 20 347 110 2 112 Covfc. building

20 20 20/101- ... 20/10/- *
7 Go 95 io 22 ., 90 52 5 147 ISO :io 52 38/101- 50 290/10/- Rented.

8,135 2,082 I,1S1 2,036 1.148 058 2,085 613 115 2,813 320 40 150 ioo 144 52 140 36/10/- 1,225/10/- Govt, building
91 130 52

At Rail’y Stn.

j 11 11 11 11
20 26 21 21

28
"

2 2
....... .......

At Rail'y Stn.

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO APPENDIX A.
■ Post OJfiuj established, 6th April. 2 Post Office established, 16th April. 8 Post Office established* SOfcii April* 4 Post Office established* 1st October. 4 Telephone Office opened, 2nd December. 6 * Money Order Office established, 3rd August.

7 Telephone Office opened, 25th November, B Post Oillce established, 1st February * Post Office established, 16th December, i° Post Office established, 1st October. ' i Post Office established, 34th September, ,2 Post Office established,
Ifct June. 13 Post Office established, 1st May. 14 * Telephone (in lieu of Telegraph) OGice opened, 25th February. 1 & Government Savings Bank established, 1st July, 16 Telephone Office opened, 21st February. 17 * * * * Post Office established
1st March. 3 0 Post Office established, 1st August. ,e Post Office established, 1st July. ao Post Office established, 15th February. si Post Office established, Ifith May. 23 Po^t Office established, lOth March, 23 Poet Office
established, 55th June. Teleph me Office opened, 21sfc May. 25 Post Office established, ICth July. 40 Gon eminent Savings Bank established, 1st August. 27 Post Office established, 20th August. 26 Post Office established, 1st September
£» Post Office established* 1st February. 30 Telephone Office opened, 27th February. 31 Po^t Office established, 1st June. 32 Telephone (m lieu of Telegraph)Office opened,1st August. 83 Telephone Office opened, 13th July S4 Telephone
(in lieu of Telegraph) Office opened, 1st Januarv. ** Money Order Office established, 10th August. 86 Post Office established, 1st March.) S7 Post Office established, 1st February' ; Telephone Office opened, 18th April. aB Post Office
established, ifirh November. 59 Telegraph Office opened, 231 h January ; Money Order Office established, 1st February. 40 Post Office established, IGth January. 41 Government Savings Bank established, 1st August, 42 Post Office
established, 1st March 48 Telegraph Office re-opencd, 5th October. 44 Post Office established, 1st October. 48 Money Order Office established, 14th December. 4® Post Office established, 20th November. 47.Post Office established, 16th
July. 49 Money Order Office established, 1st September. 49 Money Order Office established, 21st December. 3° Post Office closed, 30th June; re-opened, 10th August. 61 Telephone Office opened, 9th September. 62 Post Office
ostablishcJ, I4tb September. 83 Telephone Office opened, Oth April. 84 Government Savings Bank established, 1st June. 98 Telephone Office opened, 13th July. E,&* Money Order Office establibhcd, 9tb March, 66 Post Office
established, 15th May C7 Government Savings Bank established, 1st July. 58 Post Office established, 1st May 59 Post Office established, 1st March, 90 Telephone Office opened, 20th June. ci Telephone Office rc-opened, 1st July.
92 Post Office established 15th May* 93 Post Office established, IQfch February, 91 post Office established, 1st September. 89 Post Office established, 15th November, ®9 Telephone Office opened* 1st July. 87 Post Office
established, IGth Julv ; Telephone Office re-opened, 20th July. 99 Post Office established, 15th October. 98 Government Savings Bank established, Isl July. 70 Money Order Office established, 15th June ; Government Savings Bank established,
1st jnlv. 71 Post Office cstablishedj 1st Augvst. 72 Post Office established* 16th March. 73 Telephone Office opened, 18th April. * * 7 i Post Office cstabliahe:!, 23rd March. 78 Telephone Office opened* 1st July. 79 Post Office

established, 1st May.

to
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Aberglasslyn
Agnes Banks
Alfred Town
Altcar
Araaroo
Anglcdale
Anna Bay
Annangrovc
Apple Tree Flat
Arable
Argalong
Armatree
Armidale Gully
Avencl
Avery’s Creek
Back Creek
Backwater
Barooea
Baryulgil
Bawden Bridge
Belgrave
Bellawongarah
Belle Vue
Belooth
Bena
Bcuaudarah 
Bendick Murrell 
Beni Creek 
Bennett’s Flat 
Bereen
Bermagui South
Bielsdown
Bilambil
Billy's Look Out
Bmdogandra
Bingleburra
Binneguy
Birriwa
Black Swamp
Blanket Flat
Bobeyan
Bobin
Bo Bo
Bocoble
Boconnoc
Bogan Gate
Boggy Camp
Bolaro
Bolton Vale
Boney’s Rocks
Bongongo
Boona Tank
Boonoo Boonoo
Booroolong
Boorooma
Borambil
Boree Creek
Bossley Park
Boumewood
Bow
Boyd
Braemar
Breelong
Brenda
Brierfield
Brimbramalla
Brockley
Broken Dam
Bronti
Brook’s Creek
Brookvale
Brucedale
Brunkorville
Bucoa Bucca
Buddabuddah
Budgong
Bungarby
Bungulla
Burnt Yards
Burra
Burramundra 
Bnrrapine 
Byangum 
Caloola Creek 
Camboon 
Canimbla 

_ Carabost 
Carba 
Carlisle 
Carrabolla 
Carrawobity 
Castle Doyle

62

APPENDIX B.

List of Deceiving Offices on 31st December, 1896. 
Cattia Creek Greghamstown Moorebank
Cave Creek Gregra Moparrabah
Cawdor Greig’s Flat Morago
Cell’s Field Gulf Creek Morisset
Central Raleigh Gullen Flat Mororo
Central Tilba Gumble Morton
Central Wattagan Gunuary Creek Mosquito Island
Chanticleer Gurrundah Mountain Home
Chectam's Flats Gwynne Mount Allen
Cherry-tree Hill 
Chilcott’s Grass

Hadley Mount Aubrey
Half-way Creek . Mount Kenwary

Chinderah Halton Mount Pleasant
Clare Harold’s Cross Mount View
Clareval Hazclbrook Mount Wayo
Cloverley Hellmann’s Tank Mount Werong
Cochran Creek Hillas Creek Mowabla Tank
Cocotningla Hillerman's Mnlbring
Colinroobie Hopefield Mullenderree
Collerina Hughstonia , Mundarlo
Collingnllie Huon Mundawaddera
Collingwood Ingebyra Munmurra
Comhorah Ingledow Munyabla
Conley’s Inglewood Murragang

MurrahCooba inveralochy
Coolalie Ironbong Murrayville
Coolamon Plains Isabella Murralcbale
Cooradigbee Jackson’s Water Holes Muskgrove
Corona Jaunter Myalla
Countegany Jilliby Myall Creek
Cowan’s John’s River Myall Plains
Cowpcr Junction Point Kana Creek
Craig Lea Kamandra Kanama
Cranebrook Kangaroo Camp Kanangroe
Cronulla Beach Karan gi Nangus
Cullerin Karoela Karanghi
Cullnbnmbung Katoomba South Narrabeen
Culparlin Kelly’s Creek Neimor
Cumbalum Killabakh Creek Kcmingha
Cimdle Flat Kilrush Kew Cryan
CimdumbuL King’s Plains Kewlands
Curracabark Kingsvale Hew Mollyan
Curra Creek Kinross Now Park
Dapper Kundibakh Kirrim
Darke’s Forest Lallarook Noorong
Daroobaleie Lamb’s Creek Noraville
Deep Gully
Diemunga

Laugwell
Lankey’s Creek

North Araluen
North Bourke

Dilga Ijarbert Norton
Dingo Creek Laurel Hill Norway
Dinoga Lavadia Numulgi
Dondingaloug Leconfield Oakey Creek
Dorroughby
Doyle’s Creek

Ledgerton Obley Vale
Limestone Creek Ollera

Duck Flat Linden Ournie
Duranbah Linton Owen’s Gap
Durren Durren Little Bombay

Lobb’s Hole
Page’s Creek

East Hills Parkesbourne
East Seabam Lockwood Payne’s Crossing
Edith Long Swamp

Looby’s
Pcakview

Egan ton Pee Dee
Elcombe Lome Pera Bore
Enwylong Lower Belford Pheasant Ground
Eurimbla Lower Botobolar Pine Mount
Everett Lower Corowa Pine Vale
Farringdon Lower Forest Piney Range
Federal Lower Hickey’s Platina
Five Islands Lower Mookerawa Pleasant Valley
Fladbury
Flyer’s Creek

Lower Taylor's Arm Porter’s Retreat
Maclaurin Port Hacking

Forrester Mahratta Station Pretty Gully
French Park Mandemar Pretty Pine
Galore Park Marackct Puddledock
Garland Markdale Pudman Creek
Genauagie Markwell Qninburra

Quinn’sGiant’s Creek Marrar
Gidginbung Maybole Quorrobolong
Gil Gil Medowie Reddacliffs
Gill Meermaul Redlands
Gillenbine Meragle Reedy Creek
Girvan Moringlo Reeves
Glendhu Merool Creek Rhine Falls
Glcnfield Mcryla Rivertree
Glengarry Mowburn Rockton
Gleniffer Middle Adelong Rockvale
Good Hope Milbum Creek Rosebrook
Goonellabah Mimosa Rosemount
Gordonville Minore Roslyn
Gorton’s Yard Miranda Rossi
Gowrie Missabotti Rossmore
Grass Hut Moona Plains Round Swamp
Grattai Moonbi St. George’s Basin
Greenwich Park Moongulla’ St. Leonards
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List of Receiving Offices on 31st December, 189G—continued.

Salisbury Tartna Point Upper Biiigara . White Swamp
Sally’s Plat Tathra Road Upper Chichester Widden
Sandon . Telcghcrry Upper Dungowan Willantbry
Sassafras Tenterden Upper Gilmore Williams’ Crossing
Sawyer’s Gully Teridgerie Upper Gloucester Williamsdale
Shannon Vale Teven Creek Upper Horton Willow Forest
Shark Creek Thalaba Upper Lostock Willy Wally
Snowball The Esk Upper Meroo Winchendon Vale
Somersby The Peak Upper Myall Winduclla
South Clifton The Risk Upper North Creek Wollun
South Gundurimha The Tamarinds Upper Shark Creek Wombeyan Caves
South Mount Hope The Vineyard Upper Tooloom Womboo (Rogers’)
South Rivertree Thomford Verona Womboota(Bdwards')
Spring Creek Thornton Wagragobilly Woodford
Spring Bale . Thyra Wakool Crossing Woodhall
Spring Ridge Tia Wallandool Woodlawn
Spring Vale Tilbuster Wallon Woolla Woolla
Stanmore Railway Tinda Tank Wahner Wright’s

Station Tingiringi Wang Wauk Wrightville
Stanwell Park . Toinakin Wanstead Wuuluman
Steve King’s Plain Tomanbil W antiool Wyndella
Store Creek Tomboy Wapengo Yagobie
Stott’s Creek Tomki School Ward's River Yalbraith
Summervale Towae W argeila Yallaroi
Suntop Triangle Plat Warner's Bay Yaouk
Swan Creek ' Trickett ■ Warrell Creek Yarralumla
Sweetbriar Tubbamurra Warrumbungle Yarrangobilly •
Tnllawudjah Tubbul Wattamadara ■ Yarrowitch
Tallewang Tucklan Waugoola Yathella
Talmalmo Tullamorc Webb's Creek Yellowin
Taloumbi Turee Vale Wcctangerra Yeo Yeo
Taradatc Turrawan West Bloweriug Yowaka
Tarban Twelve Milo West Temora Y owrio
Tarrabandra Unkya Creek Whipstick Yuelba

APPENDIX C.

Aitf/sked Articles in the Agreement respecting the exchange of Parcels between 
New South 'Wales and Ceylon,

Article 1.
There shall be a regular exchange of parcels between the Post Office of New South Wales and the Post Office of 

Ceylon, by means of the usual mail service performed by the steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental and the Orient Steam 
Navigation Companies.

A ftich 3.
Prepayment of parcels postage shall he compulsory, at the rate of JOd. or the equivalent thereof per lb., each country 

to retain the postage collected by it, and to defray any charge for the “sea” transit of its parcels despatched.

Article 16.
By each country retaining its own postage collections the necessity for the preparation of accounts is obviated.

Article 17.
(Omitted.)

Article 16.
(Pe-numbcred 17.)

In ordinary correspondence affecting the preparation, transmission, or correction of invoices, fee,, or relating to the 
disposal of parcels, the offices of exchange shall bo the mediums, but in matters involving questions other than detail, the 
offices of correspondence shall be the offices of the Postmaster-General, Sydney, and the Postmaster-General, Colombo.

Article 19.
(Re-numbered 18.)

\

APPENDIX D.



APPENDIX D. '
Compabative Ecrurn 0 no wing the Number and Amount of Money Order Transactions in New South Wales with various countries for the year 1806, compared with the year 1S95,

Tear,

1896
1895

Increase.. 
Decrease,

UNITED KINGDOM (and Countries
OTHER THAN THOSE HttHRlNAFTEK NAMED).

Issued in N.S.W, Drawn on N.S.W,

No.

22,393
23,549

1,156

Amount, [ No. Amount.

NEW ZEALAND,

Issued in N.S.W.

No. Amount.

£
63,333
67,198

3,365

12,941
12,733

208

£
40,068
40,974

906

4,196
4,591

395

£
12,534
14,596

2,062

Drawn on N.S. W.

No. Amount

10,576
10,815

239

QUEENSLAND.

Issued In N.S.W.

No. Amount.

£
28,622
29,132

7,121
27,357

610 20,236

£
25,816
43,885

18,069

Drawn on N.S.W.

No. Amount.

18,129
16,643

£
63,416
56,704

1,486 6,712

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Issued in N.S.W.

No. Amount.

9,768
8,530

1,238

Drawn on N.S.W.

No. Amount.

£
30,006
26,000

4,006

4,692
4,635

57

£
15,432
14,242

1,190

TASMANIA

Issued in N S.W.

No, Amount.

Drawn on N.S.W,

No. Amount.

17,547
2,617

15,030

£
23,367
8,064

15,303

3,560
3,405

155

Year.

1895 
1895 ........

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

Issued in N.S. W.Drau non N.S.W.

No, Amount No. Amount

IIONQ KONC.

Issued in N.S.W.

No.

... 2,734 19,417 
1,488 111,560

Increase,. 
Decrease,.

1,246 7,867

35,308
9,278

26,030

£
176,780
42,071

854
690

Amount

Drawn onN.S.W.

No.

£
4,161
3,157

134,709 164 1,004

67
46

2L

Amount

INDIA.

Issued in N.S.W. Drawn on N.S.W,

No.

UNITED STATES.

Issued in N.S W Draw n onN.S.W.

No. Amount No.

£
135
160

25

£1,069 '8,012 

938 ' 6,845

131 1,107

230
219

11

£
799
819

1,787
1,708

79

20

Amount

‘ £
5,165
5,059

106

1,019
925

94

CANADA.

Issued in N.S W, Drawn on N.S.W.

No. Amount No. Amount

£
9,388
8,803

585

VICTORIA.

Issued In N.S.W.

No. Amount.

30,568
30,554

14

Drawn on N.S.W.

No. 1 Amount.

£
94,183
90,016

4,167

16,623
17,167

544

£
56,387
55,421

966

£
4,875
4,512

157
146

363 11

CAPE OF GOOD 140PE.

Issued in N.S.W.

No, (Amount

Drawn OnN.S.W. Issued in N.S W.

No. Amount

GERMANY.

No.

£
777
625

152

208
253

45

£
1,003
1,002

127
109

18

£
661
520

2,129
1,034

141 1,095

£
14,333
6,787

7,546

1,038
811

227

Drawn on 
N.S. VV.

No. Amount

£
3,078
2,913

165

2/5
293

18

£
1,798 
1,15 3

45

Year.

1896
1893

Jncrense..'
Decrease,

ITALY. CEYLON. STRAITS 3E ITLEMENTS.

Drawn on 
N.S.W.

MAURITIUS. TOTAL FOREIGN MONEY ORDER 
TRANSACTIONS.

N.S.W. INLAND ISSUES. GRAND TOTAL OF N.S.W. 
ISSUES.lulled in

N.S. IV.
Drawn on 
N.S.W.

Issued in 
N.S.W.

Dravi n on 
N.S.W. .

Issued in 
N.S.W.

Issued in 
N.S.W,

Drawn on 
N.S W.

Issued in N.S.W. on 
other countries

Issued in other countries 
on N.S.W.

No. Amount, No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount, No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount. No, Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount,

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
363 2,293 12 79 138 632 59 131 c 20 48 105 38 83 25 129 99,904 294,039 103,899 413,480 302,773 1,019,656 402,677 1,313,594
370 2,416 17 130 136 474 64 130 12 39 38 77 38 72 10 9 103,544 283,429 77,565 262,726 302,691 985,771 406,235 1,269,200

2 158 5 1 8 28 11 15 120 10,610 28,334 150,754 F9, 33,785 44,394
123 5 61 6 19 3,640 3,553

The foliotting is a Statement of the total Number and Amount of Money Orders issued and paid during the year 1896:
Issued. Paid.

No. Amount. No. Amount.

302,773
71,934
27,970

£
1,019,556
206,323
88,715

301.817 
88,888 
17,011

£
1,014,040
350,026
63,453International........................................

402,677 1,313,594 407,716 1,427,520

Os
a*-
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APPENDIX E. 
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK, 

Statement of Accounts for the year 1S9G,

'To Balance brought forward from 1895......
Cash received from Depositors during

1896 .....................................................
Interest added to Depositors1 Accounts 

for 1S96 .............................................

£ s. d,
4,121,699 19 6

2,110,579 0 3

128,629 11 4

By Amount of Repayments to Depositors 
during 1896..........................................

£ s. d.

1,987,943 0 3

4,372,965 4 10

£ £6,360,908 11 1 6,369,908 11 1

Liabilities and Assets.

£. s. a. £ s. d.
To Balance due to all Depositors at the By New South Wales Government

4,372,965 4 10 108,200 0 0
New South Wales Funded Stock, 66

Vie. No. 1 ....................................... 1,000,000 0 0
New South Wales Funded Stock, 36

Vic, No. 21........................................ 296,466 13 11
New South Wales Treasury Bills, 53

Vie. No. 9 .......................................... 809,000 0 0
New South Wales 1924 Stock, 58 Vic,

No. 14 ................................................ 20,000 0 0
New South Wales Treasury Bills, 59

Vie. No. 22 ...................................... ], 024,700 0 0
New South Wales 1925 Stock and1

Funded Stock, 59 Vic. No. 6 ...... 530,000 0 0
Cash at Credit of Trust Account.......... 491,922 10 6
Cash in hands of Controller................. 27,203 6 7
Interest due on investments and on

Balanctf (excess of assets)...................... 1,250 12 11 uninvested funds at 3% ..................... 66,723 0 9

£ 4,374,215 17 9 £ 4,374,215 17 9

Profit asd Loss.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Departmental Expenses for 1896 ......... 8,000 0 0 By Interest received on investments ...... 71,590 IS 6

Interest added to Depositors’ Accounts 128,629 11 4 Interest neemed and due on uninvested
483 1 ft 0 00,723 0 9

Balance ..................................................... 1,250 12 11

£ 138,313 19 3 £ 138,313 19 3

A, J. Doaic, Controller. JOSEPH COOK,
Sydney, 3rd March, 1897. Postmaster-General,

I ceutipy that the foregoing statement of all deposits received and paid from 1st January to 31st 
December, 1896, has been examined and found to correspond with the Books and Accounte of the 
Government Savings Bank.

E. A, EENNIE,
22nd March, 1897. Auditor-General.

Sydney ; William Appleirale Gulliek, Government Printer —I$U7.
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POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC CONFERENCE,

1896.

Report of the Delegates to the Intercolonial Conference,

HELD AT THE GENERAL POST OFFICE, SYDNEY,
IN NOVEMBER, 1896.

President:—The Honorable Joseph Coolc, M.P., Postmaster-General of New 
South Wales.

All the Colonies of Australasia were represented except New Zealand.
The Conference opened its session on Saturday, the 14th, and concluded its 

business on the 19th November, 1896 :— *
The Conference was mainly convened for the purpose of considering two 

matters, viz, :—
1. The business connected with the tenders for the Pederal Wail Service, copies

of which tenders bad been forwarded to the Governments of the respective
Australian Colonics by the Imperial Government.

2. The question of representation at the Universal Postal Union Congress to
be held at Washington in May, 1897.

But it was determined to take advantage of the meeting for the consideration 
of other matters deemed to be of sufficient Intercolonial urgency and importance.

The result of the deliberation of the Conference is shown by the following 
proceedings and resolutions, viz.

PEBERAL MAIL SERVICE.
In regard to this matter it was decided to despatch the following cablegram 

to the Right Honorable the Postmaster-General, London, viz.:—
, Iedejiatj Mail Testiehs,—In view of your calilcs on the subject, and our desire to secure con

tinuance of Federal Mail Service, there appeal’s no alternative hut to consent acceptance tender P. & 0. 
as well as Orient Company, as suggested by Imperial Government. Conference in consenting urges 
negotiations to secure following modifications:—

1. Term of contracts—five years.
2. Duration of voyage—G72 hours for both Companies between Naples, Brindisi, and Adelaide.
3. Time of departure from Adelaide—Saturday, 2A0 pan,
4. Steamers to enter Princess It oval Harbour, Albany, until Frcemanile Harbour approved by

Admiralty Surveyors, after which steamers to enter latter harbour.
JOSEPH COOK,

President of Intercolonial Conference, 
Sydney, 19/11/9G.

PROPOSED UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CONGRESS AT WASHINGTON
IN MAY, 1897.

It was resolved as follows :—“That a Minister controlling an Australasian 
Post Office—accompanied by Mr. James Sinihert, Deputy Postmaster-General of 
Victoria, as postal expert—attend the Washington Congress as Representative of 
Australasia”; and in regard to the Report of the Permanent Heads as to certain of 
the subjects that are likely to he discussed at the Congress in question, the following 
resolution was arrived at, viz.: “ That the Report he adopted, subject to such addition 
and amendments as may be forwarded by the Colonies previous to the departure of 
the Australasian Delegate for Washington.” The

SO-A
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Tlic Conference concurred in the Keport submiUed (after revision at tlie 
request of the Conference) by the Permanent Heads .on certain matters of Inter
colonial urgency and importance, wlricli will be found detailed in the annexed 
Report of the Proceedings. In two matters, viz.:—Tlie proposed exclusion of 
Articles of Merchandise, other than samples, from transmission by packet post; and 
the intention to levy certain charges on Intercolonial newspapers forwarded to 
Queensland, tlie Government of that Colony (through the Honorable A. J. Thynne) 
has been asked to reconsider its determination.

Appended to this Report will be found
Minutes of Proceedings of the Conference.
Transcript of notes of the Proceedings by the Shorthand-wwitor.

Signed on behalf of New South Wales,O
JOSEPH COOK.

Signed on behalf of Victoria and Tasmania,O
JOHN GAVAN DUPPY.

Signed on behalf of South Australia,
JOHN A. COCKBURN.

Signed on behalf of Queensland,
A. J. THYNNE.

Signed on behalf of West Australia,
E. II. WITTENOOM.

Sydney, 20th November, 1896.
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POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC CONFERENCE.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

SATURDAY, 14 NOYEMBER. 1S9G.

Tnk Coufcrem-'o was oponcd atihe General Post OIFcc, Sydney, ftt 10'15 a.m., wlien tlie undernientioned 
gentleinen, representing the Colonics, were present, viz.:—

Queensland: 

South Australia:

f ITon. A. J. Tiitsse, M.L.C, Posf.mnster-Oeneral, Queensland.
( Jons McDo>>'Er.Ti, Esq., Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs, 
f Hon. J. A. Cockiiupn, M.U. (Loud.), W.P., Minister for Education and Agriculture, 
< South Australia.
(.Sir Charles Todd, K.C.M.G., Postmaster-General, South Australia.

Victoria 
Tasmania:

| lion. J, Gay an Duffs', M.P., I’o at master-Gen oral, A’ictoria.

. f Hon .losni'ii Cook-, M P., Postmaster-General, iS'esv South AVales.
1 | S. If. Ijamdto.v, Eaq , d.P., Deputy Postmaster-General, New South AVales. 

Western Australia : Hon. E. D. AVmEKOoir, M.L.C.,’Minister for Mines, West Australia.
New South Wales:

Moved by the Hon. .1, Gavan Duffs', and seconded by the Hon. Dr. Cockburn.—“ That the Hon. 
Joseph Cook, M.P., be President of this Conference.” Carried.

Moved by the Hon. Mr. Duffy,M.P., and seconded by the Hon. Mr.Thynne,—“That Mr, James 
Dalgarno perform the duties of Secretary to this Conference.!l Carried.

It svas determined, without formal motion, that the Conference being of a confidential character, 
it svas not expedient that the Press should ho present, at all events so far as the Federal Mail Service ia 
concerned.

The Hon. Mr. Cook laid before the Conference the following telegram, dated 6tb November, 1SD6, 
that had been received from the Hon. the Premier of New Zealand, viz.:—

“ Postal Conference. As general elections take place beginning of next month, exceedingly regret it 
will not be possible for any Minister to attend. T note that only Pederal Mail Service tenders and 
"Washington Congress representation and subjects will be dealt with, and I presume that another conference 
for general business will be held about usual time next year. I have not formed any definite opinion re 
Washington representation, hut think that one representatne, or perhaps two, should suffice. I shall be 
pleased to learn your own views, and what proposals likely to be ma^o by other Colonies. Subjects for 
consideration by Washington Congress have already been discussed with your office, but I will send full 
list by post. Eegret my absence from Wellington prevented my replying earlier.

B. J. Sim don, Postmaster-G-oneral.”
The following telegram, dated llth November, 18£t>, from the Hon. Sir P. 0. Pysh, K.C.M.G., 

Treasurer and Postmaster-General, Tasmania, was also read :—
“ Eegret that continued sitting of Parliament and irregularity of steamer sailings both prevent my 

being present on Saturday.”
The Hon. J. Gavan Duffy intimated that he had been requested by the Tasmanian Government 

to act ns the representative for that; Colony.
Tho PmcsmENT delivered his opening address, thanking the Conference for his election,and indicating 

that in following out tho intention when summoning the Conference the business would consist—■
(1) Of tho matter of the Pederal Mail Service.
(2) Of the question of representation at tho Universal L’ostal Union Congress at Washington.

A letter from the Herne Bureau dated oth October, 189G, relating to the business' for the pro
posed Washington Congress, which letter had only just reached the Colony, was read.

The President laid upon the Tabic lists of subjects (Appendix A) that would be likely to engage 
' attention at tbo Washington Congress, and also of some matters considered urgent affecting intercolonial 

postal and telegraphic interests ; whereupon it was moved by the Hon. Dr. Cockburn, seconded by the 
Jfon. Mr. Duffy, and carried,—“That the lists of subjects to be dealt with by the Couferenee, read by the 
President, be referred to the Permanent Heads, who are requested to add to the list any other matters 
of sufficient importance and urgency, to be included in the list, and as soon as the list has been prepared 
that a copy of the subjects for discussion should bo sent round to each delegate.”

It was determined without formal motion that tho Ministerial delegates should at once proceed to 
consider, in Committee, the matter of the Federal Mail Servico.t The whole of the other gentlemen 
(including the shorthand-writer) withdrew.

Later on it was decided to adjourn the Conference until Thursday, at 10 a.m.

J. Dalgabno,
Secretary.

JOSEPH COOK,
President.

’ TUVItSDAY,

f ITqih.—-.TrtWfl of this nmUu bo found on i-fige 5,

/
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TRUliST)A T, 19 ROV^MliEF, 1890.
Tub Conference was opened afc the General Post Office, Sydney, at 2,59 p.m., wlien the undermentioned 
gentlemen, representing the Colonies, were present, viz.:—

f Hon. A. J. Thynke, M.L.C., Postmaster-General, Queensland.
(.John MoDoss'KTjL, Esq., Under Secretary and Superintendent of Telegraphs.
C ITon. J, A. Cocebuen, M.D, (Lend.), M.P., Minister for Education and Agri- 
< culture, South Australia.
(.Sir Cifahl'es Tom, K.C.M.G., Postmaster-General, South Australia.

j Hon. J. Gayan Duefy, M.P., Postmaster-General, Victoria.

f Hon. Joseph Cook, M.P., Postmaster-General, New South Wales. 
t.S. H. Lambton, Esq, J.P., Deputy Postmaster-General, New South Wales. 

Western Australia : Hon. E. H, Wittenoom, M.L.C., Minister for Mines, West Australia.

Minutes of the proceedings of the 14th instant were read and confirmed.
^ _ Mr. Laaibton brought up Eeports of the Permanent Heads relating to (1) the Pederal Mail
Service; (2) Universal Postal Union Congress ; and (3) to other urgent and important matters selected 
by them for consideration of the Conference. [Appendices C, D, E.]

The Conference then proceeded lo consider in detail (2) Report as to tho Universal Postal Union 
Congress.

After debate it was moved by the Hon. E. H. WiTTtirooir, and seconded by the Hon. A. J. 
Thynne :—“ That the report be adopted subject to such addition and amendments ns may be forwarded 
by the Colonies previous to the departure of the Australasian delegate for Washington.”

(3) Report of the Permanent Heads as to matters of importance and urgency was then read by 
Mr. Lambton, and discussed.

After revision of tbo Report (with consent of tho three Permanent Heads who signed it), it 
was moved by Hon. A. J. Thynne, and seconded by the Hon. J. A. Cocovbn,—“That the Report, 
as revised, be adopted.” Carried.

The Conference next dealt with that portion of tho Report signed only by Sir Charles Todd and 
Mr, Lambton, relating to certain action proposed to be taken by the Queensland Postal Department. 
After discussion, it was moved by Hon. J. Gayan Dufey', and seconded by Hon. J. A. Cockbuen,— 
“That the Queensland Government be asked to reconsider proposal to rescind, so far as that Colony 
is concerned, so much of article 12 of the Australasian Convention as relates to the admission of 
merchandise to the packet post, and the charges intended to be levied by Queensland on intercolonial 
newspapers.” Carried. Hon. Mr. Thynne not voting.

The Peesident then conveyed to Hon. Mr. Thynne the resolution so passed.
The question of representation at the Universal Postal Union Congress was then introduced 

by the President, and after some discussion it was resolved, on tlie motion of the Hon, J. Gayan Duffy, 
seconded by Hon. J, A. Cockbuen,—“That a Minister controlling an Australasian Post Office—accom
panied by Mr. Janies Smibert, Depnty-Postmaster-General of Victoria, as postal expert—attend the 
Washington Congress as Representative of Australasia.”

It was resolved, on the motion of Hon. E. H. Wittenooh, seconded by Hon. A. J. Thynne,__
“That the thanks oil the Conference be tendered to the Hon. Joseph Cook for his services as President 
and for his hospitality during the stay of the Delegates in the Colony.”

On the motion of Hon. J. A, Cockbuen, seconded by Hon. J. Gayan Duffy, Mr. Dalgarno ivas 
thanked for his services as Secretary to the Conference. °

The Peesident handed the following draft of a cablegram to the Postmaster-General, London, as 
the result of the Ministerial consideration of the Pederal Mail Service matter, and directed that it be at 
once transmitted to London, which instruction was immediately carried out.

Queensland;

South Australia ;

Victoria: 
Tasmania:

T7e,W South Wnh’i

Copy of Cabiegeaji sent to Fostwaster-Geneeai,, London.

“'Federal Mail Tenders.—In view' of your cables on tho subject, and our desire to secure continuance 
of Federal Mail Service, there appears no alternative but to consent acceptance tender P. and 0. as well 
as Orient Company, as suggested by Imperial Government. Conference, in consenting, urges negotiations 
to secure following modifications

“ 1. Term of contracts, five years.
“ 2. Duration of voyage, 672 hours for both Companies between Naples, Brindisi, and Adelaide.
“ 3, Time of departure from Adelaide, Saturday, 2’30 p.m,
“ 4. Steamers to enter Princess Royal Harbour, Albany, until Freemantle Harbour approved by 

Admiralty Surveyors, after which steamers to enter latter Harbour, .

“ Sydney, 19/11/96.
_ “ JOSEPH COOK,

“ President of Intercolonial Conference,”
The meeting then adjourned sine die.

J. Daloaeno,
Secretary.

Confirmed—
JOSEPH COOK,

President.

Precis
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Treats re Pederal Mail Service, showing action taken from 1st, April, 1896, to
12 th November, 1896.

At the Conference held in Sydney in January, 1S9G, it was agreed to sanction the calling of tenders by 
the London Post Office.

On the 7th July, 189G, the London Post Office received tenders.
On the 24th July, 1S13G. the Eight Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies forwarded to 

the Colonics copies of the tenders received, and intimated that by the time they reached Australia a 
cablegram would be sent indicating the views entertained by Her Majesty’s Government of these tenders. 

The following are main features of the offers received as compared with present contracts:—

Orinni Steam Navigation Company,

Time allowed for transit of 
umilyfiom Njpluu to Adelaide 

and vice verm.

Time allowed for transit of 
mails rijfht tluoujch from London to 

Adelaide and ticc vena. Amount of 
subsidy.

In days. In hours. In da\ s In hours.

Present contract ......... 32.; 7S0 34 JJ 833
£

85,000

Proposed contract 30 720 -‘J -■
r

cn 35,000

Twenty-four hours rddiUonal allowed on Uio homeward trips during the prevalence of the S.W. monsoon.

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.

Time allowed for 
transit of mails from 
liriiidisi to Adelaide 

and •cicp versa.

Time for transit of 
mails riifhbthioiiL'h horn 
London to Adelaide and 

vice cerfitt.

Time allowed for 
transit of mails from 
Marseilles to Adelaide 

and vice vu*>(i

Time for transit of 
mails right throucrh from 
London io Adelaide and 

ifee vena.
Amount of 
subsidy.

hi days. In hours. In da>s. Tn flours. In da.\s fn hours. In ria^s, In hours.

Present, contra1.t ....... . 32J 780 aa; 830 34fJ 826 851 £83,000

Proposed contract ..... ■ 28*; 680 30!$ 736 ZOi 732 3i- *

Twenty-four hours additional allowed on the homeward trips during the prevalence cf the S.Wr. monsoon.

On the 12th September, 1890, His Excellency the G overnor received the following cablegram, dated 
10th September, from the Eight Honorable the Secretary ot State for the Colonies, namely :—
“ Most confidential. Postal arrangements which Her Majesty’s Government propose. To accept tenders 

Orient and P. and 0., via Brindisi, as providing only means of obtaining whole of service required. 
P. and 0. via Marseilles nearly one day longer would not be satisfactory to public in this Country or 
Colonies. Answer as soon ns possible whether your Ministers agree to proposals of Her Majesty’s 
Government. Hope it possible by negotiation to obtain something, cannot make further concession 
with respect to length of time on voyage. Tier Majesty’s Government before accepting tender pro
pose to cause inquiry to be made as to this point, consequently it is oE the utmost importance that 
everything relating to postal arrangements should he kept secret until arrangements concluded.”

_ Some confidential telegraphic communication then transpired hetw'cen the Colonics concerned and 
an informal Conference was htdd in October, at Melbourne, between tho Postmasiers-Gcneral Now South 
"Wales and Victoria (The Honorable® J. Cook and J. Gavan Huffy), which resulted in the despatch of a 
cablegram from Ilis Excellency the Governor of South Australia", to tho Eight Honorable the Secretary 
of State for the Colonies as follows:—
“ Ocean mails. Employment of black labour by one of the tenderers causing great difficulty. Hope to he 

able to give definite reply by the middle of November.” “
^ On the 28th October, 1890, His Excellency the Governor of South Australia forwarded to His 

Excellency the Governor of New South "Wales the following cablegram from the Eight Honorable the 
Secretary of Stale for the Colonies, namely :—
" Postal arrangements. Should he recollected that President of Intercolonial Conference, Sydney, 

informed Imperial Post Office last March that Colonies accept conditions as to employment of 
coloured labour, and in reply was informed tenders would he called at once. Hifficulties not under
stood. Tenders have been before Colonies more than six weeks, and as already explained my tele
gram of 10th September practically there is no alternative measure if federal service is to be main
tained. Immediate decision therefore urgently required.”

On the 12th November, 1S9G, His Excellency the Governor of New South "Wales received the 
following cablegram from the Eight Honorable the Secretary of Slate for the Colonies, namely:—
“ Your Ministers should clearly understand Her Majesty's Government cannot undertake, under any 

circumstances, to he parties to contract from which any class of British subjects is specifically 
excluded.” ,

APPENDIX

'Note.—Xo price is (fhcn for Liic Auatralmn portion of the semi-c, it lieint' imJutk'ii in tho minis of i3i0,0Ci(f XJSO.OOO abkcii for the sen tecs in
the icspccgui routes tiu .Marseilles and vifl Uiirnhsi, '
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APPENDIX A.

PitorosALS for Consideration at the Ixternationad Postal Union Conoress to be held at
Washinoton in 1S07.

New South Wnlea Proposals.
That provision he made in Article 1G of the Vienna Principal Convention for proven Ling the 

circulation of indecent or obscene matter through the post.
To amend Article 11 of tho Convention, bo as to enable official correspondence for Union 

countries to be transmitted without postage stamps, provided such correspondence bears an indication 
thereon that the postage has been paid, such as an impression “ Postage paid.”

Purthcr consideration of proposal of Hobmt (1892) Conference to amend clause 3d of the detailed 
itegulations, so that the statistics required under that clause be less voluminous than at present.

That in lieu of subsection 2° §3 of A rticle 4 of tho Vienna Principal Convention, the following be 
substituted, viz.:—

For sea transits.
Not exceeding 2,500 miles 
Between 2,500 and 5,000 miles 

„ 5,000 and 7,500 miles
,, 7,500 and 10,000 miles

Over 10,000 miles ...
That subsection 2° of §L, Article 4, be suppressed.
That the necessary amendments be made in Article 5, §2, subsection 1°; Article 17, §4 and §5; 

and §4 of detailed Peculations 24 and 25 respectively, in order to bring same into conformity with the 
changes proposed.' '

Question of introducing uniformity of practice amongst Union Administrations in connection with 
the demonetisation of stamps.

To add to Union Regulation 15, so that the name and address of sender be furnished in connection 
with inquiries for missing registered articles.

To reduce territorial transit rates chargeable under sub-section 1°, paragraph 3, Article 4, of 
Vienna Principal Convention.

etterg or Post-carcls.
3 francs 
G „
9 ,.

P2 „
15 „

Other nrlicles.
20 centimes'!
40 „ ] _
GO ., }-Pcr liilogramme.
so i

X franc J

Nmo Zealand Proposals.
That practically autonomous Colonies, forming units of voting groups, he formally described In the 

regulations as separate administrations of the Union for all purposes except voting.
That the former practice of making out acknowledgments of delivery at offices of posting, and 

attaching them to registered letters, be reverted to. [See Regulation 9, of Vienna Convention.']
That travellers’ cards be defined in Article 18 of the detailed Regulations, separately from prices 

current.
That names of ships be allowed to he inserted in shipping advices.
That complimentary and seasonable inscriptions on Christmas, birthday, Easter, and such like cards 

be allowed under printed paper regulation (No. IS).
That provision be made whereby the United States of America territorial rates on Australasian 

mail matter may be reduced to at least the ordinary Postal Union charges. ■

Western Australian Proposals.
Indemnity for the loss of a registered article. Article 8 of the Convention, clause 1, should be 

amended to read 11 is entitled to an indemnity not exceeding 50 francs.” ■
The scope of detailed Regulafion 19 might be enlarged to include small packets of merchandise 

other than “ valueless ” samples, as is the practice with British Possessions and Intercolonially. "

Queensland Proposals. '

Omission of subsection 1, paragraph 2,.Article 5, so as to allow all correspondence lo bo dealt 
with under paragraph 1 of the same article.

Amendment of clause 2, Article 2G of tho Convention and detailed Regulation 39, so as to allow 
more time for the careful consideration of important proposals to amend the Convention and Regulations.

Victorian Proposals.
Se non-payment of postage on Prench official correspondence posted in tho Colonies. [Fide 

Article 5, of Viejina Convention, re unpaid letters, page G.]
Re union sea transit rates. [Vide Article 4, of Vienna Convention, page 4.]
Re revision of Article 27, of Postal Union Convention (page 17), through accession of Capo 

Colony to the Postal Union.

Matters
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' MiTTEltS I.IKELY TO BE BBOTJGHT FOB'YAUI) BY 0TI1KE USJON COUSTIUES.

Jhj British Post Office.
lie admission of private postcards for circulation within the Union. (
Respecting the transmission of papier-mache moulds (casts) serving as stereotypes for the printing 

of a newspaper, through the post at the rates of postage applicable to “ printed papers.” [See Union 
Regulation 18, paragraph 1.]

By Luxemburg and United States of America.
Re introduction of a universal postage stamp.

By Egypt and R. G. Ravesi.
Re introduction of a reply-paid envelope.

By Berne Bureau-.
Re vote of British South Africa, (Article 27 of Vienna Convention to be modified.)

New South AVat.es’ List of LvrETtooi.OYiAT, Subjects foji Cossiberation at Conference.

Proposed reduction of territorial transit rates charged by one Australian Colony lo the other. 
Queensland’s proposal for a reapportionment of postage on parcels exchanged between that 

Colony and New South AVales, Victoria, and South Australia. _ _ _
New South Wales regulations amended, so as to permit of objects of meetings being inserted in 

notices thereof.
Queensland’s intention to transfer to the parcel post, packets containing merchandise. _
Re Colonial share of postage on single-rate parcels from Foreign Countries, via the United 

Kingdom.
Proposed reduction of Intercolonial Telegraph Rates. _
(a) Proposed reduction of Colonial charges for commission on Money Orders to the United 

K ingdom. _
(i) Question of allowing the use of postage stamps for small remittances to and from United 

Kingdom and Australia, and the reduction of charges on British and Intercolonial stamps.
Respecting apportionment of expenses of future Conferences.

APPENDIX B.
List of Matters of Imfoutance and Uboenct selected by Peidianent Heads fob consideration

at Conference:—

1. Letter Bills, proposed form of.
2. Books, Catalogues, &c., being allowed to contain anything beyond address.
3. Australian Convention, Revise of.
4. Postal Guides, Uniformity of.
5. Commission on Money Orders to England, <fcc,
G. Postal Union Congress.
7. Telegraph Code, Alteration of.
S. Code Addresses.
9. Reply-paid Telegrams.

10. Expenses of future Conferences.
11. Austro-German proposal for uniform rates of Postage on Parcels up to II lb.
12. Reduction and apportionment of Postage on Parcels between Great Britain and

Australasia.
13. As to whether the addition in writing of the “ Objects nf the Meeting ” should be

permitted in the case of Notices of Meeting transmitted by post at packet rate.
14. Reduction of Intercolonial Telegram Rates.
15. Money Order Telegrams.
1G. Parcel Post Convention with France.
17. Proposal of Queensland to rescind, so far as that Colony is concerned, so much of 

Article 12 of the Australasian Convention as relates to the admission of 
merchandise to the Packet Post.

IS. Consideration of Mr. Jules Rcnard’s letter respecting telephonic communication between 
tbe capitals of Australia.

19. Universal Reply Letter-cards.
20. Re-arrangcment of the division of Postage on Intercolonial Parcels.
21. Intercolonial Newspapers (charge on).

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX C. '

No. 1.—Ocean Mail Service.
Having been instructed by Honorable Ministers assembled in Conference to report generally upon tbe 
tenders now before them, submitted by the British Post Office, for tbe Federal Mail Service, and also as 
to the possibilities of providing an alternate service in the event of it being considered undesirable to 
agree to tbe acceptance of the P. and 0. Company's tender, we have tbe honor, respectfully, to report as 
follows:—

I. Present Service,

The present contracts provide a weekly service by the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation 
Company and tbe Orient Company, each on alternate weeks.

The subsidy to each company is £85,000 per annum, or £ 170,000 in all, of which the British Post 
Office pays £95,000, and the Australian Colonies, £75,000. The former collects and retains the sea 
transit charges at Postal Union rales, vi?,.

On letters, 15 francs per kilogramme (5s. 6d. per lb.).
On other articles, 1 franc per kilogramme (4)d. per lb.), 

on correspondence forwarded to the Colonies by other countries making use of the service.
The Colonies, in like manner, collect and retain the charges for sea conveyance on the homeward 

correspondence of New Zealand and other places not parties to the Federal Service.
New Zealand is charged—

On letters, 12s. per lb.
On packets, Is. per lb. '
On newspapers, Gd. per lb.

12s. per lb. on letters is equivalent to nearly 3d. (2'9) per single-rate letter.
The subsidy paid by tbe contracting Colonies (£75,000) is apportioned on tbe basis of population
In addition to the Australian service, the Peninsular and Oriental Company have the contracts for 

the India and China mails, weekly to Bombay and fortnightly to China, for which they are paid £295,000 
per annum.

Under existing arrangements ihe Indian mails every alternate week are carried by tbe Australia]) 
steamers between Brindisi and Aden, where they are transhipped to or from the Bombay boat.

The China and Singapore mails are also carried in rho Australian (Peninsular and Oriental) 
steamers to and from Colombo and Italy.

Contract time between—
Brindisi and Adelaide (B. and O. steamers) ... ... ... 7S0 hours,
Naples and Adelaide (Orient steamers) ... ... ... ... 780 „

The original time allowed to the Orient Company was 7li8 hours, but, on tbe extension of the 
contract, or from May, 1.S95 (since which the steamers have called at. Colombo both ways), the time was 
extended to 780 bonrs.

II. Tenders for New Service.

Tbe only tenderers arc the Poninsnlar and Oriental Steam Navigation Company and the Orient 
Company, tbe present contractors.

The former provide, as at present, for the India, China, and Australian service, viz., weekly mail 
to Bombay, and fortnightly to both Australia and China (Shanghai). They submit alternative tenders 
for mails via Marseilles and Brindisi.

The Orient Company’s tender provides, as now, for a through service between Naples and Australia 
(Adelaide), calling at Colombo both ways.

Both tenders arc for a seven years’ contract.
The following is a summary of the tenders :—

Peninsular and Oriental Tender Au. 1, £310,000.
From Murecillcs. From London

boilPB hours
Marseilles to Bombay (weekly) .............. 34.2 ... ... 370
Marseilles to Shanghai (fortnightly) ... .. 7S2 ... ... SIO
Marseilles to Adelaide (fortnightly) ... .. 732 ... ... 7G0

Peninsular and Oriental Tender Ah. 2, £330,000.
From Brindisi. From London

IlOlllA hours
Brindisi to Bombay (weekly) ... 302 ... ... 352
Brindisi to Shanghai (fortnightly) ... .. 730 ... ... 786
Brindisi to Adelaide (fortnightly) ... .. GSG ... 730

4 Present Coat of P. and O Services.
India and China ... ... ... ... .. ... £205,000 ■
Australia ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 85,000

£350,000
Carriage of parcels to and from Thames ................ 3,550

£353,550

Saving in cost of present contracts via Brindisi £23,550

Saving in cost Marseilles ... ... ... 43,550
' and Italian transit charges (say) ... ................ 30,000

Total saving on present cost via Marseilles... ... £73,550
Present
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Present Contract Time—
Brindisi to Adelaides ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 780 hours
Time as per tender No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 080 ,,

Saving in time cia Brindisi ... ... ... ... 04 hours
It will ho seen that a saving of £50,000 a year (£20,000 difference in tender, and £80,000 the 

estimated payments for Italian transit) might be effected by adopting the Marseilles route for the
B. and O. Company’s service. This, however, would involve twenty-four hours loss of time, which the 
Imperial Post Office thinhs would not be acceptable to the public in the United Kingdom, India, and the 
Colonics. It is therefore proposed that the higher tender for the Brindisi route shall be accepted. In 
this we quite concur.

Orient Company's Tender—
The Orient Company’s tender (£85,000) is the same as present contract, but there will be 60 hours’ 

saving of time, viz.:—
Present contract—Naples to Adelaide ... ... ... ... 7S0 hours
Specified iu tender, ., „ ... ... ... ... 720 ,,

Saving ...................................................... 60 hours
'While the time specified by the P. and O. Company between Brindisi and Adelaide is GS6 hours 

128 days 14 hours), the Orient Company require 720 hours between Naples and Adelaide. The time, in 
our opinion, should be reduced to 672 hours, or 28 days by both routes. There can be no doubt tbe 
P. and O. Company, with their new boats, could easily accomplish this.

Possible Ai.tiuus'atiyes.

AVo fahe it for granted that there is no question as to the acceptance of the Orient Company’s 
tender, and that the only thing desired is to ascertain whether there would ho any means of arranging a 
satisfactory service other than the P. and O., to alternate with the Orient Company.

TaUe A.
We attach a statement, in which particulars are given of every other steam service now running 

which could possibly be made available for tbe conveyance of mails to Great Britain, and from Great 
Britain to the Colonies. _ _

Assuming that the Orient Company’s day of departure from Sydney is altered, as^ it no doubt will 
be under the proposed accelerated rate of speed, and that such day will be Wednesday from Sydney and 
.ffriday from Adelaide, the first question is whether any other service can be utilised for the despatch of 
mails on the alternate week and on the same day of the week, as it is obvious that any satisfactory 
weekly service should provide for each mail leaving Adelaide, and being duo in London on the same day 
of the week. _ _

Unfortunately, none of the other lines would give a fortnightly service, all being either four-weekly, 
calendar montlilv, or at irregular intervals, so that, even it it were possible to provide a service to alternate 
weekly with 1:ho Orient, it would be necessary to utilise two of the other lines of steamers for the purpose 
of maintaining the weekly service.

Dealing first with tbe Suez route, we will suppose that the Orient s day of depart lire from Adelaide 
he ffriday, the lltli instant, the following will show how the steamers would leave Adelaide: —

Messageries Maritimes on Monday, Otb.
Orient on ffriday, 13th.
North German Lloyds on Saturday, 14th.
The following week there would be no mail steamers.
The third week the Orient would leave on the 27th.
The fourth week there would be no mail steamers.
The fifth week the Messageries Maritimes on Monday (December 7th).
Orient on ffriday, 11th.
North German Lloyds on Saturday, 12th (December). _
The only other steamers, in addition to the above, would be an occasional one by Lund's Line.

A mail will leave Sydney, via San Francisco, on Monday, November 23rd, the dates for closing 
mails being:—

Adelaide, Thursday, IPth. '
Melbourne, Friday, 20th.

This service would, of course, be useless to "Western Australia.
Further, the San Francisco Service as at present carried out would not alternate with the Orient 

even on its four-weekly date (Orient, say, Friday, 13tli November, ’Frisco, Monday, 23rd November). 
Moreover, the time occupied from the Colonies would bo longer even in the case of New South Wales 
and Queensland than by the Suez line, and still longer In the case of Victoria and the western colonies. ■

With regard to the Vancouver line. If that were made four-weekly and to alternate fortnightly 
with the ’Frisco and Orient, a fairly good alternate service might be arranged ; but it is hardly necessary 
to point out that the Vancouver service, as now carried on—wmatover its future may be—is not sufficiently 
satisfactory to rely upon ns an important link in the regular weekly service with Great Britain.

Supposing that the Colonies should succeed in making satisfactory arrangements for a service 
alternating with the Orient Company, the London Post Office will have to make provision for the 
alternate weeks outwards. This they would probably do by agreement with the F. & 0. Company, in 
which case that Company’s s1 earners, which would be utilised as now for carrying the Indian and China 
mails between Aden and Brindisi, would leave Adelaide on the return voyage on the alternate mail day, 
and there is no doubt that the bulk of the correspondence for Bugland would be marked by the public to 
be forwarded by those steamers, and the Colonies would be compelled to so forward the correspondence

SO—B
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and pay the British Post Office' transit rates to be mutually agreed upon—probably the Postal Union 
rates, namely, 5s. 6d. per b. for letters and postcards and 4fd. per lb. for other articles, besides a special 
rate on parcels, possibly 2d, per lb., which, under the new contracts, will be included as ordinary mail 
matter. The Colonies would, therefore, still pm tanto be paying a line of steamers employing coloured 
labour.

It will thus be seen that out of all the steamers plying between here and Great Britain, which 
could possibly bo made available for conveyance of mails, the services via ’Prisco and the Messageries 
Maritimes are the only ones that could he made to fairly alternate with the Orient, and the question 
occurs to us in this connection, whether it would be politic to make use of foreign steamers for Iho 
conveyance of mails, and whether it is not likely that as much objection would bo taken to our mails 
being sent by foreign steamers as is now taken to sending them by British ships which employ coloured 
labour.

The Messageries steamers really afford the quickest transit of any on the list, and arc even quicker 
than the P. & 0. and Orient under the latters’ present contracts, but; according to existing time-tables 
they run almost side by side with the Orient,, and even if the time-tables of one or other wore changed so 
as to alternate fortnightly there would still bo the double objection, namely, that of sending mails by 
foreign steamers and by foreign steamers which employ—as the Messageries do—coloured labour.

Having now dealt with what appear to be possible lines that could be made available for an alter
nate service with Great Britain, we propose offering a few observations on the other lines enumerated in 
the list, given in tabic A, taking them in numerical order.

(1.) Queensland Royal Mail Line.—It will be seen that this would only provide a forty-seven days 
homewards and fifty-two days outwards service to and from Sydney, and on that ground alone 
would be unsatisfactory. It is, moreover, only four-weekly, and is only used, oven by Queens
land, for European mails to and from her extreme Northern ports.

(2.) Gavadian-Australian Line.—Calendar monthly. Already dealt with,
(3.) Union Company’s Line, via San Francisco.—Pour-weekly. Already dealt with.
(I.) Mcssoperics Maritimes Line.—Pour-weekly. Already dealt with.
(5.) North German Lloyd’s Line.—Pour-weekly. Already dealt with.
(6.) Lund's Blue Anchor Line seems altogether out of the question, the intervals and dates being too 

_ uncertain, and evidently, without a very much larger payment than the poundage upon letters,
would not bo likely to bind themselves to either a fixed day fortnightly or four-weekly, especially 
during the wool seasons. They are, moreover, principally cargo boats, and although they give 
their time as about forty days from Sydney or Melbourne, we are inclined to think that their 
actual time must be very much longer. Another objection is that it is uncertain whether they 
call regularly at Melbourne or Adelaide, and they do not call at any European port on route ; 
and in any ease if it wore decided to utilise their services as mail-carriers, some contract or 
agreement would have to be made binding them to regular intervals, to a very ranch shorter 
service—which the present steamers could not perform—and, of course, to calling regularly at 
Melbourne and Adelaide.

7. Aberdeen White Star Line, via Albany and the Cape.—This only gives a calendar monthly
service, and therefore could not possibly alternate with a four-weekly one, unless their time
tables were wholly rearranged; moreover, the time occupied—some forty-nine days home and 
forty-four out—would be quite unsuitable for present requirements. Of course, they do not 
touch at any European port. ,

8. The Gulf Line appears so uncertain, and the time occupied so long—about forty-nine days home
and fifty-five out—that nothing more need be said in reference thereto, and the same remarks 
apply to the

9. Port Line; also to the
10. Transvaal Line, no fixed dates of departure being observed in the case of the latter, and the time

occupied being about sixty days.
11. Shaio-Savill and Albion Company’s Line, of which line the “ Gothic” is the principal steamer.—

This line, as far as mainland Colonies are concerned, would not he sufficiently expeditious,
■ even if it were possible to alternate their four-weekly trips with any other, which, of course, 

could not be done. Morover, they only run eleven trips a year (see table), and call at a colonial 
port (Hobart) outwards only, returning t.o England by Cape Horn.

'12. New Zealand Shipping Company's Une.—This is a forty-eight and forty-five days’ service, which, 
as in other cases, would alone preclude its use as a mail line. They also call at Hobart one way 
only, returning to England by the Horn.

Qf course we assume that the payments, either at Union rates or at any other rates, that would be 
. offered, would not be sufficient to induce any of these steamers to leave at suitable fixed dates, or to go 

out of their course to land the mails at an Italian or other European port.
Should it be determined to accept the tenders of both Companies as proposed by the London Office, 

■ wo concur, as already stated, in the opinion of that office that the European port for the P. and O. 
Company should be Brindisi, as the acceleration provided for thereby will, in our opinion, fully warrant 
the extra cost of calling at that port.

We append a Table (marked B .), showing what would be the effect in regard to the arrivals and 
departures at England and Australia under the accelerated time-table,, supposing the day from Adelaide 
were made Friday. This would, in our opinion, be on the whole the most convenient day, although possibly 
Saturday from Adelaide, which it is understood 'Western Australia desires, might do nearly as well, ft 
is, however, intimated in the English despatches that an attempt is to he made to obtain a still further 
acceleration in speed, and of course until the precise number of days and hours to be alllowed for the sea 
voyage is fixed it will not be possible to advise definitely as to what should be the day of the arrival and 
departure at either end.

We
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\\rc conclude our lioport by submitting the following statement,-whicli shows what would be the 
probable financial, result of accepting the Orient tender, and paying poundage rates, namely, 12s. per lb. 
of letters, Is. per lb. of books and packets, Gd. per lb. of newspapers, and 2d. per lb. of parcels, on 
mails forwarded by tbe P. & 0. or other steamers.

Dr,
To Colonial share of subsidy to Orient Company..................... £37,500

„ Kstimated payments to P. & 0., or other Company, at above rates ... 28,000
,, Transit ol: mails of Contracting Colonies through European

Countries, &c.   11,000
„ Overland transit of mail matter through Australian Colonies ... 3,000

Cr.
By Estimated postages that would be collected in. the Colonies ... ... £52,000

,, Estimated amount of Australian land transit rates on mails from
Europe, &c..................................................................... 2,500

„ Estimated receipts from non-contracting Colonies, &e.   1,500

£79,500

£5G,000

Approximate net cost per annum to contracting Colonies........................... ... 23,500

The present net cost per annum is about .................................................................. £31,500

Approximate saving... ... ... £8,000

The poundage rates mentioned above are, in the ease of letters, in excess of tbe postage being, 
with European transit rates added, equal to about 31d. per single-rate letter, and although the present 
saving would be, approximately, as stated, tbe loss would increase with the growth of correspondence, 
whereas the reverse would be the result in tbe case of fixed subsidies.

G-eneral Post Office, Sydney, 17th November, 1896.

S. H. LAMBTON.
C. TODD.
JOHN M'DONNELL.

A,
Table showing possibilities of mail communication between Australia and the United Kingdom by the 

several lines of steamers now running—other than the two lines at present subsidised, namely, the 
Peninsular and Oriental and the Orient—and giving an illustrative return trip in each case.

QUEENSLAND ROYAL MAIL LINE—4-Weekly.

Leave— Arrive— No. of 
Days. Leave— Arrive— No, of 

Days.

Adelaide... 
Melbourne. 
Sydney ... 
Brisbane...

Tuc., Nov. 3... 
Wed., ,, 4... 
Thu,, „ 6... 
Sat., „ 7...

London

i) ■

Tue., Dec. 22... 
„ 22...
„ 22...
.. 22...

49
4$
47
45

London
>> ...
J> . n

Eri., Dee. 25 ...
25... 

„ 25...
„ 25...

Brisbane... Sat., Eeb, ]3... 
Sydney ... Mon., ,, 15... 
Melbourne Wed., „ 17... 
Adelaide... Thu., „ 18...

60
52
54
65

Mails shipped and landed at Brisbane.

2.—CANADIAN-AUSTRALIAN LINE—Monthly.

Leave— Arrive— No. of 
Days. Leave— Arrive— No. of 

Days.

Brisbane... 
Adelaide ... 
Melbourne. 
Sydney ...

Sun., Nov. 8 ... 
Eri., „ 0 
Mon., ,, 9 ... 
Tue., „ 10 ...

London
H ...
>1
M *“

Thu., Doc. 17... 
„ 17...

17... 
„ 17...

89
41
38
37

London
jj

jj »*■
ft ■

Eri., Dec. 25 ... 
„ 25...
„ 26...
„ 26...

Sydney ... 
Melbourne 
Adelaide.., 
Brisbane...

Mon,, Feb. 1... 
Tue., „ 2... 
Wed, ,, 3... 
Tue., „ 2...

38
39
40
39

Mails shipped and landed at Sydney.

3.—UNION COMPANY'S LINE, via SAN ERANCISOO—4-Weekly.

Leave— Arrive— No. of 
Days. Leave—

■
Arrive— . No. of 

Daj-s.

Brisbane... Eri., Nov. 20... London Wed., Dec. 30 40 London Sat., Jan. 23... Sydney ... Tue., Mar. 2... 38 '
Adelaide,.. Thu., „ 19... 30 41 jr „ 23... llclbournc Wed., ,3 3... 39
Molbonmc Sat., „ 21,.. 30 39 t „ 23... Adelaide .. Thu., „ 4... 40
Sydney ... Mon., „ 23... „ ... ''

30 37 » «’ j „ 23... Brisbane .. Wed., ., 3... 39

Mails shipped and landed at Sydney.
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4.—MESSAOKEHiS MARITIMES LINE—Four-wockly.

Leave— Arrive-" No. of 
Dnys. ].ea\ C“ \mvc. No- of 

Davs,

Brisbane,,, Wed. Nov. 4... London Wed., Dec. 9... 35 London Sat., Jan. 3... Adelaide... Mon., Fob. I... 30
Sydney ... Fri.j „ 6... „ o... 33 » • • }• ji 3... Melbourne Tuc., „ 2.., 31
Molboumo Sat., v... n „ 9... 32 >1 jj 2 .. Sydney ... Wed., „ 3 . 32
Adelaide... Mon., „ 9... >i **' M „ 0... 31 JJ »* ■ H 2... Brisbane. . Thu,, „ 4 .. 33

Mails shipped and landed at Adelaide.

o.-NORD-DEUTSCHER LLOYD’S LINE—Four-weekly.

Leave— Arrive - No. of 
Day*!. Lea' e— Arrive— No. of 

Days.

Brisbane... Tue., Nov. 10... London Sun., Dec. 20... 40 London Mon.jDec. 2S.,. Adelaide .. Wed., Feb. 3... 37
Sydney ... Thu., „ 12... „ „ 20... 38 it n *• Melbourne Thu., ,, 4... 38
Melbourne. Eri., „ 13... „ „ 20... 37 jj *•- tj jj 23,,, Sydney .. Fn., „ o... 3!)
Adelaide ... Sat., „ 14... J) „ „ 20... 315 jj •- j, yj 2S .. Brisbane... Sat.j ,, C... 40

MaiE shipped and landed at Adelaide.

6.—LUND’S “RLLTE ANCHOR” LINE.

About Fortnightly (at times Weekly) during Wool Season—September to end of January. 
About Monthly during the remainder of the year.

Leave— Arrive— No. of Days, Lcjuc— Arrive— No. of Dai

Brisbane... 2 days before despatch London.. About London.,. No died dates; tbe des-
k

from Svdney. 42 or 43. pafcli depending on
loading. About 10

Sydney ... No fived dates; the dis- About 40 „ ... Calling depends on r Adelaide.. to
patch depending on whether there is any ) * Melbourne
loading. from loading for either ) or

Melbourne. } Calling uncertain, and de* port. t Mf Jbourne. Sydney.
f pending upon whether Sydney or »» ................................................... Sydney ...
f further loading is re* About

Adelaide..,) quired. »•» Melbourne ” ......................................
ijnsbano.. 41 or 42.

Via Suez Canal. Fid Cape Town.

7.—ABERDEEN ‘'WHITE STAR” LINE—Monthly.

Leave— Arrive— No. of Days. Leave— Arrive— No. of Daj s.

Brisbane ...3 days ) before the despatch 
Sydney ,,,lday ) from Melbourne. 
Melbourne No lined dates, the despuleh 

depending on tbe load
ing.

London ...
it •
J1 • ’ *

About 51 
49 

„ 48

London ...No fixed dates, llie despatch 
depending on the load
ing.

J> ........................
Jl ......

Melbourne

Sydney 
Brisbane ..

About 43

44jj
„ 45

Fid Albany and Cape Town. Fid Cape Town.

8.—GULF LINE—As loading is obtainable.

I/ia' c—
Arrive— |no. of])a>s.

Leave — Arrive- No. of Days.

Brisbane ...3 days ) before thedespalch 
Sydney ...1 day ) -from Melbourne. 
Melbourne No fixed dates, the despatch 

depending on loading.

Adelaide ...Call only when loading is 
required to fill up.

•London...
JJ *■*
Jl *'*

About 61 
„ 49
„ 48
from

Melbourne

London f No fixed dates, the des- 
or patch depending on

Liverpool tbe loading.
J) ..... . .................... .
JJ ...........................

Melbourne

Sydney ... 
Brisbane..

About 54 
to

Melbourne. 
About 55 

» 5fJ

* Steimer occasionally goes to Liverpool instead oi London, and 
occasionally calls at Albany.

t Steamer occasionally starts from London, but In most cases 
from Liverpool
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9.—FORT LINE—As loading is obtainable.

heave— Arrive— No. oi Dsvys.

i
Urisb^nc.,. 2 tluys before despatch London,., About 62 

from Sydney. |
Sydney ... Jfo fixed dates, the dcs-. „ ... About 60

patch depending on' from
loading. i Sydney.

Melbourne.-) Calling at those ports is „
Adelaide... j very uncertain. I >,

ria Suez Canal.

Lca^e— Arrhe— Xo. of Days

London,., LTo fixed dates, the des
patch depending on 
the loading.

Calling at these ports is f 
rery uncertain. (_

Adelaide... 
Melbourne 
Sydney

fills'
I 53 “d

isss'i
Brisbane.. JAhout 91 or 

I Cl

Via Cape Town.

10.—NEW LINE—“ TRANSVAAL,” " KAEFIE,” Ac.

About S-weehly during tho wool season (September to end of January) only.

Leave— Arrive— No. of Pays. Leave— Arrive— No. of Days.

Brisbane ... 2 days before despatch^ London ... About 62 

from Sydney. 1
Sydney..... No fixed dates, the de-| „ ..J About 60

spatch depending on| from
ihc loading. | | Sydney,

Melbourne ^Calling at these ports isj tt ... .........

London ... No fixed dates, tbe do- Sydney ... 
spatch depending on 
tho loading. These 
steamers load at Port!
Pirie, and then cornel 
on direct to Sydney. '

...... 1 Brisbane...

About 60 
to

Sydney.

About 61 -

ria Suez Canal.

” ' 1

Via Capo Town.

11,—SHAW-SAVILL AND ALBION COMPANY’S LINE.

4-wcchly—except that tut) trips are dropped at three different periods of the year.

Brisbane ...l Wed.. Nov. 4 . 1 London Tuc., Doc. 22...j 48
Adelaide ...| Wed., „ ... „ „ 22...1 46
Melbourne Thu., „ 5.. i ,, ... „ » 22-1 47
Sydney .....| Eri., „ G.. | J3 Jl „ 22... 46
Wellington Thu., „ 12-. j II ‘*‘J J» „ 22.. 40

Mails shipped at Wellington.

Leave— Arrive— No. of 
Days.

London Sat., Doc. 26... Hobart ... Wed., Feb. 3... 39
„ „ 26... Melbourne Eri., „ 5... 41
„ „ 26... Adelaide Sat., ,, 6... 42

Sydney ... Sat., „ 6... 42
Jl jj i> 2G-. Brisbane Mon., „ 8... 43

Mails landed at HobaH.

12.—NEW ZEALAND SHIPPING- COMPANY’S LINE-4-weekly.

Leave— (
1

Arriic — No. of 
Days. Leave— Arrive— No. of

Days.

Brisbane ... Wed., Oct.
211 London Thur., Dec. 10 50 London Sat., Dec. 12... Hobart ... Thu., Jan, 2I„. 40
21i 10 50 JJ *** Melbourne Sat., „ 23... 42

Melbourne Thu., 22' 10 49 JJ JJ Adelaide... Tue., „ 26... 45
Sydnev Eri., 23 10 48 JJ ■" Sydney ... jj jj 45
Wellington Tim., J> 29;

1
jj 7* 10 42 JJ JJ >J *•’ .Brisbane.., Wed., „ 27... 46

Mails shipped at Wellington. Mails landed at Hobart.



B. * i *

Suggested Time-tables iu the event of the Tenders of the Peninsular and Oriental Company, via Brindisi, and the Orient Company, via Naples, to and from London and Adelaide,
being accepted at their Tender times.

TESI.it8ULAli AKD OMENTAL—BKINDTSI.

Oi

Leave Brisbane. Leavo Ftyd ney. Leave Melbourne. | Leave Adolaiilo, Leave Albany. Armo London. Leave London. 1 fArrive Albany. ' Arri\e Adelaide. Arrive Melbourne. Arrive Sydncj. Arrhe Brisbane,

TnefjJai!. 12 
>. „ 26 
„ Eeb. 0

Wed., Jan. 13
>, 27

„ Rob. 10

Thur., Jan. 14 
„ „ 28 
„ Ecb. n

ITri,, Jan, 15 
,, 20 

„ Feb. 12

Mon., Jan., 18 
„ Feb. 1 
>> „ lo

Mon., Feb. 15 
,, Mar. 1
,, » 10

*
Fri.j Feb. 19 

„ Mar, 5
Fri., Mar. 19 

„ April 2
jj » 16

Mon., Mur. 22 
„ April 5 
» „ 19

Tues., Mar. 23 
,, April 6 

u 20

Wed., Mar. 24 
,, April 7 
„ J, £1

Thur. Mar. 25 
„ April 8 

„ 22

Brisbane to London 
Sydney ,,
Melbourne „
Adelaide ,,
Albany ,,

34 days.
33 ,,
32 „ .
30 „ 1C boms. 
23 „

London to Albany.....
Adelaide . 
Melbouruo
Sydney__
Brisbane ,,

28 days.
30 ,, 1C hours.
32 „
33 „
31 „

M

ORIENT—EVA NAPLES.

Leave Brisbane, j Leave Sydney. Leave Melbourne. Leave Adelaide, Lwe Albany. * Arrive London. Leave London. ^ Arrive Albany,
>

Arrive Adelaide. Arrive Melbourne. Arrive Sydney J Arrii e Brisbane,

Tucs., .Tan. 19 
„ Feb. 2
j, » 16

Wod., Jan. 20 
„ Feb. 3 
,, 17

Thu., Jan. 2!.
„ Feb. 4 

n IS

Fri., Jim, 22 
„ Feb. 5

j i 19

Mon, Jan. 25 
„ Feb. 8
j . » £2

Tues, Feb. 23 
„ Mar. 9
„ „ 23

* i
Fri., Feb. 2G j Sal., Mar. 27 

„ Mar. 12 1 ,, Apl. 10
>j jj 26 j ,, 24

1

Tues., Mar. 30 
„ Apl. 13
>j ,j 2“

Wed., Mar. 31 
„ Apl. 14
jj jj 28

Thu., Apl. 1 
jj jj 1*5
jj >j 20

Fri., Ap!, 2
jj jj 16
„ „ 30

Brisbane to London ......................................................   35 clays.
Sydney „   34
Melbourne „   33 ,,
Adelaide „     32 „
Albany ................................................................................ 2!) tt

London to Albanj' ....................................................................... 20 days.
„ Adelaide.......................................................................... 32 „
,, Melbourne...................................................................... 33 „
,, Sydney ....................   34 „

Briebano..... ................................................................... 35 ,,

* ITescnt ilay troni r.orrloii- rroni inst ctpsrienee it is kucra-ii to be the best .md the only day London would be likely to nfrreo to
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APPENDIX D.

No. 2.—TJ^mmsAL Postal Union Conghess,

We submit the following Itcport and recommendations in reference to the Universal 
Postal Union Congress to be held at Washington in May, 1897

The Australasian Colonies, on joining the Universal Postal Union (1st October, 1S91), became 
entitled to representation at its Congresses and Conferences—that is to say, the whole of the Australasian 
Colonies are considered as one “country,” they may send one or several delegates if desired, all of whom 
may join,in the debates, but have collectively only one vote at tho Congress. . _'

Briefly stated, the conditions under which the Colonies joined the Union were that Australasia 
should have one joint vote, and that, pending the next quinquennial meeting, no alteration in the maritime 
transit rates or reduction in postal charges should be made.

At the Postal and Telegraphic Conference held in Brisbane, in March, 1S93, the following resolution 
was carried, viz, :—That, in the opinion of this Conference, one representative should he scut from Australasia 
on behalf of all the Colonies to represent them at the Postal Union Congress.” _ _

At the Now Zealand Postal and Telegraphic Conference, in March, 1S94-, the question of the appoint
ment of a delegate to attend tho Postal Union Congress at its next meeting was discussed, but a decision 
was postponed. And at the Hobart Conference, in February, 1895, a motion was carried that the question 
of electing a delegate to the Postal Union Congress he deferred until next Conference.

In May last a circular letter was received from the Berne Bureau, requesting, by the 30th J une, 
particulars of the subjects which the Australasian Colonies desired to submit to the forthcoming Congress.

As Australasia is only one territory in the Postal Union, it follows that the Colonies must be 
unanimous, and with that object a list of subjects which it is proposed to bring forward was prepared and 
tho views of the different Colonies invited. The replies received showed that there was little chance of 
arriving at unanimity by correspondence, and it was decided to postpone the matter until the next Inter
colonial Conference. At the same time the Bureau was informed that it was not possible to forward a list 
of proposals such as asked for until the Colonies had met in conference and endeavoured to come into 
agreement on the subjects which they proposed to bring forward. It was stated that the Conference would 
probably take place about September or October (but for various reasons it could not be convened until tho 
present month); and a hope was expressed that it would not then be too late to include the Australasian 
subjects in the list, which it was understood was being prepared by the Berne Bureau, ^ In reply, the Bureau 
points out that the date mentioned for our proposals will be too late to include them in the principal book, 
but suggests that they be collected and form a supplement, and forwarded to the Union Administrations, or 
distributed to the delegates at the time of the opening Session of the Congress. _ _

We respectfully recommend that in view of the many important questions affecting the Colonies that 
will be discussed at the Washington Congress in May next, the Colonies should be represented thereat, and 
that the delegate should be accompanied by at least one postal expert, and be instructed on the following 
subjects:—
1. Reduction of territorial transit rates chargeable under subsection V, paragraph o, Article 4, of Vienna

Principal Convention. ,
We consider that the following rates, namely, 2 francs per kilogramme (8|d. per lb.) for letters and 

post-cards, and 25 centimes per kilogramme (Ub-d. per lb.) for other articles, for the territorial transit 
through each intermediate country, is much too high, and we suggest that these rates be reduced to—

1 franc per kilo. (4Id. per lb.), and 
10 centimes per kilo. (3-d. per lb.), respectively, '

which would even then be somewhat higher in the case of letters and post-cards than is now charged by 
Australian Colonies on forward mails.

2. Redneliov, of sea transit rates.
That in lieu of sub-section 2° ^3 of Article 4 of the Vienna Principal Convention, the following be

substituted, namely :—
For sea transits;

Not exceeding 2,500 miles 
Between 2,500 and 5,000 miles 
Between 5,000 and 7,500 miles 
Between 7,500 and 10,000 miles 
Over 10,000 miles ... ,

Letters or Post 
Cards.

3 francs ..
6 francs ..
9 francs ..

12 francs .
15 francs . -

Other Articles.
20 centimes'!
40 centimes I
GO centimes > Per kilogramme. 
80 centimes i 

1 franc /

That sub-secticn 2‘ of §4 of Article 4 be suppressed.
That the necessary amendments be made in Article 5 §2 , sub-section 1°; Article 17, §4 and §5 ; and 

§4 of Detailed Regulations 24 and 25, respectively, in order to bring the same into conformity with the 
changes proposed.

3. Question o f alteration of surcharges provided for in Article 5.
We recommend the omission of tho following words in sub-section 1 of paragraph 2, “ 25 centimes 

per single rate for letters,” as there is no country iu the Union now availing itself of the right to make this 
charge on letters for Union countries, although the surcharge provided for in this Article is made on other 
articles. ■

4. Re indemnity for the loss of registered articles, Article 8 of the Convention, clause 1.
"We think if desirable that in the interests of the countries where the system of indemnity is 

recognised, the Article should be amended by the insertion of the words “ Not exceeding'' after the word 
“indemnity,” and before “50 francs.” At the same time we may call attention to the fact that the 
Australasian Colonies have, in almost all cases, declined to accept responsibility in regard to registered 
articles. 5.
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5. Prepayment of postage on official correspondence.
We recommend that Article XI of the Convention ho amended so as to enable official correspondence 

for Union countries to be transmitted without postage stamps, provided such correspondence bears an 
indication thereon that the postage has been paid, and name of country, such as an impression, “ Postage 
paid, New South Wales.”

6. Circulation of indecent or obscene matter by post.
We recommend that provision he made in Article XVI of the Vienna Principal Convention for 

preventing the circulation of indecent or obscene matter through the post.

7. Proposed amendment of Clause 2, Article 26 of the Convention, and Detailed Regulation 3!) so as to allow 
more time for ike careful consideration of important pro^x/sals lo amend the Convention Regulations.

The time allowed under the Convention no doubt meets all the requirements of European countries 
to consider and reply to any propositions, but is insufficient in the case of Australasian Colonies, which have 
to consult each other before coming to any conclusion, and before replying to Berne.

We, therefore, suggest that longer time should be allowed than that provided for in Article 26, and 
we further suggest that only proposals of an urgent character should be submitted for consideration between 
two consecutive meetings of Congress.

b. Question of reduction of United States territorial transit rates on Australasian mail-matter.
The United States Post Office at present charges for the transmission of closed mails between San 

Francisco and New York—
6 francs per kilogramme fur letters (2s. 2d. per Uj.).
2 francs per kilogramme on other articles (S|d. per lb.).

The ordinary Union territorial transit rates are—
2 francs per kilo, on letters (8-^d. per lb ).

25 centimes per kilo, on other articles (l]sd, per lb.). '
Reductions were urged at the Brisbane (1863) and Wellington (1894) Conferences, and communi

cations were addressed to the Postmaster-General at Washington, who stated in reply that tho present 
special charges do not cover actual cost of transit, and in a later letter, that no reduction could be made 
pending further legislation. In view, however, of the fact that these rates are almost prohibitory (being 
the highest levied by any Union country), and tend to discourage the transmission of mails by the San 
Francisco route, we recommend that the representative at Washington should bring this matter before the 
Postal Union Congress, and urge that the rates he reduced.

Notwithstanding that substantial reductions have been made in French and Italian territorial rates, 
those of United States of America remain unaltered.

9. “ Regulation IX—A cknmdedgmont of Delivery.
1. “Articles for which the sender requires an acknowledgment of delivery must be marked very clearly

with the inscription £ Avis do reception,’ or be stamped with the letters A.K.
2. Acknowledgments of delivery must be prepared by the offices of destination on a form in accordance

with, or analogous to, the pattern A annexed, and sent by those offices to the offices of origin, 
whoso duty it is to deliver the acknowledgments to the senders of the articles to which they 
relate. Acknowledgments of delivery must be drawn up in French, or must bear a sublineary 
translation in that larmuase.” ‘o n

Under Detailed Regulation 9 to the Lisbon Convention (1883) forms of acknowledgment of receipt 
of registered articles were prepared by the offices of origin, but for some reason not known here tho 
practice has been altered in the Vienna Convention so that the offices of delivery of registered articles arc 
required to prepare such forms. (Sea Regulation 9.)

In 1893 Bulgaria made a proposal to amend Regulation 9 so as to revert to tho former practice, but 
on being submitted to the vote of Union offices the proposal was rejected.

We suggest that the former practice of making out acknowledgments of delivery at offices of posting 
and attaching them to registered letters he reverted to.

10. Question' of adding to Union Regulation 15, so that ihe name and" address of sender be furnished in 
connection with inquiries for missing registered articles.

We are of opinion that no instruction on this subject is necessary to the delegate.

11. Travellers’ Cards—Article 18.
After the words “address cards” in paragraph 1, Article 18, Detailed Regulations, we recommend 

that the words “ travellers’ cards ” be inserted, so as to agree with sub-paragraph H, of paragraph 4, which 
introduces travellers’ cards.

12. Question of complimentary and seasonable inscriptions being allowed on Christmas, Easter, Birthday,
and, such like cards.

In 1893, at the instance of the British Post Office, the question whether “ words added by hand on 
so-called 1 Christmas ’ or ‘ New Year’s’ cards, such as ‘For John, with Aunt Mary’s love,’ ‘ To clear Mary 
from Cousin Jane,’ &c.,” may be considered as dedications in the sense of letter “ 1 ” of paragraph 4 of 
Article 18 of the Detailed Regulations to the Principal Convention was submitted to an interpretative vote 
of Postal Union Offices. The question was resolved in the negative—nineteen offices out of thirty offices 
which voted declaring against the proposal.

Cards of the class referred to are exchanged between the Australasian Colonies and the United 
Kingdom, and it has been arranged that they shall also be exchanged between the colonics and such other 
Union Administrations as may so agree with the London Office.

We advise that the question be again considered at the forthcoming Congress with a view to these 
inscriptions being allowed. 13.
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13, Question oj enlarging the scope of Detailed Regulation 19 so as Lo include smdl packets of merchandise,
• We recommend that paragraph 1 of these Regulations be amended so as to admit small packets of 

merchandise, not exceeding 1 lb. (not necessarily samples), being allowed to pass at printed paper rates, as 
is the practice in British possessions and in the Colonies,

14. Detailed Regulation 32.
We advise that Regulation 32, paragraph o, be amended by inserting after the words “ British 

Colonies of Australasia ” the following words “(New South Wales, Victoria, New Zealand, Queensland, 
South Australia, Tasmania, Western Australia, and Fiji).”

15. Question of amending Clause 34 of the Detailed Regulations, so that the statistics required under tha
clause he less voluminous.

The statistics required under clause 34 of the Detailed Regulations of tho Union are, in our opinion, 
of an unnecessarily voluminous character, and entail a large amount of clerical labour ; and we suggest that 
the Australasian delegate be instructed to press for an amendment in the direction of simplicity.

1G. Question of introducing uniformity of practice amongst Union Administrations in connection with the
demonetization of stamps.

We recommend that a copy of the statement laid before the New Zealand Conference in 1S94 bo 
forwarded to tbe delegate, with an intimation that Australasia favours such a system as would provide for 
all stamps which have been sold to the public being accepted in payment of correspondence irrespective of 
the date of issue.

17. Question of names of ships being allowed to be inserted in shipping advices.
This question has been raised by the New Zealand Post Office, and we bring it forward accordingly.
Sub-section (i), paragraph 3, detailed regulation 18, permits tho indication in manuscript, in advices of 

the departures of ships of the dates of those departures, and we consider that this necessarily allows the 
insertion in such advices of the names of the ships; but should there be any doubt in the matter we advise 
that the question be brought forward for decision at (lie Washington Congress.

18. Question of French Consular correspondence posted in Australia addressed to the French Government
being foncarded- unstamped.

This question has been the subject of considerable correspondence. Whilst it may be argued that 
the Consular officers are strictly within their rights in claiming the transmission of their letters unpaid, 
seeing that the Union Convention permits of unpaid letters being forwarded through the post subject to a 
charge of double the deficient postage on delivery, we consider that the spirit of the Convention is over
ridden, and the practice operates to the detriment of the Colonies ,which have to pay for the carriage of the 
correspondence by sea and land, and are, therefore, entitled to the postage.

Tbe object of the provision in the Union Regulations in allowing unpaid letters to be sent is to 
avoid public inconvenience and to meet urgent necessities, but is discouraged by a charge of double the 
deficient postage to be collected from the addressee. This deterrent does not, however, apply in the case of 
correspondence of the nature referred to where the charges marked by the office of posting are waived on 
delivery.

As pointed out by the London Office in a letter dated 4th October, 1895, the practice complained of 
is “ one which it is considered difficult to defend, and which is contrary to the views and practices of this 
country, and indeed of almost all countries of the civilised world.'1

As an illustration of how this provision operates, it would ho possible for the French Consul at 
Melbourne to post for transmission by the Messageries Maritime steamers a quantity of correspondence 
weighing 1 kilo, unpaid—not only would Victoria be deprived of the postage, but she would have to pay 
the French Government 15 fr., or 12s., for the sea transit to Marseilles.

We strongly urge that the Australasian delegate be instructed to represent the unfairness of the 
practice complained of.

Whilst advising, as we have done, the reduction of the Union territorial and sea rates, we strongly 
advise that no reduction of the postage rates be agreed to as affecting tbe Australasian Colonies. It must 
be borne in mind that those Colonies have to pay large subsidies for their mail services to ensure speed and 
regularity, which subsidies are not nearly covered by the postages at present rates.

In conclusion, we have to report that the first Book of Proposals to be submitted to the Washington 
Postal Congress only came to hand whilst tho Conference was sitting. The proposals are in French, and 
very voluminous, and we have not had time to consider them. Further proposals have yet to arrive, and 
so soon as they reach us, and have been translated, it will probably be necessary to hold another meeting to 
enable us to confer and report to Ministers what other instructions may be required for the Australasian 
delegate in regard to the whole of the proposals, many of which will, no doubt, be of an important character, 
requiring careful consideration.

S, H. LAMBTON.
Genera] Post Office, Sydney, C. TODD.

17th November, 1896. JOHN McDONNELL.

80—C APPENDIX
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AFPEYDJX K.
X6. 3.—IsTEiicoLOxr.i.r, M-itteus. '

We have the honor to submit the following report on intercolonial matters remitted 
to us by ministers :—

1. Proposed new form of ijitereolonial letlcr-bilh
AYe submit for adoption new forma of leftor-bill 1 and 2 for use intercolonially.

2. Question of allowing on the face of covers of boohs, catalogues, §e., ang thing beyond the name, occupation,
and address of senders and addressees.

YVo recommend that no objection be raised to any printed matter being allowed on the covera of 
articles entitled to pass at book rate, provided that a clear and conspicuous space be left for the address 
of the article.

3. Question of revising the Australasian Postal Convention.
Wo do not think it would lead to any good result if a revision were attempted at tins sitting.
YVe recommend that the matter be allowed lo stand over until another opporl unity offers for giving 

attention thereto.

4*. Qtiestion of having Postal Guides on uniform lines. .
In compliance with the request contained in a resolution of the Hobart Conference of 1895, the 

Postmaster-General of South Australia has submitted a specimen-of a proposed uniform Postal Guide. 
YVe advise that copies be sent to the Postal Departments of tho other Colonics For consideration and 
report.

5, Question of reducing the commission on Money Orders to the United Kingdom.
YVe consider that the commission on Money Orders to the United Kingdom should be reduced 

and made uniform throughout the Australasian Colonies, and recommend for the consideration of the 
other Postal Administrations the following rates, namely :—

s.
Not exceeding £1..................................................... 0
Between £1 and £2 ... ... ... ... 1

„ £2 £1 ............................................... .1
., £1 ,, £G ... ... ... ... 2
„ £G £S ............................................... 3

. „ £8 „ £10 .............................................. 4
YVe further advise that the above rates he extended to Cape Colony, which country-has intimated 

its desire for a reduction iu the present charges. .

d.
G
0
G
0
0
0

G, Vestal Union Congress.
This matter has been dealt with in special report relating to Ihe YVashinglon Congress.

10. Question of apportioning between the Australasian Colonies the cost offuture Conferences.
YVhilst we consider this to be a question more for Ministers than ourselves to deal with, wo 

respectfully venture to express the opinion that the practice of the colony in which the Conference is 
held bearing the expense is the more desirable one. The first deparlure from the above practice was in 
the case of the Hobart Conference of 1895 ; but the circumstane.es were exceptional.

As it has been decided that these Intercolonial Conferences are to be held every year, the expenses 
need not, in our judgment, .be necessarily very groat.

11. Question of the Colonies adopting a single sum, in lieu of existing rates, as their share of postage 
on parcels received via the United Kingdom, from European countries.

The present Colonial share of postage on parcels from certain foreign countries via the United 
Kingdom is,— s. d.

Not exceeding 2 lb..................................................... 0 9
Between 2 lb. and 7 lb. .. .............. ... 2 3
Between 7 lb. and 11 lb............................................ 3 9

YVe recommend that, in lieu of these rates, the Colonies accept a sum of 2s. Gd. per parcel, light or 
heavy, up to 11 lb. in weight, as their share of postage on parcels received from countries which may 
adopt the principle of a uniform postage per parrel.

12. ’Respecting ihe reduction and apportionment, of postage on parcels exchanged between the United 
Kingdom and Australasia.

This matter has recently been settled by correspondence. The rates of postage have been reduced 
to Is. for the first lb., and Gd. for each additional lb. to 11 lb., the Colonial share thereof being 7d. and 3d. 
respectively. •

13. Question of allowing the “ Objects of the Meeting ’’ to be stated in writing in Notices of Meetings 
transmitted by post at packet rate.

\\,re recommend that this be allowed intercolonially.

15. Money Order Telegrams.
YVe recommend that the proposal of New Zealand to introduce tho Telegraph Money Order System 

between that Colony and Australia and Tasmania he agreed lo. Our experience of tho system which is 
' nowin force between tbe Australian. Colonies and Tasmania does not lead us to anticipate that any serious 

risk would be incurred by extending it to New Zealand.
YVe advise that the usual money order commissions he charged, plus the cost of a ten word tele

graph message to the paying office, and another io tbe pavee.
‘ 1G.
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16. Parcels Post Convention with Prance.

In 1891 llie London Oflice forwarded to the several Colonial Offices copies of a draft Convention 
and detailed regulations, prepared by France, for an exchange of parcels with Australia. ■

The proposed Convention and regulations relating thereto were considered at the Hobart (1896) 
Conference, and tbe Permanent Heads made tho following report and recommendations, vis :—

“31. Parcel Post Convention with France.
“ In July last the London Post Odiec informed the Colonies that the French Post Office desired a 

direct exchange of parcels between France and Australia by the French Mail Steamers (Mes
sageries Maritimes), and, the proposal having been approved of by the Home Authorities, for
warded a draft Convention and regulations for the consideration of tbe Colonics.

“We have considered tbe draft submitted, and recommend that its provisions be agreed to, but that 
the following suggestions be made :—

“Article 6. That no fee for porterage and for the execution of Customs formalities he collected in the 
Colonies from the addressees of parcels from France.

“ Article 11. That the introduction of the system of acknowledgment of delivery of parcels remain in 
abeyance until tbe system be adopted generally.

“ Regulation 2. That the postage progress pound by pound, instead of in steps of 2 lb., 7 lb., 11 lb., as 
more consistent with tbe Colonial and Fnglish practice.

“Regulation 6.—3. That the Customs declaration forms be drawn up in.the English language, and 
bear a sublincary translation in French, as is done with Postal Union forms.

“ Regulation S.—3. That tho provision that mails ‘he landed, as far as possible, at tbe Custom 
House’ bo omitted as unnecessary, as Customs work is done at the Post Ofiices.

“ That it be provided that tbe cost of receptacles bo shared equally between the countries of exchange.
“ Regulation 12. 'That in lieu of this a simple regulation providing for the preparation of a quarterly 

account, and for tho payment of tiro balance due as early as possible after the same has been 
ascertained be substituted.”

And at a meeting held in Adelaide, in July, 1S93, of representatives from the Postal Departments 
of Hew South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, the matter received further attention, and was 
reported on as follows:— .

“ The London Office, in’a letter dated 22nd April, 1.895, submits a proposal from the French Office 
suggesting an addition to Article 1, as follows:—

“2. The Post Offices of the two countries shall laier on he at liberty, if their regulations allow, to 
mutually fix rates and conditions for insured and ‘ collection ’ parcels.

“ We see no objection to this addition, as it is purely permissive, and does not impose new conditions.
“Article 10.—We advise that this Article, which provides for indemnity up lo 15 or 25 francs in the 

ease of loss of, or damage to, parcels, be expunged. We find that in the Report of Permanent 
Heads submitted to tbe Hobart Conference, a recommendation to the above effect was omitted, 
although tho Australasian Offices v, ere unanimously in favour of omitting the clause in question.”

The recommendations of the Hobart Conference were communicated to the London Office, and a 
reply was received from that Office, stating that the principal suggestions of such Conference had been 
communicated to the French Post Office, and intimating

Articles 6 and 14.—That as these Articles are purely permissive, no alteration of the Convention is 
necessary.

Regulation 2.—That tho French Post Office has no objection to the postage rates on parcels from 
Australia progressing pound by pound, and pointing out that if the postage on parcels exchanged between 
the United Kingdom and Australia be reduced (as has since been done), a similar reduction will, under 
Article 3 of the draft Convention, have to be made in the postage on parcels exchanged between France 
and Australia.

Regulations 6 and 8.—That in view of the explanations furnished, these regulations might stand 
as printed.

Regulation 12.—This regulation has been amended to meet tbe views of the Colonies.
Cost of Receptacles.—An assurance is given that there will be no difficulty in making satisfactory 

arrangements on this subject.
These proposals met with tho concurrence of the Sydney and Adelaide Offices. The latter Office 

communicated with the other Colonics on tho subject, and it was ultimately decided that the matter be 
considered at this Conference.

We recommend that the draft Convention ns amended be agreed to, and that tbe Colonial share of 
postage on parcels from Franco be fixed at 2s. Id. (2 francs 50 centimes) up to 3 kilcgrammes (7 lb.), and 
3s. Id. f3 francs 70 centimes) between 3 and 5 kilogrammes (11 lb.) ; and the postage on parcels from 
Australia- to France, Algeria, and Corsica might be

To France.
R. d.

To Alfforia 
and Cor&ictK

s. d.
Hot exceeding lib.................................... ................ 3 6 3 8Y
Between 1 lb. and 2 lb............................. ............... 3 9 3 11 ir
Between 2 lb. and 3 lb................ '.......... 4 A 4 2w
Between 3 lb. and 41b............................. ................ 4 3 4i 5A-
Between 4 lb. and 5 lb............................. ................ 4 0 4 8T
Between 5 lb. and 6 lb.................... ........ ............... 4 9 4 Hi- 

fi 24Between 6 lb, and 7 lb......... ................... 0
13fif;wnrvn 7 lb mid R !h .................... 3 5 n i
Between 8 lb. and 9 lb............................. ................ 5 0 5 8i
Between 9 lb. and 10 lb.......................... S) fi 11.4
Between 10 lb. and 11 lb........................ ................ 6 0 6 2J

10.
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19. Universal Beply Tetter-cards.
The sale of reply post-cards in the Australasian Colonies is very limited, and it is evident that 

the great body of the public prefer to transact their correspondence by means of ordinary sealed letters 
(employing their own material for the purpose), which permits them to communicate at greater length 
than would be possible by means of letter-cards.

It is probable that a larger number of reply letter-cards would be received from Union countries 
than would be despatched hence, which would entail loss of revenue on the Colonies; but even were the 
number of reply letter-cards in both directions to be equal, the general or an extensive use of reply 
letter-cards by tbe public of the Colonies would cause a diminution of postal receipts.

Tor these reasons we are not favourable to tho exchange of reply letter-cards with Postal Union 
countries. '

Letter-card System.
We are not favourably impressed with the letter-card system, unless the postage can be made 

equal to letter rate. The revenue suffers by conveying them at a, lower rate, and the postal departments 
are put to the expense of manufacturing the cards. Moreover the rates iu the Colonies are not uniform
being as follows :—

New South Wales and New Zealand ................................................. l£d. each
Victoria and C^ueensland .................................. ................................... 2d. ,

The system is not in operation in South Australia, Tasmania, or Western Australia.

20. Re-arrangement of the division of postage on intercolonial parcels.
Queensland proposes that, as regards parcels exchanged between New South Wales, Victoria, 

Queensland, and South Australia, the postage of 8d. for the first pound, and 6d, for each additional pound 
should be equally divided, namely:—Despatching Office, 4d. for first pound, 3d. each additional pound ; 
Eeceiving Office, 4d. for first pound, 3d. each additional pound; but that tbe division of postage on 
parcels exchanged between tbe above-named Colonies and New Zealand, Tasmania, and Western Australia 
should remain as at present, “ because in their case a sea rate has to be paid, and the number of parcels 
exchanged is small in both directions.”

It is the practice, in exchanges of parcels between British Colonies, to allow each office of despatch 
a sufficient sum to cover cost of transmission to destination, and to equally divide the balance of postage 
between the two offices of exchange. This is the principle at present in operation between the Austral
asian Colonies, the postage on parcels exchanged being divided as follows, namely:—

Despatching office, 5d. for first lb.; 4d. each additional lb.
Eeceiving office, _3d. for first lb.; 2d. each additional lb.; tbe additional 2d. per lb. allowed to the 

office of despatch being intended to cover cost of transmission by sea or rail to destination.
The Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide offices have been in correspondence on tho subject, and we 

would point out that one of the objects of the Australasian Colonies for some years past has been to secure 
uniformity between themselves in postal matters, but tbe adoption of the Queensland proposal would 
disturb the uniformity in division of postage at present existing between the Colonies, and establish two 
entirely different modes of apportioning such postage. After considering the matter wo advise that a 
decision be deferred.

' Teleg-kaph Matters.

7. Telegraph Code, Alteration of.
The use by New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Queensland of a code winch differs 

from that in use in New Zealand, Western Australia, and the rest of the world (America only excepted) 
is undesirable.

The adoption of the uniform code, as fixed by the International Telegraphic Bureau, is preferable. 
The Colonies are further bound by their membership with that bureau to adopt this code. *
_ .The only objection to the alteration is the risk of error on the first introduction of a new code. It 
is considered that the change can be made with a minimum of inconvenience by dating it from the first of 
July next. °

We therefore recommend its adoption from that date.

8. Code Addresses.
We recommend,—(1) That code addresses be not adopted intercolonially, except in the case of 

Tasmania and New Zealand, which for this purpose are international.
(2) That in connection with international messages code surnames he not accepted.

No report to make.
9. Reply-paid Telegrams.

11. Reliiction of Intercolonial Telegraph Hates.
We refrain from making any recommendation. Wc would, however, suggest for tho consideration 

of Ministers that in the event of an alteration of the rates being made, it should be on tho basis of tho 
International principle of counting addresses and signatures, as recommended at tho Conferences held in 
Adelaide and Sydney, in 1890 and 1891, respectively.

IS.
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18. Consideration of Mr. Jules lienard’s loiter respecting Telephonic Communication between the
capitals of Australia.

This is a matter that requires careful consideration. The first cost would be more than double Mr. 
Eenard’s estimate for connecting Brisbane. Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, and the charge that would 
have to bo made for conversation would be so large as to be almost prohibitory. The population of the 
Colonies is not sufficiently developed to enable an expensive work of this nature to be carried out so as to 
be remunerative at a reasonable charge to the public.

The line from Brisbane to Sydney alone would cost £11,750, or presuming that the existing poles 
could be used (which is impracticable) the estimate might bo reduced to £21,250.

Even making no allowance for maintenance of the line or for working expenses, the interest and 
sinking fund on a 15 years’ purchase is 10 per cent, of the capital cost (really £9 12s. Sd. per cent.) 
Therefore, for the line to he justifiable, a revenue of £1,175 will require to be guaranteed on the Brisbane 
and Sydney line alone. It must also be borne in mind that telephonic communication between the capital 
cities of Australia would materially interefere with the telegraph revenue,

"We are, therefore, not prepared to recommend Mr. Eonard's proposal for favourable consideration,
S. H. LAMBTON.
C. TODD.
JOHN McDONNELL.

General Post Office,
Sydney, 19 November, ISOP.

REPORT BY PERMANENT HEADS OR NEW SOUTH WALES AND SOUTH 
■ AUSTRALIA ONLY.

17. Intention of Queensland to rescind, so far as that Colony is concerned, so much, of Article 12 of the 
Australasian Postal Convention as relates to the admission of merchandise to the packet post; and

21. Charges intended to he levied by Queensland on Intercolonial newspapers.

These two subjects are brought forward, as Queensland has notified its intention of withdrawing 
from those provisions of the Australasian Convention which refer to the transmission, intercolonially, 
of small packets up to 1 lb. in weight, and of requiring all such packets containing merchandise, other 
than samples, to be sent by parcel post only. The great objection we see to this is that it restricts the 
sending of small packets to those offices only to which the parcel post system extends, and besides this, 
whilst small packets can now be sent at Id. per 2 oz., tho public would have to pay a minimum postage 
of 8d., however small the value and weight of the packet. The reasons assigned by Queensland for this 
action are; that “there are obvious objections to the exchange of merchandise intercolonially as packets.” 
“In most instances,” it is stated, “ the enclosures in such packets are dutiable, and as the declaration of 
value is not compulsory, it is often difficult to correctly assess the value of the goods enclosed, for 
Custom’s purposes. It is also considered that dutiable articles can he more readiiy dealt with if confined 
to one channel, and the use of the packet post limited, as in the case of the Universal Postal Union, to 
bond fide samples and patterns having no value beyond their mere use as trade samples or patterns, There 
is also a serious objection to the (ranstnission of articles of valuo by packet post because such packets 
cannot he traced,”

The present practice of permitting articles of value to be exchanged by packet post between the 
Australasian Colonies has been in operation for many years past, and to deprive the public of a privilege 
which they have so long been permitted to enjoy, and in its place to substitute a system which (to them) 
will, in most instances, be more troublesome and costly, will no doubt be looked upon as a hardship and 
give cause for complaint. Moreover, the policy of the times seems to be to grant increased postal 
facilities to the public where practicable instead of curtailing those already existing.

The maximum weight of an Intercolonial packet is 1 lb., the postage beiugattbe rateof Id. per 2 oz., 
whereas the minimum postage on an Intercolonial parcel is 8d. It will thus be seen that the Queensland 
proposal is of a very restrictive character, as packets containing articles of trifling value, oflen sent ns 
presents, on which no Customs duty would perhaps be payable, and which can now be forwarded for Id. 
or 2d., will, in future, if the Brisbane office adheres to its determination, be subject to a postage of 8d., 
which seems unreasonable.

Moreover, it is thought that the Australasian Postal administrations will bo put to considerable 
trouble in examining the contents of packets addressed to Queensland for the purpose of ascertaining 
whether merchandise is enclosed therein, and in taking the necessary action where such is enclosed to 
transfer such articles to the parcel post. Eurther, the uniformity in postal matters for which the 
Colonies have so long been labouring will again ho retarded.

With regard to subject No. 21, Queensland intimates its intention to charge Id. per 2 oz. in lieu of 
■*d. per 10 oz. (as at present fixed by the A ustralasian Convention) on newspapers for other Colonies, and 
to surcharge at double the deficient postage those addressed to Queensland which are not prepaid at the 
higher rate ; also to exclude from transmission at the rate of Id. per lb. hulk parcels of newspapers.

We regret that the Queensland Post Office has seen fit to withdraw from the Convention in 
respect of these matters, as wo consider the existing rates are fairly reasonable. It is well known that 
nearly all of the daily and all the weekly newspapers considerably exceed 2 oz, in weight, and we think it 
would he unwise to impose so high a rate upon them.

We therefore advise that Queensland, he asked to reconsider these questions.
We also take this opportunity of bringing under Ministers’notice the fact that the Queensland 

Post Office has further notified that from the 1st January, 1897, newspapers received from other Colonies 
will not he delivered if they contain any advertisements relating to sweeps, consultations, or indecent 
advertisements.

General Post Office,
Sydney, 19 November, 1S9G.

S. H. LAMBTON. 
C. TODD.
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]Mo Stsimp of 
Doapntchiug Oflice.

APi’BNDIX (1.) 

(Name of Colony.) 

LETTER BILL No........

Showing the contents of the Mail from ......................... despatched Overland,

addressed to............................. ....................................

No.................Bags—(including......... .......... registered articles and................ Money Order packets).

ronwATtn MAir.s, despatched as follows:—

From

I

For

i

Dogs, | Packets,

Number of letters (<i).

Weight Of mail matter {£■),

Letiters and 
post'CaidK, Other articles.

l 11
i |i i

lb. OZ. cwt. qrs. lb.

-
j

1...........

1

i

i

i
i
i

‘ ........... f........

j

(«) Number of leiiers contained in mails for onward transit by tea from...................... .......................to be inserted.
(£) Weighi of mail mailer contained in mails for onward transit by sea from...................... ...................to be inserted.

Recf.itj:d at the day of

despatching Officer.

189 .

Receiying Officer.
Note. It is requested that tins Dili to signed, dal c-d; and rchnned to tho don era] Post Office,............ . ............. ....... Lj the first opportunity.
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Date Stamp of 
Despatching- Office.

APPENDIX (2.)

■ (Name of Colony.)

LETTEE PILL No...............

Showing the conlenta of the Mail from....,....... :........despatched per.

addressed to.............................................
No.

.Bags—(including...............registered articles and..................... Money Order packets).

FCUITVAM) HAILS, DKSl’ATCLIED AS FOLLOW'S :—

From

i

For i Bags. Packets. Number of Letters (u).

Weight of mail-matter (6). ,

1 Other Artide,

1
lb. o/. cwt. qrs. lb.

1

»

■

1

j 1

1 1

(a) Nioreier of Utters contained in moils for onward transit Sy sea from.......................i..lo be inserted,
(b) Weight of mail matter contained in mails for onward transit by sea from.......................... lo be inserted.
(<r) Jiamier of Utters contained in mails for onward transit by sea from..........................lo be inserted,
(b) Weight of mail matter contained in mails for onward transit by sea from.......................... lo be inserted.

Nceeivcd at

Despatching Ofilcer.

the day of 189 .

Eeceiving Officer.
NurH,—]t, js mpiCBted that this Dill be signed, datwl, and returned to the General Post Office................. . by the first opportunity,
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REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS.

SAW ED AT, 14 NOVEMBER, 1890. .

The Conference met at 10'15 a.in.
The Hon. Mr. Cook was elected President, and Mr. Dalgaeno Secretary.
It was agreed, without formal motion, that the Press should not be admitted, at least while the 

mail tenders were being considered.
' Tito Hon. Mr. Cook, in returning thanks for his election as President, gave a hearty welcome to 

the Helegatcs, and said the questions they had to decide were of particular importance. Pirst, there was 
the question of the acceptance of tenders for the conveyance of mails to and from England; and tho 
other matter was the very important question of whether they should be represented at the Washington 
Congress or not. lie confessed that on looking into this last matter it had assumed more importance 
in his mind than it did before. However, before they finished they would decide whether they would be 
represented, and, if so, bow many ought to go. To his mind, the main question was that of the mail 
tenders—that was by far the most important matter to settle. The question was whether the Colonies 
should submit to the terms and conditions offered in tbe tenders or not, and perhaps it would be as well 
to at once consider it. He was exceedingly glad to see the Delegates present, and hoped to try and 
make their stay as pleasant as possible.

The AVasmlngtok Cokouess.

The Hon. Mr. Cook road and laid upon the Table lists of subjects it was proposed lo bring before 
the Congress at Washington. [tS'e# Appendices A and B.]

Sir Citaeles Todd : There will he a further list from Berne.
The Hon, Dr. Cockbuiik : Is it too late now to make suggestions P
Mr, Lambtok explained that all suggestions should have been sent in in time to reach Berne by 

1st October ; but it having been pointed out that this could not possibly be done, a reply was received 
from Berne, stating that the suggestions from Australasia would be placed in the form of a supplementary 
agenda paper and circulated amongst the Delegates.

The Hon. Dr. Cockbujis : Do we send in our separate proposals ?
Mr. Ea.ubtox' ; Oh no ; it is for the Ministers here to decide what are to he the subjects for 

consideration, and how tbe representative is to vote on them.
■ The Hon. Mr. Cook : I was going to suggest that perhaps we might refer these matters to the 

permanent heads for report, to consider this special list of eight proposals, and such others as they can 
rind they can deal with in the absence of the permanent beads of other Colonies.

The Hon. Dr. Cockbdbn: Those of urgency.
The Hon. Mr. Cook : Any question they find they can deal with.
Mr. Eawbion produced the agenda paper of the Washington Conference (just received) and 

explained it had not yet been translated. i
The $ECBETXitr read a letter from Berne, dated 5th Oclober, forwarding a portion of the agenda

paper.
The Hon. Mr. Wjttesoom said he would like to see included the question of the adoption, inter

colonially, of a uniform telegraphic code.
Mr. Lambton' : I have it here. ■'
The Hon. Mr. Wittenoow : We have the international system in West Australia.

' The Hon. Mr. Cook : The matter is referred to here, “ Telegraph Code, alteration of.”
The Hon. Mr. Wjttekoom : Eacli Delegate should be placed in possession of a copy of tbe 

subjects we are asked to consider. _
The Hon. Mr. Cook : That will be done when tbe permanent heads bring in tbeir report.
The Hon. Mr. WAttekooh : And in the meantime we can ascertain the views of our Governments, 

where the questions are not ones of mere detail. _
The Hon. Dr. Cookburx: Mr. Wittenoom means to have beforehand, ns soon as possible, some 

idea of the subjects to be reported upon by the permanent heads, and asks that, as soon as they have 
decided, you send round to each of us a list of tho matters that will be discussed, and if any of us wish to 
communicate with our Governments we can do so.

The Hon. Mr. Cook : Tes, that is right. '
The Hon. Dr. CocKnuitxf then moved,—“ That the list of subjects to be dealt with by tbe 

Conference read by the President be referred to the permanent beads, who are requested to add to tbe 
list any other matters of sufficient importance and urgency to be included in the list, and as soon as the 
list has been prepared that a copy of the subjects for discussion be sent round to each Delegate,”

The Hon. Mr. Dufkv seconded the motion, which was carried.
It was decided, without formal motion, that the Ministerial Delegates should go into committee to 

consider the question of the mail tenders; and the other members of tbe Conference and shorthand-writer 
withdrew.

On the motion of tbe Hon, Mr. Wittekooit, seconded by tbe Hen. Mr. Dtrrtrr, the Conference 
then adjourned till Thursday at 10 a.m.

THURSDAY,
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IKUJtSDAY, 19 NOVEMBER, 1896.
The Conference resumed at 2'50 p.m. . . „ ,
The minutes of the previous sitting were read and confirmed.
" ' Hon Mr Cook : We had better proceed first to have the report of the permanent heads.
Mr T ambtoV upon being railed on bv the Chairman, submitted the reports from the permanent 

heads on the questions of the ocean mail service, the Washington Congress, and the list of matters of 
nnorlance and urgency selected by them for tho consideratmn of the Conference as per Appendix ] 

import,mce ^ . Wc bcttcr ckal with the Washington proposals first, I think. Sjhall we

take the proposals seriatim, or not ? ^
Mn LamMontSu^ccldcd thread the report on representation at the Washington Postal Union

C0U°%Sn section ^“Kediiction of Sea Transit Katesf’being read —

The Hon. Mr. ])ui?Fr asked: What would the effect be as regards Australia.

Sir CitAiU.ns To no: It will be to our advantage. n .. , ,, ■
Tbe Hon. Ur. Cockuouk: Our sea transit rates are for mostly over d,o00 miles, and those re mam

at the maximum rate. . f
Sir Chart.es Tonn: Wc would still gam. It is all in our favour.
The Hon. Dr. Cockbuix ; It is practically raising the rates.
Sir (ill 'Rtfs Tonn : >'o ; it will reduce the rates ter the shorter distances. - 
On section 4, “ Be indemnity for the loss of registered articles, being read,—
The Hon. Mr. Duffy said: That does not affect us.
Mr. Lajuston: It affects Queensland. , n
The Hon Mr. Cook : This clause limits the amount payable. j ■ p
The Hon. Dr. Cockbvrn -. Tt commits us up to that limitation. Why should we hot her about this. 
Sir Charles Ton u : Some countries admit tho principle, and we may alt bo forced mto it ultimately,

and co^P^l!^^0 ^ Ig ^ thc tiiue wi10U they seek to enforce this the time to make the

jC8WuT":o|.0»l come iron, Wert Australia?

Mr La mu t ok : And Queensland andUew Zealand, too.
On section 5, "Use of stamp,—Postage paid,” being reached,—
The Hon. Dr. Cock iiuck remarked: V\Te insist on stamps in all cases.
(Sir Ch .vutfs Tonn: Some Colonies do not. , . i a
Tho Hon Mr Wittekoom : You do not collect anything on them in your colony . _
Sir Cnlnr.Fs Tonn: Oh, yes, we do! We send in our accounts, but m some Colonies payment 

is mado^bj ja lu^I 0f ti,e recommendations of the permanent heads of departments had been

concluded asked; Is there anything to take exception to in that Deport ?

Ti e Hon. Mr. Witit.kooh moved,-" That the Beport oc adopted, subject to such additions 
and amendments as may lie forwarded by the Colonies previous to the departure of the Australas.au

Delegate for Washington..
Seconded bv the Ifon. Mr, and earned. *11* j.1. u j 1
The Hon Mr. AVnTESOoar asked whether any letter had been received trom the lostmaster- 

General of ■Western Austi-alia, embodying any suggestions lie had to make to this Conference.
' Mr Laalistok • Yes ; and they have been included and provided tor.

The Hon. Mr. Duffy: Dave you dealt with the Victorian suggestionsf

flv. 'then'mad a further report from the permanent heads on matters of importance

and ur^enev lor consideration by the Conference. ^{Hee Appendix.)
Section 1G, “ Parcel Post Convention with IVancc.
Tho Hon. Mr. Duffy : What would be the effect of this monetarily f

Mr. Lamutok : Wc have no Convention now. i n. s
The Hon. Mr. Duffy : Is there any prospect of anything being dono under it.

The Tton^Mr. Cook : I understand Mr. Duffy wants to know, has Prance agreed to the proposal? 

Mr. Lamuton: Yes, practically. _
Section 7, “ Alteration of Telegraph Code ” ,
The Hon. Mr. Cook I understand there arc only eleven letters different m the International code

and t'he^co®Tom>: Pleven, and figures ns well. Hew Zealand, Tasmania, West Australia, and

the Cable ^ use tho International code. . Arn„.i, 9
TTie Hon. Mr. 'Wtttekuo.v : Could not the change bo made on the 1st or March .
The Hon. Dr. Cocicmnix ; Let it stand at the 1st duly.
Section 22, "Electric Light and Power Regulations.” , , ... ,
The Don. Mr. Dcity: AV'c want an Act first, AVe cannot have regulations before an Act is passed. 
The Hon. Air. Cook : Victoria already has an Act dealing with the matter. The best plan seems

to mo for each colony to get its Act first, and then try and frame regulations.
Tho Hon. Mr. Duffy : Wc could not well alter our regulations in any material particular just as

we arc starting the thing. ,
Sir CitAitTEs Touit: Wc should have uniform regulations. .
The Don. Mr, Duffy : 1 do not see you can do anything till you have passed your Acts.

' Tho Hon. Mr. Wittesooac : No harm can come from suggesting draft regulations.
The Don. Mr. Tuykxe : If the electrical men here draft regulations they could submit tliem to

Mr. Cook. ’
The Don. Dr. Cockbuun : Leave out the request tor umfoianity. ,
The Hon. Mr. Duffy : Our electrical man is not represented at all. It is intended to submff the 

matter to those present.
80—D
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The Hon. Mr. TirysNn: We hope to have our Aefc through this Session, and regulations ready to 
put in force; but we want to have a standard set, with the help of the other colonies. If this be done, it 
will greatly assist those colonies which have no Acts yet.

The Hon. Mr. Wittexodii : If tbe electrical experts draft a set of regulations, we, can submit 
them to our electrical representatives.

Tho Hon. Mr. Tiitxne : They could be sent to each Government.
Tho Hon. Mr. Witte.voom : It seems to me a very reasonable proposal. Let it stand.

. The Hon. Mr. Cook : The object to bo gained is uniformity of action. Mr. Duffy objects.
The Hon. Mr. Duffy : We have our Act, and are not on the same plane. *
The Hon. Mr. "Wittexoom : Tho draft regulations would be only permissive. We are not bound 

to accept them.
The Hon. Dr. Cockijuj?x : Let the experts go on with it.
The Hon. Mr, WTttejtoom : It seems to me we would get a basis to go on.
Mr. Lajiuton read a report, signed by himself and Sir Charles Todd, Mr. McDonnell dissenting, on 

the subject of the proposal of Queensland to rescind, so far as that Colony is concerned, so much of 
Article 12 of the Australasian Convention as relates to tho admission of merchandise to the packet post, 
and proposed charge on intercolonial newspapers.

The Hon. Dr. Cockijuiix : I would like to see the provision about prohibiting newspapers with 
advertisements relating to sweeps carried out everywhere.

The Hon. Mr, Wittenoom:: It seems a pity to break away from the uniformity.
The Hon. Mr. Duffy : 1 do not know what the Queensland representative has to say in support of 

the clause about newspapers.
The Hon. Mr. Cook : What about packets ?
Tbe Hon. Mr. Duffy : It is intercolonial newspapers I am thinking of more, I do not see any 

excuse for the proposal.
The Hon. Mr. Thynse : It makes a considerable difference to us. The Australasian Postal 

Convention was accepted by different Colonics with varying conditions. Victoria, as a result, treats 
magazines as newspapers.

The Hon. Mr. Duffy : You are trying to shut out the Town and Country, Australasian, and Leader.
The Hon. Mr. Tiiynne : We are forced to take this action to protect ourselves. Victoria is not 

bound by tbe Convention of 1S9T, and that Colony treats magazines and catalogues as newspapers. 
The other Colonies arc flooding us with these hooks at newspaper rates.

The Hon. Mr. Wittenoom : Is your Government going to insist on this P
The Hon. Mr. Triune : I understand so.

_ The Hon. Mr. Cook did not think it would make much difference to Queensland to yield on the 
points in question. _ The distinction sought to be made in regard to small packets was most invidious, 
and the reasons assigned for it were, in his opinion, most inadequate. When they were trying to estab
lish better relaiaons between the Colonies, a small amount of money should not be allowed to enter into 
tbeir considerations. He strongly urged that Queensland should reconsider these matters.

The Hon. Mr. Duffy moved,—“ That the Queensland Government ho asked to reconsider tho 
proposal to rescind, as far as that Colony is concerned, so much of Article 12 of tho Australasian Con
vention as relates to the admission of merchandise to tho Packet Post, and also tho charges intended to 
be levied by Queensland on intercolonial newspapers.”

Seconded by the Hon. Dr. Coctgiukn and carried.
The Hon. Mr. Cook : I convoy the resolution to you, Mr. Thynne, with the greatest heartiness.
The Hon. Mr. TifVN.VF : Undoubtedly I.will bring tbe matter under tbe consideration of my 

colleagues ; but still I would like to see tho other Colonies give an example of better federal spirit.
The report of tho permanent'heads on the matters of urgency and importance to be considered by 

tho Conference, after discussion and with consent, was, as revised, adopted.
The Hon. Mr. Duffy moved,—“ That a Minister of the Crown, controlling a post office if possible, 

to be accompanied by Mr, .Tames Smibert, Deputy Postmaster-General of Victoria, as postal expert, 
attend the AVashington Congress as representative of Australasia.” Mr. Smibert was retiring at the end 
of the year, and having dono a great deal of good work in regard to postal matters not only for Victoria, 
but for tbe whole of Australasia, it would be a graceful wind-up to his career. ’

Seconded by tho Hon. Dr. Cockbuks and carried.
The Hon. Mr. Wittenoom : What about the election of delegate ?
The Hon. Dr. Cockhurn t That will be arranged by the different Governments.
Tho Hon. Mr. Wittenoom ; I suppose the initiatory steps will he taken by the New floutli AVales 

Government ? ■
The Hon. Dr. Cockburn : Yes.
The Horn Mr. AVittenoom said: As the youngest and newest delegate to the Postal Conference 

he found the privilege had fallen to him to propose a vote of thanks to the President:, who had ho well 
conducted the business of the Conference, Important issues had been raised, which would have effects in 
after times in the Colonies connected with them, and their deliberations had been carried on iu such a 
manner that those issues would be creditable to the different Colonies. Tbe utmost good feeling had 
jmevailed, and he was gratified to find the amicable manner in which the various matters had been 
approached. They had to express their thanks for the hospitable and generous manner in which tho 
Government of this Colony, through Mr. Cook, had treated them. They had been enabled to combine 
business with pleasure, and they would all remember witli pleasure their visit to Sydney, which was 
well known for its hospitality. He trusted Mr. Cook would he long spared to continue in his present 
position and to preside over many another Conference. He moved,—“ That tho thanks of the Conference 
bo accorded to Mr. Cook.”

Seconded by the Hon. Mr. Thynne and carried.
On the motion of the Hon. Dr. Cockburn, seconded by the Hon. Mr. Duffy, a vote of thanks was 

passed to Mr. Dalgarno for his services as Secretary, and those Ministers hurriedly left to catch the 
Express for Melbourne.

The Honorable Mr. Cook then intimated to the Secretary that the Ministers iiad drafted a cable
gram to The Eight Honorable tbe Postmaster-General, London, re Federal Mail Service, and desired its 
immediate transmission.

Sydney: William Applegate CUillicfc, Government Printer.—1S97.
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NEW SOUTH. WALES.

MATI. CONTRACTS FOR THE YEARS 1897 AND 1898,
(RETTFBN RESPECTING-.)

Printed under No. 22 Report from Printing Committee, 18 November, 1897.

Question. 1
1. Mil. Affleck mked Tim Postmastish-Ghneiial, -

(1.) What wan Uu* Dj1.h1 aniuimt for mail omtmcts, an ncuopD'd last month foi1 1898, per annum,
for the SoutluH'n, Nortlioi'ii, and ■Wo.sUtii Disl ricts'/ _
(2.) Hmr nnitli of that total amount, is paid In the Kailua} Guinniisdym.TH for tho said mads on 
tho railway'(
(3.) Tho hmjih' infonnation with re.^ard In the ahnvr Questions for tiho yeaf 1S97 ?

Answer.

(1.) Wissteni Disti'icls 
Southern „ 
Northern „ 
Suburban ,,

£ h. d. 
8,712 10 7 

13,311 5 3
11,163 In 7 

361 0 0

Tola 33,048 11 T>

(2.) The answer Di the question of how much of the above Hum 
“ none,” but the total amount paid to that Department for 
<£68,000 per annum.

(3.) Western DiHtricts . ... .. ■ ■ • •
Southern ,, ... ... ••• ■■■ •••
Northern „ ..................................................................
Suburban „ . . ... ... ■■ •••

lh paid to Hail win Department is 
the esirriage of all mails is about

£ s. cl.
... 6,433 1 0

. 6,122 IS 0
... 7,161 7 9
.. 20S 0 0

Total 19,925 9 9

Jn addition to the contracts recently arranged, the amounts of which are given in reply to question 
No. 1, there are a number of contracts (entered into last year) which have a currency of one or two 
years, from the 1st January next; and, similarly, the contracts entered into last year (the amounts 
of which arc given in reply to question No. 3) form only a portion of those in existence on the 1st 
.January, 1897. If the Honorable Member desires infonnation as to the total annual amounts of 
mail contracts for the years 1897 and 1898, 1 will be glad to supply it so soon as tbe particulars 
are available for the latter year.

[3d.] 451—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTEALIAN MAIL SERVICE.
(COSTEACTS WITH THE PENIESELAR AND ORIENTAL AND ORIENT STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANIES.)

Printed under No. 10 Report from Printing Committee, 14 October, 1897.

Minute for Executive Council.
Postal and Electric Telegraph Department,

General Post Office, Sydney, 17 September, 1897.
T thassmit herewith copies of the agreements recently entered into between Her Majesty’s Postmaster- 
General and the Peninsular and Oriental and Orient Steam Navigation Companies, for the conveyance of 
the East India, China, and Australian mails, for a period of seven years, from the 1st February, 1898, and 
request authority, in accordance with the provisions of the 42nd section of the Postage Act of 1867, to 
assent lo the terms and conditions of tho contracts, so far as they are applicable to the Australian mails. 

The principal features of these contracts are:—The total subsidy under the Peninsular and Oriental 
contract is £330,900 per annum, the proportion payable in respect of the Australian mails being assessed 
at £85,000 per annum, and the subsidy payable to the Orient Company is likewise £85,000, making a total 
of £170,000 per annum, of which it is proposed that the Imperial Government shall pay £95,000 and the 
Australian Governments £75,000 per annum, apportioned amongst them on the basis of population, the 
sea transit rates collected from either countries and colonies making use of the service, together with any 
fines that may he inflicted, being credited in similar proportions to the Imperial and Colonial Governments, 
namely, 19-34ths to the former, and 15-34ths to the latter. _

The contracts provide for a fortnightly service by the Peninsular and Oriental Company’s vessels 
between Brindisi and Adelaide, 686 hours being allowed for tbe voyage in each direction, and for an 
alternate fortnightly (together making a-weekly) service by the Orient Company’s vessels between Naples 
and Adelaide, for which 696 hours are to he allowed in each direction; allowance of extra time being made 
in each case during period of monsoon. _ _

Power is reserved to Her Majesty’s Postmaster-General to require the vessels employed in the 
service to call at Fremantle, instead of Albany, Western Australia, also to substitute for Brindisi or Naples 
another Continental port, or a port in the United Kingdom, and (in the case of the Peninsular and 
Oriental Company’s contract) to modify the service by increasing or decreasing the frequency of the 
communication, or extending or curtailing the route, in any of which cases the period of transit, and the 
subsidy may be increased or diminished, as may be determined.

"The Companies are responsible for the loss or damage of any parcel or any registered postal packet, 
to tho extent of £1 and £2 respectively. _ , ,

The contracts, although determinable on the 31st January, 1905, by either party giving two years’ 
previous notice to the other, may be continued alter that date until the expiration of a notice of like 
duration given by either party at any time.b ’ i - J --------- JOSEPH COOK.

The Executive Council advise that the approval of the Government be given to the contracts 
entered into with the Peninsular and Oriental and Orient Steam Navigation Companies, as herein specified.— 
Alex. C. Buuoe, Clerk of Council. Min. 97-45, 21/9/97. Confirmed, 28/9/97. Approved,-^ 
Hampden, 21/9/97.

[Enclosures."]
THE PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY AND HER MAJESTY'S 

POSTMASTER-GENERAL.—EAST INDIA, CHINA, AND AUSTRALIA MAILS,
CONTRACT.

Aetioi-es of Agreement under seal made and entered into thin Tivcntj'-fift.li day of May One thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-seven between the Most Noble Henry Duke of Norfolk Earl Marshal and Hereditary Marshal of England K.G. Her 
Majesty’s Postmaster-General (hereinafter called the “Postmaster-General” in which term his successors in the office of Her 
Majesty’s Postmaster-Generol for the time being shall be deemed to he included) on behalf of Her Majesty of the one part 
and the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company whose office is situate at 122 Leadeuhall-street in the City of 
London (hereinafter called “ the Company " in which term their successors and permitted assigns shall be deemed to be 
included) of the other part. These

*337—A
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These presents -witness that in consideration of the matters hereinafter appearing it is hereby agreed and declared 
e ween and by the parties hereto and tho Postmaster-General (as to tho covenants agreements and stipulations hereinafter 

c n ained on tus part) doth hereby covenant and agree with the Company and the Company (as to tho covenants agreements 
an s ipulations hereinafter contained on their part) do hereby covenant and agree with the Postmaster-General in manner 
following (that is to say) — ' 6

Interpretation 
of terms.

' iNVEErKETATIOI OF TEEMS.
1. hor all the purposes of this Agreement—

. . The term “Mails” means and includes all bags hoses baskets or other packages of letters and other postal packets 
me uorng parcels (each pareol not exceeding the maximum weight of 11 lb.) without regard either to the country or place to 
n ic i such packages may be addressed or to tho country or place in which they may have originated and also ail empty bags 
boxes baskets or other receptacles and all slores and other arficles used or to be used in carrying on the Post Office service. 

Ihe term “ postal packet ” means any article for tho time being transmissible by post and includes a parcel.
Ihe term “ parcel ” means a parcel within the meaning of the Post Office (Parcels) Act 1882.
J he term 1 mail-ship ” means a vessel provided for the convcyanee of mails under this Agreement.

, , The term “Adelaide” means the signalling station (known as “Adelaide Semaphore”) at or off the port of the City of
Adelaide in Soutli Australia. r / r j
t term “ the Admiralty ” means the Commissioners for the time being for executing the office of Lord High Admiral

of tho United Eingdom. . b s =

Seetioes to be febtobmed

convey mails - . (^-) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement the Company shall during the continuance of this Agreement at
on -Mail Eoutes, 0Tl'n costs and charges in all respects convey by means of mail-ships all mails which the Postmaster-General or any of his 

officers or agents shall from time to time and at any time or times require to bo conveyed—
(a) between Brindisi and Bombay and
(h) between Brindisi and Shanghai and ■
(c) between Brindisi and Adelaide and
(d) between all other ports from which the mail-ships shall start or at which they shall call or arrive under the provisions 

of this Agreement or for the purposes of the Company.
(2.) All such mails shall be conveyed at the respective intervals of time and on the three several routes specified in the 

First Schedule hereto (which routes are hereinafter referred to ns “ Mail Eoutes”).
(3-) For the purpose of this Clause of this Agreement Ihe postal authorities of the several Possessions or Colonies of 

India Ceylon Western Australia South Australia Victoria New South Wales the Straits Settlements and Hong Kong and 
their respective officers and agents shall unless and until the Postmaster-General shall give notice to the Company to the 

Modeot contrary be deemed the agents of the Postmaster-Genera).
conveyance. ®-—0-) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement one of the mail-ships shall at such intervals as are specified in

the First Schedule hereto in the case of each Mail Boute put to sea from the port or place of departure on each of the said 
Eoutes at such day and hour as the Postmaster-General shall from time to time appoint or so soon after such day and hour 
as the mails are embarked on board such mail-ship and the mails conveyed by such mail-ship shall be delivered at tbe 
several ports or places of call and at the port or place of destination on tbe said Ecntc in the order indicated in the said 
Koute and shall he delivered at the port or place of destination on the said Koute at such day and hour as tbe Postmaster- 
General may from time to time appoint.

(2.) The days hours and times of departure and arrival in this Clause referred to- may be appointed by the Postmaster- 
General either by a time-table or time-tables to be from tune to time approved by him or in such ether manner as he shall 
think fit.

(3.) With respect to Mail Route No. 3—
(a,) The Company shall use the Princess Eoyal Harbour at the Port ef Albany whenever the use of such harbour is 

practicable.
(i.) The Company shall (if requested by the Postmaster-General so to do) substitute the port ef Fremantle in Western 

Australia for the port of Albany as a port of call under this Agreement as soon as the mail-ships can use the port of 
Fremantle with safety and cargo-wort and coaling can he carried on at such port in all states of the weather 
Provided that whenever the mail-ships call at Fremantle such an additional number of hours shall be added to tho 
period of transit applicable to Mail Boute No. 3 as hereinafter provided as shall be agreed upon between the 
Postmaster-General and the Company or failing agreement to he settled by arbitration.

A—(1-) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement each of the mail-ships employed on Mail Boute No. 3 shall on 
every outward voyage start from a port in the United Kingdom and after the due delivery at Adelaide of the mails intended 
to be delivered at that port continue her voyage to Melbourne and thence to Sydney and (subject as aforesaid) each of sueh 
mnil-ships shall on every homeward voyage commence her voyage at Sydney (calling at Melbourne on tho route to Adelaide) 
and after due delivery of the mails at Brindisi (either by the same mail-ship or by some other mail-ship to which sue-h mails 
shall have bom transferred) continue her voyage to a port in the United Kingdom whether any mails may or may not be 
required to be conveyed in any such mail-ship from or to the United Kingdom or to or from Melbourne or Sydney on any 
such voyage.

(2.) The times at which the mail-ships shall start from or arrive at the port of departure or arrival in the United 
Kingdom Melbourne and Sydney and tho rate of speed of the mail-ships between the United Kingdom and Brindisi and 
between Adelaide Melbourne and Sydney shall be fixed by the Company at their discretion hut not so as to affect the period 
of transit between Brindisi and Adelaide hereinafter referred to.

Period of transit 5,— (1.) Subject to tbe provisions of this Agreement all mails to ho conveyed under tho provisions of this Agreement
“ral Houta upon Mail Boute No. 1 shall be convoyed in either direction between Brindisi and Bombay within a period of 302 hours 

1 ’ (hereinafter referred to as the “ period of transit’’).
(2.) The period of transit shall include 3 hours allowed for a stoppage at Aden and there shall ho a stoppage at Aden 

on both the outward and homeward voyages for that time and no less,
(3.) During the prevalence of the south-west monsoon the period of transit from Bombay to Brindisi shall be extended 

, by 24 hours.
oi^sminiout™1 d.—(1.) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement all mails to he conveyed under this Agreement on Mail Boute
So. 2. Ho. 2 shall be conveyed—

From Brindisi to Shanghai within a period of 730 hours and from Shanghai to Brindisi within a period of 742 hours 
(each of which periods is hereinafter referred to as tho “ period of transit”).

(2.) The periods of transit shall respectively include the following times allowed respectively for a stoppage at each d£ 
the following ports (that is to say):— '

Mail-ships on 
Mail Route No. 3 
to ply between 
the United 
Kingdom and 
Brindisi and 
between 
Adelaide 
Melbourne and 
Sydney.

At Aden 3 hours.
A Colombo 24 hours.
At Penang 6 hours.
At Singapore 24 hours.
At Hong Kong (on outward voyage) 24 hours. 
At Hong Kong (on homeward voyage) 30 hours.

(3.) During the prevalence of the north-rast monsoon the period of transit from Brindisi to Shanghai shall be 
extended by 48 hours and during the prevalence of tho south-west monsoon the period of transit from Shanghai to Brindisi 

Period of transit e^*a^ he extended by 24 hours.
on Mail Route 7.—(1-) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement all mails to be conveyed under this Agreement on Mail Konte No.’3
No, s. shall be conveyed in either direction between Brindisi and Adelaide within a period of 686 hours (hereinafter referred to as

the “period of transit''). (2.)
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j n translt slmll include (he time allowed for all stoppages of the mail-ships at the intermediate ports
and the moil-ships shall stop on both the outward and homeward voyages at Albany (or Fremantle) for G hours and no Less 
and at Colombo for such period as may be necessary for tho purpose of delivering receiving transferring transhipping or 
behalf1811^ mallS and m 110 Ca3G le3S t^!1U llle pei,loci (not esceGdinS hours) appointed by the Postmaster-aoneral in that

hv 24 hours'1^11”118 th,> 1”’CTalcuco of tlle monsoon the period of transit from Adelaide to Brindisi shall be extended

/x I"15011 Pcrl°d of transit shall he deemed to commence so soon after the time appoin'ed by the Postmnster-
WcnDriil for the departure of the moil-ship from the port or place of departure or after the completion of the embarkation of the 
mais intended to be thereby conveyed (whichever shall last happen) ns having regard to practieul considerations the anchor 
ot such mail-ship can be weighed or the mail-ship can be Loosed from her moorings and each such period of transit shall be 
deemed to have been completed when the mail-ship has arrived and been anchored or moored in some position at the port or 
place ot destination from which the mails can be conveniently disembarked.

Ft- i u Cafe m "J1'11'' any outward or homeward voyage may be performed by more than one mail-ship the period 
of transit, shall be reckoned from the commencement of the voyage of the mail-ship by which the first part of the convayaneo 
shall be perionned to the oompletion of the voyage of the mail-ship by which the last part of the conveyance shall he performed.

n t re.?ard,E Mi}11 ^0l!te 1 the period of transit from Bombay to Brindisi shall bs deemed to commence when 
the small steamships hereinafter mentioned with the mails on board arrive alongside tho mail-ship by which the vova»e is 
intended to be porlormed and the period of transit from Brindisi to Bombay shall be deemed to be completed when the'’said 
small steamships arrive alongside the mail-ship by which the vovnge has been performed.

W The times of commencement and completion of each period of transit shall be ascertained and recorded and all 
calculations in connection therewith shall be made by officers of ihe Postmaster-General in pursuance of arrangements to bo 
from time to time made by him for the purpose and the decision of tho Boslmaster-General as to all questions relating to 
periods oi transit, shall bo final and conclusive.

i - i^C0™ed by the Postmaster-General his officer or agents requisite for tho public service that any mail- 
ship should at any time or times delay her departure from any port from which the mails arc to be conveyed under this 

greement beyond the time appointed for her departure therefrom the Postmaster-General or any of his officers or agents 
Bhall have power to order such delay (not however exceeding 24 hours) by letter addressed to the master of any such mail-ship
? ! Vn ‘lB SU,ch andl.eucl1 8]la11 be dMmcd a sufficient authority for such detention and in any such case
such addition shall be made to the period of transit during which snch detention shall lake place as the Company may prove 
to be equal to the delay caused by such detention. r ^ r

10 —(1.) The Company shall ho at liberty to convey on any Mail Route all or any of the mails hereby am-eed to he
vnvlve f 7 '"Tn1 0ve,' of tlle MaiI “T oat'™rd o? homeward
voyage and the lime-table on the Mail Routes shall be so arranged that the services shall be in correspondence both on tho 
outward and lionioward voyages. 1

(2.) Notwithstanding anything in the last preceding sub-elausc the mails shall be conveyed on Mail Route No, 2 by one
between Cdomho’rH Wo dnyLl0US bc‘™on1 Colomto and Hong J£ong and such ship shall call at the several ports or places 
between Oolombo and Hong Kong mentioned m the First Schedule hereto m relation to the said Route.
-w- -i p'V h1'0™011 nevertheless that the provisions hereinbefore contained as to tho conveyance of mails upon each of the 

»afeimpnrt;<!ulnraa 0'SCpCri?dr0if::I!?WItsh“linotin ^ c!ls0 be in anrw'ae altered or affected by or in 
operation of U^s Ctmse^ ^ ^ 110 ^ °f ^ ComPanj' of any Power contained in this Clause or otherwise by the

ClIAEACTBE OF MAIL-SHIPS AUK COXDITTONS OF MaIT, SeKVICE.
11. Every mail-ship shall be a good substantial and efficient steamship of adequate power and speed and supplied with 

first-rate appropriate steam-engines and shall be m all respects suited to the performance of the services herein agreed to be
^ ro.sP('ch';'' l'mCS -'»nd shall be provided and kept by the Company seaworthy and in

complete rep.m Mid readiness to the satisfaction of the Fostiriasf.er-G^iieRil
Pla^~sblP ahall he a'ways proper'y and sufficiently equipped in all respects so as to render her constantly 

efficient for the said services and safe for the conveyance of mails and shall be manned with legally qualified and competent 
officers with appropriate certificates granted pursuant to the Act or Acts in force for tho tune feffig VltUve to thcTmS 
of certificates to officers m the mercl.ant Service and also with competent engineers and a sufficient erew of able seamen and 
otnor men ana with a competent and registered surgeon.
nf i3' (Et<7 ^’P an(* th° equipment officers engineers and erew thereof shall bo subject at all times to the inspection
of the loslmas er-General or of such person or persons as he shall at any time or times authorise to make such inspection.

14. (1) Jl tile Fostmsster-Gencral shall at any tunc consider any mail-ship unfit for service under this Agreement
^mnJnvEfnrt>Mv0>Jimi’J’fc0 S !0WiCavTe'V^®UCh "F"1-3*11!’E,hould nofc be withdrawn from the service and unless the 
Company shall forthwith show cause to the contrary to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General ho may declare such mail- 
ship to bo unlit lor service under this Agreement and after such declaration shall have been made tha Company shall not 
employ eucJi ship in (.he performance of this Agreement, * J

(2j determine whrf,her the Postmaster-General shall be justified in declaring unv mail-ship unfit for
service or whether the Company shall be able to show cause to the contrary a special examination may'be made of the hall 
General 1IUery °f llE'" up by sucb Pcrson or pertons as may be appointed for that purpose by the Postmaster-

1£*.—(f.) The Company shall at their own cost and to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General provide thefollowiun 
accommodation for the mail service (that is to say) 1 muoiwug

^ mafil undmAoTk and key011 °£ ^ mail's!>ips ^ BeP!lrato room 0T r0™5 for tho convenient and secure deposit of the

(6.) Until the Postmaster-General gives notice to the contrary they shall provide between Port Said and Bombay on each 
of the mail-ships employed on Mail Route No, 1 the following accommodation for the purpose of sorting and making 
up the mails namely on the uppermost deck a separate and convenient room of such dimensions as tho Postmarter- 
Gencralmay from lime to time reasonably require and in the fore part of the main-doek such additional soaec to 
bo M ell ventilated and lighted as may be required. ^
Until Idle Postmaster-General gives notice to the contrary they shall provide between Penang and Hong Eong on 
the uppermost deck of each of the mail-ohips employed on Mail Route No. 2 a separate and convenient room of such
making*”* thctmai)sClStm!lat0r'<>enCra ma'T fr°m UmB 10 time 1'eas0imblr for the purpose of sorting and

(2.) Every such room shall be provided by (he Company with all such furniture lamps fittings and other convenience* 
as shall be necessary or conyenieiit for the purpose of sorting and making up (he mails and all such furniture lamps fitting* 
and other convenience* shall be from time to time cleansed and kept in repair and the oil for the lamps shall bo supplied bv 
the ecrtantB find at tlie cos(-of the Company, 1 ““ *

, (3.) The services of the erew of every mail-ship shall from time to lime be given in the conveyance of the mails between
the maii-room and the sorting room or roome.
D •» The Company shall receive and allow to remain on board each of the mail-ships on her vovago between Port
Said and Bombay and also while stopping at Aden and whether such mail-ship shall be with or without mails on board an 
officer of tlio Indian Post Office to take charge of and sort and make up (he mails.

(2.) Hie Company shall receive and allow to remain on board each of tho mad-ships on her vovage between Pennim 
tblidmffilf1P<>re <Uld b0 '0°;1 Si"fi#P01,0 and HonS Kong an officer of the Pott Office to take charge of and sort and make up

., , ('V A suilable firjt-elaii cabin with appropriate lied bedding and furniture shall at the cost of the Company be pro
vided and appropriated by them for the exclusive use and accommodation of every such officer as in this Clause mentioned 

0,,lew' sh&11 T«t»wUod by the Company as a chief cabin passenger without any charge either for his passage
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17 The Company shut] also receive and allow to remain on board each of the mail-ships on her voyage between Port 
Snid and Bombay and also while stopping at Aden and whether such mail-ship shall be with or without mails on board in 
addition to any officer in charge of the mails such number (not exceeding thirty) of officers of the Post Office a. shall he 
reasonably required for the purpose of sorting and making up the mails and shall without any charge provide amiable 
accommodation and victualling for such additional officers either as chief cabin passengers or as fore cabin passengers at tin- 
option of the Postmaster-General,

18. At each port or place where the mails arc to ho delivered and embarked the officer having charge of mails shall 
whenever and as often as by him shall be deemed necessary for the public service be conveyed on shore and also frcnnjhc shore 
to the mail-ship either with or (if such officer shall consider it necessary for the purposes of ibis Agreement) without the mails 
in a suitable and seaworthy boat of not less than four oars to be furnished with effectual covering for the mails and properly 
provided manned and equipped by the Company.

19-—(1.) The Company shall at them own cost land deliver and embark the mails at all ports or places at which the 
mails ore to bo landed delivered and embarked and shall accordingly at their own costs provide suitable means and proper 
assistance for and shall be responsible for the due landing delivery and embarking of the mails.

(2.) The Company and all commanding and other officers of the mail-ships and all agents penmen and servants of the 
Company shall at all times punctually attend to the orders and directions of the Postmaster-General Ins officers or agents as 
to the mode time and place of landing delivering and embarking the mails and shall at all times protect the mails to the 
utmost of their power.

(3.) The Company shall provide at Aden and at Bombay such small steamships as may he required for landing 
embarking and transhipping the mails with due despatch at each of the said places and such steamships respectively slmll be 
so constructed as to be able at all states of the tide to land and embark the mails at Aden and at Bombay and the Compnnv 
shali at all times keep such steamships in complete repair and ready for landing and embarking the maiL- accordingly at such 
places respectively,

20. —(1.) The master or commander of each of the mail-ships shall whenever required by the Post.muitcr-Generni his 
officers or agents so to do without any remuneration other than the subsidy payable to the Company under this Agreement 
take charge of the mails conveyed or intended to be conveyed by such mail-ship and shall adopt all necessary measures and 
precautions for the safety of the mails to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General his officers and agenls.

(2.) Each of such masters or commanders slmll make the usual declaration or declarations required or winch may 
hereafter he required by the Postmaster-General in such and similar cases and furnish such journals returns and information to 
and perform such services as the Postmaster-General his officers or agents may require.

(3.) Every such master or commander or officer duly authorised by him having charge of mails shall himself 
immediately on the arrival of the mad ship at any port or place deliver all m-iila for such port or place into the Siands of the 
Postmaster of such port or place or of such other person at such port, or place na the Postmaster-General shall authorise to 
receive the same and shall in like manner receive all the return or other mails to be forwarded in due course.

21. —(1.) The Company shall during the continuance of tins Agreement (in addition In the services hereinbefore 
contracted to be performed by them and without any payment other than the subsidy hereinafter specified) coim-y by 
any steamship of the Company performing any service undertaken by the Company for their own purposes al! mads which the 
Postmaster-General or any of his officers or agents shull from time to lime require to be conveyed.

(2.) The mails shall be conveyed by any such steamship as in this clause mentioned to and bo delivered at any port or 
place to which such steamship shall sail and for which such mails are intended.

(3.) Provided that (except as regards the payment for the services to be rendered by the Company under Ibis Clause) 
nothing contained in this Agreement shall impose on the Company with respect to the embarking delivering and conveyance 
of any mails wiiich are to be convoyed by the Company under this Clause any obligations in excess of those now imposed by 
the law of England on the master of a vessel with respect ti the embarking delivering and conveyance of letters received by 
him on board his vessel.

22. The Company shall undertake and make all necessary and proper arrangements in connection with any statutory 
regulations of the Local Government Board relative to public health or m connection with quarantine which may be required 
in respect of fhc mail-ships or any other steamships of the Company carrying mails under this Agreement imd no deduction 
shall be made from the subsidy payable under this Agreement nor shall the Company ho otherwise liable ior or by rea-on of 
any delay in the landing embarkation delivery or conveyance of any mails arising from the observance of any such regulations 
or the imposition of quarautme.

23. —(1.) Nothing in this Agreement shall exempt the Company or any mail-ship or other steamship of the Company 
from the operation of any Act of Parliament Order ia Council bye-law or other provision of the law in relation to explosives.

(2.) The Company shall not convey in any mail-ship any article which m the opinion of the Postmasner-General is 
likely to endanger the mails.

24. The Company shall be responsible for the loss or damage of any parcel or of any registered postal packet of any 
kind conveyed or tendered for conveyance under this Agreement (unless such loss nr damage be caused or occasioned by- 
act of God the Queen’s enemies pirates restraints of princes rulers or people jettison barratry fire collision or perils or 
accidents of the seas rivers and steam navigation) and in the event of any such loss or damage (except as aforesaid) the 
Company shall be liable to pay to the Postmaster-General in respect of eaeli parcel or registered postal packet so lost or 
damaged (subject to the proviso hereinafter contained) such sum of money as shall be equal to the amount which may have 
been awarded and paid by the Postmaster-General at his sole option and discretion (and though not under any legal 
obligation) to the sender or addressee of such parcel or registered postal packet as compensation for the loss or damage 
thereof Provided that such sum shall not in any case exceed £1 per parcel or £2 per registered postal packet.

25. The Company shall not nor shall any master or commander of any mail-ship receive or permit to he received on 
board any mail-ship for conveyance thereby any letters other than those which are required or expressly permitted to bo 
carried under this Agreement and any such letters as are not required by law to pass through the Post Office nor shall the 
Company or any such master or commander receive or permit to be received on board any mail-ship for conveyance thereby 
any mails on behalf of any colony or foreign country without the consent of the Postmaster-General and the entire postage 
of al! mails conveyed by any mail-ship under this Agreement shall in all cases (ns between the Postmaster-General and the 
Company) belong to the Postmaster-General and shall he absolutely free from all claims or demands whatever of or by the 
Company under or by virtue of this Agreement or otherwise.

Modification of Services.

Power to Post- 2G. If at any time or times the Postmaster-General shall for any reason whatever desire to alter the particular days
mastcr-Gcneral times or hours of departure from and arrival at the terminal ports of departure and destination respectively on each of the 
of denarture^ind Routes he shall (subject and without prejudice to the provisions of Clause 10 hereof) give to the Company three 
arrival. calendar months’ notice in writing of such desire.
Power to Post- 27.—(1.) If at any time the Postmaster-General shall deem it necessary or expedient in the public interest to sub-
master-acneral stitute for Brindisi as the port or place for the commencement and termination of the respective outward and homeward 
to substitute services under this Agreement another port on the Continent of Europe or in the United Kingdom the Company shall on 
another Euro- receiving reasonable notice from the Postmaster-General to that effect convey the mails to and from such other port or 
port mUnlted place in substitution for Brindisi and this Agreement shall in respect of the services to he rendered by the Company bo 
Kinprdom for read and construed as if the name of such other port or place on the Continent of Europe or in the United Kingdom 
Brindisi. appeared throughout the same in lieu of the word Brindisi.

(2.) In the event of such substitution as hereinbefore mentioned the several periods of transit shall be respectively 
liable to be increased or diminished to such an extent as shall be agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the 
Company or failing such agreement as shall be determined by arbitration and the subsidy payable hereunder shall be liable 
to be increased or diminished in such manner as (having regard to all the circumstances of the case and particularly to any 
expense or loss incurred or to any risk run by or any advantage accruing to the Company in consequence of such substi
tution) shall be agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the Company or failing agreement shall be determined by 
arbitration.

28.
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—(L) If at any time or times the Postmaster-General shall deem it necessary or expedient in the public interest 
that all the mails to be conveyed upon all the Mail Routes shall be conveyed from the United Kingdom by rvay of the Cape 
of Good Hope or Cape Horn instead of by way of the Suer, Canal the Company on receiving reasonable notice from the 
Postmaster-General to that effect shall in lieu of the services licrembefore contracted to be performed convey the mails by 
means of mail-ships by way of the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn from and to such port in the United Kingdom as 
may be agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the Company or in default of agreement be determined by arbi
tration to and from the terminal ports nr places upon each of the outward Mail Routes serving as far as practicable the 
several places or ports of call on each Mail Route.

(2.) In such case the mails shall bo conveyed at such :ates of speed and on such other conditions as may be agreed 
upon between the Postmaster-General and the Company and in default of agreement may be determined by arbitration.

(3.) All the provisions of tills Agreeinonfc with refereneo to the services to he perfoimed by the Company shall (so 
far as the same are applicable} apply to the embarking conveying landing and delivery of the mails Under the provisions of 
this Clause.

(4.) The Postmaster-General shall not in respect of the substituted service in this Clause mentioned make any 
additional payment to the Company unless by reason of the performance of such substituted service and on no other 
account the Company shall sustain a loss of general revenue or incur expenses exceeding the expenses incurred in the 
conveyance of the mails to and fiom Brindisi under the provisions of this Agreement.

(5.J Should any such loss or additional expenses as last aforesaid be incurred or sustained by the Company the 
Postmaster-General shall pay to the Company in addition to the said subsidy such sum of money as may be agreed upon 
between him and them or failing such agreement as shall bo detci mined by arbitration and upon such arbitration due 
regard shall be had to the respective interests of the Company and the Postmaster-General in the performance of the 
voyage or voyages of any mail-ship by which the mails shall have been convoyed under the provisions of this Clause.

29. The powers conferred upon the Postmaster-General by the last two preceding Clauses may be exercised in 
relation to a temporary or a peimanont change of route or of port (as the case may be) and in tho case of a temporary 
change may bo exercised as often as the Postmaster-General dvems it expedient and the Postmaster-General may in his 
notice requiring the change specify the period during which such change shall take effect or require such change to be made 
until further notice and at the expiration of the time limited by the Postmaster-General or upon receiving reasonable 
notice from tho Postinastcr-Gcuoral to that eficut (as the case may he) the Company shall icvert to the original route or 
poi't {as the case may ho).

30. —(1.) If at any time or times the Postmaster-General shall desire to modify (otherwise than as aforesaid) the 
services hereby agreed to be pci formed (as for example to incieaso or decrease the frequency of the conveyance of the 
mails between any of tho ports or places to or from which the mails arc to be conveyed under this Agreement or to extend 
the conveyance of the mails to any other ports or places not .specified in this Agreement or to discontinue the conveyance 
of such mails to or from any port or place specified in this Agreement) he shall be at liberty so to do on giving reasonable 
notice to the Company and from and after the expiration of arty such notice the modified, services thereby required to be 
performed shall he accordingly performed by the Company in lieu of tho services hereby agreed to he performed and in any 
and every such case if such notice cause an increase of the services hereby agreed to he performed the Postmaster-General 
shall in respect of such increase pay to the Company in addition to the subsidy hereinafter specified such sum of money as 
may be agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the Company or failing such agreement as shall he determined 
by arbitration or if such notice cause a decrease of the services hereby agreed to be performed the Postmaster-General shull 
m respect of such decrease deduct from the said subsidy such sum of money as may be agreed on as aforesaid or failing 
such agreement as shall be determined by arbitration.

(2 ) The particular days times and hours of departure from and arrival at any ports or places or of other services (if 
any) which may he appointed under this Clause shall fur the time being be deemed to be the days times and hours of 
dcpaiture and arrival of the mail-ships and of other services umlci this agreement and shall be observed and kept by tho 
Company accordingly.

AnxmtALTY Clauses.
31. During the continuance of this Agreement the several stipulations and agreements specified in the Second 

Schedule hereto shall be binding on the Company as regards the mail-ships plying on Mail Routes 1 and 2.
32. —(1.) Subject to the provisions of the Subvention Agreement between the Admiralty and the Company dated 

3rd April 1894 or of any subsequent Subvention Agreement the Admiralty shall at any time during the continuance of this 
Agreement if they shall consider it neccssaty for the public interest so to do have power and be at liberty to purchase all 
or any of the mail-ships at a valuation or to charter exclusively for Her Majesty’s service at a rate of hire to he mutually 
fixed and agreed on by them and the Company or in case of difference to be determined by arbitration and every or any 
difference as to the amount of valuation or hire or rate of hire so to be paid shall he determined by arbitration.

(2.) In the case of snob purchase or hire the services hereby contracted to ho performed shall he performed by other 
steamships of the Company of a similar description to the mail-ships purchased or hired if the Company can in due and 
proper time furnish such steamships.

(3.) In the event of the Company being allowed by tho Postmaster-General to continue to perform only a portion 
of snob services there shall he paid to the Company sneh annual sum of money as shall be agreed upon between the 
Postmaster-General and the Company and in case of their differing as to the amount the difference shall be determined by 
arbitration,

Solsiuy ash Dehucuoxs.

33. In consideration of the covenants and agreements herein contained and on1 the part of the Company to he 
observed and performed and of the due and faithful performance by the Company of all the services under this Agreement 
there shall he payable to the Company during the continuance of this Agreement (out of such aids or supplies as may from 
time to time he appropriated by Parliament for that purpose) a yearly subsidy or sum after the rate of £330,000 per annum 
or (in the event of any such default or failure or other event as hereinafter mentioned) so much of tho said subsidy or sum 
as shall remain payable in respect of any year after making such deductions therefrom (if any) as hereinafter in that behalf 
mentioned in respect of any such default or failure or other event.

34. There shall he forfeited and paid by the Company to the Postmaster-G eneral the following sums in the following 
events that is to say—

(1.) If the Company shall fail to coni mence the performance of the services hereby agreed to be performed on the 
1st February 1S9S or on such subsequent day as the Postmaster-General may appoint the Company shall forfeit and pay 
the sum of £100 for every complete period of 24 hours which shall elapse before the Company shall commence the perform
ance of such services.

Provided that—
(a) the amount which shall become payable by the Company in respect of such default as aforesaid so far as the same 

shall relate to any one of the Mail Routes shall not in the aggregate exceed the sum of £20,000 ; and
(fi) the payment by the Company of the aforesaid amount shall not prejudice the right of the Postmaster-General 

to insist on any payment or deduction to which he may bo entitled in respect of the same default under the 
provisions hereinafter contained.

(2.) On each occasion when the Company shall fail to provide a mail-ship in accordance with this Agreement at 
Brindisi Bombay Shanghai or Adelaide ready to put to sea at the appointed time or if any mail-ship provided by the 
Company as aforesaid shall not in fact put to sea and proceed on her voyage at the appointed time tho Company shall 
forfeit and pay—

(a) the sum of £500 in case such default occurs at Brindisi Bombay or Shanghai and the sum of £250 in case such 
default occurs at Adelaide ; and

(5) a further sum of £100 in case such default occurs at Brindisi Bombay or Shanghai and a further sum of £50 in case 
such default (incurs at Adelaide for every successive complete period of 24 hours which slmll elapse before snch 
mail-ship shall actually put to sea and proceed on her voyage in pursuance of this Agreement.
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_ , (jM Oh MCh ^cession when the mails shall not be conveyed in either direction between Brindisi and Bombay' 
JirjnaiB] and Shanghai and Brindisi and Adelaide within the respective periods of transit hereinbefore specified the Company 
shall forfeit and pay the sum of £100 for every complete period of labours (in the ease of voyages between Brindisi and 
Bombay and Brindisi and Siianghai) or of 24 hours (in the case of voyages between Brindisi and Adelaide) by which 
the said respective periods of transit hereinbefore provided shall be exceeded.

Provided that no such payment as in this sub-clause mentioned shall he mode if the Company slmll prove to the 
satisfaction of the Postmaster-Ueneral that such default arose wholly or in part from any cause or causes altogether beyond 
the control of the Company.

. by reason of any law or regulation against Sunday labour in any port or place from or at
winch a mail-ship shall start or call under this Agreement any mai l-ship employed or about to lie employed in any service 
under this Agreement shall be delayed then and in every such case no such paymen t as in this suh-clause mentioned shall 
be made m respect of any default in the conveyance of any mails under this Agreement caused by such delay.

'. ■/ , e aggregate amount of the sums payable under sub-clause (2) and under sub-clause (3) of this Clause
4M8nfui i 'ln at’on to any oue voyage shall in the case of payments under sub-clause (2) never exceed by more than 
£1,000 and m the case of payments under sub-clause (3) never exceed by any amount that part of the subsidy for the 
current year which shall he applicable to the voyage.

(5.) Each and all of the said several sums of money hereinbefore stipulated to be paid by the Company to the 
Bostmaster-General in the event of failure or default of the Company as aforesaid shall be duo and payable as stipulated 
ascertained or liquidated damages and not by way of penalty and (except as aforesaid) from whatever cause or causes such 
failure or default may nave arisen and although no loss shall be or may have been snstaiued by reason or in consequence of 
such lailurc or default and every such sum shall at the option and discretion of the Postmaster-General bo either deducted 
by mm from any moneys then payable or which may thereafter become payable to the Company under this Agreement or 
be recovered as a debt to Her Majesty with foil costs of suit.
r> ^ ^^'e paymeilf' 0t' liability to pay any sum hereinbefore mentioned shall in no way prejudice the right of the 
Postmaster-General to treat as a breach of this Agreement the failure in respect of which such sum shall become payable 
by the Company as aforesaid.

35. If and whenever the Postmaster-General gives notice to the Company' that lie no longer requires them to provide 
accommodation for the sorting and making up of the mails on -Mail Routes Ho. 1 and No. 2 and to receive and convey 
Umcers of the Post Office for the same purpose there shall be deducted from the said subsidy—

(a.) If and so far as such notice relates to Mail Route No. 1 the sum of £7,500.
(b) If and so far as such notice relates to Mail Route No. 2 the sum of £1,000.

accounts bet ween the Postmaster-General and the Company in relation to the said subsidy and any deduc-' 
tions therefrom as heremheforo provided shall bo made out and settled quarterly up to and as soon as conveniently may be' 
a er the 31st day of March the ,10th day of June the 30th day of September and the 31st day of December in each year and 
the amount of balance (if any) which shall be due to the Company on each such quarterly accountshall he paid by tho Post
master-General at the General Post Office London out of such aids or supplies as aforesaid upon the settlement of each snch 
account and for the purposes of such accounts the said subsidy shall be deemed to accrue from day to day subject to the 
liability of the same to tho several deductions aforesaid.

Term of Agreement ash Incimhtal Provisions,

,,, , , Tjlis Agreement shalj come into operation on the 1st day of February 1893 aud shall continue in force until the 
dlst day or January 1903 inclusive and shall then determine if notice in writing to that effect shall have been given twenty- 
lour calendar mouths previously to the said last-mentioned date either to the Company by the Postmastor-Gencral or to 
the Bostmaster-General by the Company and if uot so determined this Agreement shall continue in force after such last- 
mentioued date until the expiration of a notice of a like duration given by either party at any time.

33.—(1.) If on the determination of this Agreement any mail-ship shall or ought to have started or shall start on any 
voyage m conformity with this Agreement or any other steamship of the Company shall have started on a voyago witii 
mails on board such voyage shall be continued and performed and the mails bo delivered and embarked during and at the- 
completion of the same and all the provisions of this Agreement be observed as if this Agreement had remained in force 
with regard M any such ship and services and with respect to such ship and services this Agreement shall be considered as 
perfonnedmmiltCd WheU Sh,P ^ 1 hllVe reachcd her l’ort or of destination and such services shall have boon

(2.) Iu respect of any such voyage as in this Claose mentioned the Company shall not be entitled to receive any 
payment or compensation over and above the subsidy payable under this Agreement on the day when this Agreement, 
(otherwise than as to any such voyage) determines. 6

Supplemental Provisions.

s]la^ .k® lawful for the Postmaster-General at any time and from time to time to delegate any of the powers, 
vested in him by virtue of these presents to such person or persons as he shall think fit.

p„A,' . Company shall not assign underlet or dispose of this Agreement or any part thereof without the consent of
tne J. ostmaster-Oreneral signified by an instrument in writing.
^ w ■¥' /i1 case this Agreement or any part thereof is assigned underlet or otherwise disposed of aud in case of any great 
" broach on the part of the Company their officers agents or servants of this agreement or of aoy covenant matter
or thing herein contained it shall be lawful for tho Postmaster-General if he shall think fit and notwithstanding there 
may or may not have been any former breach of this Agreement by an instrument iu writing to determine this Agreement 
without any previous notice to the Company and the Company shall not be entitled to any compensation in respect of any 

, l'frrUniltl?ri' al;d,su,c!1 determination shall not deprive the Postmaster-Genera! of any right or remedy to which he 
“e ePtltled rea.s°n of such breach or any prior breach of this Agreement Provided that in case within 

ip Strvl°* as aforcsald on the Company of a notice determining this Agreement the Company give notice in 
w ntin0 to the 1 ostmastcr-General that they dispute the sufficiency of such breach to justify the Postmaster-General in 
determining tins Agreement such dispute shalllie referred to arbitration and in such case this Agreemeut shall notwith- 

^och notice of dctemunatioiv continue iu force unless and until an award shall be made to the effect that such 
aforesaid “ hes was or ’*Tcro sllfficlenf to justify the Postmaster-General in giving such notice of determination as

to Km.n4rp'tW°trrrmaEter‘GeK T1 Tl! use his gOT°d offic-«s with the Governments of the Australian Colonies with a'view 
the C°mPr- be comPePed to pay in respect of any mail-ship calling at any port or place in any of
for the ri?n«! ^ dl,es othe!' charges of a public nature other than or in excess of the dues or charges
the conveyancci of maihfor not ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ *“ re3peot of otller vesscl of a like cl™'acter whether employed in

been incorJorated^W^0 ^ Aereement ahaU be deemed to be part of this Agreement, in all respects as if the same had

-.t or ^ny 1)«rminate this Agreement if given by the Postmaster-General shall be served by being left
nlvpobv tt dn by P°St ^the Cr(?'pauy at thcir office or !ast known place of business in London and any such notice if
of the i^cst Offic^tKene^l Post Sffice lSi^ ^ ShaU be SCrVed by by post to the Secretary

officeJor)a"l„?00t‘CCrV ^rootj?ns (other than any notice to terminate this Agreement) which the Postmaster-General his 
Postmaster fvnpi-il0ver<ffiy ^thonsed to grye to the Company their officers servants or agents may at the option of the 
offic^av^Trf nnih n fficers °r aguntS Clther bC del,vered or aeat b? po^ the master of any mail-ship or to any other 
CommRWCoinPany «n charge or management of any mail-ship or be left for. or forwarded by post to tho 
be binffing on the aimpiny 406 °f'buSmeBS °f the ComPaily 111(1 ally notices or directions so given left or sent by post shall

45.
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Adelaide to Brindisi

45. In pursuance of the provisions contained in an Acl of Parliament passed in the.'£2rid year o£ the reign of King 
Oeorge the III intituled f< An Act for restraining any person concerned in any contract commission or agreement made for 
“ the public service from being elected or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of Commons3’ no Member of the 
House of Commons shall be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or to any benefit to arise therefrom contrary 
to the true intent and meaning of the said Act.

46. This Agreement shall not be binding until it has been approved by a resolution of the House of Commons.

Bon'd.
47- And lastly for tlic due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants conditions provisoes clauses 

articles and agreements hereinbefore contained which on the part and behalf of the Company are or ought to be observed 
performed fulfilled and kept the Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto our Sovereign Lady the 
Queen in the sum of £60,000 of lawful money of the United Kingdom to be paid to our said Lady the Queen her heirs and 
successors by way of stipulated or ascertained damages hereby agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the 
'Company in case of the failure on the part of the Company in the due execution of this Agreement or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the Postmasfcer-Creueral hath hereunto set his hand and seal and the Company have hereunto 
affixed their Common Seal the day aud year first before mentioned.

The Schedules hereinbefore referred to :— ,
THE PIRST SCHEDULE.

Mail Koctes.
Route Itfo. 1. .
Once a Wczh,

From Brindisi to Bombay (via the Sues Canal) calling at Aden and from Bombay to Brindisi (via the Suez Canal) 
calling at Aden,

Route Ko. 2.
Oj?ce in every Two IKcefcs.

From Brindisi to Shanghai calling at Aden Colombo Penang Singapore and Hong Kong ana from Shanghai to 
Brindisi calling at Hong Kong Singapore Penang Colombo and Aden.

Uoutk Xo. 3.
Once in cvefi'y Tico WttH.

.From Brindisi to Adelaide calling at Aden Colombo and Albany (or Fremantle) and from 
■calling at Albany {or Fremantle) Colombo and Aden.

THE SECOND SCHEDULE.
1. The Company shall and will when and so often as they or the masters of the mail-ships shall be required iu writing 

bo to do by the Admiralty the Secretary of State for India or the Secretary of State for the Colonics or by any officers or 
agents acting under their authority (such writing to specify the rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed 
and the accommodation to be provided for him or them) receive provide for victual and convey to from and between 
any of the ports or places to from and between which any of the mail-ships arc to proceed in the performance of this 
Agreement (in addition to any officers of the Post Office employed in connection with the mails conveyed or to be conveyed 
under this Agreement)

(a) Any number of naval military or civil officers in the service of Her Majesty not exceeding eight in any one ship
u-ith or without their wives and children as chief cabin or first-class saloon passengers (together with their servants 
male and female who are to have the same accommodation as that provided for the servants of other passengers 
or of officers of the Company) . t ^ . .

(b) Any number of non-commissioned and warrant officers not: exceeding four in anyone ship with or without their
wives and children as fore cabin or second-class passengers and ^ ■ u-

(e) Any number of seamen marines soldiers or artificers in Her Majesty's service not exceeding ten in any one ship 
with or without their wives and children as third-class passengers to be always provided with effectual protec
tion from rain sun and bad weather and not exposed on deck without such competent protection and to have 
hammocks or bunks (subject to the approval of the Admiralty) placed between decks.

2. —(].) The passengers who shall be conveyed in pursuance of the last preceding clause (who are hereinafter 
designated “ Government passengers”) with their families shall be treated in no respect whether as regards food cabin or 
other accommodation or aught else hi a way inferior to that in which ordinary passengers of the same class are treated or 
to that required by the regulations of Her Majesty’s Transport Service. Tim messing of the second-class and the victualling 
of the third-class naval adult passengers shall include in each day one half gUl of spirits.

(2.) The several classes of passengers slmll mess in separate places and medical attendance medteme and medical 
comforts mess utensils and fittings cooking utensils articles for table use and mess places fuel lights, requisite articles of 
bedding and all other necessaries shall be provieed for them in like manner as for ordinary passengers of the like classes

respectively. ... . , i n i 0.1 •
3. The passage money for Government passengers and their families and servants respectively shall unless otherwise

agree between the Admiralty aud the Company be the same as that charged by the Company for ordinary passengers of the 
same class and shall include all the particulars mentioned in the last preceding Clause and if and whenever any alteration 
of rates for ordinary passengers shall be made by the Company the Admiralty shall be immediately apprised of such 
alteration, _.* t.

4. Returns of the embarkation and disembarkation of all Government passengers shall be furnished to the Director
of Transports immediately after the departure and arrival of each mail-ship. ^ ^

5. Payments for passage money for Government passengers shall be applied for by invoices according to a form to 
be obtained from the office of the Director of Transports and shall he made only upon such applications and upon the 
production of the orders for the passage together with a certificate under the hand of the commanding officer specifying 
the number of third-class passengers (men women and children) conveyed with the ages and sexes of the latter and stating 
the periods during which they have been respectively regularly supplied with provisions while on board and also a certi
ficate under the hand of each first and second class passenger of his or her having being landed at the place of destination 
and of Ilia or her having been properly accommodated and messed during the voyage and specifying the dates from and to 
which they were messed computed from the first to the last dinner meal.

6. The Company shall convey for every Government passenger free of charge the quantity of baggage (whether such 
quantity shall be estimated or ascertained by bulk or weight) to which he is entitled under the Government Regulations 
for the time being in force and freight shall be payable for any extra baggage of_ a Government passenger after the same 
rate as the freight payable according to the regulations of the Company for the time being for extra baggage of an ordinary 
passenger of the same class but the same must be paid by the passengers themselves.

7. The passage money for the wives families and servants of commissioned and civil officers when not ordered to be 
conveyed at the public expense shall be paid to the Company by the officers themselves.

8. In all cases where an officer in the naval military or civil service of Her Majesty who may not be entitled to a
passage at the public expense shall require a passage on hoard any of the maibships the Company shall be bound to provide 
when they have room in such maiLship a passage for such officer in preference to any non-official passenger not already 
booked and shall charge no higher rate for such passage than is chargeable for an ordinary passenger. .

9. —(1.) The Company shall receive on board each of the mail-ships and shall convey on behalf of the Admiralty
(a) Any small packages which may be ordered for conveyance and also ^ 4

. (b) (On receiving from the British naval officer in command of any naval station two days previous notice) any naval
or other stores not exceeding at any one time in any onemail-ship 10 tons weight or 15 tons of 40 cubic lest each in 

. measurement.
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,, r Company shall convey and deliver such small'packages and stores at the lowest rates of freight charged by
1.1,. ,ll'nPa^ r Prl'?0Dds of a similar character or description and shall give immediate notice to the Admiralty of 
packages andVtores mteS™ ^rel8*ltjanr^ shall iu all cases he responsible for the custody and safe and speedy delivery of such

' NORFOLK E. M.

[L S.]
Signed sealed and delivered by the above-named Henry Duke ) 

of Norfolk Her Majesty's Postmaster-General in the [ 
presence of l

Andrkw M. Ooilvie Private Secretary to the Postmaster-General. 
The Common Seal of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation )

Company was hereunto affixed in the presence of j
Thos, Sutherland 1
Leven and Melville 1 Directors.
F. D. Barnes )

■ H. H, Josevh Secretary.

[L.S.]

Interpretation 
of terma

HER MAJESTY'S POSTMASTER-GENERAL AND THE ORIENT STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY —
AUSTRALIAN MAILS.

CONTRACT.
U jdxerr Sef-1 rnad5,:uld eutered into this 25th day of May 1S97 between the Most Noble Henry Duke 

P r Eald Mrr31a and Heregitary .Marshal of England K.G. Her Majesty’s Postmaster-General (hereinafter called 
l! °®t-maEjet'-Geueral in nhich term his successors in the office of Her Majesty’s Postmaster-General for the time being 

whiie lnclu(d*^ ™ |«ba f Her ifa3esty of the fast part the Orient Steam Navigation Company Limited
vhose legistered office is at No, 13 lenchurch-avenue m the City of London (hereinafter called “the Comnauv " in which 
term their successors and permitted assigns shall he deemed to be included) of the second part and the Law Guarantee and 
irust society Limited whose registered office is situate at 49 Chancery-lane in the county of London of the third part.
,. „ ihes^ Pre“nt,i ^fuess that in consideration of the matters hereinafter appearing it is hereby agreed and declared 
between and by the parties hereto and the Postmaster-General (as to the covenants agreements and stipulations hereinafter 
contained on his part) doth hereby covenant and agree with the Company and the Company (as to the covenants agree
ments and stipulations hereinafter contained on their part) do hereby covenant and agree with the Postmaster-General in 
maimer loLioving that is to say :__

Interpretation of Terms.
1. For all the purposes of this Agreement—

. , The term “ mails ’ means and includes all bags boxes baskets or other packages of letters and other postal packets 
including parcels (each parcel not exceeding the maximum weight of 11 lb.) without regard cither to the country or place 
to which such packages may be addressed or to the country or place in which they may have originated and also all empty 
bags boxes baskets or other receptacles and all stores and other articles used or to be used in currying on the Post Oilice

The term “postal packet ” means any article for the time being transmissible by post and includes a parcel
Ihe term parcel-'means a parcel within the meaning of tho PostOfiice (Parcels) Act 18S2. ’
1 he term ' mail-ship ” means a vesscl provided for the conveyance of mails under this Agreement. 

r.¥ , ■ Ad«la‘(l1' means the signalling station (known as “Adelaide Semaphore") at or off the port of the
City of Adelaide in South Australia. 4 iv .e

Company to 
convey mails 
once a fortnight 
each way 
between Naples 
ami Australia.

Mode of 
conveyance.

Outward mail- 
ships to start 
from the United 
Kingdom and 
proceed to 
Melbourne and 
Sydney and 
homeward mail- 
ships to start 
from Sydney 
call at Melbourne 
and proceed to 
United 
Kingdom.

JSeuviois to b» Performed.

Subject to tboProvi810118 of this Agreement the Company shall once in every fortnight during the continu-
fn each dHeetifn rr N ^ 0"’n Tl a an.d,cbllrS(;s in idl convey , .a the Suez Canal and by mean! of mail-ships
whlehtwJh P betw een b aples and Adelaide and between all other ports from which the mail-ships shall start or at
the Post,'d ftTnV0 "“m • tbc Provlslons of thl8 Agreement or for the purposes of the Company all mails which
conveyed 1 ^ 1 C"" ^ °f 113 °fficers or aSe,lts sha11 fr°n> time to time and at any time or times require to be

revtm/\Ve!tornt! A,P.i^rSeQ 0f.ih:4S el.USv °Uh;S ASree,ne.nt tllc postal authorities of the several Possessions or Colonics of

?0U^! WaleS alltUbeir oncers and agents shall
Postmaster General PoStmastcr'Goll<;ral sba11 Elvc not'c= to tho Company to the contrary ho deemed the agents of the

davaafr7i1(!v1U^eCt.t0th1eP.rOvili0in30f tIlla one of the mail-ships shall once in every fortnight upon such
bv\ tit fl ! lntfFvalE 111(1 a* 811oh t'onrs respectively .as the Postmaster-General shall from time to time appoint (either 
nLr tn -T tlm®-tab!f t(i h® fromr tim®t0 ‘lme approved by him or otherwise as ho shall think fit) and immediately 
a)f^l ^1 enlba!'bed Put t? 808 Rom Naples and proceed (via. the Suez Canal) to Adelaide and one of the mail-ships
S of such madid,mad 111 hlte. ma,lllcr lnit to sea t™111 Adelaide and proceed (nu the Suez Canal) to Naples and
each of such mail-ships shall on each outward and homev ard voyage respectively proceed to call at and start from the 
following intermediate ports or places namely Colombo and Albany (or Fremantle).
practicable hC Coinl)aiJy sba11 use tbo Plillcess Koj'31 Harbour at the Port of Albany w henever the use of snch harbour is

Port nP-p™Tlle ?i0T,-pa.^ S.ba11 re<Illcst®d hy t,le Postmaster-General so to do and upon reasonable notice) substitute the 
ma shil H P rtraIl^if0r 1 ̂  rfrt Albany as a port of call under this Agreement as soon as the
rtitM nf th^w-.ath*th P?Urt‘jfAt*wanL e Wlth iafcty ‘?ni:l oarg0-'v'ork alld coaling can be carried on at such port in all bl addfd to tL rtrinrl P?,v“ded.tbat whenever the mail-ships call at Fremantle such an additional number of fours shall 
be added to the period of transit hereinafter referred to as shall be agreed upon between the Postmaster-General aud the 
Company or failing agreement be settled by arbitration. wnmasecr general ana tne
in the Uffitod s.hall«" «VCTy from Naples to Adelaide as aforesaid start from a port
W M ^d V/Fer tle dS6 dellvery,at' Adelaide of the mads intended to be delivered at that port continue
her voyage to Melbourne aud thence to Sydney and each of the mail-ships'shall on every homeward voyage commence her 
voyage to Naples at Sydney {calling at Melbourne on tho route to Adelaide) and after the due delivery of the mails at 
Naples continue her voyage to a port in the United Kingdom whether any mails may nr may not he requTred to be conveyed 
m any such mail-ship from or to the United Kingdom m to and from Melbourne or Sydney on any such voyage y
Kinndim wilhn^? “Vo”? the sbal1 sta7 ,fr0"1 or arrlve at t'm'port of departure or arrival in tl.e United
Kin0dom Melbourne and Sydney and the rate of speed of the mail-ships between the United Kingdom and Naples and
of ttranqifhrtwde J?®lb1°urne ?n,d,SfdFle>i ShaP 'f by the ColllPally at their discretion but not so as to affect the period 
of transit between Naples and Adelaide hereinafter referred to. *

(3 ) The Company shall be at liberty at their option to continue the outward voyage of any mail-ship bevond and 
0 Newcastle (New South Wales) and to commence tho homeAiS voyag! of the LdCXp 

iron) Newcastle aforesaid jjrovided she calls at Sydney. ^
Ia tb,e eve,lt of a,1.y B1ooidcnt or delay which would if any voyage of any mail-ship wore continued beyond

Ume f™Mnt^TrertaTCtlVC y preTent aucb mall;flhip from starting on her return homeward voyage from Adelaide at 
the time appointed for that purpose m pursuance of the provisions of this Agreement the Company shall be at liberty to 
theTn8? tbe olltward voyage of snch mail-ship at Adelaide or Melbourne {as the case may be) and forthwith to commence 
the homeward voyage of such mail-ship at the same place as the circumstances of the case may require 
_ any e"cb f86 as >s mentioned in the last suh-clause the Company shall bear the cost of conveying to Sydney
Fo ti:> Moffiourae and Sydney (as the case may be) all parcels on board the mail-ship intended for those places ,-uid also the
to be LnveFtdTa7v, conv?>Tce froal or Melbourne to Adelaide of any parcels from Sydney or Melbourne intended
to be conveyed by the mail-ship on her homeward voyage. im*uutsu

5.
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5. —(1.) Each entire voyage of each of the mail-ships in either direction between Naples and Adelaide shall he 0
completed within a period of 696 hours (hereinafter called “ the period of transit”). '

(2.) The period of transit shall include the time allowed for all stoppages of the mail-ships at the intermediate ports 
and the mail-ships shall stop on both the outward and homeward voyages at Albany (or Fremantle) for six hours and no 
less and at Colombo for such period as may be necessary for the purpose of delivering receiving or exchanging mails and in 
no case less than the period (not exceeding 24 hours) appointed by the Postmaster-General in that behalf.

(3.) During the prevalence of the south-west monsoon the period of transit from Adelaide to Naples shall be 
extended by 36 hours. , , - ,

6. —(1.) Each period of transit shall he deemed to commence so soon after the time appointed by the Postmaster-Cnlcumtion of 
General for tho departure of the mail-ship from Naples and Adelaide respectively or after the completion of the embarkation ' °
of the mails intended to he thereby conveyed (whichever shall last happen) as (having regard to practical considerations) 
the anchor of such mail-ship can be weighed or the mail-ship can be loosed from her moorings and each such period of 
transit shall bo deemed to be completed when the mail-ship has arrived and been anchored or moored in some position at 
the port or place of destination from which the mails can conveniently be disembarked.

(2.) In any case in which any outward or homeward voyage between Naples and Adelaide may by reason of 
Occident or other necessity be performed by more than one mail-ship the period of transit shall be reckoned from the _ com
mencement of the voyago of the mail-ship by which the first part of the conveyance shall be performed to the completion of 
the voyage of the mail-ship by which the last part of the conveyance shall be performed.

(3.) The times of commencement and completion of each period of transit shall be ascertained and recorded and all 
calculations in connection therewith shall be made by officers of the Postmaster-General in pursuance of arrangements to 
be from time to time made by him for such purpose and the decision of the Postmaster-General on all such questious shall 
Ije final aud conclusive. _

7. Should it bo deemed by the Postmaster-General his officers or agents requisite for the public service that any Power to ddsy 
mail-ship should at any time or times delay her departure from any port from which the mails are to be conveyed under
this Agreement beyond the time appointed for her departure therefrom the Postmaster-General or any of his officers or '
agents shall have power to order such delay (uot however exceeding 24 hours) by letter addressed to the master of any 
such mail-ship or any person acting as such and such letter shall be deemed a sufficient authority for such detention and in 
any such case an equivalent addition shall bo made to the period of transit during which such detention shall take place.

Chakactek or Mail-ships and Conjhtions or Mail Seuvice.

8. Every mail-ship shall be a good substantial and efficient steamship of adequate power and speed and supplied with Character of 
first-rate appropriate steam-engines and shall be in all respects suited to the performance of the services herein agreed to mail-ships, 
be performed within the respective times herein stipulated and shall be provided and kept by the Company seaworthy and
in complete repair and readiness to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.

9. Every mail-ship shall be always properly aud sufficiently equipped iu all respects so as to render her constantly Equipment sn 
efficient for the said services and safe for the conveyance of mails and shall be manned with legally qualified and competent
officers with appropriate certificates granted pursuant to the Act or Acts in force for tho time being relative to the granting 
of certificates to officers in the Merchant Service and also with competent engineers and a sufficient crew of able seaman 
and other men and with a competent and registered surgeon. _ , _

10. Every mail-ship and the equipment officers engineers and crew thereof shall he subject at all times to tho inspec- *ndn .
tion of the Postmaster-General or of such person or persona as he shall at any time or times authorise to make such ^ to 
inspection. to inspection.

11. —(1.) If the Postmaster-General shall at any time consider any mail-ship unfit for service under this Agreement Power to declare 
he may require the Company to show cause why snch mail-ship should not be withdrawn from the service and unless the
Company shall forthwith show cause to tho contrary to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General he may declare such ‘
mailsbip to be unfit for service under this Agreement and after such declaration shall have been made the Company shall 
not employ such ship in the performance of this Agreement.

(2.) In order to determine whether the Postmaster-General shall be justified in declaring any mail-ship unfit for 
service or whether the Company shall be able to show cause to tho contrary a special examination may be made of the hull 
and machinery of any such mail-ship by such person or persons as may he appointed for that purpose by tho Postmaster- 
General.

12. The Company shall at their own cost and to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General provide on each mail- Hoorn for deposit 
ship a separate room or rooms for the convenient and secure deposit of the mails under lock and key and the services ofri^jjc!'dt?11>e h 
of the crew of every such mail-ship shall from time to time bo given in the conveyance of the mails to and from such mail iunji-ehip."1 
room or rooms.

13. —(1.) The Company shall at their own cost land deliver and embark the mails at all ports or places at which the Landing and
mails arc to be landed delivered and embarked and shall accordingly at their own cost provide suitable means and proper £5™^^ 10,1 
assistance for and shall be responsible for the due landing delivery and embarkation of the mails. "

(2.) The Company and all commanding and other officers of the mail-ships and all agents seamen and servants of the 
Company shall at all times punctually attend to the orders and directions of the Postmaster-General his officers or agents 
as to the mode time and place of landing delivering and embarking the mails and shall at all times protect the mails to the 
utmost of their power.

14. —(1.) The master or commander of each of the mail-ships shall whenever required by the Postmaster-General his Masters of mail- 
officers or agents so to do (without any remuneration other than the subsidy payable to the Company under this Agree- “^ips
ment) take charge of the mails conveyed or intended to be conveyed by such mail-ship and shall adopt all necessary when requirat 
measures and precautions for the safety of the mails to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General his officers and agents.

(2,) Each of such masters or commanders shall make the usual declaration or declarations required or which may 
hereafter be required by the Postmaster-General in such and similar cases and furnish such journals returns and informa
tion to and perform such services as the Postmaster-General his officers or agents may require.

(3.) Every such master or commander or officer duly authorised by him having charge of mails shall himself 
immediately on the arrival of the mail-ship at any port or place deliver all mails for such port or place into the hands of the 
Postmaster of such port or place or of such other person at such port or place as the Postmaster-General shall authorise to 
receive the same and shall iu like manner receive all the return or other mails to be forwarded in due course.

15. The Company shall undertake and make all necessary and proper arrangements in connection with any statutory coimwin- to
regulations of the Local Government Board relative to public health or in connection with quarantine which may be undertake 
required in respect of the mail-ships and no deductions shall be made from the subsidy payable uuder this Agreement nor sanitary and 
shall the Company be otherwise liable for or by reason of any delay in the landing embarkation delivery or conveyance of Sill?111*™ 
any mails arising from the observance of any such regulations or the imposition of quarantine. s' '

16. —(1.) Nothing in this Agreement shall exempt the Company or any mail-ship from the operation of any Act of F.ipioalvct
Parliament Order in Council by-law or other provisions of the law in relation to explosives. '

(2.) The Company shall not convey in any mail-ship any article which in the opinion of the Postmaster-General is 
likely to endanger the mails.

17. The Company shall be responsible for the loss or damage of any parcel or of any registered postal packet of any Company i0 bp 
kind conveyed or tendered for conveyance under this Agreement (unless such loss or damage he caused or occasioned by rcsponrible for 
act of God the Queen's enemies pirates restraints of princes rulers or people jettison barratry fire collision or perils or |03a ar damage 
accidents of the seas rivers and steam navigation) and in the event of any such loss or damage (except as aforesaid) the 
Company shall be liable to pay to the Postmaster-General in respect of each parcel or registered postal packet so lost or postal packets, 
damaged (subject to the proviso hereinafter contained) such sum of money as shall bo equal to the amount which may have
been awarded and paid by the Postmaster-General at his sole option and discretion (and although not under any legal 
obligation) to the sender or addressee of such parcel or registered postal packet as compensation for the loss or damage 
thereof Provided that such sum shall not in any case exceed one jjound per parcel or two pounds per registered postal 
packet.

* 337—.R
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Company not to 
convoy mails 
except pursuant 
to Agreement.

IS. The Company shall not nor shall any master or commander of any mail-ship receive or permit to be received on 
board any mail-ship for conveyance thereby any letters other than those which they are required or expressly permitted to 
carry under this Agreement and any such letters as arc not required by law to pass through the Post Office nor shall the 
Company or any such master or commander receive or permit to be received on board any mail-ship for conveyance thereby 
any mails on behalf of any colony or foreign country without the consent of the Postmaster-General and the entire postage 
of all mail conveyed by any mail-ship under this Agreement shall in all cases (as between the Postmaster-General and the 
Company) belong to the Postmaster-General aud shall be absolutely free from all claims or demands whatever of or by the 
Company under or by virtue of this Agreement or otherwise.
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Modification of Services.

19. If at any time or times the Postmaster-General shall for any reason whatever desire to alter tho particular days 
times or hours appointed for the departure from and arrival at Naples and Adelaide respectively of the mail-ships he shall 
give to the Company three calendar months’ notice in writing of such desire.

20. (1.) If at any time or times the Postmaster-General shall deem it necessary or expedient in the public interest 
that the mails shall be conveyed between the United Kingdom and Adelaide Melbourne or Sydney by way of the Cape 
of Good Hope or Cape Horn instead of by way of the Suez Canal the Company as soon as reasonably practicable after 
receiving notice from the Postmaster-General to that effect shall iu lieu of the services hereinbefore contracted to be 
performed convey the mails by means of tho mail-ships by way of the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn (at the discretion 
of the Company) between Plymouth or such other convenient port or place in the United Kingdom as may be agreed upon 
between the Company and the Postmaster-General and Adelaide Melbourne or Sydney calling at Albany (or Fremantle).

(2.) In such case the mails shall be convoyed between the United Kingdom and Adelaide Melbourne or Sydney at 
such rates of speed (and on such other conditions) as may be agreed between the Postmaster-General and the Company or 
in default of agreement may be determined by arbitration.

(3.) Subject to the provisions of this clause all the provisions of this Agreement with reference to the services to be 
performed by the Company shall (so far as the same are applicable) apply to the embarking conveying landing and delivery 
of the mails under the provisions of this Clause,

. (^-) The Postmaster-General shall not in respect of the substituted service in this Clause mentioned make any addi
tional payment to the Company unless by reason of the performance of such substituted service and on no other account 
the Company shall sustain a loss of general revenue or incur expenses exceeding the expenses ordinarily incurred in the 
conveyance of the mails to and from Naples under the provisions of this Agreement.

(5.) Should any such loss or additional expenses as last aforesaid be sustained or incurred by tho Company the Post
master-General shall pay to the Company in addition to the subsidy hereinafter mentioned such sum of money as may be 
agreed upon between him and them or failing such agreement as shall be determined by arbitration and upon such arbitra
tion due regard shall be had to the respective interests of the Company and the Postmaster-General in the performance of 
the voyage or voyages of any mail-ship by which the mails shall have been conveyed uuder the provisions of this Clause.

21. —(1.) If at any time tho Postmaster-General shall deem it necessary or expedient in the public interest to substi
tute for Naples as the port or place for the commencement and termination of the respective outward aud homeward services 
under this Agreement another port on the Continent of Europe or iu the United Kingdom the Company shall on receiving 
reasonable notice from the Postmaster-General to that effect convey the mails to and from such other port or place in sub
stitution for Naples and this Agreement shall in respect of tho services to be rendered by the Company be read aud con
strued as if the name of such other port or place on the Continent of Europe or in the United Kingdom appeared through
out the same in lieu of the word Naples, s

(2. ) In the event of such substitution as hereinbefore mentioned the period of transit between Naples and Adelaide 
shall be liable to be increased or diminished to such an extent as shall he agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and 
the Company or failing agreement as shall be determined by arbitration and the subsidy payable hereunder shall be liable 
to be increased or diminished in such manner as (having regard to all the circumstances of the ease and particularly to any 
expense or loss incurred or to any risk run by or any advantage accruing to the Company in consequence of such substitu
tion) shall be agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the Company or failing agreement shall be determined by 
arbitration. J

22. The powers conferred upon the Postmaster-General by the two last preceding Clauses may be exercised in rela
tion to a temporary or a permanent change of route or of port (as the case may be) and in the ease of a temporary change 
may be exercised as often as the Postmaster-General deems it expedient and the Postmaster-General may in his notice 
requiring the change specify the period during which such change shall take effect or require such change to bo made until 
further notice and at the expiration of the time limited by the Poatmast^r-Geiieral or upon receiving refisonfihle notice 
from the Postmaster-General to that effect (as the case may he) the Company shall revert to the original route or port (as 
the case may be). 1 '

23. The Company may at any time on giving three calendar months’ previous notice in writing of their desire so to 
do substitute Brindisi for Naples as the port or place for the commencement and determination of the outward and home
ward voyages of tho mail-ships and from and after the expiration of such notice tho Port of Brindisi shall for all the pur
poses of this Agreement be substituted for the Port of Naples and the several provisions of this Agreement shall be read 
and construed as if the word " Brindisi'’ appeared throughout the same in lieu of the word “ Naples.”

Subsidy.

Payments or 
ddductkuiE.

Subsidy and Deductions, .

24. In consideration of the covenants and agreements herein contained and on the part of the Company to be 
observed and performed and of the due and faithful performance by the Company of all the services under this Agreement 
there shall be payable to the Company during the continuance of this Agreement (out of such aids or (supplies as may from 
time to time be appropriated by Parliament for that purpose) a yearly subsidy or sum after the rate of £83,000 per annum 
or (in the event of any such default or failure as hereinafter mentioned) so much of tile said subsidy or sum as shall remain 
payable in respect of any year after making such deductions therefrom (if any) as hereinafter in that behalf mentioned in 
respect of any snch default or failure.

25. There shall be forfeited and paid by the Company to the Postmaster-General the following sums in the following
events (that is to say);— °

(1.) If the Company shall fail to commence the performance of the services hereby agreed to be performed on the 1st 
day of February 189S or on such subsequent day as the Postmaster-General may appoint the Company shall forfeit and pay 
tile sum of £100 for every complete period of 24 hours which shall elapse before the Company shall commence the 
performance of such services.

I rovided that the amount which shall become payable by the Company in respect of such default as aforesaid shall 
not in the aggregate exceed the sum of £20,000,

(2.) On each occasion when after the Company have commenced the perfoimance of the services hereby agreed to lie 
performed the Company shall fail to provide a mail-ship at Naples or Adelaide ready to put to sea in accordance with this 
Agreement at the appointed time or any mail-ship provided by the Company as aforesaid shall not in fact put to sea and 
proceed on her voyage at the appointed time the Company shall forfeit aud pay the sum of £250 and also the further sum 
of £50 for every successive 24 hours which shall elapse until such mail-ship shall actually put to sea and proceed on her 
voyage in pursuance of this Agreement. ' 1

Provided that the aggregate amount of the sums payable as last aforesaid shall not exceed by more than £1,000 that 
part of the said subsidy for tho current year which shall ho applicable to the voyage in respect of which default shall have 
been made and provided further that the provisions of this sub-clause shall not apply to such services as may he rcouired 
under Clause 20. .

(3.) On each occasion when the mails shall uot be conveyed from Naples to Adelaide or from Adelaide to Naples 
within the period of transit hereinbefore specified the Company shall forfeit and pay a sum of £100 for every complete 
24 hours by which the time actually occupied in the conveyance of such mails from Naples to Adelaide or from Adelaide to 
Naples (as the case may be) shall have exceeded the period of transit hereinbefore prescribed in that behalf

Provided
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Provided that—
• I/O the' aggregate amount of the sums payable in respect of any snch default or failure as in this sub-claush mentioned 

shall not exceed that part of the said subsidy for the current year which shall be applicable to the voyage which 
has been performed or which ought to have been performed in the conveyance of such mails; and

(ft) no such payment as in this sub-clause mentioned shall be made if the Company shall prove to the satisfaction of 
the Postmaster-General that such default arose wholly or in part from any cause or causes altogether beyond the 
control of tho Company,

(4,) Each and all of the said several sums of money hereinbefore stipulated to be paid by the Company to the 
Postmaster-General in the event of failure or default of the Company as aforesaid shall he due and payable as Stipulated 
ascertained or liquidated damages and not by way of penalty and (except as aforesaid) from whatever cause or causes such 
failure or default shall have arisen and although such failure or default may have arisen wholly or in part from any cause or 
causes beyond the control of tho Company and although no loss shall he or may have been sustained by reason or in 
consequence of such failure or default and every such sum shall at the option and discretion of the Postmaster-General bo 
either deducted by him from any moneys then payable or thereafter to become payable to the Company under this 
Agreement or be recovered as a debt to Her Majesty with full costs of suit,

(5.) The payment of or liability to pay any sum hereinbefore mcutioricd shall in no way prejudice tlie right of the 
Postmaster-General to treat as a breach of this Agreement the failure in respect of which such sum shall become payable by 
the Company as aforesaid.

26. All accounts between the Postmaster-General and the Company in relation to the said subsidy and any deductions 
therefrom as hereinbefore provided shall be made out and settled quarterly up to and on or as soon as conveniently may be 
after the Slst day of March the 30th day of June the 30th day of September and the 31st day of Decemberin each year and 
the amount or balance (if any) which shall be due to the Company on each such quarterly account shall be paid by the 
Postmaster-General at the General Post Office London out of such aids or supplies as aforesaid upon the settlement of each 
such account and for the purposes of such accounts the said subsidy shall be deemed to accrue from day to day subject to 
the liability of the same to the several deductions aforesaid and all such payments shall be received by the Company in full 
satisfaction and discharge of all claims and demands by them for or on account of the services hereby contracted to be per
formed and for or on account of all and every other the covenants and agreements herein contained and on the part of the 
Company to be kept observed and performed or. any damages losses or expenses which may be sustained by the Company 
in respect thereof.

Tkf.m of Agreement and Incidental Provisions.

27. This Agreement shall come into operation on the 1st day of February 1898 and shall continue in force until the 
Slst day of January 1905 inclusive and shall then determine if notice in writing to that effect shall have been given twenty- 
four calendar months previously to the said last-mentioned date either to the Company by the Postmaster-General or to the 
Postmaster-General by the Company and if not so determined this Agreement shall continue in force after such last- 
mentioned date until the expiration of a notice of a like duration given by either party at any time.

28. —(1.) If on the determination of this Agreement any mail-ship shall or ought to have started or shall start on 
any voyage with the mails on board iu conformity with this Agreement such voyage shall be continued and performed and 
the mails be delivered and embarked during and at the completion of tho same and all the provisions of this Agreement be 
observed as if this Agreement had remained in force with regard to snch mail-ship and services and with respect to such 
mail-ship and services this Agreement shall be considered as having terminated when such mail-ship shall have reached her 
port or place of destination and such services shall have been performed.

(2.) In respect of any such voyage as in this clause mentioned the Company shall not be entitled to receive any 
payment or compensation for the same over and above the subsidy payable under (his Agreement on tho day when this 
Agreement (otherwise than as to any such voyage) determines.

Supplemental Provisions.

29. It shall be lawful for the Postmaster-General at any time and from time to time to delegate any of the powers 
vested in him by virtue of these presents to such person or persons as he slmll think fit.

30. Tho Company shall not assign underlet or dispose of this Agreement or any part thereof without the consent of
the Postmaster-General signified by an instrument in writing. '

31. In case this Agreement or any part thereof is assigned underlet or otherwise disposed of and in case of any great 
or habitual breach on the part of the'Company their officers agents or servants of this Agreement or of any covenant 
matter or thing herein contained it shall be lawful for tho Postmaster-General if he shall think fit and notwithstanding 
there may or may not have been any former breach of this Agreement by an instrument in writing to determine this 
Agreement without any previous notice to the Company and the Company shall not be entitled to any compensation in 
j cspect of such determination and such determiuation shall not deprive the Postmaster-General of any right or remedy to 
which he would otherwise be entitled by reason of such breach or of auy prior breach of this Agreement Provided always 
that in case_ within seven days after service as aforesaid on the Company of a notice determining this Agreement the 
Company give a notice in writing to the Postmaster-General that they dispute the sufficiency of such breach to justify the 
Postmaster-General in determining this Agreement such dispute shall be referred to arbitration and in such case this 
Agreement shall notwithstanding such notice of determination continue in force unless and until an award shall he made 
to the effect that such breach or breaches was or were sufficient to justify the Postmaster-General in giving such notice of 
determination as uforcsid.

_ 32. Tho Postmaster-General will use his good offices with the Governments of the several Australian Colonies with
a view to secure that the Company shall not be compelled to pay in respect of any mail-ship calling at any port or place in 
any of tho said Colonies any port or light dues or other charges of a public nature other than or in excess of the dues or 
charges for the time being payable at the like port or place in respect of any other vessel of a like character whether 
employed in the conveyance of mails or not.

33. —(1.) Any notice to terminate this Agreement if given by the Postmaster-General shall be served by being left 
at or forwarded by post to the Company at their registered office and any such notice if given by the Company and any 
other notice given by the Company shall be served by being sent by post to the Secretary of the Post Office at the General 
Post Office London.

-J2-) -A'1 notices or directions (other than any notice to terminate this Agreement) which the Postmaster-General 
Ins officers or agents arc hereby authorised to give to the Company their officers servants or agents may at the option of 
the Postmaster-General Ins officers or agents either he delivered or sent by post to the master of any mail-ship or to any 
other officer or agent of the Company in the charge or management of any mail-ship or be left for or forwarded by post to 
the Company at any office or place of business of the Company and any notices or directions so given left or sent by post 
shall be binding on the Company.

34. In pursuance of the provisions contained in an Act of Parliament passed in the 22nd year of the reign of King
George the Third intituled "An Act for restraining any person concerned in any contract commission or am-eement made 
for the Public Service from being elected or sitting and voting as a Member of the House of Commons ” no Member of the 
House of Commons shall be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or to auy benefit to arise therefrom contrary 
to the true intent and meaning of the said Act. ■

35. This Agreement shall not he binding until it has been approved by a llesolution of the House of Commons.

Bond.
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36. And lastly for the dtie and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants conditions provisoes clauses 
articles and agreements hereinbefore contained which on the part and behalf of the Company are or ought to be observed 
performed fulfilled and kept the Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors and the said Law Guarantee and 
Trust Society (Limited) do hereby biud themselves and their successors jointly and severally unto our Sovereign Lady the 
Queen in the sum of £20,000 of lawful money of the United Kingdom to be paid to our said Lady the Queen Her heirs 
and successors by way of stipulated or ascertained damages hereby agreed upon between the Postmaster-General and the 
Company in case of the failure on the part of the Company in the due execution of this Agreemeut or any part thereof.

In witness whereof the Postmaster-General hath hereunto set his hand and seal and the Company and the Law 
Guarantee and Trust Society (Limited) have hereunto affixed their respective common seals the day and year 
first before written. .

Signed sealed and delivered by the abovenamed Henry Duke 1
of Norfolk Her Majesty's Postmaster-General in the > NORFOLK E. M. 
presence of \ [l.s,]

Andrew M. Ogilvie Private Secretary to the Postmaster-General.

The Common Seal of the Orient Steam Navigation Company l
(Limited) was hereunto affixed in the presence of / [L.S.]

J,°g! S.^Andebson } Two of the Mana8ers-

r
The Common Seal of the Law Guarantee and Trust Society)

(Limited) was hereunto affixed in the presence of— i [l.s.]

Noel F, Terry 49 Chancery Lane London W.C. Clerk to the said Society.

Signed for and on behalf of the Law Guarantee and Trust Society (Limited)
Henry Roscoe 
Tho. Rawle

J- Directors.

Th. R. Ronald General Manager and Secretary.

L!M.]
Sydney: William Applesjfito Gullick, Government Printer*—1SV7.
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X LAV SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERYICB.
(FURTHKR PAPERS RESPECTING THE RENEWAL OF CONTRACTS FOR THE.} i

Printed under No. 2 Report from Printing Committee, 6 Mag, IS07.

The Agent-General of New South Wales to The Honorable the Premier and
Colonial Treasurer, Sydney.

Sif, 5 February, 1897.
^ I have the honor to enclose herein, for your information, a copy of a letter which 1 have

received from the Colonial Office, transmitting a copy of a letter from the Lords Commissioners of the 
Treasury, reporting the acceptance of tenders for the Australian Mail Service.

You will observe that it is stated that Mr. Secretary Chamberlain has communicated this information 
■by telegraph to the Governors of the Australian Colonies.

I have, &e.,
------------------- gAUL SAMUEL.

[Enclosures.^
_ Down! ng-street, 2 February, ] SOT.

I am t j reeled by Mr, Secretary Chamberlain tn transmit to you, fur your'information, a copy of a letter from 
tlie Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, reporting the acceptance of tenders for the Australian Mail Service.

2. Mr. Chamberlain has communicated tins information hy telegraph to the Cove mars of the Australian Colonies,
I am, &c.

The Agent-General for New South Wales. ----------- JOHN RRAMSTON.
!slr> . . _ Treasury Chambers, 28 January, 1897.

I am directed hy the Lords Commissi oners of Her Majesty's Treasury to acquaint you. for the information of 
the Secretary of State, in continuation of previous correspondence, on the subject of the Eastern and Australian Mail 
Service, that the Postmaster-General has now accepted tender No. 2 of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation 
Company for a seven years’ contract by the Brindisi route, and also the tender of the Orient Company for the same period, 
the European port of departure in their case being Naples.

Tho total subsidy under the Peninsular and Oriental contract will ho £380,000 per annum, and under the Orient 
Company’s contract £85,000 per annum, ■

_ The Postmaster-General will have the right, without midi firm al payment, to send mails by all the Peninsular and 
Oriental Company’s services during the term of the contract, whether such services are specifically referred to or not.

The Indian Post OfBce will have the right to commence the sorting work between Port Said and Aden, if the 
development of the service should require it; but the number of additional men to be carried gratuitously is limited to five 
sorters and five packers. .

The Directors of the Company undertake to employ more than one steam-launch when necessary both at Aden and 
Bombay.

They will interpret as favourably as possible to the wishes of the Colonies the qualification which they have felt 
obliged to introduce into the condition relating to the substitution of Freemantle for Albany as the port of call in Western 
Australia, and to the entrance of Princess Royal Harbour so long as the steamers call at Albany.

The Orient Company will also he ready to enter the inner harbour whenever practicable, and to substitute Free- 
mantlc for Albany as the port of call as soon as they can be satisfied that Freemantle Harbour is safe.

This Company has further agreed to reduce the time of transit between Naples and Adelaide to 696 hours, and will 
■endeavour in practice to give an earlier arrival at Adelaide and Naples than is prescribed by the contract. ■

_ The dates of departure from Bombay and Adelaide arc not yet arranged : but will form the subject of further 
negotiation between the Postmaster-General and the two Companies.

‘The Under Secretary of State, Colonial Office. •
T am, Ac.,

E. W. HAMILTON.

13d.] *82—
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IS EAV SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OF LANDS.
(SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.) '

J3rinfct( under jX<)• 17 firport from Printing Commitlre, ‘Id dngns!t 1S!)7,

To The Hon. J. H. Carruthers, Esq., M.P., Secretary for Lands.

Sir, ’ Department of Lands, Sydney, 2 August, 1897.
I have tlie honor lo submit for your information the seventeenth 

Annual Iteport of the business of the Department for the year 1896.
In the report for last year an explanation was made of the salient provisions 

of the Crown Lands Act of 189,1, but the opportunity had not presented itself of 
referring >very fully to transactions under it, inasmuch as the Act had only been in 
operation a few months. As, however, the present report deals with a period twelve 
months later it is possible to speak somewhat definitely as to the operations of the 
measure; and it is, perhaps, sufficient to say that its various provisions have met 
with the fullest appreciation from the several classes of persons whose interests and 
requirements were kept constantly in view during its framing.

The several transactions are shown elsewhere in chapters specially devoted to 
them, and are illustrated by schedules containing full details, but it is convenient to 
refer here to such of the matters as suggest themselves as being of special interest.

From the time the Act of.lS95 passed until the close of 1896 2,692 homestead 
selections were advertised, containing an aggregate area of 614,798 acres, and of 
these 1,338 blocks, containing 409,176 acres, were applied for. During the same 
period 653 settlement leases, representing an area of 2,243,012 acres, were thrown 
open, and of these 337 Were applied for, containing an area of 960,511 acres. The 
demand for land under these tenures was most spirited, as the following illustration 
will show:—

For 43 blocks, Land District of Corowa, 20,338 applications were made.
60 5 J Tirana, 11,584 39 93
85 >» j ? Wagga Wagga, 5,181 39 33

8 J J i j Walgett, 1,892 33
20 J3 i) * Warren, 1,388 33 99
36 a Deniliquin, 1,262 39 39
25 93 Narrabri, 1,095 99 ?3
54 jj Moree, 916 93 39
And in the following Land Districts practically every block thrown open was 

taken upAlbury, Balranald' Barmedman, Bombala, Brewarrina, Oondobolin, 
Coonamble, Cootamundra, Corowa, Deniliquin, Forbes, Glen Junes, Grenfell, Moree, 
Mudgee, Narrandera, Tirana, Wagga Wagga, and Walgett.

1H-A " ' . CouditiouUI
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Conditional purchases and conditional leases show a conspicuous decline, a 
fact no doubt traceable in a large measure to the new condition of residence to which 
additional conditional purchasers are now subject, the Act of 1895 having enjoined 
that where the original conditional purchase had been transferred, the transferee 
may add to his holding only oh condition that he resides on the land for a specified 
term.

A special feature in connection with conditional purchases was the 
reappraisement of such as had been selected within special areas, at a price of, and 
over, 30s. per acre. A large number of applications for reappraisement were made, 
with the result that, as in the valuation, the present depreciated value of the land 
was taken into account, and not the original value only, the prices wcro'considerably 
reduced. Tire same result followed the reappraisement of tho Western Division 
pastoral and homestead leases and occupation licenses. ■

The improvement lease is one of the new tenures introduced hy the Act of 
1895, and 166 leases of this character were disposed of, containing nearly 2,000,000 
acres. In connection with these should he mentioned the proposals which the 
Minister submitted to Parliament to allow holders of expiring pastoral leases in the 
West Bogan country to convert their leases into scrub leases, thus insuring the 
Crown estate against a most serious deterioration, while at the same time affording 
the pastoral occupants an opportunity of recovering from the disadvantageous position 

■ in which they had come to find themselves.
In pursuance of the Minister’s policy endeavours have been (aud are being) 

made to make land available for settlement, in furtherance of which the Act of 1895 
gives very necessary powers of withdrawing land from pastoral lease. The area 
actually withdrawn in 1896, taken with the area in connection with which a 
preliminary notice of intention to withdraw was issued during that year, amounted 
to about 300,000 acres. Associated with these—having regard to the object of 
having available for settlement continuous, as opposed to isolated, blocks of 
country—are the exchanges which the Crown makes of its lands for the lands held 
hy private persons in fee-simple or under conditional purchase. Such exchanges 
have been found to he mutually very beneficial, inasmuch as both tlie Crown and 
the landowners are enabled to collect into large blocks scattered portions, which 
individually may he too small or too inconveniently situated to be of advantage cither 
to the bond fide settler or to the landowners themselves.

With regard to Legislation, two Acts of large importance were passed during 
1896—the Crown Lands (Homestead Selections and Settlement Leases) Act, 59 
Victoria No. 26, and the Conditional Purchasers Relief Act, 60 Victoria No. 2.

The former gave an applicant for a homestead selection or settlement lease the 
privilege of entering into occupation of the land applied for during the interval 
between the date of application and its confirmation hy the Local Land Board, after 
which latter date the title would, of course, in any circumstances he assured.

The object of the Conditional Purchasers Relief Act is explained hy its title. 
Under this Act conditional purchasers, all of whom started with an obligation to 
pay off their balance of purchase money and interest by annual instalments of Is. 
per acre, may obtain a reduction to 9d. or to 6d. per acre, according as the state of 
the account may admit of a reduction to an annual amount which would liquidate the 
debt within at least sixty-six years from the date the first instalment was due. These 
concessions are, however, limited (except in very special cases) to holders actually in 
residence on their lands, it being beyond the scope of the Act to render financial 
assistance to large proprietors.

The same Act, hy a few words, cured an anomaly which had been existing 
since 1885 in connection with conditional purchases made under the Act of 1875, or 
made earlier and brought • under its provisions. Under that Act, although the 
instalment payable was Is. per acre, interest was charged at the rate of 5 per cent., 
while in connection with conditional purchases made since 1885 the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884 required interest at only 4 per cent. The latter Act provided that 
holders of the earlier conditional purchases might bring them under tlie provisions 
of the Act of 1SS4, hut, except in a proportion of cases, this was not done, it being 
evident that the larger and poorer class of selectors were not aware what the law 
offered them, as it is inconceivable how a reduction from 5 to 4 per cent, was not 
sought when it could bo had for the mere asking. The
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Tlie Conditional Purchasers B.elief Act also liberalised the provisions -under 
which conditional purchases might bo converted into homestead selections, malting 
it possible for conversion to take place notwithstanding that payments due to the 
Crown in connection with the conditional purchase wore in arrear, and provided, 
further, that any money paid as principal on the conditional purchase should form a 
fund out of which the homestead selection rent would be taken until the fund was 
exhausted.

It may he mentioned that the administration of the Acts relating to the 
Church and School land was transferred to this Department from the Department 
of Public Instruction, and that the Land Board District of Cooma was amalgamated 
with that of Goulburn, with the latter town as tlie centre. The Land District, of 
Milton, formerly included in the Board District of Cooma, was at the same time 
transferred to tho Metropolitan Board District.

Judicial Decisions. ' x
During the year the Supreme Court decided several matters affecting the 

administration of the Crown Lands Ads; an ah ridged report of the various decisions 
is given hereunder :—
The Land Appeal Court has no power uuder the Babbit Act of JSOO at the request of a party to state

a special case for the opinion of the Supreme Court,
Hill, Clark, & Co. (Dalgety & Co., respondents).—In this case the point was 

whether, in'a case arising under the Babbit Act of 1890, and coming before the 
Land Appeal Court on appeal, that Court had the same power under that Act as it 
had under the Crown Lands Acts to refer, at the request of one of the parties to the 
case, a question of law for the decision of the Supreme Court. It was contended 
that tlie Court had not j urisdiction, even if it had the power to state a case on its own 
motion, and this view was upheld by the Supreme Court.' (N.S.W.L.R., XVII, 282.)

Procedure prior to notification of forfeiture of a conditional purchase. 
Attorney-General v. Walters.—This case is important from a Departmental 

point of view, the main question being whether the proper steps had been taken 
preliminary to the declaration of forfeiture of a certain conditional purchase ; but as 
the Crown has taken steps to appeal to the Privy Council from the decision ot the 
Supreme Court any further reference to the case will be postponed until the Privy 
Council has delivered judgment. (N.S.W.L.R., XVII, p. 105.)

■ Assessment of value of land applied for undei' Section G3, Crown Lands Act of 18S1
Henry Deane and the Crown Lands Acts,—In this case Henry Deane applied 

under section 63 of tlie Crown Lands Act of 1884 to have a reservation of 100 feet 
from high-water mark within his property rescinded, and to he allowed to purchase 
the land. The section referred to speaks of the “fair value” of the land. The 
Metropolitan Land Board assessed this value at £400, but the Minister for Lands, 
thinking it too low, referred the matter to the Land Appeal Court by whom it was 
referred back to the Land Board. At the re-hearing the Land Board found the fair 
value to be £900. Against this decision Deane appealed to the Land Appeal Court, 
but that Court upheld the Board’s decision. Thereupon, Deane appealed to the 
Supreme Court, the question submitted to that Court being whether the Land Appeal 
Court was right in holding that in estimating the value of the land its value to tho 
adjoining owner (by reason of such ownership) was a proper basis upon winch to 
ascertain such fair value. The Court held that the assessment had been made on an 
erroneous basis and upheld the appeal. The Chief Justice said, “ If the ^ Land 
Appeal Court is right, it comes to this: that if a person has a block of land subject to 
a reservation of 100 feet, and if there arc expensive improvements on his own land, 
and lie asks to put the provisions of section 63 in force, the Crown can say to him 
* If this 100 feet of land is fenced off and sold it will not fetch much; but inas
much as you have access to it through your land, aud it is of considerable value to 
you, you must pay the value it is to you’—that is to say, be has to pay the additional 
value which is given to the land by mason of its having au access through his own 
land, and he has to pay for the betterment which bis own land gives to this land. 
It seems to me that you cannot get the fair value in that way. We lay down no

general
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general rule, but one way flic fair value could be ascertained would be by supposing 
that the land were fenced off, and then considering what wrould be the fair market 
value of the strip of land fenced off. But I do not mean to say that would be the 
only proper way, nor am T to be taken as laying down any general rule.” (N.S.W.
L.R., Vol. XVII, p. 287.) '

Land reserved from sale and lease under section 101, Crown Lands Act of 18S4, within a Leasehold Area, 
on revocation reverts to the Leasehold, and is not available for Conditional Purchase.

Millicent M. Harvey and Crown Lands Acts (Minister for Lands re
spondent).—This was an appeal against a decision of the Land Appeal Court in 
upholding the disallowance of the appellant’s conditional purchase application. In 
November, 18S9, two forfeited conditional purchases on the Eenawecna leasehold 
area were reserved from sale and lease of any kind pending legislation. This 
reservation was revoked in March, 1890, and in March, 1895, Millicent M. Harvey 
applied for a conditional purchase of one of the portions. Tlie Land Board dis- 
allpwed the application, holding that the land reverted to the leasehold area and was 
not available. The Land Appeal Court confirmed the decision of the Land Board, 
and applicant then appealed to the Supreme Court which held that sufficient reason, 
within the meaning of section 13, Crown Lands Act of 1889, had been shown for the 
disallowance of the application. (N.S.W.L.B., Vol. XVII, p. 264.)

The holder of the maximum area of land that may be Conditionally Purchased, acquired before the Crown 
Lands Act of 1895 came info force, is disqualified from mating application for an Original 
Conditional Purchase.

W. H. Hunt aud the Crown Lands Acts.—In August, 1895, "W. H. Hunt, 
whilst holding a conditional purchase of 640 acres and a conditional lease of 1,920 
acres, acquired before the Crown Lauds Act of 1895 came into force, applied for an 
original conditional purchase of 441 ^ acres. The Land Board disallowed this 
application, on the ground that at date of application Hunt owned a total area of 
2,560 acres, and was, therefore, prohibited from making the original conditional 
purchase applied for. On appeal to the Land Court this decision was upheld. Hunt, 

. thereupon, appealed to the Supreme Court, which tribunal decided that the holder of 
the maximum area of land that may be conditionally purchased is disqualified from 
making an original conditional purchase. (N.S.W.L.R., Vol. XVII, p. 271.)

Question whether land covered by an application to convert a pre-lease into a conditional lease under 
section 52, Crown Lands Act of 188±, reverted to a leasehold area on withdrawal of application to 
convert.

"William Nott, Senior.—On the date the Crown Lands Act of 1884 came into 
operation, W. Nott held a pre-emptive lease of 1,920 acres on what became, on the 
11th July, 1885, the leasehold area of Touie pastoral holding, and within ninety days 
after the commencement of the said Act lie applied, under section 52 thereof, to 
convert this pre-emptive lease into a conditional lease. The Local Land Board, when 
dealing with the application (in November, 1885, i.e., after the leasehold area came 
into existence) recommended a modification in the form of the lease, which Nott 
refused to accept, and his application was subsequently withdrawn. In the year 
1890, Nott applied for a conditional purchase and conditional lease on tlie resumed 
area of Youie pastoral holding, and his applications were, in due course, confirmed. 
In 1894, he converted part of the conditional lease into an additional conditional 
purchase, and, by virtue of this new conditional purchase, applied for a conditional 
lease of part of the land formerly held by him as pre-emptive lease, and within the 
leasehold area of Youie pastoral holding. The Local Land Board disallowed this 
application for a conditional lease, on the ground that the land applied for was not 
available, forming, as it did part of a leasehold area. Nott, having unsuccessfully 
appealed to the Land Appeal Court, took his case to the Supreme Court, contending 
that the land applied for forming part of a pre-emptive lease which he had applied for 
under section 52, Crown Lands Act, 1884, and did not form part of the leasehold area, 
as the division of the holding was not notified till the 11th July, 1885, at which 
date Nott’s application under section 52 of the Act of 1884 was pending. The 
Court held that the land referred to did form part of the leasehold area, and, conse
quently, was not available for conditional lease. (N.S.W.L.R., Vol. XVII, p. 255.)

Decision



JDocisiun of the hand Appeal Court on a technical point does not estop the Minister from intervening
as a party to the ease.

James Nott.—In tins case James Nott applied, for a conditional purchase and 
conditional lease of land within a leasehold area, and when the cases came before 
the Local Land Board Messrs: Knlgour and Bnlfe, the pastoral lessees, applied to be 
heard in opposition. This request was refused on fhe ground that they had not 
lodged a caveat. Subsequently Nott’s applications were confirmed by the Land 
Board, and Messrs. Kilgour and Ralfe appealed to the Land Appeal Court against 
the confirmation. On this appeal the Minister was represented. The Land Appeal 
Court held that Messrs. Kilgour and Kalfo had no locus slandi and dismissed their 
appeal. Subsequently the Minister, under the provisions of section 59 of the Crown 
Lands Act of lb95, referred the case to the Land Appeal Court. That Court, however, 
upheld an objection by Nott, that the Minister was estopped from again litigating 
what had already been adjudicated upon. The Minister thereupon brought the 
matter before the Supreme Court, which held that, as the Land Court had merely 
dealt with a technical objection the matter was not res judicata, (N.S.W.L. R,., V ol. 
XVII, p. 270.) ' '
The liohler of n maximum area of conditionally purchased and conditionally leased land is not, debarred

in all cases from holding a settlement lease.
Robert Maguire aud the Crown Lands Acts.—This was a special case stated 

by the Land Appeal Court, the question for decision being whether R. Maguire, the 
holder of 2,500 acres under conditional purchase and conditional lease, could bold 
in addition a settlement lease of 4,317 acres, which be had applied for on the 19th 
December, 1895. The reference involved an interpretation of the disqualification 
provisions of section 41 as viewed in connection with subsection 1 of section 24 of 
tlie Crown Lands Act ol' 1895.

The matter was referred by the Coonamble Land Board to the Land Appeal 
Court, which decided that the maximum area permitted hy law to be applied for as 
a settlement lease for grazing was the maximum area prescribed for settlement for 
grazing by section 24, subsection 1, of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, and not the 
area proposed in the particular farm applied for; also that be was not, disqualified 
by section 41 of the Act of 1895 from making the application. The question for 
the decision of the Supreme Court was—was the Land Appeal Court right in 
deciding that the maximum area permitted by law to be applied for as a settlement 
lease for grazing was the maximum area prescribed for settlement lease for grazing 
by section 24, subsection 1, of the Crown .Lands Act of 1895, and not the area of 
the particular farm applied for r The Court held that Maguire was not disqualified 
from applying for the settlement lease in question, and that lie was entitled to hold 
this land in addition to the area already held by him.
Land formerly within a. reserve from sale is not available for conditional purchase until after the

expiration of sixty days from the date of revocation.
William Bolton and the Crown Lands Acts.—This was also a special ease 

stated hy tlie Land Appeal Court for the consideration of the Supreme Court. 
William*Bolton applied on the 17th October, 1895, for a conditional purchase of 
277 acres. Of this area 217 acres were comprised within a reserve from sale which 
had been notified on the 22nd December, 1865, and revoked on the 14th December, 
1895. The Local Land Board disallowed the application in respect of the 217 acres 
on the ground that, as the application was made before the expiration of sixty days 
from the date of the revocation of fhe reserve the land was not available for con
ditional purchase. Against this decision Bolton appealed to the Land Appeal Court, 
which sustained the appeal. The case was then stated for the Supreme Court and it 
was decided that the application was invalid.
"Where an inferior Court of Record, after entering upon an inquiry, merely rejects evidence improperly, 

a mandamus will not lie to compel it to receive the evidence.

Esc parte the Minister for Lands, the Rosehill Racecourse Company 
(Limited).—On the 3rd January, 1890, a special lease, under Section 90 of the 
Crown Lands Act of 1881, was, by notice in the Gazette, granted to CL B. Rowley 
of land at Kensington (trow known as the Kensington Racecourse), the object of 
the lease being described in the Gazette as “ recreation.” In August, 1894, the 
lease was transferred to the Rosehill Racecourse Company. Representations having

been
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been made that the land was being used for pony racing, and not for recreation in 
the wider sense of the term, the Minister referred tlie case to the Land Boai'd to 
inquire whether the land was being put to the purposes for which the lease had been 
granted. The finding of the Land Board was that, in their opinion, the conditions 
of the lease had been fulfilled, and that tlie purposes for which it was used were 
strictly within the term “ recreation.” The Minister then referred the Land Board’s 
decision to the Land Appeal Court, hy whom the case was returned to the Land 
Board to take further evidence, but subsequently the Land Appeal Court, on the 
case coming before it again, decided to take the evidence itself. At the time of 
making a formal application for the lease, and prior to the lease being granted, Bowley 
had written to the Under Secretary for Lands letters, in which he urged the grant
ing of tho lease, stating that “he was prepared to spend some thousands of pounds in 
turning a desert into a park to form a cricket, archery, and bowling grounds, pleasure 
gardens, and places of amusement for the people, and in every way give the 

• residents of the surrounding locality a beautiful pleasure ground, second to none in 
Sydney ” ; that his proposal was u to level and clear the land, planting and beautifying 
same, also to form cricket, archery, football, and lawn tennis grounds, tea gardens, 
pavilions, &c.:’

When the case was before the Appeal Court the Crown endeavoured to have 
these letters put in as evidence to show what the agreement was between Bowley 
and the Crown, but the Court ruled that the documents were inadmissible. The 
Minister then obtained a rule nisi calling upon the Land Appeal Court to show cause 
why a mandamus should not issue to compel that Court to admit the documents in 
evidence; hut the Supreme Court discharged the rule, their decision being that a 
mandamus docs not lie to compel au inferior Court of Becord to receive evidence 
which that Court may (even improperly) have rejected, the rejection of evidence in 
the case in question not being a refusal to exercise jurisdiction.

Information Bureau,

This branch, the inauguration of which was mentioned in the Boport for 1895, 
still continues to afford good evidence of its usefulness. ■
, It has now developed into a recognised distributing centre from which Crown 
Lands offices and District Survey offices, in addition to the general public, are 
supplied with lithographs, pamphlets, and all other information relating to Crown 
lands that are made available for selection under the various forms of tenure created 
by the Crown Lands Acts.

Leaflets have been prepared and printed during the year giving in a concise 
form the salient characteristics of the three main systems of alienation, namely, 
conditional purchases, homestead selection, and settlement lease. These have 

» been found to be of great assistance and the requests for copies, (which are issued 
free of charge) have been very numerous.

The institution of the Lands Department Weekly Gazette has also proved 
both popular and useful. Bor Departmental purposes alone the advantages of 
possessing a Gazette which deals solely with notifications issued in connection with, 
the Department are considerable, whilst the general public who subscribe to this 
issue, in preference to the ordinary Gazette, experience much tho same advantages 
in avoiding matter in which they may not happen to be particularly interested.

Two editions of a pamphlet containing full descriptive particulars of the 
various lands that have been thrown open throughout the Colony for homestead 
selection and settlement lease were prepared and issued during the year. A good 
demand exists for these publications and it is intended to continue tlie publication 
of two editions each year.

The preparation of monthly sheets and pamphlets has also been continued. 
These publications which are descriptive of areas that have been notified in the 
Gazette during each month ns about to he thrown open in the near future, are 
exhibited at all the more prominent railway stations, Land Agent’s offices, post offices, 
District Survey offices, and afford a good medium for keeping the general public 
well acquainted with the latest movements in connection with Crown lands.

Advertisements



Advertisements have also been prepared every week for the Press in connection 
with lands intended to he set apart for homestead selection and settlement lease, 
and paragraphs have also been furnished giving such particulars as would prove 
interesting to the general public of the applications received each Lands Office 
Day, and of the progress of land settlement. 1,970 letters were written during the 
year in answer to inquiries, and although no attempt is made to answer questions of 
a legal nature, every effort is used to advise people, both clearly and fully. Personal 
inquiries to the number of about 5,000 were made at the Bureau during the year.

Inquiry Branch.—This branch which was established in July, 1887, mainly 
to act as a medium through which the public might ascertain particulars as to the 
progress of matters in which they were interested, has now been incorporated with 
tho Information Bureau. Solicitors, Banks, private land agents, and financial 
companies avail themselves largely of the advantages which this branch affords, 
more particularly in connection with searches against conditional purchases and 
leases. This information is required as a preliminary to the transfer of those 
purchases or leases so that the parties interested may he assured that no forfeiture 
is impending, or that no other defects exist which might in any way jeopardise the 
title. A small fee is charged for particulars of this kind, which produced last year 
a revenue of £326 12s. 3d., involving about 13,000 searches. In addition to these 
about 2,500 inquiries on general matters were lodged and duly replied to, and a large 
number of personal inquiries were answered verbally.

The Map Sales Branch. This branch has also been brought under the same 
management as the Information Bureau and the Inquiry Branch.

Tlie work of the staff consists in receiving lithographs of tho various map 
published hy the Department, such as those of counties, towns, parishes, &e., and in 
distributing the necessary supplies to Crown. Land Agents, District Survey offices, 
and other Departments. ' During 1896, 4-1,739 lithographs were received into stock 
and 37,314 distributed. Another part of the work consists in the sale of maps to 
the public, and during the year 3,449 lithographs were sold producing a revenue of 
£265 6s. 6d. *

Babbit Branch.
Tlie negotiations that had been entered into with the Queensland Government 

during the preceding year for the erection of an additional harrier fence, extending 
from Mungindi to the Namoi Itiver, near Narrabri, upon the understanding that 
half the cost of the undertaking should he borne hy the sister colony and the 
remaining half hy Idle Government of New South Wales and the landowners who 
would be benefited hy its erection, were brought to a satisfactory issue early in the 
year under review.

It had originally been intended that the fence should take a south-easterly 
course from Mungindi. and terminate at the Namoi River, in the vicinity of Narrabri; 
but as it was found that a considerable portion of the projected line of route would 
traverse country liable to frequent inundations, it was subsequently decided to take 
advantage of higher ground that would he met hy following a more westerly course, 
so that the fence now runs almost due south from Mungindi to the Namoi River.

Tenders were at once invited for the netting required, with the result that 
the offer of Messrs. Lysaght Brothers and Company {Limited) to supply 105 miles 
of galvanised wire-netting 42 inches wide, IT inch mesh, 16 gauge, at £30 10s. per 
mile wras accepted. Deviations applied for by the owners of certain holdings during 
the progress of the work, had the effect of adding considerably to the length ol' tlie 
fence, necessitating the purchase of an additional 10 miles of netting.

With a view to accelerate the progress of erection, the line was divided into 
three sections. The first and second of which have already been completed, and tlie 
third should he finished during the first month of the ensuing year.

By the connection of this harrier fence with that which has been erected hy 
the Queensland Government for a considerable distance along the northern boundary 
of this Colony, the encroachments of the pest on our neighbour’s territory will receive 
a further check, while a largo area of country in this Colony, east of the new line, 
will reap the benefit of the protection that it affords.

The
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The total length of harrier fences erected hy the Crown 'will, on the comple
tion of this line, exceed 1,150 miles, while the aggregate length of wire-netting 
fencing that has been erected by the State and hy private individuals amounts to no 
less than 10,760 miles.

The reports that have been received from time to time from tlie rabbit-infested 
area regarding the prevalence of the pest have been of a somewhat- spasmodic 
character. Districts that at one part of the year have been described as only lightly 
infested have, at a subsequent period, been slated to bo badly Infested. " ^ *

It must unfortunately be admitted that, in spite of all obstacles, the wave of 
rabbits still continues to flow towards the east, and country which formerly was 
regarded as likely to enjoy a permanent immunity from their depredations is 
beginning to show indications of these pests.

Phosphorised pollard during any season, and poisoned water during dry 
seasons, are apparently the most efficacious means of extermination ; while the pit- 
trap, when placed at frequent intervals along lines of netting fences, has probably 
been the most effective appliance for capturing rabbits alive.

Although the offer of a reward for an effective scheme for the extermination 
of the rabbit pest has long since been withdrawn, no Jess than fifty-two schemes have 
been submitted during tlie past year. The prospect of the discovery of some method 
that will ensure finality in tlie work of rabbit extermination would still however 
appear to be as remote as ever.

Advantage lias been taken in several instances during the year of tlie pro
visions of subsection (n) of the 20th section of the Rabbit Act, to apply for con
tributions towards the cost of rabbit-proof fences that have been erected on 
boundaries common to public and private lands.

The requisite authority from the Minister, under the 41st section of the Act, 
to keep live ratffiits in their possession was granted to the undermentioned persons, 
viz :—A. Symmons, at places in Sydney, not yet decided upon ; Hon. Rupert 
Carrington, at Momalong Station ; Thompson, Manning, and Jeremy, at Quarantine 
Ground, Rand wick ; J. H. Patterson, at Gol Gol Station, Balranald ; Charles Martin, 
at the University, Sydney ; J. McGarvie Smith, at Denison-street, Woollahra ; and 
Prank Tid swell, at Kugal Lodge, Rand wick.

In response to representations made on behalf of the landowners interested, 
advantage has been taken of tlie provisions of the Slst section of the Act to proclaim 
tlie iguana** a natural enemy of the rabbit, and to prohibit tlie capture, killing, or 
disposal of that animal in the Land District of Roorowa.

Last year, in accordance with tlie desire of a majority of Ihe landowners 
concerned, the simultaneous and continued destruction of rabbits wras made com
pulsory over a limited area in the counties of Tirana and Denison. This has not 
been without beneficial results, and a desire lias been expressed that similar experi
ments may he made in other localities.

Steps, therefore, are now being taken to extend the operation of the com
pulsory clauses of the Act to a more extensive area, and tlie results will be "watched 
with interest as being calculated to furnish data for arriving at a settlement of the 
question as to whether the principle of compulsory destruction should become the 
policy of the State.

With the exception of a small strip of country situated in the Land Districts of 
Condoholin and Hillston, no addition has been made to the area of the proclaimed 
rabbit-infested districts. ■

During the past year applications have been made for bringing other districts 
within the scope of the 12th section of the Act; hut owing principally to these 
proposals not meeting with the support of the smaller class of settlers who might bo 
called upon to contribute to the cost of making fences erected in such districts 
rabbit-proof, the approval of the Department has been withheld.

As tlie outcome of the Conference convened by the Minister in April last for 
the purpose of obtaining a specific expression of opinion regarding the best means to 
be adopted for tlie cheeking and suppression of the rabbit-pest, a Rabbit Rill was 
drafted, based upon tlie resolutions submitted by the Delegates as the result of their 
deliberations. Animals

9 Tito Liico Vrttut^ Sha\\)t
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Animals Infectious Diseases Aet.

The provisions of the Animals Infectious Diseases Act of 1888 have been 
more extensively called into operation during the past year than in any similar 
period since the measure was introduced, no less than 15 licenses, to introduce and 
propagate microbes and inoculate animals therewith, under the Gth and 7th sections 
of the Act, having been issued, as against 7 only for 1895; and this is accounted for 
by the increased activity in the work of inoculating sheep against anthrax.

Labour Settlements.

Pitt Tovm.—The labour settlement at Pitt Town became defunct on the 
17th of June last, on which date the dissolution of the Board of Control and the 
revocation of the settlement area and its conversion into a casual labour farm were 
notified in the Government Gazette.

A Select Committee, which was appointed to inquire into the causes of the 
abandonment of tho Pitt Town settlement, has not yet completed its investigations; 
so that further comment on a question which, perhaps, may be regarded as being 
still subjudiee would be inexpedient at the present time.

TVilberforce.—An announcement was recently made by the Chairman to the 
effect that the funds at the disposal of the Board are exhausted; but in the 
absence of any information respecting the settlement, it may, perhaps, be assumed 
that matters are generally progressing favourably, and that the settlers have reached 
that stage where further aid from the State is no longer essential.

It has been decided that the question of the issue of leases to the Boards of 
Control, and of sub-leases to the settlers, in accordance noth the provisions of the 
“ Labour Settlements Act,” remain in abeyance ,c until such time as steps have 
been taken to amend the law, with the object of securing homestead titles at a fair 
rent to settlers of this description.”

Sega.—The progress made by this settlement continues to be satisfactory, so 
far as can be gathered from the reports of the two local members of the Board and 
other communications; and if the general acceptance, without protest, of recent 
reductions in the weekly allowances for maintenance to little more than a nominal 
amount may be regarded as a criterion, the settlement should shortly be in a 
position to support itself.

. rl^ic whole of the settlement area has been surrounded with a substantial post- 
and-wire fence, and wire netting attached thereto.

The community consists of twenty families, but their number will shortly be 
augmented by the enrolment of additional settlers with then1 families, for whose 
introduction provision has been made by the subdivision of that portion of the area 
which has so far been used for the agistment of stock.

The settlers have each been supplied with a sufficient number of fruit-trees to 
plant an acre of ground, and supplies of seed for their kitchen gardens have also been 
distributed, the planting and sowing of which have been carried out under the 
direction and supervision of experienced officers, whose services had been courteously 
placed at the disposal of the Board of Control by the Secretary for Mines and Agri
culture ; and it is not unreasonable to anticipate a successful issue to this experiment 
under the conditions that now obtain.

Expenditure.
The total expenditure for all services in 1896 amounts to £341,049 6s. lid., 

made up as follows:—Dor services paid from Consolidated Revenue Votes, &c., 
£326,848 6s. 7d.; for services.paid from Loan Votes, £13,873 11s. 4d.; and for the 
Church and School Lands Branch, transferred from the Public Instruction Depart
ment, £327 9s.
_ The total expenditure in 1895 was £320,308 7s. 9d.; so that the expenditure 
in 1896 shows an increase of £20,740 19s. 2d. Taking, however, the expenses ot the 
Department, purely in connection with the administration of the Land Laws, the 

ill—B • total
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total for 1895 was £300,086 12s. 8d., as against £298,524 Os. 4d. for 1896, sliowinga 
decrease of £1,562 12s. 4d. Tho largo increase above referred to will be seen on 
reference to Schedule III to be occasioned mainly by an excess of expenditure in 1896 
over 1895 in connection, with the following, viz, :—Special services, £8,652 11s. 2d.; 
and payments from Loan Yotcs, £13,323 11s. 4d.; for tho improvement of and the 
acquisition of sites for public cemeteries and public parks and recreation reserves, the 
increase of £10,306 3s. lid. is accounted for by the fact that the financial year was 
altered in 1895, estimates having been voted for six months to the end of June, and 
thereafter from the 1st July to the 30th June following.

' As to the Loan Expenditure, the statement (Schedule III) speaks for itself, 
scrub clearing, erection of buildings, and Hay irrigation works being responsible 
for the increased expenditure in this direction.

It will be seen that the decrease on account of salaries, exclusive of the Land 
Appeal Court and Church and School Lands Branch, was £14,302 10s. 3d., repre
senting mainly the transfers, retirements, and reductions in the salaries of officers 
graded by the Public Service Board as from the 1st July, which amounted to 
£24,743 per annum. The decreased expenditure on account of salaries alone being 
£14,302 10s. 3d., and the decrease on all services, including salaries, in connection 
with the administration of the Land Laws being only £1,562 12s. 4d., shows that 
expenditure for contingencies has increased hy £12,739 17s. lid. The various items 
making up tins sum will he seen on reference to the comparative statement. The 
largest increases are £5,882 5s. 8d, for appraisement and inspection fees; £2,338 0s. 
8d., for travelling expenses, including equipment and forage allowances; and 
£2,095 0s. 7d., for fees for attendance at Local Land Courts. These, however, can 
he more than accounted for—firstly, by the employment of special experts to carry 
but the inspection and appraisement of pastoral and homestead leases, and resumed 
areas held under occupation licenses in the Western Division, made under the pro
visions of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, and for the appraisement of value of con
ditional purchases within special areas, in connection with applications under 
section 36 of that Act; secondly, by tlie additional expenses in connection with the 
foregoing for fees to members of Local Land Boards, for their travelling expenses, 
and those of chairmen, deposition clerks, district surveyors, witnesses, and others; 
and thirdly, hy the payment of an annual travelling allowance to thirteen forest 
inspectors, transferred from the Department of Mines and Agriculture on the 1st July. 
It is pointed out that the rates of travelling allowances in the majority of cases were 
less than they were in 1895, and had it not been for the employment of the inspectors 
and special appraisers referred to, and the transfer of the foresters, travelling 
expenses would have shown a decrease instead of an increase.

Referring to the salaries of Crown Land Agents and assistants, 64 officers were 
graded hy the Public Service Board under the Department of Justice, and their 
salaries arc being paid by that Department.

The number of accounts registered during the year was 9,840, and the 
separate payments made on account of them hy cheques drawn in the Account 
Branch numbered 18,315.

Schedules I to YII and XCYI show respectively the revenue and receipts; 
expenditure for all services; comparative statement of expenditure in 1895 and 
1896, respectively; salaries paid in the year; the strength of the staff and the 
annual rate of salaries as on the Slst December, 1895 and 1896, respectively; 
travelling expenses and fees in connection Avith Local Land Board meetings; 
revenue and expenditure for the years 1886 to 1896, inclusively, showing the 
percentage of the latter to revenue; and cost of measuring classified areas by 
licensed surveyors.

The Land Appeal Court.

During tlie year 1896 the Court heard and disposed of 642 cases, comprising 
<35 cpupnls and 207 references. Of these eases, 369 AArere dealt with in Sydney and 
273 at the various sittings in Die country. The Court held sittings in Sydney on 14 
diJferent occasions, and in the country as follows :—Albury, 1; Deniliquin, 1; 
Dubho, 3; Hay, 1; Tamworth, 2; Wagga Wagga, 3; Young, 1.

At
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At the close of the year 1895 four (4) cases were under reference to the 
Supreme Court, viz.:—

No. 3,545, in re Wm. Nott.
„ 3,683 „ Jas, Nott.
„ 3,690 „ M. Harvey.
„ 3,592 „ Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. v. Pratt.

All of these have since been disposed of. The decision of the Land Appeal 
Court was sustained, in Nos, 3,545 and 3,696, and overruled in No. 3,683 and 3,592.

During 1896 the Land Appeal Court was asked to state special cases for the 
decision of the Supreme Court in eleven instances, two of which, however, were not 
proceeded with. The remaining nine were duly stated and forwarded to the 
Prothqnotary.

The following are the nine cases referred to :—
No. 3,768, Dalgety & Co.; Hill, Clark, & Co.
„ 3,781, in re W. H. Hunt.
„ 3,853, „ Hy. Deane.
„ 3,880, „ Wm. Bolton.
„ 3,884, „ Kobt. Maguire.
,, 3,926, „ Gardiner.

Nos. 4,135 and 4,136, m re H. E. Collcss.
„ 4,137 and 4,138, „ I. E. Colless.

No. 4,182 „ J. Dennis.
In Case 3,768, which is a case under the Babbit Act, the Supreme Court held 

that it had no jurisdiction to hear the case. In Cases Nos. 3,781, 3,884, and 4,182, 
the Land Appeal Court’s decision was confirmed, and in Cases Nos. 3,853, 3,880, 
3,926, and 4,135 to 4,138, it was reversed. These last four cases arc practically one, 
and leave lias since been obtained to appeal to Her Majesty’s Privy Council against 
the ruling of the Pull Court.

Auction Sales.
Town Lands.—During the year 1,447 lots, comprising an area of 601 acres 

1 rood 25-1;- perches, were offered for sale, of which 488 lots, containing 188 acres 
3 roods 1-^- perches, were sold, realising the sum of £5,739 11s., or an average of 
£30 8s. l^d. per acre.

Suburban Lands.—719 lots, containing an area of 2,863 acres 1 rood 292- 
perches, were offered for sale, of which 214 lots, comprising 688 acres 2 roods 
5 perches, were sold, realising £3,702 19s. 6d., or an average price of £5 7s. 6fd. 
per acre.

Country Lands.—The lots offered in connection with these lands amounted 
to 971, representing an area of 29,084 acres 2 roods 1£ perches. 325 lots containing 
11,214 acres 3 roods 6 perches were sold, realising £25,751 8s. 10d., or an average 
of £2 5s. lid. per acre.

It will thus ho seen that the total area of all classes offered for sale during 
1896 amounted to 32,549 acres 1 rood, 10|- porches, comprised within 3,137 lots, and 
that the total area sold was 12,092 acres 6 roods, 12£ perches, embracing 1,057 lots, 
the amount realised being £35,193 19s. 4d.

A comparison of the transactions under this class of sales for the years 1895 
and 1896, is supplied in the following Schedule :—

Town ... |

Suburban ... J 

Country ... i

No.
Year. of lots

| offered.
No.

Area offered, i of lotsHold.
Area sold. Amount realised. Average price per 

acre.

1895
1899
1895
1896
1895
1896

2,564
1,447
1,149

719
1,408

971

a. r. p.
1,017 0 21* 

601 1 251
5,114 3 26J 
2,863 1 292 

57,342 2 1 
29,084 2 1*

715
488
261
244
485
325

a. r. p. 
289 0 361 
188 3 1* 
SOS 2 251 
688 2 5 

19,989 3 20 r 
11,214 3 6

£ s. d. 
9,926 17 0 
5,739 11 0 
4,863 9 0 
3,702 19 6 

42,217 9 4 
25,751 8 10

£ 8, d. 
34 6 5
30 8 H

5 32 0
5 7 6*
2 2 3
2 5 11
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From this Schedule it will he observed that the total area offered only 
amounted to about 50 per cent, of the quantity offered in 1895. Though large 
decreases appear both in the area offered, and the area sold, as compared with the 
previous year,yet the average price per acre has been well maintained. It will also 
be seen that about 31 per cent, of town lands, 24 per cent, of suburban lands, and 
39 per cent, of country lands, offered, were sold, as compared with 28 per cent., 
17 per cent., and 35 per cent, respectively, in 1895.

It may further be remarked that the revenue derived from these sales during 
1896 is the lowest for many years past. In the years 1887, 1888, 1892, and 1893^ 
the revenue derived from this source was £235,098, £273,612, £310,716, and 
£223,375, respectively. Further details will be found in Schedule XXXII.

After Auction Sales.

During the year 586 applications were received, 95 of which were refused, 
while 537, comprising 627 lots were granted.
_ An area of 1,867 acres 0 roods 1U- perches was thus sold, the amount realised 
in connection therewith being £9,604 Is. 6d. The average prices obtained per aero 
were as follows For town lands, £20 15s. 4|d.; for suburban lands, £419s. lOfd.; 
and for country lands within population areas, £2 15s. 5M. Further details will be 
found in Schedule XXXIII.

Forfeiture of Auction Fur chases.

_ For non-payment of the balance of the purchase money within the specified 
time 225 lots were forfeited during the year, representing an area of 194 acres 
2 roods 22 perches, and the deposits paid in connection therewith, amounting to 
£1,934 Is. 3d., were accordingly forfeited to the Crown. Further particulars'will 
he found in Schedule XXXIV.

_ _ In cases where purchasers of Crown, land are entitled to the improvements 
existing thereon the value of the improvements is added to the upset price of the 
land, and, subsequently, remitted. In this way a sum of £929 18s. 3d. was refunded 
and other payments which had been made in excess, to the amount of £17912s. 6d., 
wure also refunded during the year.

Homestead Selections.
As the setting apart of areas for homestead selection under the provisions of 

the Crown Lands Act of 1895 did not commence till late in 1895, the year under 
review may he looked upon, practically, as the first during which land could be 
acquired under this tenure, and the year’s transactions show a very satisfactory 
result.

From Schedule XXIII it wall be seen that no less than 1,187 blocks, com
prising an area of 362,874 acres 1 rood 24 perches, wrere applied for during the year.

Including the applications outstanding at the close of the year 1895, the 
Local Land Boards dealt with 1,299. Of these 1,037, for an area of 300,217 acres 
3 roods 17 perches, were confirmed, whilst 262 were cither disallowed or withdrawn. 
The number of applications outstanding at the end of the year was 250.

4 From Schedule XXIV it wall he seen that the number of homestead selec
tions current on the 31st December, 1896, was 1,100, comprising an area of 324,842 
acres 2 roods 22 perches.

From Schedule LXXXI it will he observed that 1,335 blocks, containing an 
area of 347,639 acres 15 perches, were notified during the year as set apart for 
homestead selection.

During the year twenty-two applications were made to convert conditional 
purchases into homestead selections. These applications included 44 conditional 
purchases, the area represented being 5,547 acres 2 roods 20 perches. The total 
number of conditional purchases, so converted, since the Crown Lands Act of 1895 
came into operation, to the 31st December, 1896, is 47, the area comprised being 
6,874 acres 2 roods 20 perches. For further details see Schedule XXV.

Conditional
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Conditional Purchases.
As predicted in the Report for the year 1895, the transactions in regard to 

this class of holding have been on a much more limited scale than in former years. 
This restriction in the amount of business is largely due to the extension of the term 
of residence in connection with conditional purchases, and to the fact that intending 
settlers of limited means have availed themselves of the more favourable terms for 
acquiring homesteads afforded by the Crown Lands Act of 1895.

The area applied for during 1896 was 199,449 acres 3 roods 37 perches under 
1,279 applications, whilst in the preceding year the area was 253,431 acres, and the 
number of applications 1,751.

Prom Schedules VIII and IX and the subjoined Summary it will be seen 
that of the applications received, 765 were for original conditional purchases, 492 for 
additional, and 22 for non-residential conditional purchases. The distribution of 
these applications in the various divisions into which the Colony is divided was as 
follows:—Eastern Division, 848 applications for 85,283 acres 2 roods 14 perches ; 
Central Division, 430 applications for 113,506 acres 3 roods 23 perches ; and Western 
Division, 1 application for 659£- acres.

Particulars relating to the number of applications received during the year 
for land within special areas, and for ordinary lands, also respecting the number and 
area of conditional purchases applied for from 1862 up to the present time, are 
furnished in Schedule X.

Section 20.
CO.C.P.)

Section 42- 
(A.C.I>.)

Section 47. 
{N.R.O.K) Special Areas. , Total.

d
£ No. Area. Deposit. No. Area, Deposit No. Area. J Deposit NO. Area. Deposit, j No. Area. Deposit.

a. r. p. £ E. (I. a. r. p. £ s. <t. a. r p. £ e. d. a. r. , p. £ s. d. a. r. p. £ a, d.

1885 2*30772,718 3 0 77,272 17 0 2039 344,1153 3 £0 34,405 10 4! 302 47,806 11 0 9,251 1 0 0 742 0 0 140 8 0 5377 1,165,351 120 121,009 16 i

1556 2680 570,539 2 28 57,954 0 1 2087 330,279 3 2 33,023 0 4 355 43.686 2 37 8,850 6 0 73 9,GOO 2 0 £,121 17 6GOS0 963,196 2 27 101,794 2 11
1887 2300520,028 2 14 52,002 17 2135 231,912 2 6 23,191 6 :i I3li 20,073 3 12| 4,014 16 0 9S 11,3M> 1 0 2,501 12 34709 793,004 0 31 82,676 10 11
1883 2474 600,109 3 23 56,010 19 n 2334 247,639 0 10 24,703 IS 4 2331 26,139 0 22 5,227 17 0 273 31,311 0 17 7,165 9

ojsSG*
505,199 0 38 03,153 4 3

1339 2722 533,213 0 0 53,321 $ 0 2684 £83,216 O 20 28,320 15 3 271 26,000 3 0 5,532 II 0 628 60,070 2 29 12,6$0 6 06205 903,159 2 9 99,354 0 3
1800 3252 870,058 3 3 87,007 18 s 4001 600,839 2 Ifl 60,119 2 o 230 28,163 1 33 5,035 10 6 930 205,515 1 2b 40,316 1 4 8526 1,713,577 1 0 193,978 12 8
1891 2243 586,570 1 30 53,656 19 5 2542 430,069 3 33 43,007 11 3 127 12,387 0 13 2,571 9 11'1243 273,SS6 3 ]'54,048 17 9 6154 1,303,414 1 2 150,184 18 6
1S92 1536 314,(120 1 2* 31,492 2 0 1825 323,557 0 26 32,355 10 1 105 0,284 1 3 1,922 3 8 92S 163,637 2 0 32,087 15 3 4303 810,399 1 19 97,857 11 0

1893 1156 197,092 2 16 19,709 7 2 U01 174,163 1 32 17,410 11 i 57 4,530 2 0 912 2 0 1079 158,012 3 37 31,320 2 1q'u203 533,806 2 4 69,358 3 7

1894 880 132,238 3 £0 13,223 18 4 858 170,302 0 24 17,030 4 4 40 3,424 0 0 634 16 0 880 107,889 3 SfiJ 21,450 3 442617 414,855 0 10] 52,439 2 04
3395 631 102,365 0 0 10,230 10 0 643 D4.21S 3 0 9,421 13 0 10 1,253 2 0 £50 H 0 45S 55,593 3 12 10,322 19 01751 253,481 O 12 30,231 19 ti
1890 526 71,747 0 0 7,174 14 0 403 83,474 2 36 8,403 11 9 19 1,079 3 0 215 19 0 331 43,113 2 1 8,134 12 oJl2"9 109,449 8 37 23,028 16 9

Of the applications made during the year, 646 were confirmed, for an area of 
79,839 acres 2 roods 19 perches, and 239 were disallowed. Including the applications 
that 'were outstanding on the 1st January, 1896, the total number confirmed during 
the year was 1,059, for an area of 151,935 acres 1 rood 9 perches, and 355 were 
disallowed. (For further details, see Schedule XL)

The incomplete conditional purchases current at the end of the year numbered 
147,742, and embraced an area of 20,212,812 acres 1 rood 31f perches, and the 
number af conditional purchases for which deeds of grant had been issued numbered 
23,387, the total area so alienated being 2,773,065 acres 0 roods 15 perches. (See 
Schedule XXII.)

Pour hundred and forty-three conditional purchases, representing an area of 
54,689 acres 0 roods 12 perches, were forfeited during the year, as against 513, con
taining 63,532 acres 3 roods 35 perches, for the preceding year. From the subjoined 
statement, extracted from Schedules XYIII and XIX, it will be observed that of 
the total forfeitures only 72 were due to non-payment of balance, interest, or instal
ment of purchase money.

Ho. Area. Reasons of Forfeiture.

72
a* r. p.

7,290 2 20 Non-payinent of 'balance, interest, or instalment of purchase money. 
Non-fulfilment of conditions.371 47,392 1 32

413 54,089 0 12
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> Under tlie provisions of the Crown Lauds Act Amendment Act of 1891, 
forfeiture was conditionally waived in 250 instances, and absolutely waived in 505.

Extensions of time for payment of instalments were granted to the holders of 
4,214 conditional purchases, the total area represented being 530,695 acres.

The provisions of Section 28, Crown Lands Act of 1895, by virtue of which 
resident conditional purchasers are enabled to obtain suspension of payment of 
instalments for a period of twelve months, have been largely availed of during the 
year. Applications were complied with in respect of 2,02? conditional purchases 
containing 348,217 acres, and 353 applications wore refused.

As the Conditional Purchases Relief Act only came into operation on the 
14th July, 1896, the transactions thereunder were necessarily small. Up to the end of 
the year, relief was granted in connection with 344 applications, representing 887 
conditional purchases, the difference between the original amount of annual instal
ments payable and the reduced amount being £2,658 16s. 9d. (Eor details, see 
Schedule XIV.)

Number
of

Applica
tions,

.Number
of

Conditional
Purchases.

Original 
Amount of 

Annual
I ustalment.

Reduced 
Amount of 

Annual 
Instalment.

Difference 
between Original 

and Reduced 
Amount*

Ordinary Conditional Purcdiase ... 298 832
£ s. d. 

G,G79 14 (ii
£ s. d. 

4,299 2 8
£ s, d. 

2,380 11 10£

Special Area Conditional Purchase... 4G 55 1084 .0 41, 805 15 6 278 4 10£

Totals............................ 344 00
 

i

C
O --j

i

7,/G3 14- 11 5,101- IS 2 2,058 1G 9

_ Erom Schedule XV it will be seen that G39 certificates of conformity were 
issued in connection with conditional purchases under tire repealed Acts.

Schedules XVI and XVII furnish details in reference to transfers received 
and dealt with during the year. 9,039 transfers were received, and 8,020 were dealt 
with. The conditional purchases so transferred numbered 16,509; but it will be 
observed that a large proportion of those must have been transferred more than once, 
as the number of conditional purchases actually affected was only 11,264.

Stamp duty to the amount of £5,761 Ss. was paid in connection with 3,165 
transfers. ,

Under the provisions of the 44th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, 
12 conditional purchases, containing 2,172-^ acres, and 4 conditional leases, containing 
1,870 acres, were validated during the year. [Vide Schedule XX.) _

Particulars of instructions issued to, and reports received from, conditional 
purchase inspectors will be found in Schedule XC.

The total number of instructions issued during the year was 14,507, and the 
number of reports received was 11,644.

It was not found necessary during 1896 to resume any land from conditional 
purchases or conditional leases on account of its being auriferous.

Special Areas.

, One hundred and twenty special areas, embracing an area of 32,811 acres 
2 roods 39 perches, were proclaimed during the year, as compared with 212, 
containing an area of 62,294 acres, proclaimed hi 1895; S2 of these special areas 
included 30,199 acres 2 roods 20 perches of country lands, and the remainder, 38, 
containing 2,612 acres 0 roods 19 perches, comprised lands within population or 
suburban areas. (Eor further particulars, see Schedule LXXX.)

The
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The decrease in the number of special areas proclaimed is primarily due to the 
fact that since the Crown Lands Act of 1895 came into operation, lands of more than 
ordinary value can be disposed of either as special areas or as homestead selections.

3?rom Schedule XII it will be observed that of a total available area of 
160,567 acres 2 roods 10^ perches of suburban or population area lands, 109;942 
acres 1 rood 32 perches haAro been selected, and that of an area of 989,903 acres 1 rood 
2 perches of country lands, no less than 799,278 acres 1 rood 38 perches have been 
selected. The area still available for selection on the 31st December, 1896, was 
241,249 acres 3 roods 22^ perches.

The transactions in each of the Land Board Districts is set forth in the 
appended summary, taken from Schedule XII:—■

Land Board District. Class of Land, Quantity of Land 
Available. Area selected. Area unselected.

Armidale... ... ... Country ... ... ...
a.

35,553
r. p.
3 0

ft.
24,092

r. p.
2 0

ft.
11,461

r. p.
1 0

Bourke ... ...
Suburban or Population... 3,455 3 17 2,047 1 18 1,408 1 39
Country ... ... ... 14,040 2 0 2,300 3 0 11,730 3 0

Dubbo ............................
Suburban or Population... 120 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0
Country ... ... ... 18,008 1 0 16,574 2 0 2,123 3 0

Forbes .............................
Suburban or Population... 5,071 0 20 4,792 2 39 1,178 1 30
Country............................ 124,385 0 28 120,500 3 28 3,875 1 0

G outturn ................
Suburban or Population... 18,409 1 0 16,381 0 35 2,028 0 14
Country . ... ... 01.214 2 28 73,056 0 38 18,158 1 30

Grafton ... ... ...
Suburban or Population... 71,370 3 25J 50,863 4 24 20,507 2 14
Country ... ... ... 45.5 H 0 20 36.824 3 20 8,716 1 0

Hay ............................
Suburban or Population,,, 2,070 3 30 750 3 17 1,326 0 13
Country............... .. 150,548 1 0 122,106 1 0 28,442 0 0
Suburban or Population... 10,103 1 0 8,407 1 0 1,786 0 O

Maitland... ... ... Country ... ... ... 15.711 0 18 10,805 0 IS 4,906 0 0

Moree ... ... ...
Suburban or Population... 0,062 0 22 6,504 2 38 3.067 1 24
Country ... ... ... 35.030 0 13 5,178 1 20 30,760 2 33

Orange ... ... ... Country ... ... ... 57,876 0 30 40,859 2 30 8,016 2 0
Suburban or Population.. 13,034 3 31 0,418 0 3 4,516 3 28

Sydney ............................ Country ... ... ... 10,700 0 0 5,061 3 0 4,738 1 0
Suburban or Population... 6,631 2 3 1,066 2 30 4,664 3 13

Tamworth ................ Country............................ 102.105 0 14 77,366 3 25 24,738 0 29
Suburban or Population... 16,210 2 13 7,354 3 26 8,855 2 27

TVaggaWagga................ Country ,,, ... .. 287,590 0 11 254.632 2 19 32,057 1 32
Suburban or Population... 2,530 3 31 1,285 1 2 1,215 2 29

Total ... ... Country ... ... ... 980,903 1 2 709,278 1 38 190,624 3 4
Suburban or Population.,. - 160,567 2 10 j 109,942 1 32 50,625 0 18*

Grand Total ... 1,150,470 3 121 909,220 3 30 241,249 3 22*

Schedule XIII supplies details relating to appraisements under the provisions 
of the 36th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1895 of the value of special area 
conditional purchases. In view of the large number of applications for appraisement 
made it was found impossible lo dispose of them all during the year; hut of 2,723 
applications lodged, the Local Land Boards had dealt with 2,703 on the 31st 
December, 1896.

The total area covered by the applications to appraise was 597,011 acres 
2 roods 17£ perches, and the values have been finally determined in respect of 
520,515 acres 0 roods 14 perches. The capital value of the latter area prior to appraise
ment was £1,044,763 2s. I0£d., but as determined by appraisement is only 
£745,660 15s. 0^d., thus showing a reduction in capital value of £299,102 7s. 10d., 
which necessarily carries with it a proportionate diminution in the amount of the 
annual instalments payable. It may be stated that prior to the appraisement the 
annual instalments payable in respect of the 520,515 acres 0 roods 14 perches referred 
to amounted to £52,26912s. 2d., whereas under the recently appraised values they will 
only amount to £37,283 0s. ll-y-d., thus showing an annual loss of £14,986 11s. 2-|d. 
It is anticipated that the appraisement of the balance of the area covered by the 
applications will also result in a reduction in the capital value.

The
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The appended summary will 
Land Board Districts:—

serve to show the transactions in each of the
SUMMARY.

Land Board 
District.

Total
Number

of
Appli* j 
cations 

Re
ceived.

Area.

XolfdT
Number

of
Appli
cation? | 
dealt 

with hy I Area.

to Hist 
Decem

ber, 
1S9C,

Cases in which Values have been Finally Determined.

Number 
of Con
ditional 

Pur
chases

Area.

i

Amount of 
Purchase 

Money
Represented at 
Original Price.

Amorfnt of 
Purchase 

Money 1 
Represented 

after
Appraisement.

Amount of 
Annual 

Instalments 
Represented 

at
Original Rate.

Amount of 
Annual 

Instalments 
Represented 

after
Appraisement.

Armidfllc ___ in
a.

18,171
r. p.
1 0 no

A.
18,051

r. p.
1 0 113

a.
17,413

r. p.
1 0

£ s. 
33,780 12

d.
"A
6'

£ s. 
24,593 7

d.
9

£ H.
1,039 0

d.
7Bourke .......... 5 1,202 1 0 5 1,202

11,299
1 0 5 1,202 1 0 2,229 7 2,118 17 6 111 9 4Dubbo.............. 46 11,299 0 0 40 0 0 40 10,726 0 0 19,724 7 9 15,861 3 9 9S6 4 5

Forbes . 341 90,787 2 19 341 90,787 2 19 359 93,932 3 19 169,473 12 2 112,880 11 11 R.ftOS 9
Goulburn .... S69 53,059 2 0 369 53,059 2 0 iitiG 52,617 1 33 124,157 17 5 95i420 9 2 61207 17 10
Grafton.......... 191 20,530 0 20 191 20,530 (1 20 220 20,530 0 20 46,510 0 8 31,733 7 7 2,325 10 0
Hay ................ 27i 102,032 0 0 272 102,632 0 0 2+G 08,232 3 0 174,569 15 3 125,862 7 5 S,743 9 9Maitland ___ 07 8,G66 0 0 07 8.606 0 0 70 7,319 1 30 15,480 5 S 14,519 4 4 774 0 3
Moree.............. GO 10,130 3 0 60 16,180 3 0 59 15,095 1 0 24,509 15 0 22,332 11 8 1,225 9 9Orange 204 40,754 I 30 204 40,754 1 30 218 37,447 1 14 71,405 18 3 61,541 4 0* 11
Sydney .......... 30 2,912 1 30 30 2,912 1 30 30 2,912 1 30 6,604 2 6 4,207 5 9 330 4 2
Tainworth ... 100 27,356 0 30 160 27,356 0 30 100 26,5% 0 10 58,395 3 9 51,904 11 7 2,919 15 2
Wajrga Wagga 355 107,400 0 si 830 193,555 a sj (144 136,439 3 18 297,622 4 4 183,274 12 7 14,831 2 5

Totals.... 2,723 507,011 2 S7j 2,703 5f)2,9S7 0 17J 2,530 520,515 0 14 1,044,763 2 10$ 745,600 15 52,209 12 2

£ s. d. 
1,229 13 4 

103 18 10 
7ff:t 1 2 

5,044 0 7 
4,771 0 C 
1,586 18 4 
6,203 2 i 

725 Ifl S 
1,110 12 7 
3,077 1 3* 

210 7 3 
2,505 4 7 
9,163 14 11

37,283 0 111

Improvement Purchases.
_ The area of land within proclaimed gold-fields applied for to purchase, in 

virtue of improvements, under section 46 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, shows a 
very slight advance on the previous year. The number of applications received 
during 1896 was 152, the number approved was 102, whilst 22 were refused, and 12 
allowed to lapse. The area alienated amounted to 32 acres 3 roods 23J perches, 
comprised within So lots, the price realised being £1,047 14s.

Twro applications under section 2 of the Land Act Amendment Act of 1875 
for country lands, embracing 433| acres, were also approved, the price paid being 
£569 12s. 6d. Further particulars will he found in Schedule XXXV.

Special Purchases.
The transactious in connection with this class of alienations include applications 

for rescission of wfater frontage reservations (section 12, Act of 1861, and section 
63, Act of 1884), for permission to reclaim and purchase land (section 64, Act of 
1884), for the purchase of small, isolated areas, &c. (section 66, Act of 1884), for 
permission to close and purchase unnecessary roads (section 67, Act of 1SS4), and 
also for the granting of Crown lands in lieu of land resumed for roads (section 42, 
Act of 1889).

The number of applications received during the vear was 106, of which 3 wrere 
under section 63, Act of 1884 ; 29 under section 64, Act of 1884; 24 under section 
60, Act of 1884 ; and 50 under section 67, Act of 1884.

The area alienated amounted to 262 acres 0 roods 4 perches, the purchase 
money received being £4,032 15s. The area disposed of in the year 1895 under these 
sections was 538 acres 0 roods 28^ perches, the sum realised being £4,720 12s. 7d.

Under the 42nd section, Act of 1889, 21 cases wTcre completed during the 
year, the area granted being 55 acres 0 roods 5 porches.

Further details w-ill he found in Schedule XXXVI; hut the Summary here
under presents the year’s transactions in a condensed form for reference :—

Section 12, Act 1861.
ii 63, „ 1S84.
,, 64?, ,, ,, .
,, 66, „ ,, .
.. 67, „ „ .
» 42, „ 1880.

Area sold. Purchase money.

a. r. p. £ s. 4.
0 0 23 56 9 O
1 2 26* - 118 16 3
1 1 30* 1,507 18 9

173 3 25! 1,833 16 10
81 3 19 515 14 2
55 0 5

317 0 9 4,032 15 0
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Surrenders and Exchanges.

That the provisions of section 47, Act of 1S95 (which permit the holders of 
purchased lands exchanging the same for Crown land with a view to consolidating 
their estates) are in active operation, will he seen on reference to Schedule XXXVII, 
no less than 177 applications having been received, or 40 in excess of the previous year. 
The number of applications ivfused or withdrawn was 56, and the cases outstanding 
at the close of the year amounted to 315. In explanation of the large number of 
applications outstanding, it may he stated that in many of these cases, owing to the 
magnitude of the transactions and the important interests involved, protracted 
negotiations are necessary, and several counter proposals have often to be submitted 
to the ap2)licauts before a proper basis of exchange can he agreed upon for reference 
to the Local Land Board.

During the year 45 cases, representing an area of 213,900 acres, were finally 
completed, and the surrenders accepted by the Govcrnor-in-Council. (See Schedule 
XXXVII.) 1

Deeds of Grant. .
> Ihe number of deeds of grant prepared during the year was 2,108, repre

senting an area of 290,438 acres 1 rood 33;} perches. These figures show a decrease 
when compared with 1895, during which year the deeds prepared reached a tola! of 
2,034, representing an area of 299,788 acres 1 rood Sf perches. The work involved 
in some of the large exchanges made lias, however, been of a very complicated and 
difficult nature. (For further details, sec Schedule XSXVIXI.) '

Volunteer Order Applications.

_ During the year, 12 of these applications were received, 8 being for land 
within the Allmry Land District, 1 for land in the tlunnedah District, 1 for land in 
the Gundagai District, and 2 for land in the Murrurundi. District. Two applications 
were refused, and 4, representing an area of 200 acres, were granted.

The number of these applications received in the year 1895 was 4.

Settlement Leases.

' From Schedule LXXXI I it will he seen that the settlement-lease areas 
notified during the year 18^0 contained- 481 farms, embracing an area of 1,719,391 
acres 1 rood 10 perches. . .

The number of leases applied for during the year was 314, the area embraced 
being 1,012,389 acres, representing an annual rental of £10,937 13s. 5d. Applica
tions for 259 farms, containing 7J 7,7981 acres, were confirmed, and applications for 
112 farms were outstanding at the close of the vear. (For further particulars, 
Schedule LVII.) ’

After confirmation of an application, a lease is executed and issued. From 
Schedule LVIII it will be observed that the number of leases so executed and issued 
since the Crown Lands Act of 1895 (the Act that created this form of lease) came 
into operation, to_ the 31st, December, 1890, is 198, covering an area of 542,778J 
acres, and producing a revenue of £0,700 12s. 9d., or within a fraction of an average 
rate of 3d. per acre.

The popularity of this class of holding is evidenced hy the fact that of 053 
farms notified for settlement since the Act "of 1895 operated, no less than 384, or 
nearly 00 per cent., have been applied for, although some of Ihe areas notified 
towards the close of the year did not become available till 1897.

1U-C Annual
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Annual Leases.
The area held under annual lease at the close of the year 1S96 was 5,873,263 

acres 0 roods 7 perches, comprised within 9,588 leases, producing an annual revenue 
of £40,753 15s. 7d.

ISine hundred and nineteen leases lapsed during the year, the area being 
715,082 acres, and the rental £4,485 3s. lOd. The cancellations numbered 117, the 
area covered being 63,917 acres 3 roods 32 perches, to which a rental of £460 16s. 6d. 
was attached (Schedule LXX).

The following table shows the number, area, and rental of the leases in 
existence in each Division of the Colony at the end of 1896:—

Division. Number. Area. Bent.

a. r. p. & 8. A
Eastern ... ... ... ... .. 8,430 4,967,079 0 17 32,579 2 7
Central ... ... ... ... ... 1,073 819,832 3 30 7,651 13 (i
Western ... ... ... ... ... 75 SG.301 0 0 522 19 0

f>,o8S 5,873,203 0 7 40,753 15 7

It may he mentioned that the leases in existence at the close oP the year 1893 
showed an increase, both in respect of the number of leases and the area leased, when 
compared with the year 1894, and the past year shows a further advance on the year 
1895, the leases current at the end of that year being 8,924, covering an area of 
5,564,303 acres 1 rood 27 perches, and producing an annual revenue of £39,510 14s. 6d. 
Schedule LXXI supplies further details of current leases.

The number of applications disposed of during the year amounted to 2,275, 
of which 1,799 were granted, and 476 either disallowed or withdrawn. Some of 
these applications were lodged prior to 1896. The area leased in satisfaction of the 
applications granted was 3,179,593 acres 1 rood 20 perches, the rental derived there
from being £7,019 Gs. lid. (Fide Schedule LXV1IL)

The area offered for lease hy auction during 1896 was 65,102 acres 1 rood 
37 perches, of which 8,6891- acres were sold, the annual rent realised being £204 10s. 
(Schedule LXIX.) "

The following table gives particulars of the applications made, the area 
applied for, and the area leased by auction during the past live years. Further 
details will be found in Schedules LXYIII and LXIX :— '

Year. Applications made. Area applied for. Area leased by auction.

1892 ...................... 2,578
a. r. ]).

1.768,807 0 O
a. r. p.

8.357 2 O
1893 ....................... 2,130 1,390,212 .1 13 10,709 0 0
1894 ....................... 1,779 1,018,015 0 0 11,042 0 0
1895 ...................... 2,444 1.4-58,027 2 0 - 0.929 3 O
189G ...................... 1,928 1,072,830 0 351 8,089 2 0

Though the number of applications and the area applied for during the year 
show a considerable decrease when compared with the year 1895, yet the revenue 
derived from the leases granted shows a substantial increase, the amount being 
£7,019 6s. lid. as against £0,459 14s. 5d.

Conditional Leases.
" The number of applications received in 1896 was 736, for an area of 

335,101. acres 1 rood 30 perches. This, when compared with previous years’ 
transactions, is significant. FvidentJy the residence condition imposed hy the 
Crown Lands Act of 1895, and the more popular forms of tenure introduced hy 
that Act are, in a great measure, responsible for the diminution in the number of 
applications made. . Full
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Full details regarding the applications received during 1896 will be found in 

Schedule XXVI; and a summary of those received annually since 1885, the year in 
which this class of holding was introduced, is shown hereunder.

Year. Number. A rca. Deposits.

LSS5 ................................ 3,816*
a. r, p.

2,517,04-j 0 13*
£ s. d.

21,225 7 0
.1SSU.............................. 2,500 1.207.953 0 8 10,066 5 6
]8S7 ................................ 2,228 1,242,380 0 0 10,353 3 4
JSS8 ................................ 2,623 1,424,753 1 25 11,872 18 11
issa ................................ 3,470 1.569.949 3 30 13,082 18 4
3S90................................ 5.460 3,056,774 2 2(> 25,489 7 2
1891 ................................ 3,952 2.177.810 0 15 18.140 17 10
1S!)2 ................................ 2,692 1,171,971 1 18 9.769 5 1
1898 ................................ 1,800 715.011 0 34 5,943 8 4
1894 ................................ 1,338 528,612 2 30 4,409 9 10
1895 ................................ 1,120 478,301 3 20 3,985 1 8
1890 ................................ 736 335,101 1 30 2,783 7 5

#Tlsis includes 1,994 applications, made under 54Lh section of the Act of 1834, representing an area of 1,198,017 acres 
0 roods 30 perches.

During the year 859 applications were dealt with, 601 being confirmed, for 
an area of 211,236 acres, and 255 disallowed. Of the applications confirmed, 196 

were made during 1896, and embraced an area of 63,1211 acres; and of the 
applications disallowed, 163 were lodged during that year. Further particulars will 

he found in Schedule XXVII.

Three thousand and ten transfers were passed during 1896, the number of 

leases affected being 2,043, representing an area of 1,500,295 acres 2 roods 10 

perches. {See Schedule XXVIII.)

Under the provisions of section 25 of the Act of 1889, there were 227 con
versions of conditional leases into additional conditional purchases. In 92 instances 
the whole of the leases were converted, whilst in 135 cases only partial conversions 

were effected. The total area so converted amounted to 49,4641 acres, to which a 
rental of £657 3s. 7d. had been attached. (See Schedule XXX.)

The rents fixed hy the Local Land Boards in 812 cases were approved hy the 

Minister, and no references to the Land Appeal Court were considered necessary.

Extension of time for the payment of rent was granted in 256 cases, the 

* amount thus deferred being £2,800. In 205 cases forfeiture was provisionally, and 

in 396 cases absolutely, waived during the year.

During the year, 812 leases, containing 298,087 acres 3 roods 20 perches, were 

gazetted as approved, the rental attached thereto being £3,034 13s. lOd. The total 
number of gazetted leases in existence at the end of the year was 21,992, containing 

12,486,321 acres 2 roods 34 perches, producing an annual revenue of £150,361 9s. 3d, 
By the addition of the applications in hand on the 31st December, 1896, on which, 
however, action had not been, completed, the number of leases would he increased to 
23,407, the area to 13,260,052 acres 0 roods 17 perches, and the annual rental to 
£156,809 2s. 8d. Further details will he found in Schedule XXXI.

Two hundred and eighty-eight leases were gazetted as forfeited during the 

year. These embrace an area of 102,3201- acres, and the rental attached thereto was 
£1,204 Cs. 5d. (Schedule XXIX.) "

Since Decemhcr, 1885, an area of 0,988 acres 0 roods 37 perches has been can
celled, out of 19 leases, on account of the land being auriferous.

Pastoral
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Pastoral Leases.
The pastoral leases current on 31st Decemhcr, 1896, were 784 in number, 

containing a total area of 52,706,670 acres, and returning an annual rental of 

£319,259 17s. 8d. Of these leases, 476 were situated in the Central and 308 in the 
"Western Division. The appended Schedule gives the area leased in each Division 

and the rental obtained. (For further details, see Schedule XXXIX.)

No. of Leasop* JJrrisioii of Colon v. Area, Bent.

• acres. £ fi. d.
476 Central ... ... ... 14,000,831 152,707 2 8
303 Western ... ... .. 38,015,780 166,402 15 0

7S4 52,706,070 310,259 17 8

Xo forfeitures occurred during the year. (Schedule XLVL)
An area of 100,250 acres was withdrawn from pastoral lease for public 

purposes during the year. This area was distributed over 95 leaseholds, and the 

sum of £3,395 14s. 2d. was refunded to the lessees on account of rent paid in 
advance upon the area so withdrawn. (Schedule XL.)

Seventy-one pastoral leases were transferred during the year; of Ihcse, 39 
were situated in the Central and 32 in the Western Division. (Schedule XLI.)

As pointed out in the Deport for the year 1895, the number of accepted 

applications for reappraisement of pastoral leases in the Western Division under 
section 9 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895 was 203. In 146 instances the re
appraisements have been completed and new rates determined, mid action is well 
advanced in respect of the remainder. The completed cases cover an area of 

20,454,431 acres, which formerly produced a rental of £79,803 Is. 3d. per annum; 
the rental, as determined by the reappraisements, amounts to £55,551 13s. 2d., thus 

showing a reduction of £24,251 8s. Id., or at the rate of 30 per cent. The average 
rate per acre, according to the original rental, was 'OSd., whilst under the recently 

appraised rental the average rate is *65d. (See Schedule XLIV.) ”

At the close of the year 1895, IS applications, under section 8 of the 

Crown Lands Act of 1895, for the attachment of resumed areas to their respective 
leasehold areas were outstanding, and during the year under review 15 applica
tions, covering an area of 1,945,945 acres, were lodged, thus making a total of 33 
requiring action. Five applications, embracing a total area of 897,61.7 acres, 
were approved, and 3 for an area of 368,082 acres were refused. (For further 

details, see Sbedule XLII.)

The names and numbers of the pastoral leases that expired during 1890 
will he found in Schedule XLVIII, and details of those which will expire in 1897 
will be found in Schedule XLYII. •

One pastoral lease, containing 54,200 acres, and situated in the Western. 
Division, was sold by auction during the year.

In order to meet the demand for land for closer settlement it has been found 
necessary to take advantage of the provisions contained in sections 3 and 6 of the 

Crown Lands Act of 1895 for withdrawing land from pastoral lease in the Central 
and Western Divisions, and the various Local Land Boards have been asked to inquire 
and report on the expediency of withdrawing from certain of these pastoral leases 
such lands as are suitable for settlement in smaller areas. The number of eases 
referred to the Boards during the year was 67, the approximate area that could be 
withdrawn being estimated at 1,151,007 acres.

The area actually gazetted as withdrawn during the year 1896 was 176,200 
acres, and the preliminary notification of the [intention to withdraw was gazetted in 
respect of five other holdings, the approximate area that could be withdrawn there
from under the law’ being estimated at 121,484 acres. Particulars of the holdings 
affected by these proposals will be found in Schedule XLIX.

’ ' The
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The subjoined Schedule gives the names of certain pastoral leases situated 
in the Central Division which have been declared scrub land under the 35th section 
of the Crown Lands Act of 18S93 and brought under the West Logan agreement:—

o. of Pastoral Leases, 2Jainc of Pastoral Leases
41 ............. ... Balgtiy.

205 ............. 44* ... Woodlands.
220 ............. ... Orange Plains,
0S5 ... ... ... Thorndalo.
43t ............. ... Canon bar (part of.)

' 471 ............. ... West Bogan Xo. 7.
(iOS ............. ... Bndgery.

Occupation Licenses,

The licenses in force during 1890 numbered 1.693. covering an area of 
40,2].0,24'1 acres, and returning an annual rental of £113,409 17s. 8d. (Schedule 
XXXIX.)

It will be observed from the Table appended that the licenses current during 
the year show an increase when compared with those held in 1895, but Die acreage 
and rental both show decreases.

Current on 31 bt December, 1^95. Cun cut bn 31st December, ]S9(i.

Division. Xo. Area. Kent. Dii Ulon. Xo. Area, Kent.

1U ITS. ■C <3. aeros. £ 8. (1.
Eastern........................... ai5 3,671,010 10,567 2 1 Enstern ....................... 307 4,785,594 11,842 x 9
Eastern (preferential)... :U3 3,580,?73 38,673 u 8 Eastern (preferential) 314 3,^74 573 17,482 6 O
Central........................... 5(JS 6,300.972 33,53!) 6 8 Out rat ..................... 547 5,832,800 30,805 8 5
Central (preferential) ... 218 3,738,sno 18,850 15 {> Central (preferential). 224 3,638,441 26,923 35 O
Western ....................... 212 23,'126,621 42,007 12 9 Western....................... 211 22,278,833 26,356 6 0

Total ................. 3,620 40,817,281 123,728 S 8 Total................... 1,693 40,210,241 113,409 37 8

The sales of occupation licenses show a marked improvement on previous 
years. Of 205 licenses, containing 2,968,315 acres, which were offered for sale by 
auction or tender, 104, embracing an area of 1,478,202 acres, were disposed of. The 
number and area of those sold in 1895 was 26, contain! ng 361,773 acres. (Eor further 
details, see Schedule XLIIL)

Seventeen preferential occupation licenses were not renewed for 1896. Of 
these, 9 were situated in the Eastern and 8 in the Central Division; whilst of ordinary 
occupation licenses, 36 uero not renewed, 11 of which were within the Eastern, 21 
within the Central, and 4 within the Western Division. (See Schedule XLYI for 
further details.)

Thirty-six preferential and 75 ordinary occupation licenses were transferred 
during the year. (See Schedule XLI.)

An area of 1,280,090 acres was withdrawal from 392 occupation licenses 
during the year for purposes of alienation, reservation, &c.; and as the rent is paid 
in advance, the withdrawal of this area necessitated the refund to licensees of 
the sum of £6,245 3 5s. (See Schedule XL.)

Under the provisions of section 81 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, the 
license fees in respect of 20 resumed areas were reappraised and gazetted during the 
year. The names of the areas affected and other details in connection 1141.11 such 
reappraisements will he found in Schedule XLV.

The applications received for the attachment of resumed areas to leasehold 
areas have been referred to when dealing with the subject of pastoral leases, and 
all details are shown in Schedule XLII.

In connection with 1he reappraisements under section 9 of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1895 of occupation licenses in the Western Division, it is pointed out that of 
144 applications received, action has been completed and new rates determined in 
respect of 93. The completed cases represent an area of 12,985,099 acres, which 
formerly produced a revenue of £26,538 3s. 5d. per annum ; the rental, as determined 
by the reappraisements, amounts to £15,838 Is. 4d., thus showing a reduction on the

former
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former rental of £10,700 2s. Id, being a decrease of 40 per cent. The average rate 
per acre, according to the original rental, was ‘494., whilst under the recently 
appraised rental the rate is '29d. (For details, see Schedule XLIV.)

The appraisements under section 4 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895 of the 
preferential occupation licenses, embracing tiie leaseholds in the Central Division 
which expired during the year 1895, were carried out during the year under review'. 
(For details respecting the areas and rentals, see Schedule L.) *

Homestead Leases.

The number of homestead leases in existence on the 31st December, 1896, 
wras 1,246, containing an area of 10,429,261 acres, and producing a rental of 
£68,685 12s. Id. 1 °

As pointed out in previous Deports, these leases are only granted in the 
Western Division, and are situated within the Land Board Districts of Bourke, Hay, 
and Moree.. The Bourke District is credited with 809 leases, embracing 0,876,422 
acres, yielding a rental of £44,981 8s. 9d., the average rate per acre bemg l*56d.; 
Hay, with 314 leases, containing 2,534,564 acres, yielding a rental of £14,949 ISs. Sd.' 
the average rate per acre being D41d.; and Moree, with 123 leases, containing 
1,018,275 acres, producing a rental of £8,754 4s. 8d., the average rate per acre being 
2d. (Furthur details wrill be found in Schedule LVI.)

The number of applications lodged during the year was 89, as against 106 in 
the year 1895.

In view of the large area held under this form of tenure, the remoteness from 
settlement of that now available, and the limited extent of land which, in its natural 
state, would attract small settlers, a decrease in the number of applications must be 
looked for, although there is still a very large extent of country available for 
homestead lease.

_ The details furnished in the subjoined Schedule will afford a means of com
paring the number of applications, area applied for, &c., duriug the last twelve 
years. (For full particulars, see Schedule LI.)

Year. No. of Applications.

1885 391
1886 121
1887 128
1888 141
1880 238
1800 310
1891 191
1892 176
1893 135
1894 110
1895 100
1896 89

Area applied for. Deposits lodged.

acres. £ b. d.
3,823,235 15,880 2 11
1,141,963 4,758 3 7
1,198,280 4,992 17 2
] ,332,69] 5,511 15 7
2,187,837 9,113 19 9
2,620,959 10,920 13 3
1,515,629 6,278 2 1
1,214,447 5,648 16 6

870,044 3,582 10 4
692,515 2,885 9 7
613,723 2,557 3 7
605,146 2,521 8 10

The number of homestead leases granted during the year was 79, representing 
an area of 459,453 acres and a rental of £1,383 4s. 3d., as against 76, containing 
515,821 acres, and returning a revenue of £2,340 15s. 3d., granted in 1895. The 
average rental per acre of the area leased in 1896 was '7d., as against FOSd. obtained 
from the leases granted in 1895.

Twenty-five applications were either refused or permitted to be withdrawn, and 
78 were outstanding at the close of the year. (For fuller details, see Schedule LII.)

Forty-two leases, embracing an area of 314,331 acres, and representing a 
rental of £1,374 9s. 8d,, were forfeited during the vear. (Further particulars will be 
found in Schedule LIII.) *

In connection with the reappraisements of the rentals of homestead leases, 
under section 9 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, referred to in the Deport for the 
year 1895, it may be mentioned that action was completed during the year in 260 
cases only; consequently it cannot be definitely stated at present to what extent the 
revenue derived from these leases will be affected. From Schedule LV it will be

observed
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observed that the area reappraised during 1896 was 2,404,023 acres, the rental bein'--" 
determined at £12,837 12s. Id., as against £10,889 19s. 2d. under the original 
appraisement, thus showing a reduction of nearly 25 per cent. The average rental 
per acre, as reappraised, so far as tins area'is concerned, is T28d., whilst the 
original average rental was TG8d. per acre.

1 rorn Schedule L1V it will he seen that 197 transfers were completed during' 
the year, and 52 were outstanding. s

Special Leases,

. [j-he applications received for special leases show a very slight increase on the 
year 189o, hemg 275 as against 269. As 270 applications were pending on the 31st 
Jjecember, 1895, the total number requiring action during the vear was 545. Of 
these, 275 were dealt with, 108 being declined, withdrawn, &e.,‘and 107 granted 
Ihe granted leases represent an area of 5,540 acres 3 roods 38 perches, the annual 
rental produced being £1,992 5s. 6d. The applications pending at the close of the 
year numbered 286. (Further details will be found in Schedule LX.)

Forfeitures of these leases were not so numerous as in the previous year, the 
number forfeited during 1896 being only 12, embracing an area of 491 acres 3 roods 
12 perches, with an annual rental of £184 10s., as against 33, containing 872 acres 
1 rood 31 perclies and producing a revenue of £489 12s. .8d., in the year 1895. (For 
full details, see Schedule LXI.) v

Tndudmg the leases which terminated hy effluxion of time on the 31st 
December, ]£96, the number of leases current on that date was 675, comprising an
v?? n°«* ^ aC™3,rood1s 39£ lierches> and producing an annual rental of 
£10,085 12s. 2d._ 11 tty-four leases, covering an area of 607 acres 0 roods 6£ perches,
andLXmfUX10n°f dm’inStheyeaV‘ (17°rfurtherdGtailS)Sched^LXII

These leases arc granted under the provisions of sections 89, 90, and 92, of 
the Crown Lands Act of 1884, and section 46 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, for 
tiie various purposes specified hereunder :—

Under section 89—
Floating docks, jetties, piers, and wharfs below high-water mark.

Under section 90—
Accommodation house. 
Accommodation paddock. 
Agriculture.
Bakery.
Ballast (to obtain).
Buthin" places.
Bee and Poultry Farm.
Boats (building and repairing). 
Boiling-down works.
Brick earth (to obtain), 
Brick-kiln.
Bridges.
Bams.
Brain age.
Eucalyptus (cultivation of). 
Explosives (sites for storage of), 
li’actory.
Ferries.
Fisheries.
Freezing works.

G-ravel (to obtain).
Grazing.
Guano (to obtain).
Inn.
Irrigation.
Landing-places.
Lime-kilns.
Limestone (to obtain).
Loam (to obtain).
Machinery (erection of).
Mail stations in sparsely-populated 

districts.
Pipe-line.
Punt-houses.
Quarries.
Itailway station and depot. 
Recreation.
Saw-mills.
Sericulture.
Shells (to obtain).

Ships (building or repairing). 
Skindrying and packing. 
Slaughter-houses.
Smelting-works,
Smithy.
Stables and accommodation 

paddocks.
Store.
Sugar-cane growing.
Storage purposes.
Tanks.
Tanneries.
Tobacco growing.
Vegetable garden.
Village settlement.
"Wattle growing:.Well. S

Wharfs (above high-water mark). 
Wool-washing establishments. 
Working mineral springs.

Under section 92—
Irrigation works and tramway purposes.

Under section 46, Crown Lands Act of 1895—
Business purposes.
Erection of buildings,

#

Artesian Well Leases.

or, ^ycar tw0 artesian well leases were gazetted as approved, representing
a tea of 20,480 acres, with a rental of £56 per annum. The total number of
ornSaofSCS CUrr':ut at the close °r the 1896 was 35, comprising an area of 
307,923 acres, with an annual rental of £996 10s. 4d. Improvement
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Improvement Leases.

This class of holding was created by the Crown Lands Act of 1895, the object 
sought to be accomplished being the occupation and improvement of large tracts _ of 
vacant Crown land and abandoned holdings that could not be profitably occupied 
under the ordinary forms of tenure provided by the Principal A ct, owing to their 
being of inferior quality or covered with scrub or heavy timber, or subject to some 
natural or other disadvantage. .

These leases are disposed of either by tender or by auction, the inducement 
offered being long tenure and nominal rentals. Stringent improvement conditions 
arc however imposed; consequently, on the expiration of the leases, the land will 
have improved in value and be better adapted for closer settlement.

The results so far are encouraging. From Schedule LIX it will be seen that 
during the year 124 leases, aggregating 1,230,207-1- acres, were sold by auction, the 
annual rental realised being £1,488 18s. 4d.; and tenders were accepted of 42 
others, containing an area of 631,715 acres, and representing an annual rental of 
£913 2s.-7d. As no leases were disposed of in 1895, the number of improvement 
leases in existence on the 31st December, 1896, was 166, embracing an area of 
l,861,922y acres, producing a revenue of £2.402 Os. lid., or an average of a
penny per acre.

Scrub Leases.
The number of applications received during the year 1896 was 19, for an area 

of 537,428 acres, and in addition to these there were 10 applications, covering an^area 
of 37,040 acres, outstanding at the close of 1895, making a total of 29 requiring 
action during the year. Of these, S were disallowed or withdrawn, and 7 were 
granted, embracing an area of 20,241 acres, the rental derived being £30 11s. lid. 
per annum.

The only feature deserving of notice in connection with these leases is the 
large area covered by the applications as compared with previous years. The area 
applied for in 3 v95 was only 54,702 acres, and the total area held under this tenure 
on the 31st December, 1896, was 215,455-! ficres. The increase in area is due to 
the fact that applications have been made to convert-certain of the pastoral leases, 
situated to the west of the Bogan Biver, into scrub leases under the terms of the 
“ West Bogan Agreement.”

The terms of the “ West Bogan Agreement ” are briefly as follows:—A 
pastoral lease within the country affected by scrub may be converted into a scrub 
lease with a term of twenty-eight years; the minimum anm tal rental not to be less than 
10s,, nor the maximum more than £1 per section of 640 acres. The land is to he 
thoroughly cleaved of all scrub and noxious undergrowth, and kept so cleared until 
it he resumed. Within the first four years of the lease, 2s. 6d. per acre is to he 
expended in clearing, Is. per acre being expended within the first year, the right to 
resume one-third of the land on the expiration of twelve years from date of com
mencement of the lease, and another third on the expiration of twenty years, is 
reserved to the Crown in the event of the land being required for close]' settlement. 
Authority is given to inspect and hold inquiries as to fulfilment of conditions and 
to insist on compliance with the terms of the agreement. Tiie lessee is not to have 
tenant right or ownership in the improvements effected under the agreement, hut 
is to have -tenant right in other improvements if of a permanent, fixed, and 
substantial character, and necessary for the profitable occupation of the land.

Xo forfeitures occurred during the year, nor did any leases expire; but 9 
which expired in 1895 were extended for a further term under the provisions of 
section 26 of the Crown Lands Act of 3.895.

The number of leases current at the end of Ihe year was 37, containing an 
area of 215,455^ acres and returning an annual rental of £333 6s. 9d. ’

Full details will be found in Schedule LXIV.

Leases
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Leases of Inferior Lands.

Two leases, representing an area of 23,000 acres, and producing a rental of 
£23 19s. 2d., were granted during the year, whilst 8 leases were-declared forfeited, 
the area and rental being respectively 147,139 acres and £184 13s. lid.

' The number of leases current at the close of the year was 35, containing an 
area of 364,336 acres, and returning a rental of £261 2s. Id. per annum. (Schedule 
LXY.)

Residential Leases.

The transactions in connection with those leases show a slight decrease when 
compared with the year 1895. The applications received during the year numbered 
56, and these, added to 53 outstanding at the close of 1895, gave a total of 109 
under action during 1896. In the year 1895 the number of applications received 
were 68. Thirteen applications were either disallowed or withdrawn, and 17 were 
granted for an area of 216£ acres, at a rental of £22.

The forfeitures for the year numbered 10, representing an area and rental of 
93 acres and £16 10s. respectively.

The number of leases current at the close of the year was 176, covering an 
area of 1,706 acres 3 roods 12-1- perches, and producing an annual revenue of £261 
13s. 5d. (For further particulars, see Schedule LXVi.)

' Snoio Leases.

Eight-of these leases, embracing an area of 35,620 acres, were granted during 
the year, at a rental of £181 Is. Id., and one of 5,930 acres, which returned a rental 
of £24 14s. 2d., was forfeited.

The leases current on the 31st December, 1896, were 25 in number, containing 
an area of 112,070 acres and producing an annual rental of £774 8s. 4d. 
(Schedule LXVIL)

Dedications—Reserves—Resumptions,

The number of reserves from sale notified during the year was 1,275, embracing 
- an area of 4,001,315 acres, and the reserves from sale revoked numbered 1,794, 

representing an area of 3.853,460 acres. (Schedules LXXY and LXXYI.)
Deserves from lease and license, annual lease, &c,, notified in 1890 were 299 

in number, comprising 1,142,438 acres. The revocations of similar reserves during 
the year reached a total of 376, the area contained therein being 381,644 acres. 
(Schedules LXXYII and LXXYIII.)

The dedications for religious and public purposes during the year were 184 in 
number, representing an area of 3,185 acres 3 roods 23-?- perches. Particulars as to 
the respective purposes for which these lands were dedicated will be found in 
Schedule LXX1X.

During the year 1896 the area resumed under the provisions of the 105th 
section of the Act of 1884, and of the 41st section of the Act of 1889, was 5,178 acres 
2 roods 35-?,- perches. Pull particulars of the land so resumed may be found in 
Schedule LXX1Y. .

Neiocastle Rasiurage Reserve.

There arc 598 holdings under the Newcastle Pasturage Deserve Act on which 
the payment of purchase money is still proceeding. During the year the balances 
on 62 purchases were paid, making the total number of holdings fully paid up 
302, representing a capital value of £19',216 19s. Further particulars are contained 
in Schedule LXXIII.

ill—D (Joses
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' Cases of Trespass on Croion Land.
Five hundred and twenty-four cases of trespass on Crown lands were reported 

during the year; and as 441 cases had not been dealt with at the end of 1895, the 
total number requiring action during the year was 965. From Schedule LXXXIII 
it will be observed that 644 cases were dealt with in various ways, leaving a balance 
of 321 on which action had not been completed at the close of the year.

, Applications for permission to Lingbark.
During the year, 175 applications were received, covering an area of 1,134,214 

acres, the fees lodged in connection therewith amounting to £489. Of the applica
tions received prior to 1896, 57 were granted, also 85 of those received during the 
year, making a total of 142, representing an area of 1,025,226^ acres. During the 
year 11 applications were disallowed, and at the close thereof 86 were outstanding. 
(For further details respecting these transactions, see Schedule XCI.)

Ter missive Occupancies.
Permissive occupancies are so designated inasmuch as the tenure is merely 

permissive, and terminable at the pleasure of the Minister. They are issued for a 
variety of purposes, principally for the occupation of small areas of Crown lands on 
which to erect structures of a temporary nature, such as jetties for small boats, boat- 
sheds, buildings, &c. Rentals arc paid on specified dates, and the occupation carries 
no right of purchase

On the 31st December, 1896, 518 permissive occupancies were in existence, 
the area included being 4,394 acres 1 rood 11 .perches, and the rental derived 
£1,233 14s 9d. (For further details, see Schedule LXXII.)

Cases dealt with by Local Land Boards.

During the year under review, 22,067 cases were considered by the Local Land 
Boards, of which 2,308 were adjourned. A comparative statement for the past five 
years is appended, and further details will be found in Schedule LXXXIX.

1892
1893
1894
1895 
189 G

35,330 cases considered ; 2,567 cases .adjourned; 1,731 days occupied. 
30,910 2,830 „ 1,449* „
25,988 „ 2,055 „ ‘ 1,438 „
21,430 „ 1,970 „ 1,236* „
22,067 „ 2,308 „ 1,697 „

Correspondence.

The number of documents received and registered in the Head Ofidce during 
the year was 125,038, representing an increase of 6,812 as compared with 1895. 
(Schedule XCII).

During the year, 161,161 printed and manuscript letters, schedules, parcels, &c., 
were despatched, in addition to which 2,976 telegrams were sent and 163 circulars 
were issued. {See Schedule XCIII.)

115,690 letters were received at the various Local Land Board offices during the 
year, as against 120,362 received in 1895; 114,038 manuscript and printed letters, 
parcels, &c., were despatched. Further particulars will he found in Schedule 
XC1Y.

Church and School Lands.
By proclamation dated 28th August, 1896, the administration of the Church 

and School Lands Dedication Act was transferred to the Secretary for Lands, and. 
on the 2nd September the staff of officers dealing with these lands, and all records, 
&c., were removed to the Lands Department.

These lands can only he disposed of by leasing, and are dealt with under the 
provisions of the Church and School Lands Dedication Act of 1880, and the Church 
and School Lands Mining Acts of 1888 and 1889. The leases granted are principally 
for agricultural, pastoral, and mining purposes.

From
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From Part A of Schedule LXXXIV it will be seen that the number of 
pastoral leases granted under the Church and School Lands Dedication Act of 1880, 
current on the 31st December, 1896, was 329, comprising an area of 244,071 acres 
1 rood 7 perches, and returning a rental of £5,835 lls. 7d. per annum.

From Part B of Schedule LXXXIV it Avill be observed that the agricultural 
leases current on that date numbered 328, containing an area of 10,453 acres 3 roods 
32 perches, the revenue derived being £1,738 Is. per annum. .

In view of the contemplated legislation in regard to these lands, the ordinary 
transactions relating to pastoral and agricultural leases have been on a very restricted 
scale. From Schedule LXXXVII it will be seen that no leases were offered at 
auction, and that only 15 leases were let by tender, 14 being agricultural leases, 
containing an.area of 40 acres 0 roods 17^ perches, and 1 being a pastoral lease of 
76-| acres, the total rental derived being £13. .

The applications lodged during the year for mineral leases numbered 16, 
covering an area of 970 acres. Of these 1 was declined, leaving 15 in course of 
action; 1 lease of 40 acres was granted for a rental of £10 per annum. The number 
of these leases current on the 31st December, 1896, was 6; the area included 
284 acres 0 roods 1 perch; and the rental derived, £82 18s. 8d. {See Part A of 
Schedule LXXXV.) -

For gold leases, 25 applications were received. Including the applications 
outstanding at the close of the year 1895, the number requiring action was 66. Of 
these 4 were declined or withdrawn, and 45 were granted, leaving 17 on which 
action had not been completed. The 45 leases that were granted comprised an area 
of 238 acres 2 roods, the rental obtained being £239. The leases cancelled during 
the year numbered 14, containing 81 acres, and 2 leases comprising 7 acres expired.

. The gold leases current on the 31st December, 1890, numbered 106, the area 
included being 619 acres 3 roods 29 perches, and the rental obtained £678 IGs. (For 
further details, see Part B of Schedule LXXXV.)

The leases current on the 31st December, 1896, which were granted for 
building and similar purposes, for specified periods, numbered 44, representing an 
area of 27 acres 2 roods 8J perches, the rental derived being £554 15s. {See 
Schedule LXXXVI.) .

Three leases of a miscellaneous character, containing 28 acres 1 rood 28 
perches, and returning a rental of £10 15s., were also current at the close of the 
year. (Schedule LXXXVII1.)

Cost of Survey.
Particulars as to cost of the various classes of measurements effected during 

the year 1896 hy licensed surveyors paid on fees will be found in Schedule XCVI.

Chief Surveyor'. -
The Keport of the Chief Surveyor and Director of Trigonometrical Survey is 

appended hereto.
WM. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary for Lands.
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SCHEDULE I.
Eetjshtue and Ecceipts for 189G.

Sales—
Auction Sales (including payments on account of soles in previous years)
Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Sales ................. .............................................
Improvement Purchases, Ac.............................................................................
Deposits, &c., on Conditional Purchases.........................................................
Instalments (including interest) on Conditional Purchases.........................
Balonces on Conditional Purchases................................................................
Homestead Selections (Improvements) .........................................................
Miscellaneous Purchases ............. .................................................................

£ s. d. 
‘ 50,468 0 0 

1,010 0 0 
1/795 0 0 

28,154 0 0 
878,336 0 0 
63,617 0 0 

31 0 0 
4,093 0 0

£ s. d.

Total, Land Sales 1,028,410 0 0

Interest on Land Conditionally Purchased,

Pastoral Occupation—
Pastoral Leases (Runs).............. ....... .
Conditional Leases..............................
Annual Leases............................. ..........
Occupation Licenses ...........................
Homestead Leases ...............................
Snow Leases ......................................
Inferior Leases ...................................
Scrub Leases .......................................
Improvement Leases (Rents) ............
Homestead Selections (Rents) ............
Settlement Leases ..............................
Quit Rents ...........................................

Total, Pastoral Occupation

Miscellaneous—
Pees on Transfer of Runs, &e..............................................
Fees on Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Survey Fees under Land Act of 1889...........................
Speeiot Leases..............................................................
All other Receipts...................................................................

318,813 0 0 
149,941 0 0 
40,484 0 0 

122,446 0 0 
69,420 0 O 

713 0 0 
374 0 0 
3S6 0 0 

1,650 0 0 
5,841 0 0 
9,912 0 0 

497 0 0

861 0 0 
2,004 0 O 

25,079 0 0 
17,912 0 0 
7,932 0 0

Total, Miscellaneous

80,152 0 0

720,477 0 0

53,818 0 0

Total £1,882,857 0 O

SCHEDULE II.
ExPEi'DiTUJtE for all Services during 1896.

Heads of Sen ices, 1SS0 laoo IS91 1392 1S93 1894 1895 1800
Services, Services. Services. Sen-ices. Semceg Services. Services. Services.

SenviCKS is connection irnif tub Administration Of
niK Land Lawh. £ 8 d. £ a. 0. £ E. d. £ e. d. £ b. d. £ s, d. £ s. d. £ P. d. £ b. d.

Salaries—Permanent Staff......................................... pa a ft
Do Emergency Staff, to 31st .fuh, 1S0U .. 24 3 4 oiesi a 2 6,905 11 6
Do 'lemporarv Emiilovces, from 1st August, ISOG 415 11 0 •n ft 11 n

Travelling Expenses (including Equipment and Forage
Allowances) ............................................................ 1 n 0 3 5 0 3 1C 10 12 14 2 8 4 G 2 7 0 3,032 11 8 29,390 0 1 32,454 16 3

General Expenses....................................................... 1 0 0 1 1 8 0 18 4 1 0 10 1 IS 4 22 2 (J 1,055 8 4 4.C71 10 0 5,755 4 fl
Appraisement and Inspection Fees............................... 21 0 0 703 8 0 5,887 8 9 6,611 16 9
I- ees for attendance at Local Land Courts .. 7 7 0 451 39 0 5,437 3 1 6,8SHi 9 1Rent....................................................... S57 15 8 1,111 3 0 1,968 18 8
Legal Expenses and spccialinquiries under Crown Lands

Acts................................................................... 98 3 S 7,889 4 5 7,987 6 1Compensation Clanns i excluding payments for Parks,
Cemeteries, and Minor EoaiTs)............... 333 3 11 333 3 11

Minor Roads—Compensation for land taken, and cost
of fencing ................................................ Cr. 01 8 4 8,721 7 6 3,659 19 I

Gratuities to Officers, &c........................... 5 0 0 5 0 0
Preparation of Deeds................................................ 58 0 0
Postage and Stamp Duties ........................
Advertising ........................................... 1 Mi''a 1 17 G 450’ll' 0
Abatement on Pensions..................... '37« IT 0 "378 H 0
Wages and Pn>\ isionx for Survey ors’ Labourers . ... lr25S 6 2 12,747 2 0 14,005 8 2
Plans and Tracings ......................
Lithography ”.................................... . ,
Instruments, Materials, and Books.............................. ...
Survey Fees............... ....................... . Cr.2 5 9 19 17 0 0,574 8 4 30,888 4 0 30,980 3 7
Photo-lithography (performed at Government Printing

Office)............................................................................. 500 0 C 500 0 0 1,000 0 o
Land Appeal Court—Salaries and Contingencies . 27 15 C 6,511 16 C C,6Sfl 12 O
Allowances for extra cost of living (in remote districts) 102 13 5 102 13 6
Expenses of removal of Officers (under reorganisation

by Public Sen ice Board) ................................ 1,007 0 7 1,007 0 7
Total Scn'ices in connection with the

Administration of the Land Laws.. 2 11 0 4 G S 4 15 2 20 32 3 0 17 10 07 4 0 16,015 10 1)| 282,399 2 S 293,524 0

Special Services.
Public Cemeteries—Fencing, clearing, and acquisition

of sites for..................... ................. Cr. 0 7 C 3,320 4 6 3,328 17 6
Public Parks and Recreation Hesenes—For acquisition

of sites for, and improvements, ...................... 2S6 17 11 21,380 13 9 21,676 11 8Rabbit'proof terming................................................... 8,347 13 1 3,347 13 1Labour Settlements............................................. OS 2 11 Cr. 12(i 18 10 Cr. 28 15 11
Total, Special Ser decs ...................... 384 13 10 27,D39 12 5 28,321 6 3
Total Expenditure from Consolidated

Revenue Votes, Ac............... . 2 11 0 4 0 8 4 15 £ £0 12 3 9 17 10 C7 4 0 10,400 4 7 310,338 15 1 (326,848 6 7

| Includes £10,7214s 6d. met from Couaolidated Rei euue Votes, other than those of thia Department-
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SCHEDULE II—continued.

Heads of Services, lie, 1880 1800 
Services. Sen ices

1S91
Services,

1S92 ISM ]£94
Services, j Services, j Services.

1S05 i 1896 
Services. Services Totals.

377

OniEi; SEiivicw paid for from Loan Votes, 
-ItepairsOooma Land Board Office tmilding- 

T>ol>bo ' '
Hav
Maitland . .
Scrub clearing—West Bogan Scrub ............................

i>o Jcrildeno to Tocumwal Stock Houto
Hay Irrigation Works.............................................................

do do Erection of
do do do
do do do

Total paid from Loan Votes ,

Cliurch and School Lands—Chargeable to Public In
struction Endowment Account ..........................

Grand Total .. . £

£ s. d. £ e. d. £ s. d.

2 11 0 4 15 2 20 12 3

£ 8. il

9 17 10

£ a d

07 4 0

£ s. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. Ii.
SCO 5 0 SfiD 5 0110 0 0 2,109 9 1 3,219 ft 1

............ 2,611 9 0 2,611 ft 0
3,615 15 0 3,015 15 0

............ 4 9 1,4534 4 ft
2,136 17 4 2,136 17 4

. . .. 30 10 3 36 10 a
1,110 0 0> 12,703 11 4

327 9 0

13.S73 11 4

327 9 0
17,610 4 7j3:3,421) 16 5 341,019 0 11

• Includes £771 Adjusted with the Auditor-Genera! by the Department of Labour and Industry, to 31st December, 1890, out of £9,000 advanced to that Department.

SCHEDULE III.
Compahatith Statement of the Expenditure in 1893 and 189G respectively.

Head of Service. 805.

Seryichs is cohshction with the Administration of the Land Laws.
Salaries (less charges to other Departments for work done) ..............................
Travelling Expenses, Equipment and Forage Allowances...................................
General Expenses.....................................................................................................
Appraisement and Inspection Fees ......................................................................
Fees for Attendance at Local Land Courts ...........................................................
Eent ......... .................................................... ..........................................................
Legal Expenses and special inquiries under Crown Lands Acts .....................
Compensation Claims (excluding payments for Public Parks, lleiveation

Reserves, Cemeteries, and Minor Roads) ......................................................
Minor Roads—Compensation for land and for fencing, &.e..................................
Gratuities to O dicers, &c...........................................................................................
Preparation of Deeds ................................... ...........................................................
Postage and Stamp Duties ......................................................................................
Advertising ............................................................. ................................................
Abatement on Pensions ..........................................................................................
Wages and Provisions for Surveyors' Labourers..................................................
Plans and Tracings by Contract................. ............................................................
Lithography and Photo-zincography............................. ........................................
Instruments, Materials, and Books ......................................................................
Survey Fees ............................................................................................ ................
Photo-lithography (performed at Government Printing Office) ......................
Land Appeal Court (including Salaries, Travelling Expenses, Ac) ...................
Fees for Reports on Improvements, Leasehold Areas..........................................
Information Bureau—Expenses of (not including salaries) ..............................
Allowances for extra Cost of Living (in remote ciistriits) ..................................
Expenses of removal of Officers (under reorganisation bv Public Service 

Board) .............................................................. ...............".............................

Total Services in connection with the .Admitiistiration of the Land Laws...£

Si-ECTAi. Services.
Pulmc Cemeteries—Fencing, clearing, and nequisition of sites for ............ .
Public Parks and Recreation Reserves—For acquisition of sites for, and

improvements, Ac.......................................................................... ..........
Rabbit-proof Fencing ................................................................................... ......................
Labour Settlements ...............................................................................................................

Other SEimots Paid von i-hom Loan Totes.
Coomn Land Board Office Building—Repairs.....................................
Dubbo do do Erection of ............................
Hay do do do ...........................
Maitland do do do ...........................
Scrub-clearing—West Bogan Scrub .................................................. .

Do Jenldcrie to Tocumwal Sfock Route ...................
Hay Irrigation Works.................................................................................

Total Expenditure from Loan Totes.................. £

Church and School Lands (chargeable to Public Instruction Endowment 
Account) ........................................................................................................................

Totals..................................................................................................£

Increase. Decrease.

£ s. d. £ a. d. £ 3. (I. £ s. d.
175,759 7 4 161,456 37 1 14,302 10 3
30,llti 15 7 32,454 16 3 2,338 0 8
5,803 3 10 5,755 4 6 47 19 4

720 11 1 6,611 16 9 5,832 5 8
3,801 8 0 5,896 9 1 2,095 0 7
1,811 1 1 3,968 18 8 157 17 7

722 15 10 7,987 8 1 7,264 32 3

] 305 3 1 333 3 11 1,031 19 2
2,907 9 C 3,659 39 1 663 9 7

7Gf> 10 O 5 0 0 761 10 0
854 0 1 738 11 2 315 8 11

3,965 11 6 4,236 6 0 270 14 G
*1,018 17 0 1,848 9 5 *829 12 5

378 11 0 378 11 0
14,696 4 6 14,005 8 2 . . . . , 690 16 4
3,319 0 9 3,649 3 1 330 2 4

924 G n 1,570 6 4 645 19 5
627 39 7 338 3 2 289 16 S

42,863 12 1 36,980 3 7 5,883 8 6
479 15 0 1,000 0 0 520 5 0

6,575 10 1 0,539 12 0 35 18 1
16 O 0 15 0 0

873 10 4 873 10 4
102 13 5 302 13 5

1,007 0 7 1,007 O 7

300,086 12 8 298,524 0 4 22,485 5 O 24,047 17 4

948 10 2 3,328 17 5 2,3S0 7 3

13,750 15 0 21,670 11 8 7,925 1C 8
276 8 3 3,347 33 1 3,071 4 10

4,696 1 8 Cr. 28 15 11 4,724 17 7

19,671 15 1 29,324 6 3 13,377 8 9 4,724 17 7

310,768 7 9 326,818 6 7 35,862 13 9 28,772 14 11

200 0 0 369 5 0 169 5 0
350 0 0 3,219 9 1 2,869 9 1

2,611 9 6 2,611 9 6
3,615 15 0

1,834 4 9 R83 4 4 9
2,136 17 4 2^136 17 4

80 10 8 86 10 8

550 0 0 13,873 11 4. 13,323 31 4

327 9 0 327 9 0

320,308 7 9 311,019 6 11 49,513 14 1 28,772 14 11

Deduct Decrease.................28,772 14 11

Het Increase ............ £20,740 19 2

Amount paid hy this Department In IBOt for advertisements Up to 31st March Tho amount paid by the Government Printer for the remainder of the ve»r i* 
£715 lls. 7d.; total, £1,731 lls. 7U,; so that the actual increase, instead of being £82912s. 5d., is £11317s, lOd. L
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SCHEDULE IV.

SAi.inm paid in the year 1896.

ADJinilSTEATIVB Beakch,

Local Land Boards ..........................................................................

Permanent. Emergency Temporary
(to 31st July). (from 1st August)*1

Total

£ s. d.
33,296 10 3 
20,840 8 6 

6,837 1 4 
7,135 2 4 
3,654 10 2

£ s. d.
374 4 5 
796 6 10

50 0 O 
1,875 16 8

50 0 0

£ e. d.
33 0 0
32 19 10

£ s. d.

33,703 14 8 
21,669 15 2 
6,887 1 4 
9,023 14 1 
3,704 10 2Inspectors of Conditional Purchases ...................................

Messengers cmd others.................. ............ ...............................................
12 15 1

Survey Branch.

Head Office Staff ........ ......... ........ ............... ............................

71.763 12 7 3,146 7 11 78 14 11 74,988 15 5

30,449 18 6 
34,470 13 8 
10,953 0 11 

1,452 5 11 
250 0 0 
319 1 8

1,118 15 1 
592 3 9 
721 14 6 
435 0 0 
356 8 O
90 12 4

152 19 G
30 0 O

153 17 2

31,721 13 0 
35,092 17 5 
11,828 12 fi 

1,907 5 11 
606 8 0 
409 14 0

Trigonometrical Survey Branch.

77,895 0 8 3,334 13 7 336 16 7 81,566 10 10

1,085 0 0 
917 10 0

100 0 0 1,185 0 O 
917 10 O

Detail Survey Branch.—(to 31 July)

2,002 10 0 100 0 0 2,102 10 0

1,306 5 0 
1,163 5 10

4
1,306 5 0 
1,492 15 10324 10 O

Total..........................................................................£

Land Appeal Court.

2,474 10 10 324 10 0 2,799 0 10

154,135 14 1 0,005 11 6 415 11 6 161,456 17 1

4,000 0 0 
1,019 0 0

4,000 0 0 
1,019 0 0*

Church and School Lands Branch.

5,019 0 0 ......................  | ....................... 5,019 0 0

325 0 0 325 0 0

Grand Total ............ ................................. £ 159,479 14 1 6,905 11 C 415 11 6 166,800 17 1

SCHEDULE V.

Statement showing the Strength of the Staff and Annual Rate of Salaries as on the 81st December, 1896 and
1896 respectively.

4 Knrahers. Salaries.
Branches, &c.

31st Dec,, 1S95. 31st Dec. f 1896. 3let Dec., 1895. 31st Dee,, 1896.

171 167
£

35,942
£

32,922
153 131 32,654 29,094

7 8 1,880 2,275
*22 •5,744
135 133 34,053 31,877
192 187 51,139 48,568
t71 6 +12,280 1,612

7 7 15,019 5,019
§3 750

758 642 178,711 152,117

* Ten officers transferrert to Public Works Department, 10 to General Establishment, and 2 retired. t Includes 04 office™ who have been 
Department o! Justice, as also their salaries. J Not Including allowance to counsel. § Previous!," ’indcr Department of Public Instruction. Salaries paid from 
Public Instruction Endowment Account*
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SCHEDULE VI.
Statement of Travelling Expenses and Pees paid in connection with Local Land Board Meetings during the

year 1896.

Board District. Particulars. Amount. Total.

Armidale

Bourke

Cooma (to 30th June, 
1890).

Dubho..........................

Forbes .

Goulburn

Grafton

Hay

Maitland.

Moree

Orange

Sydney

Tamworth

Wagga Wagga

£ ' e, d.
445 19 5
186 12 4
439 19 0
103 4 2

Members’ travelling expenses................................. ................................ ............
Members’ fees ..........................................................................................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others.,.

417 6 0
170 6 3
845 5 0
358 11 10

Members’ travelling expenses .................................................................................
Members’ fees............................................................................................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

206 17 3
61 17 6

191 2 0
61 12 0

Members’ fees...........................................................................................................
Feus and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others,,.

252 7 10
67 9 0

260 3 6
195 1 6

Members’ travelling expenses .............................. *..................................... ...........

Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

352 19 9
20 1 6

407 8 0
75 2 2

Members’ travelling expenses ...............................................................................

Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others,..

482 19 9
191 18 9
312 18 0

78 3 9Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

403 5 11
71 17 0

286 13 0
60 17 3Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

398 8 11
60 4 9

556 10 0
118 12 0Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others..

319 19 10
110 5 10
191 2 0
85 3 2Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

269 7 10
73 5 6

231 0 0
113 5 7Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others.,.

353 7 10 ‘ 
173 17 9
416 6 6
67 18 9Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

64 9 1
13 15 9

130 4 0
32 15 6Fees and travelling expensed of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

230 10 8
152 4 0
354 18 0
288 18 9Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

413 2 0
198 2 0
741 6 0
292 6 0Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...

Grand Total

£ s. d.

1,175 14 11

1,791 9 1

521 8 9

781 1 10

SG4 11 5

1,006 0 3

822 13 2

1,133 15 8

706 10 10

636 IS 11

1,011 10 10

241 4 4

1,026 11 5*

1,644 16 O 

£13,474 7 5

SUMMARY. £ b. d.
Chairmen's and clerks’ travelling expenses .................................................................. 4,611 2 1
Members’travelling expenses ..................................................................................   1,560 17 11
Members' fees ....................................................................................................   5,370 15 O
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others ................ 1,931 12 5

£13,474 7 6
Not including expenses in the 11 Meroadool" case.
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SCHEDULE VII.
Statement of Revenue and Expenditure for the years 1SS6 to 1S96 inclusive, showing the percentage of the latter

to Revenue.

Year. Total Expenditure, *Extraordineiry 
Expenscs deducted Net Expenditure.

Decrcnse 
as compared with 

1S86.
Revenue.

Percentage of 
Net Expenditure 

to Revenue.

18S0 ....................................
£ s. d.

555,873 5 10 
684,312 1 7

£ s. d. £ s. d.
555,873 5 10 
509,042 7 11

£ s. d. £
1,599,714
2,323,681

per cent.
34'00

1887 ..................................... 175,269 13 8 46,830 17 11 21 00
1888 ..................................... 472,336 8 2 96,355 14 4 375,980 13 10 179,892 12 0 2,154,409 17-00
1889 ..................................... 399,754 10 4 41,407 19 1 358,340 11 3 197,520 14 7 2,067,385 1700
1890 ..................................... 421,242 14 9 33,719 17 5 387,522 17 4 168,350 8 6 2,165,528 17-00
1891 ...................................... 435,156 2 9 26.778 1 6 408,378 1 3 147,495 4 7 2,197,090 18-00
1892 ...................................... ■ 410,842 0 8 43,023 17 5 367,818 3 3 183,055 2 7 2,154,717 17'00
1893 .................................... 379,531 10 11 ■ 57,346 2 0 322,185 8 11 233,687 16 11 2,147,144 15-00
1894 .................................... 336,835 19 2 34,866 19 11 301,968 19 3 253,904 G 7 2,075,885

1,960,605
14-54

1895 ...................................... 320.308 7 9 30,397 8 4 289,910 19 5 265,962 6 8 14-78
1896 ...................................... 341,049 6 11 56,388 1 1 284,661 5 10 271,212 0 0 1,882,857 15-11

£ 4,757,242 8 10 595,553 14 9 4,161,688 14 1 22,729,015

* Includes expenditure mainly in connection -vutb the administration of the Forest Hranch since ISSti, the Rabbit Branch, Minor Roads, Public Parks and 
Recreation Reserves, Lab our Settlements, and Land Appeal Court, &C,, not incurred in 1880,

SCHEDULE VIII.
Return showing tho Number and Area of Conditional Purchases applied for during 1890, with the amount of

Deposits and Survey Fees received. t

Local
Land Hoard 

District and Land 
District.

Class of Laud.

Section 26. Section 42. Section 47.

No. Area. Deposit. Survey Fee. No. Area. Deposit, Sun cv Fee. No. Area- Deposit
Survey
Fee.

Armidale— a r. p £ d. £ p. d. a. r P- £ H. d. £ H, d. ft. r. P- £ s. d. £ s. 1.
Armidale ... Ordinarv lands 20 3,436 0 0 343 12 0 140 0 0 10 3,SIC 0 0 181 12 U 50 1G ft

Special areas 6 202 3 0 4-i 0 9 19 15 0 4 179 2 0 2G 18 G 12 7 G
0 13 0 8 [

Special Areas .. i 232 0 0 38 19 0 17 17 0 110 6 0 10 1ft 0 G 11 3 ..
Inverell . Ordinarv lands 13 1,613 1 0 101 10 G 70 0 0 12 840 0 0 84 12 0 39 13 10 ..

Special areas . 7 637 0 0 102 13 C, 34 7 G
TcufcrrScki . Ordinary lands 14 1,011 3 0 103 3 0 C5 17 (> 9 031 0 0 08 2 0 SI 11 11 i ..

Special areas . 2 tm 1 30 14 18 4 S 0 0 5 S9 1 10 17 2 S 10 11 G ,.
Walcha.. . Ordinary lands 1 130 0 0 13 0 0 6 12 G 5 S71 0 0 87 2 0 13 0 8 ••

Special areas .. 1 173 2 0 2G 0 0 G 5 0 ■ 1 •

Total . .. S5 CO o fjU 2 30 901 13 10 413 15 0 5G 5,058 3 10 528 10 9 177 13 0 | ..

Bourke—
1 G59 n o 05 19 0 S 3 2

Lrewarrina East Ordinary lauds ui T "o 11 2 0 5 10 ■°

ToUl ............ 1 m 0 0 11 2 0 10 0 1 G59 2 0 C» 19 0 S 3 2

Dubbo—
Coonamble . Ordinary lands 15 2,:oi 0 0 270 8 0 03 7 G 21 4,930 0 0 493 0 0 106 14 2

ii 12
17 0,705 076 10 88 10 b

Special areas ' 50 0 0 9 10 0 6 O 0
2 3 fi G o

n 22 8,070" 3 o o 133 10 *

Special areas r> 270 0 0 59 15 0 11 10 0

Tctl! .. . 46 11,104 1 0 1,146 15 G 311 7 G G1 20,043 3 0 2,078 0 0 334 13 4 •

Forbes— . 1
JJarnicdman Ordinary Inuds 2 soo 0 0 80 G 0 11 1G S

Special ureas ., 4 1,448 1 0 217 4 9 32 12 G 3 300 0 0 45 0 0 U 10 3
Barmcdman East Ordinary lands 3 257 0 0 £5 14 0 11 5 0 t
Cnndnbohn Ordinary land-s 3 K13 6 0 00 12 0 22 i? 6 7 4,0.24 1 0 402 jO 0 36 9 {J 0 0 24 0 0 5 10 0

fi 1,311 o 0 29 10 P
Special areas . :i 218 3 0 37 0 0 11 17 6 b 1,506 0 0 ' 220 5 0 2S 2 1 320 0 0 06 0 0 S 0 0

Grenfell .. Ordinary lands 2 404 0 0 40 8 0 9 10 n
parkoa......... Ordinal v lands 0 652 3 0 65 5 6 31 17 G 8 4,701 n 0 476 3 0 51 18 10

Special areas .. Q f.34 O 22 111 17 5 35 9 10 4 268 1 0 4G 10 9 11 15 9

Total ............. 29 4,215 3 22 557 IS 2 154 19 10 40 14,232 2 0 1.527 19 fl 202 11 2 440 0 0 120 0 0 13 10 0

Goullmm—
n<.';;» .......... Ordinary lands 10 624 3 0 C2 8 0 44 15 0 4 220 0 0 22 0 0 13 17 0 so 0 0 1G 0 0 8 0 0

979
Bembala .. Ordinarv lands 16 554 0 0 55 S O 43 7 G 7 346 O 0 34 30 0 21 0 6

Sppnt'Ril arvo>> 2 01 1 0 21 12 0 $ 7 G ■ i • •
Boorowa ... Ordinary lands 6 439 0 0 43 IS 0 27 12 0 1 40 6 (1 4 0 ft 3 0 o 1 ..

Special areas . 5 407 3 0 GO 10 6 24 10 O 1 !0 2 1) 1G 11 G 4 2 6 .
Bmidwood . Ordinary lands 13 S23 0 0 81 16 O r.B to 0 8 462 0 46 4 C 24 31 4 1 bO 6 0 10 0 0 3 S 9

o o 0 43 7 Q 4 344 1 o 34 8 0 11 8 9 .,
Special areas ., 6 128 0 32 27 G 3 12 2 G 1 155 0 0 23 ft 0 4 10 0 i ..

o o 32 0 0 141 2 0 14 3 o 7 0 8
Special areas 1 29 0 0 7 10 6 3 9 0 1 18 1 0 5 5 0 2 3 0

o 4 2fc0 0 28 0 o 14 1 9
Cunning . . Ordinarv lands G 355 0 0 35 10 0 2G 15 0 o 140 0 0 14 0 0 0 IS 9

Special areas .. 2 80 0 0 30 0 0 3 0 0 1 40 0 0 6 0 0 3 0 0
0 3 H3 o 0 9 5
G 136 0 0 20 8 o 7 0 a

M OSS Yale . Ordinarv landp R150 6 0 116 0 0 54 16 0 4 2S0 0 0 28 0 0 13 17 0 1 4b 0 0 9 0 0 4 2 G
Cjucanbeyan Ordinarv lands 13 1,112 0 0 111 4 0 G4 0 0 4 590 <■» 0 59 19 0 17 5 1

1 10 0 0 3 0 o 1 10 0
Yass............... Ordinarv lands 6 1,719 0 0 171 IS 0 44 6 0 1 49 2 0 4 19 0 3 3 9 2 9S 3 0 10 15 0 8 10 O

9
6 9. n fifl IS n 23 12 6 4 725 o 0 72 It o 10 2 G

Special arctic 8 678 3 23 14G 18 11 32 12 8 2 187 2 0 32 16 s 7 15 S

Tota ............ 147 11,980 1 15 1,515 9 8 679 14 a 57 4,427 3 0 484 6 9 185 19 4 G 273 0 54 15 0 as ie 3
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SCHEDULE VHI—continued.

Local Land Board 
District and 

Laud District,
Class of Land.

Grafton— 
Bellinffen .........

Casino ................

Grafton ..........

Kemps ey............
Lismore ............

Alurwillumbah ,

Tort Macquarie.

Hay—
Balranald South.

Doniliquin
Hay...........
HiUston ..

Jlaitland—»
CnssiHs................
Duneoc' ..............
Gosfora ..............

Maitland ..........
Muswellbrook ,.

Newcastle ..... 
.Raymond Terrace

Scone ................
Singleton,, „ , ,
Stroud___
Tarec «...

Wollombi

ilorre—
Bingara ,,
Moree .... 
Waljcrett .. 
Warialda..

Ormigre ■ 
Bathurst.. 
Carcoar ..

Cowm ..,,

Lithgow 
Jlolong,.,.

Mudg-ee ,.
Orange ... 
Kylstonc ..

Wellington

Sidney—
Campbelltown
Milton
Novvrn.................
Parramatta.. ►.
Penrith ............
Picton .................

Windsor ......

Tamworth — 
Coonabarrabran. 
Gunnedah ........

Special areas . 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas . 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas . 
Ordinary lands

Total..........

Special areas .

Section 2d. Section 42

Total

Special areas .. 
Special areas ,. 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas .. 
Ordinary lands; 
Ordinary lauds 
Special areas .. 
Ordinary land? 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 

* Siiceial areas 
Ordinary lancU

Total

Ordinary lands 
Ordinary landi 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary land:

Total ....

Oldinary lauds 
Oidinary lauds 
Special areas 
Ordinary lands 
SiXidal areas . 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas. 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas,. 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas.,

Total

Ordinary lands 
Special 'areas.. 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas 
Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas

Total

Murrurundi ...

Narrabri............

Tamworth ......

Wagga Wagga— 
Albury ............

Cootamundra .

do Central 
Corowa..........

Gundagai....

Narroudera..

Tumba rumba 
do North 

Tumut . ........

L’rana ..............

Wagga Wagga.

Ordinary lands 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas.. 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas.. 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas . 
Ordinary lands 
Special areas.

No. Area. Deposit Survey Fee No. Area.

A. r. P. £ S. d. .C s. d. a r. r.
10 52G 0 0 52 12 0 43 5 0 3 m U fi

3 1GI (J 0 25 4 0 13 5 0 1 02 U fi
11 1.G45 3 0 1G4 11 0 fi] fl i) 6 1,400 0 0

5 , 82 1 30 06 10 I) 12 18 0
7 , 331 0 9 33 2 0 2ft 7 fi »> 141 9 0
1 ' 74 0 fl U 2 0 4 17 fi

90 0 0 ft 0 9 S 6 0 y 107 fl 0
3 ISO 0 0 IS 0 9 13 IU fl 1 100 0 0

22 2,110 2 30 417 12 5 107 7 G 5 44fi 3 0
2 1 10U fi 0 10 0 0 8 10 0 1 45 0 0
l 02 0 0 ft 0 0 4 12 (J
i 40 0 0 4 0 0 4 fi '0 i

66 5,402 3 20 S20 S 1] 310 18 0 20 2,429 3 0
4 1,500 0 0 150 0 0 rfit 9 C 3 Sll 3 u
5 2,268 0 0 WO 4 0 44 12 01 690 0 0 r.o 0 o 10 5 fi 3 ' 75S 1 0
2 1,040 0 fl 1U4 fl 0 1ft 10 0 1 ' 102 fl fi1 200 0 0 20 0 0 fi 10 fi 3 j 16!) fl 0

13 5+598 0 0 073 4 0 113 0 0 19 1,841 fl 0

ft 1,206 9 0 120 HI 0 51 7 fi 5 1,00ft e> 0 1.. 1 50 0 0 <V 509 fi 0 5fl is 0 32 7 6 3 129 0 0
2 25 fl H 5 0 fi 4 0 8o G1 0 0 15 5 0 6 14 0
2 80 0 0 8 0 fl 8 0 0
2 ICO 0 0 40 0 0 10 fl 0
1 40 0 0 4 9 0 4 0 0
1 40 0 0 4 9 0 4 0 0 n
5 1,3(10 ii 0 13(> 0 0 37 0 9 1 50 fl 0
3 183 2 u IS 37 0 1'J 12 fi 1 40 0 0
3 200 Q 0 20 0 fi 14 ft (1 3 11)1 fl 0
7 406 3 0 40 17 0 31 2 6 3 35!) 0

•7 Ill) i fi
1 'il.' 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 1 49 u 0

45 4,437 1 14 47ft 8 0 220 11 o 22 2,015 1 29

11 2,335 0 0 2S3 ID 0 70 10 fi 4 845 0 0
0 3,607 0 0 350 J4 0 75 7 G ID 9,031 0 0
6 2,Mid 0 9 200 fl 0 48 5 0 4 1,1*8 3 G
8 2,401 0 0 240 2 0 6fi 7 G 13 1.381 0 fi

33 10>flfi3 0 0 1,000 fi 0 250 10 fi ill 8,445 3 0

4 iftl 9 0 40 0 0 21 fi 0 5 737 o- 0
• 360 0 0 35 0 0 2ft 10 fl J 50 0 0•jj 120 fi 0 iy o o ft 0 0 J 78 2 0
1 50 0 (1 5 U fi 6 0

11 1,022 0 10 204 13 10 fi:t 2 0 ii 3,792 1)
8 329 0 n 32 0 fl 32 0 0 120 0 0

10 2,415 3 0 24) n 0 105 5 U ft 1,082 0 0 '
0 1,322 0 so 2'2S 10 9 50 7 U 7 G2S 0 ft
6 200 0 0 20 fi fi 20 0 fi 15 3,000 3 9
6 050 2 ft 103 11 G 27 15 0

1 80 0 fl
12 1,165 0 0 iis w o 69 12 fi 5 340 0 0
3 402 0 0 71 10 0 HI 15 0

34 6,"75 0 fl 077 10 0 211) 12 fi is 4,274 3 0
3 ' 720 9 0 103 O ft 21 0 fi 1 40 9 0

123 'i 16,3(12 2 0 1,097 4 1 ! fiil) 5 0 77 10,732 1 fi 1

2 fl
1 fi

3 359 0 0 35 IS 0 15 17 G 1 40 0 0
1 15 0 20

S 320 0 0 12 fi 0 12 0 0 1 40 0 0
1 51 2 fi 7 14 0 4 7 G

10 530 0 0 53 O 0 43 0 0 5 450 0 0
6 . 232 2 0 04 0 3 28 18 0

23 1,293 0 0 172 12 9 99 3 fi 11 830 0 20

n ; 1,0,-.9 2 0 105 1ft 0 6.' 0 0 25 3,OS7 2 0

£ f. d. 
J'2 lt5 d 

(J 4 0 
140 0 0

14 2 0

10 14 0 
10 0 0 
1)0 1 0 
4 10 0

SI 3 C

‘h iii"G
10 4 0 
10 IS 01

£ s d. 
0 3 0
3 0 *4 
7 10 0

3 0 0

fi'll '3 
3 16 9 

18 IS 10 
S 1 lOi

1C 0 9
Ifi’Y’g 

4 0 6 
0 10 G

Section 47.

No. Area. Deposit.

r. p. £ s. d.

Su rvey 
Nee.

£ s. d.

4 
10 

1
4 _12 j o o

11 2,365 2 32
19 6,010
15 I 1,115

7G2 0 0 784 6 13 
05 0 o 532 1 r>

ioo n o
5 0 0 

12 0 0

7 f) G 
5 o 0 
4 0 0 

10 2 0 
35 10 0 
17 17 9 
4 0 0

210 10 3

0 '

2 0 
3 O |

75 4 
13S 10 II 

0 10 0 
207 S 9 
115 12 0 
469 1 11 
301 19 0 
212 13 0

25 12 G

Total.......... ’ 87 10,W0 2 10 11,007 2 11

37 17

20 8 4 
5!) 15 0 
65 U 6 

111 10 0 
50 0 4

438 12 0

Onlinarv lands >7 240 () 0 24
S|>ecial areas . l 310 fi (I
Ordinary lands 1 117 3 O ■ 3)
Special areas .. 4 380 fl fi 72
Ordinary lands
Ordinarv lands o 477 n 0 47
Special areas .. 13 3,017 ii ft 867
Ordinarv lamls 2 100 fl 0 10
Special areas .. 9 421 fl ll 93
Ordinarv lands 1 01 9 0 G
Special areas Ifl 3,933 fi 0 611
Ordinary lands i 60 O 0 rj
Ordinary lands 1 212 fl 0 l 21
Ordinary lands r, flj,> 2 0 lij
Special areas .. 1 22 25 ;j
Ordinary lands
Special areas .. 7 2,820 0 41)7
Ordinarv lands 3 179 3 0 17
Special areas . G 1,407 3 0 23ft

Total .......... 65 14,ISO 1 25 2,515

Grand Total.. 765 1104,670
1

3 22 13.5(19

0 n
1 c 

10 o 
0 0

<J 0
2 d 

12 6 
in u

GO

34 10 0 
508 2 0 
113 17 6 
138 2 O

844 11 fi 13G 0 8

15 11 4 

6 0 0

•I 10 I)
5 0 0

10 2 C
11 14 5 

0 16 11 
3 0 0

63 15 2

IS 9 5 
53 7 1 
23 13 9 
40 16 5

2,063
175
356

72 14 fi 
5f>0 

1] 15 6

280 in 10 

12 0 0

S 0 0 
34 0 0

427 ft fi 
0 0 0

1,261 12 10

21 O 
11 5 
4 0 
4 10

4 0 0 

'ifi' 0 *0

Sft 15 ft

306 13 0 
2011 7 ft 

33 0 0 
36 10 0

1,904 0 0 190 8 0
1,123 1 0 192 1 3

596 O 0 • 60 12 0
033 2 0 129 G 8

9,938 0 0 ! 1,155 3 0

37ft 201 37 19 0

12

(HI 7 fi 
33 12 fi 
41 2 0

424 4 6

4,109 13 4

2
1
4

4
1
4

46

492

496 0 O 
150 0 (J 
100 0 0 

1,1)79 1 30 
40 i) 0 

&70 1 0 
210

2,d7ft O 
26 L ll 
40 (J

49 10 0 
25 0 fi 
10 0 0 

107 11) 3 
S 0 0

2 (i
U

ST 12 
31 11 

257 IS
| 37 10 0

4 0 0

40 O fi

3,536 0 0 
253 3 n

1,811
117

0 0 
3 0

11,769 3 30

93,024 2 15

4 0 0

‘353*111 0 
41 1G S 

237 2 0 
20 IS 6

21 8 2 
3 3ft 
3 16 11

48 6 3 

9 0 0 
SO ]ft 5 
25 8 3 
43 1 8

3 15 0 
17 1 3

88 19 8 
3 0 0

60 0 0 
40 0 0

16 0 0 
8 0 0

297 14 4

7 19 
3 13 
3 0 
1 10

*2 0 0 
18*lli"l

37 fi S

102 G 0 
31 10 1 

7 6 3

2ft 16 4 
28 16 10 
20 9 11 
20 14 G

46 O 0

ICG 0 0

100 0 0

84 3 0 
180 0 0

364 3 0

100 0 0

140 0 0

0 0 
0 0

9 4 0 4 5 0

20 O 0

25 8 0 
36 0 0

S 16 9

5 2 6 
13 10 O

81 8 G 22 11 6

240 0 0

20 0 0 

sTo o

7 7 G

12'i0 0

48 0 0 19 17 6

240 1C 11

12 13 2

18 17 
7 2 
3 18

3 0 
HI G 
6 15 

2SJ 10 8 
8 3 2 
2 0 0

0 0

61 10 1 
30 10 0 
34 0 1 
0 15 0 204 0 0

1,294 19 ft 207 4 3 1 264 O 0

9,020 10 4 1,985 11 5 22 j 1,746 2 0

92 8 0

92 8 0 7 7 o

429 16 G [100 7 fi

111—E
* £ubfii\ igion Tcl.
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SCHEDULE IX.
CosDiTioirA.ii PfnciiASEs (Ordinary and within Special Areas) applied (or in each Division, Land Board and

Land District, during the year 1890.

Section 20.
(O.C.P.)

Scftinn 42.
(A.c.r.)

Sminn 47. 
(N.u.ar.)

No, Area. No. Area, Ng. Area.

a. P. P- A. r. P- a, r.
l

P-^

32 3,(138 3 0 20 1,995 o 0 . 1
Id 7G2 0 (1 5 576 0 0
20 2,252 1 0 12 816 0 0
16 1,131 0 30 14 770 1 10 • !

•> 303 2 0 fl 871 0 0
............ * |

13 89R 1 0 4 220 0 0 o 80 0
1

0 i
12 653 1 0 7 345 0 0
13 S2S 0 0 8 4G2 1 0 i 50 0 0 j
11 SEi 3 0 2 150 2 0
14 893 2 32 5 499 1 0

S 539 0 0 3 159 3 0
13 661 0 0 4 280 0 0 ... i
8 435 0 0 3 ISO 0 0
9 541 0 0 5 279 0 0

12 1,150 0 0 4 2S0 0 0 i 45 0 0 1
13 1,112 0 0 5 G09 2 0 . 1
8 2,079 0 0 1 49 2 0 2 98 3 o!

13 1,345 i 23 G 913 0 0

13 687 0 0 4 190 0 0
16 1,728 0 30 5 1,400 0 0
8 405 0 0 2 141 0 0
2 90 0 0 2 107 0 0 ...

2E 2,290 2 30 G 546 3 0
3 162 0 0 1 45 0 0
3 40 o o

9 1,205 0 0 5 1,005 2 0
i 60 0 0 i 80 0 0

9 594 0 14 3 120 0 0 i 40 0 0
2 6] 0 0 ... ,Mt ......
4 210 0 0
1 40 0 o
1 40 0 0 2 40 0 20
5 1,360 0 0 1 50 0 0 i 46 0 0
3 188 0 1 40 0 0
3 200 0 0 3 191 0 0
7 408 3 0 5 478 3 0
1 40 0 0 i 40 0 0

4 4G0 0 0 5 727 0 0
9 470 0 0 «> 128 2 0

12 1,G72 0 1G 11 1,702 1 0
8 320 Q 0 3 120 0 0 . - ......

28 3,537 3 30 16 1,710 0 9 i 100 0 0
10 850 2 0 15 1,009 3 0

1 SO o 0 1
15 1,657 0 0 5 340 0 0 i 84 3 0
37 7,495 0 0 19 4,314 3 0 3 ISO 0 0

2 £10 o 0
i 75 0 0

3 359 0 0 i 40 0 0
1 ]5 n 2n

2 100 0 0
4 171 2 0 i 40 0 0

1C 762 2 0 5 450 0 0 3 140 0 0

• 5 677 1 5 1 355 1 0
34 4,135 1 0 13 1,229 2 0

C 550 0 0 3 379 2 (»
fl 479 3 0 7 648 0 0
4 587 0 0 D 1,086 3 0
1 50 0 0 1 40 0 0
G 647 3 20 i 40 0 0

3 257 o o

552 64,708 3 35 £77 £9,530 0 19 19 1,044 2 0

Jjji'aI Land Board 
Distriul. Land District.

EASTBEN DITISIOS.

Armidale .........  | Armidale ...
' Gleti Inncs 
I litTerell .. .
! Tenterfield 
' Walcha......

Goulburn .... .■ Bega...........
| Bom bain........

Braid wood... 
Burrmva ...
(Jooiua .......

I Eden...........
I Goulburn . ..

Gunning__
* AToruya .......

1 Mossrale .... 
Queanbeyan .
Yass.............
Y'oung ........

Grafton . BelKngen..............
C’asino ..................
Grafton.................
Kcmpsey................
Lie more ...............

I Murwillumbah....
, Port Macquarie ..

Maitland

Orange

Sydney

Tam worth........

Wngga Wagga ,

Forbes ...........

Cassilis ..............,.
Dungog.................
Goeford.................
Mailland .............
MueweSlbrook.......
Xeivcastlo.............
Raymond Terrace
Seono.....................
Singleton .............
Stroud .................
Turee .....................
Wollonsbi.............

Batburjt..............
Oareoar.................
Oowra...................
Lithgow.............
Molong..................
Mudgee ..............
Orange .................
Eylstonc................
Wellington...........

Campbelltown ....
Milton.................
Kowra.............. .
Parramatta.........
Penrith................
Picton .................
Windsor..............

Murrurundi., 
Tam worth....

Albury...........
Cootamundra..
Gundagai.....
Tumbarumba. 
Tumut...........

Barmedmn East.

Total Eastiiw.........................

' S) H o -

Total Area applied 
for.

a. r. P-

52 5,634 i O
20 1,338 0 0
32 3,098 1 0
30 1,901 2 0

7 1,174 2 0

19 1,196 i 0
19 998 i 0
22 1,340 i 0
13 997 i 0
19 1,392 8 32
11 698 3 0
17 941 0 0
11 615 0 0
14 820 0 0
17 1,475 0 0
18 1,721 2 0
11 2,227 1 0
19 2,258 1 23

17 877 0 0
21 3,123 0 30
10 54 G 0 0

4 197 0 0
31 2,837 1 30

4 207 0 O
1 40 0 0

14 2,270
130

o 0
2 0 0

13 754 0 14
O 61 0 0
4 240 0 0
1 40 0 0
3 80 0 20
7 1,456 0 0
4 228 2 0
6 391 0 0

12 887 2 0
2 80 0 0

9 1,187 0 0
11 6S8 2 0
23 3,374 1 16
11 440 O 0
45 5,347 3 39
25 2,400 1 0

1 80 0 0
21 ],9H1 3 0
59 11,989 3 0

2 210 0 0
1 75 0 0
4 399 3 0
1 . 15 0 20
2 100 0 0
5 211 2 0

24 1,352 2 0

G 1,032 2 6
47 5,304- £• 0

9 929 2 0
12 1,145 3 0
9 1,673 3 0O 90 0 0
7 087 3 25

3 23/ 0 0

848 85,283 2 14
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SCHEDULE IX—continued.

I.ocal Land Hoard 
District, Lund District.

Section 2(i.

CENTRAL DIVISION. 

Bourke.................  Breuuirriua. Eust...

Dubbo.

Forbes

Huy.....

Horce

Tamwortb ,,

Wagga Wagga ...

Dubbo ......
Coonamble..
Nyngan.....
Warren.....

Bnrmedman , 
Condobolin ..
Forbes.........
Grenfell ..... .
Pnrkes........ ,

Deniliquio ..........
Balrauukl South .
Hoy.....................
Hi listen ..............

Biugara ..
Morco........

Walgett...
Wnrinldn.,

Coorabarabnm .
ftunnedoh........
Nnrrabri..........

Totai Central..................

WESTERN DIVISION.

Bourke ............... | Bourke...............

Total Wusterj-.............

No,

Cootamundi'a Central
Corowa.........................
Narrandera..................
Tumbarumba North ....
Urana...........................
Wagga Wagga.............

SUMMARY.

Eastern Division ................................... ........

Central Division................................................

Western Division.................................. ...........

Total...................................................

Area.

Seotiou +2. 
(A U !*.)

No, Area. No.

Seel ion 4“. 
(X.It.C.P.)

Area.

i

I C ^.2
1 £0 3H 0

Total Area applied 
for.

562

213

7G5

54,70S 3 35 

49,067 3 27

104.670 3 22

a. r. p- a. r. P- a. r. ?•
1 in 0 0

1
1

8 1,470 0 0 17 0 0 1 25
15 2,704 0 0 22 5,202 0 0 37

C 2,934 3 0 ...... 6
17 3,995 2 0 22 8)676 3 0 39

4 1,448 1 0 5 1,100 0 0 9
3 900 0 0 7 4,624 1 0 1 120 0 0 11
7 574 3 0 11 2,817 2 0 1 320 0 0 19

2 40 i 0 0 2
15 1,286 3 22 12 5,029 3 0 27

1 590 0 0 3 758 1 0 4
9 3,768 0 0 3 811 3 0 12
2 1,04.0 0 0 1 102 0 0 3
1 200 0 0 3 169 0 0 ■. 1 ...... 4

11 2,335 0 0 4 845 0 0
... 1 .

Id
9 3,507 0 0 10 5,081 0 0 1 19
5 2,660 0 0 4 1.138 3 0 9
8 2,401 0 0 13 1,381 0 0 ... j ... . 21

11 1,059 0 0 25 3,087 2 0 30
14 1,545 3 13 7 2,238 2 0 2t
23 3,521 2 32 14 3,027 1 0 37

... 1 10O 0 0 1
15 4,084 0 0 5 1,119 1 36 20
11 3,144 0 0 6 2,630 3 0 17

1 212 0 0 1
7 2,820 1 0 0 3,796 3 0 13
9 1,687 2 0 11 1,928 3 0 1 264 0 0 21

213 49,067 3 27 214 62,834 3 30 3 704 0 0 430

059 2 0

659 2 0

£77

214

1

29,530 O 19 

62,834 3 36 

059 2 0

492 93,024 2 15

19

3

1,044 2 0 

704 O 0

22 1,748 2 0

a. r. p.

Ill O 0

8,235 0 0 
7,900 0 O 
2,934 3 0 

12,672 1 0

2.548 1 O 
5,650 1 0 
3,712 1 0

494 0 0 
6,310 2 22

1,348 1 0 
4,579 3 O 
1,142 0 0 

369 0 O

3,180 O 0 
8,588 0 0 
3,798 3 O 
3,842 0 0

4,147 0 0 
3,785 1 13
6.548 3 32

100 0 O 
5,203 1 30 
5,774 3 0 

212 0 0 
6,017 0 0 
3,780 1 0

113,506 3 23

659 2 0

059 2 O

848 85,283 2 14

430 113,606 3 23 

1 659 2 0

1,279 199,449 3 37

SCHEDULE X.

RNTritN showing tlio Number and Area of Conditional Purchases applied for during 1896, and the'amount of Deposits 
, received.

Ordinary Conditional Purchases. Special Area Conditional Purchases. .

Xo. Area. Deposit Section. No. Area. Deposit. Section.

ft. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p. £ s. d.
526 71,747 0 0 7,174 14 0 20 239 32,929 3 22 6,320 S 11 26
403 83,474 2 30 8,403 11 9 42 89 9,049 3 19 l.OilO 0 7 42

19 1,079 3 0 215 19 0 47 3 605 3 0 213 10 6 47

948 156,301 1 36 15,794 4 9 331 43,148 2 1 8.134 12 0
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SCHEDULE X—continuel
Summary of Number and Area of Conditional Purchases applied for from the year 1862 to 1896 inclusive,

Years.
Applied for. *

No. Area.

1862 to 1869 ................................ 27,994
a. r. p.

2,161,390 2 2 J8S4
1870 ................................................... 4,471 329,318 1 2 1885
1871.................................................... 4,751 358,082 2 8 1886
1872 .................................................... 8,281 749,586 3 0 1887
1873 .................................................... 13,417 1,391,719 0 0 1883
1874 .................................................... 14,510 1,586,282 0 0 1889
1875 .................................................... 14,517 1,756,678 0 0 1890
1876 .................................................... 12,654 1,984,212 0 0 1891
1877 .................................................... 12,009 1,699,816 0 O 1892
1878 .................................................... 12,602 1,588,247 3 IS 1893
1879 .................................................... 7,540 924,136 1 0 1894
1880 .................................................. 8,533 1,147,001 2 39 1895
1881 .................................................... 14,220 2,329,202 0 15 1896
1882 .................................................... 14,606 2,392,217 2 35
1883 .................................................... 10,674 1,617,712 0 7

Yean,

Total

No,

10,657 
5,377 
6,080 
4,769 
5,364 
6,205 
8,526 

• 6,153 
4,390 
3,393 
2,617 
1,751 
1,279

247,396

Applied lor.

Area.

A.
1,453,937
1,165,351

963,196
793,004

■865,199
903,159

1,713,577
1,303,094

816,399
533,805
414,355
253,431
199,449

33,394,163

r, p.
0 33
1 20 
2 27 
0 31
0 33 
2 9
1 0 
0 12
1 19
2 4 
0 10| 
0 12
3 37

i isj

- SCHEDULE XL
Return showing the Number and Area of Conditional Purchase Applications Confirmed or Disallowed during 1896.

Local LanJ Board 
and Land District Class of Application.

Applications made during IS'M.

Confirmed. Disallowed.

Applications made prior to 
1st. January, 1S0C. Total.

Confirmed. Disallowed. Confirmed, Disallosvcd.

ARMIDALE.

Armidale

Do ..........

Glen lones .... 

Do ....

Invcrei ........
Do ..............

Tenterflcld ----

Do ....

Walcha..............
Do ....

BOURKE. 

Brewanina East.

Bourke

DUfiBO. 

Coonamble .. 

Dubbo ......
Do ..........

N^ngan .......
Warren..........

Do ..........

Ordinary land £ 

Special area..-| 

Ordinary land £ 

Special area.. |

Ordinary land|

Special area___
Ordinary land-j

Special area., -j

Ordinary land £ 

Special area___

Original ., 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original ., 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original ., 
Additional 
Original .. 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original ,, 
Additional 
Original ..

SUHJfAHT.
Ordinary land { ^tlonai'

Total

SP-al aroa.. { “gjili

Total

Grand Total—Ordinary land 
and Special area ........

Ordinary land.. Original ..........

Ordinary land,. Original . .. . 

Grand Total—Ordinary land

Ordinary land-J

Ordinary land | 

Special area..,. 
Ordinary land-j

Ordinary land-j 

Special area -J

Original ., 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original .. 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original , 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional

19

Ordinary land -j Original
itional

Total

Total ............ . . .

Grand Total...................... 20

a. r. p. 
432 1 0 
G14 0 (l 
102 3 0 
50 2 O 120 0 0

124
60

310
310
497
452 0 0 
2.55 0 0

77 0 20 
140 0 0

40
173

0 O 
2 0

1,534 2 0
1,22ft 0 0
2,759 2 0

097 0 30 
19G 2 20

1,103 3 10

3,933 1 10

628 3 0

G2S 3 0

821 3 
1,258 0 

405 O 
5,140 2 10 0

810 0 0

073 0 0 
2,408 3 0 

177 2 0

2,790 3 0 
8,813 1 0

11,523 0 0

187 2 0

187 2 0

11,710 2 0

a. r. p. 
$30 0 0

70 0 O 

*60*6 0

715 0 O 
140 0 O

GO 0 0

1,615 0 0 
200 0 0

1,815 O 0

100 0 0

3 160 0 0

17 3,975 0 0

1,043 0 O 
2,112 0 0 

360 0 0 
760 0 0

4S5 0 0

1,016’*2 0 
3,fi53 0 0

H I 3,504 2 0 
10 6,425 0 0

33 | 0,020 2 0

I ..............

33 j 9,929 2 0

87

95

38

a. t p. 
811 2 0 

1,733 0 0 
80 0 0
si’s 0

720 0 0 
40 3 0

344 
1,098 O 
1,783 0 

414 0 
S22 0 

1170 2

297 0 0 
270 0 0

3,110 0 O 
6,678 2 0

8.788 2 0

548 3 0 
344 1 0

9,670 2 O

760 0 0

700 0 0

950 0 
1,421 3 
3,305 0 
1,421 2 

30 0

340 ’o’ 
2,035 3 

G4G 0

40 O 0

0,380 3 0 
3,829 1 0

10,210 0 0

30 0 0 
40 0 0

10,2 0 0

1,239 1 0

35

a. r. p.
50 0 0 111 2 O

660 0 0 
130 0 0

210 O 0

77 3 0

997 3 0 
241 2 0

1,239 1 0

No.
1522

C
1ft
3
3
3II)

24
7

1$
18

129

1,293
2,340

182
69

201
720
174
404

1,438
2,093

911
1,274
1,425

99
77

437310
173

r. p. 
3 0 
0 0

0 0 
0 0-

1 SO 
0 20 
0 O 
0 02 0

4,644 2 0 
6,903 2 O

11,548 0 0

19 t 1,540 S 31) :t
S d40 3 -20

23

27 [ 2,981 3 10 | 3

15G 13,629 3 10 31

___ ; I 709 0 0

800 0 0 
8,243 0 0 

240 0 0 
500 0 0

2,201 ’0*0 
170 0 0 
650 0 0 

2,888 0 0

3,903 O 0 
0,801 0 0

10,704 0 0

10,704 0 0

3 I 1,388 3 0

G1212
14

2
2
1
9
G2 ■ 
1

1,771
2,079
3,800 0 O 
0,503 0 0 ■10 0 0 

SIO 0 n 
3+0 0 0 

2,708 3 0 
3,054 3 0 

177 *2 n 
40 0 O

20 9,090 2 0
33 1 2,042 2 0

02 '21,733 0 0

217 2 0 
1 40 0 0

257 2 (I

67 21,990 2 0

a. r. p. 
880 0 0 
111 2 1

70 0 O

CO 0 O
1,375"6' 0 

270 O 0 
100 0 0 
210 0 0 
00 0 0

3 0

2,012 3 O
441 2 0

3,054 1 0

IGU O O

160 0 0

3,214 1 O

1,843 0 0 
5,356 O 0 

600 0 O 
1,200 0 0

0 2,696 0 0

69

170 O <l
2,2ft 2 U
6,441 0 0

7,407 2 0 
13,220 0 0

20,633 2 0

20,033 ■> O

I
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SCHEDULE XI—continued.

Local Land Board 
and

Land District.
Class of Application.

FOKUES.

Harmedinau..........

Do ..........

Barmcdman East.. 

Condobolin . ... 

Forbes ..................

Do ..................

Grenfell
Do

Parker . 
Do

GoirLBimx.
HfV1 ■ ■ ■
Do . .,

Duilibiila 

Do
Booroiwi ,

Do
Braid wood

Cooma 
Do .

Ordinary land 

Special area.. 

Ordinary land 

Ordinary land 

Ordinary land j

Special area,, j

Ordinary laud. 
Special area..

. Ordinary land-j

Special area. -J

Original
Additional
Original .
Additional
Original .
Additional
Original .
Additional
Original
Additional
Original
Additional ,
Non-resident
Additional
Original .
Original
Additional
Original ,
Additional

Sl'-MMARV.
1 Ordiimry lam I J ^dditjoiiai I.! 

Total ..........................

( Original ___
Sjiccial area.. - Additional .

( Norwcsidcntial.t

Eden..............
Do..............

Ooulbum .. .

Gunning ..

Do .. .

Moruya..........

Do ..

Moss Vale ...

Queinbeyan..

Do .. 

Yass ..............

Do ..............
Young . ...

Do ..........

Total ... 

Grand Total

1 f Original ..
I Or<Hiiary land • Additional .
I \ Xon-residcntial,
Special area.. , Origiust .

Sial-
Sprelalw... j
Ordinary land £

Special area.,, Original ..

{Original .
Additional ___

Non-reaidcntiaL
Ordinal land -J

Oivlluary land | Additional " ;.

Special area___Original .. .
Ordh^landj ■

j Canary land]

SpKjial area.. |

Ordinary’ land| SSL’.::

, Special area., -j

I ( Original ..
' Ordinary land < Additional ... 
^ l. Nonu'CMilential
i jr Origirinl ........

Ordinary laml-j Additional
I Non-rcs-idential. 

Si>ecial area.... Additional ....
f Original ..........

Ordinary laud-j Additional ....
( Son-residential. 

Special area... Original ..........
Ordinary land-j Udditlonai'! " 

-{AdSia,

Sl’MMAKY.
C Original

Ordinary land-! Adiliiional .
* C Soji-rcsiderdial.

Total ....................

Special area. -1 ^mi'

Total . . 

Grand Total.

Applications mode during 1800. Applications made prior to
1st January, 1890. Total.

Confirmed. Disallowed. Confirmed.
J Disallowed.

Confirmed, Disallowed.

|Xo. a. r. r* No. a. r. P-

i

1 No. a. r. i’

!

No a. p- No.

1

a‘ r. !>- No. a. r, P-
1 :i fi00 C 0 3 600 0 ft

1 I 7.r»U 0 0 1 1 750 0 0
1 4 1,434 3 0 1 4 039 3 n 8 2,374 y 0
1 3 297 0 0 j 5 723 2 0 S | 1,025 2 0 ::

| 4 424 3 0 1 156 0 4 1 424 A 0 a 156 3 03 2!»7 0 0 i 1 40 0 U 4 J 207 0 0
1 4.50 0 O io 1,109 58 0 1 240 0 0 1 . 2 [ 1,199 2 ft 1 240 0 0

1 109 1 0 1 99 0 0 1 . . 1 1 109 1 0 1 99 0 ft
2 847 0 O 1 ‘ 4 3,034 0 0 4 1,069 0 0 6 1 1,131 0 0 4 1,069 0 o
A 217 1 0 . 1 - 125 1 0 5 342 O' 0
4 800 n 9 ■ 1 610 0 0 ‘ 3 202 2 0 1 640 0 0 7 1,128 2 0 2 1,260 0 o1 320 0 0 | 1 1 320 0 ft

1 • i i 50 0 0 1 1 50 0 0
- 1 *739 2 0 1 739 a 0

2 282 3 ll l 0 210 9 0 2 323 3 0 o 282 3 0 4 J 606 2 0 4 492 3 o
2,2»i 0 0 2,403 1 0 1 40 0 0 3 ] 2/J711 0 0 5 2.403 1 ft7 fi91 9 0 I a 43 0 22 3 Y44 0 0 10 1 1,335 0 0 2 ‘ 43 ft $9.

3 248 1 0 1 20 0 0 i ■ 3 ! 248 1 ft 1 20 0 V
1

1

1 3 3!>2 0 0

i
1

i 4 750 0 0

i

9 1,348 •> 0 430 2 0 32

i
i
1 1,740 0 1,108 2 ft

10 4.099 2 0 1 t 2,043 1 0 1,214 U 0 4 1,009 0 0 17 | 5,013 2 ft 1ft 3]712 1 0

‘ 13 ft.Ofll 2 0 1 19 3,402 1 0 10 2,5fi2 2 0 7 1,508 - 0 29 tt? 
1

1

0 0 17 4,910 3 ft
1

14 2,243 0 0 2 43

1

0 22 ! 10 2,748 0 0 * 24

i

. 4,791 o 0 2 43 o saI 1,411 1 9 2 ecu 0 9 8 991 0 0 i G40 0 9 18 1 2,402 1 0 3 1,300 0 0[ 1 829 (I O .. 1 | 320 0 0

1 25 3,974 1 9 i 703 0 22 IS 8,,1*9 2 0 1 040 0 0 43 | 7,518 A 0 5 1,343 0 22
1 38 
\ -

0,005 3 0 14 4,105 1 22 34 6,192 0 0 8 2,148 2 0 72 jl5,107 3 0 22 6,253 3 22
1

H 4 314 0 2 100 0 0 1 09 0 0

1
1

413 n o ion 0 ft
1 .70 r> 0 1 50 0 0 ■1 141 2 0 ;i 1IH 0 0 1 r.o o
1 4i> 0 0 1 40 1) 9 3 0 0 1 4ft 6 ft 4 i 220 ft n o so 0
1 130 0 0 1 5-2 0 0 2 182 0 0
4 220 0 0 j 801 2 0 11 1,031 o ft
■> 2.>,« U 1 50 0 0 3 17o U 0 s , 4?r> (J 1 50 1) 0

3 327 0 0 1 25 ft 0 3 327 ft 0 1 25 O U
2 333 n (j . •1 33B 0 0

i 2u9 6 0 1 100 0 0 i> 00 0 9 i 40 0 0 4 299 0 0 2 140 0 fto 80 0 u 2 to O 0
o 274 3 0 3 102 3 0 G , 467 s> 0
fi 326 0 0 1 40 0 0 7 535 0 0 12 361 0 ft i 40 ft 03 100 0 4 232 0 0 3 133 0 0 G 0 4 232 0 ft

1 50 o 0
7 409 r> 0 1 4!> 0 0 5 530 0 0 i 100 ft 0 12 | 999 ft 0 2 149 0 0R 1 0 12 0 0 1.7 1,367 0
ft 128 (1 32 r. I 12S 0 3’.
Li n 0 320 0 ft 3 | 475 0 0
•> VdQ 0 (1 2 190 t) 0 3 mn l> 0 2 l!hj O 0
2 41 2 0 i 40 0 0 2 141 'j 0 1 40 ft 0i 29 u 0 i 09 0 - 0 98 0r> 283 n 9 i i>0 0 ll i: f 333 0 0
i IDO (I 0 -- 1 100 0 0

nr. ii 9 2 120 0 0 o ill 0 0 4 225 f) 0 r> 12ft ft 0
1 100 0 0 1 100 f) ft

3 49 0 9 i 49 y o 40 40 ft
\ 40 0 0 1 40 0 0
1 00 0 0 2 80 0 0 12 005 0 0 38 671 0 ft 2 SO ft 0a 200 0 0 t 40 0 r, 200 0 0 J 40 ft 0
1 75 n 9 2 SC 2 0 3 Iftl 2 ft

1 50 0 O 1 50 n 0 3 50 0 0 1 50 ft ft
•> .■>31 9 4 400 n 0 ] 80 n 0 i 320 0 ft (i en t> 0 r.
1 40 0 O 1 50 0 0 •J 90 d 0
] 45 0 O 1 45 0 ll
!> SOS 0 0 o 2!4 0 0 2 SO u 0 11 sss 0 0 n 2U 0 n
d 459 0 0 2 140 0 0 5 420 i.i ft 7 S85 o 0 2j 140 0 0

1 l.iO y 0 1 150 •> 0 1
1 io 9 0 1 10 0 0

t 100 0 0 1 320 0 0 i: 420 U 30 4 520 ft 30 1 320 0 yI 49 0 1 49 o 0
1 58 3 0 1 58 3 0

1 320 0 0 i 320 ft 0 1 320 0 ft 1 320 0 0
A 2G5 9 1 81 6 0 8 265 2 0 1 81 0 o

139 0 0 2 5S0 (1 0 2 139 0 0 2 580 2 04 299 3 30 3 m 1 30 7 !I66 1 20
1 87 y 0 1 7 1 IS 1 7 1 18 i S7 2 0

,71 3,907 A 0 19 1,754 0 0 43 3,430 2 JO 3 460 O C11 1U
1

7,ire 1 ;o 22 2,214 0 ft
21 1,719 1 0 10 i ,058 y 0 34 2,373 2 0 2 SO 0 0 55 4,092 3 0 12 1,138 2 0

2 85 fl 0 3 US 3 0 4 330 2 0 1 40 0 (1 ft 4I-. 0 0 4 1SS 3 ft
74 j,C72 n 0 32 2,901 1 0 SI 0,134 -2 30 G 580 0 ft 155 ll,80fi 2 30 A3 3,641 1 ft

17 3,9I»G 3 28 1 40 0 0 1.3 7S3 9 30 «> 345 0 0 j 30 2,000 3 IS 3 3S5 0 ft
2 195 0 0 3 147 2 0 6 715 1 is 1 B 910 1 IS 3 147 2 0

19 1,191 3 28 4 187 £> 0 10 1,509 1 s 2 345 f) °! 3S 3,001 0 36 a 532 2 0

03 7,103 3 28 30 3,148 3 0

oo 7,043 3 as 8 925 0 0 193 14,307 3 26 44 4,073 3 ft

* Includes 125 j acres ordinary land.
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SCHEDULE ’Xl—contiitued.

Local Land Board 
and

Land District*

GRAFTON.

Bdlingen........
Do .- .,

Casino ............

Da .......
Grafton ..........

Kcmpscy........
Lismore............

Oo ............
Munvlllumbah. 

Do .

Port Macquarie

HAY.

Ealranald, south.
Do .

Deniliquin .. ..
Do ........

Hay......................
ItilDton................

Applications mode during 1SDC.
Class of Application.

Confirmed.

Ordinary land ^ 
Special area....

Ordinary land

Special area.. 
Ordinary land |

Ordinary land. 
Ordinary land
Special area.. | 

Ordinary'land . 
Special area...
Ordinary land |

Origins ___
Additional . 
Original , ..
Original . 
Additional .. 
Nan-residential
Original ___
Original .. ,
Additional . .. 
Additional . ..
Original ..........
Original .. ..
Additional . ..
Original ..........
Original ..........
Original ... ,
Additional ___
Non-voidential

Ordinary lantl

Total

SnioutiY,
( Original ... 
i Additional ..1 A^ Noii-residential

No, 1 

4

a. r. p.

533 0 0

ii>i’ d' 0 

1,280 1 0 
Ijl.lb 0 D

c, . , i Original .. .Special area. | Art&titimI ..

Total..............................

Grand Total................ .

Ortlinary land | "

Special area . . Original ___
Ordinary land.. Additional .
Special area -J JJjj&iiLfonj •' 

Ordinary land . Additional .. 
Ordinary laud,., Additional ..

I
Summary.

MAITLAND.

Cafsilis ..............

Dungog ..............

Gosford

Do ................
Maitland ..............
Muflwcllbrook___

Do ............
Newcastle............
Kavmond Terrace 

'Do ............

Scone .

Singleton 
Stroud 
Taree ..

Do .. 

Wollombi

Onlinary land -j Additional !.!

Total

Special orva .i 9^‘ ^ Additional

Total

Grand Total.............................. 13

Ordinary land j 

Ordinary land j

Ordinary land ^

Special area . . 
Social area
Ordinary land |

Sl^eciai area.... 
Ordinary land 
Ordinary land . 
Special area....

J
Ordinary land

Ordinary land j
Ordinary land . 
Ordinary land-J

Special area,. -[

Ordinary land \

Sun mart.

Original ..........
Additional ___
Additional .. 
Non-rcsidential 
Original .... 
Additional . . 
Non-rci-identiftl
Original ..........
Original ....
Original ..........
Additional .
Original ..........
Original ... 
Original . . .. 
Additional . .. 
Original .... 
Additional .... 
Non-residcritiat 
Original .... 
Additional .... 
Original . ... 
Original . .. 
Additional .... 
Original ... .. 
Additional ...
Original ..........
Additional ___

{Original . ..
Additional ... 
Non-reridential

Total

( Original ..........
Special area..-J Additional ...

(. Non-residential

Total ........

Grand TrSat...

30

10

Si 1 30 
’ill 0 0 
1*1 n u 
11)7 0 0 
140 D 0 

1*837 1 30 
31G 3 ft 

riO 0 0 
fi2 0 0

1,014 1 0 
1,3S4 0 0

3,293 1 0

2,142 3 20 
34b 3 0

1,280 (1 0 
Stl :t 0 

2,2ftS if 0 
470 1 0

40 0 0

1,280 0 0 
1,323 O 0

2,003 O 0

2,263 0 0

2,208 0 0

4,876 0 (i

fiRO 1 0 
28ft 3 O 

00 0 0

069 ft 0 
120 0 0
ii 0 14 
01 0 0 
30 O 0

’iflcTo’ ft
4ft 0 ft

40 0 2ft 
SO 0 0

100 0 0 
4ft 0 ft

200 0 ft
201 3 ft 
360 2 ft

110 1 O 
40 0 0 
4ft 0 0

1,901 0 0 
SfKi 1 0

2,707 1 0

246 0 14 
1&9 1 20

*06 1 34

40 3,202 2 34

Disallowed.

No.

Applications made prior to 
1st January, 139G.

Confirmed.

a. r. p No,

80 0 0 , 2
40 0 0 | ..

80 0 0 |

114 3 0 
100 0 0

160 0 0 
40 0 0

200 0 0 I 11

114 3 0 
100 O 0

3 j 214 3 0 j 6

: j 414 3 0 | 17

284 0 C 

129 0 0

129 0 0 |

129 0 0 | ft

2S4 0 0

284 0 0

413 0 ft

220
133

ft U 
1 0

SO

40*

0 0 

o' ft

40 0

ft 0 
2 0

100 ft 0

54S 2 0 
133 1 0

6S1 3 O

106 O 0

847 3 0

a. r. p. 

152 0 ft

’ftft Vo

82 2 1ft 
2*0 0 0 
40 0 0

16 1 2ft

02 0 0 
40 0 0 
40 0 0

Disallowed.

504 0 0 
80 0 0 
40 0 0

024 0 0

os o n

93 0 5

722 0 ft

SOO 0 0 
317 ft 0 
634 0 0

Vo 0

407**2 ft

800 0 0 
784 2 0

1,584 2 0

723 0 O

723 0 O

2,307 2 0

20

P0 0 
10ft 0

4ft O 
40 0

40 0 
SO 0

607 2 
47ft 0 100 0
"io'.o*
mo

917 2 0 
78ft 0 0 100 O 0

1,802 2 0

57 2 0

57 2 0

1,300 0 0

140
148
120

0 0 
0 0 
0 ft

Total.

Confirmed. Disallowed.

ll. r. P- Ko. a. r. p- So. a. r. p-

10 0 0 r. 335 0 0 4 ISO 0 o
. 1 40 0 it
3 161 6 0
7 1,330 i 0 __n 80 0 ft
4 1,130 0 0

120 0 0 1 120 0 0
in 165 (1 9
s 461 ft 0
5 181 0 0 ,

108 0 0 107 ft 0 1 10S 0 0
2 no 0 0

20 1,852 A 16 2 114 3 0
4 346 3 0 1 100 0 0
1 60 O 0
1 62 0 0

40 0 0 1 02 ft 0 i 40 6 0
40 0 0 1 40 0 ft i 40 0 0

1 40 0 0

25 ' 2,418 1 0 
10 | 1,46* 0 ft 

1 40 O 0

40S 0 0 30 I 3,922 1 0

34 | 2,240 3 25 2 
4 1 340 3 0 1

300 0 0 
1SS 0 0 
120 0 0

11 I 008 0 0

38 | 2,587 2 25

40S 0 0

3,200 O 0

0,509 3 2fi

2,080 n 0 
3,128 3 0 
2,902 0 0 

476 1 0 
SO 0 0

407 *2 0 
40 ft 0

4 | 2,030 0 ft
9 2,112 2 0

13 4,192 2 0

3,200 0 0

3,200 0 O

3,200 0 ft

120 ft 0 
ftO* 0 0

7 2,5)91 0 ft

2,991 0 0

20 7,183 2 0

5 670
4 390
1 50

1 0
3 0 
0 0

609
100

ft 0 
0 0

50 0 ft 
120 0 0

170 0 ft

J70 0 O

25
61

120
8ft

160
40

40
747
470100
100
80

200
291
300

67
119
40
90

0 14 
ft 0 
O 0 
0 0 
ft 0 
ft 0
0 20
2 0
0 0
0 0
II 0
0 0
ft 0
3 ft
2 0
2 ft
1 ftO ft
0 ft

14

114 3 0 
100 0 0

2,143 0 ft

822 3 O

3,200 0 O 
284 O 0

129 0 O

129 0 if

2,SIS 2 0(5 
1,0S1 10 3

100 0 ft ..

129 0 ft

3,200 0 0
28* 0 0

3,484 0 0

3,013 0 0

32ft 0 0 
135 1 0

80 0 0

120 O ft
50 n ft 
40 0 O

40 0 ft 
88 2 O

100 0 0

598 2 0 
253 1 0

4,399 3 0(8 851 3 0

303 2 14 
159 1 20 '

402 3 34

6,002 2 34 I II

ICC ft 0
100 0 0

1,017 3 ft
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SCHEDULE XT—

Local La )id Board 
and

Land District.

MOREE. 

Bingara ..........

Morcc ............
Do ............

Walgebt.......
IVarialda ........

Class of Application.
Applications made during 189G. Application^ made prior to 

1st ilanuarv, 1896.

Coriflnned.

Ordinarj' laud |

Ol'dinary land -j 

Special area. .. 
Oidinarj land •!

Ordinary land |

Original .. 
Additional 
Original ., 
Additional Original .. 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional

No.

UGO
d.»

1,730
3,000

r. p.

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

Stmt ART.

Total

I ,
fepecia area... Original ..

Total..........................

Grand Total.......................

ORANGE 

Bathurst ...,

Carcoar..........

Do ..........

Cowra..............

Lithgw..........

Moloug ..........

Do ..........

Murlgee . ....

Do ..........

Rylslono ,... 

Do ..

Wellington .. 

Do ..

2(3

2C

Onii,m,y]nnd| -!

•{

Special#™..! aEL':' :
Ordinary !nnJ ^ Additional";;

r Original ..........
Ordinary land 1 Additional ..

L Non-rcaidentaal

Ordnmiy land . . I

Special area.. {

Ordinary land | Smouai‘..'1 

Special area. { I

1,574 0 0 
(1 0

G.S-H 0 0 0 
4,021 0 0 0

Disallowed.

9,‘279 0 0 | 12

9,279 0 0 12

l .

547 0 0 
SO 0 G

'fn' o’ o
7S 2 0 

1,471 1 0 
040 0 0 
123 1 0 

SO 0 0 
20G 0 fl 
237 0 0

SYDNEY.

Camphelltowu
ilittou ..........

Do ..........
Nowta ..........
Parramatta .. 

Do ..
Penrith..........
PJeton ..........

Do ...........

Windsor..........

Do ..........

Oidinary land (Original ___
Additional .. 
Nou-rcsidontial

S!«dal#rca..{“mr

SDiimir,

{Original .......... j
Additional . . |

Non-rcsldentlai
Total 30

* ( Original ... . i 25
Special area,. -J Additional ,... | 7

( Non-raidontial, 1

Total ... 

Grand Total

Ordinary land 
Ordinary land 
Special area ,
Ordinarj land
Ordinary land 
Special area . 
Ordinary land
Ordinary land 
Special area..

Ol'dinary laud

Special area, ■

.. Additional ___

.. Original .. ..

.. Additional .. ,
j Original ........
{ Additional ... 
.. Non-residenlial 

. Additional ..
. Non-rosidential

I Original ........
\ Ad<litional .. 
,. Original ....
( Original ....

* Additional . .
( Non-residcntial
.. Original ........

SUilJIARY
{ Original ..........

Ordinary landAdditional . .
( Non-residcntial

Totals.................................

Special area .{

Totals..................................

Gnifro Totals.....................

IXm 0 10 
0 y

80 i) 0
510 9 0 
000 2 0

550 O 100 0
bi

340 0 
048 0

300 2

ll 0 
0

1,379 1 0 
2,482 O 0

3,801 1 G

3,534 1 10 
1,000 2 0 

84 3 0

4,028 2 10

8,489 3 10

210 0 0
75 0 fl 

200 0 0

l.i 0 20 
100 0 0
80
40
51

2(J0

58 0 
117 3

549 O fl 
250 0 0 
153 0 0

169 1 0 
90 0 £0

259 1 20

1,211 1 20

a. r. p. 

SCO 0 0

040 0 0 020 0 U
mo o o
SU5 0 0 
Rbl O 0
]/U o*u

Confirmed Disallowed.

1,Gsi 0 o
1,008 0 G

2,740 0 0

2,749 0 O

40 0 0

121 0 0 
851 U O 

40 0 0

oso’a’o
342 0 O 
HMJ 0 0 

S5 0 f> 
50 0 O 
40 0 0 

7»fl 3 fl 
100 l) 0

No.

39

3,070 0 
800 O 

80 0

40 O 0

24 ! 4,109 2 0 
13 2,004 8 0 

2 180 O 0

30 0,354 1 0

49

SSG (I 0 
941 0 0

1,327 0 0

7,081 1 0

40 0 0

140 0 G 
10 0 fi 
40 0 0

140 n O 
50 0 0 
40 0 0

439 0 0

430 0 O

a. r, p.

442 3 fl 
240 O 0 
042 0 0 

1,444 O O 
208 0 0 
420 f> 0 
78 9 0

CIO G 0 
3,203 8 0

2,114 8 9 
4,969 3 9

7,034 2 0

20S 0 0

7,:i.V2

40 0 G
70 2 0

830 0 0 I 3
2*1 2 0 1

233 0 0 
20 1 27 

279 0 Cl 
154 0 O 
200 l) G 

1,325 1 0

209 li ' o i

996 G 0 1 
794 2 0 , 
404 3 0 

47 2 0 1 
40 0 0

50 0 0 
131 1 0

320 O 0

2,4&5 0 fl 
2,700 0 0

1,227 2 0 
07 3 27

14 1,295 1 27

01 G,D4G 1 27

40 0 0 

'40 0 *0

lis'Vo

570 9 0 
1 j 100 0 0

5 G50 0 0
1 100 I) 0
2 118 0 G

803 3 0

a. r, p.

200
09

41l>

<110
200

Total.

Confirmed.

0 0 ,
i) fl i

No.

1.22G 0 0 ! 2T» 
200 0 0 :i9

1,489 0 0 i 04

1,480 0 0 I 63

400
320

0 O 
0 G

1)3 0 0

13S 0 0

40 o"o 

40* 0 O

120 VO

1U0 0 U

793 0 0 
320 0 0

1,118 0 0

10:1 o n

103 0 O

1,221 0 0

40 0 O

40 0 0

83

1)10

a. r. p.

Disallowed,

l,7u2
HU

2,422
MU

208
1,000

73
2,384
3,503

0 O 
0 O 
0 O 
0 0 
0 0 
3 0

7,36S 8 0 
8,994 3 0

10,303 2 0

208 0 0

No. j a. r. p.

500 n 0 
(JQ Q 0 

3,056 0 n 
020 0 0

'ioo’V 0
315 0 0 

1,191 O 0 
333 0 0

11 2,907 0 0
3 | 1,328 fl 0

2CB O 0 | ..

40 O 0 ) 
621) 2 0 
900 U 0 | 
£31 2 O | 
55 (I 0 
73 2 0 

1 0 
1 27 
1 0 

234 0 O 
0 0 
1 0

1,704
660
402

406 
1 502

874 3 1G 
0 02ft.)

1,070
1,304

47

0 0 
2 0
1 O
2 0

590 O U 
160 0 0 
41>2 0 0 
84 3 0 

391) G 0 
1,079 1 0

710 2* 0

3,864 1 0 
5,248 0 0

9,112 1 0

4,761 3 10 
1,077 1 27 

84 3 0

5,923 ; 37

15,036 0 37

210 0 0 
40 0 O 
73 0 0 

309 0 fl

lis"‘3 0 
15 0 20 

ICO 0 0 
l>50 0 0 
140 0 O 

51 2 0

53 0 fl 
117 3 0

----- j-----------------
13 I 1,199 0 0 

4 ■ 350 0 0
r. j 271 y o

22 1,820 3 0

2S

109 1 0 
90 0 20

2,('SG O 20

16,631 2 0 19 V235 0 0

40 fl n 
400 n 0 
320 0 t) 
80 0 ti

"i.S4 ci o 
851 fl (1 
40 0 0

777 2 fl 
342 0 11 
ifHi n o 
85 O fl 
50 <i n 
80 O fl 

750 3 fl 
140 0 I)

3,170 fl fl
SflH I) (I

80 fl 0 

40 ”o 0

4,907 2 fl 
2,324 3 O 

liO <1 0

7,472 1 0

489 0 I) 
941 0 0

1,430 0 0

8,902 1 0

40 0 0

180 n 0
210 0 fl 

40 0 0

180 r> fl 
2.">0 fl fl 
40 0 fl

470 fl 0
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SCHEDULE XI—continued.

Local Land Board 
and Land District. Class 0 Application,

Applications made during 1396 Applications made prior to
1st January, 1806. 1 Total.

Confirmed. Disallowed. Confirmed. Disallowed. Confirmed. Disallowed.

No, a. r. p. No. fl. r. P- No. a r. P- No. a. r. p. No. ft. r. p- No. a. r. P-
3 350 0 0 5 319 0 2 6P0 ft ft i 4ft 0 0 5 1,04 ft 6 ft 6 350 „ fl
5 429 3 0 3 912 •> 0 0 1,741 3 0 14 2,171 •• fl 8 912 V 0
2 447 1 0 4 292 0 0 6 73fl fl

3 880 2 0 4 545 fl 0 i 500 fl 0 4 345 0 ft 4 1,389 2 ft
3 75 3 0 3 257 2 0 o 211 0 0 i 10ft 0 0 5 280 3 0 4 357 2 ft
2 17 j 0 0 i 135 0 o
1 05 0 0 1,154 0 0 1 95 0 ft 2 1,154 0 ft
1 355 1 ft 2 603 3 0 1 GO 0 0 3 859 0 0 1 60 0 fl
3 546 1 0 3
0 142 1 o 4 490 0 0 e 1,40ft 0 0 i 74 ft 0 8 1,542 1 0 '.5 564 0* 0

2 Gi ft 0 ft 2 1,331 ft 0 i 320 0 0 2 1,331 0 0 3 89(1 0 0
9 1,805 k 32 2 499 g 0 1,280 0 0 11 3,145 3 1)2 *2 499 2 fl
2 205 1 0 *2 455 8 0 2 265 0 2 • 455 3 fl
7 £2.> 1 0 1 320 0 0 12 1.94ft 6 ft 3 215 (1 0 1ft S,T70 fl 4 685 n ft
4 •-S9. ft 0 8 748 0 12 1,030 ft

12 flSG 3 0 i w 6 0 2 42 0 0 1 320 II fl 14 72S s 0 380 fl fl
3 3 0 i 1.50 0 0 4 sr.s 1 0

■ ' 713 ft (1 1 150 11 fl

i.i 3 0 10 1,129 a
(1 24 4,327 0 fl " 1,483 0 0 31) G,l$6 3 0 17 2,612 n fl

10 1,007 U 0 13 2,372 n 0 25 4,869 3 0 3 880 0 « 35 5,936 3 0 16 3,252 0 0

25 3 0 23 3,501 2 ft 49 9,19fl 3 fl 30 2,363 0 0 74 12.123 2 0 33 5,864 2 0

.->7 3,174 2 32 0 517 ft 0 i> 1.533 0 0 o 420 0 fl 4,707 ■> 32 8 1,237 fl ft
794 0 0 005 o 0 4 35S 0 1 133 0 y n 1,152 1 0 4 740 3 1)

34 3,963 0 0 S 1,422 3 0 10 1,801 1 0 s 555 0 0 44 5,859 3 32 12 1.977 3 n

6,805 1 32 32 14,924 1 0 “ 11,083 0 fl 18 2,918 0 * 113 17,98.1 1 32 45 7,842 1 a

TAMWORTH.

Coonabarr&brau

Gunnedah ..........

Bo .

Hurrurundi .. -

Do .. - 
Ifarrabri ..........

Do . 

Tanworbh. 

Do .

WAQGA WAGGA.

Albury ..........
Do ..........

Cootamundra

Do ..........

Cototcl ..........

Do ..........
Gunda.gai ... 

Do ,

Narrandera .. 

Do

Tumba rumba 
Tumbarumba 

North ___

Do ..........
Unna............

Do ..............

TVaj^a .

Do .

Ordinary land -]

Ordinary land ^ 

Special area..-] 

Ordinary land ^ 

Special area 
Ordinary land j 

Special area, j

Ordinary land-] 

( 
(

Special area.

Original .. 
Additional 
Original . 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original .. 
Original .. 
Additional 
Original ,, 
Additional 
Original 
Additional 
Original . 
Additional

Summary.

OrfmarylandJ

Total

Special arm { ^tloLl'

Total..............

Grand Total......................

Ordinary-land . 
Special area.... 
Ordinary land-f

Special area., 

Ordinarr land -j 
Special area,, | 

Ordinary land : 
Special area ?-] 

Ordinary land ■] 

Special area.. 

Ordinary' land |

Ordinary laud 
Ordinary land |

Special area.... 
Ordinary land..
Special area.. -J

Ordinary land 

Special area.

Additional ..

Additional
Original .,
Original .
Additional
Orknnal ..
Additional
Original .
Additional
Original
Additional
Additional
Original
Additional
Original
Additional
Original ,
Additional
Original
Additional

Original . .
Original ... 
Additional .. 
original ... 
Additional ... 
Original . .
Additional . 
Original ,, .
Additional 
Original .. ,,
Additional . 
Non-residential.

Sl’MSIAlU,

Total ........................

f Original ... 
Special area., Additional . ..

{ Non-reaidcntial

Total..................................

Grand Total............................

I

34 0 0

20i> n ft
rw o ftl.'*! 0 ft 
157 0 (I

1,020 Y 0 

i;.v *"o

1S4 2 0

u:’ 's o

2 1 427 2 1G j 
.» ,1,070 0 0

! I 1 210

2,219 0 0 
30!) fl 0 

r>0 0 0

20ft a 0 
2,G3ft 1 0

2,fl;« a o ii

00 ft 
201 3

Kifl 0 0

1,314 0 fl d20 ft 0 
73 0 0

40 fl 0 b 
300 0 ft 
1M) ft 0 1

SGI 1 0 | 
1,507 3 o * 

640 (I l> 1 
SI 3 0 : 

472 3 0 '

li-i 2 0

277 30 0
H 0 1ft 1 7

4,003 0 25 
2S0 0 0 
20i 0 ft

4,042 0 25

3,703 3 16 16

l.fjftft 2 ft | 12 
23ft 2 0 5

2,847 HOI 17

Ch6l0 3 16 | 33

iso fl n
320 0 0 j

no o o
120 ft 0 :
231 1 0

7ns o o 
40$"*1 o
7fi0 0 0 
392 2 0

040

‘ss’

10
1

1,002 « 0 i
1,U34 I ll I

82 0 ('

34
4fl

30ft
52ft
150
157
301

2,WU
040
23ft
472

144
2,21ft

569
f.fl

ISO
320

50
120
231

1,821
20

60S
5ft

1,823
452
204

0 0 
ft ft 
0 0 
ft 0 
0 0 
n 0 1

18* 2 
117 s’ 0

2 0 ft 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(l ft0 O
0 0 
ft 01 ft 
1 25

1 ft 
ft 0

2 [ 427 2 16
7 f 2,40ft 3 ft

1 i
1 t

210
4fi

60
201

■2 ft
0 0

0 ft 
3 ft

160

2,314 0 0 
96ft 0 ft 
7S 3 0 
82 0 0 

500 O 0

12 1,20!) 2 ft j
IS 3,73ft 2 fl

4 J 351) 3 0
5 I 3,480 I) 10

2,(197 0 0 i 1

3,758 2 0 
1,032 2 0

4,791 0 0

6,838 0 0

82 0 0 j 26 5,6:10 0 A | 12 | 3,845 fl Ifl

1,133 3 0 
40 0 0

1,179 3 0

I

7tS56 2 25 
1,312 2 0 

264 0 0

9,433 0 25 | 14

1.261 3 ft 67 1114,4m 0 25

3,70ft 1 0 
326 2 ft

4,026 3 0

7,872 2 16

SUMMARY.
(* Original .. .

Ordinary land •] Addibinna]
(. Non-residential

Total for the whole Colony..

f Original ..........
-Specialarea.Y Additional ...

( Non-residential

Total for the whole Colony..

G rand Tntal for the w hole Colony
i

JftJ 123,509 3 fl 1101 
13b 1 30,525 2 0 85

5 | 238 ft O 0

15,7:8 3 fl 
19.S09 3 10 

308 3 0

Iftft
2PS

8

27,83ft 3 30 
28,544 2 0 

5$9 1 0

5.1 l ft.fllft 1 ft 
42 9,919 2 0
2 160 Oft

391 I 51,397 2 8ft '156 
340 59,079 0 0 il27 

13 j 827 1 0 8

26,358 fl ft 
29,729 1 16 

528 3 0

33-. 54,839 1 0 ']92 ;»,917 I 10 415 56,904 2 30 99 i«,ms s 0 750 111,294 3 30 291 56,616 0 1C

J61
47

3

*20,357 3 3ft I 26
4,482 2 20 1 IS

068 3 0 | 3

4,127 x 22 
3,018 3 0 
106 0 0

70
23

93

11,531 2 85 
3,549 1 5

H
3

5,201 3 ft 
‘ 821 0 0

231 31,939 2 34
76 8,031 3 25
0 | 668 3 O

40
21

3

9,32? ft 2*2 
3,839 3 fl 

360 0 0

211 25,509 1 19 47 7,312 0 22 15,131 0 0 17 6,022 3 0 SC!) | 40,liJ0 1 19 64 13,334 3 22

546 79,339 2 19 239
1

4b,229 1 38 f>13 72,096 2 lift 116 25,721 2 0 1,059.151,935 1 0
i
\

355 68,950 3 38
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SCHEDULE XII.
Special Areas.

Beturtt giving particulars as to proclamation and disposal of Special Areas from 1st January, 1SS3, to 31st
December, 1896. '

Land Board 
District. Land District Class uf Land.

Total Acreage in 
Special Area1? 

when proclaimed.

Area thereof 
since included 

m Bcserscs and 
otherwise ren
dered unavail
able for Con

ditional 
Purchase.

Area available 
for

Selection.
Area

Selected.

Area
Unselected on 
3t December,

use.

Per
centage 
of Area 
Selected 
to Area 
available 

for
Selection^

r. p a. i p a r. P- a. r. ]!. a. r. p. Percent,

r Suburlwn .......................... 704 1 9 60 0 9 73i 1 9 Qfp 0 0 4S2 1 9 34
AraldAh .......... Annidale................ ■■i Population ...................... 050 0 0 35 0 0 615 9 0 241 2 20 373 1 20 39

l Country .......................... 13,100 0 10 6,294 0 10 11,872 0 0 7,801 3 0 4,070 1 0 C5i
( i Population.......................... 150 0 0 150 0 0"l Country ........................ 1 0 4,240 1 0 10,046 0 0 6,580 2 0 4,465 2 0 55

T 11 \ 1'opulation.......................... 0&9 1 30 3 0 247 Ibf,
( Uountrv ...................... 9,013 2 0 1,010 2 O 7,403 9 0 5,617 1 0 1,755 3 0 . 76
( Population.......................... 1,470 0 10 03 9 S3 1,412 3 13 860 0 8 652 3 10 60

■•i Countiy .............................. 2,fi07 1 0 1,516 1 0 991 O 0 605 0 0 436 0 0 60
< Population.......................... 3,799 3 0 3,353 3 0 446 0 0 446 0 0 30b

■■i Country.................... M.>3 2 0 1,711 3 0 5,241 3 0 4,558 1) 0 1 6S3 3 0 87

i Suburban or Prpulalion. 7,7.29 2 15 4,073 2 38 3,455 3 17 2,047 1 18 1,409 1 39 591 Country.......................... 50,932 2 10 15,378 3 19 35,553 3 0 24,092 2 O 11,461 1 0 67

Gruid Totals . SSj-KiS 0 25 19,452 2 a 39,009 2 17 2b, 139 ^ 18 12,809 2 39 Ofl

Suburban or Population.. 40 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0-l Country.......................... 10,707 1 0 1,673 3 0 9,193 2 0 1,509 3 0 7,683 3 0 16
j Suburban or Population 2,000 2 0 l,»-0 2 0 80 0 0 80 0 0 100

"1 Country .............................. 5.1S8 1 0 2,303 1 0 2.880 0 o 2,83(1 0 0
BrewarrJn*............ Countrj .............................. 1,907 0 0 1,967 0 0 SOO o o 1,167 0 0 40

i Suburban or Population. 2,100 2 0 1,980 2 0 329 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0 60
■■i Country .......................... 17,922 2 0 3,832 0 0 14,0*0 2 0 2,309 3 0 11,730 3 0 16

Grand Totals , 20,023 0 0 5,302 2 0 14,160 2 0 0,380 3 0 11,770 3 0 1UJ

Coonamble............ < 170 2 19 170 o 19 170 2 19Dyli jo ..............
1 ( Country . ... 4,037 3 0 3,546 3 0 1,341 0 (l 1,914 0 0 327 0 0 78-3

Suburban or Population 1,534 3 l) 454 3 0 1,030 O 0 595 I 10 484 2 30 55
■■i Country .............................. 6,800 1 0 2,001 0 0 8,0*5 0 3,728 1 0 217 O 0 04

i Suburban or Population, 1,053 3 10 786 2 0 297 3 10 207 1 10 100
G0"> O 0 9 n 640 6 O 0

f Suburban or Population . 5,31$ 1 0 865 O 0 4,453 1 0 3,759 2 0 693 3 0 84
" t Country ...................... 30,770 3 0 17,99$ » 0 12,772 0 9 11,832 1 0 939 3 fl 92

Totals.............. .. f Suburban or Population., 3,077 1 29 2,106 1 0 5,971 0 2G 4,792 2 39 1,173 1 CO 80••i Country.............................. 42,959 3 0 24,261 2 0 38,098 1 0 16,574 2 0 2,123 3 0 83

Grand Totals . si,cm 0 29 26,307 3 0 24,009 1 29 21,367 0 39 3,302 0 30 80

Banned man ........ i
l

Suburban or Population 339 2 0 339 2 o 339 2 0
Country............................ 31,559 9 0 9,929 1 0 21,029 3 0 21.446 1 0 133 2 0 99

Barmedm&n East. Country...................... 32,435 0 0 14,945 2 0 18,387 2 0 18,127 1 0 260 1 O 084
i Suburban or Population 1,020 2 36 209 0 0 811 2 36 638 0 36 173 2 0 78

■■i Countrj’ .......................... 15,054 2 0 4,478 l 0 10,57b 1 0 10,576 1 0 100
j Suburban or Population.. 9,140 1 25 151 1 31 8,93$ 3 34 8,747 1 S ?41 2 26 07■'1 Country.............................. 34,637 3 2$ 0,951 1 0 27,886 2 28 27,412 0 23 474 2 0 07
r Suburban or Population.. 5,406 1 37 1,953 9 32 4,3*8 1 6 4,043 3 5 304 2 0 03■ 1 Country .................... 13,700 3 0 1,320 3 0 12,440 0 0 11,923 0 0 517 0 0 06

T^n rlrA»« < Suburban or Population . 4,000 2 10 144 2 30 3,920 3 14 2,951 3 20 908 3 28 75
Country.............................. 36,435 2 0 3,020 2 0 33,465 0 0 31,025 0 0 2,440 0 0 03

i Suburban or Population.. 19,972 2 28 1,563 1 19 18,400 1 9 19,,'181 0 35 2,028 0 14 80
' t Country ............................ 104,130 2 23 39,745 2 0 124,335 0 2» 120,509 8 28 3,875 1 0 07

Ormid Totals . 184,103 1 16 41,303 S 19 142,791 1 37 136,891 0 23 5,903 1 14 06

Goullmrn .......... Bega ...................... ( 1,951 2 17 1,931 2 17 1,051 2 17 100
■ t Country.......... " .. 1,155 3 0 ljl5S 3 0 ijoio 0 0 145 3 0 68

i Suburban or Population.. 2,844 3 0 625 9 0 2,219 3 0 1,539 1 0 680 2 0 0L>
" t Country ........................ 6t78G 1 0 0S8 3 0 5,797 2 0 6,277 3 0 519 3 0 01

l Suburban or Population.. 14,475 3 30 909 2 0 13,666 1 30 11,080 H 30 2,485 2 O 82
” 1 Country............................... 14,959 3 30 1,039 3 0 13,370 0 30 11,842 2 30 2,U27 2 10 85

Braidwood............ Country........................ 743 3 0 331 1 0 412 2 0 205 0 0 207 2 0 50
i Suburban or Population. 5,542 1 10 2,719 2 33 2,822 ft 13 1,371 2 10 1,450 3 33 40

Country.............................. 37,781 1 20 2,917 O 20 15,704 i 9 12,273 0 0 3,491 1 l> 76
Ii1/! nn 1 Suburban or Population. 1,012 2 30 479 2 10 533 0 20 443 2 30 39 1 30 S3

' ............ •■i Country .................. 1,312 1 0 979 0 0 363 i 0 363 1 0 100
f Suburban or Population.. 1,233 0 10 1,233 0 10 1,136 2 0 96 2 io 92

■■I Country................ . 037 1 0 765 0 0 i 0 OOfl; 1 0 100
< Suburban or Population.. 5,432 1 20 514 2 0 4,917 3 20 1,558 2 0 3,349 1 20 32
( Country .. ........... 3.093 3 0 1,920 O 0 2,078 3 0 1,063 O 0 1,015 3 O 51
i Suburban or Population 750 2 2ft 750 2 25 li! 3 (I 632 3 25 16

Country .. .................. 2,455 3 30 215 3 0 2,240 0 30 1,770 3 0 469 1 30 79
Moss Vale ............ Coumrv............................ 1,143 3 0 1,343 8 fl 94?! 0 0 5>01 3 ft 21

$ Sulm rbn n or Population.. 2,00.1 0 10 1,533 3 4 J,3!IH 3 6 1,189 2 8 188 2 38 86
" ( Country ............ 2,291 2 0 38 1 0 2,203 1 0 1,682 1 0 521 0 0 76

Vfleo s. Suburban or Population 3,793 O 0 1,033 1 0 2,709 3 0 1,070 3 0 1,334 0 0 51
............ Country............................ 2,499 2 9 259 0 29 2,240 20 2.13 + 2 0 J05 3 20 95

Vaii nrr 1 Suburban or Population.. 40.750 3 274 l,46tl 0 22 39,290 3 6} 29.001 1 0 10,199 2 51
••1 Country............................ 52,859 1 10 9,135 2 22 43.722 2 28 3* ,969 3 18 8,752 3 10 £0

r Suburban or Population 80,702 1 I9fr 0,331 1 Hi 71,370 3 25* 50,'•fl 1 1 24 20 5U7 i n 71
i Couiitn .............................. ITO.OM 1 10 17,799 2 22 91,214 n 28 73,036 0 3$ 18,158 1 30 SO

Grand Totals . 189,707 2 294 27,12,! 0 16 162,685 2 It) 123,1119 2 22 38,666 fl 2 77

111—E
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SCHEDULE continued.

Laud Hoard 
JJistrsct.

Grift on .

Maitland ....

Orange

Land District Class of Land

1 Area thereof 
sinuu incliutpd | 

- . , , .jin Kusorves and T"lslf7'fKC in

ivhon proclaimed. iblo for Con. ■ 
dttiorinl 

Purchase.

Bellingen..........

OasiiiD .........
Grafton..........
Kcuipsoy .. 
Lismore .. --
MnnvLlUunbah 
Port Macquarie.

Totals.. ..

( Country ........... : .
"l Suburban or Poimlation.
\ I Country ......................
»I Suburban or Population
f Country ......................
i Suburban or Population.

Oouiitr} ............................
Country
Suburban or Population 
Coiritry .. . 
Country.....................

Grand Totals .

Suburban or Population. 
Country . ..............

Area available 
for

Selection,
Area

Selected.

Area
Unseleeted fm 
31 December, 

1S06.

Per- 
centagc 
of Area 
Selected 
to Area 
available 

for
Selection.

n i -i i/c,s,,+ui i Suburban or Population. Balranald (South)Couljtr,.............
Donlliqnin .. |
llay.................. .. ....
Hillsum........................ -J

Totals

Grand Totalg __

Suburban or Population
Country........................
Countrj ........................
Suburban or Population. 
Country .......................

Suburban or 1’opulation.. 
Country ......................

Cassilig.. 
Dun”OK
Gosford

Maitland............

Muswcllbrook .. 
Newcastle ..
Paterson ,. .,
Haj mond Terrace
Scone ...............
Singleton 
Stroud .
Tarcc ., 
Woltombi

Tota's .

Grand Totals

Bingara ..........
Moree ..............
Wan aid a ......
Walgelt .........

Totals...

Grand Totals

Bathurst... 

Carcoar ...

Cowra.......
Lithgow .., 
Molon# ...

iludgee . . 
Orange . 
Pivlstone .

Wellrngton .. 

Trtal . 

Grand Totals

Country ..
Country .
Country
Population
Suburban
Country ,
Population
Country ..
Pojiulacion
Country
Country
Country
Population
Country ..
Country
Population
Country
Country ..
Population
Country

Suburban nr 
Country

Population.

Country 
Country ... 
Country . .. 
Country .. .

Totals

or Population 

or Population 

or Population

or Population 

or Population.

or 1'opulation 

or Population

Suburban
Country
Suburban
Country .
Suburban
Countrsr
Country .
Suburban
Country
Suburban
C untrvCountry
R’duiiban
Cftuntrj
Stiburb^n
Country

Snhtrban or Population. 
Country........................

a. ) p. a. r p a 1 P r p- a. t Per cent

32,291 0 0 20,477 fl 0 11,814 0 0 F,9SC 0 n 2,818 ti 0 76
503 3 0 509 fl 0 K4 0 0 84 0 0 100

6,134 •}r 0 4,409 0 0 1,0(35 2 ti 1,665 2 0 100
505 3 30 505 3 30 165 0 9 340 3 21 32

6,153 0 0 2,721 0 0 3,437 0 0 2,648 0 0 7B9 0 0 77
'276 0 13 276 0 18 229 IS 46 3 0 S3

7,083 3 0 2,053 fl 0 5,035 l) 4,814 1 0 221 0 0 96
57.250 2 0 41,508 ii 0 15,750 8 0 14,714 2 0 1,030 0 97
1,233 0 23 22 0 1,210 3 22 272 1 so 938 32 23

16,009 •J; 20 8,021 0 0 . 7.478 2 20* 3,890 0 20 3,582 0 0 52
SCO 0 0 360 0 0 100 0 0 200 ti 0 28

2.608 8 36 532 0 6 2,070 3 30 750 S 17 1,320 0 13 36
125,301 1 20 76,850 0 46,541 0 20 36,824 3 ■2ft 8,710 1 0 81

128,009 16 S0,;iS2 6 47,618 0 10 87,575 0 37 10,012 1 13 79

3,64'1 0 0 3,045 2 0 2,662 1 0 3S3 1 0 87
31,2.77 0 2,634 1 0 28,573 0 0 19,153 3 0 9,419 1 0 67

5,76.) 0 5,763 1 0 4,755 1 0 1,003 0 ft 82
165,631 0 0 16,oii 1 0 83,709 3 0 79,102 2 0 9,007 1 0 80

74,204 0 0 45,154 1 ti 20,049 3 0 22,353 1 0 G,C90 2 0 77
1,334 i) 0 1,381 2 0 989 3 0 364 3 0 71
4,155 3 0 4,155 3 0 1,430 3 0 2,719 0 0 31

10,193 0 10.103 1 0 8,407 1 0 3,786 0 0 82
215,268 O 0 64,749 3 0 150,548 1 0 122,106 1 0 23,442 0 0 81

225,491 1 0 (14,749 3 0 160,741 2 0 130,513 2 0 30,228 0 0 31

2,643 3 fl £98 2 0 2,612 1 0 2,000 1 0 fi92 O 0 78
2,813 0 fl 778 2 0 2,039 2 0 1,075 8 0 303 3 0 80

906 0 20 191 2 0 7H 2 20 714 2 2ft 100
161 3 10 10 0 0 151 3 10 G7 3 0 S4 6 io 44
308 32 368 32 154 0 3S 214 ti 34 41

2,177 3 0 I,44S 3 0 HO 0 ti 300 2 0 JiOS g 0 49
1,990 3 2fl 210 30 1,774 1 30 1,210 0 20 564 T 10 6$
1.295 3 0 1,010 0 0 270 3 0 230 0 0 49 3 0 82
4,135 3 O 25 3 0 4,ICO 0 0 3,067 3 0 1,002 0 73
5, COO 0 5,277 1 ti 3*3 2 0 3 8 2 0 100

977 0 12a 0 0 852 1 0 852 1 0 100
150 0 0 150 0 0 150 6 6
273 3 10 273 3 m 107 3 0 HO 0 10 39
934 0 JS 934 2 88 1181 2 38 ' 100

1,106 ti 0 140 0 0 titii) 0 ti 069 0 0 100
1,306 3 0 1,300 3 0 1,350 3 O 100
7,908 3 0 2,197 0 0 4,601 1 0 1,800 3 0 3,094 2 0 37

852 3 0 852 S 0 680 3 0 16C 0 0 80
1,071 0 20 44 1 0 1,626 3 20 680 1 20 iHG 2 0 41

•202 2 0 202 2 0 81 0 0 121 2 ti <0

9,953 0; 12 266 1 30 9,602 0 S,r,BS 2 38 3,0(17 1 £4 63 i
27,002 0 w 11,331 0 0 15,711 0 IS 10,805 0 IS 4,906 0 0 osj

37,050 2 30 11,077 1 30 25,373 1 0 17,399 3 16 7,973 1 24 03}

1,833 3 0 
2S,S4l 1 0 
13,873 3 13 

G,3&1 0 0

50,904 3 1 3

$37 2 10 2,185 3 0 76 0 31 1.371 2 30 1,890 2 3$ 27,340 O 0 4,4J(i 2 0 4,597 1 29 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0

23,700 
2,199 0 
3,COS 3 

4r« 2 
1,083 2 
m 3 

2,073 1 
SC9 3

13,207 2 28 04,503 0 30
78,475 3 13

483 0 0 11,019 3 0 2,246 O 0 1,217 0 0
14,965 3 0

1,350 3 0 
17,821 2 0 
11,632 3 13 
5,134 0 0

35,939 0 13

1,20.5
400

0
4,$5j

0 32 
3 0

113 0 0

32
C,C32 2 37 

0 0

MG4 Si 37

837
2flS5

76
1,371
1,86326,134
4,010
4,597

18,844
2,199
3,nsr»

468
1. GbS 

4S6
2, t>73 

31J

13,934
57,876

2 10 3 0 0 31
2 303 33 3 0 
3 0 0 37 3 ft

8 31 0 30
71,811 0 21

294 1 0 
2,445 0 0

1,056 2 0 14,376 2 0 10,193 2 33 6,131 0 0
5,178 1 20 30,760 2 33

80 0 0 1,044 2 0
' 234 ft 30 1,511 1 4 24,437 1 0 9H6 3 0 3,113 3 3918,26$ 3 1,280 0 2,604 2 463 2 1,097 1 486 S 2,335 2 

7GS 2
!),413 0 3 49,859 2 30

59,277 2 33

757 2 10 041 1 0 76 O 31 1,137 2 0 352 0 29 1,697 2 0 3,049 O 0 1,483 ft 33 586 O l) 919 0 0 
SOI 1 0

”591 Y'o

21
19
12

9
70

i?
81
94
24
OS
97
0076

100
G5

100
8794
C7
87

12,533 1 28 82}
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SCHEDULE Ull—continued.

Land Bofkrd 
district, Land District.

Sydney . - Campbelltowri 
Liverpool .., 
Nowra.........
Parramatta
Penrith 

Picton -

Windsor 

Milton ,

I
i

•{
■i

1
1

Totals... 

Grand Totals

Tnmworth Coonabarrabran ....

Gunnedah ..................

Mumirundi ..............

Karrabri......................

Tamivorth ..................

Totals..........

Grand Totals —

Wagtfa Wog-tfa .. Albury .................... -]
Cnotamundry.......... ... ^

Oontamundry Central.
Corona............................
Gunrtnpai....................
Narrandera-........... ...
Tumbanunba..........
Tamut............................ -f

Urana ............
Wagga Wflffga

Totals.......................|

Grand Totals ...

Class of Land.
Total Acreage in 

Special Areas 
when proclaimed.

Area thereof 
since included 

in Kescrws and 
otherwise ren
dered nnavaib 
able for Con. 

ditionul
Purchase.

Area available 
for

Selection.
\rea

Selected.

Aren
UnaclfictHiI on 
31 December, 

1896.

Per'
CChtapd
of Area 
Selected 
to Area 
available 

for
Selection.

a. r. p- a. r. p. a. r. p. a. i ■ P. a. r P- Per cent.

Countrv.......................... 0 0 2,877 3 0 6,493 1 0 2,417 3 ft 4,075 2 0 37
Country.......................... 9b o 0 90 2 0 96 2 0 100
Country ......................... 423 0 0 60 6 ft 304 ft 0 298 0 0 GO 6 0 82
Suburban or Population.. 552 3 32 552 S 32 63 2 20 4K9 1 12 12
Country ............................. 202 0 0 122 0 0 140 0 0 100 0 0 40 0 0 71
Suburban or Population . 1,210 1 20 1,091 2 20 118 3 0 213 3 0 100
Country .............................. 890 0 ft 25!) 2 0 039 2 0 009 0 0 80 2 0 95
Suburban or Population.. 274 0 13 125 2 33 148 I 20 03 1 20 Ett 0 0 43
Country ............................... 2,52.) 1 0 585 0 0 1,010 1 0 1,414 0 0 570 1 0 73
Suburban or Population.. 4,632 3 ID 4,032 3 10 1,720 3 3ft 2,911 3 20 37
Country............................... 61 2 O Gl 2 n Gl 2 0 100
Suburban or Population. ],17S 2 21 1,178 2 21 1,173 2 21 mi
Country............................ 2,095 0 0 1,730 6 0 W5 ft 0 963 0 0 10ft

Suburban or Population.. 7,849 S 1ft 1,217 1 13 fl,031 2 3 l.OGfl 2 30 4,66* 3 13 3ft
Countrj ............................ 16,833 O 6,03:1 1 0 10,700 0 0 5,9f.l 3 0 4,733 1 1) no

24,182 0 16 6,860 2 13 17,331 2 3 7,023 ] 3U 0,403 0 13 40

Suburban or Population 204 0 0 264 0 0 264 0 0 Nil.
Country............................... 2,400 0 0 1,537 0 0 932 0 9 IflO 0 0 772 0 0 17
Suburban or Population 4,550 3 10 332 0 32 4,224 2 2+ 3,933 0 1ft 291 2 14 93
Country.............................. 13,Si® 0 2,792 ft 0 13,(197 1 0 b.629 2 3G 2,567 2 4 77
Suburban or Population 607 3 11 097 3 n 129 3 5 563 0 0 19
Country.............................. 17,785 0 0 3,477 3 10 14,307 0 30 10,749 2 20 3,557 2 10 76
Suburban or Population.. 45 0 29 45 0 2ft 35 0 24 ft 3 36 78
Country.............................. 40,076 ft 0 20,310 i 0 19,756 3 0 14>fl7(5 0 fl 4,730 3 0 76
Siiburban or Population 11 r.157 38 378 2 0 I0,fl7S 3 38 3,256 ,1 27 7,722 0 ll 80
Count n. ............................ 61,010 4 5,004 3 20 66,011 3 24 42,951 2 9 TljIlGU 15 77

Suburban or Population.. 10,021 5 710 2 32 16,210 2 13 7,374 3 26 8,356 n 27 45
Country ............................ 135,830 O 4 33,730 3 SO 102,1C5 fl H 77,366 3 23 24,733 O 29 75

152,757 1 9 34,441 2 22 ns,3is 2 27 84,721 3 11 33,593 3 10 72

Suburban .......................... 630 0 0 630 ft 0 175 2 30 454 1 Ifl 28
Country.............................. 24,254 1 3 4,057 1 10 19,29ft 3 33 16,721 i 33 2,57.5 2 0 87

1,032 1 17 1,032 1 17 Gtft 0 9
Country .............................. 3 1ft 0,103 1 10 5M27 2 0 51,981 0 CO 4 bJ3 20 00

2,454 1 O 2,454 1 ft 1,842 1 0 OiS 0 0 75
40,686 1 10 10,770 2 0 29.915 8 10 27,201 3 36 2,713 14 00
17,900 2 0 84ft 1 0 17.141 1 fl 10,944 2 0 190 3 ft 98
44,407 1 0 16,712 2 0 23,747 3 0 18,701 2 0 0.930 1 ft 05
13,684 2 10 1,029 ft 0 11,755 2 10 0,164 9 30 2,601 1 2ft 77

Suburban .......................... 807 1 34 307 1 34 29 0 0 287 1 34 •)
Population........................ . 220 2 10 22ft 2 1ft 3SS 3 33 37 2 17 85
Country ................ ............. T.451 8 0 4,548 1 0 2,903 2 0 2,743 2 0 100 0 0 >
Population...................... 091 2 10 060 0 0 334 2 10 1 314 2 Ifl 2ft 0 ft i
Country.............................. 6ft, 7(U 2 23 19,012 3 0 47,cm 3 23 1 42,167 3 O 5,524 0 24 1

80,521 3 10 ft, GOG 1 0 70,856 2 1ft . 07,101 1 20 8,754 fl 30 94

Suburban or Population.. 8,100 3 31 G60 0 0 2,530 3 31 1 1,285 1 2 1,245 2 29 50
Country . ......................... 304,211 0 31 7G,G21 0 20 287,590 ft 11 | £54,032 2 19 - 32,957 1 32 83

367,402 0 22 77,231 0 20 HW.lil C 2 255,917 3 21 ( 34,21)3 0 21 1 88

SUMMARY.
Totals...................... |

Grand totals for \ 
the Colony .. /

Sulnirban orPoi)nlation 
Country ..........................

183,072 0 lf>4j 52,504 2 0 
1,3&J,525 3 4 I 3D4.C22 2 2

1,567,&97 -I 23$ 417,127 ft 13

160,567 2 10j ]flft,ni2 1 S2 60,025
089,903 1 2 . 709,478 1 38 190,024

1,159,470 3
12*1

900,220 3 30 241,24ft

o 13i 
3 I

3 224

C830

70

SCHEDULE XIII.
Beturn' giving particulars relating to Applications for Appraisement of Conditional Purchases in Special Arens 

under Section Sfi, C. L, Act of 18t)5, received and dealt with to 31st Deretnher, ISOfi.

Land Board District and 
Laud District.

2 s 
^ e

C 2 _ +*
||
In n.

Area.

L £ q S

7 ii
Area.

Cases in which values ha\e been finally determined.

t.£ P
g-C £1 Area.

Atncmiit 
of purcliase 

money repre
sented nt 

original price.

Amount 
of purchase 

money repre
sent* d alter | 

appraibement.

Amount 
of annual 

instulincntB 
represented 
at oripirml 

rate.

Amount 
of annual 

Instalment)!! 
represented 

after apjnmeo* 
ment.

a. r. v- a. r. ]>■ a. r. p. £ B. d. £ a d. £ 8. fl. d.
Armidale--

Armidale ................................ 2S 4,2B0 2 10 28 4,290 O ID M 4,200 3 10 7,905 fi 101 6,3fl'l 7 11* 395 6 4 318 3 4
Glen Innes............ .......... 4 313 3 0 27 4,313 3 0 SO 3,991 3 0 7,542 9 4,0711 19 G 377 2 o 2o4 0 fl
Invcrcll ..................................... 25 3.S70 2 0 21 3.760 2 fl 24 3.625 1 0 7 637 0 ft 5,69.1 16 0 :si 17 ft 21)4 15 1ft
Tcnterfleld ............................... 12 1.203 2 30 12 1,263 o 30 14 1,262 2 30 2,344 15 0 1,500 \ \ 4 117 4 0 73 0 7

ale ha ...................................... 19 4,432 3 0 1!) 4,432 3 1) ID 4,272 3 0 8,351 7 l) 6,093 12 Hj 417 11 4 304 13 S

Totnl .................. ' m is,m 1 0 lift is.rm 1 0 113 17,413 0 33,780 IJ 74 24,593 7 'J 1,61:9 ft 7 1,22ft 13 4

Bourke-'
Bourke ...................................... 5 1,202 1 0 6 1,202 1 0 r, 1,202 0 £,22ft 7 G 2,US 17 0 ■ 111 ft 4 105 18 10

Dubbo—
1 290 0 fl 1 2ft G 0 o

Dubbo ....................................... G ],m 0 0 G 1,111 0 0 4 0G3 O 0* 1,970 0 0 1,687 10 fl 98 1G 0 79 7 C
Warren ...................................... 39 9,802 0 0 311 9,392 0 0 36 0,703 0 0 17,748 7 ll 14,273 13 ft 887 8 5 713 13 8

Totnl ...................... 4G 13,29ft 0 0 46 11,209 0 0 40 10,720 0 0 19,72* 7 ft 16,861 3 m 4 5 793 1 2
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SCHEDULE Xlll—continued.

Lind Hoard District and 
Land District

-■
c ,’S 
t- 3a> S
£ ™

c 5
ll

H a. 
iT

Area.

3
Lill

1

+f C S 
cj *»ua
Stz”

" V 
cJ

-s.5 c
S' is «

Area.

Sascs in which values have been finally determined.

’ i Amount

' of pin chase [nlul'ments
' I'SdaftS'l

° £ 4J u i «
?%%

P §-?
Area.

Amount 
of purdm^e 

money reprt 
seined ju 

original pric

A)nr>uiit 
of Annual 

Jnetnliuentp 
represented 

after appraise
ment.

Forbes—
a r. ]>■ a i p. a r. p £ $ d. £, H. d. l a. d. £ a. d.

JJarmedm&o.................. 14,605 1 0 39 14.065 1 0 37 13,905 1 o 20,499 18 9 15.404 2 11 ].3"4 19 11 770 4 2
do E5ast ___ fiB 17,427 n 0 58 17,427 9 0 45 17,300 1 0 33.365 10 0 17,4F!1 5 fl 1,068 5 fl 871 ll 3

Condobolin .................. 17 4,938 S 9 17 4,933 3 0 18 4,656 3 0 K.BSS 2 0 0,(17S 7 6 431 8 2 303 18 5
Forbes ........ 20,544 o 39 85 20,544 2 39 107 19.455 0 39 3fi,nfi7 IS 5 27,095 1C 19 1,707 17 If) 1,380 5 19
Grenfell........................ r.7 11,726 i :» 57 11,726 1 30 (13 11.323 0 so 21,398 15 0 11,649 16 9 1,101 7 9 55’ B ft
Farkes .......................... 85 27,485 1 30 85 27,485 1 30 89 27,022 0 30 43,623 7 " 34,711 3 8 2,1B1 3 5 3,735 11 2

Total .......... 93,787 2 19 341 9S,787 2 19 ,359 93.932 S 19 lfl!>,473 12 •2 112,830 n 11 &,505 2 7 5,644 0 7

Goulbum—
Bega ............................ 2G 1,947 3 3 26 1,947 3 3 26 1,017 3 3 fl,n71 10 11 S01G 12 1 4S3 11 10 tm IB 7
Ronibala...................... 2 613 2 0 2 013 2 0 2 013 2 0 1.227 0 U 1.111 19 4 (.1 7 0 55 12 0
lloorosvg,.......................... 76 12,697 0 0 70 12.097 0 0 ■fi 12.697 0 9 27.438 5 p 19,6-29 13 6 1,371 IS 3 981 9 7
(jOOma.............................. 3,£57 0 0 23 3,657 0 0 (><> 3,606 3 9 6.170 10 0 5,474 5 n 398 10 6 273 14 4
Eden ........................ 15 425 30 15 425 1 30 15 425 1 30 1,169 19 1 927 3 0 68 19 0 46 7 3
Gontbum.................... 9 773 3 0 0 778 3 0 y 77S 3 0 1,59S 13 9 1,354 1 3 70 18 S 67 14 1
Gunning........................ 20 2,051 2 0 20 2,061 2 0 19 2,027 3 0 3,764 7 6 3,171 15 0 1SS 4 4 US 11 9M'HMya ...................... 0 647 0 9 9 <i47 0 0 9 647 0 o 1.11>2 5 0 940 10 fl 65 2 3 47 (1 fi
Moss A ale .................... 2 10' 0 0 2 10D 0 0 2 100 0 0 200 O 0 100 0 0 10 1) 0 & fl 0
Queaubej'an ... .. IS V'77 2 20 18 1.077 2 20 IS 1.077 2 20 fi.MO 15 (J 4,646 0 9 S’Ji 6 9 217 6 6Yoss.................................. 13 2,512 1 29 13 2,512 1 20 12 2,375 3 20 3,761 Ifi 2 6,635 1 30 188 4 10 181 15 1
Vouiiff............................ loti 26,321 2 7 156 20,3J1 2 7 156 26.320 0 0 61,41'S 3 46,710 G 6 3,070 3 5 2,335 1ft 4

Total ........ am 53,059 2 O 363 53,059 2 0 306 52,017 1 33 121,15? 17 5 P'>,426 9 2 6,207 17 19 4,771 6 6

Griffon—
Belling’en ............... 45 4,917 0 0 45 4,917 9 0 55 4.917 0 0 S.T.vt 17 0 5,003 6 6 437 14 19 283 3 4
Casmo........................ 7 839 0 9 7 830 0 0 9 839 0 0 2,029 fl 0 1,423 13 0 101 9 0 71 S 8
Grafton .......................... 7 803 2 9 7 80S 2 0 9 80S 2 0 1,636 17 6 992 17 6 76 10 16 49 12 10
Kemjiscy ...................... 21 3,231 a 9 24 3,231 3 0 39 3,516 3 0 5,275 2 0 S.73S 2 0 263 15 2_ 1S6 18 1Listnore.................... 96 9,319 20 93 9,319 1 20 105 9t303 3 20 26,953 15 8 13,642 12 4 1,347 13 Q 932 2 8
MurwLilumhah.............. 12 1,115 0 0 12 1,115 0 0 12 1,955 0 0 1,960 7 6 1,272 15 « 98 0 r, 63 12 ft

Total .......... 191 20.320 2 20 101 20.320 2 20 220 20,530 9 20 40,510 9 3 31 >738 7 7 2,825 10 0 1,580 18 4

Hav—
Dcniliquin...................... 219 80,086 3 0 210 30,986 3 0 IBS 76,099 0 0 13^,181 8 9 90,68!) 14 0,909 1 6 4,ft$4 9 ft
liar ................ . 47 ■21.21)5 3 0 47 PI 905 3 0 47 21,205 3 0 1:0,012 0 0 25,228 5 4 1,891 1-i •> 1,301 3 3
Ilillston.......................... (J 1.33.1 2 0 » 1,339 2 0 1 S2S 0 0 C56 O 6 .044 S 0 02 16 0 17 4 4

Toti! . , . 2U 102,032 0 O 272 102,632 o o 246 98,232 3 0 174,809 15 3 125.262 7 s 8 748 0 ft 6,263 2 4

Muibland—
Cassilis .......................... B 1.817 2 0 C 1,817 2 0 2 640 9 0 1,280 0 0 1,240 0 u fit 0 9 62 0 ft
DunifO;; ........................ 13 1,358 3 1) 13 1,358 3 0 16 1,358 3 0 ‘2.325 7 6 ■>,076 * 6 116 5 4 !' 3 10 2
Gosford.......................... 3 170 2 29 3 170 2 20 3 170 2 20 1,108 10 0 969 18 9 55 8 0 48 0 10Maitland.......................... Ii 216 0 6 6 216 0 0 4 147 0 30 307 in 5 367 19 rj IS S 0 IS S 6
Scone .......................... 1 150 3 6 1 150 3 0 1 150 3 0 226 Ifl 0 138 8 9 11 6 6 ft 8 6
Muswellbrook .............. 24 2,572 2 0 24 2,572 2 0 27 2,612 1 0 6,905 15 0 5,730 0 5 2fl0 15 0 , 286 10 0Singleton ...................... 12 2,072 2 29 12 2.072 2 20 15 2,072 2 20 3,835 6 3 3,539 17 0 101 15 4 ' 176 1ft 10
Btrood.............................. 1 223 0 6 1 2a!3 0 0 1 183 0 0 274 10 0 274 10 0 1.1 14 6 IS 14 6
'larce............................ 1 Si 9 1 84 1 0 1 Si 1 0 126 7 6 126 7 6 6 C 6 6 6 S

Total .... e; 8,066 0 0 67 8,666 0 0 70 7,319 1 30 15,480 5 8 14,519 4 4 774 0 3 725 10 S

Moree—
Bingera .......................... o 040 0 0 o 640 0 0 0 640 9 0 1,120 0 0 960 0 0 56 0 0 vs o o
Moree ............................ 4f) 12.230 6 40 12,280 1 0 46 12,280 1 0 19,457 7 G 17,848 IS 8 072 17 44 S&2 8 11
"W arialda ...................... 12 3.28 > 2 0 12 3,260 2 0 11 2,175 fl 0 3,932 7 6 3,523 13 O 196 12 <i 176 8 8

Total .......... 60 16,180 3 0 60 16,180 3 0 59 15,095 1 0 2S,50fl Ifi 0 22.332 It S 1,225 9 0 1.116 12 7

Orange—
Babburst.......................... 7 1,103 9 a 7 1,103 9 0 7 1,103 0 o 1,514 0 (1 1,475 17 0 75 14 0 73 15 10*
Co^vra.............................. 78 16,078 1 20 7S ie,67S 1 20 S7 16,387 1 4 32,365 1) 0 27,826 6 0* 1,018 5 (1 1,394 36 3
LLthgrow.......................... 3 157 0 0 3 157 0 0 1 40 9 0 80 9 0 40 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 9
Molonjf .......................... F3 17 337 2 10 S3 17,337 2 10 84 15,061 2 10 28.380 8 3 24,194 4 2J 1,41ft 0 5 3t2Qft 14 2i
Mudpee.......................... 15 2,253 2 0 15 2,253 2 0 21 2,253 2 0 S.G.'J'i 1) 0 3,0-20 3 ti 181 15 0 151 6 3f
Orange .......................... 3 186 Q 0 3 iSB 2 0 3 186 2 0 932 10 0 S96 10 0 40 12 6 44 Ifl G
Kvl stone.......................... 8 1,634 0 0 3 1,034 0 0 3 714 0 0 1,428 0 0 1,338 i:. 0 71 3 0 flO IS ft
\\ ellington.................... 7 1,895 0 7 l,C9o 2 0 7 1,695 2 (1 8,U71 0 0 2,673 8 1) 153 11 0 133 13 4}

Total .......... 201 40,754 1 30 204 40,754 1 30 2 IS 37,447 1 14 71,406 IS 3 4 01 3.570 5 11 3.077 1 3J

Sydney—
Campbelltown.............. 19 1,052 n 0 it 1,652 0 0 19 1,052 0 1) 2,904 17 6 2,039 17 8 145 4 11 10t 1ft 10
Stilton.............................. y 890 0 0 0 800 6 0 0 890 9 U 1,610 0 0 031 0 0 77 fl 0 40 11 0
Penrith .. ............ 5 23S 0 0 5 233 9 0 f, 23S 0 0 1,390 0 0 608 fl 0 6,916 0 0 34 IS 6
Windsor...................... 3 132 1 30 3 132 1 30 3 132 1 30 70.1 5 0 S38 a 1 38 3 3 26 13 f>

Total .......... 30 2,91-2 1 30 36 2,912 1 30 SB 2,91^ 1 30 6,094 2 0 4,297 5 9 330 4 2 210 7 3

Tamworth —
Gunnetlah ................ 12 1,672 3 10 12 1,672 3 10 12 1,072 3 10 2.809 2 6 2,425 9 0 143 9 2 121 5 0
Murrurundi ................ 30 4,630 0 31 4,530 2 0 25 4,177 1 0 6,7.42 9 0 5,604 18 •J; 036 12 0 2*0 4 8
Narrabri........................ 1 254 i 0 1 254 2 0 t 2.54 2 0 445 7 0 381 15 0 22 5 0 1ft 1 ft
Tamworth ................ 123 20.893 1 20 123 20.893 1 20 122 20,491 2 0 4S,34S 13 0 43,493 3 5 2.417 8 7 2,174 IS 2

Total .......... KG 27,350 0 30 106 27,356 0 30 160 26,596 0 10 58,395 3 9 61,004 11 7 2,01ft 15 2 2,595 4 7

Wagcra Wagga—
Alburj* ...................... 63 12,100 1 in 03 12,166 1 10 33 6,463 2 0 15,783 5 0 9,011 16 5 78ft 3 3 465 11 10
Cootamundra ___ 201 43,110 1 0 182 39,205 3 0 165 33,£26 1 0 61.930 S 0 40,190 12 11 3.246 10 2,008 ft 8
Cootarmmdra, Central 5 1,832 1 0 5 1,832 1 0 7 2,362 1 « 4,7*24 16 (l 3,186 1 11 236 4 6 150 S 2
Corowa ........................ 102 16,742 0 25 162 16,742 0 25 1(18 16,744 3 25 49.915 2 ;i 30,696 18 4 2,495 13 2 1,534 36 11
Guudagal .................... 04 13,233 2 0 Gi 13,233 2 0 25 5.670 3 0 11,42$ H :i 6,844 17 671 8 34* 4 11
Narrandera .............. 47 14,626 2 31 47 14,020 2 31 29 S.461 1 31 18,949 10 7 13.436 2 0 947 9 7 671 16 2
Tumbarumba , ... 32 8,130 1 0 32 8,136 1 9 20 5,943 0 0 11,874 15 0 6,707 5 0 593 14 0 333 7 3
Tmmit........................................... 13 2,151 9 13 2,151 2 9
Urana............................ 107 32,429 191 11)7 32,429 2 in* 41 w.iio 1 n 23 413 12 fl Ifi.487 8 ft 1,170 18 8 P24 7 3
W agjja tV agga .. 221 53,637 o 12 221 53,037 2 12 205 44,852 2 2 90.597 9 9 56,377 14 2 4,829 17 6 2,818 17 ft

Total .... £55 197,460 0 s* S3S 103,655 2 SJ G14 136,439 3 18 297,022 4 4 183 274 12 7 14,881 2 5 9,163 14 11

Grand Total ,,.. 2,723 597,011 2 174 1,708 592,937 0 17* 2,530 520,515 14 1,644,763 2 10* 745,000 15 52,269 12 2 3T.2S3 O 11*
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. SCHEDULE XIV.
Retohn giving particulars of applications made by holders of Conditional Purchases for reduction of amount of

Annual Instalment.

Land District.
Xo. of 

CondifciorMil 
Purchases,

No. of
Applications

Reduction in 
amount of Annual 

Instalments.

Mblong ............................... 4 4

£ s. d.

33 4 4
Moree .................................. 2 2 13 0 0
Milton.................................. 5 1 5 16 10
Moruvfi ................. . ......... 1 1 16 0 0
Murwillumbfth ................. 2 1 4 5 0
Musweltbrook...................... 3 2 6 0 0
Narrandera........................... 8 4 61 7 10
Nowra ................................ . 3 2 3 18 9
Orange.................................. 8 2 16 3 1
Parkes................................. 6 5 42 11 11
Port Macquarie .................. 10 3 IO 19 6
Queanbevan ..................... 19 5 29 6 4
Bay mond Terrace ............. 1 1 15 0
Singleton........................ . 19 2 30 19 8
Stroud.................................. 1 1 4 10 0
Tamworth ......................... 2 2 8 0 0
Tontcrfielfl ........ ........... . 64 16 116 4 1
Tumbarumba ....... .............. 2 2 6 17 9
Walcha ............................. 16 7 67 10 0
"Wagga Waggft ................. 25 2 36 12 3
Walgctt ..... ....................... 7 7 62 10 0
Warislda.............................. 15 7 78 10 1
Wellington......................... . 3 1 8 14 0
Windsor .............................. 2 1 1 15 0
VaSB.......... ...................a...... 2 2 5 15 0
Young.............. .... .............. 22 13 69 1 6

Totals.................. 837 344 2,058 16 9

Land District.
No. of 

Conditions 
Purchases.

No.
Applications,

Reduction in 
amount of Annual 

Instalments.

£ s, d.

Albury .................................. 1 1 4 0 0
Armidale ............................... 79 24 179 2 10
Bathurst .............................. 60 1L 84 14 3
Balranald ..................... ........ 3 3 ■ 32 12 0
Barmcdman ........................... 19 10 87 3 1
Bega ...................................... 8 2 11 0 0
Bellingen .............................. 8 fi 10 15 8
Boorowa ......... ................... 9 7 3 14 1G 7
Braidwood............................. 3 1 5 15 0
Carcoar................................... 3 1 5 15 0
Cassilis .................................. 1 1 2 0 0
Condobolin ........................... 8 5 32 13 0
Cowra ......... ........................ 17 12 66 7 34
Cooma ................................... 91 42 -243 8 9
Coonabarabran...................... 9 4 12 4 9
Coolamundra ....................... 12 6 51 19 1
Deniliquin.............................. 21 8 155 16 9i
Dubbo .................................. 34 17 174 15 11
CHen lanes ........................... 73 20 165 16 11
Goulburn ................. ............ 30 6 27 7 0
Grafton.................................. 30 11 63 2 4
Grenfell.................................. 4 1 30 0 0
Gunning .............................. 17 3 19 19 0
Gunnedah......... .................... 2 1 4 14 6
Hay ...................................... 21 12 207 9 0
HillBton............. .................... 26 13 162 6 0
Invercll................. ............... 26 ll 47 11 0
Kemp&cy ................ .............. 6 3 6 7 0
Lithgow..................... ............ 15 5 16 15 0
Lismore.................................. 8 6 23 It 1

SCHEDULE XV.

REiuaN showing the number of Certificates issued during the year 1896 (in connection with Conditional Purchases 
under the Repealed Acts) with the number of Amended Certificates issued on account of alterations.

Number of Certificates .......................................................................................... 630
Number of Amended Ceitificates ....................................................................... 3

T.tnl ............................................................................ 639

SCHEDULE XVI.
. . . *

Bituhn showing number of Transfers of Conditional Purchases received from 1st January to 31st December, 1896, 
and the number dealt with, inclusive of those on hand, during that period.

Number of Transfers received .......................................... ...................................... ............... ............ 9,039
„ „ intimated to Treasury ................................... .................................................  8,618
,, Conditional Purchases thereby transferred ...........................................................    16,509*
„ „ „ actually transferred ...................................................................  11,264
„ Transfers upon which stamp duty was paid .............................................................   3,165

o} £5,7U1 8 0
Amount of stump duty paid thereon—

Paid through Lands Department........................ ............................ £4,280 19 O';
Paid prior to lodgment ............... . ........... .........................  ,.......£lj480 9

Number of Transfers regiatered in Registrar-GeDeral'e office ............................... .........................  8,620
11 „ in Kegistrar-Gciierurs office awaiting registration ................................... Nil
„ Crown Solicitor’s certificates received ..................................... ...................................... 427
„ Notices despatched, informing parties, Crown Land Agents, and Chairmen of Local

Lund Boards of registration of transfers.............. ..................................... ........... . J.4,214

Includes Conditional Purchases transferred more than once during the year
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SCHEDULE XVII.
Keturx showing the Humber of Transfers intimated to the Treasury, the Number of C.P's. included therein, and the 

actual Number of C.P’s. and area thereof transferred during the year ending the 3lst December, 1896.

Lnnd District and Lund 
.Board District,

Armidale—
Armidale ...................
G-len limes ............
Inrerell......................
TfinteWield ..............
Walcha.................

Total..............

Bourse—
Bourlte.....................
Brewamna ............
(Jobar .................
Wilcannia..............
Willyama..............

Total..................

Dubbo—
Coonnmblo 
Du'ibo .... Nyugan..., 
Warren....

Total.

Forbes—
Bannedman .....
Barmcdman Fast
Condobolin ......
Forbes ............
Grenfell ............
Partes ............

Total............

Goulburn—
Boga........
Bombala ... 
Boorowa ... 
Braidwood
Cooma .....
Eden........
Goulburn ... 
Gunning ...
Moruya......
Moss Vale... 
Queanbeyan
Vass ........
Young .....

Toial...

Grafton—
Bellingen .......
Casino .................
Grafion ........
Kcmpsoy .... .
Lismore ........
Murwillumbab . 
Port Macquarie

Total.......

Hay—
Balranald . 
Deniliquin..
Hay .........
Billston .. 
W entwortu

Total..

No. of 
Trans 
fets.

No. of 
aP'a.

Area actually 
transferred.

No. of C.P'fl 
actually 

transferred.

A. r. P-

S59 752 72,006 2 4 473
d9 111 8,681 0 15 77

176 315 44,186 2 16 261
29 75 4,875 2 0 57
91 ISO 20,838 2 8 112

701 1,433 151,188 1 3 980

fi 9 1,8(55 1 0 9
16 26 7,367 3 0 20

7 17 1,474 0 O 13
6 12 1,605 0 O 10
3 3 120 0 0 3

3B 67 12,432 0 0 ' 55

232 333 88,122 0 0 224
224 352 52,131 0 26 229

62 71 2.i,407 1 14 53
124 18G 41,688 0 32 117

642 941 207,343 2 3'! C23

GS 102 23,668 2 0 82
5 fi 1,360 0 0 5

101 149 33,192 O 0 03
137 228 27,199 2 31 160
127 231 23,047 1 30 136
llfi 150 38,449 2 10 114

554 872 151,117 0 31 590

116 274 13.442 3 34 199
46 llfi 9,732 1 0 DO

229 541 32.586 1 19 326
32 51 3,501 O O 48

240 028 49,802 1 8 449
43 105 5,835 2 28 SO

197 467 23,374 3 6 360
77 197 13,743 1 20 1G8
49 112 5,771 1 21 81
97 157 9,139 2 28 13G

its 327 18,732 2 ll 282
99 222 12,4C9 0 4 153

183 391 31,651 l 2 , 252

1,530 3,537 229,722 2 21 2,621

49 58 4,124 1 14 43
133 228 29.997 2 IS lot

87 130 8,992 0 17 94
49 80 5,005 0 5 68

245 369 21,613 0 30 248
60 102 9,442 3 28 74
30 54 2,747 2 25 38

053 1,021 82.522 3 14 716

15 18 4.2G0 3 0 13
155 238 45;652 2 39 123
165 200 00,648 1 31 137
30 30 8,118 3 0 25

3 4 877 3 0 4

368 490 119,458 1 30 302

Laud District and Land 
Board District.

No. of 
Trans
fers.

No. of 
C.P's.

Area actually 
transferred.

1^0. of C.P's.
[ actually 
transferred.

a. r- P-
Maitland—

Cassilis ........ *...... 103 193 22,375 2 20 164
Duogog..................... 16 38 1,850 0 24 3]
Goaford ..................... 11 18 760 3 30 16
Maitland ................. 17 28 1,824 1 15 25
Muswellbrook ......... 49 106 4,541 2 17 83
Newcastle.................. 6 7 378 2 0 7
Paterson ................. 18 33 2,302 1 O 28
Kaymond Terraco .. 8 17 1,541 0 0 13
&COI1D............................ 108 304 17,289 3 0 197

. Singleton ................. 71 183 9,185 2 9 128
Stroud ..................... 18 28 2,531 3 0 27
Time .................... 70 121 7,001 1 0 101
Wollombi ................ 20 29 852 0 0 20

Total.................. 515 1,105 72,436 2 35 810

Moree— ■
Bingura .................. 38 67 11,221 3 0 61
Moree ...................... 209 340 97,861 1 25 24-i
Walgctt........................ 47 57 19,994 2 0 37
Wariaida ........... .... 86 153 22,330 2 0 98

Total.................. 380 G17 151,408 0 25 442

Orn nge—
Bathurst ................... Go 121 7,864 0 17 (to
Carcoar.................... 132 286 18,011 2 36 214
Cowra ....................... 154 410 26,062 2 37 2U
Lithgow .................... 32 39 4,006 0 23 33
Molong....................... ICO 354 28,049 0 15 229
Mudgco ................... 97 208 9,434 1 11 138
Orange....................... 64 110 4,869 0 C 74
Kylstonc ................... 30 69 3,421 2 35 65
Wellington ............. 100 243 17,974 3 19 166

Total ................. 834 1,843 119,693 2 39 1,230

Sydney—
Cninpbelltown.......... 3 4 1,460 0 0 4
Klhuijl ........................ 12 13 604 0 0 9

Metropolitan ........... 1 1 320 0 0 1
Milton ........................ 19 30 1,696 1 0 21
Nowra ........................ 43 70 2,994 1 18 54
Parramatta ................ fi 6 409 0 0 6
Penrith............ ............ 4 5 184 3 0 4
Pit ton ........................ 33 4fi 2,507 1 0 33
Windsor .................... 20 27 1,328 3 0 21
Wollongong .............. 6 12 352 0 0 7

Total.................... 158 214 11,856 1 18 160

Tamworth— ‘
Coonabarabran........... 36 65 9,017 2 0 53
Gunnedah................... 103 193 28,709 3 0 m
Mumirundi................ 233 690 37,038 1 19 313
Narrabri .................. 157 245 47,362 2 0 ]4L
Tamworth.................. 337 772 57,166 1 15 464

Total.................... 866 1,865 179,284 1 34 1,034

WasEgfi Wacpa—
Albury ........................ 247 431 38,267 O 20 287
Cootunumdra .... 12 4 284 25,945 0 26 197
Cootfiumndra Central 28 109 16,986 1 20 ICO
Ci^vovtfl......................... 106 158 19,301 2 39 mi
G-undjigai................. 123 282 18,309 1 26 194
Narrandera ............. 129 157 31,790 2 22 96
TiiinbnruTiiba ........... 123 247 24,541 1 0 142
Tumufc .................. 58 124 9,975 2 0 93
Urana .................. 150 203 38,313 3 30 114
Wagga Wnggn ...... 288 459 65,792 3 12 288

Total.................. 1,376 2,454 289,313 3 35 1,618

Grand Total........ 8,618 16,509 1,777,783 1 37 11,264
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SCHEDULE XVIII.

Keturx showing Humber and .Area'of Conditional Purchases declared forfeited during the year 189G for
non-fulfilment of the required conditions.

Land Board District 
and

Land District.

Ordinary Lands.

Oriftinal.

No. Aie».
Additinnai.

No. Area.

Non-residential,

No. Area.

Special Areas.

Original. 

No. Area

Additional.

No Area.

Non-
residential.

No. Area.

Total.

No Area.

Armidale—
A rut ids Id 
Glen fimes 
Inrorell ... 
Tenterflcld 
Walcha ...

Totnl

Bourke— 
Jlourkc

Dubbo— 
Coouainblc
Dubbo ....
Nyngan ... 
Warren ...

Total

Forbes — 
Barmcdman 
Condobolin..
Forbes ..........
Pnrkes.........

Total

Grafton—
Bellingen ........
Casino............
Grafton ............
Kempsey...............
Lismore ........ .
Mtinwllumbnh . 
Port Macquarie

Tola! .......

19

a. r.

1,339 0 
183 0 100 0 
398 2 

1,050 0

3,070 2

1,027 3 
1,320 0 

G40 0 
303 0

3,350 3

210 0 
1,525 0 

40 0

a. r. p.

220 0 0 
190 O 0 
500 0 0

60 0

910 0 0 60 0

187 0 
320 0

507 0

1,775 0 2

Ooulhurii —
Uegn ................
Bombfilu ............. 5 1,038 2

HmHwotf.l ........ 1 43 O
Cooma..................
Krlen ...... ...........

9 4 M 0

Goulburn ........... 3 163 0
Gunning........ . ,.4 1 270 O
Moss Vnie ........... 3 245 0
Quennbeyan ........ 4 467 3

Young .... ............. 2 390 2

Total .......... 28 3,048 3

I 35

4B0 0 
1,933 2 

532 0 405 0 
40 0 

630 0 
342 0

4,002 2

liny—
B dr maid, South.
Di-iiiliqnin ..............
[lay ...........................
Ilillston .............

Toial .........

300 0

160 0 
188 2

043 2

19

12

40 0 0

100 O 0 
140 0 0

100 0 0 160 0 0 
40 O 0 

620 0 0

250 "o "o 60 0 0

130 0 0

80 0

1,350 O 0

769 O 0 
4,84 0 0 
180 0 O 
125 0 O 60 0 O
377 0 "o

1.995 0 0

40 0

248 1

368 1

169 0 
475 1

112 0

n. r. p.

140 0 O 
160 0 0

300 0 0

107 2 0

5 0 0 

8 0 0
13 0 0

193 3 3 
18 1 0

14o" 2 0

77 2 13

435 0 16

10 756 1 5

625 0 0 

253" 3 "o

778 3 O

316 O O 
610 0 0

956 0 0

a. r, p

4 0 0

4 0 0

a. r. p.

3,339 0 0 
383 0 O 450 0 0 
588 2 O 

1,550 0 0

31 4.340 2 0

107 2 0

1,027 3 0 
1,320 0 0 

827 0 0 
C83 0 0

10 3,857 3 0

250 0 0 
1,530 0 0 

40 0 0 112 0 0
14 1,932 0 0

141 2 Oj 

40 ’ 0 0

10 1 10
191 3 10

2 6 
3 2 21 1 8 
3
3
4 2 
7

204 0 0

201 0 0

103 1

80 0 O 
1,138 2 0 

301 2 O 
83 0 O 

1,289 3 3 
18 1 0 

453 0 0 
460 2 0 
215 O 0 
467 3 0 
130 0 0 
726 2 23

62 5,393 3 26

1,337 1 0 
2,586 2 0 
1,187 1 0 
1.115 O 0 100 O O 
1,195 3 O 

719 0 0

108 I 61 8,240 3 O

616 0 O 
844 0 0 
ICO 0 0 183 2 0

1,808 0
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SCHEDULE Tmi—continued.

Land Hoard District 
and

Land District*

Maitland—
Cassilis ............. .
Goa ford ..............
Newcastle ..........
Raymond Terrace
Scone ..................
Singleton ..........
Stroud..................
Taree ..................
Wollombi ...........

Total

Moree— 
Bingern ..
Moree.....
Warialda

Total

Orange— 
Bathurst.... 
Carcoar ....
Cowra........
Lithgow .... 
Molong 
Mudgce .... 
Rylstone .... 
Wellington.

Total

Tamworth— 
Gunnedah .. 
Murrurundi
Narrabri .....
Tamw Orth ,.

Total

Campbelltown ... 1 50 O
Rowra.................. 5 407 1
Parramatta ........
Picton............. . 9 90S 0
Sydney .............. -a
Windsor.......... ... 3 120 0

Total ........... 18 1,545 1

Ordinary Lands.

Original.

No.

22

35

Area.

Additional.

No.

Non-residential.

Spec Areas.

Original.

Area.

Additional. Non-
residential.

No. Area. No. Area.

80 0 
16G 3

” 40 0 
1,302 0 do 0 

40 0 
381 0 
141 2

2,103 1

780 0 CIO 0 
080 0

2,400 0

90 0 620 0 100 0 
440 0 

2,387 2 220 0 
40 0 
77 0

3,974 2

65 0 160 0 
189 1 
140 0

Wngga Wagga—
Albury ......
Cootamundry
Corowa ......
Gundagai ... 
Narrandera... 
Tumbarumba
Tuinut.........
Tirana..........
Wagga Wagga

Total .........

Total ......

10
202

554 1

566 2 

32o’”o
50 0 

693 3 
640 0

2,270 1

29,433 2

15

a. r. p. 

189 1 0

40 O 0 
89 3 O

318 0 0

40 0 0

40 0 0

90 0 0 
255 0 0

268 T"o 110 0 0 
303 0 0 
213 3 0

1,240 0 0

80 0 0

80 0 0

390 0 0

2ib""6 "o
600 0 0

120 0 0 £79 3 14
150 0'0

400 0 0

ieo 1 0

1,116 0 14

7,789 0 14

119 3

70 1 
50 0

240 0

41

435 0 400 0

835 0

60 0 
343 0 
165 0 
40 0 

584 ]

1,182 1

3,948 3 44

a. r. p.

40 1 0

40 1 0

10 0 0

10 0 0

80 0 0

136 2 20 

216 2 20

80 0 0

80 0 0

5 2 32 
136 1 20

142 0 12

451 3 0 
240 0 0

62 0 0 2 1
960 0 0 

60 0 0

1,773 3 0

4,773 O 8

640 0 0 
54 2 0

3 | 694 2 0

10 1,174 1 10

165 2

165 2

Total.

No.

31

10

a. 1\ p'

269 1 0
166 3 0
40 1 0

159 3 0
1,302 O 0

40 0 0
80 O 0

640 0 0
193 2 0

2,791 2 0

820 0 0 
640 0 0 
980 0 O

2,440 0 0

4 260 0 0
12 875 O O
4 545 0 0

12 1,108 1 0
it 2,497 2 0
7 523 0 0
2 253 3 0
1 77 0 0

56 6,139 2 0

44

130 0 O 
467 1 0 
343 0 0 

1,368 2 0 
40 0 O 

810 3 20

3,189 2 20

455 0 0 
160 0 0 
194 3 32 
486 1 20

15 1,296 1 12

1
722
3 2
4 
3 2

26

4 273 3 371

120 0 0
1,298 0 14

240 0 0
470 0 0
702 0 0
104 2 0

1,093 3 0
1,600 0 0

226 1 0

5,854 2 14

47,392 1 32
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SCHEDULE XIX.
Retub.v showing Xumher and Area of Conditional Purchases declared forfeited during the year 1S96 for 

non-payment of balance, interest, or instalment of purchase money.

Lund Boaiti District uutf .
La ml District, 1 Section 13.

Forbes—
Condobolin

Goulburn—
Uega..........
Boorowa 

4 Braidwood 
Cooma 1<4 Kflen 
Cioulbnm ... . 
Cunning . ... 
Muru\a..............

Total ,.,

OrAftoii—
Belli r>gct»..........
Lempscy... , 
Al urwilbuubiib 
Port Marquane

Total

MaitlanrS - 
Cosford 
.Singleton.. 
Taree.., . 
Wollombi

Total,,

Orange—
Lithgow’ . 
Molong. ., 
Mudgce 
Bv (stone 
Wellington

Total

Sydney—
Milton 
Nowra .,

Total

Tamworth-- 
Tamworth .

Wagga Wagga— 
(Corowa .. .. 
Wagga Wagga

Total ___

Total .,.

Grand Total

2,201 3 0 I C I 600 0 0 

7,2£Ki acres 2 roods 20 perches.

^ i 5,397 S 0

SCHEDULE XX.
Return for the year 189(5, showing the number and area of Conditional Purchases and Conditional Leases validated

under the 4ith section of the Crown Lands Act of 1895.
Conditional Loasc*!. Conditional Purchases,

Lnnd District. Conditional 
L cubes. Area. i Conditional 

j Purchases. Area.liand District.

1 ‘ i\. r. p.
Braid wood .................................. ... 1 1 ■ 120 0 0 Armidiilc
Murrurundi.................................. .......... ! t , 144 0 0 Ihngfira ...
Tamworth........ .......................... .......... I i , ono 0 0 Braidwood
Wellington ............ ...................... ........... i 1 046 0 0 Cftrcoar

Deniliquin
Toluls ................. .......... 1 4 1 1,870 0 0 Mor^a ...

M ummindi 
.Nowm.........

I Tamworth ..............................................
, Tumut, now Tumbarumba. ..................
I Wellington..............................................

I Totals ............... .............

a. r. P'2 221 2 0
i 100 0 0
i 40 0 0
i 50 0 0
i 454 0 0
i 100 0 0
i 48 0 0
i 40 0 0
] 320 0 0
i 240 0 0
i r559 0 0

IS 2,172 2 0

in—a
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SCHEDULE XXL
Eitden showing Increase and Decrease in Areas of Conditional Purchases during 1896.

The Crown Lands Act of 33S4. The Crown Lands Act of 1861.

Land Board District. Land District-
Increase in Area.

Walcha.............................................

.Braid wood ............ -....................

Goulburn .........................................

Grafton .........................................

BalranaM South ..........................

Bar ................................................

MiiSfiellbrook ................................
Newcastle.........................................
Scone.................................................
Scone dale Walcha) .....................

Stroud (late Walcha) .......................
Stroud ....................................... .

Wslgctt....................... .....................
Waritilila .....................................

Parramatta ....................................
Picton .............................................

Urana ............. ..........................
Wagga Wagga..................................

a. r. P-
153 2 0
ll 1 0

126 2 0
9 2 0

10 0 0

0 3 0
17 2 0

fi 0 0
0 2 0

9 1 0

0 1 0
10 O 0
7 2 0

4 0 0
b 0 0

10 0 0
25 2 0
21 2 0

0 0 30

0 3 0

8 3 0

G 1 0

O 0 0

D 1 0

1 O 0
n i 3 0

211 0 0
30 0 0
21 3 0

9 2 0
45 2 0

3G 1 0
295 0 0
123 2 0

31 i 0

28 3 0

12 1 0 15 0 0

GG 0 0

1 0 
46 0 0

31 1 0

Decrease in Area. Increase in Area, Decrease in Area.

a r. !>• a. r. P- a. r. p.
1 3 0 102 2 19

.7 ■j 0

5 2 0

2 3 0 16 1 0
1 3 0 2 1 0

30 0 3 l
1 0 0

1 0 0 2 3 0
0 3 0

.149. 3 0

17 1 0

58 3 2G
0 0

24 3 0
3 2 0 80 2 26
1 0 0 11 0 8 8 2 0

15 3 0 1 1 0.
0 1 0 5 0 27

G 0 0 5 0 0 1 2 33
17 0 0 1C :l 0 16 3 4

*5 0 15 5 0 0
5 0 0 G 0 0 2 3 0

3 1 0 1 2 0
4 3 0 2 1 0

9 2 0 - 1 . • 2 0 0
2 3 0

22 2 ISi
2 1 0 0 0 25 10 0 14

1 0 0
1 2 24 0 2 0 14. 2 0

13 1 0 s 1 0 11 1 0
O 3 0 4 1 0 14 2 20

21 1 0 3 3 4
3 0 0 ....

7 2 0 1 0 0
G 0 0 0 ] 0

5 1 0 2 1 0
i 0 0 3 2 22

4 1 0
0 1 0 2 0 0

i 2 0 ».* *
1 0 0 3 3 4

8 2 0
4 i 0

2 2 0 • i 1 0

L 0 0 1 2 0

43 1 0 10 2 15
104 0 0

295 0 0 1 1 0
1 2 0

17 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0
2 0 0

2 3 0 2 0 0
2G 1 12 2 3 0
35 1 0 2 0 0

1 2 0
14 0 0

0 2 0
50 0 0 3 0

4 3 0 n0 2 20
fj n 0

284 2 0 1G 2 0 14 0 0
12 3 0 10 0 2
43 0 0 0 2 0 257 2 0
3G 0 0 69 2 3

103 2 0 1G 0 0 4 0 0
5 1 0 7G 0 3G

62 1 33
2 1 0 0 3 0 4 0 0

192 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 30

0 0 16 6 2 0
1 2 0

Crown Lands Act of 18S4.
TncroiiBe in Aren ........................
Decrease „ . .......................

O-RAA'D TOTALS.
n, r, p. Crown Lands Alienation Act of 18G1.

1,551 2 30 Increase in Aren .....................................
1.8G0 2 39 Decrease .................................................

a.' r. p. 
12G 0 29 
970 1 36J

Tnlat Increase in Area 
Total Decrease „

a. r. p. 
1,077 3 19 
2,837 0 3d£
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SCHEDULE XXlt.
SuiDLUtr of particulars relating to tlie number and area of Conditional Purchases in existence on the

31st December, 1896.

PnrWculm. Ko. Area. Ko. Area.

Xutnbor and area selected up t.o Slat December, 1895, after deducting 

number and area cancelled, forfeited, lapsed, disallowed, and for! 
uhiuh d^eds hare issued...............', i irfti ncr*

a. r, p. a. r. p.

Number and area applied for during 189(5 .......... L279 199,449 3 37
149,318 20,465,511 2 10Lois not decrease due to disallowances, forfeitures, An., ns belnn- 829 127,903

124,735
2 26*
1 32„ mitnber and area for which deeds were iesnud dimrip iROf: 777

1.000 252,699 0 18*
Xumber and area in distance on the 31st December, ISflfi 147,742 20,212,812 1 31J
Number and area of conditional purchases for which deeds have been 

issued up to 31st December. 18WG ................... • 23,387 2,773,065 0 15
RUaHowod duriuir 1896 ......................... .
Declared forfeited during 1898.......................
Decrease in area TSchodide VX!1! 443 54,089

2,837
n g47

0 12
0 35*Converted into homestead selections........... 44............. *...... . ......................

842 132,0l3 8 26JBovcrsuls of forfeiture for non-payment—Grown Lands Act, 1,881 .........
Kevorsals of forfeiture for non-payment—Grown Lands Act, 1834 ...........
Reversals of forfeiture for reasons other than non-payment—Crown Lauds 

Act of 1884 ........................................

3
3

V

451
142

3 20
0 0

Increase in area (Schedule XXII ............. ........ 1,677 3 19
4,050 0 39" '

Net decrease in number and area, due to disallowances, forfeitures, Ac. ... 829 127,963 2 26*

SCHEDULE XXIII. .
Rktukn giving particulars with reference to Applications received for Homestead Selections during 1896.

land Itonnl District and 
Land District.

A nn i dal o— 
Armidulo , 
Glen Innas..
Invcrcll .....
Tentorlicld . 
Walcha .....

Toial

Bourke—
Bo tirko __
Bretvarrina , 
Cobar.........

Totnl

Dublin-
Coonamble. 
Dubbo .... 
Ti'vnjran ....

Total

Forbes—
Harmcdnian
Forbes ......
(I rcnfcll......
IVirkes .......

Total

Goulburn—
Bombala

Cooma.........
.Kden ........
Goulburn ...
Gunning.....
Moruya ......
Queanbeyan
Ynss ...........
Young..... .

Total

Blocks applied for (luting 1896. Applications confimteil during 1S&G,
Applications 

disallowed or 
withdrawn 

during ISOli,

neO

= 5Sana p0. c d «?■?!
No. Area. Aumml rent Ko. Area. Annual rent Ko. Area.

*sa^. 5 «Q O______ ___ 1 £

u. r. p. £ s. d. a. V. p. £ * d. a. r. 1).32 5,738 0 20 79 19 6 33 3,693 3 0 55 3 11 3 1,162 i 0 3
8 618 3 14 19 7 o 8 618 3 14 19 7 2

17 5,503 2 0 94 13 6 6 633 3 0 13 19 10 3 1,297 3 0 831 5,083 3 10 61 0 8 29 5,001 3 10 58 9 4 2 82 0 016 3,732 1 0 95 17 4 2 412 0 0 10 2 8 4 986 1 0
104 20,681 2 4 350 18 2 77 10,360 0 24 157 2 U 12 3,518 1 0 11

1 20 0 0 5 0 0 1 20 O 0 5 0 0
14 13,442 0 20 122 8 7 14 13,442 0 20 121 19 5

9 923 2 24 6 9 2 7 388 2 24 5 13 0 1 534 0 0 2
24 14,385 3 4 133 17 9 22 13,850 3 4 132 12 6 1 534 0 0 2

8 300 0 10 9 7 8 8 300 0 10 9 * S 1 36 3 30
32,336 2 13 496 14 0 39 4,160 0 27 94 0 5 3 336 2 0 41

27 12,216 3 0 156 15 1 22 10,576 8 0 123 16 10 1 569 2 0 2

113 44.853 1 23 662 17 3 69 15,020 3 37 227 4 11 r> 942 3 30 43

3,4S4 2 0 46 8 11 7 3,172 0 O 42 10 9 1
10,908 1 0 165 11 2 10 9,052 1 0 136 11 2 ii 9.306 1 0 214 7*51.0 1 37 102 15 11 11 7,195 O 37 97 8 2 3

1 13 10,696 1 0 133 6 4 9 7,096 1 0 88 16 3 7 6,347 O 0 1

32,599 1 37 443 2 4 37 26,615 2 37 lifiB 6 4 18 15,653 1 0 7
i
i i 50 0 0 1 ll 3 1 SO' O 0 i ll 3

12 2,154 2 0 46 1 0 12 2,154 3 0 4<i ] 0 4 586 1 0 3
« 570 1 0 14 8 2 4 433 3 0 n ll ll 3 172 2 0
7 500 1 0 5 19 5 9 709 0 0 13 11 7 4 233 3 0 16 1,067 3 0 24 16 0 6 1,067 3 0 24 16 0 1 256 0 0
4 6C0 1 0 13 5 10 4 GOO 1 0 33 5 10 2 276 3 0
4 579 2 0 7 14 11 4 579 2 0 7 14 11
3 368 0 0 5 1 n 3 163 0 0 5 i 11 2
3 287 i 6 8 19 7 3 287 1 o 1

32 1 6,603 3 34 174 13 10 24 4,862 2 18 127 2 2 8 1,735 2 30 2

78 j 12,582 2 34 ■ 302 11 11 67 10,620 1 18 251 6 7 25 3,547 0 30 9
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lAnrt Boafd District and 
Land District.

Grafton— 
Bellingen 
Grafton 
Kempscy 
Lismore ..

Totnl
Hay—

Balranald, Soutli ..
Deniliquin.............
Hay.........................
HillBton.................

Total
Maitland—

Cassihs .................
Dungog .................
Gosford ........ ........
Maitland .............
Ifewcastle ...........
Paterson............
Singleton .............

Total
Moree—

"Walgelt.................
Warialda ..............

Total
Orange—

Cowra.....................
Lithgow.................
Molong .................
Mudgec.................

Total

Sydney—
Campbelltown
Liverpool .....
Xowra ........
Picton.............
Windsor........

Total

Tamworth—
Gunnedah .. 
Murrurundi
Karrabri.....
Tamworth .,

Total

Wagga Wagga—
Albury ......................
Coolamundra...............
Coolamundra, Central
Corowa ...................
Kamndera ..............
Urana ........ ..............
Wagga Wagga ..........

Total ...

SCHEDULE XXIII—continued.

j Blocks applied for during 1890.
Applications confirmed during 1806.

Nn Area. Annual rent. Ko. Area Annual rent. Xo

a. r. p- £ s. d. A. r. !>■ £ s. d.
4 i)Go 0 0 7 1 3 2 270 0 O 3 7 6
3 939 1 0 10 10 11 3 939 1 0 10 10 31 i
3 360 3 0 fl 12 6 2 295 3 0 5 0 0 i

12 2,464 1 0 45 13 4 14 2,568 1 0 51 3 7 i

22 4.329 1 0 69 18 0 21 4,073 1 0 70 2 0 3

2 2,084 3 0 22 14 11 1 3.070 3 0 30 O 10
45 ] 5,283 0 0 367 13 4 51 18.543 3 0 437 9 11
18 13,884 3 0 210 19 0 1.7 3 2,604 0 194 9 0 i
6 3.840 0 0 48 0 0 8 5.071 3 0 59 11 0

71 33,092 2 0 649 7 3 77 37,291 0 0 701 10 9 1

47 3,707 O 20
i—

1 40 2,072 3 20 52 14 4 1
6 701 3 10 14 16 4 6 703 3 10 14 16 4

24 2,669 3 0 31 8 8 25 2,626 0 0 31 15 8 4
13 940 3 20 14 3 1 8- 583 2 0 8 9 4
7 424 2 0 5 14 8 6 293 0 0 4 13 10 i
6 1,155 0 0 11 19 6 4 850 0 0 S 18 2 1

23 1,980 3 0 38 19 0 23 2,0S0 3 0 40 12 9

126 11,579 3 10 194 9 2 112 9,215 3 30 162 0 5 9

8 6,761 0 0 84 10 3 6 4,841 0 0 60 10 3 1
5 6,400 0 0 80 0 0 5 6,400 0 0 80 0 0 3

13 13,161 0 0 364 10 3 11 11,241 0 0 140 10 3 4

4 44 2 12 1 11 1 4 44 2 12 1 11 1
3 579 1 0 10 17 oO 3 579 1 0 10 17 3

12 3,820 0 3 67 0 2 9 2,521 1 0 47 5 5 1
45 6,102 1 0 111 8 3 41 4,219 1 0 96 8 9 21

64 9,546 0 15 190 36 9 57 7,364 1 12 166 2 fi 22

36 775 2 12 17 9 7 25 520 0 “ 18 0 5
5 328 2 0 4 12 5 2 246 0 0 3 1 G

3 100 3 20 2 7 1 i
3 2 0 4 9 0

37 1,693 i 6 28 38 6 37 1,793 2 30 31 9 2 4

81 2,971 0 12 55 9 0 67 2.660 2 12 48 15
__

9 10

58 18,880 3 0 328 9 2 51 17,486 0 0 307 15 2 8
15 642 1 0 109 7 5 15 642 2 0 109 7 5 2

1 977 1 0 18 6 6 1 977 1 0 18 6 6 2
7 2,643 2 0 81 36 4 1 319 2 0 11 19 8

81 23,143 3 0 537 19 5 68 19,425 3. 0 447 8 9 12

27 636 0 14 19 9 2 17 484 1 2 18 3 1 2
56 15,450 3 20 333 13 0 -57 16,472 2 10 368 r> 10 17
3 2,104 0 0 31 19 0 6 4.008 2 0 63 14 6 1

39 12,683 0 31 323 3 2 6 35 11,570 3 11 297 10 2 9
64 39,460 0 0 582 10 2 50 27.288 2 0 427 12 4 7
77 31,213 3 20 782 0 2 G5 29,725 0 20 573 8 6 02
96 36,500 0 0 904 2 5 122 43,022 3 0 1,064 9 6 42

362 137,948 0 6 2,997 6 5 352 132,572 2 3 2,813 3 9 140

Application*? 
disallowed or 
withdrawn 

during ISM.

Area.

Eltc.5-3
f! S*) jJ

S'? ^

o-g-C 
o c 3’s

I
a. r. p. 1

............... 2
628 0 O' ...
65 0 0 ; ...

100 0 0 | 2

793 0 0 | 4

1

1,280 O

1,280 0

40 0

70 0

75 1
200 0
160 0

H

15

G

1
5
1
1

545 1 0 1 10

640 0 0 ; 1
3,840 0 0 1 ...’ i

4,480 0 0 1

287 0 0 
3,166 1 30

3.453 1 30

105 3 20 !

3 
1

4

fi
I 3

36 1 20 |

' 180 3 10 2

323 0 10 13

3,264 1 0 
80 0 0 

1,954 2 0

5

7

5.293 3 0 12

10 3 12 
4.793 1 30 

267 2 0 
2,451 3 5 
4,966 0 0 

41.751 3 0 
7,220 1 0

12
20

35
31
6
9

61,401 2 7

Armidale .......
Bourke ...........
Dubbo ..........
Porbea ..........
Goulburn ......
Grafton..........
Hay ...............
Mailland ......
Moree..............
Orange .........
Sydney .........
Tamworth.....
Wagga Wagga

Total

SUMMARY.

104 20,681 2 4 350 18 2 77 10,360 0 24 157 2 11 12 3,518 1 O ll
24 14,385 3 4 133 17 9 22 13,850 3 4 132 12 5 1 0 0 2

113 44,853 1 23 662 17 3 69 15,026 3 37 227 4 11 6 942 3 43
48 32,599 1 37 448 2 4 37 26,515 2 37 365 6 4 18 15,653 i 0 7
78 12,582 2 34 302 11 11 67 10,620 i 18 251 6 7 25 3.547 O 30 9
22 4,329 1 0 69 18 O 21 4,073 i 0 70 2 0 3 793 0 0 4
71 35,092 2 O 649 7 3 77 37,201 0 0 701 10 9 i 1,280 0 0 15

126 11,579 3 10 194 9 2 112 9,215 3 30 162 O 5 . 9 i!>4£ 1 0 Hi
13 13,161 0 0 164 10 3 11 11,241 0 0 140 10 3 4 4,480 0 0 1
64 9,646 0 15 190 Ifi 9 57 7,364 1 12 156 2 6 22 3.453 1 30 4
81 2,971 O 12 55 9 0 67 2,660 2 12 48 15 9 10 323 0 13
81 23,143 3 0 537 19 5 68 19,425 1 0 417 8 9 12 6,298 3 0 12

362 137,948 0 5 2,907 6 5 352 132,572 2 3 2,813 3 9 140 61,461 2 7 113

1187 362,874 1 24 6,758 3 8 1037 300,217 3 17 5,673 7 4 262 101,830 2 27 250
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SCHEDULE XXIV.
Beturk showing Number and Area of Homestead Selections confirmed to 31st December, 189G.
Land Board District. J

Land District. ; No. Area. Annual Kent.

a. r. p. £ 6. d.
Armidulo ................................................... 32 3,fi93 3 O 55 3 11

G-Ien limes ................................................ 8 618 3 14 19 7 2
Invcrell........................ ................ ............... 6 638 3 0 13 10 10
Tenterfield ................................................. 2i> 3,001 8 10 58 9 4
Walclm ........................................................ 2 412 0 0 10 2 8

Total .............................. 77 10,360 0 24 157 2 11

•Bourke .... ................................................. H 224 0 20 55 0 0
Brewarriim .................................................. 14 13,442 0 20 121 19 6

! Cobar............................................................. 7 388 2 24 5 13 0

Total .............................. 32 14,054 3 24 182 12 5

Dubbo ....................................................... 8 300 0 10 9 7 S
Dubbo ......................................................... 40 4,217 9 37 97 1 1
Nvngfm ..................................................... 22 10,576 3 0 128 16 10

Total .............................. 70 15,124 0 7 230 5 7

Forbes ............................................... 7 3,172 O 0 42 10 9
Forbes .................... ..................................... 10 9'052 1 0 136 11 2
Grenfell ........................................-...... . 11 7.195 O 37 97 8 2
I’arkes .......................................................... 0 7,096 1 0 S3 16 8

Total ............................. 37 26,515 2 37 365 6 4

Goulburn .................................................. Bombalft ..................................................... 1 50 0 0 1 11 3
Boorowa ................. .................................... 12 2,154 2 0 46 1 0

* Cooma............................................................. 4 433 3 0 n ii ii
Eden.................................................. ........... 14 709 0 0 13 11 7
Goulburn ...................................................... 10 1,740 0 10 37 8 2
Gunning ...................................... ............... 4 600 1 O 13 5 10
Moruva............................... ......................... 4 579 2 0 7 14 11
Queanbevan................................................. 3 163 0 0 5 1 11
Young ......................................... *............... 31 7,302 2 23 182 0 9

Total .............................. IS 13,822 2 33 318 7 4

Grafton ......... . ....................................... 9 270 O O 8 7 6
Grafton......................... ................................ *» 939 1 0 10 10 11
Kempsey ..................................................... 8 1,093 3 0 2L IS 0
Lismore ......................... ............................. 14 2,568 1 0 51 3 7

Total .............................. 27 4,871 1 0 87 0 O

Hay ........................................................... Bfilrnnakl Sontli ......... ................................ 1 1,070 3 O 10 O 10
Deniliquin,......'............................................. no 30,943 0 0 717 in 4
JTuv ............................................................... 18 • 13.169 3 0 208 11 6
Ilillston ...................................................... It 6,729 O 0 75 1 9

- Total .............................. 90
l

51.912 2 0 1,011 10 o

Maitland .................................................. 3 40 2,072 3 20 62 14 4
Dongog.............. ........................................... r- 701 8 10 14 16 4
Gosford......................................................... 25 2,626 O 0 31 15 8
Maitland ................ ..................................... 8 582 2 0 8 9 4
Newcastle...................................................... 293 O 0 4 13 10
Paterson ..................................................... t 4, 859 O 0 8 13 2
Singleton ...................................................... 23 2,080 3 0 40 12 9

Total .............................. i 112 9,218 3 80 162 O 5

Moree.......................................................... o 4 841 O 0 GO 10
'Warialda ...................................................... ' 5 6,400 0 0 80 0 0

Total .............................. ii 11,241 0 0 140 10 3

Orange ...................................................... 4 44 2 12 1 11 1
Lithgow .................................. ................... 3 579 1 0 10 17 3
Molong......... ............................................... 9 2,521 1 0 47 6 6
Mudgec......................................................... 1 41 4,219 1 0 9G 8 9

Total ............................. 1 67 7,364 1 12 156 2 6

Sydney ...................................................... !* 25 520 O 2 11 18 O
Liverpool ..................................................... 1 2 246 0 0 8 1 6
Nowra ............. ............................................ 3 100 3 20 2 7 1
Windsor .,t ...........................".............................. 37 1,793 2 80 31 9 2

Total ............................. I r,7 2,660 2 12 18 15 9

Tamworth..................................................
1 51

17,486 0 0 307 15 2
Murrurundi......................... ....................... 1 13 612 2 O 109 7 5
Narrabri ..................................................... | 1 077 1 0 18 6 C
Tamworth ................ ................ ................. ! 6 2,312 3 0 61 16 4

Total ............................. 1 73 21,418 2 0 497 5 5
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SCHEDULE XXIV—coniinuect.

Lund Ho»rd District. Land District. No. Area. Anmifli Rent.

a. r. p. £ e. d.
Wagga Wnggn, .......................................... 17 iftd T 2 18 3 1

Cootanmndra .............................................. 59 16,775 2 10 374 8 5
Cootamundra, Central.................................. f> 4,008 2 0 G3 14, 5
Corowa....................................... ................. 37 12,154 2 11 312 2 1
Narrandera ............ ........... .................. 53 29 785 3 0 474 7 10
Urana ......................... ................................ GO 30,049 2 20 581 10 9
Wagga Wagga.............................................. 122 +3,022 3 0 l.OGt 9 5

Totnl .............................. 360 13G,2S1 0 3 2,838 16 0
! Grand Total ...................

3, 100 324,8+2 2 22 6,245 15 4

SCHEDULE XXV.
Uhtubn showing Number and Area of Conditional Purchases converted into Homestead Selections during the Year

189C.

Land Board District, Land District.
Number of 

Applications lor 
Conversion.

Number of 
C.P’s included. Area of C.P'b.

n. r. p.
Armidale .................................................. 1 1 non o o

Tenterfield ................................................. 3 4 460 0 0
Walehn, ...................................................... 1 2 135 0 0

Forbes ....................................................... x x J11 0 0
Goulburn .................................................. <> 2 9.2R 0 20

Bombala ..........................................  ........ 1 ii 1,246 2 0
Braidwood ......................................... . , 1 i 100 0 0
Goulburn .................................... ................. 3 10 730 0 0
Mobb Vale .................................................. 1 1 50 0 0
QuonDbeyan.............................. ................... 1 2 100 0 0
Yass .............................................................. 1 2 320 0 0

Grafton ...................................................... 1 2 snn n n
Casino .......................................................... ] i G-10 0 0
Port Waoquario .......................................... 1 i 317 0 0

Maitland ......................... ........................ Stroud ..............................  . ............. 1 1 180 0 0
Wagga Wagga................................ .......... 1 I SO 0 0

Tumbarumba .............................................. 1 i 320 0 0

Total .............................. 22 44 5,547 2 20

Converted in 1895..................................................................................................................... . 3 3 327 0 0

Grand Total.................................................................................... 47 6,874 2 20

SCHEDULE XXVI.
Bettih>' showing the Number and Area of Conditional Leases applied for during 1896, with amount of Deposits and

Survey Pees received.

Local Land Board District, Land District. No. Area. Deposits. Surve}* Fee.

a. r. p. £ s. a. £ s. d.
37 I9ssa a n ina 4. a 213 17 5

Glen Innes ...................................... 7 920 0 0 7 13 4 29 8 9
Invereil .................................. . 23 7,469 0 0 62 4 10 ' 131 5 3
Tenterfirld ..................................... 30 6,995 0 0 58 f> 10 151 19 9
Walcha .......................................... 1 390 0 0 3 5 0 6 9 5

Total.......................... 98 28,157 3 0 234 13 3 533 0 7

Bourke .......................................... Brewnrrina Bast.............................. 1

39

322 0 0

i n

2 13 8 G 1 11

Dubbo ..................................... ....... 21 15,899 0 0 132 9 10 169 17 n
Ifyngnn .......................................... 7 7,912 1 0 63 18 9 67 13 11
Wurren ......... ................................ 41 33,392 1 0 274 7 2 337 10 8

Total .......................... 108 80,243 3 0 664 11 4 8G3 4 11

Btirmedman ...................... . 2 son a n 4 3 ■ 5 in a id
Bannedman East .......................... 5 823 1 0 G 17 3 22 8.2
Condobolin.................................. . 5 7,087 2 0 59 1 3 53 18 2
Forbes....................................... ... 11 5,487 1 0 25 14 8 73 12 1
Grenfell ............ ............................ 1 GOO 0 0 5 10 0 8 3 2
Parkes..... ........................................ 17 8,252 2 0 68 15 5 117 14 2

41 22,810 2 0 170 2 0 285 19 7

c
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SCHEDULE XXYI—jW.

Local Laud Board District

Goulburn

Grafton,

Hay

Maitland

Moroc

Orange

Sydney

Tamworth

Wagga Wagga

Land District, No. Area, Deposits. Survey Fees.

a. r. ]'• £ s. d. £ e. d.
Bombala.......................................... 11 1,932 0 0 16 2 0 46 17 8
Boorowa ......... ................................ 0 902 1 0 7 10 G 22 17 7 >
Braidwood ...................................... 19 2,919 0 0 24 6 6 76 8 4
Cooma................................. ............ 8 8,012 0 0 25 2 0 48 7 8
Bden .............................................. 9 1,720 0 0 14 6 8 42 7 8
Goulburn ...................................... 10 1,877 0 0 15 12 10 47 8 11
Gunning.......................................... 5 652 3 0 6 12 2 21 7 7
Moruya ......................................... 11 2,239 0 0 18 13 2 69 16 3
Moss Valo ...................................... e 1,780 0 0 14 10 8 33 11 11
Quennhevan ................................. its 3.974 0 0 33 2 4 83 16 6
Yass.................................................. 8 3,754 3 0 31 5 10 67 18 2
Young .............................................. 7 2,360 0 0 19 17 1 40 10 1

Total .......................... 118 27,122 3 0 226 7 9 581 8 3

Bellingen ...................................... 9 fi33 0 0 5 5 6 31 10 0
Casino .... ....... .................................. 2 750 0 0 ti i> 0 12 1 11
Kempsey.......................................... 2 369 0 0 3 1 6 9 5 8
Port Macquarie .............................. i 75 0 0 0 12 6 3 13 10

Total........................... ' 14 1,827 0 0 15 4 6 56 11 5

Balranald South.,.,,........................ 13 10,403 0 0 36 14 0 109 15 11 ■
Deniliquin ................................ . 5 3,060 0 0 26 10 0 38 5 1
Hay ..................... ............................ 3 3,195 3 0 2G 12 8 26 10 0
Hiilston ........................................... C 4,105 1 0 37 11 11 49 6 8

Total...... ................... 27 20,764 0 0 176 8 7 223 16 8

Cassilis.............................................. 13 4,208 2 0 35 1 6 74 1 5
2 150 0 0 1 5 0 7 2 6

Gosford ............ ............................. 1 40 0 0 0 6 8 3 0 0
Scone ............................................... 7 4,313 2 0 35 18 11 51 15 1
Singleton........................ .............. 1 118 2 0 0 19 8 6 10 0
Stroud.............................................. 5 830 0 0 6 18 4 22 15 8
Taren .............................................. 2 300 0 0 2 10 0 8 16 4
Wollombi ....................................... o 200 0 0 1 13 4 7 10 n

Total.......................... 33 10.160 2 0 84 13 5 180 11 0

1G 7,060 0 0 69 10 0 108 14 n
Morcc .............................................. ' 21 22,478 0 0 187 C 7 201 11 8
Walgett .......................................... 11 14,229 3 0 118 11 8 113 18 3
Warialda.......................................... 21 7,299 0 0 61 6 C 120 1 3

Total........................... G9 51,066 3 0 436 14 9 644 5 7

Bathurst.................... ...................... 5 1,155 0 0 9 12 6 25 10 2
Carcoar ................. *...... ................ 8 1,400 0 0 11 13 4 37 2 7
Cowra.............................................. 1 150 0 (1 1 5 0 4 8 2
Lithgow ................................. ........ 4 352 1 0 2 IS 9 15 5 8
Molong .......................................... 19 7,900 0 0 66 16 8 123 17 2
Mudgce .......................................... IB 4,888 ►> 0 , 40 14 10 87 11 5
Orange.............................................. 1 320 0 0 2 13 4 6 0 0
Rylstone........................................... 13 3,495 0 0 29 2 6 70 2 8
Wellington...... ............................... 53 25,524 2 0 212 14 2 364 16 6

Total........................... 119 45,185 1 0 376 11 1 734 14 4

Milton................ ............................. 2 160 0 0 ' 1 6 8 7 2 6
Parramatta..... ................................ 1 40 0 0 0 6 8 3 0 0
Picton.............................................. 339 0 0 2 16 0 13 3 8

Total........................... 6 539 0 0 4 9 10 23 6 2

Coonabarabran ............................... 28 9,761 2 0 81 6 11 . 164 3 6
Gunnedah ....................................... 8 4,201 2 0 35 0 3 £4 9 6
Murrurundi ...................................... 1 221 0 0 1 16 10 5 3 2
Narrabri .......................................... 20 16,307 0 0 136 17 10 166 4 0
Tamworth ....................................... 27 11,089 3 0 92 8 4 168 4 11

Total........................... 84 41,580 3 0 346 10 2 557 4 3

.Albury............................................... i> 765 0 0 C 7 6 16 2 6
Cootamundra..................... ............. 3 1,05G 3 0 8 16 % 17 18 3
Gundagai.......................................... 1 300 0 0 2 10 0 6 16 3
Narrandera....................................... 2 230 1 30 1 18 6 7 19 5
Tumbarumba................................... 1 ICO 0 0 1 6 8 4 10 0
Tumut.............................................. 3 1.320 0 0 11 0 0 18 14 6
Wagga Wagga ............................... 5 1,489 1 0 12 8 3 27 15 2

' Total ........................... 18 6,821 1 30 44 7 1 98 16 1

Grand Totals.............................. 736 335,101 1 30 2,783 7 6 4,689 0 9
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SCHEDULE XXV1L
EfiTirsy showing the Number and Area of Conditional Lease Applications confirmed or disallowed during 189(5.

Local
Land Board District. Land District,

Applications made during 1S9(J Applications made prior to
1st January, 1896, Total.

Confirmed. Disallowed. Confirmed. Disallowed.
■

Confirmed. Disallowed.

No. a. r. P- No. a. r V- No. a. r. P- No. a. r. p- No. ft. r. P No. .a. r. P-
12 3,203 u 0 :j o 408 ft 0 0 6 2,44ft 1 0

Glen Innes.................. •A flOO 0 (j 1 120 0 0 9 2,000 2 ft 12 2,309 2 0 1 120 0 0
Invercll.................... fl 1*000 2 0 6 2,540 ft (1 34 8,174 S 0 6 2,250 0 ft 43 9,671 1 0 12 4,700 0 0
Tcnterfleld................ Ifl 2,777 ft 0 5 1,050 0 0 32 6,315 fl 0 2 510 0 0 45 9,592 3 0 7 1,500 6 (1
\\ alcha ... .... 1 410 ft 0 4 1,473 0 0 2 988 1 ft 6 i.ssa ft O 8 ftSS 1 0

Total.............. Ss 8,470 2 0 15 5,74S 0 102 2C,0SC 0 0 13 4,1 DC 1 ft 140 34,562 2 0 28 9,904 <2 0

Hourkc .......................... Brcwarj'ina East ___ .................... | 2 J* 'to 3 ft 0 2 2,279 ft 0

Dubbo ................ .. ... Coonamble.................. 1 000 0 ft 10 5,766 2 0 ii 6,951 1 0 9 8,110 0 0 12 7,fill ft 0 19 13,876 2 0
Dubbo .......................... 1 160 0 0 2 760 0 0 g 1,095 2 0 1 123 0 ft 6 1,265 0 0 3 883 0 0
Nvngan ......................... 1 1,455 0 0 1 1,020 0 0 6 5,227 1 0 1 1,020 b 0 7 C,CS2 1 0
Warren ......................... 2 420 0 0 7 5,800 0 0 3 4,915 1 0 10 30,948 0 ft 10 5,835 i D 17 1C,748 O 0

Total ............ 4 1,640 0 0 2ft 13,731 2 0 25 13,952 0 0 26 24,408 1 0 29 15,531 3 0 46 33,189 3 0

Bannedman .............. 4 1 7R8 3 n 2 70ft 1,788 fl o 2 700 0 o
Bannedman East .. ft 815 2 0 5 ]>14 1 0 2 c& 3 ft 10 2.129 3 0 2 62S S 0
Condobolin ............... 1 847 0 0 4 6,300 o o 847 ft o 4 6,300 0 o
[-'orbes............................. 3 1,403 0 2 430 0 5 2,784 0 6 4,784 0 0 8 4,247 2 0 8 5,214 1 ft

, Grenfell ......................... 1 150 0 0 1 32i ;t 0 1 150 ft 0 t 328 fl 0
j Parker ........................... 3 3,201 0 0 ■ .1,623 o 0 4 2,024 * 0 2 SIS 0 0 ft 5,285 3 0 9 4,471 2 0

Total................ 14 0,330 Gj 0 13 10,353 fl 0 19 8,062 ft 0 13 7.289 2 ft flfl 14,443 3 0 20 17,64fl 0

(J 1,130 0 o 1 40 o n fl 982 144 0 4 4T1'! fl o 2 1S4 0 o
•3 512 1 0 1 120 0 o 1 247 o b 1 75D 1 o 1 120 o ti

, Braidwood.................... 1 12fl 0 0 6 805 0 0 9 1,330 ft 0 10 1,459 0 0 0 305 0 ft
j (Joonm ............................. f> 1,015 6 o S10 0 0 2ft 3,992 0 0 1 floa 0 0 25 5,ftl)7 1 0 fl 010 ft ti
j Eden............................... fl m 0 0 1 450 0 o .i JlftO O 0 3 450 ti 0
1 Goulburn .................. fl ono 0 0 1 143 0 0 4 743 2 0
1 Gunning......................... 1 285 0 0 1 SO 0 0 •> 184 1 0 1 1M 0 0 3 469 1 0 2 200 0 0
j Morava ......................... 4 611 2 0 *so 0 0 7 972 2 0 i Iftl 0 ft 11 1,834 ft 0 fl 581 ft 0
. ^alc.................... 4 020 0 0 1 060 ft 0 2 241 0 0 1 fHJft (J ft ft 861 0 0 2 1,020 ft 0

Queanbevnn ............. 10 2.r.n2 0 0 r, 1,322 0 0 3 1,6.14 1 0 18 4,036 1 0 5 1,322 ft 0
'N ass . ....................... 1 31)0 0 0 1 000 o o 540 ft o 9 840 ft o 1 , 960 ft o
Young ......................... 3 815 3 0 fl 581 2 0 3 815 3 0 3 581 2 0

Total................ 43 10,110 fl 0 24 0,168 2 0 m 13,467 0 5 1,02.7 0 0 100 211, STS 0 0 29 7,7fl3 2 0

Grafton...........................* Bellingen .................... 4 :m 2 ft ,, . 1 98 fl ll . 5 ■ISO 1 0
r> 737 o o 737 0

1 Grafton ......................... * 48 o ti
Kemp^...................... i 43 ft 0 “ ....

Port Macquarie___ i 75 O (1 2 175 0 0 2 175 ft 0 1 75 0 0

l Total .... e 1,068 3 0 *)
" 123 0 0 fl 273 3 0 9 1,342 2 0 i) 123 0 0

Hav...................................... Balranald South ... 0 {'•,340 1 0 8 2,520 1 0 fl 2,720 O 0 9 8,260 0 fl 2,520 1 0
I Deuiliquiii .................... fl 2,185 2 0 2 $vi 2 0 1 137 6 0 4 2,372 2 0 2 STS 2 01 Ha\.................................. 1 Vfl fl 0 2 1,578 1 ft fl 1,654 0 o

HillsUin..................... fl 1,965 0 2 1,010 0 0 fl ijftftfi 1 0 n 1,940 0 ti

Total .............. 13 9,TOC 3 0 7 5.SS2 fl 0 6 MS5 1 0 1ft 14,252 O 0 7 6,382 3 0

Maitland...................... Ca ■silis.......... ... fi 2,340 0 ft 3 1,032 0 0 5 700 2 0 11 3,040 2 0 3 1,032 0 0o 202 fl o 50 0 o 3 fl fl
1 40 0 o 1 40 ft o

3 400 o 400 0
I SO 0 o 1 ^84 0 o 5 2.265 0 o 6 2 345 (I o 1 284 ■> ti

Singleton...................... 1 ns 2 0 1 118 e 0
Stroud.......................... 2 240 D 0 o 260 0 0 *) 240 b ft (> 260 o ft
Taree .......................... 1 80 0 n i so ti 0
Wnltombi ___ 1 too 0 0 I 40 ll ft 1 40 ft 0 i 160 ft 0 2 200 0 0 2 200 0 0

Total .......... 14 3,331 1 0 7 1,016 2 0 16 3,535 2 0 1 160 0 0 lift 6,716 3 0 S 1,776 2 0

Moree.............................. Bingara ...................... 4 3,015 0 0 3 1,120 0 0 4 fl,190 3 0 2 390 ft 0 S 6,805 3 0 6 1,510 0 0
Moree .......................... •3 .1,291 3 0 2 2,048 0 u 12 9,025 1 0 6 6,872 0 0 17 13,117 0 0 8 8,92ft 0 0

1 1,592 0 0 2 2.220 o o 2,242 o o 9,29ft o
Wnnalrfa...................... 8 1,072 0 0 C 2,642 0 0 23 10,932 1 0 6 2,780 ft 0 SI 12>M 1 0 12 fi;422 0 0

Total .............. ie 10,170 3 0 13 8,030 0 0 42 20,190 1 0 14 19,042 ft 0 60 36,361 0 0 27 18,072 0 0

Bathurst ............ . 1,180 ft 0 9 1,180 ft o
Carcoar .................... i 120 0 0 S 2,774 1 0 fl 3.070 0 ft 9 2,894 ti

,,
fl

........
1,970 6 0

Lithgow .................. 4 330 0 (1 5 1,313 3 0 ft 1,063 fl ti
Molong...................... a 721 2 0 fl i,is$ 0 0 13 3.657 3 0 1 414 b ft 1(5 4,1579 1 0 4 1,802 ti 0
Mudgee ...................... r> H.OiT fl r, 1,450 fl 0 20 6,887 2 0 2:> 7,0-14 fl 0 r, 1,450 3 0

•>40
r. 1,250 0 o' 1,570 o o •7 193 ft o - T 45*? o' ‘ti 1 570 o o

Wellington.................. 7 2i234 2 0 IS 10,795 0 ft 4 722 0 0 1 800 0 ti 11 3,000 2 0 19 11,695 ti 0

Total............ 23 0,792 1 0 31 15,203 3 0 ■54 15,728 0 0 2/I24 0 0 70 22,520 2 0 37 38,127 3 0

Milton ......................... 1 120 ft 0 1 120 ft ft
1 60 o ft 1 Oft 0 ft

Parramatta.................. i 40 ft 0 1 4ft 0 ft
Picton .......................... 3 2S6 ft 0 4 2,103 (1 0 1 40 0 0 7 2,44ft 0 0 1 40 0 0

Total.............. 4 32G ft 0 1 120 0 0 5 2,223 0 0 ‘1 4ft 0 0 9 2,54ft 0 ft 2 100 0 0

TjtmvroiLh.................... Coonabarrabran .... 3 640 O 0 10 2,068 2 0 11 8.034 1 ft 1 100 0 0 14 8,074 1 ft 11 2,168 2 0
fl 046 j* 0 (} 2,541 «> 0 7 fl.lffli fl HI 4,143 ft ft fl 2,541 o

MuiTumudi .......... 4 2,061 0 0 4 2i0fil 0 ti
Narrabri...................... 0 7flS 0 0 i;s 11,174 0 0 12 6,fill 3 0 o 704 6 0 14 7,24ft 3 ft 15 11,87S 0 ti
Taniworth.................. 7 2,310 1 0 i 960 0 ft 25 9,695 2 0 fl 045 0 0 32 12,0ft5 3 0 4 1,605 0 0

Total ............ 13 4,005 0 0 26 16,744 0 ft 50 29,498 3 ft 6 1,440 0 0 74 34,133 3 0 32 18,193 ft 0

Wa^ga.............. Cootamundra............ 1 345 2 0 2 3BS 0 ft 4 001 2 0 3 743 o 0 4 901 2 0
Narrandera................ i 50 2 SO ‘ 1 50 V 50

1 350 0 ft 1 350 0 o
Tumut........................ 2 360 0 0 3 400 0 <1 2 904 ft 0 fl 400 0 ti 4 1,264 0 ti^atrga^ufsa........... i 321 0 1 759 0 0 fl 1,345 3 ft i 23ft 1 ft 4 1,007 0 ti 2 998 1 0

Total .............. G6G 3 0 4 1,169 2 30 9 2,203 3 0 7 2,0-14 fl 0 11 2,9G0 2 0 11 3,214 1 30

Grand Totals___ 19(1 63,121 2 0 163 84,391 2 30 4DS 160,071 3 0 92 540,138 3 0 cot •211,280 O 0 255 188,590 1 30
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SCHEDULE XXV.Ut
Eeturn showing the Number and Area of Conditional Leases Transferred and the Number of Transfers passed

during the year 1896.

land Board and Land District.
No. of 
Leases 
Trans
ferred,

No. of 
Transfers 

passed.
Area.

Armidale—
Armidale...................... 110

7
143

8
52
34
42

8. r.o P
0
0
0
0
0

Glen Innes......................
•utlj ( ij

Invcrcll .......................... 39
26
33

10,857Tenterfield.......................... 1
0Walcha .............................

Total ......................... 215 279 99,948 3 0
Bourke—

Bourke............................... 4 4 3,942
11,464

0
Brewarrina......................... 6

1
G
1
2

0Cobar ..................................
Wilcannia .......................... 2 1,905 0 0

Total .......................... 13 13 IQ O'? 1 0
Cooma—

Cooma.................................. GO
1

18
G
2

S3
1 1

3
0
0

Bega.................................. 0
0
0
0
0
0

Bombala........................... 21
8
2

Braidwood.............. 1,231
Men ...............................
Moruya .......................... fl 5

40
0
3Queanbeyan ...................... 33 10,562

Total ......................... 125 160 43,664 3 0
Dubbo—

135
93

213
148
51

142

148,860
97,581
54,768

106,097

Dubbo.................................. 0Nyngau .............................. 33 0
0ss 0

Total ......................... 319 554 407,236 0
Forbes—

Barmcdman ......................
29
12
Gl

45
15

32,975
5,900

85,425
23,009
24,452
80,364

3
1
3
1
3
1

0
0
0
0

Do East .............. '04
55
4G
93

Condobolin......................... 36
20
Gl

Forbes ...............................
Grenfell .............................. 0Parkes..................................

Total ........................
228 348 252,188 0 0

Goulburn—
03 

. 28
20

5
8

28

10.)
30
24

6
12
34

18,492 1
0

0
0Goulburn..............................

Gunning.............................. 4,512
1,315
1,336

Moss Vale ...................... 0
3

0
Young.............................. 0

Total .......................... 152 217 43,694 0 On

Grafton—
Bellingen....................... 6 1,221 0 0

0
0
0
0
0

Casino.................................. 27 32
7Grafton ................... .......... 1,077

2,919
385
825

Kempsey..........................
Murwillumbab .................
Port Macquarie..................

12
2

14
2

2
0
01

Total ............ ........ . 67 69 19,783 O 0

Hay—
Balranald .......................... 4 g 5,880

3,902
2,197

117,055
16,320

0
3

0
0
0
0
0

Do South .............. fl 5
Deniliquin .......................... 7 10

314
17

Hay .................................... S3
Hiilston ........................... 13

Total .......................... 112 152 145,422 1 0

Land Board and Land District.

Maitland—
Cassilis ..............
Di'Vgog ..............
Maitland..............
Muswellbrook ...
Paterson..............
Raymond Terraco
Scone ..................
Singleton..............
Stroud..................
Taree ..................
IVollombi ..........

Total ..........

Moree— 
Ringara . 
Moree .... 
AValgett . 
Warialda,

Total

Orange— 
Rathursfc... 
Carcoar ...
Cowra.......
Lithgow ... 
Molong ... 
Mudgec ...
Orange.......
Rylstone .. 
Wellington

Total

Sydney—
Campbelltown 
Parramatta.... 
Picton............

Total ....

Tam worth— 
Coonabarabran
Gunnedah .....
Murrurundi .,
Rarrabri .........
Tamworth .....

Total .....

Wagga Wagga—
Albury .......... .
Cootamundra.,
Gundagai.........
Xarrandera .... 
Tumbarumba..
Tmmit ..........
Urana .............
Wagga Wagga

Total .....

Grand Total

No. of 
Leases 
Trans
ferred,

No. of 
Transfers 
passed.

Area.

. 54 71
a. r. p. 

20.879 0 0
S 9 1,296 3 0
O 2 319 2 0
3 3 286 3 0
0 5 827 0 0
o 3 393 3 0

47 73 23,028 1 0
11 12 1,753 1 0

. 5 7 2.255 0 0
9 12 2,034 0 0
1 1 SO 0 0

147 198 53,153 1 0

17 26 11,316 0 0
S3 143 98,414 1 0
19 29 27,830 0 0
33 48 19,190 0 0

152 246 156,759 1 0

9 11. 3,844 0 0 
9,684 3 028 41

13 21 4,302 2 0
6 7 1,875 1 0

35 51 15,713 1 0
13 17 5,076 3 0
6 7 1,019 1 0 

1,720 3 09 10
47 61 17,791 1 0

166 226 61,027 3 0

1 1 240 0 0
1 1 110 0 0
2 2 1,880 0 0

4 4 2,230 0 0

19' 26 11,266 2 0
* 40 109 32,962 0 0

31 50 10,990 3 0
63 100 63,383 3 0
88 138 41,272 1 0

241 423 159,875 1 0

4 4 1,371 2 0
20 25 7,898 0 30
10 IS 4,627 1 0
15 23 13,332 2 0
11 13 4,317 2 0
12 15 3,717 0 0
2 5 144 0 O
8 IS 1,573 0 0

82 121 36,980 3 30

2,043 3,010 1,500,295 2 10

Eastern Division ..... .....................

Total No, of
Con. Leases Transferred,

Total No. of 
Transfers passed

1 431

Area.
a. r. p.

Central Division............................... 1,560 1,072,487 2 0
Western Division ..........................

Total............................ 3,010 1,500,295 2 10
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SCHEDULE XXIX.
Ketttbn showing the Total Number, Area, and Rent of Conditional Leases notified as Forfeited during the year 189t5«

Land Board District and Land 
District, No, Area, Bent, Land Board District; and Land 

District, No. Bent.

Armidale—
Armidale ...................... 9

acres.
4,595i
2,3821
1,297
2,544
6,0541-

£ a. d. 
54 17 9 
34 10 6 
12 19 3

Glen Inned ...
Invercll..........................

4
5

Tenterfield ................ ay 12 a
Walcha......... ................ 12 63 11 O

Bourke—
Wilcannia......................

38 15,8721 196 11 3

1 197 1 12 10

Dubbo—
2 1,1971

2,040
1,089

13 14 4 
17 5 0 
17 0 4

Dubbo ........................... 2
"Warren......................... 1

6 4,3261 47 19 8

Bannedman.................. 3 2,550
3,306

60
300

36 8 9
Condobolin ......... ........
Forbes ..........................

4
1

34 9 3
0 10 0

Parkes ................ 1 15 0

Goulburn—
9 6,216 72 13 0

1 475
2,260

634
509

3 10 2
Bombala ....................... 4 24 fi fi

4 .p; S fl
Braidwood .................. 4 5 16 0

20* 3,8921
1,040
1,962
1,077

584

44, 12 11
Eden...........v.................. &

16
9 0 0 

19 17 6 
12 12 0Gunning ....................... 3

3 2 17 11
4 0 0Moss Vale...................... 2 290

2,850
40

Q.ueanbcT&n.................. 7 27 6 8
Yass ......... ............... 1 0 13 4

6 10 01 780

Grafton—
71 16,3931 166 17 10

3 1,5181
4,3081
1,415
2,3591

828

14 9 3
Casino ........ .................. 12 G8 ]4 4
Grafton..... .................... E 14 18 4
Kempsey ......................
Murwillumbab..............

y
3

21 3 6 
14 17 6
3 15 01 360

Hay—
33 10,789} 137 10 11

' 1 flflf) 9 7 6
Hay ....................... 1 480 5 0 0

■ 2 1,380 14 7 6

Maitland— acres. £ s. d.
Cassilis .......................... 3 911} 8 15 7
Raymond Terrace ....... 2 267} 3 7 0
Scone............................. 4 2,238 22 4 5
Singleton .......... ........... 1 95} 1 3 11
Stroud ........................... 5 667} 8 12 3
Taree.............................. 6 1,220 12 10 0
Wollombi............ .......... 1 114} 0 19 2

Moree—
22 5,515 67 12 4

Bingara.......................... 2 2,070 29 17 6
Moree ........................... 2 3,119} 39 2 0
Warialda ............ .......... 2 1,190 13 7 1

Orange—
6 6,379} 82 6 7

Batburst ...................... 3 1,003} 14 19 0
Carcoar.......................... 18 4,083} 46 13 0
Cowra ........................... 4 1,530 17 13 9
Lithgow ....................... 15 3,884 78 12 8
Molong.......................... 12 4,637 41 1 0
Mudgee............ ........ . fi 1,278} 14 3 0
Orange .......................... 1 IOO 1 2 11
Ervlstone ........ ....... . 3 1,560 15 16 7
Wellington ......... 1 480 8 0 0

Sydney—
63 18,556} 238 1 11

Campbelltown ............. 1 143 3 14 0
Milton ........ .................. 1 120 15 0

1 100 0 16 S
Picton 4M..... ................ 6 2,133 23 11 2

9 2,501 29 6 10

Coonabarabran.............. 2 680 ■ 4 15 0
Gimneduh..................... 1 90 1 2 6
Mumirundi.................. 1 480 7 10 0
Narrabri ...... ............... * 1 80 0 13 4
Tamworth..... ................ 4 1,731 17 14 6

Wagga Wagga—
9 3,061 31 15 4

Albury .......................... 3 1,800 28 15 0
Cootamundra .............. 5 4,080 42 18 9
Gundagai ............. ........ G 2,661 31 6 7
Tumbarumba .............. 1 150 1 5 0
Tumut .......................... 4 2,290} 22 0 1
Wagga Wagga.............. 1 150 1 5 0

20 11,131} 127 10 5
Sumxtajiy.

Rastern Division ............... 260 82,821} 977 11 0
Central „ ............... 26 18,402} 215 15 1
Western ,, ............... 2 1,097 11 0 4

Grand Total................... 288 102,320} 1,204 6 5

SCHEDULE XXX. .
Eetubn showing the Total Number of Conditional Leases converted into Additional Conditional Purchases under

. section 25, Act of 1889, during 1896.
Division. Wholly converted. Partly converted. Total number. Area converted. Bent of area converted

Central.......................................... 35 58 93
a. r. p.

31,091 0 0
£ &- d.

4)5 5 n
Eastern................................. ........ 66 77 133 17,744 3 0 230 17 10
Western ................... ................... 1 ... 1 628 3 0 10 19 10

Total.......................... 92 135 227 49,464 2 0 657 3 7

SCHEDULE XXXI.
Eetubit showing Conditional Leases Gazetted during the year 1896, and the Conditional Leases in existence

on the 31st December, 1896,

Division of the 
Colony.

Conditional Leases Gazetted in 1S9G. Gazetted Gandition*! Leases in existence on 
the 31st December, 1890.

No, Area. ] Rent. No. | Area. | Bent,

Central ..............
Eastern ..............
Western ..............

Total..........

267
645

a. r, p.
159,613 2 0 
138,474 1 20

£ s. d. 
1,666 13 1 
1,368 0 9

7,606
14,183

203

a. r. p.
7,437,970 1 12 
4,806,269 2 3 

242,081 3 19

£ s. d.
89,693 12 10 
58,148 ll 9 

2,519 4 8

812 298,087 3 20 3,034 13 10 21,992 12,4-86,321 2 34 150,361 9 3

Conditional Leases in existence on the ftlst 
December, 1806, inclusive of those applied 
for under the Act of and not yet dealt 
vrith.

So. Area, Rent.

A. r. p. £ a. a.
8,157 7,809,317 2 2 92,788 3 5

15,047 5,208,652 2 36 61,501 14 7
203 242,081 3 1 9 2,519 4 8

23,407 13,260,012 0 17 156,809 2 8

» 
<1

 en
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SCHEDULE XXXII.
EETuny of Sales by Auction during the year 1896.

Town Land, Suburban Land. Country Land.

Land TScard and
Land .District. OffereiJ. Sold. Offered. Sold.

Aiuu uiii 1
Lola. Area. Lots Area. Lots, Area, Lola Area.

Armidale—
a. r. p. a. r. p. £ d. a. r. p. ft. r. p. £ B. a.

A rmidale........... u c 0 3o J-
Glen Innes ,,*,.4

10 14 0 IS* 6 9 210 92 G Q
Tenterfield ......
Wulcha..............

Bourlcc—
33ourkc.............. 14 G 0 13 G 2 3 0 87 15 0 1 13 3 0
Brcwcrriofi. .

Dubbo—
Coonamble ...... 1 0 1 39 1 0 1 39 40 0 0
Dubbo .............. 17G 85 1 36 ■11 IS 0 H 335 7 6 79 421 0 35 26 GO 2 30 265 0 6

30 193 0 SI 4 21* 0 26 53 1G 0
'Warren .......... CO 24 0 0 36 11 1 21 1,102 8 G

Forbes —
73 IS 0 34 40 11 1 34 546 0 0 18 137 0 n

4 0 3 13 4 0 3 13 . ro in 0 3 7 0 aci
1 0

2 5 0 20
010

22 10
6 0 

89 17
0
0
6

1 0
16

1
31 8 0 10 8 1 3 17 103 4 0 20 2 20 8 r 1 nn

0 oulburn—
22 0 1 30 7 3 0 0 37 14 0 3 3 0 22 3 3 0 22 13 0 0

1 15 0 0
Braidwood ..... 1 0 1 171 1 0 1 m 3 0 0 85 94 1 5i 7 8 2 111 46 10 0

12 4 3 30
Goulburn..........

Moruvn............ 22 9 1 30 10 1 1 36 43 5 0
Moss Vale .......
Queanbeyan..... C3 21 3 201 58 23 2 20J 2S0 3 0

6 1 2 0 3 0 3 0 6 0 0
8 1 3 3Si 8 1 3 33* 106 5 0 59 207 1 211 19 80 2 31 487 0 0

Offered. Sold.
Amount Realised.

Lots. Area. Lota. Area.

a. r. P- a. T. P- £ B. d.

14 1,141 3 20 11 1,079 3 0 1,582 19 1
3 68 1 0 1 1 0 0 5 0 0
2 48 0 0 1 3 0 0 6 9 0
7 253 0 37 5 206 1 9 312 13 6
8 1>17C 2 0

1 85 0 0 1 85 0 0 425 13 9
1 40 0 0

2 315 3 0 2 315 3 0 53S 17 6
2 87 0 0 1 4 0 O 10 O 0

2 075 1 0 2 675 1 0 1,012 17 6

3 270 0 0 3 270 0 0 362 10 0
5 790 3 0 1 75 0 0 114 7 G

6 12 0 0 6 12 0 0 36 17 9
14 217 1 26 8 48 2 38 159 5 G

2 31 2 0 1 2 0 0 12 10 0
fi 605 1 0 6 505 1 0 763 4 O
9 397 2 28 2 127 3 0 252 0 0
7 176 0 21 1 5 0 0 15 0 0
6 445 3 0 1 1 2 0 6 5 0
1 34 0 20

25 681 2 30 11 93 0 21 181 13 4
3 106 3 0 1 40 0 0 60 0 0

11 48 1 301 9 37 2 191 90 0 0
4 15 3 36 1 4 1 0 114 15 0
4 19 3 32 4 19 3 32 59 9 5

36 366 1 20 9 158 2 8 323 10 0

CiCO

4-

O
<1



SCHEDULE XXXII—continued.

Lftnrt ttonrd and 
Laud Dfetrkt.

Town Land. Suburban Land. Country Land.

Offered. Sold,

Amount Realised.
Offered. Sold.

Amount Realised.
Offered. Sold.

Amount Realised.
Lota. Area. Lots, Area. Lots. Area. Lots. Area. Lots. Area. Lots. | Area.

a. r. p. ft. r. p. £ s. d. ft. r. p. a. r, p. £ 8. d. a. r. p- ft. r. p. £ K. a
Grafton—

Bellingen........... in c 0 33 7 2 O 3 52 0 0
Casino ............... 8 2 3 Pi 7 2 1 Oi 57 '6 0 9 819 0 o v 659 0 0 828 7 o
Grafton ........ 82 38 3 201 6 2 2 0 39 10 0 n 146 0 35 3 38 0 0 95 0 0 15 171 0 5} 6 *■62 0 7 157 8 9
Kfimpscy ........... 15 104 1 2G 8 43 0 10 163 10 o ’ 1 4 a 9,1
Xiismorc ........ i 0 1 18} 1 0 1 183 5 o 0
Murwillumbfth... 22 8 3 8 3 1 0 32 60 O 0 15 15 0 36' 10 ii 0 3i 50 10 0 ] 49 0 0
Port Macquarie.. 1 18 0 o 1 18 0 0 144 o o

Hiij-—
102 49 1 9 4 10 0 0 1 315 o 0

10 1,519 1 0 4 i mo 1 0 2,160 14 3
Hay ................... 10 5 0 0 3 1 2 O 24 O 0 18 9 1 34 4 2 0 17 27 10 0 22 3,868 1 0 6 1,066 0 0 J,341 6 8

Mflilloud—“
*

16 210 2 7 e 42 0 1 . 130 7 $
46 22 3 34 30 17 3 34 451 5 0 30 66 3 13 11 31 0 21 243 15 0 1 150 0 0

4 29 1 5 22 547 2 32 9 71 2 20 124 0 2
2 80 0 0 2 80 0 0 100 0 0
2 21 0 10 1 10 0 10 15 1 11
3 200 3 0 2 125 0 0 190 1 10
3 830 0 0 2 80 0 0 110 0 0

2 5 2 2S 2 5 2 2S 28 10 0
9 94 3 0 3 41 3 0 71 5 9
1 89 0 0
2 153 0 0

Moree—
1 o 1 Hi 1 o 1 Hi 0 10 0

5 2 0 5 545 2 0 789 11 0
60 25 0 0 3 1 2 0 13 0 0

Warialda .......... c 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 25 2 0 10 10 2 31 i 3 3 0 32 30 i 0 1 130 0 0 1 130 o 6 178 15 0

Orange— ,
Jiathurst ........... 10 3 0 23i 10 3 0 23i 51 18 0 7 9 ] 14} 7 9 1 14} 75 0 0 18 J46 2 16} 14 124 0 15} 232 4 4
Carcoar.............. 31 12 0 2 20 7 2 20i 77 0 0 22 20 1 12} 22 20 1 12} 88 0 0 4 137 3 20 4 137 3 20 209 9 6
CoTvra ........ . 10 4 2 2fiJ 2 0 3 24J 106 0 0 23 154 0 18 5 33 1 22 145 0 0 4 368 2 0 1 24 0 0 34 10 O

3 1 0 r>4 12 45 1 36 5 21 3 11 118 0 0 4 357 a 16 1 2 0 0 20 O O
Mudgec ........... 24 8 3 ioi 14 5 0 7i 68 15 0 25 145 0 S8i 19 117 0 21} 642 3 6 6 27 3 36} 3 22 0 19} 66 8 4

15 41 0 1 14 30 3 11 151 18 7
6 36 2 17 2 9 0 4 26 0 0

Wellington ....... 14 6 1 26i 2 0 2 23 7 10 0 3 17 2 12 1 7 2 12 33 0 0 3 101 0 0 3 101 0 0 230 12 0

408



SCHEDULE XXXII—continued.

1

Land Board and 
Land District.

To^ti Land. Suburban Land. Country Land.

Ofterod, Sold.
Amount Realised.

Offered. Sold.
Amount Realised,

Offered. Sold.
Amount Realised.

Lots. Area. Lots. Area. Lota. Area. Lots. Area. Lots. Aren. Lots. Area.

ft* T. p. a. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p a. r, p. £ s. d. a. r. p. a. r. p. £ a. d.
Sydney—

72 147 1 23 32 29 2 38 409 0 0 ...
188 909 2 11 25 43 3 16i 2,043 0 0

1 1 1 18 1 1 1 IS 3 0 0
2 160 0 0 1 40 0 0 50 0 0

38 479 2 12 2 19 3 22 60 0 0 238 971 3 6 69 327 2 33 4,633 0 0
6 95 0 10 56 1,731 3 30 3 65 S 0 111 18 9

39 2,308 0 30

TannroHh—
48 22 1 3 2 i n o 21 30 0
55 2G 2 7 18 8 12 294 10 0 1 199 3 0 1 199 3 0 599 5 0
23 ii n 2R 3 1 9! 0 20 0 0
10 2 2 0 3 98 0 0 8 93 0 0 152 10 3

8 501 3 33 0 340 0 O 635 18 0

Wagga "Wagga—
G 2 0 13£ 5 2 O 13| So 5 0 2 248 1 0

*

no 37 2 25 31 1L 2 34 444 9 O 34 1,038 3 25 12 331 3 28 660 13 8
51 22 2 15 23 10 0 18 232 1 0 14 752 1 0 11 632 0 0 1,189 3 0

307 39 0 36i 23 R 1 1$ 85 10 0 63 74 3 14 32 19 3 12 89 10 0
86 39 0 27J 2) 9 i m 242 13 0 37 58 2 341 36 31 2 81 101 1 0

1 2 0 O’ i 2 0 0 8 15 0 2 60 0 0 1 10 0 0 25 6 0
G 7 3 27 6 7 3 27 53 15 0 2 301 0 0
8 6 3 5 7 6 0 21 64 10 0 5 657 3 0 3 506 1 0 951 18 3

"Wftgga AYagga.. 15 5 o n 12 4 3 13 479 5 6 10 23 3 10 10 23 3 16 75 10 0 11 007 2 16 7 461 1 0 963 2 7

Totals ...... 1,117 601 1 25} 488 183 3 1£ 6,739 11 0 719 2,863 1 291 244 688 2 5 3,703 19 6 971 29,084 2 1£ 325 11,214 3 6

1

25,751 8 10

Eotes.—Totvh Land—Average price per acre, realised...........£30
Suburban land „ ,, ........... 5
Country land „ „ .......... 2

8 1, Fcreentago of land sold to tbat offered
7 6£ „ „ „
5 11 ii i, , „

31'38
24-0-1
38-55

.O
;o
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SCHEDULE XXXIII.
Rktobs of After Auction Sales, under Section 06 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, during the year 1896.

Lancl Board and Land 
District.

Armidale—
Armickle ,.. 
Q-len Irnies . 
Tentorfield...

Bourte— 
Bourke 
Cobar

Dubbo—
Coonatuble,
Bubbo
Xyngnn.....
Warren.....

Borbes— 
Bsrmedman
Grenfell......
Parkea ......

ftoulburn—'
Bega ..........
Boorowa ... 
Braidwood...
Coomn .......
Eden ..........
Goulburn ... 
Gunning ...
Moruva......
Queanbeyan
Yasa ...........
Young .....

Maitland—
CaseUis ..................
Bungog.................
Gosford..................
Muswellbrook ......
Newcastle............. .
Scone............ ........
Tareo........ .............

Moree— 
Morce ... 
Walgett... 
Warialda

Orange— 
Batburst ..
Careoar.....
Cowro .....
Molong .....
Mudgee.....
Orange .....
Rylstone .. 
Wellington

Sydney—
Campbelltown
Liverpool .......
Metropolitan...
Nowra ...........
Parramatta ...
Penrith...........
Pieton ......... .
Windsor .......

fi »□oas-&i*3
<2

Grafton—
Bellingen .........
Grafton.............
Keroprcy .........
Lismore.............
Port Macquarie

Hay—
Balranald ......................
Deniliquin ..................
Hay North ..................
Hillston..........................

ll
If

■SB. tr;
S3

|1 . 4J O TS rt fe «
l|s

3
10
3

1
21
IS

10
11

V

22
a
7
i

33
23

1
2

i
o

19

’s

6
10

5
13

1
1

39

9
4
8
1

13

No.
of

Lota

15

19

11

Applications, approval ot which was Gazetted during the year 1696.

Town.

Area.

a. r. p.

0 3 3 
4 0 38i 
0 2 0

0 10 
10 0

0 2 0
4 3 0
5 0 0

2 10 
0 3 25

0 1 20

2 0 Hi 
1 2 31

0 2 0

12 0
0 3 39
1 0 28

5 15!

0 3 34

1 "2 i9i

16 0 0 
4 0 0 
0 1 24 
10 0

2 0 39 

9 2 0

0 3 2Gi 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
13 5!

0 1 39 
6 2 31!

3 14

0 10

Amount 
Heals sed.

35 0 0 
168 0 0 

8 0 0

21 10 0 
62 10 0

6 10 0 
46 10 0 

214 . 0 0

103 10 0 
7 10 0

4 0 0

24 10 0 
50 10 0

15 0 0

22 0 0 
7 19 0 

86 10 0

111 10 0

7 15 0 

4210 "0

128 0 0 
82 0 0 

5 0 0 
8 0 0

45 0 0

109 0 0

8 10 0 
5 10 0 
8 0 0 

33 10 0

5 10 0 
HC 0 0

60 0 0

7 10 0

Suburban.

No. Amount
Lots Realised.

a, r, p. £ b. d.

1 11 2 0 29 0 0

16 45 3 1 22G 10 0
4 25 010 130 10 0

1 1 0 0 12 0 0
8 47 2 38 120 10 0
6 5 10 74 0 0

i 5 0 17 13 0 0
2 6 2 34! 22 0 0

1 6 1 32 27 0 0
2 8 0 0 32 0 0

3 28 3 14 72 10 0
3 1 1 22! 35 0 0
1 11 0 39 28 10 0
3 £1 1 39 93 0 0

4 38 3 10 97 10 0
8 6 0 2 36 0 0
6 49 0 16 126 0 0
4 9 3 13 138 10 0

4 10 0 0 50 0 0

14 22 2 25 230 10 0

,V4 ..............
1 1 1 35 22 0 0
1 1 1 1 20 0 0

3 5 2 10 44 10 0

3 15 0 14 39 0 0
9 49 1 31 236 5 0
4 14 3 39 45 15 0
8 53 0 17 260 10 0
1 17 0 30 69 0 0

13 43 0 2 151 6 3

9 I 33 103 0 0

13 110 1 37 848 0 0
:::::::::

Country.

No,
ot

Lots.
Area.

a. r. p. 

9 S 15 

8 '3 25

6 1 36 
58 2 8

20 2 10 

58 3 0

33 2 32 

40 0 0

458 0 6

159 0 0

21 2 0

26 2 a9i 
19 0 0 
0 2 0

29 1 3 
33 1 12

Amount
Healiecd,

£ B. d. 

30 0 0 

i’sT'B” 4

19 10 0 
143 12 6

41 2 6 

88 2* 6

80 10 0 

80 0’ 0

174 2 4

198 15 0

107 10 0

483 0 0 
48 0 0 
£0 0 0

67 0 0 
87 0 0

1
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SCHEDULE XXXIII—continued.

Land Board ami Band 
District.

Tamworlh— 
Coormburrabrnn
Chinn edab.........
Mmrunmdi .....
Tamworth.......

Wagga Wagga—
Albury ............
Cootamundra ,
CorO’.va ............
G-unciagai ..... .
Karrandcra
Tumbarmnba
Tumut ............
Wagga Wagga

Totals.

IN
&■-

58G

C ff
.£d

^ O
'S'S. tfl

4
19

1
6

24
14 
47 
24
15 

2 
3 
7

95 537

No.
ot

Lots,

Applications, approval ot which was Gazetted during the year 1B06.

Town.

Area.

a. r. p.
1 3 30 
9 1 15 
0 1 29
2 3 30

8 2 13 
13 0 

13 0 39i 
11 2 34 
10 0 16 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 32

381 147 1 29

Amount
Kealisod.

Suburban.

No.
of

JrOtS.

£ e. d. 
33 0 0 

220 0 0 
10 0 0 

129 0 0

157 10 
99 6 

226 10 
185 10 
240 10 

9 0 
2 10 

95 10

3,0(!2- 0 O 193

Area.
Amount
Realised.

Country.

No.
ot

Lots.
Area.

a. r. p.

11
36
36

0 20 
0 17 
3 38

5
29

0 12 
1 24

70S 2 32

d.

44 10 0 
124 10 0 
202 0 0

31 10 0 
148 10 0

3,989 50

a. r. p.

200 0 0 
134 3 4

920 3 301

Amount
Realised.

£ b. d.

450 0 0 
407 5 0

2,552 15 2

£ s. d.
Notes.—Town land—Average price peA acre realised ....................... 20 15 4a _

Suburban land— „ „ ........ .............. * i't .t
Country land— „ „ ....................... D * . r,

Grand Total (Town, Suburban, and Country lands alienated), 627 lota; area, 1,807a. Or, Hip.; amount realised, £9,604 1b, 5d.

SCHEDULE XXXIY.
Keturn of Deposits and Instalments forfeited during 1890, under the G2nd Sectionjif the Crown Lands Act of 18S4, 

and 1st Section of the Crown Lands (Auction Sales Balances) Act of 188/, on account of non-payment of 
balance of purchase money within the required time.* _____________________________________

Land Board District.

Armidale

Bourke
Dubbo..

Forbes.,

Goulburn

Grafton ..

Hay.........
Maitland

Morco.. 
Orange

Sydney

Tamworth .......

Wagga Wagga

Land District.

Town.

Armidale.........
luverell .........
Walclm ........
Bourke............
Coonamble ....
Bubbo.............
Nyngan ......
Condobolin__
Forbes .............
Grenfell .........
Parkes............
Boorowa ........
Cooma............
Moruya .........
Young ............
M urwillumbah 
Port Macquarie ...
Wentworth.........
Gosford .............
Newcastle ........
Warialda.............
Bathurst.............
Cowra .................
Lithgow .............
Wellington.........
Parramatta.........
Penrith .............
Pieton ......... .......
Sydney.................
Murmrundi .....
Narrabri .............
Tamworth .........
Albury.................
Cootamundry.....
Corowa.................
Gundagai.............
Tnmbarumba ....
Tumut.................
Wagga Wagga ..

Total

No. of
-------—-

Amount No of ArLots. Area. Forfeited, Lots.

a. r. p. £ S, d. a.
5

~2 i 0 0 5 10 0
"i 1

_9 4 0 0 46 10 0 i 15
2 1 0 0 2 0 6

'* 2 4
2 5

~3 1 2 0 3 0 0 o 4
3 1 0 0 26 15 0

2 10
-1 "o' “0 12J i 12 6 i 2

1 0 2 0 1 5 0
2 0 2 0 2 11 3

~5 2 0 27 9 15 3 o 5
ll 2 3 0 5 10 0

13 1 2 0 3 0 0 i
3 1 1 15 52 11 3
8 1 3 28 438 15 0 '"2 2

’l 0 1 27 3 5 0
7 1 2 31£ 19 19 9

28' 7 3 0 24 61 0 0 7
1 0 2 0 1 15 0

2 20^
0 0

25 8
8 0

0
0o 1

_ 5 5 2 0 6 14 6
1 0 2 0 1 18 3
1 0 1 19 11 7 6
0 2 0 0 7 11 0
7 3 0 20 31 2 6
3 1 2 0 6 12 6 1 7
1 0 2 0 I 15 0

"1 2
6 13

~1 0 2 0 2 8 9

102 42 2 3£ 737 13 6 36 109
«

Suburban.

0 0

3 32

3 36

Vo

1 30

2 10

3 26

Vo

3 171

Amount
Porfcited.

£ s. d. 
12 10 0

5 0 0 
11 11 3

o’"? "o
57 7 6 
3 17 6

9 0 0 
6 0 0

3 18 0

3‘iVo

6 16 3 

95 10 0

5 0 0

2 10 0 
77 0 0

305 18 0

No of 
Lots.

Country.

Area.

14

12 1 20

0 0

0 0 301

1 0 0 
H 1 30

10 2 20

4 2 21

42 1 Ij

Amount
Forfeited.

£ s. d.

14 5 0

4 15 0

24 5 0

32 0 0 
27 4 6

722 15 3

15

840 9 0

Grand total—Town, Suburban, and Country :-225 lots 194 w. 2 rd. 22. £1,934 la. 3d.
* The BAlcg annulled, buc tho annulling oi which has been reversed, are not included m this Return,
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SCHEDULE XXXV.
Retubn of Improvement Purchase AppUcationH under Section 2 of the Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1875]

and section 46 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.

Applications 
Kecched prior Applications 

Rccci\ed durutir the
Land Alienated during the Year.

Land Board District 
and

Land District.

10 tt e iuarl896. Year 1800
Town. Suburban. Country.

r.d

XT N
um

be
r

A
pp

ro
ve

d

“■SI
rS u 9 o.; r3 a

‘IS
ll
II*

1
•“ wJ c ^ » tt

1*^

*ciy
« Q
s a - & Lots Area.

Amount 
realised 

exclusive of 
Fines.

Lots Area.
Amount 
realised 

exclusive of 
Fines.

Lots. Area,
Amount 
realised 

exclusive of 
Fines.

Armidale—
Armidale .....
Invercll .........
Teutcrfield ..

2 2

2
"i

12 7 6
a. r. p.
1 1 94

£ e. d.
69 0 0 3

ft. r. p.
12 0

£ e d.
19 12 0

ft, r. p. £ s. d.;

1 i 2 2 0 0 5 10 0

Bourke^
Boitrlo ..........
Cobar..............

i ...
13

C
4> 1 2 ...........

Wiliyama....... G
1 0

9
5 3 1 1 29J 35 0 01 i 2 0 1 3G 25 0 0 6 5 2 29f 57 10 0

Dubbo—
Dubbo ......... . ... 1 ... G i 1 0 10 13 0 0

Forbes—
Bunuedoian ... 
Condobolin

4 22
1
1
1

3 59 i
i

.24 34 8 2 0 498 0 0
1

2 ... 1 ...
Groufell.........

... 1 .. ! i 4 10 0 4; 0 0 i 10 0 10 0 0- 1 ,, 1 0 1 12 0 18 0 i 10 0 8 0 0
Parkea ..... . 5 J. 9 i 5 4 1 0 0

(Balance.) 
80 0 0 G 3 2 8 113 4 0

Goulburn—
Braidwood
3W oru vu...........
Queanbcyan

“i
...

■ - . ...

2
i 1 1 0 0 SG 5 0 0 ... ........... ........... ........... ...........

Grafton—
' ■

Casino ........... ... 3

Hay—

........

Hillston.......... ... ... ... ... 1 0 10 9 0 0

Maitland—
Scone............ . 1 ...

Moree—
Walgett..........
Warialda ......

1
1

...

... ...
...

...........
........... i

i
359 2 0 
74 0 0

449 7 C, 
120 5 0

Orange—
Bathurst .......
Careoar......... 1
Cowra ...........
Mudgee .........
Wellington ...

2 2

...
1

1
1
3
5

i i 0 10 10 0 0 ..........

2 2 5 0 3 22 i 30 10 "o 1 010 2 10 0
...........

Tamworth— 1
Tamworth....... i 0 7 1 1 10 0 4 0 0 •

Wagga Wogga— 
Cootamundra 2 1 x 10 0 8 0 0Tumut .......... 3 ... ... ......... * .......... ... .......... ...........

Totals ...... 15 5L 11 152 7 i 51 G(l 14 1 SSJ 784 8 0 25 18 1 274 2G3 G 0 2 433 2 0 5G9 12 G

■ 
1

.

l
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SCHEDULE XXXYI.
Return of Applications received and Lands alienated during the year 1896 under the Special Purchase Clauses of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 and the Crown Lands Acts

of 18S4 and 1889.
Section 12, Act ISGL Section C3, Act 1334. Section 04, Act 1SS4. Section 6, Act 18S4. Section 67, Act 18S4. Section 42 of Ac 

18S9.
t

Laud Board District. Land Districl.

*DOI
U

s|
li

5 E

Applications 
completed 

during the year.
Purchase
Money,

exclusive
of

Fines.

*eV
I*'u A

S ?
£ V
5 * 
s if

Applications 
completed 

duringthc year.
Purclmsc

Monei",
exclusive

rtf
Fines.

Is
•H z*

£*

Applications 
'completed 

during the year.
P11 rchasc 
Money, 

excInsLc 
of

Fines.

^3

’S si
% %
0"Z ^
sf.S

Applications
completed 

during the year
Purchase
Monev,

exclusive
of

Fines.

,|
ill

|»2 
1 o ^ Z in rt =

Applications 
completed 

during the year.
Purchase
Money,

exclusive
1 of
I Fines.

Cases completed 
during the year.

Total 
amount 
received 
for each 

Laud 
District.

< No. Area.
<

N'o. Area.
5

No. Area. < No. Area. '5-H
15- No. Area, No. Area.

Armidale ............................... Armidale ............... ............
a. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p. £ s. d.

1 1
1

a. r p. £ s. d.
1
2

a. r. p. £ E. d. o. r, p. £ s. d.

Dubbo ..................... , ,,.
Invercll...............................
Coonamble.......................
Condobolin.......................
Forties............................
Parkos................................
Beira....................................

3S 1 0 fie o s 2
13 2 0 15 1 0 

56 0 3i 1

1
Goulburn ......................... i

i

l 0 0 25 54 0 6 i 9 3 0 64 fj 0
Coonm..............................
Lrlen . ..........................
Goulburn., .............

79 1 0
' s' o"o

xGunning1........................... 1
Mohs Vale....................... ............... i "S’ 2 14 35 13 4 ‘i IS 0 39 01 6' 3

i 0 2 0
96 13 7

Grafton..................................
Young ..............................
Belli ngen.........................
CnainO..............................
Grafton...............* ..........

o i 0 2 25

i 2 3 0
Tjismore ......................... "o' i'213 221 2" fi 3

i 3 0 23 95 ft 0 95 6 0

Hay............................................
Murwillumbah ............... 3 3 O'Deniliquin................. .. . 1 in 2 30 

29 2 15 
ft 0 0

40 is* 0
40 19 O 

124 0 0

40 12 6
Maitland ...............................

Hay .... .....................
Dmigog .............................. i 1 124 0 0Gosford........................... 1
Maitland . ...................
Newcastle ....................... i 0 2 ‘2i (U 10 9

i
04 16 9

so n’ 0Morco........................................
Tarot;.................................. i ■ " 0 0 3 *ao"ii"o

1 i 13 0
Warialda ............... i

3Cowra ............... . " 3 0 18 23 IS"0 2* 13 0Lithgow .....................
3 0 20Mml/cc............................ 1 32 0 33 72 3 3 72 3 3

Hvlt»'toiie......................... i 3 3 '0

Sydney .............................
wcllincton................... 0 2 0 i
Liverpool...........................
Milton................................ ■ ^
Pieton..............................
Sydney ............................
Windsor .........................
Narrabri ...................
Tamworth .......................

i ‘6' 023 'oo'a'o 3 i ‘ 1 6 24 63 I0’ 6 27 i-2 " i""i rd i.abo 'ii "3 'o ’5 '5 i‘ 4\ 
65 2 14

1,374 13 ’ 6 
192 4 0

1
2 2,751 7 3 

192 4 U
9 0 6 

16 ft 6

Tamworth...........................

Wagga Wagga.....................

...... 2 6
........
........

1 12 0 9 0 6 *3 i "l' l’33 ic' s ’e

Cootamundra..........
Corowa...........................

3
1

i
i

5 2 is
1 2 10

24 18 0 
u a ii 
18 0 0

i 2 2 0

24 18 6
11 8 ll

Gundagai...........................
Tnnibammba ........... *i 1
Tumut.............................
Uranu................. .. ..
Wagga Wagga ............... 1 3

Totals................... i 0 0 23 66 !) 0 3 2 1 2 26J 113 16 3 29 15 1 1 3 4 1,567 IS 9 24 17 ITS 3 25lj 1,833 16 10 60 11 3* 3 19 515 14 2 21 65 0 5 4,032 Jfi O
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SCHEDULE XXXVII.
Keturn showing the number of applications to surrender land in exchange for other land under the provisions of 

the Crown Lands Acts, received during the year 189G and previous years, and the number disposed of and 
outstanding on 31st December, 1896.

Division of Colony. Land Board District.
Number 

of Applications 
out&tfuidlngon

31 Dec., 1805.

Number 
of Applications 

received 
during 181)6.

Accepted by the 
Gov'entoHn-Uouncil 

during 1896.
Number 

of Applications 
refused

Or withdrawn 
during ISOfl.

Number 
of Applications 

outstanding 
on

31 Doc., 1890.
Number. Area.

a. r. p.
Eastern ............ ............... Armidale ........................ Go 28 4 46

Forbes............. ...»............. i 1
Goulburn ........................ 16 5 16
Grafton ............................ 4 2 1 5
Maitland ......................... 4 s i i,05i 6 6 1 10
Orange ............................ r» 4 2 4
Sydney ........................... l i i 0 1 16} 1
Tamworth......................... i 8
Wagga ...................... . 10 10 4 16

Central............ ............... 20 IS 4 20,1521 1 32 29
Forhes................................ 25 20 4 4,235 1 0 ni 34
Hay.................................... 35 7 ll 80,357 1 3 6 25
Morco................................ 18 20 2 2,470 3 0 7 29
Tamworth......................... 17 19 5 54,651 1 0 3 28
Waggn- ............................ 37 27 ' 14 49,725 2 33 9 41

Western.......... ................... 10 4 1 40 0 0 13
Hay ................................. 9 3 2 841 1 0 r> 8
Moree.................................. 1 1

Totals .............. 239 177 45 213,900 1 4} 56 315

SCHEDULE XXXVIII.

Return showing tlio number, area, and nature of Deeds of Grant prepared during the year 1896.

Jfo of Deeds 
of Grant, Area. Nature of Grant.

a. r. P-
906 15,852 2 J45 5
23 05 1 29}
n 5 1 5
2 379 0 12

72 24 3 297
60 16 1 1U®
4 194 2 0

177 1,130 1 9
501 1)0,020 3 9

89 14,714 2 23
r> 0 3 31}

26 199 I 6J
1 50 0 0Of 170 O 35^

170 149,103 0 20
5 2,327 2 21

17 2,027 0 4
11 115 2 61

1 10 1 6

2,168 206,438 1 33}

Sale by Auction, under clause 61 of the Crown Lands Act of 1S84.
Do do Act 38 Vic. No. 3.
Do do clause o of the Act 53 Vic No, 1.

Purchases in virtue of Improvements under clause 2 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1875.
Do do 46 do , do 1884,
Do do 2 of Act 53 Vic No. 1,

Do under clause 25 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861.
Do do 56 do Act of 1895.

Conditional Purchases under clauses 13, 14, 19, 21, and 22 of the Crown Lauds Alienation Act of 1861 
Do do 24,26, 42, and 47 do Act of 1SS4.

Purchases under clause 9 of the Crown Lauds Alienation Act of 1861.
Do clauses 63, 64, 60, and 07 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884,

Volunteer Laud Order Grant.
Alienations under clause 09 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884 and clause 42 of the Crown Lands Act of 1889. 

Do pait 1 of clause 40 of the Grown Lands Act of 1884.
Do clause 47 of the Grown Lands Act of 1895.
Do part 2 of clause 46 of the Crown Lands Act of 1SSJ.

Dedications.
Miscellaneous—Court of Claims case.

Total.

SCHEDULE XXXIX.

Return showing the number, area, and rental of Pastoral Leases and Occupation Licenses current during 1896,

Pastoral Leases. Occupation Licenses.

Number
of

Leases.
Division of Colonj*. Area. Annual Rental.

Number
of

Licenses
Division of Colony. Area. Annual License Fee.

476
30S

Central .......................
Western ......................

Acres.
14,060,831
38,645,789

£ s. d.
152,767 2 8 
106.492 15 0

397
314
547
224
211

Eastern..........................
Eastern (Preferential)..
Central ..........................
Central (Preferential)... 
Western ......................

Acres.
4,785,594
3,674,573 
5,832,800 
3,638,441 

22,278,833

£ s, d.
11,842 1 0 
17,482 6 0 
30,805 S 5 
26,923 15 0 
26,356 6 6

734 52,706,670 319,259 17 8 1,693 40,210,241 113,409 17 S
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SCHEDULE XL.

Return showing particulars as to Refunds granted during the yea)11S9G on account of land withdrawn from Pastoral
Lease and Occupation License.

Pastoral Lensra. Occupation Licenses.

Number of | Amount Number of Amount
Division. Pastoral Area withdrawn. of Division. Occupation A rea ■withdrawn. of

Leases. refund granted. Licenses, refund gramted.

Acres. £ s. d. Acres. £ s. d.

Eastern ........................ 49 23,964 194 5 0 •
Central .......................... 73 68,841 2,666 0 11 Eastern {Preferential).. 63 40,036 510 1 2
Western.......................... 22 31,409 729 13 3 Central ...................... 133 227,946 13 SOli 1 t

Central (Preferential)., 96 ’ 418,211 2,299 3 6
Western ................. 49 570,541 1,37 6 4 3

Totals ............... j 05 100,250 3,395 14 2' Totals.............. 392 1,280,690 6,245 15 0

Grand Totals.
Cmgs .......................................................................................

Area withdrawn ............................................
Amount refunded............................................

487
1,380,940 acres. 
£9,641 9s. 2d, .

SCHEDULE XLI.

Return showing the number of transfers of Pastoral Leases, Preferential Occupation Licenses, and Occupation
Licenses completed during the year 1S0G.

Division. Pastoral Leases.
Preferential Occupation 

Licences. Occupation Licenses.

Eastern .................................................. ....... . 21 ,3

Central ............................................................................... 39 13 35

Western ............................................ ................................... 32 17

Totals...................................................... 71 36 75

SCHEDULE XLIL

Return showing Applications received during 1S9G, under Section 8 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, for the
attachment of Resumed Areas to Leasehold Areas.

Wkstern Division.

No. and Kamo of Resumed Area. Area to he attached 
to Leasehold. No. and Name of Resumed Area.

Area lobe attached 
to Leasehold.

Acres.
314,365
120,552
42,869

108,980
100,160
177,300
33,700
69,760

428,940

210. Corongo Peak................................................
Acres.

4,831
63,300
08,072

130. Burta ............................................................ 252. Albemarle and Victoria Lake ................. 347,842
2G2. Whittixbranfth ............ ..................... . 52,195

13,079

Total........................................................... 1,945,945
203. Netley.............................................................

Applications approved and action completed.

63. Redan .........
71. Moira Plains 
S4. Baden Park.. 

203. ^Tetley.........

17,420 
39,940 
63,470 

428,940

232. Albcnnarlc and Victoria Lake 

Total........................

347,842

897,017
■

237. Tooralo 
316. Boundary

Applications refused.

322,966 122. Warraweena .................. .............................. 42,869
2,247

- Total ............................................. 308,082
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SCHEDULE XLIII.
Eetue>- of Occupation. Licenses offered for sale by Auction or by Tender, showing the number and area offered; the 

number of times offered; and the number and area soid during the year 1896.

Jiy Auction* lly Tender.

Division.
No of times uJli red 
during Ifrffi, ifi Area

offered* o Area sold. Division.
N’o, of Unies
during IbSfl

d *
'A 9 Area 1 Aron sold.1 2 ■ste <5 1 2 rt CP offered*

<$

Eastern .............. 81 5 S6
acres.

1,156,870
108,915

53
acres.

752,380
15,322

95 12 107
acres.

1,702,530 48
acres.

710,500.Western ........ . .. 11 1 12
■ ■Total.......... 92 6 98 1,265,785 56 767,702 Total.......... 95 12 107 1,702,530 48 710,500

Grand Totals.
Total number offered 205 ; area 2,963,315 acres. 

,, ,, sold 104 ; area 1,478,202 acres.

SCHEDULE XLIV.
Retcbs' showing particulars of Pastoral Leases and Occupation Licenses in the Western Division reappraised under 

section 9 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895 during the year 1896,

Pastoral Leases. Occupation Licenses.

Land Board 
District.

Aa *
“11 
oi s

<

Cases in which Keappraiseuients have been completed
1 and New Hates determined.
1 * Land Board 

District.

tc£ .

< *

Cases ii which Reappraisemcnfcs have been completed 
and New Kates determined.

No of
1 Lenses.
i

Area.
Rental 

accordinsr to 
OriKinal Kate.

Rental 
according’ to 
New Kate.

No. of 
Licenses Area.

Rente] 
according to 

Original Kate.
Rental 

according to 
New Kate.

acres. £ s. d. £ s. d. acres. £ s. d.Bourke ...... 200 98 15,801,993 50,381 3 8 36,149 17 5 Bourte ..... 117 85 11,1126,050 24,567 lu 0 14,838 6 iHay .......... 50 35 3,683,039 13,484 11 210,613 12 8 Hay.......... 19 8 1,059,049 999 16 0Moree ........ 13 13 969,399 9.037 6 5 8,788 3 1 Moree ....... 8
263 146 20,454,4-31 79,803 1 3 56,651 13 2 144 93 12,985,099 26,538 3 6 15,833 1 4

Average rate per acre .................. I’mr IM;nvc tIAf pence A verage rate per acre Vu’u Pence tub pence

SCHEDULE XLY.
Return giving particulars of fresh Appraisements of License Pees determined under the 81st section of the Crown

Lands Act of 1884, and gazetted during 1896.

Resumed Area.

Eastern

Division of Colony,
No. Name.

Previous rate 
per section.

61
155
231
361
378
540

Green Hills ......................
Caye Flat and Gon-radigby
Shannon Vale ..................
Tooloom and Woodenbong
Ganoo ..............................
Cope's Creek .................

£ s. d. 
3 0 0 
3 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0 
6 13 4 
3 13 4

Eastern (ProferentinlJ

Central

lA
31a
40a

61a
88a

101a
I3Ca
231a

298a
309a

311a
361a

436a
449a

604a
540a
558a

313
385
701

Kangaroo Hills ..............
Cambalong ......................
Lynd hurst ......................
Green Hills .....................
Bringenbrong ..................
Karoola ............................
Glen Elgin and Morven ...
Shannon Vale ..................
Davy’s Plains .................
Newton Boyd .................
Cowra Bocks .....................
Tooloom and Woodenbong
Torryburn ......................
Buckinbah ......................
Tullundry ......................
Cope’s Creek ....................
Boonook ..........................

Boona West......................
Thorndale............ .............
Lake Cowal .....................

4 13
3 G 
6 0
7 6 
0 13
4 0
5 6
5 6 

12 13
6 6 

10 13
5 6
6 13
8 0
7 e 
4 o 
4 0

2 13 
2 0 
2 13

4

8
0
8
4
0
8
8
4
8
4
8
4

0
8
0
0

4
0
4

Rate per , 
section, as I 

determined after 
approiscnicnb, I

£ s. d.1
2 13 4 1 
2 0 0
3 6 0
2 14 0

1 3 6 8 1
2 13 4 !
3 10 0 j

2 13 4
4 5 0 1
5 6 8 1
4 ll 0

I ■3501 
’ 3 0 0

3 0 0
. 9 6 8.

2 13 4
1 8 0 0 I
j 2 14 0 J

4 0 0 
2 0 0 |
3 4 0,
2 0 0 ,

j 2 17 6

I 1 0 8 J
I loo
; 2 5 4

Area.

acres
13,226 ') 
6,905 | 

11,667 i 
63,638 f
6,324

11,780

23,135 ’j 
8,742
4,611
8,361
3,818
0,401 

79,835 
24,488 
2,874 >• 

24,687 
5,503 

60,960 
11,726
2,515 
5,197 

18,545 
21, tOO J

9,420 A 
33,426 t 
41677 1t

Total number reappraised, 6; 
area, 113,540 acres; annual 
license fee, £246 8s. 7d.

Total number reappraised, 17; 
area, 315,698 acres; annual 
license fee, £1,555 8s.

Total number reappraised, 3 ; 
area, 81,623 acres; annual 
license fee, £212 9s. Sd,
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SCHEDULE XLVI.

Ektubs stowing the number of Pastoral Leases forfeited or surrendered during 1896, and also the number of 
Preferential Occupation Licenses and Occupation Licenses not renewed for that year.

I'nstpral Leases. . Preferential Occupation Licenses. Occupation Licenses.

Nil.

Eastern Division... 
Central Division ... ........ S

Eastern Division .. 
Central ,, ..
Western „ .. ........ . 4

Total....... Total ........ .........  36

SCHEDULE XLVI I.

Return showing Pastoral Leases in the Central Division extended under the provisions of the 43rd section of the
Crown Lands Act of 1889, which will expire during 1897.

Date of
|

Late of
No. . Name of Pastoral Lease. Kxpiratiati of 

Lease.
Term of Extension. No. j Name of Pastoral Lease, Expiration of 

Lease
Term of Extension*

Pastoral Lrasps that will expire ix 1897.

3 W agin gobe re m L y ....... 10 Jan., 1897 1 year 6 months.
2 years.
1 year 9 months.
2 years.
2

315
12 10 July, 

10 April, 
10 July, 
10 ,,

329
30 Oregon .......................... 339
fiO Gundare ...................... 340
GC Blue Nobby .................. 423
34 Brogan Plains ............... 10 Nov., 2 „ 4 months. 458 Midkin .........................
05 Garrhvilla...................... 10 July, 

10 „
2 „ 516

98 Buddabadah............. . „ 2 „ 517 Lower Mitlml Creek ...
106 Bugilbone...................... 10 „ o■‘-1 11 520 Hermitage Plains
154 Colombo Creek.............. 10 „ ,, 2 „ Block M, -
172 Driklool.......................... 10 Jan., 

10 J uly, 
10 April, 
10 July,

527
186 Booldnroo...................... n 2 562 Wlialan
197 Wen-inn.......................... 1 year 9 months.

2 years.
569

233 North Goonambil.......... 5S9 Mernwa..........................
248 W eemaljah .................. 10 „ 2 „ 679 Tiigamon ....................
251 Creel .............................. 10 Jan., 1 year 6 months. 681 Gragin and Gramau ...
271 Gennaren .................... 10 „ 1 .) 0 „ 714 Eurombedah.................
293 Coolah ..................... 10 May, 

10 July, 
10 April,

1 „ 10 „ 724
294 Mnrcah.......................... 2 years.

1 year 9 months.
752

305 Butiarba........•................ J j

10 July, 
10 Jan., 
10 July,
10
10
10

n
it
ti

10 Oct., 
10 July, 
10 „

1897 2 years.
1 year 6 months.
2 years.

r>■" M
2 ,, 3 months,
2 years, 
o

K> „
80 „
•80 „
30 Jan., 
4 May, 
4 Keb., 
7 Sept., 

13 April, 
10 July,

2 „
2 „
1 year 6 months.
1 j> 9 >i
1 j> 8 ,,
2 years,
1 year 6 months.
2 years.

SCHEDULE XLV1II.

Return showing Pastoral Leases in the Central Division extended under the provisions of the 43rd section of the
Crown Lands Act of 1889, which expired during the year 1896.

No. Name of Pastoral Lease. Area (ap
proximate.

Date of Expiration 
of Lease. Remarks.

6 Gurley .................................*.............
Acres.
56,327 10 July, 1836 ... Preferential Oceupation License applied for.

48 Bland ...................................................................... 20,065 10 J)ec , do do
52 Tyrool...................................................................... 32,426 10 April, do do
69 Sralgumbone.......................................................... 17,220 10 July, IJ do do

241 Sandv Creek and Wagga Wagga ....................... 8,909 10 „ do do
•276 Carinda ................ ................................................. 7,740 10 Jan., 

30 July,
do do

343 Perricoota .............................................................. 20,450 do do
420 Cowl Cowl............................................................... 157,263 10 „ do do
447 N’evertir© ......................................... .................... 46,822 10 „ ... do do
601 Hundawaddera............. ........................................ 8,589 30 „ „ ■■ do do
619 Moira ..... ................................................................ 24,137 30 „ do do
639 Bunarba............................................. .................... 19,530 30 „ do do
674 Tongamba ................................................... ....... . 20,645 4 Aug, M No Preferential Occupation License applied for.
700 Millie....................................................................... 58,909 4 „ »» Preferential Occupation License applied for.

Pastoral Lease in which no extension was granted and which expired during 1896.
780 | Tannabar ............... ...............................................j 8,080 I 6 April, 1890 .. I No Preferential Occupation License applied for.

* Application for a Preferential Occupation License was lodged during
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SCHEDULE XLIX.
Eetcjin' showing tlio area withdrawn from Pastoral Leases under Section 3 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, and

gazetted during the year 189(5.

No. and Name of Pastoral Lease. Area Bate of gazcttal of Withdrawal.

513. G-enanagie .............................................................................
acre.

32,000
9,950
9,750

12,200
10,200
70,100
32,000

10 June, 1896,
473. 18 April, 1896.
37. Upper Wyalong, No. 3 ......................................................... 29 July, 1896.

125. Bai'mectman......... ................................................................... do
541. da
498. Barrawang ............................................................................. 28 October, 1896*
467. 18 NoToraber, 1896.

Total.............. ....... ............................. 176,200

Cases gazetted during 1896 notifying intention to withdraw land from Pastoral Lease.

Leasehold Area. ' Land Board District.
Approximate aiea which could be 

withdrawn.

898. OrccV ............... ..................................................
acres.
6,237

30,541
20,692
30,640 \ 6th Section Crown Lands 
33,374 J Act 1895.102. Tfipin...................... ........... ............ .........

121,484

SCHEDULE L.
Heturn' showing Appraisements under Section d of the Crown Lands Act of 1895 of Preferential Occupation

Licenses of late Leasehold Areas, gazetted during 1896.

No.

lA
5a
8a

11a 
14a ' 
19a 
21a i 
25 a 

26a 
. 28a 

81 a 

32 a 

35a 
40a

42a 
45a 
52a 
53a 

' 56a 
GOa

63a
67a
81a
82a
89a
94a.

102a
103a

111a 
115a 
142a 
146 a 

147a 
152a 
157a 
163a 
164a 
168a 
171a 
179a 
180 a 
183a 
189 a 
194 a

Name, Area. Rental No. ■ Name. Area, Rental.

acres.
10,360
8,002

26,144

CENTRAL D 
£ s. d. 
43 3 4 
54 3 7

IVISION.
acres.
20,550

£ e, d. 
85 12 G

203a 9,600 12 10 O
108 18 8

7 6 0
210a 8,733 218 6 G

Rent for forfeited improvements 212a 5,775 81 4 3
40,182

9,140
3 710

334 17 O 
190 8 4 
31 3 4

216a 4,826 40 4 4
220 a 22,363

5,501
5,697

55 18 2
224a 85 19 1

Csio
2,440

32,380
19 459

30 3 4 225a 37 1 0
30 10 0 227a 3,281 27 G 10

£60 16 8 
68 IS 4

237a 9,353 77 18 10
240a Warraberry and Sfc. Giles............... 9,920 20 13 4■

10^541
8,571
4,878

307 8 11 
241 1 2

242a 4,406 110 3 O
244a 22,317 255 14 4

50 10 3 245i 18,363 153 0 G
16.771 193 3 5 255a 112,034 1,167 0 5

Ttenf. for forfeited improvements es o n Kent for forfeited improvements 16 5 0
8,602

12 700
117 12 1 250a 26,740 222 16 8
37 0 10 262a Tncldao and Yarrow Creek..... . 17,720 147 13 4

32,595
72,098
8,664

17,565

407 8 9 267a
2G9a

15,360 70 8 0
375 10 3 13,283 41 10 3

13 10 O 275a 10,580 88 3 4
inn 12 8 276a 7,740 64 10 0

Kent for forfeited improvements 7 0 10 2$0a
286a

18,900
2,197

35 8 9
11,900

6,581
20,678
17,180

6,778
9,395
2,350

29 15 0 11 8 10
137 2 1 
129 4 9

287a
290a

5,915 30 1G 2
13,760 21 10 0

35 15 10 292a 2,800 35 0 0
74 2 9 296a 18,682 116 15 3

Waslah or Grodgery......................
Tootal......  .....................................

113 15 4 
58 15 0 297a

Rent for forfeited improvements 
Comc-by-Cbanee & Jimalong Josej 11,798

0 5 0 
73 14 9

110,905 161 12 7 209 a 17,112 427 16 0
Kent for forfeited improvements 2 8 0 303a 9,980 24 19 O

' 12,750 
17,515 
22,120 
6,560 
2,670 
3,804
4 448

10 12 (t 306 a 6,883 57 7 2
Milbv ..... L.................. ... 43 15 0 30 JA 13,010

5,457
108 8 4

460 16 8 310 a 42 12 8
82 0 0 311a 8,200 51 5 0
33 7 6 323a 6,050 47 5 4

Bull Plain ..... , 110 19 0 334 a 20,503 25 6 5 9
27 16 0 336a 126,721 495 0 1

2,011
8 004

41 17 11 340a 3,056 12 14 8
£00 2 0 344a 67,809 565 1 6

]>18 
38 lf>2

11 If) £) 348a 24,860 , 34 10 7
794 16 8 340a 1,684 52 12 6

6^258
18,200
54,030
3,680
4,007

88 0 1 351a 5,250 153 2 6
30 6 8 3 a 5 a 6,425 5 7 1

Tallavoi ......................................... 675 7 6 
53 13 4

Kent for forfeited improvements
4,952

3 0 0 
123 1G 0

20 17 5 361a 825 6 3 2
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SCHEDULE L.—continued.

419

No. Name. Area. Rental. No. Name. Area. Rental.

CENTRAL DIVISION—continued.

3G9a Ringwood ........ ..............................
acres.

7£i0
£ 8. 

29 12
d,
6

370a Wftngen .......................................... 66,884 209 0 3
371a "Wnrbreccan ................................... 3,833 95 16 6
372a Molly ............................................. 21,724 135 15 6
376a Coreo ............................. ................ 17,183 429 11 6
377a Half-moon Plain .......................... 1,674 27 18 0
378a Medway & Gamber Gnmber, Wes: 11,402 95 0 4
381a Bura-ja............................................. 2,923 85 G 3
384a Back Tenandra ............................. 6,360 53 0 0
380a Now Breflong.................................. 17,000 35 8 4
390a Touendah ....................................... 48,91G 407 12 8
392a Wee Waa South ......................... 34,670 2G0 0 6

Rent for forfeited improvement!: 10 0 0
396a Wjmgagong..................................... 3,718 27 2 3
397a Bciuboiig......................................... 22,500 70 6
402a Gunber Ghinber, Kast. ................... 4,513 18 1C 1
40Sa Tooole's Creek .............................. 1,485 21 13 2
411a Grahweetl ..................................... 43,379 180 14 11
416 a Monagee.......................................... 19,407 1G1 14 6
416a Bulbodney .................................. . 34,480 71 16 S
417a Cocopara.......................................... 8,587 17 17 10
419a Houlagban’s Creek North............. G,46L SQ 15 ,3
421a Yanko.............................................. 0,030 175 17 0
425a Tooloon ........................................... 18,912 177 6 0
438a QuonTnoona or Gcnnmoney.......... 7,055 47 10 U
429a Lulaltee, South ............................. 814 n 17 5
431a Kulki .............................................. 2,120 66 5 0
43 1a Cathuudrillj No. 2,*4........ 10,110 102 J1 3
436a Ijowcr Ningefli' .............................. 9,520 79 0 8
438a Umutbeoand Toonga ................ : 2,083 184 0 6
439a Back Run ................................... 15,200 39 11 8
411a Butlerawa ........................ .............. 132,280 496 1 0

llenfc for forfeited improvements 10 0 0
442a Yerra Y'erra ................................... 1,907 9 19 8
443a Greenbar Creak.............................. 19,200 60 0 5
451a Warregnl ....................................... 10,544 54 18 ii
452a Kentucky ............. ....................... 1,825 53 4 7
453a North East Mangoplah................... 3,237 20 19 G
454A Goroe ........ ......................... . 7,913 239 0 9
456a Willumh ....................................... 19,057 238 4 3

Rent for forfeited improvements 35 0 0
<k>6a Kvcamba................................ . 5,358 33 9 9
457a Tin-pot Alley......... ......................... 16,069 06 19 1
461a IToneybugle ............................... . 24,500 25 10 D
462a Mangoplah.................................... 1,739 21 14 9
463a Gunambit ........ ............................. 13,288 166 2 0
47Ga Upper Bugnldi ............................. 6,200 16 2 11
482a Bundklgovy............................ .......... 4,570 114 5 0
483a Micabil .......................................... 17,208 71 14 0
495a Grcgadoo ....................................... 1,100 1 22 18 4
497a West Bogan, No. 1 ....................... 25,335 19 15 10
503a Sandy Creek .................................. 18,760 i 73 3 4
50Ga Slaughter-house Plains.................. 7,810 1 16 5 5

507a
Kent for forfeited improvements 14 0 0

Corecn.................... ........................ 6,259 156 9 f>
514a Bimble .......................................... 25,400 52 18 4
521a Black Yamnm .............................. 7,901 16 11 9
524a Ulumbie.............. ........................... 17,080 106 15 O
531a Now Wvrogall .............................. 11,000 34 7 0
E35a Gobbagombalin and Tooyal.,........ 24,270 353 IS 9
537a Carroll.............................................. 0,077 53 16 2
542a Moonbi, or Brigandillon ............... 37,592 172 5 11
545a Trowcll Creek Station ................... 28,033 29 4 0

acres. £ 6.
54-7A Bolero, Block A, North ............... 14,560 91 0
554a Walla Walla.................................. 6,108 26 12
557a Oum .................................. ........ 3,498 43 14
560a Tucka Tucfea................ .................. 18,349 76 9
501a Mnngadal ...................................... 11,510 143 17
565a Carnerney ............ .......................... 2,463 51 6
5G9a Lower J)roubalgie.......................... 1,849 7 14
573 a Bald Ridge....... ............. ............... 8,600 25 16
575a Cowuhce ........................................ 13,897 231 12
579a Boranda.......................................... 5,000 15 12
580a Bclar ......................................... . 33,927 141 7
582a Eerarbury ...................................... 1<5,d0K 481 8
584a Dinbv............................................... 9,100 IS 19
585a Imidra...... ....................................... 4,585 42 19
G03a Mathoura ................................ . 6,600 72 3
604a Bimdure...... ................................... 7,936 231 9
C07a Walleuanine ............................ . 25,440 79 10
616a Boonal.............................................. 18,398 153 6
617a Tveannnh ..................................... 8,105 118 4

Rent for forfeited improvements 21 3
02U Wathagar ...................................... 3,031 34 14
G24a Iliirnula .......................................... 25,150 130 19
629a Myall Downs.................................. 12,266 25 11
632a Back Daroubalgie......................... 9,300 31 O
633a Milton Vale ............................. . 4,199 52 9
G35a Nangunin and Warmutta............... 1,161 19 7
640a Breeza............................................. 38,387 239 18
041 a Triangular Plain .......................... 482 14 1
04 2 a West Breelong ............................. 3,640 7 11
0441 Jloulaglinn’s Crook, South .......... 10,092 84 2
045a llluuiurgalia} East.......................... 5.080 25 15
GI6a Bcngalla............ *............................ 48,767 101 12

Rent for forfeited improvement s 3 15
G47a Bandon ........................................... 1,834 6 2
G53a Tormmbil.......................... ... ......... 7,168 44 16
G54a Wooyeo ......................................... 154,319 241 2
6G6a Merevula ................................ . 2,490 15 ll
071 a Big River ...................................... 26,689 37 1
073a Nowcronia .................................... 18,167 492 0
632a South Mahonga Eorest.................. 713 20 15
GSOa Mernh.............................................. 98,309 716 16

Rent for forfeited improvements 15 0
6SSa Warwillah ...................................... 8,895 103 15
090a 69,737 1 217 18
093 a Goolhi.............................................. 35,083 109 12
GOOa Kindra Creek.................................. 3,751 31 5
7u7a Oberno ........ ....................... .......... 28,347 147 13
708a Keera .............................................. 78,072 162 13
709a Obella.............................................. 26.046 108 10
7 15a Elong Elong .................................. 1,880 lo 13
718a Back Creek and Nobby’s Lagoon,., 22,285 78 18
72U Borah..................... ......................... 39,200 91 17
723a West Bogan, No. 6 ..................... . 24,252 101 1
725a Dundoo Hills.................................. 32,800 82 0
726a Nelungaloo...................................... 5,156 21 9
727a Pinnacle ......................................... 17,513 72 19
731a Bungebar ........................ ............. 6,960 21 15
738a Bruodah............................. ............ 3,525 36 14
746a Groongid.......................................... 6,400 80 0
747 a Wyvern .................. ....................... 4,800 SO .0
748a Bringngce ..... ................................ 9,880 123 10
700a Dunworian...................................... 12,400 36 3

SCHEDULE LL
Return showing the Number and Area embraced in Applications for Homestead Leases made in 1896, and the action

thereon.

Land Board District. Land District.

No. of
Applications received and 
the area embraced by such 

Applications.

Deposits lodged 
with

Applications for 
Homestead Lenses.

Survey Fee lodged 
with

Applications for 
Homestead Incases.

1596 Applications

No
granted.

No.
refused.

No. out
standing.No. Area.

acres. jC s. d. £ s. d.
Bourke .............................. ]) 354 5 7 110 0 0 2 9

1Cobar.............................. <2 0,132 25 ll 0 20 O 0 1
Wilcannia ................... 15 12(1,374 530 1 2 150 0 0 4 1 10
Willyama..................... 23 152,465 635 5 f> 230 0 0 14 9

8 .50 f>9!7 910 10 7 80 0 0 1
Hillston. North .......... 3 10,800 45 0 O 30 0 0 1 2
Wentworth ................ 23 180,006 060 13 10 230 0 0 3 20

Morco.............. ................... Walgett, North .......... 4 10,815 45 1 3 40 0 0 1 3

SO 605,146 2,521 8 10 890 0 0 20 8 61
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SCHEDULE LIE
Retuhn showing the Number and Area of Applications for Homestead Leases granted, refused, and permitted to 
____________ *}e withdrawn during 1896, and also number outstanding at the end of that year.

Land Board District. Land District. No,
granted. Area. Animal Rental. Number refused 

and permitted to be 
withdrawn.

Number outstand, 
iugat the end 

of 1890.

Bourke ....................... 2
acres. £ s. d.

Brewarrina......................
$8 12 6 2 12

j
Cobar............................... 10,880 32 7 10 i i
llilcnnma ............................... 37 227,225 738 9 2 4 10Willyama .................... 27 148,550 330 1. 2 3 J)

Hay..............................
Hilleton, North...................... 1 640 2 33 4

5
2

8
2

W entworth ............... 3 19,683 28 7 5 6 30Moree.......................... Wolgott, North.................... 5 19,230 121 12 0 2 5

79 459,453 1,383 4 3 25 78

SCHEDULE LIIL
RETirnir showing the Number, Area, and Rent of Homestead Leases forfeited during 1896.

land Board District, Ivmd District

Bourte

Hay.... 

Moree.

Bourke.............
Brcwarrina __
Coh&r ............
Wileamiia
Willyama........
Hilleton, North
Wentworth .....
Walgett, North

Forfeited.

No, of 
Leases.

Area embraced In 
such Leases.

acres.
13 113,760
4 38,185
5 40,734
9 61,180
5 43,133
3 9,983
1 4j5S6
2 12,800

42 314,331

Annual Rental.

£ e. d. 
545 14 6 
174 2 4 
172 11 9 
187 18 11 
147 10 4 

52 15 11 
0(i7 

87 9 4

1,374 9 8

• SCHEDULE L1Y.
Return showing tho Number of Transfers of Homestead Leases completed during tbe year 1896, and number

outstanding at the end of that year.
Number completed ...................................................................... 197 ! Number outstanding....................................................................... 52

SCHEDULE LV.
Return showing particulars of Homestead Leases reappraised under Section 9 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895

during the year 1896,

Land Board District.
No of

Cases in which reappraiseinents have been completed and new rate determined.

Applications
received. No of leases, Area. Rental according to 

Original rate.
Rental according to New 

rate.

Bourke.............................................. .

Moree .......................................................... . ...

, 528
141
60

87
120
53

acres.
838,859

1,079,603
486,161

£ s. d. 
5,002 15 8 
7,657 7 10 
4,229 10 8

£ 3. d.
3,374 6 4 
5,676 11 O 
3,786 14 9

Total............................................. .
- Average rate per acre........

729 260 2,404,623 16,889 19 2
W-

12,837 12 1

SCHEDULE LYI.
Return showing the Number, Area, and Rent of Homestead Leases in existence at the end of 1896.

Land Board District. ]*&ml District. No. f Area embraced In
of Leases, j such Leases. Kent determined.

Bourke ............................................................................. 367
155
50

121
116
91
Ot
78
81

123

acres.
3,353.954
1,410,909

132,674
941,755
737,130
754.054
670,555
597.097
612,858

1,018,275

£ s. d.
20,660 6 2 
14,693 16 10 
2,126 5 11 
4,983 4 0 
2,518 15 10 
4,108 11 0
4,712 8 4 
3,608 10 2 
2,490 14 2 
8,754 4 8

Hay ..................................................................

Brcwarrina................ .........................
Gubar .............................................................
Wilcannia ....................................
Willyama .................................................

Moree ...... ................................................. ...

Htiv. North............. ........................
HillBfron, North..................................
Wentworth ................................................

1,246 10,429,261 68,685 12 1
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SCHEDULE LVII.
Returh' giving particulars with reference to Applications received for Settlement Leases during 1SQ6.

Land Board District 
and Lund District.

]'ann$ applied for durmg 1S9C.

I ' " l

Applications confirmed during 189G.
Applirations disallowed, 

’rtitlidrawn, &c., 
during 1890.

Ko. Area. Annual Kent. No. Annual Rent. No. Area.

dTT ■«U c o
.. n. d « 0.-H Mp.A o

^5"

Armidali'—
Armidale ..........

Bourke—
Bourke ................
Brewarrina .........
Brewarrina, East , 
Cobav ....................

Dubbo—
Coonamble..
Dubbo ......
Nyngan .... 
Warren

Total

Eorbos—
Barmedman
Condobolin
Forbes ......
Grenfell......

Total .............

Total
Hay—

Nay ... 
Hillston

Total
Moree—

Bingara ...
Moree......
Walgett... 
Wari-dda

Total
Tamworth—

Oootmbarrabran . .
Gunnedali ...............
Murrurundi ..........
Nnrrabri ..............
Tamworth ...............

21

74

4L

a. r. ]). 
lO.TOd 0 0

£ a. d 
00 16 S

| a r. J). |
] ' 5,500 0 0

£ s. 0.
45 16 8

10,240 0 0 
15,906 0 0 
61,120 0 0 

6,952 0 0

94,227 0 0

74,268 0 0 
10,723 0 0 
37,004 0 0 
84,305 0 0

206,300 0 0

13,873 3 0 
64,565 0 0 

7,089 1 0 
27,930 1 0

115,458 1 0

Total
Wagga Wagga— 

Narmndcra 
Urana...........

Total

66

17,373 2 0 
12,056 0 0

29.429 2 0

) 2,383 0 0 
120,668 0 0 
83,662 0 0 
24,018 3 O

351,636 3 0

42 13 4 1 1 10,240 0 0
132 11 0 I 11 7,953 O 0
7tH 2 2 13 47, <96 0 O

36 2 3 | 2 } 6,952 O 0

41 13 4 
Ofi 5 6 

593 14 0 
36 2 3

975 8 9 17 72,641 0 0 738 15 1

1.041 2 0 j 18 I 49,750 0 0 1 645 19 8
]36 14 0 [ 1 I 1,562 0 0 19 10 6
283 9 4 15 i 42,124 0 0 1 334 0 0

1 227 9 5 I 10 I 23,050 0 0 | 393 3 6

2,688 15 6

187 14 5 
680 4 4 

87 0 2 
287 16 2

44 121,486 0 0 1,397 13 8

a. r p. 
5,400 0 0

7,953 0 0 
15,895 0 0

23,848 0 0

75,265 0 0 
9,534 0 0 
4,476 0 0 

71,451 0 0

160,726 0 0

8 i 24,263 0 0 
17 | 55,622 1 0 

3 , 5.295 1 0
8 i 17,322 1 0

I250 7 6 1
636 15 4 12

53 11 8 1 2 
180 15 11 I 3

2.748 0 0 
3.',798 0 0

3.748 0 0 
7,712 1 0

1,142 15 1 I 36 1102,502 3 Ol 1,030 10 5 ' IS

285 15 2 
68 10 4

5 | 17,373 2 0 : 
3 7,3(8 0 0

354 5 6 I 8 | 24,681 2 0

81.796 0 0 
17,182 0 0

77,880 6 0
2,112 0 0

178,970 0 0

14,830 0 0 
10,487 2 0

25,467 2 0

],‘!5 ll 9 | 5 1 12,388 0 0
1,562 2 8 143 1113,434 3 0
1,083 9 10 I 29 I 80,706 0 0

375 7 9 10 | 24,918 3 0

285 15 2 
46 5 2

332 0 4 2

36
135 ll 9

1,456 3 7
1,100 0 2 I 20

375 7 9 \ ...

3,161 12 0 8 7 231,447 2 0
-I-

■I-
780 12 0 | 12
308 5 1 12

.................. i 1
1,172 2 5 I 32

26 8 0 | 2

39,836 0 0 
17,192 0 0 

640 0 0 
83,120 0 0 
2.796 2 0

3,067 3 3 50

375 10 11 
308 5 1 

24 0 0 
1,348 9 11 

34 19 2

47,006 1 0

4,748 0 0

4,748 0 0

93,491 2 0 
52,118 2 0

3

10

19

4

33

52

145,610 0 0 | 17

2,287 7 6 | 69 143,574 2 0 2,091 14 1

69 9 0 
168 3 5

6,545 0 0 
9,420 1 0

36 10 4 
149 10 1

54

2
9

236 12 5 7 15,965 1 0 i 186 fi 5 ] 11

18,718 0 0 11
10,754 1 0 1

97,089 0 0

127,161 1 0

8,435 0 0 
7,428 0 0

15,863 0 0

12

2

2

Armidale ....................................... | 2 i 10,900 0
Bourke ........................................... I 21 | 94,227 0
Dubbo................................................i 74 206,300 0
Forbes .......................................... \ 41 ^ll5,458
Hay ........................................
Morce ....................................
Tamworth ................................
Wagga Wagga ........................

Grand Totals.

10 | 29,429 2 0 
91 1351,636 3 
66 178,970 0 

9 25,467 2

314 1,012,389 0 0

SUMMARY.
0 90 16 8 1 5,500 0 0 45 16 8 1 5,400 0 0
0 975 8 9 17 72,641 0 0 738 15 1 5 23,843 0 0 3
0 2,688 15 6 44 121,486 0 0 1,397 13 8 52 160,726 0 6 19
0 1,142 15 1 36 102,502 3 0 1,030 10 5 18 47,006 1 0 7
0 354 5 6 S 24,681 2 0 332 0 4 2 4,748 O 0 52
0 3,101 12 0 87 231,447 2 0 3,067 3 3 56 145,610 0 0 17
0 2,287 7 6 59 143,574 2 0 2,091 14 1 54 127.161 1 0 12
0 236 12 5 7 15,965 1 0 196 6 5 11 15,863 0 0 2

0 10,937 13 5 259 717,798 2 0 8,989 19 11 199 530,362 2 O 112

SCHEDULE LVIII. ’
Return' showing Number, Area, and Rent of Settlement Leases issued up to 31st December, 189C.

Land Hoard District and 
Land District,

No. of 
Leascb.

Armidale—
Armidale..............

Bourke—
Bourke..................
Brcwarrina..........
Brcwarrina, East
Cobar ..................

Dubbo—
Coonamble.........
Dubbo.................
Nyngan ..............
Warren ..............

Forbes—
Barmedman ......
Condobolin..........
Forlws ................
Grenfell ...............

1
3

13
3

9
o

15
8

8
17

3
3

Annual Rent.

Acres.
5,500

10,240 
14,024 
46,866 
10,770

23,055 
4,667 | 

42,124 
21,659 |

24,2C:U I 
o3.270! 
5,29.l| i 
7,124 |

£ a. d. 
45 10 S

42 13 4 
142 3 3 
593 14 0
57 1 11

300 12 2
58 0 9 

347 5 0 
30-3 14 5

250 7 0 
601 9 (i 

53 11 8
67 1 10

Land Board District and 
Land District,

Hay—
Deniliquin..........
Hay ..................

Moree—
Bingara..............
Moree ..............
Walgett ..........
Warialda ........

Tamworth— 
Coonabarrabran
Gunnedali .........
Murrurundi .....
Narrabri ..........
Tamworth............

Wagga Wagga— 
Urana ..............

No. of 
Leases. | Annual Kent.

3
6

3
39

6
7
1

20
3

Totals 198

Acres.
4,0374

23,24G£

7,629 
99,5394 
18,747 
23,824J

19,011 
9,8171 

640
61,839 , 
3,4364

], 153 

542.7784

£ a.
79 10 

337 1

87 10 9 
1,292 2 10 

246 10 7 
354 17 0

144 7 10 
162 11 4'
24 0 0 

1,111 I 10 
45 12 6

19 14 4

6.760 12 9

111—K
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SCHEDULE LIX.

Ektcun giving particulars of Improvement Leases sold by Auction and Let by Tender during the year 1896.

Leases Sold b} Auction. Leases Let by Tender

Division and Land District. 1 No. Of 
| Leases. Area. Rental

Realised.
Average 
Rale per 

Acre.

Eastern— acres. V d. pence.
Beca .................. i 200 2 10 0 3
Bombala...................... 9 39,820 01 3 0 7 AToil
Grafton ..................... 0 20,000 10 0 0 1 2
Jfolong ....................... 2 11,290 3 10 0 TUTi
Qneanbeyan ............... 2 14,460 30 2 6 -in.
Scone .............. 2 310 4 0 0 Sluo
Singleton .................. 1 81? 1 0 0 2^17

Central—
19 06,071? 112 5 6 4 1Tvo

Bingara ......................... 0 46.520 37 16 7 i pTort
Condobolin..................... 15 116,821 103 10 3 * iTon
Coouabfirrabran ...... 6 52,150 53 0 0 Tort
Grenfell............. 3 5,980 12 0 2 J <L
Hillston...................... 2 29,180 78 6 5 *7 4
Moree................... 4 16,090 98 4 3 JTrtrt
Parkes.......................... 13 80,852* 56 3 1 i «1 oo
Warialda ..................... 20 125,962 328 16 8 n*dirtrt

Western—
60 473,555^ 768 6 5 i bTort

Bourke .......... 4 65,700 20 10 6
Cofiar.............. 5 87,440 27 10 0 T&u
VYillvuma ....... 27 537,440 560 5 11 Tort

36 690,580 60S 6 5

Total .................. 124 1.230,207i 1,488 13 4 Tub

DL'ision and Land District.

Eastern—
Bombala ........
Quennbeyrm,. 
Scone ............

Central- 
Hills ton 
Movob ... 
Nyngan 
Warialda

Western—
Bourke.....
Brewarrina
Cobar ......
Willyama ..

Total......................

On an n Total

No. of Area,
Average

Leases. Realised Kate per 
Acre.

acres. £ a. d. pence.
9 1,690 15 17 0 ^tVo

5 59,600 72 3 7
1 594 5 0 0 ^T'u o

8 61,884 93 0 7

2 22,500 54 11 0 Alb
] 9,050 5 0 0 -fob
4 70,338 305 3 0
5 34,860 42 5 6 fob

.12 136,798 406 19 C fob

4 81,920 190 13 4 fib
2 40,393 105 C 3 ASTrtrt
4 81,920 36 0 0

12 228,800 81 2 6 TuTT

22 433,033 413 2 6 fib

42 631,715 913 2 7 fob-

166* 1,861,922} 2,402 0 11 tV;;

* As no leases were granted in 1305, this number represents the total number ot improvement leases in existence cm the illst December, 139fi.

SCHEDULE LX.
Ketcrn' of Applications for Special Leases, and action taken thereon during the year 1896,

Land Board District’

Armidale

Bourke

Bubbo

Fotbes

Goulburn

Number of 
Applications. Applications granted. Declined, lapsed, &c. Pending.

Land District tc
•C ‘G e
32
IK _
a'"O

£ 
v S3
rt befc*« a

■a To
ta

l.

i~oXI
£nss

Area. Kent,
ii

J*|
K

Area. £XE3
fc

Area.

■ n r, p. £ s. a. a. r. p. a* r. p.
Armidale .................. 3 3 3 49 o n
Glen Innes .............. i i 2 1 25 0 0 10 0 o 1 4 n o
Inverell................. 3 4 7 1 80 0 0 10 -i o 0 704 6 6
Tcnturfield .............. 1 1 1 60 1 0 1 6 o
Bonrke.......... ........... 14 8 22 11 1,795 2 13 126 17 6 9 2,205 8 0 3 269 0 0
Brewarrina .............. 1 1 2 2 3 1 21 ' 12 0 o
Cobar ................. 2 2 1 40 O f> 1 60 ft ft
Willvnma.................... 3 3 0 2 23 3 20 9 0 0 1 6 0 0 3 21 6 o
Wilcannia.................. 1 8 9 o 673 ft n
Bubbo ........................ 5 2 7 6 S4G O 0 2 330 o ft
Nstignn ..................... 4 4 2 97 3 0 o 2 o n
Warren........................ 11 3 14 1 G 0 0 10 0 0 ii 3,288 2 0 2 68 1 0
Banned man, East .. 1 1 2 i 40 0 0 1 100 0 0
Condobolin ............. 1 1 1 320 0 0
Forbes ....................... 1 2 3 1 168 3 0 16 18 0 i 20 0 0 1 9 0 0
Parkes ........................ 1 1 1 G 0 0 0 0 o
iie;m............................ 2 2 Lj 5 O O L_i R 3 25
Bombalu .................. 1 1 1 7G 1 20
Cooma .................... 1 8 9 88 O 25 30 lu o ii 32 1 30
Eden ........................ 3 3 1 17 0 0 2 11 o 2 ISO 0 0
Goulburn ................. 2 2 1 7 0 0 1 7 ft ft
Milton ..................... 1 P 1
Moes Yale.................. 1 1 2 1 s 1 32 1 68 0 0
Queanbeyan............. 1 10 2 20 C 10 0
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Number of 
Applications.

Applications granted- Declined, lapsed, &c Pending,

Land District.
tac . <6
'i'i
5 - ’i

£
g Area, Kent.

OlXI
a

Area. SJ3
£

Area.

is .a
3 £ fc

3

Laod Board District.

Grafton.

Hay

Maitland

Moree

Sydney

Tamworth,

Wagga Wagga.

Orange .................

Bellingen ...............
Casino .................
Grafton.................
Kempsey ...............
Lismore.................
Murwillumbah.....
Fort Macquarie ...
Balranald...............
Deniliquin ...........
Hay .......................
Hillston ...............
Cassilis ............ .
Gosford..................
Muswellbrooh ......
Newcastle..............
Paterson ..............
Eaymond Terraco
Scone......................
Singleton ............ .
Strood .................
Tareo.....................
Morco .................
Walgett .............
Walgett, North .
Warialda .............
Bathurst .............
Careoar.................
Lithgow .............
Molong.................
Mudgee.................
Orango .................
Rylstone ..............
Wellington ........
Campbelltown.....
Liverpool.............
Metropolitan ......
Nowra ...............
Parramatta .........
Penrith.................
Pieton .................
Windsor .............
Gunnedah.............
Mu rrn Hindi.........
Nurmbri .............
Tam wortli.............
Albury .................
Corowa.............
Cootamundry __
Gundagai............
Narmndcra .......
Tumut ................
Tumbn rumba ... 
Tnmbarumba, North..
Urana ..... . .......
Wagga Wagga....

Totals........... 270

ft. r. p. £ B. 1. ft. r. P- n. r. p.
4 1 5 2 10' 2 0 13 0 0 2 8 1 0 1 Small area.
1 7 8 ] 88 0 0 4 8 0 2 321 2 0 5 534 3 0

n 13 24 10 22 0 17 95 10 0 6 500 3 19 8 836 0 32
1 1 1 2 0 0

~7 n 18 1 56 1 8 50 0 0 4 420 0 14 10 420 0 0
1 4 11 4 184 0 0 8 13 0 2 102 0 0 5 222 2 0
2 1 3 1 5 0 0 14 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 19
l 1 1 10 0 0
8 ~5 13 "4 150 1 0 40 12 0 2 420 0 0 7 451 0 0
4 2 C 1 10 0 0 5 0 0 5 867 1 17
2 2 1 2 0 0 5 0 0 1 10 0 0

1 \ 1 3 0 0
2 3 ” 150 0 0 710 0 1 40 0 0 1 40 0 0

]0 n 0
10 "e 18 11 100 0 12 137 10 0 "2 0 1 12 7 34 3 11

1 1 2 1 2 3 32 4 0 0 1 Not etated.
15 0 0 !

3 3 ... 3 900 0 0
1 1 1 4 2 0 1 10 0 1 20 0 0

6 2 8 4 226 0 0 57 10 0 i 2 0 0 3 2i5 2 0
2 3 5 3 18 3 35 52 0 0 2 7 1 0

20 27 6 572 1 16 36 15 0 14 4,200 0 0 10 1,848 2 0
1 2 3 . 1 1 2 4 2 109 0 0
3 .3 0 3 505 0 0 22 10 0 3 586 0 0
3 2 6 1 83 0 0 10 0 0 2 Do 0 0 2 2 2 34
Lj 1 2 1 0 2 0 1 12 0 0

] 3 1 10 0 0
6 2 8 2 23 3 29 20 0 0 1 0 3 1 5 240 2 0

8 6 0
2 3 SJ 22 0 "0 3 85 2 0

3 3 3 04 0 30
a 5 7 1 24 2 36 6 145 0 0

3 3 3 301 0 0
"2 2 2 280 0 0 40 10 0 1 1)3 0 0

3 0 3 0 0 5
51 40 oi 40 8 1 22 935 10 0 7 10 1 20 45 62 0 21

1 4 5 3 242 3 5 28 0 0 193 0 0
13 13 26 9 2 0 38 38 0 0 6 JNot staled. ll 0 1 34?

2 2 2 78 0 0
y

. .
7 7 59 0 0

7 1 Q ..... 8 181 0 0
5 2 7 1 25 2 30 10 0 0 fi 60 2 30 2 20 0 0
1 I 2 1 13 0 0 1 60 0 0
4 1 1 70 0 0 M, 0 0 2 360 0 0
5 7 2 30 0 0 8 0 0 3 565 0 0 2 560 0 0
\ j 1 2 0 0
3 3 6 *2 6 3 0 12 0 0 4 1)0 2 0
2 4 6 2 105 0 0 22 10 0 4 50 0 0
3 27 30 3 60 0 fi 8 5 0 2 40 0 0 25 730 2 26
2 13 15 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 2 0 0 13 1,576 3 26

f) 2 2 43 0 0
l * l 1 30 0 0

1
...

1 £0 0 0JL
5 5 5 15 1 0
2 2 2 4 0 0

270 275 | 645 167 6,640 3 38 1,992 5 G 108 13,912 2 28 286 14,840 1 30

Note.—Eloicti looses grunted were by purchase ot auction. No prcUininaty applications. Fivo applications which stood lapsed wore subsequently granted.

SCHEDULE LXI.
Betuiin showing Number, Area, and Rental of Special Leases forfeited during 1896.

Land Board District and
Land District-

No. of 
Leases. Area. Rent. Land Board District and

Land District.
No. of 
Leases. Area. Rent.

a. 1'. p. ■ £ s. d, Maitland— fi. r. p. £ E. d.
1 3 O 0 10 0 0 1 34 0 23 10 0 0

Bourke— Paterson ....................... 1 0 0 244 20 0 0
Bourke ............................. 0 188 0 0 50 0 0 Moree—

2 aS r> 0 ,39 0 0 Walgett North................ 1 1 2 0 10 0 0
Wilcannia ......................... 1 4 0 0 10 0 0 Orange—

Cooma—
0 0 44 15 0 0

Lithgow.......................... 1 2 0 0 1 0 0
Moruya ............................

Hay—
1

Totals ............ 12 49 L 3 12 JS4 10 0

Deniliquin ......................... 1 200 0 0 19 10 0
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SCHEDULE LXII. .

Nuiideb, Area, and Rent of Spoeial Leases ivhiuh terminated during JS96.

Land Board District and 
Land District.

Bourke—
Bourke.................................

Cooma—
Eden .........................
Milfcon.................................
Moruya .............................

Dubbo—
Dubbo.................................

Goulburn—
Young..................................

Grafton—
Bellingen..............................
Grafton ..............................
Lismore ............................
Port Macquarie..................

Hay—
Doniliqnin ..........................
Hay.....................................
Wentworth.........................1

No of 
Leases. Area. Bent. Land Hoard District and

Land District.. No. of 
Leases. Area. Rent.

Ll. I*. p- £ R, (1. Maitland— Oi. p. £ di 3 0 0 ]-2 0 0 Newcastle...................... 2 i 2 1 . 10 0 6
Singleton .......................... i 20 0 0 12 o o1 0 0 SJ 25 0 0 Taree.................. 3 55 25* 32 6

i 2 0 0 12 0 0 Moree -2 185 0 0 25 0 0 Moree .................. i 0 2 0 10 0 oOrange—
2 35 0 10 20 0 0 Lithgow .................. o 52 0 20 30 0 oSydney—
i 6 1 0 15 0 0 Liverpool .......................... i 0 0 H 1 0 0

Metropolitan .................. 19 6 0 24 042 o o1 15 0 0 10 0 0 Nowra ...................... 1 2 o oi 0 0 34 1 10 0 0 Parramatta ................. 8 3 0 3Si 43 o o0 1 2 15 0 0 Wagga Wagga—
i 11 0 0 ' 10 0 0 Urana..., . ...................... 1 5 0 0 10 0 0
i 3 0 32 10 0 0 Totals ...........
i 200 0 (1 15 0 0
i r> 0 0 10 0 0 oi 007 0 Oi 931 10 0

SCHEDULE LXI IT.

Hilt urn of Special Leases current on 31st December, 1SS3G, inclusive of Special Leases which terminated ou
31st December. 1896.

Lmd Board Distnrt and ^ No of {

Land District:. ' Leases, j
 i |

Armidale— a. v. p.
Armidale....................... n 337 0 0 

25 0 0 
472 0 0 

j SO 1 o

Glen Innes....................... 1
4

Tcnterfickl...................... 2
Bourke— .

Bonrke ........................ 33 1 3,710 2 25
Brewarrina....................... 10 440 1 1
Cobar .......................... 5 044 0 0
Wilcannia ......................... 7 434 2 1G
Willyama ........................ 24 1,873 1 38

Dubbo—
Coonamble.......................... 1 8 2 2
Dubbo....................... _

0 240 3 10
Nyngan .......................... 3 102 1 0
Warren .............................. 3 7U 0 0

Forbes—
Forbes.............................. 3 191 2 0
Parkes...................... 5 45 0 0

Goulburn—
Bega................................. 2 5 0 0
Burrowa ..................... I SO 0 0
Cooma............................... 8 98 1 15
Eden ............................... 6 152 1 13$
Goulburn....................... 9 10 0 0
Milfcon . ................ . , 6 21 0 6
Moruya ................. 3 185 0 0
Queanbeyan .................. 1 10 2 20
Young ........................... 1 22G 0 0

Grafton—
Bellingen...................... G 40 3 11
Casino............................... 5 188 0 2
Grafton ..................... 25 235 0 254
Kempsey.............. - . 2 20 1 20
Lismore ............... HI 199 1 32
Murwillumbah ................. 0 187 1 6
Port Macquarie.................. 4 1G 0 19$

Hay—
Balranald ..................... ' 3 7 0 0
Deniliquin ....................... 1 17 1,249 1 32 !
Hay .................................... 1 12 1,279 3 0 I
Hillston .......................... 2 7 0 0'
Wentworth..................... i 2 0 0

Maitland—
Dungog ............................ i 0 0 14
Gosford ........................... 5 150 2 27J
Maitland.............................. 3 0 1 2'
Muswellbrook .................. 2 1 3 0

Rent, Land Board District and
Land District

Nn. of 
Leases

i
Ar<y. Rout,

£ s. d. Maitland—ronti'tucd. a. r. p. £ a. d.
30 0 0 Newcastle ........................ 33 112 i u$ 410 10 010 0 0 Paterson ...................... , I 2 3 32 4 0 042 5 0 Bavmond Terrace .......... 5 40 0 22.4 52 10 0
11 5 0 Scone ............................ i 10 0 0 10 0 0

Singleton .......................... 5 257 3 O 48 10 0
422 17 G Stroud .......................... s 271 0 0 103 0 0112 0 0 Taree................................ 14 107 0 81 210 15 0

57 10 0 Moree— |
92 0 0 Bingera.............................. 1 10 0 0 10 0 0281 0 0 Moree........................... . • 14 934 1 31 160 O 0

W;n!gett.............................. 2 3 0 0 20 0 0
10 0 0 Walgett, North .............. G 549 0 0 07 10 0
55 0 0 Warialda ....................... 1 85 0 0 10 0 0
15 0 0 Orange—
40 0 0 Careoar.............................. 1 ■ 20 O 0 10 0 0

Cowra................................ 2 07 1 0 15 0 030 IS 0 Lithgow.......................... 12 121 1 36 107 10 032 0 0 Molong ............................. 4 108 3 28 IS 6 0
Mndgee............................ 1 20 0 0 10 0 0

15 0 0 Hylstonc ........................ 2 27 0 0 20 0 011 0 0 Wellington ..................... O IS 2 0 29 0 040 10 0 Sydney—
73 10 0 Campbelltown.................. 7 507 2 24 108 5 021 5 0 Kianm. .......................... j 4 0 1 13 32 0 072 0 0 Liverpool ........................ 1 4 0 1 4 22 0 0
35 0 0 Metropolitan ............... 200 99 3 9$ 9,GS4 10 0

0 10 0 Nowra ............................. j 4 242 3 5 30 0 011 6 0 Parramatta ......................' 37 21 0 29 2,58 0 0
Wollongong...................... 3 1 0 33$ 37 0 053 0 0 Tam worth —

79 s 0 Coonabarahran..................1 2 52 0 0 22 0 0
34G 12 s Gunnedah...................... | 5 87 3 32 44 0 025 0 0 Narrubri .......................... 14 1,535 2 O ! 140 0 0305 8 0 Tamworth................... 3 30 2 0 1 IS 0 0

23 13 0 Wagga Wagga— 1 1
44 0 0 Albury .......................... \ 1 0 0 0 i 10 0 0

Cootamundra .................. 4 158 0 O 45 0 0
30 0 0 Corowa .............................. 4 7 2 35 | 37 0 o

222 12 0 Gundagai .......................... 6 us 0 5 | 43 5 0
147 5 0 Nnrraudera ...................... 4 22 0 0 , 50 0 0

15 0 0 Tu mul .......................... i I 6 3 38 ; 5 0 0
10 0 0 Tnmbarumba ............. i 2 o o 10 0 0

Urana .................... 2 0 1 25 20 0 010 0 0 Wagga Wagga.................. I 10 0 0 10 10 0
67 10 0 1.

j n 0 Totals .............. 1
25 0 01 1

ij
675 19,020 3 39| 15,085 12 o



SCHEDULE LX1Y.

Eetur>’ of Scrub Leases under Section 33 of the Crown Lands Act of 18S9 current on 31st December, 1896, and of applications received, leases granted, forfeited, and expired
during 1896.

Land Hoard
Dist net. Land District.

No. of
Applications. Area

of
out*

standing:
aiipli-

cations.

Area
applied

, durijiff
1 1890.

Applications declined 
or withdrawn.

Jj.
"5 J3 c+3S3 ij
C d 
. 4>C T3

Incases granteil during' ISflC. Leases forfeited during ISflG. Leases expired during 18JW. Leases current on 31st Dec.* 1300.
be _*■ its
=s

_<4 -
’S 2 
o’2

O

"« bb 
8.| 
K 3 

^1

1

£H

Total area
g ,

% 33 “O

|5 ^
'3 brj
sgM §V

sOH
No. Area. Annual

rent. No. Area. Annual 
lient. ' No. Area, Annual

Rent. No Area. Annual
Kent.

acres. acres. acres. acres.
1

■ .€ s. d. acres. £ s, d. acres. £ s. d. acres. £ s. <i.
Bourke ............. Cobar ................... l i 24,800 24,800 1

Dubbo................... Nyngan ............ 4 4 195,296 105,296 3 3 1

Forbes .................. 1 ] 4,444 4 444 i 679 1 8 4 1 6/9 1 8 4

Parkes................... 8 S 305,208 305,208 2 O 6

Hay....................... Balranald ........... ... 1 1 4,000 4,000 1

Deniliquin ......... 1 640 0 13 2

Hay....................... i 1 11,520 11,520 i 1 2,6304 o 3 JO

Hillston ............ 2 15,240 42 11 4

Hillston, North ...
i o 16,040 SS 3 4

Wentworth......... 1 1,301 1 9 0

Maitland ........ Scone ................... 1 560 1 0 0

Singleton.............. o 1,072 30 0 o

Morce................... Bingara ............... 1 3,910 3 r o

Moree ....................... 4 2 c 4,340 ] ,040 5,330 1 1 2 3 3,582 0 3 7 16 140 478 127 19 10

Warialda.............. 3 1 4 5,380 2,000 7,380 i 3- 10,000 20 0 0 5 21,500 30 19 6

■"Ssydnev ............. Nowra .................. 1 1,920 1 10 0

Tamworth ......... Narrabri............... 2 1 3 15,800 640 16,440 V P 1 2 9 220 1 16 o

Wagga Wagga ... Tumut................... ... . ......... 1
■
175 0 6 3

Totals ....... 10 19 29 37,040 537,428 574,465 3 5 8 14 7 20,241 30 11 11 37 215,455* 333 6 9

425
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SCHEDULE LXV.
Return stowing Number, Area, and Rent of Leases of Inferior Crown Lands current on 31st December, 1896, and

of Leases granted and forfeited during 1896.

Land Board District. Land District.

Les

No.

es granted during 189G. Lenses declared forfeited and 
cancelled during 1806.

Lenses current on Slst December, 
1896.

Area. Rent. No. Area, Rent No. Aren. Rent.

Goulburn ..................... Bombala .......... .
Queanbeyan............. "'2

...

aerna,

23,000

£ s. d.

23 19 2
8

acres.
147,139

£ R. cl. 
184 13 11 4

2
2
2
1
1

23

acres. 
18,960 
23,009 

6,261 J 
23,500 
45,450 

141,000 
106,165

£ a. d. 
51 3 7 
23 19 2 
26 1 10 
43 15 0 
17 15 0 
27 10 0 
70 17 6

Hay ..............................

Wagga Wagga..............

Jialranald.................
Hillston, North ......
Wentworth..............
Narrandera..............

Totals.............. 2 23,000 23 19 2 8 147,139 184 13 11 35 364,336 261 2 1

SCHEDULE LXVL
Return stowing tbe action taken during 1896 in respect of Residential Leases.

Land Board District and 
Land District.

Number of 
Applications.

Aren
applied for

d*
C-O

ll
d r

Leases granted during 1800. Leases declared forfeited 
during 1806,

Leases current on
31st December, 1896.

c0
*■

£
3O

gs
*3 tc
a £ To

ta
l t

o 
be

 
de

al
t w

ith
.

■ 23
J 5
C.d

Zif
T

= £ o
u o _r o
II
c- S
&

No. Aren. Annual
Rent. No. Area. Annuo]

Rent. No. Area. Annual
Rent.

Armidale— a. r. p. a. r. p. £. a. d. a. r. j>. £ R. d. a. r. V £ s. d.
Armidale................... i 4 s no 0 u 2 2 4 80 0 0 8 10 0 ie 200 0 u 27 15 0

3 3 l 2 20 0 o 2 0 0 12 120 0 0 13 0 0
2 20 0 0 2 15 0

Glen Innes ................ i 1 10" 0 0 i 10 0 0 10 0 i 10 0 0 1 0 0 i 40 0 0 3 15 0
1 10 0 0 3 0 0

Bourke—
2 2 4 31 0 0 1 3 1 10 0 0 1 10 0
1 1 0 40 Q 0 4 40 0 0 7 0 0 ii 110 0 0 10 5 0

Cooma—
i 10 0 0 1 0 0
i 10 O n 2 n 0

3 3 80 0 0 3 i 7 3 21 3 0 0
1 *> 3 21 0 0 3 8 19 6 3 10 0

Queanbeyan ............ 1 1 10 0 0 1 1 10 0 0 1 10 0
Dubhn—

Dubbo......................... *1 10 0 0 2 10 I)
Forbes—

Forbes ..................... 1 1 20 0 0 1 20 0 0 1 10 0 6 70 0 0 13 S 0
5 60 0 0 11 6 n

*1 10 0 0 0 3 30 0 0 6 5 0
Goulburn—

J 1 20 0 o 1 1 10 0 0 2 0 0
1 1 5 0 0 1

1 1 20 0 0 I io 182 2 0 30 15 0
Grafton—

Bellingeo................... i 10 0 0 1 0 0
Moree— 1 1 20 0 0 1 6 34 0 0 7 0 0
Orange— o 5 7 100 o o 2 4 1 10 o o 10 0 0 69 2 21 9 5 0

Careoar....................... 4 8 7 100 0 0 4 3 30 0 0 3 0 0 12 m 3 17 12 15 0
1 1 10 o 0 1 3 30 0 n 3 in 0

3 14 17 214 0 0 2 13 2 16 2 0 2 0 0 59 200 3 391 35 3 5
3 3 00 0 0 1 o 20 0 0 2 0 0 a 30 0 0 3 0 0

2 «j 80 0 0 2 2 20 0 0 2 0 0
Tamworth— 2 2 4 40 0 0 4 2 20 0 0 4 0 0
Wagim Wagga—

2 20 o o 1 1
Gundagai................. . 10 11 21 34S 0 0 3 17 1 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 i o 0 ii 105 23 19 7 0
Tund>ariiml>a............ 2 2 4 55 2 0 4 1 10 0 0 1 5 0 5 50 0 0 6 5 0

1 1 2 40 o 0 2 2 20 0 0 2 0 0
4 4 S ieo 0 0 8 4 40 0 0 4 5 0

Wagga Wagga ......... 1 i 20 0 0 1
Total............ 53 60 100 1,570 2 0 13 77 17 21(5 2 0 22 0 0 10 93 0 0 16 10 0 170 1,706 3 121 261 13 5

* Land purchased at auction by lessee.

SCHEDULE LXVII.
Return showing Number, Area, and Rent of Snow Leases current on the 31st December, 1896, and of Snow Leases

granted and forfeited during 1896.

Land Board District Land District.
Leases granted during 1396. Lease? declared forfeited during 1896. Leases current on December 31st, 1890.

No. Area. Rent. No. Area. | Rent. No. Aren. Rent.

acres. £ fl. d. acres. £ B. d. acres. £ s. d.
19,390 133 0 3 i 5,930 24 14 2 17 61,300 621 7 0

W&esa Wages........ Tumut ...... . 3 2*; 100 50 4 3
Tumbarumba ...... 3 15,720 47 15 10 ................ j 5 27,270 102 17 1

Totals.......... S 35,020 1S1 1 1 i 5,930 j 24 14 2 25 112,070 774 8 4
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SCHEDULE LXVIII.
Eeturn showing Number and Area of Annual Leases applied for and granted under Section 33 of Crown Lands 

Act of 1889, and the number disallowed and withdrawn during 1896.

Land Hoard 
District.

Armidale

Bourke

Dubbo ..

Forbes.....

Goulburn

Grafton

Hay

Maitland

Land District.
No. of

Appli cations 
received dur

ing 1896.

Area applied for 
during 1896.

Armidale ...................... 29
a. i\ p,

18,254 0 0
Glen Innes...................... 37 23,393 0 0
luverell .......................... 26 16,833 0 0
Teutcrfield...................... 29 21,475 0 0
Walcha .......................... 19 13,301 0 0

Totals

Bourke ..............
Brcwarrina ........
Brewarrina, East. 
"Wilcannia

Totals

Coonamble.
Dubbo.......
Warren ,

Totals

Barmedman .................
Barmedman, East.........
Condobolin.....................
Forbes.............................
Grenfell.........................
Parkes .................. .. ..

Totals .............

Bega .............................
Bombala......................
Boorowa.........................
Braidwood.....................
Cooma.............................
Eden .............................
Goulburn .....................
Gunning .......................
Milton.............................
Moruya .........................
Moss Vale......................
Queanbeyan .................
Vasa ............................
Young..........................

Totals ..............

Bellingen .......................
Casino ...........................
Grafton .......... ...............
Kempsey ......................
Lismore ..........................
Port Macquarie..............

Totals ..............

Deniliquin .....................
Hillston and Hillston, 

North.
Hay and Hay, North ... 
Wentworth ., 1.............

Totals ..............

Cassilis .................
Dungog ................
Muswellbrook .....
Maitland ............
Newcastle ............
Paterson.................
"Raymond Terrace.
Scone ....................
Singleton ...............
Stroud..................
Taree ....................
Wollombi ............

Totals __

140

10

15
21

1

93,256 0 0

1,200 0 0 
1,280 0 0 

13,440 0 0

No ofApplientiom 
disallowed and

withdrawn duiTBg
inoludme 

applicutiotm nmdt 
dnriD? prrviom 

jean,

9
8

14
9
4

44

15,920 0 0

15,596 0 0 
11,000 0 0 

500 0 0

No. of AppLicntinn*
1 (LppimefL and in 1 
\irtuc of wtilth 
Leasi'fl p heen 

•.’ranted during 
189G, Including 

ippllcatiom made 
during previous

42
32
49
51
17

191

Area of Leases 
Grunted.

a. r. p. 
29,042 0 0 
20,835 0 0 
47,643 2 0 

131,094 0 0 
13,935 0 0

242,549 2 0

384 0 0
1,200 0 0

1,584 0 0

7
13

10,518 0 0 
6,848 0 0

37 27,000 0 0 11 20 17,364 0 0 182 7 11

3 1,756 2 0 2 1 644 2 0 2 13 9

9 9,080 2 0 8 7,796 0 0 37 10 0
4 1,530 3 0 3 1,193 3 0 13 7 7
4 501 0 0 3 3 1,241 0 0 14 5 0

1 960 0 0 7 0 8

20 12,928 o 0 5 16 11,835 1 0 75 3 0

50 27,093 3 0 2 51 26,646 3 0 147 4 9
31 17,509 3 20 11 29 18,438 0 0 104" 2 0
51 18,454 0 30 8 41 15,673 1 0 134 8 7
53 26,302 0 0 11 18,933 1 0 130 7 5

321 98,301 0 0 36 160 136,359 2 0 754 3 2
27 14,792 3 0 4 20 12,380 0 0 61 0 0
94 44,000 0 0 6 72 33,354 3 0 242 17 9
33 30,647 0 0 4 28 11,014 3 0 07 19 0
5 3,240 0 0 3 11 8,680 0 0 38 5 0

14 7,362 0 0 2 11 3,459 0 0 20 12 1
7 3,060 0 0 1 7 3,055 0 0 19 2 0

78 42,914 1 0 24 75 40,297 1 0 223 4 9
75 34,944 1 0 12 05 29,361 0 0 191 7 10
25 0,135 0 IP 13 16 4,593 0 10 53 10 5

670 354,816 0 20 117 031 362,225 2 10 2,188 11 3

6 1,437 0 0 1 12 0,190 0 0 22 7 11
97 77,674 0 0 3 66 55,077 1 0 413 15 3
54 22,605 0 0 7 82 38,608 1 0 211 8 10

7 2,736 2 0 1 4 2,560 0 0 8 0 0
8 1,288 3 0 1 5 1,019 0 0 ll 7 73 2,200 9 0 3 12 0,080 0 0 24 13 6

175 107,941 1 0 16 181 109,534 2 0 691 13 1

3 324 0 0 1 3 1,100 0 0 80 13 0
8 3,240 0 0 8 3 1,250 0 0 10 0 0

1 598 0 0 1 1 55 0 0 4 0 0
3 280 0 0 1 3 3,880 0 0 10 4 0

15 4,442 0 0 11 10 6,351 0 0 104 17 0

38 21,725 2 20 5 34 22,208 0 0 138 7 o
7 950 2 20 0 0 ],160 3 0 23 2 c

13 6,170 0 0 8 6 3,423 0 0 17 16 6
2 65 0 0 1 60 0 0 1 0 0
1 39 2 0 3 129 2 0 18 0 0o 170 0 0 1
4 500 0 0 1 85 1 20 1 8 5

20 14’, 204 1 0 3 22 19,566 1 0 104 13 2
6 1,675 0 0 2 7 1,995 0 0 14 0 10
7 5,375 0 0 2 25 ) 9,305 0 0 107 0 7

14 6,022 3 0 5 19 11,520 3 0 62 15 4
5 2,296 0 0 1 2 861 1 6 4 9 S

119 59,205 3 0 33 125 80,514 3 20 492 14 2

Kent.

£ a. d. 
191 12'11 
204 35 0 
275 19 2 
165 13 1 
102 IS 2

940 18 4

5 0 0 
18 13 4

23 13 4

121 15 8 
60 12 3
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SCHEDULE I/XVI1I—continued.

Land Board 
District. Land District.

Number of 
Applications 
received dur

ing 1B96.

Area applied for 
during 1896.

■No of Applictlintu I dl^htlowed jinH withdriiwn during l IWJfl, mcluHinK1 upplic^lirms madf durnu? previous )r«re.

X'o. of Application* approved, and in virluv Of which LrnnC-8 have hi'-en granted during 1R96, including application! made dutiop previous vrar*.

Area of Leases 
granted. Rent.

|
a. 1). a. r. p- £ s. d.

Moree ............. 6 3,319 ] 10 9 4,264 i 10 43 10 9
Moree.............................. n 71014 3 0 2 11 7,094 3 0 60 0 4
Walgett and Walgett 3 2,285 0 0 o 1 1,460 0 0 15 4 2

North.
Warialda ...................... 11 5,413 2 34 10 7 4,420 2 20 44 7 4

Totals ............. 31 18,032 3 4 14 23 17,239 2 30 163 2 7

Orange .......... Bathurst........................ 106 56,111 3 0 9 73 46,680 3 0 227 0 10
Careoar .......................... 6!) 35,585 3 33 15 42 28,231 2 0 165 10 0
Cowra.............................. IS 4,425 1 0 8 14 4,330 0 0 65 18 4
Lithgow......................... C7 29,271 1 0 5 37 20,950 2 0 99 7 4
Molong .......................... 30 14,783 1 0 12 17 9,576 2 0 70 19 0
Mudgee ......................... 37 13,835 3 0 4 41 14,057 i 0 87 1 9
Orange .......................... 22 4,706 0 Sir 2 18 3,211 2 0 47 18 11
Rylstone......................... 31 10,935 0 0 3 40 12,772 0 0 74 13 1
Wellington...................... 24 10,746 1 0 9 16 7,256 3 0 76 5 4

Totals .............. 394 180,400 o 1* 67 298 147,066 .3 0 914 14 7

Sydney .......... Nowra............................ S 4,120 0 0 17 8,723 0 0 22 10 0
6 5,180 0 0 6 3,515 0 0 11 10 0

Windsor.......................... 3 L920 0 0 1 3 1,920 0 0 6 0 0
1 36 ft ft

Totals .............. 18 11,256 0 0 1 26 14,158 0 0

o 
1

o

0

Tamworth...... Coonabarrabran ........... 19 9,581 0 0 3 22 12,040 2 0 53 19 2
Gunnedah ...................... 4 1,240 0 0 6 7 4,056 3 0 44 15 10
Murmrundi ................. G 2,750 0 0 1 2 1,100 0 0 11 7 6
Narrabri................... 30 18,298 2 0 17 19 19,172 2 0 135 19 2
Tamworth...................... (id 40,334 3 0 S 55 34,568 1 0 205 17 n

Totals .............. 124 72,204 1 0 35 105 - 70,938 0 0 451 19 7

Wagga Wagga. Albury .......................... 21 13,084 0 0 7 7 963 0 0 20 2 6
Cootamundra.................. 4 3,539 3 0 1 12 3,208 3 0 67 7 4
Gundagai ................... 1G 10,674 0 0 47 35 8,812 2 0 221 15 2
Narranderra .................. 5 1,120 0 0 5 4 1,370 0 0 25 0 0
Tumut.............................. 61 40,198 1 10 39 30 15,323 0 0 93 4 2
Tnmbarumba and Turn- 49 38,360 0 0 4 69 67,409 0 0 283 13 7

barumba North. s 7 100 o ft 3
Wagga Wagga.............. H 1,254 3 0 13 8 1,140 0 0 48 9 4

Totals .............. 175 115,330 3 10 119 105 98,232 1 0 749 12 1

Grand Total...... 1,928 1,072,830 0 35i 476 1,799 1,179,593 1 20 7,019 6 11

SCHEDULE LXIX.
Retuk^ showing Areas offered by Auction and Tender as Annual Leases under 8-jl.h section of the Crown Lands

Act of 188i, and Area and Rent of such Leases granted.

Land Hoard District 
and Laud District.

No. of 
Lots 

offered.
Area

offered.
Area 

of Leases 
granted.

Rent Land Board District 
and Land District.

No. of 
Lots 

offered.t

Area
offered.

Area 
of Leases 

| granted.
Renti

Armidale— a. r. p, acres. £ B. d. Maitland— a, r. p. acres. £ 9. d.
5 2 255 0 0 Maitland ............... 3 1,248 0 0
3 L390 0 0 Scone ...................... 3 149 1 0 67£ 2 0 0
4 ijseo o o Moree—

Bourte—
Walgett.................. 1 115 0 0 115 8 12 G

Brcwarrina ......... 9 4,128 0 0 ......... . 4 1ft 0
Dubbo— Careoar .................. 6 494 2 25 476 38 15 1

£0 20,910 0 0 1,350 11 15 0 Lithgow.................. 2 335 0 0 335 5 16 0
Molong .................. 4 518 0 0 518 14 1 4

Goulburn—
Braidwood ............... i 31 212 Mudgee .................. 19 3,123 0 0 1.393 55 2 0

Boorowa .................. i 1,200 0 0 1,200 10 10 0 I 290 0 0 290 8 10
Goulburn..................
Queanbevan.............

i
i

750 0 0 
450 0 0

750
450

74 5 0 
16 0 0 Wagga Wagga—

1 1 740 o ft
Yaes......................... 14* 18,498 0 0 1,490 4 13 1 a i ftS7 ft ft

Grafton—
Bellingen................. 1 1,230 0 0 Totals .............. 101 65,102 137 8,6894 254 10 0
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SCHEDULE LXX.
Bettten showing Number, Area, and Rental of Annual Leases notified as Lapsed and Cancelled during 1896.

Lapsed. Cancelled. -

No. Area. Rent. No. Area. Rent.

tt. I. p. £ s. a. a. r. p. £ b. d.

919 715,082 0 0 4,485 3 10 117 83,917 3 33 460 17 6

SCHEDULE LXXL
RiriTETr showing Number, Area, and Rental of Annual Leases current on 31st December, 1896.

land Board District and 
Land District.

Number. |
Area. Rent. Land Board District and i 

Laud District. 1 Number. Area. Rent.

Eastern Division. • Cbnteal Division.
Armidale— a. r. p. £ t. d. Dubbo— | a. T. P- £ B. d.

Armidale ......... 222 167,688 3 20 1,181 18 4 Coonamble ........... 31 31,763 0 0 387 3 6
129 78,989 1 0 626 5 8 Dubbo ................... 144 136,117 2 0 1,070 13 0
189 203,7] 7 2 0 1.201 19 4 18 18,870 0 0 235 3 4
363 247A37 3 0 1^426 10 11 32 22,579 2 20 301 19 2

Walcba.................. 82 08,991 0 0 410 8 11
Goulburn— Forbes—■

68 32,240 1 6 232 17 11 12 10,532 0 0 37 3 8
70 42,487 3 20 306 IS X 19 16,056 0 0 225 19 6

149 88T68 1 0 456 11 0 18 6,896 0 22 61 7 4
140 60,678 1 0 485 12 7 42 24,753 3 26 255 11 5
327 222,322 0 0 1,327 3 9 10 7,326 1 0 36 2 10

Eden....................... 28 i4im 0 0 ' 79 13 4
G-oulburn ............... 287 127,716 0 30 1,050 4 3 May—
Gunning ........... 152 56,285 0 38 463 13 7 Balranald {South}.. 4 1,541 0 0 13 16 5

21 13 277 0 0 71 11 0 43 23,669 2 0 935 9 4
43 2 28 119 6 8 Hay .I......................... 23 12,797 1 0 144 16 6

. 3G 24,877 0 0 131 6 11 54 41,800 3 0 271 3 7
Queanbejnn........... 133 76,064 1 22 435 17 5
Yaga 143 76,382 1 0 452 16 0 Moree—

69 20,789 1 2G 225 19 7 33 18,586 0 30 121 11 3
Grafton— Moree ...... ........... 60 35,517 3 0 322 2 3

28 8,490 0 0 109 0 1 Walgett................... 12 8,574 0 0 129 14 1

288 20E545 3 15 1,443 11 1 22 19,901 0 0 139 2 10
Grafton. ..,*44*4.,..., 341 195j072 2 36 961 11 8
Kempsey ............... 32 22,936 1 O 90 7 7 Tamworth—
Ijismore ............... 11 1,374 1 35 16 10 1 Coonabarrabran ... 87 74,385 3 0 363 15 10
Port Macquarie ... 60 36,883 0 0 143 19 2 Gunnedah............... 53 38,478 0 0 412 12 5

Maitland— Narrabri ............... 114 102,4.11 2 32 690 2 4
Caseilis......... . ..... 407 225,751 1 O 1,350 10 9
Dungog................... 6 1.706 3 0 15 12 8 VVftffsa VVaffjra—

3 1,100 0 0 8 5 0 8 1,666 0 0 44 9 11
Maitland ............... 3 '601 O O 23 0 0 NiHTfmdera ......... 44 ] 6,538 2 20 520 4 6

Muswellbrook....... 69 37,226 1 0 236 19 9 Tumbarumba ___ 97 - 93,012 0 0 420 5 1
Newcastle.............. 3 138 0 0 17 0 7 Tumbarumba (N)... 12 11,744 0 0 85 18 8

Paterson ............... 31 14,211 2 0 90 5 10 Tumut ................... 04 33,281 2 0 213 2 2
Ttaymond Terrace... 1 85 1 20 1 8 5 Urana ................ 9 6,748 0 0 112 7 6

206 154,678 3 0 913 7 7 Wassa Wagga....... 18 5,295 2 0 99 15 1
15,146
74,05898 0 0 414 11 1 Totals ........... 1,073 819,882 3 30 7,051 13 6

37,512
9,923Wollombi,,,..,,,,... 17 1 0 52 4 6

Orange—
Bathurst .............. 761 441,328 2 33 2,767 1 11
Careoar.................. 573 369,476 2 19 2,232 17 0 Wbstehn Division.
Cowra 95 42,139 3 O 578 2 1 Bourke—■

247 142,059 0 0 733 15 5 16 13,065 0 0 64 2 6
162 79,986 2 10 600 8 10 Brewarrina ......... . 14 13,914 0 0 151 14 8

Mudgee.................. 570 283,214 3 39 1,721 9 3 Cobar......... . 11 21,120 0 0 06 0 0
212 88,920 3 36 679 10 9 2 2,780 0 0 26 19 2
375 187^201 0 0 1,124 14 6 6 11,520 0 0 16 4 0

"Wellington .......... 432 280,298 1 O 2,068 1 2
Sydney— Hay—

1 150 0 0 1 10 0 Balranald............... 2 820 0 0 3 13 0
04 31,693 0 0 178 2 0 Hay (North) 10 5,150 0 0 81 8 0
11 5J200 O 0 31 10 0 5 6,187 0 0 18 4 0

Pieton ............. . 86 5E477 3 0 253 9 0
Windsor ..... . 0 3,220 O 0 15 13 0 Moree—

Tamworth— Wulgofct (North) ... 9 11,745 0 0 94 14 2

Murrurundi........... | GO 29,207 2 0 263 2 7
191,212 0 1 1,097 14 7 Totalg .......... 75 86,301 0 0 522 19 6

■ Wagga Wagga—■
J 262

40 13,588 1 O 142 2 11 Eastern Division ...... 8,440 4,967,079 0 17 32,579 2 7
Cootamundra ...... 75 34'634 1 16 419 8 1 Central DiTision ....... 1,073 819,882 3 30 7,651 13 6
Gundagai............. 81 25,346 1 7 083 7 10 Western Division ....... 75 86,301 0 0 523 19 6

Totals .......... 8,440 4,967,079 0 17 32,579 2 7 Grand Totals ... 9,588 5,873,263 0 7 40,753 15 7

Ill—L
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SCHEDULE LXXIL
Eeturs- showing the Number, Area, and Rental of Permissive Occupancies current on 31st December, 1896.

Land Board District. No. Area. Annual Rental. Land Board. District.

■Armidule ........... ................. 15
a. r. p.
'3d 3 26

£ s. d. 
18 2 0

Bourke ...... ....................... 13 521 2 0 45 8 5
Dubbo ................................. a 31 1 0 1 10 0
Goulburn ............................. 36 671 0 20 34 18 0
Grafton..................... . .... 81 G7-t 0 O 96 8 0
Hav .................................... 11 45 2 11 14 10 0
Maitland ............................. 159 67 2 5 178 9 0

Area, Annual Rental.

ft. r. p. £ s. d.
384 0 U 36 1 0

8 0 19 13 0 0
1.870 2 10 744 12 10

2 0 0 6 11 0
82 3 0 44 4 6

4,391 1 11 1,233 14 9

SCHEDULE LXXIIt.
Newcastle Pasturage Resehte. ■

Retuus showing, up to 31st December, 189S, the state of Applications to Purchase under the Newcastle Pasturage
Reserve Acts.*

Total number 
of Applications 

received.

Number of Applications 
in which sale has been 
gazetted or disallowed. Total area of 

Applications gazetted 
for sale.

Total amount 
of

purchase
money.

Applications declared 
forfeited 

i for non-receipi, 
of int-talmcnt money *

Applications 
to purchase in which 

purchase money 
hay been paid m full.

Applications now 
current,*

Sale
gazetted. Disallowed. No. Purchase

money. No. Purchase
money. No. Purchase

money,

1,169 964 205
a. r. p,

226 1 174

£ 1
61,314 64

£ 8. 
3,891 17 302

£ s.
19,216 19 598

£ 8. 
38,205 3

AU action in connection with these purchases wag suspended from November, 1895, to 20th November, 1S0B, under the Newcastle Pastnraire Art* Amend, 
ment Act of 1S!>5, find all purchases standuifj good at tho time of passing of the Act were brought under same. *

SCHEDULE LXXIY.
Return of Lauda resumed duriug 189G under the 105th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884 and the 41st

section of the Crown Lands Act of 1889.
Originally dedicated or reserved for—

Public School site »«a ....
» ........ .
li ...........
tt ....... .

.......
Itpclia-uics1 Institute site 
General Cemetery...... .

Public Part .......

Public Recreation
tt
tt
tt
?t
>t

Racecourse...............
if .........

Cricket Ground.......
Show Ground.,..,,...

..........
Permanent Common

It

„ eitension.
Public "Watering Place............
Water Supply ........................

Total.

Place. Area,

a. r. p-Kingston ............... 2 0 0
Meiyla .................. 2 0 0
Tareutta, Upper ... 2 0 0
Trajere .................. 2 0 0
Yanko, Upper ...... 2 0 0
Bubbo . ............ 0 1 0
Gundurimba.......... 14 0 0

Hanging Rock...... 3 3 0
Hill End .............. 7 2 0
Roorooma............. 8 1 8
Nundle........*...... . 7 2 0
Singleton . 23 0 29
Westmead............ 29 0 3S
Wentworth .......... 10 2 13
luverell...,........ .. 114 0 0

Drake (Fairfield).. 11 0 0
Forbes .................. 134 2 0
Kiama .................. 2 2 0

.......... 4 .4 . ..
IVIenindie ..... .......

2 0 0
320 0 0

Xenterfield ........... 1 3 171
West Jkempsev...... 180 0 0

Cootamundra ...... 160 0 0
Gooloogong .......... 173 0 0

Deniliquin .......... 10 0 0
Forbes .................. 23 3 10
Roglan .................. 10 0 0
Bogabri........ . 732 0 0

Merriwa .............. 1,000 0 0
Singleton .............. 1,000 0 0

y> ........ . ■ ■ .. 1,000 0 0
Gumley Gnmley ... 125 0 0
Rand wick.............. 9 2 37

5,178 2 RKi

How disposed of.
----------------------------- y—

]
! To be Bold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown 
f Lands Acts. '

Part rededioated, the remainder reserved for Temporary 
Cornmon.

Redcdieafced with increased area.
") To be sold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown 
j Lands Acts.
Rededicatcd with increased area. ■
) To be sold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown 
j Lands Acts.
Rededioated with inoressed area.
(So acres dedicated for Public Recreation, the remainder 

reserved for Police purposes,
"j To be eold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown 
i Lands Acts.
| Included in Show Ground.

Dedicated for Racecourse.
Rededioated as 1 ac. 0 rd. 38‘4 per.
90 acres dedicated for Racecourse, the remainder reserved for 

Temporary Cornmon.
Rcdedicated wish a view to issue of new deed.
I02i acres rcdedicated, the remainder reserved for Temporary 

Common. '
Dedicated for Athletic Sports,

) To be sold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown 
) Lands Acts.
69S ac. 1 rd. 3T per. rededioated, the remainder reserved for 

Racecourse.

i The greater part of these areas was made available for 
) settlement.
Reserved for access and leased.
To be sold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown 

Lands Acts.

SttMMART.
Year. Number of Resumpltom. Area resumed.

1895 ........................................................................ 31
33

a. r, p.

• 1896............................................................ 2 351
•



■SCHEDULE LXXY.
Eetuen of Bcserves from Sale notified during 1896.

Land Board District.
Access. CP.

Gold-Held.
Conditional

Sale. Mining
rending' 
completion 

of exchange.

Pending
Subdivision.

Preservation 
and growth 
of Timber.

Recrea
tion. Kailway. School. Temporary

Common.

Travelling 
Stock and 
Camping

V illage and 
Suburban 
Settlement.

Water
Supply,

Other Public 
Purposes.

than 
Auction 
Sale only.

Totals,

Ko. Area (No. Area. No- Area. No Area. No, Area. iSo | Area* | No. | Area. No j Area. No j AtCT.- J No.|Area.jNo | Area. (No | Area. No| Area. No. Area. |No Area |No. j Area | NO. | Area.

12 1,797 3 0,338 5 1,201 10 4,458 8 92,970 i 1,050 4 71 i 12 i 2 4 2,918 19 7,353 i 620 0 851 12 697
312

442,455

3 695 93 121,533
3,236

1,248,145
75,668

1 162 1 29 i 3 2 2,730
19 31,583 "i 15,850 23 3,019

762

4
i 198

9
15S21 7.850

1,293
323

10 69,048 ii 7,667 3 8,593 22 630,204 2 9,830 5 1,459 y 12,417 6 7,964 2S
4 2 1,250 2 425 6 2,044 10 18,670 7 20,480 1 10 a 24 ] io 5 4,796 30 24,574 ... 8 7 403 5 927 91
7 3 33,000 7 63,856 1 945 1 2,725 6 3,962 6 92 2 900 6 47 6 5,406 7 418!... 7 505 35 800 6 973 100 115,952

14,3743 17 4 2.760 6 2,578 2 4,032 6 277 1 22 1 10 4 2,990 2 1,050 ... 5 276 14 303 1 59 49

■fTft.x- ................... o 177 i S9 6 7,654 7 843,050 7 25 846 2 51 2 320 15 62,270 4 2,671 13 34,219 4 Ijiati 63 982,483
7 176 17 2,221 5 22,0101 2 

207,7141 3
2,950 3 30 2 G5-3 2 1,450 8 593

"5S7
12 279 25 3,2*38

'3 1,027
83 33,630

327,282
504,54415 6,117 1 440 22 49,291 19 19,487 19 9,330 2 £9 i 31,0 1 5 2 159 34 27,051 2 3 2,365

2,715
12 3,340

977
139

3 881 11 254,297 2 360 24 187,698 5 1,745 8 6,291' ... 2 13h 2 111 1 7 9 21,391 32 27,418
"‘22

15 8 2 5U8 124
1 1 3 340 6 506 3 1 1 41 5 3S8 i 11 1,226 31 4,121 4 174 66

22 E,307
2,515

& 10,315 2 145 2S 22,897 19 170,87! 5 237,260 2 1,228 1 25 1 8 5 4,370 25 43,670
883

4 67&&o 27 7,192
6,730

3 310 149 509,148
WaRSa..... 16 2 23 2 17 6,601 5 1,540 17 6,654 17 19,368 6 3,834 9 120 1 10 £ 6 8 3,680 18 5,891 3 9 379 21 151 58,498

113 26,457 27 305,022 61 127,233 43 262,850 116 79.548 125 2,021,82! 41 318,574 49 4,038 22 14,515 16 139 55 58,179 214 232,75!d 9 17,973jllO 20,600 237 504,787 S3 6,007 1,275 1,001,315

oo
SCHEDULE LXXVI. - w

REXUEif of Reserves from Sale revoked during 1896.

Land-Board District.
Access.

Other than 
Auction 
Sale.

C.P.
Cold-field.

Conditional
Sale,

Conditional 
Lease, and 

Annual Lease.

Pending
Subdivision.

Preservation
of

Timber.

Public
Build
ings.

Recreation, Bail way, School. Temporary
Common.

Travelling 
Stock and 
Camping.

Village and 
Suburban 
Settlement.

Water Supply Other Public 
Purposes,

Tracts or Areas 
previously 

notified as not 
a\ ailable 

for settlement 
until sun ey 
effected, &c.

Totals.

No. Area. No Area. No. Area. No. Area. No Area. No, Area. No Area. No Area No. Area. No Area No. Area No. Area. No. Area, No- Area. Ko- Area. No* Area. Ko. Arear.

11 2,378 2 510 3 7,934 8 1,705 4 7,733 1 2 20 10.931 i 1 7 1,510 26 7,508 4 2,331 39 19,426 is 557 4 81,100 148 149,679

2 36,791 2 21 3 6.521 9 7,709 25 36,024 4 1,026 8 5,973 5 1,729 3 23,278 61 119,073

6 4,015 6 3,693 2 801 5 5,785 4 17,160 i 1 1 30 19 34 93 J 13 20,366 51 66,413 3 12,150 36 21,253 6 1,246 20 644,402 173 832,248

18 4^093 2 1,912 2 . 2,ose 3 748 2 12 1 11,200 2 78 15 43,920 i 10 10 1,790 44- 62,553 26 33,138 11 6,540 7 12,106 144 183,219

1 ' 1 4 903 6 31,125 1 30 10 13,020 8 345 5 3,922 Is 83 16 1,810 16 2,871 4 447 20 3,738 25 2,467 121 63,702

1 40 2 29 6 10,039 3 11 2 204 5 161 1 5 4 3,043 7 1,311 7 2,906 8 1,332 15 2,233 61 21,364

2 744 17 4,28^ i 172 S 3,736 1 2 1 5,9S0 ] 32 7 203 33 67,775 3 2,265 52 4?,099 31 11,001 h 819,160 168 963,455

2 350 4 261 3 4,746 7 3,592 ... 2 15 6 10,725 1 20 4 2,093 7 2,570 2 746 11 871 19 1,478 4 28,410 72 55,877

6 8,036 5 2,683 1 2,100 4 10.237 2 10,990 2 2,760 ... 12 25,132 3 2,436 45 41,171 s 1,741 52 32,986 15 44,861 5 55,200 155 240,336

1 4S0 1 408 35 167,128 16 90,170 3 2,355 1 140 1 •40 14 42,116 1 6 15 37,258 53 C0,822 6 2,624 34 10,579 25 6,229 1 1,000 206 411^355

2 49 1 29 1 40 5 9,791 ] 2.200 J 6 2 1,184 1 70 1 22 3 108 17 9,096 35 22,595

13 5,239 & 1.399 3 840 10 368,520 5 2,151 7 60,190 8 2,746 59 57,649 2 8,628 54 43,650 45 18,327 11 59,816 222 629,125

Wagga Wagga..... 4 2*850 19 11668 13 6,339 3 823 3 1,442 10 8,715 1 9 ... 4 1,139 3 96 9 1,884 36 11,261 4 1,426 92 100,251 21 15,104 6 6,365 228 159,372

56 25,867 75 19,650 62 217,037 35 147,706 29 23,198 71 456,436 6 23 24 2,837 112 253,873 13 259 106 84,032j403 407,998 42 36,313 435 321,454 253 120,868 72 1,730,837 1,794 3,853,460

CJO
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SCHEDULE LXSVII.

Return of Reserves from Lease and License, Annual Lease, &c., notified during 1896.

Land Board District.
Access.

Pending
Sub

division.
Re

Creation, Roads.
Preserva
tion and 

Growth of 
Timber.

Travelling 
Stock ana 
Camping,

Water
Supply.

Annual
and

Homestead
Lease.

Annual 
Lease for 

Temporary 
Common.

Lease
Generally,

Other
Public

Purposes.
Totals.

c£ Area. * Area, o
55

Area, 6 Area. c'A Area. dA Area. c Area. 55 Area. dA Area. d
55 Area. £ Area. 6A Area,

Armidale.............. 1 7 3 61,700 2 12 ... i 601 2 39S i ii 3 11,025 4 2,918 2 1,170 5 174 24 78,016Bourke ............... 1 8 4 1,961 37 95,120 5 40,800 6 21,529 3 12,186 3 527 59 172,131Bubbo.................. 3 23,849 3 435 1 1,280 2 1,140 6 92,763 6 7,900 12 442,307 33 669|740
Forbes ............... 1 13,035 2 Sd 1 140 3 1,226 8 36,829 5 4,726 3 71 23 56^112
(3-oulburn ........... i 5 2 665 1 14 2 639 3 2,220 2 18 11 3^561
Grafton ................. ... 1 80 1 190 3 2,900 5 aji7o
Hav.......................... 2 43 4 415 1 60 1 1,300 8 102,532 3 4,200 2 11,640 i 100 22 120,350Maitland ............ 5 1,284 2 1,633 2 1,450 2 9 11 4^376
Moree.................. 3 SG 11 589 9 2,763 2 56,667 2 159 1 24 28 00|288
Orange .............. 1 120 15 4,231 5 316 3 1,430 9 4,722 8 2,356 2 9 43 is'isiSydney .............. ... 1 1,840 1 2,196 2 4,036Tamworth ........... 4 2,572 1 5 ... 3 820 4 7,164 4 3,730 16 14,’291
Wagga Wagga ... 1 10 1 26 ... 3 1,186 10 38,468 7 3,494 .„ 22 43,184

12 2,836 7 98,584 4 27 2oj 3,511 2 606 8oj 108,027 14 4,257 53 389,950 54 60,014 16 29,192 32 445,434 299 1,142,438

SCHEDULE LXXVIII.

Return of Reserves from Lease and License revoked during 1896.

Land Board District.
Access, Alining. Roads and 

Crossing.

AnnualorOccupationLirensflfurTpunporaryCummon.

Suburban
Settlement.

Travelling
Stock
and

Camping.
Village. Water

Supply,
Conditional 
Lease and 

Annual 
Lease,

Other
Public

Purposes.
Totals.

6A Area, §, Area. d55 Area. 1 Area, 6A Area. 6k Area. d
*

Area, d
A

Area. d
A

Area. & Area, 6A Area;

Amidalo................. i 640 9 2,800 6 1.355 i 558 3 128 7 7,584 26 13,065Bourke.................... 17 14,416 10 12,041 7 2,780 3 2,605 1 10,240 21 36,610 59 78,692Bubbo ..... ............... 5 287 10 53,042 ... 5 5,788 20 59T17Forbes ................ . 13 5,161 ... ... 7 2,555 20 7i716Goulburn................. ... 11 9,487 1 90 2 619 25 34,426 39 44,622Grafton ................. ... ... 4 3,868 i 450 2 ' 7 7 ^325Hav .......................... 3 225 ... 4 1,173 i 188 3 4,355 26 1,597 37 13^538Maitland .................. D 3,958 1 210 1 80 7 4,248Moree ...................... 2 64 1 38 3 2,436 4 1,380 1 2,800 10 25,253 21 31,961Orange....................... 1 150 2 23 20 35,727 ... i 723 2 184 3 1,695 9 3,041 38 41,643Sydney..................... 1 314 1 314Tamworth ............... 2 48 i 87 7 43,843 3 937 1 1,660 4 940 15 18,691 33 66,206Wagga Wagga.......... 2 111 5 230 ... 11 2,421 i 75 4 597 45 12,863 68 16,297
8 477 3 663 9 523 105 175,282 10 12,041 36 10,346 10 5,218 16j 20,044 7 2,635 172 154,416 376 381,644

SCHEDULE LXXIX.

Return of Dedications for Religious and Public Purposes during the year 1896.

Purpose oi Dedication. No. of 
Dedications. Area dedicated

Peripftnenfc Commons............................. 2
a. r. p. 

1,408 1 34
Eacecourses.............................................. 8 1,031 1 0
Public Recreation .................................. 17 303 0 24T’„
Public School sites.................................. 106 209 2 31i
General Cemeteries .............................. 23 159 2 14i
Show Grounds ................ ..................... 4 28 2 3
Public Keservoir.................... ................ 1 - 12 2 30
Hospital Sites ........................................ .. 2 12 0 0
Athletic Sports .......... ............ .
Mechanica’ Institute Sites......................

1 10 0 0
10 2 3 23$

Accommodation House .......................... 1 2 0 0
Preservation of Graves .......... ............... 3 1 0 34
Public Recreation and Access .............. 1 1 0 13
Public Jjftnding Place ......... ................ 1 0 2 36$
Town Hall and Council Chambers Sites 2 0 2 20

Total.............................. 182 3,183 3 25$

! * 1

Religious Purposes. No. of 
Dedications. Area dedicated.

Eoman Catholic Church and Presby tery 
Site .................................................. i

a, r. p.

10 0
Church of England Church Site.......... i 0 3 38

Total for Religious Purposes 2 1 3 38

Total for General Purposes 182 3,183 3 25$

Grand Total.............. 184 3,185 3 23J
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SCHEDULE LXXX.
Betuhn of Special Areas proclaimed during 1896.

Lend Board 
District, Land District,

Within Population 
Area or

Suburban Lands.
Country Lands.

Land Board 
District. Land District.

Within Population 
Area or

Suburl>an Lands.$
Country Lands,

No. Area. No. ' Area. No. Area. No. Area,

a* r. P’ a. r. P- a, r. p. a. T, P-

Armidale ....... 12 95 i 0 1 97 o o
6 877 3 0 i 76 3 11 6 1 271 o 0
2 77 O 20 i 101 3 38 6 2397 3 o

Molong.......... i 154 0 30 4 358 i 0
2 599 o 0 1 72 1 0 1 o o
2 786 o 0 1 490 0 6

Forbes ........... 3 339 2 o 2 567 1 0
Forbes .......... i 7 o 13 3 4.066 i 0
Parkes........... 5 297 i 20 1 1,230 0 0 Tamivorth ... Gunnedah ... 5 653 2 30 1 40 0 0

Murrurimdi .. 2 116 1 11
(Joulburn ...... Bega.............. 1 130 0 0 6 2 480 o

Tam wortli ... 2 432 3 0
G-rafton ....... Lismore ...... 1 161 0 0 2 968 0 0

1 40 0 0 Wagga Wagga 3 610 ? o
Corona ...... 8 3,681 0 0

1 59 0 0 4 2,642 2 o
Deniliquin ... 2 2,424 0 0 Tfrana ........... 5 893 0 0

Wagga Wagga 7 ] ,623 3 0
1 208 0 0

Gosford ...... 3 68 3 17
Singleton...... ....... 1 678 2 0

Moree ........... Moree ........... 3 840 2 0 Total ....... 38 2,612 0 19 82 30,199 2 20

Ghand Total

Number,

120
Area.

a. r. p. 
32,811 2 31)

SCHEDULE LXXXI.
JliiTUnx of Homestead Selection Areas notified during 1896.

Land Board 
District. Laud District No. of 

Blocks. Area. Land Board 
District. Land District. No. of 

Blocks. Area.

a. r. p. a. r. P-

55 5,844 0 10 Caesilia ...................... 39 3,035 3 0
s tns :i u 25 3,377 1 0

33 1<? n4S o n 56 4'478 3 30
3 L2S0 o o Muswellbrook ......... 4 768 1 0

14 2,944 1 0 3 589 0 0
Paterson .................. 27 4,989 2 0

17 14,483 3 20 Sinelelon .................. 35 2,258 0 14
30 2”815 2 17 Stroud ...................... 8 6,850 3 0

TlnMin * s 300 0 10 Walgett...................... 15 14,928 0 0
Dubbo ...................... 81 35,032 1 13

45 16,119 3 O Cowra ...................... 17 184 3 30
Lithgow...................... 3 579 1 10

3 1,814 0 0 Molong ...................... 20 3,918 3 35
7 1 0 Mudgee...................... 53 6,312 1 26

Grenfell..................... 16 7,414 3 2
13 . 10,696 1 0 Sydney............. Campbelltown...... . 72 3,183 3 20

Liverpool .................. 57 5,237 1 0
15 2,609 3 0 Penrith...................... 28 1,136 3 10
12 812 1 38 Pieton ...................... 11 521 0 0
4 0 0 Windsor ................. 22 911 2 10

Gunning .................. 6 893 2 0
4 579 2 0 Gunnedah.................. 45 11,032 2 0

Queimbcyan.............. i 945 0 0 Tamworth................. 9 2,447 1 0
Yass .......................... 10 1,083 0 0

25 5,409 0 35 ’Wagga Wagga ... Albury ...................... 37 920 1 38
Cootamundra ......... 28 0,347 1 10

3 625 0 0 Corowa..................... 35 11,919 3 31
7 1,072 2 0 Harrandera .............. 56 32,173 1 0

10 211 3 0 Tumut ...................... 2 957 1 0
Urana ...................... 63 26,861 2 0

TTflv . 3 3,098 3 0 Wagga Wagga.......... 73 28,560 0 0
Deniliquin................. 15 5,912 2 0
Hay .......................... 18 9,453 2 0
Hilleton..................... 20 7,360 1 32 Total .............. 1,335 347,639 0 15
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SCHEDULE LXXXII.
Retubn of Settlement Lease Areas notified during 1896.

Land Board District. Land District.

Armidale 

Bourke .

Dubbo..,.

Forbes..,,

Goulbura 

Hay........

Armidale .,
Inverell.....
Waloba
Bourke .....
Brewarrina
Cobar..........
Wilcannia,. 
Coonamblc 
Dubbo .....
Nj'ugan.....
Warren .... 
Bnrmedmau 
Condobolin
Grenfell.....
Boorowa ,.
Cooma .....
Balranakl .. 
Denilinum,,
If ay .........
HUlston......

No. of 
Farms. Area. Land Board District.

a. r. p-
2 7,450 0 0 Maitland..............
0 9,180 0 0
2 16,610 0 0 Mores ..................
7 63,213 0 0
i 5,980 0 0
7 66.970 0 0
1 10,238 0 0

17 56,805 0 0 Tamworth ..........
14 55,654 0 0
32 163,883 0 0
35 103,292 2 0
28 76,392 3 0
23 82,372 2 10 WaggaWagga ...

31,726 3 0
2 5,229 0 0
1 1,850 0 0

14 71,180 0 0
1 1,587 1 0
» 32,088 3 0

38 96,251 0 0

Land District. No. of 
fanns. Area.

A
Wollombi.................. 6 12,955

Bingara ...................... 12 50,578
Morce ...................... 54 144,632
Walgett...................... 31 86,218
Warialda .................. 21 60,174

Coonabarrabran ....... » 128,779
3

Narrabri .................. 50 240^662
Tamworth.................. 1 2,112

Cootatnundra .......... 1 2,615
Xarrandera .............. 4 17,974
Urana ...................... 6 10,487
Wagga Wagga.......... 1 421

Totals .......... 481 1,719,391

0 0 
3 0 
3 0 
2 0
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
0 0

2 0 
0 0 
2 0 
2 0

1 10

SCHEDULE LXXXIIL
IlrETTJiiN showing number of Trespasses on Crown Lands reported during 1896, and action taken thereon under the

provisions of the Crown Lands Acts.
Ifumbor of cases not disposed of at end of 1805 .........................................................................................  4i\
If umber of eases reported by the Crown Lands Bailiffs durimr 1800 ........................................................... 524

u r . . . -----INumber or prosecutions in which convictions were obtained ...................................................................... 34
Ifumber of prosecutions in which cases were dismissed ...... ....... .........................       2
Trespasses abated after notice, without legal proceedings bt' the Department..........................................  513
Cases of reported trespass in which, after investigation, it was found that no proceedings were necessary 31)
Humber of cases referred to other Departments for action ......... . ..... .......................................... ........... 22
Cases in which fiction was suspended by tho Department pending investigation of application to be

placed in legal occupation .......................................................................................................................... 34
Cases not disposed of at end of year ........................................................ ......................................... 321

----- 965

SCHEDULE LXXXIV.. 

Pabt A.
Eetuen Bhowing Xuinber, Area, and Rental of Pastoral Leases granted under tbe Church and School Lands

Dedication Act of 1880, current on 81st December, 1896,

Land Board District, Land District. No. Area. Rent.

Goulburn ............................... 53
47

4>
63

5
52

105

a. r. p.
15,964 2 36
71,954 0 0

174 0 20
84,846 3 O

948 3 31
27,406 3 23
42,775 3 17

£ s. d.
622 0 2
582 19 9

6 16 0
1,202 5 3

23 0 0
549 19 4 *

2,848 11 1

Maitland.......... .......................

Orange ....................................

Maitland......................................
Stroud.......................................

Totals ......................

Oarcoar .....................................

329 244,071 1 7 5,835 11 7

Part B.
Return showing Number, Area, and Rental of Agricultural Leases granted under tho Church and School Lands

Dedication Act, current on 31st December, 1896.

Land Board District. Land District. No. Area. Rent.

ft. r. p. £ s. d.
Goulbura ...................... ....... Braidwood .................................. 28 753 3 11 95 13 2
Maitland.................................. 10 740 0 0 ■Jin 17 in

Maifland............. ....... ........... .. 5 11 1 23 5 16 0
Stroud.......................................... 103 5,481 2 O 837 7 7

Metropolitan .......................... 139 0 0 13 18 0
Picton ..... ........................ ........... 2 3 111 100

Orange ..................... ............ 65 977 2 0 228 18 2
Carcoar ...................................... 92 2,347 1 27 439 10 3

Totals ...................... 328 10,453 3 32 1,738 1 0
 . .



SCHEDULE LXXXV,
Paet A.

Eetuhit showing Mineral Leases granted under the Church and School Lauds Mining Acts of 18SS-9, current on 31st December, 1S96, and of applications received, refused, leases
granted, cancelled, and expired during 1896.

Land Board District 
and Land District.

NunVber of Appli
cations,

Area of 
outstanding 
Applications.

Area
applied for 

during 1&9G.
Total Area.

Applications 
declined or with

drawn.

*1

£4
c"? 
p ^

■pi

Incases granted during 1S9G. Leases cancelled during 1896. Leases expired during 1896. Leases current on 31st December, 
■1896.

fccC U5
is
i!
o'"

<6
■gs> i-t
'E to
S.2

■B

“3
©H

to .P l£1
IS
■§ E
^ £ c

o'
■SS5
> i—*’5 st v c
As*CJ

To
ta

l.

No. Area, Rent. No. Area, Kent. No. Area. Rent. No. Area. Rent.

a. r. p. ft, r. p. a. r. p- a, r. P- £ 6. d. Be r, p. £ s. d. a. r- p. £ s. d. a. r, P- £ s. d.
Maitland—

3 192 3 1 60 1 2
Orange—

2 2 no rt o 50 o o 1 1 1 1 20 0 0 6 0 0
Carcoar............... 14 14 920 0 0 920 0 0 14 1 40 0 0 10 0 0 2 71 1 0 17 17 6

Totals........... ... 16 16 ........... jo7o 0 0 970 0 0 1 1 15 1 40 0 0 10 0 0 ... 6 234 0 1 82 18 8

Pabt B.

Eeturh' showing Gold Leases granted under the Church and School Lands Mining Acts of 18SS-9, current on 31st December, 1896, and of applications received, refused, leases
granted, cancelled, and expired during 1896.

Number of Appli
cations.

Land Beard District 
and Land District,

O
ut

sta
nd

in
g 

fro
m

 18
95

. T? 5?& ob

sra>-2
«s

To
ta

l.

Goulbum—1
2 i 3

Maitland—
1 i 2
5 3 8

Orange—
8 4 12

25 16 41

41 25 66

Area of 
outataruling 
Applications.

a, r. p«

15 0 0

3 0 0 
27 0 0

38 0 0 
127 2 0

210 2 0

Area
applied for 

during 1H9G.
Total Area.

a. t. p. 

10 0 0

5 0 0
6 0 0

25 0 0 
99 0 0

144 0 0

a. r. p.

25 0 0

8 0 0 
32 0 0

53 0 0 
226 2 0

354 2 0

Applications 
declined or with

drawn.

.« l-T
1& rt ^
*2 5P±- O —

*■*41 S'o 2

Leases granted during 1S9G.

No.

2
ii

17

1
6

8
29

45

Area. Rent.

Leases cancelled during 1896.

No. Area

Leases expired during 1896.

No. Area.

a. r. p.

10 0 0

3 0 0 
28 0 0

46 0 0 
151 2 0

238 2 0

£ s. d.
10 0 0

3 0 0 
28 0 0

46 0 0 
152 0 0

239 0 0

a. r. p.

7 0 0

15 0 0 
10 1 59 0 0

14 81 0 0

£ s. d.

7 0 0

15 0 0 
59 0 0

81 0 0

a. r. p.

2 0 0

5 "o 0

7 0 0

Rent.

Leases current on 31st December, 
1896.

£ 6. d.

2 0 0

5 0 0

7 0 0

No. Area. Rent.

a. r, p. £ s. d.

4 13 0 0 13 0 0

3 9 0 0 9 0 0
6 23 0 0 28 0 0

9 49 0 0 49 0 0
84 520 3 29 579 16 0

106 619 3 29 C78 16 0

00-a

Ol
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SCHEDtJLE LXXXYI.

EETTrHS showing Number, Area, and Eental of 09-years Leases granted prior to passing of Church and School 
Lands Dedication Act of 1880, current on 31st December, 1896.

Land Board District and Land District.
No. J Area. Rent.

Metropolitan .............................................................................................. 41

a, t. p.

16 1 31

£ E. d.

491 0 0

Retcen showing Number, Period, Area, and Rental of Building Leases granted under the Church and School Lands
Dedication Act of 1880, current on 81st December, 1896.

Land Board District, Land District. No. Period of Lease. Area. Ben tat.

years. a. T. p. £ E. d.

Metropolitan .................. 1 0 0 30i 43 0 0

Orange ......................... Carcoar ............................. 2 50 10 3 21i 17 15 0

Totals......................... 3 11 q i7i 60 15 0

SCHEDULE LXXXm

Retubn showing Pastoral Leases offered at Auction, Areas Leased, and Rental of Leases granted, also Areas Leased
by Lender and Renta].

Land Board District. Land District. No. of Lots 
Offered or Leased.

Area.
Offered. | Leased.

Rental,

By Tender—
Orange ................... Bathurst.............................. i

a. r. p.

76 3 0

£ s. d.

1 10 0

Returit showing Agricultural Leases offered at Auction, Areas Leased, and Rental of Leases granted, also Areas
Leased by Tender and Rental.

Land Board District. Land District. No. of Lois Area.
Rental.Offered or Leased. Offered. Leased.

By Tender—
Orange ................. Bathurst..............................

i

15

a. r, p.

40 0 174

£ s. d.

11 10 0

SCHEDULE LXXXVIII.

Return showing Number, Area, Rental, and Period of Miscellaneous Holdings, granted prior and subsequent to the 
passing of the Church and School Lands Dedication Act of 1880, current on 31st December, 1896.

Land Board District. Land District. NO. Period. Area. Rental.

' a. r, p. £ B. d.

1 Sufferance ............. 2 0 0 5 0 0

1 Annual.................. 1 1 28 0 15 0

Carcoar .............................. 1 Sufferance............... 25 0 0 GOO

Totals.................... . 3 23 1 23 10 15 0
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. SCHEDULE LXXX]X.
Return showing places of Meetings, length of Sittings, and number of Cases dealt with during 1896,

Land Board District.

Armidale..

Bourke

Dubbo,

Forbes.

Goulbum

Land District. Place of Meeting.

Armidale...................................... Armidale

Buudarra .

Glen Itraee.

Inverell

ITiUgrovc ........
Untilu .............
Walcba Bond
IVundswortb...
Wollomombi

EmmoTillo ...

Glen limes ... 

Ashford.............

'I'cnfccrfield

Walchsv

Bourke ,.,,
Cobar ..........
Brownrrma, 
Wilcauuia ,

Bourke........
Cobur ............
Brewarriua 
Wilcannia... 

Willvama .................................i Broken Hill

Buudarra ............. ..
Inverell ....................
il'ingba .......................
Wandsworth............

Deepwater .............

Tenterfield .............
Wilson’s Dow niall

Wolcha.......................

Coonamblc

Dubbo ... 
j\ y ngan 

arron

Barmcdmau and Barmed 
man East.

Condobolin.................................

Forbes... 

Grenfell 

Parkcs ..

Bcga

Bombala . 

Boorowa ,

Bmidwood 

Cooma........

Edenl.....

Goulburn

Gunning.. 

Moruva

Menindic

Coonamblc
Gilgandra.,
Dubbo .......
Byngan.......
W arreu ....

Barinedman . 
Wyalong ....

Condobolin ,

Forbes .. 

Grenfell 

Paries ,,

Bcga........

Cobargo

Bombala

Delegate
Binalong

Boorowa

Bmidwood .............

Adantinaby .............
Buckley’s Crossing

Cooma .......................

Eden..........

Wy ndham. 
Crookwell.

Goulburn ,

Number of 
Courts held.

Moss Yule .. 

Queanbeyan

Yaaa..................

Young............

Taralga................................................
Goulburn coses dealt with ai 

Crookwell by Gunning Board. 
Crookwell...........................................

Gunning .........................................

Bodnl'a................................................

Moruya...................................................

Moss Yale.... 

Q iieanbey an

Yass ...............

Young ..........

Duration of 
Sittings.

Number of 
Cases dealt 

with.

Number 
of Cases 

adjourned.

15
daxa,

31* t'489
1105*

32
2 n 34
4 3 34
;i 3t 36 3
5 882 n 39
3 4 77 4
2 H ( 19 

l 27“
8 12 221 25
3 2* ( 60 

t 83“
4

3 21 47 6
7 14 266 19
l 1 5
3 71 4
3 2 ( 33

l 60“
1

8 m 276 17
s 3 48 11
7 131 f 308 

\ 32*
29

2 m* 525 5fi
I 35 138 5
3 8 85 21
a 43 177 4
2 331 150 1
2 16 78 4
5 13 * 459 109
3 2 41 n
0 23 487 92
<; HI 2S7 7<I
8 27 3U8 215
5 13 382 77
1 1 20
5 101 pw 

l 5*
37
1*

8 241 f 3/5 
) s»

118
1

5 14 161 82
0 20 i fSOo

1 4*

117
3

f 96 4D { 5*
2 11 22
4 4 ( 108 

l n*
4
2

3 21 53 1
10 7 61 9
11 91 / 159

l 1*
12

G 5 f 146
i 18“

1

4 3 85 5
6 41 109 7

24 21' f 420
X 45°

21
o

3 21 f 47
1 3“

2 H 44 i
1 1 3

16 14 ( 229
j. 6“

33

7 5 90 11
3 21 21 2

5 31 13 2
ii . 91 (106 

l 3*
8

4 3 68 7
4 2 ( 52

1 3“
3
3'

11 91 I 112
1 2s

6

14 13 (304 
i 24*

8
1'

10 81 (152 
l 5*

2

12 11 (215
1 2“

12

Ill—M
Note,—CftEes marked thus(*) dealt lg* Chaiman sitting alone,
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SCHEDULE LXXXIX—continued.

Land Board District. Land District.

Grafton Bellingen

Casino .............
Graft on ..........
Kempscy .......
Lis more ..........
Murwillumbah 
Port Macquarie

Hay, Bulranuld

Dcniliquin

Hay .... 

Hiliston

Wentworth

Maitland . Cnssilia

Dungog ..............
Goford ..............
Mhitlan i .............
Muswellbrook.......
Newcastle ..........
Paterson.............. .
Baymond Terrace
Scone ..................
Singleton ..........
.Stroud ................

Tarce

Moree

Wollombi .........................

Morce.................................

Walgett North, &e.............

Walgett, &c.......................

Bingara ......................... .
Warialda and Morce.........
Warialda............................

Orange Bathurst

Carcoar

Cowra......

Lithgow ...

Molong

Mudgee ... 
Orange ... 
By 1 stone ..

Wellington

Place of Meeting.

Bellingen.........
Goff's Harbour..
Casino .............
Grafton..............
Kempsey .........
Lismore .........
Munvillumbah... 
Port Macquarie

Balranald

Doniliquiu ......
Moulamein .......
Hay .................

Hiliston .............
Lake Cudgellico
Wentworth .......
Euston ..............

Cassilis
Lendville
Mcrriwa
Dungog...
Gosford ..
Madland .............
Muswellbrook .....
Newcastle ............
Paterson .............
Raymond Terrace
Scone................. ..
Singleton .. 
Gloucester
Stroud .....
Foster .....
Taree ..... .
Winghnm.. 
Wollombi..

Court House, Morco

do Collarcndabri ..

do Walgett ..........

do Bingara .........
do Boggnbilla .....
do Tetman ..........
do Warialda .....

Bathurst
Oberon 
So fain ...
Carcoar ■ .
Trmikey 
Tucna ...
Cowra ..

Lithgow .. 
Oberon , .. 
Molong......
Cumnock ...
Cudui ......
Canowindra
Mudgee ... .
Oran go ......
HUsl tie ...

Wellington

Number of Number of Number
CJourta held. Sittings. Cases dealt 

mth. of Cases 
adjourned.

days.
4 9 141 22
1 2 47 1
f! Hi* 287 67
7 9 229 32
d m 202 18
5 21 334 9
5 9 138 la
L» 3f 58 6

3 18i f 212 
i. 3*

11

6 05 f42?. 18
1 .......

1 10 71
G GG ( 345

i H*
32

2 20 (131
1. 5*

4

2 10 70 3
2 Mi ( 97 

\ 5*
15

I 1 6 7

3 3t / 04 
\ 4*

3 3 68 3
4 2i 43 2
4 2i 43 1
G 6 ( 70

l 1*
7

4 ? 16 1
4 3^ 57 S
5 4 25 1
X lh 22
3 H 22
4 n 054 

i. 8*
S

4 59 1
4 3 80 1

f 27
i e*

1 1 19 1
4 5 f 96 

l 3*
4

3 2i 41 1
3 2 / 27

l 1*
2

4 2Si f 508 
l 93*

682*
2 A. f 81 7

l 17* ......
2 068 

i 33*
21

2 4 032
X 18*

13

1 3 47 5
1 1 21 1
2 C 083

j. 28*
20

5 8 065
l 1*

2
3 H 39 3
1 ii 3
4 5 { 79

l 1*
3

3 5 87 2
2 6 124 9
5 16J f 247

l 1#
13

3 6^ 024
l 1*

12

3 Si 85 10
G 104 087

l 2*
8

3 10 217 2
2 44 64 13
2 8 109 10
r> 20 ( 428 

l 3*
30

3 Si 62 2
5 7 067

X 4*
7

5 1H f 245
X 4*

21

Nora.—Cases imrited thus'' dealt with by Chairman, sitting atone.
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SCHEDULE LXXXIX—

Land Board District.

Sydney ,

Tamworth

Wagga Wagga

Land District.

Tamworth

Albury

Place o Meeting.

Campbelltown ..................
Kiitmu..................... 1..........
Liverpool ........................ .
Metropolitan.......................
Milton...............................
Nowra..................................
Parramatta...............
Penrith ................. ............
Pietou..................................
Windsor.............................

Coonabarrabran..................

Ounnodali .................... . ^

Murmrundi 

Narrabri.....

Cootamundro, Cootamundra 
Central,

Corowa

Campbelltown
Kiamn ..........
Liverpool .......
Sydney ...........
Milton ...........
Nowra ..... .
Parramatta ...
Penrith..........
Picton ........
Windsor ......

Coonabarrabran

Boggabri 
Gunned ah-j 
Sydney

Boggabri . 
Gunnodah.,
Murmrundi,

fllds meeting was ad- 
j jour tied from place

to place, aiid the 
principal business 
consisted of the 
Mcrkodoolinquincs,L

Quirindi 
Millie ..
Narrabri
Pilliga .....
Woe Waa.. 
Barraba,,... 
Manilla.....
Tamworth.

Albury ...........
Germanton ,,.
Cootamundra

Gnndagai .....................
Narrnndcra........................... I
Tumbarumba, Tumbarumbal 

North. )
Tumut..................................
Tirana................................... j
Wagga Wagga ..................

Temora..........
Corowa..........
Mulwala ......
Gundngai......
Narrandera ... 
Tumbarumba

Tumut .............
Tirana ............
Wagga Wagga ,

1

fi

Duration of 
Sitiings.

Number of 
Cases desk 

with.
Nmnlicr
Of COM'S

adjourned.

days.
fi 3 45 15
1 \2 2
1 ,L G
D 19 78 6
2 H 44
5 3 49 1
5 3 46 1
3 u 9 X
f> 4 10G 2
G fit 141 14

f 265 11
I 12*

1 9G dG2 
^ 4*

14

1 1 12
3 8 1G5 5
3 6* < 60 

| 10*
4

4 6* 113 2
1 2 G
6 13 f 221 

l 16*
8

3 3i G4
3 3* 66 5
3 31 GO 6
4 74 113 9
8 284 ( 440

1 95*
14

3 G 105 11
3 n 73 6
3 ii 026 

t 2*
5
1*

3 26 f 2G8
l 2*

14

2 6 G3 2
2 13 150 7
3 16 259 17
5 25 248 26
2 11 150 2

3 11 162 15
4 30 f 333 

l 3*
1G

3 GSi 536 51

Summary.

Armidale Land Board District .................

Bourke „ ............

Dubbo „ .................

Forbes ,, ...............

Goulbum , .................

Grafton „ ...............

Hay » ...............

Maitland ,, ..............

Morce .............

Orange „ .............

Sydney „ .............

Tamworth „ ..............

Wagga Wagga „ .............

Total ..... ...................

82 1184 f 2,154
4 307*

155
70

13 252 1,163 91
31 77 1,582 497

30 974 f 1,450
I 12*

431
5

178 148 f 2,715 
l 128*

159
11

36 814 1,436 170

23 225 f 1,352 
{ 28*

90

G4 554 f 968 
{ 25*

41

14 G2 f 1,240 
(. 189*

144
2

59 1274 C 2,432 
l 17*

147

43. 424 526 39

42 189 f 1,737 
j, 136*

IS
d

36 221 f 2,473 
i 7*

171
1 .

650 1,697 | 22,007 2,308

Note,—Cases marked thus (*) dealt v; ith hy Chairman, sitting alone.
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SCHEDULE XC.

Return allowing tbe number ol Instructiong issued to, and Reports received from, Inspectors regarding Conditional 
Purchases, Homestead Selections, Conditional Leases, Homestead ^Leases, Settlement Leases, and Miscellaneous 
Cases during the year 1896.

Land Board District 
and

Land Districts.
Name of Inspector.

No. of instructions issued to Inspectors 
to report on O.P's > C L’s., &c.

J No. of C.P's., C Li's.t &c., visited and
1 reported on by Inspectors.

C.P's.
Home
stead
Selec
tions.

C.L’s. H.L's.
Settle’
incut.

Lenses.
Misc.
Cases. C.P’s.

Home
stead
Selec
tions.

C.L’s ill’s.
Settle
ment

Leases.
Mist*.

Cases.

Armidale—

1

252 37 son i 1 5>1 g74 15 193
72 7 45 i 13 64

174 2 IIS 13 167 106
it)

do .............. 118 26 34 11 7
.as

Port Macquarie ... Geo. Silcoek..................... 124 3 63 2 114 10 60 3
{Grofton L.B.D.)... do ..................... 2 1 ... 4 2 ... 1 -

Totals ................. 742 75 461 i GO 821 32 446 ... | 1 60

Bourke —
i 1

fi IS 1 69 i <> g 1 104
|

8
Browarriua.............. do _________ 3 2 12 2 8 2 3 26 j
Brcvarrina East...... do ................ 10 5 2 21 G 6
Cobar.................... . 1 2 19 3 1 g 2

i

T, Miller ........................... 4 4
Brewarrina East ... do ......................... 19 8 li 6 1 19 8 It ! "i

4 ii 73 9 4 11
Willyania .............. 81 11 70
Bourke .................. do ... ................... 1 0 1 g i - 1
■Wilcannia .............. C. W. Lloyd...................... ii ii i :::
Willvania ............. do ........ ............. 7 ... 7 i “ ...

Totals .................. 39 33 33 284 6 33 55 20 33 319 i i 29

Dubbo—
1

103 9 G1 10 9 78 5
Warren ................... 20 11 3 13 g
Bubho ...................... 110 4G 51 18 2 1^7 *30 49 20 8

m 105
Warren ................. do ....................... 52 7 9 42 3 5

Tota’g................. +33 55 235 37 7 285 35 130 ... J 31 9

Forbes—
Bar medman, and Bar- J. G. Postlethwaile........ 51 7 10 5 17 7 4 2

medmsn East.
29 17 10 ] 18

Grenfell ................... do .......... 7 5 2 1 2 6 1 2
Barrnedmnn and IT. E. Vindin ............. 85 3 23 4 78 29 3

Barmcdmau East.
as 20 2 23 22 17

Do ........... It. W. Gaden ................. 91 50 2 m Cl
2d

1
1 HO 12 14 2 14 9

do ........ . . 30 2 £J £
Parkos...................... do ......... IfiT 9 17 9 171 ~4 19 ...

D
4

Totals .................. 684 33 165 15 65 668 20 160 10 41

Go nlburn--
Bega ......... ?8 3 58

Do ...................... J. S. Allan ...................... 15 10
SS4 a..

Bombala.............. . 71 IS 71 ~G
Do .................. on 22

Braidwood .............. 42 16 "is 17
Do ............... 40 14

70 19 ...

Do .................. 12fi 9 48 It
Cooma................. . \V. Spicer................... . 3 S3 1 8? 176

Do ...................... 205 9fi mi
W. G. Evans . 37 37

32Do ...................... J. S. Allan ..................... 9
Gotilburti .............. 03 40 87

Do .............. 42 17 •M, ...

Do ............... G. W. West.................. 123 G 63 2 3
Do ............... 25 1L 25
Do .............. o 2 25

■ r. ...

Gunning.................. do ... .. 34 13
Do ".................. H.E. Vindin .................. 51 12 14

...
30 ~2 G

' Do .................. G. W. West ............ 21 10 1 ■"if
Miiton...................... W. A. ftfanton . 14 1
Aloruvn .................. 72 12

... j
85

Do .................. J.S. Allan ...................... 43 ~3 . 4
1 I 2 | 29 3 ... ...

”'2
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SCEEDULE XC—continued.

No, of Instructions issued to Inspectors 
to report on C.Ps,, 0 L's., &c.

No, of C.P’s.. C.L’s, fro., visited and 
reported on by Inspectors.

tend Board District
and

Land Districts.
Name of Inspector.

C. P’s.
Home
stead
Selec
tions.

C.L's. j H.L’s. j Settle-
nient
..oases.

Mlac.
Cases.

CP's. J Hoinc- 
stead 1 
Sdec- 
tiems.

C.L'a. H.L’s.

1

Settle
ment j 

Leases.
Misc.
Cases.

Goulburn (continued)
j

16 i & 1
J)o ............... 71 11 ... 1
])o ............... G. W. West...................... 42 13 26 10 ...
Do ............... 73 12 06 11 | ...

85 33 131 51 ...
v Do " ........ W. G. Evans ................... 104 31 30 I 13

41 5 45 1 18
Do........................... IT. E. Vindin ................. 68 24

81 7 99 10
Do"....................... H. E. Vindin .................. 127 19 16 18 82 9 !3 , 12

Totals....................... 2,207 GO 68G 23, 1,637 1C 483 14

Grafton— 1
1

T. H. Wilshire.................. 4 3 I 75 | 5 3
Do ............ 40 1 2 s 26 2 4

i l ,
G. W. West....................... 44 8 46 cP 11 47

Do .................... T. H. Witsbire................... 8 1 2 4 1 1
Do ................... W. E. Pope...................... 51 6 8 39 2 3

T. H. Wilsbire.................. 77 1 3 16 90 1 1 3: .. 20
Do .................. E. J. Dovcrell ................... 16 4 1 6

T, H. Wilshire...,.*..... . 4o 7 5 5 68 7 9 5
Do '................... E. J. Devcrell ................... 3 2 3 2
Do .................. | G. It. Brown ................... 27 1 7 2 1

56 5 1 73 5 1
Do ....... ...... W. P. Pope....................... 78 8 1 63 0 ... i

G. W. West....................... 13 2S
Do ...... W. P. Pope...................... 36 o 1 29 2 l ... ... i

Port Macquarie...... T. H. Wilshire.................. 23 2 i ............... 3 51 5 j ... 2
Do ....... Cr. K. Brown .................. 24 2| ... j .. 1 9 2 1 ... .. 1

Totals.................. 021 24 54 1 ...
f

87 617 21 46 85

Hay—
W, Dargin ....................... 24 2 ... 20

Do ............... 2 ::: 2
Do South ... do ................... 23 6 5 2 12 6 2
Do do ... W. Dargin ....................... 20 0 1 3 1

M. T. Day ....................... 107 48 1 1 93 17 6 2 2
Do ‘ .. . 0- Wilslnre ....................... 41 39 4 3 42 37 4 3
T)n .... 10 11 1 l 10 12 1

M. X. Dav.......................... 74 18 27 7 12 61 IS 24 I ... 6 2
do '.......................... 1 1 1 1

29 11 11 2 24 11 'll 2
7 6 6 3

G. S. M. Grout ............... 6 4 4 1
‘Wentworth.............. D. A, Morgan ................... 2 15 4 ... 5 16 4

Totals.................. 312 130 50 66 10 33 245 102 50 49 12 17

Maitland—
50 IT 40 7 G 3

Do ................ a. C. V, North.................. 52 23 19 6 64 23 32 4
Dungog .................. J. B. Combes ................... 11 1 o 14 6

Do .................. T. Miller .......................... 8 5 4 1
Do .................. J. J. Hardiman ............... 9 2

13 4 13 4
Do ................... J. Martin............. ........... 19 12 12 7

11 12
Do ................ 9 6 1

70 8 1 71 5
Vo .... S. C. V. North.................. 22 2 2 1

2 3
Do ........... . 7 2 1 5

J. B. Combes ................... 16 3 15 26 20
RaTinond Terrace do ................... 11 ft 17 6 ... ...

' Do .. J. Martin.......................... 6 4 4 . . 5 3 ...
50 34 3

Do ............ S. C. V. North.................. 54 21 1 75 31 1
38 15 24 1 36 15 22 1

Do ............ S. C. V. North................. 20 7 5 1
39 19 33 15

Do .................... T. Miller ......................... 31 15 23 11
Do . 26 23 4 5

J. B. Combes ........ *........ 70 14 63 12
Do ................... Miller ......................... 32 2 17 3
Do ..................... J. J. Hardiman ............. 52 25 1 26 14 1

20 4 16 4
Do ............. J, Martin ......................... 19 4 9 2

Totals.................. 773 85 299 21 556 49 196 ... 7
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SCHEDULE XC—continued.

I,amt Board District 
and

Land Districts.

Morce—
Hingara .........
Moree.......... .

Do .............
Do .............

Walgett .........
Do ..........

■ Do North 
Do ‘ do 

Warialda ......

Orange — 
Bathurst... 
Carcoar ... 

Do ...
Cowra.......
Lithgow ... 
Molong' ...

Do ... 
Mudgee ... 
Orange ...

Do ... 
Kyis tone... 
W ellington;

Sydney— 
Campbelltown 

Do
Kiama ..........
Metropolitan .
Milton...........
Nowra............

Do ............
Parramatta....
Penrith ..... .
Picton............
Windsor........

Tamworth— 
Coonabarabran 

Do
G untieduh .....

Do ■ .....
Do ... 

Murmrundi .. 
Do ..

Narrabri.........
Tamworth .....

Do-

Wagga Wagga—
Albury ...................

Do ...................
■ Cootamundra..........
■ Do ..........

Do Centra]
Do do

Corowa ...................
Do- ..... ...........

■ Gundagai ...........
Narrandera..............

Do ..............
Tumbarumba..........

Do .....
Do North

• Do do
Tumut......................

Do -.......................
■ Urana......................

Do ......... - :.........
••Wagga Wagga ......

Do ■ ......

Name of Inspector.

No. of instructions issued to Inspectors 
to report on C.P’s., C.L's., fic. No. of C.P’s., C.L’s,, &c., visited and 

reported on by Inspector

C-P's.
! Home 
| stead 

SelcC'
J tions.

j C.L's. | H.L’s. Settle
ment

Leases.
Misc.
Cases. C.P's

Home
stead
Selec
tions.

C.L’s. ILL'S
Settle-
meni

Leases.
Misc.
Cases,

45 27 7 6
9do ............. 163 93 la 10 j 170 97 is

G. W. Walter................. 3 7 ’ 1
G7 62

..4

do . .............. 112 '"7 94 ~2 “c 104 ~7 95
> ,4 ... "'3

12 5 2 *
W1. H. Tietkena ............... 3G Is 21

...

6
n* ... ^7

E. C. MTherson............. “o 5 "as ... ~2 lo ~2 ~2 ... "2

Totals................... 477 12 324 42 21 53 433 9 306 21 18 48

J. S. O’Hara ................... 67 19 19 74 16 14
do .................. 70 33 29 ID

R. Deighton.......... ........... 20 3 24
..1

do ...................... 129 13 6 98 IT 11 3
J. S. O’Hara .................. 101 3 22 12 111
R. Deighton...................... 220 9 4G 13 220 £ ...
O, H. Langley.................. 20 10 2 77 27 1

do .................. ]35 47 63 ... 20 118 33 39 21
It. Deighton...................... 23 7 5 15 2 2
J. S. 0’Ha.Tu ......... ........ 33 11 4 20 12 0
G\ H. Langley............. . . 81 34 4 74 30 5

do ................... 55 22 9 56 ... 16 ... 3

Totals ................... 963 59 283 ... 128 960 39 279 81

J. B. Brown...................... 5 11
H. 0. Rotton ................... 20 24 £0 24

do .................. l
T. B. Brown ..................... ... 1
H. 0. Rotton .................. 10 2

...

J. B. Brown...................... 16 1 23 1
H, O. Rotton ......... . 19 3 1 7 3 1 ...J. B. Brown,.,.................. 25 24 1 *

do .................. 22 17
do ................ 112 23 93
do .................. 129 32 1 ... 130 12 1

Totals.................. 359 59 28 .. J 326 59 21 ...

Biahoj) Iittip ............ . 19 12 2 14 73 39 2 17
William Macdonald . 20 12 1 1
Bishop [jypc .................. 99 12 40 1 84 37 1
Sir Win. Broun, Bart. ,, 11 8 10 K
W illiam Macdonald ...... 9 0 6 5 3
Sir Wm, Broun, Bart ... 64 12 41 49 8 27
W. JI. Tietkena .............. 10 3 18 6
Bishop Lyne...................... 84 1 51 5 4 87 l 53 2
Sir William Broun, Bari.. 337 6 191 2 6 178 79 1 2
W. It. lietkens ............... 43 22 1 18 10

Totals................... 696 40 389 15 29 517 14 256 5 21

41 14- 14
12S. Pavtcn........................ 24 1g 24 ”■ 2 9 17 2

W.J. Barnes ................. 136 44 14 133 43 13
E. B. Mulligan ............. 70 14 10 43 11 6
W. J. Barnes .................. 5 3 3 3
F, B. Mulligan.............. . 3 -
E. S. Russotn .................. 18 2 18 16 18S. Pn-vten ... .............. 38 33 1 2 19 38 2
K. B. Mulligan ................ 68 22 ... 9 49 21
W. J. Burnes ................. 28 7 9 ... 4 34 10 12 4
J. O. Oondell ................. • 12 • 16 5 ... 2
E. S. Russom ...... . 7 - \ 0 a
W, J, Barnes ................ 100 67 5
K. S. Kuspom ................ 5 3 ... 6 3 5
•YY. X Barnes .................. 17 1

► 44
E. S. Russom ................. 5 | 2 5

.4.
3

W. ,T. Barnes ................ 86 IOC ... 4 68 42
do ... 24 1 ... j 1 | 7 1 1

S. Payton ................... 37 38 ] ... 2 1 1 2
T\ B. Mulligan............ 94 16 8 | 1 4 04 16 6 4J. Or (Jomidl .... ......... 37 87 4 ... ( .. | 3 11 L5

Totals.................. 842 282 293 ... | 3 | 68 641 201 136 3 43

Grand Totals... 9,148 961 3,302 382 j 107 | G07 7,661 617 2,542 389 81 454
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Land Board 
District

Armidale ......

Bourko...........

Dubbo ........j

Forbes ..... .

G-oulburn......

Grafton..........

Hay ...............

Maitland ......

Moree ...........

Orange ...........

Tamworth......

Wagga Wagga

95

SCHEDULE XCI.

Return of Applications for Permission to Ringbiirlt for tho year 1800.

Land District.

Applications made during 1S98. Applications made prior to ISOfi.
No. out* 
Ktanriin" 

on 31 Dec. 
189G.No. Area ap-

icecivod. | plied for. 1

. _L. ... 1

Fees lodged. No.
allowed.

Area
allowed

No dis- ' 
allowed. 1

No,
allowed.

Area
allowed. 1

No.
disallowed.

acres. , £ B.

■

d. I acres.

1
| * acres.

Armidale......... ........ a 12,200 8 0 0 2 2,200 1
Glen Innes.............. 3^200 4 0 0 j ....... 1 1 2,840 2
Tenterfield ............... a 5,120 fi 0 0 ; 3
Walcba .................. 1 706 3 0 0 1 1 1,920

Bourke .................... 8 273,4^0 32 0 0 7 268 360 1
Brewarrina............. 8 ssjooo 28 0 0 1 9^ 73 7
Cobur ...................... 4 113,980 23 0 0 4 101 ono 3 14,130

CoOnatnblc............... 4 13,020 n 0 0 2 7,020 1 5,120 2
Dubbo....................... 14 01'202 37 0 0 9 50,036 7 3h886 ■ 5
Xynean ................... 1 1,800 2 0 0 1 34,000 1
’W’arrcn ................ .. 2 22^642 7 0 0 2 22,642 2 i'soo 1

Bamiedman ............ 7 35,543 19 0 0 00 3,040 3 21,914 4

Condobolin............ 14 70,745 48 0 0 11 2 1 4
Forbes... ................. ii 17^4561 25 0 0 0 14040} 1 ■ 2 4’900 1
Grenfell ................. a 2,270 4 0 0 2 2,270
Bnrkes....................... fi 20,290 18 0 0 . . .. j 2 9f960 fi

Braidwood............... ... 1 3545
Boorowa.................. } - 1,430 -> 0 0 1
Goulbum ............... 1 75n n 0 J |
Young....................... 3 1/l-fiO fi 0 2 3,460

Casino....................... 2 2270 5 0 0 1 2
Kempsey................. 4 3,200 8 0 0 3 2,560 1 ......... i .

Balranald South ... 2 20,253 4 0 0
1

....... * 1 .........

3
Deniliqum ..... ........ 1 164 2 0 0 1 104 |

Hiliston, North....... ...... | 1 33,800 1
Wentworth .............. 2 3,840 4 0 0 1 1 920 1

Cassilis ................... 4 3,823 8 0 0 1 270 3

........

4j77H

....4.

3
Muswellbrook.......... i 150 2 0 0 1 1 730 1
Scone ...................... 3 IjOoO G 0 0 2 1
Tarce ...................... 1 730 2 0 0 1 736

Bingara ................... 7 38,780 24 0 0 4 29,770 2 51,920 3
Moreo....................... 2 28,100 8 0 0 2
Walgett ............... .. 2 12 027 7 0 0 1 9 nan 2 33 000 l

Do North....... ii 2021311 42 0 0 7 so^te 1 3 14|OSO 3
Warialda.................. ... 1 13,120

Bathurst............. . 4 5,728 9 0 0 ....... 1 6,700 4
Carcoar ................... f, fij23S 13 0 0 3 2 208 1 2 2D50 3
Cowra...................... 1 £00 2 0 0 1 200
Lithgow............. . 1 1,920
Molong .................. 1 175 2 0 0 1 175 2 1,900
Mudgee ................... 1 1,280 2 0 0 1 1,280
Orange .................. 1 0i691 4 0 0 1 !h691 1
Bylstone................... 1 320 2 0 0

....... 1
Wellington............... 5 4,180 10 0 0 1 130 1 2,970 4

Coonabarrabran....... 6 12,244 11 0 0 3 5,030 6 26,312 2
4 7,850 o 0 0 2 2,318 1 4

Tamworth ............... 4 7>82 9 0 0 1 1 6,000 3

1 1
Cootamundra......... i 450 2 0 0 1
Oundaeai .............. i 330 2 0 0 1

i 3,020
1 . 1,800 2 0 0 1 OSSi 1

Wagga Wagga ...... 2 2; 120 4 0 0 2

Totals............. 175
j 1,134,214 

1

4S0 0 0 85 650,920

1 1 8
57 374,297} 3 86

1
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SCHEDULE SOIL

Comparative Statement of Letters Eegistored at Head Office during tlie years 1895 and 1896,

Branch.

Alienation .................................

Conditional sales......................

Conditional leases.....................

Ministerial.................................

Miscellaneous ...........................

Miscellaneous leases...................

Occupation...................................

Rabbit and Labour Settlement.

■ Documents Registered.

1S9S.
| 1806.

11,270 14,364

36,072 40,697

9,724 7,033

15,192 17,400

16,090 10,440

11,854 14,350

14,616 13,164

2,808 1,590

118,226 125,038

Increase. Decrease.

3,094

4,025

2,-J08

350

2,490

2,691

1,452

1,218

12,173 5,361

Net Increase, 6,812.

SCHEDULE XCIII.

Comparative Statement of Manuscript Letters, Pormal Documents, and Parcels despatched from Head Office
during years 1895 and 1896,

Year, Manuscript Letters.

Formal Documents, intfudine: Printed Letters, 
Schedules, Executive Council Mi mites, GazttU 

Notices, Books of Itoferonco to Benches of 
Magistrates, and Plana of Hoads to name.

Printed Letters, Executive a i_ i iCouncil Minutes, Ac. Schedules.

Parcels, Totals.

1895 .............................. 21,185 107,004 793 18,775 147,817

1896 .............................. 24,981 113,252 795 22,133 161,161

Increase.................. 3,796 0,188 2 3,358 13,344

Decrease ..............

Telegrams sent during 1895 ........................................................... . ................................................ 2,000

Telegrams sent during 1S9G ............................................................................................................... 2,970

Telegrams sent during 1895 ...........................................................    2,000

Telegrams sent during 1S9G .............................................................................................................. 2,970

Increase........................................................................................................................... gyp

Circulars sent during 1S95, 

Circulars sent during 1890
145

163
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SCHEDULE XCIV.

Showing mitnber of Lefctora and Documents received at and despatched from the Head Offices of tho Local Land
Boards during the year ending 31st December, 1896.

• Land Board District,

Received.
t

Despatched,
Total No. 

Despatched.No. nf Letters and 
Circulars.

Manuscript
Letters.

Formal Documents 
[Partly printed and 
partly manuscript)

Parcels
(Including Maps,

&C,)

Armidale ................................................................ ............... 10,548 1,361 7,719 421 9,501

Bourko ..................................................................................... 7,543 843 4,197 250 5,292

Cooma4.............................. .................................................... 5,006 840 4,572 200 5,612

Dubbo .................................................................................... 8,383 1,095 5,463 132 6,690

Forbes ......................................................... ......................... 6,078 705 6,248 402 7,355

Goulburn ................................................................................. 9,110 1,136 0,002 427 10,565

Grafton.................................................................................... 7,444 1,224 3,792 544 5,560

Hay ...................................................................................... . 7,267 1,148 3,851 433 5,432

Maitland ................................................................................ 8,514 1,250 7,744 732 9,726

Moree...................................................................................... 0,860 678 4,449 2SG 5,413

Orange .................................................................................. 12,060 1,168 14,340 370 15,878

Sydney ................................................................................... 2.S83 308 2,500 o 2,870

Tamworth ............................................................................. 10,055 2,097 8,172 741 11,010

Wagga Wagga ....................................................................... 13,399 1,575 10,990 . oG9 13,134

Totals ..................................... 115,090 15,430 93,099 5,509 114,038

* This return is from 1st Jamiari, 1S96, to 31st July, ISQfl. Cooma ollioe amalgamated with Goultiurn, 1st August, 1390.

SCHEDULE XCV.

-Aithoxiuate Statement of Area of Laud Alienated and Unalicnated in the Colony on 31bt December, 1896.

acres.
1. Arcaalicnateil in a!) forma prior to 1S62.................................................................................................... 7,146,579

2, Area alienated by auction and after auction selection (including sales under deferred payments)
from 1st January, 1862, to 3Iat December, 189C ................................................................................... 11,025,208

,7. Area alienated by improvement and special purchase during the same period................................... 2,798,411

4. Area alienated by conditional purchase during same period for which deeds have issued................. 2,773,065

5. Area alienated under Volunteer Land Regulations of 1S67, to 31st December, 1896. for which
deeds have issued........................................................................................................................................... 167,945

0. Area alienated hy all other forms during same period, including lands dedicated ............. ............... 785,650
i___________

Area alienated up to 31st December. 1S9G.............................. 21,696,858

7. Estimated area of unalienated land in the Colony on 31st December, 1S9G ........................................  173,941,422

‘Estimated area of Colony, 310,372 srpiare miles ; or, ........ 198,638,080

8. Area under incomplete conditional purchase up to 31st December, 1806, exclusive of forfeitures,
lapsings, cancellations, disallowances, and voidanccs............................................................................. 20,212,812

9. Area comprised in homestead selections confirmed prior to 31st December, 1S96, including
conversions under section 20, Crown Lauds Act of 1893 ..................................................................... 331,717

i

* Area computed from recent compilation of the ina|i of tho Colony (Includes hord Howe Island, 0 square miles).

Ill—H
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SCHEDULE

Return allowing Areas under Several Classifications measured by Licensed Surveyors

class op

Land Board 
District, Con’

ditional
Purchases.

Con’
ditional
Leases.

Anfcieipa-
tion.

Special
Areas,

Country
Auction,

Suburban
Auction,

1
Town

Auction.
Home- ■ 
stead i 

Leases, j
Special
Leases.

Home- Special
stead 'Purchases, 

Selections, | Ac.
Eeserves. Sohool

Sites.
Settle- 
meat 1 

Leasee, ]

('No.......... 100 88 21 18 24 10 5 68 6 5 13
Anni* Area 8,883ac. 19,541ae. 204fic. l,199ac. Can. Sac. 7C0ae. 24,169ac. SSlac, Sac. 57,742nc,

dale Cost £642 12s. £826/17/6 £36(4/10 £79/2/1 £15/10/5 £11/17/7 £42/5(5 £602/2/1 £32/16/0 £12/17/6 £310/17,2
^Average la. S^d. dOjd. 3b, 5jd. ls.3id. 51s.9d. 47s. 6d. Is. 2id, 5{d. 31s. 3d. 28s. 7d. IJd.

'No......... 9 64 45 5 15 4
Area . , 45ac. 23)ic. 330,4SSac. M?58ac. 52,37Soe. lloo.

£23/10/10 £1,321/0/7 £26/15/10 £274/12/11 £14/9/4
K)sl 5gd. 41b. Dd. 9icL lid. 25s. Gd.

'No......... 51 2 13 150 100 |6 71
Area ... 16,120aC, 29,31610. 599ac. 770ac. l,258nc. IDlac.' I27,370ae. 73ac. 32ac. 154,14&c.
Cost ... £508-Oni £582 14s. £28 13s, £39/2/1 £265/11/0 £212,11/11) £580/1/3 £19,16/6 £10/4/3 £1,132/18(5

..Arc rage "id. 4id. Hid. is. Oja. 4s,S|d, 22s. 3d. 5d. 5s, 5d, 10s. lid. lid.

l'No......... 27 7 3 83 76 3 48 9 3 42
Area . . i.OOSao. 2,6SOao. l,l"0ac. l,054ac. 18ac. 65ac. [S2,031ac, 258ac. 12ac. 03,072a c. ■
Cost ... £144/10.8 £531ST £32/12/9 £234'3 (11 £^/)9/4 £11/17/3 £545/0/3 £41/15(0 £0/07 £570/7/3

s. Average Sjd. 4'd. Bid. 2s.4!d. 51s. O^d, 3s.7Jd. 4d. 3s. 4d. 10s. Oid. 2id.

i'No......... 51 37 10 12 10 Jl 1 32 0 4
Goml- Area ... 3,547ac. 7,307ac.| 518ac, 47ac. "iao. 3,838ac. I7tic. 8.412110. 220ac. 20ac. ” • J

burn Cost .. £368 8s. fiSSS'S'S £78T6'2 £23,18,'5] £8 4/9 £222 16'4 £17/12/3 £182/0rS £29/13(8 £14/12/6 . . ..
^ Average 2s. 0|d. Is.OJd. 3s. Oid. IDs. 2d. 50s. Bid, Is. Ud. 20s. SJd. Is.Old 2s 8Jd. 148.7Ad.

'No. . .. 13 9 1 17 10 54 35 1 36 1G 10
Area . 931 ao. l,312ae. I20ac. l.OlOao. 17l)ae. S64ac, 25 uc. 21ac. 4,307ie. 942ac. 27ao.
Cost ... £111/14/9 ii95a/3 £1327 £23414 ■? £44/38 £153/2/0 £53/19.7 £218.4 £2!2'17,U £74(12/7 £31.5/1

^Average 2s. 4Jd. Is. old. 2s. 2d. 4fi,7id. 4s.9id. 8s. Sid. 43s.2d. 2s. Aid lljd. Is. 7d. 25s.4id.|

No......... 13 7 4 53 352 2 50 11 2 5
Area 3,0Klac. 4,82730. l,256ric. 200ic. 426oC. 135ac. lOjSiOac. GSlLC, 12uo. 9,50700..nay Cost ... £02/7/4 £67/19/5 £33 £88/7/4 £218 5‘5 £8/15/6 £156-11/9 £31/6/5 £5/10 'S £S8‘J7 2(^Average 4Jd. SJd. Old, 8s. lOd. 10s. 3d. ls.31d. gjd. 9s. 2jd. 9s.8id. 2}d.

'No. ... 47 2(7 1 1 6 71 62 11 57 n 9 8
Halt* Area ... 4t0Hiac. 4,21100. 616ac. 208ac. 97tw;. 323&C. 42a e. lOlac, |19,511ac. 281ac. 23ac. 12,314m

laud Cost £379/17/5 £2 m/4 £23(12/6 £14/3^ £10(10/1 £138/19/9 £52 7(2 £42(16’7 £560,T 3/4 ... . £58 4/7 £27/18/2 £2i:M0^
^Average ls.4|d. Is. lid. fid. ls.4id. 4s.H<i. 9s 7id. 24s. lid. 5s, 3Jd. Oid. 19e. Hid. 4id.

'No... 47 45 1 6 32 21 130 4 6 3 14 £) 133
Area ... 13,816ic. 23,182ac. SGSac. SQSac. 1.471 n.C. 29ac. 175ac. lb,379ac. 819ac. 2,272a c. 5,281ac. 17ae. 426,4 88ac.
Cost . . £406/7/9 £611/13/2 £11/14,7 £40/12/5 £l06TO/2 £34 16s, £169/9/7 £90/5,5 £30 13s. £35/2.9 £117/7/9 £19/10/4 £!J,4G0-7(5

^Average rd. 5id. 74d. 28. Id. Is. SJd. 24a. 16s.4‘d. Ud. 8-d. 3Jd. 6}d. , 23s. 3(d. lid.

'No......... 61 45 2 2 10 10 29 1 4 19 3 12 3j
Area ... 0jCiS7ae. ll,269ac. 290ac. 72ac. 269au. llac. 6^10. l,2S0ac, 30ac. l,l86ao. IGac. 44ac. 6,9S0ac.Omuyt; •• Cost. £428/3/'8 £473/15/1 £10/6/5 £10 £47/2/4 £22/16/9 £23'0/8 £35/7/8 £18/4/3 £05/4/2 I£10A1AO £41/9/6 £26/5/7

^Average Is. 6id. 10d. Is. lid. Ss.Ud. 3s. 6d. 41s. 6d. 62s. Bid. 63d. 12s. lid. Is. lid. I3s.21<t. 18s. lOd. id.

('No..... 13 5 99 231 2 131 1 8 1
Sjdnej- - C,6J2ac. 2ac.

Cost ... £154.'0.3 £6.V5d £450/7,8 £363/3(8 6/11/8 £696/5/1 £5/5/5 £47/11/1 £4/10/2
(^Avtrago 4s. Did. Is.Sjd. Is. 6gd. 17s. 2id. 105s. 4d. 2s. U<U 70s. 3jd. ls.8ld. 48s. Id. ...........

i No.......... 192 47 1 7 2 34 5 77 Vj fi 62
Tam- Area ... 9,225ac. 17,105a o. 107LI.O. l,284ac. l$ac. 4Uac. 129ac. 24,212ac. l,667ac. 10ac. 145.270ac.

worth Cost ... ^ATSrll £485'9/8 £116s. £52/2'8 £3/12(6 £57/12 3 £28/2,5 £539/19/2 £74,16/1 £14/14/3 £1,092/5,4
(..Average Is.djd. Gid. 4d. Hid. 41s. 5d. 27s.9d. 4e. 4^d. 6d. 10Jd. 29s, 5d. lid.

•No......... 32 •1 ’4 7 *23 85 2 351 22 10 8
Wagga Area . . 3>d40ac. 707ae. 78lftc. 361ac. 47a c. 79ac, liOae. 149,160ac. 2,138*0. 33ac. 13,498m.
Wagga Cost ... £195 7s. £36/3/7 £26T/11 £33,14/3 £31/6/9 £90,7/7 £8 Is. £2,521/11/5 £10317/6 £20/18/2 £160.15 2

^Average Is. 0^1, Is. Oid. 8d. Is.lOjd. 13s. 41d. 22s. lOJd. 5s. Aid. *id. Hid. 12=. 8d. 2id.

Total No 577 372 6 56 309 657 1,170 61 45 962 1 144 81 343

Total Area ........... 73,38230. 127,26Sao. l,409ac. 4,442ac. 15,26810. 2,709ac. l,037ac. 353,055ac. 2,765ac. 308,032ac liac. 64,200ao. 257ao. 89t,077ac.

Total Cost . ... £4,028/2^3 £3,929,(2/2 £60/12/1 £423/3/1 £1^57/14/11 £1,146/5/5 £990/15/3 £1,669/0,7 £238/1/10 ^e^/iss £5/5/5 £917/2,(11 £234/4/1 £7,0(27/8

Average per Acre Is, Id. 7)d. ioia. Is. lOjd. Is. 7id. 6s.Bid. IDs. lid. Ld. Is. 8|d. 5id. £310s.31d 3jd. 18s. 2‘d. lid,

1

/
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XCYI.

on Fees during the year 1896, in. Land Board Districts, New South Wales.

MEASUREMENT.

I Miscol- 
i Jaueous.

31
40uc. 

£63/19 0 
31a. 1M,

I,47.5ac. 
£49 0 3 

8d.

KW
(UIU!. 

£137/B(6 
42a. 10id-

1
20ar.

10 3 
3s. 9Jd.

4
S'iai*. 

£.{? 11 2 
21s ltd.

3
52a<\

1J/4
105.2,d,

12 
35iiC. 

162-5 8 
19s. 4id,

3
lOac. 

£20,19'7 
41s, Oid.

10 
140aa 

147/15 4 
Gs. D|d.

122iw.
£30,3-5
6b. id,

7
123ac. 

£23 II) 8 
Os.O-d.

15
2l3ac. 
1»j0 l 4 
5s. 7^(1.

204

2,377ac. 

£590 IFa. 
4s, 11 ^iL

EicLange
Aroas.

Im prove*
JDQut

Lcaaos,

5
4,872ac.
£70/14/8

3id.

3
12,928ac.
£04/13/10

lid.

19
llf589ruL
je29S/]l)/4

51d.

29 | 1
12>45eao. 17,990^.
£270/15/3 £41/1/2

522,S06ac.
£810-7/8

Id.

Std.

1
ISloc. 

fiS/LG/G 
5b. 7d.

15
13,91 Sac. 
£175,8/3 

•ild.

Sinn. 
£10 23. 

2s. Sid.

30
G0,127ac.
£659/19/0

2{d.

1(1.

59t240ac.
£337/2/11

lid.

ll,200acf
£20/19/1

id.

52
5,7f)4ac.

£270/5/11
Hid.

85
23,107iW.
£500/6AGJtl.

241

144,489a u.

4id.

Clearing
Scrub
Lunds.

Scrub
Louses.

Total
for

1890.

Total
for

1895.

108
567.141&C.
£1,127/5/5

id.

5
20,948ac.
£198/9/4

SJd.

13 108 5

ei0,726ac. 5G7.1«ec, 29,948ac.

£1215/11113 £1,127/5/5 £198/9/4

id. id. m

348
HT.lGlac.
£2,683/17/9

5gd.

201
fH8,847nc.

£2654A2A0

862
810,028nc.
£4,845/9/9

IJd.

433
l.i5,798ac.
£2,135/6/1

Slih

182
19,113nc.

£1,381.6,8
ls.5id.

266
9,27Sac. 

jClOTa-^/lO 
2s. 3®d.

515
47,3i2ac.
£807/6/1

4jd.

325
41,97600,

£1,868/8/3
lOjd.

494
637,96800.

£0343/19/11
2jd.

219
38,34010,

£1,2SI/6A1
9|d.

498
15,22000. 

£1,838 A,1 
2s.5id.

418
204.909ac. j 
£3,284/19/8 

:t}d.

61R
198,99400.
£3,854/11/9

4|d.

5,349

3,195,030ac. 

£34209/19/2 

2id.

400
53j30Gac. 
£2,799 5a. 
Is Oid.

152
342,242ac, 
£1,536 5s. 

Id.

390
47C.813ftc. 
£5,057 5s. 

2}d.

256
275,628ac. 
£3,12515s. 

Sid.

132
14,04 lac. 

£844
ls.22d. : 

130
12,987(10. 
£1,150 
Is. 9 id.

114
134,290ac. 
£1,425 5s. 

2id.

360
41,519ac, 
£2,397 5s. 
Ifl.ljd.

600
418,924ac.

£5,729
3id.

424
56,221ne. 
£2,900 5s. 
Is.OJd.

410
23,482ao. 

£2.154 5a. 
Is. 10(1.

056
382,449(10. 
£6,085 5s. 

4id.

48.5
116,256ac. 
£3,024 15s, 

O^d.

4,044

2,330,186ac. 

£39,549 10s. 

4d.

No............
Length . 
Cost .. 
Average

No. . ,
Longili . 
Cost ... 
Averngo

No.
Length 
Cost . . 
Average .

No.
Length
Cost
Average .

No. .. 
Length . 
Cost
Average .

No..............
Length . 
Cost
Average ,. .

No. . . 
Length . .
Cost............
Average ...

No. ,
Length
Coat
Average . 

No.
Length. ... 
Cost
Average ...

No. ..
Length 
Cost .. 
Average

No.
Length .. 
Cost
Average ..

No. . ..
Length
Cost
Average ..

No................
Length ....
Cost ........
Average ..

Roads,
nvm.rv.

No. H.

Total No. ... 

Total Length 

Total Cost.. . 

Average per chain

8
703chs,

£56/15/30
Is. 5jd.

7
2,B34chs,
£140,0/10

ll|d.

9
l,728chs.

£118(1210
ls.3?d.

306chs.
£22^,3
ls.5jd.

13
l,S02ch6. 
£9S/L9 
Is. 9}d.

40
M^lehs. 
£623/15f7 
2s. 0}d,

5
l,472chs.
£6011/4

9’d.
10

577chs. 
£55 310 
Is. lOJd.

44Gchs.
£23/17/4
Is.OJd.

5
386chs.
£3111/7
la.7id.

20
2,3910115. 

£285/12/10 
2a. 4J(L

l,544che.
£117/4/7
la.Old.

7
l,fl38chB.
£12618/5
ls.8j,d.

145

22,148chs. 

£1,700 12s. 

Is.Td.

Align*
jnentfi.

Feature,
Geo

graphical.

Boun
daries,

Pastoral
Holdings.

Miscel*
laneoue.

Total
for

1896.

Totftl
for

1895.

i
l,3S5chB. 
£09,’IAO 

Hid.

9
2,088chs.
£125A7/6
ls,2|d+

17
10,921 Ohs. 
£398 5s.

8}d.

1
505chp.
£25/0/1
I0£d.

4
10,217clia,
£287/5/6

6til

12
I3,516cha.
£452/6/5

8d,

18
17,025cbB. 
£551 10s. 

7id.

2
999ehs. 
£152 Cs. 
3s. Hd.

1
85che,

£2r10/10
7d.

iWohs.
£8/4/3
i;d.

15
:t,909ehs. 

£281A3,'ll 
is. sid.

10
3,34&ebs. 
£80 5b. 

6^d.

o
C87chfl. 
£22/8,4 

7id,

e
993chs.
£4+A3/7

10fd.

6
3,1GGc1ib.
' £i73

Is. Id.

13
1,802c hs. 
£98/1/9 
la. OJd.

1
127chs.
£5 lOa. 
10|d.

i
S57ohe. 
£19/10,6 
1b. Id.

41 •
6,378chs.
£043/6/1

31
4,313chs. 
£480 15s.

2s.Old. 2s.2*d.

6
19,237cha.

£366-8/7
4^d.

2
696chs.
£24/2-7

8Jd.

13
21,405che.
£451/2/0

5d.

1
l,2l5cha.

£40
7*d.

2
fi85chs.
£43^>10

IDid.

4
715chs.
£30.2/4

lOd,

16
2,277chs. 
£128 9s. 
Is. l|d.

29
10,744chs, 
£595 15b. 
Is.lid.

1
XOOchs.
£8/7/10
Ja.Ojd.

1
4l3chs.
£17/7/6

lOd.

7
l,0l9chs.
£49/12/8

lltd.

6
lp270ohe. 
£70 5s. 
Is.lid.

201chH.
£7/4/6
8|d.

6
587cbs. 
£38/16A 
Is. SJd.

7
82lghs. 
£32 15s. 

AJd.

IS
2,321che. 
£411/14/4 
3s, 7^d,

4
l,667chs.

4
G34chSr

52
7,013c]is.>

20
SAOSohs.

£85114/10 
Is. Old.

£33A9,2 
Is. OJd.

£817A/2
2s.;j;d.

£273 15b. 
Sis, 5;d.

i
282chB.
£46/19,2
Is.OJd.

i
Rl5cbs.
£12(18,9

Bid.

1
523chs.
£18/0/10

SJd.

10
2,614chfi.
1:195/3/4
16.5*3.

12
n,092chs. 
£134 10a. 

10^d.

1 8 9
llchs. 
11b. Gd. 
Is.Oid.

l,949cha.
£127,9/11
ls.3|d.

£87
Is. 5}d.

21 14 C 2i 207 170

3,5520118. 22,40echs. 2,964ch5, 14,580chs. 65,050cbB. 59,896cho.

£610,19/6 £523/4/7 £134/3/6 £42.4^415 £3,453/14/1 £2,046

3s.51d. Sid. 101d. Gid. Is. OJd. iiid.
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Report of The Chief Surveyor to The Under Secretary for Lands.
S^r> Department of Lands. Survey Branch, Sydney, 15 March, 1S97.

. , . I ^aTe honor to submit for your information the Annual Report of the service performed
in this branch of the Department during the year 1S96.

The permanent field staff attached to the Department comprised 59 officers, viz., 13 district surveyors, 
35 salaried surveyors, and 11 assistant surveyors.

. ^r- T. R. Donaldson, yvho filled the position of District Surveyor in the Grafton Board District,
retired from the Public Service about the middle of the year,

Mr. R. M‘Donald, District Surveyor at Armidale, was promoted to the position of Chairman of the 
Forbes Local Land Board.

, . ■M-r- R MacFarlane, District Surveyor in charge of the Bourke Board District, was promoted to the 
position of Chairman of that District. '

The three vacancies thus occurring on the list of district surveyors were filled by the promotion 
thereto of Mr. D. M. Maitland to Armidale, and Messrs. T. W. Conolly and E. fibsworth, who for some 
time had been acting as district surveyors, to Bourke aud Grafton respectively. ,

Two licensed surveyors and 4 assistant surveyors, previously employed on the temporary stall’, were 
transferred to the permanent establishment.

, One of the assistant surveyors on the permanent staff was employed the whole year on special 
duties, and was remunerated as a temporary salaried surveyor.

. . Consequent on uniting the two Board districts of Goulburn aud Cooma, the service of one of the
district surveyors was dispensed with, under the, report of the Public Service Board, thus reducing the 
number of district surveyors to 13.

The services of one of the salaried surveyors were also dispensed with under the Board’s report.
‘ The ^District Surveyors were appointed District Commissioners under the Land and Income Tax 

Act of 1895, in order to conduct the assessment of lands liable to taxation ; this business is still proceeding.
, The services of Mr. Surveyor Perdriau, who is attached to the Metropolitan disirict, were at request 

of the Commissioners and by authority, appropriated for about eleven weeks in connection with assessment 
of waterside properties about tbe city of Sydney and environs.

Ninety-eight licensed surveyors were employed in carrying out surveys under contract. In many 
cases only partial employment could be afforded owing to the falling off in survey work.

Thirty-eight reports on examination of surveys performed by licensed surveyors under contract 
were received, the results of the inspections being satisfactory (except in three instances), and showing 
that the surveys had been carried out in conformity with the departmental survey regulations.

The Board for granting licenses under the Real Property Act to survevors held three meetings. 
One hundrcd and one renewals of the licenses were issued ; first licenses tvero also granted in two cases, 
making the total number 103. The annual fee of £L Is. was paid in each ease, except in two instances 
which were specially exempted from payment.

Twenty-five applications for certificates of title under the Real Property Act wore referred to this 
Department by the Registrar-General for report as to any objection to the issue thereof. After the 
investigations had been made, the Registrar-General was apprised of the result in each case.

Boxed of BxiWi_\i:p.s for License to Sueyey Crows Lancs.
The system adopted in 1895, by which all the colonies of the mainland co-opcratcd in tho holding 

of concurrent and identical examinations for qualification of survey, has been continued ; and, although 
no examination ivas held in March, a representative of the Board of this Colony, Mr. T. F. Furber,
F.R.A.S., acted in conjunction with the Boards of tbe other colonies in preparing papers for examinations 
held in Melbourne, Adelaide, and Perth. Similar joint action was taken in preparing for an examination 
held at Sydney, as well ns in the other Australian capitals in September last.

At the meeting held in September, this Board examined 12 candidates, of whom tho following 
were successful, viz.:—■

■ Henry Walter Small, ■ Charles John Easton-,
Robert David FitzGerald. Robert Paul Atkins.
Robert Derwent Dixon,

, Trigonometrical Scryey. ’
The weather during the past year has been more favourable for survey than during 1895. Mr. J. 

Brooks, F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S, Surveyor-in-charge of Field Operations, used the 18-inch alt-azimuth at 
Dromedary, Mumbulla, and Tathra Stations; at the two first mentioned, astronomical observations were 
made for determining latitude and azimuth ; at Tatbra, the latitude and longitude were determined in 
1887, and on this occasion the instrument was used to observe azimuth, thus completing the requirements 
for a geodetic station. At these stations, 1,160 horizontal angles were measured : and 239 stars were 
observed for latitude, 231 stars for azimuth, and 30 stars for time.

At 'Waudellow, Bunga, and Merimbula Stations a 10-inch instrument was used by Mr. Brooks, 
and 814 horizontal and 412 vertical angles were measured. *

The magnetic declination as indicated bjr compass on a G-inch theodolite was noted at five stations.
Reserves were measured by Air. Brooks for protection of the stations at "WandoJlow, Mumbulla, 

Bunga, Bouruda, Bermnguey, and Merimbula. ’
The services of Mr. Surveyor Gregson, using a 10-inch theodolite, comprised the completion of 

observations at Jillamatong and Coolumburra, and the full series of observations at Currock-billy, Milo, 
Dampier, and Slnpup Stations ; also additional observations which were needed at Umaralla, Berlang, and 
"Wyanbene Stations, and he commenced work at Wadbilliga; lie thus measured 3,10-1! horizontal and 704 
vertical angles, and noted 775 readings for magnetic declination.

Ten reserves for protection of stations were measured and marked, and five connection surveys 
were eFected, by Mr. Gregson.

Mr. Healy, piling overseer, formed 37 new stations in the counties Harden, Buccleucb, Wynyard, 
Bland, and Clarendon, and connection surveys were made for all.

Mr. Gordon, piling overseer, formed 26 new stations under unusual difficulties in the counties 
Beresford, Cowley, and Wallace ; connection surveys wore also made for descriptions of stations, and 
where the stations are on Crown lands reserves were defined for their protection.

It may here he mentioned that amongst other duties Mr. Brooks marked standard lengths in the 
basement of the building used for head offices at Sydney, to be used for testing the steel bands and chains 
Used in survey; and he also devised the apparatus for use in connection therewith.

Trigonometrical
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TllTGCWOHETBICAr, COMPUTING BllAXCH.

Pield books of angles at tho following stations have been received, viz.:—Newstead, Dromedary, 
Mumbulla, and Tathra, observed at with IS-inch theodolite ; aud at Tomboyc, .Tillamatong, Coolumburra, 
Currockbilly, 'Wandera, Comerang, Wandellow, Milo, Berlang, Wyanbene, Dampier, Slap-up, and 
Umaralla, taken with a 10-ineh theodolite. The details of these observations have been reduced and 
entered in the record books, and the computations generally have been carried as far forward as the 
progress of the field work would permit.

Purther work was done in the computation of the meridian series from the Lake George base, 
southerly to tho Victorian border, and tbe results entered in tbe record books. Tbe final adjustment of 
the triangulation of the county St. Yincent has been made, the whole being now co-ordinated. There 
has been provisional computation to fix stations in tbe counties of Dampier and Georgiana required for 
immediate map construction.

The astronomical observations of latitude and azimuth at stations Tianjara, Warden Head, Durras, 
and Newstead have been reduced; and the field-books of like observations at Dromedary and Mumbulla 
have been received.

Observations for determining the values of divisions of the levels used in the altitude and 
astronomical observations have been reduced, as well as those to determine the value of a revolution of 
the micrometer used in the latitude observations.

A map is appended showing the extent of the main triangulation at the end of the year.
The departmental stock of surveying and scientific instruments has been maintained in good 

condition. It was found necessary to send several theodolites, which had done several years’ service, to 
the makers, Troughton and Simms, for renovation; the work has been well done. Also several aneroid 
barometers, which were in unserviceable condition, have been renovated and put into excellent order. 
And several arithmometers (for which there is a considerable demand) have been fitted with improved 
gearing, and other minor repairs effected. The stock of arithmometers is but sufficient to meet require
ments, many of these instruments have been in use for long periods, and it is to be expected that 
continuous wear must have its due effect, and consequently additions to the stock will soon be needed; 
inquiries have therefore been instituted as to the best improved form of instrument.

Dux AIL SunVET FOR SEWERAGE OF SrDXEV AND ENVIRONS, AND COUNTRY TOWNS.

On tbe recommendation of the Public Service Board, the Detail Survey Branch was transferred to 
the Department of Public Works, on the 31st duly.

As in the year 1893, seven surveyors were engaged upon the field work up to the time of transfer.
Of the work completed the greater portion uas in the Lower Hunter District, at Newcastle, West 

Maitland, Waratah, and Mcrewethcr. In the environs of Sydney, Granville was commenced, and 
progress made at Drummoyne.

During the period mentioned the completed work was satisfactory, the number of separate holdings 
or tenements surveyed for the seven months being 1,715.

A standard traverse connected with the trigonometrical survey, embracing the populous parts of 
the Municipality of Granville was run, the cost being Is. C^d. per chain, for about 101 miles; this is lower 
than tbe average cost of similar survey, except that of Lambton and Waratah, which cost Is. 3d. per chain.

With the advance of the survey into the less populous parts of the Newcastle environs, it was not 
to be expected that the low prices per tenement of the new work could be maintained, the cost for 189(3 
being 13s. 8d. per tenement, as compared with 12s. 7d. for 1803, and 10s. 7d. in 1894.

The area covered by new work for tho seven months was 1,448 acres, against 2,683 acres in 1895 
and 1,341 acres in 1894. Bevision of survey for second edition of maps covered 1.033 acres.

Computed on an area basis also, the cost was slightly higher than in 1895, though lower than in 
any previous year, being 10s. 2d. per acre against 14s. 10^d. in 1895, £1 5s. 2d. in 1894, and £l Is, 8d. 
in 1893.

In revisional surveys for second editions of lithographs, and immediately prior to tho publication of 
first editions, 757 new tenements were fixed, as well as 1,450 material alterations over fifty-seven sheets.

The distribution of the work of the Detail Survey effected is indicated in the following tabular 
statement, which does not include revisional surveys prior to publication of first editions :—

New Surveys.

1
Surveys for Second Editions,

*

Municipalities. No. of 
Sheets.

No. of 
Tenements. Municipalities, No. of 

Sheets.
No. of 

Tenements.

Canterbury............................................. 3
t

o 130
Lrninmoyiie ....................................................... 17 211 3 69
Granville............. ................. ............ . 12 206 4 177
if ere wether ....................................................... 10 531 0 36
tYaratah................................................................. 22 351 1 1 16
West Maitland..................................... 7 409 ' 1 27

1 Sydney ................................................. 9 124
f Wavcrlcy........................................ . 1 36

Woollahra ........................................... .3 42

Totals............................... 71 1,715 33 657

Incidental to the survey, a large number of details were fixed, which cannot well be enumerated in 
any tabular statement, such as the Sydney Hospital, additions to Parliament Houses, Supreme Court, 
and Hcgistrar-GeneraTs Office, Eernhill and Waratah railway stations, bridge over Parramatta Biver, 
Waratah Court-house, and public school, wharfs, &c.

The standard levels of Granville, and detail levels over twenty-two sheets of survey in Waratah, 
were determined.

In
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In addition to the completed work above mentioned, there was additional field-work, but particulars 
were not to hand at the date of transfer to the "Works Deportment.

"With regard to office work effected, one plan of standard survey and 78 plans, or shoeis, of detail 
surrey were drawn and completed; 84 plans were revised preparatory to the publication of second 
editions of the lithographs ; additional particulars prior to first publication were placed on 16 plans; and 
tbe detail levels were noted upon .30 plans.

Difty-four sheets of Sydney and Suburbs, and 2 of Newcastle, were traced ready for the pi eduction 
of lithographs. *

The plans, Ac,., in the Branch were used to a large extent hy officers in connection with the 
assessments for land taxation purposes, 1,377 plans and 54 field-books having been referred to by them ; 
in addition to which, the public largely availed themselves of the information given, frequent references 
being made especially in connection, with surveys under the Real Property Act.

Four maps are supplipd, showing in blue tint the area surveyed during tbe first seven months in 
1896, and, in rod, the area surveyed prior to that date.

Miscklt.-axeouk Charting Branch.

The business of this Branch has, on the whole, exceeded that performed in 1893. There has been 
a decrease in some items ; in others, the increase has been mainly dne to negotiating exchanges of land 
under tbe Crown Lands Act of 1895. One thousand two hundred and twenty papers relating to cases 
of this kind were dealt with ; during the previous vear there were 755.

The area scheduled for auction has been 46,950 acres, as against 51,105 acres in 1895-
The number of plans and tracings charted has been 2.921. at a cost of £204 ; in 1895 the number 

was £3,410.
The character of this work has changed since the Act of 1895 came into operation. The greater 

number of the plans now represent large subdivisions made in anticipation of Homestead Selection or 
Settlement Lease, instead, as formerly, of single portions in smaller areas measured for Conditional 
Purchase or Lease.

The number of miscellaneous papers dealt with shows an increase, the numbers being 8,506 and 
9,356 for 1895 aud 1896 respectively.

As a result of inquiry by tbe Public Service Board, the work connected with the proclamation of 
boundaries for Municipalities, Police,. District Court, Petty Sessions, Licensing, and Circuit Court 
Districts was transferred from the Electoral Office to this Department. The work 1ms been assigned to 
this Branch, and will require the whole attention of one draftsman for some time to come; for all tho 
Police and various Court District boundaries require revision and adjustment to eliminate errors and 
discrepancies in descriptions, and for makiug the various boundaries coincident as far as maybe desirable. 
Tliis revision has been in baud for several months past; and as a preliminary, 95 illustrative diagrams 
have been prepared.

The important business of disposing of expiring pastoral leaseholds has received careful attention. 
Out of 241 leaseholds, the leases of which expired not later than the end of 1896,188 have been fully 
dealt with (90 of these in 1895). Action is now proceeding on all leaseholds of which tbe leases expire 
between tbe end of 1896 and the end of 1898.

More progress was expected than has been attained with the compilation of the new register of 
reserves. This has frequently been laid aside to give attention to mutters of more pressing importance.

It is anticipated that the work of this year will fully occupy the present staff.

CoMnuNG Branch.

Miseellaneom Division.—The compilation of county maps has received a large share of attention. 
Eight new m.aps have been completed, and of eleven other counties, first editions have been prepared.

The compilation and drawing of tbe new Colony map have been completed during the year, and (lie 
map brought up to date with the exception of part of sheet 6; and sheets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 have been 
photo-lithographed on the same scale with satisfactory results. The four remaining sheets will bo photo- 
lithographed shortly, when the whole of tho proofs will be revised and sent on for printing of a complete 
edition with as little delay as possible.

The area of the Colony computed from this map is 310,372 square miles—which includes Lord 
Howe Island, 5 square miles. The area of the Colony previously estimated was 310,700 square miles.

New compilations of the following county maps have been completed:—Narromine, Forbes, 
Harden, Leichhardt, Gregory, Hunter, Buccleucb, "Windeyer, Maps of tho following have been charted 
up and prepared for new editions:—Bland, Cunningham, Barrona, IJlarara, Evelyn, Berry, "Wynyard, 
Camden, Cook, Yungnulgra, Flinders, Northumberland, and St. Vincent.

Compilations of the following county maps were in hand at the end of the year:—■Ashburnham, 
Bathurst, Roxburgh, Finch, Dampier, Georgiana, Baradinc, "Wellington, and Gresham. Standard maps 
in hand for charting up :—Urana, Cooper, and Denison.

Maps of the villages of Warratta, Blandfocd, Wrightville, and Fificld have been compiled and 
drawn; and maps have been prepared from surveyors’'plans of the villages of Hermidale, Harrington, 
Cumborah, Reefton, Mount Allen, Ponto, Tichborne, and environs of Barmedman.

A map of the Metropolitan Land Board District has been completed.
Twenty-nine plans representing 295-1,' miles of feature and connection surveys have been charted.
A considerable quantity of minor miscellaneous work has also been done.
Parish Map Division.—The work for the year comprises 224 new compilations of parish maps, and 

93 standard maps charted for new editions.
It should be mentioned that both Divisions of the Compiling Branch (especially the Parish Map 

Division) have been shorthanded during the latter half of the year, draftsmen having been sent to country 
offices to meet the exigencies of departmental business.

Lithographic
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, Lithographic Branch.
A large number of plans of areas for settlement under tbe new forms of tenure provided by tbe 

Act of 1805 have been lithographed. Two hundred and ninety separate lithographs have been prepared 
and printed for issue simultaneously with proclamations of the settlement areas. The bi-chromato gelatine 
process has been continued, with satisfactory results as regards both expedition and economy,

"With reference to tbe sheets of Detail Survey required for sewerage works, which are under the 
heading of miscellaneous, it may be noted that on the completion of the sheets now in process of printing 
the lithography of this series of maps will almost cease. The Public Works Department, now charged 
with the Detail Survey, has decided to dispense, as far as possible, with lithographing sheets of new surveys.

The following returns show the details of lithographic operations for the year:—

Countiest.
County maps show measured areas, roads, reserves, features, and all other information which is 

capable of delineation on a scale of 2 miles to an inch ; they are published at 5s. per copy.
Twelve county maps were lithographed during the year, comprising 1,900 printed copies:—

Barrona . Dudley Harden
Camdenf (1 mile to an inch) Dudley* - Northumberland
Cookt (1 mile to an inch) Gregory St. Yincent
Cunningham Gregory* Yungnulgra.

f Published at 10p. per copy.
I

Of these maps, those indicated by the asterisk are on the scale of 8 miles to an inch, which are 
printed for use in this office, hut not for publication.

Towns.
Town maps show the general design, measured lands and names of purchasers thereof, reserves, 

and dedications within town and suburban limits. They are usually photo-lithographed from compilations 
prepared at this office or from the surveyors’ original plans to the scale of 4 or 8 chains to an inch, and 
sold at Is. per copy.

b’ifteen town maps were lithographed during the year, comprising 1,400 printed copies :—
Barmedman
Blandford
Campbelltown
Carroll
Collarendabri

Cookamklgera
Cumborah
Dubbo
Harrington
Hermidale

Ponto
Stockinbingal
Tcloraree
Tichborne
Wallace.

Parishes.
Parish maps are compiled to a scale of 20 chains to an’inch for office use, and then, with fow 

exceptions, reduced to 40 chains scale for publication and sale at Is, per copy.
Three hundred and twenty-four parishes wero lithographed during the year, comprising 25,315 

printed copies.

Auction Sale Plans.
Lithographs of all lands measured for auction are printed for use at auction sales.
One hundred and ninety-eight plans were lithographed during the year, comprising 16,968 printed

copies.

* Miscellaneous. •

This class of work principally comprised the following items, viz.:—36 sheets of the detail survey for 
sewerage purposes in the cities of Sydney and Newcastle and municipalities of Newtown, Balmain, and 
Marrickville; 350 classified area plans, mainly for homestead selection and settlement lease purposes; 27 
maps in connection with scrub clearing operations in the West Bogan Country ; 10 maps of Land Board 
Districts; 13 maps showing parts of travelling stock routes, Jerilderie to Tocurawal and Narrandera to 
Wagga Wagga, for clearing purposes; maps of New South Wales showing railways with coach routes ; 
also maps showing Land Districts, Ac., in connection with new editions of Crown Lands Acts ; and eight 
maps illustrating Annual Report of the Department of Lands for 1895.

Pour hundred and fifty-two miscellaneous maps were lithographed during the year, comprising 
76,765 printed copies.

Other Departments.

Maps, plans, and diagrams have been printed for tbe Departments of Chief Secretary, Public 
Works, and Eailway Commissioners, comprising maps of New South Wales, City of Sydney, Port Jackson; 
Detail Survey maps of the municipalities of Alexandria, Randwiek, Woollahra, and Waverley (18 sheets) ; 
diagrams of plain beam bridges (8 sheets) ; military map of the country between George’s River and 
Broken Bay, &c.

Thirty-seven maps, plans, and diagrams for oilier Departments were lithographed during the year, 
comprising 15,269 printed copies.

Official i'onns.
These forms comprise circulars, decisions, forms, and memoranda required for use al. head-quarters 

and at country offices.
One hundred and thirty-five official forms were lithographed during the year, comprising 71,472 

printed copies.

Oomparativc
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Comparative Summary for 1895 a nd 1896.

Map, Plan, or Document.

1895, 1890.

No. of Separate 
Maps.

No. of Copies 
printed.

No. of Separate 
Maps,

No. of Copies 
printed.

Counties..................................................................
Towns............................. 1,400
Parishes.................................................... 314

262
350
231
112

Auction sale clans ................................... 2' 16,368Miscellaneous ...................................... Sri riQ'
Other Departments.............................. 54,702

f!9 flSri
07

Official forms......................... 71,472

Totals,....................... .................. . 1,313 223,985 1,173 209,099

Contracts for lithography have been completed in value to the amount of £874 Is. IQd,

Koads Branch.

The Hoads Branch inquires into applications for survey and opening of roads through alienated 
land and Crown land held under lease, and deals with correspondence relating to roads and streets matters 
in general, e.y,, complaints of obstruction of roads, objections to proposed roads, and claims to compensa
tion. _ The plans of roads are examined, catalogued, and approved in tbe district offices, and then forwarded 
to this branch, where proceedings are taken for proclamation under the Public Hoads Act, or for resump
tion under the Crown Lands A.ct of 1889. Aftcrw'ards the roads are charted upon office plans aud maps, 
and fully noted copies of the plans are furnished to the Department of Public Works and to the Kegistrar- 
General.

Land Boards’ appraisements of compensation consequent on the opening of roads are dealt with, 
and action taken in respect of granting Crown land or unnecessary roads in lieu of land resumed.

Plans of streets surveyed for alignment on the applications of Municipal Councils are examined, 
catalogued, and approved in District Survey Offices, then forwarded to this branch, where the eases arc 
prepared to conform with the requirements of tho 1.2Slh section of the Municipalities Act.

Applications for permission to erect public gates under Act 39 Victoria No. 10 are cousiderod and 
dealt with.
. Applications under section 67 of tbe Crown Lands Act, 4S Victoria No. 18, for purchase of 
unnecessary roads, receive preliminary consideration, and when purchase has been completed all maps and 
office plans are noted.

During the year 478 applications for survey of roads aud streets were received and dealt with ; also 
323 surveyors’ reports (exclusive of reports transmitting plans of surveys) ; 2S2 road plans, showing 491 
miles of road surveyed ; 14 alignment plans, showing 74 streets as marked for alignment of carriage-ways 
and foot-ways ; 45 applications for permission to erect SO public gates ; 59 anplications for purchase of 
113 unnecessary roads; and 454 objections and claims with regard to road and street surveys.

Information has been furnished for 3,509 letters, in reply to communications and inquiries from 
members of the public, with regard to roads and streets matters. There were 7,306 papers registered 
during the year, which, together with 709 papers relating to roads registered in other branches, make 
a total of 8,015 papers received and dealt with. In 116 cases action has been taken to grant Crown 
land or unnecessary roads in compensation for land resumed under 42nd section of the Crown Lauds 
Act of 1889.

During the latter half of the year on the recommendations of the Public Service Board tbe work 
of examination and approval of road and alignment plans was transferred to tbe District Survey Offices, 
and the staff of the branch reduced. There are now 5 draftsmen less than prior to August, 1896,

Occupation Drafting Branch.

, Miscellaneous business in connection with clearing scrub in tbe West Bogan country has been 
carried out by this branch ; also investigations with regard to the withdrawal of land from leasehold areas 
for settlement purposes in the Central and Western Divisions.

Notifications of withdrawals from 7 leasehold areas in the Central Division were published in the 
Government Gazette, covering an area of 174,400 acres.

Maps have been prepared for the Public Works Committee showing the tenure of lands within 20 
miles on each side of the proposed railways from Nevertire to Warren, and from Manilla to Tamworth,

Particulars were furnished with regard to homestead leases in force within 20 miles on each side of 
tho proposed railway from Condobolin to Broken Hill.
__ The year’s work shows a slight increase in the number of surveys depit with under tbe 143rd and 
52nd sections. Seven cases have been completed representing the'survey of 62|- miles of holding 
boundaries and dividing lines, towards the cost of which tbe sum of £83 ls.'6d. has been collected from 
the pastoral lessees. _

A comprehensive index to the field-books of old surveys is now in course of compilation, which 
when complete, will put this section of the records on a satisfactory basis. ' ’

Adjustments iu connection with areas of occupation licenses and pastoral leases affected by with
drawals or reversions show a decrease. S29 eases have been dealt with ; during the year 1895 the number 
was 1,095. In 144 instances a thorough investigation of tbe area under review wras found to he expedient, 
i v f^ne kun^rec* ai'd thirty-four cases have been investigated as to proposed withdrawal of laud from 
leasehold areas for settlement purposes under the Act of 1895.

Two hundred and seventy-two homestead, improvement, and other leases have been charted, and 
380 plans noted Qne
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other purpeoaesndred ^ sev’enijr'five traci,1ge and lithographs have been prepared for appraisement and 

Eighty-five new occupation licenses have been charted on office maps.
Fifty-seven plans of abandoned resumed areas have been charted up and forwarded to the .District 

ourveyors for report as to best means of disposal.
Two hundred and fifteen blocks of vacant Crown lands proposed to be offered by auction or tender 

tor occupation license have been dealt with. J

Miscellaneous Contract Beanch.*

- ■i'!’ere we.re 3’727 hthographs and tracings prepared and issued from this branch (being 379 less 
lan m the previnos year) ; these are chiefly illustrative of tracts of country for settlement under the 

provisions ol the Act of 189o; also maps (12) showing 300 miles of travelling stock reserve ; maps (219) 
illustrative of exchange proposals; standard tracings (379) of plans of roads and streets; and plans (60) 
lor notation purposes. ’ 1 ^ y

There were 475 maps and plans noted by this branch to relieve the Deeds Branch 
i he total number of applications dealt with is 1,606 ; 1,161 were dealt with iu 1895.
Un the whole a larger amount of work has been done than in 1895.

COREESTONDENCK AND RECORD BRANCH.

The duties carried out iu this branch are shown hereunder:_
Papers received from other branches and dealt with ... ... 12 626
Papers, plans, tracings, &c., received by post............. ... ’pgg
Instructions issued to surveyors ... ,,, ... ' ' 1329
Reports received from surveyors and recorded ... ... ... I'lGG
Letters written and despatched... ... ... ... ... l'oiO

. Memoranda, tracings, plans, Ac., sent to surveyors ... ... g'eOQ
Minutes written to the Under Secretary ... ... ... ... ’79Q
Ministerial decisions noted ... ... ... ... '
Telegrams written and despatched ............. ^----- 1--------------- ... J-TiJL

■ Recording all leave taken by Survey Branch in the head office and country offices 
.three clerks are employed in this branch.

Plan Record Branch.
Approximate number of plans entered in books at end of year 
Approximate number issued to and returned from officers in Metropolitan

District Survey pffice, Head Office, and Mines Department ..................
Cancelled maps received ... .. ... "
Plans sent to plan-mounter ... ... ...
Issued to Inquiry Branch... ... ... .. ... " ' “
Exhibited at counter ... ... ... ... "
Surveyors’field-books in custody .. ...
Despatched to District Survey Offices ... ... ... ...
Returned from District Survey Offices ... ... .. .
Applications from District Survey Offices (registered) ... ...
Memoranda returning plans from District Survey Offices (registered)
Draftsmen’s memoranda to District Survey Offices for plans.................. ^
Certified copies of plans received from District Survey Offices

274,068

133,260
752

5,640
724

6,268
6,700

13,766
15,593
2,696
1,298
1,330
2,900

rLAN-HOUNTINO BRANCH.

The work performed comprises :-Plnn-monnting, 16,719 pieces; rollers, varnishing, comers, lists, 
and miscellaneous, 1,831 pieces; binding 864 pieces; parcels post, 890 pieces; altogether 20,307 pieces. 
Ihe tolal for the previous year was 17,977 pieces. The increase is due partly to the requirements of the 
Land J ax Department, and partly to the demand for mounted lithographs in connection With the West 
Bogan scrub-clearing.

E. TWYNAM,
Chief Surveyor.

[7 maps.]

Sydney : Willinm Applegate Gulliclr, Government Printer.—1897.
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LIST of LAND DISTRICTS and HEAD OFFICES of LOCAL LAND BOARDS

Head Office of 
Land Board

land Districts comprised 
in land Board Districts

1
ARMIDALE •

Armidale........... 1
Glen Innes......... ^
Inverell........... 3
Tenterfield........ ^
Walcba 5

2

BOURKE '

Bourke 6
Prewarnna......‘
Brewarrina
Cobar..............9
Wilcannia 10
WiHyama...... H

3
DUBBO •

Coonamble..... 12
Dubbo............ j3
Nyngan............ J4
Warren.........

4

FORBES '

Barmedman..... j6
Barmedman [asf>
Condobnhn.......Jj
Forbes............|9
Grenfell.........£0
Parkes..........21

5

GOULBURN-

Sega.............. 22
Bombala..........“
Boorowa 24
Braidwood hd.
Cooma........... 2u
Eden 27
Goulburn 40
Cunning 29
Moruya •4U
MossVaie.........31
Queanbeyan 3?
Yass............. 3.
Young “

Ii

Head Office of 
Land Board

6
CRAFTON

land Districts comprised 
in land Board Districrs 

Bell in fen...... 35
Casino.......... 36
Grafton........37
Kempsey.......??
Lismore 39
Munvillumbah^ 
Port Macquarie-^

Balranald....... ^3
Balranald SouthSa 
Deniliqum - 44
Hay.................^5
Hay North..... 46
Hiliston........ 47
Hiliston North ■ 48 
Wentworth.....49

8
MAITLAND

9
MOREE

Cassilis-- 90
Dundod..........51
Gosrord...........52
MaiHand...... 53
Muswellbrook gjr 
Newcaslle -
Paterson......5“
Raymond TerrerS}
Scone.............58
Singleton........““
Stroud...........00
Taree “I
Wollombi........02

Bmgara 
Moree ■ - 
Wake it- ■

Head Office of 
Land Board

10
ORANCE

II
SYDNEY

12
TAMWORTH-

aide'afge

Wan a!da ■
Wargett Horth^j

13
WACQAWm

Land Districts comprised 
in Land Board Districts
Bathurst....
Carcoar.....
Cowra.........
Ldhgcw.......
Molong.....
Mudgee......
Orange.......
Ry/stone ■■ 
Vellinglon ■

Campbell town.... 77
Kiama...............78
Liverpool...........79
Metropolitan......8fl
Milton................ 81
Nowra...............82
Parramatta.......83
Penrith..............84
Picton.............. 85
Windsor........86
Wollongong.......87

<S(t rrabeen,Laooi>n
-80
l ort Jacks on
THNEYnkfogee/Bay

StrtanyBqy
rl FIaekin<>

^\^KEPo^ ,

S3

Coonabarrabran “8
Gunned ah....... 89
Murrurundi 80
Narrabri ------
Tam worth........ 32

At bury...............83
Cootamundry ^
Cootamundry Ceptrarl 
Corowa 
Cundagai 
Narrandera 
Tumbarumba H
Tumbarumba North 
Tumut ™
Urana-.............. 'K
Wagga Wagga

^OLLOSICONG
i

Ulutfurru
I

Mamal
icrin^ong

(sMOAhiiAVEy R

Perpemtcw
•lervifci Bay

30

29

31

32

J33

34

[35
Sussex *^7 Of or nrs \fi,l Haven

-Vr \ Bat eman’s Bay

f BrouUe

SHOWING ALL DIVISIONS FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE

CROWN LANDS ACTS.

Scale 32 Miles to I Inch

yrimoss r.

L Wononqtv T Montague. I -

' Bermagui

1 Green Cape

Cape Howe 
Garold'

JM 112 143 111 145 146 l-i-7

NOTES
Land District Boundaries shewn thus

Land Board District Boundaries shewn thus<

Head Offices of Local Land Boards shewn thus Igf BOURKE 

Other places where Local Land Boards hold Sittings shewn by circle thus O 
Territorial Divisions shewn thus ,**—^s0*

County Names and Boundaries shewn thus T 0 U S

Railways shewn thus.

148 1-1/9 11.1 112
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Wambucca Heads

Y

r*f Macquarie

NUMERICAL ini

EJA.STEE.isr iix-visioiar.

No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding.

9 Bang Bang 224 Marengo 487 Temora 508 Kikiamah (resumed
36 Nanima 225 Geraldra 438 Dudal Comer area see 704 C.D.)
41 Narraburra 223 Illunie 440 Combanning 509 Moura (resumed
42 Grogan Creek 262 Crowther 444 Wattamadara area see 705 C.D.)
43 Neila 265 446 Toogong 513 Obella (leasehold
62 Berthong 298 Davy’s Plains 449 Buckinbab area see 709 C.D.)
91 Narrogal 311 Cowra Rocks 453 Merriganowry 515 Walbnndrie (lease-

102 Walla Wsdla 330 Dananbilla 455 Canimbla hold area see 711
115 Little Burrangong 337 Broula 460 Upper Balabla C.D.)
124 Brymedura 345 Choeseman’s Creek 479 Gonimbla 524 Bangaroo
150 Memagong 351 Dilga 480 Burrawong 533 Moppit,
162 Bound Hill 356 Mogong and Tilga 487 Gundibindyal 535 Arramagong East
183 Balubula 374 Loombah North (resumed area see
19? Brown’s Springs 378 Ganoo 49S Keepit 713 C.D.)
199 Stockinbingal 397 Gundibindyal 495 Kangarooby 560 Cardington
202 Milong 424 Canomodine 496 Newrea or Noory 561 Baker’s Swamp
204 Tumbleton Station 431 Bulderudgera 501 Head of Bribaree 665 Kangaroo Flat
213 Narrailen 433 Carumbi 504 Yullundry
218 Moonbucca 434 Burramunda Troy

■WESTExtisr ioxat-istoxt.

Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding.

Mewcastle
'Hamilton

WangaroaTare) laWeilmoringleInnesowenBeemeryWilgaFort GreyBuckanheeMoolahTicehurstMeadows
NclyamboTurleeNoonthorungeeConlpataroDurableBuckwaroonTiltagaraMount GippsCobhara LakeKallaraMallaraCoan DownsKilferaTarcoolaMt. King EaatPan BanTeryawyniaNymagee-MoquilambaCorellaMulga, No. 4LangawirraWapwellaCulpaulinRestdown
Gurrera
Til TilFrome’s Greek Wyuna Downs Magenta Elsinora Quantambone Mootwingee Fort Bourke Lachlan Downs Delalah Downs Guthowarra

Bogeira EastClareTarcoonPirillieTridaMombaCoronga Downs Pulpulla Tolarno Gunniguidrie Boomiaricool Marina Maianoa Ked&n Tinapagee Conulpie Downs Gnomery Buckalow 
Neckarboo Molten Plains N ullawa Moira Plains Willara Wilgha Downs The Priory East Bogan, No. 1J 1 Collywarry BuddaI Moothumbil I Keewong I Brindingabba Springfield 1 Bulla ( Yarrawin L Baden Park> Gidgee i Bulgoor Mokely ! Talyeale 1 Weinteriga ) Lissington [ Mai lee Cliffs i Salisbury Downs 1 Yantara 1 Kenilworth> Mundi Mundi> Paddington

No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding.

97 144 Urana way 190 Thackaringa 237 Manfred 282 East Bogan, No. 16
98 145 YaUook 191 Topar 238 Hartwood 283 Mount Stuart
99 146 Roto, North East 192 Fulham 239 Mount Poole 284 Caryapundy

100 Wyadra 147 Booroomugga J 93 Amphitheatre 240 Dunlop Swamp, No. 1
101 148 Gol Gol 194 Moorara 241 Paika 285 North Euabalong
102 149 Merri Mcrriwa 195 Corona 242 Llamllo 286 Huaba
103 150 196 Murtee 243 Thule 28? Darling Block D
104 151 Mount Arrowsmitb 197 Ureila Downs 244 Kinchega 288 Osaca
105 Milrea 152 Angledool 198 Lower Lila 245 W illandra 289 N ewfoundlutd N o. 1
106 Tapalin 153 Booroondara Downs 199 Yeranbah 246 Moasgiel 290 Nardoo
107 Wilkie Plains 154 Marfield 200 Nundoro 247 Lila Springs 291 Tankerook North
108 Marooba 155 201 Tindayrey 248 Glenarjff 292 Coobung
109 Bogeira Back 156 202 Moorna 249 Boulka Lake 293 Willoh
110 157 203 Netlev 250 Wanaaring, R.A. 294 Willybingbone
111 158 Central Block 0. 204 Monolon, No. 5 251 Mulga, No. 1 295 Pinegobla
112 159 Mount Wood 205 Meryula 252 Albemarle and Vic- 296 Gumanaldry
113 160 driftinn 206 Belalie toria Lake 297 Kew
114 161 Packsaddle 207 Thurloo Downs 253 Morrawombie 298 Turkey Creek
115 162 Dine Dine 208 Gingie 254 Warn ell 299 Olive Downs
116 163 Coombie 209 Curraweena 255 Mourabilla 300 Waverley, No. 1
117 164 Yandama 210 Coronga Peak 256 Tara 301 Yandembah
ns 165 North Abbotsford 211 Wiitagoona 257 Toorale and Dunlop 302 Lower Nilgie
119 166 Taringo Downs 212 Conoble 258 Corrong 303 Grawin South
121 167 Kaleno 213 Morden 259 Waratta 304 East Bogan, No. 14
122 168 Outer Netallie 214 Cnthro 260 Win bar 305 Oberwells
123 169 Knjuligah 215 Byrock 261 Para 306 Upper Bundabulla
124 170 Lake Victoria 216 Bundinbarrina 262 Whittabranah East
125 171 Doradilla 217 Menamurtee 263 Canally, R.A. 307 Mount Boori-
126 172 Tongo 218 Mulgah 264 Coolnbah thumble
127 Delalab 17J Poolam&cca 219 Moolbong 265 Coolebab 308 Moongulla West
128 174 220 Olive Downs 266 Billybingbone 309 Mount Sturt
129 175 Torrens Creek 221 Euston 267 East Bogan, No. 17 310 Mulurulu
130 176 Teltagoonah 222 Eremeran 268 Mogil Mogil 811 Euabalong
131 177 Gundabooka 223 Onepar 269 Eribendery 312 North Peak
132 178 Cultowa 224 North Morrow ie 270 Toms Lake 313 Caryapundy

179 225 Berawinnia Downs 271 Burrandown Swamp, No. 2
133 180 Dungalear 226 Goondublui 272 Willawillingbah 314 Caryapundy West
134 181 Belford 227 Tintinallogy 273 Denman 315 Mooculta
135 182 Mount Grenfell, m Multagoona 274 Kayrunnera 316 Boundary
136 No. 2 22£ Billilla 275 Arlington Plains 317 Wanaaring Block A,
137 18i 23( Wirlong 276 Mulga Downs L.A.
138 184 Curranyal(>a 231 Boolegal 277 Wirra Warra 318 Wanaaring Block B,
139 185 Nocoleche 232 Bedooba 278 Berawinia Downs,
140 186 Gnalta 233 Yatbong No. 3 319 Wanaaiing Block C,
141 187 Merungle 23' Jandra 279 Opbara L.A.
142 188 235 Lerida -80 Murruman & Dural 3?0 Canally, L.A.
143 Mount Monara 18S Keribree 236 Charlton 281 Lower Weeli West 321 Upper Lette, L.A.

O IEXsTTIE&.A-Ij XJI'VISXOlsr
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NOTES-

Araluen

Rabbit proof netting located from information supplied by the 

Lessees, Rabbit, Sheep and Conditional Purchase Inspectors 

Rabbit proof netting as erected and in course of erection shewn thus 

Eastern Boundary of Proclaimed Babbit Infested District do. do. 0

Land upon which the Destruction of Rabbits has been Proclaimed compulsory shewn thus

a
A

'p-

No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. No. Name of Holding. Na Name of Holding.

172 Drildool 260 Tabratong 348 Bingara 434 Cathundril, No. 2 523 Arrownie Boolearrol 694 Bald Hills and
173 261 Waterloo 34t Bulgandra 435 West Bogan, Nos. 524 Ulumbie Warraderry
174 262 Tucklan and Yar- 350 Aratula 2 and 3 52f Goolgumbla 611 Tenandra Wanganella
175 row Creek 351 Murray 438 Lower Ningear 526 Quiamong 612 Wyabray Gowang
176 263 Momalong 352 Pier Pier 437 Canonbar 527 The Springs Opposite Derribon*, 697 Willylaw
177 264 Binya 352 Bean bah 439 Back Run 528 Ooombogolong, K. A 614 Wallanbillan, R. A Budgery
178 265 Blowclear West 354 North Wakool 440 Quandary North 529 Yalgogrin South 615 Mellool 698 Kindra Creek
179 266 Mowablaa 355 South Merrowie 441 Bullerawa 530 Nai ra way 616 Boonal Willie
180 267 Yaddra 356 Cobra 442 Yerra Yerra 531 New Wy regall 617 Tycannal. 701 Lake Cowal
181 268 Narrow Plains 357 Collindina 44J Grecnbar Creek 532 More Devil 618 Curra and Curra- 702 Wilgar Downs
182 Ford’s Creek 269 Wardry 358 South Urana 444 Geweroo 533 Wangrewally winnia 703
183 Yallaroi 270 Dubbo 359 Bimble 445 Minore 53' Merri Merri 619 Moira area 607 ED.)
184 271 Gennaren 360 Malonga 446 Bundaburrah 535 Gobbagombalin 620 Tubbo 704 Kikiamah (lease-

99 185 Botnera, R.A. 272 Tharambone 361 Geraniy 447 Nevertire 536 Yalcogrin 621 Watimgar
186 Boolooroo 273 Merrigal Back 362 Merrigal 448 Currugundi 537 Carroll Grong Grong E.D.)
187 ‘Ihe Overflow 274 Mount Harris 363 Cumhil 449 Youlbung 638 Gingket 623 Merringreen Moura (leasehold
188 275 Butherwah 364 Grawhey 450 Cambara • 539 Naradhan 625 Eenaweena area 509 E.D.)
190 276 Carinda 355 Euglo 451 War regal 540 Gunyerwarildi 626 Woorooma 706 Myall Creek (re-
191 Malaraway* Millie 277 Oobbadah 366 Qunbothoo 452 Kentucky 541 Mandanmh 627 Ariah sumed area 510f i, [ North 278 Toorawandi 367 Bundy 45i Qoree 542 Moonbi or Bogan 628 Baan Baa South

105 192 Barbigal 279 Merry bone 368 Kerri wah 455 Willurah dillon 629 Myall Downs 708 Keera (resumed
193 Derri Derri 280 Moulmain 369 Sandy Ridger 457 Tinpot Alley 643 Youngara Creek 630 Yarrabee area 512 ED.)

Wdbendungah 194 Oakoy Creek 281 Derra Derra 370 Wangen 458 Midkin 544 Tarriaro 631 Euroka 709 Obella (resumed
195 Urawilkey 282 Werai 371 Warbreooan 459 Nangerybone 545 Trowel 1 Creek 632 Back Daroubalgie area 513 E.D.)
196 Conapaira 283 Barren 372 Molly 480 Bock Gilgandra 646 Burra Burra 633 Milton Vale 710 Wondao Wondong

110 197 Werrina 284 Thel)angering(East] 373 Sandridge 461 Honeyhugle 547 Bolero, Block A 634 Kooba (resumed area 514
111 199 Wallamgambone 285 Triaigara 374 The Boebung 463 Gunambil North 635 Nangunia . j»d War- E.D.)
112 Colliburl 200 Widgiewa 286 Upper Daroobalgie Swamp 464 Gundyraungydel 548 Boree Creek matt* Walbundrie (re-
113 201 Caidraurra 287 West Bland Plains 375 How long 465 Deniliquin 549 Bocabigal 636 sumed area 515
114 202 Tyrie 288 Emu Plains 376 Coree 466 Eunonyhareonyka 550 Biambi! 637 Ghoolei.daadi E.D.)

203 289 Wentworth Gully 377 Half-moon Plain 467 Burburgate 551 Dandaloo 639 Bunarbra 712 Upper Wvalong,
116 204 Berrembed 290 Kiambir 378 Medway <fc Gain her 468 Merrigid Martha' 555 Lower Willie East 640 Breeza No. 2

31 117 205 Woodlands 291 Mimosa West Gamber West guy 553 Rocky Creek 641 Triangular Plain 713 Arramagong East
118 206 Kucargo or Tory- 292 Bent’s Hill 379 Cowel Murryan 469 Albert Wnterhole 554 Walla Walla 642 West Bi-etlong (leasehold area

Warry Wee-Waa 293 Cooiah 380 Murrumbogie 470 Bundyuiumblah 565 Lower Balabla 643 Gunnedah Station 535 E.D.)
34 Bogamildi 120 207 Bomely 294 Murgab 381 Buraja 471 Went Bogan, Na 7 556 Balladoran 644 Houlaghan's Creek 714 Eurombedah

121 Willewa 208 Goorianawa, 295 Ulumbarella 382 Eugcldry 472 Pilliga 557 Otira South 715 Eiong Elong
123 209 Nariah 296 Yagftba 383 Narromine 472 Brookoog 55b Euroka, R.A. 645 Iliumurgaiia East 7! 6 Four-mile Creek
123 210 Jerilderie 297 Come-by-Clkinoe, 384 Back Tenandra 474 East Breelong 659 Brundah, R.A. 646 Bengalla 717 Norfolk
124 211 Mcroe Ac, 285 Thorndale 475 Bourbah 560 Tucka Tucka 647 Bandon 718 Back Creek and
125 212 Milkengowrie 298 BtAJlAndry S85 Merry an bone 476 Upper Bugaldi 561 Mungadal 648 Condobolin Nobby’s Lagoon
126 213 Geurie 299 Murray Downs 387 Fallal 47? Callubri 562 Whalan 649 Morangarel) and 719 Cobrauraguy

40 Tdleraga, ~ 127 214 Bando 300 W oolonndool 388 Buckingbong 478 Derribong 563 Edgeroi Narraburra Creek 720 Portadown
128 Wofia Wolla 215 Yamma 301 Wirrah 389 New Breniong 479 Mitiagong 564 Binda 650 Cubbo and Dun- 722 Piedmont
129 216 Gulgo South 302 Crown G«np 390 Youendah 480 Tabratong West 565 Camemey warian, R.A. 723 West Bogan, No. 6

43 (M'Quade) 217 Oxley 303 Mourabie 391 Cullengally 481 Youie 668 Tchelery 651 Barham 724 Borarabola
130 218 The Troffii 304 Bolaro 392 Wee Waa South 482 Bundidgery 567 Carbucky 652 Mungerbumbone 725 Dundoo Hills
131 219 Goangra 305 Burtarba 393 Zara 483 Micabil 568 Lower Droubalgie 653 Tomanbil 726 Nelungaloo

46 183 220 Bygoo 306 Billeroy 394 Bodangora 484 Success 569 Trinkey 654 Wooyeo 727 Pinnacle
Ballaree 134 221 Bundalia 307 Goobaug 395 Banghoet 485 Barellan 570 Walla Walla and 655 Murrumbidgerie 728 Gonn

48 Bland 135 223 Coubail 308 Coppymnrrambil 396 Wongagong 486 Gunning East Carangatell 656 Eugonra 729 Noorong
49 136 Upper Merry Merry 223 New Myregall 309 Toumble 397 Bearbong 487 Back Wardry 571 Galaragambone 657 Lindsay 730 'fannabar

137 Cumblo 224 Colombo Plain 310 Burrell or Gunnibk 398 Barth-y’s Creak 488 Brno Plains 572 Egelabra 659 Howlong 731 Bungobar
01 138 225 RJagula 311 Mickygunnogal 399 Parmidman 489 Own* 573 Bald Ridge 660 Narran 732 Barraba Detached

Tyree! 139 226 Orange Plains 312 Queenaborough 400 Old Harbour 490 The Meadows 574 Bongeabong 661 Mullah (leasehold area
(Richmond’*) 227 Hanging Rock 313 Booaa Wort 401 Conialla 492 Warree 575 Cowabee 662 North Junee see 562 E.D.)

140 228 Golam S14 Calimo 402 Gamber Gamber E. 493 Booloola 576 Timberrybungan 663 Tulcumbah 734 Bundybundally
05 141 329 Gomh 315 Uardry 403 Moonbria 494 Morago 577 Grubben Plains 664 Ulonga 735 Mogong

142 230 Gillenbine and 316 New Bahinda 404 Tareelari 496 Burrandoon 678 Canonb* 665 Dumlullamel 736 Ooombogolong L.A.
07 J.43 Gobondry 317 Welbon 405 Huntawang 497 West Bogan No. 1 579 Boranda 666 Mereyula 737 Culmier L.A.

144 231 Singoramba, Bl’k A 318 Pullingawarina 406 Barratta 498 Barmwang 580 Belar 667 Merool Baaie Creek 737 R.A.
145 232 Carlginda 319 Gillinghall 407 Bunna Bunna. 499 Palisthon 581 Millie G68 Billabong West 738 Brundah L.A.
146 Minna Minane 233 Berembed North 320 New Kirban 409 Hartwood 500 ColH 582 Kerarbury 669 New Gradgery 739 Brundah North

61 Billabong 147 Junee 234 Ulinda 321 Upper Boom ley 410 Upper Wy along 501 Bungle Gully 583 Quat Quatta 670 Mungk and Wallah L. A
62 MS Gunningbland 235 Beremcgcd 322 RringBnering 411 G mlr weed 5021 Mimosa 584 Dinky 671 Big River 740 Wallanbillan East
63 MS 236 823 Armitree 412 Murrill Creek 503 Sandy Creek 585 landra 672 Cobran LA.

fibeJ 237 Armatree 324 Sandy Comp 413 Curraburrama 504 Terembone 586 Gulgo 673 Nov/eronie 741 Wallanbillan I .A.
100 Ellengerah 238 North Goonambil 325 Sandholm 414 Tulloona 505 1 f 1° > 587 Buddigower 674 T»ngamba 742 Euroka Nwth LA.

66 Blue Nobby 151 239 326 Qunningbar 415 Moonagee 506 Slang!) tor-house 588 Coghill 675 Guulmr 743 Euroka South LA.
67 152 Bull Plain 240 Warraberry and 327 Glen CJuin 416 Buibodney Plat nr, 589 Meniwa 676 Bumbaldry Upper 743 R.A.
68 16J Coburn St. GUog 328 Pine Ridge 417 Cocopara 507 Coreen 590 Qs’.ftudary South 677 Hermitage Pleuna, 744 Wheoga L.A.

15< Colombo Creek 242 Bo.rooga 329 Brewarrina 418 Yamnta 508 Kookabumtgong 591 Towyal Block A 2 746 Bogo Bogoiong I^A.
70 156 Merkstdool 243 CooLUl 830 Binigoy 419 Houlaghan's Creek 509 Arramagong West 592 Budgeon 678 Naira win 746 Groongal LA.

10( 244 Nowley 831 Yarrowah North 510 New Geralgnmbone 593 Nanima 679 Trigamon 747 Wyvem LA.
72 157 'fregalana Eaat 245 Qailbone 332 Oariiale 420 Cowl Cowl 511 Gunnegaldra 594 Burroway 680 Mummgundy 748 Bringagoo LA.
73 Uabba 16» South Y a thong 24(1 Bokemer 333 Gidgonboyne 421 Yanko 512 Monument Flats 695 Hoblingrah 681 Gragenand Oraman 749 Cubbo LA.
74 159 Tho Brigelo wa 247 Melroee, Block D 334 Pullonming 422 Berry Jerry and 513 Genenagie 596 Torrangan 682 South Mahonga 750 Dunwerian LA.
75 160 Tup|ittl 248 Weemal«h SS5 Burrongong Arajoel 514 Bimble 597 Bygaloree Forest 751 Bomera LA.
76 161 Quambone (Flood’s] 248 Sisring Creek 336 Terry-hw-bie 423 Cum booglecu m bon t< 515 Hungary Weet 598 Bundemar 683 Mahonga 752 Taiuwinda LA.

Cbah Sing 162 Lake Oowal 250 Torramungamine 337 Gunnibong 424 South Tboiionga 516 Mtmgiebundio 599 Wonbobbie 684 Yulgogoring Nortli
78 163 North Yathopg 251 Orool 338 Myall Plains 425 Tooloon 517 Lower Mithul 600 Wamb&ngalang 685 Koikibertoo North
79 16- Tarramia 252 Buttabone 339 Gogeldrie 426 Opposite Coonamble Creek 601 Miindav. adders 686 Merah
80 Weebollabolla 165 Cocketgedong 25? Warrnn Downs 340 Wowingragong 427 Tbinnwindis 518 Mconbooldool 802 Cooma 687 Yerrinan
81 Wondoobar 166 Cremorne 254 Coonimhia 341 Marthuguy Creek 428 Quonmoona 519 Mulga or Glenaritf 603 Matiioura 688 Warwillah
82 167 Tala 255 Mungyer 342 Coonong 429 Lalaltee South B. 604 Bundure 689 Melrose
83 168 Warrowrie 256 Cartoon Point 343 Perricoota 430 Groongal, R.A. 520 Hermitage Plains, 605 Warrana 690 Willeroon
84 169 Haddon Higgs 25; Caroonhoon 344 Colly mongool 431 Kulki Block M 606 Buddabudnb 691 Wallangra
85 17< 251 Buckymguy 345 Brewon 432 Willan 521 Back Y anuria 607 Wallenanine 692 Wallandoon
86 West Gungalman {71 Toganmain 259 Cryon 347 Burrobogie 433 Middlefield 522 Old Biambla 608 Bobemh or Morbi 693 Goolhi
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1897.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. S. AVkbsesdat, 12 May, 1897.
32. Consoltbatiok' 07 tbe Lakh Laws :—Mr. Can'utliers moved, pursuant to Notice,— _

(1.) That a Select Committee he appointed to inquire into and report on the Consolidation of the 
Laws relating to Crown Lands.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Copeland, Mr. Chanter, Mr. Moore, Mr. Ashton, Mr. 
Hayes, Mr. Milieu, Mr. Gormly, Mr. Watson, Mr. Macdonald, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Question put. '
The House divided.

Ayes, 56.
jilt. Cook,
Mr. Keild,
Mr. Young,
Mr. Lonsdale,
Mr. Brunkcr,

■ Mr. Affleck,
Mr. Carrutliers,- 
Mr. Sydney Smith, 
Mr. Lacey,
Mr. Sleuth,
Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Began,
Mr. Garrard,
Mr. Gould,
Mr. Mahony,
Mr. Rigg,
Mr. Travers Jones, 
Mr. Chanter,
Mr. Simeon Phillips, 
Mr. Wheeler,

And so it was resolved i

Mr. Moore,
Mr. Lavistor,
Mr. Morgan,
Mr. Lyne,
Mr. Thomas 1'itzpatrick. 
Mr. Cftnn,
Mr. Moles worth,
Mr. Watson,

’ Mr. McGowen,
Mr. Hogue,
Mr. Lee,
Mr. Wright,
Mr. Smailes,
Mr. Harris,
Mr. Newman,
Mr. Millard,
Mr. Bull,
Mr. Griffith,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Parkes,

the affirmative.

Mr. Wilks,
Mr. .Tames Thomson,
Mr. Watkins,
Mr. Gillies,
Mr. Law,
Mr. Gormly,
Mr. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick, 
Mr. McFarlane,
Mr. Eddcn,
Mr, Ewing,
Mr. O'Sullivan, -
Mr. Mackay,
Mr. Carroll,
Mr. Ferguson,

Tellers,
Mr. Black,
Mr. Hawthorne.

Noes, 8,
Mr. Miller,
Mr. Wood,
Mr. McLaughlin,
Mr. Kelly,
Mr. A. B. Piddington 
Mr, Ashton.

Tellers,
Mr. Hurley,
Mr. Perry.

Votes No. 11. Wemteshat, 19 Hay, 1897.

**##=»#•*
1. CoxsounATioy op the Lasd Laws :—Mr Speaker informed the Ilouee that he had received from 

Mr. Copeland a letter, stating that, for the reasons therein given, he desired to resign his position as 
a Member of the Select Committee appointed to consider the subject referred.
Whereupon, Mr. Carrutliers moved, That Mr. Copeland be discharged from attendance upon the 
said Committee.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

. Votes No. 76. Tuesday, 30 Noyejihee, 1897.

4. Cofsolidattox of THE Lafd Laws :—Mr. Carruthers, as Chairman, brought up the Eeport from,- 
and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select 
Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 12th May, 1897: 
together with Appendix.
Referred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.

CONTENTS.
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1897.
t

CONSOLIDATION OF THE LAND LAWS.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of tlie Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 12th May, 
1897, tc to inquire into and report on the Consolidation of the Laws relating 
to Crown Lands," have agreed to the following report:—

Your Committee having held eight meetings and examined the following 
witnesses, viz., Mr. Thomas C. J. Foster, Barrister-at-Law, and Messrs. H. A. G. 
Curry, C. J. Saunders, W. H. Capper, 11. H. De Low, J. 11. Yorke, J. E. O’Dwyer, 
E. A. Bronsdon, J. P. McGuanne, and E. 0. Landers, Officers of the Lands Depart
ment (whose evidence will he found appended hereto) beg to report as follows :—

1. That the Bill attached to this Eeport, and marked “A,” is, according to
the evidence, a true and faithful consolidation of the law relating to Crown Lands, 
and the Committee accordingly recommend the Bill as such to the Legislative 
Assembly. ,

2. That it has undergone careful revision by Mr. T. C. J. Foster, Barrister- 
at-Law, acting in conjunction with experienced officers of the Lands Department.

3. That no amendment of the law has been made, and the only alterations of 
verbiage which your Committee have sanctioned have been made as follows :—

Clause 108, sub-clause 3 (“ Provided the Board may issue a final and, if 
necessary, dispense with the first certificate) before the expiration of ten years 
from the date of application for any such additional conditional purchase if the 
condition of residence attaching to such additional conditional purchase has 
been fulfilled before the expiration of such ten years.”

Your Committee are of opinion that this is only declaratory of the law, and 
is in every way desirable, being in accord with the accepted interpretation and 
administration of the law.

Clause 135, sub-section 4, the words ‘''from a/nd after" are altered in the 
Bill to read “on and after," and the same alteration has been made in clause 
253, sub-clause 4. This is a verbal alteration only, avoiding an existing 
ambiguity.

Clause 261, sub-clause (b), the words “ one sum" have been substituted 
for the words “one instalment"\ and in sub-clause (d) of the same clause the 
words “from the date of the lease" have been added.

In neither case is the law altered, but the verbiage is improved.

Ao. 3 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

3(E/i November, 1897.

J. H. CABBUTHERS,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 30 JUNE, 1897.

Members Present :—

Mr. Carrutliers, Mr. Hayes,
Mr.'Watson, Mr. Chanter,

Mr, Macdonald,
Mr. Carruthers called to the Chair.
Entries from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring to the resignation of 

Mr. Copeland as a Member of the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 10 NOVEMBER, 1897.

Members Present :— ■

M*. Ashton, j Mr. Moore,
Mr. Hayes.

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Ashton called to the Chair, j>?y> tem. 
Ee-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER, 1897. 

Members Present :—

Mr. Carruthers in the Chair.
Mr. Ashton 
Mr. Gormly, 
Mr. Moore,

Mr. Hayes,
Mr. Chanter, 
Mr, Macdonald.

Thomas C. J. Foster (Barrister-at-law') called in, sworn, and esamined.

Witness produced copy of Crown Lands Consolidation Bill, as revised by him; also, table showing 
how every section of every existing Act is dealt with by the Consolidation Bill.

[Adjourned till to-morrow at 3 o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 18 NOVEMBER, 1897.
Members Present :—

Mr, Carruthers in the Chair.
Mr. Hayes, • Mr. Gormly,

. Mr. Moore, Mr. Ashton.
Thomas C. J. Foster, rercalled and further examined. _ _
Harris Adam Gray Curry (Chief Inspector, Lands Department), called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 2 o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1897.
Members Present :—

Mr. Carruthers in the Chair.
Mr. Hayes, Mr. Moore,
Mr. Gormly, Mr. Macdonald.

Charles James Saunders (Inspector of Land Boards and District Survey Offices), called in, sworn, 
and examined.

Witness withdrew.
William Henry Capper (Glerlc-in-charye of Conditional Sales Division, Lands Department), called 

in, sworn, and examined. .
Witness withdrew. _
Robert Henry He Low (Cler7c-in-charge of Lease Division, Lands Department), called in, sworn, 

and examined.
Witness withdrew. 4
John Richard Yorke (ClerkJn-eharye of Conditional Sales Branch, Lands Department), called in, 

sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.

James
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James Edmund O’Dwyer {Clerh-in-cliargc of Miscellaneous Branch, Lands Department), called iu, 
eworn/and examined.

Witness withdrew.
Edward Arnold Bronsdon {Clerk-in-charge of Alienation Branch, Lands Department), called in, 

sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Percy Sl’Guanne {Glerk-in-charge of Miscellaneous Leases Branch, Lands Department), 

ealled in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Edwin Canrobert Landors {Clerk-in-eharge of Occupation Branch, Lands Department), called in, 

sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till To-morrow at 3 o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 2d NOVEMBER, 1897.

Mkmbjcjis Phksext :—
Mr, Carruthers in the Chair.

Mr. Hayes, I Mr. Gormly,
Mr. Moore. I Mr. Watson,

Mr. Ashton.
Thomas C. J, Poster recalled and further examined.
Mr. Foster asked to be supplied with a copy of the evidence.
Bcsolved {on motion of Mr. Moore), That Mr. Foster be supplied with a copy of the evidence. 

[Adjournment till To-morrow, at 3To o’clock.]

THU RSI) A T, 23 NOVEMBER, 1897.
Mkjibbes Present .—

Mr. Carruthers in the Chair.
Mr. Gormly,
Mr. Ashton,
Mr. Macdonald,

Mr. Watson.
Committee considered Draft Bill.

Mr. Hayes, 
Mr. Moore, 
Mr. Chanter,

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 2‘30 o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 30 NOVEMBER, 1897.
Members Present:—

Mr. Carruthers in the Chair.
Mr. Moore,
Mr. Macdonald, 
Mr. Hayes.

Mr. Ashton,
Mr. Chanter,
Mr. Gormly,

Thomas C. J. Poster recalled, and further examined.
Witness withdrew. '
The Chairman submitted copy of the Crown Lands Consolidation Bill finally revised. 
Ordered to be appended. [Appendix A].
Chairman then submitted Draft Keport.
Same read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON THE

CONSOLIDATION OP THE LAND LAWS.

WEDNESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER., ISO".

IPrrsmt:—
Me. ASHTON, 
Me. CHANTER, 
Me. GORMLY,

Me. HAYES.
Mr. MACDONALD, 
Me. MOORE.

The Hon. JOSEPH HECTOR CARRUTHERS in the Chair.

Thomas C. J. Poster, sworn and examined:—
1. Chairman^ You are a barrister of the Supreme Court of New South Wales ? Yes.
2. You have been entrusted with the work of finally revising the Crown Lands Consolidation Bill? Yes. T.C.J.Foetcr.
3. How long have you been engaged upon the work ? A little over three months. ^ '
A Have you been engaged upon it pretty constantly ? Upon an average, ten hours a day. The work 17 Nov , 1807. 
lias been very severe, and has extended into the night.
5. Before you took up this work you had a fair amount of practice in the Land Court? Yes. I have 
had general experience in my profession, and I have had experience in the Land Court.
6. You have made yourself conversant with our land laws? Yes.
7. And you have acted as counsel for the Crown iu many of the Lands Department cases? Yes.
8. When you took the work of revision in hand, there was in existance a fair draft consolidation? Yes.
SI. Yon hand in a copy of the Bill as revised by you ? Yes.
10; Do you feel prepared to give the Committee the assurance that this Bill is a fair consolidation of the 
existing law ? Yes, I can do that. Of course, there are some typographical errors in it, because we 
rather rushed the Government Printer; but I shall have them altered.
11. Have you followed any well-established principle in carrying out the work of consolidation ? Yes, 
generally. I may say that I took the Bill originally laid before the House, and went through it carefully, 
revising and correcting where I thought necessary Land checking all the clauses. Then I collaborated with 
Mr. Curry. Without his first Bill I do not know what amount of time would have been required for the 
work of consolidation. What he had done was most valuable, and, he being so thoroughly conversant; 
with the land laws, knew what sections naturally ran together. Since then we have practically worked 
together, comparing notes at the end of each day. We have altered the shape oE the original Bill 
considerably. In the first place, we have expanded the saving clauses. We found that there were several 
tenures created under the existing Acts, and that certain disqualifications and limitations applied to, 
perhaps, three or four of them, and we thought it better that these should each be referred to under a 
heading dealing with some particular tenure, so that any one who wanted to ascertain the law relating 
to that tenure would find it all in the same place. This remark applies particularly to the provisions 
relating to the alienation of land, and creating tenures by conditional purchase, conditional lease, sale, 
and so on. To each of these tenures certain conditions apply, and these conditions are put under the 
various headings of the tenures, so that if you want to know anything in regard to any particular method 
of alienation, you may find it all under one heading. To this arrangement, however, there are one or two 
exceptions, namely, where land reverts to a leasehold, upon the forfeiture of different tenures, and in 
regard to the ownership of improvements. The provisions relating to these matters were found to be too

long
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T.C.J.Foster. ]0ng to repeat in connection with every tenure, and they have been put under a miscellaneous heading, 
some of them being dealt with under the heading of “ Ownership of Improvements,” and others under the 

17 Nov., 1S97. head of “ Reverters ”
12. Ton have generally acted upon the plan of making each part of the Bill a full statement of the law 
relating to the subject matter of that part, repeating provisions where it is necessary to repeat them.

13. Have you avoided everything that might he called an amendment of the law? We have made- 
amendments in the law in two instances, if indeed they can be termed amendments, and to them 1 wish 
to direct the attention of the Committee. One of these new provisions refers to additional conditional 
purchases made since the coming into force of the Act of 1895. It was found that there was really 
provision for the issue of a certificate of conformity in regard to such conditional purchases, ihe only 
provision came under the Act of 1884, section 36, which allowed a hke certificate as_was issued on an 
original conditional purchase to be issued upon fulfilment of conditions; but additional conditional 
purchases made since the Act of 1895 carry a ten years residence, which, however, is cut down in various 
ways. We had to provide for this. Therefore, I have printed in the Bill, m italics, so that the attention 
of the Committee may be drawn to it, a provision which I think meets the case. The Act of 1884, said

A like certificate may be granted bv such Board upon application of the bolder of any additional conditional purchaser 
when such Board shall be satisfied, after like inquiry, that all conditions applicable thereto, eicept that of payment of balance- 
of instalments, have been duly complied with.
In regard to additional conditional purchases made before 1st .Tune, 1895, the Bill provides :

And a Hke certificate may be granted by such Board upon the application of the holder of any additional conditional 
purchase made before the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-lire, or any additional conditional purchase 
made out of a conditional lease applied for before the first day of June one thousand eight hundred and ninety-live, so soon as 
such Board is satisfied, after due inquiry, that all conditions applicable thereto, except payment of the balance of instalments, 
have been duly complied with, and notwithstanding that five years from the data of confirmation of the application ior sucii 
additional conditional piirclisse may not have expired.
That provision embodies the provisions of section 36 of the Act of 1884, section 22 of the Act of 1889, 
and section 29 of the Act of 1895. Where a man has taken up an additional conditional purchase since 
the passing of the Act of 1895, if he is the person who has fulfilled the conditions on the original condi
tional purchase, his ten years of residence arc reduced bv a period not in any case amounting to more than 
five years. That would leave him really only five years of residence to perform; but even that condition 
of residence is reduced, or rather, as the Act terms it, it is waived. The Act says that the condition of 
residence is waived, so long as the person who took up the original conditional purchase still holds it with 
the additional conditional purchase. The result is, that if an original conditional purchaser has taken up 
an additional conditional purchase since the passing of the A.ct of 1895, he has no residence to perform, 
provided he still keeps the original conditional purchase. We had to deal with this case, and we there
fore inserted the provision which is shown in italics. ■

And like certificate may be granted by such Board in respect of any additional conditional purchases applied for after the- 
first day of Juno, one thoueabd eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act, when such Board is 
satisfied, after due inquiry, that all conditions applicable thereto, except payment of the balance of instalments, have been

U y ni. Provided that the Board may issue a final (and if necessary dispense with the first) certificato before the expiration- 
of ton years from the date of application for any such additional conditional purchase if the condition of residence attaching 
to such additional conditional purchase has, by virtue of the provisions of section 84 of this Act been fulfilled before the- 
expiration of such ten years.
I think this amendment was really necessary. I found the matter being talked about, and it seemeii to- 
be necessary either to leave it alone or to allow a determination to be come to in regard to it through the 
medium of a decision of the Land Court, when, perhaps, it might be more easily done in this way. _ Ihe 
provision which I have inserted prevents any difficulty arising, and really only carries out the provisions 
of the Act of 1884, by expanding them to apply to selections taken up under the Act of 1895.
14. Mr. Moore.] This provision will not alter the existing law, that if conditions of residence have been
fulfilled they will he waived? Ho; it alters nothing. It provides for the granting of a certificate, 
without making a double certificate necessary. _
15. Mr. Macdonald] And without making it necessary for a man to wait ten years t Xes. _
H3' Mr. Moore] Are all the amendments of the existing law printed in italics ? Ho; the next one is not.
17. But there are only two amendments, material or immaterial ? Tes; that I am aware of. The next 
amendment is on page 60, Section 96 of the Act of 1884, says:

Every lease shall be liable to forfeiture if any rent be not paid within the prescribed period, or upon breach of any 
' condition annexed to such lease,

18. These are tremendously vague termswhat is the meaning of the words,_ “ liable to forfeiture” ? 
There is nothin" in the Act to say what they mean, and I could find no decisions interpreting them. 
What I gathered3was, that if there were forfeiture the same proceedings would be taken m regard to 
leases as are taken in regard to conditional purchases. Clause 187 of the Bill provides that
Every lease (whether granted before or after the commencement of this Act) shall be liable to forfeiture if any rent be not 
paid within the prescribed or allowed period-----
I have added the words “ allowed period,” because certain conditions arise which allow a man to have his 
time extended.
or upon breach of any condition annexed to such lease; hut-----

These are the new words—
no forfeiture of any lease under this Act, or the Acts 1861-1896, shaU take effect until the expiration of thirty clear days 
after notification by the Minister of such forfeiture in the Gazette.
That provision shows what the words, “ liable to forfeiture,” mean. _ _ no e i.u a t v
19. Mr. Ashton] What is that provision an expansion of? It is an expansion of section 96 ol the Actor
1884.
20. Chairman] Those are the only amendments you have made ? Yes; so far as I am aware.
21. Are there any other points you would like to refer to ? Yes; there is another matter to which 1 
should like to draw the attention of the Committee, and it has to do with validations. The Committee-will

i
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will know that at various times defects have been discovered—generally in view of legal proceedings— C. J.
which have invalidated some conditional purchase, or series of conditional purchases, and Parliament has ir°5t'er'
passed Acts validating these conditional purchases. In my opinion, and I state it broadly as a lawyer, I
do not think validating Acts ought to be incorporated into a Consolidation Bill, because they are of no use * '
for any purpose, except to show title in particular persons. If lion, members look at the saving clause,
they will see that no harm can possibly he done by the repeal of these Acts. I have, however, put them
into this Bill as a tentative measure, their provisions being embodied in clauses 307 to 327, and in clause
331. Those provisions have been inserted under a heading which docs not interfere with anything else in
the Bill, hut they are only inserted tentatively, because 1 wanted to ask the Committee if any useful
purpose would be served by keeping them, and whether they feared that harm might be done by repealing
them.
22. Mr. Macdonald.'] "When you speak of their repeal I suppose you mean their omission ? I have here 
a table showing how every section of every existing Act is dealt with by the Consolidation Bill. For 
instance, a short Act was passed to declare the meaning of the words “report of the Land Board.”
Under section 13 of the Act of 18S9 extensions of pastoral leases could be granted upon the Land Board 
making a report as to the improvements, and it seemed to be the intention that because there were improve
ments upon the pastoral lease, the lessees should have a right to an extension of not more than five years.
To declare the meaning of these words, the Crown Lands Act of 1889 Declaratory Act was passed.
23. Mr. Jiayex.] That Act is now dead? Yes; its operation is exhausted, and the Act has been omitted 
from the Consolidation Bill because of that.
24. Mr. Macdonald.] It is not necessary to repeal that Act because it is already dead? The idea seems 
to be to clear the Statute. Book, and to wipe away every unnecessary Act, and that being so, this Act 
should be repealed. Then again, the Crown Lands Purchases and Leases Yalidation Act validated a 
tremendous number of conditional purchases and leases, and to it were attached schedules containing the 
names of the persons holding these conditional purchases and leases. No practical purpose, however, can 
be served by keeping that Act alive. If you look at the saving clause of the Bill, you will find that it is 
a larger saving clause than even the Interpretation Act which wras passed the other day. I consulted 
the Honorable C. G. Ileydon on this matter and he said, “ I advise you to look at the English Statutes 
Revision Acts.” I found that those Acts went a little further than the Interpretation Act, and I said,
“ We will save everything, so lhat no one can be hurt.” It will bo seen, by looking at the saving clauses 
of the Bill, that the repeal of any Act shall not revive anything not in force or existing at the time, or 
affect the previous operation of any enactment repealed, or anything “ duly done, suffered, or commenced, 
or contracted to be done,” or affect the validity, invalidity, or consequences of anything already done or 
suffered So that if a person has bad his selection validated, you cannot go behind the validation. The 
repeal of the Validating Act does not affect anything that has been done under it. Therefore. I think 
that these Acts, hating served their purpose, should be repealed. They arc now of about as much use as 
an old Appropriation Act.
25. Mr. Ashton?] I find that you have treated section 36 of the Act of 1895, which deals with the
reappraisement of special areas, as a lapsed section ? Yes, • '
2G. Upon the same principle as that upon which you have omitted the Declaratory Act, to which you have 
referred P In the tabic which I have handed in (Exhibit B), 1 say in regard to this section—
Partly operation exhanUetl; all right? are preserved in saving clause. The Act, GO Victoria Wo. 2, still further reduces the 
annual payments.

If a man does not apply to have his annual payments reduced, they go on as before, but he can still apply 
for their reduction under the Conditional Purchasers Relief Act.
27. In clause 68, the Government is empowered to proclaim special areas, which it shall be lawful to 
conditionally purchase
at such prices (not being less than 30s. per acre).

Now a man may hold a special area for 22s. Gd. an acre; but there would be nothing to show how that 
price was arrived at. It seems to me that ihcrc may be a want of clearness in regard to this matter?

28. Mr. linj/es.] I notice that in many places—for instance, in clause 52, section J,—you refer to 
sections of existing Acts and to sections of the Consolidation Act. For instance, you say;—

Ciown lands set apart under section 10 of the Crown Lands Act of 18D;>, or section 4G of tins Act,

People in the country may think that these are separate provisions ? The provisions are identical. In 
the section which you have quoted however, the land was set apart under section 10 of the Act of 1895, 
not under section 46 of this Act.

THURSDAY, IS NOVEMBER, 1897.
present:—

Mb. GORMLY, j Mb. MOORE,
Mr. ASHTON, [ Mb. HAYES.

The Hon. JOSEPH HECTOH CARKUTHE11S in the Chaie.
Thomas C. J. Foster recalled and further examined;—

29. Chairman.] Have you anything to add to your evidence of yesterday? There is, perhaps, one mntlcr t. C. J. 
to which I should draw the attention of the Committee, and that is the definitions that are given in the Poster.
Bill of the terms, “ Leasehold Area” and “ Resumed Ajea.” The only definition of those terms in the 
existing law occurs in section 4 of the Act of 1884. That section says:— IS Nov., 1897

‘1 Leasehold area ” means that portion of a pastoral holding for which a pastoral lease may be granted under thisAct.
404—B In
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T. C. J. Jq clause 3 of the Bill I have expanded that definition, but always in accordance with judicial decision
Foster. au(j ^ie ]anguage 0f ^ct;S themselves. Where the Act says that such and such a piece of land shall

1&\ov^IS9" rcverl' the leasehold area, it has been held in many decisions that that land becomes part of the lease- 
1 0'‘’ '' hold area, although it was not “that portion of a pastoral holding for which a pastoral lease could be

granted." Bor instance, take the case of a reserve within the external boundaries of a leasehold area. 
When that reserve is revoked the land reverts to the leasehold area, but it was not a “ portion of a 
pastoral holding and for which a pastoral lease may he granted.” Then, again, part of the Act of 1895 
deals with the attachment of resumed areas to leasehold areas. The resumed area thus attached becomes 
leasehold area, though it is not a “ portion of a pastoral holding for which a pastoral lease may be granted.” 
I do not think it is going outside the work of consolidation to declare the meaning of a term like this. I 
have expanded the interpretation given in the Act of 18S4 to read : —

“Leasehold area,’’ means that portion of a pastoral holding for which a pastoral lease may have been granted under 
the Acts 18S4-1S96, or lands of which a pastoral lease may have been granted under such Acta, or may be granted under 
this Act.
That deals with the case of land which may be added to the leasehold area by a reverter of any kind.

Or lands within an expired pastoral lease in the Central Division, unless and until such lands have been notified as, 
or otherwise become, a resumed area ; or a resumed area in the Western Division on, and during, attachment to lease
hold areas, ■
Until something is done with an expired pastoral lease it remains leasehold area.
30. jlfr. JEfriyes.] Is there any danger of going too far ? Well, the definition might be allowed to stop at 
the words “ granted under this Act.” The same correction might be made in the new definition of the 
term “ Besumed Area.” Of course the Courts have been accustomed to give their decision without this 
expansion of the original definition.
31. Chairman.] Have you been careful to bring the Bill into line with the decisions that have been given 
by the Supreme Court in interpreting the existing law ? Tes; where there is a decision which has not 
already been dealt with by Act of Parliament. In going through a long line of Supreme Court decisions, 
1 found that in nearly every instance the Legislature had subsequently taken the matter up, and had 
amended the Law. In one instance, however, in regard to these decisions 1 have done what, according to 
the books, is true consolidation, and, following the decision in re Baldwin, 12 H.S.W. L.R., I say:—

A conditional purchase made under the provisions of section 22 of the Crown Jjands Alienation Act of IS61, shall 
not bo deemed to be an original conditional purchase within the meaning of this section.
These conditional purchases under section 22 of the Act of 18G1 were made generally by pastoral lessees 
holding a grant. They had a small grant which they were allowed to extend to 320 acres. In re Baldwin 
the Court held that such a conditional purchase was not an original conditional purchase, so as to give the 
power to make additional conditional purchases. This case has not been provided for in the existing Act, 
and, according to the authorities, consolidation means bringing into line all the eases which have not been 
dealt with by the Legislature. I have put in this provision to show that such a conditional purchase 
cannot give the right to take up an additional conditional purchase. I might also mention that there is 
now a Bill before the House, which makes some amendments in the existing law, and which may cause 
the recasting of some of the clauses in the Consolidation Bill. Another thing to which my attention was 
drawn is this : The consolidation Bills already before the House appear to have consolidated the registra
tion Acts, and in this Bill we have a reference to the registration Acts under the head of “Transfers.” I 
shall have to alter that provision.
32. You have paid attention to the Interpretation Act which has been passed? Tes; the Interpretation 
Act is responsible for nearly the whole of the saving clause appearing in the Bill. Another matter I have 
to mention is this: If you take section 3(5 of the Act of 1884—and all these Acts have to be read 
together—you will find that after talking about giving a certificate in connection with an original condi
tional purchase, it says :—
And a like certificate may be granted by such Board upon application of the holder of any additional conditional purchase 
when ench Board shall be satisfied after like inquiry that all conditions applicable thereto, except that of payment of 
balance of instalments have been duly complied with.
In clause 108, in a provision printed in italics, which refers to additional conditional purchases taken up 
after the passing of the Act of 1895, 1 say :
And like certificatea may be granted by sneh Board in respect of any additional conditional purchasea applied for after the 
1st day of Jnne, 1895, or after the commencement of this Act when such Board is satisfied after due inquiry that all 
conditions applicable thereto except payment of the balance of instalments have been duly complied with.
That provision does not go any further than the provision of the Act of 1884. Under the Act of 1895 
an additional conditional purchaser has ten years’ residence to perform where there is no reduction or 
waiver. The Act allows him to get certificates for the additional conditional purchase at the end of five 
and of ten years just as he gets a certificate for the original conditional purchase. The Act of 1884 
says that “ like certificates may be granted,” so that the provision in clause 108 goes no further than 
the provision in the Act. There is also a proviso which deals with what may be called an omitted case. 
A man by reason of a reduction may be able to fulfil his conditions in less than ten years. If five years 
were taken off by reason of previous residence, he would be entitled to his certificate within five years ; 
but there is no provision in the Act which says that ho shall get that certificate. The Act only makes 
provision for two certificates—one at the end of five years and one at the end of ten years. This matter 
was not provided for because, I suppose, it was unforeseen.
33. Mr. Ashton.] Do you think there is any possibility of an amendment of tbe law having crept in 
inadvertently in the course of the literary transcriptions and alterations which have been made necessary 
by the work of consolidation ? I think not; and I may say that I am sure not. Every possible care has 
been taken in cheeking the work, not once but several times. When I took part of a section out of an

. Act I marked that part, in order to be able to check my work, and in this way 1 am able to see what has
been left out and what alteration has been made,
34. You are positive that in changing the language of the existing Acts yon have brought about no

■ change of meaning ? Tes. .
35. Mr. Hayes^ These changes of language have only been made in a few eases ? Tes. They were
necessary where several provisions were taken from different Acts, and were put together in order to 
make one sentence. 30.
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36. Mr. G or inly.In the work of consolidation, I suppose you have taken into consideration the decisions 
of the Court in regard to the meaning of various parts of the Acts ? Tes; but I* have not felt justified
in altering the language of the Bill to make the language conform to any decision. 18Nov. 1897.
37. Ton have taken these decision into consideration, but you have adhered as strictly as you could to ’
the wording of. the existing Acts ? Yes. _
38. Mr. Ashton.] We are not to understand that you have made any change in the verbiage of any clause 
in consequence of any decision by the Court? No ; I have not taken notice of any decision in that way, 
except of that in re Baldwin. These decisions interpret the verbiage of the existing Acts, hut I did not 
consider myself justified iu changing that verbiage so as to make it more clearly conform with the 
interpretation put upon it. If I had attempted to do that I might have been making new law.
39. Mr. Gormly.] You have, so far as possible, adhered to the language of the existing Acts ? Yes.

Harris Adam G-ray Curry, called in, sworn, and examined :—
If). Chairman.] What are you ? I am Chief Inspector in the Lands Department.
4d, How long have yon been in the Department ? About twenty-five years.
42. What positions have you held there? Various positions iu most of the branches of the Department. 
I have been in charge of a sub-branch in connection with improvement purchases ; I was head of the 
conditional lease branch ; I was at one time examiner of declarations, and I have acted as Under Secretary.
43. You have been a member of one or two Commissions? Yes. _
44. When acting for the Under Secretary, you have attended to the business before Parliament? Yes.
45. You were in attendance at the House during tbe passing of tbe Act of 1895? Ycs.^
46. To you has been largely committed the first drafting of many of the Land Bills ? Yes.
47. They have gone from you to the Parliamentary Draftsman? Yes: but I must not overlook the 
important part the Under Secretary plays in such matters.
48. You have ma-de the land laws of tbe Colony your study ? Yes, very largely.
49. You have an oversight of the briefs aud statements of cases which go to the Laud Appeal Court ?
Yes. _
50. You have had large general experience in regard to the legal interpretation of the Crown Lands Acts 
and in drafting Bills, and you have had great practical experience of the operation of the law ? Yes.
51. I suppose that experience has been of a general character, affecting conditional purchases, leases, 
auction sales, pastoral leases, reclamations, and all the miscellaneous work of the Department? Les,
52. You have for a long time been engaged upon the work of consolidating our land laws ? Yes.
53. Por how long ? The work has been taken up at odd times. _ _
54. Have you been engaged upon it for twelve months ? I have done it chiefly at night. The work has 
extended over twelve months.
55. You have devoted many hours iu each week to it ? Yes.
56. You have made many revises ? Yes ; there have been a very large number of revises.
57. The draft Bill which has been laid upon the Table of the House is your work ? Yes.
58. Did you revise any portion of it with the Parliamentary Draftsman ? Yes,
59. How many clauses ? About ninety.
60. You have been collaborating with Mr. Poster in the final revision ? Yes.
61. You have been in consultation with him almost daily ? Yes.

H. A. G. 
Curry.

18NovTia97.

62. Have you been careful to sec that the consolidation fairly expresses the law as it now stands upon the 
Statute book ? Yes.
63. You have heard Mr. Poster's evidence ? Yes. _
64. Have you anything to add to it in respect, to any amendment which may possibly have crept into the
consolidation ? I heard what Mr. Poster had to say in regard to the certificate of conformity in connec
tion with additional conditional purchases, and I agree with him that you can hardly call tbe provision in 
the Bill an amendment of the la w. The provision simply says that when a man has fulfilled the conditions 
of his conditional purchase he shall get a certificate, and that seems to have been the accepted law from 
the very first. .
65. That is the practice now ? Yes. _
66. There is nothing illegal in this practice ? No ; the provision in the Bill does not alter the conditions 
of the tenure ; it simply says that when they are fulfilled (and the fulfilment is a matter for the Board 
to determine) the conditional purchaser shall be entitled to bis certificate. It prevents postponement and 
delay in the granting of the certificate, that is all. I do not think it ought to be regarded as an 
amendment.
67. It really only puts into express language what is implied by the wording of the existing Acts, and 
what is the actual practice ? Quite so.
68. It docs not alter the accepted law ? No. ■
69. Is there any other point you wish to speak on? No; I do not think so. A good many of the
provisions of the Acts have been distributed ; but we came to think that this would be rather an advantage. 
In the first draft, particular provisions, dealing with the disqualification of applicants and other matters, 
were kept together; but, looking further iuto tbe matter, tins arrangement seemed to place some clauses 
so remote from specific chapter dealing with different holdings—say, settlement leases—that we thought 
it better to alter it. We thought that it might not occur to a man, who ivas looking up any particular 
chapter, to search through an earlier part of the Bill in order to ascertain if there were not certain 
disqualifications and limitations applying to him. It was thought better to make the different chapters 
as complete as possible, even at the expense of repeating several provisions. _ _ _
70. You have made no verbal or other alterations which would bring the Bill into conflict with the
decisions of the courts ? No. _ _
71. You have been careful to preserve the existing law, even where a manifest absurdity exists; for
instance, although there is an evident omission in section 11 of tbe Act of 1895, you have left that 
omission in the Bill? Yes ; the idea lias been to exactly reflect the existing law. We have not added to 
any man’s obligations, or relieved any man of his obligations. _ _
72. Are you able to say that the work of administration would be materially lightened if this consolidating 
Bill were passed? Yes ; I feci sure that it would.
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73. Would the bulk of the enactments be lessened ? I think so, though I have not counted, the esact 
number of clauses in the Consolidating Bill. The operation of a good part of the existing law is 
exhausted, and we have left out of the Draft Bill all exhausted provisions. It is only the living part of the 
law that we have embodied in the Bill. Putting aside some validating clauses (as to the advisability of 
retaining which there is some difference of opinion, and which we have inserted tentatively), every 
provision whose operation has been exhausted has been left out of the consolidating Bill.
74. I notice that in the later part of the Bill the cross-heads are not so numerous as in the earlier part;—
have you not found that cross-heads lead to a better understandiog of a measure f Yes; I like cross
heads myself. _ _
75. Have you consulted with many of the officers of the Department in regard to this measure? Yes;
very freely, I have accepted from them all the assistance I could get. _ _
70. Has any suggestion been made by them which you would like to mention ? Kb : a large proportion 
of the suggestions have been in the way of amendment. There was a disposition to point out defects 
which it was thought it might bo within the scope of this Bill to remedy. _
77. You have been careful to keep within the province of pure consolidation, and you have avoided all 
amendments ? Yes ; I am not conscious that there is any provision in the Bill which deserves to be called 
an amendment of the law. Of course, in any consolidating Bill, there must be some literary handling ot 
the wording of the Acts which are being consolidated. But if the law now is A, B, C, this Bill does not 
make it A B, or A, B, C, D. The Bill does not alter the law. Wherever the language of the existing A cfcs 
could be adhered to it has been adhered to as closely as possible. A provision in one Act may he qualified 
by a later Act, and may be further amended by a still more recent Aet. It would be impossible to follow 
these provisions word for word without the result being very crude and confused. If one Act says a man 
can do A, and another Act says he cannot do A, but may do B, and a further Act says he cannot do B, hut 
may do C, it would be sufficient to say simply that he can do C. This, however, while expressing the law, 
may involve an alteration of the actual text of the law. The language of the existing Acts has, however, 
been followed as closely as possible.
78. Mr. Ashton.'] Do you think there is any reasonable probability of an amendment of the law having 
been made inadvertently in the course of these literal alterations ? I do not think so. Our great aim 
has been to avoid making any amendment of the law.

TUESDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1897.

Mr. HAYES, 
Mr. GOB MT.Y.

present:—
Mb. MOOBE,
Mr. MACDONALD.

The Hon. JOSEPH HECTOR CARRTJTHERS, in the Chaiil
Charles James Saunders, called in, sworn, and examined :—

C.J. Saunders. 79. Chairman.] What position do you li old in the Lands Department? I am Inspector of Land Board 
and District Survey Offices. I was Chief Draftsman of the Department, for eight years, and 1 had charge 

33 Nov., 1837. of one of the divisions of the Beserves Branch under the old administration.
SO. How long have you been in the Lands Department 1 Twenty-three years. _
81, Are you well acquainted with the working of the Crown Lands Acts ? Yes. The different positions 
which I have held have brought me into contact, -with the administration of the Crown Lands Acts.
82. The office you now hold is one of the highest in the Department,? It is.
S3. You were associated with Mr. Curry in the work of assisting the Minister with the Crown Lands Bill 
of 18951 Yes. _ ;
84-. And you have given assistance in connection witli many amending Acts since? Yes. _
85. What particular portions of the land law are you specially acquainted with? At the present time, my 
special responsibility is in connection with exchange applications ; but in the position of Inspector 1 have 
constantly under my notice difficulties that arise in connection with the decisions of the Appeal Court, ol
io other ways, us the procedure of the local offices lias to be altered from time to time to harmonise with 
the law.
86. You have to do with the settlement provisions of the lavr? Yes; with all new areas coming forward 
for survey arid classification.
87. You are well acquainted with the operation of the law affecting conditional purchases and settlements ; 
and you have a great deal to do with the law affecting pastoral leases? Yes.
88. Have you gone through the Consolidation Bill which has been revised by Mr. Foster? Yes.
89. Carefully ? Yes. .
90. Did you go through the earlier drafts? Mr. Foster and Mr. Curry consulted me from time to time in 
order to get my views on various points, and to know what I thought upon different matters which they 
were1 embodying in the consolidation.
91. Not only have you gone through the Bill since it was. referred to this Committee, but you were 
previously engaged in connection with this revision? Yes ; I was consulted from time to time as points 
arose upon which it was thought I might have some special knowledge.
92. After your examination of the Bill can you give the Committee the assurance that it is only a fair 
representation of the existing Crown Lands Acts? I think it is a very fair representation of them.
93. Have you detected any amendment of or any departure from what you consider the existing law 1 
Ko. There were two or three alterations winch 1 desired to have made, but they were declined by 
Mr. Foster and Mr. Curry as going beyond the scope of consolidation.
94. Is there any other statement you desire to make ? I should like to point out that it would bn advisable 
to have new schedules prepared in lieu of the present schedules, describing the territorial divisions of the 
Colony. The existing descriptions are out of date.
95. Any description submitted must be accompanied by the assurance that there is no alteration of 
boundaries? Yes, I understand that. Of course, the Minister may, by virtue of his own authority, cause 
alterations to be made in the boundaries of these divisions, hut if would be more consistent to publish 
correct descriptions with the consolidation.

William
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William Henry Capper, eallcd in, sworn, ami examined :—
06. CAaimon.] AYliat are you ■ T am Clerk-in-charge of the Conditional Sales Division, Department of 
Lands.
07. How long have you keen in the Lands Department ? Since 1873.
OS, Have you had a good experience of the operation of the Crown Lands Acts 1 Yes, partieulaidy with 
regard to conditional sales.
90. You have had to do with alt the conditional sales alienations, and with the litigation arising out of and 
affecting the law relating to them? Yes.
100. Have you gone through the Draft Consolidation Bill, revised by Mr. Foster? Yes.
101. More especially with regard t*> the provisions affecting conditional sales? Yes, particularly with 
regard to the provisions affecting conditional sales, auction jjurchascs, special sales—including rescissions 
of reservations and reclamations—and homestead selections after they have been applied for.
102. As a result of your examination of the Bill, can you give the Committee the assurance that it is a fair 
consolidation of the existing law in regard to these matters ? Yes.
103. You have satisfied yourself as to that! Yes.
10‘1. Have you carefully analysed the Bill to see that it contains nothing that may be called an amend
ment of the law 1 Yes.
105. Have you found anything omitted 1 The only matter that I brought under the notice of Mr. Foster 
and Mr. Curry was the question of the issue of certificates by the Minister, as -provided for in the Act of

W. H. 
Capper.

23Nov7lS97.

1890.
106. Certificates of what? Certificates of abandonment. The reason why I brought the matter under
their notice was that the Minister had given a decision that this particular provision did not apply to 
selections made before the Act of 1895. 1 think it was intended to apply to all selections. Unde]- the
Act of 1884, a selector whose selection has been forfeited cannot take up another selection unless he gets a 
certificate of abandonment from the Land Board. The Local Land Boards in some instance? refuse these 
certificates. When the Bill of 1895 was before the House, an amendment was put in—I think to give the 
Minister power to take the merits of any such case into consideration. After the Bill had become law, 
however, the matter was brought under your notice, and you decided that the provision in question did not 
apply to selections made and forfeited before the Act of 1895.
107. Are there any other points ? Ko.
108. There is nothing you would like to add ? Ko.
109. Kothing has been omitted from the Bill, and there is no amendment of the existing law? There is 
no amendment of the existing law, but under the head of “ auction sales ” there is an alteration—I do not 
know whether it is not really too small to be considered by the Committee—to which I. invite attention 
The old law provides that we must advertise for two months, and that we must not advertise for more than 
three months. That is a very absurd provision, because, very often after we have advertised a sale for two 
months, we have to postpone it. Wc cannot postpone it beyond a month, because the law says that we 
must not advertise for more than three months. That means that we have to withdraw the whole sale, and 
advertise it again for another two months. The question is whether this provision should not be omitted. 
Jt would simply be the omission of an absurdity.
110. Mr, Macdonald.'] But it has not been omitted? Yes.

Robert Henry De Low, called in, sworn, and examined;—
111. Chairman.] What arc you 1 Clcrk-in-charge of the Lease Division, Department: of Lauds. E.H.DcLow.
112. As Clerk-in-chargc of that division, to what particular business do you specially attend 1 I have to do '' '
with the granting of pastoral leases, occupation licenses, the making and undoing of reserves, annual leases, 23 ^ov., 1897. 
snow leases, scrub leases, improvement leases, inferior leases, sjjecial leases, the appointment of trustees for 
cemeteries and parks, and general grants for public purposes.
113. You have a particular acquaintance witli the law which specially relates to those matters? Yes.
114. You have had the conduct of the Department of many cases in which the law has been tested 1 Yes.
] 15. I suppose you are thoroughly acquainted with the operation of the law, and its interpretation in 
regard to all these matters? Yes.
116. How long have you been in the Lands Department? Since 1874.
117. Have v on gone through the Draft Consolidation Bill which is before the Committee ? Yes.
118. Have you carefully studied it?' Yes ; and particularly those parts of it which embody the provisions 
with which the administration of which my Department is concerned.
119. As the result of your study of the Bill, ca?i you give the Committee the assurance that the measure 
is a fail- consolidation of the existing law ;—does it amend the law at all ? I think it is a very fair 
consolidation.
120. Have you detected any amendments of the law in it? Ko material amendments. In one place I 
notice that a few words have been introduced to make the law clearer.
12t. Thu introduction of those words docs not alter the meaning or the intention of the law ? Ko.
122. Is there any omission ? Ko.
123. Do you think that the administration in your Department under this Bill would he different from the 
work of administration under the existing Acts ? There would be a difference only in point of simplicity.
124. Jt would be simpler to work under the Consolidation Bill? Yes. .
125. In that respect, would the consolidation be of such benefit to the people who come to see you, and 
who write to you on land mattere ? In my opinion it would be of great benefit to them.
126. I suppose you find, in your work, that great complaints are made about the difficulty of understanding 
the law as it now stands? Yes, because the provisions hearing upon any particular point are distributed 
through so many Acts.
127. Home of them are, therefore, liable to be overlooked? Yes.
128. Mr. Macdonald.] "What are the new words you say have been introduced? The words, “For grazing
purposes’1 have been introduced into clause 199, sub-clausc 1. They make the intention of section 85 of 
the Act of 1884 much dearer. '

129.
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E, H. Dc Low. 129. Chairman.} Are you satisfied that these words preserve the intention and the operation of the 
x existing law 1 Yes. The 85th section of the Act of 1884 has, as a heading, “Annual leases for pastoral 

23 Nov., 1897. pin-poses.” ,

130. It has been the universal practice of the Department to refuse annual leases, except for grazing 
purposes ? Yes. ^

. 131. Annual leases are never applied for, except for grazing purposes? No.
132. Mr. Hayes.} Has the Department made any objection where people have desired to cultivate land 
held under annual lease? Whenever it becomes known that a man is cultivating the land he holds under 
annual lease, the Department calls upon him to take out a special lease for cultivation purposes.
133. Chairman^} Is there any other matter to which you would like to call our attention ? No.

' John Kichard Yorke, called in, sworn, and examined :—
J. E. Yorke. 1.34, Chairman.} What are you? I am Clerk-in-chargc of the Conditional Sales Branch.

;j 135. You arc under Mr. Capper? Yes. '
£3 Nov., 1897. ]How long have you been in the Lands Department? About twenty-one years.

137. Are you well acquainted with the land laws? Yes; I have had a good deal of experience in con
nection with them. ,
138. Is it necessary that you should be especially acquainted with the law relating to conditional purchases? 
Yes.
139. Have you gone through the Consolidation Bill, now before the Committee? Yes; but more par
ticularly with regard to the provisions affecting conditional purchases and homestead selections.
140. Do you find it a fair representation of the existing law ? I think that it is. I have checked it with 
the existing law, and I have not been able to find that anything which ought to be included has been left 
out. It appears to me a very good representation of the existing acts.
141. Have you noticed any amendment or alteration of the law? In some cases it has been necessary to
alter the wording slightly. For instance, you might have three sections of different Acts embodied in one 
clause of the Bill. In such a case, alteration of the verbiage would be necessary. . _
142. But is there any alteration of the law—any innovation ? No, I think not. 1 think that the Bill
fairly represents the existing law. ,
143. Do you wish to add anything? No. I have had an opportunity during the compilation of the 
Consolidating Biff to point out anything that I thought might be altered, and the alterations which 1 have 
suggested have been made.
144. Your examination of the Bill has not been confined merely to the few days during which it has been 
before the Committee; you examined the various rough drafts that were made? Yes; I have had an 
opportunity of doing so, and alterations have been made from time to time, so that I am not aware of 
anything in the Bill which now requires alteration.
145. Mr. Macdonald.} When you speak of alterations, you mean alterations of language, not alterations of 
meaning ? Yes : there have been no alterations of the meaning of the law.
146. Chairman.} Can you give tin instance of what you mean ? Well, clause 109, which relates to the
issue of a certificate in connection with a non-residential conditional purchase originally read— _

The Local Land Board may, on the production to such Board ... of evidence satisfactory to such Board that 
the conditions of improvemoutsf applicable to such conditional purchase have been duly fulfilled.
The revised clause, however, reads

The Local Land Board may, on the production to such Board ... of evidence satisfactory to such Board that all 
conditions (except payment of the balance of instalments) applicable to such conditional purchase, have been duly fulfilled.
147. The clause now literally embodies the existing law ? Yes.
148. It docs not amend the existing law ? No ; the clause was altered to make it more fully conform with 
the existing law. Then in connection with clause 183, a similar alteration has been made to take into 
account the provisions of the Mining Act of 1889 as well as those of section 45 of the Act of 1884.

James Edmund O’Dwyer called in, sworn, and examined :—
J. E. 149. Chairman.} What are you ? Clerk-in-charge of the Miscellaneous Branch, Department of Lunds. 

O’Dwyer, 150. How long have you been in the Department ? Twenty-one years. ,
■—*■“> 151. What work are you particularly engaged upon? My work is connected with homestead selections, 

23 Nov., 1897. settlement leases, special areas, reserves, dedications, and revocations thereof.
152. Are you well acquainted with the Crown Lands Acts ? Yes, I hope so.
153. You have a good deal to do in the final stages with a great many of the complex questions arising 
under the land laws ? Yes.
154. You have luid a great deal of preliminary work to do in connection with these cases, and, I suppose, 
you have watched the decisions which have been given? Yes.
155. You know all the doubtful points under the existing law, so far as one can 1 Yes.
156. Have jrou gone through the revised copy of the Consolidation Bill? Yes.
157. Carefully? Yes. I devoted particular attention to those provisions which affect my particular work, 
and I went generally through the whole Bill.
158. You satisfied yourself that the Bill is a fair representation of the Crown Lands Acts? Yes.
159. Arc there any amendments of the law made by it? So far as I can see it makes no amendment of 
the law ; but there are some things which 1 think might be done with improvement, and without amending 
the law.
160. Will you give us an instance of what you mean ? Well, clause 10, sub-clause 5, contains this
provision— .

By declaring lands held under lease or license...............which may be situated within any division, or partly
within two divisions, to be wholly within any one division.
It seems to me that the wording of that clause might be improved.

161.
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161. What would you suggest ^ 1 think it would he better if it were provided that lands partly within 
two divisions might he declared wholly within one division, and that lands within one division might be 
declared to be in another division.
162. Do you think that can be done under the law as it now stands 1 1 think it can.
163. You are not sure about it 1 I should like to see it stated a little more explicitly. The clause as it 
stands simply says that land within one division may be declared to be within one division.
164. You think that the language may be made clearer? Yes.
165. Is there anything else? I think that the word “from” in clause 135, sub-clause 4—“a date from and 
after”—might be replaced by the word “on.”
166. Is there anything else ? I think that the marginal note of clause 148 requires alteration. As you 
will see by the cross heading, the clause refers to “ residence by deputy before grant,” whereas the 
marginal note reads “ Homestead selections without residence before grant.” Then again, in regard to the 
marginal note of clause 149—“ dispensation of requirements of residence in certain cases ”—it is not that 
the clause provides for a dispensation of the requii’ements of residence, because there must still be residence 
in a hamlet or village, but that the requirements of separate residence are dispensed with. Further on, 
clause 261, sub-clause b, speaks of a “payment being made in one instalment,” The word “instalment” 
should obviously be altered io the word “ sum ” or “ amount.”

J. E. 
O’Dwyer.

Edward Arnold Bronsdon, called in, sworn and examined :—
16i. Chairman.] What are you ? I am Clcrk-iii’cbarge of the Alienation Branch, Department of Lands.
168. How long have you been in the Department? For twenty-one years.
169. Have you had considerable experience in connection with the working of the Lands Acts? Yes.
170. Have you made youreelf conversant with these Acts ? Yes.
171. Have you gone through the Consolidation Bill now before the Committee? Yes, and more especially 
the clauses dealing with the subjects coming under my supervision.
172. You find the Bill a fair representation of the law as it stands? Yes.
173. Have you discovered any onj issions ? 3No.
174. ^ Have you discovered anything that may be termed an amendment of the law ? Ho; the only point I
am in doubt about has reference to exchanges. Section 46 of the Act of 1889 makes it imperative for the 
Land Board to inquire into exchange cases ; but that section was, to some extent, modified by section 47 
of the Act of 1895. The question is whether it was really repealed by it. I do not know that clause 181 
quite expresses the intention of the Act. “
175. Is there any other point ? This is a point which I brought under the notice of Mr. Curry. Clause
177 (a.) speaks of “ Crown lands to which no way of access is attainable.” Those words are correctly 
copied from the existing Act, but would it not be better if the Committee made the clause to read, “ Crown 
Land to which no road of access exists.'1 That is what is meant. We have power to make a road of 
access to any land. ,
176. Is there anything else ? I do not think there is anything else I could suggest which would not
amount to an amendment of the present law, I have gone carefully through the Bill at each stage, and I 
think that it correctly embodies the existing law. '

E. A. 
Bronsdon.

23 Nov., 1897.

John Percy McGuannc, called in, sworn, and examined :—
\lt. Chairman.] What position do you hold in the Lands Department? I am Clcrk-in-charge of the J. p. 
Miscellaneous Leases Branch. McGuanne.
178. How long have you been in the Department ? For twenty-one years. <---------
179. What is your particular work ? I have to deal with annual leases, special leases, residential leases, Nov., 1897. 
settlement leases, snow leases, scrub leases, trespass matters, and so on.
180. Have you gone through the Draft Bill now before the Committee ? Yes. -
181. Do you think that, so far as these subjects are concerned, its provisions fairly represent the existing 
law ? Yew.
182. Have you any suggestions to make to the Committee? Nothing of very great importance. Clause 
261, sub-clause d, says that

The lessee shall fcuce the farm within five years from the date of issue of the lease.
The words “from the date of issue of the lease” have been added. In the leases, a copy of which I 
have here, the words “from the execution of these presents” are used. Clause 266 requires revision, 
and I believe its arrangement is to be altered. Then clause 267 contains a proviso which I think is 
unnecessary:—

Provided that leases may be granted at a reduced rental to contractors of public works for purposes connected with 
the construction of such works during the term of contract.
At one time a minimum rental of £10 was insisted upon by law, but that minimum was done away with 
by the Act of 1895 : and, inasmuch as there is now no minimum, it is not necessary to have this proviso.
When the application is for a special lease it is (.he province of the Land Board to make the assessment, 
but that is provided for in another clause. 1

Edwin Canrobert Landers, called in, sworn, and examined :—
183. Chairman.] What are you ? I am Clcrk-in-charge of the Occupation Branch.
184. How long have you been in the Lands Department? Over twenty-five years.
185. Are you well acquainted with the laws relating to the occupation of Crown lands? Yes.
186. Have you gone through the Draft Consolidation Bill ? Yes.
187. Do you think it a fair representation of the existing law ? Yes.
188. There are no omissions and no amendments ?' No. The Bill is a fair embodiment of the existing
AoitM ®

E. 0. Landers. 
23^0^1897.

WJ5DWESDAT,
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WEDNESDAY 24 NOVEMBER, 1897. 
flrcsmt:—

Mr. MOOEE, Mr. GOEMLT,
Mr. WATSON, Me. ASHTON.

Mr. HAYES.

The Hon. JOSEPH HECTOR CARRTJTHERS in the Chair.
Thomas C. J. Foster re-called and further examined :—

T. C. J. 
Poster.

24 Nov., 1S9".

IS9. Ohairman^\ You have heard the evidence given by previous witnesses ? Yes. _
190. Do you wish to supplement the evidence which you have already given ? Yes ; I think there might 
be some misunderstanding in regard to the answer given by me to Question 17.

The next amendment is on page 00. Section 90 of the Act of ] 8S4 says :—
“ Every lease shall be liable to forfeiture if any rent be not paid within the prescribed period, or upon breach of any 

condition annexed to such lease.:: _ , . . .
18. These are tremendously vague terms ;—what is the meaning of the words, “ liable to forfeiture”? There is nothing m 
the Act to say what they mean, and 1 could find no decisions interpreting them. What I gathered was, that if tlmre were 
forfeiture the same proceedings would he taken in regard to leases as are taken in regard to conditional purchases. Clause 
JS7 of the Bill provides that - ....
“ Every lease (whether granted before or after the commencement of this Aet) shall be liable to forfeiture if any rent be
not paid within the prescribed or allowed period----- ” _ _
I have added the words “ allowed period,” because certain conditions arise which allow a man to have his time extended.
“ or upon breach of any condition annexed to such lease ; but----- ”
These are the new. words— .
“no forfeiture of any lease under this Aet, or the Acts 1SGI-189G, shall take effect until the expiration of thirty clear days 
after notification by the Minister of such forfeiture in the (’neefle.”
What I really meant to say was that the words “ by the Minister ” are new words. The other words are 
in the existing Act, because section 136 of the Act of 1884 says—

No forfeiture of any purchase or lease under this Aet or .any Act hereby repealed shall take effect until the expiration 
of thirty clear days after notification of such forfeiture in the Oazettc.
The following words of clause 187 are, however, an expansion of the provision of the existing law:—■

But nothing in this Aet shall require the notification of forfeiture of any annual louse or occupation license, the 
renewal rent or license fee of which shall remain upaid on the 31st day of December.
That is the expansion I referred to in my previous evidence. I am not at all certain, however, that these 
words should be put into what is merely a Consolidation Bill.
191. Mr. Aa/ifcw.] The insertion of the wordsby the Minister" is not a serious alteration; but the 
insertion of the other words which you have read is a doubtful amendment? Yes.
192. Until a forfeiture is declared by the Minister it does not take effect—in fact, it does not take effect 
until some time afterwards ? Not until thirty clear days afterwards.
193. Then, to insert the words which you have read would bring about a serious disturbance of the existing 
law ? Well, by a curious anomaly, an annual lease, in the first instance, is not an annual lease at all, but 
a lease for a shorter period.
194. Mr. Hayes.] Do you suggest the omission of the words you have read? Yes ; I think they might 
be omitted. If a man wants to renew an annual lease, he has to apply for a renewal in September. The 
Act of 1884 provides that the rent of all new leases must he paid on or before the 30th September, The 
rent is then paid for the ensuing year. If a lessee does not pay the rent, there is this provision for 
forfeiture. Of course the lessee already in possession would still have a period of three months to run, 
namely, until the end of the year ; but no one would be able to do anything with the land until the 31st 
December. The lessee might have paid his rent up to the 31st December ; but, having applied for and 
obtained a new lease, ho might not have paid the rent due for it on or before the 30th September. Under 
these circumstances a new applicant could not apply for the lease until January, and the whole of 
January Would have to be lost, because the lease would not commence until the end of the month.
195. Mr. Moore.] Are not these words an amendment of the existing Jaw :—

No forfeiture of any- lease under this Act or of the Acts 1859-1896 shall talcc effect until the expiration of thirty clear 
days after notification by the Minister of such forfeiture iu the Gazette.
? No; they are taken from section 136 of the Act of 1884. The words “by the Minister ” have been 
added.
196. In the clause you speak of the Act of 1859 ? That is quite correct. What we have to look at are 
the schedules of the previous Acts. The interpretation clause shows what Acts are meant.
197. By the term “ the Acts 1859-1896 ” you mean the Acts from 1859 to 1896 inclusive? Yes ; we shall
have to alter that to read 1897, because there is a new Land Bill before the House, and the Public Trust 
Act which has been embodied in the Bill is an 1897 Act. _
198. It is not necessary for an animal lease to do anything more than lapse? The Clause makes provision 
for the case in which a man holding an annual lease obtains a renewal, for which he docs not pay before 
September of the year previous to that for which he has obtained the renewal. The original lease runs on 
to the 31st December; but the renewed lease ought to be forfeited.
199. Chairman.] Have you adopted the alterations which were suggested by various witnesses yesterday? 
Yes ; for instance, Mr. De Low drew attention to the fact that I had inserted the words “for grazing 
purposes” in clause 199, and I have now omitted those words. Exception was taken to the wording of 
clause 177 :

Crown landK to winch no way of access is obtainable.
But I have made no alteration there, because that is the wording of the existing A ct. It was also suggested 
that the word “instalment" clause261—“the payment being made in one instalment”—should be altered 
to the word “sum.” I have adopted that alteration, although the clause as it stands embodies the literal 
wording of the Act of 1895.
200. It was suggested that the words “ from and after” sub-clause 4, of clause 135, should read “ on and 
after”? Yes; the words “from and after” mean that the date upon which the blocks referred to in the 
clause are available for selection must not be taken into consideration.

201.
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201. Mr. Aslfon.'] Then the word " after" would have the same meaning as the words “ fromand after”? I’.C.J.Foster. 
Tes. I think you will find by referring to the Acts Shortening Act, and by taking the usual interpretation
of time, that that is the meaning of the words “ from and after.” There is a doubtful matter in clause ^0T,j 13®^- 
55. That clause includes the words

Or unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such certificate).
Parliment knew what its intention was when it passed the Act, and for my part I do not know that any 
harm will be done by leaving out the words I have quoted. There was a certificate of abandonment under 
the Act of 1881, and also under section 10 of the Act of 1895 ; but a decision was given by the Minister 
that this certificate only applied to conditional purchases taken up after the passing of the Act of 1895.
I propose to omit from clause 55 the words :

Or unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such certificate) such person has previously obtained the written 
approval of the Minister to make another original conditional purchase as aforesaid,
202. Those words have been added ? Yes; and I do not know that any harm would be done by leaving 
them out. If conditional purchasers before the Act of 1895 have this right, they would still have it after 
we repealed the Act of 1895, because all their rights are reserved by the saving clause.
203. Chanman.'] Are there any other points ? Another matter to which my attention has been drawn is 
the new interpretation clause which wo have thought it advisable to add. AYe have put into that clause 
definitions of the terms “ residential conditional purchase” and “ non-residential conditional purchase.”
These terms were never defined before. The first time that the word 11 non-residential conditional purchase” 
was used was in the Conditional Purchasers’ llelief Act. Three synonymous terms have been used in the 
various Acts—“ a conditional purchase under the A ct of 1SS4.” a “ conditional purchase without residence,”
and ” a non-residential conditional purchase,” which last is the term everybody uses, and which I have . 
used throughout the Bill, because it is a commonly-accepted term for which we have Parliamentary 
sanction. All additional conditional purchasers have to comply with conditions of residence ; except those 
belonging to one class, namely, additional conditional purchasers who have taken up their land by virtue 
of au additional lease applied for before the Act of 1895. It was suggested in the Lands Office that there 
being no definition of the term “ non-residential conditional purchase,” a man who had a purchase of this 
kind might say, “ I have a non-residential conditional purchase, because I have no conditions of residence 
to comply with”'. "With regard to the definition of 11 Minister” contained in the interpretation clause, I 
wish to strike out all the words after the word “ thereof”. These words were put in because of the Publig 
Trust Act, which was incorporated in the Bill; but ] do not think they are required. I wish to add the 
words “ assistant Crown lands agent" to the definition of “ land agent”. Those words are contained in 
the existing Act. Another alteration, which should be made, is the insertion of the word “by” in clause 
338. The clause should read :

Or by depasturing stock thereon.
The word “ by ” is in the original Act. It has been omitted from the clause.
204. Mr. Moored] Do you not think that in place of the term' “ Acts 1859-1884 " and similar terms, which 
are apt to mislead people, it would be better to use the words “ Acts 1859 to 1884 inclusive” or similar 
words ? I think the phrase used in the clause is a short and convenient one, and its meaning is fully 
explained in the interpretation clause. The words “ of age ” should bo inserted after the words “ sixteen 
years " in the last line of clause 198.
2C5. Chairman.] "What about the validating provisions ? I do not know that I can say anything more 
about them than I have already said. I saw the Chief .Justice upon the subject, and he said, “I would 
not put in any validating Act unless it altered some section of some other Act. If it did that I would 
make the Bill conform to that alteration, otherwise I would not incorporate any validating Act.” I do 
not think that provisions of validating Acts ought to be incorporated in the Bill, and 1 think they ought 
to he repealed. I do not think their repeal would affect anything done under them. So far as I 
remember, I have attended to all the suggestions which were made yesterday.

TUESDAY, 30 NOVEMBER, 1897.
present:—

Mr. MACDONALD,
Mr. ASHTON,
Mn. MOOKE,

Me. GOEMI.Y, 
Me. CHANTER, 
Me. HAYES.

The HoNh JOSEPH HECTOll OARBTJTHEES in the Chair.
Thomas C. J. Foster recalled and further examined :—

206, Chairman ] 1 understand that you wish to add to your evidence? I wish to inform the Committee
that J have seen the Hon. C. Gf. Heydon in reference to the alterations which have been made in the Bill, T. C. J. Foster 
and his opinion is that they are advisable and justifiable.
207. AYas it his opinion that they were fairly within the scope of consolidation ? Yes. 30 Nov., 1897
208. Y ou pointed out to him the passages where the actual text of the existing Acts had been departed
from ? Y es.
209. AYas he of opinion that the alterations which have been made are not alterations of the law ? Yes.
210. He considered them to be thoroughly within the scope of consolidation ? Yes.
211. Arid he recommended their adoption ? Yes.
212. Mr. Hayes.] They do not amend the law in any respect? No. Mr. Heydon went rather carefully 
into the question of the advisability of incorporating the provisions of the Validating Acts, and he said 
that he considered that upon the whole we had adopted the wisest course m incorporating them, and that 
there were some instances in which it appeared that the whole force of these Acts was not yet exhausted.
I produce the last revised copy of the Consolidation Bill, in which all the suggestions of tho Committee 
have been attended to.
213. This represents your final revision of the Bill ? Yes.
214. You have made provision for the continuance of the proclamations under the Acts 1359-1897? Yes.
215. And you have considered all the other points which were raised ? Yes.
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CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION BILL,

APPENDIX.

A.
[Appended by the CoinmiUee.'\

Table showing the sections of tho Acts dealt with in this Consolidation 
and the Corresponding Clauses in the Bill:—

Section 
of Act. Clnusc of Bill. Remarks.

Cbown Lands Act of 1884 (48 Vic. No. 18).
1 Short title. Commencement and Divisions of Act.
2 Kepeals. .
3 67.
4 3, 272.
5 4.
6 5, 6.
7 7,132.
8 9,10.
9 11.

10 12,13,14.
16,17, 20.11

12 21.
13 22.
14 18, 21, 23, 42.
15 25. . " , , ,
16 15.
17 28.
18 Eepealed by Crown Lands Act of 1889.
19 Eepealed by Crown Lands Act of 1889.
20 26.
21 52.................................. Ss. i. As to that portion requiring the right of lease 

to be exercised within ninety days is exhausted 
by operation of time ; ss. in is repealed by tho 
Act of 1889.

22 51, 55,182.
23 61.
24 65, 66, 67, 68, 72, 97 ... S. 18 of the Act of 1889 altered the area of special 

areas which could be conditionally purchased.
25 71.
26 72.
27 73. .
28 73.
29 Eepealed by the Act of 1889. .
30 74.
31 74.
32 50, 82, 83.
33 90, 91.
34 Obsolete, All declarations of fulfilment of condi

tions were repealed by s. 32 of the Act of 1895. 
The portion relating to the Crown lands agent 
is provided under the Act of 1889 more fully.

35 97, 98,100.
36 107,108,109,110,111,112.
37 113.
38 119.
39 116.
40 114.
41 Eepealed by Act of 1889.

The area of conditional purchases in special areas 
was extended by s. 18 of the Act of 1889.

42 67, 68.

43 Omitted..................... Superseded as to residence by s. 30 of the Act of 
1895 as to residence, fencing, and improvements- 
by s. 26 of the Act of 1889. The last clause ia 
impliedly repealed by s. 30 of the Act of 1895.

44 Omitted ... ............. S. 32 of the Aet of 1895 abolished all declarations 
of fulfilment of conditions.

45 183.
46 161.
47 50, 57, 65, 66, 67, 72, 89, Ss. v. is altered by 52 Vic, No. 7, s. 6, making the

[ 90, 92, 97, 109,126,
1
i

fencing date, not from the survey, but from the
confirmation of the application.
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Section
of Act.

48

49
50
51
52 '

53
54 '
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68

60
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81
82

83
81
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
98
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

2

Clause of Sill. Remarks.

67, 69

90 ...

80.
81.

77.
164, 168,177, 277. 
164,167.
168.
171,173.

168,171. 
177.

169, 178

189 ”240,'242

240, 242.
246.
189, 205, 214, 215, 220, 

221, 223, 224.

211.
199, 201.

266.
266.
344. ' 
268.
193.
191.
195.
120,187.

184.
205, 239.

274, 276.
276, 278, SOI.
274, 277.
290.
290.
291, 292, 293, 296.
273.
190,191.
274.

334.
285.

The portion as to report, survey, confirmation, &c,, 
is superseded by s. 13 of the Aet of 1889. 

Repealed by Act of 1889.
Repealed by Act of 1889.
The proviso as to residence is superseded by the 

larger provision of s. 30 of the Act of 1895. 
Operation exhausted.
Repealed by Act of 1889.
Operation exhausted.
Repealed by Act of 1889.
Repealed by Act of 1889.

Repealed by Act of 1889.

S. 54 of tho Act of 1895 supersedes this as regards 
payments on completion of the reclamation.

Repealed by No. 5 of 1897.
As regards reclamations this section is superseded 

by the provisions of s. 54 of the Act of 1895.
Repealed by the Act of 1889.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted.
Operation exhausted. •
Ss. 11, v, and vn are the only portions having any 

operative power, the remainder of U10 section 
is either repealed as ss. vm, or the operation is 
exhausted, or it is superseded by the Act of 1895.

Repealed by Act of 1889.

Repealed by Act of 1889.

Repealed by Act of 1889. 
Repealed by Act of 1889. 
Repealed by Act of 1889.

Operation exhausted.

Repealed by Act of 1889.

Repealed by Aet of 1889.
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3

Section 
of Act. Olauno of Bill, Remarks. .

113 286.
114 287.
115 288. .
116 289.
117 122,125.
118 127, 229, 245.
119 128.
120 130.
121 64,141, 213,
122 49.
123 62, 140, 210.
124 GO, 61,197, 198, 209.
125 115,129, 228.
126 102, 188.
127 342.
128 196.
129 340.
130 Repealed by s. 55, Act 1895.
131 335.
132 337.
133 336.
134 338.
135 118,156.
136 121, 163,187.
137 8.
138 307.............................................. Validation.
139 339.
140 Repealed by Act of 1889. 1
141 332.
142 185.
143 222, 247.
144 186.
145 345. Power to make regulations.

Crown Lands Titles and Reservations Validation Act of 1886 (50 Vic. No. 21)

■' 1 308.., ................................ Short title and interpretation.
2 309.
3 310.
4 311.
5 312.
6 313.
7 314.
8 315,
9 316.

Conditional Purchases and Leases Validation Act (50 Vic. No. 34),

1 317.
2 318.
3 319.
4 320.
5 321.
6 Short title.

Crown Lands (Auction Sales Balances) Act of 1887 (50 Vic. No. 39).

1 1 164,107. |
2 | ..................................... [ Short title.

Citoivs Lands Amendment Act on 1887 (51 Tic. No. 11).

1 
2
3
4 19.

Short title, &c.
Superseded by Act of 1889. 
Superseded by Act of 1889.

Conversion into Mining Conditional Purchases Validation Act of 1888
(51 Tie. No. 29).

1 132.
2 Short title. '
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4

Sect (oil 
jof Act Glume of-Bill, Remarks.

Ckown Lands rirBTirEE Amendment Act (52 Aric. No. 7).
]
2
3
4 89, 92

5

6 90, 92

7
8
9 90.

10
11 91.
12
13 92.
14 93, 28.
15 92.

Short title.
Operation eiliansted.
Operation exhausted.
The proviso is superseded by s. 33 of the Act of 

1895.
Declarations of fufilment of conditions were 

abolished by s. 32 of the Act of 1895.
Same remarks apply to ibis as to the previous 

section.

Eepealed by Act of 1889.

1
2
3

4
5

G
V
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15 
1G
17

18
19
20 
21

22

23

24

25

2G
27
28

29

30
31
32
33
34

CftowN Lands Act oe 1889 (53 Vic, No. 21).

23, 28, 74...

16.................................

44,168.
28.
29, 81, 32, 35, 36, 37, 38, 

40, 41, 43.
24; 39. '
52, 54, 322.
48, 72,161, 270.
75,76, 78,96,2IP, 220,226.

75.
80.
75, 76.
93.
94.................................

68, 72, 97.
52, 67.
72.

Commencement and short title.
Eepeals.
Substitution—the necessary amendments have been 

made in the sections. ■
Interpretation. ‘
Saving clause protects any previous acts of the land 

board.

Tho provision as to impounding is superseded by s. 
55 of the Act of 1895.

Declarations of fulfilment of any conditions were 
abolished by s. 32 of the Act of 1895.

55,223 ...

97,98,107,108 ... 

91,93,332. ...

95,227 .............

52, 67, 70 .............

69, 72, 90, 92.
77.
96.........................

96, 231, 240, 242...

192, 205, 239.
240, 242.
279, 304.
199, 200, 301.
187, 198, 209, 210, 214, 

215, 217, 220, 221, 223, 
224, 225, 228, 229, 233, 
235.

Tho operation is exhausted of the greater part of 
this section.

The declarations mentioned were abolished by s. 32 
of Aet of 1895.

The first part of this section is superseded by s, 33 
of 1895.

Declarations of fulfilment of conditions were 
abolished by s. 32 of 1895.

The last part of the section dealing with the term of 
conditional leases is altered by s. 35 of the Act 
of 1895.

S. 45 of the Act of 1895 renders the provision with 
regard to minimum rental or fee unnecessary.

Nearly the whole of this section has expired by 
effluxion of time; portion of ss. (e) is incorporated 
in the Bill, and the provision as to the issue of 
the lease.
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B

Section 
of Act. Clause of Bill. ' Bernards.

35 189, 250, 251.
36 265.
37 238.
88 201.
39 52, 54, 206, 239, 274, 275,

276,278, 290.
40 10, 11, 272,276,278.
41 290.
42 333. Part relating to roads repealed hy Act 5 of 1897.-
43 187,240,242,246,301 ... The operation as to extension of pastoral leases in 

Central Division is exhausted; as to "Western 
Division the section is repealed, and provided
for in s. 7 of the Act of 1895. '

44 164, 301.
45 203. .
46 180................................... Partly superseded by s. 47 of the Act of 1895.
47 60, 86, 197.
48 248.
49 343.
60 341.
51 Omitted ... ... ... Saving clause covers this. ’
52 247................................... Power to make regulations, &c, .

Crown Rents Act op 1890 (54 Yic. No. 11).

............... | Operation exhausted, repealed in Schedule.

Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1891 (55 Vie. No. 1).
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

328.
328.
331.
331.
330.
48.

Short title. 
Interpretation,

Crown Lands Act of 1889 Declaratory Act (57 Vic. No. 27).
........... ............. As the operation, so far as the report of the Board

in a. 43 of the Act of 1889 is exhausted, this 
Act has served its purpose, and the operation is 
exhausted.

Crown Lands Purchases and Leases Validation Act (57 Vic. No. 9),
0 321,325,320,327

7 327.

The remaining sections apply to particular cases only, 
and are simply evidence of title, and have no 
place in a Consolidating Act.

Reserves Declaratory Act (58 Vic. No. 16).
1 280.
2 281.
3 282.
4 283.
5 284.
G 278.
7 *ii B1 . ■ | • m■* * Special validation of Eliza Ann Notts’ conditional

purchase saving clause.
8 Short title.

Crown Lands Act of 1895 (58 Vic. No. 18).

1 Commencement and short title.
2 Interpretation.
3 241.
4 240, 246, 301.
5 240, 801.
6 244.
7 204, 216, 232, 242.
8 243.
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Section 
of Act. ClaHEe of'Bill, Eemaflir-i '

9 Operation exhausted. .
10 46, 52.
11 53.
12 47.
13 135.
14 136, 143.
15 147, 301.
IQ 150,155.

151,152,153.17
18 48,148.
19 149.
20 Omitted ... ... ... Superseded by 60 Vie. No. 2.
21 158,
22 48, 118,140,141,145, 156, 

301, 304, 328, 330, 332,
The first part of the section is altered by s, 2, 59

- Yic. No, 26. , '
23 159.
24 253, 258.
25 261, 262,301.
26 238, 251.
27 160, 234, 237, 238, 242, 

252, 261,263.
28 106.
29 50, 82, 83, 107, 108, 113,

115, 125. . ■
30 84, 85.
31 67.
32 The necessary corrections have been made in the 

sections in accordance with the provisions of 
this section which abolished declarations of fulfil
ment of conditions.

33 88, 90, 92.
34 114, 131.
35 96.
36 Partly operation exhausted; all rights are preserved 

in saving clause. The Act 60 Vic. No. 2 still 
further reduces the annual payments.

37 27, 91, 93, 94, 95, 224.
38 48.
39 28.
40 55, 56,137, 207, 254.
41 58, 59, 138, 139, 208, 209, 

255, 256.
42 63, 75, 142, 212, 220, 257, 

258.
43 117,123,157,230,236,264.
44 306.
43 304, 305.
46 266, 267, 269.
47 180.
43 102, 154, 162, 170, 176, 

179, 188, 301.
The first portion repeals portion of s. 96 of the Act

of 1884. '
49 200,201. ' . •
50 248, 249.
51 204, 302.
52 303.
53 45.
54 172,174, 175.
55 79,146, 202, 219, 222,260.

. 56 164,165, 166. ■
57 273.
58 336.
59 34.
60 147.
61 345................................... Power to make regulations.

Chown Lands Homestead Selections and Settlement Leases Act

(59 Yic. No. 26). • - '
1 [ .. .. Short title.
2 144, 259, 261.

_____ . ______ . __ ... _____ _ ______ _ __ ______ __ _

1
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7

Section 
of Act. Clause of Bill. Remarks.

Conditional Pobchasehs Relief Act (60 Vic. No. 2).
1 Short title.
2 103.
3 104.
4 105.
5 101.
6 138.
7 134.
8 345................................... Power to make regulations.

Public Trusts Act (No. 8 of 1897).
1 293,
2 294.
3 292.
4 293. 295. 296.
5 297.
6 298.
7 290.
8 290.
9 299.

10 300.

i
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No. , 1897.

A BILL
To consolidate the Laws relating to Crown Lands.

BE it enacted hy the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, hy and with 
the advice and consent of the Legislative Comicil and Legislative 

Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as follows :—

1. This Act may be cited as the <£ Crown Lands Consolidation title. 
Act, 1897,” and is divided into Parts, Divisions, and Subdivisions, as 
follows:—

PART I.
General and Preliminary—s. 1-49.

Division I.—Repeals and savings—s. 2.
Division II.—Interpretation—s. 3.
Division III.—Dealings with Crown lands—ss. 4-8.
Division IV.—Divisions and land districts—ss. 9-11.
Division V.—Land agents—ss. 12-14.
Division VI.—District surveyors and other officers—s. 15.
Division VII.—Constitution, jurisdiction of, and procedure before

local land boards—ss. 16-26.
Chairman may deal with certain matters not in open 

court—s. 27.
404—a Division
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2 Crown Lands Consolidation.

Division VIII.—Eight of appeal to land court—s. 28.
Division IX.—Land appeal court—ss. 29-43.
Division X.—Determination of rents, values, &c.—ss. 44-45.
Division XI.—Classification and survey of Crown lands—s. 46.

What deemed Crown lands under Mining Act—s, 47.
Division XII.—Conflicting applications—Ballot—s. 48.
Division XIII.—Illegal contracts a misdemeanour—s. 49.

PART II.
Conditional Puhcdases and Conditional Leases—ss. 50-134.

Division I.—Conditional purchases—residential and noncesidential— 
s. 50.

Division II.—Land open to or exempt from conditional purchase or
conditional lease—ss. 51-54.

Classified areas—s. 53,
Lands exempt from conditional lease—s. 54.

Division III.—Qualifications, disqualifications, and limitations as to 
conditional purchases and conditional leases— 
ss. 55-G4. •

Limitations as to original conditional ptirchases—s. 55. 
Limitation as to number of holdings—s. 56.
Limitation as to non-resideniial conditional ’purchases 

—s. 57.
Limitation as to area—s. 58.
Persons not natural-born or not naturalised—s. 59. 
Married women—s. 60.
Minors—s. 61.
Mights and liabilities of minors—s. 62.
Good faith in applicants—s. 63.
Certain contracts void—s. 64.

Division IV.—What areas may be purchased or leased—ss. 65-67.
Conditional purchases within special areas—s. 68. 
Conditional leases—s. 69.
Mreferent right of purchase in virtue of conditional 

lease—s. 70.
Division V.—Applications for conditional purchases and conditional 

leases—ss. 71-76.
Lomd to be marked and described—s. 71.
Application—s. 72.
Receipt for deposit—s. 73.
Caveats against applications—s. 74.
Confirmation or disalloicance of conditional purchase 

or conditional lease applications—s. 75. 
Withdrawal of application—s., 76.

Division VI.—Rules of measurement—s. 77.
Division
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Division VJX—Title to conditional purchases and conditional leases
—55. 78-81.

Commencement of title—s. 78.
Trespass and impounding—s. 79.
Errors of description—s. 80.
Encroachments—s. 81.

Division VIII.—Conditions—55. 82-115.
Residence on conditional purchases and conditional 

leases—ss. 82-87.
Residence by married women—s. 86.
Residence by minors—s. 87- 
Fencing and improvements—ss. 88-91.
Condition of improvements—s. 92.
Enclosing of roads or tcater-courses—s. 93.
Ring fences—5. 91.
Suspension of conditions—s. 95.
Rent and term of conditional leases—s. 96.
Rayment of purchase money—ss. 97-101.
Overdue payments on conditional purchases or con

ditional leases—s. 102.
Reduction of payments—ss. 103-105.
Suspension of payment of instalments upon condi

tional purchases—5. 106.
Certificate of fulfilment of conditions of a condi

tional purchase—ss. 107-113.
Conditions attach on devolution of purchase—ss.

111-115.
Division IX.—Forfeitures—ss. 116-121.

Forfeiture for breach of conditions—ss. 116. 
Forfeiture foi' want of good faith—s. 117.
Forfeiture for false statements—s. 118.
Forfeiture for non-payment—5. 119.
Operation of forfeiture when forfeiture takes effect— 

5. 121. .
Division X.—Transfers of conditional purchases and conditional 

leases—ss. 122-130.
Division XI.—Subdivision of conditional purchases—s. 131.
Division XII.—Conversion of conditional, purchases into mining con

ditional purchases—s. 132.
Division XIII.—Conversion of conditional purchases and leases into 

homestead selections—ss. 133, 134.

PART III.
Homestead Selections—ss. 135-160.

Homestead selection areas—s. 135.
Disqualifications—s. 136.
Limitation as to number of holdings—s. 137.
Limitation as to area—s. 138.
Persons not natural-bom or not naturalised—s. 139.

RighU
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Lights and liabilities of minors—s. 140.
Certain contracts void—s. 141.
Good faith in applicants—s. 142.
Applications for homestead selections—s. 143.
Commencement of title—ss, 144,145.
Trespass and impounding on homestead selections—s. 146. 
Conditions precedent to the right to a. grant—s. 147.
Mesidcnce by deputy before grant—s. 148.
Residence in hamlet or village—s. 149.
Inquiry by Land Boards. 150.
Homestead grants—ss. 151-153.
Overdue moneys on homestead selections—s. 154.
Forfeiture for breach of conditions—s. 155.
Forfeiture for false statements—s. 156.
Forfeiture for want of good faith—s. 157.
Surrender, Sfc., of homestead selections—s. 158.
Frotection of homestead selections—s. 159.
Homestead grants out of leases—s. 160.

FART IV.
Miscellaneous Sales—ss. 161-183.

Division I.—Improvement purchases in gold-field—ss, 161-163. 
Division II.—Auction sales—ss. 164-167.

Auction sales—s. 161.
After auction sales—s. 165.
Overdue payments—s. 166.
Auction sales or after auction sales may be annulled—

s. 167.
Division III.—Special sales without competition.—Eescission of re

servation—ss. 168-170. •
Division IV.—Reclamations—ss. 171-176.
Division V.—Sales in special cases—ss. 177-179.
Division VI.—Exchanges and surrenders—ss. 180,181.
Division VII.—Volunteer land order selections—s. 182.
Division VIII.—Authority to search for gold in alienated land within 

gold-fields—s. 183.

PART V.
Leases and Licenses—s. 184-271.

Division I.—General provisions as to leases, &c.—ss. 184-198.
Liability to forfeiture—s. 187.
Overdue rents—s. 188.
TFithdraioals—ss. 189, 190.
Reserve from sale not a withdrawal—ss. 191, 192. 
Ringbarking by lessees—ss. 193-195.
Fromise of lease—s. 196.
J)isqnalificoAions as to married women and minors—ss. 

197, 198.
Division
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Division II.—Annual leases—ss. 199-202.
Division III.—Artesian well leases—ss. 203, 201.
Division IV.—Homestead leases—ss. 205, 236.

Lands exempt from homestead lease—s. 206.
Limitation as to number of holdings—s. 207.

- Limitation as to area—s. 208.
Persons not natural-born or not naturalised—s. 209. 
Mights and liabilities of minors—s. 210.
Pastoral and homestead leases not to be held in co'ii- 

binations. 211.
Good faith in applicants—s. 212.
Certain contracts void—s. 213.
Applications for homestead leases—s. 214.
Area of homestead leases—s. 215.
Term of homestead leases ss. 216-217.
Commencement of title—s. 218.
Trespass and impounding on homestead lease—s. 219. 
Applications, hoio dealt with—s. 220.

' Non-acceptance of homestead lease—s. 221.
Survey of homestead lease—s. 222.
Conditions of homestead lease—ss. 223-226. 
Suspension of conditions—s. 227.
Cases of death, lunacy, SfC.—s. 228.
Transfer and sub-letting of homestead leases—s. 229, 

230.
Miscellaneous provisions re homestead leases—ss. 231

234.
Surrender of homestead leases—s. 235.
Forfeiture of homestead lease for want of good faith—

236.
Division V.—Improvement leases—s. 237.
Division VI.—Leases of inferior lands—s. 238.
Division VII.—Pastoral leases—ss. 239-245.

Lands exempt from pastoral lease in Central or 
Western Division—s. 239.

Pastoral leases in the Central Division—s. 240. 
Power of withdrawal from Central Division pastoral 

leases—s. 241.
Pastoral leases in the Western Division—s. 242.
Attachment of resumed area to leasehold area in 

Western Division—s. 243.
Power of withdraival from Western Division pastoral 

leases—s. 244.
Transfers of pastoral leases—s. 245.

Division VIII.—Occupation licenses—s. 246.
Division 15.—Survey of leasehold and resumed areas^s, §47. 
Division X.—Residential leases—s. 248.
Division XI.—Scrub leases—ss, 250-252.

DiyigioN
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Division XII.—Settlement leases for agriculture and grazing—ss.
253-264).

Settlement lease areas—s. 253.
Limitations as to number of holdings—s. 254.
Limitation as to area—-s. 255.
Persons not natural-born or not naturalised—s. 256.
Good faith in applicants'-s. 257.
Applications for settlement leases—s. 258.
Commencement of title—s. 259.
Trespass and impounding—s. 260.
Issue of settlement leases—ss. 261-263.
Forfeiture of settlement lease for want of good faith— 

s. 264. '
Division XIII.—Snow leases—s. 265.
Division XIV.—Special leases—ss. 266-271.

DART VI.
Cities, Towns, and Villages, Reserves, Dedications.—

ss. 272-300. '
Division I.—Proclamation of cities, towns, and villages, &c.—s. 272.
Division II.—Alteration of designs of cities, towns, &c.—s. 273.
Division III.—Reserves—ss. 274, 275.
Division IV.—Revocation of reserves—ss. 276-279.
Division V.—Reserves declaratory—ss. 280-284.
Division VI.—State forests—Timber reserves—Licenses—Permits—

ss. 285-289. ,
Division VII.—Dedications—s. 290. ■
Division VIII.—Trustees may be appointed—ss. 291-299. j

Trustees to report to Minister—s. 297. .
Inspection ofboolcs and documents—s. 298. |
Land may be entered upon—ss. 299-300. J

'i

PART VII. 1

Miscellaneous—ss. 301-345. 1
i

Division I.—Ownership of improvements—s. 301. (
Division II.—Tenant-right in improvements—s. 302. .
Division III.—Forfeited lands containing improvements subject to 

tenant-right or ownership—s. 303.
Division IV.—Reverters—s. 304.
Division V.—General power of validation of purchases and leases— 

s. 305.
Division VI.—Validation of conditional purchases and leases in 

special cases—ss. 307-327.
Division VII.—Reversal of forfeitures—ss. 328, 329.
Division VIII.—Waiver of forfeiture—s. 330.
Division IX.—Reversals of forfeitures prior to the fourteenth day of 

October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one—s. 331.
Division X.—Boundary fences—s. 332.

Division

i
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Division XI.—Resumption for canal, &c.—s. 333.
Division XII.—Roads of access—s. 334.
Division XIII.—Removal of trespassers—s. 335.
Division XIV.—Penalties for trespass—s. 336.
Division XV.—Penalties for destroying improvements—s. 337. 
Division XVI.—Removal of boundary marks—s. 338.
Division XVII.—Recovery of penalties—s. 339.
Division XVIII.—Limitation of actions—s. 340.
Division XIX.—Acts of Surveyor-General—s. 341.
Division XX.—Copies of documents to be evidence—s. 342.
Division XXI.—Suits by the Crovm—s. 343.
Division XXII .—Royalty on coal from mineral leases—344. 
Division XXIII.—Regulations—s. 345. '

Division I.—Repeals and Savings.

2. On and after the day when this Act takes effect the Acts 
mentioned in Schedule I hereto arc repealed to the extent therein 
expressed :

Provided that such repeal shall not—
(«) revive anything not in force or existing at the time at which 

the repeal takes effect; or
{b) affect the previous operation of any enactment so repealed or 

anything duly done, suffered, or commenced, or contracted 
to bo done under any enactment so repealed; or

(c) affect the validity, invalidity, or consequences of anything 
already done or suffered under any enactment so repealed; or 

{d) affect any right, title,privilege, obligation,liability or disability 
acquired, accrued, or incurred under any enactment so 
repealed; or

(c) affect the right • to exercise any power conferred, or the 
obligation to fulfil any duty imposed by any enactment so 
repealed, in respect of anything duly done, suffered, or 
commenced to be done or omitted to be done, or in respect 
of any right, privilege, obligation, liability, or disability, 
acquired, accrued, or incurred before the commencement of 
this Act under any enactment so repealed; or 

(/) affect any penalty, forfeiture, or punishment incurred in 
respect of any offence committed against any enactment so 
repealed; or

id) affect any investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy in 
respect of any such right, title, privilege, obligation, liability, 
penalty, forfeiture, or punishment as aforesaid; or 

{h) affect any notice, proclamation, reservation, dedication, or 
setting apart, published, issued, or made before the commence
ment of this Act;

(i) require the re-establishment, or re-definition of the boundaries 
of any land district established before and existing at the 
commencement of this Act;

(?) require the reappointment of the president or any other 
member of the land appeal court, or the registrar of such 
court, or any chairman of any land board, or any member of 
such board,_ or any district surveyor, or land agent, or other 
officer appointed before, and holding office at, the commence
ment of this Act;

(A)
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(k) affect any appointment, order, rule, application, affidavit, or 
award made, or any summons or writ issued, or any warrant 
granted, or any notice or certificato given under the said 
Acts or any of them before the commencement of this Act; 

and any such investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy may be 
instituted, continued, or enforced, and any such penalty, forfeiture, or 
punishment may be imposed and enforced, as if this repealing enact
ment had not been passed.

And any notice or proclamation made under the Acts 1859-1897 
and not revoked before the commencement of this Act shall be deemed 
to have been sufficiently made for all purposes of this Act.

And any appointments made and not revoked before the com
mencement of this Act, and the establishment or definition of the 
boundaries of any land district made, and not revoked or altered before 
the commencement of this Act, shall be deemed to have been suffi
ciently made, established, or defined for all purposes of this Act.

And all regulations made and forms prescribed under any Act 
in force on the day when this Act takes effect and hereby repealed 
shall be deemed to have been made under this Act, and shall be and 
continue in force until amended, cancelled, or superseded after the 
commencement of this Act.

Division II.—Interpretation.
3. In this Act, unless the context necessarily requires a 

different meaning the expression—■
“Acts 1859-1881” means any or all of the enactments passed 

during, or at any time between, the years one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-nine and one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-one, and set out in the Second Schedule (B) to this 
Act.

“Acts 1859-1884” means any or all of the enactments passed 
during or at any time between, the years one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-nine and one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-four, aud set out in the Dirst and Second Schedules
(A) and (B) to this Act.

“Acts 1859-1S89” moans any or all of the enactments passed during, 
or at any time between, the years one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty-nine and one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
nine, and set out in the First and Second Schedules (A) and
(B) to this Act.

“ Acts 1859-1897” means any or all of the Acts passed during, or 
any time between, the years one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-nine and one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, 
and set out in the First and Second Schedules (A) and (B) to 
this Act.

“ Acts 1875-1897” means any or all of the enactments passed during, 
or at any time between, the years one thousand eight hundred, 
and seventy-five and one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
seven, and set out in the First and Second Schedules (A) and 
(B) to this Act.

“Acts 1884-1889” means any or all of the enactments passed 
during, or at any time between, the years one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-four and one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-nine, and set out in the First Schedule (A) to this Act.

“ Acts 1884-1897 ” moans any or all of the enactments passed 
during, or at any time between, the years one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-four and one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-seven, and set out in the First Schedule (A) to this Act.

“ Board ”
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“Board” or “Land Board” means the local land hoard of the 
district in question, and includes land appeal court in any case 
where an appeal or reference to that Court has been made.

“ Conditional purchase ” excludes special purchase, or purchase 
hy auction, or purchase by virtue of improvements, hut 
includes an original and an additional conditional purchase.

“ Crown Lands ” means lands vested in Her Majesty and not per
manently dedicated to any public purpose or granted or 
lawfully contracted to he granted in fee simple under this 
Act or the Acts 1859-1897.

“City, Town, or Village”—A city, town, or village declared to 
he so hy proclamation of the Governor in the Gazette.

“ Lron tage ” means abuttal on or frontage to the sea-coast or to 
any lake, inlet, river, creek, stream, water-course, road, or 
intended or designed road prescribed as a boundary.

“Governor” means Governor with the advice of the Executive 
Council.

“Land Agent” means any person duly appointed to the office of 
Crown land agent, assistant Crown land agent, or acting 
Crown land agent.

“Land Appeal Court” means the land appeal Court as con
stituted under the Acts 1884i-1897.

“ Land office day ” means any day notified as such in the Gazette 
upon which land agents arc required to attend at their land 
offices for the purpose of receiving applications for sale or 
lease of Crown lands.

“ Lease ” includes any unexpired engagement, contract, or promise 
of a lease.

“Local newspaper” means newspaper published or circulating 
in the particular district or place in reference to which the 
expression is used.

“ Leasehold area ” means that portion of a pastoral holding for 
which a pastoral lease may have been granted under the 
Acts 1881—] 897, or may7 he granted under this Act.

“ Be declared a lunatic” include a person who has become an 
“ insane patient” within the moaning of the “ Lunacy Act of 
1878,” and the Acts amending the same.

“Minerals” means and includes coal, kerosene shale, and any 
of the following metals, or any ore containing the same, 
namely :—Gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, antimony, cinnabar, 
galena, nickel, cobalt, platinum, bismuth and manganese, and 
any other substance which mayr from time to time be declared 
a mineral within the meaning of this Act hy proclamation of 
the Governor published in the Gazette.

“ Minister ” means the Minister for Lands or other Minister 
charged with the administration of this Act or any part 
thereof.

“ Non-residential conditional purchase” means an original con
ditional purchase exempt from any condition of residence, and 
any additional conditional purchase made by virtue thereof.

“Oath” means affirmation, promise, and declaration in every 
case where an affirmation, promise, or declaration is hy law 
allowed instead of an oath.

“ Occupation license” includes preferential occupation license.
“Prescribed” means prescribed by this Act, or any regulation 

made thereunder.
“Population boundaries or area” includes lands within areas as 

deflned by proclamation in the Gazette, with boundaries 
distant not more than ten miles from the nearest houndary 
of any city, town, or village.

4*04—n “ Public
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“Public purpose ” means and includes, in addition to any purpose 
specified in any section of this Act, any purpose declared by 
the Governor, by notification in the Gazette, to be a public 
purpose within the meaning of such section.

“ Regulations ” means regulations made under the authority of 
this Act.

“ Representatives ” means the executors or administrators of the 
person with reference to whom the 'word is used, and includes 
all persons in whom the estate or interest of such person is 
vested.

“ Residential conditional purchase’5 means an original conditional 
purchase applied for under the Acts 1859-1896 or this Act, 
subject to a condition of residence or any additional conditional 
purchase made by virtue thereof, whether a condition of 
residence lias attached or attaches to such additional con
ditional purchase or not.

“ Resumed area ” means that portion of a pastoral holding for 
which a pastoral lease may not have been granted under the 
Acts 1884-1897, or may not be granted under this Act.

“ Scrub ” means any tree, undergrowth, plant, which the Governor 
may, by notification in the Gazette, declare to be scrub within 
the mcanins of this Act.

“ Series ” or “ the same scries,” when used in connection with 
conditional purchases or conditional leases, means an original 
conditional purchase, whether taken up before or after the 
commencement of this Act, under the Acts 1859-1897 or 
this Act, and any additional conditional purchases, which 
may have been or may be made by virtue thereof, and any 
conditional leases which may have been or which may be 
granted by virtue of any of such conditional purchases.

“ Vacant land ” means land not alienated by or held under any 
lease or promise of lease or license from the Crown.

Division IV.—Dealings with Crown lands.
No dealing witli 
Crown lands 
except under this 
Act.
Sec, 5, Act ISSi.

Provisions as to 
grants, leases, Ac. 
See. 6, Act 1884.

Crown grant not to 
be in trust.
See. 6, Act 1884

Minerals reserved in 
all grants.
See. 7, Act 1884.

4. Crown lands shall not be sold, leased, dedicated, reserved, 
or dealt with except under and subject to the provisions of this Act, 
and nothing in this Act shall affect the provisions of any Act regulating 
mining on Crown lands, or shall affect the prerogative of the Grown in 
respect to any lands reverting by escheat or forfeiture to Her Majesty 
otherwise than under tlie provisions of this Act or the Acts 1859-1896.

5. The Governor on behalf of Her Majesty may grant, dedicate, 
reserve, lease, or make any other disposition of Crown lands but only 
for some estate, interest, or purpose authorised by this Act and subject 
in every case to its provisions.

6. No Crown grant issued after the commencement of this Act 
shall be expressed or purport to be in trust for private persons or 
purposes.

7- All grants of land issued under the authority of this Act 
or the Acts 1884-1897 shall contain a reservation of all minerals in 
such land and shall contain such other reservations and exceptions 
as may by the Governor be deemed expedient in the public interest: 
Provided that whenever it shall be found that land alienated under 
this Act or under the Acts 1859-1897 contains any mineral, and such 
land has been alienated subject to the minerals being reserved to the 
Crown, the Governor may permit the owner of such land to remove 
such mineral upon payment of such royalty and upon such conditions 
as may he prescribed.

8.
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8. Every grant and registration copy of sucli grant issued Proceeding % ™y 
under tins Act or under the Acts 1859-1897*shall, for the purpose of °f acirefu0m8- 
cnahling the Crown to proceed hy way of scire facias for the repeal of See‘137) cl 18 ‘ 
any such grant issued improvidently or inadvertently or in violation of
the provisions of any of such Acts as aforesaid, he deemed to be a record 
of the Supreme Court notwithstanding anything in the Real Property 
Act or any Act amending the same to the contrary.

Division V.—Divisions and land districts.
9. Por the purposes of tins Act New South Wales shall consist Establishment of 

of Three Divisions, namely:—The Eastern Division—the CentralI)msior,s‘ 
Division—and the Western Division—and the boundaries of eachSoc'8’Act 1884’' 
Division shall, subject to any alteration which may have been made
under the provisions of the Acts 1884-1897, and subject to the 
provisions of section ten of this Act, be as set forth in the Third Schedule. 
Schedule (C) hereto.

10. The Governor may from time to time, hy proclamation in Alterations of
the Gazette, alter the boundary of any division— divisions.

(a) so as to avoid the severance of any existing conditional pur- sec. a, Act issi.
chase or lease or other lawful holding whatsoever ;

(&) hy declaring lands held under lease or license, cities, towns, Sec. 40, Act isss. 
villages, and suburban lands attached thereto, or measured 
portions, which may he situated within any division or partly 
within two divisions, to lie wholly within any one division.

And upon the publication of such proclamation the boundary as 
altered thereby shall be deemed to he the true boundary of the division 
referred to in such proclamation.

11. The Governor may, within each division, hy proclamation mnd districts, 
in the Gazette—

(а) establish and define or alter the boundaries of land districts ; sec. 9, Act issa
(б) declare lands held under lease or license, cities, towns,

villages, and suburban lands attached thereto, or measured sec. 40, Act issa. 
portions, which may be situated within any land district, or 
partly within two or more land districts, to he wholly within 
any one land district; and upon such proclamation the 
boundaries of such land districts shall he deemed to be 
sufficiently altered and defined for the purposes of this Act.

Division VI.—Land agents.
12. (i) The Governor may appoint a land agent either for each land agent, 

land district or for several adjoining land districts, who shall perform Sec. io, Act issa 
the duties imposed on him by this Act or the regulations.

13. It shall be the duty of every land agent to forward to the Dntiea of land 
Colonial Treasurer all moneys received by him by virtue of this Act, or ag™tB-
the Acts 1884-1897, or the regulations, in the prescribed manner, and 
in all other respects to conform to the regulations, and to carry out 
the instructions given hy, or by direction of, the Minister.

14. Any land agent shall, hy virtue, and during his tenure of Land agent a 
office be deemed for the purposes of this Act and the regulations there- Xiav\v=ionLr f°r 
under, or the Registration of Deeds Act to he a Commissioner of tho Se0 22 Acl 1889> 
Supremo Court for taking affidavits; but any declarations required ’
by this Act or by the regulations may be made before the land agent 
or any justice of the peace or commissioner for taking affidavits for the 
Colony of New South Wales.

(u) The Minister may at any time in the absence of any such Acting land agents, 
agent appoint a person to act for him. See. io, Act im.

All things done by an acting land agent within the scope of his 
authority shall be of the same efficacy as if done by the land agent.

Division
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Division YII.—District surveyors and other officers.
Appointment, Ac., 
of district staff of 
oSicers.

15. Dor every land district the Governor may appoint a district 
surveyor and such other officers as lie may think necessary for the 

Sec. ig. Act 1884. purposes of this Act : Provided that whenever required by the 
Minister such officers shall perform the duties connected with their 
respective offices in and for any land district, in addition to that for 
wiiich they have been appointed.

Local land boards. 
Sec. 11, Act 188i.
Land boards may be 
authorised to deal 
with matters outside 
their own district.
Sec. 5, Act ISSi).

Number of members 
of land board.
Sec II,Act 1884.

Vacancies.
See. 14 fvni), Act 
1884.

Suspension, removal, 
Ac.,of chairman of 
local land board.
R'r, 4,
5 L Vic. No. 11. 

Acting chairman.

Penalty.
See. 11, Act 18S4.

Quorum. 
Chairman's votes. 
See. 12, Act 1884.

Acting chairman 
in ah-crn-c of 
chairman.
Seo.l4,snhscc. (vni).

Duties and powers of 
local hind boards 
under Acts repealed 
by Act ol 1884.
Sec. 13, Act 1884.

Division YIII.—Constitution and jurisdiction of and procedure 
before local land boards.

16. There shall he a local land board for every land district or 
for several land districts :

Provided that the Minister may from time to time direct any 
local land board to deal with any matter, question, or inquiry that has 
arisen or shall arise, without regard to the land hoard district or land 
district in which the land forming the subject of such matter, question, 
or inquiry may be situated. And the said land board shall have as 
full power and jurisdiction to deal with the matter as if the land 
aforesaid wore situated within that hoard’s proper land board district 
or land district.

17. (i) The members of a local land board shall not exceed three 
in number, and shall he appointed by the Governor.

One of such jiiembers shall he the chairman, who shall he 
appointed in like manner, and shall he paid sucli salary as Parliament 
may sanction.

Every other member of the board shall he paid such fee for 
each sitting as may he prescribed.

lb. The resignation, removal from office, insolvency, or absence 
from three consecutive meetings of the board of any member of the 
board without leave of Ihe Minister shall cause a vacancy therein, and 
the-Governor may appoint a person to supply such vacancy.

19. The Governor may suspend or remove the chairman of any 
local land hoard and appoint some other person in his place, or in 
the event of any chairman being suspended or being unable to act 
from any cause wTiatevcr, the Governor may appoint some other person 
as acting chairman, who while so acting shall have and exercise all the 
powers and authority and be subject to all the obligations applicable 
to the office of chairman.

20. Any member of a local land board who sits or acts in 
any way as a member of such hoard in any ease in which lie is or has 
been directly or indirectly interested shall be liable to a penalty not 
exceeding hundred pounds.

21. A majority of the members of any local land hoard shall 
constitute a quorum, and the chairman shall, if present, preside at all 
meetings of the hoard, and have an original vote on any question 
brought before or referred to such board:

Provided that the chairman shall have a casting vote on any 
question on which the votes arc equal.

In the absence of the chairman the members present at any 
meeting of the board shall appoint one of their number to act as 
chairman at such meeting, or any adjournment thereof, who shall, 
wTiile so acting, have all the powers and authority of the chairman.

22. In addition to the matters hereinafter required, or permitted 
to be made the subject of adjudication, appraisement, valuation, 
inquiry, or report by local hind boards, it shall be the duty of every

such
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such board, and it shall have full power and authority to hear, examine, 
aud report to the Minister or the land appeal court upon—

(<7) any matter referred for report to sucli board by the Minister 
or the land appeal court, which under the provisions of tho 
Acts 1859-lbSl might have been the subject of _any claim 
for compensation, or of arbitration, appraisement, inquiry, or 
complaint;

(&) any complaint or question as to tbe non-fulfilment of any 
condition of residence or improvement by a conditional 
purchaser under any of the said Act-s ;

(c) any allegation or complaint that land conditionally purchased 
under any of the said Acts has been so purchased by the 
applicant in violation of any of tho provisions thereof :
Provided that nothing herein contained shall refer to any 
land for which a certificate of completion of the conditions 
of residence and improvements or grant has already issued.

23. Por the purpose; of regulating the procedure of local land General powers und 
hoards under this Act, and of empowering such hoards to give full loettl
effect to the meaning and intent thereof, the following provisions shall gee> Act lg84. 
he applicable to and" be carried out by such boards— s™. 3, Act issa

fij Everv such hoard shall have power to hear and determine all Local kmi wi to 
complaints and other matters brought before it, and shall asi 01 
conduct all inquiries sitting as in open Court, and shall take 
evidence on oath, and its procedure while so sitting shall he 
the same as the procedure before a court of petty sessions.

(n) The chairman of every such hoard shall he a justice of the
peace by virtue of his office, and shall have and may exercise A0 
the like powers and authorities as are possessed by a court of 
petty sessions to summon aud compel the attendance of 
witnesses to give1 evidence on any matter before the hoard, 
and to produce all deeds and documents in their possession or 
under their control relating to such matter. And all witnesses 
so summoned to attend shall he entitled to the like allowances Expense? of 
for attendance and travelling expenses as witnesses at!ending witnesses, 
a district court arc hy law entitled to.

(in) Every party to a proceeding before such board shall have Parties^ms^be^ 
the same right to he heard hy counsel, attorney, or agCllt, or agent,
and to enforce the attendance of witnesses before such hoard, 
and to examine such witnesses as upon summary proceedings 
before justices.

(jv) The chairman shall give the decision of the hoard (whennedsionotwa. 
unanimous) in open court, hut if not unanimous tlie hoard !l,l'v pl''in' 
shall decide by vote (retiring for that purpose if it thinks 
fit). The decision shall then ho given by tbe chairman as 
aforesaid, and no member shall comment upon or question 
such decision. Upon an appeal to the land appeal court as 
hereinafter provided any member of the hoard may assign in 
writing such reasons for his opinion as he may deem necessary, 
which shall he transmitted through tlie chairman to such court.

(v) Any person not authorised in that behalf hy the Minister compkint by oiber 
desirous of prosecuting any complaint before sucli board shall |)1™10ljja,l0rl'f'':i 
do so hy lodging with the land agent a notice in.the pre
scribed form verified hy a statutory declaration setting forth 
the grounds of such complaint, and shall at the same time 
deposit with such land agent the sum of ten. pounds as 
security for any costs which may he awarded against him by 
such board: Provided
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Provided that sliould the board be of opinion that the 
sum of ten pounds ndll bo insufficient to meet the probable 
expenses in any case, it may demand such further sum as 
may be deemed necessary, and should such sum not be 
deposited with the land agent within such time as the board 
may specify such complaint shall not be proceeded with.

When the board gives a decision in favour of the 
complainant, he shall be entitled to a refund of the sum so 
deposited, and it may award such expenses for witnesses and 
such costs to the successful party as to it may seem reasonable, 
and such expenses and costs shall be recoverable in the manner 
prescribed by the Acts regulating the procedure in courts of 
petty sessions.

(vi) The local land board, instead of giving any decision or 
adjudication in any case within the jurisdiction of such board, 
may after taking evidence refer such case with the evidence 
for decision by the land appeal court, which shall have power to 
deal with the case so referred in all respects as if it had been 
brought before it in the first instance.

(vn) Any member of the board may sign summonses, and the 
chairman shall sign certificates and other documents given 
or issued by the board, and immediately after adjudication or 
decision upon any case shall (if required) forward all papers 
connected with the case, together with any report required 
thereon, to the Minister or the land appeal court.

24. (i) In any case it shall be lawful for the chairman of any 
land hoard to summon and compel the attendance of any person whose 
evidence such board may desire to hear, and to examine him, or allow 
him to be examined, upon oath, and to cause his examination to he 
reduced io wilting and signed by him, and require him to produce any 
document relating to the matter in question in his possession or 
control.

Wliat; questions may 
'oe put.

Witness failing to 
appear before land 
board may be 
summarily fined.

(n) No question put to any witness before any land board 
shall he deemed to be unlawful by reason only that the answer thereto 
may expose him to any forfeiture or penalty under the Acts 1859-1897 
or this Act: Provided that no examination, or any answer thereto, 
shall bo admissible in evidence against the witness in any criminal 
proceeding other than a prosecution against him for perjury, or for 
giving false answers, or making false declarations. ' ’

_ (III)i If any person who has been summoned as aforesaid by 
the chairman of the local land hoard, or subpoenaed as a witness in any 
proceeding before sucli hoard, and who has had payment or tender 
of his reasonable expenses made to him neglects to appear; or if 
any person summoned, subpoenaed, or examined as a witness in any 
such proceeding refuses to be sworn, or to make affirmation, promise, 
or declaration in lieu of an oath, or prevaricates in his evidence, or 
refuses to answer any lawful question, or to produce any document in 
his possession or control relating to the matter in question, which he 
has been summoned or subpoenaed to produce, or wffiich is then in his 
possession or control, or to sign his examination when reduced into 
writing, it shall be lawful for the chairman to commit such offender 
to gaol for any time not exceeding three months, or to impose on any 
such offender a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds; and in default 
o$ immediate payment thereof to commit the offender to gaol for any 
time not exceeding three months unless the fine he sooner paid.

In any of the cases aforesaid a warrant in the form contained in 
the Pourth Schedule (D) hereto shall and maybe issued hysuch chairman, 
and shall be good and valid in law without any other warrant, order,

or
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or process whatsoever; and the sheriff, his deputy, and all officers of 
the police force, and gaolers, to whom the same is addressed, shall obey 
the same.

(rv) Where any person who has been duly summoned or witness failing to 
subpoenaed to attend as a witness before the local land hoard, and who boar^a/be aD 
has had payment or tender of his reasonable expenses made to him, fails brought before^ 
to appear in obedience to Ids summons or subpoena, the chairman, upon 0l'r y Wilrra!>' 
proof of such person having been duly served with such summons or 
subpoena, and upon proof also that such person’s non-appearance was 
without just cause or reasonable excuse, may issue a warrant in the 
form or to the effect of tho Fifth Schedule (E) hereto to bring such 
person before the local land board to give evidence.

25. In any case where a local land board, pursuant to the pro- Orders of local 
visions of this Act or the Acts 1884-1897, and subject to the provision onfor^ed.rd h°w 
for appeal hereinafter provided for, shall make any adjudication or sec, ^ Act last, 
award, and to give effect to such adjudication or award shall make
any order for the payment of money, whether as compensation, costs, 
appraised value, or otherwise howsoever, such order shall he under 
the hand of the chairman, and may be enforced by distress and sale 
of the goods and chattels of the person ordered to pay such money in 
manner prescribed hy the regulations, or the same may he recovered 
in a summary way before any two justices of the peace hy the person 
to whom such money is ordered to he paid.

26. Any question of lapse, voidancc, or forfeiture, whether to lopsc, 
arising under this Act or under tho Acts 1859-1897 may he hy the forfeiture!1"' 
Minister referred to the local land hoard, arid the decision thereon of Soc.20, Act jss*. 
tho said hoard after due investigation in open court shall, unless 
appealed from in the prescribed manner, he final.

Chairman may deal with certain matters not sitting in open court.

27. The chairman shall have power, on behalf of a local land Attendance before 
hoard, to deal with applications (whether made before or after the f“f0drZirciimr<:tl 
commencement of this Act) for— application.

(a) permission to inclose a road or water-course wholly or in Sec'3?’Act 1895’ 
part;

(/;) suspension of the condition of fencing attaching to a condi
tional purchase, conditional lease, or homestead lease, or 
extension of the period within ■which the condition shall be 
fulfilled;

(c) exemption from fencing any portion of the boundary of a 
conditional purchase, conditional lease, or homestead lease;

(d) exemption to the members of one family in pursuance of 
section seventeen of the Crown Lands Act of 1889 or 
section ninety-four of this Act, from any condition of fencing 
or improvement, other than the erection of a ring fence; and 
for prescribing tho character of such fence and fixing or 
extending the term within which the fence shall be erected;

(<?) such other formal orders as may from time to time he pre
scribed.

The chairman may deal with any such application as aforesaid, not 
sitting in open court, and after having given notice to tho parties . 
concerned; and where he does not grant the application the same 
shall afterwards be dealt with in due course hy the local land board; 
and he may in any case, instead of dealing with an application as 
aforesaid, bring the same before tbe local land board.

Division
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Division IX.—Eight of appeal to Land Appeal Court.

_ . , 28. Either party to anv proceeding, dispute, or claim before
to land appeal court. ^ 'ocal. land board, and any caveator as hereinafter provided, may 
sec. 17, Act iss4. appeal from the adjudication, decision, recommendation, detennina- 
1889 3 nnd 7’Act ^on’ or award of such board to 1 he land appeal court at any time 
see. 39, Act 1895. within twenty-eight days after the same has been given hy giving 

written notice of such appeal to the chairman of the hoard, and to 
tlie other party to tho proceeding (if any), and depositing with such 
chairman the sum of five pounds as security for the costs of the 
appeal. And every such notice shall state the grounds of appeal.

Land appeal court to 
consist of three 
members.
See. 8, Act of 1889. 
Sec. 2, 55 Vie. No. 
2G.
Judicial notice of 
seal and signatures.

Kemoval of land 
appeal court 
members.

See. 8, Act 1889.

Salaries.

Division X.—Land appeal court.

29. (r) There shall he a land court, which shall he a court of
record and have an official seal; and the said court shall be designated 
the Land Appeal Court. .

Tlie said court shall consist, of three members, one of whom 
shall he the president.

(n) All courts of law and equity shall take judicial notice 
of the seal of the land appeal court, and of the signature of the 
president, acting president, registrar, or deputy registrar, when 
attached to any document issuing out of the said court.

(m) It shall he lawful for the Governor to remove any 
member of such land appeal court for inability or misbehaviour, pro
vided that twenty-one days at least before the removal of such member 
of the land appeal court he shall have notice of the intention to remove 
him, and he shall thereafter and before removal have the opportunity of 
being heard before the Governor and the Executive Council in his 
defence.

The president and each member appointed after the commence
ment of this Act shall he appointed hy the Governor.

30. There shall he paid to the president of the land appeal court 
the annual salary of two thousand pounds, and to each of the other 
members of that court (to he designated commissioners of the land 
appeal court) the annual salary of one thousand pounds, and such 
salaries arc hereby charged on the Consolidated llovenuo Eund, which, 
to the extent required for tlie payment thereof, is hereby permanently 
appropriated.

31. It shall he lawful for the Governor to appoint a registrar 
o an appeal court. 0|! ^lc appeal court and other necessary officers, who shall he paid

such salaries as may from time to time he approved.
The registrar shall have tho custody of the official seal of the 

court and of its records, and shall sit in the court, and keep and sign 
minutes of the court’s proceedings, and make reports of the court’s 
decision in each case to the Minister. The registrar shall have power 
to seal with the official seal, and to sign and issue in tlie name of the 
court, subpoenas, summonses, certificates, orders, notices, and other 
documents; and the registrar shall perform tlie various matters and 
things in respect of which powers are hereinbefore conferred upon 
him, or which hy any regulation in that behalf made as hereinafter 
provided he may be ordered to do.

Any duties imposed or powers conferred upon the registrar as 
aforesaid may, in Ids absence or inability to act, he discharged or 
exercised by any person provisionally appointed as deputy registrar hy 
the president or acting president of the land appeal court.

32. (i) Tlie president shall preside at all meetings of the court, 
hut in his absence, through illness or other sufficient reason, any 
member may he authorised by the Governor to temporarily act as

president.

Registrar ami officers

Deputy registrar.

Wlio to preside. 
See. 8, Act 1889, 
eubsec. (x).
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president, who, while so acting, shall have and exercise all the powers 
and authorities, and he subject to all the obligations applicable to tbe 
office of president. In the absence, through illness or otherwise, of any 
member, the Governor may appoint any person to temporarily act as 
member. ,

(ti) A majority of the members of the land appeal court Quorum, 
shall constitute a quorum.

33. Any member who sits or acts in any case in which he is or penalty, 
has been directly or indirectly interested shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five hundred pounds.

34. Tho Minister may refer to tbe land appeal court any decision inferences hy the
or recommendation of a local land board (whether made or given Illnd
before or after the commencement of this Act), whereby the rights, gec,. 5^ Act isos, 
interests, or revenues of the Crown may have been, or may hereafter
be injuriously affected, and may likewise refer any ease where it may 
appear that a local land board has failed or neglected to duly discharge 
its duty according to law, or that a local land board lias exceeded sucli 
duty.

Any such reference shall be duly made, if and when a notice in 
writing that tlie Minister lias referred tlie case to the land appeal 
court is given to the registrar of tho said court, and no provision ol 
this Act in respect of the lodging of appeals shall apply to the giving 
of such notice; but the land appeal court shall deal with tlie matter 
of such reference in the same way, and tlie rights and liabilities of tbe 
Crown in respect of sucli reference shall be the same as if such 
reference were an appeal by the Crown.

Aothing in this section contained shall affect any remedy by 
writ of prohibition, or mandamus, or in tlie nature of a mandamus, 
which the law now allows to the Crown or any person against a local 
land hoard.

35. Tbe land appeal court shall have power to hear and deter- Land appeal court 
mine all appeals, and all matters referred to such court by the Minister,
or by a local laud board under the provisions of subsection (vi) of references.
section twenhj-threp of this Act, or subsection (vn) of section fourteen of Subsco. (m) sec. a,
the Crown Lands Act of 18S1 and to make sucli orders for payment Ap'1 18891

of costs incurred in such appeals or proceedings as sucli court may
think fit; and such appeals and matters shall, after the prescribed
notice has been given to the parties, and at such times and places as
the land appeal court may appoint, be beard and determined in open
court; and all parties may be heard by counsel, attorney, or agent, .
but no fresh evidence shall be adduced before such court, except with
the sanction of such court. ,

3G. The Crown may without having lodged a caveat, appeared Crowns right of 
before the local land board, given notice of appeal, or taken any pro- ftpPea,,ance- 
liminary step other than maybe prescribed by the regulations or hy rules 
of the land appeal court appear as a party in all proceedings in which its 
rights, interests, or revenues may be concerned.

37. In all cases in which the land appeal court makes any Cooris order or 
order or award for the payment of money, whether as costs or other- ^LnTof'snpmne 
wise, the said order or award shall, save as herein provided, bo Colrt. 
conclusive upon the parties, and have the force of a judgment of the 
Supreme Court at common law; and the party in whose favour any 
such order or award may have been finally or ultimately made may 
obtain a certificato of the amount due thereunder, which certificate 
shall be conclusive evidence of tbe facts therein stated, and be shall, 
upon production thereof to tbe prothonotary, be entitled to have 
judgment entered up thereon, without any judge’s order Io that 
effect, and to have execution for such amount and costs issued and 
enforced in the same way as may be done upon judgments at common 
law; provided that, in any ease in which a deposit has been .made by 
an appcllani, the same shall be available in payment or part payment 
of any sum -which ho may bo ordered to pay, and the surplus, if any, 
shall be returned.

404—0 38.
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Crown Lands Consolidation.

38. The decision of the In ml appeal court upon any appeal shall, 
subject to the provisions of wcXion forty-jour ni this Act, he final and 
conclusive.

' 39. (i) In any case it shall be lawful for the president, or in his 
absence any member, of the land appeal court to summon and 
compel the attendance of any person whose evidence sucli court may 
desire to hear, and to examine him, or allow him to he examined, upon 
oath, and to cause his examination to be reduced to writing and signed 
by him, and require him to produce any document relating to the matter 
in question in his possession or control.

(ti) No question put to any witness before the land appeal 
court shall be deemed to be unlawful by reason only that the answer 
thereto may expose him to any forfeiture or penalty under the Acts 
1859-1897 or this Act: Provided that no examination, or any answer 
thereto, shall he admissible in evidence against the witness in any 
criminal proceeding other than a prosecution against him for perjury, 
or for giving false answers, or making false declarations.

40. Any subpoena, summons, or other process issuing out of the 
land appeal court shall have the same force and effect as if issued out 
of the Supreme Court in any matter pending therein; and the land 
appeal court shall have the same powers of dealing with witnesses who 
fail to appear when called, or refuse to answer questions, or otherwise 
misconduct themselves, and for repressing disorders, or punishing 
contempts committed in in the face of the said court, as are possessed 
by the Supreme Court or any judge thereof upon the hearing of any 
cause or matter within the jurisdiction of the said court. Any warrant 
to apprehend and to detain and bring before the land appeal court, or 
to keep in any gaol, prison, lock-up, or other place of detention, any 
person liable upon the order of tbe land appeal court to be so dealt 
with, shall be valid and sufficient if it be in tlie form appropriate 
thereto contained in the Sixth Schedule (1?) to this A cl; or the effect 
thereof; and the sheriff, his deputy and assistants, and all officers of 
the police force, and gaolers to whom the same is addressed shall obey 
the same: Provided that no such warrant shall bo issued against a 
person who fails to appear as a witness when called, unless it be proved 
to the satisfaction of the laud appeal court that he has been duly served 
with a summons or subpoena, and that payment or tender of his 
reasonable expenses have been made to him.

41. If in any case it appears to the land appeal court that 
any evidence tendered before such court, or that further evidence, 
ought to he taken before the local land board, or that the case is 
incomplete, it may be remitted to the hoard for such action as the 
land appeal court may direct; and the hoard shall take such action, and 
may uphold, reverse, alter, or amend its previous decision in any way 
that may he considered necessary. The land appeal court shall have 
power to remit to the board any case in which an order has been made 
by the land appeal court with directions to the board to enforce or 
carry out such order, and in any such case the hoard shall ho 
empowered and hound to act accordingly.

42. The land appeal court may return to the local land board 
for revision, rehearing, or further consideration any case or matter 
which to such land appeal court may appear to have been improperly 
or insufficiently considered or determined by such board.

43. Whenever any question of law arises in a case before the 
land appeal court, the land appeal court shall, if required in writing 
by any of the parties will iin the prescribed time and upon the prescribed 
conditions, or may of its own motion, state and submit a case for 
decision by the Supreme Court thereon, which decision shall be con
clusive. Every such case shall purport to be stated under this section, 
and shall state the names of the persons who are parties to the appeal, 
reference, or other proceeding, and shall be transmitted to the

' prothonotary
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prothonotary of the Supremo Court to ho dealt with as to tlie setting 
down of the case for argument, and the hearing of tho same, and its 
return with the decision of tho Supreme Court thereon, as tho judges, 
or any two of them, may direct. The Supreme Court, for the purposes 
of tins section, may consist of two judges only, and shall have power 
to deal with the costs of, and incidental to, any case stated under this 
section as it may think fit. ,

Division XI.—Determination of rents, values, &c.
44. (i) Whenever any rent or license fee, or the price of any Determination ot 

Crown land (other than of land to he sold or leased by auction, by ^ 
tender, or hy conditional purchase, or except as provided in sections uft' ’c ‘ 
oue hundred and thirty-live, one hundred and forty-seven, two hundred
and fifty-three, and two hundred and sixty-one of this Act) is to be 
determined, or whenever this section is expressly referred to in 
connection with the determination of any value, an appraisement of 
the same shall he made hy tlie local land hoard, and any such appraise
ment may he appealed against in the proscribed manner.

' (n) On receipt, of any appraisement not so appealed against-, 
tho Minister shall either accept the same or, within one month, refer it 
to the land appeal court with a. statement of his reasons for so doing.

(in) The land appeal court shall, both in cases of appeal 
and reference, determine tho amount of such rent, fee, or price, and 
the amount so determined shall he final and conclusive: Provided, 
however, that, if it appears to the Minister that further consideration 
or inquiry is necessary, he may return the case to such land appeal 
court for such purpose, and the determination of the land appeal court 
thereupon shall be final and conclusive. *

45. (i) In any appraisement or reappraisement under this Act or
under the Acts 1884-1897, the rent or license fee of the holding in i-enl or license fee 
respect of which such appraisement or reappraisement is made shall he oi holding, 
assessed, irrespective of the unexhausted value of improvements then Seo'e3-Act 1895- 
existing on such holding, and effected or owned hy the lessee.

(n) The unexhausted value means the fair cost of making 
the improvement, less depreciation in value from use or otherwise.

Division XII.—Classification and Survey of Crown Lands.

46. (i) Por the purpose of effecting a proper classification of ro™1 io classify 
Crown lands, the Governor shall have power, after such, inquiry and
report as may he deemed expedient, to declare hy notification in the 0' ’ ‘
Gazette that the Crown lands comprised within any tract or area to ho
described in the notification shall he set apart for holdings (whether hy
way of purchase, lease, or otherwise) of the kinds which are specified
in the notification; and thereupon the Crown lands comprised within
the tract or area so described shall cease to he available, and any lands
within the tract or area wiiich may thereafter become Crown lands
shall not become available for the purpose of any application for a
holding of a kind not specified in the notification, except as hereinafter
provided.

(n) Por the purpose of effecting a proper survey and sub- Power to withhold 
division of Crown lands, the Governor shall have power to declare hy 
notification in the Gazette that the Crown lands comprised within any sco. io, Act isos, 
tract or area to he described in the notification shall not he available for 
tbe purposes of any application until a further notification has been 
published in the Gazette; and thereupon the Crown lands comprised 
within the tract or area so described shall cease to he available, and 
any lands within the tract or area which may thereafter become Crown

lands
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lands shall not become available for the purposes of any application, 
until such further notification has been published, or, if such further 
notification specify a future date, then until such date.

(in) Any notification under this section or section ten of 
the Crown Lands Act of 1S95, may in the Jibe manner he corrected, 
amended, modified, or revoked, whether as to tlie whole or any part 
thereof; and it shall be sufficient for the .purposes of any such notifi
cation if the description of lands is in any form of general description :

(iv) Provided that no such notification shall affect—
(a) the reservation or dedication for public purposes of any Crown 

lands; or
(b) the granting or renewing of occupation licenses and annual 

leases, unless the same be expressly excluded; or
(c) any lease in existence at the date thereof.

What deemed Crown lands under Mining Act.
47. All Crown lands comprised in any tracts or areas which 

doomed crown kmU have been set apart for certain specified kinds of holdings under
,............. 1 sections ten, thirteen, or twenty-four of the Crown Lands Act of 1895,

or which may be set apart for certain specified kinds of holdings 
under sections forty-six, one hundred and thirty-five, or two hundred 
and fifty-three of this Act; shall he and be deemed Crown lands for 
the purposes of the Mining Act, 1874, and any Act amending the 
same.

for purposes of 
Mining Act.
See. 12, Aut 1893.
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Hid.
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See. 11, Act 1SS9.

Sec. 7, 55 Vic. No. 7. 
Set:. i2, Act 7395.

Sec. 17, Act 7F8P, 
and 38, Act, 7895.

Division XIII.—Conflicting applications—Ballot.
48. (i) When any applications lodged with the land agent at 

the same time arc, or appear to the land agent to be, conflicting 
(whether severally or collectively), be shall determine by ballot in the 
prescribed manner tbe priority of tlie applicatnms, and shall thereafter 
transmit sucli applications to the chairman of the local land hoard.

(n) Where the land agent has omitted to hold a ballot, or 
has held a ballot but not in tbe prescribed manner, tlie local land 
board may direct the land agent to hold a ballot or a fresh ballot 
as the case may be.

(in) Applications for conditional purchases and conditional 
leases of the same series shall, for the purposes of any ballot, be deemed 
to form together a single application for the whole of tbe land com
prised within the said applications taken conjobitly.

(iv) In the case of homestead selec(lo7is a conflicting 
application from a person, intending to personally perform the obliga
tion of residence shall in all cases have priority over any application 
for a homestead selection with residence by deputy before grant.

(v) Tbe fact that two or more applications for conditional 
purchases or conditional leases included in any ballot for priority have, 
before or after the commencemmat of this Act, been made by different 
applicants for the benefit of one and the same person shall be prima 
facie evidence that none of such applications has bec7i made bona fide 
and for the applicant’s sole use and benefit.

(vi) Any applicant shall be at liberty, either before or 
immediately after the ballot, to withdraw his application, and thereupon 
to receive from the land agent a refund of any .moneys paid to such agent 
in conned ion therewith ; but an applicario7i fo7’ a conditional purcliase 
or conditional lease or homestead selection, which upon a ballot being 
had, has before or after the commencement of this Act been determined 
to have priority over all other applications included in such ballot, 
shall 7iot be withdiuwn without the approval of the local land board.

(vn) Conflicting applications shal l be dealt with by tbe local 
land hoard in the order of then' pidoritv as deteimined bv ballot, and 
oi) their respective merits. Division
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Division XIV.—Illegal contracts a misdemeanour.

49. If any person knowingly and with intent to defeat or evade fl
or commit any fraud upon the provisions or purposes of this Act shall gcc 122 A(.t^88 
induce or make use of any other person to make any conditional pur- 22, Act is95. 
chase or homestead selection, or to execute any will, or to enter into 
any contract, lease, or agreement declared hy this Act to he illegal, or to ■
become the purchaser, selector, lessee, or licensee of any land otherwise 
than for the use, benefit, and advantage of such purchaser, selector, 
lessee, or licensee, tho person so offending shall be guilty of a mis
demeanour, and shall be liable to be imprisoned and kept to hard labour 
for any term not exceeding two years and not less than three months.

The provisions of this section, so far as they apply to homestead 
selections, shall apply only until the grant thereof.

PAET II.
Conditional Puhchases and Conditional Leases.

Division I.—Conditional purchases—residential and non-residential.
50. A conditional purchase maybe made with or without a conditional purchase

condition of residence : Provided that in the case of a non-residential ^u*c0nrc”lt,tl0Ut; 
conditional purcliase the deposit price and annual inslalments shall be^132 Act,188i 
double such as would be required in the case ol' a residential conditional gees ^ Aet 1884,. 
purchase. 29, Act, isss. '

Division II.—Land open to or exempt from conditional purchase or
conditional lease.

51. All Crown lands not hereinafter exempted from conditional wimiana open to
sale shall be open to conditional sale, and all Crown lands not herein- ftnd^ondftionoUcase 
after exempted from conditional lease shall be open to conditional lease goc 22 Act 1884_ ’ 
under and subject to the provisions and conditions of this Act. *

52. The Crown lands hereinafter specified shall be exempt from wimt undo exempt 
conditional sale. And for the purposes of this section it shall be fr®™h®®Io1'htlonal 
immaterial whether the proclamation, dedication, reservation, setting g^2^Act 1884 
apart, notification, lease, or application herein mentioned in connection ’
with any such lands was made under this Act, or under the Acts 
1859-1897.

{a) Lands hold under any lease, other than annual lease, or than Sec. io, Act issa, 
occupation license.

(b) Lands held under conditional lease except hy the conditional See. 21, Act issa 
leaseholder having a preferent right of purchase as specially See. 19, Act issa 
provided by this Act or the Acts 1881-1897, or which is the
subject of a valid application for conditional lease.

(c) Lands comprised within leasehold areas. sec. 21, Act issa
(d) Lands under lease or lawful occupation for mining purposes, ms. 

and lands of which a lease under any Act in force for the 
time being relating to mining has been applied for.

(e) Lands within the Western Division unless within special areas, See. 25, Act issa 
or unless held as a conditional lease hy the applicant for the Sec' 21, Act la&i. 
additional conditional purchase, and not otherwise exempt
from conditional sale.

(/) Lands reserved or set apart for town or suburban lands or for Sec, 21, Act issa 
village sites, and lands within population areas, except as 
provided in section sixty-eight of this Act.

{9)
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Ibid, and 39, Act 
1889.

21, Act. 1884.

Sec. 10, Act 1895.

Sec. 10, Act 1895.

{(j) Lands reserved from sale generally, or from conditional sale 
specifically, or dedicated, reserved, or set apart for any public 
purpose other than as aforesaid.

(A) Lands in proclaimed gold-fields within areas reserved from 
conditional sale.

(?') Crown lands which by virtue of a notification made under 
section ten of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or section 
forty-six of this Act, are not available for the purposes of 
any application.

{j) Crown lands sot apart under section ten of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1895, or section forty-six of this Act, for holdings 
other than conditional purchases.

Classified areas.

Additional eomii- 53. A notification that Crown lands are set apart for holdings
claimed urcoe^in of any kind shall not operate to prevent the lands situated within 
Sec. u, Act 1895. the tract or area so set apart being or becoming available for the 

purpose of an application for an additional conditional purchase, or a 
conditional lease of a scries of which the original conditional purchase 
was made before the date of the notification in any case where—

[а] the application is made not later than forty days after 
the date of the notification—and

(б) the applicant has been for six months previously and still 
is in bona fide residence on some conditional purchase or 
conditional lease of the same series a.t the date of the 
notification:

Provided that—
(c) the area which may be added to any scries by all such

additional .conditional purchases and conditional leases 
shall not exceed the area sufficient, in the opinion of the 
local land board, to enable the holder thereof by agricul
ture dr by agriculture combined with any other ordinary 
pursuits to maintain his home thereon, and shall not, in 
any case, exceed the area which may be taken under this 
Act; and

(d) that such additional conditional purchases and conditional 
leases shall be taken so as to conform to the general design 
of the subdivision, if any, of such tract or area.

Crown lands exempt from conditional lease.

"Whftt lands exempt 
from conditional 
lease.
Secs, 10 and 39, Act 
1889.

54. Crown lands belonging to any of the classes hereinafter 
specified shall be exempt from conditional lease.

(a) Lands exempt from conditional purchase.
(b) Lands reserved from lease generally.
(c) Lands reserved from conditional lease specifically.
(d) Lands within a special area.

Division III.—Qualifications, disqualifications, and limitations as to 
conditional purchases and conditional leases.

Limitations as to original conditional purchases.

cases in which n 55. No person who, on or after the first day of January, one
■not’bs madStion n'*r ^10usand eight hundred and eighty-five, and before the first day of 
Sec. 22, Act3.884, and Iunc, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has made an 
40, Act is95. original conditional purchase shall make another original conditional 

purchase, unless he has previously obtained a certificate from the local
land
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land board of fulfilment of all the required conditions (except payment 
of balance of purchase money), or that having made such conditional 
purchase bond iide and solely in bis own interest he had been com
pelled through adverse circumstances to vacate or abandon the same, 
or unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such certificate) he 
has previously obtained the written approval of the Minister to make 
another original conditional purchase as aforesaid.

The mere fact that forfeiture of a conditional purchase hassoc. si, Actisso. 
before or after the commencement of this Act been notified shall not 
bar the issue of the certificate of abandonment referred to.

Limitation as to number of holdings.

56. (i) Ko person who, on or after the first day of June, one^spriTii^oof 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied, or who, after eitmuTtfk e’’" en 
the commencement of this Act, applies for an original conditional see. 40, Act 1895. 
purchase, and has obtained or obtains a title thereto in pursuance
of such application, shall be qualified to apply for another original 
conditional purchase ; and no person who, on or after the first day of 
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied or who 
after the commencement of this Act applies for a homestead selection 
or a settlement lease, or an original homestead lease, and has obtained 
or obtains a title thereto in pursuance of such application, shall be 
qualified to apply for an original conditional purchase; unless he has 
previously obtained a certificate as prescribed that he was compelled 
by adverse circumstances to abandon or to surrender the holding first 
applied for, or unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such 
certificate) such person has previously obtained the written approval of 
the Minister to apply for an original conditional purchase as aforesaid.

(n) Tor the purposes of this section title in pursuance of an ■ 
application shall bo taken to have been obtained—in the case of a home
stead selection, settlement lease, and original conditional purchase— 
when the application has been confirmed by the local land board, and 
in the case of a homestead lease when the approval of the issue of the 
lease has been notified in the Gazette, and a valid notice of non
acceptance has not been duly given :

(tii) Provided that if the holding first applied for were a 
settlement lease or an original homestead lease, the disqualification . 
enacted by this section shall cease to operate upon the expiration of the 
term of the lease by effluxion of time, or if the lease lias been forfeited, 
surrendered, or otherwise sooner determined, then upon the expiration 
of the period which the term of the lease would have had to run, but 
for such forfeiture, surrender, or other sooner determination.

(tv) The mere fact that forfeiture of a conditional purchase Sec. 21, Act. issa; 
has before or after the commencement of this Act been notified shall 
not bar the issue of the certificate of abandonment referred to.

Limitations as to non-residential conditional purchases. ■

57. (1) Ko person who has made a conditional purchase, whether Non-residentin]
before or after the commencement of this Act, shall be permitted tosel0Ctlou?- 
make or to hold a non-residential conditional purchase. ee. , e .

(u) Ko person shall be permitted 1.0 make a second or sub
sequent non-residential conditional purchase (whether the first purchase 
was made before or after the commencement of this Act) except by 
way of additional conditional purchase.

(m) Ko person who has, before or after the commence
ment of this Act, made a non-residential conditional purchase shall be 
permitted to make any other conditional purchase whatsoever.

Limitation
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Disqualifications by 
reason of area 
already held.
Sec. 41, Act 1895.

Persons not natural- 
born or naturalised.
See. 41, Act 1895.

Married women. 
Sec. 47, Art 1889.

Sec. 47, Act 1839.

See. 121, Ac!. 1SS1.

See. 47, Act 1889.

Minors.
Secs. 23 and 121, Act 
* S34.

Crown Lands Consolidation.

Limitation as to area.

_ 58. No person shall be competent to apply for an original con
ditional purchase, who—

(a) owns at the date of application; or
(/>) owned at any time previous to the date of application, and 

fraudulently divested himself of the ownership thereof by 
transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or purported 
so to do, in order to evade the foregoing provision; 

an area of land granted in fee simple, or conditionally purchased, 
or conditionally leased from the Crown, which area, added to the 
area of the holding applied for, exceeds as a total area the maximum 
area permitted hy law to a conditional purchase.

Larsons not natural born or not naturalised.

59. A person who is not a natural-born or naturalised subject 
of Her Majesty shall not bo qualified to apply for an original condi
tional purchase, unless he has resided in New South Wales for one 
year, and at the time of making such application has lodged a declara
tion of his intention to become naturalised within five years from, the 
time of making such declaration.

If such person shall fail to become so naturalised within the 
period aforesaid, he shall absolutely forfeit all land the subject of his 
application, together with all the improvements thereon.

Married women.

60. (i) Any married woman who is, under air order for judicial
separation made hy any court of competent jurisdiction, living apart 
from her husband, may, out of moneys belonging to her for her 
separate use, conditionally purchase, or conditionally lease land, and 
such land shall form part of her separate estate, and she shall have the 
same powers of dealing with and disposing of the same, both at law 
and in equity, as if she were a femme sole, and her husband shall not 
be entitled to any interest in such land as tenant by the courtesy or 
jure mariti. *

(n) Except as aforesaid, a married woman shall not be 
entitled to conditionally purchase or conditionally lease Crown land 
under this Act.

(m) No married woman shall be capable of holding any 
conditional lease, except as separate estate, by virtue of any law in 
force protecting the property of married women :

(iv) Provided that nothing herein contained shall disentitle 
a married woman from holding any conditional purchase or conditional 
lease which may have devolved upon her under the will or intestacy 
of any deceased holder :

(v) And further provided that if any conditional purchase 
has, before or after the commencement of this Act, been made by an 
unmarried woman and she afterwards marry, she may continue to hold 
the same, and may make any additional conditional purchase or condi
tional lease during her coverture by virtue of any such conditional 
purchase or purchases.

Minors.

01. (i) No person under the age of sixteen years shall bo a 
conditional purchaser of Crown lands, but any person of or above that 
age (if under no legal disability except that of age) may he a con
ditional purchaser of such lands, and may hold a conditional lease by

virtue
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virtue of a conditional purchase; but a minor of any age may hold a 
conditional lease by way of inheritance :

Provided that no person under the age of twenty-one years See. 47, Act 1884. 
shall make a non-residential conditional purchase.

Lights and liabilities of minors.

62. Any person between the ages of sixteen and twenty-oim Minor hoiding^^ 
years who alter the passing of this Act shall become the owner of a ^“^JitionaneaE*80 
conditional purchase or conditional lease, and shall during his owner-on asreonicnt- 
ship, either personally or by an agent, enter into any agreement for or Sec-ia3>Act 1881* 
in relation to the performance of any work or rendering of any
services on such conditional purchase or conditional lease or in relation 
thereto, or to the loan of money or the sale or purchase of goods and 
chattels of any description whatsoever, or shall in like manner enter 
into any agreement connected with the occupation, management, or 
general purposes of such conditional purchase or conditional lease not 
being in violation of the provisions of this Act, shall be subject to the 
same liabilities and have the same rights in respect of such agreement 
as if he were of the full age of twenty-one years.

Good faith in applicants.

63. Every application for a conditional purchase or con- Good f^th in
ditional lease, is hereby required to be made in good faith; and 3,11 189s
application shall bo taken to be made in good faith when the sole '' ’ '
object of the applicant in making the application is to obtain the land
or a lease thereof, as the ease may be, in order that he may hold and 
use the land for his own exclusive benefit according to law.

Certain contracts void.

64. Every devise, contract, lease, agreement, or security made, Devisa, contract, 
entered into, or given before, at, or after the date of any application to|™“XinCcaTos7T<>1 
make a conditional purchase, or conditional lease, with the intent ors^,, ACt, isst. 
having the clfect of enabling any person other than the applicant to
acquire by purchase or otherwise the land applied for, shall be illegal 
and absolutely void both at law and in equity.

Division IV.—What areas may be purchased or leased.
65. In the Eastern Division no application for an original Wh:lt bfi

residential conditional purchase shall be received tor less tnan torty SeC8i 24 and 47, Act 
or for more than six hundred and forty acres, and in that Division no1884. 
application for an original non-residential conditional purchase shall he
received for less than forty or more than three hundred and twenty acres.

66. In the Central Division no application for an originalSec'2b Act xas*. 
residential conditional purchase shall he received for less than forty or
more than two thousand five hundred and sixty acres, and in that 
Division no application for an original non-residential conditional 
purchase shall be received for loss than forty or more than three SoC. 47, Act issi. 
hundred and twenty acres. .

67. Any holder of an original conditional purchase in the what area* ovaiiaWo 
Eastern or Central Division may hy application made before, at, or c^itijQ”]UpurchagCi 
after the confirmation of the application relating to the original secs. 42,47,48, Act 
conditional purchase or any additional conditional purchase of the^884^813 flnd £5‘ 
series make additional conditional purchases of Crown lands adjoining '
the original or any prior additional conditional purchase or each oilier, 
and for the purposes of this septiqn it shall ho immaterial whether the 

404—11 ' original
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Sec. 24, Act 1894.

See, 42, Act 1884.

Sec. 4?, Act 1884.

Sec. 42, Act 1884.

Sec. 3, Act 1884.

Sec. 31, Art 1S95.

original or prior additional conditional purchase were made under 
this Act, or under the Acts 1859-1897, or partly under one and partly 
under any other, provided that— ’

(a) No additional residential or non-residential conditional pur
chase in any Division shall he of a less area than forty acres.

(b) In the Eastern Division an original residential and additional
residential conditional purchases shall not (subject to the pro
visions of section of this Act astoadditionalpurchases
of land comprised in conditional leases), exceed in the whole 
six hundi*ed and forty acres; and in that Division an original 
non-residential and additional non-residential conditional 
purchases shall not exceed in the whole three hundred and 
twenty acres.

(c) In the Central Division an original residential and additional * 
residential conditional purchases-shall not exceed in the Avhole 
two. thousand five hundred and sixty acres; and in that 
Division an original non-residential and additional non- 
residential conditional purchases shall not exceed in the 
whole three hundred and twenty acres.

(d) No application to mate any additional conditional purchase of 
Crown lands whatever by virtue of any holding under the 
Acts 1859-1897 shall he entertained or dealt with otherwise 
than in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

(c) Tire payment to the Crown of the balance of purchase money 
due upon any conditional purchase or the issue of a grant in 
respect thereof shall not prevent additional conditional 
purchases being made, and conditional leases being granted, 
in the same way as if the said balance had not been paid, or 
the said grant bed not issued; and it shall be immaterial 
wheiher the payment of the said balance or the issue of the 
said grant took- place before or shall take place after the 
commencement of this Act.

(/) A- conditional purchase made under the provisions of section 
twenty-two of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 shall 
not he deemed to be an original conditional purchase within 
the meaning of this section.

Condition nl 
purchases in spoeiu! 
ureas.
Sdcs. 24 and 42, Act 
1'SSl, IS; Act ]8S'J,

Special areas within 
suburban or 
population 
boundartca.
See. 18, Act 18S9.

Conditional-purchases within special areas.

68. (i) The Governor may, hy proclamation in the Gazette, 
set apart from time to time, in the. Eastern, Central, and Western 
Divisions any areas of Crown lands, not being within pastoral or 
homestead leases, to he called special areas, which it shall he lawful 
to conditionally purchase in such areas as may he notified in the 
proclamation not exceeding three hundred and twenty acres in the 
Eastern, or six hundred and forty acres in the Central or Western 
Division, at such prices (not being less than thirty shillings per acre), 
deposits, and instalments as may he notified in the proclamation.

(n) The Governor may also, hy proclamation in the Gazette, 
set apart as special areas any lands within the suburban or population 
boundaries or population areas of any cities, towns, or villages, and 
such lands (without cancellation or revocation of such boundaries or 
areas) shall he open io conditional purchase on or after such dates, 
and in such areas, and subject to the payment of such prices, deposits, 
and instalments, and subject to the fulfilment of such conditions as to 
residence, improvements, fencing, or otherwise as may he specified in 
the proclamation. Any conditions so set forth shall have the force 
of law, and any broach thereof shall render the conditional purchase 
liable to forfeiture in accordance with this Act.

- ' (ni)
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(tii) Additional conditional purchases raay, in special areas Additional 
Tvithin the Eastern, Central, and Western Divisions, he made hy 
holders of conditional purchases, such purchases, original and addi- gec Act issn 
tional, not exceeding the maximum areas as aforesaid.

(iv) The Governor may at any time revoke or modify any KcvocnUon ov 
proclamation, whether made before or after the commencement 0f ,?odlfiwitlon- 
this Act, of any special area, or of any conditions applicable thereto, Sec'181 Act 18S9' 
and any such revocation or modification shall take effect on procla
mation in tire Gazette.

(v) Before any special areas are declared to he open for Survey before 
conditional purchase, the same shall he surveyed, and shall, subject tofelcetion-
the provisions of section seventy-seven of this Act, he taken in portions Sec‘1S; Act 1880* 
as measured.

(vi) The provisions of this section shall extend to special
areas which may be in existence at the commencement of this Act. -

. Conditional leases. -
69. (1) Any applicant for an original or additional conditional Application for 

purchase, or any holder of an original or additional conditional purchase ““ 110n^Ja^s^ 
applied for after the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred 2g“aci; xm ! 
and eighty-five, or after the commencement of this Act, in the Eastern
or Central Division (not being a non-residential conditional purchase ‘
within either Division or a conditional purchase within a special area 
avithin the Eastern Division) may obtain a conditional lease, or addi
tional conditional leases, to comprise an area not exceeding three times' 
the area thereof:

• Provided that the total area of land conditionally purchased and Toiai area, 
conditionally leased shall not exceed one thousand two hundred and 
eighty acres in the Eastern, or two thousand five hundred and sixty 
acres in the Central Di vision:

Provided also that the local land board, if the area applied for 
under such lease be not available, may allot the applicant a lesser 
area, not being less than forty acres in any case.

(11) In estimating the area which may be conditionally 
purchased and conditionally leased, all conditional purchases of the 
same scries, and all land held by conditional lease hy virtue of such 
conditional purchases shall be included, and the land which may be 
leased shall adjoin the land so conditionally purchased or conditionally 
leased.

J? referent right of purchase in virtue of conditional lease.

70. (1) The holder of any conditional lease in respect of which Com-owion &f _ 
no forfeiture has, before or after the commencement of this Act been 
incurred, may at any time apply for the whole or part of the land purchases, 
comprised under such lease as an additional conditional purchase or See. 25, Act issa 
purchases, subject to all the provisions of this Act as to the making
of applications^ available land, area, deposits, measurement, and (unless 
-where otherwise provided in subsection (d) of section eighty-four 
of this Act) all other conditions applicable to ordinary residential 
additional conditional purchases except that nothing in this Act shall he 
held to render any such additional conditional purchase invalid hy reason 
only that the land may he situated in the Western Division. _

(it) Provided that the land so purchased shall not, with any 
conditional purchases of the same series, exceed one thousand two 
hundred and eighty acres in the Eastern or two thousand five hundred 
and sixty acres in the Central or Western Division.

* (in) And in all such cases the remaining area of such con
ditional lease may he held at a proportionate part of the rental thereof,

although
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although such lease may, when taken with the land conditionally 
purchased, exceed one thousand two hundred and eighty acres in the 
Eastern, and two thousand live hundred and sixty acres in the Central 
or Western Division.

(tv) A refund of the rental shall not ho granted until after 
confirmation of the application for the additional conditional pur
chase, but, when granted, shall be calculated from the date of such 
application. ■

UnmeaBiircd land 
to be marked 
before application.
Sec. 25, Act 1884.

"Description of 
measured and 
improred land,

Division V.—Applications for conditional purchases and conditional
leases.

Land to be marked and described.

71. (i) When the land to he applied for as a conditional purchase 
is unmeasured land the intending applicant shall before lodging his 
application mark some comer of such land in the prescribed manner, 
and shall *in his application describe such land in such manner as to 
permit of its identification hy the description.

(n) If the land applied for has not a frontage it must be 
situated at a reasonable distance from a frontage.

(in) When such land is measured land the applicant shall 
so describe it.

(iv) And whenever the land so applied for contains improve
ments the applicant shall state that fact in his application and shall 
describe the nature and position of such improvements.

Tender of 
application.
Sec. 26, Act 1884.

Declaration fee and 
(lepofit io be lodged 
with application.
Sec. 26, Act 081. 
Sec. 1], Act ISS'J. 
See. 20, Act 1880.

Sec. 26, Act 1884.

Sec. 47 eubsec. (in), 
Act 1884.

Sec. 24, Ait 1884. 
Sec. 18, Act 188!!. 
Sec. 47, Act 1881,

Condit onal lease-, 
See. 24, Act 1880. 
Sec. 11, Act IS SO.

Application.

72. (i) Every application for an original conditional purchase 
shall he tendered hy the applicant in person, on some land office day, 
and every application for an additional conditional purchase may ho 
tendered hy the applicant in person, or hy any duly authorised agent 
on some land office day to the land agent.

(n) With the application there shall be lodged with the land 
agent a declaration made by the applicant in the prescribed form, or, 
in the case of an application for an additional conditional purchase, 
a declaration made by the applicant or bis duly authorised agent in the 
prescribed form, together, in any case, with a fee in accordance with 
the prescribed scale for the survey of the area applied for, and—

(a) a deposit at the rate of two shillings per acre in the case of 
a con ditional purchase other than a non-residential conditional 
purchase, or other than a conditional purchase within a 
special area;

(b) a deposit at the rate of four shillings per acre in the case of a 
non-residential conditional purchase not being within a 
special area; and

(c) in the case of a conditional purchase within a special area, 
such deposit as may have been notified in the proclamation 
of the special area, provided that in any case the deposit in 
connection with a non-residential conditional purchase shall 
he double such as would be required in connection with a 
residential conditional purchase of the same land.

(in) Applications for conditional leases or additional conditional 
leases shall be made in the prescribed manner. With any application 
for a conditional lease a deposit of twopence per acre of the area 
applied for, and a survey fee according to a prescribed scale, shall ho 
be paid to the land agent.

(iv)
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(iv) Where a conditional purchase is held absolutely by a 
corporation, company, or partnership, any application tor an additional 
conditional purchase or for any conditional lease or any prescribed 
declaration in respect thereof may be made by any officer of such 
corporation or company or officer or member of such company or 
partnership duly authorised for the purpose.

(v) When the transferee of any land conditionally pur
chased before or after the commencement of this Act (or in the case 
of a corporation, company, or partnership, being such transferee, any 
officer of such corporation or company, or any officer or member of 
such company or partnership) has made or shall make a statutory 
declaration showing that the transferee bolds such land by way of 
mortgage or security only, the owner (subject to such mortgage or 
secunty) of the said land, or such transferee, may make an application 
in the prescribed manner for an additional conditional purchase or 
conditional lease to be registered in the name of tbo transferee, subject 
to the conditions of the additional conditional purchase or conditional 
lease being fulfilled by the aforesaid owner. _ _

With any such'application by the owner as aforesaid the written 
consent of the transferee shall be tendered to thc land agent.

Any land purchased or leased under this provision shall be 
subject to the same equity of redemption as the land hy virtue of 
which the same may he purchased or leased.

(vi) If any person makes a false statement in any_ such 
declaration as aforesaid as to any of the matters contained therein, lie 
shall forfeit all moneys paid by him in respect of the land applied for, 
and all right and title to such land. And any conveyance, transfer, 
mortgage, or disposition of such land made hy such person shall 
be null and void if taken with notice or knowledge of such false 
statement.

(vn) If the declaration in connection with an additional 
conditional purchase is made by an agent of the applicant, and if such 
agent wilfully makes a false statement in such declaration, he shall be 
liable to the penalties in that behalf made and provided; and the for
feitures provided in this section shall beheld to have been incuned 
by the person for whom such agent lias acted.

29

Application by officer 
of corporation.
See. 20, Act 1880.

Application for 
oddit ional
conditional purchase 
may be made by 
mortgagor.
Sec. 20, Act 1880,

Declaration by 
applicant.
Sec. 26, Act 188-1.

Declaration by 
agent.
Sec. 20, Act 1889,

Jleceipl for dept sit. .
73. (t) The applicant who shall have duly complied with allBocciptfordopo.it. 

prescribed requirements shall be entitled to a receipt from the land Sec- 27>Act 1884-
agent for the deposit paid by him. .

(n) The had agent shall enter the particulars of all such
applications, deposits, and declarations m a register to be kept by mmlandboardi 
in the prescribed manner, and shall thereupon transmit snob applications Sec, 28, Act 1884 
to the local land board, together with all documents relating thereto, 

to be dealt with as hereinafter provided._ _ ;
(in) A list of all such applications so transmitted to the 

local land board shall be kept by such laud agent in the prescribed 
manner, and be exhibited by him for public inspection in some con
spicuous part of bis office.

(iv) All applications so transmitted shall be dealt with by 
the said board sitting as in open Court on a day of which at least 
fourteen days notice shall be given in the prescribed manner.

Caveats against applications.
7,1.. (j) Any person claiming a right to land applied for as a cgm'.fit 

conditional purchase may in the prescribed maimer and wifhin the 
proscribed time lodge a caveat wilh the local land board setting iorth 60e, 3r Act isso. 
1 objections
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objections against the confirmation of any snob application, and 
shall at the time of lodging the same, deposit with the board the sum 
of ten pounds, to be dealt with by the board as hereinafter provided.

(n) All applications i u respect of which caveats have been so 
lodged shall be dealt with at a meeting of the board, holden after the 
prescribed notice thereof has been given to the applicant and the 
caveator, at which meeting the board sitting as in open Court shall 
hear and determine the grounds of objection set forth in the caveat, 
and if the caveator be not present, or if the board consider that the 
objections arc not sustained, it may order the deposit of the caveator or 
any part thereof to be paid to the applicant by way of compensation, or 
may make such other order in the premises as it may deem just.

(in) The board may upon such terms as it may deem fit 
postpone the hearing of any application under caveat to some day of 
which the prescribed notice shall be given to the applicant and the 
caveator,

(iv) Unless the caveator gives the prescribed notice of 
appeal to the land appeal court, and with such notice deposits the sum of 
five pounds with the local land board, the adjudication of such board 
shall be final and conclusive, but if such notice has been duly given 
and such deposit made, the appeal shall he heard and determined by 
the land appeal court.

Confirmntion,
modification, ot 
disallowance of 
application.

See. 13, Act 1880.

Sec. 13, A cl I8S0.

Sec. 12, Act 1880,

Sec. 13, Act 1680.

Sec. 13, Act 1889.

Sec. 13, Act 1880.

Confirmation or disallowance of conditional purchase or conditional
lease applications.

75. (i) Upon receipt from the land agent of any application 
for a conditional purchase or conditional lease, the chairman of the 
land board may refer the same to the district surveyor,

_ (n) If the land therein described is unmeasured, and appears 
to be available, and to be capable, as applied for, of being measured in a 
proper form, the district surveyor shall cause the same to be measured. 
But if the land is not, or is only partly, available, or if any other 
objection appears to exist, the district surveyor shall so report.'

_ (jit) The board shall thereafter deal with the application,
either by disallowing it, or permitting its withdrawal, or directing the 
survey of such land as may be proposed to be allotted, and for this 
purpose may, subject to the provisions of this Act,allot landin a modified 
or different position from that applied for.

< (iv) If land be allotted in satisfaction thereof of a less area 
than, or in a different position from, that applied for, such of the land 
described as may not be allotted, shall, at the date of confirmation of 
the application, revert to the lease or license under which the land 
may have been held.

_ _ (v) Any allottedlands which arenot described in the original
application shall, so far as the withdrawal of the same from such lease 
or license is concerned, ho deemed to have been applied for on the date 
of the confirmation.

, _ (y1) When the land has been measured, if no sufficient
objection exist, and the local land board be satisfied that the appli
cation has been made in good faith, as defined in section sixty-three of 
this Act, the hoard shall, in open court, confirm such application as 
made or modified, subject to payment as prescribed of anv necessarv 
extra deposit.

_ (vn) The chairman shall, within the prescribed time there
after, issue a certificate of such confirmation.

_ (vm) The board, in open court, may, for sufficient reason, with
or without a report from the district surveyor, and either before or after 
measurement of the land, disallow any application, wholly or in part.

" (ix)
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(ix) The local land board shall disallow an application for a Sec. 42, Act 1895. 
conditional purchase or conditional lease made after, or pending at,

the commencement of this Act, unless it be satisfied that the applica
tion is made in good faith as defined in section sixty-three of this Act.

(x) In any case where the local land board is satisfied that an See. 4,2, Act isos, 
application for any conditional purchase or conditional lease as afore
said has been made otherwise than in good faith, it may declare that
any moneys lodged with such application shall be forfeited to the 
Crown, and the same shall be forfeited accordingly :

(xij Provided always that the local land board shall not sCc. 42, Act isos, 
disallow an application fur an additional conditional purchase as not 
haying been made in good faith, merely because the original conditional 
purchase is subject to a mortgage.

(xn) On the disallowance or modification of any application Sec. is, Act isso. 
for a conditional purchase or conditional lease, the land ceasing to bo 
atfected thereby shall be hold to have been available from the date of 
such application, and any application made and not disposed of before 
such disallowance or modification as aforesaid shall he dealt with as if 
the prior application had not been made.

Wilhdratcal of application.

' 76. (1) If any application for a conditional purchase or conditional Applications may be
lease has not been confirmed within sis months from the date 
of such application, the applicant shall on giving, within one month Sec‘lD'Act 1889' 
after the expiration of such six months, the prescribed notice of with
drawal to the chairman, be entitled to withdraw the same and to 
receive a refund of moneys paid by him in respect thereof, unless the 
land board is of opinion that the application was not made in good faith, 
or that the delay in obtaining confirmation was improperly caused or 
contributed to by the applicant.

(II) Where an applica!ion cannot bo granted, except subject See. is, Act xssa. 
to modification, or where other sufficient reason may, in the opinion of
the board, exist., the applicant may before or within twenty-eight days 
after confirmation, withdraw bis application, subject to the approval of 
such board.

(III) In any case of withdrawal the board may deduct from the Sec. is, Act issa. 
moneys deposited such amount as may be deemed necessary to defray
the cost of survey and the expenses of dealing with such application.

(iv) The whole of the lands described in the application shall, Sec. 12, Act im 
at the date of approval of its withdrawal, revert to the lease or license
from which the land may have been taken.

(v) On the withdrawal of any application, for a conditional Sec. is, Act 1889, 
purchase or conditional lease, the land ceasing to be atfected thereby
shall be held to have been available from the date of such application, 
and any application made and not disposed of before such withdrawal 
as aforesaid shall ho dealt with as if the prior application had not been 
made.

Division VI.—Rules of measurement, &c, ..
77. Measured Crown land, upon being applied for as a con-Measurement of land 

ditional purchase or conditional lease, shall he taken in portions as conditforiu ^.freLiae 
measured, and if the area applied for, or any part thereof, is part of a ^ conditional lease, 
measured portion, such portion may on approval hy the local land900,27’Act 1889- 
hoard he subdivided, and the applicant shall pay the cost of survey for 
such subdivision, provided that hi cither case the limitations and pro
visions as to form of measurement of unmeasured land hereinafter 
contained shall, as far as practicable, he held to apply to applications

for
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Modification of boundaries, &c.
Sec* 60, Act 1884.

for measured land. For the purposes of this section land measured 
originally for conditional lease under the fifty-second section of the 
Crown Lands Act, 1881, may he held by the local land board to be 
measured or unmeasured.

(i) No land shall be considered to be measured until the plan 
of the measurement has been approved by the district 
surveyor, or an officer duly authorised by the Minister in 
that behalf, of which approval the signature of the district 
surveyor, or such duly authorised officer on such plan shall 
be prima facie evidence: Provided that, where lands have 
been measured in pursuance of the provisions of the Acts 
1859-1881, and the plan of such measurement has been 
approved or accepted by the then surveyor-general, or some 
other officer, such lands shall, for the purpose of any of such 
Acts, or this Act, be considered measured lands.

(n) Any land applied for as an original conditional purchase, if 
unmeasured and having no frontage, shall be measured in the 
form of a rectangle, the length of which shall not exceed 
twice the width ; and if having frontage shall be measured 
with a breadth of frontage not exceeding one-half of the depth, 
and all such measurements shall have the boundaries, other 
than the frontage directed to the cardinal points. And any 
additional conditional purchase or conditional lease shall not, 
together or in combination with any original or previous 
additional conditional purchase or lease, have a greater breadth 
of frontage or length than as hereinbefore provided for an 
original conditional purchase of an area equal to the aggregate 
area of such original and additional conditional purchases or 
conditional leases; but whenever it appears necessaiy or 
desirable, the local land board may alter or modify the 
boundaries of any land applied for, or direct a measurement of 
theland as applied foiqnotwdthstanding that such measurement 
may exceed the limitations or provisions of this section.

(in) The intervention of any road, not being a frontage or intended 
frontage road, between an original conditional purchase and 
any additional conditional purchase or conditional lease shall 
not be an objection to the measurement of the land applied 
for, and in every such ease the additional purchase or purchases 
or conditional lease shall be measured as herein provided. 
But no additional conditional purchase or conditional lease 
shall be allowed of land not on the same side of any frontage 
road or ■water-course or other prescribed frontage as the 
purchase or purchases by virtue of which such additional 
conditional purchase or conditional lease is applied for, unless 
all the available land on that side has been exhausted. In the 
latter case such additional conditional purchase or purchases 
or conditional lease may be measured on the opposite side of 
such frontage as hereinbefore provided:

Provided that whenever it appears desirable to the local land 
board or the Minister, Crown lands may be measured across any 
frontage road, or intended or designed frontage road, and the boundaries 
of portions having frontages may be made approximately at right angles 
with the frontage and may be so applied for, and may be otherwise 
modified, although such modification mav have the effect of altering 
the frontage or depth of any portion or the direction of any other 
boundaries thereof as hereinbefore prescribed, and the boundaries of 
portions having no frontages may be modified in like manner, and 
necessary roadways, trigonometrical stations, and sites for and sources 
of water supply may be excluded from auy measurement.

Division
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purclinae or lease. 
Sec. 12, Act 1889,

Division VII.—Title to conditional purchases and conditional leases.
Commencement of title.

• 78. (j) The title to any conditional purchase or conditional lease Commencement of
applied for after the commencement of this Act shall commence from conditional 
the date of application therefor, if valid.

(ri) Any such application shall withdraw such of the lands 
therein described as may be available for the purpose from any annual 
lease or occupation license under which they may be held.

(m) The land agent shall, within one week of the receipt 
of any such application, notify the same through the post to the 
holder of any annual lease or occupation license within which the 
land applied for or any part thereof may be situated.

Trespass and Impounding.

79. No person occupying land under a conditional purchase or Trespaesiy stock on 
conditional lease, or in virtue of an application for a conditional lin,,C!n^rl laT1(is' ^ 
purchase or for a conditional lease shall— Sec' 5e>’ Act 1893'

(«) bring an action for trespass committed hy stock upon the said 
land, whether before or after the commencement of this Act; 
or

(&) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land,
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the 
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to keep 
out stock: *

Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall 
apply to any trespass wilfully caused, or refer to any conditional 
purchase for which a grant has been issued at the date of such trespass.

Errors of description, 8fC.

_ _ 80. (i) No error or uncertainty in the description of land con- Hrrorinanjiicifion
ditionally purchased either before or after the commencement of this Act “i^erfition not’io 
shall invalidate the purchase in any ease where the local land hoard is limStcVurri^-c. 
satisfied that the laud occupied hy the conditional purchaser is the Sec. 57, Ac-ubs* 
land intended to he described in his application.

(it) And if the board notifies to a conditional purchaser 
the description of the land purchased hy him as finally approved by 
the hoard such notification shall he conclusive evidence that the land 
therein described is the land conditionally purchased.

(m) No error, uncertainty, omission, or misdescription in H Act 1889. 
any application for a conditional purchase or conditional lease, or in any 
declaration made in connection with any such application, shall 
invalidate the application in any case where the local land hoard is 
satisfied that such error, omission, uncertainty, or misdescription was 
not wilful, and made with intent to deceive.

(iv) The hoard shall have full power to authorise the correc
tion of any error or omission in any application or declaration, so as 
to bring the same into conformity with the statutory requirements.

(v) The provisions of this subsection shall apply only to 
applications made after the first day of December, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-nine, or after the commencement of this Act, and 
to applications and declarations made before hut not finally disposed 
of on the first day of December aforesaid.

404i—e Encroachments.
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^Encroachments.
Power of adjnstment 
where encroach ments 
made on eiempt 
lands.
Sec. 68, Act 1884.

81. Jn ary caso wlicrc auy portion of land purchased is found to 
encroach upon or he included within an area reserved or exempt from 
sale, or to encroach upon or he included within other land purchased, 
the title of the holder of or the claim of the applicant for any such 
purchase shall not be prejudiced or atfected further than to the extent 
of the encroachment on or inclusion within such area if the residue
he not less than forty acres.

Division VIII.—Conditions.
Residence on conditional purchases and conditional leases.

Residence to mean 
continuous and bjna 
fide liying on land.
Sec. 2'J, Act 1895. 
See. 32, Act 1884.

82. Residence for the purpose of the condition of residence on 
a conditional purchase shall he taken to moan continuous and bona 
fide living on the land as the holder’s usual home, without any other 
habitual residence.

Term of residence. 
Sec. 32, Act 1884, 
See. 29, Act ISfio.

Residence on 
additionalconditional 
purchases and 
conditional leases.
Sec. 30, Act 1896.

83. The holder of any conditional purchase (other than a non- 
residential conditional purchase) applied for after the first day of June, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement 
of this Act, shall hold the same, subject to a condition of residence, 
until the expiration of ten years from the date of the application for 
the conditional purchase, and the conditional purchaser shall, within 
three months from the date of confirmation of his application hy the 
local land board, commence and thereafter continue to reside on his 
conditionally purchased laud for the prescribed term :

Provided that—
{a) when a conditional purchase has been transferred bond fide 

hy way of mortgage, the condition of residence may be per
formed by the owner subject to such mortgage; and 

(ft) ‘when the beneficial owner of a conditional purchase dies, or 
is declared a lunatic, the condition of residence shall be 
suspended until the conditional pure!lase has been transferred 
or conveyed, and no longer.

84. The condition of residence defined in the preceding section 
shall attach to every additional conditional purchase or conditional lease 
applied for after the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act, and it shall ho 
immaterial whether the original conditional purchase of the series was 
made under this Act, or under the Acts 1859-1897. The said condition 
shall not he taken to have been performed by the performance of 
the condition of residence which attached to the original conditional 
purchase, or any prior additional conditional purchase of the same 
series:

Provided that—
(«) if the person fulfilling the condition of residence has, before 

the commencement of the term of such residence, con
tinuously resided upon some purchase or lease of the same 
series, the term of residence shall he reduced by the period 
during which residence was previously carried on, but not so 
as in any case to he be reduced to less than five years ; and

(ft) conditions of residence attaching to any number of purchases 
or leases of the same series may be performed concurrently; 
and

(c) a person residing upon any purchase or lease of a series shall, 
for the purposes of any conditions of residence, be taken to 
he residing upon every purchase or lease of the scries; and

(d)
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(d) an additional conditional purchase if made out of a con- so, Act isss. 
ditional lease applied for before the first day of J one. one 

■ thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, shall not be subject 
to any condition of residence.

85. The performance of the aforesaid condition of residence in Waiver of condition 
respect of an additional conditional purchase or a conditional lease g^go e^'1895 
shall be waived so long as the person, upon whom the performance of ec- * c ’ 
the said condition would for the time being devolve, is the person who
applied for the original conditional purchase of the series and for the 
said additional conditional purchase or conditional lease. Hut this 
provision as to waiver shall not operate where the applicant for the 
additional conditional purchase or conditional lease—

(a) lias taken up a full area; or 
(&) is the owner of a full area; or
(c) has owned a full area at any time previous to the date of 

application, and has divested himself of the ownership thereof 
by transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or pur
ported so to do in order to obtain the benefit of the foregoing 
provision.

In the construction of the foregoing provision a full area shall be 
taken to mean an aggregate area of conditional purchases and con
ditional leases, whether of the same or difl’ercut scries, amounting to 
two thousand five hundred and sixty or more acres in the Central 
Division, or one thousand turn hundred and eighty or more acres in 
the Eastern Division, or one thousand nine hundred and twenty or 
more acres if the said conditional purchases and conditional leases are 
some in one Division and some in another Division.

Besidence by married women.
86. (i) If any conditional purchase has been oris made by an1!oEidcn(,ol,ym!irripd

unmarried woman, and she has married or marries prior to the completion Actl8S9 
of the term of residence required for her conditional purchase, it shall ‘ ’ *
he a sufficient compliance with this Act or the Acts 1884-1897 (so far
as residence is concerned) if she has resided or resides for the remainder 
of such term, cither upon her conditional purchase or upon any 
conditional purchase held by her husband, for which his term of 
residence may not at the time have been completed.

(ii) Or the husband may complete any term of residence 
required for his conditional purchase upon any conditional purchase 
held by bis wife for which her term of residence may not at the time 
have been completed.

(in) In either case notice as prescribed shall be forwarded 
to the chairman of the land board on the conditional purchaser’s . 
intention so to reside.

Residence by 'minors.
87. In all cases where a minor has before or after theiteskienca by minora, 

commencement of this Act, conditionally purchased land adjoiningSee-47>Act1889, 
land held as a conditional purchase or conditional lease by the parent 
or parents of such minor, such minor may, up to the age of twenty- 
one years if a male, or twenty-four years if a female and unmarried, 
continue to reside with his or her parents on such adjoining land on 
making a declaration in the prescribed form to the local land hoard of 
the intention of such minor so to reside,

(n) Such residence, if continuous and bona fide, shall he 
deemed to he a fulfilment of the conditions of residence within the 
meaning of this Act. _

(in) Eor the purposes of this section the word “ adjoining ” 
shall he deemed to include lands separated hy roads or creeks or by 
conditional purchases or leases held hy any child of the same parent.

Fencing
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Residential 
conditional purchases
Condition of fencing 
or improvements.
Sec. 33, Act 1895.

Non-residential
conditional
purchases.
Conditions of 
improvements and 
fencing.
Sec. 47, Act 1884. 
Sec. 4, 52 Vic. No. 7.

Secs. 33, 51, Act 
1881.

Original and 
additional con
ditional purchase 
one holding.

See. 26, Act 1889.

Sec. 51, Act 1884.

Local Land Board to 
determine Lind of 
fence.
See. 33, Act 1834,
See. 9, Act 52 Vic. 
No. 7.

maintenance of 
fences.
S -cj. 33 and 61, Act 
1334.

Period for fencing. 
Sec. 47, Act 1884; 
see. 6, 62 Vic. No. 7.

Sec. 33, Act 1895.

Extension of period,
See. 33, Act 1881; 
37, Act 1895.

Exemption from 
fencing froi taga to 
river, erect, Ac.
Sec. 33, Act 1981. 
Sec 37, Act 1895.

Fencing and improvements.

88. (i) Every conditional purchase (other than a non-residential 
purchase) and every conditional lease shall he subject, at the option 
of the purchaser or lessee, and without any application in that behalf 
to a condition of fencing', or in the alternative, to a condition of 
improvement.

, , (ii) The provisions of this section shall apply to any existing 
conditional purchase or conditional lease, the application for which has 
been confirmed within two years before the first day of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.

_ 89. (i) Every non-residential conditional purchase shall be
subject to a condition of improvement as well as to a condition of 
fencing:

(n) Provided that the holder of any such conditional 
purchase may at any time within two years after the confirmation of 
the application apply to the Chairman of the Local Land Eoard in 
the prescribed form for permission to substitute other improvements 
wholly or partly in lieu of fencing : And any such application may 
be approved or refused by such Board, subject to appeal to the Land 
Appeal Court.

90. The following provisions shall apply in respect to the 
condition of fencing:—

(i) The fence shall bo erected on the exterior boundaries of each, 
conditional purchase and conditional lease, or on the exterior 
boundaries of the conditional lease and the conditional pur
chase by virtue of ’which it has been granted; provided that 
all conditional purchases of the same series, and all conditional 
leases granted in virtue thereof, shall, for all purposes of 
fencing, he deemed to he one holding, and it shall he sufficient 
if the fence he erected on the exterior boundaries of such 
holding so as to enclose the whole area.

(n) The fence shall he a substantial one, and shall he prescribed 
by the local land board ; hut such hoard shall not prescribe 
any fence likely to ho a harbour or shelter for rabbits or 
such other animals as may have been or may be declared 
by the Minister hy notice in the Gazette to be vermin.

(in) Where a condition of residence attaches to the conditional 
purchase or conditional lease the holder of the conditional 
purchase or lease shall maintain the fence in good repair and 
condition during the entire period of the term of residence.

(iv) Subject to the provisions of the next succeeding subsection 
the fence shall in the case of a non-residential conditional 
purchase he erected within one year from the date of con
firmation of the application for such purchase, and in the 
case of any other conditional purchase or any conditional 
lease the fence shall be erected within three years from the 
date of confirmation of the application for the purchase or 
lease.

(v) Upon sufficient cause the board (or the chairman pursuant to 
the provisions of section Iwenty-seven of this Act), may on 
application extend the period within which the condition of 
fencing shall he fulfilled.

. 91- The board (or the chairman, pursuant io the provisions of
section twenty-seven of this Act), on the application of the purchaser 
or lessee may grant him an exemption from fencing—

(-■) any part of his land which has frontage to a permanent river, 
creek, or other natural boundary held hy the chairman or 
board to be sufficient; or
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(&) any boundary line fenced by tbe holder or occupant of gee, n, 52 m 
adjoining land with a fence, which in the opinion of theNt)-7- 
board or chairman is of a sufficiently useful and substantial 
kind; or

(c) any boundary line in any case where a fence although not See. 23, Act issa. 
erected upon the actual boundary line is, in the opinion of 
the board or chairman, a sufficient boundary fence.

And any exemption granted under this section shall not involve tho.sec.] 1,52 y;c. No. 7. 
making of other improvements in lieu of fencing.

Condition of improvements.
92. Where the holder of a conditional purchase (other than a Condition of 

non-residential conditional purchase) or a conditional lease elects £0 lini)rovcmeut' 
perform a condition of improvement instead of a condition of fencing, 
or wherein the case of anon-residential conditional purchase permission 
is granted (or is not applied for or is applied for and not granted) to 
substitute improvements in lieu of fencing, the following provisions, 
shall apply :—■

(I) In the case of residential conditional purchases the improve- Besidcntiai con.
ments, including any fencing, shall within, and at the ^ltl.0Iiai p™:lw“8' 
expiration of, three years from the date of confirmation ofSec'4’ 2 1C' ‘
the application, be of the value of at least six shillings per 
acre, but shall not be required to be of a greater value than SeCi ic, Act, issa. 
three hundred and eighty-four pounds ; and within, and at gcc 4 52 Tic No 7 
the expiration of, five years from the date of confirmation Seo ^ 52-^0'No. 7! 
of the application shall be of the value of, at least, ten ’

. shillings per acre, but shall not be required to be of a greater * ■
value than six hundred and forty pounds.

(II) In the case of a non-residential conditional purchase, the Non-residemiai 
pure! tascr shall, within five years after the confirmation of the jeq^Ttlre in 
application for the conditional purchase, expend a sum not less improve ments. 
than one pound per acre upon permanent improvements other sec. 47, Act ism
ji n A 1 1 T c • 1 1 Sec. G, 62 Vic. No. 7.than tor the boundary iencmg: -

Provided that where the land hoard grants permission Sec. 6,62 Vic. No. 7. 
to substitute other improvements in lieu of fencing, such 
improvements (including any fencing) of the value of at least 
thirty shillings per acre shall be made within five years from 
the date of confirmation of the application for the conditional 
purchase.

(in) The improvements, including any fencing, shall ho of a See. 4.52Vic No. 7. 
fixed, permanent, and substantial character, and necessary for Seo*4,7’Act 1884' 
the beneficial occupation of the land.

(iv) The area embraced hy any original conditional purchase, 
and any additional conditional purchases made by virtue 
thereof, and any conditional leases whatsoever granted hy Sec. 33, Act isas. 
virtue of such conditional purchases, may, for all purposes of Sec.i3,52Vic.No.7) 
improvements, be held to be one bolding, notwithstanding aild 2S’1889- 
that one, or more, of such conditional purchases or leases 
may have been made or gi’anted under the Acts, 1859-1897.

Unclosing of roads or water-courses.
93. (1) Where in any case the unfencod sides of lands, whether ^1I^gaa!!gp'™iuir' 

held by different persons and under different conditions or not, are Pr0 vision us 10 feneo.?. 
separated by a road or water-course, the board (or the chairman Sec. 14, 

pursuant to tbo provisions of section ttoenitf-seven of this Act), 011 sec^w Act 1*805 
application being made to tbe chairman in the prescribed form and ' '
within tbe prescribed time, may grant permission for such road or 
water-course to be wholly or in part inclosed, provided that gates or ’

‘ suitable
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suitable substitutes such as tbe board or chairman may consider 
necessary and direct, shall be erected or made so as not to unnecessarily 
interfere with any traffic, or, to any large extent, divert the natural 
flow of water. -

Sec. i4., 52 Vic. No. f, (ri) Any such gate may on application to, and approval of,
the Minister who may administer the Public Gates Act be made a 
public gate within the meaning, and subject to the provisions of that 

Sec. ig, Act, 1689. Act. And nothing in the Public Gates Act shall be held to have 
prevented or to prevent the foregoing provision from having its full 
effect and operation.

Sec. 14,52Vic. No. 7, (in) Upon complaint being made in the prescribed form to
the chairman of the local land board, such board may, for any sufficient 
reason, cancel any permission granted under this section, and may 
order any fence, gate, or other structure on auy road or water-course 
to be removed by such persons, and within such periods as such board 
shall determine.

See. 14,62 vic.No. 1. (iv) Nothing in this section shall exempt the holder of any
conditional purchase or conditional lease from being required to make 
other improvements in lieu of fencing :

Sec. 23, Act 1889, (v) Provided that the Land Board on application as pre-
' scribed by the holder of the land may exempt him from making

improvements in addition to the fencing erected or to be erected on 
. tbe land.

• . Ling-fences.

conditional'6urebaec 04. (i) Where conditional purchases (other than non-rcsidential
may bo0onciosedvCB conditional purchases) or conditional leases adjoin so as to form 
ring-fence. on0 block, or are separated only by road or creeks, and such con-
Sm 37 let rfs' ditional purchases or conditional leases are held by members of one 

cc- > c i5, ■ family, standing in the relation of parents and children, it shall be 
lawful for the board (or the chairman,-pursuant to the provisions of 
section twenty-seven of this Act), upon a joint application made witliin 
i,hc prescribed time and in the prescribed maimer by tbe holders of 
the land, to exempt such holders from any condition of fencing or 
improvements in connection therewith further than the erection of a 
ring-fence of a character to be prescribed by such board ov chairman 
on the external boundaries of the lands so as to enclose them as one 
holding.

. " (n) The board or chairman may, notwithstanding anything
. to the contrary in this Act, accept any such application, wholly or in 

part, and the board may disallow any such application, wholly or in 
part: Provided that such board or chairman shall, in connection 
with any accepted application, fix the term (and may upon application 

■ as prescribed extend the term) witliin which the fence shall he erected,
such term being determined as far as practicable with due regard to 
the respective dates of commencement of the purchases or leases.

(in) If the ring fence he not erected witliin the term 
allowed, each and every purchase or lease shall he liable to forfeiture 
hy notice in the Gazette.

Suspension of conditions.

Suspension of 
condition in cose of 
illness, drought, 
flood, or other 
sufficient cause.

See. 24-, Act 1889. 
37, Act 1895.

95. (i) If the holder of any conditional purchase or conditional 
lease, applied for before or after the commencement of this Act, is 
through illness, drought, flood, or other sufficient cause prevented 
from fulfilling any conditions of residence, fencing or improvements 
attaching thereto,1 the hoard, after inquiry in open Court (or in the 
case of fencing, the chairman may, pursuant to the provisions of

section
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section twenty-seven of tins Act), on application as prescribed, suspend 
for a specified period not exceeding six months any or all of such 
conditions, or the hoard may refuse the application for suspension.

(11) On the expiration of such specified period the holder 
shall commence and continue to reside thereon for a period which 
(when taken with the period during which he may have resided 
thereon since the date of his obligation to do so) shall complete the 
full term prescribed hy the Act under which the conditional purchase 
or conditional lease was made, and shall, dining the term extended as 
aforesaid or otherwise, complete any other conditions, subject upon 
default in either case to forfeiture.

Rent and term, of conditional leases.

96. (i) Every conditional lease shall be subject to a provisional Rent, and t*™ of
rental of twopence per acre, pending determination of the rent in conditional leases, 
accordance with this Act. Sec- 28, Act1889-

(n) The rents of all conditional leases applied for after the sec, 12, Aet isso. 
commencement of this Act shall he paid annually in advance not later 
than one day prior to a date corresponding to the date of application.
And the rents of all conditional leases applied for before the commence
ment of this Act shall be paid annually in advance before the recurring ■ 
dates of commencement of such leases.

(in) Subject to payment of rent and fulfilment of any Sec. as, Act isss. 
prescribed conditions, all conditional leases (whether granted before or 
after the commencement of this Act) shall have a term of twenty- 
eight years from the respective dates of their commencement; and, Sec. 29, Act issn. 
subject to the provisions of the next succeeding subsection, the rent 
of any conditional lease granted before the commencement of this Act 
shall be deemed to have been, and the rent of any conditional lease 
granted after the commencement of this Act shall he, determined for 
the whole term of the lease.

(iv) At the expiration of the first period of fifteen years of 
any such conditional lease the rent of the laud may, on the applica
tion of the lessee, or on a reference hy the Minister, be redetermined in 
accordance with the provisions of sectionof this Act.

(v) The Governor may, upon application in the prescribed 
manner, give, by notification in tbe Gazette, tenant right in improve
ments to the last holder of a conditional lease which has before or after 
the commencement of this Act been forfeited or surrendered, and shall 
give such tenant right to the last holder of a conditional lease which 
has expired.

Layment of purchase money. '

97. (1) Every holder of a conditional purchase, the application Conditions for 
for which shall be* made after the commencement of this Act,' shall
the end of the third year after the date of his application pay to the geos. 35, Act 1884, 
land agent an instalment on his purchase and 22, Act isso. 1

(II) Thereafter shall pay in like manner a like instalment 
annually during a period until the balance together with interest at 
the rate of four per centum per annum thereon shall have been paid :

(III) Three months grace shall be allowed for the payment9ec- 38« Acti8S4, 
of the first and for each and every instalment, provided that in the
case of any moneys not being duly paid the provisions of section one 
htmdred and two of this Act shall apply.

(iv) In the case of a conditional purchase (other than a sec. as, Act 1884. 
non-residential conditional purchase or a conditional purchase within 
a special area), each instalment shall he one shilling per acre, and the 
balance, after payment of the first instalment, seventeen shillings per 
acre. (v)
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See. 47, Act 18S4.

Secs. 24 end 47, 
Act 18S6.
Sec. 18, Act 1889.

Seen. 36, Act 1884, 
and 22, Act 1889.

Sec. 36, Act 1884. 
Sec. 22, Act 1889,

Conversion of 
holding under 
repealed Act as 
regards unpaid 
balance.
Sec. 35, Act 1884.

Redaction in the 
rate of interest on 
repealed Act con
ditional purchases,
60 Vie, No. 2, sec. 5.

(v) In the case of a non-residential conditional purchase (if 
not within a special area) each instalment shall be two shillings per 
acre, and the balance, after payment of the first instalment, thirty-four 
shillings per acre.

(vi) In the case of a conditional purchase within a special 
area, each instalment shall be at such rate as has been or shall be 
notified in the proclamation of the special area, provided that the 
instalment in the case of a non-residential conditional purchase shall 
he double the instalment which would he payable in the case of a 
residential conditional purchase.

(vn) After the last payment of such instalments and 
interest the conditions of payment shall be deemed to have been duly 
fulfilled:

98. The conditional purchaser may pay off the whole or any 
portion of such instalments at any time after a certificate has been 
granted to him to the effect that all the conditions applicable to the 
conditional jmrchase, except payment of ■ balance of instalment, have 
been duly complied with.

99. Payment of interest and balance of purchase money in 
respect of conditional purchases applied for before the commencement 
of this Act shall bo paid in accordance with and subject to the pro
visions of such Acts as may be applicable thereto.

100. Any holder of a conditional purchase made before the first 
day of January, in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, 
and not brought under the instalment system, may, by writing addressed 
to the land agent, apply to convert his holding so far as regards the 
balance unpaid of his purchase money into a holding under the 
conditions of payment prescribed by this Act.

101. The rate of interest payable on the balance of purchase 
money for the time being unpaid upon conditional purchases applied 
for before the first day of January, in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-five, and subject to the provisions of section eight 
of the Lands Acts Amendment Act, 1875, but not brought under the 
provisions of section thirty-five of the Crown Lands Act .of 1884, shall 
be reduced to four per centum per annum, such reduction taking 
effect as from the first day of January, in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-six.

Provided always that—
(«) the aforesaid reduction in the rate of interest shall not 

operate in respect of any interest which may have accrued 
before the date hereinbefore mentioned foi.' the taking effect 
thereof in any ease; '

(£>) nothing in this section contained shall affect the provisions 
of section forty-eight of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or 
section one hundred and tioo of this Act.

Overdue payments on conditional p%ircha$es or conditional leases.

Overdue moneys to 102. Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown as
d^by dajStaccruinePurc^ase ™oney or interest, or rent, or otherwise (in connection with 
Sec. 43, Act isos. any conditional purchase or conditional lease applied for before or after 

the commencement of this Act) shall from and after the duo date 
for the payment thereof bear interest at the rate of ten per centum 
per annum, and such interest shall ho considered as accruing due 

Sm. 126, Act 1884. day hy day. Nothing in this section contained shall be construed so 
as to prevent or to compel the enforcement of any forfeiture, or the 
acceptance of any overdue sums together with interest as aforesaid, 
and the acceptance hy or on behalf of the Crown of any-purchase 
money or part thereof in respect of any conditional purchase or of

interest
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interest or rent or other payment under any lease, shall not be held to 
operate as a waiver by the Crown of any forfeiture accruing by reason 
of the breach of any condition annexed by law to the estate or interest 
of a conditional purchaser or of a lessee.

Leduction of payments.

103. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, the Minister Reduction of annual 
may reduce the rate of one shilling per acre per annum payable in^^pur^cs. 
respect of a conditional purchase (whether applied for before or after go Vic. No. 2,«. 2. 
the commencement of this Act) to ninepencc per acre per annum, or
(if the case so admit) to sixpence per acre per annum, and where the 
rate shall have been reduced under this Act (or the Act sixtieth Victoria 
number two) to ninepencc per acre per annum, may further reduce 
the rate to sixpence per acre per annum; and in any such case any 
annual payments in respect of the said conditional purchase accruing 
due after the date fixed for the operation of the reduction may be made 
at the reduced rate as determined by the Minister.

The rate of annual payments in respect of a conditional purchase The like within 
within a special area '(whether the value of such conditional purchaseBpocia liroa9' 
has been determined by appraisement or not) may, subject to the 
provisions hereinafter contained, be reduced to three-fourths or one-half 
of the rate payable previous to the first reduction under this Act, or 
the Act sixtieth Victoria number two :

Provided always that the Minister shall in every such case so 
determine the rate that the annual payments, as reduced, will ex
tinguish the balance of purchase money, together with the interest 
thereon within the period of sixty-six years from the date when the 
instalment of purchase money first succeeding the deposit became due.

104. Before any reduction is made by the Minister in respect of 0o^°"U'rccdent
any conditional purchase, an application for such reduction shall be 60*T1 3
made in the prescribed manner by the holder of the conditional ' '
purchase, or if the same is held by way of mortgage, then by the
person who holds subject to the mortgage, and shall be accompanied 
by a declaration and fee as prescribed;

And a reduction shall not be made to any applicant whose home 
and place of abode is not established on a holding of which the condi
tional purchase in respect of which the reduction is applied for forms 
part.

A holding for the purposes of this section shall mean a continuous 
block, or portions separated by roads or watercourses, and may include 
land hold in fee simple and conditional purchases or conditional leases 
of the same or different series.

Provided that the conditional purchases (included in such 
holding) in respect to which the reduction may he made shall not 
exceed an area of one thousand two hundred and eighty acres in the 
Eastern Division, or two thousand five hundred and sixty acres in the 
Central or Western Division :

Provided that nothing herein shall prevent the Minister from 
making a reduction (subject to sucb conditions as he may deem 
expedient) in any case where be is satisfied that the applicant, although 
not resident as hereinbefore required, holds the laud bond fide for his 
sole use and benefit, and is not in a position to pay the instalments 
at the original rate, and is not the holder under any tenure of a greater 
total area in this Colony than is necessary for the maintenance of a 
family, such total area not exceeding in any case one thousand two 
hundred and eighty acres in the Eastern Division, or two thousand 
five hundred and sixty acres in the Central or Western Divisions :

404—e Provided
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Raductione may bo 
cancelled in certain 
events.
GO Tic. No. 2, sec. 4.

Provided further that this reduction under the last proviso 
shall not run 'with the land, but shall attach only as a concession to 
the applicant personally.

105. In any case where the Minister is satisfied, with or without 
a report from the Local Land Hoard, that the holder for the time being 
of the conditional purchase, in respect of "which a reduction has been 
granted under this Act or the Act sixtieth ’Victoria number two 
(or, if the same is held by way of mortgage, then that the person 
who holds, subject to the mortgage) has ceased to Iteep his home 
and place of abode thereon, or that the declaration accompanying 
the application for the reduction contains any false statement, the 
Minister may direct that payments at the rate obtaining previous to 
any reduction shall be resumed; and in any such case payments at the 
said rate shall be resumed from and after such date as the Minister
may specify for that purpose.

Suspension of 
payment of 
instalments.
Sec. 28, Act 1805.

Suspension of payment of instalments upon conditional purchases.

106. (i) The holder of a conditional purchase (whether applied 
for before or after the commencement of this Aet), may, in case of 
temporary inability to pay the instalments of purchase money thereon 
as they fall due, apply to'the Minister in the prescribed manner that 
the condition of payment attaching thereto may be suspended; and 
the Minister may, either with or without reference to the local land 
hoard, upon the conditional purchaser paying the prescribed fee to 
cover expenses incurred hy the Crown in consequence of the aforesaid 
application, suspend the said condition for one year under any one 
suspension.

(n) Luring the period of any such suspension, interest on 
the balance of purchase money, calculated at the rate of four per centum 
per annum, shall be added to the balance of the purchase money 
owing, unless the conditional purchaser pays such interest on the date 
at which an instalment of purchase money would otherwise he payable.

fin) The Minister shall not grant suspension of the condi
tion of payment unless he is satisfied that the holder of the said condi
tional purchase, or if the same has been transferred by way of mortgage, 
that the owner thereof subject to such mortgage, is in residence upon 
the said conditional purchase, or upon some purchase or lease of the 
same series, and is the holder or owner thereof (as the case may he), 
bond fide for his sole use and benefit.

(iv) Suspension of the condition of payment shall he 
deemed to be determined:—

(a) Upon the conditional purchase being transferred; or
(£) Upon the holder or owner ceasing to reside upon the series; 

or
(c) Upon an instalment of the purchase money being paid.

(v) Upon the expiration of the period of suspension, pay
ment of instalments, as prescribed by the Acts 1875-1897 or this Act, as 
the case may he, shall he resumed, and no sums paid hy way of interest as 
aforesaid shall ho taken to form part of the balance of purchase money.

Certificates of 
conformity. 
Conditional pur
chases under Acts 
1S84-I889.
Sec. 36, Act 1884.

Certificate of fulfilment of conditions of a conditional purchase.

107. (i) With respect to a residential conditional purchase 
applied for under the Acts 1884-1889, the local land board shall if such 
hoard after due inquiry at the expiration of the term of residence pre
scribed by such Acts is satisfied that all conditions applicable to such 
conditional purchase except payment of the balance of instalments 
of purchase money have been duly complied with issue a certificate to 
that effect.

(n)
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(n) Anda like certificate may !>c granted by such board i.ipon See. 3G, Act issi. 
the application oJ: the holder of any additional conditional purchase made Sec. 22, Act isss. 
before the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-Scc- 29>Aot 1895■ 
five, or any additional conditional purchase made out of a conditional 
lease applied for before the first day of June, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-five, so soon as such board is satisfied after due 
inquiry that all conditions applicable thereto except payment of the 
balance of instalments have been duly complied with, and notwith
standing that five years from the date of confirmation of the applica
tion for such additional conditional purchase may not have expired.

108. (1) With respect to original residential conditional pur- conditional
chases applied for after the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred £"tr j1^3 s,nC0
and ninety-five, or after tire commencement of this Act, the local land Sec 29j ^ct 1895 
board shall hold inquiries after the expiration of five and ten years
from the date of the application, whether all conditions applicable to 
the conditional purchase except payment of the balance of instalments 
have so far been duly complied with, and if the board be satisfied of 
such compliance it shall issue certificates to that effect; and such 
certificates shall be designated the first and second certificates 
respectively.

(11) And hire certificates may he granted by such board in Additional 
respect of any additional conditional purchases applied for after the^"^*’^^^ june^ 
first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after 1895. 
the commencement of this Act when such board is satisfied after dueSec- 36j Act 3884. 
inquiry that all conditions applicable thereto except payment of the 
balance of instalments have been duly complied with:

(in) Provided that the board may issue a final (and if neces- Se;. 22, Act issa 
sary dispense with the first) certificate before the expiration of ten years 
from the date of application for any such additional conditional purchase 
if the condition of residence attaching to such additional conditional 
purchase has been fulfilled before the expiration of such ten years.

109. The local land board may, on the production to such board, Xon-r^idfintiia con- 
by the holder of a non-rcsidential conditional purchase (whether s^10^ 
applied for before or after the commencement of this Act) of evidence gcc’47)’Actofl834 
satisfactory to such board that all conditions (except payment of thesec.fi, 52 vie. No. 7. 
balance of instalments) applicable to such conditional purchase have
been duly fulfilled, grant to him a certificate to that effect, notwith
standing that such conditions have been fulfilled within five years 
from the date of confirmation of the application for such conditional 
purchase.

110. Any certificate issued under the Acts 1884-1897 or under °f0^|!eatc CTideriCC
this Act shall be transferable subject to tbe j>rescribed conditions, “f ^ Act 18M 
and when it is a certificate that all conditions applicable to the ' ’ *
conditional purchase have been fulfilled shall be prima facie evidence
of the title of the holder thereof to the land therein described subject 
to the fulfilment of the prescribed conditions of payment.

111. IS"0 certificate shall be issued by the board before the expira- Certificate not to bo 
tion of thirty days from the date of publication in the Gazette of
notice of its intention to issue the same within which period any see. ao, Act 1884. 
person may lodge in the prescribed form and manner a caveat against 
such issue, and every such caveat shall be disposed of by the board 
before issuing such certificate in manner provided in section seventy-four 
of this Act for dealing with caveats :

112. Upon satisfactory proof being adduced that an original OupHcote certificate, 
certificate issued has been lost or destroyed, the boardi may after the Scc-:iC. Act isat. 
prescribed notice in the Gazette and in the prescribed manner, issue
to the person entitled thereto a fresh certificate. »

113.
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l)iitV.ro grant.
See, 37, Act 1381.
Sec. 29, Aet 1895.
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Sec. 40, Aet 1884.
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See. 125, Act 1884.

See. 29, Aet 1895.
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113. Subject to (and not before) tbe issue—-
(a) in respect of cases under sections one hundred and seven and 

one hundred and nine of this Act, of a certificate of fulfilment 
of conditions;

{b) in respect of cases under section one hundred and eight of ibis 
Act, of the second or a final certificate of fulfilment of 
conditions;

and upon payment of the balance of instalments, stamp duty, and deed 
fee, a grant in fee simple of the land shall be issued upon application.

Conditions attach on devolution of purchase.
114. The conditions and obligations imposed by, and all other 

the provisions relating to, conditional purchasers contained in this Act 
shall he equally applicable and attach to persons deriving title through 
or under sucb conditional purchasers, and to all persons upon whom 
title shall devolve or he cast by operation of law; but this section shall 
be read subject to the provisions contained in sections eighty-three, 
one hundred and fifteen, and one hundred and twenty-nine of this Act 
relative to cases of death, lunacy, insolvency, or judgment debt of a 
conditional purchaser.

115. If any conditional purchaser shall die or he declared a 
lunatic before the fulfilment of the prescribed conditions of residence 
and fencing his conditional purchase may, together with any conditional 
lease or right of conditional lease attached thereto (if any), he held by 
his representatives or their assigns, subject to the fulfilment by them of 
all unfulfilled conditions,except the condition of residence, but in trust for 
and for tbe benefit of the persons rightfully entitled, provided that in 
respect of any conditional purchase applied for after the first day of 
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-live, or after the com
mencement of this Act the condition of residence shall, in accordance 
with subsection (6) of section eighty-three of this Aet, be suspended 
until tbe land has been transferred or conveyed, and no longer.

Division IX.—Forfeitures.
Forfeiture for breach of conditions.

110. If the local land board or the land appeal court shall, in 
the case of any conditional purchase or conditional lease applied for 
under the Acts IS84-1897 or under this Act, report to the Minister 
that after due inquiry held hy such board or court the conditions of 
residence or fencing or improvements attached to such conditional 
purchase or conditional lease have not in the opinion of such hoard 
or court been, or are not being, duly fulfilled by any conditional pur
chaser or lessee or his representatives, such Minister may declare the 
conditional purchase or lease to he forfeited, and any payment made 
in respect of such purchase or lease shall in such case he forl'eited to 
Iter Majesty.

Forfeiture for want of good faith.
117. (i) In any case where an application for a conditional 

purchase or conditional lease has been confirmed, after the first day of 
June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after 
the commencement of this Act, and it appears to the satisfaction of 
the local land board—

(«■) that the application was not made in good faith; or
[b) that the land is not held or used for the exclusive benefit of 

the purchaser, lessee, or apparent owner thereof, 
the Governor shall have power to forfeit, by notification in the Gazette, 
the purchase, or lease in question, together with all moneys paid 
thereon. (n)
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(n) Nothing in this section contained shall affect any person Not to apply to 
acquiring any interest in a conditional purchase or conditional lease J')roat,j^ercu'v'lt',K>'lt 
after the same becomes capable of being transferred, unless ho has, 
before acquiring such interest, had notice of a violation of the pro
visions of section sixty-three of this Act, or of section forty-two of the 
Crown Lands Act, 1895, .as the case may be, or of the intention to 
institute an inquiry as to sucb violation.

Forfeiture for false, statements.

118. If it be proved by inquiry before the local land board Liability toforfeituw 
tliat any statement in writing or any statutory declaration or evidence [tutemmZ 
on oath has been made or given for the purpose of misleading any gec 135j Aet, 1884, 
officer, authority, or person in the exercise of his duty or office under 
this Act, or under the Acts 18S4-1S97, or that any such statement, 
declaration, or evidence wilfully misrepresents facts, or that any 
fraudulent attempt has been made to prove that the conditions of this 
Act or tbe Acts 1884-1897 have been complied with, then and in any 
such case the Minister may declare any conditional purchase or 
leasehold in connection with which such statement, declaration, or 
evidence was made or given to be forfeited, together with all moneys 
paid on account of or in connection with such conditional purchase or 
lease: Provided that no forfeiture shall be held to affect any transferee 
unless declared within twelve months after the local board has issued 
a certificate in accordance with the provisions of this Act or the Acts 
1884-1897 that the conditions attaching to such conditional purchase 
have been fulfilled.

Forfeiture for von-poyment.

119. In default of payment of any instalment or interest Forfcinito on 
(in respect of any conditional purchase applied for under this Act or on conditional 
the Acts 1859-1897) within the period allowed for payment, the con-ru^nsc. 
ditional purchase may he declared by the Minister to be forfeited, and Sc,;- 3S> AcU8*4- 
upon such declaration being published in the Gazette, the conditionally 
purchased land in respect of which such payment is due shall^revert
to Her Majesty and become Crown lands for the purposes of this Act, 
and any payment made in respect of sucb purchase shall in such case 
be forfeited to Her Majesty.

120. In default of pavmcnt of any rent on anv conditional lease, Forfeiture- on 
applied for before or after tbe commencement 01 this Act, on the nay 0n conditional kaac. 
when such payment shall have fallen due, the conditional lease may be Sec. oo, Act 1884. 
declared by the .Minister to be forfeited, and upon such declaration
being published in the Gazette, the conditional lease in respect of 
which such payment is due shall become forfeited.

Operation of forfeiture.— When forfeiture takes effect.

121. Every forfeiture of land conditionally purchased, whether Korfeiied lumh. 
under this Act or the Acts 1859-1897, shall be deemed to operate as See. ise, Actm4. 
a forfeiture of all additional conditional purchases held in virtue of 
such first-mentioned lands as well as of all conditional leases ov rights 
attached to the lands so forfeited, and whenever any land is so forfeited 
such land shall become Crown land and may he dealt with as such; 
hut no forfeiture of any conditional purchase or conditional lease shall 
take effect until the expiration of thirty clear days after Notification 
of such forfeiture in the Gazette.

Division
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Division X.—Transfers of conditional purchases and conditional
leases.

Tranafera to be in 
prescribed form.
Seo. II?, Act ISSA

Notice of liability to 
forfeiture or 
voidance.
Sec. 43, Act 1895.

Transfers of original 
purchases.
Sec. 29, Aet 1895.

Original and addi
tional purchases.
Sec. 117, Aet 1881. 
See. 29, Act 1895.

Non-residential 
purchases.
Sec. 47, Act 1884.

Conditional leases. 
Sec. 118. Act 1884.

Effect in law of 
transfer.
Sec. 119, Act 1884.

122. All trans Pets of cod ditional purchases shall be notified to
the land agent in such form as may be prescribed. _

123. Any person who, before the issue of a certificate of con
formity in respect of a conditional purchase, whether made before or 
after the commencement of this Act, takes a transfer or conveyance 
thereof, or of any interest therein, shall be held to have taken the 
same with notice and knowledge of all facts and matters hy reason 
of which such conditional purchase may he liable to be forfeited or 
declared void.

124. An original conditional purchase applied for after the first 
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after 
the commencement of this Act, may he transferred at any time after, 
and shall not he transferred before, the issue of a certificate hy the 
local land hoard, after the expiration of five years from the date of 
application for such purchase, that all conditions applicable to the 
conditional purchase, except payment of balance of instalments, have 
so far been duly complied with.

125. Original conditional purchases, together with any addi
tional conditional purchases made in virtue thereof, may he transferred 
in the prescribed manner—

[a) (when the original conditional purchase in virtue of which 
such additional conditional purchases were made was applied 
for before the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-five) on completion of the residence required on 
such original conditional purchase ;

(ft) (when the original conditional purchase in virtue of which 
such additional conditional purchases were marie was applied 
for after the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act) after 
the issue of the certificate mentioned in the previous section : 

Provided that original conditional purchases and additional conditional 
purchases made in virtue thereof shall not be transferred separately until 
all the conditions applicable to the whole area, except that of payment 
of balance of purchase money or of instalments thereof, have been 
duly fulfilled.

126. The estate or interest of a non-residential conditional pur
chaser shall be incapable of being transferred, alienated, mortgaged, 
encumbered, or pledged until after.the issue of the certificate of con
formity hy the local land hoard, hut subject to the payment of instal
ments due on the land purchased may devolve or be transferred hy 
operation of law.

127. The holder of a conditional lease may transfer his right of 
ease in the prescribed manner; but a conditional lease shall not he 
transferred except with the land in virtue of which it was granted.

128. ‘Every transfer of land conditionally purchased, if made by 
a person not under legal disability, shall, subject to the provisions and 
conditions of this Act, he deemed to pass to the transferee the whole 
estate and interest, whether at law or in equity, of the transferor of 
such land as effectually to all intents and purposes as if a conveyance 
or assignment under seal of such estate and interest to such transferee 
had been duly executed by such transferor ; but this enactment shall 
be subject to the conditions following, namely:—

(i) The equities of all persons claiming any estate or interest in 
any such land by matter prior to the date of execution of any 
such transfer shall not he affected by this section, but shall 
he capable of assertion and enforcement as if this Act had 
not been passed. (n)
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(n) No transfer shall have the effect hereinbefore expressed, unless 
such transfer has been made, executed, and lodged in accord
ance Avith the regulations.

(m) No such transfer shall prejudice or affect any conveyance or 
assignment, or any other assurance under seal relating to 
land conditionally purchased, if such conveyance, assignment, 
or assurance shall have been previously registered, as by Iuav 

required, in the office of the general registry of deeds in 
Sydney.

129. Any sale, transfer, or other disposition Avhatsoever of the Cases uf insolvency 
estate, right,, title, or interest of any conditional purchaser by an ^dgment 
official assignee or other la win 1 authority upon the insolvency or such 
purchaser, or by a Sheriff or Registrar of a District Court, or any
other person by virtue of or under the authority of any writ of 
execution or other process of any Court, or by the trustees of any deed 
of assignment for the benefit of creditors, or by any person under any 
decree or order of any Court shall pass to a purchaser or to any other 
person only such estate, right, title, or interest as the conditional pur
chaser himself was entitled to at the date of sequestration, Avrit, . 

process, decree, order, or assignment respectively, and subject to all 
conditions remaining unfulfilled at sucli date.

130. The effect given to duly registered deeds and instruments Priority, 
affecting lands, hereditaments, and other property by the eleventh Sec. 120, Act issi. 
section of the Registration Act, seventh Victoria number sixteen, shall
be deemed to be annexed and to be incident to all transfers within the 
meaning of this Act, if duly registered under the said Registration Act, 
after the prescribed registration or record thereof in the hooks of the 
Department of Lands shall have been duly effected.

Division XI.—Subdivision of Conditional Purchases.

131. Any conditional purchase (avIiether made before or after Subdivision of 
the commencement of this Act) of not less than one hundred acres p^oh^“sa 
may, upon application by the holder at any time after the issue of a gec, 3^ Act isos 
certificate of conformity in respect thereof, be subdivided into portions 
which shall in no case be less than forty acres each.

The application shall be accompanied by the prescribed deposit 
which shall be available for the payment of the costs of any survey 
and report which may be required; and the applicant shall surrender 
such land as may he necessary for providing roads of access to the 
subdivided portions, Avhich land shall thereupon become Crown land 
free from any claim of the conditional purchaser thereto.

The local land hoard shall settle the line or lines of subdivision 
so as to conform to any regulations which may he made in that behalf, 
and shall determine the portion of the subdivided conditional purchase, 
to Avhich any conditional lease acquired in virtue of the conditional 
purchase before the subdivision thereof shall be attached, hut so that 
the conditional lease shall he attached to such portion thereof as the 
applicant proposes not to transfer.

After subdivision the balance of purchase money payable in 
respect of any portion of the subdivided conditional purchase may he 
paid up and a grant thereof issued, as if such portion were a separate 
conditional purchase.

No portion measured off in any such subdivision as aforesaid 
shall he capable of being separated by transfer, devolution, or otherwise 
from the residue of such portions, until a grant of such first-mentioned 
poi’tion has been issued.

Division
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Division XII.—Conversion of conditional purchases into mining
conditional purchases.

Conversion of certain 
conditional purchases 
into mining 
conditional 
purchases.
Sec. 7, Act 188*.

51 Vic. No. 29.

132. The right of any holder of a conditional purchase made 
under sections thirteen, twenty-one, or twenty-two of the “ CrownLands 
Alienation Act of 1S61 ” to convert such purchase into a conditional 
purchase for mining purposes, in accordance with any regulations in 
force for the time being made under the said Act, may be exercised 
subject to the terms and conditions contained in such regulations as if 
this Act or the Acts, 1884-1897, had not been passed.

And all regulations made prior to the commencement of this 
Act, purporting to authorise such conversion, shall he deemed to have 
had the force of law, and any conversion effected or sanctioned in 
pursuance, or purporting to be in pursuance thereof, or any conversion 
approved or permitted by any Secretary for Lands or other person on 
his behalf, shall he deemed to have been and to be valid.

Division XIII.—Conversion of conditional purchases and leases into
homestead selections.

Conversion of 133. Any conditional purchase, together with any conditional
nmnM5os!intoClmSCS lcas(' held by virtue thereof, or any conditional purchases or conditional 
iiomcstend selections, purchases and conditional leases (whether of the same or different 
conditional series, and although including more than one block) held by the same 
Purchasers' Belief person (whether such conditional purchases or leases were applied for 
Act- wholly or partly before or after the commencement of this Act), may

be converted into a homestead selection, subject to the general pro
visions of this Act in that behalf, and to the following provisions :—

(a) Application for conversion shall he made to the Minister in 
the prescribed form, and the conversion shall be subject to 
the approval of the Minister.

(b) If the land included in the application is the subject of any 
mortgage or charge, an application by the mortgagor shall 
not be valid without the consent in writing of the person 
having the mortgage or charge.

(c) The applicant shall he at the date of application, and shall 
have been for at least six months preceding that date in 
bona fide residence, within the meaning of section eighty-two 
of this Act, on the land included in his application.

(tf) No conditional purchase or conditional lease in respect of 
which a liability to forfeiture has been incurred shall he 
converted into a homestead selection while that liability to 
forfeiture continues.

(e) It shall be immaterial whether the land was wholly or in part 
applied for before, or shall be applied for after, the com
mencement of this Act, or whether in the case 01" a conditional 
purchase a certificate of due compliance with the conditions 
applicable has or has not been issued: Provided that no 
purchase or lease applied for after the first day of January, 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, or after the 
commencement of this Act, shall he converted into a home
stead selection unless or until the application for such 
purchase or lease has beeu confirmed.

(/) An application for conversion shall not be approved unless 
payment has been made for such improvements on the land 
as are by anv enactment directed to he paid for.

* id)
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(g) The fact that the area may exceed one thousand two hundred 
and eighty acres shall not be a bar to conversion, provided 
that the area does not exceed one thousand two hundred and 
eighty acres in the Eastern or two thousand five hundred and 
sixty acres in any other Division, unless the Minister (who 
may refer to the local land board for report) is satisfied that 
a larger area is necessary for the maintenance of a family.

(h) After approval of conversion, the Governor may issue a home
stead grant of the land. _ _

(?') All moneys paid as interest on land held under conditional 
purchase, or as rent on land held under conditional lease, 
shall be taken to have been paid for the occupation or use of 
the land while the land was held under conditional purchase 
or conditional lease; but all moneys paid by way of purchase 
money on land held under conditional purchase, and not 
applied, as in the next subsection mentioned, towards the 
payment of interest as aforesaid, shall be credited towards 
the rent of the homestead selection. _ ,

(;) In respect of any conditional purchase converted into a 
homestead selection, interest on the balance of purchase 
money owing on such conditional purchase shall he paid up 
to the date of the issue of the homestead grant, but may be 
taken (wholly or in part) out of any moneys paid by way of 
purchase money as aforesaid.

(7,:) Notwithstanding anything in section one hundred and fifty- 
three of this Act, the Governor shall have power from time 
to time to waive the condition of residence attaching to any 
homestead selection converted into such under the provisions 
of this Act in apy case where the land was, on the fourteenth 
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, held 
bona, fide by way of mortgage or security: Provided that 
no one waiver shall operate over a longer period than one 
year, and during the period of waiver the annual rent shall 
be three-and-a-half instead of two-and-a-half per centum per 
annum of the capital value of the land.

(/) Upon the forfeiture to the Crown of any land held under a 
homestead grant issued under the provisions of this section 
in any case where at the date of application for conversion 
the land was held by way of mortgage or security, the 
Governor may, for any reason which he may deem sufficient, 
grant tenant right in the improvements on such land to the 
last holder of the mortgage or security.

134,. (j) The annual rent of the homestead selection from the Rent of homestead 
date of issue of the grant shall be two and one-half per centum of the 
capital value of the homestead selection. ^ 0' 1

(n) Such capital value for the first ten years period, which 
shall commence from the date of issue of the grant shall be taken 
to be—

(a) in the case of a conditional purchase (whether a residential 
or a non-rcsidcntial conditional purchase) not being within a 
special area, one pound per acre ;

(£) in the case of a conditional purchase within a special area, at 
the price of the conditional purchase ;

(<?) in the case of a conditional lease, the sum represented by 
capitalising the annual rent of the lease on a two-and-a-half 
per centum basis;

or, if the applicant make request in his application for an appraisement, 
or at the direction of the Minister, the capital value of the whole land 

4,04_g included
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included in the application shall be determined by appraisement; and 
any such appraisement shall, so far as procedure is concerned, be 
subject to the provisions of se cti on forty-four of this Act:

Provided that no appraisement shall be made of land which has 
been appraised within the previous two years.

PART III.
Homestead Selections.

Homestead Selection Areas.
Homestead selection 135. The Governor may, subject to the provisions of and under
areas’ the power conferred by section foriy-six of this Act, set apart any
Sec. is. Act 1895. tracf. ^ Qrown iands for disposal by way of homestead selection.

Any tract which has been so set apart (or any tract set apart 
under the Crown Lands Act of 1895 for disposal by way of homestead 
selection, and not already dealt with as required by that Act) shall 
be dealt with as follows:—

(i) A subdivision shall be made thereof into blocks, no one of
which shall be more than one thousand two hundred and 
eighty acres in area, and the standard to be adopted in regu
lating the area of each such block shall be that the selector 
thereof may, by agriculture or by agriculture combined with 
any other ordinary pursuits, be enabled to establish and 
maintain his home thereon.

Any subdivision, whether made before or after any 
notification under this Act, may be taken to be a subdivision 
within the meaning of this section, and one or more measured 
portions may by notification under this section constitute a 
block.

(ii) A valuation of the said blocks shall be made according to the 
capabilities and situation of the land, and in making such 
valuation due regard shall be paid to the tenure of the holding 
and to the intention of these provisions that the selector may 
be enabled to establish and maintain his home thereon.

(m) The value to an incoming tenant of any improvements on 
any such block may be appraised by the Minister after 
inquiry and report by the local land board in the pre
scribed manner, and such appraisement shall, as between the 
Grown or the owner of the improvements, as the case may 
be, and any person selecting the said block, be conclusive 
evidence of the value of the improvements at the date of the 
appraisement.

(iv) A notification by the Minister shall be published in the 
Gazette, and in a local newspaper, giving particulars of the 
said blocks and of their respective areas and values, and of 
appraised value of any improvements thereon, and specifying 
a date on and after which the said blocks shall be available 
for selection.

The value and area specified in the said notification, 
in respect of any block, shall be taken to be the capital value 
and area thereof for all purposes of the rent liereinafter 
provided.

(v)
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(v) The Minister may also notify tliat special conditions as to 
drainage, irrigation, the clearing, cutting, preservation, or 
planting of timber, or such other matters as require to be 
regulated in the public interest, will be made conditions of a 
homestead selection of any such block, and will be inserted 
in the grant of any such block when issued.

Any such notification under this or the preceding 
subsection or subsection (iv) or (v) of section thirteen of the 
Crown Lands Act of 1895 may be corrected, amended, 
modified, or revoked by notice in the Gazette, 

fvi) The setting apart of any tract of Crown lands for disposal 
by way of homestead selection and the notification required 
by this, section may, whenever it is deemed expedient, be 
effectuated by one and the same notification in the Gazette, 
and in any such case any preliminary notification shall be 
deemed to have been unnecessary.

Bisqua lification s.

130. Every person shall be disqualified from being an applicant Married women
n -i *_t* x minora.for a homestead selection n— „ 4 1.„OAr/v i . 'iji (> • i See. 14q Act I64N).(ft) such person is under the age ot sixteen years ; or ^

(Ji) such person is a married woman, not living apart from her 
husband under a decree for judicial separation; or

(e) such person is subject to any legal disability other than 
non-age or coverture, or to any disqualification specially 
mentioned in this Act.

Limitation as to number of holdings.

137. No person who, on or after the first day of Tune, one Tim privilege o£^ 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied, or who after the^„8nlodfc,,w en 
commencement of this Act applies, for a homestead selection, and has see. 40, Act 1895. 
obtained or obtains a title thereto in pursuance of such application 
shall ho qualified to apply for another homestead selection; and no 
person who, on or after the first day of June, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-five, lias applied, or who after the commencement 
of this Act applies for an original conditional purchase, or a settlement ' 
lease, or an original homestead lease, and has obtained or obtains a 
title thereto in pursuance of such application, shall he qualified to 
apply for a homestead selection unless he lias previously obtained a 
certificate as prescribed that lie was compelled hy adverse circum
stances to abandon or to surrender the holding first applied for, or 
unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such certificate) he has 
previously obtained the written approval of the Minister to apply for 
a homestead selection.

Eor the purposes of this section title in pursuance of an 
application shall be taken to have been obtained—in the case of a 
homestead selection, settlement lease, and original conditional purchase 
—when the application has been confirmed by the local land hoard, 
and in the case of a homestead lease when the approval of the issue of 
the lease has been notified in the Gazette, and a valid notice of non
acceptance has not been duly given:

Provided that if the holding first applied for were a settle
ment lease or an original homestead lease, the disqualification enacted 
by this section shall cease to operate upon the expiration of the term 
of the lease by cflluxion of time, or if the lease has been forfeited, 
surrrendcrcd, or otherwise sooner determined, then upon the expiration 
of the period which the term of the lease would have had to run, but 
for such forfeiture, surrender, or other sooner determination.

Limitation
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in certain cases.
See. 121, Act 1884; 
22, Act 1895.

Good faith in 
applicants.
Sec. 42, Act 1605.
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Limitation as to area.
138. No person shall he competent to apply for a homestead 

selection who—
(a) owns at the date of application; or
(5) owned at any time previous to the date of application, and 

fraudulently divested himself of the ownership thereof hy 
transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or purported 
so to do, in order to evade the foregoing provision, 

an area of land granted in fee simple, or conditionally purchased, 
or conditionally leased from the Crown, which area, added to the 
area of the homestead selection applied for, exceeds as a total 
area the maximum area permitted by law to a homestead selection.

Persons not natural born or not naturalised.
139. A person who is not a natural-born or naturalised subject 

of Her Majesty shall not bo qualified to apply for a homestead selec
tion unless he has resided in New South Wales for one year, and at 
the time of making such application has lodged a declaration of his 
intention to become naturalised within five years from the time of 
making such declaration.

If such person shall fail to become so naturalised within the 
period aforesaid, he shall absolutely forfeit all land the subject of his 
application, together with all the improvements thereon.

Mights and liabilities of minors.
140. Any person between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one 

years who, after the commencement of this Act, becomes the owner of 
a homestead selection, and during his ownership either personally or 
hy an agent enters into any agreement for or in relation to the per
formance of any work or rendering of any services on such homestead 
selection, or in relation thereto, or to the loan of money or the sale or 
purchase of goods and chattels of any description whatsoever, or in 
like manner enters into any agreement connected with, the occupation, 
management, or general purposes of such homestead selection, not 
being in violation of the provisions of this Act, shall bo subject to the 
same liabilities and have the same rights in respect of such agreement 
as if be were of the full ago of twenty-one years.

The provisions of this section shall apply until the grant of the 
homestead selection.

Certain contracts void.
141. Every devise, contract, lease, agreement, or security made, 

entered into, or given before, at, or after the date of any application to 
make a homestead selection, with the intent or having the effect of 
enabling any person other than the applicant to acquire hy purchase 
or otherwise the land applied for, shall bo illegal and absolutely void 
both at law' and in equity.

The provisions of this section shall apply until the grant of the 
homestead selection.

Good faith in applicants.
142. Every application for a homestead selection is hereby 

required to he made in good faith ; and an application shall he taken 
to be made in good faith when the sole object of the applicant in 
making the application is to obtain the land in order that he may hold 
and use the land for his own exclusive benefit according to law.

Applications
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Applications for Homestead Selections.
143. (i) On and after the date specified in any notification Application and 

under section thirteen of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or section one ^^^"‘jggg 
hundred and thirty-five of this Act as the case may be, any person, who ’

is not disqualified, may apply for any block so notified as a homestead 
selection. _

(n) The application shall be made and lodged in the pre
scribed manner, and shall be accompanied by a half year’s rent in 
advance and a survey fee according to the prescribed scale; or if the 
applicant desires to defer the payment of the survey fee, then by one- 
third of the total amount thereof.

(in) The applicant for a homestead selection shall, upon 
the day appointed, satisfy the local land board that he or she is 
qualified, and that the application has been made in accordance 
with the provisions of this Act. _ _ _

(rv) The local land board shall confirm the application if 

so satisfied, unless it permits the applicant to withdraw the same.
The local land board shall disallow any application if not so satisfied.

(v) The local land board shall disallow an application for Lanri board may
a homestead selection unless it be satisfied that the application is made d,sallow “ijp!K'at'lc‘1' 
in good faith, as defined in section one hundred and forty-two of this 
Act. _ _

(vi) In any case where the local land board is satisfied that
an application as aforesaid has been made otherwise than in good faith, 
it shall have powder to declare that any moneys lodged with such 
application shall be forfeited to the Crowm, and the same shall be 
forfeited accordingly. _

(vit) Every application as aforesaid pending at the com- Application pending, 
men cement of this Act shall be deemed to bo within the provisions of 
this section.

Commencement of title.
144. The title to any homestead selection applied for after

the commencement of this Act shall commence from the date of solutions. * 
application therefor, if valid, and any such application shall withdraw- 59 vie. No. zs. 
such of the land therein described as may be available for the purpose 
from any annual lease or occupation license under which it may be held:

Provided that the land agent shall, within one week of the 
receipt of any such application, notify the same through the post to the 
holder of any annual lease or occupation license within which the land 
applied for, or any part thereof, may be situated.

145. Except as against the Crown, any land applied for as See. 22, Act 1895. 
a homestead selection after the commencement of this Act, and for
which the application is valid, shall be deemed to be land contracted 
to bo granted, and, except as aforesaid, the receipt of the said applica
tion shall (if such application is valid) be deemed to be a sale of the 
said land.

Trespass and Impounding on Homestead Selections,
146. No person occupying land under a homestead selection ^spass by etock

1 x */ o ori unfenccd IsMids.
SllO.IL • + -g

(«) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon the said ' 1 ’
land, whether before or after the commencement of this Act; 
or

(5) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land, 
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon wTas, at the 
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to '
keep out stock: _ _

Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall 
apply to any trespass wilfully caused, or refer to any homestead 
selection for winch a grant has been issued at the date of such trespass.

Conditions
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Conditions precedent to the right to a grant.
147. The applicant for any homestead selection shall perform, 

to the satisfaction of the local land hoard, the following conditions, 
which shall he taken to he conditions precedent to the right to a 

grant:—

(a) Ho shall within the prescribed time pay the balance (if any) 
of survey fee; and

(b) He shall pay the value of the improvements as appraised, 
and interest on sucli value at the rate of four per centum 

per annum, the payment being made in four equal yearly 

instalments, at the dates and in the manner prescribed ; and

(<?) He shall, within three months after the confirmation of his 
application, co?nmencc to live npon the homestead selection, 
and shall continue to have his home and place of abode 
there until the issue of the grant: Provided that if the 
applicant die or he declared a lunatic, this condition may be 
performed by any member of his family or any other person 
to he approved by the local land board.

The local land hoard shall have power to grant leave 
to the applicant to cease living upon the selection for sucli 

necessary causes as may he proscribed, and for such period as 
may he determined; and

(d) Ho shall within eighteen months after the confirmation of 
his application erect npon the homestead selection and 

thereafter maintain a dwelling house of not less than twenty 
pounds in value; and

(e) He shall at the prescribed date or dates pay an annual rent 
which, in the case of any application made after the com
mencement of tliis Act, shall he computed from the date 
of application and shall amount to one and a quarter per 
centum of the capital value of the block; the said rent shall 
he paid in two equal half-yearly instalments in advance; and

(/) He shall perform and observe the special conditions (if any) 
wliich have been notified hy the Minister in the Gazette.

^Residence by deputy before grant.

148. In any case where the applicant for a homestead selection 
is debarred by his calling from living on the selection, the condition 
precedent may, until issue of a grant, he performed by a deputy, to he 
approved hy the local land hoard; but in every such case—

{a) The application shall he expressed to he made under the pro
visions of this section, and the full amount of survey fee shall 
he paid therewith; and the applicant shall, before his appli
cation is confirmed, satisfy the local land hoard that Ids 
calling prevents him living on the selection, and that he 
ultimately intends to establish his home thereon ; and

(b) A deputy to he approved hy the local land board shall 
perform the condition of living on the selection; and 

(<?) The annual rent, until issue of the grant, shall be three and 
one half per centum of the capital value; and

(4) The dwelling house to he erected and maintained shall he not 
less than forty pounds in value; and

(e) The applicant shall, within three years after the confirmation 
of the application, have not less than one-tenth of the area 
of the homestead selection in full tillage, and shall during 
the fourth and fifth years after the confirmation have one- 
fifth of such area in full tillage, to the satisfaction of the 
local land hoard. Save
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Save as aforesaid, all provisions as to homestead selections shall apply 
to a homestead selection under this section, and the grant thereof when 
issued shall he in the same terms as the grant of a homestead selection 
in other cases: Provided always that a conflicting application from a 
person intending to personally perform the obligation of residence 
shall in all cases have priority over any application under this section 
lodged at the same time.

Hesidence in hamlet or village.

149. If a number of homestead selectors, embracing at least Dispensation of 
twenty families, with a view to greater convenience in the establishment Jeside^tnoaiimn 
of schools and churches, and to the attainment of social advantages ewes.
of like character, ask to be allowed to settle together in a hamlet or See. is, Act isas. 
village adjacent to their selections, the Governor may, in his discretion, 
vary or dispense with the requirements as to residence upon the 
homestead selection and substitute residence in such hamlet or village, 
subject to such conditions as he may prescribe.

Inquiry by Land Board.

150. The local land board may at any time inquire as to the per- Local land board to 
formance of any condition attached to a homestead selection (whether p^rnmneo.1 
the application for such homestead selection was made before or is gec. 16, Act isos, 
made after the commencement of this Act); and at the expiration of
five years from the confirmation of such application the local land 
board shall hold an inquiry whether the applicant has, up to the date 
of the inquiry, duly performed all conditions precedent to the right to 
a grant.

If, upon the final inquiry, the applicant satisfies the local 
land board that ho has, up to the date of the inquiry, duly performed 
all the said conditions, it shall issue to him a certificate to that effect.

Homestead Grants.

151. The Governor shall issue a grant (to be termed a homestead Tho grant of a 
grant) of the homestead selection (whether applied for before 01’
after the commencement of this Act) to an applicant who has duly <'c' c 1J' 
obtained a certificate from the local land board; and the Governor 
may, upon the expiration of five years from the date of the confirma
tion of the application, issue a grant to an applicant who has failed to 
obtain the said certificate in any case where the local land board 
reports that the applicant is nevertheless deserving of the grant.

152. Upon the forfeiture to the Crown of any lands held under a Entry of forfeiture 
homestead grant, the Registrar-Gen oral shall make an entry of such -j^trar amerei 
forfeiture upon the folium of the register containing such grant, and gec 17) Act lg(J5_ 
the holder of the duplicate copy of such grant shall deliver up the ’
same to the Registrar-General for the purpose of being cancelled.

No transfer of the lands described in a homestead grant shall 
be registered by the Registrar-General unless the Minister certifies, in 
the prescribed form, that all the obligations of the grant have been 
duly fulfilled up to the date of such certificate, and the registration of 
such transfer shall be evidence of the fulfilment of all the obligations 
under the grant up to the date of the aforesaid certificate.

153. (i) The grant of any homestead selection shall contain pro- xim obligations
visions for— uudor tllu gTa”l,_

(a), The annual payment by the grantee, his hens and assignsSoe-17, Art 
' for over of a perpetual rent, the yearly amount of which shall 

be two and one-half per centum of the capital value of the 
homestead selection as fixed under this Act; or, in the case of

a
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Regulations as to the 
performance! of 
obligation to resiilc.

Orerdtic monevs on 
homes toad selections. 
Sec, 4"!, Ael, 189."),

a homestead selection of land set apart for homestead selection 
before the commencement of this Act, the capital value, as 
Used under the Crown Lands Act of 1895; and 

(Zi) The performance by the grantee, his heirs, and assigns for 
ever of an obligation to live upon the homestead selection, 
having his or their home and place of abode there; and

(c) forfeiture to the Crown of the lands granted in ease the 
obligation to live thereon or to pay any sums due as rent bo 
not duly performed.

The grant of a homestead selection may contain provisions to 
secure the creation and maintenance of channels for drainage or 
irrigation purposes, and the preservation or planting of trees for 
timber and shade, and such reservations of rights, powers, minerals, 
and materials as may appear to the Governor necessary in the public 
interest.

The obligations to live on the lands granted and to pay rent 
shall he incidents in perpetuity of the tenure of the lands held under 
a homestead grant; and the provisions to he inserted in a homestead 
grant for the purpose of defining the said incidents of tenure and 
securing the due performance thereof shall be in such form as may be 
prescribed.

The value of the homestead selection shall for the first period 
of ten years after the issuing of the grant thereof he the value, as 
notified in accordance with the provisions hereinbefore contained, or 
in the case of a homestead selection of land set apart for homestead 
selection before the commencement of this Act, as notified in accordance 
with the provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, and for every 
succeeding period of ten years shall be determined, irrespective of 
improvements, in accordance with the provisions of section /orZy-/our 
of this Act.

(n) The Governor may from time to time by regulations 
define the minimum period of living on the land in each year wliich 
shall be taken to satisfy the aforesaid obligation, being not loss than 
seven months in every year; and may in the like manner provide for the 
granting of exemptions from the performance of the aforesaid obliga
tion or for the relaxation thereof in such cases of inability, difficulty, 
or hardship as are likely to arise, and may attach such conditions to 
the granting of an exemption or relaxation as may appear desirable to 
secure the proper user of the land and to carry ont the policy of this 
Act, but no such exemption or relaxation shall be granted for more 
than one year cither retrospectively or in advance.

In any ease where, in pursuance of the regulations for the time 
being in force, an exemption or relaxation lias been granted, and the 
conditions, if any, of such exemption or relaxation fulfilled, a 
forfeiture shall not ho enforced for the non-performance of the obliga
tion to live on the lands granted during the period of such exemption 
or relaxation.

The Governor shall not have power to discharge, release, or 
abrogate the obligation to live upon the lands held under any such 
grant or to pay the rent, and the acceptance of rent shall not of itself 
constitute a waiver of any forfeiture which may have accrued.

Overdue moneys on homestead selections.

154. Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown, 
whether as rent or interest or otherwise, on any homestead selection 
applied for before or after the commencement of this Act, and 
whether granted or ungranted, shall from and after the due 
date for the payment thereof hear interest at the rate of ten per

centum
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centum per annum, and sucli in to rest shall he considered ns accruing 
due day by day. jS'othing in this section contained shall he construed 
so as to prevent or to compel the enforcement of any forfeiture, or 
the acceptance of any overdue sums, together with interest as aforesaid.

Forfeitures.

Forfeiture for breach of conditions.

155. If at anytime the local land board is not satisfied that ir°rfeitiire for n°n- 
the applicant for a homestead selection applied for before or after the conditions0 
commencement of this Act is duly performing any condition, or if 
upon the final inquiry the board is not satisfied that he has duly 
performed all conditions as aforesaid, the Governor may, by notification 
in the Gazette, forfeit the applicant’s interest in the homestead 
selection, and thereupon the applicant’s right to continue in occupation 
shall wholly cease and determine.

The like notification may be made in any case (whether the 
homestead selection was applied for before or after the commencement 
of this Act) where the applicant has failed or fails to duly pay the 
required rent or the balance (if any) of survey fee.

Forfeiture for false statements.

150. If it bo proved by inquiry before the local land board Liability or, 
that any statement in writing or any statutory declaration or evidence 
on oath has been made or given for the purpose of misleading any Scc, Af.t 18S4] 
officer, authority, or person in the exercise of his duty or office under and 22, Act issis. 
this Act or the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or that any such statement, 
declaration, or evidence wilfully misrepresents facts, or that any 
fraudulent attempt has been made to prove that the conditions of this 
Act or the Crown Lands Act of 1895 have been complied with, then 
and in any such case tlic Minis!or may declare any homestead selection 
in connection with which such statement, declaration, or evidence was 
made or given to be forfeited, together with all moneys paid on account 
of or in connection with such homestead selection : Provided that no 
forfeiture shall be held to affect any transferee unless declared within 
twelve months after the issue of the certificate hereinbefore provided 
by the local board, and the provisions of this section shall apply until 
the grant of the homestead selection.

Forfeiture for want of good faith.

157. (1) In any case where an application for a homestead Forfeiture for mmt 
selection has been confirmed after the first day of June, in the year one Act'isns. 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement ’ '
of this Act, and it appears to the satisfaction of the local land board—

{a) that the application was not made in good faith ; or ■
(b) that the land is not held or used for the exclusive benefit of 

the selector, or apparent owner thereof, 
the Governor shall have power to forfeit, by notification in the Gazette, 
the selection in question, together with all moneys paid thereon.

(it) Nothing in this section contained shall affect any Not to apply 10 
person acquiring any interest in a homestead selection after the same ‘™\l^orce "'1,llout 
becomes capable of being transferred, unless he has, before acquiring " 
such interest, had notice of a violation of the provisions.of section 
one hundred and forty-two of this Act, or of section forty-two of the 
Crown Lands Act, 1895, or of the intention to institute an inquiry as 
to such violation.

■101—11 Surrender
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' Surrender of homestead selections. Tenant-right on surrender or
forfeiture.

Surrender, &c., of a 158. The holder of an estate in fee-simple in possession in any
ten”nt^ht™nt and ^anf^ gJ-'anted under a homestead grant may, with the consent of the 
Snc. si, let isos. Governor, surrender the said lands to the Crown hy an instrument in 

the prescribed form; the surrenderor shall be entitled to tenant right 
(as the same is hereinafter defined) in improvements existing at the 
date of such surrender upon the surrendered lands.

Upon the forfeiture to the Crown of lands granted under a 
homestead grant the Governor (upon application in the prescribed 
manner) may, hy notification in the Gazette grant the last owner of 
such lands tenant right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in improve
ments existing at the date of such forfeiture upon the forfeited lands.

Protection of home
stead selections.
Sec. 23, Act 1895.

Protection of homestead selections.
159. (i) The owner for the time being of a holding consisting of 

a homestead selection, whether granted or ungranted (and whether 
applied for before or after the commencement of this Act) may, in any 
case where his home is established upon such holding, obtain for such 
holding protection under this Act by registering with the land agent 
for the district, or any other prescribed authority, an instrument in the 
prescribed form; and the land agent or other prescribed authority 
shall enter such particulars as may be prescribed in a hook to he kept 
hy him for the purpose, and such hook shall he open to inspection hy 
the public at such times and subject to sucli conditions as to payment 
of fees or otherwise as may be prescribed.

(ir) Any holding protected under this Act or under the 
Crown Lands Act of 1895—■

(«) Shall not he sold under anv writ of execution issuing out of 
any Court; and

(5) Shall not vest in any official assignee or trustee, or he ordered 
to he conveyed upon the bankruptcy of the owner thereof, or 
pass hy any assignment for the benefit of his creditors ; and

(c) Shall not in any other way he taken from the owner thereof 
for the satisfaction of any debt or liability under process or 
constraint of law.

Any transfer, assignment, alienation, conveyance, charge, or 
incumbrance of a holding protected under this Act, or under the 
Crown Lands Act., 1895, shall be absolutely void, hut nothing heroin 
or therein contained shall affect the validity of any such charge or 
incumbrance created before the holding, which is the subject thereof, 
was registered.

(m) [Registration shall not have the foregoing effect, if the 
owner is in insolvent circumstances at the date thereof; and the pro
tection shall cease as to any holding—■

(a) when the owner ceases to live thereon as Ms home; or 
(5) when he obtains for another holding protection under this 

Act; or
(c) when the owner transfers the holding;

(iv) Provided always that nothing in this section contained 
shall— 1

(a) Exempt the holding, or part thereof, or interest therein, from 
levy or sale for rates or taxes hereafter to he legally imposed; 
or ^

(Ij) Affect any remedy for any cause of action accruing before the 
registration, or for any breach of trust, or for any debt for 
rent, instalments of purchase money, or interest due to the 
Crown, or any power of forfeiture.

Some stead
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Homestead' grants out of leases.

160. The holder of any pastoral or homestead lease in the Homestead grants 
Western Division, or of any scrub lease not being within a pastoral 
or homestead lease, or of any lease of inferior lands, or of any ' ’ ’ 
improvement lease, avIi ether in any case granted before or after the 
commencement of this Act, whose dwelling-house may be erected on 
Crown lands, may, at any time during the last year of the term of the 
lease, apply for the portion of the leasehold which contains such 
dwelling-house not exceeding six hundred and forty acres in area, as a 
homestead selection, subject to the provisions hereunder contained:—

(t) The area which may be so applied for shall, before the date of
the application for the same, have been improved by the 
holder of the lease or his predecessors in title with permanent, 
fixed, and substantial improvements to the value of one pound 
per acre, and the improvements shall at the date of the 
application be on the land and be the property of the applicant.

(u) The application shall be made in the prescribed manner, and 
the applicant shall, before the grant is issued, pay the full 
cost of survey.

(in) The land shall be measured in the same form as if it were 
an original conditional purchase, and the measurement shall 

• be completed before the application is confirmed, and the 
Local Land Hoard shall have the same powers of modification, 
alloting land, and otherwise, in respect of any such applica
tion as it has in the ease of applications for conditional 
purchases.

(rv) The Governor may thereafter grant to the applicant the land 
for which the application has been confirmed as a homestead 
selection, the value of which shall be determined in accordance 
with the provisions of motion forty-four of this Act, and be 
subject to reappraisement as also hereinbefore provided.

(v) Upon the issuing of the grant the land granted shall be with
drawn from the lease, but the lease shall otherwise continue 
in full force and effect.

The holder of a settlement lease may make the like application 
for a homestead selection out of the land leased, and the foregoing 
provisions (other than that requiring improvements to the value of one 
pound per acre) shall apply in any such case, except that the maximum 
area ’which may be applied for and granted shall be one thousand two 
hundred and eighty acres.

PAKT IV.
Miscellaneous Sales.

Division I.—Improvement purchases in gold-field.

161. Upon application (accompanied by the prescribed survey improvement 
fee) by the owner of i mprovemeuts in autborised occupation by residence }fl1‘f]c,h!l£L's 111 eok'' 
under any Act in force for the regulation of mining on Crown lands of sec. Act isai. 
land within a proclaimed gold-field, the Governor may sell and grantand ll-Act 188y- 
such land to such owner without competition, at a price to be fixed by 
the local land board not being less than at the rate of—

Eight pounds per acre for town lands, or ’
Two. pounds ten shillings per acre for suburban and other 

lands, or
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Sec, 48, Act, 1S95,

See. 6, of 55 Yie. 
No. 1.
Sec. 136, Act 1884,

Two pounds ten shillings for any area less than one acre:
Provided that such sales he made in accordance with the 

general subdivision of the land, and
embrace only allotments or portions on which the improvements 

may be, and
that the areas to be sold shall not exceed— 

one quarter of an acre for town lands, and 
one acre for suburban or other lands :

Such price shall be exclusive of the value of the improvements,
Por the purposes of this section improvements of value equal 

to the respective minimum rates hereinbefore provided for shall be 
sufficient.

. . ■^° person shall be permitted to make a subsequent purchase 
within three miles of a prior purchase by him.

162. Any sums payable to the Crown in connection with any im- 
prevement purchase shall, from and after the due date for the payment 
utieieof, bear interest at the rate of ten per centum per annum, 
and such interest shall bo considered as accruing due day by day j 
but nothing in this section shall be construed so as to prevent or to 
compel the enforcement of any forfeiture, or the acceptance of any 
overdue sums, together -with interest, as aforesaid.

163. Any forfeiture hereafter to he declared of an improvement 
purchase applied for under this Act or the Acts 1884-1897 shall be 
notified by the Minister in the Gazette, and shall take effect on the 
expiration of thirty clear days after the date of notification of 
forfeiture in the Gazette.

Sale by nuclkn cf lands.
Sec. 61, Act 1884. 
Sec. 56, Act 1895.

See. 61, Act 1884. ' 
See. 4t, Act 1889.

Sec. 61, Act 18S4.

Division IT.—Auction sales.
161. (i) Crown lands, not exceeding in the aggregate for tho 

whole Colony two hundred thousand acres in any one year, may be sold 
by public auction, at any place which may appear to the Minister to 
be most convenient for the purpose (whether such place he within or 
without the land district in which the lands to be sold arc situate), and 
at such times as the Minister shall direct and notify in the Gazette, 
not less than two months nor more than three months before the day 
of sale, and the upset prices per acre shall not he lower than for

Town lands eight pounds.
Suburban lands two pounds ton shillings.
Other lands one pound five shillings. '
Dut such upset prices may be respectively fixed at anv hmher 

amounts. " * D
(n) The value of any improvements (within the meaning of 

section three hundred and one of this Act) shall he added to such upset 
price, and when not the property of the Crown shall he refunded to 
the owner, or if it should appear that such improvements were 
made under misapprehension, or for other sufficient reason, the 
trovernor (or the Minister, after report by the Land Board) may remit 
oi refund the value thereof to the improver or his representatives.

. (M*) down lands shall not he sold under this section in areas
exceeding one-half acre.

Suburban lands shall not be sold in areas cxceedim? twenty 
acres. ° ^

Country lands shall not he sold in areas exceedin'1' six hundred 
and forty acres.

(iv) A deposit of not less than one-fourth of the purchase 
money shall be paid by the purchaser at the time of sale, and in case 
the purchaser fails to pay the deposit the land may he aefain offered by
the land agent, who shall not accept any bid bv the person so failintr to pay. 1 .i »
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(v) The balance of purchase money shall be paid within three gec. 02, Act isst. 
niojiths after the date of sale : Provided that the Minister may make 50 Vic. No. 39. 
special terms of payment on auction sales of

Town lands,
Suburban lauds, and
Lands which may have been or may hereafter he subdivided 

into areas not exceeding twenty acres:
Provided that in every case a deposit of one fourth of the pur

chase money shall be paid at the time of sale, and the time allowed 
for any deferred payments shall in no case exceed five years from the 
day of sale.

And that all such deferred payments shall boar interest at the 
rate of live pounds per centum per annum.

After auction sales, SfC.
165. The Governor may grant any town or suburban Crown sn'lc8

lands or Crown lands within population areas which have been offered ises.
for sale at auction and not sold (whether such offering for sale was ’ 
before or after the commencement of this Act) at tlic last upset price 
thereof to any person who shall duly apply for the same.

The applicant shall, with his application, lodge a deposit of ’
one fourth of the said upset price, and if the application be approved 
by the Minister shall pay the balance of the said price, subject to such 
terms and conditions as were notified in the Gazette in connection 
with the aforesaid offering at auction.

Occrdue payments.
166. Any sums payable to the Crown as purchase money orSec. is, Act isos, 

otherwise, on any land sold at or after auction, shall, from and after 
the due date for the payment thereof, bear interest at the rate of ten 
per centum per annum, and such interest shall be considered as accruing 
due day by day.

Nothing in this section contained shall be construed so as to 
prevent or to compel the enforcement of any forfeiture, or tho 
acceptance of any overdue sums together with interest as aforesaid.

Auction sales or after auction sales may be annulled.
167. On default of payment of any instalment for thirty days after 

the day when the same shall have fallen due, or on default of payment m4rinUecrt"in^mes 
of any balance of purchase money, when the same shall have fallen bo annuU<!d- . 
due, in connection with any land sold at or after auction (before or-“y^NoMs841 
after the commencement of this Act), the Minister may, hy notice in ssAct isoc; Act 
the Gazette, annul tho sale, and the annulling shall fake effect as a:>D YlR'No' hscc.e. 
forfeiture.

On the expiration of thirty clear days after the date of notice 
in the Gazette as aforesaid, the laird, the subject of such sale, shall be 
forfeited to the Crown and ‘become Crown lands within the meaning 
and for the purposes of this Act, and the deposit and all payments made 
in respect of such land shall be forfeited to Her Majesty.

Division III.—Special sales without competition.

Rescission of reservation.
168. The Govcrnormay authorise the rescission of any reservation Uescisiion ofreserva- 

of water frontage on the sea-coast-, or to any bay, inlet, harbour, or f^ntage!" °r 
navigable river, or of land adjoining such frontage contained in any Secs. 63, c-5, and 68, 
Crown grant either wholly or to such extent and subject to such con- Aut ^se
ditions and restrictions as he shall think fit. '

The
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The land the subject of such rescission may be granted to the 
owner of the land contained in sucli Crown grant on payment in the 
proscribed manner of the fair value thereof, to be determined in 
accordance w-ith section forty-four of this Act, being not less than 
for—town lands, eight pounds per acre; suburban lands, two pounds 
ten shillings per acre; other lands, one pound five shillings per acre :

Provided that nothing in this section shall empower the 
Governor to grant any land used as a public thoroughfare, or any land 
set apart and dedicated for any public purpose :

Provided also that notice for four consecutive "weeks shall be 
given in the Gazette and some local newspaper if any before the issuing 
of such grant, and that the applicant shall pay all costs of survey, 
reports, notification, and deed fee incurred in dealing with any 
application under this section.

At any time before the expiration of the four weeks referred 
to, any person feeling aggrieved may in the prescribed manner lodge a 
caveat with the local land board setting forth objections against the 
authorisation of any such rescission as aforesaid, and shall at the time 
of lod ging the same deposit therewith tho prescribed sum, and all such 
applications shall be dealt with as provided in section seventy-four of 
this Act in reference to other caveats. 

jnonelent cr,>ll‘'t,llase 169. On the approval of any application to purchase made under
See.68, Actisst. this Act or tho Acts 18S4-1897, such approval shall be notified in the 

Gazette. And if within three months after such notification the 
applicant shall fail to pay the full amount of purchase money, together 
with, the deed fee and all costs as hereinbefore provided for, the right 
to purchase such land may be treated by the Minister as having lapsed, 
and the laud itself may be sold by auction, or reserved, or otherwise 
disposed of pursuant to the provisions of tbis Act.

Overdue monojs. ] 70. Any sums payable to tbe Crown shall from and after the
Sec. 48, Act is9o. due date for the payment thereof bear interest at tbe rate of ten 

per centum per annum, and such interest shall be considered as 
accruing day by day, but nothing in this section shall he construed so 
as to prevent or compel the enforcement of any forfeiture or the 
acceptance of any overdue sums together with interest as aforesaid.

Sec. 63, Act 18S4.

See. 6, Act 18S9. 
Sec. 61, Act 1884.

See. 63, Act 1834.

Notice before grant. 
See. 63, Act 18S4.

Caveats.
Sec. 6"), Act 1884.

Division XV.—Reclamations.
Reclamation of lands 
by proprietor of 
adjoining lands.
Sec. 04, Act 1884,

Caveats
Sec, 05, Act 1884.

Basis of appraise
ment.
Sec. 54, Act 1895.

_ T71. The Governor may on the application of any proprietor
in fee simple of land having frontage to the sea, or to any tidal water, 
or to any lake authorise such proprietor to reclaim any land adjoining 
thereto and lying beyond or below high-water mark :

_ Provided always that no such reclamation shall be authorised 
which may interrupt or interfere with navigation:

Provided also that notice of the application to reclaim such land 
shall be published in the Gazette and some local newspaper, if any, for 
four consecutive weeks before such authority for reclamation shall be 
given. '

And that the applicant shall pay all costs of survey, reports, 
notification, and deed fee incurred in dealing with his application.

At any time before the expiration of the four weeks 
aforesaid, any person feeling aggrieved may in the prescribed manner 
lodge a caveat with the local land board setting forth objections 
against the authorisation o£ any such reclamation as aforesaid, and 
shall at the time of lodging the same deposit therewith the prescribed 
sum, and all such caveats shall be dealt with as provided in 
section seventy-four of this Act in reference to other caveats.

_ 172. In any case where after the first day of June, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this

Act,
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Act, the Governor has authorised or authorises the reclamation ot any 
land (whether application for such reclamation lias been made under 
the Acts 1881-1897 or under this Act), the local land hoard shall 
appraise—

fa) the amount by which tho value of the whole holding will be 
enhanced, by reason of the land to be reclaimed having been 
reclaimed and being held and enjoyed with the land held in 
fee simple, and

(£) the amount of the estimated cost of the reclamation ; 
and the excess (if any) of such first-named amount over such last- 
mentioned amount shall, nothin three months after the notice in 
the Gazette calling for the same, be paid by the applicant to the Term for payment. 
Colonial Treasurer; and in default of such payment tlic authority to 
reclaim may be declared to have lapsed, and the same shall thereupon 
become void and of no effect.

173. Tho applicant shall, within such period as may be allowed See. g*, Art ibsa 
for the purpose, complete the reclamation to the satisfaction of the 
Minister, in the metropolitan land district and elsewhere of the local
land board, and upon the due completion thereof a grant of the land 
so reclaimed shall be issued.

174. If the reclamation be not completed to tlic satisfaction of Scg. 54, Act xsns. 
the Minister or local land board, as the case may be, or be not so 
completed within the aforesaid period, the Minister may, by notifica*
tion in the Gazette, declare the right to purchase the land, together 
with all moneys paid thereon to be forfeited, and the same shall become 
forfeit accordingly; and upon such forfeiture the said authority to 
reclaim shall become void and of no effect, and any land which may 
have previously been reclaimed under such authority shall revert to the 
Crown, freed and discharged from any right or claim of the applicant ■ 
or any other person in or to the same.

175. The Governor in giving authority to reclaim (whether the Sec. 54, Act isos,
application to reclaim was made under the Acts 1884-1890 or under im<1
this Act) may give the same subject to sucli terms and conditions as reclamation, 
may appear desirable in the public interest, and in particular to the 
conditions—

(c) that the reclaimed lands or any portions thereof may ho 
resumed for public purposes by notification in the Gazette, 
and that npon resumption tho lands shall vest in the Crowm, 
freed and discharged from all private rights, ini crests, titles, 
and estates in and to the same ; and 

(5) that no other compensation shall ho payable than the value of 
any improvements upon tlic lands resumed, effected with the 
■written approval of the Minister first had and obtained, 
together with a repayment of the purchase money, and of the 
cost of reclamation, or if the land resumed he a portion only 
of the land reclaimed, of a fair proportion of such purchase 
money and cost as aforesaid ;

and the grant of any land to ho reclaimed under any such authority as 
aforesaid shall embody the terms and conditions subject to which the 
authority was given, or such of them as require to he so embodied.

176. Any sums payable to the Crown shall, from and after theSoc. is. Act. isos, 
due date for tho payment thereof hoar interest at the rale of ten per 0vor(]iiemoi|l,.'s' 
centum per annum, and such interest shall lie considered as accruing
due day hy day ; hut nothing in this section contained shall he 
construed so as to prevent or to compel tho enforcement of any 
forfeiture or the acceptance of any overdue sums, together with interest 
as aforesaid.

Division
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Division V.—Sales in Special Cases.
177- Crown lands—

(<r) to which no way of access is attainable, ov 
(h) which arc insufficient in area for conditional sale, or
[c) arc situated between granted land and a street or road wliich 

forms or should form the way of approach to such granted 
land, or

(d) arc encroached on by buildings erected on granted land 
maybe sold after recommendation by the Minister if the land is situated 
in the metropolitan land district, or the local land board, if the land 
is situated elsewhere, to the proprietor or proprietors in fee simple of 
adjacent lands at a price io be determined in accordance writh section

Sew. oi atid Go, Aa, forty-four of this Act, being not loss than—for town lands, eight 
' pounds per acre ; for suburban lands, two pounds ten shillings per

acre; for other lands, one pound live shillings per acre. Iffirehasers 
under this section shall, in addition to the price of the land applied for 
pay the cost of survey report and deed fee incurred in dealing wit-i 
such applications.

See. es, Act issi. 178. On the approval of any application to purchase made under
payment of purchase the Acts 1884-1897 or this Act such approval shall be notified in the 
money. Gazette. And if within three months after such notification the

applicant shall fail to pay the full amount of purchase money, together 
with the deed fee and all costs demanded for survey and reports 
incurred in connection with the land applied for, the right to purchase 
such land may be treated by tbe Minister as having lapsed, and tbe 
land itself may be sold by auction, or reserved, or othenviso disposed 
of pursuant to the provisions of this Act.

See. 48, Act isos. 179. Any sums payable to the Grown shall, from and after the
OverJue minpys. due date for the payment thereof, bear interest at the rate of ten 

per centum per annum, and snch interest shall be considered as 
accruing due day by day, but nothing in this section contained shall be 
construed so as to prevent or to compel the enforcement of any 
forfeiture, or the acceptance of any overdue sums, together with 
interest as aforesaid.

Sales in special cases. 
See. 66, Act 1884.

Division YI.—Exchanges and Surrenders.
Exchange and 

1 surrender.
Sec. 47, Act 1895,

See. 47, Act 1895. 
Lands on which 
purchase money has 
not been fully paid.

Sec. 47, Act 1805.

180. (i) The Governor may, on behalf of the Crown, with the 
consent of the owmer, exchange anv Crown lands for anv other’Of «
lands of wliich a grant in fee-simple has been issued or may he called 
for, and may accept sucli surrenders and issue such grants as may be 
necessary for effectuating an exchange.

(n) The Governor may accept a surrender of lands, in 
respect of which a balance of purchase money remains unpaid, if upon 
payment of such balance, with or without interest thereon, the right 
to a grant of the sold lands in fee-simple will become absolute, and 
may allot and grant Crown lauds in exchange therefor; but in any 
such case the acceptance of the surrender shall not be taken to affect 
the aforesaid balance of purchase money, or any right, remedy, or 
liability in respect thereof, and a grant of the Crowm lands allotted in 
exchange shall not be issued until the aforesaid balance of purchase 
money, together with interest has been duly paid.

(ill) "When auy lands have been surrendered as aforesaid, 
and Crown lands have been allotted in exchange therefor, such pro
visions of such Acts, as applied to tlic surrendered lands in inspect of 
the payment of the balance of purchase money and interest, and of 
forfeiture upon default shall he deemed to apply to tho lands so allotted 
in the same way as if the lauds so allotted were the lands originally 
purchased. ^iv)
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(iv) In anv sucli exchange the lands exchanged shall be Sec-*7, Act isas.
of equal area and as nearly as practicable of equal value, or if theSeo- 46>Act l869- 
Crown lands to be granted or allotted be of greater value the difference firca aT1<1
of value shall be paid before any grant is issued:

(v) Provided tliat, if the land applied for by way of See. is, Act issa 
exchange is measured land, and is, in the aggregate, less than forty
acres in excess of the land surrendered, such excess area may be granted ■ 
to the surrenderor at a price to be determined in accordance with section 
forty-four of this Act.

(vi.) The Governor may reserve from sale and lease any See. 47, Act is95. 
lands included in an application or proposal for an exchange,
_ (vn) The surrenderor shall pay all costs and fees incurred Sec. 46, Act isso.
in respect of the surrender and exchange of such land:

(vm) Every proposal for surrender and exchange shall Sec. 47, Act 1895. 
(unless refused without reference to the Local Land Board) be notified 
in the Gazette and in a local newspaper.

(ix) The local land board shall, inquire into and report Sec. 47, Actisas. 
upon any application or proposal referred to such board by the Minister,
and the values of any lands included therein shall be determined in 
accordance with the provisions of section forty-four of this Act, before 
the exchange is carried out.

(x) A surrender of lands to the Crown shall be evidenced hy See. 47, Art isss. 
an instrument in tho prescribed form, which shall, without enrolment in ETidcnd««of 
fhe Supreme Court, revest the surrendered lands in Her Majesty, Her8urrcn or' 
heirs and successors according to law ; and an entry of any such 
instrument shall be made in the register under the Heal Property Act
in all cases where it may be necessary.

(xr) Lands so surrendered shall become Crowm lands for the Sec. 47, Act tsos. 
purposes of tliis Act, but shall not be available for the purposes 
of any application, until a notification to that direct has been published 
in the Gazette. And such surrendered lands may hy notice in the 
Gazette be added to any adjoining lease ov license or conditional 
purchase or homestead selection (notwithstanding that snch lease, 
license, purchase, or selection may or may not already contain the 
maximum area prescribed by law), subject to such conditions as to 
payment of purchase money or rental as may he determined by tho 
Governor and consented to hy the lessee, licensee, purchaser, or 
selector.

(xji) Any improvements on the surrendered land shall, So?. 4c, Act isso. 
notwithstanding the surrender, remain the property of the surrenderor,ImF0VC1“eiiU- 
subject to tho provisions of section three hundred and one of this Act, 
hut the Governor, in any case in which the public interest seems so to „ _
demand, may require that any surrender shall he a surrender of the ^ ^'Actisoo. 
land together with any improvements thereon; and upon the sur
renderor consenting in wilting thereto, the said improvements shall, 
upon the acceptance of tbe surrender, become the property of the 
Crowm.

(xtii) Any application or proposal for exchange of land law'- Sec. 47, Act isss. 
fully made before the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-five, and not refused, on ifs merits or withdrawn, may be • 
completed, subject to all the conditions agreed upon under the original 
application or proposal, notwithstanding the expiration of the pastoral 
lease, in virtue of wliich such application was made.

181. The Governor may (after inquiry and report hy the local See. 4G, Act isso. 
land hoard) acquire, for tlic purpose of access or approaches to ai:iy “r
natural water, tank, or dam, or for a road, or travelling stock route, or pu 10 
or camping reserve, or watering place, or for any like purpose, any 
land of any tenure, cither by way of purchase or by granting in fee- 
simple, or for any less estate, any Crowm land of equal value (to be 

401—i determined
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■ determined 131 accordance with tbe provisions of section for ty -four of
this Act) in exchange for such land. And any land so acquired shall 
thereupon he deemed to ho reserved from sale and lease, and may, on 
revocation of the reserve, he dealt with in accordance with this Act.

Division VII.—Volunteer land order selections, 
volunteer land order 182. Where in any Act relating to the Volunteer Force reference
Sec^'^Act 18811 i® ma^e 1° fhe thirteenth section of the “ Crown Lands Alienation Act 

ec’ ' c of 1861 ” such reference shall, in respect to all claims to free grants of
land unsatisfied at the commencement of this Act, he deemed and 
taken to refer to Crown lands open to conditional sale under this Act.

Division VIII.—Authority to search for gold in alienated land within
gold-fields.

Crown land witiiin 188. Any Crown land within a proclaimed gold-field which,
prockimedgoJACeid. aft0i, the twentj,.fifth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
Minin ’ Act of 1889. eighty, and before the thirtieth day of September, one thousand eight 

e hundred and eighty-nine, has been sold conditionally, or hy auction,
or in virtue of improvements, or otherwise, shall he subject to the 
following condition, namely :—Any person specially authorised in the 
prescribed manner by the Minister shall be at liberty to dig and search 
for gold within sucli land, and should it he found to he auriferous fhe 
Governor may cancel, wholly or in part, the sale of such land; and 
upon the notification thereof in the Gazette, the proprietor shall be 
entitled to compensation for the value of the land as if it were not 
auriferous, and of tlic improvements thereon as appraised by the local 
hoard, and such land shall thereupon become Crown land within the 
meaning of the Mining Act, 1871, or any Act amending fhe same, and 
shall be reserved from sale until such reservation he revoked hy the 
Governor: Provided that the person so specially authorised hy the 
Minister to dig and search for gold shall, on the appearance of such 
notification in the Gazette, he deemed to be the first applicant for a 
claim or lease of such land, or a portion thereof; and the date of such 
application shall ho reckoned from the day of publication of such 
notification in the Gazette, hut in all other respects as to area, labour 
conditions, and other matters, such application shall he dealt with 
subject to the regulations in force for the time being authorising the 
occupation of Crown lands for gold-mining purposes.

PART V.
Leases and Licenses.

Division I.—General provisions as to leases, &c.
184;. The following provisions shall govern all leases and licenses 

(whether granted before or after the commencement of this Act) and 
the holders of sucli leases or licenses, .namely :—■

(i) No lease or license other than a special lease shall confer any 
right to remove material from the leased land, or to sublet 
such laud for other than grazing purposes, or to prevent the 
entry and removal of material hy authorised persons.

(n) Lessees and licensees may take from land under lease or 
license to them, not comprised within a timber or finest 
reserve, such timber and other material for building and 

. other purposes npon the land under lease or license as may be
required by them as tenants or licensees respectively.

(in)

G-eneral provisions 
affecting lessees 
and licensees.
Sec. 9S, Act 18S4,
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(m) No lessee or licensee shall prevent other persons duty autho
rised in that hehalf either from cutting or removing timber 
or material for building or other purposes, or from searching 
for any mineral within tire land under lease or license:
Provided that nothing in this subsection shall apply to a 
conditional lease as regards the fating or removal of timber 
or other material for building purposes.

185. Por the purposes of any lease or license granted under SufRcinncj of 
this Act ov the Acts 1881-1897 except a conditional lease it shall Bcnflr,lldeB0"lltlon8- 
be sufficient if the land and tho boundaries thereof be defined by aSec-148>Act1884" 
general description, and no such lease or license shall be void by
reason of the imperfection of any such description if the land therein 
described is defined with, reasonable certainty.

186. It shall be lawful for any authorised person who may have Cortificatiou of
marked on the ground any boundary of a leasehold that has been 1S84
accepted by the Minister, to certify by signature to any plan repre- '' ‘
senting sucli boundary, that such representation is accurate, and such
plan shall thereupon he primd facie evidence of such boundary.

Inability to forfeiture.
187- Every lease (whether granted before or after the com - Liability of lessees on 

mencement of this Act) shall be liable to forfeiture if any rent he no^ 
paid within the prescribed or allowed period or upon breach of any jssr an ' C 
condition annexed to snch lease; hut no forfeiture of any lease under soc. u, Act tsso. 
this Act or the Acts 1859-1897 shall take effect until the expiration of 
thirty clear days after notification of snch forfeiture in the Gazette;
Subject to the provisions of sections tioo hundred and forty, subsection See.
(vti), and two hundred and forty-two, subsection (v) of this Act, 1SS4'
whenever any land shall he forfeited under this Act, such land shall 
become Crown land, and may be dealt with as sucli.

No forfeiture shall operate to extinguish any debt to the Crown 
in respect of such rent as aforesaid. _

Overdue Rents.
188. Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown, liable

whether as rent or license fee or interest (on any lease or license applied ^lfi 1595 
for or granted before or after the commencement of this Act), shall from ’
and after the due date for the payment thereof bear interest at the rate
of ten per centum per annum, and such interest shall he considered as
accruing duo day by day. Nothing in this section contained shall be •
construed so as to prevent or to compel the enforcement of any see. 126, Act issi.
forfeiture, or the acceptance of any overdue sums, together with
interest as aforesaid. And the acceptance hy or on behalf of the Crown payment no ’n-aiver.
of any interest or rent or other payment under any lease or license
shall not he held to operate hereafter as a waiver by tbe Crown of any
forfeiture accruing by reason of the breach of any condition annexed
hy law to the estate or interest of a lessee or licensee.

Withdrawals.
189. The Governor may withdraw from any pastoral, liomc-WiiWrawniin

stead, or scrub lease (whether granted before or after the commencement "JJ”1 n
of this Act) any land required for any public purpose including foi'Actisk ’ 
the purposes of settlement for towns and villages. Vpon publication in Seo. 82 subsec. 2, 
the Gazette of such withdrawal the lessee shall he entitled to suc]l ^ ^ Ac. 18£9 
compensation, for tho unexpired term of snch lease, and for improve- ee' ■’ c ‘ 
ments lawfully made hy such lessee upon the land so withdrawn from
lease as may he determined by tho Minister after appraisement by 
the local land hoard.

190.
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190. The Governor may withdraw from any lease or license 
(whether granted before or after the commencement of this Act) any 
land required as sites for towns and villages, or for any public purpose.

Reserve from Sale not a Withdrawal,
191. Crown lands within any leasehold now or hereafter tem

porarily reserved from sale under the provisions of tlic Acts 1859
1897, or tliis Act shall not be deemed to have been or to be withdrawn, 
thereby from sucli leasehold in respect of the ordinary use of such 
lands for tho purposes of the lease, or to be exempted from reletting 
on the termination of tbe existing lease.

192. Lands reserved from sale for towns or villages shall not be 
deemed by virtue of such reservations to lie withdrawn from pastoral 
or homestead lease; but the proclamations of cities, towns, and villages, 
and the definition of the limits of suburban lands to be attaclied thereto, 
shall he held to withdraw and to have withdrawn such lands from any 
lease or license within the boundaries of which they may be situated 
from the date of such proclamation.

. LUngbarking bg Lessees.
193. Every lessee or licensee of Crown lands desiring to ring- 

bark trees upon his leasehold land or land held under license (whether 
the lease or license was granted before or after the commencement of 
this Act) shall obtain a permission to do so from the local land board, 
and in his application in the prescribed form addressed to the land 
agent shall describe the boundaries and area of the land upon which 
he proposes to ringbark.

In regard to any land not comprised within a timber or forest 
reserve the board may, in their discretion, refuse or grant permission 
for the same, after such inquiry and upon sucli conditions as to them 
may seem necessary.

Any lessee or licensee who shall without such permission (or a 
permission granted under the Acts 1881-1897) ringbark trees on a 
leasehold, or on land held under license, or shall cause or knowingly 
permit or suffer the same to be done shall, on conviction before any 
two justices of the peace at the Court of Petty Sessions nearest to such 
leasehold or land held under license, be liable for the first offence to a 
penalty of not less than one shilling nor more than ten shillings for 
each tree so ringbarked, and for a second or subsequent offence be 
liable to a like penalty and to the forfeiture of his lease.

191'. Whosoever shall ringbark trees or strip bark from trees 
on Crown lands without holding a permission granted under this Act 
or the Acts 1884-1897, or in violation of any condition thereof, or 
without a written authority under the hand of the lessee or licensee of 
such Crown lands shall, on conviction as aforesaid, be liable to a penalty 
for each tree ringbarked or stripped of not less than one shilling nor 
more than ten shillings.

195. Every information for an offence under tbe two preceding 
sections shall be laid by some officer of police or person specially 
authorised by the Minister. And if at tbe hearing of such information 
any question shall arise whether any person holds a valid permission 
to ringbark, the burden of proof thereof shall bo on the person who 
claims to hold such permission.

Promise of lease.

196. In any action or suit brought to recover possession or to 
recover damages for trespass upon or otherwise in relation to any 
Crown Lands of which no lease from the Crown shall have issued, it

shall
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shall be lawful for any party thereto to plead and put in evidence any 
promise, engagement, or contract from or with the Crown, or its 
agents, lawfully authorised in that behalf, and such promise, engage
ment, or contract shall as between tho parties, and subject to tlic 
provisions of this Act have the same effect as if a lease from the 
Crown of such lands had hccu duly issued in pursuance of such 
promise, engagement, or contract to the party entitled thereunder, and 
any receipt by or on behalf of tho Colonial Treasurer for rent of such 
lands for the year then current shall, according to tlic tenor thereof, he 
prim,d, facie evidence that the party therein named is the holder of tho 
lease or promise of lease thereof for the time being.

Disqualifications as to married women and minors.

197. Any married woman who is, under an order for judicial Married women, 
separation made hy any court of competent jurisdiction, living apart Si>c. 47, Act issa 
from her husband, may, out of moneys belonging to her for her 
separate use, lease land, conditionally or otherwise; and such land 
shall form part of her separate estate, and she shall have the same 
powers of dealing with and disposing of the same, both at law and in 
equity, as if she were a femme sole, and her husband shall not he 
entitled to any interest in such land as tenant by the courtesy or jure 
maviti. ’

Except as aforesaid, a married woman shall not be entitled to s™. 47, Act isso. 
lease Crown land under this Act; nor shall auy married Avouian bescc. m.Act.isse 
capable of bolding any lease or license, applied1 for or granted under 
tliis Act or the Acts 1874-1897, except as separate estate, by virtue of 
any Iuav in force protecting the property of married Avomen : ‘

Provided that nothing herein contained shall disentitle a married Sec. 47, Act isso. 
Avoman from holding any lease Avhich may have devolved upon her ’ 
under the Avill or intestacy of any deceased holder.

19S. (1) No minor shall be capable of accepting or holding any Mim>™ may iioij 
lease or license applied for or granted under tbis Act or under tluNeilses'll0er*a“l<’ase3' 
Acts 1SS4-1R97, except by Avay of inheritance, or in so far as a minor, Sec m-Act 188t- 
not less than sixteen years of age, is permitted to hold a conditional Sec'3t’ ^im' 
lease by virtue of a conditional purchase: Provided that a minor, 
not less than sixteen years of age (not being a female), may be a 
homestead lessee. ■

Division' II.—Annual Leases for Pastoral purposes.
. I"- t1) Governor may lease by. auction, or tender, or on A»mi«i Imres for 

application made in the prescribed manner, in areas not exceedin'1, one Pn3i°r!>i i:,uri>03i?3- 
thousand nine hundred and tAventy acres, any Crown lands not °l)eld and 33 Act lisa’ 
under any lease or license, or not reserved from lease generally, or not ’ '
reserved from animal lease specifically, or not reserved from license. ■

(11) CroAvn lauds may bo put up to lease at auction at See. 85, Act 1834, 
the lands office of the district or let by tender, either on application or aubsf>c-(TH)- 
otherwise, but no such sale of leases or letting hy tender shall take 
place Avithout one month’s notice thereof having been given in the 
Gazette.

(in) The amount bid at auction shall be the annual rental sec. as, Ad, issi, 
of the lease, and there shall he paid at the time of sale a sum proper-subsfC- T)- 
tionate to the number of months between the first day of the month 
succeeding the date of sale and the thirty-first day of December.

( _ (iv) Any lease offered at auction and bid for, but tbe price Sec. 85, Act issi,
of which shall not be forth Avith paid, may be again offered for sale atsllbscc-(Y)- 
auction.
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(y) A lease of any laud which may have been oiTcred for 
sale at auction and not bid for may be obtained on application to tlic 
land agent of the district and payment of tbe upset price, or may be 
again submitted to auction, unless tbe land shall have been previously 
otherwise dealt with.

200. Where application in tbe prescribed manner is made for 
an annual lease tlic first applicant shall have a right to an annual 
lease of tbe land applied for (subject to modification by the board) 
on payment of such rent as shall be determined in accordance with 
tbe provisions of section forty-four of this Act, and any such annual 
lease shall commence from tbe date of allotment or approval by the 
board : Provided that no application for an annual lease made after 
any of tbe land applied for shall have been notified in the Gazette for 
lease by auction or tender shall prevent the land from being let as so 
notified, and any application for an annual lease may be refused by 
tbe Minister in any case where the granting of such lease appears to 
him to be contrary to tbe public or general interest.

201. All annual leases, whether granted before or after the com
mencement of tliis Act, shall be subject to tbe following provisions

(i) Every such lease shall be for tbe then current year, and shall 
expire on the thirty-first day of December.

(ll) Tbe rent for an annual lease shall commence from tbe first 
day of the month succeeding the date of tbe notification in 
tho Gazette.

Of the Minister’s approval thereof, or
Acceptance of the tender for tbe same, ov
In tbe case of an annual lease sold at auction, from the first day 

of tbe month succeeding tbe date of such sale.
The first year of tbe lease shall expire on the thirty- 

first day of December then succeeding; and tbe rent for tbe 
first year shall be proportionate to the number of months 
between tbe commencement of the lease and tbe said thirty- 
first day of December.

(in) Such leases may be renewed subject to the payment of tbe 
annual rent. The Minister may at any tune, upon giving 
three months’ notice prior to tbe expiration of any year for 
which rent has been paid in advance, increase such rent by 
any sum not exceeding twenty-five per cent.

(iv) The rent of all renewed leases shall be paid on or before tbe 
thirtieth day of September in each year for the ensuing year, 
and in tbe prescribed manner and time, to the Colonial 
Treasurer or land agent. And if such rent be not paid the 
lease will be liable to forfeiture and sale at auction or by 
tender.

(v) An annual lease shall not exempt tbe land leased from sale or 
homestead selection or special or conditional or settlement or 
other lease.

(vi) The Minister may at any time cancel any annual lease by 
giving not less than three months’ notice in the Gazette or 
otherwise of bis intention to do so, such notice to terminate 
at the end of tbe then current year.

202. No person occupying land under annual lease shall—
(а) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon tlic said 

land, whether before or after the commencement of tbis Act; 
or

(б) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land—
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the 
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to keep 
out stock :

Provided always tliat nothing in this section contained shall 
apply to any trespass wilfully caused. Division
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Division III.—Artesian Well Leases.
203. Upon application in tlic prescribed manner (accompanied Protection of 

by a deposit of ten pounds to cover the expenses in deal in tr therewith) ai'fcesiM "'el]s- 
(or in pursuance ol any pending application made under the provisions 
of section forty-five of the Crown Lands Act of 1889) for permission to 
bore and search for water in any land in the Western Division, held hy 
tho applicant under occupation license or annual lease, the Minister 
may, hy notice in the Gazette, sot apart an area not exceeding ten 
thousand two hundred and forty acres in one block on the resumed 
area.

Upon publication of such notice the land therein described shall 
he held to be temporarily exempt from sale or lease under tliis Act to 
other than the applicant, but shall not be withdrawn from tho 
occupation license or annual lease.

Within sixty days after sucli notice the applicant shall com
mence to bore and search for water on such land, and shall forward to 
the Chairman of the land board hy registered letter notice verified by 
statutory declaration of his having done so.

The work of boring and searching as aforesaid shall he continued 
until water he found, or until it appear to tho Minister that the work 
cannot be pursued with reasonable hope of success or profit.

Within fourteen days after the discovery of water, the licensee 
or lessee shall, hy registered letter, notify the fact to tho Chairman of 
the local land hoard, and the said licensee or lessee shall, on approval 
by the Governor, become entitled to a lease for such a term as may ho 
determined, not exceeding the unexpired term of the current pastoral 
lease of the leasehold area of the pastoral holding.

The rental of such area shall be at the rate then payable upon 
the land hold under such occupation license or annual lease.

If in respect of any application or lease, whether made or granted 
before or after the commencement of this Act:—

.The applicant shall fail to forward any notice prescribed by this 
Act or the Crown Lands Act of 1889, as the case may be, or 

If tho Minister shall consider that the application has not been 
made bond fide, or

That reasonable efforts have not been or arc not being made to 
discover water, or

That any water discovered is not sufficiently permanent, or 
That the quantity of water is not sufficiently great, 

lie may withdraw the notice published under this Act or the Crowm 
Lands Act of 1889, as the ease may he, or tho Governor may cancel 
the lease granted before or after the commencement of this Act, and 
upon publication in the Gazette of notice of such withdrawal, or 
cancellation, the temporary exemption from sale or lease of such land, 
and tho lease thereof, shall he held to be annulled.

Not more than one such area as aforesaid shall be leased under '
the provision of this section out of each sixty-four thousand acres of 
an occupation license, and not more than three such areas shall he 
leased hereunder in respect of one and the same occupation license.

201. Upon the expiration by effluxion of time of the term of any Tenant,-right, 
artesian well lease (whether granted before or after the commencement of Sec. 7, Act, isns. 
this Act) the last holder of the lease shall have tenant-right as the same 
is hereinafter defined in improvements upon the lands theretofore held 
under the lease : Provided that the value of any successful and useful Se«. 51, Act 1595. 

well or bore for artesian water shall not be taken to exceed the first 
cost thereof, and no allowance shall he made for any unsuccessful or 
useless well or bore.

Division
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Division XV.—Homestead Leases.
205. In the Western Division the Governor may grant home

stead leases within resumed areas or vacant lands.

Lands exempt from homestead lease.
206. The following classes of lands shall be exempt from 

homestead lease:—
(a) Lands within proclaimed cities, towns, and villages, and the 

defined limits of suburban lands attached thereto.
(b) Lands under lease or lawful occupation for mining purposes.
(f?) Lauds dedicated to any public purpose.
(d) Lands temporarily reserved from sale for commonage.
(e) Lands reserved from lease under any of the Acts 1859-1881 

until the reservation thereof shall have been revolted under 
the provisions of this Act.

(/) Lands reserved from lease generally or reserved specifically 
from homestead lease before or after the commencement of 
this Act.

Limitation as to number of holdings.
207. No person who, on or after the first day of June, one 

thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied, or who after the 
commencement of this Act applies, for an original homestead lease, 
and has obtained or obtains a title thereto in pursuance of such 
application shall be qualified to apply for another original homestead 
lease; and no person who, on or after the first day of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied, or who after the 
commencement of this Act applies, for an original conditional purchase, 
or a settlement lease, or a homestead selection, and- has obtained or 
obtains a title thereto in pursuance of such application, shall he 
qualified to apply for an original homestead lease unless he has 
previously obtained a certificate as prescribed that be was compelled 
by adverse circumstances to abandon or to surrender the holding first 
applied for, or unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such 
certificate) he has previously obtained the written approval of the 
Minister to apply for an original homestead lease.

Lor the purposes of this section title in pursuance of an 
application shall betaken to have been obtained—in the case of a home
stead selection, settlement lease, and an original conditional purchase 
—when the application has been confirmed by the local land board, 
and in the case of a homestead lease when the approval of the issue of 
the lease has been notified in the Gazette, and a valid notice of non
acceptance has not been duly given:

Provided that if the holding first applied for were a settle
ment lease or an original homestead lease, the disqualification enacted 
by this section shall cease to operate upon the expiration of the term 
oi" the lease by effluxion of time, or if the lease has been forfeited, 
surrendered, or otherwise sooner determined, then upon the expiration 
of the period which the term of the lease would have had to run, but 
for such forfeiture, surrender, or other sooner determination.

Limitation as to area.
208. No person shall be competent to apply for an original 

homestead lease who—
{a) owns at the date of application; or
(5) owned at any time previous to the date of application, and 

fraudcntly divested himself of the ownership thereof by 
transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or purported 
so to do, in order to evade the foregoing provision,

an
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an area of land granted in fee simple, or conditionally purchased, 
or conditionally leased from the Crown, which area, added to the 
area of the homestead lease apjilied for, exceeds as a total area 
the maximum area permitted by law to a homestead lease.

Persons not natural born or not naturalised.
209. A person who is not a natural-horn or naturalised subiect Pewons not naturiii 

of Her Majesty sliall not be qualified to apply for an original home- Scc. 4i, Act less, 
stead lease unless lie has resided in New South Wales for one year, 
and at the timo of making such application has lodged a declaration of 
his intention to become naturalised within five years from the time 
of making such declaration.

If such person shall fail to become so naturalised within the 
period aforesaid, be shall absolutely forfeit all land the subject of his 
application, together with all the improvements thereon.

No minor shall he capable of accepting or holding any homestead Sec. 124, Act isba 
lease (except by way of inheritance) unless such minor is of the male Sec- 3*, Act isso. 
sex, and is of, or over the age of sixteen years.

Rights and liabilities of minors.
210. Any person between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one Minors liable on 

years who, after the passing of this Act, shall become the owner of a 
homestead lease, and shall during his ownership, cither personally or gM‘ 3i Act im' 
by an agent, enter into any agreement for or in relation to the per- ' *
formance of any work or rendering of any services on such lease or in 
relation thereto, or to the loan of money, or the sale or purchase of 
goods and chattels of any description whatsoever, or shall in like 
manner enter into any agreement connected with the occupation, 
management, or general purposes of such lease, not being in violation 
of the provisions of this Act, shall he subject to the same liabilities and 
have the same rights in respect of such agreement as if he were of the 
full age of twenty-one years.

Pastoral and homestead leases not to be held in combination.
211. No holder of a pastoral lease shall during the currency Whsit leases not to be 

thereof hold or cause to be held on his behalf or in his interest a home- ^ ™
stead lease, nor shall the holder of a homestead lease during the 0" ' ^ ‘
currency thereof hold or cause to be held on his behalf or in his interest 
a pastoral lease, nor shall any person hold or cause to he held on his 
behalf or in his interest more than one homestead lease, under penalty 
in every such case of forfeiture of every lease held by him or on his 
behalf or in his interest and any rent paid thereon. And for the 
purpose of this section every owner or part owner of any lease shall 
he deemed to be a holder thereof: Provided that any bond fide 
mortgagee for value may, on application to the Minister, he registered 
as the holder of more than one homestead lease, subject to such 
regulations as may he made in that behalf, although such mortgagee 
is the registered holder of oue or more pastoral leases.

Good faith in applicants.
212. Every application for a homestead lease is hereby required Good faith iu

to be made in good faith; and an application shall he taken to ^ lgg5 
he made in good faith vdien the sole object of the applicant in ‘ ’ ’
mn,Icing the application is to obtain a lease of the land in order that
he mav hold and use the land for his owrn exclusive benefit according 
to law.

404—k Certain
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Devise, contract, 
lease, security void 
in certain cases.
Sec. 121, Act 1894.

Applications.
Sec. 82, Act 1884. 
See. 34, Act 1880.

Area wliicli may be 
licld under 
homestead lease.
See. 34, Act 1839.

See. 82, Act 1884.

Term of lease. 

Sec. 7, Act 1895.

Crown Lands Consolidation.

Certain contracts void.

213. Kvcry devise, contract, lease, agreement, or security made, 
entered into, or given before, at, or after the date of any application to 
make a homestead lease with the intent or having the effect of enabling 
any person other than the applicant to acquire by lease or otherwise the 
land applied for shall be illegal and absolutely void both at law and in 
equity.

Applications for homestead leases.
214. Applications for homestead leases or additional homestead 

leases may be made in the prescribed manner upon any land office day, 
and with any such application there shall bo lodged a sum equal to 
one penny per acre for the area proposed to be leased.

Area of homestead leases.
215. The area which may he granted and held under a home

stead lease shall not (except as provided in section three hundred and 
four hereof) exceed ten thousand two hundred and forty acres, 
and shall not, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, he less 
than two thousand five hundred and sixty acres :

Any applicant for or holder of a homestead lease, whether 
applied for before or after the commencement of this Act, may, in 
virtue thereof, obtain additional homestead leases adjoining the land 
comprised in the original or any prior additional homestead lease, 
provided that the total area of such original and additional leases shall 
not exceed ten thousand two hundred and forty acres.

Provided that an application for an additional homestead lease 
may he received for less than two thousand five hundred and sixty 
acres, if such an area is not available, or cannot be taken up without 
causing the aforesaid maximum area of ten thousand two hundred and 
forty acres to be exceeded; but in no case shall an application for an 
additional homestead lease he received for an area less than six hundred 
and forty acres, „

No additional homestead lease shall he granted in virtue of an 
original homestead lease which, if applied for before the commence
ment of this Act, was not granted subject to, or brought under the 
provisions of, the Crown Lands Act of 1889.

Where more than one applicant shall apply for the same land, 
or for any portion thereof, on the same day, the right of lease shall 
be determined in the manner prescribed by section forty of this Act.

Term of homestead lease.
216. Every homestead lease granted before or after the com

mencement of this Act shall have a term of twenty-eight years, and 
the term shall he divided for the purpose of the appraisement of the rate 
of rent into four periods each of seven years, and a separate appraise
ment shall he made of the rate of rent payable for each of such 
periods, if the same be a period commencing after the first day of 
dune, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five or after 
the commencement of this Act.

Provided always that—
{a) In the case of a homestead lease granted before the first day 

of December, in the year one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-nine, and not brought under the provisions of section 
twenty-nine of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, the rate of 
rent from time to time payable under the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884 sliall be paid until the expiration of such 
seven-year period of the term of the lease as may have been 
current on the first day of June, in the year one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-five. (&)
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' (&) Nothing conlained in this section shall prevent or affect the 
reappraisement of the rent of a homestead lease in pursuance 
of section nine of the “Grown Lands Act of 1895,” or the 
coming into operation of any rent so reappraised.

217. The term and periods of any additional homestead leaseAdditioimiie^cs. 
shall determine at the same respective dates as the term, and periods of See. 34, Act issa 
the original homestead lease, and the surrender or the forfeiture 
(otherwise than for non-payment of rent) of an original homestead
lease shall involve the forfeiture or surrender of all additional leases.

Commencement of title.

218. The title to any homestead lease applied for after the com- Commencement of
menccmcnt of this Act shall commence from the date of application AcU889_ 
therefor, if valid, and any such application shall withdraw such of the ' ’ '
lands therein described as may be available for the purpose from any
annual lease or occupation license under which they may be held.

The land agent shall, within one week of the receipt of any 
such application, notify the same through the post to the holder of 
any annual lease or occupation license within which the land applied 
for, or any part thereof, may be situated. ■

Trespass and impounding on homestead lease.

219. No person occupying land under a homestead lease, or in Trespass on ^fenced
virtue of an application for a homestead lease shall— E5 ^ 18£)5

(<7) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon the cc‘ 1 ‘
said land, whether before or after the commencement of this 
Act; or _

ih) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land— 
unless the said laud or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the 
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to 
keep out stock: _ _

Provided always that nothing iu this section contained shall 
apply to any trespass wilfully caused.

Applications, hoio dealt with.

220. Any application for a homestead lease may, after report by Bef^ior modifica-
the land board, he refused by the Minister, or the position and ^ 18g^ 
boundaries of the land may be altered, varied, or modified. ’

If land be allotted in satisfaction thereof of a less area than, or Sec. 12, Act isso. 
in a different position from, that applied for, such of the land described 
as may not be allotted, or if the application be withdrawn, the whole 
of the lands described therein, shall revert to the lease or license on 
notification in the Gazette of .the approval of such lease, or of the 
acceptance of the applicant’s refusal thereof. _ _

Any alloftecl lands which are not described in the originalSc0-34>Act 1889‘ 
application shall, for the purposes of withdrawal from lease or license, 
be deemed to have been applied for on the date of notification in the 
Gazette of approval of the lease.

(n) The local land board shall disallow an application for mud Board may 
a homestead lease unless it be satisfied that the application is made in g"a 4°2" ^^5™’ 
good faith as defined in section two hundred and twelve of this Act. ' ’

In any case where the local land board is satisfied that an 
application as aforesaid has been made otherwise than in good faith, 
it, shall have power to declare that any moneys lodged with such 
application shall be forfeited to the Grown, and the same shall be 
forfeited accordingly:

Provided
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Provided always that a local land board shall not disallow an 
application for an additional homestead lease as not having been made 
in good faith merely because the original homestead lease is subject to 
a mortgage.

Application pending. (in) Every application as aforesaid pending at the com
mencement of this Act shall be deemed to be within the provisions of 
this section.

Non-acceptance of homestead lease.

Non-accepiancc of 221. Should the Minister recommend the issue of a lease (whether
sTo^ss, Act 1834. aPP^e^ f°r before or after the commencement of this Act) in a form 
Sec. 34, Act 1889. °^ier fhan as applied for, the applicant may, within ninety days after 

the notification in the Gazette of the approval of the issue of a lease, 
notify in writing to the local land board his intention of not accepting 
it, and lie shall thereupon be entitled to a refund of the deposit paid, 
unless, in the opinion of the Minister, the land approved to bo leased 
docs not differ materially in form or situation from that applied for, 
hut if the applicant shall have occupied or made use of any land by 
virtue of his application the Minister may refuse to accept any such 
notice of non-acceptance. In default of any notice of such intention, 
or of occupation within the time specified for either purpose, the 
deposit shall be forfeited.

The aeecptance by the Minister of any such notice of non
acceptance shall take effect on notification in the Gazette.

In the event of the non-acceptance of the lease, the land shall 
revert to the bolding from which it was taken.

Survey of homestead lease.

SnrTcy of jeaso. 222. The Minister may direct a survey of the boundaries of any
Sec. ns, Act 1884. homestead lease, and upon such survey being made may demand from 
See. 55, Act 1895. the lessee towards defraying the cost of such survey, payment of any 

sum not exceeding twenty shillings for each linear mile of the boundary 
so surveyed, and in default of payment of such sum within sixty days 
after notification of the demand in the Gazette, the lease shall be liable 
to forfeiture.

Conditions to be 
fulfilled.
Sec. 82, Act 1884, 
nnd sec. 21, Act 
1889.
Sec. 34, Act 1889. 
Sec. 21, Act 1889.

See. 31, Act 1889.

. Soc. 82, Act 1884 
See. 37, Act 1895.

Sec. 34, Act 1889. 
Sec. 37, Act 1895.

Sec. 31, Act 1889.

Conditions of homestead leases.

223. Every applicant for a homestead lease shall, within ninety 
days after the notification in the G-azctte of the approval of the issue 
of a lease, enter into occupation of and commence residence upon the 
leased land, and shall reside continuously thereon for at least six 
months of each year of the prescribed term of residence, and such term 
shall expire five years after the date of application for the lease.

Prior to the date of commencement of residence during any 
year the lessee shall notify the local land board to that effect; and 
such notice shall specify the date from which he intends to reside.

221. Within two years after such entry into occupation the lessee 
shall fence the outside boundaries of such land with a fence of such a 
character as may be prescribed by the land hoard. But for sufficient 
cause shown the time for completing such fencing may be extended 
by the land board or by the Chairman of such board pursuant to the 
provisions of section twenty-seven of this Act.

_ The land board (or the Chairman pursuant to the provisions of 
section twenty-seven of this Act) may grant an exemption from fencing 
any natural or other boundary of the land held under lease.

225. Any original and additional homestead leases may, for all 
purposes of residence and fencing, ho held to he one homestead lease,
' ' 2g6,
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226. The rents of homestead leases applied for after the com
mencement of this Act shall be paid annually in advance not later than Sec. 12, Act reso. 
one day prior to a date corresponding to the date of application. Kent
shall be charged from the date of application, and pending determina
tion a provisional rent of one penny per acre shall be payable.

Suspension of conditions.
227. If the holder of any homestead lease applied for before or Suspension of 

after the commencement of this Act shall through illness, drought, flood, ^“(.ga^arought!0 ° 
or other sufficient cause be prevented from fulfilling any conditions of flood, or other 
residence or fencing attaching thereto, the local ^nd board may on “ 
application as prescribed, and after inquiry m open Court (or m the ’
case of fencing the chairman may pursuant to the provisions of section 
twenty-seven of this Act) suspend for a specified period not exceeding six 
months any or all of such conditions. On the expiration of such 
specified period the holder shall (if a condition of residence attaches to 
the lease) commence and continue to reside thereon for a period which 
(when taken with the period during which he may have resided thereon 
since the date of his obligation to do so) shall complete the full term 
prescribed by this Act, and shall, during the term extended as aforesaid 
or otherwise, complete any other conditions, subject upon default m 
either case to forfeiture.

Cases of death, lunacy, 8fC.
228. If the holder of any homestead lease applied before or after Chm ,of.ndseo^^ or 

the commencement of this Act shall die or be declared a lunatic, before
the fulfilment of the conditions of residence and fencing attached to gec l2, Aetlgg^ 
such lease, his lease may beheld by his representatives or their assigns and see. 34, Actissa. 
subject to the fulfilment by them of all unfulfilled conditions except 
the condition of residence, but in trust for and for the benefit oi) the 
persons rightfully entitled. And any sale, transfer, or other disposition 
whatsoever of the estate, right, title, or interest of any homestead 
leaseholder by an official assignee or other lawful authority upon the 
insolvency of such lessee, or by a sheriff or registrar of a district coui t 
or any other person by virtue of or under the authority of any writ 
of execution or other process of any court, or by the trustees of any 
deed of assignment for the benefit of creditors, or by any person 
under any decree or order of any court shall pass to a purchaser or to 
any other person only such estate, right, title, or interest as the lessee 
himself was entitled to at the date ol sequestration, writ, process, 
decree, order, or assignment respectively, and subject to all conditions 
remaining unfulfilled at such date.

Transfer and subletting of homestead leases.
229. The holder of a homestead lease (applied for before or

after the commencement of this Act) may transfer his right of lease Scc-118-Ac'11884-
in the prescribed manner, but shall have no power to transfer the
same until he shall have fulfilled the condition of residence, but no
additional homestead lease shall be transferred apart from the original,
or vice versa, unless and until the prescribed condition of residence
has been fulfilled. Nothing in this Act or the Acts 1881-1897 shall lg89
prevent any homestead lease being transferred by way_ of mortgage ' ’ *
or security, at the risk of the transferee, before the expiration of the
term of residence subject to the conditions of the lease being fulfilled by
the owner, subject to such mortgage or security.

230. All agreements for the sublotting of a homestead lease for
(whether granted before or after the commencement of this Apt) shall aec Act 
be in writing, and a copy of every such agreement shall |)e verified and

‘ sent
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sent to the chairman of the local land hoard in the prescribed manner. 
Any subletting which is not effected by an agreement in writing, or 
in respect of which a copy of the agreement is not verified and sent as 
aforesaid, may, in the absence of any sufficient explanation, be taken 
to be evidence that the homestead lease is not field or used for the 
exclusive benefit of the lessee or apparent owner thereof.

Miscellaneous
provisions.
Sec. 29, Act 1889.

Tenant right in 
improvements. 
Scc. 7, Act 1895.

Disposal of lease. 
Scc. 34, Act ISSO.

ITomcffcad selection 
out of lease.
Scc. 27, Act 1895.

Mliscellaneotts provisions re homestead leases.
231. Upon the application of any homestead lessee the Minister 

sliall cause to bo issued to him a lease for the land hold by him, which 
lease shall he in the form prescribed and shall be subject to a fee of 
twenty shillings.

232. Upon the expiration by effluxion of time of the term of 
any homestead lease (whether granted before or after the commence
ment of this Act), the last holder of the lease shall have tenant 
right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in improvements upon the 
lands theretofore held under the lease.

233. On any determination of any homestead lease (whether 
granted before or after the commencement of this Act.), the land 
comprised therein may he leased as a homestead lease by auction or 
tender, or otherwise disposed of, in accordance with the provisions of 
this Act.

234. The holder of any homestead lease whether granted before 
or after the commencement of this Act may, subject to the provisions 
of section one hundred and sixty of this Act, apply during the 
last year of the term of the lease for a portion of the leasehold as a 
homestead selection, such portion not exceeding six hundred and forty 
acres in area.

Surrender of homestead leases.

Surrender. 235. Any homestead lease (whether granted before or after the
see. 34, A< t isso. commencement of this Act) may he surrendered on giving the Minister 

not loss than twelve months notice.

Forfeiture for want 
of good faith.
Sec. 43, Act 1895.

Not to apply to 
transferee without 
notice.
Sec. 43, Act 1895,

Forfeiture of homestead lease for want of good faith,
236. (i) In any case where an application for a homestead lease 

lias been recommended for approval after the first day of dune, in the 
year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the com
mencement of this Act, and it appears to the satisfaction of the local 
land board—

(«) that the application was not made in good faith ; or
(&) that the land is not held or used for the exclusive benefit of 

the lessee, or apparent owner thereof, 
the Governor shall have power to forfeit, by notification in‘the Gazette, 
the lease in question, together with all moneys paid thereon.

(u) Nothing in this section contained shall affect any 
person acquiring any interest in a homestead lease after the same 
becomes capable of being transferred, unless lie has, before acquiring 
such interest, had notice of 'a violation of the provisions of section 
two hundred and twelve of this Act, or of section forty-two of the 
Crown Lands Act, 1895, or of the intention to institute an inquiry 
as to such violation.

Division Y.—Improvement leases.
improvement leases. 237. The Governor may, under this section, grant leases of
Sec. 26, Act 1895. Grown lands, which, by reason of inferior quality, heavy Umber, scrub, 

noxious animals, undergrowth, marshes, swamps, or other similar cause,
are
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are not suitable for settlement until improved, and can only be 
rendered suitable by the expenditure of large sums in the improvement 
thereof. The granting of the leases shall bo subject to the provisions 
hereunder contained:—

(i) The term of the lease shall not exceed twenty-eight years, 
and shall commence from the date of the execution of the 
lease.

(n) The area included in the lease shall not exceed twenty 
thousand four hundred and eighty acres.

(m) The amount bid at a sale by public auction of the lease, or 
offered by an accepted tender, sliall bo the yearly rent of the 
lease; but an upset rent may be placed upon any such lease 
if offered by auction, and the Governor shall not be bound to 
accept any tender.

(iv) The lease may contain sucli covenants and provisions as to 
the Governor may seem expedient according to the circum
stances of cadi case, and all such covenants and provisions 
shall be notified in the Gazette and in a local newspaper 
before the lease is offered for sale or tenders called for. The 
lease shall contain covenants and provisions for the improve
ment of the land leased and for the expenditure of money 
thereon, for the payment of rent, and for the determination 
of the lease upon any breach by the lessee of the covenants

, and provisions thereof.
(v) Upon the expiration of the term of any improvement lease by 

effluxion, of time the lessee shall have tenant-right (as the 
same is hereinafter defined) in improvements.

(vi) The holder of any improvement lease may, subject to the Sec. 27, Act is95. 
provisions of section one hundred and sixty of this Act,
apply during the last year of the term of the lease for a 
portion of the leasehold as a homestead selection, such portion 
not exceeding an area of six hundred and forty acres.

Division VI.—Leases of inferior lands.
238. The Minister may, after report by the local land board, Leases of inferior 

lease by auction or tender for a period 3iot exceeding twenty years such ^ ^ ^ iggg 
vacant lands in the Eastern, Western, or Central Division as in ec- > c 1 
consequence of their inferior character, or isolated positions may not 
have been held under any tenure, or having been held have been 
abandoned, subject to the following provisions—

(l) Such leases shall bo subject to such conditions as may be
specified in the Gazette notice offering the land on lease.

(n) No.such lease shall be sold by auction, nor shall any tender 
he accepted until after the expiration of thirty days from the 
date of sucli notice, but when sold or granted shall commence 

■ from the date of sale or notification of acceptance of tender 
as the case may be. .

(m) The upset rental shall be determined by the Minister after 
report by the local land board.

(iv) The amount bid at auction, or offered by an accepted tender, 
sliall be the annual rental of the lease; and shall be paid, if 
the lease be sold at auction at the time of such sale, but if 
upon tender, within sixty days after the notification in the 
Gazette requiring payment thereof. If the rent be not paid 
within the time allowed, the lease and any amounts paid may 
be forfeited by notice in the Gazette. And any lease sold at 
auction, the price bid for which shall not forthwith be paid, 
may there and then be reoffered for sale.
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(v) Tenders sliall Le made in the form prescribed; and shall 
describe the land applied Tor in terms of the notice calling 
for tenders ; and shall be accompanied by a receipt allowing 
that a sum of two pounds lias been paid to the land agent 
or Treasury as a deposit thereon. Such deposit paid by a 
person, whose tender may be accepted, shall be credited on 
account of the first year’s rent, and the rent for the ensuing 
year shall in all cases be paid on or before a date correspond
ing to the date of commencement of the lease.

(vi) A lease of any such land which may have been offered at 
auction, and not bid for, may be obtained on application to 
the land agent, and upon payment of the required upset rent, 
in accordance with subsection (m) of this section; or the 
lease may be again submitted to auction unless the land shall 
have been previously otherwise dealt with.

(vn) Upon application being made by any person for the sub
mission of land to lease under this section the Minister may 
demand such amounts as may seem necessary to cover the 
expenses of report in connection therewith.

(vm) If the Minister shall be satisfied, after inspection by an 
authorised oflicer and report by the local land board, that 
the holder of any lease (whether granted before or after the 
commencement of this Act) has failed, or is failing to fulfil 
any condition of his lease, such lease, together with any 
amounts paid, may, by notification in the Gazette, be forfeited.

Sec. so, Act. isos. (ix) The Governor may, on application as prescribed, extend the
term of any inferior land lease granted under the Acts 1881*- 
1897 to a term not exceeding twenty-eight years, on such 
terms and conditions as he may think fit, but such term 
shall he computed from the commencement of such lease 
under those Acts, and may grant to the last holder thereof 

' tenant-right as defined in this Act.
See. 27, Act 1895. (x) The holder of any lease of inferior lands (whether granted

before or after the commencement of this Act) may, subject to 
the provisions of section one hundred and sixty of this 
Act, apply during the last year of the term of the lease for a 
portion of the leasehold as a homestead selection, such portion 
not exceeding an area of six hundred and forty acres.

Division VII.—Pastoral leases.

Exemption from 
pastoral lease.
Sec. 99, Act 1884; 
30, Act 1889.

Lands exempt from pastoral lease in Central or Western Division.

239. The following classes of lands shall he exempt from any 
pastoral lease in the Central or Western Division:—■

(a) Lands within proclaimed cities, towns, and villages, or within 
the defined limits of suburban lands attached thereto.

{b) Lands under lease or lawful occupation for mining purposes.
(c) Lands dedicated to any public purpose.
(d) Lands temporarily reserved from sale for commonage.
(e) Lands reserved from lease under the Acts, 1859-1881, until 

the reservation thereof shall have been revoked under the 
provisions of this Act.

{f) Lands reserved from lease generally or reserved specifically 
from pastoral lease before or after the commencement of this 
Act.

Lastoral
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Pastoral leases in the Central Division.
240. The folio win sr provisions shall apply to pastoral leases in rasi oral leases in

° 1 i j. . i Central Dmsion.the Central Division :—
(i) Kent shall ho payable annually in advance before the recurring Rent,

date of division of the pastoral holding under the Crown Sec. 78, snbsec. (n). 
Lands Act of 1884.

(u) A pastoral lease in the Central Division may be subdivided Subdivision, 
upon application by the lessee to the Minister, who may s. so, Act. iss4. 
approve of the line of subdivision, or may himself determine
such line: Provided that the provisions of this subsection 
shall not conflict or interfere with the provisions of section 
hoo hundred and forty-one of this Act.

(in) The holder of a pastoral lease in the Central Division may Surrender, 
surrender his lease after having given the Minister not less s. si, Act isso. 
than twelve months notice of his intention so to do, and 
sucli notice shall specify the date on which the surrender is 
intended to take effect.

(tv) Upon the determination, by effluxion of time, of the extended Conversion of 
term of a pastoral lease in the Cential Division, and ol all occnpntion licence 
periods (if any) added thereto, the holder of the lease shall, if s. 4, Act 1895. 

not less than two months prior to such determination he shall 
have paid a license fee as prescribed, be entitled to occupy 
the lands theretofore held under such lease under a preferen- . 
tial occupation license, which shall be subject to all the 
provisions of ibis Act in respect of occupation licenses, 
as qualified by subsection (vi) of section two hundred and 
forty-six of this Act. _

(v) After the expiration, before or after the commencement of this NoUiicnUouUiat 
Act, of the term or extended term oL a pastoral lease in tiie returned iirc:i. 
Central Division the lands theretofore subject to such lease s. 5, Art isos, 
shall he deemed to have become, or shall become, a resumed area
on notification in the Gazette to that effect, in pursuance of -
section five of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or of this section, 
as the case may he, and on such notification, and not before, 
shall he deemed to have ceased or shall cease to he a leasehold
area within the meaning of this Act.

(vi) After the expiration, before or after the commencement of Disposal of knds. 
this Act, of the term, or extended term, of any pastoral lease Sec.«, Act issa 
in the Central Division, the lands comprised thereunder, if
not subject to and applied for under preferential occupation 
license, may ho offered by auction or lender under occupation 
license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lands. . _

(vii) Lands held under any pastoral lease in the Central Division s. 43, Ad, isso. 
which may have been or which may he forfeited or sur
rendered may he reiet under pastoral lease by auction or
tender, for the unexpired portion of the forfeited or sur
rendered term, upon sucli conditions as to the periods of 
appraisement of rent or otherwise as may he determined by 
the Minister, or may he offered by auction or tender under 
occupation license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lands.
After forfeiture or surrender of any pastoral lease as afore
said, the land shall not he deemed to he Crown Lands, and 
shall not be available as such until after notification (before 
or after the commencement of this Act) in the Gazette that 
the same may be so dealt with. # _

(vm) Upon the application of any pastoral lessee the Minister shall ll'suc of leaS('- 
cause to he issued to him a lease for the land held by him, SeL‘- 29>Act'1889' 
which lease shall he in the form prescribed and shall be 
subject to a fee of twenty shillings.

AM—i. Poioer
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Lower of withdrawal from Central Division pastoral leases.

pastoraTkasosfor . TIie Governor sliall Iiave power to withdraw from pastoral
settlement purposes, lease in the Central Division any lands held thereunder, whenever lie 
s. a, Act 1895. s])all deem it expedient so to do for the purpose of providing for settle

ment by other holdings:
Provided that prior to any such withdrawal being notified as 

hereinafter provided, the local land board shall make inquiry and 
report to the Minister with respect to the expediency of the proposed 
withdrawal, and the portion of the lease to he withdrawn, and, upon 
such inquiry, the lessee may be a party, without anv right of appeal 
to the Land Appeal Court: ' ^

. . Provided further that the leasehold area shall be divided by the 
Minister into two parts as nearly equal in area as practicable, and the 
part from which withdrawals may be made shall be defined, and notice 
thereof given to the lessee.
. Phe area withdrawn under one exercise of this power shall be 
in as compact a form as practicable, and the first withdrawal shall 
not be less than one-fourth, and the aggregate areas to be withdrawn 
under this power shall not exceed one-half of the area held under sucli 
lease on the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-five.

Every such withdrawal shall be notified in the Gazette and 
some newspaper published in the district, and shall fake effect four 
months after the date thereof or at such later date as may be specified 
for that purpose in the notification ; and copies of such notifications, 
together with the reasons for the withdrawals therein notified, shall 
he laid upon the tables of both Houses of Parliament forthwith if 
Parliament be sitting, and if not, then within eight days after the 
commencement of the next Session,

Upon any such withdrawal taking effect the pastoral lease shall 
cease to include the lands so withdrawn, but shall otherwise continue 
in full force and effect except as hereinafter provided.

_ t The power of withdrawal conferred by this section shall he in 
addition to, and not in substitution for, the power of withdrawal con
ferred by section one hundred and eighty-nine of this Act.

_ In compensation for a withdrawal under the power conferred 
by this section;—

(a) a period sliall be added to the term of the pastoral lease; and
(b) the lands withdrawn may, upon payment of the license fee as 

prescribed, continue to be occupied iu virtue of a preferential
" occupation license; and ’
(e) the rent for the succeeding years of the pastoral lease shall bo 

reduced in proportion to the area withdrawn; and
(d) a proportionate amount of any rent paid in advance shall be 

credited on account of the first year’s license fee for the 
withdrawn area, or refunded at the request of the lessee.

_ The period to be added to the term of a pastoral lease iu con
sideration of a withdrawal shall he computed so that tlio added period 
shall hear the same ratio to the unexpired period as the area with
drawn bears to the area left.

_ The method of ascertaining the added period shall he by 
multiplying together the unexpired period and the area withdrawn, 
and dividing the product by the area left. And in the foregoing 
formula— D °

“ Gnexpired period ” means the number of months which the 
lease has to mn, reckoning from the date of the withdrawal 
up to the date at which the lease (including all periods pre
viously added) would have expired.

“ Added
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“Added period” means the number of months by which the term 
of a pastoral lease is to be extended in consideration for such 
withdrawal.

“ Area withdrawn!” means the number of acres included in such 
withdrawal. '

“ Area left ” means the number of acres left under the pastoral 
lease at the date of withdrawal.

hor the purposes of computation any fractional part of a month 
shall be reckoned as one month, and any fractional part of an acre 
shall be disregarded : _ _

Provided always that upon application by the lessee within the 
time and in the manner prescribed, the rent of the area left shall be 
reappraised.

The Governor shall notify in the Gazette the length of the 
period to be added to the term of a pastoral lease in consideration of a 
withdrawal, and the date at which such added period will expire; and 
the added period shall determine upon the date so notified; and the 
Governor shall likevusc notify the rate of the rent of the pastoral 
lease in any case where the rate has been varied, and the rate so 
notified shall he deemed to have been payable as from the date of 
•withdrawal. _ , .

The period added to the term of a pastoral lease in consideration 
of a withdrawal shall he affixed to the extension (if any) of such lease 
under section forty-three of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, and the 
conditions of the lease during any such added period shall he the same 
as immediately prior to the commencement of such period.

Pastoral leases in the Western Division.

242. (i) Every pastoral lease in the Western Division shall have 
a term of twenty-eight years, and such term (which shall he deemed to Western Division, 
have commenced when the term, as existing before the first day of s. i, Act 1895. 
June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, com
menced) shall be divided for the purpose of the appraisement of the 
rate of,rent into four periods cacli of seven years and a separate 
appraisement shall ho made of the rate of rent payable for each of 
such periods as may have commenced after the first day of June, in the 
year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or may commence 
after the commencement of this Act:

Provided always that—
(«) In the case of a pastoral lease granted before the first day of

December, in the year one thousand eight hundred and . 
eighty-nine, and not brought under the provisions of section 
twenty-nine of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, the rate of 
rent from time to timo payable under the Crown Lands Act 
of 1884 shall be paid until the expiration of such seven-year 
period of the term of the lease as may have been current on 
the first day of Juno, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-five.

{b) Nothing contained in this section shall prevent or affect the 
reappraisement of the rent of a pastoral lease in pursuance of 
section nine of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or the 
coming into operation of any rent so reappraised.

(nj Whenever the rent of a pastoral lease shall he deter- See- 0),
mined notice thereof shall be published in the G-azette, and shall he L '
notified to the leaseholder in the prescribed manner; and if, within 
the time and according to the manner prescribed, he shall fail to pay 
into the Treasury the amount notified to bo due under such lease his 
right thereto shall be liable to forfeiture. Pending determination the

lessee
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lessee shall in every case continue to pay the previous rent; hut when 
such determination shall have been made, he shall he entitled to a 
refund of any sums paid in excess, or sliall pay -within the prescribed 
time any difference due to the Crown between the previous rent and 
the rent as determined.

_ (m) A pastoral lease in the Western Division may bo
subdivided upon application by the lessee to the Minister, -who may 
approve of the lino of subdivision, or may himself determine such line : 
Provided that the provisions of this subsection shall not conflict or 
interfere with the provisions of section l wo hundred and forty-four oi 
this Act.

(iv) The holder of a pastoral lease in the Western Division 
may surrender his lease after having given the Minister not less than 
twelve months notice of his intention so to do, and such notice shall 
specify the date on which the surrender is intended to take effect.

. . . (v) Lands held under any pastoral lease in the Western
Division which may have been or which may be forfeited or surrendered 
may ho relct under pastoral lease by auction or tender, for the un
expired portion of the forfeited or surrendered term, upon such con
ditions as to the periods of appraisement of rent or otherwise as may 
he uetermined by the Minister, or may be offered by auction or tender 
under occupation license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lands.

After forfeiture or surrender of any pastoral lease as aforesaid, 
the land shall not be deemed to be Crown lands, and shall not be 
available as sucli until after notification (before or after the com
mencement of tins Act) in the Gazette that the same may he so 
dealt with.

(vi) After the expiration of the term, or extended term, 
of any pastoral lease in the Western Division, the lands comprised 
thereunder may bo offered by auction or tender under' occupation 
license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lauds.

(vn) Upon the expiration by effluxion of time of the term 
of any pastoral lease in the Western Division the last holder of the 
lease shall have tenant right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in 
improvements upon the lands theretofore licld under the lease.

(vm) The holder of a pastoral lease in the Western 
Division maj7", subject to the provisions of section one hundred and 
sixty of this Act, apply during the last year of the term of the lease 
for a portion of the leasehold as a homestead selection, such portion 
not exceeding six hundred and forty acres.

. (IX) Upon t]^[application of any pastoral, lessee the
Minister shall cause to be issued to him a lease for the land bold by 
him, -which lease shall be in the form prescribed, and shall be subject 
to a fee of twenty shillings.

Attachment of resumed area to leasehold area in Western Division.

243. In any case in -which—
(a) the Minister, after inquiry by the local land board, is 

satisfied tbat any resumed area in the Western Division (not 
being within the land districts of Drowarrina, Hay North, or 
Walgett North) is not, and is not likely to be, required for 
purposes of settlement before the expiration of the pastoral 
lease of the leasehold area; and

{b) the occupation license or annual lease, if any, of the resumed 
area is not held by a person other than the holder of the 
pastoral lease of the leasehold area

the Minister may, with the consent of the holder of the pastoral lease 
by notification in the Gazette, declare that the resumed area shall

thenceforward
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thenceforward be held under pastoral lease; and the occupation license 
or annual lease, as the case may be, of the resumed area shall there
upon expire, and any artesian well lease on the resumed area, held 
concurrently with the pastoral lease, shall be deemed to be surrendered, 
but not so as iu either case to thereby render the improvements on the 
resumed area the property of the Crowm.

The resumed area, or so much thereof as may be available, shall 
be added to the area held under the existing pastoral lease; and the 
rent of the area so added shall be fixed in accordance with the 
following provisions:—

(i) If the Minister and the lessee so agree, such rent shall be, at 
the rate per acre, payable for the leasehold area.

(n) If the Minister and"the lessee do not agree, the rent for the 
area so added shall be appraised by the local land board in 
accordance with the provisions of this /Vet as if it wore the 
rent for a pastoral lease of the resumed area.

(in) Any reappraisement of the rent of the pastoral lease shall be 
of the rent of the lease as including the 'whole area.

(iv) Upon default in the duo payment for the whole area of any 
sum due as rent, or added to the rent, the lease of the whole 
area may be forfeited in accordance with the provisions oi 
this Act.

(v) The accounts between the lessee and the Crown shall be 
adjusted, and for the purposes of such adjustment any rent 
and license fee shall be considered as accruing due day by day.

Any resumed area added to land under pastoral lease in 
accordance noth the provisions of this section or section eight of the 
Crown Lands Act of 1895 shall be deemed to have been or to be 
added subject to the provision that the Governor may (by notice in 
the Gazette) withdraw', without compensation, the whole or any part 
or parts thereof from pastoral lease whenever bo shall deem it necessary 
or expedient to make the land available under any provisions of this 
Act. Upon such withdrawal (which shall not take effect until the 
expiration of six months from the date of notice thereof) the lessee 
shall (on application within the prescribed time and payment of 
license fee as prescribed) be entitled to hold the "withdrawn area under 
preferential occupation license; and any improvements upon the 
withdrawn area (not forfeited or forfeitable to or vested in the Crown) 
shall be taken to be the property of the lessee for all purposes and 
subject to the provisions of section three hundred and one of this Act.

Power of w'dhdraioal from Western Dir/monpastoral leases.
244. The Governor shall have the same power of withdrawing withdrawal tor 

land from a pastoral lease in the Western Division as by this Act is^nt'iun" Wcsnrn 
conferred upon him in respect of pastoral leases in the Central Division, Division, 
except that:— s* e>Act 1805-

(«) The area "withdrawn under one exercise of the power shall 
not be less than one-sixteenth, and the aggregate areas to be 
withdrawn under this power shall not exceed one-eighth of 
the area hold under the lease, and this power shall only be 
exercised to withdraw land within ten miles of the boundary 
of a town containing at least fifty inhabitants; and 

{b) Any period to be added to the term of a pastoral lease in 
consideration of a "withdrawal shall be affixed to the term of 
the lease as extended by the Crown Lands Act of 1895.

The lessee shall have compensation upon any such withdrawal ' 
in the like manner as is hereinbefore provided upon a withdrawal 
from a pastoral lease in the Central Division, and shall have tenant 
right in improvements as the same is hereinafter defined upon the 
land so withdrawn. _

Transfers
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Transfers of pastoral leases.
_ 215. The holder of any pastoral lease may transfer his ri^ht of 

lease in the prescribed manner.
Division VIII.—Occupation licenses.

216. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained the Governor 
may issue Occupation Licenses. And such licenses shall entitle the 
licensees to occupy for grazing purposes a resumed area or vacant lands 
or any portion thereof:—

(i) The right to occupation licenses for any portions of resumed 
areas or vacant lands which were not applied for by the 
runholder under the Crown Lands Act of 1881, or which 
have been forfeited or surrendered, may he disposed of by 
auction or tender in the prescribed manner.

(n) After the expiration (before or after the commencement of 
this Act) of the term, or extended term, of any pastoral lease, 
the lands comprised thereunder, if not subject to and applied 
for under preferential occupation license, may be offered by 
auction or tender under occupation license, or otherwise 
dealt with as vacant lands.

(m) Lands held under any pastoral lease which may have been 
or which may be forfeited or surrendered may be offered by 
auction or tender under occupation license or otherwise dealt 
with as vacant lands, after notification in the Gazette (before 
or after the commencement of this Act) that I,he same may 
be dealt with as Crown lands.

(iv) the Minister may at any time direct a fresh appraisement to 
be made of any occupation license or preferential occupation 
license in any Division, and may require the licensee to pay 
his annual license fee on the basis of such fresh appraisement 
after the expiration of any current year during the continu
ance of the license;

(v) Occupation licenses and preferential occupation licenses shall 
he in force from the first day of January to the thirty-first 
day of December in each year, and the rates of license foe 
shall he published in the Gazette, and if within sixty days 
thereafter such fees be not paid into the Treasury by the 
licensee, the Minister may refuse to renew such license.

(vi) Where on the determination by effluxion of time of the term 
or extended term of any pastoral lease in the Central Division, 
or where on the withdrawal of land from pastoral lease in the 
Central or Western Division the land shall he obtained under 
preferential occupation license, the license fee payable in 
respect of the land held under the preferential occupation 
license shall he at the same rate as is payable in respect of the 
resumed area, unless the Minister sliall direct an appraisement 
of the license fee to he made; or, if there he no resumed area, 
or if the resumed area he not held under occupation license, 
then at a rate to be appraised, and, until such appraisement, 
and subject to an adjustment of accounts thereupon, at a 
provisional rate of two pounds per section of six hundred and 
forty acres. The Governor may, giving not less than three 
months’ notice in the Gazette, refuse a renewal of any such 
preferential occupation license in the Central Division, or 
any similar preferential occupation license in that Division 
granted before the commencement of this Act, and in such 
case the preferential occupation license shall determine at 
the end of the then current year, and if the Governor refuse 
to renew any such preferential occupation license of lands

containing
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containing improvements, the last holder of the license shall 
have tenant right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in such 
of the improvements as were made with the consent of the 
Crown after the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act.

(vn) Upon the granting of any lease or the sale of any land under Sec. si, Act iss-i, 
occupation license the licensee’s right of occupation to the "lll5B00' 
extent of such portion shall thereupon cease, but he shall be 
entitled tc a refund of so much of the license fee paid in 
advance and to reduction in future rent as shall be propor
tionate to the area so withdrawn and from the date of with
drawal, and shall be entitled to be paid such compensation 
for improvements on any portion so withdrawn as may be 
determined after appraisement by the Local Land Board.

Division IS.—Survey of Leasehold and Resumed Areas, &e.

247. (i) The Minister may direct the survey of the boundaries Surrey of leasehold 
or portions of the boundaries of any land held under pastoral lease or ^ dement of 
occupation license. dinputcd boundaries.

(n) If such survey be made at the request of the lessee or 1884;
licensee the Minister may demand from the lessee or licensee the whole0' ' '
or any part of the cost thereof, hut if otherwise, any sum not exceeding 
twenty shillings for each linear mile of the boundary so surveyed, and, in 
default of payment of such stun within sixty days after notification of 
the demand in the Gazette, such lessee or licensee shall become liable 
to tbe same penalties as attach to non-payment of his rent or license 
fee.

(in) If at any inquiry or proceeding before a local land board Sec. 52, Act isss. 
concerning any application to purchase or lease Grown Lands, any ques
tion or dispute shall arise as to the extent or boundary or boundaries of 
any land comprised in any lease or license, it shall be competent for 
such board thereupon to inquire into the matter and recommend for 
the approval of the Minister (subject to appeal) any adjustment of 
such boundary or boundaries which may appear reasonable; or such 
adjustment of boundaries may, subject to the ultimate approval of the 
Minister, bo determined by agreement between the parties; and for 
this purpose the description of any land applied for as aforesaid may 
be modified to conform with the boundary or boundaries so determined; 
and any such boundary or boundaries approved by the Minister as 
aforesaid shall, for the purposes of the Acts 1859-1897, or this Act, 
be held to be the boundary or boundaries of such pastoral lease or 
occupation license or other lands applied for. ■

(iv) The Minister may refer to the local land board for Sec. 62, Act isso. 
inquiry any question or dispute which may have arisen or may arise in 
respect of the boundaries of any land held under lease or license, and 
the board shall in due course deal therewith : Provided that in any case 
the board make such order as it may deem fit touching the cost of such 
inquiry, and of any survey which may be deemed necessary, which 
sliall he borne by such persons and in such proportions as the board 
may direct.

Division X.—Residential Leases.
248. It shall be lawful for the Governor, on the recommendation Besidentmi lenso mny 

of the Warden of any gold-field, to grant leases for periods not ^ ^w8drigi!t0OTCr 
exceeding fifteen years of areas not exceeding twenty acres of Crown mineral license. 
Land within gold and mineral fields to any holder of a miner’s rightSec-^ (j^1889: 
or mineral license for the purpose of bond fide residence, upon such60> ctl895'

terms
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terms and conditions as to rent, cost of survey, term of lease, erection 
of fences and buildings, and upon such other provisions for the pro
tection of the public interest as may be prescribed.

249. All holders of residential leases, whether granted before or 
after the commencement of this Act, shall have tenant right in improve
ments as herein defined.

Division XI.—Scrub Leases.
Scrub-iimda may be 250. The Minister may, upon the recommendation of the local
See^Acuasr'1 ^au(^ declare by notification in the Gazette, any Crown lands

ee'' ’ c " wholly or partly covered by scrub or noxious undergrowth to be 
scrub-lands; and may, on the recommendation of the local land 
board (and notwithstanding anything in the Prickly-pear Act 
contained), grant leases of such lands on application, or sell the same 
by auction or tender at such times and places and under such conditions 
and for such terms not exceeding twenty-one years as he may deem 
desirable.

Lands so declared to be scrub-lands shall not until leased in 
accordance with this section be withdrawn from any lease or license 
under which they may at the time be held.

No scrub-lease of lands within the outside boundaries of land 
held under pastoral lease or homestead lease shall be granted to any 
person but the holder of such pastoral or homestead lease, in which 
case such scrub-lease shall not be for a longer term than the unexpired 
term of such pastoral or homestead lease.

The term of a scrub-lease may be divided into such periods as 
the Minister shall fix, and the rent for the second or any succeeding 
period shall be determined in accordance with section forty-four of 
tliis Act.

Notwithstanding anything in tliis Act or in the Acts 1884-189'7 
contained, the Minister may, on the recommendation of the local land 
board, either before or after granting any such scrub-lease, cause the 
rental of the remainder of the land held under pastoral or homestead 
lease to he reappraised and redetermined.

No pastoral or homestead lessee shall hold or cause to be held 
• on his behalf, or in his interest, any scrub-lease, except within the 

land held under lease by himself.
The applicant for any scrub-lease shall pay the cost of survey 

thereof, or in the event of his withdrawing his application, all costs of 
survey, reports, or inquiry incurred in dealing therewith.

251. All leases of scrub-lands, whether granted before or after 
the commencement of this Act, shall be subject to the general provisions 
here following—

(i) Every such lease shall, if granted in pursuance of an applica
tion or by tender, commence from the date of the notification 
in the Gazette of the Minister’s approval of the application 
or acceptance of the tender; and, if sold at auction, shall 
commence from the date of sale. And the land held there
under shall (subject to the provision for withdrawal contained 
in section one hundred and eighty-nine of this Act) during the 
whole currency thereof be unavailable for purchase or lease, 

(n) Kent for the first year of the lease shall together with the 
* cost of survey, be paid within one month from the date of the

notice in the Gazette specifying the amount thereof; and the 
rent shall for succeeding years be paid annually in advance 
on or before the last day of the current year of the lease.

(in) Every holder of a scrub-lease shall, as conditions of his lease, 
be required to take all such steps as the local land board

shall
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shall from time to time, subject to appeal, direct, for the 
purpose of destroying such scrub as may be specified in his 
lease or promise of lease, in and upon the land under scrub- 
lease, or in and upon any land within the boundaries of the 
lease, or in and upon any reserves or roads within such 
boundaries; and when so destroyed to keep such land free 
from the same; and shall commence to destroy the same 
within three months after the commencement of the lease.
And if rent thereon shall not be paid within the time allowed, 
or if in the opinion of the Minister, after report by the local 
land board, subject to appeal, the holder shall have failed 
to comply with any condition of his lease, the Minister may, 
by notification in the Gazette, declare such lease to be for
feited; and all improvements on such lands shall be the 
property of the Crown. .

(iv) Any land held under scrub-lease shall, on the forfeiture or 
surrender thereof, be added to the lands held under lease or 
license within the boundaries of which it may be situated, 
and rent therefor shall be payable at such rate per acre as 
may be determined by the local land board, and shall form 
part of the rent payable for such lease or license, which shall

, be liable to forfeiture if the rent for the added lands be not 
paid as prescribed. > _

(v) If a pastoral lease or homestead lease be held in conjunction
with a scrub-lease, neither of such leases shall be transferred 
separately. _

(vi) The Governor may, on application as proscribed, extend the See. 26, Act isss. 
term of any scrub-lease granted under the Acts 1884-1897 or
this Act to a term not exceeding twenty-eight years on such 
terms and conditions as ho may think fit, but such term shall 
be computed from the commencement of such lease under 
those Acts.

(vn) The Governor may grant to the last holder of any scrub- Sec. 26, Act uos. 
lease tenant-right as defined in this Act.

252. The holder of any scrub-lease not being within a pastoral See. 27, Act isos, 
or homestead lease, whether granted before or after the commence
ment of this Act, may, at any time during the last year of the term 
of the lease, apply, subject to the provisions of section one hundred 
and sixty of this Act for a portion of the leasehold as a homestead 
selection, such portion not exceeding six hundred and forty acres in 
area.

Division XII.—Settlement Leases for Agriculture and Grazing.
Settlement lease area.

253. The Governor may, subject to the provisions of and under SeuieiuenUeasc 
the power conferred by section forty-six of this Act set apart any 
tract of Crown lands to be disposed of by leases under the provisions cc'w ’ c 
hereinafter contained.

Any tract which has been so set apart (or any tract set apart 
under the Crown Lands Act of 1895 for disposal under settlement 
lease and not already dealt with as required by that Act) shall bo dealt
with as follows:— . _ _

(1) A subdivision shall he made thereof into farms, which in eases 
where the land appears suitable for agriculture, shall not con
tain more than- one thousand two hundred and eighty acres; 
and in cases where the land appears suitable chiefly for 
grazing shall not he more than ten thousand two hundred and 

404—m forty
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forty acres in area; and the standard to be adopted in regu
lating the extent of each such farm shall be that the lessee 
thereof maybe able to establish and maintain a home thereon 
by the use of the land.
Any subdivision whether made before or after any notification 
under this Act may be taken to be a subdivision within 
the meaning of this section, and one or more measured 
portions may by notification under this section constitute a 
farm.

(n) A valuation of the said farms sliall be made according to the 
capabilities and situation of the farm, and in making such 
valuation, due regard shall be paid to the term and condi
tions of a settlement lease, and to the intention of these 

, provisions that the lessee may be enabled to establish and
maintain his home thereon.

(in) The value, to an incoming tenant, of any improvements on 
any such farm may be appraised by the Minister after inquiry 
and report by the Local Land Board in the prescribed manner, 
and such appraisement shall, as between the Crown or the 
owner of the improvements, as the case may be, and any 
person taking such farm, be conclusive evidence of the value 
of the improvements at the date of the appraisement.

(iv) A notification shall be published in the Gazette and in a 
local newspaper, giving particulars of the areas, values and 
qualities of the said farms, and of the appraised value of any 
improvements thereon, and specifying a date on and after 
which leases of the said farms may be applied for; the area 
and value of any farm as stated in the said notification shall 
be taken to be the area and capital value thereof for the 
purposes of the provisions hereinafter contained.

Sec. 24, Act 1895. (v) Any notification under this section or section twenty-four of
the Crown Lands Act of 1895 may be corrected, amended, 
modified, or revoked by notice in the Gazette.

(vi) The setting apart of any tract of Crown lands for disposal by 
way of settlement lease, and the notification required by this 
section may, whenever it shall be deemed expedient, lie 
effectuated by one and the same notification in the Gazette, 
and in any such case any preliminary notification shall bo 
deemed to have been unnecessarv.v

Limitation as to number of holdings.
The privilege of^ 254. IMo person who, on and after the first day of June, one
cihausted.C'’* 1<m thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied, or who after the 
Sm. 40, Act 1895. commencement of this Act applies, for a settlement lease, and has 

obtained or obtains a title thereto in pursuance of such application 
shall be qualified to apply for another settlement lease; and no 
person who, on or after the first day of June, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-five, has applied, or who after tbe commencement 
of this Act applies for an original conditional purchase, or a homestead 
selection, or an original homestead lease, and has obtained or obtains 
a title thereto in pursuance of such application, shall he qualified to 
apply for a settlement lease unless he has previously obtained a 
certificate as prescribed that lie was compelled by adverse circum
stances to abandon or to surrender the bolding first applied for, or 
unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining, of such certificate) he 
has previously obtained the written approval of the Minister to 
apply for a settlement lease.

Bor
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For the purposes of this section title in pursuance of an 
application shall he taken to have been obtained—in the case of a 
homestead selection, settlement lease, and original conditional purchase 
—when the application has been confirmed by the local land hoard, 
and in the case of a homestead lease when the approval of the issue 
of the lease has been notified in the Gazette, and a valid notice of 
non-acceptance has not been duly given:

Provided that if the holding first applied for were a settle
ment lease or an original homestead lease, the disqualification enacted 
by this section shall cease to operate upon the expiration of the term 
of the lease by effluxion of time, or if the lease has been forfeited, 
surrendered, or otherwise sooner determined, then upon the expiration 
of the period which the term of the lease would have had to run, but 
for such forfeiture, surrender, or other sooner determination.

Limitation as to area.

265. No person shall be competent to apply for a settlement Disqualifications by
i_______ i _ reason of areaIcaSC WllO already held.

Sec. 41, Act 1895.(«)

(6)
owns at the date of application; or
owned at any time previous to the date of application, and 

' fraudulently divested himself of the ownership thereof by 
transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or purported 
so to do, in order to evade the foregoing provision, 

an area of land granted in fee simple, or conditionally purchased, 
or conditionally leased from the Crown, which area, added to the 
area of the settlement lease applied for, exceeds as a total area 
the maximum area permitted by law to a settlement lease.

Persons not natural-born or not naturalised.

256. A person who is not a natural-born or naturalised subject Persons not naturai- 

of Her Majesty shall not be qualified to apply for a settlement lease born or 
unless he has resided in New South Wales for one year, and at the Sec'41, Aet 1895‘ 
time of making such application has lodged a declaration of his
intention to become naturalised within five years from the time of 
making such declaration.

If sucli person shall fail to become so naturalised within the 
period aforesaid, he shall absolutely forfeit all land the subject of his 
application, together with all the improvements thereon.

Good faith, in applicants.

257. Every application for a settlement lease is hereby required Oood faith in 
to be made in good faith; and an application shall be taken to beai)rhcants’ „ 
made in good faith when the sole object of the applicant in making Sec- 42, Act 189a' 
the application is to obtain a lease of the land in order that ho may
hold and use the land for his own exclusive benefit according to law.

Applications for settlement leases.

258. (i) On and after the date specified in any notification Application for 

under section two hundred and fifty-three of this Act or section twenty-6ettlc,mcnt lea9e^ 
four of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, any person not disqualified by 
this Act may apply to the land agent for any farm so notified. ^ ’ 'J'

(it) The application shall be made in the prescribed manner, 
and shall be accompanied by one half years rent in advance, and by a 
survey fee upon the prescribed scale.

The applicant shall satisfy the local land board that he is 
qualified to make the application, and that the same has been made in 
accordance with the provisions of this Act.

4

(m)
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(m) The local land hoard shall confirm the application, if 
so satisfied, unless it permits the applicant to withdraw the same ; if 
not so satisfied, it shall disallow the application- 

Land board may (iv) The local land board shall disallow an application for
dwaiiow application. a settlement lease unless it ho satisfied that the application is made in 

ac. 42, ct isso. g00(] faith, as defined in scc (.ion two hundred and fifty-seven of this 
Act.

(v) In any case where the local land board is satisfied that 
an application as aforesaid has been made otherwise than in good faith, 
it shall have power to declare that any moneys lodged with such 
application shall be forfeited to the Crown, and the same shall be 
forfeited accordinglv.

Appiicaiion pending (vi) Every application as aforesaid ponding at the com
mencement of this Act sliall be deemed to be within the provisions of 
this section.

Commencement of title.
sec. 2,vie.No. 2C. 259. The title to any settlement lease applied for after the

commencement of this Act shall commence from the date of application 
therefor, if valid, and any such application shall withdraw such of the 
land therein described as may be available for the purpose from any 
annual lease or occupation license under which it may be held : Pro
vided that the land agent shall, within one week of the receipt of any 
such application, notify the same through the post to the holder of 
any annual lease or occupation license within which the land applied 
for, or any part thereof, may be situated.

Trespass by stock on 
unfetuied lands.

Sec. 55, Aet 1895.

Trespass and impounding.
260. No person occupying land under a settlement lease shall—

(c) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon tbe 
said land, whether before or after tbe commencement of this 
Act; or

{b) impound any stock trespassing upon tbe said land— 
unless tbe said land or tbe portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the 
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to 
keep out stock:

Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall 
apply to any trespass wilfully caused.

Issue of settlement leases.
Scuiemeni, leases. 261. The Governor may grant to an applicant whose application
See. 25, Act 1895. (whether made before or after the commencement of this Act) has 

been confirmed by the Local Land Board a settlement lease of the 
farm applied for.

The term of the lease shall he twenty-eight years, and the lease 
sliall he in the prescribed form, and shall contain provisions to secure:— 

Seo. 2,59 vic. No, sc. («) That the lessee shall pay an annual rent of one and one
quarter per centum on the capital value of the farm as fixed 
under this Act (or where the application is for land set apart 
for settlement lease before the commencement of this Act on 
the capital value as fixed under the Crown Lands Act of 1895), 
and such rent shall be charged from the date of the applica
tion for the lease if such application is made after the 
commencement of this Aet;

Sec. 25, Act 1895. {bj that the lessee shall pay the value of the improvements as
appraised, and interest on such value at the rate of four 
pounds per centum per annum, the payment being made in 
one sum, or, at his option, in three equal yearly instalments, 
at the dates and in the manner prescribed;

(o)
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(c) that the lessee shall reside on. the farm and make it his bond 
fide residence during the whole term, or if the lease have 
been transferred by way of bond fide mortgage, then that 
the owner, subject to such mortgage shall so reside;

{d) that the lessee shall fence the farm within five years from the 
date of the lease ; _

{e) That the lessee shall conform to any regulations made by the 
Minister relating to keeping the farm clear of rabbits and 
other noxious animals, and also to clearing the farm of scrub 
and noxious weeds;

(/) that the lessee sliall not assign or sublet without the 
Minister’s consent,;

{g) that the Governor may forfeit the lease upon breach of^ any sec. 27, Act 18%. 
of the conditions, covenants, and provisions therein contained.
The lease may also contain such additional provisions, con
ditions, and covenants as to the Governor may seem 
expedient in the public interest.

262. Upon the expiration of the full term of any settlement lease
the last holder thereof shall have tenant right (as the same is herein
after defined) in the improvements thereon. _ _

263. The holder of any settlement lease may, subject to the provi
sions of section one hundred and sixty of tliis Act apply during the 
last year of the term of the lease for a portion of the leasehold as a 
homestead selection, such portion not exceeding an area of one thousand 
two hundred and eighty acres.

Forfeiture of settlement lease for leant of good faith.

264i. (1) In any case where an application for a settlement lease Forfeiture for want 
has been confirmed after tbe first day of June, in the year one thousand ^iVisas. 
eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act, ec' ’ 
and it appears to the satisfaction of the local land board—

(a) that the application teas not made in good faith; or _
(b) that the land is not held or used for the exclusive benefit of

the lessee, or apparent owner thereof, _
the Governor shall have power to forfeit, by notification in the Gazette, 
the lease in question, together with all moneys paid thereon.

(n) Nothing in this section contained shall affect any ut
person acquiring any interest in a settlement lease after the same 11rX;(,CTee Wl 1 
becomes capable of being transferred, unless he has, before acquiring 
such interest, had notice of a violation of the provisions of section 
two hundred and fifty-seven of this Act or of section forty-two of the 
Crown Lands Act, 1895, or of the intention to institute an inquiry as 
to such violation.

Dtvisiok XIII.—Snow Leases.
265. The Minister may, upon the recommendation of the local ^mg of snow 

land board, lease by auction any Crown lands not being under A).U88y 
pastoral or conditional lease, which may be usually covered with snow '' ’ 
for a part of each year and unfit for continuous use or occupation.

Such land shall be leased in areas of not less than one thousand 
two hundred and eighty or more than ten thousand two hundred and 
forty acres, and during the currency of the lease shall be exempt from 
sale or other lease under the provisions of this Act.

Every such lease shall commence from the day of sale, and shall 
withdraw the land from any annual lease or license under which it may 
be held, and rent therefor shall bo paid annually in advance not later 
than the last day of each year of the lease, subject in default to for
feiture, by notice in the Gazette. No
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No right of impounding any stock of the outgoing licensee or 
lessee shall vest in the holder of a lease under this section until one 
month after the commencement of such lease.

The prescribed fee for the survey of the land and the first year’s 
rent shall he paid by the purchaser at the time of sale, and upon default 
the lease may there and then be reoffered for sale.

The lease shall Iiave a term of seven years, and at the expiration 
thereof the lessee shall have a right of extension for a term of three 
years, subject to the payment of such annual rental as may be deter
mined in accordance with the provisions of this Act, provided that he 
shall have notified to the Minister at least twelve months prior to the 
expiration of such term his intention of claiming such extension.

. The Minister may determine any such lease, whether granted 
before or after the commencement of this Act, by giving the lessee 
notice to that effect not later than one year prior to the date on which 
the term shall expire.

Not more than two of any such leases shall be held by, or in 
the interest of, one person.

Leases for wharfs, 
jetties, &c.
See. $!>, Act 1884, 
4G, Act 1895.

Sec. 90, Aet 1884, 
4fi, Act 1895.
Leases for special 
purposes.

Leases for tramwdy 
and irrigation 
purposes.
Sec. 92, Act 1884.

Special Leases.
. 266. The Governor may lease, upon such conditions as he may

think fit, for a term not exceeding twenty-eight years—
land situated under the sea or under the waters of any 

harbour, bay, lake, river, creek, estuary, or navigable stream, 
which shall be deemed to be Crown lands for the purposes 
of this section,

for the erection of wharfs, jetties, piers, or floating docks. No such 
lease of such Crown lands fronting any land held in fee-simple shall 
he made, except to or with the consent of the proprietor thereof.

§ No such lease shall be made for the erection of any wharf, jetty, 
pier, or floating dock, which would interfere with navigation or with 
the rights of adjoining proprietors.

The intention to make a lease of such land shall be notified 
in the Gazette for four consecutive weeks, and not less than four times 
in some local newspaper, if any, before the lease is issued.

267. The Governor may lease Crown lands—
by auction or otherwise, and in areas not exceeding in any 

case three hundred and twenty acres, for a term not exceeding 
twenty-eight years,

for any of the purposes hereinafter specified, that is to say, for 
dams, tanks, irrigation works, wharfs, bridges, punt-houses, ferries, 
bathing-places, landing-places, saw-mills, brick-kilns, lime-kilns, 
slaughter-houses, tanneries, wool-washing establishments, quarries, 
fisheries, building or repairing ships or boats, tramway purposes, 
obtaining guano, shells, limestone, loam, brickearth, gravel, or ballast, 
or for an inn, store, smithy, bakery, or mail station in sparsely 
populated districts, or for business purposes, or for the erection of 
buildings, or for any purpose declared by tbe Governor by proclama
tion in the Gazette to be a purpose within this section. And the 
Governor may determine the upset rent thereof if let at auction or 
the annual rent if let by tender, and may annex to any such lease sucli. 
conditions, reservations, and provisions as he may deem fit: Provided 
that leases may he granted at a reduced rental to contractors of public 
works for purposes connected with the construction of such works 
during the term of contract.

268. Subjecttosucheonditionsasmay he prescribed, tlieGovernor 
may make leases of Crown lands, not exceeding three chains in width 
but without limit of length, for irrigation works, or for forming and 
maintaining tramways and crossings, and other necessary approaches

and
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and works in connection therewith. And notice of every application 
for a lease under this section, and of the purpose for which it is 
proposed to he made, shall he published in the Gazette for at least 
four consecutive weeks before the issue of such lease.

209. The term of any special lease (whether applied for before or See. 40, Act isos, 
after the commencement of this Act) may bo fixed for or extended to 
any term not exceeding twenty-eight years.

270. With any application for a special lease a fee in accordance Sec. 11, Act isso. 
with the prescribed scale shall be tendered for tbe survey of the land.

271. If itshould appear to the satisfactionof the Governor that the 
land comprised in any special lease, whether granted before^ or after 
the commencement of this Act, is not used and occupied bond jide for 
the purpose for which the same has been made, or that default has 
been made in any condition, he may declare such lease forfeited, 
together with any improvements erected on the land and any rent paid 
in respect thereof.

PAItT VI.
Proclamations or cities, towns, and villages, reserves,

DEDICATIONS.

Division I.—Cities, towns, villages, &c.
272. The Governor may proclaim in the Gazette— cities, towns, and

{a) any city, towm, or village ; Tillages.
(6) the suburban lands, or any extension of such suburban lands, ®ec,4'Aetl8M- 

to be attached to any such city, town, or village, or to any oc'^’ f 
existing city, town, or village;

(0) population areas; and such population areas may be defined 
with lines directed to the cardinal points ; or with boundaries 
other than lines directed to the cardinal points; but in any 
case such boundaries or lines shall be distant not more than 
ten miles from the nearest boundary of the city, town, or 
village.

Lands in any proclaimed city, town, village, suburban boundaries, 
or population areas shall be deemed to have been and to be set apart 
nothin the meaning of this Act.

Division II.—Alteration of designs of cities, towns, &c.
273. (1) It shallbe laivful for the Governor by notice in the Gazette Alteration of plan of 

to correct or alter the name, design, or plan of any city, town, or village,
and the limits of any suburban lands attached thereto, or to wholly soc. 57, Act 1895.
cancel any such design or plan or limits, and whether such city, town,
village, or lands were dedicated or set apart under this Act or the
Acts" 1859-1897, or Orders in Council; and an abstract thereof shall
be laid before Parliament within thirty days after such notification if
Parliament he then in session, and if not then within thirty days after
the commencement of the then next session.

(11) When it is intended to alter or cancel the design or plan 
or limits of any city, town, or village, or suburban lands in which 
allotments or portions have been sold, notice of the intention and of 
the nature of the proposed alteration or cancellation shall he published 
in the Gazette and in some newspaper circulating in the district, and 
no such correction, alteration, or cancellation shall he carried into effect 
until the expiration of three months from the notification in the Gazette 
of such intention. After
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Temporary reserves 
from sale for sites of 
cities and other 
purposes.
Soc. 1.01 of Act 
of 188*.

Trardlmp stock 
routes and eampinp 
places.
Sec. 100 of Act 
of 1884.

Railway reserve. 
See. 103 of Aet 
of 1884.

After notice in the Gazette of such intention as aforesaid the 
Local Land Board shall assess the loss (if any) of value which may 
he suffered hy the holder of any allotment or portion if the proposed 
alteration or cancellation is carried into effect.

If the intention to alter or cancel the design or plan is after
wards carried into effect, the sum assessed hy the Local Land Board 
shall he the total sum payable hy way of compensation to the said 
holder, and all persons claiming under or through him; and such 
holder and all persons claiming under or through him shall be barred 
of any action or suit in respect of the alteration or cancellation of the 
design or plan or limits or the carrying out thereof other than an 
action for the sum so assessed as aforesaid : Provided however that 
compensation for loss of value shall he assessed only in cases where 
the alteration or cancellation of design or plan if carried into effect 
will deprive the said holder of access from his allotment or portion to 
the nearest street or road.

Division III.—Reserves.
274'. The Governor may—

(j) hy notice in the Gazette declare what portions of Crown lands 
sliall be reserved and set apart as sites for cities, towns, or 
villages, and may define the limits of the suburban lands to 
he attached thereto, and to any existing city, town, or village, 
and may in like manner declare what portions of Crown lands 
shall he temporarily reserved from sale pending survey or 
determination hy him of the portion to he set apart for any 
public purpose, or for commonage, or for population areas, 
and all lands so declared shall be reserved accordingly until 
revoked or altered in like manner. Within one month after 
such declaration, should Parliament he then in session, and 
otherwise within one month after the commencement of the 
next ensuing session of Parliament, there shall he laid before 
both houses of Parliament an abstract of all such reservations. 
And the Governor may reserve from conditional sale any 
Crown lands -within a gold-field under the meaning and opera
tion of any Act in force for the regulation of mining on 
Crown lands, and the expression public purpose shall he taken 
to include any purpose for mining or for removal of minerals.

(n) hy notice in the Gazette, define and set apart routes not 
exceeding one mile in width through any leasehold or any 
land held under occupation license for the passage of stock 
travelling pursuant to the provisions contained in the fifteenth 
section of the Act forty-first Victoria number nineteen, or 
any Act amending the same, and may also define and set 
apart camping places for travelling stock not in any case 
exceeding one square mile. Such routes and camping places 
shall he determined in the first instance hy the local land 
hoard, and the lessee or licensee of any lands within which 
such routes or camping places are situate shall not he entitled 
to impound any stock travelling as aforesaid, or to maintain 
any action for trespass in respect thereof, while such stock 
shall keep within the boundaries of the said routes or camping 
places. And a reduction of the rent or license fee hy reason 
of setting apart such routes or camping places may he made 
in the prescribed manner.

(in) hy proclamation in the Gazette, reserve temporarily from 
sale any Crown lands within one mile on either side of any 
railway now or hereafter to he made or projected.
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(iv) by notice in the Gazette, reserve any land therein described or
from being sold or let upon lease or license in such particular 
manner as may be specified in such notification; and the land 0f igso. 
shall thereupon be temporarily reserved and exempt from sale 
or lease or license accordingly, and, unless expressly otherwise 
declared, shall not bo reserved or exempt from sale or lease 
generally.

£75. No reservation made before or after the commencement of s™. 39 of Act 
this Act shall be held to have been or to be invalid by reason of the laud0 •
being already reserved at the date of such reservation, or by reason of 
the revocation of any other reservation including wholly or in part the 
same land.

Division IV.—Eevocation of reserves.

276. The Governor may revoke or alter any reserve of any kind of
whatsoever or any population area which has been made before 01'geCil0]jAct]8,54i 
after the commencement of this Act in like manner,as such I'eseryogcc 103| Ac). lsa4. 
or population area was made (whether by notice or proclamation) in S(,c 3£tj Act 188(). 
the Gazette : Provided that the Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, sec. 102, Act ism. 
revoke or modify any reserve made under the provisions of section gee. 40, Act im 
thirtv-nine of the Crown Lands Act of 1889 or subsection four of
section two hundred and seventy-four of this Act, or any reserve made 
before the first December, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.

277. The Governor may, by proclamation in the Gazette, revoke Sec. 103, Act isst.

(a) reservation from sale of any Crown lands within one mile on 
either side of any railway now or hereafter to be made or 
projected;

(£) the reservation from sale of any lands within similar limits 
made under the Acts 1859-1881.

And in such proclamation may prescribe the price, terms, and condi
tions on which such land may thereafter be sold, and the areas of the 
portions, and if deemed necessary may by proclamation vaiy such 
price, terms, conditions, and areas, the price not being less in any case
than for— _

town lands, eight pounds per acre,
suburban lands, turn pounds ten shillings per acre,
other lands, one pound five shillings per acre;

Sec. GUAcUSSl.

nor the area more than for—
town lands, one half acre,
suburban lands, twenty acres,
country lands, six hundred and forty acres.

278. The revocation, alteration, or modification of any reserva-T,«-*• 
tion made before or after the commencement of this Act, and whctl)cr
from sale or lease or license or from lease and license or of any popula- ■ ’ '
tion area shall not take effect until after the expiration of sixty days • 
from the day of publication in the Gazette of the notice of revocation, 
alteration, or modification: Provided that Crown lands temporarily 
reserved from sale shall not be sold before the expiration of sixty days 
after the reservation thereof has been revoked.

279. In any case where any forfeited or other lands have been See. 32, Act isso. 
or shall be reserved from sale and from lease or license, under one 
notification for any public purpose, it shall be lawful for the Governor,
bv notification in the Gazette, to revoke any. such reservation, or to 
limit, vary, or modify the same in respect of its extent, character, or 
effect.

401—n Division
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Land withdrawn 
from leaeo or license 
pltali be deemed to 
have been reserved.
53 Tic. No. 10.

ES Vic. No. 16,

58 Vic. No. 10.

Land withdrawn 
prior to 1 January, 
1885, to be deemed 
reserved from lease 
and license.

58 Vic. No. 10.

Validation of pertain 
rpsorvotiona.
58 Vic. No. 1C.

Land reserved shall 
he deemed to have 
been withdrawn from 
lease and license.
68 Vie. No. 16.

Cancellation to 
operate as a 
revocation.
63 Vie. No, 1G.

Division V.—Reserves declaratory.

2S0. (i) ‘Whore land at any time between the first day of 
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and the twenty- 
seventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five 
(inclusive of both dates), has been withdrawn from lease, hut not 
reserved from lease generally or in any particular manner, the said 
land shall, on and after the day when the withdrawal was made, be 
deemed to have been and to he land reserved from lease generally.

Where land, at any time between the dates aforesaid, has been 
withdrawn from occupation license, the said land shall, on and after 
the day when the withdrawal was made, be deemed to have been and 
to he land reserved from occupation license.

(n) Any notice in the Gazette purporting to have been a 
cancellation or revocation of a withdrawal from lease or from occupa
tion license as aforesaid shall, on and after the day when the notice 
was published, be deemed to have been and to he a valid revocation of 
the reservation from lease or from occupation license (as the case may 
be) effected by virtue of this section.

281. (i) Land withdrawn at any time prior to the first day of 
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, from lease shall, 
on and after the day when the withdrawal was made, he deemed to 
have been and to be land reserved from lease generally; and shall also, 
on and after the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-five, and after the commencement of this Act, ho deemed to 
have been and to be land reserved from occupation license.

(n) Any notice in the Gazette purporting to have been a 
cancellation or revocation of a withdrawal from lease as aforesaid shall, 
on and after the day when the notice was published, be deemed to have 
been and to he a valid revocation of a reservation from lease and 
license effected by virtue of this section.

282. (i) Where the Governor, with or wnthout the advice of 
the Executive Council, has, prior to the first day of December, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, by notice in the Gazette, 
reserved or purported to reserve certain land from lease, such land 
shall, on and after the days when the said reservations were made, be 
deemed to have been and to be duly reserved from lease generally, and 
from occupation license.

(n) Any notice in the Gazette purporting to have been a 
cancellation or revocation of a reservation made or purporting to have 
been made as aforesaid shall he deemed to have been and to be a valid 
revocation of the reservation.

283. W7hcre at any time before the twenty-seventh day of 
March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, land then under 
lease or license has been reserved from lease or occupation license 
(whether by virtue of the operations of the Act fifty-eighth Victoria 
number sixteen, or otherwise), the said land shall, on and after the 
day when the reservation was made, be deemed to have been and to be 
land withdrawn from any lease other than special or conditional lease, 
and from occupation license :

Provided that this section shall not have effect in any ease 
where, since the day aforesaid, rent or license fee lias been demanded 
by the Crown, and has been paid by the holder of the lease or license 
aforesaid in respect of the said land.

281. The cancellation at any time before the twenty-seventh 
day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, by notice 
in the Gazette, of a reservation of land from lease, or of a -withdrawal 
of land from lease, shall, on and after the day of the publication of the 
notice, be deemed to have been and to he a revocation of the reserva
tion or withdrawal of the land from lease.

Ditision
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Division VI.—State Forests—Timber Reserves—Licenses—Permits.
285. It shall he lawful for the Governor, by notification in the staio forests and 

Gazette, to proclaim any areas of Crown Lands therein described to he 1Jmbci'' >^er'''3a 
State Forests, and m like manner to reserve from sale any such areas
as timber reserves, for the purpose in each case of preserving under 
regulations in that behalf to be made by the Governor the growth and 
succession of timber trees, and of preventing as far as practicable the 
destruction and exhaustion of such State forests.

286. State forests may be subdivided into such blocks as the Subdivision of state 
Minister may think fit. For the purpose of carrying out such sub-^>rC9(*' 
division all existing forest and timber reserves may be reserved Irom
sale, lease, or otherwise as the Minister may think proper until so 
subdivided. _ _

287. Any State forest or any portion thereof may by notification Eoscrvcs for timber
in the Gazette be dedicated or reserved for a specified period by the 1834
Governor for the conservation of timber, and upon publication of such tc‘ ’ 1
notification such forest or portion thereof shall not during the term of 
reservation he open to timber or other licenses or permits under the 
provisions of this Act. _

288. It shall he lawful for the Governor to frame regulations Kcguiutions for 
for the issue of licenses or rights or permits to cut and remove live or
dead timber on State forests or timber or other reserves or Grown So(}i 115) Act 1884i 
lands whether held under lease or license or not, and of licenses and 
permits to dig for and remove from State forests, timber reserves, or 
Crown lands, whether under lease or not, any gravel, stone, clay, shells, 
or other materials subject to the following provisions:—

(i) The rights or licenses to cut timber on a State forest shall he 
for one or more specified blocks in such forest, and may he 
sold by auction at such place as may he determined by the 
Minister, or by tender as the Minister may think fit.

(n) Such rights or licenses in State forests shall he for a term not 
exceeding one year, unless in special cases the Minister may 
think fit to extend such term, hut no such extended term 
shall exceed three years.

(in) The upset rent shall he not less than ton pounds per annum 
for each block of six hundred and forty acres, and a propor
tionate amount for each one hundred and sixty acres in excess 

■ of that area. And every holder of a right to cut timber 
shall, in addition to his rent, pay such royalty according to 
the class of timber cut at such times and places and subject 
to such conditions as may be fixed by the regulations.

(iv) Permits to cut and remove timber on timber reserves may 
he issued for a year or any less term, not being less than one 
month, at an annual fee of not less than six pounds, and a 
proportionate fee for shorter terms. Such permits may also 
he issued for any specified number of trees at a rate to ho 
fixed by regulations for each tree. General permits may also 
he issued for the supply of saw-mills for any term not 
exceeding one year at an annual rate of six pounds, and 
subject to a royalty according to the scale fixed by the 
regulations.

(v) Licenses may be issued to cut piles or props to he used for 
mining purposes, for the erection of jetties, wharfs, and for 
other purposes, on such terms and conditions as may he fixed
by the regulations. _ '

(vi) All fees or sums of money, except royalty, payable in respect 
of any rights to cut timber or in respect of licenses or permits 
shall be payable in advance.

And.
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Forfeitures may be 
declared.
See. 116, Act 1SS4.

And such regulations may prescribe the forms and conditions to be 
contained in any such right, license, or permit, and may fix the rents 
or fees to be payable by the bolder of any license or permit where
soever the same shall not have been fixed by this Act, and may provide 
for the forfeiture of any rights, licenses, or permits for the enforce
ment of rents, royalties, or fees, for the removal of felled timber, for 
the licensing of sites for saw-mills and the agistment of stock, for the 
limitation of girth of trees to be felled, for the issue of wattle bark 
permits, for the marking of logs of felled trees, for the seizure and 
sale of timber cut without authority or upon which the royalty has 
not been paid, and for defining the power and privileges conferred by 
rights, licenses, and permits. And such regulations may also provide 
for the imposition of penalties and fines for the infringement or viola
tion of any such regulation made under the authority of this Act, 
but no such penalty shall exceed the sum of twenty pounds exclusive 
of the value of the material taken or destroyed.

289. The breach of any condition or obligation, or the failure 
to perform any act or matter specified in any right, license, or permit 
issued under the authority of this Act, or the Acts 188f-1897, shall 
have the effect of forfeiting such right, license, or permit upon a 
declaration of forfeiture by the Minister.

Division VII.—Dedications,

Dediealion o£ Crown 
Lands fo public 
pui-poscs.
Sec 101 Act, 1884. 
and 41 Act, 1889.

Sec. 39, Act 1889.

Public Trusts Act.

See. 101, Act 1SS4.

290. The Governor may, by notice in the Gazette, dedicate 
Crown Lands (whether previously reserved or not) in such manner as 
may seem best for the public interest for any railway or railway station— 
public road, canal, or other means of internal communication—public 
quay or landing place—public reservoir, aqueduct, or watercourse— 
the preservation of water supply—any purpose of defence—hospital, 
asylum, or infirmary, public market, or slaughter-house—college, 
school, mechanics’ institute, public library, museum, or other institution 
for public instruction or amusement—town-hall, court-house, or gaol— 
permanent common—public health or recreation convenience or enjoy
ment—cricket ground—or racecourse—interment of the dead—use 
and general purposes of pastoral and agricultural associations—public 
bat!is—or for any other public purpose.

No dedication made before or after the commencement of this 
Act shall be hold to have been or to he invalid by reason of the land 
being already reserved at the date of such dedication, or by reason of 
the revocation of any other reservation including wholly or in part the 
same land. _

Tb o G overnor may, by notice in the Gazette, dedicate land appro
priated or resumed for any public purpose and vested in some Minister of 
the Crown on behalf of Her Majesty under the authority of any statute, 
or acquired by the Crown by gift or otherwise ; and no reservation or 
dedication made, or purporting to have been made, before the com
mencement of this Act in pursuance of the powers in any statute shall 
he invalid by reason only that the land reserved or dedicated had been 
appropriated, resumed, vested, acquired, or given as aforesaid.

Upon any such notice as aforesaid being published in the Gazette 
such lands shall become and be dedicated accordingly, and may at any 
time thereafter be granted for such purposes in fee-simple.

An abstract of any intended dedication under tins section shall 
be laid before both Houses of Parliament one calendar month before 
such dedication is made.

All lands heretofore permanently reserved or dedicated or here
after dedicated for any of the purposes aforesaid shall he deemed to

bo
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Ido dedicated accordingly, and every conveyance, alienation, or disposi
tion thereof, except for the purpose for which such reservation or 
dedication shall have been made shall be absolutely void as well against 
Her Majesty as all persons whomsoever: " ^

Provided that in any case in which the Governor shall be o£Scc-103>Act 1S81- 
opinion that the purposes for which any permanent reservation or 
dedication of Crown lands heretofore or dedication of Crown lands 
hereafter made have failed wholly or in part, or

That there is any doubt or uncertainty as to such purposes, or 
That the trusts annexed to any land dedicated under this Act 

or permanently reserved or dedicated under the Acts 1859-1897 have 
failed or cannot reasonably be carried out, or

That it is expedient in the public interest to resume the whole 
or any part of the land so dedicated or reserved, or

To make an exchange of the whole or any portion of any such 
land for other land of equivalent value or nearly so to be dedicated or 
reserved on similar trusts or for like purposes. _

Then and in every such case the Governor may direct a notice 
under the hand of the Minister to be published in the Gazette, which 
notice shall set forth the mode in which it is proposed to deal with 
the dedication, reservation, or land in question (hereinafter termed 
“ Proposals”), a copy of which notice shall be laid before both Houses 
of Parliament within ten days of tire publication thereof in the Gazette 
if Parliament be sitting, and _

If not, then within ten days after the beginning of the next 
ensuing session. If Parliament shall within one month declare by 
resolution that it docs not assent to the proposals set forth in such 
notice no further action shall be taken in the matter.

If no such resolution be passed, then after the termination of 
thirty clear days from the date when the notice was laid before 
Parliament, it shall bo lawful for the Governor to direct the pro
posals so notified to be carried out, and the same shall be carried out 
accordingly, and for that purpose the Governor may revoke by 
proclamation in the Gazette any such dedication or reservation wholly 
or in part, and make any new dedication or reservation sanctioned by 
such proposals, and issue such grants and execute such exchanges, 
deeds, assurances, and instruments as the circumstances of each case 
may require.

The provisions of this section shall be held to apply and to have Sec. 41, Act isso. 
applied to Grown Lands which have been or shall be dedicated and 
granted by the Crown, and to any lands which, after grant by tbe 
Crown, shall have been, or shall be resumed, purchased, or otherwise 
acquired by the Crown, and dedicated or granted for any purpose.

Hpon revocation under the provisions of this section of any 
‘ dedication, or grant and dedication, the lands shall forthwith be vested 
in Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, and shall become Crown 
Lands within the meaning of this Act.

Division YIII.—Trustees may be appointed.
291. The Governor may appoint trustees (whose appointment ApponUmciit oE 

shall take effect only upon notification in the Gazette), to be charged s7c^og( Act iss*. 
with the care and management of—

lands already or hereafter dedicated,
lands permanently reserved, or .
lands already or hereafter resumed under the provisions of the 

Lands for Public Pm-poses Acquisition Act, 
lands already or hereafter purchased or acquired by the Govern

ment
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Grant to trustees.

Governor may vest 
land in trustees.
Sec. 3, Public Trusts 
Act.

Rules and regula
tions.
See, IOC, Act 1884.

Appointment of

sec. 1,

See. 106, Act 1884. for tlic recreation, convenience, health, or enjoyment of the inhabitants 
of any city, town, or district, or for any other public purpose whatso
ever.

292. The Governor may confer such estate in such lands, and 
accompanied by such powers and with such conditions as lie may think 
fit, and as may lie included in any grant issued to such trustees.

The Governor may by notice in the Gazette, and without any 
deed, grant, or other assurance, vest such lands in such trustees for 
such estate, and with such powers and subject to such limitations and 
conditions as he may think fit.

The Governor may make rules and regulations enforceable 
by penalties not to exceed in any case twenty pounds for the management 
and control of such lands without placing them in trust, which rules 
and regulations, upon notification in the Gazette, shall have the full 
force of law.

. . 293. The Governor shall be deemed to have had and shall have
temporarily reserved. P0^01’ f° appoint, by notice in the Gazette, trustees of land temporarily 
Public Trusts Act, reserved from sale under section hoo hundred and seventy-four, sub

section (i), of this Act or section one hundred and one of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884', or otherwise, or under any enactment repealed by 
that Act, and to remove any trustees so appointed, and fill any vacancies 
occurring by reason of such removal or by death or resignation, and 
to make rules and regulations for the management and control of such 
lands, and impose in those rules and regulations any penalty not 
exceeding ten pounds for any breach of the same.

In any trust created after the nineteenth day of July, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, or after the commencement 
of this Act the total number of trustees shall not (except as provided 
in section two hundred and ninety-four of this Act) he less than three 
or more than seven. •

294. (i) The Governor may, by notice in the Gazette, appoint 
a corporate body as trustees of land set apart, dedicated, or reserved 
(temporarily or otherwise) for any public purpose before or after the 

Sec. 2, Public Trusts commencement of this Act, and may grant to or vest the said land in
si 2 Public Trustssuc^ corPora^c body as aforesaid.

The Governor may, in like manner, appoint the council 
for the time being of a municipality as trustees of such land as afore
said, whether the land be within or without the boundaries of the 
municipality, and may grant to or vest the said land in such council 
as aforesaid; hut the council of a municipality shall not be appointed 
trustees of land situate cither wholly or in part within the boundaries 
of another municipality.

(n) No appointment of trustees of such land as aforesaid, 
and no acts or things done by such trustees,- shall he deemed to have - 
been or to he invalid or unlawful by reason only that the trustees so 
appointed were a corporate body, or were the Council of a Municipality.

a%7™aMdonai 295. The Governor may, by notice in the Gazette, appoint
nustcesa *10nai additional trustees of any lands set apart or dedicated for any public 

4, Public Trusts purpose, or reserved temporarily or otherwise, before or after the com
mencement of this Act, whether the land is or is not vested in trustees, 
and whether the number of trustees is greater than, equal to, or less 

■ than the number of trustees originally appointed or authorised to 
he appointed by the statute, document, or notice creating or authorising 
tixe creation of the trust; and may grant to, or by notice in the 
Gazette vest in, the trustees so appointed such estate or interest in the 
lands as he may think fit.

See. 4, Public Trusts In the case of trusts existing on the nineteenth day of July, one
thousand eight-hundred and ninety-seven, the power hereby conferred

on

Limitation of 
number of trustees.
Sec. 106, Act 1884. 
Sec. 4, Public Trusts 
Act.

Corporations or 
Municipal councils 
maj bo appointed, 
trustees.

Act.

Validation of past 
appoiutments.
See. 2, Public Trusts 
Act.

Act.

Act,
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on the Governor shall not he exercised beyond the appointment of 
one snch trustee if the majority of the existing trustees shall object 
in writing to such additional appointment.

296. The Governor may from time to time remove any trustee or Governor may 
trustees, whether appointed under this Act or otherwise, and fill any coa
vacancies which may occur by reason of such removal, or by death 
or resignation.

The Governor may also, by notice in the Gazette, remove any gcc. 4, Public Trusts 
trustees of any such lands who desire to be discharged from or refuse Aet' 
or become unfit or incapable to act in the trusts, or who shall reside out 
of the Colony, or who in case of a trust for any local purpose shall 
reside out of the locality in which the trust lands are situated, and fill 
any vacancies which may occur by reason of such removal or by death 
or resignation. The removal of any trustee shall divest the trustee so 
removed of any estate in the land subject to the trust.

Trustees to report to Minister.

297. The trustees appointed before or after the commencement Trustees to report, 
of this Act of lands set apart, dedicated, or reserved temporarily or ^ 5>Public Trusts 
otherwise, before or after the commenoement of this Act, and the '
trustees or other persons having the control and management of land 
held under trust for schools of arts, mechanic institutes, hospitals, 
and other institutions receiving aid from the Consolidated Revenue 
Fund, shall, at such times as the Minister may direct, report to the 
Minister upon the administration of the trust or institution, and upon 
such matters in connection therewith as the Minister may from time 
to time specify, and shall if required furnish him with a statement of 
revenue received and expenditure made during such period as he may 
specify.

Inspection of boohs and documents.

298. Such trustees and persons as aforesaid, their servants and Trustees to permit 
agents, shall permit any person authorised in that behalf by the amfdocument^0 3 
Minister to inspect any boohs and documents and to audit any sw.g, Public Tmets 
accounts relating to the trust or institution; and whosoever obstructs Act-
any person in the exercise of the powers conferred by this section 
shall bo liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.

Land may be entered upon.

299. It shall be lawful for the Minister, or any person authorised Minister may enter 
by him, to enter at any time upon land dedicated or reserved for any dediiatofl ^reserved, 
public purpose and inspect the same, and whosoever obstructs the Sec, 9, Public Trusts 
Minister or any such authorised person in the performance of any duty Act- 
connected with such inspection shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.

300. Any penalties imposed by sections two hundred and ninety- Recovery of 
three, two hundred and ninety-eight, and two hundred and ninety-nine
of this Act may be recovered before a police or stipendiary magistrate, Act. ’ 
or any two justices of the peace in petty sessions.

PART
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PAE/r VII.

Xo improTcmenis to 
bar sale, lease, &e., 
subject to payment 
of their ralue.
See. 44, Aet 18S9. 
Scc. 44, Act 1889. 
See. 22, Act 1893.

Sec. 44, Aet 1839.

Scc. 102, Act 1884.

Sec. 44, Act 1889.

Sec. 44, Act 1889.

Sec. 44, Aet 1S89.

Secs. 13 and 25, Act 
1893.

Scc. 44, Act 1839.

Secs. 15 and 25, Act 
1895.

Scc. 4, Act 1895.

Miscellaneous. . '

Division I.—Ownership of Improvements.

301. (t) Improvements within the meaning of this section may 
include fencing, hut shall be such as in the opinion of the Board arc of 
a permanent, fixed, and substantial character, and necessary for the 
profitable occupation of tbe land.

(n) Any improvements made upon any lands, tbe purchase, 
selection, or lease o/license of which has become forfeited, surrendered, 
or lias expired, before or after tbe commencement of this Act, or which 
have been made under colour of any application which may have been or 
which may be forfeited, disallowed, or withdrawn, shall (except as 
provided in section one hundred and eighty of this Act) be tbe property 
of the Crown; but

(«■) no lease or license which may be renewed or extended shall, 
whilst any renewal or extension continues, be deemed to 
have expired within tbe meaning of this section. .

[h) Nothing in this section shall prevent the accruing or granting 
of tenant right in improvements in accordance with any 
provisions of this Act.

(in) Improvements effected subsequently to the first day 
of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six on any land 
reserved from sale shall, on the revocation of such reservation or 
withdrawal of the land from lease, become the property of the Crown.

(iv) No Crown lands shall he exempt from conditional or 
other purchase, or from homestead selection, or from any lease or 
license,by reason only that it contains improvements, but the purchaser, 
selector, or lessee shall pay for such improvements at their value:

Provided that when any land containing improvements shall he 
let under annual lease or occupation license the lessee or licensee shall 
not he called upon to purchase such improvements, hut may he charged 
rent or license fee for the use thereof, to bo ascertained by auction or 
tender, or hi manner herein provided for the determination of their
value. .

(v) Where the improvements belong to the Crown, their
value shall he appraised by the Land Board, subject to appeal, and 
shall he paid for within snch periods and in such amounts as such 
Board or the Land Appeal Court shall determine, provided that in 
the case of a homestead selection or a settlement lease the special 
provisions of sections one hundred and forty-seven two hundred and
sixty-one of this Act as to the manner of payment shall apply.

(vi) Where the improvements do not belong to the Crown 
their capital or annual value shall he paid by agreement between the 
parties, or failing such agreement (and on application by either party 
in the prescribed manner, accompanied by a deposit of ten pounds to 
cover the cost of dealing therewith), as appraised by the Land Board, 
and within such periods and in such amounts as the Board shall deter
mine, subject to appeal under this Act: Provided that in the case of 
a homestead selection or a settlement lease the special provisions of 
sections one Jmndred and forty-seven and two hundred and sixty-one of 
tins Act as to the manner of payment shall apply.

(vu) Any appraisement of improvements, where such 
improvements have been or are made after the first day of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement 
of this Act, with the consent of the Crown, on land held under pastoral 
lease in the Central Division, or on land held under preferential occu
pation license in that division, shall be made on the bases of their
value to the land taken and to an incoming tenant. (vm)
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(vm) Before the determination of the value of improve- gec u Act 18g9 

ments, sucli of them as are of a removable nature, may, vritk the per- ’ 
mission of the Board, be removed by the owner, who, upon permission 
being granted, shall have full power by himself or his agents to enter 
upon the land within sucli period as the Board may allow, and to do 
all things necessary to effect their removal.

(ix) The value of any improvements on land sold atsec.4)■,Anisia, 
auction shall be added to the npset price, and when not the property
of the Crown shall be refunded to the owner.

(x) In cases where improvements may have been, or may see. u, Act isso. 
bo made through misapprehension as to the boundaries of land, or for
any sufficiently reasonable cause, and tbe land containing them has 
been, or shall be purchased, selected, or held under lease or license by 
the owner of such improvements, it shall he lawful for the Minister, 
after report by the Land Board, to remit the value to such owner. ■

(xi) In any case in wl i ieh the purchaser, selector, or lessee Sec. Act isso. 
of land (whether the application for such land was made before or is
made after the commencement of this Act) containing improvements 
has failed, or shall fail, to pay for them within the period allowed, his 
purchase, selection, or lease shall (together with all moneys paid in 
connection therewith) be liable to forfeiture by notice in the Gazette.

(xn) Improvements on lands in the Eastern Division, the Sms. 33 and H Act 
pastoral lease of which expired by effluxion of time, shall be deemed to ' 
have become the property of the Crown on the expiration of the pastoral 
lease, but nothing in this Act shall he construed to vest in the Crown 
(■while any renewal of the occupation license hereinafter mentioned 
continues) any improvements upon land held under a pastoraHcase in 
the Eastern Division, ■which having expired by effluxion of time has, 
under the provisions of section thirty-three of the Crown Lands Act of 
1889, been converted into a preferential occupation license if the said 
improvements were not at the date of sucli expiration forfeited or 
forfeitable to or vested in the Crown.

(xm) Improvements, whether made before or after tbe A Act 
commencement of this Act, onlandinthe Central Division, the pastoral 
lease of which expired before or shall expire after the commencement 
of this Act by effluxion of time or otherwise, shall he deemed to have, 
or shall become, as the case may be, tbe property of the Crown on the 
expiration of the term or extended term of such pastoral lease, and 
no compensation, therefor shall he payable therefor to tbe outgoinglessee, 
notwithstanding that, on the expiration by effluxion of time of the 
extended term of the lease (and of all periods if any added thereto), the 
lands may he held under preferential occupation license obtained in 
accordance with the provisions of section/tmr of the Crown Lands Act of 
1895 or section two hundred and forty of this Act, but improvements 
made after the first day of June, in the year one thousand eight hundred See. 5, Actisos. 
and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act, being made 
■with the consent of the Crown, upon any lands within the Central 
Division, which, at the date of the making of the said improvements, 
are held under pastoral lease, shall upon the said lands ceasing to be 
the subject of the pastoral lease, and becoming the subject of a pre
ferential occupation license, be taken to be the property of the licensee 
for all purposes of this section, but if made without the consent of the 
Crown shall he the property of the Crowrn, The consent of the Crown 
to the making of improvements may be given by such authorities, and 
shall be evidenced in such manner as may he proscribed. __

(xiv) Improvements made after the first day of June, oneScc-4> Actisos. 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement of 
this Act'with the consent of the Crown upon any lands within the Central 
Division ’which, at the date of the making of the said improvements 

404—o . . aw
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Sec. 43, Act 1889. 
Scc. 44, Act 1839. 
Sec. 33, Act 1859.

Scc. 48, Act 1895.

See. 22, Act 1895.

are held under preferential occupation license, shall be taken to be the 
property of the licensee for all purposes of this section, but if made 
without the consent of the Crown, shall be the property of the Crown. 
The consent of the Crown to the making of improvements may be 
given by such authorities, and shall bo evidenced in such manner as 
may be prescribed.

(sv) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to vest in the 
Crown (while any renewal of the preferential occupation license herein
after mentioned continues) any improvements made before the first day 
of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-live (other than such as 
may have been forfeited or forfeitable to or vested in the Crown) upon 
land held under a pastoral lease in the Central Division, an application for 
an extension of which under the provisions of section forty-three of tbe 
Grown Lands Act of 1889 was not made, or if made was not granted, 
or "was withdrawn within the time prescribed by that Act and the Act 
fifty-seventh Victoria number twenty-seven, if, under tbe provisions of 
the Crown Lands Act of 1889 a preferential occupation license was 
obtained of tbe land theretofore held under pastoral lease.

(xvi) Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown, as 
payment for improvements, shall from and after the due date for the pay
ment hereof hear interest at the rate of ten per centum per annum, and 
such interest shall be considered as accruing due day by day. Nothing 
in this section contained shall be construed so as to prevent or to compel 
the enforcement of any forfeiture, or the acceptance of any overdue 
sums together with interest as aforesaid.

(xvri) The provisions of this section shall apply to home
stead selections until the grant thereof.

Tenant right in 
improrements.
Scc. 51, Act 1£95.

Division II.—Tenant Eight in Improvements.

302. Tenant right shall accrue upon the determination of the 
lease or other holding by reason of which the tenant right is expressed 
to be conferred, and shall entitle the person in whom for the time 
being the tenant right is vested to receive the value to an incoming 
tenant of the improvements from any persons who make a purchase, 
or take a lease (not being an annual lease) of the land containing tbe 
improvements. And in the event of snch persons not paying the 
amount then due and unpaid for the value of such improvements, such 
amount or so much thereof as remains unpaid for the time being shall 
he and remain a charge upon the land containing such improvements 
while in the hands of a purchaser or lessee until payment thereof. The 
value of the improvements to an incoming tenant shall be appraised 
by the local land board in the manner prescribed by section three 
hundred and one of this Act, but shall be calculated on tbe basis of 
the value of such improvements to the land purchased or leased, and 
the payment of the value shall bo made by such instalments, and at 
such dates, as may he prescribed.

The improvements, in respect of whicli tenant right is conferred 
by this Act or the Crown Lands Act of 1895, shall in all cases be—

{a) of a permanent, fixed, and substantial character, and necessary 
for the profitable occupation of the land; and 

(5) the property of the person claiming to have tenant right in 
respect thereof;

and improvements which were forfeited or forfeitable to, or vested in, 
the Crown immediately prior to the accruing of the tenant right shall 
not be included:

Provided always that—■
(«) tbe tenant right shall lapse after the expiration of twelve 

years from the date of its first accruing, and thereafter the
improvements
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improvements shall be the property of the Crown; but such 
lapsing shall not affect any agreement, appraisement, or order 
for payment previously made; and _ _

(6) the holder of the purchase or lease of the land containing 
the improvements shall he liable to pay any instalments of 
the value thereof, as appraised by the local land board, 
which shall accrue due during his holding; and _

(c) the value of any successful and useful well or bore for artesian 
water shall not be taken to exceed the -first cost thereof, and 
no allowance shall be made for any unsuccessful or useless 
well or bore. ■

Division III—Forfeited Lands containing improvements subject to
tenant right or ownership.

303. Whore a purchaser or lessee of land shall have paid to the
person having tenant right or ownership in improvements, as the case ments subject to
may he, part of the value of the improvements, and the purchase or °r
lease is forfeited, such share of the value of the improvements as is gec_ Acl. 1S05>
represented by the amount so paid at the time of the forfeiture shall
vest in the Crown, and the remaining share of the improvements, or
in the case of no such payment having been made, then the whole of
the improvements shall continue to belong to the person having tenant
right or ownership, as the case may he, and shall be subject to tenant
right as defined by this Act or ownership, as the case may he:
Provided that if the land he purchased or leased after the forfeiture 
fresh appraisement shall thereupon be made of such share of the value 
of the improvements as are vested in the person having tenant right or 
ownership, as the case may he.

Division IV.—Reverters.
304. (i) Upon the forfeiture of any conditional or other purchase, Reverters.

or forfeiture or surrender of anv,homestead selection or of any con- Actissa 
ditional or other lease, situated wholly or in part within tho _ external ^ J®*- 
boundaries of any pastoral or homestead lease or occupation license, so ' ’ 
much of the forfeited or surrendered land as may be situated within 
such external boundaries shall (subject to the power of the Governor or 
the Minister to waive or reverse such forfeiture) he added to the land 
under lease or license, and be included under snch lease or license. .

(xi) Upon the taking effect of the revocation (of the whole 
or any part) of any reserve from lease or license situated wholly or in 
part within the external boundaries of any pastoral or homestead lease 
or occupation license, so much of the reserve revoked as may he situated 
within such external boundaries shall (subject to the power of the 
Governor or Minister to cancel or modify such revocation) ho added 
to the land under lease or license. _

(in) And from the date of forfeiture or revocation taking 
effect, rent or license fee shall he payable for such unimproved lands at 
thesamcrate per acre as for the rest of the lease or license; and in respect 
of any land which may contain improvements the rent or license fee 
shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of section
forty-four of this Act. _

(iv) So much of any such forfeited or surrendered lands, 
situated within the external boundaries of any reserve from sale, or lease 
or license,or reserve from conditional purchase, or of anypopulation area, 
or special area, or suburban lands, or gold-field, or tract or area set apart 
or classified under the provisions of section forty-six of this Act or 
section ten of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, shall he added to and

form
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form part of the same whether held under lease or license or not; and 
no specific notification of sucli reservation or addition as aforesaid 
shall be held to he necessary under this Act: Provided that where 
lands reserved or set apart as aforesaid are held under lease or license, 
any lands so added shall he also included under the lease or license, 
subject to payment as hereinbefore provided. The non-payment 
within the prescribed time of any sums due as aforesaid shall involve 
the forfeiture of the lease or license.

Sec. 22, Act 1895. The provisions of this section shall apply to homestead selections
until the grant thereof.

Sec. 45, Act 1895. 305. Por the purposes of section thirty-two of the Crown Lands
Act of 1889, and of section three hundred and four of this Act:—

(«) The external boundaries of any pastoral lease or occupation 
license arc hereby declared to be and to liavc been so much of 
the external boundaries of tbe pastoral holding duly defined 
under authority or recognised by the Lands Department as 

' together with the dividing line determined under section 
seventy-six of the “Crown Lands Act of 1884” form the 
ambit within which the pastoral lease or occupation license is 
situated :

(fi) The external boundaries of any reserve from sale or lease, or 
license, or reserve from conditional purchase, or of any 
population area, or special area, or homestead selection area, 
or settlement lease area, or suburban lands or gold-field, are 
hereby declared to have been and to he the boundaries as 
described in the Gazette:

Provided always that nothing in this section shall affect any conditional 
' purchase or conditional or other lease for which the application was 

confirmed, approved, or granted before the first day of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.

Division V.—General power of validation of purchases and leases.
Provision for 
rahdaliou or 
TOidancC of 
purchases and leases 
generally.
S03. 44, Act 1895.

30G. Any purchase or lease of Crown lands purporting to have 
been made or granted before the first day of June, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-five, under the provisions of the Acts, 
1859-1897, shall not be held to be void by reason of any breach or 
non-observance of the provisions of the said Acts, but every such breach 
or non-observance as aforesaid (if of a nature to affect the validity 
of the purchase or lease) shall render the same voidable only at the 
instance of the Crown.

If any sucli purchase or lease as aforesaid appears to be void
able at the instance of the Crown, tbe Minister may, in pursuance of 
section twenty-six of this Act, refer tbe case to tbe Local Land Board, 
which shall investigate the matter and find whether or not the said 
purchase or lease be voidable; and where the said purchase or lease 
is found to be voidable, the Governor may, by notification in the 
Gazette, declare the same to be void, and the same shall thereupon 
become void to all intents and purposes: Provided always that if 
the application for such purchase or lease has been confirmed by a 
Local Land Board, the Minister may, in manner provided in section 
thirty-four of this Act, refer to the Land Appeal Court the decision 
of the Local Land Board confirming the same.

If the Crown elects to sustain any such purchase or lease as 
aforesaid, the Governor may, by notification in the Gazette, declare 
that the purchase or lease shall cease to be voidable by reason of 
any broach or non-observance of statutory provisions which may be 
specified in such notification, and the same shall become valid so far as 
regards the ground of objection so specified.

Nothing
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Nothing in this section contained, shall affect—
(a) any right accrued prior to the date of such purchase or lease ; 
{b) any application for a conditional purchase or lease made 

before the thirteenth day of September, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-four, in reliance 031 the fact that the 
questioned purchase or lease was void ;

(e) any proceedings pending on the beforemcnlioned day ;
{d) any remedy by writ of scire facias where a grant has been 

or shall have been issued for any such purpose as aforesaid.
The provisions of this section shall apply in like manner to 

purchases, selections, or leases purporting to be made or granted after 
the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or 
after the commencement of this Act; but the Governor shall not, in 
any snch case, declare that the purchase, selection, or lease shall cease 
to be voidable, unless notice of the intention to make such declaration 
shall have lain before both Houses of Parliament for not less than 
ninety days, without being objected to by specific resolution.

Division VI. -Validation of conditional purchases and leases in 
special eases.

Validations under the Crown Lands Act q/lSSl.
307- (i) No conditional or additional conditional purchase made validation 0f certain 

under any of the Acts repealed by tbe Crown Lands Act of 1884) shall i^ffonicr ac^'03 
he held to he void— Sec. iss, Act iss4.

by reason only of the application therefor having been tendered 
by an agent; or

of more than one such application having been made by the same 
applicant on the same day; or

of the land having been applied for by a conditional purchaser 
not residing at tire time of the application on the land by 
virtue of which an additional conditional purchase was made; 

but nothing herein shall be construed to relieve such conditional 
purchaser from fulfilment of the complete term of residence required 
by law.

(n) And no conditional purchase shall be held to be void by 
reason only of any applicant having, through erroneous or insufficient 
marking, or definition or description, been allowed to conditionally 
purchase land extending into or within a different Crown lands district 
from that in winch the same was applied for ; or _

by reason of the same liaving been measured with a greater 
frontage than eighty chains or a less depth than twenty 
chains or sixty chains as in the said Acts respectively ,
prescribed: Provided that such measurement shall have 
been duly accepted thereunder. .

And in any case in which the land applied for was not open to 
conditional purchase but the applicant shall have resided upon and 
made improvements on sucli land without question by any authorised 
person for not less than one year after his conditional purchase, then, 
and in all such cases, the Governor, upon the recommendation of the 
Minister, may notify in the Gazette once a fortnight for three months 
the particulars of snch conditional purchase, and it shall thereafter be 
lawful for the Governor on the like recommendation to declare by pro
clamation in tbe Gazette such conditional purchase to he valid, and 
such conditional purchase shall thereupon become and be a valid 
conditional purchase, but subject to the fulfilment by the holder 
thereof of all conditions required by law.

And
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And no pre-emptive lease which may have been granted under 
the said repealed Acts, and which may be converted into a conditional 
lease under the Crown Lands Act of 1884, shall be void or invalid by 
reason only that it was situated wholly or in part within the area of 
any previously forfeited pre-emptive lease :

Provided that no validation as herein mentioned shall take 
effect in any case where the illegality was wilfully committee], or if a 
conflicting interest has arisen, or if the case has been finally disposed 
of in a lawful manner.

Interprctiition. 
SO Vic, Ko. 21.

Validation of title of 
corporations and 
companies to 
additional 
conditional and 
mineral conditional 
purchases and 
conditional leases.
50 Vic. No. 21.

Governor and 
Executive Council 
may declare certain 
applications valid.
BO Vic. No. 21.

Expenditure on 
mineral conditional 
purchases in certain 
cases.
50 Vic. No. 21.

As to mineral leases 
converted into 
mineral conditional 
purchases in certain 
cases.
50 Vic. No. 21,

Validations by the Act 60 Vic. No. 21.
308. Por the purposes of interpretation of the eight following 

sections, the word “Corporation” means a corporation whether aggre
gate or sole—“Company” includes all associations and co-partnerships, 
whether registered under the Acts relating to joint stock companies or 
not and whether incorporated or not. And such sections shall be 
deemed to have taken effect on the fourteenth day of October, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six.

309. The title or claim of any corporation or company, or their 
assigns, accrued before the date aforesaid, to bold any land as an 
additional conditional purchase, mineral conditional purchase, or con
ditional lease under the Acts or regulations relating to Crown lands, 
in force at the time or times when such title or claim was acquired or 
intended to be acquired by or on behalf of snch corporation or com
pany, shall not be deemed to have been in any way prejudiced or 
affected by reason only that such corporation or company was not at 
such time or times a “person” within the meaning of such Acts or 
regulations. And for the purpose of giving full effect to this enact
ment, the word “ person ” and every other word restricted in meaning 
to an individual whensoever occurring in any such Act or regulation, 
shall he deemed to have included a corporation or company : Provided 
always that every act or thing required by such Acts and regulations as 
aforesaid to he done by a person shall have been done before the 
aforesaid date by some person on behalf and under the authority of 
such corporation or company.

310. The Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive 
Council may, by proclamation in the Government Gazette declare that 
any application for a mineral conditional purchase made before the 
date aforesaid, or any grant issued by the Crown for land so conditionally 
purchased shall he valid, and upon the publication of any such 
proclamation any such mineral conditional purchase or any grant issued 
as aforesaid prior to the date of such proclamation, shall ho valid and 
effectual io all intents and purposes.

311. Eor the purpose of determining the expenditure required 
by l^v to be made on portions of land acquired or held as mineral 
conditional purchases, the intervention of any railway, road, or creek; 
between any such portions shall not he deemed to have prevented such 
portions from being held as one holding subject to the expenditure in 
the aggregate of two pounds per acre in mining operations upon any 
part or parts of the said land, or upon any adjoining lands held and 
used in connection therewith, pursuant to the twenty-sixth section of the 
Lands Acts Amendment Act, 1875 : Provided always that this section 
shall only be applicable to cases in which such portions shall be or have 
been held by one and the same person, corporation, or company, 
respectively.

312. Where any lease for mineral purposes has been converted 
into a mineral conditional purchase under the Acts or regulations 
repealed by the Crown Lands Act of 1884, no such mineral conditional

purchase
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purchase shall ho deemed to have been invalid, because the conversion 
thereof may not have been approved or authorised by the Governor, or 
because at the date of application to convert, pursuant to sections 
twenty-seven and twenty-eight of the Lands Acts Amendment Act 
1875, the said leases for mineral purposes were within lands reserved 
from sale : Provided that the Minister shall be satisfied that tho 
reservation from sale is not required in the public interest.

813. No application to convert any mineral lease into a mineral 
conditional purchase made under the Acts aforesaid shall be held to bo Sinp™tic3dM i'ot°rc 
invalid, because all the lessees or persons holding interests in such 111 application, 
mineral lease wore not parties to or did not sign such application to g0‘v. K 
convert: Provided such lessees or persons have since concurred in ■ ■ •
such application by writing under their respective hands addressed to 
the Minister, or that the Minister is satisfied that such lessees or 
persons had or have ceased to hold any interest in the lease the subject 
of such application.

314 "When any conditional purchase made under sections Conversion 0f 
thirteen, twenty-one, and twenty-two of the Crown Lands Act of 1801, purXrsMC?ntotl0nft 
is by section seven of tho Crown Lands Act of 1884, declared to be mineral conditional 
convertible into a mineral conditional purchase, it shall be deemed to ^ 21
be and have been convertible, notwithstanding that the regulations ' ' '
relating thereto under the first-mentioned Act may not have had tho 
force of law.

315. "Where a reservation of Crown land from sale made pur-^t0 ^n<?,ifi0fttion 
suant to any of the Acts repealed by the Crown Lands Act of 1884 raEcrTCc'30from"a°ic. 
has been or shall be revoked by a notification published in the Gazette, so vie. No. 21. 
and before tho expiration of thirty days from the date of publication 
of such revocation a further reservation of snch Crown land or any 
part thereof from sale has been or shall be made and notified in tho 
Gazette, such last reservation shall not by reason only of its having 
been made within such thirty days be deemed to have been invalid:
Provided that reservations made pursuant to the Acts repealed by the 
Crown Lands Act of 1884 shall be held to have been revocable under 
the Crown Lands Act of 1884 and under this Act.

310. Provided that nothing in the eight preceding sections shall SaTineclans!!- 
affect any proceeding instituted prior to the twenty-fifth day of August,60 Vic-No-21- 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, by any private individual 
or any cause of action accrued to such invidual, or shall affect any 
additional conditional purchase or mineral conditional purchase already 
declared void : Provided also that nothing in this section contained 
shall apply to or save any proceedings at any time instituted by the .
Crown or in the name of the Crown before the fourteenth day of 
October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six.

Validations by the Act 50 Vic. No. 34
317. Notwithstanding anything in section twenty-onesubsectionYali.da.Lion,o£ . r 

(nr) of the Crown Lands Aet of 1884, where any land conditionally ^"ccrt^in^cZ h M 
purchased under the Acts in force prior to the passing of such Act is 50 Vic. No. 34. 
situated wholly or partly within tire boundaries of a leasehold area 
notified under section seventy-six of the said Act, and such land has, 
after the date of notification of such area, been forfeited for some 
breach of conditions, no conditional purchase of such land made before 
the eighteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
seven, under such Act shall he deemed to have been invalid by reason 
only that the whole or some portion of such land was situated within 
the boundaries of such leasehold area. And for the purposes of this 
section the expression “ land conditionally purchased ” shall ho held 
to include all land held in virtue of such land and forfeited therewith.

' 318.
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Yuliduiion of cerliiin 
leases under ecc. 48 
of I’micipul Act.
CO Vie. No. 31.

■\Vhcre lease wos in 
condiliortil puri-linte 
forreited niter 
notification of 
leasehold area.

Wierc lease was in 
conditional lease so 
forfeited.

Whore lease was 
within pre-empti' o 
lease so forfeited.

Yalidatiori of certain 
leases under sec. C2 
of Act of 1884-.
60 Vic. No. 34.

As to applications 
under see. 04 of 
Aet of 1884.
50 Vie. No. 34.

Saving dauso. 
50 Vie. No. 34.

318. No conditional lease of Crown land applied for before the 
eighteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, 
under the forty-eighth section of the Crown Lands Act of 1831, shall 
he held in any of the cases hereinafter specified to have been invalid 
by reason only that the land as and when applied for was situated 
wholly or partly within the boundaries of any leasehold area, that is 
to say:—

(i) Where the land applied for as a conditional lease was at the 
date of application included wholly or partly in a conditional 
purchase whicli had been forfeited after the date of the 
notification of the leasehold area within the boundaries of 
which such conditional purchase was situated.

(n) "Where the land applied for as a conditional lease was at the 
date of application included wholly or partly in a conditional 
lease which had been forfeited after the date of the notifica
tion of tlic leasehold area within the boundaries of which 
such conditional lease was situated.

(in) Where the land applied for as a conditional lease was at the 
date of application included wholly or partly in a pre-emptive 
lease to which a right of conversion into a conditional lease 
attached and was lawfully claimed, hut which pre-emptive 
lease had been forfeited after the date of the notification of 
the leasehold area within the boundaries of which such pre
emptive lease was situated.

319. No conditional lease applied for under the fifty-second 
section of the Crown Lands Act of 1834 shall he held to have been 
invalid by reason only that the land comprised within such lease was 
not available for pre-emptive lease at the date of the grant thereof, or 
for conditional lease in the form applied for or as granted, hut in every 
such case the lease as on or after the eighteenth day of May, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, surveyed and charted and 
approved of by the Minister for Lands, or any modification thereof to 
he so approved, shall bo deemed to he and to have been the land 
lawfully available for such lease.

320. No application for a conditional lease applied for under the 
fiftv-fourth section of the Crown Lands Act of 1834 shall he held to 
have been invalid by reason only that the land applied for had, prior 
to snch application being finally dealt with, been included within a 
leasehold area or the boundaries of such leasehold area.

321. Nothing in the four preceding sections shall affect any 
cause of action in respect of which proceedings have been commenced 
in any court prior to the first day of January, in the year one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-seven.

Validations by Section 10, Croicn Lands Act fl/lSSO.
Condifionai leases in 322. No conditional lease which may have been or which may
leasehold orcas. he granted in satisfaction of an application under the fifty-fourth 
See. io. Act isso. section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, and no additional conditional 

' * purchase made out of such conditional lease shall be held to have been
or to he invalid by reason only of the land being situated within the 
boundaries of a leasehold area.

Validations by Section 31 of the Croicn Lands Act 0/1895. 
Additional 323. All additional conditional purchases and conditional leases,
wndltHiml purftboscs tj* r» zL iiu e tbv viiiuoof paid-up tho applications tor Tvlaicn were confirmed berorethc first day or June, 
ori6mil1, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, are hereby declared to
Sec. si, Act isos. jiaye |3ccn am] yalid, so far as regards any objection to tho

validity
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validity thereof based upon the fact that before tbe date of tbe appli
cation therefor tbe balance of purchase money had been paid; or a 
grant bad been issued, in inspect of the original conditional purchase, 
or any prior additional conditional purchase of tbe same series:

Provided always that the foregoing declaration shall not preju
dice or affect any application lodged, or title acquired, before tbe first 
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-live.

Validations by the Aet 57 Victoria No, 9.
324. No original conditional purchase existing on the fourth day validation of eon-

of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, shall be held ^MndiConai503 
to have been or to he invalid by reason only that it was applied for by leaies against certain 
or in the name of two or more persons. objections^

325. No additional conditional purchase existing on tho fourth Seo' ’ 1C‘ '
day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, shall
be held to have been or to bo invalid by reason only that it was applied 
for by virtue of a conditional purchase made under section twenty-two 
of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1661, whether the combined 
ai'cas of the freehold and the conditional purchases and conditional 
leases of the series exceed the area limited by the Crown Lands Acts 
for ordinary conditional purchases and conditional leases or not.

326. No conditional lease existing on the fourth day of March, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, shall be held to have been 
or to be invalid by reason only that it was applied for by virtue of a 
conditional purchase of land within a special area :

327- Provided that nothing in the three preceding sections shall 
operate to revive any application, purchase, or lease which, prior to the 
fourth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, had 
been, and at date of such passing stood as, disallowed, refused, with
drawn, or forfeited, or to validate any application pending on the 
fourth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, .
which had not been confirmed ; or shall affect any proceedings, either ri.ovi50^ 
at law or in equity, instituted before the thirty-first day of October, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three.

Division VII.—Reversal of forfeitures.
328. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, the validity and effect 

Minister shall have power to reverse, whether provisionally or other- forfeiture!901 
wise, any forfeiture which has heretofore been, or may hereafter 55 Vic, No. i. 
be notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced, under this Sec. 22, Act isss. 
Act or the Acts 1859-1897, and for'the purposes of this section and the 
next succeeding section, unless the context otherwise requires, “ for
feiture ” includes the lapse or voidance of any contract with the Crown 
under any of such Acts for the purchase, selection, or leasing of Crown 
lands:— _

(I) A provisional reversal hereafter to be made of a forfeiture
shall he deemed to have suspended, or shall suspend, as the 
case may he, the operation of the forfeiture, as from the date 
when such forfeiture has been or shall he notified, declared, 
or otherwise asserted or enforced; in any case, where such 
provisional reversal shall afterwards be revoked, such revoca
tion shall have the same effect as if the provisional reversal 
so revoked had never been made.

(II) Any absolute reversal of a forfeiture shall he deemed to 
have related hack or shall relate hack, as the case may he, to 
the date when such forfeiture has been or shall be notified, 
declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced, and shall be

404—1> deemed
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deemed to have had or shall have the same effect as if the 
forfeiture so reversed had never been notified, declared, or 
otherwise asserted or enforced,

(in) In any case where a forfeiture has been or may hereafter be 
duly notified or declared for any cause other than the non
payment of money the Minister shall, before absolutely 
reversing1 such forfeiture, refer to the Local Land Board for 
inquiry and report as to any fact or circumstance in virtue 
of which he proposes to make such absolute reversal as afore
said. And such Board, or the Land Appeal Court, upon an 
appeal or reference shall inquire into such fact or circumstance 
and make a report and recommendation thereon to the 
Minister: Provided that should the Minister decide in any 
case contrary to the recommendation of the Land Board or 
Land Appeal Court, as the case may be, he shall, on the day 
of so deciding, record in writing in the Lands Department 
his reasons for so doing; and the Minister shall, as soon as 
practicable, lay upon the table of the Legislative Council and 
tho Legislative Assembly a copy of his decision, together 
with such reasons as aforesaid,

(iv) Any reversal of a forfeiture hereafter to be made shall, as 
soon as practicable, be notified in the Gazette, but the date of 
such reversal shall be the date of tho Minister’s approval 
thereof.

See. 22, Act 189F. The provisions of this and the next succeeding section shall
apply to homestead selections until the grant thereof.

329. And no provisional or absolute reversal hereafter to be made 
of any forfeiture shall defeat any valid application for a conditional 

' purchase, homestead selection, or conditional or homestead lease, which
shall have been lodged before the receipt by, or on behalf of, the 
Minister of a request in writing for such reversal, unless the applicant 
shall consent in writing to such reversal.

Division VIII.—Waiver of forfeiture.
330. In any case in 11111011 a purchase, homestead selection, lease, 

or license has or shall become liable to forfeiture by reason of the non
fulfilment of any condition annexed by law to such purchase, selection, 
lease, or license, but in which the Minister shall be satisfied that such 
non-fulfilment has been caused by accident, error, mistake, inadvertence, 
or other innocent cause, and that such forfeiture ought therefore to be 
waived, it shall be lawful for the Minister to declare that such forfeiture 
is "waived, cither absolutely or upon such conditions as he may sec fit 
to declare, and the forfeiture shall thereupon be waived accordingly; 
and when the forfeiture of any conditional purchase, homestead selec
tion, or conditional lease shall liavc been waived, and the conditions, if 
any, of such waiver shall have been performed, the holder of any such 
conditional purchase or homestead selection shall, if otherwise entitled 
thereto, be entitled to receive a certificate of conformity in respect of 
the same, notwithstanding that such certificate may have previously 
been applied for and refused, and the holder of any sucli conditional 
lease shall be entitled to make additional conditional purchases of the 
land comprised within such lease as if no forfeiture thereof had been 
incurred.

The provisions of this section shall apply to homestead selections 
until tho grant thereof,

Waiver or 
forfeitures,
G6 Vic. No. 1.
Scc. 22, Act 1895.

Sec. 22, Act 1895.

Division
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Ditision IX.—Reversals of forfeitures prior to the fourteenth day of 
October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one.

331. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, the Governor Validity and 
or the Minister, as the case may bo, shall be deemed to have had power to of forfeiture!1*1 * 
reverse, whether provisionally or otherwise, any forfeiture which before ee c. v No. i. 
the fourteenth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
one, was notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced, under the 
Acts 1859-1889. Unless the context otherwise requires, the expression interpretation.
'* forfeiture ” includes the lapse or voidance of any contract with the 
Crown under any of such Acts for the purchase or leasing of Crown 
lands; and “ Minister ” means the Minister for the time being charged 
with the administration of the public lands in accordance with such 
Acts.

(i) A provisional reversal made before the fourteenth day of 
October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, of a 
forfeiture shall, unless the Governor or the Minister has 
subsequently done or performed, or shall hereafter do or 
perform, some act, matter, or thing in assertion and enforce
ment of such forfeiture, be deemed to have been an absolute 
reversal thereof, relating back to the date when such forfeiture 
was notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced, and 
shall have the same effect as if the forfeiture so reversed had 
never been notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced.

(ir) Any absolute reversal before the fourteenth day of October, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, of a forfeiture 
shall be deomed to have related back to tbe date when such 
forfeiture was notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or -
enforced, and shall be deemed to have bad the same effect as 
if the forfeiture so reversed bad never been notified, declared, 
or otherwise asserted or enforced. ,

(in) Any reversal made before the fourteenth day of. October, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, of any forfeiture 
whatsoever shall not be deemed to have been or to be 
ineffectual by reasou only that the same was not published 
in the Gazette, or that the same was not made by tho 
Governor with the advice of the Executive Council.

(iv) No provisional or absolute reversal made before the fourteenth Validation not to 

day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, applications for
of any forfeiture which had previously been duly notified or conditional purchase 
declared shall be deemed to have had the effect ascribed ^T^forTocTolber 
thereto by the preceding subsections as against any applica- 20th, isoo. 
tion to purchase or lease conditionally or otherwise the lands, 
or any part of the lands, which were the subject of such 
forfeiture, if such application was duly made, and was not 
refused, withdrawn, disallowed, or otherwise finally disposed . .
of before the twentieth day of October, in the year one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety.

(v) Any forfeiture, voidance, or annulling asserted or enforced 
before tbe fourteenth day of October, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-one, of an improvement or auction pur
chase, shall not be deemed to have been or to be ineffectual 
by reason only that the same was not published in tbe Gazette, 
or that tho same was not made by tho Governor with the 
advice of the Executive Council.

Division
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Division 5.—Boundary Fences.
Contributories to 
co't of fencing nnd 
maintenance.
See. 14,1, Act 1SS4-. 
Sec. 22, Act 1895. 
Sec. 10,52 Tic. No. 7.

Owners of fences 
made before or after 
1 January, 1886, may 
claim contribution 
in respect thereto.
Seo. 10, 52 Tic. No.
1.
Sec. 22, Act 1889.

Fencing between 
adjoining holdings.
Sec. 141, Act 1884. 
Seo. 22, Act 1895.

Contributories.
Sec. 141, Aet 1884.

332. (i) Fencing within the meaning of this Act shall be deemed 
an improvement common to the land on either side of the line of such 
fencing.

(u) The side of a reserved, intended, proclaimed, or other 
road shall not he held to form or be a common houndary-line within the 
meaning of this section.

(in) For the purposes of this section fencing shall be held to 
mean or include fencing, whether erected before or after the first day 
of January, in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, 
or after the commencement of this Act, and whether prescribed by 
the local land board or not, provided it is, in the opinion of such 
hoard, of a sufficiently useful and substantial kind, and fences which 
may under sections eleven or fourteen of the Crown Lands Act 
Further Amendment Act or sections ninety-one or ninety-three of 
this Act have been or may he made or treated as boundary fences.

(iv) Whenever land adjoining that which forms a con
ditional purchase or lease, or a homestead selection (before issue of the 
grant of such homestead selection), or a homestead lease, has been or 
shall be alienated or leased by the Crown, conditionally or otherwise, the 
person who shall fence his land may demand and enforce from the pur
chaser or homestead selector or lessee of such adjoining land or his 
alienee a contribution towards the cost of such fencing to the extent of 
one half of the appraised value thereof, but so far only as such fencing 
marks a common boundarv-linc.c/

(v) And while such fencing is maintained in good repair and 
condition by such person, every owner, lessee, or occupant of adjoining 
lands shall be and remain liable as a contributory towards tho cost of 
so maintaining such fence to the extent of one half of the estimated 
cost thereof.

Annual leases and 
leases having le's 
than five years to 
run.
Sec. 141, Act 1884.

D's wiles.
Sec, 23, Act 1889.

(vi) No holder of an annual lease under this Act, and no 
holder of any lease having less than five years to run, shall he liable as 
a contributory under this section towards the original cost of fencing, 
but shall he liable as a contributory towards the cost of maintaining 
such fencing.

(vu) And in all cases of dispute in reference to the erection, 
completion, or repair of fencing, or to contributions towards the cost 
or maintenance of fencing upon or between adjoining lands or lands 
on opposite sides of roads or creeks, the board shall on application as 
prescribed by any party concerned, determine, subject to appeal, all 
questions in dispute, appraise all values, estimate all costs, determine 
the kinds of fencing to be erected within tlic meaning and for the 
purposes of this section, and make any order necessary or incident to the 
settlement thereof; and any such order shall be a sufficient authority 
and justification for entering upon any of the said lands, and doing 
such acts as may be necessary for carrying tbe same into effect.

Division XI.—Resumption for Canal, &c.

c!raiim&e011 for ^ anJr time ^ shall he deemed expedient to open a
See. 42, Act 18E9. canal, or cutting for irrigation purposes, through any land conditionally 

purchased or conditionally or otherwise leased or held in fee simple, 
or under homestead selection, it shall be lawful for the Governor by 
notification in the Gazette to resume so much of the land as may be 
required for the purpose, and in the like manner to at any time 
proclaim the same.

No
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No such resumption shall be made until the expiration of one 
month from notice in the Gazette and in one or more newspapers 
published or circulated in the Land District wherein is situated the r 
land as well as notice by letter to the reputed proprietors or occupiers 
of the said land, addressed to their last known abode or place of 
business of the intention to resume, during which time any person 
feeling aggrieved may address to the Minister any objection he may 
have thereto.

Subject to the provisions heroin contained, a refund shall be 
granted of any moneys paid on account of the land so resumed; but 
in any case where the resumed land shall have been held in fee simple, 
or be a conditional purchase or conditional lease, the value thereof shall 
be appraised by tbe local land board, subject to appeal and the provisions 
of the forty-fourth section hereof; and such value shall be paid by 
the Crown.

No land shall be resumed under the provisions of this section 
which may be situated within two hundred yards of any dwelling- 
house if attached thereto and used in connection therewith, as a yard, 
garden, orchard, plantation, park, or avenue, unless the owner of such 
lands consent to the same being so resumed, or the purposes of the 
resumption cannot be otherwise secured. Any surveyor or other 
person duly authorised in that behalf may, for all purposes of this 
section, enter upon any lands proposed or liable to be resumed there
under, and do all things necessary thereon without obstruction or 
resistance. _

The provisions of this section shall apply to homestead selections Sec. 22, Act isrs. 
until the grant thereof.

Division XII.—Roads of Access.

33t. Every purchaser of Crown lands and every holder of a 0hE iec^ latt3 
lease or license shall be entitled to a road of access, and also to free socuii, Act 1884. 
ingress and egress thereby to and from tho lands held by him to the 
nearest reserved or proclaimed road through and over any Crown lands 
whether under lease or not if no access to the lands held by him by 
means of a reserved or proclaimed road or track shall be provided And 
such road shall not interfere with any buildings, garden, stock, or drafting 
yards belonging to such lessee or licensee, and shall in every case follow 
such a direction, and be so marked as to occasion as little damage or 
inconvenience to the lessee as may be possible. And the Minister shall 
have power to close any such road upon giving three months notice to 
that effect in the Gazette.

Division XIII.—Removal of Trespassers.

335. On information in writing preferred in that behalf by any ®e“‘0^1^E 
person duly authorised to any justice of the peace, setting forth that Act isat. 
any person is in the unlawful occupation or use of any Crowrn land, or ‘ '
in the occupation or use of any Crown land in virtue or under colour 
of any purchase, lease, or license, although such purchase, lease, or 
license shall have been forfeited or otherwise made void, or although 
tho conditions thereof shall have been broken or unfulfilled, or although 
such lease or license shall have expired, such justice shall issue his 
summons for the appearance of the person so informed against before 
twro or more justices of the peace, at the nearest court of petty sessions 
to such Crown land, at a time to be specified in such summons. And 
at such time and place such Court, on the appearance of such person, 
or on due proof of the service of such summons on him, or at his usual 
or last known place of abode or business, shall hear and inquire into
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the subject matter of such information. And on being satisfied of 
the truth thereof, either by the admission of the person informed 
against, or on other sufficient evidence, such justices shall issue their 
warrant addressed to any officer duly authorised in that behalf, 
requiring him forthwith to dispossess and remove such person or any 
buildings from such land, and to fake possession of the same on behalf 
of Tier Majesty, and the person to whom sucli warrant is addressed 
shall forthwith carrv the same into execution.

Division XIY.—Penalties for Trespass.
Penalties for trespass 336. A ny person unless lawfully claiming under any subsisting
cutUng'or'stripptrig loasc or ^ocnsfh or otherwise under tilis Act, or the Acts'1859-1897, 
bark on Crown lands, or under any Act iii force for tbe regulation of mining, who shall 
Sec. 133, Act 1884. be found occupying or using any Crown land or land granted, 
Sec. os, Act 1805. reservc(j) or dedicated for public purposes, either by residing, or by 

erecting any hut or building or other structure thereon, or depasturing 
stock thereon, or by clearing, digging up, or enclosing or cultivating 
any part thereof, or by cutting or removing timber other than firewood 
not for sale thereon, or by obtaining stone therefrom; or driving piles 
or otherwise, or who shall strip or remove or cause to be stripped or 
removed the bark of any tree thereon, shall be liable on conviction to 
a penalty not exceeding five pounds for tbe first offence, and not 
exceeding ten pounds for the second offence, and not exceeding twenty 
pounds for the third or any subsequent offence: Provided that it 

' ' shall not be lawful for the holder of any leasehold under this Act or
the previous Acts to obstruct any Government surveyor or other 
authorised person from entering upon such leasehold whenever such 
surveyor or other authorised person may require to do so.

Division 'XN.—Penalties for destroying Improvements.
337. If any person wilfully destroys or damages any dam, tank, 

excavation, boring, or other work lawfully constructed, sunk, or 
See. 132, Aet 18S4, made, or in course of lawful construction, sinking, or making for the 

purpose of impounding or supplying water on any land, whether 
alienated by or under lease or license from the Crown under this Act 
or the Acts 1859-1897, such person shall ho guilty of felony and be 
liable to penal servitude for any term not exceeding ten years, or to 
imprisonment with or without hard labour for any term not exceeding 
three years. And if any person wilfully destroys or damages any 
fencing or improvement other than those before mentioned, lawfully 
constructed, or made by any bolder of a conditional purchase, lease, 
or license, whether under this Act or the Acts 1859-1897 (which 
lawfulness the Court shall have power to determine), such person shall 
be liable to a penalty not exceeding fif ty pounds, or to be imprisoned 

’ with or without hard labour for any term not exceeding six months,
and to pay in addition such fine by way of compensation to the person 
injured as the Court may order.

Penalties on 
destroying

Division XVI.—Removal of Boundary Marks.
Removal of 338. If any person shall unlawfully and wilfully obliterate,
amMemeanonrtobDrcmoyc5 or deface any boundary or survey mark, or any land mark or 
Sec. 134, Act iss4. beacon, made or erected by the authority of the Surveyor-General, or 

by or under the direction of any authorised Government officer, such 
, person shall he guilty of a misdemeanour. '

Division
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Division XVII.—Recovery of Penalties.

389. Whenever by any section of this Act, or by any regulation Procedure^ 
made thereunder, any person is made liable to a penalty or to pay any °&c_ 
sum of money, whether as compensation or in any other way, and the gcc. 139, Act lest 
mode of recovering such penalty or sum is not therein described, such 
penalty or sum may be recovered before any two or more justices of 
the peace in petty sessions in accordance with the Acts in force for 
the time being regulating summary proceedings before justices. And 
all sums of money ordered by any sucli Court to be paid, and all costs 
and expenses awarded by such Court, may be recovered and enforced 
by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the person ordered to 
pay the same ; and in default of sufficient distress, such person shall -
be liable to be imprisoned with or without hard labour for any term 
not exceeding three months, unless such money, costs, or expenses be 
sooner paid.

Division XVIII.—Limitation of Actions.

340. All actions or other proceedings against any officer acting Limiuiion of 
under the provisions of this Act for anything wrongfully done under ^cUo“- 
or against the provisions of this Act, or the Acts 1859-1897, shall CCl 1 c 
he commenced within twelve months after the matter complained of 
was committed, and not otherwise. And notice in writing oi any 
such action and of the cause thereof shall he given to the defendant 
one month at least before the commencement of the proceeding. And 
in every such proceeding tho defendant may plead the general issue, 
and give this Act and the special matter in evidence at any trial to he 
had thereupon. And no plaintiff shall recover in any such proceeding 
if tender of sufficient amends shall have been made before the same was 
commenced, or if a sufficient sum of money shall have been paid into 
court after such commencement by or on behalf of the defendant, 
together with costs incurred up to that time. And if a verdict shall 
pass for the defendant, or tlic plaintiff shall become nonsuit or dis
continue such proceeding, or if upon demurrer or otherwise judgment 
shall he given against the plaintiff, the defendant shall recover his 
costs and have the like remedy for the same as any defendant has by 
law in other cases.

Division XIX.—Acts of Surveyor-General.

341. When in this or the previous Acts or any other Act it 
provided that certain acts or things shall or may ho done, 01 (iii eciions authorisod 
shall or may he given by the Surveyor-General, such acts or things in that behalf, 
may he done and such directions may he given by any officer dulySec’50-Act 1889' 
authorised by the Minister in that behalf.

Division XX.—Copies of .Documents to be evidence,

342. A copy of any application, letter, document, or insim-Co^cs of documents 
ment of any kind whatsoever relating to any purchase, reservation, 
dedication, lease, plan, or right to or disposition of land under this cc‘ ’ ' ‘
this Act, or the Acts 1859-1897, and whether of the original or 
of any press copy thereof, and of any indorsement or memorandum 
upon the same certified by the officer having the custody thereof to 
be correct, shall he admissible In evidence in every case in which the 
original would he admissible, and without proof that the person so 
certifying is the officer having the custody thereof if he shall state in .
his certificate that he has such custody.

Division
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Suite by tho Crown 
for recovery of rents, 
Ac.
Sec. 49, Act 1889.

Provision for 
obtaining royalty on 
coal from mineral 
lessee,
Sec. 91, Act 1884.

Power to maio 
regulations and mice.
Sec. 145, Act 1884; 
53, Act 1889; 61, 
Act 1895.

Crown Lands Consolidation,

Division XXI.—Suits by the Crown.
343. It shall he lawful for the Minister for Lands to bring 

under that name, and as nominal plaintiff on behalf of the Crown, 
any suit or action for the recovery of arrears of rent or of any other 
sums which, under the Acts 1559-1897 or this Act, may be due 
to the Crown. And no such suit or action shall ho prejudiced, or 
abate, or require amendment merely because after the commence
ment thereof the Minister who brought the same may have gone out 
of office, or because another Minister may have been appointed, or the 
office inay for the time being he vacant: Provided that costs may he 
given for or against sucli plaintiff in the same way as in any ordinary 
suit or action. And it shall ho lawful for the Minister, for the purpose 
of recovering arrears of rent due to the Crown, to exercise by any duly 
authorised agent such powers of distress as arc now given by law to 
any landlord.

Division XXII.—Royalty on coal from mineral leases.
' 344. The Governor shall, notwithstanding the provisions of the
Mining Act of 1874, impose a royalty of not less than sixpence per 
ton on coal raised from land which may he hereafter leased. And 
snch royalty shall he in addition to or in substitution of any rent 
payable by such lessee under the said Act, hut shall not affect or 
prejudice any other condition of the lease. And for the purpose of 
giving effect to the provisions of this section the Governor may make 
regulations prescribing the time and manner of payment of such 
royalty, and the manner of enforcing such payment.

Division XXIII.—Regulations.
345. Whenever iu this Act the word “ prescribed ” is used in 

connection with any matter referred to in the context, and whenever, 
in any section of this Act, “ regulations ” are mentioned in connection 
with any such matter the Governor may in every such case frame 
regulations for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of such 
section. And, for the purpose of carrying this Act into full effect 
generally, the Governor may make regulations, which shall, upon being 
published in the Gazette, he good and valid in law; and for the 
purpose of regulating proceedings before the Land Appeal Court, it 
shall he lawful for the Governor to make rules for the time and mode 
of procedure, and for the general practice of such Court, which shall, 
upon being published in the Gazette, he binding upon such Court, and 
upon the parties to any proceedings therein as the rules of the Court 
of Equity arc binding upon that Court and the parties suing therein : 
Provided that a copy of all such regulations and rules shall he laid 
before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days from the 
publication thereof if Parliament be then in session, or otherwise 
within fourteen days after the commencement of the next ensuing 
session.

SCHEDULES.
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SCHEDULES.

/
FIRST SCHEDULE (A).

Year and Number 
of tbo Act.

Title of Act. 1

i
Eil cut of Rcpual.

48 Vic. No. 18 ... The Crown Lands Act of 1884 ... ... ... The whole.
50 Vic. No. 21... The Crown Lands Titles and Reservations

Validation Act of 1886 ... ... .. The whole.
50 Vic. No. 34 ... The Conditional Purchases and Leases Valida-

tion Act of 1887 ............. ... .. The whole.
50 Vic. No. 39... The Crown Lands (Auction Sales Balances) 

Act of 1887.
The whole.

51 Vic. No. 11... The Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1887 The whole.
51 Vic. No. 29... The Conversion into Mining Conditional Pur

chases Validation Act of 1888,
The whole.

52 Vic. No. 7 ... The Crown Lauds Act Further Amendment Act The whole.
53 Vic. No. 21... The Crown Lands Act of 1889 ... ... ... The whole.
54 Vic. No. 11... The Crown Rents Act of 1890 ... ... ... The whole. .
55 Vic. No. 1... The Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1891 The whole.
57 Vic. No. 9 ... Tho Crown Lands Purchases and Leases Vali-

dation Act of 1894 ... ... ... ... Section 6.
57 Vic. No. 27... The Crown Lands Act of 1889 Declaratory ... The whole.
58 Vic. No. 16... The Reserves Declaratory Act....................... The whole.
58 Vic. No. 18... The Crown Lands Act of 1895 ... ... ... The whole.
59 Vic. No. 26.. The Crown Lands (Homestead Selections and 

Settlement Leases) Act, 1895.
The whole.

60 Vic. No. 2... The Conditional Purchasers' Relief Act ... The whole.
No. 8 of 1897 ... Public Trusts Act, 1897.................................. Except in so far as 

it applies to public 
parks.

SECOND SCHEDULE (B).
-

Year and number 
of Act. Title of Aet.

22 Vic. No. 17

23 Vic. No. 4

25 Vic. No. 1 
25 Vic. No. 2 
39 Vic. No. 13

42 Vic. No, 2(i

43 Vic, No. 29 

43 Vic. No. 33

45 Vic. No. 8

45 Vic. No. 9

An Act to impose an Assessment on Runs in the Un
settled and Intermediate Districis, and to increase 
tho Rent of Lands leased for Pastoral purposes 
within the Settled Districts of New South Wales.

An Aet to include tho Intermediate with the Settled 
Districts. .

An Act for regulating the Alienation of Crown Lands.
An Act for regulating the Occupation of Crown Lands.
An Act to declare and amend the Laws relating to 

Crown Lands.
An Act to declare the Law as to the effect of Transfers 

before grant of Lands conditionally purchased under 
the Acts regulating the Alienation of Crown Lands.

An Act further to amend the Lands Acts of 1861, and 
the Act of 1875.

An Act to declare the Law in respect to Lands forfeited 
or reverting to Her Majesty by reason of non-com
pliance with the conditions of purchase by the 
conditional purchaser.

An Act to regulate Ringharking on Crown Lands, and 
to limit claims for compensation under the fifteenth 
section of the Lands Acts Further Amendment Act 
of 1880. _ _

An Act to extend the power of correcting designs of • 
plans of towns and villages, and the limits of 
Suburban Lands,

404—q THIRD
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THIRD SCHEDULE (C).
BOUNDARIES OF DIVISIONS,

Easterit Division,

That portion of the Colony of New South Wales within the follow-in^ boundaries:— 
Commencing on the sea coast at Point Danger; and bounded thence by the boundary 
dividing the Colonies of New South Wales and Queensland generally westerly to the 

. north-eastern corner of the laud district of Warialda, as proclaimed in the New South 
Wales Gfovernment Gazette of the fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-five; and thence by the boundaries dividing that land district and the land 
districts of Bingara, as proclaimed twenty-fourth day of March, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-eight, and modified fifteenth day of August, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-sis; Narrabri, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, one 
thousand eight hundred and-ninety-three; Gunnedah, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of 
December, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified eighteenth day of 
May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, twenty-seventh day of Pehruary and 
twenty-seventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven; Coona- 
barrabran, Dubbo, and Parhes, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-three ; Forbes, proclaimed tw'enty-second day of September, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three ; Grenfell, proclaimed twenty-second day 
of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified fourth day of May 
and fifteenth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, and sixth day of 
February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven; Bnrmedman, proclaimed' 
twenty-second day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified- 
eighth.day of September, one thousand, eight hundred and ninety-four ; Wagga Wagga 
and Cootamundry Central, proclaimed twenty-second day of September, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-three ; Tumbarumba North, proclaimed first day of October, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two; Tirana, proclaimed fifth day of August, 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five; and Corowa, proclaimed fifteenth day 
of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, from the land districts of 
Tnverell, proclaimed fifteenth day of December, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
four; Tam worth, proclaimed twenty-third day of April, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-two, modified first day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two, 
first day of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, eighteenth day of 
May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, fifteenth day of August, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-six, and twenty-seventh day of February, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-seven; Murrurundi, proclaimed sixth day of Decemher, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety, modified twenty-first day of November, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-one, fourteenth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-three, twenty-seventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
seven ; Cassilis, proclaimed twelfth day of May, one thousand eighthundred and eighty- 
eight; Wellington, proclaimed sixteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-eight; Molong, proclaimed fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-five; Cowra, proclaimed fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-five, modified fourth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, 
and sixth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven; Young, pro
claimed eleventh day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, modified 
fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and fifteenth day of 
•June, one thousand eighthundred and ninety-five; Barmedman East, proclaimed twenty- 
second day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified eighth 
day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four; Cootamundry, proclaimed 
twenty-second day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three; Gundagat 
and Tumut, proclaimed first day of October, one thousand eighthundred and ninety-two ; 
Tumbarumba and Albury, proclaimed fifteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-seven, generally south-westerly to the boundary dividing the Colonies of New 
South Wales andYictoria; thence by that boundary generally south-easterly to the sea 
coast at Cape Howe; and thence by the waters of the South Pacific Ocean generally 
north-easterly, to the point of commencement.

Cjcktual Division.
Thatrportion of the Colony of New Soptli Wales within the following boundaries :— 

Commencing on the boundary dividing the Colonies of New South Wales and Queens
land, at the north-eastern corner of the land district of Warialda, as proclaimed in the 
New South Wales Government Gazette of the fifth day of August, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-five; and bounded thence by the boundaries dividing that land 
district and the land districts of Bingara, proclaimed twenty-fourth day of March, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, modified fifteenth day of August, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-six; Narrabri, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-three; Gmmedali, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of 
December, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified eighteenth dav of

May,
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May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, twenty-seventh day of February and 
twenty-seventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven; Coonabar- 
rabran, Dubbo, and Parkes, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-three; Forbes, proclaimed twenty-second day of September, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three; Grenfell, proclaimed twenty-second day 
of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified fourth day of 
Mav and fifteenth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, and sixth 
day .of February, one thousaud eight hundred and ninety-seven; Barmedman, proclaimed 
twenty-second day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified 
eighth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four; Cootamundry 
Central and Wagga Wagga, proclaimed twenty-second day of September, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-three : '.Tumbarumba Jforth, proclaimed first dajr of October, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two ; Tirana, proclaimed fifth day of August, 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ; and Corowa, proclaimed fifteenth day of 
May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, from the land districts of Invorcll, 
proclaimed fifteenth day of December, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four; 
Tamworth, proclaimed twenty-third day of April, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
two, modified first day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two, first 
day of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, eighteenth day of May, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, fifteenth day of August, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-six, and twenty-seventh day of February, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-seven ; Murrurundi, proclaimed sixth day of December, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety, modified twenty-first day of November, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-one, fourteenth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-three, twenty-seventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
seven ; Cassilis, proclaimed twelfth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eightv- 
eight; Wellington, proclaimed sixteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-eight; Molong, proclaimed fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-five; Cowra, proclaimed fifth day of August, ono thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-five, modified fourth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, 
and sixth day of February, ono thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven; Young, 
proclaimed eleventh day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, modified 
fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and fifteenth day of 
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five; Barmedman Fast, proclaimed twenty- 
second day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, modified eighth 
day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four; Cootamundry, 
proclaimed twenty-second day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
three ; Gundagai and Tumut, proclaimed first day of October, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-two ; Tumbarumba and Albury, proclaimed fifteenth day of May, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, generally south-westerly to the boundary 
dividing the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria, being the left bank of the 
Murray or Hume Biver; thence by that boundary generally westerly to a point west of 
the confluence of the Wakool River with that river; thence by a line east to that 
confluence and by the boundaries dividing the land districts of Balranald South, 
proclaimed fifteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ; Hay, 
proclaimed second day of November, ono thousand eight hundred and ninety-five ; 
Gillston and Condobolin, proclaimed second day of October, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-seven; Nyngau and Warren, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, 
one thousand eight.hundred and ninety-three ; Brewarrina East, proclaimed nineteenth 
day of April, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three; Walgett, proclaimed 
twenty-ninth day of December, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three; 
and Moree, proclaimed twenty-fourth day of March, one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-eight, from the land districts of Balranald, proclaimed fifteenth day of May, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven; Hay North and Hillston North, pro
claimed twenty-fifth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight; 
Cobar, Bourke, and Breivarrina, proclaimed tenth day of May, one thousand eight 
hundred and ninety ; and Walgett North, proclaimed second day of January, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, generally north-easterly to the bounday dividing 
the Colonies of New South Wales and Queensland aforesaid; thence by that boundary 
generally easterly, to the point of commencement. ’

WnsTEiii' Division.

That part of the Colony of New South Wales within the following boundaries :— 
Commencing on the boundary dividing the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria, 
being the left bank of the Murray or Hume River, at a point west of the confluence of the 
Wakool River with that river; and bounded tbenee by a line eastto tbat confluence, and by 
the boundaries dividing tbe land districts of Balranald South, proclaimed fifteenth day 
of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ; Hay, proclaimed second day of 
November, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five ; Hiliston and Condobolin, pro
claimed second day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven ; Nyngau 
and Warren, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-three; Brewarrina East, proclaimed nineteenth day of April, one thousand

eight
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eight hundred and ninety-three; Walgett, proclaimed twenty-ninth day of December, 
ono thousand eighthundred and ninety-three; and Moree, proclaimed twenty-fourth day 
of March, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, from the land districts of 
Balranald, proclaimed fifteenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
seven ; Hay North and Hillston North, proclaimed twenty-fifth day of February, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight; Cobar, Bourke, and Brewarrina, proclaimed 
tenth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety ; and Walgett North, pro
claimed second day of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, generally 
north-easterly to the boundary dividing the Colonics of New South Wales and Queens
land ; thence by that boundary, being the twenty-ninth parallel of south latitude, 
west to its intersection with the one hundred and forty-first meridian of east longi
tude, being the boundary dividing the Colonies of Now South Wales and South 
Australia ; thence by that boundary south to the boundary dividing the Colonies of 
New South Wales and Victoria, being the left bank of the Murray or Hume Biver ; 
and by that boundary generally easterly, to the point of commencement.

FOURTH SCHEDULE (D). •

(A.)
In the matter of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884 ” and the “ Crown Lands Act of ISSfi.” 
To the Sheriff of New South Wales, his deputy and assistants, and to all officers of the 

Police Force of New South Wales, and to the keeper of the gaol, prison, or lock-up 
at

These arc to command you the said Sheriff and all officers as aforesaid to apprehend 
A.B. of and to convey him to the said gaol, die., and to deliver him to the said
keeper, together with this warrant; and you the said keeper to receive him into your 
custody in the said gaol, Ac., and him there safely to keep for the term of [or unless
the sum of shall be sooner paid], I, the undersigned, Chairman of the Local Land 
Board, sitting at , having now here adjudged the said A.B. [to pay a fine of
and in default of immediate payment thereof] to be imprisoned for tbe said term, for tbat 
he the said A.B. [here state the offence to the following effect as the case may require^ 
having been duly served with a summons or subpeena to attend and give evidence before 
the said Board in the matter of [here sto-tc the nature of the proceedings], and having had 
payment or tender of his reasonable expenses duly made to him has neglected to appear, 
such neglect having been without just cause or reasonable excuse (or) having been duly 
summoned or subpeenaed (or) examined as a witness on the hearing of a certain matter 
[here state the nature of the proceedings) has refused to make oath, affirmation, promise, 
or declaration in lieu of an oath before the said Board (or) has refused to answer a certain 
lawful question, that is to say [here state the nature of the question) (or) has refused to 
produce a certain document within his possession or control, that is to say [here state the 
nature of the document] (or) to sign his examination reduced into writing, £c., itc,, being 
lawfully required by me the said Chairman so to do, and such refusal being without 
lawful cause or excuse (or) has prevaricated in his evidence.

Given under my hand this day of 18 at aforesaid.
C.D,, Chairman of the Local Land Board.

FIFTH SCHEDULE (E).

(B.)

In the matter'of tbe]“ Crown Lands Act of 1884” and the “ Crown Lands Act of 1889.” 
To the Sheriff of New South Wales, his deputy and assistants, and to all officers of the

Police Force of New South Wales.
WjiEUEAS.it has this day appeared to me, the Chairman of the Local Land Board, sitting 
at that A.B. of having been duly served with a subpeena or summons to
attend and give evidence before the said Board in the matter of [here state the nature of 
the proceedings], and having bad tender or payment of his reasonable expenses duly made 
,to him has failed to appear when called, these are to command you forthwith to apprehend 
the said A.B. and to detain him in custody and bring him before the said Board to give 
evidence in flic said'matter. .

Given under my hand this day of at aforesaid.
C.D., Chairman of the Local Land Board.

SIXTH
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SIXTH SCHEDULE (E).

In the Land Court of New South Wales.
To the Sheriff of New South Wales, his deputy and assistants, and to all officers of the 

Police force of New South Wales [and to the keeper of the gaol, prison, or lock-up 
at ].

It having this day appeared to the Land Court sitting at that A.B. of
having been duly served with a subpeena or summons to attend and give evidence before 
the said Court in the matter of [here state the nature of the prooeediugipj, and having had 
tender or payment of his reasonable expenses duly made to him has failed to appear when 
called. These are therefore to command you forthwith to apprehend the said A.B., and 
to detain him in custody, and to bring him before the said Court to abide the further 
order of the said Court. ,

Given under my hand this day of at aforesaid.
C.D., President,

(or) E.F., Acting-President.
(or) It having this day appeared to the Land Court sitting at that A,B. of

has on the hearing of a certain matter [here slate the nature of the jn'ocee<lings\ 
refused to make oatli or affirmation before the said Court (or) to answer a certain question 
(or) to produce a certain document within his possession or control (or) to sign his 
examination reduced into writing (or) &c., <fcc., being lawfully required by the said Court 
so to do, and such refusal being without lawful cause or excuse (or) that A.B. of 
has obstructed the business of the said Court (or) has committed a contempt in face of 
the said Court (or) <fcc., Ac. These are therefore to command you the said Sheriff and ail 
the said officere as aforesaid to apprehend the said A.B., and to detain and convey him to 
the said gaol, Ac., and to deliver him to the said keeper thereof, together witli this 
warrant; and you the said keeper to receive him into your custody in the said gaol, Ac., 
and him there safely to keep until the said A.B. shall have signified to the Land Court 
his submission to make the said oath or affirmation (or) Ac., and the further order of the 
said Court in the premises shall have been made known to you under my hand (or) until 
the term of days from the date hereof shall have expired (or) until a fine of £ 
shall have been paid (or) until the said A.B. shall have been otherwise discharged in due 
course of law.

Given under my hand this day of at aforesaid.
C.D., President.

(or) E.P., Acting-President.

Sydney : William Applegate Oidlidi, Oovernmont Printer —1897.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXCHANGE OE LAND ON TANGA STATION, 
NEAR BALRANALD.

(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 18 Report from Printing Committee, 7 October, 1807.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 1st July, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ All papers in connection with the exchange of land on Yanga Station, 
f< near Balranald.”

(ilfp. Chanter.)

SCHEDULE.
NO.
1. The Manager of the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited) to the Under Secretary for Lands,

piojioaing exchange of hunls on Stonehenge, Baan Baa, and Cooma Pastoral Holdings for lands on Yanga 
Pastoral Holding, with enclosure. 23 July, 1830 ........................................................................................................ 3

2, The Under Scerel.ary for Lands to the District Surveyor, Ai midaln, with minutes. 28 July, ISOO ........................ S
.'{. The same to the District Surveyor, Tamworth, with minutes. SSJuly, 18!)0 ............................................................... 4
4. The same to District Surveyor, Hay, with minutes. JOJuly, 1S96 ......................................................................... 4
5, Tile same to same, with minute. 2(i August, 1S0S........................................................................................................... 0
C. Telegram from Draftsman in charge, Survey Office, Hay, to the Under Secretary for Lands, witli minutes.

0 October, ISM! .................................................................. '........................................... ............................................. 5
7. The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to the Manager, English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited),

12 October, 1SHG.................................................................................................................................................................. 5
S. Surveyor R. N. Somumlle to the District Surveyor, Hay, with minutes, 17 October, I89C .................................. 5
!). Office Memorandum. 30 October, 1S96 .................................................................................................................   6

]0. Office Memorandum, with minute. 30 October, 1S9G .................................................................................................... 7
11. The Manager, the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited) to the Under Secretary for Lands, forwarding

application to surrender lands on Stonehenge, Cooina, and Baan Baa South Pastoral Holdings in exchange for 
lands on Yanga. Pastoral Holding, with enclosures, 30 October, 1S110..................................................................... 7

12. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Chairman of the Local Land Boaid, Armidalc, with minute. 3 November,
1890   9

13. Same to Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, with minutes. 3 November, 1S96 ................................................ 10
14. 5}amc to Chairman, Local Land Board, Tamworth, with uiinutos. 3 November, 189G....................................... .. 10
15. The Chairman, Local Laud Board, Armiclale, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 4 November, 1896 .................. 10
16. The District Surveyor, Hay, to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay. 7 November, 189G ................................ 11
17. The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to the Under Secietary for Lands. 7 November, 1890 .......................... 11
IS. The Chairman, Local Land Board, Tamworth, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 10 November, 1896 ........... 11
19. Office Memorandum, with minutes, 16 November, 1896 ................................................................................................ 11
20. The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to the Chairman, Local Laud Board, Hay, 16 November 1896 ..............  12
21. Tbe Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to the Under Secretary for Lauds. 16 November, 1896 ......................... 32
22. The Acting Under Secretary for Lauds to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, with Minutes. 16 November,

1896 ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 12
23. The District Surveyor, Tamwoith, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 37 November, 189G ................................. 12
24. Same to Clerk-in-charge, Land Board Office, Tamworth, with minute. 17 November, 1896 .................................. 12
2.). The Chairman, Local Laud Board, Huy, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 18 November, 1896 ............................. 12
26. Same to same, with minutes. IS November, 1890.......................................................................................................... 13

Note,—The plans laid upon the Table with this Return have been omitted by the Printing Committee,
323—A '

[oSfj copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £52.]
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fl U.
27. The Chairman, T.eeal Land Board, Tamworth, to the Acting Clerk-in-Chargc, Land Board Office, Tnmworth,

vith minute. 19 November, 1S96...................................................................................................................................
28. The District Surveyor, Hay, to Mr. Surveyor Somerville. 21 November, 189(1 .....................................................
29. A. B. Briggs, Ks^., for English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), to the Secretary for Lauds. 24

November, 1S9G....................................... .....................;.............................................. ................................................
30. The Chairman, Local Laud Board, at DcniJiqum, to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 2o November,

1896 .....................................................................................................................................................................................
31. The Clerk-in-charge, Laud Board Office, Hay, to the Chairman, Local Land Board at Deniliquin, with minute,

25 November, 1896..............................................................................................................................................................
32. The Chairman, Local Land Board, at Deniliquin to the Clerk-in-charge, Land Board Office, Hay, with minutes,

25 November, 1S9G.............................................................................................................................................................
33. Suvvevor Scndall to the District Surveyor, Tamworth, with enclosures. 25 November, 1896 .............................
3L The District Surveyor. Hay, to the Chairman, Local Land Board at Deniliquin, with minute. 26 Novemlier, 1896
35. The Chairman, Local Land Board, at Deniliquin, to the Clerk-in-charge, Land Board Office, Hay, with minutes.

27 November, 1896 ................................... .................................................................................... ;.................................
36. The Chairman, Local Land Board, at Deniliquin, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 28 November, 1896 ......
37. Tiie District Surveyor, Tamworth, to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Tamworth, with minutes. 39

November, 1896 .................................................................................................................................................................
38. The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 30 November, 1S9C
39., Caption to Depositions of Witnesses, with enclosures....................................................................................................
40. The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to the Chairman, Local Land Board at Narrabri. 1 December, 1S96 ...
41. Decision ot Local Land Board, Narrabri, with minutes. 2 December, J896 .............................................................
42. The Chairman, Local Laud Board, at Narrabri, to the Under Secretary for Bands. 2 December, 1896..............
43. The Manager, the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), to tire Under Secretary for Lands, with

minutes. 4 December, 1896 .........................................................................................................................................
44. The Acting Under Secretary' for Lands to the Chairman. Local Land Board, Hay. 4 December, 1896 ...............
45. The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidalc, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 5 December, 1896 .................
46. The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to the Manager, the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited),

7 December, 1896 ...................................................................................................................................... .......................
47. Extract from yVu; Aim-ina Aecond’)'. 9 December, 1896 ...........................................................................................
48. 'The District Surveyor, Arinidalo, to the Chairman, Local Land Board, at Armidalc, with enclosure. 10

December, 1896 ......................................................................................................................................................... .
49. Caption to Depositions of Witnesses, with enclosures ....................................................................................................
50. Decision of Local Laud Board, Glen Dines, uith minute. 11 December, 1896 .........................................................
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EXCHANGE OE LAND ON YANGA STATION, NEAR BALRANALD.

No. 1.
The Manager of the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited) to The

Under Secretary for Lands. '
Sir, The English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), Sydney, 23 July, 1896.

Beferririg to the suggested scheme of exchange of lands on Stonehenge, Baan Baa, and Cooma 
holding# for lands on Yanga, which was laid before you by our Pastoral Inspector on the 21st instant, I 
have now the honor to furnish more definite information on the subject. _ _

As you are doubtless aware, the Bank are the holders of the undermentioned property in the 
neighbourhood of the towns of Glen Innes and Narrabri, viz.:—

EiSTitiiN Division,
1,134 acres, Stonehenge holding, No. 108, freehold land.

12,508 „ „ „ conditional purchase land.
3,981 „ „ „ .. lease „
1,882 „ „ „ „ „ (non-convertible).

Centime Division.
17,730 acres, Cooma leasehold area, No. 002, at a rental of l-;d. per acre per annum.
1,466 „ „ „ conditional purchase land.
2,880 „ „ „ „ lease „

12,691 „ Baan Baa leasehold area, No. 628, at a rental of 2 |d. per acre, per annum.
4,172 „ „ „ freehold land.
3^88 „ „ „ conditional purchase land.
6^794 „ „ „ . . lease „ ^ ,

The whole of this laud has been fully improved by fencing, ringbarking, water conservation, and 
buildings at a heavy outlay. It is suitably located for close settlement, and comprises a large area of 
agricultural land within easy reach of railway communication. _ ...

Should the proposal be acceptable to the Minister, the Bank is prepared to enter into negotiations 
for the exchange of the whole of the foregoing property, and would also surrender the leasehold areas for 
lands on Yanga, in the extreme west of the Central Division, now held by the Bank under a pastoral lease 
at a rental of Id. per acre per annum.

A summary of all the lands available for exchange gives the following results
5,306 acres, freehold land.

17,162 „ conditional purchase land.
13,655 „ „ lease land.

36,128 acres, total. _ __
In the event of the proposal being finally approved, the Bank will convert the 13,655 acres con

ditional lease into conditional purchase land. _
1 enclose a sketch of the Yanga leasehold area, showing the freehold land coloured in red and the

36,123 acres proposed for exchange colored blue. _ _ _
It mav be mentioned tbat the lands proposed for exchange on Yanga are rabbit infested, destitute 

of water, within an area of light and capricious rainfall, and essentially grazing country, remote from all 
railway communication. _ _ ...

The object of the proposal is to consolidate widely-scattered lands, though in doing so it is quite 
apparent that the Bank is making a great sacrifice. i

It would bo of extreme convenience if you could advise us at the earliest possible moment whether 
the Minister was disposed to view the proposal in a favourable light. _ _

I would point out that while the question of exchange remains unsettled, it very seriously hampers 
the immediate future operations on the properties to be surrendered.

I shall be glad to supply any further information you may require.
'With reference to our two applications for exchange of lands on Cooma holding, No. 602, for lands 

on Baan Baa South, No. 628,1 shall be obliged if you .will delay dealing with these until the present 
more comprehensive proposal has received consideration. I have, &c.,

1 ELETCHEE DIXON,
Manager.

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The District Surveyor, Armidalc.

Otfick Memorandum. 28 July, 1896.
A copy of a letter recently received by the Department, in which the English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank offers to surrender lands in the Land Board Districts of Armidale and Tainworth in exchange for 
other lands in the Laud Board District of Hay, is enclosed; and ns Mr. M'Donald has recently reported 
very fully on the merits of another exchange proposal affecting Stonehenge lands only, and he is, therefore, 
in possession of all the facts, will he favour me with his views in regard to the Stonehenge lands, i.c., 
whether acceptance of this surrender is desirable in the public interests, and likely to facilitate settlement.

A rough estimate of the value of these lands should also be supplied, if possible.
______ C.J.S. (for the Dnder Secretary).

I presume that the present proposal does not affect the exchange already approved. It would have 
been more satisfactory if the applicant Bank had furnished a plan illustrating the proposals ; but speaking 
from my general knowledge of the Stonehenge (Graham’s Yalley) Estate, J may state that the lands 
comprised therein would undoubtedly attract settlement under the favourable terms afforded by the

homestead

For enclosure, 
see No. 1.
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homestead settlement provisions. The unimproved value of the land is about 2tis. per acre. The 
improvements consist of fencing, rmgbarking, a little cultivation, and the home station improvements at 
Graham s Valley. The latter are not at all ol an extravagant character. T_ have no knowledge of the 
Baan Baa or Cooma holdings, but 1 know the Tanga holding very well. The description of the latter 
given in the enclosed letter (Ain. 1)8-7,74!)) is correct. The country is not suitable for small holdings. 
Ihe climate is very hot and dry, and the rainfall about 14 inches per year. . Tho altitude above sea level 
is about 20D feet. At Stonehenge tho annual rainfall is about 4i) inches ; the altitude about. fj,808 feet. 
The summer climate is delightful, but it is vorv cold in wiaier.—Boituirr M‘Do\AnD, District Surveyor,

The Great Northern railway passes within a few miles of Graham's Valley.—NATI).

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Lauds to The District Surveyor, Tamworth.

0FITCH MjCMORANni'M.
2S duly, 1890.

A copy of a letter recently received by the Department is enclosed, in which the English, Scottish, and 
Australiaii Bank offers to surrender lands in the Land Board Districts of Armidale and Tamworth in 
exchange for other lands in the Land Board District of Day, and is referred to the District Surveyor at 
Tamworth for early report in regard to the lands within the Coruna and Baan Baa South pastoral 
holdings, i.e., whether_ acceptance of surrender of the freehold and selected areas is desirable in the 
public interests and likely to facilitate settlement; also, whether the lands covered bv the existing 
pastoral leases are likely to bo again readily disposed of in tho event of the leases being” abandoned as 
now proposed.

A rough estimate of the value of the lands affected should also, if possible, be supplied.
The papers relating to the previous exchange are enclosed; and, as these holdings have only 

recently been reported on by the District Surveyor, it is thought that he may be in a position to furnish 
the information now asked for without a further inspection.

C.J.S. (for the Under Secretary),

Reporting from general knowledge, and without, inspedion,! am of ihe opinion that the acceptance 
by the Grown of tho surrender by way of exchange,-as proposed, of the English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank’s freehold and selected lands on Baan Baa South and Cooma pastoral holdings, accompanied by the 
abandonment on the Bank’s part of the, lands held by it under conditional lease (non-convertible) and 
pastoral lease, is desirable in the public interests and likely to facilitate settlement, j do not anticipate 
any difficulty in disposing of tho lands held under pastoral lease when they become available in tbe 
form ot settlement leases. I am unable to furnish a rough estimate of the lands to be surrendered ; but, 
from general knowledge, I believe they comprise lands ranging in value from 2Us. to 40s. per acre.— 
Eked. Poatb, District burveynr, 7th August, 1898.

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The District Surveyor, ITay.

. 30 July, 1S90.
The enclosed letter from the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank—-in which areas within the Land 
Board Districts of Armidale and Tamworth are placed under offer for surrender, and others in the Land 
Board District of Hay, are desired in exchange—is referred to the District Surveyor at Hay for pre
liminary report in regard to the Yanga lands affected.
_ Taking this holding as a whole, the scheme is not as comprehensive as it might he, nor is the form 
in which the land is desired without objection ; but the Bank’s representative has verbally intimated to the 
Department that the frontage lands have been specially omitted, in order not to interfere with a sub
sequent application which is intended to be made for the surrender and further consolidation of the 
Yanga lands only, _

The matters for consideration are, therefore :—
(1.) 'Whether any objections exist to tbe alienation of lands in this pastoral holding, as proposed and 

. if unobjectionable.
(2.) As regards the form this consolidation should take.

To facilitate consideration of this proposal, the lessees’ working plan has been borrowed, and the 
necessary information shown on enclosed lithograph.

A rough estimate of the value of the lands affected by any scheme recommended by the District 
Surveyor should be supplied.

C.J.S. (for the Under Secretary).
If possible, a report should be furnished within a month.

Telegram to Under Secretary, asking for appraisement napers, leasehold area of Yanga, 6 August 
189G. Received, 8 August, 1898. ” “

With regard to the exchange proposed, I beg to report that there is no objection to alienate the 
land sought in this proposal, provided, however, that consolidation be effected in a more compact form. 
Tho contemplated supplementary exchange should undoubtedly bo dealt with in conjunction with this 
proposal, to ensure that the lands held by the station and the Crown lands left for future settlement, 
should be in as compact a form as possible. In any scheme that is considered, the position of the town of 
Balranald must not be lost sight of, in order that any demand for closer settlement may be met without 
recourse to resumption. I value the lands sought in this proposal at from 15s. (fifteen shillings) to 25s. 
(twenty-live shillings) per acre,—W. G. Waiatcr, District Surveyor, S/9/96. The Under Secretary for 
Lands.

The
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The District Surveyor does not indicate what form lie recommends the consolidation should tahe, or 
where would be the most desirable locality in which to aim at consolidation of the Crown lands. The 
lessees urge that they cannot surrender the block containing the woolshed. They arc also extremely 
anxious to know how far their proposal is acceptable,in order tha1 arrangement may he made in connection 
with the stock on ttie holdings proposed to be surrendered. An immediate reply is requested.—C.J.S. 
(for the Under Secretary), 2d/!),‘9t>. Tho District S iirveyor, liay.

Deferred to Mr. Surveyor Somerville for immediate report, from his local knowledge, as to what 
form the consolidation should take, in addition to embracing tho numerous measured portions that intersect 
the station freeholds, which are too small for settlement. It might be advisable to include (with tho 
exception of (HO acres fronting the river) the whole of water reserve 2,114', parish of Kioela. As he is 
now close to Yanga station, he should interview the manager, with a view to obtaining information as to 
tho form of the contemplated supplementary exchange.—W. G-. Walker, District Surveyor, Wentworth, 
9/10/9G, Very urgent.

Dealt with by letter No. 96-37, 17th October, 1S96.—Kicim. N. Somerville, Surveyor.

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The District Surveyor, Hay.

1-lay, 26th August, 1H96,
The within reports by the District Surveyors at Armidale and Tamworth are forwarded for your K0r <,nci0Eures. 
perusal, Ac , in connection with papers, Ain. 90-7,435 sent early this month. aeiSos. land 2

C.J.S. (for the Under-Secrotary).

Deturncd to TI cad-quarters with my report, No. 90-300, of this date, covering papers, U.B.OO-J,270.— 
W. G-. Walker, District Surveyor, S/9/90. The Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 6.
Telegram from Draftsman-in-Charge, Survey Office, Hay, to The Under-Secretary

for Lands.
Hay, 9 October, 1890.

lie Yanga exchange, District Surveyor wires from Wentworth that he considered it advisable to refer 
matter to Surveyor Somerville, who is in locality and will report next week,

" J. GL DEWINGS,
Draftsman-in-Charge, District Survey Office.

Inform Bank.—C. J. Satuthers, 12/10/90. English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), 
Sydney, informed, 12/10/90,

No. j-
i •

The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Manager, English, Scottish, and
Australian Bank (Limited).

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 October, 1896.
In reply to your personal inquiries I have the honor to inform you that the survey of the 

lands to be granted on Stonehenge holding is to be made at once, and action is being expedited thereon ; 
and the District Surveyor has referred your proposal for exchange on Yanga holding to tho surveyor 
now in the locality, whoso report is expected this week.

I have, &e.,
II. CUDDY,

Acting Under Secretary
_____________ (ihr W.HC.)

Exchang'd— 
Stonehenge, 

No, 103, Kast'Cm 
Division.
Yanga,

No. Tfi, Central Division.

No. 8.
Surveyor R. N. Somerville to Tho District Surveyor, Hay.

Sir, Hay, 17 October, 1896.
In accordance with your instructions, No. 90-61, October 9th, L.B. 96-4,270, I have the 

honor to report upon tho proposed consolidation in Yanga pastoral holding, county Caira, of lands 
offered in surrender in Stonehenge, Cooma, and Bairn Baa holdings,

I believe it is desired to treat this exchange on its merits without bringing in the question of 
surrender of any of the Yanga freehold lands. Keeping this in mind, 1 am of opinion, from a cursory 
inspection, that the form of consolidation need not be objected to. Applicants have aimed at pure 
consolidation without respect to country.

The land sought is not suitable for close settlement, none of it is agricultural land, and, taken as 
a whole, its grazing capacity is low.

In event of the exchange being accomplished, a road should he provided easterly from portion 19, 
parish Yanga, through the holding.

The station manager is unaware what form the contemplated surrender and exchange of Yanga 
lauds only will take.

I have, Ac.,
RICIID. N. SOMEBVIULE,

---------  Surveyor,
There
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There is no objection to tbe alienation of the land sought on Yanga holding, nor do I think now 
that there is any occasion to formulate a design for surrender of freeholds on this holding, having regard 
to a consolidation of the Crown lands with a view to closer settlement near Balranald, I was under the 
impression that there were some areas adapted for agriculture, but I now find that tbe land is purely 
pastoral. Blocks of at least 5,000 acres would be ror|uired for independent holdings ; but I understand 
from Mr. Somerville that even upon blocks of this size, on account of the liability of the land to Hood, 
settlers would be hampered in keeping and moving the stock on and off the lauds. As regards the form 
that the consolidation of the holding should take, I am of opinion that the interests of the Crown are 
not in any way prejudiced by granting the land in tbe form shown by blue tint on lithograph, with a slight 
modification giving the area hatched blue instead of tbe area edged blue. An amalgamation of the two 
main areas is, perhaps, desirable ; but this will probably come under consideration in tbe supplementary 
exchange. At the present time I consider it best, in the interests of the Crown, to retain the Crown lands 
between the two main areas, and north and east of the proposed consolidated area, in the parishes of IT.ia 
and Parker (where blocks of a suitable size and form can be obtained for future settlement), rather than 
that a connection between the two divisions should be made. If it be considered, however, that the areas 
should be joined now, I would suggest that the area B, G-, fl, I, J, K) L, M, is, O, should bo substituted 
for the area A, B, C, D, B, P, although this would result in severing the Crown lands. I am of opinion, 
too, that the Crown lands west of line G, P, II, to, and inclusive of, travelling stock reserve 3,202, should, 
in any proposal, be retained for future settlement, as they are more accessible in flood time and nearer to 
Balranald than the rest of the lands to the east and north of the area. In the supplementary exchange, 
the lessee should, in the event of the area suggested in substitution for area A, B, C, B, E, F being adopted 
in the present proposal, be asked to surrender portions 1, 29, 30, and 31, parish of Parker.—"W". G\ 
"Wameek, District Surveyor (per J.Gf.F.), 10/10/90. The Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 9.
Office Memorandum.

Puoposed ExeuiAifOE or Eastejm a.yi> Cexthal Division Lands.

30 October, 1S9G.
Stonehenge, UjfDKii separate papers tbe owners wore consolidating their Cooma aud Baan Baa South (Central 
No. los, Enstcm Division) and Stonehenge (Eastern Division) properties; but on tbe 23rd July last they asked whether 

1”°” the Department would be likelv to favourably entertain a scheme for the surrender of all their alienationsDivision ; lease
expired. j »
SoT) as the holdings named (together with the pastoral leases covering the Cooma and Baan Baa South 
central biv’isUni; properties) in exchange for an equivalent area in Yanga holding, the relative position of the estates 
iJiifPTY8’ affected being indicated on aceompanving small Colony map. ‘ 11 ,1 x ~
“no.802, abandonment is:- *

Approximately tbe area for surrender and

Central Division; 
five years' 
extension. 
YangjwNo 70, 
Central Division 
five years’ 
extension.

Freehold. Lease.

1,832 acres 
30,421 „

For lithograph, , 
see enclosure to “ p,:
No. .

Conditional Conditional
Purchase. Lease.

Eastern Division ... ... 1,134 acres ... 12,508 acres ... 3,981 acres
Central Division ... ... 5,306 „ ... 4,654 ,, ... 9,674 „

making a grand total of 68,376 acres, which will be rendered available for settlement should the scheme 
be adopted. _

The District Surveyors have been consulted, and arc found to favour such an exchange.
In regard to the Baan Baa South and Cooma Estates, tbe District Surveyor at Tamworth states 

that tbe relinquishment of the station interests there would be likely to facilitate settlement, and that no 
difficulty need be anticipated in readily disposing of tbe land under settlement lease provisions. A rough 
oitimato places the value of this country at from 20s. to 40s. per acre. -

Kogarding tho Stonehenge holding, the District Surveyor at Armidale reports that the land 
comprised therein would undoubtedly attract settlement under 1he favourable terms afforded by tbe 
homestead selection provisions. He estimates the land to be worth about 25s. per acre. Air. McDonald 
also has the advantage of knowing the Yanga land, whk'h be states is not suitable for small settlement.

In exchange the applicants seek to attain tho land represented by blue tinting on tbe lithograph 
To this form the District Surveyor at Hay has no strong objection to offer.
The Crown lands to the west of tbe line P, Gr, II bo considers should bo retained for future 

settlement. His estimate of the value of this country is from 15s. to 25a. per acre. _
The owners have now lodged the usual formal application for the surrender of the station 

alienations on Stonehenge, Baan Baa South, and Cooma holdings in exchange for an equal area on 
Yanga holding, and have intimated their willingness to abandon their Baan Baa South and Cooma 
pastoral leases and to relinquish the improvements on the portions for sarrender. ^ _ _

This proposal embraces land in three Land Board Districts, and is the first of the kind which has 
arrived at the stage of reference to a Land Board. Section 47 requires that the'Local Land Board shall 
inquire into aud report upon any proposal, and shall appraise the value of the land included therein. Tbe 
surrender land is Mil,bin the Glen Junes aud Narrabri Board Districts, while the land applied for in 
exchange is within the Balranald Board District. _

It would perhaps meet tho ease if the Glen Innes and Yarrabri Boards were directed to report as 
to tbe surrender of the portions within their respective districts, and to appraise tbe value of those lands, 
and also to slate whether their acquisition by tbe Crown would promote settlement; and the Balranald 
Board were dire’elcd to inquire into and report whether the lands sought in exchange could bo alienated 
without prejudice to public interests, and also to assess the value of those lands, the several Boards’ 
reports to be subsequently reviewed by tbe Almister and the exchange then considered as a whole.

C. J. SAUUDEKS.

No. 10.
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No. 10.

Office Memorandiim.
ExCJIANOE OF La.TI1) 'WITHIX HTFKEttETIT DlSTHICTS.

30 October, 189(5.
The question is, how to get this matter before the Land Board, the special feature of the case being that 
the proposal refers to lands within three Land Board Districts. . , ,,

C'ectiou 47 of the Act of 1895 does not limit an exchange to lands within the same district; but tne 
Local Laud Board is introduced in tho following way :—

The Local Land Board shall inquire into and report upon any application^ or proposal referred 
to such Board by the Minister, and the values of any lands included therein shall be determined 
in accordance with the provisions of section G of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1889, berore t e 
exchange is carried out. In any such exchange the lands exchanged shall, as nearly as 
practicable, bo of equal value, or if the Crown lands to be granted be of greater value the 

difference of value shall be paid before any grant is issued.
The land proposed to be surrendered to tho Crown is iu the Land Districts of iNarrabri and Glen 

Innes, and the land proposed to be acquired by the lessees is in the Balranald Land District. _
The case may be, perhaps, dealt with by one Land Board under the provisions ol section o ot the

A.ct of 1889, which is as follows1 T , T j-d j i i i m. 
5. It shall be lawful for the Minister from time to time to direct any Local Land Board to deal with 

any matter, question, or inquiry that lias arisen, or shall arise, without regard to the Laud Board 
District in which the land forming the subject of such matter, question, or inquiry may be situated 
And the said Land Board shall have as full power and jurisdiction to deal with tho matter as it 
the land aforesaid were situated within that Board’s proper Laud Board District or Land 
District. Provided that anything similarly done by any Local Land Board before tbe com
mencement of this A.ct, cither from inadvertence or otherwise, shall have the same effect in law 
as if done by the Land Board empowered to deal therewith. _

But before one Board deals with it linally, it ought to have before it the views of the Land Board 
with regard to the land within that Laud Board’s district. Strictly, perhaps, all witnesses should appear 
before the one Board ; but this would be expensive. The Board is not asked to decide, but to inquire and 
report; ami, of course, the real object to be aimed at is to understand that tho proposals are fair, both so 
far as the Crown’s interests and those of the parties arc concerned. .

II. CUBBY,
. Acting Under Secretary.

The Land Board for the district in which land is to he granted should make the chief inquiry. 
The other Boards should report on the values, &c., of the lands to be surrendered,—-J.II.C., 30/10/9G.

No. 11.

The Manager, the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), to The
Tinder Secretary for Lands.

The English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), 
gjri Sydney, 30 October, 1896.

’ Bellowing up yesterday's interview of our Pastoral Inspector with the Minister, relative to 
tho proposed exchange of lands on Stonehenge, Cooma, and Baan Baa South, for lands on Yanga holding, 
I have now tbe "honor to enclose formal application, with schedule attached, for surrender and exchange
of the lauds in question. ,

In tho event of our proposals receiving final approval, we are prepared to abandon the leases ot 
Cooma No. G02, and Baan Baa South, No. G28, in the Central Division, at the termination of the current 
year. 1 presume, however, that the right to run our stock on the country for a few months after that 
date could he arranged for later on, iu order to allow us time to dispose of them to advantage.

Trusting that further stops in the matter, as promised, will now be taken.
I have, Ac.,

BLETCIIEB DIXON,
____________ Manager.

[Enclosurs.]

ArnacATioN uy the Owner to surrender Land in Bxcuange eou Crown Land. 

Received a deposit of £10 ami a provisional survey lee of £G2.

The Treasury, Sydney, 30 October, ISOfi.
J. K. WALFORD,

[pro Treasurer).

In accordance with provisions of seotion 47 of the Crown Lands Act of 1S9C, we, the Knglish, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank (Limited), being tho holders of grants of the lands specified on the back hereof, or the holders of lauds specified on 
the liook hereof, in respect of which the onlv unfulfilled condition is that of payment of balance of purchase money, within 
Stonehenge, Coonm, and Baan Baa South holdings, Nos. 308, 602, 62S, in the Eastern and Central Divisions, hereby apply 
to surrender the same in exchange for the Crown lands described On the back hereof, situated within A aiiga holding. 
No. 76, Central Division. Particulars of tho improvements on tho respective areas are set forth in the Schedules appended, 
and we hereby agree to relinquish the improvements on the portions tor surrender.

Signed this 2Elth.day of October, 1806.
THE ENGLISH, SCOTTISH, AND AUSTRALIAN BANK (LIMITED)

(Bv its Attorney—Fletcher Dixon),
' George-strcet, Sydney.

I’ahticueaks
The Under Secretary for Lands.
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Particulars of Land to he .sukrendereij and of the Improvements thereon.

Parish. Portion. Area. Nature of Alienation.

Stonhence—(Hen limes District.

Ben Lomond , 
Fletcher ........

Ben Lomond ,

Fletcher.

Fletcher.........................
H ..........................

Fletcher and McIntyre

McIntyre
»)

Fletcher .

Clifton ... 
M ‘Intyre

Ben Lomond , 
M‘Inly re ... 
Fletcher .....

Ben Lomond .
Fletcher .....
M'Intyre ....
Clifton ........
M'Intyre ....

Ben Lomond.

Clifton . 
M ‘Intyro

Ben Lomond .
Fletcher .....
Ben Lomond .

M'Intyre .... 
Ben Lomond.

No. 20,883 
„ 20,884 
„ OH,007 
„ 9,421
„ 2.“,,703

Part of 154
” .. -s 

55
Part of 154 

10 
347 

17 
5

38
54
50

20, 29, 51, 155 
32 
53
51 
50 
49
74
75
90
91

17

97

Date.

1890

25,704 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3
.i 3 May, 1891 

' ~ 1894

a. p-
IS 240 0 0
12 40 0 0
25 CO 0 0
26 40 0 0
15 SO 0 0
27 100 0 0
90 174 0 0
45 360 0 0

349 40 ft ft

1,134 0 0

66 60 0 0
31 200 0 0
32 200 0 0

151 180 0 0
49 320 0 0

8 160 0 0
7 320 0 0

44 100 0 0
65 40 0 0
16 60 0 0
17 120 0 0
6 SO 0 0

64 40 0 0
35 40 0 0

134 420 0 0
135 60 0 0
67 40 0 0
24 40 0 01 40 0 0

o 40 0 ft
28 254 0 0

9 1 160 0 0
87 1 640 0 0

40 0 0 
40 0 0 

G40 ft 0 
40 0 O 

352 0 0 
34G 0 0 
318 0 0 
248 0 0 
120 0 0 
300 0 ft 
40 0 0 
40 0 0 

322 0 0 
640 0 0 
640 O 0 
320 0 0 
34ft 0 0 
44ft ft 0 
500 0 ft 
595 2 0 
560 0 0 
154 3 0 
339 0 0 
261 ft ft 
040 0 0 
320 0 0 
238 0 0

13,642 1 0

640 0 0
640 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . , 461 0 ft
7 . . . . . . . 960 ft 0

640 0 0
640 0 0

3,981 0 0

}■ Freehold.

Conditional purchase.

i Conditional leases to be converted 
i into conditional purchases.

Cooma—Narrabri District.

Cooma
Blake

No. 87-30 
„ 87-32

98
a. 1*. p-
500 0 0

1 640 0 0
0 320 0 0

1,466 0 0

(>40 acres 1,920 0 0
320 „ 9C0 0 0

2,8S0 0 0

Conditional purchase,

Conditional lease to be converted 
into conditional purchases.
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Parish. Portion. Area. Nature of Alienation.

Baan Baa—Navraljri District.

Baan Baa

> y
J T
>>
ft

M 
J» 
i J 
M 
H 
J1 
i y

i)

if 
M 
) )
11

tionlliui .. 
Baan Jjjm

Tulin Mullen

No. 77-2,238 
„ 77-2,20*. 
„ 88-3S . , 
„ 80-S4 ... 
„ 80-21 ... 
„ 30-82 ... 
„ 30-37 ...

.a. r, P-
14, 15, 10, 48 309 3 0

5 320 0 0
10 40 0 0
77 227 0 0
50 72 2 0
58 100 3 0
59 472 2 0
68 167 2 0
09 100 0 0
70 320 0 0
79 40 0 0
54 480 0 0
7«S 160 0 0
55 400 0 0

S, 0, 11, 12, Cl, 02, 40 558 1 0
51 2S4 0 .0

4,172 1 0

4 50 0 0
7 60 0 0

Gi 250 0 0
03 43 2 0
05 225 1 0
80 040 0 0

3 500 0 0
t> 140 0 0

0 and 84 100 0 0
S7, 88, 92 4S0 0 0

22 640 0 0

3,1S8 3 0

82-271 780 2 0
77-71 276 2 0
39-00 and ) 1,500 0 0
88-04 j 420 0 0
89-21 ■480 0 0
39-91 j 1,417 3 0
89-45 1,920 0 0

6,794 3 0

-Freoliokl.

[■ Conditional purchase.

J

1
j Conditional lenses to be converted 

' into conditional purchases.

Summary.

Stonehenge .
Cooma ........
Baan Ban .. ,

Freehold. Conditional Purchase. Conditional Lease. Total.

a. r. p- a. r. P' a. P- a. r. P-
1,134 0 0 12,508 i 0 3,981 0 0 17,023 i 0

1,460 0 0 2,880 0 0 4,346 0 0
4,172 1 0 3,188 3 0 6,794 3 0 14,155 3 0

5,306 1 0 17,163 0 0 13,655 3 0 30,125 0 0

Improvements on lands to be surrendered on Stonehenge, Cooma, and Baan Baa South holdings, Nos. 108, 002, and 
02S, consisting of fencing, ringbarking, water supply, buildings, etc., £15,000.

On Crown lauds applied for in exchange on Yanga holding, No. 70, consisting of fencing and water supply, £500.

Particulars of Crown Lands applied for in Exchange and of the Improvements thereon.

Land coloured blue on map forwatdud with the preliminary proposal for exchange, dated 23rd July, 1890, Ireiug 36,125 acres 
on the Yanga leasehold area, No. 70, Central Division.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale.

Proposed Exchange—Affecting lands on Stonehenge, Baan Baa South, Cooma, and Yanga Holdings.
3 November. 1896.

The papers relating to the Stonehenge portion of tins exchange are enclosed, together with copies of 
those parts referring to the other holdings affected—the originals in connection with the latter having 
been sent to the respective Boards of the districts within which the lands are situated.

The Minister wishes these matters to bo dealt with concurrently and at the earliest date possible, 
as it is represented to be a maltcr of immediate importance to the Bank in connection with the disposal 
of their stock on tho different holdings affected.

For enclosure^ 
ecc Nos. 3, 4, 8, 
9, Ifl, and 1L

323—B
The
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For enclosures, 
see Nos- 2, 4, y, 
0,10, and 11.

10

The Chairman is therefore requested to have the case talcon in hand at once for action as directed: 
and, in order that the Minister may be informed when the case will be dealt with, the District Surveyor 
should be consulted, and a report supplied under separate letter, stating the earliest date upon •which ihe 
matter can be beard by the Board.

C.J.S. (for the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Lands informed that the ease will-be dealt with at (Hen Innes on 23rd 
November, 1893.—E.H.D., d/ll/'JG.

No. 13.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay.

Pjjoi'Osed Eschasoe—Affecting lands on Stonehenge, Baan Baa South, Cooma, and Yanga Holdings.
3 November, 1S9G.

Tile papers relating to tho Yanga portion of this exchange are enclosed, together with copies of those 
parts referring to the portions under offer for surrender—the originals in connection with the latter 
having been sent to the respective Boards of tbe districts within which the lands are situated.

The Minister wishes these matters to be dealt with concurrently, and at the earliest date possible.
The Chairman is therefore requested to have the case taken in hand at once for action as directed ; 

and, in order that the Minister may be informed when the case will be dealt with, the District Surveyor 
should be consulted, and a report supplied under separate letter, stating the earliest date upon which the 
matter can be beard by the Board.

C.J.S, (for tho Under Secretary).

English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), informed of reference. Submitted.—A.J.Y., 
Clerk-in-chargc, C/11/9G. See telegrams to Under Secretary for Lands and A. Lakcman, Esq., on 
enclosure, L.B. 90-0,075.—A.J.V., Clcrk-in-charge, 7/11/90. To District Surveyor for necessary 
action.—A.J.V. (for Chairman, Hay), 10/11/9G. Form F to Surveyor Somerville. Instructions have 
this day been issued to Surveyor Somerville. Lithograph P, it is suggested, should be exhibited at liay, 
and lithograph Q.—J.Gr.P. (for District Surveyor), 21/11/90.

No. 14,
The Under Secrotary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Tamworth.
PnorosEn Exchakoe—Affecting lands on Stonehenge, Baan Baa South, Cooma, and Yanga holdings.

. 3 November, 1890.
Tn e papers relating to tbe Baan Baa South and Cooma portions of this exchange are enclosed, together 
with copies of those parts referring to the other holdings affected, the originals in connection with the 
latter having been sent to the respective Boards of the districts within which the lands are situated.

The Minister wishes these matters to be dealt with concurrently, and at the earliest date possible. 
The Chairman is therefore requested to have the case taken in hand at once, for action as 

directed ; and, in order that the Minister may be informed when the ease will bo dealt with, the District 
Surveyor should be consulted, and a report supplied under separate letter, stating the earliest date upon 
which the matter can be heard by the Board.

C.J.S. (for the Under Secretary).

Urgent. Owing to the number of urgent instructions now in baud of a similar nature, I think 
the earliest time at which this case can be ready for Board action will bo the end of February or the 
beginning of March, 1897. IVlien writing my minute of 7 August, 1890, on papers Alienation 9U-8,173, 
1 was under the impression that the lands held by the Bank on Baan Baa South were those indicated on 
enclosed tracing by red tint; I now notice that the blue-tinted areas are also held in the same interest. 
The land south-westerly of the railway line is, generally speaking, of an inferior nature.—Filed. Poate, 
District Surveyor, 9/11/9G. _

Letter (memoranda) to Under Secretary, indicating that end of February or beginning of March 
next is the earliest time possible for Board action as to the Baan Baa South and Cooma lands, drawing 
attention to the supplementary preliminary information from District Surveyor as to general character of 
lands, &c.—TF.F., 10/11/96. _ _

Now for inspection as to character in detail and value in detail of the lands, and for report as 1o 
suitableness or otherwise for profitable settlement of the Bank’s lands on Baan Baa South and Cooma 
holdings.—’WinruAM Fhkeman, Chairman, 10/11/96,

Mr. Surveyor Scndall, for inspection and report at the earliest opportunity, having in view other 
instructions of a similar nature now in his hands.—Fred. Poaxe, District Surveyor, 10/11/96. Helio
graphs from comprehensive tracing, to illustrate your report, will be forwarded in a few days.—R IS , 
13/11/96. Returned ,to the District Surveyor, with my report of 25 November, No. 96-70.— W. 
Neville Send am, Surveyor, 25/11/96,

. . No. 15.
The Cliairman, Local Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Department of Lands, Local Land Board Office, Armidale, J November, 1S9G.
In reply to your letter of the 3rd instant, I have tbe honor to inform you that necessary 

action has been taken in regard to proposed exchange of lands on Stonehenge pastoral holding, and the 
ease will be considered by tbe Local Land Board at Glen Innes on the 23rd instant.

I have, &c.,
. F. G. FINLEY,

Chairman.
^ " No. 16.
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No. 16.
The District Surveyor, Hay, to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay.

Mkmokanduh.
7 November, 1896,

Ip tbeso papers (Tanga Exebange) are transferred to me during the next few days, lean have inspection 
of the lands made and report furnished in the first week of next month.

W.G-.W.

I propose setting caso for hearing at Hay (if parties consent and Minister sanctions) on either 12th 
December or 22nd December, aud probably first day would be most convenient. "Will caso then be ready ?— 
P.T., 7/11/90. The District Surveyor. Yes, case will be ready by 12th December; but as tracing 
has to bo exhibited for a month, it is necessary that I should know definitely before 12tli instant where 
case is to be heard.—Wr.G-.Wr., 7/11/96.

No. 17.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
Hay, 7 November, 1896.

Re proposed exchange affecting lands on Tanga, Stonehenge, <fec., will Minister give consent for Tanga 
lands to bo dealt with by Hay, instead of Balranald, Board? Tteason, chiefly that I cannot personally 
attend at Balranald for a considerable time. Case can be dealt with at Hay on 22nd December.

DEED. TEOLLOPE,
Chairman.

No. 18.
The Chairman, Local Land Board, Tamworth, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

MEJIOItANBUM.
Tamworth, 10 November, 1896.

Exchange desired by English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited)—Lands on Stonehenge in Armidale 
Land Board District, on Baan Baa South and Cooma in Tamworth Land Board District, for Crown 
Lands on Yanga Holding in Hay Land Board District. _ _ .

Youit instruction in this matter to mo was brought under my notice on return from circuit.
Yesterday X made preliminary reference to the District Surveyor, and he reports that “ owing to the 
“ number of urgent instructions now on hand of a similar nature, I think the earliest time at which this 
“ caso can be ready for Board action will be the end of February or the beginning of March, 1897.
“ Wrhon writing my minute of 7th August, 1896, on papers Alienation, 96-8,173, I was under the impres*
11 sion that the lands held by the Bank on Baan Baa South were those indicated on enclosed tracing by 

red tint. I now notice that the blue tinted areas are also held in the same interest. The land south- 
li westerly of the railway line is, generally speaking, of an inferior nature.” __ _ _

I may state that this land, generally speaking of an inferior nature (the underlining is mine), 
is about three-fourths* the total area the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank seeks to give in exchange include* 
upon their Baan Baa Estate. _ , , conditional

The earliest time that the matter may come before tbe Board is that named by the District 
Surveyor. "

1 would respectfully suggest that it is far more important that this matter as a whole should be at 
every stage very deliberately considered than unduly expedited, as it might be found when too late that 
tho public interest is sacrificed in some respects. The different Boards, and even tbe different District 
Surveyors, may have different, bases of value, and I am strongly of opinion that one experienced officer of 
high standing should, after personal inspection of the lands in detail, report on the whole proposal and 
give evidence before a Board. _ <

I would suggest Air. Kobert McDonald, recently District Surveyor at Armidale, who it appears 
knows both the Stonehenge and the Tanga lands, should do this. His evidence should be read by each 
Board, if ho inspects, &e., as I suggest.

I am pushed for time—iust starting on circuit.
- WILLIAM FREEMAN,

Chairman.

No. 19.
Office Memorandum.

YASCrA-STCCTEHEMTffi, BaATT BAA ExCHATTGE,
16 November, 1896.

In reply to directions sent out in regard to the earliest date on which the several Land Boards might be 
able to deal with their respective parts of the Stonehenge, Baan Baa South, Cooma, and Tanga Exchange, 
the Chairmen reply as follows :—

Armidale :—The necessary action lias already been taken, and the case will be considered by tbe 
Board at Glen Innes on the 23rd instant.

If ay :—Should tho Minister consent to the caso being heard at Hay instead of Balranald, the matter 
can be dealt with at Hay on the 22nd proximo, but that the Chairman cannot attend at 
Balranald for a considerable time. ’

Tamworth:—After consultation with the District Surveyor, the earliest time that the matter may 
come before the Board at Narrabri is found to be tbe end of February or beginning of March.

Having regard to the fact that the large area applied for on the Tanga holding is close to the 
town of Balranald, and there is certain to be some local feeling in the matter, the Chairman’s proposal to 
have tho case dealt with at Hay on the 22nd proximo should not, it is thought, be approved of.

The
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The Minister’s original intention in this case was that a special meeting of the Board should be 
called to consider the case. Probably the Chairman should be so directed now, and asked to name the 
earliest date upon which the case can be heard at Balranald.

In the case of tho Narrabri Board the same course should be adopted, as the Chairman reports 
that the matter will not be disposed of in the ordinary course before the end of February or March nest, 
and it is necessary that the Tamworth inquiry should be completed before the Balranald inquiry is 
commenced. .

C. J. SAUNDERS.

For approval. Some means of having a meeting of the Narrabri Board should be arranged 
earlier.—H. Cuhut, 1G/11/06. Approved.—J.H.C., 10/11/96. Chairmen, Hay and Tamworth,
asked by wire, 16/11/96.

TsTo. 20.

Telegram from The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local
Land Board, Hay.

Sydney, 16 November, 1S96.
He Tanga exchange: Minister directs case must be dealt with by Balranald Board. State earliest date 
upon which special meeting can be held.

H. CURRY,
Acting Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 21. .
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
Hay, 16 November, 1S96.

It is urgent that I should know to-day if Minister approves change of venue, Yanga exchange case. 
Leaving this afternoon for Deniliquin. F. TROLLOPE, '

Chairman.

No. 22.
Telegram from The Acting Under-Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local

Land Board, Hay.
Sydney, 16 November, 1S96.

He Baan Ba-Yanga exchange: Minister directs ease be dealt with at special meeting, Narrabri Board. 
State earliest date meeting can be held. H. CURRY,

-------  Acting Under Secretary for Lands.
Repeated to Chairman, Coonabarabran.—E. T. Creed, 16/11/96. Tho District Surveyor.—

E. T. Ceeer (pro Chairman), 16/11/96. Noted, and necessary action is being taken to have the case 
ready by the date mentioned,—R.S. (for District Surveyor), 18/11/96. The Chairman. The papers 
in this case were sent to you yesterday. Forwarded to be placed therewith.—1'. W. IVaud (pro 
Chairman), 4/12/96.

No. 23.
Telegram from The District Surveyor, Tamworth, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Coonabarabran, 17 November, 1896.
He your wire to Chairman that Minister directs Baan Baa-Yanga exchange to bo dealt with specially, I 
w'ill make every endeavour to have case rc-adv for hearing at Narrabri Board meeting on thirtieth (30th) 
instant. " FRED. POATE,

District Surveyor.

No. 24.
Telegram from The District Surveyor, Tamworth, to The Clcrh-in-charge, Land

Board Office, Tamworth.
Coonabarabran, 17 November, 1896.

He Baan Baa-Yanga exchange: Chairman directs case to be set down for hearing at Narrabri on thirtieth 
(30th) instant, Issue necessary' notices immediately.

FRED. POATE,
------- - District Surveyor.

For Board meeting at Narrabri on the 30th November, 1896. Notice sent to tbe Manager, 
English, Scotish, and Australian Bank (Limited), 17/11/96.

No. 25.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to The Under Secretary

for Lands.
Deniliquin, 18 November, 1896.

He Yanga exchange: I have existing arrangements for Board meeetings up to Christmas, and I particularly 
wish to avoid travelling in January. Letter posted. FRED. TROLLOPE,

Chairman, Deniliquin.
' ........'............. “ " " No. 26.
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No. 26.
The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sirj Deniliquin, 18 November, 1896.
In reference to the hearing of the Yanga exchange ease, I have the honor to inform you that 

I have existing Board meetings at which J. have to attend, and which will hold mo until the 24th December, 
1896, viz. r—at Deniliquin, at Hay, at Hillston, and at Lake Cudgellico.

I have been exceedingly anxious to clear all the outlying districts of work before the extreme heat 
of the year began. _ . .

In tins I hare not been successful, as I bare to travel to Hillston and Cudgellico in December; 
but if to this is added a journey to Balranald in February, I am afraid that my strength will be 
over-taxed. _ _

Since the middle of April, I have been incessantly engaged at Board meetings, bavin", in addition 
to the ordinary work, dealt with the Western District appraisements and the appraisements of special areas.

I request to be informed if the inquiry into the Yanga exchange case can stand over until March 
without prejudice to the public interest.

I desire to add that the inquiry is one at which the Chairman should be present.
1 have, &c., '

FRED. TROLLOPE.
—_—. Chairman.

Balranald Land Board, in re Yanga-Baan Baa-Stonehenge Exchange,—Tho Chairman of the 
Narrabri Board will endeavour to deal with his portion of tho above proposal this month. The Chairman, 
Armidale, has already arranged for hearing his moiety. Mr. Trollope, Chairman of the Balranald 
Board, is, however, unable to name a date earlier than March next for the main inquiry, and ho asks the 
Minister to allow the case to stand over until that date, for the special reasons set out in his letter 
enclosed. It may bo remembered that the Bank officials have explained that it is most important that they 
should know at an early date whether the exchange is likely to be entertained, in order that they may dis
pose of their stock, and make the most economical arrangements possible for the future working of their 
station properties.—C. J. Saunjojiks, 20/11/96. _ _

Mr. Trollope was affected by tbe heat of last summer, and no doubt this has something to do with 
hie wish to avoid having to go to Balranald before March next. It would bo desirable to have tho case 
disposed of earlier. Mr. Trollope might be able to suggest some special arrangements as to travelling 
which the Department might consider.—H. Cuiur, Acting Under Secretary, 20/11/96.

Approved.—J.II.C., 21/11/90. Chairman, Hay, asked by wire, 25/11/96.

No. 27.
Telegram from The Chairman Local Land Board, Tamworth, to The Acting Clerk-in

Charge, Land Board Office, Tamworth.
Coonabarabran, 19 November, 1896.

Respecting your telegram as to Baan Baa, &c., iny answer is “ No”; but send all necessary notices to 
parties to-day WILLIAM FREEMAN,

______ Chairman Land Board.
Notice to Manager, English, Scottish, and Australian Bank sent 17/11/QG—vide L.B. 96-8890, 

herewith attached.

No. 28.
The District Surveyor, Hay, to Mr. Surveyor Somerville.

District Surveyor’s Office, Hay.
(Fonxi F.)

Memohanduji of Insxktfctions.

(To be returned with reply).

Subject,
I Reply
! (If necessary, the reply should be by letter on
I closing this instruction).

Mr. Surveyor Somerville is requested, at his early conveni
ence, ho inspect the Crown lands comprising the area 
shown by blue tint on the accompanying heliograph 
which is proposed to be granted in exchange for other 
lands without this Board District.

It is desired that the character and value of these lands 
bo fully reported upon, and also as to whether, irres
pective of the value of the lands, there is any probability 
of their being required for closer settlement.

If it should occur to Mr. Somerville, after inspection, that 
a desirable modification in tbe form of alienation of the 
lands can be made, he will be so good as to suggest it.

Tho improvements on tbo lands should also be reported 
upon without going into too much detail.

J.G.F. (for District Surveyor), 21/11/96.

Returned to the District Surveyor in 
accordance with memo., 1/12/96.— 
Richard N. So-WEktille, Surveyor, 
2/12/96.

Reissued to Mr. Surveyor Steane.—J.G-.F. 
(for District Surveyor), 3/12/96.

Dealt with by my report, 96-39, 15th 
December, 1896.—S. A. Steane.
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No. 29. '
A. B. Briggs, Esq., for English, Scottish, and Australian Bank. (Limited), to

The Secretary for Lands.
Dear Sir, Lands Department, 24 November, 189G,

Deferring to our interview relative to the Yanga-Baan Baa exchange, I understand that all 
the papers in connection with this matter are before you, but there is a difficulty about holding a Land 
Board meeting at Balranald owing to the Chairman’s health. I trust, however, that you may see your 
way to carry out the promise given to dispose of the question at an early date, and would point out that 
a hearing at Hay would suit us equally well as Balranald.

If I could offer any assistance I shall be glad to wait upon you again.
Yours, &c.,

A. B. BDTGGS.

No. 30.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Deniliquin, to The Under

Secretary for Lands.
Deniliquin, 25 November, 189G.

lie Yanga exchange: Board members could perform duties at Hillston and Cudgellico, as no special cases 
there occur, in which event I could deal with case at Balranald on 18th December, if Minister will 
sanction hearing twenty-one days after tracing exhibited.

FEED. TEOLLOPE,
-------  Chairman.

The Chairman’s recommendation may, it is thought, be adopted, provided the proposed exchange is 
fully advertised at Balranald. The land applied for by way of exchange is not far distant from that 
town. The Chairman should perhaps be asked who will act as Chairman at Hillston and Cargellico.— 
C. J. Saundehs, 2G/11/98.

For approval. The direction that a tracing should be exhibited for a period of one month is not 
required by the Act or Eegnlations, but was conveyed by Circular 93-23. Eegulation 286 appears to refer 
to a public purpose exchange. The General Eegulations re exchanges are 294 to 302 inclusive.—H. Cuhby, 
Acting Under Secretary, 27,11/96.

Approved,—J.H.C., 27/11/96. Inform Chairman by wire.—E.A.B., 27/11/96. Chairman 
Local Land Board informed by wire, 27/11/96.

No. 31.
Telegram from The Clerk-in-charge, Land Board Office, Hay, to The Chairman,

Local Land Board, Deniliquin.
Hay, 25 November, 1896.

Please say if decided date deal with Yanga exchange, Balranald, Want exhibit tracing one month, and 
Gazette. A. ,T. FILES,

-------  Clork-iu-charge.
Cannot decide at present.—Fred. Trollope, Chairman (per W. O’H.) The Clerk-in-charge, Land 

Board Office.

No. 32.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board Office, Deniliquin, to The Clerk-

in-charge, Land Board Office, Hay.
Deniliquin, 25 November, 1896.

Send Yanga exchange tracing for exhibition at Balranald by to-morrow night’s post. Will hear on 18th 
December, if Minister sanctions,

FEED. TROLLOPE,
-----— Chairman.

Please prepare notice and attach heliograph to go Balranald to-night’s mail. Objections to be 
lodged on or before 18th December, 1896.—A.J.V,, Clerk-in-charge, 26/11/96. Notice prepared and,
with heliograph, forwarded to Crown Lands Agent, Balranald.—W.O.K., 26/11/96.

No. 33.
Surveyor Sendall to The District Surveyor, Tamworth.

Report on proposed surrender of lands within Baan Baa South and Cooma holdings, counties of 
Pottinger and White, Land District of Narrabri, Central Division.

Sir, Narrabri, 25 November, 1896.
I have the honor to report that between the 19th and 22nd November, 1896, in compliance 

with instructions of the 13th November, No. 96-56,1 inspected lands within Baan Baa, South, No. 62S, 
and Cooma, No. 002, pastoral holdings, counties of Pottinger and White, Land District of Narrabri, 
Central Division, offered for surrender by the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited),in. connec
tion with the Bank’s proposal to exchange lands under the 47th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1895.

Other lands offered for surrender are on Stonehenge holding, No. 108, Eastern Division, Land 
District of Glen Innes, and tho lands asked in exchange are on Yanga holding, No. 76, Central Division, 
Land District of Balranald.

The
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The lands within Baan Baa South and Cooma holdings are s.utable for settlement and there 
would he no difficulty in disposing o£ them under the provisions of the Crown Lands Act ot lS9o.

The improvements on portions 16 and 11, parish of Baan Baa. are extensive, comprising homestead,
iX0 S for the profitable occupation in

email improvements are not such as should bar selection, being necessary for
workhm the land, and would rather tend to attract settlement, as they enable future tenants to enter 
immediately after selection into profitable occupation of the country. AU th%eWlthm eaSJ 
reach of the railway—from Haifa mile to 0 miles from Narrabri West .rad Baan Baa Stations.

Enclosed is a schedule giving an estimate of the value of improveincnts on the lands o^red for 
surrender. It was not considered advisable to spend time inspecting those improvements <dosely, m view 
of the fact that if the surrenders are accepted, and the land becomes available for f 
will have to ho appraised at their ralue then to an incoming tenant, and present valuations would be ot
little u&o, . .

The approximate total present value is £5,7S«h -n v t\ afollowing are descriptions of tho portions offered for surrender on Baan Baa South and Cooma,
which are shown on heliographs accompanying this report in red colour : Tv;rain nart of

County of Pottinger, portions 7,63,61,65, parish of Baan Baa, 57S* acres Within part ot 
portion 65, about 80 acres is a stony and gravelly ridge, good red soil, timbered with box and lr0^T'> 
good grazing land; the remainder, and the other portions, 49Sf acres, are levcl chocokte soil sman oge 
plains, and very open box and myall; rich grazing land, and patches ram agricultural. The land is broken 
by watercourses, and there is permanent water in Till la Mullen Creek, on portion &m lh® *imbe > e l 
shade trees, is ringed; distance to Baan Baa railway platform, 6 miles. I alue oOs. per acre.

Portions 8,14, fl, Iffi 10, 77, 16,11, 12, 62, 61, 46, 48 Baan Baa, 1,13* acres. Wort tf TuB» 
Mullen Creek, about 460 acres ; the country is timbered with box, oak pine, ami rosewood , the soil is 
deep rod loam, good grazing and rich agricultural land; the timber has been ringed, and there is a light 
ZSSL The remainder, 87* acres consists of small open plains ^ .^Iffitural W 

country, chocolate, black, red, and grey soils; a 1 rich grazing land, and patches of ^ r ^ |
the timber has been ringed, except about half of portion 48, where there Baan
there Is permanent water in Tulla Mullen Creeek at two points, portions 14 and 16, distance to Baan 
13zui railway platform, 4 to 5 miles, "Value, 50s. per acre* , . , 1 *i ‘.-iPortion 4, parish Baan Baa, 50 acres, consists of black and chocolate soils timbered heavily with 
box, yellow-picket, and apple ; good grazing and fair agricultural land; permanent water Barnoi Emm ,
4 miles to Baan Baa railway platform. Value, 40s. per acre. rn],T14-rv rim?

Portion 5, parish Baan Baa, 320 acres. Open plain and very open box and 
harked ;'black and chocolate soils; rich grazing and patches fair agricultural land; 3 miles to Baan Baa
railway^platform^,^ parfc CUM. 2,238, north-east of railway line, parish Baan Baa, 850
acres. All timbered with box, oak, rosewood, and pine; deep red loam soil; ©>od grazing and mh 
agricultural land; the timber has been ringbarked, and there is a light growth of suckers, 4 miles to
Baan 7s, parhb"Baan EnT/lCf) acres. Consists of red and gray clay soils, timbered with box,
oak, rosewood, and myall, ringbarked; good grazing land; distance to Baan Baa railway platform, 4
mllC3' portions^,' S'fiTSnd 68, parish Baan Baa, 1,520 acres. Small open plains and very open box 
and myall, some belar west of Tulla Mullen Creek ; black and chocolate soils ; rich grazing and patches 
of fair agricultural land; tho Tulla Mullen Creek through these portions is a swamp, from 10 to to 
(Inins wide generally dry, and good grazing country ; tho box timber on this is heavier than on surrounding 
latid, and the3whole has been rffigbarked; from Baan Baa railway platform, 1* to 4 miles. Value, 45s.
per 5C and 58) parish o£ Baajl Ba3) 2331 acres. Nearly all open plain a little box and myall
timber; black and chocolate soils; rich grazing land, and patches fair agricultural, 13 to 3 nnies tio
Baan Baa railway platform. Value, 50s. per acre. iiri„

Portions 09, 70, and 79, parish Baan Baa, 520 acres. About 150 acres light saudy soil; oak, box, 
pine gum, and beiar timber; poor grazing land; about 100 acres stony and gravelly ridge; ironbark, 
pine; and scrub ; poor grazing Jrad ; and about 270 acres open box and myall, and Tulla J^UonSwamp; 
good grazing; all tho country ringbarked, with now a growth of young timber and scrub , $ to 10 m.lo
from Baan Baa railway platform. Value, 30s. per acre. ■ u uQn 1 inn1 ar.rf,K

Part C P L 2,238 South-west railway line, and portion 80, parish of Baan Baa l,130a acres. 
Box, pine, rosewood, and belar timber ; a little ironbark ; timber ringbarked, and about G40_ acres heavy 
growth of suckers, the remainder light growth; deep red loam inclining to sandy ; good agricultural soil 
and fair grazing ; 2 to 4 miles from Baan Baa railway platform. Value, 3os. per acre.

Portions 87 and 88, parish of Baan Baa, 160 acres. Heavy belar timber; about half grey crab- 
holey ground and half red soil; good grazing if ringbarked ; 2 miles from Baan Baa railway platform.
•Value, Frsac2rCanA 94s i£h of Baan Baa) 1,200 acres. Bex, pine, oak, rosewood, and belar timber ;

' dense scrub of pine, oak, rosewood, and wattle; light sandy and sandy loam soil; fair grazing it ring- 
barked and scrub cut; and patches of fair agricultural land ; about 400 acres ringbarked ; heavy growth 
of suckers and scrub. Baan Baa railway platform mile. Value, 25s. per acre.

Portions G, 34, and 85, parish of Baan Baa, 640 acres. Box, oak, pine, rosewood and belar 
timber • light scrub and undergrowth ; red sandy and sandy loam soil; fair grazing when ringbarked and 
scrub cut Lid patches of fair agricultural land; all ringbarked; light growth of suckers and under
growth. A watcrhole on the south boundary of portion 85 is nearly permanent; a permanent supply 
could bo secured at little cost by a small dam. Distance from railway platform at Baan Baa 1 mile.
-Value, ^ of Baan 537$ flel.cs. Box, oak, pine, rosewood, and belar timber ; pine,
oak, wattle scrub, and undergrowth ; light sandy and^ sandy loam sod^ if
and'scrub cut, and patches fair agricultural land ; 3 miles from Baan Baa railway platform, 
per acre.

Value, 25s. 
Portion

I
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Portion 74, parish of Baan Baa, SO acres. Bos, pine, oak, and rosewood timber; light sand and 
sandy loam; fair grazing when ringbarked, and patches fair agricultural land. Has been ringbarked, but 
there is^now a very heavy growth of suckers. Distance from Baan Baa railway platform, 4 miles. 
Value, 25s. per acre.

County of White, portions 2, 3, 4, and 10, parish of Gorman, 2,4S0 acres. About 400 acres open 
bos ridges, a little currajoug; red stony soil; good grazing; about 500 acres heavy belar country; black 
and grey soils; good grazing if ringed; about 1,2S0 acres bos, pine, rosewood, oak, and a little belar; pine, 
oak, rosewood, aud wattle scrub; light sand and sandy loam; fair grazing if riugbarkod and scrub cut, 
and patches fair agricultural laud. All this 2,180 acres has been recently ringbarked. The remaining 
*100 acres is a light sandy and stony ridge timbered with bloodwood, gum, ironbark, and pine, with dense 
scrub of pine, wattle, currawong, five-corner, and grass-tree; very poor country; not ringbarked ; 4 to G 
miles from Baan Baa railway platform. Value, 25s. per acre.
. - Portions 22 and 23, parish of Tnllon Mullen, 2,560 acres, county of Pottinger. About 700 acres, 
in four areas as shown on heliograph. Bov, pine, and rosewood, light pine, wattle and rosewood scrub; 
rod sandy loam ; fair grazing country when ringbarked, and fair agricultural land. These areas arc ring- 
barked The remaining .1,800 acres arc mostly light sandy soil, a few patches of sandy loam ; timbered 
with box, gum, pine, oak, and rosewood; dense scrub of piue, oak, wattle, rosewood, and undergrowth; 
inferior country. Distance from Baan Baa railway platform, 2 to 4 miles. Value, J.7s. (id. per acre.

On Cooma holding, portion 98, parish of Cooma, 5UG acres. About 150 acres dense belar and 
brigalow scrub; black and grey soils; good grazing if timber is killed ; 356 acres ironbark, bos, and a few 
bngalows, oak, and pine ; sandy and red clay soils; good grazing if timber is killed, aud fair agricultural 
land; all ringbarked. On the 150 acres a heavy growth of .young timber, and on the remainder a 
moderate growth, 'This is a valuable agistment paddock, being only mile from Harrabri West railway 
station. Value, 70s. per acre.

Portions 5 and 0, parish of Cooma, l,2SO acres. About 250 acres dense brigalow; grey and black 
,4 acres low ground; gum timber; grey soil. 400 acres red sand aud sandy loam ; bos, pine, and 

oak timber; and 480 acres light loose sand, with gum, apple, bos, and pine timber ; pine and wattle 
scrub. The area, except about 4C0 acres, has been ringbarked, but is now heavily overgrown with 
suckers, pine and wattle scrub, and undergrowth in a worse condition than unimproved country. There 
is permanent water in Brigalowv Creek at Borah Waterhole, Distance from Narrabri West railway 
station, 3 to 5 miles, \alue, 20s. per acre.

. Portioria l and 2, parish of Blake, 2,500 acres. About 400 acres dense brigalow ; grey soil; good 
grazing il timber is killed. Bemainder, light sand and sandy loam soil; timbered with ironbark, box, oak, 
and pine; pine, wattle, oak scrub, and light undergrowth ; lair grazing land ; and patches of fair agricul
tural land. All, except the 400 acres brigalow, has been ringbarked, and there is a moderate growth of 
suckers.^ Pive miles from Narrabri West railway station. Value, 25s. per acre.

Enclosed is a Schedule containing areas and values of lands offereeffor surrender, allowing an area 
mo (f-TN0* aCrCS ^v-a^up= £23,203), on Baan Baa South; and on Cooma an area of 4,346 acres (value, 
;kG,2ol); a total of 18,501 f acres (value, £20,454); average value per acre, 32s,

• 1 have, &c.,
W. NEVILLE SENDALL,

,,,. Sarvevor.
lime occupied in service—Field, 3 days ; office, 3 days. '

[J?nc/osure.]
ScnEDVLE of Lands offered for Surrender under section 47 nf the Crown Lands Act of iSDit, Oaan Baa South, No. G2S, and

Cooma, No. (102, Holdings.
Central Division.—Baan Baa South Holding

Price per Acre. . Value.
Parish and County. Portion. Area ---------  - —

iioatd’s
Valuation.

Surveyor's
Valuation. Hoard's Valuation. Sunojor'b

Valuation,

County Pottiuger—
acres. £ 3. d. £ B. d,

Baan Baa............ 7 00 35/- 50/- 105 0 0 150 0 0
03 434 35/- 50/- 70 o 6 108 15 0

>» ............................... 04 250 .35/- 50/- 437 10 0 025 0 0
)> ............ .................. x65 223i 30/- 50/- 337 17 6 503 2 0

x 8 40 40/- 50/- so 0 0 100 0 0
xl4 00 40/- 50/- 120 0 0 150 0 0

?> ......... . ..... * ......... x a 40 35/- 50/- 70 0 0 100 0 0M .......... ...... . x 15 1GS 35/- 50/- 294 0 0 420 0 0
x 10 40 35/- 50/- 70 0 0 10O 0 0
x 77 227 35/- 50/- 307 5 0 567 10 0
xlfi 40 40/- 50/- 80 0 0 100 0 0

»• .....*........................ xll 40 40/- 50/- SO 0 0 100 0 0
x 13 40 35/ - 50/- 70 0 0 100 0 0

...............-.............. . 02 227 35/- 30/- 1 307 5 0 567 10 0
01 1311 35/- 50/- | 2-29 13 9 328 2 0

>i ......... ................... . 40 40 35/- 50/- ' 70 0 0 100 0 0
4S 41} 35/- 50/- 1 73 1 3 104 7 6

>> ................................ 4 50 40/- 40/- 1 100 0 0 100 0 0
5 320 40/- 60/- | 040 0 0 SOO 0 0

j j ............ * ■ • .......... ■ ■.. x 51 2S4 ■ 40/- 60/- 1 568 0 0 710 0 0
,, ........ ....................... C.P.L. x 2,044 270 40/- 50/- 1 552 0 0 090 0 0

C.P.L. x 2,238. 200 35 (- 50/- ( 507 10 0 725 0 0
part north-east
from railway.

ji ............. ............................. 78 160 30/- 40/- 240 0 0 320 0 0
54 430 30/- 45/- 840 0 0 1,080 0 0

rj ............................................. 0.“> ■ 400 35/- 45/- 700 0 0 900 0 0
50

i
4724 35/- 45/

1
S26 17 6 1,063 2 6

t
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Baan Baa Holding.

Parish anti County. Portion.

County Pottinger- 
Baun Boa........

County White— 
Curman .....

County Pottinger— 
Tulla Mullen ...

GS 
56 
G8 
03 
70
73

j. P, L, 2,238 part 
south-wcstfrom 
railway.

80 
87 
S3 
92 
94 

6 
.84 
85 
35
74

o
3
4 

19

22 
23

County White—
Cooma ................................

}t ................................
Blake i!"""!!!!"'""""!!;

)> .............................

Total Baan Baa and Cooma 
Holdings .................

Price per Acre,

Boanl’b
Valuation.

Surveyor’s
Valuation.

Value.

Board’s Valuation.

DS
0
li
1

acres. , £ s. cl. £ a. d.
1674 35/- 45/- 293 2 6 376 17 6
72i 35/- 50/- 126 17 G 181 5 0

1602 35/- 50/- 281 6 3 40 L 17 6
160 20/- 30/- 160 0 0 240 0 0
320 *201- 30/- 320 0 0 480 0 0
40 201- 301- 40 0 0 60 0 0

490i 25/. 35|- C13 2 6 858 7 0

640 25/- 35/- SOO 0 0 1,120 0 0
40 20/- 30|- 40 0 0 60 0 0

120 20|- 30/- 120 0 0 180 0 0
320 15/- 25/- 240 0 0 400 0 0
880 15/- 2n|- 6G0 0 0 1,100 0 0
40 20/- 30|- 40 0 0 60 0 0

120 20|- SOI- 120 0 0 ISO 0 0
480 20|* 30/- 480 0 0 720 0 0
5372 15/- 25/- 403 6 3 672 3 9

SO 15|- 25/- 60 0 0 100 0 0

1,500 15|- 25/- 1,125 0 0 1,875 0 0
140 lf>(- 25/- 105 0 0 175 0 0
420 15|- 25J- 315 0 0 525 0 0
420 15/- 25)- 315 0 0 525 0 0

640 G|S 17/6 213 6 s 560 0 0
1,920 6/8 17/6 040 0 0 1,680 0 0

14,155* 15,473 4 2 23,203 1 3

Cooma He LDIKG.

506 451- 70|- 1,138 10 0 1,771 0 0
320 13(4 20/- 213 6 s 320 0 0
960 13/4 20/- 040 0 0 960 0 0
640 13/4 25|- 426 13 4 SOO 0 0

1,920 13/4 25|- 1,280 0 0 2,400 0 0

4,346 3,693 10 0 6,251 0 0

18,501* J 19,171 14 2 29,454 1 3

Surveyor’s
Valuation.

To accompany my report to the District Smvoyor of 25th November, No, 96 70.
W. NEVILLE SENDALL,

Surveyor.
This is Appendix 1 to IBIiiliit C, referred to in our docision of this date as to values, Baan Baa and Cooma lands, 

proposed for exchange in papers L.B. 96-8,521, Alienation.
WILLIAM FREEMAN, Chairman.

Court-house, Narrabri, 2nd December, 1836. -------- J. RIDDLE, ^cm^erf! ^oard.

Sciiedui.b showing particulars of improvements on portions offered for surrender on Baan Baa South, No. 628, and Cooma,
No. 602, Holdings, Central Division

Parish and County.

County Pottinger— 
Baan Baa .........

Tulla Mullen

County White— 
Dorman ........
Cooma.. 
Blake .

Portion. Area.

11

16
11
12, 16 
56 
84 
51

54, 55 
80 
59 
70 
74 
22 
23

2
98

1

acres.
40
40

120
724

120
2S4
830
646
4724
320"

SO
040

1,920

1,500 
506 -
640 

1,920 
average value

Particulars of Improvements. Value.

Woolshed and surroundings 
Homestead and surroundings
Clearing, 40 a ores ..............
Well about 40 feet deep .....
House, garden, and clearing 
Tank and dam, 1,600 yards ..

3.000 „ ...
2.000 „ ...
2,400 „ .
1,000

300 
500

. 2,000

£15
£25

house, £15 
hut, £10 ...

Tank and dam, 3,500 ,, .
„ . 500 „ .

Hut aud clearing ......... .
Tank aud dam, 1,000 yards. 

„ 2,000 „ . 
£22 per mile51 mites fencing on Baan Baa South _ .

84 miles rabbit-proof netting, Baan Baa South ; value, £70 per mile
14 miles fencing on Cooma; average value, £22 per mile.....................
10,400 acres ringbarking on Baan Baa South, at Is. 3d. per acre .....
3,500 acres ringbarking on Cooma, at Is. 3d. per acre .........................

£
,100
600
30
20
60
80

ISO
100
120
50
30
35

100

175
25
40
50

100
,122
505
308
650
218

s. d. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

5,788 15 0
To accompany my report to the District Surveyor of the 25th November, No. 96-70.

W. NEVILLE SENDALL,
Surveyor.

^ , - jfo. 34.323-C
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No. 34.
Telegram from The District Surveyor, Hay, to The Chairman, Local Land Board,

Deniliquin.
Deniliquin, 20 K'ovom'ber, 189G.

I undebstasd you propose to hear Tanga, on ISth, Balranald. Surveyor Somerville, owinff to illness, 
will be unable to start for Yanga inspection until 7th December. "Work will occupy a total of twelve 
days, including the work in my office ; so that the 18th is too early. Somerville is already summoned for 
Hay Court on 12th December, re widening road through Groongal, Wyvern, aud Bnngagcc. Perhaps 
you can hear this on 7th, by getting Mr. Mair’a consent.

W. G. WALKER,
_________ District Surveyor.

No. 35.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Deniliquin, to The Clcrk-in-

charge, Land Board Office, Hay.
Deniliquin, 27 Kovenibcr, 1800.

Please slate if you posted tracing rc Yanga exchange as directed.
DEED. TEOLLOPE,

--------- Chairman,
Informed tracing sent yesterday, and have worded notice to permit of any alteration in date.— 

A.J.V., 27/11/90. Prepare notice for Gazette aud papers. Urgent. Por Board, Balranald, 21 
December, 1896. Instruct Crown Lands Agent alter date on notice to 19th.—A.J.V,, Clerk-in-charge, 
2/12/90. Mr. Russell. 'Wive to Gazette. Notice to Balranald Baeordcr, Crown Lands Agent 
informed.—W.O.R.. 2/12/90. Let notices issue for 21st December, 1890. Urgent.—A.J.V., Clerk-in-
charge, Hay, 2/12/90. Mr. O’Hanlon. Court at Balranald on 21st December, 1890. Notice 3/12/90, to 

.o Manager, English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited) care of A. Lakcman, Esq., Hay, mid 
District Surveyor, Hay.—W.O’H., 3/12/90. Also, Manager English, Scottish, and Australian Bank 
(Limited) Sydney.—W.O’H., 3/12/96.

No. 36.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Deniliquin, to The Under

Secretary for Lands.
_ Deniliquin, 28 November, 1896.

Mil. Eouueiisox, Police Magistrate, Hillston, at present away on leave. Will inform you re Hiilston- 
Cudgclico Courts when 1 can hear from him.

_ FREDK. TROLLOPE,
’ Chairman.

No. 37-
The District Surveyor, Tamworth, to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Tamworth.

Department of Lands, District Surveyor’s Office, Tamworth. 
Proposed surrender of Freehold Conditional Purchase and Conditional Lease Lands on Baan Baa South 

and Cooma Holdings, Laud District of Narrabri, in connection with an exchange proposal by tho 
English, Scottish, and Australian Bank, affecting lands on Stonehenge, Baan Baa South, Cooma, and 
Yanga Holdings.

Is view of Mr. Surveyor Scndall’s report, 96-70, of the 25th instant enclosed herewith, it appears that 
the acquisition by the Crown of the freehold conditional purchase and conditional lease lands on Baan 
Baa South and Cooma Holdings in the Land District of Narrabri will promote settlement. The 
description and value of these lands, which are indicated by red tint on enclosed heliographs marked “ A ” 
and “ B/’ are fully dealt with iu that report.

FRED. POATE,
District Surveyor.

Cost to date, £15 I5s., exclusive of Board’s expenses.—F.P., Narrabri, 30 November, 1896.

What are the Survey Branch costs to date, including for your attendance and the attendance of 
Mr. District Surveyor Sendall, in connection with the Board inquiry, for Mr. Sendall’s inspection, Arc. /— 
William Fueeuan, Chairman, Narrabri, 30/11/90, The District Surveyor.

See above.—F.P., 30/11/96.

No. 38.

Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to Tlio Under Secretary for
Lands.

Hay, 30 November, 1890.
Be your wire of 27th November, propose Mr. Rodgerson, Police Magistrate, sit as Chairman, with Mr. 
Witcombe as member, Hillston and Cudgellico.

FEED. TROLLOPE,
---------  Chairman.

Mr. Trollope will not he present at tho Hillston and Cudgellico Board’s sittings referred to in this 
telegram, and it is therefore submitted that ho be informed the Department has no objection to his 
proposal that Mr. Rodgerson, Police Magistrate, should act as Chairman under the provisions of subsection 
8 of section 11 of the Crown Lands Act of 1831, in his absence on tbe occasion, with Mr. Witcombe as 
member. H. L, Tnojirsojf (in charge Ministerial Branch), 2/12/90.

May bo informed.—C. J. 8.\rsjoEits, 2/1.2/90. H. Curry, Acting Under Secretary, 3/12/96. 
Approved.—J II,C., 1/12/DU. Chairman informed, 1/12/90.

No. 39.
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No. 39.
Caption to Depositions of Witnesses.

Crown Lands Act of 18Sd—(Part II, Section 14, Subsection 1).
New South "Wales,) 

to wit. j
Tin; examination of Walter Neville Sendall, of Gunnedah, in the Colony of New South "Wales, Staff 
Surveyor; Walter Scott, of Narrabri; Alfred Farrand, of Baan Baa; and Frederick Poato, of Tamworth, 
in the said Colony: Whereas it hath come before the Board whether the application for surrender and 
exchange of lands within Baan Baa and Cooma pastoral holdings by the English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank (Limited), should be recommended or otherwise; and it hath been found necessary to investigate 
the said matter on oath, tho depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto. Number of 
pages of evidence, 14; number of exhibits, 3.

[Enclosure.']
Tins deponent, Walter ycville Scndall ot Gunnedah, Staff Surveyor, being duly sworn, maketli oath and snitb as follows ;—

By (he District Burrcyar: I have just read in open Court my report on the lands proposed to be surrendered by tho For Exhibit 
English, Scottish, ami Australian Bank (Limited) on Baan Baa South and Cooma holdings; that report is marked see No. S3. 
Exhibit C, and its Schedules Appendixes 1 and 2 ; the report is illustrated by heliograph marked Exhibits A and B ; I 
consider the acquisition of these lands by the Crown will promote settlement.

By the Chairman: The values I have given are the values I consider could be easily obtained by tho Crown exclusive 
of the improvements ; there arc certain of the portions I value higher now than if they had never been ringbarked ; they 
are now marked by a X on Appendix I ; portions 5 and (j, parish of Cooma, county of White, have been damaged by the 
neglect of tho ringbarking after it was done, and are of less value now' than before the timber on them was touched ; I 
cannot say what the depreciation is, but I do not consider it much ; there was no second growth to speak of remaining on 
portions S3, 64, 65, and 7 ; west of the creek it would cost about Gd. per acre to clear the suckers and light scrub—il is 
only about time now to attend to this new growth ; on portion 51, C.P.L. 2,944, aud part of C.P.L. 2,236, north-east of 
the railway, the same remarks will apply ; in regard to the part of C.P.L. 2,238, south-west of the railway, it will cost Cd. 
per acre to remove the suckers ; I do not consider there has been any neglect there ; portion 80 has boon neglected, but tho 
neglect can be remedied for Is. per acre ; the ringbarking has not injured this portion ; the ringbarking on portions 92 and 
94 is not at the present time an advantage; it has been neglected, aud would cost alwut Is. per acre to remedy the neglect; 
all the country south-west of tho railway is country on which it is very difficult to kill tho timlier, and if the ringbarking 
be neglected it would become worse than its original state, on account of suckers and increase of scrub following the ring
harking ; the country south-west of the railway is inferior grazing country in its original state.

What would it carry when fenced and water provided ? It is not fit to put sheep on.
It would cost about 3s. per aero to kill the timber entirely on the parts worth ringbarking; on portions 2 and 4, 

parish Gorman, county White, there are about 300 acres not worth ringbarking ; it ia practically worthless at the present 
time ; if not fenced oil' from the body of the scrub by a rabbit-proof fence it would be a harbour for vermin ; on portions 
22 and 23, parish Tulla Mullen, there are about SOO acres nearly as bad ; I would value it at not more than 5s. per acre ; 
the ringbarking on portions I and 2, parish of Blake, is nowin a state to be attended to liy suckering—cost about 6d. 
per acre ; to the best of my belief, some of the box is narrow-loafed and some is round-leafed box, hut 1 cannot now locate 
them ; the part south-west of the railway worth improving would carry a sheep to 2 acres for wool only, when the timber 
is killed, at a cost of 3s. per acre ; 1 have had no practical experience in grazing, but from what I have read, and from my 
own inquiries, I judge the net return per sheep to he 3s. to 3s. Gd. per annum.

What would he tho gross amount obtained' from wool—say, Merino sheep ? I could not give an estimate; I think 
three-fourths of the part south-west of the railway would bo worth clearing for cultivation of wheat; with ordinary 
means of crultivation used in New South Wales, so far as I know it, I behove this country would return 20 bushels of wheat 
to the acre in fair average seasons ; I judge it to be fair average wheat laud, as regards soil and climate.

Would you he surprised to learn that the yield for tho whole colony is not more than about 13 bushels to the 
acre? Yes.

By Mr. Farrand: All the sheep I saw on the ran, on both sides of the railway line, were in good condition, and 
some very fat; and I saw sheep on the parts that had suckcred heavily.

By ihe Chairman: Some of tho country is suitable for homestead selection, the balance for settlement lease ; I am 
unable to say whether the wheat crops in the Narrabri District are a success or a failure this year.
Sworn by IV. N. Sendall, at Narrabri, before us, | W. NEVILLE SENDALL.

this 30th of November, 1896,— (
Wir.UAM Freeman, Chairman.
C. A. Boss, \ 
,T. Riddle, / Members.

0.

This deponent, Walter ScaU, of Narrabri, Crown Land Agent, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows:— 
By the Chairman: The rent of William Smith’s conditional lease, 0,621, portion 6, parish Cooma, is 2d. per acre; the 

conditional lease, 9,631, of DonisRiordan, carries a rental of 2d. per acre ; the rent of William Thompson’s C.R.L., 2,238, of 
7801 acres, in £10 14s. 8d. ; the rent of C.P.L. 2,944, John Thomson, is Sy^d. per acre ; the rent of conditional lease S9-21 
(14,937), A. McIntyre, is 2^d. per acre ; the rent of conditional lease 14,967, A. McIntyre, is about l|d. per acre; the rent 
of W. Giddin’s conditional lease, 13,187, is 2^1. per acre ; the rent of J. A. Walker's conditional lease, 12,601, is 2/jd.; 
and tbo rent of J, A, Walker’s conditional lease, 14,222, is Id. per acre.
Sworn by Walter Scott, at Narrabri, before us, I j WALTER SCOTT,

this 30th of November, 1896,—■ J
William Freeman, Chairman.
C. A. Ross, )
J. Riddle, j Members.

This deponent, Alfred Farrand, of Baan Baa, station manager, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows:— 
By the. Chairman: I have not been running any sheep on Cooma for tbe last twelve months: I have been running 

sheep on tbe whole of Baan Baa, which comprises about 27,000 acres; I shore about 16,000 last season, and in 1895, 16,600; 
on an average I run about 20,000 sheep—all dry sheep ; 1 do not breed at all; the bales of wool I send away from Baan 
Baa would average about 400 lb.; in 189o I sent away 247 bales, and this year 265 ; iu 1895 tbe dip averaged 5jib. of wool 
per sheep ; the wool realised a gross return of about 3s. 4d. per sbeep ; this year the clip averaged 6 lb, 14j- oz, of wool per 
sheep ; if anything, the price of wool is a little weaker this year than last; the wool has not been sold yet this year; we 
sell in London; the extra cost of sending it to London is about 4d. per sheep; the gross return I have given is for London; 
1 cannot give an estimate of the cost of jjroductinn of the wool.

By the District Burreyor: Iran from 1,000 to 1,200 cattle on Baan Baa and Cooma—a combined area of about 
49,000 acres—as well as the sheep ; I also take in a good deal of stock on agistment on Cooma; I receive about £150 per 
annum for agistment on Cooma without any extra cost; I charge 2d. per head per night; I have about fifty horses on the 
two stations ; during the last twelve months I have sold about 150 fat cattle ; last season was a bad season for fattening ; I 
did not send any fat sbeep to market during tho last twelve months, but I sold 3,000 sheep to Edgcroi as stores, many 
of which were fats; the year before I sold between 2,000 and 3,000 fat sheep.

By the Chairman: Tho gross return per beast would be about 9s. per head per annum ; I breed nearly all the cattle 
on Baan Baa and Cooma ; I have only bought 200 head in six years ; I lost from eighty to 100 cattlo from starvation and 
exposure in the winter of 1895 ; this is the only loss I have bad in cattle during tho six years I have been on Baan Baa ; 
they would be worth about £2 10s. per head before being starved ; I did not make any allowance for this loss in calculating 
the return per beast. £y
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By the District Surveyor: I lost between 2,000 and 3,000 sheep in the winter of 1895, which was an exceptionally 
bad winter.

By Bus Chairman : In July, 1SD5, store sheep were worth about 4s. per head ; the whole of the season, from shearing 
to shearing, was bad. _
Sworn by Alfred Farrand, at Narrabri, before ns, ) ALFRED FARRAND,

this 30th of November, 1S96,— (
William Fkeemajt, Chairman.
X Rimm;!' I Meml)cn3'

This deponent, Frederick Poatc, of Tamworth, District Surveyor, being duly sworn, maketh oath, and saith as 
follows :—

By the Chairman: The report by Mr. Surveyor Sendall on this proposed surrender was only completed in time to 
reach me this morning, and I have not had sufficient time to design the area into suitable blocks for settlement; however, 
after looking into the matter as far as time will permit, I think that from thirty to thirty-five persons can be settled on (he 
area that will become available, in conjunction with reserves and reserves from lease which are no longer required; I mean 
from thirty to thirty-five separate holders, but it is only an estimate, and after the examination of the Crown lands, about 
30,000 acres under lease, it may be necessary- to modify this estimate ; I have very little knowledge of the laud held under 
lease—certainly not enough to define areas ; I would design it for homestead selections and settlement leases—twelve to 
fifteen of tho former, and eighteen to twenty of the latter ; on the south-west of the railway- it would require 2,5G0 acres 
and upwards, and I think it would all go within two years, hut I cannot say whether on the basis of Mr. Sendall's values ; 
the station is paying a rental of or cl, for Crown lands*, and they arc surrendering their improvements for an extension of 
the lease, which means another 2j|d. per acre. This capitalised, at settlement-lease rates, vie., 1J per cent,, is £1 13s. 4d. 
per acre ; I am unable to say the charge for loans, on good security, at tbe present.
Sworn by Fred. Ponte, at Narrabri, before us this ) FRED. POATE.

30th of November, 1896,— (
William Fbeeman, Chairman,
J.' itnDLE5/ j M^bcrs.

* This only applies to Baan Boa leasehold nvem The rent of Coma a leasehold area is only about half the nbovc-?;tated rate,—Williaim Frekman
Chairman, U0/11/96.

No. 40.
Telegram from the Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land

Board, Narrabri.
Sydney, 1 December, 189G.

Please return Bann Baa South aud Cooma exchange papers for transmission to Balranald.
II. CURRY.

Acting Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 41.
Decision of Local Land Board, Narrabri.

Crown Lands Act of 1881—(Part IT, Section 11, Subsection 1.)
New South Wales,) 

to wit. j
Wheheas on the 30th day of November, 1S9G, and on the 2nd day of December, 189G, it became a matter 
for investigation before ns to appraise tbe values of all the lands in the Cooma and Baan Baa Estates, 
in the Land District of Narrabri, owned by the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), under 
fee simple, conditional purchase, and conditional lease, in connection with tbe application of that Bank for 
the acquirement, by way of exchange, for those lands, and the lands comprising the Bank’s estate at 
Stonehenge, in the Glen Innes Land District, of certain lands within the Yanga pastoral holding, in the 
Land District of Balranald, sections G and 46, Crown Lands Act of 1889, section 47, Crown Lands Act of 
1895, and having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter, we appraise the unimproved values of 
tbo above stated Cooma Estate and Baan Baa Estate lands, on a freehold basis, at the rates specified in 
red ink, in Appendix I to Exhibit C enclosed, makiug the total value of the 18,501 J acres, £19,171 4s. 2d.— 
an average value of £1 0s. 9d. per acre, on a freehold basis.

We report the cost to date as £20 sterling, including £15 15s. for inspection, &c., reported by the 
District Surveyor, and £4 15s. cost of Board inquiry.

Mr. Alfred Farrand appeared for tho English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), on 30th
ultimo.

Given under our hands, at the Court-house, at Narrabri, in the Colony of New South Wales, this 
2nd day of December, 1896.

WILLIAM FREEMAN, Chairman.
C. A. ROSS,) Members 

■ , J. RIDDLE, j of Board.

In view of the telegram of yesterday, enclosed, from the Under Secretary, forward promptly to 
Head Office, Sydney, after registration of the enclosed reports (2) of Surveyor Sendall and the District 
Surveyor. The District Surveyor, doubtless, will desire to see decision, and to number his report of 30th 
ultimo.—William: Fiieeman', Chairman, Narrabri, 2/12/9G. The Clerk-in-charge, Land Board Office, 
Tamworth, Urgent.

Referred to the District Surveyor.—T. W. Wajid (pro Chairman), 3/12/90. Noted and
returned.—R.S. (for District Surveyor), 3 December 1S9G. The Chairman. Returned, vide Board’s 
decision of 2nd instant, and your telegram of 1st instant,—T. W. Ward (pro Chairman), 3/12/96. The 
Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 42,
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No. 42.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Narrabri, to The Under Secretary

for Lands.
]STarrabri, 2 December, 1696.

Boaud gave reserved decision values, Ac., Baan Baa and Cooina exchange lands to-day. Have directed 
that papers bo forwarded you promptly after registration for transmission to Balranald. See your yester
day’s telegram.J b WILLIAM FREEMAN,

Chairman, Land Board.

No. 43.
The Manager, the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), to The Under

Secretary for Lands.
The English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), 

g;r Sydney, 4 December, 189C.
’ In connection with the proposed exchange t>f lands on Baan Baa, Cooma, and Stonehenge for 

Crown lands on Yanga, I have received a communication from the Chairman of the Narrabri Land Board, 
under date the 2nd instant, giving the appraised value of the Cooma and Baan Baa lands, in which 
reference is made to Appendix 1, Exhibit C, and I shall be obliged if you will supply me with a copy ot 
same. I have, &c„ ,

ANDREW SHANKS,
-------  {fro Manager).

Send copy of schedule, as amended by Board.—E.A.B, (for Under Secretary), 7/12/96. The 
Manager, English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), with copy, 7/12/96. Forwarded to the 
Chairman, in connection with the inquiry to be held at Balranald on the 18th instant. The Stonehenge 
part of the scheme will be heard on the 11th instant, and the papers will be sent on immediately after the 
close of the inquiry.—C.J.S. (for the Undcr-Secretary), 9/12/96. The Chairman, Hay.

No. 44.
The Acting Under Secretary for Lauds to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 December, 1896.
Referring to your telegram of the 30th ultimo, I am directed to inform yon that, as you will 

not be present at the Hillston and Cudgellico Land Board sittings therein referred to, the Department has 
no objection to your proposal that Mr. Kogerson, P.M., should act as Chairman, under the provisions of 
subsection 8 of section 14 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, in your absence on the occasion, with Mr. 
Witcombe as member. I have, &c.,

H. CURRY,
Acting Under Secretary,

{per F.H.W.)

NO. 45.
Telegram from The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary

for Lands.
Armidale, 6 December, 1896.

Tub Stonehenge-Yanga exchange case will be positively dealt with at GHcn Innes 11th instant and for
warded to you same day. R- Gr, FINLEY,

Chairman,

* No. 46.
The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Manager, tlie English, Scottish, and

Australian Bank (Limited).
Cooma and Baan Baa Exchange.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1896.
In reply to your letter of 4th instant, I have the honor to forward herewith a copy of the 

schedule referred to. I have, &c.,
H. CURRY,

Acting Under Secretary,
{per W.H'C.)

No. 47.
Extract from The Riverina Recorder, 9 December, 1896.

Bale ax aid Muxtcieal Couxcil.
The usual fortnightly meeting was hold last Monday. Present: The Mayor (in the Chair), Aldermen 
Greenham, Hartwell, Tyson, and Dowling.

General Business.
Regarding the special Government grant of £80, it was decided to expend the same in lowering 

the drains in Myall and Court streets and other places.
The Mayor then drew attention to the surrender of station lands on Baan Baa, Cooma, and Stone

henge, the property of the E. S. and A. Bank (Limited),in exchange for lands on Yanga Station. If it 
were allowed to tnko place it would mean the locking up for ever of about 30,000 or 40,000 acres 
of land near the town. Yanga Station already covered over 300,000 acres, and the exchange would con
siderably increase it. . Aldcrmnn
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T Alderman Tyson thought they were a little premature. The exchange would come before the 
-band Board, and it could then be opposed.

ihe Mayor said the Minister had the power to grant the exchange without it going before the 
Board. on
. Alderman Greenham said that all objections mustbeinbefore the 18th instant; and,on the motion 

ot Alderman Bowling, seconded by Alderman Tyson, it was resolved that Sir J. P. Abbott be written to 
on the matter.

The meeting then rose.

]NT0. 48.
The District Surveyor, Armidale, to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale.

Proposed Exchange—Surrender of land on Stonehenge, Baan Baa Sonth, and Cooma Holdings in
exchange for land on Tanga Holding.

, , . District Surveyor’s Office, Armidale, 10 December, 1S9G.
lins is an application fo surrender the whole of the freehold, conditional purchase, and convertible con
ditional lease land belonging to the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), situated on the 
Stonehenge pastoral holding, Ho. 1U8, Eastern Division (Graham’s Valley Kun) Land District of Glen Innes.

The lands applied for in exchange are situated in the Land District of Balranald, on Tanga pastoral holding. 1
, Erom the enclosed papers, it appears that, so far as this Land Board District is concerned, all that 
is required is a report as to the suitability for settlement of the land offered for surrender, and an appraise
ment of its value. 11 •

rl ho portions offered for suiTendcr are specified in the enclosed type-written schedule, marked 4, 
and are tinted red on litliograph “X” herewith. .

. I have made a general but careful inspection of the area which the Bank proposes fo surrender, 
with the exception of the 3,110 acres in the parishes of Clifton and Eletcher, north of the Beardy Waters, 
and of portion Ho. 90, parish of Ben Lomond, the values of which had already been assessed by the 
Board in connection with the proposed surrender and exchange dealt with on the 20th December, 1895, 
(lapers L.B. 95-12,019) and of which 1 only made a Cursory inspection.
. ■^ie fc,untr.y chiefly of basaltic formation, with occasional granite out-crops. The principal 
indigenous timber is gum, peppermint, black sally, and a little stringybark, with occasional belts of wattle.

->-hc fiats fronting the Beardy Waters, on its south bank, from special area Ho. 14,418 upwards to a 
little above water reserve Ho, 14,408, are in some places over half a mile in width, and consist of rich 
alluvial soil, nearly the whole of which is fit for the cultivation of maize, pumpkins, <tc., or cereals, while 
the ridges abutting thereon, though stoop in places, consist for the most part of good chocolate soil.

Along the course of the Graham’s Valley Creek the soil is perhaps hardly of so rich a character 
as on the Beardy Waters; but the luxuriant crops at present to be seen on the adjoining holdings indicate 
that the lower portions of it at any rate are thoroughly suited for the cultivation of cereals. Up the creek 
the flats gradually become smaller.

On the upper portion of the main waters the hills rise abrupt and stony for some distance, until a 
gently undulating plateau of considerable elevation is reached, which is intersected by numerous small 
streams of water.

This elevated plateau, forming partof the Ben Lomond tableland, slopes gradually up to the summit 
ot the range, near Mount Bumbie, attaining a height of considerably over 4,000 feet above sea-level.

, Nearly the whole of this elevated country, which may he described as gently rolling downs witb 
occasional extensive flats, consists of very rich chocolate soil, fit for the culture of oats, potatoes, hops, 
and is very well suited for orchard purposes, due consideration being given to the somewhat severe 
character of the winters on account of the high elevation.

. -A- comparatively large quantity of the area under consideration is steep, much of it is stony; hut,
without exception, so far as 1 could see, the soil of the whole is of rich quality and carries a very close
sward of natural grasses, and it should easily support a beast to five (5) acres.

One great drawback to a large portion of it, especially the upper part of the Graham’s Valley 
■watershed, as regards its adaptability for sheep-grazing, is the largo number of springs, which, of course, 
also militate against it for the depasturage of cattle, although to a considerably less degree than for sheep.

During the summer months it is evidently grazing country of a high order, but 1 am given to 
understand that the winters are exceedingly severe.
r. i ^failing supply of water in Beardy Waters, Graham’s Valley Creek, Stonehenge
Creek, Maybole Creek, and in the numerous springs above mentioned.
. During the time at my disposal it wns out of my power to attempt any valuation of the existing
improvements, which consist of ringbarking, a substantial wire fence of about 35 miles round the external 
boundaries ot the large block, which is subdivided into numerous paddocks, and the homestead, situated 
on portion 4o, parish of Ben Lomond; the value of the latter, however, is not extravagant, being probably 
under £100.

Besides the large area, of which I have endeavoured to indicate the leading characteristics, there 
are two much smaller ones, which are included in the proposed surrender,

, ^uc. °f these, portion 90, parish of Ben Lomond, may be passed at present without further comment, 
as it was included m the proposed exchange before-mentioned (L.B. 95-12,019) and consequently its 
value has been already appraised by the Board,

The other portion, No. 12, parish of Eletcher, containing 40 acres, is undulating country, embracing 
good, grazing-land; but its principal value, as regards the portions immediately surrounding it, is its 
U£ wafcr- It appears possible that some mistake has been made with regard to the offer
of this portion tor surrender, as an adjoining landowner—A. Henman—claims to have purchased it from 
the Bank, and. now occupies it, having fenced it in with a substantial fence. Should, however, it be found 
tnat his claim to it is untenable, and that it still forms a portion of the Bank’s estate, I do not anticipate 
any difficulty would arise in disposing of it.

_ Very nearly the whole area offered has been ringbarked, only just sufficient for shade and shelter 
having been retained. The effect of this irremovable improvement has, of course, been taken into 
consideration by mo in estimating the present value of the land, but the removable improvements, as 
before indicated, I have not attempted to assess. I

I
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X should mention that, in consequence of tho wholesale ringbarking which has been carried out, 
timber for fencing or building purposes is exceedingly difficult to procure within a reasonable distance.

In addition to a consideration of the quality of the soil, &c., the most potential factors in deciding 
on tho suitability or otherwise of any area for settlement purposes, are naturally its degree of accessibility 
to railway station and market, its postal arrangements, and also the amount of facilities afforded tor 
enabling the rising generation to avail themselves of scholastic advantages. _

In these respects the area is conveniently situated : Graham's Valley Post Office is within a mild, 
tho Public School of the same name being somewhat further. The distances to the Glen Innes and 
Glencoe railway stations are respectively about 12 and 8 miles by good roads, a bridle track to the latter 
bciiif only 2 j miles, while from tho upper part of tho property, Pen Lomond railway station is distant 
about four (4) miles by a very fair road. Maybole Public School is situated within half a mile from the 
more western part of the holding.

]' have made a careful valuation of the whole area offered for surrender with the exception ot those 
already assessed by the Board, and having allowed what I consider to be due weight to each of the various 
cunponeut factors which together determine value, I am of opinion that it may be taken all round at 
ill 2s. Cd. per acre. I therefore consider that the total value of the 17,623 acres offered tor surrender 
on a freehold basis to be £20,281, made up as follows3,293 acres previously appraised at £4,160, and 
the further area now included in the proposal, vis!., 14,330 acres, at £1 2s. Gd. per acre.

The proposed surrender is of a somewhat novel character, not permitting the same person to ma^o 
{\n actual comparison of the area offered for surrender with the ono applied for in exchange, which., or 
course, ensures the correctness of their relative valuation? as they are then viewed from an identical 
sf and point; I have, therefore, taken special care in this case to guard against my views being tinctured 
with any bias, dealing, as Ido, with only one side of the question in the exchange; but I have no hesitation 
in stating my opinion that tho surrender of the area proposed would be advantageous.

Taken in conjunction with the Crown lauds included in the former exchange (blue edging), and 
the conditional leases (brown tint) which, not being convertible, would revert to the Crown, there would 
be an area of about 23,000 acres practically in one block available and suitable for settlement.

On account of the quality of the land, its proximity to the railway, and general convenience of 
access, and despite the drawbacks to which I have drawn attention, 1 am of opinion that only judicious 
subdivision would bo required to render it attractive to intending landholders under tho liberal provisions 
of tho Crown Lands Act of 1895, and that settlement would be advanced by the proposed surrender.

The costs of inspection, report, and office work in connection with this proposal amounts to £7 7s.
1 liavo tho honor to invite attention to the Bank’s prior application to consolidate their Graham’s 

Valley property, which has been previously alluded to, with regard to which survey has already been 
effected by direction of tho Minister for Lands. _ , , .

This minor exchange involved the surrender of the portions edged red on lithograph A in
exchange for those edged blue. , , „„„ r

In connection with this minor exchange, tho expenses to date in this office amount to £t>o os.
including the cost of surveys. , .,, , ,

lu reference to these surveys the question is submitted whether the expenses should bo borne by 
the Bank in the event of the minor exchange being abandoned in favour of the larger proposal.

The survey fees amounted to £50, and the surveys will not he of much utility if tho larger exchange
is completed.

The Bank first wrote on 23rd -Inly, 1890, suggesting tho larger exchange, and asking it it were 
likely to bo acceptable; and in that letter they requested a stay of _proceedings in connection with 
exchanges on “ Cooma ” and “ Baan Baa South ” holdings, but no reference was made to the exchange
on “ Stonehenge ” holding. , „ , n , ,

The formal application for the larger exchange was not lodged until 30th October, 1895, and at 
that date tho whole of the expenses above mentioned (£65 5s.) had been incurred. It therefore appears 
that tho Crown is fairly entitled to expect payment thereof from the Bank.

D. M. MAITLAND,
District Surveyor.

No. 4i9.
' Caption to Depositions of Witnesses,

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, Section 14, Subsection 1).
New South Wales, Glen Innes, |
The examination of Duncan M. Maitland, of Armidale, in the Colony of New Sonth Wales, District 
Surveyor; and Arthur S. Menzies, of Reedy Creek, in the said Colony: Whereas it hath come before the 
Board whether tho application for surrender and exchange of lands on Stonehenge pastoral holding 
(and Graham’s Valley), No. I0S, by tho English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), should be 
recommended or otherwise, and it hath been found necessary to investigate the said matter on oath, the 
depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto. Number of pages of evidence, 2 ; number of 
exiiibits, 2. __________

[Uncfosurc.]
Tins ilciiouent Ibiincaii Ofcar/i.i Mail/and, of Armidale, being did}' sworn nuketlf oath and saith as followsI am District 
Surveyor for the Land Hoard District of Armidale ; I inspected and reported on the land proposed to be surrendered on 
IS to lichen™ and Graham’a Valley Run, by the English, Scottish, and Australian Dank; I hand in my report, .Exhibit A, 
and plan. Exhibit “11.” fAi/ consent report here veod oner.) I inspected on 7th and 8th Dccembei.

Jtu Board: I think tho areas available for settlement would range approximately from 2.>0 to 1,280 aores; the most 
desirable holdings to subdivide the land into would be homestead selections and settlement leases; I boiieve it would be a
boon to the disti ict. __ _. ., , x.pt a ■vttaSworn Siy ihe deponent, at Glen limes, } T>. M. WAirLAND,

ibis 11th of December, !!©(>,— i
P. O. Eisi-kv, J.P., Qiaitiiian.
Jaui.s Mamin, J.K | Membeis.
Hugh Macdgnali); J.F 1

Uiatrmt Survoj or.

For Exhibit A, 
see No. 48.

This
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Tliia dependent, Arlkvr Stuart o£ Reedy Creek, being duly sworn, muko oath and saith as follows:—I
appear for the .English, Scottish, and Australian Hank, re the exchange of land on Stonehenge and Graham's Valley Run ; 
I have heard the District Surveyor's report read, and I agreed with his valuation of the land and description of 
tho country; tho land is all ringbarked at an actual cost of Is. an acre, but the grazing capacity has been improved 
beyond that amount; the ringbarked timber is suitable for fencing ; there is about 100 miles of wire fencing on the land— 
present value, ±'30 a mile; there are also about 1,000 acres of cultivation land which originally must have cost ±4 an acre to 
clear ; I think the Bank will surrender the whole of the improvements ; I value the homestead, yards, Ac., at £500.

By Dintrict Surveyor: Portion 32, parish Fletcher, is under lease to a man named Henman for three years, with the 
right of purchase ; I believe it was an oversight including it in the exchange ; 1 value it at £1 an acre unimproved.
Sworn by the deponent, at Glen Junes, J A. MERZIES.

this ilth of December, 1S9G,— /
F. G. Fix ley, d.P., Chairman.
•James Mahtix, J.P., J Huuh Wacuoxald, j.R. } Members.

No. 50.
Decision of Local Land Boai’d.

Crown Lauda Act, 1381—(Part II, Section 14, Subsection 4).
New South 'Wales, Glen limes, 1 •

to wit. j
Whereas on the Ilth day of December, 189G, it became a matter for investigation before us as fo 
the proposed surrender of lands on Stonehenge pastoral holding, No. 108, Eastern Division, Land 
District of Glen Innes, county of Gough; and having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter, 
wo report to the Minister and find as follows :—

Eirstly : That we have fulhr considered the application made by the English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank (Limited) to surrender lands held by the Bank on Stonehenge pastoral holding, No. 108, 
Eastern Division, Laud District of Glen Innes, in exchauge for lands in the Balranald District; 
and we consider that the acquirement of the lands by the Crown (as shown'by pink tint on the 
District Surveyor's plan, Exhibit “ B”) would most undoubtedly promote healthy settlement in 
the locality.

Secondly: That the lands are principally of a nature very suitable for agricultural settlement (as 
exhaustively set forth and explained in the District Surveyor’s report, Exhibit “A.”), and it 
would he rapidly and extensively applied for under the liberal provisions of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1895 by way of homestead selection and settlement lease.

Thirdly: That the area offered to be surrendered is approximately 17,623 acres ; hut from the 
evidence adduced it would appear that portion No. J.2, of 40 acres, parish of Eletcher, is not 
held by the Bank at the present time, -and should probably be excluded from the exchange.

Eourthly: Wo appraise the value of tho lands proposed to he surrendered at tho sum of £1 2s. Gd, 
per acre, or a gross total value of £20,241 (exclusive of portion 12 aforesaid).

Fifthly: "We further find that the lands proposed to be surrendered are extensively improved by 
ringbarking, fencing, buildings, and clearing to the extent of about £5,000, and to a large 
extent those improvements are not of a movable nature ; and to prevent settlement on such an 
extensive area being in any way hampered, we are of opinion that the whole of the improvements 
should be unconditionally surrendered to the Crown.

Given under our hands, at the Court House, Glen Innes, this Ilth day of December, 1896.
E. G. EINLEY; J.P., Chairman.
JAMES MAKTJN, J.P., ) .

------- HUGH MACDONALD, .T.P., j MeintJC2'rj-
Forwarded to the Chairman, in connection with the general inquiry set down for hearing at 

Balranald on the ISth instant. The Narrabri Board’s report on the Baan Baa South and Cooma parts of 
the proposal has already been sent to Bay. Special care should he taken that these papers, together 
with those referred to iu the preceding paragraph, are before the Balranald Board by the 18th instant.— 
C.J.S. (for the Under Secretary), 14/12/90. The Chairman, at Hay.

No. 51.
Telegram from the Chairman, Local Laud Board, Glen Innes, to The Under

Secretary for Lands.
Glen Tunes, 11 December, 1896.

The Stonehenge-Yanga exchange ease dealt with by the Board this day, Report posted, and should 
reach you to-morrow. E. G. FINLEY,

Chairman.

. No. 52.
The Hon. Secretary, Burrawong Progress Committee, to The Chairman, Local Land

Bcai’d. Balranald.
Sir, Burrawong Progress Committee, 14 December, 1896.

On behalf of the Burrawong Progress Committee, I hereby object to the proposed surrender of 
lands at Cooma, Baan Baa, aud Stojiehenge in exchange for lands on the leasehold area of Yaima pastoral 
holding. W. WEBB,

Honorary Secretary, Burrawong Progress Committee.
Gkounuk of OnJECTio.v.

■ (1.) That such exchange would be directly against the centralisation of settlement in this district.
(2.) That it would be detrimental to tho progress of the town of Balranald.
(3.) Thai it would permanently lock up valuable land suitable for agricultural purposes.
(4.) That a large area of the proposed laud would be taken up by settlers when the leases fall in.

No. 53.
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No. 53. •
Sir J. P. Abbott, K.C.M.G., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, 14, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 14 December, 1896.
I have the honour to forward you a letter dated the 10th iuatant from the Town Clerk of the 

Municipal Council of Balranald, protesting, on behalf of the Council, against tho proposed exchange of 
lands on Yanga Station for land in the district of Narrabri.

All that I ask is that these exchanges may not he sanctioned without a full inquiry being held at 
Balranald, and an opportunity afforded the Municipal Council of that place to give evidence before the 
Local Land Board in support of their views against the alienation of these lands.

I also enclose you an extract of the proceedings which took place at a meeting of the Municipal 
Council, as reported in the local paper of the 9th instant, in reference to the proposed alienation.

I have, &c.,
J. P. ABBOTT.

This case is set down for hearing at Balranald, on 18th instant. It would, perhaps, be well to ask 
the District Surveyor (by wire) to see that the Council's objections are brought before the Board; and 
also wire the Council Clerk to lodge the objection, in writing, with that officer, and consult him as to 
giving evidence before tho Board. Sir J. P. Abbott to be informed bow the case stands, and of tho action 
proposed.—E. A. Broksuon, Clerk-in-charge, Alienation Branch, 10/L2/9(j.

Por approval.— W, IT. Cai’I'ku, in charge Sales Division, 16/12/96. Approved.—H. Cuimr, 
16/12/96. Wire sent to District Surveyor and Council Clerk, 16/12/96. Honorable Sir ,T. P. Abbott,
M.P., informed, 17/12/96.

[Enclosures.']

Sir, Municipal Council, Balranald, 10 December, IS96.
1 have the honor, by direction of this Council, to draw your attention to tho fact that the English, Scottish, and 

Australian Bank, who own Yanga Station, have applied for an exchange of some land in the Narrabri District for some on 
the Yanga bolding.

Wo shall be glad if you will kindly interview the Minister with a view to preventing this, as it is of utmost 
importance to the distriet, Yanga being thu only station within the district that will fall in for many years.

Thanking you in anticipation. I have, &c.,
H. L. HAI5BEN,

The Honorable Sir J. P. Abbott, M.P., Sydney. Council Clerk.

Extract from tho Riverina Recorder.
Gksekal Business.

Rugahtunc tho special Government grant of £S0, it was decided to expend the same in lowering the drains in Myall and 
Court Streets and other places.

The Mayor then drew attention to the surrender of station lands on Baan Baa, Cooma, and Stonehenge, the property 
of the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), in exchange for lands on Yanga Station. If it were allowed to 
take place, it would mean the locking up for ever of about 30,000 or 40,000 acres of land near the town. Yanga Station 
already covered over 300,000 acres, ami the exchange would considerably increase it.

Alderman Tyson thought they were a little premature. The exchange would come before the Land Board, and it 
could then be opposed, _

Tlie Mayor said the Minister had the power to grant the exchange, without it going before the Board.
Alderman Grinham said that all objections must be in before the ISth instant; and, on the motion of Alderman 

Dowling, seconded by Alderman Tyson, it was resolved that Sir J. P. Abbott be written to on the matter.
The meeting then rose.

No. 54,
Mr. Jolm Hudson to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Balranald.

Yanga, Cooma, Baan Baa South, and Stonehenge.
Sir, Pine Grange, Lower Edwards, 15 December, 1S96.

In response to your notice in the Recorder of t.bo 9th instant, I have the honor most respect
fully, on behalf of myself and members of my family, to lodge our protest aud objections against granting 
an exchange and surrender of lands, as per margin, for the following reasons :—

Eirst.—The Legislature never intended that lands upon an aggregation of different pastoral holdings 
should be surrendered and exchanged in tolo upon one and another holding; but the meaning of 
clause 46-1889 and clause 47-1895 was to consolidate isolated alienated portions of land upon 
each pastoral holding. ■

Secondly.—The granting of this exchange, as applied for, would be nothing more or less than freebooting 
the public estate.

Thirdly.—There would be no objection to exchange land within the “ Yanga pastoral holding ” for 
other lands upon the same holding. ■

Eourthly.—It would be a national sin and loss to futurity to barter land in this manner, and reviving 
the “Norman’s” method in England in ages past.

Fifthly.—That it would be robbing the future generation of its inheritance and playing into the hands 
of speculators, who have their abode 16,000 miles from the shores of this continent—in England 
and Scotland.

Sixthly,—The fact is well known that no shareholders in the “ English and Scottish Bank of Australia ” 
reside in this part of the globe.

And Lastly, we fervently hope that tho Govcrnor-in-Council will not be advised by the Executive to 
use his power to grant this demand as applied for. I have, Ac.,

‘ JOHN HUDSON.

323—D No. 55.
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‘ No. 66.

Surveyor S. A. Steane to The District Surveyor, Hay.
Yakga Exchange—Report upon the proposed exchange by the lessees of Yanga Holding, No. 167, under

section 47 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895.
Sir, Yanga, Balranald, 15 December, 1896.

I have the honor, in compliance with your instructions, No. 96-56, dated 3rd December, 189C, 
to report that I inspected the lands proposed to be granted to the lessees of Yanga pastoral holding. No. 
167, in exchange for land on the Baan Baa Sonth and Cooma holdings, in the Tamworth District, and the 
Stonehenge holding, in the Armidale District, under the provisions of the 47th section of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1895. ' _

The land sought for is situated wholly within the Yanga leasehold area, and if, the exchange is 
effected will make a consolidated area on the Moolpa and Keri Keri boundaries. , . . .

I am informed by the representatives of the lessees at Yanga that it is the intention, if possible, at 
an early date to further consolidate by an inter-change of lands within the holding; so that if any modifica
tion were advisable it could be dealt with later, though the area appears very compact in the present design.

I have shown approximately on the sketch herewith the features, timber, creeks, Ac.; but owing to 
the dryness of the past few seasons, the flooded country is not easily traceable. Some ol the main box 
and lignum creeks are indicated. _

The land is situated within a radius of from 10 to 24 miles from Balranald—that is, the nearest 
land sought for is about 10 miles and the furthermost 24 ipiles from Balranald. As it is in tho leasehold 
area, the tenure of which runs for about (3) three years, at the expiration of the lease I do not think it 
will be required for closer settlement.

'With regard to the necessary provision foraccess in tho eventof the exchange being effected, I have 
shown in brown tint tho tracks that are in use on tho holding under sufferance or otherwise- The road 
granted to J. Davis, under the 111th section, is not accessible during flood, as the lignum and box creeks 
are impassable; but this applies to a great deal of the country in this locality. The track used by him, via- 
portion 28, in the parish of Fisher, is not very much better.

It might be possible to get a direct route from portion 20, in the parish of Yanga, as direct east as 
possible to Keri Reri, to avoid the box aud lignum creeks, the resumption of which might be dealt with 
m this exchange; great care will be required in its selection. _

Another road iu the south of the run, leading from Keri Keri, seems very desirable. The traffic at 
present is not great, but will no doubt increase later on, and it seems desirable to take the opportunity 
of providing for it. I would suggest a (5) five-chain road along the south boundary to water reserve 
2,006, with a 640 acre travelling stock and camping reserve about the position shown, or perhaps a little 
more central in position. This will involve some exchange, but it can be done in the present exchange 
belter than at a later period. _ _ _

1 append schedules giving in detail information regarding the separate areas with values, Ac.
The residents of Balranald, I am informed, arc intending to oppose the exchange, on tho grounds 

that the land is required for future settlement. It might perhaps bo desirable to have information relative 
to the present and prospective areas for settlement.

The time occupied in this service has been three days field and one in office.
I have, Ac.,

S. A. STEANE.

[Enclosure.]
Yanga Excliange Improvements.
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County Caira. 
Fisher............
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Portion or position.

Uinneasured Crown land, 
between portions 25, 
20, 27, 17, 10, parish 
Fisher, and the eastern 
boundary of leasehold 
area.
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tv,*eor» water and 
travelling stock re 
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20, 21, 24, same parish, 
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travelling stock rc 
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the east of portions 10,1 
11, parish of ImpimL 
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travelling stock 
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About 1,206
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Description of Country.

Open plain, intersected with 
lignum, and cane-grass 
swamps, with cotton bush, 
and good grass land.

Nature.
Value of 

Applicant's 
improvements.
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ting patches of grey and 
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Open plain lignum country ..I Urown lignum and grey 
soil.
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open undulating plain, 
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timber in the south-west.

Open plain, with belar timber 
and cabbage bush; edible 
scrub.
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belar and box.

Ojten plain and belar timber

Brown holey lignum soil, 
red sandy team, grey soil.

Good red and grey sandy 
loam.

Grey friable soil in north; 
red and brown soil in 
belar.

Crey friable sod in north, 
near box ; red sandy soil 
in belar clumps.
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£40 ii/-
£ ft. d. 

523 ft 0

80 xi/- 170 0

81) ii/- 170 0
63 10/- 132 10 0

m 12/- 2,544 0 0

332 w- 70S 0 0

393 isy- 944 8 0

100 20/- 32ft 0 0

100 20/- 320 0 0
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Parish.
and

County.
'Portion or position. Area* Description of country. Nature.

Value of 
Applicant's 

improvements.
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d
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a County Cairo. acres.
188 Irapimi .......... 6 320 B

t

133 8 320
185 " .......... 9 320 B

135 12 320
1ST ■.................... 13 320 O

137 14 320
139 .....................

15 320 D

133 it ...... 1G 320 D

141 ii ........ 19 320 O

141 .....................
20 320 5

143 H ...... 2G 320 0

143 I> ...... 35 320 Q

145 „ . .. W 320 C

147 ................... 61 183a 2r. 3Sp. I

149 ■.................... Unmeasured laiul, be
tween portion G2 and 
eastern boundary of 
parish Maropaddock.

About 9G0 I

149 . Kia ................. Unmeasured land, bo* 
twcenportion 41, ixu'isli 
fmpitni, and wesleru 
bomidaryof]>arisli Kia.

About 818

151 ............ ...... 2 320 :
161 if * *......... 4 320 1

153 •....................... 7 320

163
165

D 320
H * U 320

155 Jf ............ . . . 15 320

157
County Wakool

17 320

150 Llntot ............ Umncfisurwl land east ol 
portionsl65,10G, parish 
of Lintot.

About 1,591

1C1 53 320

181 54 320
163 70 173

163 160 320
103 161 2601

166
County Wakool

165 320

107 Lintot............ Part of water anc 
travelling stock reserv 
2,090, from its southerr 
end to its Intcrscctioi 
by county boundar. 
line.

About 1,695

1
i
"1

167
tween water and travc 
lingstock resen c 2,0£H 
and eafiteni boundar 
of parish.

;

y

107 About S42.

0
gcncralh between poi 
tion 13 and p*ortlonE C

Red and sandy soil in 
clumps; rod and brown in 
open plains

Brown and red soils..

£ s. d.

Tank, 1,400 at 
6d ,

35 0 0
hut,

15 0 0

plain, with scattered 
t, yarran, and box

Jted and 
loams.

brown sandy

belar and 
with open

cabbage 
plain it

belar and cabbage

wind-blown
yarran.

scattered

and scattered yarran.
" belar and cabbage 
bush tn north and west 
with belar clumps and plain

Red and brown sandy 
loams; limestone sub
soil : wind-blown.

169 Merwln

„ plain and cabbag 
bush, with belar and yftrrar 
clumps
)pcn plain ; belar, cabbag 
bush, with belar and yarran
clumps. , ,
)pen plain ; belar and cab-. Red eantly soil, high and 
liajje bush, with climi]>s of wind-blown 
belar.

Red and brown sandy soils 
limestone subsoil; wind 
blown.

Red and brow n sandy soils 
red in belnr; wind-blown

soutii , with open plain, 
lignum and blue bush, s-alt 
and cotton bush.

3ox on north end, witb lig
num and belar on south cud, 
open plain, blue and dillon 
bush, saltbush.

belar timber, witb 
cabbage bush, with some 
open plain.

high sand 
bush.

ridge , dillonl

Mostly grey friable soil, 
ultti rod sandy soil in 
south.

Grey, bard soil in Itfx 
open plain; grey soil 
limestone subsoil; dillon 
and blue bush, with 
lignum.

Red soil, principally with 
brown patches.

Grey soil; good grass lane 
Red and grey soil; high 

land; partlyuind-blowu

Tank, 3,000yds., 
at 6d ,

75 0 0 
1 mile fence, at| 

£20, half value, 
10 0 0 

$ mile, at £20, 
half wdue,

6 0 0
l mile, at £20,
‘ half value,

6 0 0
J- mile, at £20, 

half value,
5 0 0 

25 chains, at 
£20,

0 5 0

creek; cotton bush and; 
dillon bush in small patches.

ran; box creek ; Cuba seal 
tered.

Open plain in south; box 
country jn north.

Si miles, a 
£20,
75 0 0

3

3

3

3

f 3

106

106
106

106
106

106

106

106

106

106

106

G1

belar in the south end ; 
scattered clumps of belar, 
with lignum.

cabbage bush; about one-: 
third timber ; dense belar.

Dense belar and cabbage bush

and cabbage bush.

Plains and timbered lands; 
belar mostly; scattered 
wilga, myall.

Open plain; dense belar on 
portion

soils; cotton bush am 
dilion bush in emal 
patches.

High, ' red sandy ridge, 
with brown and grey 
soil®, in box timber.

Grey and brown soil; 
cotton bush.

Brown and grey soil —

Mostly good red Kandy 
loam, with brown and 
grey soils in box fiats and 
lignum ; good $ -
land.

Red sandy loam ; good Soil

20/-

20/
20/-

20/
20/-

20/
20/-

20/

20/
20/

20/

20/

20/

20/

20/-

£ S. d.
320 '0 0

320 0 0 
320 0 0

320 0 0 
320 0 b

320 0 0 
320 0 0

320 0 0

320 0 O 

320 0 0

320 0 0 

320 0 0 

320 0 C 

183 14 0

970 0 0

61.

Unmeasured land lying1 About 2,774. 
gsnerally between west
ern boundary of parish 
and portions 21, 28, 29, 
and reserve 1,171.

soils.

Low lying brown noil on 
wcstsldc ; good red loa 
soil on south and cast

Plain, with clumps of Igslar Brown soil in south ; good 
and cabbage bush. red soil in north, airJ

suampy in south-east.

Plains in south with scattered 
belar; dense belar in north,

eaten out.

f Tank, 600
20/- 620 0 0v<is., 1

16 0 0
)

3

V

20G

4 80 15/- 240 0 0
4 B0 15/- 249 0 0

A-mile at £20,
10 0 0

0 53 10/- 180 o o

G 53 10/- 100 0 0
4-inile at £20,
‘ 10 0 o

4 80 15/- 240 0 0

4 80 15/- 240 0 O

4 SO IB/- 240 0 0

mile at £C0 
per mile, half 
value,

63 16 0 
Fence, HOchains 
at £20 per mile, 

27 10 0

3 540 20/- 1,020 0 0

3 106 20/- 320 0 0

3 106 20/- 320 O 0
Fence, 1 mile at 

£60, half value, 
33 15 0

1} mile at £20, 
half 'value,

15 0 0

3 57 20/- 173 O 0

3 106 20/- 320 O 0
8 86 20/- 280 5 0

...................... 3 100 20/- 320 O 0

4 425 15/- 1,275 0 0

12 tanks 800 yards 
/ at Gd.

20 O 0
l.lOOyardgatSd

42 10 0

4 405 15/- 1,216 0 0

1 Fence on soutt 
$ boundary, 4 

miles, at £GG 
half'value,

135 0 0

b
b

4 225 IB/- 075 O 0

4 706 15/- 2,118 0 0
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«?£e<9Ch

Sa
5o
*

Ptinah
and

County-
Portion or position. Area.

G County WakooL -
171 Merwln.......... Reserve J,17i ............ About 901).

m J) ....... Unmeasured land be
tween portions 16, 24, 
25, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 
the eastern boundary 
of leasehold area and 
reserve 1,171

About 900.

173 H 21 329

173

Counly Cairn.

29 320

175 Parker .......... Unmeasured land, gener
ally Ijetwccn portions 
1, 7,18, pirish klafand 
portion&SD, 31, parish 
Parker.

About 3,663,

177 Umncosurcd land gener
ally between portion 1, 
and a line running- 
north from portion 29

About 1,550.

Description of country. Nature-
Value of 

Applicant's 
improvements.

Ca
rry

in
g c

ap
ac

ity
 in

ac
re

s t
o 1

 sh
ee

p.

Ca
rry

in
g 

ca
pa

ci
ty

 pe
r

po
rti

on
 in

 sh
ee

p.

Ca
pi

ta
l v

al
ue

 p
er

ac
re

-

hV
P<
4)

ft
Is

Plains with scattered Limber 
belar, box.

£ b d. £ 8. d.
Mixture of red and greyj ....................

soils; civtic grass swamp; 
brown soils, ,

4 250 15/. 750 0 0

Mostly open plain with 
scattered clumps of box, 
belar; intersected by lignum

Red and grey soils with 
brown in box swamp.

5J miles at -£60, 
half value,

107 10 0

4 233 35/- 701 5 0

and cane gross swamp.

Open plain with scattered 
clumps of belar.

Red soil with grey in low 
King land.

4 SO 15/- 240 0 0

Openpt»in;]iiostlybe1arcoun- 
try, also scattered clumps.

Red soil with patches groy 
and brown.

4 80 16/- 210 0 0

Mostly open plain with 
scattered box, clump at 
south end; intersected by 
lignum creek; roily pooly.

Soils vary from grey on 
high land, brown in lig
num country {veryrough

260chainsnt£20 
62 10 0

0 633 11/- 2,626 0 0

Mostly open plain with box 
timber on the south and cast 
in small dumps; roily pooly.

Brown soil in lignum in 
good quantity; lignum 
creek; grey soil on higher 
land , go oil grass north*i 
west of 29 with high red 
soil

5 320 10/- 800 0 0

Summary.

£ a. d. 
787 17 5 
205 0 0 

15 0 0 
500 0 0

£1,507 17 5
Total acreage. Total carrving capacity. Total value,
36,125 acres. 9,470. ' £27,365 2s. 9d.

Mean carrying capacity. Mean value per acre.
3'8 iierea to 1 sheep. 15s. 2d,

Improvements.

Fencing ... ... ,,,
Tanks ... ... ... ... ...
Hut .............. ... ...
Ringbarking ... ... ... . ,

No. 56.
Tlie Manager, English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), to The Under

Secretary for Lands.
Tlie English, Scottish, aud Australian Bank (Limited),

^*r’ d u t> Sydney, tGth December, 1896.
^aan Cooma, and Stouehengc-Yanga exchange proposal: ■ Referring to my letter of 

the 4th instant, applying for a statement showing the appraised values of the Cooma and Baan Baa lands, 
I shall be obliged if you shall supply me with a similar statement of the Stonehenge land proposed for 
Surrender. I have &c..

ANDREW SHANKS,
■ --------- Manager.

Acknowledge receipt, and add that the papers are at present with the Local Land Board, Hay —
E. A. Bnossnoir, 18/12/96.

Manager, English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), informed, 18/12/96.

No. 57.
Extract from tlie Riverina Recorder, 16 December, 1896.

BURR A WANG PROGRESS COMMITTEE.
This Yanga Land Exchange.

A special meeting of the above body was held at the Yanga school last Monday afternoon. Mr. F. W. 
Graban occupied the chair, and there were also present Messrs. Brown, Neild, J. Limon, T. Limon,' 
Dawson, Bercsford, ITillerman, Stenning, and W. Webb, honorary secretary.

The chairman breifly explained the object of the meeting, which was'to draw members attention to 
the proposed exchange of Yanga leasehold land with lands in other portions of the colony. He then read 
to the meeting the verbatim decision given by the Narrabri Land Board. (A copy of this decision appears 
on the fourth page of this issue).
i x S!Jelral ol; j1*086 P™sent spoke strongly against the proposed exchange, one member pointing out 

that the Balranald Council were taking steps to prevent the exchange, and were being represented at the 
forthcoming Land Board meeting on the 21st instant, when the application was to be considered.

Mr. W. Webb then proposed,—“ That this meeting expresses its disapproval of the proposed 
surrender of lands at Cooma., Baan Baa, and Stonehenge, in exchange for lands situate on the leasehold 
areu ot Yanga pastoral holding, on the following grounds:—

“ T That such exchange would be directly against the centralization of settlement in this district.
“ 2. That it would be detrimental to the progress of the town of Balranald.
“ 3- T^at ^ permanently lock up valuable land suitable for agricultural purposes.
“ 4. That a large area of the proposed land would be taken up by settlers when the leases fall in next 

year. .
The motion was seconded by Mr. Neild and carried unanimously. On
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On the motion of Mr. T. Limon, seconded by Mr. Brown, it was resolved to engage Mr. Malcolm to 
represent them at the forthcoming Land Board meeting and oppose tho exchange.

The Secretary was then instructed to write to Sir J. P. Abbott, M.P., and Mr. J. M. Chanter, M.P., 
—the proposed exchauge affecting constituents in both districts represented by these gentlemen 
requesting, them to use their influence in preventing the proposed exchange taking place.

No. 58.
The Mayor of Balranald to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Balranald.

Municipal Council, Balranald, 10 December, 189G.
Be exchange of land at Cooma, Baan Ban, and Stonehenge for land on Yanga.

Os behalf of the Balranald Council, and the District, I beg to lodge an objection to the above, on the 
following grounds :■—

1. That it would prevent settlement in this district,
2. That it would be detrimental to tho progress of the town of Balranald.
3. That it would permanently lock up valuable land suitable for agricultural purposes. _
4. That a large area of the proposed land would he taken up by settlers when the leases fall in next

year. W. LUTZ,
Mayor.

No. 59.

Telegram from The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The District Surveyor, Hay.

Sydney, 16 December, 1896.
Yakga exchange. Please see that Balranald Municipal Council’s objections are brought before Board. 
Council Clerk advised to see you. H. CURB.Y,

Acting Under Secretary for Lands.

Telegram to Mr. Surveyor Steane to give Council Clerk every assistance to bring before Board 
whatever they desired. Report also to Chairman upon the Council’s objection.—W.Gr.W., 19/12/96.

No. 60.

Telegram from The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Council Clerk,

Balranald. ,
Sydney, 16 December, 1896.

Yakga exchange. Lodge objections in writing with District Surveyor, and consult him as to giving evidence 
before Board.

H. CURRY,
Acting Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 61.

Telegram from tho Distriet Surveyor, Hay, to Mr. Surveyor S. A. Steane.

Hay, 16 December, 1896.
Ikteuvikw Council Clerk at once, and report by next mail noon Council’s objections to Yanga exchange.

W. G. WADRKit,
. District Surveyor.

Dealt with by my report, So. 96-40,17th December, 1896.—S. A. Steake.

No. 62.

Telegram from Tho Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, to The Under Secretary

for Lands.
. Hay, 16 December, 1896.

Be exchange of lands, Yanga cum Stonehenge cum Narrabri lands, please state how far does the Minister 
desire the Balranald Board to report. Shall we accept tho finding of (Hen Innes and Narrabri Boards on 
the lands offered in surrender as far as those findings go ; and when we have made our finding us to fact 
and circumstance, shall wc report on the united finding, or shall we confine our report merely to the facts 
and circumstances of the Yan^a lands case set down for hearing on 2Lst instant?

- F. TROLLOPE,
______ Chairman.

Tn this case the land for surrender is situated in the Glen Innes and Narrabri Districts, and tho 
reports of the Boards at those places as to the value of the land, &c., have been sent to the Board at 
Balranald, in which district the land to he granted is situated, It is thought that the intention is for the 
Balranald Board to report on the whole proposal, accepting, of course, the findings of the^other Boards as 
to the value of the land to bo surrendered. Tho Chairman may perhaps be so advised,—E. A. Bhokshok, 
Clerk-in-charge, Alienation Branch, 16/12/96.

It is submitted that tho Chairman may be advised to furnish a full report upon the whole proposal, 
excepting, of course, the value of the laud to he surrendered.—W. H. Cappeh, in charge Sales Division,
I0/12/90- . , , , , „

State that the reports of the Glen Innes and Narrabri Boards might he taken so far as they go, 
and the Balranald Board should, in addition to their own individual share iu the matter, report on the 
united finding—H. Cubby, 16/12/96. Wire sent to Chairman, Hay, 16/12/96.

No. 63.
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No. 63.
Telegram from The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local

Land Board, Hay.
' Sydney, 16 December, 189G.

Eepomts of GHcn Innes and Narrabri Boards may be taken so far as they go ; and Balranald Boards should, 
in addition to their own individual share in matter, report on united finding.

H. CUBBY,
Acting Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 64f.
The Acting‘Under Secretary for Lands to Sir J. P. Abbott, K.C.M.G ., M.P.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 December, 1896.

_ . I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 14th instant, covering a com
munication from the Balranald Municipal Council protesting against the proposed exchange on Yanga 
holding, and to inform you that the case is set down for hearing at Balranald to-morrow, and the Council 
Ciork was yesterday advised by ware to lodge objections in writing, and the District Surveyor was 
instructed to see that the same were brought before the Board.

I have, &c..
H. CUBBY,

Acting Under Secretary,
{Per W.H.C.)

No. 65.
Surveyor S. A. Steane to The District Surveyor, Hay.

Bepokt upon the Balranald Council’s objection to the Yanga Exchange.
Sir, Yanga, Balranald, 17 December, 1896.

For enclosure I have the honor, in compliance with your telegraphed instructions received this morning, to
rePorttlia-f I ^interviewed the Mayor and Council Clerk of Balranald with tlie view of reporting upon the 
objections raised by tho Council in opposition to the Yanga Exchange.

_ I enclose herewith a copy of the Council's objections, as well as extracts from the local papers 
giving information with regard to further publication in this matter.

The objection raised by the two bodies referred to, which will in all probability he clearly set 
before tlie Board by their representatives, are in most cases beyond dispute if, at the expiration of the 
lease (approximately August, 1900), land is likely to be in very great demand for setilement.

I was at a disadvantage in being ignorant of the land that is at present available for settlement, 
and what will he in the immediate future, I believe a large quantity is open on Nap Nap and some on 
Yanga which has not yet been applied for, but it will be desirable to have full information on this head 
for the Board. The contention is that Yanga lease falls in in 1900, which will provide the only land 
about Balranald for some time to come, and that tho importation of outside lands to absorb the Crown 
lands, instead of effecting the exchange locally, and providing for closer settlement near Balranald, will be 
ruinous to tho future prospects of the town and district; that this will in all probability be a precedent 
for the further monopoly of Crown lands in this estate by the introduction of lands foreign to the district 
that are owned by the Yanga lessees.

I think it is evident that it would he more beneficial to the prosperity and progress of the town to 
have this land, occupied by small successful selectors, if it can he shown that they can profitably take it 
up as stated, than by having it absorbed into the Yanga Estate. *

All four objections are in some degree indisputable, though it is somewhat anomalous to class 
lands as agricultural in a district of 12-inch rainfall without irrigation, as referred to in objection nr, 
and very strong evidence will he required to give weight to objection iv.

1 will miss no opportunity of procuring any information relative to tho various objections. At the 
same time it will be desirable to have official information with regard to the present and prospective 
settlement areas, &c. I have, &c.,

' S. A. STEANE.
Yanga Exchange Beport was forwarded by Tuesday’s mail.

Forwarded to the Chairman in connection with Yanga Exchange.
Taking- the objections of the Municipal Council seriatim :—

(1.) “ That it will prevent settlement in this district.”
It will, of course, withdraw from future settlement in this locality 36,124 acres ; but I would 

submit that the matter must he looked at in a broader light than the benefit of a particular district only.
The area referred to would not accommodate more than about nine settlers on Yanga; whereas, 

according to evidence taken before the Tamworth and Armidale Boards, the same area would accommodate 
fifty-three or fifty-eight settlers on Baan Baa South, Cooma, and Stonehenge Estates.

(2.) “ That it would bo detrimental to the progress of the town of Balranald.”
The remarks to No. 1 objection will apply to this, viz,—the benefit of the few must give way to 

the welfare of the many. ’
(3.) “ That it would permanently lock up valuable land suitable for agricultural purposes.”

_ The Yanga land must be classed on the whole as grazing land only, and although a large area is 
withdrawn from future settlement near Balranald, if tlie exchange is granted it must not he overlooked 
that land infinitely better adapted for cultivation and agriculture will be released for immediate settlement 
near Narrabri, Glen Innes, <fcc,

GO
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(4.) “ That a large area of the proposed land will be taken up by settlors when the lease falls in 
next year.”

The Tanga pastoral lease does not fall in till the 10th July, 1900, and, as I stated before, in reply 
to objection No. 1, the area is sufficient only in my opinion to accommodate about nine settlers.

The Chairman. "W, G\ W alee it, District Surveyor, 19/12/96.
Eorward to the Chairman at Balranald in connection with Tanga Exchange.—A. J.V., Clerk-in

charge, 19/12/96.

No. 66.
The District Surveyor, Hay, to The Chairman, Local Land Board.

Memobasdtjm. .
17 December, 1896.

Mb. SmiVEV'OJt Stkane’s Beport on the land sought in exchange on Tanga holding is forwarded for tho 
consideration of the Board.

Tho land sought in exchange is shown on lithograph marked “ B,” by blue tint, and contains about
36,124 acres. Upon lithograph “ B ” Mr. Steane has indicated approximately the features, timber, creeks, 
&c.; but at the same time he states that, owing to the dryness of the past few seasons, tho flooded country 
is not easily traceable.

I am of opinion that very little objection can bo raised on the ground of consolidation; but I 
understand further consolidation will be effected by a supplementary exchange.

The land is situated from 10 to 24 miles from Balranald, and 1 agree with Mr. Steane that it is 
not likely to be required for closer settlement.

The only public provision that appears to be necessary is for a road 5 chains wide, as indicated 
approximately by a red line on lithograph “ K,” and another road 5 chains wide on the southern boundary 
of the bolding, witb a camping reserve of 640 acres. The former road, selected on the host trafficable 
route, will probably pass over little, if any, of the present freeholds or the proposed grants; but in regard 
to both roads there is any amount of scope for adjustment of areas on Tanga.

Mr. Steane values the land on Tanga (and details are set forth in schedule marked “ A ”), i.e.,

36,124 acres, at £27,365 2s. 9d. (average value 15s. 2d. per acre) ; but I am of opinion that, viewing tho 
reported carrying capacity, bis values are rather high.

However,liaviug regard to the Board’s findings in regard to the land proposed to be surrendered, the 
exchange is undoubtedly in the interests of the Crown. The Tamworth Board valued the land on Baan 
Baa and Cooma, i.c , 18,5011 acres, at £19,171 4s. 2d., or an average value of £1 Os. 9d. per acre, and the 
Armidale Board valued the land on Stonehenge, i.e., 17,583 acres, at £20,241, or an average of £1 2s. 6d. 
per acre; total, 3G,0S4£ acres, equal to an average value of £1 Is. lOd. por acre, or a total value of 
£39,412 4s. 2d , resulting in a difference in favour of the Crown of at least £12,000. This is irrespective of 
improvements, as it is reported that on Stonehenge and Baan Baa South-Cooma there are improvements, 
mostly of an irremovable nature, valued at £5,000 and £5,788 respectively. Upon Tanga the improve
ments consist of tanks (6), hut, ringing, and fencing, valued at £1,007.

The lands on Stonehenge are 12 miles from Glen Innes, 8 miles from Glencoe, ami 4 miles from 
Ben Lomond railway stations, and those ou Baan Baa South and Cooma, from 4 mile Narrabri West to 
6 miles from Baan Baa railway station.

I understand that tlie Balranald Municipal Council propose to object to the granting of any lands 
on Tanga, and a report will be furnished as soon as the objections are received,

' W. G. WALKER,
—------ District Surveyor.

The cost of Mr. Surveyor Steane’s inspection and report is £12 12s., and of this report £1 Is.; 
total, £13 13s.—W.W.G.

P.S.—The District Surveyor at Tamworth estimated that from thirty to thirty-five new settlers 
could be accommodated ou the Baan Baa South and Cooma lands in conjunction with unnecessary 
reserves adjoining j and the District Surveyor at Armidale estimated that the areas for settlement on 
Stonehenge would range approximately from 250 to 1,280 acres (say, about twenty-three new holdings)• 
W.G.W.

No. 67.
The Acting Under Secretary for Lands to The Manager, the English, Scottish, and

Australian Bank (Limited).
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1896.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 16th instant, re Baan Baa, Cooma, 
and Stonchenge-Tanga exchange, and to inform you that the papers are at present with the Local Land 
Board, Day. I have, &e.,

H. CURET,
Acting Under Secretary,

_______ __________________ {Per W'H.C.)

No. 66.
Caption to Depositions of Witnesses.

New South Wales, 7 
to wit. )

Tee examination of Samuel Albert Steane, of Hay, in the Colony of New South Wales, Staff Surveyor; 
Samuel Lindsay, of Tanga, Balranald (station manager) ; Walter A. Macpherson, of Paika, Balranald 
(station manager) ; and Arthur Dennis Donnelly, of Balranald (Crown Lands Agent), in the said Colony :

Whereas
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WTiereas it hath come before the Board whether the application for surrender and exchange of lands 
within Baan Baa, Cooma, Stonehenge, and Tanga pastoral holdings, by the English, Scottish, and 
Australian Bank (Limited) should be recommended or otherwise, aud it hath been found necessary to 
investigate the said matter on oath, the depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto.

Number of pages of evidence, 19 ; number of exhibits, 3.

> Exhibit

[Enclosure.']
Samwl Albert Steane, on oath saith : I am a Staff Surveyor for tlie IIay Land Board ; I inspected the lands in 

question on the Ilth, 12th, and ]4th instant, under unfavourable circumstances, owing to droughty seasons preventing 
my arriving at accurate conditinns of the peculiar character of the country ; the land is situated at from 10 to 25 miles from 

, the town of Balranald, and the character of the country varies very considerably from low flooded lignum to high red 
Sec enclosure to belar country ; the belar eountiy has been partly rung ; a rough estimate of the area is shown in schedule* which I 
No. 65. produce ; I also tender my roportf in writing ; the lands are situated wholly within the leasehold area of Yanga holding,
t Exhibit “ H." Lo. 76, and consist wholly of isolated measured portions as well as scattered unmeasured areas ; the consolidation appears 
Bee bo. 65. to me to be as effective as possible ; the carrying capacity I have estimated at an average of about 4 acres to a sheep ;

the value of the land varies from 10s. to .-Cl an acre ; owing to the scarcity of rainfall, which has varied from 7i inches to 20 
inches during the past tiventy years, it seems impossible to consider these lands agricultural; the mean value of the lands 
amounts to 15s. 2d. per acre ; tho improvements consist of fencing, water improvements, and ringbarking, which arc 
roughly estimated to be of the value of £1,507 ; 1 do not consider that the prospects of the land being selected—and by 
selection I include homestead selection and settlement leases—are very good ; considerable areas of land are available in 
the vicinity of Balranald ; 15,000 acres are at present designed for subdivision for settlement purposes

To the Board: The land on Yanga asked for has no natural water frontage either to rivers or lakes.
To Mr. Laheman : There are various isolated blocks available for settlement in the vicinity of Balranald; they are 

on the resumed areas, and have been available siuee the division of the holdings.
By Mr. Bobr.rhon : I do not know the land on Chnally ; the isolated blocks I refer to average in area from less than 

320 acres to 3,000 to 4.000 acres ; I have not scon the land referred to on Yanga under norma! conditions.
By Mr. Maieolm: The majority of the country between the two large arcus proposed to be given in exchange ia 

mostly low-lying box country ; unless the surrender of the isolated portions was made by the station, the lauds applied for 
could not lie put in one block ; a small portion of the land proposed to be obtained, adjoins the resumed area of YTanga; 
possibly an area of about 1,600 acres so adjoins ; this is at a distance of about 4 miles from the nearest selector’s place ; 
the land under consideration is fair grazing country, under favourable conditions, and hy this I mean sufficient rainfall; 
about half the area in question would be suitable for agricultural purposes ; 1 consider that the land, if let in areas of about 
4,000 acres, would be suitable for all the purposes of settlement; J have been over some of the Y'anga resumed area, and ■ 
from what I have seen I consider it more suitable for settlement than that part of the leasehold under consideration, a 
great deal of which is flooded and lignum land ; I consider that the drought of the past two years would decidedly retard 
settlement in this district.

Mr. Lalxman - Tho two pieces, aggregating 1,713 acres, which adjoin the boundary line of the resumed area, are 
bound to the resumed area by purchased land,

To the Board: My valuation of the land is made on present conditions; I have tried to arrive at the normal value of 
the land; I have considered the rainfall for the past twenty years; I estimate the value of the land on a pastoral basis, 
reckoning the carrying capacity of the land at about 4 acres to the sheep.
Sworn before us, at Balranald, this 21 at) 

day of December, 1866.— \
Fred. TRoimorE, Chairman. 
C. K. Os LEAR, P.M.,
J. G. Munon,

S. A, STEANE,

Members,

Samuel Lindsay, on oath, saith : 1 am managing Yanga pastoral holding ; I know the lands sought for on Y’anga in 
exchange for lands in other parts of the Colony; 1 do not think any of that land suitable for agriculture ; I consider it 
purely pastoral land; the actual carrying capacity of the land, including purchased land, is 6 acres to tlie sheep in that part 
of the run ; the purchased laud is decidedly better than the Crown lands on the run ; there is still an area of 14,716 acres, 
available for settlement ou the resumed area of Y’niiga ; a piece of land on Yanga Lake has boon available for homestead 
selection since the 12th November, 1896; another block which became available on the same date, was selected on the 10th 
instant; if the exchange is completed there will be still 52,978 acres available on the Yanga leasehold area; on the resumed 
area of Tala, there are 39,104 acres available for selection ; this area has been available ever smee the division of the run ; 
on the leasehold area of Tala there will be 40,000 acres available ; I have considered the value of the improvements when 
reckoning the value of the land ; I consider that, on the present prices of wool and stock, such land is not worth more than 
os. an acre for pastoral purposes ; the country is all rabbit-infested, the cost of destruction of which is about Id. an acre 
per annum. The average rainfall per annum, computed for nineteen years, exclusive of 1896 aud 1889, is J21J inches ; there 
is no natural water ou any of the land in question ; I value the improvements on that land at £1,150, approximately, which 
improvements are station property; if the exchange is carried through, it will tend to consolidate the freehold portions 
of Yanga.

By Mr, BobertoCm: The land at present available on the resumed area of Yanga is red soil land, and of the same 
character as that which is being used for agricultural purposes in that directiou ; I consider this land far superior for 
agricultural purposes than that sought for in the exchange.

By Mr. Malcolm The resumed area at the time of the division of the runs was 87,406 acres ; I cannot say what 
land has been purchased by the station ; the resumed area at present available is exclusive of travelling stock reserves, 
which are approximately of the following measurements, namely : 32 miles in length by 1 mile iu width, and 10 miles in 
length by J a mile in vidth ; there are about nineteen selectors on Y'anga now ; the land available still is made up of 
blocks varying in area from 320 acres to 3,000 and odd acres. T would favour the surrendering of isolated portions for the 
purpose of consolidation ; the land available for settlement in the large blocks is the kind most sought for agricultural 
jiurposes, viz., mullee and pine ridge land ; I beiieie the cost of rolling tho mallee is 4s. por acre ; 1 do not think the 
drought for the past two years has retarded settlement on Y'anga ; land has been taken up during that time.

By Mr. Laheman ■ The land that is now open for selection could be cleared more cheaply than the land sought in 
exchange, inasmuch as the mallee on the one can be rolled down, but belar cannot.
Sworn before us, at Balranald, this 21st) SAMUEL LINDSAY’,

day of December, 1896,— J
IYiedk. Trollope, Chairman.
C. E. Oslear, P.M.,1 ,, ,J. G. Mf.non, ’} Members.

Walter Macpherson, ou oath, saith ; I urn the manager of I’aika Station, and have had sixteen years experience in 
this district; 1 do not consider the land on the belar country good for agriculture ; it is good for grazing, if cleared, for 
two years ; after two years use I consider it very poor grazing country. '
Sworn before ns, at Balranald, this Slstl 

day of December, 1896,— [
Fremk. Trollope, Chairman.
C. K Osi.kak, P.M.. 1 ,
.1. G. Meno.v, ‘ ' j ember-.

W. A. MACPHERSON.

Samuel
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Samvel Albert Steane, recalled, saith : I consider the class of settlement would he settlement leases with a minimum 
area of 4,000 acres ; that would provide settlement for about nine selectors, providing the area were available in one bloc -; 
under prevailing conditions there would not he suitable blocks for nine ; it would be very inconveniently shaped lor 
settlement, unless an exchange was effected; 1 hand in tracing marked “ K 1 as an exhibit. qtf iVH1
Sworn before ns at Balranald, this 21st) ’ ’ ’ ‘ J’

day of December, 1S98,— f
Frkdk. Trollope, Chairman,
C. Jfl. Olskak, P.M.,) MemW
J. G. Mexo.v, j

Arthur JMnis Donneih/, on oath, saith : T am Crown Lands Agent, at Balranald ; according to the Pastoral 
Possessions of New South Wales” the resumed area of Yanga at the time of the division of the runs was, S,,4Ub acres ; 
since then about 12,091) acres have been absorbed by conditional purchase and 28,001 by conditional lease, leaving an area 
remaining (inclusive of reserves of all descriptions), totalling 46,700 acres ; I submit these figures, however, with gteat 
diffidence : they have been hastily computed, and on a doubtful basis, much having to be taken for granted ; possibly an 
error of importance has been made ; I know there arc several areas of Crown lands of over 1,000 acres m a block availab 
for settlement on the YTanga resumed uvea : I know of three or four such areas : there may be more.
Sworn before us at Balranihl, this 21st 1 AETHDtt D, DONNLLLY

day of December, 1806,- f Crown Lands Agent.
Fredk. Trollopk, Chairman.
J, G. Meson, Member.

No. 69.

Decision of Local Land Board.

Crown Lunds Act of 1SS4—(Part II, Section H, Subsection 4).
New South Wales, 1

"Wheheas on tbc twenty-first day of December, 18%, it became a matter for investigation before us 
whether the application for surrender and eschsuige of lands within. Baan Baa, Cooma, Stonehenge, and 
Yanga pastoral holdings by the English, Scottish, aud Australian Bank (Limited), should be recommended 
or otherwise; and having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter, we find that the design of the 
area of lands applied to bo given in exchange on Yanga pastoral holding is a suitable design. We 
appraise the value of the lands in question at 12s. fid. per acre. ^

Y\re appraise tho value of the improvements thereon at £1,150. ^
On the merits of the application to exchange the lands offered in surrender for those applied for, 

wc report to the Honorable the Minister for Lauds, that the alienation of these lands will, to 
appreciable extent, be detrimental in the interests of the Balranald District, inasmuch as the area applied 
for would he sufficient to satisfy the requirements of from seven to ten settlement lessees ; but as against 
this, the area offered in surrender is nearly 100 per cent, more valuable, and will satisfy many 
applicants for lands. In .view of the above, the carrying out of this exchange may be beneficial to the 
general interest. It is certainly detrimental to this District. _ _

[Erom the last sentence the Chairman dissents. In his view, the carrying out of this exchange will be 
highly beneficial in the general interest, and but slightly detrimental to the district of Balranald.]

Survey costs ... ... ... ... ... ... ^13 13 0
Board costs ... ... ... ... ■■■ 6 6 0

Total costs ... ... ... ... £19 19 9
Given under our hands, at the Court-house of Balranald, this twenty-first day of December, 1896,

EBEDK. TKOLLOPE, Chairman,
C. E. OSLEAR, E.M., { ^Iemljera 

---------  J. Gr, MENON, j Members.

To District Survey Office to note.—AJ.V. (for Chairman, Hay), 29/12/96. Noted.—H.F., 29/12/96. 
Dealt with in District Survey Office.—J.G.E. (for District Surveyor), 29/12/9G. The Chairman, Local 
Land Board, Hay. The Under Secretary—A. J. Tiles (for Chairman, Land Board, Hay), 29/12/96.

Land Districts of 
NaiTabri, Glen 
Innes, and Eial- 
ranald,

This sentence 
does not form 
■jiart of the 
Report of the 
Members.— 
Fukek. Trol* 
Lore, Chairman.

No. 70.

Extract from The Sydney Morning Herald, 23 December, 1896.

The telegram published yesterday from Balranald about a land exchange shows that these transactions are 
now rcceTving a good deal of attention. One of the banks, in order to consolidate its property at Yanga, 
in the Balranald Land District, has ofiered the Government, in exchange, three pastoral properties about 
Narrabri and Glen Innes. The Land Board at Narrabri has already held an inquiry into the value of the 
land in the north, and the Board at Balranald has now held its inquiry about the leasehold area of Yanga. 
The result is to ascertain the value of the properties proposed to be exchanged, leaving it for the 
Minister to say whether the transaction ought to be completed. Irrespective of the decision in this case, 
it is noticeable for the interest of the public. The Municipal Council of Balranald appeared by attorney 
at the Court, and the Board’s finding clearly expressed a local view. The Chairman, who is the official 
member of the Board, dissented from the last sentence of the report, in which it was declared that though 
the exchange might bo beneficial to the general public, by getting estates, two of which are^ worth 
£19,171, iiAhe north, it would be injurious to Balranald by withdrawing an area that would suffice for 
seven selections. The interests of the town and the squatter are iu this instance quite opposed. The 
town wants to get all the settlement possible in its vicinity; the pastoralist wants to consolidate 
his holding and keep the area to himself. The Minister will decide. It is also a proof of the growing 
value of Riverina country when a tract of land in a region considered among the best in the colony 
is offered in exchange for an area so far westerly as Balranald. 'D nmy bm/^PKl^cl th®1* He result of 
this inquiry will affect a number of other transactions. The great financial bodies hold so many squattages 
in each of the three Divisions that they are likely to take any opportunity of rounding^off their belongings 
in the most advantageous districts by surrendering country in less valuable places.. This type_ of trans
action requires the consideration of the Boards, in order to protect the public interest, which is not 
opposed to any reasonable consolidation of pastoral estates, provided that the State gets the equivalent of 
all that it gives up.

323—E No. 71.
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Ko. 71.

J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

®’r! _ Moama, 23 December, 189G.
Re the enclosed letter, on behalf of my constituents I beg to protest against the proposed 

exchange, and trust you will comply with their wishes. The land on Yanga pastoral holding is^ wanted 
for settlement, and would he readily selected if made available. °

Acknowledged, 29/12/9G.

I hare, <fec..
J. M. CHARTED, M.P.

[Enclosure.]
Dear Sir, . Arundle, Harvey's Lake, near Dalranald, 1C December, 1S90.

At a, meeting of tbe Burrawong Progress Committee, held yesterday, I was directed to write you, asking you 
to nse your influence, and protest against the proposed exchange of land on Yanga pastoral holding, and surrender of land 
at Cooma, Baan Baa, and Stonehenge. I may state that the above committee have taken action in the matter, and have 
engaged Mr, Malcolm, of Balranald, to oppose the proposed exchange at the Land Court, to beheld in Balranald on the 
21st instant, also have wired Sir Joseph Abbott, asking him to use his influence in preventing the proposed exchange 
taking place. I have, &c., *’*'*■' i,

W. WUBB,
T , Honorary Secretary, Burrawong Progress Committee.
J. M, Chanter, Lsq., M.P., Moswna.

P.S.—I am forwarding a copy of the Balranald Recorder, which will give you an account of our lastmeeting.~W. W.

' Ko. 72.

Allen Lakemail, Esq., to Tlie Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay.

Hay, 23 December, 1896.
1 beg to ask for a copy of the depositions in the Yanga exchange, also the decision. Please 

send them to Mr. S. Lindsay, Manager, Yanga, Balranald, who will forward you amount for copying on 
receipt of advice as to price. I have, &c

---------  ' ALLEN LAKEMAN.
There has not been time in this office to supply copy asked for. The papers were forwarded to' 

head office to-day, as requested. Perhaps this matter can be attended to in Sydney,—Ered. Trollope 
•Chairman (per A.J.Y.), Hay, 29/12/96. The Under Secretary, ' ’

' No. 73.

A. B. Briggs, Esq., Pastoral Inspector for the English, Scottish, and Australian 

Bank (Limited), to Tlie Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay.

Re Exchange application Yanga-Baan Baa, Cooma, and Stonehenge.
_ The English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited),

. Sydney, 30 December, 1896.
Will you kindly supply me with a full copy of the evidence taken at the inquiry into the 

above case before the Local Land Board at Balranald, on the 21st instant.
I have, &c.,

A. B. BEIGrG-S,
---------  Pastoral Inspector.

Papers L.B. 96/7,170 were forwarded to Hnder-Secretary for Lands, 29/12/96—H.M.C., 4/1/97. 
Mr. Yiles. Perhaps copies can be supplied from head office.—A. J. Yiles, for Chairman, Hay, 
5/1/97. The Under Secretary, Eorward copy of evidence to the English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank (Limited), and ask for 13s. Id. cost of copying.—E.A.B. (for H.S.), 15/1/97. English, Scottish, 
and Australian Bank (Limited), with copy, 15/1 /97. Paid—viY receipt 634,955, dated 21st Januarv 1897 — 
W. W. Callutan, 22/1/97. J '

■ No. 74 

Office Memorandum.

■ 6 January, 1897, 
Ihe reports of the Land Boards at Glen Innes, Narrabri, and Balranald, in regard to the English 
Scottish, and Australian Bank’s application for tlie surrender of lands on Stonehenge, Baan Baa South 
and Cooma holdings, in exchange for an equal area of land on Yanga holding, are favourable thereto.

The Glen Innes Board report that the acquirement of the lands on Stonehenge would most 
undoubtedly promote healthy settlement in the locality, the lands being principally very suitable for 
agricultural settlement under homestead selection and settlement lease provisions. Thev appraise the 
value of the land for surrender at £1 2 s. 6d. per acre. "

The Tamworth Board appraise the unimproved values of tlie Baan Baa South and Cooma Estate 
lands at an average rate of £1 Os. 9d. per acre, on a freehold basis, In respect of these lands, the 
inspecting surveyor states in his evidence before the Board, that their acquisition by the Crown will 
promote settlement, and the District Surveyor considers that (roughly estimated) from thirty to thirtv-five 
independent persons could be settled on the lands that will become available by the completion o"f this 
scheme.

In regard to the Yanga lands, the Balranald Board find the design in which the land is sought by 
the Bank to be suitable, and they appraise the value of those lands at 12b. 6d. per acre. On the merits 
of the scheme, the Board by majority (the Chairman dissenting), however, report that the alienation of

■ these
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these lands will to an appreciable extent be detrimental to the interests of the Balranald District, 
inasmuch as the area applied for would be sufficient to satisfy the requirements of from seven to ten 
settlement lessees. But as against this, the area offered in surrender is nearly 100 per cent, more valuable 
and will satisfy many applicants for land, the carrying out of the exchange may be beneficial to the 
general interest, but is certainly detrimental to tbe Balranald District. Prom this view the Chairman 
dissents, as in his opinion the completion of the exchange will be highly beneficial in the general interest, 
and but slightly detrimental to tnc district of Balranald.

Submitted, as it is obvious from the reports to hand that the scheme clearly serves the public 
interests, that action be further uroceedcd with, and the necessary surveys made.

■ C. J. SAUNDERS.

I concur in the above suggestion and submit it for the Minister’s approval. Special.—TVii. 
Houston, Under-Scerefary, 0/1/97.

I think that a matter of this character requires the utmost care and publicity ; and I, therefore, 
desire that the facts as reported bo made public, and the matter may be referred to the Under-Secrotary, 
the Chief Surveyor, and Mr. Curry, to advise fully on the proposals at an early date.—J.H.C., 7/1/97.

Submit in a fortnight .after publication of notice in the newspapers.—"WMI., 9/1/97. Now re
submitted.—E.A.B., 27/1/97. -

No. 75;

Office Memorandum.

Peoposeu acquisition of a total area of about 30,000 acres near G-len Junes and Narrabri in exchange for
■ an equal area near Balranald.

The Minister for Lands has had under consideration recently the question of exchanging an area of Suppiiod to ihe 
about 36,000 acres of Crown lands on Tanga leasehold, distant about 15 miles from 'Balranald, for an Press>®.'1fB'' 
equal area of private land owned hy the English, Scotish, and Australian Bank, partly on Stonehenge 
holding, situated about 5 miles from the Great Northern railway line, and 12 miles from Glen Jnncs, and 
on Cooma and Baan Baa South holdings, which are intersected by tbe railway lino from Narrabri to AVorris 
Creek, and distant about 3 miles and 22 miles respectively from Narrabri.

The case is a novel one, as it involved consideration by three separate Land Boards, and the Minister 
is now asked to decide whether the whole exchange is sufficiently in the public interest to warrant its 
being carried into effect.

Tho Land Board at Glen Innes has assessed the value of the land to be surrendered in that district 
at £20,211, or an average value of £1 2s. Gd. per acre, and it has also been estimated that at least thirty 
families may he established on the surrendered lands.

The Narrabri Board has assessed the value of the surrender lands in that district at £19,171, or an 
average price of £1 Os. 9d. per acre, and the acquisition of this land, with the adjoining leasehold, will, 
it is thought, provide sufficient land for the establishment of at least thirty families.

The Balranald Board has assessed the value of the land sought to he acquired by the Bank on 
Tanga at £22,000, or at the rate of 12s. Gd. per acre. It is also reported that this area would not be 
more than sufficient for ten settlement lessees.

So far as intrinsic value alone is concerned, the proposal is largely in favour of the Crown; and 
regarded from a settlement point of view, the surrender lands would provide for the establishment of 
sixty families as compared with ten on the land desired to be acquired by the Bank. The climate and 
geographical position of the surrendered lands are more conducive to permanent settlement than that of 
the lands applied for. The value of the improvements also on the land to bo surrendered is considerably 
in excess of that on the lands applied for.

The Bank of course desires to consolidate its holdings, and is prepared to sacrifice land of greater 
value in order to attain that object.

Tho only objection to the proposal comes from Balranald; and after all it is only natural that the 
residents of this town should regard unfavourably any proposal which would have the effect of alienating 
Crown lands within a reasonable distance of the town.

Considerable areas of Crown lands are, however, available for settlement in the vicinity of 
Balranald, and 15,000 acres are being designed for subdivision ; and it is hoped at a later date that a . 
consolidation of all the station alienations on Tanga will be made, which will have the effect of bringing 
into a compact form for settlement the different areas of Crown lands remaining on that extensive 
hdlding. ,

It may he mentioned that the Municipal Councils at Narrabri and Narrabri AVest are urging the 
Minister to complete the exchange.

No. 76.
Extract from The Daily Telegraph, 9 January, 1897.

Laxd Foil SettxemjyNT Purposes.
In keeping with his policy of providing as much land as possible for settlement purposes within easy 
access of markets, the Minister for Lands (Mr. .L H. Carrnthers) has had under consideration recently 
the question of exchanging an area of about 36,000 acres of Crown lands on the Tanga leasehold, distant 
some 15 miles from Balranald, for an equal area of private land, owned by the E, S, and A. Bank, partly on 
Stonehenge holding—situated, about 5 miles from the Great Northern railway line and 12 miles from 
Glen Innes—and on Cooma and Baan Baa South holdings, which arc intersected by the railway line from 
Narrabri to Werris Creek, and distant about 3 miles and 22 miles respectively from Narrabri, The case 
is a novel one. It involved consideration by three separate Land Boards, and the Minister is now asked 
to decide whether the whole exchange is sufficiently in the public interests to warrant its being carried 
into effect. As regards the intrinsic value alone, it is pointed out that the proposal is clearly in favour 
of the Crown; and, regarded from a settlement point of view, the surrender lands would provide for the

. establishment
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cstal)]isliTnent of sixty families, as compared with ten on the land desired to be acquired by the Bank, 
The climate and geographical position of the surrendered lands are more conducive to permanent settle
ment than that of the land applied for. The value of the improvements also on the land to be surrendered 
is considerably in excess of that on the lands applied for. The Bank desires to consolidate its holdings, 
and is prepared to sacrifice land of greater value in order to attain that object. The only objection to the 
proposal comes from Balranald, while the Municipal Councils at Narrabri and Narrabri West are urging 
the Minister to complete the exchange.

No. 77.
Extract from the Australian Star, Ilth January, 1897.

The land exchange transaction now pending between the'Minister for Lands and the E. S. and A. Bank 
merits very close scrutiny. The Bank proposes to exchange certain holdings in the vicinity of tho Great 
Northern and the North-Western lines for an equal area of Crown land in tho vicinity of the town of 
Balranald. The several Land Boards assess the Bank’s property at more than £1 per acre, while the 
Crown lands which it seeks in exchange are valued at only 12s. (id. acre. As there are 3(5.000 acres 
involved, the Bank would lose in round figures about 8s. per acre, or a total of about £14/100. By this 
transaction the Crown would thus appear to be a material gainer. Banks, however, are not run'upon 
such lines, otherwise their doors would be sealed hermetically, and wo must look for a gain commensurate 
with this apparent loss. This is to be found in the fact that the Bank will consolidate its property in 
the Riverina, for the Crown lands sought adjoin property alreadv belonging to the Bank. Moreover, the 
new estate is within 15 miles of Balranald, anil a great strip of land will pass into private ownership and 
be closed to the independent settlers, upon whose multiplication and prosperity the town looks for its 
future fortune. Naturally the people object to seeing the eligible Crown lands of the district swallowed 
up in this way. But there is more involved. The very Government that meditates this transaction has 
been loud iu proclaiming its desire to resume lands in tbe vicinity of towns for purposes of “ closer 
settlement,” and, what, is still more remarkable, it came to power pledged to a system of taxation 
calculated to burst up “big estates” such as that it now contemplates assisting tbe E. S. and A. Bank to 
build up near Balranald We say nothing of the bonn-fides of the arrangement, only we want to know 
whether a Government pledged to “ hurst up big estates” and to resume land for closer settlement will 
dare to do this thing, and, if so, whether tho already deeply foresworn Labour Party will condone and 
support this grossly inconsistent act.

No. 78. ■
The Secretary, Boggabri Progress Committee, to Tlie Secretary for Lands.

Sir, _ 13 January, 1S97.
I have been deputed to inform you that a public meeting of the residents of the town and 

distriet of Boggabri was held at the Centennial Hall on Wednesday night, 13th .January, instant, and the 
following resolution was unanimously carried:—

“ That the residents of this town and distriet, in public meeting assembled, respectfully request the 
Honorable tbe Minister for Lands to complete tbe exchanges of land on Baan Baa and Cooma 
holdings, aud also those of Ghoolendaadi holding, near the town of Boggabri,”

T am, &c.,
NORMAN JEFFRIES,

Secretary, Boggabri Progress Committee.

No. 79.
Extract from The Daily Telegraph, 15th January, 1897.

Boggabri, Thursday.
A welt, attended public meeting was held here last night, when a motion was carried that the Minister 
lor Lands be urged to complete the contemplated exchanges of lauds at Baan Baa and Cooma holdings, 
and also those in the district of Boggabri.

No. 80.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Manager, the English, Scottish, and

Australian Bank (Limited.)
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, Lj January, 1897.

Referring to your letter of the 30th ultimo, asking to be furnished with a copy of the evidence 
taken by tbe Local Land Board, Balranald, in connection with the Yanga-Baan Baa, Cooma, and Stone
henge exchange case, I have the honor to forward herewith the copy of evidence as desired, and to 
request that you will be good enough to transmit to tins Department the sum of (13s. Id.) thirteen 
shillings and one penny, cost of copying.

I have, &c.,
Wm. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary
{Per W. H. C.)

No. 81.
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No. 81.
Extract from The Sydney Morning Herald, 16/.'; January, 1897-

T:ie Exchange or Cbow Lasds.
Narrabri, Eriday,

At a public mcetiug at Baan Baa laat eveniiiE: in reference to tbe evebange of Baan Baa and Cooma 
holdings for land situated in tbe Balranald district, tbe folio.viug resolution was proposed by Mr. A. P, 
Starr, seconded by Mr. John Goodyer, and carried unanimouslyThat, in view of the large number of 
people in this district requiring land, this meeting desires to impress upon the Minister for Lands the 
great benefit the district would obtain by the proposed exchange of Baan Baa and Cooma holdings being 
approved of and thrown open for settlement at an early date ’ Mr. J. V. A. box was appointed to inter
view the Minister for Lands.

No. 82.
Charles Collins, Esq., M.l’., to The 'Under Secretary for Lands.

gjr Legislative Assembly, Sydney, N.S.W., 18 January, 189/.
’ X have tbe honor to enclose you a letter just received from tbe Borough Council of Narrabri, 

urging me to interview you re the exchange of land on Baan Baa and Cooma. . I am sure it is unneces
sary for me to inform yon how advantageous it will be to the towns of Narrabri and Boggabri if you will 
accede to the wishes ot the people of tbe district, and I shall be pleased to hear that you have decided to 
effect the cvehanec !■ baie, ttc.. .tnc cAcnan^e. CHARLES COLLINS.

Receipt acknowledged.—G-.IL, 20/1 ,'9".

[itne/osi/re.]
Sir, Council Cliainbers, Narrabri, 14 January, 1S97

At a mcetins; of this Council the following resolution was unanimously agreed to : 
l! That the Minister for Lands ho interviewed by the Member for the distriet, with the view of haying au exchange oi 

lands on Baan Baa and Cooma holdings for lands in the Balv.iuald district, effected at onec, ami that the Minister 
lie asked to throw open the land immediately for settlement.” . . ,, . .

I am now instructed to respectfully request that you will take the earliest oppoitninty of waiting on the Minister 
■md la v the views of the Council before him. You are no doubt aware that all suitable land recently thrown open for close 
settlement in this distriet has been readily taken up; indeed, so great was the demand, that in the ease of the Molly land, 
eielitv applications were lodged for one block. This clearly shows that a large number of people are still waiting for land 
to he made available for settlement. I may point out that a large part of Baan Baa ami Cooma lands aie m every way 
suitable for agricultural purposes, and lying close to the railway hue it is decidedly in tlie interest of the town and district 
that the present opportunity of acquiring those lands for settlement should he taken advantage of without delay. Lheie 
can he no doubt that these lands would he eagetly competed for when open for selection hy a most desirable class of por- 
manent settlers, whereas at present these lands are occupied for gra/.rng purposes only. According to the evidence given 
before the Laud Boards of Glen Innes and Balranald, the land that would he acquired by the Government under the 
exehanne are capable of supporting sixty families, while under tho present occupancy it is only supporting six families. 
It mavalso he mentioned that there is no land open for selection between Nurrabii and Boggabri.

* Trusting you will kindly use eveiy endeavour to Illvc effect given to the Council s resolution.
* I have, &c,,

Charles Collins, Esq., M.P., Tamworth. EDWARD GUEST,

No. S3.
The Manager, the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), to Tlie

Under Secretary for Lands. ■
Sirj The English, Scottish, ciid Auit.rnlian Bank (Limited) Sydney, 21 January, 189/.

’ J am in receipt of your favour of the 15th instant, together with a copy of tbe evidence taken 
by the Local Land Board, Balranald, in connection with the Tanga-Baan Baa, Cooma, and Stonehenge 
exchange application, and now heg to inform you that I have paid the sum of 13s. Id. to the Treasury, 
as requested by you. 1 ha™; ^ABHER,

(pro Manager).

No. 8L
Extract from The Daily Telegraph, 21sf January, 1897.

Narrabri, Wednesday.
Tm; Borough Council, at a meeting last night, appointed a deputation, consisting of Aldermen Siopford. 
Collins, and Spencer, in conjunction with Mr. Charles Collins, Member for the district, to wait on tho 
Minister for Lands, to urge tbe immediate acceptance of tbe offer oi tho English, Scottish, and Australian 
Bank, of Cooma, and the Baan Baa lauds in exehamre for the Balranald land. Tbe former is eminently 
suited for agriculture, and would furnish many families with permanent settlement. No land is available 
for selection between Narrabri and Boggabri.

No. 85.
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No. 85.
Extract from The Sydney Morning Herald, 27th Januaryj 1897.

t Proposed Exchange of Pastoral Properties.

AT.l^t night’s Council meeting, the proposal of the English, Scottish, and Austrian Bank to exchange 
f Valley and Baan Baa properties for Government laud in the Balranald district was 

discussed. It was pointed out that the Graham’s Valley property, which is 12 miles from Glen Innes 
was highly adapted tor small homestead holdings, and would settle about forty families. It was decided to- 
urge the Government, through the Member for the district, to accept the English, Scottish, and ustralian 
±Sank s otter, and effect the exchange.

No. 86.
Messrs. McKenzie, Collins, Stopford, Lilly man, and Spencer, to The Secretary

for Lands. *
Sir, Extract of Ms. Ls., 97-1,257.

Narrabri, 28 Januarv, 1897._ - - ™ * # . *“ 
asked for !n fRPUwtl0Vrar als° |.nstriiefced to ”rge upon you the desirability of completing the exchanges- 
ninfnr ■ and I>!*tlrlct; compnBipg the Cooma aud Baan Baa holdings, which will throw
open tor settlement oO.OOO acres of land, for which there is a great demand.

L1 rusting that you will give these matters your favourable consideration.
AVe are, &c.,

l. x McKenzie,
A. E. COLLINS,
A, STOPEORD,
J. L. TALLYMAN, 
GEORGE SPENCER.

iNO. S/. ■

Extract from The Sydney Morning Herald, 3rd Eebruary, 1897.
, Land Exchan q-es.

dep1U,trili0Tv°^SiaCi]lg of Messre- A‘ stopford, L. N. McKenzie, and A. E. Collins,. 
Ttn-ir n 10r 1^I'un.^er.’ 60 asli ttat the proposed exchanges of land on the Cooma and

non aa ° r 11rl^Sj . ^arral|I'i district, should be completed as soon as possible, and thus render 
oO 000 acres of land that is m great demand just now open for settlement. Mr. Brunker said he would 
reter the matter to the Lands Department.

No. 88.
Office Memorandum.

' The Yanca Exchange.

x t , Department of Lands, Sydney, February, 1897.»1° ?>thr ^"!11Sors tho 7fh January laat, requesting a report upon the proposed
exchange by the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank, of certain lands, viz., about 39,000 acres near
i.iT i SftDi- f01'an ai,eii near Balranald, with a view to consolidation of the Bank’s
landed propert.es at the last mentioned place, under provisions of the Crown Lands Act, the matter has- 
received consideration, and the leading facts of the case are as follows :_
cnHnKme land n nr G1!oni1"nes comprises about 17,620 acres of the Stonehenge pastoral holding, chiefly 
^ snn f ^e°r a“nCU Ura ®e*^e™entJ 81*uated itbout 5 miles from the Northern railway; altitude, about

’ a]’out4'0 relies; appraised by the Land Board at £1 2s. 6d. per acre on 
pSal value^S aCl °f C0,mtT-v woald P™™le for settlement of thirty or thirty-five families.

, , f ^ariab" comprises about 18,500 acres of the Baan Baa South and the Cooma
frnl W ho!dl°gs * this tract of country is adapted chiefly for grazing purposes ; situation, on the railwav 
from Ferris Creek to Rarrabri; altitude, about 100 feet; average rainfall, 24 inches ; it is suitable for 
holdings by homestead selection and settlement lease, and in conjunction with adjoining leasehold to be
™dTer^ ii°U dj provldre f<?r ^ settlement of from thirty to thirty-five families. The land is valued 
by the Land Board on a freehold basis at £1 0s. 9d. per acre. Total value, £19,170

• Cm(1vtlVTr BalraitaId comprises about 36,125 acres of the Yanga pastoral holding, 
qmw « In. ri he sfoc,k-<ja"yingt capacity is estimated at 4 acres to a sheep, the altitude is about 
-md average rainfaU 12 inches. To a large extent the area is broken up by alienated lands,
yfn.rd t0 i 9 riaV0nrab e m-nfor,m f?T settlement in moderate holdings. This land is appraised by the 
Board at 12s. 6d. per acre. Total value, £22,578. rn j

It is stated that this pastoral country might provide from seven to ten holdings for settlement lease.
there hf, ,S a8 fa™urLabIe *0 tLe Pubhe interest by the Board at Glen Innes ; and
there has ^en movement on the part of the residents to urge the Minister to entertain the proposal.
d.air.bl^rof ““tiD8‘ h‘,e be" C0”T“‘i t0 Mister

iT,nsm„et!1L:l^Iwn??idard at. ,BaJrariaM sports that the exchange would bo beneficial to the public interest,

f°f th® fietlcn;ent of many families, whilst the Yanga lands would provide for 
^ ^ tW0,i0<ial express the opinion that the exchange would be-

ft0I,ini0,l tl"> CI,“ d0“ M* b“‘ «“*•
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It may here be mentioned that the residue of the Yanga pastoral holding contains about 53,000 
ncres ; also that near the town of Balranald there is a tract of country comprising about 15,000 acres now 
being made available for settlement. "

The prominent features of the case are as follows: A banking company, in order to consolidate a 
pastoral holding, in a part of the country where the natural conditions are suitahle only for occupation 
in large areas, offers to take 36,000 acres of Crown lands, appraised at £22,578—which might provide for 
settlement of from seven to ten families—in exchange for a like area in parts of the country where tho 
climatic conditions are favourable to agricultural occupation, to which there is access by railway, which 
may enable the settlement of at least sixty families, and the value of which is appraised at £30,410.

_ It* may be mentioned incidentally that Balranald, a municipality which is on a navigable river, is 
distant 75 miles from the railway at Hay, and has a population of about 800; Glen Innes and Narrabri, 
also municipalities, have populations of about 3,000 and 2,500 respectively, and both places have the 
advantages secured by railway communication.

In view of the circumstances above set forth, we arc of opinion that the proposed exchange is in 
the public interest, and we have no hesitation in advising approval thereof.

35. 'TVv'YiYAM. Chief Surveyor. 
H. CUKKY. '

But little further information can be given in connection with this matter than is already afforded 
by the within memoranda and reports. As set out above, the value of the area proposed to be surrendered 
(36,120 acres), as appraised by the Land Board, is £39,410; while the value of the equivalent area to be 
■granted in exchange is £22,578. This, however, is not the most material point. Looking at the exchange 
in the light of its probable results to the general community, the fact that sixty-five or seventy families can 
almost at once be provided for in close settlement is one that cannot he set aside without very strong reasons. 
If the exchange be abandoned, the utmost that could be done on Yanga in tho interests of settlement—at 
the expiration of the pastoral lease in 1900—would be to provide eight or ten grazing leases on an 
irregular shaped area lying between or dovetailing with the freehold lands of the pastoral lessee. This 
area is approximately midway between the towns of Balranald and Moulamein, and if occupied at any 
time the settlers would no doubt in their ordinary business avocations become more intimately associated 
with the former than the latter place. The loss of this possible business represents, it is presumed, the 
detriment to the town of Balranald apprehended by the local members of the Board. It is submitted 
that on the broad grounds of the public interests the exchange may be proceeded with.— Wm. HorsTOir, 
Under Secretary, 9/2/97. ‘

I now finally approve of this exchange, after having exhausted every means of inquiry open to me 
to test its merits. The facts may be made public with my decision, as I consider a- matter of this kind 
should bn carried through most openly.—10/2/97.

The Minister’s decision should now be conveyed to applicants, who might be urged to convert the 
conditionally-leased lands affected into additional conditional purchases. The owners -might also be asked 
to state their intentions regarding the selections involved, i.c., whether they wish to have allotted to them 
laud to be held under conditional purchase, or'whether they intend converting the selections into free
holds. Should they decide in favour ot the former, it will be necessary for them to state willingness to 
be bound by the provisions of Regulation 297. Payment of £300 towards final costs should also be 
asked for.—C. J. SimsnEns, 17/2/96. Mr. Bronsdom

English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited) and Treasurv informed, 19/2/97.

No. 89.
Office Memorandum.

Lxchaitge of 36,000 acres of Crown lands near Balranald for an equal area of private lands near Glen
Innes and Narrabri.

This exchange proposal has already attracted a considerable amount of attention, and the Secretary for (siippM to iim 
Lands (Mr. Camithers), after having exhausted every means of inquiry open to him, has finally approved rtC:EIi') 
of the exchange being given effect to. " “

The main features of the proposed exchange are as follow :—
A hanking company, in order to consolidate a pastoral holding in a part of the country where the 

natural conditions are suitable only for occupation in large areas, offers to take 36,000 acres of Crown 
land, appraised at £22,578,.which might provide for settlement of ten families, in exchange for a like area 
in parts of the country where climatic conditions are favourable to agricultural occupation, to which 
there is access by railway, which may enable tho settlement of at least sixty families, and the value of 
which is appraised at £39,410. ’

, The land near Glen Innes comprises about 17.620 acres, including the Graham's Valley estate,
■ehielly suitable for agricultural settlement, situate about 5 miles from the Northern railway; altitude, about 
3,800 feet; average rainfall, about 40 inches. This tract of country would provide for settlement of about 
thirty families. L

The land near Narrabri comprises about 18,500 acres within tbe Baan Baa South and the Cooma 
pastoral holdings. This tract of country is adapted chieflv for grazing purposes. Situation, ou the rail
way from Werris Creek tn Narrabri; altitude, about 100 feet; average rainfall, 24 inches. It is suitable 
for holdings by homestead selection and settlement lease, and in con junction with adjoining leasehold, 
also to be surrendered, would provide for the settlement of about thirty families.

The tract of country near Balranald comprises about 36,125 acres of the Amiga pastoral holding, 
adapted for grazing ; the altitude is about 300 feet, and the average rainfaU 12 inches. To a large extent 
the area is broken up hy alienated lands, and is thus not favourable in form for settlement in moderate 
holdings. It is stated that this pastoral country might provide about ten holdings for settlement lease.

The exchange is regarded as favourable to the public interest by tlie Board at Glen Innes; and 
there has been a movement on part of the residents to urge the Minister'to entertain the proposal.

At Narrabri and Boggabri public meetings have been convened to represent to the Minister the 
desirableness of tho proposed exchange.

The
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The Land Board of Balranald reports that the exchange would be beneficial to the general public 

interest, inasmuch as it would provide for the settlement of many families, whilst the Tanga lands would 
provide for but ten at the most. The Board, however, by a majority consider that the exchange might be 
detrimental to the interests of Balranald.

The Barrawang .Progress Association also objected to the exchange upon local grounds.
It may, however, be mentioned that a large area of land will still remain in the hands of the Crown, 

near Balranald, sufficient, it is thought, to meet all legitimate demands for settlement purposes.
It may also bo mentioned incidentally that Balranald, a municipality which is on a navigable river, 

is distant 75 miles from the railway at Hay, and has a population of about 800 ; Glen Junes and Narrabri, 
also municipalities, have populations of about 8.000 and 2,000 respectively, and both places have the 
advantages secured by railway communication.

Ko. 90.
Extract from the 'Evening Neios, 15th Eebruary, 1897.

Tins Minister for Lands is going in for a pretty big swop in the matter of landed estate, about which it is 
not improbable a good deal will yet be beard. He has for some time past been on the look out for tracts 
of laud suitable for agricultural settlement, and every acre that falls back to Inin, from lease or otherwise, 
is eagerly snapped up by intending agriculturists. As a matter of fact, anomalous as it may appear, the 
demand far exceeds the supply. Hence it is that he has been constrained to favourably entertain a 
proposal by a Banking Corporation for a deal in acres. The Bank gives him some 36,000 acres near Glen 
Innes and Narrabri in exchange for a similar area near Balranald. The curious part of the transaction is 
the fact that the Crown land is valued at much less than the Bank’s land. The former is appraised at 
£22,578, while the latter is estimated to be worth £30,410. Ou paper, therefore, the Minister gets the 
best of tbe deal by £16,822. More than that, the land which the Crown is to receive will settle sixty 
families, while the Balranald property about to be parted with would settle only ten families. Beally 
this looks almost too good for the Government. Usually when Government undertakes any land or 
property resumption transaction it gets the worst of the bargain, and neither Banks nor private individuals 
are in tbe habit of making sacrifices. In the present case the proposal for the exchange came from the 
Bank, which has been anxious to complete tho transaction. Tho Minister may be credited with having 
taken the utmost precautions to safeguard the interest of the public, and the explanation probably is that, 
land speculation being well killed by the land tax, the exchange suited tbe Bank for business reasons, 
even though, according to the most careful calculations, it involved a monetary sacrifice of several 
thousands of pounds. But the subject is bound to be freely discussed in Parliament.

No. 91.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Tlie District Surveyor, Tamworth.

Baax Baa South, Cooila-Taxqa Exchange.
17 February, 1897.

The Minister having approved of this exchange being proceeded with, will the District Surveyor be good 
enough to prepare the necessary designs, reports, &e., for the re-subdivision of the surrender and other 
available lands on these holdings for settlement purposes.

Papers, Alienation 96-13,337, are enclosed for perusal, and should be returned as soon as the 
information in rc design, &c., has been collated.

C.J.S. (for the Dnder Secretary).

Mr. Crocker,—Make a copy of this minute and of the Distriet Surveyor’s and Mr. Sendall’s reports 
enclosed. Have copy registered, and note L. B. No. thereof hereon,—E.S., 19/2 /97. Necessary copies 
of papers made.—T.C., 26/2/97. And registered, L.B., 97-1,453, on which District Survey Office action 
towards survey for settlement will proceed. Now returned as requested.—li. Sheltox (for District 
Surveyor), 2/3/97. The Under Secretary for Lauds. To await the return of the Yanga papers, at 
present with the District Surveyor at Hay.—R.M., 5/5/97.

No. 92.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Tlie District Surveyor, Armidale.

OlTICE MEilOHANDUir. '
Department of Lands, 17 J(’ebruary, 1897.

The Minister has approved of this exchauge being proceeded with. Jt will therefore be necessary for the 
District Surveyor to furnish—

1. Particulars (roughly) of the improvements on the portions for surrender; the statement in regard
to each portion to be as far as possible complete in itself

2. Prepare a design for ihe re-subdivision of tire surrender and available Crown lands. Design, &c.,
should be sent under separate cover.

3. Ascertain, by reference to the Chairman, the cost of the Board’s inquiry, including the District
Surveyor’s attendance.

C.J.S. (for the Under Secretary).

Parish maps of Fletcher, Macintyre, and Ben Lomond noted in District Survey Office, 22/2/97. 
The District Surveyor requests that previous reports and a 20-cbain tracing of land exchanged (as 

well as adjacent portions) be prepared, showing all features. Contract draftsman to fill in all writing.— 
M. A. Maclean, Draftsman-in-charge, 22 February, 1897. Mr. Kirke,—Urgent.

Compilation
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Compilation at 20 chains to an inch is herewith. I completed it in accordance with verbal instruc
tions.—S.W.K., 1 March, 1897, The Draftsman-in-charge. Tracing sent to head office for six 
heliographs to ho made and returned with tracing. Special, 1/3/97. Six heliographs received,
9 March, 1897.—M. A. Maclean, 16/3/97. District Surveyor.

Mr. Surveyor Lcgge is requested to furnish (1) a report giving the particulars and present value 
of the improvements existing on each of the surrendered portions; and (2) also to prepare a design for 
the rosubdivision of the surrendered and adjacent available Crown lands into portions suitable for settle
ment, reporting fully on all points connected with tbe subject. Although the question of primary 
importance is the judicious subdivision into suitable portions, irrespective of former surveys, yet fenced 
boundary lines should be adopted for boundaries in the resubdivision, so far as can be done without 
sacrificing present requirements. As the area to he disposed of is extensive, it would bo advisable to 
consider any possible requirements that might arise under the 10th section of the Act of 1895. Two 
heliographs are forwarded herewith for Mr, Legge’s use. Separate reports are to be furnished on the 
subjects indicated.—D. M. Maitland, District Surveyor, 17 March, 1897. Mr. Surveyor Lcgge, Glen 
Innes.

Reply by my reports, Nos. 97-51 aud 52, of April 20th. Instruction 96-171 also attached.— Q-. II. 
Legge, Surveyor. Will the Chairman be good enough to furnish the cost of the Board’s inquiry in 
this case, as required in paragraph 3 of memorandum of 17/2/97.—D. M. Maitland, District Surveyor, 
4/5/97. The Chairman. I estimate the cost of dealing with this case before the Local Land Board at 
Glen Innes at tho sum of £5 5s.—I'. G. I’inivky, Chairman, Local Land Board, 4/5/97. The District 
Surveyor. >

No. 93.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for /Finance and Trade.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 February, 1897. ExchMR*—
Referring to the application dated 27th October, 1896, lodged by the English, Scottish, and Yiuign-stone- 

Australian Bank (Limited), for exchauge of land within tho holdings noted in the margin, I '. . .. _ ... have the^-"!'
honor to inform you that the applicants have been requested to pay into the Treasury the sum, of £300 J?/vl.jg™ototlCr

1898. ’

I have, &c.,
WM. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary,
{per W.H.O.)

towards costs.
Please report payment.

No. 94.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Manager, English, Scottish, and

Australian Bank (Limited).
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 February, 1897. Excimngo—

Referring to previous correspondence respecting the proposed exchange of land within the heng^naanBaa, 
holdings noted in the margin, I have the honor to inform you that, in view of the reports of the Local Land Ooomi; Central 
Boards, the Secretary for Lands has approved of the exchange being proceeded with, and to request that <>. so October, 
you will ho good enough to convert the conditionally leased lands affected into additional conditional19!Ki- 
purchases, and to state whether you intend converting the selections into freeholds, and if not, to state 
your willingness to be bound by the provisions of Regulation 297.

I have further to request that you will pay into tho Treasury the sum of £300 towards costs,
I have, &c.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary,

__________ {per W.H.C.)

■ No. 95.
The Manager, English, Scottish, anti Australian Bank (Limited), to The Under

Secretary for Lands.
Exchange : Yauga-Stonehonge, Baan Baa, Cooma; Central Division.

Sir, The English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited), Sydney, 5 March, 1897.
I. have the honor to acknowledge tho receipt of your letter, Alienation 97—1,955, of the 19 th 

ultimo, advising me that tho Secretary for Lands had approved of the above exchange being proceeded 
with.

In accordance with your request, applications are being lodged for the conversion of the con
ditionally leased lands affected into additional conditional purchases; and in reply to your inquiry, I 
have to state that it is not my intention to convert the selections into freeholds at the present time. I 
also desiro to record my willingness to he bound hy the provisions of Regulation 297.

As requested, the sum of £300 has been paid, into the Treasury on account of costs in connection 
with tlie exchange.

Referring to my application for the exchange of lands within the Stonehenge holding, No. 108, 
Eastern Division, I have to request that you will allow it to be amalgamated with the Yanga-Stonehenge, 
&c., exchange. I have, Ac.,

FLETCHER DIXON,
Manager.

323—F No, 9G.
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No. 96.
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Under Secretary for Lands.

MEMOKijmmr.
English, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank (Limited).

The sum of £300 was credited, 5th instant, being amount required towards costs in connection with 
application to surrender and exchange land on under-noted holdings:—

Central Division—Stonehenge, Cooma, and Baan Baa South. S.E.C. (for TJ.S.)

Treasury, B.C., 6/3/97.

No. 97.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Tlie District Surveyor, Hay.

27 March, 1897.
Forwarded to the District Surveyor for the preparation of tenders aud other preliminary work in 
connection with the measurement of the area proposed to bo granted under this exchange.

It is not possible at the present timo to state the actual area applicants will surrender, as a question 
has recently arisen as to whether they are entitled to convert certain of their conditional leases into 
additional conditional purchases; but it is thought that the reduction, if any, will be but slight.

The areas affected by the exchange, subject to the conversion of the conditional leases into 
additional conditional purchases, are—

Freehold. Conditional Purchase. Conditional Lease.

On Stonehenge 
„ Cooma 
„ Baan Baa

a. r. p. 
1,091 0 0 

Nil.
4,132 1 0

a. r. p. 
12,508 l 0 
1,466 0 0 
3,227 3 0

a. r. p. 
3,981 0 0 
2,880 O O 
6,794 3 0

Totals............................ 5,226 1 0 17,203 0 0 13,655 3 0
As applicants do not intend converting their selections into freeholds, two balances must be made 

in survey—i.e., (1) of an area ro be granted in exchange for the freehold portions for surrender, and 
(2) of the area to bo allowed in exchange for the selections so affected.

The former may conveniently be confined to tho vacant areas interspersing applicants’ freeholds, 
viz., portions 1, 20,19, 3, 61, 6, <&c., parish Impimi, leaving the lands to be allotted in exchange for the 
selections in as compact a form as possible.

Applications have already been lodged by applicants to convert all their conditional leases into 
additional conditional purchases, and the District Surveyor will ho informed immediately on confirmation 
of these applications.

The usual statement of costs incurred in District Survey Office should be stated.
C. E. BENNIE,

---------  For tho Under Secretary.
English, Scottish, and Australian Bank (Limited) informed, 29/3/97.

No. 98.
Tiie Under Secretary for Lands to Tlie District Surveyor, Hay.

8 April, 1897.
The Land Board at Guunedah has now confirmed the additional conditional purchase applications 
covering the following lands, under offer for surrender to the Crown, viz. :—■

On Cooma holding, 2,880 acres previously held under conditional lease.
On Baan Baa bolding, 6,014 acres previously held nndcr conditional lease.

The Board has still an additional conditional purchase application to deal with in connection wiLi 
the latter holding; but it has directed survey of an area of 29±i acres to meet this application, the 
conversion of the balance, 4861 acres, having been disallowed. *

C. E. BENNIE, '
_____________ ___________ For the Under Secretary,

No. 99.
Surveyor G. H. Legge to The District Surveyor, Armidale.

Beport on the improvements on the surrender lauds in the Stonchenge-Tanga Exchange, situated at 
Graham’s Talley, Stonehenge, parishes of Clifton, Fletcher, Ben Lomond aud Macintyre, county of 
Gough, land district of Gflen Innes.
Sir, _ _ G-len Innes, 20 April, 1897,

_ In accordance with instruction No. 9,744 of March 17th, to inspect and report upon the
improvements standing upon the surrender lands of the Stonehenge (Graham’s Valley) exchange, I 
have the honor to forward herewith a schedule giving particulars and values of the same, as upon each 
separate portion surrendered.

In fixing the prices, the value to an incoming tenant has been taken throughout, and that put as 
low as possible, consistent with tbe ordinary reductions made for deterioration by tbe effect of age and 
weather on the various items.

As will be seen, the fencing improvements are of an extensive character, and although tbe land is 
yet occupied by the surrenders, in the possible event of their complete removal from the same, tho 
appointment of a caretaker would, in my opinion be most necessary, until such time as tbe land is to be 
thrown open for settlement.

[Jfnclosiire.]
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[Enclosure.]

Schedule enumerating improvements upon surrenderee! portions in llio (Q-rnkam’s Valley) Stonehenge Exchange.

Portion amt Parish, Iniiirovcmonts. Total Values.

317, Clifton

32 »

75, Fletcher

87, Clifton

319 „

135, Fletcher

G it

61

33 »>

131 >!

25, Eletcher 

151 „

21
15

26
7

M
S»

17
41
65

151

31 71

66 .............. .
32, Macintyre .,

18, Ben Lomond

Fence on creel;, north-east corner and north-east boundary.,
Old fence on south boundary ................................................
Ringbarking, about 8d....................................... ...................

Fence, west boundary, old 7-wiro ............................................
,, south „ ............................................
„ north-cast corner and cast boundary (half value) ....

Ringbarking, about 8d.............................................................

Fence, west boundary, old 7-wire..... ........ ............................
„ south boundary, good 7-wire, half value...................

Ringbarking, at about 8d................................................

Fence along creek, north comer, G-wiro.......................
„ across south, 7-wire, old.......................................

Ringbarking, about 8d.....................................................

Fence across south, 7-wire, old.................................. ...
Ringbarking......................................................................

Fence, north boundary. 7-wire, good order, half value
„ east boundary, G-wiro, good order ......... ........

Ringbarking, at Gd............................................................

:i ........... .......................
Old barbed-wire fencing ...................................................

Ringbarking.......... .................................................
Old barbed-wire fencing ................................................ .

Ringbarking.............................................................
Old barbed-wire fencing .......................................................

80 chains old barbed-wire fencing ................................
18 chains new dropper fence........ .............................. .
Ringbarking, at Gd....................................................
80 chains 7-wiro fence, north boundary, half value

10 chains dropper fencing...................
Ringbarking, at 6d................ .................

60 chains old barbod-wirc fence.............
60 chains 7-wire fence, north boundary 
46 „ „ west boundary..
44 „ dropper fence..........................
Ringbarking, at Cd..................................

Ringbarking, £1; old fencing, £2 10s.
70 chains 6-wire fence, fair order’.........
16 „ dropper fence......................
Ringbarking..... ....... ...............................

If .................................I.*,......... ..............
80 chains old G-wiro fencing, cast boundary 
Ringbarking.................................. ................

at 6d.

„ £2 10s.; salt shed, 15s............. ........................ .
If ..............................*.......... ■ •4.4.4 .44

04 chains new 6-wire fencing, west and south boundaries 
Ringbarking................................................ .............................

Old fencing, G-wiro and top rail ......... ................... ............
Ringbarking..............................................................................

6-wire fence, new, west boundary, GO chains 
Salt shod, 15s,; ringbarking, £5 .................

Paddock, 81 chains, 2-rail fence, old .........
Old 6-wiro fencing ..................................... .
Cattle drafting yards, old ..............................
Ringbarking, at Gd........... ..................... ........

£
20

6
10

3.
0
5
0

d.
0
0
0

7 0 0
12 0 0
7 15 0

11 5 0

7 10 0
11 0 0

0 2 c
13 0 0

G 12 0
4 0 0

21 5 0

. 2 0 0
1 5 0

1 0 0
13 0 0
1 10 0

. 2 0 0

. 0 10 0

1 0 0
0 10 0

. 1 0 0
. 0 10 0

. 3 0 0
. 5 0 0
. 10 10 0
. 10 0 0

. 2 16 0

. 1 10 0

. 7 10 0

. 12 0 0

. 9 0 0

. 12 0 0

. 15 0 0

. 14 0 0
. 4 10 0
. 2 0 0

.. 1G 0 0

.. 8 0 0
1

.. 20 15 0

.. 4 10 0

.. 4 0 0
0 0

.. 19 10 0

.. 6 15 0

.. 20 0 0
0 0
0 0

.. 6 0 0

£ s. d.

36 G 0

38 0 0

40 12 C

31 17 0

3 5 0

15 10 0

2 10 0

1 10 0

1 10 0

28 10 0 

199 9 G

4 5 0

55 10 0 
3 10 0

20 10 0 
10 0

24 0 0 
1 10 0 
3 0 0 
3 5 0 
10 0

25 5 0

9 0 0 
1 10 0

25 5. 0

45 0 0 

£223 10 0
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Portion and Parish.

46, Ban Lomond

92 )>

27 V

49, Fletcher

8
9

28 n

67, Fletcher

7, Ben Lomond

74, „

26, ,,
29, „
61, „

155, „

54, „

56, „

55,

83,

1831, Ben Lomond .........
(Conditional Lease.)

91. » «4I*4«

Improvements. Total Values.

£ b. d.
House, 3 rooms, slab and iron, £25; house, 4 rooms, slab and

iron, £20; kitchen, £10 .........................................................   55 0 0
Si able, store, and meat-house ...................................................... 6 0 0
Blacksmith’s shop, £3 ; hayshed, £15.......................................... 18 0 0
Stables and shod, £15 ; 2 yards, £6..............................................  21 0 0
Fencing about houses and wire fencing ...................................... 4 0 0
95 chains old 2-rail and 1-wire fenee ......   12 0 0
Hew 6-wire fenee, 25 chains ..................   7 10 0

„ „ south boundary ............ ;................................. 21 0 0
Bingbarking, at Gd......................................................   9 0 0

New 6-wire fence, north boundary, north-west corner, 37 chains 13 10 0
„ „ west and south boundaries..............................  45 0 0

Old 6-wire fence, adjoining portion 27, 95 chains ......................  12 0 0
New 6-wire fence along crock ...................... .............................. 9 10 0
Bingbarking..................................................................................... 11 10 0

Old 6-wire fencing on south boundary..................... .................... 4 0 0
16 chains new 6-wirc fence on creek ................. .......................  6 0 0
Bingbarking.................................................................................... 2 10 0

Old 2-rail fence on north boundary.........................   4 6 0
18 chains of old 7-wire fence on north boundary ...................... 4 0 0
17 chains of old 7-wire fence, half ralue..... ................................ 2 0 0
Bingbarking, at 6d........................................................................... 8 0 0

Bingbarking, at 6d.................. .......................................................................
Paddock, 2-rail fence and wire fence ......................................... 8 0 0
Clearing, £5; ringbarking, £4 ...................................................... 9 0 0

7-wire fence, north boundary, £5 12s.; 5-wire fence, £13..........  18 12 0
7-wirc fence, half ralue, £5 Bs.; 5-wire fence, east boundary, ...........

half ralue, £8 6s.  ...................................................................  13 10 0
Bingbarking, £15; salt-shed, 15s...................................................  15 15 0

5-wire fence across portion .......................................................... 4 0 0
Bingbarking, at 6d.......................................................................... 10 0

Paddock of 5-wire and 2-mil fence (old)......................................  11 0 0
Saltsheds, £1 10s. ; ringbarking, £16.......................................... 17 10 0

7-W'iro fence, east boundary (old), half value.............................. 9 0 0
Ringbarking (portion) ................................................................. 3 0 0

J)

Old 6-wirc fenee.................................... ........................................ 5 10 0
Bingbarking................................... .................................................  3 15 0

Old 6-wire fence ............................................................ .................. 8 15 0
Ringharking.................. ........................ ............. ........................ 10 0

Old 6-wiro fencing...... ........................................................   4 10 0
82 chains 6-wire fence, east boundary..........................................  16 8 0
Saltchcd, 15s.; ringbarking, £16 ............................................   16 15 0

Old 6-wire fence, cast boundary...................................................... 8 0 0
80 chains 6-wire fenee, south-east boundary, half-ralue ............ 8 0 0
62 „ „ south boundary, h&if-vftluc ................... 9 6 0
Ringbarking, Gd............................................................................... 16 0 0

6-wire fencing........................ .................................................... .....................
............ ................................................... ........ .........

G-wire fencing, east boundary ...................................................... 6 0 0
„ „ south boundary, half-value ..................................  10 0 0

Ringbarking at 8d.....................       10 12 0

C-wire fencing, south boundary, half-value.................................. 6 15 0
40 chains 6-wirc fencing, west boundary (old) ............................ 8 0 0
95 chains (old), 6-wirc fencing.......................................   17 15 0
Ringbarking at 8d.........................................................   10 15 0

6-wire fenee, north boundary, half value......................................  10 0 0
134 chains old 6-wirc, east boundary, £27; 90‘chainB old 6-wire, ..........

£20 68.......................................................................................... 47 G 0
102 chains old 6-wiie, east from road .........................   11 10 0

18 „ on west boundary..................   3 12 0
Ringbarking, at 6d....... ................................................................   31 10 0

64 chains old 6-wirs fencing..........................................................  12 13 0
Half-value, 6-wire fence, north boundory .......   16 15 0
Ringbarking, at 6d...........................................................................  16 0 0

£ s. d.

153 10 0

91 10 0

12 10 0

18 6 0 
4 0 0

17 0 0

47 17 0 

£344 13 0

5 0 0

28 10 0

12 0 0 
2 0 0 
15 0

9 5 0

9 15 0

37 13 0

#41 6 0 
'450 
12 10 0

25 12 0

43 5 0

232 6 0

103 17 0

45 8 0
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Portion and Parish.

33, Macintyre,

u, ii

04, JJ

53,

10,

3, „
7),

4^ ............
4S03, Macintyre.................

(Conditional Lease.)

52, JJ

1833, Macintyre.................
(Conditional Lease.)

61, „

5, ,.
17,
60, ,;

Improvements.

■ £ e, d.
0-wire fenee on north boundary (new)..........................................  28 0 0
35 chains 0-wire fence on west boundary ..................................  8 15 0
Old paddoeV, top rail, and 5-wire.........................................   .10 0 0
Oldluih, £2; ringbarking, £8 .....................................   10 0 0

50 chains 6-wire fence, oast boundary, half-value ................. 6 5 0
100 „ (old), on south boundary...................... 15 0 0
110 ,, half-value ..................................  8 5 0
G-wire fence on west boundary, 37 chains ......................   9 6 0
Bingbarking, at Gd.........................................................   24 0 0

110 chains old 6-wire fence, west boundary, half-value............. 8 5 0
76 chains now 8-wirc fence, cast boundary ..............................  24 15 0
30 ,, northboundary..............   9 15 0

Bingbarking, at Gd............................................................................ 10 0 0

40 chains old G-wire fcuce, north and west boundaries, half-value 300
40 „ west boundary ..................................  6 0 0

106 chains new 6-wire fence, north and north-west boundaries.. 34 10 0 
Bingbarking.....................................-............................................... Ii 0 0

Fencing, north boundary, old C-wire ....................................6 10 0
East and south boundaries, old 6-wire..........................................  2 10 0
Bingbarking................................................................................. . 3 0 0

Fencing, old 6-wire, £7 10s,; ringbarking, £1 
Bingbarking.........................................................

Old 6-wire fencing, £7 ; ringbarking, £1......................................................
„ west boundary..................................................  3 16 0

Bingbarking, at Cd............................................................................ 6 0 0

New G-wire fencing on east and south boundaries..................... . 68 5 0
Bingbarking, ot Gd...........................................................................  16 0 0

38 chains old C-wire fence on boundary (half value)..................  3 0 0
20 ,, ,, ,, ................. o 0 0
20 „ east boundary .............................. 5 10 0

68 chains new C-wirc fence on north boundary ........................... 22 0 0
Bingbarking, at Cd........................................................................... 8 6 0

138 cluihiB new 6-wire fence, north and south boundaries..........  44 17 0
Bingbarking, at Gd.................................................. ........................  14 0 0

40 chains new 6-wirc fence, £18; ringbarking, £1

New C-wirc fence, south boundary, £15; 105 chains now 6-wiro
fence, south boundary, £34 ......................................................  49 0 0

Old C-wiro on run boundary, 106 chains (half value) ............... 8 0 0
„ 30 chains, £6; ringbarking, £15...................   21 0 0

1, „
2. ..
S, „

49, „

57. „

20 chains old 6-wire fence (half value), £l 10s.; ringbarking, £l
15 £3 ; ringbarking, £1 ......................... .
55 £11; „ £1 ..........................
37 JJ £7 10s.; saltshed, 15s.; ringbarking,

£14..............................................................................................................
115 chains new 7-wire, £43; 133 chains now0-wire, £43 10s.... 80 10 0 
Saltshed, 15s,; ringbarking, £10 ................................ .................. 16 15 0

58, * „ 184 chains 7-wiro fence (new) ................................................. 78 0 0
Bingbarking, at 6d., £16 ; saltshed, 15s........................................  1C 15 0

Total Values.

£ e. d.

56 15 0

C2 15 0

58 15 0

54 10 0

12 0 0 
8 10 0 
10 0

403 10 0

8 0 0

9 15 0 

81 5 0

11 10 0

30 6 0

58 17 0 
14 0 0 
9 0 0

78 0 0 
2 10 0 
4 0 0 

12 0 0

22 5 0

103 6 0

94 15 0

£542 8 0

Tho total value of the improvements surrendered amounts therefore to £2,001 IGs. Gd. (sec next page), exclusive of 
a considerable quantity effected by tlie surreudors upon Crown lands within the holding,

Tho foregoing report was completed in conjunction with a design for subdivision (Beport 97-51), and an account 
of the time occupied in the service is herewith.

I have, &c.,
--------  CfKOKG-E H. LEGGE.

Poitxiort 90, parish of Ben Lomond, omittod from the foregoing schedule, includes improvements as follows :—
£ s. d.

50 chains top-rail aud 5-wire fence (half value) .............................................. 5 10 0
93 chains good 7-wiro fence, north and east boundaries.............. ................... 25 lo 0
35 ,, ,, (half value) west boundary.................................. 4 15 0
Dam, about 25 yards square .............................................................................. 20 0 0

- -------- £56 0 0
For registration.—D.M.W., 22/4,4)7- Parish maps of Clifton, Fletcher, Ben Lomond, and Macintyre, county of 

Gough, noted in Distriet Survey Oflica.—M. A. Mac leak, April, 26 th, 1897.

B23—G No. 100.
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No. 100.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The District Surveyor, Hay.

22 Apriij 1S!)7.
Tun applications to convert into additional conditional purchases the area of 3,981. acres (situalc on 
Stonehenge holding), previously held under conditional lease, have now hcen confirmed.

The areas for surrender are, therefore :—Trochoid, :>,22(i acres 1 rood ; conditional purchases, 
30,371 acres 1 rood (of which 294 acres 1 rood not yet confirmed hut survey has been directed) ; total, 
35,597 acres 2 roods.

C. E. BENNIE
(For the Under Secretary).

■ . No. 101.
The District Surveyor, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Office Memohasduit: “ Stonehengc-Tauga ” Exchange—Costs, &e.
Department of Lands, District Survey Office, Armidale, 17 May, 1897.

In compliance with paragraph 1, in memorandum of the 17th February, 1897 (Ain., 96-13,073—L.B., 
97-1,255), particulars are forwarded of the improvements at present existing on the various portions 
for surrender, together with the approximate present value of same (vide Surveyor Legge’s report 
herewith).

For design for resubdivision of the surrendered and adjoining available Crown lands, vide my 
report of even date on L.B., 97-3,005.

The total cost of the inquiry is as follows:—
£ s. d.

Land Board expenses ...................................................    5 5 0
Attendance thereto of District Surveyor and Surveyor Legge... ... 3 3 0
Survey, &c., including Land Board inquiry under former small exchange 68 8 0
Time of District Surveyor on field inspection, preparing report, &c. ... 7 7 0

£84 3 0
D. M. MAITLAND,

District Surveyor.

Charting Branch.—E.A.B. (per G-.H.), 19/5/97. To await return of Yanga papers, now with 
District Surveyor, Hay, for measurement.—B. MDeaiv (per C.W.B.), 25/5/97. Mr. Bronsden.

No. 102.
Question and Answer, Legislative Assembly, Thursday, 24th June, 1897.

(11.) PkOPOSEH SuUEENDEIl OF FiMUIIIOLD LAND, NEAH BaLHANALD :—Mil. ClIA-NXEIl ASKED T1IE 
Secretakt foe Lands,—■

(1.) "Was a proposal made to him last year by the proprietor of Yanga Station, near Balranald, for 
the surrender of freehold land in exchange for other land ?
(2.) What was the area of land proposed to be surrendered, and its distance from the town of 
Balranald ?
(3.) What was the area ashed in exchange from the Crown ; and in what part of the Colony is it 
situated ?
(4.) Was this matter submitted to the Local Land Board for inquiry and report ?
(5.) Did the Land Board report that this exchange would be detrimental in the interests of 

. Balranald ?
(6.) Has he approved of this exchange ; if not, what arc Ids intentions regarding it ?
(7.) Has he any objection to laying upon the Table of this House all the papers connected with 
this exchange ?
Mr. Carruthers answered,—
(1.) Yes.
(2.) 35,600 acres, including conditional purchase and freehold lands near Glen Innes and Narrabri, 
which towns are between 400 and COO miles from Balranald.
(3.) 35,600 acres, distant on an average about 15 miles from Balranald,
(4.) Yes, to the Land Boards at Balranald, Glen Innes, and Narrabri.
(5.) The Balranald Board, by a majority, did so report; but it appeared from the reports cf the 
different Boards that the surrendered land was nearly twice as valuable as the land applied for, 
and would provide sufficient land for a far greater number of settlers,
(6.) Yes.
(7.) No.

[U Orf.]
Sydney : William Applegate Gnllick, Government Printer,- 1S97,
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1897.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 9. Thuhsdat, 13 May. 1897.

22. Exchange or Lanij, Ctopaoumbaj-owg Ruk: Queakbetan Dtsteict Mr. O’Sulliyan moyed 
pursuant to iSi otico,— •

^at a Se^ct Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the proposed exchange 
oi land on Cuppaeumbalong Run, Queanbeyan District.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Miller, Mr. AV. H. B. Piddington 
the MovIeTVOrt1’ ^ Carr011’ Mr‘ M&hmy> Mr' Mackay- Mr. Travers Jones, Mr. Ferguson, and

Dehate ensued.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 15. Thu usd at, 27 Mat, 1897.

Exchange or Land, Cuepacumhaloxg Run, Queametax District Mr. AV. H. B Piddington 
presented a Petition from James Orr, of the Union Bank of Australia (Limited), of Sydney 
praying that Petitioner may he represented by counsel or attorney or in person before the 
Select Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon the exchange of land, Cuppacumbalong 
Run, with the right to call witnesses and adduce evidence, and to examine and cross-examine such 
witnesses as may give evidence before the said Committee.
Petition received.
Ordered to be referred to tbe Select Committee.

Votes No. 26. Thuhsdat, 24 Jura, 1897.
3- CurpACuimalong Run, Queanbetax Dtstbtct -.-Mr. Maclcny, for Mr.

U Sullivan, Chairman brougbr up tbe Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of 
Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and 
report this subject was referred on 13th May, 1897, together with Appendix.
Referred by Sessional Order to tbe Printing Committee

CONTENTS.
PAGE.

Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings ................................................ o
Report........................................................................... ^
Proceedings of the Committee .................................................................. 4
List of Witnesses............................................................. ^
Minutes of Evidence ..........................................................
Appendix .....................................................................................
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1897.

EXCHANGE OF LAND.—CUPPACUMBALONG- RUN, QUEANBEYAN DISTRICT.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 13th May, 1897,—
“ to inquire into and report upon the proposed Exchange of Land on Ciippa- 

cujnbalong Run, Queanbeyan District f—have agreed to the following Report:—
Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List,* and 

studied the evidence taken on the same subject by the Local Land Board at 
Queanbeyan, as well as the various documents submitted to them, have arrived at 
the following conclusions:—

1. That the offer of an exchange first made by the Union Bank was a one-sided
and unfair one, as the 1,000 acres they' proposed to give were not worth 
more than 7s. 6d. per acre, while the 9-15 acres at The Angle which they 
proposed to accept were worth 27s. 6d. per acre—both valuations being by 
Surveyor Halliday.

2. That the second offer by the Bank, of l,S02d acres at Coffey’s Flat, and 560
acres at Naas Creek was not an equivalent for the 1,290 acres at The 
Anglo (several small pieces having been added to the original lot). From 
the evidence adduced it is clear that the 560 acres of land at Naas Creek 
are of little value, while the land at Coffey’s Flat is not in itself a fair 
compensation for the 1,290 acres at The Angle.

3. It appears, however, to your Committee that an equitable transaction in the
matter could he arranged upon the following basis :—The 1,802d acres at 
Coffey’s Flat; 222 acres out of Nos. 2,17, and 18, adjoining Coffey’s Flat; 
the 560 acres at Naas Creek; and an exchange of the 6 acres of village 
allotments at Tharwa Bridge (recently purchased by the Union Bank) for 
6 acres south of the homestead,—should be given for 1,190 acres at The 
Angle; the remaining 100 acres of the land there being devoted to 
a camping reserve, which appears to be required in that locality. The 
Bank should also give up all right to the fencing and improvements 
upon the land surrendered by it. The 560 acres at Naas Creek are of 
little use for settlement, but would make an excellent reserve in the 
interests of the public. If such an exchange were made, then two, 
if not three, mixed farming selections might be made out of the land 
given up by the Bank, instead of the one grazing farm at The Angle, as 
originally proposed. The 6 acres of village allotments at Tharwa Bridge 

■ 1 would again be open to the public. The Bank would also be enabled to
consolidate its holding, and to carry on agriculture upon the 100 acres left 
of Nos. 2, 17, and 18. In order to prevent future disputes, and perhaps 
litigation, before any exchange of this kind is made it will be necessary 
to inquire into the claims of the Hon. L. F. De Sails to an equity of 
redemption in the land, and also with regard to the concessions of a road of 
access and a water-race to Mr. W. Farrcr.

■L Your Committee are of opinion that, unless some concessions like those 
indicated in the foregoing paragraph arc made by the Union Bank, it 
would be better to retain the land at The Angle, and again put it up for 
competition as a homestead selection.

In conclusion, your Committee desire to compliment Surveyor Halliday upon 
the stand he made against the first two proposals for exchange.

F. W. O’SULLIYAN,
No. 3 Committee Room, Chairman.

Legislative Assembly,
2Uh June, 1897.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 19 MAY, 1897.

Members Present

Mr. CarrolJ, Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Travers Jones, Mr. O’Sullivan,

Mr. O’Sullivan called to the Chair.
Entry from Totes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read hy the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That A. C. Betts, Chairman of the Land Board at Goulburn, and E, J. Halliday, 

Surveyor, Queanbeyan, he summoned to give evidence next meeting.

[Adjourned till ‘Wednesday next at Twelve o’clock noon.]

WEDNESDAY, 26 MAY, 1897.

Mkmiiisrs Present:—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Carroll, Mr. Travers Jones,
Mr. Maekay, Mr. Miller,

Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.

Charles Bates called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Edward Arnold Bronsdon (Clerk-in-charge, Alienation Branch, Lands Department) called in, 

sworn, and examined.
Witness produced the papers in connection with the Cuppacumbalong Land Exchange, and handed 

in plan showing the land proposed to be exchanged (Appendix A 1]; report by Surveyor Halliday, dated 
21st September, 1896 [ Appendix A 2]; letter from Mr. O’Sullivan, M.P., to the Secretary for Lands, 
dated 20th October, 1896 (Appendix A 3] ; letter, dated 21st November, 1896, Mr. O’Sullivan, M.P., to 
the Chairman of the Local Land Board (Appendix A 4]; letter, dated 27th November, 1896, from Mr. 
John Gale to the Chairman of the Local Land Board (Appendix A 5]; report by Surveyor Halliday, 
dated 30th November, 1896 (Appendix A 6]; letter, dated 2nd December, 1896, addressed to Messrs. 
Cox and Gale, and signed by a number of persons protesting against the exchange being carried out 
(Appendix A 7]; undated letter, addressed to the Chairman of the Local Land Board, signed by John 
Commins and others, objecting to the exchange (Appendix A. S]; report of the Local Land Board at 
Queanbeyan, dated 29th January, 1897, together with the evidence taken by the Board (Appendix A 9] ; 
Summary of the case, signed by Mr. C. J. Saunders on the 23rd February, 1897, on which the Minister’s 
decision of the 8th March, 1897, was given (Appendix A 10].

Witness withdrew.
Edward James Halliday (Staff Surveyor, Lands Department) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
The Chairman handed in a letter from Mr. W. Farrer, of Tharwa, in referenco to the inquiry.
Ordered to be appended. (Appendix B.]

[Adjourned till To-morrow at Twelve o'clock.]

TmmSDAY, 27 MAY, 1897.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Travers Jones, J Mr. Maekay.
Mr. Miller, j Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.

Charles Bales recalled, and further examined. ,
Witness withdrew. .
Edward James Halliday recalled, and further examiued.
Witness withdrew.
Charles Bates further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Ee-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by tbe Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY,
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TUESBAl, 1 JUNE, IS*.)7. '
MKMT!v:Its PbESEK"! : —

Mr. Carrol], | Mr. Maekay,
Mr. AV". H. B. Biddingtou.

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. W. II. B. Piddington called to the Chair prn {cm.

Bntry from Votes and Proceedings in reference to the Petition of James Orr, of the Union Bank 
of Australia, Limited, praying to be heard by Counsel or Attorney, or in person, before the Committee, 
read by the Clerk. _

Original Petition before the Committee.
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned till To-morro\vr at Twelve o’clock noon.]

WEDNESDAY, 2 JUNE, 1897.

Mkiihees Pbesent :—
Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.

■ Mr. Carroll, Mr. Maekay,
Mr. Miller, Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.

Arthur Charles Betts (Chairman of the Land Hoard, Goulharn District) called in, sworn, and 
examiued.

Witness withdrew. _
John Sheedy called in, sworn, and examined.

The Committee adjourned till Quarter-past Two o’clock, and the Chairman not being present on 
re-assembling, Mr. Miller called to the Chair jam tcm.

John Sheedy further examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Bell called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Edward James Halliday recalled and further examined. .
Witness withdrew. ^ _
James Harcourt Lees (Statioti Manat/cr for the Union, Bank at Ctijrpacambaton'j) called m, sworn, 

and examined.
Witness withdrew,
Edward James Halliday further examined.
Witness withdrew.

’ [Adjourned till Tuesday next at Twelve o’clock noou.j

TUESDAY, 8 JUNE, 1897.

Meshseks Pkesext:—
Mr. Carroll, Mr. Maekay,

■ Mr. Miller, Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.

Ju the absence of the Chairman, Mr. W. H. B. Piddington called to the Chair pro iem. 
John Gale called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew. _
James Harcourt Lees recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew. _ ,
Ordered,—That the Union Bank be supplied witli a copy of the evidence, 
lie-assembling of the Committee to bo arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 1(5 JUNE, 1897.

Mem hers Present :—
Mr. Carroll, j Mr. Maekay.

In tho absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 17 JUNE, 1897.

Members Present :—
Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair, *

Mr. Maekay, I Mr. Miller,
Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.

Tiie Chairman handed in a letter which had been addressed to him by Mr. W. Parrer of Tharwa. 
Ordered to be appended. [Appendix C.]
Committee deliberated as to their Report.

■ [Adjourned till Thursday next at Twelve noon.]

THURSDAY,
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Mr. Carroll, 
Mr. Miller,

THURSDAY, 24 JUNE, 1897. 
Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Maekay,
Mr. \V\ H. B. Piddington.

List, page 7.

. Chairman submitted Draft Report, which was read a first time as follows:—

Draft Report.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 13th May, 1897,—“ to inquire into 

and report upon the proposed Exchange of Land on Ouppacumhalonq Run, Queanbeyan District 
agreed to the following Report:— •- ’

Tonr Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List,* and studied the evidence taken 
on e same subject by the Local Land Board at Queanbeyan, as well as the various documents submitted 
to them, have arrived at the following conclusions :—

1. That the offer of an exchange first made by the Union Bank was a one-sided and unfair one, as 
„ the LOW afres they proposed to give were not worth more than 7s. Gd. per acre, while the 945 

acres at The Angle, which they proposed to accept, were worth 27s. 6d. per acre—both 
valuations being by Surveyor Halliday. ■

“ 2' ^liat the second offer by the Bank, of 1,802! acres at Coffey’s Plat and 5G0 acres at Naas Creek, 
t, was not an equivalent for the 1,290 acres at The Angle (several small pieces having been added 
« *° U6 origma'1 , i- 'tbe opinion of Surveyor Halliday, the most competent of the witnesses 
a ™ th.e mailer,’ the 580 acres of land at Naas Creek are of little value, while the land at Coffey’s 

I( -enil18 11 °1 m itself a fair compensation for the 1,290 acres at The Angle.
3. It appears, however, to your Committee that an equitable transaction in the matter could bo 

^ arranged upon the following basisThe 1,802! acres at Coffey’s Plat; 1222 ’ acres out of Nos. 
u ?’ a,Qf a^joinmg Coffey’s Plat; the 5G0 acres at Naas Creek ; and an exchange of the 
[( e acres ot village allotments at Tharwa Bridge (recently purchased by the Union Bank) for 6 
a =>80Uth £ t!ie homestead,—should be given for 1,190 acres at The Angle ; the remaining 
t(. acres of the land there being devoted to a camping reserve, which appears to be required 
u ™ that locality. The Bank should also give up all right to tho fencing and improvements upon 
a the laud surrendered by it. The 560 acres at Naas Creek are of little use for settlement, but 
(< w™kl make an excellent reserve in the interests of tbe public. If such an exchange were 
« ^en twm, if not three, mixed farming selections might be made out of the land given up 
„ ^ ''“e nank, instead of the one grazing farm at The Angle, as originally proposed. The 6 
,, acres or village allotments at Tharwa Bridge would again be open to tbe public. Tbe Bank 

would also be enabled to consolidate its bolding, and to carry on agriculture upon the 100 
ae'es left of ^8' 3; ^ and 18. In order to prevent future disputes, and perhaps litigation, 

u y,e oreT:tnJ Cl^e 'au1^e 0' i8 made it will be necessary to inquire into the claims of the
Hon. L. 1. He Sabs to an equity of redemption in tbe land, ‘and also with regard to the 
concessions of a road of access and a water-race to Mr, W, Parrer.’

“ 4. Tour Committee are of opinion that, unless some concessions like those indicated in tbe fore- 
,4 ffln£ paragraph are made by the Union Bank, it would be better to retain the land at The

w Angle, and again put it up for competition as a homestead selection,
. “‘I* conclusion, your Committee desire to compliment Surveyor Halliday upon the stand he made - 

against the first two proposals for exchange/ M

Report considered. ■
Paragraph 1 read.
Question put,—“That the paragraph as read stand paragraph 1 of the Report.”
Committee divided.

No.
Mr. W. H. B. Piddington,

Ayes.
Mr. Carroll,
Mr, Maekay,
Mr. Miller.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Paragraph 2 read.
Mr. W. H. B. Piddington moved to leave out in lines 3 and 4 the words “In the opinion of 

Surveyor Halhday the most competent of the witnesses in the matter,” with a view to the insertion of 
the words ±rom the evidence adduced it is clear ”

Question put“ That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph ”
Committee divided. ‘ r e r

Aye- Noes.
Mr. Miller. Mr. Carroll,

Mr. Maekay,
. , . j ■ , -M-1”- "W- M. B,-Piddington.

And so it passed m the negative.
Question, That the words proposed to be inserted in place of the words left out be so inserted ”— put and passed.
Question then put,—“That the paragraph as amended stand paragraph 2 of the Report.” 
Committee divided.

AycK. No.
Mr. Carroll, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Maekay,
Mr. 'W. H. B. Piddington.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative. Paragraph
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Paragraph 3 read.
Mr. Carroll moved to leave out in line 2 the figures “ 222 ” with a view to the insertion in their 

place of the figures “ 322.”
Question put,—“ That the figures proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph.”
Committee divided.

Ayes. Noes.
Mr. Maekay, Mr. Carroll,
Mr. AV. H. B. Piddington. Mr. Miller.

The numbers being equal, the Chairman gave his easting vote with the Ayes, and declared the 
question to have been resolved in the affirmative.

Mr. Miller moved to leave out in line 6 the figures “ 100 ” with a view to the insertion in their 
place of the figures “ 200.”

Question put,—“ Thai the figures proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph.”
Committee divided.

Ayes. No.
Mr. Carroll, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Maekay,
Mr. 'W. H. B. Piddington.

And so it was resolved in the afiirmative.
Mr. Miller moved to leave out all the words after the word “land,” lines 16 and 17 to the end of 
paragraph.
Question put,—“ That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph."
Committee divided.

Ayes. No.
Air. Carroll, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Maekay, *
Mr. Piddington.

And so it was resolved in tho affirmative.
Paragraph, as read, agreed to.
Paragraph 4 read.
Mr. \V. H. B. Piddington moved to leave out all the words after the word “ In ” in line 4 to the 

end of the paragraph.
Question put,—“ That the words proposed to bo left out stand part of the paragraph.”
Committee divided.

Ayes. No.
Mr. Carroll, Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.
Mr. Mackav,
Mr. Miller.'

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Question theu put,—“That the paragraph as read stand paragraph 4 of the Report.” 
Committee divided.

Ayes. No.
Mr. Carroll, Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.
Mr. Maekay,
Mr. Miller.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Air, Carroll moved,—“That tbe Report, as amended, be the Report of the Committee.” 
Committee divided.

Ayes. Noes.
Mr. Carroll, Mr. Miller,
Air. Maekay. Air. W. H. B. Piddington,

The numbers being equal, the Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes, and declared the 
Question to have been resolved in the affirmative.

Question put,—“ That the Chairman report to tho House.”
Committee divided.

Ayes. Noes.
Mr. Carroll. Air. Miller,
Air. Maekay. Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.

The numbers being equal, the Chairman gave his easting vote with the Ayes, and declared the 
Question to have been resolved in the affirmative.

LIST OP WITNESSES. Pag®.
Bates, C..............
Bell, J...................
Betts, A. C.........
Bronsdon, E. A.
Gale, J..................
Halliday, E. J.
Lees, J. H...........
Sheedy, .T............

9, 16,

13,19, 22,
........ 23,

17 
20
18 
12 
24 
24 
27 
IS
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON

EXCHANGE OF LAND, CUPPACUMBALONG 
EUN, QUEANBEYAN DISTEICT.

WEDNESDAY, 2G MAY, 1897.

Mit. W. IT. B. PIDDINGTON, Mb. MILLEE,
Mb. CAEEOLL, Mr. MACKAY,

Mr. TRAVERS JONES.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq,, in the Chair.

Charles Bates called in, sworn, and examined
1. Ohnirmnn.j "What are you ? A farmer. C. Bates.
2. "Where do you reside? .At Williamsdale, near Queanheyan. /——'
d. Are you acqnain1;ed w ith the land on tho Cuiipacmubalong run which it is proposed to exchange for 26 Maj, 1897, 
another piece of land near Coffey’s Elat? Yes.
4. Do you consider that file land offered by the Union Banff, who own tho Cuppacumbalong run, is of 
sufficient value for the land which the Lands Department propose to give them ? It is not as good as the 
1H5 acres at The Angle.
5. Do you remember that some time ago this land was advertised as homestead selections ? Yes. 
fi. "Were there a great number of intending applicants for that land? There were.
7. How many do you think intended to go in for it ? A hundred, if not more.
8. And when tho land was withdrawn from selection, and it was intimated that it would be exchanged, there 
was some indignation expressed ? Yes ; there ivas great work about it.
9. Was there a. meeting held at Queanbeyan in regard to it ? Yes.
10. Were you present at that meeting? I was not; I was away from home.
11. Can you speak, then, with any confidence as to the indignation expressed by intending applicants on the , 
withdrawal of the land ? They were all against its being withdrawn ; they would rather have the 945 acres 
than the other laud.
12. Why? Because it is better grazing land.
13. Is it only better grazing laud ? There is a little cultivation land on it for anybody who might get it
for their own use. ”
14. How far would that be from Williamsdalc station ? It- mile.
15. The Murrmnbidgco River intervenes ? Yes.
10. Is it possible to cross that river ? Yes ; it always has been crossed. You can cross tbero when you 
cannot cross at Tharwa.
17. So that if anyone had taken up this land at Tbe Angle ho would be wifhin H mile of the railway 
station at Williamsdalc, with sufficient means of crossing tho river ? Yes ; when the river was not 
flooded.
18. At flood-time he would have to go round by the bridge at Tharwa? Yes.

120—B 19.
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0. Bates. 19, Then it cannot he correct, as some advocates of the exchange assert, that this land at Coffey’s Flat is
nearer to a railway station than the land at The Angle ? No; it is not,

26 May, 1897.20,"Do you know the land at Coffey’s Flat well ? I do.
21, ̂ AFhat is the character of it? Some patches are very good, and some of it is very had.
22, The area proposed to be given at Coffey’s Flat was larger than the area at The Angle, was it not ? Yes.
23, ’With an additional area, do yon think it would be of the same value for selectors to take up as the
land at The Angle ? I do not think so.
24, From what you know of the intending applicants, do you think they would have heen satisfied to 
have received land at Coffey’s Flat for homestead selections instead of land at The Angle ? Some people 
would have been, but tbe majority would not.
25, "Who were the persons who would have been satisfied ? Two or three persons living there.

• 26. Two or three residents in the immediate vicinity preferred the land at Coffey's Flat to the land at
The Angle? Yes.
27. Do you think that would arise merely from the fact of their being close to it? That was it.
28. You have been a long time resident in that locality ? About twenty-one years.
29. And you know the land across the Hurrmnbidjree as well as vou do the land in your own neighbourhood? Yes. ° ' J fe
30. I presume that you have travelled past The Angle pretty often? Yes. X suppose it is as sound a 
bit of ground for stock as you would find in the district.
31. Is there good water and grass up there now ? There is very little now.
32. I mean in comparison with other parts? It seems to have a lot of stock on it, and the stock seem to 
do well.
33. Are there settlers going in that direction new, up near The Angle, and on towards Gudgenby ? A great 
lot of people go through that way.
34. Are they settling about there now? There is not much land to settle on unless you go back.
35. But, as a matter of fact, there have been several selections made there lately, have there not? Yes ; 
further out there is no land on the frontage of the river to be taken up.
36. Is there any other land about the angle that is open for selection? I do not think there is. There 
are only two or three small reserves, and I heard that they were exchanged.
37. Mr. Miller.'] Can you tell us how many sheep the 945 acres would graze ? One and a half sheep to
the acre, when the seasons are very good. ^
38. How many sheep would the other land, which it is proposed to exchange, carry to the acre ? It would 
take 5 acres to carry a sheep.
39. "W hat is the area of the land which they propose to exchange ? I do not remember,
40. It would take three or four times as much of the land that the Bank propose to exchange to be of equal 
value, as far as grazing is concerned, to fhe 945 acres ? Some of the landis very scrubby on Coffey’sFlat.
41. How much agricultural land is there in the 945 acres ? You might get 40 acres of fair land, -
42. And how much on the other land that is to be exchanged ? I do not know ; it is in patches.
43. How far is that from the railway station? I suppose about 6 miles.
44. And the other land is mile ? Yes.
45. So that if it is agricultural land it is further removed from the railway station? Yes.
46. Mr. Maekay,] Both these pieces of land have a frontage to the river ? Yes.
47. "Which has the better frontage with regard to length? I could not say at present.
48. Do you think they both have about the same amount? I could not say. .
49. Going away from the frontage, which is the better watered with regard to the back ? 1 think that 
Coffey’s Flat waters from two rivers.
50. That is the piece that the "Union Bank propose to give ? Yes. I have not been right out to the back.
51. With regard to the crossing, you say that the crossing at The Anglo is a fair crossing? It wants a
little repair done to it,
52. With regard to the crossing at the land which it is proposed to exchange for it—what is that like ? 
They have got the bridge. On tbe 945 acres you have no scrubbing or ringbarking to do.
53. On the other land there would be a considerable amount of that, would there ? Yes ; a lot:

. 54. Mr. Miller.] The grazing capabilities of the land at Coffey’s Flat are not as good as those of the
945 acres ? No.
50. Then, in your opinion, would it be a fair exchange as between the Government and the Bank? It 
would not for the people. ■

. 56. Mr. Qarroll.] Has this land known as The Angle been at one time scrubbed and ringbarked ? No,
never.
57. What class of timber grows on it? Peppermint, box, and apple-tree.
58. What kind of timber grows on Coffey’s Flat? Peppermint, bastard apple-tree, gum, and every sort.
59. In your opinion, if the timber were taken off, would that land be as good then? 1 do not think it 
would.
60. Is any of it flooded ? There are swamps on it.
Cl. Are tbe swamps an advantage for water ? Not for sheep.

' 62. Is any of the land stony? Yes.
63. is Coffey’s Flat stony ? Parts of it.
64. What do you mean by the land not being sound ? It is fluky. On Coffey’s Flat a great number of 
sheep have died at times.
65. How much of the land do you consider is swampy and useless ? I could not say. I know that 
plenty of springs break out on it in wet weather.
66. Mr. Piddington.] Do you know whether this proposed exchange ever came before the Local LandBoard? Yes. r v 0 .
07. What was their decision in the matter ? I heard that it was given in favour of the Bank.
68. You say that the area of tho land known as The Angle is 945 acres, and only about 40 acres of that 
is suitable for cultivation ? Yes ; but people do not want it for cultivation—they want it for grazing,
69. But the whole area is only 945 acres? That is all. '
70. This land, known as Coffey’s Flat, has an area of 1,802 acres, and both portions of land have a 
frontage to the Murrumbidgee ? Yes.

71.
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71. Do you know wLat reason was given why the land was withdrawn from homestead selection;—was C. Bates,
any reason given at all? 1 do not know. s
72. How long after the land had heen advertised for homestead selection was it withdrawn ? About five ^ 1897
days before it was to he open for selection.
73. And then the Land Board reported in favour of the exchange? As far as 1 know.
7<t. So that tho whole area suitable for cultivation on The Angle is, in your opinion, only about 4,0 acres, 
and the area suitable for agriculture on Coffey’s Hat consists of several patches ? Yes.
75. What do you think the total area of the patches would be ? I could not say.
^6. What do yon think would be the actual value of tho 945 acres of land at The Angle ? Land is very 
cheap now. 1 suppose it ought to he worth about £1 an acre. We have to pav £1 an acre to the 
G-overnment.
77. Regardless of what you would have to pay the Government for land, do you consider the actual 
value of the 1,802 acres at Coffey’s Flat to be £1 an acre ? No.
78. What would it be wortli ? Some of it about 10s. an acre.
/9. What would he the value ? The land at Coffey's Flat might he worth 12s. 6d, an acre.
80. That is to say that the Bank offer 1,802 acres of land, worth 12s. 6d. an acre, for 945 acres of land, 
which, in your opinion, is worth £1 an acre? Yes.
81. They are practically giving a better value to the Crown ? I do not consider that it is as good.
82. Mr. Machay.'] Do you think tho land at The Angle would be worth £1 an acre? Yes; I would 
rather give £1 an acre for that than for the other.
83. Mr. MiUer.~} In answer to a question of mine, you said that it would take If acre at The Angle to 
feed a sheep ? No; T said that it would carry one and a half sheep to the acre in good seasons.
84. And yon say that it would take 5 acres of Coffey’s Flat land to feed a sheep ? In places,
85. But what would it average ? It will not average much more in my estimation. A lot of the Coffey’s 
Flat land has timber on it, and you vrould have to keep scrubbing it every year.
86. According to your statement, the 945 acres would he worth at least three times as much as the land 
at Coffey^s Flat, and still you say that tho land is only worth £1 an acre at The Angle, and that the land 
at Coffey s Flat is worth 12s. Gd. an acre ;—how do you reconcile your statements ? I would not take 
laud at Coffey’s Flat at all.
8Y Chairman.'] Putting aside the carrying capacity of these two pieces of land and their estimated value, 
which would you consider would be the most valuable as a site for a selection, taking into account its 
surroundings and proximity to a market ? I would sooner bavo The Angle. I never went all round 
Coffey’s Flat, but I have been across it often enough.
88. Ton said that Coffey’s Flat was G miles from the railway platform ? Yes ; it must be 6 miles to 
Tuggeranong.
89. The Angle is only mile from Villiamsdale platform? That is all.
90. Therefore, as regards means of access to a market. The Angle must be a much more valuable pronerty
than Coffey’s Flat? Yes. i i J
91. When you were giving an estimate of £L per acre, did you mean what you would give for the land, or 
what you might have to pay the Government for it ? I would give that if J had the money to-morrow.
92. Having had time (o reflect on the grazing capacity of the two pieces of laud, do you think it is a fair 
valuation for you to give 12s, Gd. per acre for as the value of Coffey’s Flat? 3 think that would bo 
enough taking it all through.
93. Mr. Maekay.] That would he a fair average for the whole 1,800 acres ? I think so.
94. Chairman.] J hat dees not correspond with your statement about the carrying capacity of the two 
pieces of land are you swayed by ether considerations than the carrying capacity ? I do not think 
they could run such a great deal more sheep on the 1,800 acres than on the 945 acres.
95. According to your estimate they must run a great deal leas on the 1,800 acres than on tho 915 acres ?
The 945 acres will carry ono and a half sheep to the acre in good seasons.
96. According to your estimate of one and a half sheep to the aero, the land at The Angle would carry 
about L300 sheep,_ whilst the land at Coffey’s Flat, at rhe rate of 4 acres to a sheep, would only carry 
under 500 sheep ? I do not mean that. I mean where the ground is bad on tho hills. There it would 
take 4 acres to keep a sheep. 3 do not mean on the low ground ; tho low' ground is right enough.
97. How much of the low ground is there upon which you could run more sheep ? Ail down to the road 
it is all very good grazing land.
98. Would it carry a sheep to the acre ? Yes.
99. How many sheep can they run on the 1,800 acres all the year round ? I could not say.
100. Mr. Maekay.] Have you any idea how much good land there is approximately that would carry a 
sheep to the acre ? I could not tell.
101. Mr. Carroll] How much would it cost to fence the land at The Angle to make it stock-proof ?
About 14 mile. 1
102. And that would cost how much? Wire is about £8 a ton. It would cost £16 to put it up.
103. Can you do fencing up there for £32 a mile ? It can be done cheaper. You could get a mile of 
fencing put up, if you find the wire, for £12.
104. The wire would cost £S placed on the ground ? About £9 there.
105. How much would it cost to fence in Coffey’s Flat ? That I could not say.
106. You say that mile would fence The Anglehow much would it take to fence Coffey’s Flat ? I 
could not tell.
107. 3:’ivo or 6 miles ? It might or it might not; hut it must he fenced in.
108. Chairman.] I was not quite clear about your auswer as to the carrying capacity of Coffey’s Flat;— 
would it carry 1,000 sheep ? It ought.
109. And you say that The Angle would carry 1,300 sheep? With good seasons it might. I suppose 
there is that number on it now.
110. Then it will be a fair estimate to say that The Angle would carry 1,300 sheep all the voar round, 
and Coffey’s Hat would carry 1.000 sheep all the year round ? Yes.
111. Do you know whether the Bank offered anything m addition to Coffey’s Flat ? I could not say.
112. Mr. PiAdingion.] This land known as The Angle is situated in the middle of the run, is it not? I 
suppose it is pretty well in tho middle.

113.
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C. Bates. 113, Of course, it would be of great advantage to the Bank to have that attached to the holding ? I 
suPPc'se ^ would.

ay* 114. Do you know the number of blocks that the 043 acres was cut up into when it was to be offered for 
a homestead selection in the first instance ? It was cut up into three blocks.
115. So that it would only be a matter of three selectors occupying that land P It was a special area first 
in three blocks, then it was all in one block of 945 acres.
IIS. So that the actual result would have been that only one person could have got the lot? Tea.
117. How many people do you think could settle on Coffey’s flat;—in answer to a question you said that
several people would like to select on Coffey's Elat ? People who lived right on the boundary of it spoke 
in favour of it. ’
118. Mr. Miller.1 Ton are a practical farmer or grazier, are you not? I am not very practical.
119. You have some knowledge of grazing? A little.
120. As a man wanting to take up a homestead, supjiose you went to the two places to-morrow morning, 
having seen neither of them before, which would you select to make a home for jour family ? I would 
select The Angle.
121. You could make a better living off that than off the 1,802 acres? I should select it for grazing.
122. "What would you select the other for ? I suppose it would bo mixed.
123. Do you think that a better living could be made off The Angle than off the other land? I think so, 
by using it for grazing purposes.
124. Mr. If you went in for farming and grazing, you think that a better living could be made
off Coffey’s Plat ? I do not know; I could get enough farming on The Angle to satisfy me.

E. A. 
Bronsdon.

26 May, 189

Edward Arnold Bronsdon called in, sworn, and examined:—
125. Ohairman.l What position do you hold? I have charge of the Alienation Branch at the Lands 
Office,
126. Do you produce papers in connection with the Cuppacumbalong land exchange? Yes,
127. Do they contain the decision of the Local Land Board ? Yes.
128. And all other communications relating to tbe matter which have been lodged with the Department? 
Yes.
129. Do you produce the plan of the proposed exchange ? Yes ; a plan (handed in) showing by colours 
the different proposals. (Appendix A 1.]
130. Which colours indicate the land on The Angle ? The bine edging indicates all the land proposed to 
be granted to the Bank. It includes The Angle and other pieces.
131. What colour have you taken for Coffey’s Elat ? Brown hatching shows Coffey’s Elat, hut that is
only part of the land proposed to be surrendered by the Bank. The proposal was that the land edged 
red (several pieces) should he given up by the Bank, in exchange for which they were to get pieces 
edged blue. ■
132. Do yon know the total area of all the pieces in question ? The total area proposed to he given up by
the Bank is 2,362 acres, in exchange for 1,298 acres. ‘
133. They add on 300 odd acres to The Anglo ? They add 353 acres to The Angle.
134. And the full terms of the exchange are 1,298 acres at The Angle for 2,362 acres elsewhere? Yes.
135. What we really ought to consider is, not an exchange of Coffey’s Elat for Tho Angle, but the 
exchange of 1,298 acres, including The Anglo, for 2,362 acres in various portions of the run? In two 
portions—Coffey’s Elat and a block to the south. That is the form of exchange upon which the Board 
reported.
136. Can you give the Committee a synopsis of the case? Yes. The case, according to the papers 
which I produce, started in 1893 with a report by the District Surveyor at Coomn, to the effect that 
reserve 67 was not further required in its entirety in the public interest. Nothing further was done till 
1895. In May, 1895, Du Faur and Cerard made an application on behalf of the Union Bank to have the 
reserve offered for sale by auction. In -Inly. 1895, the District Surveyor made a report on that applica
tion, and he recommended that the reserve should be subdivided, but that the disposal of the land be left 
over until after the measurements had been made. In August, 1895. Du Eaur and Gerard, on behalf of 
the Union Bank, lodged an application for the exchange of certain land for the reserve. The land offered 
for exchange under that application is indicated by red hatching on the hello. On November, 1895, 
Mr. O’Sullivan forwarded a letter from Mr. O’Loughlln, asking that the reserve should be made available 
for homestead selection. In May, 1896, Surveyor Goodridge measured the reserve into four portions— 
ono to be retained as a reserve, the other three with a view to alienation in some form. In May, 1896, 
the District Surveyor reported upon the measurement, and requested that a decision should be arrived at 
as to how the land was to be disposed of, and the Minister, after reports, approved of the three portions 
being made available as one homestead selection area. In August, 1898, the Executive Council 
approved of this course, and homestead selection area ETo. 225, comprising one block, was gazetted 
on the ICth August, 1896. Subsequently, it was decided to cancel the homestead selection area, 
pending consideration of the exchange application mode by the Union Bank. In July, 1896, the 
exchange application lodged in August, 1895, was refused, it being considered that the exchange as 
then proposed was not desirable in the public interest. In September, 1896, the Bank modified their 
proposal for exchange, offering to surrender 1,8021 acres, indicated by brown hatching upon helio., in 
exchange for the reserve and other land, altogether about 1,300 acres. In the same month—September, 
1896—the Minister referred this proposal to the Land Board for consideration. In November, 1896, the 
Bank still further modified the proposal by offering to surrender, in addition to the land previously offered, 
a further area of 5IO acres. In the sumo month—November, 1896—the papers were recalicd from the 
Land Board, the matter was again considered, and the amended proposal as it then stood, namely, that 
the Bank should surrender 2,3624- acres, indicated by red edging on the helio., in exchange for 1,300 acres, 
indicated by blue edging, was referred to the Board for full inquiry and report. In February, 1897, the 
Board reported and recommended that the exchange should he entertained. In March, 1897, the Board’s 
report was considered by the Minister ; but he decided to allow the matter to stand over, stating that he 
did not care very much for the exchange. That is how the matter stands.

137.
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137. Have you any papers ? I liand io, at the request of the Chairman, the following papers :— Bronsdon
Report made by Surveyor Halliday, dated 21st September, 1S96. [Apjiaiilix A‘2,] Letter dated 20th October, _ _

1S96, from Mr. O’Sullivan to the Minister for Lands. [Appendix A 3.] Letter dated 21st November, 189(5, from Mr.
O'Sullivan to the Chairman of the Local Land Board. [Appendix A 4.] Letter dated 27th November, 1896, from Mr. j> *
John dale to the Chairman o£ the Local Land Board. [Ap/iendix A 0.] Report of the 30th November, 1890, by Surveyor 
Halliday. [Appendix A Q,~\ Letter dated 2nd December, 1890, addressed to Messrs. Cox and Gale, and signed by a 
number of persons protesting against the exchange being carried out. [Appendix A7.J Undated letter received in 
December, 1896, addressed to tho Chairman of the Local Laud Board, signed by John Commras and others, objecting to the 
exchange. [Appendix A 8.] Report of the Local Land Board at Queanbeyan, dated tho 29th January, 1S97, together with 
the evidence taken by the Board. [Appendix A Summary of the case signed hy Mr. C.^ J. Saunders on the 2.1 rcl 
February, 1897, on which the Minister’s decision of the Sth March, 1897, was given, [Appendix A 10.]
13S. Are there any records to show that when tho Minister received the protest against the exchange he 
stopped the exchange, and proposed to put tbe land up again for homestead selection? JS'o, there was no 
decision to that effect. The homestead selection area was cancelled with a view to the second exchange 
application being considered, and a final decision upon that has not yet been arrived at. The homestead 
selection area stands as cancelled for the time being.
130. You have a letter from myself, calling the Minister’s atlention to a telegram which appeared in the 
Daily Telegraph ? Yes; the letter is dated 20th October, 1806.
140. Hoes that not go to show that the Minister at one lime intended to put up the land again for 
selection ? The telegram states that the selectors are jubilant in consequence of Mr. Carruthers stopping 
the exchange, and deciding to have the land submitted for settlement.

Edward James Halliday called in, sworn, and examined:—
141. Chairman!] "What are yon ? Staff surveyor, Lands Department. E. J.
142. You are stationed in the Queanbeyan district? Yes, as part of the Goulburn Land Board District. Halliday.
My headquarters is at Cooma. z—
143. Your duties take you to the Queanbeyan district? Yes. 26 May, 1897.
144. You gave evidence before the Local Land Board with regard to the proposed exchange of land on 
Cuppacumbalong run ? Yes.
145. Do you still adhere to that evidence ? Yes.
146. Tell the Committee briefly your opinion about this proposed exchange ? I gave that evidence very 
shortly after the inspection, whilst everything was fresh in my mind. 1 think the best way would be to 
read my brief reports. I might say that tbe exchange is not at all in the way in which it was at first 
proposed. Pirst of all, the Bank made a proposal for an exchange, and I was asked to report upon it.
I reported that the land which the Bank wished to get was four times as valuable as the laud they offered.
Tho reason why I make that statement is because that report fakes that into cognisance. The next thing 
the Bank did was to leave the proposal in the hands of the Department to make. Then I was instructed 
to make an inspection. I went to tho run, and asked if they were prepared to give the land at Coffey’s 
Plat, to the extent of 1,802 acres, for about 1,290 acres of The Angle, inclusive of three small detached 
areas, 1 said that if they would do that I was prepared to recommend it for consideration ; and they 
did it. At the same timb I pointed out certain objections to the exchange, and the Bank offered an additional 
area of 560 acres, making a total of 2,362 acres for an area of 1,290 acres at The Angle. My report was 
as follows:—

Sir, _ Camp, near Yass, 30 November, 1896.
Referring to your instructions of l!)tb November, 1896,1 have the honor, after inspection on tho 26th instant, 

to report as follows :—
First as to the additional portions offered in surrender—J, 63, 87, and 88, parish Cuppacumbalong—about 10 acres 

at the north-west corner of portion 88 and about 10 acres along frontage of portions 63 and 87 is flat arable loamy land with 
light soil of granite formation ; the lialauce west of road is light-soiled hilly laud, rocky in parts, granite"formation, 
moderately thickly timbered mainly with apple ; the 350 acres cast of road is so precipitous and rocky as to be almost, if 
not quite valueless, except perhaps for the oak timber on it, which may be used in time of drought when the more accessible 
oak elsewhere has been used up. Tho adjoining Crown laud is of the same rocky, barren, mountainous cliaraeter, and in fact 
is almost if not wholly inaccessible from the frontage of portions 63, 87, and S3, which taken together I value at £120 for 
the 510 acres as freehold value, apart from any existing fencing.

About half of portion 5 is flat, arable, light-soiled, loamy land of granite formation ; the rest is undulating, fairly 
grassed openly timbered land, rocky in parts, the freehold value of which I estimate at £00. The adjoining Crown land, 
however, is almost worthless, being precipitously steep, excessively barren and rocky.

For settlement purposes this additional land offered in surrender is not of much value, and could be best worked as 
part of a large bolding. It might of course be selected for the sake of forming a home, but it is on the fringe of settlement, 
and far removed from school provision, &e.

Again, as to exchanging land on south of head station on section 3, village of Tharwa, for allotments recently bought 
nt auction by Bank, it is probable that if the same allotments were put up again after exchange they would be similarly 
purchased, as naturally enough, perhaps, a possible public-house may not be desired so close to the station residence.
Bpeaking generally, it may be said that nearly all the trouble in this case has arisen through tho extremely one-sided 
exchange proposal first made by tho Bank.

Further, I am unable to see that the application of Bank is made mainly for consolidation purposes, inasmuch as tho 
land offered in surrender leaves a small area entirely cut off from the rest of the Bank’s property. This small area com
prises portions 2, 17, and IS, pariah Tharwa, totalling 322 acres. About25 acres of portion 2 is under cultivation on terms, 
nut the terms ate not such, I believe, as would prevent surrender—the rest of the land is occupied by Bank. The 322 acres 
is not so good as tbe 522.]: acres adjoining revoked reserve 07. It has already been pointed out that revoked reserve 67 is 
not wholly surrounded by tho Bank's land, and should this revoked reserve jiass into other hands than the Rank’s, there is 
no reason why the 522] acres should not be satisfactorily ranted or otherwise arranged for in a give aud take manner, with 
one or more of the four adjacent holders, especially as there is on it both water and a considerable area of good cultivation 
ground, aud the Bank would still hold a largo compact area to the south, When called upon to suggest an exchange for 
water reserve 67, I found it difficult, because there is not apparently in the whole of Cuppacumbalong Estate another 
orpiallv compact area of equally average quality. When in locality a few days ago I had a further look at water reserve 
67 and the lands offered in surrender to the north. I consider my fiist valuation of the latter as high rather than other
wise. There is on it certainly about 100 acres in all of fair arable laud, but on the other hand there is a considerable part 
of it ligl't-soilod inferior land, especially on the south-west half; some of it through neglected snekering is densely scrubby ; 
sweetbriar is rather thick on one part. It is not so hilly as water reserve 07 ; a great deal of it in fact being too level for 
satisfactory natural drainage in a wot time, and is not nearly so sound for sheep as water reserve 67.

My first doubts in respect to exchange are increased upon further inspection, and considering the additional offers 
by Bank, do not satisfactorily remove them. I would, therefore, advise, in view of the foregoing, and having regard tothe 
expression of public opinion against the proposal, and the fact that about £2,000 worth of land on each side is involved, 
that the proposal be declined unless a further inspection lie made, soy, by some successful and level-headed graxier from 
another district, such as Messrs. A. J, Litchfield or J. Crisp, of Cooma district, at a probable cost of less than £10, or that 
tho Bank give up portions 2, 17, and 18 (on the same terms as the rest) as suggested by the Minister.

Mr. L. F. De Salis, M.L.C., informed mo that as owner with equity of redemption ho claimed that his consent to 
any proposed exchange would be required to give it legal effect, This has not been given.

147.
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Halliday. regard to the original proposal made by the Union Bank, what were your chief objections
_ a , ^ to it. Simply that the proposal was altogether one-sided, inasmuch as the land they wished to surrender 

20 May, 1890. was orilv one-quarter of the value of the land they wished to secure, 1 could not understand how such 
a one-sided proposal came to be made,
148. Then they hare extended it P Yes. The proposal was completely altered.
Tld, The first proposal you objected to on the ground stated ? Yea,
150. "Will you state what their second proposal was ? It was to give 1,802| acres at Coffey’s Flat for 
lj290 acres at The Angle, and land adjacent thereto.
151. And did they propose to add anything on to the land on Coffey’s Flat ? Yes ; they then modified it 
by offering to give up 560 acres in addition to the 1,S02-J- acres.
152. And do you object to that proposal ? Yes ; I am not satisfied that it would be in the interest of the 
Crown to make the exchange, even on the modified terms.
153. What are the grounds of your objection ? My grounds of objection are that, tho land they wish to 
give up is very irregular in shape for one thing. It is also, speaking generally, unsound for sheep in 
comparison with the land they wish to secure. Therefore, it is not nearly so valuable. Thirdly, the 
settlers in that locality have to depend mainly on grazing for a livelihood. It is not proved that cultiva
tion will pay so well as grazing. The Angle land being sounder for sheep, it is, therefore, more valuable. 
Another reason is, that the land they wish to give up has heen very much neglected, so that scrub has 
grown up very thickly, and it would require a certain amount of capital to bring the land into proper 
working condition. But The Angle land is compact in shape, and requires no improvement whatever 
beyond fencing. Jn regard to fencing, the homestead lessee would only have to pay half the fencing on 
the_ boundaries. In other words, a man with a very little capital conld go on The Angle land, and make 
a living straight away. There are some advantages in favour of the land at Coffey’s Flat. It would be 
better for mixed farming, inasmuch as there is considerably more agricultural land in it, and sheep would 
also do well on it for a time. It is slightly nearer the market.
154. I presume by the nearest market you refer to the market town of Queanbeyan ? Yes, or the railway 
platform, Tuggeranong, by nearest practical vehicular route.
155. What is the distance from Coffey’s Flat to Tuggeranong platform ? The land at Coffey’s Flat is 4£- 
miles from the centre to Tharwa Bridge, and from Tharwa Bridge to Tuggeranong platform is 6 or S mile's.
I remember it is 12 miles, altogether from Coffey’s Flat to Tuggeranong platform, and 15 miles from 
The Angle to Tuggeranong platform. Tho road from the land at Coffey’s Flat is somewhat better than 
the road from The Angle. But the land at The Angle is only li mile from Williamsdale railway plat
form on the opposite side of the river ; although this road from Williamsdale station to The Angle is not 
practicable for wheeled traffic. It is a packing road, but it is quite good enough for the occupation of 
The Angle land, for the purposes of a grazing settlement.
156. Is there a passable crossing at the river? It is not a good crossing, but for eight months out of 
twelve it would be practicable.
157. Would it be possible to get sheep across ? No ; they prefer to take sheep by the bridge.

. They will get their wool across there to Williamsdale station ? They could, but they would prefer
to go-round by the road to the Tuggeranong platform. "
159. The crossing-place would only be for passengers? Yos, and for supplies and business communica
tions with Queanbeyan. An adjoining selector named Kelly has a grazing settlement, and he has a 
private boat, .and works the place that wav. '
160. Is Kelly’s place near The Angle ? Yes ; it adjoins it.
161. Have you any other objections to this modified proposal ? Speaking of the comparative merits of 
tbe two, it is a difficult case to decide. There are about 50 acres of cultivation land in one area on tbe 
Coffey’s Hat land, but, except for about 15 acres on the river hank, it is not of a rich character, and it is 
questionable whether it w’ould pay to cultivate it, except for a short time. It might admit of light culti
vation for two or three years. On The Angle reserve there is 25 or 30 acres of cultivation land in several 
patches, and quite sufficient to work the place as a sheep-grazing settlement. The Coffey’s Flat land is 
irregular shape, and ivould bo more costly to fence. The Coffey’s Flat land wTonld be very much more 
costly to improve, and owing to the imsoundness of the land it would require draining and different 
■working.
162. l)o you know it the Union Bank purchased allotments in the village of Tharwa? Yes.
163. Did they ever add these village allotments on to their proposal for exchange? They offered, I 
believe, to do so. 1 reported upon it in connection with proposed exchange, and stated that if they did 
surrender them, and they were offered at auction, they would naturally buy them again.
164. If they surrendered these lots and got The Angle land, and these allotments became the property of 
the Crown, and were put up for sale again, the Union Bank would buy them a second time? 1 should 
say that they naturally would; but the Minister would have a right not to put them up for sale, but lease 
them.
105. What would he their object in buying the allotment a second time? The “head station” is 
amongst those allotments, and if the allotments were sold there might be a public-house at their door, 
and perhaps they would not like it so near the head station house.
160. But do you think the public-house is the only objection ? I think that the owners of all station 
properties of that character do not like land to be held adversely to them right against the head station.
167. Do yon think the objection to the hotel is the only objection they have to a village being erected 
there ? No : I think that the land being mainly grazing country, they would naturally wish to secure the

' land right against the head station. ‘ “
168. Then the homestead really forms a portion of the village reserve ? It is on some of the allotments. 
ICO. And you think that the station-owners objected to settlement going there ? It would certainly 
interfere with the convenience of working the station.
170. There is no other place adopt there where a village could be established ? Not on Crown land.
171. And this village reserve is just at the crossing of the river by an expensive bridge, put up at a cost
of £6,000? It is. . .
172. And that is the only spot in tbe locality where a village would be likely to rise ? Yes : on Crown
land. ■
173. Do you know if there is any spot about there where a village could be founded ? No. There is no
other Crown land about there suitable for a village site. 174,.
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174. Is tliero any land available on the other side o£ the river? Not Crown land. Mr. Cunningham
owns the land on tho other side of the river. ^ . >.
175. I’hen if the Bank were to again buy up the village allotments no village could be established ^26^17,1897.
Tharwa Bridge ? Unless by permission of the Union Bank. .
176. Bo you know whether the Union Bank would object to a village there if an hotel was prohibited?
I could not say. I have an impression that under certain conditions tbe owners would not have any 
objection to a business place being erected there. But it is very doubtful whether the settlement in the 
surrounding country would maintain a business place of any kind there at present.
177. But you know it is usual in the history of these villages in country towns for a blacksmith’s shop, a
store, and an hotel to follow in natural order? From my knowledge of the locality, I think it is doubtful 
whether aoy one of those three could be successfully established. _
178. Although they added these village allotments to their previous offer, did you still consider that the
proposed exchange was an unfair one ? Yes; I considered tho additional offer of very little use for 
purposes of settlement. The land was of very inferior quality, The value of 510 acres only came to 
41120, which amounts to about 4s. 9d. an acre. The other land across the creek is a little better, but of 
small area. ^
179. Then as the case stands, with all these modifications and additions, you still report adversely ? \es ;
unless some further concession be made. I mentioned tbe further concession on which I should be 
prepared to recommend the exchange. That is the giving up of throe portions—No. 2, No. 17, aud No. 18— 
adjoining Coffey’s Flat. Theu I think the proposal would be in favour of the Crown. _
180. That is with the village lots as well ? Yes ; I take it in regard to the village lots that they will get 
their money hack again. But there was nothing definitely arranged as to what further course will be 
taken whether, if the laud were offered at auction again, they would not purchase them.
181. If the village lots were given up you would suggest that they should be retained in the hands of the 
Government, and only leased ? Yes, only leased, iu the interest of future settlement.
182. What is your opinion as to the carrying capacity of the Coffey’s Flat land, and also of the land at
The Anglo ? I estimate the carrying capacity of the Coffey’s Flat land, taking an average of years, to be 
one sheep to 2 acres. The western part is very poor and rocky, aud 1 do not think that is worth more 
than 10s. an acre. The other land is fiat, and stands droughts hettox- than the laud at The Angle, Tho 
Anglo land is very much sounder for sheep and has a better carrying capacity, i estimate that on the 
average it will carry one sheep to the acre. _
183. Mr. Maekay.'] A witness to-day has given it as his opinion that The Angle land is worJi £1 an 
acre and tho land at Coffey’s Flat is wortli 12s, 6d. an acre;—1 would like to hear your opinion? My 
valuation of Tho Angle land, on the basis that it will carry a sheep to the acre, is £1 7s. Cd. The 1,800 
acres of land at Coffey’s Flat I value at £1,600, That is based on tho carrying capacity, and also its 
capacity to respond to improvement. A great deal of that land can be very much improved. The Anglo 
land docs not admit of improvement beyond fencing.
184. Mr. Garroll.] Will you show me what great necessity there is for the station to exchange the land 
and give so much more for that small patch ? Because tho land at Coffey's Flat is. as a whole, inferior.
The 2,302£ acres arc, in money value, about the same as The Angle land.
]S5. 1 do not see where the consolidation comes in. because other parties have land all round? The map 
before the Commit tee is not, I think, now quite correct, inasmuch as some oi the land tinted blue on the 
map, which was held adversely to tho station, has since, 1 understand, come into the possession, of the 
Bank.
186. How would the proposed change benefit the station in the way of consolidation? I fail to see that 
it does tend to consolidate the station property.
387. Bo you consider it is necessaxw for tho station to acquire that land ? It would certainly be an advan
tage. The Angle land is the best sheep land in the whole run. 'The more good land they can gct_ alto
gether for gracing the cheaper it will be to work it. As regards the Coffey’s Flat land, an objection in 
tho interest of settlement is that it is intercepted by two roads which carry considerable traffic ; but the 
traffic through The Angle land is practically nil.
188. As far as you can see, the exchange is intended so as to acquire hotter laud, not so much for consoli
dation ? Not so much as getting land which they could work with more profitable results.
189. Mr. Jones.] Is your valuation of the land based on the property as a whole ? I could not value 
the property as a whole. It is about 60 square miles in extent. 1 was only instructed to value the two 
blocks.
190. Mr. Carroll^] Are any of those reserves required for the public use ? Yos ; there is a piece of land 
proposed to he retained permanently at The Angle crossing—30 or 40 acres—in the interest of settlement, 
as a camping reserve for a turn-out, &c.
191. Is 40 acres sufficient for a camping reserve ? Ample.
192. Mr. Jones.] There is no advantage to he gained on either side according to the report? Yes. I 
have stated that, in my opinion, it is not to the advantage of the Crown to accept that offer, for the 
reasons I have already given, unless the Bank is prepared to give something further.
193. Are the Crown lands superior to the other ? They are superior for the purposes of settlement.
194. jlfr. Miller!] Supposing the exchange were granted for the run-holders, do you think that the 
Coffey’s Flat area would be taken up as homestead area or as selections, or would it still remain in the 
hands of the Crown, to bo ultimately leased by the run-holder ? This land would undoubtedly be taken 
up, because the district is a closely-settled one, aud as proof I may mention that some of the land was 
selected as far back as 1873—some as far back as 1868 and 1867.
195. The Angle land would be equally sought after for settlcmeut? It xvould be more so, for the reason 
that it is compact in shape, would cost less to fence, and would not require capital beyond that necessary to 
fence and stock it.
196. Chairman.] Bo yon think it is possible that Coffey’s Fiat land would maintain two families ? I 
think so, judging by tho position of Sheedy, a hand fide man there, and others ; but 1 do not think it would 
maintain two families unless they combined other labouring pursuits with the working of the land.
197. Bo you think that The Angle land would maintain two families ? Certainly not, by itself. The 
510 acres on Naas Creek is about 8 miles from tbe Williamsdale platform. The capital value of this 
land is only about 5s. an acre, but it being fenced in on tbe outside boundaries, and Crown land being so 
scarce, 1 believe it would be taken up as homestead selection by a man labouring in the locality. 198.
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B. J, log, it contains how many acres ? 5G0 acres in all.
11 l l1^^ 199. Is there any cultivation ? 3Tes; altogether about 35 acres.

26 May, 189?. 200' \ understand the position you take up is this: You were strongly opposed to the first proposal for 
’ an exchange, because you believed it was at a disadvantage of four to one against the public? The land 

which they first offered for exchange fronted G-udgenby River, and not only is The Angle land four times 
as valuable as that, but the road access to Gudgenby River land is bad in tbe extreme.
201. Then you consider that it would he unfair to the public to entertain the first offer at all ? It was 
altogether out of the question.
202. With regard to the subsequent offer of land at; Coffey’s Flat and land near Naas Creek ; if to this 
the piece of land near Coffey’s Flat, marked portions 2, 17. and 18, and allotments in the village reserve, 
were returned to the Government, these might be considered a fair equivalent for the land asked for by 
the Union Bank ? No; I would say then that it would be tothe interest of the Crown to make the 
exchange.

TUUltXDAT, 27 MAY, 1897.

$resent:—
Me. W. H. B. PIDDINGTON, Me. MILLER,
Mr. T. JONES, Me. MACKAY.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.

Charles Bates further examined :—
,203. Chairman.'] You have taken a stand in opposition to this proposed land exchange? Yes.
204. I understand from your evidence that you desire that The Angle land should be retained as homestead 

27 May, 1897. selections ? Yes.
205. _ Supposing the Government are determined to have an exchange of some kind, do you think it would
be right in the public interest to accept the last offer suggested hy the Union Bank to the Govern
ment—that is. to give the land at Coffey's Flat, and the other at Naas Valley ? No, I do not think it 
would. ■
206. You do not think that these lands, put togelher, would he a proper equivalent for the land which the 
Union Bank would obtain at The Angle ? T do not.
207. Suppose that, as suggested by Mr. Halliday, the Union Bank were to give in addition a piece of land 
near Coffey s Flat, running down towards the river, and the village allotments on the reserve near Tharwa 
Bridge, ami tho land at Naas Valley—would that be a fair equivalent for the land which they propose 
to take at The Angle ? I do not think so. I think the land at The Angle is better than the other lot.
208. You think that the land at The Angle by itself is better for the public than all tho other pieces? Yes.
209. Am I to understand that you would be opposed to the land exchange even then? Yes.
210. Supposing it was pointed out that this land on Coffey’s Flat, combined with the land at Naas Valley,
would form two homestead selections, instead of one, at The Angle, would that be more conducive to tho 
public interests ? It nould not go in two. I expect they would split Coffey's Flat in two ; hut I do not 
think there would he as good benefit to the public then. ”
2 LI. Are you gnidod in this answer by the quality of the land at Coffey’s Flat and Naas Valley? Yes ; 
the 1,802 acres will not run 1,802 sheep all the year round ; but the land at Tho Angle will run a sheep to 
the acre if even the seasons he bad. I made a mislake yesterday.
212. "Would you care to correct that mistake now ? Yes ; the 1,302 acres will not run 1,802 sheep all the 
year ; hut the 945 acres at The Angle will run one sheep to the acre,
213. "When you gave your answer just now were you aware that in addition to the land at Coffey’s Flat 
and the three pieces running down from there to the river, there were over 500 acres at Naas Creek to bo 
given ? I was not aware about the ground near tho river.
214. I want you to thoroughly understand the question ;—would you approve of the carrying out of Mr.
Halliday’s suggestion, which is as follows That 1,802 acres at'Coffey’s Flat, 322 acres in three pieces 
running down from Coffey s Flat to the river, and 560 acres at Naas Creek, as well as the allotments on 
the village reserve at Tharwa, should be put into ono property and exchanged for the 1,200 odd acres near 
The Angle? The Bank thou might lose the money which they have paid on the allotments. 1 would 
not like to see that done. '
215. I do not think the Bank- would lose their money—the Government might return it;—hut suppose 
that were done, do you think it would be a fair exchange ? I do not know. It is a lot of land—more 
than I thought it was yesterday.
216. It is not a proposal trom the Union Bank, hut simply a suggestion made hy tho surveyor;—with
that knowledge would you consider that all these pieces combined would ho a fair equivalent for tho 1,200 
odd acres to he taken near The Angle ? 1 do not know what to say about it.
217. You might just give us your opinion ? I think it would be fair.
218. You think that the suggestion of Mr, Halliday would constitute a fair equivalent for the land to he
taken at The Anglo ? 1 think so. '
219. But.suppose that the Union Bank will not advance upon their offer, what would you recommend? 
1 would recommend that the exchange should not be made.

C. Bates.

Edward James Halliday further examined :—■
220. Chairman.] Do you wish to make a statement P I wish to correct a wrong impression that I think 

Halliday. I have conveyed. Tho Chairman asked whether I should be prepared to recommend for exchange hy the 
Union Bank 1,802 acres at Coffey’s Flat, plus 560 acres at Naas Creek, plus 322 acres adjoining Coffey's 

27May, 1897. Flat, and certain village allotments. He asked would I consider that n fair exchange, and 1 said, yos. I 
did not exactly mean that. That would he asking more than we could fairly expect the Bank to give. If 
I were asked to make a proposal myself, I would say that if the Union Bank would give the 1,802 acres 
with the 322 acres, their money to be returned for the Tharwa allotments, this 560 acres at Naas Creek
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being rejected altogether, not included in the exchange, that would be my proposal. I said, of course,
that I would recommend it then, because the Crown would bo getting the best of it; but I think tho ^ x i *
1,802 acres and the 322 acres would ho a fair exchange. The G-overmnent would be able to settle three ^ May, 1897.
families on that land for homestead selection purposes—that is, three families could, by combining other '
pursuits, make a In ing there with mixed farming. This 560 acres at biaas Creek Ido not think are
wanted in the interests of settlement. The Hank has contracted to conditionally purchase them at £1 an
acre; but the land is not worth it, and it would pay the Bank to give it up,
221. In order to make your proposal clear, I would ask you to repeat exactly what you consider a fair 
equivalent for the 1.200 odd acres to be taken by the Bank at Tho Angle ? I repeat, 1,802 acres at Coffey's 
Plat, together with 322 acres comprised in portions bo. 2, bio. 17, and bro. IS, to bo surrendered, together 
with the cancellation of the recent purchase of allotments near the village of Tharwa. 1 should consider 
that a fair cxchango.
222. Is there any other point that you would like to clear up? No; I would recommend that as a 
proposal for a fair exchange.
223. You put on one side the land at Naas Creek for settlement ? Yes; which is inferior land, and far 
away from school provision, and not very suitable.
224. Mr. Miller.'] Could not a family live by it ? No ; it is only worth about 5s, an acre.
225. Mr. Jones.] Has it been abandoned by a family ? It is in the bauds of the station.
220. Chairman.] Is that tho land which the Bank first offered in exchange for the land at The Angle ? No.
227. 'Which was it that they first offered ? That is further removed from settlement still.
228. Was it of less value than the land you referred to just now ? About the same.
229. About 5s. an acre? I should say about 7s. Gd. an’acre, taking it all through.
230. How much is there iu that piece ? About the same area as there is at The Angle—about 1,000 acres.
231. Then, at first tho Bank was virtually offering 1,000 acres, worth 7s. Gd. an acre, for 945 acres, which 
you value at 27s. Gd. an acre ? Exactly.
232. I understand that you reported in the public interests against that proposed exchange ? Yes, giving 
these values at the time.
233. Well, that offer appears fo have disappeared altogether now P Yes.
234. What the Bank proposes now is an entirely distinct offer of land at Coffey’s Elat? Yes ; together 
with this land at Naas Creek—1,802 acres at Coffey’s Flat, with 5G0 acres at Naas Creek. The question
of the allotments, I understand, was not considered hy the Laud Board. ,
235. Mr. Jones.] What do you value the laud at at Coffey’s Elat? The 1,802 acres at £1,000 ; the322 
acres at £280.
23(1. Chairman.] The Committee has received a letter from Wr. Earrar, who is resident in that locality, 
suggesting that a road should bo made from Williamsdale platform, across the river from Tho Angle, 
leading over Coolamon Plains, to the Yarrangobilly Caves ;—do you think it is practicable ? It depends 
upon what kind of a road you moan. If Mr. Farrar means a road on which a dray could travel, the 
expense would be out of proportion to the benefits that would arise. If he speaks oi a horseback road, 
they have that at present. .
237. Would it be possible to take a buggy over there ? The expense involved in making a road fit to carry 
buggy Gallic would bo altogether incommensurate with the benefits to be received from it.
23S. As a matter of fact, buggies have travelled over there? 1 took one over The Angle crossing myself.
239. I mean a way to the caves? Yes.
240. Then you would not recommend this as a road to he carried out? No; 1 think the proposal is 
altogether out of the question.
241. I suppose tlmt some clay such a road may he constructed when there is a very numerous body of
tourists going out to tho caves ? No; L think the alternative route by railway to Cooma, then by tho 
existing main road, will always be the preferable route. ^ '
242. Is there a road from Tumut to the eaves? Yes; a made road, and there is a made road from 
Kiapdra to the caves.
243. Then I understand that you do not attach much weight to this suggestion of Mr. Farrar’s about a 
road to Tho Angle ? No ; I consider that it is impracticable, and not required.
244. Mr. Piddingion^] Is the area of The Angle 1,230 acres or 945 acres? The area of these three 
portions spoken of as The Angle is 945 acres. There are three small detached areas of the same class of 
country, totalling 1,299 acres, and the Bank wish to secure that in exchange for land at Coffey’s Elat and 
Naas Creek.
245. Then the value of the land known as The Angle and the other detached allotments comes to about
£1,800, and the value of the land at Coffey’s Elat and that other piece comes to about £1,780 ;—they are 
about the same value? £3,GOO is the value of tho laud at Coffey’s Elat, and £180 the value of the 560 
acres at Naas Creek. ”
21G. The land offered by the Union Bank in exchange is about tlie same value as the other three detached 
allotments ? Yes ; but in my opinion not so suitable in the interests of settlement.

Charles Bates further examiued :—
2i.7. Chairman.] Yon have heard the correction made by Mr. Halliday to the effect that what he rccom- £■ Bates, 
mends as a lair exchange would bo 1,802 acres of land at Coffey’s Elat and 322 acres leading down to the / '-A— 
river, with the surrender of the allotments iu the village reserve at the bridge, excluding the 5G0 acres ^ May, 1897 
"Inch you were led to believe would form a portion of Mr. Halliday’s proposal;—having heard his 
evidence, would yon consider that a fair exchange ? 1 think so. As long as they have nothing to doxvitli 
Aoas Creek , I do not believe in that. T would not fence in the Naas Creek land if I had it to-morrow.
248. 1 understand now that you think, although that 5G0 acres is taken away, what is left would make a 
fair exchange ? Yes ; 1 think so, "

120—C -WEDNESDAY,
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WEDXESBA T, 2 JUNE, 1897.

JlreffM:—
Mr. MILLER, f Ms. MACKAY, '
Mu. W. II. B. PIDDINGTON, | Mb. CARROLL.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.
* Arthur Charles Betts called in, sivom, and examined:—

A. C. Betts. 249. Chairman.'] What position do yon hold ? I am Chairman of the Land Board of the Goulburn 
district,

2 June, 1897. 2o(). Yon and two other members of the Board held an inquiry into this case at Queanbeyan ? Yes.
251. Who were the other two gentlemen ? Alexander Dycc and John James Wright.
252. Were you unanimous in the decision you arrived at? Vies.
253. What was the decision ? It was in favour of the exchange as heard before us.
254. The second offer or the first? The second offer. The first never came before us.
255. Do you know the particulars of the first offer? I cannot say that I do.
25(i. In regard to the second offer, you considered that that was a fair exchange for the 1,200 odd acres 
at The Angle ? Yes.

■ 257. Yon consider that the offer of the Union Bank of 1,802 acres at Coffey’s Elat and of 560 acres at
the Naas Creek is a fair equivalent for the 1,200 odd acres of land at The Angle ? Yes; on the evidence 
before us.
258. What would be tbe use of 560 acres to any man on tbe Gudgenby Creek ? If tbe 00 acres could be 
taken in with it, as suggested, it could be made of use, I think.
259. Do you think any man could make a living on it ? I do not think he could; but there is other laud 
around it, aud with that they might, though it is very rough.
260. You know the country there—it is very mountainous? I do.
261. Would there be a fair monetary value in those two lots—the one near Gudgenby Creek and the 
other for the land at The Angle? It appeared to us so, taking tbe proposal as a whole, but 1 do not say 
that the land at the Gudgenby Creek is equal to the land at Coffey’s Flat or at The Auglo. Of course, 
what I say is based upon the evidence that I took as President of the Land Board.
262. Mr. Halliday’s evidence is strongly against it, is it not ? 1 do not think it is strongly against it.
The evidence is before you, I presume.
263. Mr. Halliday estimates the value of tho Gudgenby land at about 7s. 6d. per acre? There is no 
doubt that it is inferior land.
2G4. And it would be useless for anyone to take it up ? Yes ; unless in connection with land adjoining it, 
265. You still adhere to your opinion that tho second proposal would be a just exchange ? Yes ; taking 
the evidence that we have before us, I do.
2C6. Mr. Miller.'] Is that land at Naas Creek of the value of £L an acre? Fifty acres of it is, 
undoubtedly.
267. And if a person whose property adjoined tho land took it up, would ho not have to pay £1 an acre 
to the Government? Yes. They would have to take it up as an addition.
268, No man would he foolish enough to take it up as au addition if it is only worth 7s. Gd. an acre? 
I cannot say,
209. Chairman.] We have the evidence of Mr. Halliday that the land is only worth 7s. 5d. an acre ? I 
agreed to the proposal as a whole.
270. Have you valued the two pieces of land which it is proposed to give iu exchange for Tho Anglo? 
We made an estimate when treatiug the proposal as a whole.
271. And you think the monetary value of the two is about equal? 1 think the decision was, and I am 
prepared to stand by that. But taking into consideration that the three isolated pieces along the river 
would be thrown in, the offer was a fair one.
272. Mr. Miller.] Is it a fact that you have some shares ill the Union Bank ? No.
273. Have you ever had any shares in that Bank ? Yes.
274. Had you any shares in this Bank while this case was pending? Iliad shares in the Bank; but on 
the first day of its sitting, and before tbe evidence of the first witness ivas concluded, I adjourned tho 
Court, and my shares were sold a few days after.
275. Chairman.] You had shares in the Bank, and yon were told that that disqualified you? Yes; it 
was purely accidentally that I remembered it. It occurred to me that I was a shareholder, ami I 
adjourned tbe Court at once. I. also informed the Minister, and sold the shares a few days after.
276. Did yon inform the Minister of that ? I informed him at once.
277. And who authorised you to go on ? Mr. Marsdcn was nominated as Chairman. Then after that I 
received a letter to say that as my shares were disposed of I could go on with the case. I had six shares

. in the Bank.

John Sheedy called iu, sworn, and examined :—
J. Sheedy. 27S. Chairman.] What position do you hold ? I am a farmer and grazier, 
i-—279. Have you the post office also ? No.

2 June, 1897 280. Who has the post office ? A son of mine,
281. You are a farmer and grazier, living near Cuppacumbalong ? Yes.
282. Do you know the block of land offered by the Union Bank, the proprietors of tbe Cuppacumbalong 
station, in exchange for the 1,200 odd acres of land at The Angle ? Xcs.
283. Do you know Coffey’s Elat well ? Yes. ,
284. What is your opinion of that land ? It is good land.
285. What do you mean by good land ? Bart of it is good grazing land, and part of it is good land for
cultivation. .
286. Is it liable to fluke ? Coffey’s Elat alone is. It is not fit for sheep to run over.
287. Ybu say that the land at Coffey’s Elat is good land ? Yes.
288. Yet you admit that it is a bit flukey ? Coffey’s Flat is not a sound pasture for sheep to run on.
About 140 acres of it wants cutting off, but the remainder is really sound. 289,
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289. Is it swamp land P It is, and tlirtt is tlie best for cultivation.
290. Is there not a danger whilst it is a breeding-place for fluke ? If that part were fenced off and cultivated ^ ju jgr|-_
sheep could not get on to it. _
291. At what would you value the 1,802 acres at Coffey’s Plat per acre ? It is hard to tell at present,
If it was improved the same as the land at The Angle—if the timber on it was dead—it would be worth as 
much as the land at The Angle.
292. In your opinion the land at Coffey’s Plat is as good grazing land as the land at The Angle ? Tea, if
it was improved ; but Coffey’s Plat is in its wild state. _ ,
293. What valne would yon put on Coffey's Plat to buy it? If I were going to buy it I should value it 
at I5s. an acre. I should be satisfied to take it at that,
294. Would you be surprised to hear that the land at The Angle has been valued at 27s. fid. per acre .
It may be; but that does not prove that it is worth it.
295. What makes people so anxious lo get this bit of land at Tho Angle ? I cannot make that out. . It 
is people at the other end who are fighting for Tho Angle. I cannot see anything in The Angle to suit a 
poor family at all. If Coffey’s Plat were cut into two blocks two families could make a good living on it.
29G. Do you know the 560 acres of land near Gudgenby Creek ? No.
297. Can you give us an opinion on this proposed exchange P If I owned Coffey’s Plat I should not
think of giving it for The Angle. _
298. Your opinion is that Coffey’s Plat by itself is quite as good as the land at The Angle? My opinion
is that it is worth more than the land at The Angle without the Naas Creek land at all. t
299. What would you give for the land at The Angle if you wanted to buy it ? I would not give any
more for it; it is only a mere sheep run. _
300. Mr. Maekay] You say tliat this land at Coffey’s Flat is suitable for both grazing and farming?
Yes, and for dairying. It is suitable for three purposes,
301. How much of it do you think would be suitable for farming ? About 300 acres is suitable for 
farming, and the rest is fit for grazing.
302. You say that you know nothing whatever about this other land at Gudgenby Creek ? I know nothing 
at all about that.
303. Mr. Miller^ Have you been all over the Coffey’s Plat laud ? 1 have. _
304. Have you heen all over the land at The Angle ? Yes, for twenty-eight years. I have heen going 
backward and forward there.
305. How many sheep to the acre will The Angle land run, or how many acres will it take to carry a 
sheep ? The Angle land in good seasons will no doubt carry a sheep to the acre.
30G. And how many will Coffey’s Plat carry ? In good seasons Coffey’s Plat will carry one sheep to the 
acre.
307. Then in your opinion the Bank is offering property of more value to the Government in offering 
Coffey’s Plat by itself than tlie value of Die Angle ? Yes,-in my opinion, they are offering a lot more.
308. Whore do you live ? I live at a place adjoining Coffey’s Flat. 1 know both places well. I am 
cultivating part of Coffey’s Plat.
309. Mr. Afflciny.] Arc you cultivating, or is this land you live on your own ? It is my own property.
310. Mr. Miller.How much do you think it wrould cost per acre to ringbark Coffey's Iflat? The 
general charge for ringbarking is about Is. an acre up there.
311. And vou say that two families could live comfortably at Coffey’s Plat ? They should do.
312. And how many on The Angle ? Only one family could make a living on the land at Tbe Angle.
31.3. Theu you think that Mr. Halliday is entirely wrong in estimating the value of The Angle land at 
27s. fid. per acre ? I would not think of giving 27s. fid. per acre for it.
314. 1 do not know the answer that you gave to the Chairman when lie asked you why people are more 
inclined to take up I’he Angle land than the other? A great many of the people who are singing out 
about The Angle land have never seen tlie Coffey’s Plat land at all.
315. Who are these people? I saw a man at a meeting one day w-ho had a good deal to say about Coffey's 
Plat and The Angle, and I asked him if he knew those two pieces of land, and he said no, he had never 
seen either of them.
316. Do you know that any of the men who gave evidence before the Land Board know nothing about 
this Coffey’s Plat or Angle land ? No. I heard some give evidence on The Anglo land who did not know a 
great deal about Coffey’s Flat.
317. Have you any relatives living near Coffey's Plat besides your own family ? I have n6t,
318. Ohairmani] Are you a native of the Cuppacumbalong district ? I am a native oE Briarra, about 20 
miles from Cuppacumbalong.
319. You are inclined to adhere to what you have said, that Coffey’s Plat alone, putting aside the 5fiO 
acres at Naas Creek, is a fair equivalent for the 1,200 odd acres of land at The Angle ? Yea, in my 
opinion, it is.
320. How is it that you cannot find many people in the district to endorse that ? I cannot make it out.
321. Have you read a letter that appeared in fhe Queanbeyan Age irom some settlers about this exchange ?
No, I have not seen it.
322. Mr. Piddington.You said that there were some portions of Coffey’s Flat that was not fit to run 
sheep upon ? Yes.
323. What is the area ? About 140 acres.
324. Is it swampy land ? There is a bit of swamp on it, not a great lot, about 2 acres altogether.
325. Is that 2 acres the only part that is not fit to run sheep on, or is it the whole area of 240 acres ? It 
would be better to have the 140 acres cut off to make the run a sound pasture.
32G. You said that there were about 300 acres fit for farming? Yes, on the 1,802 acres, but it is not nil 
together. It is in pieces hero and there.
327. What area would bo suitable for dairying out of that 300 acres ? Any part along the river is suit
able for dairying. Any part of the 1,802 acres would be suitable for dairying. ,
32S. You say that this 300 acres is in detached pieces ? It is.
329. What is 1,he largest piece that you could get for farming? lam cultivating 30 acres, and putting 
that with land in Coffey’s Plat, that would come to 1G0 or 170 acres oE cultivation land.
330. How many acres of cultivation land are there at The Angle ? Not more than about 20 acres.
331. What class of cultivation is it suitable for ? It is not too good. 332.
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J. Sheedy. 332. In your opinion, there are about 20 acres of land at The Angle suitable for farming, aud 300 acres in
27^1^9- ^etac'lc^ P'eees at ^at ? Yes.

une' t- 333. You said that The Angle would run about a sheep to tbe aero in good seasons ? Yes.
334. And bow many in ordinary seasons ? Yot quite a sheep to the acre. I should think that it would 
carry about 800 sheep in ordinary seasons.
335. "Were you present at the public meeting held at Queanbeyan? I was at oue public meeting.
336. 'Were tho selectors represented there, or were the majority of people there townspeople ? They 
were townspeople. There were very few country people there.
337. Have you heard of any selectors who would he likely to take up land at Coffey’s TIat ? I have heard 
of any number who would take up Coffey's Flat if it was thrown open to homestead selection.
338. Mr. Carroll.'] You said that you had resided for twenty-seven years on this station? I never worked 
on the station, but I was backward and forward through tho laud. I selected on the opposite side of 
the river, about 2 miles from The Angie, twenty-seven years ago.
330. You do not know anything about the laud at Naas Creek ? I have been over it, but I cannot say 
that I know' it.
340. Mr. Miller.] Then you have not lived near The 4nglc ? I lived for nine months within 2 miles of 
it, on tho opposite side of tbe river, but I used to be crossing backward and forward.
341. Have you any knowledge of the original proposal of the Bank ? No; I have been called here as a
witness. •
342. Mr. Carroll^] Who called you as a witness ? I was summoned by the station.
343. Mr. Piddington.] I suppose you are absolutely certain about your evidence in regard to tbe value of
these two pieces of laud ? To the best of. my knowledge. *
344. You value the 1,802 acres at Coffey’s Flat at 15s. an acre ? Yes.
345. And you say that the 945 acres at The Angle is worth 15s. an acre also ? I say that if the Coffey’s 
Flat land was in the same state as The Angle land, with tho timber on it dead, it would be as good as The 
Angle land.

Yhen you say that if the timber were dead on the Coffey’s Fiat land the Union Bank would bo giving 
double value to tbe Crown, for this exchange ? I would say that they were giving above tho value, anyway. 
34/. Mr. Carroll.] In your opinion, what is the reason for the Bank or station people wanting this 
exchange ? My opinion is that the station people want to have all their own land together. Coffey’s Flat 
is cut off the run by selections.
348. Ho you work your selection, or let it ? I work it all myself.
319. Mr. Piddington.] You have been working Coffey’s Flat land on the halves system ? I have been 
working on halves with the Bank. "
350. What area have you been working? Thirty acres.
351. Could you give us any idea of the returns that vou have received from it? Yes. There were 120 
bushels of wheat off the .30 acres, 16 tons of hay.

Then you are interested in tbe exchange ? My interest is against the exchange. If 
Coffey s Flat is exchanged for The Anglo I shall lose my farm.
353. Have you any selections in your own name ? Yes.
354. How many acres ? 400 or 500 acres.
355. Is it grazing or agricultural land ? It is all grazing land.
350 Mr. Piddington.] You said that you had got 120 bushels of wheat, 16 tons of hay, and what else ? 
i welve tons of potatoes, aud as nearly as I can remember £3 worth of pumpkins.
357. What are the values of this produce? Wheat was 4s. Gd. a bushel. The hay I am selling at Cs. 
per cwt., and I am selling potatoes at 5s, per cwt. There were 6 tons of straw which should bo worth £2 
a ton m a year like this, and 100 bags of wheaten chaff which is selling freely at ] s, a bag.

[O. T. C. Miller, Fsq,, iu tbe Chair.]
John Sheedy (continued) :—

358. Afr. Maekay.] Which of tho two places, Tho Angle or Coffey’s Flat, do you think has the best access
to the market ? There is a good road from Coffey’s Flat to the railway station. Coffey’s Flat has the 
easiest access to the railway station, but it is not the nearest. ‘
359. What is the crossing of tbe river like at Tlie Angle ? ft is rough at high water.
300. Is it possible for teams or vehicular tratlic to cross ? During the last twelve months light vehicles 
could cross very well.
^reSarii Coffey’s Flat, what means of crossing the river is there there? There is the Tharwa 

Bridge.
362. Then yon think that as far as access to tbe market is concerned Coffey’s Fiat is in a better position
than The Angle? Yes. i
363. Chairman.] How far is The Angle from the nearest railway station? J. suppose from 14 to 2 miles.
304, How fiir is it from Coffey’a Pla-fc to tho nearest railway station ? lYom the centre of Coffey’s fflat 
it is about 10 miles. ’
365. Still you say that Coffey’s Flat has the best road ? Yes ; the best road, but not tbe shortest,
36G, Mr. Machag.] What arc tho approaches like to The Anglo crossing ? A ery steep on oue side.
307. Then it would not bo good, 1 presume, for traffic ? You could not take heavy traflic across.

John Bell called in, sworn, and examined : —
J. Bell. M3. Chairman.] Where do you reside? At Booroomba ’

A——^ 369. What arc you? A station hand.
2 June, 1897. 370. Where are you employed ? At Mr. Mclxechnie’s, Booroomba.

Did you give evidence at tbe Land Board inquiry in respect to a certain proposal made by tbe Union 
Bank to exchange a piece of land for G-overnment land? No.
372. Do you know anything about the proposed exchange? Yes; I know both places.
373. There is a piece of land known as Coffey’s Flat which tho Bank propose to excbann-a for a piece
of land known as The Angle? Yes. 1

374.
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374. In your estimation, is the proposed exchange a fair one? It is, to the best of my belief. !• Belt
375. Do you know the grazing capabilities of the two lands ? I know a little about it.
37(5. How man_y sheep to the acre would the land at Coffey’s Plat carry ? I could not say by the acre. QneJ ■ 
I think that Coffey’s Plat and Connell’s Corner ought to carry 1,500 or i,GOO sheep in a good season.
377. And how many sheep would The Angle property carry? I think 700 or S00. 

t 378. Can you estimate the value per acre of tlie land at 'fhe Annie ? 1 could not.
379. Have you any idea of the value of the land at Coffey's Plat ? I think it will be 14s. or 15s. per acre.
380. Do you know anything at all about The Angle propert.v ? I have been all over it.
351. Could you not give an estimate of the value of tbe land ? 1 should say it would be worth from 18s. 
to £1 an acre.
352. Mr. Mac]cay.~] Did you not go into Queanbeyan to give voluntary evidence before tbo Land Court; 
and were you not unable to stay to give evidence because of the Court being held over for two days ?
Yes; I was unable to stay.
383. Is it a fact that you inspected both these pieces of land—Coffey’s Plat and The Angle—and that 
you decided to select on Coffey’s Plat, if it was thrown open, in preference to The Angle? Yes, I did ; 1 
would not take the land at The Angle at all.
384. It did not strike you as being suitable? Ho.
385. Chairman.'] Por what reason was it not suitable ? I thought it was too high, and I did not think 
there was enough cultivation land for me to make a home on it.
386. Mr. Maekay.] There is another piece of land here at Haas Creek that also is proposed to be given
in exchange for The Angle land ;—do you know anvthing of that land ? Ho; I know very little about 
that, ’
387. Do you know sufficient about it to bo able to say whether, in your opinion, it would afford a living 
for a man if he took it np ? I could not say.
38S. You knowr this land at Coffey’s Plat and this land at The Angle ;—do you think that tho land at 
Coffey’s Plat would be a fair equivalent in the interest of tbe public for the land at The Angle ? To the 
best of my belief it would be.
389. A witness to-day said that the Coffey’s Plat land is suitable for both grazing and farming ;—can you
tell us how much land at Coffey’s p’lat is fit for farming, including Connell’s Corner ? 1 should say
between 200 and 300 acres. _
390. How much land do you think there is at Tho Angle suitable for cultivation ? It is so patchy that it 
would he bard to say,
391. To tbe best of your belief, boxing it all together? There may he 15 acres, but I do not think so.
392. In your opinion there would only bo 15 acres fit for cultivation at The Angle? Yes.
393. What would be tbe largest-sized patch of cultivation land at The Angle ? You might get one or 
two of 2 or 3 acres.
391. A witness has said that there is a lot of good dairying land at Coffey’s Platdo you bear that out?
To the best of my belief there is. " J
395. Land on tbe river frontage, I suppose? Yes; and on Coffey’s Plat too.
39G. Mr. Carroll.] Have you ever been a selector? Yes.
397. Where ? At Booroomba. ■
398. Is that on the other side of the river ? Yes, ,
399. Who owns the station ? Mr. McKechnic.
400. Did you ever vrork on the station at Tharwa ? Ho. ,
401. Are you a married man ? Yes.
402. What induced you to go into Queanbeyan to give voluntary evidence in this case ? I wanted the 
place to make a home for myself.
403. But if The Angle wrere throwm open, would you not be satisfied to go for that? Ho; I could not 
see my way clear to take that.
404. Have you ever applied for a selection before ? I had a selection on the Booroomba run fourteen 
years ago.
405. Chairman.] Where is that selection now ? On the run still.
406. Did you transfer it? Ho ; I sold it out to Mr, McKeehnie,
407. Mr. Carroll^] Did you ever give evidence at the Land Court before? Hever.
408. Mr. Maekay.] In the event of a man taking up The Angle land, how much fencing would he require
to put up to make it secure ? Ho would want a good bit.
409. How much in your opinion would be required ? Over 2 miles.
410. Would it be 3 miles ? It might he.
411. Chairman^] How many miles would you require to enclose tho Coffey’s Plat property? I think it 
is all fenced.
412. Do you think that twro selectors could make homes on Coffey’s Plat ? I think they should.
413. Mr. Carroll.] Were you asked by anybody to go into Court to give evidence ? Ho.
414. Were there any other people who came forward and gave voluntary evidence at the Land Court?
Hot that I know of.
415. Could you tell me what this 5G0 acres at Haas Creek is suitable for ? I could not.
416. Mr. Maekay^] What is tbe general feeling amongst the selecting class in tbe district with regard to
these two pieces of land ;—which of the two pieces would the majority of the farming class prefer lo
have? I think Coffey's Plat. There is some difference of opinion.
417. Opinion is divided, but you think the majority would prefer to have Coffey’s Plat thrown open?
Yes. ‘
418. Chairman.] ESo you think it is a fair proposal by the Bank lo exchange Coffey’s Plat for The Angle
property ? Yes. ”
419. It is a fair exchange in tbe interests of the public? I think so.
420. Mr. Maekay.] In your opinion, would it be a fair thing for the Bank to give 2,124 acres at Coffey’s
Plat and that other piece for the 1,290 acres at The Angle, and those three detached areas ? I think it 
would be. ,
421. You think that would be more than a fair thing from the standpoint of the Bank that they would be 
giving more in value than they wore getting ? I think they would.

422.
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422. TJo vou tliink it would be a fair thing for the Bant to give up Coffers Hat for The' Angle without 
2 June 1897 1, e ‘’loc^s ? It is a thing I could not decide. ‘

1 1 423. You liave a general idea of the character of the country f Yes.
424. lake it from the area standpoint alone;—do you think it would be a fair thing for the Ban!: to give 
UP acres at Coffey s Hat for 040 acres at Tlie Angle ? 1 could not decide on that very well.
42o, In your opinion, would it be a fair thing ? My opinion is that Coftcv’s Plat is the best piece in 
the lot. '
426, Mr. Carroll.'] Are you at present in tho employ of any party ? I am in the employ of Mr, 
McKeehnie. ^ i J 1 -
42/ Do you think it would bea fair thingto exchange Coffey’s Flat for The Angle and those three pieces? 
I should think it would be.
425. You think it would be a fair thing in the interests of the public ? Yes.
429. Ilavo you ever had any experience before of exchanges of land made to consolidate runs ? No.
430. Mr. Maokaj/.] Do you think that those three isolated blocks would be of any use to the public, the 
largest being 170 acres ? No, they would be too small.
431. Knowing that those three blocks are surrounded bv station land, would they be of any value at all
to anyone else ? 1 do not think they would be. ' “
432. Chairman.] Mr. Halliday has given evidence to the effect that The Angle property is worth 27s. Gd. 
per acre,^ and that the Coffey's Hat property, 1,802 acres, is worth £1,000do you think that Mr. 
Halliday s estimate of the value of the property is a fair one, or that he has over-estimated its value ? I 
think the estimate is too high.
433. "What is your valuation of that land ? I would say from 18s. to £1 an acre.
434. And I think you said the same with regard to Coffey’s Flat ? I should think that Coffey’s Flat is
worth about 15s, an acre. ‘

Edward James Halliday further examined ;—
-3FflC^y-] Iu your former evidence you stated that you had crossed the river at The Angle ?

Halliday. Yes.
,Tmi^TRq7 ^ ^i0 where it was you crossed tlie river—whether it was not at block No. G8, and not

j 1 at reserve jSo. 6/ ? I crossed at block jSo. G87 that "being the usual crossing-place.
437. But, as a matter of fact, is not block No. GS the private property of C. Dyball; so that there is no
road through ? Ihere is no practicable dray road; but I am of opinion that a horseback road at The 
Angle crossing can be obtained through The Anglo block, tbe Crown land now under consideration. I 
saw stock tracks leading through there. ’
438. You think that a crossing could be made on the public lands Ihere ? T believe that a crossing exists,
so lar as horseback traffic is concerned, on the public land ; but I could not speak very decidedly on that 
point, because I never crossed there myself. ] saw that stock had crossed there. '
439. Do you think this particular crossing would be passable for vehicular traflic of a heavier sort, because 
that is what would be required ? It would not be fit for drays.
449, A\ ould it cost a large amount of money to make it fit for dravs ? I did not studv that point closely 
at tbe time, but I believe that the approach to the river is so precipitous that a road could not be made flt 
for dray traffic without a very largo expenditure. Tbe difficulty is not so much in respect to the crossing.
441. Consequently, to make a road sufficiently good to allow people at The Angle to get their produce 
away would cost so much that, in your opinion, ic would never be constructed ? No. It is not so much 
the river crossing as the steepness of the approaches to the river.
442. Consequently the only way to get from The Angle to the market would be to go round by the bridge 
at Tuggeranong, aud tlie distance would be about 13 miles ? Yes ; about 13 miles.
443. It would mean a distance of 13 miles ? Yes ;. as far as heavy traffic is concerned.
444. With regard to Coffey’s Hat, I understand that tbe distance'there would only be about 10 miles ?
Yes. I have already said that it was in favour of Coffey’s Flat by about 3 miles, using Tharwa Bridge in 
each case. ‘
445. You stated in your former evidence with regard to consolidation that if the exchange were effected 
it would not consolidate the run ? Not in my opinion. 1 gave the reasons at the time. *1 stated that in 
one case, if the exchange were made in accordance with tbe Bank’s wishes, it would leave a detached area 
of 322 acres. On the other hand, if the exchange were not made in accordance with the Bank’s wishes, it 
would leave a detached area of 512 acres.
44G. As a matter of fact, these strips would be almost useless for the station ? No. I am unable to see 
why a reasonable arrangement could not be made with adjoining adverse owners for tlie rental of those 
lands on fair conditions, because tbe land is very valuable. For one thing, there is a good deal of 
agricultural land—I reckon that there is 50 acres of agricultural land along portion No. 1. &c., belonging 
to the Bank adjoining Tbe Angle on the west. b 15
447. You say that there is a strip of about 50 acres of cultivation land ? Yes.
448. About what breadth would that be ? 1 think, from my recollection, in the widest part probably 
30 chains wide. At all events, there is a considerable extent of cultivable land there.
449. But it is in the nature of a strip ? Not altogether; not any more so than the strip at Coffey’s Flat, 
and, in my opinion, it is richer soil. I think the Bank could come to terms witli adjoining owners. Tlie 
irregular shape of this land would place the Bank at a disadvantage. I should like to state that in giving 
the value of the Coffey’s Hat; land and Naas Creek land as compared with The Angle land, I have said 
that practically the value is about the same, but, in my opinion, it is not so desirable in tbe interests of 
settlement.
450. Chairman.] Still you hold the opinion that the Bank should add three detached areas to Coffey’s 
Flat ? Yes ; and cancel the Naas Creek piece.
451. Mr. Maekay.] If the Bank were to lose The Angle, would it not practically cut them off from all
them land on tbe southern side of the run? 1 understand that Die land, which was originally in the 
name of Gray, at the time this map was prepared was held in hands adversely to the station, but is now 
m the hands of the station. They have only to go 10 chains hy road to connect the Bank land with the 
land at Ihe Angle, but if they lost the reserve at The Angle they would then have to go through this 
strip of land : and then, under arranged terms possibly, they would have about half a mile of private 
property to go through. L
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452. You admit that from a pastoralist’s standpoint it would make it very inconvenient to work that part jjaUilw
of the run? Yes; the shortest connection by road would be at least half a mile. ^
453. This land through which the Bank would have to get the road is held by people adverse to the 2 jnne 18g ■ 
Bank ;—do you think it possible for the Bank to make an arrangement to get tbe road ? Yes : a road is
already reserved through The Angle land for access in a northerly and southerly direction.
454. i’utting all these things aside, yon admit that, from a station standpoint, it would be a serious 
matter of severance—that is, as to working the other property ? Yes, decidedly. At present they have 
only 10 chains of road to traverse; otherwise they would have a road of considerable length along which 
to drive their stock.
455. Mr. Carroll.'} 1 suppose yon have had a good deal to do with the eschange of land on various stations?
I have had to do, I think, with about half a dozen cases altogether.
456. Do you remember iu your experience where the Government have got the best of any eschange ? I 
think that only one eschange that I have heen concerned with has got through, They have mostly been 
attempts. 1 cannot understand any grazier offering to make an exchange unless it would suit his interest 
at the same time. There are, of course, cases in which it suits the Crown also.

James Harcourt Lees called in, sworn, and examined :—
457. Chairman.} "What are you ? Station manager for the Union Bank at Cuppacumbalong.
458. You know about tho original proposal inado by the Union Bank to exchange these properties? Yes. 
That was land at the hack of the Half Moon Creek, an area of 1,100 acres approximately.
459. That was to be exchanged for what land ? Tor The Angle land.
460. In your opinion, wras that a fair proposal by the Bank to the Government? Not taking the value
of the laud alone into consideration; hnt at the time wo thought that under the Act we should he able to 
pay the difference in cash. '
461. Did you propose to pay the difference if there was any ? Me were quite agreeable to do so.
462. Did you propose to do so ? I do not know whether it was in the proposal or not—that was the 
intenl ion.

J. H. Lees 

2 June, 1897

463. That proposal, at any rate, was put on one side altogether ? Yes.
464. And you next proposed to give the Coffey’s Plat properly in exchange for The Angle property ? 
Yes, for the 1,290 acres.
405. Would it enable the Bank to consolidate their property more if Ihe exchange were made? That is 
the only reason why we wanted to get tho exchange made. It was to consolidate tho holding. 'This 
Angle land is of a better class than Coffey’s Plat land, but we arc giving more of it.
466. What do you estimate to he the value of the Coffey's Plat land? Taking it right through with the 
cultivation land, 16s. an acre.
467. Aud The Angle land? The Angle land :uid those small blocks all through, 25s. an acre.
468. In your opinion, would tlie Coffey's Plat laud maintain two families ? I am quite sure it would, 
with mixed farming and grazing,
469. And The Angle land? It is only fit for grazing. It would carry from 700 to 800 sheep, and that 
is as much as will beep ono man.
470. It would not carry one and a half sheep to the acre ? Certainly not. All that land runs about a 
sheep to tho acre in ordinary seasons, but you have to take into consideration the Hat, which is very rich 
land. It will carry two sheep to the acre in ordinary seasons, or one and a half any way.
471. Then 1 understand that the sole desire of the Bank is to consolidate its property, and that for this 
reason yon have proposed this exchange? Yes; that is the solo reason. ]f we lose this area we are 
severed from the southern end of the run. The 1,802 acres will also be cut off from the rim.
472. AV here is the station ? The homestead is at the bridge.
473. You understand the suggestion made by Mr. Halliday;—in your opinion, is that a fair proposal 
towards the Bank ? No ; 1 think it is an unfair proposal. Wo are making a saeriQee now to secure this 
land to consolidate without the extra 322 acres.
474. Do you recognise the fact that the Bauk has been forced into the position of sacrificing land on 
account of their original proposal being so one-sided? We have to make a sacrifice to try and secure 
this Angle land, because the run is already cut up in different places, and if we lose tins it will be worse 
still. In place of having 2,000 acres on the Coffey’s Plat end of tho run we should only have 322 acres, 
and the intention is to turn that 322 acres into a farm. It is the only bit of cultivation land that we 
have left. We already have a farm on Coffey’s Plat, and we agree to give that up).
475. What is the extent of that farm ? There is 30 acres so far enclosed.
476. Is it improved? Yes ; it is being stumped and cleared.
477. Are there are any buildings on it? There is one building. •
478. Is it fenced ? Yes ; and there are also two other buildings on the Coffey’s Plat land that \vc give
up all claim to as well as the fencing. '
479. Would you recommend the Bank to make tho exchange which Halliday proposes? Not tho whole 
of these blocks. If we were allowed to held 200 acres of block No. 2 I think the Bank would agree to it.
480. To have block No. 2 in addition to what they already propose to give ? As long as they give us
200 acres on the river. "
481. I suppose it is the cream of it? It is the only hit of cultivation land left for ns.
482. As far as these Tharwa allotments are concerned, what would you recommend tho Bauk to do? 
They have agreed to give up all claim to the allof ments that have been purchased near the bridge—about 
6 acres—on condition that they get an equal acreage to the south of the station,
483. The Bank is prepared to make that exchange? Yes.
484. Mr. Maekay.} In your opinion, would that piece of land at Naas Creek keep a family ? It would 
not altogether keep a family, hut the selectors have homes on the land, and they go working on the roads 
contracting.
485. Then it must be very bad land indeed ? It is not good land. ,
486. It could he taken up, I suppose, as an additional by some of the farmers round it ? Yes; Ihere are 
men on both sides of it.

487.
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J. H. Lees. 487. If it wras taken up as an additional 'by ono of those men, it could be worked well ? Yes; there is a
n''r'~'A"TVY, man living alongside of it who savs that if the eschange takes place one of his sons will take up that2 June, 1897. b]ock_ o e „ D E I

488. How much an acre is that 560 acres worth? 7s. Gd, an acre, iucludiog the cultivation land, of which 
there is about 40 acres.
489. Chairman.'] 'What is the nature of the soil ? It is a narrow strip running up the Gudgenby Creek. 
It is loamy soil. There is about 25 acres of very good cultivation land on it, and 15 acres more on the 
opposite side of the creek, which also is good soil.
490. Would that soil run out in two or three years ? With proper usage it would not run out, but the
best land will run out if it is not looked after and manured. With fair usage it would stand for the next
ten years.
491. Mr. Carroll.] The Bank owns'a lot of land on the station, of course ? Yes.
492. Is there any land belonging to the Bank suitable for cultivation ? Not pieces of any size. There 
are patches of 5 or 6 acres.
493. What is it? Fair grazing country. A man going on that land would want considerable capital to 
start with, to fence and build and stock. Coffey’s Flat is already fenced and subdivided, rand we give up all 
claim to those fences.
494. Then you consider that Mr. Halliday’s proposal, that you should give up Coffey’s Flat and these 
three blocks for The Angle, is not a fair proposal ? No. *
495. But you consider that to give up Coffey’s Flat and 120 acres of that piece would be a fair exchange 
for The Anglo and the three detached areas *? Yes ; that would leave us this 200 acres for a farm.
490. Chairman.] Is there any agricultural land on that 120 acres ? I suppose that 50 or 00 acres could 
be used for agriculture, but it would need to be stumped and grubbed.
497. Mr. Maekay.] [ understand that the 560 acres is out of the question altogether ;—but would you be 
prepared to include the 560 acres if you were to get the 200 acres forming part of block 2 ? No.

Edward James Halliday recalled and further examined :—
E. J. 498. Chairman.] You know Mr. Lees’proposal ? Yes—to retain 200 acres out of this 322 acres, putting 

Halliday. the Naas Creek land out of consideration. I should like to say that the value of the land remaining, 
exc^u^I1S ^le 200 acres, would not be more than about 15s. an acre. You would have 122 acres at 15s.; 

une, 7. jS) bQs j [j0 that would be a modification in favour of tho Crown—that is, to reject
tho Naas Creek land and add 122 acres at Coffey's Flat. ■
499. But if tho Naas Creek land were included in the Bank’s proposal to exchange, would you then be 
agreeable to tlie retention of the 200 acres spoken of? Yes ; 1 think that would he a safe exchange in 
the interests of the Crown.
500. Mr. Maekay.] That is the inclusion of the Naas Creek property as well;—do you not think that 
that would be more than a fair exchange ? No ; and I will explain why. The 322 acres I said would be 
wortli 24s. an acre, but if you take 200 acres away you take tbe cream of it, and leave land worth 15s. an 
acre. That makes a value of £91 10s.; but the io'tal value of the Naas Creek land is £180. Therefore 
you would simply throw £90 worth of land into the balance; but I do not know if the Bank have offered 
to do it. I think the thing is so nearly equally divided that £90 is a consideration that might settle it one 
way or the other. My proposal is to throw out the Naas Creek land altogether, and embrace portions 
2,17, and 18. As tbe Bank ask for the exchange, they should, 1 think, bo prepared to give a concession 
(say) 10 per cent, in favour of the Crown,
501. Having heard everything that has been said, you still adhere to your former opinion ? Yes.
502. Would that 332 acres adjoining Coffey’s Flat, together with the Coffey’s Flat land, be a fair exchange 
for The Angle and the three detached blocks ? Yes.

' TOE ST) A Y. 8 JUNE, 1897.

JE resent:—
Mb. MILLET, j Mr. CAEEOLL,

Mr. MACKAY.
W. H. B. PIDDINGTON, Esq., in the Chaie.

John Gale called in, sworn, and examined :—■
J. Gale. 503. Chairman.] "Where do you live ? At Queanbeyan.

^ 504. "What is your occupation ? I am a journalist.
8 June, 1897. 505p J)0 you know anything with regard to this proposed exchange of land ? I know the locality, and I 

know the history of the whole transaction.
506. Will you give the Committee an account of the whole transaction ? I cannot give dates, but I can 
give matters in the order of their occurrence. A certain area of land, situated near Williamsdale, on the 
western bank of tlie Murrumbidgee—I think 960 acres—was gazetted, I think, as a homestead selection 
or lease. There was great interest awakened hy this announcement—so much so that very great numbers 
of persons expressed their intention of going to the ballot for the possession of this piece of land. 
Before, however, the date for the alienation or selling of the land came about, the proposed sale was 
revoked hy Cazriie notification. At this there was a considerable amount of indignation, for tho 
revocation came, I think, only one clear day before tlie day appointed for tbe sale at the Land Office. A 
very considerable number of persons were in Queanbeyan, with some of whom I conversed, and most of 
whom had, through their local land agents, taken preliminary steps for contesting by ballot for the 
possession of this piece of land. The indignation was very strong, and, so far as I can recollect, was 
expressed by some means fo the Minister for Lands. The Member for the district, Mr. O’Sullivan, 
interested himself so far* in the matter that he obtained a promise from theMiuislcr (so it was reported ;— 
in fact, I think there was some intimation of a proposed exchange of certain other areas for this one)

that
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that nothing further shouJd be done in the matter until some inquiry was made. Whether there J- Gllle* 
was any inquiry made or not I do not, hmnv ; but, nota-ithstanding this, another notification 
appeared in due time announcing that it was proposed to hear before the Land Board sitting8 ttne’ 
at Q.ueanbeyan a proposal for the exchange of certain areas of land some miles north of this 
locality, but still on the western bank of the river, for the 9ti0 acres of land originally offered to the 
public. The matter in due time came before the Land Board. Before the sitting of the Land Board 
the public protest assumed a more pronounced shape. Public meetings were called, and not by me, nor 
.moved for by me ; they took place voluntarily. There were two of these meetings, of which I was elected 
chairman, and resolutions were passed at those meetings protesting against the action of the Minister, 
and the resolutions were duly forwarded to the Minister, notwithstanding that the day was fast 
approaching when the case in regard to the proposed exchange was to be beard by tbc Land Board. At 
the latter of these two meetings, Mr, Cox, the proprietor of the Quean&eyan Age, and myself, were 
requested to attend the sitting of the Land Board, and watch the proceedings in the interest of the 
objectors. This we did. I presume that this Committee knows what the upshot of that hearing was, 
aud what recommendations the Board made.
507. We have the evidence which was given before the Land Board and also the report of the Land 
Board ? I may say that I have no interest, either personally or as a partisan, in the matter, but from my 
knowledge of the locality ]. was always of opinion that the offer for the land by the owners of the 
Cuppacumbalong run was not satisfactory.
60S. Is that the first or second offer ? 1 know of only one offer; there may have been a little variation 
in the areas. A proposal was made to give a certain quantity of land away down the river, at a place 
called Coffey’s Plat, and, perhaps, ultimately, it was offered. There was a little modification, I think, of 
the offer—about 500 acres of very inferior land at Naas Creek being included. Knowing both the areas
3. have formed the opinion that the Bank would he very considerably tbc gainers by tbe exchange. Their 
object in making this overture was to consolidate their holding, and though they are offering a much 
larger area than that which they desired to obtain, it occurred to me that the laud was not of as great 
value. I have not dabbled much in land, hut having a great deal of knowledge of these things, if I had 
been asked to exchange one for the other, T should have preferred the 9GO acres to the areas offered by 
the Bank in exchange for it.
509. You said that there were a great many people who signified their intention to apply for this 9G0 
acres of land if it was thrown open at The Angle ? Yes.
510. Do you remember how this land was divided—was it h> he put up in separate lots or in one block ?
In one block.
511. So that only one family could get it? Only one family.
512. Who attended the public nieetiiigs held at Queanbeyan ? Country people mainly. There may have 
been half-a-dozen townspeople who would be interested as agents in the country people, but it wms a 
representative country meeting on each occasion.
51.3. How many would be present ? I should think that at one meeting there would bo about forty 
present, and at tbe other a less number.
51d. You said that you knetv this land intimately ? Yes ; tbe lower part particularly.
515. Do you know the land at 3'he Angle? Yes; I know'it is a cleaner, sweeter, better piece of land 
than tho portion which is offered in exchange for it.
51G. What do you value that land at ? 1 do not profess to be in a position to say what is the value of it.
51/. Have you ever been on Coffey’s Flat land ? Yes; many times—thirty years ago.
518. How much of that land is fit for agriculture ? A considerable area- of it in patches.
519. And what Urea would be available for agriculture of The Angle laud ? A smaller proportion, 
certainly.
520. Can you give ns any idea of the value of the land at Coffey's Flat ? Taking into account the heavily 
timbered and the broken, rugged, aud swampy character of that land generally, I should take it to he 
inferior land, because it would cost a great deal of money to fit it for occupation for either agricultural 
or pastoral purposes.
521. You say that the land at Naas Creek is very inferior;—have you seen it? Yes; it is literally 
worthless. It may carry a lew sheep, but it is a rugged piece of waste land.
522. Another great objection which you have to the exchange is that you think the Union Bank would 
be benefiting themselves very largely by it ? No ; 1 cannot say that that is my objection. It would be a 
very improper feeling; I think that every man 1m a right to strive for himself. If I were in tbe position 
oi the Bank 1. should perhaps do as they have done, but it was clear to me from the first that the Bank 
meant to consolidate their Cuppacumbalong holding, and were willing to give a larger area in order that 
they might so consolidate it but that larger area which they offer is, in my opinion, inferior land, and 
would be more expensive to bring into a fit state for occupation.
523. Do you think that the Coffey’s Flat land is only half the value of the land at Tho Angle, 
because there are 1,802 acres in the one and 960 acres in tho other, leaving out the land at Naas Creek ?
There is nearly double the area, but 3. hold that it is inferior land. I may say that I was surprised when 
I heard the decision of the Land Board that they valued tho two areas respectively at about an equal 
amount, there being only a difference of some £5'or £7.
524. Mr. Miller.'] You said that you knew all about this transaction from the beginning to the present 
time ? Yes.
525. AY ere you aware of any previous offer being made by tbe Bank to the Government for the exchange 
of land ? I do not know what private overtures may have been made.
52G. You arc not aware that this offer of Coffey’s Flat is tho second proposal made by the Bank for an 
exchange? I was not. My attention was called to it by a notification in the Gaze.Ue and the Iccal 
excitement that it brought forth, much competition being promised for the possession of the land.
527. How many families do you think could live on the land, supposing that Coffey’s Flat was put into a 
proper state for grazing or cultivation do you think that the 1,802 acres would be sufficient for two 
families to reside upon ? It could be divided into three occupation holdings by tbe Government, but 
whether any one of those three would give a yield under cultivation or pasturage equal to that of tbe 9G0 
acres is a question. Those who occupied those three holdings would be put to a great deal more expense 
than the occupant of the land at The Angle in preparing the land for use.

120—D So8.
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J. Gale 528. How many families do yon think The Angle land wonld carry ? Only one ; but I should like the 
Committee not to lose sight of the fact that there were literally scores of persons interested ; it was said 

S June, 1897. that over 100 had expressed their intention to strive for the possession of the land at The Angle, and I 
have not heard of any who wanted the other land or who cared for it.
529. There is not such a public demand for the Coffey’s Flat land as there is for the other? Flo : and 
never was.
530. Mr. Mnckmj?\ TFe have been told that persons residing near the Coffey’s Flat land preferred that 
land? That may be.
531. Then you believe that opinion is divided on the subject, and that those who are nearest The Angle 
land prefer that, and that those nearest Coffey’s Flat prefer the land at Coffey’s Fiat ? Naturally so ; but 
you must bear in mind that the population near Coffey’s Fiat is small compared with the population near 
Michelago.
532. In your opinion, the Bank’s proposal is not a fair proposal as regards the general public ? No, 
bearing in mind this fact that The Angle being contiguous to a much larger settlement there would be a 
much larger number of persons striving for possession of it
533. Then it is not a question of the quality of the land so much as the fact that there arc more people 
near The Angle than at Coffey's Flat? 1 do not hold that at all; I merely state, as a fact, that lo the 
southward there are a great number of persons to whom it is convenient who are anxious to possess tho 
land. In my opinion, the land offered by the Bank is not of a monetary value more than equal to that 
email area which they propose to accept in exchange for the larger one.
534. Ton say that, in your opinion, The Angle land would only comfortably occupy one family ? It 
would bo a nice piece with plenty of elbow-room for one.
535. "Would not Coffey’s Flat afford room for two families ? I say that Coffey’s Flat and Naas Creek 
would settle three families, but it would not profit them so well. It would not be such a fat bolding for 
anyone of them.
536. Suppose that the Bank offered to give this 120 acres adjoining Coffey’s Flat in lieu of the 560 acres 
at Naas Creek, do you think then that it wonld bo a fair thing in tbe interests of tbe public ? It would 
enhance the value of it, because that 120 acres is better land.
537. Do you think that this proposal to give Coffey’s Flat 125 acres of these three portions would bo a 
fair exchange for The Angle ? I have already said that the 125 acres adjoining Coffey’s Flat is of greater 
value than the Naas Creek land.
538. I want to get your opinion as to whether Coffey’s Flat, with that 120 acres, and those three detached 
blocks, would he a fair exchange for The Angle ? J am asked whether I consider that a fair exchange for 
The Angle. This 120 acres is to be given in lieu of Naas Creek. There is more cultivation land there 
than there is altogether on the Naas Creek portion of bolding. It will take S or .10 acres of Naas Creek 
land to maintain a sheep.
539. Putting on one side all question as to the Naas Creek land. I want to know whether you think that, 
in tbe interests of the public, it is a fair thing to exchange Coffey’s Flat and that 120 acres of land for 
Tho Angle land, including the other three portions ? As regards tbe public interests I am in doubt, 
because, although this modification will admit of the land being divided into three homesteads, the holder

, of any one portion wonld not be in such a good position as he would be in if he had The Angle land ; but 
you will tell me that he is not the only one to be considered, but that there are two other persons. Then 
those three persons settled there will not, in my opinion, make more out of the land, if as much, as one 
would out of the holding of 9G0 acres comprising Tho Angle land. On Coffey’s F'lat you may be able to 
settle three persons, but the aggregate wealth which they would get out of it would not be equal to the 
aggregate wealth which one person would get out of Tbe Angie land.
5-10. Mr. Carroll.-\ The Angle land, with the other portions, totals 1,280 acres ;—suppose the Bank were 
to offer Coffey’s Fiat and those other portions, amounting to over 2.400 acres, and also to give up 6 acres 
at the bridge, do you think, in the interests of the public, it would be a fair exchange ? The question 
seems to be complicated when you include an offer to surrender G acres of village land at the bridge for 
some G acres elsewhere. Is not that a transaction entirely independent of ibis one ?
541. No, it is in the proposed exchange; tho Bank are willing to give up 6 acres which the public 
require for a township ;—if the Bank were to give the whole of this laud aud the 6 acres, do you think 
that would be a fair exchange ? The proposal thus modified would give a greater area of land than the 
original proposal which came before the Land Board.
542. In your opinion, if tho Bank gave up this 320 acres at Coffey’s Flat, and gave the 120 acres in lieu 
of the land at Naas Creek, would it be a fair exchange? It approaches very much nearer to an equitable 
exchange than anything that has been yet considered.
543. In your opinion would it be a fair exchange ? It wonld bring it much nearer to an equitable trans
action, because it would give an added area of useful land to the public.
544. If wc got land upon which three families could live, would not that be better than retaining land 
which would support only one family ? If they could only live from hand to mouth they will bo provided 
for; but tbe question is, is it better that we should have three struggling selectors at Coffey’s Flat just 
eking out an existence, or one much more prosperous at The Angle.
545. If all that land was all given up by the Bank would it not be a fair exchange ? It is a better 
arrangement than anything that has come before me yet.
G4G. Taking all the circumstances into consideration, do you think it would be a fair exchange in tbe 
interests of tbe public ? I think that a Crown lessee bolding a run like Cuppacumbalong should be 
encouraged to consolidate, so far as it does not prejudice the public interest; but the original overture 
did seem to prejudice the public interest; but now a proposal is submitted to me which is very much 
modified as compared with that which came before tbe Land Board, and which makes it, in my opinion, 
more advantageous to the public than was tbc original overture.
547. Mr. Miller.'] Supposing that Coffey’s Flat holding and the land at Naas Creek were all included, do 
you_ think that that would be a fair exchange for The Angle land? It would not be too much to give 
for it.
54S. Chairman^] Then what, in your opinion, is the value of Tho Angle land per acre? The Angle land 
ought to be worth 15s. ait acre, taking the good and the bad together.
549. Then what is the value of the land at Coffey’s Flat ? J would not give 7s. Gd. an acre for it.

550.
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550. So that shows that Coffey’s Plat, 1,802 acres, is of the same value as the 9G0 acres at The Angle ? J- Gale-
That is what it comes to. >
551. In addition to that you throw in 320 acres, blocks Nos. 2, 17, and 18 ? Yes. ® June’ 189^‘
552. What would you value that 320 acres at ? If taken up by selectors, it ought to bo worth 20s,
an acre.
553. What do you value the 560 acres of Naas Creek land at? It is not worth 2s. 6d. an acre.
554. Is it worth 2s. ? That is about its value.
555. Mr. Macl-ay] Does that include the cultivation land ? Yes; that is only a little strip down the creek.
556. How much do you think would be comprised in that strip? It is some years since I saw it, but I 
should think 8 or 10 acres.
557. Chairman] You value the land at The Angle at £720 ? Yes.
558. You value the land at Coffey’s Plat at 7s. 6d. an. acre, and there are 1,802 acres, so that it is practi
cally of the same value as tho land at The Angle. You value the 320 acres comprising blocks Nos. 2,
17, aud 18 at £1. an acre to selectors ;—that is £320 ; and you value Naas Creek land, 560 acres, at 2s. 
an acre, which is about £50 altogether. Thou do not the Bank get a piece of land valued at £720 and 
give up to the Crown land valued at £1,090 ? If I were in the position of the Bank I wonld gladly do 
that, and should consider myself a gainer.
55SI Mr. Mackriij,'] How would that be? The Bank own Coffey’s Plat, and if they find it would be more 
profitable to them to have a less area better consolidated, it seems to mo that that ought to be taken into 
account. I am not a land agent or a land valuer, hut I have lived upwards of forty years in the locality, 
and I have watched the variation in tho prices of land.
560. Mr. Miller] Are the Committee to understand that the Coffey’s Plat proposal with the Naas Creek 
]and,_ as against The Angle and those separate blocks, is not, in your opinion, a fair equivalent for the 
public ? it is not; but with the modification since submitted to me, it becomes a more reasonable 
proposal,
561. Mr. Mackayr^ Have you inspected botli the portions of land to be surrendered ? Not very recently.
I,have a knowledge of them. I have a knowledge of the main areas.
562. Could you give me any idea when you last inspected them ? It is years ago; it is seven years since 
I saw Coffey’s Flat.
563. You have not seen Coffey’s Plat for at least seven years, and you have not seen the other portions 
for even a longer period ? That is so.
561. Are you a practical man with regard to grazing and farming ? Not at all; but I have lived amongst 
graziers and farmers all my life in tho Colony.
505. You have had no practical experience ? None.
666. Is there a practicable crossing-place from The Angle land to Williamsdale? People have crossed 
there; I have not; but 1 have crossed worse places. By packing, communication could be had with

567. There is no crossing for heavy vehicular traffic ? There is a little way down, hut it is not safe.
568. Is not that on private land ? It is.
569. Then as far as the public are concerned, you do not think there is a crossing suitable for heavy 
vehicular traffic? If I were going in for The Angle as a holding, the river and the nature of tho crossing 
there would be no bar to me.
6/0. Is it not a fact that there is no crossing which would be suitable for heavy traffic ? I have heard 
on good authority that bullock-drays have been taken, across there.
571. Do you mean that bullock-drays have been taken across at The Angle ? No ; I do not think a 
bullock-dray could be taken across at The Angle, from the nature of the banks.
572. Then, as a matter of fact, it is not practicable ? Except for packhorses; hut it would be nearly as ■ 
practicable as the crossing at Tharwa before tho bridge was made.
573. How is it that when this matter came before the Band Board only two objectors came forward to 
give evidence ? ihc objectors lived a long way off, and at the public meeting they said they could safely 
leave the matter in the hands of Mr, Cox and myself.
574. Is it a fact that the indigation mooting at Queanbeyan was composed chiefly of townspeople?
Certainly not; tho country people numbered two to one, aud the townspeople present were people who 
hail an indirect interest, being land agents.
5/5. Was not opinion divided at the meeting in reference to the proposed exchange? Yes; it was 
divided, in so far as there were two dissentients from the resolution.
576. There were some dissentients in favour of tho exchange ? Yes.
57/. Mr. Carroll] Who were the people who were in favour of the exchange ? I said one or two. I 
can only distinctly remember one, and that is W. Davis Wright, auctioneer.
578, What class of people, as an agent, does Mr. Wright represent at the Land Board? I suppose he 
represents the grazier more than the selectors, but 1 am not prepared to say that positively. He has not 
been long in business in Queanbeyan.
579. Did he appear to you to be in the interest of the stations ? I know that his antecedents were all 
connected with stations. His father was the original holder of Cuppacumbalong run.

James Hareourt Lees further examined :—
5Sp. Ghainnan] You wish to make a further statement in reference to your evidence? Yes. In my J. H. Lees.
evidence J. stated that in blocks Nos. 2, 17, and 18 there were between 50 and 60 acres of cultivation
land. I should have said that there arc 30 or 35 acres of cultivation land. With regard to the fencing, 8 June, 1897-
wc have_already stated that we give up all claim to the fencing on Coffev's Plat, and on the 560 acres of
land which are all enclosed and subdivided. Wo give up all claim to that which will include about 15
miles of fencing, and the land proposed to be surrendered was valued by the Land Board exclusive of
the improvements. That is my reason for stating that it we gave up this 560 acres plus that 120 acres it
would be more than a fair exchange.
581. That is the 120 acres on block No. 2 ? Yes; that is the extra piece included with this 560 acres.
582, Mr. Miller] Do you not think that the proposal of the Ban];: is in the Bank’s interest, and that the 
Bank should be prepared to concede something to the Government in a matter of this sort—something

for
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J. H. Lees, for the concession P I think the Bank is already doing so. It is giving up Coffey’s Flat, and .wc lose in.
the carrying capacity; we lose all claim to the improvements ; but at The Angle we gain by eonsolida- 

8 June, 1896. tion, because if we were to lose that land at The Angle you can see how it would cut up that part of the 
run ; it would leave us a long strip of 560 acres which would be practically useless. Mr. Holliday says 
that we could come to terms with the adjoining holders ; but I do not think that they would take up that 
land and pay a fair rent for ift. As it is, they have as much as they can do to hold what they have got 
without renting any more. Then we arc completely severed from the southern end of the run. It would 
bo like working sis separate small pieces, owing to the way we are cut off on different sides. It is diffi
cult to work the place when it is cut up in that manner, and we wish to try and consolidate it. That is 
the sole reason for the proposal to exchange this land, and we make a sacrifice in giving up what land wO 
have.

APPENDIX
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EXCHANGE OF LAND, CUPPACUMBALONG RUN, QUEANBEYAN DISTRICT.

APPENDIX.

A 2.
' [To Evidence of Mr. E. A. Bronsdon.J

CurrAcuirDalong- Excitange (398, Eastekn).
Surveyor E. J. HalHday to tire District Surveyor, reporting on proposed exchange of lands at Cuppacumbalong, county of

Cowley, Laud Board District of Goulburn.
No. 96-109.

Sir, ' Cooma, 21 September, 1896.
Referring to your instructions, No. 9G-1+7, dated 26th August, 1896, see enclosed papers, Ain. 96-8,812 (L.B. 

96 -4,326, tin.), I have tho honor, after inspection on the 23th August tost, to report as follows :—
2. ddie representative of the Union Bank, Mr. Davidson, informed me that the Bank was willing to surrender an 

area on the northern end of the estate, and I inspected this country with him.
3. By a letter dated 7th September, 1896 (copy enclosed). I made a proposal lo the Bank, which has been accepted 

by it. (See its enclosed letter, marked “ IX,” dated 10th September,} The 1,802^ acres offered for surrender is hatched 
sienna on enclosed hclio. of Cuppacumbalong. The 1,300 acres (about) desired in exchange is hatched blue on this helio,
I consider the value of tho 1,802$ acres to be equal to that of the 1,300 acres (about).

4. One disadvantage to the land offered in surrender is that the laud is irregular in form, but not, I consider,
prohibitively so. The holdings of many bond file settlors are, unfortunately, more irregular than this area. Another 
disadvantage, which applies in a lesser degree, is that the country is not naturally so sound for sheep, and, therefore, not so 
valuable ; but this feature can be improved by clearing and draining. There is more cultivation land in the area offered 
for surrender ; but, with the exception of about 15 to 20 acres aloug part of Murrumbidgeo front-age, tho cultivatuble land 
is not of a rich character. .

5. Observing map it will bo noticed that there is a good deal of land alienated adversely to the Bank near to, aud 
in part, adjoining water reserve 07. P. Kelly and P. Smith, adjacent holders, arc settlers of a good and bond fide type. 
If, however, water reserve 67 became alienated adversely to the Bank, a narrow strip of country, comprised within portions 
00, 10, 11, 1, 12, 35, and TO, aggregating in area 522.$ acres, would be injuriously' severed from the rest of the Bank’s lands. 
This 522.) acres is all excellcut sheep country, and probably 50 acres in patches could be cultivated. If, therefore, water 
reserve 67 came under adverse occupation of a permanent character the Bank submits that it would be at a disadvantage 
in renting or disposing of this 522$ acres ; and the area being so extremely irregular it would be too expensive to work 
separately. 1 also understand that the Bank is in treaty to secure the ad jacent lands standing in the name of Dyball and 
(ircy. The land in this locality is the most valuable part of the run for sheep, being the soundest. If the proposal 
suggested by me is approved of the advantage to the Crown is that the three isolated areas comprised within the vacant 
land north of portion 68, vacant portions 67 and 45, an aggregate area of about 350 acres, would be absorbed by the Bunk. 
In each case, however, part of the adjoining land is held adversely to the Bank, or at least nominally so : hut I do not 
consider tho prospects nf disposing of tills land, except to tho Bank, at all probable, at a fair value, say, 27s. 6d. or 30s. 
per acre. This 350 acres, as already indicated, is excellent sheep country, not requiring any improvement (beyond fencing). 
Another and more important advantage to the Crown is that, I consider, the 1,802$ acres will he found sufficient to support 
two resident settlers, by their combining sheep ami cattle grazing, cultivation, and ordinary labouring pursuits in district. 
In tho case of water reserve 67, the rock is so near the surface that the land cuts up in time of drought; the 1,802$ acres 
stands drought better, but, on the other baud, much of it gets what is termed “spuey” in wet seasons. But, after 
weighing these and other considerations, I think the proposal might fairly be considered. Owing, however, to the irregular 
shape of the 1,802,V acres, the comparative unsoundness of much of the laud for sheep, and the comparative poorness of 
most of the land fitted for cultivation, I have come to this conclusion with a considerable degree of doubt.

6. Tim request made by tire Bank in the latter part of its letter of !0th September, that it be allowed to retain the 
30-acro farm, should not, I consider, be complied with. This laud lias been cleared at some considerable expense, say £25, 
and made fit for cultivation; but, on the other baud, a good deal of the country has been ringed and then allowed to 
sucker, so that its present state is far worse than it was in the beginning. Further, the fact of securing this small area of 
culti vat able land is an important factor in favour of the proposed exchange on the part of tho Crown.

7. Hie improvements are not of a character that would benefit incoming homestead selectors, and I think the 
suggestion made by mo in this connection (see my letter dated 7th inst.) should be followed. Tho improvements are 
indicated on helio. Except whore log fencing is noted, the rest is wire fencing, all being old except that round cultivation 
paddock in south-east comer, which is new and worth £50 per mile. Tho rest is worth about £15 per mile.

S. As water reserve 67 has been proclaimed a homestead selection and will be available for applications on the loth 
October next, I would respectfully suggest that the land be at once withdrawn from such pending the consideration of 
this proposed exchange.

9. If the proposal he accepted, then the question of roads will require to be considered before the land is made 
available. For instance, tbe main road as now in use northerly from the north-west comer of portion S3 is not provided 
for by survey ; again, the road running southerly through portions 24, 25, and 20, &c., parallel to and a short distance 
from main read, is not required in its present position ; a shorter road from portion 7 to main road would bo required 
in lieu.

10. Further (if the proposal be accepted), a slight exchange might be advantageously made by adding the western 
part of portion 19 to conditional lease 90(72, aud taking therefrom the parts of lease to the cast of the hTcshford Road ; 
tins arrangement has already been given effect to on the ground (see position of existing fencing). The most northern part 
of portion 88 might also he treated far in the same way.

11. There is also a school building ou portion 27 used on sufferance (sec helio.) ; this should also perhaps he provided 
for by surveying, say, 2 acres.

12. The 1,802A acres can, I think, behest subdivided into two areas of 1,0431 acres and 759 acres, as indicated on 
helio. The 1,043.1 acres 1 would estimate as being worth £1 per acre, and the 759 acres £1 2s. 6d. per acre. Each area 
contains a little agricultural land.

13. Tho opening of a road known as the Point Hut Road is now under consideration. Part of this road is surveyed
through the most northern part of the 1,802$ acres. *

14. The time occupied in service was at field-work one day and at office-work two days, the rest of party being at
other service. I have, &c.,

E. J. HALLIDAT,
--------  Surveyor.

Ain. 96-8,812 (L.B. 96-4,326, On.) herewith,
L.B. 96-5,746. Ain. 96-8,812 enclosed. The form this exchange has now assumed appears to justify reference to 

the Board. It is unfortunate that tho previous offer was so one-sided as to lead to the land formerly water reserve 67 
being notified as a homestead selection, which will be open 15th October next. Withdrawal from homestead selection, if 
approved, should beofi'ucted as soon as possible, and the Land Agent at Queanbeyan informed, so as to avoid as far as 
practicable disappointing intending applicants.—U. H. Shicaipe, D.S., 24/9/96. The Under Secretary,

, ------------- A 3.
120—E
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A 3.
Dear Sir, Legislative Assembly, N.S. W.. Sydney, 20 October, 1S96.

The following telegram is from the Daily Telegraph of h'rrday last:—“Queanbeyan, Thursday. The selectors 
here are jubilant in consequence of Mr. Cavruthers stopping the exchange of the revoked homestead selection, No. 225, 
parish of Cuppacumbalong, and deciding lo have the laud submitted for settlement.”

l I have now to request that you will follow up your laudable action by at once declaring the area (No. 225, parish of 
Cnppacnmhalong) again open for homestead selection.

There are nearly 200 persons waiting to apply for the area, most of them selectors’ sons, end they are just the stamp 
of men to turn tho land in the mountain country to good account. I have, &e.,
Hon. J. H, Carruthers, Minister for Lands. K. W, O’SULLIVAN.

. A 4.
Dear Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, 21 November, 1890.

On behalf of nearly 200 applicants for the proposed homestead selection on Cuppacumbalong Holding, formerly 
water reserve 67, and now reserve 24,997, and adjoining blocks, 1 desire to lodge a protest against the proposed exchange 
of that land for 2,362 acres on Cuppacumbalong and Tharwa holdings.

The grounds of iny protest are:—That the lands proposed to be given in exchange for the land formerly open to 
homestead selection are inferior in quality and inconveniently situated. So well ondorstood are these facts that I have 
no hesitation in asserting that you will have no bonajule applications for homestead selections on tho lands offered if the 
.exchange should be made. The reason for this is obvious. Part of them arc near Paddy’s River, in mountainous country, 
and away from tho bridge. The settlers who are in that region now complain bitterly of having to travel 7 or 8 miles to 
the bridge, and the same distance back, when they have to go to Queanbeyan. The land near Naas Valley offered is 
inferior in quality. On tho other hand, the land on the old water reseive, which was first offered as a homestead selection, 
js of splendid quality, and lies within 2 miles of Williamsdale railu'ay station and the main road to Cooma and Queanbeyan. 
The river is fordable at the locality'. The block of laud first offered as a selection is so highly appreciated that nearly 200 
persons were prepared to take it up as a homestead selection.

Why should these 200 persona be deprived of the chance of obtaining a profitable homestead in order to oblige a 
Ranking institution which already possesses or dominates an enormous teiritory in the vicinity?

Yours, &c.,
A. C. Letts, Esq., Chairman of Local Land Board, Goulburn. E. W. O’SULLIVAN.

A 5. „
Sir, Queanbeyan, 27 November, 1890.

By a resolution passed at a public meeting of persons interested in the proposed surrender and exchange, 
Cupperenmbalong holding, No. 393, Eastern Division, held this day at Queanbeyan, I, the chairman of that meeting, was 
directed to forward to yon tbe resolution attached hereto, also adopted by the meeting named, with a request that you 
will be good enough to submit the same for the consideration of the Local Land Boaid at if s meeting to be held here 
ou Saturday, 5th of December proximo.

' I have, &a.,
A. C. Betts, Esq., Chairman, Local Land Board, Goulburn. JOHN GALE.

Moved by Mr. J. Kcoffe, seconded by Mr. Timothy Kelcbei,— T , .
11 That this meeting is of opinion that it is against the public interest to grant to the Union Bank of Australia the 

land they ask for in exchange for the areas they ofler, as shown on the map exhibited at tho Court-house, Queanbeyan, or 
to appropriate to uses other than selection ihu bomostead area near WiLlhinisdalo, leeently withdrawn from selection, and 
being part of Ouppacumbalong holding, county of Cowley, parish of Cuppacumbalong, comprising 946 acres. ’

Resolution carried.
John Gau;, Chairman,

Referred to the District Surveyor in connection with previous papers in the case,—C. H. Emejiy, 30|'l]/96.

A 6.
Su’EVEYOJi E. J. Haluday to the District Surveyor, reporting further us to proposed exchange of hml at 

No. 96-115. Cuppaciunbalonc, county Cowley, Land Board District of Goulburn.
8jr, ' Camp, near Yass, 30 November, 1896.

Referring to your instructions, No. 90-18), dated 19th Noveinlier, 189(5, on Ain. 96-12,404 (L.B. 96-7,699, Gn.), 
enclosure, I have the honor, after inspection on the 20Ui iiislanl, to report as follows :—

First, as to the additional portions afforded in Bin render—5,63,87, and S8, parish Cuppaeuinlmlong. About 10 
acres at the north-west corner of portion 88 und about 10 acres along frontage of portions 03 and 87 is flat, arable, loamy 
land, with light soil of granite formation ; the balance west of road is light-soiled, hilly land, rocky in parts, gmnilc 
formation, moderately thickly timbered, mainly with apple : the 350 acres oust of road is so precipitous and rocky as to be 
almost, if not quite, valueless, except, perhaps, for tbe oak timber on it, which may he used in time of drought when the 
more accessible oak elsewhere has been used up. The adjoining Crown land is of the same rocky, barren, mountainous 
character, and, in fact, is almost, if not wholly, inaccessible from the frontage of portions 63, $/, and 88, which taken 
together, I value at .£120 for the olOacres as freehold value, apart from tiny existing fencing. _

About half of portions is flat, arable, light-soiled, loamy land, of granite formation ; the rest is undulating, fairly 
grossed, openly timbeiod land, rocky in parts ; the freehold value of which I estimate at £60. The adjoining Crown land, 
however, is almost worthless, being pieeipitously steep, excessively barren and rocky.

For settlement purposes this additional land offered in surrender is not of much value, and could be best woikcd us 
part of a large holding. It might, of course, he selected for the sake of forming a home, but it is on the fringe of settle
ment, and far removed from school provision, Arc.

Again, as to exchanging land on south of head station on section 3, village of Tharwa, for allotments leeently 
bought at auction by Bank, it is probable that if the same allotments were put up again alter exchange they would he 
similarly purchased, us, naturally enough, perhaps, a possible public-house may not be desired so close to the station 
residence.

Speaking generally it maybe said that nearly all the trouble in this case has arisen through the extremely one
sided exchange proposal first made by the Bank,

Further, I am unable to sec that the application of Bank is made mainly for consolidation purposes, inasmuch ns 
the land offered in surrender leaves a small area entirely' cut off from the rest of the Bunk's property. This small area 
comprises portions 2, 17, and 18, parish Tharwa, totalling 322 acres. About 25 acres of portion 2 is under cultivation on 
terms, but the terms are not such, I believe, as would prevent, surrender; thereat of land is occupied by Bank, The 
322 acres is not so good as tho 522J acres adjoining revoked reserve 07. It has already been pointed out that revoked 
reserve 67 is not wholly surrounded by the’Bank’s land, and should this revoked reserve pass into other hands than the 
Bank’s there is no reason why the 522^ acres should not. be satisfactorily rented, or otherwise arranged for, in a give and 
take manner, with one ormore of the four adjacent holders, especially aa there ia on it Ixith water and a considerable area 
of good cultivation ground, and the Bank would still hold a large compact area to the south.

When called upon to suggest an exchange for water reserve 67, I found it difficult, because Lhero is not apparently 
in the whole of Cuppacumbalong Estate another equally compact area of equal average quality.

When in locality a few days ago I had a further look at water reserve 67 and the lands offered in surrender to the 
north. I consider my first valuation of the latter as high ratiier than otherwise. There ia on it certainly about 100 acres 
in all of fair arable lund ; but. on the other hand, there is a considerable part of it light-soiled, inferior land, cKpeoially on 
the south-west half; some of it, through neglected suekering, is densely scrubby ; sweetbriar is rather thick on one part. 
It is not so hilly as water reserve 67, a great deal of it, in fact, being too level for satisfactory natural drainage in a wet 
time, and is not nearly so sound for sheep as water reserve 67. My
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My first doubts in respect to exchange are increased upon further inspection and consideration, and the additional 
offers by Bank do not satisfactorily remove them. I would, therefore, advise, in view of the foregoing, and having regard 
to the expression of public opinion against tho proposal, and the fact that about £2,000 worth of land on each side is 
involved, that the proposal be declined unless a further inspection be made (say) by some successful aud level-headed 
grazier from another district, such as Messrs. A. J. Litchfield or J. Crisp, of Cooma disti ict, at a probable coat of less 
than £10, or that the Bank give np portions 2, 17, and IS (on the same terms as the rest), as suggested by the Minister.

Mr. L. F. Be Sabs, M.L.C., informed mo that, as owner with equity of redemption, he claimed that his consent to 
any proposed exchange would he required to give it legal effect. This has not been given.

I have, &c.,
E. J. HALL1DAY,

. Surveyor.
The time occupied in this service was:—At field-work, one day ; and at office-work, half-day.—E. J.H.

CurpAOUMBALONi; Exchangk.—The latest offer is to give 2,3121 acres for about 1.300 acres. Mr. Halliday has 
valued the 2,312J acres at £2,077 7s. (id. pn a freehold basis, but much of the laud is still incomplete conditional purchase, 
and portion SS, of 300 acres, part of the last offer, is only held as conditional lease 00-110. It is necessary to ascertain 
what the Bank proposes to do as to completing and exchanging as freehold, Mr, Halliday values portions 63, 87, and 88, 
in all 510 acres, at about 4s. Sid. per acre (freehold), aud portion 5, of 50 acres, at 24s. The addition last offered adds 
very little, therefore, to the value of the wholo offered. I propose to ha present at the Board meeting, and supply further 
particulars. At present I do not recommend tho exchange.—G. H. Siieakfe, D.S., 2/12/96. The Chairman.

A 7.
Sirs, Yarralumla, 2 December, 1896.

Kindly oblige by entering a protest against the exchange of what is known as homestead selection on Cuppacum
balong Holding for that portion of laud known as Coffey’s Flat, on account of the inferior quality of latter land for 
grazing purposes. '

By entering the protest on liehalf of the undersigned, vou will much oblige. "
‘ JOHN FLINT.

RODEBicK McDonald. 
CORNELIUS O’ROURKE. 
JOHN WARMAN.
GEORGE MORRIS.

Messrs. Cox aud Gale. AARON TAYLOR.
(And others.)

A 8.
To the Chairman and Members of the Queanbeyan Land Board,—

Gentlemen,
In the matter of the proposed surrender and exchange of land, Cuppacumbalong Pastoral. Holding No, 398, 

county Cowley, parishes Tharwa and Cuppacumbalong, Land District of Queanbeyan, Eastern Division, by the Union 
Bank of Australia (Limited), for 1,300 acres of Crown lands, being part of the Cuppacumbalong Holding, including home- 
etoad area No. 225, county Cowley, parish of Cuppacumbalong, Land District, Queanbeyan.

IVe, the undersigned residents and intending applicants, of Micalago, Burra, and 'Williamsdale, strongly object to 
the above exchange being effected, as the same is against our interest and the public in genetal, which will he explained by 

• our representatives, Messrs. Cox and Gale, and give expression to our voices.
We are, (to.,

JOHN CUMMINS.
WILLIAM LENANE. 
WALTER F. CRAWFORD. 
PATRICK COMMINS. 
MICHAEL J. COMMINS. 
CHARLES SMITH.

(And others,)

A 9.
Crown Lands Act of 1SS4—(Part II. secliou 14, sub-section 4.) 

Decision of Local Ijand Board.
New .South Wales, to wit.
Whereas on the 5th day of December, 1896, aud 28th and 29th days of January, 1897, it became a matter for investigation 
before us to consider an application to surrender and exchange lands within Cuppacumbalong Pastoral Holding No. 398, 
Eastern Division, iu the Land District of Queanbeyan—the Union Bank of Australia (Limited)—and having taken evidence 
and inquired into the said matter, wc appraise the freehold value of land proposed to ho surrendered at £1,780, and of the 
land to he given iu exchange at £1,785 7s. Gd., exclusive of improvements.

The balance of testimony adduced at inquiiy is in favour of the proposal, and in this connection we desire to point 
out that out of the large number of objectors only two appeared in support of their objections, and these have but a very 

■ slight knowledge of tbe laud proposed to be surrendered.
The area of 1,802 acres, fenced on exterior boundaries, appears to be sufficient for two homestead selections, and is 

suitable for mixed farming, part grazing and part agriculture.
Tho 560 acres to the south on Naas and Gudgenby Creeks embrace for the most part inferior land, but being fenced 

. in, and containing in all about 35 acres of eultivatable land, would doubtless be taken in one block as a homestead 
selection.

The land to be given in exchange is good grazing, but only a few acres suitable for agriculture.
The proposal appears equitable, tho lands to be surrendered being of greater area, easier of access, and more suitable 

for closer settlement under existing law than those to he given in exchange.
Tho improvements should not be disturbed.

Given under our hands at the Court-house at Queanbeyan, in the Colony of New South Wales, this 29th day of 
January, 1897.

Charting Branch.—B.a’B. (^crG.H.), lfi/2/97.

A. C. BETTS, Chairman.
J. J. -WRIGHT, ) .
ALEX. DYCE, \ MuItlbei'3-

Caption to Deposition of Witnesses.
New South Wales, to wit.
The examination of Edward James Halliday, of Cooma, in the Colony of New South Wales, salaried surveyor (ten sheets); 
.Tames Hareourt Lees, of Cuppacimibalong ; William Davis Wright, of Queanbeyan; John Shcedy, of Cuppacumbalong ; 
George White, of Cuppacumbalong; John Gregory, of Naas; William John Shecdy, of Tharwa; Jeremiah Kccfi'e, of 
Williamsdale; aud William Oweos, of Taggeranong, in the said Colony.

Whereas it became n matter before the Board to consider an application for surrender and exchange by the Union 
Bank of Australia (Limited) in Cuppacumbalong Holding No. 398, Laud District of Queanbeyan, and it hath been found 
necessary to investigate the said matter on oath, the depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto.

Number of pages of evidence........................................................................................ 30
'Number of exhibits ....................................................................................................... Nil.

This
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This deponent, Edward James Halliday, of Cooma, salaried surveyor, being duly sworn, nmkoth oath and saith as 
follows :—

By Hr. Skeaffe {District Survei/or) 11 was instructed to inspect the lands proposed for surrender and those to be given 
in exchange, Cuppacumbalong bolding; inspected portions 5, 6S, 87, and SS on 2fjth November, 1896 ; value portion 5 of 
50 acres at ±'C0 the lot; about 25 acres of it are fit for cultivation ; water permanent; tbe Crown lands on the west 
adjoining portion 5 are precipitous aud excessively rocky, worthless ; portions 63, 87, and 88, of 510 acres altogether; 
about 10 acres along frontage of portions 63 and 87 and 88 arc flat arable land, with a light loamy soil of granite forma
tion ; the balance west of road, approximate area 150 acres, is light soil, hilly land, rocky in parts, granite formation, 
moderately thickly timbered, mainly with apple; 3511 acres (about) east of road are so precipitous aud rocky us to lie 
almost, if not quite, valueless, except for some oak timber on it, which possibly might be of some value in time of drought, 
when tbe more accessible oak elsewhere has been used ; value the 510 acres as a whole at £120 freehold value, us apart 
from any fencing ; this value represents about 4s, Sljd, per acre ; believe the 510 acres would he taken as a homestead 
selection with a capital value of 5s. an acre ; value the ringing on tile land at £7 ; no other improvements besides boundary 
fencing; the ringing is suckericg badly; the fencing near tho creek is wire ; did not see the fencing on the back ; estimate 
the carrying capacity of the 010 acres, as they are now, at 7 acres to a sheep; know reserve 67 ; estimate it will carry 
about a sheep to an acre ; the 510 acres will carry very little more if ringed ; the part east of the road could not bepayably 
improved ; its carrying capacity cannot be materially increased ; the 010 acres are not of any value to the Crown for settle
ment purposes ; they are on the fringe of settlement, not near any centre of population, and native dogs are bad in the 
locality ; inspected the 1.802 acres near Farrer's offered by tbe Bank ; this land is not as sound for sheep as water reserve 
67, but there ia more cultivation land iu the 1,802 acres ; the cultivation land, about 100 acres, is open timber ; as a wholo 
the 1,802 acres are open, parts have been ringbarked. but it lias been allowed to sucker, and the scrub has become 
dense in places; excepting 10 or 20 acres along the Murrumbidgeo Biver, the cultivation land is not of a rich 
character; the balance of culthation land might grow oats for hay; the 20 acres are rich alluvial; it would 
grow any kind of cultivation suitable to the district; the 1,802 acres are not fit for dairying, the soil is 
too light; it is best adapted for carrying sheep for a time ; it is not sound enough to breed sheep on for a 
series of years; the carrying capacity is one sheep to 2 acres; on the average, a sheep to 2 acres on the 1,802 acres 
would not do as well as a sheep to the acre on the water reserve; know the three other detached portions applied for by 
tho Bank ; they arc practically the same as water reserve ; know portions 2, 17, and IS ; they are better than tho 1,802 
acres as a whole ; there is more agricultural land on portion 2 in proportion ; the western half of the 1,802 acres is inferior 
compared to the eastern half; tbe average value of 1,802 acres ia its present condition is £1,600, exclusive of improve
ments; the ringing has been neglected, and the land is as bad now as if it had never been touched; the fencing through 
the portion has not been included iu my valuation; value portions 2, t7, and 18 at £380, area 322 acres, about 24s. an 
acre ; the water supply is good, and about equal on tbe lands proposed to he surrendered and those to be got in exchange ; 
value conditional lease 15,958 at 10s. an acre freehold ; the 1,802 acres are not suitable for settlement in small holdings ; 
they would not support two families without other pursuits ; the eastern part is level, spuey soil; requires draining for 
sheep ; Mr. De Sahs gave Mr. Farrer permission, about ten years ago, to run a race from about north-west corner portion 1 
north-east to portion 7, parish Tharwa ; the race is still in use, and does not affect the country ; it drains Colfey's Flat a 
little; reserve 67 requires no clearing; there is a little timber, only suflicient for shelter ; most of the timber is'dead ; 
naturally the laud was open; the reserve only requires fencing ; the uver is a natural boundary ; about 30 acres, in 
patches, could be cultivated, but no patch would contain more than 10 acres ; the cultivation land would be suitable for 
oats for hay ; wheat, pet haps, at the south-west comer ; it would not grow corn ; no alluvial flat; it is steep towards the 
river ; the rest is too stony for cultivation, theie being numerous oulciops of rock ; it is about tbc best of Blieep country ; 
it would fatten sheep, or it would do foi sheep-breeding ; the formation is slate and schistose ; at one point there is a little 
limestone ; consulei reserve 24,606 is required ; there is a road reserved through reserve 07 for access to Willmtnsdalo ; 
value reserve 67 at 27s. 6d. per acre freehold, total 045 acres, £1,300 (about); tins reseiwe is very compact in form ; the 
land offered is very irregular, ami is intersected by loads carrying considerable traffic ; the traffic through water reserve 07 
is at present almost nil; think there would be n tremendous ballot for water reserve 67 at 30s. an acre oven in one or throe 
blocks ; it would tie eagerly sought after; value tho three detached portions edged blue at 27s. 6d. an acre, about 
353 acres ; they are useless for new settlement; they are only useful for adjoining holders ; the proposed exchange dous 
not appear to me as a consolidation of the station property ; am extremely doubtful if tho exchange is in the interest of 
the Crown; the last offer of 510 acres aud portion 5 of 00 acres does not remove my doubts as to whether the exchange is 
in the interest of tho Crown ; do not recommend the exchange ; the land offered is extremely irregular in shape, and is not 
such good sheep country ; it would require a considerable capital to improve the land ; it is doubtful whether the agricul
tural land is good enough to pay to cultivate; it is not rich enough; its quality is doubtful; the reserve requires no 
improvement beyond fencing; a selector of any of the lands would have to depend mainly on grazing for a living ; valued 
the land on its carrying capacity aud its capability of being improved ; my basis of valuation is that land which will carry 
a sheep to an acre is worth 27s. 6d. su note apart from improvements ; the 1,802 acres could lie improved considerably by 
ringing, scrubbing, and draining ; the western portion of the 1.S02 acres is not objectionably steep, it is poor sandy soil; 
the 1,802 acics, aiter ringing aud scrubbing, would be increased m carrying capacity 15 per cent. ; south of Farrer's the 
scrub is very thick, about 50 or 60 acres ; mainly the large timber has been killed, but there has been a great growth from 
stumps and seedlings, which has been neglected.

By Mr. (Jairaway {solicitor): bTactically the land offered for surrender is fenced ou the outside boundaries with 
good fences ; tho fence will save the public the expense of fencing the land ; water reserve 67 is only fenced adjoining 
Kelly’s ; it would take 4£ miles of fencing : the west of the ] ,802 acres is inferior to the east; the 1,802 acres have two 
river frontages; water reserve 07 has only one river frontage ; tho greater part of the east boundary of tbe 1.802 acres is 
fair land ; 30 acres, m patches, of water reserve 67 fit for cultivation—about five patches : they would require fencing ; the 
Cultivation land on the 1,802 acres contains about 50 acres in one block ; saw about 20 acres under cultivation at south
east comer of portion 1 ; sawr it 23th August; no doubt the ciops would grow very' well for three years ; noticed whore 
land had been cultivated previously'; water reserve 67 and the 1.802 acres would carry about the same number of sheep; 
water reserve 67 is only 11 mile in a straight line to Williamsdale railway station ; practically the road is not hi for vehicle 
traffic ; vehicle traffic would use Tharwa Bridge, about 0 miles distant or 7 miles—an excellent road, made by the Works 
Department; know road through Dyball’s; a creek on tiic road is impassable at present; travellers use a track through 
DybnlTs by his permission ; they7 have to trespass ; the crossing could he mended in a few days ; at present travellers have 
to trespass through portion 66 belonging to the Bank -, the 1,S02 acres are 4b miles from the centre to Tharwa Bridge—an ‘ 
excellent road, better access than water reserve 07 ; the road is always passable ; the access is in favour of the Bank's 
proposal; the Bank will lose over 1,000 acres ; doubt whether the Bank would lose in carrying capacity ; the Bank will 
lose in cultivation land the difference between 30 and ICO acres ; water reserve 67 does not cut alone into the Bank’s land ; 
Kelly adjoins it: the Bank has only 10 chains to travel from one piece to another, at present separated hyr the reserve ; 
the Bank holds the three detached areas undci occupation license ; 25 of the 50-acrc portion fit for cultivation ; it could be 
made into a cultivation paddock ; tho other portions offeted are together, and contain 10 acres fit for cultivation; there 
are oak-trees growing on the poilions ; believe the road from the 510 acres is good ; the creek on road from water reserve 
67 is avoided ; the 350 acres would carry neatly three times ns many sheep as tho 010 acres offered ; the greater part of 
tho 210 acres on west of road will carry a sheep to 3 acres; the 560 acres will carry about 135 sheep; no land fit for 
cultivation on theisoiated blocks belonging to tbe Government; the station lias the lease of the blocks ; there would not 
he a living for a man on these blocks ; do not consider the exchange an advantage to the Government.

By Board. No means of adding to portion 5 ; the land around is very rough.
By Mr. Garraicay {solicitw): Know portions 101 and 102; roughly speaking, they are same as the 510 acres ; portions 

101 and 102 have been selected.
By Mr. Sheaffe {District Svrvojor): A homestead selector would only have to pay half the cost of fencing water 

reserve ; the single frontage of the reserve is about as good as the double frontage of the 1,802 acres : Baddy’s River is not 
a natural boundary ; half tile traffic is from tho south of water reserve 67 ; thiuk tile road will be improved in time as 
far as water reserve 67 ; the profit on a sheep from country that will carry a sheep to an acre is greater than that on a 
sheep from country which only carries a sheep to 3 acres.

By JW>. Gale: Goods could be packed to Williamsdale; the approach to the river is had.
By Mr. Gov: The internal fencing on the 1,802 acres would not bo of use to a selector.
By Mr. Gale: It ia 10 miles from water reserve 67 round the made road to Tuggcranong platform, and about 12 

miles from the 1,802 acres.
By
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By Jft*- Qarrmeay (solicitor): There are settlers beyond the blO acres, adjoining; Cotter, Lenane, and Oldfield have 
selections on the south o£ the portions offered for surrender on Naas Greek ; dogs are bad in that particular corner, 
finorn by Kdward James Halliday, at Queanbeyan, ) K. J. HALLIDAY.

this 5th of December, 1896,— (
J. J. Wright, Acting Chairman.
Albx. Dyce, ) nr ,A. C. Betts, ( Memher3-

This deponeut, Udicard James Haltiday, of Cooma, salaried surveyor, being duly sworn, malicth oath and saith as 
follows:—

By Mr. Gtv-raway (solirtor): At time of inspection did not know that Gray's land belonged to the Bank ; if the Bank 
acquired the reserve, 322 acres would be cut off: the Bank has land on three sides of the reserve ; the southern end of the 
estate would be consolidated if the Bank obtained the water reserve ; know Conlou’s corner ; 1 do not consider the soil 
good enough for cultivation ; it is good grazing land ; I am certain there are not 309 acres fit for cultivation ; am aware 
the Bank has offered to give up the improvements on the land ; the ringbarking is worse than when the land was iu its 
natural state ; consider tho fencing balances the injury done to the land throng:] the ringbarking being neglected; the 
fencing on the outside boundary would be an advantage ; tbe crossing opposite the reserve is not practicable for wheel 
traffic ; do not think that a good road coni it bo made there.

By d/V. tikcajPe (IJistvirt Snri'eyor) : Thiuk portions 2, 17, and 18 would work in with the land offered for exchange, 
and that they are more valuable than the 561) acres, Xaas Creek ; if portions 2, 17, and IS are acquired by the Crown they 
would improve the ^prospects of settlement of the land offered ; do not consider the land could be cultivated profitably for 
more than four or five years ; there is a ford within the 945 acres, generally known as The Angle Crossing.

By M Gamitcay (soiintor): The Bank has 50 acres cultivation land near the reserve ; did not inspect all the estate 
as to land lit for cultivation ; the 130 acres are not particularly good cultivation laud'.

By Mr. Cox: The improvements on the laud about balance tho injury done by the neglected ringbarkiug ; consider 
tbe improvements of very little value. ‘

By Mr. Oarraicay (solicitor): Would recommend the exchange if portions 2, 17, and 18 were offered, and the 
portions on Naas Greek containing 560 acres excluded.

By Board: The 50 acres, portion 5, on Gudgenby Creek, would bo of no value to the Crown unless an adjoining 
holder bought it; the portion wonld be of no use by itself.

By Mr. Carrairay (solicitor): Tho little reserves arc not much good to tbe Government by themselves.
By Mr. Shtafic^pisirkt Surveyor): Value the 300-acre conditional lease on Naas Creek at 4s. Sid. an acre free

hold ; value the conditional lease, portion 47, on Paddy’s River, at 10s. an acre freehold.
By Ofr. Garrtiimy (solicitor) : Value portions 63, 87, and 88 at 4s. Sid. par acre freehold.

Sworn By Bdward .lames Halliday, at Queanbeyan, ) " E. J. HALLIDAY.
this 2Sth of January, JS97,— (

A. C, Betts, Chairman. ,
J. J. Wright, 1 ,, , 'Alex. Dyce, } Memberfl'

This deponent,/rimoi JJarcoarf Acrd, Manager, Cuppacumbalong Estate, for the Union Bank, being duly sworn, 
maketh oath and saith as follows :—

By Mr. Garrmcay (solicitor): Am thoroughly acquainted with the lands proposed for surrender and exchange ; the
1,802 acres have two frontages—li mile to Paddy’s Biver, and 24 miles to the Murrumbidpce ; with fair usage I consider 
300 to 350 acres fit for cultivation; the 1,802 acres will run 1,600 sheep continuously ; there were 1,800 sheep in the 
paddock all last winter, and they did very well; tho paddock includes portions 2, 17, and IS; the 1,802 acres from the 
centre to Tharwa Bridge is 4 miles, a good vehicle road ; tile Bank has had 30 acres of the 1,802 acres under cultivation 
this season, which has been a rather bad one ; the laud yielded 200 bushels of wheat, at 4s. 6d., 17 tons oaten-hay, at £3 ; 
there will he about 5 tons of straw, at 25s. ; 2| acres potatoes, 12 tons, at £2 a ton : a man named John Shecdy worked the 
place on (.ho halves ; roughly, the 1.600 sheep will return £200 per annum; the 30 acres cultivation arc in one block ; 
expenses have to be paid out of the amount given ; about 300 acres move could be cultivated; it would yield fair crops, but 
not quite as good as tbe 30 acres ; about 25 acres iu detached pieces of reserve 67 fit for cultivation ; it is only poor cultiva
tion land ; tbe reserve is good grazing land ; estimate it will carry about 800 sheep : the reserve und the 1,S02 acres are 
about the same grazing capacity ; estimate that the 800 sheep would return about £100 per annum ; it is doubtful whether 
a crop would grow on the reserve ; reserve 67 is 4 miles from Williamsdale station, as the crow flies; it is not fit for vehicle 
traffic ; for ordinary traffic it is about 15 miles to the nearest platform ; between reserve 67 and the Tharwa Bridge the 
road is not very good, it is steep in places, and there are dangerous creeks ; the road from the 1,802 acres is much shorter 
and better ; consider the 1,802 acres will produce double the reserve No. 67 ; the Bank is willing to give up the 1,302 
acres for consolidation, and nothing else ; the Bank will lose grazing area for 700 sheep and cultivation land ; the Bank has 
agreed to surrender boundary fences and the huts ; the boundary fences are in good order, and will be of service to anyone 
taking the land ; the fence is six-wire, and 1 .j mile log-fence on Paddy’s Biver; should say that Coffey's Flat, 300 acres, is 
tit for dairying ; dairying is carried on on the adjoining block : reserves 07 is not by any means suitable for dairying ; tho
1,802 acres are better for settlement—twice as productive for mixed farming as the reserve ; the Bank bolds the small 
reserves under occupation license ; they are good grazing, not suitable for cultivatiou ; they are in isolated blocks, and a 
settler could not make a living off them ; the Bank proposes to give 360 acres on Gudgenby Creek for the reserve ; 25 acres 
of the 56-acre block, Gudgenby Creek, is good cultivation, and the balance of the 560 acres will carry 200 sheep ; should 
think about the same could be made by mixed farming ou the 500 acres as out of the three small reserves ; the nearest of 
the reserves is 4.1 miles from Tharwa Bridge, and the farthest 13 miles ; the 500 acres are about 13 miles from the bridge; 
the road to the 500 acres is fair mid practicable; uo measured road to the reserve of 103 acres after Patrick Smith’s ; the 
road to the 560 acres is more accessible.

By Mr. Bhtafft (JJistrict Snrrcyor): Reserve 67 is partly free from timber; ringbarkiug has been done on tbe 
reserve ; a number of trees have died naturally ; it is good grazing land, not rich ; consider half the 1,802 acres will carry 
as many ah eep as the reserve in average seasons; estimate it will cost about 1 s. 3d. an acre to ringbark and scrub the 1, S02 acres; 
probably it would require a second scrubbing ; ouc little bit is fairly thick near Paddy’s River; tbe whole area is not 
scrubby ; consider Coffey’s Flat will fatten sheep better than the reserve ; the reserve is sounder than Coffey's Flat ; about 
900 acres of the 1,802 acres are as sound as the reserve, and Coffey’s Flat could be made sound by draining ; value tbc 510 
acres, Naas Creek, at about 7s. an acre ; know Crown land on Paddy’s River ; value it about 10s, an acre freehold ; value 
the Iwlance of the ),S02 acres, excluding the Crown land, at 17s. fid. per acre ; the land, 30 acres cultivation, had been 
fallow for two or three years.

^ By Board : h alue reserve 67 ah 25s. an acre, the three little reserves at 17s. Gd. an acre, aud portions 17 and IS at 
T2s. 6d. an aere, and portion 2 at 25s. an acre, freehold values ; value portion 5 at £1 per acre; 25 acres fit for cultivation, 
and 25 acres stony.

By Mr. Ga/c: Have been managing at Cuppacumbalong two years ; there has been mortality at Coffey’s Flat, but 
not greater than on the other part of the run ; daresay 106 would ballot for the reserve, hut I do not think most of the 
objectors knew the land offered by the Bank.

By Mr. Garnumy (solicitor): Know that when several of the objectors heard of the land offered they withdrew all 
objection to the exchange.

By Mr. Cox: They do not all live near Coffey’s Fiat; Mr. White adjoins portions 17 and 18, also portion 1, part 
of the laud offered ; Shecdy can get 140 acres ; wc had not time to get more than 30 acres ready; he has not been con
tracting since I have been at Tharwa; Sheedy does not work all the year on the land ; the sole object of tho Bank is con
solidation of the estate.

, By Board: Williamsdale station is about 4 miles from the river; there are two fordable places on the Muvrum- 
bidgee (between Williamsdale anil Micalago) that I know of; they can only be used by horsemen.
Sworn by James Hareourt Lees, at Queanbeyan, JAMES H. LEES.

this 2Sth of January, 1897,-
A. C. Betts, Chairman.
J. J. Wrioiit, 1 ,, ,
Alex. Dyce, 7Melnber3'

120—P
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This deponent, WTWjcmm Davis Wright, of Queanbeynn, onctioueer, being duly sworn, iimketb oath and saith as

° Btj Mr Garraway (aofieftw)Am intimately acquainted with tbe lands proposed for surrender aud exchange, Cuppa- 
cumbaloiig ; was bom and grew up at Cuppacumbalong, and since then I have been managing there for Mr. De Salis ; have 
not the slightest interest in tbe laud ; it is immaterial to me whether tho land is exchanged or not: know block of 1,802 
acres and tbe reserve ; I would not give the 1,802 acres for the reserve ; there is a good road to the ],S02-acre block, and 
it is nearer Queanbeyan ; Tuggcranong is tbc nearest available station to the reserve ; Williamsdale station is perfectly 
unavailable without trespassing ; the river is dangerous at the crossing to Williamsdale—not lit for vehicular traffic ; it is 
impossible to cross with a vehicle, and it is dangerous for horsemen: the 1,802-acre block is better for a homestead; 
more cultivatiou land, audit is better watered; the reserve has only one frontage; there may be 12 to 20 acres fit for 
cultivation: there are 250 to 300 acres of the 1,802 acres fit for cultivation: the 1,S02 acres will carry ],500 to 1,800 
sheep, the reserve about a sheep to the acre in good seasons : a portion of the 1,S02 acres is fit for dairying ; none of tiie 
reserve is fit for cultivation or dairying, aud the frontage to the river is very precipitous : for the purpose of settlement I 
consider the 1,S02 acres better than the reserve ; half as much again : mixed fanning could be carried on on the 1,802-acrc 
block, but not on tbe reserve ; no garden or orchard land even on the reserve ; think the Bank would lose by the exchange, 
except that it would consolidate the estate ; tbe public would not lose by tbe consolidation ; know the three little reserves : 
thev are fair grazing ; know the blocks, Naas Creek, 560 acres : would have the MO acres in preference to the reserves, as 
the'reserves arc isolated ; have had a good deal of experience with land ; tbe reserve would return from £100 to £120 a
year, and I think more than £200 a year could he made from the I.S02 acres. _ , ,

By Mr. RkeojJ'e (Disti-icl Surveyor): It is two years since I crossed at Angle Crossing : know Kelly’s selection ; he 
crosses at Bedhank," I believe; he has'a boat there as well : the reserve bus not been ringbarked; a very few trees may 
have been ringbarked ; they mostly died naturally ; would call the land open box and apple-tree ; no scrub; there may be 
a little gum ; it is sounder for sheep than the 1,802 acres. „ v .n

tty Mr. Cox: Remember sheep running on Coffey's Hat; Coffey's Hat was never known as “Old -Hell ; had 
■applications for the 94o acres when it was ojxm, and I should think there would be more for tbe 1,802 acres ; remember a 
meeting being called to consider the exchange ; there were nearly all townspeople at the meeting, and they were divided 
in opinion as to the exchange ; perhaps those who favoured the exchange, and who were present at the meeting, lived near
the 1,802acres, , , , ,

By Board: Value the 1,802 acres at I2s. Gd. an acre, freehold ; the reserve at 15s. an acre; think land that will 
carry a sheep to the acre is only worth los. an acre now ; value the three reserves at 10s. an acre ; value the 500 acres at 
7s. Cd. an acre, including the cultivation. TW_T1„ „.T)Tr,TT„
Sworn by William Davis Wright, at Queanbeyan, 1 ” - DAVIS WEIGH J.

this 2Sth of January, 1897,— 1
A. C. Bf/its, Chairman.
J. J. Weight, 
Alex. Di-uu, Members.

This deponent, John Sheedy, of Cuppacumbalong, funner, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows 
By Mr Garraway [solicitor): Am a selector ; live close to the 1,802 acres; farm part of it on the halves; if the 

Bank surrenders the land I will lose my farm ; this last season I had about 30 acres under cultivation ; it was only a 
middling season ; got about 180 bushels wheat, not thrashed yet ; value it at 4s. (id. a bushel; and 17 tons oaten hay, 
worth about £3 a ton. and there will be 4 tons wheat straw, which should be worth 25s. a ton ; should get 12 tons of 
potatoes and £5 worth of pumpkins ; total, about £125 ; there has been a sheep to tbc acre running on tbe 1,802 acres ; 
they look well; reckon the wool from the sheep worth about £170 ; 1.500 acres of the ] ,802 acres are as good as can be 
got for sheep ; the rest is good agricultural land ; one flat is too wet for sheep ; 300 acres are fit for agriculture in patches ; 
the 30 acres I’cultivated are in one block, and there is more jnst as good—about 50 or 00 acres ; the rest will grow any sort 
nf crop, but not as heavy ns tbe 30 acres ; have been farming thirty-five years, off and on ; have bad practical experience ; 
know the reserve N'o. 07; about 20 acres, in patches, tit for cultivation ; the rest is good grazing land ; have selections of 
my own, and do mixed farming ; as far as I am concerned, I consider the 1,802-acre block as good, acre for acre, as tho 
reserve; 1 am sure I would make double off the 1,802 acres than off tbc reserve ; think the exchange in favour of the 
Crown ; do not think I would make £100 a year from the reserve by running sheep on it; reckon tbe 1,802-acre block will 
return £200 if fanned and stocked. . .

By Mr. Shmjfe (District Surveyor); It would lie more expensive to work the 1,802 acres; there is a good deal ot 
timber on it, heavy in places ; it would require ringing and clearing, but the reserve would not; ringing will cost lOd. to 
Is. an acre for the l,S02-acre block; do not know what the scrubbing will cost; have taken four crops off tbe 30 acres, 
but it was idle for some time previous to this year ; the 30 acres are on the river, not subject to floods.

By Mr. Gale: Have lieeu living over the river fifteen years ; Coffey's Flat will cany as many sheep as elsewlierc ; 
more sheep have not died on Coffey's Flat ; there is a small place rather wet; the 1,802 acres will require ringbarking, but 
it will not cost mueh to improve the carrying capacity. .

By Mr. Cox: Made my own estimate of tbe yield of the 30 acres; did not consult Mr. Lees; it would suit me 
lictter if tbe exchange does not take place. , ,,

By Board: Value the 1,802 acres at 20s, per aere, the reserve at about 20s. per aere; do not know the email 
reserves or the piece, Gudgenby Creek. . v c-M1) Trnv
Sworn by John Sheedy, at Queanbeyan, ( JUrm OnLJjLx.

this 28th of January, 1897,— i
A. C. Betts, Chairman. •
J. J. Weight, |
Alex. Dyce, ( Members.

This deponent, Georqe Whitt, of Cuppacumbalong, selector, lieing duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows 
By Mr. Garraway (solicitor): .Live adjoining the 1,802-aere block offered by the Bank ; know the 1,802 acres and 

reserve 67 very well; intended to apply for Coffey's Flat as a homestead selection ; my land joins Coffey’s Flat, and it 
would be more convenient for me ; could make most money, twice as much out of the 1,802 acres as out of the reserve No. 
67, apart from the fact that 1 adjoin tbe 1,802 acres ; could use tho 1,802 acres for farming, grazing, and dairying; there is 
only a small piece of cultivation land on tho reserve ; it is not fit for dairying ; it could be used for grazing ; mixed fanning 
pavs better than grazing ; dairy on my own land, adjoining the 1,802 acres, and made butter pretty well all last winter ; 
there are 150 acres as good and better on tho 1,802 acres than on my place ; there are about 2.50 acres fit for cultivation on 
the 1,802 acres ; very fair land ; Sheedy got a very good crop, the way the season was ; the 1,802 acres will carry about 
a sheep to the acre, and reserve 67 a sheep to the acre ; the 1,802 acres are much nearer market, a good level road ; was 
across from the reserve 67 to Williamsdale; crossed at The Angle crossing at Dyball’s land ; it was ft pretty rough crossing ; 
might be able to drive across ; do not know any crossing at the reserve ; know the country pretty well; sftw a crossing- 
place at the reserve ; was not near it; can cross with horses, but not vehicles ; the traffic comes via Tharwa Bridge ; value 
the 1.802 acres at £1 an aere, and reserve 67 at about the same ; no one has had any conversation with me as to the value 
of the land ; I have given my own idea of its valuation ; know the small reserves ; no cultivation, grazing land ; they are 
not as good as reserve 67 ; value the 170-acre one at 12s. an acre; value the 80 acres at 15s. an acre ; value the 103 acres 
a t 10s. an aere ; know the land, Naas Creek, belonging to the Bank ; there is some good land in it, and some bad ; including 
the 50 acres, the 560 acres ore worth 15s. an acre ; there are about 13 to 14 acres of the 50-aere block fit for cultivation ; 
the estate could be worked better if the Bank got the 945-aere reserve. .

By Mr. Skeaffe (District Surveyor): Have been along the back lines of the 560 acres ; can ride or walk the linos ; it 
is sound sheep country ; it will carry a sheep to the acre ; was horn on the station ; have seen worse land carry a sheep

Sworn by George White, at Queanbeyan, ) GEORGH WHITE,
tliis 2Sth of January, 1897,— S

A. C. Betts, Chairman.
J4 3‘. ^u.!“IT’ I Members. 
Alex. Dyce, (

This
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This deponent, John Qvtfjonj, of Naas, tn'a Queanbeyan, grazier, being duly sworn, malteth oath and saith as 

follows :—
JJr/ Afr. Garraway (solicitor): Have nothing to do with the Union Bank or station ; know the lands proposed to be 

surrendered and exchanged, Cuppacumbalong ; know reserve, 945 acres ; live nearer it than the 1,802-acre block; would 
rather have the 1,802 acres ; they arc nearer the market, and the land is pretty well as good as the other land, and the
1,802 acres would pay hotter than the 945-acrc reserve ; could have a mixed farm and cultivate on tiie 1,802 acres ; no 
cultivation land on the reserve, or very little ; the reserve is a good sheep run ; it is ridgy country, slaty formation ; good 
sheep country ; do not think it would be any good for dairying ; would have to go by Cuppacumbalong over the bridge to 
market; as a matter of fact, all the settlers in the locality travel ria Tharwa Bridge ; from the bridge to the reserve the 
road is rougli; the road is much shorter and better from the bridge to the 1,802 acres; about 300 acres of the 1,S02 acres 
tit for cultivation, and about 400 acres of a swamp, Coffey's Flat, fit for dairying ; the rest is very good sheep country, not 
first-class, it is healthy ; think a person should make JL200 or JE300 a year out of the 1,802 acres by working tlicm as a mixed 
farm ; have had twenty years’ experience in farming in this and other districts ; mixed farming pays better than grazing; 
consider a person may make £150 a year out of the reserve ; the reserve will curry GOO or 1,000 sheep ; value the reserve, 
945 acres, at 25s. an acre, and the 1,802 acres at 20s. per acre freehold ; know the 560 acres, Naas Creek ; the 50-acre block 
is very good, all fit for cultivation ; it is a narrow strip up the creek ; the 510 acres are good sheep country ; a road runs 
through it ; one side of the road is butter than the other; know some of the land runs to the top of a hill; value the 510 
acres at 18s. an acre freehold ; value the 50 acres at £1 per acre ; the cultivation land will cost a good deal to clear ; know 
reserve adjoining Dyball’s on the south ; it is good grazing country', about the same as reserve 67 ; value it at 25s. an acre 
freehold ; do not know reserve joining Hamilton’s ; can only distinguish one of the Government reserves.

77// Afr. Gale: Beside at Naas : am a free selector, not a tenant; the 510 acres, Naas Creek, will run a sheep to the 
acre; would give ISs. an acre freehold for the land ; would he surprised to hear that the land was valued at 4s. 6d. on 
acre ; tho river crossing at the reserve is only fordable for horses ; the reserve is about ’2 miles from Williamsdale; have 
heard of sheep dying at Coffey’s Flat, but not more than elsewhere ; there are 300 acres fit for cultivation in the 1,802 
acres; that is my own opinion.

tty Board : The 1,802 acres are about the same as the reserve; parts of the 1,802 acres are heavily timbered ; the 
reserve is ringbarked ready for use, and it will take some time before the 1,802-acre piece is brought to the same condition 
as tho reserve as regards cJearing ; think the 1,802 acres would be readily taken as a homestead selection.
.Sworn by John Gregory, at Queanbeyan, ) 

this 29th of January, 1897,— (
A, C. Betts, Chairman, 

’ J. J. WltlGHT,
Alex. Dyce, Members.

JOHN GREGORY.

This deponent, William John Sheedy, of Tharwa, labourer, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :— 
tty Afr. Garraway (softcffer) .■ Have no land of my own ; have nothing to do with Cuppacumbalong station ; do not 

work for tbe station ; intended to apply for reserve 67, of 945 acres; know the reserve well; know the Government stopped 
the land being available for selection ; protested against the land being withdrawn ; afterwards heard that 1,802 acres 
were offered for tho reserve ; know the 1,802 acres well; they arc better than reserve 67 as a homestead selection ; I am 
in favour of tho 1,802 acres being thrown open instead of the reserve ; a, homestead settler could make more off the 1,802 
acres than off the reserve ; the ] .802 acres are easier to get at than the 945-acre reserve ; the reserve is fit for grazing, 
slaty country, no cultivation worth speaking about; sound sheep country ; it will run about 850 sheep ; reserve 67 is close 
to Williamsdale, hut one can only get to Williamsdale on horseback from the reserve ; vehicle traffic is by 'Tharwa Bridge ; 
that is the way the settlers in the locality go ; the 945 acres are farther from the bridge than the 1,802 acres, and the road 
is worse ; none of tiie945 acres fit for dairying; crossed tho river at DybalTs, but not on the reserve; the crossing at 
Dyball’s is the only phice where a dray can be taken over ; took part of a threshing-machine across the river there, but 1 
had to use ropes ; about 300 acres of tho 1,802 acres fit for cultivation; live alongside the 1,802-acre block, and know every 
inch of it ; George White keeps cows near the 1,802 acres; his country is not as good us the dairying laud on 'the 1,802 
acres ; mixed farming can be carried on on the 1,802 acres, but it would be impossible to dairy or farm on the reserve No. 
67 ; this is one of my reasons for preferring the 1,802 acres ; to tho best of my opinion twice as much can be made off the 
1,302 acres as off the reserve of 945 acres ; the 1,802 acres will carry about 1,660 sheep ; am used to sheep ; sheep on the 
land now arc doing well ; would use Coffey's Flat for dairying ; about 400 acres fit for dairying ; about 12 or 20 acres arc 
very wet; good cultivation land ; the rest of the 400 acres is not too wot; it is better for cattle than sheep ; the hack laud 
is good sheep country ; know Conlon’s Corner ; it is sound for sheep, as sound as the reserve No. 67 ; know reserves joining 
Dyball on north, and Hamilton ; they arc good sheep country; no cultivation or dairying land ; they will not carry as 
many sheep as the 945-acre reserve per acre ; know tiie 510 acres and 50 acres, Naas Creek ; a corner of the 50 acres fit for 
cultivation, not much ; the whole area is not fit for cultivation ; no cultivation land to speak of on the 510 acres; it is 
good sheep country, heavily timbered ; not as good as reserve 67 ; the 560 acres will carry about 400 sheep.

tty Afr. Gale: Live with my father ; the only crossing is on Dj'hall’s land ; the crossing is J mile below the reserve ; 
my own opinion is that 300 acres of the 1.802 acres are fit for cultivation ; have not spoken to Mr. Lees, Mr. Garraway, or 
anyone else as to the area fit for cultivation ; sheep run on Coffey’s Flat; have not heard of any sickness or mortality in 
sheep running on Coffey’s Flat, not more than elsewhere.

tty Board : Think the 1,802 acres would be taken as a homestead selection, also the 560 acres, Gudgenby Creek.
Sworn by William John Sheedy, at Queanbeyan, l WILLIAM JOHN SHEEDY.

this 2Sth of January, 1897,— J
A, C. Betts, Ghainnan.

tysr i *
This deponent, Jeremiah KeeJJi', of Guise's Flat, Williamsdale, farmer and grazier, being duly sworn, maketh oath 

and saith as follows :—
tty Mr. Gale: Know reserve 67 perfectly well; was an intending applicant fora portion of it; did not sign a 

petition for the revocation of tho cancellation, as 1 was not at home ; know Coffey’s Flat; have been over a good deal of 
the 1,802 acres ; would not have anything to do with the 1,802 acres ; tho reserve will carry 1,000 to 1,200 sheep ; 1 dare
say 25 to 30 acres could be cropped, enough for home use, but I would not call it good cultivation land ; believe there is 
enough cultivation land for an orchard or garden ; believe there is some cultivation land on the 1,802 acres, but I woidd 
not call it payable cultivation land ; as fur as I have seen there are ICO acres cultivation land on the 1,802 acres, hut 1 am 
not prepared to swear that there is not more ; know Coffey’s Flat; it is low country ; if it were drained it would do for 
cultivation ; it is a wet fiat; it may do for cattle ; do not believe the 1,802 acres sound country; the 1,802-acre block will 
I'eijuiro draining ; do not know if there is any scrub ; cannot say if any ringharking will be necessary; reserve 67, the 
timber has died naturally ; the country is almost open ; do not know the 560 acres, Naas Creek ; live near Williamsdale ; 
can cross the river on to the reserve ; there is a crossing at DybalTs, but the approaches arc bad ; 1 believe an easy road 
can he made from tho river to Williamsdale ; have had conversations about applying for the reserve 67 ; have spoken to 
twenty about applying for the reserve ; have heard half a dozen say that they would apply for the 1,802 acres, but they 
live about the place.

tty Air. Oarrairay (solicitor); The reserve is about 4 miles from my place by road ; the 1,802 acres are about 8 miles 
from me; sheep-farming is better than mixed farming; I cultivate some land of my own for my own use; do not know 
Sheedy s farm, of 30 acres; do not know exactly where it is ; do not know any particular spot on Coffey’s Flat that has 
been farmed ; I have only been across the 1,802 acres once, and only parts of it; have not been on Paddy’s River ; have 
seen the land back of Mr. Farrer’s ; saw it from the road ; have ridden across the 1,802 acres in two directions ; did not 
inspect the land ; formed an opinion of the land by riding over it; will not swear I saw more than 500 acres ; am only 
speaking from casual observation ; will not swear there are not 300 acres fit for cultivation ; would be surprised to hear 
that 30 acres, Sheedy’s farm, yielded £126; if it did, the land is better than I thought it was; did not inspect Coffey’s 

’ ' Flat ;
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Flat; consider reserve 67 superior ground, as far as I know; the best crossing is at DybaLl's ; the 1,802 acres are 3 miles 
from Tharwa Bridge, good road; believe Tharwa Bridge would be the best road from the reserve 945; would take produce 
to Williamsdale platform; believe it possible to take two or throe bales across the river; the 945 acres would yield about 
fifteen bales of wool; would take my wool to Williamsdale.

7>’v Board ' Value reserve 67 at 25s. an acre.
Sworn by Jeremiah Kecffe, at Queanbeyan, ) JEREMIAH KEEFFE.

this 29th of January, 1897,— [
A. C. Betts, Chairman.

, J. J. Whight, ) ,r . 'A.,Ha. Dyce, [ Membe”-

This deponent, William Otvenx, of Tuggeranong, labourer, being duly sworn, makotii oath and saith as follows :— 
By Mr. Gale: Know reserve 67 ; was au intending applicant, and was disappointed when the land was withdrawn ; 

know the portions proposed in exchange for reserve 67, known aa Coffey's Elat; do not think 1 would apply for Coffey's Elat ; 
do not think portion of the 1,802 acres as good as portion of the reserve ; the reserve would require no clearing ; most of 
the 1,802 acres has been ringbarked, but the scrub has grown up worse than it was at first; value tho reserve at 20s. per 
aero, and the 1,802 acres at 7s, Od. or 10a. per acre ; cannot say that I know the reserve was measured for special area at 
30s. per acre ; if I had the money would have taken a block of tbe reserve at 30s. per acre.

By Mr. Garraway (solicitor): Would graze on the reserve, a sheep to the acre ; think they would yield £120 or 
£130 per year; small patches, scattered, fit for cultivation, about 30 acres ; each Mock would have to be fenced; believe 
ecu's would do well on tire land ; know tiie 1,802 acres pretty well; 00 or 80 acres good cultivation land ; 100 acres inferior 
cultivatiou land ; know where ,Sheedy’s farm is; have not seen it under cultivation ; some of Coffey’s Flat is fit for 
dairying ; GO acres are pretty moist; think parts are too damp for sheep ; the moist part would do for cows ; I included 
the 60 acres in the cultivation land ; parts of tiie back land are good for sheep ; the laud will carry 700 or 800 sheep ; parts 
of it are sour, and 1 do not think sheep would do well; think tho reserve would he more profitable than the 1,802 acres ; 
mixed farming would pay better than only sheep, in a good place ; the 1,802 acres could bo used for mixed fanning ; 'was 
not at meeting to protest against withdrawal of reserve 07 ; believe the fuss was made because the Government withdrew 
the land from selection ; did not know at the time why the laud was withdrawn ; know some who were going to apply for 
tho reserve ; am not aware if they knew the reason of withdrawal; it made a difference when it was found that another 
place would be thrown open for homestead selection.
.Sworn by William Owens, at Queanbeyan, ) WILLIAM OWENS,

this 29th of January, 1897,— i '
A. C. Betts, Chairman.
J. J, Wright, i 

. Alex. Dyoe, $ Members.

A 10.
Office Memorandum.

Sitrw.ver’s

Area “A."

rmtusts.

CniKTSsimis: 
vr.Luli.jd to Mr. 
F:m-er.

Village ofThariva.

board's report.

Mr. O'Sullivans 
objections.

Advantages.

Station for sale.

Submission.

renditions.

Cuppacumbalong Exchange (398, Eastern).

1, The Union Bank in 1S95 applied to surrender the lands hatched red on the enclosed helio. “ A,” in exchange for 
water reserve 67 hatched blue, but the proposal was refused as not being in tbe public interests.

A representative of the Bank then interviewed the Minister, aud it was decided that a report should be obtained as 
to what wonld be a suitable exchange.

Mr. Surveyor Halliday finding that tiie station was prepared to surrender land from tbe northern part of their 
property, inspected tiie lands, with the result that the Bank was invited to lodge an application to surrender the 1,S02J 
acres, hatched brown, for the 1,300 acres edged blue, though Mr. Halliday admitted he had arrived at the conclusion to 
recommend the exchange with a considerable degree of doubt. Upon the application being lodged the homestead selection 
urea, No. 225, covering the cancelled reserve, No. 67. was revoked. Dissatisfaction having been shown relative to the 
withdrawal of the area, the Bank offered to increase the extent of the surrenders so as to embrace all the lands edged red. 
Mr. Halliday has inspected these additional lands, and values portion 5 of 60 acres, parish of Cnppacumbalong, at £60, but 
reports that the Crown land to the west of it is useless. The other three additional surrender portions marked A, in area 
510 acres, lie values at £120, t.a,, 4s. Ski. per acre, tho greater part of it being precipitous and rocky ; and he states that 
oven the addition of these extra portions does not remove his doubts as to the utility of carrying out the exchange.

Two protests, one bearing thirty-four signatures, and the other twenty-eight, have been put in against tho proposals, 
and both tiie District Surveyor and Mr. Halliday, in view of the opposition raised, advise that the exchange be not 
entertained.

With regard to the northern surrrender area, Mr. Earrer, owner of portion 2, writes that concessions were granted 
to him by his father-in-law, the Honorable L. E. Do Sails, of a road of access and a water-race over the portions aa 
shown to a dam on lua portion 2, and he also forwards a declaration signed by De Salis, to the effect that lie has never con
sidered himself at liberty to withdraw the concessions.

Some objections were raised to the station having purchased all tiie allotments sold in the village of Tharwa, and the 
Bank has offered to surrender all the allotments in sections 1 and 6, near the bridge, for a like area southerly of the home
stead, which is on section 3- Mr. Halliday thinks that the station would repurchase the lota if surrendered, when again 
offered, so as to prevent the possibility of a public-house being erected at the bridge in sneh close proximity to tho homestead. 
IE the exchange proposals bo otherwise carried out it is submitted that this town exchange should form part of the scheme.

The Land Board, after tailing thirty sheets of closely-written evidence, concludes that the testimony adduced is in 
favour of the exchange proposals. The respective areas are considered as practically of equal value. The Board reports 
that the northern surrender area is sufficient for two homestead selections, and is suitable for mixed farming, part agri- 
eultare and part grazing; that the southern surrender arcu, containing 35 acres of eultivatable land, would doubtless be 
taken as a homestead selection ; thatthe lands for granting are good grazing, with only a few acres suitable for agriculture : 
and that the surrender lands are easier of access aud more suitable for close settlement than the lands for exchange.

Mr. E. W. O’Sullivan, M.P., has throughout strongly opposed the exchange, and since tho case came from the 
Board has written asking that the exchange shall not be completed until lie has had an opportunity of inquiring into the 
whole matter by means of a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly.

The advantages of the exchange seem to be that the Crown would get over 1,000 acres more land than it gives; 
that three selectors could be settled on the surrenders, whereas only one or two could be put upon reserve 67 ; aud the 
three remaining areas edged blue, which are too small for independent occupation, would he disposed of.

It is observed that the Cuppacumbalong property is advertised in Saturday’s Herald as being in the market for 
disposal by order of the mortgagees.

Attention is specially invited to Mr. O’Sullivan's objections to Lho exchange, but in view of tho Board’s very careful 
and lengthy inquiry into the merits of the case, it is submitted that tho exchange might be proceeded with on condition 
that (1) applicants cancel the concessions granted to Earrer relative to the water-race and road over the surrender land; 
(2) they pay a further sum of £50 towards expenses ; (3) now lodge the deeds of the freehold surrender portions ; and (4) 
agree to relinquish all claim to the improvements on the surrender portions, leaving them undisturbed on tbe land.

The Under Secretary for Lands. C. J. SAUNDERS,
---------- 23/2/97.

Having read the evidence, and especially Surveyor Halliday’s reports, I agree with the conclusion arrived at by tho 
Land Board, and submit that the exchange is iu the public interests, aud may be proceeded with subject to the conditions 
above mentioned. It is a matter for special consideration whether the operation of the law is to he deferred, to the inquiries 
of a proposed Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly.—J. Houston, Under Secretary, 24/2/97.

Resubmit next Friday.—J.H.C., 27/2)97. May stand over, as I do not care for this proposal.—J.H.C., 8/3/97.

13.
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B.
[Appended by the Committee.]

E. W, O'Sullivan, Esq., M.L.A.. Legislative Assembly, Sydney,—
Sir, Lambrigg, Queanbeyan, 24 May, 1 SOT.

As I see yon are interesting yourself in tire exchange of land applied for by the Union Bank on the Cuppacum- 
balong Run, 1 write now for the purpose of furnishing yon with facts which bear on the matter.

The main reason given by the Land Board for recommending the Government to agree to this exchange is that the 
land at The Angle is so much less accessible than is the land offered by the Union Bank. I may point out that the land at 
The Anglo is within less than 1 i miles from the Williamsdale platform, and that a road will shortly have to be opened 
between The Angle, whore there is an excellent ford and that platform. My reason for saying that “a road will shortly have to 
he opened” is that the Roads Department has decided upon shortly makingfl believe that tenders have already been called for) 
a road from Kaas to the Rocky Crossing, on the Gudgenby River. This new road is intended to lead to both Gudgenby and 
Ororal. As soon as this road lias been made, tbe only serious obstacle on a road from Williamsdale to Cooleman will have 
been removed.

During a recent trip to Cooleman, 1 took much interest iu the road leading to that place from Naas—enough, in fact, 
to be able to furnish a fair preliminary report on it, as 1 had with me a theodolite which I made some use of.

I may state briefly that there is no serious obstacle to a road between the Rocky Crossing and Ororal. Between 
Ororal and the Cotter River, at Mr. Thomas Oldfield’s, there is no obstacle which cannot be readily overcome by clearing 
timber and making some side-cuttings in ground which is easy for that purpose. On the Ororal side of the Wavcrley Gap 
and near the Gap there is a short and rather steep pinch of some 00 or 70 yards. This, I think, could be got over by 
making a slight detour and some side-cutting. Further on, the present track goes right over a conical hill, around which it 
could easily be taken without any climbing whatever; nothing more would be needed than the clearing away of some 
timber and some side-cutting. The last obstacle before reaching Mr. Thomas Oldfield’s is the range east of the Cotter River. 
This range is neither high nor steep, but as tbe sides are even (little broken by gullies or creeks) and not rocky, and are 
covered by decomposed shale, which is easy for side-cutting and makes the best of roads, an excellent road of almost any 
gradient could be made at little expense over this range.

On the west side of the Cotter River the first obstacle is Bimbery Mountain. This mountain consists of two 
separate hills, with a slight depression or fiat about half a mile wide between them. The first or lower hill consists of two 
parts. The lower is less steep than the upper part, aud for the present would do for traffic ; the upper part of this first 
hill is too steep for horse-drays, although bullock-drays with relatively light loads could ascend it. I dealt with this steep 
place, and surveyed and temporarily marked a zigzag road up it in such a manner that the ascent never exceeded an unglc 
of 7° 40’ (about 1 in 7). Like the range on the cast side of the Cotter, the lower hill of Bimbery Mountain is little broken 
by creeks and covered by decomposed shale and free from rocks ; the side-cuttings, therefore, which would be required to 
make my road available could be made easily and inexpensively. The second hill leading to the Murray Gap on the top of 
tiie mountain is not steep, and the main work required on it would he timber clearing and a little side-cutting. The ground 
in the Murray Gap is springy and swampy, hut 1 am of opinion that an open drain about 300 yards long and 3 ft. 0 in. deep 
would make tbe ground to be firm and good for a road.

On the western fall from the Murray Gap there is a steep pinch of about 100 yards, beginning some 200 or 300 yards 
from tbe Gap. T could not spare time enough to see whether this pinch could lie avoided, but am of opinion that it could 
he considerably mitigated in such a manner that little excavation other than side-cutting would he needed._ This is the 
only place on the whole road where, I think, excavation might lie required. Proceeding down the mountain, little work 
beyond the clearing away of timber appeared to be needed until we came to a steep pinch about 300 yards on the east side 
of Murray Creek. With tho object of avoiding this pinch, I surveyed and temporarily marked a detour road, on which the 
gradient is relatively easy. The greatest descent on it is an angle of 8° 40’ (or 1 in 6|). Some clearing away of timber and 
a little side-cutting would be required on this deviation to make it available for use. From Murray Greek to Cooleman 
there is no obstacle of any importance. I am of opinion that £2n0 judiciously spent on the road between the Rocky 
Crossing and Cooleman would make a road on which travelling would be at least fairly easy for all vehicular traffic.

I will now deal with the distances between the different places which would be served by this road, and tho 
advantages which would attend the opening of it. The distances given are approximate, hut, I believe, fairly correct.

(1) From Williamsdale platform to The Angle (where the Union Bank is desirous of acquiring land by exchange),
miles.

(2) From The Angle to Naas (this road lias been surveyed), 4J miles.
(3) From Naas to Ororal, 8 miles.
(4) From Ororal to the Cotter River (Mr, Thos. Oldfield's), 12 miles.
(5) From the Cotter lo Cooleman Homestead, 8 miles.
(0) From Cooleman to Kiandra, 19 miles.
(O') From Cooleman to Yarrangohilly Caves, 17 miles.

From this you will see that the distance from Williamsdale to Kiandra is practically the same as from Cooma 
Railway Station to Kiandra, while W’illiamsdale is 40 miles nearer to Sydney than is Cooma. Also with regard to the 
Yarrangohilly Caves, you will see that the distance to them from Williamsdale is actually less than from tho railway at 
Cooma to Kiandra, which is still about 20 miles short of the Caves. In going to the Caves from Williamsdale, therefore, 
instead of from Cooma, 40 miles is saved by rail and fully 20 miles by road ; while the scenery between Williamsdale and 
yarrangohilly is much superior to that between Cooma and the same place. Good oaves can also be seen at Cooleman by 
tourists on their way to Yurrangobilly.

When I was up at Cooleman I learnt that the settlers thereabouts would, if the road I inn advocating were made 
practicable, greatly prefer to get their supplies from Queanbeyan than from Tumut, as they have to do at present. The 
making also of this road would lead to a large amount of settlement taking place in the country west of Naas, and 
adjacent to this road. The want, in fact, of a practicable outlet from it has been the cause of this country having been 
loft so long to he a breeding ground for dingoes.

From tho above you will see why J am justified in making the statement at the beginning of this letter, that “ a 
road uill shortly have to bo opened from the ford at The Angle to the Williamsdale platform”; the land, therefore, at The 
Angle cannot he considered to have attached to it the disadvantage advanced by the Land Board, that it is much less 
accessible than is the land offered by the Union Bank, which, even when the Point Hut Road has been opened, will be fully 
6 miles distant from the Tuggranong platform. The opening also of a road from Tho Angle to Williamsdale ought to add 
sufficient to the value of the land at The Anglo, which the Union Bank wishes to acquire by tiie exchange, to more than 
cover the cost of opening that road.

I am, Ac.,
WILLIAM PARKER.

P.S.—I have omitted to state that, as far as I can learn, the opening of the road from Williamsdale to Cooleman 
wonld require the resumption of no private land between The Angle and Williamsdale.

I need hardly point out to you that the opening of this road would add materially to the trade of Queanbeyan.

120—&'
C.
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38 iPPEJTDIS.

C.

[Appended by the Committee ~\
Jl. W. O'Sullivan, Esq., M.L.A., Legislative Assembly, Sydney,—

Sir, Lambrigg, Tlmrwa, 7 June, 1897.
As my letter to you is to be published, I think if opportunity of doing so still remains, that two mistakes in it 

ought to be corrected. The first is, that I stated that YCilliamsdale is 40 miles nearer to Sydney than is Cooma, aud that 
40 miles of travelling would be saved by traffic from Kiandra to Sydney joining the railway at Williamsdale instead of at 
Cooma. In both instances, 50 ought to have been used instead of 40, and 70 instead of 00 miles of travelling would be 
saved in going to the Yarrangohilly Caves from Williamsdale. Again, I stated in a parenthesis paragraph that I under
stood that tenders had already been advertised for making the road from Naas to the Kocky Crossing, on the Gudgenby 
Itiver. I find 1 have been misinformed in regard to that matter, and thatthe tenders advertised for aic for work on 
another part of the same road—from Queanbeyan to Gudgenby.

I hope that you will see that a good camping and travelling stock reserve is made at The Angle. The road from 
Williamsdale to Cooleman is sure to be made sooner or later, and will bo much used by travelling stock ; and provision 
ought most .assuredly to be made for that traffic while it can be made, I myself think that travelling stock reserves ought 
to l)e largo—200 or 300 acres.

1 trust you have now recovered from your illness. I am, &c.,
W. FARRER.

[One plan.]

Sydney: William Applegate Cultick Government Printer.-1807
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NEW SO IT TIC WALES.

EXCHANGE OP LAND, CUPPACUMBALONG HUN, 

QUEANBEYAN DISTRICT.

(PETITION 105Oil JAMES ORR. OF THE UNION HANK OF AUSTRALIA (LIMITED), OF SYDNEY, 
PRAYING TO BE REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL, OR ATTORNEY, OR IN PERSON, BEFORE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON.)

Beeeived hj the LcgistlaUne AMemhhj^ 27 May^ 1S97.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly in Nciv South Wales in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the Union Bank of Australia (Limited), of Sydney, in the Colony of New South 
Wales,— •

Humuly Sjiowkth :—

That on the 13th day of May, 1897, your Honorable House appointed a Select Committee to 
inquire into and report upon tbe proposed exchange of land on Cuppacumbalong Hun, Queanbeyan 
■District. ■

Your Petitioner humbly prays that he may be represented by counsel, or attorney, or in person, 
before the Select Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon the said matter, with the right to 
call witnesses and adduce evidence, and to examine and cross-examine such witnesses as may give evidence 
before the said Committee.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Sydney, 27th May, 1897. 117

The Usiojt Bank of Austuaiia (Limited), by its Attorney,—

JAMBS OEK,

DM.] 117—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

CLAIM OF TAMES AND PATRICK GUIHEN, 
OF KANGAROO YALLEY;

TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE, 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

ASH

APPENDIX.

Printed wider IVo. 20 Report from Printing Committee, 21 October, 1897.

SYDNEY: WILLIAM APPLEGATE GULLICK. GOVERNMENT PRINTER.

[1*. 3d.] 25/—
1897.
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1897.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 39. Tcesday, 27 July, 1397.

8. Claim oe .Tajiks axd IVtkick G-uiuex, oe J\ axgahoo VjVJjLut :—Mr. Alexander Campbell moved, 
pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon tbe claim of James 
and Patrick Guiben, of Kangaroo Valley, against the Government, for loss sustained through the 
action of the Government in disputing their title to certain land at Lower Brogher’s Creek, 
Kangaroo Valley.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Bobert Jones, Mr Morton, Mr. 
Chapman, Mr. Pyers, Mr. Law, Mr. Bose, and tbe Mover. ■
Question put and passed.

Votes No. GO. Tuesday, 19 October, 1897.

9. Claim of James ash Patrick Guihes, of Kasoaroo Valiev :—Mr, Alexander Campbell, as 
Chairman, brought up the Beport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, 
and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject 
was referred on 27th July, 1897, together with Appendix.

CONTENTS.
PAGE.

Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings ........................................................................ 2
Report...................................................................................................................................... 3
Proceedings of the Committee ............................................................................................ 4
List of Witnesses................................................................................................................... 4
Minutes of Evidence ........................................................................................................... 5
Appendix ................................................................................................................................. 13
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1897.

CLAIM OP JAMES AND PATRICK (JUIHEN, OF KANGAROO VALLEY.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 27th July, 1897, 
to inquire into and report upon the claim of James and Patrick Gitihcn, of 
Kangaroo Valleyr against the Government, for loss sustained through the action 
of the Government in disputing their title to certain land at Lower Itrogher’s 
Creek, Kangaroo Valley,—have agreed to the following Report:—

Your Committee, having examined the witnesses named in the List**SeeLi9t.P-4* 
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), find :—

1. That the land in question is and was the property of James and Patrick 
Gfuihen, which conclusion is borne out by the sworn evidence given before the Local 
Land Board.

2. That the Crown did dispute the title of the Guihens, by informing them 1
that unless they applied to purchase the land under section 66 of the Crown Lands
Act it would be brought to auction, and subsequently by stating that the Guihens 
should pay rent for the land. ' '

3. That, by the Crown so disputing the ownership of the land, the Guihens 
wore put to much trouble and loss through want of peaceful possession, and through 
having to incur legal and other expenses in maintaining their right to the land.

Your Committee consider that the recommendation of the Land Board 
should be given effect to, and recommend James and Patrick Guihen’s case to the 
favourable consideration of the Government.

No. 8 Committee lloom.
Legislative Assembly,

\Ath October. 1897.

ALEX. CAMPBELL,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 4 AVGUST, 1897. 
Meaihebs Pbesent :—

None.
In the absence of a Quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TUESDAY, 10 AUGUST, 1897.
Membebs Present :—

Mr. Chapman, J Mr, Alexander Campbell,
Hlr, XjHWj I PycFS

Mr. Alexander Campbell called to the Chair. ' '
Entry from Votes aud Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk 
Committee deliberated.
William Eovegrove called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
James G-uihen called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Ordered,—That the Under Secretary for Lands he summoned to give evidence next meeting. 
Adjourned till Thursday next at 11 o’clock.

THURSDAY, 12 AUGUST, 1897.
Members Present :—

Mr. Alexander Campbell in the Chair.
Mr. Chapman, | Mr. Pyers.

Edward Arnold Eronsdon (Clcrk-in-chargc, Alienation Branch, Lands Department) called in 
sworn, and examined. ' ’
. to- in Evidence of the inquiry by the Local Land Board held at Nowra
in ISTovemher, 1889 A 1]; .Report by the Board of Inquiry held at Ebwra in Pebruarv 1891
[Appendix A 2] ; Tracing showing the land [Appendix A 31, ''

Witness withdrew.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 24 AUGUST, 1897. 
Members Present :—

Mr. Alexander Campbell in the Chair. 
Mr. Law, | Mr. Pyers,

. . ®,e Clerk, by direction of tbe Chairman, read a letter from the
intimating that the Department desired to oiler further evidence.

Edward Arnold Bronsdon recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
William Lovegrovo recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated as to their Report.
Reassembling oi the Committee to bo arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

Lmler Secretary for Lands,

THURSDAY, 2G AUGUST, 1897. 
Member Present :—

Mr, Alexander Campbell.
In tbc absence of a Quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 14 OCTOBER, 1897. 
Mejibebs Present :—

Mr. Alexander Campbell in tbe Chair. 
Mr. Robert Jones, | Mr. Law.

. Mr. Pyers.
Chairman submitted Draft Report. “
Same read, amended, and agreed to.
Ghainnan to report to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
Eronsdon, E, A............................................
Guihen, J........................................................ .........................................
Lovegrove, W............................... ........................*............................
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XEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKKN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

TO IXQOIRK INTO

CLAIM OF JAMES AND PATEICK GUIHAN, 
OF KANGAROO YALLEY.

TUESDAY, 10 AUGUST, 1897.
5«5£ni:—

Mn. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
Mu. CHAPMAN,

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, Esq., ix the Chair.

Mu. LAW, 
Mn. PYERS.

William Lovegrove called in, sworn, and examined :—
» th° G"ii"’ “ H,e ^ "*»*

2. When did Ihe case arise ?_ J was Crown Lands Agent at Shoalhaven in 1886. Towards the end of 
SitomUo Guhihan:lnd ErW111 b0t' Came t0 Erwi'1 wantlng to know whether the island in dispute ;
the^GfIniai TnfnUl°rU A forms the subject of this inquiry and is the subject of
the claim I told them both that tho land belonged to Guihan, and that there was no doubt about it 1 
came to Sydney, haying been a candidate for Parliament in February, 1SS7, and shortly afterwards Guihan 
came lo me and said that he had been directed to give up tho Island, as it was Crown land. I went to 
tho Lauds 0thee, and saw the original plan. 1 saw Mr Leering, and I said, “Mr. Leering, this land 
belongs to Guihan , there, is not a shadow of doubt about it.” His answer was, » Am I speaking to Mr

W.
Lovegrove,

I said, “ The Land Agent.'’ Then he said.Lovegrove, my friend, or to Mr. Lovegrove, tiie Land Agent?'1 
“ I wish to tell you that Guihan shall never have Ihe land.”
4. lias not a large amount of correspondence passed between you and the Lands Department in conncc- 
land ^ Sknd ' ^ f°r SeVe!,;l yearS, G'Uilial1tokl he would have t0 apply ™ purchase this

j1 ,^0U 4not whether Erwin lodged an application to purchase ? He had not lodged an appli
cation at this time, but he was being urged by an unseen hand to lodge it, ^
6_ Mr. Chapman] What do you mean by an unseen hand ? 1 am not able to identify it; but Mr Fraser
Martin sent Guihan a forni application to apply for half the land, aud said it vias iio use lighting tho 
2^0 him-*1^ Lr'V111 Bhou d havo lhe othcr haIf' He waB to apply to purchase it. It was noUo he

7. Can you s*ate, of your own knowledge, that pressure was brought to bear on him to do that? I would 
rather leave that to Guihan to say.
hv ‘'T'’ ^ of/acf:i Jtjia* Pressure was brought to bear ? The pressure is best disclosed
by the letters, to which I will refer. The first m date which I have here is 13th .1 auuary, 1SSS. It is from 
the Department of Lands, and is as follows •— ‘

Sir,
. , Rehwnng to your letter of the 19tb ultimo and previous correspondence relative to the dismitc between f-irnrw.

JuXsfof pr-wre1" md 19 °i ]J,0£f'■’a Cr^’ obet— ’Nrr' ^wins
\vu acres and ,\Jr. Guihaus completed conditional purchase of 199 acres 2 roods and 20 perches parish ofWaJlnya, comity of Ciundcn, I am direotei! to inform you that, upon a close investigation of plans aud^ood dcacuptions,

tho
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W, the laiul in question is found to be owned by the Crown, and that Mr. Guihan should apply under section GO for the area 
Lovegrove. between his portion and the present northerly course of running water, as indicated in the accompanying tracing. I am 
,—to add that, in the event of Mr. Guihan failing to tender such application within one month, steps will be at once taken to- 

lOAug., 1S97. sell the land by auction.
Thnt is signed by the Under Secretary for Lands. I take it that that is a clear claim by the Crown. I 
then wrote, calling attention to the fact thatthe plan did not agree with the description in the application. 
The reply from the Department on 2nd February, 1888, says:— ■

Sir, ... .
With reference to your letter of the 10th instant, conveying Mr. Guihairs determination not to give up pos

session of the land which it is proposed to give to Mr. Erwin, I have the honor to inform you that—J. Mr. Taylor’s plan 
does agree with the deed in description. 2. Mr. Mcllwraith was put in possession of the land by the deed. Twenty- 
five years adverse possession is nothing as against the Crown, and rent should be paid.
I have nothing stronger to read than that the Crown actually claims rent for the land. That disposes of 
the Crown Solicitor’s opinion, delivered afterwards, that the Crown had never claimed the land—that it 
was merely a dispute between Erwin aud Guihan.
9. Mr. Znir.] AVhat is tbe statement about “ twenty-five years adverse possession not affecting the Crown” ? 
I did not say anything about adverse possession, but I said the man had been in possession twenty-five 
years, and that all their plans showed that the land was Guihan’s. Then commenced what seemed to me 
the worst feature of the whole business. The Lands Department began altering all the maps.
10. Mr. 7Jyers.] What was the amount of land that Guihan had ? 199 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
11. Has the land been surveyed again to see if he has sufficient land without the piece which is in dispute? 
No ; the plans showed it, and the Board of Inquiry said the facts were incontrovertible, and that the land- 
must be given back again. Mr. Deeriug said, *' No, there cannot be a re-survey.”
12-. Mr. Ohupmtm.l Hr. Pyers asks you whether any survey has been made since, or whether the maps- 
show that Mr. Guihan had not his area of laud without the land in dispute ? There has been no re-survey. 
The maps show from the very first that the-land was Guihan’s.
13. That he has not his area without it ? . The maps show the island was marked as part of Guihan’s. 
land.
14. Part of his 1S'>9 acres ? Yes,
15. Do you know that Mr. Guihan had not in his holding 199 acres without including the land in dispute?
1 am certain he bad not. When 1 spoke to Mr. Deering about it, I said, “ What will you do for the 20 
acres that are short?” He said, “ Oh, give him back bis five shillings an acre.” The land had been 
cleared, grassed, and in all respects it was beautiful dairy paddocks, and according to the evidence worth 
£1G per acre.
1(5. Mr. Pi/m.] Have you any correspondence to show that be said that Mr. Guihan was to get five shillings 
an acre back ? No ; it is simply what Mr. Deering told me, and I am on my oath. The correspondence 
went on, aud at last Mr. Erwin was urged to put in a special application for the land, and it was gazetted. 
I think that was some time iu October, 18S9. A great deal of time passed before be could be pursuaded 
to send in an application. 1 immediately lodged a caveat. I was asked to withdraw this caveat, and I 
would not. After considering this business for some time, tbe matter was referred to the Land Board for 
trial ou 13th November, 1889. ■ i _
17. Chairman.'] What decision did tbe T.and Board arrive at ? The Land Board was curiously constituted. 
At that lime one of the local members died aud had not been replaced, therefore there were only Mr. 
Harriott and Mr. Bice. I applied to the Lands Department for certain papers to be produced at the 
trial. They said they would be produced on payment of £6. There is a letter to that effect, I pointed 
out that the papers really belonged to the Shoalhaven district, and as they were to be produced in tbe 
Shoalhaven district, I thought no charge should be made. They replied that they would be in tbe hands 
of the Chairman, and that I could have access to them,
18. Were those plans and papers produced? When I went down there, knowing all the maps had 
been altered, and that probably they bad forgotten I had two maps in my office, I subpoenaed the Land 
Agent there to produce the two maps 1 thought would not have been tampered with. Then I asked the

■ Chairman to allow me to see the papers which he had brought from Sydney. He said no, he would not
do that, hut that if I asked for any one by its departmental number, he would produce it. That, of course, 
was tantamount to shutting me out altogether, because I did not know the departmental numbers. 
However. I was content to rest my case on the facts, and on the production of maps by Mr. Galbraith, 
who succeeded me as Land Agent. The maps were produced accordingly, and they showed that the land 
belonged to G uihan. There being only one member of tbe local Board, and Mr, Harriott evidently having 
a strong bias in favour of the Department, the judgment appeared to me to be so ambiguous that I 
resolved to take a bold step. I therefore wrote and said that a mueh more serious thiug had cropped up 
than the mere claim of Guihan to the land; that was, that the maps were altered in the Department 
pendente, lite, in a most vital point. Mr. Brunker, the Minister, thought this was so serious a charge that 
he ordered a Board of Inquiry.
19. Mr. Pyers,] 'What decision did the Land Board come to ? That the land was Guihan’s if the starting
point was right, and if so-and-so and so-and-so. __
20. Chairman.] Was it soon after that referred to a Board of Inquiry ? Yes; Mr. Condor was the 
Chairman. He wrote a note to me asking me to appear before the Board. I appeared, but, to my 
surprise, he said, 111 am sorry to say that we do not want you to give any evidence. The thing is too 
palpable. The land must be^restored to the Guihans. The plans which have been altered will have to be 
made right again, but wc should like you to say that this might have been done without malice.” I was 
taken aback for a moment, and I said, “ Well, sir, the facts having been given in our favour, it is not for 
me to state what the intention was. It is for the Board of Inquiry to find out what the intention was.” 
They said, “ Wc shall report that the deed must be made right, and the land given up to Guihan.”
21. Have you any further correspondence after that? Then comes this letter:—

Referring to your letter of 19th Novemher last and subsequent communications respecting the claim made to certain 
land in the parish of Camhcwarra, County of Camden, by Messrs J. and P. Guihan, in connection with which you made a 
statement that maps are altered in tins llepartment in their most vital point, and this is done in view of matters jaencfcnite 
tile, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that the Board of Inquiry, after a careful investigation of the 
whole of the circumstances surrounding tins matter, have furnished a report to the effect that in one of the instances 
pointed out by you no alteration whatever has been made.
It was a case in which the colour appeared to have been tampered with, but it was not very certain.

And
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And in the others the alleged alterations have been carried out clearly and legitimately, us the sequence to a 
^Ministerial decision upon alleged facts, and in no way partakes of the character implied by you.
That is a curious paragraph,

1 urn to add that tho Board were of opinion that the island in dispute between Messrs, J. and P. Guihan and 
Mr. George Erwin should be added to the grant held by the former ; but upon this matter you will receive a further 
communication.

W.
Lovegrove.

10 Aug., 1897.

T did receive a further communication as to when and where to lodge the Crown grant. The grant ivas 
altered, and the land was given back to these people.
22. Have yon that further letter that he refers to there ? No ; the G-ovcrnment did not deny that they 
had to give up the land again.
23. Mr. Law.~\ Is it on record in the report that the land was to be given up to Guihan ? 1 have never 
seen that report. This letter shows a bias, in my opinion, because Mr. Morton, when quoting in the 
House from the report, read the following passage *—

The Board are of opinion fhut the facts presented are incontrovertible-----
That is not merely an opinion, and there is no getting away from that statement. The quotation then 
goes on:— . “
and would respectfully advise that the Crown grant be recalled, with a view to the issue of a new deed, including the 
island, in accordance with the original survey ; also that the recent survey of the island he cancelled, tbe marks obliterated, 
aud the notations referred to as having been cancelled ou the plan restored.-----
So you see that the Government hud been actually holding these men at hay for three and a half years 
•on a matter which the Board said and T said from the beginning there was no shadow of doubt about.
The deed of grant was recalled accordingly, with a view of including the island in tho proposed new deed.
1 waited for a considerable time until the deed should be altered beyond recall. I had to wait seven or 
eight months At the end of that lime 1 wrote lo the Government, pointing out the losses those men 
had sustained, the fact that their neighbours had been invited to trespass on their land, that their fences 
had been cut down by the Government surveyors, that tho land had been thrown open to anybody and 
everybody, and they themselves held up as dishonest men who had taken what, they did not own, that 
there had already been two inquiries.
2 !•. Mr. Ltno~\ Are these inquiries on record in print? Tes.
2,7. In one pare you said the Hoard report that the land must be given up to Guihan;—is that in the 
printed report of the Board ? ’I es. I then wrote, after the deed was safe, to the Government, pointing 
out the litigation which had lasted for four years, and I asked would they not compensate Mr, Guihan 
for the terrible loss and expense they had put him to. They replied by letter, saying that they would 
require the items. '
2ti. Chairman.'} Bid you submit a bill ? Supplying Guihan with the dates, I sent a bill down to him to 
fill iu the amounts, and it came back to me at, I think, £591.
27, Was that the claim Guihan made ? Tes. J wrote to the Government, enclosing the claim ; hut I 
said I would recommend the sum of £300 as being, in my opinion, a fair amount to cover all losses.
28 What course did the Minister then take? The Government, after a lapse of four or five months or 
more, replied that the Secretary for Lauds had decided to refer tiie papers in the case to the Local Land 
Board for investigation, aud that the papers had been sent to the Chairman, at Goulburn.
29, JIB". Pyers.] What was the decision of the Land Board on that? Mr. Mormrty in the first place 
said it wms only a dispute between two private individuals, and that if the Government gave wav in this 
case, they might as well give way in all eases, hut the majority of the Board recommended that £Ui7 4s 
should be paid to Guihan. 1 have tbe items which they allowed. Looking over these I saw at once that 
tho influence of the Chairman had been devoted to a thing which he spoke of to me at the trial, that was, 
that he would net advise any costs of the litigation, because it was only a dispute between Erwin and 
Guihan, aud, therefore, the Crown was not responsible. On looking over the items I saw that they had 
been very much cut down, and I wrote to the Minister, Mr. Brunker, saying that the Board had returned 
a verdict of £167 4s., and I pointed out that they had left out the charge that had been paid to me by the 
Guihans for the four yeai’s, which was £50. It was not a charge by me, it was a voluntary offering by 
the men ; that was £50 for four years litigation, hundreds of letters, interviews, plans, copies, and so on. 
Mr. Brunker replied to me, with regard to this award of £167 4s., that he would offer £50. The Guihans 
said they would sooner let the £50 go to tiie bottom of the sea. than take it, as it did not represent any
thing of what they had suffered. fou can consider that these men were not only put out of possession 
of this land, hut under such circumstances of ignominy as to mark them out as dishonest men. They 
could not even sleep at night owing to their knowledge that their neighbours were putting cattle on their 
land. There had already been two inquiries, this being the third, and they had to bring witnesses 
hundreds of miles. Considering all these circumstances, it was a very mild cost for three law suits. My 
view was that, besides tho actual loss, they had incurred expenses up to about £150. "
B0. Chairman.} If they had not taken the course they did, do you think tho Government would have sold 
the land? Apparently so. The whole of the letters show it. One letter says the land will he brought 
to auction in a month. I cannot tell what the motive was in the whole of this; but it was a very had 
disgraceful piece of work for the Lands Department.
31. Mr. Law.} How many reports are there? Three reports.
32. What are they ? One by two members of the Local Hoard, the second was the report of the professional 
men of the Lands Department who said the facts wore incontrovertible, and that the land must ho made 
over to the Guihans, then there is the third report which gives the verdict for £167 4s Tou will sec by 
the items that the Board have allowed nothing on account of the £50 which the Guihans paid to me.
33. Chairman^} Are the items which they have allowed independent of that amount? Yes; not only 
that, but it cuts down their journeyings to Sydney to four, whereas the journeyings these men made were 
mueh more numerous ; at that time they were paying bank interest, and the money they were out of pocket 
was adding to the interest. The Bank was anxious to get the land because it was part of their security.
34. Mr. Pyers.] According to your showing the Department do not now make any claim to this island— 
they have admitted that it is Guihans ? Yes ; he has the deed now.
35. Chairman.} While this matter was in dispute did they have trouble with their neighbours putting cattle 
on the land ? Yes. I may mention a private conversation I had with a member of the Local Board

afterwards.
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^ • afterwards. He said that that £S0 was included. lie said, “"Wc gave tiie £50, IVfr. Lovegrove,” but it is
ovegro\p. j^Qt; down there. 1 said to him. ” I see you cut down the loss in grazing by one half which they charged at 

10Ane~lS!r ^ atl acie ^nr ^^ree years.” He replied, “ Yes, because we considered they had a sort of interrupted 
*..........possession.” 1 thiuk it would havo been better if the man had had no possession.

36. What is the quality of the land in dispute? The land has been valued by the Government Surveyor
at £0 per acre and by an auctioneer down there at £16.
37. Is it first-class alluvial land ? Yes: it is the best of their land. Howt the Crown Solicitor could report 
that the Crown never claimed the land I can quite understand, because by judicious selection of papers it 
could be made to appear that the dispute was between Guihan and Erwin, but in no other way.
38. Chairman^ Does the correspondence show clearly that tbc Crown did dispute it? Yes. Surely this 
man is entitled to bank interest. The hank held his deeds, and every particle of this money out of pocket 
was advanced by the hank.
39. Mr. Law^\ Do you say that in the first instance they put in a. claim for £591, and that then on your
own account you suggested it should tie brought down to £300 ? Yes ; I suggested that because in tbe 
first place 1 had made up the whole thing fairly between man and man in my own mind and with a good 
knowledge of the locality. I thought £300 would cover it as a lump sum. _
4-0. Chairman.'] How did you arrive at your estimate ? By the actual expenses out of pocket; by the 
annoyance and constant trespass; the action of tbc surveyor in cutting down the fences, and things of 
that kind. If I had been on a jury, £300 would bo the amount I would be- prepared to give.
41. Mr. Pyers.] Were you acting as agent for Guihan ? Yes ; hut I never like to act unfairly.
42. Mr. Lair.] Suppose you were Guihan, what would you think then ? 1 think Guihan’s estimate
represents his real feelings ; still I did not think it likely that the Government would take the same view, 
but 'would regard £300 as sufficient.
43. Chairman^] Do you still think £300 was suflicient? Yes; but I Itad in view tho old Latin proverb, 
“ He gives twice who gives quickly.”
44. Mr. Law.] How long ago did they agree to take £300? In 1S90 or 1891. I went again to 
Mr, Brunker with Mr, Guihan, and told him they were altering the maps in the Lands Department, but 
some were still unaltered. He said, “Will you give, me the number of one of them?” I replied, “I 
would rather 3iot.” He said, “ You will be quite safe with me ; J will see they arc not altered.” I gave 
him the number, having great doubls of bis power in my mind. I called a fortnight afterwards and saw 
a gentleman, who T thiuk D Ihc chief draughtsman. I asked him for that map. flo said, ‘‘I am sorry to 
say you will not find it in the same condition as it was.” There was a sort of war going on m the Lands 
Office between those who were gentlemen and those who were not gentlemen, and that map was altered. 
It was then I made up my mind to rely on the maps in my own office. 1 said, “ Surely they have not 
tampered with them.”

J. Guihan.

10 Aug., 1807.

.Tames Guihan called in, sworn, and examined:—
45. Chairman.] What is your occupation? Danner.
46. Have you a claim against the Government for compensation over a disputed title to land ? Yes.
47. How did it occur ? The Sergeant of Police came there one day and said the Government had sent 
him as Crown Lands Agent to see about a piece of land belonging to me, and to make a report. He 
viewed it, and sent in a report, Bye-and-bye I got a letter from the Government, and a Government 
surveyor—Air. liiloy, I believe—came. I did not know how to deal with the Government, and I went to 
Mr. Lovegrove, who had started as land agent in Sydney. Mr. Kiley measured the land, cut down the 
fences, and threw it open.
48. Did they say nothing about selling tho land ? Yes ; I got a letter that the land would be sold.
49. Mr. Law.] Had you any title to the land ? Yes ; I always knew it was my land, and that the Govern
ment were wronging me. ’
50. Chairman.] How long had you been living on tbe farm at this time ? About four or five yeaivs.
51. Had you been in occupation all that time ? Yes. Mr. East had rented the place before I got it, and 
I agreed to allow him to take off a crop which was then on the land.
52. Did some one lodge an application to purchase the island? I believe Mr. Erwin did.
53. Did you get any notice from the Government after Erwin lodged his application? Yes; I got a 
notice that if there were any objections to be lodged they should be lodged within a certain time, I again 
came to Sydney to Mr. Lovegrove.
54. What did you do then ? He lodged a caveat, and a Court was held at Nowra. I had to go about the 
country to get witnesses; I had to go to Moss Vale to get Mr. George Tate, and I had lo go all round 
Sydney to find Mr. Mcllwraith. I was two or three days in Sydney.
55. What did the Land Board decide? That the land was mine, and had always been mine.
56. Did the matter end there ? Yes. Soon afterwards Mr. Riley went back to the land; he filled np the 
lock-pits which he had made ; he pulled up the pegs which he had put down, and he threw them into the 
creek. That was after the Land Board gave their decision. He cut away the marks he made on the 
trees, and be destroyed everything that he had put up.
57. Were there any trees marked originally? Ves ; but there were great floods which had washed them 
away in 1870. But 1 took Mr. Mcllwraith's brother there, and he said that he had been there with the 
surveyor when the survey was made in 1861. He showed me the boundary line, and said, “ That is the 
boundary. I was with the surveyor and helped him to "mark the trees.”
58. Was that one farm before you purchased the land or afterwards? It was always a kind of island, 
but the flood m 1870 broke through the centre and divided it into 12 acres on one side and 8 acres on the 
other.
59. How long was it from the time that Surveyor Riley went ou to the land first until tho Government 
officially wrote to you and told you they considered it was your property? They waited a long time—for 
some months.
60. Have they issued a deed to you now including the island ? Yes; the same old deed. When I saw 
the plan with the deed it was as plain as it is now. It was charted on tho plan with the deed.
61. Mr. Late.] Have they deprived yon of any land ? Ho ; they tried to, but they could not do it.
62. Chairman.] Did you make a claim against the Government for compensation ? Yes; after I got tlie-
deed properly fixed up. 63.
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G(J. ill?’, Pyers^] "What was ttie amouufc of the claim ? Mr, Lovegrovc advised me to send in a very low J- Guilmu, 
estimate, hecause lie thought the Government might think that I was wanting to get more than my right.
He advised me to say £300—whatever my expenses had been; hut they were a great deal more than that. 1° Aug., 1897.
64. Bid you send in a claim for £300? Yes.
65. Bid you not send in a claim for £590 ? When this claim for £300 went in Mr. Brunker asked for the 
items, and they came to £56L.
66; Chairman’'] Bid they give you that £300 ? Ko. I believe he then wrote, saying that he would have 
it investigated by the Land Board
67. Was that investigation held at iSYwra ? Yes.
68. What did the Board decide on ? 1 think they recommended £167. I think that was in 1891. Tn
that verdict 1 was not allowed Mr. Lovcgrove’s fees at all. That was not set down, although Mr. Bvee 
and another member of the Board said they did allow it; that is why the amount is so small. '
69. What action did the Government lake upon that report? I think Mr. Moriarty began to write to 
the Ministry to give me nothing, that I was very well done for, and that I ought*to get nothing.
70. Are you aware of that as a fact, or do you only think so? It is a fact; it is in the papers.
71. Bid the Government offer you anything ? Onlv £50.
72. Mas that in full satisfaction of your claim for £300 ? That was for all my expenses before I got my
title to the land. 1 made twelve journeys to Sydney, but they only allowed me for two journeys. I went 
to Mr. Garrett with Mr. Lovegrove. I thought he was not aware of the transactions. 1 asked him if he 
was aware of them, He said ho was, and that ho would sell the land inside of a month. He advised me 
to buy it. I said, “ 1 have bought it already.” Mr. Garrett was then Minister for Lands, and I believe 
he was also Land Agent at the same time. When he said lhat he would sell the land inside of a month, T 
said, dhen you will be selling my land. ’ He said, “ Well, 1 will refund you the money—Os. an acre— 
which has been paid on the selection. ’ As I would not be'entitled to anything unless it was my land, I 
thought he must be satisfied that it was my land. ‘
73. Was the land cleared and in cultivation ? It was under grass at fhe time that the surveyor threw it 
open. It was Ihc best part of the land, and Mr. Mcllwraith cleared that land first. It was the only 
cleared ground when we got the farm. When the surveyor cut down the fences the townspeople put 
tneir cattle on the land. *111(1 they used to put their working horsea there on Saturday night and Sunday.
/4. Was that after the surveyor threw the land open ? Yes. Brwin used to threaten me with an action 
if I interfered with his cattle, and I had to leave them there.
75. Bid you suffer annoyance by the trespass of other cattle, and through your own cattle getting out ? 
ics. It was troublesome for me to keep my cattle on the land, and the other people would not allow me 
to shift one beast of theirs.
76. Bid you accept the offer made by the Government of £50 ? Ho; I would prefer that they should
give me nothing rather than that. I would have been much better in pocket if they had taken the land 
away altogether, as it would have saved me a lot of expense. u
77. Mr. Pt/crs.] Were there any fences around this land before the surveyor went there ? Yes - and
crops of corn had been taken off it. It was well fenced. ;
78. Was a great deal of the fence cut down ? Yes; it was cut through iu several places. It was
destroyed so as to throw it open. That was before the Laud Board decided it was my laud. 35 very thin s- 
was put right after the decision. ' Jo
79. Mr. Pate.] Bid you have to put up the fences yourself afterwards? Yes: and tho Government 
afterwards took away from me a road 1 chain wide, and they gave me nothing for it. That shows how 
very anxious they were to oblige Erwin in the matter. I have been completely robbed by them. I had 
to borrow money every time I got a notice from the Government. I had no money in the bank, and I 
had to borrow. Another loss 1 suffered was that I had thirteen heifers on the land, but I had to sell 
them to meet all these expenses. 1 sold them lor £3 per head, and twelvemonths afterwards I offered the 
buyer £5 per head profit. It it had not been for this trouble I could have kept those cattle, but I never 
made any claim for that loss. I made no claim except for the borrowed money and the ready money that 
1 spent; and 1 had to hire people to look after my business when I had to go away on this business.

THURSDAY, 12 AUGUST, 1897.
Jlrrscnt: —

Mb. CHAPMAN, [ Mb. PIERS.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, Esq., in the Chair.

Edward Arnold Bronsdon called in, sworn, and examined:_
80. Chairman] What office do you hold? I am in charge of tho Alienation Branch of the Lands Department.
81. Are you acquainted with the facts of a dispute which occurred between the Government and two 
persons named Guihan, in the Kangaroo A alley? Yes,
82 Have you some correspondence and documents in connection with that case ? Yes • I produce the olhcial papers* 1
83. Have you any knowledge of the case? It lias come before me officially at various times
YesHa'T<i y0U 1 '0 reP°rtS °f the B0ardS 0f ln<lllil7 whlch havc b06a held iH connection with the ease ?
85. Have you the reports and evidence of the first Local Land Board which was held ? Yes
86\?a™70^al8° Vle re,)0rt ancl evidenfie ot' the inquiry which was held at Nowra ? Yes - ' it was held 

^ November, 1889. I hand in the evidence and the report. [Appendix Al.l ’
8/. There was a Board of Inquiry—it was the second one have you got the evidence and report of that 
Bdard ? Yea; there is a printed paper containing that report. 1 produce the Board’s report and 
evidence. [Appendix A2.] Ihe inquiry was held on the 27th February, 1891, at Nowra 
88. Have you had any intimation that the Minister wishes to havc any evidence given on behalf of the 
Bepartmcnt? No; 1 have no express instructions on that point; but there are a few things that J 
wish to mention. 1 wish to represent the Bcparhnental view of this case. I would submit, first of all,

257—B that

E. A. 
Bronsdon.

12Aug^l897.
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E. A. that these men have no legal claim. That is very clear from the fact that they admit their deed did not 
r^s °n’ embrace the land they have since claimed, and which has since been given to them. Further, we have 

12Aug 1897 a^y*ce ^ Crown Solicitor to the same effect, viz., that G-uihan has no legal claim against the 
6'’ ' Department. That is shown by the fact that they have never attempted to take any civil action, although

it appears they consulted a lawyer about it.
S9, Mr. Qliaipman?\ What admission do you refer to on their part ? Hecause they submitted their deed 
and asked for an alteration, and it was altered.
!)0. Chairman^ Did they submit the deed or did the Department suggest that a fresh deed should be 
given? A letter sent by Mr. Lovegrove, dated 30th July, 1889, is practically a request for an alteration 

. of the deed. He says in that letter :—
As the deed of the land includes a plan of the island, which is only excluded by colour.

That is his way of putting it.
And as the alteration of the word " south11 into “north ” would correct the mistake in description.

He admits a mistake there.
It would seem that a slight alteration in the deed itself would bring it in accordance with the facts, hut it will bo 

probably necessary to issue a new deed, describing the so-called island according to the latest survey (which does not 
correspond with the former tracings furnished to Mr. Gushau), and this deed should he delivered free of charge to Mr. 
Guihan, who has been put to great loss by the error.
91. Mr. Qluipman.~\ I do not see an admission there. Was that letter written in answer to a request
from the Department to send in the old deed ? 1 think not. This letter was written before the Land
Board inquiry. At that time the Department claimed that the island did not belong to Guihan.
92. What area has Guihan in the first deed ? 'fhe area stated was 199 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
93. Is it a fact that without this island he would not have that area? Xes.
94. Did you issue a deed in the first instance for Lilt) acres 2 roods 20 perches ? Yes ; the area was stated 
as such, but, of course, the description in the deed is tho important part.
95. Chairman^] If that island was formed by a flood after the first deed was issued, it would not he 
possible to describe the island in the first deed? There is no doubt of that, but the survey was made 
many years before that, and it did show the island.
96. Mr. Chapman.'] Did the original owner of this land apply for 199 acres 2 roods 20 perches ? He 
applied for 200 acres, but a road was taken, which reduced the area to 199 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
97. Would it be impossible to give that area without including the island ? Yes ; that is so.
93. Do you say that it is pretty clear that Air. Guihan has no legal claim ? Yes ; I submit that.
99. As a matter of fact, in similar cases does not the Department very often recognise a moral claim ? 
They do in certain cases, and they have to a certain extent done so here. Mr. Brunker offered £50 in 
satisfaction of any moral claim Guihan might be supposed to have, but be did not admit any legal claim. 
I wish to submit to the Committee that, apart from the legal aspect of the ease, if the Guihans are entitled 
to any compensation it should be limited to actual and necessary expenses—for instance, Mr, Guihan 
has employed an agent, he visited a solicitor, and made journeys here, there, and everywhere. It is not 
fair to expect the Department to pay for all these things. If a man thinks an agent can conduct his 
business better than himself it is hardly fair to expect the Department to pay that agent, although his 
case may prove successful. 1 would also like to call attention to the nature of the claims made on behalf 
of Air. Guihan as contained in the printed document.
100. Mr. Pyers.] Is it not a fact that if Guihan had not employed an agent the Crown would have sold 
the land ? I do not think so.
101. Did they not threaten to sell the land ? They invited an application for part of it, and they invited 
him to apply for the other part.
102. If he had not objected, and got an agent would they not have sold the land ? If he had not objected, 
perhaps, but I am speaking of his engaging an agent to do his business, and then expecting the Depart
ment to pay for that. I should like to refer to the claim made by Mr. Lovegrove, which was referred to 
the Board for investigation only. The first item lie puts down is £200 for want of possession of the land 
generally for three and a half years. The Crown never dispossessed Mr. Guihan, and never authorised 
anyone else to go into occupation of part of this island—that is a matter of imporlance.
103. Mr. Chapman.] Did you not just now state that the Crown offered part of this island to somebody 
else ? They invited a man to lodge an application, which he did, but it was subsequently refused.
104. If the Department invited someone else to make application for portion of this laud, would not that 
virtually be dispossessing the owner, because it would intimate to him that he could not utilise the land in 
a permanent way ? Mr. Guihan claims that he was in possession of this island, and he disputed the 
correctness of the Crown’s claim—so far as any evidence has yet been brought forward he has not shown 
that he went out of possession. I will read a letter by Air. Lovegrove bearing on that point, dated 
19th November, 1839. You will see that is only a few mouths before the second inquiry by the Board. 
He asks that the Government should refuse Air. Erwin’s application, “ or havc an additional deed prepared 
giving them the land sold to them, surveyed for them, occupied by them continuously for twenty-seven 
years, and whose value has been due to their money and labour.” You will notice that the conditional 
purchase was originally taken up in 1862,—this letter was written in 1889, twenty-seven years afterwards. 
As Air. Lovegrove claims that they have been in occupation twenty-seven years, it is clear they were in 
occupation in November, 1SS9, and that was after Erwin's application had been lodged, and only a few 
months prior to the second inquiry by the Land Board. Even if he did go out of occupation, the Crown 
certainly never gave Erwin the right to occupy. The lodging of an application of this sort gives no right 
to occupy the land until the application is approved, and this application was not approved.
105. Chairman.] Did not the Crown say to Guihan that if he did not apply to purchase, the land would 
be submitted to auction ? I believe that was written with regard to one part of the island. It was 
divided into two parts ; Erwin was invited to apply for one part, and Guihan for the other.
106. Did Guihan apply to purchase ? No.
107. Did the Crown carry out their intention to sell by auction? No.
108. Can you account for that course being taken ? Because, in connection with Erwin’s application, 
charges were made by Mr. Lovegrove that certain plans had been altered. A. Departmental Board of 
Inquiry was appointed to investigate those charges. They reported that no other alterations had beenmade.
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made, except tlie alterations usual iu office business ; but they reported that, in their opinion, this island E- A. 
should have been included in the grant. That was contrary to the opinion that had been expressed by the Bronadon- 
District Surveyor previously and by the Deputy Surveyor-Q-cneral; but the report of this Board was 
adopted. Mr. G-uihan was asked to return his deed, and it was corrected so as to include the island. “ '* '
109. The whole of it? Yes ; for that reason no steps were taken to offer the land at auction. I would 
like to refer to the scale of charge that Mr. Lovegrove includes in the items. There is £201) (which is 
corrected afterwards to £210), which is stated to be at the rate of £3 por acre per annum for this island, 
including about 20 acres ; yet tbe freehold value of the land as it then stood, according to the highest 
valuation, was £20 per acre. Mcllwraith bought it for £1 per acre. It was afterwards improved, and 
that perhaps accounts for some of tho difference ; still. £3 per aero net profit on land worth only £20 per 
acre, to say the least of it, seems high. Then you will note that, having charged £210 for want of possession 
of 20 acres, later on Mr. Lovegrove charges £200 for want of possession of part of it—that is the last item of 
£200. He refers to tbe S acres applied for by Erwin, but that forms part of the island for which he has 
already charged £210. That illustrates how this claim for eompicnsatioii has been made up. 1 would also 
submit that Mcllwraith, the original purchaser in whose name the deed was issued, and Gruihan, who 
purchased from him, must share the responsibility of any trouble that has arisen from this mistake. They 
accepted a deed, which, on the face of it, did not include this island. If they claimed that it was a mistake 
they should have pointed it out at the time, and possibly it might have been remedied. When years 
afterwards they did make a claim, the view taken by the District Purveyor, and approved of by tbe 
Minister (Mr. G-arrett), was that tlioy accepted a deed which did not cover the island; therefore the 
land did not belong to thorn, hut to the Crown. 1 think a court of law would take that as the legal 
view.
110. Mr. Ghapman^] But the Court holds that every man knows the law, while we know, as a matter of 
fact, everyone does not know the law ? I am speaking of the interpretation that would be put upon tbe 
deed. It did not describe tbe island, and I think a court of law would say that, therefore, the land did 
not vest in Mcllwraith or in Guihan. I submit that these men, by their own carelessness or something 
of that sort have been partly responsible for tbe trouble, admitting 1 hat there was a mistake. I would 
further point out that the subsequent action taken has vested in Guihan's land claimed to be worth 
£400 which was not covered by their deed. That may bn considered as a set-off to the trouble they havc 
been put to. Further, no less than three Secretaries of Lands have considered this claim for compensa
tion, and they thought that £50 was ample. Mr. Brunker originally offered £50, and the case was after
wards Teviewed by Mr. Copeland and Mr. Carrnthers.
111. Y on say. in the first place, that you consider that if there is a claim—which evidently the Depart
ment admits—the Department should not be called upon to pay the costs of an agent or solicitor? I 
think not.
112. Are yon aware that in all court cases where a man gains a verdict costs are awarded for a solicitor 
or agent ? Yes. m a legal case ; but, as I previously pointed out, if this claim were dealt with as a legal 
case he would be entitled to nothing.
118. You put it that the reason why these men should not be entitled to their claim is that their trouble 
is owing to their carelessness ? Partly.
114. As a matter of fact, do you not know that very few men when taking a deed from the Government 
make any examination of it, but take it for granted that it is right ? J do not think so. The deed con
tains not only a description, but a diagram. A man might not understand tbe description, but ho would 
understand tbe diagram or the chart.
115. You lay stress on the fact that three Secretaries of hands have agreed that £50 is sufficient; hut is 
it not a iact that once a Minister makes a recommendation, it is only in very exceptional cases that hia 
successor alters it ? If a subsequent Minister thinks an injustice has been done he will alter it.
116. Is not that very rare ? Possibly that is so. .
117. 01iairman^\ You have stated that Guihan would not have had the area for which he paid without the 
inclusion of the island ;—under those circumstances, was it Guihan’s fault or Mcllwraitk’s fault or the 
fault of the Crown that this land was not included ? Of course the Department have admitted error; but 
I would point out that the claim of the Department was based on a report by Mr. District-Surveyor 
Deeriug, an officer of long standing, aud also on a report signed by tbe late Mr. Jt. G. D. Fitzgerald,
Deputy Surveyor-General. Their view was that the land did not belong to Guihan.
118. Mr. Pyers^] Both of them have since been proved wrong? That is a matter of opinion.
119. But you admit that he would not have his area of land if the island were excluded ? Yes.
120. Then the opinion of both of those officers must be wrong ? The Department have admitted that by
altering Ihe deed ; but I have pointed out these facts to show that the matter was not dealt with without 
consideration, and it is not a ease on which there are not two opinions.
121. Qhairman.'] Are you aware whether tbe Minister wishes any other witnesses from the Department 
to be examined here? I have no instructions on the subject. I am in attendance in answer to a notice 
sent to the Under Secretary.
122. Mr. Pyers.] Do you say that Guihan was never dispossessed of the land ? Yes ; as far as we know.
123. Did not a Surveyor go down there from the Department, cut down the fences, and divide the island 
into two parts ? He surveyed the island into two blocks ; but, as far as I know, he never cut down the 
fences.
124. Guiban stated that in his evidence? IVY have no evidence to that effect.
125. Mr. Ohapman^] If one of your surveyors went down there and surveyed the land, would you still
hold that no adverse possession of the land had taken place? The correspondence shows that he remained 
in possession. He said he would not go out—“this laud is mine, and I will not give it up.”
126. Mr. Pyers.] Does it not strike you that if he had not objected the land would have been sold ? If 
he had not objected, no doubt it would have been.
127. Then, would ho not have suffered a great wrong? That is the point. I may he allowed to call 
attention to the fact that the Board of investigation at Howra, on 27th February, 1891, was authorised 
merely to collect information for the Minister. Of course, as the Committee are aware, the report of that 
Board was only by a majority. The Chairman of the Board (the expert member) dissenting from the 
finding. I put in a copy of the original plan of the land. [Appendix A3.]
128. Is this the oldest plan ? It is a copy of it. It is the original plan.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 24. AVGUST, 1897. ■
^rfscnt:—

Me. PYERS, j Mm. LAYY.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, Esq., in the Chair.

Edward Arnold Bronsdon recalled and examined :—
E. A. 129. Chairman.] Do you appear before tbe Committee to-day on behalf of the Department of Lands ? 

BroDsdon. Yes ; I appear for the Under Secretary for Lands.
130. Have yon some further evidence to advance to-day? Yes. 1’mm a question that was asked inc the 

24 Aug.,1897. other day I gathered that it had been stated before the Committee that Surveyor Riley had cut down
Guiliens’ fences. Iu consequence of that a letter was sent to the District Surveyor at Goulbum asking him 
to make inquiries from Mr. Riley on that point, and also on the question of ihe occupation of the laud. 
Mr, Riley’s reply is as follows :—

, H August, 1897.
I kkj.t that I could not send the information by that night’s jnail, as T was on my way to Kangaroo Valley on leave 
of absence. 1 thought it desirable to make some inquiries. 1 deny that when making a survey of the island 1 cut down 
Guiliens’ fences in several places. Whenever it has been necessary to remove a rail 1 have always been most careful to 
properly replace it in its former position. I am quite confident that the Brothers Guilien did notgo out of occupation of the 
island. Such an action on their part would have been withdrawing their claim to the land, and they did not in any manner 
withdraw. Jf a claim for compensation for want of occupation for three and half years has been set up by the Guiliens, 1 
am quite certain they cannot sustain it. That is, they cannot prove that they abandoned their occupation of the land.

. j i V. B. RILEY.

131. Have you any further evidence to offer ? Ho that is the evidence J. wish to produce on behalf of
the Department. I did not read the evidence that had been given before the Committee, but from Question 
124 I understood that G-uihen had given evidence on this subject. ■

W,
Lovegrove.

24 Aug., 1897.

’William Lovegrove recalled and examined :— .
132. Chairman.] Are you in possession of any proof, or arc you aware that G-uihens’ fence was cut down 
by fhe surveyors when they were surveying the land in dispute ? Only from what Guilien told me. and 
by his sending to me a telegram, in reply to which I wrote to him and said, “ Do not interfere in any way 
whatever with the surveyor.” I was very much afraid of violence on their part,
133. Did you see the fence? No.
131. Mr. Pyers.] Did you send a telegram to the effect you have just stated ? Yes. _
1.35. Can you produce a copy of that telegram ? I do not know that I can : hut one of the items the 
Guihcns put down in their "claim is “ Shifting the fences £S, by order of tho Surveyor.” _ Here is_a 
memorandum of 1.0th December, 1SS7, from tho Lands Department: “ In a few days the inquirer will 
be invited to apply on. behalf of Guilien to purchase half the island under section 66 of the Crown Lands 
Act, 1884), and the other abutting proprietor the same for the remaining half.” You wilt notice the term 
“ invited to apply.” Erwin was invited to apply for the half,
136. Chairman.] Will yon look through the correspondence to see if you have anything bearing on tbe 
question of the fence ? I am afraid I have not; I confined myself practically to the correspondence 
which they could not possibly deny—that was their own correspondence.
137. JIZr. Pyers.] Have you any knowledge as to whether anyone used the land, or part of the land, during 
the dispute do you know of your own knowledge whether they put cattle there ? No ; but 1 think you 
will find the affidavits by Guihen submitted to the two inquiries, and they will show what was done.
138. Do you know anything about it of your own knowledge? I was not on the spot: I was in Sydney
the whole time. I am prepared to leave with you the whole of the letters relative to the dispute. You 
will notice- that the fact of the dispute prevented Guihen from impounding. The Local Court could not 
deal with the matter. In consequence of being invited to apply, and being told that it was Crown land, 
Erwin was fully persuaded that he bad a right to put his cattle on the land. I know that he had been 
doing that from his own statement to me. I had a conversation with Mr. Bice afterwards, and I asked 
him if he thought my estimate for trespass was too much. He said he did not think so, if Guihen had 
been deprived of total possession of the land, but he had a sort of interrupted possession, and therefore 
they gave him half. , ,
131)- Do you know of your own knowledge that Drwin threatened Gruihen with an action if he removed 
Erwin’s cattle from this land ? No : but I know from Erwin s own lips that he did put his cattle on the 
land. I think you will find from Guihen’s affidavits at both inquiries, that his fences where cut down.
140. 3fr. Law.] The question is whether the surveyor found it necessary to remove the fences, and after
wards left them in their original state, and whether Guihen had to erect tho fences ? I think the item in 
the claim for shifting the fences by order of the surveyor shows that that is the case—that lie had to 
re-erect them. .
141. Mr. Pyers] Do you know tho area of land that was taken from Guihen for a road that was made 
through bis land? It was measured through the land but not across it. It was measured along one 
boundary.
142. Do'you say that none of Guiliens’ land was taken for that road? Yes ; about seven-eighths ot an 
acre, as far as I recollect. There was at least three-quarters of au acre.
143. Chairman.] Can yon tell the Committee whether the action of the surveyor in causing the fence to
opened was on Guihcns’ land, or was it on the road that crossed through the island? It was only a 
proposed road. ...
144. Had it been surveyed at that time ? No. Mr. Surveyor Riley got instructions'tA>
1 do not even know whether it has been carried out. __
145. Mr, Pyers.] Do you know whether it has been gazetted ? No.

survey the road.

APPENDIX.
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CLAIM OF JAMES AND PATBICK GUIHAN.

APPENDIX.

Nctv South Wales, 1

[To Evidence of E. A. Bronsdon, Esg.]

AX.
Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part XI., Section 14, Sur-Section 4.) 

Decision of Loco}, Land Board.

to wit.
Whereas on the thirteenth day of November, 1889, it became a matter for investigation before ua whether the objections 
raised by James ana 1 atrick Guihan to the sale of land to George Irwin arc sufficient to set aside the division of tbe late 
becretary for Lands, that the land is Crown land, and his recommendation that the land should be sold under section 66. 
(rleterrod by the Minister, under section, for report.) And having taken evidence, looked at plans and papers, and inquired 
into the said matter, wrc report :— 11

1. .lhat if the copy of description in the .Deed of Grant forwarded with the papers be correct, that description is
identical with the description given in the application of 7th January, 1863, by W. J. M'lhvraitb, excepting 
with respect to the length of lines given,

2. That tbe land included within the island, shown on plan of survey by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Taylor, was
..'wti Ure^ as.Par*i ^le ^00 s-cves applied for on 7th January, 1S62, and was occupied and improved by W. 0.

, Ilwraith immediately after survey, but there is nothing to show that the measurement was approved bv 
the Surveyor-General. J

3. That if the position of L. Duigau's grant—named as a starting point—he correct, as shown on southern channel
and not on the main, or northern, channel of Lroger's Crook, it is clear that the island cannot be claimed 
under the description ; hut there is nothing to show' how that point has been determined, nor what point Mr 
laylor took as his starting point.

4. That the Proclamation of 16th April, 1862, having heen made after the date of application, did not render the
land unavailable for that conditional purchase, even if tho island, formed by fiood-waters, bo such an island 
as is contemplated iu that proclamation.

5. If the position of north-east corner of L. Cuigan’s 660 acres he absolutely as shown, and if the description in
the Deed of Grant be conclusive, then the land is Crown land, and not included in W. J. MThvraith’s 200 
acres. (Sec. 14, 30 Vic. No. 13.) , .

6. W'e place the value of the land in portion 106 at £12 10s. an acre.
Note.—Any deposit lodged with objections should be refunded.

Given under our hands, at Nowra, in tho Colony of Neiv South IVnles, this 13th day of November, 1889,—

T. WLAREK HARRIOTT, Chairman.
Z. G. BICE, Member.

This report is submitted specially, attention being invited to the serious charge against the Department made by 
Mr. Lovegrove, in his letter of )9th instant.—R.H.R., 29jll[S9. Special, Submitted that the charge be investigated 
by the Board of Inquiry, before any further action is taken on the application of George Irwin for the purchase of the land 
in dispute. G.l1., 2112,89. Approved.—J.N.B., 2(12|89. Air. Lovegrove advised.—3(12(89.

Tins deponent, Frederic FI. Galbraith, of Nowra, Cmivn Lands Agent, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as 
follows :—

...fy X1’- Bonc.rjrorc, agent for Cai-rator: I have charge of the registers, and produce the old register, showing a 
conditional purchase of W illiam John MThvraith, of "th January, ISG2 ; I produce a map and tracing, showing a certain 
road ; it is a plan of survey made by Binstead, in 1871, and shows an island at the north-west comer of No. 9, M Thvraith’a 
land : there is a note on it, “ Portion of No. 2,” being M Tlwraith’s conditional purchase of 200 acres ; I produce a tracing 
of plan showing a road, a survey by Sheaffe, and dated 21sfc October, 1879 ; there is an island shown on it, and it is written 
over it, 2 over 2—W', J. MTlwraith, part of 200 acres.”

, Pd dilarkmore, solicitor: 1 produce a parish plan of Cainhewnrra, now in use in my office ; it shows the island is 
divided into two portions by survey ; tho creek forms a boundary between them ; portion 106 is 8 acres, and portion 107 
is 12 acres ; portion 107 appears on the parish map ; has marked on it the name of “ Guihan,” I think : it is not quite
clear ; this map is dated 5tli June, 1896, and charted up to 22nd August, 1889, signed by G. Lewis.
. . By Mr. Lovcyrorc, ayent: I produce another litho. of same parish, dated the same ; they are tile same editions, but 
it is not charted up beyond 5th June, 1896 ; thereis.no marking shown on the island—it is a blank ; the island is not divided 
on the lithograph ; there is an alteration upon additional charting made in the office map I produce, but 1 do not know who 
made the alteration; the map was sent from the Rands Department to me ; the balance of money on Mllwraith’s 
200-acres conditional purchase was paid on 2nd September, ISSl ; the average time of issuing the deed’is from 12 to 18
months ; there is an entry showing when the amount of balance money was paid, in the register 1 produce ; it is usual to
mark reserves with the letter “ R,”
Sworn by deponent, at Now-ra, this! j, h. GALBRAITH.

18th of November, 1SS9,— /
T. W'akke Harriott, Chairman. •
Z. R, Bice, Member.

This deponent, William Loveyrovc, of Sydney, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :—In January, 1862, 1 
was the Crown Land Agent for Nowra district, and in that capacity I took an application from Mr. J. MTlwraith, which 
I recognise ; I see the description which I have now read ; I produce the plan forwarded here as the original plan by the 
Lands Department; it is a plan of survey of Licensed-Surveyor Taylor’s, dated 25th June, 1862; it shows the island 
coloured os part of the 200 acres, portion 2, and the western boundary is marked as 13 chains in length, and terminates at 
Broghors Creek at a point which mayor may not he at north-east coiner of Duguid’s land, 660 acres; this termination 
coincides with the plan of portion shown on parish lithographs produced by the Land Agent; addition in pencil is made on 
this plan—a double lino is along the western boundary, and the figures 935 are placed there, which 1 do not recollect seeing 
before; the plan shows that at time of survey there was an island there ; I am unable to say whether the smaller island at 
the ^aa inchided or not; following the Brogher’s Creek, as I claim it, would not reach the north-east corner of L.

j^Ujj aureS ? tIie c*aim of chmiiB from that point would throw' this 7 x 10 chains into the conditional purchase, 
and add 70 acres to it; I know nothing about the description in the deed ; I have never seen it or my client, as far aa I 
know ; I produce a tracing from plan marked S4/25127 87.14059; I see a plan from the Lands Department showing that it 
is written that the island is "part of portion of Ko. 2,” and is crossed out; it is Ko. K. 1041.1603; I saw this map in 
custody of Colonel AVells some months ago—rvithin six months ago, I think; the words "Part of por. Ko. 2fl were not 
then struck out; I produce a plan from the Lands Department, a tracing, and Ko. 84/25127 and 87.14050, in which the 
distance from the south-east corner of M'llwraith’s portion 2 to the south-west corner of Irwin’s 120 acres ig stated as J3

chains ;
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chains; I also produce a tracing Cat. No. 0 1078.2041, which was forwarded to me as the description of portion 107, and 
in that the distance between the same two points appears to be 15 chains, or nearly so : on the first tracing it is stated that 
13 chains is the distance, and the measurement is not carried across the creek ; it is stated on first tracing that M‘Ilwraith 
has 199 acres 2 roods and some perches, but, according to scale of the plan, he has about 20 acres less without tho Island, 
which I find by scaling on the tracing ; 1 am acting as agent for Mr. Guighau in support of his claim.

Ujr JUr. Blackmore: The tracing I produce shows that a deed was issued of 109 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Sworn by deponent, at Nowra, this ) W. LOVEGROVE.

I3th of November, 18S9,— (
T. Warre Harriott, Chairman.
Z. G. Bice, Member.-----------------

This deponent, William John Al'Ilwraith, agent, of Sydney, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :—
By Mr, Lovegrove: I made an application, January, 18C2, and recognise it; I went into possession immediately after 

I selected the 200 acres, and began working on what is now eallecl “ The Island,” at the north-western corner ; I was there 
when the land was surveyed in 1862 ■ the surveyor started from Duguid’s C50 acres at Brogher’s Creek ; the creek divided 
my laud from my brother’s selection ; 1 selected first; there were about 2 chains between the two points; the surveyor 
measured along the northernmost stream ; I have not seen the land since 1882 ; there was running water, running more 
south when it was raining very hard ; there was never any other channel except Brogher’s Creek ; there was no island 
when 1 selected, or any land surrounded by water, even in very wet weather; I began to cultivate the land in 1862, on the 
opposite side of the channel; I don’t know the length of the west boundary, but I had to fence it; no one ever told me 
that the Island was not mine till nothin about two years ago, but I cannot exactly say when I was told ; no one has ever 
attempted to disturb my possession ; I have sold the land to Mr. Guighau, in 1SS2, for about £S an acre; I started from 
Duguid’s side in my description, at the north-eastern corner of Dnguid’s land ; I am certain that the Island was included 
in the survey by Taylor ; it is worth about £10 an acre ; 1 cleared and cultivated some of it; it is worth £G to £7 an acre 
to clear it; I sold the land as an incomplete purchase of 200 acres.

By Mr. Blackmore, solicitor: I cannot tell from the charts how my land exactly laid ; 1 don’t suppose I took more 
land than what was surveyed; 1 was on the land only a few days before the survey took place.

_ " W. J. MTLWRAITH.
Sworn by deponent, at Nowra, this I 

13th of November, 1SS9,— I
T. Waree Harriott, Chairman.
Z. G. Bice, Member.-----------------

This deponent, George '1'ate, of Moss Vale, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :—
Mr. Lovegrove, agent: I know the land along Brogher’s Creek very well; I see the island marked on the plan ; I 

have always known this island as belonging to Mr. AlcHwmith ; it was not considered an island when I knew it first; at 
dry times there was only one stream ; the northern side was called lirogher'e Creek ; I havc never known the south side 
called Broghcr's Creek; the first land MTlwraith cultivated was next to the northern channel; 1 selected on the 
northern side of the river ; 1 never heard any dispute whatever us to ownership of this Island.

By Mr. Blacimore, solicitor: I don’t know the north-cast corner of Duguid’s land, although I leased the property for 
ten years ; it was fenced, and I took it as fenced ; the fence did not run quite to the bank of Brogher’s Creek ; 1 was present 
when the land was surveyed, and saw the lines along the northern creek and no other : the land is worth £15 to £16 an 
acre, that is, the whole block of 20 acres ; it would cost £5 to life an acre to clear and cultivate it; the northern portion of 
the island, to a certain extent, has been washed away, hut tho south has not; the northern portion is worth from £3 to £4 
an acre; it cannot he cultivated. GEORGE TATE.
Sworn by deponent, at Nowra, tins )

13th of November, 1889,— J
T. Warm: Harriott, Chairman.
Z. G. Bice, Member,-----------------

Ting deponent, George Eruihtt, of Kangaroo Valley, farmer, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :—
By Mr. Blackmore, solicitor: 1 am the applicant for the land now under inquiry; I purchased my land from 

Mr. Angus ; portion 106 Air. Angus had let to T. .Davey; Guihan’s fence was on the side of the middle channel shown 
on the tracing, marked “C”; it was an old fence; I continued to graze my cattle on the laud for three or four years; 
after this Guihan put up a fence around my north tank—that is, on the north side of the creek ; four or five years ago 
this fence was erected; it is a log fence, aud enough to prevent my cattle getting to water ; Air. Surveyor Taylor told me 
that he never laid a chain on the island ; I apply for the land to get access to water for my cattle, and also access to the 
read ; there may he 1 or 2 acres of the northern portion of the island that can he cultivated ; I havc been ten years on the 
land. '

By Mr. Lovegrove : Guihan never had a fence on the south bank of Brogber's Creek. his
GEORGE x ERWIN.

Witness to mark,—W. A. MacPhee. mark.
Sworn by deponent, at Nowra, this!

13th of November, 1889,— J .
T. Warrk Harriott, Chairman.
Z. G. Bice, Member.

[To Evidence of E. A. Bronsdon, Esq.]

A 2.
Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, Section 14, Sce-section 4).

New South Wales, \ Decision of Local Land Board.
to wit. j

Whereas on the 27th day of February, 1889, it became a matter for investigation before us as to a claim for compensation 
by James aud Patrick Guihan in respect of certain land in the parish of Cambewarra, county Camden, at Broger’s 
Creek,

Mr. Lovegrove, appearing for the claimants, addressed the Board and gave his own evidence, and called 
James Guihan.

1. After considering the evidence, the Chairman stated his opinion that the claim was wholly inadmissible, the
action of the late Minister, Air. Garrett, having been in pursuance of his function as Minister determining a 
question between parties which came before him in the regular course, and having been in accordance with 
the deed of grant held by the present claimant.

2. The item connected with the late inquiry before the Land Board should have been, if properly chargeable,
claimed as costs against the other party to the proceeding before the Board, who were the proper authority 
to settle the question of costs. As no such were applied for or allowed, clearly they cannot now be included 
in a claim against the Government.

3. It appears that the land in question was (whether correctly or incorrectly is for this question immaterial) not
included in the deed of grant. The owner cannot claim to be compensated for not having consulted his deed, 
which would have shown him that the land was not included, ami enabled him to take the proper steps to 
have the error corrected at the time of the occurrence and protect himself from disturbance of his possession.

4. The majority of the Board—Alessrs. Bice and M‘Intyre—decided to recommend the claim for the items
indicated by them, amounting to, in all, £167 4s., inclusive of £41 4 s., costs of inquiry before the Board on 
the 13th November, 1889.

Given under our hands, at Nowra, this 27th day of February, 1891,—
A. O. MORIARTY, Chairman.
Z. G. BICE.
LEWIS MTNTYRE.

Crown
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Crows Lakhs Act of 1884—(Part II, Section 14, Scb-skction 1).

New South Wales, 
to wit. }

Caption to Dejjosiiton of Witnesses.

The oxamiuation of William Lovegrove, of Sydney, in tho Colony of New South Wales, and James Guihan, of Kangaroo 
Valley, in the said colony.

In the matter of a claim by James and Patrick Guihan for compensation against the Government for £560 4s. 
Before the Local Land Board at Nowra on the 27th February, 1891, and it hath been found necessary to investigate the 
said matter on oath, the depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto.

Witiiam Lovegrore, of 109, Pitt-street, Sydney, lieing duly sworn, saith :—My letter to the Under Secretary for 
Lands, dated 7th October, 1890, with its enclosure headed “ Item of Claim by Messrs, James and Patrick Guiban," &c., is 
the claim which I make on behalf of my clients ; the first item in it (£200) should have heen £210, being calculated by me at 
the rate of £3 por aero per annum lor 34 years ; the journeys to the Crown Lands Office, which form the next item, I am 
aware were taken by the claimant whilst I was Crown Lands Agent; passing over the two next items I find certain 
attendances in Sydney which 1 know took place ; 1 also know that the two attendances on the Honorable Thomas Garrett 
took place, and that tho attendance on the Honorable J. N. Brunker took place ; the first item of the expenses of the 
trial m this district being the subpoenaing of witness for which 1 paid £4 : I know Lhat the local solicitor, Mr. Whittell, 
attended, and that I also attended, and the witnesses, Messrs. George Tate, J.P., Messrs, J, and D. jMTwraith, and the 
two caveators, Messrs. Guihan ; 1 know that I was paid altogether during those 34 years a sum of £50, which included 
cost out of pocket,

By Chairman: I lodged the caveat, and appeared for him before this Board with great inconvenience ; I lodged the 
usual deposit of £10 with my caveat, which the Board investigated; I did not ask the Board for costs, hecause I thought 
it was not the proper time—I think this is.

VV. LOVUGROVK.
Recalled: 1 have seen the deed ; the island was in the deed, hut was excluded by color.

W. LOVEGROVE.
■Sworn by W, Lovegrove, at Nowra,

27th February, 1891, before us,— [
A. O. Moriarty, Chairman. 
Z, G, Bice.
Lewis MTntyre, Members.

James Guihan, of Kangaroo Valley, being duly sworn, saith :—I am one of the owners of 199jr acres in the 
Kangaroo Valley ; I have been troubled in the possession of it since 1 got possession of it; I recollect getting a letter from the 
Department of Lands, through ill'. Fraser Martin, about three and a half years ago [tetter produced, marked A], to the 
effect that the land did not belong to mo, hut that I might apply for it: I never applied to he allowed to purchase the land; 
I came to the land agent to see him about this land ; 1 went to the Commercial Bank in Berry to see the deeds ; the 
distance between Kangaroo 4''alley aud Nowra is 16 miles, and I would lose the whole day ; I have attended about twelve 
times in Sydney on this business ; I saw Air. Thomas Garrett in Sydney ; he told me if I did not apply for half of the land 
he would sell it inside of a month ; I went twice to Sydney in consequence of receiving notice that my land would be sold; 
at the inquiry here, Mr. Tate, J.P., came from Moss Vale, Mr, J. MTlwraith came from Sydney, Mr. D. MTlwraith 
came from here, Mr. Lovegrove from Sydney, and I and my brother from Kangaroo Valley ; I was interfered with in pos
session of the land, and lost the profit off it for three years and a half; Erwin has heen trespassing on it for ten years ; a 
sergeant of police came there, and made a report; 1 remember Mr, Riley going there, and sending Mr. Lovegrove a 
telegram to that effect; I suffered auxiety of mind, and often did not sleep; I do not think that item of £2(i0 is an extrava
gant one ; it is three months since I was advised that the new deed was prepared ; since then I have taken steps to divide 
the land ; 1 am employing Mr. Cook, of Berry, licensed surveyor and engineer.

By Mr. Dceriny: I was always sure that the land was mine; my anxiety was caused by the action of the Govern
ment ; I purchased the land about nine or ten years ago ; I got a conveyance of the land ; the transaction was arranged 
between Mr. M ‘Ilwraith and me by a solicitor.

To the Bench: Mr. MTlwraith paid the balance of the purchase money ; he paid it before I bought it; the transac
tion was delayed Giving to the deed not having heen issued ; I knew when I Ixiught that the deed was being prepared; the 
agreement was that the deed was to he produced ; I never saw the deed at all; it was left at the bank by M ‘Ilwraith.

Sworn by James Guihan, at Nowra, this!
27th February, 1891, before us,— j"

A. O. Moriarty, Chairman. 
Z. G. Bice, '
Lewis MTntyre, Members.

JAMES GUIHAN.

A.
This is the letter, marked A, referred to in the evidence of James Guihan, before us, this 27th February, 1891.

A. O. MORIARTY, Chairman. 
Z, G. BICE, ) M ,L. MTNTYRE, f Membcra-

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 January, 1888.
I am directed to transmit herewith, for your information, a tracing showing area proposed to he sold to J. 

Guighau, aa applied for by you on the 16th instant. I have, Ac.,
R. H. De LOW,

W. F laser Martin, Esq., M.P., Sydney. For the Under Secretary.

[One plan.]

Sydney : William Applegate Guliicii, Government Printer.—1897.
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Surveyor Genera/s Office 
Sydney, N?7094//dez

A\3
[fo Evidence of j) E. A. Bronsdon, Esc/J

fdended in befo/y die Se/eci
W Comm idee on C/a.im of James

n n _ _. _ I . _ And Parried Guihen ofPlanofone Portion of Land,

County of Comderb, Parish of Camheirarra,

Situated in the Valley of the Kangaroo River

Appi/edjfor under fhe from Lands Act of 1861.

' ' ' -.f0 Surveys Cancei/ed vide Ms. 89/8543
'if.

Road R. 1041 isos reStftned 15th March 77, 

in lieu of Reserved RoacN.,
'v. ^

Road R. 1041a 1603 resumed Il-v-'febmai7'81 

in lieu of Reserved Road R 10411603\
r

Road R. 1041b isos confirmed 25-JuneV95 

in lieu of Confirmed Road R. 1041a isos

Sd L.B.ZL3k%Zti0? Noted
Description prepared Sd R.U /9.fE‘82. 
Diayram prepared. 'Si W. if. /2.0.4 '82.

NOTE:

iLeference to Corners

I
I

a.
b
c
d

'v ^
ot'C1

'li.Oo?

20 S.SVa E. 358
21 S.l% E. 300
22 S.4 E. 214
23 N24/SE 322
24 N.|57z E. 200
25 S.497zE ISO
26 N.20'4E. 550

Timber^ Woolly Butt, Gum, Apple/ Strinyy-bark 
Flats contain Burrowanys,Nifh : ferns, Nettles & Briars. 
S<?//,_ Rich Alluvia/. s./ 0 
Wafer,- Plentiful. *o / '
Access,- DifficptF'

Theodolite used in Survec/.

Bearing From Links A/? on Tree

North
Nest
SJO'N
Mark /7

Oa.k
Apple

Do.
Creek

0.20
0.08
0.20

QL\

Reference to Traverse

Unite figure of 1862 in Corners

For Numbering see 62j 16473

LLne Bedr/ng Distance

/ N.60b E. 6/6
2 N. 57 L 730
3 S.Wi E. /650
4- N-ez'/z £ 580
S rr.si e.

I 6 N.64U E. 708
7 N.67'/z £■ 772-
8 ft. 67'M E. 1000
9 N.63Y4- E. 82*
10 H.4T/i E. 500
// /V. 82 E. / 070

12 N.lT/i E 670

L3 S. 9'/z E 322

L4- s. to 5. 800

15 S.W/i E. +00

! 6 5.6/ E. 900

n N !7 E. 3+0

!8 S.St'M E. *60
!9 5 2.2-Yz F. 330

! hereby certify Lhat / in person meti/e and on 
fhe /8 completed the survey represented on th/s p/an on which
are written the bearings and Lengths of the Lines measured bg me, and / dec/are 
Lhat fhe survey has been executed in accordance with the reputations pub//shed Lor 
the guidance of Licensed Surveyors ar/d the prarfice of fhe Departmenf 
of Lands.

John Tay/or, Licensee/ Surveyor.
Transmitted to /he Surveyor GeneraJ with my Letter of June 2St L86Z LL? 62/L6.

Scale of Chains.
20 4°

P/dn approved

C 175 is?!
(Sig.257) 10036
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1897.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

■ Votes No. diS. Tdesdat, 10 August, 1897.

11. Conditional Purchase bt George Vincent, in tjiit District op G-undagai:—Mr. Travers 
Jones moved, pursuant to amended Notice,—

’ (1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon all the circumstances
attending the conditional purchase made by ono George Vincent, in the district of Gundagai, on 
the 22nd day of August, 1S7S, of 040 acres, parish of Mooney Mooney, county of Harden.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Camithors, Mr. Barnes, Mr. Gormly, Mr. Macdonald, 
Mr. P. Clarke, Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. Anderson, Mr. AlHeeh, Mr. Hubert Jones, and the Mover.
(3.) That the Keport, Minutes of Proceedings, and Evidence of the Select Committee of Session 
1894-5 be referred to such Committee.
Debate ensued.
Question put aud passed.

Votes No, 50. Thursday, 19 August, 1897.

9. Conditional Purchase by George Vdtcent, in the District of Gundagai :—Mr. Travers Jones, 
as Chairman, brought up the Jleport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings 
of, and Evidence taken before, tho Select Committee fur whose consideration aud report this subject 

' was referred on 10th August, 1897.
Referred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.

CONTENTS. .
PACE.

Extracts from the Votes ami Proceedings ........................................................ ;.............. 2
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Proceedings of the Committee ............................................................................................ 4
Minutes of Evidence ...........................................................   5
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1897.

CONDITIONAL PURCHASE MADE BY GEORGE VINCENT, IN THE
DISTRICT OF GUNDAGAI.

EEPOET.

The Select Committee of tlic Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 10th August, 
1897, il io inquire into and report upon all ihe circumstances attending the 
conditional purchase made by one George Vincent, in the district of Gundagai, 
on the 22nd day of August, 1878, of 610 acres, parish of Mooney Mooney, 
county of Harden,” and to whom was referred, on the same date, the Report, 
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, of ihe Select Committee of Session 
1894-5, on the same subject, have agreed to the following Report

_ Your Committee having examined the witness named in the margin,* and 
considered tho Report and Evidence referred, find,—

1. That on the 22nd August, 1878, George Vincent conditionally purchased, at
Gundagai, measured portion Ko. 93 of 640 acres, parish of Mooney Mooney, 
county of Harden.

2. That the conditional purchase was declared void on the 23rd October, 1878,
the land having heen allowed to Mr. Thomas Broughton as a pre-emptive 
right.

3. That the Secretary for Lands {Mr. Hoskins), in a minute dated 22nd April,
1881, stated that Mr. Earnell was not justified in declaring the conditional 
purchase void, and that the cancellation should be reversed and Vincent’s 
conditional purchase held to be good.

4. That after Vincent had completed his three years’ residence, and made his
declaration, an action was brought against him in the Supreme Court, 
by Thomas Broughton, for trespass, and a verdict was given against Vincent 
on the ground that the measured portion had been improved to the value of 
over £40, which the Supreme Court decided barred selection.

5. That the evidence given before your Committee show’s that improvements
under the value of £40 had heen effected before Vincent selected, and that 
Mr. Broughton continued fencing and improving tho land for some time 
afterwards, and that the improvements declared by the Court to bar selection 
were effected after Vincent selected.

6. That the land has been reserved pending settlement of Vincent’s claim.
Your Committee consider that Vincent should he reinstated on the land, and 
recommend his case to the favourable consideration of the Government.

No, 3 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

Sydney, 12th August, 1897.

TRAVERS JONES,
Chairman.

*W. IT. 
Sibthorpe.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

. TUESDAY, 17 AUGUST, 1897.

Members Present :—

Mr, Affleck, j Mr. Anderson,
Mr. 3?, Clarke, | Mr. Gormly.

Mr. Gormly called to the Chair pro tem.
Resolved (on motion of Mr. F. Clarke}That, Mr. Travers Jones he Chairman of this Committee. 
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring the Report, 

Minutes of Proceedings, and Evidence of the Select Committee of Session 1891—5 on the same subject, 
to this Committee, read by the Clerk,

' Printed copies of the Papers referred before the Committee. •
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 18 AUGUST, 1897. 

Members Present:—

Mr. Travers Jones in the Chair.
Mr. Affleck, | Mr. Barnes,

Mr. Gormly.
Walter Homan Sibtliorpe called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till To-morrow at half past Two o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 19 AUGUST, 1897.

Members Present :—

Mr. Travers Jones in the Chair.
. Mr. Affleck, | Mr. Gormly,

Mr. Robert Jones.
Resolved (on motion of Mr. Gormly),—That the evidence taken before the Select Committee of 

Session 1894-5 be adopted by this Committee.
Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON

CONDITIONAL PURCHASE BY GEORGE VINCENT, IN 
THE DISTRICT OP GUNDAGAI.

WEDNESDAY, 18 AUGUST, 1897.

Mk. AFFLECK, 
Mr. GORMLY,

Jjlrc&mt:-
Mr. BARNES, 
Mr. T. .TONES.

TRAVERS JONES, Esq., in the Chair.
Walter Homan SibtRorpe called in, sworn, and examined :—

1. Chairman.). What are you ? Bulcher, at Gundagai.
A Were you in the employment of Mr. Broughton when George Vincent selected on 22nd August, 1878 ?

..1. Ho you know this particular portion of 640 acres, which he selected? Yes.
4. Do you know if there was any fence on it when he selected ? Yes.
o. Can you describe what the fence was like ? It was a one-rail fence: it was to be a top-rail fence with 
hve wires, hut there was no wire in the fence.
6, Was it erected with the intention of being a fire-wire fence ? Yes.
7, Are you sure that thei;e was no wire in the fence when he selected ? I know there was no wire in the 
tence.
n" # What length of fence was there ? A little over a mile.
9. Chairman.) Was the section a mile right through ? Yes. .
10. Did the fence go right through the section ? Yes; it turned the southern corner for a few panels; it
was a couple of chains, I think. 1
fence; it was not a good one.
to’ tot' V/i18* sort of material was used;—was it inferior or ordinary? It was an ordinary
IV Was it not new ? It was new, but the timber was not good.
Id. Chairman.) Was the timber close to the fence ? Yes.
a^beDer^fenee1^ 0 1)0611 a 1)etter ^cnce g°ne further for the timber ? It might easily hare been

lo. You say that a few panels were turned on the south cornerdo you know if that was on the selection, 
or was it erected on the reserve ? I do not know for a certainty. I heard a few months afterwards that 
the fence was moved in a few yards, but I do not know that of inv own knowledge.
T i pT1 i r°adside fenee or a boundary fence that went right through the selection?
J- <io not tDiniT1 -

W. H. 
Sibthorpe,

ISAug^AW.

ik it was a roadside fence.
Wer t you on Muttiama Run when that fence was cut for the teams to use the road f 

atter wards*
18. Did you remain there for some time after Vincent selected?

269—B

No ; it was cut

Yes; about two years.
19.
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W. H, 
Sibihorpe.

18 Aug., 1897.

10. Did Mr. Broughton’s men continue to erect that fence and complete their work ? Tes.
20. M?\ Gormly.] Was that after Yincent uelected ? Yes.
21. Chairman.] Are you quite satisfied there was no complete paddock fenced there when Vincent selected ?
I am quite sure of that.
22. When did yon leave Muttama station? In 1SS0.
23. Had Mr. Broughton’s men completed a paddoek fence then? They had completed about one and a 
half miles; I suppose it might have been a little more.
21, That is, they ran the fence down both ends of the selection towards the creek? Yo; there was only 
ono end of it fenced when I left.
25. Would you consider that the creek was a secure boundary fence ? Certainly not.
2G. Do you remember Mr. Broughton writing to you at the time he brought an action against Vincent ? 
Yes ; some time before.
27. Was it when ho was about bringiug the action ? Yes.
28. What did he write to you about ? As to giving evidence in the Supreme Court.
29. Did he suggest any evidence ? He suggested that I knew that a feuce was erected before Vincent 
selected, or something to that effect, and that the fence was finished.
30. Mr. Affleck.] Have you that letter now? Ho ; 1 might have it, but 1 do not think so.
31. Chairman.] Did you decline to give eiidence on the suggestion he made in that letter? I told him 
I could not give evidence in that way.
32. Was your reason for telling him that because you knew the fence was not erected, and that no wire 
was in it? Yes; I knew that.
33. Mr. Jiarnes.] What was the value of the fenee before Yincent selected ? I could tell you the
contract price. ,
31. Mr. Affleck.] Have you any idea of the value of fences? Yes ; I have had a lot to do with fencing. 
35. ’What was tho value of the fence, as completed, when Vincent' selected ? About £18 per mile.
3G. That is as it wras when he selected ? Yes.
37. Mr. Harnce.] Was that about a mile ? About a mile and 3 chains.
38. Mr. Gormly.] Would the value exceed £20? Ho.
39. Chairman.] Did you go from Muttama to take charge as overseer of another station ? Yes. .
40. Did you como back to Mr. Broughton’s employment afterwards ? Yes.
41. Were you in charge of the station for some time? Yes ; 1 had charge of Muttama for ten years.
42. Had Vincent erected his house when you were there? Yes.
43. Mr. AJjleckT] Was that before the action? Yes; he had not a house ; he had a hut. It was after I 
left that he erected the house.
41. Mr. Gormly.] You said the value of the fence did not exceed £20, You have had some knowledge, 
of fencing, aud will you kindly toll the Committee how you came to that conclusion ? I sec I have made 
a mistake, now that you call my attention to it. After looking at the figures, I think it would be about 
£30 ; that is the value of the fence.
45. Chairman.] Is that according to the material on the ground ? Yes.
4G. Do you judge by 1bo part of it that was completed compared with the contract price and from your 
general knowledge of fencing as station manager ? Yes, ,
47. Do you come to the conclusion that it was worth about £30 when Vincent selected ? Yes,
48. Mr. Affjleck.] Do you mean to say that with the wires and everything in it the fence would be worth 
£30 per mile, or do you mean that the fence with tlie single rail was worth £30? As it stood.
49. Do you mean £30 per mile ? £30 for a mite and 2 or 3 chains.
50. What would bo the total cost per mile of the fence completed with five wires? You can get a 
fence completed now with five wires and a top-rail for about £32 per mile.
51. Was it more expensive then ? Yes ; that was about thirteen years ago.
52. What would wire be worth then—£16 or £17 per ton ? I am not talking of the cost of the wire, 
but of the erection of the fence and the wire. When you givo a man a contract the wire is found for him.
53. Then actually the value of the fence on that occasion complete would be worth about £40 ? Hot 
complete; it would he more than that complete. I am speaking of the fence as it was when this man 
selected, when he gave notice to Mr. Broughton to desist fencing ; then I consider the fence was 
worth £30.
54 Chairman.] Do you recognise the plan produced as the plan of ihe ground ? Yes.
55. jlTr. Affleck.] Which is the road, the dotted line or the straight line, when he selected ? The dotted 
line was the road.
5G. Mr. Broughton erected the fence along the straight lino, and not the dotted line ? Yes.
07. Chairman.] Wheu the land was selected the road was inside the paddock, and there was no surveyed 
road outside the fence ? That was the case.
58. Mr. AJjleck.] How the road is outside the fence? Yes.
59. Chairman.] Is the fence a roadside fence now ? Yes.
GO. When he selected it was not a roadside fence, and it was not a boundary fence ? Yes.
Gl. Tn that ease it was of no value to him unless he shifted it on to the boundary ? Yes.
62. Do you remember Vincent going down to give notice to Mr, Broughton to cease fencing? Yes.
G3. Mr. Affleck.] Do you know that of your own knowledge? Yes ; J was standing by at the time.
64, Wore you in Mr. Broughton’s employ then? Yes ; I met Mr. O’Donuell gomg*through the land.
05. Chairman^] Do you know that Mr, O’Donnell was in Ihe habit of going backwards and forwards on 
that road to his stations ? Yes.
G6. Mr. Barnes.] Did you hear the reply that Mr. Broughton gave to Vincent? Yes ; he said he would 
go on with his fencing, or he used words to that effect; that he would take no notice of him.
G7. Chairman.] Do you know of your own knowledge that Mr. Broughton ever wanted to buy Vincent 
out? Not of my own knowledge.

Sydney . William Ap]>]pgnta Oullirk, (Jo\ ernnictit Printer.—JS07.
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CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OE JOHN ROCHE ARDILL.
(PETITION FROM JOHN ROCHE ARDILL IN REFERENCE TO HIS CONDITIONAL PURCHASE IN THE

LAND DISTRICT OF MOLONG.)

Received l>y ihe Legislative Assembly, 4 May, 1897.

To the Honorable tho Speaker ami Members ol the Legislative Assembly of NTctv South "Wales, ill
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of .lohn llocho Ardill,—
Most fatthtui/lt Showetk ■—

That your Petitioner, in tho year 1892, conditionally purchased 40 acres at the Land Office, 
Molong, aud that the said land was reported to havc contained improvements thereon to tlie value of 
JS38 10s. sterling; that the said land was confirmed to your Petitioner by the Local Land Board at Cudal 
on the 30th day of October, 1893, and that the said improvements were not then and there valued in 
accordance with the 189th Regulation of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, nor was the land surveyed for 
your Petitioner, although paying £4 for such survey ; and that your Petitioner caHed several times at the 
Survey Office, Orange, trying to get the land surveyed, but to no purpose; and that on the 9th day of 
October, 1894, the said Land Board held an inquiry as to the residence of your Petitioner on the land 
and valued the improvements at £12 12s., which your Petitioner protested against as being exorbitant, 
and that they should have been valued twelve months before; nevertheless, your Petitioner’s land was 
declared forfeited, and your Petitioner’s deposit and survey fee confiscated, although your Petitioner was 
at the time residing on the land and had the frame of a house on it.

Tour Petitioner also made an application to lease, annually, 71| acres of land in the Parish of 
Boree Nyrang, County of Ashbumham, Land District of Molong, and that your Petitioner was 
summoned to appear at Cudal on the 30th day of January, 1893, and that the Land Board was not then 
prepared to go on with the application, and adjourned the case to Molong, where it was held in January, 
1894, and your Petitioner’s application refused on the grounds that the land was not available for lease, 
but immediately after leased the said land to Thomas Joseph Keenan, although not applied for by him ; 
my application being for 71^ acres of a travelling stock reserve, Ko. 659, proclaimed the 10th December, 
1875, and here is Thomas Joseph Keenan’s description for Annual Lease 93-10—“ Eastern Division, 
Land District of Molong, County of Ashhurnham, Parish of Boree Nyrang, 95 acres, water reserve No. 
312, notified the 2nd July, 1867.” So that the two portions, probably, were not near each other; and 
the 33rd section of the Crown Lands Act of 1889 sets forth that the first applicant shall have a right to 
the lease, and your Petitioner’s application was about twelve months before Mr. Keenan’s.

Tour Petitioner therefore thinks that the land law was not administered iu either case and feels 
aggrieved, and prays that yonr Honorable House may take the premises into your consideration and grant 
relief.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

German’s Hill, April 29th, 1897.
JOHN ROCHE ARDILL.

[Sd.j 91—
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Leg isla'I'tve Assembly .

NEW SOUTH WALES.

HOMESTEAD LEASES IN NAMES OF ¥. BEADY, SENIOE, ANN E. 
MOEEIS, AND ML BRADY, JUNIOR, WILCANNIA DISTRICT.

(RETUHN RESPECTING.) ' .

I ' '

\ TT —' . Printed under No. 4 Report from Printing Committee, 20 May, 1807.

RETURN to an Order made by tlie Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 5th May, 1897,—

“ That there be laid upon, the Table of this House, all papers in connection 
“ with the surrender and the withdrawal of surrender of homestead leases 
" 886, 887, and 888, Wilcannia District, in the names of W. Brady, senior, 
“ Ann E. Morris, and W. Brady, junior, respectively.”

{Mr. Slmth, for Mr. Copeland.)

I

»

SCHEDULE.
so. '

1. Messrs. W. Brady, senior and junior, and Mrs. Ann E. Morris enclosing notices to surrender their homestead
leases Nos, 3S, 39, and 40. 2 February, 1S92J ............................................................................................................

2. Office Memorandum, with minutes. 23 February, 1S92 ................................................................................................
3. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. A, E, Morris. 30 April, 1892 .....................................................................
4. The same to Wm. Brady, junior, Esq. 30 April, 181)2....................................................................................................
5. The same to Wm. Brady, senior, Esq. 30 April, ............................................................................................................
6. The same to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Bourke. 30 April, 1892 .....................................................................
7. John Mathcson, Esq., to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 8 August, 1892 ......................................
S. The Under Secretary for Lauds to John Mathcson, Esq., with minutes. 19 August, 1892......................................
9. Mrs. A. E. Moms to the Under Secretary for Rands, with minutes. 10 October, 1892 ..........................................

10. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. A. E. Morris. 4 November, 3892 .................................................................
11. Wm. Brady, junior, Esq., to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 31 October, 1892..............................
12. E. J. Bloxham, Esq., to the same, with minutes. -IS November, 1892 .......................................................................
13. The Under Secretary for Lands to E. J. Bloxham, Esq, .1 December, 1892................................................................
14. The Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Lands, with enclosure. 27 October, 1892........................ ............
15. Office Memorandum, with minutes. 20 December, 1892 ....................................................................................... ........
16. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. A. E. Wright, formerly Morris. 9 January, 1893......................................
17. The same to Win. Brady, junior. Esq. 9 January, 1S93..........  ....................................................................................
IS. The same to J. Matheson, Esq. 9 January, 1893 ............................................................................................................
19. W, N. Willis, Esq., M.P., to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 27 January, 1893 ..........................
20. The Under Secretary for Lands to W. N. Willis, Esq., M.R. 16 February, 1893.....................................................
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No. 1.
Messrs. Brady and Mrs. Ann E. Morris to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Lear Sir, Tilpa, Darling River, 2 Eebruary, 1892.
I hope we are not too late in sending in these forma to give up the homestead leases at the 

date I name in forms. I wired to the Lands Office in Bourke before I sent the letteib They followed 
after the wire, and I received no answer from Bourke for sixteen days after. In tho wire I worded it 
the same as in forms, and same in letters. "W c remain, &c.,

AVI LLIAM BRADY, Sex.
■ ANN E. MORRIS.

--------------- WILLIAM BRADY, Jun.
108—A [Enclosures.

[605 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £5 3a. 9d.]
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Form 30.
Crown Lands Acts’^egnlations Nos. 100, 130. and 140. '

_ Notice of intention to surrender a Homestead Lciise.
Takk notice that 1, Ann Elizabeth Morris, being the holder of homestead lease No. 90-311, Land District of Bourke iiow 

ileannia, intend to surrender tlie same on the !7th day of February, 1892. ' ’
Signed this 16th day of January, 1892.

ANN ELIZABETH MORRIS,
lo the Under Secretary for Lands. ----------- Post Office, Tilpa, Darling River.

■ " Form 30.
Crown Lands Acts Regulations Nos. 100, 130, and 149.

Notice of intention to surrender a Homestead Lease.
Taicj! notice that I, 'William Brady, junior, being the holder of homestead lease No. 90-40, Land District of Bourke, now 
Wilcannia, intend to surrender the same on the 17th day of February, 1892, ,

Signed this 10th day of January, 1892. ,
WILLIAM BRADY, Junior, ■

Tlie Under Secretary for Lands. ■ ----------- Post Office, Tilpa, Darling River.
Form 30.

Crown Lands Acts Regulations Nos. 100, 130, and 149,
Notice of intention to surrender a Homestead Lease.

Take notice that 1, William Brady, senior, being the holder of homestead lease No. 90-38, Land District of Bourke, now 
Wilcannia, intend to surrender the same on the 17th February, 1892.

Signed this Kith day of January', JS92. ■

The Under Secretary for Lands.
WILLIAM BRADY, Senior,

Rost Office, Tilpa, Darling River.

No. 2.
Notices of intention to surrender Homestead Leases.

92-148S
1491
1490

Wiloamtia, Dis
trict—

H.L. No. 8S0, 
Wm. Brady, 
sen ;

ILL. No. 88T, 
Ann E.
Morris;

ILL. No. 8SS, 
W. Brady, jun.

Tire enclosed notices to surrender the homcstrnd leases, noted in the margin, are dated 16th January, 
1892, and the lessees desire the surrenders to take effect from the 17th instant, * *

Section 34 of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, and Regulation 130, provides that a homestead lease 
may be surrendered upon the lessee giving the Minister not less than twelve months’ notice ; and if any 
rent due thereon be not paid within tlie prescribed time, or if any condition atlacbirm thereto he not 
fulfilled, any homestead lease shall be liable to forfeiture.

All amounts due on the leases in question have heen paid up to the 18th instant.

_ Submitted as to whether the surrenders may be allowed, notwithstanding that the twelve months’ 
notice required by law has not been given.—E.L., 23/2/92. L

_ The clause seems imperative for twelve months’ notice. i: The lease may be surrendered by giving 
tbe'Minister not less than twelve months’ notice.” As the rent has been paid up to 18th instant, it may, 
of. course, be open to question whether any more will be paid. Tet the difficulty is one—Can the 
Minister accept a surrender with a Jess notice than twelve months ?—li.H.D , ?3/'>/92 R H YV 
24/2/92. 11 ' "

The words of fhe section (34. Act of 1SS9) are clear and definite, and it is evident that the notice 
cannot take effect for twelve months after its lodgment with the Minister. To admit Mr. Brady’s 
proposal would he to invite lessees to evade thoir obligations as to rent and otherwise, and encourafc 
loose dealings in homestead leases.—W.H., 24/2/92. ^

The acceptance of the surrender becomes a queslion of policy, and unless there is an inlenlion of 
recovering future rent by process of law, for which there docs not appear to be any provision. J should 
flunk the better course would be to accept the surrender and endeavour fo get it rooccupiod even at a 
lower rent. You will get no rent if you do not accept surrender, and all the lessee has to do is to walk 
■away and take his stock with him, if he has any. I admit the legal difficulty by wording of tho Act, 34th 
section ; and perhaps it would be better to treat this as tho notice of surrender, which will mature twelve 
months lienee.—H.C., 6/4/92. '■

Messrs. YU. Brady, senior and junior, and Mrs. A. E. Morris, informed bv registered letters, and 
Chairman, Bourke, so informed.—30/4/92. ‘ '

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. A. E. Morris, Post Office, Tilpa, Darling River.

Madam, _ _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 April, 1S92.
wilcannia— ■ deferring to your notice of 16th January last, of intention to surrender the homestead lease

h. nyTo. ss7^ mentioned in the margin, on 17th February, 1802,1 have the honor to inform you that the Secretary for 
Ann 15. Momsj Lan(ls has, in accordance with the provisions of section 34 of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, approved of 

the surrender being accepted, to take effect on 16th January, 1893.
. I havc, <te., ■

YVM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

• __________________________ ' (Per K.H.D.)
No. 4.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Wm. Urady, jun., Esq., Post Office, Tilpa,

‘ Dariin g River.
Sir, _ i Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 April, 1892.

wilcannia-. , Referring to your notice of 16th January last, of intention to surrender the homestead lease
h, l. No. sss1 mentioned in the margin, on 17th February, 1892,1 have the honor to inform you that the Secretary for 
v. nmdj-, jun Lands has, in accordance with the provisions of section 34 of the Crown Lands* Act of 1889, approved of 

the surrender being accepted, to take effect on 16th January, 1893. '
T have, &e.,

'WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

_________ ________________(Per JUT.D.)
’ No. 5.
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No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Wm. Brady, senr., Esq., Post Office, Tilpa,

Darling llivev.
Sir, _ Department of Land?, Sydney, 30 April, 1802.

"Referring to your notice of IGth January last, of intention to surrender the homestead lease wilcannia—_ 
mentioned in tho margin, on 17th February, 1802,1 have the honor to inform you that the Secretary for 
Dands has, in accordance with the provisions of section 34 of the Crmvn Lands Act of 1880, approved of ’
the surrender being accepted, to take effect on tho ICtli January, 1803.

1 have, &c.,
' WM. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary.
_______ (Per K.H.D.)

No.’6.
'The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Bourke.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 April, 1892.

Referring 1o the notices dated ICLh January last, of intention of the respective homestead 
lessees to surrender the homestead leases mentioned in the margin, on 17th February, 1802, I have the 
honor to inform you that the Secretary for Lands has, iu accordance with tho provisions of section 34 of 
the Crown Lands Act of 1880, approved of the surrender being accepted, to take effect on 16th January, 
1893. I have, &e.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

----— (Per 11.H.D.)
Please pass on to District Surveyor, Bourke.

Wilcannia—
ILL. No. S8C>
W. Brady, acnr,; 
ILL. No. 8S7? 
Ann E. Moms; 
H.L. No. 888,
W. Brady, junr.

No. 7.
John Matheson, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Tilpa, 8 August, 1892. ^
Having become the purchaser from the Sheriff of the homestead lease named in the margin, 6oar'’

without being aware that Mr. Brady bad applied to surrender the said lease, I now respectfully ask that No. bo-38,
Lho surrender may be cancelled, as I am willing and prepared to fulfil all the conditions required by the 
Act. I have, &e.,

-------  JOHN MATHESON.
The surrender of the lease referred to has been accepted, vide Occ. 92-4,561, to mature twelve 

mouths from date of notice of surrender, viz., 16th January, 1892, and tho lease is now liable to forfeiture 
for non-payment of rent for the current year. The transfer from the Sheriff has not yet been received, 
and it will, perhaps, be better to allow the matter to stand over until ihe transfer is received, when it can 
then be dealt with on its merits.—E.L., 18/S/92.

Inform Matheson fully of particulars by registered letter to-day, please.—R.H.D., 19/8/92.
J. Matheson informed by registered letter, 19/8/92,

No. 8.
Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to J ohn Matheson, Esq., Tilpa.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 August, 1892.
Referring to your letter of tho 8th instant, intimating your purchase from tlie Sheriff of tho wilcannia— 

homestead lease mentioned in the margin, without being aware of its surrender by W. Brady, senior, I w/Brady^nr. 
have the honor to inform you that the notice of surrender lodged with this Department is "dated 16th ’
January, 1892, and, having been accepted, will mature on the 10th January, 1893. "

I am to add that the instrument of transfer to you from the Sheriff has not yet been received, and 
that the lease in question is liable to forfeiture for non-payment of the current year's rent. £7a™w. ‘

T have, &c.,
WM. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary.
(Per R.II.D.)

T.S.—Tbe homestead lease will expire on the loth January, 1893.

No. 9.
Mrs. Ann E. Morris to Tlie Under Secretary for Lands.v .

Sir, Care of E. J. Bloxham, Bourke, 10 October, 1892.
1 respectfully ask that 1 may be allowed to withdraw' my application to surrender the home-A,iu Elizabeth 

stead lease noted in the margin.
The disappearance of the rabbits to a great exleut, and a moderate rainfall, lead me to hope l^t 

J shall now he able to fulfil the conditions required of Ihe homestead lessee. 10.2*0aeris,
1 believe tho Honorable the Minister approved of tho surrender taking effect from Ihe 16th01 Kl1' 

January, 1893. I have, (fee.,
-------  ANN E. MORRIS.

If my application is granted, I am willing to pay any arrears that may be due on the homestead 
lease.—Ass Mosms. ■ The
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Wilcannia— 
H.L. Ko. SS7.

William Brady, 
jun., JT-Ij. m, 
90-40,10,233 
acres, county of 
Killara.

H.L. No. 8S6r 
90-33, Bourke 
(now Wilcannia), 
william Brady 
Ecn,

Wilcannia— 
H.L. No. 886, 

WT. Brady, &cnr.

4

The homestead lease herein referred to was surrendered by the lessee, vide Occ. 92-1,491, and the 
surrender was accepted by the Minister to take effect from tlie 15th January nest. This is an application 
to be allowed to withdraw the notice of surrender. This is one of the cases in which an action has 
recently been brought in jSto. 2 Jury Court to recover money advauced by E. M. Pcrrott to enable appli
cant to take up tho 'ease, and the Crown Solicitor was asked on the 19th instant to obtain a copy of the 
Judge’s minutes in this case, and also in the case of IV. Brady, senr., and W. Brady, junr. Perhaps this 
matter had better stand over until the Judge’s minutes have been received.—E,L., 29/10/92. K.H.D., 
29/10/92. 31/10/92. ' .

Yes. Acknowledge receipt of letter of 10th instant in usual terms.—’W’.H., 31/10/92. A. 
15. Morris informed, 4/11/92.

• No. 10.
Tlie tTnder Secretary tor Lands to Mrs. Ann E. Morris, care of E. J. Bloxham,

Esq., Bourke.
Madam, Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 November, 1892.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 10th ultimo, desiring permission to 
withdraw your application to surrender the homestead lease mentioned in the margin, and to inform yon 
that the matter is now under consideration, I have, Ac.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

(Per E.H.D.)

No. 11.
W. Brady, jun., Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, 1 Care of E. J. Bloxham. Bourke, 31 October, 1892.
I respectfully ask that I may be allowed to withdraw my application to surrender the home

stead lease noted in the margin.
The disappearance of tho rabbits to a great extent, and a moderate rainfall, lead me to hope that I 

shall be able to fulfil the conditions required of the homestead lessee.
J believe the Honorable the Minister approved of the surrender taking effect from the 16th 

January, 1893. I have, &e„
---------  W. BEADY, Jint,

This is a similar case to that of homestead lease No, 8S7, Wilcannia, Ann E. Morris ; vide Occ. 
92-12,149 herewith. Submitted that the same action he taken iu this case as in the former one.—E.L., 
19/11/92.

Yes. If the judge’s notes have not been received, remind Crown Solicitor, please. Bequest early 
reply.—E.H.D. (for the Under Secretary), 21/11/92.

' • No. 12.
E. J. Bloxham, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Bourke, 15 November, 1892.
I am desired by Mr. John Mathieson, who purchased a homestead lease from the Sheriff 

without being aware that the original holder had made application for the surrender of his lease, and who 
applied in August last that such application to surrender might be cancelled, to ask that his application 
may be considered with as little delay as possible, as the uncertainty of his position precludes him from 
carrying out the necessary fencing, &c. Yours. &c.,

---------  EDW. JNO. BLOXHAM.
Writer may be informed that the transfer from the Sheriff to John Matheson has not yet been 

received in this Department.—E.L., 30/11/92. Yes; and register the letter in the General Post Office, 
and attach the receipt to this.—E.H.D., 1/12/92. E. J. Bloxham informed by registered letter.— 
5/12/92.' ________________________________

No. 13.
Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to E. J. Bloxham, Esq., Bourke.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 5 December, 1892.
Beferring to your letter of loth ultimo, applying on behalf of Mr. John Mathieson for 

information respecting the witlulrawal of the application to surrender the homestead lease mentioned in 
the margin, 1 have tho honor to inform you that the transfer from the Sheriff to John Mathieson lias not 
yet heen received in this Department. I havc, &c.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

' (Per E.H.D.)

■ No. 14.
' Tlie Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

’ Occupation 92-12,223—Perrott v. Brady.
Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 27 October, 1892,

I have the honor to forward herewith a copy of the Judge’s notes in the above case, and to 
return the papers sent to mo with your letter of the 19th instant.

I have, &c.,
' ERNEST A. SMITH,

' Crown Solicitor.
------------------- (Per H.P.C.)

(Enclosures,']
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[Enclosures.] _
Sic, Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 Outobec, 1802.

I havc the honor to forward you herewith tho papers in connection with the eaKO Dorrott a. Urndy, senior, u 
heard in No. 2 Jury Court, before Mr, Justice Jnnes, and a jurj' of four, in connection with certain advances made by the Brady.'Ecnr 
plaintiff in respect to the homestead leases mentioned in tlie margin, with the request that you will be so good as to pro- FI.L. Ko. 887, 
cure a copy of the Judge’s notes in these cases for refusal.

I have, &c.,
WM. HOUSTON,

The Crown Solicitor. Under Secretary,
_____  (Per R.H.D.)

Occ, 92-12,223 herewith, aud to lie returned.

Ann E. Morris; 
H.L. No. 888, 

W, Brady, junr.

In the Supreme Court)
of New South Wales, j Perrott v, Brady, senior.

Money paid, £378 6s. 4d. Money lent.
, Plea—Never indebted.

Gannon for plaintiff.
Sly and Rolin for defendant. .
Eduxurd MonUjomerh Perrolt, plaintiff:—I live at Rosedale, Tiipa, 120 miles from Bourke. The defendant lives 

12 miles from me, and 130 miles from Bourke. I am a grazier. In January, 1890, while in Bourke, defendant asked me to 
lend him some money to take up a homestead lease. I agreed to lend it to him on conditions that he should sign the 
necessary papers to secure its repayment, such papers to he prepared by my solicitor. The interest was 16 per cent, per 
annum. I advanced money—£42 13s. 4d.—on the 19th February. The promissory noteand this document (the agreement) 
was signed by him the same day. I also advanced him ,C3 3s. ; legal expenses, £1 Is. ; cash, £5. I paid it to defendant 
by cheque, which was cashed ; and on June the 2Sth I paid £6 to Bloxham at Brady’s request. That all comes to £66 
17s. 4d. I made all the advances specified in the particulars on defendant’s request, for his benefit. I rendered him an 
account to July, 1891. He objected to one item, and to one only (£60), and £60 cost of fencing. He did not ask me to 
pay that specially, but I thought that under the document I was at liberty to advance any such sum for defendant’s benefit 
on account of tlie homestead lease. The homestead lease was gazetted 24th July, 1891, as Brady’s. About the beginning 

’ of August, 1891, 1 asked him to execute a legal mortgage. He refused to. 1 paid the rent, £117 6s. 2d., on account of tlie 
homestead lease. He did not specially request me to do it, but I thought it was authorised. His homestead lease has 
been sold under a writ issued by another creditor.

Crow-examined: A summons was taken out in tbe District Court, at Bourke, for £199 13s. 4d. ; but I withdrew it 
to go for the whole amount, £378 Os. 4d. I had some sheep running on the homestead lease, hut the defendant had much 
more stock on it, I was once droving for Richardson—three years before February, 1890. In February, 1890, I was not in 
his employ, nor have I heen since 1887. Defendant did not say at any time that 1 was to advance the money to Brady for 
Richardson to enable Brady to dummy for Richardson : and I never so advanced the money. Richardson is in Sydney. 
Ho is a relation of mine. I made all these advances for defendant as 1 have stated. He has no place now, hut is camped 
on the river. He has a few head of stock. His homestead lease fetched £40 odd. A man named Matheson bought it. 
1 have some five or six homestead leases with frontage. '

For defence.
William Brady, defendant:—Tiie first time I saw plaintiff in Bourke was on the ISth February, 1891, at night. 

Plaintiff said, “We must give Mr. Richardson a good start; would you mind pulling your shirt off to do fencing for 
Richardson, and will you lend me a horse and cart; that will save Richardson about £40.” No more took place that 
night. I said to plaintiff, '1 I’ve come to terms with Richardson to take up three homestead leases—one myself, and my 
son and daughter one each.” Richardson told me he would give me 25s. a week, rations, and £100 bonus at the end of 
five years; my son £1 a week, rations, and £100 bonus at the end of five years; my daughter 15s. a week, rations, 
and £50 at the end of five years. Next morning after I made the three applications, plaintiff said to me, 1 ‘ AV ill^ you 
give me a lien over the country for any money I will advance you to go on with your improvements?” I said, “ Yes, 1 
and so he agreed to advance me money ; lint I’ve had no money at all from him except £15, and £51 1 Is. 4d. as a loan to me 
personally (nothing to do with Richardson). No. I mean those sums were on account of wages that Richardson owed me, 
and Perrott said he was making me those payments acting us Richardson's agent. I took up tlie homestead lease as dummy for 
Richardson. 1 would rather not sav whether I knew at tlie time it was a crime. 1 told Perrott that I got £10 from Richardson 
to pay my expenses from Witlaroon, on the Bogan (200 miles off), to Richardson's place. I wont on to the leases first on 
the 13th July, 1891. The leases were not gazetted till July, 1891. I did nothing at all during those seventeen months 
hut wait, I and my son and daughter ; but I consider that I am entitled to wages. I did work for Richardson during 
those seventeen months away from tlie homestead leases, Perrott had about 25,000 sheep on bis own homestead teases. I 
had between eighty and ninety head of cattle, no sheep. I authorised none of these payments made for me. My daughter 
was a married woman of 23, or rather a widow, at the time. I said, “I won’t sign that death warrant, as you call it, the 
promissory note, and tho mortgage for £1,500, because you won't pay me the fair wages that are coming from Richardson 
to me.” The fencing was all done before I got to the place. I never admitted to plaintiff in any way that I owed him any 
money, Bloxham gave me the deposit money. Whether he got it from Perrott or not I don’t know, but I understood I 
was getting it from Richardson for the purposes of the dummying. The store charges are for the rations Perrott knew 
Richardson hud undertaken to give me. Never till I refused to sign the mortgage for the £1,500 did Perrott or anyone 
else ask me for any refund. Matheson was a bushman. I saw him on the plaintiff’s country doing anything he could get 
to do for tlie plaintiff. By his appearance I don’t think lie is worth a sixpence.

Cross-examined: Tiie country about there is supposed to be T. L. Richardson's. I worked for Richardson for many 
years, During those seventeen months I was working for Brown of the Bank on Murrawamby, the station Richardson 
owns or did own. I do not know that the Bank lias got all Richardson’s property, X made a declaration in the Land 
Court. I swore that I was taking up the land for my own nse and benefit. 1 am not so sure that is not true. I was not 
asked whether anyone else was interested with me. I did not say in Bourke that I was sorry for Perrott, as ho had 
advanced the money, but that I would do five years if I could get Richardson in with me. My son was present when I 
told plaintiff that I was to dummy for Richardson. I bought five sheep from Jacobson, I never knew they were stolen, 
nor have I heard it since. Carrying and fencing has been my general employ. I got a refund of £10. I do not know 
who had advanced it. I surrendered the land because I could get no wages, and I_could get no money to carry on,

/n reply— _ _
Plaintiff: I tried to find Richardson last night. I caused a subpoena to be issued for him, and tried to get 

him this morning. I deny absolutely all that the defendant has said about Richardson’s connection with the matter. I 
swear positively that I never had tbe slightest idea that Richardson was at all mixed up in the affair—until I heat'd 
defendant swear it in tho box. Matheson did not directly or indirectly buy for me. '

(I ask Gannon if he wisiies to apply for an adjournment on the ground that he has been taken by surprise by the 
defence set up, for the purpose of getting Richardson—Gannon says he does not wish for an adjournment.)

After the speeches to the pry and summing up, the jury say they wish to postpone giving their verdict until 
Richardson is called. By consent it is arranged that the case stands over till to-morrow at 10 o’clock. Richardson, if then 
in attendance, to be examinud by tho jury (questions to be in accordance with tho law of evidence), and to be liable to ho 
cioss-examincd by both counsel—Gannon first—if Richardson is not then in attendance the jury arc to find their verdict 
(if they can agree) without further evidence.

The other two oases to stand over until then.
ToUtnham Lee Rkhardeou - There is not one word of truth in the statement of Brady that he was dummying for 

me. I never asked him to dummy for me. I never arranged with Pcirott to advance any money to Brady in respect of 
any homestead lease on my account.

Crosi-examintd
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Wilcarmia — 
H.L. No. 837.
Kent for year 
ending 18th 
February, 1893, 
£8A; fine 10 ptsi 
cent,, £8,

WUcaunia— 
H.L. No. SSS. 
Kent for year 
ending ISth 
J'’ebruarv, 3893, 
£9013s.; flue 10 
per. cent.,
£9 is. 3d.

Wilcannia— 
H.L. No. S8G, 
W. Brady, senr.

6

, Croia-examincd by Sly: I lent Brady £10 when he was leaving Murrawiimba for Tilpa; I never got it hack though I 
tried to. He told me that he wished to better himself ; and I told him that if he applied to Perrott, Perrott might he able 
to put Mm in the way of getting a homestead lease. I have helped the man and his family for fifteen years. He has heen 
in my service during that time.

(Two letters put in evidence from .Richardson to Brady, which, witness says, simply havc referred lo Brady’s desire to 
take up for himself the homestead lease.)

Verdict for plaintiff, £126 13s. Hd., with interest (by consent), £135.
Perrott v. Morris.—Verdict (by consent) for plaintiff, £113 15s. 3d.
Perrott b. Brady, junr—Verdict (by consent) for plaintiff, £106 13s. 2d.

No. 15.
Office Memorandum.

The three homestead leases in question were taken up hy members of one family—by the father, the son, 
and the (widowed) daughter.

_ Against each of these an action was brought by E. M. Perrott to recover certain moneys, and in 
eaeli instance the plaintiff succeeded. ,

Brady, in his evidence, said that he took up the laud as a dummy, on behalf of T. J. -Richardson 
and Perrott, but Richardson denied this.

.At the same time, the relationship between the parties seems very suspicious ; but it scarcely seems 
that there is anything tangible enough at present to suggest action under section 122 of the Act of 1884.

_ ^ In each case tho homestead lessees sent in notices of surrender, which were accepted by tho 
Minister, to take effect in January neit. They now desire to continue in occupation, and to pay up 
arrears.

One of the leases was sold by the Sheriff, the purchaser from whom states he was not aware tlie 
lease had been surrendered.

It is submitted that the surrender 'of the leases should he insisted on, and that rent should be 
charged up to date the surrender will take effect, H.A.G-.C., 20/12/92.

Tho course suggested in the last paragraph of this memo, may be adopted. The circumstances in 
connection with these cases, as disclosed by the Judge’s notes, are in the highest degree suspicious, but 
there is not, apparently, a prima facie case for action under the 122 section of 1884.—’WML, 22/12/92.

Course suggested approved,—H.C., 23/12/92. Mrs. A. E. Wright aud \VT. Brady, iunior, 
informed, 9/1/93.

No. 16.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. Ann E. Wright, formerly Morris, care of

E. J. Bloxham, Esq., Bourke.
Madam, Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 January, 1S93.

_ Referring to your letter of 10th October last, applying for permission to withdraw your 
application of 16th January, 1892, to surrender the homestead lease noted in the margin, I have" the 
honor to inform you that your request cannot he complied with, and that the Secretary for Lands having 
accepted the surrender on the 6th April, 1892, now insists on the surrender in question being carried out, 
I am to add that the rent for the year ending 18th proximo, together with fine for late payment, must be 
paid at once, otherwise the question of taking legal proceeding to recover the same may have to be 
considered. 1 have, &c.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

_______________________________ (Per R.H.D.)

'No. 17.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Wm. Brady, junior, Esq., care of E. J, Bloxham,
Esq., Bourke.

Sir, Department of Lauds, Sydney, 9 January, 1893.
Referring to your letter of 31st October last, applying for permission to withdraw your applica

tion of 16th January. 1892, to surrender the homestead lease noted in the margin, .1 have the honor to 
inform you that your request cannot be complied with, and that the Secretary for Lands having accepted 
the surrender on the 6th April, 1892, now insists on the surrender in question being carried out. I am to 
add that the rent for the year ending 18th proximo, together with fine for late payment, must be paid at 
once; otherwise the question of taking legal proceedings to recover the same may have to bo considered.

' ’ I have, &c.,
’ WM. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary,

No. 18.
Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to John Matheson, Esq., care of E. J. Bloxham,

, Esq., Bourke.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 January, 1893.

Referring to your letter of the 8th August last, applying for the withdrawal of the surrender 
of the homestead, lease mentioned in the margin, which was lodged by William Brady, senr., on 10th 
January, 1892,1 havc tho honor to inform you that your request cannot be complied with, and that the 
Secretary for Lands having accepted the surrender on 6th April, 1892, now insists on the surrender in 
question being carried out. I have, &c.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary.

_______________________________ (per RH.D.)
• No. 19.
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■ No. 19.
W. N. Willis^ Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir. Parliament House, Sydney, 27 January, 1893.
In reference to your communication of tlie 9th iustant, addressed to Messrs. Norton, Smith, 

& Co. (numbered Occ. 92-14,000), on the subject of tho surrender of the homestead lease No. 8S0, 
"Wilcannia District, John Mathieson, holder, J would ash that the matter may be attain further considered, 
as if tlie present decision io insist upon the surrender being carried out, bo adhered to, a very great 
hardship will bo inflicted on Mathieson who bought the lease m utter ignorance of the fact that "W. Brady, 
the previous holder, had applied to surrender it.

Tho lease was purchased in all good faith by Mathieson at tho Sheriff’s sale, and having then given 
valuable consideration for it, it would under the circumstances appear very hard that ho should ngw be 
made to suffer for fhe misfortune of another, or be made responsible for an act. of which ho had no 
knowledge.

As this matter is not only of itself of serious importance to Mr. Mathieson ; but is also intimately 
connected with the payment of the overdue rents on the homestead leases S87 and 888 ("Wright and 
Brady), mentioned in your further letter of the 9th instant (Misc. 92 14,012) ; also addressed to Messrs. 
Norton, .Smith, & Co., I would strongly appeal for a reconsideration of the Honorable Minister’s 
decision, so that tho application to surrender in each case may be withdrawn, themaiterof rents adjusted, 
and a very serious hardship and loss to Mr. Mathieson prevented. Mr. Mathieson and Mrs. "Wright, 
also "W. Brady, senr., arc all residing on their homestead leases, the two former have paid the station 
(when gazetted) for their improvements, and havc also both just recently completed rabbit-fencing their 
boundaries -with the adjoining stations. Yours, &c.,

—------ - . W. N. WILLIS.
Submit specially.—"W’.H., 30/1/93. Mr. De Low,—Submitted ; the facts of the case are disclosed, 

web? Occ. 92-14,497.—E.L., 31/1/93. This asks for tho homestead leases to be practically restored
after having been surrendered, and the surrender accepted by the Minister.—It.R D., 31/1/03. Special.— 
P.H.W. In View of tho history of this and other cases referred to within,! do not think tho surrender 
should he allowed to be withdrawn.—W.1L, G/2/93.

Considering the area of land wo already have on hand, I think we may well he lenient in this 
matter, especially as there appear to he back rents to come in. The surrenders may, therefore, be allowed 
to be withdrawn.- U.C., 1U/2/93,

Mr. Willis, M.B., informed, 18/2/93.

No. 20.
The Under Secretary for Lands to W. N. Willis, Esq., M.P,

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 16 February, 1893.
Deferring to yonr letter of 27th ultimo, applying for a reconsideration of the refusal to permit wilcannia— 

the withdrawal of tlie application to surrender the homestead leases mentioned iu the margin, f. have the w/hi-idyfseii; 
honor to inform you that in view of the circumstances recited in support of your appeal, the Secretary for mn ,
Lands lias approved of the withdrawal of the respective surrenders ot the subject leases. I am to add jul, no sss, ’ 
that tho rent aud tine paid on No. SS6 to the 18th instant is lodged in the Treasury Suspense Account. jun.
The rent duo on No. SS7 to the ISt.h instant, £80, together with tine of 10 per centum of £8, and also 
the rent, £90 13s.. and fine of 10 per centum, £9 Is 3d, on No. 888 to the same date should be paid Hent.nTauta.w. 
forthwith; the respective rents on the subject leases for the ensuing year are also due on the 18 th J’llU!9'1'8' 
instant. J have, &c.,

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary. ■

■ (I-V K.H.D.)

PW.|
Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Govcmmetii Printer.—1S97.
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ANNUAL BEPORT.

To The Honorable Sydney Smith, Esq., M.P., Minister for Mines and Agriculture,

&c., &c.
Sir, -

I do myself the honor to submit the following report upon the working of that division of tho 
Department under your control, which deals with mining interests, also the progress of mining and the 
results obtained during the year 1806. ’

JThe following statement conveys some idea of the clerical work of the Department during the

SiATEjcnjri of tho Number of Papers registered and Letters despatched by the several Branches
of the Department of Mines and Agriculture.

Pajiers Registered. Letters Written.

1895. 1S9G. 1SS5. 1896.

Mines proper..............................

1

62,799 *33,909 32,647 +20,136

Apiculture ............................

Public Walerine Places.............. n flan 4,975

Poreets ..............................

Stock Branch .............. 10,982 12,836 4,548 6,172

Account Branch ................... 14,113

Lease Branch, applications and plans repisicrcrl . 2,903 4,041

Geoloeical Brunch.......... 2,059 2,083 3,947 4,762

Inspection of Mines.............. 4,651 2,447 3,311 1,322

Diamond Drills ........... 440 1,277 21C 576

97,907 102,623 44,063 44,876

•Exclusive of Agriculture, Forestry, and Public Watering Places papers. 
Places letters, and Executive minutes and telegrams,

t Exclusive ol Agriculture, Forestry, and Public Watering

Ihe above statement of the work of the Department show's an increase in nearly every branch. 
My predecessor, Mr. Harrie Wood, who so ably filled the position of Under Secretary since the formation 
of the Department of Mines in 1874, retired early in the year; and consequent on the retrenchment of 
Mr. B. H. Ormiston, Mr. II, B. Sullivan was transferred to the position of Chief Clerk, his duties as Chief 
Mining Surveyor being amalgamated with that of Government Geologist, under Mr. E. E. Pittman, 
A.B.S.M, In view of the passing of tho Coal Mines Regulation Act, .1896, which repealed the Act of 
1876, and abolished the position of Examiner of Coal-fields, Mr. John McKenzie, E.G.S., retired, after 
completing thirty-threo years zealous service. It affords mo much pleasure to bear testimony to ihe 
zeal and ability with which the officers as a whole have performed their duties. They have at all 
times cheerfully worked after office hours when necessary, for which I lake this opportunity to .express 
my thanks and appreciation.

21—A LEASE
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LEASE BLANCH,

Mining on Private Lands.—The number of applications for special or owners’ leases, lodged in 
terms of section 25, during the year ending 31st December, 1806, was 188, covering an area of 3,193 acres.

The number of ordinary or general leases applied for during the same period was 307, covering an 
area of 3,423 acres 37 perches. ■

The total number of applications lodged during the year was 490.

The aggregate area applied for was 6,616 acres 37 porches, as under :■—
a. r, p* a. r. p.

Cold ............................................ .... 5,501 0 37 Silver, lead, and tin...................... .. 80 0 0
Gold, silver, and antimony ...... ,... 10 0 0 Tin .................................................. .. 351 0 0
Gold, silver, and lead................. ... 10 0 0 Leases for water rights, &e., &c. . .. 82 0 0
Gold and silver .............................. 31 0 0
Silver........ .................................... .... 421 0 0
Silver and lead .......................... ... 130 0 0 6,616 0 37

The number of applications approved is as under, with areas :—
a. r. p. a. r. p.

213 for gold......... ..........................12,510 3 5 1 for gold, silver, and lead............ .. 44 0 0
10 for tin ................................. ... 660 0 0 2 for water rights, &c..................... .. 12 0 0

1 for silver ................................ .... 120 0 0
3 for gold and silver ...................... 717 0 0 14,003 3 5

Besides these, 277 applications had to be refused for various reasons, covering au area of 10,879 acres, 
making a total number of 507 applications dealt with, embracing some 24,942 acres of land.

' In addition to the areas shown in the above tables, a very considerable area of private lands is being 
worked by miners, under agreements with the owners, made and registered in terms of section 33 of tho 
Mining on Private Lands Act of 1894, and under prospecting licenses in terms of section 40 of that 

Act, but tho areas so worked are not readily obtainable.

On the 11th December the Governor gave his assent to the Mining Laws Amendment Act of 1896, 
in terms of section 2 of which Act the holder of a miner’s right or mineral license may obtain an 
authority to enter on any private land, which is subject to the provisions of the Mining on Private Lands 
Act, and on payment to the owner of the rent fixed by the "Warden, and to the Warden of the compensation 
assessed by him, may carry on mining operations without waiting for a lease to issue. Owing to the Act 
not coming into operation until near the middle of December only very few persons took advantage of 
the privileges conferred by the Act, hut it is anticipated that during the coming year a largo number of 
these authorities will be taken out, and an extensive area will be worked under them, and that in 
many cases leases will not be applied for until the land has been proved under the authorities to enter.

Under this Act also, provision is made for the granting by the owner, subject to the Minister s 
concurrence, of private leases or agreements, to the holders of miner’s rights or mineral licenses 
to mine for gold (other than alluvial) or other minerals, which are subject to he mined under the 
Act, hut the areas cannot exceed those which may be granted by the Governor, and each such lease or 
agreement must be registered with the local Mining Legistrar. Up to the end of December, very few 
persons had attempted to take advantage of this section. Under this Act provision is made for the pro
clamation of conditionally leased land to he deemed to be private lauds, subject to tbo provisions of the 
Mining on Private Lands Act, and as very considerable difficulty has hitherto been experienced in dealing 
with this class of lands, it is expected that the provision will in the near future he extensively used.

On July 31st, the Governor also assented to the Mining Act Amendment Act of 1896, under which 
the charges for miner’s rights and mineral licenses are reduced, and which provides that a miner s right 
confers upon the holder all the privileges conferred upon the holder of a mineral license for the 
prospectiug for and working of minerals other than gold, thus obviating the necessity of a miner holding 
a miner’s right to prospect for gold, and a mineral license to prospect for other minerals.

The cost of a miner’s right or a mineral license is now 5s. for twelve months, or 2s. Gd. for six 
months, from date of issue. The right does not necessarily expire on 31st December, as formerly.

With regard to the acquisition of Crown lands for mining purposes. The number of applications 
ihade to lease Crown lands for mining purposes during the year, was 2,449, an increase of 1,020 on the 
number received in 1895. Of the 2,449 applications so made, 1,931 were for auriferous land, comprising 
an area of 18,395 acres, 2 roods, 36 perches, and 518 were for mineral lands, embracing au area of 

22,086 acres, 1 rood,
The
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The number of applications dealt with during 1896, was 2,429, which shows an increase of 1,518, 
as compared with 1895.

Every effort is made to deal with these applications expeditiously, and with the exception of a very 
few applications which are the subject of litigation, none of any long standing remain to be dealt with.

Of the 2,429 applications dealt with during 1896—1,952 were for gold-mining leases, embracing an 
area of over 12,702 acres, and 477 were for mineral leases, embracing an area of 25,171 acres.

The area of'auriferous land applied for in 1896, was more by 5,710 acres, 2 roods, 10 perches, 
. than in 1895, and the mineral land 9,860 acres 15 perches, more during the same period.

SCIIEDUIE I,

Table showing the land applied for to be leased during 1896, and the minerals to be mined:—
a. r. p- a. r. P'

Gold ................................................. 13,395 2 36 Tin and diamonds .............. .... ... . 1,257 0 0
Silver................................................. 1,530 i 0 Tin and emeralds .................... .....  40 0 0
Silver and lead ................................ 4,068 0 0 Copper ....................................... ..... 1,182 0 0
Silver, lead, and copper.................. 1,848 0 0 Limestone................................... .....  5 0 0
Silver, lead, and ironstone ........... 376 0 0 Cinnabar ................................... ...... 80 0 0
Silver, lead, copper, and zinc ....... 224 0 0 Emeralds ................................... .....  40 0 0
Silver, lead, and zinc...................... CO 0 0 Wolfram and manganese ........ .....  40 0 0
Silver, lead, copper, and iron ....... 430 0 0 Pigments ........................... . .... ..... 110 0 0
Silver, lead, antimony, and copper 87 0 0 Antimony................................... ...... 454 0 0
Silver, lead, asbestos, and bismuth 29 0 0 Chrome and iron................... . .....  40 0 0
Silver, bismuth, and cirium........... 149 0 0 Platinum ................................... ..... 20 0 0
Silver, lead, iron, and lime .......... 40 0 0 Asbestos .............. ...............,,,, ..... 20 0 0
Silver and manganese...................... 50 0 0 Opals........................................... 0 0
Silver and bismuth.......................... 120 0 0 Wolfram ................................... .....  40 0 0
Silver and tin .................................. 40 0 0 i.Rm o Q
Silver and galena.............................. 40 0 0 Coal ........................................... .....  C16 0 0
Silver and copper .......................... 303 0 0 Coal and shale ............................ .....  7,114 0 0
Tin..................................................... 171 0 0
Tin, bismuth, antimony, and copper 120 0 0
Tin, copper, and load............... . 100 0 . 0 Grand total..... ..... 35,481 3 36

As shown in the foregoing table, the aggregate area applied for is 15,570 acres 2 roods 25 perches 
more than that applied for in 1895.

The increase occurs principally in gold, silver, lead, copper, antimony, opal, diamonds, and coal 
and shale.

Aula held under application to lease on 31st December, 1896.
0.. r. p- a. r. p-

Gold....................................... 0 0 Silver and manganese ...................... 50 i 12
Coal....................................... .......... 158 0 0 Silver, copper, and lead .................. 437 0 0
Coal and shale .................... ......... 640 0 0 Diamonds .......................................... 250 0 0
Antimony ........................... 0 0 Platinum............................................. 20 0 0
Tin ............ ............. . 0 0 Tin, bismuth, antimony, and copper 120 0 0
Tin and diamonds ............. ......... 739 0 0 Silver, lead, and ironstone............... 40 0 0
Silver .......................... 0 o 40 o q
Silver and bismuth ............ ......... 120 0 0 Opal..................................................... 12 0 0
Silver and copper................ ......... 60 o o
Silver and lead .................... ......... 285 0 0 8,659 1 12

The area of Crown lands held under application to lease on 31st December, 1896, shows a marked 
decrease, the area being 8,659 acres 1 rood 12 perches, as against 13,535 acres 2 roods 12 perches so held 
on 31st December, 1895.

This may be accounted for by the more expeditious issue of the leases applied for than was 
formerly the case.

The number of applications received for permits or authorities to mine (sections 27 and 28, Mining 
Act, 1874) on and under roads, reserves, &c., during the year was 246—24 less than in 1895.

Tho number dealt with was 302, an increase of 120 on the number dealt with in 1895.

As will be seen from the following table, the area of the lands embraced by the permits and 
authorities granted in 1896 shows tho very large increase of 21,483 acres 10 perches over the area 
granted during the previous year. The principal increase is in coal, shale, and gold.

Table
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Table showing area of reserved land comprised in permits and authorities granted during 189G and the
minerals to be mined thereunder.

Coal 1 .............
Coal and shale
Shale .............
Tin .................
Copper ........

a. r. p. 
7,206 0 3 

27,108 3 4 
1,828 2 5 

1 0 0 
6 0 36

Cinnabar .. 
Manganese 
Gold .........

a. r. p. 
81 1 25 

3 0 0 
287 3 2.5

36,522 3 18

Table showing area of reserved lands comprised in sections 27 and 28, which were issued prior to 189G, 
' in force. ■

a. r, p. a. r. p.
Coal..................................... 1 32 Antimony................................ .... 7 ) 15
Coal and shale ................... 2 9 Silver and lead .................... .... 3 0 0
Shale ................................... ......... 1£> 2 32 Gold ........................................ .... 25 1 12
Limestone ...................... 0 0 Gold, silver, and copper ..... .... 1 3 0
Tin ....................................... 3 3
Copper ............................... .......... 58 2 18
Copper and cobalt .......... ........... 4 0 28 17,745 2 29

Table showing areas comprised in authorities, sections 27 and 28, which were in force on 31st
December, 1896.

a. r. p. A, 1*. p-
Coal..................................... ...........  16,406 2 28 Antimony................................. ......  7 1 15
Coal and shale .................. 0 9 Silver and lead ...................... .......  3 0 0
Shale ................................. .......... 151 0 39 Gold ......................................... ...... 161 2 31
Limestone .................. ....... .......... 10 0 0 Gold, silver, and copper ....... ...... 1 3 0
Tin ..................................... ........... 144 3 3 Cinnabar................................. ...... 81 1 25

9. 1ft
Copper and cobalt .......... .......... 4 0 28 22,995 2 36

The number of applications for authorities to dig and search for gold and other minerals on 
alienated and conditionally leased lands was 305, but of these only 15 were granted, and they were for 
authorities to search for minerals other than gold, silver, lead, tin, or antimony, which minerals are 
capable of being dealt with under the Mining on Private Lands Act.

The number of applications for permits in terms of, section 7 of the Crown Lands Act to win and 
remove minerals reserved in the Crown grants was 31. Of these, 5 were granted and 23 were refused. 
The small number of such applications made is no doubt due to the operations of the Mining on Private 
Lands Acts, in terms of which, leases to mine for gold, silver, lead, tin, and antimony may be granted, 
and it is only with regard to minerals other than these that permits are applied for.

The foregoing tables, &c., show all lands held for mining purposes other than alienated lands which 
are not affected by the provisions of the Mining on Private Land laws, and Crown lands held and worked 
under miners' rights and mineral licenses, and private lands the subject of private leases or agreements 
between the owners and holders of miners' rights, or held under authorities to enter, or prospecting 
licenses. '

The areas comprised in these exceptions arc very considerable.

The investigation of titles under the Mining on . Private Lands Act has, since April, 1896, been 
carried out in the Department. This work has been very heavy owing to the large number of applications 
for leases, the complicated nature of some of the titles, and the circumstance that in many cases the deeds 
and abstracts of title were not available. Where titles were found to bo defective or incomplete, the 
owners had to be communicated with and the necessary steps taken, to enable the proper parties to be dealt 
with as owners. Tho number of applications dealt with from the above date to the end of the year was 
as follows:—Titles investigated and reports made, 417 ; titles investigated hut not in order at the end of 
the year, 58 ; awaiting particulars of title, 32.

■ ' Circulars have been issued during the year to all the Mining Wardens of the Colony, with reference 
to the following subjects, which are considered of sufficient importance to warrant their being brought 
under the notice of the mining community in this report:—

1st. Homestead Selections,—There being some doubt as to whether such selections came within the 
■ operations of the Mining on Private Lands Act, legal advice was sought on the question, and 

the Department was advised that Homestead Selections are private lands within the ineaning of 
the Act.
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2nd. Respecting Refunds of Deposit.a on Mineral and Gold Lease Applications, which read as 
follows:—11 'With reference to the practice of refunding deposits lodged with Mineral and Gold 
Lease Applications, it is considered that such refunds should bo refused when there is reason to 
believe that the land applied for has been taken, up only for speculative purposes, and without 
intention of carrying on mining operations in a land fide manner. In some cases persons who 
have held land for a lengthy period, and whose application has entailed upon the Department a 
considerable amount of work, eipect their deposits returned.

The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture has therefore decided that in future no such refunds shall 
be made unless circumstances justify the concession, that is to say, when evidence is forth
coming that the land has been taken up for bond fide mining purposes, and that honest work has 
been done to test the ground and prove it unpayable.”

The following Table shows the area of Crown and Private Lands held under Lease at 31st December,
189G, and the Minerals, Ac., to be mined for :— ’

Minerals*
Crown Landa 

Occupation Act, 
1861.

Mining Act, 1S74.
Minlrtcr Act 

Further Amend
ment Act,lSS4,

Mining on 
Private Lands Act,

Alum and alumstone..................................
a. r. p. a. r. p. 

4S0 0 0 
40 0 0
2 0 0 

146 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
SO 0 0 

2,028 0 35 
368 2 29 
530 0 0 

1,767 0 36 
6S7 2 1G

40 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0
33 3 0 

120 0 0
20 0 0 

160 0 12
45 0 33 

194 3 38
10 0 0 

SOI 0 261 
40 0 0 

2,026 0 30 
103 0 0
69 2 0
88 0 25 

100 0 0 
3,796 0 J7f 

120 0 0
60 0 0
80 0 0 

3,841 2 01 
529 3 m 
57 3 29" 

6S5 2 2 
480 0 0 
864 0 0 
160 0 0 
133 1 0
148 3 13
40 0 0
40 0 0
55 3 17

849 0 21
40 0 0

149 3 28
10 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0

11,885 2 274

a. r, p. a. r. p.

Alumstone and alunite ..............................
Alunite......................
Antimonv...........................
Bismuth ..................
Chrome..................
Cinnabar ..........................
Coal .............................. 2,324 0 0 32,078 1 3J 

6,932 2 26|Coal and shale...................
Copper ..........................
.Diamonds ..................
Diamonds and tin ...................................
Kmeralda ......................
Graphite ..................
Infusorial earth ............
Ironstone.......................... j
Iionstone and limestone..........................
Lead and limestone.................
Limestone.......................
Manganese ..............
'Marble ......................
Mineral pigments ......................................Opal .... *..................
Plumbago......................
Silver................................ ■.
Silver and bismuth..................
Silver, bismuth, and cirium......................
Silver and copper ..........................
Silver, iridium, platinum, and tin ..........
Silver and lead ................. 40 0 0
Silver, lead, antimony, copper, tin, & sine
Silver, lead, asbestos, and copper ..........
Silver, lead; and cirium.,................
Silver, lead, and copper...........................
Silver, lead, copper, and ironstone. ......
Silver, lead, copper, and zinc ..........
Silver, lead, and ironstone .
Silver, lead, ironstone, and marble..........
Silver, lead, and limestone , . .
Silver, lead, and tin ..........
Silver, lead, and zinc..............................
Silver and limestone ................................
Silver, manganese, and copper..............
Silver and tin ..................V... . .
Sulphate of alumina and Dntflah ... .Tin.................................... !............... 20 0 0
Tin and precious stones .........................
Tin and wolfram..................................
Turquoise.............................................
Wolfram ................. ..........  . ..................
Not specified ......................................

Gold ............................................... 401 0 331 5,649 1 391 
504 0 0

16 0 S
Cold and silver ........................................
Gold, silver, load, tin, and antimonv......

Total.............................. 2,324 0 0 32,239 1 16H 39,472 0 231 6,109 2 71

Total,

a. 1\ 1>-
480 0 0

40 0 0
2 0 0

146 0 9
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0

30,430 1 38i
7,301 1 16?

530 0 0
1,767 0 36

687 2 16
40 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0
33 3 0

120 0 0
20 0 0

160 0 12
45 0 33

194 3 33
10 0 0

801 0 261
40 0 0

2,026 0 30
103 0 0

69 2 0
88 0 25

100 0 0
3,836 0 17?

120 0 0
60 0 0
80 0 0

1,841 2 01
529 3 m

57 3 29
685 2 2
480 0 0
864 0 0
160 0 0
133 1 0
148 3 13
40 0 0
40 0 0
55 3 17

869 0 21
40 0 0

149 3 28
10 0 0
40 O 0
20 0 0

17,936 1 20Jr
504 0 0

16 0 8

80,205 0 7R

The foregoing table, giving the area of Crown and private lands held under lease at the 31st 
December, 1395, and the minerals to be mined for, shows, I am pleased to say, a very large increase in 
the acreage so held—an all round increase of about 30 per cent. On comparing tbe table with that of '

the
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tho previous year, 1895, it will be seen that the largest increase is in gold-bearing land. On tho 31st 
December, 1895, 6,431 acres were hold under lease for gold, whereas the corresponding period in 1896 
shows 17,936 acres, nearly three times the area. This is very satisfactory, and, I think, shows a 
growing activity in the most important class of mining. During the year a large amount of capital 
(mostly English) has been invested in New South Wales, and, as it is believed that a great deal of dead 
work has been done in connection with the various properties, it is likely that the current year will show 
an increased output in gold.

In silver-bearing land it will also be noticed that we have a considerable increase in the acreage 
held, probably owing to the fact that improved appliances for the treatment of sulphide ores are in course 
of erection.

Another important improvement is noticeable in the diamond-mining industry. As against 457 
acres in 1895, wc have an area of upwards of 2,000 acres under lease, the Bingara district specially 
showing a revival in this important class of mining.

During the year the leases cancelled show a decrease. 269 gold leases, representing 1,604 acres, 
and 81 mineral leases, representing 2,474 acres, were cancelled. This, it may be said, is evidence of a 
greater tendency to comply with the conditions of the leases issued.

Attention is invited to the fact that during the last six months of 1896 nearly 90 per cent, of the 
leases tendered were issued. Some two or three years hack it was safe to say that as much as 70 per 
cent, of those tendered for execution were returned to the Department for voidance. An increase is also 
noticeable in the number of transfers of mining properties registered in the Department, in many cases 
involving a large amount of capital.

The return showing the gold and mineral leases, and leases held under the Mining on Private 
Lands Act, 1894, is being published half-yearly with commendable punctuality. This return was until 
recently published at the end of each quarter, but it was considered that a half-yearly return would be 
sufficient to meet all requirements. It is feared that the mining community do not avail themselves of 
the information contained in this return to such an extent as they might do with much advantage to 
themselves.

THE COAL-MINES REGULATION ACT, 1896.
On the 1st October a new Act for the Regulation of Coal-mines and Collieries and certain other 

Mines came into operation, repealing an Act which had been in force since 1876. This Act is in many 
respects similar to the Imperial enactment on tho same subject made in 1887. Many important changes 
are effected in it.

The responsibility for the management of these mines is cast upon the manager in each case, who 
is required to be the holder of a first-class certificate of competency, or a certificate of service as manager. 
To the close of the year 42 certificates of service as manager and 53 certificates of service as under
manager were issued, whilst 2 Imperial certificates of service as manager, 19 Imperial certificates 
of competency as manager, and 2 as under-mauager were registered.

On the 1st October the following gentlemen were appointed Members of the Board for appointing 
Examiners in connection with the granting of certificates of competency:—

Jesse Gregson,
William Sandford,
Thomas Say well,
Adam Cook,
William Thompson Philpot,

David Leake,
Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Robertson, 
Richard Thomas,
Louis Buckland Blackwell, and 
John Dixon, Esquires.

On the 7th October the Board met for the first time, subsequently meeting on three occasions 
before the close of the year. The Board at these meetings, after making the necessary rules for 
regulating the conduct of its business, made rules as to the conduct of examinations and the qualification 
of applicants for certificates, and appointed Messrs. W. Humble, E.G.S., H. Osborne MacCabe, J.P., and 
T. Cater as examiners for the first hatch of examinations. The Board recommended that examinations 
should be held early in 1897 at Newcastle and Sydney.

, The
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The following information has been extracted from the rules made by the Board:—
The candidate must be twenty-three years of age, and must have had practical experience in a 

mine for at least five years.
A period of three years’ apprenticeship to a mining engineer may be substituted by a candidate for 

a first-class certificate, as an alternative for an equivalent period of regular employment in a mine under 
the Act, if the apprentice has, in the discharge of his duties, to go down mines and obtain practical 
experience therein.

The subjects fixed for examination are the following:—
For Mrst-class Certificates.

Marks.
1. Arithmetic, including elementary rules, use of decimals and vulgar fractions and square

root ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
2. Surveying and levelling, use and care of tbe dumpy level and theodolite, construction of

' plans and the use of scales, principles and practice of mine surveying ... ... ...
3. Geology, elements of, and knowledge of the coal measures in the candidate’s district ... 
4a. Machinery, boilers, and other structures in use at coal mines, systems of haulage, pumping,

and sinking .................................................... ......................................................
5. Theory and practice of ventilation, and a knowledge of the nature and properties of

gases met with in mines, and of the precautions against danger from the firing of 
coal-dust ... ... ... ... ... ... ... •••

6. The winning and working of coal and shale ... ... ... ... ... ...
7. The Coal Mines Begulation Act, 1S9G (60 Vic. No. 12) ... ... ... ...

8

9
8

20

20
25
10

Total ... 100

The examination will bo such as to ascertain, partly by written and partly by oral examination, 
the knowledge necessary for the practical working of mines in New South Males.

For Second-class Certificates.

The examination and qualification for second-class certificates will be suitable for practical 
working miners, and will be such as to ascertain, partly by written and partly by oral'examination, the 
knowledge necessary for the practical working of mines in New South "Wales.

The following will be the heads under which the examination will be held: —
Marks.

1. Arithmetic, the elementary rules ... ... ... ... ••• ■■■ 12
2. Theory and practice of ventilation, and a knowledge of the nature and properties of

gases met with in mines, and of the precautions against danger from the firing of 
coal-dust ... ... ... ... ... “• ■"

3. The winning and working of coal and shale............................................................................^
4. The Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896 ................................................................ 16

A candidate for either a first or second class certificate in order to pass must obtain at least 40 per 
cent, of the marks allowed for each of the subjects, and in the aggregate 66 per cent, of the total possible 
marks obtainable. ■

It will be necessary for him before his examination can be proceeded, with to produce to the 
Examiners:—

a. An authorisation from tbo Under-Secretary for Mines to appear for Examination.
b. The prescribed evidence as to sobriety, experience, ability, and general good conduct, namely:—

(1) A statement of his age and of his occupation, where and by whom employed during at least 
the last five years, to which a statutory declaration made by him must he appended to the 
effect that all the allegations contained in such statement are true.

(2) Testimonials from his employer or two persons (whose addresses must bo given) of his 
sobriety, experience, ability, and general good conduct. If a copy of tho testimonials be 
forwarded along with the originals, the latter will be returned to the candidate at tha 
examination.

c. Satisfactory evidence that he has had practical experience in a mine for at least five years.
Candidates
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Candidates appearing a second time must produce fresh evidence of their sobriety, experience, 
ability, and general good conduct.

A candidate for a first-class certificate of competency may not, in the event of his failure to obtain 
such a certificate, at the same examination obtain a second-class certificate.

Under the Act the maximum fee payable by applicants for examination for first and second class 
certificates is £2 and £1, respectively; but on representation being made that this would he a hardship 
on students and other intending candidates in receipt of small wages, you fixed the fee at 30s. and 15s., 
respectively. The fee admits to one examination only.

Provision is now made for the holding of a formal investigation of any explosion or accident and of 
its causes and circumstances when it appears expedient to the Minister to do so under the new Act.

The Minister on representation being made to him that a manager or under-manager holding a 
certificate, is by reason of incompetency or gross negligence unfit to discharge his duties or has been 
convicted of an offence against the Act, may if he think fit cause inquiry to be made into the conduct of 
the manager or under-manager. The Court of Inquiry thus appointed is empowered to cancel or suspend 
the certificate.

Payment by the standard weight system has been abolished.

Miners are not now limited in their choice of a check-weigher to tho persons employed at that 
particular mine or at a mine belonging to the same company or proprietor. The check-weigher is by 
this Act authorised to require that tho process of weighing shall bo carried on continuously throughout 
tho working hours during the whole time the pit is drawing coal.

The provisions of this Act in regard to single shafts are fuller than those of the Act repealed.

The size of man-holes required for travelling planes worked by machinery has been increased, and 
though at first some difficulty was experieuced at several of the mines, full effect has now been given to 
this provision. *

A person may not now be allowed to work alone as a coal getter in the face of the workings until 
he has had two year’s experience of such work under the supervision of skilled workmen, or unless 
previously employed for two years in or about the face of the workings of a mine,

A penalty is provided for interference with the offices of check-inspector and check-weigher.

On the all important question of ventilation it is provided that pure air in quantity not less than 
100 cubic feet per minute (with as much more as the Inspector shall direct) shall sweep along tbe air-ways 
and shall be forced as far as the face of and into each working-place. Some slight delay was occasioned 
in certain of the mines in carrying into effect this provision, but the Inspectors report that since the 
necessary alterations have been completed the provision has been complied with.

' ■ THE PROSPECTING BOARD,
The amount placed at the disposal of the Board for allotment Ibis year is £25,000, an increase of 

£5,000 on the amount voted for 1S95.

The mode of dealing with the applications received, is for a Member of the Board to visit and 
inspect the site for which aid is required, and make all. necessary inquiries regarding the proposal, and 
report thereon. The reports are then considered at a meeting of the Board held in the Department 
every week, when each case is gone carefully into, and its prospects discussed. The rate is then fixed, not more 
than 50 per cent, of its estimated total cost being allowed, with a proviso that should payable minerals be 
discovered the amount paid is to be refunded. It will bo seen therefore that each ease is dealt with on its 
merits, and in no case is aid refused, when it can be shown that a grant from the vote is likely to benefit 
the district at large, by leading to the further employment of labour. So far as the Regulations will 
allow, the Board have offered every inducement to applicants for aid to test their reefs at a depth, but 

■ only
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only in a few instances has any serious attempt been made to carry out their proposals. In February, the 
Hon. the Minister offered a reward of £1,000 for the discovery of payable quartz within the Colony at a 
depth of 2,000 feet, but it is not known that any steps are being taken to earn it. Following is a copy of 
the notice referred to :—
Notice is hereby given that a Reward of One Thousand Pounds (£1,000) will be paid to the person who shall be the first 
to discover and make known to the Minister for Mines and Agriculture the discovery of payable Gold-bearing Quartz at a 
depth measured from the top of the shaft of 2,000 feet, the shaft may be perpendicular or follow the underlay; for the 
purpose of testing the reef 250 tons of stone taken from the reef at or below 2,000 feet perpendicular shall be crushed at a 
battery approved by the Minister ; the stone shall be broken down, raised, and crushed under the supervision of officers 
of this Department; and if the 250 tons of stone yield an average of not less than 10 dwt. per ton it will be deemed 
payable.

If the Reward is not claimed within five (5) years it shall lapse.
Such Reward will be paid forthwith upon satisfactory proof being given to the Minister that the quartz is ‘'payable,” 

that it is from the required depth, and that the claimant is the first discoverer.

In May last operations wore begun on tbe northern sea-beaches lying between the Esk Biver and 
Jerusalem Creek, with the object of discovering new leads of gold similar to that worked so successfully in 
McAuloy s Lead, In this locality 2,828 bores were put down, with an aggregate depth of 45,632 feet, 
and on towards tho Evans’ Biver other 187 bores were sunk, giving an aggregate of 2,782 feet. The five 
main lines of bores were carried from the beach due west across the heath on to the first of the sandstone 
ridges which form the water-shed between the Clarence and Bichmond waters. The operations were 
ultimately extended to the Broadwater Heath, but, so far, no discovery of any great moment has 
been made.

Mr. Geological Surveyor Carne, in conjunction with an officer from the Victorian Department of 
Mines, has been engaged for some months prospecting and making a geological examination of the 
southern portion of the Colony, adjoining the Victorian Border. The work is still proceediug.

The diamond drill, subsidised from the \ote, is still working at Forest Beefs in search of the rich, 
deep lead, supposed to exist there. I'ery promising indications have been met with; and should tho 
enterprise prove as satisfactory as anticipated by the projectors, the district will be vastly benefited by tho 
opening up of a now and extensive gold-field. A considerable amount of boring work has also been done 
in the vicinity of Corowa, under the auspices of the Department, with a view of tracing the deep, alluvial 
leads, supposed to cross the Murray from Victorian territory. These leads have been worked on tho 
Victorian side of the Murray for years, and proved very rich. So successful was the boring, that the 
position for a large shaft has been fixed, and sinking operations will be started at once.

Several parties of men have been aided to test the comparatively untried country beyond Wyalong 
and towards Lake Cudgellieo, and between Condobolin and Fifield. This is considered a likely country, 
and the indications met with are very promising. There arc large tracts of auriferous country within this 
Colony still untried ; but the area is diminishing yearly.

The holding of regular weekly meetings of this Board was inaugurated in March last, and have 
been well attended by the members. The absence of the Geological Surveyors and Inspectors of Minos 
in ihe country on official duty, accounts for their non-attendance on many occasions. The number of 
meetings held since 13th March to 31st December, were 38. Of that number, tbo Chairman attended 36; 
Mr. Pittman, the Government Geologist, 26; Mr. Slee, the Chief Inspector of Mines, 24; Mr. Sullivan, 
tho Chief Clerk, 21; Geological Surveyor Carne, 5 ; Geological Surveyor Jaquet, 1G; Inspector Milne, 6 ; 
Inspector Godfrey, 2; Inspector Hooke, 1; and Mr. D. McCulloch, Secretary to the Board, 38.

Mr. E. C. AVhittell, au Officer of tho Geological Branch, who was engaged during the year 
reporting on application for prospecting aid, gave general satisfaction to tho Board.

Ihe number of applications for assistance appear to increase year by year, the number received 
being 1,901, as compared with 1,843 during 1895.

These were dealt with as follows :—
1894. 1895. 1896.

Aid granted in ...................... 307 cases. 620 cases. 523 cases
Aid refused m .......................... 584 „ 818 „ 985 „
Applications nbandotierl__ 21 42 „ 39 ,,
Applications not dealt with .............................. 60 „ 363 „ 51) „
Applications for public batteries ...................... 41 ,,
Dor reward for tbe discovery of new gold-fields 21 „
For free treaiiieut of ore...... 21 ,,
Miscellaneous caafis . . 212 ..

DOCS 1,84-3 ],901 cases.
21—B It
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■ It ie rery satisfactory to note from tbe above statement that the number of applications nndealt 
with at the end of the year has been so materially reduced. Considering the largo area of country and 
the number of applications received, which embrace every mining district in the Colony, it would he 
impossible, without augmenting tbe staff of Inspectors very considerably, to have each application reported 
upon as it is received, and so some little delay must necessarily occur, especially with regard to those 
applications received from a district which has just been inspected. Every effort, is made, however, to 
have the applications disposed of with as little delay as possible. Amongst others, the following mining 
districts were visited by members of tbe Board during the year:—

Adaminaby Canowindra
Adeloug Captain’s Plat
Albury Careoar
Alcctown Cargo
Aralueh Casino ,
Armidale Clear Creek
Arable Cobar
Back Creek , Cobargo
Bald Nob Cobbora
Ballina Coliuton
Barmodman Condobolin
Barroba Coolae
Barber's Creek Coolalie
Bateman’s Bay Coolongolook
Batlow Coomi
Boar Hill Copeland
Bega Corowa
BelTs Creek Coramba
Bermagui Cowrn
Bci.hungra Cowra Crook
Billy’s Look-out Crookwell
Bingara Crudine
Blayney Cudal
Bombala Cudgegong
Bookliam Balmorton
Boonoo-Boouoo Bavisville
Boro Deepwater
Bowling-alley Point Delegate
Bowning Demondrillc
Bowravillo Drake
Box Hidgc Dungog
Braid wood Eden
Bred bo Elsmore
Brimbramallu Emmaville
Broken Hill Essington
Brown’s Creek Euabalong
Buili Forbes
Bucca Buccu Forest Beef
Bundarra Flyer’s Creek
Bungendorc Cilgai
Bungonia Grilgunnia
Burnt Yards Glanmiro
Burner Glen Elgin
Burruga Glen Innes
Burro wa Goolmn
Byng Grafton
Byrock Grenfell
Byron Bay Gulgong
Cadia Gundugai
Caloola , Gundaroo
Canadian Lead Guyong

Guyra Nundle
Harden Oberon
Hargraves O’Connell
Hazelgrove Ophir
Hill End Orange
Hillgrove Pambula
Hilleton Parkes
Holt’s Flat Peak Hill
Home Itulo Pretty Gully
lurerell Rockley
Jembaieumbenc Bylstone
Jindabyno Sebastopol
Junction Point Sofala
dunce Stannifer
Kerr’s Creek Stockinbingal
Kiandra Stuart Town
King’s Plain Tam worth
Lewis Ponds Tarana
Limekilns Tarcutta
Lionsville Tenicrfieid
Lismore Termial
Long Creek Tia
Lucknow Tiehborne
Lyndburst Tingha
Macksville Trundle
Usjor’s Creek Trnnkey Greek
MArulan Tucklan
Mickclago Tuena
Milparinka ' Tnmut
Mogo Uralla
Molong ’ Upper Turon
Moonan Brook Wagga Wagga
Moruya Wagonga
Mount Hope Walbundrie
Mount McDonald Walcha
Mndgce W angat
Murrumbateman Warnc
Muttama 'Welcome Reef
Nadgingouiar Wattle Flat
Narooma 'Windcyer
Nana Creck Wombat
Narromine Woodstock
Narrandcra Woolgoolga
Nclligen Wyalong
Ncrriga Wyndliam
Ncrrigundah Yass
Newbridge Young
Ninngala Yowaka
Nimitybelle
Nine-mile
Nowendoc

As will be seen from the following statement the number of cases in which payable discoveries 
were made is sixteen, exactly the same number as the previous year, tbe most important of which is tbe 
finding of tbe Star Lead at Gulgong, which has been lost for years. Extensive machinery is now being 
erected on tbe mine :—

Retubs showing successful results from Prospecting Vote from 1st January, 1895, to 31st July, 1896.
1, Watt, Woodemon, and Party, Pride of the Brook Claim, Stewart’ts Brnol,—This party were aided to continue 

their 40-feet shaft another 100 feet. They struck some very rich stone at the 90-feet level, and from 100 lb. weight of 
specimen obtained 102 oz. of retorted gold. Eighty tons of good looking stone are at grass, and the prospects of the 
claim are so favourable that the party intend erecting a crushing plant of their own.

o
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2. A. W. Cooper and Parly, Star Lead, Oulgong.—This party received aid to continue the driving from the bottom 
of their 200-feet shaft in the hope of striking one of the lost leads, which proved so rich in the early days of this field. 
The Board recognising the groat importance of the work, gave every possible encouragement to the party, with the result 
that the lost Star Lead was struck, showing good prospects of gold. Tho width of the lead has already been proved to 
100 feet, and when the deepest part of the lead or gutter is reached rich returns are expected.

3. J). A. Penhatl and Party, The Peat, near Cobar.—This party received a grant in November, 1895. In April, 
1890, they wrote in stating that, as they had now discovered payable gold, the aid would not bo required, and thanking tho 
Department for the assistance granted.

4. J. ilf. Dodd and Party, Jones Creek, G miles from Cnndagai.—Owing to the discovery of payable alluvial gold 
by this party, who were in receipt of Government aid, a rush set in to this locality in April of this year. The sinking is 
from 14 to 25 feet, and the yield is from 4 to 9 dwt, per load. A large number of men are still on the ground, and 
prospecting work is being vigorously carried on in all directions from the discovery.

5. Mullaney and Cough, Sally's Flat, Hill This party received aid to drive from the bottom of their 100-feet
shaft, and were successful in striking a good run of 1-oz. stone. They have now a payable claim, and are still raising 
equally rich stone with increasing prospects.

6. F. Fletcher, Qulgong.—Received aid to sink and drive in search of the lost Perseverance Lead, Gulgong. The 
operations proved successful, as the lost lead was struck, presenting features identical with the last portion of the lead 
worked. The wash is 2 feet thick and prospects well for gold, but it is expected to improve as it gets away from the 
unsettled country where it was lost.

7. Ceorge Stiff and Party, Native Bear Flat, Grenfdl,—This party received aid to prospect this alluvial flat, about 
6 miles from Grenfell, and succeeded in striking a run of wash 1 foot 6 inches thick, which yields a little over 4 dwt. of 
gold per load. The party expect to make fair wages out of the claim,

8. J. Qillan and Party, Hargraves.—Received aid to prospect on tho Mudgee line of reef, Hargraves. Some very 
rich stone was taken out by this party, which has led to other leases being taken up on cither side of their claim.

9. Perkins Bros., Surface Hill, Adetong.—Received aid to continue their 5G-feet shaft another 60 feet; and wore 
successful in striking rich stone, a crushing from which of 32 tons 16 cwt. yielded 67 os. 2 dwt. retorted gold, and other 
10 oz. are expected from 2 tons of pyrites saved.

10. J. J. Hoare snri Party, Bell’s Creek, Bra/dicood.—Aid was granted to this party to continue their 9S-fect shaft
another 50 feet. At the lowest level the reef is 14 inches wide, from which a 5 ton's crushing yielded 1 oz, 5 dwt. of gold 
per ton ; and it is expected another 15 oz. will bo obtained from 1 ton of concentrates. This is the deepest shaft on 
Bell’s Creek. ,

11. Phe Cornish Copper Ifining Company, The Gulf Creck, near Barraba. - -Th is company received aid to continue their 
shaft to a further depth of 100 feet, and were successful in opening out good ore, which during the year covered all current 
expenses in addition to the cost of extensive development work. It is expected that the company will be in a position to 
employ a large number of men at an early date.

12. Jan. Gar van , Kangaroo Flat, about If miles west from Marlowe.—Aid was granted to this party to continue Ins 
240-feet tunnel other 300 feet. He was successful in striking a vein of wash dirt 5 feet thick, yielding fully 1 dwt. to 
the load, with prospects of it improving. The present indications show that the party has several years work ahead of them.

13. Martin Dunn, 3 miles south-east of the Paddy Lackey mine. Sunny Corner.—Aid was granted to continue his shaft 
other 50 feet on the underlay. At the 90-feet level the reef was struck, averaging 3 feet wide, a trial crushing from which 
of 15 tons yielded 1 -it oz. of gold. The reef is improving with depth, and tho mine is now looked upon as a valuable 
property.

14. Howard and Lawson, The Horse-shoe Beef, Tamlarooro-.—Aid was granted to cross-cut from the bottom of their 
80-feet shaft in search of the reef. They were successful in striking the reef which yields at the rate of 4 oz. of gold 
per ton.

15. John UPDonough and Party.—This party received aid to prospect for alluvial gold at Buddigower, near Wyalong. 
Payable gold was struck at a depth of 30 feet. Prom six loads they washed 134 dwt. of gold, and a quantity of tin. The 
discovery resulted in a rush, and at one time 300 men were on the ground, 8o far the lead has not been proved to bo of 
any great extent.

16. John M'Lcod.—Three miles north of Brimbramalla was aided to sink on a reef discovered within his prospecting 
area. At 38 feet the reef widened out to 2 feet, a crushing from which yielded 12 dwt. per ton. This new find from later 
reports is turning out very satisfactory.

As stated in a foregoing table the Board have dealt with 21 applications for tho free treatment 
of ore at the Government Metallurgical "Works. In dealing with these applications it is tho practice 
to enquire into the circumstances of the applicant, with a view of ascertaining whether he is in a position 
to bear the cost of tho treatment, so that the revenue from the works may be guarded from imposition,, 
the object of granting tho concession being to assist the struggling prospectors only. The same 
remarks apply to free assays. ■

The granting of rewards for tho discovery of new gold-fields is another matter which comes within 
the scope of the Board who, during the year, inquired into 21 applications for such discoveries, but 
unfortunately in no case was it found that the conditions attached to the reward had. been fulfilled. 
An important alteration has been made in tins reward, by extending it to the discovery of new mineral 
fields, embracing new reefing and alluvial gold or tin fields, or new deposits of silver, copper, diamonds, 
or precious opal. The notice is published in full for general information

Reward pok the Discovery of New Mineral Fields.
Notice is hereby given that the sums undermentioned will be paid as rewards for discovering, on and after this date, now 
Reefing or Alluvial Gold or Tin Fields, or new Deposits of Silver, Copper, Diamonds, or Precious Opal.

The sum of £500 will he paid to any person or persons who shall first discover a new Reefing or Alluvial Gold or Tin 
Field, or a new Deposit of Silver, Copper, Diamonds, or Precious Opal, provided—

(1) That tho site of the discovery bo distant not less than 10 miles from the nearest mine in which similar payable
mineral has been or is being obtained.

(2) That such discovery be made known to the Minister for Mines and Agriculture within what he shall deem to be n
reasonable time after such discovery.

(3) That if it be proved to the satisfaction of the Minister that within six (6) months after he has been notified of such
discovery not fewer than three hundred (300) miners have been profitably employed in mining upon auch field or
deposit, 1

In the eVcnt of tho Miniater being satisfied that at the expiration of twelve (12) months after he has been notified of 
such discovery not less than five hundred (500) miners ha vs been profitably employed in mining upon such new field or 
deposit, the discoverer or discoverers shall he entitled to claim a further sum of £500. 1

The Minister shall be the solo judge as to any matter in dispute in regard to an application for reward. .

GEOLOGICAL
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

The time of the Government Geologist (Mr. E. F. Pittman) has been devoted to the supervision 
of the geological survey staff, and to practical work in the field.

Early in January he was called upon to investigate the cause of the heating of the cargo of coal 
on the ship “ Knight of St. Michael,” and to report upon the advisability of the vessel putting to sea. 
This report was furnished at the request of the marine surveyors who had previously inspected the cargo, 
and who wished for the opinion of a government expert.

During the month of January he visited Glen Innes, Inverell, Bingara, Rocky Creek, Terry-Hie-Ilie, 
and TVarialda, and traced through those districts the eastern boundary of the Triassic coal measures, which 
form the principal artesian water-basin of the Colony. He also visited the principal gold mines at Spring 
Creek, near Bingara, and reported upon the proposal to establish a government quartz crushing battery 
in that district.

In February he inspected the auriferous and diamantiferous deposit at Kangaloon, near Mittagong. 
At this spot aid from the Prospecting Vote had been granted to sink a shaft with the object of prospecting 
the volcanic breccia which occurs there.

Mr. Pittman reports that the encountering of a heavy body of water caused the contractor to stop 
■work, and he was therefore unable to descend the shaft. In his opinion, however, there is reason to 
believe that this is a true volcanic neck, and the occurrence of diamonds in the quartz pebble drift over
lying it is of considerable interest, as pointing to the possibility of their being derived from the volcanic 
breccia, as in the celebrated diamond mines of Kimberley, in South Africa.

In May he visited Barraba, 'Wood’s Reef, Ironhark, and Crow Mountain, and reported on the 
necessity for extending the reserves for gold-mining purposes in that district. He also made an exami
nation of a large deposit of tripolite in the Nandewar Ranges, and reported upon some applications for 
prospecting aid at Ti-tree Creek.

In June he made an examination of the Mount Maude gold-field, and reported upon the proposal 
to resume an area of alienated land there for mining purposes. He also investigated an application for 
prospecting aid there. On the 15th July Mr. Pittman was appointed Chief Mining Surveyor, and there
after undertook the duties of that office in addition to his duties as Government Geologist.

In July Professor Threlfall and Mr. Pittman wore appointed a Royal Commission to enquire into 
the causes and prevention of spontaneous combustion in coal cargoes, and the work in connection with this 
important matter occupied a considerable portion of Mr. Pittman’s time during the remainder of the year.

In October he accompanied Mr. Boultbee, the Superintendent of Public Watering Places, to 
Girilambone, and drove thence, via Willaroon, to Coolibah, for the purpose of inspecting somemudsprings 
which occur about 18 miles to the north-east of the latter place. Mr. Pittman reports that these mud- 
springs are of considerable interest, furnishing as they do evidence of the extension of the lower 
cretaceous artesian water-hearing beds, a considerable distance further south than they wore previously 
known to occur.

During the month of December he visited Gilgunnia, and reported upon a number of applications . 
for aid to further prospect the reefs in that gold-field.

During November and Decemberhe, in conjunction with Professor David, examined a number of 
coal outcrops in the Wollongong and Kiama districts, and subsequently gave evidence as to their value 
before the Public Works Committee in connection with the proposal to construct a deep-water harbour at 
Port Kembla.

The vacancy on the Geological Survey Staff, caused by the resignation, in 1805, of Mr. G. A. Stonier, 
has not yet been filled, and consequently the Branch was under somewhat of a disadvantage.

During the greater part of the year Mr. Geological Surveyor Carne has been engaged in conducting 
a prospecting party along the New South Wales side of the Yictorian border, from Cape Howe to the head 
of the Murray River. A similar party was despatched by the Victorian Government to prospect on their 
side of the border. Prospecting operations have been completed over about half the distance. Mr. 
Came has done some important geological work in identifying both Devonian and Lower Silurian rocks, 
the former being recognised by plant remains and the latter by graptolites. This is the first identification 
of Lower Silurian rocks in this Colony.

Mr.
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Mr. Carne bae also furnished the undermentioned reports:—
1. On the Yowaka and Panbula Gold-field.
2. On the Geology and Mineral Resources of the Coast between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke,
3. On an Alluvial Tin Deposit, Mann River.
4. On the Wolumla Gold-field.
6, On the Titnbilica reefs.

‘ 6. On the auriferous deposit at Tingy’s Plains, near Rocky Hall.

Mr. Geological Surveyor J. B. Jaquet's time has to a considerable extent been occupied in 
inspecting and reporting upon mining reserves which the Lands Department proposed to reduce or cancel. 
He has also inspected a number of gold and other mineral deposits, and has furnished a number of reports, 
as follow:—

1. On the Wattle Plat and Sofala Gold-field.
2. On the Gold and Tin fields of Jmdabyne and Xosiusco.
3. On the Little River Gold-field.
4. On the Towga Creek Copper lodes.
5. On the Cullulla Silver Mine.
6. On the auriferous drift near Laggan.
7. On the Dairy Creek Gold-field.
8. On an ironstone bed at Seaham.
9. On the Gilgunnia Gold-field.

10. On the Gooda Creek Gold-field.
11. On the Mount Blundell lode.
12. On the Sunuyside Silver-Copper lode.

A report, together with plans and a section, have been furnished by Mr. D. \V. Munro, giving 
details of the Government prospecting operations which have been conducted under his guidance in the 
auriferous beach deposits of the northern coast,

The officers of the Assay Branch have been kept extremely busy during the past year. Ho less 
than 6,013 assays and analyses have been made, or 1,000 in excess of the previous year’s record. This is 
a direct result of the increased activity in mining matters, which has been so abundantly evident in all 
branches of the Department during the past year.

In addition to the above a large number of determinations of rocks and minerals has been made by 
the Curator and Mineralogist, Mr, Card. Considerable additions have been made to the Geological 
Museum collection, and these have been ably arranged by the Curator.

MINING SURVEYS.

Mr. E. E. Pittman was appointed Chief Mining Surveyor (in addition to his other duties as 
Government Geologist) on the 15th July. "

The number of mining surveys made during the year 1896 was 2,225, as against 1,163 during the 
year 1895. Of these, 1,445 were gold leases on Crown lands, 147 were mineral leases, 218 were mining 
tenements, 54 were mining permits, and 361 were leases on private land ; 1,313 were made by salaried 
surveyors and 912 by non-salaried surveyors. One underground survey was also made for the purpose of 
determining to what extent the workings of the Greta Colliery encroached upon adjoining lands. Owing 
to the great and continued increase of applications for unsurveyed land it was found necessary in October 
to appoint an additional salaried surveyor; the appointment was only made a temporary one however, as 
it is thought probable that applications for leases, &e., will not continue to be made at the same rate, and 
that five salaried surveyors will after a time be sufficient to deal with the ordinary work of the 
Department.

CHARTING.

Mr. G. A. McKay (formerly an officer of the Lands Department) was appointed Chief Draftsman 
on the loth October, and it is satisfactory to note that since he took charge excellent results have been 
shown by tbo Charting Branch. The total number of gold and mineral lease applications on Crown lands 
dealt with during the year 1896 was 2,261 as against 855 during the previous year; the number of 27th 
and 28th section applications dealt with was 257 as against 189 during the previous year; and in addition 
to these 481 applications for leases on private land and 251 measurements under the Mining Board 
Regulations were dealt with.

The number of applications in hand at the end of the year were 208 for gold and mineral leases, 
39 for 27th and 28th sections, and 57 for leases under the Mining on Private Lauds Act.

In addition to lease applications, Surveyor’s reports, and other unregistered documents, 5,100 papers 
were received and dealt with ; 2,909 plans were noted ; discriptions of 40 reserves under Section 26, and 
21 Mining Divisions were prepared, gazetted, and charted; and 48 maps were prepared in connection with 
the alterations in Mining Wardens districts. During the year 1896, 301 copies of mining maps were 
charted up to date and forwarded to Wardens, 93 to District Surveyors, 47 to Mining Surveyors, and 8 to 
other persons]

COMPILATIONS.
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COMPILATIONS.
Thirteen locality maps, embracing IS parishes or portions of parishes, ivere completed ; 11 were 

published and 3 remained in hand in various stages. Sixty-three proofs of parish and other maps showing 
mining measurements were received from the Department of Lands; GO were revised and returned. 
Fourteen were adopted as mining maps and put into office use. In addition to the above, 4< sheets of the 
map of the Mining Districts of New South Wales, embracing an area of 80,496 square miles, were com
pleted; 3 sheets were published and 2 sheets remained on hand awaiting examination.

It will be seen that there has been a very large increase of work thrown upon this Branch during 
the year but it has been satisfactorily dealt with owing to the steady application of the officers.

List of New Maps and New Editions of Maps published during 1896.
Parish or part of County. Parish or part of County.

Albert .................................... Cobar........................................
Sebastopol................... . ........... ......  Do Hillston.................................... ........ Do
Tara ......................................... Nerrimunga.............................
Alma......................................... Moonee.....................................
Coha ......................................... Coventry ................................
Bateman ...... ........................... ......  Do Oban ....................................... ..... Do
Warratta .................................. Lindhurst ...............................
Milparinka .............................. Hampton .................................. ...... Do

Sheets 2, 3, and 6 of the map of the Mining Districts of New South Wales.

Complete List of
Parish or part of. County.

Abercrombie............
Adeloug...................
jEllalong ................
Ainsley ...................
Airly .......................
Albert ....................
Alberta ....................
Albury ....................
Alma ....................... ...............Yancowinna.

Do (town of) ....
Alnwick.....................
Anderson ..............
Annandalc.................
Anson.......................
Antimony................
Araluen...................
Arkell........................
Arvid.......................
Aston........................
Awaba .....................
Back Creek ,...:......
Badjerrtgarn.............
Bagawa.....................
Bald Nob .................
Ballallaba.................
Hallandcan .............
Ballina .....................
Bandtimora ............
Bangheet .................
linrbingsl .................
Baring .....................
Barmcdman .............
Barney Downs.........
Baroorangee.............
Bateman...................
Bates ........................
Belimebung .............
Bena ........................
Ben Bullen .............
Benerec.....................
Jierendebba .............
Bermagueo .............
Berrigan ................. .............  Bland.
Berrima",...................
Bherwerre.................
Bimbcen .................
Bimbella .................
Bindera.....................
Bingara.......*............
Bingham ...............
Binghi ..................... ............. Clive.
Blackhonth ..............
Blackman .................
Blain ..........................
Blair Hill ..................
Blake..........................
Blaxland .................
Bligh .......................
Blow Clear .............
Bloxsome ..................
Bodalla .....................
Boduldura..................
Boginderra ..............
Bogia..........................
Bolagamy ..................
Boiaira ......................
Bolderogcry ..............

Mining Maps in use.
Parish or part ot.

Bolton ............................
Bomangaldy .................
Rombah .......................
Bomgadah........................
Bookookoorara.................
Booloombayt .................
Boons ............................

Do East .....................
Do West.....................

Boonabnh .........................
Boonoo Boonoo.................
Boorongagil .....................
Boorook ........................
Bootoow.aa........................
Borancl............................
Bowman ........................
Boyd ................................
Brangatgan .....................
Branxtou .........................
Bray ................................
Brigstocke .....................
Bringellet ..........................
Broadmeadows ..............
Broombee ..........................
Bronlee ..............................
Brundah..........................
Brunton ..........................
Brymur..............................
Buangla.............................
Budatvang .............. .......
Buddigower ......................
Bulgandraniine ..............
Bullongong ......................
Rumbaldry ......................
Blindar ...........................
Bundawarrah ..................
Bimdure............................
Burke ..............................
Burra.................................

Do __..............................
Burrabijong ......................
Burrandoug ......................
Burridgeo ..........................
Burrill ..............................
Byjcrkerno ......................
Byng.................................
Byugnano.....................
Bywong..............................
Cadalgulee..........................
Cadgec ..............................
Calafat ..............................
Callanyn ..........................
Caloola ..............................
Canowindra .....................
Capett ...............................
Carabagul ..........................

do ..........................
Carawandool ..................
Carlisle ..............................
Carroll ..............................
Cargo ..............................
Castleton ..........................
Cataract .......... ...............
Cathcart ..........................
Cavendish...........................
Cessuock ..........................
Chalmers ..........................

County.
.. Westmoreland.
... Yaucowinna.
... Georgiana.
... Mootwingce.
... Buller.
... Gloucester.
... Kennedy.
., Cunningham.

... do 

... Bland.
.. Buller.
.. Bland.
.. Bnllcr.
.. Gloncester.
... do 

Clive.
.. Gough.
.. Bourke.
.. Northumberland.

Yancowinna.
.. Mouramba.
.. Bathurst.

Gresham.
.. Wellington.
.. St. Vincent.
.. Monteaglc.
., King.
.. Bland.
.. St, Vincent.
.. do 
.. Bourke.
. Narromine,
.. Murray.
.. Monteaglc.
.. Gough.

Blaud.
.. Blaxland.
.. Camden.
.. Kennedy.
.. Selwyn,
.. Bland.

Wellington.
.. Georgiana.
., Kennedy.
.. Fame!].

. Bathurst.
, Mootwingec.

.. Murray.

.. Gipps.

.. Dampisr.
. Wynyard,
, Buller.
. Mootwingee 
. Bathurst.
. Murchison.
. Gipps.
. Bland.
. Gipps.
. Mouramba.
. Wellington.
. -Ashburnham,
. Roxburgh.
. Buller.
, Yancowinna.
. Clive.
. Northumberland,
.. Durham.
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Pariah hr part of.
Chfgwell ...........................
Churchill ...........................
Clare ...................................
Clarence................................
Clear Ridge .......................
Clemiston...........................
Clifford ...............................
Clinton ................................
Clive .............................
Coally ...............................
Cobar....;.............................
Cobram .............................
Cole _....................................
Coleridge ............................
Collett ..'..............................
Colongon .. ........................
Comlaroi ...........................
Condoublin .......................
Cooba...................................
Coolamin ..........................
Coolamigal .......................
Coonbaralba.......................
Cooney ...............................
Cooru inbung.......................
Copes’ Croek........................
Copperhanuia ...................
Cordeaux ...........................
Coree...................................
Corelln ...............................
Corona ...............................
Corringle ...........................
Corry...................................
Coventry ...........................
Cowal..................................
Cox ......................................
CrnnbrooU..........................
Cmven ..............................
Growl ..................................
Crudine...............................
Culingcriu...........................
Cullen Ballon ...................
Cullcndorc...........................
Cullulla...............................
Cuimnuigs...........................
Cunninghame ...................
Currabumuna ....................
Cni'racurra .......................
Curran ................................
Currajong...........................
Currambenc ......................
Curreeld ...........................
Currock...............................
Currowan ...........................
Dalmorton...........................
Danjera...............................
Darby...................................
Derra Derra.......................
Bering ...............................
Dhoon........................... •,......
Rigby...................................
Dinoga ...............................
Dora ...................................
Dowling...............................
Drumston ...........................
Dumarcsq...........................
Dungerce Phillip................
Duugowan...........................
Dunleary (part of) ............
Duval...................................
East Gulgunnia ................
Edgar...................................
Egbert ..............................
Eldon ...................................
EUorslio...............................

Do ...............................
Ellon...................................
Elinsmore...........................
Eumore...............................

Do ...............................
Eskdalc...............................
Ettrcma...............................
Euadera...............................
Euglo South...... ................
Eumur ...............................
Eusdalo ...............................
Eairy Hill...........................
Kalnash...............................
Fennel ...............................
Fitzroy ...............................
Flagstone ...........................
Forbes ...............................

Do ...............................
Fowler’s Cap ....................
Frecmantle .......................
Frazer ............................. ..

Do ................................

County.
. Hardingc.
. Drake.
. Hardinge.
. Buller.
, Gipps,
. Bourke.
. Beresford.
. Bathurst.
. Gough.
. Evelyn.
. Robinson.
. Blaxland.
, Bathurst.
. do
. Asbburnliam.
. Buller.
. Fitzroy.
. Cunningham.
. Cook.
. Wellington.
, Roxburgh,
. Farnell.
. Sandon,
. Northumberland. 
. Hardinge.
. Georgiana,
. Camden.
. Blaxland.
. Cunningham.
. Farnell.
. Gipps.
. Buller.
. Clarke.
. Gipps.
. Cook.
.. Clive,
. Gloucester.
. ilouramba.
. Roxburgh.
. Bland,
. Roxburgh.
. Buller.
. Argyle.
. Wellington.

. Harden,
. Bland.
. Wellington.
. Gipps.
. Ashbnrnliam,
. Nt. Vincent.
. Gloucester.
. St. Vincent.
. do 
. Gresham,
. St. Vincent.
. Hardinge.
. Murchison.
. Farnell.
, Yancowinna.

Pottinger.
. Murchison.
. Northumberland. 
. Ashburnham.
. Bourke.
. Gough.
. Phillip.
. Parry.
. Bathurst.
, Sandon.
. Blaxland.
. Yancowinna.
. Bathurst.
. Gloucester.
. Cunningham,
. Wynyard.
, Bourke.
. Gough.
. Yancowinna,
. Sandon.
. Roxburgh.
. St. Vincent.
. Wynyard.
• ChpF'
. Darling.
. Roxburgh.
. Yancowinna,
. Roxburgh.
. Bourke.
. Kennedy,
. Gough.
. Asliburnham.
, WcllingtoD.
. Farnell,
. Bathurst.
. Gough.
, Clive.

Parish or part of. • County.
Gadara .......................................... .......... Wynyard.
Gairdncr's Creek...................................... Mootwingee.
Galbraith .................................................  Bathurst.
Galwadgere .............................................  Wellington.
Gibraltar ................................................. Clive.
Gibrigal....................................................  Gipps.
Gidgmgidginbung .................................. Bland.
Giles .........................................................  Farnell.
Gilgunnia .................................................  Mouramba.

Do ................................................. Blaxland.
Do (East).......................................... do

Gillgurry ................................................. Buller.
Gillenbine.................................................  Kennedy.
Gillendich..... ...........................................  Georgiana,
Glen ken..................................................... Selwyn.
Gnupa .....................................................  Auckland.
Goba .........................................................  St. Vincent,
Gooan........................................................  Blaxland.
Gooloongolok .......................................... Gloucester.
Goonumbla .............................................  Ashburnham,
Gordon .................................................... Gough.
Gouron (part of) ...................................... Murchison.
Graeme....................................................  Macquarie.
Grattai ................................... .................  Wellington.
Guapa West.............................................  Blaxland.
Gulgong..................................................... Phillip,
Gulph......................................................... Dampier.
Guudong.................................................... Narromine.
Guntawang ... ........................................  Philiin.
Gindantherie .........................................  Cook."
Hail ......................................................... Clarke.
Do ......................................................... Darling,
Do ........................................................  Murchison.

Hamilton ................................................. Gough.
Hampton .................................................  Bathurst.
Hailing ..................................................... Inglis.
Hargraves ................................................ Wellington.
Hartley ................................................ Cook.
Haystack .................................................  Gough,
Heathcote......................................... ..., . Cum borland.
Herbert..................................................... Gough.
Herborn..................................................... Raleigh,
Hexham..................................................... Northumberland.
Hiawatha ................................................. Gipps.
Highland Homo ..................... ................ Gough,
Hillston...... . .... ......................... . Robinson.
Hughes (part of) .....................................  Yaneowiima.
Hume (part of).........................................  Mouramba.
ITyaudra ........................................... v„ Gordou,
Ironharks ................................................ Wellington.
inverary ................................................. Argyle.
Inverell..................................................... Goiigh.
Jamberoo ................................................. Camden,
J amieson ................................................. Cook.

Do ................................................. Mouramba.
Jellore ..................................................... Camden.
Jeremy ..................................................... Georgiana.

Do .......................................................... do
.Terrieknorra............................................... St. Vincent.
Jesse ......................................................... Roxburgh.
Jingcliic, East.......................................... Selwyn.
Jmgcrangle .............................................  Bland,
Joadja .................................... ................  Camden.
Jocelyn ...... ..............................................  Westmoreland.
Julong .....................................................  Georgiana.
Kahibali..................................................... Northumberland.
Kalingan .................................................  Gipps.
Kangaloolah.............................................  Georgiana.
Kangaloon.................................................  Camden.
liedumba ................................................. Cook.
Kembla..................................................... Camden.
Kempfield.................................................  Georgiana.
Kiandra....................................................  Wallace.
Kildary..................................................... Bourke.
Killeen ................................................. .. Blaxland.

Do South ............................................. do
Kinchelsoa.................................... . Mouramba.
Kingsgate.................................................  Gough.
Kinncar.....................................................  Mouramba.
Kirk ......................................................... Yungnulgra.
Knowla —... .......................................  Gloucester.
Knigc_......................................................  Mouramba.
Knllatine ................................................ Dudley.
Lake Macquarie .....................................  Northumberland.
Lands End................................................. Gough.
Langdalc .................................................  Westmoreland.
Larras Lake.................,,,............ Wellington.
Lennox ............ ........................................  Bathurst.
Lewis......................................................... Yancowinna.

Do ......................................................  Wellington.
Lidsdale............................ ........................ Cook.
Livingstone .............................................  Gipps.
Loftus................................. ......................  Parry.
Lome......................................................... Arrawatta.
Lowther..................................................... Westmoreland.
Lyndhurst.................................................  Bathurst.
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Parish or put of. County.

Mscintyre.................................................  Murchison.
Msharatta.................................................  Yancowinna.
Maitland ............ ..................................... Northumberland.
Malongulli .............................................  Bathurst.
Mandamah .............................................  Bland.
Mandolong .............................................  Northumberland.
Manildrn .................................................  Ashburnham.
Marangaroo .........   Cook.
Marbunga................................................. Bland.
March......................................................... Wellington.
Markdale .................................................  Georgiana.
Marsden..................................................... Gipps.
Marsh......................................................... Buller.
Martin ..................................................... Ashburnham.
Marulan..................................................... Argyle.
Maryland .................................................  Buller.
Mayo......................................................... Hardinge.
Meangora .................................................  St. Vincent.
Megalong .................................................  Cook.
Meglo......................................................... Georgiana,
Melrose .................................................... Boxburgb.
Morinda..................................................... Wellington.
Merngalah ....................... .....................  Sandon.
Metz ............................................................. do
Micaligo..................................................... Beresford.
Mickimiil ................................................. Kennedy.
Middlehope .............................................  Durham,
Middlesex................................................. Mouramba.
Mildil......................................................... Gipps.
Mitlah Murrah.........................................  Roxburgh.
Milparinka .............................................  Evelyn.
Milring ........................................................ do
Mingelo.....................................................  Narromine.
Mininjary................................................. Bland.
Mitchell..................................................... Gough.

Do ..................................................... Clarke.
Mogood..................................................... St. Vincent.
Molroy ..................................................... Murchison,
Mongarlowc ............................................  St. Vincent.
Moogem..................................................... Clive.
Moonam..................................................... Durham.
Mooneo ..................................................... Fitzroy.
Mooney Mooney ..................................... Harden.
Moora Moora .........................................  Gipps.
Moorikaie................................................. Yancowinna.
Moqulamba ............................................. Robinson.
Morrisset ................................................. Northumberland.
Morundurey............................................. Roxburgh.
Moruya..................................................... Dampier.
Morangarell .....................!......................  Bland.
Mouin......................................................... Cook.
Mount Allen............................................. Blaxland.
Mount Gipps.............................................. Yaneowiima.
Mount Hope............................... .............. Blaxland.
Muckerma................................................. Wellington.
Mngga ..................................................... Bland.
Mugincoble ............................................. Ashburnham.
Muir ......................................................... Gough,
Mill bring ................................................. Northumberland.
Mulg»....................... -..............................  Gipps.
Mulgunnia................................................. Georgiana.
Mulwaree ................................................. Argyle.
Mundi Mundi .........................................  Yancowinna.
Muugaharina .........................................  Goulburn,
Murga .................................................... Cunningham.
Murrimba..................................................  Camden.
Myall.......................................................... Murchison.
Aadbuck .................................................  Yancowinna.
Naradin................. .................................. * do
Narraburra ............................................. Bland.
Narragudgil ............................................ do
Narrangarril............................................... Argyle.
Nattery..................................................... do
Nepean ..................................................... Cook.
Nerang Cowal .........................................  Gipps.
Ncrrigundah.............................................  Dampier.
Nerrimunga.............................................  Argyle.
Newcastle.................................................  Northumberland,

Do (City and Environs) ........... do
Do District .........................................  Durham, Northumber-1

land, and Gloucester.
Xewrv ..................................

Noorooma ............................
Nootumbulla ........................
North Gundagai ..................
North Nullamanna.................
North Peak ............................
Nullama ........................
Nundle ..........................
Nullum.................................
Oallcn .......................................... Amvle
Oberon ......................
Oldcastle ........... .............
Olney..............................
Omadale............................

Parish or pari of
Opbara ................................
Opton....................................
Orr........................... ............
Pampara ..............................
Para ....................................
Paradise North.....................
Parkes ................................
Picton ..................................
Prospero ...............................
Purneet.,,............................
Purnamoota.......................
Purvis ................................
Reid ....................................
Robe ....................................
Rock Glen...........................
Rock Vale...........................
Romney................................
Rosebery ............................
Rose Valley.........................
Ruby ....................................
Rusden ............... ................
Sandy Creek.........................
Sara .....................................
Do ....................................

Sarsfield ...............................
Scone.....................................
Scott.....................................
Seaham.................................
Sebastopol.............................

Do .............................
Seeley ..................................
Sentinel.................................
Severn .................................
•Silent Grove........................ .
Single ...................................
Sofala ...................................
Somers .................................
Somerset .............................
Sondau .................................
Southend ............................
South Gnndagai ..................
South Peak ..........................
South Yackerboon ..............
Springbrook..........................
Stanford ..............................
St. David ..............................
Stephen.................................
Stock rington ........................
Stockton ............................

Do (town of) ..............
Stonehenge ........................
Stowetl .................................
Straeban ..............................
Stratbbogie .......................
Strathbogie North ..............
Strathspey ..........................
Sutton .................................
Swinton.................................
Talbragar ..............................
Tallaganda ..........................
Tambaroora ..........................
Tange ..................................
Tanja ....................................
Tara .....................................
Tarcombe ............................
Tarcutta ..............................
Teleraree ...............................
Tnnora.................................
Tenandra ............... ..............
Tent Hill .............. ................
Teralba...................................
Thanowring ..........................
The Peaks...............................
Therabung ...........................
Thornshope ...........................
Thurungly................... ........
Tia...........................................
Tiabundie...............................
Tiara .....................................
Ticnga ...................................
Timbarra ...............................
Tindayrey ...........................
Tmtern ...................................
Tomago...................................
Tomaree...................................
Toogoug ..............................
Topi Topi ...............................
Torrowangee ......................
Torrens ..................................
Tout .......................................
Trianbil ............:....................
Trigalana ...............................
Trigalong ...............................
Tuona....................................
Tuggarah ...............................

'Tumbarumbft .....................

County]
. Yancowinna,
. King.
. Evelyn.
. Yungnulgra,
. Yancowinna,
, Gongh.
. Ashburnham.
. Yancowinna.
, Durham.
. Bathurst.
, Yancowinna,
. Clive.
. Buller,
. Yancowinna.
. Clive.
. do 
. do
. Bathurst.
. Beresford.
. Buller.
. Gough,
. Hardinge.
. Gresham,
. do 
, Kennedy.
. Gough.
. do 
, Durham.
. Clarendon.
. Yancowinna.
. Clarke.
. Yancowinna.
. Gough.
. Clive.
. Hardinge.
. Roxburgh.
. Bathurst.
. Kennedy,
. Yancowinna.
, Cumberland.
, Wynyard. 

Blaxland. 
do

, Gresham.
. Northumberland. 
. Bathurst. 

Yancowinna. 
Northumberland. 
Gloucester, 

do
Gough.

, Gloucester.
. Gough, 

do 
do

Buller.
Gloucester,
Hardinge.
Bligh.
St. Vincent.
Wellington,
Murchison.
Dampier.
Yancowinna,
Blaxland.
Wynyard.
Gloucester.
Bland.
Lincoln.
Gough.
Northumberland.
Bland.
Westmoreland.
Bland.
Roxburgh.
Bland.
Vernon.
Darling.
Vernon.
Hardinge.
Clive.
Robinson,
Bathurst.
St. Vincent.
Gloucester.
Ashburnham.
Gloucester.
Parnell.
Bathurst.
Kennedy.
Wellington.
Gipps.
Bland,
Georgiana.
Northumberland.
Selwyn.
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Parish or part of.
Udah ...................................
Ugalong ......................r.. -
Uhnarrah ...........................
UmWmnberka .................
Umlnella ...........................
Undercliff..........................
Undoo ............................... .
Ungarie...............................
Uralla...................................
Urobodalla. ........................
Victor ...............................
Waarbilla...........................
w»gga ...............................
Wagonga ...................... .
Walberton ........................
Walcha ..............................
Walladilly...........................
Watlali Wallah ................
Wallarah ...........................
Wallundry .......................
Walters...............................
Wamboyne .......................
Wangalo ...........................
W angat...............................
Wargin ...............................
Warragamba.......................
Warralonga .......................
Warratra ........................ .
Warratta ...........................
Warre Warral....................
Waterbeach.......................
Waukeroo...........................
Wawgau ...........................
Wellington, North............

Do Vale ............
Wells ..................................
Wertago ...........................

County. Parish or part of. County
Gipps. West Fairfield........................................... Drake.

do West Plains............................................... Gipps.
Wellington. Wiagdou ................................................... Roxburgh.
Yancowinna. Wilhcrtrcc.................................................. Uipps.
Roxburgh. Williams ..................................................  Hardingc.
liuller. Willie Ploma ...........................................  Wynyard.
Beresford. Willyama (village of)............................... Yancowinna.
Gipps. Windeyer................................................... Wellington.
Sandon. Wingello ..................................................  Camden.
Dampier. Wongawilli ............................................... do
Blaxland. Wouona....................................................... <1°
Bland. Wood’s Beef............................................... Darling.
Blaxland. Wooiomombi .......................................... Smidon.
Dampier. Woraro ....................................................... Yungnulgra.
Roxburgh. Worcester...................... ..................... Bathurst.
Parry. Worra ...................................................... Gresham.
Bland. Wyaldra .................................................. Phillip.
Forbes. Wyalong" ................................................... Gipps.
Northumberland. Wyalong, South ...................................... Bland.
Bland. Wyanbene.................................................. Dampier.
Wellington. Wyangle...................................................... Buccleuch.
Gipps. Wylie ....................................................... Buller.
Georgiana. Wyndham .............................................  Auckland.
Gloucester. Wvrra ...................................................... Bland.
Bland. 'Welhngton ............................................... Wellington.
Cook. Yackerboon ............................................... Blaxland.
Bland. Do South .................................. do
Wellington. Yalwal ......................................................  St. Vincent.
Tongowoko. Yancowinna...............................................  Yancowinna.
Clarendon. 'Do North.................................. do
Roxburgh, Yarralaw ..................................................  Argyle.
Yancowinna. Yctholme ................................................... Roxburgh.
Gloucester. Yiddah ....................................................... Bland.
Gough. Young ....................................................... Monteaglc.

do Younga Plain ................................... ,... Gipps.
Roxburgh. Yowaka ...................................................... Auckland.
Yungmugra. Yulgilbar ................................................... Drake.

Mining District Maps.
Bathurst Mining District.
Hunter and Maeleay Mining District (part of), 
New England Mining District.
Peel and Uralla Mining District (part of). 
Southern Mining District (part of).

Tambaroora and Turon Mining District. 
Tumut and Adclong Mining Bistrict (part of), 
Albert Mining District (part of). ' 
Lachlan Mining District (part of).

SCHOOL OF MINES.

Tho Sciiool of Mines at the University continues to do good work. This institution was started 
about four years ago with the assistance of the Hon. tho Minister for Mines, Mr, Sydney Smith, the 
entire building and fittings having been paid for by the Government. One of the lecturers (viz., in Mining) 
at the School of Mines is also an officer of this Department. The Professors of tho University deliver 
lectures and conduct practical classes in the different scientific subjects, such as Geology, Mineralogy, 
Chemistry, Engineering, Physics, Metallurgy and Assaying, Mathematics, &c., so that the teaching stall is 
the best that could be obtained.

In addition to six ex-students of the School of Mines who have secured lucrative employment in 
mines and smelting works in other Colonies, two have quite recently obtained important positions in the 
Geological Survey Department of Western Australia, one of them (Mr. Blatchford) having been appointed 
Geological Surveyor, while the other, Mr. E. S. Simpson, was chosen from a number of candidates, for tbo 
position of Analytical Chemist and Assayer.

It is extremely satisfactory to find that graduates of this school, in the foundation of which the 
Department has taken such an active part, are so successful in obtaining important posts in the 

neighbouring Colonies.

METALLTTEGICAL WOBKS.

At tbe commencement of tbo year tbe machinery buildings were in course of construction by 
Messrs. Ritchie Bros. On completion of this contract, the machinery which had heon stored in Sydney 
was carried to the Works, and its erection commenced.

A Tangye’s Compound High-pressure Engine of 50 horse-power was fixed on a substantial con
crete foundation, also a Babcock and Wilcox steam-boiler. Tins is nominally 45 horse-power, but is capable 
of developing much more power if necessary, at a maximum working pressure of 160 lb. per square inch.

21—C The
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The machinery for the treatment ot ores consists of the following ;—

Platform Weighing Machine sunk flush with the floor, so that ores are run over it and weighed as 
received from railway tracks in the Works siding.

No. 1 Gates’ Rock Breaker, by which the ore is broken down to about f-inch cubes for tbe purpose 
of sampling. This is done at tbe rate of a ton per hour, and this rate can be increased should it be found 
necessary by putting in a belt tightening pulley, so as to give the driving belt a firmer grip on the small 
driven pulley.

Link Belt Elevator, by which the coarsely-crushed ore is raised to the two 10-ton storage bins at 
ihe top of the building. This is capable of elevating all that the Gates’ crusher can put through.

A No, 5 Clarkson s Rapid Sampler, which accurately samples a 10-ton lot in a comparatively short 
time. By this means every parcel is automatically sampled before if is further treated, and the miner’s 
estimate of the value of his parcel can be verified or otherwise. Further, the loss incurred, due to tho 
treatment, can be definitely ascertained, and the efficiency of the treatment properly determined. All 
ores submitted for treatment, whether reputed to be rich or poor, are subjected to this sampling process, 
with the result that some ores require no further treatment.

A Fraser and Chalmer’s Sample Grinder reduces the sample first taken by the large sampler until 
it can he passed through the nest machine, say to about pea-size.

A No. 1 Clarkson’s Rapid Sampler takes the pea-size sample, and tbe second sample thus taken is 
ground still finer in the sample grinder, again passed through the sampler, and so these alternate opera
tions of grinding and sampling are repeated until the final product is fine enough in grain aud small 
enough in bulk to go to the Laboratory for final division into several identical samples by means of a 
Clarkson’s Laboratory Divider, one of which is assayed, a second sealed for the owner, and a third sealed 
and kept for reference.

A large size Xmtin Rotary Mill fine-crushes the ore so as to pass it through about a 26-mesh screen, 
finer or coarser as may he deemed necessary for the particular parcel under treatment. If the ore is to bo 
amalgamated and concentrated it is crushed with the aid of water, hut if chlorination or cyanide extraction 
is intended, the same machine is employed without water.

Up to this point the plant described will be employed whether the ore is to be subsequently 
amalgamated and concentrated, chlorinated, treated by the cyanide process, or subjected to any other 
lixiviation process. An amalgamation table, consisting of electro-plated and amalgamated copper plates, 
with mercury riffles and trap.

Two Frue Vanners, one of which is provided with an ordinary smooth rubber belt, and the other 
with a more recent Dick’s felted belt. It is intended to introduce both a shaking copper plate and a 
hydraulic classifier between the plates and the vanners, with a view to improving the amalgamation and 
also the subsequent concentration. Some little contrivance will be required to get these in, as it is difficult 
to provide sufficient fall on a level site for all desirable operations without a largely increased cost for 
foundations and buildings.

Three tailings and slime pits. In the first of these the coarse tailings settle completely, whilst the 
finer slimes are largely carried over into the following pits, each of which is so arranged that the current 
of water entering charged with slime is reduced greatly in velocity, the water thus leaving the pit with a 
minimum velocity carries away the minimum amount of slime. This slowing down of ihe current takes 
place three times in the two slime pits, thus affording every opportunity to the slime lo deposit iu the pits. 
Between the vanners and the tailings pits, samples of the mixed tailings and slimes are taken at frequent 
and regular intervals all the time a parcel df ore is under treatment. These samples are allowed to settle, 
the liquid is filtered off, aud the deposit is assayed. Further, tbe tailings and slimes are assayed. The 
concentrates produced by the vanners are reserved for further treatment or can be removed by the owner. 
The same remark holds good with respect to the tailings, each parcel being kept separate for a time.

Up to the end of the year nineteen parcels were treated. One each of argentiferous lead ore, 
auriferous antimony ore, and auriferous copper ore were sampled only with the view of determining their 
value as smelting ores. One parcel of gold ore w'as sampled only. The remaining parcels were gold ores, 
which were amalgated and concentrated aud reported on io their owners.

Now
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y0w the amalgamating and fine concentrating has been got to work the erection of chlorinating 
and cyanide plant has been commenced, and will be in operation very shortly.

liKnULATIONS COSKHCTIOK WITH THE GOVERNMENT MeTALLCROICAL WORKS, CLYDE.

Bulk samples of sold ores up to 10 tons in weight from any one mine or distinctive section of a mine will be received 
with a view of determining the value of the ore and the hast and most economical method to he adopted for its treatment.
The local conditions prevailing at the mine will be a factor iu any determination arrived at. . . . u

Only in cases of doubt or special difficulty, or by express sanction of the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, will 
more than 10 tons be taken from the same source.

Each parcel will be weighed, passed through a rock-breaker, if necessary, accurately sampled by special machinery, 
and the actual value of the ore determined by assay before the extraction of the gold is commenced.

Samples will be taken at various stages during the treatment, so that the whole process can be studied, and upon 
the completion ot the work a report will he made showing the value of the ore, the treatment to which it has been 
subjected, the yield of gold ami the loss, and suggestions offered as to the further treatment of similar ore, in order that
tho loss may be reduced to a minimum. , , „ , ______ r

The (.iovernment Metallurgist must he notified of tho intention to forward any parcel of ore before despatch thcieot
to enable that officer to make the neeessaiy arrangements. ....................... , ,. * *,•

The fee m accordance with the scale of charges, must he remitted to the Kcgistrar, 'Department of Mines.
The oic must be delivered at the works with foes arid carriage prepaid, otherwise it will not be treated.
The charge for crushing, sampling, assaying, amalgamating, and concentrating gold ores will be as follows

d.
For 1 ton the charge will be 

■2 tons ,,
d , > 11
4 „ „
r. „ „

i, n
7 ii u
8 „ „
9 „

10 „

s.
45
HO
25
22
21
20
10
IS)
IS
IS

0
0 per ton. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
6 
0

Leas than one ton will ho charged as one ton.
Fnr weighing, coarse crushing, and sampling only, other ores or materials, without assaying, the charges will be

one-fifth of the above rates. . .
For weighing and sampling materials already crushed, i.c., tailings, concentrates, &c., the charges will be one-tenth

0 The owner of the parcel of ore or his representative may attend at the works to see the parcel sampled, and watch, 
with the permission of the Superintendent, the further treatment of the ore, but no interference with the work in hand

Products held to be of value by the owner must be removed promptly after the report on the treatment has been 
supplied. It will not be possible to keep all parcels distinct for an indefinite period, and the Department accepts no risk
or responsibility m connection with anv of the samples or products. ‘ , ,

In cases where it can ho clearly shown that the owner is not in a position to pay for the cost of treatment, the work 
may, on the recommendation of the Prospecting Board, he undertaken at the expense of the Department.

All samples will, as far as practicable, be treated in the order in which they are received.

Ji’er/idcrfioni rdatin'j to the Ahaayiwj ofSiniill UnmqAti of Ores awl the Uxavutiation qf Minerals-
With the abject of encouraging prospecting, auriferous and other ores will be assayed and minerals will be examined 

and named free of cost, on the following conditions :— _
The samples should he addressed to the Government Geologist, Department of Mines, hydney.
The ores or minerals must be from deposits ocoiirrring within the Colony of Low South Y\ ales.
Each sample must bear a distinguishing mark, in order that it may he identified readily.
.Samples must lie accompanied by a letter, in which must bo stated tbe distinguishing mark placed upon each sample

and the locality where the deposit occurs. i „ 4.1,„ i.,t-
The samples of ore for assay should weigh about 1 lb. each, and should be fairly representative samples of the lode

or deposit, and not picked specimens.
Samples of ore in which free gold is visible to tiie naked eye will not be assayed.
Assays for the purpose of chocking the woik of private assayers will not be made by the Department. . , .
Assavs of tailings or concentrates from batteries or other crushing mills will not he made, unless reasons are furnished 

which appear to the Sceretaiy for Mines aud Agriculture sufficient to justify such being made at tho expense ot the 
Department.

Tho Department reserves to itself tho right to refuse to make an assay of any sample sent.

The Analysis and Assaying Staff under Mr. Mingaye 1ms been transferred from Sydney to the 
'Works and incorporated with Dio Metallurgical Branch. In view of the increased work resulting from 
the investigations connected with the works, an additional assistant assayer lias been appointed in the 
person of Mr. E. Vale, who received the appointment after a searching competitive examination, botli 

theoretical and practical. ■
Several new processes for the extraction of metals have been submitted lor examination, but nothing 

of special value has been proposed, except, perhaps, a process for the treatment of auriferous antimony 
ores. This process will be investigated in the new leaching works, and if it prove successful it will be of 

great value to this Colons.
The construction of a small plant for crushing quartz, which, shall be both portable aud efficient, is 

is always present to the mind of the inventor. Several attempts have been made during the past year to 
produce a workable plant; perhaps the most successful is Carver’s band jaw-crusher, which has, however, 

only a small output.
Saunder’s Eapid Stamp Battery has been erected at the works by the makers, to demonstrate the 

value of the machine, and has done very good work, but is not quite out of tho experimental stage yet. 
This is a light 3-stamp battery making 120 or more drops per minute, and claimed to do the work of five 

ordinary stamps. Mr.
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Mr. Jolm C. XI. Mingaye, E.C.H., Analyst Assayer to tbe Department, reports respecting tbe work 
performed in tbo Cbeirical Laboratory and progress made during tbe year 189G that 6,013 numbered 
samples were received for assay and analysis, 123 quantitative and qualitative analyses made, and a large 
number of reports given, and special examinations made for tbe presence of tbe rarer elements.

Tho following figures show tbe increase of work received in tbe laboratory since the year 1883:—•
Year. . Samples.
1883.......................................... 2 is
1S84.......................................... 664
18S5 ......................................... 1,428
1S8C.......................................... );807
1887.......................................... 2,222
1838.......................................... f.,245
ISSi).......................................... 3,287

Year. Samples.
1890 ............................................. 3,323
1891 ............................................. 4,082
1892 ............................................. 3,570
1893 ............................................. 3,015
1894 ............................................. 3,810
1893............................................. 4,820
1896............................................. 6,013

or an increase of 1,187 numbered samples over-last years.

The following assays have been made for various metals:—
.Antimony...................................... 30
Bismuth ...................................... 20
(Jhromo ...................................... 24
Cobalt .........................   io
Copper.............................   276
Lead.........................................  47
Manganese .................................. 24

Gold and

Mercury ........■............................. 4
Yickel ..........   7
Iron .............................................. 22
Platinum...................................... 14
Tin .............................................. 87
Tungstic acid .............................. 0
Zinc.........................   0

', 5,719 assays.

The following analyses were made of waters :—
ai
(2-)
(3.)
CM
(5)
(0.)
{7-1
(S.)
(9-J

(10.)
(H)
(12.)
(13-)
(14.)
(15.)

Water from Sandy Creek Artesian Bore.
„ Brignlon- Artesian Bore.
„ ■well at Kognrah supposed to be contaminated with sewage.

underground River, Imporinl Caves, .Tenolan Caves.
„ still water from Kew Oaves, .Tenolan Caves.
„ Bore at Nevertirc.
„ well furnished for analysis if suitable for stock.
„ Woolabra Artesian Bore.
„ Tiuroka Artesian Bore.
„ well on Eulonga River, Parish Wallaly, County Warsgery. 
,, Tinaroo Artesian Bore. ’
„ sjiring near Singleton.
„ Gil Gil Artesian Bore.
,, Warratta Artesian Bore.
„ Teuundra Artesian Bore.

The following are a few of the analyses made, which X give, as they are interesting:—

(1909). Apatite crystals (3Ca3P20BCa (FC1) ), from Gordon Brook, Two analyses of clean 
crystals carefully separated from tbe matrix yielded as follows

Chemical Composition. (1.)
Lime (CaO) .................................................................. 48-73
Phosphoric acid (P2Os) ................................................... 41-22
Crdeium (Ca)........ T............................................................. 3-8 L
Chlorine (Cl).................................................................. 1-24
inuorine (F.).................................................................. o-M
Magneiia (MgO) .......................................................... -ifi
]i'ei,ric oxide (Fc„03) .................................................. -76
Cimguc ..... ....................  .............  , ................. 1'32
Water............................................................................. -26

(2.)
48-03 
41-11 

3-32 
1-32 
2 92 

■21 
■72 

1-25 
■29

100-43 100-27

A qualitative analysis of tbe gangue found it to consist of silica, alumina, ferric oxide, lime, 
magnesia, and a minute trace of phosphoric acid.

(1593.) Telluric bismuth ore, from Slippery Creek, near Oberon, Several small pieces of this 
mineral were furnished for analysis. A partial analysis yielded as follows:—

Per cent. Per rent.
Metallic bismuth ....................   70'82 70-95
Tellurium .......................................................................... 19-59
Sulphur .............................................................................. 4-611
Gangue ........................................................................ -og

Kb selenium, gold, or silver detected.

On examining this mineral under the microscope, the oxidation product of tetradymite was 
observed, Montanito Bi»03, TeOs -[-HcO (or 2 IIeO), The sample received was l.oo small to enable 
a more detailed analysis being made. This mineral has been previously recorded as occurring in fair 
quantity at Captain’s Flat, Norongo,

(602.)
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(602.) Fine gem sand from the Xooioom Alluyial Gold-fields, 
yielded as follows :—

Cirium oxide........
Thorium oxide , 
Lanthanum oxide
Didymium..........
Phosphoric acid ,

An estimation of the rare earths

Per cent. 
O'20 

■45
4'30
3-0?

(603.) Coarse gem sand, from the Tooloom Alluvial Gold-fields:—■
Per cent.

Cirium earths as oxides ..............................................................................
Phosphoric acid ....................................... ................................................. l']0

Both these samples consist largely of small zircons. A small quantity of chrome iron-ore is also 
present, and a few dwt. of gold per ton.

(5733.) Sample of gem sand from tho Delegate River. This sample on examination was found to 
consist largely of monazite.

(1638.) Grey sandstone, from near Buili:—
Chemical composition,

Moisture, at 100' C..................   1’6.>
Combined water .......................................................................................... 4'02
Silica (SiO,)................................................................................................. 73'8S
Alumina (Al„0,1J.......................................................................................... 14'35
Ferric oxide (Fe.O,) ................................................................................. 2--12
Lime (CnO) ........................................................   ‘51
Magnesia (MgO)..............................     '08
Potash (IC.O) ............................................................................................. 2'81
Soda (KAjO) .............................................................................................. '03
Phosphoric acid (Ps04) .............................................................................. minute trace
Sulphuric trioxide (S03) ... ..............................   '03

Fine silver, at the rate of 
» gold „

(!■)
<i7. dwt. gr.
1 3 11

under 15 gr.

10013

or. tint. ^r.
13 0 per ton of stone

under 16 gr, ,,

(1630.) ‘White sandstone, from near Buili:—
Chemical composition.

Moisture, at 100°.....................................................
Combined water .....................................................
Silica iSiO,,)............ ................................................
Alumina (Al=Oa)..... ...............................................
Ferric oxide (Fc30_,) .............................................
Lime (CaO) .............................................................
Magnesia (Mg.O)......................... ..........................
Potash (KaO) .........................................................
Soda (Na?0).............................................................
Phosphoric acid (PaOs).........................................
Sulphuric acid (SO,) ............. ...............................

■40 
1'17 

!)2 -11 
4'SO 

'2S 
absent 

■15 
1-20 

absent.

trace.

100'54
(1.) (3-)

Fine silver at the rate of..........  2 d«t. 14 gr. 2 dwt. 14 gr, per ton.
„ gold „ ........... under 10 gr. under 10 gr. „

The occurrence of gold and silver in this formation is one of peculiar interest, especially as the 
beach sands further down tho coast (Shell Harbour) are known to contain gold, silver, platinum, and tin. 
The presence of gold and silver in these sandstones may possibly account, to Rome cxtenl, for ihe gold 
found in the beach sands.

(2427.) White earthy mineral from the Jenolan Caves.
Chemical Composition. < (1.) (2.)

Alumina (ALOn)...................................................................... 20'4S 20'70
Potash (K.,0) '..................................................... .................... 8'R9 0 01
Ferric Oxide (FpjOs) .............................................................. ‘IS '20
Lime (CaO) .........................................................   trace. trace.
Magnesia (Mg.O).......................................... .................................... .
Insoluble matter (sand, &e.) .................................................. V07 1’12
Phosphoric acid (PjOj) .......................................................... 43'80 40 S3
Moisture at 200° C....................................................................   0'G7 9-50

„ from 200° to red heat .............................................. ] 3 23 1S'19

99'3S S0'55
No fluorine, chlorine, or sulphuric acid detected.

This mineral, if it exists in sufficient quantity, is of good marketable value for manurial purposes^ 
the percentages of phosphoric acid and potash "being high. The substance may be described as ininerviie, 
a hydrated phosphate of alumina and potash.

An analysis is in hand of the clay found close to this substance which contains a fair percentage of 
phosphoric acid. Metallurgical
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Mefullurgical Eranch.—Foriy-six samples of average samples of crushed ore, concentrates, tailings, 
amalgam, &c., were received for assay and treatment. ,

INSPECTION OE MINES OTHER THAN COAL AND SHALE MINES.

Mr. Slee, E.G-.S., Chief Inspector of Mines, reports 35 fatal and 36 non-fatal accidents in the 
metalliferous mines of New South Wales during the year, which is a decrease of 1 fatal and an increase 
of 8 non-fatal over the previous year.

Of the 33 fatal accidents,—12 took place in silver, 14 in auriferous quartz, 8 in auriferous alluvial, 
and 1 in copper mines.

The percentage of fatal accidents in 1896 is 1T4 as compared with 1‘23 during 1895, and non-fatal 
1T8 as against '97 for the same period.

The numhor of men employed in and about the metallic mines in the Colony during the year was 
30,478 as compared with 29,923 in 1895.

The undermentioned localities were visited and inspected during the year:—

By the Chief Inspector.

Broken Hill, Stringy Bark, Back Creek, Captain’s Flat, Bywong, Dairy Creek, Condoholin, 
Cugong, Cream of Hill, Errenbendery, Mount Wilgn, Carlisle, Eifteld, Platina, Peak Hill, Alectown, 
.Tunee Reefs, Eurougilly, Murrumhurrah, Bobadah, and numerous other places.

The Chief Inspector, while visiting said districts, also dealt with applications for aid from the 
Prospecting Vote, and during the year as Warden for the Colony adjudicated at several places.

By Inspector Milne.

In the SouthBongolong, Billy’s-look-ont, Cootamundra, Oombaning, Gundagai, Grenfell, 
Meraglo, Paddy’s River, Herubyard, Temora, Reofton, Wyalong, and Yalgogrin ;—also Bathurst, Brown’s 
Creek, Burrendong, Balderadgery, Binni Creek, Boney’s Rocks, Blayney, Burraga, Black Bullock 
Mountain, Cobar, Cowra, Canowindra, Cargo, Crudine, Clear Creek, Cheshire Creek", Forest Reef, Flyers 
Creek, Forbes, Gulgong, Galley Swamp, Hargraves, Hill End, Hill Top, Kerr’s Creek, Lucknow, Lewis’ 
Ponds, I/ue, Mudgec, Mount Drysdalc, Mount McDonald, Macquarie River, Manduraina, Mullion Creek, 
Naromino, Newbridge, Oberon, Orange, Ophir, Parkes, Peak Hill, Pinnacles. Palmer’s Oakey, Sofala, 
Sunny Corner, Slattery’s Creek, Stuart Town, Stringy Bark, Tuenn, Trunkey, Tomingley, Tarana, Wattle 
Elat, Windeycr, and Woodstock.

The principal mining centres in the foregoing list have been inspected two or three times during 
the year.

The Inspector reports a general compliance wdth the Regulations.

While visiting the various districts Mr. Milne reported on a large number of applications for aid 
from the Prospecting Yote.

By Inspector Helbard.

In addition to the frequent inspections of all the very extensive mines at Broken Hill the outlying 
parts of the district were also visited by Inspector Hebbard with exception of Mount Browne.

By Inspector Godfrey.

For the greater part of the year Mr. Godfrey was engaged in the Northern District inspecting the 
followdng places:—Armidale, Avery’s Creek, Bucca Creek, Boggy Camp, Bowling Alloy Point, Boonoo 
Boonoo, Barraba, Bingara, Cangai, Cell’s Creek, Crow Mountain, Dalmorton, Drake, Dungog, Elsinore 
(twice), G-rafton, Hillgrove (three times), Inverell, Melrose (twice), Monkerai, Nana Creek, Niangula 
(twice), Nundle, Rockvale (twice), Tilbustcr (twice), Tingha, Eralla (throe times), Wangat, Woods’ 
Reef, Warialda, Wallengra, and Yarrowitch. Mr. Godfrey reports that the Regulations arc generally 
complied with. While in the various districts, the Inspector reported on a considerable number of 
applications for aid from the Prospecting Yote, and from 18th September to 30th November was engaged 
on work in connection with the Land and Income Tax Department.

By Inspector Hooke.
During last half of the year Mr. Hooke visited the following places, viz.:—Adelong, Wyalong, 

Inverell, Tingha, Boggy Camp, Borah Creek, Glen Tunes, Glen Elgin, Langothlin, Deepwater, Emmaville, 
Tonterfield, Boonoo Boonoo, Drake, Pretty Gully, Tooloom, Rivertrce, Lionsvillo, Coramba, Orara, 
Hillgrove, Metz, Moonan and Stewarts’ Brooks, Burrowa, Binalong, and Cowra Creek, and reports that 
the Regulations are generally complied with.

Inspector Hooke, while visiting the various districts, also dealt with a considerable number of 
applications for aid from the Prospecting Vote.

DIAMOND
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DIAMOND DRILLS.

Tho total depth bored in 180G (exclusive of the work at Punafuli, Ellice Group, South Pacific) was 
2,142 ft. 9 in., or 1,843 ft. 9 in. more than during the year 1895,

The average cost per foot for boring as above was 11s. 4J"Jd., as compared with 30s. 3|d. in 1S95.

Tho reduction of the rate per foot is owing to shallow boring and better strata.

Diamonds used in 1896 cost, per foot, 2s. lj'0d., as compared with 3s. 9|d. in 1893.

The earnings of the diamond drills for tho year was £1,432 7s. 3d., and the amount paid into 
Treasury as revenue from diamond drills was £825 3s. 0d., in addition to the sum of £937 Gs, 3d. trans
ferred from Prospecting Vote to credit of Revenue Account Drills—in all, £1,762 10s.

MINERAL PRODUCTS.

The aggregate value of the mineral products of this Colony to the end of 1896 is £118,367,234 5s. 
Tho following table will show that the value of such products for 1896 was £4,478,308 15s. 5d,, a not 
decrease of £73,649 3s. 4d. on the value of the minerals won in 1895. The large decrease in the value of 
the gold won is traceable to the great scarcity of water on many of our gold-fields occasioned hy 
the recent drought, and to the falling off in the output from the Lucknow Mines, in which extensive 
prospecting operations were carried on during the year. There hasbeen a decrease of £55,340 in the value 
of bar-silver exported, but this has been more than compensated for by a rise of £198,120 in the value of 
tbo silver-lead bullion. The additions now being made hy the Broken Hill Proprietary Company to their 
plant, and the extensive smelting works now nearing completion at Newcastle and Illawarra for the 
treatment of sulphide ores, may be expected to largely increase the silver product of the Colony. The 
consumption of coal at these works will amount to many thousands of tons annually, and help to sustain 
an increased output in that mineral. The activity displayed in the mines at Cobar is responsible for the 
growing increase in the output of copper, and there is every appearance that such will be maintained. 
The decrease in the output of tin can be traced to the low price prevailing for that metal during the 
year, and partly to the fact that the shallow alluvial deposits on the Tingha Tin-field are becoming 
worked out. The reduction in the output of shale is also in the main due to the exhaustion of the higher- 
class deposits.

The following table shows the aggregate value of minerals, tho product of New South "Wales, for 
the years 1895 and 1896 respectively compared:—

Quantity, Value. Quantity. Value. Increase in Value, Decrease in Value.

1895. £ s. d. 1896. £ 6. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
860,165-45 oz. 1,315,929 5 4 296,071-95 oz. 1,073,300 4 7 242,569 0 9
550,142'00 „ 81,858 0 0 202,789-00 „ 26,518 0 0 55,340 0 0

3,738,589'00 tons 1,095,327 1 0 1,325.230 10 7 29,953 15 7
59,420'00 „ 75,218 IS 8 31,830-15 „ 34,201 18 0 41,017 0 8

27,630'40 „ 24,683 5 0 26,351-05 ., 21,850 16 3 2,832 8 9
2,27G'15 „ 138,023 0 0 1,807-15 ,, 102,117 0 0 36,506 0 0

3,851'03 „ 140,885 0 0 4,467-85 „ 200.311 0 0 59,420
6 0

2,403-15 „ 15,620 s 9 4,721-00 ,, 33.283 0 0 17,662 n 3
478-OS „ 7,251 0 0 132-75 ,, 1,834 0 0 5,417 0 0

4] 00 ,, 490 0 o 490 o o

219,880-95 tons 1,560,813 0 0 2S0j93G'2j tons 1,758,933 0 0 198,120 0 0

3-35 ,, 10 0 0 ,, 10 0 0

152-35 „ 348 0 0 375-6+ „ SOI 0 0 453
6 0

4,229-45 ,, 13,043 0 0 3, Si) 1 / ) ) 11,280 0 0 1,768 0 0

19'SO „ 197 0 0 23-85 „ 259 0 0 62
6

0

104,194-00 „ 68,160 0 0 88,924-00 „ 54,261 0 0 13,899 0 0

832-00 ,, 3,328 0 0 1,372-00 ,, 4,116 0 0 788
6

0

333-00 lb. 6,000 0 0 1,390-00 lb. 25,000 0 0 19,000 0 0

5 *50 tons 20 0 0 26 o 0
19-50 „ 55 0 0 34-15 tons 69 0 0 14 0 0

2,438-00 oz. 3,479 0 0 3,479 o 0
4,837 0 0 68'01 tons 924 0 0 3,713 0 0

4,552,017 18 9 4,478,308 15 5 329,448 c 10 403,097 10 2
329,448 6 10

Net decrease .£ 73,649 3 4

Mincmls.

Gold .................
Silver* .............
Coat .... ...........
Shale.................
Coke.................
Tin .................
Copper..............
Iront.................
Antimony .....
Bismuth .........
Silver-lead and

Ores .............
Manganese .....
Oxide of Iron .,
Chrome.............
Load (Pig) .....
Limcstonc(Fliix)
Alunite...........
'The Noble Opal
Cohalt .............
Fireclay .........
Platinum .........
Sundry Minerals

The (froatOT [lurt ol the silver produced is exported in tho shape of silver lead. t Not manufactured from ihe ore, hilt old iron.
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Tho following return shows the quantity and value of gold, coal, shale, copper, tin, silver, silver-lead 
ore, aud the several other metals and minerals produced in the Colony of New South Wales during the
last ten years:—■

1SS7. 18S8. 1589. 1890.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. J VfJuB. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

£ .e £ £
Gold ....................... 110,283 oz. 804,579 87,7)03 OI. 317,lCiCi 110,759 oz. 434,070 127,700 oz. 400,284
Goal ....................... 2,022,497 toes 1,346,163 3,203,443 tons 1,455,193 5,655,632 tons 1.6S3.S48 S,000,876 tons 1,279,083
Shale..................... 40,010 ,r 87,701 34,869 „ 73,612 40,501 „ 77,666 56,010 ,, io4,io:t
Copper ami Regius........ 4,703 199,102 3,899 „ 275,034 4,132 „ 206,641 3,745*90 ,, 173,311
Tin and Tin Ore............ 4,001 „ 525,420 4.809 „ 582,496 4,050 ,, 415,171 3,068*75 ,, 329,841

177*30770 ox. 32,468 375,064 oz. GG.GG3 418,305*35 oz. 72,001 490,552*20 oz. 95,410
Silver-lead and Ore ....... 12,R30‘15 tons 641,952 20,841*00 tons 1,075,737 ai,545*3l> tons 1,899,197 131,030*05 tons 2,(507,144
Iron ..................... VOTMO „ 14,543 3,747*00 „ 23,721 2,136*90 „ 18,830 3.413'40 39,948
Antiman} and Ore ........ 168'35 „ 1,641 ]30 36 „ 2,918 221*40 „ 3,844 1,020*00 „ 20,240

Biainut-h ................... 36'55 tons 6,095 13*07 tons 3,911 42*50 tons 11,349 2*10 tons. 606
489*05 „ 1,329 450*30 „ ! 8S4

Zinc SjKiltcr.............. Bd-ss ;; 'uss 230445 „ 2,378
622-30 M C,711 ISO'OO ,, | 1,587

41,430*80 : 41,989
1951b. r J5,600

Manga ncsso .............. 100 tons 325
............

31,097 tons 41,147
£20 „ 3.000

1
::..........

............

Sundry Mmerala ..... ..,,1 1,431 tons 15,024 119 tons 3,438 95*75 tons 719 973*76 tons 7,252

3,165,938 3,379,833 *,780,364 5,283,840
1

3891, ]S92. 1893. 1894.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. | Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

£ £ £ £
Hold ....................... 153,336 ok. 558,300 166,870 oz. 669,178 179,288 nz, 661,280 821,787 or. 1,166,717
Coal ....................... 4,037,629 tons 1,742,796 3,780,908 tons 1,482,389 3,278,323 tons 1,171,722 3,67!,076-21 tone 1,156,673
Shale ..................... 40,349 „ 73,100 74,197 ,, 136,079 55,660 „ 101,221 21,171 „ 31,781
Copper and Uegulus........ 4,525'55 ,, 205,093 4,834*00 187,706 2,067'00 „ 53,426 2,136-85 „ 73,481
Tin and Tin Ore.... ....... 3,144,52 ,, 271,412 3,402*00 „ 514,114 2,785*00 Tt 220,743 2,801*00 „ 187,197
Silver....................... 7£9,fi90‘05 oz. 134,850 350,601-00 Oz. 50,384 531,972*00 oz. 78,131 340,822*00 OK. 94.150
Silver-lead and Ore ..... 147,779-70 tons 3,484,739 133,355-00 tons 2,420,952 214,200*00 tons 2,953,550 180,326'60 ton* 2,195,339
Iron ...................... 4,125 86 11 36,101 2,732*00 „ 22,605 2,191*00 „ 14,736 2,368 „ 17,170
Antimony and Ore ........ 914*85 „ 22,057 723 00 ,, 14,680 1,774*00 „ "0,092 1,250 „ 13,744

500 U*nOtnn«? i n«9
Oxide of Iron.............. 228 75 „ 434 453*61) „ 1,200*00 tons 1,526 432*90 „ 070

218*00 „ 2,622 445 00 ,, 5.055
Lead {Pig) .............. 190‘05 ;; 2i02fi 71*00 ;; 726 426*01) tons 4,205 31*15 „ 260
Limestone Flux........... 74,057-00 ., 65,357 lOS/lGS-OO ., 93,031 150,635*00 „ 111,041 89,996*00 „ 09,280
Opal....................... 421b. 2,600 449 lb. 12,815 19S lb. 6,684
Manganese ................. ISS'OO tone 340 10-00 tons 47 13 50 tons 44
Cobalt................... I To „ 470 76 60 „ 1,110 26 00 tons 305 2*50 „ 10
Coke....................... 30,310 85 „ 34,473 7,899*00 „ s,s:>2 17,858*00 „ 20,233 31,458 „ 33,209
Alnnitc.................... 704 ■OO „ 1,S$S 821*00 „ 3,284 821 TO „ 3,234 8(!2 „ 3,448
Fireclay................... 16*80 ,, 55 35*00 „ SO 21 TO „ 40 2* „ 60

410*00 ,, 463*l]0 „ 822
2,577 8pkg. 80
£►,205 2,478 Ko. 2,833 850 No.
713 276 100
311 2 No 3

31,231 „
3,034*3(1 tons 12,330

Sundry Minerals .......... 7S8'05 tons 3,217 92*25 tons 1,158 07*00 tons 557 ©2
j 5,438,533 5,050,13

3305. 1S!M). Total.

Quantity, , Value. Quantity, Value. Quantity. Value.

! , £ £
Oo!d....................... 3G0p105*i:> oz. 1,315,929 290,671 *95 oz. 1,073,860 1,915,827‘95 oz 0,930,809 Gobi.
Cixtl ....................... 3,738,680 tons • 1,095,327 3,909,516*03 tons 1,125,281 35,259,848 63 t'ns 13,400,884 Coal.
Shale...................... 59,420 Jt 75,219 31,839*15 „ 34,202 432,921*15 t, 768,022 Shale,
Copper aud Rcgnlus........ 3,851*3 11 140,885 4,407 85 ,, 200,311 33,470*85 „ 1,719,990 Copper and ilrgulus.
Tin and Tin Ore............ 2,276*1!) „ 138,628 ’ 1,807*15 „ 102,117 24,4fl2-15 „ 3,090,112 Tin and Tin Orm
Silver..................... 550,142 OK. 31,858 202,78?) 0/. 26,513 4,077,775-50 oz. 735,028 Silver,
Silver-lead and Ore ...... 219,830*05 ton 1,560,813 286,936 25 tons 1,758,633 1,437,394*15 t m 20,000,031 SiKer-lcad and Ore.
Tion ....................... 2,403*15 „ 15,620 4,721 11 33,283 20,1185*11 „ 236,107 lion.
Antimony and Ore ........ 47S‘1S „ 7,251 132 75 „ 1,334 6,883 CO ,r 117,801 Antimony and Ore.

490 154T0 24,331
Oxide of Iron............. 352*85 ton 348 375*2 „ 801 3,340-20 ,; Oxide of Iron.

970 „ 11,043
Lead ( Wg) ............... 19*Sil tons, 197 23 35 ton 259 i,408*sri ;; )fh970 Lead (Pig).
Limestone Flux........... 104,194 00 ,, 68,160 88,924 „ 64,261 ,, 502,796 Limestone Flux.
Opal...................... 333-00 lb. 0,000 I.SOO lb. 25,000 2,007 lb. (10,50?) Opal.

3*35 toil 10 760
5T.0 If 26 110 ,, 1,921

27,630 40 24,633 26,351*5 ton 21,851 175,603*5 „ 134^451 Coke.
Alunite.................... 832*06 „ 3,32S *I,37U ,, 4,110 ‘5,082 , 2*2,348 Alunite.

19*50 „ 69 305
813 1,780

Marble.................... <543 pkK. 2,657 Marble,
8,063 No h,E08

3 1,155 .. (Ballast!
47S No 314

310,2:14 351
1,229-45 tons 13,043 33,851 75 „ 11,250 41,114*75 t'n 5 3i;,GG4

Sundry Minerals........... 4,637 ' &8T ;; '921 4,063*01 „ 47,057 Sundry Minerals.

4,552,017 4,478,369 48,670,201
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GOLD.

Although there is apparently an increase of 773 men employed in the gold-mining industry, it is to 
be regretted that the output of the precious metal has not risen proportionately. As will he seen from 
the table following, there has boon a decrease of 64,001' oz. and £242,569 in value as compared with 
1895. As is stated elsewhere this is traceable to the recent excessive drought and to the reduction in tho 
output from the Lucknow mines. Tho mines at Hillgrove and Wyalong have largely increased their yield 
during the year, and with the many improvements being made in the gold-saving machinery on the mines 
throughout the Colony the reduction is not likely to continue. The employmeut of suitable machinery in 
the treatment of our ores has been responsible for many of the failures witnessed in past years ; but it 
is confidently asserted that with such improved appliances as will enable us to avoid the sinful waste of the 
past, gold-mining will become, as it ought to be, one of the leading industries of New South Wales.

Table showing tho Quantity and Value of Gold won in the Colony of New South Wales from 1851 to 1S9G,

Yonr. . Quantity in oz. Value. Year. Quantity in oz, Value-

1851 .. 144,120
£ s d.

468,336 0 0 1875 230,882
£ s. d.

877,693 IS 0
] S52 .. 818,751 2,660,946 0 0 1876 ... 167,411 613,)00 7 9
1853 .. 548,052 ■ 1,781,172 0 0 1877 .. 124,110 471.418 4 4
1854 .. 237,910 773,209 0 O 1878 ... 119,665 430,033 2 7
1355 ... 171,367 654,594 O 0 1879 ... 109,649 407,218 13 5
1850 ... 184,000 689,174 0 0 1880 ... 118,600 441,543 7 7 

566.513 0 01857 ... 175,949 674,47 7 0 0 1881 ... 149,027
1853 .. 286,798 1,104,174 12 2 1882 .. 140,469 520,521 12 5
1859 ... 329,363 1,259,127 7 10 1SS3 ... 123,805 458,508 16 0
1800 ... 384,053 1,465,372 19 9 1884 ... 107,198 395,291 12 5
1801 ... 465,685 1,806,171 10 S 1885 ... 103,736 378.665 0 3
1862 ,. 640,622 2,467,779 16 1 1886 ... 101,416 366,294 7 7
1863 .. 466, nr 1,796,170 4 0 1887 ... 110,288 394,578 16 3
1864 .. 340,267 1,304,926 7 11 1888 ... 87,503 317,099 12 0
1865 .. 320,316 1,231,242 17 7 

1,116,403 14 5
1889 .. 119,759 434,070 8 4

1S6C .. 290,014 1S90 ... 127,760 460,284 16 2
18G7 - 271,880 1,053,578 2 11 1891 ... 153,336 558,305 12 3
1308 .. 255,662 994,665 0 5 1892 .. 156,870 539,177 17 4
1809 .. 251,491 974,148 13 4 1893 .. 179,288 651,285 15 S
1870 .. 240,858 931,0)0 8 0 1894 .. 324,787 1,156,7) 7 7 7
1871 .. 323,609 ),250,484 15 11 1895 ... 360,165 1,315,929 5 4
1872 .. 425,129 1,643,581 16 11 1896 .. 290,072 1,073,360 4 7
1873 ..
1874 ..

361,784
270,823

1,395,175 8 7 
1,040,328 13 6 11,690,634 43,399,948 8 4

Owing to the numerous changes made by the Public Service Board among the Wardens and
Mining Kegistrars during the latter part of the year, and the fact that those officers had barely time to
make themselves sufficiently well acquainted with their districts to enable them to furnish their Annual 
Mining Iteports as complete as formerly, I regret that my notes on the gold-mining industry this year must 
necessarily lack many of tho details given in previous Ecports. My object is to put the information in 
as concise a form as possible ; aud any noteworthy fact in connection with this very important industry 
is brought under notice.

The Bathurst Mjnini; District.

Canowindra J)in'xion.
The gold won at Canowindra during ihc year amounted to 35S oz., which is a reduction of 300 oz. on tho year

ISO.". A number of the leases have been taken over by a now company who intend to thoroughly try the ground. Tho
indications mot with so far arc very encouraging.

Coimt Diiibion.
The improvement in the output of gold from tins Division reported last year has not been maintained, the yield 

being ],]!)() oz., as compared with ],81U oz. in 1895. Tho Binni (Jrcek discoveries did not reach expectations. A large 
number of men are still carrying on prospecting operations in the locality, u few parties being in receipt of Govermnont 
aid. The Gospel Oak Battery, noar Woodstock, was, unfortunatel)', shut down during the gi cater part of the year, spccia 
appliances being required to save the very line gold it had to deal with.

Mount M‘Donald. ■

The gold yield from Mount M'Bonald was 5SC oz., as compared with 421 oz. the previous year. The Hong Kong 
Company are still carrying on prospecting work, and put through some stone, but the returns were not available; the 
Great Eastern Company, iiuo tons for 1">74 oz. ; the All Nations Claim, 32 tons for 72 oz. !3 dwt. ; and the Lord Hampden 
Company, 30 tons for In oz. At Scrubby Rush the Woodstock Gold-mining Company have erected a 10-hcad battery, and 
treated 500 tons during the year for a yield of 220 oz, A number of men are still fosssicking in the Division with varying 
success.

Carcoar Ditii'iion.

Carcoar Division, which embraces Mnndurama, returned 1,913 oz., ns compared with 1,103 oz. the previous year—a 
very satisfactory increase. At Galley Swamp, in this Division, the gold leases have been amalgamated and floated into a 
Company, with a capital of £300,000. Extensive machinery is in course of erection, and three shafts have been sunk. 
These reefs proved very rich near the surface, and the object of the Company is to vork them at a depth where they uro 
said to improve. At the present time the Company employ about 100 men, lint that number will be largely increased at 
an early date. At Lyndburst a number of men are employed building a dam in tbo Belabula River, and fixing piping to 
boused in hydraulic sluicing. The extensive auriferous deposits to be found here wore formerly worked by tunnelling. 
It is nowpioposed to work it open cut, and crush everything from surface to 50 feet, winch it is stated will yield about 
10 dwt. per ton. In the neighlimirliood of Burnt Yards, Flyer's Creek, and Slattery’s Crock, about 120 men are vigorously 
carrying on prospecting work, but no discoveries of any great importance were reported during the year.

Blayney
21—1)
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Blayney Dhimn.
' Yield from Blayney Division (104 or., as against 612 ca, in 1805. It is to be regretted that the expectatione formed 
with regard to the Coinpagnie des Mines d'Or at Brown’s Creek have not been fulfilled, the company being compelled to 
cease work pending its reconstruction and the raising of more capital. A splendid plant has been erected on the mines 
at great cost, and it is to be hoped that the stoppage is only a temporaly one, their yield during the year being 6114 ox. 
ffom 7,277 tons of stuff. A number of men have been at work during the year on Cowper's freehold, where ;v large 
pyritoua lode occurs, which assays well for gold. Atrial crushing is being sent to England ’ for treatment. At King's 
Plains the Last Chance Gold-mining Company are erecting powerful pumping machinery to cope with tire water at the 
lower levels, and it is thought, with systematic and economical management, this mine should give a good account of itself. 
Numerous small parties are scattered throughout this Division prospecting and fossicking, to some of whom Government 
aid has been granted.

NmbriOge. Division.
TliD gold won at Newbridge was 434 ox., being nearly 400 cw less than in 1803. The principal decrease was in 

quartz gold, many of the reefs being left nnworked awaiting the erection of a battery. One is now in course of erection nn 
Larnach and Warren’s mine, and there is a probability that the erection of another will be started shortly. Several 
parties received aid from the Prospecting % otc in this locality, but no important discoveries have been reported so far.

Trunkey DirUiov.
Tho gold yield from Trunkey during the year is 1,447, as compared with 2,340 oz. during 1895. The Mount Gray 

Mine has been taken up by Mr. Clurtb, who has erected a large 30-head battery on it and powerful pumping machinery. 
The Bathurst Gold-mine (Limited) also erected a new crushing plant daring the year, and it may' safely be predicted that 
when their plants get into full working order the yield from this Division will be largely increased. At Wilson’s Reef, 
Messrs. Crees, Francis, and party- crushed all the available mullock from tbo old shafts with very good results. Weir and 
party, prospecting on Church and School lands near Cidoola Creek, discovered a large lode, which returned l oz. per ton 
when treated at the local mill. The batteries and alluvial mines, especially the sluieers, suffered somewhat during the 
y'ear from the scarcity of water, and wore not able to work continuously.

Titenct Diririov. _
The returng from Tuena show that the yield for the year was l,9(il oz., as compared with 1,G74 oz. in 1895, the bulk 

of it being obtaiued from alluvium. Numerous parties of three aud four men arc working old abandoned reefs and making 
good wages out of them, the average returns being about 1 oz. to the ton. A tunnel has just been completed by Goldspink 
and party on the Abercrombie River, which struck n large body of wash, averaging about 1 oz. to the load. At ,1 unction 
Point, M'Guire and party won nearly £1,500 worth of gold from the Red Jacket Iteef, and several crushings from the old 
Victoria Reef gave over an ounce to the ton. The owners of the Caledonian mine have just effected extensive improvements 
to their machinery. They have a large deposit of low-grade ore, but anticipate it will pay when large ipi anti tics of stone 
arc dealt with, A few parties in the vicinity of Dog Trap are working under aid from the Prospecting Vote.

Bockley Diri’ion.
Rockley returned 1,306 oz., or a little over 200 oz. less than the previous year. This is essentially an alluvial 

district, but the discovery of payable quartz at Mount Maud has stimulated reefing considerably. Litigation as to the 
possession of the land retarded the development of this discovery, hut the matter having been decided the ground has been 
taken over by the Mount David Gold-mining Company, who arc proceeding vigorously with development work and tho 
erection of winding and crushing plant. When such have been completed employment will he given to a large number of 
men. The principal scat of alluvial mining in this district is at Lawson’s Plains, on private property, and Stony Creek, 
where a large number of men make a fairly good living all the year round.

Burraga Division.
Burraga produced 323 oz. only, an increase of 57 oz. on the previous year’s production, the majority of the men 

there being employed in the copper-mines. At Golden Gully, 8 miles east of Burraga, M‘V icar and party have a very nice 
looking reef, from which a trial crushing of G tons gave the handsome return of 2 oz. 13 dwt. per ton. The reef has been 
proved to 130 feet, where it measures 18 inches wide, and improving with depth. The party are now sinking a shaft for 
ventilation, and preparing for the erection of a battery. Some long tunnels have been put in on the Isabella River, to test 
the wash underlying the basalt, but the heavy influx of water compelled their abandonment. A large number of men are 
still working the alluvial ground nn Mount Werong, and appear satisfied with the results fiom their labours, but the 
quantity of gold won by them could not be ascertained.

O'Connell Division.
There are about fifty men working in the neighbourhood of O’Connell, principally engaged in fossicking, and.among 

them they won 300 oz. of gold, valued at about £1,050. There is no other mining of importance being carried on in this Division.

Oberon Dirivion.
The quantity of gold produced in this Division was 382 oz,, which is a, few' ounces more than that won in ISO,). A 

number of leases have been applied for on the Black Bullock Hill, situated about 5 miles north of Oberon, where a large 
pyritous lode can be traced on Crown lands, extending into private property. Tina Division is a favourite one with 
fossickers, scarcely a creek or gully being without a number of men who, apparently, make n living at the work.

Bathurst Dirinion.
The 1,081 oz. of gold w'on in this Division was all from alluvial ground, and is just 134 oz. less than the quantity 

won the previous year. At the present time there are about 3Ct> men at work throughout this Division, the majority 
"engaged in prospecting work, Dewar and party are still persevering avith their shaft on the Bald Hills, near the town of 
Bathurst, but have not yet succeeded in reaching bottom. These operations are being watched with some interest hy the 
local mining community, as the deep ground has not yet been tested at this point. The party are in receipt of Government 
assistance.

Wyagehn Division.
All the mining work being carried on at Wyagdon is purely of a fossicking nature, and it is impossible to arrive at 

more than a rough estimate of the quantity of gold won. The returns, however, give the yield at 80 oz., which is probably 
a very low estimate, seeing that about the same number of men won 2to oz. the previous year.

Runny Conte)’ [Mitchell) Division.
This year’s returns from Sunny Corner are disappointing, the figures being 1,826 oz.f ns compared with 3,645 oz. in 

1895. It is very questionable if all the gold won is accounted for m the return, as about 300 gold-miners were constantly 
at work during the year. The Baddy Lackey mine is still raising good stone, but the results from the crushing are not 
available. Dunn Brothers struck some good stono during the year in the vicinity of Dark Corner, which led to a large 
area of land being taken up under lease. This party wrere in receipt of aid from the Prospecting V oto. A considerable 
number of fossickers arc still employed all through this Division, and when a good supply of water is available they do 
fairly well.

Orange Distriel.
This year’s returns from the Orange Division are disappointing, the figures being 20,446 oz. as compared witli 

83,342 oz. in 1895. The decrease is traceable to the mines at Lucknow.
The Wentworth Proprietary Company are still in full work, employing about 400 men, and during the year they have 

been carrying out extensive prospecting work. They put through 9,868 tons, which yielded 12,048 oz.—a decrease of 
46,052oz. on their previous year’s output; the Aladdin’s Lamp Company, 3,052 tons, for 16,718 oz.—a reduction of 6,360 oz. 
on 1895. From these two mines alone the aggregate quantity of gold won was less by 52,412 oz. than the previous year, n hich 
nearly accounts for the decrease of 64,094 oz. in our total yield for the year as compared with 1895. The D’Arcy Estate

* Company



Company are now down 900 feet, with good prospects at that level. The Wentworth Extension (Limited) are sinking for 
t!ie lode, and have reached a depth o£ 4SO feet. A large area of land has been taken up on the supposed line of load 
adjoining this company's property. On the liletchington Estate the syndicate have their shaft down 180 feet on a similar 
formation to the Lucknow Mine, hut yet not payable. Prospecting work is being pushed forward on Kerr and Gilmour’s 
private land west of Lucknow, where occurs a formation similar to that so successfully worked at Lucknow. At Forest 
lleofs the Government diamond drill is being -worked under a subsidy from the Prospecting Board to teat the trend of the 
deep leads underlying the basalt. At Byng, the Witney Green Company is tho subject of litigation, -which is hindering tho 
mining interests in this locality very much. Many prospectors arc scouring this Division in every direction, both on private 
and Crown lands.

, Molony Dilution.
Tho -work can-iod on about Molnng is purely of a prospecting nature. At Delaney’s Dyke very fair indications are 

being obtained, but no discovery worthy of note has been made so far.

Tnn Muduee Mixisg District,

Coblora Diuition.
All the gold won from this Division is from alluviuiilj and amounted to *234 oz., taken from about loads. This 

does not include the gold from the Tucklau or Stringybark Gold-field, which is now within the Denison Town Division, but 
relates to the yield from tho Cobbova Gold-field, better known locally as Hughey’s Waterholc Creek. The men have been 
working under serious difficulties owing to the great scarcity of water, the last rain of any consequence falling as far back 
as January, 1894.

JJeniwtt Town Divttiiott.
The principal seat of milling in this Division is the Stringybark Diggings, situated on Tucklau Bun, between Denison 

Town and Gulgong. Rome 25l> men found profitable employment during the year ; and as far as can be ascertained 4,091 
loads of wash-dirt were treated for 2,220 oz. of gold, which is a very marked increase on the yield for the previous year. 
As in the Cobhom Division the want of water has been the great drawback to this field, as tho dirt has to be carted 3 miles, 
then washed by the primitive method of trough and cradle. The water is drawn from wells, which the miners have 
to pay for.

Onlgong Dinmon.
Gulgong contributed 7,000 oz. to the returns for the year, which is an increase of 3,000 oz. over 1895. There has 

been a good deal of activity in this Division during tho past year, both in quartz and alluvial mining, and some very good 
results have been obtained from stone sent to the Clyde Works from new finds. Adams and party, of Cndgcbegong, sent 
(5 tons which yielded 30 oz. of gold, aud 24 tons sent by Hutton and party, from their lease at the Happy Valley, produced 
92 oz. A small rush took place about the end of the year to Rouse’s Paddock, where a few claims arc on fair gold. About 
fifty men are working at Helvetia, situated about 3 miles from Gulgong. About 8,900 loads were -trashed, which averaged 
3^ dwt. per load, the richest yielding 8 dwt., and the poorest 14 dwt. per load. The Star Lead No. 1 Company arc now 
erecting machinery to systematically work their mine, and they will shortly be in a position to employ a large number of 
men. Mr. W. 8. Brice, tbe late manager of the mine, states:—

“Gulgong, 7 February, 1897.
“ Imnortant developments have occurred at tbe Star Lead No. 1 Mine during the year, which must be satisfactory 

to tho gentlemen who, for tiic last two years, have pe.reevored in their endeavours to find and test the deep ground of that 
almost unknown Star Lead, In the main eastern drive, at IWo feet level, auriferous wash was discovered in April, 1890, 
occurring overhead 3SS foot from the shaft, and prospecting drives were tunnelled north, cast, south, and west, to prove 
the extent of wash, and the auriferous deposit proved to extend over an area of 200 feet, with a very severe dip to the 
south, with strong -water coming in from that direction. The whole of the eastern drive, for a distance of 400 feet, has 
proved interesting on account of the remarkable changes which have taken place, in tunnelling, a very hard massive 
dioritc/in some instances, being met with ; and at intervals of about 50 feet, soft decomposed diorite, thickly impregnated 
with very hard nodules which varied in size from about 4 inches up to 5 feet. Romo of the smaller ones I submitted to the 
Government Geologist, Mr. Pittman, for analysis, and which proved to he nodules of a very much altered andesite 
occurring under tlio auriferous deposit; but as far as I can learn these nodules have never been found above the wash, which, 
I think, ought to act as a guide for any parties prospecting Gulgong for deep leads.”

Hargraves Division.
The yield from Hargraves during the year ia 2,280 oz., about 1,000 oz. less than in 1895. Notwithstanding the 

decrease, accounted for by the large amount of prospecting and developing work in operation, mining has been carried 
on very successfully through the Division during the past twelve mouths. There are three batteries on the field, one of 
which put through 2,GOO tons for 1,300 oz,, and the other 482 tons for 245 oz., the third being idle for repairs. It is 
anticipated that 1S97 will be a prosperous year for this field.

Hudgce Division.
It is estimated that 1,050 oz. of gold were got in the Mudgee Division during the year, won principally by fossickers, 

who are scattered throughout the whole of the Division. Several parties are in receipt of aid from the Prospecting Vote in 
this locality, but no now discovery of any moment has been made during the year.

Windcyer Division.
There is still improvement to report in the output of gold from Windeycr. In 1894 the yield was 2,000 oz., in 1895 

2,400 oz., and this year 2,440 oz. Tlie stone crushed during the year aggregated 1,300 tons, which returned 994 oz. At 
Long Gully, Clarke’s Creek, Lcfflcy Brothers’ claim is still turning out good stone, the 500 tons raised by them yielding 
540 oz. A number of parties are prospecting for a continuation of this vein. The Jubilee Mine is now in the hands of a 
company, who have it under offer to a Loudon syndicate.

Peak Hill Divisioji.
The Peak Hill Field lias not improved its position during the year as a gold producer, the total yield being 6,42S oz., 

as compared with 8,192 oz. in 1895 and 12,231 oz. in 1894. Although no new discoveries have been made during tbe past 
twelve months, still the mines have been steadily developed, the want of water, however, being a great drawback to the 
crushing of the ore. The Myall United is considered a very promising mine, its .value being enhanced by the discovery of 
large bodies of payable ore at the 320-foot level, which were hitherto unknown. With a view to tho treatment of- 
large quantities of stone the company have erected a new 40-head stamper battery. Tbe Peak Hill Proprietary Company 
are now calcining their ore, and have erected a furnace for that purpose. They have.also added concentrating machinery 
to their plant, These additions enable them to deal profitably with tbe pyritous ore which abounds in their mine. Tho 
new Crown of Peak Hill Company have erected a winding engine, and nave their main shaft down 470 feet. There is 
nothing of note to report in connection with the other mines. The returns from a few of the principal mines may he of 
interest :— _

Peak Hill Proprietary .................................................................... 4,24G tons 1.S5S oz.
Crown of Peak Hill ........................................................................ 1,013 „ 337 ,,
Wythesand Mooney........................................................................ 830 ,, 304 ,,
G reat Eastern Reformed ........................   719 ,, 496 ,,
Bobbie Burns.....................................   440 „ 100 ,,

Alluvial mining in this Division is almost a thing of the past, being confined to a few fossickers.
Prospecting work is still being carried on at Tomingley, and Crowhurst and party, who are in receipt of aid from 

the Prospecting Vote, have a very promising mine.
Welling/ on Di vision.

The only mining of any importance in this Division is carried on by tho Mitchell's Crock Freehold Gold Estate 
Company, at Davicsville, who treated during tho year 11,239 tons for 7,130 oz., valued at £2G,617. With the exception 
of this company there is little quartz-mining going on in the Division, and alluvial mining is chiefly confined to the Mac
quarie River and its tributaries.

Tamharooka
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'J'AMBAnoonA and Tunox Misixo District.

Hill End Division,

Hill End turned out S!)l tons of stone for 1,319 ox., and 2,68-t ox. from alluvium, which give a grand total of 4.003 
oz. of gold, which is a reduction of 35G oz. nn the yield for 1895. The reduction may be explained hy tho fact that a 
number of the miners were employed in sinking deep shafts at Red Hill, Tainbaroora, from which place no returns were 
received. Many of the well known mines at Hawkins’ Hill, vv hich for the past few years have not yielded well, had first- 
rate crushings during the year, and it is expected that the next crushings will exceed anything in the early days of tbo 
field. Altogether. Hie field has not looked so well for years past. The Tainbarooia Creek Gold-mining Company, at 
Tambiiroora, are sinking their shafts and erecting ex tensive machinery. At Sally's Elat, Mullaney and Gough, who 
received aid from tho Prospecting Vote, have opened up a payable mine. Their reef is IS inches thick and yields 1 oz. per 
ton. At Quartz-Ridge a Sydney syndicate have taken up some leases and discovered gold which they consider payable. 
At the Cement Hills two companies have been formed to work the wash under the basalt, and are now busily erecting the 
necessary machinery.

Sofala Division.

The Sofala Gold-field shows a very decided improvement, the returns being 4,753 oz. as against 3,801 oz. the 
previous year. Quartz-mining especially has received quite an impetus owing to the fact that nearly every recent crushing 
made on the field has paid fair returns. On Bateman's Hill McCudden and party were working under aid from tile 
Prospecting Vote, and struck a good reef from which they treated 43 tons for 102 oz. Several new reefs have also been 
opened up in the neighbourhood of Spring Creek which yield from 12 dwt. to 1 oz. per ton. Brailey and party at the Old 
Solitary arc still getting good returns, and one crushing of quartz gave 230 oz. The Great Victoria’Gold-minmg Company 
have taken over the Solitary Extended, and propose expending a large sum in thoroughly ojjening up tiic mine. The 
last crushings from this mine were taken from the 300-feet level where the lode is 2 feet G inches thick, and gave a 
result of from .i oz. to 1 oz, per ton. At Bullock Flat a vertical shaft is being sunk to strike Hcugncy’s Reef at the 178- 
feet level, where the reef averages 16 niches. The Big Oakey Gold-mining Company are now down 600 feet on the underlay 
(if a promising looking lode 5 feet thick. At Surface Hill the ETewcastle and Stockton Company are under suspension". 
They propose constructing a tramway to the Ttiron River 14 mile, where extensive machinery will he erected. In the 
same locality the Caledonian claim received a prospecting grant and found a large lode 12 feet wide, a trial emshin® from 
which averaged 13 dwt. per ton. The leases at Whalen’s Hill are now under suspension, with a view to flotation on the 
English market. A trial crushing from this ground returned 100 oz. from 10 tons of stone. The Turon Gold-mining 
Company at Spring Creek have several shafts down, the deepest being 300 feet, and have about forty men employed getting 
the mine into working order. The Queenslander Gold-mining Company have dune tittle work during the year ; one cause 
being an insufficiency of water. They now propose to run a tramway to the Turon River, aud erect machinery there. A 
large numhor of leases were taken up at Back Creek, Crudine, during the latter part of the year, owing to a trial crushing 
from Rosenberg's claim yielding about 2 oz. per ton. Tho vicinity is now being well tried. A large number of fossickers 
are working in the neighbourhood of Wattle Plat, hut it is questionable if they average more than 3 dwt. per week. A 
party of them, however, averaged 25 dwt. per week for somo time. The best alluvial ground at present is in the vicinity 
of Old Station Point, Turon Point, S nuies from Sofala, where some men are making high wages,

IronbctrH Diri/non,

There is a slight increase in the yield of gold from tho Tronbarks Field, or better known as Stuart Town, which 
aggregated 3,521 oz., as compared with 2,691 oz. m 1895. The quartz-mining outlook is brighter now on this field than it 
has been since its opening, and has attracted outside capital, which should boar good fruit during the coming year,

Lachlan Mining L (strict.

Carijo Dibiiion.

There is very little mining work being carried on around Cargo, and is chiefly confined to fossickers who won about 
200 oz. of gold. The Ironclad mine, after being idle some years, has been restarted and the erection of a water-jacket 
furnace is being proceeded with. An English syndicate has taken up the Dalcoutli mine, at Sam Hat, who luce called 
for tenders for the construction of a large dam to conserve water. Altogether the prospects at Cargo are much better, 
from a mining point of view, than they have boon for some years back.

Cudal Division.

Some gold was obtained near Cudal during the year, but the figures are not available, At Paling Yards a shaft has 
been put down 70 feet, cutting a reef 3 feet wide, but a trial crushing has not been made from it yet, A few men are 
carrying on prospecting work on Coats and Reedy Creeks.

Forbes Division.

Prospecting and developing was the principal work carried on .at Forbes during the past year, consequently very 
little gold was won. nevertheless, there is a decided improvement in the prospects of the field. Clnse to the town, on 
the old Britannia lead, a good many leases were taken up, owing to some very rich stone having been found in tho 
ptospeoLor's claim. Some very rich stone was found on the North Hill, near the trucking-yards, hy Foster and party, who 
crushed 8 tons 15 cwt. for 45 oz. 1G dwt. 8 gr. of gold The vein averages from .1 to 12 in. thick. North of Foster’s lease 
Hampton and party have a shaft down 40 feet on payable stone. Several parties are at work in the vicinity of Thompson's 
lead, and have much difficulty in contending with the heavy water and drift sand. They were supplied hy the Department, 
with a diving dress to assist them in their efiorts to bottom. Some very rich finds were made on this lead in the early 
days. At the Pinnacle, situated about 20 miles south of Forbes, which was virtually abandoned for years, a revival has 
taken place through the taking up of several abandoned leases by an English company, who have erected a .30-head 
battery and excavated a large dam. The reefs there are large but poor, so fur as is known ; but if economically worked 
they should pay. and the stone maj- become richer with depth. It is to he hoped the company’s operations may prove 
successful, as such would probably lead to the opening up of other such reefs which occur in this district,

ParH". Division.
Parkes is one of the fields in the Colony that has for the past four years been steadily increasing its output of gold, 

as will lie seen from tho following figures : —
3893............................................................................... 5,178 oz. .£17,533
1S94............................................................................... 9,746,, 33,997
1895 ................................................................................. 10.372 „ 38,098
1S9G................................................................................... 12,500 „ 44,885

The new Bushman’s Hill mine lias given constant employment during the year to over 100 men, who were engaged 
1 ’ sloping.” T he main shaft, now 430 feet deep, is being eoutiiuicd ; and as the erection of a cyanide plant is contemplated 
by tliis company employment will shortly he found for a large'number of extra hands. There were 5,124 tons of 
quartz raised from this mine during the year, which returned 0,000 oz. of gold, valued at £17,500. The Phcenix mine 
(late Hazleluirst's) is being worked by tributors, and yields l^-oz. stone ; but tho vein is small. Tho Koh-i-nor is also 
being worked on tribute, mid its prospects are improving The Birthday mine, on Bartley’s Creek, is now in the hands of 
a company, who aie erecting a 10-hoad stamper battery on it. This mine lias been worked for years past, but not 
extensively. The Dayspring mine is also in the hands of a syndicate, who are carrying out prospecting operations vigour- 
ously. Another mine of importance in this locality is that owned by Messrs. Burgess and Smith, in Reid's Gully. They 
are working a formation about 40 feet wide which yields 8 dwt. per load all through. An S-heud hattcry is now'm coutse 
of erection. A great many other quartz-mines are working in this division, and the majority of them seem to be yielding 
fairly well. The belt of auriferous country in this district is very extensive, and the large increase in the number of 
payable mines at work might confidently be expected. During the year under notice cyanide works have been erected in 
the neighbourhood for the treatment of tailings, but tho returns of gold from them are not available.

Fifth!
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Fijidd Din ixioit.

EifieM lias sufFeruil gnaiUy from want of wator for the past few years, wliich lias vetiu'tled operations eonsiderably, and 
prevented the treatment ot large heaps of wash dirt lying at grass, in face of tins great difficulty, however, the miners 
managed to turn out 980 ok. of gold and 2,900 oz. of platinum found associated with the gold, which is a very 
satisfactory increase on the previous year. At Platina, 3 miles from Fifield, where the platinum is found, the same 
water difficulty exists, and many of the claims have been temporarily abandoned pending a sufficient supply of water. 
There are now about 1,500 loads of wash-dirt on tho surface, which is estimated to carry 15 dwt, to 1 oz. of gold per ton.

Condoholin Dii'itio'!.

In May of last year payable alluvial gold was reported at Carlisle, 85 miles N. W, of Forbes, hut tho want of water 
has greatly retarded the development of the discovery. The same remarks apply to the quartz-reefs which have been 
discovered in this locality. Work is being carried on under aid from tho Prospecting Vote with very promising indications 
of success.

Akdovin Division.
The returns from Alectown are satisfactory, being S22 os. as compared with 594 oz. in 1S95 and 362 oz. in IS9+. 

The returns would have been much larger had a supply of water been available for crushing purposes, and ultimately the 
battery was removed to Parkes and erected there by a company. This is unfortunate as the development of this field will 
be retarded in consequence. Several new discoveries have been madu during the year, notably that made by Mead and 
party, and known as the Emu Iteef, from which they crushed 312 tons for 1 oz. per ton. Another is tho “ Monte 
Carlo,” situated midway between Alectown and 1’cak Hill, which returned 227 oz. from 75 tons. Another very promising 
reef has been found on Itobertaon’s conditional lease, but as yet, no trial crushing has been made from it. Alluvial mining 
will now be a thing of the past at Alectown unless some fresh discoveries are made, the only alluvial gold got during the 
year being washed from 1,040 loads inisod from the spare blocks in tho old loads, and tiiis is now exhausted.

Grenfell Dirinion.

There is a material increase in the retums from Grenfell this yearns compared with 1895, the figures being 1895 
1,377 oz., 1896 1,761 oz. George O'Brien ami party are still prospecting the Lucknow mine hy means of assistance from 
the Prospecting Vote. The shaft is now down 450 feet, and it is to he continued to 500 feet. The other quartz-claims m 
the locality are looking well. One noteworthy fact has been the establishment during the year of cyanide works for the 
treatment of tailings, and from the information procurable in connection with the operations it may bo assumed that the 
industry is a profitable one.

Jt!uiTimibiirrah Division.

There were 1,037 oz. of gold won in this Division, nearly all from alluvium, hein" a slight decrease on tiic previous 
year’s yield. Work is principally carried on along tho Cunningham Creek southwards towards its confluence with i,ho 
Murrumbidgec River, about 30 miles from llurrumburrab. The ground is certainly very patchy, but occasionally the men 
do fairly well, hut in any case, if at nil industrious, they can always earn sufficient to keep them iu rations. A few quartz- 
reefs are being woiked, but so far they have produced very little crushing stone. Since tiic passing of the Amended Mining 
on Private Lands Act increased activity is noticeable among the mineis, and numerous applications have been lodged with 
the Warden for authorities to search, and it is expected that some new discoveries will be the result,

Ciind/t/jOA Dirinion.

Gundagai produced 2,000 oz. of alluvial, anil 600 oz, of quartz gold, a very satisfactory increase, on tho previous 
year—which was only 1,876 oz. A good deal of prospecting is going nn in this district. At Jackalass 100 men arc still 
working the alluvial ground, and make good wages, but no large individual returns have been reported. About fifty men 
are working similar ground at Jones’ Creek, and getting fair returns for their labour. A now lead has lately been discovered 
in this locality by a party working under Government aid. Some good finds were recently made on private property, near 
Mnttama aud Kino, but nothing can be said about them till they are further developed. A large increase in the gold 
field is expected from this district in 1897.

Temora Division.
There were 4,066 oz. of quartz gold got iu this Division during tho year, but the quantity won from alluvium could 

not bo ascertained. A large number of applications were received for permits to search on conditional leases, and ten new 
finds were reported, four of which arc considered payable. A good deal of prospecting work is being carried on at 
Scrub Yards and Springdale, where crushing-machines have been erected. Altogether tho prospects for Temora during 
the coming year are very promising.

Sarmcdman Division.
Mining matters are very slack in this Division, and no crushings took place during the year. Tiic Fiery Croas 

Company have their main shaft down shout 185 feet, where the water has become very troublesome. A new company is 
erecting a cyanide plant with the object of treating the 40,000 or 50,000 tons of tailings lying in the district,

Ilcrfion Division.

Reofton shows a slightly increased gold yield, the figures being 1,820 oz., or about 200 oz. more than won in 1895. 
Tho want of capital retards the development of the field greatly. The claims are nowr down to water level, hut the owners 
have not the means to go below that depth. The Enterprise and Pioneer claims wore constantly worked during the past 
twelve months, and the latter put, through 1,191 tons for 1,4S5 oz. The total quantity of stone raised on the field being 
2,255 tons, which gave a little under 1 oz. per ton.

ti'galouu and Wyalong West Division.
The Wyalong Gold-field may now be said to hold the premier position among the gold-fields of Now South Wales. 

Although a few hundred ounces behind the yield from tho Hillgrove Field, the number of men employed at Wyalong is 
very much greater. There uro indications that the year 3897 will sec the yield of gold from this field maintained, ns 
a very large number of men were engaged during the past year iu work of a developing nature, from which no immediate 
returns might be expected. Wyalong was first brought prominently under notice about the end of 1893, and with a view 
of showing the strides it has made since its discovery, the yield for the past three years is given

on. Value.
1S94 ............................................................. 9,049 £35,946
1895 ............................................................. 24.497 91,363
1896 ............................................................. 33,495 330,000

It is estimated that the yield for last year, as given above, was taken from 18,279 tons of stone, a very satisfactory record 
indeed. Large sums have been expended in machinery and .the erection of extensive chlorination and cyanide works for 
the treatment of the refractory ore met with below the water level, which is strong proof that the belief in the permanency 
of the field lias been fully established. Tho depth reached by some of tho shafts may he of interest:—

The Currujong................................................ 245 feet. Neild's .....................................
Three Star ........................... ............. 235 Barrier ........................................................ .............. 253 „
Lucknow .............................................. .................... 245 Hidden Treasure...................... ................ 200 .,
Mew .South Wales ............... ............. 175 Lighthouse .............................. .......... 310 „
Junction ............................... ............. 270 Sham roc It and Hustle .......... .......... 240 „
Malice Bull ........................................ .................... 2-20 True Blue.................................................. .............. 160 „

................... 150 H'lderbramlt’a ................................. .............. 2.60 „

Golden Fleece...................................................... 212 White Reef ............................................................ 225
Christmas Gift...................................................... 230 Princess .................................................................. 265 „

................... ISO Called Baclr United ..................... .............. 170
Hit or Miss ............................................................. 168 11 Golden Gate ...................................... ................ 170

Tfotahly
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Notably high yields per tun were obtained hem Boltc's Lucknow claim, which returned 2,50G oz. from 377 tons, 
or at the rate of (i or,, 13 dwt, per ton ; and the New South Wales, 352 tons for 2,338 oz., equal to over ft or. 12 dwt. 
per ton. The pioneers of the field, the Messrs. Neild, may also be congratulated on the yields from their mine, as from 
738 tons put through they obtained 1,541 oz. 8 dwt, of gold. The Messrs. Neild, however, have erected chlorination 
works of their own, which were started on the 1st November. By the 24th December following they had treated 120tons, 
which gave the splendid return of 705 oz, IS dwt. 4 gr. of smelted gold. These gentlemen have expended a large sum on 
the field, and cannot be too highly commended for their individual pluck and energy under very great difficulties.

Yo.hjofjrin Ditnsion. ' .

Yalgogrin is situated about 28 miles south-west of Wyalong, and until a few years ago was comparatively unknown. 
There are now 300 men employed there. In 1894 the yield was 348 oz. ; in 3895, 804 oz, ; and 1890, 1,250 oz. The: 
country is hard and expensive to work, hut the reefs improve with depth, and several of them have proved highly payable. 
Among the deepest shafts are the

J.B.J........................................................ 174 feet Democrat .............................................. 94 fedt
Black Coon .......................................... 94 ,, Democrat Extended ........................... 110 ,,
Kureka ...................................................  120 ,, The Piccaninny ................................... 94 ,,
Lady Cook ............................     100 ,,

The host crushings were taken from the Black Goon, which gave 794 oz. from 215 tons of stone, and Go tons from 
the Piccaninny averaged 2 oz. per ton. Several of the other claims yielded from !) to IS dwt. per ton. A hattcry is likely 
to he erected on the held, hut as the ore at a depth requires special treatment it will be taken to Wyalong for that purpose. 
As a direct main road is being opened between the two places, the development of tho field should be rapid, providing the 
seasons arc at all favourable, as this locality slitters considerably from a scarcity of water for mining and even domestic 
purposes.

Young Division.

Mining matters in this division have for some years past presented hut little change. This is chiefly nn alluvial field, 
and produced 3,657 oz., as compared with 2,228 oz. iu 1S95. The Bnmingong Cold-mining Company have added a 
puddling machine to their plant, and were successful during tho last four months of the year in saving 542 oz, of gold. 
It is questionable, however, if the lead is of any great extent. Tiiis district is being extensively prospected throughout, 
and it is said the men are doing fairly welt. Work at tho sluicing claims has been intermittent, insutticiont rain having 
fallen to enable the owmers to work them to much advantage. During the year fifteen agreements with owners were 
registered under the Mining on Private Lands Act.

Tumut and Admlong Mining District. '
Albnnj Division.

No alluvial mining has been done in the Albury Division during the year, the whole of tho 1,050 oz. won being got 
from the quartz reefs worked on the Black Range, Cumberoona, and Btony Park. On the Black Range there are four lines 
of leaders known as the Portuguese, May Day, One-tree, und Blackfcllows’, worked hy small parties, who manage to make 
wages out of them. At 120 feet water stops the operations, and work is discontinued for want of capital to contend with 
tile difficulty. At Cumberoona and Stony Park the mines are on leases held under tho provisions of tho Mining on Private 
Land Act, 1894.

About 170 mind's are employed in this division. 4

WcUbundrie Division.
Although quite recently discovered, Walbuudric has made satisfactory progress, as shown by the quantity of gold 

won during the year, which was 884 oz., valued at £3,050. The principal claims at work are the Lone Hand, True Blue, 
Welcome Bind, and Show Day, ami eight or ten others, but it is considered that those mentioned are likely to he fairly 
permanent. A large amount of prospecting ia being done in this locality, which is expected to load to fresh discoveries, as 
the district is considered promising for the occurrence of payable gold.

OcrTmnton Division.

There was very little mining carried on in this division during the year, and 20 oz. would probably covet the 
quantity of gold won. Some leases have been applied for at Pour-mile, hut no work of importance has been attempted 
so far.

. Coroim Division.

Seventy-five oz. of gold were won within the Corowa Division during tho year. The Corowa Deep Lead Company 
have just about completed their boring operations, and it is expected that tho proposed shaft will be commenccdatun early 
date. Much importance is attached to the operation of this company, and the Department is doing everything possible in 
the way of assistance from the Prospecting Vote.

Addong Division.
The return of 2,754 oz- for the year, as compared with 3,923 oz. won during 1895, would lead to the belief that 

mining around Adelong must be in a very depressed state. As a matter of fact, such is far from being the case. The 
reduction in the yield is traceable to the large quantity of stone raised hut not treated ; one company alone having about 
3,000 tons of excellent stone at grass ready for the battery. It is estimated that 9,000 oz. of gold will he credited to 1897 
from tins source. This ia often the cause of the fluctuations in the yearly returhs from many of our gold fields. The 
principal mine working at Adolong is the Gibraltar Consolidated Gold-mining Company, who have expended a very large 
sum in putting the mine in first-class order, and erecting the host class of machinery for the treatment of their ore. The 
Lady Mary Company’s mine on the Gap Reef is still producing fairly well, having crushed 791 tons for 080 oz. It is thought 
the quality of the stone in this mine will improve with depth, and the advisability of sinking is being considered by the 
company. The Adelong Proprietary, the Union, the Kurrngong, the Caledonian, and the Gibraltar Smith Companies are 
alt carrying on prospecting work, and it is expected that work will he resumed on the Victoria and Old Hill Lease during 
the forthcoming year. The battery owned hy Messrs, Wilson and Ritchie treated 1,656 tons for 1,330 oz. exclusive of the 
yield expected from concentrates. At Mount Adrah, \~ictorian syndicates have acquired properties and erected a battery 
and other machinery. With regard to alluvial mining the Adelong Creek and its tributaries still have attractions for the 
fossicker. More than usual industry is required to make a living now in this old ground. The scarcity of water has 
greatly retarded work during the last six months of the year.

Jvnee Division,
Tho slight revival in mining at Junee dates from the pegging out of the Old Dust-hole Claim by Mitchell and party 

in 1895. During the year under notice Mitchell and party sold out to an English Syndicate for £5.000, who have also 
acquired the " Just in Time” and “Doctor’s Reef” properties. The mines are now being developed on a small scale 
preparatory to more extensive operations later on. In addition to these, work is being carried on vigorously at tho 
Rockdale, Perseverance, Specimen Hill, and Wallelt's Reef mines. A scarcity of water has been a great drawback on tho 
field. All the quartz in the surface workings is well oxidised, hut sulphide ore lias been met with in the Dust-hole mine 
at the 125-ft, level. The average width of the reefs, so far as tested, is about 2 feet, and a crushing from Waltett's mine 
yielded as high as 44 oz. per Ion, and one from the Dust-hole 34 oz. Rich assays have been obtained from the Rockdale 
mine, but no bulk trial has yet been made. In Specimen Hill a large body of quartz is to be noticed heavily impregnated 
with black tourmaline. Work is still being carried on at Eurougilly und Wantiool, some of the parries being in receipt of 
prospecting aid.

Tlimit Division.
_ The Mining Registrar reports that the quantity of gold won within the division during the paat year was not 

obtainable, but that gold-mining seemed to be making steady progress,
* Taroutta
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Tarmtiv, Division,

The only mine at work at Tarcutti is lint owned by Best and party, who nre in rceoipl of aid from the Department. 
Tho reef has not yet been struck in their shaft. Mining here will get a much required impetus should it prove payable 
when struck. Alluvial mining is confined to a few men near Himinia, who make little more than a bare living.

Batlow Division.
Bfttlow is essentially an alluvial gold-field and is, perhaps, bettor known as Reedy Creek. The gold won amounted 

to 1,350 oz., exactly 400 oz. over the quantity'won during 1895. .Some good-looking reefs, however, have been lately' 
discovered at Paddy’s River, about Ifi miles from Batlow, and the erection of a battery is in contemplation. A large 
formation, known as Walsh’s Dyke, said to be 100 feet undo but of low grade, is under offer to an English syndicate, who 
propose erecting extensive machinery'.

'Tumhurumba,

It is very satisfactory' to be able to report a very large increase in the gold yield from this division, which was 
3,021 oz,, as compared with 1,850 oz. in 1895. The principal mines at Tumbarumha are the Burra and the Tumbanimba 
Plat Sluicing Companies, and in quartz there is Storey and party’s at Poddy’s River and Hcmekes’s at Back Creek. 
(Some reports of sensational finds at Back Creek were circulated, which led to a mild rush, but nothing came of it, although 
the locality and the supposed line of reef were well prospected. It is thought that improved machinery wuuld make 
Storey’s reef payable, and is likely to bo acquired by a Melbourne syndicate, who will erect the necessary plant. This 
will be a good thing for the district generally', and will certainly stimulate reef mining to a great extent. Renickos and 
party are now erecting a five-head battery 3 miles north of the town, which they propose driving by water-power.

Itarrandet'a Division,
Tho only mining work being carried on within this Division is iu the " Harry Smith ” mine, Grong Grong, and its 

vicinity, and at Cowabbie. At the latter place Singleton aud party, who are in receipt of Government prospecting aid, 
have sunk a shaft 172 feet deep. The gold won is estimated to be S44 oz., valued at £3,2S9, which is about the quantity 
won tho previous year,

Cbmwt .EH’mioir.
The Cooma Division furnished 1,G82 ozs, to swell the grand total for the year, 602 oz. of which were iron from 

alluvium, the balance from reefs. Although a large amount of prospecting work has been done in this division during the 
last twelve months, there are no new finds to report. Cowra Creek appears the most promising part of tho field, where 
eight leases arc being fully' worked, some of them In' tributors. Four batteries, representing thirty-three head of stamps, 
are kept well employed. The fineness of the gold is a matter of some difficult;', but owners are now making efforts to 
obtain machinery to deal with it.

Kiand'ra Division, ■
The Kiandra gold-field returned 777 oz., or 40 oz. less than the previous year. The Kcw Chum Hill mine has 

changed hands, and work is being vigorously carried on with satisfactory results. The tunnel put in by John Robyns by 
means of prospecting aid lias now struck tho wash, which piospects well, J. M. Lett has also a tunnel in about 1,000 feet 
long, and is now rising to tap tho wash. This tunnel has also been put in by means of aid. These mine;; alone should now 
be in a position to give employnncnt to a large number of extra hands. Moult and party have erected a battery, and have 
had a few crushings, averaging oz. per ton. This party experience much trouble with water in their claim. The reefs 
;it the ICight-mile Ridge are still being worked, with results scarcely up to the average of the field. This is a favourite 
district with fossickers during the summer months, the abundance of water being a great inducement. The men, from 
their contented appearance, seem able to win sufficient gold to supply their immediate wants.

Jfimitybelle Division.

This is a very extensive outlying division, and it is very difficult to get a correct record of the gold won hy the men 
working the creeks and river-beds among the mountains, but the quantity is estimated at 150 oz. M‘Court and party are 
still working their gold leases at Hydra, and a trial crushing sent to Sydney for treatment yielded about i oz. per ton.

Captain’s Flat

At Captain’s Flat the whole of tho mining is represented hy the work carried on hy the Lake George United Mining 
and Smelting Co, This company has lately been floated on the English market for £60,000, aud is now known as the Lake 
George Mine (Limited). The mine produces copper principally, but also largo quantities of silver, and gold aud lead in 
lesser proportions. The total value of their output for the year was £24,60S 5s, lid. TTie company only worked about 
eleven months of the year, a strike among the wood-carriers to the mine having delayed work some four weeks. At the 
present time about from 300 to 350 men are employed mining, and excavating sites for the erection of new furnaces and 
machinery for the treatment of crude ores direct from the mine. When in full work it is expected that employment will 
he found for over 1,000 men.

Bnnrjttidnre Division. ■

Mining matters in this division have not been too flourishing during tho past year, the output of gold being only 
363 oz. as compared with 814 oz. in 189o. Contrary to anticipations very little work hits been done at Bywong during 
the past twelve months, the principal object of the mine owners would seem to bo the successful sale of their properties, 
leaving the work to the buyer. A great outcry was made for a village site, and when that was laid out only one application 
was received for an allotment. Then an agitation was got up for the erection of a battery, when it was erected the mine 
owners made no attempt to raise stono, and there arc now three plants lying idle for want of stone to crush. Mac’s Reef 
is again practically deserted. .

' Gunrlaroo Division.
The only payable claim in the Gundaroo Division is that owned hy Kershaw and party at Dairy Creek, who treated 

26 tons for 80 oz. of gold, and applications have been lodged to lease the adjoining ground. A few men fossicking on 
Brooks Creek manage to make a little more than a living at the work. The total quantity of gold won ia said to be 195 oz.

Qnta.vboyoM Dh ision.

The discovery of gold at Gooda Creek on O’KourkeVt prospecting area caused considerable excitement for the lime 
being, but with tho exception of the Prospectors’ claim nothing of much value was found in ihe immediate vicinity. The 
prospectors sent 8 tons to Sydney for treatment, which yielded 121- nz. per ton. Prospecting work i.s being vigorously 
carried on iu the locality. It is said a very promising reef has been found on private land about 2 mites south of Gooda 
Creek,

Was/gu Wagga Division.
There is little mining of importance being carried on around Wagga Waggn. Several grants have lieen made from 

the Prospecting Vote to test some well-defined reefs in the locality, but n6 noteworthy discovery has been reported so far. 
There is only one crushing to record, and that was hy Holland and party, working on the high ranges at Pullitop, who got 
38 oz. from 76 tons of stone.

, Wclaregang Division.

This is quite a new division of the Tumut and Adelong Mining District, and is situated to tho west of Kiandra. 
The principal mine at work is owned by “The Bogoug Reefing Co.,” who have 300 tons of stone at grass awaiting the 
completion of their machinery. This stone is estimated to go 2Jf oz. per ton, and should the result prove the correctness of 
tho estimate greater attention will be given to the development of this district. Some alluvial gold is being got at Toolong, 
Kanchoban, and O'Gilvic Creeks, but the exact quantity could not be ascertained. At Bringaloug, a party are prospecting 
a 10-in. vein which assays If; oz. of fine gold per ton. The returns show that 1,000 oz. of gold were v on in this division 
during the past 12 months, valued at ilS.GtK1. .
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The Southern Mining District,

Braidvjood Division.
In tlio Braidwnotl Division there was little mining work beyond fossicking carried on during the year, which 

rcsnltcd in 77b or., of gold being won, valued nt £2,S62 7s. iid. Tlie Braidwood Proprietary Company’s works at Colombo 
are nearing completion, which will probably afford employment to a large number of men. At dembakumbenc Creek, 
Harness and Jcifcoat’s claim on private land is turning out payable gold, and the party have the erection of modern 
plumping machinery in contemplation. Several other claims are being worked with fair success.

Araluea Division.

Aralucn has been affected with drought during the past twelve months perhaps more than any other portion of the 
Southern Mining District, and was sevetely felt, more especially by the sluicing claims. Barrett aud Wood, who received 
aid from the Prospecting Vote, have opened up a very promising claim on new ground. The yield of gold during the year 
from the whole of the Division was 2,7711 0/,., or 224 oz. loss than 1895, which, in view of the unfavourable season, might 
he considered very satisfactory. V ith the introduction of improved appliances this field is expected to yield even better 
returns.

Major's Creel: Division.
The Major's Creek Gold-field, it is satisfactory to say, ia still increasing its output of gold j and during the year 

under review returned i-!,72n oz., valued at £14,774, which is nearly treble the quantity won in 1895. The greater jiortion 
of the gold was won by sluicing and tbe returns vary according to the season and the water available for carrying on work. 
During the latter part of tho year the puddling-machines at Long Plat wore idle through scarcity of water. No new linds 
arc icportcd from Snowball. About twentj-live men are still on the ground, having faith that heavy deposits of gold will 
still bo discovered there. A smalt patch is discovered occasionally, which strengthen their faith m tho locality; but 
beyond that they only make a bare living. Tbe nou find at Hack (Jieek has given employment to a large number of men 
wilh varjing success, Back (Jieek can hardly be considered a. new gold-field ; but in icality is only an extension of an old 
hold, worked some thirty years ago. It is said that 1,749 oz. of gold from this rush were purchased during the year. 
This quantity would have been greatly increased if water had been available to keep tho puddling-machines in full work. 
The Kureka Gold-mining Company's mine On Snobh’s Beef, Big Hill, near Major’s Creek, is being worked by tributors, 
who raised 1,178 tons for 863 oz. Tho shaft is now down about 18G feet, and the vein is 10 to 12 inches wide. Several 
other parties are working quartz-claims with fair results.

Little Itiver Dirision.

This Division produced 2,191 oz. of gold during the year, which might lie considered satisfactory when the low 
average rainfall is taken into account; ami, owing to the drought, mining was confined principally to the Kinks of the 
liver. Contrary to expectations the Day Dawn mine did not start work during the year; but arrangements arc being 
completed to have the mine reopened.

Mei'riga Division.

It is regretable to learn that many of the companies formed to work the Shoalliaven drifts, from whicli so much was 
expected, have ceased operations, and, from present appearances, there is little hope of them resuming work. Some 
attention is being given to the quartz-reefs in tho locality, from some of which very satisfactory results arc being obtained. 
The gold won during the year was 971 oz., which compares favourably with 1S95.

Yalteal Division.

Approximately, Ynhvnl produced 1,495 oz., valued at £4,530, during 1896. Litigation is still proceeding in connec
tion with the Homewuird Bound Gold-mining Company's jjroperty, and, in consequence, tho mine has been idle all the 
year. The Tioneer Company, who employ about thirty men, raised and treated about. 10,000 tons of stuff during tbe year ; 
King's mine, 1,468 tons ; the Eclipse Company, 551 tons ; and the Caledonian Company, 400 tons. Although the ore is 
low grade, it can be cheaply raised and treated. Other fKo quartz-claims are at work, who each had several small 
crushings for fair yields. A few men are working in Grassy Cully and obtain a little gold.

Ulladnlla Division.

Dlladulla has quite recently been created a separate mining Division of the Southern District. Several parties are 
prospecting in the locality, and aid has been granted in some cases. A gold lease lias been taken up at Conjola Creek, 
9 miles from Conjoin, and work is about to start. About 20 miles south from Milton, a party of three are winking the 
Mnrramamng sea-bench for gold, and in six months obtained 27 oz., valued at £108. There operations extend oxer an area 
of about 9 acres. Greater attention will probably be given to these sea-bcacbos on tho southern coast during the forth
coming year.

Kdliijen Division.

The Neiligen Division yielded 3241 oz. for the year, as against 190 oz. for 1895, the hulk nf it being obtained from 
the few quartz-claims working at Brimbramalk. The Clync Mallow reefs have not yielded as anticipated in the last 
report, but prospecting and developing work seems to be carried on with even greater briskness than ever. A few men are 
still working at Curmwan with fair inducements. Several grants were made from tho rrosjiecting Vote m this locality, 
und one to J. M'Leod and party resulted in the discovery of a nice reef, and a battery is now being erected on the mine. 
Tbe alluvial mining carried on throughout the Division is of little consequence.

liatemau’s Bay Division.

_ I’T'i Division of Bateman's Bay was formed during 1895, when it returned 294 oz. of gold. This year the yield is 
817 oz. 'Ihe Big Hill Company have obtained suspension for a few months, hut will shortly restart work. During the 
year they crushed 900 tons for 900 oz. A new line of reef was discovered on the Big Hill about tho end of the year, 
showing gold freely, but the value of tiic discovery has not yet been tested. Several leases have been taken up in conse
quence of this find. At Stony Creek, White Bros, had a small crushing of 36 tons for 32 oz. A largo quantity of genuine 
prospecting work is being carried on in this locality at the present time, which is expected to lead to some fresh discoveries.

Mornya Division.
At Bimhimbie, situated between Mogo and Mornya, a number of gold leases have been applied for, cbicflyr by the 

Anglo-Australian Exploration Co., who, it is stated, intend to introduce a large amount of capital into tho district. At 
Wamban Creek, 3^ mites south of Moruya, extensive prospecting work is being carried forward, and a grant has been 
made to thoroughly test Donkey Hill by means of a tunnel, Fuither to the south of Moruya about 11 miles the Italia 
mine, at Turliiigah. is being worked by tributors. It is satisfactory to be able to say that the gold won, throughout tho 
Division, during the year was 1,458 oz., valued at £5,468, as compared with 330 oz., valued at £1,195, won in 1395.

Serrigundah Division.

Ncrrigundah contributed 1,003 oz. to the general total, which is very little short of the yield for IS95. Quartz
mining in this Division is nearly at a standstill, as only 43 oz. of tho total yield were taken from that source. A company 
has been formed to work some leases at Tin-pot and Bumbo, and operations will be commenced at once. A batterv is to be 
elected, and tho ground sy-stomatically worked. This would point to a rexivnl of quartz-mining in the locality. The 
alluvial gold 1ms been won principally from those cieeks and gullies said to have been worked ont years ago ; and it is a 
noteworthy fact that a majority of the men so employed made fair wages at the work.
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WarjGtt'jo. Divhion.

^ There has been a sligiit revival in gold-mining within this Division during the year, the quantity of gold won being 
fi"5 oz, The reefs on Mount Dromedary were given another tnal hut the results proved unsatisfactory. As the ground is 
hard and also very wet, it requires a good yield per ton to covet working expenses. Several tunnels have been put in by 
working miners, but the want of capital for development compelled them in some cases to abandon their holdings. The 
New Hope mine, near Wagonga, has a considerable quantity of stone at grass, and crushing will he started very shortly. 
About 2 miles westerly of this mine, near The Bluil', gold prospecting operations are being carried on. This same ground was 
previously taken up for turquoise, but so far it has not been found in payable quantities. Jn the vicinity of Ucrmagui and 
Montreal, there are only a few fossickers at work. At Coolagilite, a shaft is being sunk 100 feet, with a view of further 
testing this, at one time, promising field. The party are receiving Government aid for the work. This Department’s atten
tion has been repeatedly drawn to a very large quartz-lode which traverses this Division, and is traceable on the surface for 
some miles. With a view of having the fullest information on the subject. Mr. Taylor, the Government Metallurgist was, 
in October, 1804, instructed to furnish a report on the deposit, which is herewith published for the information of the miners, 
and the mining community generally :—
“I iiavk the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, 1 have visited the district of Mummuga Creek and 
Wagonga River in Dumpier County, accompanied by Mr. C. L. Garland, who has spent a great deal of time in prospecting 
in those localities. The object of the visit was to examine the enormous quartzite deposits occurring there, and to select 
places from which bulk samples of 10 tons could be taken and brought to Sydney for treatment, for the purpose of 
ascertaining whether those deposits would yield sufficient gold to pay for extraction if worked on an economical and, 
therefore, necessarily large scale. ”

“ Some eight or ten test samples had already been taken from the bluffs, which rise 200 to 300feet above Mmnmuga 
Creek on its north bank ; these weie reported to yield from 2 to 0 dwt. of gold to the ton, 3, 5, 0, 8 dwt. being amounts 
quoted, and not a single blank crushing, the average being over 6 dwts ; but trials made with mortar and disn did not 
confirm these results. It was only occasionally that any gold appeared in panning off a sample. Thus arose considerable 
doubt and perplexity, If it could be shown undoubtedly that at least 2 dwt. of gold to the ton could he extracted there 
would be sufficient inducement to establish an industry capable of almost infinite development, the raw material being so 
abundant and so advantageously situated for economical treatment.

“As practically no gold could he found by panning, it was considered to be impossible to select the stone in any 
way—in fact, some of the lower results obtained in the trials just mentioned were yielded by stone that seemed the most 
promising.

“A Huntingdon mill was erected on Mumnuiga Creek by the Hon .f, C. F. Johnson, M.L.A., South Australia, to 
thoroughly test the bluffs on that creek; this rendered tile taking of samples from that locality quite unnecessary, 
consequently our attention ivas mainly directed to the similar quartzite deposits on the Wagonga River.

“ On the north side of this river, from Billa Bilba Creek to its mouth, a continuous deposit of quartzite is found. 
In places on the south side of the river arc similar deposits. We walked over the hilly ground lietween Barloiv’s Bay and 
Muimmiga Creek along the course approximately shown by the dotted line on the accompanying tracing, and found the 
entire route to be on quartzite, ascending to a height of 7S0 feet or more above sea-let el. Over the whole district the 
stratification as observed in the quartzite, has a dip almost ahvays vertical or nearly so, aud a strike N.W. to N. by W., or 
approximately parallel to the upper reach of the Wagonga River. “

" After going well over the ground, seven different places were selected from each of which to take 10 tons of the 
stone, and these parcels have been mined, brought to Sydney, and treated in the Huntingdon mill of Messrs. Parke and 
Lacy. The localities fi oin which the samples were taken aie indicated on the tracing by a full ciicie and cross (©) with 
letters which marked the sample. The same sign dotted shows where other samples have been taken by private individuals.

“In each of the seven samples gold was obtained in the null, hut m no ease was there sufficient to pay for extraction, 
even when treating the stone on a large scale.

“ Particulars of the erushings are given in the following table •—

Weight crushed. 
Tons.

Retorted gold per 
ton.

Concentrates.
Brand.

Per cent, of Ore. Gold per ton 
cone.

Sil'cr per ton 
cone.

ws................................................................. 9-45 0'9 grains. 0*1$
ok. dirti gr.
0 7 0

oz. dwt. gr.
0 14 12

WN.................................................................
B .....................................................................

10-59
9-42

Less than 0".54 
]3'3 grams.

0-21
0 20

Traces.
0 10 21

0 5 10
0 5 0

C ..................................................................... 1100 10-0 „ 0-!5 0 3 6 0 4 14
OP ................................................................ 9-41 10-2 „ 0-20 1 1 18 1 1 18
GB ..................................................... ........... 9-79 6-9 „ 0-20 0 3 6 0 3 6
GT ................................................................. 10-31 4-4 „ 0-13 0 2 22 0 3 6

“ It willthus he seen that the highest yield, namely, the sample marked U, from Barlow’s Bay, 13'3 grains of 
retorted gold to the ton of ore, ia only about one-fourth of the amount required for economical working under favourable 
conditions.

“ Since these samples were taken the Huntingdon mill on Mummuga Creek has crushed 30 tons or more with 
unsatisfactory results, and Mr. Johnson lias ceased operations there. These later trials leave unexplained the higher 
results mentioned at the commencement of this repoit. Had those earlier results been confirmed the development ol the 
gold-mining industry in the district in question would have been phenomenal. ’

Coimryo Xbraiou.
_ The few fossiekere working around Cobnrgo won among them about 20 oz. of gold, valued at" £77, got chiefly in the 

vicinity of Montreal. It is questionable if they made enough to purchase their rations.

fiega Division.
W ith the exception of the recent discovery at. "Wolumln, there ia little mining being carried on within the Uega 

Division. In the prospectors’ claim the reef was struck in the main shaft at 40 feet from the surface, and proved to be 
4 feet wide, A trial crushing of 55 tons was sent to Pam hula and treated at the Mount Gaban battery, which cave a 
return of 275 oz. of gold and 392 oz. of silver ; the tailings also assayed 4 oz. gold and 50 oz. silver per ton. The shaft is 
being continued, and the erection of a 10-head battery proceeded with. Vigorous prospecting work is being carried on, 
with a view of picking up a continuation of the lode, but without success so far. This is a very favourable locality for the 
miner, there being an abundance of timber and water.

Panilttila .iJn-ititOil.
The Pambula Goid-fiokl returned 2,550 oz., valued at £S,879. This is a very considerable reduction on the yield 

for 1895, which is explained by the fact that a large quantity of the stono raised during the year was not treated. In 
addition to the ore put through by the Mount Gahan Company, they alao treated, by the cyanide process, 3,050 tons tailings 
arid 302 tons slimes, which yielded 017 oz. of gold, valued at £1,777. The Great Victoiy Ouinjiuiiy x shaft is now down 
215 feet, and the 365 tons of ore treated by them returned 887 oz., valued at £3.519. It is stated that the company 
propose continuing their shaft to 000 feet. The Falkner Company raised 307 tons, hut only treated 62 tons, which yielded 
837 oz., valued at £2,845. The Hidden Treasure had one small crushing of 42 tons, which gave 52 oz. A huge amount of 
prospecting work has been carried out in the neighbourhood of Myndham. About the end of the year a discovery of gold 
was made in honeycombed quartz, and entirely different to anything previously found in the district. The discovery was 
made on a cancelled mineral lease, and the miners are now sinking on it. In November Sinclair and party reported the

1 discovery
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discovery of payable gold, 15 feet from the surface, in their claim situated in the parish of Ivangatta. A sample of quartz 
sent for assay yiekletf at the rate of 8 ok. 16 dwt. per ton, A second discovery was made by John Laird at a depth of 
50 feet which assayed 9 oz. 10 dwt. per ton, the reef being 10 inches wide. A small rush took place in consequence, and a 
lot of prospecting work is being done. Andrew Brown and party, the prospectors of this locality, have good ore in sight, 
but have no proper machinery for testing it. Several reports have gained currency of good finds having been made in the 
parish of Coolangubra, situated about 35 miles from Pambula, and a few tons tested at the Mount (lalian battery yielded 
a little over 1 oz. per ton. This has caused a large number of men to go out prospecting, and more land is likely to be 
taken up. It is thought that the year 1897 will see a great revival in mining throughout the Pambula Division.

liombaia Division.
Very little mining work has been done within this Division during the year, and the gold won amounted to 52 oz. 

only. Although several parties were in the field prospecting they failed to make any new discovery worthy of note.

The Hunter and Mauleay Minini; District.

Cojjckaid Division.
The one noteworthy fact to bo recorded of the Copeland Gold-field during the year is the finding of good gold at a 

lower level than ever previously attempted, hut more powerful machinery is required before any progress can lie made. 
The Lady Belmorc and Centennial mines are still working, but have much trouble with the water in the mine. The Old 
Mountain Maid is being worked by Tressider and party, who have erected a small winding engine, to raise stone from the 
old workings. The old Rainbow mine has been taken up by a company, who intend electing pumping machinery. 
Johnson and James received aid to further test the Prince Charlie mine, but although they drove about 400 feet on the reef, 
they were unsuccessful in striking payable stone. Brockwell and party have started to sink on the Mechanics' line of 
reef, and are down about 70 feet. The bulk crushings were taken from The Lady Belmorc mine, viz., 74 tons for 135 oz. 
The Mountain Maid Company put through 312 tons for 111 oz., and a small parcel of 25 tons from the Centennial yielded 
‘29 oz. of gold. At Boranel, McDonald and party put through 1+ tons for 23 oz., and the Gloucester River Syndicate 24 
tons for 30 oz. The Mint Claim at Bowman is still raising good stone, the last crushing of 20 tons taken from it returned 
28J oz. of gold. There has been no now discovery of alluvial gold, the work being confined to a few fossickers, who won 
among them 108 oz. from the creeks and gullies. Mining operations at Coolongolook and Paddy’s Creek are brisker now 
than they have been for years past, and some good returns are looked forward to from the claims now being opened out. 
The total yield from the Division during the year was 503 oz., a slight increase'on the year 1895.

Dunrjor; Division.
Mining has been rather dull during the past year in the Dungog District, and the gold yield shows a slight falling-off. 

There are now only two mines at work at Monkerai, the work done being mostly of a prospecting nature. The same state of 
things exist at Whispering Gully. At Upper Wangat there is nothing doing of any importance, and at Cherry-tree 
Hill, plant valued at about £1,500 is lying idle. Several grants from the Prospecting Vote have been made in the locality, 
but tilt outside capital is introduced into the field, aud practical demonstration given that the reefs in this district will pay 
if economically and systematically worked, mining will probably remain in its present donnant state on this field.

Kempwy Division.
There is very little gold-mining being earned on in the Kempsey 

Syndicate raised a few tons of stone during the year, but did not treat it. 
copper, silver, tin, and antimony.

Taree Division.
It is estimated that this Division yielded during the year 800 oz. of gold, won principally in the vicinity of the Cells 

River, situated some 55 miles from the township of Taree. Some very good stone is being raised, and there is every indi
cation that this locality will yet become a scene of great mining activity. At the present time about sixiy men arc on the 
diggings.

Division. The Kambucea Heads Gold-mining 
Several mines are, however, being worked for

Pebl and Uuat,i.a Minins District.

Glen /lines Division.
The gold returns from Glen Innes are much the same as the previous year, the quantity being 569 oz. The principal 

operations in quartz-mining arc carried on by the Glen Elgin Gold-mining Company at Glen Elgin. This company have a 
valuable and extensive plant, and are working a reef 2 feet wide, yielding about 1 oz. per ton, and may therefore be 
presumed to bo working at a profit, Thomas and party’s reef in the same locality has not lieen further developed owing to 
some misunderstanding amongst the partners, and the battery has been idle. The alluvial ground at Glen Elgin gives 
employment to about thirty men, but the ground is patchy and unreliable. The hulk -of the miners in this Division are 
employed mining for tin.

Kaokabookra Division.
This Division produced 620 oz. of alluvial gold, which is 15 oz. less than the quantity won during 1895. This gold 

was won on tho old Oban Gold-field, Nowland's Creek, and on the Mitchell .River, but a scarcity of water greatly reduced 
the usual average earnings of the men. Quartz-mining at Kookabookra is at a complete standstill, and tho two batteries on 
the field have been idle during the year,

Armidale Division.
_ The mines around Armidale are steadily increasing their output of gold. In 1894 tho yield was 432 oz., in 1895 

S54 oz., and 1896 1,700 oz. Work is chiefly confined to the localities of Tilbuster and Pnddledock. Some of the mines 
there have been granted suspension, but arc likely to resume work again shortly. A large number of men are still working 
the alluvial ground in the vicinity with varying success. Some very promising deposits of silver ore have been found in 
the neighbourhood of Rockvale, and are now being tried,

liillgwve Division.
_ The returns from Hillgrovc show a very satisfactory increase for the year, being 24,420 oz. as compared with 21,617 

oz. in 1895. This field is divided into two Divisions, and when the 13,481 oz. returned by the Hillgrove West Division 
is added the aggregate total is 37,852, which is the highest yield from any gold-field in the Colony for 1896, Wyalong not. 
excepted. The Baker’s Creek mine is still the principal mine at Hillgrove, and crushed during the year 13,095 tons for 
12,650 oz., valued at £43,830, which has allowed of £10,000 being paid away in dividends and a substantial sum carried 
forward, Woodbury’s winners have been added to the concentrating machinery with good results. 8mce November, 
1SS7, this company have mined 72,352 tons of stone for 152,356 oz. of gold and have paid in dividends. £237,500. The 
Eleanora mine has had their 30-hoad stamper battery working continuously during the year and treated 13,453 tons for 
8,057 oz, and 365 tons of concentrates yielded other 3,062 oz., the total value of the gold won being £40,577. This company 
paid £5,000 in dividends, a considerable overdraft paid off and a large sum carried forward. Ten additional Erne vanners 
have been added to the machinery whereby a large quantity of valuable tailings have been profitably treated. Tho 
Garibaldi mine is now the property of an English Company who have sunk the main shaft to 260 feet, and are now cross
cutting from that level to strike the reef. Winding engines have been erected, and five Fruc vanners have added to 
their battery and crushing will be started at an early date. The Golden Gate Gold-mining Company treated 196 tons for 
300 oz. of gold, the machinery being driven by electricity generated at the Gara Palls. The prospects of this mine have 
greatly improved with the extensive driving on the main lode, and it is expected that the battery will now be able to run 
continuously. This company were greatly assisted by means of a small grant from the Prospecting Vote. The Baker’s 
Creek Consols mine is now hold by an Adelaide Company. The main shaft has been sunk to 210 feet aud driving is now 
being done at tho 200-feet level. This mine promises well. The Baker’s Creek No. 1 Extended is under suspension with a 
view of flotation on the London market. The tunnel is now in 400 feet, and il is thought it will have to be continued other 
500 feet before the reef is struck. The want of capital has retarded the development of the Baal Gannum claim. Several
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trial crushings have been taken from the Phcenix mine at Eock V trie, which have proved sufficiently good to induce the 
owners to proceed with its further development. The results from the trial crushings are, however, not available. J. 
M'Carthy aud party are sinking on Surface Hill by means of aid from the Prospecting Vote, with very promising indica
tions. Mining operations on the field have beeu considerably interfered with owing to a scarcity of water for mining 
purposes. The Baker’s Creek mine was idle for three weeks, and the Eleanora Company were prevented from working a 
portion of their vanners used in the treatment of old tailings. The Hillgrove public crushing battery was idle for some 
considerable time from the same cause. This field is now attracting the attention of English investors, and it is thought 
that a judicious expenditure of capital will be the means of discovering yet further deposits of payable ore,

IliUgroim Wed Dinkiov.

As stated above, the yield for the year reached 13,431 oz., valued at £47,551, which is nearly double the quantity 
won in 1395, The scarcity of water proved a great hindrance to work, but the batteries were only compelled to stop for 
about one week. The Sunlight Gold-mining Company are now paying dividends. 'The Company raised and treated 13,08!) 
tons for 8,536 oz., valued at £29,342. Their plant consists of 40-nead of stamp, with the necessary concentrating machinery. 
The deepest level is 600 feet, and the lode averages from 1 to 10 feet wide. The West Sunlight Company crushed 7,480 
tons for a yield of 4,581 oz., valued at £10,910. The East Sunlight Company are driving for the Sunlight reef, and have a 
tunnel in about 400 feet to intersect it. Very little work has been done on the Starlight quartz claims during the year. A 
party of miners worked them on tribute for a few months, and crushed SJ tons for 27 oz. The Earl of Hopetoun mine has 
changed hands, and is now worked by the owners, who raised 230 tons which returned 336 oz. It is expected that the 
forthcoming year will sec increased activity on this field, as there is a probability of outside capital being introduced into 
some of the mines.

Undid Division.
Work on the Rocky River diggings was greatly retarded owing to the scarcity of water during the year. Although 

a large amount of prospecting was curried on, there is no discovery of note to report.

Wcdcka Divison.
The quantity of gold won in this division is estimated at 1,070 oz. A number of miner’s have settled themselves 

in the vicinity of Nowendoc aud can make fair wages. At Tia several grants have been made from the Prospeetine Vote, 
and work is being carried on vigorously. Only one crushing has been reported, and that was from the Sleeping Beauty 
mine of 300 tons for 100 oz.

Sictimp 0<it Division.
Two new discoveries were reported in this division during the year—the first being at Euto, on the McDonald River, 

and the second on Shear in's Creek, 7 miles N.B. of Swamp Oak township. The discovery on the M‘Donald River did 
not turn out as expected, but that at Shearin’s Creek promises to he of some note. A trial crushing of 6 tons made at the 
Hillgrove Battery yielded 2 oz. 8 dwt. 19 gr. per ton. As the stone was taken from the surface it maybe considered 
highly satisfactory; but another fi tons is being taken out from a point 400 feet lower down the hill. The Highland Mary 
mine has been taken over by an English company, who have also acquired other properties at Niangala, Very little 
work is being done either at Paradise or Glen Morrison, although very good returns were at one time got at both these 
places. The fact that a number of cancelled leases have been applied for recently would seem to denote a revival in the 
mining industry in the Swamp Oak District. The gold won for the ye'ar was 2,037 oz., valued at £7,320.

Tamworth Division.
There were about 260 oz. of gold won within this division during the year, but as tho bulk of it was obtained by 

fossickers it is difficult to arrive at an exact estimate. Efforts arc still being made to develop some likely looking ground 
at Bevy’s Springs. At Spring Creek, near Moonbi, a few parties seem to be doing fairly well, and recently some very 
nice specimens have boon obtained.

Xundlc Division.
The mines in this division, the principal ones being situated at Bowling Alley Point aud Hanging Rock, produced 

about 2,336 oz. of gold. Some very good crushings have been made during the year, notably one by Gagley and party, 
the Excelsior mine, who put through 20 tons for 90 oz., and another of 19 tons from the Black Snake mine for 190 oz. 
Decgnn and party’s mine produced 300 oz. during the year, and the Peel River Prospecting Company crushed 790 tons for 
530 oz. Alluvial mining is always fairly brisk in this division, the locality being a favourite one with fossickers.

Bendsmeer Division.
About sixty men arc working on the banks of the Congi and M'Donald Rivers, hut the scarcity of water has 

hampered their operations severely. They, however, succeeded in winning 34.1 oz, of gold, valued at £1,294 15s.

Slenxtrt’x Brook Division.
This division also embraces Moonanbrook, Omadale Brook, and the Denison diggings. The principal mine in this 

division is the New Royal Standard, which produced 3,333 oz. of gold from 796 tons of stone. The .New Stewart’s Brook 
Company employ 31 men, and raised 650 tons for 456 oz. ; The Lady Grace, 64 tons for 01 oz. ; The Lady Maud, 24 tons 
for 51 oz. ; and many other crushings, aggregating 2,243 tons, yielding 4,444 oz., valued at £23,253. The splendid results 
from the New Royal Standard mine have given a fresh impetus to the field, and operations have now been commenced on 
tlie other side of Stewart's Brook. Attention is being particularly directed to Castle Gully, which is considered very 
promising for the occurrence of payable reefs.

Jiarraba Divinioji.

The Barraba Division returned 600 oz. of gold for the year, valued at £2,340. At Crow Mountain prospecting work 
is being carried out vigorously, and several grants of aid have been made in this locality from the Prospecting Vote, The 
“Dodger ” mine is still producing rich stone from about tho 60-ft. level. The Black Mountain mine is looking well, and 
work is now being carried on at the 320-ft. level. At Woods' Reef the owners of the Woods’ Reef extended claim are raising 
rich stone from the 18-ft. level, with every appearance of it continuing. Operations at the 'old Woods’ Reef mine have 
been much impeded owing to the scarcity of water for crushing purposes. Very rich patches are occasionally met with, 
and many of the veins assay up to 20 oz. per ton.

Bhujara Division.

The rich finds near Top Bingara, reported in April, did not last, but pinched out at a shallow depth. These discoveries 
and the finding of new lodes subsequently led to the pegging out of a large area of land, but they also proved patchy. 
Monie & Co, are still carrying on work at Barrack Creek. Their shaft is now down 150 feet, and they have a tunnel in 
300 feet., A 5-hcad battery and a wire rope tramway have been erected. The lode is said to be 3 feet wide. At Spring 
Creek, a party are working the Mountain Maid Lease, and are getting fair gold. A large number of men are still engaged 
fossicking among the old workings in the vicinity of Snob’s Hill, Bobby Whitlow, Spring Creek, and Upper Bingaro. 
Some nice “pockets ” are occasionally met with, but it is questionable, if taken all tho year around, they make more than 
a bare living.

New England Mining District.

Fairjicld (Drake) Division.
This division produced gold to the value of £21,730 10s. during tho year. The principal quartz mines in full work 

were the All Nations, Nil Desperandum, Rainbow, Rig and Whistle, Great Boulder, Lone Hand, American Barber, Lady 
Hampden, and The Lady .Jersey, all of which have yielded satisfactorily. The depth of the mines referred to, with the 
exception of the Lady Jersey, is from SO to 100 feet. As in all the claims, particularly those around Mount Carrington, 
the oxidised ore is passed through at that depth. Below that depth, the sulphide ore is met with, which is so refractory that 
tlie present machinery employed cannot deal with it. Consequently, operations are confined to the oxidised material. The 
“ Pioneer ” shaft, on the top of Mount Carrington, is now down 200 feet where the reef is 1 foot wide. About 200 tons of 
this refractory ore lias been raised, but there is no suitable machinery on the field to treat it, The erection of works to

deal
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deal with the complex ores seems now to be a necessity, as the oxidised is quickly becoming exhausted. In the Lady 
Hampden mine a very large body of this complex ore has been proved to exist. Tlie lode is about 50 feet widS and runs 
due north and south. Several parcels have been taken from this immense formation and treated in the ordinary way at a 
quartz-battery with satisfactory results. From 350 tons, 270 oz of bullion were obtained, containing gold to tho value of 
£244- and silver £20. With proper machinery it is thought this body of ore could be worked very successfully.

. . Tll®re al'e a*bout 250 Europeans and 100 Chinese profitably employed in alluvial mining throughout this district, 
principally on the old diggings at Timbarrn, Poverty Point. M‘Lead’s Creek, and Tooloom. It is said that some of the 
Europeans earn on an average £2 10s. per week, the majority, however, from 30s. to 35s. per week-. Lionsville seems to 
he on the eve of a mining revival. A quark-mill has been erected near the Shellinalac, Hand of Hope, and other lines of 
reefs, which have been idle for years, and trial crushings have proved so encouraging that m all probability a large number 
of men will again find employment at Lionsville. Alluvial mining is not so brisk as usual at Yulgilbar, owing to the fact 
that no fresh discoveries have lately been made. A new line of reef has, however, been discoverer) in that locality—on the 
east side of the Clarence River. A parcel of 2 tons from the reef was treated in Sydney, and yielded 7 oz. per ton.

Tenlfrjichl Diuition,
Operations on the Buck line of reef, Boonoo Boonoo, have ceased owing to heavy water in the shaft; the party had 

aid from the Prospectiog Vote to sink to 300 feet, but stopped at 204 feet. Several other parties are in receipt of aid in 
this locality but no discovery has resulted so far. The quantity of gold won in the division during the year is ISO oz 
valued at £520. ° J '

inkon’.f Downfall Division.
_ _ Acaeia Creek and locality, where a little gold-mining was carried on in former years, have now been abandoned, and 

mining work is now confined in this division to silver and tin, which is dealt with under their respective heads.

Clarenck and Riciimom) Mincxo District,

Grafton Dirisxon.
There were only about 780 oz. of gold got in this division during the year, many of tho miners having applied for 

suspension with a view of obtaining more efficient machinery for the treatment of the refractory ores to bo dealt with. It 
is confidently asserted that many of these reefs would pay well if the mines were equipped with proper plant as they give 
good promise of permanency, and are of a good average width.

Nana Creek Division.
Gold-mining in tin’s Division has made great progress during the past few years, as will be seen from the following 

figures:—
1894—Yield of gold ............................................................................... 427 oz.
1895 i> ................................................................................ 1,554 „

m 'fi .. ............................................................................... 2,250 „
There are now no less than nine crushing plants scattered throughout this division, viz., at Corumba, Coramlw. Queen, 

Upper Bucca Crook, Lower Bucea Creek, Nymboi, Little Nymboi, Upper Orara, Nana Creek, and Tallewadgnh Creek. 
As far as can be ascertained, the quantity of stone put through by these plants was 1.9S0 tons, W'hich yielded 2,256 oz. of 
gold. Some of the properties in tills District have recently changed hands at a very satisfactory figure, which has 
stimulated prospecting to a great extent. There are now 350 men in the locality, and fresh discoveries are looked forward 
to.

Dahnorton Zh'cinioti. ■
The recent rush to Coramba and Bucca Creek, which are within easy distance of Dahnorton, drew the greater part 

of thejniners from that place, and accounts for the falling oil m the output of gold, which was only 339 oz., as compared 
with 572 in 1895. Tlie Mount Rea mine has been floated into a company in London, who are erecting a 10-head stamper 
battery, Berdan pans, &c., at a cost of about. £3,000. The mine lias been well developed, and there is plenty of ore for this 
machinery when completed. The Little Dora syndicate on tho Mann River has been working \ igorouslv durum the 
year, and has added a Woodbury concentrator to their machinery. The mines on the Mann River seem to "be attracting 
the attention of outside investors, as a few of the unworked leases have been taken up, and a deposit paid on several 
others, with a view to purchase. The Black Snake mine is in course of flotation, and, if successful, a large number of men 
will find employment on this property. A tuiuie! is now being driven into Mount Remarkable by means of aid from the 
Prospecting Vote. The prospects for the coming year look much brighter for this field.

Ballina Divinton.
no on rJ’he principal seat of mining in this division is suit M'Auley V, lead, near Jerusalem Creek, and it is estimated that the 
93,600 loads of black sand were treated for a yield of 2,437 oztl valued at £9,291, Formerly, operations were confined to 
the sea-beanli, but during tho year a large quantity of the gold has been got some distance back from the beach. During 
the greater part of the year a gang of man have been working, under aid from the Prospecting Vote, in testing tlie beaches 
by boring between the Esk River and Jerusalem Creek for new leads, but so far no success has attended their operations 
m this locality. The men have now been removed to the vicinity of Byron Bay.

Wooijoobja Diritioii.
This is a new division, and was formed consequent on the discoveries in the vicinity of Corinda. A number of gold

mining leases have been applied for, but, in the absence of crushing machinery, very little stono has been raised, as the 
nearest battery is at Bucca Creek, 23 miles distant. Tlie principal claim on the field is worked by Cameron ami party 
who have a shaft down 65 feet on a good reef 10 inches wide. They raised 28 tons from the vein, which gave 84 oz. of 
gold. Other reefs have been opened up which prospect well, but work is delayed pending the erection of a local battery, 
us the cost of cartage to Bucca Creek is very great. It is very probable that a laige number of men will yet find employ
ment on this field. Efforts have been made to work the creeks for alluvial gold, but with little success.

The Coeap. Misiso District.

Colmr Division.
Some very good work has been carried out in some of the mines during tlie year, but unfortunately for about two 

months the batteries were hung up through want of water, amt advantage was taken of tlie drought to enlarge some of the 
dams. Nevertheless the quantity of_gold produced exceeds the previous year by about 16,000 oz., the total quantity won 
being 2o,/50 oz., valued at £83,525, Tlie best yield was from Barruss and Conley’s mine, who treated 1,500 tons for 
D™ oz- : Hi® Occidental, 9,900 tens for 1,651 oz. ; the Great Western, 919 tons for 1,063 oz. ; the Cobar Mining Company, 
2.440 tons for 436 oz. ; the Cobar Gold-mine (Limited), 1,474 tons for 509 oz. ; and the Young Australian Mine, 1,900 tens 
for 1,003 nz, Rarrass and Conley are erecting new machinery, and the Cobar Gold-mine (Limited), late Fort Bourke 
funnel, haa now a cyanide plant and a 100-head of stamps, with the latest improvements, working on it. A tank, with a 
capacity of 100,000 cubic yards, is being constructed, and tlie mine is shortly expected to employ over 150 men. On 
almost every mine on the field improvements and additions to the machinery have been made during the year—which is 
satisfactory proof of the future prospects of gold-mining in the Cobar District.

Mount Drysdnk.
About 70 men are now working on the Mount Drysdale Field. The Mount Drysdale Gold-mining Co are still 

working, and raised during the year 3,070 tons for 1,514 oz.; the New Eldorado Co., 2,891 tons for 954 oz.; and the Mount 
ISilhgoe mine, 4;> tons for 120 oz. These are the only mines of any note working in this division, as nearly the whole of the 
mining tenements were abandoned. Several grants have been made from the Prospecting Vote in this locality, and work is 
new being carried unt but as compared with a few years ago the field wears a deserted appearance.

Gilgunnia
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Oil'junnki Division.

During the early part of the year 32 ^uartz-claiins wore at wink at Giigomha, employing 135 men ; hut hy the cml 
of the year this number had been reduced to 12 employing 51 men, which does not speak well for the prospects of the field. 
Some of the claims at work aie still being vigorously tried, and prospecting aid has been granted with a view of trying some 
of the reefs at a greater depth, which in some instances improve as depth is attained, more especially in tile “ Dream,” 
“ Rising Sun.” “Last Rose,” ami “Tarcombo'1 prospecting claims. It is worthy of note that 7 tons taken from the Rising 
Sun claim yielded IS oz. 6 dwt. 7 gr. of gold. The reefs avciage from S to 24 inches wide. A first-class 15-head batteiy 
has been erected on the field, but unfortunately there is not sufficient stone available to keep it employed.

Mount Hope, Dirisioti.

The Mount Allen Gold Mining Co.’s mine at Mount Allen, 12 miles from Mount Hope, may be said to be the only 
gold-mine at work in this division of any note. Dining the year the company raised 3,175 tons which yielded 501 oz., 
valued at £2,073 12s. 2d. Very little lias been done in the vicinity of Mount Dromedary, and although a lot of prospecting 
work has been carried on, them arc no new discoveries to report.

Alkeut Mmsc, District.

Milparinlxi Difhion.

This division still suffers from severe drought, and, m consequence, the yield of gold is much below the average. 
In 1894, when water for mining wag available, the output was 2,300 oz., but the drought in 1895 reduced the yield to 320 
O’/.., and in 139C to 977 oz. Most of the gold has been won by dry-blowing, and, where it is fine, much of it is lost. The 
reefs at Bendigo and Wanatta could not be worked from the sa-me cause, the nearest water supply being 7 miles east of 
Warratta and 5 miles north-east of Bendigo. The men w ere, therefore, forced to abandon then claims, although some of 
the trial crushing.? went as high as 4 oz. per ton.

Tihooh<trra Diuidon.

Some of the best reefs in tins division occul in the vicinity of Kvan’s Gully, but the scarcity of water has retarded 
their development. With a good fall of rain good returns may lie expected from this locality.

Broken Hill Diehton.

The only gold won in the Broken Hill District, so fai as can be traced, was saved by the Broken Hill Proprietary 
Silver-mining Company in connection with then1 smelting operations, the quantity saiod being 4,3S9 oz., valued at 
£17,117 2s.

I am indebted, to J, MacDonald Cameron, Esq., E.I.C., the Deputy Master of the Koyal Mint, for 
the following information:—

Quantities of Gold, the produce of Kew South Wales, received into the Itoyal Mint, Sydney, during
1895 and 1896, compared.

District. Division. 1805. 1890. Increase. Decrease,

OZ. oz. oz. oz.
2,086-55 1,561-36 525-19
5,624-80 3,031-49 2,593-37

37,333-7+ 2j 953 "46 34 3StV28
Trunkev Creek ................. 202-79 '100-04 ' 42-15
Tuena ................................... 632 32 103-26 529-06
Mount M‘Donald ............... 324-fi2 293-0-2 31-60
Hill Knd .................................. 051-98 1,112-57 460-59

38-73 54-34 15-61
3,136-GO 2,178-39 958-21

Stony Creek.,........ .................
Mudvee ........................... 4,975-46 5.273-77 298-31

2,495-73 2,495'73
Hargravea .............................. ' R379-35 2,030-30 651-01

Lachlan................................................ Parkes“ ............................... 9,827 97 8 881-78 940 24
Forbes ................................... 13 35 13-35
Grenfell ................................ l,i 09-38 1,245-41 76-03

1,956-41 1,296-41 660 00
1 emora................................... 3,891-26 624-82 3,266-44

Albert ................................................. Wilcatma............................... 1,421-42 1,137-67 283-75
Southern ............................................. 838-01 nOS '67 269 -34

Rraidwood ............................ 2,597-21 3,226-81 629-60
Bermagui ...............................

/ -81 25-92 25T1
418-51 418-51
451-73 463-60 11-87

Tmrmt. jvnfl ......................... 201 -36 176-82 24-54
Tumut .................................. 35(1-HS 375-89 19-51

044-00 37-42 606-64
2,445-29 2,519-33 74-04

Gundugai.............. . . 1,930'44 2,402-36 465-92
1,273 SO 1,082 35 191-45

125-31 ' 88-26 37 -05
Waowi, Wacva.......................... 201 -80 103-02 98-78

406-00 9,860-82 9,460-82
Rockv River .......................... 16-51 83-66 67-12

11 -70 11-70
749-57 449-39 300-18

1,400-08 1,303-09 102-39
' 47-07 120-92 79-85

Clarence and Richmond ................. Grafton.................................... ], 54 8 '51 1,776-20 232-7S
2,240-87 2,39-2-83 151-96

Western, Noitbern, and 42,082-38 34,342-73 8,339-65
Southern.

UTfOTu'Ht) 107,463-96 40,388-10

Total .......................... 202,317-03 203,336-19 55,628-93 54,609-82
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Sl.'it .VARY.

District. 1895. 1895.

.Bathurst.........................................................
Tambaroors, and Turon ..............................
Mudgee ........................................................
Lachlan .........................................................
Albert ...........................................................
Southern.........................................................
Tumnt and Adelong.......................... , ......
Peel and XJmlla.............................................
Hunter and Maeleay .................................

. Clarence and Richmond ............................
Hew England.................................................
Mixed—Western, Northern, and Southern. 
Localities unknown......................................

oz.
46,2011-SS 

3,827-31 
6,354-SI 

16,845-02 
1,421'42 
4,306-27 
7,184-44 
2,578-19 

47-07 
1,543-51 
2,240-87 

42,682-38 
67,075-86

202,31703

oz.
8,103-23
3,345-30
9,799-86

12,061-72
1,137-67
4,285-00
6,785-45

11,715-26
126-92

1,776-26
2,392-83

34,342-73
107,463-96

203,336-19

From the foregoing tables it will he seen that the quantity of gold sent to the Mint in 1S9G exceeds 
that sent in 1895 by 1,019 oz. A satisfactory increase is noticeable from the Armidale district, duo to the 
mines at Hillgrove; but the reduced output from the Lucknow Mine is very evident in the returns from 
Orange, which is less than the previous year by about 35,000 oz.

The following table is compiled from information kindly furnished hy the Collector of Customs :__

Expoet op Gord, 1896.

Cold. Quartz Tailings and Pyrites. Total.

Quantity. Valno. Quantity Value. Quantity. Value.

OZ. £ packages. £ OZ. £

82,707 283,093 ■22,400 97,541 26,010 380,634

The system adopted by the Department in arriving at the output of gold for the year is to add 
the quantity received at the Itoyal Mint to that exported through the Customs, deducting, of course, the 
quantify exported by the Mint which appears in the Customs Jteturn. The following figures show how 
the yield for the year is arrived at:—

OZ. £ a. a.
Gold exported in bars and dust ................ 82,707 283,093 0 0

„ quartz and concentrates ... 26,010 97,541 0 0

108,717 380,634 0 0
Gold received by the Mint, the product of the

Colony ...................................................... 203,336-19 759,852 17 ii

312,053-19 1,140,486 17 11

Less the quantity exported by the Mint through
the Customs . ... ... ... 15,982-00 67,126 13 4

Estimated yield for 1896 ... ... ... 296,071 19 1,073,360 4 7

The yield for the year 1895 was ... ... 360,165-45 valued at £1,315,929 5 4

Consequently there is a decrease of 64,094 oz,, and in value £242,569 0s. 9d., as compared with the 
previous year. Although every care is taken, it would be difficult to prevent certain quantities of gold 
from being sent out of the Colony without being recorded, more especially when it is associated with 
other than auriferous ores and bullion. For instance, during the year the Proprietary Company, at Broken 
Hill, saved in connection with their silver-smelting operations 4,389 oz., and this is the only company on 
the Barrier who gave any return of gold saved.

Betdens
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Eetuens of G-old for 1806 from Mint and Mining Registrars compared.

District.

Bathurst ......................................
Tambaroora and Turon ................
Mudgee...........................................
Lachlan...........................................
Albert ...........................................
Southern ......................................
Tumut and Adclong ...................
Pool and Uralla ...........................
Hunter and Maeleay ....................
Clarence and Richmond................
New Kngland ...............................
Cobar...............................................
Mixed—North, South, and West 
Localities unknown........................

Mining Iteglstrars. Excess. Deficiency.

Oz.
S, 103-23 
3,343-30 
0,790-86 

12,061-72 
l,137'67 
4,285*00 
6,785-45 

ll,7J5'2ti 
126-92 

1,776-26 
-2,392-83

' '34,342-73
107,463-96

203,336-19

oz.
43,686
12,281
28,925
64,855

6,323
19,059
16,157
54,003

1,441
6,092
6,360

29,400

288,532

34,342-73
107,463-96

141,806-69

oz.
35,582-77
8,935‘70

19,125-14
52,793-28

5,185-33
14,774-00
9,371-55

42,287-74
1.314- 08
4.315- 74 
3,967-17

29,400-00

227,052-50

141,806-60

The returns from Mining Registrars exceed returns from Mint by 85,245-81

Much difficulty is experienced by the Mining Registrars in obtaining complete and correct returns 
from lessees, claim-holders, and others for the purpose of the above table; and the difficulty is greatly, 
increased when dealing with the class of miners termed “fossickers,” whose operations are spread over a 
largo area, and who dispose of their gold as it is won (0 the nearest storekeeper for rations. Large 
quantities of refractory auriferous ore from the'Wyalong, Patnbula, Orange, Collar, Hillgrove, and Drake 
gold-fields are sent out of the Colony for treatment, the yield from which is included in the returns 
sent in by the Mining Registrars, but not in that from the Mint. The difference of 85,240 oz. may 
partially be accounted for in this way. It is very gratifying to note, however, that the yield as shown by 
the Mining Registrars, viz., 288,582 oz., is only 7,48!) oz. less than the estimated total yield for the year, 
thus allowing that these officers had exercised some care in the preparation of their returns. Owing to 
the numerous changes made by the Public Service Board, many of the Registrars are new to the duties, 
or unacquainted with the district they have been removed to ; but it is hoped by the end of the forthcoming 
year they will be in a position to supply still fuller information, without which some of these tables must 
necessarily be incomplete.

Mining Registrars’ Returns of Gold for 1895 and 189G compared.

District.

Bathurst .......................
Tambaroora and Turon .
Mudgee...........................
Lachlan...........................
Albert ........................  .
Southern ......................
Tumut and Adclong ...
Peel and Uralla ............
Hunter and Maeleay .... 
Clarence and Richmond.
New England ................
Cobar...............................

Jjetn Decrease ..................

Decrease in yield for 1896

1845. 1890. Increase. Decrease.

Q'A, OZ. OZ. oz.
99,632 43,686 55,946
10,856 12,281 1,425
32,343 28,925 3,418
52,583 64,855 12,272
6,295 6,323 28

18,799 19,059 200
23, U 3 16,157 ........... 6,956
45,802 54,003 8,201

594 1,441 S47
8,256 6,092 2,164

6,360 998
12,769 29’400 i 6,031

318,400 288,582 39,664 69,482
39,664

29,813 29,818

The foregoing Table compares the returns from the Mining Registrars for the past two years, and 
- shows a decrease of 29,818 oz. on the returns for 1895,

Comp aha tiye Statement of Average Yields from Alluvial Mines for 1895-96.

1S95. 1B90.

District. (Quantity. Average 
per ton. yield of Gold. District. Quantity, Average 

per too. Yield of Gold.

Bathurst ........................
Cobar...............................
Lachlan ....................
Tuimil and Adelong....
Southern ........................
Hunter and Maeleay........

loads.
1,374
4>'>4

200
fiOO
040

oz. ttvrt, pr.
0 n 7
o"*6 ' 4
0 1 32
0 a 14
0 1 0

oz, dwt. gr. 
0t>5 l> 0

1,314 ’ 7 22
35 0 0
90 0 0
32 0 0

Bathurst........................
Lachlan .........................
luimit and Adelong .,,
Southern ...................
Mudgcc .......................
Peel and Uralla ...........

loads.
5,228

817,
120,.>24

350
1,500
1,500

oz, dwt. gr.
0 n 0
0 4 12
0 0 fi
0 0 f)
0 :i 0
0 0 :>

oz divt. gr. 
131 7 0
184 6 0

1,405 13 0
0 11 22

23 k 0 0
10 0 0

0,87s , 0 0 f> 2,1 fid 7 22
1

120,979 0 0 7'5 j 2,037 37 22

yote*—The above* Tablo only ehnws the yielrf whore the quantity of etuft treated is ascertainable.
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Without full aud correct data a lablo sucli as the foregoing is almost ivorthloss for the purpose 
of comparison, and :t can be seen at a glance that the information supplied is not as complete as it should 
be. It is freely admitted that the Mining llcgistrars experience much difficulty in obtaining the necessary 
particulars regarding our alluvial mines, us m many cases no account is kept either of the dirt treated or 
the gold won. "When the ground is worked by sluicing it would be almost impossible to get at the exact 
quantity of alluvium put through , but when the ordinary method of washing is resorted to, with very 
little trouble the miners could assist the Department greatly in this respect. The opinion prevails among 
the miners that the public have no right to know the result of their private operations ; but when the 
benefit that reliable information of this nature would be to the mining community is considered, it might 
be said with truth that the opinion is an erroneous one.

Com'ATUTiVE Siatement of Average Yields from Quartz-mines for IS9j-96.

ISD5. 1S9C.
District.

Hathurst........................
Tanitjaroora and Turon
Lachlan ........................
Southern ......................
Tumut and Adclony ,,
Peel ami Uralla..........
Hunter and Maeleay .. 
Clarence and RichmondMudytie ...................
Cobar ..........................
Jstch’ England ....

Quantity. i Avcmge 
! ]>cr toil. Yield of Cold.

District. |

i Quantity. Average
I>cr ton. Yield of Gold.

| 10118. 0/. dwt Hr. oz. dwt Srr.
i

tons oz. d\st £r. OZ.i 17,541 4 1G 17 83,058 10 l) Bathurst.............................. ' 18,287 1 13 15 30,301 - 16H,7£4 0 ]4 12 2,740 6 0 Tambaroora and Turon . 4,232 0 13 6 2,892 13 3IP,223 1 8 7 27.202 O 0 l^chlan .............................. | 36,787 1 6 6 48,28(5 4 20l>,007 0 IQ 21 3,273 14 Q Southern ........................ 17,025 9 6 9 5*446 :t 175.4SS 0 IS 23 6,210 1 0 Tumutniid Adelong- ___ 6,160 0 8 12 2,626 12 1443,1?J7 0 VA 0 28,878 32 0 Peel and Uralla................ 1 47,551 l> 14 H 34,383 ID O44Q 0 14 23 336 0 0 Hunter and Macleae .. 1 470 (J 17 0 401 10 0S.nss 0 17 7 2,(552 IS 0 Clarence and Richmond 1 1,720 0 17 17 1,630 11 015,0S3 0 12 7 0,1113 10 0 Mmljrce .............................. j 21,309 O 12 11 13,1119 10 012,S07 0 10 13 6,601 10 0 Cobar.................................. | 3,129 0 0 17 1,541 11 o2,1 iil) 1 15 5 3,?6D 0 0 New Ertjylftml................ 2,119 0 9 14 1,018 17 0
128,431 1 7 1 173,SOfi 10 0 1 ] (>8,838 0 17 20 141,762 10 21

qU. —This Table only shows the yield of g-old where the quantity oi Btono treated can be ascertained.

The foregoing Table, showing the average yield from our quartz mines for the year, gives rather 
more information than usual, and we are able to compare the returns from ]5S,S3S tons of stone treated. 
The reduction in the total average yield is accounted for by the rich stone raised in 1895 from the 
Lucknow Mine, in the Bathurst Mining District. It is gratifying to be able to point to an improvement 
in the completeness of the data supplied regarding the quartz mines, but there is still much left to be 
desired. Instances occurred during the year where the mine-owners declined to give the figures. This is 
to be regretted, as a complete and reliable table of this nature would prove of the greatest benefit and 
interest to those engaged in mining throughout the Colony. Battery-owners who crusli for the public 
could assist the Mining Registrars immensely in obtaining the desired result, as they are compelled to 
keep some record of their operations, and it is to be hoped that they will see their way to assist in this 
matter.

The number of miners employed in gold-mining during the year were 12,000 in reefing, 9,428 
Europeans and 710 Chinese in alluvial workings, making a total of 22,207 men—an increase of 773 on the 
number so employed during 1895. A reduction occurs of 1,103 Europeans and Chinese on the alluvial 
fields, but there is an increase of 1,900 in the number of quartz-miners at work.

Taking the quantity of gold won during the year, viz., 290,071 oz,. and dividing it hy the number 
of men employed, it is found that the average earnings of each man was 13 oz. 6 dwt. 15'5 gr., valued at 
about £51 13s. 3d.

It must bo borne in mind in regard to these estimates of earnings that a large number of the men 
do not work as miners all the year around. Many of the men, more especially the alluvial workers, com
bine farming, shearing, Ac., Ac., with their mining operations as opportunity offers, or when water 
becomes too scarce in the creeks. The figures can, therefore, be taken only as a rough approximation of 
the actual earnings of each man employed, but they are sufficient to show that, with ordinary energy, a 
man settling on one of our gold-fields can at least make a living, with the ever present prospects of 
striking something richer than usual.

COAL.
The output of coal for 189G shows, as compared with that of 1895, an increase of 170,927 tons. 

As will be seen from the following tables, the year’s output, with the exception of 1891, is the highest since 
the opening of the coal-fields in 1829. On the other hand, it will be soon that the average price per ton, viz., 
5s. 9 OGd., is the lowest yet recorded, and is DfiGd. per ton lower than the previous year, and fully 50 per cent, 
lower than the price prevailing twenty years ago. The result is that, although our output is increasing 
its value only increased by abput £30,000. Jfc is gratifying to note that our foreign export trade is still

increasing
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still increasing, and is likely to completely recover from the severe shock it received during the troubles 
of recent years. The coal trade, as a whole, is likely to benefit greatly from the erection of the 
extensive smelting works at Cockle Creek, in the ^Newcastle District, and on Lake Illawarra, in the 
Southern District, It is expected these works will consume an immense amount of coal when in full 
swing. The Sydney Collieries Company have at length secured a suitable site for their operations in 
Long Bay, Port Jackson. The site is on the Balmain side of the harbour, and has every facility for 
coaling ships of any size. Wharfs have been erected, and extensive surface-works are now being carried 
out preparatory to commencing the shaft, a contract for which has been let. At the 31st December, 
1896, there were 96 coal and 5 shale mines under inspection within the Colony, which is a decrease of 3 
coal and 2 shale mines as compared with 1895.

During the year 17 notices were received of new mines opening out or in course of development 
by sinking or adits,

Quantitt and Value of Coal raised from the opening of the Coal-seams to 1857, inclusive :—

Year. Quantity. Average per ton. Value.
1
| Year. Quantity. Average per ton. Value.

Prior to £ F, 5. £
1

£ s. d. £
1S29 50,000 0 30 o-oo 25,000 1 1844 23,118 0 10 S'34 12,363
1829 780 0 10 1'23 394 , 1845 22,324 0 7 10-27 8,769
1830 4,000 0 9 o-oo 1,800 1 1846 38,965 0 7 0-46 13,714
3831 5,000 0 8 o-oo 2,000 I 1847 40,732 0 6 9-01 13,750
1832 7,143 0 7 0-00 2,502 1848 45,447 0 6 3-33 14,275
3833 6,812 0 7 6-73 2,575 , 1849 48,516 0 6 0-45 14,647
1834 8,490 0 8 10-00 3,750 1 1850 71,216 0 6 6'77 23.375
1835 12,392 0 8 10-19 5,483 | 1851 67,610 0 7 6-51 25,546
183(1 12,646 0 9 1-06 5,747 ! 1852 67,404 0 10 11-33 36,885
1837 16,083 0 9 S-81 5,828 1 1853 96,809 0 16 1-51 78,059

1 1S3S 17,220 0 9 9-05 8,399 , 1854 116,642 1 0 5-63 119,380
1839 21,283 0 9 9-73 10,441 1 1855 137,076 0 12 11-96 89,082
1840 30,256 0 10 10 86 16,498 , 1856 189,960 0 12 4-06 117,906
1841 34,841 0 12 o-oo 20,905 1857 210,434 0 14 0'97 148,158
1842 39,900 0 12 O'OO 23,940 ----------
1843 25,862 0 12 6-54 16,222 3,468,961 0 11 10-72 869,391

Table showing the Quantities and Average Value per ton of Coal exported to Intercolonial and Foreign Ports 
respectively, the Quantity of Coal consumed in this Colony, and the Average Price per ton of the total output 
of the Collieries, from 1858 to 1896 inclusive.

| Yea
r.

E\ports to Intercolonial Ports. Export3 to F<

Ai (n 
per

ireign Porta.
Total Exports. j

Quantitj. | j Value. |

Home ' 
coiiRiunp* 

lion.

Total Output and Value.

Quantity. Average 
per ton. | Value. Quantity. | age

Ain. Value. Quantity. A\ crage 
per ton. Value

tons. £ B. <t. £ tons. £ s. d. £ tons. 1 £ s. d. £ 1 tons. tons. £ s.
i

<i. £ e. d.
1858 101,488 0 15 1-07 70,824 12.000 1 0 1*85 12,132 113,507 1 0 15 8*05 83,050 1 102,870 2lG,3W 0 14 11*84 162,162 0 O
law 12ft,5SC 0 14 6*07 94,312 44,349 . 0 17 r» ^7 33,072 173,935 1 0 15 3-49 132,984 134,27S 308,213 O 13 3*14 204,371 0 0
IfefJQ 140,133 0 14 10’85 104,471 93,694 0 1C 11*10 79,290 233,377 1 0 15 8*57 183,761 134,935 368,862 0 12 3*36 | 226,493 0 0
ISiil 157,273 0 15 2-85 119,433 50,502 0 10 fi'37 41,532 207,730 , 0 15 5-02 160,965 ! 134,287 342,007 0 12 9*52 218,320 0 0
1BG2 195,427 0 15 0 55 147,010 113,355 | 0 17 4 34 93,403 303,782 1 0 15 10*76 246,422 1 167,740 476,522 0 12 9*73 1 305,234 0 ft
lti03 213,009 0 13 8*40 146,632 84,329 1 0 17 G'10 208,038 O 14 ft 30 220,181 1 185,351 433,839 0 10 10*66 236,230 0 0
im 288,580 0 10 3*74 140,109 83,927 0 14 10-00 00,280 372,466 0 U 4*01 212.4S3 170,040 549,012 0 9 10*10 1 270,171 0 0
1SG5 292,004 0 9 JV83 140,129 00,3041-' 0 15 0 7ft 08,029 332,‘)63J' o n 2*20 214,158 202,0081 685,525 0 ft 4*43 [ 274,803 0 0
18GC su.m 0 9 2 ftS 169,175 390,711 O 14 4*53 141,413 540,905 , 0 11 1*67 300,533 233,353 774,233 o s 4*44 824,049 0 0
law 312,101 0 ft 4*35 146,111 101,250 ( 0 13 3-47 107,148 473,357 , 0 10 8*40 253,259 1 206,655 770,012 0 8 10*79 1 342,655 0 0
lfe68 329,062 9 0 5*70 155,973 2)8,984 0 12 5-29 136,220 548,0% ! 0 10 7'ftO 292,201 400,165 954,231 0 8 DOS . 417,80ft 0 0
ISliD 340,406 0 8 ft-07 140,05ft 255,057 O 11 S‘31 140,136 595,553 0 10 0T6 208,105 1 324,221 910,774 0 7 6*32 ! 346,140 0 0
1870 33ft,5£1 0 S 0 02 142,656 242,825 0 10 3*57 125,025 573,389 1 0 9 3*07 207,631 200,175 803,564 0 7 3 54 316,836 0 0
mu 878,801 » 0 8 win 1(12,470 180,538 0 10 1-22 04,220 665,42!) 0 !) 0*95 2%,690 333,855 SftS.Ta* 0 7 0*47 316,340 0 0
1872 394,052 0 8 811 170.947 275,053 0 9 11*40 186,914 SOOUIO 0 ft 2*42 307,301 1 313,316 1,012,420 0 7 ft-l)2 396,198 0 0
1878 425,937 . 0 12 0M 272,110 347,142 0 14 7*69 253,979 773,079 1 0 13 7-32 620,089 410,783 1,192,302 0 n 1*94 005,747 0 0
1374 407,583 ' 0 13 5*30 320,11ft 405,442 0 If. 4*70 312,123 873,005 0 J4 5*81 032,247 , 431,537 1,304,612 0 12 1*37 700,224 0 0
1375 618,868 0 13 7*77 854,074 408,154 0 15 0*04 317,40!) 027,007 i 0 14 5-84 071,483 | 402,722 1,329,729 0 32 3*89 819,429 17 2
1S7C 54*2,952 | 0 13 8 43 372,045 325,805 0 15 6-45 200.1S0 308,817 O 14 4*70 625,211 1 451,101 1,319,918 O 12 2*06 803,300 5 6
1877 608,757 0 13 8-04 380,740 351,070 0 14 10*81 20-2,037 015,727 0 14 2 08 . 048,977 j 52S,f>44 1,444,271 0 H 10*74 808,998 8 2
1878 023,323 1 0 13 8*77 427,954 Ji&i.oo; 0 H 7*00 280,452 1,000,120 0 14 0*03 703,400 669,077 1,6*5,497 0 11 3*28 920,030 7 4
lb79 621,087 1 0 13 0-75 421,103 370,962 0 14 0-13 273,509 093,049 O 13 11-05 094,707 635,833 1,583,381 0 12 0*12 9.50,878 18 3
1880 560,072 1 0 11 2-07 309,004 202,004 0 11 K'TO 110,295 753,356 0 11 S-4S 425,209 710,824 1,400,180 0 8 6*36 615,330 11 7
1SS1 057,136 0 7 fl'34 255,572 372,709 0 8 8*2ft 101/J3S 1,029,8.14 0 8 1*30 417,530 739,703 1,769,597 0 0 9 55 603,248 5 8
1382 700,220 1 0 9 ft’54 372,334 501,310 O 10 11-50 274,099 l,2(!l1r.45 0 10 3*0!) 047,033 847,737 2,109,232 0 8 31 07 9-18,005 0 0
1883 856,70! 1 0 10 fi-76 44a. 35(1 050,741 0 11 7 :I4 381,306 1,012,445 0 10 11-65 S2ft,662 1,000,012 2,621,457 0 ft 6*40 1,201,941 12 11
1SS4 994,Ob7 1 0 10 8 ■Cl) 532,938 000,070 0 11 5*14 39b,107 1,(190,703 0 11 0*15 931,04") 1,053,340 2,740,109 6 9 5*71 1,303,076 10 11
1885 091,924 J o 10 7-13 525,448 704,432 O 11 6-52 441,220 1,750,350 0 11 0*09 ttvO.GOS 1,122,507 2,l!7S,8liS 0 ft 3-72 1,340,212 13 7
1SSG 1,027,775 0 10 7 2i 544,024 708,090 0 11 4*31 402,178 1,735,805 0 10 10*93 947,002 1,064,310 2,330,176 O 0 1,303,164 4 1
1887 3,077,270 ' 0 10 5*9 WJ.%084 713,172 0 11 1*03 3!I5,4.>5 1,790,442 0 10 8*75 960,539 1,132,050 2,922,497 O 9 2*i)/ 1,346,440 2 7
1S38 1,039,704 1 0 10 10 23 504,293 884,108 O 11 3 77 500,179 1,923,872 0 11 0*78 1,004,472 1,279,572 3,*203,444 O ft 1 02 J,455,193 4 1
138!) 1,310,228 | O 10 4*24 678,200 1,077,474 0 11 1*83 601,971 2,387,702 0 10 S’5y 1,270,271 1,207,030 3,055,032 0 8 11*20 1,632,848 1& 6
ISflO 1,140,544 1 0 10 0DG 608,103 072,330 0 11 3*31 1,821,b74 0 10 ID'fH 987,173 1,239,002 3,069,876 0 S 4*29 1,279,088 19 5
1891 1,307,250 I 0 10 0*30 700,380 847,473 0 10 10*43 460,595 2,244,72ft 0 10 4*12 1,100,905 1,793,200 4,037,929 0 8 7 58 1,742,705 12 6
1892 1,313,005 1 0 8 10*89 :>87,010 873,097 0 30 1*2-1 441,379 2,191,763 o y 4*C1 1,028,395 1,539,263 3,780,968 0 7 8*82 1,402,353 ft 4
1803 1,100.238 0 S G'O* 403,372 074,852 0 9 G 35 321,557 1,855,000 0 8 10*67 814,92ft 1,448,238 3,273,328 0 7 1*78 1,171,722 4 6
189* 1,175,1172 1° 7 1*73 419,751 950,1153 U 8 1-2C 385,918 2,125,125 0 7 6*SS 804,76!) 1,546,9.71 3,672,070 0 0 3-53 1,155,573 7 10
1S95 1,196,504 1 0 0 uoo 407,271 909,726 0 7 0*75 306,683 2,106,239 0 7 1-74 773,ft54 1,572,359 3,738,58ft 0 5 10*31 1,095,327 1 ft
1800 1,871,700 | 0 7 im 482,0% 1,103,111 0 7 0 93 418,103 2,474,907 O 7 3*30 006,264 1,434,608 3,009,517 0 5 ft-0S 1,125,28ft 16 7

25,746,059 | 0 10 2*22 13,115,594 17,381,037 0 11 2*S4 9,765.801 43,126,120 0 10 7 33 £2,831,485 27,687,176 70,313,302 0 8 S'S9 30,948,940 17 6

21—F
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The following comparative statement shows a decrease in the output of the Northern collieries, as 

compared with 1895, of 8.205 tons, and in value £10,271, whereas the output of the ’Western and 
Southern collieries show an increase as compared with 1.895—the former of 87,259 tons, and £16,877 in 
value, and the latter to the extent of 91,873 tons in quantity, and £23,848 in value.

Oompabative Statement of Output of Coal in the Northern, Western, and Southern Districts.

Output, Northern District.,

Increase as compared with prerious year 
Decrease do do

Output, Western District

Increase as compared with previous year 
Decrease do do ...

Decrease do do

18BS. 1689. 1890.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

tons cwL fir. £ s. d. tons evt or. £ s. d. tons cwt. qr. £ b, d.
2,067,042 4 31,022,022 8 10j2,624,34,7 3 0 1,261,224 16 5 2,120,046 6 1 995,931 2 6

557,304 18 1 239,202 7 7
176,749 15 1

...............
74,697 11 9 ............... 504,300 16 3 265,293 13 11

339,594 9 0 95,136 3 0 329,713 3 0 81,459 1 1 343,232 3 2 65,995 3 0

37,457 9 0 16,100 2 10 13,519 0 2
9,881 6 0 13,677 1 11 15,463 18 1

...............
796,806 10 0 338,039 12 3 701,572 0 0 290,164 18 0 597,598 0 0 217,162 13 11

420,238 10 0 167,355 10 5
95,234 10 0 47,874 14 3 103,974 0 0 73,002 4 1

1891. 1892. 1893.

Quantity. Value.
1

Q.uahfcitiy, J Value. Quantity. j Value,

Output, Northern District.....................

Increase as compared with previous year 
Decrease do do ...

Output, Western District .......................

Increase aa compared with previous year 
Decrease do do ...

Output, Southern District.......................

Increase as compared with previous year 
Decrease do do ...

tons cwfc. qrj £ s- d.

2,853,251 13 111,354,028 12 8
tons ewt. rjr.

2,611,731 13 0
£ s. d,

1,102,694 14 5
tons cvriy. qr,

2,203,480 10 0
£ b. d.

880,218 4 3

733.205 7 0 358.097 10 2
241,520 0 1 251,333 18 3 408,251 3 0 222,476 10 2

346,804 13 0 ’ 74,104 17 10 236,363 1 0 67,414 13 8 190,377 19 1 43,241 14 5

3.572 9 2 8.109 14 10
110,441 12 0 16,689 4 2 45,985 1 3 14,172 19 3

837,873 0 0 314,662 2 0 932,873 0 1 302,279 1 3 884,469 18 0 248,262 6 10

240,275 0 0 97,499 8 1 95,000 0 1
12,383 0 9 48,403 2 1 54,016 15 5

1894. 1895. 1896.

Quantity. Value. Quantity, Value. Quantity. Value.

tons ewfc, qr. £ s. d. tons cwfc. qr. £ s, d. * tons owt. qr. £ B. d.
2,605,142 13 1 883,174 14 7 2,631,221 11 0 813,227 15 6 2,623,015 14 2 802,956 1 0

401,662 3 ] 2,956 10 4 26,078 17 3
69,946 19 1 8,205 16 2 10,271 14 6

199,869 12 0 46,463 0 7 190,864, 14 1 40,260 15 3 278,124 8 0 56,638 1 8

9,491 12 3 2,221 6 2 87,269 13 3 16,377 6 5
9,004 17 3 5,202 5 4

867,063 19 0 ~ 226,935 12 8 916,502 15 0 241,838 10 3 1,008,376 10 0 265,686 13 11

17,405 19 0 21,326 13 2 49,438 16 0 14,902 17 7 91,878 15 0 23,848 3 8

Output, Northern District......................

Increase as compared with previous year 
Decrease do do

Output, Western District .............

Increase as compared with previous year 
Decrease do do

Output, Southern and South-western 
Districts.

Decrease do do

The average price of Coal in the several districts was as follows:—■
' JS95. 1S9G.

s. rl. b. d. s. d.
Northern ..................................  6 2‘17 ........................... 6 1‘46 a decrease of 0 07] per ton.
Western.................................... 4 2’62 ...........................  4 0 S7 „ 0 175 „
Southern and South-western ... 6 3‘32 .......................... 5 3'24 „ 0 0-08 „

OlJTFUT
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Output op Coai.

Jlon employed.

Colliery. District. Quantity. Value.
Above | Under 

ground, 1 ground. Total.

Northern District.

Australian Agricul-f No. 2 pit ... Neweastla.............. 18
turftl Oompanv,,,, Now Winning.. 76

31
91

Laiabton ............... 1
9

East Maitland...... 3
Newcastle.... .......... EG

80
Dudley.................. 30

4
11

2
Ouriewis.................. 8
Nevv Lambton....... 2
Wallsend ..... ........ 8
West Maitland....... 42
Sincleton ............... 1

42
Gunnedah........ . 2

3
Carrington .......... GO
Wnratah ............... 1
Lambton ...............
Muswcllbrook ....... 1

27
East Maitland.......

1
1
1

Plattaburgli .......... 9
Like Macquarie ... .......
East Maitland...... 1
Ghinnecbili............ .

80
47

Eew Lambton....... 24
G

Newcastle............... 7
Neff Anvil Creel:.............................. West Maitland....... G

Singleton ............... 25
1

29
"Warntah ............. .
Lambton ..............

Eoseliill .......................................... North Lambton ... I
Singleton .............. 1
Stockton ............... G4
New Lambton ......
Waratuh .............. 1
'Toronto................... 1
Cardiff .................. 9

Souham.............................................. West Wallscnd ... 36
East Maitland.......

7
East Maitland....... 3
Wallscnd ............. 122

Wickam and Bullock Island.......... Carrington ........... 39
Charlestown......... 44
Wnratah ..... .......
Swansea......... ........ 40

West Wallsend ............................... Charlestown......... 44

1,244

tons cwt. qr. & 8. d.
02 110 66,827 0 0 ■ 20,982 8 2

336 412 128,387 0 0 41,124 1 4
27S' 309 103,920 0 0 31,801 14 0
306 397 143,557 0 0 44,710 0 0

2 3 110 0 0 27 10 0
3 12 1,309 10 0 409 4 5

10 13 2,000 0 0 600 0 0
281 337 153,117 19 2 44,300 0 0
235 315 104,039 0 0 32,220 0 0
231 267 8 4,219 0 0 26,630 8 0

4 8 552 0 0 133 0 0
34 45 15,000 0 0 5,250 0 0
10 12 4,442 7 1 1,549 G 0
25 33 12,052 0 0 1,821 0 0
35 37 15,678 0 0 4,429 0 0
41 49 23,040 0 0 4,015 5 0

176 218 99,195 0 0 33,306 0 0
2 3 405 0 0 202 10 0

173 215 67,386 18 0 22,666 10 6
14 16 5,170 0 0 1,615 12 6

3 6 417 17 2 167 2 0
368 418 178,543 0 0 67,905 0 0

2 3 2,012 0 0 450 0 0
1 172 0 0 43 0 0

2 3 630 0 0 196 17 6
146 173 47,505 0 0 14,813 15 0

2 2 54 0 0 11 14 0
2 2 767 0 0 179 5 0
1 2 107 0 0 22 10 0
2 3 320 0 0 88 0 0
2 3 101 0 0 23 15 6

41 50 27,050 0 0 7,115 0 0
6 fi 3,714 0 0 1,115 0 0
1 2 462 0 0 105 19 0
1 1 6 8 0 3 4 0

308 388 120,540 0 0 36,720 0 0
268 315 114,596 0 0 35,037 0 0

S5 109 27,455 0 0 8,533 0 0
10 15 6,518 0 0 1,791 19 0
45 52 25,086 0 0 6,271 10 0
12 18 7,348 0 0 1,679 0 0
23 48 13,884 4 0 4,681 0 0

2 3 135 0 0 44 0 0
121 150 103,678 0 0 30,645 0 0

2 2 294 0 0 63 15 0
2 2 60 0 0 1.6 12 6
1 2 50 0 0 10 0 0
9 10 2,839 8 1 917 19 7

252 306 88,662 0 0 33,821 11 0
1 1 60 0 0 16 0 0
1 2 1,364 0 0 306 18 0
2 3 1,100 0 0 276 0 0

23 32 3,546 0 0 916 0 0
206 242 79,493 0 0 24,224 0 0

2 2 25 0 0 6 5 0
2 2 200 0 0 50 0 0

31 38 8,616 0 0 3,015 12 0
13 16 11,402 0 0 2,565 9 0

568 690 297,386 0 0 89,215 16 0
290 329 145,804 2 0 40,133 10 0
168 212 69,437 0 0 20,831 0 0

2 2 425 0 0 95 12 6
178 218 121,214 0 0 34,849 0 6
200 244 79,514 0 0 23,192 0 0

6,697 6,941 2,623,015 14 2 802,956 1 0

Southern District.
Idle.

Ttnlli ................................. ............ Bum....................... 50 123 173 51,662 0 0 16,499 0 0
Bellambi .............. 13 65 68 17,183 10 0 4,295 17 6
Clifton ................... 10 39 40 22,272 0 0 5,281 0 0
Covrimal ............... 30 183 213 130,025 0 0 35,766 17 6
Bundanoon ......... . 6 11 17 2,173 0 0 671 0 8
BulU...................... 1 1 779 0 0 204 9 9
Wollongong.......... 59 117 176 82,512 0 0 26,665 4 0

57 226 283 172,675 0 0 43,606 4 3
Helensburgh........... 53 256 309 206,620 0 0 57,991 9 3
Wollongong.......... 51 163 214 03,234 0 0 24,486 11 0
Bellambi ............... 48 249 297 174,276 0 0 39,176 0 0

South Clifton ................................... Clifton ............... 11 83 • 94 • 54,965 0 0 12,053 0 0

388 1,506 1,894 1,008,376 10 0 265,686 13 11
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Colliery* District.
Men employed.

Above Under [ T . . 
ground. Jot£U-ground.

Quantity. Value.

Western District.

Black Diamond ..............................
Cooerwull............. ............................
Cullen B alien..................................
Esk Bank..........................................

Do Old Tnimel ..................
Folly..................................................
Hermitage .......................................
Irondnlo ....................................
Ivanhoe .........................................
Bithgoir Yulley ..............................
Onkey Park......................................
A.K.O. & M. Co., Joadjn Creek ...
Retort ..............................................
Vale..................................................
Yale ol Clwydd ..............................
Zig Zag ............................. .......

tons ewt. or. £ s. d.
Blackman’s Flat ... i 2 3 150 O 0 2G 5 O

\ 1 43ft o o inn o o
Cullen Bullen ....... ii 45 5G 33,840 0 0 6,817 17 4

5 40 45 30,000 0 0 6,000 O 0
Cuilen Bullen ...... 2 14 16 9,500 0 0 1,900 0 O
Lidsdalc ......... . 1 1 2 250 0 0 68 15 0
Lithgow ........ 4 31 35 31,754 17 0 6,155 6 9
Piper's Flat.......... 2 2 667 o o 150 o o

ji ......... 1 6 7 4,304 0 0 860 16 O
Litligow ............... 2 29 31 31,316 3 0 6,133 12 5

5 32 37 32,916 8 0 6,874 16 11
Joadiu .................. i 4 5 1,779 O 0 890 0 0
Hartley Yale ...... i 7 8 6,776 0 0 1,016 8 0
Litligow ............ 10 47 GG 29,748 0 0 6,669 O 0

)i ....... . ■»* G 39 45 32,387 0 0 6,855 4 3
}* .............. 4 35 30 32,306 0 0 6,220 0 0

• G3 335
—

398 278,124 8 0 ■ 66,638 1 8

South-Western District (Shale).

Heir South Wales Shale and Oil^ 
Company.............................. ^

Australian Kerosene Oil & Mineral 
Company.

Australian Kerosene Oil & Mineral 
Company.

Australian Kerosene Oil it Mineral 
Company.

Australian Kerosene Oil & Mineral 
Company.

Hartley Yule ...... 15 30 45 1 f 9,608 15 
13.301 7

2 '
3 ,

4,804
5,364

7
15

6
6

New Hartley, Cenowlan 21 35 66 ! 3,805 0 0 ! 5,136 15 O
Joadja .................. 1 30 31 2,996 0 0 1 3;734 0 0

Enincd Castle ....... 14 28
42 1

2,690 0 0 3,363 0 0

Mort’s ................... 1 4 s t 427 0 0 634 O 0

G-enowlnn............... 14 34 48 | 9,012 0 0 11,265 0 0

66 161 227 j 31,839 3 1
i

34,201 18 0

There were 9.233 men employed in and ah out the iNew South 'Wales collieries during 1896, and 
227 in the shale mines, making a total of 9f460 men, au increase of '438 on the previous year. I regret 
to say that the fatal accident list has been greatly swelled during the year, owing to the outburst of 
carbon monoxide gas in the Stockton Colliery early in December. This lamentable accident caused the 
loss of eleven lives. The total number of fatal accidents for the year were 24, and non-fatal, 62, as 
compared with 10 fatal and 47 non-fatal during 1895.

The following table is intended to show that the safety of our'mines can bear comparison with the 
coal-mines in the United Kingdom:—
SuiriLART of persons employed, number of fatal accidents (deaths), and ratios of the number of persons 

employed, and the number of fatal accidents in and about the “United Kingdom” and “ New South 
Wales” Coal-mines, since 1874.

United Kingdom,

Year.
Persons Lives lost by Persons Death-rate

employed. accident. life lost, per 1,000 jKjrsOjis 
employed.

-- --- --- —— ■----------- —

1874 538,829 1,056 510 1 '959
1875 535,845 1,244 430 2'321
1876 514,532 933 551 1 '813
1877 494,391 1,208 409 2'443
1878 475,329 1,4)3 336 2-972
1879 476,810 973 490 2'040
1880 484,933 1,318 368 2-718
1881 495,477 954 519 1'925
.1882 503,987 1,126 447 2-234
1883 514,933 1,054 488 2-046
1884 520,376 942 552 1'SIO
1885 520,632 1,150 453 2-207
1886 519,970 953 545 1-833
1887 526,277 995 529 1-890
1888 534,945 888 601 1-666
1889 563,735 1,064 530 1-SS7
1890 013,233 1,160 529 1-891
1891 648,450 979 662 1-509
1892 664,300

683,008
982 676 1-478

1893 1,060 644 1-551
1894 705,240 1,127 620 1-598
1895
1896

700,284 1,042 672 1'4S7

New South Wales.

Persons Lives lost by Persons Death-rate 
from accidents

employed. accident. life lost. per 1,000 persons
employed.

5
3,308 8 413 2-41S
4,084 4 1,021 0-979
4,657 7 665 1-503
4,792 8 599 1-669
5,035 5 1.007 0-993
4,676 8 584 1-710
4,098 2 2,049 0-488
4,487 12 373 2-674
5,481 15 365 2-736
6,227 14 444 2-248
7,097 11 645 1-549
7,847 29 270 3-694*
7,998 94 So 11-752+
9,301 15 620 1-612

10,277 41 250 3-9S9J
10,315 13 793 1-260
10,820 21 015 1-940
10,910 S l,;;64 0-733
9,971 13 767 1 1 -303
9,120 7 1,303 0-767
9,022 10 901 1-108
0,460 24 394 2-537

* Excessive number of falls of coal and Lithpow disaster caused this high death-rate, 
t Bull! catastrophe and excessive falls of coal caused this high death-iutc-
J Hamilton pit crush, excessive falls of coal, and over-winding of four men at South Burwood sinking pit caused this high doath-ratOf
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Table showing the quantity and Value of Coke made in the Colony of New South Wales.

Quantity,
Total Value.Year.

Northern District. Southern and Western Districts.

tons cwt. tons cwt. £ s. d,
1800 15,886 2 15,211 0 41,147 3 7
1891 9,474 2 20,336 5 34,473 5 10
1892 5,245 0 2,654 0 8,852 8 6
1893 12,262 0 5,596 0 20,233 2 0
1894 13,602 5 20,855 10 33,209 5 7
1895 11,326 8 16,304 0 24,683 5 0
1896 10,398 10 15,953 0 21,850 10 3

Totals....... 78,194 7 97,410 4 184,449 6 9

There is a decrease of ].,279 tons in the quantity of coke manufactured during the year, as will he 
seen from the foregoing table. In the Northern District this industry is carried on by the Messrs. 
Brown, and the Purified Coal and Coke Company, at Newcastle, and the Singleton Coal and Coke Company, 
at Singleton. In the Southern District works are established at Mount Pleasant and South Clifton, and 
also at Lithgow, in the Western District. The valuable and exhaustive report furnished by Mr. E. E. 
Pittman, A.B.S.M., Government Geologist, on Colonial cokes, and published in the Annual Keport of this 
Department for 1892, deals fully with this question, and proves conclusively that, by the introduction of 
a more perfect system of cleaning and washing the coal, and the use of a more modern type of coke oven, 
an article equal, if not superior, to that imported can be produced from the New South Wales ccal.

The following table shows the quantity and value of Kerosene Shale produced during the years
J.8G5 to 1896 :—■

Year, I Quantity. Average price per 
ton. Total Value. Year. Quantity. Average price per 

ton.

tons. £ s. d. £ B. d. tons. £ s, d.
1865 570 4 2 6-47 2,350 0 0 ■ 1832 48,065 1 15 0-00
1806 2,770 2 IS 10-48 8,150 0 0 1883 49,250 1 16 10-77
1867 4,079 3 14 9-21 15,249 0 0 1884 31,618 2 6 7'86
1868 16,952 2 17 7T1 48,816 0 0 1885 27,462 2 8 11-62
1869 7,500 2 10 o-oo 18,750 0 0 1886 43,563 2 5 10-79
1870 8,580 3 4 318 27,570 0 0 1887 40,010 2 3 10-43
1871 14,700 2 6 3-91 34,000 0 0 1888 34,869 2 2 2-66
1872 11,040 2 11 11-91 23,700 0 0 1889 40,561 1 18 3-55
1873 17,850 2 16 G'55 50,475 0 0 1890 56,010 1 17 207
1874 12,100 2 5 1-48 27,300 0 0 1891 40,349 1 18 8-77
1875 0,197 2 10 2-22 15,500 0 0 1892 74,197 1 16 8-16
1876 15,998 3 0 o-oo 47.994 0 0 1893 05,660 1 16 4'44
1877 18,963 2 9 0-81 40,524 0 0 1894 21,171 1 10 028
1878 24,371 2 6 11-40 57,211 0 0 1895 59.426 1 5 d’va
1879 32,519 2 1 1-96 66,930 10 0 1896 31,839 1 1 5-81
1880 19,201 2 6 VOS 44,724 15 0
1881 27,894 i 9 2'59 40,748 0 0 895,334 2 0 1-22

Total Value.

£ s. d. 
84,114 0 0 
90,881 10 0 
72,176 0 0 
67,239 0 0 
99,976 0 0 
87,761 0 0 
73,612 0 0 
77,066 15 0 

104,103 7 6 
78,160 0 0 

136,079 6 0 
101,220 10 0 

31,781 6 0 
75,218 18 8 
34,201 18 0

1,795,213 15 2

The above table shows a very large decrease in the output of shale, aa compared with the year 1895. 
This is not due to a falling off in the demand, but to the fact that some of the deposits are now partially 
exhausted or altogether worked out. The higher-class shale finds a ready market, at a good price, for 
shipment to Europe; and, in consequence, prospecting operations are constantly being carried on by 
the shale companies and private individuals.

SILVER AND LEAD.
The quantity of silver and lead exported during the year exceeded that in 1895 by 67,056 tons, and 

in value£198,120. The world-famed mines in the Barrier Ranges, Broken Hill, still produced the bulk of 
silver won in New South Wales. The successful treatment of the sulphide, on which the life of this 
field so much depended, has now been practically solved, and the mines have now immense bodies of ore 
at their disposal which can he profitably worked. The Proprietary Company’s new works, erected for the 
treatment of these ores, will be ready during the forthcoming year, when a large increase in the yield of 
silver and lead may be expected. A further increase in these metals may be anticipated on completion of 
the extensive smelting-works in course of erection at Newcastle and Illawarra. The erection of these 
works has led to the reopening of some of our silver-mines which have been idle for years, notably the 
well-known White Rock mine, in the Drake District.

Quaetity
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Quantity and Value of Silver, and Silver-lead, and Ore exported.

Year.

Silver. Silver-lead and Ore.

Total Value.
Quantity. Value.

Quantity.
Value.

Ore. Silver-lead,

Up to OZ. £ s. d. tons cwt. qr. ib. tons cwt. £ 0. d. £
1881 ........... 726,779-14 178,405 0 0 191 13 0 0 5,025 0 0 183,430
1882 .......... 38,618-00 9,024 0 0 11 19 0 0 360 0 0 9,384
1883 ........... 77,065-18 16,488 0 0 136 4 o o 2 075 o o 18 508
1884........... 93.660-25 19.780 0 0 9,167 11 1 7 241 940 o o 2G1 720
1885 .......... 794,173-80 | 158,187 0 0 2^096 16 0 0 190 8 107,626. 0 0 266,813
1886 .......... 1,015,433-10 197.644 0 0 4,802 9 o o 294 485 o o 492 029
1887 .......... 177,307-75 32,458 0 0 12^529 3 2 0 541 052 o 0 574410
1888 .......... 375,063-70 66,668 0 0 11 >39 7 0 0 18,102 5 1,075,737 0 0 *1,142,405
1889 ........... 41Gj895‘35 72,001 0 0 46,965 9 0 0 34,579 17 1,899,197 0 0 1,971,198
1890 ........... 496,552-80 95,410 0 0 89,719 16 0 0 41,819 IS 2,667,144 0 0 2,762,654
1891........... 729,590-05 134,850 0 0 92,383 11 0 0 66,396 3 3,484,739 0 0 3,619,589
1892 ........... 350,661-50 66,884 0 0 87,504 15 0 0 45j850 4 2,420,952 0 0 2,477,836
1893 .......... 631,972-00 78,131 0 0 155,859 1 0 0 58,401 3 2,953,589 0 0 3,031,720
1894 ........... 846,822-00 94,150 0 0 137,813 8 0 0 42,513 2 2,195,339 0 0 2,289,489
1895 ........ 650,142-00 81,858 0 0 190,192 19 0 0 29,687 7 1,560,813 0 0 1,642,671
1896 .......... 202,789-00 26,518 0 0 267,363 1 0 0 19,573 4 1,768,933 0 0 1,786,451

7,423,525-62 1,319,356 0 0 1,108,475 14 3 7 345,613 11 21,209,906 0 0 22,620,262

* Note.—In the Anmml Keport for 18SS, 11,739 tons 7 ewt. of silver ore, valued at £164,(120, was omitted from the tahk. 
The bulk at the silver is exported in the form of silver-lead.

The information for the following notes relating to silver-mining in New South 'Wales is gleaned 
from the reports sent in by the Wardens and Mining Registrars:—

The Albert Mikixg District.

Broken Hill Division.
Broken Hill is the only Division within the Albert Mining District where silver is found in payable quantities, and 

at the same time is the principal seat of silver-mining in Australasia. The famous mine owned by the Broken H ill 
Proprietary Company, Limited, employed on an average 2,dS2 men during the year, and produced 420,747 tons of ore, from 
which silver, lead, copper, and gold were obtained to the value of Tl,354,287 15s. 6d. The Broken Hill South Company 
raised 66,272 tons, which produced 22,517 tons of silver-lead concentrates, valued at £180.136. Block MCompanv 71 583 
tons, valued at £278,628. The British Block Company, 53,000 tons valued at £116,000. Block 10 Company, 57,353 tons, 
valued at £286,762. Broken Hill Junction, 74,275 tons, valued at £395,153. The Junction North Company, 12,500 tons, 
valued at £100,000, and the North Broken Hill Company, 16,976 tons, valued at £33,752. Those mentioned are the 
principal mines working on the Barrier Silver Field

It is estimated that the value of the mineral product from this field during the year was as under

Roasted sulphide of silver,
Matte ..................................
Silver lead bullion ............
Concentrates.......................
Ore.......................................
Copper ...............................
Gold ...................................

132 tons 
1,652 „ 

18,987 „ 
40,730 „ 

331,412 „ 
570 „ 

4,389 oz.

£ s. d. 
99,811 10 0 
32,503 7 0 

870,522 12 G 
325,888 0 0 

1,635,633 10 O 
29,070 0 0 
17,117 2 0

£3,010,546 2 0
These figures present a satisfactory account of the progress of the field, and should tend to inspire confidence in its 

stability and productiveness. The improved methods for treating the sulphide ore now being introduced will benefit the 
mines greatly. It is expected that the Proprietary Company’s new works, which embrace the latest improvements, are 
likely to be completed about the middle of 1897. The output of silver from this field during the year may be set down 
approximately at 19,592,943 ox. As the silver is exported from the field to Europe in the form of silver-lead there is 
some difficulty in arriving at the exact quantity. The total quantity of ore raised on the field during the year is 828,36(1

The Bathurst Miltkc District.
Mitchdl Division.

_ The only silver-mining in this district is being carried on at Mitchell. The Sunny Corner Silver-mining Company’s 
workei? on frjbute, und produced during the year 395 tons of silver, gold, and copper matte, valued at 

£-2,396. This property is looking well, and is being systematically developed, and the machinery improved. The number 
of men employed still averages about 100 all the year round.

The New England Mining District.
Fairjidd Division*

n i ®!Ivcl'-minin« is Bttaly to come into prominence again in this Division—work having been resumed at the White 
Kock bilver-mme during the last six months. An improved winding engine has been erected, and a main shaft started 
Jo feel x 5 feet m the clear, with a view of testing the immense mineral formation at a depth. The shaft is now down 70 
foot, and it is sasd that ore from that level yielded on assay 56 oz, of silver and 6 dwt. of gold per ton, The owners of the 
mmc will shortly uc in a position to offer employment to about 100 men.

, Emviaville Division*
4 wt tittle work has been done in silver-mining around Emmavillc during the year. A few men have been at work 

at Webb b mine, but no ore has been put out or despatched. There are indications, however, that an impi’ovemeniiB Likely 
to take place, as arrangements are being completed for the trans]>ort of ore to the new smelting works at Illawarra.

iruson’s uoivtijau jm vision.
■ *i. SjV'Tmining has almoat tiecn abandoned in this Division. At River tree there are still about a dozen men at work 
nAt ^abandoned mines making good wages. They pick their ore and send it to Aldershot, Queensland, for smeltimz, 
Vi the itiO tons of ore raised only G7 tons of the best were sent which realised £1,374,

Peel
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Hillgrove Division.
. Some interest is being taken in the silver lodes whicb arc found to occur in this Division in the neighbourhood, of 

Rock Vale, and several parties are now sinking on very promising deposits. A parcel of 69 tons was despatched from this 
locality by Messrs. Wade and Bakerj which realised £3,37". The lode which contains a, great variety of silver-bearing 
minerals averages 14 inches in width. There are a considerable number of silver-bearing lodes between Wollomombi and 
Rockvale, but none of these have yet been worked with profitable results. As a general rule the silver-bearing minerals 
occur in small quantities throughout the lodes, and extensive mining operations with efficient concentrating plant aro 
necessary to give payable results. .

The Southern Mining District.

Sya Park Division.
The Walla-Walla Silver-mining Company, near Ky'e Park, have about 1,000 tons of ore awaiting the completion of 

one of the smelting works now in course of erection within this Colony. The mine has been well opened up, and stoping 
can be commenced as soon as arrangements have been completed for treating the ore.

‘ CaiJlain’s Fiat DiuUion.

The Lake George United Mining and Smelting Company, at Captain's Flat, are extending their operations, and 
during the year found employment for about 275 men. Their output of silver was over 70,000 oz., and the ore also 
contains gold, copper, and lead in considerable quantities. The company aro making very extensive alterations and 
additions to their machinery, and it is expected that work will be found for close on 1,000 men iyhen the now works 
are finished.

Qaeanbeyan Division.
Near London Bridge a silver and lead deposit lias been found, and aid bus been granted from the Prospecting Vote 

to test it. There are several other such deposits in this neighbourhood which have a very promising appearance.

• Pumbuia Division.
About twenty men are still employed prospecting for silver lodes in this Division, but no discovery of note has been 

made so far. Several promising lodes have been opened up which assay well, hut they will have to improve before they can 
be considered payable with silver at 2s. 6d. per oz. Applications have, however, lieen lodged for mineral leases in the 
locality aggregating 270 acres.

Kiandra Division.
The old silver-mine at Yarrangobilly has been taken up during the year in two 20-acre leases, and 10 tons of ore sent 

to the Clyde Works for treatment. The results were so satisfactory that this year will probably soc the mine in full 
work again.

TIN.
The information contained in the following notes on the tin-mining industry is taken from the 

reports sent in by the Wardens and Mining Registrars :—■
The Northern District.

Tincfha and InvcreU Divisions.
The output of tin-ore from the Tingha Tin-field during the last twelve months is estimated at 500 tons, of a local 

value of about £16,000. A large quantity of that amount was obtained from wash-dirt raised in former years and stacked 
awaiting water to treat it. The opening of the tin and diamond mines at Boggy Camp, 15 miles west of Tingha, has 
provided employment for a number of men. It is said that some of the mines are doing very well at Boggy Camp, 
averaging from £3 to £6 per week each. It is considered that Dasev’s and Gray’s claims are the best on the field, and the 
former is now in course of flotation on the English market. The sinldng in those mines is frotn 30 to 50 feet deep, and the 
wash averages from 2 to 7 feet thick, the width of the lead not yet ascertained. In Gray’s claim the wash averages 4 feet 
thick, and in said to carry tin and 10 carats of diamonds to the load. The Elsmore Valley Tin-mining Company have 
suceensfully bottomed their shaft at 225 feet on rich wash, and prospecting work is now being carried on preparatory to 
erecting machinery on the mine. Some difficulty was experienced in getting this shaft down owing to the influx of water. 
The prospects of this company are so encouraging that a revival in tin-mining is looked for in the locality, notwithstanding 
the low price of that metal at"the present time. In the immediate vicinity of Inverell there is no mining of any importance 
being carried on.

Ghn Inncs Division.
The quantity of tin won in this Division during the year was 175 tons, or 10 tons more than lost year, the value of 

which is put down at £5,425, Thomas and party, at Shannon Vale, are vigorously carrying on prospecting work there 
with fair success. Moses and party, and several others in the same vicinity, have also good claims. Tin has been found 
under the basalt there, hut so far not in payable quantities, but the wash is being followed in.

Emmaville Division.

There is a considerable reduction in the quantity and value of the tin won from this field, as compared with previous 
years. The output was, in—

1594 ................................................................... ],108i tons £44,386
1595 ..................................................................  900 „ £29,700
1896..................................................................... 723 ,, £22,402

The low price still prevailing for tin-ore is no doubt accountable for the reduced output, and, unless a rise in the 
price takes place, an improved state of matters can hardly be expected. The Ottory Tin-mine, at Tent Hill, has been in full 
work all the year, and gave employment to about seventy men. The output was 10,678 tons of ore which yielded 360 tons 
of tin, valued at £10,981. The works are, however, now closed, hut will probably be reopened about the middle of the 
year. Alluvial tin-mining is still going on as usual, about 300 Europeans and 270 Chinese finding constant work, and do 
fairly well when a good supply of water is available.

Deepwater Division. '
About 200 Europeans and 30 Chinese were employed mining for tin within this Division during the past year, and 

the quantity won was 300 tons, valued at £9,300, an increase of about 100 tons on the jirevious year. The metal is won 
principally from alluvial ground by small parties who employ no machinery in the work. A few parties are working 
lode claims, with fair results, and one or two fresh deposits have been found which are now being tried.

IFt/scm'K Downfall Division.
Tin-mining in the Wilson's Downfall Division is confined more to fossicking among the abandoned workings than 

to opening up new ground. The quantity won is 150 tons valued at .£4,650, an increase of 52 tons on the previous year. 
The increase is due to the favourable season, and not due to any new find.- At the present time there arc about ninety men 
on the field.

Kookuboolra Division.
A few men are employed prospecting for tin in this Division, and it is estimated that they won about 12 tons, valued 

at £336. More attention will probably be given to the tin deposits in this locality during the forthcoming year.
. Kempsey
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Kumpaey Diemon,
_ There were oOO tons of tin-ore raised from the Gundlo Tin-mine during the year, but the value could not be ascer

tained. Xo new discoveries have been made in this district, although a. lot of prospecting work is still being carried on. 
A Sydney syndicate has taken up some land at Gun die for tin, and has some men employed testing its value.

Buidemeer Divixion.
Although some prospecting for fresh deposits of tin was carried on in this division during the latter part of the year, 

nothing worthy of note was discovered. Work is therefore confined to the deposit at Giant’s Den, which is found at a 
depth of from 1 to 12 feet from the surface, the wash being about 4 feet thick, but limited in extent. The year’s output 
was 12 tons 2 cwfc., valued at £420.

.Southern and Western Districts.

Tin-mining in New South Wales is solely confined to the Northern Districts of this Colony. Although good 
indications have been obtained in the Upper Murray Districts, at Pnllotop, near Wagga Wngga, in the vicinity of Tumut 
and 'ialgogrin, still no deposits have been found, so far, in the Southern and Western Districts of this Colony that might 
be considered payable. At Euriowic, in the Broken Hill Division, some tin-hearing land has been recently taken up, but 
up to the present but little work has been done on it.

Table showing the quantity and value of Tin exported from, and the product of, the Colony of New 
South Wales, since the opening of the Tin-fields in 1872.

Year,
Ingots.

Quantity. , Value.

Ore. , Total.

Quantity, 1 Vnlue, Quantity. Value,

tons cwt. £ s. d. tons cwt. £ 8, d. tons cwt. £ B. d.

1872 47 0 6,482 0 0 849 0 41,337 0 0 896 0 47,8)9 0 0
1873 911 0 107,795 0 0 .3,600 0 226,641 0 0 4,571 0 334,436 0 0
1874 4,101 0 366,189 0 0 2,118 0 118,133 0 0 6,219 0 484,322 0 0
1S75 6,058 0 475,108 0 0 2,022 0 86,143 0 0 8,080 0 561,311 0 0
1876 5,449 0 379,318 0 0 1,509 0 60.320 0 0 6,958 0 439,638 0 0
1877 7,230 0 477,952 0 0 824 0 30,588 0 0 8,054 0 508,540 0 0
1878 6,085 0 362.072 0 0 1,125 0 33,750 0 0 7,210 0 395,822 0 0
1879 5,107 2____ 343,075 0 0 S13 15 29.274 0 0 5,920 17 .372,349 0 0
1880 5,476 6 440,615 0 0 682 G 30,722 9 0 6,158 12 471,337 9 0
1SS1 7,590 174 686,511 0 0 609 6 37,492 0 0 8,200 724,003 0 0
1882 8,059 0 800.571 0 0 611 0 32,890 0 0 8,670 0 833,461 0 0
1883 S,GS0 1 802,867 0 0 445 4 21,685 0 0 9,125 5 824,552 0 0
1884 6,315 16 506,726 0 0 349 13 14,861 0 0 6,665 9 521,587 0 0
1885 4,657 IS 390,458 0 0 534 18 25,168 0 0 5,192 16 415,626 0 0
1886 4,610 IS 449,303 0 0 326 IS 18,350 0 0 4,967 16 467,653 0 0
1887 4,669 8 509,009 0 0 291 13 16,411 0 0 4,961 1 525,420 0 0
1888 4,562 o 569,182 0 0 247 8 13,314 0 0 4,809 10 582,496 0 0
1889 4.408 13 403,111 0 0 241 15 12,060 0 .0 ■ 4,650 8 415,171 0 0
1890 3,409 11 317,117 0 0 259 4 12,724 0 0 3,668 15 329,841 0 0
1891 2,941 5& 261,769 0 0 203 5 9,643 0 0 3,441 101 271,412 0 0
1892 3,253 0 301,541 0 0 239 2 12,578 0 0 3,492 2 314,114 0 0
1893 2,636 17 223,139 0 0 148 i 6,604 0 0 2.784 IS 229,743 0 0
1894 2,611 ;> 179,445 0 0 190 / 7,/52 0 0 2,801 12 187,197 0 0
1895 2.199 ii 136,080 0 0 77 4 2,543 0 0 2,276 15 138,623 0 0
1896 1,710 4 99,212 0 0 96 19 2,905 0 0 1,807 102,117 0 0

Total... 112,810 7 9,594,707 0 0 18,474 18 903,883 9 0 131,583 " 10,498,590 0 0

COPPER.

A glance at the following table will show that a very gratifying revival has taken place in copper, 
mining within this Colony, and that this very important industry is quickly regaining the position it held in 
18$i, when the value of this export was £416,179. The reopening of the copper-mines at Cobar is directly 
responsible for the major portion of the increase, the remainder being due to the extension of operations 
at Captain’s Flat, Nymagee, Mount Mope, andBurraga. The Great Cobar Mining Syndicate own the largest 
copper-mines in New South Wales, which now give employment to about 450 men. They have now two 
GO-ton water jacket furnaces at ivork, and during the year the Syndicate raised 66,431 tons of ore, which 
yielded 2,650 tons of smelted copper, valued at £107,200. The plant is still being added to and improved, 
which will permit of the output being greatly increased. The ore is converted into “ matte,” when it is 
conveyed to the refining works at Litbgow, recently erected there by the Syndicate. The New Burra 
mine has been purchased by a syndicate, who propose overhauling the mine and plant, and working them 
in a systematic manner. During the year the Nymagee Copper Mine raised 3,249 tons of ore, which 
yielded 3S0J tons of copper, valued at £17,948. This mine has just been acquired by the Great Cobar 
Mining Syndicate, and water jackets are nmv being erected. The whole district of Cobar is to bo con
gratulated on the progress made in copper-mining during the year just past. At Mount Hope the 
Neiv Mount Hope Copper Co. raised 1,092 tons for Idll tons refined copper, valued at £5,660 18s. 3d. 
The company employ on an average 36 men. The Proprietary Great Central Co., at South Mount 
Hope, raised 454 tons for 55 tons smelted copper, valued at £2,195. This mine was only worked for 
about six months during the year. Another important copper-mine is situated on the Abercrombie

Mountains,
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Mountains, near Burraga, and owned by the Burraga Copper-mining Co., where 150 men find constant 
employment. Their output during the year w'as 4,241 tons refined copper, valued at £19,928, or at the rate 
of £47 per ton. The ore is run into matte at the mine, and then sent to Lithgow for refining purposes. 
A new copper-lode was discovered during the year in the immediate vicinity of Blayney by Messrs, Wright 
and Osborne. The lode has been traced into Church and School Lands, and is being vigorously prospected. 
From present indications this lode is likely to rank among the bestin the Colony. Another lode on Quig
ley’s Hill is being prospected by Tibbs and party, which also looks well, and the ore is of good percentage. 
The locality of these mines is within 5 miles of Blayney, and is likely to develop into a large copper- 
producing centre in the near future. The Sunny Corner Company’s mine at Mitchell is also producing 
copper in considerable quantities, but the yield for the year was not available. In the southern district the 
Lake George United Mining Co. produced 205 tons of smelted copper, valued at £10,274, and also large 
quantities of gold, silver, and lead. This company is making very extensive improvements and additions 
to their plant, and a very large increase in the quantity of copper from this source may be expected. At 
Rye Park a promising copper deposit known as the Mayfield lode is being developed hy T. R. Rowe and party. 
Some of this ore on assay yielded 20 per cent, copper, 16 dwt. of gold, and 7 oz. silver per ton. In the 
Northern District some new and very promising copper lodes have been discovered in the neighbourhood 
of Barraha, and aid has been granted from tho Prospecting Vote to test them. The Cornish Copper 
Company in the same locality are now raising payable ore and are adding to their machinery, Tho 
Broken Hill Proprietary Company at Broken Hill saved in connection with their silver-mining operations 
during the year copper to the value of £29,070. 1‘Toin the same district it is reported that the mines 
formerly held hy the Balaklava Iron and Copper-mining Company, south of Rockwell, are being reopened 
by the. Wallaroo Copper-mining Company, of South Australia. Several adjoining blocks have been 
applied for by the same Company and it is expected lhat work will soon be in full progress. As a whole, 
copper-mining in this Colony has brighter prospects at the present time than has been the case for many 
years past,

Table showing the quantity and value of Copper, the produce of the Colony, exported from
New South Wales, from 1858 to 1896.

Jiigutg, Ore and Regulus. “total.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

tons cwt. & tons cwt. £ tons cwt. £
lS.r»8 58 0 1,400 1,400

5781859 30 0 57 S 30 01860 43 o ] 5‘i5
1SGL . ... 144 0 3,390 144 0 3,390JbffiJ 213 0 5,742 213 0 5,7421S63 23 0 1,080 114 0 420 137 0 2,1001SG4 54 0 5,230 ' 54 o 5 Q3Q
ISG5 247 0 15,820 22 0 545 209 0 ]g!3G5
1SG0 235 0 18,905 23 0 1,885 278 0 20,7901S67 393 0 30,189 0 2 5 393 0 30,194JSGS 044 0 23,297 172 10 4,000 S1G 0 27,2971SG!) 1,980 0 74,005 104 0 2,070 2,084 0 76,6751S70 994 0 05,071 0 0 ■ 00 1,000 0 65,731
1871 1,350 0 87,579 94 0 1,297 1,444 0 88,8701872 1,035 0 92,736 417 0 13,152 1,452 0 105,888
1873 2,795 0 237,412 51 0 1,690 2,846 0 239,102
1S71 3,038 0 311,519 522 0 13,621 4,160 0 325,140ifcwb 3,520 0 297,334 157 0 4,356 3,677 0 301,690ISTti 3,100 0 243,142 109 0 6.83G 3,275 0 249j97S
1877 4,153 0 307,181 300 0 17,045 4,513 0 324,2261878 4,983 0 337,409 230 0 7,749 5,219 0 345,158ISjU 4,100 15 250,437 30 7 915 4,143 2 257,3521SS0 5,202 10 359,200 131 ISJ 4,799 5,394 Si 364,0591 SSI 5,361 0 350,087 132 10 4,975 5,493 16 355,0021882 4,805 3 321,887 93 1 2,840 4,958 4 324,7278,872 17 574.497 84 30 2,704 8,957 7 577,2011884: 7,280 G 415,001 IS IS 578 7,305 4 410,1791885 5,74a 5 204,905 0 IB 15 5,746 0 264,920lS6U 3,90S IS 160,429 57 IS 1,230 4,0‘>G 8 167,6651887 4,403 19 195,752 299 s 3,350 4,7G3 7 199,1021888 3,780 1 272,110 113 0 2,924 3,899 7 275,0341889 3,983 10 203,319 198 4 3,322 4,182 0 200, on1890 3,105 9 163,537 580 9 9,774 3,755 IS 173,3111891 3,860 3 191,878 G05 8 13,215 4,525 11 205,0931892 0 100,473 1,299 4 27,233 4,834 4 187,7061893 1,051 0 44,235 1,010 0 14,191 2,067 0 58,4261894 1,550 11 01,034 5S0 0 12,447 2,130 17 73,4811895 2.793 3 119,300 1,058 0 21,585 3,851 3 140,8851890 4,453 0 200,236 14 17 75 4,467 17 200,311

107,310 16 6,471,204 9,295 174 212,976 110,612 13i 0,684,240

21—G
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IEO]ST.
Negotiatione are still proceeding with a view to c^ahlisliiug works for the manufacture of iron 

from tho crude ores which have been proved to abound in several localities within this Colony, The many 
natural advantages possessed by lSTevv South "Wales for the establishment of such an industry have been 
brought prominently before English capitalists, with the result that they have promised their co-operation, 
aud it is confidently expected that the proposal will take a practical shape during the forthcoming year. 
Some verv promising iron-ore deposits are being tested by Mr. Thos. Adams, in the neighbourhood of 
Haymond Terrace, under aid from the Prospecting Vote. They are situated on Church and School 
Lands, and are of considerable extent. Tho Pioneer mine, at Thaekaringa, in the Broken Hill district, 
is raising iron ore, to be used as flux in tho smelters at Broken Hill, At the Eskbanfe Iron'Works, 
Lithgow, owned by Mr. W. Sandford, over 200 men and boys find constant employment. The finished 
iron manufactured from scrap during tho year under notice was 4,721 tons, valued at ;633,2S3.

ANTIMONY.
Tho low price prevailing for this metal at the present time has reduced its output very much. 

The Hillgrove field, which produced 632 tons in 1895, valued at £9,4b0, returns 71 tons, valued at £907, 
as the output for 1896, and there is uo prospect of the output being increased till the price is higher. 
About 30 tons were raised during tho year at Bowravillo, in the Kempsey district, aud realised £7 
per tou.

Several parties have taken up ground in the vicinity of Oakey Creek, near the road from Bingara 
to Barraha. So far they are merely prospecting, but they arc said to have a very good show' of antimony 
on the surface.

The total quantity exported during the last twelve months was 132 tons, valued at £1,834, which, 
as compared with 1895, was a decrease in value of £5,417.

BISMUTH.
There were 41 tons of this ore exported from the Colony during the year, the declared value being 

£490, This metal is found in the Glen Innes, Pambula, and Nymagee Districts, hut the demand for it is 
li ini led.

PLATINUM.
The wash-dirt being raised at PJatina, near Eifield, still continues to carry platinum with the gold, 

and the quantity saved during the year was 2,900 oz., valued at £3,915. Work on this field is carried on 
by individual miners or small parties of two or three, and the yield is controlled hy the quantity of water 
available for mining purposes. Operations Imve been greatly retarded during the past few years from 
this cause, and many of the claims had to be abandoned. If any platinum was got on the northern 
beaches by the men working the sand for gold, tho quantity could not bo ascertained. The quantity 
exported through the Customs during the year was 2,438 oz., valued at £3,479.

CHROMIUM.•
The very low price of chrome in the market has restricted its output greatly. The mines in the 

G-uudagai Division yielded, in 1895, 5,500 tons, valued at about £20,000. This year the output is set 
down at 1,000 tons, valued at £3,000. In many of the northern districts prospecting -work has been 
carried on for chrome during the past twelve months, and many samples of the ore have been sent to this 
Department for assay, hut they have not proved sufficiently rich to warrant mines being opened up at the 
present time.

MANGANESE, NICKEL, AND COBALT.
There practically is no actual mining being carried on for these minerals within the Colony at the 

present time. The cohalt deposits near Carcoar are still lying dormant, the only work done on them 
being a little surface prospecting.

TUNGSTEN.
Although there was a little prospecting carried on during the year for wolfram deposits there are 

no new discoveries to report. The mine near Emmarillc, from which a few tons of ore were taken in 
1895, has now been shut down. Inquiries have been received from Germany for small parcels of 
wolfram, but ore of exceptional purity is required.

MERCERY.
\ery largo and rich deposits of this ore have been discovered on Noggriga Creek, near Yulgilbar, 8 

miles from Louisville, by Messrs. T. B. Basset ti and part)', who arc working under aid from the Prospect
ing Vote. A 40-acre Mineral Lease has been secured by the party who have sunk a shaft to a depth of 100 
feet, at which depth the lode carries a high percentage of metal. Two other 40-acre blocks have been 
taken up on the line of the lode, and two shafts sunk with very encouraging prospects. Cinnabar mining 
bids fair to become an industry in tnis locality. Some Cinnabar Leases were applied for in the Bingara 
District about the end of the year, but no information is to hand regarding the prospects.

' DIAMONDS.-
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■ DIAMONDS.
Prospecting work 1ms been carried out on all tbe leases on tlie Bingara Diamond-field during the 

year. A considerable area of the ground was taken up hy a Victorian syndicate. The Monte Christo 
mine, through want of water, only treated 20 tons of wash. The Australian Diamond Minos Proprietory 
Company, ]STo Liability, kept 16 men at prospecting work, and have sunk 1,500 feet and driven 1,200 feet 
in the aggregate during the past 12 months. A large sum has been expended by this Company in the 
erection of machinery and water conservation. Some stuff was treated, but the result is not known. The 
Eagle Hawk Company treated 500 tons of drift, which returned gold and diamouds to the value of £325. 
The Murchison Diamond and Gold-mining Syndicate are chiefly prospecting and constructing dams to 
conserve water. It is estimated that the output from the field was 3,000 carats, the lowest value obtained 
being 6s. per carat. The Boggy Camp Diamond mines, situated about 15 miles west of Tingha, employ 
about GO men. The best mines on the field are said to bo those owned by Dasoy and party and Gray 
and party, and in some of their drives the wash is found 4 feet thick and yields about 10 carats to the 
load. The stones are of good quality and pure white. It is expected that with the advent of capital 
to provide good powerful pumping machinery to allow of the deep ground being worked, the mines in 
this locality will give a good account of themselves. The Kangalooa Gold and Diamond-mining 
Company, in the Bernina District, have obtained suspension and the mine is now idle. Only a few 
stones were obtained by the Company during the year. Several packages of. supposed diamonds were 
received from the Hanging Bock and JNundlc, These proved to he colourless zircons in every case, no 
diamonds being detected.

OPALS.
The White Cliffs Opal-field, situated iu the Wilcannia Division of the Albert Mining District, has 

made very satisfactory progress during tlie past twelve months. The stability of tho field has been fully 
proved by the steady increase in the population since its opening. The principal gem merchants in 
Europe have now agents on the field for the purchase of opal, which is a great convenience to the miners. 
At the present time there are 400 miners on the field, aud all the claims pre being fully worked. Some 
difficulty is experienced in obtaining complete returns from the men, but from information obtained from 
the buyers tho value of the output for the year is estimated at £25,000.

BMEEALD AND TURQUOISE.
The emerald mine in the Eimnaville District aud the turquoise mine near Wogonga are both closed 

down, and there is nothing to report regarding them.

MARBLE.
Marble deposits are known to exist in several districts in this Colony, and it may be said that they 

have not received the attention their importance deserves, Line samples of red brown to almost black 
can be obtained at Bern Bank, near Bathurst, aud a beautiful grey tint from Buekeroo, near Mudgee. 
A nicely marked brown is obtainable in the neighbourhood of Molong. and a pure white from Caloola, 
near Newbridge, said to be equal to the second class marble from the famous Carrara quarries. A deposit 
near Bylstone is of a black colour with white streaks and gold markings. Immense deposits of green ser
pentine also exist in the vicinity of Lucknow, which are well worth attention.

LIMESTONE ELUS.
The Tarrawingie Elux and 'Tramway Company (Limited) at Tarrawingee, near Broken Hill, raised 

during the past year 88,924 tons of limestone flux, valued at £54,261, which was all used by the Broken 
Hill Company in connection with their smelting operations. Over 120 men are employed by tlie company 
in and about their quarries. The opening of the largo works at Cockle Creek and Dapto has occasioned 
inquiry for suitable flux and led to a'certain amount of prospecting in these localities.

ALUNITE.
The shipments of alunite to England by the Australian Alum Company during the year was 

1,372 tons, valued at £4,116. The extensive works atBulladelah still remain closed. There is a growing 
demand for this mineral, the quantity shipped in 1S95 being only 832 tons.

PLUMBAGO.
The plumbago lease held by Messrs. Smith and party near Wilson’s Downfall has been worked 

with some energy daring tho past twelve months, and some 80 tons have been taken out and sent as 
samples to various parts of the globe, and has given satisfactory results. A large sum has been expended 
in prospecting the adjoining lease held by Messrs. Young aud Pike, with the result that a superior class 

• of ore lias been struck, but in smaller veins. .

KIESELGHHE.
This substance, commonly known as “ Diatom®eous, or infusorial earth,” is only being worked at 

one place within the Colony at the present time, i.e., at Wyrallah, in the Lismore District. During the 
year the lessee, Mr. E. Wren, of Wyrallah, sent away 676 bushels, for which he received 3a. 6d. per 
bushel, out of which he had to pay freight to Sydney, cost of bags, filling, &c. The deposit is a very 
extensive one, and very easily worked, by open cutting. The deposit at Cooma is very extensive, and a 
few tons have been raised for experimental purposes. An American article now being introduced as an 
abrasive, &c., under t]ie name of tripoli, is a different substance altogether.

SuMMABT.
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Tho total value of tho mineral products of this Colony to the end of 1S95 is £118,3(57,23 1 5s., 
details of which are given in the following table :—

Quantity. Value. Tolal 4 allies.

Quantity and value nf coal raised prior to

' £ s. d. £ R. (1,

' 1st January. 1896..,................................. 68,320,705-16 tons 30,694,051 13 7
Quantity and value of coal raised in 1896 ... 3,909,516-63 „ 1,125,280 16 7

Totals ....................................... 72.230,221-79 tons 31,819.332 10 2 31,819,332 10 2

Quantity and value of sliate raised prior to
1st January. ISM.....................................

Quantity and value of shale raised in 1S90...

Totals.........................................

863,495 70 tons 
31,839-16 ,,

895,334'SO tons

1,761,016 7 2 I 
34,201 IS 0

1,795,218 5 2 j 1,795,218 5 2

Quantity and value of coke made prior to
1st January, 1896.................................... '

Quantity and value of coke made in 1896 ...I

Totals........................................

Quantity and value of gold won prior to
1st January, 1896.....................................

Quantity and value of gold won in 1896 ......

149,253-10 tons 162,398 10 6
26,351-20 „ 21,850 16 3

175,004*60 tons 184,449 6 9

ll,394,363-3Goz. ! 42,326,588 3 9 1
290,071-93 „ ' 1,073,360 4 7

184,449 0 9

Totals., 11,690,635-31 02, 43,399,948 8 4 43,399,948 8 4

Quantity and value nf silver, silver lead, f i 
and ore exported prior to 1st January, 
1896 ........................................................ ['

Quantity and value of silver, silver lead, 
and ore exported in 1890 ..................

Ingots ... . 
Silver lead
Ore .........
Ingots ... 
Silver lead 
Ore .........

7,2-20,736 02 02. ) 1 
376,007'77 Urns 1 20,743,811 0 0
791,036-03 „ )|
202,789-00 oz . J 26,518 0 0

19.573"20 tons 1 794,610 0 0
267,363-00 „ . J 904,323 0 0

Totals 22.529,262 0 0 22,529,262 0 0

Quantity and value of copper 'exported l I Ingots ................... 102,696‘50 tons [ j
prior to 1st January, 1896 .................. | Ore and regains . . 9,433-95 ,, 1

Quantity and value of copper exported VI Ingots ................... 4,453-00 „ .. j
in 1896 ................................................V Ore and regulus .. 14'85 ,, ..

6,483,929 0 0
209,236 0 0 

75 0 0

Totals

Quantity and value of tin exported prior J
to 1st January, 1896 .......................... )

Quantity and value of tin exported in ( 
1896.........................................................\

Totals..............................................

Quantity and value of iron made prior to!
1st Jaimaiy, 1S96 ................................. |

Quantity and value of iron made during 1896

Totals........................................ |

Quantity and value of antimony exported
prior to 1st January, 1896.....................

Quantity and value of antimony raised iu 
1S90...........................................................

Totals....................... .................

Quantity and value of lead (pig) exported
prior to 1st January, 1896 .....................

Quantity and value of lead (pig) exported 
during 1896 .............................................

Totals................................. .......

Quantity and value of bismuth exported
prior to 1st January, 1896......................

Quantity and value of bismuth exported in 
1896.............................................................

Totals

6,684,240 0 0

Ingots .................. 111,099*86 tons )
Ore aud regulus ... 18,377‘40 )
Ingots .................. 1,710 20 ,, ..
Ore and regulus ... 96'95 „ ..

10,396,473 0 0
99,212 0 0 

2,905 0 0

............................................ | 10,498,590 0 0

59,395 60 tons 453,747 15 8
4.721-00 .. 33,283 0 0

04,116-60 tons 487,030 15 8

10,277'68 tons 181,565 8 6

132-75 ,, 1,834 0 0

10,410-43 tons 183,399 8 6

1,386-90 tons 15,711 0 0

23-85 „ 259 0 0

1,410-75 tons 15,970 0 0

1S2-65 tons 37,721 14 0

41-00 „ a90 0 0

223'G5 tons 38,211 14 0

6,634,240 0 0

10,498,590 0 0

487,030 15 S

183,399 S G

15,070 0 0

38,2)1 14 0
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(Jniintity Mid value of oxide of iron and pig-1 
iron exported prior to 1st January, 1K9G, 

Quantity and value of oxide of iron and pig- 
iron exported in ]8!l(i............................

Totals.........................................

Quantity and value of zinc-spelter exported
prior to 1st January, 1896......................

Quantity and value of zinc-spelter exported 
in 1896 .....................................................

Totals.......................................

Quantity and value of limestone flux raised
prior to 1st January, 1896......................

Quantity and value of limestone flux raised 
in 1896 ....................................................

Totals.........................................

Quantity and value of alunite exported prior
to 1st January, 1896 ..........................

Quantity and value of alunite exported in 
189G.............................................................

Totals.........................................

Quantity and value of manganese ore cx-!
exported prior to 1st January, 1896 . .J 

Quantity and value of manganese ore cx-i 
ported in 1896 ........................................

Quantity.

S, 471'50 tons 

37j'40 ,, 

3,846-90 tons

970'40 tons

970'4y tons

o43,GS0'80 tons 

88,924-00 „ 

032,004-80 tons

4,200-00 tons 

1.372-00 „ 

5,6 32'00 tons

270-83 tons

Totals......................................... | 270'8.>tons

Quantity and value of opals raised prior tol
1st January, 1896....................................... 1,217-02 lb.

Quantity and value of opals raised m 1896... 1,390'00

Totals......................................... i 2,607-02 lb.

Quantity and value of cobalt exported prior'
to 1st January, 1896 ..............................|* 111 ■] 5 tons

Quantity and value of cobalt exported in
1896 ............................................................' ..................................

Value.

£ s. d. 

6,060 0 0 

801 0 0 

6,861 0 0

11,013 0 0

11,043 0 0

443,808 9 11 

34,201 0 0 

303,129 9 11

18,232 0 0 

4,116 0 0 

22,348 0 0

706 0 0

766 0 0

41,399 6 f, 
25,000 0 0

06,399 6 G

1,921 0 0

Totals......................................... j

Quantity and value of fire-clay exported
pnortn 1st January, 1896.....................

Quantity and value of fire-clay exported in 
1S9G.............................................................

' Totals...........................................

Quantity and value of lime exported pi ior to
_ 1st January, 1896 ....................................
. Quantity and. value of lime exported in 1S96

_ i Totals..........................................^

Quantity and value of marble exported prior!
- to 1st January, 1890 ............................

Quantity and value of marble exported in 
1890 .........................................................

Totals.........................................

Quantity and value of building stone ex
ported prior to 1st January, 1896.........

Quantity and value of building stone ex
ported in 1896 .........................................

Totals ....................................

• Quantity and value of ballast stone exported]
prior to 1st January, 1896......................

Quantity ami value of ballast stone exported- 
in 1896 ..................................................... t

Totals

Quantity and value of grindstones exported
prior to i at January, 1896.....................

Quantity and value of grindstones exported 
in 1896 .....................................................

111 'IS tons 1,921 0 0

110-20 tons 296 0 0

34-35 „ 69 0 0

130 -35 tons 3G5 0 0

813'00 tons 1,780 0 0 i

H13-00 tons 1,780 0 0

613 pkgs. 2.G57 0 0

043 pkgs. 2,657 0 0

. 8,063 No. 8,893 0 0

8.003 No. 8,898 0,0

tons 1,155 0 0

975 tons 1,155 0 0

473 No. 314 0 0

' 473 No. 314 £ 0

Total Values.

£ s. d.

G.SGl 0 0

11,043 0 0

503,129 9 11

22,318 0 0

760 0 0

00,399 0 0

1,921 0 0

305 0 0

1,720 0 0

2,657 0 0

8,898 0 0

],155 0 0

Totals 314 0 0
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Quantity, Value. Total Values.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Quantity and values of slates exported prior

to 1st January, 1896 .............................. 31,234 No. 351 0 0
Quantity and value of slates exported In 

1896 ...........................................................

Totals......................................... 31,234 No. 351 0 0 351 0 0

Quantity and value of chrome exported prior
to 1st January, 1S% .............................. 7,333 70 tons 25,384 0 0

Quantity and value of chrome exjmrted in
1896............................................................ 3,851-75 „ 11,280 0 0

Totals......................................... 11,185‘45 tons 36,664 0 0 36,664 0 0

Value of sundry minerals exported prior to
62,92" 0 0

Value of sundry minerals exported in 1S96 924 0 0

Totals......................................... 03,851 0 0 63,851 0 0

ffllS 367.234 B II

Table showing approximately the number of Miners employed in Gold-mining, the Quantity of G-old won, the Area of 
Ground worked, and the Value of Machinery employed, in the Colony of New South Wales, 1890.

Office.

Alluvial 1 i
Gold. 1

1 * N J . l! i
E c — .yi V Cu 45

& 6> 1 ^ < C

Quantity of Gold,

Alluvial. Quarts Total.

Price of Gold 
per oz.

From To

Value of 
Gold won.

Aurifor- 
| on 3 
ground 

| worked.

Quartz 
reefs 

proved 
to be 

Aurifer
ous.

Value 
of Ma

chinery.

Tcvn and Adklono iliNiNd Disnucr.

Adamlnaby ..........
Adelong .............
Albury ................
HuDgL'ndore........
Bjwongr................
Captain'* Flat.......
Cooma .................
Corow a................
Gcmmntron ..........
Gnndaroo.............
Narrandera..........
.hndubyne.............
Junee....................
Kiandra................
yiniitybdlo..........
Queanbcyan..........
ftcedy Flat ..........
Batlow ................
Tarcutta .............
Tujmit ...............
Tmnbarumba
‘VValbuudric..........
'VVagga Wagga ,..
Yass ..................
Walaregang..........

Total ..........

No. No. No. No
C

I4f> b 2.r)0 ..
hh| ..

i
i ‘

00

“so “to
4 ry

14
14 20

_30 10
so

144 20 )0 0
4 10

90 20
j- ISO 10

8 4
111 2 14
845 fi 50

f>0
IS
£0

100 12

1,100 52 S7G 6

No. No. No. No. No.c oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr. oz. du L. gr. d. 5, d. £ s. i. Et{. 111. No. £
\ m 1,611 8 0 1,142 13 s 2,754 1 17 7lj n 10.405 11 11 400 40 00,000

.. j 1GS 1,050 11 6 1,05(1 11 s 03 G SO U 3,031 17 3 G Z}5W.. ..1

.. GO 3G3 (J 0 303 0 0 77 G S2 G 1,452 0 0 2,000
112 1 .. 1 112 2S 0 0 1,251 7 0 1,279 7 0 70 0 7S 0 5,304 0 C 7,000

.. .. DO COS 17 28 1,070 1) 3 1,631 13 2 70 0 0,030 0 0 5,000
1 0 40 0 0 3ft 0 C 75 0 0 78 0 80 0 204 7 « 4 o r.oo

14 14 0 0 14 0 0 7,-. 0 77 e 44 2 1 10 3 3,500
. 1 .. si 115 0 0 SO 0 (] is>:» u 0 70 0 77 a 75S 1ft 4 18 1

844 0 G 844 0 fl 77 G 3,280 0 fl 1
40
so 719 11 8 710 11 s 1,317 0 0 COO

180 727 0 0 50 0 0 777 0 0 70 n 77 G 3,152 12 0 1,000
. ] 20 12S 0 0 20 0 0 ns o 0 78 30 SO 0 590 16 30 30 o .. ,

20 | 130
140 1,850 0 0 1,350 0 0 77 e 5,232 O 0 GOO

12 200
12 5 144 * *

.. 400 2,317 10 2 704 0 fl 3,021 16 2 50 0 70 3 11,209 15 0 2 2,000

.. 1 50 SS4 0 0 884 0 0 OS 0 S2 0 3,050 0 0

..i 13. 1 20
ns 1,000 0 0 1,000 0 0 70 G 3,000 0 0 3

132 12 5 .. | 2,213 7,020 2 10 8,237 3 0 115,157 5 10 59,002 2 6 462 60 3H,S0O

CLASXNCR AN’O lllCHMOTD MlSCTO DISTRICT.
lialfina ...........
CrkIiio ..........
ftalworton __
Grafton............
Lismore...........
Nona Creek ,,,
Maclean...........
Munrillumbah*. 
'Woolgoolga ....

Total ....

100! .. .. j ino 
10

2,437 o o
io! ..
25 .. ,. ) 8S 120 0 0 21ft ft 0
20 .. 90 14 .. 124 350 0 0 430 O 0
50 .. 300 2,250 1 1

30 .. 4 34 12ft 0 o
100 .. | ioo 20 0 0 L2fl 0 0

23&| 5S7 n ■ 1- .. 1 800 3,061 0 0 3,031 (i 1

2,437 0 0 77 lOj 80 01 9,291 0 0 800

339 ft 0 6S o! 77 6! 1,272 T fl ' 600 100 ITnoo
7fa0 0 0 50 0 82 til 2,337 0 0 60 80 10,000

500
2,256 1 li 72 6l 75

o|
8,460 S 11 5,000

125 0 0 SO* 0) B2 Gf 500 0 0
155 0 0 69 o' 77 n| 5S9 6 0 700 9

0,092 fl 1 J -1- 22,409 12 5 1,960 189 19,300

2*JMV IlNOtANP MlNINft DlBTIUCT.
Deepwater ..........
Eimnaville ...........
Fairfield ........... ]_
Lionsville ..........1
Tcnterfleld ...........
IVilson’s Downfall ..

240
20

100 152
15

10 ■■

220
310

32

30
270

61

.. I 250

.. ceo

.. | 493
4* 39
7| 100

2,063 0 0
ICO 0 0

3,237 0 0

.......••

flT20G 0 0
ICO 0 0

86 0

i ...............
U O1 21,780 10 0 
.. | 520 0 0

' 1 ...............

500 
4,COO

}-10,000 
500

200 100 107 10 502l SOI ll| 1,46? 3,123 0 o| 3,237 0 oj 6,300 0 0 22,250 10 0 15,000

* Fot aiailable.
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Office.

Alluvial
Gold, Tin. Quantity el Gold. Price of Gold 

per oz.
Aurifer

ous
ground
workod.

Quartz 
reefs 

proved 
to he 

Aurifer
ous.

Value 
of Ma

chinery
a
§
c*4

so£
K
>4tS

*4<L>> o
5

1 ^ 

o'
e>

Alluvial.
1

Quartz. 1 Total. From To

Value of gold 
WOO.

K U & u o 1 .y U 1
PhKL AJSJ> Ur ALL A. MlN’INQ Ds STRICT.

AnnWale ..........
IJamiba ..........
HejJdemeer .... 
Kingara.. ..
Olcn limes ___
Hillgroi’e........

,, ' West
Invorol) ............
Kookabookra 
Moonanbrook* 
NowemJoc.. .
Nunrlle..............
Sttnvnrt’s JJrnolc 
Swanip Oak ..,.
Tamwortti ___
'L’injfha ............
UraUa..................
Waltiha..............

No. No* No. No. No. No No. No. No. oz. dwt. (rr. oz. dsi t. gr.l oz. dwt. cr. H. d. h d. £ g. d. SC(. Ill No. £
IS S3 Iftl COO fl 0 1,100 0 0 1,700 0 fl 70 0 75 a 0,100 0 0 2 3 5,000
15 120 16 160 000 0 0 COO 0 0 77 0 83 0 2,340 0 0 5 3,000
8 00 G8 Ji*i fl 0 341 ft 0 1,294 15 0

162 50 5 25 232 1,300 ft 0 240 0 ft 1,649 O 0 70 0 70 6 5,500 O 0 2,50ft
24 G 48 78 41G 7 16 153 0 0 5fift 7 16 62 fl 82 e 2,028 2 8 4 2,000

60S .. f 19 0 fl 24,371 11 0 24,420 11 fl 70 0 77 o 87,117 16 0 15 17
■2101 .. i........ 13,481 ft 0 13,4S1 0 0 47,561 O 0

" 30
.. 1 .. 

1ft, . 40 20 *iou C20 "o 0 ’cm' 0 0 72 G 77 fl o' 0 "" s ‘"7.0

3fl 31) ICO
177 12 so 2HA I.SSS 0 ft 098 0 fil 2,830 ft 0 111,1.32 ft fl 6,300

15? .. i. 15ft 4.444 fl 12) 4,444 G 12 fil) 0 77 fi 25,253 6 1! 2G 30 0,000
SC . .. SO 2,037 9 12 2,037 ft 12 0 73 Id 7,320 in fl 2,600

.. .. i. 200 a 0 ... 1 20ft fl O 70 i SO 0 7Sfl 15 fj 4 3
20C Pf 3(1 aw 1 1,600

ISft 2ft 62 .. .4 OO ! 53 6 0 20 10 12! 74 4 12 77 fl 77 10 2ft') fl 0 Oflfl
60 10 •i CO lt(XKi ft 0 70 4 ll| 1,070 4 11 02 fl n G 3,fl00 15 8

C54 32 1,8US . I 20 348 140 55 2,017 ft.477 12 l&j 47,6*25 ji 64,003 3 14 1 •• 200,234 17 11 61 74 02,550

MunaRB Mintng Distiuct.
Cohhora .................... i 601 .. 1 .. .. .. 60 234 o o;
Denison Tow it.......... 1 250 .. .. 1 250 2,275 0 G1
Oilgandra.................. . | • j
Oulpouff ................ 500, .. | 300 006 c sno n nl
Hargraves.................. so! 201 100 200 7S0 0 O'
Mudgoe....................... 450 20 M 25 545 tioo o o
Teak Hill fiticludiiiir saj .. | 30£ 342 nio o o'

Tomingley.) < | |
Wellington ............ 40l 20i 150 , *10 1
Wmdcyer .................. 120' 40] CO, .. .. 1 .. Q.Vti 1,446 0 0'1

1,523| IDO1 7(59 26 2,417 12,745 ft n'

234 0 0 76 0 877 10 Of 1
2,275 0 fl 8,420 (I ft| '3,500

200 0 0 7,000 0 0 73 0 SO 0 27,125 0 0 200 20 6,500
1,600 0 ft 2,280 ft fl "0 6 so 0 8,835 ft 0 10 2ft 4,100

150 0 0 1,050 0 fl 4,000 0 0
C.llS 0 0 0,423 0 fl 75 0 73 0 24,121 10 o'

1
16 fl 20,000

7,218 0 0 7,SIS 0 0 74 0 77 fl 2ft,955 0
n1

10 1 32,000
ftft4 U 0 2,44(1 0 0 77 0 70 fl 0,295 11 °! 20 4 1,400

Hi, ISft n 0 28,025 0 0 .. 1 .. 100,G29 11 0( 267 64 60,500

Lachlan Mining

Alcctmui.............. . OS' ,. 62 . 20s ft fl n 822 0 0 75 ft 3,103 1 0 12 14
Jkirnicdmaii.......... ■! • 1 .. i>r, 25 3 13 5,000
Canrn.................. . 10 .. 201 1:: 3ft 50 0 0 160 0 0 20ft fl 0 CS 0 77 0 GOO ft 0 2 7 20,722
Ci>ndobolm*t .... .1 on . 27' 1 117
Cootaumndra___ ' 10! .. H!l.

. ..
40

........
600

(Judnl ................ . 1 121 u - 12 2 2
Cudgel lico .......... 1 20
l*i field .................. . ion ?o| .. 60 17ft 950 0 0 30 0 0 S)Sft (J 0 75 0 7G 0 3,704 0 0 3 _______2
Forbce .. ___ .| 213 214 .. 427 33 3 2 33 3 « 66 C 4 60 n 80 0 240 12 6 J
Oarangula .......... yflj 60 700
Grenfell.................. .j 00 140I .. 200 610 3 fl 1,242 ft 19 l,76i 13 4 77 0 77 G fl,S27 14 G 25 SO 5,000
CJundngai.............. . 300 1801 20 450 2,000 0 fl 600 0 0 2,000 0 ft 11 G 10,075 0 0 4,000
Jugiong ................ I5l .. 30

.j 2n *
MumimhuiTAh .. .{ 70 2(V .. Oft 1.600 11 Ifl 27 8 20 1.G37 0 15 74 c 77 0 e.Mft 12 2 1
Naraudeni .... .. 40 . 40 1,000
PerkoA .................. , 100 nOfll .. I COu 2,100 0 fl 10,400 0 0 12,500 0 fl 09 a 77 6 44,885 0 ft 300 25,000
Rccfton.................. T ■ ■ 361 I 35 1,820 0 o 1,820 fl 0 0,94ft 0 ft 1,600

( 4,QGG 0 o 4,066 0 0 3ft 0 si 0 1C,004 14 8 15 24 2,000
W.valouj; West.. . .| 20 1,297 7 " | "

/........ 13^847 C 0 J8'847 0 0 74 a so ft 63,803 0 0 16
M valong.............. .. ■ 800, j - ■ i 1ft,648 0 0 19,643 fl 0 50 0 S2 6 76,137 0 0 36 30
Yalgogiin.............. A .. .. 3 803 1,250 C 0 1,250 0 ft «5 0 80 0 4,375 0 ft ___ 7 1,200
Yeung .................. . 22z . 1 .. 1 . .. .. 223 8,657 0 0 3,667 0 0 7; G 14,170 17 b .... .... 1,500

| 1,304 .. | 4,S40j .. 3 70 5,813 11,12G IS fl 53,723 1 17 64,854 10 23 . "
247,220 12 4 115 m 140,122

CoRia Mining J)istrici'.

Collar.......................... . ’ 385 350 1 . 1 735 .............. I 25,750 ft fl1 25,760 0 0[ .. I .. 83,425 0 °t ... 1 . 60,00ft
Uualiolong .............. 4 .. I 4 j ■ ■ 1 • ... J . TOO
Gtlgitmia .................. .. I 71 1 .. 71 .............. 621 0 fll C2I c 0 77 10 80 r 2,417 Ifl r,j fil 7 1,000
Mt. DrjBdale ........ . 1 72 . 1 7-2 2,408 1 ID] 2.40S 110! .. 1 75 0 6,643 12 7| . C 5,00ft
ML Hope.................. .. i 36 CO ..1 05 501 G fti 5(fl ft 0 73 ft, Sft 0 2,07:1 12 01 16 8 12,000
Njinageu.................. ■■ 1 ”

135 .. | .. . 150 ... | ■ ■ 1 • 1 -
I ... 1 . 8,000

Total .... .. j r.sa . 545 ■ l ■ .. [ 1,127 29,400 7 in £0,400 7 H)| . i 04,660 1
21 Slj 16 7fl,700

Huxtbr and Maclbay Miving District.
Bullarlolah ............. 1 . 21), .. ..1 41 .. I . 21
RUtlgMalll.................. .. '. i.-> .. 15
Copeland .................. 30[ .. | 7ft . .. I.. 100
DungOg.......... .. 20
Kempsey .................. . 1 .... ! 4 .. | 8 8 20
Moeksvitle .. ........ . 1 .. 1 121 . ' 10 22
Port Marqumic .... 1 0 .. 1.. 9
Ravuiond Termce .. 1 1 .. c ■ 1 ■- G
'J’arci! .......................... 2ft .. 1 40| . - ■■ 1 CO

Total ............ | J-nOj .. I 277j 4| .. | 3ol S' .. 2G0

ins 17 ft 
10 0 0

\m 7 0 503 i 0 
12S 0 fl I3S ft fl

ftft O' 7fl 0
• I ^ A|

fion ft 0 iioo 0 0 SOD 0 0 7ft 0 77 fl

CIS 17 oj S22 7 0( 1,441 4 o| - |

l.Tftft 4 10'
500 5 0i

2,ft75 0 01

6,235 ft 10. 400 20

6,000
"ii’wo

1,000

’’*500

8,600

Total

Tamhakoora akp Turov Mining District.

Dili End ................
Ironbarky ..................

150 5<ll 175| ..
200 20; 14ft

.. | ..

Hylhionc .................. ID .. .. .. . 4

Wattle Flat .......... ifiu ,, | ir.ol . .. |..

Hi
141

300

Si7 1’20| 72‘2| | . [ | .. | l.ceill S.S41 12 3

2,084 12 31 1,319 3 31 4,003 lo G1 75 0 75 15,114 3 1ft 4fl 41 9,00 ft
2,317 ft 0 1,207 ft 0| 3,524 0 0 76 fl! 80 ft 13,022 12 0, 12 30

•• I
8,000

3,840 ft* 0 yis' 0

(J 4,753 0
ft] 75'

i S2*
C 17,942 11 0 30

. . 1
* 4,800

I .............. 1 i | 1 .
... |

1,800

8,841 12 3 3,439 3 8| 12,280 15 «l 1
1 46,679 7 4 82 23,600

Alrkrt Mining District.
Broken Hill........ ..’ .. 1 1 3400 ; | . 3 .. ',4001 4,399 fl 01 4,380 0 01 1 1 17,117 2 0, 929,300
Milparinka ........ ho c 54 ...... .. 200 809 ft 0 168 0 0 977 0 0 7 ' g! 80 0 3,683 6 0

" 20
6 1,000

Tiboobnm ........
While Oliffs .. .

J isot 
■■ i

ioj 30 : |
" | sso, . j .!

220
2iJ0|

S07 ft 0 160 ft oj 957 0 1 . j 80 0 3,82$ C 01 10 1,000

; w, 1G| S4 5400 .. ’ £80' .
, 1

0,1001 1.01C 0 ft 4,707 0 1 ft,323 fl °i , l 24,828 U1 2(1 10 931,300

* Included in Stewart's Brook. tTotal gold won, 975 oz. Returns received too late for insertion.
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•Nctvbricffjc 
O’Oomiell .. 
Obtiron ,. 
Oran^n .. 
Jiocklc) ...
Trunkcy ..
Tnena ,
WjiUjiloji

Alluvial
Gold.

Office.

Eu
ro

pe
an

.
d
s

'!

No. No.
Dathmst .................. 335 - 1
Hla^ nov...................... 35 1
liurraTa...................... GO
(Janouindra.......... 12 1
Carcoar .................... w 1
Cowra.......................... f.0 ..
Alandurama .......... 30
Jlitdiell ............ ICO 30,
Afnlong’.................. 20
Mt. MaoJonnld ... 10

1,7SG| G'J| 1,50‘2( S-l OS

Quantity of Gold. Prioe of Gold 
per oz.

Alluvial. Quartz. Total. From To

Valucof gold 
won.

Aurifer
ous

ground
worked.

Quartz ‘
recl,11 Value 

of M»-Aurifer-'chi,,erJ''

BATiriRfir District.
No. oz. dirt. gr.' oz. dwt. gr. oz. dut-gr. e d. 1 F- ti. £ s. d, sq. in. No £

380 1,0SI. 0 0. 1,031 0 0 75 1 76 ( 4,100 i» 0 700
71 300 0 fll m 3 22 m 3 22 74 I fl 2,099 2 7 Id 3 20,000

1GC 300 0 o1 2710 4 327 19 4 75 I S4 ( 1,233 a C 25 1 8,000
45 33 11 If. 320 0 5 3S8 11 20 7n f so < SX»2 14 <1 ft

315 13 0 fll 1,900 0 20 1,913 3 20 7ft O 75 0 7,745 10 fl 3,30ft
ICO 1,100 1G 0 1,190 18 0 77 ( SO C 4,001 ft (J 2,000
UO 1 t
:m j9G O ol 0 0 1,336 0 0 75 ( 77 6 0,410 ft 0. ... 23,000

34 40 0 0 10 0 0 50 0 0 75 0 70 C 167 10 C 2ft 4
74 104 3 0 432 0 12 fiSQ 12 12 72 c 1 C 2.215 2 fl 12 34 9,000

LM 334 0 o1 50 10 U 43+ 10 O 12 (. 78 0 1,540 7 c 12 3 1,000
50 300 0 0 30ft 0 fl 70 (i 1,050 0 0

105 ais in fl ,104 0 fl 382 10 0 75 c 7i 0 MSfi 11 fl 5 10 300
737 Ga‘8 0 6 23,706 fl 0 29,440 ft 0 103,000 0 0 .... 7fl,fl0ft
100 3,2Sn 0 0 21 fl U lt30G 0 fl r5 c 77 0 4,805 ]ft ft IS 1 500
250 7A0 0 0, Mi 0 ft 1,447 it 0 70 0 SO (1 5.0118 0 ft

26
10 10,000

330 1,533 14 G1 J7S 0 0 1,901 14 fl 70 0 SO 1) 7,300 IS 7 25 2,900
47 t:U 0 0 SO 0 0 72 e ir> 0 2tft 0 II 140

3,844 11 21 34,741 15 If. 43 Mr; 1 1? 155,156 ] 11 * 12s SO 153,340

Araluun.................... '>rn
Jiatcinan’s Bay ___ 35

Uorrhim................... Si
IJomhala .............. 34 13
JJraulwooil .......... 140 10
Uurrowu ................ 10
Caindclo...................
Oobaigo.................... If
Delegate ................. 10 so
Ellen........................ ..
Goulbnrn . . . 3!. 1
Kangaroo Valiev.. . ft j
Little Rt\er.............. 330 40
Major’s Creek ,. .. 171 71
Milton .......... 3
Alomya....................

Xerriga .............. 120
Nerrjgundah ........ flO GO
Pambula ..................
Uliadulla ..................
IvtePaik.............. 4
Tarago ...................... 42
Taraign .................. 30
MajrowyH.................. 3i 51
IVvudhani..........
^ al vral .............. 10
Molumia..................

Total.................. 1,223 22l|

SuuriiERN MlNfN’O DISTRICT.
12 -1 3113 2,nns 0 Of 75 ft fl I 2,77ft 0 0 1 70 fl 70 fl 10,670 1
33 . .. J .. Mi IflO 0 I fi.-.T 12 2 I 827 12 2 1 GO O' S4 8 3,063 0
i.*) 1 .. IOO 105 fl t t 10ft It ( 75 fll 7b O 635 0

, 251 fl 11 < . fl 11 ( 2ft 9
■■ J .. I .. 47) 52 11 ( , fti 11 0 77 r 77 ( 190 1ft

.. .. IftOl 775 11 f 77ft 11 f 70 c Sft U 2,862 7
4ft

f,
4 c J ■■ ns] 15 12 ft 15 12 3 so 0 G2 0

10 201 20 g 20 0 0 D 79 (

39 1 30
40 70|

12 1S2' 2,12ft V 0 *71* ‘6 0 2,101 0 0
■

7S 0 $.544 18
26 . i 204, 2,783 6 ir 9+fl 0 10 3,729 10 23 fli 0 77 fl 14,774 18
j 1 51 27 fl 0 | 27 O 0 103 0
60 1 CO 1,453 0 0 1,458 0 ft 70 Ol so c ft 46S 0
30 40, 20 6 f 344 11 0 384 11 0 80 0 82 0 1,482 0
15 5 140 019 0 c 52 0 0 971 0 II 3,7G7 12
2ft . 170 ftlift S 2 43 ft 0 1,083 8 2 so 9 S3 0 4,100 fl

130 20 IjOl 2,550 0 0 2,550 0 0 fl 8,879 fl
. 27 0 c 27 0 0 SO fl 82 ft IDS fl

16, r: 4 27
10 !«! 02

■ 1 K
80 144 2Sfl 10 10 394 s 9, 075 6 4 GS 4 75 0 2,4+0 142flJ 1 • ■ 20

100 .. . 1 ,, lift 10 0 0 1,485 lo 1,49ft 1ft 7 0 os 0 4,539 0
0j| ■■ 1 ■■ 1 85 1

asftj 3i 1 2,3.>j 10,SCO G Ift 8,103 4 T 19,058 10 22 71,SM IU

f)
0|
01
2|
«l3

0
2
0]
0
0O'
0
(j

Oi

.. i ... i if-.orm
S' 4\ GSO

20,000 
GOO 

j 2fil)
I "200

I
Ifll 1

“’go " 500
15 20,000

u ’ 3 * 2.000
2ft! 2+ 1,500

6,8'tOioj ’ ft l.ftOO
17,000

2,000
a1
1

' "20l 20,000

C2A) 103' 87,286

* See Cottrsi. f See Cfarcour.

SUMMARY.

Compiled from Mining Eegietrars5 Beports.

Taulk slibwing apjiroiimalcly the number of Miners employed iu Gold-mining, the quantity and value of Gold won, 
the area of ground worked, aud the value of machinery, in the Colony of ISTcw South Wales during 1S9G,

District.

AHnual
Aimers.

I |k
« "

Quartz
Aimers. Quantity of Gold.

Euro
peans 3oH

Alluvial. Quartz. Total

Price of Gold, I | Quartz j
per oz. I. Auri/er-, reefs 1 ,

.----------------- 1 Value of Gold I ous proved \vIP
1 1 won. ground to bo P1 M*1'

I worlieit. | Aurifer- !c^,npry' 
ous.

.FroiUf To

No. No. No. No. oz. dwt. gr. Oz, dwt, gr oz. dwt. gi. s' F. 1 £ s. d. sq.m’ls. No. £
Albert ....... ................... 320 1G S4 420 1,010 0 0 4,7ft7 0 » (1,323 0 fl 77/0 SO/-

1
24,828 7 ftl 20 10 1,500

Bathurst ................................. l,7Sfl 69 1,502 3,417 8,941 14 21 04,7+1 fl in 43,680 1 12 73/0 SI/- 155,150 14 11 123 Sft lft3,£+0
Clarence and Itichmond ........... 235 ftftT 792 3,061 ft 0 3,631 6 1 G,C92 G 1 e;>|- 31/- 22,400 12 5 1,300 130 19,30ft
Cobnr........................................ 532 f.82 29,400 7 10 29,400 7 1ft 75/0 so;- 1 9+,G00 1 2 21 10 0,700
Hunter and AJacleay................ r,u 177 227 013 17 0 822 7 0 1,441 4 0 G9iG 70/fl s.Eir. 0 10 4 CO 2G S.ftCft
Lachlan................................... 1,3G4 4,340 5,740 11,12(1 18 0 53,728 1 17 64,851 19 23 fiSA 31/- 247,220 12 4 | lift 433 140,122
Aludgee ..................................... 1,323 100 769 2,192 12,74ft 0 O 16,18ft O (1 2S,92ft ft 0 73/0 70/G 109,(.29 11 0| 257 ft-1 60,600
New England ........................ EG6 100 16" r.33 3,123 0 O 3,237 O 0 G.OCO 0 O (in/- 74/-

I
22,250 ]0 8 288 4 11,000

Peel audUralla............................ Uft4 32 1,368 2,(154 6,477 12 15 47,525 10 23 54,003 3 14 Gl/B 81 AO 200,234 17 11 ' ftl -4 37,550
Tambaroora and Turon........... 817 120 72-2 l,flft0 8,841 12 f! 3,430 3 3 12,280 Jft C 75/0 fil/- 40,079 7 4 1 82 n 23,000
Tumut and Adeicng- ... ..... ],1G0 G2 87G 2,038 7,920 2 10 3,237 3 0 10,157 5 10 56/0 Sl/S 59,002 2 ft 4G2 00 78,300
Southern ................................. 1,223 221 850 2,303 10,360 G 15 8,198 4 7 19,058 10 22 Gft/+ SO/- 7I.S23 10 3 '

1
021 103 S7,2Sfl

9,228 710 12,009 22,007 74,335 3 22 263,247 10 4 233,582 14 2 SB/- so/- 1,050,820 10 vj 3,2401 1,07G 693,193



Taulk allowing approximately the number of Miners employed in mining for minerals other than G-old, 
Coal, or Shale, at some of the principal mines, the quantity of minerals won during the year 1896, 
and the value of same, and the value of Plant.

Quantities.

Locftlity.

•

Miners
employed,

Silver
and

Copper
Matte
aud

Capper.

Tin. moil}. Alunite. Chrome, JiiniestiCme
flux. Silver.

Silver lead, 
ores, and 

concentrates.
Value. Value of 

Machinery.

Xo, tons. tons. tons. tons. tons. tons. OZ. tons. £ £
Urolien Hill and Sil- 

Ycrfcon.
Gundagai..... ............

5,400

20

2,222 ... ...

1,000

88,924 19,592,943
C 18,987 
^ 331,412 
( 40,863

| 2,993,429 

3,000

929,300

1,000Burrapia .................. 150 421
Mitchell ..... ............ 100 395 ........... 22,396

9,300
907
370

22,402
4,650
5,425

16,000
18,975

107,200
5,660

17,948
4,116

Deepwater ...... ....... 250 300
Hillfimvc.................. 10 71 ...
1 siirlidd .................. 6 2,815JimmaviHo ............... 580 723 5,500

10,000
700
750

10,750

Wilson’s Downfall 
Glen Trines ...............

100
50

150
175

67
Tinglia and T uverell... 350 500 ... ....... .......... . . .
Captain's Plat.......... 112 205 59,612 35Cobar ..................... 450 2,G80

341Mount, Hope............. 60 12,000Nvniagee ................ 135 380
Unlladeluli .............. 4 1,372

Tahle showing approximately the Machinery actually employed in Gold and Tin Mining during 1896.

Quartz. i Alluvial.

District and DiuMon.

Stcam- 
1 engines, cm- 

plOjed in 
windin';, 

crushing. 4:c.

i
£ort
s
fcj]c

?
o

'S
8

1
02

nj4a0
1 

i

3
o

3a
ccj
ip
5

uV

L.o>

r'
5

£-i

a}

OTStti

5
tc g

£SIc
c

a
3u
h

.

J
1

1 Steam- 
engines em
ployed in 
winding, 

pumpingj&c.
Oj

A>
Z
Oa
ri

wV
1

c?

crf
sr
£ n>
f

tfi
C
5

c

Vi01z
2 
% 
£ 
if.
G
|

£

^ Ol

ti
C-c
uM3
1

15

s!

,5!E j ^

fj

m| E

3
Ic
et
£
Ca

O

No.

1 Aksto- 
; gate 

horse* 
power.

>’o.
Aggre

gate
horse
power.

Aj/hekt District—

1 1 1

Milpariuka.................................................... x 16 a\

Bathurst District—
Burraga ................................................... 1 20 1 10 2 . T 4 o 1
Blayncv ......................................................... 2 20 o i 4 2 ■" 2 14 2 2
Bathurst..................................................... 1 10 $ f 1
I'Towbridgc ................................................ 1 G 1 5 ,g o 1
Bocklev ......................................................... 2 20 2 2 14 2

..j...

Cotvra................................................ 1 24 1 1 2 2 ]
Mitchell ..................... ................ . 8 60 2 2 1 1 1
Mount McDonald.............................. 1 24 ]0 ]

...

Oberon .................................... ................ 2 27 0 o 2 ...1 2
60

Trnnkcy ........................................................ 4 60 4 35 s 2
• •4

1
.■.j'.'

Tuonn......................................................... 4 4 do 3 1 1 io 2
1 1

Wyagdon ....................................... 1 8 1 5 1 1
Ourcoar ........................................................ 2 20 0 30 1 2 1

Orange ......................................................... 8 110 4 2 i 4 1 2 2 1 ...] 2
Ctmowmdrfi .............................. ........... 3 51 3 3 2 2 l

Clauhxce ani> Richmond District—
Dalmorton ................................................ 5 60 5 IS 3 , ^ 2 2 3 9

Gmfton ........................................................ 1 10 2 10 i
...

i 9 T
r. - .<■

Nana Creek ................................... 6 59 6 34 2 3 3 1 io 1
Woolcoolga ............................................ 1 4 1 2 3

Iobar District—
Buabalong......... ....................................... 2 28 2 18
Cobar ............................................................. 5 200 4 75 4 4 3
Mount Hope ............................................ 4 63 1 20 1
GHlgunnia .................................................... 1 20 16
Mount Brvsdale .................................... 2 55 2

ITcnter and Macleay District'—
Copchmd........................................................ 1 16 1 10 1
Dungog ............ .......................................... 4 20 4 25
Tflrce ............................................................. 1 5 1 1 1

1

1
1

i

! 1
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Quartz.

District and Division.

Steam* 
criffines eni' 

ployed in 
n inding', 

crushing', iVc.

! Akmto-
ffdtO

liorsC'
power.

No.

I

Muucrr Distbict— !

(jhilgong.......................................... ' 2 Hi 2 10
lliirgravea ...................... ............... 40 3 22
Punk Hill ...................■.................. S 110 5 00 ')
Windeycr ....................................... 8 25 3 20
Wellington...................................... j 8 115 3 30 2

Licklan Pistiuct—
Gundagai ..................................... • 5 4.9 4 25
Wynlong.......................................... 10 158 15 o
Itccflon .......................................... 1 40 1 7
JJjirrnetlnMi,n .................................. 2 58 1 15 i
Alrctown ......................................
(Irenfell ..........................................| 4 24 2 20 2
Cirgo ............ ............................  1 i; 110 1 10 J
Young,.............................................* 1 8 1
Pifiokl.......................................... 1
Purkcs.............................................. e 70 4 48

...|. 
. t,

Nmv England Distbict—
Hinmavilltt......................... ........... i 9 87 1 10
Eim-ficld .........................................! 5 90 1 31 1
'iVntcrfieUl..................................... 1 0 1 5
T)ei'p^(vtoi’ ...................................... 1 8 1

1’eel and Ukalla Distbict—
.Arnridalc.......................................... 2 30 9 15 .. 1
SiftwarPa Brook.............................. . 1 15 i 10 l
Burraba .......................................... | ’t 30 2 15

4lUillgroTc West.............................. fi 170 3 70
Hillgrove .................................... 18 538 4 120 4
Kook.vbofikra.................................. 1 10
Xundle .......................................... 2 30 1 15
8wanip Onk .................................. • 4 Go 4 .‘•5 1
Widdia ....................................... j 2 20 2 10

1 10 i 10
I'niila ................ !...........................

TrjirT and Adelong Distbict— |

llugendore nnd Bjrwoug .............. 1 8 i 10
Albury.............................................. 2 3T) 2 9
Adolong ......................................... 3 7o 1 30 1

1 14 1 8 1
1 12 1. 10

Juncc ...................................... ....... 2 12 1 5 1
2 , Di 1 Ifi

Tuinbarumba............. .................... i ' 10 1 8
Dwdy Flut......................................

l 10 1 8
i 1 10 1 8 ,
i 1 8 1 i

Tamhahooba and Tiijion District— 1 i
Jl ill End.......................................... ii , 290 4 45
Ironbarks ..................................... 9 ' 84 4 41 ...i
Sofala............................................. 12 , llli { . 74 !■

Southern Distbict—
1

Araluen ......................................... 1 i 1 1 5 i
1 1 8 ' 4

Major’s Creek .............................. 6 85 1 ‘ 26 2
3 . 10 3 15

Bateman’s Bay ............................. i 1 15 1 1 10
Pambula.................................... . 6 | 208 1 100 :l
Xcrriga ...................................... . 1 , S 5

j
Nelli gon ......................................... 4 1 35 l 23 j,..

1 1 20 1 B
Wugouga.......................................... 3 | G3 . >' 22 1 2

Totals.............................. 202 1 4.107 196| 1,402 [ll

:r 1] ]

42j6S6712Gj 32 | 409 j (7 1 3

Tho value of mining plant and machinery in and about the mines of Now South Wales at the 
3lst December, 1800, is estimated as under:—

Metalliferous mines...,........................................... £1,708,098
Coal and shale mines ..................................................... £1,120,SOS

£2.834,953
The value of railway lines to the collieries, or plant in connection with oil refineries at the shale 

mines, is not included in the above estimate.
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The following recapitulation for tlie years 1S!)5-G will show the largely increased amount of business
transacted by tlie Department in the latter year.

Pai ticulm'S
| |

is*;. [mii'dabi:. Decruase.
Percentage5-

1 lS0t>. 1
Increase- Decrease.

. 1 24G |
1,931
1,952

685 54'97
„ ,, dealt wilti......................................... .1 779 1,173 150-57

Miucml leases on „ appl'cd lor ..................................... , 183 518 335 «.i... 183*06
„ „ dealt with ........................................ ■1 127 l 477 350 275-59

Leases on private lands applied for ............................................ J 343 1 490 147 42-85
„ „ dealt n ith................................................ . 71 507 436 614-08

27th and 28th sections applications applied for ........................ . 270 246 24 8-8S
„ Jt dealt with ................ . .

Aiva held under lease at end of December................................
■ 132 1 302 120 65-92

62,39211.1 80,205u. 17,813a 28-54
Number of gold leases eancellod ................................................ •1 613 269 344 56-01

„ mineral losses cancelled ................................ ........... J ICS 1
. 1,163 !

SI
2,225
2,261

1,062 
1,406

87
91-31

51-78

Gold aud mineral leases dealt with by the Charting Branch__ . 855 j 164-44
Number ol* uiinur’e rights issued ............................................... .! 26,925 27,378 353 1-31

3, b-isitic** licenses .............. ........................................ . 3,004 2,285 1,319 30 59
,, mineral licenses ....................................................... 1,334 1,298 36 2'69
3, fainplcs received for us.^ny und analysis .............. . 4.326 6,013 1,187 24-59
Jf iijiplietiLtoii^ dcalL with hv Pi'ospeclmg Hoard . 1,343 1,901 r.s 314

1 hare the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant.

Depart mo nt. of Minos and .Agriculture, 
4 April, 1807.

Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
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OHIEF INSPEOTOE OP MINES AND SUPERINTENDENT OE 
DIAMOND DRILLS’ REPORT.

Chief Inspector of Mines and Diamond Drill Branch,
8ir) Department, of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 2G January, 1S97.

_ _ In submitting my annual report for the year 1896, I have the honor to inform, you that the
following is a list of accidents reported to me by Wardens, Coroners, Inspectors of Mines, and Mining 
Registrars, as having occurred in the Metalliferous Mines in Rew South Wales during 1896.

_ Table A.—Showing fatal, serious, and minor accidents, which may be cited ns true mining accidents,
being exclusive of the accidents which occurred on tlie surface.

Table B.—Showing fatal, serious, and minor accidents, which occurred on the surface; therefore not 
time mining accidents. .

Table C.—Number of persons who suffered through lead-poisoning in connection with tlie Broken 
Hill M ines, as given by monthly reports by the Managers of the Broken Hill Mines for 1895-96.

Table D.—Number of persons employed in the Metalliferous Mines of New South Wales; also 
percentage of persons killed or injured; also value of machinery up to Slst December, 1896.

Out of the total of 35 persons killed, 12 lost their lives in silver-mining, 14 in auriferous quartz, 8 
in auriferous alluvial, 1 in copper. This is inclusive of the accidents which occurred on the surface, as noted 
in Table B.

Jt will be seen by the above Tables that in the Broken Hill Mines there were nine (9) fatal accidents 
less in 1896, and eight (S) fatal accidents more in the other mining districts than in the previous year, or 
one fatal accident less in all the Metalliferous Mining Districts of New South Wales than in 1895. '

There were four more serious accidents in the Broken Hill mines during 1896 than the previous 
year, but a total of five (5) accidents less than in 1895.

The fatal accidents during the year with verdicts of coroners’ juries or magisterial inquiries arc as 
follows :— '

. January 24th, W. K. Manego, Green’s Mine, Big Hill, working party of miners. Bell off ladder 
owing to bad air, while making repairs to ventilate. Verdict: Accidental death, caused by foul air.

January 24th, P. B. Kane, Native Courage Mine, Wyalong. Was being hauled up shaft in bucket, 
lost hold of rope and fell to bottom ; supposed to have been overcome by excessive heat. Verdict; Lost 
his hold of rope, but how he lost it there is no evidence to show.

lebruary 7th, W. Johnson, D’Arey Estate, Lucknow. Fell off bucket down shaft. Known to 
have been subject to fits, and complained of feeling unwell. Verdict i Accidental death ; no one to hi nine.

February 14th, John Maher, Oakey Creek, Hill End. Killed by fall of earth which he had under
mined. Verdict: Accidental; no one to blame.

lebruary 14th, T. I. A. Clark, Great Britain Mine, Tilbuster,' Armidale district. Killed by 
bucket running down shaft; engine-driver lost control of engine. Verdict: Accidental death; no one 
to blame.

. February 28th, J. Gordon, Big Badja Sluicing, Cooma. Buried by fall of earth in a sluicing claim. 
Verdict: Accidental death; no blame attached to any one. '

March 21st, R. Mitchell and A. Dunford, Occidental Mine, Cobar. Charging a hole with powder 
while it was still hot from 11 bulling,” the charge exploded. Verdict: Accidental death.
, April 15th, J. H. Nieholls, Nymagee Copper Mine. Fell down a winze. No evidence to show how 
it occurred, "Verdict: Accidental deatli; no one to blame.

, August 12th, R, hlynn, Princess Mine, Wyalong. Was prising out a block of ground preparing 
for timber when ground fell on him. Verdict: Accidental death ; no blame attachable to any one.

August 14th, J. Tickle, Congi, Bendemeer. Working alone in sluicing claim. Killed by fall of 
earth. Verdict: Accidentally killed in his claim by fall of earth. ■ ^

September 8th, F. R. Williams, Native Dog, Hope’s Creek, Rockley. Killed by fall of earth when 
working alone in his own claim. Magisterial inquiry. Verdict: Accidentally killed while working alone.

October 10th, Hugh Connors, hifteen-mile, Kiandra-. Workingalone when his dam used for sluicing 
burst and drowned him. Magisterial inquiry. Accidentally killed by being overwhelmed with water 
while working in his own claim.

October 31st, S. Unwin and J. Butler, Prince, of Wales Mine, Wyalong. Started drilling in tho 
socket of an old hole, which had been fired two shifts back ; supposed some unexploded dynamite remained 
in tlie hole. Verdict: Accidental, while drilling in an old hole ; no negligence. "

, November 19th, John Dore, Gibraltar Consolidated, Sheppardtown. near Adolong. Fall down 
winze; no evidence to show cause of falling. Verdict: Died from falling down winze ; no evidence to 
show how he fell. '

November
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November 23rd, W. H. Naylor, Prinoe of Wales, Wyalong. Man coming up shaft in bucket with 
drills, one of the drills fell out, fell on Naylor, who was working on the bottom of the shaft, and killer! 
him. Verdict: Died from injuries caused by a drill falling down shaft; added a rider re General Pule 12.

November 24th, John Tobin, House’s Claim, Enmorc, Uralia District. Fell off a ladder down shaft. 
Verdict: Accidental.

December 2nd, S. Webb and J. Wilson, Powell’s Claim, Gundagai. Working party, alluvial 
claim ; killed by fall of earth. Verdict: Accidental death ; no one to blame.

December 5th, Alfred NichollE, Star Gully, Grenfell. Fossicking near old ground with two mates ; 
fall of earth. Verdict: Accidental death ; no blame attached to anyone.

December 12th, A. E. Gaflin, Solferino. Killed by the fall of a stump of tree under which he was 
tunnelling. Magisterial inquiry : Accidental death,

December 19th, S. Quetti, Democrat. Mine, Cowra, Creek, Cooma District. Killed by fall of earth 
in drive. Verdict: Accidental death.

Broken Bill District.

February 24th, Fred. Rohu, Broken Hill Proprietary. Was assisting to pull a truck out of Drew's 
ore bin, and fell into the tip hole, which is only 28 x 17 inches in size. Verdict : Accidental; uo blame 
attached to anyone.

. February 24th, Thomas Halls, Block 10. Broken Hill. Ascending the shaft with his mate in a 
cage ; he stooped down to adjust some tools in the bottom of the cage and fell out. Verdict: Accidental; 
no blame attached to anyone.

June 12th, W. D. Reed, Broken Hill Proprietary. Jumped off a railway truck at the Chloridising 
Works, as ho was afraid that the hot ore would fall on him ; lie fell under the wheels. Evidence showed 
no danger of ore falling. Verdict: Accidental deatli ; no blame attached to anyone.

June 30th, Phillip Eddy, May Bell Mine, Broken Hill. Was climbing up on a rope in an old shaft 
which lie had been examining, and for some reason fell ofl. There was no work being done at the mine. 
Verdict: Met his deatli accidentally by falling down a shaft at May Bell.
. July 0th, M. J, Purcell, Broken Hill Proprietary. Foil off the brace of Dickenson’s shaft owing to 
a, defective temporary hand-rail, which lie had altered and fixed himself. Verdict: Met his death by 
accident.

July 22nd, S. T. Vivian, South Broken Hill Mine. Fell into pass at South Mine. Evidence 
showed that everything about tbe place was in good order. Verdict: Died from injuries received by falling 
into sboot; no evidence to show by what means he fell.

July 25th, J. J. Pearce, Proprietary, Broken Hill. Fall of ground in stope; men were experienced 
miners, and believed the ground to be safe. Verdict: Accidental death ; no blame attachable to anyone.

August 8th, Otto von der Roddu, Consols, Broken Hill. Truck running away on incline through 
hook becoming disconnected; the hook was a safety one, and the supposition is that it was not properly 
adjusted. Verdict: Accidental death ; jmy of opinion that hook was not properly fastened in first case.

August 29th, D, G. Pendrith, Broken Hill Central. Employed to water and sweep stopes; and 
went into a disused drive, when ground fell on him. He was not a miner, and evidently did not understand 
that there was any risk. Verdict: Accidental death ; no blame attachable to any one.

November 26th, George White and E. II. Barnes, British Mine, Broken Hill. Drilling in the 
socket of an old hole, where probably owing to insufficient strength of detonator some unexploded explosives 
remained. They had drilled the former hole (in the socket of which some explosives had remained) 
themselves. Verdict: Accidental death ; no blame attachable to any one.

December 16th, Levi Worsley, British Mine, Broken Hill. Fall of ore in stope. Verdict: Met his 
death accidentally by fall of ore.

I have given the cause, and juries verdicts, of the fatal accidents which have occurred in the 
Metalliferous Mines of New South Wales during the year 1896 with a view to give the public a correct 
idea how these accidents really occur ; and by the perusal of the above no other reasonable conclusion can 
be arrived at than that, in a large majority of cases, the accidents could only have been prevented by the 
unfortunate persons who lost their lives, and the same conclusion can only be come to as regards the serious 
accidents throughout the Colony. See table noted above.

During the year I have made visits of inspection and dealt with various official matters in my 
capacity as Chief Inspector of Mines, Superintendent of Diamond Drills, Mining Warden, Ax., ttc., in the 
southern, northern, and western districts, including Broken Hill, which necessitated my travelling by 
railway 8,596 miles, and other conveyances 2,136 miles, or a total of 10,732 miles.

Tlie Inspectors of Mines and clerks in my branch have given me considerable assistance in tlie 
multifarious duties of my office whenever it has been possible for them to do so. They have taken 
considerable pride in their work, and, notwithstanding some of the unpleasant, work an Inspector of Mines 
has often to do in performing his duty without fear or favour, they have, one and all, given general 
satisfaction; and although the clerical work is steadily increasing, it lias been kept well in band, and the 
clerks have done their duties faithfully and well.

Papers registered in my Branch during tho year 1896 :—
Chief Inspector of Mines................................................................................................ 2,447
Diamond drills ............................................................................................................... .1,277

The
Total 3,724
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The above registration is exclusive of papers received from the Record Branch of the Department, 
to l)e dealt with by tlie Chief Inspector of Mines on various matters connected with the Department, and 
which papers have to be noted in the books, on receipt and return, to prevent miscarriage; the number for 
the year being 4,189.

Letters written :—
Chief Inspector of Mines................................................................................................ 1,322
Diamond drills ............................................................................................................... o7(i

Total..................................................... 1,803

The above letters written are exclusive of telegrams and circulars, which total 700.
The Inspectors of Mines’ reports are attacked herewith.
Diamond drill work for the year has been confined to Captain’s Flat, the Forest Reef district, and 

Funafuti Island.
At Captain’s Flat two bores were put down. No. 1 bore was continued from tbe 299 feet to the 

546 feet level, and No. 2 bore to 646 feet, making a total of 893 feet. In the first bore a lode of sulphide 
ores was passed through; but boring operations were discontinued by the company before the lode was 
reached in the second bore.

At the Forest Reef district six different bores were put through the basalt, prospecting for 
a nayable alluvial lead in that extensive tract of country stretching from the lost extended lead towards 
Lucknow and on to tlie Connobles. The first bore reached tlie depth of 161 feet; No. 2 bore, 218 feet 9 
inches; No. 3 bore, 237 feet 5 inches ; No. 4 bore, 213 feet 6 inches; No. 5 bore, 216 feet; and No. G 
bore, 202 fc ;r 6 inches; making a total of 1,250 feet. No. 6 bore is supposed to be on the siding of the 
lead, as a thickness of 4 inches of wash was brought to the surface in the shape of a core, yielding prospects 
of gold considered payable, Tlie diamond drill has now been removed about 340 yards north-east of No. 5 
bore. Should payable gold be struck in No. 7 bore, then the boring operations may be discontinued in 
the neighbourhood.

The use of a diamond drill vms also allowed to the Royal Society of London (but under my 
supervision) to gain more authentic scientific information in connection with the coral beds; for which 
pui'pose the British Government allotted the man-of-war ship “ Penguin ” to ship the whole diamond drill 
plant, the men engaged to work said drill, and members of the expedition from Sydney to Funafuti, one 
of the Ellice Group of islands, and return tlie same. .

The first bore was put down to the depth of 105 feet, of which 12 feet was coral. The remainder 
had to be driven through sand and loose pieces of coral, making it very difficult for tubing to be driven 
down.

No. 2 bore, 12 feet, and No. 3 bore, 72 feet in depth, 12 feet of coral core obtained.
The time allowed to do the wrork was too short, and the time for preparation from the arrival of 

Professor Sollas, the London Royal Society’s representative, and departure of the man-of-war ship, was 
totally inadequate; hence before the arrival of a consignment of material and appliances to overcome the 
drift-sand difficulty, the man-of-war ship, with drill, plant, and members of the expedition, were on their 
return trip. Therefore, the appliances forwarded were returned without being used.

I am in great hopes that the Australian scientific .societies will not let this interesting and impoi’tanl 
matter drop, but follow up the subject determinedly and bring it to a successful issue. The last expedition, 
although not fully successful, has certainly proved more than was ever known before, and has gathered 
information which will certainly be a great guide for further operations. The knowledge gained by a 
further expedition and boring operations through tlie coral beds would be of great interest, also beneficial 
to the whole scientific world. Surely the small difficulties which have been encountered, and the compara
tively small expenditure which has been made, will not deter the Australian scientific societies to try again, 
and if successful, then the Royal Society of London should be supplied with all the information gained and 
half of the core obtained—in fact the same condition as the said society would have given had they been 
more successful.

A diamond drill bore was also started a few days before the end of the year at Grassy Gully, about 
IS miles from Nowra and 4 miles from Burner, up the Shoalhaven River, to bore horizontally through a 
hill of felsite formation for auriferous quartz veins.

Herewith I also attach my reports (eleven in number) for various districts and on various matters. 
Also, the Inspectors of Mines’ reports as appendices to my Annual Report, and diagram sections of bores, 
during the year 1896.

I may also note that 056 fossickers going to the gold-fields received letters from me for railway 
passes for the year 189G.

I have, ifec.,
W. H. J'. SLEE, F.G.S.,

Chief Inspector nf Mines and Superintendent of Diamond Drills.

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Tadle
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Table A.
Showing Fatal, Serious, and Minor Aecidenls during 1S9G, as IVne Mining Accidents,

No.j Halo, j Name of Mine. j

1 9 Jan. Iteiily'h Mine..............

2 24 ,, George Green’s Mine
3 24 „

3 Feb.
Native Courage..........

4 Sunn} Corner..............
5 6 „ Proprietary Mine ....
0 7 „ D’Arcv Estate ..........
7 !> , f Spring Mat................
s 14 „ Oakey Creek .... .
p 14 „ Great Britain Mine ..

10 19 .. Central Mine..............
11 25 „ Block 10 Mine ........
12 28 „

2 Mar.
Big Badja Sluicing ..

13 Contra! Mine............
14 Cl M Gi eat Cobar Company
In 0 ,» Mount Gab an..............
Ki 7 „ Proprietary Mine —
17 10 „
18 10 „ Portion 1.5, Parish 

Yowaka,
10 20 „ BubIhiuui'sHiHG.MCo
20 20 „

Occidental Mine —21 2L
22 21 „

Proprietary Mine ....23 31 „

21 0 A])ril NymagcoCoppcr Mine

2o H >» Proprietary Mine ..

26 16 M Nvmagoe Copi>er Mine
27 16 „ Block 14 ......................

28 17 » Yamble ..................
29 18 „ Proprietary Mine .. .

30 18 „ .. - ■
31 18 „ ». ■

32 30 „ Central Mine........ ..
3.1 5 Mas Proprietarv Mine ..,
34 23 „ Great Cobark Mine ,

36 23 „
30 25 ,, Tarrawingee Flux...

37 9 June Propnetan' Mine ...
38 15 „ Great Britain Mine .
311 19 „ Proj)ri('tftry Mina ...

40 2.1 Junction Point........
41 30 M May Bell........ . ....
42 1 July Birthday S.yrdical p .

43 11 „ Block 7.............. ..—

44 11 Williewa Creek........
45 14 Mount Caban ........

46 14 „
47 21 „ Cobar Mining Co....

43 22 „ Smith Broken Hill .
49 23 „ J. J$ ,T. Mine............
CO 23 „

Proprietary Mine ...51 25 ,,
52 27 ,, Junction Mine ....

r>s .TAbs, . Consols Mine..........
M b M Hong Kong G. M. C<
55 8 Groat Cohar G. M. C
Mi 12 „ Princes? Mine . ..
57 14 „ Sluicing Claim, Cohj,
r>s 28 „ Hill End United ..
r>o 29 f, Central Mine..........

Locality.

Oilgiinnia

i>A 1 Verson fluriously MinorI’erson hilled. Injurcil. ' Aodfleuls Occupation. Nature ami Cause of Injury 
or Dwxth.

John Osmatho

Wyalong TiV«*st 
Sunny Corner 
BioUcti Hill 
Lucknow ... 
Gnudagiu ....
Hill End..........
Tilbuster . ..
Broken Hill

Cooma”........
Broken Hill .
(Jobar ........
Vamlmla.......
Broken Hill .

Painbulft___

Parkcs ........

Cohar ........

Broken Hill 

Kymagcc . 

Broken Hill

Win. K, Manc^o 
Pat. li. Kane , .

John Maher 
T J. A. Clark

Thos. lialln.. 
Jns. Gordon

James Jones ..

F. Soliolmkopf

Ed waul Leonai'd

Nymagee.... 
Bioken Hill

Giiljroiiff .... 
Broken Hill

Coliark

Taira win^ce

Broken Hill 
TilhuHfccr . , 
Broken Hill

Broken Hill 
Valffogrin ..

White Cliffs

Robert Mitchell, 
Alfred Dmifoul.

John H, Nieholls

Fred. Uolfc.

Win, Rickard..

J. Crowley .

Henry Bode

Miner .......... Fell off ladder owing to foul air—
general injuries

F. Critchor.,. 
Jag Murphy . 
John Mathers. 
Thos. Croxton

R. Hudson . 
R. Wells . .

James Wjatt.

Chas. Laut... 
Janies Baker .

J. Copeland . 

John Hendry.

Fell down shaft.
Fall of ground, open cut—toe cut.
Fall of ground in slope—contusion.
Fall of bucket down shaft.

Fossicker... Fall of earth—bruhod.
Neck broken hv fall of alluvial earth. 
Struck by falling bucket in shaft.
Fell uito’shoot—cut head.
Fell out of cage.
Buried by fall of earth.
Fell into ore shoot—injured hip.
Stone rolled on finger, breaking it. 
Premature explosion—cuis.

. Fell through ilooi of stope—bruises.
Tnickor ... Running chute—stone fell on foot.
Miner..........  Fall of ground while retimbcruig—leg

broken.
Recharging warm hole which exploded,

PhHlip Eddy .... j

Win. Norris ...

George Watson.,

John Cochrane .. 
John Holmes___

| John Mcljcunan..

George Skillbock.

Jas, Miller........

WJ

02
03
04
Oil
00
67
05 
(lb
70
71
72
73
74 
7G 
7fl
77
78 
70 
80 
81 
b2 
Si

8.7
SO
87
38
30

Capcrtcc . 
Pambula .

2 Sept

24 ,,
3U Oct. 
ID „

20 „
24 „

28 ,,
31 ,,
31 >,

4 Nov. 
10 „ 
12 „ 
10 ,*
23 „
24 ,, 
27 „ 
27 ,,
2 Dec,

3
12
14
la
HI
10

Hope'sNative Dog, 
Creek. 

Proprietary Mine . 
Fifteen-mile Creek 
Ccnlral Mine . ...

Cobar...........

Broken Hill 
Yalgogrin ..

Broken Hill

Mt. McDonald., 
Cobar .. .
Wj along . , 
Rendciueer, 
Hill Itnd ... 
Broken Hill

Jas. A Orth . 

— Lancaster .

I Tninkcy G. M. Co,
1 South Mine..............

Proprietary Mine . 
Prince of Wales...

British Mine ........
Black Coon..........
Occidental Mine . 
Gibraltar Consolidated 
Prince of Wales . 
House's Claim .... 
British Mine ..

Rocklcy *..........

Broken Hill ..
Kiandra ..........
Broken Hill ..

Tnmkey Creek 
Broken Hill ..

Wyalong . -

Broken Hill ..
Yalgogrln........
Oohar ........
Shepard town ..
W'yalong..........
Emnore ..........
Broken Hill ..

Samp. T. VBiati.,

Win, Thompson 
Win. Roach___

J. O'Lougbliii..

— Cunnnina

W. Stoppclbcin.

Explosion of shot while tamping.

Barring down rock, which fell and broke 
Ins leg.

Returned to missed holo—explosion • 
cuts

Rock fell and displaced floor of stope- 
fall and hniisca.

Fell down shaft—injured, and died later. 
Fall of ground—scalp wounds and frac

tured knee.
Fall of ground In drive—crushed. 
Clearing partly charged hole with 

sera per—explosion.

Truckor .. Clearing'out pass —gtone’fell —scalp 
wounds.

Miner .... Explosion of shot—loss of an eye.
Fall of ground in stope—bruises and cute. 
Explosion when returning to missed 

hole—cute on arms and head.

Trucker -----

Fossirkcr... 
Miner . ...

Chas. Lake .

Chs. Richardson 
John Titus___

Win, Slade .

John Pearce

Olio ' nn iUt HocMil

Richard nynn . 
.lames Tickle ...

Drib!,"o! Pendrith'

Japjia Mathcson.. 
Jno. Wcingartner

V. R, Williams

Hugh Connors

Powell’s Claim

Proprietary Mine___
Star Gulhi ..................
liiilishMinu ..............

Newbridge O M. Co. 
Proprietary Mine ,
Rrilish Mine ..........
Democrat Mine..........
Great Cubar Co. .. 
Elcauora....................

Gundagai .,,

Broken Hill . 
Grenfell ... 
Broken Hill ,
Solfenno........
Newbridge . , 
Broken Hill .

Cowra Creek
Oohai ..........
Hillgrove ...

Sami. Unwin .. 
James Butler.

John Dorc ...., 
W. H. Naylor..
John Tobin........
G. White............
Ed. Barnes........
Stephen Webb 
George Wilson

Alf. Gnffiiths...

Thos. Maimers.

John Matters.

John Gay nor .. 

E. V, Morrow.,

John Ryan . 

Jas. Somerville

Ed. Dcaoon... 
John Tonkin

Quarryman.. Explosion of shot—returned too soon '* 
thigh fractured.

Miner .......... Falloiground—li^fracturedbclowknee
Fall of ground—loss of little finger. 
Horse bolted with truck and knocked 

him down—broken leg.
Fall of ground in old workings—internal. 
Climbing down shaft on rope and fell off. 
Windlass ro]» broke, fell down sliaftr— 

ankle hurt.
Windlass stand broke and bucket fell on 

head.
Fossick er.... Fall Of ground—leg broken.
Miner .......... Explosion while breaking rock with a

plug of dynamite in it.

Slab fellfdowh shaft inflicting flesh 
wounds.

Fell into ore chute—neck broken. 
Explosion of dynamite—loss of eyo.

M ,, cute and bruises.
Fall of ground in stope—general inj urics.

Flfttman ___ Fall of stone down shaft—puncturing
arm. t f 4

Miner ........ Truck run away with him and killed him.
Stone fell down shaft injuring eye.
Fall into paes-'-broken leg.
Fall of earth—crushed,

Fossickcr___ Fall of earth.
Miner .......... „ —bruises.

ir in old workings.
Tipping ore into chute, and fell in him- 

{ self.
Fossickcr..,, i Fall of ground in sluicing claim.

1 ,

Wm. Bray 
Jas. Petof

Alf. Nieholls ... j 

Ernest A. Gaflin,.I

John Reece.

Thos. Hefron ..

Levi Worelcy ... 
Stephen Quetti.

Anthony BIok/41,

Thos. Wright___
Edwin Prior ...

I — Glhsou .
| Josh. Chad ...,

Trucker
Fossickcr

Knocked down by truck.
Drowned in tail race by dam burstingf (rally Kvr , , . . I J/i <J Vt II Vll 111 LiH l I UiT.1^ WJ M 1**11 'M*l OVIilp,-

Miner ...........| Stripping shaft and stage eollapsed—-

Quarryman. 
Miner ........

shock.
Fab of sapling down shaft—skull cut. 
Piece of stone fell from sto]K}—scalp 

wound.
Fall of rock down winze—crushed fool. 
Boring In old socket, which exploded.

Timber fell on him* breaking his thigh. 
Scraper fell down shaft, puncturing back. 
Fall of earth.
Fell down wini'd—fractured skull.
Drill fell down shaft—punctured back. 
Fell off ladder down shaft.
Explosion when drilling old hole.

ir t*
Fall of ground—buried.

Premature explosion —bruised.
Fall of ground.

Fossickcr...Fall of stump of tree into tunnel.
Miner .......... Fall of quart?;—internal injuries.

,, ,,,,. I Full of ore in htopo—broken ribs.
........................Fall of ore in slope.
.....................   Fall of rock.

Fall of ore in chute when cosing it. 
Returned to missed hole, which exploded

ABSTRACT.
Fatal—14 quart?:, S gold alluvial, 9 sSh er, 1 copper. Scrioui—9 quartz, 2 gold alluvial, 12 silver, 1 copper, 1 limestone, 1 ojtal. Minor—12 quartz, 1 gold

alluvial, 13 silver, 7 copper
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Tabt/k B,

Showing Fatal, Serious, and Minor Accidents on Surface as distinguished from true Mining Accidents, during 1896.
Surface Accidents, 1896.

So.
^ Date,

Name of Mine.
!

Locality.
1 '

Person killed. Person seriously 
injured.

Minor
Accidents.

1
| 3 Feb.

Lake George Copper Captain's Flat,. .......... ........ M. J. Currie ,

10 „ Proprietary Mine.. Broken Hill . .......... ... . J. Triplett ___

3 13 »

4 14 ,, Proprietary Mine ..,,
”

Wm. Killnwv ..
5 22 „ Sunlight Mine.......... Hillgrove ___ ... I A. Cavanogh ,,
ti 24 „ Proprietarv Mine .., Broken Hill . Fred Rohu..........
7 5 Mar.

S 6 „ Proprietary Mine .... Broken Hill .. Thos, Mure....
9 1ft ,, !» - ■ • ,. Thos. Fariev ..

10 31 „ Block 10.................. .......... Clias. Berridgo

11 2 April Great Cohar Copper Cobar .... Thos, Reims ..
Co.

12 o „ Proprietary Mine .. Broken Hiil ,, .......... Mioh. Torpv ..
13 10 „ .. .......... ........ W.J. Clark. ..
14 U „ British Mine.......... .. W. Eih'? ....
lo i May Yamble ...................... Gulgong ... . Rich, Strike ,,,,

16 20 r, Proprietary Mine .... Broken Hill .. John Tcmhv .
17 10 June M -■ Jas. McGowan

IS 12 „ V, . Walter D. Reed,,

19 Block 10 ................ Goo. Elvidge ..
20 5 Proprietary .............. ” , Alf Roddcv ___
21 0 „ » ............ n .. Mich. J. Purcell..

22 13 „ British Mine ............ R. Bothwell ....
23 14 „ Proprietary Mine .... Geo. Gentle.,..

24 27 „ *5 • Thos. Conroy..
2S „ ,, ... ,, . . Pat. Hogan, .

20 1 Aug. II - - Wm Smith___
27 2 Good-ya Creek........ . Yass................ Ed. Mulligan . ,,

2S 2! „ 77 ................ Peter Knox ..

29 2i ,, Proprietary Mine .... Broken Hill . Herman Bahm
30 29 „ >» •--- H -■ Alf. Mayer ..

31 2 Nov. Junction Mine .......... | „ ■ \* J'. Quick . .

32 •> .......................... M -• Percy Phillips..

33 r> Proprietary Mine ... „ .. C. A. Walton ,

“1 10 „ Block 10 .................... j Charles Leslie ..

OcGU])atiori. Nature and cause of injury or doafeh.

Slag-wheeler [

Kumacc-haTid

Trucker ___

Surface-hard 
Trucker .... 
I'latman ...J 
liraocman .

Quarrj nian..
Shunter __
Kngineer ....

Trucker .

Surface-hand 
Electrician .. 
Fossickcr,.,,

Quarryman.. 
Truckor . ..

Shunter ...,

Engineer 
Furnace-hand. 
Ri'aceiuan .

Shunter ... i 
Carter..........

Shunter ... 
Quarryman. 
Trucker ,. 
Miner ........

Shunter . .. 
Titter ..........

Slag spilt into water, exploded, and cut 
his face. t

Hit by his mate with hammer when re* 
pairing furnace.

While trucking tailings slipped and cu(i 
his head.

Hand cut by circular flaw.
Fulled tip 1 ruck on to leg—breaking it.
Kell into Drew's ore bins on surface.
Toe broken by rock rolling off heap on 

to him
Rfone rolled down batter on to his leg.
Fell from viaduct near Wlgg's shaft.
While cleaning disc of engine fingers 

torn off.
Part of thumb out off when spragging 

uheel. ’
Run into by truck at leaching works.
Fell off ladder while cleaning vats.
Repairing wires on pole, which fell.
Removing logs from shaft, and they fell 

on him.
Thrown off mullock waggon.
Tail of stem* in open out. while having 

crib.
braking truck on railway, slipped, and 

run over.
Adjusting Vannerbclt—arm caught.
Slipped, and slag spilt over him- burns.
Foil off brace of shaft owing to rail being 

loose.
Tripped, and knocked down by truck.
Loading dray, stone fell and hroko 

collar bone.
Braking truck—foot jamhed.
Filling skip, when slone rolled on him.
Injured hy collision of trucks.
Explosion of powder when pointing 

picks.
Explosion of powder when pointing 

picks.
Jamhed his thigh on truck.
Fitti ngbrasses to engi nc—wheel crushed

Surface-hand

Trucker .. . 

Shunter ,,..

him.
Shifting machinery, and was jnmbed— 

leg broken.
Shifting machinery, and was jamlicd— 

small hone of arm broken.
Loading trucks and sLonc rolled on 

thuinb.
Jambod between trucks—broken pelvis.

ABSTRACT.
Fatal, a silver; serious, 2 quartz, 1 gold allmial, 7 siher; miner, 1 quartz, 17 silver, 3 copper.

Table C.
Lead-poisoning Beturns for 1895 from Broken Hill.

Name of Mine, Jan. Feh. March. April, May. June. ■luly. Aug. Sept.

Central Mine..................... ............................ 13 2 G 10 3
Proprietary Mine .......................................... 2 10 3 3
Broken Hill South ........................ .............. 9 1 2
Block 14.......................................................... 3 1
Block 10 .........................................................
A.B.TL Consols..............................................
Junction Nortlt......................... ....................

1

Junction South..............................................
British Broken Hill ......................................

... . t. ...
Broken Hill North .................................... i ...

Total .............................................. ... ... 32 14 9 10 0

Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

1
1 i 40

G 5 2!)
3 .. 15

... ..» 4

:::

...

1

0 C 89

Total number of cases, 89 ; total number of men, 4,29? ; percentage of cases, 2‘0?.

Lead-poisoning Beturns for 1896 from Broken Hill.
Name of Mine. Jan. Fob. March. April. May. ■Tunc. July. Aug. j Sept, Oct. Nov. Dec. Tefal,

Broken Hill Proprietary............................... 7 4 1 1 3 2 3 i 21
Broken Hill South .............. ....................... 1 G ... 1 1 3 13
Brokan Hill North ...................................... ] i 2 4
British Broken Hill ....................................... i i i 3
Sulphide Co..................................................... i i 2
Block 14.......................................................... i ... 1
Block 10.......................................................... i l
A.B.H". Consols.............................................
B.H. Junction South .................................. — i
B,H\ •TunctiOTi North ................................

...

Silver Hill Junction S.M........!...................... ...
Total .............................................. 12 10 2 5 i i 2 1 i 3 0 ... ' 44

i
Total number of eases, 44; total number oJ mon, 5,400; percentage of oubcs, ’81.
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Table 2).
Number of Men employed in the Metalliferous Mines of New South. Wales, and value of Machinery, at 

31st JJeceinber, 18% ; also percentage of persons killed and injured.

Alluvial Gold.
Quartz
Gold.lining District?.

Kura*
pCR-U. Chinese.

Albert.................................... 320 16 84
Bfith urst.......................................
Clnrcnce and Richmond ...........

1,763
235

69 1,562
557
582

50 377
1,304
1,523

4,340
709Mudgee .......................................

How England..............................
100

2U0 100 160
Peel and Uralia.......................... 654 32 1,368
Tambaroora and Turon.............. HI7 120 722
Tumut and Adelong.................. 1,100 52 870
Southern...................................... 1,223 859

Total ................................... 9,42S 710 12,009

Persons killed per 1,000 persons 
employed.

•343 1T6

Persons inj ured per 1 jOOOpcrsons 
employed.

■318 ■911

Stiver. Copper.

Tin.
Other. Total. Value of 

Machinery.Euro-
pcan. Chinese.

£ s. a.
5,400 280 0,100 931,300 0 0

84 98 2 ... 3,601 153,840 0 0
14 806 19,300 0 0

545 1,127 76,700 0 0
4 8 30 269 8,500 0 0

3 70 5,313 149,122 0 0
...... ...... 25 2,417 00,.>00 0 0

10 502 351 11 1,407 15,600 0 0
20 348 140 55 2,017 92,550 0 0

4 1,003 23,600 0 0
(5 132 y 12 2,243 83,800 0 u

37 15 ...... ...... ... ^355 87,280 0 0

5,555 SLU 928 491 487 30,478 1,708,098 0 0

1'23 1T48 ......

3-42 P23 410 1T8L

Report of W. H. .J. Slee, Esq., J.P., E.G.S., &c., Chief Inspector of Mines, on the Broken Hill Mines.
Chief Inspector of Mines’ Office, Department of Mines and Agriculture, .

Sirj Sydney, 21 November. 1896.
I do myself the honor to inform you that during my inspection of the Broken Hill Mines, in 

the beginning of this month, I found that great improvements had taken place in the safety, ventilation, 
treatment of ores, observance of lead-poisoning regulations, and other matters since the date of my last 
inspection. ...

The large bodies of sulphide ores along tbe whole line of the principal Broken Hill mines is such 
that it'will hake many years with present and still further improved treatment to work them out. A system 
of working which has always been adopted in Block 14 Mine, that is, idling in solidly between the square 
set timlxsring, is now adopted as part and parcel of the system for working the principal Broken Hill mines ; 
hcnco the creeps which formerly gave so much anxiety and trouble are greatly checked, and the dangers 
occurring through creeps are minimised accordingly. _

The Lead-Poisoning Act Regulations have been gradually but surely enforced, the effects of which I 
intend to show in a table to be attached to my Annual Report for 1S9G, where the comparison of the two 
years during which the Act has been in force will be clearly shown. _

. The following was the state of affairs at the time of my last inspection, as verified by Mr. Inspector 
Hcbbavd’s Report:—

Broken Hill North Mine.

Glauses 1, 2, 3, 4 arc fulfilled. No special provision has so far been made to carry out clause 5, as 
the ore is not of a dusty character. _

Clause 6.—Bathroom, containing both plunge and shower baths, is provided, and there is also 
provision for separate washing apart from bathing. Clause T is not much observed. There are no smelting 
furnaces on tho mine.

Broken Hill Junction North.

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 are fulfilled; no special provision is made for the carrying out of clause f>, the ore 
not being of a dusty character. Clause G. Plunge and shower baths are provided, and workmen’s clothes 
are dried on top of the boiler. Clause 7 is not thoroughly observed, but the majority of miners change 
their clothes.

Broken Hill Junction.

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 are fulfilled. No special provisions are made to carry clause 5 into effect, the 
ore not being of a dusty character. Clause 6. Bath-room is provided containing both plunge and shower 
baths ; also a changing room ; tlie men dry their clothes on top of holier. Extra room and provisions have 
been provided owing to larger numbers of persons being employed.

British Mine.

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 are observed. Under clause n, water-pipes for sprinkling water are laid throughout 
tlie mine where necessary. Under clause G, bath and changing rooms are provided, but are only partially 
availed of. No furnaces are in blast.

. Bloch 1J/. Mine.

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 are fulfilled. Under clause 5, water for sprinkling floors, &c., is provided'when 
needful. Clnush 6. Bath and changing rooms are provided ; tlie latter is fitted with steam-pipes for 
drying clothes. Clause 7. Although perhaps not thoroughly observed, but it is intended to be done at an 
early date. There arc no furnaces in blast at the mine.

21—1 Broken
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Broken Hill Proprietary.

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 are fulfilled. Clause 5. Watcr-jjipes have been laid throughout, tbe mine for 
sprinkling water when necessary. Clause C. Bath and changing rooms are provided on each section of the 
mine, and also in such places as the chlorodising works, Are., ic. Clause 7 is only partially observed owing 
to the workmen frequently neglecting to change their clothing ; the rest of the regulations are observed as 
near as circumstances will at present allow.

Central Mine (Svlphido Corporation Ashcroft’t Process, Limited).

AU the provisions of the Act, as far as they apply to the mine, are fulfilled.

Block 10.

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 am fulfilled. Clause 5. Tho ore is not. of a dusty character. Tlie rest of the 
clauses are fulfilled as far as circumstances will allow.

Broken Hill South Mine. '

Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 are fulfilled. Clause fi. The ore is not of a dusty character. Clauses 7 and 8 
are observed in a satisfactory manner and the rest of clauses as far as circumstances require and will allow.

As stated in the beginning of this report the ventilation in all the Broken Hill mines is better than 
it lias been for years past. The hot stopes which gave so much trouble,, especially in the Central Jline 
and tbe Broken Hill South Mine, 1 lave disappeared, and purer air now prevails throughout the slopes. 
Improvements for tlie safety of persons employed in tlie Broken Hill mines is the order of the day ; and I 
have great hopes that during next year the mining accidents which may occur will be considerably below 
the average of these last two years.

Trom the general managers to the shift bosses, who have reputations to lose, the general desire is 
to, as far as possible, prevent accidents, because an accident occurring in any mine means extra expense, 
trouble, and annoyance, not only to tho manager, but to the company he represents. Considering tho 
magnitude, deep and extensive mining operations, carried on at Broken Hill, and the large number of 
persons employed (a considerable percentage of which perhaps never saw a mine or were in a mine until 
the day they were engaged at Broken Hill), the percentage of accidents are such as favourably compare 
with any similar mining operations or conditions in any part of the globe.

Owing to the variety of concentrating plants and tlie various treatments adopted for any peculiar 
class of ore, the sulphide problem is becoming gradually unravelled, because ores which some two or three 
years ago were considered almost worthless are now yielding payable returns. Tens of thousands, if not 
hundreds of thousands, pounds sterling have already7 been spent on tho sulphide treatment question, and 
there still remains a great deal to be learnt; nevertheless signs of the times are not wanting that in the 
near future the treatment of the sulphide ores will be so far advanced as to leave the loss of valuable 
minerals to a mere minimum.

This year's output, and tlie more successful treatment of the sulphides, has given fresh life to the 
Broken Hill district; a larger number of persons have found employment, and more confidence, lias been 
established in the permanency of tlie Broken Hill mines.

Having already reported on various questions and considerations in connection with tlie Broken 
Hill mining district in separate reports, I need not refer to them in this report.

I have, ifcc.,
W. H. J. SLEE,

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report on the Stringy Bark or Cobbara Hush, by W. H. J. Slee, Esq., J.P., F.G.S., &c., Chief .
Inspector of Minos, itc.

Sir, Gulgong, 28 January, 1S9G.
I do myself the honor to inform you that I have inspected the locality known as the Stringy 

Bark or Cobbara Rush, ■which is situated about 22 miles from Gulgong, fi miles from Tallawang, 13 miles 
from Cobbara, and about tbe same distance from Donnistown, on Mr. E. J. Rowe's Tucklan Run. Tho 
rush is an extension of the Tallawang Gold-field, and is only about 1 mile from Sliurtloworth’s Ifi acres 
extended alluvial claim, which obtained aid out of the prospecting vote, and was working when the rush 
took place.

The prospectors, Marshall Brothers and party, washed from twelve loads of stud 42 ox. of gold. The 
sinking is 15 feet in depth, aud the run of gold is narrow, varying from 3 feet to 10 feet in width, with a 
thickness of about 1 foot of wash dirt.

About twenty claims arc on gold,- of which six may ho considered as payable, the remaining yielding 
tucker.” These claims are scattered over an area of about ■), mile. The gold in every instance is found 

cither in small patches or narrow, short runs. The washdii t consists of puggy clay with small pebbles. 
Present population is about Ifid ; but should heavy rains fall, so that wafer will lie available for mining 
purposes, then the population is likely toinercase, as there is an extensive area of country totally uupi-ospected, 
in which other small runs of gold or patches may bo discovered, Although Marshall Brothers obtain oil a 
rich patch, the general yield of gold on the field is from 2 dwt. to 10 dwt. of gold pur load, which, with a 
good water supply for mining purposes, may ensure a living for numbers of persons. It, would be folly for 
persons to come from a distance while the dry weather continues.

I have, rtc.,
_ ’ TV. H. .1. SLEE,

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Rkpout
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Iiejuji'l by W. Ji. J. iSIop, IT.G.fcJ., &c., on tlio nuw rush at Back Crook and tho Bake Gourde jVI.iinii"

Company's Property at Captain’s Plat.
Sir. Captain's Flat, 29 February, 1890.

1 do myself the honor to inform you that, en route from Braid wood to Captains Hut, 1 made 
an inspection of the new rush at Back Creek, _

This rush is situated about 8 miles from Braidwood, T miles from Major’s Creek, and 20 miles from 
Captain's Flat. On my arrival (which was unexpected) fully eighty miners gathered together and pointed 
out several matt,era, which will ho dealt with by mo in separate reports, The sinking is easy and shallow, 
varying from mere surfacing to 10 feet in depth; the auriferous stuiT. which varies from 3 to 6 inches in 
thickness, consists of a. puggy clay with line grit or wash resting on a hard bottom ; the gold is of a tine 
scaly nature. 'The discovery was made on a dried-up swamp, and although hy present appearances it is a 
run of gold trending from tbe swamp, about half a mile from tho Shoalhaven River, through a stock 
reserve, into Bopping’s 100 acres selection, and Mr. Roberts’ freehold. T am of opinion that there is a 
likelihood that sovenil short narrow runs or patches arc likely to bo met with by systematic prospecting 
parallel to cacli other. The country' is rather Hat, and presents no surface indications as a. guide to assist 
the prospector in search of payable-gold.

The miners informed me that they earned from tucker to wages, and tliat the yield (at per one-horse 
load) was from 1 & to 5 dwt. per load. Unless something new should he discovered, there are quite sufficient 
men on the ground for all purposes. J do not think it likely that any extensive and rich leads of gold will 
he discovered, but a. living may, perhaps, be made for a number of persons between tlie Back Creek and 
.'lombaicumbene Creek for some considerable time.

Captain’s Flat.

Tlie Lake George Mining Company is still employing a large number of persons, Tbe company's 
able and energetic general manager and metallurgist, Mr. Trcwenick, intends to erect additional machinery 
for tho more expeditious and less costly' treatment of refractory silver and copper ores. The Kohinwr 
shaft is now lining sunk an additional 80 feet from the 300 feet level. Jt is intended to open a level at 
tho 370 feet, so as to intersect the higher quality' of ores known to exist southerly of tlie shaft, and iu the 
meantime sinking tlie shaft to a still greater depth, which is really the best course to pursue in the, interest, 
of all concerned, The mining management is under Mr. Samuel Renfroy, an able, energetic, practical man.

The diamond drill is now down 522 feet, and has passed through lode stuff fur some time. tSome of 
the core which was brought up to-day in my presence looked fairly well; and although the drill has not 
passed through rich ore, it has certainly passed through smno payable ore, and has proved beyond doubt 
tlie continuation of the lode as far as the drill has penetrated, and has thereby considerably added to the 
value of tim company’s property.

’ In my opinion it would he advantageous to the company to have their lode further tested by the 
diamond drill on one or more sites along the line of lode.

I have, be.,
W. n. J. SLEE,

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by Mr. W. H. J. Sice, Esq., F.G-.S., be., on the Bywong and Dairy Creek Mines.
Si,. Bungendore, 3 March, 189G.

T do myself the honor to inform you that I have visited the Bywong and Dairy Creeks Mines. 
At Bywong, mining has almost been at a standstill owing to the late severe drought; hut as there is 

now a good supply of water for crushing purposes, and several parcels of quartz ready for crushing, an 
impetus will he given. _

The mines which-have the largest quantity of quartz at grass are Cartright aud party', and Low and 
party. Characteristic of the whole, district the quartz occurs in lenticular blocks, nnd the gold in shoots ; 
hence the failure of parties in tracing the gold from an adjoining claim. _

A.t Dairy Creek, Kershaw and party arc obtaining some very rich specimens of gold. Their last 
crushing yielded 8 oz, of gold per ton ; and they have again bagged some rich quartz ready' for crushing. 
Their workings are in an open cutting about 30 feet in depth by about 150 feet in length, forming a 
lenticular block with a strike of N. 20= W. The quartz vein is narrow, and tlie country rock hard slate. 
On the south a party named Cassidy and Company, and on the north Mr. James Tait, of Bungendore, have 
taken up land to mine for gold. _

I beg to draw particular attention to the Creek and Valley on the right hand going from Bungendore 
to Bywong, say, about from 5 to 8 miles from Bungendore, which has decided auriferous appearances, and 
is well worthy' of thmough systematic prospecting. I was informed that the land is freehold, and belongs 
to a Mr. Donnelly. I have, be.,

W. H. J. SLEE, _
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by W. II. J. Slee, Esquire, J.P., F.G.S., be., on Mining in the Condoholin, Cugong, Creamy Hill,
Enenbondery, and Mount Wilga Mining Districts.

Cnndobolin, 12 May, 189G.
I do myself the honor to inform you that 1 have so far completed my official work in connection 

with various mining matters in tho Condobolin, Cugong, Creamy Hill, Erronbendery, and Mount Wilga 
Mining Districts. ... ,

Thf* qua-rtz roefs which hsivti so friv beon fli.scovcvcil in the Condobolin district have been of n patchy 
nature; but there is no reason why the reefs within 3 to 4 mile's of Condobolin should not be made to 
yield payable returns if worked with thorough system and economy'. I inspected tlie underground workings 
nf three of the reefs, which were the only ones I was able to examine below surface, the rest of tho workings 
having either fallen in or there were no appliances to get below. Tlie
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The Julia Reuben reef, formerly known as the Red Paint, 1ms a shaft down to the depth of 37 feet. 
There are about 30 tons of quartz at grass ; very little work, if any, has been done of late. Bat I was 
informed that it was the intention of Messrs. OIKcer, Tough, and party to give the Julia Reuben Mine a 
thorough systematic test, both to a greater depth and length along the line of vein, and if this intention is 
carried out payable results will most likely be the consequence. .1 saw some very rich specimens near tlie 
surface, which taken by themselves would give very high yields, and by careful observation these patches 
may be successfully traced both downwards and along the fissure. .

The Phoenix, or Sheppard and Party’s Mine, whose main shaft is now down 80 feet, the reefs in parts 
being about 2 to 3 feet in width, had 0 tons crushed, yielding 13 dwt. per ton ; and a crushing of 10 tons 
north of the largo reef yielded S dwt. per ton. The party intend to sink to the 100 feet level and then drive 
along the reef. This claim is probably the best near Condobolin, and onty requires a thorough system to 
bo classed as a payable mine.

Messrs. Tough and party have lately cleared out an old shaft at the Surprise Mine, which shaft is 
3o feet in depth, on the bottom of which the quartz veins largely associated with iron are rather broken and 
disturbed. The party, however, intend to sink the shaft 20 feet deeper and drive along the veins for about 
30 feet, with the hope that the yield of gold may improve Cugong. The Cugong quartz-veins are situated 
about, 30 miles below Condobolin, J miles north of the Lachlan River, and 20 miles from Euabalong,

There are several claims at work, of which tho Yellow Streak and the Prospecting Claim (Linden, 
McClure, and party’s) are the principal. Their deepest workings are 100 feet from surface, and 4-6 tons 
crushed yielded 15 dwt. per ton ; and a crushing of 12 tons was put through the mill at the time of my 
visit, the amalgam on the copper plates showing about equal to former average.

The Yellow Streak, the deepest part of which is 120 feet, has crushed 193 tons of quartz, yielding 
179 oz. 3 dwt., and there were about 120 tons at grass ready for crushing.

This is no doubt, so far, the best mine on the Cugong Gold-field.
There are a large number of other reefs, such as Bymer and party’s, which crushed 54- tons, yielding 

about ^ oz, per ton; the Caledonian, 14 tons, yielding Hi dwt. per ton ; the Dry Blower, and others. In 
all these claims on the whole of the Cugong Field the veins occur in lenticular blocks, which necessitates 
a great deal of extra work of an unprofitable nature ; hence, if it is intended to obtain payable returns, tho 
system hitherto adopted to work out a block of quartz before seeking for another must be abolished, and 
sinking and driving for other blocks must be carried on simultaneously with working the quartz ; otherwise 
tlie whole field will have to suffer by the closing up of tlie mines. .

A 9-stamp crushing machine has been erected by Mr. J. J. Pooler on the north side of the Lachlan 
River, about 4 miles from tho mines, and which at the time of my inspection was fully occupied in crushing, 
day and night, from the Cugong Reefs. .

No one was at work at Creamy Hill nor at Errebandery, about 10 miles from Euabalong. The 
5-stamp battery on tlie Lachlan River, near the road to Lake Cudgellico, belonging to the Errebendery 
Company, was idle.

I also inspected some gold discoveries on the south side of tlie river Lachlan, about 10 miles south 
of Mr. E. H, Moulder’s Brutliering Station. These discoveries were nindo by some energetic persevering 
prospectors known as Price Brothers. These are two different gold discoveries ; one is known as Mount 
Wilga. the other as the Josephine Moulder Mine. The former consists of a large lode of quartz and quarzite, 
associated with iron, ami iron and arsenical pyrites. Hie greatest depth reached is (15 feet. I. saw a. little 
gold in the lode with the naked eye ; but very good prospects of fine gold were obtained by dollying. At 
present there is a scarcity of water; but there is a good site fora large tank in close proximity to the mine.

The Josephine Moulder Mine, which is about b mile westerly of the Mount Wilga, appeared to me 
to be tho best of the two discoveries. The quartz vein, which is largely associated with iron and arsenical 
pyrites, has not been sunk upon more than a few feet; but the reef has been exposed for a considerable 
length in an open cutting. Gold could be seen with the naked eye, and excellent prospects could be obtained 
by crushing in a mortar. Here, like Mount Wilga, want of water supply and crushing and gold-saving 
machinery is the great drawback to make this, probably, one of the best-paying mines on tlie Lower Lachlan.

I will visit Peak Hill, Alectowu, and Forbes before returning to Sydney.
1 have, Ac.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
Tlie Under Secretary for Minos and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by W. II. J. Slue, Esq., J.P., F.G.S., d-c., Chief Inspector of Minos, on the Carlisle Rush and
Eifield and Platina Districts.

Sir, Parkos, 21 May, 1S9G.
I do mysolf the honor to inform you that on 'route from Condoholin to Trundle I was requested 

by a miner named James Byron to make an inspection of his party’s prospecting works on Carlisle Station 
(Messrs. Milne Bros.), about 17 miles north-east from Condobolin, 12 miles south-westerly from Eifield, 
and about 1G miles southerly of Trundle. The party consisted of three miners, namely, James Byron, 
Thomas Byron, and Neil Borrenson. I saw some gold obtained from the‘shallow alluvial workings, and 
also examined a reef about twelve (12) inches in width at a depth of 25 feet from surface. A little gold 
could be seen in the quartz with the naked eye, which however appeared to me not payable. Years ago I 
drew particular attention to the Carlisle Station as a locality likely to be auriferous, but so far nothing has 
been discovered to justify a rush. Nevertheless 1 am of the same opinion now as I was more than fifteen 
(15) years ago, when T first came through that distinct, that sooner or later payable gold discoveries will 
be made in an extensive area of country stretching from Dandeloo through Burra Burra, Melrose Plains, 
and Carlisle. Although perhaps there is very little probability of extensive rich alluvial leads, there are 
unmistakable indications that gold does exist, and the only drawback for the settlement of a mining popu
lation is the great scarcity of water. The country has far superior auriferous indications than the locality 
about Eifield and Platina, and if thoroughly prospected during rainy seasons is likely to lead to the settle 
ment of an industrious prosperous mining population.

.Fi&eld
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Fi field and Platina,
There urc about 400 miners in this district exclusive o£ women aud children. The majority of tlie 

miners are apparently making a living and some more than wages. A large area of the^ country in the 
vicinity of Jack's Look-out would, with a good supply of water, yield handsome returns. There are several 
puddling machines in the district, and as heavy rains have fallen since my inspection favourable results as 
to the increase in the yield of gold and platinum may be anticipated. _ _

At Platina, where tho lead of gold and platinum was lost in Simmons' late C.L, a fresh impetus 
has been given by the discovery of a continuation of said lead in the C.P. One piece of platinum which 
was shown to mo (a solid nugget), weighing 28 dwt., is perhaps the largest piece ever found in Kew South 
Wales. Before closing this report, I may be permitted to draw the prospectors attention to a tract of 
country about 17 miles from Trundle and about 15 miles from Parkes, whore the Trundle to Parkes road 
passes over undulating country of tertiary formation, which is well worthy the careful attention of intending 
prospectors. Deep rich and probably wet leads may be discovered in that locality : but it would be almost 
worse than folly for parties without means to undertake such prospecting works,

I have, etc.,
W. H. J. SLEE,

Tlie Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by W. E. J. Slee, Esq., J.P., E.G.S., &c., Chief Inspector of Mines, on Mining in the Peak Hill
and Alcelown Districts.

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Chief Inspector of Mines’ Office,
Si,. Sydney, 2 June, 1896.

’ I do myself the honor' to report that on my recent visit to the Peak Hill and Alectown districts 
I found that although alluvial mining was rather dull, the quart?,-mining industry has received quite an 
impetus, owiim to several new discoveries. Several quartz claims were in full work at Barrabadeen. 
Delaney’s old °rcef, within 2^ miles of Peak Hill, had been retaken and worked with fair prospects of 
success by H. Kelly aud E. R. T. Bubard. At Paddy’s Elat, about ]1 mile east of Peak Hill, A. C. 
Walker and J. H. Warded discovered a quartz vein, rather broken, near the surface, and are now sinking, 
in hopes that better results will bo obtained at a greater depth. The Kew Tears Lift (Matson, Kelly, and 
party), who received aid out of the prospecting vote, crushed 6 ions, yielding 24 oz. 15 dwt. of gold The 
Monte Carlo Reef has had several good crushings of late, of which the following are the principal20 tons 
from the 110-feet level yielded 9 oz. of gold : 11 tons from the 150-feet level yielded 369 oz.; aud a crushing, 
which took place during my visit, of 22 tons, yielded 222 oz. of gold, exclusive of concentrates. Several 
other quartz reefs, such as tho uWho-would-have-thought-iV7 'Warners, and others, have lately beon 
retaken, and are obtaining fair encouragement. Several quartz claims have been retaken, and otheis 
discovered near Alectown, of which William Mead and party’s mine, known as the Emu Reef, on Beaseley's 
conditional lease, is the principal one. Several crushings have lately been taken from said reef. 15 tons 
quartz yielded 2 oz. 5 dwt. per tou : 18 tons, 2 oz. dwt. per ton : and 50 tons, 82 oz. per 
time of my inspection there were about GO tons of quartz at grass, in which g 
naked eye. The reef was about 6 feet in width at the 70 feet level. Claims were at work both north and 
south of Mead and party's claim, hut so far they have not been successful to strike a payable reek

The quartz crushing battery at Alectown is to be put in good order and fitted up with improved 
gold-savin11 appliances under tlie management of Mr. Brown, who for years had charge of the Parkes 
crushing battery where he has given general satisfaction, and as there are a large number of known quartz 
veins between Parkes, Alectown, and Peak Hill, a large increase in the quartz-mining industry may be

ton. At tho 
bo seen with the

expected.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. I

1 have, itc.,
W. H. J. SLEE,

Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by W. H. J. Slee, Esquire, F.G.S., &c., Chief Inspector of Mines, on the Mines at Junee Reefs
and Eurongilly.

Sir, Junee, 14 August, 1896.
I do myself tho honor to inform you that I have completed inspection of the Junee Reefs and

" nTlie principal mine at work at and near the Junee Reefs is the Dusthole Mine, Mr. E. Gallagher, 
Manager the greatest depth of which is 200 feet from surface, and the reef varies from a narrow vein to 
several feet in thickness. Several crushings have been taken from this mine with highly payable results ; 
tlie ore being very refractory requires special treatment: an ordinary crushing and gold-saving plant 
would be useless, bunco tbe mine is placed under oiler to Mr. Howell on behalf of British capitalists. 
Although the gold occurs in shoots, the walls are well-defined and present an appearance of permanency.

The Doctor Reef is situated about -J mile from the Dusthole ; greatest depth, 105 feet; thickness of 
reef fully 5 feet with well-defined walls; the quartz, however, appeal’s to be of lower quality than tho 
Dusthole Reef. This, too, is under offer to Mr. Howell, at whose expense the sinking is at present
carried on. r ^ it iiShould the prospecting now carried on under the guidance and at the expense of Mr. H.oweli prove
successful, the infiux of capital must do a large amount of good to the Junee .district generally, and these
hitherto neglected reefs may yet give profitable returns for capital judiciously invested.

THguo are s'everftl smaller Tfiofs at "work, such as the Shamrock, \Yalletts, Specimen Jim (W, J, 
Doyle and Party), Allen’s, and others who may be classed as prospecting.

Eurongilly.
The Eurongilly reefs are situated about 12 miles from Junee. At the time of. my inspection I 

found about threedifferent parties at work. The principal mine is the Pioneer, which is about 21 d feet 
in depth, and at the lowest level lias a well-defined formation consisting of two quartz veins, one about

It)
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15 incheij, the other about 9 iuehes with a. “horse'" of 3 feet between. Jjy present rippearanees ihese two 
veins wilt junction. Some very "nod crushings have been taken from this wine, and I think that if 
systematic prospecting were carried on both in depth and along the lino of vein the results would probably 
be very satisfactory to all concerned.

Chalmers and Party and Weir and Party are also at work ; the former on the Defiance Kcef, and 
(ho latter on the Pioneer line,

A Huntington Mill has boon erected near the reefs, but was idle at the time of my inspection. 
Taking a general view of the Eumngilly district, 1 am of opinion that by judicious and systematic 
prospecting at the lower levels profitable returns may be looked forward to for labour and capital expended.

1 have, A’c.,
_ _ _ W. H. J. SLEli,

The Under Secretary for Mines: and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by \\ . H. J. Sloe, Esq., E.G.S., itc., Chief Inspector of Mines, on the New Rush and other 
mining portions in the Murrumburrah District.

Department of Minos and Agriculture, Chief Inspector of Mines Branch,
Sir, Sydney, 27 August, 1S9G.

Having recently returned from the Murrumburrah district, I do myself the honor to furnish 
you with full particulars of the New Rush at CunninghanVs Creek, which is about 15 miles from Murrum
burrah and about 1 mile from Marshal MacMahon’s Reef. The discovery is alluvial, sinking being 
shallow, from 15 to 30 feet in depth. The thickness of the auriferous wash varies from a few inches to 
five (a) feet in thickness, resting on decomposed granite.

At the time of my inspection there were about fifteen {15) claims on gold, which may be classed 
from mere “ tucker” to wages claims. Total number of men at the rush, about two hundred (200).

The payable auriferous deposits so far discovered seem to bo confined in and near the embankment of 
(be creek. Other parts of the creek some distance from the present, rush have been worked with payable 
results, and indications certainly point to the probability that payable auriferous deposits will be discovered 
by thorough prospecting on other hitherto untried parts of said creek.

The Crown Point Gold-mining Company (Limited), late Marshal MaoMahoirs Reef, of which MY. 
Robt. Vi'. Ditehburn is the mining manager.—This mine during former years has produced a large amount 
of gold, but owing to the ore being rather refractory, and the method for the treatment of the same perhaps 
faulty, results have not conifi up to the expectation of former owners, but the mine is now being worked 
with British capital. Tin; deepest part of the mine is uwo hundred (200) feet; twelve miners arc now 
employed below sinking. There are two lodes, one known as the quarts and the other as the pyrites lode; 
the former is about 18 inches, the latter several feet itt width. The total number of men at present 
employed in the mine and in connection with the erection of machinery is thirty-live (35), but the manager 
expects to increase that number very considerably in a short time.

Machinery for the treatment of ore is now in course of erection, which consists of a complete 
chlorination plant, a battery for crushing, Blake’s powerful stone breaker, a Kropp’s mill. Morton’s patent 
furnaces, &e., A'c.

Should the company’s operation prove successful to their shareholders the district above referred to 
would greatly benefit thereby.

On the IVaratah Reef, about 6 miles from Harden, several claims are at work prospecting for tin; 
continuation of the reef in Bray and Party’s holding, who crushed 6 oz. of gold by pestle and mortal1. One 
ton was tested at the Clyde "Works, yielding oz. ; and a picked lot sent to Climo Works, of 1 ton, 
yielded 11 oz. 4 dwt. The information as to the above yield was kindly furnished to mo by Mr. Bray. 
The ore in the Waratah reef is rather refractory.

There are a few other parties prospecting for roofs, but so far without success.
I have, ifco.,

_ . W. H. J. SLEE,
Ilic Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Report by A. H. J. Sloe, Esq., F.G.S., ITe., Chief Inspector of Mines, on the Overflow Silver Mines; ,
township known as Bobadah, .

S’1'; Nymagee, 30 September, 1890.
I have the honor to inform you that I have completed inspection and Other official duties in 

connection with the Overflow Silver Mines.
Tlmso mines have considerably improved since my last inspection. The company’s main shaft is 

now down 90 feet, on the bottom of which is a lode the whole width of the shaft, .without touching the wails, 
the shaft being 9 ft. long by 4 feet G in. wide inside the timbers ; 107 feet, in length, have beet; driven in 
a north and south direction along the lode, the latter averaging from 5 ft to 13 feet in width. The ore 
body contains gold, silver, copper, lead, and other minerals, and appears of higher value at the 90-f'oot level 
than on tike higher levels. Only prospecting works are carried on by the primitive style of hauling with 
windlass. No engines nor furnaces (water jackets) have as yet been erected, nor even has any commence
ment been made to erect same. J

_ l’1 niy opinion the prospects are such its to deserve more expensive development, ami as soon as all 
the mines start to work a mining population of some hundreds ought to be able to obtain a living in the 
district,

A large area of this hack country deserves to be more thoroughly prospected. Between Nymagee 
and Use Overflow the whole country has certainly u decided nii.iicrafized appearance. Home very good 
outcrops of ironstone and quartz can be noticed along the road from 7 to 20 miles past Nymagee, which, 
apparently, has been overlooked, but are worthy of a thorough test.

By request of a number of persons af. the Overflow, and on account, of the increase of population,
I marked ol! a street on a good eligible site west of flic mineral lease, portions I and 2, and named

the
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the new township Bobadah, an aboriginal name. The btauks in former ages held large camping festivals in 
the vicinity, as can lie seen by remaining traces, such as chips from tomahawks or war instruments in large 
quantities.

As stated before, I think that there is a great probability of a permanent mining settlement, of 
which the village or town of Bobadah will be a centre. I have, Am.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
Tim Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Minos.

Huport by AV, H. J. Sloe, Esq., E.G.S., <fcc., Chief Inspector of Mines, on Mining Accidents caused by 
Explosion through starting a new hole from the bottom of an old bole.

Sir, Sydney, 1 December, 1896.
In view of tin1 fact, that an accident occurred at the British Broken Hill Mines, Broken Hill, 

caused by explosion, through which two (i) men lost their lives in an exactly similar manner to the accident 
which occurred at the Prince of 'Wales Mines, Wyalong, on the 31st October last, I do myself the honor to 
draw the attention of the Honorable the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, and, through him, the 
attention of the public, to the dangerous practice miners will adhere to to save a few minutes extra work, 
by starting drilling for blitsting purposes from the bottoni or remains of an exploded hole.

Bor years past, have I drawn frequent attention to the above-mentioned dangerous practice. In the 
"Wyalong accident above referred to 1 instructed Mr. Inspector Milne, by wire from Broken Hill, to inspect 
the site of accident, and attend the inquest to be careful to ascertain whether the explosion hud or bad not 
been caused by the injured persons having started a fresh hole from the bottom or socket of an exploded 
hole. My surmise was verified bv the verdict given at the inquest, with the rider of the jury that a primer 
should bo used in all cases when charging holes. In my opinion, the primer would have very little efieet. 
These accidents have, so far, only occurred in holes where dynamite and kindred explosives have been used. 
Perhaps, to insufficient strength of the detonator, a small part of the explosive remained in the bottom of 
the hole.

The only remedy to prevent, accidents of this nature is to have a rule strictly to be observed by all 
mining managers and miners, that in no case a new hole shall be started for blasting purposes from the 
bottom or remains of an old hole, and any person offending against said rule to be heavily fined and instantly 
dismissed from the. mine.

If miners will run such risks ns caused the above-mentioned accidents, ami which practice has taught, 
ever since said explosives came into use, to be dangerous to life and limb, then the blame is their own, and 
Inspectors of Mines, even in large numbers, composed of the most intelligent and practical mining men, 
would bo powerless to prevent such accidents. I have, Ax.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Inspector of Mines.

Jvspkctop. Milne's Annual Repokt.
Sir, Sydney', 9 January, 1897.

T have the honor to submit this, my Annual Report of the inspection of mines in the following 
districts for the year 1896 :— .

Bongalong,Billy's Look Out, Oootamundra, Conibauning, Gundagai,Grenfell, Meragle, Paddy’s River, 
Scrub Yard, Temora, Recfton, "Wyalong, and Yalgogrin in the south.

Bathurst, Brown’s Creek, Burrendong, Balderodgery, Binni Creek, Boney’s Rocks, Blayney, Burraga, 
Black Bullock Mountain, Cobar, Cowra, Canowundra, Cargo, Crudiue, Clear Creek, Cheshire Creek, forest 
Reefs, Flyer's Creek, Forbes, Gulgong, Galley’s Swamp, Hargraves, Hill End, Hill Top, Kerrs Creek, 
Lucknow, Lewis Ponds, Luo, Mudgee, Mt. Drysdale, Mt. McDonald, Macquarie River, Maudurama, Mullion 
Creek, Nari-omine, Xewbridge, Oberon, Orange, Ophir, Parkes, Peak Hill, Pinaelefi, Palmer’s Oakey, Sofala, 
Sunny Corner, Slattery’s Creek, Stuart. Town, Stringy Bark, Tuena, Trunkey, Tomingly, Tarana, Wattle 
Flat, Windcyer, Woodstock.

The principal mining centres of this list have been inspected two or three times.
Taking the mines generally there is an improvement in the underground workings on previous years. 

In the larger mines where managers are employed, I usually find them ready and willing to remedy any 
defects that may bn pointed out to them in or about their mines, and every care taken for the safety of 
persons under their charge; also to comply with ths regulation for the inspection of mines other than coal 
and shale, mines.

With the individual miner and fossickers the same difficulty occurs as mentioned in my last report, 
in getting them, to secure their workings. Often where timber has been put in, it is so carelessly done 
that, there is almost as much danger from the chance of it falling out as from the ground. This is accountable 
m> doubt, from the fact that it is no one’s particular duty to see that the work is done properly, and that 
each one does his own timbering as he likes.

I have been particularly careful in respect to Staling and handling explosives underground, mid now 
almost all the mines have properly constructed boxes for storing dynamite and detonators in the mine, but 
there is still a gross carelessness in handling and charging holes. It is surprising to note the recklessness 
of the miner, especially those who are in the habit of regularly using explosives. They appear to almost 
court accidents from explosion in charging holes by tamping with iron scrapers even when the wooden 
steuuner is close by.

Anot,her very dangerous habit, and I think a very common one, especially at Wyalqng. That is to 
start drilling in sockets left from previous shots, so as to save a little time, and few inches in drilling often 
in these sockets portions of unexploded fracture remains in the bottom or in a crack or joint of the rock 
and is exploded by contact with tho drill. Again, in missed shots the miners return to the shots within a 
few minutes after tho time they consider it should have exploded, and from this cause many accidents occur.

So long as the miners will continue to do these things and disregard the regulations set down for 
their own safety, so long will accidents occur from explosions, no matter how careful or strict an inspector 
may be, as it is next to impossible to find out any party or set of men that are so foolhardy. I
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T always make it a practice, when in a mine where explosives arc used, to draw the miners’ attention, 
to the liability of accidents from the abovementioned careless practices.

, In the execution of my duties for the year I have travelled 7,430 miles, made up as follows 
Train, 3,482; coach, 1,695 ; horse, 1,556; on foot, 348.

1 he number of mines inspected being 566 ; of this number 314 are working mines, 252 applications 
for aid from the prospecting vote. The number of men employed being about 5,900,

I have, Ac.,
The Chief Inspector of Mines. DAVID MILNE,

I nspector of Mines.
Jssmrron Hebbard’s Anxual Report.

&lr’ Broken Hill, 13 January, 1897.
I have the honor to present my Annual Report for the year 1896, as follows 

. . -!>urmo the yenr the mining industry, which received such an impetus during the year 1895 through 
the initiation of a successful treatment of the complex sulphide ores, has maintained its activity.

The trade in the sulphide ores, either crude or concentrated, has largely expanded, and there is now 
a constant and steadily increasing demand for the products of the concentrating mills.

The improvements in concentrating machinery and the experience gained by the engineers have also 
been factors in the present prosperity, and the results of the year’s operations, I think, warrant me in stating 
that the industry is now established on a firm basis.

Hitherto the zinc contents of the ore have been regarded as waste, or put aside for future treatment; 
but there now seems a probability of this also being added to the list of profitable products of treatment.

Large sums of money have been spent during the year in the erection of new plant and in the 
remodelling of the old, and there is no doubt that some of the present prosperity is due to the increased 
efficiency of the mills in dealing with the ore submitted for treatment. '

_ The industry is now almost entirely dependent on the sulphide ores, as only the Broken Hill 
Proprietary, Block 14, and British Mines continue to mine oxidised ores. .

The district now employs 5,800 men in the mining, smelting, and other operations incidental to the 
treatment of the ore.

With regard to underground operations, the filling up of the depleted stopes has now become 
recognised everywhere as part of the regular system of mining, and I have no hesitation in saying that the 
adoption of the system has in a very large measure added to the general stability of the mines and very 
much minimised the effect of creep.

The burning portion of Block 11 of the Broken Hill Proprietary Mine has been completely isolated, 
and there is hope that the fire has become a thing of the past, as no smoke has been seen to issue from the 
various vents for about three months.

As an instance of the amount of work accomplished in the district, I may mention that during the 
year 839,181 tons of ore have been raised, 454,720 cubic yards of mullock taken out of open cuts, 147,000 
cubic yards of mullock tilled into depleted stopes, 22,677 lineal feet of work in the way of shafts, crosscuts, 
drives, winzes, Ac., accomplished, and il 32,300 worth of new machinery erected.

In the underground workings alone, exclusive of all surface improvements, 14,529,000 superficial 
feet of timber have been used.
. d°es not comprise nearly all the work accomplished, as it does not include any of the operations
in treatment of the ores or any raihvay work, v-hich often involves the handling of the ore three times.

During the year there have been 13 fatal, 25 serious, and 28 slight accidents. Besides these, 
numerous cases have been reported to me, which, on investigation, I have deemed too trivial for further report’

The following is a detailed list of the fatal accidents, with a short account of the causes, and I also 
attach a list giving similar information regarding other accidents :—
i j t ■^re^cr'ck February, at Drew’s Shaft, Block II, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine. A truck
had been tipped over the bin, and was then hauled up by the' “ flying-fox ” to level of top of bin. Rohu 
and another fastened a piece of band-line to the truck to swing it on to the platform. The rope broke, 
;uid Rohu stumbled back into the tip-hole—a, space of 17 inches by 28 inches—and broke his back by 
falling into the bin. He died on the 11th of March ensuing.

Thomas Halls, 25th February, at Block 10 Mine. Halls and Ins mate were ascending in a ca^e, 
having some tools in the bottom of the cage. Halls stooped to adjust the tools, and fell out, presunmblvat 
the 315 feet plat. He fell about 300 feet.

Thomas Ken; 13th April, at North Smelter Dump, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine. Kerr was 
wandering about the dump in an intoxicated condition, and fell over edge of dump—a distance of about 
60 feet. Ho was not in the employment of the company.

Walter Daniel Reed, 12th June, at Chlorodiser Railway Siding, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine. 
Kecd wus “braking down” a, truck on the main line, and attempted to get out of the wav of some hot ore 
that was being tipped by jumping off the truck. He fell and the truck'passed over him.’ He died on the 
4th July ensuing*

Phillip Eddy, 30th June, at Maybell. Eddy, with others, was exploring an abandoned mine with 
a view to leasing. In climbing up a rope he by some means missed bis bold. He refused to be drawn up 
by the windlass, and the climb by the other rope was a comparatively easy one.

Michael John Purcell, 6th July, at Dickenson’s Shaft, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine. A piece of 
tm handrail around brace, about 30 feet long, had been broken by the bumping of the trucks, and the 
breach had been temporarily repaired by a piece of 5 in. x 2 in. limber fastened against the inner side of 
the stanchions. Purcell for some reason removed this to the position formerly occupied by the permanent 
guard rail. In leaning on this to talk to the engineer it gave way, Purcell falling on a stack of timber and 
breaking Ins nock.

Sampson Thomas Vivian, 22nd July, at third floor, 500 feet Level, Broken Hill South Mine. Vivian 
was missed by Ids mates when they returned to the third floor after firing, and was • subsequently found in 
the ore pass. No evidence was forthcoming to show how Vivian had got there ; and the statements of the
whole of the men on that floor showed that the pass was properly boarded over both before and after the 
accident. Johu



Appendix Diagram

Section, of Bore Nil

N° Jl Diamond Drill

at .Forest....Reds................

Thickness Depth
of

Strafe
Nature of Strata

Basalt with clay bands

Compiled from the foreman's Weekly Return Sheets
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Appendix Diagram

Section^ of Bore N12.

N' jL . Diamond Dri/I

at. Forest . JLetfsi.....................

Thickness
of

St rats
Nature of Strata

diluvial with Basalt Boulders

Basalt Boulders 

Red Basalt with day

T 1 to.

Basalt

Compiled frvm the Foreman's Weekly Return Sheets

PHOTO-UTMOORAPHFD at the <mvt. printim office,arONEY* NEW SOUTH WALES.



Appendix Diagram

Section of Bore N93.

N° A Diamond Drill

at Forest Reefs

Depth
from

Surface
Borehole Nature of Strata

Cave
Blue day Basalt f o' Blue Clay o'S

Compiled from the Foremans Weekly Return Sheet

PHOTOHJTHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT PHINTWO OFFtCf. 
•YON BY, New tQUTH WALC*.



Appendix Diagram

Section of Bore N9 4-

N° A Diamond Drill

at Forest Reefs

Borehole Nature of Strata from
Surface

ft 1 in

Compiled from the foreman's Weekly Return Sheets
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Appendix Diagram

Section of Bore N9 6.

N? A Diamond Drill

at Forest Reefs,

Thickness Depth
of from

Strata Surfact.
Nature of Strata

Hash dirt 3 

Granite.

Compiled from the Foreman's Weekly Return Sheets
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Section of BoreN9G

N° A Diamond Drill

at Forest Reefs

Diagram

Borehole 
To 3‘tfEtt...4:..Diam-

Nature of Strata

rem iindtr 3
fi. in.

Alluvial

Basalt

Compiled from the Foreman's Weekly Return Sheet



Appendix Diagram

Section of Bore Nil

N° .8.........Diamond Drill

at... CoptoMirS.. JilaM...........

Borehole from
SurfaceNature or Strata Strafe

ff \tn

forphfrf with Quartz k Ffritts

Porphyry with Quntz It Pyrites 
ibrphyry

Porphyry trry much minepjhobt ohowtcg irocts of Copper

Porphyry with Quart*, t Pyrites 
Porphyry
ibrphyry very much mineralised showing yettow ore' 

Porphyry

Ibrphyry shewing styips of yellow ore 

Porphyry

Porphyry with Quartz ydns

Lode Stuff with Pyrites & a little Country

Lode stuff with sulphide i Quartz.

To 239 feet completed in IS3S

Compiled from the Foreman's Weekly Return Sheets
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Section, of Bore JV.-..2.

N9 .. S..........Diamond Drill

...........

Thickness
fromof

St rat*Nature or Strata Surface

Porphyry nith Quartz Vans

Porphyry with Quartz vans

Dioritc

Quartz.

Diorttc

Lode stuff

Dioritc

Complied from the Foreman's metty Hrtum Sheets
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John Pearce, 25th July, at So. 3 Level-, McBride's Stopes, Block 11, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine, 
Pearce and Ins mate were preparing to put up a set of timber. A piece of ore fell out of the back, which 
was judged strong enough to stand temporarily without securing.

Otta Vounder Bodda, 5th August, at new A. Broken Hill Consols Mine. R-odda was descending 
si shaft in a truck on the incline, The truck by some means became detached from the rope, and ran away 
to the bottom of the shaft, about 200 feet. When examined, the tumbler hook was found in perfect 
■condition, within half an hour of the accident.

Donald Gunn Pendreth, 29th August, at fourth floor, Ho. 4 Level, Central Mine (the Sulphide 
Lorpoi ation, Ashcroft s Process, Limited). Pendreth was engaged as a sweeper and cleaner, and was sitting 
■against some loose ground in a portion of the stope that was not being worked, which fell on him 
,,, . ,?e°T 3llIDe Edward Barnes, 28th November, South-west Drive, No. 2 Level. Blackwood’s 

AV ‘lte aiicl_ Barnes were working a rock drill, and pitched a new hole in an old 
bottom in the bottom of the drive. An explosion followed through the presence of unexploded gelignite 

Jett from the previous firing. There was no evidence to show that the old bottom had been examined in. 
■any way. Irom the appearances it was judged that all the gelignite had been exploded

Levi Worelcy, 16th December, at North Stope, 100 feet level, British Mine. Worsley and his mate 
were preparing to put up timber, but had misjudged the strength of the ground, and had not put up anv 
temporary timber or driven any laths; while Worsley was easing for the strut the ground came away.

Only three accidents of these are the results of falls of ground—one is properly a railway accident; 
and one, that of Thomas Kerr, should not be regarded as a mining accident at all, but is inserted because 
it occurred on a mineral lease. The remainder are such accidents as in my opinion no forethought would 
luive prevented, and may be regarded as pure accidents,

. 0f ^ seriou-i Occidents, 10 were caused by falls of ground, 2 by falling away, 2 by being caught in 
moving machinery, 3 by premature explosions, 3 on railway line, 2 in erecting machinery, 1 by a runaway 
truck horse underground, and 1 by burns from slag. '

Porty-four cases of lead-poisoning have been reported to me during the year. Of these, 23 were 
miners, and 21 smelters, itc., as against 88 cases (32 miners and 56 smelters) for the year 1895. Of the 
44, d* were certified caNes, and 7 uncertified.

The provisions of the Lead-poisoning Act are now fairly well carried into effect in this district, but 
™e workmen do not yet fully avail themselves of the provisions for changing clothes and bathing. The 
sprinkling of the floors, .tc,, in carbonate of lead stopes has, I believe, considerably decreased the number 
or cases of lead-poisoning, "

A ht*le activity lias been .shown in the taking up of claims in the outlying portions of the districts, 
but not much work has yet been done.

Ore is still being won at Thackaringa, and there arc a few men working at such places as Rockwell, 
Kumamuota, Apollyon Valley, Je.
being aboVfzo'0001tonsiIUX C°ntilU,ea t0 be tniaed UI> to the requirements of the local furnaces, the output

The increase of the number of men now employed, 5,329, as against 4,290 at the end of 1895 
clearly shows the present prosperity of the. industry in this district and the proved existence of enormous 
todies of sulphide ore, together with the fact of the profitable treatment of the ores in nearly all the mines, 
indicates & likelihood of a continuance of the present prosperity.

, I have, ike.,
mi m i „ JAMES HEBBARD,The Chief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines, Sydney. Inspector of Mines.

Inspector Godfrey’s Annual Report.
®u’ T . Sydney, 5 January, 1897.

1 nave the honor to forward you my Annual Report for the year 1896. For the greater part of 
the year I was engaged m the Northern District, whore I inspected the following places Armidale, 
Avery_s Greek Bucca Creek, Boggy Camp, Bowling Alley Point, Boonoo Boonoo, Barraba, Bingara, 
Cangai, Cells Creek Crow Mountain, Dalmorton, Drake, Dungog, Elsmore (twice), Grafton, Hillgrove 
{three times), Tnverell, Melrose (twice), Monkerai, Nana Creek, Niangala (twice), Nundle, Rockvalc (twice), 
Tilbuster (twice), Tingha, Uralla (three times), Wangat;, Woods’ Reef, Warialda, Wallengra, Yarrowitch.

. 111 Previous years the managers of the larger mines usually show a desire to carry out and enforce 
the rules in connection with the inspection and regulation of mines other than coal and shale mines, but 
the small working parties of fossickers often ignore these rules and show a recklessness in working which is 
nothing short of foolhardy. The probable reason was pointed out in my hist year’s report. During the 
year I had three fatal accidents to enquire into—one at the Great Britain Mine at Tilbuster, one at Powell’s 
claim at Gundagm, causing the death of two men, and one at Star Gullv, Grenfell. All three accidents 
were preventable. *
t Fm°m ^ePternljer t0 30th November I was engaged on work connected with the Land and 
Income Tax Department, and on the completion of this work I proceeded to Gundagai and Grenfell to 
investigate the abovementioned accidents. T finished my inspection for the year by visiting Dungog, 
Wangat, and The Monkerai. J J bob,
_ During the year I travelled a distance of 8,151 miles, made up as follows :—4,123 miles by train 
2,820 miles by horse or buggy, 1,099 miles by coach, 86 miles on foot, and 23 miles by steamer.

^ inspected 230 mines during the year and reported on 112 applications for aid under the Prospecting

I also served sixteen written notices drawing attention to defects in mines where the work done 
was in my opinion not satisfactory or safe. The same carelessness is used in regal'd to explosives as was 
the case last year, and the most experienced men are often the worst offenders, long immunity from accident 
perhaps making them careless. 1 ]lflVe Jc.
mu 17, ■ r T „ „ „ J. R- GODFREY,
The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney. Inspector of Mines.

31—K Inspector
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■ Inspector Hooke’s Annual Report.
^;r. Sydney, I January, 1897.

_ I ha^e the honor to submit my report on the inspection of mines, (fee., performed by me during
-■the‘half-year ending dlst December, 1896. ,

During that period I examined and reported upon 252 minus, dre.j in the vicinity of the following 
places, viz. :—A ticking, Wyalong, Inverell, Tingha., Boggy Gamp, Bora Creek, den limes, Glen Ugin, 
Llangothlin, Deepwater, Emmaville, Tenterfield, Boonoo Boonoo, Drake, Pretty Gully, Toolooin, Rivertree, 
Lionsville, Coramba, Orara, Hillgrove, Metz, Moonan and Stewart’s Brooks, Bnrrowa, Binalong, and
Cowra Creek. . _ . .

■The'(total number of mines which came under my notice was 232, of which 67 were in connection 
with .'application?, for aid from the Prospecting Vote, and in. the execution of which 4,341 miles were 
ttrwcelled. .

J .also assisted in the investigation of two fatal accidents, which were fully reported at the time. 
<One occurred at Wyalong and one at Cowra Creek. Both were caused by falls of stone ^ from the roof, 
owing to the absence of required support, and serve to aocentuate the need of inspection, as in the foregoing 
respect there seems to be the greatest neglect. -

Many of the mines visited were found to be in bad condition, and requests for betterment were
made in such cases, and these have been complied with. I have, <kc.,

HENRY HOOKE,
The Chief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney. Inspector of Mines.

ACTING EXAMINER OP COAL-FIELDS’ REPORT.
gir Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 19 February, 1897.

In compliance with the provisions of section 21 of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1896 (60 
Vic., No. 12) I have the honor to submit the reports of Messrs. Bates and Humble, Inspectors of Collieries 
for Coal-mines at work, and opening out in the counties of Northumberland, Durham, Gloucester, and 
Pottinger, called the northern district; and that of Mr. Rowan, Inspector of Collieries for Coal and Shale 
(Boghead Mineral) Mines at work, and opening out in the counties of Camden, Cook, and Roxburgh, in the 
Illawarra or southern district, the south-western, and western districts. I may here be allowed to state, 
that although this report is written in compliance with section 21 of the present Act, this Act did not come 
into force until 1st October, 1896, therefore a period of nine months of the past year was embraced by the 
Act of 1876. ' . , ,, ,

The information I have the honor to submit with respect to the number of accidents above and below 
ground, quantity and value of coal gotten, number of persons employed on the surface and underground, 
coal exported, and that used for home consumption, and notices received of new mines opening or in course 
of development, ifec., during the year 1896, is as follows :— _

In 1896, the year under notice, there have been 24 fatal and 62 norwatal accidents a or the ra.tal 
accidents occurred through falls of coal, 2 by falls of stone (roof), 3 by an outburst of coal and gas, 1 whilst 
shunting waggons on surface, 1 by a waggon, 1 by a set of skips underground, 11 by inhaling noxious gas
known as carbon mon-oxide gas. ■ , . . T , n

Twfintv-eisrht of the non-fatal accidents occurred by falls of coal, 5 by ignition of loose powder, 19

through falls of coal, 1 by skips, 1 by a descending cage in shaft, and three by falls of stone.
° Ten of the non-fatal accidents occurred by skips, 25 by falls of coal, 1 by a falling prop, 1 by a coal 

truck, 2 by being scalded by steam above ground, 6 by falls of stono roof, 1 by falling off a trolly, and 1 by
jumping off a train of skips. _ .,
' In 1894 there were 7 fatal accidents'and'40 non-fatal accidents. Two of the ratal accidents 
happened from falls of coal, 1 by explosion of a shot, 1 by falling down an incline, 1 by falling on cage in 
incline, and 2 from falls of stone.

Five of the non-fatal accidents occurred by skips, 28 by falls of coal, 1 by a fall of stone,. 1 by the 
bursting of a pin of machinery, 3 by ignition of powder, 1 by truck on surface, and 1 on engine plane
underground. . ,

Since the commencement of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, a great deal of my time has been 
taken up in the matter of sen-ice certificates and special rules. I have also visited several localities for the 
purpose of reporting upon applications to mine for coal on Crown lands, reserves, ifec. also checked and 
reported on royalties owing for coal gotten from Crown lands by different coal companies, .

In conclusion, I have only to add that during the year 1896 there were 96 coal mines and 5 
boghead mineral mines under inspection, and notices have been received of 17 new mines opening out or 
in course of development, such as sinking pits and driving adits, and of 5 having been abandoned altogether
or suspended for a short time, _ 5 „ ir,r,,-' • .i. xt

It will be seen that the year’s return shows a decrease in the coal trade for 1896 in the Newcastle 
district of 8,205 tons of round and small coal raised, and a decrease of £10,271 in value.

In the South and South-western Districts for the same period there has been an increase.of 91,873 
tons of round and small coal raised and an increase of £23,848 in value. In the Western District for the 
year 1896 there has been an increase of 87,259 tons of round and small coal raised and an increase of 
£16,377 in value. I have, (tc.,

JOHN DIXON,
Acting Examiner of Coal-fields.

Susimary



S'cmitarx showing the number of fatal and non-fatal accidents in 1SSG, the names and occupations of the persons who died or were injured, cause of death or serious injury, and the
names of the Collieries where thev occurred.
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Date
of

Accident
Name of Colliery.

i 7 Jan . Metropolitan ........... , ...
2 13 „ . South Wallsend.......................
3 14 „ . A, A. Co.’s No. 2 Pit...............
4 16 ,, .. Lambton....................................
fi 21 „ .. Wallsend ................................
(J 21 „ . Metropolitan...........................
7 24 „ . Buili............................................
8 31 „ . Osborne, Wallsend ...........
9 3 Feb... Helton......................................

If) 5 ,, .. Brown’s No. 4 .......................
11 7 „ South Buili........ *...................
12 f> ■ Newcastle Coal Co................
13 8 „ . Greta ......................................
14 10 ,, . Duckenfield ...................
16 11 „ . Walteend .. ............... .. ...
10 12 „ ..
17 12 „ . Metropolitan .......................
IS 18 „ .. Mount. Kembla...................
10 24 „ .. Built............................................
20 24 „ .. Heitou ........................
21 2j >, . Co-operative...........................
22 3 Mar... Wallsend...............................
23 6 ,, . Stockton....................................;
24 ie „ .
2& 20 „ .

>Ietroi>olitan.............................26 5 April ,
27 s „ Newcastle Co..........................
28 1G . Maryland ...............................
29 23 „ .. Hctton.......................................1
a> 28 „ .. Osborne, Wallsend................
81 2 May .. Elemore Vale........................... j
32 13 tj .. Metropolitan.........................
88 16 ,, Oakv Park...............................
34 21 „ Pacific ....................................
35 10 June . Metropolitan .*.....................
36 10 „ .. M
37 10 „
38 22 „ n .
39 1 July. Hermitage...............................
40 6 „ , Dudley......................
41 16 „ .. Duckenfield ...........................
42 IS „ . Mount Kembla.....................
43 23 „ . Hetlon........................................
44 25 „ Greta ........................................

Where Situated.

Helensburgh
Cardiff ........
Newcastle .,
Lamliton___
Wallscnd .... 
Helensburgh
Built...............
Wollongong' 
Carrington .
Miami.........
South liulli., 
Meicwether
Greta ...........
MEmni...........

Helensburgh
Wollongong
Buili...............
Carrington .. 
Plattsburgh 
W&Uscnd.,. 
Stockton ,.. 
Wallsend___

Helensburgh 
Mercvvrtbcr 
Plattsburgh 
Carrington .. 
Wollongong 
Wallsend. .., 
Helensburgh 
bithgow *...
Teralba ___
Helensburgh

Hermitage . 
Dudley ....
^rinrut........
Wollongong 
Carrington . 
Greta , .

Name
of

Person killed.

Richard Nich oils

Gilles Vidcerj . .

John Stark............

Job Sheldon ....

James Moffat Jicfcnon

Enoch Pugh — 
James Barton .. 
H. Shipton .

Name of 
Per&mi seriously 

iitjured.
Occupation

Robert Scott . 
William Jirotwi

Robeii Brown 
Joseph Dodds 
II. Dtjlecca .... 
John Fenwick 
Thomos Douse 
D. Williams .. 
John Ihtric.
Peter Hunter.. .
James Moon . . , 
Geo Henry Jones. 
Robert Kean .. .
Lewis Andrews ... 
Henry Koxby.

James Brown... 
William Kerr.-.. 
Frederick Bums . 
George Cain . .,. 
Richard Waddle

Scrcenman 
Miner ....

! Wheeler 
: Jlmcr .. 

Clip-boy 
Miner ..

Flat boy 
Miner ..

1 Shunter . 
Minor

I Wheeler . 
I Miner .. . 
I Clip-boy . 
1 Miner ..

Roadman 
Miner ...

Abraham Andrews

M. McSweency 
William Robinson 
Christopher Kafcr..

A. MiU-helt!!...........
John Harrison , ..
A, Carter................. :
W. Coombes .. .. j 
M. Scanlon.........

Sorcenman 
Miner ..

1 Bricklayer .. 
ilorgc-di’iver
Miner .........

F. Ogden ...........
William Tait .... 
Richard Tyson ... 
John Plain ... . 
William Foster ... 
J. Hiirginson . ... 
Jas. Alcihenic

Wheeler .. 
Clip-boy . 
Miner ....

Cause of death or serious injury.

Fatal Accidents.

I Wheeler ...,, 
I Water Bailer . 
I Minor .............

Tuo toes broken at sri-cens by piece of coal falling on foot 
Bums on chest and hands by ignition of loose powder ..
Fatal injury by fall of coal,‘died 26th January.................
Fracture of arm by loaded skip......................... ......................
He^ ere burns on face by ignition of powder.......................
Leg broken whilst in the act of coupling a skip...............
Fracture of leg by fall of coal ................................................
Injuries to back by fall of coal.................................................
Rums bj ignition of loose powder ......................................
Fracture of ribs and collar-bone by skips...........................
Hruiffcd buck and arms by fall of coal....................................
Fracture of arm and injury to head by fall of coal ....
Injury to foot by locomotive engine ....................................
Severe internal injuries hy fall of coal .............................. .
Fracture of leg by fall of coal ..................................................
Injury’ to head by loaded skip .................................................
Killed bj a fall of stone roof.......................................................
Arm broken between two skips underground................... .
Leg broken by a fall of coal ................................................... ,
Fracture of leg by a fall of coal .............................................. .
Fracture of leg by a skip...............................................................
Fracture of log by a fall of coal ..............................................
Fatal injury by a fall of conidied fith March.....................
Fracture Of leg by fall of coal ................................................ ..
Fatal injury by fall of roof, coM, and stone .......................
Ann broken between two skips at screens..............................
Fracture of leg and hand, ami severe outs by fall of coal .
Fracture of thigh by fall of coal ............................................
Fatal injury by fall of coal.........................................................
Bruised back by fall of coal .......................................................
Fracture of leg by a fall of coal ...............................................
Foot injured by a skip underground ......................................
Ann broken between two skips underground .....................
Fraetute of leg by a fall of coat .................................................
Suffocated by an outburst of coal ami gas..............................

Hand bruised whilst coupling a skip underground...............
Injury ta ear, head jammed betwixt a skip and a prop___
Fracture of leg and collar-bone by fall of coal.......................
Fracture of leg and collar-bone by skips..................................
Injury to back by a stone falling from the gob ............... l..
Injury to arm by skip.....................................................................
Fracture of leg by fall of coal.......................................................

Non-fatal Accidents.
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Date
of

Accident Name Of Colliery.

4j
•16
4?
43
49
fiO
51
52

54
05
Of!
57
58
59 
00 
Cl 
62

63
64
65 
(1C
67
68 
09
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77 
7S 
79
so :
51
52
53
$4
85
86

20 Juij
3 Aug1
4 „
5 j,

13 „
17
24 „
24 „
28 „
29 ,,
1 Sept 
3 ,,

1?10 „
22 ,,
22 „
15 Oct. 
19 „

23 „
11 Nov
12 „
10 lt 
IS „
23 „
23 ,,
24 ,,30 „

2 Dec.
2 M

3 A 4 Dec.

9 Dee., 
21 ,, • 
23 ,, , 
28 ,, ,

Bellamlii....................................
Oreta ........................................
Metropolitan...........................
Bumlanoon................................
Helton.......................................
Burw’ood....................................
Co-operatix e .........................

Osborne Wallsciul ...............
New South Wales Shale Cos.
Helton........................................
Mount Kembla.......................
W&llarah....................................ZiffZriff..............................
Buili............................................
Wallsend ..................................
Comma!....................................
South Bulli...............................

Stockton................... ................
Newcastle Coal Co.'s A pit..
Stockton....................................
Katoornba Shale ...................
Pacific........................................
Bunvood...................................
East Greta................................1
Wickham and B, island___
Denton Park.....................
Stockton ...........................

Where Situated. Name
of

Person killed.

Co-operative ................. .
Lithgow Vallc3*.................
Newcastle Coal Co.’s B pit 
Lambton.......................

Bel Iambi..............
Greta ................
Helensburgh.......
Bundunoon...........
Carrington.........
Merewethcr .... 
Plattsburgh ...,

Wollongong .. ..
Hartley ..............
Carrington.......
Wollongong .......
Catherine Hill Bay,
Lithgow .............
Bulli.....................
Wallsend..............
Cormnal..............
South Bulli .........

Stockton . . , 
Merew ether .. .
Stockton..............
Katoomha .. .
Teralba ................
Merewethcr .........
West Maitland
Carrington............
West Maitland . . 
Stockton..............

fHcnr Eaill llloorrul.ilil

James Coldrick ..

William Howe

Prancis Pullu

Plattsburgh 
Lithgow .,,. 
Mere whether 
Lambton__

George Curt an ... 
Charles Smith . . 
John Cockbum .. 
Benjamin Bailey .Sidney Siaclflir McAlpi 

Tho'J. T. ndUnr McAlplo 
James Sw coney 
William Sneddon 
William Gascoigne. 
John CharteawortU, 
Daniel Fit7:])atrick.

Charles Blythe

Name of 
Person seriously 

injured.

II. Booth...........
William Shannon . 
William Robertson 
Thomas Moroney 
Henry Kelly ... 
William Parkcs . 
Hugh Purkes ...
JoImJrwin. ... 
William Lewis 
George Morris .
Albert Dixon..
Alex. Rice ......
John Rushforth.
O. McCluskcy...
Druis Hughes 
Richard Nash... 
William Garside 
John McVie . 
Henry Abrams 
Thomas Murphy 
Hcginald Ryan . 
Deni? Maher ... 
Benjamin Koliet

John Davis .... 
Thomas Norwood,
Thomas Brown ...

Occupation Cause of death or serious injury.

Miner . 
Shunter 
Miner .

Onscttcr 
Miner .,
Horsc-diii cv

Horse-dristr ..
Miner ......... 1
Clip-bn;. . .
Laboui'cr . „,
Miner .
wiieder . . 
Lahonrer . 
Miner ..
Wheeler , i 
Onaccter ..
Minci .........
Shiftman .
Furuaecman 
Sunejov . .

>f assistant!
Minor

Injury to back by a fall of stone roof___
Fatally injured whilst shunting waggons
Leg broken by a fall of coal.........................
Injury to back by a fall of stone roof . ...
Injury' to back by a fall of coal.....................
Fracture of leg by loaded skip.....................
Burns hy an explosion of powder...............

Fatal injuries by a W’aggon on the incline.
Leg broken by* a skip underground ....
Loss of loft leg by a skip................................
Leg broken by u fall of coal ................. ..
Fatal injury by a fall of coal................................
Arm broken between skips....................................
Leg broken by a kick from a horse .....................
Fracture of leg by a fall of coal...........................
Fatally injured by a set of skips underground.. 
Injury to head by a sprag from a wheel whilst 

motion on Jetty.
Fracture of log by a fall of coal .........................
internal injuries by* a fall of coal........................
Injury to head and arm by* fall of roof...........
Leg broken by a skip on surface incline.,..
Injury to head and arm by a fall of coal...........
Injury to loins by a fall of coal............................
Fracture of arm by a skip ............. .. ....................
Fracture of ribs by cage........................................
Fracture of leg by fall of roof....................................
Died from the inhalation of caiboil-monoxide g

Fracture of thigh by fall of coal
Loss of eye by a piece of coal.......
Fatal injury by fall of coal..........

Under Manager Fracture of ribs by a horse.........

Total

Fatal Accidents. I Non-fatal Accidents*.
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Return bhowiug 6he mtmbet of fatal and non-fatal accidents ; those caused by “ falls of coal," stone “roof ” 
and Lithgow, Ferndalo, Bulli, A. A. Co.’s Hamilton Pit, South Burwood Sinking Pit, Metropolitan, 
and Stockton disasters, 1873 to 189G inclusive.

Year.
,1 
J2 ojaj'Ou c 

£
Itemarkfl on fatal accidents.

■«s 5

I'SS* rt
Remarks on non-fatal accidents.

Men
above mid 

below 
ground.

Tons of coal 
raised.

Tons of 
coal raised 

per
life lost.

1873... 13 9 bv falls of coal .................................. 10 4 by falls of coal,! by stone roof #....... 1,192,862 91,758

1874... 0 3 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof ...... 13 6 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof #...... 1,304,612 260,922

1875... 8 4 by falls nf coalj 3 by stone roof ...... 10 3,308 1,329,729 166,216

r-00 4 2 bv falls of coal, 1 by stono roof ....... 8 4 by falls of cool ....................... 4,084 1,319,918 329,979

1877... 7 4 by falls of coal, 1 by stono roof ...... 21 16 by falls of coal ...................... 4,657 1,444,271 206,324

1878... 8 2 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ....... 15 12 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof 4,792 1,575,497 196,937

1879... 5 2 by falls of coal, 2 by stono roof ....... 19 6,035 1,533,381 316,676

1880... 8 4 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof 19 4,676 1,466,180 183,272

1881... 2 2 bv falls of cofil ............. .................... 33 4,098 1,769,597 884,798

1882... 12 10 by falls of coal .......................... ....... 33 23 by falls of coal ...................... 4,487 2,109,282 175,773

1883... 15 8 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ....... 34 16 by falls of coal,4 by stone roof 6,431 2,521,457 168,096

1884... 14 6 by falls of coal, 2 bv atone roof ...... 34 14 by falls of coal, 6 by stone roof 6,227 2,749,109 196,364

1885... 11 7 bv falls of coal, 2 bv stone roof ...... 40 13 bv falls of coal ..................... 7,097 2,378,863 261,714

1886... 20 10 hj falls of onaM bv stone roof, 8 by 43 15 by falls of coal, 2 by fall of roof v ,8 4 f 2,830,175 97,592
Lithgow disaster, l bv FeridUle flood-
jng.

1887... 94 81 killed by Bulli catastrophe, 5 by falls 45 22 bv falls of coal, 5 bv fall of 7,998 2,022,407 31,090
of coal, 2 by falls of stone roof. stone roof.

1888... 15 5 bv falls of roof .................................. 43 12 by falls of coal,4 by stone roof 9,301 3,203,443 213,562

1889... 41 11 bv crush at FTinnilton Pit, H bv fulls 57 24 by fails of coal .............. ....... 10,277 3,655,632 89,161
of coal, 4 bv over-winding at South
Burwood,

1890... 13 4 by falls of coal, 1 bv fall of roof...... 36 17 by falls of Goal, 3 by stono rooF 10,315 3,060,876 236,145

1891... 21 7 by falls of coal, 3 by fall of roof....... 64. 27 by falls of coal, G by stone roof 10,820 4,037,929 192,282

1892... 8 4 bv falls of coal, 3 by fall of roof ....... 77 38 by falls of coal, 10 by stone roof 10,514 3,780,967 472,620

1893... 13 10 by falls of coal, 1 by fall of slone ... 45 22 by falls of coal, 5 by fall stone 9,971 3,278,327 252,179

1894... 7 2 by falls of coal, 2 by fall of stone ... 40 28 by falls of coal, 1 by fall stone 9,120 3,672,076 524,582

1893... 10 5 by falls of coal, 3 by fall of stone ... 47 25 by falls of coal, 1 by fall of stone 9,017 3,738,589 373,858

1896... 24 5 by falls of coul, 2 by fall of roof ... 02 2S by falls of coal, 4 by fall of roof 9,400 3,909,515 162,896

* Figures not available.
Prom this return it will be seen that the fatal accidents exceed in number those of any previous 

year since 1889, and the extremely heavy list for the year named was considerably augmented by the 
crush in the A. A, Co.’s Hamilton Pit, and the case of over-winding at South Burwood Colliery.

, COIITARATIVE
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Comparative Statement of Returns for 1895-96.

Mcii uiiU 
l>6ya abo\ c 

grobnii.

Nohtrekn’ District.

Australian Agricultural, Newcastle, Wallsend, Newcastle Coal, 
Lambton, Co-operative, Brown’s, Duckenfield, Waratnli, 
Wickham and Bullock Island, Itetton, Burwood, Stoektou, 
West Wallsend, New Lambton, Bloomfield, Thornlev. 
Greta, New Anvil Creek, Itii's Creek, New Park, Koscdale, 
Duluich, Centenary. Ebbw Vale, South Wallsend, Bust 
Greta, Morriset, Burwood Hitendcd, Wallarah, Illemore 
Vale, Donton Park, Maryland, Hillside, Marshall’s, Morley, 
Seaham, Pacific, Bays Bose Hill, Xyuga, Gladstone, Louis- 
vale, Northumberland, South Hetton, Wright's, Bayley’e 
Reward, Gunnedah, Meredith’s, Oakvale, Sunderland Sur
prise, Side, Scanlon’s, Mason’s, Mawk's, Morris’s, Sunnvside. 
Jenkins, Durham, Quarry, South Greta, Sort hem Eitondcd. J

Total in 189B . 
„ 1895 .

Increase in 1890 
Decrease „

South asd South-western Districts.

Metropolitan, Coal Clift, South Bulli, Oaborno, Wallsend, 
Mount Kembla, Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Co, 
Bellambi, Comma!, Mount Pleasant, South Clifton, Hill- 
end, Austinmere, Erith ......................................................

Total in 1396.. 
„ 1895.,

74

388

Increase in 1896 
Decrease ,,

Western District.

Oakey Park, Vale, Zig Zng, Vale of Clwydcl, Lithgow Valiev, 
Eskbank, Eskhank Old Tunnel, Hermitage, Cooerwuill 
Bawdon, Irondale, Cullen Bullen, Polly, Ivanhoe, Retort 
(N.S.W. Shale and Oil), Black Diamond..............................

388
363

25

G3

Total in 1896 ... 
„ 1893....

Increase in 1816

63
49

Men and 
boys below 

ftbuud.
Tons of round and 

small coni.

- 1,244

1,244
1,170

5,697

tons cwt. qr.

2,623,015 14 2

5,697 1 2,623,015 14 2 
5,602 | 2,631,221 11 0

95
8,205 10 2

1,506

1,506
1,586

80

335

14

335
247

8S

1,008,376 10 0

1,008,376 10 0 
916,002 15 0

91,873 15 0

273,124 8 0

278,124 8 0 
190,864 1 4 0

87,259 13 0

Value

802,956 1 0

802,956 1 0 
813,227 16 G

10,271 14 6

205,686 13 11

205,686 13 11 
241,838 10 3

23,848 3 8

66,638 1 8

56,638 1 8 
40,260 15 3

16,377 6 5

From these returns we find that in the Northern District, in the year under notice, there has been 
an increase of 169 persons employed in and about the collieries, and a decrease of 8,205 tons of coal raised, 
and £19j271 in value.

In the South and boulli-^ estern Districts there has hecn a decrease of 55 persons employed in 
and about the collieries, and an increase of 91,502 tons of coal raised and of £23,818 in value.

In the Western District there has been an decrease of 102_ persons emploved in and about the 
collieries, and 87,259 tons of coal raised, and of £16,377 in value. " "

Years.

Exports to Intercolonial Ports
! Exports to Foreign Ports and 

United Kingdom and other 
British Possessions.

Quantity.jAv™^ per
Value,

QuantityJA'™f£ perl Va!ce.

i ' !

1894 ..................................................
1895 ..................................................
1890 ................................................

Tons. £ s. d
1,176,072 0 7 1'73
1,100,504 0 6 9 G9
1,371,790 0 7 034

£
419,761
407,271
482,090

Tons.
960,053
909,726

1,103,111

X s. d.
0 8 1'2G
0 7 (l-7ft
0 7 (i-us

£
335,018
366,683
418,108

3,7*3.1172 | 0 C 11 03 1,309,118 3,022*800 0 7 8'38 1,109,869

Total Exports.

Quantity.

Tons. 
2,121,525 
2,1 (>6,230 
2,474,907

0,7(10,202

Avemjro per 
ton.

Home con
sumption.

Value.

£ s. d.
X 1

Tons.
0 7 6feS 304,700 1 1,546,051
0 7 1*74 773,954 1,572,359
0 7 S-30 900,264

l 1,4J4,6DS

0 7 3'03 2,47B,9S7 | 4,553,913

Total output and value
Cra.1 raised per each person 
employed in and about the 

mines,

Value of coat raised per each 
I person employed in and alieut 

the mines. 1
Tons of coal raised per 

each life lost.
Years.

Quantity A* enure per 
ton. Value.

A\fr»|e 
tons purQuantity. ' ™* u»<h person employedi inployed “

Persons | ,t ,1 ^-aluo.
i

Aierape '.aim per each pirsoTl employed
Persons

Icmploycii

Average

lost.

1304.. 
1895. 
m\j -

Tons.
3,672*076
3,758,589
3,009.517

I
9. d 
O 8 55 
5 10-31 
5 fl’OS

11,320,182 0 5 11-57

£ Tons. ! 
Is155/i73 ! 3,072,070 , 
1,095.327 3,739,589
2,125,230 3,909,515

3,370,1311 jll,320,lSO

Tons
402
414
4*3

413

Number.
9,120
9,017
9,233

27,370

£
1,153,573
1,095,327
1,125,280

3,370,180 12S 6 0

£ s. 
126 12 
121 9 
121 17

Li Number, 
i I 9,120 J 
i 9,017 I 
i | 9,233

Tons.
3,(172,076
3,733,589
3,900,515

27,376 | 11,320,180

Tons,
624,582
373,853
102,890

270,101

! Num
ber.

10
24
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The returns of the collieries raising eoal and shale (boghead mineral) which have been collected 
and forwarded to me by the Mining Department show the following figures for the year 1896:—

Coal Ebiuba'.

Northern District, Southern and South' 
western Districts. Western District. Total.

tons cwt, or. tons cwt. qr. tons cwt. qr. tons cwt. qr.
Tons of round and small coal raised .... 2,623,015 14 2 1,008,376 10 0 278,124 8 0 3,909,516 12 2

£ &, d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
Value of round and small coal raised ..

Persona employed above ground ..........
PcrbOtis employed under ground ..........

802,956 1 0

Number.
1,244
5,697

265,636 13 11

Number.
388

1,506

56,638 1 8

Number.
63

335

1,125,280 15 7

Number.
1,695
7,538

Pethoi/iohm 0rr, Oannel Coal on Boghead Mineral Eetttbk'k,

, Western and Southern Districts.

Tons of boghead mmeral or petroleum oil canncl coni.................................................. 31,839 Ions.
"Value of boghead mineral or petroleum oil canncl eoal raised...................................... £34,201 18s.
Persons employed above ground ...................................................................................... 66
Persons employed under ground ...................................................................................... 161

Cotce Eeturna

Northern District.........................
Southern and Western Districts..

Tone. c»-t £
10,398 lOl 
15,953 0 j Value, 21,850 16

d.

3

Norxheiwj District.

Number of persons employed in and about the mines.......................................................................................... 6,941
Number of persons employed underground ......................... ................................................................................... 5,697
(Juantity of coal raised in tons.................................................................................................................................. 2,623,015 14 2
Number of non-fatal accidents ................ ............................................................................ .................................... 38
Number of lives lost by accidents.............................................................................................................................. 18
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident ...................................... ............................................................... 182
Persons employed per each life lost.......................................................................................................................... 385
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fainl accident.......................................................................... 69,020
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost .......................................................................................... 145,732
'tons of eoal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ............................................................... 377
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground.................................................................................. 460
Value of coal raised................................................................................................................................................... £802,956 1 0
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines..................................................   115 13 7
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground .............................................................................. 140 ] 8 10

SOUTHERK AND SOUTH-WESTERN DISTRICT,

Number of persons employed in and about the mines .......................................................................................... 1,894
Number of persons employed underground.............................................................................................................. 1,506
Quantity of coal raised in tons ............. ........................................................................... ....................................... 1,008,376 10
Number of non-fatal accidents.......................................................................................................................... . . 17
Number of lives lost by accidents ............ ................................................................................................................ 6
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident ....................................................................................................... Ill
Persons employed per each life lost. ......................................................................................................................... 316
Tons of round and small eoal raised per each non-fatal accident.......................................................................... 59,316
Tons of round and small eoal raised per each life lost,.......................................................................................... 168,062
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ............................................................... 532
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground.................................................................................. 669
Value of coal raised..................................................................................................................................................... £265,686 13 11
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines .........     140 5 6
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground .............................................................................. 176 8 4

Western District.

Number of persons employed in and about the mines .............   398
Number of persons employed underground.............................................................................................................. 335
Quantity of coal raised in tons.................................................................................................................................. 278,124 8
Number of non-fatal accidents................................................................................................................................. 7
Number of bves lost by accidents.............................................................................................................................  Nil.
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident ............ ......................................................................................... 56
Persons employed per eacb life lost ........................................................................................................................ No life lost.
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident......................................................................... 39,732
Tons of round and small eoal raised per each life lost ......................................................................................... No life lost.
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines .............................................................. 698
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground...................     830
Value of coal raised ...................       £56,638 1 8
Value of eoal raised per each person employed in and about the mines............................................................... 142 6 1
Value of eoal raised per each person employed underground ............................................................................. 168 18 4

The
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The following table shows.comparisons between the year under notice and the preccdinp; year, as 
regards the proportion the accidents and deaths bear to the persons employed, and the quantity and 
value ot the coal ior each person employed in and about the mines and underground, in the Northern 
Southern, and Western Districts.

Northern District. Southern and South-western 
, Districts Western District.

liiitS. 1S9G. 1S!)j 1890. 1895. 1800.

Number of pursous omplojed in and about the mines (1,772 0,941 1,040 1,894 290 £93
Number of prisons emplojed underground............ 5,002 5,097 1,550 1,500 247 335
Quantity ot coal raised in tons . * . . _ , 2,631,221 li u 2,02^,015 14 2 910,502 15 0 1,908,37810 0 | 190,884 14 0 ■278,124 8 O
Number of non-fatal accidents.................................... :JS 3S 7 17 2 7
Number of li\cs lost iiv accident.... ii lb 1 0 N.L Nil
I'cr^ms employed per each non-fatal accident ITS 13*2 278 111 IIS 50
Persons eniploycd per each life lost .......................... 752 385 1,919 3L5 No life lost. No life lost.
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non- 

fatal accident. 03,242 (19,020 130,928 59,310 95,432 39,722

Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost 202,357 145,732 010,502 163,002 No life lost, No life lost.
Tons ot coal raised per each person emp)o\ ed ii j and 

about the mines, ‘ 3SS 377 470 532 044 BBS

Tons of coal raised per each person emplojed under’ 
ground. 409 4G0 577 009 772 830

Value ot coal raised ....................
£ s. d. 

813,227 15 0
£ s. d 

802,050 1 O
£ s. ii. 

241,838 10 3
£ s. d £ s. d. £ s. d.

2fi5,0S6 13 11 40,200 15 3 56,038 1 8
Value of coa! raised per each person cmploi ed in and 

about the mines, " 120 1 fi 115 13 7 124 1 7 140 5 0 130 0 0 142 G 1

Value of coal raised per each person employed under 
ground. ‘ 145 3 4 140 & 10 152 9 7 170 S 4 182 19 11 IBS 18 4

Decenhtal Ketuen.—Port of Newcastle.—Poreign and Intercolonial Ports.

Year.

Vessels cleared outwards for 
Foreign and Intercolonial 

Forts.
Total value of 

imports 
from Foreign 

and Intercolonial 
Ports,No. of 

Vessels. Tonnage.

£ s. d.
1885 1,388 1,076,346 930,200 0 0
1886 1,335

1,334
1,097,382 843,474 0 0

1887 1,154,439 781,796 0 0
1888 949 815,516 758,586 0 0
1839 1,277 1,126,892 924,150 0 0
1890 916 842,180 816,694 0 0
1891 1,425 1,476,097 877,063 0 0
1892 1,307 1,381,318 765,083 0 0
1893 1,108

1,255
1,209,467 451,253 0 0

1894 1,415,159 427,581 0 0
1895 i 1,207 1,410,004 420,778 0 0
1896 1,180 1,479,033 611,872 0 0

Quantity ami \ aluc of Coal 
exported to

Foreign and Intercolonial Ports.
Total value of 

Exports (inclusive of

Tons. V,Value.

uoal) to For 
and

Intercolonial 1

£ s. d. £
1,552,136 832,495 0 0 1,927,626
1,544,694 828,189 0 0 1,398,728
1,658,386 886,921 0 0 1,788,664
1,580,337 852,083 0 0 2,067,460
2,091,557 1,102,722 0 0 1,894,321
1,628,038 875,197 0 0 1,768,379
2,244,729 1,160,965 0 0 2,032,522
1,894,735 879,482 0 0 1,846,953
1,583,882 702,190 0 0 1,700,813
1,891,674 710,341 0 0 1,485,475
1,920,378 678,217 0 0 1,417,122
2,070,304 729,444 0 0 1,496,687

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 .0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Total
amount of Revenue 

collected.

£ fi. d.
108,834 18 6
119,131 15 0
117,543 7 10
126,036 7 9
132,018 0 1
124,782 14 10
166,048 2 9
191,394 12 10
151,286 8 1
158,895 12 11
155,362 8 1
123,280 15 3

Retuejt showing the quantity raised, price per ton, and value of the boghead mineral or petroleum oil 
(cannel coal), commonly called kerosene shale, from 1865 to 1896 inclusive.

Year. Tons.

1865 570
1866 2,770
1867 4,079
1868 16,952
1869 7,500
1870 8,580
1871 14,700
IS72 1) ,040
1873 17,850
1874 12,100
1875 6,197
1876 15,998
1877 18,963
1878 24,371
1879 32,5 i 9
1880 19,201

Average price per ton.

£ a. d.
1 2 5-47
2 18 10-48
3 14 9-21
2 17 7-11 
2 10 0-00
3 4 3-18 
2 6 3'9l 
2 11 ll-SH 
2 10 6'5o
2 5 1-48 
2 10 2-22
3 0 0-00 
2 9 0-82 
2 6 11-49 
2 1 10-96 
2 6 7'03

Value.

£ S,
2,350 0
8,154 0

15,249 0
48,816 0
18,750 0
27,570 0
34,050 0
28,700 0
50,475 0
27,300 0
15,500 0
47,994 0
46,524 10
57,211 0
66,930 10
44,724 15

Year.

cl.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1881
1882
1883
1554
1885
1886 
1887
1555
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895 
1S90

Tons. Average price per ton.

£ S, d.
27,894 1 9 2'59
48,065 1 15 O'OO
49,250 1 16 10-77
31,618 2 5 7-85
27,462 2 3 11-62
43,563 2 5 10-79
40,010 2 3 10-43
34,896 2 o 2-26
40,561 i IS 3-55
56,010 i 17 2-07
40,349 i IS 8-99
74,197 i 16 8-16
55,060 i 16 4-44
21,171 i 10 0-20
59,426 i 5 3-78
31,839 i i 5-81

Value.

£ s, d.
40,748 0 0
84,114 0 0
90,861 10 0
72,176 0 0
67,239 0 0
99,976 0 0
87,761 0 0
73,612 0 0
77,666 15 0

104,103 7 6
78,160 0 0

136,079 6 0
101,220 10 0
31,781 5 0
75,218 18 8
34,201 18 0

The foUowmg Statistical Return, furnished by the Sub-Collector of Customs of Newcastle, shows that 
the greatest increase in the export of coal from that port has beenTo South Australia, 102,404 tons ■
MandTs { ; R LV56 ; JaVa’ 13’04° India> 9>S00 J Sandwich
Is a. ds, 8,826 Hongkong, 8,127 ; New Caledonia, ,,f>36 ; Queensland, 5,239 ; Panama, 3,091 ; and United
m Qfift t"6"0' • A^g?te5?^cr“-" ;“Toyictoria> 55.848 ; United States, 39.03S ; New Zealand 
26j986, Tasmania, 5,272 j Mauritius, 3,348; and New Hebrides, 3,080. ' Newcastle,
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Newcastle,—New Sout.li Wales export of Coal during the years 1805 and 1806.

Countries. 1S95,

Tons.
‘Victoria................
lsToiv Zealand..... .
South Auslralia .
Queensland ........
Tasmania ............
Western Australia
Hong Kong ........
United States ...
Java ....................
Ecuador ....... .
Kevv Caledonia
Mauritius ............
Eiji.........................
India ....................
Ebilippine Islands
Peru ....................
Chili .....................
Sandwich Islands .
Meiino .............
South Sea Ldauds
Singapore ...........
United Kingdom.. 
Kow Hebrides
Ceylon ................
Panama .............
Ollier Countries .

639,801
154,869
127,191

20,814
57,235
37,960
21,608

273,693
23,364

972
8,639

11,257
4,975

38.041
47,982
27,225

305,830
41,436
14,671

25,276
3,400
4,875
2.980

18,812
4,433

Total 1,920,378

ISM. Increase. Decrease.

Tons. Tons.
583,956
127,883
229,695
20,083
51.903 

118,476
29,733

234,655
36,404

1,242
16,475

7,999
3,240

47,861
65,782
4.2,381

300,202
33.262
15,160

1,510
25,982
6,020
1,793
5,900

21.903 
9,030

102,404 !

5,239

...... SO,516 |
8,127 !

...... 13,040
270

7,836 I

0,820 
17,800 
15,156 j

372 !
8,820 1

489 
1,510 

006
2,620 |

2,914
3,091
4,597

Tons.
55,848
26,986

5,272

39,038

3,348
1,735

3,080

2,070,304 285.233 133,307

Newcastle.—Export of Coke for the year 1896.

Countries to which exported. Quantity, Value,

Victoria ....................................................... .
Tons.

846
216

£
1,071

260New Zealand ...................................................... .
}STew Cnlcrtoma ....................... ..... 4. 4
Western Australia......... ....................................... 14

673

1,753

17
757

2,115

Peru......................... ................................................

Total ..... ................................ ...............

The following notices were received during the year of now mines opening out or in course of development, 
mines rc-opcned, sinking of nits, driving tunnels, change of ownership, and names of collieries : also, 
colliery management;—

JiullL—On 24th January Mr. T. J. Evans gave notice that the ownership of the Bulli Steam Coal 
Colliery had changed to the firm known us the “Bulli Co-operative Steam Coal Company, Limited.”

South Chfton.—Mr. Robert Wragg, on the 12th March, notified that he had been appointed manager 
of the South Clifton Colliery, vice W. Wilson, deceased. ^

Card4/f—Mr. Henry Harper, on the 20th March, notified having sunk through a seam of coul on 
Mr. Honson’s lund with satisfactory results, '

Waratah.—Mr. James Ruttley, on March 19th, of having again opened up the Hillside Colliery.
Four-mile Creek.—Mr. James Race, on the 6th May, notified having started to draw coal from 

Blackett’s and Brown’s tunnels.
Bundanoon.—Messrs. Palmer and Coppnrd, on the 16th May, notified having started operations at 

the above colliery with six men.
_ ^euxastle Pasturage Iteserve.—Mr. II. Morris, on May 27, notified having commenced operations 

to mine coal on the allotments applied for. Name of colliery, “Morris.”
Grovetown, Lambton.—Mr. Walter Jenkins, on tho 27th May, notified having opened a colliery on 

his land, to be known as “Jenkins' Colliery.”
_ Aewcastle Pasturage Reserm.—Mr. William Mawks notified on June 30th of having sunk a shaft on 

his own land to work a little eoal out.
Farley, West Maitland.—Messrs. Ralston and Morgan, on July 16th, notified having changed the 

name of the colliery from Pont Hill to “ South Greta.”
Capertee.—The general manager (Mr. C. B. Roden), on July 7th, notified that the Glen Alice Coal 

and Shale Mining Company have commenced operations on their property at Glen Alice, near Capertee.
Charlestown.—Mr. John Waddell, on July 23rd, notified having started to open up the top seam 

of oo;d at Charlestown, on the leasehold part of the Waratah Coal Company's estate, and purpose to call it 
“ Hillend Colliery.”

Cardiff.—Mr. Archibald Gardener, notified on behalf of the Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited, 
of having taken over the South Wallsend Mine from the late lessee, Mr. John Johnstone, and the operations 
are being carried on under his supervision.

t Capertee.—On the 13th August the General Manager, Mr. W. Hall, notifies, on behalf of the New
South Whiles Shale Oil Company, of having leased from P. W. King the property'known as the “Airly” 
Shsdc Mine, situate in the parish of Airly, county of Roxburgh. The directors have appointed Mr. John 
Blackley to take charge of same. In future the mine will be known as the “ New Hartley Shale Mine.”

Greta.
21—L
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Greta—Mr. Clement Jonesj on August 27th, notified that lie had taken charge of the New Anvil
Creek Colliery, vice Mr. 1). Harris. _ _

PlaUsbur/f.—Mr. James Barr, Manager of the Co-operative Colliery, notified on 27th August that 
he had opened out a second coal-seam, 60 feet above that now worked, 5 feet in thickness; two adits have 
been completed and connected.

East Maitland.—Hr. S. Summerville, on August 31st, notified that he was prospecting for coal on 
land adjoining Newcastle Road, dose to East Maitland : had sunk a small shaft on the crop of a seam of 
coal about 3 feet thick ; if satisfactory, intended to work it,

Cardiff.—Mr. James Campbell, on September 7th, notified having started a tunnel to work coal out
of Mr. Jones property, Cardift'. .

Four-mile Creek, Fast Maiflundr—Mr. G. Beatty, on September 7th, notified that he Avas driving a 
tunnel for coal on the tiganee Estate, and will he known as the Inganee Tunnel.

TicMole, near Cardiff.—Hr. \V. W. Johnson notified, on September 18th, of having commenced a 
tunnel for the purpose of proving a scam of coal inland, portion 32, at Tickhole, parish of Teralba.

Wesi Wallsend.—Mr. Janies R, M. Robertson, on behalf of the Caledonia Coal Company, Limited, 
notified on the 26th September that the colliery and estate, formerly known as New Wallsend, situated near 
West ‘Wallsend, have been purchased by this company. Operations necessary for sinking the air-shaft, so 
lonv suspended, have been resumed. The contractors are Messrs. Adam Frost <fc Co. Mr. Duncan 
McG-eachie, on behalf of the company, will supervise the work. The colliery will hereafter be known as
“ Killingworth.” . .

Curkwis.—Hr. John J, Poole, on the 9th September, notified having started a heading m coal crop
above present workings.

Teralba.—On 10th October Mr. Andrew Sneddon notified, in accordance with Part I Clause 2 
Part (B) of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1896, appoints William Sneddon, of Teralba, as manager of 
Ga-rtlee Colliery; also gives notice that the name of the colliery has been changed to that of “ Northern
Extended.” ,

Cardiff.__On 12th October Mr. James Campbell notified that the colliery being opened out by Jinn
shall be called “ Caixlili'Colliery.'1

North Lambton.—On 12th October Mr. John Russell notified having leased Rosehill Colhory, amt 
had appointed William John Ritchie manager, in accordance with Section 2 of the Coal-mines Regulation
Act, 1896. n

New Anvil Creek Colliery.—On 11th November Mr. Percy Waddy notified, on behalf ot the New 
Anvil Creek Coal Syndicate, that Mr. Benjamin Yales has been placed in charge of the colliery on behalf 
of the owners.

Coal-minks abandoned on Operations suspended during the Year 1896.
Denlvn Park Colliery.—Hv. John Russell on the 4th March gave notice that work in the Denton 

Park Colliery, West Maitland, lias been temporarily suspended operations for a short time.
Pioneer Colliery, West Maitland.—l\r. James H. Paul gave notice on the 20th March that he 

had severed his connection with the above-named colliery, and responsibility ceased from this date.
Waratah.—Messrs. H. Keys and B. Tanks notified on tho 13th July having abandoned the colliery 

known as “ Riddle’s Colliery." _
Mittagong.—Mr. Robert Snowdon on the 29lh June gave notice Hint tho Box Vale Mine was closed

and plant taken up, ■
New Anvil Creek Colliery.—Wr. Daniel R. Harris notified on the 22nd August that he had given 

up all charge of the above colliery, all being correct at time and date.
Sunderland Colliery.—Hr. M. Tulip notified on 24th October that he would abandon and cease to 

work the above colliery.
Nev; Anvil Creek Colliery.—Hr. A. Thomas on the 31st October notified that from this date he 

ceased to be agent and manager for the New Anvil Creek Colliery. _
Rylstone.—Mr. Colliery Inspector Rowan reports that the R,awdon Colliery has been abandoned.

The Half-yearly Report on the Collieries in the Northern District of New South 
Wales and Accidents investigated by the Inspectors of Collieries during the 
six months ending June 30th, 1893.

gjj. Newcastle, 25 July, 1S96.
’ Pursuant to the provisions of section 26 in the Coal-mines Regulation Act,. 1876, we have the 

honor to transmit to you this our six-monthly report on the slate of the various collieries in the Northern 
District for the half-year ending June 30th, 1.896. ^ ... . ,

The total number of collieries under inspection in the Northern District during tho hplf-year is 68. 
Four collieries have been abandoned, vix,, Bebside, Green’s, Sunlight, and Lull s. Three collieries 

have been added, viz., Jenkins’, Morris, and Mawkes’. ’ ^ t
No work lias been done at the following fifteen collieries, viz., Awaba, Swansea, A oung Wallsend, 

Summerliill, West Burwood, Pern Valley, Rotunda, Shamrock Hill, Richmond Vale, Maitland, Stanford 
Greta, Pioneer, Lecontield, Richmond Hill, and Nicholas' Tunnel.

Present State of Mines. '
A. A. Cols No. 2 Colliery. --This mine has been completely shut down since the commencement of 

the labour trouble in April last, but was under inspection until that time,
A. A. Co’s. New IVi'oving Colliery.—This colliery has been under inspection during tho whole of 

the six months, but all work has been suspended since the commencement of the strike in April lust. The 
workings are in good order and the Act complied with. _ _ _

Wallsend Colliery.—About thirty men are employed underground repairing roads and attending to 
the pumps, (tc., in readiness for resumption of work. As regards ventilation, the manager was, in March 

r last,
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last, proceeded against on a charge ot inadequate ventilation of the Xo. 2 portion of the colliery, and the 
case decided in favour of the Crown, Against this the Company appealed to a higher court; such appeal 
has not yet been heard. The Act in other respects is complied with.

JYewcaslle (Jo’s. Colliery.—A few men are employed in this colliery keeping the bords, itc., in repair. 
Everything is in good order, and the provisions of the Act earned out.

Lambton Colliery.—Only about 10 men are at present employed in this colliery, attending to the 
pumps and keeping the roads in repair in readiness for resumption of work. The provisions of the Act are 
complied with.

Co-operative Colliery.—About 230 men, A;c., employed and supplied with about 40,000 cubic feet of 
air per minute. The face workings arc divided into six separate and distinct districts. The provisions of 
the Act in other respects also arc complied with.

Burwood Colliery.—Owing to the labour dispute this colliery is idle, with the exception of a few 
men who aro engaged in timbering, &c. The ventilation is good, and the mine is in order for work"at any 
time. The other provisions of the Act are also complied with. ’

Stockton Colliery.—There are about ISO men, itc.. employed in this mine and supplied with about
20.000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are four separate and distinct districts. The Act is complied with.

Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery.—About 250 men, &c., are employed in this mine and supplied
with about 35,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings arc divided into seven districts. The 
provisions of the Act in other respects also are complied with.

Hetton Colliery.—There are about 320 men, ifcc., employed in this mine and supplied with 75,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. There are seven separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the Act 
aro complied with.

Brown’s Colliery.—About 310 men, &c., are employed in this mine and supplied with about 50,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into six separate and distinct districts. The 
provisions of the Act are complied with.

Duckenfield Colliery.—There are about 230 men, <tc., employed in this mine and supplied with about
50.000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are six separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the 
Act are complied with.

■ South Waratah Colliery.—Owing to the labour dispute, only a few men are at present engaged below 
ground, and the workings arc kept in a good state of repair, and ready for full work at any time. The 
ventilation is good, and other provisions of the Act also complied with.

Bcw Lambton Colliery.—About 110 men, itc., are employed in this colliery during the day time, and 
supplied with about 34,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into two separate 
and distinct districts, and the other provisions of the A.ct are also fully carried out.

Ebbw Vale Colliery.—About 37 -men, <te., are employed in this mine during the day time, and the 
quantity of air in circulation is about 10,000 cubic feet per minute. The Act is complied with in other 
respects also.

Hillside Colliery, Merewethev,—About 8 men, ifec., are at present employed in this mine. The 
ventilation is good, and the other provisions of the Act are also complied with.

Surprise Colliery, Lambton.—There are 3 men employed in this mine, and the provisions of the 
Act are fully complied with.

Sunnysidc Colliery, Lambton.—Three men arc employed in this mine. Everything is in good order, 
and the Act complied with.

Bayleys Howard Colliery, Lambton.—There are 2 men employed in this mine. Everything in good 
order ; no cause for complaint. '

Kay’s Colliery, Lambton.—Only 1 man employed in this mine at present. The ventilation is good ; 
no cause for complaint. '

Meredith Colliery, Lambton.—There are 2 men employed in this mine. Everything is in good order; 
no cause for complaint. '

Jenkins’ Colliery, Lambton.—This mine has been lately opened, and 2 men are employed below 
ground. The ventilation is good, and everything is in good working order.

Morris's Colliery, Lambton.—This is a new mine lately opened, and at the present tune 3 men are 
employed below ground. The provisions of the Act are fully observed.

Maioke’s Colliery, Lambton.—This is a new mine, lately opened on Mr. Mawkes1 private property. 
There are two men employed below ground, and everything is in good working order.

Rosehill Colliery, North Lambton.—At the present time there are 2 men employed in this mine. 
Everything is in good order, and no cause for complaint.

Jackson’ Colliery, Lambton.—This mine is now completely abandoned.
Quarry Colliery, Waratah.—Only 2 men are employed in this mine. Everything is in good order, 

and no cause for complaint. .
Mason's Colliery, Waratah.—Only 2 men arc employed in this mine. Everything is in good order, 

and there is no cause, for complaint.
Jlushton's Colliery, Warat.ah.—This mine is now completely abandoned.

_ Liddie’s Colliery, Waratah.—Only 2 men arc employed in this mine. Everything is in good order. 
No cause for complaint. ‘

Side Colliery, Waratah.—There are 5 men, ifec., employed in this mine. The ventilation is good 
and every other provision of the Act is also complied with.

Wrights Colliery, Waratah.—This mine has been under inspection during the half year, but all 
work is at present suspended.

Llemore Vale Colliery, Wallsend.—There are about 40 men, ifec., employed in this mine, and 
supplied with about 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act in other respects also 
are complied with.

Maryland Colliery, Platlsburg.—About 3G men, itc., ure employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 9,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Dudley Colliery, Charlestown.—After a stoppage of about three years work was resumed hi May 
last. About 250 men, itc., arc employed and supplied with 50,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There 
are four separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Durham
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Durham Colliery.—Only 2 men are at present employed at this mine, keeping the workings free 
from water accumulations. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Burwood Exlewled Colliery.—Only 3 men are at the present time employed below ground at this 
colliery getting coal for the steam-engines, keeping the workings in repair, etc. The provisions of the Act 
are fully carried out.

South Hetton Colliery, Lake Macquarie.—Two men arc employed in this mine. The ventilation is 
satisfactory and the Act complied with.

Morrisett Colliery, Lake Macquarie.—There are 6 men, itc., employed in this mine. The ventilation 
is satisfactory and the Act complied with.

Wallarah Colliery, Catherine Hill Bay.—About 120 men, itc., employed in this mine and supplied 
with about 20,000 cubic feet of air per minute in two currents. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Northumberland Colliery, Fassifern.—There arc about 10 men, &e., employed in this mine and 
supplied with about 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Pacific Colliery, Teralba.—There are about 230 men, Ac., employed in this mine and supplied with 
about 40,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are four separate and distinct districts. The provisions 
of the Act arc complied with.

G art lee Colliery, Teralba.—There are about G2 men itc., employed in this mine. The quantity of air 
circulating is about 10,000 cubic feet per minute. The provisions of the Act aro complied with.

South Wallsend. Colliery, Cardiff.—About 40 men, Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act arc complied with.

West Wallsend Colliery.—There are about 260 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 40,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are six separate and distinct districts. The Act is 
complied with.

Seaham Colliery.—About 160 men, Ac., are employed in this mine. The quantity of air circulating 
is about 25,000 cubic feet per minute in two currents. Tn August, 1895, a fire was discovered in the east 
side workings and in consequence thereof tho shafts wore sealed ofi' and allowed to remain so until January. 
1896, when the mine was reopened and the fire found still burning. Steps were then taken to seal off the 
east-side workings with three brick stoppings. This was successfully accomplished on the 1st of February, 
1896, and the work of coal getting resumed in the west side workings on the ITtli of the same month. 
iSincc then everything lias gone all right and the sealing stoppings are in good condition, Tim provisions of 
the Act are complied with.

Thornley Colliery, East Maitland.—About 15 men, Ac., are employed in this mine. The ventilation 
is satisfactory, and the provisions of the Act complied with.

Bloomfield Colliery, East Maitland.—About 12 men, Ac., are usually employed in (his mine. The 
ventilation is good and the Act complied with,

Marshall'* Colliery, East Maitland.—There arc 2 men usually employed in this mine. Tim 
ventilation is satisfactory and the Act complied with.

Louis Vale Colliery, East Maitland.—Three men are usually employed in this mine. The ventilation 
is satisfactory and the Act complied with. .

Scanlon!s Colliery, East Maitland.—There are 3 men employed in this mine. Tho ventilation is 
satisfactory and the provisions of the Act complied with.

Sunderland Colliery, East Maitland.—Four men, Ac., are employed in this mine. The ventilation 
is good and the Act complied with.

East Greta Colliery, West. Maitland.—There are about 180 men, Ac., employed in this mine in the 
two shifts, and supplied with about 25,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are 
complied with. ■

Denton Park. Colliery, West Maitland.—About 17 men, Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied 
with about 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of tire Act are complied with.

Font Hill Colliery, Farley.—There are about 40 men, Ac., employed in tins mine, and supplied with 
about 7,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Ncv> Anvil Creek Colliery, Greta.—About 18 men, Ac., are employed in this mine. Tim quantity of air 
circulating is about 9,000 cubic feet per minute in one current. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Greta Colliery, Greta.—There are about 150 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 50.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into five separate and distinct 
districts. The provisions of the Act in other respects also are complied with.

Ellesmere Colliery, Sinylelon.—57o coal has been drawn at this mine during the half-year ; but the 
mine is kept open and ready for resumption of work at any time.

New Park. Colliery, Singleton.—Thera are 32 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 9,000 cubic feet of air per minute. Tho provisions of the Act arc complied with.

EUiotVs Colliery, Singleton.—Two men are occasionally employed in this mine. The ventilation is 
satisfactory, and the Act complied with.

Posedale Colliery, Singleton.—There are usually 5 men employed. The ventilation is satisfactory, 
and the Act complied with.

OakvaU Colliery, Singleton.—Only 1 man occasionally employed in this mine. The ventilation is 
good, and the Act complied with.

Dulwich Colliery, Singleton.—There are 10 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is 
satisfactory, and the provisions of the Act complied with.

Kayuga Colliery, Muswellbrook.—Only I man is at present employed in this mine. Everything is 
in good order, and no cause for complaint.

Centenary Colliery, Curlewis.—About 28 men, Ac , are employed in tins mine, and the total quantity 
of air in circulation is about 10,000 cubic feet per minute. The Act is also complied with in other respects.

Gunnedah Colliery, Gunnedah.—About 14 men, Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 6,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The other provisions of the Act are also complied 
with.

Gladstone Colliery, Gunnedah.—Only 1 person is employed in this mine at present. The ventilation 
is good, and everything in good order.

Morley Colliery, Gunnedah.—This mine 1ms been worked during the half-year; but at tho present, 
time all work is suspended. The mine is in good order and condition. Accidents.
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Accidents in Mines.
The accident* investigated by us in the Northern district, and fully reported upon during the six months 
ending June 30th, 189G, are 21 in number. We also investigated several other slight accidents which are 
not embraced in this report.

Of the 21 accidents in the annexed tabulated list, 4 proved fatal—3 from falls of coal and 1 from 
fall of roof. Of the non-fatal accidents, 9 were caused by falls of coal, 5 by skips, and 3 by ignition of
powder. _ ,

The first fatal accident occurred to a miner named Richard Nicholls, by a fall of coal in the A.A.. 
Company’s No. 2 colliery, on. Hth January. The District Coroner (G. C. Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on 
the body of deceased (who died on 2Gth January), at Newcastle, on 27th January. The inquest was 
attended by Inspector Dixon, who heard all the evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “accidental 
death” as returned hy the jury. _ _

The second occurred to a miner named John Stark, by a fall of coal in Stockton Colliery, on Hth 
March, terminating fatally on 6th March. The District Coroner (G. C. Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on 
the body of deceased on 6th March, at the Junction. 'Die inquest was attended by Inspector Humble, 
who beard all the evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “accidental death as returned by the jury. 

The third occurred to a miner named Job Sheldon, by n fall of roof—coal and stone—at U allsend 
Colliery, on 2Gth March. The District Coroner (G. C. Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on the body of 
deceased at Wallsend on 26th and 27th March. The inquest was attended by Inspector Rates, who hoard 
all the evidence, and tlic following verdict was returned by the jury :—“ We find that the said Job Sheldon, 
junior, in the Wallsend Colliery, at Wallsend, in the district of Newcastle, in the colony of New South 
Wales, on the 26th day of March, 1S96, met bis death from a fall of stone and coal from the roof of the 
said colliery. We further find that the accident is traceable to negligence on the part of Simon Mill ward, 
the deputy-overman of the district, in not seeing that the roof was properly secured in this district,”

The fourth occurred to a miner named Janies Mofiit Jackson, by a fall of con! in Hetton Colliery, 
on 23rd April. The District Coroner (G. 0. Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on the body of deceased at 
Carrington, on 24th April. The inquest was attended by Inspector Humble, who heard all the evidence, 
and fully agrees with the verdict of “accidental death” as returnerl by the jury.

An accident occurred on 4th July, 1896, to a miner named James Dover, by a fall of coal in 
Elemore Vale Colliery. This terminated fatally on 9th March, 1896. The District Coroner (G. (J. 
Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on the body of deceased at Wallsend on 10th March. The inquest was 
attended by Inspector Rates, who heard all the evidence, and fully agrees with tile verdict of “ accidental 
death ” as returned by tho jury. ( _

The first of the nou-fatnl accidents occurred to a miner named William Brown, at South Wallsend 
Colliery, on 13th January, resulting in burns on chest and hands by ignition of loose powder.

The second oocurred to a wheeler named Robert Brown, at Lambton Colliery, on January 16, by a 
loaded skip, resulting in fracture of arm. .

The third occurred to a miner named Joseph Dodds, at IVallsend Colliery, on January 21, resulting 
in burns on face by ignition of powder. _ _

The fourth occurred to a miner named D. Williams, at Hetton Colliery, on February 3, by ignition 
of powder, resulting in severe burns. ... ,

The fifth occurred to a flat-boy named John Durie, at Brown's No. 4 Colliery, on February y, 
resulting in fracture of ribs and collar-bone by skips. '

The sixth occurred to a miner named James Moon, at Newcastle Company’s Colliery, on February 8, 
by full of coal, resulting in fracture of arm and injury to head.

The seventh occurred to a miner named Robert Kean, at Duckenfield Colliery, on February 10, 
resulting in severe internal injuries by fall of coal.

The eighth occurred to a miner named Lends Andrews, at Wallsend Colliery, on February 11, by a 
fall of coal, resulting in fracture of leg. _

Tho nintli occurred to a wheeler named Henry Roxby, at Wallsend Colliery, on February 12, by 
loaded skip, resulting in injury to head. _

The tenth occurred to a miner named Fredk. Burns, at Hetton Colliery, on February 2 f, resulting 
in fracture of leg by fall of coal.

The eleventh occurred to a roadman named George Cain. nr. Co-operative Colliery, on February 26, 
by a skip, i-esulting in fracture of leg.

The twelfth occurred to a miner named Richard Wardle, at Wallsend Colliery, on March 3, resulting 
in fracture of leg by fall of coal.

The thirteenth occurred to a miner named Abraham Andrews, at Wallsend Colliery, on March 1 G, 
by a fall of coal, resulting in fracture of leg.

The fourteenth occurred to a miner named Win. Robertson, at Newcastle Company’s Colliery, on 
April 8, resulting in fracture of leg and severe cuts by fall of coal. ^

The lifteentli occurred to a miner named Christopher Kafer, at Maryland Colliery, on April 15, by 
a fall of coal, resulting in fracture of thigh.

The sixteenth occurred to a miner named John Harrison, at Elemore Vale Colliery, on May 2, 
resulting in fracture of leg hy fall of coal.

The seventeenth occurred to a miner named Michael Scanlon, at Pacific Colliery, on May 21, by a 
loaded skip, resulting in injury to foot.

Accidents on Surface.
One non-fatal accident occurred to a shunter named George Henry J ones, at Greta Colliery, on February 8, 
resulting in injury to foot by locomotive engine.

The tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
We have, itc.,

JOHN DIXON, j
THOS. S. BATES, - Inspectors of Collieries.
WILLIAM HUMBLE, j

The Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.
----------------------- Tabulated
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Tabulated List of Fatal and Ivon-Fatal Accidents in the Northern District of New South Wales 
investigated by the Inspectors of Collieries during the Half-year ending 30th June, 1896.

Date. Colliery. Persons Killed or 
lujmpd.
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33 Jan, South Wallsenit,. William Brown.......... Miner .. 1 1
powder. * v

14 „ A. A. Co.’s Xo 2 Richard Nicholls ___
W'hoeler

Fatal injury by fall of coal. Died, 26 January ... 1 11G >f . Lamblon.............. Robert Brown ........ Fracture of am by loaded skip ...j......... , .. 1 l
21 ?l .. ’Wallsend ........ Joseph Dodds .......... Miner .. Skrtfro bums on face bv iyintion of povulcr .......... 1 1
3 Feb. .. Hetton .............. D. Williams. ............
5 H Brown’s No. 4 ., John Dune.................. Flatboy Fracture of nha and rollnr bone bv skips.................. 3 18 j, ,, Newcastle Co. . James Moon.............. Miner .. Fracture of arm and injury to bead l>v fall of coal. i l

10 ,, .. Duckenfield .. Robert Kean ___: .. i t
11 ?l . Wallsend.............. Lewis Andrews........ j 1
12 „ .. ................ Henry Ko\h\ ........ Wheeler Injury to head by loaded skip........................ 1 12i „ . Hetton............ •Frederick Burns . .. Miner . l 1
2.) ,, . Co-operative ..,, Ccorjfc Cain ....... Roadman Fracture of lejf bv skip..............................

..
1 l

3 Mar Wallsend......... Richard Wardle....... Miner 1ii _ Stockton ....... John Stark............ Fatal injur} by fall of coal. Died, fl March ....... 1 1
10 ,, .. U allsend No. 1 .. Abraham Andieus .. Fracture of liijr by fall of coal......................... 1 1
20 M .. Wallsend......... Job Sheldon ......... ..
8 April., Newcastle Co, .. Whlliain Robinson.... Fracture of log- and hand and severe cuty by fall ;; i i

of coal.
IS „ r. Maryland......... Christopher Kafcr .. Fracture of thigh bv fall of coal...................... 1 l
23 tl .. Hetton ......... James Motiitt Jackson 1 1
i May Elemore Yale.... John Harrison ....... .. Fracture of leg hv fall of eoal ...................... i 1

21 ,, .. Pacific............ Michael Scanlon ... 11 Injury to foot by loaded skip......................... i 1

Accident on Surface. 3 1 3 r> 0 4 17
S Feb. .. Oreta ................ . Ucorye Henry Jones Shunter Injury to toot by locomotive ........................... . 1

- - 4 IS

The Half-yearly Report on the Collieries in the Northern District of New South 
Wales and Accidents investigated by the Inspectors of Collieries during the six 
months ending 31 December, 1896. ■

i _ _ Newcastle, 20 January, 1897.
In thus submitting our half-yearly report on the present state of mines in the northern district 

we have the honor to draw attention to the fact that on October 1 last the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 
1896, became law, and it being much more comprehensive than the Act it superseded, many alterations were 
rendered necessary in the several mines, notably in ventilation, refuge holes, examination of working places, 
keeping of report books, and that manager and under-manager must hold certificates of competency or 
service.

At the present time these provisions have been in many cases reasonably well complied with, and in 
our opinion with veiy satisfactory results. '

The provisions for ventilation requiring that at least 100 cubic feet per minute shall be forced to the 
face for every man employed there, is highly appreciated and of great benefit to the men.

The total number of collieries under inspection in the northern district during the half-year is GS.
Four colleries have been abandoned, viz., Jackson's, Rushton’s, Liddle's, and Sunderland.
Two collieries have been added, viz., Cardiff and Inganee.
No work has been done at the following collieries, viz., Awaba, Swansea, Young Wallsend, Summer- 

hill, West Burwood, kern "Valloy, Rotunda, Shamrock Hill, Richmond Vale, Maitland, Stanford Greta, 
Pioneer, Lecontield, Richmond Hill, and Nicholais Tunnel.

Pkesent State op Mixes.

A. A. Co.’s Aro. 8 Colliery.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition. About 
9b men Ac., were employed.- The work now consists entirely of pillar extraction.

A. A. Co.’s JSew Winning Colliery.—On the last inspection this mine was in good condition. There 
are about 150 men, Ac., employed. The refuge places were not quite completed, but good progress was 
being made with the work to comply with the new Act.

Wallsend Colliery.—On the last inspection of tho main, tunnel workings everything was found in 
good condition. There were about 550 men, Ac., employed. On the last inspection of No. 2 tunnel 
workings the mine was in fairly good condition. About 90 men, Ac., were employed, half of whom were 
engaged in the extraction of pillars.

Neicmstle Company’s Colliery.—When last inspected this mine was in fair condition, a good deal of 
work had been necessary with regard to refuge places, but good progress was being made with the alterations 
rendered necessary by the new Act. About 4S0 men, Ac., were employed. ■

Lambton Colliery.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in fair condition. A large amount 
of work has been done on the engine planes to bring the refuge places within tho requirements of the new 
Act. About 130 men, Ac., were employed.

Co-operative Colliery.—When last inspected this mine was in good condition. About 270 men, Ac., 
were employed. During the last year the seam (known as the Young Wallsend) has been opened out in 
the hills on the AVentworth Estate for the purpose of providing fuel for the boilers of one of the hauling 
engines.
_ Burwood Colliery.—When last inspected was in good condition. As firedamp is occasionally found 
in the working faces additional care has been given to the ventilation, almost all tho bords being well 
ventilated right up to the face. About 240 men, Ac., were employed.

Stockton
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SiocMon Colliery.—At tho last inspection made of tho working faces all were found in good condition. 
For some time now the entire output has been from the upper section of the No. G Borehole seam. About 
one-third of the working places are proceeding eastward under the Pacific Ocean, the remainder working 
back westward over tho bords previously driven in the bottom coal. Advance boreholes aro bored in the 
face of the leading or winning bords, and vertical holes are put up in the roof at intervals to a height of 
at least 30 feet to test the character and nature of the overlying strata. There arc about 160 men, ifec., 
employed in the mine, .

Wickham and Buttock Island Colliery—At last inspection this mine was in good condition. About 
180 men, etc., were employed. In August last an extension fall of roof took place in tho dip workings, 
stopping the mine for four weeks. The fall originated and spread over a large area of 6-yard bords and 
6-yard pillars workings from which the full section of available coal had been taken. Since the accident 
tho manager has been asked to increase the size of future pillars, and refrain, as far as possible,. from 
extracting “top band” coal in the bords. To these requests the manager agreed, and is now making all 
future pillars 8 yards wide instead of 6 as heretofore, and no “ top band” coal was being got during the 
time of last inspection. . _

Hetton Colliery.—kt the time of last inspection this mine was in fairly good condition. About 270 
men, ifec., were employed. As the output from the colliery is from under the harbour of Newcastle, advance 
boreholes are bored in the winning or leading places. The system of working was until quite recently 
G-yard bords and G-yavd pillar, hut at the same time as the request was made to Mr. ]’Jetcher, at M ickhain, 
and Bullock Island, a similar one was made to Mr. MaLltiesun here. He has complied with the request, 
and at the time of Inst inspection was making pillars S yards wide, and intimated his intention of stopping 
the few bords in which “top band” was then being extracted. _ _

Aroian’s Abs. 2 and 4 Collieries.—"When last inspected were in fair condition, but had not then quite 
completed the alterations required by the new act. About 240 men, ifec., were employed. A Schiele lan 
is now in course of erection at the shaft last sunk to tho No. 4 colliery workings which, when fixed and 
started, is expected to improve the ventilation of both these and the Buckenfield Colliery.

Duckenfield Colliery. —When last inspected was in fair condition. A large amount of work has been 
done on the engine piano to comply with the provisions of the new Act regarding refuge holes. To do this 
the plane was being widened out so that men and boys can travel clear of the tramway. About 200 men 
and bovs were employed. .

"South Waratah Colliery.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition. A 
considerable amount of work lias been necessary on the engine plane in making the refuge places to the 
requirements of the new Act which work was not quite completed when last inspected. There are about 
lot) men and boys employed. ^

Acw Lamblon Colliery.—On this last inspection this mine was in good condition ; some slight 
alterations required to be made on the engine plane to comply with the new Act. There were about 80 
men and boys employed. _ . , ' .

Ebbw Vale Colliery.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition. The alterations 
to the engine plane to comply with tho requirements of the new Act as regards refuge places were not quite 
completed. There are about 30 men and boys employed in this mine. __

Hillside Colliery, Mereicethor.—At tho hist inspection this mine was in good condition. Four men 
were employed.

Surprise Colliery.—AU work at this mine is at present suspended, _ _
Sunnysidc Colliery Lambton.—This mine was in good condition when last inspected. One man is

employed. .
' Jiayley’s Reward Colliery, Lambton.—At the last inspection 2 men were employed, and the mine was 

in good condition. ,
' Ray’s Colliery. Lambton.—At the last inspection this mine was in good condition. One man is 

employed. _
* Meredith’s Colliery, Lambton.—This mine was in good condition when last inspected. Two men were 

employed. . , ,
Jenkins’ Colliery Lambton.—At the last inspection this mine was in good condition. One man is 

occasionally employed. . ,
Morris' Colliery, Lamblon.—At tho last inspection 2 men were employed, and tho mine was in good

condition. _ .
Maxeke's Colliery, Lamblon.—This mine was in good condition when last inspected. One man is

employed,
Rosehill Colliery, North Lambton.—At the last inspection this mine was m good condition. One 

man is occasionally employed. _
Qitarry Colliery, Waratah.—This mine urns in good condition when last inspected. Two men were

employed. .
Mason's Colliery, Waratah.—At the last inspection of this mine 2 men were employed, and the mine 

was in good condition. _ _ .
"Side Colliery, Waratah.—At the last inspection this mine was in good condition. Three men were

employed. _ _ .
Wriyht's Colliery, Waratah.—This mine was in good condition when Inst inspected. One man was

employed. _ .
Elemore Vale Colliery, Wallsend.—At, the time of last inspecton this mine was in fair condition.

There are about; 40 men and boys employed. _
Maryland Colliery, Platisfotrg.—When last inspected was in good condition. About 40 men and boys 

wore emploved. This mine is working coal under the streets and houses in the municipality of Plattsburg, 
which, together with a large area of 4-yard pillars, was left many years ago by the Co-operative Colliery.

Dudley Colliery, C/mrkvtmmi.—At the time of last inspection every tiling was in fairly good condition. 
About 230 men and boys were employed. This mine yields a moderate amount of firedamp, but so far tbe 
amount is not such as to render the use of naked lights dangerous, providing ordinary care is taken in the 
coursing and distribution of the air current. A "Waddle fun, 30 feet in diameter, now producing about
70,000 cubic feet of air per minute, provides excellent ventilation for the respective districts.

Durham
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■ Durham Colliery.—At the last inspection 2 men were employed,- and the mine in good condition, 
the only work being to keep the workings free from water accumulations.

Durwood Extended Colliery.—At the time of last inspection the mine was in good condition, Three 
men were employed keeping the workings, itc., in repair.

Morrisett and South Hetton Collieries.—At the time of last inspection were in good condition. 
These mines are on the shores of Lake Macquarie, and supply coal to the Sydney market vid small sailing 
craft. Six and 2 men respectively were employed, and were working under very favourable conditions as 
regards ventilation, itc.

Wallarah Colliery, Catherine Hill Bay.—At the time of last inspection the mine was in fair condition. 
The ventilation of the face of each working place was not so good as it should be, but Mr. Pari on promised 
that the desired improvement would be made in a few days. It has since transpired that the ventilation 
has been improved. About 170 men and boys were employed.

Northumberland Colliery, Fassifern.—This mine was in good condition when last inspected. Pive 
men wore employed.

Pacific Colliery, Teralba.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition. There 
are about 130 men and boys employed.

Northern Extended Colliery'(formerly Garden), Teralba.—This mine was in fair condition when last 
inspected. Some alterations were rendered necessary in the engine plane to comply with the provisions of 
the new act regarding refuge places, There were about CO men and boys employed.

South Wallsand Colliery, Cardiff.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in fair condition. 
Extensive alterations were being made to the engine plane and other portions of the workings which when 
completed will improve the ventilation. There were about 20 men and boys employed.

Cardiff Colliery, Cardiff.—This is a new mine in process of opening out in close proximity to South 
‘Wallsend Colliery. The mine when last inspected was in good condition. There were 0 men employed.

West Wallsend Colliery.—At the time of last inspection everything was in fairly good conditio]!. 
About 200 men and boys were employed. The mine yields a moderate amount of firedamp but so far not 
to such an extent as to render the use of naked lights dangerous providing ordinary care is taken in the 
coursing and distribution of the air current, and the working places are examined with a locked safety 
lamp every morning before the miners are admitted. A Guibal fan now producing about 70,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute provides good ventilation for the whole of the working places.

_ Seaham Colliery.—At the time of last inspection everything was in fairly good condition, tho 
ventilation being particularly good. About 180 men and boys were employed. The stoppings sealing off 
a fire discovered in the east side workings in August, 189.5, continue in good condition and the pit;s water is 
regularly pumped into these workings in the hope that the seat of fire will eventually be covered by it and 
the fire extinguished. A relief valve is inserted in one of the stoppings in the return, the escaping gases 
passing directly into the upcast or fan shaft without coining anywhere near the men at work with naked 
lights in the west side workings. All the working places and stoppings aro examined every morning with 
a locked safety lamp before the men aro admitted. Tho coal yields a moderate amount of firedamp but so 
far not to such an extent as to render the use of naked lights dangerous providing ordinary care is taken in 
the coursing and distribution of tke air current. A Waddle fan, 30 feet in diameter, now producing about
60,000 cubic feet of air per minute provides splendid ventilation for the whole of the working places.

Killinyworth Sinkiny Shaft.—Some six years ago a shaft was sunk to the Borehole seam at a depth 
of about 640 feet, but after finding the seam all work was abandoned until the hitter part of last year 
when the Caledonian Coal Company having acquired the property a start, was made to sink a second shaft 
near to the first one. This shaft, 13 feet in diameter, was inspected when down 135 feet. Six men in each 
of the eight hours shifts were employed and everything in and about the shaft appeared to he in good 
condition, A contract had been let to erect the iron pulley frame at the main shaft and tins work was 
proceeding at the time of inspection.

Thornley, Marshall, Bloomfield, Louis Vale, Swmde (formerly Scanlon's), and. Jnganee Collieries, 
East Maitland.—At the time of last inspection these mines were in fairly good condition. As there is no 
railway to any one of them the coal lias to be taken away in carts, the principal part of it being for local 
consumption in East and West Maitland, and Morpeth. About 9, S, 2, 2, and 2 men and boys respectively 
were employed. The hitter colliery is a recent venture by Lawson and Beatty on ground owned by a Mr. 
De Salis. An adit has been driven from tho outcrop and connected with a shaft 42 feet deep. The seam 
is one of the Four-mile Creek series, and, judging by a number of old shafts in the immediate vicinity, has 
been extensively worked in past years. The ventilation and other things were in satisfactory condition,

Sunderland Colliery.—Tn this same district this mine was until quite recently worked by Fir, M. 
Tulip, who has since gone to Western Australia. The mine is on ground owned by a Mr. Reynolds, of the 
Paterson River, and is now abandoned.

Bast Greta Colliery, Best Maitland.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition. 
The coal is drawn from two adits driven the full dip of the seam, which is 45 inches. There are about 170 
men and boys employed.

_ Denton Park Colliery, West Maitland.—On last inspection this mine was in good condition. Tim 
coal is drawn from an adit. There are about 30 men employed.

_ .South Greta Colliery (formerly Font Hill).—At the time of last inspection this mine was in fair 
condition, borne alterations were necessary with regard to the refuge places to comply with the requirements 
of the new act, There are about 30 men and boys employed.

_ Row Anvil Creek Collinry.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in fair condition. A 
considerable amount of work required to be done in the engine plane to comply with the new Act with 
regard to refuge places. "Very little work has been done for some time, and only 3 men are employed.

Greta Colliery.—On last inspection this mine was in good condition. Good progress was made with 
the alterations necessary to comply with the new act. There were about 140 men and boys employed.

Ellesmere Colliery, Sinylelon.—On hist inspection this mine was in good condition. Ffocoalisat 
present being drawn, but 1 man is employed keeping the roads, itc., in repair.

New Park Colliery, &znyleton.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in fair condition. Some 
slight alterations were necessary in the engine place with regard to refuge places to comply with the new 
Act. There were about 25 men and boys employed.

Elliott’s
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FAliott's Collkry, Singleton.—This mine was in good condition when hist inspected. One man is
occasionally employed. ,

Rosedala Colliery, Singleton.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in tair condition. 
Alterations were necessary to refuge places in the engine plane to comply with the Act. There were about
8 men employed. , i i •

OalcDate Colliery, Singleton.—This mine was in good condition when last inspected. Only 1 man is
occasionally employed. „

Dulwich Colliery, Singleton.—At hm last inspected this mine was in fair condition. About 7 men
were employed. .

Jiayuga Colliery, Mnsv;Mbrook.—On last inspection this mine was in good condition. One man is
employed. ... . j j-*-

Centenary Colliery, Curkwis—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition.
There were about 25 men and boys employed. .

Gunnedah Colliery, Gunnedah.—On last inspection this mine was in fair condition. There were 
about 18 men and boys employed.

Gladstone Colliery, Gunnedah.—At the time of last inspection this mine was in good condition.
Three men were employed. _ _

Morley Colliery, Gunnedah.—All work at this mine is at the present time suspended.

Accidents in Mines.
The accidents investigated by us in the Northern District and fully reported upon during the six 

months ending Decemlier 31st, 1890, are 33 in number. We also investigated several slight accidents, 
which are not embraced in this report.

Of the 33 accidents in the annexed tabulated list 13 proved fatal, 2 from falls of coal and 11 irom 
inhaling noxious gases. Of the non-fatal accidents 9 were caused by falls of coal, 5 by skips, 2 by explosion 
of powder, 2 by falls of roof, 1 by cage, and 1 by horse. _ _ ..

The first fatal accident occurred to a miner named William Howe by a fall of coal at WailaraJi 
Colliery on September 17th. The injured man died on September 30th, but we were informed the coroner 
at Wyong did not deem it necessary to hold an inquest.

The next two fatal accidents occurred at Stockton Colliery on December 2nd to Charles ^mith, 
funmeeman, and George Patrick Curran, shiftman, who lost their lives through inhaling noxious gases. 
The district coroner (C. C. Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on the bodies at. Stockton on December 2nd, 3rd, 
and 8th. The inquest was attended by Inspector Humble, who heard all the evidence, and fully agrees 
with the verdict of “accidental death" as returned by the jury. „ , ,

A second fatality occurred at Stockton Colliery on December 3rd and 4th, by winch John Cockburn, 
Benjamin Bailey, Sydney Sinclair McAlpin, Thomas Laidlow McAlpin, James Sweeney, William Sneddon, 
William Gascoigne, John Charlesworth, and Daniel litzpatrick also lost their lives bv inhaling noxious 
"ases. The District Coroner (G. C. Martin, Esq.) opened an inquest on the bodies, commencing on 4th 
December and terminating on 13th January, 1897, at Stockton. The inquest was attended by Inspectoi 
H umble, who heard all the evidence. The jury were unable to agree, and were discharged without a verdict
being given. , ...

The last fatal accident occurred to a miner named Charles Blythe, at Newcastle Company s ±5 pit, 
on 23rd December, bv a fall of coal. The District Coroner (G. C. Martin, Esq.) held an inquest on the 
body of deceased at Adamstown on 24th December. The inquest was attended by Inspector Bates, who 
heard all the evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “accidental death” as returned by the jury.

The first of the non-fatal accidents occurred to a minor named Kichard Tyson, at Dudley Colliery, 
on Gth July, by a fall of coal, resulting in fracture of the leg and collar-bone.

The second occurred to a wheeler named John Plain, at Duckenficld Colliery, on 16th July, resulting
in fracture of leg and collar-bone, by skip. m j r i i i •

The third occurred to a water bailer named J. Higginson, at Hetton Colliery, on 23rd July, by skip,
resulting in injury to arm. _ „ u.

The fourth occurred to a miner named J ames Mcllvenie, on 3rd August, at Greta Colliery, resulting
in fracture of leg by fall of coal. . .

The fifth occurred to a miner named Thomas Moroney, at Hetton Colliery, on 13th August, by a 
fall of coal, resulting in injury to back, chest, and shoulder. _

The sixth occurred to an onsetter named Henry Kelly, at Bunvood Colliery,
resulting in fractured leg, by skip. . „ , .

The seventh occurred to n miner named William Parkes, at Co-operative Colliery, on 24tli August,
resulting in burns, by explosion of powder. . ,

The eighth occurred to a miner naified Hugh Parkes, at Co operative Colliery, on 24th August,
resulting in bums, by explosion of powder. „ , ,

The ninth occurred to a driver named William Lewis, at Hetton Colliery, on 1st September, by a
skip, resulting in loss of left leg. '

The tenth occurred to a miner named John Rushforth, at Wallsend Colliery, on And September,
resulting in fracture of log by fall of coal. „ , _ , ,

The eleventh occurred to a miner named Dennis Hughes, at Stockton Colliery, on 23rd October by
a fall of coal, resulting in fracture of leg. _ , . . ,,,,

The twelfth occurred to a miner named Richard Nash, at Newcastle Company s A pit, on V1 tli
November, resulting in internal injuries, by fall of coal. _ .

The thirteenth occurred to a wheeler named William Gursidc, at Stockton Golheiy, on 12tli 
November, by fall of roof, resulting in injury to head and arm. _

The fourteenth occurred to a miner named Henry Abrams, at Pacific Colliery, on 
resulting in injury to hand and arm by fall of coal. . j

The fifteenth occurred to a miner named Thomas Murphy, at Burwood Colliery, on November -JrU, 
by a fall of coal, resulting in injury to loins.

The sixteenth occurred to a wheeler named Reginald Ryan, at East Greta Colliery, on November 
23rd, by skip, resulting in fracture of arm,

21—M
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The seventeenth occurred to an onsetter named Dennis Maher, at Wickham and Bullock Island 
Colliery, on November 24th, resulting in fracture of ribs by cage.

The eighteenth occurred to a miner named Benjamin Kellctt, at Denton Park Colliery, on November 
30th, by a fall of roof, resulting in fracture of leg.

The nineteenth occurred to a miner named John Davis, at Co-operative Colliery on December 0th, 
resulting in fracture of thigh by fall of coal.

The twentieth occurred to an under-manager named Thomas Brown, at Lambton Colliery, on 
December 28 th, resulting in fracture of ribs by horse.

Accident on Surface.

One fatal accident occurred at Greta Colliery on July 25th to a shunter named Oscar Emil Blomdnhl 
whilst shunting railway waggons. The district coroner, H. Crothcrs, Esq., held an inquest on the body of 
deceased at Maitland on July 25th and 27th. The inquest was attended by Inspector Humble, who heard 
all the evidence and fully agrees with the verdict of "accidental death/’ as returned by the jury.

The tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended. We have, ic.,
THOS. L. BATES,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,

John Dixon, Esq., E.C.S., Chief Inspector of Collieries. Inspectors of Collieries.

Tabulated List of Eatal and Non-fatal Accidents in the Northern District of New South Wales, 
investigated by the Inspectors of Collieries during the half-year ending 31st December, 1896.

Date, Colliery, Person killed or 
injured. Occupation, Remarks on nature and extent of 

injuries.
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G July Dudley.............. Ru/hard Tvson ,. Miner .......... Fracture of leg and collar-bone by fall - .. 1 ..
1

of coal. 1
16 n Duckcnfield John Plain.............. Wheeler ___ Fracture of leg and collar-bone hy skip 1 1 1
23 ,,
3 Aug. Greta .............. Jas Mcllvenie . -

i

13 „ Hetton ............. Thoiniui Moroney .. Injury to hack, chest, and shoulders1 .. 1 1
by fall of coal.

IT „ Rurwood.......... Henry Kellcv.......... Onsetter ... Fracture of leg bv loaded skip .. .. i 1
24 „ Co-operative . William Parkes ... Miner .......... Bumsbycyolosion of powder.. .. . 1 1
24 ,, Huffh Parkes .... *» ?i 1 1

n 1
22 „

Stockton___
John Rushforth Fracture of leg by fall of coal.............. 1 1

23 Oct. Dennis Hughes___ I
11 Nov. Newcastle, Aplt Richard Nash ...

Wheeler ....
Internal injuries by fall of coal ... 1 1

12 11 Stockton.......... \\ iliiam Garsido .. Injury to head and arm bv fall of roof 1 1
IS ,,
23 „ liurwood.......... Thomas Murphy - 1 ujurv to loins bv fall of coal .............. \ ;■ I
23 „ East Greta ,. Reginald Ryan ___ Wheeler ___ Fracture of arm bv skip........................ 1 1
24 „ Wickham and Dennis Maher .. Onsetter .... Fracture of ribs by cairc ...................... .. 1 1

Bullock Island,
30 „ Denton Park , Benjamin Kcllett.. Miner .. .. Fracture of leg by fall of roof.............. 1 1
2 Dec. Stockton.......... G co. 1 'alrick Curran Funiace-man Fatal effect of Inhaling noxious gases 1 I2__ J Charles Smith .. 1 1$4 Jt John Cockburn.... Surveyor.. n »» ii 1 1

3-4 „ Benjamin Bailey .. Surveyor ii t 1 1
3-4 „ Sydney iMncUir MeMplu Miner .......... M 11 l 1
3-4 „ II ► ’ • * Thus. I, ft id Irt w McAlpin l 1
3-4 „ James Swoenev „. 1 1
3-4 „ William Sneddon .. 1

"
1

3-4 „ William Gascoigne.. 1 J
3-4 „ ..... John Charlesworth. I 1
3-4 „

Cooperative ..
Daniel Fitzpatrick. ■t ■ • M 11 11 1 1
John Davis.. ., , Fracture of thigh bv fall of coal ___ 1 I

23 Newcastle, n pit Charles Blythe .... Fatal injury by fall of coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
23 1V Lamhton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Brown___ Under-mimaaier Fracture of ribs by horse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1

Accident on Surface. 2 11 9 5 2 2 1 1 13 20
25 Jolv Greta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0«cftr Kttnl Blomdnhl . Shunter Fatal injuries whilsc shunting waggons

- 14 20

The Half-yearly Report of the Inspectors of Collieries on the state of the various 
Collieries in the Southern and Western Districts of the Colony of New South 
Wales, and Accidents therein, for the half-year ending 30 June, 1896.

Sir, ‘
In compliance with the requirements of clause 26 in the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, I 

have the honor to transmit to you this my six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries for the 
half-year ending 30 June, 1896.

The total number of collieries under inspection in the southern and western districts during the last 
six months is 39 :—

Western District ..................................... 17 coal mines and S shale mines.
Berrima ...........................................  3 ,, 1 shale mine.
Southern.............................................................  13 ,

33 6 39
Present State of Mines.

Metropolitan Colliery.—About 300 men and horses are employed underground. The total quantity 
of air in circulation in this colliery is about 390,000 cubic feet of air per minute in six separate currents. 
All the headings and working places are bratticed up to within a few yards of the working faces. Every

precaution
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precaution is taken by the manager to see that the ventilation is properly conducted throughout the colliery, 
ami strict discipline is exercised in carrying out the provisions of the Goal Mines Act and special rules for 
the conduct and guidance of the colliery. All the miners and wheelers work with locked safety' lamps.

Coal Cliff Colliery.—About 30 men and horses are employed underground, and served with 18,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in all matters complied with.

Smith Clifton Colliery.—One hundred men and horses are employed underground, and served with
70.000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate shifts. The colliery is well ventilated throughout. The
Act in all respects complied with, ■

Bulli Colliery.—About 68 men and horses are employed underground, and served with 22,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute, in two separate currents. The air currents are well conducted round the colliery, 
and the Act in all respects complied with. _

Mill End Colliery.—Only two men are employed underground and served with 800 cubic feet of air per 
minute. The Act in all matters must be complied with.

BeUambi Colliery.—About 56 men and horses are employed underground and served with 23,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The in-take and return air-ways and second way to the day in good order. 
Act in all respects complied with. _ _

South Bulli Colliery.—About 270 men are employed underground and supplied with 80,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute, in 6 separate currents. The colliery' is well ventilated and the Act in all respects 
complied with. _

■ Corrimal Colliery.—About 150 men and horses are employed underground and supplied with 28,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. During the last six months two new air-ways have been driven into the 
mountain side and has greatly improved the ventilation throughout the colliery. The Act in all respects 
complied with.

Mount Pleasant—About 120 men and horses are employed underground and supplied with 28,000 
cubic feet of air per minute, in two separate currents. The Act in all respects complied with.

Osborne Wallsend Colliery.—About 165 men and horses are employed underground and supplied 
with 40,000 cubic ft. of air per minute, in four separate currents. The Act in all other matters complied 
with.

Mount Kembla Colliery.—About 230 men and homes are employed underground and supplied with
60.000 cubic feet of air per minute, in six separate currents. The in-take and return air-ways and second way 
to the day are in good order. The Act in all respects complied with. Work lias been suspended at North 
Bulli Colliery since the middle of January last. Work has also been suspended at Bulli Steam Coal Colliery 
since February last.

Western Districts.

Cullen Bullen Colliery.—About 46 men are in this mine during the daytime, and the total quantity 
of air circulated is about 16,000 cubic feet per minute. The provisions of the Act are also complied with in 
other matters. _

Irondede, Colliery.—Only two men employed and served with 4.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The 
Act also complied with in all other matters.

Tr.anltoe Colliery.—Five men are employed underground, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of air 
per minute. The Act fully complied with.

Maddox's Folly Mine.—Only one man employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, and the 
provisions of the Act are fully carried out.

Bashforth's Mine.—During the first part of the half year one man was employed, no work has been 
done during the last four months. Every tiling in the mine is in good order.

Wallace's Black .Diamond Colliery.—This mine has been lately opened out, and an adit driven from 
a distance of about 40 yards into the coal seam. Only one man and one boy are employed, and the 
provisions of the Act arc fully carried out.

Genowlan Shale Mine.—About 40 men are employed underground, and served with about 12,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system. The Act in all matters 
complied with.

King’s Shale Mine.—About 16 men are employed in this mine, and supplied with a current of about
4.000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system. The provisions of 
the Act are fully carried out.

Capertee Shale Mine (near Glen Allier).—This prospecting heading is still being driven into the 
mountain. Only one man is employed on the morning shift, and one man during the afternoon. The 
ventilation is adequate, and the provisions are also carried out according to the Act.

Grown Ridge.—Only one man occasionally employed in this mine. The mine is worked on the 
Longwall system. Tiio ventilation is good, and the Act is fully carried out.

Rauxlen Colliery.—Only two men employed occasionally. The Act in all respects carried out. 
Lithgow Valley Colliery.—About 28 men and horses employed underground, and supplied with

23.000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The Act in every respect complied with.
Hermitage Colliery.—Kbout 26 men and horses are employed underground and supplied with 18,000

cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The intake and return airways and second way to the day in 
good order.

Esk Bank Pit.—About 26 men and horses are employed underground and served with 18,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute. The Act in all respects complied with. ‘

Esk Bank Old Tunnel.—Eight men are employed, and supplied with 6,000 cubic feet of air per 
minute. The Act in other respects complied with.

Zigzag Colliery.—About 26 men and horses are employed underground, and supplied with about
15.000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the double-stall system. The Act in all 
matters complied with.

Vale ofClvoydd Colliery.—About 36 men and horses are employed underground, and served with
10.000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is now being worked on the double-stall system. The 
Act in other matters complied with.

Oakey
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Oakey Park Colliery.—About 25 men and horses are employed underground, and supplied with
18,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The Act in all other matters complied with.

Vale Colliery.—About 23 men and horses are employed underground, and supplied with 14,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The intake and return airways are in good order. The Act in other respects 
complied with.

Nev; South Wales (Hartley Yale) Shale Mines.—About 45 men are employed underground, and 
served with about 16,000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system, 
and the working faces well built with pack-walls. The Act in all respects complied with.

Coal Tunnel.—Five men employed, and supplied with 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act 
in all respects complied with.

Cooertvnll Aline.—Only 1 man employed. The Act in all respects complied with.
Australian Kerosene Shale A fines (Katoomha).—About 40 men are employed underground, and 

supplied with 12,000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on thelong-wal! system, and the 
working faces built with substantial pack-walls. The provisions of the Act are fully carried out.

Mart's Shale Alines.—During the last half-year only a few men have been employed prospecting the 
mountain to further test the extent and thickness of the shale.

BmutiMA District.

Australian Kerosene Shale Alines (Joadja).—About 30 men are employed underground, and supplied 
with 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system. The provisions 
of the Act in all matters complied with.

Box Vale Colliery.—Only 3 men employed, and supplied with 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute. 
The Act complied with.

Great Southern Colliery.—During the first part of the half-year 5 men were employed. For the 
last three months work has been suspended.

Bwndanoon Colliery.—This mine is situated about 2J miles S.E. from Bundanoon Railway-station, 
and was formerly known as Erith Colliery, worked by E. Baker. It is now being re-opened by Mr. 
Palmer, who is manager and lessee. Six men are employed, and supplied with 2,000 cubic feet of air per 
minute in one current. . ■

Accidents in Mines.

During the last six months ending 30th June, 1896, I have investigated 16 separate accidents, 4 of 
which were fatal and 12 non-fatal, which were fully reported on at the time.

The first fatal accident occurred to a miner named Gilles Vickery, by a fall of stone roof at his 
working place in the Metropolitan Colliery on February 17th. The District Coroner, C. C. Russell, Esq,, 
held an inquest on the body of deceased at Helensburgh on February 18th. I attended the inquest and 
heard all the evidence, and fully agree with ilie verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.

The second, third, and fourth fatal accidents happened to two miners and a wheeler by an outburst 
of coal and gas at the Metropolitan Colliery on -Tune 10th, named respectively Enoch Pugh (miner), James 
Barton (miner), H. Shipton (wheeler). The three men were working in the Vo. 7 west heading when an 
outburst of coal and gas took place, and the men were suffocated by gas (firedamp) and coal-dust before 
they could be rescued. This terrible accident was fully reported at the time. An inquest was held as 
touching the deaths of deceased at the Metropolitan Collier}1, Office, on 11th June, by the District Coroner,
C. C. Russell, Esq. I attended the inquest and heard the evidence, and fully agree with the verdict of 
accidental death, as returned by the jury.

The first non-fatal accident happened on 7th January to a screenman named R. Scott, at the 
Metropolitan Colliery, who had two of his toes broken by a piece of coal falling off a skip at the screens.

The second occurred to a clip-boy named H. Delacca, at Metropolitan Colliery, on 21st January, 
who had his leg broken while coupling on a skip.

The third occurred to a miner named John Fenwick, at Bulli Colliery, on 24 January, resulting in 
fracture of the leg by a fall of coal.

The fourth occurred to a miner named Thomas Douse, at Wallsend Osborne Colliery, who was hurt 
about the back by a fall of coal.

The fifth occurred to a miner named Peter Hunter, at South Bulli Colliery, on 7th February, who 
was bruised about the back and arms by a fall of coal.

The sixth occurred to a clip-boy named James Browan, at Mount Kembla Colliery, on 19th February, 
who had his arm broken between two skips underground.

The seventh occurred to a miner named William Kerr, at Bulli Colliery, on 24th February, resulting 
in a broken leg by a fall of coal.

The eightli occurred to a screen-man named M. McSweeney, at the Metropolitan Colliery, on 4th 
April, who had his arm broken between two skips at the screens.

The ninth occurred to a miner named A. Mitchell, at Osborne Wallsend Colliery, on 28th April,, 
who was bruised about the back by a fall of coal.

The tenth occurred to a bricklayer named A. Carter, who had his foot hurt by a skip underground, 
at the Metropolitan Colliery, on 13th May.

The eleventh occurred to a driver named William Coombes, at Oakey Park Colliery, on 16th May,, 
who had his arm broken between two skips on the main road underground.

The twelfth occurred to a clip-boy at the Metropolitan Colliery, on 22nd June, who had his hand' 
hurt while coupling on a skip underground. ’

The tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended. I have, (te.,
JAMES ROWAN,

John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Inspector of Collieries.
Mines Department, Sydney.

Tabulated
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Tabulated List of Fatal and Non-fatal Accidents in the Southern and 'Western Collieries of New South 

Wales investigated by the Inspector of Collieries during the half-year ending 30th .Tune, 1896.

No. Date. Colliery, Sufferer. Occupation.
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Accidents; Fatal, 4; non-fatal, 12.

The Half-yearly Report of the Inspector of Collieries on the state of the various 
Collieries in the Southern and Western Districts of the Colony of New South 
Wales, and Accidents therein, for the half-year ending 31st December, 1896.

Sir, Wollongong, 3 February, 1897.
In compliance with the requirements of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, I have the 

honor to transmit to you this my six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries, for the half-year 
ending 31st December, 1896. _

The total number of collieries under inspection in the Southern and Western Districts during the 
last six months is 33.

Western District............................................ 15 coal-mines and 4 slialc-mines.
Southern ............................................   11 „ —
Derrima ........................................................... 2 „ 1 shale-mine.

, 28 „ 5 = 33

Present State op Mines.
T have much pleasure in stating that all the collieries in the Southern and Western Districts have 

made good progress towards carrying out the requirements of the new Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1896. 
At the first there was a good deal of friction and misunderstanding with the colliery managers as to the 
legal meaning of certain sections such as the ventilation question, (fee., but now all the collieries in the 
Southern district have adopted the system of brattice, .tc,, to direct the air-current up to the working 
places. In the Western district the managers have adopted in a number of the collieries the “double 
stall" system, vis., the bords are driven 12 yards wide with a centre pack-wall whereby the air passes up 
the one side of the bord and returns on the other.

In some of the collieries in the Southern and Western districts new travelling roads have been made, 
as they considered the expense too great to form man-holes on the engine-plane, especially where it was 
much intersected with stone “ rolls.'’

Southern District. -

Metropolitan Colliery.—About 260 men and horses are employed underground. The total quantity 
of air introduced into the mine is about 300,000 cubic feet per minute. The above volume of air is divided 
into eight separate currents. Each district is well ventilated, and all the bords and headings are bratticed 
up to within a few feet of the working faces. This is a very dry and dusty mine, but great care is taken 
by the manager to ensure safety. All the miners and wheelers work with locked safety-lamps, ami the 
Act in all other matters complied with.

Coal Cliff Colliery.—About 30 men and horses are omplosed underground, and served with about
10.000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The colliery is fairly "well ventilated throughout, and 
the Act in other matters complied with.

South Clifton Colliery.—About 90 men and horses are employed underground. The total quantity 
of air introduced into tiie mine is about 60,000 cubic feet. Tibs amount is divided into two separate 
currents. Since the passing of the Act the manager has put brattice into every'heading and bord in the 
colliery to within a few feet of the face. The ventilating currents arc sweeping round every working-place 
in the colliery. _

Bulli Colliery.—About 80 men and horses are employed underground, and supplied with about
30.000 cubic feet of air per minute in three separate currents. The colliery is fairly well ventilated
throughout, and the Act in other matters complied with. _ _

Hill End Colliery.—Only 2 men employed getting coal for local purposes. The Act complied with.
BeUambi Colliery.—About 60 men and horses are employed underground, and served with 12,000 

cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The air current is fairly well directed to the working faces 
by means of brattice. The Act complied with. _

South Bulli Colliery.—About 250 men and horses are employed underground. The total quantity 
of air introduced into the mine is about 49,500 cubic feet, the same being divided into five separate splits. 
Each district is fairly well ventilated, and the Act in other matters complied with.

Corrimal
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Corrimial Colliery.—About 120 men and liorses <ira employed underground, and served with 22,000 
cubic feet of nir per minute in two separate splits. Two headings have been driven out on to the mountain 
side at the extreme end of the workings. These headings are the intakes for the air currents which has 
greatly improved the ventilation throughout the colliery. The Act in other matters complied with.
_ Mt. Pleasant Colliery.—About 120 men are employed underground. The total quantity of air 
introduced into the mine is about 25,000 cubic feet diverted into two separate splits. During the last six 
months a new return airway has been made from the extreme end of the workings up to the furnace. Two 
overcasts have been put in, and with a few alterations, which the manager is pushing forward, the 
ventilation will be greatly improved throughout the colliery. The Act meanwhile is being complied with.

Osborne Wallsend Colliery.—About 150 men and horses are employed underground, and served with 
about 26,000 cubic feet of air per minute in three separate splits. The ventilating currents are fairly well 
conducted round the colliery, and the Act in other matters complied with.

_ _ Mt. Kembla, Colliery.—About 165 men and horses employed underground. The total quantity of 
air introduced into this mine is about 56,000 cubic feet per minute in six separate splits. The ventilation 
and other requirements of the Act are complied with,

Wkstehn Distkict.

_ Genowlan Shale Mine, Capei-tee.—Twenty-seven men are employed underground, and supplied with 
8,300 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system, and the air is brought 
in straight line with the working faces. The Act in all matters complied with.

New South Wales Shale Mine, Capertee.—About 30 men are employed underground, and served with
6.000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system, and the ventilating 
current brought in straight line with the working faces, and the Act in other matters complied with. °

. Cullen Bullon Colliery.—About 43 men and horses are employed underground- The manaoor is 
making an effort to comply with the requirements of the Act by putting in brattice to direct the air-current 
to the working faces; also overhauling the man-holes on the travelling roads.

Crown. Ridge Shale-mine.—Very little work has been done during the last six months. Meanwhile 
labour conditions are suspended for three months,

. IvanJwe CWfwn/.—Eight men arc employed underground, and served with about 4,000 cubic feet of 
air per minute. The manager has informed me ho will put in brattice to direct the air up to the working 
face. -

Irondale Colliery.—Two men are employed underground contracting, and supplied with 2,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute. The Act complied with. ' ’

' Lithgow Valley Colliery.—About 30 men arc employed underground, and served with 15,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute in one current. The ventilation currents are fairly well conducted to the working 
faces by means of brattice. The Act complied with. °

_ -Hermitage tfoWierjr.—Twenty-eight men and horecs arc employed underground, and served with
12.000 cubic feet of air per minute. I found the intake and return airways and second-way to the day in 
good order. The Act in all matters complied with,

Cooerwul Coal-mine.—One man employed getting a few tons of coal for local purposes.
disk Bank Pit.- About 35 men and horses employed underground and supplied with 8,000 cubic 

feet of air per minute. The manager is putting in brattice to direct the air-current up to the working faces.
. yMnneh—Eight men employed, and served with 8,000 cubic feot of air per minute. The 

ventilation throughout the Colliery is good, and the Act in other matters complied with.
^Wzaff CWfiery.—Twenty-eight men are employed under ground, and served with about 9,000 cubic 

feet of air per minute in one current. The ventilation is very good throughout the colliery. The manager 
has adopted the double-stall system. The Act in all matters complied with. °

Vale of Clwydd Colliery.—About 35 men are employed under ground, and served with 8,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute. The manager has adopted the double-stall system, which will carry the air up to 
tiie working faces. The Act complied with. ' '

. Oakey Park Colliery.—Twenty-eight men employed underground, and served with 6,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute. The ventilation was fairly well conducted round the workings. The manager has 
commenced to conduct the air currents to the working faces by means of brattice. The Act otherwise 
complied with.

Vale CWfiery.—About 30 men and horses are employed under ground, and served with 10,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The ventilating current was well conducted round the colliery, and the Act 
complied with.

. Hew South Wales Shale Mines, Hartley Fak—About 24 men are employed under "round, ami 
supplied \vith 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The colliery is conducted on the long-wall'system’ and 
the ventilation very good throughout the workings. “ 1

, Retort Coal-mine, Hartley Vale.—Eight men employed, and supplied with 6,000 cubic feet of air per 
minute. This mine is worked on the long-wall system, and good pack-walls built along the working faces. 
The Act in all other respects complied with. ° o •

Black Diamowl Colliery.—Only one man at work, getting coal for local purposes.
doily Coal-mine.— One man employed getting coal for local purposes.
The Australian Kerosene Oil' Company, Katoomha.—Dvring the last half-year very little work has 

been done. At Ruined thistle 4 men have been employed to further test the field of shale. Mort’s Shale 
Mine : 0 to 6 men have been employed prospecting to further test the thickness and quality of shale.

Bebeima District.

The Australian Kerosene Oil Gon^any, Joadja.—Kboni 20 men are employed underground, and 
supplied with 3.000 cubic feet of air per minute. This colliery is worked on the long-wall system, and the 
ventilating current brought in straight line with the working faces. The Act complied with. ’

. Bundanoon Colliery.—Eight men employed underground, and served with 2,000 cubic feet of air per 
minute. The Act complied with.

Collins’ Colliery.—One man employed getting coal. The Act complied with.
Accidents
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Accidents in Mines.
_ During the last six months ending 31st December, 1896, I have investigated fourteen separate 

accidents. I also investigated several other minor accidents which are not embraced in this report. Two 
of the above number were fatal, and twelve non-fatal.

The first non-fatal happened to a miner named William Tait, at the Hermitage Colliery, on 1st July, 
who had his ear severely bruised by his head being jammed between a prop and a full skip.

. The second non-fatal happened a miner named William Tester, who had his back hurt; by a stone 
slipping from the gob on his back at Mount Kembla Colliery on 18th July.

The third happened a miner named H. Booth at BeUambi Colliery on 29th July, who was hurt 
about the back by a fall of stone from the roof at his working place.

The fourth happened a miner named William Shannon at the Metropolitan Colliery on 4th August, 
who had his leg broken by a fall of coal at bis working place.

The fifth happened n miner named William Robertson on 5Lli August at Bundanoon Colliery, who 
was hurt about the back by a fall of stone from the roof of his working place.

The sixth was a fatal accident which happened to a lad named James Goldriek on 28th August, at 
Osborne Wallsend Colliery surface incline. The lad was going to his work in the morning, and attempted 
to jump on to one of the waggons as they were passing ; in the act of doing so he fell under the wheels ; 
both of his legs were nearly severed from his body. 11 e was conveyed to the Wollongong Hospital and 
expired in about three hours after he was received. On the following day an inquest was held at Wollongong 
Court-house by the district coroner, C. G. Russell, Esq., which inquest I attended, and fully agree with the 
verdict of accidental death as returned by the jury.

t The seventh was non-fatal, which happened to a horse-driver named John Irvine, on 29th August, 
at Kew South Wales Shale Mines, Hartley, who had his leg broken by a full skip underground.

The eighth was non-fatal, which happened to a miner named George Morris, on 3rd September, at 
Mount Kembla Colliery, who had his leg broken by a fall of coal at his working place.

The ninth happened to a lad named Albert Dixon, a horse-driver, on 16th September, at Zigzag 
Colliery, who had bis arm broken while in the act of uncoupling two full skips on the main road under
ground.

The tenth happened to a wheeler named Alexander Price, at Bulli Colliery, on 22nd September, who 
had his leg broken by a kick from his horse.

The eleventh was a fatal accident, which happened to a lad named Trances Pullin, at Corrimal 
Colliery, on 15th October, who received fatal injuries whilst he was in the act of uncoupling a set of skips 
on the underground haulage incline. After receiving the injuries he only lived about an hour. On the 
same day an inquest was held by the district coroner, C. C. Russell, at the manager's house at Corrimal. 
I attended the inquest, and fully agree with the verdict of accidental death, as returned by the jury.

The twelfth happened to a labourer named 0. M'Cluskey, at the jetty of South Bulli Colliery, on 
19th October, who had his head bruised by a sprag flying out of one of the wheels of a loaded waggon.
_ _ The thirteenth happened to a labourer named John McKio, who had bis leg broken on tiie surface
incline at Katoomba shale mines on 16th Kovember.

The fourteenth happened to a miner named Thomas TTorwood, at Lithgow Valley Colliery,'qn 21st 
December, who lost one of his eyes by a piece of coal sparking out from his working face. ‘

The tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
I have, <fcc.,

JAMES ROWAN,
_ Inspector of Collieries.

John Dixon, Esq., T.G.S., Acting Examiner of Coal Fields, Newcastle. ■

Tahui.ated List of Fatal and Non-Fatal Accidents in the Southern and Western Collieries of New South 
Wales, investigated by the Inspector of Collieries during tho Half-year ending 31st December, 1896.
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GEOLOGICAL SUE.YEY OE NEW SOUTH WALES.

.Progress Report for 1696 by The Government Geologist.
Sir,

I have the honor to hand you the following Progress Iteporfc of the Geological Survey Branch 
for the year 1896 :—

A portion of my time has been devoted to practical work in the field, the balance being consumed 
chiefly in the supervision of the work of the Geological Survey Branch, and also of the Mining Survey 
Branch, my reappointment to the position of Chief Mining Surveyor having been gazetted by the Public 
Service Board on the loth July last.

My duties as a member of theBoyal Commission on the Heating of Coal Cargoes (appointed in July) 
have necessarily occupied a considerable portion of my time, and for this reason I have been unable to carry 
out as much geological field work as usual.

During the month of January I visited Glen Innes, Inverell, Bingara, Rocky Creek, Terry-Hie-Hie, 
and Warialda, and mapped a portion of the eastern boundary of the triassic artesian water basin. While 
at Bingara I visited the mines at Spring Creek, and reported upon the proposal to establish a Government 
quartz-crushing battery in this district.

In February I inspected the auriferous and diamantiferous deposit at Kangaloon, where aid from the 
Prospecting Vote had been granted to sink a shaft with the object of prospecting the volcanic breccia which 
occurs there. Unfortunately, the occurrence of a heavy body of water caused the stoppage of the work, and 
I was unable to descend the shaft. Judging by the depth reached in the shaft (about 80 feet) and the 
material excavated, there is every reason to believe that this is a true volcanic neck, and the occurrence of 
diamonds in the quartz pebble drift overlying it is of considerable interest as pointing to the possibility of 
their being derived from the volcanic breccia, as in the celebrated diamond mines of Kimberley, in South 
Africa. It is, therefore, to be regretted that prospecting operations were not carried to a greater depth. 
In April I accompanied Professor Agassiz and a party of scientists from America to the Jenolan Caves.

In May I visited Barraba, Woodsreef, Ironbark, and Crow Mountain, and reported on the necessity 
for enlarging the reserves for gold-mining purposes in that district. I also made an examination of a large 
deposit of tripolitc in the Nandewar Ranges, and inspected and reported upon some applications for aid 
from tho Prospecting Vote in the neighbourhood of Ti-tree Creek.

In June I made an examination of the Mount Maude Gold-field, and reported upon the proposal to 
resume an area of alienated land there for mining purposes. I also reported upon an application for aid m 
this district. From July to October my time was occupied principally with work connected with the 
Royal Commission on the Heating of Coal Cargoes.

In October T accompanied the Superintendent of Public "Watering-places (Mr. Boultbee) to 
Girilambone, and drove thence, via Willaroon and Crawley’s selection, to Coolibah, inspecting on the road 
some mud-springs situated about IS miles north-east of the latter town. These mud-springs are of 
considerable interest as being much farther south than any previously known, and as furnishing evidence 
of the extension of the lower cretaceous rocks, and probably of artesian water southwards to near Coolibah.

During the month of November I visited Nymagee and Gilgunnia, and reported upon a number of 
applications for aid from the Prospecting Vote to prospect the reefs in the vicinity of Gilgunnia.

During the months of November and December I attended a number of meetings of the Coal Cargoes 
Commission, and in company with Professor David, of the Sydney University, I inspected a number of 
coal outcrops in the Wollongong and Kiama districts, and gave evidence in regard to their value before the 
Public Works Committee in connection with the proposal to construct a deep water harbour at Port Kembla.

Appended hereto is a report on the Wombeyan Caves, written in 1885 by Mr. Geological Surveyor 
(now Professor) David, but never previously published.

During the year the Geological Survey Staff has been short-handed, tho vacancy caused by the 
resignation of Mr. G. A. Stonier in 1S95 not having been filled yet. _

During the greater part of the year Mr. Geological Surveyor Came has been engaged in conducting 
a prospecting party along the surveyed line from Cape Howe to the head of the Murray River, forming the 
boundary between the colonies of New South Wales and Victoria. A similar party was equipped by the 
Victorian Department of Mines, and up to tho present date about CO miles of country have been examined.

Although no discovery of payable deposits of gold or other minerals has yet been made, Mr. Came 
has done good geological work on this expedition, and has made interesting discoveries of Devonian plant 
remains, and of Lower Silurian graptolites. He has thus been the first to identify lower Silurian rocks 
within the Colony of New South Wales. These rocks occupy a considerable area iu the adjoining Colony of 
Victoria, and it is in them that the celebrated saddle reefs of Bendigo occmv

Mr, Carno has also furnished an interesting report on the Yowaka and Panbula Gold-field, as well as 
reports on the following :— •

1. On an Alluvial Tin Deposit, Mann Ilivor.
2. On the Geology and Mineral Resources of the Coast between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke.
3. On the Wolumja Gold-field.
4. On the Timbihea Reefs.
5. On the Auriferous Deposit at Tingys' Plains, near Roeky Hall.

Mr, Geological Surveyor Jaquet’s time has been chiefly occupied in inspecting and reporting upon 
Mining Reserves, which the Lands Department proposed to reduce or revoke. He lias also inspected a 
number of gold and other mineral deposits, and has furnished the following reports :—

]. On the Wattle Flat and Sofala Gold-field.
2. On the gold and tin-fields of JmderbayiiQ and

Kosciusko.
3. On the Little River Gold-field.
4. On the Tonga Creek Copper-lodes.

On the Cullulla Silver-imne.
0. On the auriferous drift near Lnggan.

7. On the Dairy Creek Gold-field.
S. On an ironstone bod at Seaham.
0. On the Gilgunnia Gold-field.

10. On the Goods Creek Gold-field.
11. On the Mount Rlundell lode.
12. On the Sunnyside Silver Copper-’ode,

” ' Mr.
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Mr. E. C. WhiHell, Field Assistant, has been employed during the whole year in reporting upon 
applications for aid from tho Prospecting Vote in various parts of the Colony.

Mr, D. W. Munro, the officer in charge of the prospecting operations in the beach deposits of the 
northern coast, has furnished a report on the work done, together with two plana and a section which are 
appended hereto. The plans and section are of considerable geological interest, as showing the position and 
extent of the raised beaches, or former coast line of this portion of the country.

Owing to increased activity in the mining industry there has been an unusual demand upon the services 
of the Assay Branch. During the twelve months ending 31st December, 1896, no less than 6,013 assays and 
analyses have been made, or one thousand in excess of the previous year. In addition to these a large number 
of rocks and minerals have been examined and reported upon by the Curator and Mineralogist, Mr. G. W. Card.

The museum collection has been largely increased, and much care and enthusiasm has been shown by 
the Curator in its arrangement.

Towards the end of the year the supervision of the Assay Branch was transferred from me to Mr. 
Taylor, the Government Metallurgist, and the laboratories were removed to Clyde. The office of Super
intendent of Caves having been abolished, the active supervision of tho limestone caves has been undertaken 
by Mr. Oliver Trickctt, L.S., in addition to his ordinary duties as Geological Survey Draftsman. Mr. 
Trickett has already furnished valuable reports on a number of the caves, giving details of past expenditure, 
and 1ms prepared sketch plans which will be of great use to visitors, and which it is proposed to publish.

During the year Volume V, Part 1, of the Records of the Geological Survey of New South Wales 
has been published, and Part 2 will shortly be issued.

The Assistant Paleontologist, Mr, Dun, has made determinations of a large number of fossils collected 
by the members of the staff, particulars of those will be found in his report appended hereto. He has also 
performed a considerable amount of very satisfactory work in connection with the departmental library.

Mr. W. D. Campbell, Licensed Surveyor, has been employed for some months in surveying the 
aboriginal carvings in the Hawkesbury sandstones of tho coast district north and south of Sydney. These 
are being reproduced in plan form by Mr. O. Trickett, and will shortly be published. It is believed that 
they will form an extremely interesting ethnological record, and the work has not been undertaken too 
soon, as many of the carvings in the suburban districts are becoming obliterated as population increases.

T have, &c.,
E. F. PITTMAN,

■------- —----- - Government Geologist.
Appendix 1.

Report on Coal Cargo of Ship " Knight of St. Michael.”
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 27 February, 1896.

Sir,
T have the honor to report that I have made two inspections (on the 25th and '27th instants) of 

the coal cargo of the ship “ If night of St. Michael,” and have to report as follows:—
Previous to my visit the cargo had been inspected several times by the Marine Surveyors, copies of 

whose reports are herewith. From these reports it will be seen that the ship left Newcastle on the 1st of 
February with a cargo of 3,216 tons of Wallsend coal. On the 2nd February the Master took the temperature at 
intervals between 8 a.m. and noon, and found that in No. 2 Hatch it rose from 96° to 104°. He therefore put 
into Sydney Harbour, and on the 4th of February the cargo was surveyed, and the temperature in No. 2 Hatch 
was found to be 105°. The surveyors thereupon recommended the discharge of 300 tons of coal from the hatch.

On tho 6th of February the surveyors made a second inspection, after the 300 tons had been nearly 
discharged, and, finding the coals still much heated on the surface, they recommended the discharge of a 
further quantity of about 500 tons, or until the ceiling was left practically clear.

The cargo was again inspected by the surveyors on the 11th, 12th, and 14th instants, and on the 
latter date they were of the opinion that all the heated coal had been taken out and that the remainder 
was fit to be carried on.

On the 14th instant, the captain reported that the temperature of the coal in No. 3 Hatch was rising ; 
the surveyors confirmed this on the 17th, and also found a slight increase of tho temperature in the coal in 
No. 4 Hatch. They therefore recommended that coal be shifted from hatches Nos. 3 and 4 into No. 2 until 
tiie heated coal was reached, and that tho heated portion be then removed and sold. On tho 21st they 
reported, after another inspection, that there were no sign of heating in the remainder of the cargo, and it 
was therefore assumed that the difficulty had been overcome.

Subsequently, however, it was ascertained that the temperature was again rising in No. 2 Hatch, and 
I was then requested to report upon the matter.

At about 9'30 a.m. on the 25th instant I found a temperature of 84° Fall, in the centre of the coal 
immediately under No. 2 Hatch, while in tho hold near the side of the vessel the temperature was only 77°. 
It was noticeable that the coal contained a large proportion of "smalls” and “dust.”

At about 9-45 a.m. on the 27th February I found that the temperature had risen to 88° Fah. in tho 
centre of the coal under No. 2 Hatch, while in the hold near the side of the vessel it was 76°. At the same 
hour tho temperature of the coal in No. 3 Hatch was 79°, and in No. 4, Hatch it was 73°, while the shade 
temperature on deck was 69°.

It is clear, from the foregoing remarks, that the temperature of portions of the cargo is at the present 
time abnormally high, and there is reason for believing that, if left alone, it would continue to increase until 
spontaneous combustion ensued. Samples of the coal taken by me have been analysed by Mr, J. C. H. 
Mingaye, in the Departmental Laboratory, with the following results:—

No. 1 Hatch. No. 2 Hatch. [ No. 4 Hatch.

2'65 
' 35'80

55-30
G-25

2-81 I 2-45
35-32 37-55
54-47 , 52-30

7'40 | 7-70

Volatile hydrocarbons........................................................................................................

Ash .............................. .................. .......................................................................... ..........

100'00
0-535

10000 100-00
0-453 0‘508

21—N
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It may be stated, therefore, that the cargo consists of semi-bituminous coal of good quality, but 
containing a largo proportion of “dust” and “smalls.” The coal was, I am informed, screened at the 
pit-mouth, and its present condition is, I presume, due to subsequent handling.

Trom tho investigations of eminent European authorities, such as Richters, Fayol, Lewes, and others, 
there can be little doubt—(1st.) that the principal cause of spontaneous combustion in coal is the absorption 
of oxygen by the coal; and (2nd.) that the most favourable conditions for the self-heating of coal are a mixture 
of “pieces” and “dust,” an elevated temperature, a large mass or volume of coal to act as a non-conducting 
covering, and a certain volume of air. These conditions are precisely those which exist in the “Knight of 
St. Michael's " cargo. The cargo was, I understand, loaded during the abnormally hot weather which 
prevailed at the end of January, and it is probable, therefore, that it reached the hold with an initial 
temperature of from 120° to loO3 Fah. In loading from the trucks at Newcastle a considerable, proportion, 
of “smalls” and “dust” has been produced by the fall and by the process of trimming. By the tilling up of 
the hold the volume of coal necessary to form a non-conducting covering has been provided, while just about; 
sufficient air has access to the hold to complete the necessary conditions.

I am of opinion, therefore, that the heating of the cargo of the ship “ Knight of St. Michael ” is due, 
firstly, to the fact that the coal contains a large proportion of “smalls ” and “ dust,” and, secondly, its having 
been loaded during abnormally hot weather.

The proportion of “smalls” and “dust” has no doubt been increased by the shifting operations which 
have taken place since the arrival of the ship in Fort Jackson, and I am of opinion that considerable risk 
would be incurred if the “ Knight of St. Michael ” were allowed to put to sea with her cargo in its present 
state. ' I have, ifce.,

EDWARD F. PITTMAN,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Government Geologist.

Appendix 2.

Report on John Hope’s Conditional Lease.
Geological Survey Branch, 1G Juno, 1S9G.

I have inspected John Hope’s Conditional Lease, Portion 7G, Parish of Mount Lawson, County of Georginna, 
and particularly that part of it (containing 173 acres 1 rood 9 perches) recommended for resumption by 
Mr. Warden Smitb on account of auriferous alluvial deposits.

Tbe greater part of the area proposed to be resumed consists of bills of micaceous schists capped in 
places by basalt. Tho basalt covers a drift consisting of very angular fragments of quartz and schist, and 
containing a little gold. A small gully—shown on the sketch plan herewith—intersects the portion which 
has been recommended for resumption. It is in this gully that payable alluvial gold has been reported by 
John Hope. The drift in this gully consists of angular fragments of quartz and country rock (schist). The 
greatest depth of sinking in the alluvium on Hope’s Conditional Jjease is 12 feet, and on Warby’s land 
(Portion 84} it is 14 feet. The total thickness of the wash is about 2 feet ; but only about 2 inches of 
the lower part of this is auriferous. The width of the lead on Hope’s conditional lease is only from 3 feot 
to 9 feet. The length of the auriferous gutter or lead on Hope’s conditional lease is about 680 yards, and 
about two-thirds of this length has been pretty well worked out. The workings have only extended for a 
few yards into "Warby’s land, and the most easterly workings tend to show that the lead is widening out 
and becoming poorer.

It will bo understood, therefore, that the lead is of comparatively insignificant dimensions, that the 
sinking is shallow, and the wash-dirt of no great thickness.

The gold has probably been derived, in tbe first instance, from Crozier’s Reef—the position of which 
is shown upon the sketch—and, possibly, from other reefs in the neighbourhood. By the denudation of 
these reefs tho lead under the basalt received a certain proportion of gold; and when, subsequently, the 
present gully was formed, intersecting the basalt-covered lead, the gold was still further concentrated in the 
narrow gutter in which it is now being worked.

In view of the fact that tbe alluvial deposit in tbe gully has nowhere been extraordinarily rich, I do 
not think that the drift under the basalt—from which the gully alluvium was concentrated—is likely to 
prove payable to any extent, even if it were found to contain no water, which is by no means certain.

In my opinion, fifty men would completely work the gully out in a few weeks, and in view of tbe 
limited nature of the deposit, and of tbe patchy nature of the deposits of the district generally, I do not feel 
justified in recommending the resumption of the land. In any case the area (173 acres) surveyed for 
resumption appears to me to be excessive,

E. F. PITTM AN,
The Undersecretary for Mines and Agriculture. Government Geologist.

Appendix 3.
Report on Boggy Camp Diamond Field.

I inspected the Boggy Camp Diamond Field in November last. It is situated near the junction of 
Cope’s Creek with the Big Liver, in tbe Parish of Mayo, County of Hardinge, Diamantiferous drifts have 
been worked in tbe neighbourhood for years; but last year a now find was made, and this lias proved 
extremely rich in places. J was informed that from one load of drift from Aitken, Dasey, and Party’s Claim 
no fewer than 51b diamonds were washed, weighing in the aggregate 184 carats. At the time of my visit 
tho total quantity of drift which had been treated was forty-two loads, for an aggregate yield of 600 carats, 
and tbe wash had also yielded tin ore at the rate of 13 lb. per load. It will be seen from tbe Acting 
Warden’s report of tbe 13th ultimo that the deposit has been found to increase in richness since I inspected it.

The quartz pebble drift in which the diamonds occur underlies a large .basalt hill, about i j mile long 
and perhaps 4 mile wide. It appears as if the basalt had filled in what was formerly a large oval-shaped 
hollow or depression, for bed-rock, consisting of granite for the most part, can be traced nearly all round the 
base of the hill, and apparently forming the banks as well as the floor of the ancient depression.

There
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There was no water in Dasey and Party's working at the time of my visit; but I was informed that 
a deep shaft further back on tbe hill had proved the existence of a considerable body of water in the deeper 
ground, which is what might naturally he expected.

Prior to my visit several of the claim-holders had applied for aid from the Prospecting Vote; but it 
was considered by the Board that, in view of the fact that payable wash had been reported in one claim, the 
granting of aid to adjoining claim-holders was not justifiable ; and subsequent press notices tend to show 
that the miners have found a market for their diamonds and are making a good profit—at any rate, in 
Aitken, Dasey, and Party’s Claim.

It would, 1 think, be possible to drive a tunnel which would drain the whole deposit; but it would, 
probably, require to be about 800 feefc long, and some part of it would be through hard granite, though I am 
of opinion that for the greater portion of the distance the granite would bn found to be decomposed. Part 
of the tunnel would also run through alienated land, viz., Portion 371, Parish of Mavo, County of Plardingo.

E. E. PITTMAN,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture 5/6/9G. Government Geologist.

Appendix 4.
Report on Chadwick and Gane’s Prospecting Operations at Long Bay.

Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 30 March, 1S9G.
I have the honor to report that I have inspected the workings near Long Bay, in connection 

with which Messrs. Chadwick and Gane are applying for aid from the Prospecting Vote.
The workings are situated in a steep gulch or inlet immediately to the north of Long Bay. A wide 

dyke of basalt here intersects the Hawkesbury sandstones of the coast in an east and west direction, and 
it is to the decomposition of the basalt, by atmospheric influences, that the inlet owes its origin ; the white 
clay resulting from the weathering of the basalt being soft and more easily denuded than tiie surrounding 
beds of sandstone.

The basalt dyke is similar to many others which are known to intersect the Hawkesbury rocks in 
the neighbourhood of Port Jackson.

In places in this dyke, portions of the Hawkesbury sandstone have been “included ” or caught up 
by tho basalt when the latter was in a molten state, and these have been so baked and metamorphosed that 
they now consist of a granular quartz rock, heavily charged with secondary pyrites. This rock is what the 
prospectors have been regarding as quartz reefs, and it is to further test this material that they now apply 
for aid. .

I collected a number of samples of what Messrs. Chadwick and Gane regarded as the most promising 
of tliis material, and three assays were made of these in the Departmental Laboratory, twice the customary 
amount of stone being taken for each assay. The results were the same in all three instances, namely, 
neither gold nor silver, _

I may mention that the statement made by Chadwick and Gane with reference to previous assays 
by tbe Department is incorrect I have had the records of all previous assays looked up, and I find that 
in no case has a return of 2 dwts. per ton been given for stone from this locality,

I recommend that the application for aid be refused, as 1 am of opinion tiiat there is no reason to 
hope that payable quantities of gold occur in these rocks.

EDWARD E. PUTMAN,
The Prospecting Board. --------------- Government Geologist.

Appendix 5.
Report on Artesian Water, Town of Warialda.

Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 18 February, 1896.
I have the honor to inform you that I have made a geological examination of the country in 

tbe neighbourhood of Warialda, in connection with the question of the occurrence of artesian water in the 
vicinity of that town, and I have to report as follows :—

Tho Ipswich Coal Measures (i.o., the rocks from which the artesian water supplies of the Moree and 
Coonamble Bores are obtained) have been traced by me from Southern Queensland into tho northern portion 
of New South Wales, west of the Dividing Range, where they form an artesian water-bearing basin of

considerable
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considera'ble extent. The eastern boundary of this basin crosses the Dumaresq River (the northern border 
of this Colony) at a point about 15 miles west of the town of Texas, and from there it trends in a general 
direction of about S.S.W., crossing the road between Warialda and Inverell, at a point about 6 miles to 
tbe eastward of the former town. The dip of the beds is to the west.

Approaching Warialda from Bingara these Ipswich sandstones are also met with about G miles south 
of tho former town, but they occur here as a mere outlier, forming a hill, the base of which is composed of 
Carboniferous rocks. Two miles south of Warialda the Ipswich sandstones are again seen occupying the 
higher ground, and they continue right into the north of the town, which is, in fact, built upon rocks of 
this age.

About three-quarters of a mile west of tbe town the carboniferous rocks outcrop in the bed of Reedy 
' Creek, while the Ipswich sandstones cap the higher portions of the banks. A geological section along an 
east and west line passing through the town of Warialda would, therefore, appear as follows :—

Cs^tern boundary of Ipswich Sandstones.^,

It will be seen by the above that the town of Warialda is situated on the Ipswich sandstones which 
are the water-bearing rocks of the Moree and Coonamble Bores; but its position is comparatively close to 
the eastern margin of tbe basin, and, moreover, tbe outcrop of the Carboniferous rocks in Reedy Creek to 
the west of the town indicates (firstly) that there can be no great thickness—possibly not more than 100 
or 150 feet—of the water-bearing beds at Warialda; and (secondly) that the water absorbed by the Ipswich 
sandstones, to the east, must escape at the surface where the Carboniferous bed-rock is exposed, and this 
escape would probably prevent the water from rising to tbe surface of a bore put down on tbe higher 
ground. Even if the resistance of the beds were sufficient to cause tbe water to rise to the surface at any 
time, tbe flow would probably be intermittent, in view of tbe limited area of the intake beds to the eastward.

I am of opinion, therefore, that, on geological grounds, there is not sufficient justification for the 
expense of an artesian bore at Warialda. ■

There can, I think, be little doubt that a permanent water supply is required, not only in the 
interests of tbe townspeople, but for the purpose of travelling stock. Reedy Creek, which runs through 
the town of Warialda, has a very sandy bed into which the water sinks readily, and although water can 
always be obtained by sinking holes in the sand it frequently happens that there is little or no water 
flowing in the creek bed. Hence there are no facilities for watering stock. The banks of the creek are 
covered in many places by a thick alluvial deposit of Pleistocene age, through which wells have in a few 
instances been put down with satisfactory results. The best method of providing u permanent water 
supply for the town would probably be to put down a pumping well.on the bank of the creek some distance 
above the town. The yield could be increased by putting in timbered drives from the bottom of the well. 
An engine would of course be required for raising the water to the surface.

I have, &c.,
EDWARD E. PITTMAN,

. Government Geologist.

Progress Report of Mr. J. E. Carne for 1896.
Sir, , Geological Survey, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 12 January, 1897.

I have the honor to briefly summarise the work performed by me during the past year.
In January I was engaged in office writing up reports of work performed, ifcc.
In February T inspected the auriferous beach ores at Shelllmrbour, and reported thereon to the 

Prospecting Board. Later I examined a defined site at Hillgrove, and attended the local Court at Armidalc 
to give expert evidence in connection therewith. I inspected land for alienation within gold-field reserves 
near Armidale and in the Upper Hunter district, and examined and reported on sites for prospecting aid at 
Stewart’s Brook.

In March I inspected prospecting sites at Drake, Lunatic, Pretty Gully, Tooloom, Rivertree, Boonoo 
Boonoo, and Sandy Creek, and examined portions of the Maryland Tin Reserve 857 (near Wilson’s 
Downfall), Uralla and Guyra Gold-field Reserves.

In April I inspected limestone deposits near Taree, and examined and reported on the mineral 
resources of the coast between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke ; also on prospecting sites at Coolongoolook.

In May I was engaged in office writing reports on work performed, and preparing equipment, &c., 
for leading a prospecting party along the Victorian Border from Cape Howe to tbe bead of tho Murray 
River at Forest Hill, a distance of about 120 miles. In June a start was made from the coast district near 
Cape Howe, and at the close of the year a strip, nominally one mile wide, but frequently more, had been 
tested as far west as the Irondoon Range, near Delegate,

Tbe
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The results from a mining view have been very disappointing, and equally poor fortune has befallen 
the Victorian Party engaged iu similar work on their side o£ the Border, notwithstanding that the latter 
party has been two months longer in the lielrl, .

As the country passed over will form the subject of a special report on completion of the work, it 
will, perhaps, be sufiicient at the present time to briefly epitomise the main geological and mining features 
of the area already tested.

Prom the coast to the Howe llange the formations consist of Devonian sandstones, conglomerates, 
and clay shales. At the range, about AGO feet of conglomerate overlies tho granite, which forms the base of 
the elevated ridge stretching northerly from Mallacoota Lake to Twofold Bay. Prom the Howe Hango to 
about one and a half mile west of the Eden-Genoaroad at Timbilica, the formations consist of slates, sandstone, 
and schists, with occasional intrusions of porphyry; from the intermediate position of these beds between the 
overlying Devonian and the more cleavablc slates and sandstones and schists of the Mouaro Tableland 
further west, they may be provisionally classed as Upper Silurian, though continuous search has failed to 
discover pahuontological evidence to definitely establish their proper geological horizon. "West of the 
Timbilica Road granite occurs, being the southern extension of the Wyndham, Wolumla, and Bega outcrops. 
Stretching westerly into the Parish of Yambula it remains the surface rock. Frequent diorite intrusions 
were noted, but usually quite barren of quartz at tho junction. A narrow belt of Upper Silurian slates and 
sandstones stretches northerly from the Border across Mount Waalimmu. West from this belt the granite 
is overlaid in the Yambula and Nungatta Range by massive beds of sandstone, conglomerate, and grey and 
ferruginous clay shales, reaching a thickness at some points of over 1,200 feet. These beds are practically 
horizontal or gently dipping. From the shale bands the party were successful in securing sufficient 
pakeontological evidence to enable tho Assistant Paleontologist, Mr. W. 8. Dun, to determine on reasonable 
grounds the true age of this series, which I believe is identical with beds of similar character in the Edcn- 
Pambula district.

Tho Devonian beds extend west along tho Border to the junction of the Bondi River and Hopping 
Joe Creek, in the Parisli of Bondi, County Auckland. From thence to the Main Coast Range, in the same 
parish, granite extends to near the brow of the tableland; here a narrow belt of slate and schist is separated 
from the main mass by a narrow intrusive offshoot of granite which forms the eastern escarpment of the 
Monaro Tableland on the Border. From this point to the Trondoon Range, just west of the Little River, 
slates, sandstones, and schists occur. At the Irondoon a narrow intrusion of gneissic granite occurs, but 
pinches out a short distance north from the Border. The sedimentary formations of the tableland 
fortunately afforded an interesting suite of Graptolites, which were identified by Mr. Dun as characteristic 
Lower Silurian types. This is the first definite determination of Lower Silurian rocks iu the Colony, which, 
however, was anticipated upon the occasion of the first geological examination of the district, opposite which 
in Victoria this formation had been identified.

Of the mineral resources of the area tested little can be said ; gold occurs, sparingly distributed in 
extremely fine colours, throughout the alluvial of most of the country traversed; but nothing even affording 
reasonable inducement for further test was discovered. In one instance only was gold found in reefstone, 
viz., near Mount Buckle, in Parish Buckle, County Auckland. The matrix was quartz, occurring as veins, 
leaders, and bunches in granite. The gold is extremely fine, and occurs not only in drusy cavities resulting 
from oxidation of pyrites, but also distributed in almost microscopic particles throughout portions of the 
quartz. Galena is also present in very small quantity. A selected sample from the best looking stone assayed 
IS dwts. 12 grs. gold per ton, but the average of the surface stone may be roughly estimated as 5 or 0 dwts. 
per ton. Authority was given to draw attention to the discovery through the medium of the load press, and 
as a result a party of prospectors were on the 10th ultimo engaged in opening up the reef.

In the Lower Silurian rocks of the Monaro Tableland better prospects were expected, but not realised. 
The gold deposits extensively worked along the Quinburra and Little Rivers near Delegate have undoubtedly 
been derived from the auriferous ranges in which they have their source in Victoria, as the gold becomes 
coarser as the channels are followed up, and finer us they extend into New South "Wales territory.

Operations in the latter have been confined to testing the flats and gullies falling into the streams 
mentioned for the purpose of ascertaining whether any local sources of gold supply existed, but entirely 
without avail.

Traces of tinstone were obtained from the wash near Timbilica, but no lodestuff was detected. 
Operations will shortly he resumed between Delegate and the Snowy Ranges, where, it is hoped, better 
fortune will await the systematic attempt now being made by the Department to discover economic metals 
and minerals in this locality.

I beg to append herewith the following reports on work performed during the year :—
Report on an Alluvial Tin Deposit, Mann River.
Report on the Geology and Mineral Resources of the Coast between Port Macquarie and Cape Howe,
Preliminary Notes on the Yowaka or Pambula Gold-field.
Report on the Wolumla Gold-field.
Report on the Timbilica Reefs near Nungatta.
Report on the Auriferous Deposit at Tingys’ Plains, near Rooky Hall.

I have, &c.,
. JOSEPH K CARNE, F.G.S.,

The Government Geologist. --------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appkxdix 6.
Sir, Report on an Alluvial Tin Deposit, Mann River,

I have examined the above site, which is situated on the bank of the Mann River, Portion 
15n, Parish Stonehenge, County Gough. Tho river just below the site (where tin-mining operations have 
and are being carried on) runs through a narrow rocky gorge, which when the river bed stood at a higher 
level formed a dam, and caused accumulations of drift and sediment to be backed up on the flanks of the 
sloping ground above tho bar. Tbe drift or wash now being worked is well waterworn, and has clearly 
been transported for some little distance; the tinstone and gemstones are all well rounded. The Applicant’s
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idea was, I believe, tlmt the tin drift had resulted from the neighbouring granite hill; but this view is 
clearly opposed to the natural evidence. Tin has been worked hereabouts, but rarely, for the past twenty- 
four years. At the present time steam pumping power and a puddling machine are being erected by Mr. B. 
Moses, of Glen limes, who has purchased the mine from the applicant. Judging from a sample of the stream 
tin sand, the quality is much deteriorated by the presence of a largo percentage of ihnenite. As no mining 
was proceeding at the time of inspection, I could not ascertain the actual thickness of tbe stanniferous drift, 
because of the presence of water; but judging from the portion exposed, the yield will be very fairly good; 
the vital question, however, is the purity of the tin sand. J have, &c.,

JOSEPH E. CARNE,
The Government Geologist. Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 7.

Report on the Geology and Mineral Resources of the Coast between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke.
Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 29 May, 1896.

I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have examined the 
coast line between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke, with a view of ascertaining the extent, and possibility 
of successful development, of the intervening beach sands, which, as the Hon. J. H. Young states in papers 
96-4,967, have been more or less spasmodically worked for gold for a number of years past. Also for the 
purpose of endeavouring to determine the probability, from the local physical conditions, of the existence of 
earlier auriferous shore-lines: And finally, by careful examination of tho nature and condition of the 
auriferous sands, to advise as to tho best method of treatment. ,

The distance between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke is about 60 miles : hut following the contour 
of the shore-line it is, approximately, not far short of 100 mites. Port Macquarie lies about 150 miles south 
of the Esk and Jerusalem Creeks auriferous coast areas, which at the present time are attracting considerable 
attention.

Physical Geography,

The coast-line from Port Macquarie to Capo Hawke is destitute of any continuous clifi-sections, the 
few headlands which occur—such as Grant’s Head, Camden Haven, Diamond and Crowdy Heads, Wallaby 
and Halliday Points, and Cape Hawke—are widely separated by long stretches of sandy beach fringing 
lowland areas.

The principal elevations adjacent to the coast are the conspicuous isolated mountains known as tbe 
North, South, and Middle Brothers, near Camden Haven and Stewart Rivers; and further west the 
Kcrewong or Broken Bago Range, trending north-easterly towards Port Macquarie. Between the Manning 
and Wollumba Rivers, Talawahl and other peaks towards Tinonee and Coolongolook ait; conspicuous elevations 
above the general level.

The principal drainage channels entering the sea between the extreme points of investigation are the 
Hastings and Wilson Rivers, entering at Port Macquarie; the Camden Haven and Stewart Rivers at 
Camden Haven; the Manning River, with its divided outlet, at Harrington and Farquhar Inlets; and the 
Wollumba River, entering at Capo Hawke.

Tho above rivers, with their principal tributaries, drain a large tract of country lying between the 
Macleay watershed on the north, Cape Hawke on the south, and tbe high lands of Now England on the 
■wost. Included in this area are portions of the Oram, Gyra, and almost all the Gloucester Gold-field, as 
well as tbe Gundle Tin-field on the Wilson River.

Between Tacking Point and Diamond Head are five lakes close to the semlinc, four of which arc of 
considerable size. Lake Innes or Burrawan, Luke Swamp, and Cathie Lake lie nearest to the coast, from 
which they arc separated only by swampy sandy areas. These lakes lie opposite the iong beach between 
Tacking Point and Grant’s Head.

Queen’s Lake and Watson-Taylor Lake are tidal waters connected with Camden Haven River; they 
lie north and south of the North Brother, at a distance of about 3 miles apart, and H from the coast!

General Geology.

The geological formations represented in the coast section consist of Carboniferous marine bods at 
Cape Hawke, Halliday and Wallaby Points ; fresh-water Mesozoic beds at Camden Haven, Grant’s and 
Crowdy Heads ; and Tertiary and Recent deposits in the low-lying intervening areas.

Igneous rocks are represented by serpentine and doleritc at Port Macquarie; and fclsite, rhyolite and 
diorite at Diamond Head.

_ Between Port Macquarie and Tacking Point, patches of altered sedimentary rock occur in contact 
with serpentine and dolorite. The Signal-station at the former, for instance, stands on a peninsula of such 
a rock where the junction with the serpentine is well marked. The sedimentary rock, owing to intense 
silicification induced by igneous intrusion, has in places assumed chcrty, chalcedonic, and jusperiod

At Nobbys, the South Head of Port Macquarie, across a narrow neck connecting the headland with 
the mainland, several shafts have been sunk in the altered rock where it is much decomposed. In one of 
them a mass of loose, rubbly quartz has been opened, evidently under the impression that it was a vein ; but 
a glance at the large solid masses of similar material lying at sea-level on tbe west side of the neck is 
sufficiently convincing of ite secondary character. In some instances the infiltration of the colloidal silica has 
converted the original rock into a homogeneous chalcedonic or jasporiod nuiss, in others it has reticulated it 
with thin seams and threads. A specially interested example of complete silicic metainorphism is represented 
in some isolated rocks exposed on Tacking Point bead], at the site of the “ Wodonga” wreck, the beddm" 
planes of which are distinctly preserved, striking N. 52“ E., and dipping N. 38° W. at 44°. °

Fragments of the silicified rocks and of time quartz occur loose or mingled with the deep red soil of 
the surface just above the beaches between Nobbys and Tacking Point, to which further attention will be 
given when the occurrences of gold ^re tp be considered.

Owing
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Owing to contact metamoi'pliism and absence of any pateontological evidence, the correct geological 
horizon of the abovc-dcscribed sedimentary rocks cannot be authoritatively determined at the present time, 
but from correlative evidence there is little doubt that they will eventually prove to belong to the 
Carboniferous Period.

Carboniferms Marine Beds.—Rocks of this age form the headlands at Cape Hawke, Halliday and 
Wallaby Points, and a smaller unnamed headland just north of the latter, where these rocks are first seen 
in the coast section when followed southerly from Port Macquarie.

The strata consist of alternating beds of indurated sandstones and mudstones with intercalated beds 
of coarser grits and conglomerates.

The prevailing strike at Cape Hawke—where the largest outcrop occurs—is about 1 degree from 
east and west. The dip is southerly, but variable in amount, ranging from 30° to 52°. At the low 
headland above-mentioned, the strike is apparently nearer north-west, but here the strata have been 
subjected to anticlinal and synclinal folding.

Wallaby Point consists chiefiy of massive beds of indurated sandstones, grits, and conglomerates. A 
special feature of this outcrop is the carious concretionary weathering of some of the sandstones. Hard 
cures of greenish-gray colour arc seen embedded in weathered yellowish-brown shaly layers from of an inch 
in thickness. The cores vary in size from small pellets to massive blocks, according to the thickness of the 
individual beds. The concretionary or rounded structure assumed in weathering, probably arises from a 
series of parallel cross-joints or shrinkage cracks at right angles to the bedding planes, which divide the 
rock into blocks, and allow free access of the weathering agencies to the whole superfices, which would 
naturally tend to the rounding of the angles in the manner displayed by the beds in question.

Prom tho strata exposed in the coast section, near the Signal-station at Forster, Cape Hawke, a 
number of fossils were collected, which have since been examined by Mr. W. S. Dun, Assistant Palaiomwj- 
logist, who has supplied the following descriptions :—

“The fossils collected hy Mr. Geological Surveyor Carne, from near the Flagstaff, Parish of Forster, 
County Gloucester, indicate rocks of true Carboniferous age. They are mostly imperfectly preserved as 
casts and impressions.

Choneles, sp.—(Very closely allied to C. Jutrdremis, Phillips, of tiie English Carboniferous).
Froductus semireticuiatus, Martin.
Spirifera—(A few specimens which indicate a species of the type of S. (/randicoslata, McCoy).
Gosseletina australis, Eth. fil.
Fenestella.
Orthoceras—{Remains of an internal cast of a very largo species, showing remains of two septa; about 

7 inches wide, as preserved).
Corals—(Very abundant; occuring as internal casts, evidently of a brandling dendroid form).
Bellerophon. '
Bntolium ? ,
Knorria.

From the neighbourhood of Cape Hawke Mr. Etheridge has already recorded Cyrlina carbonaria, 
var. austral-asioa, Eth. fil. J’rodnctus corn, D’Orb., and Zeplodumns.”*

The identification by Mr. Dun of the fossils Frodaclus semireticuiatus, and Gosseletina australis in 
abundance in the Cape Hawke carboniferous rocks is of special importance, because such forms are typically 
characteristic of the beds beneath the Productive Coal-Measures (Permo-Carboniferous) of New South Wales. 
Thin coal seams, however, do occur in the Carboniferous beds, but so far as the present state of our 
knowledge goes, of inferior, unworkable quality only.

Mesozoic—Clarence Measures—The cliffs forming the headlands north and south of Camden Haven 
and at Crowdy Head belong to this period. At the firsbmentioned tiie strata consists of massive conglomerates 
and sandstones, with fine shaly sandstones and clay shales, and are specially distinguished by general 
horizontality and by the highly ferruginous character of the conglomerates and sandstones. The latter 
feature has given rise to an erroneous belief that beds of iron ore and ochre of economic importance occur 
here.

Crowdy Head, situated about 8 miles north of the main outlet of the Manning River, consists of 
more or less horizontally bedded massive grey sandstones, in which reed-like stems (probably Equisetum) 
are occasionally exposed during quarrying operations now being carried on in connection with the construction 
of retaining-walls at the entrance of the Manning River at Harrington.

The dip of the Mesozoic strata is to the south-west; at Grant’s Head it amounts to about 7 degrees 
only from the horizontal.

The conglomerates consist essentially of chalcedonic quartz and jasporoid pebbles in a cementing 
paste of sand and oxide of iron, the latter rendering some portions extremely compact and hard.

At the southern end of the south head of Camden Haven, where the cliff's give place to tho beach 
which stretches to Diamond Head, the section consists of massive beds of the conglomerate overlying a thick 
bed of very ferruginous clay shale, which in turn overlies a grey sandy shale containing plant remains, and 
a few thin streaks of coal about half an inch thick.

In a collection of plant remains from the latter, Mr. Dun determined the following well-known 
forms:— ■

(«) Thinnfeldia c/donlopUroides, Morris.
(6) Alethojyteris lindleayana, Royle.
(c) Equisetum. '
(d) Gycad. (Frond imperfectly preserved, the base of the pinnules being indistinct. Probably a

PtilophyUwm. F. oligoneurwm, Ten-Woods, occurs in tho Ipswich Coal-Measures of Queensland.
(c) Gleichenites ? There is also present a fern with small lobute pinnules, somewhat similar to 

Didymosorus (Gleichenitss) glaichenoides, Oldham, from the Rajmahal Coal-Measures (Lower 
Mesozoic), of India, but differing from it in tiie distance apart of the pinna: and their less 
bead-shaped and more elongate form ; but it is very indistinctly preserved. This species (Indian) 
has been also described from the Desert Sandstone of Croydon, Queensland.

{f) Cardwcarpum. {g)

* Itccordts Gegi, Survey N.S. Wale?, 1S02, til, p. (JO.
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(g) Phjllotheca sp. This form is unlike any that has hitherto been described from Australia Mesozoic 
rooks. It is characterised by the very elongate fino leaf bracts, and the narrow stem. It is of the 
type of Phylloiheca ddiquascens, Schmalhausen, from the Jurassic of Western Russia, and 
P. sibirica, Hcer, from rocks of similar age in Siberia.”

The fossils identified establish the Mesozoic Age of the rocks on the coast at Camden Raven, and, 
therefore, point to tho possibility of strata of the Productive (Permo-Carboniferous) Coal-Measures underlying 
them. This question will, however, be further considered under the head of coal.

Igneous Podcs.—I am indebted to Mr. G. W. Card, A.R.S.M., Curator of the Mining Museum for 
the following petrographical notes on igneous rocks from the localities mentioned:—

’819] 53-mile peg—Port Macquarie to Taree Road. Ophitic dolerite (olivine absent).
'8201 Pi rat point south of Nobbys, near Port Macquarie. Similar to 819, but coarser in grain.
821] Tacking Point, (by some regarded as granite. J.E.C.) Similar to 820, but less ophitic in structure 

and much altered. Would appear to be of considerable geological age.
Note.—These three [819, 520, 821,] would be termed diabase by some. The absence of olivine brings 

them somewhat nearer the diorites.
[823] Diamond Head. Diorite.

Mr. Card also confirmed my field determinations of the Diamond Head quartz felsites, and the 
silicified fine-grained sedimentary rock already described.

Economic Geology.

The economic metals and minerals represented in or near the coast-line between Port Macquarie and 
Cape Hawke consist of gold, copper, cobalt, manganese, iron and limestone, which will be dealt with in due 
order, and followed by reference to the reported occurrence, and probable existence of coal and kerosene shale.

. Gold.—Gold naturally first claims attention, not, however, because of any importance attaching to
the beach-mining operations which have hitherto been attempted. It occurs in reefs at Coolongolook, and 
Paddy’s Creek, near Bungwall, west and a little south-west of Cape Hawke, in rocks of Lower Carboni
ferous age. In Bunt and Ort’s Claim, at Paddy’s Creek, the gold-reefs occur as thin fiat-lying veins iu 
conglomerate, which caps at this point the claystones and slates in -which the neighbouring reefs occur.

At Coolongolook the gold reefs are thin and have been mostly characterised by the occasional 
occurrence of very rich, but extremely small shoots ; a mode of occurrence usually if not invariably leading 
to loss and disappointment. The regular persistence of good stone with depth in the Curriki Reef should, 
however, encourage prospecting at lower levels.

Coming nearer to the sea-beaches, gold in the matrix, or more correctly, loose gold derived from 
local matrix, has been found in fairly coarse pieces, at intervals, between Nobbys and Tacking Point, near 
Port Macquarie, where, as before stated, igneous and sedimentary rocks occur in contact. Tho gold is here 
found in the red soil and rubble which covers the surface and accumulates as small tali at the foot of 
the elevated land at the back of tbe beaches.

In December last a local resident, Mr. A. Wade, pointed out several localities further inland where 
prospects were obtainable.

Both the igneous and sedimentary rocks, as before mentioned, are seamed with small veins, chiefly 
of a secondary or chalcedonic silica, in which pyrites is rarely seen. Prom a few of the most favourable- 
looking, samples were taken, which, however, failed to reveal the presence of gold on assay.

That the gold obtained under the conditions stated differs distinctly in character and derivation from 
the uniformly minute particles in the beach sand, is easily apparent to those who occasionally find it when 
trying the latter at the junction of the red soil.

The indications in this locality point to dissemination of gold in small quantities through the country 
rather than concentration iu defined matrices or reefs. The loose gold of the red soil probably represents 
the naturally concentrated yield of a large amount of weathered and denuded country.

At Diamond or Indian Head, two distinct intrusions of igneous rock occur in conjunction, the oldest 
consisting of diorite, and the younger of quartz-fclsite. Rhyolite occurs in the latter, filling an irregular 
fissure, through which it has welled up in well-marked lines of viscid fluxion structure. '

On the surface of the quartz felsitc, crystalline quartz veins occur, having a maximum thickness of from 
one to one and a half inches in thickness; the apices of the crystals are free, symmetrical and perfectly trans
parent, hence, perhaps, the name of “ Diamond ” Head. Pyrites is associated with portions of the country rock 
and some of the veins. The discovery of the quartz veins and pyrites caused a small rush to the locality, 
and a number of shallow shafts and trenches were sunk on the top and western falls of the headland, but 
the indications are decidedly unfavourable both as regards the character and permanence of the veins.

Marine denudation has exposed tho quartz felsitc to a depth of 300 to 400 feet in the coast section 
without revealing any favourable mining indications. It is true that the felsitic intrusion in its composition 
is allied to the Pambula auriferous rock, more especially as regards tho very thin and limited rhyolitic 
bands; but this approximate resemblance counts for nothing unless gold occurs in the mass itself, which 
there is at present no ground for assuming. This suggestion, however, is thrown out for the guidance of 
any further prospecting, so that attention may be directed to, perhaps, the chief point upon which any 
prospects, however slight, appear to rest.

.It may also be stated that tbe most successful method of prospecting similar rocks at Pambula is 
‘‘loanring,” or scraping up of the loose, weathered material (soil) lying on the bed-rock on the slopes of the 
ridges, and panning for prospects; trails of fine shed-gold discovered in this way were in many instances 
followed to the outcrop of their respective matrices.

Beach Gold-mining.

. So far as could he ascertained, remunerative beach-mining has only been possible in about three 
localities between Port Macquarie and Cape Hawke, viz.. Tacking Point beach, Camden Haven, and
Harrington Inlet, and even in these cases for very limited periods and yields only. The most important_
Harrington Inlet—yielded about .£70 worth of gold before the supply of material was exhausted.

Messrs.
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Messrs. Atkinson and Hannay discovered the deposit about fifteen months ago just north of the 
retaining wall now being constructed. The auriferous sand extended for about 400 yards along the shore
line at and near sea-level. The bluish layer of “ sniggers,” averaging from 4 to 15 inches in thickness, 
rested on altered sandstone, and filled its numerous joints and crevices.

On Tacking Point beach, near the “Wodonga" wreck, Osbiston Brothers last year worked a 
“snigger" deposit of a reported yield of 20 oz., which exhausted the present supply of workable sand. The 
best results were obtained from the deepest layers, which averaged from 1 to 2 inches in thickness under 
from 5 to 10 feet of stripping. This party has just removed to Camden Haven beach, where at the most 
rations were formerly made.

Messrs.-Woods and Partner have cut a race about 11 mile long, taking advantage of the course of a 
small creek which trends northerly behind and parallel to the coast dunes, for the purpose of ground- 
sluicing a deposit of sand close to Tacking Point At the head of the race a small conserving dam has 
been constructed, from which the water had just been turned on, the volume being about equal to two 
sluice-heads. On the beach plates and boxes have been laid on the sand. Coir matting and blanketing are 
both used for lining tho boxes and the bed of the race above the plates. Judging from the altogether 
ineffective fall of the water and its consequent gentle silting effect on the plates and boxes—which were 
almost entirely buried beneath the drifted sand, and the extreme liability to damage by even moderately 
high tides and gales, nothing but failure can be predicted for this venture, even if the deposit is a payable 
one, which lias yet to be demonstrated.

A little of the blanketings or concentrates supplied by one of the Party—which, however, was not 
regarded as altogether a fair sample—yielded no trace of gold in the Departmental Laboratory. Tliis 
evidence is only an indication of poverty, not of complete absence of gold, for the gold particles being free 
might, if few, be missed in sampling.

At Nobbys a few pot-holes have been sunk for gold amongst rounded boulders and pebbles, but with 
what result is not known. A noticeable feature is the association of well-worn pebbles and shingle with 
the auriferous black sand in almost every instance where it occurs on the beaches.

Iu June, 1894, a prospector named Warbrick began testing the sand inside the Old Bar, at the 
entrance of the south channel of the Manning River, at Farquhar Inlet. His operations attracted attention, 
and caused a small rush of about thirty men; few, however, remained after a short interval, The only 
protracted trial being that of Messrs. Crofton and Party, who worked intermittently for about seven months, 
their chief efforts being concentrated in a small depression about 75 yards back from the beach, close to the 
border of the mainland. Here the sinking is about 7 feet, in dry, clean, sand ; the bottom consists of stiff 
pug-clay with pebbles derived from the conglomerate beds of tiie country.

The black sand layer exposed in the bottom of a shaft sunk at the time of inspection averaged from 
10 to 13 inches in thickness.

The same party also worked for a time on the beach opposite the Recreation Pavilion. Holes sunk 
at tliis spot as deep as the water would allow revealed extremely fine thin layers of black sand, alternating 
with ordinary white quarts sand. In working, however, the whole available thickness of black and white 
layers would have to bo operated on, because separation would be impossible. Shovel-panning of selected 
samples yielded a few very minute gold specks, but no platinum.

Methods of Working.

Carpet concentration of the extremely fine gold particles in the beach sands has not been tried in the 
localities mentioned, amalgam plates alone being used, usually on ordinary tables, with single or double feed 
hoppers. The water supply is raised by speer (jigger) pumps and generally evenly and continuously 
distributed from a small box reservoir, which prevents the intermittent, gushing flow from the pump direct, 
a source of undoubted loss if unchecked.

Crofton and Party's plates, however, were set up on a different plan, the frame being an upright 
stand about 4 feet high and 2 feet square, surmounted with a hopper. The plates (three in number) were 
set in a vertical zigzag at an angle of about 11° from the horizontal, and these were followed underneath by a 
bag-covered tray with a riffle at the line of discharge.

Supposed Causes of Norosuccessful Working.

In oue locality only—viz., Old Bar, Farquhar Inlet—is the non-success of beach gold mining 
attributed to a cause other than the natural poverty of the sands. Crofton and Party, whose operations, 
extending over seven months, resulted in a net return of 2^ oz. of amalgam, containing about 8 dwt. of 
gold, attributed their failure to the action of some deleterious substances in the sand which in a mysterious 
way caused the hard amalgam accumulated on the plates to vanish in a few moments after resumption of 
operations. No attempt, however, was made at any time to remove and retort the amalgam when in greatest 
supposed abundance, or to test the tailings for escaped particles.

The absorbent power, especially of new copper plates, is a well-known fact, but to this can hardly 
be attributed the sudden disappearance of accumulated amalgam. Another possible source of loss is the 
use of cyanide of potassium for cleaning the plates, unless followed by adequate washing. ■

Two samples of sand, one from the site of the main workings, the other from the thin slack sand 
layers of the beach, selected in the usual way by mixing and parting, were carefully assayed in the 
Departmental Laboratory in duplicate, with the following results in each case :—Gold, a trace (under 2 dwt. 
per ton). ‘

The sand of this locality being quite clean, or but slightly discoloured, and perfectly free from perco
lating humic acid, or iron solutions, requires no cleansing by caustic washings as has been suggested. A 
careful examination of the locality, with full consideration of tho facts connected therewith, leads to but 
one conclusion as to the cause of non-success of mining operations, viz., natural poverty of the sands in gold.

21—O Evidences
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Evidences of the existence of earlier beaches landwards.

In two localities, viz., Tacking Point Beacli, north of Cathie Creek, and the beach near the outlet of 
Khappinghat or Saltwater Creek, between Wallaby and Halliday Points, there is evidence of Recent and 
Tertiary sea-made areas extending inland. At the foot of the beach dunes in these localities, a hardened 
black sand-bed occurs about, and a little above, sea-level, consisting of ordinary quartz sand grains coloured 
and cemented by organic matter and iron salts. Tbe essential differences between these and similar 
occurrences in the Esk River District are the extreme poverty of the present beaches opposite these outcrops, 
and the conspicuous rarity of tho genuine black sand (titanic iron and zircon) which forms such a common 
and characteristic feature of the more northern auriferous beaches. In fact, this constant associate of the 
gold particles becomes markedly less and less discernible as the coast line is followed southwards from Port 
Macquarie.

It is true that Osbiston Bros, reported a yield of 20 oz, of gold for twelve months’ work from a 
patch of natural concentrates or “sniggers” on Tacking Point Beach, just about the north end of the 
“ black rock” outcrop; but opposite the outcrop itself no good results were obtainable.

At the other locality mentioned, near Saltwater Creek outlet, the “black rock” rises in some places 
to a height of 6 feet above the beach level, and through it fresh water is continuously soaking from the 
made ground at the back. A feature of this outcrop is the occurrence in it of large, altered sandstone 
pebbles, mostly in layers, which would render testing by sludger extremely difficult, if not impossible.

Iron salts play an important part in the colouration of this bed, and where such has been converted 
into peroxides at the exposed outcrop, the rock is of a yellowish or reddish-brown hue.

On the banks of Saltwater Creek outlet, and for a very limited distance south, thin layers of the true 
black sand occur. An average sample taken carefully from the surface layers—which cake as they dry in 
the sun—yielded a trace of gold only when tested in duplicate in the Departmental Laboratory. From the 
position of the true black sand at the base of the loose sand of the dunes, and its marked absence on 
the beach opposite the long outcrop of “ black rock,” it would appear as if it were derived from tbe 
former. .

A large swamp closely paralled to the beach south of Old Bar was regarded by some as evidence of 
a former encroachment of the sea, but a very slight test was sufficient to disprove this conjecture.

I am indebted to Mr. Hannay, of Taree, for the following particulars of the nature of the sinking 
about 200 yards inland from the mouth of Abby Creek between Diamond and Crowdy Heads:—

Wind-blown sand........................................................................................... 2 ft. 6 in.
Boulders and sand with fine gold particles................................................. 2 ft. 0 in.
Chocolate-coloured slimy sand ........................... ........................................  6 ft. 0 in.
Coarse gravel with coarse colours of gold regarded as bottom .................................

Three men at this point were engaged, partly in trying the beach sands at the creek mouth, arid partly in 
prospecting in the neighbourhood.

Absence of Basalt-covered Drifts.

In the strip of country under consideration there is, apparently, an entire absence of basaltic outflows 
covering earlier drainage channels. The original richness of the sea-beaches adjacent to such phenomena in 
the Richmond and Tweed River Districts, and their gradually but surely increasing poverty in ratio with 
the distance from those localities, adds immensely to the importance of the drifts as a source of the beach 
gold, and to their undoubted influence on the richness of adjacent beaches.

In a previous report* I dealt with the question of origin of the beach gold. The opinion therein 
expressed has been strengthened by phenomena observed during recent examination of beach areas further 
south. Such an opinion, however, can be but a tentative one, to be confirmed or rejected by future detailed 
survey and observation. The tests being carried out at the present time in tbe Tertiary and Recent sea-made 
areas, under the able and careful supervision of Mr. D. Munro, should afford valuable data for future 
guidance.

Metals other than Gold—Cobalt Ore. '

Nine or ten years ago cobaltiferous manganese oxide (Wad) was discovered by Mr. E. H. Becke, at 
Nobbys, Port Macquarie, which attracted some attention because of the establishment at Sydney about that 
date of works for treatment of ore of a similar composition from near Bungonia (where it occurs as a 
cementing material, and in small concretionary nodules, in a coarse grit); but the nature of the ore, its chief 
mode of occurrence being thin coatings, stainings, and encrustations in the joints and divisional planes of 
serpentine, renders it extremely doubtful whether any form of mechanical treatment could be successfully 
adopted. The ore was first detected in the serpentine country at Windmill Hill, and street cuttings and 
levelings reveal its presence in the town of Port Macquarie itself.

. Iron Ores.

With the cobalt ore is associated a little magnetic iron ore, which, in some places, is altering into 
soft red iron ochre (red hematite), having a deceptive appearance to some of the uninitiated, who are apt to 
mistake it for cinnabar. The rich red colour of the neighbouring soil is most probably due to the above 
chemical or molecular change.

At Tacking Point, at the foot of the cliffs on the south side, magnetite occurs as a crust of no great 
thickness, which, when broken, reveals an altered rock highly charged with pyrites.

At Honeysuckle Flat, close to the 43-mile peg on the Port Macquaric-Taree Road, magnetite occurs 
as gravel, both loose and in fairly large cemented lumps. Its physial character is very deceptive, causing it 
to be readily mistaken for ordinary brown iron ore (limonite). The occurrence is in a low flat of serpentine 
country, which here has a width of about 25 chains.^ The iron-ore gravel has doubtless been shed from the 
serpentine, and concentrated and partly cemented in a swampy area; judging from the road trenches, the 
deposit appears to be very superficial. About

•Ann, Kept. Dept. Mines and Agric. N.S. Wales for 1S05 [1S90J, pp. 140-160.
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Copper.

About twenty-five years ago attention was directed to a deposit of copper and iron sulphides at 
Nobbys, Port Macquarie, and a shaft was sunk, but evidently without satisfactory result, for operations 
were not continued. A few broken specimens, chiefly of iron sulphide, near a later opening, is all that is 
now visible, hence no opinion can be offered. _

Copper ore is also reported from Hanging Kock, about 3 miles west from Green Hills; but this 
site, through inadvertence, escaped attention.

Coal and Kerosene Shale—Reported Discoveries,

Local reports are current as to several separate discoveries of coal and kerosene shale, generally in 
loose pieces. About three years ago a Mr. A. McLeod reported finding loose specimens of kerosene shale 
on Broken Bago liange, which resulted in four sections of land being applied for by a Sydney mining agent; 
later, these areas were re-applied for; but in neither case does actual prospecting appear to have been done. 
Loose drifted specimens of kerosene shale are also reported from near Saltwater Creek, at some distance 
from the coast.

Coal has been reported from the headlands at Camden Haven, and substantial accounts given of 
burning tests. These headlands, as already stated, consist of Mesozoic rocks. Whether a coal-seam docs 
actually outcrop beneath them at or below sea-level 1 am not prepared to dispute, because I did not follow 
the headlands completely round their sea-face, being blocked in one instance by the sea, and in the other by 
the approach of night. Jt is probable, however, under the circumstances, that the reported coal was from 
the thin coal-streaks near the plant-beds already described in this report.

The identification of Secondary (Clarence) Beds at Camden Haven and Crowdy Head opens up an 
interesting question relative to further extension of our already extensive coal-basins. Looking at the Broken 
Bago Range, from Wauchope, attention is at once arrested by the bold, vertical, western escarpments of the 
raiige towards Mounts lierewong and Combine, a feature which affords reasonable presumption for tho 
existence of horizontal beds, and which is strengthened by the later determination of Mesozoic strata on 
the coast at Camden Haven. The isolated Brother Mountains will also probably prove of this period. Tho 
coast outcrop is of little importance, because of its limited extent; but greater scope is afforded by the 
Broken Bago Range, which, if proved to belong to the same period, may overlie productive coal-mcasurcs. 
A special detail examination would bo necessary to determine this interesting and important question.

I have, <vc.j
JOSEPH CARNE, E.G.S.,

The Govcninient Geologist. --------------- - Geological Surveyor.
Appendix 8.

Preliminary Notes on the Yowaka or Pambula Gold-field.
S[rj Geological Survey, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 16 September, 1866.

’ J have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I visited the Yowaka or 
Pambula Gold-field for the purpose of reporting on its prospects and the nature of the auriferous rocks and 
surrounding country. The perplexing character of the gold-bearing matrix and the entire absence of any 
apparent distinction between it and the enclosing country rendered it imperative that careful petrological 
investigation should precede detailed examination of the field, and for this reason a large number of 
representative specimens wrere chosen from which a series of sections was subsequently prepared foi 
microscopic study. Care was taken to select not only those possessing special characteristics of determinative 
value in the question of origin, but those also of peculiarly deceptive physical appearance when separated 
from their surroundings, and others again possessing broad markings which constitute easily recognisable
.data in field work. , i «nr « ^ riThe proposed sections were independently examined by Mr. G. W. Card, A.R.S.M., Curator of the 
Mining Museum, and Professor David of the Sydney University. The harmonious agreement in the results of 
their careful microscopic determinations may be accepted as practical demonstration of the origin and nature 
of the Pambula auriferous matrix, vi/„, devitrified and silicated felsites, rhyolite, and quartz felsite, or quartz 
porphyry, and of its complete identity with the country enclosing the gold-bearing shoots and joint fillings.

Equipped with the valuable knowledge thus obtained, field work was begun arid carried on for two 
weeks in 1895, and further continued for a few days in August of the present year, in conjunction with an 
examination on behalf of the Prospecting Board for the purpose of selecting the most advantageous site for 
testing tho field at a depth, the result of which forms a separate report. _

The following preliminary notes with sections and rough sketch map embody the results of geological 
observations made during the periods mentioned, sufficient, perhaps, to indicate the possibilities as well as 
tiie difficulties of this unique gold occurrence, and also the desirability of a more elaborate survey, which, 
however, would occupy several months. The tracing, mapping, and practical testing of the apparently 
extensive felsite outcrop is a matter of supreme importance to the mining interests of the district, for little 
real prospecting has yet been attempted outside the extremely restricted limits of the proved gold-bearing 
area: and, in the present absence of any recognised distinction between the auriferous and non-auriferous 
portions of the felsite, it is but reasonable to infer that gold may be found in any part of it.

Previotts Mention of Locality.

The Rev. W. B. Clarke, M.A, F.R.S., &c., in his “ Southern Gold-fields,” I860,* *- describes in some 
detail tbe country lying between tho mountain peaks of Imlay, Jingery, and Wolumla, and the sea coast
from Eden north to Pambula. , . , ,

Mr. E. E. Pittman, A.R.S.M., in ISSOf examined the coast between the points mentioned with 
reference to the supposed occurrence of coal in certain approximately horizontally-bedded sandstones.

Mr. Geological Surveyor Anderson, in 1890, J examined the newly-discovered Yowaka or Pambula
gold-field. , _ , , ,, , . ,

Mr. Danvers Power, E.G.S., in 1893,§ contributed a paper on the Pambula gold deposits to the
Geological Society of London. Discover)/

•Southern nold-fieliis, ism. PP- 1SS.
* Ann. Kept. Dept. Mines, N. S. Wales for 1S3D llSOl], p 21S3.

t Ann Kept Dopt Mines, N. S. Wales for 1SS0 flSSl], p. ’Z44, 
yunrt Journ. Geol. Soc., 1893, xlK. p. 233,
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Discovery of Gold in the Pamhula District,

In his Report Ho. XIII, dated Pambula, 10th March, 1852, the Rev. W. B. Clarke thus alludes to 
the vicinity of the present gold-lield—“ I have reason to believe that it (gold) will he found in tho creeks 
running north-east from the Jingery Range, which is about 13 miles south-west of Pambula, as in Greig’s 
Creek, the salt water portion of which is crossed by the road from Pambula to Eden, a noticeable specimen 
of gold has been found under peculiar conditions. Gold also exists at what is called Honeysuckle Elat 
near Eden.” ■

Greig’s Creek is identical with what is now known as Yowaka River, which flows through Greig’s 
Elat, and is joined at this point by Pipeclay Creek, which, with its tributary gullies, forms the main drainage 
system of the auriferous formation at Pambula, the nearest gold workings being about 1 j mile west from 
the junction, though the associated felsitic rocks extend to the river.

Mr. Clarke describes Honeysuckle Elat as near Eden, but tbe only locality bearing that name at 
the present time is a creek situated between Whipstick and Wyndham, about 11 miles west from Greig’s 
Flat, with a southerly course to the Towamba River. Notwithstanding the apparent discrepancy, it is 
highly probable that the localities aro identical; the recent discoveries of gold at Whipstick and Jingery 
also tend to increase the probability.

No further allusion to the “peculiar” occurrence of gold at Greig’s Elat can be traced in Mr. 
Clarke’s publications. Amongst old residents, however, a report is current that gold was discovered at tbe 
above locality in the early days of settlement by an employee of Captain Lloyd, who occupied a Crown 
grant near the present Village of Pambula, Very probably this report and Mr, Clarke's reference aro 
based on the same fact. *

It was not, however, until 1889 that payable gold was discovered. In that year Messrs. James 
Gahan and Samuel Furner, who had been prospecting for several months in the country lying between Mount 
Imlay and Pambula found payable gold in the matrix: about 2^ miles south-west of the latter on a ridge 
since named Mount Gahan, after one of the discoverers. In November of tho same year they applied for 
the first lease on the new gold-field.

Mr. B. Carragher, a settler on the Pambula River, claims to have discovered alluvial gold in a small 
creek, since named The Crevices, on the northern fall of Mt. Gahan ridge a few months prior to the 
discovery reported by Messrs. Gahan and Furner, and asserts that the endeavour of the latter to trace the 
source of the gold in The Crevices led to tbe finding of gold in the matrix at the site of the Mount Gahan 
Mine, distant about 50 chains a little west of south. Though Mr. Carragher’s discovery may have been the 
guide and incentive to tbe prospectors’ subsequent efforts, still the fact remains that their exertions led to 
the practical opening of tbe field, for which they received a Government reward of ,£500.

The alluvial gold found in The Crevices—in all about 4 oz,—differed entirely in character from that 
usually occurring in the matrix, of the Pambula Gold-field, being in coarse, waterworn pieces, in size up to 
2 dwt. Under the head of “ Alluvial gold ” this subject will receive further attention.

Tire announcement of payable gold at Mount Gahan caused an influx of miners, and the early finding 
of tiro principal mines. About 200 old leases wore surveyed, but in about ten only was payable gold 
bearing stone obtained in any quantity, though several others yielded more or less rich stone in very limited 
quantities.

The area of proved auriferous country at Pambula is very limited, not exceeding 400 acres. A 
rectangular block about three-quarters of a mile long by a little more than half a mile, witli its longest 
sides in a N.N.W. direction, and its western boundary extending from Portion 59 on the south to G.L. 39 
on the north, would practically enclose all the country in which gold of any importance has yet been found, 
with the exception of a small but rich shoot discovered by Messrs. Gahan and Conlon in G.L. 157, a few 
chains west of the area described.

Physical Geography.

The main physical features of the country under consideration may be briefly described as the 
Bimmil Range, about 500 to 800 feet high, trending north-easterly between Pambula and Eden ; the Mount 
Gahan ridge, 400 to 700 feet high, trending easterly to the Yowaka River; and the Bald Hills trending 
northerly from the latter from which it is separated by the Pambula River. Westerly the country rises to 
the Main North and South Range, of which Mts. Imlay, Jingera, and Wolmorth are conspicuous features. 
Lower subsidiary ridges and spurs occur between those above-mentioned.

The higher ridges, according to their geological formation, present rugged or rounded conformations, 
the surfaces consisting either of massive rocky outcrops and loose shingle or a superficial covering of loose 
conglomeritic detritus and sandy soil of poor quality. Others, again, are wholly or in part covered with 
rich loamy soil as the formations change from rocks poor in fertilising constituents to those possessing them 
in abundance. The change in the nature of the soils resulting from surface weathering and decomposition 
of the different rocks of the locality is not more marked or more abrupt than the change in the indigenous 
flora. Between the hardy stringybark eucalypt of the barren, stony habitat, and tbe more luxurious box 
eucalypt of the rich volcanic soil, the lino of demarcation is sudden and distinct. So marked, indeed, is the 
boundary between the two timbers that it becomes quite possible, from a sufiicient elevation, to follow with 
the eye the junction line by the white-topped branches of the box trees.

The main drainage channels are the Pambula and Yowaka Rivers, the latter being formed by the 
junction of Back and Old Hut Creeks. The Pambula River runs easterly, and the Yowaka north-easterly 
to its junction with the former near the head of Pambula Lake.

The triangle formed by the junction of these streams with its base lying between and a little west 
of Nethercorte and Lochiel—a distance of about 5 miles—practically contains, so far as yet ascertained, 
the main outcrop of rocks identical with the auriferous matrix of the field.

The country within the triangle is intersected by Pipeclay Creek and its tributary, Little Pipeclay. 
The main channel divides unequally the proved auriferous area to a depth of between 400 and 450 feet, the 
larger half lying to the north. Little Pipeclay Creek practically forms the southern boundary of the gold

workings
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workings, though gold in small quantity has been found as far south as near Back Creek. Pipeclay Creek 
joins the Yowaka River at Greig’s Plat, about 2 miles above its junction with the Pambula River. At 
this point, and along the latter stream north of Mount Gahan, fertile alluvial flats of some extent occur. 
These will be considered in connection with the occurrence of alluvial gold.

Geology.

The sedimentary formations of the Eden-Pambula District have so far yielded no palaeontological 
evidence of their true geological horizon. The Rev. W. B. Clarke regarded the whole series as belonging 
to one system, viz,, Devonian, for reasons entered into rather fully in bis report on the locality.* .

Mr. Pittman regarded the lower beds exposed at Eden as of Silurian age, and the more or less horizon
tally-bedded sandstones, coarse grits, conglomerates, and red clay slates along the coast between there and 
Pambula as equally referable on lithogical grounds to the Hawkesbury (Triassic) series, or to the Devonian 
System of North Gippsland.f

The strong Triassic facies of these beds evidently also struck Mr. Clarke, for in the work already 
quoted he was at some pains to point out specific differences which, happily, were thrown into relief by actual 
contrast, for near the mouth of the Pambula River he came on a quantity of discharged ballast of Hawkes- 
bury (Triassic) sandstone.

Mr. Anderson regarded tbe whole series, with the exception of an upper conglomerate bed, as of 
Silurian age, the exception being assigned to Devonian, t

The results of the observations recorded herein practically accord '.Vith Mr. Pittman’s classification, 
for there is undoubted evidence both in the neighbourhood of Eden and Pambula of unconformability between 
the highly-inclined and sharply-folded beds exposed in the harbour sections west of Eden and the gently 
undulating series of beds which overlie the former between there and Pambula. The lowest beds exposed 
near Pambula are in contact with the felsite and basalts, and tbe alteration thereby induced prevents their 
identity with the lowest Eden rocks being determined. The following section represents approximately tho 
result of recent observations :— .

West

£ist dounAvy 
Por-ii

tndigoCap M-'Cahan

Scales (apprormatel Horizontal Chains, _ Vertical ?—2feet.

A. Silurian^). Best seen in Bay Section, west of Eden. Sharply folded aluminous slates, finely laminated, and 
massive sandstones. Colour, greenish-yellow to reddish-brown ; prevailing tone, yellowish-brown. At tho Gold
field a limited exposure of altered rock (brecciated), quartzite, schist, and massive conglomerate containing boulders 
and pebbles of granite and quartzite.

11, Devonian (?). Gently undulating beds of coarse, gritty, friable conglomerate containing abundant felsitc pebbles ; 
coarse friable grits, indurated in bands, interstices filled with fotspathic material, and very ferruginous, red and 
purple sandstones, and roughly-cleaved clay slates. Alternations of these hods very regular throughout the 
district.

C. Intrusive fclsite, rhyolite, and quartz porphyry.
D. Basalt, massive, and amygdaloidal, epidote largely developed in parts, frequently intrusive in felsite.

/Silurian (1).—Tire sedimentary rocks, provisionally classed as Silurian, occurring in the Bay Section 
west of the Lighthouse at Eden, consist of fine fissile clay slates, fine-grained and laminated, and massive 
sandstones, folded into sharp anticlines and synclines, excellent instances of which are to be seen in the 
cliff sections. In colour the prevailing tones are yellowish and reddish brown. There is a noticeable absence 
of coarse-grained and highly ferruginous rocks such as characterise the unconformable Upper Series. A small 
wedge of the lower beds occurs within the felsite area just west of the Lighthouse. At Murrumbalga Point, 
Quarantine Ground, a narrow dyke of quartz porphyry has intruded and broken up the beds, fragments of 
which have been subsequently partially or wholly rounded, probably in a drainage channel resulting from 
the intrusion. The narrow lied of conglomerate exposed at the above point consists entirely of worn 
fragments of the enclosing sandstones and clay slates in a mud formed from similar materials.

At the Gold-field on the east side of the felsite on Mount Gahan Ridge a mass of highly altered, 
brecciated rock is seen outcropping on the upper road, and also in the bed of the Yowaka River further 
south. Felsite is seen intruding the outcrop on the road. This rock, which indicates the lowest exposed 
bed of the Upper Series at Yowaka River, viz., a gritty felsitic conglomerate, probably belongs to the 
Silurian System. Further north on the east side of Bald Hills, due west of Pambula, is a large outcrop of 
very coarse conglomerate adjoining schists and slates; and on the west of the same hills are thinner 
outcrops of a similar conglomerate and quartzite in contact with basalt. About 1 i mile west of Mount 
Gahan a small exposure of quartzite is seen in a creek at the junction of basalt also.

The conglomerate is distinguished by the size and composition of its boulders and pebbles which 
range up to a foot in diameter, and consist of quartzite and granite in a highly quartzitic paste. The 
conglomerates, quartzite, schist, and slate of the falls of Bald Hills are distinctly unconformable to the 
over-lying coarse friable grits, felsitic conglomerates, and ferruginous clay slates so largely developed to the 
eastward along the coast. In the sedimentary wedge on tho west side of the Eden Lighthouse a thin band 
of a similar quartzitic conglomerate occurs close to the intrusive felsite. ■

Devonian

* Southern Gold-fields, I860, np. 191-194. t Ann. Kept. Dept. Minos N. g. Woles 1S80 [1SS1], p, 244,
} Ann. Kept. Dept. Mines N. S. Wales for 1S90 [1S91], p. 263.
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Devonian (?),—The lowest bed of the Upper Series which has been provisionally classed as Devonian. 

It consists of conglomerate, and can be seen overlying the vertical beds of Silurian {?) sandstone in the 
Quarantine Ground, close to the junction of the Towamba and Old Hut roads. The pebbles consist chielly 
of quartz porphyry, and felsite, with red slate, quartz, and chalcedony, or agate, in lesser proportions. The 
chalcedony or agate pebbles frequently afford undoubted evidence of derivation from septarian felsito 
nodules. The pebbles are embedded iu coarse, friable, quartz grit. Where the Upper Series is in contact 
with the quartz porphyry and felsite at the back of the Church of England, Eden, the conglomerate beds 
consist principally of felsitic fragments, with red slate and occasional quartz pebbles, those are bedded in 
felspathic material exactly resembling the felsite. Several bands of conglomerate occur at this point, 
alternating with highly ferruginous red clay slates; the conglomerates become less coarse in the upper 
bands. ■

The red clay slates (of Mr, Clarke's “Southern Gold-fields") are very characteristic of the Upper Series, 
and the alternation of these with the conglomerates, grits, and sandstones is very persistent throughout tho 
district, though more massive beds occur at intervals, as at Eden. The slates are roughly cleaved north and 
south ; in colour they vary from deep red to purple. Whore slightly hardened by contact ihe material 
from these beds forms the best road material of the district. At Yowaka River and Eden, where contact 
with felsitic rocks occurs, the red slates are highly saturated with felspathic material. Further research 
may prove them to be of tuffaceous origin, either wholly or in part.

_ The grits and sandstone consist of coarse quartz grains, with the interstices filled with felspathic 
material. Tiie joint faces exposed in cliff sections are coated with a thin skin of quartz which imparts a 
particularly solid quartzose appearancs to the outcrop, but its superficial character is manifest upon the 
lightest touch with the hammer. Fragments of cherty black slate occur in the grits and conglomerates, but 
felsitic pebbles are most conspicuous. The most striking feature of the sandstones, however, is the occurrence - 
of abundant quartz veins and inclusions, which are entirely absent in the red slates. At the mouth of tho 
Pambula River a most remarkable instance of quartz masses, veins, and threads ramifying in all directions 
from a centre has been described fully by Mr. Clarke. The quartz in these beds is quite barren.

_ -A-t the Pinnacles, about midway on the coast between Eden and Pambula, an interesting spectacular 
effect is produced by sharply contrasted deep red and pure white sand, which, as the cliff section recedes 
under atmospheric denudation, is ornamented with spires, which have each been protected by a fragment of 
quartz—as miniature perched blocks in fact.

Judging from the cliff section, the site of the Pinnacles was the work of a channel, which became 
filled with sand and boulders, and finally covered by a pure white sand dune. The bedding of the filling 
is roughly horizontal, whilst the solid beds on either hand dip at about 16s across and from it. The 
contrasting colours are perhaps due to decomposition of existing vegetation causing precipitation of iron 
salts, which, as the cliff recedes, is converted into red oxide of iron by exposure, the uniform porosity of 
tlm sand allowing equal penetration of the ferruginous waters to a fairly horizontal level. The unusual 
whiteness of the sand beneath is perhaps largely due to kaolinizution of fine particles of felspar,

_ The accompanying sections show the sequence of the beds of the Devonian (1) series at Yowaka 
River, opposite the east end of Mount Gahan Ridge, and behind the Church of England at Eden, 
where they occur in contact with quartz felsite and amygdaloid. The Sketch A accompanying the above 
illustrates a very frequent and characteristic mode of occurrence of quartz veins or inclusions in the 
sandstone beds.

In addition to the dips shown in the sections, the following were taken on the road between Elen 
and Pambula, along which the Upper Series are developed :—

South of Yowaka Bridge, strike U. 20° W,; dip U. 70° E. at 16°.
Half-way or Jiggamy Creek, strike N. and S.; dip E. at 21°.
Bell Bird Creek, strike N, 29° W.; dip N. 01“ E. at 15°,

The prevailing dip on the coast at Eden where these beds occur ranges from about 12° to 17°.
Igneous.—Three distinct periods of igneous action are represented by tho igneous rocks of the 

Pambula and Eden District, viz, —
(a) Granite, in the Main Range.
(&) Quartz felsite (or quartz porphyry), felsite and rhyolite of the" Gold-field and Eden..
(c) Basalt, at Old Hut, Lochiel, and Bald Hills. Probably the decomposed dykes (east and west cross 

courses of the miners) belong to this class, but are of different age.
. Tlte felsite being partly intrusive in the youngest sedimentary beds of the locality, which have 

evidently been largely derived from the granite, is doubtless younger than the latter, whilst the basalt is 
clearly intrusive in the felsite wherever they occur in conjunction.

The granite has been fully discussed by Mr. Clarke in his work, already quoted, and as it lies outside 
the particular area under consideration no further reference need be made of it.

The felsitc, quartz felsite, and rhyolite are of special interest because of the gold occurring in portions 
of them.

. The basalt is also of great importance to the district, because it has afforded the limited patches of 
rich farming lands which occur at intervals amid very barren surroundings.

The quartz felsite, or porphyry, may be best studied at Eden, where it lias its largest development, 
for on the goldfield it is more rarely developed. Peculiar features are connected with its occurrence and 
structural character at Eden ; here it occurs intimately associated with corneous and brecciated felsite. Uo 
satisfactory evidence can be obtained as to whether it is part of the latter or'an intrusion in it. It is not 
confined to a central position, hut ramifies in several places in the felsite. At Yallumgo Cove it exhibits 
most pronounced fluxion structure ; one semi-circular floor just below the clifi affords a most realistic picture 

. of the welling up and serpentine flow of a viscid mass. Connected with tho porphyry at this point is, 
apparently, a thin upper layer of amygdaloid having the amygdulc cavities drawn out iu the direction of 
flow. The amygdules consist chiefiy of chalcedonic quartz.

The quartz crystals in the porphyry are of small size but well developed, The
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The most characteristic features of the felsito at Eden aro edumnur and nodalar structure and 
hreceiation. East of the Lighthouse at Lookout Point the columnar structure is most distinct as will be seen 
from the following sections. The texture of the columns is hard and corneous.

Perhaps the most interesting feature in the felsite, however, is the large development of the nodular 
structure. In some instances on the Gold-field the surface is strewn with nodules ranging from the size of 
a small pea to upwards of a foot in diameter ; at Eden, just north of the end of tho pier, some have been 
measured up to 14 inches in diameter. As the felsite weathers, the nodules become readily detachable. 
They all possess a roughly mammillary surface, and generally are lighter in colour and harder than the 
enclosing felsitc. Internally they are frequently septarian, being either solidly filled with chalcedony or 
agate, or possessing cavities lined with quartz crystals. At Back Creek, nodules of a polygonal form 
constit ute the bulk of an outcrop of felsite. The following sketches of portion of the nodular felsite at Eden 
illustrates the occurrence of the largest nodules observed hi corneous felsite, 14 inches in diameter,

Macroscopic
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Macroscopic rhyolitic structure strongly characterises the felsite in all parts of its outcrop, whilst under 
themicroscope fluidal andpcrliticstructurcs are readily discernible even in those portions apparently devoid of it.

Between the nodular felsito opposite the Eden Pier and the junction of the sedimentary rock close 
by on the west is a mass of felsite decidedly highly brecciated. A similar mass occurs in Yallumgo Cove, a 
little west of the flow structure of the porphyry ; in fact, the porphyry' itself near this point is brecciated.

Crushing may account for the occurrence of the breccia, but the association of such pronounced 
columnar and fluxion structures with massive breccias somewhat tuffaceous in character is probably unusual 
in an undoubted intrusive quart?, prophyry and felsite.*

The felsite in parts has been greatly altered by devitrification and infiltration of secondary silica, 
which, under the microscope, is seen to permeate the whole mass in the form of veins and segregations, 
wavy chalcedonic bands and semi-crystalline aggregates.

hollowing is a list of the sections determined by Mr. Card and confirmed by Professor David :—
Brecciated felsite, Hidden Treasure Mine, Yowaka.
Brecciated fluidal rhyolite (devitrified), Bland’s Tunnel, Yowaka.
Brecciated felsite, Bland’s Tunnel, Yowaka.
Felsite (probably), hanging wall, Bland’s Tunnel, Yowaka.
Felsite, footwall, Bland's Tunnel, Yowaka.
Fluidal rhyolite (devitrified), footwall, Bland’s Tunnel, Yowaka.
Quartz felsite (perlitic), Parson’s Hob G.L. 29, Yowaka.
Crushed quartz felsite (spherulitic), Falkner’s winze shoot, Yowaka.
Felsite, Bartley’s Lease, Yowaka.
Felsite (highly silicified), G.L. 176, Yowaka.
Felsite (country), Falkner’s, Yowaka.
Felsite (pebble from conglomerated ore shoot), Falkner’s, Yowaka.

. Quartz felsite (surface), Mount Gahan, Yowaka.
Felsite, Mount Gahan, VTowaka.
Felsite (highly silicified), Mount Lewisson, Yowaka,

Note.—Among the early slides in the collection arc various felsites from Pumbula, one showing perlitic structure.

The accompanying plan of portion of the Parish of Eden, and two sections across it, will illustrate 
the principal geological features of this interesting locality. To the north-west the quartz porphyry and 
felsite arc covered by the grits, conglomerates, and red clay slates of the upper sedimentary series, but it is 
highly probable that this outcrop is connected with the main mass at Pambula Diggings. The basalt is 
chiefly remarkable for the abundance of epidote developed during alteration in weathering, which renders 
portions quite green (the epidote trap of Mr. Clarke). A specimen from the narrow intrusion in the felsite 
at Indigo Gap, about three-quarters of a mile west of Mount Gahan Mine, has been determined by Mr, 
Came as ophitic dolerite. In several other instances in the neighbourhood tongues of basalt intrude the 
felsite, whilst further south, at Old Hut, the mass of it cuts through the latter. Near Lochiel the basalt 
splits, one portion going northerly to Boggy Creek and near Wolumla, the other north-westerly, crossing 
the Pambula-Wyndham Road at the Six-mile Creek Bridge.

On its western margin in Portion 83, Parish Gunpa, near Mr. Moore’s residence, an excellent 
illustration of its intrusive character is exposed in a small creek. Here it occurs in contact with sandstone 
and conglomerate, to which it has imparted a semi-crystalline structure. A large block of the sandstone is 
seen engulfed in the basalt and baked into quartzite. On its eastern margin, on the east boundary of 
Portion 33, Parish Yowata, it also occurs in contact with quartzite in a manner indicative of a flow, as the 
quartzite appears to dip under it; but doubtless over the margin of contact the viscid intrusive mass did 
flow for short distances at favourable points.

In the gold workings several cross-courses (cast and west) have been cut; these consist of unctuous 
clay, but they are too decomposed to determine their previous character or composition. It is highly 
probable that these 11 clay bars” represent intrusive dykes of earlier age than the basalt.

A muss of highly decomposed rock between the undoubted slates and the felsite on the west side of 
the Lighthouse at Eden, with rough ferruginous lattice jointing or veining, was thought to be probably 
of igneous origin ; but an analysis of an average sample yielded silica only 43-22 per cent., alumina 28‘1C, 
and iron 12-85, winch renders it too basic for inclusion in the contiguous felsite group.

Briefly summarising the geology of the Eden-Pambula District, it would appear that the igneous 
rocks are intrusive in the older Sedimentary Series (Silurian?), and partly so in the Upper Series (Devonian?), 
for undoubtedly the former are overlaid in parts by the latter. The Rev. IV. B. Clarke remarked this in 
his examination of the district, for he wrote that the quartz porphyry was overlaid by the Bimmil Range, 
between Pambula and Eden.f

The absence of any marked alteration at apparent points of contact, and the disappearance of the 
intrusive rocks under beds of the Upper Series, induced the belief that portions at least of the latter were 
either older or contemporaneously bedded in the latter; but data recently obtained in the Bay Section 
(East), at Eden, in company with Mr. Smeeth, of the Sydney University, appears to point to a partial 
intrusion in the Upper Sedimentary Series, and subsequent exposure in places by denudation. The 
composition of the conglomerates in the latter beds at Eden, where they are seen dipping at a low angle 
(12°) off the quartz felsite is most remarkable, for they consist mostly of little worn fragments of quartz 
porphyry and felsite in a paste of felspathic material, the whole exactly similar to the composition of the 
intrusive masses. Were it not for fragments of red clay slate, they might reasonably be supposed to have 
been derived from the latter.

A small mass of quartz felsite occurs just near the noi-tli-east corner of the Convent ground, overlaid 
by the upper beds, which appear to have been shattered to some extent, though no alteration or disturbance 
has ensued at the point of contact of the lower intruded beds; though the next point, about 6 chains distant, 
exhibits anticlinal puckering; theintervening portions of the beds,however, dip uniformlywithout disturbance.

The determinations herein recorded must be regarded as purely tentative, pending accurate mapping 
and detailed examination and study of the boundaries of the intrusive rocks.J The

* The condition m fact point to the proximity of an original volcanic vent.—.J.E.C.
t Southern Colii-Gelds, IStiQ.
1 Quartz porphyry and felsite occur at Tathra exactly similar to llie outcrops at Eden and Pambula, and may bo also gold-bearing*—J.E.C.
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Occurrence of the gold at Pamhula.

The most puzzling feature confronting the miners attracted to tlio Pambuln Gold-field was the total 
absence of two defined walls to the auriferous deposits. In every instance one main wall alone was 
encountered ; occasionally for short distances a fairly smooth and parallel face formed a deceptive foot or 
hanging wall—as, for instance, at the entrance to Bland's Tunnel—but these were never persistent either 
vertically or horizontally ; as they appeared abruptly in broken or jumbled country others were met with 
at intervals striking the main wall at various angles, and frequently in different vertical planes.

The determination of the true nature of the auriferous matrix and its identity with the country 
at once accounted for the unusual occurrence just recorded, The so-called main or single wall in each case 
is actually the remaining face of an original joint or crack caused by the cooling and contraction of the 
eruptive rock, the opposite face being broken up by subsequent movements into the present ore bodies, the 
limits of which have been determined by parallel joints or harder masses which have resisted the crushing 
and grinding stress, and formed the so-called inconstant foot or hanging walls.

The two parallel joint cracks at the entrance to Blond’s Tunnel are most misleading in the nearness 
of their approach to the appearance of true walls enclosing a defined ore body. The supposed footwall, 
however, at about 30 feet from the entrance, gives place to broken country. Further in other joints make 
their appearance, striking at an acute angle to the main joint (hanging wall). The filling between the walls 
consists of a breccia, formed of fragments of felsito identical with the walls, the cementing medium being 
crushed felsite material and secondary silica. The brecciated character of the filling can readily be determined 
by the unassisted eye, and to great advantage in a polished slab. Following is a sketch of the tunnel 
entrance

ENTRANCE TO BLAND’S TUNNEL, PIPECLAY CREEK, PAMBULA.

The principal auriferous joints strike to various points of the compass between north, east, and north 
30' west, and all dip easterly, though occasionally for short distances the dip may take an opposite direction, 
hut the change is never persistent, and only occurs when the strike becomes uncertain.

In the proved auriferous country gold has been found in numerous places other than in the main 
workings, in fact, alongside most of the main joint cracks within the above area it has been found, but in 
too limited quantities to pay. In some instances a few cwts. to a few tons have been extracted from the 
most promising, which yielded exceedingly high returns, but subsequent developments and trials were as 
disappointing as the first prospects were favourable. In Bland’s Proprietary, for instance, a joint crack, 
showing at surface, yielded 93 oz. of gold from 10 tons of stone, but the deposit proved only 12 feet long, 
by 30 feet deep, and 3 inches thick.

In the Hidden Treasure Lease it is stated on the authority of one o£ the successful tributovs—Mr. 
Hough, junr,—that gold-bearing stone was found in no less than two joint cracks, but in ^payable or 
workable quantity in one only.

The locally well-known "Pilot” or “Indicator'’ quartz vein which has been traced fiom tlio 
Southern Cross lease on the south to G.L. 39 on the north—a distance of about 70 chains—evidently fills 
the channel of a true fissure along an original line of weakness in the country, and therefore marks the only

really
21—P
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really defined belt as yet discovered on the field, Though the vein is now mostly bounded—at least on one 
side—by soft schistose material, it is evident that the quartz-filling must have originally been deposited in 
a clear crack in solid rook, for it is impossible to conceive of a narrow fissure inclined at an angle of about 
45° (or even if vertical), remaining open during the slow process of infiltration and deposition. The absolute 
barrenness of the quartz in gold, even when, as frequently happens, it is highly pyritiferoue, further 
indicates deposition prior to the introduction of the gold into the country.

In addition to the filling of the main fissure, true primary or crystalline quartz occurs abundantly 
in the felsite in the form of short, flat, irregular veins, bunches, and threads, and all equally barren. From 
the Pilot fissure lateral cracks and small cavities have been filled with quartz, after the manner shown in the 
following sketch of the face of the Pambula Tunnel in G.L. 15.

All the quartz associated with the gold in the felsite is of a secondary chalcedonic character, with, 
perhaps, a very rare exception lately noticed at the 80-foot level in the Falkner Mine, where occasional 
specimens have been obtained in which a thin thread of true crystalline quartz is associated with gold and 
zinc blende.

In the latest discovered shoot in the same mines known as the “Winze Shoot1' (which dipped at 80 feet 
below the point of discovery into the adjoining Victory Aline on the east) the gold-bearing soft kaolinized 
material adjoined the Pilot quartz vein, and in one part enclosed it on both sides for a short distance, yet, 
notwithstanding that the gold particles invested the outer surface of the quartz, and even penetrated its 
rubbly cracks, the perfectly cleaned quartz yielded no trace of gold, nor when pyritiferous could gold 
be detected on assaying, though the pyrites of the enclosing felsite contain varying proportions of gold, 
These facts point as before stated to but one conclusion, viz., infiltration and deposition of the barren 
crystalloid quartz prior to the advent of the gold solutions and secondary or colloidal silica. This would 
also account for the presence of partly abraded quartz fragments in the crushed conglomeratoid portions of 
the felsite.

After the deposition of the barren quartz in the cracks and jointings of the felsite, great mechanical 
movements must have ensued, particularly along the Pilot fissure, or original line of weakness, and to a 
lesser extent along some of the main jointings. This movement was most probably caused by the eruption 
of the basalt, which closely intrudes the felsite in several places ; possibly, also, the secondary silica and gold 
solutions followed the latter intrusion.

The Pilot quartz vein itself affords evidence which may be regarded as the result of subjection to 
secondary movement in its characteristic grooved or corrugated sides, and in some instances, particularly in 
the Killarney Lease by the splintery nature of the quartz which may be due to flattened crystals, but certainly 
presents more the appearance of incipient cleavage resulting from pressure.

The fillings of the original cracks or fissures in the felsite are of four kinds—(a) clayey, kaolinized ; 
(6) schistose, kaolinized ; (c) conglomeratoid, less kaolinized: (d) brecciated, kaolinized :—

(a) Clayey.—This filling occurs chiefly in joint cracks, generally not more than from \ inch to 2 inches 
in thickness, between hard walls. Usually the heaviest of the gold in the productive fissures 
has been obtained from this soft filling, upwards of 1 lb, weight of gold being recorded from one 
dish of clay. Water percolates freely in the joints so filled.

(J) Schistose.—This form of filling occurs in bands from a few inches to a few feet in thickness, generally 
extending outwards from the clayey joint filling and shading off into conglomeratoid material. Its 
maximum development appears to be along the Pilot fissure. •

(c) Conglomeratoid.—This character of filling is specially distinctive of the auriferous belt stretching 
along the Pilot line, but occurs freely also in other parts of the field. The wholly or partly 
rounded pebbles, and subangular fragments with abraded edges, consist of hard, highly-silicated 
felsite, and, possibly, of occasional quartz fragments embedded in a schistose paste of soft felsitic 
material formed from abrasion. In this form of lodestuff the gold is entirely confined to the soft 
material between the fragments.
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(d) Brecciated.—This, form of filling is characteristic of all parts of the field, and occurs abundantly. 
The fragments consist of hard felsite, with sharp edges and angles embedded in a hard silicatcd 
felsitic cement.

The fillings above described may have resulted from the following causes :— _
(a) Clayey.__From slow grinding movement of two hard homogeneous walls against each other.
(b) Schistose.—From more extensive crushing stress of similar faces, combined with greater

vertical movement.
(c) Conglomeratoid.—From grinding, crushing, and rolling of broken fragments of country (felsite) 

between the walls of more extensive fissures, which have resulted in abrading and more or less 
rounding the intervening fragments, and embedding them in a paste of their own triburated
material. . , . .

(d) Brecciated.—From quiet cementation, by infiltration of colloidal silica and felsitic material, ot 
angular fragments fallen from the walls into a crack in which no subsequent movement took place.

An ordinary superficial examination of the Yowaka Gold-field is very liable to produce an erroneous 
impression as to the correct classification of the various conditions of the same rock, and especially so when 
tlio deceptive-looking conglomeratoid and schistose bands are under consideration, for these present 
macroscopical physical characteristics so closely approaching those of transmuted sedimentary rocks as to be 
readily mistaken for them. The pebbles of the conglomeratoid bands are frequently well rounded and very 
quartziferous in appearance and e'asily detachable from the mass, especially after exposure to the weather or 
heat. So closely do some of the smaller felsito pebbles in the ore at the Falkner and adjoining mines resemble 
waterworn quartz pebbles both in physical appearance and in hardness that a microscopic examination of 
prepared sections is necessary to establish their identity. The increased hardness is doubtless due to the 
secondary silica which lias saturated tho felsite.

The schistose structure of the crushed felsite which fills the spaces between the fragments or pebbles, 
and which, as before stated, occurs also in bands free from the latter, is identical in chemical composition and 
frequently in structure with the filling of the joint fissures, which has surely resulted from the movement of

True structural nodules occurs plentifully in the corneous felsite from which they separate readily on 
weathering. Doubtless the conglomeratoid bands contain some of these nodules; but the bulk of the pebbles 
are evidently crushed and worn fragments of felsite devoid of nodular structure.

Introduction of ike Gold. '
The bulk of the evidence afforded by the nature and mode of occurrence of the gold in crushed felsite 

at Pambula favours the supposition that it was introduced in solution through a system of joint cracks, and 
in one instance at least through a reopened original line of true fissuring, and by soakage penetrated into 
the crushed and broken country on one, and sometimes both sides of the circulating channels. Generally 
the payable gold is confined to one side of the fissure, though, as at Mount Gahan and Hidden Treasure 
Mines, both sides have proved payable for limited distances. Where the walls are solid and unbroken, which 
is generally the case in the more corneous felsite, the gold is confined to the soft, kaolinised filling usually 
from i inch to 2 inches in thickness; and more rarely in such cases a rich scale of gold is deposited on 
the solid walls, as at the Hidden Treasure and Falkner Mines, from which it was removed with chisel and 1

1 The deposition of the major portion of the gold in or near the fissure might naturally be expected from 
the greater permeability of the soft filling to tho auriferous solutions, and from the fact that once the first 
particles of gold wore precipitated in tlio free state they would by chemical attraction or affinity be 
continually enriched by succeeding percolations; whilst into the less permeable country bounding the 
fissure impoverished and gradually diminishing quantities of the percolating solutions would penetrate.

An exception to the above rule must be quoted as occurring in the Victory Mine. Hero the soft 
schistose filling forming the w/jst wall of the Pilot quartz vein—about 3 ft. C in. in thickness—is almost 
barren of gold, whilst the hard brecciated material adjoining it is richly auriferous. In this instance it 
mi'dit be that originally the crushed breccia afforded freer passage to.the auriferous solutions than the more 
clayey schistose material, but subsequently became hardened into its present condition by deposition of 
secondary silica from the auriferous solutions, -whilst subsequent movement of the walls and kaohmzation 
would tend to keep the schistose material in its present condition. . , .

The following sections of the original “ Winzeshoot in the Falkner Mine, and the present shoot m 
the 200-fb. level in the Victory Mine will serve to illustrate the modes of occurrence.

Falk tier's Winze Shoot Victory Shoot. 200 ft. /eve/

West t-

C BA
A. Pilot quartz root.
JJ. Crushed schistose felsite^44shoot'—2 feet 
C. Conglomeratoid felsite, crushed.

f 1 «

IX Pilot quart?, vein.
E. Crushed schistose felsite, 2 feet G inches.
F. Conglomeratoid ami brecciated felsite—hard “ shoot 2 foot.]
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The crushed, conglomeratoid, and brecciated ore bodies afford strong evidence of the deposition of the 
gold from solution, after or perhaps during the grinding and crushing movements, because of the constant 
association of the gold with the softer schistose material between the pebbles, and its invariable absence 
within the latter. _

The cause of the precipitation of the gold from the percolating solutions may have been the formation 
of a neutralising solution of silicate of potasli from the decomposition of the constituents of the country, 
which, in contact with an auriferous solution would set up the reaction quoted by Mr. A. W. Howitt as 
having been obtained by the great Chemist, Bischoff,* “ that in adding to a solution of chloride of gold a 
solution of silicate of potash, if the resulting precipitate be allowed to remain undisturbed for some 
months under water a decomposition takes place, and in the silicate appear partly microscopical specks 
of gold.”

The gold of the Pambula held is characterised by the uniform minuteness of the individual particles. 
Two analyses of lodestuff from Mount Gahan and Mount Lewisson Mines yielded 2-78 and 5'32 per cent, of 
potash. The stone in each case was essentially silicate of alumina, as will he seen from the following 
analyses made by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, F.C.S., Analyst to the Department of Mines.

Mt. Gahan, Mt. Lewisson.
Moisture at 100° C............. •30 ...

l'3o ...
.. '40
.. '70

Silica ................................... 81-40 ... .. 74 Oi)
Alumina .............................. .......... (AL O,) . . 11-20 ... .. 15'92
Ferric oxide........................ ......... (Bo3 O.) ...... 1-60 ... .. '92
Ferric bisulphide................. .......... (Fo- S ) ... .. '82
Manganous oxide ............. .......... (Mr O ) ...... trace. ... .. trace.
Lime .................................... ......... (Oa 0 ) .... -50 .. .. '70
Magnesia ............................. .......... (Mg O ) ....... ■54 ... .. 'S3
Potash ................................ ......... (Ka O ) ..... 2-78 . . . 5'32
Soda ................................... .......... (Na. O ) ...... ■34 ., .. -fis
Phosphoric acid ................. .......... (1L 0.) ..... trace. ... .. trace.
Sulphuric acid..................... .......... (S O,) ....... ml. ... . nil.

Treatment of Pambula Stone.

As might be expected from the peculiar nature of the matrix and the extreme fineness of the gold 
particles, ordinary milling appliances soon proved inefficient for the extraction of oven a moderate proportion 
of tlie gold contents. The best milling returns were obtained at the Mount Gahan Battery—the most 
complete on the field—when the stone was hard and broke under the stamps into a granular pulp. Under 
such conditions it was estimated that 75 per cent, of the gold could be obtained by careful treatment; the 
average saving, however, being about 60 per cent.

The greatest losses resulted with the softer material, which formed an abnormal quantity of slimes; 
but these results did not hold good at other batteries; for instance, the fairly hard stone from the rich 
Hidden Treasure shoot yielded only oz. of gold per ton, under milling treatment, from 1,100 odd tons of 
stone, whilst 327 tons of tailings resulting therefrom yielded about 3 oz. of gold per ton at Wallaroo, South 
Australia.

In addition to ordinary stamp batteries and Huntingdon mills, a Jordan roller-ball mill .was tried, 
but unsuccessfully. Since the. recent introduction of cyanide vats in conjunction with two of the local 
milling plants, the tailing-heaps have been successfully treated ; and fresh material from recent workings 
has also been passed through the double treatment with satisfactory and hopeful results.

The excessively rich stone found in some of the shoots on the Falkner line has chiefly been disposed 
of by sale on assay. This class of ore, as pointed out by Mr. Pittman in 1891,1 can be most advantageously 
treated by chlorination. Some considerable difficulty, however, was experienced in the first tests by 
chlorination, owing to the plastic nature of the crushed material causing it to settle as an almost impervious 
cement at the bottom of the filter vacs. Boasting would destroy the plasticity of the felsite, and convert it 
into the nature of pottery or porcelain, for in composition it closely approximates to the ordinary Stonebridge 
clay. Mixing wi th coarse quartz tailings would also render filtering more easy and rapid.

With very rich ores such difficulties arc not of such moment as they are with low-grade seconds and 
thirds. One of tlio chief—if not the chief—difficulties in connection with the cyanide process is the slimes, 
When treatment of the tailings have to be simultaneous or directly following the milling process, it will 
undoubtedly be best to let the bulk of the slimes escape ; but where such speedy treatment is not necessary, 
with a tailing pit of extended area having a fall from the intake, the difficulty would be lessened by the 
natural gravity separation of the slimes from the tailings. The former could then be properly sampled, and, 
if sufficiently rich, might bo judiciously mixed with the clean tailings when charging the vats. If tough and 
leathery, puddling, baking, and re-grinding might first bo necessary.

At the present time there are three stamper batteries and three Huntingdon mills on the field. Of 
these Mount Gahan and Mr. Hough’s are fitted with Cyanide plants.

The Pambula Mines Company (Limited) are preparing for the erection of an extensive plant on 
Pipeclay Creek,

1'ields from t/ie Principal I-hms

It is almost impossible lo ascertain the actual amount of gold won from the Pambula Gold-field. 
The Manager of the A J.S. Bank at Pambula kindly supplied the following figures, under date 22/5/95, 
which represented all the gold he was able to trace to that date, viz,, 17,2-19 oz.

The following returns will convey an idea of the richness of the principal shoots.
Mr. S, Solomon, of Eden, one of the leading shareholders in the Falkner Mine, states that 555 tons 

of stone from that mine, sold on assay, yielded 6,534 oz. of gold which realised £23,042.
Tho

Prog. Rept Geol. Survey, Victoria, 1876, p. 242. f Mines, 01-13,053.
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Ihe following extracts from the Falkner Company’s half-yearly reports in June, 1895, and January, 
1896, which happened to be at tho mine at the time of recent inspection will illustrate the extreme richness 
of the Falkner shoots:—

Half-yearly lieport, Falkner Gold-mining Company, 30th June, 1893.
£ a. d.

Result by trial of Sutton chlorination process................................................ 7 0 8
Sold, 8 tons 11 cwt....................................................................... yield 145 011

Total......................... £4,703 4 4
Half-yearly Report, Falkner Gold-mining Company, 29tb January, 1896.

£ s. (1.
Sutton process .........................................................................................   21 11 8
Sold in Sydney, 48i tons............................................................. yield 3,341 14 9

„ „ Hi „ ............................................................ 681 18 0
, 42J  ................................................................ „ 2,946 1 8 0

„ 17* „ ........................................ '................... .. 1,025 15 6

Total........................ £7,917 17 11

The parcels just recorded represent the firsts and seconds picked from the winze shoot. The thirds 
from all parts of the mine arc stacked ponding decision as to method of treatment. It is estimated that 
about 2,500 tons of this class of ore at surface will average not less than an oz. per ton, and it is probable 
that this estimate is below the average.

According to the last half-yearly report of the Mount Gahan Gold-mining Company, dated 1st 
August, 1890, the output from Mount Gahan from the opening of the mine to the 30th June, 1896, amounted 
to 11,598 tons, which, crushed and treated, yielded 9,7G7i oz. of smelted gold.

This company deserves the place of honor in any description of the Pambula Mines for energy and 
plucky persistence against difficulties both in mining and treatment, and this without any incentive from 
excessively rich shoots such as were discovered in other mines on the field. Having now exhausted its 
visible supply of payable stone, the Company is sinking a deep shaft near its west boundary for the purpose 
of cutting tho Pilot quartz vein on the underlay at a depth estimated at between 500 and 600 feet. It is 
sincerely to be hoped that success awaits their efforts, though the attempt must certainly be regarded as 
pure prospecting.

The following particulars of the output from the Hidden Treasure Mine, from November, 1892, to
January, 1895, were supplied by tho legal manager :— Yield.

Oz. □v. t, gra.
Nov., 1892. Treated in Sydney, 14J5 tons .................................................. 42 9 6
July, 1893, to Nov., 1894. Crushed in local mills, 1.1194g tons ................ 1815 6 23

,, ,, Tailings treated at Wallcroo, S.A , 327 tons... 955 1 6 1 3
Jany., 1895. Crushed at local nulls, 22tons............................................. 1 17 0
Fqual to IjloGJjr tons for 2,815 oz. 10 dwt. 4 grs. of gold.

According to the Mining Registrar’s Report for 1895,* in addition to the above returns, 43 tons 
wore locally treated for 94 oz. 10 dwt.

The same authority also states that the output for the Victory Mine for the same year was 17 tons, 
for 119^ oz., this stone being from the upper portion of the present working shoot, which was struck about 
June, 1895, on the Falkner boundary.!

Mr. Davidge, mine manager for tho Pambula Mines Company (Limited), states that so far as he could 
learn about £6,000 worth of gold was obtained from that portion of the company's property originally 
known as Black and Barry’s.

From the Mount Lewisson Mine 10 tons of firsts, from a thin clayey joint filling, yielded 14 oz. 
11 dwt. of gold per ton; and 10 tons of seconds yielded 2 oz. 14 dwt. per ton; 17 tons, crushed locally, 
yielded only 7 dwt. per ton. In August, 189C, 46 tons from the surface stack yielded 18 oz. of free gold in 
tho Mount Gahan battery, and 28 tons of the tailings therefrom yielded 8 oz. by cyanide treatment, making 
a total of 26 oz. from 46 tons of stone, Output, 63 tons, for 204 oz. 9 dwt. of gold.

In addition to the above authentic returns, the following are currently reported -
Killarney Mine G.L. 25. 11 tons, 50 oz.; 28 tons, 10 dwt.; 48 tons, 3 dwt. per ton.
Maxwell’s Block G.L. 157. 14 tons for 14 oz. of gold.
G.L, 71. 5 tons yielded 8 dwt. per ton ; tailings reported rich.
Speculation G.L. 39. Trial crushing yielded 8 dwt, per ton.
Britannia G.L, 61. Trial crushing (15 tons) yielded 7 dwt. per ton.
The Gem G.L. 44. Trial crushing yielded 5 dwt, per ton.
Morning Star G.L. 23. Trial crushing (50 tons) yielded 1 oz. per ton.
Ancient Britain G.L. 23. Trial crushing yielded 10 dwt. per ton.
Lloyd’s Grant, Portion A.r. Sydney lease, trial crushing yielded 5 dwt. por ton.
Lloyd’s Grant, Portion *„-■ Melbourne lease, trial crushing yielded 5 dwt. per ton.
Bland's Proprietary, Portion 55. Trial crushing (10 tons) yielded 9 oz. 10 dwt. per ton.
Bland’s Tunnel, Portion 55. Trial crushing (10 tons) yielded 8 dwt. per ton.
Bland’s Tunnel, Portion 55. Trial crushing (10 tons) yielded 3 dwt. per ton.
Bland's Portion 55, behind Euroka Hotel. 100 tons yielded 1 oz. per ton.

Small trial crushings were also taken from several other leases.

Brief Descriptive Notes of Main Workings, •
Mount Gahan G.L. 1.—In the Mount Gahan tho greatest depth of actual sinking has been reached, 

viz., 373 feet from the surface. Very little gold was found below the 100 feet level, though it continued 
for about 30 feet lower. The gold shoot was traced horizontally for about 200 feet, and stoped from the 
100 feet level to surface. The thickness of workable stone varied from 2 feet up to 24 feet. From the 
10 feet Ie%el to surface the latter thichnesa prevailed, Tho joint fomiing the main wall strikes N. 10° E.

and
" Ann. FC.Tt . Dept Uinsi, N.S. Wjle=, for ISO} nsetlj, l> SP. t The output is SltS tons, yielding 1,114 oz. S dut 23 grs.
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and underlays easterly at 23°. The joint was on ttie footwa.ll side, and carried soft schistose felsite At 
the 100 feet level conglomeratoid and brecciated felsite occur. At intervals parallel joints formed a deceptive 
'‘hanging wall” for a short distance. The gold occurred chiefly in the footwall side, but occasionally in the 
hanging wall, and sometimes in both. The gold-bearing stone possessed in parts all the characteristic 
feat ores of the different .forms of filling, viz., conglomeratoid, brecciated, schistose, and even corneous. The 
richest was associated with much staining of oxide of iron, due to oxidation of pyrites near tho surface The 
appearance of the sloping is very irregular on the hanging wall side, owing to the varying richness of tho 
stone in that direction; tho width of the workings have been determined by constant test of drillings 
Haulage was performed by means of a whip, and transport to the battery on Pipeclay Creek—about three- 
quarters of a mile—by an aerial endless wire rope tramway, having seventy cars or buckets of a cauacitv of 
about SO lb. each. 1 J

Falkmr Mine G.L. 19.—The workings in the Falkner Mine have been carried on by a shaft tunnel 
and winze from the latter. The deepest level is 90 feet in the shaft. The main wall of the fissure above the 
tonne! strikes N. 30’ W At the 90 feet level, in the shaft, tho footwall of the present rich shoot strikes 
nJ. 15 to 20 E., and underlays east at 20° from the vertical. The rich winze shoot followed the Pilot quartz 
vein, which at the winze strikes H 45“ W, ; hut about 14 foet southerly makes a sharp bend to S 5“ W 
The underlay of the winze shoot was about 363 from the vertical. At 80 feet from the tunnel floor it passed 
into the adjoining Victory Mine. ■ 1

. ^1C tllin c% .i°int flfling followed down from the surface in the shift was seldom more than an inch
thick j but the gold was not confined to it, but impregnated also the schistose, conglomerated, and brecciated 
felsite on either side, making, however, chiefly on the “footwall” side down to GO feet, then passing to the 
hanging wall side, but never entirely deserting either. In sinking the payable gold was lost at 40 feet 
found again at 70 feet, and again lost. At the present time rich stone is being stoped between the 90 feet 
and GO feet levels, from 4 to 5 feet wide being extracted, the object being to remove all stone prospecting 
not less than | oz. to the ton, whilst securing the workings for extraction of the lower grade remainder 
when required, 0

At 40 feet a level has been driven soutli 108 feet and north 20 feet. Payable stone continued 
southerly for about GO foet from the north end when the wall broke and bulged out of its corner to which 
however, it returned at about 100 feet; but from the break to the present face, though the clay filling 
continues, colours of gold only are obtainable. J b

krom the north end of the shoot at 60 feet level, a crosscut hearing R 75° E. at 34 feet struck the 
Pilot fissure, and a level along its north course at 5G feet reached the winze shoot. The following plan will 
illustrate the workings and an instance of tlio occasional bending of the course of the Pilot vein fissure •—

.Pumping and haulage in the shaft are performed with steam power. Water makes at the rate of 
a bout 700 gallons per hour. A Jordan ball -mill forms part of the plant, but was not found suitable.

Hidden Treasure G.L. IS-.—This mine was originally prospected by the Hidden Treasure Company 
by means of a tunnel of about 300 feet, starting from the bank of Pipeclay Creek, about 145 feet below the 
upper workings, which consisted of a shallow tunnel, open cut, and 80 feet shaft. In the long tunnel two 
winzes near the entrance were sunk 25 and 30 feet. A little gold is reported to have heen found in them 
but nothing payable, Tributors subsequently,' at 190 feet from the tunnel entrance, cross-cut 52 feet without 
result.

The rich shoot from which over 2,800 oz. of gold were extracted was discovered by tributors whilst 
“ loaTOing ’’ or washing prospects of the soil. Having found a trail of fine gold, they traced it up to its 
matrix which had actually been covered with mullock from the upper tunnel. The main joint wall of the 
shoot strikes R.E. The payable stone continued along the joint for about 120 feet horizontally, and 35 feet 
vertically; it was cut off on the south-west by a cross clay joint, and north-easterly it split up into thin 
strings. A winze was sunk 22 feet below the bottom of the shoot, making 50 feet from surface, but no gold 
was obtained from it. °

At surface to a depth of 4 feet the shoot appeared as a thin clay filling from 4 an inch to 3 in, in
thickness, and of exceeding richness, gradually widening with depth it reached its maximum thickness_
4 feet—and at 35 feet ended in hard pyritiferous country, the blanketings from which contained but little 
gold. On the face of the walls in places, as already stated, gold occurred as a thin superficial coating which 
was chipped off with chisels.

Pambula Mines Company's Leases.—An English company under the above name has recently been 
formed to develop Gold Leases 14, 15, and 303, which embrace the properties of the original Pambula 
(Black and Barry s) and Pamhula Tunnel Companies, and the, as yet, unprospected Water Reserve G.L. 
203, situated betw een tho Victory, Falkner, Pambula Tunnel, Great Southern, and Hidden Treasure Mines.
* u, oKni11131? sl\aft '0n is now doT'n about 150 feet, and the present intention is to continue it
to the 250 feet level. The original shoot opened by this shaft, which is situated about 20 feet south of the 
J-alkncr boundary, occurred about 24 feet west from the Pilot reef, alongside a main joint wall striking N.

’ ^ich at 60 feet is almost vertical. This shoot was stoped from 90 feet to surface, for a length of 
45 feet and a width varying from 6 feet to 20 feet. About £6,000 worth of gold is reported to have been 
obtained from the stone extracted, mt.,,
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The main shaft underlays easterly at an angle of about 16i° from the vertical, and at 00 feet is 14 ft’ 
6 in. west of the Pilot, which here underlays in the same direction at an angle of about 31° from the vertical. 
(i.L. 14 (Pambula Tunnel) was opened by means of a cross-cut tunnel to the east boundary of G.L. 10, near 
which the Pilot reef was struck ; but though the tunnel was continued for several hundred feet along the 
reef, no payable stone was struck, in fact, little gold of any kind. One or two cross-cuts were also driven 
west with like result. No attempt, either in this or the adjoining Mount Lewisson Lease, has been made to 
cross-cut eastward, though several cross-cuts have been extended fruitlessly to the west. An eastern cross cut 
would certainly be advisable, for gold shoots occur eastward of the Pilot, as well as west; but no attempt 
has been made closer than the Great Southern and Hidden Treasure.

A clay cross-course dyke about 3 or 4 feet thick disturbed the Pilot in the Pambula Tunnel, and 
threw it some little distance to the west.

The present company is also sinking a shaft on the Water Reserve (G.L. 203) close to the Great 
Southern Shaft, and is preparing a dam and battery site for an extensive milling plant.

Mount Lewisson G.L. J/5.—This mine was opened by means of two tunnels, several crosscuts, a winze, 
and a shaft. The main tunnel started from the bank of Little Pipeclay Creek, and was driven for about 
200 feet along the Pilot fissure, which is here splendidly defined, and regular in strike and underlay. No 
gold made alongside of the Pilot Reef, but a thin joint was struck at 180 feet from the entrance j its course 
was at an acute angle to the Pilot. The filling consisted of about 2 or 3 inches of soft schistose crashed 
felsite, and was exceedingly rich; the gold being almost confined to it alone. The shoot, or payable filling, 
continued for 20 feet along the joint when it was cut olf by a cross-joint; a winze was sunk on it 60 feet, 
but the gold was lost. A little gold continued for 70 feet in a rise above the tunnel-level, but nothing 
payable was obtained.

Victory Mine G.Ls. W and 88.—The two leases are known respectively as the Big and Little Victory, 
the former joins the Mount Gahan boundary on the north. This lease has been opened by a tunnel about 
240 feet long, and a shaft (near tho Mount Gahan boundary) 113 feet deep; from the shaft a crosscut was 
driven west for 97 feet, and a winze sunk at the end to a depth of 37 feet. A drive to the east was extended 
130 feet, and subsequently connected with the surface by a shaft. From the east drive several crushings are 
reported, viz., about 30 tons for 3 oz. per ton; 50 tons for 15 dwt. per ton ; and 15 tons for 12-t dwt. per ton.

The present working shaft on the Tuttle Victory (G.L, 38) was started at the east boundary of the 
Falkner Mine for the purpose of cutting the rich winze shoot in the latter, which was successfully 
accomplished at about 78 feet vertical, and the present rich shoot in a drive a few feet soutli along tho 
boundary line. Tho surface level at the shaft is about 40 feet above the bed of Pipeclay Creek.

Following the Pilot from the 78 feet level to the 140 feet, the underlay is about 48° from the vertical, 
but steepens down to the 200 feet level to about 42°,

As before stated, the gold-bearing stone, instead of being soft and adjoining the Pilot vein, is hard, 
and separated from the latter by an almost barren wedge. The following section shows the position of the 
two shoots and the extent of provings. Sinking the shaft with the Pilot as the hanging wall is easy picking, 
but naturally wet, the present rate of bailing being equal to about 250 gallons per hour.

l//ctory Shaft

Pipeclay Ck,

N

Diorite
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Diorite Mine G.Ls. 5 and 6.—The main ahaffc was carried down 193 feofc and stoped from 175 feet, 
to surface for a length of 35 feet, A tunnel, driven from the south side for about 200 feet, connects with 
the shaft, and extends northerly beyond it. A winze sunk at north end about 20 feet is stated to have 
yielded stone equal to about half an ounce to the ton, which would not pay.

To the east of thernain workings a shaft was sunk 100 feet on a point striking N. 15° E,, called the 
“ New Find." At the above level a stops 32 feet long was opened, and brought to surface in the form of 
an inverted wedge. The yield from the stone raised is stated to have just about cleared expenses.

Another shaft on one of the leases was carried down about 60 feet on a point striking N. 30° "W.; 
the stone from which is reported to have yielded from 5 to 9 dwt. per ton.

Ethel Mine G.L. 7.—A shaft was sunk on this lease about 160 feet on a point striking N. 10° 'VV.; 
at 60 feet a level was driven 100 feet north. Some 4-oz. stone is reported from the surface, and one-ounce 
stone below it. _

Bland’s Proprietary, Portion 55, Parish of Youiaka.—Worked by an open cut on a well-defined joint 
striking N. and S. The auriferous clay filling forming the shoot proved 12 feet long, 30 feet deep, and 
3 inches thick, and yielded 10 tons of stone, averaging 9^- oz. per ton.

Bland’s Tunnel, Portion 55.—Opened by a tunnel 70 feet in length, which started from the bank of 
Pipeclay Creek ; 20 tons yielded from 5 to S dwt. per ton.

Vulcan Mine G.L. 80.-—Worked by an open cut 70 feet long and 20 feet deep, and later by a tunnel 
about 50 feet below the open cut. The tunnel was extended 100 feet, and a trial crushing from it is 
reported to have yielded 4 dwt. per ton.

Great Southern GM. id.—Opened by shaft to a depth of 70 feet; at 40 feet driven north and soutli 
for 70 feet; latest discovered shoot struck at 55 feet against hanging wall which dipped east at about 21° 
vertical; its length was fibout 30 feet, and its thickness about 1 foot 6 inches. The gold-bearing stone was 
cut off at 70 feet by a fiat floor covered with quartz.

Killarney Mine G.L. 35.—Main shaft sunk 200 feet, and driven 134 feet at 70 feet level.

Walerwom or Alluvial Gold at Pambula.

The waterworn gold discovered by Mr, C&rraghcr in the Crevices, about 50 chains a little east of 
north from the Mount Gahan Mine, presents some puzzling features because of its proximity to the auriferous 
lodestuff of Mount Gahan ridge, and yet complete dissimilarity to the gold contained therein. The Crevice 
gold consisted of coarse, waterworn pieces—the largest weighing 2 dwt. It was found for some chains 
along a crack in tho solid rock-bcd of a smell creek which only runs (luring actual rainfall. Statements 
conflict as to the occurrence of any coarse goal in ihe surfaco or “ learning tests made on the slopes 
between the Crevices and the discovery in the matrix at Mount Gahan; but there is no doubt that several 
grain-pieces have been taken out of the matrix in G.L. 204 close by, and out of the Killarney stone, from 
which 7 or S dwt, were obtained. The Great Southern Mine also yielded 3 or 4 dwt. of similar gold from the 
last rich shoot; but in each of these instances the gold, instead of being solid, appeared to be an aggregate 
of small particles which could be separated by rubbing.

Mr. Tweedie, of the Victory Mine, reports finding a specimen weighing] dwii. 2 grs., and several 
small pieces in a small creek in. the Victory Lease in the southern fall of Mount Gahan ndge.

Apart from the difference in constitution between the coarse gold of the mines mentioned and that 
of the Crevices, there still remains the well worn condition of the latter, which could hardly have been 
produced in such close proximity to its source, especially when it is remembered that tlio Crevices only run 
during actual rainfall. The failure to discover an undoubted source for the Crevice gold engendered doubt 
in many minds as to the authenticity of ihe discovery; but there is no reason to doubt its genuineness. 
The good faith of the discoverer was exemplified at tho time by the strenuous efforts of himself and party 
to find a lead in the deep made ground lying to ihe north. The exceedingly heavy water mot with, 
however, prevented them bottoming the deepest shaft—60 feet—or driving in a shallow one. The sinking 
was in coarse nibble and sand which had evidently resulted from denudation of the coarse, gritty, 
conglomerate which originally covered tho auriferous rocks at Pambula, as witnessed by the outliers in situ 
in the neighbourhood.

Other deep shafts were sunk in similar ground near Lochiel, but without result. One of thesa was 
sunk to a depth of 240 feet under Government aid, but no gold was obtained.

A shaft was also sunk in the early days of the field at Greig’s Flat, but was not bottomed owing to 
the heavy water.

Geological Surveyor Anderson, in ids report, states “ lliat when the Pleistocene and recent gullies 
draining from tho conglomerate-capped ridges have been prospected, traces of gold have been obtained which 
have no doubt been largely derived from the denudation of the Devonian conglomerate.”

No mention is made of the character of the gold thus alluded to, but it is possible that the Crevice 
gold may have had a similar source.

Tenting the Pamhula GoM-fdds by Drill bores or Deep Shaft.

A desire has frequently been expressed by many connected with the Pambula mines that the Govern 
ment should assist in elucidating the mysteries of the field by means of a diamond drill, or deep test-shaft, 
chiefly by way of determining whether payable gold exists at a depth, proof of which, it is believed, would 
establish confidence which at present is lacking, and encourage systematic sinking at deep levels. Any 
assistance likely to have the desired effect would be of special benefit to those endeavouring to cope with 
the unaccustomed difficulties encountered in this unique gold-field. It must, however, be pointed out that 
the element of chance in prospecting is rendered unusually predominant in this instance by the absence of 
any true connected run of auriferous matrix, and of the usual guides pertaining to normal conditions of 
reefing, combined with the capricious occurrence of the ore bodies as isolated shoots and thin flucan seams 
(or joint fillings), generally hanging to or near ft joint crack, but not always in the same vertical or horizontal 
planes. The most important point, however, to be considered in connection with a public test is tho amount 
of public benefit derivable from the necessarily large expenditure—in other words, how many mines or how 
much country would be proved by the test; and here it must bo stated that, with the possible exception of
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the Pilot fissure at Pipeclay Creek, no site could be selected in which a shaft striking gold-bearing stone at a 
depth below the present workings would be of direct advantage to any but the individual claim in winch it is 
situated ; every other on the field would still remain an enigma to be solved only by the efforts of the owners. 
On the other hand, the failure to strike payable stone in a single deep test-shaft would not bo regarded as 
conclusive evidence of its absence, whilst excessive cost would perhaps prevent the test being repeated.

Setting aside, however, all objections, the most advantageous site for a deep shaft would certainly be 
on the Pilot fissure close to the bed of Pipeclay Creek, in the vicinity of which the richest shoots on the field 
have been discovered, the latest and deepest of which is still going down strongly close to the Pilot, in tho 
Victory Mine.

Pipeclay Creek has cut its channel through the felsite to a depth of about 450 feet below the surface 
of Mount Gahan Mine : hence a shaft at the site indicated, carried down about 400 feet below the lowest 
level yet attained—200 feet—in the Little Victory Shaft, would represent 1,000 feet below the outcrop of 
the Mount Gahan shoot.

In selecting a site for a deep test shaft solely for the purpose of proving the existence of payable 
gold at a depth of not less than 1,000 feet below the highest outcrop, questions of ownership and present 
richness must be disregarded ; the best defined conditions of occurrence alone are to he considered in arriving 
at a decision.

In sinking tho test shaft the underlay of the Indicator or Pilot should be followed, which in tho 
deepest shaft amounts to about 45°, As steam-power would be necessary in sinking, the incline would not 
be of special consequence in connection with the water, for which a pump would be required. A vertical 
shaft would be objectionable, because it is imperative that the underlay of the ore shoots or the Pilot should 
be followed, for once the indications are left the gold is lost, and the absence of any difference between the 
auriferous and the barren portions of fissure fillings makes recovery of a left or lost shoot at a lower level 
almost a matter of chance. Hence most of the winning or exploratory work already performed presents a 
very irregular appearance owing to the recognised necessity of closely following the ore bodies or indications. 
Experience has proved that in practical working on the field the gad or drill is the only reliable guide, and 
that beyond the end of the drill-hole it is neither safe to calculate, or even conjecture, for the length and 
width of a shoot is frequently as uncertain in permanency as it is capricious in occurrences.

As an instance of the uncertain and unexpected occurrence of rich shoots the recent find in the 
Falkner Mine may be cited. The payable stone which occurred near tlio entrance of the tunnel had long 
been passed through, and its face in March, 1895, was in comparatively barren country. Subsequently, in 
fulfilling labour conditions, two men, in extending the tunnel, cut the cap of an exceedingly rich shoot, which 
would probably have been missed if the floor of the tunnel had been a couple of feet higher. This shoot 
proved about 9 feet long horizontally, and 2 feet thick, with an easterly underlay about 36° from the 
vertical At 80 feet it passed into the Victory Lease, and gradually tapered oft' against tho Pilot with 
increasing depth. Just outside the Victory boundary the apex of another shoot, in the form of an inverted 
wedge, was discovered some feet south of the upper (winze) shoot, and this is now being followed in the 
Little Victory Shaft.

Hot only was the Victory shoot separated from tho winze shoot by a barren wedge of rock, but also 
from the Pilot by a similar occurrence. The following sketch, cross section, will illustrate tho occurrence 
of the neighbouring shoots :—

In, perhaps, the majority of instances the discovered shoots were found to be connected with the surface 
by thin clay seams or joint fillings, hence nearly all the deposits were originally discovered by surfacing or 
“ loaming.” It is, however, equally certain that shoots have been discovered without this connection.

_ _ Another feature in the occurrence of the shoots which adds to the uncertainty in working is the 
shifting from one vertical plane to another, perhaps several feet apart; instances could be multiplied when 
this has occurred. One instance may be quoted from the Great Southern Mine. The original shoot ended 
abruptly on the footwall side of the joint. After abandonment for some time, the same or another shoot 
was struck about June, 1895, against a false hanging wall at a lower level further to the east; at 20 feet 
it also ended abruptly on a flat floor.

In view' of the proved occurrence of shoots closely approximate, yet in different vortical and horizontal 
planes, it is highly important in devising a deep tost that provision should be made for frequent strike drives 
and cross-cuts, which to make a single test as adequate as conditions will allow, should be extended to their 
possible limits ; and therein the shaft test has the advantage over the drill, and is therefore now preferred.

Perhaps
21—Q
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Perhaps in view of the exceptional difficulties of the field the usual regulations governing the 
distribution of aid should be most liljerally construed, or even set aside in this ease, otherwise the conditions 
clash with them in several important particulars, _ _ _

In conclusion it is but a reasonable supposition that other rich shoots exist in the gold-field; 
“ loaming” may lead, as in the past, to surface discoveries, but experience has furnished no guide in the 
deep or solid ground where pluck and hard work arc largely discounted by blind chance. _

I desire to record my hearty thanks to Mr. Ubricn, manager of the Falkner Mine, Mr. Doridge, 
of the Pambula Mines (Limited), Mr. Creighton, Mr. Martin, Mr. Tweedio, of the Victory Mine, Mr. 
Harrison, and many others, both managers and miners, who most courteously at all times aflorded me every 
assistance and information. I have, (fee.,

JOSEPH E. CARN'E, F.G.S.,
The Government Geologist. --------------- Geological Surveyor.

Api’ENJmx 9.
Report on Gold Find, Wolumla.

gir| Prospecting Camp, near Timbilica, 19 September, 1S96.
I have the honor to report that on the ISth ultimo I paid a brief visit of inspection to the recent 

gold find at Wolumla, known as Momsen’s, chietty for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of the gold 
matrix, for reports were current that it was similar to the Pambula felsite. _

The discovery is on a high narrow ridge trending south-westerly to the Wolumla Peak, the distance 
from the village of Wolumla being about one mile, and the elevation above it about 580 feet at Momsen’s 
Claim. A short distance west of the Prospector’s Claim, the main north and south granite belt is met, 
whilst on the east is a narrow off-shoot from it. Between the two occurrences is a thin wedge of altered slates, 
sandstones, and conglomerates, which is capped unconform ably by massive conglomerates and sandstones 
dipping gently easterly. ^ _ _

Momsen’s Claim occurs on the west side and near the top of a portion of the ridge which has been 
denuded of its upper conglomerate and sandstone capping. The gold occurs in the altered slates, sandstone, 
and conglomerate chiefly in small nests and veins in oxidised joints and cavities, which afford clear evidence 
of its pyritous origin. No defined body of gold-bearing stone has yet been determined, no walls or other 
guides being visible. The conditions point to impregnation of the country, but to what extent prospecting 
alone can prove. The main shaft was down 25 feet, and an underlay towards it had been started a short 
distance away. The stone for the recent rich trial crushing was taken from an open cut near by, which 
reveals layers of decomposed clay, slate, and bands of quartzite, with ferruginous impregnations.

Closer by in the adjoining claims on the north and west a considerable amount of trenching has been 
done, but so far unsuccessfully.

A few chains southerly from Momsen’s Claim Brady and Party are sinking alongside a large outcrop 
of the altered rocks mentioned. The shaft is within about 100 feet of the narrow granite intrusion on the 
east, hence the lodestuff is largely saturated with felspathic material as well as brecciated. In a trench close 
by specimens of felsite rock occur closely resembling the Pambula felsite. Fair prospects are obtainable 
from this claim, but the occurrence is also ill-defined. Momsen’s and Brady and Party’s claims are on Crown 
lands, being within R.R, 863, Parish of Wolumla, County of Auckland.

Gahan, McKay, and Party have a lease under agreement with the owner on private land, Portion 16, 
Parish Cobra, in the same county. This party’s claim—the third on gold—is of special interest, as it is 
situated within the narrow granite belt close to the junction of basalt. The gold occurs in rotten granite, 
chiefly in the ferruginous joints. The only sliaft on the claim was down 12 feet. A drill hole had been put 
down at an angle from both sides of the bottom portion of the shaft with reported good results. So far no 
other claim has obtained gold in the vicinity. The amount of work as yet performed on the Claim is 
insufficient to afford any guide as to strike, dip, or thickness ; as in the case of Momsen’s, the conditions 
point to impregnation of a portion of the country. I have, (fee.,

JOSEPH E. CARNE,
The Government Geologist. --------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 10.
Report on tho Timbilica Reefs, near Nungatta.

Sir, Geological Survey, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 12 January, 1897.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I visited the Timbilica 

Reefs on the 9th and 10th December, for the purpose of reporting on their extent and prospects. _
The reefs occur in granite country on the south side of the Timbilica River, m the Parish of 

Yamhiila, County Auckland, and are distant about 7 miles east from Nungatta Station Homestead ami 10 
miles southerly from Perico. _ ...

The Timbilica forms one of the tributaries of the Wallagaraugh River, on which the Timbilica 
Homestead—one of the oldest in the district—is situated, about 14 miles south-easterly from the reefs, hence 
confusion frequently arises as to the exact location of the latter. _ ■

The geological formation consists of granite, in which frequent diorite intrusions occur. ^ Several :u e 
conspicuous on the track to Nungatta, and are worthy of attention, though quartz was not noticed in their 
vicinity. ... .

So far as ascertainable, gold was first discovered on the Timbilica by W. Lang, who, in the early 
part of 1891, obtained a small quantity of alluvial gold from a creek bed about 2 miles west of the present 
wox-kings. About the middle of the same year A. Brown, in following up the discovery, found gold in 
veinstone near by. After sinking shafts IS, 20, and 30 feet deep, and cutting short trenches, ho abandoned 
the ground in favour of a later discovery at the site of his present claim, about 2 miles easterly. After 
sinking 26 feet on the reef in the latter, Government aid was obtained to continue tlio shaft a further depth 
of 60 feet, but was only availed of for 30 feet, as .the prospects vecre not sufficiently encouraging below the 
26 feet level. i . r

Later a two-stamp (90 lb. each) battery was erected and worked by a 5 h.p. Tangye engine. The 
first grade stone, picked from the material stoped above the 26 feet level, was put through the battery, but 
the results being unsatisfactory the stamps and plates were removed. The actual yield obtained during

operations
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operations could not be definitely ascertained, but less than half an ounce is estimated. About 10 tons of 
tailings remain at the mill site, but no reliable tests have been made to ascertain loss. Assay tests have 
certainly been made, but the returns were misleading owing to the presence of escaped amalgam and free 
mercury. In fact, judging from panning tests, it would pay to run the tailings through a sluice-box to 
recover the quicksilver alone. Such a loss points to defect in setting up the plant or unskilful manipulation.

The plant was estimated to treat 2 tons per twenty-four hours, but the full working capacity could 
never be approached during the trial made, in fact it fell below half the estimate.

Reports having been periodically circulated as to the richness of the stone in this mine, and that of 
the alluvial in the creek beds, small rushes ensued at intervals, the latest resulting in the discovery of 
several other shows in the neighbourhood.

With reference to a certain class of reports which occasionally find their way into newspapers, I 
desire in tho interests of genuine miners to urge the necessity for extreme caution in the publication of 
unauthenticated contributions from new or alleged new gold discoveries, because of the hardship entailed 
to many unfortunates who accept the reports in good faith. Frequently through misleading contributions 
to the local press, and repetition through the medium of exchange, men are stranded on worthless, or to 
them unremunerativo, fields, after exhausting their moans in reaching them. Such reports invariably 
emanate from interested parties, who unwittingly defeat their own ends by gross exaggeration or misrepre
sentation, for impartial official statements of actual facts following such inflation naturally have a 
disappointing or depressing influence, frequently solely arising from violent contrast, which detracts from 
even fair and legitimate prospects.

The latest local announcement of the field under description was to the effect that “over 100 leases 
have been taken up, many of which are on gold; ” inspection a few days later discovered twenty-three men 
on the field holding about twelve claims under miners’ rights, in about ten of which varying prospects of 
gold had been obtained at or near the surface. The only approach to a lease was a notice posted intimating 
intention to apply for one, though no work had been done on the ground.

Descriptive.

A. Blown <fc Sion’s Claim consists of a prospecting area for five men. The auriferous joint or veinstuff 
strikes N. 70“ E. and underlays N. 20° W. at 76°. It consists of granite with several thin ferruginous 
quartz leaders from j to 1 inch thick, and occasional occurrences of barren crystallized quartzof greater thickness. 
In the ferruginous cavities resulting from oxidation of pyrites free gold is occasionally visible. The thin 
quartz leaders arc undoubtedly rich, but bear an infinitesimal proportion to the mass of the so-called veinstufi.

This claim has been held over four years, during which the following developmental work lias been 
performed :—Original prospecting shaft (No. 1) sunk 26 feet; new shaft (No. 2), started 17 feet distant on 
strikes, sunk about 60 feet (30 feet under aid). The two shafts connected by level at about 20 feet, and 
level continued westerly for a reported distance of .30 feet. From the 20 feet level the veinstuff has been 
stoped up for a few feet. The stone raised during these operations was picked over, the firsts going to the 
local battery, the seconds being stacked at the claim. The firsts consisted largely of the quartz leaders, the 
seconds of the friable granite rubble with small fragments of the quartz leader. Lately 3 tons of stone 
were picked from veinstuff raised from short drives each way at the 26 feet level or bottom of No. 1 shaft 
for tho purpose of a further test in Sydney. This consignment, according to Mr. Brown, jun., represented 
a picked sample of the first grade stone. The results obtained from it at the Government Metallurgical 
Works under tho supervision of Mr. J. Taylor, Government Metallurgist, may be briefly stated as follows :

Net weight of stone crushed—2 tons 6 cwt. 2 qr. 14 lb.
Assay value—Gold, IS dwt. 22 er. per ton ; silver, 9 dwt. 11 gr. per ton.
Smelted gold obtained—2 oz. G dwt. 17 gr. (practically equal to 1 oz. per ton).

- Concentrates—Less than 1 per cent.
Tailings (assay value)—Gold, 3 dwt. 6 qr. per ton ; silver, 1 dwt. 7 gr. per ton.

About 145 feet S. 70'5 E. from the above shafts gold has been found at surface in a flat-lying 
quartz vein, and a shaft to cut it on the underlay is now down 12 feet.

The following samples were selected for assay :—
B1 Picked sample from small ferruginous veins and joints in face of drive at bottom of 26-foot shaft. 

Yield ; Neither gold nor silver.
B; Granite rubble (seconds) from surface heap. Neither gold nor silver.
B3 Picked sample (firsts) of small quartz leaders in surface heap. Yield : Gold, 12 dwt, 22 gr. ; silver, 

6 dwt. 12 gr, per ton.
B1 Quartz and granitic veinstones from new find at surface near No. 3 shaft. Yield : Gold, 1 oz. 1 dwt. 

18 gr, per ton ; silver, 8 dwt. 17 gr, per ton.
On the west of Brown’s Claim W. Douch has sunk 12 feet in soft rotten granite without any visible 

quartz vein. From a ferruginous joint at the bottom of the shaft a dish of material broken with a pick 
yielded a few minute particles of gold which had evidently been liberated from pyrites originally occupying 
the jointing, the oxidation of which has freed the gold and stained the enclosing granite.

To Ihe north of tho Prospector’s Claim, McCloy Bros, are sinking to cut on the underlay vein cropping 
at surface. The party being absent at the time of inspection no particulars were available. The shaft was 
down about 18 feet.

Laird and Party occupy five men’s ground a short distance south-easterly from Brown’s Mine. Gold 
was found at surface in this claim about four months ago, and traced for about 100 feet along the strike of 
the reef. A vertical shaft was started which struck the reef channel at 28 feet, the latter thdn being followed 
for 30 feet. The strike of the reef at surface is N.E., and tho underlay N.W, at 33°. The reef occurs at 
the junction of a narrow diorite dyke about 3 feet thick, which forms the footwall. The dyke is much 
decomposed, and closely resembles similar occurrences in the Tumbarumba Gold-field, locally designated 
“ clay-bars.” Its surface outcrop has been covered by loose granite soil. Tlie quartz-vein stone in this 
claim is not continuous and solid, but occurs in short lenticular blocks—the longest vertical axis yet 
exposed being 7 feet—separated by stiff pug-clay containing rubbly quartz, which affords evidence from the 
partly rounded fragments of considerable movement and abrasion. On
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On the footwall (dyke) a thin layer of stiff pug selvage carries find gold particles, which are also 
present more or less in the rubbly clay, but blank intervals occur in the channel.

From the pug and rubble forming the present face at 30 feet on the underlay, and from similar 
material on the surface heap, fair tails of very fine gold were obtained from dish prospects. From the narrow 
quartz vein-stone in the shaft, and from surface, small dolly prospects yielded a payable proportion of gold 
mixed witli iron pyrites. Assays of samples from the 7-feet block in the underlay shaft, and from a small 
surface opening on the IS1.E. strike from the shaft, yielded the following results:—

(1.) Shaft.
Oz. dwt. gr.

Gold.................................... 2 10 l per ton.
Silver .................................  1 3 22 „

(2.) SURFACB.
Oz. dwt. gr.

Gold......................................... 3 7 12 per ton.
Silver ...................................... 1 12 16 „

The occurrence of an auriferous vein or channel at the junction of an intrusive diorite dyke in granite, 
judged by ordinary experience, must be regarded as a favourable feature, modified, however, in this instance 
by the uncertain permanency of the quartz vein, which alone can be regarded as yielding payable prospects. 
The indications are certainly good enough to encourage further testing by sinking and driving to prove the 
extent of the quartz blocks upon which depends the workableness of tlie mine.

S. Axam and Party, holding a claim in tlie vicinity, had just commenced sinking on a narrow quartz 
vein in soft rotten granite, striking nearly east and west, and underlaying south at Gl°. From surface to 
0 foet (bottom of shaft) the vein varies from 3 to 6 inches in thickness,- and consists of about 1J inch of 
ferruginous quartz, with a selvage of soft ferruginous granite. In the drusy cavities of the quartz free 
gold was visible, but pyrites was also discernible, which points to probable speedy loss of the free gold in 
sinking. A selected sample of the ferruginous quaitz veins yielded on assay—gold, 1 oz, 6 dwt 2 gr. per 
ton; silver, 12 dwt. 22 gr.

The latest discovered group of claims is situated about 1-j- mile easterly from Brown's Mine. Reports 
concerning Sinclair and Party’s claim caused the most recent rush to the locality. The reef in this claim 
was discovered about three months ago. It strikes N. 70° W,, and underlays H. 20 E. at 74° in No. 1 
shaft but nearly vertical in No. 2. The vein channel is from 7 to 10 inches wide, and is filled with rotten 
granite traversed by a quartz vein about G inches at thickest, and by several thin leaders. On the footwall 
the granite is becoming hard. On the surface close by the sliaft, solid granite outcrops, which indicates 
hard country at a shallow depth on the reef.

Two shafts have been sunk about 100 feet apart—No. 1 shaft to 20 feet, and No. 2 to 25 feet—and 
these constitute all the developmental work on the claim to the 10th December.

As some sensational yields had been reported from this claim, careful tests were made after the 
following manner ;—The exposed faces of vein stuff in both ends of the two shafts were chipped away for 
a vertical depth of about 5 ft. G in., and the broken material removed. A cloth then being spread, a large 
sample was obtained from each shaft by chipping the freshly exposed faces. On a sheet of bark at the surface 
the selected samples were mixed, and parted after the ordinary sampling method, tlio selected portions being 
bagged for assay, and the remainder panned olfi In the latter case neither sample yielded a trace of gold, 
though it must be stated that the harder portions were not crushed. Following are the assay results :—

Sp. 1.—Average sample of quartz and rotten granite from face of No. 1 shaft, about 1 foot wide.
Yield—Gold, nil; silver, nil.

Sp. 2.—Quartz from vein in No. 1 shaft. Yield—Gold, nil; silver, nil.
Sp. 3.—Average sample of quartz and rotten granite from face in No, 2 shaft, about S inches wide.

Yield—Gold, nil; silver, nil.
Sp. 4.—Picked sample of quartz, with undecomposed pyrites, from No, 1 shaft. Yield—Gold, 1 oz.

12 dwt. 16 gr. per ton; silver, 1 oz. 1 dwt. IS gr. per ton.

Dolly tests of the most oxidised quartz in No. 1 shaft yielded a little fine gold. In making those preliminary 
tests every facility was offered by the claim-holders. ~

,J. Smith and Party hold six men's ground a short distance southerly from Sinclair and Party’s claim. 
Gold was found on the surface about three weeks prior to inspection by “loaming” or washing the soil. In 
an open cut about 8 feet deep about 1 foot of decomposing granite alongside a rotten felsite footwall is 
regarded as lode stuff From the loose, friable portion broken down with a pick a tail of fine gold was 
obtained in the dish, The harder also yielded a fair prospect by dollying. An assayed sample of this 
material yielded—Gold, 8 dwt. 17 gr. per ton ; silver, 14 dwt. 8 gr. per ton. The gold has evidently been 
liberated from pyrites disseminated through a portion of the granite. No quartz is visible in this claim. 
The auriferous band strikes about N. 35° W., and underlays N. 55° E. at 70°, It is doubtful, however, 
whether those features will be persistent, in view of the mode of occurrence.

F. Falkner and Party, Smith and Party, Gordon and Party, and Axam and Party are also engaged 
in surface prospecting in the vicinity.

Summary and Conclusion.

Colours of fine gold are sparsely distributed through the country traversed by the Timbilica and 
Wallagaraugh Rivers : but having regard only to those localities wherein reasonable prospects have been 
obtained, the auriferous area extends about 3 miles easterly from the site of the original discovery by 
Lang in 1891, and southerly about 6 miles to near Mount Buckle, where tlio New South Wales Border 
Prospecting Party found an auriferous reef, which is now being opened by local prospectors. 1

Briefly summarised, the Timbilica auriferous country is granite, much weathered and soft at surface. 
The gold occurs associated with very thin pyritous quartz veins and thin ferruginous jointings, and in some 
instances disseminated through bands of the country. Abundant evidence is available of its derivation 
froai pyrites, which in an undecoinposed or unoxidised condition is already making its appearance in the 
shallow workings on the field, a fact which further indicates tlie probable disappearance of the free "old at a shallow depth. r rr b

With its disappearance water and harder country must be expected, with their natural accompaniments 
of more costly extraction and treatment. In Sinclair and Party’s and Brown and Sons’ claims the ground 
is already hardening at about 25 feet from the surface.

. The
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The beat prospects are obtainable from the thin, quartz leaders; but, as already pointed out, these 
bear a very infinitesimal proportion to the regarded vein material, -which consists of selvages of rotten 
granite, decomposed and discoloured by percolation of surface -water, containing soluble iron salts arising 
from oxidation of pyrites in the quartz vein and on the wall faces. With the encountering of water and 
hard country, the soft selvage with its contained free gold will disappear.

Having regard to the indications afforded by the surface conditions, no payably workable deposit 
has yet been proved on the field ; on the other hand, it must be borne in mind that little actual proving 
has yet been done, nor judging from appearances presented during inspection is vigorous prospecting being 
prosecuted. The erection of a battery has been advocated, but it would be premature to discuss the 
question until prospecting has been considerably advanced.

The conditions of the gold occurrence at Timbilica River afford indications only of possible profitable 
employment for small parties of working miners to such depths as the country remains soft and dry. Water 
and timber are abundant for all purposes. The special need of the field at the present time is vigorous 
prospecting, which is quite within the compass of working miners in view of the softness and dryness of the 
country near the surface. In deepening the present shafts timbering will be required, as the softer portions 
of tlie rotten granite are likely to be treacherous. ,

A small stamp battery, with h’rue Vanner concentration, would be most suitable for treatment of tlie 
auriferous material; but, as before stated, the erection of such a plant must be contingent upon tlie results 
of more extended prospecting operations, for it cannot be disguised that at the present time the visible or 
possible supply of crushing material is very limited.

1 desire to express my thanks to Mr. Brown, jun., for kindly guiding me to the different claims.
1 hJOS&JJ E. CARNE, F.G.S.,

The Government Geologist. --------------- Government Surveyor,
Appendix 11,

Report on the Auriferous Deposit at Tingys’ Plains, near Rocky Hall.
Sir, Geological Survey, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 12 January, 1897.

I have the honor to report that whilst inspecting a portion of a timber reserve (T.R. 282), in 
Parish Burrimbucca, County Auckland, I took the opportunity of visiting the gold deposits at Tingys’ Plains, 
in the neighbouring parish of Coolangabra.

Tlie discovery of. gold in matrix at Tingys’ Plains, in 1895, by Messrs. Ellingwood and Jacobson, 
caused a smalt rush, but little work resulted therefrom. The locality is on the eastern fall of the Main 
Coast Range, about 14 miles E.S.E. from Bombala, and G miles S.W, from Rocky Hall.

The geological formation is granite, being part of the same outcrop which contains the gold at 
Timbilica River, and near Mount Buckle on the Victorian Border.

Shortly after the announcement of the discovery the site was inspected and reported on by Mr. 
Warden King, of Cooma, who recommended aid for deepening the prospecting shaft from 14 feet to 39 feet, 
and for cross-cutting to ascertain the width of the lodestuff The prospectors, however, only availed 
themselves of part of the aid for sinking, because of the pinching out of the auriferous stone at a shallow 
depth. Inspection of the lowest level attained was not possible owing to removal of the ladders; but 
judging from the tipstuff, there was no material which could properly be designated lodestuff. Prospects 
were found by “loaming” at the surface, but gave out at a depth of 15 feet.

The following results were obtained from samples selected by Mr. King at the time of his inspection :
No. 1.—Gold, 2 dwt. 4 gr. per ton ; silver, 4 dwt. 8 gr. per ton.
Nos. 2 and 3.—Neither gold nor silver.
No. 4.—Gold, 4 dwt. 8 gr. per ton ; silver, 2 dwt. 4 gr. per ton.
No, 5.—Gold, a trace (under 2 dwt, per ton).

Shortly after the pinching out of the gold-bearing stone in the prospecting shaft, Jacobson abandoned 
his share, and the claim is now held by Ellingwood alone.

About 450 feet S. 25° W. from the aided site a shaft was sunk on a well-defined quartz reef striking
N. 55° E., to a reported depth of 19 feet. Owing to the partial collapse of the shaft, inspection could only 
be carried down to a depth of 10 feet. To this level the veinstone varies from 1 to 3 feet in thickness, and 
consists oi? partially oxidised pyritous quartz and granite material of a kindly appearance. Dolly tests of 
oxidised stone yielded fair prospects. This vein constitutes the best defined and most promising occurrence 
in the locality, and should, I think, have received the Government aid instead of the site further N.E. A 
sample taken at random from the stone at grass yielded on assay—Gold, 3 dwt. C gr. per ton; silver, 3 
dwt, C gr. per ton.

About 175 feet S. 25° E. from the shaft in the quartz reef Hagah and Party sank a shaft about 
30 feet deep alongside an open cut about 12 feet long and deep. No quartz occurs in these workings, the 
lodestuff consisting of hard, pyritous, aplitic granite, occurring as hard floors in the ordinary rotten granite 
country. These bodies are not defined, but appear to have a general dip to the west. In the oxidised 
portions fair prospects of free gold are obtainable on crushing, but it is very doubtful whether the unoxidised 
stone would pay to treat. The derivation of the gold from the pyrites is readily manifested by examination 
of the zone of oxidation observable even in hand specimens, free gold can frequently be seen in the rusty 
cavities formed by decomposition of pyrites just bordering the unaltered pyrites.

It is very evident that at very shallow depths the gold will be found entirely confined to tlie pyrites, 
and unless richer shoots occur than those already discovered, it is doubtful whether the deposits will prove 
payable. Some of the surface stone could be profitably worked, but the quantity available is very limited. 
No work was being carried on at the time of inspection, Ellingwood being the only one retaining an interest 
in it. I have, ifcc.,

JOSEPH E. CARNE, F.G.S.,
Tho Government Geologist. Geological Surveyor.

Progress
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Progress Report of Geological Surveyor Jaquet for 1896.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,

Sir, New Soutli Wales, 13 January, 1897.
I now have the honor to hand you a progress report of the work performed by me during the

year 1896.
I left Sydney upon the 14th January for Drake, and was engaged until the 17th of the month 

inspecting the auriferous reefs at Lunatic in connection with a proposal to erect a Government crushing 
plant. My report forms Appendix 12,

Upon the 28th January I left headquarters for the purpose of making a geological examination of 
the Wattle Flat and Sofala Gold-fields (vide Appendix 13). I also, before returning to town, visited tho 
following localities in reference to proposals to curtail or enlarge various gold-field reserves, and as a member 
of tlie Prospecting Board :—Gulgong, Hargreaves, Hill End, Kirkeonnel, Newbridge, and Kockiey.

Upon the 20th March I left for the Monaro district and made an examination of tlie gold and tin 
fields in the vicinity of Jinderbuyne (vide Appendix 16). Before returning to headquarters I visited Kiandra, 
Michelago, Braidwood, Captain’s Fiat, Brimbramalla, Nelligcn, Araluen, and Jingera. In conjunction with 
Mr. Warden Maitland, I inspected and reported upon the Little Liver Gold-field (vide Appendix 15).

I also examined the newly-discovered Back Creek Gold-field, near Braidwood, in reference to a 
petition from the miners asking the Department to resume certain lands. While in the Nerriga district I 
inspected the copper lodes at Tonga Creek (Appendix 17).

Upon 15th June I left for Tarago, and made an examination of the Cullulln silver-lead mine. 
(Appendix 19). I afterwards visited the following localities in connection with geological work :—Cooma, 
Holt’s Flat, Bowua, Caraboost, Junee Leefs, Wyalong, Crookwell, and Bungendore. I inspected and 
reported upon an auriferous drift near Laggan (Appendix 19), and the Dairy Creek Gold-field, near 
Gundaroo (Appendix 14).

Upon the 23rd July I left Sydney for the northern district, visiting Invorell, Armidale, Rockvale, 
and Yarrowitch.

Upon the 10th August I visited Raymond Terrace, and spent a few days tracing the outcrop of a 
newly-discovered bed of ironstone, near Seaham (Appendix 20).

Upon the 17th August I left Sydney for the purpose of making an inspection of the Gilgunnia Gold
field (Appendix 21). I also visited Peak Hill, Lewis Ponds Parkes, Forbes, Newbridge, Trunkey, Clear 
Creek, Oberon, Gulgong, and Rylstone.

Upon the 2nd October I left Sydney for the Southern District, visiting Yulwal, Moruya, Mogo, 
Wagonga, Mount Dromedary, and Queanbeyan.

I inspected tho recently discovered gold deposits at Gooda Creek (Appendix 22), and also the 
Mount Blundell lode (Appendix 23).

Upon the Sfch November I journeyed to the Hillgrove district and inspected an argentiferous copper 
lode upon the Wollomombi River (Appendix 22), Before returning to town I visited Tenterfield, Uralla, 
Nundle, and Copeland.

Upon the 7th December I started for Cooma and visited the Kydra, Kiandra, and Bogong Gold
fields. ,

During the year I have contributed two papers to the “.Records of the Geological Survey of New 
South Wales,” “ The Intrusive and Metamorphic Rocks of Berthong, county Bland, with especial reference 
to the occurrence of serpentine after amphibolite,” and “The Occurrence of Platinum in New South Wales.”

I have, dee.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,

Tiie Government Geologist. --------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 12.

Report on Lunatic Gold-field.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,

Sir, Sydney, 20 January, 1897.
I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with instructions received, I have made an 

examination of the Lunatic Reefs Gold-field, near Drake, in connection with a proposal to erect a public 
crushing plant.

Batteries which have hitherto been erected at Lunatic have been supplied with stone from the 
following lines of reef:—Lunatic, Golden Crown, Perseverance, Caledonian, Victorian, Little Victoria, 
Martin’s Reef.

Lunatic,

Upon the southern end of the reef three shafts were sunk about twenty years ago. No bulk 
crushings were ever made of stone from these shafts, and they have long since fallen in.

In No. 8 Claim, about four claims north of the last-mentioned shafts, four shafts, each about 100 feet 
deep, have been sunk, and some driving has been carried out. One of the shafts would seem to be intact. 
I was informed by Mr. Curran, Mining Registrar, that a small quantity of rich stone was obtained here, 
and that heavy water was encountered. Claim has been abandoned for nearly twenty’ years.

Exhibition Claim (Phoenix) is situated immediately north of No. 8 Claim. A shaft was sunk to a 
depth of 150 feet by a Sydney company. It has now fallen in, and the claim has long been abandoned. 
Mr. Curran informed me that some small patches of good ore were obtained.

Upon the claim next in order several shafts have been sunk, and a considerable amount of driving 
carried out. Tlie sides of the shaft have all fallen in.

At intervals the reef has been proved by shallow shafts between the'last-mentioned claim and the 
Prospecting Claim, which is situated upon the southern end of the reef.

. Prospector’s Claim.—This is practically the only claim that was worked for any length of time. A 
main shaft, which is now intact, has been sunk to a depth of 283 feet, and five lesser shafts have been sunk 
to depths of from 50 feet to 80 feet. The claim was worked intermittently for seven years, and several

hundred
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hundred tons of ore raised from it. After it had been abandoned for some years it was again taken up by 
Ashbury and Party, who received Government aid to sink the shaft from 144 to 290 feet. No stoping was 
over done by the party, and having exlmusted their grant they abandoned the mine, and it has been idle 
ever since. Tlie reef at the bottom of the shaft was, I am informed, only 3 inches thick.

Golden Crown.
This reef lias been worked by a multitude of shafts for a distance of 700 feet along its course. It 

varies in width from 2 to 12 inches, and has yielded sohte rich stone. No claims are at present being 
worked. Near Mr. E. Hooton’s house a tunnel has been driven into the hillside for a distance of 200 feet. 
It has cut the reef at a depth of 108 feet below tho surface. Hooton and Party have sunk a winze to a 
depth of 40 feet below the door of the tunnel upon the reef. They recently raised 4 tons of stone, which, 
when crushed in Drake, yielded 2 oz. of gold per ton. The reef would seem to be too narrow to pay for 
working, and no work is being done at the present time.

Perseverance.
This reef runs parallel to tlie Golden Crown Roof, and is distant from it about 600 feet. It is from 

2 to 4 inches wide, and most of tlie stone raised from it has yielded from 2 to 4 oz. per ton. .It was 
worked many years ago for a length of 900 feet, and to a depth of from 40 to 170 feet, and a considerable 
quantity of stone Inis been raised. I was informed that work was suspended because the reef was too 
narrow and too poor at a depth to pay for mining.

Caledonian.
This reef is situated about half a mile N.E. of the main workings upon the Perseverance Itccf. A. 

tunnel has been driven upon tlie vein into tlie hillside for a distance of 200 feet, and stone has been 
stoped out up to the surface for a distance of 90 feet in from the mouth of the tunnel. The reef is about 
6 inches wide, and the stone which was treated froai it averaged, so I was informed, over 1 oz. of gold
to the ton. _

About 3 chains south of the tunnel, upon the bank of Kangaroo Creek, a shaft has been sunk upon 
the reef, which is here about 6 inches wide, to a depth of 50 feet. I was informed that 10 tons of ore 
which were obtained from this shaft yielded gold at the rate of 18 dwt, per ton.

All the claims on tlie Caledonian line of reef are now abandoned.

. Victoria.
Mount Hooton Claim.—About eight years ago, when a battery was upon the held, a tunnel was 

driven for a distance of 200 feet along tlie reef, which is about 4 inches wide. The stone won from tins 
tunnel would not pay for crushing, and is now dumped upon tho surface. Subsequently Mr. Richard 
Hooton received Government aid to sink a sliaft upon the reef a little higher up the hill. No payable 
stone was encountered in the shaft, and upon its completion the claim was abandoned.

Upon Johnson's Claim the reef was proved by a shaft and drives to a depth of 100 feet. Several 
tons of quartz obtained from the workings were treated, but there is no word as to what they yielded.

About 100 yards south of Johnson's Claim a shaft has lieen sunk by Mr. J. K. Wear to a depth of 
lie feet, with Government aid. At a depth of 80 feet a patch of payable stone was met with, but no bulk 
crushings seem to have been made.

Messrs, Gay, Grey, and Party, who originally owned tlie claim south of Wear’s, proved the reef to a 
depth of 172 feet, and raised a considerable quantity of ore. There would seem to be no record as to what 
tlie ore yielded.

Little Victoria.
This is a short reef situated 200 foet east of Wears shaft, upon the Victoria line. Two shafts, each 

GO foot deep, and distant from one another 30 feet, have been sunk upon it, and practically tlie whole of the 
ore between them has lieen stoped out. I was informed that the ore, on being treated, yielded from 1 to 
2 oz. of gold per ton. The reef has an average width of 6 inches.

Martin’s Eeef.
Upon a low hill which overlooks Mr. Richard Hooton's house from the west a short reef was discovered 

about fifteen years ago by Mr. Edward Martin. He worked the reef intermittently for six years, and 
during this [period raised about £1,000 worth of gold. The rich stone having run out, Martin, in 1889, 
received Government aid to further prospect his claim ; but he did not succeed in finding any payable 
quartz.

Particulars concerning Batteries ivhieh have hitherto been erected ujton the Field.
Tho first battery (10-head) was erected in 1873 upon Gerrard’s Creek. It crushed about 1,000 tons 

of stone from the various reefs, most of which had been raised prior to the arrival of the battery. It was 
removed after nine months to Boorook, because suflioient stone could not be obtained to keep so large a 
battery working. Just before its removal a small 3-licad battery was put up upon Kangaroo Creek by 
Messrs. Muirstone and Giles. The smaller battery remained upon the field for thirteen years, treating 
from time to time small parcels of stone as they wore raised from the mines. It never ran continuously 
for any length of time, and in 1S8G was sold to Messrs. Stewart and Brown, who removed it to Fairfield. 
Jn the following year the same battery was re-erected by Mr. Cair, at Lunatic. However, only 10 tons of 
stone were crushed, and tlio battery remained idle for two years. _ _

At the end of this period it was bought by Messrs. Warm and &on, who again removed it to 
Fairiicld, and there has been no crushing-machine upon the field since.

Cost of treating Stone u]>on the Field.
The proprietors of the little 3-1 lead battery charged 20s, por ton for crushing, and 5s. extra per ton 

of ore for grinding the blanketings in a Chilian mill. The average cost of carting from various claims to 
the battery was 5s. per ton. Upon
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Upon other gold-fields in the Colony tlie cost of crushing varies from 7s. 6d. to 15s. per ton, and tlie 
figures quoted above may seem excessive ; but it must be remembered that enough stone could never bo 
obtained to keep the battery running continuously for any length of time, and under these circumstances 
a high charge was imperative.

The charges made for crushing at Drake are as follows:—
For lots under 20 tons ............ . .........................  15$, pcrlou

Chilian mill .......................................................... 2s, extra
For lots over 20 tons ................................................. 12s. Gd. per ton '

Chilian mill ............ *....................................... 2s, extra.
Cost of carting from claims at Lunatic to battery at Drake is 12s. per ton.
Comparison of cost of crushing a ton of ore at Lunatic and Drake respectively :—

Lima tic.
Costof carling from claims to battery .......................................... 5s,
Cost of crushing, with use of Cluliao mill ..................................... 25s.

Total...................... 30s.
Drake.

Cost of carting from claims to battery' ..........................................  12s.
Cost of crushing, with use of Chilian mill.,.................................... ISs.

Total.....................  30s.
It will be noticed that the greater cost for carting to Drake is balanced by a cheaper rate for 

crushing.
General Conclusion.

The reefs at Lunatic seem to have yielded small shoots of rich stone Even during its most prosperous 
days the field does not seem to have produced enough ore lo provide profitable employment for a battery ; 
still less, I would submit, is success likely to be obtained now that all the claims are deserted.

It has been shown that stone can now he carted to Drake and treated there as cheaply as was 
formerly the case upon the field when it was supplied with a battery; so it cannot, be stated that tlio 
removal of the battery has checked mining enterprise in any way.

I am of opinion that the circumstances do not warrant the erection of a public battery at Lunatic.
I have, itc.,

_ JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist. --------------- Geological Surveyor.

• Appexdix 13.
Report on Wattle Flat and Sofala.

Sir, Geological Branch, Department of Wines and Agriculture, Sydney, 1G March, 1896.
I have the honor to report that, according to instructions received, 1 have made a geological 

examination of the auriferous deposits in the vicinity of Wattle Flat and Sofala.
The geographical formations consist of Silurian (?) slate and lime-stones, intruded by dykes of felsite 

and basic andesite. The intrusive rocks, when examined under the microscope, are seen to be much crushed 
and generally altered. '

Near the head of Little Oakey Creek I found fossiliferous shales and lime-stones. Mr. W. S. Dun, 
Assistant Balffiontologist, has identified the following forms as occurring in them :—Edioliles, Jihynchonella, 
Spirifera (?), crinoid stems, and a fragment of a gasteropod.

The auriferous deposits naturally group themselves into two divisions—igneous rocks traversed by 
a network of narrow and rich auriferous veins or impregnated with iron pyrites, and quartz reefs.

Queensland Mine is situated upon the left-hand bank of Spring Creek, about 1J mile south of 
Sofala Township. It has been working intermittently for tho last eight or nine years. "*

The ore deposit consists of a belt of much altered igneous rock, more or less impregnated with 
arsenical pyrites and of ferruginous products resulting from the decomposition of this mineral, and traversed 
with numerous narrow quartz veins. The gold is present both in the quartz veins and in the pyrites.

Three quarries have been carried into the hillside upon the auriferous rock. The northern quarry has 
only recently been excavated by the present Company, and no parcels of ore have, so far as I could learn, been 
crushed from it. About 130 yards south of this new quarry there is another open working, from which, I was 
informed, 100 or 200 tons of stone had been won, which yielded on the average 3£ dwt. of gold per ton.

The largest quarry of all is situated about 100 yards south of the last-mentioned one. From 
Mr. W. Brazenall, of Sofala, one of a party of tributors who worked the mine prior to its being taken over 
by the present Company, I received information of the yields obtained from various parcels of stone mined 
from this quarry in 1894 and 1895.

Date. Quantity urushed, 
in tuna Yield, Gold. Average pci Toil

19 May,
Os. dwt. grs. Oz. dwt. grd.

1S94 ...................................... ii 2 5 0 0 2 7
2_ Juuet 1804 ...................................... 27f 4 5 0 0 3 2
22 „ 1894 ..................................... 30 3 1 4 0 2 0
27 „ ISM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 5 14 0 0 8 3
23 July, 1894 ...................................... 80 10 3 G 0 2' G
3 Not., 1S94 ...................................... 87 16 12 0 0 3 18
1 Dec,, 1894 ...................................... 48 8 17 10 0 3 17
8 „ 1894 ..................................... 8 1 14 0 0 4 G

17 „ 1894 ...................................... 18 4 o o
8 .April, 1895 .................................... 31 5 18 G 0 3 20

25 Mhv, 1895 ...................................... 27 4 12 10 0 3 10
20 June, 1895 ...................................... 41 7 6 6 0 3 13

5 July, 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 7 11 0 0 3 0

It
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It will be noticed that the stone gave an average yield of 3 dwt, 17 grs. of free gold. Mr. Brazenall’s 
party crushed with a 10-head battery CO tons of ore per week. The stone was quarried and delivered at the 
battery under contract for Cs. Cd. per ton. Two men wore employed at the battery—an engine-driver and 
a feeder. The boiler furnace consumed from 11 to 12 cords of wood per week, which cost 11s. per cord. 
So taking the two men's wages at £5, the total weekly expense of the tributing party was as follows:—

£ s. d.
Wages................................................................................................................................................... 5 0 0
Fuel....................................................................................................................................................... COO
60 tons of eUme, @ Gs. 6d..................................................................................... 19 10 0

Total........................... £30 10 0

An inspection of tho returns given above will show that the stone yielded on the average 3 dwt. 17 grs. 
per ton. Taking the value of the gold as £3 16s, per oz., the value of the gold obtained per week would be 
£4‘2 6s.; so there should be, in round numbers, £12 per week available to provide for interest on the capital 
outlay, depreciation of and repairs to machinery, and profit. Besides the free gold obtained in the form of 
amalgam, a large quantity of blanketings was obtained, which, I was informed, yielded upon assay gold at 
the rate of 3 oz. per ton. The tributors used to feed the ’ lanbetlngs back into the battery with barren 
quartz. With proper concentrating machinery the concentrates obtained should form a valuable asset.

It must be remembered that tho ore already treated was raised, comparatively speaking, near the 
surface, and it may be that, under the influence of atmospheric oxidation, it has been secondarily enriched. 
If such be the case, we should expect tlie ore obtained, as the quarries pushed further into the hillside, to 
yield Jess gold, and to be of a more refractory character. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that 
the ore consists of a compact rock which, when examined by me, did not appear to have undergone much 
decomposition; and, moreover, I was informed that the oro won from the southern quarry did not deteriorato 

■ as the face was carried forward into the hillside.
On the whole I was favourably impressed by the property. However, I am of opinion that a low- 

grade ore deposit of this character can only be profitably worked upon a very large scale. The present 
company have only a 10-head stamp battery upon the mine, whereas if the ore deposit be proved to 
run from the northern to the southern quarry a number of faces could be opened upon it, and 100 head of 
stamps could be kept running. By the adoption of a more judicious system of quarrying, and with the 
assistance of a tramway, I believe that the price (6s. 6d.) paid by tho tributors for winning the ore and 
delivering it at the battery might bo reduced by one-half. I would recommend that a series of short tunnels 
be driven into the hillside between the various cuttings. By this means the full extent and character of tho 
ore deposit could be quickly determined, If it should be proved that a belt of rock yielding 3^ dwt. per 
ton of free gold runs from the southern to the northern quarry, then there would be years of profitable 
work in sight for a large battery.

Golconda Hill.—This name has been given to a high hill which rises abruptly from the left-hand bank 
of BelFs Creek, about mile S.W. of Sofala. It is composed of quartz felsite, and may be part of the 
formation occurring in the Queensland Mine. The quartz felsito is more or less impregnated with 
ausenical pyrites and traversed by thin quartz veins. In some places portions of it appear to have undergone 
a process of silicification. A little exploratory work has been carried out by Messrs. Herriot and Bennett, 
but no stone has been crushed, and I am unable to give any information as to what amount of gold the ore 
is likely to yield, However, I saw free gold in some of the stone which I examined, and a sample of 
pyritous rock which I picked out at random yielded, upon assay by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, Analyst to tho 
Mines Department, gold at the rate of 6 dwt. 12 gr. per ton. I am of opinion that the circumstances 
warrant a thorough prospecting of the hill being undertaken, and would recommend that several parcels of 
3 or 4 tons weight bo taken from various parts and crushed. In any case the deposit should be worked in 
a maimer similar to that adopted in the Queensland Mine, viz,, by quarries carried in from the hillside. 
It will probably be found that a considerable portion of tho gold is locked up in the arsenical pyrites; and it 
will be necessary, in order that the test may be a complete one, to treat the parcels of ore in a battery 
provided with frue vanners or other efficient concentrators.

Surface Hill is situated upon the right-hand side of the Wattle Flat, Sofala Hoad, and about midway 
between the two townships. It is composed of a much altered basic andesite, which would appear to have 
been at one time composed essentially of lath-shaped felspars and augite. The southern portion of the hill 
is traversed by thin veins of auriferous pyrites, which trend in all directions. These veins vary in width 
from 1 inch to 3 or 4 inches. Their superficial portions have yielded in many instances fabulously rich ore. 
Indeed, I have reason to believe that during the last thirty-five years tho aggregate gold won from them has 
totalled several tons. The hill is riddled with shallow shafts and trenches put down in exploiting the veins. 

"At a certain depth below the surface, probably at the point where the gozzanous ore (coffee of the miners) 
gave place to pyrites, work has in each instance been stopped on account of the rich ore giving place to ore 
of a lower grade. In some instances the veins themselves may have “ pinched out," but I have no 
authentic information upon this subject. An idea has long been prevalent in the district that a bill which 
was superficially so rich must contain still more rich ore nt a depth. Imbued witb this idea, a company 
some years ago sunk a shaft upon the hill to a depth of 170 feet without meeting with any payable ore • and 
I understand another company has recently been formed to drive a tunnel into the hill from its base. I 
am of opinion that the chances are against any of these pyrites veins being worked profitably at a depth. 
Their great richness at the surface is without doubt due to a natural process of concentration. The hill 
was originally much higher than we see it to-day. Under the ordinary processes of denudation the andesitic 
rock of which it is composed, and the auriferous pyrites veins ramifying through it, would be slowly worn 
away. The pyrites veins would succumb before the country rock and the greater portion of the gold 
as it. was set free would fall downwards and be retained within the walls of the veins. If this process were 
continued for any length of time the gold contents of any particular vein might bo increased a hundredfold 
and a low grade pyrites transformed into an ore of extraordinary richness.

The Monarch Syndicate have taken up a 30-acre G.L. upon the north-east side of the hill, where very 
little work has hitherto been effected. They have started an open face 40 feet long at a point 60 feet below 
the summit: and it is their intention, I am informed, to quarry away the whole of the upper portion of the

21—R hill-
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hilL The rock as it is broken down 'will be examined, and the contents of any auriferous veins which may 
be met with culled out. It is proposed to construct a self-acting inclined tramway from the quarry to the 
Turon River, where a battery site has been procured.

Whalan’a Bill is situated about midway between Wattle Flat and Sofala, upon the left-hand side of 
the road. Near its base Silurian (3) slates and limestones are to be found. These sedimentary rocks are, 
apparently, intruded by felspathic rocks, which form the summit. The igneous rocks have been much 
crushed and otherwise altered since their consolidation. Some of the specimens examined had a micro
crystalline ground mass, and others may have been originally holo-crystalline. Through the upper portion 
of the hill numerous thin veins of quartz ramify. Some of these veins have yielded small quantities of very 
rich gold ore, and a number of shallow shafts have been sunk upon them. An unsuccessful attempt has 
been made upon the western side of the hill to work these leaders upon a large scale in open quarries. I 
shall refer elsewhere to the large quartz vein which runs through this hill.

Wattle Flat Hill.—This hill overlooks the town of Wattle Flat from the west. It is composed in 
part of an exceedingly close-grained felsite, and in part of a basic andesite closely analogous to the Surface 
Hill rock. Both these igneous rocks have been much altered since their consolidation. The felsite is 
highly charged with iron pyrites, which probably has minute quantities of gold associated with it. Some 
very rich leaders have been worked in the andesite.

Quarts Reefs.
Big Oakey (Mini’s Reef).—This reef has been worked intermittently for the last twenty years. It 

has frequently been abandoned and taken up again. Four years ago the Big Oakey Mine was bought by 
four miners, Messrs. J, Mini and Party, who had been previously working it upon tribute. I am indebted 
to Mr. Mini for the following particulars concerning the ore raised by his party:—

Date Tons Bftishtdl, Gold yield. Average per ton.

18th July, 1891 to 28th July, 1892 .............. C88
oz. dwt. gr,
285 19 4

oz. dwt. gr.
0 8 7

28th July, 1892, to 19th Sept., 1895 .......... 1869 2,272 16 8 1 11 19

The reef underlays to the west at a very low angle ; in some places it is perfectly horizontal. It varies in 
thickness from 6 inches to 10 feet, and has well defined walls.. I believe the reef will be found to continue 
downwards to a great depth. The whole of the rich ore won by Mini and Party has heen obtained from 
one shoot.

The reef has been worked by means of a tunnel 160 feet long, driven in from the side of the hill. 
From the end of the tunnel an underlay shaft has been carried down upon the shoot of ore to a depth of 
350 feet. The rich ground on either side of the shaft has been stoped out for a length of from 25 to 40 
feet; but, notwithstanding its well defined character, no levels have been driven, or other attempts made to 
explore the reef with a view of finding other shoots or payable stone. The system of mining which has 
been adopted is a most expensive one, and if the reef is to be developed and exploited upon a large scale, it 
will be necessary that a fresh tunnel be driven from some more convenient point, or that a working shaft 
be sunk. The ore is delivered by means of a shoot from the mouth of the tunnel to a ton-head battery in 
the gully below.

Solitary Reef.—This reef is situated about 1 mile south of Wattle Flat Township. It strikes N.E, 
and S.W., and can be traced for a distance of over half a mile. A few chains S.W. of the point where the 
reef passes across the Bathurst-Wattle' Flat Road, a sliaft, which is now in a dilapidated and unsafe 
condition, has been sunk to a depth of 390 feet. Mr. O. P. Clayton has kindly supplied me with the 
returns obtained by Messrs. Webb and Party, who worked the reef upon tribute during the five years 
ending December, 1887. It would appear that they raised 4,188 tons of ore, which yielded 2,177 ounces of 
gold, this being at the rate of a little over half an ounce to the ton.

A few chains north of this abandoned deep shaft Brailey and Party have sunk an underlay sliaft to a 
depth of 80 feet upon the reef. At this depth tlie vein which had been dipping to the S.E. turned over and 
dipped N.W, Under these circumstances it was impossible to continue the underlay shaft, and a now 
vertical shaft was started from the surface. The new shaft has now cut the reef at a depth of 97 feet, and 
two short levels have been driven. The reef as seen in the levels is from C inches to 2 feet wide, witli 
well defined walls. It would seem to be a “fissure vein,” and will probably continue to a great depth. I 
was informed by Mr. Brailey that 6 tons of ore raised while sinking the underlay shaft yielded 1,7 dwt. of 
free gold per ton, and some concentrates, which assayed 12 oz. per ton.

Messrs. Ireland and Party are engaged in proving the Solitary Roef at a point distant about 400 
yards S.W. of Brailey's shaft. It is here about 3 feet thick. They have sunk upon it 70 feet, and 
driven 25 feet each way, at a depth of 50 feet. The gold raised from these workings yielded gold at the rate 
of 3£ dwt per ton.

The Solitary Extended Claim is situated a few chains N.E. of the Batkurst-Wattle Flat Road upon 
the Solitary Reef. Here a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 260 feet. I was unable to examine the reef 
in this shaft on account of the mine being closed down pending its being taken over by a new company who 
have recently purchased it. I was informed by Messrs. Webb and Party, who have been working tlie mine 
upon tribute, that they have raised from it between 500 and GOO tons of stone, which yielded upon the 
average 8 dwt. of gold per ton. The stone obtained in the lowest levels is highly charged with arsenical 
pyrites, and is of a refractory character.

Magenta Reef.—This reef runs parallel to the Solitary upon the east. At the time of my inspection 
no work was being carried out upon it; but Messrs. Webb and Party are erecting machinery with a view 
of pumping water from an old shaft and starting work afresh. The reef has been proved along its outcrop 
for a distance of 10 chains, and worked in one place to a depth of 170 ft. I was informed that the reef in 
tliis shaft had an average width of 15 inches, and that the stone raised yielded upon an average 9 dwt. per 
tom Heavy water was met with in the shaft. Riley’s
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Riley's Creek Reef.—The outcrop of this reef runs along the high ridge which overlooks Riley’s 
Creek from the east. It was first worked thirty-five years ago. A level has been driven in from the * 
hillside along the reef for a distance of 400 feet. In this level the vein is seen to be well defined, and to 
vary in width from 6 inches to 6 feet. Four distinct shoots of payable ore have been met with, and a 
considerable amount of stoping carried out upon the upper portion of them. Several shafts have been sunk, 
but the deepest workings, 1 was informed, were only 70 feet below the surface. In the lower workings a 
refractory ore largely composed of arsenical pyrites has been encountered. The ore already won has yielded 
from 8 to 15 dwt. of free gold per ton. Messrs. Grice and Party have recently been aided from the 
prospecting vote to drive a tunnel in from the level of the creek. This tunnel it is estimated will strike the 
reef at a depth of 200 feet.

Wltalaris Mill Reef.—This reef underlays S.W. at an angle of 30°. An underlay shaft has recently 
been sunk, with assistance of aid from the Prospecting Vote, to a depth of 203 feet. The reef in this shaft 
has an average width of 3 feet 6 inches. The body of the reef for about 190 feet from the surface is 
composed of' a compact barren looking quartz. A thin layer of foliated quartz is present in most places 
upon the hanging wall. Below the depth mentioned the general character of the quartz is changed. It 
becomes charged with ferric oxide, is less compact and more foliated, and it has yielded some rich specimens 
with coarse specks of free gold. No attempt has yet been made to prove the extent of the rich shoot,

A little work would seem to have been done from time to time upon the upper portions of the reef 
south of the underlay shaft, and several tons of stone have been stoped. In one place the shaft passes 
through these old workings. _

McCudderis Reef.—Messrs. McCudden and Party, with assistance from the Prospecting Vote, have 
sunk a shaft to a depth of 80 ft. upon a newly discovered reef at Paling Yards, about 5 miles east of 
Wattle Flat. From the bottom of the shaft they have raised 17 tons of ore, which yielded upon crushing 
34 ozs. of gold. The reef is made up of a series of quartz lenses, separated from one another by partings 
of slate. Reefs of this character are very common among the older slate rocks in the colony. The rich 
gold which they yield generally occurs in patches and not defined shoots.

Cox and McPeak’s Claim is situated at Redbank, about 2 miles south of Wattle Flat. Two narrow 
and parallel leaders have been discovered which are distant from one another 2 feet. From a shaft which 
was only 25 feet deep over 100 oz. of gold had been won previous to my inspection. The gold is coarse 
and occurs for the most part not in the substance of the veins, but in a soft casing which runs between the 
veins and the country rock. I am informed that since my return to Sydney the country rock between the 
veins has been crushed and given a high return of gold.

Concluding remarks.
The gold deposits of Wattle Flat and Sofala consist of narro%v veins which yield in their upper 

portions ore of extraordinary richness and which are now for the most part worked out. Also of large 
and irregular shaped masses of country rock, impregnated with gold-bearing minerals, and traversed by 
auriferous quartz veinlets. These formations taken en masse are of a low grade character, but judging 
from results hitherto obtained they would be payable if worked upon a large scale by a system of quarrying.

Several well defined and permanent quartz reefs occur upon the field. These reefs, as a rule, yield 
an ore of medium grade, though occasional rich shoots arc to be found in them. It would seem to mo that 
in a number of instances they have not hitherto been worked as they should have been. When a payable 
shoot of ore has been discovered the workings have been confined within its limits until it was exhausted, 
and no attempts made at the same time to explore the reef for other shoots. In other words exploration 
has not gone on simultaneously with exploitation. It is probably owing to this principle being neglected 
that the yields of gold have not been more regular in the past. I have, <tc.,

JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist. -------------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 14.
Report on Dairy Creek Gold-field.

Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 3rd June, 189G.
I have the honor to report that according to your instructions I have made a geological examination 

of the Dairy Creek Gold-field which is situated about 7 miles from Gundaroo in an easterly direction.
The formation in which the reefs occur consist of much indurated and highly cleaved slates, probably 

of Upper Silurian age.
Gold was worked upon this field twenty-five years ago. About 200 yards south of Cox and Kershaw’s 

Claim a long open cutting is to be seen from which ore was raised at the period named. -

Cox and Kershaw's Claim.
This party have excavated a cutting which at the period of my inspection was 30 yards long and 20 feet 

deep. The cutting runs parallel with the cleavage planes, which have a slight easterly dip. Altogether, I 
was informed 32 tons of stone have been raised, and the following crushings obtained:—5£ tons crushed at 
Bywong yielded 8 oz. of gold per ton; 5 tons crushed at Barke and Lacy’s yielded 1 oz. 7 dwt. The ore was 
obtained from a series of short veins which vary in width from a fraction of an inch to 3 inches, and • 
conform with the cleavage planes of the slates. Sometimes three or four of these veins all yielding gold will 
be found running parallel to one another for a short distance. I was shown specimens of quartz obtained 
which contained as much gold as stone, and at hoth ends of the cutting I knocked off pieces of ore which 
showed gold freely. The quartz in places is charged with mispictel (arsenical pyrites).

Outside of the cutting, and about 15 feet west of its southern end, another thin vein carrying gold 
has been struck.

A number of claims have been pegged out along a line running north and south through that one of 
Cox and Kershaw, and in most of them quartz veins similar to those already described have been met with. 
Some of these veins yield a little gold, but none of them have been shown to contain it in a payable quantity. 
Upon Cassidy’s ground, about 30 yards south of Cox’s cutting, a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 40 feet.
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It was suggested to me that the numerous thin quartz lenses may run together and make a defined 
• reer at depth. Auriferous veins of this description are very common in the older stratified rocks of the 

Colony, and in no instance am I aware of their having coalesced and formed a defined reef when sunk upon, 
nor do I think they are likely to do so in this instance.

. I'he reefs were without doubt formed long before the country had, under the influence of the 
ordinary processes of denudation, attained its present configuration ; and those portions of them which we 
examine at the surface to-day were probably many years ago several hundred feet below the surface. On 
the other hand, it should be pointed out that there is no reason why the reefs should not yield stone equally * 
as good as that now being raised at any point along their course; but such ore, I believe, will be in scattered 
bunches and not defined shoots.

The cost of exploring and exploiting such narrow veins at a depth below the surface would he great, 
the quantity of stone which they would yield would be small, and the bunches of rich ore might be far 
apart; so on the wliole I am of the opinion that the chances are against these reefs being mined profitably 
at a depth.

It is probable that future prospecting may result in other rich patches of ore being discovered upon 
the surface when they could be cheaply mined. I have, &c.,

_ . JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist, ------------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 15.
Report on Little River Gold-field.

Department of Mines and Agriculture, New South Wales, 8 June, 189C.
. . have the honor to report that according to instructions received, wo have made a joint
inspection of the Little River Gold-field, and beg to report concerning tlie same as follows :—

_ 'Jhc Little River lias its source in the Monga Mountains, and runs into the Shoal]]even River about 
15 miles from Braidwood, in a northerly direction. The geological formations represented are much 
indurated Silurian (?) slates, with outliers of Devonian sandstone and conglomerate resting upon them. 
Near the base of the Monga Mountains there is a long sheet of basalt.

On either side of the river, for a distance back from its banks of from 100 yards to 2 miles, deposits 
of auriferous gravel occur. Similar drift deposits are to be found upon the banks of the various tributaries. 
We should roughly estimate that in the aggregate there must be at least 30 square miles of country covered 
with gold-bearing gravel within the watershed of the river.

_ The drifts are situated at various altitudes not exceeding 200 feet above the bed of the river. They 
vary in depth from a few inches to 10 feet.

The gold is for the most part coarse, and heavy nuggets have from time to time been obtained. It 
does not occur in defined leads, but is widely and irregularly distributed.

In the past the drifts have heen worked with considerable success by a system of ground-sluicing 
wherever water could be obtained for the purpose. Again, patches of ground have been rich enough to 
permit of their being profitably carted to the nearest water-course for treatment. The fact that large 
numbers of miners,. notwithstanding the comparative shortage of water, have gained a livelihood upon the 
field is evidence of its richness. At the present time the diggings are supporting about 250 men.

The field languishes for want of a sufficient quantity of water for sluicing purposes, and it is only by 
supplying this deficiency that the output of gold could be largely increased. .

The drifts are admirably adapted for sluicing. In nearly all instances they are upon elevated ground, 
so there would be no difficulty in obtaining the requisite fall for the tail-races. In this respect, and in 
containing upon the wliole a larger quantity of gold, the Little River gravels differ from those accompanying 
the Shoalhaveu River which were reported upon by one of the Writers in 1893.

Having regard to the altitude of the drifts, it would be necessary that any race intended to carry the 
waters of the Little River itself should head from near its source, where the supply during the greater 
portion of the year is small Tho same remark applies in a lesser degree to tlie various tributaries.

Upon the western bank a race was constructed some years ago, which headed from the river a little 
below Macrae's Saw-mitl. This race was found to be too low, and another one was brought higher up from 
the Northangera Creek, a tributary. These races were never carried far down the river, and they have 
long since fallen into disuse. They were only capable of delivering a small quantity of water,

A company is, we believe, now being formed to bring down another and larger race from a point 
above Macrae's Saw-mill and carry the same on to Bentley's and Leech’s Points. It is proposed to augment 
the supply of water by tapping tlie heads of Northangera, and possibly other tributary creeksfwith 
subsidiary races.

Upon the eastern side of the river numerous races have been constructed, which bead from points 
high pip upon the Gurrnwang, Bob’s, and Eagan’s Greeks respectively, and command large areas of ground. 
Numerous small races which cover limited areas of drift have also been made.

In conclusion, we would state that there are very largo areas covered with auriferous gravel within 
the watershed of the Little River which could be profitably sluiced in the event of a supply of water being 
made available for the purpose at a not too expensive cost. We are unable, however, to point out where 
such water could be brought from. The amount which could be obtained by diverting the river and 'its 
affluent streams into races is. for reasons already given, very limited, and parties of miners and companies have 
largely made use of tins source of supply in the past. It has been suggested to us that it might be possible to 
construct a large reservoir somewhere in the Budawang Mountains, which would conserve large volumes of 
storm-water. We consider that this question can only be answered by an engineer skilled in such work.

_ R°r many years to come tlie gold-field will probably give employment to a large number of fossickcrs. 
We believe, however, that any sudden influx of miners to the field at the present time would lead to 
disastrous consequences. \Ve have .tc.

JOHN B. JAQUET,
Geological Surveyor.

E. L, MAITLAND,
------------------- Warden.

Appendix
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Appendix 1G,

Report on the Jinderbayne District.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,

Sir, New South Wales, 9 June, 1896.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made a geological 

examination of various mineral deposits in the Jinderbayne District.
Piper's Creek Diggings are situated high up on the Snowy Mountains, about 11 miles in a direct line 

from Mount Kosciusko. The gold occurs in shallow drift deposits consisting of black loam with subangular 
pebbles of granite and quartz. It is found in patches and not defined “ runs." At the time of my inspection 
there were only two men mining upon the field, and I have reason to believe that they were making fair 
wages. During several months of the year the field cannot bo approached with safety on account of the 
snow ; and the rigorous climate and the long distance over which supplies have to be brought will always be 
against its advancement. There are large areas of drift deposits along tlie gullies in the vicinity of the 
workings, and I am of opinion that further prospecting may result in other payable patches being found.

From Piper’s Creek I proceeded via Kosciusko and the Crackenback River to tlie Thredbo Diggings. 
Tlie time at my disposal did not permit of my making an exhaustive examination of tho rocks I passed 
over, and I have but few facts to add to those recorded by observers who had gone before me.

The dominant country rock is granite, which, under dynamo-metamorphic influences, has been 
changed in places into gneiss. It seemed to me that the gneissoid character became more pronounced as 
the summit of the range was approached. Tlie foliation planes of the gneiss run approximately N.E. and 
S.W. and parallel with the main ridge.

Upon the eastern end of Boggy Plains at the head of Wilson’s Valley I found dykes of basic augite 
andesite intruding the granite. I had a microscopic section prepared from a specimen of this rock which I 
collected. It consisted essentially of porphyritic crystals and rarely felspar imbedded in a micro-crystalline base.

Near the summit of Kosciusko micaceous slates and schists are to be found. These rocks possess a 
perfect cleavage with planes which are approximately parallel with the foliation planes of the gneiss. They 
have been much crumpled aud contorted, and in places have undergone a process of silicification. These 
characteristics can be particularly well observed in the gap between the highest peak upon the Kosciusko 
Plateau and the Ram’s Head Range. Here they include lenticular quartz veins of a character similar to 
those which yield gold elsewhere in the Colony. I knocked off' a piece of the quartz and had the same 
assayed upon my return to Sydney, but it yielded neither gold nor silver. A gold reef is now being worked 
at the Grey Mare's,.Bogong, about 17 miles north of Kosciusko, in this same belt of rocks, and in my opinion 
the circumstances warrant a careful prospecting of the country between these two places being undertaken.

The question as to whether evidence of a former glaciation are to be seen upon the Snowy Mountains 
has long exercised the minds of geologists. Dr. R. von Lcndenfeld who examined the country in January, 
1885, answers this query most emphatically in the affirmative.* He states that he found “ rocks polished 
by glacial action in several places," and illustrated his report with a photograph of one of such rocks. Mr. 
Richard Helms, in a paper communicated by Prof. T. W, E. David to the Linnean Society,! states that ho 
searched carefully in the Wilkinson Valley and elsewhere for stria: and polished surfaces without finding 
them, though, ho adds, tlie general appearance of the rocks at a distance suggested that they had been 
ground down by glaciers. Mr, Helms also records having found one piece of what lie believes to be glacier- 
polished rock. In speaking of this specimen he says, " There are, however, no strisc noticeable, which is 
rather remarkable as they are generally present on glacier-polished surfaces.”

I did not see any polished surfaces or ground rocks which might reasonably be supposed to have been 
produced by moving ice. Upon Thompson’s Flat (Tom’s Flat) I was ablo to identify by means of the 
photograph which accompanies Dr. Von Lendenfeld’s report the granite rock which he specially mentions as 
exhibiting glacier-polish. The smooth surface of this rock might well be the result of ordinary subaarial 
denudation. At the base of the mountain and elsewhere in the colony where granitic formations occur 
similar smooth surfaces are to be found. The grooves upon the rock are in section more or less V shaped.

' They consist of ordinary planes of parting which have been enlarged by weathering along their lines of
emergence. A penknife blade can in many instances bo inserted into these cracks. I agree with Mr. 
Helms when he states that the rocks forming the range would disintegrate too rapidly to permit of glacier- 
strirc being retained upon their surfaces for any length of time.

Mr. Helms states that he found several terminal moraines, and he has prepared a map showing the 
localities where he believes glacier deposits exist. My stay upon tho higher portion of the range was too 
brief to permit of my coming to any conclusion upon this point.

Thredbo Diggings are situated upon the Crackenback River, about 12 miles from Jinderbayne in a 
w-esterly direction. They consist of a wide alluvial flat which is covered with drift material to a depth of 
from G to 20 feet. The gold occurs in patches. At one time the field supported a number of miners, but 
there are now only one or two fossickevs upon it.

Bark Huts and Boggy Plains Gold-fields are situated upon a granite formation near the head of the 
Mowambah River. Here I found between thirty and forty miners at work making from 10s. to £1 per 
week. The deposits closely resemble those which I have described as occurring at Piper’s Creek. The drift 
consists of a black loam with subangular quartz pebbles. The sinking is never more than 3 feet. The gold 

► is found in patches. It is for the most part rough and would not appear to have travelled very far. One
nugget over half an ounce in weight has been obtained.

1 am of opinion that the gold in the various alluvial diggings described has been probably derived 
from pipe-like reefs and narrow quartz veins in the granite. Near Piper’s Creek several quartz reefs of 
unpromising appearance can be seen. Upon one of these, where the quartz had a little pyrites associated 
with it, a shallow shaft had been sunk. I was informed that only traces of gold were found in the stone. 
Upon the Bark Huts Diggings I picked up an angular fragment of highly pyritous quartz which without 
doubt had been shed from a vein near at hand. This specimen when assayed by Mr. Mingaye, Assayer to 
the Mines Department, yielded traces of gold and silver. I did not see any well-defined reefs in the vicinity.

At Mowambah, about 6 miles south of Jinderbayne, tin was discovered in quartz a few years ago. 
All the workings were abandoned, and I was only able to examine the lodes upon the surface. They

appeared

* Government Printer, Misc. 1'ub., 188fi- By Authorily. t £Jro<-K. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, 1S93, viii, p. 340.
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appeared to me to be short and not of great extent. I picked out from the heaps some good specimens of 
tin-ore consisting of coarse blebs of cassiterite embedded in white quartz, I was informed, however, that 
this rich ore only occurred in small pockets. A few bags of alluvial tin were obtained from the creek below 
the reefs. It is possible that other tin lodes may be discovered in the granite.

I visited Paupong and was shown several shafts which had been sunk upon quartz reefs. No work 
was being carried out upon the field, and I was unable to descend any of the shafts.

. I have, &c.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,

The Government Geologist. ------------------- Geological Surveyor,
Appendix 17.

Report on Deposits of Copper Ore, Touga Creek.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines,

Sir, New South Wales, 11 June, 1896.
I have the honor to report that I havemade a geological examination of the deposits of copper ore at 

Touga Greek, in the Parish of Touga, County St. Vincent, about 10 miles from Nerriga in a northerly direction.
The geological formations represented are horizontally bedded sandstones belonging to the Devonian 

or Upper Marine Series and much indurated slates and quartzites of Silurian age.

f with copper lodes.

The copper lodes are confined to the slates, (to., and these rocks are only exposed along the lower 
portions of deep gullies which have cut through the sandstones, so the area available for prospecting is 
much restricted. (Vida sketch section .}

Messrs. Green, Wallace, k Co. have exposed the outcrop of a copper lode for a distance of 36 feet at 
a point distant about 100 yards below the junction of Touga and Quera Creeks. The lode is about 2 feet 
6 inches wide. It does not appear to have defined walls, but like many other deposits of this metal seems 
to consist of country rock more or less impregnated with quartz and copper pyrites. I took three samples 
of the best ore, and these were assayed by Mr, Mingaye, Assayer and Analyst to tlie Mines Department, 
with the following results :—

(a) Copper .......................................................... 9'0G por cent.
Silver.............................................................. 2 oz. 18 dwt. per ton.
Gold.............................................................. Nil.

(S) Copper ........................................................  13'92 per cent.
Silver.............................................................. 15 dwt. per ton.
Gold.............................................................. Nil.

(e) Copper......................................................... S‘90 per cent.
Silver............................................................. 4 dwt. per ton.
Gold.............................................................. 2 dwt. „

About 200 yards north of the lode last described another one has been discovered and traced for several 
chains upon the surface. It is about 1 foot wide. The country here is softer, and a little oxidation has taken 
place, the copper pyrites having a little copper carbonate (malachite) and black oxide (tenorite) associated 
with it. A picked specimen of this ore which I selected yielded on assay by Mr. Mingaye, as follows :—

Copper.......................................................... 13‘16 per cent.
Silver.............................................................. 1 oz. 12 dwt. per ton.
Gold.......................................... .................. A trace.

A little south of the junction of the two creeks the outcrop of a copper lode can be seen running up 
the precipitous banks of the Touga Creek. '

In so far as no sinking or driving has been carried out upon these lodes, one would not be justified 
in expressing any opinion as to their value at the present time. However, the assays given above show 
that they are capable of yielding some fair ore.

I have recommended, and it has been approved by the Prospecting Board, that Messrs. Green, 
Wallace, and Party be assisted to sink a shaft to a depth of 50 feet, and to drive 50 feet from the bottom 
of the same upon the lode first described in this report.

Two circumstances will greatly increase the cost of working the lodes : one is the hardness of the 
country and the other the difficulty of transport to and from the top of the tableland.

I have, Ac.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,

Geological Surveyor.
Appendix

The Government Geologist.
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Appendix 18.
Report upon McMahon’s land, near Croobwell.

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, New South Wales, 21 July, 1896.

I have the honor to report that, according to instructions received, I have made a geological 
inspection of the land of Mr. Murty MacMahon, near Crookwell.

I found upon the land an extensive sheet of basalt which had flowed over and covered up an ancient 
auriferous river bed.

In one place a creek had cut through the basalt and exposed the drift below.

■ Ba.sa.lt

/Ancient Lava, flow

Aurifero os dri ft bed 'v c St £ C ft

Altered I ‘slates t?J

A little gold has been obtained from the drift, including one nugget, which weighs 7 dwt. The 
precious metal would seem to occur in patches, and not defined “ runs.”

The drift bed could only be satisfactorily prospected by means of a tunnel. In order to provide 
for the bed rock dipping downwards, it is necessary in cases of this description to start the tunnel a 
considerable distance below the outcrop of the bed it is intended to exploit. Now, upon Mr. MacMahon’s 
property the floor of the deposit is sometimes below the bed of the creek, and never more than a few feet 
above it, hence no suitable site for a tunnel can be found,

I do not think the prospects sufficiently good to warrant the sinking of shafts through the hard
basalt.

A few “ fossickers ” may from time to time earn a living by exploiting the drift bed along its line 
of outcrop. I have, Ac.,

JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist. ------------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 19. ■
Report on Cullulla Silver-lead Mine.

Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 22 July, 1896.
I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made an 

inspection of the Cullulla Silver-lead Mine.
The lode which is being worked in this mine was reported upon by you in 1892.* You mention 

having taken a representative sample across the full width of the lode, which was found upon assay to 
contain IJVIS per cent, of lead and 2 ox. 9 dwt. of silver per ton.

The two shafts which you mention as having been sunk at the time of your inspection have been 
closed down. A new shaft has, however, been sunk about 200 yards north of the abandoned workings to 
a depth of 264 feet.

Upon the accompanying diagram I have shown the workings in connection with this shaft.
The level winds about and does not closely follow the lode. The end is now in country rock and 

apparently upon the eastern side of the lode.
The lode as seen in the level is not well defined, and I am of opinion would not pay for exploitation 

unless the galena contained a large quantity of silver. I have, die.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,

The Government Geologist. ------------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 20.
Report on Ironstone Deposit, in Parish Wilmot.

Geological Survey Branch, Department Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, Sydney, 17 August, 1896.

I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made a preliminary 
geological examination of the deposit of ironstone which lias been discovered by Mr. Thomas Adams, 
senior, in the Parish of Wilmot, County of Gloucester, near Seaham.

The ironstone consists of a compact granular rock composed essentially of magnetite with sand
grains.

It occurs as a bed which is interstratified with arkose sandstones and conglomerates of Carboniferous 
age. In places the stratification planes can be seen in the ironstone. It is possible that a further 
examination may show that this bed forms an horizon of some importance in the Kkacopteris Beds.

Upon

Report by E. F. Pittman, A.R.S.M., OoTernincnt Geologist, Ann. Kept., Dept. Mines and Agric., N. S. Wales (or 1893 [1891), p. 107.
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Upon Portions 31, 32, and 33, and upon the land situated immediately west of these portions, the 
ironstone bed can be seen cropping out in places for a distance of about 60 chains. Towards the cast the 
outcrop strikes nearly east and west, but as one travels in a westerly direction it would seem to swing 
round towards the north. I should mention that in view of the magnetic character of the ironstone, 
compass bearings taken in the vicinity may bo only approximately correct.

A shallow trench has been put across the bed, but unfortunately at the period of my inspection it 
was full of water. I was informed by Mr. Thomas Adams, who accompanied me, that the bed was found 
in the trench to be 3 feet thick. It dips 1 in 2 a little east of south.

In the vicinity of Nine-mile Creek, about 3 miles distant in a north-easterly direction from the 
portions mentioned above, the same (?) bed of ironstone can be seen cropping up. It would seem here to 
dip a little west of north. Upon the attached sketch which has only been prepared tentatively, pending 
a further investigation of the geology of the district, I have shown how the intrusive mass of quartz-felsite 
forming the range east of Nine-mile Creek may have tilted the beds and brought the ironstone to the 
surface. If such a section be correct, then we might expect to find the ironstone bed cropping out again 
upon the eastern side of the range.

An analysis of the iron ore has been made by Mr. J, C. H, Miugaye, Analyst to the Mines 
Department. It was as follows :—

Cktinical Composition.

Moisture Jit 100° C............................................................................................. ]'S2
Combined AVnler ......................................................................... 2']4
Silica (SiOa) ............................................................................... 20-fi0

♦Ferric Oxide (Ko„Oa) .......................................................................... GO’72
♦Ferrous Osido (Fed) ............................................................................. 4'73
Manganous Oxide (ilnOj...................................................................... '22
Alumina (A1„03) ..............................     7'56
Lima (CaO)...... ............................................................................ trace
Magnesia (MgO) ........................................................................... I'dO
Phosphoric Acid (P.,0,) ..................................................................... '31
Sulphuric Acid (Soj)..............................  "Oo
Titanic Acid (Ti02) ........................................................   trace
Organic Mutfer ............................................................   t.riico

S0'55

This analysis shows the stone to be a good iron ovo which would compare favourably with the great 
majority of ores available for mining in the Colony. It differs from the ore at Ironstone Mountain in 
containing only a trace of that objectionable matter. Titanic acid. The percentage of silica is rather high, 
and the quantity of phosphorus present would probably render the pig-iron from the ore unfit for the 
manufacture of steel by the ordinary Bessemer process.

I have, <fcc.,
JOHN B. JAQUET.

Note.—The analyses below were made by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, Analyst, to the Mines Department, 
from samples which I obtained from various points along the outcrop, and the results were not available 
till after the Deport was submitted.

3.792
3.793
3.794
3.795 
3,7% 
3,797 
3,793 
3,799

Fe. 46-43 
Fe. 4r>'!)f! 
Fc. 47\S5 
Fe. 49'70 
Fo. 41-SO 
Ke. 47-51

........................................ Fe. 53"35
3,792 to 3,798 uiixcd, yielded :—

Moisture at 100° C ..............................
Combined Water ..............................................
Silica (Si 0=) .......................................
Alumina (Al» O.J ....................................
Ferric Oxide (Fea O,) ...... ......................
Ferrous Oxide (FcO) ..........................
Wnngnnous Oxide (MnO) ....................
ATckel and Cobalt Oxides (Fi O Co O)
bime (Cn 0)...........................................
Magnesia (MgO) .................................
Phosphoric Acid (P„ Os) ..........................
Titanic Acid (Ti 0,J ........................
Sulphur.......................................

1-45
1-79

16-52
H-09
62-37

4--20
-3!)

truces
absent

■23
•25

1-70
03

The Government Geologist.
100-n

Appendix 21.

Report on the Gilgunnia Gold-field.

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, Sydney, 24 September, 1896.

I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, 1 have made a 
geological examination of the Gilgunnia Gold-field, situated 30 miles from Nymagee, in a south-westerly 
direction. •

Gold, I have been informed, was first discovered upon the field by an aboriginal—Jacky Owen— 
about eighteen months ago.

The field was reported upon by Mr. W. H. J. Slee, F.G.S., Chief Inspector of Mines, in July last year, f
The

* Metallic irorij 40’19 per cent. f Ann, itept. Dept-. Mines and Agn. X, 5. Wales forlS95, p. S4.
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The geological format,ions consist of highly-cleaved Silurian slates and intrusive bosses and dykes of 
quartz-felspar porphyry. The reefs occur in the slates. These rocks are decomposed to great depths, and 
this circumstance has enabled mining in the past to be carried on at a very low cost. No water has as yet 
been encountered in any of the shafts.

There are two distinct fields: one near the surveyed township and the other 4 miles east of it.
The working upon the former field are for the most part grouped along two lines of reef, which are 

approximately parallel and half a mile distant from one another, They are known respectively as Tarcombe 
line and Finn's line.

Tarcombe Reef.
This reef trends approximately north and south, and has a slight underlay to the west. It is from 

2 to IS inches thick, and closely follows the cleavage planes of the slate containing rock. At the present 
time there is but little payable stone available for exploitation, and in my opinion the chances are against 
the reef yielding any regular supply of ore in the future. '

Upon the accompanying plan I have shown the various workings. I have also noted as closely as 
possible the positions occupied by the various parcels of stone which have been crushed and the yields which 
were obtained from the same.

Tarcombe Prospector's Claim.
Shaft 107 feet deep. At 50 feet, drive 120 feet north to boundary and 18 feet south. From the 

stopes north of the shaft and above this level parcels of ore which crushed as follows have been obtained

JTo. of tons crushed.
6 ........

11 ........
35 .........
30 ........
8 ........

3D ........

Yield of Gold per ton.
.. 3 oz. 10 dwt.

*> 11 .. ^ J L M
. . 1 ,, 1,» |,
-■ o „ 15 ,,
.. 2 „ 10 „
.. 1 „ 11 „

At 107 feet a drive has been carried north for a distance of SO feet, and so far has encountered very low 
grade stone. It has yet to be driven 40 feet before reaching the boundary of the adjoining claim.

, Great Tarcombe Claim. ■
This is situated upon the same reef and immediately north of the last mentioned claim. A. shaft has 

been sunk to a depth of 160 feet. At 50 feet a level has been driven 40 feet south to boundary of the 
Prospector’s Claim and 48 feet north. At 100 feet levels have been driven to the boundary upon the south 
and 90 feet north. The reef has been stoped for a height of 18 feet above the 50 feet level south, and 10 
tons of this ore, together with 50 tons raised from the shaft, and 40 tons raised from the No. 2 shaft, yielded 
on being crushed at Mount Allen 6 dwt. of gold per ton. From the stopes situated between the 50 and 
100 feet levels 50 tons of ore have been raised, which yielded on being crushed at Mount Allen 6 dwh of 
gold per ton. No. 2 shaft is about 200 yards north of the main shaft, and apparently upon another line 
of reef. It has been sunk to a depth of 100 feet, and 40 tons of ore have been raised from stopes in the 
back of the 80 feet level.

No. 3, North Tarcombe.
This claim is situated to the north-east of the Great Tarcombe. A shaft has been sunk to a 

depth of 80 feet, and a crosscut driven from the bottom SO feet in an easterly direction, with a view of 
cutting the Tarcombe Reef. Whether this reef runs through the claim or not could be definitely settled by 
means of a deep east and west costeaning trench. There is no more chance of its being struck at a depth 
of 80 feet than in the slate rock a few feet below the surface. ■

The Slanler.
This is situated about 30 chains south of the Prospector's claim. It is being worked by Messrs. 

Polonaise and Party. A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 160 feet upon a well-defined reef, which has 
an average width of 9 inches. At 80 feet a level has been driven GO feet north and 60 feet south. Gold 
has been found in some of the stone, but none of it has been considered rich enough to warrant a parcel 
being sent to the battery.

South Slantcr.
This adjoins the claim last mentioned. Two shafts have been sunk upon the vein, which are 80 a,nd 

110 feet deep respectively. No crushings have been obtained, and the reef would seen to contain but little 
gold. .

FintCs Line of Reef.
The ore deposits worked upon this line differ altogether from those occurring in the Tarcombe and 

adjoining claims. They consist of bunches and anastomosing veins of highly ferruginous quartz. The 
auriferous lodestuff, on the whole, trends N. 20° E. with the cleavage planes of the slate, but has no defined 
■walls. A mass of quartz 2 or 3 feet wide, when followed a few feet either in a, verticalor horizontal 
direction, will suddenly split up into a number of leaders ; further on again these leaders may reunite, or 
they may cut out altogether. Very coarse gold is present in some of the stone. Should any stone be 
obtained from a depth—beneath the oxidised zone—it will probably be heavily clnu-ged with pyrites. Seine 
patches of very rich ore have been obtained ; but a consideration of the general character of the deposit, 
and the results of the exploratory work already carried out as detailed upon the accompanying plan, lias 
made me of opinion that the payable ore-bodies are not of great extent.

21—S Tier
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' Her Bream—(Finn and Parly).
A shaft has been sunk upon the lode to a depth of 107 feet. At i>5 feet a level has been driven 

50 feet south and 38 feet north. At 107 feet two parallel levels SO and 125 feet long respectively have 
been driven. A winze has been sunk between the upper and lower levels along the boundary of Mullen’s 
Claim. I did not examine this winze. In the hack of the 55 feet level the lode splits into two branches, 
and in the bottom of the shaft these branches ai’e separated from one another by 12 feet of barren rock.

The following crushings have been obtained ;—
No. of tons. When! crushed. Yield per ton.oz. dwt. gr.
6.................... Clyde Works.............. ............ 6 0 0

■ 25..................... Clyde Works.................. ......... 2 10 0
' 35..................... Mort’e Dock ........................... 4 10 O

12.................... Cobar ...................................... 2 10 0

At the time of my inspection about 200 tons were being crushed, which, having regard to amalgam 
obtained, would yield 2 oz. per ton.

MtiUen's Claim.
This adjoins that of i'imi and Part}7 upon the north, and exploits the same lode. Two shafts have 

been sunk which are 105 and 150 feet deep respectively. The lode is to bo seen in the southern shaft to a 
depth of 60 feet. Here it appeal's to pass to the east; and at a depth of SO feet a crosscut has been 
driven 60 feet in an easterly direction with a view of cutting it, but did not encounter any lode. The 
deeper shaft has cut a network of quartz leaders at a depth of 150 feet, some of which carry gold.

The following returns have been obtained from stone raised from the stopes which abut against 
Finn’s Claim, and are above the GO feet level:—

No. of tons. Where crushed. Yield per ton.oz. dwl. £T.
*10................. Clyde Works .... ..................... 2 0 0
35.................i Gilgunnia ....... . .................. 0 17 0

Riley’s Claim *
Is situated about 350 yards from the last-mentioned claim in a north-easterly direction. The lode 

is from a few inches to 3 feet wide. The average width of the oro stoped is about 2 feet. A shaft 
has been sunk to a depth of 100 feet. From the bottom of the shaft a crosscut has been driven 20 feet in 
an easterly direction. Neither in the bottom of the shaft nor in the crosscut has any ore been found, and 
all tbe circumstances seem to indicate that the deposit is of a most uncertain character, and does not extend 
continuously to any great depth.

The Four-mile.
Upon this held a very large amount of work has been done with the most disappointing results 

Altogether I went down about a dozen shafts upon various claims which have been sunk to depths of 100 
feet. It would serve no useful purpose were 1 to describe in detail the work which has been done. The 
various reefs are identical in character, and the remarks which I am going to make are applicable to all of 
them. They vary in thickness from a few inches to 2 feet; have for the most part a very slight underlay, 
and follow the cleavage planes of the slate, swelling out in some places and pinching in others. Keefs of 
this character are very common in the Silurian rocks of the Colony. The gold which they contain almost 
invariably occurs in irregularly distributed patches and not defined shoots.

Parcels of stone have been crushed at the Gilgunnia battery with the following results :—
Nime of claim. No. of tons crashed. Yield pur ton.oz. dwt. cr.

. Ko. 1 East.....................................  25 ................  0 2 12
Cripples’ Reward ........................... 12 ............. under 1 O

- Collin’s Claim............... .'................. 20 ................. 0 9 0
Silver Ray ...................................... 20 ................  0 7 0
Keep it Dark.................................. 37 ............. under 1 0

It seems extraordinary, having regard to the little gold contained in the stone as evidenced by the 
above returns, that the claims should Have been so vigorously prospected. It is only recently, however, 
that a battery has been erected upon the field, and that the claim-owners have had an opportunity of 
testing their stone in bulk.

An idea appears to be generally prevalent upon the field to the effect that as a greater depth from 
the surface was reached the stone would increase in richness. Neither theoretical considerations, nor 
evidence derived from other gold-fields in the Colony where similar reefs occur, support this theory. There 
is nothing to indicate that the patches of golden stone are more often arranged vertically underneath one 
another, and one is as much likely to cut them in a drive as in a shaft. Again, a deep longitudinal trench 
carried along the outcrop of the reef is, for prospecting purposes, equally as valuable as a level driven at a 
depth of several hundred feet below the surface, and it is ten or more times less costly.

A 15-stamp battery has been erected near the Gilgunnia township. The field cannot produce enough 
payable stone to keep this battery working, and it will probably he idle before long.

I have, ifcc.,
■ JOHN B. JAQUET,

The Government Geologist. ------------------- Geological Surveyor.

Appendix 22.
Report on Gold Discovery 14 miles S.E. of Yass.

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, New South Wales, 23 October, 1896.

I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made a 
geological examination of the cupriferous gold deposits recently discovered upon Portion ISO, Parish of Jeir, 
County Murray, about 14 miles S.E. of Yass, near the head of Gooda Creek. The
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The accompanying diagram explains the character of the ore deposits. The gold occurs in thin 
veins, from onc-cighth to one-half inch thick, composed of quart/, iron oxide (limonite), and copper carbonates 
{malachite and azurite). For a distance of from 1 to 2 incites on either side of the veins the country 
rock is impregnated with gold, and in places where they approach one another bodies of oro up to two feet 
wide are to be seen. At a depth of IS feet the oxidised ores give place to iron and copper pyrites. The 
deposit as a whole trends NAY. and S.E.

Diagram illustrating the occurrence of gold on portion 180:—

1.7/

i ' •

Quart/ Felsitc. (Country rock).

Thin veins (J to J inch) of auriferous limonite with copper carbonates passing below into 
iron and copper pyrites.

For a distance of from 1 to 2 inches on either side of the veins the country rock is more 
or loss impregnated with gold. The dots represent this impregnation.

Messrs. Eook and Party, the prospectors of the field, have sunk an underlay shaft, to a depth of IS feet 
upon 11 the lode,*5 and put down several exon cations ior a distance of about 4 chains along its course. In 
the shaft a cross-course {wall) exhibiting slicketi sides, and coated with a clay dig, is to be seen. Ihe ore seems 
to accompany this plane of faulting, and 1 would advise the prospectors to endeavour to trace it through their 
property, since it might be found an indicator of great value in guiding them from one ore body to another.

To the east of the northern extension of the lode a block of land has been taken up by a Syndicate, who 
have started a vertical shaft with a view of cutting the lode upon its underlay. Having regard to the general 
character of the ore deposit, 1 am of opinion that the chances are greatly against its being met with in this shaft.

From the discoveries already made, and referred to above, small parcels of very rich ore will probably 
he obtained, but the ore bodies are too small and irregular to permit of any large output being made. As 
a depth is reached some very hard rock will be encountered, and it is probable that the ore will yield less 
gold beneath the zone of oxidation. Gold in small quantities has been found in many places around the 
field, and it is possible that other discoveries of payable ore may shortly be made.

I have, Ax.,
JOHN li, JAQUET,

The Government Geologist. ------------------- Geological Surveyor.
, Appendix 23.

Report on Mount Blundell, Uriarra, Queanbeyan District.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 

c5jr Sydney, 31 October, 1896.
’ I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made a 

geological examination of the mineral deposits upon Mount Blundell, about 2J miles N.E. of Mount Coree, 
and 30 miles from Queanbeyan in a westerly direction. _ _

The deposits were discovered by Mr. J. Blundell, junior, as the result of a systematic prospecting 
of the district undertaken by him. Having found small and not payable quantities of alluvial gold m the 
creeks, he devoted considerable time to tracing the precious metal to its source, and was rewarded by finding 
it in situ upon the mountain since called Mount Blundell.

Upon the western slope of the mountain, about 260 feet below its summit, a wide lode has been 
discovered and traced for a distance of 60 chains. The exact width of the outcrop at any one place is very 
difficult to determine, since one is unable to distinguish between masses of the lode in situ and those which

have
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have fallen from their original position. The northern end of the outcrop is composed of a more or less 
spongy gossan, mainly composed of limonite, but also containing variable quantities of quartz, oxidised 
lead ores, and in places a little gold. As one travels southward the general character of the outcrop 
changes. The gossan and lead minerals disappear, and give place to a compact white quartz, with which 
is associated a little auriferous pyrites, I saw several samples of this quartz crushed, and all of them 
yielded small quantities of gold. About

About 40 yards west of the main lode another outcrop has been discovered (Wombat Lode) and 
exposed in a shallow trench. It consists of quartz, with a small quantity of galena and blende, and yields, 
I have been informed, a little gold.

About 25 chains south of the camp, at a point CO feet below the outcrop, which consists here of 
quartz, a tunnel has been driven into the hill for a distance of 140 feet. At the period of my inspection 
this tunnel had just entered the footwall of the lode, some samples from the same which I saw crushed 
yielded a little gold. A short distance north of the camp a tunnel has been started at a point about ] 10 
feet below an outcrop of spongy gossan, A large amount of trenching has been carried out in various 
places upon the outcrop, '

1 took away with me several samples for assay, but on account of the removal of the Laboratory to 
Clyde I have reason to believe that a considerable period must elapse before I get the returns. The 
following results have from time to time been obtained from samples of the lode which have been tested in 
the Laboratory of this Department:—

1. Neither gold nor silver.
2. Silver, 9 oz. 2 dwt. per ton. Gold, a trace.
3. Silver, 2 oz. 1G dwt. per ton. Gold, 4 dwt. per ton.
4. Neither gold nor silver.
5. Silver, 1 oz. 10 dwt. per ton. Gold, a trsice.
6. Silver, 118 oz. 15 dwt, per ton. Gold, 10 dwt. per ton,
7. Silver. 1 oz. 8 dwt. per ton. Gold, 8 dwt. per ton.
8. Gold, a trace (under 2 dwt. per ton).
9. do do do 4

10. Gold, 8 dwt. per ton. Silver, 9 dwt. per ton.
11. Silver, 4 oz. 18 dwt, per ton. No gold.

The lode in my opinion represents a wide belt of country rock which has been replaced by ore. Jn 
many places the cleavage planes of the slate containing rock have not been altogether obliterated, and can 
lie seen in the gossan.

Three great problems presents themselves in connection with the lode, and prospecting operations 
should be directed towards their solution. They are as follows ;—

1. Does a considerable portion of the gossan contain sufficient gold to permit of its being profitably
extracted by the cyanide process, and, if so, are there any minerals present which would be
detrimental to this method of treatment ? ■

2. Does the ore beneath the gossan contain enough lead, silver, gold, and copper to permit of its being
profitably smelted ?

3. Does the large body of quartz upon the southern end of the lode contain enough gold to permit of
its being treated in an ordinary battery ?

Under favourable circumstances a bulk yield of from 3 to 5 dwt. of gold per ton should enable the 
gossan to be cyanided at a profit. The ironstone has, however, a considerable quantity of oxidised lead 
ores associated with it, and is possible that this circumstance might militate against its treatment by this 
method. I luave not been able to obtain any definite information upon this point. Mr, C. W. Merrill, in 
his paper concerning the present limitations of the cyanide process, states* “ that trustworthy information 
is still lacking in regard lo the behaviour towards cyanide solutions of ores containing galena, zinc blende, 
or oxidised lead compounds.” .

The amount of gold in the gossan, I need hardly add, can be determined by systematically sampling 
the outcrop and assaying the samples obtained.

Underneath the gossan large quantities of irou-pyrites will undoubtedly be found together with some 
galena. The ore below may contain a little copper j hut, in so far as no carbonates of this metal can be 
seen in the oxidised ore, I think the chances are against such being the case. On the other hand, it should 
be pointed out that at Captain's Flat and elsewhere copper has been found in payable quantities beneath 
oxidised ores which are entirely free from the metal. The gold is not likely to increase in quantity as a 
greater depth is reached, and if the upper and oxidised ore does not contain it in payable quantities it will 
certainly not pay to work the pyrites below for this metal alone, though, even if present in small quantities, 
it would considerably enhance the value of the ore for smelting purposes.

.1 would recommend that the tunnel which has been started a little north of the camp be continued 
until it has passed through the lode, and that samples of the ore be sent to this Department with a view of 
determining whether they could he treated at a profit.

I would also recommend that a sample of, say, 10 tons of quartz, be obtained either from the southern 
tunnel or the outcrop above this tunnel, and that the same be treated in an ordinary battery, 4

The ore which I saw exposed in the outcrop of the “ Wombat Lode,” north of the camp, is of no 
value, since it contains too much zinc-blende and too little galena to permit of its being concentrated and 
smelted, while at the same time these minerals would prove an obstacle in obtaining the little gold which 
the ore may contain by means of a battery.

The prospectors have, in my opinion, acted wisely in devoting considerable attention to trenching 
upon the outcrop and testing by means of the mortar and dish the various ores they encountered.

Upon the west of Mount Blundell there is a large area of mountainous country, for the most part 
composed of palaeozoic slates, which is likely to contain mineral deposits, and which, as far as I could learn, 
has hitherto received but little attention from prospectors. I have, Ac.,

. JOHN B. JAQUET,
Geological Surveyor, 

Assay

* Trans. Am. Ins. Mining ISng,, Florida Meeting, Marcls,
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A.

Assay of Three Samples from Mount Blundell, Queanbeyan, for G. F. Litchfield.
1. Coarsely crushed average sample, yielding :—

Silver.........................  ........
Gold .....................................
Metallic load .......................

2. Same ns >To. 1. yielding •—

Silver.....................................
Gold ......................................
Melellie lead ....................

3. Same as No, 1, yielding :—

Silver.....................................
Gold .....................................
Metallic lead .....................

ex. dwt or
17 0 19 j?cr ton.
0 8 1G „

2'21 per cent.

ox. dwt. frr.
0 13 0 per ton.
A trace (under 2 dwi.) per ton. 
2'G3 per cent.

or d\i t ^r.
1 17 13 per(on.
•1 trace (under 2 du't.) per ton. 
13‘39 per cent.

1. Near Camp, Gossan, yielding;—
Neither gold nor silver. Lead present, less than 50 per cent.

2. Bluff, No. 2 (Tunnel, Gossan, yielding :—
dwt. gr.

Gold .............................................................................. 4 8 per ton.
Silver.......................................................................... 2 4 „

No lead present.

3. Silver ore.—No. 1 Ridge, south of Camp, Gossan—pyritous, yielding ■ —
07. dwt. £T.

Silver...................................................................... 2 17 111 per Ion.
Gold.......................................................................... 0 3 6 „

4. No, 1 Tunnel, south of Camp—quartz and ironstone, yielding :—
tU\t. £X.

Gold .............................................................................. 2 4 per ton.
Silver ..... ....................... ................................................ A trace (under 2 dwt.) per ton.

Appendix 24.

Report On Sunnyside Argentiferous Copper Lode, Wollomombi River,

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, 24 December, 189G.

I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, I have visited the 
recently discovered argentiferous copper lode, situated upon the, bank of the Wollomombi River, about 12 
miles below the falls, and about an equal distance in a direct easterly direction from Hillgrove.

Copper, I have been informed, was first discovered in this locality by a prospecting party sent out 
by the Government. Tbe party, however, failed to trace the “ shode stones ” to their source, and nothing 
further was done in the matter until the Messrs. Keys, of Hillgrove, commenced a systematic search and 
were rewarded by finding the lode.

The dominant formations are slates and quartzites of Silurian age, which are intruded by dykes and 
bosses of quartz-felsite. The copper lode would seem to be situated in the sedimentary rock close to a line 
of contact with the intrusive.

Unfortunately heavy rains had fallen a short time prior to my visit, and a large mass of rock had 
slipped from position and carried away tbe short tunnel wherein the copper lode had been exposed. Under 
the circumstances I am unable to give any information concerning the character of the lode, the position of 
which was indicated by the copper charged waters issuing from the rock in its vicinity, and must confine 
my remarks to a description of a few tons of ore which had been stacked upon the surface.

This ore was of a very valuable description. It consisted of copper pyrites with a small and variable 
admixture of malachite and asm rite.

The following returns, which were obtained by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, Analyst and Assayer to the 
Mines Department, upon testing five samples which 1 selected at random from the heap, speak for them
selves as to the great richness of the ore :— ,

1. Copper .......................................................... 39 38 per cent.
Silver.............................................................. 10 oz. 4 dwt.. 1G gr. per ton.
Gold .................................................. ........... A truce (under 2 dwt. perton).

2. Copper ....................................... .................  39'93 per cent.
Silver ............................................................. 12 oz. 12 dwt. 14 gr. per ton.

3. Copper .......................................................... 47'51 per cent.
Silver.............................................................. 10 oz. o dwt. 18 gr, per ton.

4. Copper ...................................................... . 43'94 per cent.
Silver.............................................................. 13 oz. 13 dwt. G gr. per ton.

5. Copper ..............................................  ........ 43'22 per cent.
Silver.............................................................. 12 oz. 16 dwt. 22 gr. per ton.

One of the worst features in connection with the profitable working of the lode is the fact of its being 
situated at the bottom of a deep gorge about 1,500 feet below the New England Tableland. However, this 
is not altogether an unmixed evil, in so far as the lode could be exploited by means of tunnels driven into 
the hillside, and the cost of mining reduced in consequence to a minimum.

This discovery would seem to be an important one, and should direct the attention of prospectors to 
the large area of unexplored mineral country situated between Hillgrove and the coast.

I have, ike.,
The Government Geologist. JOHN B. JAQUET.

Progress
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Progress Report of the Curator and Mineralogist.
Sir, Mining and Geological Museum, 1 j January, 1897.

I have the honor to present the following report of work done during the past year, Jn accord
ance with your instructions, a detailed statement of the assays made will not be prepared, but the more 
important results will be noted herein. The numbers attached to analyses are in all cases the registration 
numbers for the year 1896, and the localities arc those given by the senders of the samples. The whole of 
the analyses and assays were made in the chemical laboratory, under the direction of the Assayer and 
Analyst, Mr, J. C. H. Mingaye.

Owing to the very large number of samples received, the time of two of the assistants (Messrs. M. 
Morrison and J. E. Dobson) and myself have been principally devoted to their examination and the 
clerical work in connection therewith. This and other correspondence has necessitated the writing of 4,154 
letters. Although primarily engaged in the preparation of collections of minerals and registration of 
specimens, the senior assistant, Mr. L. F. Harper, has frequently been required to assist in the sample work.

The total number of samples exhibited has been far in excess of any previous year, Of these it was 
necessary to send 6,013 to the chemical laboratory for analysis ; this number being 1,000 in excess of last 
year, and nearly 15/per cent, higher than in the previous record year—1888. The number would have been 
greater still had it not been for the repeated removal of the office, and the consequent difficulty in finding 
it. Owing to the accumulation of work in the laboratory, a most regrettable delay occurred in dealing with 
the samples assayed. The work has now, however, been overtaken, and frequently not more than five or six 
days elapse between the receipt of a sample and the despatch of the assay return in the ordinary course. Tho 
removal of the chemical laboratory to Clyde has rendered it necessary to send the samples there by rail. 
The method adopted is to enclose each sample, after examination, in a sealed package. Every evening a 
box (also under seal) is sent to Clyde by passenger train. .

This duty of examining minerals submitted by the public having to take precedence over everything 
else, there is but little progress to report in the Mining and Geological Museum and with other work. As 
tho Museum will shortly attain its majority, having been opened in March, 1876, it had been hoped to 
mark the occasion by the preparation of a small popular guide-book ; but this has now had to be postponed. 
The Museum space was increased during the year by the removal of the heavy material in the stores to the 
Naval Depot at Circular Quay. The increased accommodation—some. 600 square feet—has enabled the 
Assistant Paleontologist, Mr. W. S. Dun, to continue his arrangement of New South Wales fossils, and 
rendered possible a more satisfactory display of rocks; Tho ravages of the silverfish grub upon labels made 
the question of the re-registration of the rock specimens collected by the field—officers and others one of great 
urgency. This work is now well in hand, the method considered most suitable to tbe conditions being to 
register each specimen consecutively as it is received by means of a painted number. The registers are 
fully indexed and the specimens kept in covered wooden trays for ready reference. When time permits a 
selection will be made for exhibition in the Museum, where a geographical classification will bo adopted. In 
this way the igneous rocks characterising a well-defined district such as the New England Tableland or the 
area occupied by the Hawkosbury Formation will be placed together'. This is supplemented by the display 
of a collection of type rocks from foreign localities. The re-labelling of the mineral and fossil collection, 
which is so very necessary, has had to be entirely suspended. The collections are being increasingly .used 
by students whose special needs will be met by the reservation of carefully selected specimens that can be 
freely handled. To this class of visitors the opening of the building on Saturday afternoons, which is now 
being tried, should prove a boon, it is satisfactory to note that there is an increasing tendency to apply 
at the Museum for information about minerals. The interest aroused by the definite establishment of the 
occurrence of a glacial epoch in the Southern Hemisphere in Permo-Carboniferous times suggested the 
arrangement of a small series of erratic and scratched pebbles from Australian localities, with a few from 
the Swiss and North American moraines for comparison. This has now been done.

Through the instrumentality of the Agent-General some useful exhibits were presented by a number 
of English firms. By the aid of these it has been possible to show the raw material used in the manufacture 
of Portland and other cements, and many other substances in the crude condition or in the early stages of 
utilization. These exhibits will be found in detail in the list of donations to the Museum appended hereto. 
To the numerous donors of these our thanks are due, their assistance being of the greatest value. 
Specimens have also been procured from America to complete our series illustrating the occurrence of 
petroleum oil and other hydro-carbons there. Early in the year a number of samples of ochres from various 
localities in New South Wales, sent from the M'useum, were valued by Sir W. Hose Oo., London. The 
prices quoted for the best of these showed them to be of excellent quality. Duplicates of the whole series 
are now on view. When once the work of bringing the labelling up to date and the preparation of a 
handbook is completed it should be possible to materially extend the educational usefulness of the Museum, 
if only by the giving of demonstrations in simple methods of distinguishing the commoner minerals. That 
even a modicum of such knowledge is lacking to many prospectors is very evident. Very noticeable during 
the year has been the case of a prospector who is persistently prospecting a granite area, notwithstanding 
that his ‘'gold” always proves to be bronze-coloured mica. Other instances were those in which a boss of 
rotten granite was prospected—apparently because it differed from the surrounding country and was 
consequently novel—and a bed of carboniferous elay-shale that was for some time believed to be sitver-ore.

Six collections of minerals have been prepared for local schools of arts and public schools. An 
exhibit was sent to the Ballarat Exhibition early in the year, and two show cases of minerals and ores to 
the Albury Industrial Exhibition in September.

The examination of the New South Wales meteorites in the Museum collection by Prof. A. Brezina, 
of Vienna, shows that we are in possession of some unusual types. This matter is referred to fully in the 
Geological Survey Records, Vol. v, Part ii. -

Some very interesting mineral determinations were made during the year. Phosphatic substances, so. 
largely required in the manufacture of superphosphate for agricultural purposes, have been discovered, both 
in an earthy form and as rock phosphate. The rock phosphate—apatite—is said to occur as a small vein in 
granite at Gordonbrook. Crystals can be readily detached from the mass. An analysis will be found in the 
Appendix. An
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An earthy phosphate of alumina and potash was found by Mr. Wiburd, guide at Jenolan, in beds of 

clay in a new cave there. The exact chemical nature and manurial value of this substance are now being 
worked out by Mr. Mingaye. American and Algerian phosphates are obtainable at so low a price that it 
is doubtful whether these discoveries will ever be of much economic importance.

Two more localities for telluride of bismuth have been noticed. Tetradymite was detected in some 
specimens collected from Slippery Creek, near Tarana, by Mr. E. C. Whittell, field-assistant, and a telluride, 
probably tetradymite, in a gold-bearing quartz from Kentucky, Tn both instances the mineral was associated 
with free gold, but telluridcs of tbe latter have not yet been noticed. A partial analysis of the Tarana 
mineral will be found in tho Report of the Assayer and Analyst,

In addition may be noted the following:—
Cupro-scheelite, collected by Mr. Whittell, from Yeoval. This mineral has iiitherto been recorded only 

from Peel wood, near Yass.
Martite, the octahedral red oxide of iron in a soft yellowish matrix, from near Byng.
Rutile and Cyanite, from Tumbarumba.
Tin pyrites (stanninc), associated with zinc blende, in quartz, from near Torrington, New England.*

The existence of zircons at the Hanging Rock, in the Nundle district, had long been known. During 
the year, consequent on reports that diamonds had been found, numerous parcels of stones from there were 
examined. No diamond was found in any of these, they consisting almost entirely of zircons.

About 200 thin sections of rocks have been registered during the year. Of the examinations made 
by myself the following may be referred to :—

Basalt, from a depth of nearly 2,000 feet, from the Woolabra bore.
Basaltic rocks, associated with the diatomaceous earth at Barraba, and a chrome-bearing felsite from 

Crow Mountain, collected by yourself. The presence of chromite in the felsite was found to be 
due to the absorption of chrome-bearing serpentine by the intruding acid magma.

■ Eelsites (nodular) and tuffs from Eden, and rocks from Port Macquarie and the northern coast, collected 
by Mr. Geological Surveyor Came.

A series of rocks from the Evening Star Mine, Coramba, to obtain evidence as to the nature of tho 
country rock, this having a bearing on the method of working to he pursued.

Gold-bearing rocks from Wolumla ; these were found to be in part crushed granite.
Hypersthene-dioritc, from Kiandra ; interesting from the alteration of hypersthene into hornblende as 

in the case of the norite from Wyalong,
A number of rocks from the East Maitland Council for report as to their suitability for macadamising.

The following remarks may be offered on some of the more interesting results obtained from the 
examination of the ore samples :—

Gold and Silver.—Numerous samples have been received from Hazlegrove, near Oberon. It would 
appear from these that the silver is contained principally in the pyritous stone, two such samples yielding 
60 oz. of silver to the ton (160,2574). Several gossans yielded over 1 oz. of gold, while one sample of pyrites 
(212) gave 3 oz. One sample of ferruginous material (2,572), stated to come from a depth of 50 feet, 
contained 50 oz. of silver and 2j oz. of gold.

Some extremely rich stone was received from Wolumla, the peculiarity being that little or nothing 
was visible to the unaided eye. A sample of ferruginous material (2,758) contained 27^ oz. of gold and 315 
of silver; a ferruginous quartz (2,782), 211 oz. of silver and 744- of gold; one of quartz (2,903), 267 oz. of 
silver and 24 of gold ; while an iron-stained quartz from Momson’s claim (4,474) gave 11£ oz. of gold. A 
brief microscopic study of the country rock showed it to be a crushed granite in part. A number of tests 
were made from deep levels at Wyalong ; the results, being of interest, are tabulated below. A number of 
such yields were obtained from ferruginous or pyritous stone from various parts of tho Wyalong district.

Victory Mine, 164 „ 164 }»
Mallei; Bull Line, 100 „ 224 M
Pine Itidge Line, 100 ., 44 ?>
Boltea Mine 200 341

230 „ 164 M
White Beef 210 „ 204 i)
Pine Piidgc Lino 100 ,. 2i :i

of good samples, most of these 
Yass contained 130 oz. of gold.

coming from

1078. TyritouB quartz from the Welcome Stranger Mine, 1GO feet love!, oz. of gold.
1079. „
1080. Ferruginous quartz 
1082. Pyritous quartz
1823. Pyrites
1824. ■„
1825. „
1820. „

An assay was made of the concentrated pyrites from the Bell’s Creek Mine, Braidwood (4,557), the 
concentrates were found to contain 7 oz. of gold to the ton (of concentrates). From the northern district 
were received a large number of rich silver ores. These consisted principally of arsenical pyrites, and were 
derived from the area included within a triangle formed by joining Gten Inues, Armidale, and Inverell. 
In some of these pyra.rgyrite—anti monial sulphide of silver—could be readily detected. More than twenty of 
these ores gave silver varying from 50 to 700 oz. per ton : gold being either absent or present in traces only. 
An arsenical pyrites from a depth of 180 feet at Deep Creek, Nambucca, gave 15 oz. of gold (5,477). A 
specimen of galena and quartz from Jenolan (5,692) contained 65 oz. of silver and 43 per cent, of lead. 
Several samples of quartz from Waratta gave good results; 388, gold 20J oz.; 389, gold 3 oz. ; and 3485 
(milky quartz), gold 64 oz.

Manganese and Limestone.

The possibility of the establishment of iron and steelworks in the Colony has given an impetus to the 
search for these substances. Numerous specimens of wad or pyrolusite have been received, but these have 
generally been evidently picked samples, and often came from distant or inaccessible localities. Some of 
the limestones were of very poor quality, being merely calcareous tuSs, or even stalagmitic incrustations. 
Some assays and analyses are appended. The

* On nsfij1 (4,017) n simple of this ore jieldert 4^1 per cent, of copper, 2'75 percent of tin, anil 4'1 or., of silver to the ton.
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Copper.

The improved outlook for copper lias led to much activity in prospecting for ores of that metal. 
Owing to the common occurrence of copper ores in metalliferous lodcs; and the frequent practice of collecting 
picked specimens, it is difficult to form an idea of the value of the finds made. From Molong district 
argentiferous fahlerz has been received, one assay (3.000) resulting in a return of 6'54 per cent, of copper 
and 14 oz. of silver, A. massive copper glance from Burra Burra, Oobar (3,853) contained 48 per cent, of 
copper and 3 dwt. of gold, A ferruginous carbonate ore, 7 miles north-west of Deepwater (5,066), gave 
101 per cent, copper and 53 oz. silver. From Bingera (5,520-1) a massive copper pyrites gave 49 per cent, 
of copper, and a carbonate ore from Barraba (5,701) contained 34 per cent, of metal.

Nickel and Cobalt.

An ironstone, from 8 miles south of Adelong, was found to contain about 4 per cent, of nickel. The 
ore consisted of magnetite and hematite, and Mr. Mingaye showed the nickel to be associated with the 
latter. Manganese wads from Port Blacquarie yielded from 3 to 4 per cent, of metallic cobalt, and one from 
the Maclean district contained 4 j- per cent, of that metal,

. Monazile.

The increasing use of the oxides of the rare earths for illuminating purposes has occasioned many 
inquiries after Monazite. A sand from the Tooloom River, near Rivertree (602), contained a good proportion 
of Monazite, but the percentage of Thorium oxide—the most valuable constituent—was only 0'45, Monazite 
sand has also been received from the Delegate River, but it probably came from the Victorian side of the 
border where deposits are already known.

Ochres, itc.

An umber from Barber's Creek (4,247) contained 43'03 per cent, of ferric oxide in the washed material 
Some splendid yellow ochre from Dubbo has been presented to the Museum by Mr, Kibble, manager of the 
Longnose Point Paint Works, at which works it is being regularly used. The pricing in London of some 
New South Wales ochres, Ac., has been already referred to.

Plumbago is still being searched for at Wilson’s Downfall. Of the samples examined during the 
year the best contained only 43 per cent, of carbon. This, however, closely approximates to the lower grades 
of Bohemian graphite, which fall to 50 per cent. But little interest appears to have been taken in chromite, 
wolfram, and tin, Tho search for marketable chrome iron ore along the belt of serpentine stretching from 
Bingara to Tam worth is still unsuccessful. Requests from Germany for a periodical supply of wolfram were 
reported ; but the ore was required of almost theoretical purity, and the quantity required was but small.

The Junior Assistant, Mr. J. E. Dobson, has spared no pains to qualify himself for the technical 
portion of the work. His studies at the Technical College were rewarded by an Honours pass in the second 
year’s course in geology.

At the moment of writing it is my sad duty to report the death of our late Museum Caretaker, 
Mr. W. Wass. During his short two years of service, Mr, Wass gained the respect and liking of all his 
Colleagues,

Several short contributions have been made to the Geological Survey Records.
Further details will be found in the form of appendices. '

, I have, Ac.,
GEORGE W. CARD,

■-------- ------- Curator and Mineralogist.
Appuivdix A.

Donations to the Mining and Geological Museum.

Donor. Donation

Iron ore, rhyolite.
Apatite.
Collection of foreign marbles.
A quantity of ilmeuite
Cast of tbe Nocoieche ^Icteorite.

Anselm, Ortliag, and Sons ...............

Complete set of pigments, foreign marbles, ores, Ac.
Auriferous pyrites.Bailey,’W...................................................

Beaslev, W. S............................................
Bell, W. R..................................................

Auriferous conglomerate.
CrocroiiSite, smratile, and other minerals.
Tin ore, native mercury j rhyolite, and other specimens.
Bauxite.
Copper ore, copper oro showing native bismuth, and other specimens.
Prchniie.
Copper ores, &i;.
Crude rock sail a-nd brine, and bye-products from fait mauuiacture,
Zirrou sand, miril'croua wash-dirt., and alluvial gold.
Sulphur (crude and prepared).
Aluminium articles.
Jfafcerinls uecd in the umuifacturo of Staffordshire Chmauaro.

Blackwell, Sons, & Co............................
Blakemore,------  . ................................
Blakemore, G. H......................................
Boswell, A................................................
Bowman. Thompson, &, Co...................
Bnee, W S................................................
Brandram Bros. & Co.............................
British Aluminium Cov.........................

Auriferous arsenical pyrites in quartz.
Auriferous stone, '
Epidotc
Iodide of mercury and oilier specimens.
Building stone.
Aluminium articles.
Ochres, iron ore, and copper—sulphur ore.

Clayton, L. F............................................
Cock, Captain .......................................
Coll H. F.............................................

Crosier, Stephens, & Co........................
Croncbanc and Tigroncy Mineral Co 

(I reland).
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Donor. Donation.
I

Dobson, Rev. J. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
East Darren Mining Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Easdown, \V. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ellom, Jones, i; Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elliott Metal Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ennis, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Erancis & Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gibson, R. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Glasgow Ironfoundera Blacking Co.
Gordon, J.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Graham Bros. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hales (Warden).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hassall & Dowd, Messrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hazelton, W.H. (Warden’s Clerk),,,
Hanoverian Eioselguhr Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hcdworth Barium Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heather, W, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Higgins, T. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hibble, W. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kerr-McKell (Warden) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Immach,...... ..........................
Lloyd-Price, R. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lock, Lancaster, & W. W., and 

R. Johnson & Sons.
Xjovcridgc and Hudson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long Meg Manufacturing Plaster 

Company, Cumberland,England
Maitland (Warden) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marsh, C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Martin (Warden) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mackenzie, Dr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McGlew, C. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McDonald,. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mining Registrar, Glen Innes . . . . . . .
Mills, J., & Sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mills, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montoith, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montgomery, A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mt. Gabriel Barytes and Umber Co.
Munro, D. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newman, H. W. (M.P.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oldbury Aluminium Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orme, J. A McDonnell, S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pascoe, Grenfell, A Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pickford A Winklield, Messrs. . . . . . . . . . .
Power, F. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ramsay, S. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |
Rae, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
Ricnits, H. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Salt Union (Limited). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schceror, J. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shaw and party, Messrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Smith, G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stuart, T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sissons Bros. & Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tonkin, J. E.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tout, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
United Asbestos Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warden, Wyalong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warden, Wagga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warden's Clerk (Grenfell) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wescott, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winslett, Purcell, and party . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilson, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Williams, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Williams, Foster, & Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilson, Pease, A Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wright, C. C., A Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sulphate of copper, lode tin, rock specimens, gold nugget.
Galena (argentiferous and nou-argentiferous).
Gold-bearing quartz.
Emery.
Stourbridge fire-clay and brick, copper (metal, alloys, Ac.).
Quartz showing gold and tetradymite.
Cements and plasters (raw material and manufactured art icle).
Gold-bearing quartz.
Graphite.
Diamond in ferruginous cement. ■
Limouito possessing cono-in-conc structure.
Auriferous stone.
Galena with jamesonile.
Alluvial gold.
Diatomaoeous earth.
Barium compounds.
Quartz showing gold.
Argentiferous massive iron pyrites.
Collection of crude and manufactured pigments and kalsomines.
Argentiferous load and copper ores.
Gold-bearing granite.
Rhiwlas earth.
Aluminium.

Granite and trachyte (syenite).
Ochres.

Auriferous stone.
Tourmaline rock.
Copper ore, quartz crystal, rock crystal, Ac.
Cobaltii'erous stream tin.
Massive arsenical pyrites, fluor spar.
Ore and rook specimens.
Rock crystal.
Aluminium articles.

J1 11
Crystal of rutile.
Tin oro containing rare cerium minerals.
Barytes.
Sludger cores.
Octahedral crystals of martite.
Bauzite.
Concretionary nodules and volcanic glass.
Copper ores and matte.
Phosphates. _
Allanite, garnet, and other minerals; also photographs "surveyor's shield," Ac. 
Kyanite and Andalnsite.
Auriferous pyrites.
Dioritc and graphic granite.
Salt (products, Ac.).
Quartz showing gold.
Iron-stained quartz showing gold,
Stolzite and native silver, eerussite, calamine, pyromorphite, and other minerals. 
Specimens from Major’s Creek.
Ochres.
Sulphur.
Auriferous pyritous quartz. ’
Asbestos (crude and manufactured).
Auriferous stone.
Auriferous ores.
Quartz, Ac.
Ferruginous oxide of magnnese.
Quartz showing gold freely.
Native copper.
Rook and oro specimens.
Copper ores and matte.
Cleveland iron ore, Ac.
Graphite (crude and prepared).

Appendix B.
Institutions and Individuals to whom Collttctioim of Minerals have been sent during the your:—

* Alexandria (Sydney), Griils, —— .
Bega, School of Arts.

* Berry, McLennan, Rev. D.
* Broken Hill, Smith, G.

Eugowra, School of Arts.
* Germany, Vogelsang, Dr.

Globe Point, Wood, Hume.
* Georgcstown (British Guiana), Institute of Mines and Forest’. 

Harden, School of Arts.
London, Imperial Institute.

Marriekville, Smith, L,
* New Caledonia, Roichcnbach, S.

Newtown, Chaim, S.
Newcostle-on-Tyne, School of Mines.
Oberon, Public School.
Parramatta. The Ring’s School.

* Rochester, N.Y., Prof. H. Ward.
Sydney, Superior Public School, Clevelaud-street.

* Vienna, The Natural History Museum.

* Those marked with an asterisk were id c%changc>

Appendix
21—T
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Appendix G.
Results of the more important analyses.

Note,—Other lesults will be found in the reports of the Geological Surveyors, and of the Assayer 
and Analyst.

Manganese.
2(18—Armicloie ............................................... 61'29 per cent, binoxitlp.
385—Thirty miles west of Bun darra .. 8G'30 „ „
G43—Canberra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  78‘23 „ „
753—(Pyrolusite) Aleetoivn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58'87 „ „

1452—(Wad) Q.neanbeyan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fi9‘20 ,,
1458—(Wad) „ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7114 „ „
2066—Wallendbcen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43'55 „ „
2257—Armidale—silica, 6‘26 ; metallic iron, 2’30 j motallie manganese, 52'73; phosphoric aeid, 0'02.
2273— Back Creek, Kocklcy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  62'11 per cent, binoiide.
2274— _ „ „ ...,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  79'86 „ „
2510—(Very compact ore) Warialda .. S9‘70
3737—(Wad) Molong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  77'82 „ „
4833—Queanbeyan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75‘10 „ „
5041—Tfimworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   71'90 „ „

Tin.
258—Parish Murray, Shoalhaven (gold bearing).......... 26'90 per cent.

3823—Warialda ...................................................................... 71’d „
4198—GHen Innes .................................................................. 65-2 „
4270—Back Creek, near Buccu Creek.............................. 72'62 „
4320—Q-ilgar, Inyercll ......................................................... 44 "84 ,,
5567—(A slightly copper-stained garnet rock) Molong '95 „
5687—(Iron-stained quartz) near Bubbo.........................  lOfiO ,,

Iron.
5136—Bulli Banges—ferric oxide, 7G'57; gnngue, 6'50 per cent.
5214—(Hematite) Dnngowan—ferric oxide, 30-13; gangne, G8'70 per cent.
5627—(Dark limonite) Portion 261, parish Wollaya, county Camden ; metallic iron, SPIG; silica, JO'95 ; phosphoric 

acid, 0‘268 per cent,
5623—(Lighter limonite) same locality—metallic iron, 33 48; silica, 37-61; phosphoric acid, 0-128 per cent.
5629—(Bog iron ore) Jervis Bay—ferric oxide, 62’36.

2247—West Maitland District— Limestone.
Carbonate of lime .................................................................. S7’82
Carbonate of Magnesia ............................................................. 1‘71
Alumina and ferric oxide .................................................... 2 04
Gongue (mainly silica) ............................................................. 7'55

Diatomaceoibs Earth.

Moisture, at. 100' C ...................
Combined water...................... ...
Silica (SiOs) .................................
Alumina (A12C3) ........................
Ferric oxide (Fe„On) ...............
Carbon dioxide (CO„) ...............
Lime (CaO) ...............................

Magnesia (MgO) ........................
Sodium chloride (Nad) .........
Potash and soda (Iv.O, N14O)

Wanfcialable Creek} 
Warrrnnbun^Ie 

Mountains.

1089,

Nnndcwar Ran^c, j 
Barraba District.

2390,

Coonia.

5009,

7-88 7-33 ' 5-40
3 08 567 5-84

72-94 7113 83-30
4-57 13-06 3-84
0-87 0-91 0'36

| 9-53

(carbonate in part)

0-95 tibseuk
0-31

1
0-30

D39 0-87 ' 0-36
{race.

traces.
0-25

100-26 100-23 J 99-65

Clay.

China Clay. Pira Clay.

Peak Hill Bnrrown. Dalton. Dorrefro,
Bellingen.

13583.
null!. Bulli. Bulh. Bulli. Illawarra

1086. 1087. 1088. 4368. 4369. 4370. 4371. 5554,

Moisture at 100' C.................................... 1-19 1-10 1-94 2-96 | 1'49 1'15 1-70 1-94 1-42
Combined Water....................................... 6-00 6-15 6-64 4-83 ' 2-46 4 06 3-57 1-60 4‘25
Silica (SiC2).............................................. 69-82 59-70 08-51 7113 . 62-22 61-30 60'10 59-92 76-80
Alumina (AQO,)....................................... 20-66 27-87 27 86 17-15 ' 20'9G 19'55 19-76 26-26 13-97
Ferric Oxide (Fe^O.,).............................. 0-41 0-68 1-30 2-02 2-82 2-45 1-59 2'03 1‘58
Ferrous Oxide (FeO) ............................ 0-50 .... 1 * * 4 # 4
Lime (CaO) ............................................... absent. 0-40 0-24 traces. o-n 0-25 0-50 0'13 trace.
Magnesia (MgO J ....................................... 0-30 1-33 0'61 0-85 , 0-56 2-73 111 0-23 0-61
Potash (FLO) ........................................... 1-75 2-89 2-29 0-35 1 3 01 2 69 2 14 1-99 1-54
Soda (Na„0)............................................... 0-04 traces. 0-29 0-93 0-03 absent. absent. trace. trace.
Phosphoric Anhydride (Ps06) ..........
Sulphuric Auhydride (S 03) ................
Organin matter...........................................

traces. 0-05 | 
(races.

........ |
6-69 6-39 1003 5-55

trace.
trace.

t

10017 100-62 99-68 100-27
i

100-35 100-57 100 50 99-65 100-17

Traoe*! of mnnKtuious rv\iilc present. t Trace of titanic add.
Coal,
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Coal.

Regis
tered
No.

Locality. Substance.
Hygro
scopic
mois
ture.

Volatile
Hydro

carbons,
Fixed

carbon. Ash. Sulphur, Specific
(gravity.

Calorific
power.

1642 Gimnedah ........................................... Coal ................. 2-80 38 33 54-66 4-21 0-343 1-303
919S 1-94 &0-09 22'44

Coke ................ 4-64 P86 82-43 10-33 0 74 1-814
2U72 Coal ................. 340 30-49 52-70 I3’dl 0'55 1-376 12-1
347:i 3T5 28-75 65-24 12-86 0-44 1-390 12-2
497a " 2 97 40-68 SS'Ol 3-34 0-80 1-273
4273 Colic from 4272,, 5-57 2-60 82-31 900 0-52
r>l fifl Coal ................. 0 75 19-00 61-25 19-00 1-463 ii-6s
SI 54 0-85 20 00 63-95 15-20 0-590 1-416 12-07
KlfK 0'70 28-55 61-50 9*25 0-645 1-328 12-67

065 28-85 62-40 8to 0-740 1-311 12-67
5157 Coke from 5155-6 0-15 0-40 84-31 14-55 0-590 1-915
597ft 0-50 0T5 84-87 13-95 0-530 1-878
5450 066 13-77 62-08 23-49
5555 DapLo—UlawaiTfi Smelting Co.’s Land—

0-72 17-64 61-45 20-19 0-590 1-478 11-3
555G Dapto—‘lllawarni Sinelting Co.Js Land—

0'69 18-09 65’72 14-90 0-494 1-418 ll'J
6557 Dapto—Illawarra Smelting Co.’s Land—

0-70 18-40 61-25 19-65 0-892 1-444 11-5
5558 Dapto—Illawarra Smelting Co.’s Land—

Fourth, 2 feet descending .............. 0-60 18-80 59-35 21-25 0-727 1-470 11-1
5623 Portion 525, parish Kiqma, county ............. . 4-53 9-86 59-71 25'85

Camden ; first tunnel.
5621 Portion 525, parish Efamu, countv I) .......... . r. . 2-92 16-97 56'06 24-05 ...

Camden ; second tunnel.
5625 J amberoo, Broger’s Creeh Tunnel. Upper jj 0'90 23-65 53-65 21-80 ...

thick seam, lower 4^ feet.
5026 Jamberoo.Broger'sCreek Tunnel. Upper it ..... O'80 1705 38-85 43-30

thick seam, upper 2 ft. 9 in.
57AI .■Ubion Park, Tongarra, Brownlca’s 11 .........*....... U'ti5 20-85 59-10 19-20 0-563 1-422 11-6

Tunnel. Lower half of seam.
5755 Albion Park, Tongarra, Brownlea's • ......... ... 0-90 23-50 60-50 15-10 0-659 1-398 11-7

Tunnel, Upper half of seam.
321 Head of Clyde Biver............................. Boghead mineral. O'dO 44,25 1355 41-70
572 Caportee ............................................... 0'37 55-83 14-15 2965
764 0*5(3 60-09 20'51 18 84 0-61 1-207 .4*
806 1-14 61'06 13-27 24-53 0-453 1-234
903 Lawson................................................... 1-35 75-34 11-88 11-43 0-412 1-130
949 Katoomba............. -............. . ................ 1-60 29-60 14-80 64-00
962 Wulgau Biver, llenbv’s Pinch .............. 31 0'27 64-11 9-98 25-64 6-343 1-190

1151 Wallerawang ........................................ 11 0'30 74-21 15-90 9-59 0-790 1-100
1531 ^ 14 milca from................ 0 75 51-20 15-95 3204
2434 Kylstone ................................................ it 0-58 64-39 12-16 22-87 0540 i-iss
1751 1-09 63-35 6-45 28-21 0-658 1-245
2859 Wolgan Valley ................................... 11 0-88 59-01 1318 26-93
2879 Katoomba............................................... 0-95 35-25 10-80 53-00
3880 Bundanoon ............................................ il 1T5 47-70 21-55 29-60
4484 Bvlstono ................................................ 0-51 66'23 8'21 2505 0-768 1-173

388 Singleton, neai'................ ....................... Lignitic material. 4‘45 48-80 21-70 25'(J5
1098 Naudcwar Range ................................... 91 4-04 34-55 17-24 4415
2082 Katoomba, Isolated Mountain .............. 6-26 1912 38-74 35-88
2991 Tam worth..................... ....................... '1 1-10 47-82 26-02 25-06

Water from Jenolan Caves.

1841. 1842.

Total solid matter (dried at 220° F.) ... 13TSO grains per gallon,
(0-1880 grs. per 1,000 parte)

Free ammonia .................................... 0'0186 grs. per 1,000,000 parte
Albuminoid ammonia .............. -• Kd.

10 640 grains per gallon,
(0T620 grs. per 1,000 parte).

Nil.
-001 grains per 100,000 parts.

£ f Carbonate of lime..........
B 1 Carbonate of magnesia... 
| j Carbonate of strontia ...
^ 1 Sodium chloride ..........
tg Silica ........................ .
m (_Nitrates, sulphate®, Ac...

Total ....... .

9-949 grs. per gal.
1-165 do do
traces.
0'405 grs. per gal. 
1-092 do do
O'549 do do

0'1421 grs. per 1,000 parts 
0-0166 do do
traces.
0‘0057 grs. per 1,000 parts 
00156 do do
0-0078 do do

8'599 grs. per gal, 
0'572 do do 
traces.
0'659 grs. per gal. 
0'420 do do 
0'390 do do

O'1228 grs, per 1,000 parts. 
0-0081 do do
traces. .
0‘0094 grs. per 1,000 parts. 
0-0060 do do
0 0056 do do

0151013-160 0-1878 10-640

A water from Kulonga Kun (3012), in the Hay district, proved to be strongly saline, and quite unfit for use. It had 
the following composition:—

Total solid matter (dried at 220'3 F.).,.979T04 grains per gallon (13‘9S7 grains per 1,000 parts). .
Chlorine in combination.....................5G0'70O do do ( S'010 do do do ).
Sulphuric acid in combination .......... 8T7S5 do do ( 1T68 do do do ).

The solid matter eonsiats mainly of sod* and magnesia, with lesser amounts of jiotash and limo combined with chlorine 
and sulphuric and carbonic acids. A small amount of silica, alumina, and oxide of iron are also present.

95
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95—A light coloured thalo from (lie Orange District, -which it wa-. proposed to use in tlie mamifaclure of cement: —
Moisture at 100° C. .
Combinod water........
Silica (SiOO ............
Alumina(AljO^) .... 
Ferric Oxide (FosO^)
Lime (CaO) ............
Magnesia (MgO) ....
Potash (KsO)............
Soda (NasO) 
Sulphuric anhydride . 
Phosphoric anhydride 
Organic, matter .........

0-50
3- 3+

GS-79
17-31
4- 77 

absent.
1'IS
4-26

absent.
o-n

minute trace, 
iracc.

100-2B

7—Siliceoua nodule, found hnlf-a-milc from Puddlcdock, county Sandon :—
Moisture and combined water ........................................................ Q-QO
Silica ............................................................................................. Hf82
Ferric oxide aud alumina............................................................... 4-4.0
Ijirac................................................................................................. -gi
Magnesia................  ...................................................................... -54

100-50

468—Ferruginous calcilo, somewhat resembling ankerito in appearance, 
Warialda:—

Carbonate of lime ......................................... ................
Carbonate of magnesia ..................................................
Carbonate of strontia......................................................
Carbonate of manganese ..............................................
Carbonate of i^en .........................................................
Alumina .........................................................................
Gangue ............................... .........................................

from Oakcy Creek, between Jlingara and

............. 71-G9 "
............. 1-32
............ strong trace.

............. 112

............. 0'83

............. 3-30
............. 12-06

90 92

1065—Felsite. from a rich shoot 111 Faulkner's Mine, Pambida :—
Moisture and combined water ......................................................... 1-80
Silica (SiO,) ................................................................................... 83'1S
Alumina (A1S03) ................................................................   6'77
Iron di-tulphido (FeS3) .................................................................. S'TO
Lime (CaO)....................................................................................... absetil.
Magnesia (MgO) ............................................................................. 0-20
Potash (KcO).................................................................................... 1'80
Soda (NinO) ...........................................................   absent.

fl9'57

Gobi, 7 ok.; silver, nearly 2 os. to tho ton.

3501—A compact, translucent, pearl-grey mineral from Adjinbilly, near Gundagai. This mineral occurs in large masses, 
and closely resembles a massive form of Grossularitc (lime-alumina garnet). '

Moisture at 1000 C.....................
Combined water (H50) ...........
Silica (SiO.) ...........................
Almnina (Al„On) ..................
Ferric oxide (Fcs03)............. .
Manganese oxide (MnO) ........
Lime (CaO)...............................
Magnesia (MgO)........................
Potash and Soda (KsO, Ma.,0) 
Phosphoric anhydride (P.05) . 
Specific Gravity 3-316

010 
o-22 

32 73 
22-40 
0S5 

absenf, 
38-25 

0-90 
traces, 
traces.

100-47

Sir, Geological Branch, Department of Mines and Agiiculture, Sydney, Hi January, 1897.
I have the honor to submit the following Progress lleport on the Caves for the year 1896 :— 

Tho following improvements have been authorised :—
Opening up of the new cave, Jenolan.
Building"of a caretaker’s cottage at Bungonia.
Preparation of a Bathing-place at the Thermal Spring, Yarrangobilly Caves,
Erection of ironwork to protect “ The Altar ” at the Wellington Caves.
Sundry improvements at the Wotnbeyan and Abercrombie Caves of a minor character.

Sketches of the surface features and improvements at the various caves are in course of preparation 
with a view to publication.

* Jenolan Caves.
A road through the Grand Arcli has been completed. The road improvements include a 1 land some 

stone bridge over the creek. Visitors are now able to drive right up to the. Caves House.
In order to provide for the better accommodation of visitors, men arc now employed excavating for 

the foundations of a new Caves House, for which designs have been prepared by the Government Architect.
' The
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The electric lighting of the Lucas and Imperial Oaves has been improved under the able supervision 
of Mr. Fit/.maurice. of the Electric Telegraph Department.

Mr. Jeremiah Wilson was temporarily appointed as Explorer at the Jenolan Caves on the 1st
August, 18%.

Number of visitors to the Abercrombie Caves during the year 1S36...................... 962
„ „ „ Benditbern Caves    64
„ „ „ Bungonia Cares „    313
„ ,, „ Jenolan Caves , „ „ ....................... 1,816

„ „ Wellington Caves „ ...................... 1,548
„ „ „ Wombeyan Caves „ „ ....................... 330
,. „ „ yarrangobilly Caves „   516

■ Total ........................................ 5,569

Some of these caves take more than one day to examine. If the above return were calculated on tho 
basis of separate visits, the total would be very much larger j for instance, 841 visits were made to tho
J enolan Caves during the month of December.

£ s. d.
Magnesium ribbon issued to caretakers, 630 oz., cost......................... ................  118 2 6

„ amount collected for use of .................................................. 209 1 2
I have, <fcc.,

Tho Government Geologist.-------------------■ 0. TKICKETT.

Report on the Wombeyan Caves, by T. W. E. David, Geological Surveyor,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 June, 1885.

The Wombeyan Caves are situated in the parishes of Bouverie and Guineacor, county Westmoreland, 
5 miles east of the water-parting of the Cordillera, and about 33 miles, in a direct line north north-east from 
Goulburn, on the Wombeyan and Mare’s Forest Creeks, tributaries of the Wollondilly River. The caves 
may bo reached by two routes, either from Goulburn, on the south south-west, or from Mittagong, on the 
oast south-east. The former route is the one generally preferred by tourists. A coach drive of 30 miles 
along a good road brings tho tourist to the town of Taralga. From Taralga there are three ways to the 
caves, two being buggy roads, and the third a bridle-path.

The best buggy road is that which passes througli Richlands, making the distance from Taralga to 
the caves 19 miles. The second buggy road, which is rough and hilly, must shorten the distance by about 
4 miles, while the bridle-path Teduces it to about 12 miles.

Tho Wombeyan Caves were inspected by the late Mr. Lamont H. G. Toung, F.G.S., in 1879 ; and 
1 have little to add to the report then furnished by him to the Department, beyond a brief description of 
some parts of the caves, which he was unable to explore owing to their being flooded with water, or the 
discovery of which has been subsequent to the time of his visit.

At a distance of about 8 miles west of the caves the two buggy tracks converge on the summit of 
the Main Coast Range, at an elevation of about 3,200 feet above sea-level.

From this point the track descends easterly, passing over a coarse, much water-worn pebble gravel 
more than 20 feet thick in places. I am informed that colours of gold can be got all through this gravel, 
which has been derived chiefly from the waste of an adjoining bod of coarse pebble conglomerate, of 
pakeozoic age. At a distance of about 2 miles from tho caves, the track reaches the top of the steep hill 
called the “ Queen’s Gap.” This was formerly the nearest point to which visitors could drive, the remainder 
of the distance to the caves having to be performed on foot or horseback. At the time of my visit, however, 
a buggy road had just been finished by the Government down this hill, which enables tourists to drive to 
within half a mile of the caves. In places, where the road has been terraced out of the rock, a rather rare 
variety of syenite granite may be observed, of a pink colour mottled with green. This stone, which is 
fairly durable, might be used for ornamental purposes ; but it would be difficult to obtain large blocks free 
from cracks.

A sharp turn in the road brings into view a deep, rocky gorge on tbe left opening into a wide undulating 
valley, the low hills covered with red soil, and rich grass marking the commencement of the limestone country.

At the point where the syeniticgranite and limestone join, the latter has been altered into a coarsely 
crystalline white marble. This formation continues, with the exception of a small intrusive patch of 
syenitic granite, to within one quarter of a mile of the Basin Cave. The entrance to this cave is situated 
on a steep slope above the bed of the Mare’s Forest Creek. It is about 6 feet high by 12 feet wide; the 
cave slopes steeply downwards for about 20 feet into a chamber about 20 feet high, from the roof of which 
hang long ropy stalactites, nearly touching slender pillars of dripstone, rising to meet them from the floor. 
A second descent loads on to a small cupola in the marble, the roof ornamented as before by clusters of 
stalactites, and the floor with small rounded bosses of stalagmite. A further descent, past a mass of pendent 
calcite resembling a frozen waterfall, brings the visitor into a large chamber, tho floor of which is traversed 
by ridges of stalagmite about 6 inches in height, ranged in wavy lines, like crumpled ribbons. From tho 
remarkable evenness of their surfaces it is evident that they have once formed the margins of tiny ponds, 
now dry. Here the cavo bifurcates. Following the left branch through a fissure 4 feet wide for about 40 
yards, the visitor, after a slight ascent, enters a dome-shaped chamber about 40 feet wide, and as many high.

Following a gallery in the rock for about 100 yards past a stalactite known as the “ Kangaroo’s 
Tail,” one of the most interesting objects in the caves is reached.

This is a large pocket of stalagmite, which has grown by chemical action on the steeply sloping side 
of the passage, so as to form a perfectly water-tight tank, 5 feet deep by 3^ feet square. The wall of 
stalagmite, which constitutes three sides of this tank, is firmly cemented to the rock, has a perfectly level 
rim, and varies in thickness from a thin crust one 4-inch in diameter at the rim to a strong wall of 6 inches 
or more through, at its base. Passing on, and still ascending, the principal feature of the cave comes into 
view, a staircase, in which the place of steps is taken by a number of stalagmitic pockets, similar to the one 
just described, moulded out of the sloping rock. These vary in size from the smallest, about the size of a 
watch-pocket, to the largest, measuring 10 feet long by 4 feet wide, and 5 feet deep. Climbing to the top 
of the “ Basins,” a second small series of stalagmite tanks is seen, plastered against the rock like swallows’ 
nests. The height at which the water last stood in these cisterns is marked by a sparkling white film of 
calcite, studded with small tufts and rosettes of crystals of the same mineral. The
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The origin o£ the “ Basins” was jirobabiy the following :—The sloping rock on which they stand 

once formed the bed of an underground stream, which had dissolved and worn a passage for itself through 
the marble, and descended at this point tli rough a series of small cascades into its channel helow. At the 
bottom of each cascade a small basin would be scooped out, by the mechanical action of the falling water, 
and a ridge of stalagmite would form at the outer rim, where the water being shallow and exposed to air 
currents, would be most ready to part with its lime. These ridges, once formed, would grow faster at their 
summits than at their sides, because the rim, over which the water trickled, would still be the point of 
greatest evaporation, and consequently of greatest precipitation of stalagmite; and in this way they would 
be gradually built up into the delicate walls now constituting the “ Basins.”

Returning from the “ Basins ” to the chamber with the wavy ridges crossing its floor, where the 
cave was deserilsed as bifurcating, the visitor on taking the right hand branch finds it leads into the 
“ Ball-room,” a large vaulted hollow in the rock with a tolerably even floor.

From the “Ball-room” a narrow gallery leads to the “Bullock’s Caul,” a small chamber about 12 ft. 
x 10 ft. x 10 ft,, containing a variety of beautiful snow-white stalactites of every shape and size, from the 
straw-like shaft to the broad thin transparent curtain. There is a freshness and lustre about these stalactites 
which is rather wanting in other parts of the cave.

Leaving the new cave the tourist is conducted, by a somewhat rough track over the limestone hills, 
to the old cave, one half mile distant. A short distance above tbe entrance to this cave, the Wombeyan 
Creek opens into a small, well grassed alluvial flat. Just below this the valley is hemmed in by steep lime
stone walls, and ends abruptly at the mouth of the old cave. The entrance to this cave is through a wide 
tunnel in the hill communicating with a large “pot-hole” at its further end. The whole has the appearance 
of a massive marble arch spanning the creek, sloping with the hill slope from left to right, and supported by 
a strong pillar towards its lower end. '

Its measurements are about DO yards Ion" by 40 yards wide, and the roof in places must be from 50 
to 60 feet high.

The floor is strewn with large masses of marble, which had evidently fallen from the roof, and is 
covered in places with pebbles of metamorphie and igneous rocks, and fantastic pedestals of dripstone.

Tbe best view of this part of the cave is to be obtained by ascending by means of a ladder, placed 
against the right side of the cavern, to a rocky platform about 25 feet above the floor.

The sunlight streaming through the arches brings out fine contrasts of colour, from the pale pink 
and white of the recesses of the roof, to the dark green and brown of the dripstone on the floor. Close to 
the edge of this platform stands a white canopy of stalagmite supported on dripstone pillars; and a 
little further back in a small branch cave on the same level, some curiously curved stalactites may be studied. 
Some groups show evident traces of having been naturally broken and re-cemented while still hanging to the 
roof, for the older stalactites are not parallel with the newer, and the course of the crack wliere the original 
break occurred can be plainly traced.

Descending the ladder to the floor of the main cave, a dark chasm is seen extending to the right, 
forming one of the underground courses of the creek. In winter time, when the creek is running strongly, 
entrance by this passage is impracticable, owing to the depth of the water. At the time of my visit, 
however, the creek was dry ; and the only water in this subterranean channel was to be found lying in 
nearly circular basins hollowed by the creek out of the white marble.

This marble channel appeared to me to be one of the finest sights in the caves, with the clear water 
lying in the smooth white rock basins at one’s feet, and the high terraced walls above winding in exquisite 
curves. ■

Near the lower end of this channel the tourist has to cross some water-holes on saplings laid across
them.

In accordance with the recommendations made in Mr. Young's report, the lowest of these water- 
holes, which used to bar further progress, has now been drained sufficiently to allow visitors to pass by 
without getting wet.

The marble channel opens at its lower end into a large vaulted chamber, in which, as the guide 
informed me, the water stands 10 feet deep in flood tune. The outlet for this water is through a tunnel 
about 80 yards long, from 5 to 10 feet wide, and 30 to 40 feet high at the far end of this chamber. The 
water is carried out by this means, at the side of the hill, into the head of a rocky gully. Excepting in 
flood time this part of the cave is practically dry, and the waters of Cave Creek find their way into the 
Wombeyan Creek, as the guide told me, by a deeper underground channel, commencing in the floor of the 
main cave, and having its point of discharge in the banks of the Wombeyan Creek, half a mile distant, just 
below the Basin Cave. .

Returning from the outlet up the channel, and climbing a ladder, a second series of galleries and 
chambers is disclosed leading to tbe “ Sounding-board.” This is a fine transparent curtain stalactite, 9 feet 
long, 1 foot wide, and one-sixth of an inch thick, the top and one of the sides being attached firmly to tho 
rack. The free side is deeply notched, and the whole fabric, where it hangs vertically, is barred with 
horizonal lines, resembling the woof of a coarsely woven material; but where it overhangs the lines have a 
downward curve. When tapped, it gives out musical notes. Some very beautiful stalactites are to be 
seen in an adjoining passage, and also some pretty little pedestals of dripstone, like branching coral 2 or 
3 inches high, standing in shallow basins. Judging from their rough, spongy appearance, they have been 
formed, I think, partly in water. A detailed description of all the complicated ramifications of the Old 
Cave would be too tedious; the exploration of them alone occupying more than a whole day.

Two groups of stalactites, however, deserve special notice—the “Organ” and the “Trophy.” The 
“ Organ” is a huge compound stalactite which has become united with the dripstone on a ledge overlooking 
a large vaulted chamber. The column measures 10 feet by 5 feet, and is from 15 to 20 feet high. Fringes 
of stalactites encircle it at a short distance above the ledge, their points not quite reaching the floor. When 
struck, these ring like a chime of hand-bells. .

There are many other musical stalactites in these caves, some so delicately hung that they were set 
ringing by the bats flying against them.

The “Trophy” was characterised by Mr. Young as “a group of the largest stalactites lie had over 
seen,” and may be described as a beautiful cluster of rapy and curtain stalactites, about 15 feet high.

On the whole, there is far more to be seen at the Old Cave than at the new.
Mr.
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Mr. Young mentions in his report that “ the format ions in these caves are as a rule of a snowy 
whiteness, and generally opaque, as compared with those of the Pish River Caves.” I noticed that, as Mr. 
Young remarked, many parts of the caves, while preserving their beauties of shape, have lost much of their 
freshness througli exposure to the atmosphere.

Prom their shapes and positions it is evident that these eaves, like nearly all similar hollows in 
limestone rocks, are deserted subterranean watercourses. The chain of evidence connecting the past with 
the present is in this case perfect. In the present underground channel of the Cave Creek a water cave 
with all its elaborate system of passages and chambers is no doubt now being excavated. The old marble 
channel, wliich acts as a by wash for the ilood-wators of the creek, is just the link that was needed to 
connect tho old with the new ; and standing here, the observer is led on by insensible gradations to speculate 
with tolerable certainty as to tho origin of the flats and stories of passages and chambers, now high and 
dry, at various levels above the present creek. There can be little doubt that they are what might be 
termed fossil underground channels, just as many of om- deep leads are fossil river beds.

Of all minerals forming large rock masses in the earth’s crust, limestone, next to gypsum and 
rocksalt, is most soluble in the ordinary water wliich drains from a land surface. Rain-water, charged 
with carbonic acid absorbed from the atmosphere, as it passes over limestone beds dissolves for itself 
underground passages, chiefly along lines of natural joints in the rock. As these become widened the 
creek abandons its subairial bed for one of the largest of these fissures; and the erosion of its underground 
channel is now assisted by the mechanical action of pebbles aud sand swept down by the increased current.

In the course of ages, as the general deepening of the valley proceeds below the lower outlet of the 
underground stream, so the latter is constantly deepening its channel to adapt itself to the increased fall, 
leaving its old bed high and dry to form caves.

Such caves have from prehistoric, aud probably early geological, time been used as sheltering places 
and habitations by various animals.

Hitherto few fossil bones have been discovered in these Wombeyan Caves, so there is little clue as 
to their age, excepting that to be obtained by a comparison of the level of the highest suite of passages and 
chambers with that of the general line of drainage of the present valley. If the thickness and height of 
some of the masses of dripstone are to be taken as a test of age, the commencement of the excavation of 
these eaves must date far back into the past.

At the celebrated Ingleborough Cave in Yorkshire, England, careful measurements of a boss of 
stalagmite, called the 11 Jockey Cap,” show that it is increasing at the rate of about 1 foot in forty years ; 
and this amount of growth is exceptionally rapid. From this may be inferred the great age of such 
ponderous masses of dripstone as the “ Organ ” and the 11 Trophy.”

The belt of limestone in which the caves occur is estimated by Mr. Young to bo 2ij miles long by 
1 mile wide. The rock is composed of a coarsely crystalline white marble veined with yellow. The coarsely 
crystalline varieties are less suitable for lime-burning or building purposes than the more compact Almost 
every kind, however, from the coarsely crystalline white marble to the blue limestone, can, I am informed, 
lie obtained in the district. Mr. Young noticed fossils in one place only, namely, just below tbe New Cave. 
These fossils show that the limestone bed is an old coral reef of palaeozoic age. Buried beneath massive 
accumulations of clay, sand, and quartz pebble conglomerates, and- subjected for vast periods of time to 
intense heat and pressure, nearly all traces of the original organic structure of the corals and shells have 
been obliterated, and the old atoll has been converted into a bed of more or less crystalline limestone. The 
whole of these sedimentary strata with the underlying limestone bed have subsequently been slowly raised 
above the sea-level by those oscillations of the earth’s crust which, as geology shows, have prevailed 
throughout all the past of which we have any record, and are even now in progress. Exposed to the 
denuding influences of air and water, the overlying rocks have been worn down until at last, at a point far 
inland, the fossil coral reef, now changed into limestone, is again laid bare.

Then commences the process of cave-making already described. The lime dissolved out by the 
acidulated water in the course of the formation of caves is partly deposited in the beautiful and fantastic 
forms of stalactites and dripstones, but chiefly carried away in solution down the Wombeyan Creek, into 
the Wollondilly River, on to the Nepean and Hawkesbury, and so out to sea at Broken Bay. Arrived in 
the waters of the Pacific, it is partly absorbed by fish, Crustacea, shell-fish, and tiny organisms on our own 
coasts and partly carried southwards by the east Australian current, and later northwards into waters warm 
enough to support the life of the coral polyp, as at Lord Howe Island. Here it is taken up by tbe polyp 
and converted into beautiful coralline structures. Thus history repeats itself, and the coral polyps of to-day 
construct their stony skeletons out of the material which formed the bones of their Silurian ancestors.

The Wombeyan Caves are, therefore, interesting in many ways, as much from a scientific point of 
view as from the natural beauty of their scenery. I have, <fcc.,

T. W. E. DAVID.

Sir, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 2 March, 1896.
I have the honor to report that, during my recent visit to the Wombeyan Caves, in connection 

with improvement works, I inspected a new discovery made by the keeper, Sir, M. Chalker. The cave, 
which is comparatively small, but very interesting, is situated about 1 mile south of the Accommodation 
House, on. the right bank of Mare’s Forest or Wombeyan Creek, 20 chains north-west of the Basin Cave, 
and about 4-0 chains west of the Fig-tree Cave.

The entrance, which is triangular in shape, being 7 feet wide at the base and 5 feet high, is about 
100 feet above the level of the creek, on the face of hill topped with a rugged limestone bluff. After 
traversing a narrow sloping passage a distance of 30 feet, a conical-shaped chamber, about 30 feet wide by 
25 feet high, is entered. The walls are bare of calcareous depositions, and the floor is strewn with large 
boulders. On the left-hand side of this chamber is another passage or outlet, leading to the surface, about 
o feet wide, the downward winding course of which is followed about 50 feet. Groups of pure white 
stalactites and columns of various sizes are met with at intervals, and the walls for the most part have 
a thick stalagmitic coating, which in places projects and assumes irregular buttress-like forms. On emerging 
from the passage into daylight one finds himself on a flat ledge of rock or natural balcony—a space scooped 
out of the southern face of the precipitous limestone—overlooking and about 40 feet directly above the

bed
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lied of the creek. Ini mediately to the right of this, and separated by a massive column, which apparently 
supports the overhanging roof, is an immense cavity running at least 50 feet back into the limestone face, 
and down to the level of the creek, the waters of which, flowing in, form a small subterranean branch 
channel.

The walls of this opening or archway are richly ornamented with a dripstone coating of various 
colours and shades, some protruding portions of which, of a yellowish-green tint and foliage-like in appearance, 
bear a striking resemblance to " The Willows” in the Kettle Cave at Jenolan.

Doubtless, when it is found convenient to further explore this cavity, other passages will be met 
with which may probably lead to larger chambers in the heart of the limestone.

Although an inspection of this cave alone might not warrant a special journey from the Accommodation 
House, yet visitors to the Basin Cave in its immediate vicinity would be well repaid for the little extra 
trouble entailed in traversing its rather intricate passages to gain the ledge of rock referred to, overlooking 
the creek and archway, which also commands a good view of extensive picturesque scenery beyond.

Owing to the arch-like shape of the two cavities on the southern face of the limestone, it was suggested 
that the cave be named “The Arches.” T have, Ac.,

W. S. LEIGH,
Superintendent of Caves.

Sirj Department of Mines, Geological Branch, 20 July, 1896.
I hate the honor to report, as requested, on the new caves discovered by Mr. K. J. Wilson, near 

Stuart Town. The caves arc situated on portion 93 of 40 acres, parish of Cooper, county of Wellington, 
the property now being in the possession of Mr. 31. Brady, and occur in an outcrop of limestone about 2 
miles square in extent, one of a series in a belt running between Molong and Wellington, about 6 miles 
distant by road from Stuart Town. The limestone is of the same nature as tire Wellington but not so flat, 
more bluffs and peaks being noticeable, which has a more promising aspect as regards the discovery of 
good caves. _ _

Access to the main cave is effected through a vertical fissure about 5 feet long by 18 inches wide, 
the floor of the cave being reached after a descent of 15 feet. This cavity is about 40 feet square, the 
floor being strewn with large boulders and detached stalacites. Very pretty drapery-like stalacitic 
formations are met with at intervals on the walls, under which the floor has a fine crystallised coating. 
Descending circuitously to the left from the main chamber, one or two small grottoes, profusely decorated with 
miniature stalactites and coral-like growths are passed through. About 40 feet below the surface it is found 
necessary to crawl through a very small opening, when a lofty but narrow fissure is entered. The floor of 
this cavity, which is known as the Bone Cave, is coated with a muddy composition, and bears evidence of 
being frequently under water. Branching from this cavity is another fissure in the limestone averaging 3 feet 
wide, filled with a reddish clay, which is literally packed with the fossilised bones of both herbivorous and 
carnivorous marsupials, specimens of which have been submitted for examination. The cave has not been 
made accessible beyond this point, but other cavities have been noticed and will probably soon be entered 
as Mr. Brady has two men engaged in opening up same.

Both from a spectacular and scientific point of view I consider tbe caves quite equal to those at 
Wellington; but to make them easy of access to the public it will be necessary to expend, say, about <£50 
in improvement works. I have, Ac.,

W. S. LEIGH.
The Government Geologist.

Annual Beport of the Assistant Palaeontologist and Librarian for the Year 1896.
Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of 3Iines and Agriculture, 6 January, 1897.

I have the honor to submit to you tho, following summary of the Palmontological work and 
work connected with the Library performed by myself during the past year :—■

Records and Memoirs.—Volume V, Part 1, of the Records has been published nnd distributed, and 
Part 2 will shortly be issued, Ko Memoirs have been published during the year.

Miscellaneous Determinations.—These determinations have been made principally for members of 
the staff. The more important are :—

1. Carboniferous Fossils from near “ The Port,” County Courallie, collected by yourself, including
Za/phrentis : Spirifera; Orthis australis, M'Coy ; Orthothetes crenistria, Phil!; Shtomphalus; 
Pleurotomaria.

2. Siluro-Devonian Fossils from the Wellington Caves, collected by the Keeper, Mr. T. Sibbald
Stromatoporoidea / Favosnles; Dania, Heliolites; Holy sites catenularius, Linn. : Tryplasma 
wellingtonensis, Eth. fil,; Syringopora; portion of the calyx of a crinoid; Trilohite (Indeterminable); 
Spirifera; Spirifera cf. suhaia, Hisitiger; Cyrtina; Rhynekonella; Ghonetcs ; Leptoina vkom- 
boidalis, Wilckens; Atrypa retvzularis, Linn.; Qrthis cf. turgida, 31‘Coy; Hyolithes; Murchi- 
sonia, two species ; Orthoceras.

3. Carboniferous Fossils from tho Rawden Vale, County of Northumberland, collected by Mr.
Forester Rudder, comprising:—Spirifera convoluta, Phillips; Productus cf. hemisphmricus, Spy.; 
Jletimlaria lineata, Martin; Orthis australis, 3I‘Coy; Rkipidomella; Alhyris; Chonetes; Fenestella: 
Platycerasf)1, Aviculopecten, two species i Sanguinoliles.

4. Carboniferous and Lower Mesoyoic Fossils collected by Mr. Geological Surveyor Carne, from the
Port Macquarie District.—See an tea, pp. 103—104.

5. Upper Silurian Corals, from Yass, presented by J. K. Hume, Esq., and interesting as showing the
large size attained by Cyatkophyllum MitcheUi, Eth. lib, and Pholidophyttum LonsdaUi, Eth. fil.
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G. A collection of Lower Silurian, Permo-Carboniferous, and Mesozoic Fossils from Tasmania, presented 
by Mr. Montgomery, M.A., late Government Geologist:—(a) Lower Silurian, from the Tasmania 
Mine, Beaconsfield—Orthis, sp. This is a small costate form of the type of Orthis testudinwria, 
Dalman, which is especially characteristic of the Llandeilo of Europe and the Hudson and 
Trenton Groups of North America. The structure is very poorly preserved, but this form appears 
to fall into Hall and Clarke’s sub-genus DalmnneUa, which, though it extends into the Upper 
Silurian, is more characteristic of the Lower. Worm-burrows, indeterminable, (b) Permo- 
Carboniferous :—Tasmanite Shale from near Latrobo. From Henty River—Glossopteris ampla, 
Uana; Glossopteris itrotoniann, Brong. From Middie Arm Creek, Bcaconsfield—Stenopora ovata, 
Lonsdale; Stcnopora tastnaniensis, Lonsdale; Protoretepora (2 species) ; Spirifera Strselcekii, 
De Koninck ; Martiniopsis subradiata, G. Sby; Aviculopeclen. From north face of Western 
Tiers, near Westbury—Stcmpora tastnaniensis, Lonsdale ; Strophalosia ; Martiniopsis subradiata,
G. Sby.; Spirifera, PhtyschUma oculum, J. de C. Bhy.-} Avieulopecten (? limctformis, Morris,). 
From North Cliff, Maria Island—Stenopora ovata, Lonsdale; Strophalosia ClarkeA, Eth. fib; 
Spirifera lasmaniensis, Morris; Productus. (c) Lower Mesozoic, from Mount Nicholas Coal
mine—AlelitopUt'us australis, Morris; Aletltopteris serralfolia, Johnston ; Zcu-gopjhyllitcs elongatus, 
Morris ; Baiara, sp. (This form is abundant; I do not think that this is the form referred to by 
Feistroantol (Uhlonosnc Utvary v Tasviani, t. 10, ff. 4 and 5) to Triclwpitys Jolvnstoni, Feistmantcl. 
and considered by him as synonymous with B. t.enuifolui, Johnston) ; Sagenopteris tasmanica, 
Feismantel; Sagenopteris sp. : a large form, different to S. rhoifolia, Presl.

7. Silurian Fossils from Stuart Town. In July, 1896, it was reported to the Department that lime
stone caves had been discovered at Stuart Town, on Portion 93, Parish of Cooper, County of 
Wellington. While on a visit of inspection, Mr, W. S. Leigh collected bones of Thylacinus 
spcUeus, Owen, Dasyurus, and Macropus and specimens of Pavosites gothlandica, Lam., and Dania. 
Shortly after Mr, C. Cullen, Collector to the Survey, got together a larger number of. forms from 
the limestone beds, among which are some interesting forms. The gonoral facies of the collection 
points to the limestone being of Upper Silurian age, it includes f avosites gothlandica, Lam ; 
Favosites, 2 species indet; Trypfosnta—this is a more elongate form than Tr. ivellingtonensis, Eth. 
fil- of the Wellington Caves limestone; Pachypom, a species similar to an undescribed form 
occurring commonly at Tarago ; Tryplmma Lonsdalei, Eth. fib, a form very common in the Yass 
District, but this is the first specimen we have had from the Western District. Am,plexus. Heliolites, 
Cyatkophyllum, a new species of an astran'form Cyathophyllum after the style of MitcheUi, Eth.
111. of the Yass and Murrumbidgec limestone, but differing from it in the much greater size of the 
corallities and the relative proportions of tho tabulate area. Cyatkophyllum,, a large simple form 
with a strongly marked tabulate area. Orlhoceras, two species, one of wliich is similar to an 
undescribed form very common in the Murrumbidgec limestones. Cyrtoaras, Mnrchisonia, 
Slrophomena, Spirtfera multiplicalus, De Koninck.

8. From tho Woolabra Boro—'Bieniopteris Daintreci, M'Coy and a conifer.
9. From Waratta Bore, at a depth of l,0o0 feet, a young specimen of Pseudavicida of Lower Cretaceous 

age,
10. Home indistinct fossils of Upper Silurian ago, collected by Mr. J. B. Jaquct, at Wattle Flat,

consisting of Spirifera, Rhynekonella, Hdiolite*, and crinoid stems. '
11. Fossils from the Wellington Caves; limestone collected by Mr. W. 8, Leigh:—Htromatoporoid,

dfeliolilrs cf. porosa, Goldfuss, Fanomtes, Orthis, Rhynchonclla, Atrypa reticularis, Cyrtia {?), 
Loxonema, H'orthcnia, Cydonema, Macrochilina (i), Bellerophon, Ortkoceras. .

12. A small collection of Permo-Carboniferous fossils from Gerringong, collected by Mr. J. E. Dobson, 
were named for him. 11 comprised Stenopora crinita, Lonsdale ; Stenopora tasmaniensis, Lonsdale; 
Fenestella; Protoretepora; Martiniopsis subradiata, G. Sby. ; Spirifera Strzdeckii, De Koninck 
Spirifera 12 costata, M.‘Coy; Uielasma hastola, and vara; Kundana ■, Astarlila polila, Dana; 
small Pachydomus ; Pleurophorus ; Aviculopecten ; Ptycovipludina morriaiana, M‘Coy.

13. From the Genoa River, Parishes of Genoa and Nangatta, County of Auckland, Mr. J. E. Carne, 
collected plant remains comprising a Pecopterid fern and a Sphenopteris of Devonian age. These 
will be described in detail shortly.

14. From parisli of Lawson, county of Wellesley, Mr. j. E. Carne has collected undoubted Lower 
Silurian graptolites. They occur in a black slate, and are mostly preserved as shiny films. The 
following for/ns are represented :—Didymograptus {Cladograptus) fwrcaius, Hall ; Dicranograptus 
cf. ramosus, Hall, sp. : Didymograptus; Diplograptus, cf. mneronatm. Hail; Diplograptm, sp. ; 
PhyUograptus ; Didymograptus extensus, Hall.

10. Several small collections were named for the Curator of the Technological Museum.

Collections.—Small collections of fossils were prepared for the following:—The King’s School, 
Parramatta; St. Stanislaus’ College, Bathurst; Mr. Benjamin Dunstan; .the Minister for Mines and 
Agriculture; Rev. D. M'Lennan, Berry.

Collector.—Mr. C. Cullen made collections of Permo-Carboniferous fossils from the Macleay River and 
Gerringong, and brought together a large series of Upper Silurian forms containing many new forms from 
various localities in the Yass and Murrumbidgee Districts.

Museum.—The cases at the disposal of the fossil collection are now all filled, and it lias been found 
necessary to still keep stored a large proportion of the Post-Tertiary bones, and impossible to display any of 
the fossils from the Marine Terfciaries of Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand, of which 
we have a fairly large series. During the year the Department has received from Mr. C. Holcroft, of 
Dudley, England, a very generous donation of a large series of Upper Silurian.fossils from the Dudley district. 
Those fossils are very well preserved, and will prove most valuable for purposes of comparison. A scries of 
Pliocene Invertebrata from Wanganui was also received as an exchange from the Wanganui Museum, N.Z. 
The Jurassic Fish from the Talbragar River have been returned by Mr. A. Smith Woodward, who described 
them iu a recent memoir of the survey (No. G), The types and co-types are now on view.

21—U Library.
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Library.
During the past year 1,446 publications have been registered and placed in the Departmental 

Library, consisting of societies transactions, reports of state departments, and separate works and pamphlets. 
This total is made up of 1,207 volumes, parts of volumes, and pamphlets, and that have been presented or 
sent in exchange for the departmental publications, and *226 that have been purchased.

The Library is now in correspondence with 186 Institutions and State Departments, from which 
exchanges are regularly received, and there are also numerous personal exchanges.

The principal additions to the Exchange List are :—
Geological Commission, Capetown.
Academie des Sciences, Cracow.
NaturwissenschaftlieherVerein, Frankfovt-a-Oder.
Denison University, Granville, Ohio.
Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society.
Societc Iraperiale des Natural isles, Kasau.
La Plata Museum.
Society of Natural History, Portland, Maine.
Societa Geologica Italiana.
Illinois State Museum and Geological Survey.
Gross. Badiscben geologischen Landesanstalt.
St. Petersburg—Section geologique, Cabinet du Maison de I’Empercur.

The following publications have been distributed to correspondents:—
(I.) Records Geological Survey, Vol. Y, Part 1.
(2.) Index to Records, Yol. IV.
(3.) Annual Report for 1895 to Institutions.
(4.) Numerous miscellaneous lots.

The Library Catalogue has been kept to date. I have, &c.,
W. S. DUN, _

Assistant Paleontologist and Librarian.

List of Fossils registered (436 Lots) during 1896.

Karae. Locality.

SlLURIAX AJfD SllTJliO-DnVOMAV.

Donor or Collector.

Stromatoporoidea aud Gasteropoda......................
Large miseellaneotis collections ..........................

Corals ...... .........................................................................

1» ........... ..... . •rP' .... *•’
Miscellaneous collection ......................................

i» >• ..................................
Qrihu and Annelida.............. ..............................

Gordon River, Tasmania ......................................
PI,, Tflemas, Co. Cowley; Piu Warroo, Hume, 

Co. Murray; Ph. Yass, Co. Kiup.
Moor Creek, near Tomwortli.................................
Parish Woolomol, near Tamworih .......................
Dudley, England.................................. ...................
Stuart Town.......................................................... .
Beaconsfield, Tasmania .........................................

Hobart Museum. 
C. Cullen.

T. W. R. David.

C. Holcroft.
C. Cullen.
A. Montgomery.

Carboniferous. 

LfT'dodendron anstrale, McCoy . Goonoo Goonoo

Pebito-Carbon m.nous.

Miscellaneous.................. .......................................
Qltmopteru and Invertebrata..............................
Permo-Carboniferous Planlee and Invertebrata...
Productus iracht/tkewus .............................
Glossopteris, &c................ ............... .....................
Jpirifera, MartittiopsU oviformis ......................
Ganyamopteris .....................................................

Blackhead and Gerringong.........
Mersey River, Tasmania............
Tasmania............................ .........
Macquarie Rivulet, Albion Park4

55 it ff
Kangaroo Valley.........................
Wingen........................................

Plante

Mesozoic.

Tertiary and Post-Tertiarv. 

Piprotodon australis, Owen.....................

<, ,! ................. ......
Pucatj/ptus, sp................................

Mount Nicholas, Tasmania.

Near Forbes..........
Cunningham Creek 
Barraba...................

D. A, Porter.

C. Cullen. 
Hobart Museum. 
A. Montgomery. 
E. E. Pittman.

G. M, Scott.
T. W. E. David.

A. Montgomery.

Dr. McDonell. 
Technological Musount. 
E. P. Pittman.
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Report by Mr. I). W. Munro ou Prospecting Work done on the Northern Beaches.

Sir,
1 h:we the honor to forward herewith rough plan, section, and tracing explanatory of Prospecting 

work done on Northern beaches to end of 1S9G.
At ifcAuley’s, between Eslc River and Jerusalem Creek, 2,828 bores, with aggregate depth of 

4o,(J32 feet, were put down, and on and also towards Evans River, 187 bores of 2,782 feet, making a total 
in this locality of 3,015 bores, with a total depth of 48,414 feet 4 inches.

The five main lines at McAuley's, as will be seen by Sketch Map A, were carried from the beach duo 
west across the Heath on to the first of the sandstone ridges, forming what is locally known as “the 
Mainland,'1 being lateral spurs from the watershed between the Clarence and Richmond waters.

The centre line of bores “ C" crosses McAuley's Prospecting Claim at about three-quarters of a 
mile from the beach. Along this lino the section was taken for 5,146 feet to base line; and a check line of 
levels along base line half a mile south to next line D; and thence along that line to high-water mark. 
This line was practically the same as the one plotted.
. These levels prove that tho top or upper side of the auriferous wash, in centre of McAuley’s Claim, 
is 12-28 feet above high-water mark.

The bores show the sands much disturbed and jumbled up for the first portion of the line; but the 
different layers of sand—white, brown, black, and reddish-brown—become more compact and regular as 
they recede from present coast line towards main land, and the black, indurated sand becomes very hard 
and gritty.

In many of the bores quantities of gas were met with, and in one place a cobra-eaten log was passed 
through at 12 feet from the surface. Ou the western side of McAuley's lead numerous pieces of sharp- 
edged quartzite were found at various depths, similar to the quartzite found near Byron Bay, and under 
Lennox Head (40 miles north of McAuley's), the only places I know of in this district where this 
particular quartzite is found in situ.

Below the wash in McAuley’s Claim a bore was put down 14 feet to 3 feet below high-water mark. 
Coarser reddish-brown sand only was met with ; and, even if longer tubes had been available, the influx of 
water at this deptli would render sludging useless.

On the new lead found west of McAuley's, and proved to extend fur a mile, some claims have been 
taken up and worked, but, at the time this was struck, many of the men wore leaving the field attracted 
by the accounts from Bucea Creek. But, no doubt, this lead will eventually be worked, as it will at least 
pay wages, and richer patches may be found as it is opened up.

On Broadwater Heath (see sketch map B), 2,644 bores of au aggregate depth of 38,612 feet 6 inches 
have been sunk. A back lead was worked here formerly, and some rich patches obtained, and is still 
being worked by a few parties. Tho auriferous wash here, however, is not found, as at McAuley’s, in or 
below the “ black rock,” but above it at comparatively shallow depths, and on the western side of the 
“Terrace.” A lead nearly parallel with the inland track across the heath from Broadwater extends for 
about 4-4 miles, but is very patchy ; still, as the stripping is only from 4 to 13 feet, and portions are very 
favourably situated for working, I think this place should provide “ tucker” for a fair number of men, and 
no doubt it will be opened out when the cane season is over and regular work becomes scarce. The best 
portion of this has been marked out with flags. It is probable that another lead may exist to the eastward 
of this, but all efforts to bottom on the supposed line were futile owing to the great influx of water and 
quicksand after the heavy rains in the beginning of November.

Immediately behind Broadwater and south-west of Cook's Hill 3 to 5 feet of very good wash was 
found carrying fair prospects, and extending for (as far as traced) about 500 feet, but stripping would bo 
heavy—13 to 17 feet.

The beach between Broadwater Gap and Baker's Gap lias always been a favourite locality with 
beach-miners for “ sniggers,” and at tho former place gold is stated to be found in small soakage streams 
running over the “ black rock ” from under the ten-aces. This place was well tried, a line of bores being 
put in on top of the terrace 20 feet deep in places, and also along the beach above high-water mark. At 
the Broadwater Gap 15 feet was sunk through the indurated sand at a spot where gold was seen trickling 
over the black rock from unlor the terrace, and an average of only two colours to the sludger was obtained : 
the bottom of this bore was 36 feet below tho top of the terrace.

The number of bores put down from 4th May to 24th December totals 4,656, of an aggregate depth 
of 87,326 feet 10 inches.

The men have worked well, and to the great interest they have displayed must in a great measure 
be attributed the amount of work accomplished.

I have, A-c.,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. D. W. MUNRO.

\

REPORT
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HEPOiiT OE THE CHIEE MINING SURVEYOR EOR THE YEAR 1896.
Sir,

I have the honor to hand you the following report on. the Mining Survey and Charting Branch 
for the year 1896. _ _

On the 15th July last I was appointed to the position of Chief Mining Surveyor, in addition to that :
of Government Geologist previously held by me; I have, therefore, resumed the supervision of the mining 
survey work after an interval of over five years.

The year just ended has been characterised by greatly increased activity in mining matters, and^ as .
a consequence the work of this branch has been about doubled. The number of mining surveys made during 
the year 1896 was 3225, and of these 1318 were dealt with'by surveyors who were paid partly by salary 
and partly by fees, while 912 were made by surveyors ■who were remunerated by fees alone. During the 
previous year (1895) the total number of surveys made was 1163. Until the 20th October last only five 
salaried mining surveyors were employed, namely, Messrs. Pt. H. Cambage, J. Thomas, L. Thomas, J. T. '
Gray, and E. G. Sewell ; but it then became apparent that these were not able to deal rapidly enough with
the increasing work of the department, and accordingly a sixth surveyor, Mr. A. E. Hall, was appointed
temporarily. It is probable that not more than five salaried surveyors will be required permanently, as the
rush of work last year was exceptional. On the 31st December only 560 instructions for surveys remained
unacted upon, and almost all these related to very recent applications for leases. The 2,225 surveys made
during the year comprised 1,445 gold leases on Crown lands, 147 mineral leases, 218 mining tenements, 54
mining permits, and 361 leases on private land. One underground survey was also made with the object of 1
determining to what extent the workings of the Greta Colliery encroached upon adjoining land.

On the 15th July Mr. G. A. McKay (previously of the Lands Department) was appointed to the 
position of Chief Draftsman. Under his immediate supervision the charting branch is showing excellent 
results, the record of work for 1896 being a most satisfactory one. The draftsmen have ably seconded Mr,
McKay in his efforts to cope with the increased work of the branch, and they have also been aided by the 
improved methods which he has been able to introduce. There is no doubt whatever that the charting 
branch is now in a much more efficient state than it has ever been previously, and will, I think, compare 
favourably with any similar branch in the service. During the year 1896 no less than 2,999 gold and 
mineral applications of all descriptions were charted and dealt with, as against 1,234 in the previous year, 
and on the 31st December, 1896, there were only 304 applications undealt with in the branch.

The Chief Draftsman has adopted the heliographic process for making copies of mining plans, and 
this has resulted in a great saving of time as well as of expense. He is now introducing the same process 
for the preparation of maps for the information of the mining warden and of the public.

The accompanying report by the Chief Draftsman gives detailed information in regard to the work 
of the Charting Branch 1 have, &c., 1

EDWAKD E. PITTMAK,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Chief Mining Surveyor.

' Anxual Return, 1896.
Mining Surveyors.

The number of mining surveys made during the year 1896 was 2,225, Of these 1,313 were made by 
surveyors on salary and 912 by surveyors remunerated by the fees paid by mining applicants. These 
numbers represent a very large increase on the returns for 1895, when only 1,1-63 surveys were made. 
Five mining surveyors on salary were employed on the work until 20th October, when a sixth, surveyor was 
temporarily appointed to assist in the survey of leases scattered over wide areas of country. At the close 
of the year only 360 instructions remained to be dealt with, and almost all these related to very recent 
applications for leases, The 2,225 surveys made comprised 1,445 gold leases, 147 mineral leases, 218 mining 
tenements, 54 mining permits, and 361 leases on private land. One underground colliery survey was also 
made to determine the extent of encroachment of coal workings upon land adjoining the Greta Colliery.

Charting.

The total number of gold and mineral lease applications on Crown land dealt with in the Charting 
Branch during the year was 2,261, against 855 in the previous year ; the number of 27th and 28th section 
applications 257, against 189 dealt with in 1895. In addition to the foregoing, 481 applications for leases 
on private land and 251 measurements under the Mining Board Regulations were dealt with.

At the close of the year there remained undealt with 208 gold and mineral lease applications, 39 
applications under 27th and 28th sections, and 57 applications for leases under the Mining on Private 
Lands Act.

Two hundred and sixty-eight applications for authorities under the Mining Act of 1889 were received 
and dealt with.

Descriptions of 40 reserves under Section 26, and 21 mining divisions, were prepared in the branch, 
gazetted, and charted.

Forty-eight maps were prepared in connection with alterations in Mining Wardens’ districts.
Two thousand nine hundred and nine notations of transactions relating to leases, &c,, were made 

on plans.
In addition to lease applications, surveyors’ reports, and other unregistered documents, 5,100 papers 

were received and dealt with.
Plan-drawing.

Up till the end of July plans were drawn from surveyors’ field notes by contract draftsmen paid by 
results. After reorganisation of the Department by the Public Service Board this practice ceased, and 
plans have since been drawn by a draftsman attached to the branch. 9-54 plans were produced since the 
alteration in practice was made. (Saving of £60). Hdiographic
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Udiographic Printing.

As a niore expeditious and economical means of securing copies of mining plans, the heliographic 
process was introduced on 18th August, 1890. Since that date 3,933 copies of plans have been printed for 
departmental use. The change in practice has already effected a saving of £200.

Maps for Information of Mining Wardens, <L-c.

During the year charted up copies of maps were forwarded as follows:—To Wardens, 301 ; to 
District Surveyors, 93; to Mining Surveyors, 47 ; and to other persons, 8 ; making a total of 449.

It will be seen from the particulars furnished that there has been an abnormal increase in almost 
every department of the work, but notwithstanding this the staff has by steady application succeeded in 
preventing the work from falling into arrear.

The Chief Mining Surveyor. G. A. McKAY,
Chief Draftsman, 15/1/97.

■ Compilations.
During the year 13 locality maps, .embracing IS parishes or parts of parishes, were completed, 11 

were published and put into office use and 3 remained in hand in various stages ; C3 proofs of parish and 
other maps, showing mining measurements, were received from the Department of Lands, GO were revised 
and returned, 14 were adopted as mining maps and put into office use.

In addition to the above 4 sheets of the map of the Alining Districts of New South Wales, embracing 
an area of about 80,496 square miles, were completed ; 3 sheets were published and 2 sheets remained on 
hand awaiting examination.
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INDEX.

Abfoy Creek ,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

rar-K.

... 106 Blackman's Flat, coal ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PACK.

147
Accidents in mines .......................... . . 63 Black Mountain, Barraba .............. 35
Adelong, gold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 Black Bange, gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

„ Nickeliferous ironstone ... 144 Bland’s Tunnel, Pambula .............. ... 113, 117, 120
Albert Mining District .............. .. 37,46 Blayney Division, gold .. ,,, 26
Albion Vnvk, coal ......................... ... 14; Bobadah Silver Mine.............. . 70
Alectown ... ....................... ... 20,60 Boggy Camp, diamonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 98
Albury Division, gold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 30 » Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Alunite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. ... 51 ,, Creek, Pambula ... 112
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COMMISSION.
YICTOEIA, by tiw Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen

Defender of ihe Daitb, and so forth, *

To Our Trusty and Well-beloved .
CrmiLES Enwinn Komansos Murjut, Esquire, one of the Judges of the District Court, appointed 

in and for the Metropolitan, Suburban, and Hunter District, in Our Colony of New South Wales.
Greeting i-1-

Kfow ™.r, That We, reposing great Irust and confidence in your ability, zeal, industry, 
discretion, and integrity, do by these presents, authorise and appoint you, the said Charles Edward 
uoeertsun Mukrav, to make a diligent and full inquiry ;—

J. Into the cause or causes of accidents which have recently taken place in certain mines 
and quarries in the Albert Alining District.

II. Whether the provisions of the Aiming Act, 1874, and the Regulations relating to the 
inspection or mines other than coal or shale made thereunder, are sufficient to secure 
the sate working of the mines and quarries in the said district, especially in regard to 
the use of explosives and the system of timbering and of working large lodes adopted.

‘ , ^ are no^ suificielK, to suggest in what respect and to what extent they shouldbo added to or amended.
III. Into the truth of the statement that the number of accidents in such mines and quarries 

has largely increased, and the cause of such largo increase.
IA . Whether the open-cut system of work is specially dangerous; and, if so, whether this is 

due to such work being carried on at night; and whether such evstem should bo pro
hibited ; and, if necessary, to suggest regulations for the purpose" of safeguarding the 
lives of the miners and other persons emploj-ed in that class of work.

V. Whether flic risk to the persons employed in the said mines and quarries is increased by 
reason of incompctency on the part of managers and subordinate officials,

VI. Whether the services of additional inspectors are uecessarv.
VII. As to the best means of making known, to all persons employed in and about He said 

mines and quarrics, the statutory enactments and regulations relating to the inspection 
or such mines and quarries ; and to make any recommendation which you may deem 
advisable m the premises.

And We do, by these presents, give and grant to you full power and authority, with all proper 
or necessary assistants, at all times, to enter into and upon any land, mine, quarry, or premises; to survey 
and examine the state and condition thereof ; and, for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, 
and 1o enter into and to use all adits, levels, galleries, drives, and excavations: and to use all roads ways 
engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, materials, labour, and other' things, in or on any such land’ 
mine, or quarry wine is hall be by you deemed necessary; so that in so doing no unnecessary interference 
is caused : and to call before you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may bo better 
informed of the truth in the premises ; and to require the production of all such hooks, papers, writings 
plans sections and all other documents, as you may deem expedient; and to yisit and inspect the same at 
the offices or places where the same or any of them may be deposited; and to inquire of the premises by 
all lawful ways or means: And Our further will and pleasure is that you, after due examination of the 
premises, do and shall, within the space of three mouths after the date of this Our Commission, or sooner 
if the same can reasonably he done, certify to Us, in the Ofliceof Our Chief Secretary, under your hand 
andseal, what you shall find touching the premises: And Wo hereby command all Government Officers 
and other persons whomsoever within Our said Colony that they be assistant to you in the execution of 
these presents : And We do give you power at your discretion to procure such dermal and other assistance 
as you may deem necessary for cnabling.you duly to execute this Our Commission ; which said Commission 
W e declare to bo a Commission for all purposes of the Act 44 Victoria No. 1, intituled “An Act to 
regulate the taking of evidence by Commissioners under the Great Seal?'

In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal
of Our said Colony of New South Wales to be hereunto affixed.

Witness Our Right Trusty and Well-beloved Cousin, Henry Robert, Viscount 
Uaxitden, Our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Our Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South Wales 
aioresaid this seventh day of July, in the sixty-first year of Our Reign and in the 
yciir ot Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven.

By Deputation from His Excellency 
JOHN LACKEY,

Dejiuty Governor,
By His Excellencv’s Command,

’ JAMES N. BRUNKER.

(l.s.)

ene Entered on record by me, in Register oe Patents, No. 18, page 19, this seventh day of July 
thousand eight hundred and nmetv-soven, J J

^58—6

For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records,
‘ C BITCH ETI1 WALKER,

Principal Under Sec re tar’.
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ROYAL COMMISSION APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE WORKING OF 
MINES AND QUARRIES IN THE ALBERT MINING DISTRICT.

REPORT.

To His Excellency the Bight Honorable Henry Robert, "Viscount 
Hampden, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New 
South Wales and its Dependencies.

May it please Your Excellency,—
Your Commissioner was directed by Your Excellency’s Commission, 

dated the seventh day of July last, to make a diligent and full inquiry:—
1. Into the cause or causes of accidents which have recently taken place

in certain Mines and Quarries in the Albert Mining District.
2. Whether the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, and the Regulations

relating to the inspection of mines other than coal or shale made 
thereunder, are sufficient to secure the safe working of the Mines and 
Quarries in the said district, especially in regard to the use of explosives 
and the system of timbering and of working large lodes adopted. 
And, if they are not sufficient, to suggest in what respect and to what 
extent they should he added to or amended.

3. Into the truth of tho statement that tho number of accidents in such
Mines and Quarries has largely increased, and the cause of such large 
increase.

4. Whether the open-cut system of work is specially dangerous; and, if so,
. whether this is due to such work being carried on at night; and

whether such system should be prohibited; and, if necessary, to 
suggest regulations for the purpose of safeguarding the lives of tho 
miners and other persons employed in that class of work.

5. Whether the risk to the persons employed in the said Mines and
Quarries is increased by reason of incompetenoy on the part of 
Managers and Subordinate Officials.

6. Whether the services of additional Inspectors are necessary.
7. As to the best means of making known to all persons employed in and

about the said Mines and Quarries the statutory enactments and 
Regulations relating to the inspection of such Mines and Quarries ; 
and to make any recommendation which Your Commissioner may deem 
advisable in the premises.

Your Commissioner having, for the purpose of prosecuting such inquiry, 
proceeded to Broken Hill—where the great bulk of the mining operations of the 
Albert Mining District is carried on—and having there examined thirty-one witnesses, 
the minutes of whose evidence arc annexed to this Report, and having made certain 
personal examinations of the working of the mines and quarries at Broken Hill, and 
also at Tarrawingee, has now the honor to present his Report.

Seeing that the questions with which Your Commissioner had to deal affected 
the safety of all workmen and others employed in and about the mines in the Albert 
Mining District—of whom by far the greater number live at Broken Hill—Your 
Commissioner not only publicly requested all persons having any information to 
give in the matter to come forward as witnesses, bat especially sought the assistance 
of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association, to which body about half of tho whole 
number of miners employed in the Albert District belong. The Association, through 

258—A their
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their local President, Mr. Polkinghorne, expressed their willingness to be represented,
■ thereby furthering the object of the inquiry to a most valuable extent. Tour Com
missioner, when communicating, through the secretary, Mr. Wright, before tho taking 
of evidence, with the officers of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association, acted under 
what afterwards proved to be a mistaken impression; namely, that the Association, 
which Your Commissioner then assumed to include a larger proportion than it 
actually does of the miners employed at Broken Hill, had taken an active—in fact, 
the principal—part in moving for this inquiry. Being under that belief, Your Commis
sioner spoke—as appears in the Minutes of Proceedings, page 2—of the Amalgamated 
Miners’ Association as standing in the position of promovents, and requested Mr. 
Polkinghorne to begin the proceedings by calling his witnesses. It was only during 
the course of the third day’s sitting that your Commissioner was made aware, by 
Mr. Polkinghorne, as a witness (Minutes of Evidence, page 47, Q- 1358), that the 
assumption was a mistake. Your Commissioner wishes to express his indebtedness 
to Mr. Polkinghorne for his valuable and courteously tendered aid in producing and 
eliciting evidence. The mine-owners also, appearing by Mr. Edwards, their 
Solicitor, gave very substantial assistance. Although Mr. Hebbard, the Inspector 
appointed, under the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, for the Albert Mining 
District, was not deputed to appear on behalf of the Department of Mines, yet Your 
Commissioner invited him, and he elected, to be present at the inquiry, and to 
examine witnesses. In addition to Mr. Polkinghorne, whose experience of mining 
was confined to underground work, Your Commissioner, during the course of the 
inquiry, allowed Mr. Williams, an officer of the Association, who had a personal 
knowledge of the “open-cut” or quarrying operations, to appear on behalf of the 
Association. In response to Your Commissioner’s invitation, publicly given, no other 
person or body of persons asked to be represented; though a few, whose attendance 
was not requested cither by the Association or the mine-owners, came forward and gave 
their testimony. Having heard all the evidence procurable at Broken Hill, Your 
Commissioner deemed it neither necessary nor expedient in the public interest to search 
further, and returned to Sydney only in time to resume his duties as District Court 
Judge. The continued performance of these duties, of late rather unusually heavy, 
and the fact that the printing of the large body of evidence, taken with great 
expedition and accuracy on twelve days—all, with the exception of two, afternoon, as 
well as morning, sittings—by the shorthand-writer, Mr. Little, has only just been 
completed, have prevented Your Commissioner from presenting his report before 
this; at the very extreme limit of the time—three months from the 7th of July— 
fixed by Your Excellency’s Commission. ■

Although Your Commissioner was careful, in accordance with his duty, to 
keep reasonably within the limits fixed by the terms of the Commission, he still, 
being anxious not to omit anything which might even indirectly bear upon the 
questions involved, allowed very full latitude in the selection and in the examination 
and cross-examination of witnesses. If, however, some of the issues that arose had 
been followed out to the extent to which it would be possible, before arriving at an 
absolutely certain conclusion—if that could ever be reached—to pursue them, the 
limit intended, in the opinion of Your Commissioner, to be imposed on the 
inquiry would have been very far exceeded, and the time necessarily • taken 
up would have been unduly protracted. As it stands, the evidence is amply suffi
cient to enable Your Commissioner to determine with reasonable certainty tho several 
questions to which an answer is sought.

The first of these questions requires the discovery of the cause or causes of 
accidents which have recently taken place in certain mines and quarries in the 
Albert Mining District. Your Commissioner takes the words “cause or causes” in 
this question to mean, not the immediate cause or set of circumstances which led to 
an accident, but the general conditions which preceded and conduced to it; such, 
for example, as a negligent or ignorant course of control, a faulty mechanical 
system, or recklessness or incompetency on the part of the workmen concerned.

A perusal of the depositions taken on inquests held in all cases of fatal 
accidents connected with mining which took place in the Albert District between 
September, 1894, and the end of 1895, and of the reports of all similar casualties, 
whether fatal or otherwise, of anything like a serious nature which occurred there 
during 1896 and the former half of 1897, has satisfied Your Commissioner that there 
is no such general similarity in the various accidents—the immediate causes of which

are
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are remarkably diverse—as to make it possible to reduce them to a few heads of 
immediate causation; unless it be that there are three kinds of accident which are 
rather more frequent than others—namely, falls of ore in stopes, falls of workmen 
through floors of sets or into shoots, falls, or the flying from blasts, of stones in “ open 
cuts.” Considering the accidents which do not fall under one of these classes, each 
by itself, and regarding them in the light of the evidence given. Your Commissioner 
has been unable to discover any general course of mismanagement or negligence on 
the part of the mines or their officers, or faulty construction or mechanism, conducing 
to these casualties.

Many of them seem to have been pure accidents, practically unavoidable : in 
some of them the injured man brought the trouble on himself by want of care or by 
error of judgment. In a few cases perhaps the judgment of a mine officer was at 
fault; but, certainly, the prevailing condition, without which the accident would not 
have happened, was want of care or skill on the part of the victim. As to the three 
classes of accident which appear rather more prevalent, those due to falls of ore or 
mullock arc often quite unavoidable. No system of mining can absolutely prevent 
their occurring; no experience can certainly guard against them. The evidence 
points to remarkable care on the part of the mines, and ample provision in the 
supply of timber, in working the various forms and modifications of the “square-set ” 
system in use at Broken Hill; and Your Commissioner is satisfied that no reasonable 
means are left unused for securing the safety of the working faces and roofs in 
stoping out the enormous masses of ore of varying nature and stability that form 
the lode at Broken Hill. But in some cases it is clear that the exercise of ordinary 
discretion by the injured man would have prevented the accident.

The witnesses were practically unanimous in their approval of the “ square- 
set’’system; though experience is gradually showing that improvements may be 
made upon it to suit new developments of the lode. Eeflections were cast by sonic 
witnesses on what are called by the miners “open cuts underground,” hut are more 
properly described as underground chambers, made in the hard sulphide ores. It 
was said that some of these were carried out to an undue extent in all three 
dimensions. Your Commissioner is, however, satisfied that every proper precaution 
is used in the making of these excavations—and before they arc timbered or filled—■ 
both to ensure the stability of the roof by the erection of “ pig-styes,” and to enable 
constant inspection of it, to prevent the risk of falls by flaking. It is possible that, 
in the excitement of winning large quantities of very rich and easily-smelted ores, 
there was at one time a neglect in following up stoping with filling as closely as 
would have been proper: the error of such a course is now, however, fully recognised: 
and seeing how deeply impressed Mr. Inspector Hebbard lias become with the danger of 
allowing stopes to remain open longer than necessary, Your Commissioner feels that 
this risk lias practically disappeared. The working of the surface open-cut system 
has been a most valuable adjunct to underground mining, by supplying abundant 
material for filling. At page 18-1 of the Minutes of Evidence, Mr. Hebbard gives a 
very interesting account of the development of the system of stoping at Broken Hill.

_ An apparently dangerous crushing of timbers, spoken of especially by the 
witness Kelly (Minutes of Evidence, page 106, Q. 2950), as being in existence at the 
415-feet level of Kelly’s shaft, on Block 10 Mine, was satisfactorily explained by Mr. 
Thomas, Underground Manager (Minutes of Evidence, page 119, Q,. 3327), and by 
Mr. Warren, General Manager (Minutes of Evidence, page 127, Q,. 3596). The place 
was seen by Your Commissioner, Mr. Polkinghorne being present, and Your 
Commissioner lias no doubt of the truth and reason of the explanation, and of tho 
absence of any real danger. In the light of other evidence dealing with matters 
spoken to by the witnesses Shinnick and Kelly (Minutes of Evidence, pages 99 and 
106, Q. 2704, 2955), Your Commissioner also feels assured that the extraordinary 
risks said to have been run by men riding in the cage at the same shaft, in 
consequence of the use of another compartment as a mullock shoot, were grossly 
exaggerated, if even the history of them had any foundation in fact. No accident 
happened from this cause. But, iu the investigation of the general causes of accidents 
that did happen, all these matters became incidentally material. 
f So far as falls through the floors of sets and down shoots are concerned, there 
is no doubt that these accidents are generally caused by disobedience of orders on 
the part of miners. The evidence proves that it is a rule universally adopted by the 
mines that, in all places where work is going on, or where men have to pass,
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floors of sets, consisting of “ laths ” of Oregon pine 10 inches wide and 2 inches 
thick, shall he left nndistnrbed, and that, when displaced by blasting, they shall be 
at once replaced by the miners whose shots have affected them; or that, where they 
have to be stripped for any necessary purpose, such as the making of a “shoot” or 
“ pass” for sending down ore or mullock, the opening shall be kept securely railed 
oft' by pieces of scantling spiked to the Oregon pine uprights of 10 inches square 
section which form the legs of the sets. It is also a rule that if one or more laths 
have to be raised for any temporary purpose they shall be replaced as soon as that 
puqiose is served, so that a trap shall never be left for the unwary. And it is 
proved that one of the commonest offences committed by miners, for which they are 
frequently dismissed, is a neglect of these rules, sometimes through carelessness or 
indifference to their own safety and that of others, sometimes in order to save them
selves, when requiring laths to replace broken ones or in the erection of new sets, 
the trouble of procuring them from the proper place, generally at no great distance.

With regard to accidents caused by falls of stone in open cuts or quarries, it 
appears that every care is taken by the contractors to keep the “ permanent hatter” 
on which work is not being done—rising in some parts to a height of about 150 
feet—in a safe condition by constant inspection, and by ,c barring down ” any piece 
of rock that may appear likely to fall. The angle of safety is carefully considered : 
and the risk of falls is reduced almost to nothing. On the working faces the batter 
is necessarily in a continually changing state : but undermining is, for a very good 
reason, strictly prohibited by the Inspector ; and Your Commissioner is satisfied by 
the evidence that all reasonable care is exercised by the Contractors, under whom the 
work is carried out, and is insisted upon by the Proprietary Company, with whom 
they contract, to avoid accidents. This question will he dealt with more particularly 
under the fourth head of inquiry. Your Commissioner finds that, generally, 
accidents of the nature now dealt with have been either practically unavoidable, or 
due to want of care or of judgment on the part of workmen.

And, therefore, on the whole, Your Commissioner is of opinion that, so far as 
it can be, said that there has been any prevailing cause of these accidents, they have 
been largely due to the neglect of the workmen, generally the victims themselves, of 
the means of securing their own safety, and to their want of judgment in carrying 
out their work. At the same time it is true that very many of the casualties that 
have occurred have been purely accidental, and such that no care or foresight on the 
part of any person concerned could have prevented them,*

The second head of inquiry is as follows:—
Whether the provisions of the Mining Act, 1871, and the Kegulations 

relating to the inspection of mines other than coal or shale made 
thereunder, are sufficient to secure the safe working of the Mines and 
Quarries in the said district, especially in regard to the use of explosives 
and tho system of timbering and of working large lodes adopted. And,

. if they are not sufficient, to suggest in what respect and to what extent
they should be added to or amended.

In tho Mining Act, 1874, the only power to make regulations for the safe 
management of mines appears to be that contained in Subsection 3 of Section 64, 
which roads, or should be read, as followsf :— ,

T’or enforcing, under a penalty (in any ease of default) of a sum not exceeding fifty pounds, the 
proper ventilation and safe construction and timbering or supporting of all mining shafts tunnels drives 
or other mining workings used in mining for gold or any other mineral or metal: for prescribing the mode 
of inspection for all suen shafts tunnels drives or workings and the powers and duties to be exercised by 
the persons authorised to act as inspectors in that behalf: and for determining and enforcing the distance 
at which all such shafts and other mining workings are to be kept from public and private roads ways 
and passages and from private land dwellings and other buildings. '

This section, in Y’our Commissioner’s opinion, authorises only the making 
of regulations—quasi-penal—controlling the action of the management of mines, 
and fails to provide any power to deal with miners or others committing improper 
acts in relation to mining.

* The question of competency of miners Is alluded to later, on pages 19, 20, under the third head of inquiry, 
t There appear to be two mistakes in the copy'issued (in book form) from tho Government Printing Office—tho 

omi 'sion of th; word of ” after default,” in the first line, and the misplacing of tho word 11 for ” iu the ninth.
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It is, moreover, so limited in its extent to the matters of ventilation, and the 
construction, timbering, and supporting, of -workings, as to fall far short of what is 
required; inasmuch as many other matters—of which several purport to be dealt 
with by the Regulations of duly 12, 1889 —should obviously conic within the scope 
of the power conferred by statute on His Excellency the Governor for the time 
being, if that power is to he beneficially exercised.

■ The section, therefore, appears to Your Commissioner to be insufficient in two 
respects—first, because of its failing to give power to make Regulations dealing with 
all persons, as well those owning or managing, as those employed or being in, 
mines; second, by reason of the undue limitation of its scope in relation to the 
phases of the subject matter: and therefore Your Commissioner is of opinion that 
the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, are not sufficient to secure the safe working 
of any mines or quarries. At the same time, seeing that doubts have been raised on 
the subject, Your Commissioner deems it proper to express bis opinion that open 
cuts and quarries used in connection with mining are in fact included in the words 
of subsection 3 of section 64 of the Act, as -well as underground workings.

The Regulations referred to, dated J uly 12, 1889, read as follows:—
Interpretation of Terms.

1. In the construction of these Kegulations the following terms in inverted commas shall have tho 
respective meanings hereby assigned to them, unless there is anything in the subject matter or contest 
repugnant to such construction (that is to say):—

(n) “ Inspector.” The person appointed by the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
or the person authorised by the Secretary for Mines, to inspect any mine or mines.

(J) “ Mine.” Any land or claim demised or occupied and used for mining purposes other than coal 
or shale mining ; and shall include any place, pit, shaft, tunnel, drive, level, or other excavation, 
drift, gutter, lead, vein, lode, or reef, wherein or whereby any operation for or in connection 
noth mining is or shall be carried on. '

(c) “ Machinery.” Steam or other engines, boilers, furnaces, stampers, or other crushing apparatus, 
winding or pumping gear, chains, trucks, tram ways, tachle, blocks, ropes, or tools; and shall 
include all appliances of whatsoever kind used in or about or in connection with the mine.

(rf) “ Owner,” In respect of claims occupied in virtue of miners’ rights, the registered owner, or, 
where the title to such claim is not registered, the person in actual possession and working the 
claim; in respect of land demised for mining purposes, the lessee; in respect of any mine 
worked on tribute, the tributor for the time being of such land; in respect ot machinery used 
in connection with mining, the person claiming or in charge of such machinery ; in the cnse_ of 
incorporated companies or of companies registered under the Act to limit the liability of mining 
partnerships, the managers of such company ; and, in every other case, the person having the 
management of the mining operations carried on in any mine. '

The singular shall, unless inconsistent with the subject matter, include the plural; and “ person ” 
shall include any incorporated company.

Inspector of Mines.

2. The Secretary for Minos may, by writing under his hand, authorise any person to inspect any 
mine or mines or to act temporarily as an Inspector of Mines.

lowers of Inspector.

3. An inspector shall have power to do all or any of the following things, namely:—
(1) To make such inspection, examination, and inquiry, as may be necessary to ascertain whether in 

the case of any mine the provisions of these Eegulations relating to matters above or below 
ground are complied with.

(2) To enter into at all times by day and night, and inspect, examine, and inquire, respecting the 
state and condition of any mine to which these Eegulations apply, or any part thereof, and the 
ventilation of such mine, and the sufficiency of the special rules (if any) for the time being in 
force therein, and all matters and things connected with or relating to the safety of the persons 
employed in or about tho mine or any mine contiguous thereto.

(3) To exercise such other powers as may be necessary for carrying these Eegulations into effect.

Penally for obstructing Inspector.

Every person who wilfully obstructs any inspector in the execution of his duty under these Regu
lations, and every owner of a mine wlio refuses or neglects to furnish to the inspector the means necessary 
for making any entry, inspection, examination, or inquiry, under these Eegulations, in relation to such 
mine, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.

Notice to be given of cause of danger.—Penalty for neglecting to comply with notice. . ■

4. If any inspector find any mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice, in or 
connected with such mine, to be dangerous or defective, so as in his opinion to threaten or tend todhe 
bodily injury of any person, such inspector may give notice thereof verbally or hi writing to the owner or 
Mining Manager of the mine, and shall state in such notice the particulars in which he considers such 
mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice, to be dangerous or defective, and require tho 
same to be remedied within a period of time named in such notice; and, unless the cause of danger be

removed
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removed or such defect be remedied within the time named, the owner or Mining Manager shall be liable 
to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds, and to a further penalty of one pound for every day thereafter 
during which the owner shall fail to comply with such notice. .

5. A copy of every written notice as aforesaid shall forthwith be transmitted by the inspector to 
the Secretary for Mines.

Disqualification of Inspector.

G. Xo person shall be appointed or authorised or be qualified to act as an inspector who practises 
or acts, or is a partner of any person who practises or acts, as a mining agent, or who is employed by tho 
owners of, or is interested in, any mine.

Penalty on Inspector divulging information.

7. Any inspector who shall, without tho consent of the owner, divulge or make known to any
person, otherwise than as a witness in a court of justice, or to the head of his department, any information 
obtained by him in the discharge of his duties, respecting any drift, gutter, lead, vein, lode, reef, or other 
metalliferous or mineral deposit, in any mine, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,, 
and shall be disqualified for the office of inspector. ' .

’ Duties of mine-owners, 8[c.

8. It shall he the duty of every owner to enforce the proper ventilation and safe construction and 
timbering or supporting of all shafts, tunnels, drives, or other excavations, in his mine, and to see that such 
mine and the machinery are in such a state as shall not injure or endanger the health or life of any person 
employed on such mine or any mine contiguous thereto, or employed in or about suck machinery. And any 
accident occurring in any mine or in or about any machinery shall be prima, facie evidence that suck accident 
occurred throuyh some neglect or default on the part of the owner thereof.

Liability of otvner in case of accident. .

9. If any pei'son employed in or about any mine or machinery suffer any injury in person, or be 
killed, owing to the default or neglect of the owner thereof, his ageyits, or servants, the person so injured or 
his personal representatives, or the personal representatives of the person so killed, may recover from the 
owner compensation bg way of damages as for a tort committed by such owner; and the amount of such 
compensation with the costs of recovering the same shall be a charge on the mine or machinery or both in or 
about which such person was employed. If there be more than one otvner, and the person so injured or Icillcd 
he* one of such owners, and the accident be not wholly due to the neglect or default of such person, the 
compensation and charges shall be borne and paid ratably by the oioncrs.

General Rules.—Penalty for contravention'of.

10. The general rules iu the Schedule hereto shall apply to such mines or mining districts as the 
Secretary for Mines shall from time to time upon the report of an inspector direct; and any owner of 
any such mine who contravenes any such general rule shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten 
pounds; and any person (other than the owner) employed in any such mine who contravenes any such 
rule shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding two pounds.

Penalties, fife., how recovered. . '
11. Penalties, charges, and sums of money, under these Regulations shall be recovered iu the 

manner prescribed by the “ Mining Act, 1871.
Schedule.

General Rules.

], An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and 
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working places of the shafts, levels, stables, and 
workings, of such mine, and the travelling roads to and from such working places, shall be in a fit state 
for working and passing therein.

2. If at any time it is found by the person in charge of a mine, or any part thereof, that such mine 
or part is dangerous, every workman shall be withdrawn therefrom ; and in every such case a true report of 
the condition of such mine or part thereof shall befortlnviih made to the Secretary for Mines; and no workman 
shall {except in so far as is necessary for inquiry into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for 
exploration) be readmitted into the mine, or such part thereof as was so found dangerous, nntiUhe same is 
stated by the Manager, or by an inspector, to be safe. Every such report shall be recorded in a book which 
shall be kept at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the person reporting.

3. Gunpowder or other explosive or inflammable substances shall only be used underground in the 
•mine as follows :—

(a) It shall not be stored in the mine in any quantity exceeding what would be required for use during 
six working days.

(b) It shall not be taken into or kept in the mine except in a case or canister.
(c) A workman shall not have in use at one time in any one place more than six pounds.
{d) In charging holes for blasting, an iron or steel tamping bar shall not be used; and no person shall 

have in his possession in the mine underground any iron or steel tamping bar, rod, or stemmer, 
unless mounted ivith at least four inches of copper.

(e) A charge of powder or other explosives ivhich has missed fro shall not be unrammed or drawn.

4. Every mine shall be provided with proper and sufficient machinery and appliances for keeping such 
mine free from water, the accumulation or flowing of which might injuriously affect any other mine.

„ 5. Everj^ shaft which is out of use or used only as an air-shaft, and the top and all entrances
between the top and bottom of every working or pumping shaft, shall be securely fenced or otherwise' 
secured ; but if proper precautions are used such fences may be removed for repairs or other operations.

G. Every ■working and pumping pit and shaft where the natural strata are not safe shall be securely 
cased or lined, or otherwise made secure. 7.

* This is evidently the correct reading : The printed copies contain the word “ by ” for " be," which is absurd.
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■ 7. Where one portion of the shaft is used for the ascent and, descent of persons.by ladders or by a
man-engine and another portion of the same shaft is used for raising material, the first-mentioned portion 
shall be cased, or otherwise securely fenced oft from the last-mentioned portion. '

8. Every xoorldny shaft shall he provided with ■means of communicating from the bottom of the shaft,
and from every entrance for the time being in work between the surface and the bottom, to the surface, and 
from the surface to the bottom of the shaft, bg such distinct and definite signals as shall be prescribed bg the 
Minister or approved of by him ; and all shafts used for raising or lowering persons shall be provided with 
guides, .

9. A proper footway or ladder, inclined at the most convenient angle which the space in which the
ladder is fixed allows, shall be provided in every working shaft where no machinery is used for raising or 
lowering persons ; and every such ladder shall have substantial platforms at intervals of not more than 
30 feet ; and no such ladder shall he fixed for permanent use in a vertical or over-hanging position unless 
in shafts need exclusively for pumping. . •

10. In every mine in which vertical or over-hanging ladders shall be in use in the shaft at the
time when these rules shall be applied to it, they may be retained, provided securely fixed platforms he 
constructed at intervals of not more than 20 feet from each other, and such ladders have sufficient spaces 
for foot-holds of not less than G inclies ; but in no case shall new vertical or over-hanging ladders be 
constructed either in substitution for old ones or otherwise. .

11. A sufficient cover overhead shall be used when lowering or raising persons in every working 
shaft, except where it is worked by a windlass, or where the person is employed about the pump or about 
some work or repair in the shaft.

12. No single-linked chain [except the short coupling chain attached to the cage or load) shall be 
used for lowering or raising persons in any working shaft ; and no material shall be lowered or raised in the 
same cage with or in the opposite cage against ang person.

' 18. To the drum of every machine used for lowering or raising persons, such flanges or horns, or such
other appliances, as shall be sufficient to prevent the rope from slipping, shall be attached.

Id. A proper indicator, in addition to any mark on the rope, to show the position of the load in the pit 
or shaft, and also an adequate break, shall be attached to every machine worked by steam or water power used 
for lowering or raising persons.

15. Tf more than twelve persons arc ordinarily employed in the mine below ground, sufficient 
accommodation shall be provided above ground, near ihe principal entrance of (he mine, and not in the engine- 
house or boiler-house, for enabling the persons emploged in the wine to conveniently change and dry their 
dresses.

' 10. Whci'cvcr any entrance to any mine, or any communication within any part of any mine to any
other part thereof, shall be by means of a vertical shaft, or pit, or inclined plane, no person, other than a 
properly competent person, of tho full age of eighteen years, shall have charge of any engine, windlass, or gin 
(whether driven or worked bg manual labour or any other power), or of any part of the machinery, ropes, 
chains, or other tackle, by or by means of which persons arc brought up or passed down any such 'vertical 
shaft, or pit, or inclined plane. And no person in charge of machinery in connection with the ivorlcing of 
any mine shall, under ang pretext whatever, unless relieved bg a competent person, absent himself or cease io 
have continual supervision of such machinery during the time it is used in working the mine. No person in 
charge of steam machinery shall be emploged more than eight hours in any one day.

17. Every strani boiler shall be provided with a proper steam-gauge, water-gauge, and safety-valve; 
and at least once in every six months every boiler shall be subjected to a hydraulic lest.

18. The fly-wheel of every engine, and all exposed and dangerous parts of the machinery, used in or 
about the mine, shall be securely fenced.

19. Sufficient boreholes shall be kept in advance and on both sides, at least 4 feet in length, to 
prevent inundations in every working approaching a place likely to contain a dangerous accumulation of 
water or noxious gases.

20. The roof and sides of every travelling road and working place shall be made secure ; and no 
person, unless appointed for the purpose of exploring or repairing, shall travel or work in any such road 
or place until it is made secure,

21. On the occasion of any examination or inspection of a mine, the owner shall, if required so to 
do, produce to the inspector or any other person duly authorised by the Secretary for Mines an accurate 
plan of the workings thereof; and if the inspector or such other authorised person finds that any part of 
any plan is withheld or any part of the workings of tho mine is concealed from his inspection, or that any 
plan produced is imperfect or inaccurate, he may require an accurate plan of the actual workings of such 
mine to be made within a reasonable time by and at the expense of the owner, on a scale of not less than 
two chains to tho inch, or on such other scale as the plan then in use in the mine is constructed on. And 
every such plan as aforesaid shall show the workings of the mine u]> to within six months of the time of 
tho inspection ; and the owner shall, if required by such inspector or other authorised person, cause to he 
marked on such plan the progress of the workings of the mine up to the time of such inspection, and shall 
also permit the inspector to take a copy or tracing thereof. Every such copy or tracing shall ho deposited 
in the principal office of tho Department of Mines ; and no copy or tracing thereof shall be furnished nor 
information given, nor shall such plans or fracings be open to inspection, without (be sanction of tho 
owner or of the Secretary for Mines.

22. A. printed copy of these llules shall be posted in the office and on a building or hoard in some 
conspicuous part of the mine to which they shall apply.

The parts printed in italics appear, in the light of the limitations of Section 64, 
to bo clearly ultra vires, and so of no avail.

It follows that a substantial portion of the Eegulations still remains effective, 
while, as a whole, so far as they derive their power from the Act—and so far as any 
Eegulations arc really of service—they arc not sufficient to secure the safe working 
of mines and quarries.

In
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In dealing with the last clause of the second head of inquiry, in relation to 
this effective remnant of the present Regulations, Your Commissioner will now 
consider what alterations in or additions to these Rules are advisable.

In Regulation 4 (which, of course, Your Commissioner thinks can only legally 
apply to questions of ventilation, construction, &c.) the elimination of the words 
“ verbally or” after the.words “ notice thereof ” would be advisable, inasmuch as it 
is essential that a record of such notices should always be kept; and it is not expe
dient that the Inspector should have the option of making them verbal. Your 
Commissioner would also recommend the addition of a direction that a special book 
be kept in the office of the mine, in which should he entered a record of all such 
notices and of all acts done in conformity therewith, signed by the manager; such 
book to be produced to the Inspector when required.

The first of the “ General Rules,” the Schedule to the Regulations, appears to 
be unduly vague in the use of the expression “ adequate amount of ventilation.” 
Although tlie conditions of mineral mines and coal mines differ essentially, in this, 
that the former are generally free in themselves from dangerous gases, such as the 
inflammable hydrocarbons and the poisonous oxides of carbon, given off or engen
dered in the latter, and therefore it may not be necessary to provide so high a 
minimum of ventilation for mineral as for coal mines, still the ah’ of the former is 
constantly being vitiated by respiration and the use of explosives, and it would be 
safer, and would leave a less onerous and invidious responsibility on the Inspector, if 
some minimum amount of pure ah’—such, for instance, as 50 cubic feet per man per 
minute—were made compulsory, as in General Rule 1, section 47, of the Coal Mines 
Regulation Act, 1896. At the same time, a full discretion would have to be left with 
the Inspector, and, in case of sudden emergencies, in the unavoidable absence of the 
Inspector, with the officer in charge of the mine, to permit men to work for a 
limited time in a shorter supply of air. But it should be made a condition of such 
action on the part of the officer in charge that he should use reasonable diligence in 
communicating with the Inspector before adopting such course, and should as soon 
as practicable inform him of the fact, and should afterwards furnish a report in 
writing of his action, and of his reasons for taking such action. It would have 
involved undue delay to Your Commissioner to inquire exhaustively into the question 
of the theoretically proper minimum of air to provide. The amount of 50 cubic 
feet was merely put forward as a suggestion by Mr. Hebbard. By inquiry of 
acknowledged experts in England, America, or the continent of Europe, a satisfac
tory conclusion could probably be easily arrived at. The means to be adopted in 
each mine for the supply of air may well, as in the present Regulations, be left to 
the management, acting, no doubt, generally after consultation with the Inspector; 
but Your Commissioner is strongly of opinion that the providing for a substantial 
minimum supply of ventilation will be of great benefit to the mines and to the 
miners, as it appears that, though the mines at Broken Hill are generally very well 
ventilated, there has been an absence of any regular system of ventilation. Seeing 
also that much heat is given off in some parts of the lode by chemical action, Your 
Commissioner would suggest that a certain standard, which might be fixed at 
85° Pahrenhcit, should be made compulsory as the maximum temperature of the 
air iu any working part of a mine. This would compel an improvement in condi
tions, by means of an increased supply of air above the minimum of 50 cubic feet, a 
deviation in currents, a sealing off of the hot place, or otherwise.

Still keeping within the powers given by the Mining Act, 1874, Your 
Commissioner would suggest the addition to the General Rules of one providing for 
the safety of miners in relation to floors of sets. This Rule should compel—in 
conformity with the practice in fact now generally adopted and sought to he 
enforced on miners by the mine managements—the leaving properly covered with 
laths all floors of square-sets or other analogous constructions used in stoping ore, 
downwards from the floor immediately over, to at least two floors under, any working 
floor, unless and until the sets of which they respectively form the roofs he 
completely filled; and the railing-off securely of all unfloored sets or other open 
places, whether used as passes, shoots, or otherwise, iu tlic neighbourhood of working 
places, or by or near which workmen may have to pass in the performance of or in 
going to or from their work, or that may be in any way dangerous to any person 
lawfully being in the mine,

. Tho
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. The Regulations—General Rule 9—deal with ladders in shafts, but omit all 
mention of ladder-ways in stopes. This omission might be cured by directing that 
proper footways or ladders should be provided, securely guarded, and inclined at an 
angle of not less than 30° from the perpendicular (with discretion in the Inspector to 
approve of any esisting ladders already fixed more steeply) to connect floors of sets 
in stopes, and other places requiring such communication, in mines.

Another question to which attention was directed in the course of the evidence 
was the providing of conditions ot safety for men engaged in sinking or deepening 
shafts.. There was much difference of opinion among experts on this matter. Your 
Commissioner has concluded that it would be well to make a Rule to the following 
effect: That, before the sinking of any shaft or winze, or the deepening of any 
shaft, a written notice shall be given to the Inspector of the intention of the mine 
management to carry out the work, setting out the mode in which it is to be 
performed: and that no such work shall he begun until the Inspector shall have 
signified his approval in writing.

Finally, Your Commissioner is of opinion that a Rule should he framed 
compelling the management of every mine to provide at least one ladder-way, in 
addition to the regular hauling shaft, connecting each level with the one above it, 
for every 40-acre block over which the workings extend; the sufficiency, for 
furnishing means of escape, of such ways, in regard to their position in the mine, to 
be determined in each case by the Inspector.

The next question that presents itself for consideration is this:—What 
amendments are required, iu relation to providing for the safety of mines and the 
persons employed in working them, in the Mining Act itself ? Your Commissioner, 
feeling it his duty to interpret Your Excellency’s Commission in a wide and beneficial 
sense, has dealt with this matter, as well as with the narrower question of the 
sufficiency ot' the present Regulations. Finding, as Your Commissioner has found, 
that the Act is insufficient, he feels that he is required to suggest how it should be 
amended. It appears to Your Commissioner that the amendments required should 
extend : 1st, To give power to Your Excellency to make Regulations dealing, not 
only with the ventilation and construction of mines and mining works—as in section 
04, subsection 3, of the present Act—but also "with the questions of management and 
supervision, including the qualifications of engine-drivers; with drainage ; with the 
storage and use of explosives; with the nature and maintenance of all machinery, 
including steam and other engines; with provisions for the safety, comfort, and 
health, of employees; and, generally, with all matters-whatsoever involved in or 
connected with the control and working of mines; and of works immediately connected 
therewith, in -which the ores, minerals, or metals, won in such mines arc redueid, 
smelted, refined, or otherwise treated. It should also be expressly provided that 
these Regulations may he directed, not only to.the enforcing of conditions to be 
imposed on owners and officers of mines, hut also to the coercing of employees and 
all other persons whose actions might require to he controlled thereby. The power 
to impose a substantial fine, with a maximum of (say) £50, for breach of such 
Regulations, and, iu default of payment or as an alternative, a term of imprisonment 
not exceeding three months, should, Your Commissioner thinks, he given to the 
Warden of the District, or to a Stipendiary or Police Magistrate, or two Justices of 
the Peace.

In addition to the power to make such general Regulations, Your Commissioner 
would also suggest that, by analogy to the provisions contained in sections 49 to 5G 
of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, an Amending Act should provide for 
Special Rules, to have effect in each mine, non-compliancc with which should be 
punishable. In fact there seems no reason why these sections should not he 
transferred as they stand, with such verbal alterations as arc necessary to make them 
appropriate, into an Act Amending the Mining Act, with the addition of a section 
providing a penalty for breach, the limit of which might ho fixed at £10, or one 
month’s imprisonment. Such a penalising of acts now only punishable by dismissal 
would he a very wholesome deterrent in cheeking indulgence in reckless conduct 
endangering the safety of the wrongdoers and of others.

The Rules and Regulations of the Broken Hill Proprietary Mine [Appendices 
1 and 2] would—with some modifications—become the Special Rules of the mine, and 
would, as such, have the force of law. Some of the other mines have adopted these

printed
258—B
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printed Rules: some depend upon oral instructions only. The suggested change in 
the law would probably result in a conference of the mines, with the object of 
settling a code, applicable, with variations to suit different conditions, to all the 
mines at Broken Hill. _ _

Some of the matters referred to as proper to he dealt with by Regulation might 
possibly he more appropriately made the subject of direct legislation; such, for 
instance, as the qualification of engine-drivers*. As to the latter, there was a 
general consensus of opinion among the witnesses that engine-drivers employed in 
working hauling engines, by which miners are raised and lowered, should^ he 
required to hold certificates of competency : the provisions of the Coal Mines 
Regulation Act, 1896, whether used as a basis of direct legislation, or as an assistance 
in framing Regulations, under a power to he conferred by an Amending Act, may 
fairly he suggested as a guide in this relation. But, in dealing with the question 
whether it is expedient to legislate directly or by means of a power to make 
Regulations, Arour Commissioner would point out that there is so much of a tentative 
nature in ore-mining, that so many improvements and alterations are continually 
being made in the various systems adopted, and that the advance of chemical and 
mechanical science—notably, in the discovery of new explosives—is so rapid, that 
there is a substantial advantage in the elasticity of a power to make Regulations, as 
compared with the slowness and difficulty incidental to change by legislation. .

Lastly, assuming the creation of a power to make Regulations to operate in 
the directions suggested by Your Commissioner as requisite for the purpose of 
securing the safe working of mines and quarries, and, therefore, regarding the present 
Regulations and General Rules which appear to ho ullra vires as if they were valid, 
Your Commissioner will deal with the question of the manner in which the Regu
lations and Rules printed in italics on pages 6 and 7 of this Report seem to be in need 
of alteration, and with the further inquiry—what additional Regulations or Rules 
Your Commissioner would, on the same assumption, suggest: necessarily, the two 
questions will be considered together.

Passing over Regulations 8 and 9, which Y’our Commissioner deems to he out
side of the intention of any statutory power to make Regulations, and to he partly 
enunciations of the general law, and partly ineffective attempts to modify it, Your 
Commissioner comes to the schedule of “ General Rules.” As to No. 2 of these 
General Rules, a modification, generally thought advisable by the witnesses on the 
inquiry, might be made. It is of this nature :—that, if men he withdrawn by the 
person in charge, he should he allowed the discretion of ordering them hack ; hut, 
if the Inspector has directed them to be withdrawn, or has intervened in any way, 
then this discretion should rest with him only; though he may be allowed expressly 
to depute it—in writing—to an officer or officers of the mine; for he may he 
unavoidably called away before the danger is removed : that no workman, appearing 
to have an honest belief in the continued existence of the danger, shall in any event 
he compelled, by threats or otherwise, to return, or he liable to be treated as in any 
way in default for refusing to do so : and that a substantial proportion—Y’our Com
missioner would suggest one-fourth—of the men affected shall have the right to 
require the Inspector to he called in to decide on the question of safety ; the refusal 
of the person in charge to communicate this order to the manager, or of the latter to 
comply with it, to he an offence.

On the questions raised under the head of Rule 3 there was much diversity of 
opinion among the witnesses. The conclusions at which Your Commissioner has 
arrived are as follows:—

(a) No question was raised as to this : there seems no need of modification.
(J) To this might he added the words “ of a pattern and make approved by the 

Inspector.”
It has been proved that miners persist in using as watcrcans canisters made 

and supplied by their employers for the purpose of holding explosives. This 
may be checked by a vigorous enforcement of the penalty for keeping explosives 
improperly, when and if that penalty becomes legally enforceable. And an effort 
should be made to contrive a safe and easily moved receptacle for explosives 
which shall he unsuitable for holding water. (c)

* The qualification o£ managers, under-ground managers, &e., was hardly touched upon. Probably an unrestricted 
selection may safely be left with the Companies.
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(c) Tins rule is inapplicable to present conditions: the weight of explosive 
used in a set of machine holes generally largely exceeds 6 lb. The rule 
might stand thus:

“A workman shall not have in his possession at one time in any one 
place more explosive than is likely to be required for use on the 
shift on which he is employed: and, except when actually in use 
for purposes of charging, explosives shall bo placed in a safe 
position at a distance of not less than thirty feet from the face to 

' be blasted, and so that they cannot he struck by any material
thrown out from the face in a direct line.”

(d) Taking the evidence of all the experts who depose to the question of tamping. 
Your Commissioner has come to the conclusion that the safest form in 
which to re-model this rule is as follows:—

, “In charging holes for blasting, no metal tamping bar shall be used;
’ nor shall any person have any such bar in his possession in the

mine.”
(e) There wras not much difference of opinion, except as to details, on the 

question arising in connection with this rule. Your Commissioner would 
suggest that it should read thus:—

“ An accurate record of some kind shall he kept, by every man who is 
charging a hole for blasting, of the distance from the outer end 
of the charge to the collar of the hole.* A charge of powder 
or oil)or explosive which has missed fire shall not he drawn ; hut 
the tamping shall bo carefully removed to a depth distant not 
more than twelve, and not less than six, inchest from the outer 
end of the charge; and a fresh charge, or fresh charges, shall he 
inserted for the purpose of exploding the original charge, till the 
same he exploded; and no hole shall he bored in the neighbour
hood of an unexploded charge for the purpose of exploding it by 
means of the explosion of a charge in the new hole4

“In the event of the bottom of a hole in which a blast has been 
exploded remaining in any working place, then, unless or until it 
can he clearly seen by two persons, one of whom, at least, is an 
official of tho mine, that no explosive remains unexploded in 
such bottom, no work, whether of boring, barring down—except 
so far as may ho absolutely necessary in order to make it safe to 
approach such bottom—picking, or otherwise, shall he done in 
such place, until such bottom has been broken away and com
pletely exposed by a further charge or further charges inserted 
therein; hut, for the purpose of inspection, such bottom may 
—and shall—he carefully cleaned out, water being freely used 
therein, before being finally proved to contain no explosive. 
This rule shall apply to all “ old bottoms”, wherever found. .

“In tho event of a “miss-fire”, no person shall return to within a 
distance from the charge which would he unsafe in the event of 
its exploding until the expiration of one hour and a half from the 
time of the lighting of the fuse: provided that, if the person 
whose duty it was to light the fuse has good reason to believe, 
and does in fact believe, that he omitted to light it, then he—hut 
he only—may return within thirty minutes. A “ hulled ” hole 
shall not he recharged within two hours of the time of explosion 
of the “hulling” charge, unless it he thoroughly washed or 
swabbed out with water, and unless, after the hole is cleaned out, 
a metal rod inserted and left therein for at least five minutes 
shall be at no point hot to the touch; in which case the hole 
may he recharged within thirty minutes.

“Explosives shall not he carried in tho cage when workmen are 
descending or ascending at change of shifts.” In

* Mr, UorwootTs suggestion is in point. (Minutes of Kvidenee, page 70> QP, 1953.) ^
t Mr. Hebbard’s opinion, hou'fivcr (Minutes of Eudeneo, page 174, Q- 5t>02), would suggest a variation of the mlo 

when gunpowder is used.
J The plan of exploding a charge by percussion through part of the tamping appears to apply as well to gunpow'der 

os to the high eiploshes: Mr, Hehbard’s statement (Minutes of Evidence, page 174-, (J* 5(>00,)
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In addition to the mention of the matter in the special rules of each mine, 
perhaps—seeing of how universal an application the subject is, and that the fear of con
sequences looked upon as remote and improbable, though involving possibly a charge 
of manslaughter, does not always deter men from running risks—it would be well 
to make a General Rule—with, of course, a sharp penalty attached—absolutely pro
hibiting the firing of blasts under such circumstances that any person may be en
dangered thereby. This would extend to meet the case mentioned by Mr. Polking
horne in his evidence (Minutes of Evidence, page 40, Q. 1202: page 49, Q.1410). 
The discretion given to the Company’s surface foreman in No. 8 of Surface Rules 
and Regulations (Appendix 2) must have been improperly exercised in the case 
spoken of by Mr. Polkinghorne—if the permission was given at all. Some one 
was clearly at fault. Your Commissioner inadvertently omitted to insist upon an 
explanation of this matter. No accident actually happened as a result of the firing 
when men were in the changing-house; but the action was very reprehensible.
. Rule 4 appears to admit of the insertion of a few words, making it read 
thus:—“ Every mine shall be provided with proper and sufficient machinery and 
appliances for keeping such mine free from water, the accumulation or flowing of 
which might imperil the health or safety of the workmen therein, or might 
injuriously affect any other mine.” '

In Rule 12, before the word “material,” the words «tools or,” and, after the 
word " material, ’ the words “ except explosives, accompanied by one man only,” 
appear to he required.

^In Rule 14, it would be expedient to substitute the word “other” for the 
word “ water ” : this will save any question, in case engines worked by electricity, 
compressed air, or other vehicles of power, should he used.'

Passing to Rule 16, the question of the advisability of requiring an engine- 
driver to be certificated comes to be considered. An opinion was expressed by 
most of the witnesses examined that engine-drivers in charge of winding engines, by 
u hi eh miners are lowered and raised, should he required to hold certificates, granted 
by some authority, to he constituted either directly by Statute or by Regulations 
under statutory powers. With this view Your Commissioner agrees : if it is thought 
proper to carry out the suggestion, then, instead of the words “ a properly competent 
person, some such words as “a properly qualified and competent person” will have 
to be used. The management must still he under the obligation of employing 
only competent persons, as competency—involving real practical ability, sobriety, and 
steady nerve—will not necessarily he presumed from the possession of a certificate, 
which will at.best he only primd-facie evidence of sufficient knowledge and 
intelligence to justify a man’s employment as an engine-driver upon whom a serious 
responsibility rests. In fact, when the question of the value of certificates was 
mooted, it was proved by the evidence of some of the witnesses, undoubtedly correct 
m their statements, that certificates are of doubtful value, because of their being not 
infrequently transferred, the name of the original holder being assumed by the 
transferee. An easy.and fairly effective means of checking such frauds would be to 
attach to every certificate a photograph of the holder, to be taken on behalf of the 
oil]ce granting the certificate, a duplicate being annexed to the record of registration, 
and the negative being kept for at least five years; the photograph itself to be so 
officially stamped or punctured on its margin as to make it easy to detect the 
substitution ot another on the same mounting; on which mounting the certificate 
W ivr enS1'aycd- -^ie holder should have a right to require, on payment of a 
small iee, covering cost of photographing, &c., to he re-photographed, and to have a 
xresli certificate issued to him, at any time; the former certificate to be-given up, or 
satisiactory proof of its loss or destruction to be produced : each renewal to bear its 
own date, as well as to show the original date of issue: the issuing office to have a 
right to retnse to issue a fresh certificate, unless satisfied of the identity of the holder, 
where, through lapse of time or otherwise, his appearance fails to establish his 
identity by comparison with the recorded likeness. Every certificate should on the 
lace ot it contain a conspicuously printed caution advising the holder not to allow 
more than three years to pass without the taking out of a fresh certificate.

The last sentence in Rule 16 incidentally introduced a question that was dwelt 
^.r.some length in the course of tho inquiry. It is this ^Whether at change 
pt snpcit is especuept tliat tliere should be a second eoiine-driyer in tlj© engine-house,
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to meet the risk of sudden illness of the man working the engine. In the intense 
heat which frequently prevails at Broken Hill it would appear as if such a danger 
might well he more pronounced than in less extreme climates; and the suggestion 
seems to have a fair foundation. On the other hand, the opinion of several experts 
was that the presence of two men would rather, on the whole, increase the risk, 
because of their inclination to talk—especially if one were coming on fresh from the 
town, while the other had been for eight hours in the engine-house. And the 
frequent improvements in winding engines, together with the use of safety gear and 
hooks to prevent overwinding—to he dealt with later on in this Report—continually 
reduce more and more the risks ai’ising from negligence in or failure of the engine- 
driver. On the whole, Your Commissioner thinks it is not necessary that such 
double attendance should he made compulsory. But, inasmuch as, on mines that 
work three shifts, it is a simple matter for the management, if it he thought advisable, 
to arrange that the attendance of the engine-drivers shall overlap for from fifteen to 
thirty minutes while the shifts are changing, it is not expedient that there should 
be any obstacle in the way of such a course. If, however, this be done, the engine- 
drivers must remain in the engine-house, and therefore practically he employed, more 
than eight hours in one day. Therefore to the last sentence of the Rule should he 
added the words “ except—should it he deemed expedient—for the purpose of 
enabling the engine-drivers respectively leaving and coming on shift to be both 
present in the engine-room during the change of shift of the workmen underground.”

The next Rule—No. 17—is too vague, in Your Commissioner’s opinion, to be 
of much use as it stands. If a Land Boilers Act is passed—which may possibly happen 
before the enacting of any authority to make these Rules effective—the question will 
be settled, and presumably the Rule may be struck out. Otherwise a rule might be 
framed upon the basis of the conditions imposed by insurance companies. Evidently 
the existence of an unlocked safety-valve is no sufficient safeguard: and the provision 
for subjecting a boiler to an undefined hydraulic—or, rather, hydrostatic—test is 
equally useless. The practice deposed to by Mr. Hebbard (Minutes of Evidence—■ 
p. 177, Q,. 5661, &c.,) of testing up to one-third over working pressure appears 
reasonable ; but something more definite by way of direction is required. Inspectors 
cannot be supposed to be necessarily experts in boiler-testing : one might require 
only a test so low as to he quite ineffective ; another might insist on an unduly high 
one, destructive in the present, or dangerous in its results in the future. The 
question cropped up incidentally : and Your Commissioner did not think it expedient 
to go into it more fully than it appears in Mr. Hebbard’s evidence already alluded to.

Rule 18 calls for no comment.
The last Rule—No. 22—appears to require amplification. In order to give 

workmen a full opportunity of reading allprinted directions, Your Commissioner would 
suggest that it he made compulsory that Government Regulations and Rules in force 
in mines, as well as Special Rules, be printed clearly in black ink on a white ground 
in large type, so as to be easily readable by a person with ordinary sight at a distance 
of 6 feet: that they he framed, or stretched on boards, and kept fixed up vertically 
in a clearly legible condition, outside the office of the mine, at every brace and plat, 
and in such other positions as the Inspector may from time to time direct: that, if 
kept in a plat which is lit, they shall be so placed as to be illuminated while being 
read by a man standing opposite them. Copies, of a convenient size, in book form, 
clearly printed and strongly bound in paper, of all such Regulations and Rules, should 
also he kept in the office of every mine. Every workman, when engaged, should 
he supplied with one copy ; and, thereafter, he should have the right to purchase a 
copy, at a sum, to he from time to time fixed by the Minister, not exceeding 3d.

Wilful defacing of, or injury to, copies of Regulations or Rules posted up 
should be an offence.

The sheet and book forms, as approved by the Minister, should he issued by 
the Government Printing Office, and supplied on request to all mine managers, at a 
cost representing, in the opinion of the Government Printer (subject only to the 
revision of the Public Service Board), the actual cost of production.

In further addition to the Rules that have been consit}e].’ed? there arc some 
■jyhich appear to Your Commissioner to Ije pi parly required- '
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1st. It should be compulsory to provide all cages ■with safety .appliances, to 
check their descent iu case the rope breaks or anything else happens to let them go. 
These are in fact universally, or almost universally, in use at Broken Hill; but there 
should bo no option in the matter.

' 2nd. Every cage also should have a safety hook to prevent accident in case of 
over-winding. These are not in general use at Broken Hill; but there are now so 
many contrivances used in other countries that their adoption should be enforced.

In each case it might be left to the Inspector to approve of the particular 
pattern of safety-grip or hook to be used.

Bearing upon the question of inspection of mines, a Hegulation providing for 
the keeping, in the office of every mine, of a book has been proposed; and the 
suggestion appears to be a good one. A book sliould be kept, in the nature of a 
diary, in which should he entered all orders given or suggestions made by the 
Inspector, and a statement of wbat bas been done in conformity with them. These 
entries should be signed by the manager. A special boiler record for each boiler or 
set of boilers should also be kept, with a history of every test and of every repair 
or alteration, whether ordered by the Inspector or not. These entries should he 
signed by the engineer in general charge of the engines on the mine; the boiler test 
being countersigned by the Inspector. All entries in these books should be dated. 
The Inspector should have access to them at any time when the mine is working.

Itules similar to General Itules 35 and 30 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act,. 
189G, might with advantage be embodied in rules for other mines. The hospital at 
Broken Hill is a considerable distance from any of the mines; and the need for a 
proper ambulance waggon bas been felt on several occasions. One ought certainly 
to be available, stationed in a central position. Tour Commissioner is informed 
that it is the intention of a local committee of citizens to procure the waggon: 
if that is done, then Your Commissioner would strongly urge upon your advisers the 
propriety of taking steps to provide a station, with a horse and driver, necessary 
for making the scheme effective.

'Two simple matters, rather in the nature of details, hut still put forward by 
one of the most intelligent of the witnesses as proper to be made universally com
pulsory—an opinion in which Your Commissioner concurs—were these: That no 
open book, but only some form of grip- or shackle-hook, to he approved by the 
Inspector, shall be used with a bucket in hoisting; and that, where men are travel
ling up and down in a bucket, a proper safety-rope or loop shall be provided, to 
prevent accident in case of dizziness, and to leave a man’s arms free to check spin
ning, &c.

A question which came up for consideration, and to which much attention 
was directed, with the view, apparently, of inducing Your Commissioner to recom
mend the making of a Begulation to enforce certain action on the part of both the 
employers and miners, was that of the place at which the shifts of miners engaged 
in stoping should change. A probable cause of accidents—certainly a likely source 
of danger—is the coming on of a shift in ignorance of how matters stand at the 
ftface.” Cases have even been known, resulting in the discharge of miners, of men 
going off shift and leaving a miss-fire—a charge of explosive the fuse of which had 
been lit shortly before change of shift, hut which had not exploded, and which 
might, therefore, he hanging fire—without informing their mates coining on shift. 
This is an act which might cause a fatal accident. Again, the results of a shot fired 
just before tbe change may have been to loosen rock or ore and to leave it in a 
dangerous state, easily discernible by a man who lias put in the charge and who has 
been working in tbe mine for hours, but likely not to be perceived in time to avoid 
an accident through a fall by one who has just come down from the glare of daylight. 
A conscientious miner will always take measures to inform the on-coming shift of 
any special danger, being careful that he or his mate shall meet one of their number; 
hut not only may men miss one another altogether, one going up in one cage while 
the other is coming down in the other cage, but, through a change in the personnel 
of the shift, a miner may not know who the men on the next shift are. Thus, 
though a man is really careful, lie may find it impracticable to give the necessary 
information. In the case of a careless miner the probability of his not going but of 
Ms way to do so increases the chance of bis not giving it. Of course, it is only an 
utterly unscrupulous man who will allow any risk to the next shift of their coming 
on unaware of the danger in the case of a miss-fire; as he will wait, or see that 
some one waits, in the neighbourhood to give warning. The
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The natural remedy for all this uncertainty is obviously to make a hard and 

fast rule that the shift shall change in the face, instead of at the brace as at present; 
or near to the face, in the event of a miss-fire. And this is the rule that was suggested. 
It would entail a loss of time to miners, variously estimated, according to the 
locality, at as little as a few minutes and as much as half an hour. And, unless the 
ventilation is very good, inasmuch as it is a common practice to fire blasts shortly 
before the change, so as to utilise for the clearing of the air the time taken in 
changing, there would appear to he some further loss of time, as shots would have 
to he fired earlier, so that the air might be clear for the next shift, and men would 
he compelled to remain off work during the whole interval of clearing. This, 
however, really means that the men towards the end of the shift would spend 
underground, waiting for the air to clear, the time otherwise used by the two shifts, 
the one in getting up to, and the other in coming down from, the brace. And tbe 
question resolves itself into tins :—Is it worth while to keep the men underground 
a little longer in order more effectually to secure their safety ? The natural answer 
is, most assuredly, that it is worth while. Hut, having heard all the evidence given 
in relation to this matter, and knowing the enormous force of ingrained prejudice, 
well expressed by Mr. Hebbard when, be said, in answer to Q. 5988 {p. 187 of 
Minutes of Evidence), “There are certain prejudices you cannot prize out of a 
miner’s heart with a crowbar ; and it is little things of this sort that go to inflame 
him, and create much irritation, though in reality there are no substantial grounds 
for it” ; and noting also the next question and answer—“ Do you know of any mines 
where it is tbe rule to change in the face ? No; but I know of plenty where it bas 
been tried, but bas always bad to be dropped on account of its not working properly ”— 
Your Commissioner bas come to tbe conclusion that the making of such a rule would 
be injudicious, and that the best way to meet the difficulty, and to induce miners to 
use their utmost endeavours to communicate with their mates at change of shift, 
would be to make a rule that, before leaving at relief of shift, and after the last firing, 
one member at least of a party of miners shall carefully inspect the face, except in 
case of a miss-fire; and that any danger found to exist, or a miss-fire, shall be com
municated to the relieving shift before they come to the face; and that for failure 
to so inspect, or so communicate a danger, each member of the party going off shall 
he liable to a severe penalty, a substantial minimum fine of (say) £2 being payable 
by each in any event—on proof only of the failure to inspect, or of the actual 
existence of the danger and of the failure to communicate, and even though that 
failure he the wrongful act of one of the party only, to whom the other or others 
have entrusted the duty. There would be no real hardship in such a rule, because 
it is always within the power of a miner, if he chooses, to wait for the relieving shift 
at or near the face, and so, at the expense of a little loss of time, to ensure the 
communication; and it would only occasionally happen that such communication 
would be essential. No miner who takes any interest in his work will fail to run in— 
even before the air lias cleared enough for working—and sec the effect of his shot: 
the fear of the penalty suggested would, it is to be hoped, overweigh the selfish desire 
of the indifferent workman to get away from his work as soon as possible.

i At the same time, seeing that miners are always liable to be placed at a 
disadvantage through ignorance of the composition of the on-coming shift, a rule 
should be made, disobedience 'of which should be also severely punishable, that, 
immediately on its being known at the office of the mine that any such change has 
been made, or how any uncertainty in that respect has been settled, the full 
particulars of such change or settlement shall be communicated, with all possible 
despatch, to the members of the party underground.

A suggested compromise between changing at the brace and at tbe face— 
namely, changing at the plat—did not seem to he satisfactory : it omits the most 
valuable element in the latter of the two alternatives—the opportunity for actual 
pointing out of dangers and peculiarities.

Although it does not appear on the rules, Your Commissioner was informed of 
an order actually recognised in tbe district, which gave rise to some discussion; an 
order to tbe effect that no hole for blasting should be put down to a greater depth 
than 15 feet. Tiffs would apply really only to open-cut work. On the evidence, 
Your Commissioner is satisfied of the inexpediency of any such order: it may often 
happen that a deeper hole is necessary; and to leave full discretion to the miner in

this
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this respect is rather in the interests of safety than tending to danger. Mr. 
Ilonvood’s evidence (page 72 of Minutes of Evidence, Q. 2005, and page 83, Q. 
2294) puts the matter very clearly.

Each mine appears to have its own system of serving out explosives. It 
would appear to be better not to make any general rule on this subject, but to leave 
it to be dealt with, if necessary, by Special Rules.

The last suggested additional regulation that calls for comment is one to 
strengthen the hands of the Inspector in respect to the reporting of accidents, a 
subject which will be again alluded to in connection with the next head of inquiry. 
It is a regulation compelling the person in charge of a mine to immediately report 
to the Inspector every accident that happens, on a form to be supplied by the 
Department or in substantial conformity with it. The system is now carried out, in 
effect, at Mr. Hebbard’s request; but it should be a matter of compulsion. The 
duties of the Inspector in relation to the Department need not be fixed, except by 
the Department itself.

Although no mention was made of the subject, Your Commissioner, on looking 
through the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, observes that general rules 14 and 15 
appear to be applicable to all mines, with a slight alteration in technical terms, &c. 
In framing regulations, Your Commissioner recommends a careful perusal of these 
rules. No doubt there are other matters in the Coal Mines Regulation Act which 
would be suggestive to the mind of an expert in drawing regulations for the control 
of mineral mines.

The third head of inquiry directs Your Commissioner to examine—
Into the truth of the statement that the number of accidents in such Mines 

and Quarries bas largely increased, and the cause of such large 
increase.

A comparison of the number of accidents that took place during the first half 
of the year 1897 with the number which occurred in 1890* certainly fails to bear 
out the suggestion that the number of accidents had at the time of the issuing of the 
Commission largely increased: the number during the six months from January to 
June, 1897, was 30, involving more or less serious injury to 31 men; of these, 9 
accidents proved fatal to 10 men. These numbers include surface and true mining 
accidents. During 1896 the total number of accidents was 59, causing injury to 62 
men : 12 of these proved fatal.

During the year 1895, inquests were held in the district in 14 cases on the 
bodies of 21 men.f

Comparing the first half of the year 1897 with the whole of 1896, and 
considering the fact that—according to Mr. Hebbard’s evidence (Minutes of Evidence, 
page 173, Q. 5575)—during eighteen months, say from about the beginning of 1896, 
the mines had shown an increase of 1,600 or 1,800 workmen—an addition of about 
40 per cent., the present number being about 6,000—the total numbers for the first 
half of 1897 would he relatively considerably less than those for 1896: though the 
number of fatal accidents in 1896 was proportionally lower, in relation to the time 
only during which they occurred, than the numbers which happened in the first half 
of 1897, still it is to be observed that there had been only five up to the end of May, 
1897; this would agree with the average for 1896: then came the four almost 
concurrent casualties which brought the number up to nine, and the number of men 
killed to ten.

Again, assuming the number of miners at work in 1895 to be 4,500, and to 
average during the first six months of 1897, 6,000 (see Mr. Hebbard’s evidence— 
Minutes of Evidence, page 183, Q. 5883), then the ratio of 14 fatal accidents for 
12 months among 4,500 men is a shade higher than that of 9 for 6 months among 
6,000 men. And, if the total number killed in each case he taken, then 21 men 
among 4,500 for 12 months is a number higher by 40 per cent, than 10 men among 
6,000 for 6 months.

If, however, as a more correct basis, the accidents 'which occurred at Broken 
Hill only are considered—for, practically, Broken Hill is the scene of this inquiry—

and
* From the records in the Mines Deportment, 
t According to depositions supplied by Deportment of Justice.
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and if, as the best approximation that can he made, the average number of men 
he taken as 4,500 for 1895, 5,500 for 1896, and 6,000 for 1807, then the figures 
stand thus:—

Eatal Accidents at Broken Hill Mines.
Number Hate per .1,000 Number of Rule per 1,000

of Accidents. lion per Annum, Men Killed. Men prr Annum.

1805 ................ ... 11 2'4 ) moan 17 37 ) mean
1890 ................ ... 10 l'S2 ) 2 ] 8 11 2-0 j. 2'8
189V (1st half) ... 7 . 2-3 7 2-3
1897 (1st five mlouths) 4 1-0 4 :-o

Accidents of all kinds (including fatal) at Broken Hill Mines.
Number Rate per 1,000 Number of Kate per 1,000

of Accidents. Men per Annum. Men Affected. Men per Annum,
1890 ................ ... 57 10-36 00 109
1897 (1st half) ... 28 9-3 29 9‘G

The truth is that, during 1897, up to the time when one of those apparently 
strange concurrences of misfortune arose—generally known as a chapter of 
accidents—beginning with the deaths of Ityan and ‘Taylor, there had been an 
unusually small number of fatal, or, indeed, of serious, accidents connected with 
mining in the district. The spurt—as Mr. Hebbard puts it in Ids evidence (page 
173, Q. 5571)—of fatal accidents that followed was remarkable, and, naturally, 
attracted attention, while, in fact, it proved nothing; nor did it suggest any 
connected course of conduct anywhere. Byan and Taylor both met with their 
deaths on Triday, June 4, in the open cuts, by distinct causes—Ityan, in Smith’s 
cut, from being struck by a falling stone that had probably been shaken loose from 
the slope above the working face by the vibration of blasting; and Taylor, on the 
evening of the same day, by a run of stone-.in Harry’s open cut, after all apparently 
loose or suspicious ground had been barred down. In the former case, the Coroner’s 
Jury attached no blame to anyone; in the latter, they censured the ganger, Humph
ries, for allowing Taylor to work in what appeared to them a dangerous place; though 
the evidence indicated that proper care had been taken, and that the run of ground 
was such as could not have been foreseen.

_ On tbe 5th of June, Kennedy and Sawyer were killed at Tarrawingee, over 40 
miles away, in a totally different manner; the shift-boss in that case being certainly to 
blame for a, perhaps, not nnnatnral piece of carelessness in using an iron bar to force 
down a piece of bagging that bad jammed in a bulled ” bole, partly recharged with 
powder. Whether the explosion that'followed and killed the two men, by causing 
them to fall backwards into the quarry, was tbe result of a spark from friction, or 
beat from sudden compression of air, is uncertain. On the Sth of June, Andrewatha 
was killed at Block 10 by a most extraordinary—and, it seems, unprecedented—■ 
mishap, the sudden running out of a fiat wire winding-rope that was being turned 
end for end, the bight of which was left hanging, in a loop, down the shaft, one fall 
being attached to the brace, and the other damped between two pieces of 10 in. by 
10 in. Oregon timber laid across the shaft, and bolted together through and through. 
After being suspended thus for some two hours, the rope suddenly slipped between 
the timbers. The rush and increase of weight in the bight caused tbe other end 
also to carry away ; the part of the rope coiled at the surface caught Andrewatha 
as it ran down tbe shaft, and killed him. Whether it was that the nuts of the holts 
had not been screwed up tightly enough, or that the tension on them, and the com
pression on the wood and rope and the hessian with which it was served, gradually 
acting, had loosened work at first properly secured, can only be con jectured : it seemed 
—from the fact that the rope hung immovable for two hours, and that the plan had 
been successfully, with a much longer bight, adopted before—that the mishap was a 
pure accident.

Looking at the disconnected nature of these accidents, especially in the light 
of the history that preceded them and the pause in similar occurrences that followed, 
Your Commissioner can see in them no significance—nothing to suggest any peculiar 
relaxation of human care or increase in human perversity, to account for their 
concurrence. They seem simply to deserve the name of coincidences. But they 

258—C evidently
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evidently intensified an idea, curiously, though illogically, founded on the very care 
which has been taken to prevent accidents, by scrupulous investigation of every one 
that happens, that the Broken Hill mines are peculiarly liable to casualties. At page 
173 of the Minutes of Evidence, beginning with Q. 5561, Mr. Hebbard has described 
the system which he has adopted of reporting all accidents of any consequence. 
Again, at page 3 83, Q. 5883, he alludes to the subject: and, in ansAvcr to Q. 5888, 
he explains how it comes about that miners in the Albert district, as compared Avith 

. those in other parts of the Colony, unfairly appear to the public to be peculiarly 
liable to injury, when in point of fact they are probably, by comparison, remarkably 
safe in that respect. Tn ansAvcr to Q.'5883, Mr. Hebbard gives his conclusion, 
drawn from his own experience, that the annual average of fatal accidents in the 
district is about 2’4 per 1,000 men employed. On tbe Proprietary mine—by far the 
largest in the district—employing at Broken Hill alone about 2,500 men—Mr. 
SteAvart says (page 93 of Minutes of Evidence, Q,. 2522) that the number of fatal 
accidents on that mine lias been under 2 per 1,000 per annum, Avbile, considering 
the kind of Avork to bo done, throe would not bo excessive. A tabic sboAving, 
approximately, tbe dealings of this mine at Broken Hill only (see Mr. SteAvart’s 
evidence, page 93 of Minutes of Evidence, Q. 2517 &c.), Avill give a practical idea of 
the Avork done by the company in connection Avith Avhich so small a proportion of 
fatal accidents has occurred :—

Tonnage of Material Handled.
In open out. Underground,

Tons. Tons.
Ore, per annum ... ... ... ... 100,000 300,000
Waste „ ... ................ 400,000 .......
Dining „ ... ... ... ...   150,000
Coke, per month ... ... ... ...   3,500
Coal ............................................................................ 3,000
Timber „ ... ... ... ...   800
Flux ., ............................................................. 7,600
Bullion „ ... ... ... ... ....... * 2,200
8kg „ ... :........................................................ 22,000

Quantity of Explosives Used.
Tons.

Nitro-glyeerine explosives, per month,,. ................ 5
G-uupowder and low explosives ,,   7

Payments Made.
Wages, per month ...
G-eneral Stores, per month 
Timber, per month ...
Coke „ ...
Coal „ ...

£
30.000
4.500
3.500

11.000
4.500

Men Employed.
Underground ...
In open cut ...
On surface works ...

Men.
3,000

350
1,150

Total, employed by tbe Company 2,500

The evidence of other managers bears out fully the same conclusion—that very feAV 
deaths have occurred in proportion to the number of men employed.

Mr. Polkinghorne, in his evidence (page 47 of Mhnutes of Evidence, Q. 1364) 
deposed that (according to a report which he accepted as correct), among 1,650 
members of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association working at Ballarat in 1896, there 
had been 5 fatal accidents : this is equivalent to 3'03 per 1,000.

Although some of the witnesses called, who had no data to go by, and Avhosc 
minds Avere evidently impressed by the sensational concurrence of fatal accidents 
in June, expressed an opinion that casualties had increased of late—as they certainly 
had, to a remarkable extent, in those fcAv unfortunate days; yet all those who 
exercised any reflection on the matter agreed that there had been no general noticeable 
increase, in proportion to the number of men employed.

, The
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The effect of so many fatal accidents taking place about the same time was 
no doubt heightened by the fact that during the months of May and June the total 
number of casualties, including those that resulted in death, was above the average; 
though the significance of this fact disappears when the whole of the accidents for 
the eighteen months beginning on January, 189G, are tabulated. They stand thus :—

Month.

1896. 1897.

Broken Hill only. 
(Probable average number 

of men—5,500.)

Whole District, 
(Number of men 

uncertain,}

Broken Hill only. 
(Probable average number 

of men—6,000.)

Number of 
accidents.

Number of 
men affected.

Number of 
, accidents.

Number of 
men affected.

■ Number of 
accidents.

Number of 
men affected.

January ... ... ... ... 0 0 G 6 c 6
February ,,, ... ... ... 7 7 1 .1 1 1
March .................. . ... ... . 7 7 3 3 3 3
April ..................................................... 8 9 3 3 3 3
May ..................................................... 3 3 8 8 7 7
Juno ... ... ... ... 5 5 9 10 8 9
July ... ... ... ... 10 10
August ... ... ... ... 3 3
September ... ... ... 2 2
October ... ... ... ... 6 6
November ..................................... 4 G
December..................................................... 4 4

Total for 12 months ... 59 02

Total for G months 30 31 28 29

Monthly average ... 4-9 5-2 GO 5-2 4'G 4'8

N.B.—The irregularities in this list show huw accidents apparently come m spurts.

As to the cause of the accidents that had occurred, there was hardly any differ
ence of opinion among the witnesses that the incompetency of men representing 
themselves as miners, and having no real knowledge of the work, had contributed 
very largely. There has of late years been an exodus of many of the best men to 
Western Australia; and their places have been taken by men, principally from South ■ 
Australia, drawn from all classes of labourers. A return given by Mr. Stewart 
seems to indicate that it is due to the vigilance of the mine managements that tbe 
number of accidents has not increased considerably within the last twelve months. 
It gives tbe actual numbers of men discharged for misconduct or incompetency from 
the Proprietary mine from June, 1895, with the reasons; and the numbers of men 
passing through the books (page 93 of Minutes of Evidence, Q. 2517, &c.). The 
return is as follows :—

Causes of discharge of men.

Por twelve months ending

June 30, 1896. June 30, 1897.

Drunkenness on works ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 24 34
Smoking underground ... ,,, ... ... ,,, ... • 39 27
Lighting fires underground ... .., ... ,,, 2 0
Leaving undischarged boles iu “ face ” ............................ 0 8
Leaving shoots uncovered ... ... ... ... ... .. 0 4
Sleeping underground ... ... ... ... ... 2 9
Quarrelliiig underground ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 2

Total ................................................................... 69 84
Incompetency* ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 210 461

Total number discharged ................ ... . 279 545

Total movement of men (including men re-engaged) ... ... 2,104 3,138

* Mr. Thomas, underground manager on Block 10 Mine, says about 50 per cent, of miners now employed are 
incompetent (Minutes of Evidence, page lid, Q, 3249).
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Tlie first total slices an addition to the number of such acts as steady, 
competent, miners would not be likely to indulge in ; the second shows more 
than a doubling of cases of want of ability in itself calling for dismissal; and the 
third indicates an increase, by nearly 50 per cent., in an unsettled or migratory 
tendency; all these changes suggesting a falling-off in the proportion of experi
enced men, of settled habits.

In accounting for accidents—assuming, incorrectly, that- there had been a 
substantial increase of late—several of the witnesses insisted upon the idea that the 
contract system was responsible for them, in that it created a tendency among 
miners to rush their work, in order to get through as many sets as possible within 
the fortnight, whereas, on the day-labour system, they were naturally inclined to do 
everything to secure their own safety. On the other hand, it was urged by the 
witnesses who stood in a favourable relation to the management that the contract 
system, by placing men in a more independent position and making good work an 
element of personal success, improved the tone of the miners, and tended both to 
make them more competent and to attract better men to the mines. It was con
clusively proved that the average wage earned under the contract system is in 
advance—and in some cases very much in advance—of the ruling wage upon which 
the prices offered by the management arc based, at so much a set, in stoping on the 
square-set principle: this ruling wage is 9s. per man per shift; and it is clearly 
proved that, without running undue risks, or working unduly hard, men can make 
at least that amount. In fact the average paid by the Proprietary mine has been 
about 10s. 6d. or 11s. (Mr. Horwood’s evidence, page 68 of Minutes of Evidence, 
Q,. 1916). At page 66, Q. 1876, Mr. ITorwood explains tbe system, and gives the 
reason for reducing the duration of contracis from a month to a fortnight. And, on 
the wliole evidence, Your Commissioner is satisfied that it is absurd to attribute 
accidents to the contract system, which has so largely increased the efficiency of the 
work on the mines.

The general agreement, however, in the belief that the incompetency of the 
men was the prevailing cause of accidents led to the expression of an opinion, to 
which there was no exception, that a system of apprenticeship of boys, not under 
sixteen, would, if it could he instituted, he of great service to the mining industry. It is 
curious that absolutely nothing of the kind exists, though there arc youths apprenticed 
to the mine management in surface work. This is a matter that cannot he touched 
by any regulation : perhaps it might he helped by legislation: it lies largely with 
the miners themselves; whose object it should be to have their sons, if intended to 
follow their fathers’ calling, properly and systematically instructed: and it is also 
essentially a question that the Miners’ Association can assist or hinder. Your Com
missioner does not feel justified in going further into it here.

Pin ally, therefore, as to this head of inquiry, Your Commissioner finds that 
the statement that the number of accidents in the mines and quarries in the Albert 
Mining District has largely increased is not true : and it follows, therefore (though 
the question of the causes of accidents generally lias been touched upon) that there 
is no large—nor is there any—increase requiring explanation. '

The fourth head of inquiry runs thus;—
Whether the open-cut system of work is specially dangerous ; and, if so, 

whether this is due to such work being carried on at night; and 
whether such system should he prohibited; and, if necessary, to 
suggest regulations for the purpose of safeguarding the lives of the 
miners and other persons employed in that class of work.

Although the open-cut system of mining seems to he a new one in Australia, 
it has been carried on in other parts of the world to very much greater depths than 
that to which it extends at Broken Hill. Mr. Stewart gives an account of large 
works in Spain in existence for at least thirty years (page 87 of Minutes of Evidence: 
and page 115, Q. 3198.) Although one witness, O’Brien, whose demeanour indicated 
very strong animus—possibly the result of his having been dismissed for refusing to 
obey orders, given to secure his own safety—and who was conclusively contradicted 
on many important points, gave evidence which, if it is to be believed, would show
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the utmost recklessness on the part of the manager and gangers employed by Baxter 
and Saddler, the principal contractors under the Proprietary Company lor their open- 
cut work; still, from the whole of the evidence taken together, Your Commissioner 
is satisfied that there is no foundation for Ike allegation that open-cut work is 
specially dangerous. Certainly two men, 'Ryan and Taylor, were both fatally injured 
on the same day, Juno 4 last, in two adjoining open cuts, or sections of the same out: 
their cases have been already mentioned : but it is remarkable that, before these 
accidents, there appear to have been none of any hind in the open cuts during 1897, 
except one causing the death of a man named Gainey* in a peculiar manner, through 
an accident to the skip hoisted by means of the “flying fox,” a truck running 
on a rope tramway, and only two—both from falling stones—-neither of them 
fatal, in 1896. Mr. Shaw, who has been in charge of Baxter and Saddler’s 
open-cut works since October 1, 1892, and who has had under him an average 
of 300 men, who have moved 2,000,000 tons of material and have used nearly 
500 tons of explosives, explained the four fatal accidents which had occurred 
under him during the four years and three quarters. It is noticeable that only 
one of these accidents resulted from the peculiarity, upon which the special risk is 
supposed to depend, of the open cuts, as such ; namely the danger of falls of stone, 
either loosened by “ barring down,” or coming away unexpectedly, (Minutes of 
Evidence, pages 141-145). William Harry, contractor on the open cut on Block 11, 
proved that Taylor’s accident was the only fatal one that had occurred on his contract, 
and that he had never had one of any kind at night except that which befel Taylor, 
or any other serious accident by day or night. (Minutes of Evidence, page 154), 
William Smith, another contractor on the open cut in Block 11, described Gainey’s 
and Byan’s accidents. (Minutes of Evidence, pages 157-158). Gainey was killed on 
January 28, 1897. Between the accidents to Gainey and By an no serious casualties 
had happened on Smith’s contract. There is always an element of danger in the use 
of over-head hoisting gear of all kinds, such as has to be employed ou open cuts, except 
where tbe spoil is passed directly down to the stupes below for filling; the open cuts 
being excavations made for the purpose of winning the upper part of the lode, taken 
out below by stoping; but the evidence proved that strict orders were given to the 
men to “ stand from under,” and that the main difficulty was to enforce this rule ; 
and that every possible care was taken, both by the company and by the contractors, 
to secure the'safety of all gear used in vertical hoisting, and in hauling trucks up 
inclined lines of rails to the surface, or to intermediate levels, to pass through tunnels 
to the tips, &c. Although both Harry and Smith had a most unfortunate experience, 
there was nothing to show that any relaxation of care or changed conditions had led 
to the fatal accidents in their cuts; taking Baxter and Saddler’s experience together 
with theirs, the excessive risk of open-cut work seems to disappear entirely.

Among the incidents of open-cut work, in which it is almost entirely used, the 
system, of “bulling”—consisting of the enlargement of the bottom of a hole by 
exploding a small charge in it, in order to enable it to hold a large charge concentrated 
at one point, giving to the explosion a more effective lifting power—was gone into 
at considerable length. By far the larger balance of testimony was in favour of its 
utility and safety, if only a fair amount of knowledge and care is applied to its use. 
It involves some peculiar risks, the main one being the possibility of there being left 
in tbe hole to he charged, which must frequently he surrounded by radiating cracks, 
some smouldering matter or rock dangerously heated by the concussion. Your 
Commissioner would not recommend that the practice of “hulling ” he forbidden : 
its regulation has been touched uponinthe suggested alterations of the rules'concerning 
explosives.

A mode of excavation, connected with open-cut work, in use long before 
Broken Hill was named or even known,! lias come in for much abuse—partly, it 
scorns, by reason of a name. A heading, or tunnel, is driven into a face to be worked 
down, in any excavation deep enough to make the plan appropriate. The tunnel 
extends outside of the face, where it is, in fact, a built covered-way. It is logged or 
slabbed across on the top, being, of course, timbered on the sides in the usual 
manner. A truck runs, on rails within. 'Wherever it is suitable to the state of the

* This name appeal's ns Guvnor in the Minutes of ’Evidence.
f Mr. Shaw, Ehifpiieer-in-rhurge for Baxter and Saddler, says the plan has been 11 in existence from lime immemorial " 

(Minutes of Evidence, p. 146, Q. -1122).
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face to do so, a sort of hatchway is opened in the roof; and tlie truck is run under tlie 
opening and filled by a man standing on the side of the kind of hopper formed by 
the material as it is barred or shovelled down from the face. lie is not surrounded 
by a hank on all sides, one, at least, being open. Another man, down below, regulates 
the filling of the truck; another, or others, are working down the spoil from above. 
One of the logs in use on the edge of tlie hatch, to which various uncomplimentary 
names have been given by navvies, came to be called at Broken Hill the 
“ Chinaman”—no doubt an unintentional compliment to a steadily useful and long- 
suffering race. (Mr. Horwood’s evidence : Minutes of Evidence, page 70, Q. 2116.) 
After a time the whole contrivance was known by this, to the average European, 
opprobrious title. And- -parity, perhaps, from this accident; partly, it may he, 
because tlie use of the “ Chinaman ” is an enormous saving in labour—this mode of 
working has acquired an evil name. The evidence, and the nature of the contrivance, 
convinced Your Commissioner that it is not only a serviceable, hut a safe, mode of 
working; much safer, in fact, than the plan of filling from a bank under the face 
into a line of trucks. Before it came into use, according to Mr. Hehhard’s evidence 
(Minutes of Evidence, page 182, Q. 5858), minor accidents were much more 
numerous.

In the past, although care was taken to light the open cuts effectively, electric 
arc lights being used for the purpose, it was found that the plan adopted was not 
quite satisfactory. Yet experience has from the first shown that in fact accidents 
were less common at night than in the day-time ; partly, no doubt, because of the 
fact that fewer men were at work at night than by day. On the principal open cut, 
Baxter and Saddler’s contract, it was proved by their engineer that there had 
actually been no accidents at night. (Minutes of Evidence, page 146, Q,. 4432.) This 
contract, however, had not been working at night for about thirteen months. But 
now, and for some time hack, incandescent burners arc in use, so coni rived as to he 
easily moved. Their light is very steady and diffused; more so, and easier to work 
by, than that of the arc lights. Altogether the change is a great improvement. The 
practice is to bar down all loose stuff before the night-shift comes on, unless it is 
then broad daylight: on Block 11 they come on at about 4’30 p.m. (Mr. Horwood’s 
evidence : Minutes of Evidence, page 70, Q. 2100). Your Commissioner is satisfied 
that no extra risk is practically involved in night-work; of which, however, very 
little is being done at present. Buring the summer months the comparative ease 
and comfort of working in the open cuts by night must he very great, seeing the 
intense heat which prevails at Broken Hill—so far inland, in latitude 32° S., about 
1,000 feet only above sea-level—from Is ovember to March : though the conditions 
under which miners have t.o attempt to sleep in the day-time largely discount tlie 
advantage of working by night. What arc really required arc well ventilated 
underground dormitories, in the silence and coolness of which miners would he able 
to secure tlie true sleep they need to fit them for their hard work.

As to the necessity for regulations to he applied to open cuts. In the first 
place, although, as appears in a former part of this Beport, Your Commissioner is of 
opinion that the word "mine ” in tlie interpretation section of the Mining Act, 1874, 
and the words "other Mining Workings ’’ in subsection 3 of section 64 of the Act, 
include open cuts, and that such excavations are also covered by the definition of the 
word “ mine ” in subsection 5 of Begulation 1, still, seeing that in fact no such, 
tiling as an open cut of the nature of those in question was apparently contem
plated by the framers of the Miuiug Act, 1874, and that there is a doubt on the 
question of construction, it would be expedient, both in legislating and in drawing 
regulations, to express clearly the intention to include, where it is proper that they 
should be included, open cuts and quarries.

As to any special rules to he made in relation to open cuts, it was pressed 
upon Your Commissioner to suggest the providing of a minimum baiter, instead of 
leaving this question in the absolute discretion of tlie Inspector. Considering the 
infinite variations in conditions—in hardness of rock or solidity of soil—in their 
susceptibility to chemical or mechanical change—in cleavage and strike, in relation 
to line of excavation—and in numerous other ways, resulting in a limit of the 
difference in the angle of safety of, probably, not less than 60 degrees at least, Your 
Commissioner is of opinion that it would be worse than useless to provide for a

minimum
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minimum angle from tlie perpendicular at which the side of an excavation should 
stand; inasmuch as such rule might tend to unsafely weaken the sense of responsibility 
of an Inspector, who, if he felt that his authority to determine the angle was 
absolute, would always be careful tp keep well on the side of caution. The only rule 
that Your Commissioner can suggest is that no undermining of a faco shall he allowed 
unless the ground from the bottom of the excavation to a depth of at least 100 
feet be absolutely solid for a distance horizontally in every direction of at least 200 
yards from the ground undermined.

There arc so many varieties of mechanism used for raising material out of 
open cuts—such as inclined planes, with rails and trucks; cranes of various patterns; 
wire-rope travelling hoists, like the “ flying fox”—that it is impracticable to 
suggest any general rules to control these. The “ Special Itules” of each mine would 
cover various matters connected with this kind of work. Rules dealing with open- 
cut work, in the hook form suggested in connection with underground mining, 
should be similarly supplied to men engaged in this kind of excavation. Regula
tions and rules affecting open cuts should be set up at the office, and in conspicuous 
places on the work. All tbe duties and powers of an Inspector should he made to 
apply, mutatis mutandis, to open cuts.

The fifth head of inquiry is this—Whether the risk to the persons employed 
in the said Mines and Quarries is increased by reason of incompetency on the part 
of Managers and Subordinate Officials.

As to managers and officials generally of mines at Broken Hill, there was an 
almost unanimous opinion expressed by the witnesses that they are thoroughly 
competent men. Mr. Polkinghorno’s evidence on this point was very emphatic. 
(Minutes of Evidence, p. 40, Q. 1193-4.) Shinnick (Minutes of Evidence, p. 100, Q. 
2717) and Kelly (p. 107, Q. 2956) certainly spoke in a disparaging way of the 
subordinate officials—shift-bosses; but Your Commissioner does not attach much 
weight to the evidence of these witnesses, whose animus was too apparent. Einan, a 
shift-boss himself in the Central mine, who seemed an able and intelligent man, 
scrupulous not to conceal his honest convictions (Minutes of Evidence, p. 141, Q, 
4270), said lie had known of four, in his opinion, incompetent shift-bosses. Two, 
however, had been discharged for not being capable (Q. 4281); another, the witness 
believed, was no longer in the position of shift-boss. Naturally, and properly,Einan 
was very reluctant to name tbe officers in question; when compelled, be did so in 
writing, under a pledge of secrecy imposed by Your Commissioner (page 142, Q. 
4300). The evident anxiety of tbe management, expressed through their solicitor, 
Mr. Edwards, to arrive at the truth, was only consistent with the clearly pervading 
strong desire shown by all the mines to purge their lists of officers of any whose 
ability they doubted, and to get rid of workmen whose want of intelligence or of 
care imperilled the safety of the men or of the mines. It is possible that, by mistake, 
or through favour leading to the absence of a sufficient test of competency, a man 
may now and their bo injudiciously appointed; but, taking the matter broadly and 
fairly, it can be safely asserted that incompetency in mine officers is a non-existent 
factor in producing accidents.

O’Brien, a very prejudiced witness, whose positive statements—as to care of 
ropes, machinery, &c.—were as positively, and. Your Commissioner believes, truly, 
contradicted, spoke strongly of tho carelessness, and more strongly of the severity, 
of the gangers employed by the contractors on the open cuts, whom he described as 
“ those sweating, slave-driving, gangers ” (Minutes of Evidence, p. 59, Q. 1G31); 
W. J. Williams, of whose accuracy—as far as intention goes—Yrour Commissioner 
has no doubt, deposed to having soon a “powder-monkey ”—the man employed by 
the contractors to charge and fire holes—drunk on tho work (Minutes of Evidence, 
p. 10, Q. 300), and (p. 11, Q. 302) to general looseness in management by the gangers. 
Although Your Commissioner attaches little weight to O’Brien’s statements, still it 
appears, taking the evidence of the witness Williams, that there have been gangers 
employed whose conduct has been reprehensible ; but it is two years since Williams 
worked on the open cuts ; and at present Your Commissioner is satisfied that duo 
care is taken, and successfully, by the contractors, over whom tho very strict 
management of the Proprietary Company exercises a full control, to have competent 
and careful officers.

The
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Tho limestone quarries at Tarrawingee, situate over 40 miles from Broken 
Hill, were visited by Your Commissioner; but, without the expenditure of time 
urgently required for the purpose of continuing the taking of evidence at Broken 
Hill, it was impracticable to examine witnesses at the former place. Everything 
there bore the appearance of care and good management. A serious accident, 
causing the death of two men, Kennedy and Sawyer, had recently happened (this 
has already been alluded to); the ganger, Lawson, who was to blame in that case 
for allowing an iron bar to be used in a partly charged hole, to cut away some 
bagging that had got jammed about 12 feet above the powder, acted against general 
orders, and deserved to he, as he was, severely reprimanded by the jury at the inquest; 
though certainly the occurrence was one that no one would have anticipated; hut, 
beyond Lawson’s improper act, there was nothing in this, or the former^ casualty, by 
which Williamson was killed, on the 7 th of May last—evidently a pure accident, except, 
perhaps, for some want of care on Williamson’s part—to suggest incompetency on 
the part of any official employed at the quarries. Work will soon he discontinued 
there altogether : and Your Commissioner did not think it expedient, either to bring 
a number of witnesses, who could hardly he spared, from their work, or to go there 
again himself for the purpose of taking evidence.

To the question put under this head, 5, Your Commissioner finds an answer 
in tlie negative.

As to the sixth head of inquiry—whether the services of ^ additional 
Inspectors arc necessary—Your Commissioner, having carefully considered this 
question, and being at first inclined to think that, over such an enormous area as that 
of the Albert district, the supervision of at least two Inspectors is essential, lias, on 
reflection, come to the conclusion that the appointment of another Inspector is. at 
present quite unnecessary. Mr. Hehhard’s description of tho nature of the outlying 
mining patches (Minutes of Evidence, p. 172)—one of which, Tarrawingee, so far as 
the work done there can he called mining, will very shortly cease to exist, as the 
smelting of ore, for which the limestone won at Tarrawingee is required, is shortly to 
he transferred from Broken Hill to Port Pirie—and of his duties in relation thereto, 
leaves it quite evident that he is practically resident Inspector at Broken Hill. And 
another Inspector would have nothing to do if Mr. Hebbard continued to attend to 
his work as he has in the past. Your Commissioner had a good opportunity of 
forming an opinion of Mr. Hebbard : and the opinion—which Your Commissioner 
thinks it material in this relation to express—is that he is a gentleman most 
thoroughly suitable for his office; conscientious, intelligent, energetic, and deter
mined ; with good sound practical experience; taking a steady interest in his work; 
continually aiming at improvement in all he has to do with; absolutely independent; 
with a manner that conciliates those whom he has to direct and control. . Your 
Commissioner may bo allowed to suggest that an office of such responsibility, 
involving much physical risk and labour, often entailing unpleasant and invidious 
action, and requiring special training and knowledge, sliould, in justice and in the 
public interest, be well remunerated: a salary of £500 per annum would, in Your 
Commissioner’s opinion, be the very lowest fairly attachable to the appointment.

The seventh and last head of inquiry is as follows:—
As to the best means of making known to all persons employed in and 

about the said Mines and Quarries tlie statutory enactments and 
’Regulations relating to the inspection of such Mines and Quarries; 
and to make any recommendation which Your Commissioner may 
deem advisable in the premises.

Your Commissioner has already dealt with and made suggestions in relation 
to the question of making known to miners and others all material rules and 
regulations : it is improbable that any actual statutory enactments would be so 
worded as to require publication, as all matters affecting workmen would probably 
be contained either in the General Eegulations and Rules or in the Special Rules of 
each mine.

Your Commissioner would, however, again urge the adoption of the suggestion 
as to regulations, Ac., in pamphlet form: it is probable that—especially if, as it 
should be, the tvpe is clear, and not too small—many men, who arc ashamed to 
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acknowledge their slowness in reading by standing in the presence of others spelling 
out a copy posted up, will quietly, at their leisure, read their little hooks and learn 
therefrom the most useful parts.

Various subjects cropped up in the course of the inquiry; and various 
suggestions were made. Some of these may be dismissed in a few words. One was 
a plan of certificating—(1) shift-bosses—(2) miners. Neither of these ideas seems to 
Your Commissioner to be practicable. Then it was indirectly suggested that 
cognisance should be taken of the one-sided nature of the contracts (Appendices 3-4) 
made by the Proprietary Company with the men. This was a matter clearly beyond 
the scope of regulations or of this Commission: the form is, no doubt, the result of 
long experience and careful study; and any attempt to take unfair advantage of the 
conditions is very rare: the influence of the Association, and the self-interest of the 
mines, prevent this : and Your Commissioner believes that the mine managers have, 
as a rule, a real wish to further tlie interests of tlie miners, while protecting those of 
their own employers.

One matter, however, of much importance was mooted, namely the 
establishing—by statute, of course—of some tribunal to deal with accidents, 
connected with mines, not resulting in death. The analogy of section 23 of the 
Coal Mines Hegulation Act, 1890, is in favour of this contention. And Mr. 
Polkinghorne’s argument is a sound one, that it is an anomaly that it should only he 
when an accident causes death, and, therefore, only when the witness who could have 
given the most material and direct evidence of its circumstances is not in existence, that 
an inquiry, perhaps of a very useful nature, in helping to avoid further mishaps, can 
be held. Various suggestions were made as to the composition of this tribunal, 
spoken of as a “ Board”; that it should consist partly of miners, partly of managers, 
partly of a Government officer. On the other hand, a strong opinion was expressed 
by some witnesses that such a tribunal would be useless, or worse, and that all that 
is required is the existing system whereby the Inspector finds out and reports to the 
Chief Inspector, who communicates to tlie Minister, all tliat can be discovered as to 
the cause and nature of an accident. But then it is clear that the Inspector’s own 
action in the matter may be questioned: it may be that it has been the result of his 
own want of care or of discretion in controlling the action of a mine officer.

On the whole, Your Commissioner is of opinion that some such tribunal would 
be useful, and that its operation would tend to the general taking of a just view of 
tlie facts of serious, but not fatal, accidents. And Your Commissioner does not 
regard tbe risk arising from mine officers being taken away from their duties, to give 
evidence, (Minutes of Evidence, page 92, Q,. 2498) as a substantial objection. Its 
operations might be, if it is constituted in such a simple manner as Your Commissioner 
is about to suggest—and they certainly ought to be—so arranged on each occasion 
as to minimise this possible evil. But a representative Board appears to Your 
Commissioner a clumsy and objectionable contrivance. The very fact that a tribunal 
is representative tends to prevent its being impartial. All .that seems to be required 
is the possibility of holding, as soon as is practicable after the accident, an inquiry 
before the Warden or Police Magistrate. The Inspector should inquire and report, as 
he now does: but he should also, at once, on receipt of the report of the accident, 
forward it on to the Clerk of Petty Sessions; the Warden or Police Magistrate 
should then determine whether to hold an inquiry or not, either on his own motion, 
or at the request of the Inspector, or any one acting on behalf of the mine or of any 
person injured. The proceedings would be similar to those on a magisterial inquiry : 
and the finding should be reported to tlie Minister for Mines.

The position of Broken Hill makes it practically impossible for explosives to 
be supplied from any other colony than South Australia. In South Australia there 
is an Inspector of Explosives; and great care is exercised in examining all that are 
imported, and, if it is thought expedient, destroying any that appear of bad quality. 
The nitro-glycerino compounds, it is well known, are not always in a satisfactory 
condition ; and nitro-glycerine, separated from the infusorial earth with which 
it is mixed to make dynamite, or from the other vehicles used, is very unstable, and 
may explode unaccountably—as in the well-known Bridge-street case, which, more 
than thirty years ago, first brought nitre-glycerine so forcibly to the notice of the 
people of Sydney. And not only in the possibility of their unforeseen explosion, but
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in their becoming inert, and refusing, in whole or in part, to explode, under con
ditions which are supposed to insure that result, are nitro-glycormc compounds in a 
damaged state or of low grade dangerous. The evidence seems to prove conclusively 
that dynamite plugs have survived the concussion of a blast of which they actually 
formed a part of tlie charge; yet it appears that these plugs have exploded afterwards 
under slightly different conditions of friction or percussion. It is these peculiarities 
which make it necessary to investigate, or blowr out with an explosive, a hole of the 
kind known as an “old bottom,” provided for in the suggested alterations of the 
rules dealing with explosives. If Broken Hill were ever enabled to trade with New 
South Wales—as by the laying of a narrow-gauge line similar to that which, 
provided, at moderate cost, by a private company between Broken Hill and Tarra
wingee, connects those two places with such remarkable success—then the question 
of introducing dangerous explosives that had not passed a careful examination would 
he a very serious one in relation to the safety of the large mining population of the 
Barrier. The expediency of introducing—by statute—a system of inspection, at least 
as effective as that in force in South Australia, is, to the mind of Your Commissioner, a 
very important one. In fact the handling of any explosive, even in small quan
tities, requires strict regulation. New explosives of enormous force and of erratic 
tendencies are continually being invented, and are occasionally carried about as 
samples: the exhibitions of their effectiveness winch this is likely to lead to should 
he discouraged. ,

In connection with tbe question of explosives, Your Commissioner, though 
conscious that the terms of tlie Commission were being somewhat extended thereby, 
allowed Mr. Wilks, Stock Inspector, whose evidence will be found at page 9 of the 
Minutes of Evidence, to bring forward what he considered to he the dangerous posi
tion occupied—with tlie permission of the authorities—by the explosive magazines 
belonging to various companies and contractors at Broken Hill. These magazines, 
a series of sheds, built of galvanized iron, and said to be lined inside with “match 
board ” lining only, stand on the edge of a plain on the north side of Broken Hill, 
about half a mile or more from a prolongation of the town along William-street, 
Willyama. Between the dwellings on this street and the magazines is the plain: 
close behind tbe sheds is a ridge of moderate height: a few hundred yards further 
on, over the ridge, and easily accessible by another route from the town, is a depres
sion. The hills cut this position completely off from the town. The plain is a 
reserve on which sports are commonly held. The magazines arc entirely above 
ground, and arc only protected by a galvanized iron fence closely built round each 
of them. There are lightning conductors—more or less efficient—fixed on the 
sheds; which are so constructed that a stray bullet would probably go through 
them with ease. Whether this ■would explode the contents or not, if it hit a case of 
explosives, may be doubtful. Tlie whole of them—with, when Your Commissioner 
looked at them, the exception of one, which appeared to be supposed to take care 
of itself—were under the charge of au old man wlio had been nearly killed by 
accident in a shaft not very long ago. He wras relieved by another man, each 
doing 12-hour shifts.

To one who is not an expert in explosives, the position of these magazines, and 
the way they arc constructed, certainly lead to the conclusion that they are unneces
sarily risky. The ridge at the back would probably aggravate the effect of an 
explosion on the side of the town. The way they are built makes it certain that 
their contents are subjected to enormous and rapid changes of temperature. Pre
sumably this is not a proper condition to which to subject delicate chemical compounds, 
due, for their effectiveness, to the instability of their chemical affinities. On the 
other hand there is apparent:—1st. A safe and convenient place to which the sheds 
can he moved. 2nd. A good opportunity of protecting them with cheaply-constructed 
low earth mounds surrounding them, and a thick layer of sawdust forming a ceiling 
over them and a filling round them; or some such inexpensive protections, which 
would together make them both bullet- and sun-proof, in their new position, without 
super-imposing weight enough to appreciably aggravate the effect of an explosion. 
Mr. Wilks, probably correctly, estimated tho whole cost of moving the sheds as they 
are at £150 at the most. Yet he deposed—and rightly, it appears, expressed indig
nation at the waste of public money involved—that it is in contemplation to spend 
a large sum (over £2,000) iu putting up a mound between the present site and

Broken
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Broken Hill, in order to break tlie force of an explosion acting in the direction 
of the town. JN'aturo lias put up great mounds all over the surrounding country: 
neither Mr. Wilks nor Tour Commissioner can see why any more should be built. 
Mr. Wilks may be c|uite in error in this matter: knowing and seeing only as much 
as that gentleman, however, Your Commissioner thoroughly agrees with him.

_ There is another matter calling for comment and suggestion. There have been 
various opinions expressed as to the causes of miss-fires, and of shots hanging fire. 
One witness deposed to an observed lapse of 35 minutes between the spitting of the 
fuse and the explosion in a fairly deep hole. On the one hand it is a common 
opinion among miners that, where the column of powder is broken in a fuse, the 
cotton or other material of which it is made will sometimes continue to smoulder till 
it again sets lire to the intercepted core. On the other hand this has been disputed; 
and the cause of hanging fire has been ascribed to the fuse failing, through inter
vention of sawdust from the packing, or otherwise, to ignite and explode the 
fulminate of mercury in the cap. Then the theory is that tbe dynamite is set fire 
to : it burns very slowly under the circumstances, till the temperature of a small 
mass of it rises to 430° Fahrenheit, at which degree it explodes. This, however, 
would not explain hanging-fire in a powder charge; and in Foster’s text-book of ore 
and stone mining (1894), at page 217, will he found a statement that the coloured 
threads running down the centre of the core of powder, and serving as trade-marks, 
are, in some fuses, impregnated with potassium nitrate, with the view of carrying 
the fire along in case of interruption in the continuity of tho core.* And Foster 
certainly assumes tha,t hang-fires are due to the defective action of the fuse.f As 
defective fuse is nearly as dangerous as defective explodents, and as there is so much 
uncertainty about the action of fuses in this relation, Your Commissioner promised— 
iu the course of the inquiry—to suggest, and now expresses his opinion that it would 
be expedient, that careful experiments should he made—which the representatives 
of the Broken Hill and other mines might be invited to attend—by order of the 
Department of Mines, on the action of various known makes of fuse, with broken 
cores and otherwise.

It was contended by one witness, Mr. Jabez Wright, that a co-efficient in 
producing accidents was the difficulty of proof on behalf of the plaintiff under the 
Employers’ Liability Act. This, he urged, had the effect of making employers less 
careful than they would he if the onus of proof of defect or negligence were removed 
from the plaintiff, and the onus of disproof were laid on the defendant. Your 
Commissioner leaves this difficult question of legislation to he debated, as it probably 
will be,in the future; merely remarking that the negligence of another is so difficult 
of proof, unless it be inferred from the very fact of an accident’s having taken place, 
that the contention appears to have very good reason in its support. Beyond this, 
however, seeing that the balance of evidence strongly points to the conclusion, at 
which Your Commissioner has arrived, that the want of care and of discretion among 
workmen themselves is the prevailing cause of accidents at Broken Hill, it follows 
that, rather than tending to reduce the number of casualties, an amendment of the 
law which would make the remedy of the employed against the employer easier 
would have the opposite tendency.

Lastly, a suggestion was made that the present state of the Jury law imposes 
upon the working of mines a risk that should not be incurred, by occasionally 
depriving the workers of the benefit of regular management and control. It was 
contended that general managers, underground managers, and the heads of 
departments generally, as also engine-drivers on mines, should be exempt from 
service on juries. It was doubted whether shift-bosses ought or ought not to be 
included in the exemption : as there are so many men employed on a mine capable 
of undertaking the duties of a shift-boss, this extension was not pressed. Your 
Commissioner agrees with the proposal to exempt general and underground 
managers, heads of departments (including engineers in general charge), and 
engine-drivers, having control of or working in any mine that employs not less than 
twenty men.

^ Q«<ete—caused sometimes by stretching, in straightening fuse: Day’s opinion (Minutes of Evidence, page 1EO,

t Mr. Thomas, underground manager ou Block 30 Mine, mentions a case, twenty years ago, of a charge 
exploding after hanging fire for sixteen hours (Minutes of Evidence, page 122, Q.3407). Mr. Smith, contractor, has known 
an interval of thirty-five minutes (Minutes of Evidence, page ICO, Q. 5004).
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In closing this "Report, Your Commissioner wishes to call attention to the 
able and thorough manner in which Mr. Wright, who acted as. Secretary, and Mr. 
Little, the shorthand-writer—upon whom a very heavy strain was imposed at 
Broken Hill and since, in consequence of the rapid rate at winch it was necessary to 
take tlie evidence—have carried ont their duties.. Without making this Report, 
which in length has already exceeded Your Commissioner’s intention, unduly long, 
Your Commissioner feels that, in the limited time at his disposal, he has failed to do 
justice to all the multifarious subjects to the introduction of which the general 
terms of the Commission naturally led. Your Commissioner can only hope that the 
information acquired and the conclusions at which he has arrived v ill be of service 
in settling the questions propounded by the Commission.

I have the honor to be,
Your Excellency’s obedient Servant,

(Signed) C. E. R. MURRAY.

E. C. Weight,

Secretary.

Thursday, 7th October, 1897.
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ROYAL COMMISSION APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE WORKING OF 
MINES AND QUARRIES IN THE ALBERT MINING DISTRICT.

MINUTES OE PROCEEDINGS.

MONDAY, 5 JULY, 1807.

His Honor tlie Commissioner, at 115 p.m., left Sydney for Brolten Hill.
. ‘ C. E. R. MURRAY,

Commissioner.

THURSDAY, 8 JULY, 1807.
His Honor tlie Commissioner arrived at Broken Hill at 8 30 a.m.
At 10 30 a.m. His Honor paid a visit to wliat are known as the open-cuts, situated on the mino 

owned by tho Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited. Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector 
of Mines for the Albert Mining District, accompanied His Honor.

The first spot seen was the northern boundary of Block 13, where the outcrop of the lode bad been 
removed, and tbe lode excavated to a depth of about CO feet by an open-cast. The catling was about 2C0 
feet wide by 300 feet long at (be top, and 1G0 feet wide by 200 feet long in the bottom. The section of 
the lode ivbich had been left untouched immediately south of this so as to support Wilson’s shaft and 
engine-room was seen. The gear and fittings around Wilson’s shaft were examined, as also were tlie 
bins for holding the ore brought from undergound. Attention was directed to Messrs. Baxter and 
Saddler's works, and tbe timbers of one of tbe underground etopes which were being removed by theojien- 
cut came under notice. His Honor next proceeded to the vicinity of Wigg’s shaft, and thence to tbe 
open-cuts at Block 11, and to Smith’s and Harry’s contracts.

His Honor, at 3 p.m., accompanied by Mr. Hebbard, visited tbe northern nest of furnaces at tbe 
Broken Hill Proprietary Mine, tbe blower-house and engines, and the tapping and feed floors ; and also 
saw' tbe electric light and air-compressing plants. The leaching works, tlie pumping-house, and the nest 
of boilers at ihc southern smelters of the mine, were also viewed.

C. E. R. MURRAY,
Commissioner.

FRIDA Y, 0 JULY, 1897.
HD Honor the Commissioner, at 10 a.m., in company with Mr. James Hebbard, Government 

Inspector of Mines, viewed the open-cuts at Block 11, and saw the machinery in the engine-room at tlie 
Weatherly shaft. Thence Ilis Honor proceeded to the Central Concentrating AVorks, and observed tho 
machinery and boilers. Having arrived at tbe Kintore shaft, Central Mine, His Honor went below as far as 
the 600-ft. level for the purpose of experiencing the operation of lowering and raising tbe cases. The 
engine and the steam-brakes at the Kintore shaft were afterwards examined. Subsequently His Honor 
visited Campbell’s shaft at Block 10, and saw tbe engine-house and engine, and then went to the 
concentrating plant, Block 10 mine, which wTas showm by Captain Warren, general manager of the 
Broken Hill Block 10 Proprietary Company, Limited. °

f At2'30p.m. His Honor, who was attended by Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of 
Mines, proceeded to tbe Block 12 Broken Hill Proprietary Mine, and, at Dickenson’s shaft, went down 
to the 300-ft. and 400-ft. levels. Mr. Edward James Ilorwood, the mining manager, conducted His 
Honor 1o some of the working places, and showed some of tbe methods of timbering in tbe mine.

C. E. R. MURRAY,
Commissioner.

SATURDAY, 10 JULY, 1807.
Ilis Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 1010 a.m.
His Honor announced that the proceedings were open to the public.
The Secretary read His Honor's Commission.
His Honor said that he proposed, in carrying out tbe work of taking evidence, to allow- any person 

or persons wdio thought that they were affected in any way by tbe inquiry, or likely to be affected by it, 
or any person or persons who volunteered to assist the Commission, to appear there as if they were 
interested parlies, either themselves or by their solicitor, or counsel, or agent. He asked wbat persons 
were present wishing to be represented or to represent others.
, , John R. Edwards, solicitor, said he was instructed to represent the following companies at the
inquiry :—

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited ;
The Broken Hill Proprietary Block 10 Company, Limited ;
The Sulphide Corporation (Ashcroft’s process) Limited, (owners of the Central mine) ;
The South Broken Hill Silver Mining Company, No Liability ;
The Broken Hill Proprietary Block 14 Company, Limited;
The British Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited ;
The Broken Hill Junction Silver Mining Company, Limited; The
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The Broken Hill Junction North Silver Mining Company, Li mi toil;
The North Broken Hill Silver Mining Company, No Liability ;
The Australian Broken Hill Consols Silver Mining Company, Limited ; .
The Broken Hill Junction Consolidated Silver Mining Company, No Liability ;
The Tarrawingee Plus and Tramway Company, Limited. '

His Honor said that, of conrse, he allowed all those companies to be represented, and it was very 
convenient that they should all ho represented by Sir. Edwards. He was very glad that Mr. Edwards 
had been, so instructed.

Mr. John Polkinghorne, President of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association (Barrier Branch), 
intimated that he appeared for that Association. He added that that portion of the miners who belonged 
to the Association Had been pleased to appoint him to represent them at the inquiry.

Ilis Honor remarked that he thought they had, perhaps, the most thoroughly recognisable ri«ht to 
berepresented that there could possibly be. He looked upon the Amalgamated Miners’ Association as 
the promovents m tho matter, because they had, he understood, practically initiated the Commission He 
understood that tlie minors of the district practically all belonged to the Association.

Mr. Polkinghorne replied that he could not say that. A good proportion of them did belong to 
the Association ; and he represented the portion of the miners who -belonged to the Association. He 
thought he might safely say that they did not exceed half the miners employed along the lino of lode.

His Honor inquired whether anyone appeared to represent any other Association of miners, or 
miners in any other relation.

Thore was no response to tho question.
-n ii- ■^’s-^onor ^int *lc bmkthM there was 1)0 0n,ei. representation of miners than bv Mr.
Polkmgborne. *

His Honor asked whether tho Department of Mines wished to be represented on tbe inquiry.
^Ir' -fames Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines for the Albert Mining District, said that lie 

had not had any specific instructions, but that in every case in the district he appeared as the representative 
of the Department of Mines.

His Honor inquired whether Mr. Hebbard asked for leave to appear.
Mr, Hebbard replied that he had not had any instructions in that direction. He had not thought 

of appearing m any capacity except as a witness, if called, b
His Honor stated that if Mr. Hebbard wished to ask questions, in order to elucidate matters which 

came before the Commission, he would allow him to do so. His Honor further intimated that if, at a 
future stage, anyone else wished to be represented, ho ivould allow represenlafion. Mr. Polkinghorne 
could now call Ins first witness. He (His Honor) looked upon the Miners’ Associalion as the proinovents 
in the matter, and that w-as why Mr. Polkinghorne’s witnesses would be called first.

. Mr; Polkinghorne staled that the Amalgamated Miners’ Associalion, being asked whether they as 
a society, intended to be represented cm the Commission, gladly accepted the opportunity. They could 
not, however go out of their own Society’s members in getting witnesses. There were witnesses outside 
their ranks whom they did not feel disposed to call, considering that they should he called in some other 
way, JIc would like to name them, so that they be called by the Commission.

His Honor said that if Mr. Polkinghorne preferred to give the names on a slip of paper to the 
Secretary he would, if assured that it was believed they could give material evidence, direct that they be 
called. He looked upon the giving of names by Mr. Polkinghorne as an assistance to the Commission

Mr. Polkinghorne said he would ask that Mr. Williams bo called.
His Honor intimated that if Mr. Polkinghorne wished to begin, before calling witnesses by 

addressing the Commission, be would be happy to hear him. ’
. Mr. Polkinghorne said : Thank yon, your Honor; I would like to say a few words. What has 

mainly prompted me to appear here to-day in the capacity of representative of the A.M.A is to brine 
under the notice of the Commission the fact that many of the regulations in connection with our mining 
Jaws have been ruled in our Courts to be ultra vires. There are really some very good clauses in 
the A.ct belter \vc could not wish for if they were carried out, and if power were given under the Act to 
carry them into effect. It has been pointed out to us that, in many of those cases that have been brought 
before the public, certain things which have been ordered to be done by the officer in charge or the local 
Inspector or Mines have been over-ruled by the law, because the regulations under which the orders were 
made would not hold water. We want to see every thing repealed—the Mining A ct of 1874, the Amending 

r i on- thc -Regulations—and a new Act brought forward, complete in itself, and styled tlie Mining Act 
ot 189/. At the same time, a new code of regulations should be brought forward, which could be carried 
out and given effect to. There is another thing : I would like to suggest that a Board of Inquiry be 
appointed on all mining fields to inquire into all accidents. Of course, in fatal accidents we would expect 
a further inquiry—the Coroner’s inquiry; but, in all serious accidents, the Board of Inquiry should make 
an investigation. In my opinion, all accidents that disable a man for a week or more should be inquired 
into by tins Board; and in tins way much information would be elicited: which would go to show the need 
ot the regulations being such that the local inspector could put them in force when he saw the necessity 
to do se. \V hen a fatal accident takes place the chief witness is lost to us ; hut when a man meets with 
an injury—it he is not rendered insensible—there is some chance of getting some information from him 
which would be of benefit.

Mr. Edward James Horwood, mining manager for the Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited 
received permission lo attend the proceedings of the Commission, in order to be of assistance to Mr! 
Edwards, solicitor^ Mr. Polkinghorne expressed his acquiescence.

"William Williams was sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 1TO p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2T5 p.m.
William John Williams and William Noble were sworn and examined.
His Honor, at 4 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. on Monday, the 12th July.

C. E. B, M U EBAY,
__ ________ ______ __________ Commissioner.

MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 12 JULY, 1897.
Ilis Honor tlie Commissioner sal at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m,
Mr. .Tolm Polkingliorne, representing the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association ; 

and Mr. J. B. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E, .1, Ilorwood, mining manager, assisting), representing mining 
companies—attended.

Mr. .Tames Ilehbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
John August Bcrndt and Erancis Harrington were sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 12'50 p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2 p.m.
Erancis Harrington was re-called and further examined.
"William James Paseoc was sworn and examined.
Ilis Honor, at 3'40 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. on the following day (Tuesday), the 

13th July. ‘ C. E. B. MUEBAY,
Commissioner.

TUESDAY, 13 JULY, 1897.
His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hali, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr. John Polkinghorne, representing the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association; 

and Mr. J. B. Edwards, solicitor (Mr, E. J, Horwood, mining manager, assisting), representing mining 
companies—attended.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
Joseph Bourne and John Polkinghorne were sworn and examined. ■
The Commission, at 1 p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2 p.m.
John Pollaughorne was re-called and further examined.
His Honor, at 4T5 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. on Thursday, the 15th July.

C. E. B. MITBBA.Y,
Commissioner.

WEDNESDA Y, 14 JULY, 1897,
His Honor the Commissioner, at 10‘30 a.m., took train from Broken Hill to Tarrawingee, where 

were seen the quarries of the Tarrawingee Elux and Tramway Company, Limited.
Mr. M. Morrison, accountant to the company, conducted His Honor to the east and west quarries.
Subsequently, Ilis Honor, who was then accompanied by Mr. James Hebbard, Government 

Inspector of Mines, viewed the crushing plant and trucking plant, which were shown by Mr. James 
Stirling, manager of the company. The Mount Jackson (No. 3G) Quarry, and Lawson's (No. 19) Quarry, 
were next seen, and cognisance was also taken of the air-compressing plant.

His Honor, at 3 p.m., returned to Broken Hill, which was reached at 5'30 p.m.
C. E. B. MUEBAY,

Commissioner.

TSURSDAY, 15 JULY, 1897.
His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr. John Polkingliorne, representing the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association ; 

and Mr. J. B. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E. J. ITorwood, mining manager, assisting), representing mining 
com p an'i es—atten ded.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
Mr. William John Williams, ore-dresser, stated that at the half-yearly meeting of the Barrier 

Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association, held on Tuesday evening, the 13th July, he had 
been appointed to attend the inquiry and ask for Ilis Honor's pernrssion to represent tlie interests of the 
surface workers.

His Honor gave his permission, and said that the Commission would be very pleased to have the 
assistance of Mr. Williams. He understood that Mr, Polkinghorne was versed, principally, in under
ground-working, and that Mr. Williams had a special knowledge of surface-working.

Mr. Williams thanked Ills Honor, and took a seat at the table.
John Polkinghorne was re-called and further examined.
The Commission, at 1 p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2T5 p.m.
John Polkinghorne was re-called and further examined.
His Honor, at 4 p.m.j adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. ou the following day (Eridav), the 

IGth July. " C. E. B. MUREAY,'
Commissi oner.

FRIDAY, 1G JULY, 1897.
His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr. John Polkinghorne (on behalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’Associalion), 

representing the underground workers ; Mr. W. J. Williams (on behalf of tlie same organisation), 
representing the surface workers; and Mr. J. B. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E. J. Horwood, mining 
manager, assisting), representing mining companies—attended,

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
Joseph Wilks and John O’Brien were sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 12'50 p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2 p.m.
Edward James Horwood was sworn and examined.
His Honor, at 4‘5 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. on the following day (Saturday), the 

17th July. C. E. B. MUEBAY,
Commissioner,
SATURDAY,
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SATURDAY, 17 JULY, 1897.

His Honor the Commissioner sal at tlie Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at HI a.m.
Mr. Jolm rolkinghornc (on bebalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’Association), 

representing the underground workers; Mr. W. J. 'Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers ; and Mr. J. It. Edwards, solicitor, representing mining companies— 
attended.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
Edward James Horwood was re-called and further examined.
His Honor, at 12"30 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a m, on Monday, the 19th July.

At I'lo p.m. Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines—who was seeking information 
as to an accident that had recently been reported as having happened at The Pinnacles—drove His Honor 
the Commissioner to the mine of The New Pinnacle Group Si her Mining Company, where His Honor 
saw the remains of the machinery at the surface.

' C. E. E. MUEEAY,
Commissioner.

MONDAY, 19 JULY, 1897.

His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr, John Polkinghorne (on behalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association) 

representing the underground workers; Mr. W. J. Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers ; and Mr. J. E. Edwards, solicitor, representing mining companies— 
attended.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
Edward James Horwood was re-called and further examined.
Mr. Williams asked His Honor to call, as witnesses, the Chief Inspector of Mines and the local 

Inspector of Minos.
_ His Honor said he did not think that the Chief Inspector of Mines knew anything about tlie 

subject intimately, and that he did not intend to bring him from Sydney. Tbe local Inspector was 
present, and would be examined as a witness.

Alexander Steurart was sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 1 p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2T5 p.m.
Alexander Stewart was re-called and further examined.
His Honor, at ASO p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. on tho following day (Tuesday), the 

20th July.
‘ C. E. E. MUEEAY,

Commissioner.

TUESDAY, 20 JULY, 1897.

His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr, John Polkinghorne (on behalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association), 

representing the underground workers ; Mr. W. J. Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers ; and Mr, ,1. It. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E. J. Horwood, mining manager, 
assisting), representing mining companies—attended.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
John George Shinnick and Christopher Kelly were sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 1 p in., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2 p.m.
Christopher Kelly and Joseph Bourne were re-called and further examined.
Jabez Wright was sworn and examined,
Alexander Stewart was re-called and further examined.
Air, Stewart handed in, for perusal by His Honor, an agreement, made tbe sixth day of March, 

1895, between the Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited, and Messrs, Baxter and Saddler, 
contractors. The agreement dealt with the matter of excavations made and to be made by tbe contractors 
on the company’s leases as from the first day of January, 1895.

His Honor, at 4'20 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 am. on the following day (Wednesday), 
the 21st July.

C. E. E. MUEEAY,
Commissioner,

WEDNESDAY, 21 JULY, 1897.
His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.

_ John Polkinghorne (on behalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Associa
tion), representing the underground workers; Air, W, J. Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers; and Air. J. E. Edwards, solicitor (Air. E. J. Horwood, mining 
manager, assisting), representing mining companies—attended.

Air. Janies Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
His Honor said that he bad read through the agreement made between the Broken Hill Proprietary 

Company, Limited, and Alessrs. Baxter and Saddler, and he had marked the clauses which bore directly or 
indirectly on the questions before the Commission. These he desired to have in evidence; and Air.

Stewart
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Stewart could either bo examined upon them, or extracts could be made. It would be unfair and 
unnecessary to put tbe wliole document in evidence ; and it would be unfair to Mr. Williams to pledge 
him to secrecy (as he had suggested) and then to allow him to see it.

Itichard Thomas was sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 12'55 p.m., ad journed for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2’15 p.m.
John Warren was sworn and examined.
Captain John Warren also exhibited a tin canister, of tbe kind provided in tbe Block 10 mine, for 

bolding tbe explosives used by tlie men.
William Rowe was sworn and examined.
His Honor, at 4'30 p.m,, adjourned tho inquiry until 10 a.m. on tho following day (Thursday), 

tho 22nd July. & J x -
C. E. E. MURRAY,

Commissioner.

THURSDAY, 22 JULY, 1897.

Ilis Honor tho Commissioner sat at tho Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr. John Polkinghorne (on behalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Associa

tion), representing the underground workers ; Mr. W. J. Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers; and Mr. J. R. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E. J. Horwood, mining 
manager, assisting), representing mining companies—attended.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also tvas present.
3y His Honor’s direction, the Secretary read certain clauses of the agreement—made tbe 6th day 

of March, 1895, between the Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited, and Messrs. Baxter and Sad
dler, contractors—dealing with excavations by tbe contractors on the company’s leases as from the 1st 
day of January, 1895. A copy of the clauses was made, and was marked Exhibit 11

A plan of tbe open-cut work which was being carried out by Messrs. Baxter and Saddler was 
placed before tbe Commission for inspection.

Jeremiah Andrew and Richard Parkinson Pinau were sworn and examined.
Under His Honor’s instructions Mr. R. P. Einan wrote down tho names of some shift-bosses 

whom he believed to be incompetent. His Honor handed the paper bearing the names to Mr. Edwards, 
for tho information of the management of the mine in which those shift-bosses were employed, so tliat 
their capabilities might be tested. Mr. Edwards gave a pledge tliat the manes should not be otherwise 
divulged.

The Commission, at .12 50 p in., adjourned for luncheon.
The sitting was resumed at 2 p.m.
James Joseph Shaw, Henry Day, and Alfred Dean, were sworn and examined. -
His Honor, at 410 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 10 a.m. on the following dav (Eridav), the 

23rd July. ' “
C. E. E. MURRAY,

Commissioner.

RETD AY, 23 JULY, 1897.

His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 10 a.m.
Mr. John Polkinghorne (on bebalf of tbe Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Associa

tion), representing the underground workers ; Mr. W. J. ’Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers; and Mr. J. R-. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E. J. Horwood, mining 
manager, assisting), representing mining companies—attended.

Mr. James Ilehbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
"William Harry, William Smith, and Samuel Mayne were sworn and examined.
The Commission, at 1 p.m., adjourned for luncheon.
Tho sitting was resumed at 2 p.m.
Joel Phillips, John Evans, and Thomas Phillips were sworn and examined.
Edward James Horwood and Christopher Kelly were re-called and further examined.
James Hebbard was sworn and examined.
His Honor, at 5'5 p.m., adjourned the inquiry until 9'30 a.m. on the following day (Saturday), the 

24th July.
C. E. R. MURRAY, _

' Commissioner.

■ SATURDAY, 24 JULY, 1897.

His Honor the Commissioner sat at the Town Hall, Argent-street, Broken Hill, at 9'30 a.m.
Mr. John Polkinghorne (on behalf of the Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association), 

representing the underground workers; Mr, W. J. Williams (on behalf of the same organisation), 
representing the surface workers; and Mr. J. R. Edwards, solicitor (Mr. E. J, Homood, mining manager, 
assisting), representing mining companies—attended.

Mr. James Hebbard, Government Inspector of Mines, also was present.
James Retallick was sworn and examined.
James Hebbard was re-called and further examined.
His Honor, at 1'20 p.m., said he did not consider it uec?ssary tq fake further evidence, and 

adjourned the inquiry sine die.

His
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His Honor, at 3 p.m., paid a visit to the Block 10 Mine. Accompanying His Honor were Mr. 
John Polkinghorne and Inspector Hebbard. Captain Warren, general manager, took His Honor and . 
party down Campbell’s shaft to the 415-ft. level. Tlie plats at Kelly’s shaft were also seen. His Honor 
went through the stopes, and examined all from the 415-ft. to the 615-ft. level. The methods of working 
and of filling up the depleted stopes were noticed, and an examination was made of the mullock-shoot 
formed by portion of Kelly's shaft. Tho “guarding" of tho stopes which had been stripped of their 
laths, and that of tho ladder-ways, were observed.

Afterwards, Mr. 'William Rowe, underground manager of tbo Central Mine, escorted His Honor 
and party to tbe 400-ft. level there. The open-cut slopes and the west slope were viewed.

H is Honor, accompanied by Mr. John Polkinghorne and Inspector Hebbard, at 7'30 p.m., visited 
tbe British Broken Hilt Proprietary Company’s Mine, and, with Mr. William Brands, one of the shift- 
bosses, saw tbe stopes throughout the 300-ft. level. The system of breaking tbe ground, and limbering 
and filling, came under notice. After also visiting the 200-ft, level, His Honor saw the concentrating mill.

' ■ C. E. R. MURRAY, _ _ '
. Commissioner,

SUNDAY, 25 JULY, IS97.

His Honor the Commissioner, at 7T0 p.m., left Broken Hill on the return to Sydney.
C. E. R. MURRAY,

Commissioner.

WEDNESDAY, 2S JULY, 1897.

His Honor tho Commissioner, at 11 a.m,, reached Sydney on the return from Broken Hill.
C. B. R. MURRAY, _

Commissioner.
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EOYAL COMMISSION APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE WORKING OF 

MINES AND QUARRIES IN THE ALBERT MINING DISTRICT.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE

taken before His Honor Judge Murray in tbe course of his inquiry:—
1. Into the cause or causes of accidents which have recently taken place in certain Mines and

Quarries in the Albert Mining District.

2. Whether the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, and the Eegulations relating to the inspection
of mines other than coal or shale made thereunder, are sufficient to secure the safe working of 
the Mines and Quarries in the said district, especially in regard to the use of explosives and the 
system of timhering and of working large lodes adopted. And, if they are not sufficient, to 
suggest in what respect and to wbat extent they should'he added to or amended.

3. Into the truth of the statement that the number of accidents in sucb Mines and Quarries has
largely increased, and the cause of such large increase.

4. Whether the open-cut system of work is specially dangerous, and, if so, whether this is due to
such work being carried on at nigbt; and wliether such system should be prohibited; and, if 
necessary, to suggest regulations for the purpose of safeguarding the lives of the miners and 
other persons employed in that class of work. ■

5. Whether the risk to the persons employed in the said Mines and Quarries is increased hy reason
of incompetency on the part of Managers and Subordinate Officials.

6. Whether the services of additional Inspectors are necessary.

7. As to the hest means of making known to all persons employed in and about the said Mines and
Quarries the statutory enactments and regulations relating to the inspection of such Mines and 
Quarries; and to make any recommendation which His Honor (the Commissioner) might deem 
advisable in the premises.

SATURDAY, 10 JULY, 1897.

William Williams sworn and examined :—
1. Mr. PolMnghorne.'l What is your name? William Williams.
2. You are a practical miner ? Yes. _ _
3. Y"ou have had varied experience? Yes ; my experience extends over thirty-five years.
4. You have heard the Commission read this morning, and the questions about to be put to you will be 
relevant to that Commission. I mention this as it is probable I will put to you questions that you have 
not thought about, but which are relevant to the Commission; and you will, no doubt, have a knowledge 
of them. In tho first place, do yon consider that the ventilation in the mines on the Barrier in which you 
have worked is sufiieient ? Ho.
5. Are you prepared to suggest any means by which the ventilation may be improved ? Yes.
0. Is it vour opinion that the safety of the lives of those employed is best conserved by the system of 
mining at present in vogue along tlie lino of lode? Yes, with one exception, .
7. There is one exception ? Yes.
8. What is the exception ? In connection with the sinking of a winze with a horse-track alongside it. 
How we got off so well as we did is a surprise to me. The winze wo were sinking was by the side of a 
horse-track, along which horses were drawing trucks of ore. The brace around that winze was something 
disgraceful, and there was no protection whatever to tbe men underneath. If it bad been put up as it 
should have been, it would have been quite safe. 10 in. x 2 in. timber ivas used instead of 10 in. x 10 in., 
and the result was that every shot fired scattered this fnnsy material. It would have taken three or four 
days, or perhaps a week, for us to have put that secure; but this time, of course, wo could not lose, as we 
had our own work to do, and were working on contract. We, therefore, only patched it up.

258—A

W. Williams. 
10JiilyflS97.
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W. Williams. 9i And contracting was actually the cause of that? Yes.
inTT^^aUr Contracting leads to work of a dangerous nature being undertaken ? Yes.
10 Ju y, 1897. ]_!_ jf any working has been pointed out to the company under which you have worked as being dangerous, 

they have never refused to place it in a safe condition ? I brought this matter under the notice of the 
man in charge of that portion of the mine, and he said, “Oh, you go and fix it up.” Even one of the 
officers said it was a patched-up affair.
12. Hi* Honor.] You were working, I understand, under the contractors ? Yes.
13. "Were you working as a sub-contractor or a labourer ? Asa contractor. There are six in a party, 
and we are all contractors,
14. You had not the contract for the sinking of the winzes from the surface ? No; only from one level 
to another.
15. You had only the sinking ? Yes ; hut only from fortnight to fortnight. That is the system on the 
Hill, and a rotten system it is. A man knows he has only got that contract for a fortnight, and it is quite 
possible he will strike better (softer) ground the last three or four days of the contract; and, knowing 
that he will he cut in prices at the end of the fortnight, he will rush through it and get as much as 
possible out of it in that time.
16. Afr, PolMtighorne.] Are you prepared to say that the system of contracting adopted at most places 
on the Barrier is a cause of rush and tear on the part of the workmen as well as on the part of the 
employer? Yes; the employer adopts this system in order to get as much as he can out of the workmen, 
and the employee, in order to get as much as he can, lias to adopt the same principle.
17. You consider it a dangerous practice ? Yes.
18. If at any time any part of the mine should be considered dangerous, whose duty should it be to with
draw the men ? The man who is in charge of that portion of the mine considered dangerous.
19. If pronounced by the inspector to be dangerous, he should have the power to withdraw the men at 
anytime? Yes.
20. In the event of men being withdrawn from a certain portion of the mine by an order from the fore
man or man in charge, or by the inspector, by whose authority should the men go back to worlc again ? 
By the inspector, or by the man who condemns the place.
21. I said if it was condemned by the man in charge or by the inspector, whose duty should it be to 
give the men permission to go back when the danger has been removed ? The inspector, in my opinion.
22. In all cases ? Yes.
23. You think that it is necessary that the inspector should have full power to withdraw men from any 
part of a mine which, in his opinion, is unsafe to the life and limb of those employed there? That is my 
opinion.
24. His Honor.] And that the men should not be allowed to return until the inspector gives his sanction ? 
I do not say that he should give his sanction to tho men, hut to the officers in charge, and if they order 
the men back without his sanction they should be held responsible. As to ventilation, it is not for us 
as workmen to dictate : but my opinion is that better ventilation could be provided by sinking winzes. We 
all know that there are some places that it is almost impossible to get to. You find it very hot only 12 feet 
from where an air-pipe comes in from a blower. In my opinion, the best ventilation is to be obtained by 
opening up from one mine to another, and by sinking winzes from one level to another. By cutting up 
the ground you secure ventilation.
25. Mr. Bolkingtiorne.'} What do you consider is a safe distance to sink a shaft ? Prom 200 to 250 feet; 
that is, with a secure penthouse over your head.
26. Do you consider it safe for workmen to be working at the bottom of a shaft at any distance from the
surface if a portion of that shaft be not covered so that they can get back for protection ? 250 feet, in
my opinion, is quite far enough to work without some protection over your head.
27. His Honor.] You do not think that it is safe for a man to have more than 250 feet of vertical shaft 
over him when working in the shaft ? Yes, that is my opiuion—either from the surface or from any plat 
in the shaft,
28. Wherever he may be, your opinion is there should not be more than 250 feet of vertical unprotected 
shaft over him, or more than 250 feet of vertical height of unprotected shaft—unprotected at the 
top ? Yes,
29. Mr. Polkinghorne] Then that answers the question that a cross-cut or plat should be driven at least 
every 250 feet ? Yes. So far as that goes, I would suggest that no distance should be more than 
100 feet. Of course, I can speak more about the district I came from. There they have got to put a pent
house in the shaft.
30. His Honor.] Of what district are you speaking ? The Bendigo district.
31. Mr. Polkinghome.] What distance should he between the communications—say, a winze or rise—in

. your opinion, to provide proper ventilation for the carrying out of the work ? Prom 200 to 300 feet.
' 32. Do you think that in all eases, no matter what the mine might be, there should he a ladder-way in

each block of 40 acres for the ascent and descent of the men ? Yes.
33. Independent of the hauling-shafts with the cages ? Yes.
34. In your opinion, should the man in charge of an engine for lowering men into a shaft be the holder 
of a certificate as being a proper persen and competent to look after such machine? Yes.
35. At what age do you think a man should he capable of taking charge of machinery where men’s lives 
are hanging by a thread under his control ? Not younger than 25.
36. Do you think that the men in charge of shifts at any mine, or any part of a mine where the work 
would be naturally dangerous, should be men of experience, and pass an examination as to their capability 
of performing the duties of tho office placed upon them ? Practically ; not theoretically.

. 37. Do you think there should be a Board of Inquiry in each mining district which should inquire into
accidents of all kinds, whether fatal or otherwise—of course, in the event of an accident proving fatal a 
coroner’s inquest would also be beld;—do you think an inquiry is needed in every case ? Not altogether. 
38. His Honor.] What modification ? Should there be any suspicious circumstances in connection with 

■ an accident, then an inquiry should be held; but anyone knows who has any practical knowledge of 
mining that accidents will occur, and no matter bow many experts, or bow many inquiries, you cannot 
prevent them. This is so to a great extent because of the inability of some men to see danger ahead. 
Por instance, they will think a certain spot perfectly safe, but the next minute it comes off to what we

term
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term a “ soapy head,” or a “ V ” piece, and, Of course, the men are killed. This is an accident that cannot W. Williams, 
be very well guarded against, and in such accidents, as there are no suspicious circumstances, and nothing 
to hint that the Act has not been properly carried out, an inquiry is not necessary. Where, however, 189".
there is an idea that the accident is caused by neglect, such an inquiry as you suggest should be held.
A. Board of Inquiry should of course be appointed, so that they may be called into requisition whenever 
a suspicious accident occurs.
39. Mr. l>ollcin<jhornr,.-\ Should such a.Board be elected by the people or appointed by the Government?
I think the members of the Board should be elected by the miners and the investors. This would give 
representation to both sides. By investors I do not mean speculators—men who invest in shares—but 
men who invest in mines.
40. You mean registered shareholders ? Yes,
41. Would you be in favour of the Board’s decision being final, without the right of appeal to law ? No; 
in fairness to both sides, I think there should be the right to appeal. And, if anyone appeal, the privilege 
should be allowed of doing so, without being taxed with legal costs. This would give everyone a chance, 
the poor as well as the rich.
42. What number would you suggest should constitute the Board ? Seven.
43. Ihe Act says that everyone employed in or about a mine is a miner, but I take it when you use that 
term you mean that he should be employed either underground or in surface work that it is necessary for 
miners to perform ? It can pretty well be seen how the accidents take place on the surface without any 
inquiry, hut underground it is different. There there are certain provisions made for the safety of tho 
men, and when an accident occurs it is for the Board to see whether those provisions have been carried out.
44 Do you think that the regulations now in circulation, as we have them in the amended Acts, and as 
posted on the mines, if carried out, would afford as much protection as it were possible to obtain ? I 
think they should be amended.
45. In what maimer would you suggest an amendment ? I could not answer that question without some 
consideration. I am not prepared just now to make an suggestions. I know that there are some very 
good clauses in tho Act, hut there are also some very bad ones.
46. You have said that, with one exception, wherever you have been asked to do work it has been carried 
out as safely as possible; have you ever seen, in connection with the mines that you have been employed 
on in this district, anything left open that would be a man-trap to any person through the negligence of 
somebody? No.
47. In most cases who is to blame when accidents occur—Ihe man in charge of the shift, or the men 
themselves? In some instances it is the men in charge of the shifts who are to blame, and in others the 
men themselves ; not tlirough wilfulness, hut through inexperience.
48. You mean to imply that a man should have a thorough practical knowledge before he is employed in 
those places? Yes.
49. In your opinion, what has been the cause of so many accidents in Broken Hill during the last eight 
or nine months ? Mostly inexperience.
50. HiS' Manor.^ On whose part ? On the part of the miners themselves. They profess, manv of them,
to be miners, but they are not. "
51. Mr. Polkinghome.'] Is it your opinion that oue inspector is sufficient for the Albert Goldfield ? Yes, 
quite sufficient.
52. W think that if the Act and regulations were such as to give an inspector proper power, one inspector 
would ho sufficient ? Yes.
53. Has your experience brought you in connection with the open-cuts ? I have only passed by them.
54. xou have never worked in them ? No.
55. As a practical man, do you think the open-cuts along this line of lode are worked in the safest possible
manner. I could not express any opinion. I would rather not have anything to say about them.
56. In an excavation, what depth do you think a hole for a charge should be bored ? Not deeper than
15 feet; and I should like to say the men working below should be considered.
5/, Do you think it is safe for men to be working night-shifts on these open-cuts? No.
58. His Honor] Bven assuming that the electric light is used ? The electric light is not sufficient for 
the men to see the surroundings and dangers. Not being a practical man in this respect, I do not know 
whether my opinion is worth much.
pn’ -^0^^n3jlorne-] You do not care to express any practical opinion upon the open-cuts? No. 1
60. Jits Jlonor. j You have never worked in a quarry on other kind of work ? No.
61. Mr. Hdtoards.] On the question of ventilation ;—I think you know that under the present Act the 
inspector has power to insist upon ventilation for the mines ? Yes.
62. You come from Bendigo? Yes.
63. As a matter of fact, is not the ventilation of these mines far beyond that of Bendigo? Yes; the

i? better generally than we have at Bendigo, hut there they are agitating for a better svstem.
64. The miners complaint ” is a very common disease there among miners ? Yes.
05, And it is owing to bad ventilation ? Yes ; what miners call poor air and powder-smoke.
GO. It affects the lungs in some way ? Yes.
67. There is an absence of that on the Barrier? Yes; ventilation is a great factor in doing away with 
leading. In the sulphides, if plenty of ventilation------

Mr. lid wards; J would ask His Honor whether the question of lead comes within the scope of this 
inquiry? ‘
His Honor: I think that it should.

68. Your mode of ventilation is by siuking winzes ? Yes.
^ ]»Yhere practicable ? Yes. It is practicable almost anywhere. The only question is the expense.
/0. Vi hat I understand you to mean is, where practicable with a reasonable expenditure ? I do not think 
that the queBtion of expenditure should be brought in, because we know that if the mine is to be opened 
up they have to do it in the long run. 1
7L You think that the underground workings are safe, so far as you know, with one exception ? Yes. 

And that was owing to the defective securing of a brace around a winze? Yes. 
l^id vou reoorii that tlia n<14-nt*a ^-Tna Vi-m-H^✓% 4-^-. o v 1 j.

ucj-ciiuivc Eodij’iiig uj. a, nrace around a win__  ___
y°u report that—the defective nature of this brace—to anyone? Yes—to the person in charge. 

/%. \\ ho was that ? I do not see that I should he compelled to answer that question.
75.
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W. Willitma. 75, I ean assure you that your answering the truth wiil not interfere with your position. You know the 
. rules are posted underground, and you have read them f Yes. There is one rule which says :—

10 July, 1897. Workmen shall not remove or interfere with any precaution for tho safety of the underground employees—such as
coverings over, or guard-rails around, shafts on surface, winzes, ore-shoots, or other dangerous places; and shall keep all 
such places in the vicinity of their work, as it proceeds, properly covered or railed off.
And it goes on to the effect that anv workman who shall observe, or come to the knowledge of, any 
damage, deficiency, or defect, in any part of the workings, whereby the safety of workmen or others may 
be impaired, shall be bound forthwith to communicate the same to the shift-boss nr foreman. [Vide 
Buie 6 of Underground Buies and Regulations. Marked Exhibit “ A.”j
76. Did you communicate to the shift-boss or foreman P I did.
77. Before this accident happened ? JTo accident occurred. I only pointed out that that was the only 
defect I saw.
78. No accident occurred ? No.
7f). It was a dangerous place in the workings ? Yes.
86. You reported it to the shift-boss ? Yes.
81. -Although it was unnecessary;—the shift-boss came twice a shift, and the foreman once ? YTes.
82. What was done in this case you refer to? It was patched up for the time being, and then it wont on 
again.
83. You kept on working there ? We got shifted from there.
84. Although it appeared to you dangerous, no accident occurred ? No.
85. How long have you been working in the mines here? About a year and eight months.
86. In that year and eight months, with one exception, the underground workings, as far as you have 
seen them, are safe for the men ? Yes ; so far as I know.
87. His Honor.~\ Except that you found the air not so good as it ought to be? Yes; the air is not so 
good as it ought to be.
88. -Mr: Edwards.'] I think you have worked all over Block 13 ? I have worked in a good many places 
in that block.
89. There are 40 acres in tho block ? I worked in about six or seven different places.
90. So you are giving general evidence as to the condition underground in Block 13 ? Yes. I have been 
working in the British about six months.
91. You say the great cause of danger to the men is the contracting system ? Yes ; that is my opinion.
It has a lot to do with it, ■
92. In a contract, men tender at a price? No ; the price is fixed, and you have to go and sign it. You 
do not know the price until you go in to sign.
93. You say the price is fixed, and the men have to accept it whether they like it or not ? Yes.
94. As a matter of fact, does not the foreman arrange the price first of nil with two of the mates, who
represent the whole party ? The whole of the time that I was working in Block 13 the foreman did not 
speak half-a-dozen times as to the price we were to work for.
95. You are not compelled to accept it ? No,
96. It is merely optional ? Yes.
97. If the work did not pay you you would not undertake it? No. 'WliTui we once start on the contract 
system there is one thing about it—J do not know whether this Commission will bear upon the point—if 
you once start a contract, and become dissatisfied with it, and you leave o(f, they keep 20 or 25 per cent, 
back for non-fulfilment of contract. They, at the same time, have the power to sack you at a moment’s 
notice if you do not suit.
98. Is it not the practice in all contracts to keep back a certain amount of money until the contract is
completed ? Of course, as soon as you complete the contract, at the end of every fortnight, you get your
money.
99. But if a man contracted to build a house a certain amount is kept back by the employer until the 
termination of the contract. This amount kept back is a retention during the term of contract, but 
should the work bo not carried out, is applied as a penalty ? But the working-man has no penalty against 
the company for not allowing him in to work. For frivolous reasons men have, it is known, been sacked 
at a moment’s notice; but they had no penalty against the company for not allowing them to fulfil their 
contract. "What I am complaining about is that the penalty is all on one side—it ought to reach all 
round.
100. I suppose you would allow managers the right to discharge men for misbehaviour or incompeteney ? 
I would allow them to have power to discharge men for iueompetency, hut as for misbehaviour, the 
question arises what constitutes misbehaviour.
101. Say a man came to work drunk? The manager then would be quite justified in keeping him from 
going down below.
102. What would you suggest in place of the contract system ? I would suggest either longer terms or 
else a wage system—day-labour.
103. What suggestion have you to make as to lengthening the contracts ? I think in winzes the distance 
should be at least 50 feet,
104. And in stoping ? So many sets—a given number of sets.
105. I suppose it would be impossible to limit them ? If there was a big stope to be taken out, then I 
should say they should have the contract for a given number of sets. I am not prepared to dictate.
106. You would have to leave that to the discretion of the company? No; I do not say that. There
should be a certain understanding between the men and the management, that they should have a show 
as Well as the company, so that it would be as equal for the one as the other. f
107. You are not prepared to suggest any means as to how the length of the contract should be arrived 
at ? That would be a matter depending on circumstances.
108. I suppose men very often take contracts at prices they think would pay them, and afterwards find 
they have made a mistake, and they naturally become disheartened ? Y'es ; the men. would have a better 
heart to go on with their contracts, providing they did turn against them, if they had 100 feet to go, 
because they would have hopes of the ground turning in their favour.
109. But supposing the ground continued bad right through? I have heard of cases where men have got
into good ground, and they have been shifted out of it, and then put back in the same place after tho 
fortnight was over, at a lower price. 110.
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110. Did you ever report that P It never occurred to me. I am only spealung from what I have heard.
111. You are contracting now P Yes.
112. You have been well treated ? I can’t complain.
113. You have made good wages P Yes.
114. What is your average wage, now, at contracting ? T have never kept an account.
115. J. suppose your average wage would be 10s. 0d. a shift of eight hours ? I believe it would—or more.
116. So far as you are personally concerned, you have nothing to complain of in tho contract system P
No, nothing at all. _ '
117. As an alternative to that—the question of day-labour—I suppose you will admit that all miners are 
not of the same efficiency? Yes.
118. There are a lot of men about here who tie a piece of string round their legs and call themselves 
miners ? Y'es.
119. Would you say that all miners are entitled, supposing they be put on day-labour, to be paid the 
same rate of wages P Yes.
120. Although of different standards ? The officers who are visiting, sometimes twice or three times a 
shift, ought to be competent to know whether those men are miners or not.
121. If that was enforced at the present time—that only competent miners be allowed to wort—how 
many would be left at the Proprietary ? I could not say.
122. J. think very few would be left? I could not say. I say that if the company employ a man they 
should pay him at the current rate that obtains in the district.
123. 'Whether he is a man of your experience or whether a man who has been on only a year or so P 
The company has the privilege of employing whomever it likes.
124. Supposing the company cannot get men such as you appear to be, what would they do then ? If the 
company have a man who is incompetent they generally put him with a man who is competent; but they 
have the privilege whether they employ him or not.
125. The matter of first imporfance to the employer is not how the man gets his living, but how he docs 
his work? There are plenty of employers who would rather pay two inferior men 6s. each than pay a 
good man who does just as much work more than 10s.
126. You still hold that every man employed as a miner should receive the same rate of wages, whether an 
experienced miner or not ? Every miner should be paid enough to keep body and soul together.
127. What do you call enough to keep body and soul together ? I reckon that to any man who works m 
those mines yonder 10s. is little enough for him to live on.
128. You belong to the A.M.A. ? Yes.
129. Every man who belongs to that Union and works underground, whether competent or not, claims 
10s. a day, does he not? I am not speaking on behalf of the Union. I am speaking on behalf of every 
man employed. I am an Oddfellow, and it no more follows that I should be here representing the A.M.A. 
than representing the Manchester Unity. I am not here in the interest of any organisation, but merely 
as a citizen.
130. But in your Society all men are of equal quality ? Yes, as miners.
131. You say that when ground is noticed to bo dangerous the officer-in-charge should have power to 
withdraw the whole of the shift? Yes.
132. Has he not that power now ? I could not say what their powers are, having never been in such a 
position myself.

Mr. Edwards read Rule G \_vide exhibit marked “ A"] of the Rules and Regulations, underground, 
Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited.

133. That rule meets the ease P "But for all that, I understand the ofllcer-in-eharge has his instructions 
from the superior officer.
134. Those rules [.Exhibit “ A”] apply to what you refer to ? Yes, if they are enforced.
135. You often see the inspector on his rounds P Yes.
136. I suppose you know that you have a perfect right—in fact it is your duty—to complain to him about 
any matter that may appear to endanger the safety of either yourself or any of your fellow-men ? I 
know that 1 have lliat right; but 1 know another thing—that if I do it very often my right will soon be 
cut off.
137. What authority have you for saving that;—have you ever been threatened in that way? No.
138. Have you not been treated with the utmost fairness by the officers of the mine P Certainly ; I am 
not making any complaint.
139. Is it not only imagination on your part that if you did what was your bouuden duty to your fellow- 
men you would be interfered with in seme way ? I do not say that.
140. In reference to machinery, you say that no man under the age of 25 years should have charge of 
machinery? That is my opinion.
141. You were working for a very long time at Bendigo ? Yes.
142. And Victoria has taken the lead in deep-mining? Yes.
143. What age is the limit there for persons in charge of machinery? That is a failure there, as well as 
at other places. I. think 18 is tho limit.
144. I suppose so long as a man—that is, if he had arrived at man’s estate—if he had experience—that 
would be sufficient? 1 think a man should go through a training for this work.
145. You think a man should have a certificate? Yes.
14C. I suppose a man of 22 or 23 is quite as good as a man of 25 ? I do not think so.
147. You think a man should be at least 25 ? Yes; you must draw a line somewhere.
148. As to this Board of Inquiry or investigation, you think that the Board should be elected partly by the 
shareholders and partly by the men ? Yes.
149. Where would you have the election take place, say, for instance, as regards Broken Hill? Every 
district should have its own Board.
150. How would you allow the shareholders to vote—would yon make their personal attendance necessary ? 
The voting should be by ballot, and you should make them attend personally.
151. But do you not know that most of the shareholders of the Broken Hill Proprietary live in England ? 
They could have their representatives.
152. Would you allow voting, then, by proxy ? The way I am situated, if a ballot takes place, and I am
unable to attend, I have to abide by those who do attend. 153.

W. Williams. 
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W. \\ illiams. 153. There arc seven to be elected, half by the miners and half by the shareholders P I should say that
the whole should he elected by the majority of the votes recorded.

10July,189/. ^ The who]e seren? Tc^ J J

Ton would allow each shareholder the same vote as a workman P Yes.
156. Do you not think that in a company like the Proprietary that would put the miners in the minority, 
especially the underground men ? I do not see that. A shareholder should not have a vote for every 
share,
157. And if more miners than shareholders, the shareholders would be in the minority P Not unless they 
were distrusted.
158. As to the kind of accident you would have made the subject of an inquiry ;—if a man had his finger 
hit while holding a drill, would you have that inquired into ? No ; only when there is any suspicion that 
there has been a breach of ihe Miniug Regulations.
159. With regard to the surface hands—you think they could fix up their accidents themselves; they do 
not want a Board of Inquiry ? Not so far as my opinion is concerned.
160. As to tho regulations, you could not at present suggest any amendments ? No.
161 You say that in some eases accidents occur through faults of shift-bosses, and sometimes through 
faults of the men themselves—can you tell me any particular case where an accident has been caused by 
the neglect of a shift-boss ? Seciug that I have not been mixed up with any I do not see that I could. I 
only go by the evidence I have read.
162. You simply go by hearsay? No ; by reading what is in the Press.
163. Can you tell me of any particular case where you have read of an accident having occurred through 
the neglect of a shift-boss P The last accident at Tarrawingee.
164. Do you know of any other case? I could not call any to memory just now,

. 165. And you have been here about a year and eight months ? Yes.
166. You say in reference to explosives that no holes should be over 15 feet;—I suppose you have had a 
great deal ol experience in the use of explosives ? Yes.
167. Is it not a fact that shallow holes will scatter stoues, and throw them further than deep holes ? It
is quite possible. .
168. Is not that in itself a source of danger ? I say that the shallow holes are safer in every way than the 
deep holes. You have more trouble with a deep hole to get the explosive down ; and in a deep hole it is 
quite possible for something to get between the explosive, and in that case only the top part goes off, and the 
bottom part is left in the hole unexploded. Again, in a shallow hole you have not to put the quantity in 
that you havo in a deep hole.
169. In a deep hole you first of all “ hull ” it ? In some cases.
170. Do you ever in a deep hole put in a charge without “ bulling ” it? Yes, in what vou may term a
deep hole, about 9 or 10 feet. J J

-J-111)1 speaking of 15-foot holes ? I never charge any over 10 feet deep.
172. Then, underground, no holes are charged at a greater depth than 10 feet ? No.
1/3, So that a hole from 15 to 18 feet deep does not come into the question as regards underground 
working P No so far as my experience takes me.
ITk In open-cut work you have had no experience at all ? No.
175. I suppose that in every blast put in there is an clement of danger ? Yes.
1/6. And the shallower the holes the greater the number that would be required to he put in to do the 
\vork ? Yes ; according to the position in which the hole is placed.
Y7'- “70U linve ^ 13116 out a certain piece of country, and it requires a certain amount of explosive to 
1° Jr’ 7°'!. Pu.t ln sllallow Jndes yon have to put iu more, and every hole is an element of danger in 
itself, and, therefore, by increasing the number of holes yon would be increasing the danger in that 
direction? No.
178. You think not? Yes.
179. You do not follow the argument as far as that ? My contention is, that the deeper the hole the
more danger there is attached to it. You are trying to make me say that there is more danger in shallow 
holes. •
180. I say that if you havo a certain amount of work to do, and by having shallow holes you require a 
greater number, the danger is increased ? No.

Mis Manor Mr. Williams is speaking of the danger relative to the charging.
Witness : And also of the possibility of the whole of the compound not exploding.

181. What is the deepest hole you have put in since working underground ? 10 i‘t. 6 in.
182. There is one rule, I think, in the Government regulations which says that no missed hole shall be
unrammed or drawn; do you think that is a safe practice underground”? It depends generally on what 
compound you use. As far as the glycerine compound is concerned, there is no necessity at all, to use' 
the miners terms, to pick it out if you ean only get a plug or two in—that is, if you have got a genuine 
article, you put a couple of plugs in, and put a lump of paper or some water in, and, as a rule that will 
explode the whole lot. .
183. As a rule ? Yes. But if the compound is not the genuine article it is quite probable that even 
when a hole goes oft there is some left in the bottom, ,
184. There is a hard-and-fast rule in the Government regulations that amissed-hole must not be drawn ;—■ 
is it not safer to withdraw the tamping than to put in another hole close to it? Yes.

^ ^ ^ P0‘ul oul lliat G-eneral Rule 3, sub-section e, of the Mining Act Regulations, savs
that a charge of powder or other explosives which has missed fire shall not bo unrammed or drawn .'—this 
rule is condemned by practical men as being not the best system to adopt ? I would suggest that there 
should be a propcr iuspoctor appointed to inspect all explosives that come in to a mining community. 
Mr. Hake is Chief Inspector of Explosives in Victoria. He inspects every shipment that comes iu, and if 
any be inferior he has power to condemn it.
186. Do you know that all explosives that come to Broken Hill have to come through South Australia
and are there inspected by a Government officer? No. ’
187. If that is the case you would not want a double inspection—an inspection at Adelaide and one up
here? No. 1
188. You say that the cause of the accidents lately has been owing to inexperienced men. I think it isyour
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your experience, as n miner o£ so many years, that accidents, when they do come in a mine, very seldom W. William*', 
come singly? There is an old adage to that effect.
189. Is it not your experience as well P I might state, your Honor, that it has heen the experience of dulyt 
men of very large knowledge that accidents appear to come in a most unaccountable manner all of a heap,
with a long period between each lot. I do not think that, because of two accidents, men would purposely 
rush into danger to make a third.
190. You say that they are in a great measure due to the inexperience of the men ? That is one of the 
causes.
191. At what age is it best for a man to learn mining? In my opinion every man ought to commence at 
tho lowest age that ho is allowed by the Act, either with his father or some experienced man, so that he will 
be brought up to it with a fair experience, which every man should have.
192. Of course, if you want to make miners you must train them when young ? Yes.
193. And then you will agree with me that an apprenticeship for miners would be a good thing? But I 
do not think they should be bound apprentices.
191. Of course, you would not expect the mine employers to pay apprentices the same wages as they 
would pay efficient workmen? Ho; I should not.
195. That would not be reasonable, would it ? That is up to a certain age. I do not say that if I were t
to go aloug and ask for a job, as an inexperienced man, they should be allowed to pay me as an apprentice,
seeing that I am a married man.
196. You would not like to be paid the same wage as an apprentice working alongside you? I never 
grumble about what anyone else gets—so long as they make enough to live upon I am satisfied.
197. Then you think there ought to he some system for training men as miners ? Yes,
198. Men work two in a face? Yes; sometimes three, and sometimes four.
199. But generally the party is divided—if six men, two in each shift ? Yes.
200. And just before change of shift they frequently put in a bole and fire it ? Yes; sometimes they do.
If they do, the custom is to see their mates, and tell them generally how things were when they left.
201. They see their mates ? Yes.
202. They do not point out the ground to their mates ? They simply tell them about certain things
there. If a missed-hole, they will go back and try and get that hole off before they leave the face in 
which they are working, ■
203. Do not they frequently go away and leave a missed-hole in the face ? I have not seen that.
204;. Two men coming off have no opportuuity of showing their mates the ground they are leaving, have 
they ? It is this way—say four of us work together. We see our mates. If there is a missed-hole wo 
tell them its position. It is not necessary for a practical man to go and point out the very spot where 
the hole is. Yon just tell your mate that there is a missed-holo there. He knows where to go and find 
it. If a piece of ground is unsafe the same course is followed.
205. I suppose sometimes you miss seeing your mates ? Not often.
206. Sometimes you do ? If wo do, we can send word through the man in charge of the shift.
207. Would it not be better to show them the face ? If we stayed at the face then we should be too late 
to get out. We tell them where the hole is.
208. Then, assuming that there was some ground hanging in tho roof or on the face, would it not'be 
better or safer for you to have an opportunity of pointing that out to your mates coming on than to trust 
to conveying information to them in this way ? In some places that is very nearly an impossibility, for 
if you stop to see your mates you have to get an order from the boss before you can get up the shaft.
209. That is owing to the change of shift taking place at the brace at present ? In some places in tho 
Proprietary you may be working a long way from the shaft up which you go to the surface, and if you 
wait for your mates to come down to that place for you to see them and point out anything, you have 
then to wait until the winch-drivers change shift, and by that time they are commencing to put ore, and you 
have to go and find the boss of the shift, and get an order before you can get up.
210. Would it not be better to have the shift changed actually at the work? It would not be practicable.
211. Supposing the mining authorities could make it practicable, would ituot be safer for the men ? I do 
not think that, if a man is a practical man, and his mates are practical men, and there are communicated to 
them any dangers that may bo existent, there is any need to show them the actual dangers. Practical 
men can locate points even to within a distance of 6 inches, when they are down here in the streets. - If 
I met a man, and told him how the ground was, and he went in and could not find the danger, he would 
not be a practical man.
212. But all men are not so efficient; and, another thing, as you are going up in the shaft, perhaps your 
mate is coming down in the other cage, and then you would miss him? If there is anything dangerous, 
men make it a rule to see one another.
213. But if a change of shift takes place at the face, could not the dangerous ground then be pointed out 
on the spot ? Yes.
214;. And you could point out the spots much better than you could describe them? Now, iu your pro
fession, you take cases very often, and you know just as much about them as the parties, and perhaps 
more, though you gather the information away from the actual spot.
215. I think you know that recently there has been a great exodus of miners to the west ? Yes,
21C, The best miners of the field, not all of them, have gone to the west? Yes.
217. And that other men have come on representing themselves to be miners ? Yes. The mining com
panies have to take part of the blame for the importing of men here.
218. You cannot tell a miner by appearance ? No.
219. You have got to see how he can use his hammer, his drill, or his pick ? Yes.
220. Miners do not carry certificates of efficiency about with them from one mine to another ? No.
221. Do you think that would bo of any assistance to prevent the employment of inexperienced men—
tho issuing of certificates ? I think it would have a tendency for the betterment of both the miner and 
the employer, '
222. Bor certificates to he issued ? Yes; that is, if I worked under a manager, and gave every satisfac
tion as a miner, he should supply me with a certificate.
223. Mis Mojior.] If you were going to move from the district, you would be able to get a letter from 
your former manager ? It has not been necessary; and, therefore, it has not been carried out.

224..
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W. Williams. 224. But if you asked for one ? X believe you could got one.
225. That would go a considerable way, probably, with another manager who knew the manager who had 

10 July, 189(. jr|ven y0U the letter, in procuring you work, where otherwise you would not get it ? Yes. '
22G. A man in charge of a mine can tell in, I suppose, three minutes whether a man is a nnner or not? 
Yes,
227. Mr. IZilwnrds.] Are not miners as a rule noted for their carelessness ? I do not think so.
228. Have you ever seon practical miners closing a cap on the face with their teeth ? Yes.
229. Bo you consider that a safe practice ? bfo ; but if you have no other appliances to squeeze them, 
you can do it with'a knife.
230. You think closing with your teeth is a safe practice ? I think it is a dangerous practice; so also it 
is to squeeze it without proper nippers.
231. Have you ever applied to anybody for the proper tools to close them? No.
232. X suppose yon close them with your teeth? No ; I have not got any strong enough. I generally close 
them with a knife. In other places I have seen the proper tool used—it is a knife with nippers at one end.
233. Mr. PolkinffhorneJ] I understand you do not make reference to this place ? No ; 1 have never seen
such a tool in this district. .
234. Mr. Udimrds.'] Yon have never applied for one ? No.
235. Mis Honorit re the managers supposed to supply them ? They are supposed to supply all tools.
236. Inspector Heblard.~\ I know quite well the winze Mr. Williams has referred to in his evidence ;—do 
you really think that anything in the way of 10 in. by 10 in. framing could have been put there to 
stay there with all the heavy firing that was done? Yes ; I think so.

Inspector Hcbbard: I thought about themattcr when I icas there, but I could not see any way offixing 
anything more secure than that already there.

237. Mr. Polkinghome.'] As Mr. Edwards has opened out on some new ground, I would like to ask the 
witness some further questions. As to the contract system ;—do you wisli to tell us that in your opinion 
contracting should be abolished altogether in favour of day-pay ? No.

- 238. Your greatest opposition to the mode of contracting here is the fortnightly system ? My opinion is 
that there should bo longer contracts, so that if a man made a pound extra this week he would not be cut
off, and therefore would not rush so much,
239. You think that changing from fortnight to fortnight, with power given to the foreman to stay pro
ceedings at any time, makes it one-sided—that is your objection ? Yes.
240. Your experience has taught you that a foreman sets you work, and it is actually piecework and not 
contract work at all ? Piecework and contract are the same according to my opinion.
241. A contract, I take it, is an agreement entered into, but no agreement has been entered into in the 
so-called contracting along this line of lode ? You have to sign an agreement, but I have not had time 
to read it.
242. But you did not sign an agreement. Your argument in that it is one-sided, and it is, consequently, 
no agreement. All power is given to the employer, and he keeps back 25 per cent. In a contract, each 
party should have the same chance. Pair play should be given on cither side. In the contracting here it 
has been your experience that if at any time the man in charge secs fit through some reason of his own he 
can take you away from one part of the mine and put you to another, although they claim that you have a 
contract in that particular part of the mine ; and if in the middle of the fortnight you leave off, if he says 
he is going to remove you and you refuse to go, he keeps back 25 per cent., which you say is very one
sided? Yes; that is very one-sided.
243. And that in order for men. to keep pace with themselves in these contracts, they rush, and that causes 
accidents in some cases ? Yes.
244. And the incompeteney of some of the men employed is also a cause of accidents? Yes.
245. On the question of explosives, Mr. Edwards went very carefully into that, lie tried to gather whether, 
in your opinion, it was not more dangerous to fire four holes to take out 6 feet of ground than to fire one.
I think that as a practical man you have worked in every department of a mine, and from the uTay mining 
is carried out here, in your opinion, deep and heavy holes are more dangerous than shallower and weaker 
holes ? Yes.
246. Four holes would be better for the men, and would work the ground better? I do not say that a 
shallow hole would take out the ground, but that a deeper bole, especially as they are bored now with those 
drilling machines, has more danger attached to it than a short hole. Of course I am only speaking of my 
own experience.
247. Is it not a fact that Wre see as many as twenty parties engaged in the one stope, and working on 
different sections, and if a heavy hole were fired on the top section would it not be a source of greater 
danger than if a lighter hole were bored? Yes.
248. Has not your experience taught you that in the stopes the men have to work too-elose to one • 
another ? I could not give much information regarding the stopes, as I have only been in this district a 
year and eight months, and I have done very little timbering in stopes during that time.
249. As to explosives, is the regulation in force sufficient if carried into effect? The regulations have 
been neglected in some cases, and inferior stuff has heen used. But the latter, I believe, was not the fault 
of the management altogether, as there was a scarcity of the real article in the market.
250. Several accidents have occurred, I believe, through miss-firing;—would you leave a face with a miss- 
fire there, without putting up the proper warning at all the approaches? If I failed to see my mates, I 
would inform the man in charge of the shift that such a danger was there.
251. That is not what I want to get at. There may be many approaches to the place you are working in, 
and there may be men passing that way, and if there were no warning notices up they would be unaware 
of the danger;—as a rule, men stay in the face to point out the place of danger? Yes.
252. You have not many times left a tnissed-holo until you saw your mates and told them ? No.
253. Has it heen your practice that when you find it is a missed-hole, and there is some danger about it, 
you w'ait about until your mates are in sight ? If there is a miss my experience is that men will wait about, 
and if there is time will go in and fire it. They go in with another primer. The explosives now used 
underground require very little tamping. It is no trouble to go in and put in another primer and fire it.
254. Do you think it is more dangerous to go back within twenty minutes than to leave it two hours ? Not 
a bit more dangerous.

255.
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255. Sis Sonori] I see it specifies one and a half hours (vide rule 7, rules and regulations, underground, W. Williams, 
the Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited, marked exhibit “ A '’)• Is that regulation carried out
in effect? Yes. 10July, 1897.
256. Mr. (PoUctnffliorne.] Is it not a fact, in many cases where there is little ventilation, that at the close 
of the shift you fire, which gives the place a chance to become, clear of the fumes before the arrival of 
the on-coming shift ? Yes.
257. Is that the general practice ? Yes. '
25S. That ivill answer the question put by Mr. Edwards just now, that it was the practice of men to fire
and leave it without pointing out to their mates the danger there might ho in the face ;—having known 
that your mates fired on leaving, your first duty would he to examine tho workings ? Yes ; even if they 
did not fire. Most men have a look round before they commeneo work to see if there is any danger, or 
anything that is likely to cause injury. Generally, practical men have a- look round, and if there is any
thing they consider dangerous, they atiend to it. *
2ol). Sis Sonar.'] You mean they find out for themselves, apart from anything they might have been told.
They always consider it their duty to find out for themselves the condition of the face ? Yes ; I ahvays 
consider it my duty to havo a look for myself, independently of what anyone tells mo. Of course there 
are exceptions. I do not maintain that every man is so cautious ; but it is tho usual practice for men to 
have a look round the place before they commence work,
2GO. Still it would be a very great help to you, and a very great safeguard, if someone told you before 
yon went in of the presence of danger ? Yes.
261. When you first go in. is your sight really as good for the purpose of mining as it is after ryou have 
been in fifteen or twenty minutes ? It depends upon the weather on top to a great extent. On a bright 
day it takes some time before wc. can get our underground sight; but on a dull day we can see just as 
well when wc first go down. Most of the shafts are sunk away from the lode, so that you have a cross
cut to go through before petting into the workings. By the time you get in you generally have got your 
eyesight pretty well, and are able to detect any dangers.
262. Even then you might easily miss something ? lies ; I say it is tho best safeguard for your mates to 
point the dangers out. and that is the practice generally adopted.
263. Do you not think that there ought to be au established system, to which there could not be any 
exception, that a man on going to his face should havo an opportunity of having everything pointed out 
to him on the spot by the man who knows best how matters stand ;—do you not think a system of that 
kind would he the safest? Yes ; but there is nothing to prevent it now. In all mines I have been in I 
have never known them to prevent men from stopping down to point out dangerous places to their mates.
264. You say the management never prevent it ? Yes.
265. Do you not think it would be a good thing to have a rule compelling the men to do it? Ko doubt 
it would do a great deal of good.
266. It would lose a little time to the men, but it would bo a very great safeguard ? Yes ; but it is 
very seldom that accidents occur when the on-shift comes on.
267. Mr. Folkitighorne.] Mr. Edwards stated that accidents never come alone is it not quite possible 
that after a series of accidents, and when there is a lull, more precaution has been adopted, and when 
laxity comes again we may look out for more accidents ? Experience has taught me that after an accident 
everyone concerned is more careful than before.
268. In respect to the age of a youth coming on to work in a mine, your opinion is that he should be at 
least 16 years of age ? Yes, 16 at the least.
269. Is it your opinion that ho should serve an apprenticeship, be examined, and declared competent to 
perform the several duties that he may be called upon to perform in that sphere, before being taken on 
as a competent miner? Y'es ; he should go through a certain examination. "
27U. The Hoard of Examiners should be empowered to give certificates of competency, which would be a 
password to him in any part of the country to which he might go ? Yes. -
271. Das it not been your experience in knocking about the different mines you have worked in that the 
managers say they do not want paper, but men ? Y'es, generally speaking.
272. You get a testimonial from your employer, and you take that to another man, and he says, “I don't 
know that man, and I don’t know whether you worked for him” ;—should not this Board of Examiners 
he able to issue certificates that would be passports ? The Board would he of no service if they did not 
have that power.
273. Is it your opinion that this should he done in all cases ? Yes.
2/4. It is actually necessary that the calling of a miner should bo a trade, and an apprenticeship to it 
should bo served ? ■ Yes.
275. Do you think, then, that tho general system of apprenticeship which has been adopted on the 
Barrier, where they take three or four competent men and three or four incompetent men and put them 
all together and expect them to do the work in a workmanlike manner, is a good one;—you do not think 
it is right that the incompetent men should expect as much as the competent men ? If a man docs not 
suit, they soon get someone in his place.
276. Is it always within their knowledge that a mun is incompetent? I. could not say.
277. As to miss-fires, glycerine compounds carry with them several dangers? Yes.
278. Olio is that if by any means a portion of dirt gets between the primer and the main part of ihe 
charge, it may by chance leave the blast unexploded at the bottom of tho hole? Yes ; my experience m 
that way has only been in connection with one certain brand of explosive. It was a cheap article.
There is not the same percentage of nitro-glycerine in it as in the superior brand. It fakes more of it to 
do the same work of the better article. It is very difficult in some cases to know that the compound has not 
exploded; you find that it is only the top part that has gone off. This is where the danger comes in with 
this explosive. It is quite possible for any man to overlook the unexplodcd part in the bottom of the 
hole,, and when he starts drilling again it is quite possible he might pierce it; and that is the cause, in my 
opinion, pf some of the blasting accidents that havo occurred on the Barrier since I have heen here. "
279. In your opiuion, is it a wise procedure to fire more than two holes in the one face at tho same time ?
It is not necessary to enforce that. So far as I have seen, it has never been dictated to a man how many 
shots he shall fire. It is generally left to the knowledge of the men working in the faces, who use their 
discretion.

258—B 2SO.
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W. Wilhams. 280. But seeing that there arc a number of incompetent men at work, as has been stated, and as
' undoubtedly there are, would it not be a very good thing to have a regulation restricting the number of

]G July, IS97. ij0ieg fire(J ;n a face, you have already stated, there is a chance of deep holes being misfired.
Do you not think that it is required that some regulation should be framed to restrict the number of
holes to ho fired in the one face at the same time ? There is a regulation in the mine I am now working in,
that all miners should be very careful and examine all the holes, to see that all the compound has 
exploded.
281. In your opinion, it is not necessary that a regulation, should be framed to say how many holes should 
he fired ? Ho.

Mr. Edwards: I ihink it is provided in the regulations, so it is not necessary to frame another rule. 
Mis Manor read Jtule, 7 of Exhibit “A.”
Witness: I am tnlMng of the British Mine. The rule read by your Manor refers to the Proprietary. 

2S2. Mis Honor : I understand it is quite possible, if you have several boles, you may not be able to tell 
by the sound whether every hole has actually exploded ; you cannot tell by the sound because two may 
go off together, and then you would be misled ? Yes.
283. Then you may find, after all, even if you have heard the correct number of reports, that one charge 
has missed fire? It is impossible verv often to be sure whether one has missed or not by the sound, and 
one of the next charges may have cut off the face, so that it would be very difficult to detect in that case 
that it was a. miss-fire f The men are very particular. They are particular to see whether every shot has 
exploded. My contention is that the greatest danger is in only part of the charge exploding : that is tho 
greatest source of danger. In a miss-fire, if you fire four holes and only hear three, you go in and search 
the face: but if vou hear the proper number of reports you feel satisfied then that things are all right, 
and you go on with your charging. It is a very difficult matter sometimes when the top portion goes off 
and leaves the bottom to detect it, because, of the charge being the same colour as the earth around it. 
The drillings from the hole when boring make the blasting material appear the same colour as the ground 
itself.
284. You say that the partial explosion of one of these explosives will not take place unless a very low- 
class explosive is used ? It is only when the lowest class of glycerine compound is used that a part is left 
in the bottom unexploded.
285. And you suggest there ought to he a restriction of the use—in fact, of the sale—of low-class explo
sives ? Yes. '

William John Williams, sworn, and examined :—
M. J. 280. Mis Manor.] What is your name ? William John Williams. _ _

Williams. 287. Mr. Polkinghome.] You have worked in the open-cut along the line of lode? Yes; in Block II 
open-cut. ■ ■ _

10 July, 1S97. 2SS. In your opinion, is the system adopted in tho open-cut work especially dangerous to the men employed 
there? Yes. , n
289. What makes it especially dangerous? I consider the present mode of working the “chmaman
especially dangerous; more so now than when I worked up there, _ ^ _
290. Perhaps you will let the Commission know what is termed in the open-cut work a “ chinaman” ? It is
an opening left over a level; the trucks are put underneath, and the rock is brought down, into a kind of 
facing and allowed to fall into the bottom, and so fills the truck, which is then taken away. _
291. Is it, in your opinion, safe for this work to be carried out at night;—is it more dangerous to work in 
the open-cut at night than in the daytime ? Yes ; I consider it is so.
292. If night-work is especially dangerous, what would you suggest in place thereof? I would suggest 
that it be done in the daytime only ; that there be only one shift in the winter, and perhaps two shifts as 
the days grow longer. In the short days there should be only one shift, as the flickering of the electric 
light injures the men's eyesight, and is more likely to lead to accidents.
293. In working in open-cuts by electric light, small objects cast very large shadows ? Yes. Besides, the 
shadow is constantly shifting. The flickering of the lights causes shadows to be continually moving to 
and fro, which weakens the eyesight. You cannot, as it were, get a steady view. ^
294. Do you think that the batter that has been adopted in the open-cuts is what it should he ? 'When I
worked there they had a verv fair and a very safe hatter, and the contractor was most particular about 
that, but at the present time’ I would decline to work there, principally on that account. I consider the 
batter to be very dangerous. .
295. What batter would vou suggest, taking into consideration that the open-cuts are getting to a con
siderable depth—to beW 100 feet ? For a 100-foot open-cut you want 1 in, 1 and for a 50-foot, 1 in 3. 
"When I was there we worked between a depth of 50 and 60 feet.
290. Mis Monor.] By 1 in 3 you mean 1 horizontal to 3_perpendicular ? Yes.
297. Mr. Polinghornei] You consider there should be 1 in 50 after passing 50 feet? Yes.
298. M.is Monori] Do you mean that after the depth has attained more than 50 feet the whole batter
should he broken down to 1 in 1, or that there should be a shoulder, from which the new batter should 
start ? I would prefer that. ' ' .
299. Mr. Polkinghome.] You think that the cause of a number of these accidents has heen through
want of sufficient batter ? Had that batter heen safer 1 do not think that last accident would havo 
occurred. Had the hatter been safer the man would have had a better show to get away. But at the 
present time tho open-cut is more the shape of a basin. A man has not much chance of getting away. 
The danger is from anything high up tumbling down. He would not always have an opportunity of 
seeing it in time, especially with the electric light, to get out of the way. _ _
SCO. Did you ever notice anything while working in the open-cut of extraordinary danger incurred 
through the man in charge of the explosives—the “ powder-monkey?” I have noticed on some occasions 
that the ;L powder-monkey” has come down in an intoxicated condition, and we have found in some places 
that he has left packages of the dynamite and caps lying about. On one particular occasion when he was 
« bulling'’ a hole, a piece of 10 x 2 timber was thrown over on to a shelf of rock, and near to a numberof 

' packages of loose dynamite and caps. On other occasions we have unearthed them. T remember on one
occasion we unearthed several packages. Some of us have complained about this. I complained, and said 
I did not care about my life being endangered in that manner. 301.
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301- Tou do not say that tlie regulations in connection with the blasting are insufficient, but that they 
are not being properly earned out ? I say that men do not pay sufficient attention to the lives of their 
fellow men. The regulation now before us in the Mining Act, that no man shall havo in his use at any 
one time in any one place more than G lb. of blasting material, I do not agree with, because in charging a 
hole 1 think it must ho patent to your Honor that if it be a deep hole for a big blast considerably more 
than that quantity ot explosive must be used in one hole alone, consequently that rule could not be carried 
out to the strict letter as put down here in the regulations.

ilZH JEawards : I would draw Mr. Jdolkingliorne's attention to the fact that this regulation applies to 
underground and not to the surface.

302. Ton consider that accidents that have occurred have been occasioned, in your opinion, through tho 
incompetence of some of the subordinate officials or their neglect of carrying out the regulations ? Xes ; 
I can give you some instances.- At times when things were being carried on in a loose manner, when the 
manager was known to bo coming around, a very noticeable improvement would take place. On one 
occasion I heard the men grumbling about the inspector not being seen around. A little before that the 
inspector had been around cautioning the officers ; aUd I heard one say, “ Hebbard was down here and 
caught me, and threatened lhat if he caught me again I would have to look out,” That, I take it, shows 
that the neglect was wilful,
303. Hovy could an improvement be made? I w'ould suggest that these officers be made to pass an 
examination, the same as in the coal mines. In fact, this is a matter I put to Mr. Cann in the form of a 
question the first time he was elected, J. think it is only fair to the men that thov should have competent 
men over them. Care should also he taken to see that the men are competent. A case occurred in the 
Central where two men after drilling a hole could not charge it, and had to get the assistance of the men 
alongside.
30A Is it your opinion that the services of additional inspectors are necessary in this district? Yes.
30.j. Ho you thiuk it would be necessary to get additional inspectors if the regulations were such and the 
Act such that the inspector could put them in ,iorce and see that no breaches were made in them? I 
think there is a growing necessity for au inspector for the surface work and machinery alone, considering 
the present developments in mining.
30G. You think a subordinate officer should have a fair hang of tho regulations, and that he should pass 
an examination showing his competency to carry out the duties involved in his position ? I thiuk when a 
man has the lives of other men in his charge he should bo able to satisfy an impartial Board or tribunal 
that he is fairly competent to take charge of those men. He should be acquainted with the regulatious, 
and have a fair technical knowledge,
307. In your experience in the open-cut, have you noticed that one accident is followed very closely by 
others p In reply to that, 1 can say that only one fatal accident occured in the open-cut while I was 
working there a man, named Hiley, was killed. Since I left, there have been a number of accidents. I 
cannot give any reason why it should be so, if such is the case. It may be on account of the men growing 
nervous when an accident happens. They might possibly become too careful.
308. ion do not think a man to make a long list would run himself into danger ;—do you think a man 
would put himself into danger knowingly ? Yes ; I have seen a man come down the face of a rock, scrape 
out a hole, put in some fracteur, and put it down with his scraping-rod. IYc, of course, cleared off. I 
said to my mates that it was a very foolish thing for him to do. I said he should be more careful. AVe 
got away, AV e were afraid that an explosion would occur. 1 take it that if men were certificated this 
thing would not occur.
309. The present regulation provides that no iron bar is to be used as arammeror tamper, unless mounted 
with 4 inches of copper do you think that the mounting of a pieco of iron or steel is sufficient? I have 
had strong opinions on that point ever since I was a youth at home, in Cornwall. I have seen one of my 
school-mates killed and another injured, tlirough using iron rods. I have strong opinions that nothing 
but wood or copper should be used.
310; X>o you know what explosive they were using at the time ? J know they were wrapped up in the 
ordinary white paper—packages of dynamite. I do not profess to be an authority on explosives.
311. Ills HonorThey were not powder ? No.
312. These rods they were using were copper-tipped ? No ; they were iron scrapers.
313. Mr. Polkinghomei] Have you ever seen a mishap through a largo number of holes being fired at the
same time? I know that we have had difficulty sometimes in determining whether holes have gone off or 
not. I have seen cases where the men thought all the holes had gone off, and w'erc starting to go down 
when one would go off. Sometimes the “powder-monkey” has said a hole has missed and has ordered us 
back. This difficulty often arises, and there is a controversy among tho men as to whether all the shots 
went off. ■

-W, J. 
Williams.

10 July, 1897.

314. Mr. Edwards.] Yon havo only lately taken np mining ? Three years ago.
315. You are by trade a painter ? Yes.
316. Have you ever worked in quarries before you came here ? No ; not in that kind of quarry.
317. In railway cuttings and things of that sort ? I worked in cuttings before.
318. You say that working in the open-cut is more dangerous at night- than in the daytime? Yes.
319. You would be ^surprised to learn that fewer accidents have taken place in the open-eut at night than 
in the daytime? No ; not to a great extent.
320. Would that not go to show that the greater danger at night cannot he appreciable? No, because in 
the day-shift, men were employed in working up the ironstone, and those men would not be working at 
night. And there was not so much firing at night.
321. Iwen now, in the winter time, they only work two shifts in the twenty-four hours ? I do not know
anything about it now. .
322. Yon do not know that even now they only work sixteen hours ? No.
323. How long is it since you worked in the open-cut ? Over two years ago.
324. So you cannot say what the work is like now ? Only from what I have seen in passing.
325. It is two years since you worked in it? Yes. . .
326. As to the matter of the electric light, I believe you had as much light there as you wished for ? 
After a certain time we had more electric light—more poles were erected. But even then the light was 
defective.

327.
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^ J- 327, Can you point to any accident that occurred through defective light ? We have had several accidents 
Williams, occur there. ' . ,

1oTT^1807 328, You say it is dangerous on account of the electric light;—I want to know if you can particularise 
u^’ ' any accident caused by the electric light ? I had occasion oue time to knock a man down to save him

from the skip which was coming down.
329. Was that owing to the light? If it had been day light he would have had a better chance of
seeing it. .
330. Of course, there is danger incidental to open-cut work ? Yes.
331. With reference to this *■ powder-monkey” who you say came on intoxicated—what was his name? 
“ Sam, the powder-monkey,” was the name we knew him by.
332. Did you complain to the shift-boss about his being intoxicated ? TVe complained afterwards.
333. At the time you saw him in charge of those explosives in an intoxicated condition, did yon complain 
to the shift-boss? We mentioned it to the shift-boss.
334. At the time? Not at once.
335. The rules were posted up at the time—you know them ? I have never read them.
336. Were they posted up ? I never saw them in the open-cut.
337. No roles and regulations for surface working ? No.
33S. Nor on any part of the lease? Only near the changing-house.
339. You know the rules, of course ? No ; I cannot say that I do. _
340. You know these rules {reading Rules 1 and 5 of Exhibit “R," being the surface rules and regulations
for the Broken Hill Proprietary Company’s mine) ? No. _
341. ' These rules, you say, were not posted np on the mine ? 1 do not know. That man was discharged
from there soon afterwards,
342. Were you never told to report anything that you discovered dangerous at once to the foreman or 
shift-boss? No.
343. No instructions to that effect were ever given you ?■ No. _
344. Did you report the fact as to that man leaving packages of dynamite about in the open-cut? I
reported to the shift-boss about the packages found, but not about the piece of wood.
345. Who had charge of the shift you worked in? W. Beaglehole. Barnes was in charge of the other 
shift, and Bred. Page of the night shift,
340. As to the batter, do you know what it is now ? No. ...
347. You cannot say whether it is at the present time 1 in 1 or 1 in 3 ? I could not think it was 1 in 3
in some places. It seems to be very nearly perpendicular. _
348. As to the men you say were working in the Central, and could sink a hole but could not charge it. 
I suppose they were not allowed to remain there long ? One of them was put with a competent man.
349. At once ? I do not know whether at once. _
350. Were you there when these men were there ? Yes. I did not know of it until afterwards not
until 1 heard the men speak of it at crib time. _ _
351. Do you think it possible to frame rules to meet these cases where men will not report irregularities ? 
No.
352. I suppose the shift-boss in the Central did not know that these men could not charge a hole? No,
or he would not have allowed them in together. .1 mentioned this to show that the men sometimes pass 
themselves off as miners when they are not. _
353. As to an additional inspector—you think the inspector should be a man of the very highest character 
and of the highest qualifications? The inspector should be a man of high moral character, and he should 
be practically acquainted with his work.

William Noble sworn and examined :—
VV, Noble. 354. Mr. Polkinghome.] Your full name is William Noble ? Yes.

355. You are a practical miner ? Yes.
10 July, 1897. gge Have you, in your experience on the Barrier, seen at your work as a miner anything left undone 

that could have been done which would have made it more safe for you and others employed in that par
ticular part? I havo seen it in the first instance in the open-cut.
357. His Honor.] Have you been working underground ? Yes.
358. Before you went into the open-cut ? Yes. _
359. Mr. Polkinghome.'] You had practical' experience as a miner before you came on to the Barrier?
Yes ; I have been mining, off and on, since I was 12 years old. _
360. I believe you have had some experience in mining in the old country ? Yes; in England.
361. You have spent several years in Australia? Yes.
362. The last two years you have spent on the Barrier ? Yes ; two years and seven months.
363. Is there anything you could suggest that could be done to prevent accidents happening lo workmen ? 
Different things happen underground which I consider should be amended in two or three ways. Some
thing should bo done to meet those men who come here passing themselves off as miners when they have 
not done a day’s mining in their lives. They say they are miners. The shift-boss comes round and gives 
them a test to a certain extent. He says, “I would like to see you take up that hammer,' Perhaps they

, have a little idea of using a hammer, and ean tap a drill, and the shift-boss, on that, thinks they will do,
with a little improvement. But hammer and drill work is only one very minor part in mining. An in
competent man like this might think the ground a bit weak overhead. Perhaps it might be better left 
there than pulled down. He, however, pulls it down, and makes matters much worse. Another piece he 
tries with the hammer and thinks it firm, and it afterwards comes down on him. Such a thing as this, I 
might say, has never occurred alongside of me; but it has occurred. There is another thing, which I 
experienced last week. The men work too thick underground. They are working one on top of the 
other—in too close a compass. In the stopes they are in each other’s way. Of course, some men are 
careful, but others are not; and in working too closely together there are Likely to be accidents. I have 
had two or three narrow escapes myself.
364. There is nothing you ean suggest, only that the men are working too closely together ; what would 
you suggest to prevent these men working on top of one another? At present we are working right on

■ top
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top o£ each other’s heads. It would he well if there could be about three floors (21 feet) between each 
working party. Often now, when the shot is fired, the ore breaks through the floor and makes it very 
dangerous for those working just underneath. "We should be further apart. ^ dul.T> 1^7-
3(55. Has there been anything put in your way whilst employed in your capacity as a miner to pre-rent 
your carrying out the regulations as set down under the Mining Act ? I do not exactly understand what 
you mean.
36G. Have you always heen able to get what you thought was necessary to guard against accidents? Tes, 
everything, such as tools and timber, to do it with.
367. Have you taken the trouble to study the regulations? I have read them over. .
3GS. Bo you consider the regulations, as set out under the Miniug Act, are sufficient, if carried into effect, 
for the mining on the Barrier ? "What I have to complain about most is the incompetent men put on.
This should be more strictly guarded against. A strict trial should be made of every man put on. Broken 
Hill ground, as a rule, is very dangerous, and requires a good man to manage it. As I have already said, 
the men stoping in the faces are too close, and it is dangerous.
369. Does that occur very often? No; but I fancy it is going to occur oftener as everything gets 
worked up nearer.
370. You have not experienced it very much ? I have seen a good deal of Broken Hill. 1 have worked 
in three or four mines at this place. This is the worst practice 1 have seen, and I think it should be 
checked.
371. In respect to the statement that there has been an increase in tbe number of accidents, what, in 
your opinion, has given rise to this increase ? It is owing, for one thing, to a number of the men being 
incompetent, also to carelessness, and I suppose tbe companies are to blame somewhat, and in tin's way :
You might be working in a dangerous place, and, if the bead official came round, you would be all right; 
but, if be was not about, and you spoke to one of tbe shift-bosses, you would get a sharp answer, and be 
told that it was all right. If you do not know any better, you will go into the place, and the consequence 
is that something will probably happen.
372. Are you satisfied that it is due to the incompetent men—this increase in the number of accidents—and 
that it is the incompetent men who have been injured ? I consider it is so. Of course, it does not 
matter much how careful a man is, or how practical he is, he is liable to receive an accident. There have 
been a lot of accidents at Broken Hill since I have been here, but I have never been near when one hap
pened, and all the information I can give regarding them is from what I have heard in conversation and 
read in the paper. There is no doubt that accidents have occurred owing to the neglect of either the man 
himself or of one of the subordinate officials, and there were others which could not be prevented.
373. Are tbe regulations, in your opinion, as to explosives sufficient if carried into effect ? Yes.
374. There is no complaint you can make that any regulation whatever has been broken which would 
tend to endanger the limb or life of the men in any way? No.
375. Do you think tho regulations are sufficient so long as they are carried into effect? A few little 
amendments might be made to meet what I have complained of. I have nothing else to complain about.
376. Bo you think it is necessary to appoint additional inspectors in this district? I think there should 
be an improvement in that matter. If it is required of the inspector to be continually underground or 
about a mine, one could not do it all. He could not inspect the outside districts as well as Broken Hill.
At present he has to go to Day Dream and other outlying places.
377. What system of inspection do you consider is the best and safest? The inspector should take a 
cage down, just as a policeman goes unexpectedly to an hotel on a Sunday. That is the proper way. He 
would then see what was going on.
378. Under the Act he is permitted to do that; but what I want to know is whether you consider one 
inspector is sufficient for the district ? Is it only here in Broken Hill you are referring to ?
379. No, I refer to the Albert mining-field; that includes Tibooburra and White Cliffs ? That is too 
much. He cannot be everywhere. There is a lot to look after in Broken Hill alone.
380. As to the ventilation: have you found inadequate ventilation in any place where you have been 
working ? I cannot^complain much about it. I have worked in one very bad place ; but, on tbe whole, I 
consider tbe ventilation very fair.
381. You could not suggest an amendment in the regulations in any way to make them more effective ?
No ; nothing more than what I have complained of.
382. If any part of a mine were considered dangerous, whether by tbe officer-in-cbarge or tbe inspector, 
and tbe men were withdrawn to admit of it being repaired, whose duty should it be, in your opinion, to 
pronounce it safe for the men to return ? Of course, that is a hard thing to answer. If the Inspector of 
Mines were there I would ask him ; or if any of the higher officials were there I would go by their opinion.
At any rate, I would have a look at it for myself,
383. If tbe shift-boss says the place is too bad, and the inspector also pronounces it dangerous, after it is 
repaired, who should give the word to go back ;—would it be the place of tbe shift-bosswho called you out, 
or should it be left to the discretion of the inspector? ■ I consider that should be left to the inspector.
384. I ask these questions because of General liule 2, and I wish to know -whether you think the onus 
should lie on him (the mine’s official) or on the inspector of saying that everything was safe for the men 
to go hack ? I consider it should he the inspector’s place to say whether the men should go back.
385. Do you think it is desirable that a Board of Inquiry should be appointed in each mining district to 
investigate all accidents that may take place ; by accidents I mean those which necessitate a man’s 
remaining off work for (say) a week or more ? That is a question I have never given much thought to. I 
do not know whether it would he of any advantage to us.
386. You think that the magisterial inquiry which is held now in the case of fatal accidents is quite 
sufficient ? No, I do not; because a man behind a draper’s counter does not know much about mining.
387. But is it not the case that a man may have a very severe accident; it may be through bis own
neglect, and it may be through the neglect of the person in charge. He lives, and is perhaps in misery all 
his life. At the presenttime there is no inquiry into accidents of that kind. There is only an inquiry in 
the case of a fatal accident, and of course there the principal witness is dead. In the face of that you do 
not think that such a Board of Inquiry would be an advantage to all concerned. Again, almost every fatal 
accident is the cause of a stigma being cast on the man in charge. People say, “ Oh, it was his fault.” A ■
Board of Inquiry would remove that where unjustified ? That would be a good thing, and I think it would 
make a lot of them careful. 388.

W. Nobic.
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Ton thick it would have a tendency to make the men more careful ? Tes.
And, of course, those in charge of the men? Tes,
Mr. J£(hvards.~\ In what part of the mine do you complain about the men being worked too closely 

together ? . In Block 11, between the 200 and 300-loot level—in McGregor’s stopes.
391. That is where you are working now? Tes.
392. Have you made any complaints to the shift-bosses about it? Tes ; I have said that it is not a fit 
place for men to work in. He said, “ Ob, you must stand on one side when anything is coming down.” 
But a man might be barring down, and a stone drop right on top of me.
393. Has that continued for any length of time ? It has been going on for some little time. It is a hit
better now, '
394. Ton havo often scon Mr. Horwood through there ;—have you never mentioned it to him ? Ho.
395. Ton are not afraid to go and speak to Mr. Harwood about anything? Hot in the least. I would' 
rather speak to Mr. Horwood than those two or three classes below him,
396. The only way to relieve this difficulty would be to get rid of some of the other men? Tes ; irwould 
mean a little more unemployed, but it would remove the danger. Of course we have each got six or severt 
depending upon us. and we would rather run a risk than not be able to keep them going.
397. As to the incompetent men ;—it is very hard to tell whether a man is a miner until you see him at 
work ? Tes.
398. And sometimes a man ean deceive a shift-boss by the way he taps a drill ? Tes ; if he can tap a drill 
fairly well tho shift-boss very likely passes him.
399. It is only by seeing the men work that you can ascertain whether they are miners or not ? As he 
goes on you ean tell more about him. If he cannot do his work he is sent up.
400. I nndersland different kinds of ground require different kinds of labour;—for instance, a man may
be a good workman in one portion of a mine, aud be incompetent in others ? Tes.
401. And a man in Broken Hill wants to ho good all roundit will not do if he ean only use a-
hammer? Ho. .
402. Tou say accidents are due in a great measure to tho incompetence of the men and to carelessness ? 
Ton see, a man may he working :n a dangerous place or iu a dangerous manner, and, having six or seven 
depending upon him. he will risk things. Of course, if a man is foolish enough to go into danger it is his 
own fault, although he is actually forced into it.
403. Will you tell us about a suggestion that has been made as to training miners in Broken Hill;—when 
should a man be taken in to learn mining ;—when should he be taken underground ? I consider, before 
a man can go through Broken Hill—that is. taking the hard and the soft and other things, such as 
timbering,—it would take him at least two years to do it.
401. What do you think of a syslem of apprenticeship to teach young men mining ? Of course, as they
grew up they would learn ; but I know of men in Broken Hill who are among the best minors in the
country, aod they never knew anything of mining until they came here.
405. AVlien a party of men (say six) are working in a contract, there arc two men in the face at a time— 
that is, two^menin. each shift;—when they finish their shift, where do they meet their mates who are 
coming on ? Sometimes they meet them, and sometimes they do not.
406. If there is any dangerous ground in the face, what meaus have they of informing their mates ? If 
there is anything special wo generally try to see our mates. If nothing more than ordinary we do not 
care whether we see them or not. Any man going into a face, whether ho has notice or not, sees for 
himself. He taps the face, and secs that it is secure, &c.
407. But sounding the ground is not a certain tost, ? There are men in Broken Hill and other places who 
can form an idea so well by tapping a stone that they would almost go to sleep under it. They would not 
be a bit afraid of it. Of course, sometimes you get deceived.
408. Where the grourfd ends in what is termed a “ soapy” end it sounds safe ? Ho ; it would sound loose.
409. Supposing a large lump ends with-a “ soapy” end, it would then sound solid ? Tou could tell, I think.
410. Do you not think it would be better if you had an opportunity.of showing your mates on the on
coming shift any dangerous ground, either on the roof or in the face ? Tes; and fhave always, if I wanted 
to tell my mates anything specially, tried to see them.
411. And have taken them down and showed them it ? Ho. I could meet my mates here in the street 
and tell them exactly where to find within 0 inches of any place in the face where wc were working.
412. But would every miner be able to do that? I do not say everybody is like that.
413. Would it not be safer if yon had the opportunity of showing your mates how the face was when you 
left it, pointing out anv missed-holes, and showing the dangerous ground ? Tou do not want to go and 
show a man where a missed-holo is. If he wants it pointed out to him he has no business there.
414. I suppose sometimes you would be coming up tho shaft in one cage, and your mate going down in 
another ? Hes ; but I would guarantee to see him if there was anything.
415. But you are an extra cautious man;—every man would not be the same ? Of course some men do
not care, so long as their time is up ; they clear off. ■
416. Then would it not be far better to have the change of shift take place in the face, instead of at the top 
as at present ? It would be an advantage to some, but to others it would not. I do not see why an 
experienced man should suffer because of the useless men that are employed.
417. It is so very hard to tell useless men until they have heen tried, and while they are being tried, these 
accidents take place;—do you think then experienced men should have certificates ? It would do a lot 
of good.
418. From whom should they get the certificates ? From some man who understands mining, and who
would examine them, -
419. I suppose^ a certificate from the Inspector of Mines Would be sufficient ? Tes ; of course it is under
stood that the inspector should he competent.
420. If additional inspectors are appointed, it is necessary that they should he men of the very highest 
qualifications ? Tes ; you would want a man who thoroughly understood his work.
421. Tou have often seen Mr. Hebbard through the mines ? Tes ; plenty of times.
422. Did you ever complain to him about anything ? Ho ; I have never had any reason,
423. There has been nothing for you to complain about ? Only what I have already referred to.
424. General rule 3, sub-section c, says that a workman shall not have in use at onetime in any one place-
more than 6 lb. of explosive;—is that sufficient for a party of men ? Tes. 425.

W. Noble. 388.
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425. 'Where you !ire working macliines ? I am not a machine man. I have never worked a machine. W. Xnlilc,
426. You cannot say whether that is sufficient for a machine? In some cases, 10 lb. of dynamite are used. ''Y'"''"
427. Is that rule unreasonable—limiting workmen to G lb. each? I do not see how it could matter if a 10 Jul.v-1S!17. 
man had a case.
428. I suppose if 6 lb. went off close to a man, it would do just as much damage as if a case went off ?
Yes.
429. Sub-section e of the same rule says that a charge of powder or other explosives which has missed fire 
■shall not be unrammed or drawn. Now, would you put in another hole close to a missed-hole, or would 
you draw the charge ? I would draw the charge.
430. With a proper tool ? The best thing is to have a plug of fracteur and blow it out.
431. You do not think that is a good regulation, that if a charge of dynamite has missed fire, it should 
not be unrammed or drawn you would not consider it safe to put down another hole just alongside a 
missed-hole ? It would not be safe to put it down close to it.
432. And you could not guarantee if vou put it down at a safe distance that it would explode the miss- 
fire? No.
433. You prefer to draw the tamping, and put in some dynamite ? Yes.
434 In appointing this Board to investigate into these minor accidents, how would you propose to eou- 
stitute it? I do not see how things could be. benefited a great lot. ■
43.">. You are not prepared to make any suggestion on the subject ? No.
43G. With the one exception about tho men working too closely, you haTenolhingto find fault with ? No.
437. You have no fault to find with the regulations (Exlrilits “A ” and L‘ B ”) ? No.
438. Are those underground regulations (Exhibit “A”) posted up everywhere, so that the men can see 
them ? Yes ; posted all over the mine.
439. You know them all? Yes.
440. Is it not a fact that more notices are posted than there are men who read them ? Yes.
441. His Honor.'} How many men out of every ten can read ? I do not think you will find, now-a-days,
10 per cent, that cannot read -or write. ”

MONDAY, 12 JULY, 1897.
John August Berndt sworn and examined:—

442. Mr. EoJkinghorne.} Your name is John August Barndt? Yes. J. A. Berndt,
443. You are a miner ? Yes. -s
444 You are now working on the Barrier as a miner? Yes. 12 July, 1897.
445. Prom your experience on the Barrier, is the ventilation in the mines sufficient? No.
44G. "What amount of air do you think it is necessary must be passed through the workings for each roan 
and animal employed below? 300 to 400 cubic feet.
447. Have you any idea of the amount of air that is passing through the workings in the several mines 
that you have worked in ? Prom about 100 to 150 cubic feet.
44S. What means would you suggest by which the required amount of air might be carried into the 
workings ? By air winzes.
419. What danger is caused by improper or insufficient ventilation? It lends to endanger the health of 
the men aud to affect the workings.
450. Have you perceived any noticeable increase in the number of accidents at the mines you have been 
working in along tbe line of lode during the last nine months ? Yes.
451. What has been the cause of this increase ? The contract system.
452. Is it your opinion that the increase has in any way been brought about by the incompeleney of tho 
men or officers in charge? As regards the men—they know their work, and thoroughly understand what 
they have to do ; and the bosses, as far as they are allowed to go, are not at fault. ’
453. Tbe regulations, 1 take it, are not sufficieut for carrying out the worlc in a proper workmanlike 
■manner ? Yes ; that is it.
454. Bo you think that the services of additional inspectors are necessary under tbe existing regulations ?
Yes ; there ought to be no less than two for the Hill alone. *
455. Do you think the regulations are sufficient, provided that additional icsnectors were appointed ?
Not in the state in which they are at tbe present time. "
45G. You think the regulations are not sufficient to protect the life and limb of the employees ? Ihey 
are not. ^
457. Have you a sufficient grasp of these regulations (under tho Alining Act) to suggest any amendment 
which would be of benefit in securing better conditions for the men to work under ? No ; I have not bad 
sufficient time to go through them and do that,
458. I believe you have tbe regulations posted up in the mines ? Yes.
459. Have you ever read those regulations? They hace only been there u few days. I have not read 
them since they have been there.
4t‘0. You have not read them sufficiently well to have a grasp of Ihem which would enable yon to suggest 
any amendments ? Every miner should' have them in bis hands, so that he could read them properly.
4GL. You think that each employee should be supplied with a copy of the regulations ? Yes.
4G2.^ Should they be supplied by the employer, or by the Government, or how should they be obtained?
I think you should receive them from the employer. ”
4G-). In the event of those regulations being supplied to tbe employees, would you suggest some means 
by which men should be punished for committing a breach of them ? Yes. *
404. Whether broken by tbe companies or by tbe men. punishment should be imposed ? Yes.
4G5. (_an you point out any accident that has occurred through a breach of those regulations? Two 
largo shots are fired : and too much hanging ground is over men during the whole time they are working.
4GG. In your opinion,_ the ground that is being opened up in the mines is not being sufficiently secured ?
Yes ; not being sufficiently secured and timbered.
467. Can you point out a case where an accident has occurred through an insufficiency of limber ? Yes ; 
in Harvey’s case. "

468.
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J. A. Berndt. 468. I would like you to give your reasons for saying that that accident was caused by au insufficiency 
JT' of timber? Big shots were being fired, and slabs of country were hanging overhead. If the ground had 

u y> 1 been closely timbered there would have been no accident.
469. In this particular place there was a larger excavation than, in your opinion, should be allowed to be 
left open? 5Tes.
470. Had there been sufficient timber used tbe accident would not have happened ? No.
471. Is there any other case that you know of? There have been minor accidents through places not 
being sufficiently covered up.
472. The big timber of the square sets has been in, hut not securely covered ? Yes ; not securely covered 
over head.
473. What caused this insufficient covering;—has it been through tho men’s neglect, or through the 
faulty provisions of the companies in not providing the required timber to do the covering? Shots have 
been fired, and the laths broken and not replaced.
474. Was it the men’s duty to see to tho covering ? It was the men’s duty to see that they were over 
their head, hut it was the boss’s duty to see that sufficient laths were there, which was very seldom the ease.
475. It was the men’s duty to see that these places were kept covered, but proper timber was not supplied 
so that they could do it ? That is it,
476. General Rule 3, sub-section d says that, in charging holes for blasting, an iron or steel tamping bar 
shall not be used, unless mounted with at least 4 inches of copper;—in your opinion, should any iron or 
steel be used in tamping a hole that has been charged with glycerine compounds ? No ; nothing should 
bo used but tamping sticks.
477. You do not thiuk iron or steel should be used ? No.
478. Not even if mounted with copper ? I cannot say about that, as I have never seen copper tested-
479. If at any time any part of a mine should be found to be dangerous, and tho workmen were with
drawn from that portion of the mine by the man in charge or by the inspector, whose duty should it be to 
say that tbe place was again fit for the workmen to return? I think it should be the inspector’s place in 
all cases.
480. General Jtule 3 of the Wining Act, sub-section e says that a workman shall not have in use at one 
time in any one place more than 6 lb. of explosive ;—do you think that that clause is sufficiently clastic 
for the Barrier? I think that is quite sufficient.
481. 1 would like you to understand that this inquiry is being held for the purpose of suggesting any 
alterations thought necessary ;—in the case of a party of men working with rock-drills, do you think that 
clause is elastic enough? I do not know anything about rock-drills. I am only alluding to the hammer 
and drill.
482. You think that at any one time 6 lb. is any amount for any party with hammer and drill to have in 
their possession ? Yes.
483. But you are not acquainted with rock-drills ? No.
484. You agree with sub-section b of General Rule 3, that the explosive shall not be taken into or kept 
in tho mine except in a case or canister? Yes.
485. Has a case or canister always been provided in the mines you have been working in? At times 
canisters have been provided, but at times they have run out.
486. In the case of your not being supplied with a canister, has it been a regulation that only the amount 
required for a charge should be taken from the magazine? No. In many eases there have been boxes 
of it standing all over the stopes.*
487. In your opinion, should a charge of gunpowder or other explosive which has missed fire be unrammed 
or drawn ? The top of it should be drawn, and the hole charged the second time. It should not begone 
near within twenty minutes or half an hour.
488. But do you think it is safe in the case of a powder-hole that the tamping should be drawn from off 
the charge ? No.
4S9. In the case of the glycerine compounds, do you think it safe to uncover the charge in the case of a 

. miss-fire ? No. ■
490. Do you think it is safe for another hole to be drilled close to that hole ? Not within from 18 inches 
to 2 feet of it.
491. You think it is safe to bore a hole within 18 inches to 2 feet of a hole that has missed fire, and with 
the charge still remaining in it ? Yes ; provided it has stood long enough.
492. How long would you consider it safe to leave that hole before starting to bore again ? Not less than 
twenty minutes or half an hour.
493. You think it is safe to go hack to a missed hole within twenty minutes or half an hour? Yea.

'494. As to the regulations in force in your mine ;—do you know whether they provide that you shall go 
hack within that time; or must a longer time expire ? I have not seen a clause i.o that effect.
495. You would he satisfied if the regulation provided that it be not less than twenty minutes ? Yes.
496. How long do you think a hole should be left after being “ bulled ” before being charged ? That would 
depend upon the depth of the hole, and the quantity of stuff used in the “bulling.”
497. Say a 6-foot hole drilled in a face ? It should be left nothing less than an hour.
498. That is with how much explosive used for “bulling” ? Six to eight plugs.
499. After using six or eight plugs for “ bulling” is it safe to charge a hole after an hour elapses ? Yes.
500. Without putting anything into the hole? After wetting it—pouring water into it. Deeper 
holes require a longer time.
501. I suppose, as far as underground work is concerned, a 6-foot hole would be oftener over the limit 
that is bored than under ? Not in the way the open-cuts are beiug worked at present. Holes are bored 
as deep as 10 feet.
502. Have you got open-cuts underground ? Yes.
503. I would like you to give us some idea of them. Kindly explain to the Commission what you call an
open-cut underground ;—I have never heard of them before ? It is an opening underground without 
timber, about 30 feet by 18 feet. '
504. Could you give the dimensions about right through ? From 16 to 30 feet wide by 12 to 14 feet
high, and from 40 feet to 60 feet long, 505.

* Note (on revision—queMian having been misunderstood):—Yes ; but tins were being left about tbe stopes, instead 
of being taken back to the magazine.
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505. That is what you ca]l an opon-cut underground ? Yes. '
50(i. In your opinion, is that being worked as safely as it should bo worked ? No ; I thiuk it should bo 
timbered. '
507. His Honor.] Where cau you locate one of those open places ? In the Central Mine, on the 400 and 
500 feet levels.
508. Mr. Polkinf/Jiorne.] Have there been any accidents in those places, fatal or otherwise ? There has
only been the oue fatal accident during the last eight or nine months. There have been several minor 
accidents. .
509. Has a fall of the roof been the cause ? Yes ; and the fall of slabs.
510. Then that must have some reference to what you said in Harvey's case—that there is insufficient 
timbering ? Yes.
511. Do you think that if a Board of Inquiry were appointed to inquire into accidents, drawing the line 
of course at those which might be considered trivial, it would result in a benefit? Yes ; it would tend 
to avoid further accidents.
512. What number would you suggest that the Board be composed of? Twelve miners.
513. How should they be elected ? They should be subpoenaed.
514. I might state that this Board of Inquiry I refer to would be outside of a magisterial inquiry, or a 
coroner’s jury, as it is better known. 1 mean a standing Board which could be called into requisition at 
any time it was required to inquire into any accident. Do you think it necessary that twelve men should 
compose that Board ? .1 do not think there should be less than twelve men.
515. How should they be elected? They should be elected from tho men working where the accident 
happened.
51(5. Do you thiuk they should always be selected from the mine where the accident happened? Yes.
517. You do not think it should be a standing Board, to be elected for a certain period ? No; I think it 
should be elected from the place where the accident happened.
518. Do you not think there would be a tendency to prejudice in some cases? Yes; 1 daresay there 
would. But I do not thiuk that should have anything to do with it. I reckon it ought to be a straight
forward inquiry.*
519. But is it not possible, if twelve men were selected from the mine where an accident occurred, some 
of whom, perhaps, would he mates of the injured party, and inclined to lean towards him, that the result 
of the inquiry might be a false one ? 1 cannot see hoiv it could.
520. Do you know anything of the surface open-cuts? No. ■
521. Mr. Edwards.] Speaking about the ventilation—You say that 300 to 400 cubic feet of air is the 
least quantity necessary for each man ? Yes
522. At the present time, you say that 150 cubic feet of air is passing through ? Yes.

His Honor : I suppose, it might be admitted that whatever has been proved a fair thing in a coal-mine, 
as far as ventilation is concerned, for the purpose, of supplying air to men, might be taken as a fair thing 
for any other mine ; so J consider the question of ventilation one that has already been gone into.
Mr, Edwards: 1 would like, your Honor, to put two or three further questions to Mr. Jierndt on this 
matter.

523. Would you be satisfied with tho same ventilation that the Government say is sufficient for men
working in coal-mines ? 1 do not know what the ventilation is in coal-mines.
521. .At any rate, you say that 150 cubic feet of air per man is passing through the mines iu which you 
have worked? Yes.
525. Do you know tliat that is 50 cubic feet more than is required In a coal-miuo ? If that is so, there 
is not more than 30 cubic foet per man here.
526. Have you ever measured it ? No. .
527. You have no data by which you have arrived at your estimate ? No; only according to what 1 have 
read.

J. A. Berndt.

isTIIkyw.

528. What have you read ? About tho ventilation in different mines.
529. 1 suppose you are hardly competent to give any evidence as to what air is passing ? [His Honor:— 
I understand the witness is speaking by bis feelings.] [Witness') :—I consider there is not sufficient air 
by a long way.
530. What mine do you refer to? Tho Central mine.
531. In its present condition ? Yes.
532. I suppose you see the inspector through there ? I have not seen him during the last six months.
533. Not tlirough the mine? No.
534. What part have you been working in ? The 500-feet level
535. Yon have not seen him for six months ? No.
536. What shifts have you been on ;—on the day shifts as well as the night shift? I am on the three 
shifts as my turn conics.
537. I suppose you know there is an inspector here? Yes.
538. Haye you ever made any complaint to him about an insufficiency of ventilation ? No.
539. Have you complaiued to any of the shift-bosses ? Yes.
540. Which one? To all of them on our shifts.
541. You know the names of them ? Yes; William Dryer, John Simmons, and Ben Murrowood.
542. Anybody else? They are the only shift-bosses I have been working under.
543. Did you complain lo them about insufficient ventilation ? Yes.
544. When ? At different times.
545. I suppose in opening up fresh ground there must necessarily bo temporarily not so much air as 
there would be iu other workings ? In some places there is sufficient air, and in other places there is no 
ventilation coming through at all. Where I have been working the last three months it has been defective.
546. I suppose in putting through a drive the air would be bad? It is not a drive that I refer to. The
end of tho drive is a long way from where I am working. Near tho end of the drive there is no air at all, 
and you could not work there more than live minutes on some occasions, 547.

‘Noth [no rerhion) Tliero should ho half minors mid half mine-owners, or bosses, 
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Do I understand you to say that this want of ventilation is continued for any length of time ? Yes. 
Dor how long ? Dor the last three months in that particular place.
Is it hard ground you are working in ? Yes.
1 suppose in hard ground three months is not a very long time in which to make a connection from 

one part of the mine to another P iNo; they won’t do it in three months.
551. ^re they making a connection now? iNo; there won't be a connection for the nest sis months 
unless they put down winzes from the upper levels.
552. His Honor"What plan of ventilation is adopted in the Central ? A few winzes, and what comes 
down the main shafts.
553. Any compressed air? No.
554. No pipes laid ? They are starting to lay them now.
555. Hr. Edwards.] They are now laying pipes P They have just started laying them,
55(3. There has recently been a change in the management ? Yes.
557. A now manager has been appointed lately ? Yes.
558. I understood you to say that the contract system was a cause of the increase in the number of 
accidents ; —in wliat way does it contribute to the increase of accidents ? The depth of the holes being 
bored, and the open-cuts underground.
559. Is it necessary to bore deeper holes working on contract than working on day-labour? It is all 
planned for them to bore deeper holes.
5(30. His Honor.'] Planned by whom P By the shift-bosses.
561. Mr. Edicards.] What depth are the holes that you havo been working on ? They generally plan the 
holes from 3 feet 6 inches to 10 feet,
562. Do you consider 10 feet an excessive depth underground P Yes. ■
563. His llonor^] Can you explain why deeper holes are planned for them working under contract than 

. would be planned working under the day system ? They open np more ground.
564. You mean that the contractors, when they think it is in their own interest, will run a greater risk 
than men will when working only in the interest of the mine owners? When working on day-labour 
they do not stand the same risk.*
565. They won’t stand the same risk ? No.
566. They run risks under the contract system because by running risks they make a greater profit for 
themselves? Things are cut too fine for them to make any profit.
567. By competition ? Yes, ,
568. Air. Ed words.] 1 suppose under the contract system they make good wages ? No ; only a shade 
over wages.
569. Bight through ? I do not believe they average more than 10s. to 10s. 6d. a shift.
570. His Honor.] You mean each man per shift? Yes.
571. Hr. EdwardsI think contractors lose some time occasionally ? Yes.
572. Through their own fault? No ; through an insufficiency of steel.
573. But after pay—(be Monday after pay day—is not time frequently lost then? Not that I know of;
there may he, perhaps, odd ones, but very few. ,
574. They work, then, every shift? Pretty constant.
675, Yon say their average pay is 10s. 6d, ? Yes.
576. You admit that generally the men are competent and the shift-bosses are competent? Yes.
577. Then you state that the regulations are not sufficient for carrying out the work in tbe proper 
manner ;—but I understand you have never read the regulatious? They are forced in a good many ways 
to do tilings they should not do. If the regulations were more enforced that would never be done.
578. I understand you have never read the regulations ? I have read part of them.
579. What regulations have you read ? I have read several of the rules and regulations of the mines 
here, hut I have not read them all through.
580. Each mine has working rules in addition fo the Government regulations ? I have not seen them.
581. His Honor.] Are the rules posted up ? I have never seen them.
582. Hr. Edwards.] I suppose most people congregate at the pay-office on certain occasions ;—are there 
none there? Only those that have been put there recently.
583. You say there are no regulations posted up on the mine ? Only what I have seen at the pay-office.
584. Could they be there without your seeing them ? I have been at the Central for about eighteen 
months, and never saw them until within the last month or so.
585. That is either for above ground or under ? Yes.
586. Even those that you did see posted up you did not read through ? Not all of them.
587. I suppose they had not sufficient interest for you ? They had interest, 1 suppose, but I had not the 
time. I could not stay long enough to read them.
588. You never had time to stop to read them ? Not at the mines, but I have read them at the office.
589. His Honor.] What 1 understaud you to say is that you would like to have a copy to read at home? 
Yes.
590. Hr. Edwards.] You have no suggestions as to what should form any new regulations? No ; I have 
no proper code to draft by.
591. Do I understand you to say that the ground is insufficiently timbered in the Central ? Yes.
592. And that there is a scarcity of timber in the Central ? I do not know about there being altogether
a scarcity. There is a scarcity more so than otherwise. '
593. As a matter of fact, are not men supplied with any quantity of timber required to secure the 
ground? There has not been enough timber for some time to timber up the ground properly.
594. Have you ever asked for timber, and been refused ? Yes ; it was not there for them to scud it,
595. Whom did you ask ? William Rowe for one, aud oilier shift-bosses.
596. Within what period are you speaking ? Any time within the last eighteen months—at different times
597. That is in the hard ground you are working in ? No ; all through ; in the slopes as well. I have 
been working in the stopes besides in tbe hard ground.
598. I suppose you admit that in hard ground timber is not required right through ? Not right through ;
but I do not see that men should work without timber in any case, 599.

•Note (on revision):—Because day men mostly plan tiicir own holes; and, for the contractors, they are mostly deep 
hdes that are planned. ”
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509. Xo mutter how solid ground is, you think timber should be there ? Yes, barring drives. J- ■A- Bmndfc.
COO. Tn Harvey’s ease, was that; in the Central ? Yes.
GOl. How did that accident occur ;—were you working with him ? I was not on that shift, ^
C02. All you know about Harvey’s case is what you have heard or read P Yes ; I know the place where 
the accident happened. ’
COd. Ho you know that it was sworn at the inquest that there was plenty of timber handy for the men P 
i\To ; I was not here at the inquest.
004. And you were not on tho same shift ? No.
C05. So that all you know about Harvey’s accident is wliat you have been told from outside ? Yes.
COO. Did you see the ground where Harvey was killed ? Not precisely the ground.
C07. IVas it in a stope ? No ; in an open-cut underground.
COS. What we call a chamber ? Open-cut is the name I have heard it called by.
009. In speaking of the laths ;—when they are blown away by blasting, I suppose it is not the duty of 
the mines to put the timber back again ? No; that is the duty of the men.
CIO. And if they do not, and an accident occurs, it is their fault ? Yes, if timber is there. But if 
timber is not there, 1 do not see that it is the men’s fault.
611. As to the use of explosives you think that G lb. would be sufficient for a party of men to use at a 
shift ? Yes.
612. You are only speaking of hammer and drill ? Yes.
613. They would not use more than 6 lb. of dynamite in eight hours ? No.
91^' You say you have seen cases of dynamite standing about all over the stopes ? Packets, and tins 
containing packets, is what I mean.
615. Who would leave that, the shift-bosses or the men ? The men.
616. You would hardly blame the shift-bosses for that ? No. .
617. That is the fault of the men ? Yes.
018. I suppose men are careless P I do not see that they are careless, Odd ones may be careless.
619. Men get careless through handling explosives? I don’t think so.
620. Tins are provided fertile men to carry their dynamite in? Onetime they were; but now a man 
goes around with a box of fracteur to deliver to each partv as they require it.
621. The man goes round and serves ? Yes; serves out the dynamite to the different parties.
622. That is a safe practice, so long as they put it in the holes and firo it, and do not leave it about ?
Yes.
623. You have no complaint to make on the part of the management as to the distribution of dvnamite at
tho present time ? No. ^
621’. As to the missed-holes, do you consider it unsafe to draw the tamping from a missed-hole with a 
proper tool ? Portion of it could bo drawn, not all of it.
625. Portion of it, sufficient to explode the charge;—a sufficient quantity of tamping to enable a man to 
get withiu such a distance of tbe charge as to explode it with a plug or two of dynamite ? Yes.
626. I suppose you are in the habit of using dynamite always ? Yes, and gelatine.
627. Do you close the cap down on the fuse with your teeth P No.
628. You have seen it done? Yes.
G29. Prequently ? Yes.*
630. And yet you say men are not careless ? They are not careful in that way,
631. You do not consider it a safe practice ? No.
632. Those caps are charged with one of the highest explosives known ? Yes.
033. And if there happened to be a little, bit on the edge, and the teeth touched it, it would explode?
Yes.
634. And if it exploded, what would happen ? There would not be much of your head left.
035. Do you think it safer to draw tamping from a missed-hole and explode it, than to put down another 
hole alongside ? It is safe to withdraw portion of the tamping and fire it; but I think it is just ns safe to 
bore a hole alongside.
636. You say you would not put a hole down nearer than a foot or 18 inches to a missed-hole ? Yes.
63/. Do you think a hole a foot or 18 inches from a missed-hole would necessarilv explode the missed- 
hole ? 1 think it would.
638. {supposing it did not, and had tho effect of tearing this stuff about without exploding it, the 
dynamite would be blown out and scattered with tho dirt ? I fancy it would explode with the other; but 
the cap would go off in any ease, and there would be no danger in the explosive itself. The men would

. see it lying about if it did not go off, and would pick it up.
639. Supposing you struck it with a pick, what would result? It would explode. *
640. There is no doubt about that ? I do not think so.
641. From your experience, you thiuk twenty minutes to half an hour is sufficient time to leave a missed 
hole before you go back to'it? Yes.
G42. "Would you go back in twenty minutes or half an hour ? Yes.
643. To a missed 10-foot hole P No; I only reckon on a 6-foot hole.
G44. You would go back within twenty minutes or half an hour to a missed-hole 6 feet deep? Yes.t 
645. And you think you would be perfectly safe P Yes.
^ j you know the rule of the mine is that men are not to go back to a missed-hole withiu an hour 
and a half a rule to that effect is laid down iu the mines’ regulations, and yet you say men are not care
less in the use of explosives? Not necessarily.
647. "Writh reference to this Board of Inquiry, what would be the duties of the Board, supposing an 
accident happened ? To thoroughly inquire how tbe accident happened.
648. Anything else ? And to try to avoid such an accident in the future.
649. Anything in the way of compensation to the man injured P I reckon the man injured ought to be 
compensated by the mine.
650. Who would fix the compensation? The Board.
6ol. Do you think twelve miners would be an impartial Board to assess damages against mine-owners?
Yes 652.

* Noth (on reviviou) :—Because there is no other appliance to hand to do it with, 
t Note (m raimn)I never heard other than half au hour, I did not know it do bo two hours.
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J. A. Berndt. 052. The mine should not he represented at all ? Oh, yes, certainly ; they should be represented.
Go3. I understood you to say that it should be chosen from twelve miners. [H.is Honor .- I do not think 

a y* ■ that it has been suggested that this Board should be a Judicial Board, but merely a Board to report.] 
Then this Board would simply determine the cause of the accident? Yes.
(J5f. X suppose you admit that some miners are grossly careless in their work ? I dare say there are some. 
(i55. They become reckless to danger—they become so accustomed to the danger that they apparently 
become reckless ? I will not admit that. *
656. I suppose if a mau brought about an accident by his own carelessness, you would hardly expect the 
mine to compensate him ? ifo.

Hr. .Polknifjhorne : I did not suggest anything about compensation.
His Honor ; I understood this Board teas to tie something analogous to the Marine Bawd—to inquire 
into the cause ; not to assess compensation.
Hr. Edicards : Very well, your JJonor.

657. You say, when men are withdrawn from any part of a mine, they should not be allowed to go back with
out the sanction of the inspector ? I would not go back until I had the inspector’s opinion as to whether 
it was safe or not. I would uot take my own opinion on the matter.
658. You would have the men laid off until the inspector came ? Yes.
659. That might occur in the one stope six times in a day ? I do not think so.
660. It would not be impossible ? It would not be very probable. Besides, there are plenty of other
places to go to. ‘ ”
661. Assuming there were not, these men would be taken out and would not be able to go back until the 
inspector came? To what do you refer?
662. J am referring to hanging ground ? There would be no need to send for the inspector in a small case.
663. I ou only refer to where there might be a movement in the ground of some magnitude? Yes; 
where there is a large space of ground to move.
661. And when the timbers are giving ? Yes.
665. His Honor.] To whom would you give the discretion to determine the point, whether the inspector 
should or should not have to pass the work before the men go back ? I do not understand,
666. Would you leave it to the men to say whether the inspector's services should be called in ? Yes.
667. Mr. Edwards.] Supposing there was a dispute about it—that some men wanted the inspector and
others did not;—how would you get over that difficulty ? 1 cannot say.
668. His Honor.] There might be no difficulty in getting an inspector at Broken Hill if there were two 
inspectors appointed; but, supposing the thing were to occur 50 miles out, but still in tbe same district, 
then it would be a very difficult thing to get the inspector? As 1 said, I think two inspectors should be 
on the Hill itself.
669. Mr. Edwards.] There is banging ground every time a shot is fired, and do you not seo tbe difficulty
that would arise? Iu that ease there would be no difficulty. 1 only refer to large creeps as requiring the 
consent of the inspector. * ’
670. What you mean is that, in case of any large movement or creep in the ground, and the men being 
taken out, the inspector should report before the men are allowed to go back ? Yes.
671. But in ordinary workings the shift-boss, or foreman, or underground manager is sufficient authority ? 
Y'es.
672. I suppose Mr Rowe, whom you have been working under, and who is the underground manager of 
the Central, is about as experienced a man as there is on the field ? Yes.
673. I undersrand you to say that all you have told us about Harvey’s case as to insufficiency of timber is 
founded simply on hearsay ? Yes.
674. Mr. Polkinghome.] In Mr. Hdwards’ examination, he asked if it was usual for a good deal of time
to be lost by contractors after pay, and if tho average pay was not 10s. 6d. a day ;—should I understand 
from your answer that the average of 10s, 6d. is for twelve shifts composing the fortnight, or for the 
actual number of the shifts worked ? 10s, Gd. is the average wage for the actual shifts worked.
675. His Honor.] Under what conditions are the underground chambers put in, and where are they put 
in ? They are started from the foot-wall working towards the hanging-wail, going from one to tho other, 
6/6. Are they only put in in cases where the ground is so solid as to maKe timbering unnecessary ? 
There is very little timber in some, and in others no timber at all.*
677. Timber is economised then, when it appears not necessary to use the full quantity of timber? Yes; 
they do not use the sets right through.
67s. Have there been many falls there—many accidents ? There lias been onlv one fatal accident during 
the last six or seven months. 'There have been five or six minor accidents, where they have only been 
disabled for about a fortnight. ”
679. Irom falls ? From falls and small “ jonibs," aud through there being no laths.
080. The accidents, through there being no laths, would not apply to the chambers ? Xo.
6SL. Have there been in the chambers themselves falls of much consequence ? Not that have hurt anyone. 
682, Falls of mullock or ore? Both mullock and ore. •

. GS6. Mr. Polkinghome.] Would it be wise to keep the timber closer to the face than is being done at the
present time ? Yes.
684. Would it injure the timber if it were brought closer? If brought too close it would.
685. AVhat distance should the timber be from the face? Not more than 12 feet; that is two sets.
686. How high should they (open chambers) be carried? Not more than two sets; that is clear of tbe
timber, .
687. Two sets high without timber, and not to exceed ,12 feet from the face ? Yes, no further than
two sets. . ’
638. If they are two sets high, that will be 16 feet ? Yes.
689. You think 16 feet would be a sufficient height to go ? Yes, nothing beyond that.
690. And to timber it within two sets of tbe face ? Yes; I think tbe timber should be within 10 feet of 
the face.
GDI. How far now is the timber being kept from the face ? In some places over 20 feet.
692. And the height ? 12 feet to 15 feet. 093.

. , * Note (on revision):—They are put in both in solid ground, and also in friable ore or soft ground, aud reuuire
timbering. ,
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693. Inspector Hebbard.'] What is tlie exact locality of the place in the Central Mine whore Voii complain J. A. Berndt, 
of the ventilation ? No. 2 drive in the 500-feet level.
694. Does a winze not come down, on to the back of the part you refer to, and is there not a cross-cut ^ '*u'7> 1807. 
right through, and, besides, there is the communication between the shafts ? There is very little air there.*
695. As to the accident to Harvey, do not you know, as a matter of actual fact, that in that case the 
timbers were within 18 inches of standing ground, and that the fall was brought about by the swinging 
tom being interfered with F It was in the open-cut the accident occurred.
696. But there are 1,400 or 1.500 sets of timber in what you call tho open-cut? There was very little 
timber there at that time.

‘ 697. Mr. Edwards^ When men are working in a face there are two of them to a party in the face at the 
one time, and the change of shift takes place on the surface;—W'ould it not be safer if on the change of 

■ shift the men going off work should have an opportunity of pointing out to their mates coining on any
thing that might appear dangerous in the face or on the roof ? YeS, it would be safer.
698. It would be far safer for the change of shift to take place in the face than on tho surface? No ; 1 
do not think that it makes any difference. The men might meet at the plat; that would answer the same 
purpose.
699. Would it not be better to point out anything dangerous at the face than away from it? I do not 
see how that would make any difference.
700. You think you could describe the condition of the face just as well as you could point it out to tho 
men on the spot ? Very nearly as well.
701. Not quite? Almost.
702. Supposing you are going up the shaft at tho same time as your mate is coming down, you would 
then miss him altogether? No ; there are two of us. My mate would then see him.
708. Sometimes you do miss the on-coming party altogether? No.
704. Does it not occur sometimes that men go away home and never see their mates ? I do not think so.
705. Do you not think it would he safer to point out the exact position of the danger, supposing there 
was any hanging ground or a missed-hole ? Wc would then wait for one another.
700. Where ? In the plat.
707. Would you come back then and point out the place ? Yes.
708. In all cases? Yes.
709. I suppose you know of instances where holes have been charged by men going off shift, and they
have left them and omitted to tell their mates anything about them ? 1 have never heard of anything '
like that iu the Central.
710. You think it just as safe to describe the condition of the ground as to point it out to the man on the 
spot ? Yes.
711. Mr. Polkinghome^] Is it not a fact that in many instances a good deal of firing takes place at the 
change of shift ? Yes ; about a quarter of an hour before wc knock off,
712. In a place where ventilation is not very good, it necessitates men being out of tho face close on an 
hour before it is fit lo be worked in again ? Yes.
713. Then it would be impossible on change of shift under these circumstances for men coming off shift 
to go into tbe place and point out to men going on shift the condition of the face ? Yes; no one could 
go near the face just after the shots had been fired.
714. Why docs this firing take place in so many instances just before knock-off? So that the time 
between the shifts can be given for the face to cool down, and bo again fit to work in.
7L5. Sis Honor.'] A certain amount of time has to be wasted after firing; and it is less wasted then than 
it would be at any other time, for the simple reason that it works in with the change of shift? Yes.
716. Mr. Polkinghome.] I take it that you are working on day-work ? Yes.
717. Are your instructions from your shift-boss that you are to fire before knock-off or before crib, so
that the place may have a chance to cool down ? Yes.
718. Are the shift-boss's instructions that you' shall fire on or about these tunes ? Yes.
719. And yon do not think a change in that custom would he beneficial? No.
720. His Honor.] Is it the rule that you cannot fire without permission of the shift-boss, and does it
rest on him when to tell you that you may fire ? Yres. .
721. Can you suggest any rule which would preclude the men going off shift missing their mates coming 
on ? They should fire no later than a quarter of an hour before knock-off, and they should meet their 
mates at the plat.
722. Not at the brace ? No.
723. Wliat is the longest time that it would take men to get from the face to the plat, taking your 
experience of the mines here ? The longest would be about five minutes.
724. It would not run over that? No.

F.
Harrington 

12 July, 1897

725. How many mines have you been working in ? Only one mine ou the Barrier, namely, the Central. 
720. You cannot say what it would be in other mines? No.

Francis Harrington sworn and examined :—
727. Mr. Polkinghome.] What is your full name ? Francis Harrington.
728. You are a miner ? Yes.
729. Of varied experience ? Yes.
730. As this Commission is to inquire into and take evidence as to whether the regulations now in force 
for the carrying out of mining on the Barrier are sucli as they should be, I will read No. 1 rule:—

An lulequatc amount of ventilation shall to constantly produced in every mine to dilute and render harmless noxious 
gases to such an extent that the working places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine, and the travellin 
roads to and from such working places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
From your experience, is there sufficient ventilation in the mines on the Barrier to comply with that rule ? 
In the various mines I have worked in on the Barrier I have found sufficient ventilation.
731. What would be the effect, in your opinion, of bad ventilation, in respect to the men and to the
property ? Of course, in those mines, leading to a certain extent, and other ailments through dust and 
smoke not being able to get away. 732.

* Note (on revision) It is used as a mullock pass, and no air comes through it.
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I- 732. Do you think that bad ventilation would cause an accumulation of nns that would prove dangerous 
to ™e P^pertyi as well as to the life and limb of those employed ?

12.Tulv 1897. , ® H-miar : I do not think you need really trouble yourself on this question, for every one knows that
’ ' lad results come from lad ventilation.

Mr. Polkinghome : It is generally understood here, your Sonar, that a lot of bad gases come off from 
the ores on the Barrier, and, if there is not sufficient ventilation, it might lead to something serious.
Mis Honor : Oases other than those arising fromrespiration ? I only wish fo let you thoroughly'under- 
stand that the Commission recoymses that ventilation is a very important question in all mines.

/3d. If at any time a portion of a mine should bo pronounced by tho man in charge or by the inspector 
to be unsafe, and the men were withdrawn until it was repaired, who should bethe person to say that it is 
again safe for tbe men to return? The inspector.
734. Dule 2 gives power to the man in charge to withdraw the men, as well as to the inspector;—do you 
think that, in the event of the men being withdrawn by the man in charge, and tbe matter not being 
considered to be of such importance as to warrant the inspector's being called in, tbe part should be 
pronounced safe by the inspector before tbe men resume work? Tes.
1 ^i>- Then, in all eases where places are considered by tbe man in charge to he unsafe, before tbe men are 
put back the inspector should be called in to say whether there is any danger ? Tes.
/ 3G. Have you noticed an increase in the number of accidents in this district during tbe last nine months ? 
There has been an increase in tbe number of accidents during the last two years; I cannot particularise 
the last nine months.
737. In your opinion, accidents are on the increase ? Tes.
738. What do you think is the principal cause of the increase ? The chief cause is the emploment of 
incompetent men.

^ ‘lu0^1tir cause? The workings are more extensive now, and more men are employed.
/40. Do you think accidents have increased more in proportion than the number of employees during 
the last two years? I have not given it much consideration in that regard.
741, Tou think the chief cause lias been the employment of incompetent men ? Tes.
742. Have you any reason to believe that the increase is brought about by incompeteney on tbe part of 
any ofiicer ? There is no doubt there arc men employed on some of tbe mines as shift-bosses who are 
equally deficient in practical knowledge as some of tbe men.
^3, As a natural consequence, that must be one of tiie causes why some of the accidents take place?

. 1-44. Do you think that, under the existing regulations, the services of an additional inspector would bo of
any use r’ Tes.
>4l/. Do you think, then, that the regulations as set down in connection with the Mining Act are sufficient 

■ foirthe carrying out of mining in this district? I think they are deficient by a long way.
74G. Are yon prepared to suggest any amendments to those regulations ? Hot off-hand. It requires a 
man to sit down with tho regulations, and to go over them carefully one bv one, before he can venture to 
make any amendments. "

Jon know lairly well wbat tbe regulations are that are now in force ? I am not able to repeat 
them, but I have read them often enough. I know sufficient of them for my guidance.

^ou ''’'Oold know, then, when a breach of them was made;—have you seen any noticeable breaches 
or the regulations in parts of the Barrier where you have been working? No doubt I have. I suppose 
I have committed some myself at various times. Very often tbe handiest way is adopted in manv cases, 
without any consideration for the regulations at all. ’
749. Tou admit that you have made breaches of those regulations ? Tes.
/ 50, Have you seen any breach of the regulations made by those in charge of the mines ? I cannot safely 
say by anyone in charge.
7pl. I mean shift-bosses? I do not think so. My general experience is that men are warned at various 
times against certain things by various officers. 1. have never seen a shift-boss working or doing anything 
that would need him to commit a breach ol: the regulations,
752. Do you think there is anything required by these regulations which is being left undone by any of
the companies? I think the present regulations are verv vague in some instances. They do not clearly 
define things, v '
753. As far as you can see, you have no cause to complain of any breaches of those regulations ? Not so 
far as I am personally concerned.
/54. The question of open-cuts underground has arisen ;—do you know anything about them ? Open 
stopes, I suppose you can call them, 1 believe, where I am working at tho present time with machines, 
we have an open excavation following the lode. Of course, it is not safe to put in timber, as it would not 
staud any time alongside those machines. They would shatter it in no time.

, ^7distance do you think it is safe to open those stopes before any timber is put in ;—what height, 
vwdth, and length ? Ihe width of the lode, whatever it may he, although I do not think it is safe to leave 
it open without some support. The height should not be over 10 feet. That would he sufficient height 
tor a man to see when it began to flake, and it would he high enough for him to keep it in order. If any 
higher, it would, he out of a man’s reach, and flakes mightscalc off and he on top of a man before he could 

"witk a greater height than 10 feet, there would ho no possible chance of sounding.
7ob. Ten feet would be high enough to put in sill timber? Tes.
/o7. 'What distance would it he necessary, in your opinion, to keep the timber off tho face, so that it 
would not be injured by the shots ? "Where the machines arc working, the timber does not want to he any 
closer than 30 or 40 feet to the face.
75S. We understand these openings have been carried higher than 10 feet? I believe they go over 10 feet.' 
/ op. V ou consider an additional inspector is necessary ? I think this Hill is too much for one man to do 
it justice.
/GO. What should the additional inspector he—a theoretical man or a practical man? A thoroughly 
practical man. Theory on this field is no good.

■ Sub-section c of rule 3 says that a workman shall not have in use at one time in any one place more 
than 6 lb. of explosive of any kind;—do you think that rule is elastic enough—have you ever broken 
that particular rule ? Tes. D

762.
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762. You have found it necessary to break that rule to carry out your duty ? Yes. F,
768. You think a regulation a little more elastic, should be framed? Of course, that is a part of tho 'Iam,,gton- 
rcgulations I have never given any thought to. I have very often seen that amount used iu the one hole, i2juiy""l897 
and six or seven others alongside requiring just as much, ’ '
76t, You would actually want half a hundredweight for one round of blasting? Yes.
7G5. So that a regulation that cannot be carried into effect by either the companies or tho men is no 
good ? No.
766. Sub-section d of the same rule says, that, in charging holes for blasting, an iron or steel tamping 
bar shall not be used, unless mounted with at least 4 inches of copper. It is evident that this rule was 
made for powder, which has almost gone out of use now, especially on the Barrier;—with the explosive 
now in use, do you think that is a good clause ? I think it is behind the age altogether, lor the 
explosives now used, a wooden stick is all that is required.
767. You say that a wooden rammer is all that the men should be allowed to use? Yes.
7GS. In the event of a charge missing fire, do you think it safe to unram or draw the charge? I would
not attempt it myself. .
760. Would you use any device of your own to explode the charge ? I would fire it until it did explode.
770. You would put another plug on top of the sand or whatever may be put in as tamping, until it got 
deep enough to explode the charge; aud that, you think, would be tbe safest device ? Yes.
771. You are well aware that the company making those glyceriue compounds say they should never bo 
rammed; that they should havo no tamping—only water or sandin your opinion, is the regulation issued 
by that company sufficient ? I never tamp any charge. 1 simply put in a little dirt to make it air-tight.
]n the case of a miss, I put in a fresh detonator, and fire it again.
772. The regulation issued by this company is quite sufficient;—they only ask that the charge bo kept 
air-tight? Yes.
773. And if used only in that way, there would not be much danger from a missed-hole? No.
774. What time do you allow before you go back to a missed-bole? If ft bole is tamped the same as I
would tamp it myself, I consider twenty minutes sufficient.
775. It is well known to you that a good many charges are done differently from the way you do them ?
Yes; I have seen some men tamping the same as they would powder.
776. Bo you think it is safe to go back in twenty minutes to a hole served in that way ? No.
777. What time should elapse in a case like that? Two hours.
778. Jlis .Honor,] Would a fuse, then, burn very slowly, occasionally, in a tamped hole? Not more so in 
a tamped hole than any other; but some fuses have got flaws in them, and there might be places without 
powder. The spark would then travel slowly along the inside packing, and perhaps delay an hour or two 
before catching the powder again.
776. That would not be affected by tbe question whether the hole had been tamped ? No.
780. Is the fuse likely to be injured iu the tamping? Not unless a sharp-edged bar is used.
78L. A copper-tipped bar, for instance ? Yes. Of course, copper is not likely to jar—it is blunt. Iron 
bus the opposite tendency. ■
782. Mr, Polkinghome.') I understand you to mean that, in the making of the fuse, there are joints left 
where tho powder does not meet ? Yes.
783. The cotton might be set firo to, and after some time it would have travelled across the break, and 
would then ignite ttie powder again ? Yes, You very often have a miss if you take a piece with a splice 
iu it. Almost in every case you havo a miss then.
784. Seeing that there are different devices used by different men in charging a blast, you think twenty 
minutes should be a standing regulation ? No.
785. What, in your opinion, should be a standing regulation ? Two hours. I have never seen a hole 
hang fire more than two hours.
786. Jlis IT on or i\ You yourself would never use a fuse with a splice in it? No.
787. You would think that it ought to be an offence, really, to use a fuse with a splice in it? Yes.
788. And 1hat a regulation should be made against it? It would he wise to guard against it iu that way.
786. Mr. Polkinghome.) Do you think that if any loose glycerine compounds were lying about in tbe 
dirt, aud you threw a pick on to one, it would explode ? It would all depend upon whether there was 
anything solid underneath. If there were only loose dirt, I. do not think it would; with solid rock, no 
chmht it would, _
790. llis Honor.) ’Of course, it is not a good thing to have bits of loose explosives lying about? No, it 
is not. •
761. Mr. Polkinghome) You have never been unable to get any timber you might require to secure the 
ground where you have been working ? No, not in my workings. I have always had all ]. wanted, except 
blocking for the set timber. I have seen that scarce, and stones used instead.
762. All the set-timber and laths required have always been procured for you on the asking ? Yes.
763. You are now working in one of those large chambers? Yes.
764. What is your mode of informing your mates as to the state of the face;—wdicn you arc leaving off, 
do you make a point of meeting them, or do you stay in the face and wait for them ? We do uot try to 
meet each other. Our pair go into the face and know what they have to do. TInlesK such a thing as a 
miss-hole he in the face, we do not trouble. In tbe ease of a miss-hole we tell the shift-boss to let the 
on-coming shift know'.
763, What is tho custom generally in firing;—do you mostly fire just before the knock-off? Wc fire 
every afternoon shift. We make no special conditions with those machines.
766. In the general way of working, would it be advisable to fire ou the knock-off of the shift ? Yes.
767. Working those machines requires special conditions? Yes.
768. What would he your object in firing just before knock-off? I would not have much smoko; and 
by tho time the in-coming shift came down, the smoke would be cleared away for them too.
766. Jt would save time ;—the time taken in change of shift would be almost sufficient for the smoke to 
get away ? Yes.
800. Instead of firing a quarter of an hour before knock-off, would you not have to fire half an hour 
before knock-off if you wanted to show the in-coming shift the condition of the face? Yes.
801. Is it necessary you should be in the face to point out to the in-coming shift its condition ? No.

" 802.
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802. Do you think it would be a benefit to have appointed a permanent Board of Inquiry to inquire into 
all accidents that necessitate a mau’s stopping away from work for a week or over? 1 believe it would

12 July 1897 ^ Tery 'c*ea ^ 9UC^ a thing were instituted. It would show what was tho true cause of an accident.
' At the present time, in the Coroners’ inquests on fatal accidents, the true cause of the accidents is hardly 
ever obtained.
803. Vhat should he tbe composition of that Board ? They should he practical men.
804. How many should compose the Board ? It is a thing that I have not given any consideration to. 
This is the first time I have heard it mooted; hut, in my opinion, I think there should be practical men 
to deal with it.
805. But how many should the Board he composed of? I do not believe in too many on a thing of that 
kind. I think three would be any amount.
806. Is it your opinion that they should be appointed by the Grovernment, or how ? Oh, yes, by the
Government; they should be entirely independent of every thing else. ^
807. A permanent Board appointed by tho Government ? Yes.
808. You do not thiuk that the people of the district should be allmved to elect one by the same franchise 
as they elect their representative to Parliament? T do not say that such a mode'of procedure should 
not be adopted; that would he almost equal to Government appointment.
800. Do you know anything of tho open-cut work on the surface ? Ho. *
810. I do not think there is anything iu the regulations providing what number of feet there shall he * 
between the different levels;—how many feet, in your opinion, should there bo between ihe levels? 
100 feet, in my estimation, is close enough and fair enough.
811. In sinking a shaft, at what distance do yon think chambers should be cut, and cross-cuts driven ?
Every hundred feet. * ’

. 812. That a mau might sink with safety, what distance do you think should be open over his head ? Hot
more than 100 feet. ■
813. The dirt should not be drawn from a shaft more than 100 feet ? If you have got one hauling shaft,
and the compartments covered over, I do not say that it is not safo to haul to the surface with°proper 
appliances. I say no shaft should be sunk more than 100 feet without a covering overhead, but ieavin<' 
the hauling shaft open. a
814. When you got down 100 feet, that part of the shaft would have to bo covered over ? Yes.
815. Before going down the next 100 feet you would put in a pent-house ? Yes.
816. Would.you still haul dirt from the bottom to the surface ? You have no other way of getting rid of 
it. In opening out a mine, it might he necessary to go down 600 or 700 feet. Although you might havo 
a plat at every 100 feet, still, you would have no place to store dirt except on the surface.
817. It ivould be possible to haul it from the bottom of the shaft to the lowest level, and then up the
compartment in which the pent-house is placed ? In the ease of opening up a new mine, you ivould cause 
more danger by hauling to one plat, and shifting from there again, than you would by haulbw straight to 
the surface. ° °
818. Iii the case of “bulling” a hole, what time, in your opinion, should elapse before you charge it ? I 
have never given that any consideration. I have never “ bulled ” a hole.
819. Mis Jlonor.'] Is it an advantage to “hull” a hole ? In “ hulling” a hole, you burn the bottom of it, 
and you can then scrape out a bigger hole than the drill left. 'You can pack more fracteur into the hole 
than you would otherwise, aud you can concentrate the whole of the explosion iu the bottom of the hole. 
S2U, Tou have heard of that, but have not done it yourself ? Just so.
821. Mr. Polkinghome.] You have an idea of what a “bullis, and I suppose you have some idea as to when 
it would be safe to again charge the hole ? A good deal, of course, depends upon the ground itself. 
Again, where you cau get plenty of water, you can get the hole damp and cool enough to charge it within 
a quarter of au hour after you have “ bulled ” it.
822. Mr. Edwards.] What- mines have you been working in on the Barrier ? Proprietary, Block 10,
Block 14, and British. ’
S23. In all those mines, the ventilation, so far as you have experienced it, has been all that you could wish 
for ? Yes.
824. I suppose you have seen Mr. Hebbard, the Government Inspector, through the mines continually ?
I havo seen him occasionally. Of course, iu working the three shifts you are very likely to miss him, 
especially on night shift. '
825. I think any requirement that the men have wanted, for the purpose of securing themselves, the 
mine has always supplied ? Yes, as far as my experience goes.
826. One question was asked with reference to the ground appearing dangerous, and men being ordered 
out. You said that the men should not be allowed to go back until the inspector had considered the 
ground safe, and had authorised them to return ? Yes.
827. I suppose that would only apply to large movements in the ground ? Yes; not to any little frivolous 
occurrence. It is the large movements where you find it necessary to withdraw the men.

. 828. Such as a creep, or ground coming in in a large way ? Yes."
829. Eor instance, if there was dangerous ground hanging in the face, or from the roof of a stope, the
men could be taken out of that temporarily while other men broke it down;—you would not want an 
inspector to report on that ? Ho. ‘ *
830. The way this was put previously, it implied “in all cases ” ; that is why I Have put these further 
questions;—you only refer to large movements ? Yes.
831. Tou think the underground foreman is quite capable of judging whether ground is safe or not?
Yes. '■
832. I suppose the practical miners working on the face are the best judges whether they are working in 
dangerous ground or not ? Yes ; if they are practical men,
&53. You attribute the cause of accidents in a great measure to the employment of incompetent men ?

834. You know that within the last two or three years there has been a great draft of some of the best 
miners to "West Australia? Yes.
835, Other men came up here representing themselves as miners ? Yes.
836- H <t possible to tell whether a man is a competent miner or not until vou have seen him at work in 
the different branches ? In some cases, the appearance of a man cleqriv indicates that he is not what he 
indicates himself to be. ' ' qoy
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837. But you would not like to judge a man by bis appearance ? In some cases, the first sight of a man 
clearly convinces you that he is not a practical man.
838. And these men arc not onlv a danger to themselves, but to the men working round about them ?
Yes. ' ... .
839. You told us that the increase in the number of accidents was fairly attributable to the workings 
having become far more extensive, and to tho great increase in the number of bands employed ? Yes.
810. 1 suppose tbe number of workers iu the last three years on the mines has almost doubled ? Hardly

F.
Harrington.
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SO.
8-11. WTiat would you say then ? There are about a quarter more employed now.
812. There are over t>,Ui)b men employed now? Yes.
813. So that there would be an increase of from 1,500 to 2,000 ? Yes.
811. And to that is fairly attributable the increase in the number of accidents. It must necessarily be 
so, must it not? Yres.
815. You will also admit (hat the most experienced miners treat danger with contempt? Yes; they get 
so accustomed to it that they get careless at times.
810. Have you ever known any of the mines to refuse to supply as much timber and material as you 
wanted to secure the workings ? Not as far as my experience goes. I have done but very little of that 
class of worlc on the Barrier.
817. Not in timbering only, but in taking out ground, have you ever been refused anything? No.
848. You stated that some of tho shift-bosses were incompetent. Would you mind telling me the names 
of those who are incompetent? I would not care about going that far. Of course, when I said that, 1 
spoke of a couple of years back. As to the mine that 1 am working in at present, I would not care to 
give any names.
819. Of course, I cannot 'brcc you to. I can only ask you to give the names in the interest of the mine 
and of the men ? ------
850. ITis JJonor.] If you do not wish to speak the name, you might write it on a slip of paper; and then 
it would not be handed to anyone but Mr. Edwards and myself ? It is not that. We have experienced 
a lot of difficulty in B/okcu Hill ; and the system of boycott has been exercised to such an extent here 
that it makes a man very careful.
851. Exorcised by whom ? By the mines.
852. By the management? Yes.
853. But it is a fact that the persons who were most prominent in old disputes against the management 
arc now employed by the management in tho mines? Yes.
851. It has all come right in the end ? Yes ; after a lot of suffering. •
855. AJr. Edwards.'] 1 know what you refer to. But is it not a fact that no difference is made now so 
long as they do their work properly? No difference is made now, I know.
850. Yrou do not feel disposed to give tho names of these people? I would rather not.
857. Do not you think it an unfair thing to make a charge of that sort and then stop short ? ------

llis Honor : ion see, it leaves a, reflection on the good men—the men who do not deserve it. Ho one 
knows of whom yon are speaking, and they might imagine that men who, all along, have done their work 
in a proper manner, are those who havo not carried out their ivork properly.

858. It is impossible for the general managers or the officers to follow their shift-bosses around to see 
that they do their work, or to see that they are competent. Still, it is a reflection upon them, too, to have 
incompetent men in those positions. I think you should either give the names of the shift-bosses, or else 
withdraw the statement? The statement is correct This has been an open secret on the mines.
839. If it is an open secret, the sooner it becomes publicly known tbe better. Beally, if you have this 
knowledge, and the officers have not, you are concealing from them a very serious danger? One of the 
men I refer to left Broken Hill some eighteen mouths ago. It would do him no good, or anyone else, to 
mention his name,
860. As to the present condition of the mine. Have you any charge of that sort to make against them 
now ? No ; where I am working now, the shift-bosses arc thoroughly practical men.
861. Then, when you refer to shift-bosses as being incompetent, you refer to men employed some eighteen 
mouths ago? Y'es.
862. And who have left the mines in the district? Yes.
863. They do not occupy positions now? No, not that I am aware of.
861. I suppose, if additional inspectors are considered necessary, the men you would appoint to that office 
would he men not only with a practical knowledge of the subject, but men of high character ? Y'es.
863. And men apart from political influence ? Yes.
866. Tho mines that you havo been working in have rules for working both on the surface aud under
ground ? Yes.
867. They are in addition to the ordinary Government regulations ? Yes.
868. And T. suppose, Mr Harrington, from your experience you would say this,—that it is impossible to 
make rules to govern one half of the matters that are continually arising in mining ? I think it is almost 
impossible.
869. And I think you know this,—that those rules that are posted up are seldom read or attempted to be
understood by the men working under them; I suppose even you yourself have not read them very 
carefully ? 1 generally read them ; and I understand them as soon as I do read them.
870. And forget them as soon as you pass on? Oh, no. Of course,,sometimes I take very little notice 
of them.
871. I suppose the warnings by tbe shift-bosses underground arc the principal things ? Yes.
872. Aud the instructions given from time to time verbally ? Yes.
873. And is that not the best system of regulation? Y'es.
874. Do yon think that all tbe rules in tbe world, and all the additional inspectors, will prevent accidents 
happening in mines ? No ; I do not thiuk that for a moment,
875. I suppose you do the same thing as other men;—you have seen men carrying dynamite inside their 
shirts, havo you not;—is not that a common practice ? I have never seen that,
876. You have seen them close the cap on the fuse with their teeth ? Yes.
877. I suppose you have done that, too ? Yes ; very often they are the handiest nippers you have got.

258—D 878.
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Y- 878. I suppose no regulation will prevent men from doing that ? No. 
arrmgton. no gen4es inspections? No ; unless they had a boss standing over them continually.

1° Jnh- ISO" ^ou canno^ ass'st us 'n any suggestion as to any new regulation? No, not without due consideration. 
' * ’ ' 881. Coining to those big chambers underground;—in working tbe ground up to any considerable height,

I suppose the men are all the time standing on the ore they are breaking down ? No.
882. To what height do they work those chambers? They work on a sort of scaffolding, 6, 7, or 8 feet 
high. '
888. And, when working on that scaffolding, they must always be within reach of the roof? Not exactly 
within reach of the roof, because the bar itself is 7 feet long. '
884. But they are always within reach with the tool they are using ? Yes.
885. And as soon as they have worked it to a sufficient height they begin to put in timber? They are not 
putting iu any timber at the present time.
8SG. Are they left standing, then, in this condition ? Yes.
887. "Without any timber ? Yes.
SSS. And no security for the roof ? The roof is kept up in certain places.
SS9. So timbers are put in where required? Yes, to keep up the roof.
890. Do you know of any fatal or serious accidents that nave occurred in one of these chambers ? No.
891. How long have you been working on the mines here ? Ten years last December.
892. 1 suppose the security of tbe roof is a matter that is left to the discretion of the foreman and under
ground manager ? Yes.
893. If you were working in one of those places and saw something you did not consider safe, what would 
you do—wrould you report it to the shift-boss ? J would not report anything like that. Where you have 
hard ground the roof may be sufficiently safe for anything, but its beiug exposed to the air for any length 
of time may cause it to shell off; and. while yon may put your machine in one place, at the same time a 
flake might come down. You cannot see the whole of the roof, it being so high ; yon cannot seo it well 
from the sill floor.
894. The security of that ground, then, is a matter that is left in a great measure to the Inspector of 
Mines? Yes, I suppose it would he.

'SSo. As to that rule as to the quantity of explosives ;—as a practical man of ten years’ experience in this 
. district:, what would you say should be the maximum quantity of explosives that men should be allowed in 

any one particular place, allowing for the drills and also for the machines ? I do not thiuk a mau should 
have any about him, only when charging the hole ; and then only the quantity required.
89(5. Would you put a limit on that? That would be difficult. You may have to fire out a face which 
would require seven or eight packages, and another face might only require three.
897. That quantity of stuff rvould be required to be stored somewhere in tho mine ? Yes.
895. I suppose there is just as much danger with one packet of dynamite as there would be with a case if 
it exploded while in the possession of the man ? Yes ; I suppose it would be just as dangerous for the 
party possessing it. The quantity required for the charge should be obtained from the magazine, and, as 
soon as the charging is completed, if any be left, it should be taken back to the magazine.
899. As to the tamping bar;—you have never known of any tamping bars underground other than wooden 
ones ? No.
900. Yon have never heard of a man’s being asked to use an iron or steel one ? No ; I have seen a man 
use a scraper.
901. Why was that ? Sometimes they cannot find a wooden one. They see a scraper lying by, and use 
that rather than look for a wooden rod.
'902. Wooden tampers can always be obtained ? Yes ; they can get them for the asking.
903. And you will see an experienced man use a scraper iu preference to going to a little extra trouble in. 
getting a proper timber one ? Yes.
904. In the case of a missed-hole, I understand you would not put another hole in alongside it? No.
905. You would prefer to remove some of thetamping over the charge, and put more dynamite in? Yes. 
90(5. That is the safest plan ? Yes.
907. I take it that in all cases, although twenty minutes might be long enough to leave a missed-hole 
where you have been tamping with water, on the average, two hours is a fair thing ? Yes,
908. You have never known of a hole that has been left over two hours explode ? No.
909. As to the spliced fuse, which might be a source of danger;—tho men are given what fuse they 
require ? Yes.
910. They can cut it into what lengths they require ? Yes.
911. There is no uecessity for a man to use a bit of fuse with a splice in it? No.
912. He could cut the splice out and throw it away ? Yes.
913. With reference to warning men coming on shift as to any danger that may be iu the face, is it not 
common sense that a man in the face with his mate can better explain and point out to his mate any 
danger there might be in it than by describing it to the shift-boss ? If you adopt that plan—and I have 
worked under it—it is very seldom that the men go into an explanation of anything in the face.
91-1. Do you not think it would be far better that there be a hard and fast rule compelling men going off 
shift to point out to their mates anything that might be dangerous in the face, and, in default, to impose a 
penalty ? Supposing that two men stayed in the face, waiting for the relieving shift to come in. They 
would get their clothes on previous to the other men coming down, and, as soon as their mates were in 
sight, would rush past them, saying, 11 You will find everything all right,” and nothing further.
915. Would it nut be well to stop that practice ? Unless you placed a shift-boss there you could not 
compel them to point everything out to their mates,
916. I suppose, telling of the condition of the face to their mates in the plat would be the same thing as 
telling them at the surface? Yes.
917. After being down there eight hours they are only too anxious to get away? Yes.
918. And if they did talk to their mates it would he more about a football match than their work ? Yes.
919. As to this Board which has been suggested;—what would be the duties of the Board ? I take it that 
it is intended by Mr. Polkinghome it should he something similar to the Coroners’ inquests, only, instead 
of dealing with fatal accidents, it would deal with minor accidents.
920. With a Board composed of three men, how would you have them elected? By Government appoint
ment, I said, or elected under the franchise. Either one would do. 921.
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921.. You would not have them appointed on the recommendation of Members of Parliament alone? ]Vo. F.
I think there should be one representing each side, and one to act as a judge. Harrington.
922. One appointed by the mines, one by the men, and an independent competent person to be appointed
by the G-overnraent? Yes; 1 should think that would be the fairest way to all parties. I-
923. I suppose the person appointed by the Government should bo free from political control too? Yes ; 
and from all other influences.
924. And he should be a thoroughly practical man? Yes.
925. In reference to sinking 100 feet or more in an uncovered shaft—you would have a hard-and-fast 
rule as to that? I say men should not work more than 100 feet without some protection over their heads.
92G. Supposing yon had a prospecting shaft, and were sinking with only one compartment, what would 
you do there;—it is very often you go down 200 feet in a vertical shaft, is it not? Hot in one compart
ment.
927. What is the depth? 100 feet is as far as you can go, and even then von are supposed to have a
ladder compartment in it. “
928. The ladder compartment is not closed; it is only for a means of escape? Butyou can have it closed.
929. You think 100 feet in a prospecting shaft is the deepest that should go uncovered? Yes.
930. I suppose, if a stopo bit a manat 100 feet, it would be just as fatal as at 300 feet? Yes ; but where 
tbo danger comes in is if you are working at the bottom below other workings, stones from those higher 
levels may come down on you. If a covering wore put up, it would do away with such a danger. I only 
want the pent-house to go across two compartments ; one compartment would be open right through, no 
matter what depth you went. As the bucket went up the uncovered (hauling) compartment, they could 
step into the adjoining covered compartments and be free from anything that might tumble out of the 
bucket.
931. It is quite safe to have one compartment open all the way down? Yes, to haul the stuff strahdit to
the surface. ' °
932. It would be ample security to the men if only two compartments were covered over, and the third 
compartment left open? Yes ; and if you keep the timber to within 30 feet of the bottom of the shaft, 
the men then have always plenty of room to keep out of the way of the hauling shaft.

William James Pascoe sworn and examined :—
933. Mr. Polkingltorne.} What is your name in full? William James Pascoe.
934. You are a practical miner? Yes.
935. I believe yon have had varied experience in mining throughout the colonics ? Yes.
930. What experience have you had on the Barrier ? Seven years’.
937. Has your experience taught you that sufficient ventilation is provided for the workmen ? Where I 
have been employed there is sufficient ventilation if it were properly distributed through the places where 
the men are working.
938. Plenty of air is taken down the mine; but it should be better distributed ? Yes.
939. Is there anything you could suggest that could be done which has not been done, to get the air into 
those working places yon refer to ? Jt might be arranged by preventing the air from going into the faces 
where it is not required. This could be done by means of air-tight doors.
910. If at any time any part of a mine should become dangerous, and it should be found necessary by the 
man in charge to withdraw the men, should it bo bis duty, or the duty of the inspector, to say, after the 
place has been made secure again, that It is safe for the men to go back ? The inspector’s. *
911. Have you^noticed any groat increase in the number of accidents on the Barrier during the last-
twelve months? Hot in the underground workings. 4

^ol1 have noticed an increase ? Yes, on tne surface. But in the mine I am employed in I do not 
think there is any increase.
913. Being an employee under ground, you are not prepared to give an opinion as to the increase on the 
surface ? Ho. •
911, Do you think that the services of additional inspectors would prevent any of these accidents from 
taking place ? I do not think so.
945. Are you prepared to suggest any improvement in the present regulations that are in force in this 
district. Ko. _ I am not thoroughly acquainted with the regulations; hut, since the regulations have 
been framed, mining has advanced on quite a different system from what it was some Years ago.
946. Your opinion is that these regulations, which were framed when the Mining Act was brought into 
force, have not been improved upon as much as was needed, considering the growth of mining? Yes.
947. They are not advanced enough to meet the requirements of to-day? Ho.

I011 tbiuk that a man placed in charge of a shift should be the holder of a certificate, showing 
that ho is a man with a qiractical knowledge and experience of the work ho has to take charge of? Yes.
949. Ilqw would you suggest that they should obtain these certificates of competency ? Prom a Mining 
Board, just as a sea captain obtains his certificate from the Marine Board.
950. You do not think it would he wise for these certificates to be given to the men. by the managers of 
the mines in which they are employed ? In case the manager refused to give a certificate, they should 
appeal to this Board.
9oL then you. think that the manager of a mine where a man has been working should give that man, if 
be finds him competent, a certificate as to his competency ? I think so. ’
9o2. If ho were refused a certificate by the manager, he should then, you think, have power to make 
application to the Mining Board, who would be able to inquire into the matter, and, if it were found to 
lie a deserving case, award a certificate ? Yes,
953. As to the General Kules in connection with the Act, sub-section c of mile 3 sava that a workman 
shall not have in use at one time, in any one place, more than G lb. of explosive;—do you think that

's exce^ve’or cn0IIS^’fr>r a 1111111 to have in his possession at one time? I think it is 
sufficient.
9o4. Under all circumstances ? It is, if more can be obtained by going to the magazine within a reason
able distance. I do not think it is safe to have more than 6 lb. m the face whore a man is working.
955. In your varied experience, have you not found it necessary to use, perhaps, over the amount of 6 lb. 
in one blast ? Yes. 95G

W. J. 
1’ascoe.

12 July, 1897.
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^ J- 956. Do not you think that it would be better to obtain a larger quantity, so 
Pascoe. charge without going along to the magazine? If yon knew that you requiri
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that you could fill up your 
nuired a greater amount before 

you started to work in any particular place, you would be justified, 1 think, in getting more than tine 6 ID. 
jiuj, ib')L But, for ordinary working, 1 think 6 lb. is quite enough to have in the face.

957. Do you think it should be fixed by law that (5 lb. be the maximum amount of explosive a man should 
be allowed to take into the face and to put in a charge P Ko ; 1 mean that G lb. is quite enough to have 
lying about the face. Of course, if you want to charge a bole with so much as GO lb., you should bo
allowed to do so. , , , , • j l *.1
958. You think, then, that no maximum should be fixed by law, and that the amount required by tne 
workman should be supplied by the magazine -when applied for? 1 es. _
959. Sub-section d of the same rule says that an iron or steel turn ping-bar shall not he used unless 
mounted with at least 4 inches of copper do you think that section is suificient for all purposes ? I 
would not tamp a hole without I had a copper-headed tamping-rod—that is, speaking of gunpowder.
Dynamite or gelatine requires no tamping at all, so long as it is air-tight. _
960. As powder is still being used, do you think that.this section should read, “lor all purposes^ where 
gunpowder is being used, a tamping-bar should be compased of copper,’ or. “be copper-tipped ? It 
xvould be safer if copper altogether.
961. In all cases where the glycerine compounds are used, it should be wood? Yes. _
962. AVhat is the custom in blasting that you have been in the habit of following is it generally done
before knocking-ofE time, or at any other particular time in the shift ? There is no particular time. Of 
course, m someDplaces, where the air is light, we generally manage to bore as many holes as possible 
before a blast, so that the one cleaning will do. . .
968. Would it prevent accidents happening if the relieving of the different shifts took place at, or m, tne 
face ? I do not think it would make any difference. Of course, if there is anything particular, it is only 
right that you should stop and point out to your mates the particular danger.
964. What is the usual custom followed out by you? Wc meet our mates underground or on the 
surface, as the case may be, and explain to them how things are, and they, in their turn, explain things
to the men who relieve them. i j a -y-
965. You have no fault to find as to insufficient timbering in the mines you have worked on ? Ao,
966. You have always been able to get what you required in order to keep the place where you were
working secure? Yes. . ,,
967. Do you think that, if you were to throw a pick into a plug of dynamite lying scattered about in the
material broken down by a charge, it would explode ? I have never tried it.
968. What is your opinion? I do not think dynamite will explode unless it is confined
969. In your opinion, how many holes should be charged and fired at one time in the one face? _ That all 
depends upon the condition the face is in. If you are starting a face, of course you could not fire many 
holes; hut, when it is worked to an end, you could, perkaps, fire five or six.
970. You are speaking, I suppose, principally of hammer and drill work ? Yes.
971. You have never had much experience with the rock drills ? No, none. -
972* What distance, in vour opinion, should be left open in a, vertical shaft above the men s heads.
That all depends upon what is on the top. Do you mean a hauling shaft ? _ , , ,
973. Yes. Say you are sinking a shaft from the 200-foot level to 300 feet;—is it safe that that shart 
should be left open from the surface ? I think there should be a pent-house every 100 feet.
974. Not to exceed 100 feet ? No. , , „
975 Do you think that the hauling shaft should be left open from the surface to tho bottom i
976. How should tbo break take place ? At every 100 feet. Of course the hauling part of the shaft 
would be open down to the last plat. The advantage of this is that the stuff would be received ou the 
last plat from the men working at tho bottom of the shaft, and transferred from there to the other 
compartment, which would, of course, have a pent-house, and be sent on to the surface. 1 bis would minimise
the danger of anything falling down to tho bottom of the shaft.
977. Do vou think there should be certificated meu in charge of machinery used for hauling purposes
and for lowering the men down the shafts ? Yes. , , . , , .
978. Would vou restrict the age ? The age would have something to do with the experience or the man. 
A man might take charge of an engine at 30 years of age and know not nearly so much about it as & boy 
who has been connected with machinery from his childhood. But, for all that, I flunk no mau should be 
allowed to take charge of an engine used for hauling purposes unless he is about 25 or 30 years ot age.
979. You think he should not be considered capable of taking charge, even if possessing a certificate, until
he is about 25 years of age ? That is a matter for the Board to arrange. ,
9S0. You think that when he gets his certificate, no matter what his age may he, he should be capable ot 
taking charge of an engine ? X do not think the Board would grant a certificate to a youth.
981. Have you ever had any experience in the underground open-cuts? No. 5 -v
982 You have never seen, where you have been working, any open breaches of the regulations. No.
9S3' Mr. JESviards ] I understand that you have very little'complaint to make about the way the men are 
cared for in the mines? I have no complaint to make.
984. You have been employed on the Barrier seven years? Yes.
955. What mines have you been in? In the Proprietary and Block It.
956. So far as you have seen, is every rersonable care taken by the shift-bosses and officers to secure the

987 As to leaving the vertical shaft unprotected ;—the last witness said that instead of the present system, 
adopted in the Proprietary, of hauling from tho bottom of the shaft and transferring to the other com
partment at the next level, it would be safer to haul from the bottom of tfie shaft direct to the surface, 
having, of course, pent-houses in the other two compartments ? I do not think that would be so safe as 
having a pent-bouse in the hauling shaft and transferring the bucket to the other compartment at the

988. Supposing, then, you had a pent-house right across the three compartments ;—do_not you think the 
limit of 100 feet betwen the levels might be increased ? I think 100 feet is quite sufficient.
989 I suppose anything falling 100 feet would be just as serious as anything falling 300 feet? Xes.
990 Supposing the shaft was down 200 or 300 feet, with a pent-house right across, would there be more 
danger m sinking 200 feet under it than 100 feet ? I do not think there would be any danger if the 
shaft were properly timbered.
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991. That would be closely timbered, as tbe Proprietary shafts are? Tea.
992. In that ease it would be just as safe to go 200 feet as 100 feet ? It might be; but it would look safer
at 100 feet. '
993. As to the regulations—you cannot suggest any amendments ? No.
994. J suppose you have not read them very carefully? No.
99.1. Meu do not read the regulations, do they ? I cannot speak about other men. I have never read 
them much myself.
906. A.s to the engine-drivers being certificated—who would they receive certificates from? Prom a 
Board.

W. J. 
Pascoe.

12 July, 1S97.

997. And there is no Board, I understand, in this Colony ? If there is not, there ought to be,
99S. And a system of examination ? Yes.
999. So far as you can see, tho present system is sufficient for the mines here ? I think so.
lOUO. I suppose you have never had to complain about; anything, or asked for anything, but what you
have been attended to at on go ? Ido not say at once, but as early as convenient.
1001. With all reasonable despatch ? Yes.
1002. I suppose you have never seen any other tamping rod used for dynamite or glycerine than a wooden
one ? No, "
1003. And as to the time for blasting—you blast according to tbe condition of the work, irrespective of 
whether it is crib time or knock-off time ? Yes.
1001. In reference to men coming on—do not yon think it would be safest to have a rule that men going 
off should point out to their mates coming on anything that might be dangerous on the face ? 1 think
competent men always do that, without the necessity of a rule.
1005. But then, unfortunately, all the men are not of the same standard in the mines, and it would be of 
no use explaining to them the condition of the face when at the plat;—you might just as well tell them on 
the surface? Yes.
1006. I suppose it would take a very large plat to liold all the shift coming off or going ou ? Yes; but 
they would meet in the drives, and they would be pretty thick there.
1007. Would it not be far better, then, if the change of shift took place at the face? I do not think it 
would make any difference to competent men.
1008. Not competent men, hut incompetent and careless men ? They should not bo there.
1009. With reference to those air-tight doors—I believe tho Proprietary Mine have curtains for that 
purpose? Yes; I lave seen them in some places.
1010. You have never had occasion to complain to any inspector about want of ventilation, and there has
been no accident through it? No. .
1011. His JIonor!\ Is there any man whose duty it is specially to look after ventilation in the mine?
Not that I know of. *

Mr. Edwards : Of course, your Honor, it is the foreman's duty to see to that, amongst other things.
1012. Mr. Edwards.'] Apart from those air-tight doors, you have no suggestion to make for any improve
ment to tho present workings ? No. *

TUESDAY, 13 JUDY, 1897.

Joseph Bourne sworn and examined :—
1013. Mis Honor.] What is your full name? Joseph Bourne.
1014. What is your occupation ? I am a working miner.
1015. Mr. Edwards.] ITow long have you been working as a miner ? Close upon fifty years,
1016. How long ou the Barrier ? Three years.
1017. In what mines have you been employed ? I am employed at Block 14 at present.
1018. Who is the foreman in that mine ? The underground manager is Captain John Evans.
1019. IV hat is the state of the ventilation in that mine ? As far as I can see, and as far as I know—I 
have worked in several mines on the Barrier—it is the best-ventilated mine on the Hill.
1020. There has been an increase in tho number of bauds employed on Block 14 during the last two
years? There has been during the last six months. “
1021. Not before that ? No.
1022. What is tho increase in the number of hands ? I could not tell yon exactly. I am always on the
one shift, and cannot tell what men are employed on the other shifts. I can only give an idea of tho 
shift I am employed on. *
1023. You are employed underground only? Yes.
1024. Have you noticed, in connection with the underground workings in Block 14, any increase in the 
number of accidents ? There have been a number of accidents lately. In some cases the men have been 
entirely to blame themselves,
1025. Mr. EoUnnghorne.] It is your opinion that tho principal cause of the increase in the number of 
accidents is tbe men’s own carelessness ? To a great extent.
1026. Is there anv other cause? I do not think there is. 1 am only speaking from my own point of 
view. Whenever I have wanted timber—no matter when it was—I have had time allowed me to get it, 
and to put it in its proper position to make things secure. In my opinion, where accidents have arisen, it 
has been through the incompetency of the men. There was an accident seven or eight months ago, A 
party of men were working on a contract—six in the party, two on each shift, The afternoon shift fired 
a shot, and loosened a large boulder, so mucb so that it was swinging—neither loose nor fast,—and you 
could move it from one side of the set to the other. A practical .man, instead of trying to pull it down, 
would have put a pop in it, and blown it to pieces, but these men kept ou trying to bar it down, and 
could not mako it come. They then left it to their mates, who came on at 12 o'clock at night. They, 
too, tried the same tactics ; and the result was they could not get it down. By some chance, their 
hammers were lying in the face between them and tbe boulder ; and, ns one of them was going in to get; 
his hammer, this lump came down, and cleaved Ins skull. AY bat they should have done in this ease was to 
put a pop in it. and scatter it at once. Of course, while barring it, they were loosening it all tbe time 
without bringing it down. In some parts of Block 14 it is very good working; but, in other parts, there

are

J, Bourne. 

13Jidv, 1S07.
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J. Bourne, are very rough boulders, which require very competent men. Some men come here to work, and call 
' themselves miners, and no doubt they are miners accustomed to hard ground; but, as to these boulders,

13 Jnly, 1897. js a hard matter to sound them thoroughly, and to do so a miner wants a varied experience to bring to
his aid. You might sound one uow, and it would to you sound solid, no matter what your experience.

. In the course of half-an-hour or so the nir naturally expands the joint and brings it away. So we
cannot have men too competent to fill these places.
1027. You say we cannot get men too competent—how shall we get these competent men;—there is 
considered to be a dearth of competent men at the present time ? This is a question that I have been 
trying to get at for a number of years. If we find that we have got a man competent and suitable, and 
he attends to his employment in a proper manner, he ought to receive extra remuneration to the general 
run. In many parts of different countries where I have been working it is the custom to give what they 
term “ consideration ” monev. That is to say, when pay came, and you were working in ground which' 
required to be closely timbered, in addition to your regular wages you got something extra. If two, four,, 
or six of you, you might get£l each more than the average wage. This is the idea ruling at the Thornley 
Colliery and in the County of Durham, and in the Cleveland Ironstone Mines, INorth Yorkshire, England,
1028. But how are we going to secure men to fill the places of the competent men as they drop out?
In the ironstone mines in Yorkshire it was the custom to take men in with us as apprentices. They did
all the hard, rough ivork, and we termed them “ broakers-up.’1 They arc something similar to fioormen 
here. Of course, every chance we had we would initiate them into the work. The work there is something 
like that obtaining here, the seams being very rough, bigb, and wide. Accidents occurred there sometimes, 
through inexperience. Perhaps a man would bar 6 or 7 tons down on himself. We used often to have 
a party of men on each shift Lo carry the injured away to the hospital. *
1029. I should infer from what you say that there should be apprentices ? Something should be done to 
bring on the incompetent.men.
1030. Do you believe in taking youths underground as apprentices, or is it better that they should reach a 
mature ago before they go underground. That is a question we want to settle on the Barrier. The- 
question of boy labour has been a bone of contention here for many years, and as you have had so large 
and varied an experience I would like to know whether you think that the best mode of apprenticing 
would be by taking in the youth or the matured man ? I think that the incompetent man would be a fav 
better male, but we must look at this : a truckor, if he has been in the mine six months, and if he wish to 
go in the face, should have the preference; a tool boy should also advance to a floor boy, and then to a 
trucker. If the youngsters are not trained, who are going to take our places when we pop off ? If a man

. takes a youngster under him, and anything happens to him, it is nothing but right that an inquiry should 
be held; but for the responsibility of taking the youngster, the competent mau should be remunerated.
1031. If a competent mau and his apprentice get through ns much work as two competent men—say the- 
boy is strong and can get through as much rough work as a man—you think they should receive the pay 
of two men, but that the skilled man should draw the greater pay ? Yes.
1032. As we are placed now, incompetent men must be secured, and, this being so, have you anything to-
suggest that wrould prevent any further increase in the accidents ? Yes ; there ought to be an Act 
here applying specially to the requirements of mines other than coal-mines, and there ought to be very 
stringent and carefully-drawn regulations extending beyond the actual provisions of the Act itself, 
in a similar maimer to the Coal Mines Act now in force here. The persons employed in a mine 
should, from time to time, appoint two of their number to inspect the mine, and the persons so appointed 
should he allowed to go all over the mine in company with the manager or some other official, and be- 
afforded every facility to carry out such inspection. They would then make a true report of such inspec
tion : and such report would be recorded in a book kept at the office for the purpose, and signed by the 
persons making the inspection. There is a provision in the English Act to that effect; and it should be- 
the same here. Such a provision gives the employees an opportunity to see how matters stand by a formal 
inspection. _ . _
1033. Jlis Honor.'] You think that places the employees in a proper position, and puts them on their 
mettle to think for themselves ? Yes, it acts capitally. It gives the men an interest in the management 
of the mine. This always gave general satisfaction in the Cleveland District, Yorkshire.
1031', Mr. Polkinqhorne.] lias any accident come under your notice on the Barrier that has occurred 
through the incompetency of the officer in charge of the particular place ? The open-cuts are not, I con
sider, worked in a systematic manner. I have seen a lot of this kind of work in my travels ; and I have 
never seen anything worked in a more reckless manner in my life than the open-cut here, I was in Sydney 
at the time of the building of the Cockatoo Dock. It was built in terrace fashion, and, if the open-cuts 
here had been worked on a similar principle, it would have relieved a lot of top weight from the timber 
and have been far safer for the men. In the event of rain or frosts, no matter how carefully you may 
sound the ground, they will operate upon it, and if either gets behind those slimy joints the result will be- 
that the ground will gradually push away. Terraces would stop falls of this nature from doing any harm. 
There is another matter I would like to speak upon, and that ia the outbreak of fire in Jllock 11. I do 
not know whether it has ever been found out what was the cause of that fire, or how it was caused. I do 
know how it was caused. It was caused by incompetence and ignorance. But, as I am going off the sub
ject I am here for, I will not say anything further on it. Should anyone, however, he anxious to know, 
with your permission, your Honor, I would let him know.

jlis Honor.- I do not know that it is directly within the scope of this inquiry. However, I thank 
Mr. Bourne for the suggestion he has made, and leave it to Mr. Bd wards whether lie shall avail kim- 

■ - self of it.
Mr. Edwards: Of course, your Honor, wc hove had the highest expert experience at our disposal in 
the matter, and, from that, we have come to our own conclusions. Eor all that, it might he well if Mr. 
Bourne gave us the value of his experience.

1035. His Honor.] I would ask Mr. Bourne, then, to state what he thinks caused the fire ? The eause- 
was this: the top portion of the timber in the open-cut in Block 11 was very much exposed to the sun,

' and, in consequence, became very dry. There was a large fissure in the ground—what we call a crack -r 
and the party that was in charge thought this would he a grand opportunity to fetch a lot of ground down 
by a sand blast. He started to charge this sand blast, and there were five or six casks or kegs of powder- 

"put in—25 lb, in each. But, before the sand blast was charged, five or six old bags were put inflush
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flush iviUi the bottom ore, or what wc would call the deposit o£ the mice ; and, to fill any vacancy there J- floume,
might be, an old pair of white moleskins were put in, and then five or six kegs of powder on top. Six
holes were fired—result, bags and trousers started the timber going. Tbe men worked quietly away, and ^ July, 1897.
thought no more about it until the fire was seen issuing from the timber. Had I bad my way, to have
saved a lot of trouble, I would have set the men drawing all the dry timber around where the fire was
raging, and have played upon the fire. Instead of that, they ordered largo holes to bo placed all round.
These were exploded on to the burning mass, and, instead of extinguishing the fire, made it worse, because 
it scattered tbe burning timber all over the place.
1036. "What I understand you to say as to the open-cuts is that, instead of putting in a single batter, it 
ought to be put in on terraces ? Tes. I might draw your attention to the practice in the quarries in 
Korth Wales. They work there in the same manner (hy terraces) in getting slates. I worked there for 

•■a long time from 1863, and, though 2,000 quarryinen were employed, I never heard of a man getting hurt.
1037. What was the total height of the face? About 60 feet in 1863. Of course it would be much 
■deeper now.
103S. Was that worked in terraces ? Tes.
1030. How many terraces on the one face ? We had a terrace every 25 feet.
1010. Was the face on the line of cleavage of the rock ? Tes. " '
3 Oil. Mr. Polkinghorne.'] What batter would you consider safe ? I should say 10 or 12 feet in 25 feet.
Of course, it depends a great deal upon the grouhd. If loose ground, you could do with less; but, if heavy 

■clumsy ground, with more. If you want to get at the ore you can always step back.
1042. Jits fFonor.] Ton meau 10 or 12 feet horizontal in 25 feet vertical ? Tes,
1043. Mr. Polkingkornc.'] Ion consider tbe regulations now in force axe not sufficient to secure tbe safe 
working of mines r1 Tes.
1014. Iho regulations that you consider would be of benefit are those contained in the English Act which 
you have referred to ? Tes.
1045. Ufa Honor.'] Would you say that open-cuts ought to be just as much within the province of an
Act as underground work? I should think the inspector ought to have just as much power over the 
■opcn-ciUs as over the mines. '
1046. They ought to be provided for in the regulations, and to he under the control of the inspector just
.as much as mines ? Tes. '
1047. Mr. Volkinghorne.T] Are you pretty well versed in tbe regulations now in force in connection with 

■the Mining Act of this Colony? Mo. I do not, in fact, think there is a- Milling Act in force. I believe 
there is an Wt being brought forward now. The only thing I can see is to insert that rule in the Mining 
Bill now before the House.

His Honor : In point of fad, Mr, Pol king home, the Mining Act does appear to deal very slightly 
icith the safety of woriemen. '
Mr. Polkinghorne: Put there is a Mining Act in force, your Honor, and, regulations under it, I 
have ashed the witness if he thought them sufficient, and he, said “ Mo." I have ashed him if he knew 
them, and he said “ AT).” I would like to read General Pule 2, under the Act, to Mr. Bourne, and 
ash Jor his opinion upon it,

1048. Mr. Bourne, General Rule 2 says :— .
If at any time it is found "by the person in charge of a mine, or any part thereof, that such mine or part is dangerous,

-every workman shall be withdrawn therefrom, and in every such case a true report of the condition of such mine or part 
thereof shall be forthwith made to the Secretary for Mines; and no workman shall (except in so far as is necessary for 
inquiry into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for exploration) be readmitted into the mine, or such part 
thereof as ivas so found dangerous, until the same is stated hy the manager, or hy an inspector, to be safe. Every such 
report shall be recorded in a book which shall be kept at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the person 
importing.
We will consider that a portion of a mine is considered to be unsafe by the man in charge, or by the men,

-or by both, and tho man in charge lias seen fit to call the men out ; it is not, however, considered 
necessary to call the inspector in, as the ground can be secured without very much danger ;—who do 
you think should say that the part has been made secure enough for the men to resume work—the 
inspector or the man in charge ? I think the inspector should he called in.
1049. Tou think, then, the inspector should be a man of greater ability than the man in charge of the 
work ? Tes.
1050. Sub-section a of general rule 3 says, that gunpowder or other explosive or inflammable substances 
■shall not be stored in tbe mine in any quantity exceeding what would be required for use during six 
■working days, and sub-section h of the same rule says, that it shall not be taken into or kept in the mine 
•except in a case or canister;—do you think that clause is sufficient? Tes; I think every man should 
have a canister. In the mine where I am employed at present they are very strict on that point. There 
is a little matter I would here like to refer to: at some of the mines, boys only are in charge of the 
magazines. In my opinion, there ought to be a staid man, and not a boy, in charge of every magazine; 
and then things would be carried on a little better and a little safer than they are. Sometimes it will 
happen that several boys meet together in a magazine, and fbere is no felling what kind of tricks they 
might get up to. I think there ought to be a clause to meet this inserted in the Mining Bill now before 
the House.
1051. Ufa Jlonori] What age would you fix as the lowest for a man to he employed at a magazine?
Mot less than 18. '
1052. What age do you find them there now ? They are quite youngsters—impossible to tell their age. I 
■suppose they get there this way : The father is, perhaps, a drunkard, or may be he is dead, and the mother 
must get in some money to make ends meet. She represents her son as being over 16, and gets him work 

•on the mines.
1033. Ho may be only 14 or 15 years of age ? Tes.
1054. And you think it is not the right thing that a boy of that age should be in charge of explosives?
Tes ; of course they are pretty smart in checking off the explosives taken out; they can do that part of 
the business all right.
1055. Mr. Polkinghorne.] Ton think it is often the case that the parents make a breach of the regulation 
which says that a boy below 16 shall not be employed ?

Mr. Polkinghorne : Although this restriction, your Honor, as to age is in a regulation in connection 
with the Lead Poisoning Act, I take it that it applies to all cases. Hit .
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J. Bourne. Sis Sonor : It is universally admitted, and especially insisted on by the A.S.A., that wc shou-ld have 
/——\ a new Mining Act. i

13 July, J897. Mr. Polkinghorne: Tes. The old Act should be repealed, also the regulations; and a new Act and 
a new set of regulations should be framed. If the age cannot be dealt with m any regulation coming 
under the Mining Act, but only under the lead Poisoning Act, I think it is time something more 
definite was done in the matter.
Jlis Sonor : As it verg often takes a long time for a Sill to get through the Souse, what wants doing 
« to make the host of the old Act, and to make much more stringent regulations. _

1050. Is it a breach more often committed by parents than by managers of mining companies, this taking 
on of boys under tlie age of 10 ? Yes. _ _ _
1057. Sub-section e of General Rule 3 says that a man must not have in his possessmn at one time in any 
one place more than 0 lb. of explosive do you consider that that clause is elastic enough—n-ill it, in 
your opinion, allow workmen to have sufficient ? 1 think it is quite sufficient, unless a man is working
a machine, when, if he has a heavy hole, he might require more than that. Somo men, if they had a 
canister of powder, would lay it by carelessly, and they might bar dirt down ou it and explode it. Before 
tbe compressed powder was introduced, miners would sometimes carry their powder in a man s worsted 
stocking slung over their shoulder. This, of course, very often resulted in aceideuts. If, however, you 
were working on contract, you were allowed to take a keg of powder in. But some of the miners wrere 
dishonest, and, accordingly,*some of the contents of the kegs mysteriously disappeared. Powder tins arc 
in force now, and that is the safest way. In the Cleveland district, in the old country, they do not fire 
the powder with a fuse, but with a needle, which is a much safer way than we have here. But I am 
afraid such a system would be too dangerous for the Barrier, because the miners require to be well 
trained before they can adopt it with safety. _
1053. Tou do not think there are many old powder men on the Barrier, and the needle would not be of 
much nse here ? Ko. _
1059. ‘What, in your opinion, is a safe distance to sink a vertical shaft without a covering over your head ? 
1 have had great experionce in sinking. I thoroughly understand sinking in any kind ot ground. If I 
were going to sink a shaft to-morrow a mile deep, I would have no covering whatever; but I will tell you 
what 1 would have. 1 would have a capital, good, travelling trolley, and I would see it made myself. 
Another thing is to have a good braceman over your bead. I have worked in some of the deepest and 
best shafts in the world. I worked in two shafts for Messrs. Bolchow, Yaughan, & Company, at Fogga, 
near Sketton, Cleveland, Yorkshire, that cost £190,000. They had the most perfect hauling and winding 
machinery—cages with patent clips and over-winding catches—the best that 1 have ever seen in my life. 
They were bricked from top to bottom. Give me a good braceman and a good travelling trolley. In the 
colonies, shafts are, as a rule, very primary affairs—for instance, the winding shaft which was in use at 
the Central when I worked there about two years ago. At that time, however, tbe best shaft on the mine 
was lying idle. In sinking a shaft 1 would just have what is termed a common kibble, a good rope, which 
should be overhauled every morning, and a good braceman—one that you could rely upon.
1000. In your opinion the inode adopted here for sinking a shaft is not what it should be ? Exactly.
1061. Under the system adopted in this district, what is a safe distance to work under a drawing shaft—
what distance should it be over your head;—say tbe shaft was iu three compartments, how would you 
secure your head—how would you have the dirt drawn out in deepening the shaft ? I w'ould have no 
protection at all. The last time I was employed in sinking a shaft was on a claim called “ The Home 
Rule,” in Charters Towers. The shafts there are mostly very deep, and the sinking is carried out without 
anything overhead. .
1062. Do you think that a man in charge of machinery for raising and lowering men should be certi
ficated ? Yes. _
1063. How should those certificates he obtained ? There should bo a Board of Examiners under the 
Government.
1061. A Board of Engineers ? Yes. _
1065. And when an engine-driver has secured a certificate, he should be considered capable, no matter 
what his age, of taking charge of an engine where he has men’s life to handle ? Exactly,
1066. Do you believe that meu in charge of shifts should be certificated men P They have to bo in the
old country. I am very sorry to say that, from my experience in that way, some of the certificated men 
are the greatest dunces or dummies I ever met. When the Mining Act of 1872, in Great Britain, came 
into force, every underground man was supposed to get a certificate. ], myself, was offered a certificate 
without examination at all; but I would not accept it, as I did not think it was right. An old manager 
whom I worked under in the Old Country had no certificate, and I do not think you could have got a more 
finished manager. That was Mr. Bartholomew Farrow, manager of Messrs. Morrison & Company’s mine, 
Brotton, Cleveland, Yorkshire. He used to visit every working place every day. His son, who had been 
brought up to mining all his life, failed in his examination for a certificate ; but a young fellow whom he 
coached gained his certificate, although he knew nothing whatever about practical mining as compared 
with his coach, who failed. I must admit, however, that there was some undue influence at work in this 
case. _
1067. You do not think it necessary that the man in charge of a shift of men should he certificated P I 
do not think so. There is no more competent man than my boss. I do not think that he has got a 
certificate, and I do not think that he requires one.
1068. Do you think it would be of any benefit to the men and the companies, generally, if a Board of 
Inquiry was appointed in each mining district, to inquire into causes of ail accidents other than fatal 
ones ? I do not think that would do any good whatever. There are so many systems of working. If we 
picked 100 men who had been about Broken Hill only, and sent them to Gympie, not two of them would 
know how to start. At Gympie, they all work single-handed, and, if you took on 100 men who had never 
seen single-handed work, they would be hitting themselves and one another instead of the drill.
1069. Do yon think it would be safe for men to work single-handed here ? It would be impossible for 
men to work hero single-banded, because some of the timber is so heavy that one man could not lift it.
1070. Then a Board of Inquiry, in your opinion, would be useless ? Exactly, taking into consideration
the variable nature of tbe country throughout the Colony, _
1071. His Sonor.] Mr. Polkinghorne means a local Board? Oh, I would quite agree with that. I
quite think, myself, that that would be a great benefit to all. In the North of England we drew up such 
a thing, and it acted very satisfactorily. 1072.
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1072. Mr. Po}l'ini]liornc.~\ I£ you think a local Board o£ Inquiry would be of benefit, how would you J. Bourne, 
suggest it should be appointed ? There should be six miners, two of whom should come from the place
whore the accident occurs, and an equal number of mine managers. Glhey should select a chairman by ^ 
ballot amongst themselves, and so arrange it that a mine manager should be chairman at one sitting, and 
a miner at the next.
1073. How would you suggest they be elected ? The men should choose a man from their own number.
The men on each mine should have a meeting among themselves, and elect their own man to sit for (say) 
six months.
1074. But, seeing that there are a dozen mines in this district, if it was left that vague, they would want 
to have a representative each—a lino would have to be drawn somewhere; further, the Proprietary 
mine would say that, as they employ over two-thirds of the men working along the line of lode, to have 
all things equal, they should elect two-thirds of the managers and two-thirds of the men ? To meet that,
I would say, let each man represent a certain number, They who employ tho greatest number of hands 
should have the biggest say in the matter.
1075. And a ballot to be taken on the several mines for the men who are nominated ? Yes,
1076. Have you seen m connection with your work along the line any dangerous places loft unprotected?
There are oue or tuo places where I am working, which at a very slight cost could be rectified. They 
have no doubt been overlooked by tho management. Where the ladder-way goes up from floor to floor at 
the part where 1 am working, in some places the wall is crushing, and there are bits of loose ground that 
would fall rather heavy if a man happened to bo underneath. "With the exception of that, the mine is iu 
a sound condition. A couple of men in a couple of hours could rectify the matter. I do not think there 
is a mine better worked on the Hill than Block 14. They send very little dirt to the surface—they 
always find a place for it down below.
1077. You have never pointed out a dangerous working that has not been put right? They are very good 
that way. I have never had the slightest ground to find fault with the management; in fact, they have 
always acted very courteously to me when 1 have suggested anything.
1078. Have you had any experience in the open-cuts ? Hot in those underground.
1079. Have you had practical experience in those along the line of lode ? I worked for a short time in 
one.
1080. Do you think that the system carried out in the open-cats could bo made safer to work than at 
present ? I think so.
10SI. Mis Honor.'] How long were you in the open-cut ? Two or three months only. I worked there 
until I could get on at the mines. I had some diiiiculty when I came here in getting employment under
ground, because I was not known. When I applied at tho Proprietary, they asked mo all sorts of 
questions—so many that J walked away disgusted. I thought they would ask me next what was my 
religion.
1082. Afr. Polkinghorne^] How long ago would it ho sinee you worked in tho open-cut ? About three 
years ago.
1083. A great deal of alteration has taken place since then ? I have never been near the open-cut this 
last two years.
1084. Is it your opinion that a 11 powder-monkey” should be allowed to charge holes while the men are in 
tho place working ? Certainly not.

Mr. Mlwards : I might point out to Mr. Polkinghorne. that the surface rules framed by the mine forbid 
men to remain in a place where holes are beinfj charged.
Mr. Polkinghorne: I am aioare of that; but it is not provided for in the regulations under the Mining 
Act.

1085. When you were employed there (in the open-cut) was it customary for the “ powder-monkey ” to 
charge while men were working on the face ? No, 1 never saw it done.
1086. Mis Honor.] One of the witnesses said that he thought the system called the “ chinaman” was a
very dangerous one, hut he did not go on to tell us why. I do not know whether you have had any 
experience in that direction ? I have not had much experienco in “ chinaman" work ; but I know a man 
is in a very dangerous position when working on a 11 chinaman.” The waggon goes underneath, and the 
dirt comes through the “chmatnau,” or movable hatch, into the truck. In my opinion, tho stage should 
not be overloaded with lumps too large. Before the lumps come down to the '• chinaman,” they should 
be blown to pieces. 1 have known instances where men have been underneath the “ chinaman,” and a 
large stone has come down, smashed through, and killed them. All large lumps should be smashed before 
being brought down. -
1087. Ho you think that the men working on night shift in the open-cuts are exposed to more danger 
than if Working on day shift ? I do not approve of men working in the open-cuts except by a capital 
light. Tho electric lights at present in use on the Hill sometimes flicker, and a man's attention might be 
turned away by tins flickering light, and in that brief space of time he might he caught.
1088. Mr. Polkinghorned] Yours has been a varied experience m connection with explosives ? Yres.
10S9. H ow long should a hole be left after bciug L‘ bulled ” before being charged ? I have never “ bulled ” 
a hole in my life, and .1 think I have broken as much ground as any man. I think “ bulling ” is a very bad 
process. I have seen so many accidents arise from it. I saw one in the open-cut. He was a smart chap 
at “ bulling” holes in his way, but one day he got his thumb and part of his hand blown off. 1 have seen 
several cases where men have been blown away. In my opinion, the principal cause of accidents arising 
from “bulling” is this : A hole takes a long time to cool after being “bulled,” and, when the fracteur, 
some of which is very cheap and nasty, is put in, it explodes. As I have said, ] do not believe in “ bulling.”
I have seen holes after being “bulled” blow out through the bottom and leave the top standing. Other 
holes have then had to be put in to bring down the top part. J do not agree with “ bulling,” and it is a 
dangerous practice.
109u. But, in tho eient of a hole’s being 11 bulled,” how long do you think it should be left before being 
charged ? 'That depends a great deal on the season and the depth of tho hole. I should say an hour in 
winter, and two hours in summer. Of course, if it is a down-hole, and you have water handy, you could 
get it cool in a very much shorter time.
1091. Ho you think that the services of additional inspectors are necessary on this field ? By all means.
I think an inspector should be stationed here all the time. There is another little thing I do not 

258—E altogether
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J, Bourne, altogether agree with. I think we should have the best men that could possibly ho procured. Another 
thing, the inspector's pay is not sufficient for this field. In England, the inspector’s pay runs to about 

13 July, 1897. £500 a year. I think if we have the services of a good man he should he paid something similar, because 
great responsibility rests upon the inspector here. He has to please the employers and the employees too. 
1 do not know our present inspector personally, and, for my part, I cannot see anything wrong in the way 
he carries out his duties; but he should be stationed here. \Ve do not know the hour he may be called 
upon.
1092. Sts Sonor.'] You would like to limit the district and increase the salary P Yes. .
1093. Mr. Pollcingltorne.] The inspector has just informed me that tho extent of this district is from
Thaekaringa to Tibooburra. You say that an inspector should be in tho immediate vicinity of the line of 
Ibde at all times ? Yes. ... .
1094. How many more do you think this district requires ? For the outlying districts, where there is not
such a large number of men employed, one, I think, would be sufficient. _ _
1095. What is the best means to make known to all persons employed in or about a mine the regulations,
statutory enactments, &c., in connection with the Mining Act ? In the north of England the ’72 Act, 
after it was passed, was posted outside the office, on tho brace, and down below in tbe plat. I think that 
is all that would be necessary here. _
1096. You do not think it would be a better plan to give every employee a copy of the regulations ? 
When the '72 Act that I speak of was passed, the company under whom I was employed at the time 
handed each of us a copy.
1097. Seeing that regulations should be made not only for guidance as to how work should be performed,
but to regulate men as to how they should carry out their work, do you not think that every man should 
have a copy? Yea. _ _
1098. You think that, even if they are stuck up in conspicuous places, there is a way of getting out of it 
by saying "I do not know tbe rules—I never had them given to me? ” In England they are set out in 
large print on large frames, and made very easy to read.
1099. Mr. Edwards.] I notice that under the Coal Mines Act of this Colony this rule applies:—

The owner, agent, or manager shall supply a printed copy of the .abstract and the special rides, gratis, to each person, 
employed in or about the mine, who applies for a copy at the office at which the persons immediately employed by tho 
owner, agent, or manager arc paid.
I suppose that would meet the case? Yes. '
1100. Yon would not ask the manager to go and hunt up the men and deliver copies to them? No.
1101. 1 suppose at your mine tho rules are posted up? Yes, outside the candle office.
1102. And outside the pay office? I do not know.
1103. I suppose they are not very diligently studied by the men ? No.
1101. In reference "to the open-cuts, I understand your experience was about two years ago, and then 
only for two months? Yes. _
1105. Given a sufficient quantity of electric light on the night shift, and the greater danger is hardly
discernible ? No ; but the electric light is not so good as daylight. _
1106. In reference to working on tbe “ chinaman ”—I suppose in their own interest tho contractors would 
have all big stones popped in order to save the trucks under the “ chinaman ? ” Yes.
1107. So in their own interest they would not let large stones down ? Sometimes large stones get away
from them : and that is owing to the neglect of both, sometimes the mau in charge, and sometimes the 
men themselves. ' _
1108. The man barring down stone will sometimes get in front, and then, should it run, it would come on
top of him ? Yes. _ _
1109. Judging from tbe questions put to yon when you applied for work at the Proprietary Mine, you
cannot say that they are careless in endeavouring to get competent men ? I thought they were careless 
at the time. I considered myself insulted. If a man came to me for employment I would put him to 
work, and soon see whether he was competent or not.- _
1110. As to tbe dangerous places that you say are unprotected in Block 14;—have they ever been pointed
out to the shift-bosses as being dangerous? Not to my knowledge, _
1111. Is there not a rule that any dangerous place observed by a workman shall be at once pointed out 
to a shift-boss ? Yes; but you must bear this in mind, that a man, hy asking these questions, might he 
making himself too inquisitive.
1112. But if you saw a dangerous place you would mention it? If in my neighbourhood, I would. If 
not, I would not.
1113. "Whose duty would it be then ? The shift-boss’s I take it. _
1114. But, if dangerous to tbe men, would you not point it out? The place I refer to might keep its
position for twelve months, and it might come down in a couple of hours. No men are working under it; 
men only pass under it. .
1115. Do you not think that it is your bounden duty to go and acquaint the shift-boss of that at once? 
No ; not unless I am working under it.
1116. But would you like men to work under it ? No one is working under it.
1117. But you pass under it? No ; I would not report it. I should be told at once that I was making 
myself too busy.
1118. But I understand you to say that tbe shift-boss is a man that you have no fault to find with ; and 
why do you not approach him ? I would not consider it my place, being a subordinate. Suppose I had 
been on "the “ Victoria,” and warned the Admiral of the approaching collision with tbe c: Camperdown,” 
what would he have said ?
1119. Buie 6 of the Underground Buies and Begulations says:—

As a matter of common safety, any workman who shall observe, or come to the knowledge of, any damage to or 
deficiency in any part of the ivorkings, any defect or flaw' in the cages, chains, ropes, or chairs, or in any part of the engine, 
machinery, gearing, or plant used in or about the mine, whereby the safety of workmen or others may be impaired, shall 
he hound forthwith to communicate same to the shift-boss or foreman. * * * If, in the various mining operations
underground, the workmen notice any undue pressure on the timbers, or any movement or disturbance in the ground which 
might lie in any way considered dangerous, they shall immediately convey information of to their shift-boss, who shall at 
once advise the foreman. * e o
Surely you could have acquainted the shift-boss—do you not think so? There was not any immediate 
danger; but still it was a place that should be attended to, 1120.
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1120. l^ow, supposing that earth fell, and crushed some men passing underneath, whose fault would it bo J- ^T'^Le‘
—who would be to blame? Perhaps you would want to say that I should be to blame. I am not paid . jgQ» 
to inspect and find fault. If 1 took upon myself to do that, I should be sent adrift at once. < > ■
1121. You say tho shift-boss is the right man in the right place; and do you mean to say that if you 
pointed out a danger of that kind to him he would not praise you for it, and thank you? _
1122. In reference to men driviug machinery, I suppose, so long as a man has experience, it does not
matter what his age is, so long as he is not a boy ? 3Io. .
1123. And as to certificates for shift-bosses, you think certificates go for very little—what you want is 
experienced men ? Yes.
1124. You said something about the central shaft being defective two years ago; I suppose you know 
that a new shaft has been put down since then? I believe so-
1125. As to an uncovered vertical shaft, you think there is no need for a pent-house ? Yes.
1126. It was stated yesterday by a witness that a vertical shaft should not be sunk more than 100 feet
without pent-houses;—you do not agree with that? No. _
1127. As to the quantity of powder allowed to be used by one man at one time,—do you work by machine
or by hand? By hand. _ .
1128. Of course, with a rock-drill you make a larger hole, and you require a large quantity of explosive.
Yes. ... . .
1129. It would be very hard, then, to limit the quantity of explosive to be in use at any time. Yes.
1130. As to boys being employed iu charge of magazines,—where is there a boy employed in a magazine 
here ? In Block 14.
1131. AVhat age is he ? I could not tell you the exact age; I should take him to be 13 or 14.
1132. With tho exception of that, you say in Block 14 they are most careful, and very strict in the use of
explosives ? I do not think they could improve anything, so far as my knowledge goes. _
1133. Then you stated that when men are withdrawn by the inspector, or by the manager or shift-boss,
from dangerous ground, they should not be allowed to return to Ibat part of the mine without the consent 
of the inspector ? 1 do not remember answering that. _
1134. You wish to qualify the answer you gave Mr. Polkinghorne in this way : that in the event of there 
being dangerous ground in any part of the mine, such as ground hanging from the lace or swinging from 
the roof, and it is necessary to take the men out of that portion until that ground is got ylown, as soon 
as the ground is down to the satisfaction of the shift-boss the men can go back again ? Yes.
1135. You think it only necessary to call the inspector where tbe ground is coming in in a big^ way ; and 
then, the inspector having been called in, he ought to bo satisfied before allowing them to go back ? Exactly.
1136. We will come back on to the open-cuts;—jou think they should bo worked on terraces or benches ? ^
Yes. _ ,
1137. I suppose you have to be guided in a great measure by the conditions of the ground as to the size 
of your bench, or whether you can put a bench in ? Yes.
1138. Do you know that in the open-cuts here they are at present working them on a system of benches ?
I have’not been up there for two years.
1139. You think the batter should not be less than 10 in 25 ? Not in loose ground.
1140. That is equal to -1- in 1 ? Yes. .
1141. Do you know that the batter in the open-cuts here is never less than £ to 1? I could not say; it 
is two years since I was up there.
11.42. t8o you cannot say that the batter in tho open-cuts does not come up to the measurement you 
think it should ? No.
1143. You have no idea whether it is safe to work there or not? No,
1144. Of course, as to your suggestion regarding tho fire in Block 11, it is a very valuable one; but the 
mine authorities have reason to attribute it to another cause altogether. In your first answer in 
reference to tbe open-cut, I understood you to say it was not worked in a systematic manner, and that 
you never saw anything worked so recklessly in your life:—that was nearly three years ago ? Yes.
1145. In reference to apprentices: no doubt about it; the earlier a man begins, the better miner he
makes ? As a rule. _ ,
1146. Then you say that when a competent miner is working with an apprentice, they should receive the 
wages of two competent men ? As a rule, in the North of England, the man who takes an apprentice, 
who is generally termed a breakcr-up, has the paying of him himself. They are generally paid there 
by the weight—by the ton ; and the competent man fixes up the wage for the total amount.
1147. But, if paid by the day, as here, you would not expect a mine to pay a man and a hoy the same 
wages as two competent men? He would not be much of a boy at seventeen or eighteen.
1148. But he would be simply an apprentice, as far as mining was concerned? Yes.
1149. And you would not pay him so much as you would a competent miner ? Certainly not,
1150. I suppose you have worked on contract right through? 1 have never worked by contract on the
Hill; always day work. _ '
1151. 'When you are going off shift, do you point out to your mates coming on the condition of the 
face ? I always leave the face safe. I generally fire half-an-hour before change of shift; and I then go 
hack to see if the face is secure and safe. I think all over the Hill men fire too late ; they lire exactly 
at change of shift. The firing probably scatters the laths; and the incoming men, not being aware of 
the danger, fall through; and, if the floors Underneath have been stripped, as is_ sometimes the case, they 
may have a very serious fall of some sets in extent. In the event of my firing at change of shift, I 
always go back to see that there arc no loose laths, and, if 1 find any loose ground, I work it down. It 
has always been understood by the management that things should be that way. Sometimes, however, 
men are a little slow, and they fire and leave the face in a wild state, and everything topsy-turvy.
1152. And when they leave they do not know whether it is in a safe or dangerous condition ? They do
not. An accident occurred about a year ago in this way : A party fired a series of holes, and one did not 
take—it was not properly lighted. When tbe other shift came on, one of tho men looked round and saw 
that this hole had not taken. What should he do but light it with his candle. Of course, away went.his 
candle, and he was left in the dark; and, there being a lot of laths out at this place, down he went and 
injured his back. _
1153. What 1 mean is this : men fire at knock-off time, and the moment they see tho fuse spit, they go
up ? Yes; but I think they should go back. 1154.
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1154. They should go hack, and either see the face secure before they leave, or else point out to their 
ISJulylSST 0,1;‘l0min? ,nafces any danger ? ^ Tes. ’
, ’ * 1155. And going up to tho surface they very often miss their mates? Yes ; you might be going up in

one cage, and they coming down in the other.
1156. Tou say that, leaving the face without knowing whether it is secure or not, is a fruitful source of 
danger? Tes.
1157. That being so, would it not he far better to have a hard-and-fast rule that men should not he 
allowed to leave the face until they had pointed out to their mates coming on any danger in the face ? 
■Tust so; I quite agree with that.
1158. And change of shift, instead of taking place at the brace, should take place at the face ? It would 
not be always suhable to change at tho face. You may have just fired a heavy hole, and have some loose 
ground hanging, in which case 1 would rather wait and get it down before my mates came in.
1159. But could you not get over tho difficulty by firing earlier ? Tes.
1160. Tou think that would he the safest course to adopt—to compel the mates coming off to show their 
mates any danger there might be ? Tes.
1161. I suppose, since you have been in Block 14, you cannot say that anything has been left undone,
within reason, for the safety of the men ? ISb ; there is one little matter I would like to mention. When 
I first came here, 1 went to work at the Central, and there they had some very bad fuse. I think it should 
be the duty of tbe mine-owners to get the best quality of fuse possible. While I wrorkcd at the Central, 
I had five holes miss in one day. Since I have worked at Block 14,1 have only had one miss, and then it 
was my own fault. . “
1162. I suppose you know that sometimes the most careful buyer will get inferior stuff thrust on to him, 
not only in fuse hut in other things ? Tes.
1163. 1 suppose you complained to the shift-boss about its being bad? Tes. Going away from the Hill, 
I know of several places in the Colony where the fuse was very bad, and caused several fatal accidents.
1164. It is admitted that bad fuse is dangerous, but can you attribute this to the neglect of the mine 
officials? 'No. Bracteur, in my opinion, should be tamped as lightly as possible with a soft stick. I 
notice that in the Tarrawingee accident they bad a bard-wood stick. I do not believe in a bard-wood 
stick nothing but a soft-wood stick. I have seen several men crippled through using hard-wood sticks. 
A soft stick is less liable to friction. Tou want to push fracteur home very steadily. I have seen plenty 
of miners tamp it very violently,
1165. Jlis Honor.] Do you find that you have to be very careful in selecting the length of fuse—should 
there be a splice in it, is not the powder at that particular spot likely to be disconnected for a space?

. That is very rare if you get the best quality. It is very easy to distinguish the best quality.
1166. So it comes to this ;—that, if we have an inspectorship of esplosives, fuse should be regarded as an 
explosive? Tes.

Mr. EJmardx : I would Wee to draw attention, your Honor, to the last clause of Uequlation 8 under 
the Mining Act:— ' '
And any accident occurring in any mine in or about any machinery shall be joriwd facie, evidence that such accident 

occurred through some neglect or default on the part of the owner thereof.
His Honor : I should say that teas ‘purely ultra vires. It goes outside the intention of the power to 
mahe regulations altogether. '
Mr. Edwards: But supposing a short Bill was passed declaring these Begulations to he law, notwith
standing that they icere ultra vires. However, I do not suppose there is any necessity for me to refer to 
that further: it is too evident.
His Honor ; I do not think that you need refer to that matter further.
Mr. Edwards : I would like to say that I think “ prim a facie” put in there simply means that it places 
the. owner as defendant. '
His Honor.- Yes; it is not in the nature of a Begulation at all.

John Polkinghorne sworn and examined
PoikiTudimne Honor.] What is your full name ? John Polkinghorne.

* 1168. What is your present occupation ? A miner.
13 July, 1897. ^ ''vo.u^ as^ you to inform the Commission of any matters that have come under your notice during

your experience as a miner in this district? As to the matter of ventilation, which is the first subject 1 
will touch upon, as far as my experience goes, the amount of air brought into the mine is quite sufficient, 
but it is not distributed as well as it might be through the different workings. I have spent most of my 
time m the Proprietary, where I went just after the fire. I was engaged in opening up a portion of tho 
mine away from the fire ; and, to get to that part, other means than those used before tho fire had to be 
adopted, and, on account of the blocking of the old roads, the air was rather warm. The Proprietary,how
ever, has as much air going through it as anyone could wish for, if it were only distributed a little better. 
I worked at the Central two years ago, and there was a place in it where a great deal of work wras going 
on, but there was no air-way provided until the stope was put up something like six floors. Why I 
mention this is to try and corroborate some of the evidence that has been given, that the best means of 
ventilation would be to block out the ground so that the air can be circulated into tbe parts where the 
men are working. There is always plenty of air sent into the mines ou the Barrier; it only wants dis- 
tribiiting. Meu have had to work, for a good while in places rendered very hot by the heat of the ground, 
by the breath of the men, and by the blasting operations. The current of air was not sufficient to drive 
out the noxious gases that accumulated. Though there be plenty of air in a main drive, it is no proof 
that the workings are supplied with pure air. The distribution could he done with very little cost; and 
^ i from what I have seen of the Companies, that, if the necessity were pointed out, they
would be other than ready to have the matter at once attended to.
1170. Is such a thing as bratticing ever used in these mines ? I have seen a little of it here, but not 
much. In some places, the air has been almost completely thrown off from a place where it was not 
required by the use of canvas. These things only want to be mentioned, and I have no doubt they will 
bo carried out. In the opening up of the different levels I think the greatest care should be to see that
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ji connection is made from one level to another before sloping is done. The connections should be made 
bv winzes. It is better to sink than put up a rise when making these communications, because, in sinking, 
it is found that the men inhale less of the poisonous gases that arc given off. I have never mentioned to 
anyone, nor have 1 thought, that there was ever anything that could be done which was not being done 
for the safety of tbo men employed. Plenty of timber has always been provided. It has been said at 
this inquiry that at times on some of the mines there has not been sufficient timber. I may say that, 
during my short term iu the Central, for a while there was a run on timber, and orders could not be filled 
by the mill so soon as was desired. In that case, every endeavour was made by the Company to get the 
timber. I do not know anything about these dangerous portions of the mines referred to—tbe under
ground chambers. In my opinion, if they are carried out to the extent that has been pointed out, it is 
necessary that a Regulation should be framed restricting their dimensions. In my opinion, no open 
excavation underground should be carried out to a greater height than 10 feet, which would enable men 
to control the back. 1 think they could keep their face 20 feet in front of the timber evon._ with 
machines. The timber would not be shattered at that distance. I do not consider it safe to work iu an 
opening underground of a greater depth than 10 feet. _
1171. As to the number of aceideuts that have occurred, have you noticed that there has been any
increase out of proportion to the increase in the number of miners ? I think there has been an increase 
in tbe number of accidents out of proportion to the increase in the number of miners, I certainly think 
that the cause of so many accidents is through the employment of so large a number of incompetent men. 
1 have beard such terms as this used by tbe bosses who have employed them : “ 1 wish it would come on 
to rain in South Australia, so that these fellows would go back again.” These men cause accidents by 
their bad work, and very often it is not themselves, but the men on the next shift, who suffer. Incom
petent men arc not in a position to tell their relieving mates of any danger ; and their mates, oven before 
they have time to look round, fall victims from a fall. It is then, perhaps, said that tho man brought on 
tbo accident by his own fault; but, at the same time, it was very probably tbe fault of the outgoing 
man. I think that nearly every accident is brought about by incompetence on the part of the men 
employed. It is my opinion that, if men were allowed to select their own mates, better uaeiy would 
be employed. There are plenty of good miners, it is said, who are walking about and looking for 
work. At the present time, I believe, if a party wants a man to complete it, by applying to tbe 
officials, they will allow you to select your own man if you have a wish to do so; but, if you cannot 
get bold of the man you want at once, or within some little time, the boss puts on one, and you have 
to put up with him for the time being, no matter how incompetent he might be. I have been working 
in tbe Proprietary a year and nine months ; and I must admit that I have seen during the last six months 
more men come down into the block in the shift I have been working on, and sent up and not allowed to 
come down again, than there are on any shift in that block. They have come down and shown their 
incompetency; and some of them in less than half an hour have been told to go. Some of these very same 
men may go to another mine; he may be a very good “ bullock,” or he may be a good shovelman, and as 
tbe boss goes round he happens to be doing something which passes him off as suitable ; but, at tho same 
time, he has got no idea whatever bow to break down ore. How to prevent the employment of these men 
is a difficult question. When a man is working and wants somebody to fill up tbe party, he very often 
does not know what men aro out of work. It is said that lots of good men are out of work, but very 
few of them find their way to fill vacancies on the blocks I have been working in. The best means to 
adopt to secure good miners is to put a lot of those young fellows into tbe face who are at present 
working as truckers, &c. They are very anxious to get into the face, and I am sure they would make 
very good miners if they were put under a good system. I think yon would find plenty of good miners 
willing to take these boys on, because they are fine strapping fellows, and could get through just as much 
of tbe rough work as the miner proper. If these boys were taken on as apprentices, one of them with a 
competent miner would get through as mucb work as two competent men, since tbe boy would be able to 
do all the rough work which requires no experience, and tbe competent man would do the skilled work. 
The wage now is 9s. a day, and, as the competent miner and his apprentice would get through as much 
work as two competent men would, the two together should receive two men's pay, viz., 18s. a day, which 
should be divided in this way : the skilled man to receive, say, 10s. Gd., and the apprentice 7s. Gd. Tho 
apprentice, by working alongside a skilled man, would very soon begin to pick up things. As to the 
inspection of the mines, I certainly think that this district is too large for the one inspector. _ While a 
lot has been said against the way in which the local inspector has carried out his duties in this district, 
I have nothing to say against him at all. All I say is that we want a Mining Act and a set of Regulations 
which will give him more power to act. Rrom what I have learned since I have been on tbe Barrier, it is 
proved that the Mining Act and Regulations are not what they ought to be; and, consequently, the 
inspector has not been able to do what is expected of him ; but, apart from that altogether, seeing the 
amount of work that is being carried out on this line of lode—there are over 6,000 men employed within 
a line of lode 2 miles in length—this immediate district requires a man in itself, and the outside localities 
should be taken charge of by another inspector. _
1172. You mean two men should be appointed, and that it should he so arranged that always one of them 
would be available at Broken Hill? 1 think one should be available at Broken Hill at all times. Of 
course, I would not suggest that one be appointed at Broken Hill and another at Milparinka. They 
could work the district (the Albert Mining District) between them, but so arrange it that _thero would 
be always one at Broken Hill, dust previous to the luncheon adjournment we were discussing tho 
question of inspectors. I said that I thought one was not sufficient for the district, and that one should 
at all times bo in Broken Hill. The question then arises—what class of men tho inspectors should be. 1 
think they should be practical men, and not only theoretical. I do not object to a little theory; but 
practice is far better than theory. There is one thing that I would like to suggest, that I. do not think is 
in use on the Barrier—the adoption of safety hooks and thimbles on the skids to prevent overhauling. 
These would disconnect the rope from the cage in the event of overhauling,

Innpector Hebbard: Two or three different hinds are in use on the Barrier.
Witness: They should be adopted in all cases where men are being raised or lowered by cages. I thinh
there should be a Begulation compelling their adoption. There is nothing in the Begulations at the
present time providing that even the safety appliances which are now in use should be provided for ev, rv
cage.

Inspector

J.

3 July, 1897.
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J.
Polkinghorne.

13 Jiily, 1897.

Inspector U.ebbard: Safety appliances are in general use; but they arc not compulsory.
Witness : I. believe there arc some cages in use on tbe Worrier without them.
Inspector Hebbard: There were two or three, but I do not think there is one note in use without the 
safety appliances.
Witness : I was given to understand that there were, some time back, but I do not know whether it is so 
now. I think that the most modern appliances that can begot should be provided for in the Regulations. 
I have seen in Victoria three or four diferent appliances in use. I do not hnow'whai appliances are in
use on the Barrier.
Inspector Ilebbard : Those at the ‘‘ South ” are Noble and Qhcssels, and those at the Pinnacles arc the 
same. M.iddleton s patent is in use at Block Idi; and those at the Proprietary were introduced by 
Mr. Patton from America. '
Witness : I think engine-drivers should be holders of certificates that they are competent to take charge 
of an engine. This is especially necessary where they have charge of the hauling of men to the surface. 
The Begulations at present provide, I believe, that no vertical ladders be allowed in shafts—only in pump 
shafts, I do not think a vertical ladder should be allowed in any shaft, whether pump or hauling shaft.

H/3. Do you think a man is less likely to fall from a vertical ladder with ordinary rungs than from a 
steep ladder built in ordinary step-ladder form ? I do not think so. 1. think the step-ladder would he 
the safer. I do not think that a vertical ladder is safe at any time. The ordinary rung ladder, inclined 
somewhat, is the safest ladder for shafts. I do not approve of them at too steep an angle. The ladder I 
like best is the rung ladder—10-inch rungs. If such a ladder were placed at an angle of (say) 4 feet in 20 
feet, it would he very easy to climb. Step-ladders arc the safest for slopes in this district. In looking 
over the Kegulations as to the inspector’s duties, J cannot see that it lays down anywhere that the 
inspector shall leave a record in the office of any defects or of any place ho deems unsafe. In my opinion, 
when an inspector has made an inspection of a mine, and has seen any defects or unsafe places, ho should 
put it in writing and sign it, and place it in the office of the company, so that, if anything happened, the 
inspector could have it on record that he notified the company that such defects liiad to be looked after. 
I think some provision should be made that such records be kept. In all eases a record should be left in 
the office of the company. It would be far better for the company as well as the inspector. One of the 
subordinate officers may be with the inspector at tbo time that he points out any defects ; and the superior 
officers might never know' anything about those defects. But, should a record be kept in the office, it 
"would be placed before the head officials. In many cases the inspector may, perhaps, come across little 
matters that could he rectified in a short time with little cost, and at present he simply informs tho officer- 
in-charge of that part of the mine that it would be better to get them repaired, and be gives an order that 
it he done. But there is at present nothing to show that he has given such an order. JTo doubt, a record 
should be kept.
117&. Tou would amplify General Buie 2 of the Mining Act to meet the case ? Tes. As to the calling 
of men out from any part considered dangerous, as set down in that rule, my opinion is, that if a man 
in charge calls men out, and the defect is not considered, in the opinion of the men, to bo of such a nature 
as to require an inspector to be called in, when the place is put into repair it should be the place of the 
man in charge to give the order for the men to return to work; but in all cases where it is deemed 
advisable to call tho inspector, be should be tho man to say when it is safe for the men to return. That 
rule (Xo. 2) is hardly sufficient. The inspector would not be required to be called in for everything. 
Often a small movement will take place, where, if they waited for the inspector to come before thev 
secured it, the delay would, perhaps, lead to a serious creep ; whereas, by tho man in charge taking th*e 
men out and making it secure, a more serious danger is averted. In all cases, the men are the best judges 
as to ivhether the inspector should be called in. If there be an extensive movement, the inspector should 
he called in, and the ground should he secured under his supervision. While we may have most efficient 
men as managers and foremen, they have to depend upon other men to a great extent. Men are placed 
in charge of certain places, and they have only been workmen, and are not at all times to be entirely 
depended upon. Men who have been taken from the face and placed in charge will very often run into 
more danger—and take men with them—than the manager would allow. Of course, it would not- be possible 
for the head officials fo he at all times present in every working place in their mines. Another matter has 
occurred to me. It has not been mentioned here as yet, and it is a matter that I have had under con
sideration for some time. It is necessary, in my opinion, that two engine-drivers should be in tho engine- 
house when men are being lowered or raised. At present, twelve men, six in each cage, are at the mercy of 
the one man. In my opinion, when men are being raised or lowered there should be two drivers. I have 
re&d of an engine-driver ivhoj in the midst of his work, was seized with a ht, which resulted in much 
damage and loss of life. Two men would be a safeguard against such an occurrence. It may look a 
hardship to some companies that may be working only two shifts, as then they would have to employ an 
extra man to be on duty in the engine-house during the raising and lowering"of the men at change of 
shifts. But I do not think tho extra cost should stand in the way. Twelve lives should be considered of 
some value to the btate. Xot only that, the losing of twelve lives would probably mean the throwing of 
thirty or forty persons on to the State for maintenance. As to the Regulation regarding explosives, I 
think it is hardly elastic enough for the conditions under which you have to work in this district. On the 
other hand, in framing a Mining Act and Regulations, 1 quite recognise that it would not do to have a 
separate set of Mining Regulations for each mining district. But I believe in having a Regulation which 
yon would not be bound to break. Under this existing Regulation, that tbe amount of explosive a workman 
may have in use at any one time in any one place shall not exceed C lb., I take it that it means the 
explosive in use after it has been taken from the magazine. I would rather see the Regulation provide 
that the quantity required be taken out, but that, as soon as the blasting to be done had ceased, the canisters 
should he returned again to the magazine. In order to minimise the waste of time that would occur in 
returning the canisters to the magazine, it would, perhaps, be necessary to have a magazine at each level. 
1175. How would it he to give the Minister discretionary power, on the report of the local inspector, to 
grant an extension of tho quantity to be used at the one time on any particular mine? I can bardlv see 
how we are going to get out of the difficulty unless we do it in this form—that no man be allowed to take 
more than is required for the shift. In hammer and drill work you may have to fire four or five times in 
a shift. It all depends upon the nature of the ground you are taking out. It may be you are squaring 
up to get a set of timber in : perhaps tho one blast will take out the best part, but five or six little shots

would
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would further have to he fired. At the close of every shift, the canisters could be returned to the . ?•
magazine. Explosives, while in the canisters, would be perfectly safe. As to the open-cuts, I have never PoHunghorne.
worked in them, and I hope I never will. They may, of course, look more dangerous to the uninitiated
taking a view from the top than they really are. I think, myself, from what I have seen of them, that a u '
sufficient batter has not been kept; but I believe steps have now, and for some time, been taken to got
a better batter, I believe that the open-cuts at the present time are in a better condition than I have
known them to be in before. We all recognise that they arc very dangerous things to work. In taking
down those open-cuts, I see they have had a good deal of trouble in ascertaining what they would have to ■
take away in order to get tho ore out. They have endeavoured to get a batter, and, on going down a
little way, find the oye widening out, aud of course the batter then gets very bad.
13.7(). At tho same time, you recognise the fact that it should be considered as a mine for all purposes of 
the Mining Act? Tes.
1177. And that would involve the question whether all quarries should not be similarly under some sort 
of control ? Yes.
1178. TaiTawingee, for instance, is a place where ore is not being raised in the ordinary sense of tho 
word, and therefore that comes strictly within the meaning of a quarry? I think all quarries, no matter 
for what purpose the material is being raised, should be treated under the Mining Act Regulations, But 
I think we must all admit that there should be a Jot of discretionary power allowed ro inspectors in all 
those cases.1 Tou cannot fay down a hard-and-fast set of regulations to be worked by. To-day, a quarry 
is iu a good state, and to-morrow, because of its being necessary to blast away some overhanging rock, it 
would look bad. Two or three shots would be sufficient to make a quarry that has hitherto had a good 
face look in a bad state. Therefore, discretionary power should be allowed the inspector in such cases.
In quarrying, in order to remove a danger, they have to remove the material, and in doing this they might 
for the time being destroy the face. You could not frame regulations sufficient to cover everything, and 
I do not think you could have sufficient inspection to prevent all accidents. I don’t believe a man would 
run in front of a moving boulder, but there are men on tho Barrier who would not know which way a 
rock would go that they arc barring down. I have seen them underground as ignorant as that,
11^9. You do not wish to express any opinion regarding Mr. Bourne’s suggestion that an open-cut should 
be worked with benches ? I do not think such a mode would he any improvement on a fair average 
hatter.
1180. Where much work of that kind is going on, you would like to have it brought under the 
control of an inspector, and to leave the way it should be worked to the inspector? Yes. The man 
appointed as inspector should be a practical man. He should be a man who would be considered to 
be beyond any outside influence, and who would go about his work in a straightforward manner, without 
fear or favour to the nien or the masters. I think most of these matters as to the open-cuts should 
be left to the discretion of the inspectors; but I would like to see in the regulations a minimum batter 
set out. ■ °
11SL The difficulty of that would be that there are some rocks that would not require any hatter at all— 
for instance, solid sandstone ; so that, if you provide a minimum batter, it would have to lie vertical; and 
that would not be of much use? Of course, as I have said before, I have not had much experience in 
these matters, and it is the open-cuts here that 1 have in view. I think it should be left to the inspector—• 
the advisability of increasing the batter in any part. As to the proposed Board of Inquiry. I think it is 
a very necessary thing that in all mining districts a Board of Inquiry should be appointed to inquire into 
all cases of accidents other than fatal. I know of accidents that have occurred under my personal view, 
wben gross negligence on the part of tho injured party has been rhe cause in some instances; aud in 
others, the negligence of the man in charge. Frequently the wrong party is blamed. The man in charge 
is blamed when the accident has been brought about by the gross carelessness of tho person iu jured. if 
a Board ot Inquiry were appointed, and could be called into requisition wben an accident took place, it 
would remove tho probability of the blame being thrown on tho wrong man. Of course, in all fatal 
accidents, the magisterial inquiry would be sufficient. I have often hoard that such-and-such an accident 
occurred through the carelessness of the shift-boss ; but, on making inquiries from the men who witnessed 
the accident, 1 have elicited that it was the man’s own carelessness. Of course, there is the other side.
If a man receives an in jury it is only fair that tho blame should be placed upon the proper person. If it 
be the fault of tbo shift-boss, then the blame should be placed upon his shoulders. In the case of a fatal 
accident, the way it occurred is never known. I think a Board of three would he sufficient. Two of the 
members should be elected by tbe people of the mining district in which the Board acts ; and that should 
be done hy means of the franchise, as in the case of Members of Parliament. The Government should 
appoint the third party, who would be chairman. Of course, the mine-owners might say that by manhood 
Buftrage, the miners being in the majority, the two men selected would he of their selection, and the 
companies would have no representation whatever. I would like to be fair; and, after considering the 
matter, I have come to the conclusion that the companies should be allowed to elect one. Their being 
elected in tins manner is the only guarantee that no man would be appointed by undue influence. I would 
say—let us have no Board rather than a Board appointed by the Government.

kel*eye in -T system, then, which would provide that the Chief Magistrate of the district 
should hold an inquiry in the nature of an inquest? No, your Honor, I don’t. I have a reason for not 
believing in^that system. I have attended a few of the inquests held here. You can never get a witness 
to go into Court and say what you could get him to say on the spot. I maintain that a Board of Inquiry 
should visit tho spot and interview those who witnessed tho accident.
1183. "Well, assuming the Police Magistrate visited the spot? They are susceptible to political influence, 
in my opinion. I think if the whole matter were left in the Police Magistrate’s hands we might just as 
well remain ns we are. In the event of a fatal accident happening, in the magisterial inquiry tho jury 
should be composed of practical men. I do not think the present mode of summoning juries on fatal 
accidents is a good one. What is the benefit to be derived from a verdict arrived at. by ten or eleven men 
who know nothing whatever of mining only what they see from Argent-street ? They cannot be capable 
to form an opinion, unless it is a case of plain facts only; but in technical evidence they are not the 
proper persons to be on a jury. Three quarters of the jury here, in most cases, are men who have had no 
practical knowledge of mining. 1 think it should be made a rule, to summon a certain number of prac
tical men on every jury called together; at least one-half should be practical men. As to the firing at

change
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change of sliift; I do not think it would ho an improvement, but rather otherwise, if men were compelled 
Polkinghorne. ^.0 re|jeve each other in the face, I think 1 can illustrate that. I worked in a claim in Victoria, and 

there was a decree issued that we had to relieve in the face. We were sinlting with rock-drills. Our
* ’ ' machine was just worked out on time; we had, however, to wait in the face until the men of the

on-coming shift relieved ns. When they came on, they had to return to the surface and get another 
machine. If wre had been relieved at the top, we could have let them know about the machine, and much 
time and trouble would have been saved. Many such things as that are likely to occur when relieving in 
the face. To change in the face would be neither an advantage fo the men nor to the company. It would 
mean the employment of the engine-drivers for longer hours, for one thing. I say a man has no right to 
be working underground unless he is capable of taking tbe necessary precaution to have a good look 
round before he attempts to begin work in his face. J. know- a. lot of meu who do not do this; but those 
men, I say, are not in their proper place. Some men will walk into their face without looking around at 
all. As to leaving a missed-bole, I can say that I have never at any time since I have been mining left a 
mtssed-hole. I have always seen my mates before leaving it, and it is the duty of every man to do the 
same. I do not think anything would he gained by meeting in tbe face. If there was a regulation laid 
down to that effect, it would be simply helter-skelter, and you would not give them so much information 
as you would if you met them in tho plat. As lo a missed-hole, there is only one man who has given 
evidence on this point that I would corroborate. If a hole misses, the safest thing to do is to prepare 
another primer and put it in. As to the time that should elapse, I think, myself, a couple of hours should 
elapse. Of course, it may turn out, as it has been proved in some cases, to be more dangerous after 
the two hours than after twenty minutes. _
1184. Inspector HelharitJ] If you had a powder-hole miss fire, you would rather take the tamping out 
than bore another hole alongside it? Yes.
1185. The rule in the Act saying that it shall not be unrammed is always being broken ? Yes.
1186. It must, in fact, be broken ? Yes. I would much rather take out the tamping with a scraper even
than bore another hole alongside. ,
1187. Mis Manor.] ’What metal would you use? “When I got on to the powder, copper would he the 
safest to use, I have taken tamping off powder with only a common scraper. 1 think it is safer to go 
with the ordinary pricker or scraper and take tamping off blasting-powder than to bore alongside it.
1188. Inspector What is the general practice with missed-holes;—is it not the practice nowa
days not to completely pick a hole, but to take out some of it and charge some dynamite on top of it, so 
as to produce concussion of the powder? That is the general practice; but, as far as I am concerned 
myself, I have not adopted that way more than twice. It did not seem to break the ground enough, I 
prefer, therefore, to take out the whole of tho tamping. With regard to the glycerine compounds, miners 
think that so long as they are air-tight it is all that is required. I. can hardly fall in with that part of 
their theory. I believe that a little sand or water on the charge is better than a bit of clay or something 
to stop the air. In my opinion, the instructions issued with ISfobcl’s glycerine compounds are sufficient. 
They say that only sand or water tamping shall be used. They do not say you shall fill it to the collar. 
It is used to-day with a little loose material put on the collar of the hole and fired. Water tamping, in 
my opinion, is the safest tamping, aud it prevents bad fuse from bursting—at least, prevents the bursting 
being the cause of an after explosion, as the water will get to it aud put it out. I have always found the

• fuse made in Victoria very good, and that made in South Australia is also good. _
1189. Mis Manor.] Have explosives in South Australia to be passed by an inspector? All explosives for 
South Australia have to be examined out at the Semaphore before being placed in the Government 
Magazine.
1190. Does that include fuse ? I do not think so. Tuse is manufactured locally.
1191. There is no local manufacture of explosives there ? I do not know of any.
1192. You cannot say that there is anything wrong in the general system of stoping and working of the 
mines on the Barrier, putting aside altogether the question of open-cuts ? I do not think the system of 
square-set timbering which is in vogue here could be improved upon. I have been working the square-set 
timber now all the time I have been in the Proprietary, and I was also working it at the Central. This 
system is in uso on all the mines here. Everything has always been provided, and if anything is at any 
time required, you have only to speak about it and. it will be supplied. I do not see how we could 
better it.

. 1193. Mr. Edtoards.] You have been specially appointed to represent the miners on this Inquiry? Yes.
1194. As their representative, do you make any charge as to incompetency on the part of any of the 
managers or subordinate officials in the mines on the Barrier? JVo ; I do not. I was unable to get that 
from any witness that was called, and my experience has not given me room to say so.
1195. I suppose you have been directly under Mr. Horwood, and Messrs. Barrett and Baylejq foremen ? 
Yes.
1196. You do not suggest anything in the way of incompetency on the part of any of the managers or 
the subordinate officials ? No. So far as I know, the men I have had to deal with are men capable of 
doing a day’s work in the face.
1197. No charge of incompetency is brought against Mr. Stewart, I suppose? 1 do not think so.
1198. You say this—that everything is provided for the men within reason in order to enable them to 
secure the workings ? T. have never seen one ease where anything required could not be obtained.
1199. Is there any wilful disregard for the ordinary safety of the men displayed by any of the officers? 
I cannot point out anything like that at all. We see little things sometimes that wc might think out of 
the way, but nothing to make any charge about.
1200. You know the working rules for the mine, surface and underground ? Yes.
1201. You have read them ? Yes.
1202. Do you not think they provide for nearly every matter? I must say this : that there is nothing 
contained in those rules but what a miner of ordinary ability should know was required of him. And 1 
think what is laid down there, if carried out by the men, would make it better by far for all concerned. 
As to the surface regulations [vide Hxhibit B], Tbe hours are set down between which blasting shall bo 
allowed in the open-cuts. On one occasion, before 4'30 in the afternoon, sixteen shots were fired, and 
.some of the stones came through the roof of the changing-house while wp wpre changing, I complained 
of this at the time.
1203. Were they blasts, or merely pops ? They were deep holes. 1204.
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1204'. That might have been done by permission of the company’s surface foremanthe regulation con- _ J- 
tains a clause to the effect that, should it be necessary, owing to exceptional circumstances, to blast ^olkmghome, 
outside the regulation hours, permission to do so may be obtained from the company’s surface foremen „ 'T'7A'J'~\ 
only ? That might have been. I did not inquire. 18 July'189^
1205. If that rule \_No. 8, Exhibit B] were carried out, it would he safe enough? The surface foremen 
should not be allowed to give permission to blast outside the prescribed hours. We are in danger in the 
changing-room if that permission be given.
1206, I suppose no matter how stringently rules are fixed, you will find people breaking them? Not 
such a glaring breach as that. Besides, the surface rules are posted up right in front of those people's 
eyes.
120/. As to the rules underground;—you liave read them? Xes; and there is nothing in them more 
than any ordinary miner ought to do.
1208. If they were carried out, would that not be all that was desired? Xes. If a man wants a copy of 
those rules to carry about with him, he must be very shallow.
1209. There is no complaint as to insufficiency of timber, or anything of that sort? No.
1210. And as to the underground open-cuts;—you have never worked iu them? No; I know nothing 
about them.
1211. As to the increase in the number of accidents that have taken place;—you have never been present 
at any serious or fatal accidents ? No.
1212. In addition to there being a large number of incompetent men in the mines, you say that even the 
best of miners become indifferent to danger ? Xes; the best of them.
1213. I do not suppose you are in the habit of biting those caps with your teeth ? Xes; I have bitten 
hundreds of them ; but I think, for all that, nippers should be provided.
1214. Xou said something about the incompetent men that are in the mines;—have you any idea how 
many men have been discharged for drunkenness, and incompetency, and breaches of the regulations 
within the last twelve months in the Proprietary Mine alone ;—you would not he surprised to hear that 
it exceeds over 3,000? No ; X would not be surprised at all.
1215. "When you are working alongside a man aud you see him incompetent, you consider him a danger
to the men he is working with ? Xes. •
1216. I suppose you would report it to the shift-boss ? I never did that. I do not think that is part of 
my duty.
121/. Is he not just as much an element of danger as a hanging stone? I would report no man for 
incompetency. I do not think that is my duty, I might report to the shift-boss the portion of the stope 
rendered dangerous by an incompetent man.
1218. In parties of six, you select your own mates to start with ? Generally speaking,
1219. Pben, perhaps, one of your mates drops out; you are allowed an opportunity to select another in 
his place, and a reasonable time to get him in ? I believe that is the rule now. Qf course, there was a 
tune when you were not allowed that privilege. 1 believe, at the present time, I would be right in sayin<* 
that you aro allowed to do so at all times. Of course, it might be this way—that you might not he able 
to come across a man that you know enough of to recommend him to a foreman. Then, probably, ono 
would be sent from the office.
1220. Otherwise the work would he delayed ? Xes. I would like to say, however, that very often 
through having an incompetent man sent to you, the work is rather delayed.
1221. But, if a man is sent on and he is incompetent, you have the right to go to the shift-boss and report 
him incompetent ? Yes ; it is my duty then to do so, because I have to earn my own living and his too. But 
if he is alongside me, and in another party, then it is not my duty to report him. But there is one thing
if I report a man working with me who is incompetent, he" will very likely be sent to the surface ; but, for 
all that, at the end of the fortnight he will draw for that shift the same pavas myself, even though he has 
not done sixpence worth. '
122/. But the danger of his being there is removed ;—and judging from what you have said, where danger 
is to be averted, the expense should not bo considered ? The company—not the man—should incur the 
expense. Ihe office do not know whether a man is a miner, and thev send him over just on his word 
that he is a miner. They come over, and we find that they arc not miners at all. That is how they get 
into the mine.
1223. They simply represent themselves as miners in order to get work and the wages being paid ? Yes.
1224. The only way to remedy that is by training up young men; and I understand you to say that,if you put 
a competent man with a boy or youth, the two will get through as much work as two competent men ? Xes.
1225. And that tho company might just as well pay them the full wages ? Yes.
1226. Then, in the next contract you take, why not take on an apprentice? That is right enough ; hut 
there are other things to be looked at. Perhaps he may leave a place to come with me, and at the end of 
a fortnight I am offered a price and refuse it, because 1 do not consider it sufficient. I could probably 
got work somewhere else, but the young fellow would not. I have known lots of smart young fellows on 
the Proprietary, who have told me that they would like to give up trucking and go in to the face.
122/. A\hnt is tho objection to apprentices going into tho mines, aud occupying the same grade as they ’
would in other professions; blacksmiths’ apprentices and others get paid so much, according to their 
yp.lue ? But, in the trades, they have not got the heavy work to do that an apprentice in the mines would 
have. The apprentices should bo put on day-labour. They should not be put in the face with competent 
men, and at a lower wage he supposed to do, with a competent man, the work of two competent men.
1228. What age should apprentices he fixed at, and at what rate of pay? The age should be what the 
Act allows—16 years.
1229. How many years should an apprentice he supposed to work before being entitled to rank as a 
miner? Until ho is thoroughly capable of taking the position of a miner. Some of them would never 
become competent.
1230. But you must fix a limit of time ? I do not think you could fix a limit of time. A boy might be
apprenticed to a trade, but never learn it. 1 °
1231. What would bo the time for an ordinary youth ? If a youth of 16 were to go underground with a 
man prepared to look after him of course, more care than teaching is required, because he can see for 
himself what is to bo done—after three years, if there were anything in him, he would be Al, and capable of 
holding his own with ordinary meu.
1232. Thou you think a youth should be apprenticed for three years ? Xes258—1? i • • 1233,
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J- 1233. mat rate of pay should he start on ? Supposing a workman is worth 9s. a day, what should an 
Polkinghorne. apprentice be wot1;1i? It is a mat,ter that you want to look at in a good many ways. I believe m a 
1 system of rate of pay being fired, if you could possibly do it; but we must not forget this, that it we take
13 July, 1807. a youth underground at 16j in ninety-nine cases out of 100 it is far different from a trade of any other 

kind. In a face, it is very heavy rough work they are called upon to do.
1234. "Would you pay them at one-half? No, I would not give as low as that. If a boy at 16 is not
worth more than half as much as a man he is a very poor lad. I do not think, at the lowest, the pay should 
be less than 7s. 6d.; that is, Is. Gd. below tbe standard rate ruling in this district now. _ T j
1235. Do you not think that could he embodied in tho regulations to the benefit of the miners ? I do not
see any need for such a regulation. . . .
1236. I understand there is some objeetion at present to boys being taken into the tace ? it is being
done. I do not say the boys are as young as 16. . , , „
1237. Is there not some objection by your society to any person going into a face at anything under full
pay? That only applies to workmen. _

• 1238. In addition to the danger arising from incompetent men, there is a good deal of unsteadiness among
them, is there not ? I do not think so. i o r i
1239. Many of them get drunk; and, after a heavy drunken bout, are they fit to go to work ? I have 
never seen a man drunk. Provision is made in the regulations of the Proprietary Mine that men shall not 
be allowed to go underground if intoxicated. They have to pass two or three bosses before getting to 
their face, and would be detected.
1240. But a man might be sober, and just, perhaps, recovered from a drunken bout, and be unfit tor work.
I do not understand that feeling. ,
1241. But no doubt men do go into the mine in that nervous state brought about by drink. 1 have not
experienced it myself. I have heard men say that they have a “’fat” head. Of course, that may ho 
applied in several ways. ., ,,
1242. How long have you been working on contract in the Proprietary ? Close on two years altogether.
Out of that time I have not been more than three months on day work. on,
1243. I suppose your average wage is considerably more than you would ever make at day-labour r My 
average wage has been above day-labour, or I would not have gone on contract work.
1244. Would it be about 12s. Gd. a day ? I do not think it would come up to 12s. Gd. .
1245. Have you any objection to the contract system yourself ? No. But the contract system here is 
not contract at all. I do not agree with the system applied on the Proprietary.
1246. Ris Honor.'] What is that system ? Nothing more nor less than piece work. If you take a stope, 
the foreman will come down and set you for a fortnight, or is supposed to set you for a fortnight. I 
believe, now, the fortnight is generally allowed to be worked out if possible ; but at one time, if you wero 
malting money thought to be too good, they would take you away. They set you out work at so much 
per set. No number of sets is stated, but you are supposed to hare enough to last you out the fortnight. 
It may be you are working in ono stope to-day and another to-morrow. It or instance, yon are on the 
change, on the end of the fortnight; the two men on the day-shift are supposed to represent the party, 
and to agree with the foreman for the price, and they have either to accept it or refuse it. Another part 
comes very heavy. The afternoon men and the night men have to go and sign that contract before they 
can get their candles to go below. They do not know what the ground is like, unless they have worked 
there before. That system has been introduced within the last few months—not letting the afternoon and 
night men see the ground. The bosses hold the right of coming and stopping you at any moment. They 
Can come and take you out of the face, and put you in any other part of the mine. Iney will stop you 
from what they call a contract. Then, something may occur that you want to get away, and you leave 
before the end of the fortnight. They, in that case, keep 25 per cent, back. But, if they like, they can 
come’and take you away from where you are earning 12s. a day under the contract system and put you 
on day-labour at the ordinary daily wage, 9s, a day. And, if you refuse, you are sent up.
1247. Mr. Fdicards.] It is only in urgent cases that you are taken away from your stopes, and then it is 
to go and see to some repairs that are required to he attended to ? Yes; it is only on odd occasions.
1248. His Honor.] Yon are asked what price you will accept ? Yes.
1249. Your price can be either accepted or refused ? Yes.
1250. The boss has got a reserve price? Yes.
1251. And tliat is the limit? Yes.
1252. And if you refused to take it ? There are generally parties waiting to go on.
1253. There is no calling for tenders ? No ; unless it is for sinking.
1254. Mr. jErfwarJs.] I suppose this work varies in value ? Yes. > j n
1255. Sometimes they make as much as £1 a shift on it ? Yes ; and some of them have made Is. 8d. a
shift. . 0
1256. I suppose the good and practical workman can always make better money than incompetent men.
Yes ; hut sometimes they cannot get a very big price. _
1257. But your average has been about 12s. ? Yes ; but I am not complaining.. • ■ i
3258. They let the contract, and, if you make £1 a shift out of it, they do not interfere with you in the 
fortnight? There have been exceptions to that.
1259. His Honor.] I suppose tho quicker the ore comes out the bettor ? Sometimes it goes out rather 
too quicklv, and then men are kept back and remain idle for a little time. It is the opinion of tho men 
that the engines could work the three shifts, and they would then keep up with the supply.
1260. Mr. Edivards.] Is it possible to frame any regulations that men will observe ? I am only one of 
them, and I take it that I am not above the average; and I cannot see for the life of me what good can be 
done by the printing of regulations to compel men to do what their own common sense ought to tell them

1261. Take the majority of the men—if they had a jumper handy to them when charging a hole, and 
they had a wooden tamping-rod a few yards away, which would they take up first? The wooden rammer.
1262. Yon think they would go to the trouble to get it ? Yes.
1263. A wooden rammer is always provided wherever you have been through the stopes ? Yes; wherever 
I have been in the Proprietary. You can always get a charge-stick whenever you go to the magazine.
1264. And that charging-stick is made of soft-wood? Yes.
1265. And is sufficient for all purposes ? Yes.

THUBSDAT,
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TRUES DAY, 15 JULY, 1897. '

John Polkinghorne re-called and further examined■
1266. Mr, Edwards,1 Tour last answer, on Tuesday, was that soft-wood tamping rods sufficient {at All -r> ■
purposes were provided bj the mines ? Tes. Polkinghorne.
1267. Do you consider the practice of “bulling” holes a dangerous one, or is it necessary iu order to
produce efficient work ? That is a question that requires a lot of answers. Under certain circumstances, ' '
“bulling” holes is absolutely necessary. It is attended, no doubt, in some cases with great danger.
“Bulling” is carried on extensively along this line of lode, which is such a big mass. It is considered 
necessary to put in large holes to bring about the result desired. It is found necessary, in the opinion of 
most men, that the explosive should be concentrated into as small a space as possible, or as near to tbe 
bottom of tbe hole as possible. Of course “ bulling” brings about that result, and makes room for the 
charge to settle into the bottom of tbe hole. Where it is a great source of danger is in large holes. On 
the surface, for instance, I have seen holes “ bulled” in the open-cuts that have sometimes shifted 100 
tons. In my opinion a hole of that description, where the four or five plugs used for a “ bull” would ' 
remove the whole burden, should not be “ bulled.” It may be that the man in charge of the work did 
not know the exact nature of the ground being bored. It may be that a slip was in the rock, which 
caused the whole burden to be removed by “bulling.” This gives rise to great danger. Men are working 
in the bottom of the cut while “bulling” is going on above; aud, if the “bulling” were to cause the 
burden to slip away, their lives would be in great danger. If men “bull” holes, there should be a limit.
It is all very well to talk about wet ground or water; but unless there is a limit put to it—as to tho time 
holes should be allowed to remain after being “bulled” before being charged—men will run great risks, 
and charge before they know whether the hole is fit or not. In a lot of the ground in the Proprietary 
where I have been accustomed to work, there are a number of joints, fissures, or crab-holes in the ground; 
and there is a great chance of fire being carried into those fissures when “ bulling.” I would not condemn 
the “ bulling” practice in every instance; but I think a limit should be placed as to tbe time.
1268. The system of “ bulling” is not objectionable;—it is the way it is carried out ? It wants to be carried 
out with great care.
1269. As you say, the object of “ bulling” is to concentrate the charge at the bottom of the hole and 
prevent the explosives rising up the drill-hole? Tes.
1270. Where yon have a heavy burden in the open-cuts, it is absolutely necessary to get your explosive as 
low as^possible ? It is generally considered so. Men with greater experience than myself say thev never 
“ bull” a hole under any circumstances. It is my opinion that it is not absolutely necessary to bull" 
all boles that are being “ bulled” ; but, in some cases, I think it is an improvement.
1271. Tou do more effective work with the same amount of labour and the same quantity of explosive ?

1272. Ris Ronor.} Do you think a certain limit of time ought to be fixed as to the time which should elapse 
after “ bulling ” and before re-charging ? Tes; of course there may be some cases where water could be 
procured, and in a short time the hole could be re-charged with safety; hut, if there is no restriction , 
placed upon them, men will run the risk of charging in cases where they have not the necessary appliances
to cool down. '
1273. Tou would make no exception you think it better to have a fixed rule ? Tes. .
1274. What time would you fix? I do not think, in the case of a “bull,” it would be safe to again 
charge the hole under an hour and_ a half. Of course, some holes can be re-charged in half-an-hour— 
that is, holes that are “ bulled :’ with only a small amount of explosive. 1 have “ bulled ” hundreds of 
holes, and have found this to be the case ; but, on tbe other band, seeing that a large quantity of explosive 
is used in. “bulling” most of the holes, which is necessary, owing to so many of the holes being put 
down a great depth, the limit should be fixed for those larger holes. This, as I have said, should not be 
less than an hour and a half.
1275. Mr. Edwards.'] An hour and a half is already the time, I believe, that is fixed in the open-cuts ? I 
do not know what time is fixed. That, in my opinionj should be the limit.
1276. With short holes underground, do you think one hour and a half should be the hard-and-fast limit, 
where plenty of water is provided? Tou see where it comes in—although there maybe plenty of water 
to be got underground for cooling down holes, if you make no limit, abuse will follow,.
1277. Men would not goto the trouble to get water ? Ido not think they would in some cases. If. that 
restriction-—the time limit—were placed upon men, they would run a risk of losing their places if caught 
infringing it. I might here say again that lots of holes are “ bulled ” underground that do not want 
“ bulling.”
1278. Do you think one rule should be made for both surface and underground, or do you suggest a 
different period for short holes underground from that for long holes above ground? There is not much 
“ bulling ” done underground unless for big holes, and I do not think there should be any difference. Tho 
same danger attends both, “ Bulling ” is only done underground when it is necessary to s"hift big burdens.
A man “ bulls ” a hole underground, which dislodges a portion of the burden, as on the surface; 
and his mates, as they take very little notice of a “ bull,” do not get away to a safe distance, and part of 
the burden comes down on them. 1 think the “ bulling ” of a hole should be looked after as much as 
when a hole is properly charged.
1279. Tou think, then, one and a half hours should be the fixed limit ? Tes.
1280. In reference lo that Board of Inquiry referred to by you, I am not quite clear as to the basis of 
election that you suggested. I understood^you to say that the election on the popular basis would not 
be fair to the mines. I think you will admit that from your experience in past elections ? After looking 
at the matter from an impartial standpoint, I came to the conclusion that it was only fair that the owners 
should have a representative on that Board,
1281. One to be elected on the popular basis, one to be elected by the mine managers, and one to be
appointed by the G-overnment ? Tes. ’
1282. And tho duties of that Board would be simply to inquire into causes of accidents and to report to
the Minister of Mines ? Tes. .
1283. That would he the whole of that Board's function ? Tes.
1284. In reference to requiring two engine-drivers in the engine-house when lowering and raising men ;—
do you think that is necessary ? I do. 1285
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.J- 1285. Tho engine-driver generally has a cloaricr with him in the engine-house? It must bo understood.
Polkinghorne. that a cleaner, in the strict sense of the word, would not be a man who would be efficient to carry out 

the work.
I’. ‘ 1286. But, by analogy, if you require two engine-drivers to loiver six men at a time, wrould it not be as

necessary to have two engine-drivers on a train there you have only one engine-driver and a stoker, and 
sometimes you have 1,000 people in a train ? Before a stoker is put on to a railway engine lie has to 
serve a certain time in cleaning, and a certain time in the railway-yard on shunting work ; and he has a 
knowledge of what is required of an engine-driver. In every case, I think, you will find that the man on 
the engine with the driver is as competent as the driver himself.
1287. Tour reason for saying that you require two engine-drivers at the mines is that, in case one should 
fall down in a fit, the other would he there to avoid an accident? Yes.
1288. There has been no occurrence like that on the Barrier? I have not heard of one.
1289. That would be a very unlikely risk ? It has occurred in parts of Australia.
1290. In the change of shift, men occupy from twenty minutes to half an hour—three times in twenty- 
four hours ? Yes.
1291. And during the whole of the time the mine is working the men nre going up and down ? But at 
change of shift is the time wben the driver lias the two cages loaded with men under his charge.
1292. But during the whole of the day he is lowering someone or other down ? Yes.
1293. And do not you think their lives are worth considering ? Yes; hut I say we should have two drivers 
at change of shift. If thought necessary, the owners could keep the two men on. At tho change of shift, 
in the space of twenty minutes, often more than 200 men pass up and down. Perhaps through the day 
the same man might pass np and down twentv times ; and sometimes the manager and sometimes a share
holder might go down. I take it that, if anything like I have stated happened when a shareholder was 
on board, it would he conducive to two meu being put on. AVe, however, want to prevent anything of 
that sort happening, and would like to see an extra driver in every case put on at once.
1294. But do not you think, as all cages have to be supplied with safety appliances, that would he sufficient? 
If the chairs were in position, and the cage were to get away from the engine-driver, and run to the 
300-foot level, it would cut through them and go to the bottom.
1295. I think you know that in the case of Bowden’s, when the cage ran away with six men, it struck on 
the chairs at the 300-foot level;—the grip was then caught, and the cage was stopped within 3 or 5 inches ? 
I was not on the Barrier at the time that accident occurred.
1296. You think, notwithstanding the cages being fitted with safety appliances, that two engine-drivers
should he on duty at change of shift ? Yes. "
1297. Notwithstanding that the trains run throughout the world with only one driver;—you admit that it 
would be hard on small mines ? Yes; it would he, to a certain extent,
1298. Do not you think that too many of these conditions would have the effect of checking mining 
operations, and therefore employment to a great extent;—I suppose you want to avoid that as much as 
possible ? I want to see mining fostered as much as possible, and not too many hindrances placed upon 
it. I have seen my suggestion carried out on small mines. They had a blacksmith, and he was competent 
to take hold of the engine.
1299. But you said just now that no person should have charge of an engine unless he were a certificated 
engineer ? There are scores of mine managers and scores of blacksmiths that hold engineers’ certificates. 
Unless a man had a certificate—the engine-driver could refuse to allow him to put his haad on the engine. 
In Victoria, in many cases on the small mines, the manager himself is the engine-driver.
1300. But if you employed a blacksmith with an engineer’s certificate he would necessarily expect to he 
looked upon as an engineer, and not as a blacksmith ? Not necessarily.
1301. But then you could only employ a blacksmith who held an engineer’s certificate ? Only in the 
smaller places; and a blacksmith would have to be employed there.
1302. Iu reference to the dangerous places in the mines, I think you will agree with me that it is the 
duty of the workmen to report at once to the shift-bosses any dangerous places they might see ? Yes.
1303. If they see any portion of the mine in a dangerous condition, it is their duty to report it ? Yes.
1304*. You heard the evidence of Mr. Bourne the other day; —that he noticed dangerous places in Block 14, 
and that it was not his duty to report it, it not being in his portion of the mine? I think it is everyone’s 
duty to point out dangerous places. '
1305. And, if workmen refuse to do this, they contribute in a great measure to accidents ? Yes.
1306. You think negligence is strongly to be condemned ? I think so ; if a man looks only after himself 
he is a very selfish individual.
1307. You said that where a movement took place, and the inspector was called in, the men should not 
be allowed to return to that part until the sanction of the inspector had been obtained;—do you not 
think it would be a difficult matter to ascertain what was a serious movement, and what was a slight 
movement ? I have seen in Block 11, since I have been working there, two or three small movements,

^ such as stopes settling, where it would have been useless to send for the inspector to know what should
he done. The man in charge took the men from the dangerous portion and had things made secure. In 
those eases, the man in charge and the men are the best judges as to whether the place is safe. If, how
ever, the man in charge and the men find it necessary to call in the inspector, then the inspector should 
say whether it is safe to return to work.
1308. You say that the men working in the face, if they are competent men, are tho best judges as to 
whether the ground is safe ? Yes; they should be the best judges.
1309. After them would come the ganger or shift-boss? Yes.
1310. And after the shift-boss would come the foreman ? Yes.
1311. Then comes the underground manager ? Yes,
1312. Then the general manager ? Yes.
1313. The men who are the best judges are the men who are actually engaged in mining operations in 
the face ? Yes.
1314. Jits Honor.'] But would not those men run very often a greater risk than a man who had no 
interest in the working of the mine one way or the other would think anybody ought to run ? I think it 
should be to every man’s interest to secure the welfare of the mine. I should be as much interested in 
the welfare of the mine I am working in as any shift-boss.
1315. It is the interest of everyone to keep the mine at work? Yes. 1316.
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1316. That is where the inspector comes in ns a valuable authority, because he has no interest one way or J. 
the other ; all his interest is to sec that lives are not lost? Mining on the Hill is different from what it Polkinghorne. 
is anywhere else in Australia. Subsidences have taken place in different parts of the mine, andthestopes
have in some cases begun to drop, aud if we wore to wait until the inspector came it would mean the 1 “ I* 
stopping of the whole of tho block in a very short time ; whereas, by repairing the damage at once, the 
men would incur no great danger, and the shrinkage would bo stopped. I do not think the inspector 
should be discarded; but I say that in many cases along this line there are movements taking place which 
necessitate men being put on at once in order to save not only that portion, but other portions of the 
mine. I do not wish to take anything away from the inspector. He should have a free hand to go and 
inspect and condemn anything that he thinks is of a dangerous nature. The mines are being worked 
under a system which I do not think we could improve upon. The lode is so very large, and the inspector 
might go through this morning and pronounce everything secure, and, before he had gone four hours, a 
shrinkage might take place. It would bo impossible for him or anyone else to know better than those 
working there how it had taken place. In those small cases it would he far better to have the work 
carried out at once by the man in charge. Not long ago, in Block 11, the underground manager was for 
sixteen hours supervising operations in connection with a small shrinkage. If, in that case, be had waited 
for the inspector, the shrinkage would have spread to a large extent. I do not think the inspector should 
be called upon at all hours to look after these small matters.
1317. ilf?\ tidicards.'] Then a great deal must he left to the discretion of the underground foreman ? I 
would like it to be understood that I would not leave too much altogether in the hands of the foreman,
I say that the men should not he asked to go into a place until they pronounced it was not necessary for 
an inspector to be called in. That protects the foreman; protects tho men, and it puts the onus of whether 
it is safe for them to approach it on the inspector.
1318. Jlis Honor.'] Would you leave it this way : That if a certain number demanded that the inspector 
should pass the ground before they were allowed to return, then it should be necessary for him to do so ?
I would like the responsibility taken off the foreman. I would like to see a fair proportion of the men 
asked to give their opinion as to whether it was safe or not.
1319. Would you say a certain fixed number, as a proportion would he rather difficult to arrive at? There 
may be a shrinkage in a stope, and perhaps not more than six men in that stope. There would he in that 
case, taking the three shifts, eighteen altogether employed in that stope, but only six men on tho one 
shift. It would, therefore, be difficult to fix a number. If you say four out of six, that would he a small 
number. But I think if it were left to the mau in charge and the men employed in that portion, that 
would bo all that was required.
1320. Mr. Edwards.] Tho only difficulty is, if the foreman said he thought it was safe, and five of tho men 
agreed with him and one did not; if, then, an accident occurred, the foreman would he responsible ? If one 
man said it was unsafe I do notthink the foreman should compel him to go hack. It would then bo better 
to call in the inspector.
1321. Unless the meu were unanimous, he would have to call in the inspector, no matter how small the 
creep might be ? Tor his own protection he would do that. Looking at it from a practical point of view, 
that would he the safest thing for him to do,
1322. That would result, tljeu, in the inspector's being sent for in every ease where the men were not 
unanimous P Yes.
1323. Would not that hamper operations considerably, both to the detriment of the men and of the 
owners ? I take it that tho mine authorities do not want their men to rush into any unnecessary risk.
They do not want their foreman to put men in any risk. Consequently, I think the managers would say 
that that suggestion would be the best. Their foreman would then be exonerated from any blame.
1324. Now yon are working on contract;—there are three parties in the contract; perhaps two aro
willing to go on working, and tho third is not; yon would then be thrown out of employment in your 
contract until the inspector came ? If I held it was safe, and my mate did not, he has just as much right 
to his opinion as I have to mine. It would be very selfish on my part—because I said it was safe—to expect 
others to say tho same. ”
1325. Then the only way out of the difficulty is this: That where a manager or foreman orders men out of 
unsafe ground, he cannot put them hack until the inspector has passed it ? Only in the event of all the
men not agreeing. If the shift-boss called them out, his first duty is to inform the foreman, and his other _
duty would be to ask the men whether they considered it a small creep or a big movement.
1326. IT is Honor.] It comes to tho same old thing;—will it bo hy majority, a certain percentage, or 
what? The only thing, then, is to go outside my suggestion on that matter, and make it compulsory 
wherever men are called out that the inspector shall be called iu.
1327. Mr. JSdwardsJ] Supposing the foreman considered, in his judgment, that the ground was safe, would
you allow those who agreed with him to go to work, and those who did not to go up aloft, only 
temporarily—not to be discharged from their contract—until the ground was made absolutely safe ? I 
would not like to impute any wrong motives to any foreman that I know.of uow ; but the foremen of 
to-day will not always he our foremen. ,
1328. You think in some cases tho foreman might take a greater risk than would he justified ? Yes; and 
I know from my own knowledge that there are hundreds of men who do not know whether they are 
running a risk or not,
1329. Supposing you were putting in a set, and there was a piece of hanging ground which looked 
dangerous, you would then send for an inspector ;—it is an element of danger, and, if it falls upon a man, 
it would kill him just as much as a big lot? You would not want an inspector for that. If I were 
working iu a part of a stope, and any piece of ground wero left unsafe, I should consider it a very easy 
matter to secure it.
1330. Would it not he safe to do this: To leave the matter iu tbe hands of the foreman, making him
responsible for anything that might take place ? I mean in ordinary movements, not in large cases ;—in 
ono case you have great responsibility left upon the foreman; in the other you have to send for the 
inspector before you can put the men back ? In all cases like that the power is in the hands of the 
foreman, even now; and I do not think it should be taken away from him. The foreman is the man in 
those cases, and you should not want the inspector at all. My version is, that whenever it is required to 
call in the inspector—that is, when he has been called in hy the men’s orders—ho should be the man to say 
when to go back, 1331.
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p „, **; 1331. Where the inspector prohibits men from going to work, they should not he allowed to return until
Q_1T^^_rr‘c' he gives his consent? Tes. I take it this way: I am a worker, and, if I inform him that anything has 

15 July 1897 ^a^en P^acei it is his duty to proceed at once and inspect for himself; and, if he thinks my opinion correct, 
’ ‘ and that men should not work there until certain things are done, then he should say when the men are

' to go back.
1332. In other cases the matter might be left to the discretion of the foreman? Tes.
1333. In reference to men going off shift;—do you not think that it would lead to the greater safety of 
the men if, when going off shift, they pointed out to their mates anything that might he dangerous in tbe 
work ? My experience has always taught me that the less smoke I eat the better. My plan has always 
been to leave blasting operations until about ten minutes before the time the men leave for the plat; and 
by so doing, do not inhale the smoke, and at the same time they can meet their mates at the plat; and in 
all cases where it has been advisable for them to see their mates, they do so. Whether they are competent 
or not, they take tho cue from the older hands, and, as a rule, meet their mates and inform them what 
has been done. If there is any danger in the stope whatever, I do not think there is any man who would 
ascend the shaft unless he knew he could meet his mates and inform them of it. My general plan is to 
leave blasting until the last; so that during the time between my going off and my mates coming on 
there is a chance of the smoke’s clearing away.
1334. Tou say, as a rule, men meet their mates; but exceptions happen, and it is on these exceptions 
that accidents happen;—you heard Mr. Bourne say that men leave the face in a wild condition, and that 
all men should remain in the face, and point out to their mates any dangers ;—do you think that that is 
advisable you have heard him say that men, when they meet in the plat, are willing to talk about any
thing else except their work ? That is not mv experience.
1335. But that is the experience of other miners;—do you not think a rule should be passed compelling 
the men coming off to point out to their mates going on the condition of the face ? It is not in my 
opinion advisable that the change should take place in the face. If that were brought about, there would 
he more slovenly work than now.
1336. Would it entail a greater expenditure of time than ten minutes, on an average, to point out any
thing dangerous in the face ? If that were brought about, that men should change in the face, as soon as 
ever the shift going off knew that their mates were coming, instead of explaining to them as they would 
if they met them near the shaft, they would run off to catch the cage, and just call out, “ Tou will find 
things all right.”
1337. Supposing a regulation were framed with that object, and a penalty imposed for breach of it ? But 
who shall know that a breach has taken place ?
1338. The management say they will do everything in their power to prevent accidents; hut they must 
have the co-operation of the men, and if they do not get that, it will be impossible to prevent these 
accidents ? It is not at change of shift that accidents occur. They more often take place just about 
knock-off of shift.
1339. Is not that showing anxiety of men to get away from their work—scamping their work at the last 
moment? No ; it is in tho endeavour fo get a set of timber in within the time.
1340. That is what I mean—hurrying through their work ? But then you have to take this into con
sideration. That certain prices are given, and a certain amount of work must be got through in a certain 
time to earn a certain amount of money. *
1341. But if 1 scamped work, and did it in a hurry, I would have to take the responsibility ? Tes; if a 
man meets with an accident through his own carelessness, he alone should he to blame. I met with an 
accident myself, I do not say that it was exactly through carelessness. The price happened to be tight; 
and we had a chance to got away some dirt. I did this hurriedly, as I wanted to get away ; and in doing 
so a lump came on to my foot. Of course, in that case no blame was attachable to anyone but myself. 
Do yon think 1 would, in a case of that nature, turn round and say it was the fault of the company?
1342. Tou would not; but 1. have no hesitation in saying others would? If I saw an accident take place 
owing to a man’s own neglect, and he blamed someone else, I would certainly stand up and say what I 
thought about it.
1343. To get back to the question ;—on an average, could not all of this take place within ten minutes? 
No ; in Block 11, where I have been employed, it will take more than ten minutes to come from some of 
the workings to where they have got to catch the cage.
1344. But, iu other places, men are working'handy to tho plat; and it would not take them more than two
or three minutes to get there ? I do not know any portion of the mine where it would only take two or 
three minutes, ■
1345. Say, some took fifteen minutes, and others took five ? It would take a quarter of an hour to get 
there, and a quarter of an hour to get back. I am now referring to Block 11. The men coming on would 
take the cage at the surface, and they would get out at the -400-feet level. They would then go on to 
McBride’s shaft, get in there, and ride to the 500 or 600-feet level—whichever one they worked in. They 
would then have to go to where their mates were, and talk over things ; and by the time the men they 
relieved had reached the surface, a half-hour would have elapsed. ,

’ 1346. That would be an extreme case, and I admit that there would be a certain loss of time involved to
the men ; hut do you not think tke sacrifice of a little time should not weigh where the lives of men are 
concerned ;—mind you, it would be a loss of time entailed on the part of the mine as well, and loss of 
time to them is money ? If I am on a contract, and through some regulations J have to throwaway 
during tho twenty-four hours about two hours’ work, that means a considerable loss; and, if the company 
is prepared to meet that, it would he all right; but so long as the rule stands that eight hours constitute 
a day’s work, 1 do not think any regulation, no matter how binding you make it, will have any effect if it 
compels men to slay on beyond that time.
1347. No regulation will ? I mean as regards the change of shifts.
1848. Do you not think it would tend to ? No.
1349. In the face of Bourne’s evidence that men go off and leave the face in a state of wild confusion, 
and will talk to their mates about anything except the condition of their face ? I do not think that that 
man spoke the truth,
1350. Do you know that during the last couple of years there have been no less than eight cases where 
men have gone off shift and left unexploded holes without informing their mates—holes that have never

had
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bad a match put to them ? I do not know that that is a fact. If Mr. Horwood says so, of course I am , 'h 
prepared to accept it. I have never heard of it. - Polkinghorne.
1351. In reference to the jurors on coroners’ inquests, I think you know that the juries—at any rate, for
some months past—are composed half of miners P It is not a fact. 15 *Y, 1887'
1352. The police have instructions to that effect P I know it has not been so in all cases during the last 
six months. I do not think it is six months since Williamson was killed; and I am prepared to say that 
half of them in that case were not miners, and did not represent themselves as miners, I understand 
there is an instruction to that effect given to the police.
1353. His Honor.'] I suppose there are men who get on a jury for the sake of being jurors, and 
misrepresent their qualifications ? Tes; for the sake of the 5s.
1354. Mr. Miward&.y In reference to additional inspectors, I understand you to say that the very best 
men should be appointed as inspectors? Tes.
1355. Tou do not think that any Parliamentary experience would qualify a man as an inspector? No.
135t>. Do you know that it is an open secret that one of the Members for this District has been trying to 
move Heaven and earth to be appointed to the Harrier ? I do not know anything about it. I saw one 
time something in the Harrier Miner about (I think it was) Josiah Thomas being appointed; but I 
thought so little about it that I never took any notice of it. Because a Member of Parliament represents 
a mining district, it does not follow that he would make a competent inspector.
1357; It is an open secret that Mr, Thomas has, for mouths past, been trying to get appointed to this 
district ? I have only seen that in the paper.
1358. And it is a funny thing that Mr. Thomas is prime mover in this inquiry ;—as President of the 
A.M.A., did you ask for this Inquiry P No.
1359. Did the men? No; not through the Association. It was never asked for. Tou have asked mo as 
President of the A.M.A. Although I am not President to-day, I have hold that position for the last six 
months. I do not come here in the capacity of a plaintiff. I have come here to give evidence; and I am 
here to-day giving evidence on my own behalf.
1360. I understand thoroughly. Tou came here as an experienced miner to assist at the Inquiry. A
short, time ago, there was a searching inquiry made in Ballarat as to the effect of tamping, and not 
tamping, dynamite. It was shown that, in cases where dynamite or glycerine compounds were not 
tamped sufficiently to exclude the air, they gave forth gases highly injurious;—have vou read that 
report? I do not think I have. ” ”
1361. Can you give any evidence on that matter as a practical miner? I think from my practical 
observation that if glycerine compounds are burned in any way they do throw forth gases which are highly 
injurious to health aud to life. The instructions given by the manufacturers of these explosive compounds 
point out the great danger of putting the fuse into the cartridge. Tbe cap should not be inserted more 
than two-thirds or three-quarters of the way, so that it would not allow the fire from the fuse to ignite 
the compound before it had time to explode. In my opinion, that is tho cause of the burning in most 
cases ; not that the air has not been kept away. Thcro is a great difference of opinion as to whether 1 lb. 
of glycerine compound will do the same amount of work if not tamped as it would if tamped. My 
opinion is that the air should be kept from it in all eases if possible ; and, by putting a certain amount o”f 
sand or water on the charge, you would obtain that result; and it would make tho charge more solid.
1362. Have you ever compared the death-rate from accidents in the mines here with the death-rate from 
accidents in other mining centres ? I have looked at it from my own point of view; and I have said 
many a time that, when we take all things into consideration, the fatal accident list here is not very much 
greater than that in other mining districts.
1863. Tou have never made a comparison ? I think there are some places that will come up to the 
average of Broken Hill.
1364. Ballarat or Bendigo, for instance ? I see in to-day’s Harrier Miner that there were five fatal 
accidents at Ballarat during the past year to members of the local A.M.A,, which has a membership 
of 1,650.
3.365, Have you any idea as to the rate per thousand here during the past eight years;—do you Iteep any 
record in your Association ? I have never heard of any record being kept by the Association.
1366. Tou have no.idea of the rate per thousand of fatal accidents? The'death-rate per thousand hero 
would be, I think, just about the same as that at Ballarat. That is, taking the A.M.A. list.
1367. Tou worked at Bendigo ? Tes; for several months.
1368. There they have most stringent regulations ? Tos; in most cases.
1369. And an ample system of inspection ? The inspection was just the same as we get here. Whether 
an alteration lias taken place since I was there I do not know. It is over twelve years since I was at 
Bendigo.
1370. I suppose the minors there got all the inspection they thought necessary ? Whether they got all 
they thought necessary, I am not prepared to say.
1371. His Honor.] Have you any idea how many miners were working on the whole field of Bendigo
then ? The rough estimate was between 8,000 and 9,000 ; that is, in the whole district. •
1372. Do you know how many inspectors there were for that district? One, I think, at that time.
There is another thing I would like to suggest that was in the regulations in Victoria when I was there 
eleven years ago. When men are riding on buckets, appliances should be used for llieir safety. Over in 
Victoria, a rope is brought into use, by which it is impossible for a man to fall out of a bucket. This was 
found necessary owing to two or three men having fallen from the bucket when ascending the shaft. The 
adoption of this rope would entail very little cost. Should even giddiness overtake a man, and he loses 
his souses, he would still ho quite safe, as the rope, which is fastened under his arms, would keep him in 
position. I have, mvself, experienced the value of this rope. It leaves your arms free. There was also 
another contrivance in use in Victoria when I was there. They had discarded the use of all common 
hooks, and the tumbler-hook was brought into use very extensively, which hook, I believe, is being used 
very extensively here. They ultimately, however, adopted a sbaekle-hook. This hook provides a very 
easy mode for changing the rope from one bucket to another. It is a very safe mode, in my opinion, and 
I would like to see it adopted where the rope has to be changed. It is one of the safest couplings that 
can be used over men’s heads.
1373. That was not provided by the regulations, but used by the mine managers ? I do not think it was
embodied in the regulations. 1374,
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. J- 1374. Mr. EdwardsThey are always makiog improvementB in these safety-hooks ? I have seen several 
Munghome. attempts to improve upon them. f

? 1375, I think the tumbler-hook, or else some improved safety-hook, is used here? I have never done 
u^’ ' any sinking here, and I do not know what ia generally used. It is only a suggestion on my part. In my

opinion, a common hook should not be used.
1376. By a common hook, you mean an ordinary open hook ? Tes. _
1377,,A common grip-hook is safe? Safe for most purposes; hut I do not care what hook is used, even 
if a tumbler-hook, unless used with care, there is a great deal of danger in connection with it._ It needs 
care to properly adjust it. In this hook I speak of, you have to put in a pin before the load will go away, 
and once this pin is put in it is impossible for it to come out.
1378. Could you produce a sketch? I will produce one to-morrow.
1379. Mr. Williams^ Tou referred to the character of the Proprietary ground. ^ Tou said something 

" about crab-holes;—do you consider that ground, particularly, more dangerous than in other localities where
you hare worked—say, in South Australia? In what direction do you wish me to say more dangerous ?
1380. Tou spoke about crab-holes, which, you said, might render “ bulling ” more dangerous ? I was
speaking of the Proprietary simply because I have gained most of my experience there. Of _ course, in 
answering your question, it can be looked at iu two or three different ways. I said that it might he the 
fire getting into crab-holes when “ bulling ” that caused an explosion when a hole was too quickly 
re-charged. Any further than that, I do not see that that sort of ground is any more dangerous than any 
other sort of ground. _ _
1381. If there were not those crab-holes there would not he so much liability of boles exploding out of 
their place ? Other than those holes, I cannot see that the ground is more dangerous than any other.
1382. Have you had any experience in “ bulling ” other than on the Proprietary Mine ? No.
1383. In giving evidence, you are speaking of the Proprietary Mine ? 1 have “bulled” holes at other
places besides on the Barrier.
1381. Tou are speaking, then, from your experience of the possibility of such a danger accruing from the 
nature of the ground. Tour experience has taught you to more particularly take notice here? Crab- 
holes did not originate on the Barrier. T have found them in other places. From my observations, crab- 
holes are a source of danger, which would not be present iu more compact ground, _
1385. Tour previous experience leads you to tbe knowledge that in compact ground there is not the
danger of those faults ; aud, therefore, tho danger of premature explosion is greatly lessened thereby ? 
Tes. _
1386. Tou having worked in ground of that nature, and being accustomed to the mode and operation of
“ bulling,” would not that make you more competent to observe ground here? Tes. _
1387. "Would not such technical experience acquired at other places lead you to be more correct iu your 
observation here than an inexperienced man? If experience gained at other places is not of any benefit 
to a man he cannot he much good.
1388. Have you observed any crab-boles on the Proprietary ? Underground we aro constantly coming
across, what we term crab-holes. _ _
1389. And you have “ bulled ” holes underground iu the Proprietary Mine ? Tes.
1390. Tou are acquainted with Rules 8 and 9 of the Surface Rules [Exhibit B] ? Tes.
1391. Do you know whether the hours specified therein arc observed ? I have seen blasting operations 
carried on outside those hours.
1392. What time besides the hours specified have you seen blasting carried on? From4‘15 to 4'45 p.ra.
1393. Then this rule (No. 8) has not been carried out in its integrity. It says that:—

Blasting on the surface and in tbe open-cuts (except “bulling” of holes) is only permitted between the following hours, 
viz., 2 a.m. to 2'30 a.m. ; 6'45 a.in. to 1'la a.m. ; 12 noon to 12 30 p.m. ; 5 p.m, to 5'30 p.m. ; and 9 p.m. to 0’30 p.m.

Ton say you have seen blasting going ou before 5 p.m. ? I have seen blastiug being carried on before 
4'30 p.ra.; I might say from 41o to A45 p.m, I do not say that I have seen it on a great many occasions 
at this time.
1394. Would those occasions be the exception or the general rule ? They are more the exception than
the general rule. ’
1395. The next sentence of that rule says:—

Should blasting he considered necessary in any exceptional case at times other than above, it may bo done only with 
the permission of the company’s surface foreman.

I suppose you would not know much about that ? No.
1396. It then goes ou to say:—•

When shots are about to be fired, contractors, or those in charge of blasting operations, must station men with rod flags at 
all approaches to the work to warn off all persons by calling out, and repeating in a loud voice, the word “Fire ! ” and at 
the same lime displaying the red flags, and notice must be specially given lo all persons inside of buildings within a 
dangerous distance of where the blasting is going on.

Could you say from your experience whether that has been carried out in its entirety? I could not say. 
I have seen them standing around with flags in different places. I have been told that firing was going 
on while I have been in the changing-room. I am not in a position to say whether that rule is carried 
out' iu its entirety. _ _ _
1397. As a matter of fact, you have notice given to you in the changing-room that firing is going on ? 
In some cases. There might, in some cases, be notice given to the chauging-house, and I uot being there 
at the particular time would not hear it.
1398. You have been in tbe changing-room and heard notice given ? Tes.
1399. What time would that be? At the change of day shift.
1400. At what time would you be in tbe changing-room ? The last cage is uot later than 20 minutes to 5.
1401. What shaft do you come up generally ? Weatherley's.
1402. How long does it take you to get from the top of the shaft to the changing-house ? I have never 
timed myself, but I suppose you could do it in two or three minutes.
1403. Have you any idea what the distance is ? About 10 chains.
1404. Tou think a man could get to the changing-house within five minutes ? Tes.
1405. And the latest time the last cage arrives is about 20 minutes to 5 ? It would be an exception for
the cage to be so late as that, 1406,
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liOG. Which do you generally come up by ? The first I can get, It depends upon what level you aro 
working in,
1407. What level aro you working in ? Tho middle one.
1408. Aud you generally come up from there ? Yes.
1409. What is about tho time tho first of tho miners arrive at the surface? Some of them get there 
about 3 minutes past 4 o’clock—that is, those who catch the first cage.
1410. Prom 5 minutes past 4 to 20 miuutos to 5, the whole of the men would be up ? Yes.
1411. And you have received notice that firing was being carried on while you were changing ? Yes.
1412. Have you seen any flags exhibited? Yes.
1413. The regulation that I have referred to further says that all persons so warned must retire to places 
of safety;—do you consider the changing-house a place of safety ? Ko.
1414. Did you retire to places of safety ? Ko.
1415. That regulation further says that no charge shall be fired until five minutes shall have elapsed 
after the giving of the first warning;—is it your experience that the men in the changiug-room receive 
warning that they must retire to a safe distance ? 1 do not think so.
1416. Have they been called upon to do so ? I take it that no blasting shall, according to tbe regulation, 
be carried on within a certain time, unless special permission is obtained from the surface foreman ; there
fore, tbe surface foreman should, I think, satisfy himself that no one was iu immediate danger.
1417. You think he should exercise his discretion ? I would rather see him not have the discretion to 
allow firing to be carried on within tho time fixed in the regulation for blasting not to be carried on. To 
fire within those hours on Block 11 is dangerous.
1418. The regulation says that notice must be specially given to all persons inside of buildings within a 
dangerous distance of where the blasting is going on ;—what distance on Block 11 would the blasting be 
from tbe changing-house ? I have seen, where holes have been fired within 300 feet.
1419. Would you consider that a dangerous distance ? Yes; the rocks come through the roof at that 
distance.
1420. You say rocks come through the roof;—do you mean the roof of the changing-house? Yes.
1421. And has this occurred while the men were changing ? Yes.
1422. While the men aro in that changing-house, is there any official present ? There is generally a
watchman there at change of shift. '
1423. Is he the person who gives the special notice when required ? Tie is the one that generally sounds 
the notoof warning inside. I have generally heard the warning sounded by the watchman.
1424. It is very essential that the watchman should look after the men’s interests? We do not want 
watchmen—we want a hard-and-fast rule that no blasting shall take place within a certain time. ■
1425. Who is the surface foreman? Mr. Hanson, I suppose.
142G. Have you seen Mr, Hanson about when these blasting operations have been going on ? I could not 
say that I have specially noticed him about at those particular times.
1427. Do you think this watchman was doing bis duty unless be saw you go to a safe distance, and that 
within the time provided, viz., five minutes ? ] do not think so.
1428. Can you say that that five-minutes’ interval has always been given ? I do not know ; 1 always try 
to get away ns soon as possible.
1429. You think that this watchman has not carried out the regulation drawn carefully up by the 
mauagemont for your safety; and you thiuk that any man who stands there, and does not see you retire 
to a place of safety, is not carrying out the wish or intention of the manager ? I cannot say that such 
was the case. X want to see no exception made to carrying on blasting outside the hours fixed for it in 
the regulation.
1430. But that would be rather hard on the company ? But exception to that should uot bo allowed at 
change of shift.
1431. You have just made a suggestion as to an improved hook for the purpose of saving life ;—do you 
not think it would be just as incumbent upon you to suggest that such an exception as provided for in 
Begulation S should not be allowed to take place at change of shift ? I have suggested that.
1132. You suggest that Eule S of the Proprietary Company shall include a provision that such an 
exceptional permission shall not be given at change of shift ? I would like to point out that shooting and 
firing, no matter how much of it, would not interfere with them at Block 12. I think the Proprietary 
Company, from what they have now heard, will stop firing within dangerous hours at places like Block 11, 
whore the changing-house is so close. As to Block 12, the cutting over there might start again. If it 
did, it would be a terrible blast that would interfere with the men in the changing-house ofi that block. 
The changing-room there is in such a position that blasting operations in the open-cut could not interfere 
with it.
1433. Would you couple with that recommendation something statiug the distance ;—one you consider
to be within a dangerous proximity, aud the other you consider is not? The question ] am on, and tho 
ono I am trying to answer, is as to the- time specified in tliat regulation. What should be provided is 
that no exceptional permission be given at change of shift when tho changing-room, with perhaps its 100 
men inside, is within dangerous proximity to the firing. ”
1434. With regard to Buie Ko. 9 [vide Surface Hides. Exhibit 2?], have you ever observed men in the 
open-cuts while blasting or “ bulling ” operations were going on ? Yes.
1435. JIow many would there be at a time—fifty or sixty or half a dozen ? I do not know whether fifty 
or sixty. I have seen men at the bottom of the cut when charging operations have been .going on on 
some of tbe ledges.
143G. As a matter of fact, there would be men engaged in operations as quarrymen, and tho “ powder- 
monkey ” at the same time going on with the charging? Yes.
1437. Buie 9 says:— ■

J.
Polkinghorne.

16 July, 1897.

No holes .arc to be charged (nnlcas for " bnlling” purposes) with any hind of explosive whatsoever, whilst workmen, 
other than those actually engaged in charging, are in the quarries or cuts ; and, before placing the cimrge in any hole for 
the purpose of “ hulling” it, the powder-man (know as thu “powder-monkey shall give due warning of Ids intent,ion to 
charge same, when nli workers arc required to leave tho part of the face or work which will be affected by the explosion 
(whether prematurely or otherwise) of the “bulling ” charge.
Would it surprise you if anyone came here and gave evidence that they had been struck with anything 
coming from a 11 bull ”? It would not surprise me. I cannot sny that I have ever seen many men under 

25S—H when
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,?-• }vheii “ bulls ” have been fired. I have, however, seen men in places that X would not stop in. Some 
polkinghorne. cjear out of the cut altogether ; others get so used to it that they will not bother getting away. I. do not 

know how these men have got in the positions I have seen them in.
‘ 1438. They have been in a position you would not care to bo in yourself ? Tes.

1439. Tou would expect the man in charge to ask them to retire lo a place of safety ? Tes.
1440. Tou would expect the shift-boss to be human as well as any other man? Tes.
1441. Tou said just now that yon thought an hour and a half should elapse after “ hulling ”? Tes.
1442. And, in reply to a question put hy Mr. Edwards as to the difference in the nature of the ground, 
you thought that both long and short holes should have tho one fixed time limit ? Tes.
1443. The Proprietary rules also say that:— •

Before charging a “ bulled” hole sufficient time shall be allowed to elapse for the hole to cool off, varying according 
to the nature of the material and the weight of the charge; and every care is to ha taken to ascertain that the hole is cool 
before beginning to charge for the blast.
Is it not your idea that that clause is the outcome of practical experience in such work on the part of tho 
framers ? What I say is, that the whole set of regulations, both for underground and for surface, are 
only such regulations as every common-sense man should take as a standard to work upon. They are only 
common-sense rules—only rules that every miner should know.
1444. Tou take it that those rules are the outcome of common-sense, experienco, and judgment on tho

■ part of those who drew them up ? Tes; but J! take exception to one or two clauses in them.
1445. Ton think there is a possibility of amending them in one or two instances ? The time for firing, 
in my opinion, is the best; but there should be no exception allowed.
1446. With regard to this varying nature of the ground, they have given us what they consider to bo tho
outcome of their experience when they say, “ varying according to the nature of the material and tho 
weight of the charge ” ? Tes. 1
1447. Ton think these rules are nothing but what every man who has common-sense to exercise would 
follow out for himself ? Tes.
1448. “ Before charging a * bulled’ hole, sufficient time shall be allowed to elapse for the hole to cool 
off,” &c.; do you not think they should fix a certain time;—would you recommend that an hour and a 
half he inserted in that rule? Certainly.
1449. Tou would suggest that the company’s rules be amended accordingly, and that in case of these 
rules being copied and brought under a new Mining Act such a time limit should be adopted? I thiuk 
the general rules for the working of amine should not bo incorporated in a Mining Act. There is not 
another district in Australia that would require the same rules as the Barrier.
1150. liule 12 says:—

A safe exit from open-cuts or quarries for tbe use of all men employed therein shall be marie and maintained iu good 
order by the contractors.
Tou would strongly favour such a rule as that? Tes; I certainly think that should be provided. I would 
like to say that X think every mining company should have a code of their own rules for the guidance of 
their workmen, and I think that, while we have inspectors of the highest ability, they should bo able to 
say whether tbe regulations drawn up by any particular company are sufficient.
1451. Jlis JZbnorJ Ton would like to see the rules of the different mining companies passed by some 
authority, say, the Minister for Mines, on the report of the local inspector, before they became operative ? 
Tes ; X would not like to see ono hard-and-fast set of rules to apply every whore.
1452. "What you would prefer to see would bo an authority controlling the rules which should ho made 
operative for any particular mine? Tes; that would allow more elasticity.

Inspector Hebbard: Sub-section (u) of clause 3 of the Government regulations says that an inspector 
shall have power to inquire respecting tke sufficiency of the special rules {if any) for the time being in 

force in any mine.

1453. Hr. Williams^) Buie 18 reads:—
Where cranes or other overhead appliances are used, workmen shall not stand under Hie skip or load, or within 

roach of such overhead appliances.
Ton would strongly recommend that that be carried out above everything ? Tes.
1454. It has been stated that the unexpected sometimes happens; therefore, to meet these unexpected, 
unforeseen, accidents, a certain amount of discretion should bo allowed to those engaged in blasting 
operations? I do not believe in too much discretion being allowed anyone. It must be borne in mind 
that you could not get twenty men out of 100 that would adopt tho same course in blasting, and I think there 
should be no discretion at all. It is no use saying that they hare got to adopt a certain method. The 
word “discretion ” is not the proper word to be used in this case. So long as the amount of explosive 
and the time limit were fixed, that is all we need regulate. Commonsense would do iho rest.
1455. His Honor!] "What I understand you to infer is that it is no use making laws which men may break 
if they like ? I believe in making laws that it is possible for people to keep. Bathci' than make laws that 
people cannot keep, have no laws at all and depend upon commonsense.
1456. Mr. Williams.] As there is a great deal of danger attending blasting operations, the persons so 
engaged should have sufficient knowledge to know how to handle explosives safely? Certainly.
1457. Would you allow blasting operations to be carried on by men who have not sufficient knowledge 
to take care of their own lives, let alone others ? Ifo.
1458. How would you stop them ? Hot by Act of Parliament. If they are known to bo not trustworthy,
then tho best thing is to have them dismissed. '
1459. What method or system would you advocate for the shift-bosses to adopt in order to arrive at the
conclusion whether men were capable ? I think tho majority of the shift-bosses that I have come across 
on the Barrier, with one or two exceptions, do not want to see a man lift a hammer or pick very long be
fore arriving at his value. '
1460. But a man may not be a good hammerman, and be a skilled man for all that; bo may not be a flash 
hammerman, but yet he as effective in his way ? I do not think tho practical shift-boss really uses that 
as a test, but merely as an excuse to tell them to go. The majority of the shift-bosses are good practical 
men, so far as the Proprietary is concerned. They can tell, as a rule, when a man takes his candles at the 
caudle-house, whether he is a miner.

1461.
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t ^'ou.that it is quite possible, a man m.ay not be a good bammerman and yet be a good man S.

1 ARO nenns' 11 mi?"t be a Z00'1 timbermaii and bavc no idea how to make room for the timber. Polkinghorne.
: I. (''n-n you toll us any other mcfiud for gauging a man’s competency besides using commonsouse in
.s mg a question or two, or handling candles would you make any suggestion to be adopted in this 10 Ju jr’1897- 
respect? I would leave it to the shift-bosses.

4n<1 y0U Saj the .s,lift'bosaes ftre competent ? Tes; they can go into the face and do a daw's work.
,, ' . ‘ j101 ?* your experience of the Miners’ Association, you think they are always desirous of promoting 
that end, that competent men should occupy that position ? Hot only the Miners’ Association, but every 
other organisation that is organised for tho welfare of tbe community, has that end in view—tlie appoint
ment ot tho best men where life and limb are brought under their charge 
i arc* 1°a £aVC been ?re.sident o£ tlie Miners’ Association for tbe last six months ? Tes.

n(1 J"0111, mtimatc acquaintance with those things, cannot you say that the A.M.A. would be
glad to see tbe company served by the best men they can get ? The A.M.A.’s wish is that the very best 
men shall occupy luose positions. J
i ^co 4nd ?0U W,°JU!d reP'ldiatc with scorn any opinion to the contrary as coming from the A.M.A. ? Tes.

' . a -W0U ^ your idea as to the qualifications o£ the “powder-monkey ” ;—would you suggest
an examination of that man, or that he be selected from bis previous knowledge in the mine—I am 
referring now to open-cuts ? I believe in efficient men holding those positions. Before a man is placed 
vL^Ji0!^0? °f • P?wd«‘-monkey ” he should be known as a most efficient man. He need not have 
it u tram|Dg i1’,1 ,t le irnTie at whlcl1 llc is appointed; but it should be known that be is capable, 
in tact, all men should be certificated. As soon as they get to such a stage as to be considored com
petent, they should receive a certificate, which would be of use to them, and a guide to those employing

iato* rr°U 11 powder-monkeys ” should be certificated men ? Tes.
TV,0/ 1t’OW Yould >'ou suggest they get their certificates ? From a Board consisting of (say) the G-overn- 
ment inspector a man nominated from the employers, and another from the employees ? In some parts 
ot the Colonies tliere are managers who do not know whether a man is a miner or not,. They have been 
simply pitchforked into their positions. I would not like to see a man of that class on a Board. I have' 
seen men come here from other places with certificates who have known nothing about mining whatever.

* i iG rftSe W1616 a mai\had fcf011 minding sheep for fifty years, and then spent three months in 
'rr £ornaiua'U;1geri and for that managed to get a certificate as a miner.

Mil. Jlis Honor ] I think you suggested that the managers should themselves be certificated, as they fire m coal-rmnea r Yes. 9 J
tllmk 'vhajtevcr 1110 authority is that is appointed to give the managers their certificates

Ihln * Prper t0 g^e a11 ^’certificates? Yes; but I am looking at it further away
bn * T> Tn pTT-n’ Say,Jt? YCBt A,3slrali;l! gets a testimonial in tbe manner I have just stated ; becomes to Broken Hill, and be is employed on it.

^ be tas. no,ta certificate at alla Government certificate would be a certificate under an 
t ^ L ■SOm0 klDd ? ? a mE™gci‘ were a certificated man, he would be sufficient authority. I do not
idiff 38 a ™:L™ger wl,,° wou]d retuse a testimonial where one was deserved.
nf e™?1? y°U 1V°U d HOt rel3r upon them as real certificates of competency where you thought a certificate 

y ^ necessarJ ? I think a certificated manager would be sufficient authority to give a
other butdisimig'parJeZ011 d t0 ^ Cai'e °f hiS rePutation’ oud would givG certificates to none

Su Honor : But you know low difficult it is Jor a manager to refuse a certificate at times. A man 
may have been working for a manager for years, and all the time the manager may be aware that he 
is almost a lorn fool, and yet not. like to refuse him a certificate when he leaves. He toould not, 
certificate0 1 ^ W u'cre ln the position of a Board with a duty cast upon him of giving or refusing a

Mr. Edwards: The worst of it is that, if we have too many certificated men, the certificates would 
probably be passed from one to the other.
Mr. Williams : Tou consider the suggestion hy His Honor the lest: that men shall be examined for 
their certificates by men constituting a Board, and who arc themselves certificated men ?
Jlis Honor : My idea ts that, if it is essential that men should be certificated, either as “ poicdcr- 

monkeys, engine-drivers, or anything else, the Board appointed to grant these certificates should also 

tie the authority to pass managers, under-managers, and so on.

wnclmheTuthorti™* ^ main“dn uniformity of competency, and would be a sufficiently

14/5. Mr. Williams.] You would have no objeciion, Mr. Polkinghorne, to a Board of that kind ? No : I 
was going on easier bnesm suggesting that a certificated manager be allowed to grant a certificate. I 
his'reputation1 USe ^ d £°l0W lf “y suSSestion wero carried out, because no manager would endanger
lATG. Bo yrm think a “ powder-monkey ” should be certificated ? If that man has got his place through .
a certificate as a practical miner, 1 do not think it is necessary that he should be called upon for further 
qualifications to act as a “ powder-monkey.” "
i47tT D,0/011 fC;T:l’that ‘} “ powder-monkey ” should have a certificate ? I say they should all be 
certificated men. Under the existing circumstances, tbe manager or under-manager, or whoever has got 
f d° "'iff0 employment of the “ powder-monkey,” should be held responsible for bis efficiency.
1478. M Me no certificates are m force, an examination by the manager or under-manager should be 
sufficient ;-you have expressed an opinion that every man should be certificated, and I will ask you now 
as to the constitution of the Board that will grant the certificatesare you in favour of a Board being 
appointed, to consist of three members, in the way I have suggested ? Do you mean that this Board is 
to examine on practical mining or on theory: it must be a practical examination, I take it. If so, 
and providing the mining inspector could always attend, the Board would not be a bad idea. It is my
examination ““ Sh°UW haTO a certificate> aud iu °rder to get one, lie must go through some 

i a on w U m tlle co?atitution of such a Board would be a good idea ? Tes.
1480. Would you not give the representative of tbe employees the right to challenge the qualification of

the
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. J- the man representing the employers, and vice versa? No, I would not, seeing that the Board would, he 
Poltinghonm. composed of one from each side, and the inspector would be of the highest standard we could possibly 

get, and would hold the balance of power.
u 7' 1481. Ton would recommend the appointment of such a Board as that ? Tea. . .

1432. As to the change of shifts in the face, I would take it to he that the intention is rather to. preserve 
lives than to cause men to work ten or fifteen minutes longer. Have you received the impression from 
the questions put to you by Mr. Edwards in seeking to elicit your opinion with regard to the change ^o£ 
shift in the face that it is to safeguard lives of miners rather than to make them work extra time ? lo 
be plain, I do not think that the safeguarding of the miners' lives is the only object in view in seeking to 
bring about the changing of shifts in the face.
1483. If the object in view he the safeguarding of lives, could you suggest the adoption of a report-book, 
in which any danger could be recorded, so that, if you missed your mates, the information would be in the 
book for their guidance ? That would save changing in the face; and at the same time you would not ho 
endangering your mates ? When there is any danger to he reported to your mates there is no. fear^of 
you missing them. There arc always two of you, and one can stop in the plat and the other get into tno 
cage. That is the present mode, and I do not see how it could he improved upon.
1484. They do that ? Yes. .
1485. If they are doing that now, why alter a good thing ;—you would he quite content for things to
remain as they are in that respect? Yes. . .
1486. You think the pointing out of dangerous places in the face is provided for in every way by the
miners ? Yes. . . _
1487. Is there any possibility of the shift-bosses being unacquainted with dangerous places in the face ;—
do you think that they, having the charge of the men’s lives, should be acquainted in some way with all 
dangerous places ? 1 am not a shift-boss, and am not likely to be. That is a question to be put to a
shift-boss. t ,
1488. Is there any method at present obtaining by which the shift-bosses get an acquaintance with 
dangerous places previous to their general inspection of the mine ? Marks are put up showing dangerous, 
places.
1489. As to the best authority to know whether ground is dangerous, you think the miner.would he the 
one who would Ijuow best whether there was any danger in the ground where he was working ? Yes ; I 
think the men actuallv working in the ground know most about its dangers. Take, for instance, the 
underground manager. You could not expect him to know as well as the men actually employed there 
what was going on in a face. I do not want it to be taken from my answer that I infer that the shift- 
bosses are inferior to the men.
1490. You mean that the miner, on account of working there, would know more about the danger of that
immediate vicinity than the shift-boss, who only periodically visits it;—the shift-boss would know less, 
generally speaking ? Yes. _
1491. Then, according to the law of comparison, the manager would have to rely upon subordinate
officials; and, to a great extent, he would be benefited by the employment of competent miners ? 
Certainly. . _
1492. As io withdrawing men from dangerous ground and reinstating them, you say that in the case of
six men being ordered out. and .•tiler the danger has been attended to. one of them, not thiuking.it safe 
enough to return, he should not be forced to do so against Ins will; and you believe in providing him with 
a fair method for securing the safety of his own life ? Yes. _ .
1493. When the inspector calls men out, you think he is the proper person to scud them hack again ? 
Yes.
1494. In cases where it is not thought necessary to call in the inspector, and the foreman calls them out,
and five out of the six are in favour of going back, and one is not, bow would you get over tbe. difficulty, 
supposing the danger to be due to hanging ground ? Looking at it from a practical point of view, I can 
only see one answer to your question. If a man thinks his life is in danger from such a cause, he need 
only stand out a few minutes, when the danger will he passed. Of course, in such a ease as that, there 
would be no necessity to call in the foreman. . i _ ■
1495. But where it is considered necessary to call the foreman in ? Where it is seen necessary by
the foreman or Ihe mau-in-charge to call in the services of the inspector, the onus should lie on the 
inspector to say when the men should he readmitted. _
1496. But when the foreman calls the men out on his own responsibility, and, say, five are in favour of
going back, and one not, boiv would you got over the difficulty? If five went back and an accident 
happened, tbe responsibity would rest entirely upon the foreman. The fact of one refusing to go in would 
show that there were still defects. If 1 were a foreman, I would, in a case like that, have the weight taken 
off my shoulder by calling in tbe inspector, _
1497. You admit the possibility that, in such a case, the five men who consent to go back might bo 
inexperienced, and the one man who refuses might be the only experienced man of the lot, and, therefore, 
see danger where the others would not ? Yes.
.1498. Sis Sonor.'] The question is this: Would you allow that one man the right to have the inspector 
called in before the others could go back, or would you allow him the right to bo treated as committing 
no breach of the regulations if he insisted on staying out until the place was passed by the inspector ;— 
would you allow him, in fact, to control the other.-, or only his own action? Each man should hear the 
burden of his own folly if anything happened. The foreman would be only one out of six. The respon-. 
sibility should not ho thrown upon his shoulder altogether if five said it was safe, providing of course that 
those five were competent miners; and I take it that a foreman would see that ho did not have incom
petent men under him. _
1499. What should he the rule ? It would be unwise, in my opinion, to make a regulation in respect to 
that. I certainly think that, if the men were satisfied that the inspector was not required at the time they 
were called out, and that if the foreman considered it was fit for them to go back, and the men considered 
so at the same time, the onus should be taken off the foreman. If one man stood out, he should have the 
unlramelled right to appeal to the inspector for an inspection of the place. At the same time, if any 
accident happened in the meantime, the sole responsibility should not rest upon the foreman, seeing that 
five of the men themselves considered the ground safe.

. 1500.
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1500. Mr, Williams.'] As to the other mon, if he is not satisfied—and the possibility is that lie might be
the most experienced man of the lot—you would recommend that he have the right to appeal to the ln^ lorne-
inspector, or even to another official;—you would not compel that man to go iu at the risk of his life
when he did not think the ground safe ? No person would compel me to go in. ' '
1501. Jits Honor.] He should have a right to exercise his own judgment until the inspector was sent for
and inspected the place ? I do not mean that the one man who stood out should control the action of 
the five others. • .
1502. Mr. JSdwanfs.] You mean that no man should be forced to undergo a risk that ho would not 
undergo voluntarily ? Yes.
1503. Mr. Williams.] Do you think the appointment of sub-inspectors by the companies on their own
properties would bo of any use iu seeing that the regulations were carried out? I think that all the 
precaution that the companies can be reasonably asked to take is already provided by means of the shift- 
bosses, who arc really sub-inspectors. 1 do noc think any system of sub-inspection, further than what 
they already have, would be of any benefit. '
1501, As to tbe men changing shift, and the on-coming men not being aware of anything that has 
occurred in the previous shift;—what time would the shift-bosses came up? There is supposed to be 
always one shift-boss underground in the Proprietary—during lunch-time and the changing of shifts; iu 
fact, throughout the twenty-four hours.
1505. Was that your experience in the Centra] ? I do not think so ; but it is two years since 1 left there.
In the Proprietary, a shift-boss is in the mine at the change of the different shifts, and one has to remain 
below during lunch-time. That has been so for the last three months.
150G. What mines have you worked in on the Barrier ? The Proprietary and the Central, and at the 
Pinnacles. “
1507. Yon know they have watchmen on the surface? Yes.
1508. Yon would not care to see that system extended underground ;—you do not see the necessity for
it? No. '
1509. Is it your experience that noxious fumes arise from the explosion of dyuainite and other explosives, 
and injure the health of the miners ? Yes.
15LO. J.f they were compelled to remain in the face, and to fire at the end of the shift, they would have to 
swallow a considerable amount of this gas? If it were compulsory to always relieve in the face and to 
examine it after blasting, in many instances that result would follow.
1511. Is it your opinion that more accidents occur at the finish of the shifts than at the beginning? I 
do not know whether we take more notice of an accident occurring at the finish of a shift, but it appears 
very plain to me that more accidents occur at that particular time.
1512. As far as you know', accidents have taken place more often from men blasting their own holes than 
from men coming in and firing other men's holes ? Prom my experience, I know of no accident resulting 
from blasting.
1513. You have hoard of the British accident ? Yes.
loll. What order is there in firing in the stopes? It depends upon the requirements of the different 
faces. When a party require to fire, they give the necessary warning to the others around, and the firing 
is then carried out. Should, however, another charge near by be almost ready for firing, they will then 
perhaps wait, and both will lire off together. There is no fixed rule as to whether it shall be the bottom 
party or the top party who shall fire first. If such a rule were fixed, there might be no firing at all, 
because all through the shift the top party might not want to fire.
1515. As a rule, when firing, you go one way to give notice, and your mate another? Yes; if there is a 
party below us, we ask them to keep watch in their direction; and we then both ascend indifferent 
directions. If there is nc party below, we go one each way,
15HJ. That is a strict rule in the Proprietary—that every man shall take every precaution lie can to 
prevent men approaching when an explosion is about to take place ? Yes.
1517. One goes up and the other down, providing there is no one near you ? Yes.
1518. With regard to the tests recently carried out in Ballarat;—do you think it would be beneficial if 
the mining authorities circulated such information for the benefit of the miners? The best test regarding 
those noxious fumes is for a man to have a smell of them. Practical knowledge is far better tlian any theory.
With a theoretical knowledge you run risks ; but, if you have just one dose of the glycerine compound, 
you will be very careful that you do not get the second. But a man should not be employed in connection 
with those things unless he knows how to handle them. Unfortunately, many have to handle them who are 
totally ignorant of the probable results. There arc times when this burning of an explosive takes place, 
and you cannot get away from it. I have seen such a case in Block 11. Another party were firing—the 
case I speak of happened only two months ago—and we got in what we thought to be a safe position.
We were five floors above; and there was no chance of the blast throwing anv of its burden to us. We 
could just see the corner of the hole through the floor; and, instead of exploding, the charge burned, 
throwing a glare throughout that part of the mine, and spreading about gases which made it impossible to 
get; near that particular part for hours afterwards. In order to got away, we had to pass through the 
thick of it.
1519. Uts Honor.] The compound, instead of exploding, merely burned ilself away? We heard no 
report, but a hissing noise ; and all at once the whole stope was lit up as if by limelight. We hurried out 
of the stope, as we did not know what would take place next. After five minutes, the light disappeared ; 
but the gases thrown out by it were very evident. The gases weut both up and down, These gases will 
go against the strongest draughts—they are very heavy,
1520. Did you find out how the tamping had been put in ? The only explanation tbe men gave was that 
it was in broken ground ; and, presumably, some of the fire ran from the fuse into a crack where some of 
the gelatine had got, and ignited it before the explosion could take place.
1521. Mr. Williams.] What is the general practice in setting fire to fuses underground? There is no 
general practice. _ Some cut open the fuse and insert a piece of gelatine in it, which, when lighted by a 
candle, burns until it reaches the powder. Others, again, use wax matches, The safest plan is to split 
the fuse, and to give yourself sufficient length to admit of your getting away after you see it spit. When 
a fuse is ignited, there is no question then as to whether it has taken, and, when you see it spit, you know 
it is ignited.
1522. What is the average pace at which a fuse burns ? For the average fuse it would exceed thirty 
seconds to the foot.

Inspector ITcbbanl: About 18 inches to the minute is the average. 1523.
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r
■p if Honor-] That being so, where you are lighting three or four holes, and you want to get them

o -mg orne. al} properly under weigh before you leave, what you want would be some means of lighting the fuse—of 
15 Juiv 1897. Se^ng ifc.to certainly and quickly ;—what do you think is the best way to get a fuse to spit quickly

’ ‘ and certainly There is no better way than by preparing the fuse so that when you touch it with the
caudle it will spit. Ton split it until you come on to the powder. Others will not do that. They say 
the safest way is to put in a piece of gelatine. But there is a chance of the piece of gelatine being 
knocked out by a falling piece of gravel. .
1524. ’When you put the gelatine in, what do you do ? Ton light the gelatine, and it burns, but it might 
take some time betore it touches the powder. The gelatine is sure to light tbe powder; the only thing is 
that it might be knocked out before it lights the powder, as (say) when coining away from the holes— 
clambering away from them—you might knock something on to the fuse which would shake the gelatine 
off. In the other way, when you touch the powder with your light, it is a certainty that the fuse 
has taken.
1525. Do you think there should be any rule ; or should it be left to tbe men’s discretion how they should 
fire ? I think that is a matter that might be lefc to the men. I do not believe in having a regulation 
framed which would probably be broken every day. Without doubt, if a regulation were made to that 
effect, it would be broken every day. Tbe method set out in tbe rule might not be that believed in by some 
men; and they would not adhere to it.
152G. I suppose if a deep hole and a shallow hole were to be fired at the same time, no man in his senses 
would attempt to light the shallow one first ? I should not think so.
1527. Although that does appear to have been done in one case recently where two men lost their lives ? 
It came out in evidence that that did happen. If he did do it, I do not think he was a fit and proper person 
to be in charge of the work. I do not know whether the truth came our in that case.
1528. Would you look upon him as a lunatic ? Tes,
1529. Mr. Williams.'] Ton do not think that that man would have been able to obtain a certificate from 
a qualified Board? iSTo.
1530. .Sis .Honor.] Underground, a man charges and fires his own shot; on the surface, tbe “powder- 
monkey ^ does that ? ^ Yes, according to what 1 hear. J think if a man got his certificate from a Board 
of Examiners, consisting of a mine manager, the inspector of mines, and a miner, that would be quite 
sufficient, and it would be a safeguard against accidents being caused by incompetence. I do not think 
any of the parties on such a Board would consent to the granting of a certificate to a man who was not 
efficient.
1531. Mr. Williams.] Do you not think that there would be a likelihood of the companies themselves 
getting rid of a lot of risk if they saw that the men they employ were competent? According to what 
we have been told to-day, we have not sufficient competent miners in the place to meet requirements. If 
if u comPe^eiL^ tn',lcrs were imported, it would be of great benefit both to tbe employees and the employers. 
Jf, however, no steps are taken in the other colonies to employ competent men only, the managers in the 
other colonies will always be ready to give their incompetent men a piece of paper as being competent, 
and palm them off on to their neighbours. So long aa you have that, so long will you have ineompelent 
men. If this system of granting certificates by means of a Board were adopted throughout the colonies, 
there would be no risk run by the employers; and, instead of having tbe refuse from other mining districts 
thrust upon him, he would know what men he was employing, and would only employ those he knew 
he could rely upon.
1532. 'With regard to the inspector’s qualifications, you have been asked whether you are in favour of the 
inspector s possessing the highest qualifications;—do you think he should be a man whose moral character 
should ho the highest, and whose practical knowledge of the work in which be is engaged should be 
thorough? Tes.
1533. Has it come upon you as a surprise—the statement that a Member of this district has been doing all 
n his power; in fact, has been moving Heaven and earth, to get this appointment? 1 was rather 

surprised to hear it.
Jlis Honor .- T/us is a matter that is outside the question.
Mr. Williams: Very well, your Honor, but I would just like, if you will permit me, to speak a little 

__ farther on this matter, since it has been brought under the notice of the Vommission.
153l._ Independently of his position as a Member of Parliament, Mr. Polkinghornc, I would ask you ns a 
practical man, supposing the choice lay between two such men as Mr. Josiab Thomas and the Manager of 
Block 10 for the position of an inspector of this district, which would you recommend on account of his 
practical knowledge ? 1 do not know anything of Mr, Thomas. I have no personal knowledge of him,

. to say whether he is a skilful man or not. So, if the choice lay between the two, I should say Captain 
Warren, owing to the long experience he has had, and which I know he has had,
1535. And I should say so too ;—but whether or no, Mr. Thomas is not the only man in this district 
capable of filling tbe position ? I should judge that, no matter how good Mr. Thomas may be, out of the 
0,000 along the line there ought to be one as good.
1536. You know Mr, J. G-. Taylor ? Yes.
1537. Are you aware that he was an applicant when the present inspector obtained his appointment ? No.
1538. Mr. Hebbard knows him, and he knows also that in beating him he beat a good man. Just now 
you said that no certificates are held by miners in this district. That they should hold certificates, yon 
would embody in the new regulations ? I certainly think it would be a benefit; but 1 fail to see thatyou 
could make a regulation for the employment of men only who hold certificates.
1539. I am asking that question on the possibility of the recommendation from this Commission causing a 
new Act to be framed ? I would not like to see aregulation framed thatonly those men holding certificates 
be employed as miners. It would bear very heavily on the mining companies ; they would not be able to 
cope with it. Besides, there are a number of fairly good men who can go into different portions of a 
mine, and do as well as most men would do, and earn a fair living, and, if it had not been for the employ
ment ot these men, these places would not be worked. The companies cannot get the competent men in 
sufficient numbers. If legislation should take place, saying that the companies shall only employ men 
holding certificates, half of them would have to shut do mi.
1540. My suggestion goes as far as the “powder-monkey,” shift-bosses, or anyone in charge. I do not 
go as far as the men. Then have you not made some suggestion as to training men;—would not that

reduce
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reduce the unemployed ? There are a lot of men working on the surface that I would not mind taking J-
into the face with mo. There is a class of men on the Barrier to-day who are not working in the face as 'nS™rne.
miners, but who could be taken into the face and made very useful in a very short time. I could
them out from among the truckers and the unemployed. I know among the truckers many that are u •Vl '
anxious to go into the face, and Tvho would make very good men with a little coaching. The men who are
anxious and willing to work, are the men who should he encouraged.
1541. Has it ever occurred that practical men have asked to have such men with them ? I do not know of 
any case.
1542. Mr. Edwards.'] You said just now that the A M.A. endeavoured to provide good men for the mines ?
I do not think I said that.
1543. Is it not a fact, that when the mines found themselves short of good miners, and tried to introduce 
them from Ballarat, every possible obstruction was put in their way ? I do not think that any obstacle was 
placed in the road of procuring good men for the Barrier. The men first introduced from Ballarat and 
Bendigo wrere simply the riff-raff which the managers in those mining centres were glad to get rid off. Of 
course, some of them turned out to be very good men. The argument we used was that there were plenty 
of unemployed in the place, and it was no use bringing over a lot of incompetent men to swell the number 
still more. There has never been any opposition to the importation of good men. We well know by the 
first batch that came over that they were not men suitable for the place. Asa citi/.en, I considered it my 
place to prevent the influx of a number of people who would be dependent upon charity in a very short 
lime.
154-1. Is it not a fact that when the companies tried to get skilled men from Ballarat and Bendigo every, 
intimidation was put in their way ? 1 do not think so. The first batch arrived for the Central. There 
were Ballarat and Bendigo men already at work here, and they knew some among the batch who were 
not competent. They were coming here for 50s. a week. You know that would be one of the first < 
things the Association would do—prevent the cutting of wages. I was not an officer at that time in the 
Association ; but 1 remember tbe occurrence. A large number of men went to the train and met these 
men, and the first thing they did was to see that they did not go to work for less than the current rate, 
viz., Os, a day. Moral suasion only was used.
1545. Moral suasion, as you know it on tho Barrier ? 1 do not think there was anything other than moral 
suasion. There was no fighting.
1540. You do not deny that there was any intimidation F I deny that there was any intimidation as far 
as tho A.M.A. was concerned. JS'o objection was raised to tho company’s securing good, practical men.
1517. Hr. Williams^] Willi regard to the importation of these men ;—-was it stated by anyone that they 
did not know anything about pick and shovel work, and that they could not be utilised for anything ? I 
heard one manager say that they could not do anything heavier than tailoring.
1518. Would you he surprised to learn that, of the first batch, some of them did not know how to handle 
the tools P No ; because I know that myself.
1549. Mis Sonor.] You were speaking aliout blasting in tho face. Accidents are caused in some instances,
I believe, by the displacement of what you may call the floor of the set;—do you think that one floor is 
sufficient to depend upon ? I think every floor, no matter what height the slope, should he kept covered 
until the filling-in is done. In the Proprietary, if a man opens a floor and leaves it unguarded, he wilt 
very likely see the surface before the shift is up. Every floor is supposed to be covered; and no laths 
are allowed to bo removed. This should apply to all mines. In firing, some of the laths might bo dis
placed ; and, owing to the dirt brought down, you would have no chance of being made aware of it if there 
was no covered floor underneath from which to make an examination. Every set should be kept covered.
1550. Should it he compulsory to keep every floor intact until the sets aro filled? Yes; especially around 1 
the travelling road. Of course, a good deal of discretion could be used. The eastern part may be beat ■ 
up six or eight sets, and the western part beat up not more than three or four sets. I do not mean to
say that they shall not uncover those floors. Were they railed off' and guarded, it would be sufficient.
Where men are working overhead, the floors should in all eases be kept covered. The rule in the 
Proprietary is that should any man require to knock down a guard rail or open a floor, he must replace 
the timber as soon as possible. Buie (5 of the Underground Bcgulatious meets this. [Vide Exhibit A.]
1551. You think there should be a universal rule making it necessary to cover all workings ? Yes; I 
have heard of cases on the Barrier where there are as many as six floors open, and men are working on 
the seventh. If anything went wrong with their floor, and they fell through, there would be nothing 
underneath to save them. I have never head of any such case on the Proprietary.
1552. Mr. Edwards] Would not a hard-and-fast rule of that nature interfere with operations ? I do not 
think so.
1553. Mis Manor.] The rule might have a limitation ;—it might extend to one or two floors under the . 
working party? That would be safe, so far as tho Proprietary is concerned. Where this system of 
sloping is being carried on without filling in, it must be recognised by everyone that to leave five or six 
floors open is dangerous,
1554. I suppose that would be where the ground is very solid, and there is no sign of a creep. The 
managers, therefore, are pretty certain that although the ground be left unfilled, it will stand? 1 do not 
think that is the case. I believe, in most cases on the Barrier where sloping operations are being carried 
out, they are filling a little or a great deal, whether it be hard or soft ground. I believe every place should 
bo filled as solidly as possible.
1555. It is the safest method to fill the sloping as quickly as possible with mullock ? Yes.
ISofi. Is there anything more that you would like to tell us? There Is another matter, which the 
secretary of the hospital has reminded me of. We think that each company should bo compelled to 
provide an ambulance litter on the mine for use in case of accident, and that the Government should 
provide and maintain in this district, and in every other mining district, an ambulance waggon in which 
to convey injured persons to the hospital. Taking into consideration the money that has been taken by 
the Government from this place, 1 think the least they might do for us would be to provide the town with 
an ambulance waggon, so that the litters might he conveyed from the mines to the hospital without injury 
to the patients.
1557. There has been a good deal of delay iu some cases, I believe? Yes ; it has been reported freely 
that dolay has taken place. - The Proprietary have one or two very good ambulance litters; but I do not 
think the other mines provide them. 1558.
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1558. Mr. Edwards.'] Do they not borrow them from the Proprietary ? Sometimes they do. At other 
times I have seen men taken to the hospital on a rough ambulance stretcher.
1559. His HonorTon would make it compulsory for every mine to provide one litter? Yes; they 
should all he compelled to provide one at the least The waggon should be provided by the Government, 
and maintained by tbe Government, and should be sfationed in a cenlral position, and in communication 
with the telephone, so that it could be called for without any delay from any part of the line of lode. A 
man should be in readiness at all times to take it out. It would bo too far out if kept at the hospital; 
it should be kept in a more central position. As the police are rung up whenever au accident occurs, it 
would be a very good plan to keep the waggon at the police station. Had there been proper ambulance 
accommodation, probably some of those men who have died from accidents would be alive to-day. It hurts 
me to see men dragged off to the hospital on a heavy jolting trolly that could carry 3 tons. I do not 
think the council could purchase a waggon, as they would not be empowered, under tho Municipalities 
Act, to expend money in that way.
1560. Mr. Williams,'] Do you know that the miners have been endeavouring to obtain a grant, tbe same 
as the miners in Newcastle, for ambulance requisites ? I know the miners of the Barrier have appealed 
to the Government for the same concession as that which was granted to Newcastle. Tho extent of the 
concession I do not know. The Minister has replied that he will do the same for the Barrier as has been 
promised for Newcastle.
1561. Inspector Hebbard.] In reference to floors being uncovered in stopes ;—does it not of ten occur that 
a stope is uncovered because of the men stripping laths from it rather than going to the plat for them ? 
That is the case at times. But I believe, from what I have been told, that it is the rule in some of the 
jdaces, and not the exception, to leave the stopes open for the purpose of saving money. Men have 
spoken to me about it, and I have told them that they should report the matter to the inspector.
1562. His Honor.] If the men were to do it, you would be quite walling to see them fined for it under 
regulation, even if they were members of the A.M.A.? Yes ; because they not only endanger their own 
lives, but tbe lives of other men.
1563. Of your own knowledge, you cannot say it is a fact that the stopes have been left uncovered by 
way of economy? 1 have heard it; and 1 have every reason to believe it is a fact. Bailing off in some 
cases would not be sufficient. You would then fall through just the same.
1564', Inspector Hebbard.] It is no good railing off while the stope is being continued in height? If 
there were no persons working overhead, then the railing would be sufficient. While a stope is being 
extended in height, the floors underneath should be kept covered.
1565. If the sets were jogging back, there would be no need for the floors ? No.
1566. Mr. Edwards.] In any case, two or three floors under tho working-floor would be sufficient? 
"When a stope is actually in work, all the floors should be covered.
1567. Would not the iuspector be competent to deal with this matter? Yes; the inspector, no doubt, 
should be allowed to use his discretion in this matter. Many vexatious little things are likely to occur 
with a set regulation.
1568. Jf you have a rule similar to the one in the present Government Bcgulatious, that tho inspector 
can step in at any time, and order coverings to be put in wherever he may think necessary ? Yes. One 
notice should be sufficient. There should be no running notices. If, after one notice, the inspector's 
directions are not carried out, a penalty should be imposed. Under the present Act, the inspector has 
not power to put things in motion.

His Honor: The tjuestion is, •whether it icould be a pood plan to leave too much discretion to the 
inspector. Jf you are of opinion, and it is a fact, that, at any rate, one sound floor ought to he left 
under a working place, it would be very much better to provide that that should always be done than 
for the inspector to find out that it had not been done, perhaps by means of some one tumbling through. 
Ho not put too much on the discretion of an inspector ; for one thing, you would make him unpopular. 
Mr. Edwards : On the other hand, your Honor, you- would not have unnecessary regulations that would 
be irksome.
His Honor: I think there ought to be at least one sound working-floor, in addition to the floor on which 
the party are ivorking. Mr. Polkinghornc said he would like to see the whole of the floors intact, and 
the necessity for that might be left to the inspector. There is always a chance of a blast shifting ihe 
laths on the floor itself i but is there any chance of its getting to the next floor ?
Mr. Edwards : J. do not think so. A blast might affect the floor above and the working-floor ; but it 
would not affect the floor under the working-floor.
Witness: 1 think your Honor's suggestion would be well worth adopting, that it should be enforced 
by regulation that one or two floors at the very least be securely covered, and that it be left to the 
discretion of the inspector whether the whole of the floors should be covered or not. Of course,when 
slopes fall back, there would he no need for floors; but, for all that, floors not under a working floor 
should be railed off. If the general rules of the Proprietary toere followed out, we could not go far 
wrong. Of course, ihe company's rules and the Government rules are two different things. As to the 
Government rules, ihe Legislature can, say, “ They shall be enforced.”

1569. His Honor.] What you suggest is that the company’s rules, after being passed by the Minister, 
should be made law, so that infringement of them might be punishable by fine? Yes.
1570. The miner ought to have the right to have the manager fined, and the manager the right to have the 
miner fined ? Yes.
1571. Mr. Williams.] In the event of the preparation of a new set of rules, would you like to sec tho 
miners represented ? I think, if we get a fairly good Mining Act the company' will take good care that 
they do not make any rules but what they can carry out. I know, if the rules framed by tho Proprietary 
had been adopted by some of the other mines, and they were by Act of Parliament made law, things would 
be much hotter than they are.
1572. You spoke just now about the inspector’s not having power to carryout the Government regula
tions ? There is a clause in the regulations saying the inspector “shall ” require dangerous or defective 
places to be remedied; but, when trying to act upon it, the inspector finds himself blocked by all the 
judicial forces of the country. Under those circumstances, what can you do.
1573. What good is it to have an Act that can bo ruled ultra vires? The old Act and regulations should 
be repealed, and an Act of 1897, and a new set of regulations, brought into force,

1574,
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1574. Is it not a fact that we are working under regulations which cannot bo enforced ? Tes. J.
1575. There is a penalty of £50 provided in the regulations should anyone obstruct the inspector in the Polkinghome. 
execution of his duty;—that, however, cannot be enforced ; if it could, it would be pretty severe? Seeing
that the department of the Minister for Mines is being ruled by such an Act, I think it high time that the 1°9/‘
Parliament came to his assistance and gave him power to administer the mining laws to the satisfaction of 
himself and tho welfare of the country.
1576. These rules under the Act are of no practical benefit ? They have been ruled ttllra vires, and yet 
men have to expose their lives under them.

FRIDAY, 16 JULY, 1897.
Joseph Wilks sworn and examined:—

1577. His HonorWhat is your name ? Joseph Wilks.
1578. You are the Inspector of Stock for the Menindie Sheep District? Tes, and I reside in William- J. Wilks, 
street, Broken Hill.
1579. I believe that your object in coming here is to say something as to the way in which explosives are J'Jy* 18S17. 
stored in or near tho town of Broken Hill ? Tes.
1580. You reside in William-street? Tes.
1581. How far in a straight line from the magazines? About half a mile.
1582. Aou wish to bring the matter before the Commission because you think that the system under which 
explosives are stored here is a dangerous one in relation to the town ? Tes.
1583. Is your principal objection lo the position of the magazines, or to the mode in which the storage of 
the explosives is conducted ? Principally the site,
1581. You think it is too near the town ? Yes.
1585. Have you any special knowledge of the action of explosives when they go off in bulk ? Ho.
1586. ̂ Ton speak, then, as your common-sense prompts you when you say that if they were to blow up— 
especially if they were to make a running fire—it would be dangerous to you ? "Yes, and to a great 
number of others.
1587. Do vou think the effect would he serious half a mile off ? I would not take £1,000 and remain in 
my house if 1 knew those magazines were to he exploded. That 1 swear on mv oath.
1588. Of course, that would apply to a great many other persons ? Yes ; persons who are nearer than I am.
1589. Supposing the town were extended to its furthest limits, as laid out; would there be any part of it
nearer to the magazine^ than that end of William-street where yon are living? Yes. ‘
1590. What is that open space on which the explosives are stored ? The open space is a reserve from 
certain occupation, which was originally reserved for noxious trades, I think. I am not now referring to 
the powder-magazine reserves, but to a reserve between the powder-magazine reserves and my place. The 
powder magazines are ou a small reserve within another reserve.
1591. The larger reserve is the reserve from certain occupation? Acs.
1592. It is not reserved as a temporary common ? 1 think it is included in the temporary common.
1593. At any rate, whether the land is built on in the future or not, you consider that the end of William- 
street that is already built upon is too near to he safe in case of an explosion ? Yes.
1594. What have you to say as to the mode of storage adopted ? J think the system adopted, giving a 
common-sense view, is a farce.
1595. Is there any underground storage, or is it all above ground ? All above, I believe.
1596. Is it correct that these stores are simply galvanised-iron sheds, resting on the ground, lined inside 
with match-boards, and hardly painted, if painted at all, with refrigerating paint? Yes ; that is a correct 
description.

•1597. If you werejvorking out a scheme for the storage of explosives, do you think you could suggest a 
worse system ? Ho.
1598. Do you know anything of the nitro-glycerine explodents and other chemical explodents ? I believe 
the heat in those huts at summer time—which I take to be, at least, about 150 degrees—is sufficient to 
make them very dangerous.
1599. Do you know whether they are dangerously affected by sudden changes of temperature ? I have 
every reason to believe so; but 1 cannot speak from practical experience.
1600. There is nothing to prevent a stray bullet or other projectile from going right through one of those 
huts? Ho ; and you could have as many watchmen as you like, and they would not be able to prevent 
such a thing as that occurring.
1601. How many watchmen are there employed at present? One, I think.

His Honor: I must say that I could not conceive that a worse scheme could he thought, out, unless it ivere 
to store them under a tarpaulin on a plain. 1 made it a point to go out to these magazines yesterday, 
and have a look at them for myself.
Mr. Fdwards : Thet/ have been inspected by the inspector; and, besides, a reserve for a magazine leas 
made after the magazines were built.
Witness : I admit that; but the Cronin sold the land alongside in suburban allotments.

1602. Those magazines were not constructed by the G-overnment ? T believe they are private property.
1603. Is there anything more you wish to say on this matter, Mr. Wilks? Yes, your Honor ; I would 
like yon to call for the papers about it, and for this reason : Mr. Chief-Inspector Smith was here, and he 
made some report, which, I have every reason to believe, was in a manner favourable to the removal of 
the magazines. Mr Ferguson, Member for the District, some time ago sent me a letter which he had 
received from the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade stating that it had, practically, been decided to 
remove these masazines to a safer position ; but that, in the meantime, the Government: intended to erect 
temporary mounds between the huts and the town.
1004. But nature has erected a very favourable mound ? Yes ; at the back,
1605. Could the magazines be shifted to the back of the bills? Yes ; what I was going to say is this :
There has been some recommendation made, and tbe Department has already called for tenders. I saw 
the specifications, and, from my knowledge of work in general—and I have had great experience in earth
work, dam-work, Ac.—the work will cost between £2,000 and £3.000. To expend that much on the con
struction of mounds would be absurd. The buildings, fences, and everything as it stands in the way of 
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3. Wilks, buildings, I am prepared myself, so as to show that it is not hearsay, to take a contract to remove the lot 
and put them anywhere within 5 miles for £150 ; then I would sub-let it and make something.

1G July, 1897. pgQG. ]jave y0U formed any estimate as to what it would cost to make a proper excavation, at the present 
site ? No ; I say the present site should not be made use of at all. Plant the magazines over among the 
hills, which would be cheaper and safer. I strongly object to the present site. There are far better sites 
where the danger would be at a minimum. That reserve, I might say, is used by hundreds as a recreation 
reserve—1 mean the reserve between my place and the magazines. _
1607. Tou do not know to whom the country belongs that lies to the back of the magazines on the other 
side of the ridge ? It is nearly all Crown lands—the resumed area of a pastoral holding.
1608. With an intrinsic value, I suppose, of about Is. an acre ? About that.

Mr. Edwards : Of coarse, in connection with this matter, I act for the metiers of the explosives. They 
are entitled to some consideration for the extra haulage, that would he entailed. There would not only 
he the expense, hut increased danger in hauling the explosives to the mines, should the magazines he 
shifted farther hack. I think Air. Wilks takes rather an extreme view of this matter, lie is rather 
hysterical on the subject.

• Mis Honor: Of course, these magazines being half-a-milc away, it is very doubtful, if they exploded, 
whether any damage would, he done.
Mr. Edivards : I understand that those light buildings, as they would offer no resistance, are safer than 
if yon even had the explosives stored underground.
Mis Honor: The usual practice, I believe, is to put explosives partly underground and partly above 
ground, surrounded with non-conducting material.
Mr. Edwards: The action of those glycerine compounds is doicmcards, not upwards; and the embank
ment, which it is said by Mr. Smith, an expert, icould be perfectly safe, will form a cushion between the 
explodents and the town ; and that, it is thought, will meet every requirement.
Mis Honor : It depends upon the cost.
Mr. Edwards: I.know of nothing the Government has given to us excepting ihe cemetery and the post 
office, whose tower is an eye-sore to every one. Broken Hill consumes 45 percent, of the whole quantity 
of explosives introduced into Efeio South Wales.
His Honor: This is a matter hardly within the scope of this inquiry ; but, still, 1 think Mr. Wilks is 
quite justified in taking this opportunity of ventilating the matter. I must say that the present sheds 
for the explosives are very funny things, to my mind. I think two or three different expedients could be 
adopted which would increase their safety : the use of saw-dust, for instance. I am informed that, at 
present, there is nothing used but iron and match-board.
Mr. Edwards: I understand that that is the safest way to construct magazines—to have as little resist

ance as possible. '
His Honor: But something should be provided against the sun's heat.

1609. Mr. Edivards 1] The Explosives Department is of opinion that the little space between the magazines 
makes a sufficient cushion of air to prevent the explosion of one magazine setting ofE another ? My

■ objection is not so much to the structure as to the site. The distance of carting cannot for one moment be 
considered where there is the slightest colour of danger as regards tlicsite. I do not think there shouldboany 
consideration as to what it would cost to cart another extra mile. Furthermore, those magazines are built in 
such a manner, and the site is so situated, as if it were intended that an explosion should have double force 
over the town. There is a range of hills at the hack ; and that would give an explosion fully double the 
force it would have in the middle of a plain, It would be far better if the explosives were stored in the 
middle of a plain than backed up by that range of hills. Mr. Edwards has said that I am hysterical on 
the point. Probably I am. But there are many scores in this town the same. The last thing that must 
be taken into consideration is the expense (to the mines) of carting. The Gfovornment have sold us the 
land; they have thrown land open alongside tho magazines, which is open to me to take to-morrow if I 
like ; and it cannot be said that, because the magazines arc there, it should not bo taken up. Then again, 
it is not only the buildings in the vicinity, but also the amount of traffic. The main road, which takes all 
the refuse from the town, runs very close to the place, and is used daily and nightly'. And then there is the 
reserve close by, whore I have seen as many as 300 at one time, either the pick of Broken Hill manhood, 
practising on their bicycles, or spectators. Theirlivesare worth some consideration. I do not see why snch a 
big storage should be kept within the municipal boundary at all. I have pointed out to tbe present Mayor 
and to previous Mayors the danger; and I think it a disgrace that they have not taken action. Only for 
the cost, I would have fought the companies myself, to see whether it was legal for them to store their 
explosives there. If they put those mounds there that they talk of, there will be a very good chance of 
the cemetery’s becoming filled. Tbe temporary mounds, according to the way they have laid them out, 
will take at least nine months to build. To take the whole of the magazines to a safe distance would not 
exceed nine days. Then, again, why' should there be such a gross waste of public money ? Why should 
£2,000 or £3,000 be expended when £150 would cover the lot. I have seen the specifications, and therein 
there is one clause prohibiting the contractor from using explosives within a mile and a- half in getting 
dirt for the embankment. If there is no danger of these explosives going off, why do the Government 
specify a mile and a half as the distance inside w'hieh blasting must not be carried out, and so go to the 
extra expense in getting the dirt ? I do not think they can make the present site safe, no matter what 
they do to it. When yon peruse the papers, your Honor, you will find that the Bolice Magistrate was one 
of the first to bring under the notice of the G overnment this danger. It may seem that I am pushing this 
thing, hut people are careless here, as has been shown by this Commission; I am not.
1610. Mr. Botkinghorne.] You say that the magazines, where at present erected, are backed up by a range 
of hills;—what distance do you consider the magazines would have to be shifted from their present 
position to put them at the back of that range of hills F About l-t miles is the distance that a site can 
be got.
1611. You think a site could not be got nearer than 1| miles ? I would not say so; the distance might
be less. _ _
1612. You think if the explosives were stored at the hack of one of those hills, in the event of an explo
sion, the danger to the town would be minimised F Yes. _ _
1613. What do you think would be the cost to take out a place behind one of those hills for the explosives P
That is, taking it out; but I maintain that the present buildings can be picked up and dumped down. 
They can all be put on a trolley, with the exception of one of them. They could .all be taken away and 
dumped down for £150. 1614.
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1014. Do you think the present buildings put between two kills would be as safe as an excavation between 
two hills with a temporary covering ? I do not think there would be any difference. Tou would only 
want to take the buildings; you do not want to go to the expense of taking out the ground.
1015. Is there not a certain time fixed for the removal of explosives from these magazines ? I believe 
tbeie is ; and I believe they are restricted to a certain tonnage, and to certain vehicles.

dir. JErficards : The}/ can only cart 100 11). at a time in a properly-prepared conveyance,. I understand 
that, after these complaints were made, a highly competent qjfcer was sent here specially hy the Govern
ment to inquire into the matter. It has been gone into most fully. I think ihe mam object in proposing to 
put up an embankment teas to soothe the nerves of the people, who toere making so much fuss about the 
danger.
Mis Manor: Still, it does not appear lo he a legitimate thing that a lot of explosives should he stored in 
such a position, especially ichrn a stray bullet might, blow the whole lot up.
Mr. Edwards : Broken Mill depends solely on the mining industry ; and all these little things tend to 
hamper operations, and, in the end, to do the town no good.
Witness: I am not depending on the mining industry; and, of course, that gives me a freer hand 
than business people to complain about the matter.
Mr. Edwards : I find that a ton, not 100 lb., is the amount that can be conveyed in a vehicle.

J. Wilks. 

16 Jaly, 1897.

John O’Brien sworn and examined :—
1010. Mis Manor 1] Tour name is John O’Brien ? Tes. J. O’Brien.
1(517. Are you a miner? Xo. .
1018. What are you? I am an open-cut man. 16 July, 1897.
1610. Working formerly as a navvy ? Tes.
1(520. Tou have been lately employed in the open-cuts ? Tes,
1021. On the Proprietary ? Tes.
1022. 3 understand you wish to give some evidence as to the safety of the mode in which the open-cut 
work is conducted ? Tes.
1023. How iong have you been working in the open-cut ? Three years.
1024. Continuously? Tes.
1(525. Are you still working there? Up till last Monday.
1026. Did you leave to take other work ? We finished the portion we were at, and there was not enough 
room for all of us in the other parts,
1027. Tou are just out of work for a time now ? Tos ; because there was no room for the lot of us.
1628. Which contractors were you working under? For the first, and greater, portion of the timCj I 
u orked under Baxter and Saddler. The last job, working among the sulphides, was only a small one.
1029. What have you to say in regard to the way in whch the work is conducted ? 1 consider that we 
were treated very roughly.
1030. In what respect ? Wo were hurried, and due precaution was not taken for life and limb.
1(531. By whom were you hurried ? By those sweating, slave-driving gangers.
1632. When you say hurried, you mean you were spoken to to get on quicker ? Tes.
1633. Quicker than you expected, or were the men loafing ? ?7o; we were supposed to go quicker than 
we really could.
1634. In consequence of that rushing, were there any accidents? Tes, often.
1635. Will you tell me of any accidents occurring within the last year or two ? At Baxter and Saddler’s, 
when working under the crane, tbe skip is lowered to you; they are swung down to you one after the 
other. When the skips have been filled they are heaved up. The driver of the crane cannot see you at 
all times, and he is not a practical man. He heaves the skip up ; she bangs against the other skips, and 
it is ten chances to one if your leg is not broken.
1636. Can you give an instance of any man being hurt in that way? 1 have been struck myself three 
times with a skip while being lowered.
1637. Was any noKce given of tbe skip’s being lowered? There is so much bellowing and singing out 
that it is impossible to hear the notices, and, if you looked up to see, they would swear at you,
1038. Did you find a greater risk from the raising and lowering of the skip in the night than in the day 
shift? They do not work the skip I am speaking of at night. It is worked in the day only. I believe it 
has sometimes been worked on the night-shift.
1639. When the skip comes down, or when it rises, would you be shovelling into the other skips at that 
time ? Tes ; we are supposed to take notice of nothing, but to fill the skips as fast as we can. Tou 
are not supposed to lift your head at all. Three skips are used. They are lifted up. If they were lifted 
straight, it would be all right, but they are not. The jib is not immediately over the skip ; consequently, 
it drags. The jib goes in all directions; the weather has an effect upon it. Tou have perfect control over 
the travelling crane, and can bring tho tackle immediately over the skip, but, with the jib-crane driven by 
a steam winch, it is altogether different,
1640. Ilave you found the work dangerous in any other respects? Tes; with regard to the ropes and 
hooks, which are used in the hauling of the trucks on the incline. There are two kinds of trucks, the 
small and the largo. The largo trucks are like those you see used on the railway, and are for mullock; 
tho small ones are for ore. It seems to be nobody’s business to look after the ropes and hooks.
1641. Tou mean to keep them in order—to see that they are not wearing ? Tes.
1642. Have yon known the ropes to break ? Tes. • v
1643. And let tho trucks down ? Tes.
1644. With a run? Tes; the incline is 2 to 1.
1045. How often have you known that to happen ? Not a week passes but a book breaks or carries 
away. They have boys there to hook them on instead of men; boys under age.
1646. Tou mean that the hooks are not properly hooked on ? It is either the fault of the rope or the 
hook. The rope is supposad to he steel; and it runs out on rollers; and it is on this rope that the men’s 
lives depend. If the truck comes down with a run, there is no “ get away ” from it if you are working in 
tho face. The rope, as I have said, is supposed to run on rollers; but the ground very often subsides; 
and when it does, the rope is thrown on one side; and the friction on the ground wears it, and strand

after
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J. O’Brien, after strand goes. I£ you pick it up, it is like picking up a bundle of needles ; and no notice is taken of 
it for days and days; and at last the truck, when she gets about half-way up, comes back with a rush.

16 July, 189/. Have y0U hnown any instances, lately, of men being killed by the carrying away of the hooks or
the breaking of the ropes? 2sot lately. I have seen the trucks break away; but the men have just 
managed to escape them.
16d8. Are the trucks and ropes supplied by the company or by tho contractors? I could not tell what 
system they are working under. It is a sweating system, so far as 1 am concerned.
164:9. What wages did you earn ? From Baxter and Saddler we received 7s. 4d., and from the company 
7s. 6d. Baxter and Saddler kept 2d. for hospital purposes ; but whether it ever reached the hospital we 
do not know. The shovels we use w-e can buy anywhere for 3s. (id., and they charge us Os. 6d. for them.
1650. The workmen find their own tools ? All navvies are supposed to find their own shovels. I do say 
the company always finds you with a shovel.
1651. Is there any other respect in which you find the work dangerous ? With regard to the “flying 
fox ”—that is another way in which they work the open-cut—no man should be allowed to work under it.
1652. That is when the skip rises ? Tes.
1653. Is there not a general order that you shall not stand under the skip when it is going up? If you 
are breakiug dowTn stuff from a face, and she is travelling that way, you must w'ork under her ; otherwise 
you would he continually running away from her, and they would not allow that.
1654. The “flying fox ” has never been known to carry away itself? The hauling rope has.
1655. Is there any risk of stones falling out of the skip ? Tes, by overloading.
1656. Has that ever happened ? Tes ; the rule is not to stack the skip beyoud water-level. An ignorant 
man might do that.
1657. Have you known, lately, the skips to be loaded beyond what you term water-level ? Tes, the 
mullock skips ; iiot the ore skips—they are too heavy.
1658. Is that a late practice ? They will make you put into her as much as she will hold.
1659. Have you known stones to fly often ? Tes ; whenever she touches something.
1660. Of course, tbe skip is not supposed to touch anything after she rises until she touches the block P 
That is not the case with a timber-crane or jib-crane worked by a steam-winch.
1661. But the skip of tbe “ flying fox” rises clear from the ground? Tes.
1662. Would the jerk on reaching the block throw any stones out ? It is very seldom that that happens.
1663. I suppose more care is taken with the skip of the “ flying fox” than with the cranes ? They do not 
put as much ore in the “ flying fox" skip, because it is mostly hand-fed. They are very careful of it.
1664. Hoes the “flying fox" hoist ore only ? It has been hoisting both, but ore generally.
1665. Is there any other respect in which you find this work dangerous to the men ? When working the 
night-shift there should be more care in taking down the face, AU the loose stones should be taken down 
before the night-shift go on.
1666. But is that not the regular practice—to bar down anything that appears to be loose before the 
night-men go on ? Hot always.
1667. Of course, it is a matter of guess-work what will come down ? In working the night-shift, the 
ground naturally settles down after midnight, and, if there is any loose stone, it is bound to come.
1668. Ho you find that commonly happens—the tendency of the ground to settle down after midnight ? 
Tes ; most experienced men have reckoned that the night air is the cause of it. They reckon that the 
night air is heavier.
1669. Tou think care enough is not taken in barring down before the night-shift comes on ? Tes ; and I 
do not consider there is batter enough.
1670. Tou think the slope is too steep? Tes; in some cases it is almost perfectly straight. On a 
G-overnment railway the batter is one to one. On the Great Horthern Line in Hew South Wales, on the 
road to Queensland, they tried it half to one, because the ground was very hard ; hut no batter will stand 
which is less than one to one.
1671. That, of course, depends upon the rock ; you could have the batter perpendicular in some cases ? 
Ho engineer would pass it.
1672. That is, if there is broken ground of any sort ? Tes. It must not be overhanging.
1673. From your experience as a navvy, you say that the railway engineers would not pass the hatter here 
as a standing batter? Certainly not. There are parts of it very good; but my side is not good enough 
for men to work under,
1674. It depends a good deal upon which way the layers of tho rocks lie ? The ground here varies very 
much. On the actual surface it is very hard; and, the deeper you go, the softer it gets.
1675. So that is where you find one source of danger—in the way the batter has been allowed to stand, 
too near the perpendicular ? Tes. In parts the batter is very good ; but in other parts it is not good 
enough.
1676. As it is at present, what do you say ? I do not consider there is batter enough on the near side.
1677. It would be very difficult to lay down a hard-and-fast rule as to what particular batter should be 
left ? The depth defines that. The deeper you go, the more batter you are supposed to have.
1678. Still it wouldjie very hard to lay down a hard-and-fast rule ; it is a thing you would have to leave 
to the inspector to say whether the batter is safe, or whether it is not? On a railway they know they 
have to take the batter down at a certain slope; but here, the contractors want to get over the work as 
soon as possible, and I do not know whether any batter is laid out.
1679. It would not do to make any particular rule, because it would differ with the particular class of 
rock and with the depth ? The inspector could see to it.
1680. You think you ought to have a strict inspector, and that he should be very careful to see that a 
sufficient angle is kept ? Tes ; it would be very little extra expense to take down a batter.
1681. Is there any other peculiarity in these open-cuts that yon find is a source of danger ? I do not 
consider it is safe to work tbe “ chinaman ” at night.
1682. Why ? Sometimes you have not got light enough. There might be heavy, rough, stone on one 
side ; and, if it got a run on, it would swamp you and the “chinaman.”
1683. I suppose it is very hard to get the electric light to show down on the ground where you are 
working ? The light is had and defective.
1684. The danger, principally, at night is the defective action of the light ? The “ chinaman is not safe
at night, because you have got to go as fast as you can. 1685,
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1685, In the daytime, with a fair amount of light, you can see what you are about? Tes; if the ground 
comes down iu the daytime, you can get back; but working on the “chinaman” is at all times very 
risky.
16SG. Is there any other means of filling the truck which would be safer and more effective? Of 
course, in a “ chinaman " the dirt runs into the truck itself; there is no hand-work.
1687. It is a fair enough plan in daylight ? Tes; if reasonable care he exercised. ■
1688. But not safe by electric light? No.
1689. Have any men been injured lately by working on the “ chinaman ” at night through that cause ? I 
have only worked on Block 12.
1690. Tou have had no personal experience of night-work ? Tes.
1691. How long ago ? Last winter.
1692. Mr. JCdwards.] Twelve months ago ? Tes.
1693. JTu Manor.] At that time were there any accidents, or approaches to accidents, through the use of 
the “ chinaman ” at night ? No accident occurred on the shift 1. was on.
1694. Hid you hear of any on the other shifts? Slight accidents happened, bnt nothing serious.
1695. Whether there had been accidents, or whether there had not, what you say is that it is too great a
risk for men to run to work the “ chinaman ” at night ? Tes, '
1696. Is there any other matter to which you would like to call attention ? There is another item with 
regard to the skips. They are hound with two straps each, which are flat; and the ring easily wears them 
away. If the straps and rings were made of round iron, there would not be so much wearing away. 
Another thing is that the hook should be a swivel one.
1697. Then, if the rope spins, it will not affect the skip ? Yes ; when it is not a swivel-book, if the rope 
gets twisted in the swinging, the twist does not come out, and the skip comes back to you in that state.
1698. If there were a swivel-book working freely, it would turn round and come to its natural position 
itself ? Yes ; it should be made a special order that swivel-hooks should be used.
1699. But the swivel itself is a point of weakness, is it not, unless kept constantly oiled or greased? 
Tes ; but proper oil would keep it from wearing away. I say honestly and fairly that it should he a 
special order that swivel-hooks should be used. They should not be allowed to work a straight hook.
1700. Is there anything else that strikes you? There is a new Act with regard to lead-poisoning. It 
was carried out for a while ; but it upon became a dead letter,
1701. In what respect has the Act not been complied with ? In summer time it is very warm here, and 
the navvies, having to work very hard, need a lot of water, and this water is supposed to he kept in a clean, 
covered, vessel to protect it from the dust. It has come to us in a bucket with a dirty old hag thrown 
over it; and, the hotter the day, the less water you get.
1702. Skilly would be better ? Tes.
1703. Tou have found that it is better to drink skilly ? Tes ; with boiled skilly you can knock out the 
hardest and tbe best of them in the hottest day of the year,
1704. You say that ought always to he supplied to the men? It is not necessary in winter ; but in the 
hot weather it is. In South Australia the men are supplied with it. But it is in regard to the shortage 
of the water that I am complaining. Another part of the Act says that water should he put on the face 
to keep the dust down. The dust comes over you, and you are half smothered. They keep hoses there, 
but they do not like playing tbe water on the face. They play it on some of the concentrates.
1705. Anything else ? With regard to the regulations signed by Mr. Stewart. There is one clause that 
says no holes shall be fifed until five minutes after the men have left the face. I have seen that rule 
broken repeatedly.
1706. Tou think the rule is a good one, but it has not been properly enforced ? It is a dead letter,
1707. If two or three men were fined occasionally, it would straighten them up—if they could be fined, 
and ivere fined ? If we had proper mining laws, they could he fined ; but we have no mining laws in New 
South "Wales.
1703. Is that all you can think of at present? Tes.
1709. Tou have had no experience underground ? No.
1710. Mr. J^lkiny/rorne.] Is it not one of the rules of the mine that every man is supposed to stand back 
whenever a skip is being raised or lowered ? Tes. I have read that regulation, which is posted on the 
blacksmith’s door. It says distinctly that a man is not supposed to work under a crane or skip; bnt that 
rule is repeatedly broken.
1711. It is compulsory that you work there while the skip is over you, or your services are not required ? 
Yes. If you were to allow a man every time a skip was hauled up to stand and look at it, he would not 
he able to do any work.
1712. That is the general rule signed by John Howell, the former general manager, that when a skip is 
being raised over that portion of the cut where you are working, you are to stand back ? Yes.
1713. Tou have not seen any of tho regulations at present in force, and signed by Mr. Stewart? I have 
seen one copy at the office.
1714. I think that rule—the “ stand from under” rule—is still in existence ;—has it at all times been 
your experience that men are told to stand from under the skip when it is being hoisted ? Not always. 
Tour mate might just say “ Look out! ”
1710. If the general rule says that every man should stand back, is it right that you should wait for an 
order from any person to stand back ? Tou do not know when tbe skip is about.
1716. Mr. Howell, when general manager, passed a remark, that the men in Broken Hill were that foolish 
that when they saw a chance of putting their bead in danger they ran to meet it;—do you think what led 
him to make that remark was because, although he had signed a general rule that the men were to stand back 
from under the skip, they refused to do so ? That depends upon the system you work under. If working 
for the company, you would be able to stand from under; but those sweaters up there will not give you 
time to have a drink of water. '

J. O’Brien.

16 July, 1897.

1717. Do you stand under at your own risk, or are you compelled to do so ? Men do do it; hut then 
sometimes they do it through ignorance. They do not know the risk they run in doing it. As soon as 
the skip is lifted, you have to work. You must work as fast as ever you can; never mind danger,
1718. As to the ropes used in raising this material;—you soy it is no person's place to look after.those 
ropes and to see that the tackle is safe ? Tes.

1719.
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J. O’Brien, 1719. Is there no one appointed to examine the ropes and hooks and all tackle used ? I have never seen 
anyone. Some definite person should be appointed ; and then we should know who was responsible. At 

16 July, 1897. present, they say “ Oh! she will do to-day,” and she is allowed to go on for two or three days until she 
breaks. If a man were responsible for looking after it, you would know whom to blame for it. The 
ganger says, “ AVhy didn’t you speak about it,” but a navvy has no time to go about looking for bad 
hooks and worn-out ropes; and, besides, he is not supposed to be a judge of those things.
1720. No one is appointed specially to look after those things? No.
1721. Are yon compelled to procure your shovel from the contractors ? No; but if he did not, a man 
would then be compelled to go hawking his shovel about the streets.
1722. It is not safe, in your opinion, to work the “ chinaman” at night ? No.
1723. Is it safe to work any part of the opeu-cut at night? I cannot say as to the present time, I have 
not worked lately at night-shift. When I was working on night-shift, the light would go fairly well until 
about midway through the shift; and then it would dwindle down to nothing.
1724. No matter how good the light, if there be a small object between the light and the “chinaman,” it 
throws such a shadow as to make it very dangerous ? Not unless there he a pillar between. The pole is 
pretty high ; and the light is generally placed in the best position. If sbe only acted properly, you would 
have plenty of light.
1725. His Honor.What you complain of is the running down of the light through the dynamo not
working properly ? Yes; for half the shift the light is all right; hut it then begins to get weaker and 
weaker, and, after-a while, it dies out altogether. ■
1726. That is an arc lamp you are speaking of ? Yes ; they have better ones now, I tbink.

Hr. JBduiards ; They utc incandescent lights now, and there is no flickering.
1727. Mr. Polkinghome.] You make another complaint, that there is not enough sprinkling done to keep 
the dust down ;—can you say you have been denied sufficient water to keep down the dust? I have seen 
them working in concentrating stuff on one side, in chloridising stuff on another, and still another lot 
about you working in mullock ; and the dust was smothering you, and the taste and smell from it ivere 
beautiful. I asked why we could not get water. There is a boy there who generally puts the water over 
the dust; and there is a man over him. I inquired why we could not get water on the face. I was told 
that it was too dear; that the manager would not allow it. Of course, that was not the company’s 
manager, but the contractor’s manager,
1728. You think it highly dangerous to work those ores unless water is put on to damp them? Yes.
1729. Ton think provision should be made for water to bo used while handling those ores? If it be dry, 
fine, chloridising stuff, or concentrating stuff, it needs water on the "face to keep down the dust.
1730. Have you ever been employed as what is termed a “ powder-monkey ”? No ; I have assisted a- 
“ powder-monkey but I have never assumed that position.
1731. Do you think the Government Eegulation, as worded now, is sufficient:—

In charging holes for blasting, an iron or steel tamping-bar shall not he used, and no person shall have in his posses
sion in the mine underground any iron or steel tamping-bar, rod, or stemmer, unless mounted with at least 4 inches of 
copper.
3?rom your knowledge of blasting, is it wise that an iron or steel rammer should be used ? It has been 
totally condemned. Copper, steel, and iron are failures, and the scrapers are failures. Nothing but wood 
should be used. I have seen them all used ; and, from my experience, I say that nothing hut wood 
should be used. Any man who is a “ powder-monkey,” if caught using anything but a timber tamping 
bar, should be liable to a peualty. He endangers his own life and all those within reach of him.
1732. Do you think a “powder-monkey ” should be allowed to charge holes while men are in the face 
working ? That brings me on to a point that I would like to sec settled. I find out from experience 
that the material here retains the heat. After you take off the surface, no matter how cold the night, the 
stuff underneath is quite warm to the touch. No matter what the material is—stiff clay or ore—it is 
always warm a few inches under the surface.
1733. But is it not highly dangerous that men should be working dowm in a face while the " powder- 
monkey ” is charging the holes ? It has acted in both ways. Accidents have occurred through it. It is 
an every-day occurrence in some of the cuttings.
1734. Your experience being that the ground is, naturally, heatedwould not that make it all the more 
necessary that the men should not be in the face while charging operations are going on? That would 
be a serious difficulty to get over in the working. In the morning, the men start to jump the hole, and 
will get it down very likely in a couple of hours. About 10 o’clock the hole is “ bulled,” and is then left 
one and a half or two hours before being charged. You want experienced men to do the charging. 
Great care should be taken that the hole is properly cool before charging. I have seen accidents occur 
through men starting to charge straight away after “ bulling.” This ground is ragged also, and smouldering 
parts of the fuse get away into the cracks. A bucket of water is thrown down the hole; but it does not 
reach all the cracks; and, when the powder is put down, it comes in contact with these smouldering 
pieces, and a premature explosion lakes place.
1735. His Honor."j That is where vou think the danger is—not so much in the ground retaining the heat?
No. ’
1736. Mr. Polkinghornei] After a hole has been “ bulled,” what time, in your opinion, should elapse 
before it is again charged ? It should never be less than two hours.
1737. Mr. Edwards.] You have read the surface rules of the company ? They are in a frame at the 
office. That was the first I saw of them.
1738. Are they not stuck up at the pay office ? Not at Baxter and Saddler’s office. They pay in a little 
humpy out on the bank.
1739. They are stuck up on the quarry ? They might be now ; but they were not in my time.
1740. When did you leave ? I left their open-cut about three months ago.
1741. You say the rules were not stuck up on the top of the bank ? Let me see. Yes; it does strike 
me very forcibly that they were stuck up on the top of the incline.
1742. The men read these rules for their safety? About one out of ten does.
1743. Have you read them ? I read part of them one day as I passed.
1744. Why did not you read the whole lot: they are put up for your protection;—had not yon time ? 
Yes.

1745.
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1745. Tou Lave read this part, I suppose—
The above rules have been framed to facilitate tbe work of the mine, and for the benefit and safety of the men Julyi 1397. 

employed. As it is impossible, in writing, to provide a rule for everything, workmen are required, under pain of dismissal, ’
to strictly comply with any rules or instructions which may lie made and given verbally by the management from time to 
time; and are further required, personally and individually, to exercise every care to prevent accidents happening to 
themselves or to their fellow-work men.
—? I think I have.

Where cranes or other overhead appliances are used, workmen shall not stand under the skip or load or within reach 
of such overhead appliances.
1746. Did you read that rule ? How, then, are you going to land a skip ? _
1747. I want to know whether you have read that rule ; and, if so, whether you have obeyed it ? I have
read it. . . , ,
1748. I understand you to say that this rule—that the men shall not stand under the skip—is impracti-
■eable, and that if men did not stand continually watching they would not know when the skip was coming .
down ? That is it.
1749. But is not a ’warning given, such as “ Look out ” ? Orders are given all over the place. You do 
not know whether they are intended for you or not.
1750. Bnt if you heard the man on the bank, who is in charge of the skip, say “Look out,” you vrould 
take notice of it? Yes.
1751. Do you say that the man in charge of the skip does not give warning? It all depends on the 
position you are in. Sometimes you are loading on the level, and sometimes you are loading over your 
head.
1752. When it is coming from the bank down, he gives warning? Sometimes he never gives warning.
1753. Is there anyone else who gives you warning ? There is no particular person, .
1754. I suppose the men at the ropes who are guiding tho skip would give you warning ? If the face is 
any distance away you do not want any warning. It is only when working directly under the machine; 
and then you do want warning.
1755. And it is only for a short time that you would be working under the crane ? If it is a travelling- 
crane, you would be always under her ; if a fixed crane, driven by a winch, you would not.
1756. Who is this slave-driver or sweating-ganger you have referred to ; you have mentioned the word 
J‘ sweating',” and you have stated that water is not provided in proper vessels for drinking purposes; also, 
that you are treated pretty roughly by gangers and overseers, and rushed about your work ;—I must ask you 
to give the name of the ganger ? There is no particular one. It is a well-known rule that they are all so.
1757. You make a charge of this serious nature, and you will not give any name ? I am not preferring
a direct charge against any man, but against the system. ' _
1758. Do you say that any particular ganger treated yon roughly, and rushed yon about your work ;—is 
that your experience ? Hot any particular man more than another. They all want you to do as much as 
you possibly can.
1759. Did you ever complain to any person about the ropes or hooks being defective? Yes.
1760. To whom ? The ganger.
1761. What ganger? Different men I have worked under.
1762. What gangers were you working under? Day and Thompson. _
1763. Will you give the name of the ganger you complained to ? I complained about the links.
1764. Yon started by saying that the ropes were defective, aud that the strands were allowed to wear out
day by day ? And I say tbe strands do wear out. _
1765. But I have asked you if you complained to any person about the rope wearing out and
breaking ? I said the rope wore away. _
1766. Did yon ever complain to any ganger about any rope being dangerous or wearing? Hot particularly.
1767. Can you tell me of any serious accident that has occurred through a rope breaking while working 
under Day and Thompson ? Ho.
1768. Can you tell me of any serious accident that occurred through the breaking of any hook ? A horse 
was killed one time.
1769. I am not talking about horses, hut about men? I know of no men being hurt in that way. _
1770. Yon said that accidents were occasioned by the breaking of ropes and hooks, and you cannot give 
us the particulars of any accident that has occurred through this? Ho.
1771. As to the sweating system ;—you said that the mines give you 7s. 6d. a day, and the contractors,
7s. 4d. ? Yes. _ _
1772. Do yon know what becomes of the other 2d.;—do you not know that it goes to an accident and 
medical fund? I do not know of any man who has got anything out of it.
1773. If you meet with an accident, do you not go to Dr. Belgrave, without expense to yourself, and,
besides, do you not get free hospital attendance ? I have never been to the hospital. _
1774. While you are working for Baxter and Saddler, for this 2d. a week, if yon met with any accident, 
you would be privileged to go to tbe hospital and have free attendance. I understood yon to say just now 
that you are not compelled to buy Baxter and Saddler’s shovels at Gs. 6d. each ? Yes.
1775. And it does not matter to them, I suppose, if you got one down town for 2s. 6d. ? Ho.
1776. Why do you not, then, buy one down at an open store? So I did. _
1777. And, then, they did not stop money out of your pay for a shovel ? On a couple of occasions they 
have done so—when I had not time to run down town and get one. You either have to get. your shovel 
the day before you start work, or else run down for one after you are put on; and then you have not the 
time, and must get one from the contractors.
1778. You said just now that one objection to buying your shovel down town was that it was not a very 
nice thing to be carrying about ? I have carried a shovel about.
1779. So there is absolutely no necessity for yon to pay 6s. 6d. for a shovel to the contractors when you
can get one down town for 2s. 6d. ? Still, the system is wrong. _
1780. And that is your idea of sweating ? Yes ; and with regard to the hospital money. If I work for 
the company, they do not stop it unless I consent; hut, with Baxter and Saddler, it is compulsory. They
do not ask you whether you want it stopped. ’
1781. You know Mr. Shaw,.the manager for Baxter and Saddler? Yes.

I 1782.
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1782. I am sure you are not afraid to go to him with any complaint you have to make? He is a gentle
man that I have not very much love for, I can assure you. He seems to know my private affairs, and to 
know all about me. I keep clear of those people who pry into other people’s business.
1783. Then, you are not on good terms with him ? 1 am not in love with him.
1784. Bid you ever complain to Mr. Hebbard about any danger in the work ? X never interfere with that 
gentleman. He knows his duty, and it is not a common navvy’s place to go and report to an inspector.
1785. Then you did not make any complaint to any person ? No.
1786. "Whom was it you asked for water, and it was refused ? I could not swear which of them it was. 
I know Bay had nothing to do with it; it was under Thompson.
1787. Are you sure you asked Thompson for it, and that he refused to give it to you? I am not sure 
whether I asked him or whether I asked the “ironstone” man.
1788. Does the “ironstone” man supply the water? That is what I was trying to find out. If I had 
known who supplied the water, I would have soon seen about it.
1789. Did you complain to the boss about the want of water? I asked for the water, and I was told I 
could not get it.
1790. From whom ? From Thompson. '
1791. Tou are certain of that ? I would not be certain which of them I asked—whether Thompson or 
the “ ironstone” man.
1792. Tou say that the men work in the face while holes are being charged ? Tes.
1793. Have you ever read rule 9 ? No.
1791. Tou have never read that rule {vide Rule 9 of the surface regulations') ? But you cannot well 
get out of it.
179-5. Bo you know that you are working under those rules, and that there is no necessity to work in 
defiance of them ? How can you get out of it. If you can solve tho question, I shall be satisfied. That 
is what we want to get at.
1796. Is it not a fact that day after day you will hear the ganger shouting out to the men to get away 
from the “ flying fox,” or from under the skip ? Tes, occasionally.
1797. Ton say that, in working at night, the danger is from the loose stuff not being barred down? Tes.
1798. The night-shift goes on as a rule by daylight ? Tou are supposed to start, in the summer time, at
5-3Q. The day-shift do all the firing. In the winter time, they made it half an hour earlier, so that it 
would not be too dark to fire the holes. '
1799. What time do they fire now ? In the morning, before they start; at. dinner-time, and at knock-off 
time in the afternoon.
1800. Is there not sufficient light for the night-shift going on to see whether the stuff has been barred 
down from the last explosion ? Not in winter time ; it is impossible.
1801. Then, I suppose, if you could fire shots at night aud bar down at night by electric light, you could 
also sec whether there was any loose stone hanging in the face P They only pop large blocks at night.
1802. They do not fire any deep holes at night ? The ganger on the day-shift is always supposed to leave 
enough stuff for the night ganger and his men to take off.
1803. Then it is the exception, and not the rule, to fire deep holes at night? Tes. If a deep hole were 
fired, if; would he after a shift knocked off. They only pop large boulders at night time.
1804. Tou say the electric light is good half the shift, and bad the other half ? Tos.
1805. If the electric light were maintained as good right through the shift, as you say it was part of the 
shift, it would be comparatively safe working there? My experience is this, that even working there in 
the daylight with the “ chinaman,” it takes you all your time to look out.
180G. Given a good light. I suppose the work on the “ chinaman” would he as safe at night as during the 
day-time ? No, I do not think so. Tou have not the same chance at night to see whether the stuff is 
coming.
1807. Do you know that at night there have been fewer accidents in the open-cuts than in the.day-time ? 
Because the men employed on the day-shift number more.
ISOS. With reference to the danger arising from plain hooks, are you aware that swivel-hooks were tried 
in those open-cuts and proved to be a failure ? 1 never knew them to be a failure. I have proved them 
to be quite the opposite. ,
1809. Then you nave had different experience from the men working in these cuts ? I have never proved 
them a failure.
1810. As to the water in the bucket, with a dirty bag thrown over it, how often did that occur ? It is 
occurring there at tho present time.
1811. The water is not in a proper utensil, but in a bucket ? Tes.
1812. When were you there last ? 1 was there on Tuesday.
1813. Tou had a drink out of the bucket then ? I was not dry then, but I have drank from it often
enough. .
1814. Mr. Williams.'] Is it your experience that the brighter the light the darker would be the shadow 
cast by any intervening object ? I have not taken that much notice. The lamps on the slag-heap are 
the best,
1815. Are they clear glass ? Tes.
1816. Would that dazzle your eyes ? If you continue working under the electric light for some time it 
affects your sight so much that you cannot read.
1817. Since you have been working under the electric light, do you find the letters, when reading, appear 
to have a blurred aspect? Tes, it affects your sight.
1818. For the electric light, there is a pole erected in the centre? Tes.
1819. In the skip passing to aud fro, would there be any likelihood of the light throwing a shadow upon 
the work ? No ; the skip would have no effect upon the light. The light is, generally, put in the centre, 
and the skip would have no effect upon it.
1820. Tou know the inspector ? Tes.
1821. Tou have seen him on the mine occasionally? Tes.
1822. In the open-cut ? Tes.
1823. Tou have bcou asked and pressed to give the name of the person or persons to whom you have
made any complaint as to water from time to time;—how long ago' would it be since you made the 
complaint ? With regard to the sprinkling of water to lay the dust ? 1824.
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1824. Tes ; how long ago is it since you were required to make such a complaint ? Last summer.
1825. I suppose last summer you went into an hotel now and then, or into a cook shop, to get a dinner.
Tes. . . ’
1826. Do you think you could possibly give me the name of any person who served you on those occasions.
Certainly not. _
1827. With regard to buying ihe shovel, is there any possibility of some men'going up there for a job 
without the price of a shovel in their pocket ? Tes, very often.
1828. Are notthey the men for whom the shovels are provided by the contractors ? Tes. _
1820. That is the system in vogue on the railways? Tes; they are following up the system carried out 
on the railways. '
1830. Tou think it would be a very good thing for the contractors to advance a man a shovel and charge 
him the market price for it ? It is the extortion I complain of. They should not make 2s. Cd. or 3s, 
profit on every shovel sold.
1831. Did you ever know them to give a common navvy 2a. or 3s. extra pay ? No ; I did not. They will 
take 6d. off him if they can.
1832. You think it would be just as fair for the men to claim 3s. more wages as for the manager to try
and get 3s. out of them ? I should say so, . , . „
1833. Navvies engaged in such operations as those at the open-cuts are noted for their qualification for
hard work ? Yes. _
1834. Are they kept very long, if inclined to loaf ? Not very many minutes,
1835. Tou know the disease “ straight-hack ”? Tes. _
1836. Have you ever known men to be shouted at for trying to straighten their bade ? Tes ; they roar
out, “ What are you doing there ; what are yon looking at ? ” . , . T
1837. And it would not be in decent English language ? It would ho very plain English language, I 
can tell you. I have heard that Mr. Stewart has issued an order to stop swearing.
1338. Tou believe Mr. Stewart is a more humane man than those under him ? V es. _
1839. Since his advent into Broken Hill, the men have not been treated worse than before ? No ; if any
thing a shade bettor. *
1840. If vou complained every time there was reason to do so in the wreek of 48 hours, how much work
would you do? I would not be able to do anything. Navvies are supposed to know nothing, hear 
nothing, and see nothing. They are supposed to only work. _ _ . .
1841. IIow long would you have any work to do if you began complaining? If you began complaining,
you would not be there longer than it would take to put away your shovel. _
1842. Tou have been pressed to give the names of those gentlemen who adopt the rushing system. Do 
you complain of the system as it generally obtains in the open-cut, or do you complain of any particular 
ganger ? I speak against the system.
1843. As being an inhuman system and an unfair system ? It is supposed to come under the rules and 
regulations of mining, and no miner is supposed to “bullock ” like we have to.
1844. Do you think that any business man or any professional man in Broken Hill could carry out those 
rules in their entirety, and satisfy the gangers at the same time? They would not he there ten minutes.
1845. I have been up there, and I have tried and failed, and I can feel for you. Mr. Edwards asked you
a question about standing away from under tho skip, and you replied that if yon carried out the rule 
bearing on that point, you would not be able to land the skip. How many generally go out to_ receive 
the skips when on trucks ;—say yon are working on the face a little distance away, and there is a line 
laid down from there to where the skip is hoisted—how many men go up to get the skip when coming 
down ? One man is specially appointed to hook. on. It is only when the skip is landed directly under 
the crane that you have to hook on yourself. - _ _
1846. As to that ruic about getting away from under, is it not a fact that a skip is very often suspended
overhead longer than it takes it to fill? " Tes ; and you do not know the minute when a stone might drop 
from her on to somebody. She comes back mouth down, with only two chains fastened, and sometimes a 
stone is left in her. _
1847. Is it not a fact that in lowering the skip it sometimes swings round and twists the rope, and does
not the jib sometimes fly right across ? If you are working under a timber crane you have very little 1
control of her on a windy day. ^ _
1848. Would not that be dangerous at night? They have tried to wort it only once at night, and it was 
not a success. I believe they do work it at night at Block 11.
1849. Have you ever had occasion to fall almost flat in order to escape the skip ? That is on account of
bad driving, The driver whips the skip up too quickly, _
1850. Is not the skip out of the driver's sight sometimes, and he cannot see how it is rising ? If the
driver cannot see the skip, the man tipping the skips says either “ lower,” or “ heavc-up,” as tho ease 
might be. This driver is merely a man picked up promiscuously. ’
1851. May there not, on some occasions, be this sort of thing—that the driver misunderstands the order
shouted to him by the man who tips the skips ? Tes ; there is a possibility of that occuring. .
1852. Have you not seen the most careful men give signs with their hands as well as shout? Hi the 
engine-driver was a careful man, you could give signals ; but you could shako your arms off signalling to 
some of those fellows, and they would only think that you were fooling them.
1853. Tou have come here to prevent an objectionable system of work being carried on, and not to get 
any ganger dismissed ? Yes.
1854. Tou have come here relying upon the assurance that by so doing your position would not be inter
fered with in any way ? What induced me to come here was a leading article that appeared in the 
Barrier Miner on Tuesday, asking men to come and give evidence for the purpose of saving the lives of 
their fellow men.
1855. Tou have no complaint to make against the company; in fact, you would prefer to work for the 
company rather than for the contractors ? My word, I would that.
1856. And you only wish that the contractors would treat their men the same as the company do ? Tes ;
but it would he better for the company if they did this work themselves. _ _
1857. Inspector Helhard,'] In reference to the condition the empty skips are sent hack in ;—I think you
said that there is a possibility of a stone being retained in the skip after being emptied, and that there 
was danger of it being thrown out on the skip’s return? Tes. 1858.

258—I
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J. OBrien. 1858. How long is it since you have seen a, skip returned to the -working face with
uTTr^ioo- hooked ? Last week. As a general rule, the skips are returned mouth down, with 16 July, 189n £aBtened> 6 : f -

only two 
only two

chains
chains

1859. Is that the “flying fox "? Ho.
1860. Sis Honor.'] At any rate, you say that the skips ought to he lowered right side up, with all the 
chains fixed ? That is the safest and proper way,
1861. Is that not the usual practice ? It is only the ore-skips that come back with the four chains 
fastened, The mullock-skips always come back with two of tho chains undone.
1862. Inspector Hebbard.] But the hauling in those cases is only a few feet? It averages from 25 to 
50 feet. They might fasten all the chains in Block 11, and, of course, where it was very deep they would 
have to do so.

Edward James Horwood sworn and examined:—
E. J. 1863. Hr, Udivards^] IVhat is your full name ? Edward James Horwood.

Horwood. 1861. You are the mining manager of the Proprietary Mine? Yes ; that includes the supervision of the 
uTTV'^iooit unflergrciul|d workings, and the open-cuts as well.

u^’ ‘ 1865. Yon have been at Broken Hill how long? About ten years.
1866. And for how long have you been connected with the Broken Hill Proprietary Company ? For 
about nine and a half years.
1867. As mining surveyor and as mining manager ? Yes; and I have been in charge of the open-cuts 
since their inception.
1868. I think, Mr. Horwood, you were born on the cap of a reef at Bendigo ? A gold reef was found 
beneath the house in which 1 was living.
1869. You have been intimately connected with mining operations all your lifetime ? Yes, more or less 
all my lifetime ; with mining machinery and mining itself.
1870. His Honor wants you to give a description of the administration of the Proprietary Company up 

, here, beginning with the general manager, and then describing the different branches, with their different
heads;—can you do it from memory ? There is the general manager at the head ; and then comes the 
chief metallurgist, who is termed the assistant general manager, lie takes rank above all other officers ; 
he comes immediately under the general manager. In the departments that I have control of, I have, 
first of all, an assistant.
1871. His Honor.] Do you call him sub-manager? Hot sub-manager altogether; he is the general 
assistant. In the underground department there are three day foremen—one in each block. Each has 
an assistant foreman; aud in two blocks out of tbe three there is a timber foreman on tho day shift. Under 
the foremen are two shift-bosses in each portion and on each shift—eighteen shift-bosses in all.
1872. The shift-bosses keep time with the shift ? Yes ; they follow with the shift; and, unless the men 
change, they have the same party on their shifts.
1873. The shift-bosses are selected from the miners ? Yes.
1874. Do they do any work themselves, or do they only give orders ? It is only in cases of emergency 
that they do any work. Their duty is to see that the work is done properly and safely, and to carry out 
any orders they receive from their foremen or from anyone over them. In the open-cuts, we have two 
day foremen and a night foreman. There is very little night work being done in the open-cuts. "We, 
however, have a night foreman, whose duty it is to look after the open-cut work at night. The chief 
metallurgist, or assistant general manager, has several assistant metallurgists, and under them there are 
foremen and shift-bosses in the various departments, somewhat on the same lines that are iu force under
ground. Perhaps there are not quite the number of foremen and assistant foremen in the metallurgical

. department as there are underground. Under tho chief engineer are an assistant engineer and the fore
man of the general surface work, the foreman of the fitting shop, and the foreman of the foundry. They 
work day shift, and, of course, there are not so many foremen and shift-bosses required in those branches, 
Under the chief engineer, all mechanical work and tradesmen are brought, including carpenters, riggers, 
engineers; in fact, all men engaged in construction of every kind or repairs.
1875. Mr. Edwardsd] lYhat other departments are there besides tho mining? The open-cuts, smelting 
(or metallurgical), and engineering. And then there is the clerical staff.
1876. His Honor would like you to explain as to the work being done underground? Almost the whole 
of the work is done by piece or contract—whatever you would like to call it; not by the hour, but so 
much per set or per foot. The great bulk of the contracts are of fortnightly duration. In the case of 
shaft-sinking, if we get a good party together, we generally let 100 feet at a time. At one time the 
duration of the contracts let for stoping was a month; but it was found not to work satisfactorily, and the 
time was brought down to a fortnight. The chief objection to the long contracts is, that the men are not 
in the same position as a capitalist might be, wbo could put up with a loss for a short time in the hope of 
making it up afterwards, if the men fail to make wages for several weeks at a time they are deprived 
of actual subsistence. 'We have, therefore, made the contracts of fortnightly duration, so that the amount 
of risk taken by the men will never he very great. In the event of tho ground’s turning out unfavourable, 
they would not he compelled to work an up-hill contract for too long a time.
1877. His Honor.] On what basis do these contracts rest with relation to payment ? The miners are paid 
by the set. The sets, as a rule, are all one size. In the event of any extra height, unless arranged before, 
payment in proportion is made.
1878. If a fortnight runs out in the middle of putting in a set, what arrangement is [made then ? In all 
eases it is left to the discretion of the foreman; and, as a rule, he discusses the matter with the men as to 
whether half, three-quarters, or what, should be allowed for the work done, and that is accepted and 
booked.
1879. If they are near completion of the set, I suppose they are allowed to finish it? The time of the 
contract is taken up to a certain hour—4 o’clock on Wednesday afternoon on every alternate week, and 
the amount of work done up to that hour is estimated. If there is the value of a quarter of a set left 
undone, that goes in to the next fortnight’s work.
1880. Then, the same price is supposed to rule from fortnight to fortnight, and, generally, the same men 
are kept on;—is that so ? It is more often the case that men remain in the face than that they are

changed.
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■chniigecl. It is a benefit to tbe company not to remove them unnecessarily; but, in some places, it may- E. J. 
be, perhaps, cooler to work tban others, and tbe men are then changed about in order that, if there be 
anything detrimental, each should have no more than his fair share of it. Of course, it becomes very ^ 183y
necessary very often to remove parties from one place to another, owing to those parties being unable to ’ ‘ 
cope with tbe kind of ground to be worked. The parties on a contract change very often indeed, and the 
foreman is not able to form an estimate of what a particular party can do until be has bad some little 
esperience with them. Again, tbe foreman is not always able to place a party in exactly tbe same kind of 
ground that suits them, and that is one reason why moving about to a small extent is necessary. But, as 
a rule, men continue to work in the same faces unless there is some good reason connected with the work 
for the contrary.
18SI. "Who fixes the price ? The foreman. _ _
1882. Does it come to this—that the men are offered the work at a certain fixed price, and they either 
take it or refuse itf There is no obligation on the part of the miners to take it; and, in the event of 
their refusing a contract, if there is any other place vacant, it is offered to them.
1383. It is not anything like the tendering system, but a system of offering at a fixed price work to be 
done ? Yes ; of offering work, or of coming to terms with tbe particular parties. _
1884. If no satisfactory party of miners would take tbe work, 1 suppose the mine would then go into the 
question whether the price ought not to be raised ? It might be done on day-wages in that case. Very 
often men think a certain piece of work is very much more difficult to do than tho foreman does, and he 
elects to do it by wages, viz., 9a. a shift; and, in this way, be very often gets work done under the price 
that he offered to tbe party who refused it.
1885. Tho foreman goes into the question of fixing prices and making contracts? In all ordinary cases.
1886. Unless there is something to refer to his superior officer ? Yes; for instance, in the case of 
sinking a shaft where a large expenditure would be involved. Ho then refers to me. It is in some of 
these cases that we do call for tenders from parties who choose to offer to do the work.
1887. And, in that case, the price forms part of tho tender ? Yes. _
1883. Mr. Edwards^] On the question of ventilation; I suppose it is as much to the interest of the mine- 
owner as it is to that of the men to have good ventilation in the works ? If possible, it is more so. It 
Las always'been recognised that men are able to do very much more when the air is good than when it is 
deficient. It is certainly very much to the interest of the management to provide the best air practicable.
1889. In what manner is the mine ventilated? In open places the natural ventilation is sufficient. The
air is diverted by curtains where the stopes are off the shortest route that tbe air might take. A good 
deal of that sort of thing has been done from time to time. In tbe great majority of cases, very little in 
the way of special provision has been necessary. The mine is opened up so extensively now that there 
are not many places that require special ventilation. In those places where air cannot circulate, fans 
driven by compressed air are used, also jets. _ _
1890. Mis JTbttor,] I suppose the short distance tbe shafts are apart, and the large number of openings in 
relation to tbe horizontal area of tbe mine, enable mines of this kind to be more easily ventilated without 
artificial means than coal-mines? Yes.
1801. A coal-mine cannot be ventilated without either a furnace or a very powerful fan of some kind;— 
you find those not necessary in these mines ? The various connections with stopes leading underground, 
in addition to the shafts, make those unnecessary. There are many disused shafts and winzes that have 
been uncovered by open-cut work; and, in some cases, stopes themselves have been uncovered; and they 
admit a large quantity of air into the workings.
1892. And, practically, yon find it unnecessary to resort to artificial means, with few exceptions ? Yes.
1893. And it is to your interest to supply fresh air to the men ? Yes.
1S9T. Have you got on the mine any officer whose special duty it is to look after ventilation ? It is the 
duty of the foreman in each block ; and those wbo supervise work generally, look after that too. There 
is no special officer for this work, as tbe conditions are not so varying as to warrant that. If a place 
seems to be warm, and requires some additional means of circulation, it is brought about either by my 
own orders or tbe orders of the foremen.
1895. Does the ground increase in temperature appreciably here as you go down ? I think there is the 
same increase here as there would be in any other place. I have no reason to think that it would be 
more—that is apart from tbe decomposition of the sulphides. A degree to 68 or 70 feet is what is quoted 
by somo authorities as being tbe natural increase in temperature as you go down.
1896. Do the sulphides give out heat as they decompose ? They do in places; but it is not the rule. In 
the Proprietary, there is only one place that is noticeably hot owing to the decomposition of sulphides, 
and that is a length embracing only 200 or 300 feet.
1897. There it is noticeable ? Yes.
1898. That helps the ventilation, does it not? It would help it on the whole; but it would be disagree
able in the immediate vicinity. On tbe whole, it promotes ventilation if it is in communication with an 
up-east shaft.
1899. By having an up-cast shaft in the close neighbourhood, and where the temperature is continually
rising like that, you would get a natural means of ventilation? Yes. ■
1900. But I understand that, as far as you can, you try to secure a good ventilation right through? Yes.
1901. And you say you succeed in doing so generally ? Yes ; of course, these things are not remedied 
until it becomes apparent that the remedy is needed. TYe recognise that it is decidedly against our 
interests to not give good ventilation, as it not only interferes with the comfort of the men, but it takes 
longer for the smoke to clear, and the men have thus to waste more time,
1902. Mr. Eduards.-] It would save loss of time ? Yes; if the air is stagnated it will mean that the smoke 
will hang for hours, and the men would be unable to get back to their workings within a reasonable time.
1903. Mis Manor!] Except for tbe [air-compressing engine, you have no other means at present for 
stimulating ventilation ? We have a number of fans used in places—for instance, where we are putting 
up rises or putting in drives; where there is just the dead end, and no circulation is possible. We 
use fans for all these. They are worked by an engine, which is itself driven by compressed air.
1904. You use the compressed air as tbe motive power ? Yes,
1903. And you do use fans ? Certainly.
1906. But you do not carry compressed air-pipes right through the stopes? Ho; its main purpose is for 
power for working pumps underground, underground hoists, winches, fans, and jets. These are the 
main purposes for which compressed air is used; also for working rock-drills, mainly in drives and 
shafts. 1907.
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E- J’ , 1907. Tou do not use the rock-drills in the stopes ? It is exceptional at present that we use them in the
stopes, although we have at the present time one stope being worked by means of rock-drills. The air is 

1G July 1897 on^ carr'e^ 8t°P0 for the purpose of working the drill, and not for ventilation.
’ '1908. In that case you would work the stopes by day-labour F No; we provide contractors with machines

and compressed air, and they break the ground at so much per set.
1909. Of course, it makes a diflerence in the price per set? Yes ; it is provided for in that way.
1910. It saves them drilling ? Tes ; and in hard ground, results in more economical work.
1911. Mr. Edwards^] In reference to the alleged increase in the number of accidents in the Broken Hill 
District lately ;—speaking of your mine, have you noticed any increase ; and, if so, how do you account 
for it ? I cannot say that the total has or has not heen greater ; but, assuming that it might have been* 
greater, it is well known that there has been a very large exodus of miners to AVest Australia during tbe last 
two years ; and, naturally, the miners who leave are those who conclude that they will get work anywhere, 
and are, of course, generally the pick of the men. We found, as a rule, that it was the best men, or 
portion of tbe best men, who left to go away ; and, of course, their places were filled with the best men 
available outside. Owing to the extension of work in Broken Hill, there was not tbe supply of miners 
as efficient as those that left to keep pace with the increased work in mines outside the Proprietary. 
Then, the other mines have largely increased their work during tho last two years. Consequently, a large 
number of men, of second-rate quality as to a knowledge of mining, have got into the ranks. That would 
largely account for any increase there has heen in the number of accidents—that is, if there has been an 
increase. I cannot say, taking into account the largely-increased number of men employed, that there 
has been any noticeable increase in the number of accidents.
1912. Are you, in your mine, in this present year, employing more men than you were before ? We are 
employing about the same number underground; but fewer men have been employed in the open-cuts 
during the last twelve or eighteen months,
1913. I believe it is a fact that men are employed simply on their merits as workmen, and with a total 
disregard as to whether they belong to any union, or are free labourers ? Yes.
1914. The object being to secure the best workmen possible ? Tes.
1915. Some one said that the cause of increase in accidents was attributable to the contract system ;—

. what do you think of that suggestion ? I think that if the contract system had not been introduced,
there would have been a great many more accidents. The experience of tho Proprietary Company was 
that it took two men to do the work that is now being done by one man. On wages, it required two men 
to do the work that one man does now. Having that large number of men engaged in the work of taking 
out the ore, and doing the work that had to be done, there actually would have been a greater number of 
accidents. On tbe other hand, tbe contract system, attracting ns it does the best and the most efficient men, 
tends to tbe improvement of the miners and the discouragement of inefficient workmen, who know that, 
if they are not up to the standard, they are liable to make under the standard wage. The contract system, 
therefore, should contribute to the safe working of the mine for that reason.
1916. Some one has suggested that, owing to the contract system, men have to rush their work in order 
to make wages ;—what is the average wage on those contracts ? It is somewhere in the neighbourhood 
of 10s. Od. and 11s., and has been for some years.
1917. That is the average earnings of the whole of the miners engaged per shift of eight hours? Tes. 
The contracts are based on what the foreman would estimate a miner could do, working at wages at a fair 
rate of speed. If they take extra risks to earn more, that cannot be prevented. The prices are fixed so 
that tbe men can, without unduly exerting themselves, make at least the ruling wage—9s. per shift. Of 
course, the ground changes very often after a contract has been let, and tbe men are unable to earn as 
much as the ruling wage. On the other hand, it changes in their favour just as often ; and I have seen 
nearly 30s. a shift earned for nearly a fortnight.
1918. Bis Bonor.'] I understand that, under tbe contract system, as it is known here, no middle man 
comes in—that is to say, the worker contracts to do the work himself ? Tes.
1919. Except in tbe case of the open-cuts ? Pes.
1920. The workers deal directly with the company ? Tes.
1921. It is practically piece-work ? Tes ; through the foreman direct. There is nothing in the nature 
of a middle man at all.
1922. But that “ middle man ” element does come in in the open-cuts, does it not ?—

Mr. JSdtoards : They are separate contracts.
1923. They are sub-contracts ? There is very little of that. The contractors employ all day-labour. 
There is very little sub-letting. A “ chinaman ’’ tunnel may he sub-let. All tbe men engaged under the 
contractor are working at so much per hour, or so much per day.
1924. Still, the contractor makes a living by calculating on such a difference as 'will give him a fair wage 
for his superintendence ? Tes ; that is about tho principle. The contractor is always a man of experience 
and resource, and it is to his interest to exercise his ingenuity to the greatest extent in improving methods, 
and, by doing so, he gets a profit for himself.
1925. Mr. JLdwards7\ Is there any truth in the statement that, when men take a contract, and the ground 
turns in their favour—I am now speaking of underground—and they are making a good thing out of it, 
they are taken away from that and put on to inferior ground ? It has always been a very strict order— 
and it is the wish of the General Manager, and the foremen all know it—that, if circumstances should 
arise, in a case where a party have a good contract, such that men are urgently required in some other 
part of the mine, rather than have the appearance of taking away from them a good contract, some 
inconvenience should be gone to ou the part of the management to avoid it. There may be exceptional 
cases where contracts are stopped, when the men are earning, exceptionally good wages ; but they are 
very rare.
3920. Would they be stopped simply to prevent tho men earning a good wage? No ; it is when some
thing that has to be attended to occurs in tho mine. But taking men away from good contracts is avoided 
as much as possible,
1927. As to the shift-bosses, can you say they are competent, steady, men ? I can ; tbe foremen aud shift- 
bosses are all men who have worked themselves up from the lower grades, and have shown themselves as 
possessing capabilities fitting them for the positions they have been appointed to. We aim at getting 
the very best men it is possible to get, and we take all means to assure ourselves that we do.

1928.
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1928. As to supplying the men with necessary timber or material of any description, in order to secure E- J'
the ground which they work in ;—is there any limit to that ? There is no restriction whatever in any part Horwood.
of the mine. There might be a slight delay, for some reason or other, in getting timber to an out-of-the-
way place; but there is nothing to prevent a man ceasing work in an unsafe place, if in want of timber, ’ ' '
temporarily. Tho timber, as far as is possible, is cut to the sizes and in the quantities which we find, by 
experience, are necessary to meet all requirements.
1929. Are tbe workmen supposed to run any unnecessary risks, or asked to perform work in dangerous 
ground ? They are certainly not asked to run any unnecessary risk at all; and, where there is considered 
to be any danger, and it is necessary, in order to secure the ground, to continue working in it, the foremen 
or shift-boss or some of tbe others whose work it is to supervise, spend a lot of their time iu that place 
assisting and getting tbe place into a safer condition, liisks must be run in mining ; and, of course, no 
one disputes that; but no unnecessary risks are run by the miners, as far as we are able to prevent it.
1980. These aro the underground working rules of the mine. {Exhibit “A ”) ? Tes.
1931. These are the rules under which the work is carried out underground ? Tes.
1932. Are the shift-bosses and foremen instructed to see that these rules are strictly observed ? They are.
1933. These rules, 1 think, were prepared under your supervision? I assisted in their preparation.
1934. If dangerous ground is observed by a workman, is he encouraged, or is he snubbed or checked if he 
makes any complaint to his shift-boss or foreman ? I have no reason to thmk that he is snubbed in any 
way. I think it is only right—and our rules show it is our wish—that if any danger be undetected by 
the shift-boss or foreman—and it is quite possible that a danger may arise, and be areal source of danger 
without being noticed by any of the bosses—the men should report it, and they are encouraged to do so,
1933. With reference to accidents taking place owing to the incompeteney of the men, are the men incom
petent, as compared with any other period when the standard was different? When we find the men in
competent they are discharged, and other men put on in their places. A very large number of men have 
been discharged for incompeteney.
193(5. Can you give any idea of the number that have been discharged during tbe last twelve months for 
incompeteney, and drunkenness, and misbehaviour ? It runs into many hundreds,
1937. lias any effort been made to get competent miners from other parts ? Tes ; we appointed a mining 
man in Ballarat, a man who had heen connected with mining for many years over 1 here, and who has 
occupied the position of mine manager and other positions, to act as agent to secure competent miners, 
and he sent 300 or 400 up. Of course, some amongst them were not first-class miners; but, on the 
whole, they proved satisfactory. The greater portion of them were acceptable miners. Of course, they 
were not accustomed to the square-set system, but many of them are working by means of the square-set 
now, and are looked upon as very good miners.
1935. Before sending for those men, did you exhaust tho local labour market for skilled miners ? Tes, 
we did. Almost every man sent on had to be discharged, and this was occurring for a long time before 
we took the extreme step of sending elsewhere for men.
1939. There were a number of unemployed hero at the time, but they were not competent miners ? They 
wore certainly not competent miners.
1940. And you exhausted the competent miners before you sent elsewhere for men ? Tes; some con
siderable time before.
1941. Were these men who were introduced from outside paid the same rate of wage as was ruling 
locally? Tes, the same rate. The work was getting behind, and there was no labour here to do it, and 
we were forced to get men from elsewhere.
1912. And, in getting those men, you were met with certain opposition ? Tes.
1943. Have you done your best to get competent men to work those lodes ? Tes.
1944. They are different from any others in the colonies, and you require the best miners you can get to 
work them ? Tes ; the better the miners we can get, the safer and more efficient will be the work done.
1945. In reference to the regulations in force on your mine, do you tbink they are sufficient—supposing 
they could be enforced by penalty both as against tbe mine manager and as against the workmen, with 
a slight modification, perhaps—to secure the safe working of the mine and the protection of the men ? I 
cannot suggest anything that can be added. These rules, as is the case with all rules, are an improvement 
on the previous rules, which themselves were an improvement on the rules in existence before them. The 
present state of the rules has been brought about by long experience, and I cannot suggest anything at 
the present time that would lead to a safer arrangement if included in them.
1946. Do you know any safer system of timbering or of working these lodes than is adopted by the 
Proprietary ? I do not think any safer system of timbering could be introduced. Of course, timber is 
looked upon as scaffolding in stopes; and it is generally conceded that filling is unnecessary.
1947. Is that being adopted ? The stopes are filled as closely as it is possible to fill them consistently 
with the convenience of the working. It not only results in much safer working, and in enabling the 
stope to be kept open, but it also saves timber. Nothing will bold the ground up so wrell as a section 
filled with mullock.
1948. And that is being used in large quantities now in the works ? We are putting all in that we have 
room for. We are leaving nothing but gangways necessary for working, for circulation of air, and for 
working room. It is more necessary in our ease to fill closely than in some mines, where lower levels are 
being opened up, and the ground will stand for a considerable time. Here, on the Proprietary, the 
oxidised ores that are being worked are being cut up in different directions, and filling becomes a neces
sity. If large spaces are allowed to be formed, there is the liability of a collapse.
1949. Has any accident ever occurred in the Proprietary Mine since it has been under your supervision 
owing to a deficiency of timber to enable tbe workmen to secure themselves from danger ? I do not 
know of any.
1950. Tou have known, I suppose, of men meeting with accidents from not using timber that was there 
for them to have ? Tes ; a few, where men have thought timber not necessary—where the ground has 
been deceptive,
1951. That was simply an error of judgment as to the soundness of the ground ? Yes.
1932. In reference to explosives—a clause in Eegulation No. 7 of your Underground Rules says:—

A charge of explosive of any kind which has missed tire shall not be unrammed, and a fresh hole shall not he drilled 
within an unsafe distance of the missed-holc.

You
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Horwood ’^°11 D0^ con£^er ^ia'^ a good regulation ? Ko, I do not. I tlnnk ■unramming should be allowed. Of
^course, our rules are based on the Mining Regulations under the Act, and we must insist on the same

16 July, 1897. are insisted on in those regulations. "We. would be very glad to be relieved of the necessity
’ of having it the rule that holes are not to be unrammed, becanso it is universally admitted that it would be- 

safer to^take out a portion of the tamping, and theu explode by putting iu more dynamite.
1953. Not touching the charge itself, but simply taking off some of the tamping ? Yes. If there is any 
possibility of getting tamping of two different colours, it would be a good thing to make a habit of putting 
on a few inches of tamping of a whitish materiai, and the balance of a darker material, so that in drawing, 
a charge it could be seen when tbe dangerous part was being reached.
IDSA Yon could do that by means of measuring with the tamping-stick P Yes, if they would take the-
trouble to measure it. They would know by the length of the drill they had been working about the- 
length of the hole.
1955. As a rule, do you find miners careful men about explosives ? There are cases of carelessness that 
come under one s notice. I think in that, as in most other things, the constant acquaintance with thtv 
danger lessens the appreciation of it.
1956. Mis Honor.~\ As to untamping to within a short distance of the charge. Supposing it is one of the- 
detonating explosives, not powder—within what distance of the charge do you think you would have to- 
get before yosi could be quite sure that a smaller amount of explosive would sot off the unexploded 
charge? 1 think anywhere within 6 inches of the charge would explode it. Putting a plug within 
3 inches to 6 inches would explode it.
195/. And yet there arc those cases where an cxplodent supposed to have been put in continuously has 
exploded in part only ? Cases like that are occurring, but I think such a thing is very rare with good 
explosives. 1 think it is more likely an inferior brand that gives that result.
1958. You agree with other witnesses who have expressed an opinion that it is only an inferior explosive- 
that will act in that way ? Yes.
1959. Mr. M/huards.] All tbe nitro-glyeermo explosives are sold through agencies out here? Yes.
1960. And on the introduction of those explosives to South Australia, do you know what steps are taken, 
there to test them to see that they are of good quality ? There is a G-overnment Inspector.
1961. Professor Rennie, of the University ? Yes; I think he is tho inspector.
1962. Mis Sonor.'] Is there any such inspection of explosives in New South Wales ? "We have had no 
dealings with any Sydney firms in the matter of explosives that I have heard of. All explosives pass
through the South Australian Government, and that Government only, so far as my experience is con
cerned. I have heard of a number of cases where dynamite has had to ho taken out to sea and destroyed 
by the South Australian authorities.
1963. Mr. Edwards.] That loss does not fall upon the people in the colonies, but upon the exporters at 
home ? Yes.
1961. Because they merely sell through agents? Yes.
1965. So there is no inducement to people to buy bad explosives ? No.
1966. When you let a contract for explosives you insist upon being supplied with the best quality ? We- 
get the best. We would rather pay a good deal more and get the best than pay a low price and get an 
inferior explosive.
1967. I believe there are some cheap German explosives that are dangerous ? Yes; there is more danger
with some explosives than with others. The South Australian Government, however, arc very strict in 
this respect. ■
1968. Something has been said about scrapers in connection with a charge. I think that practice is con
demned ? Yes ; a scraper should not be used as a tamper.
1969. It is absolutely prohibited underground ? Yes.
1970. Soft-wood tamping rods are provided ? Yes; by tho company,
1971. So that if the workmen use an iron instrument it is not the fault of the company ? No, not at alL
1972. Jlis Manor.] According to the Government regulation, you may use an iron tamping-rod so long as 
you have it copper-tipped ;—what do you say as to that? I do not think 4 inches is sufficient. If am 
iron rod is to be used for tamping, I think there should be at least 1 foot of copper, or else the rod should bo- 
copper throughout
1973. Mr. Edwards.] But I tbink the wooden one is admitted to he the safest ? Yes ; it is quite sufficient 
for the work here.
1974. Mis Sonor.] Does the heavy compression of those explodents make any difference in their effect 
when they explode ?. The smaller the space they can be got into, the better the work they will do. 
Beyond a certain point, however, nothing can be gained. With a very ordinary amount of tamping, you 
may do away with, probably, 25 per cent, of the interstices there may be at the top of the charge, and it 
would take a very largo amount of tamping to get at the remaining 5 per cent. An iron rod, therefore, 
is not necessary to get an efficient result. You get all the tamping that is required by the use of the 
wooden rod.
1975. In point of fact, you practically get rid of, you may say, all the air, with very little tamping ? Yes; 
a wooden tamping-rod can do all tho packing that is required. I am quite sure that tamping does improve 
the result in the case of dynamite, as it docs with powder. It is not right to assume that, because 
dynamite does a lot of work with little or no tamping, as against powder, it does not want tamping. 
Tamping immediately over the charge is much better than simply closing the hole, because in the latter 
case you leave a certain amount of air between the tamping and the charge to take away the efficiency of" 
the blast. It certainly adds to tho efficiency of a blast if the charge bo tamped, even in the case of 
dynamite.
1976. Mr. Edwards.] I believe the absence of tamping causes some chemical change, and the explosive 
throws out some injurious gases ? It does occur in some cases with the nitro-glycerine compounds that a- 
sort of secondary explosion takes place, and the chemical action that takes place in that case is not what 
is intended by the inventor of tho explosive, and gases of a noxious nature are thrown off.
1977. Mis Manor.] When it is fired properly there is a very imperfect combustion, in the true sense of 
the word, and when fired improperly a more perfect combustion ? Yes.
1978. Mr. Edwards.] So that tamping should, be insisted on .with dynamite to a degree? Yes.
1979. And I suppose the extent of that would he impossible to limit in any regulations ? Yes; it would,
vary. It would be hard to regulate. 1980.
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1980. It all comes to this—that drawing the tamping out to within some few inches of the charge ought 
to he safe? Tes; and safer than any other means of exploding the charge that can be suggested.
1981. Is it safer than putting in another hole not less than 6 inches away? I think it is much safer. ir T , , erV7 
There is m that case a liability of boring into tho charge, and also the liability, when this second hole is' u ** 
fired, of its breaking the ground and scattering the charge of the first hole amongst the broken ground
without exploding it. In working with machine drills in a drive, it has heen found that holes explode 
very close to one another without exploding the adjoining charge.
1982. His Honor.'] But in tho other case, if you remove the tamping to within 6 inches of a charge and 
put in a plug of dynamite, you think it is sure to explode the charge? Tes.
1983. But the tamping, being softer than the rock, would not carry the vibrations so well? It will; a 
plug of dynamite exploded over a charge compresses the tamping to a certain stage, and then drives it 
with great force into the larger charge. I am inclined to think that (! inches would in all cases be a 
sufficient distance.
1984. \ on think there ought to be a fixed distance within which the tamping should not be withdrawn ? I .

<-do not think the distance should be fixed, because circumstances might he different in different eases.
1985. If a hole went oft, it would be very hard to say whether a man had been wricking within 6 inches 
or not? Tes; it would be impossible to prove that. I think the distance a thing that might be left to 
tho discretion of the miner.
1986. But you would not allow him to go right down on to the charge? If a man was inclined to go

-down on to a charge, I hardly think that a regulation would stop him. I do not think any miner would 
be so foolish as to actually uncover the charge. '
1987. It is being continually done in the case of powder ? It has been done.
1988. Of course it is recognised not lo be a safe practice?------

Mr. JSdwards: It is not like drawing a charge out of a smooth-barrelled gun ;—there is a difference in 
drawing powder out of rough rock ? It might be-put in as a learning for the guidance of men deficient 
in knowledge.

1989. That is the object of regulations—not so much that yon can enforce them ; they should ho more 
in the nature of directions than anything else—instructions as it were ? Certainly, your Iloiior.
1990. Because the men who did it, if there were an accident, would not be punishable in this case ? It 
"would bo safe, then, to have a regulation that no charge be uncovered.
1991. Bo you think 3 inches would be a safe limit to prescribe, or should it be more than, that ? J would 
not say 3 inches would be sufficient in all cases.
1992. Mr. Edwardsi\ There is a regulation at present under those Grovermnent rules that not more than 

■6 lb. of powder shall be in a workman’s possession for use at one timo in any one place. With machine drills, 
that is not sufficient, I understand ? Not nearly sufficient. Many times that quantity is required for the one 
•operation, for the one aeries of holes.
1993. Jlis Honor Of other explosives besides powder? Tes; of nitro-glycerine compounds. Five or 

■eix times that quantity of this explosive used in'the one series of holes is notan uncommon occurrence.
1994. That is when going in with a big drive ? Tes; there may be twenty holes in the drive. They are 
■all bored out first, and then fired in succession. The centre portion is taken out first, and the other holes 
are gradually fired as it is most advantageous to fire them ; that is according to the burden they carry.
If the men firing out that face had to go tramping backwards and forwards for 6 lb. of explosive at a 
"time, it would introduce a new element of danger. It is much safer to take in in one lot what is required, 
and keep it stored in a safe corner. At tho conclusion of the operation, they should not, X think, be 
.allowed to have more than 5 or 6 lb. remaining in the face in their possession.
1995. It is necessary, I suppose, to allow a man to have some remaining in his possession after the charge 
has been fired, because lie may want to put in some small shots ? Tes ; it would lead to a great deal of 
'inconvenience if a man were prohibited from having any explosives in his possession ; and I do not know 
■of »uy accident that has happened through miners having that privilege.
1996. Then you would qualify the rule somewhat in this way : A workman shall not have in use at one 

■time in any one place more than 6 lb. of explosive, except when engaged in charging holes ? Tes.
1997. Mr. EdwardsI] I suppose, when not stored in the magazine, the explosives should he kept in a 
■secure case or canister P Certainly ; it is the rule in the Proprietary Mine that they should be so kept.
1998. In the case of a missed-hole, what time do you think should elapse before anyone is allowed to go 
near it ? It is impossible to say whether a hole has missed in all cases.
1999. 1 suppose two hours would cover everything? I have never heard of anything happening outside 
two hours. I hat would he ample ; but in a case where a miner has reason to believe that a missed-hole 
is dne to a certain action of his own, 1 do not know that it would be right to prohibit him from going 
hack within that time. He might be quite satisfied that the fuse had not taken when he left the place.
In cases of that kind a certain amount of discretion should be left to the miners.
2000. His Honori] Does tho appearance of the fuse indicate whether it has burned into the hole or not— 
whether the spitting has taken place inside the collar? If he sees it spit he can be satisfied that it is not 
a missed-hole as regards the fuse.
2001. Then a fuse that a miner is not positive about spitting would not be taken as a missed-hole ? I 
snould not call it a missed-hole. In a case like that, the rule should not be made so hard-and-fast as to 
preclude a miner from going back.
2002. It should be considered a missed-hole only where the fuse has spat without effect? Tes.
2003. Mr. Eolkinghorne.] I quite believe that there are many things that will cause a miner to be 
doubtful whether he has properly lit the fuse ; but he will clear out just for the time being to be on the 
safe side ; he is often afraid that, through somo particular action of his, the charge will not fire ; and in 
such cases I think he should not be precluded from going hack to it within a reasonable time ; that would 
be unnecessary,delay to keep him away from it for two hours ? Tes ; unnecessary delay, not only to 
himself, but to the men near by. I would make the rule read that, where a hole is known to have missed 
■by the man engaged in charging, one and a half or two hours should elapse before anyone returns to it.
2004. Mr. Edwards J] As to the system of “ bulling ” holes, is that necessary in order to give the explosive 
ffull effect? Tes; absolutely necessary.
.2005. And as tothe depth of the holes dn the .open-cuts, do you consider that au 18-feet hole is necessarily
.more dangerous than a 15-feet hole ? J think that,.on the whole, the work nan be done more .safely the '

deeper

E. J.
Horwood.
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deeper the holes are, for various reasons. The only extra danger in connection with a deep bole, as 
against a shallow hole, ia the extra difficulty there may' be, in some cases, of getting the charge to the 

16 J 1 1897 h°le- It may be a little difficult to do that in some cases ; and that is tbe only thing that
u '' can be said against deep holes. On the other hand, with a large number of shallow holes you have to 

repeat, according to the number of holes taHng the place of a deep hole, the various operations of 
“ bulling,” charging, and firing—all, in themselves, dangerous operations. Then again, in working with 
long holes, the deeper the bench you form with that hole the fewer holes you will require, and the fewer 
benches you will have to work to get the stuff down ; and it is found that at the bottom of a bench the 
rock that has been in the neighbourhood of a hole is very much shattered and cracked, and that, in itself, 
is a source of danger in every succeeding bench. In getting down the ground, these irregularities have to 
he contended against when charging; and there is an element of danger introduced into every succeeding 
hole. So the fewer benches the better, as you have then less irregular or cracked ground, and less holes 
to fire.
2006. There is a danger in creating crevices F Yes ; the danger is, that tho explosive itself, or part of the 
charge, might get into them, and result in a premature explosion, It is only in exceptional cases where 
long holes may be considered a source ’of danger, and that is in passing the explosive down the hole. 
But in the long run you have to go down a greater depth, and have a greater length to pass the explosive 
down in shallow holes than if working long holes. Besides, the long hole would bring down about three 
times the quantity that the short holes would, which means a decreased use of explosives, aud it is 
explosives that are the greatest source of danger in quarrying operations. The long holes minimise the 
use of explosives, and, I think, you would really be introducing a source of danger if you limited the boles.
2007. Sis ifbnor.] You think no limit should be fixed? The limit should be nothing like so small as 15 
feet.
2003. What limit would you name? J do not think it should be under 20 feet. It is rarely that any 
hole is sunk as deep as 20 feet; but for all that I do not think the limit should be under 20 feet. 
Eighteen or 20 feet would he the maximum that would be attempted, as, beyond that, the tool would become 
unmanageable.
2009. You think, on the whole, it would he better to do away with that limitation, and leave it to the
discretion of the men ? Yes. _
2010. Of course, this is not intended to apply to boring in the stopes, because there the holes are limited 
by the size of the set, and, I suppose, the orders of the shift-boss, who, 1 take it, has control over the 
depth of the holes ? If there was any tendency to exceed the proper dimensions, he would, of course, 
interfere ; but, as a rule, the men never attempt to bore holes too deep.
2011. It is too risky for themselves? Yes, and inconvenient.
2012. ilfr. Edwards.] In reference to additional inspection; that is a matter, I suppose, entirely7 for the 
Government;—the managers do not mind how many inspectors there are, so long as they nrc competent 
men, and not Members of Parliament? There is no objection, provided they are suitable men.
2013. Sis Sonor.] Taking the Albert Mining District, have you got an opinion as to the expediency, in 
the public interest, of appointing an additional inspector ? I think it is hardly fair to expect tho inspector 
of this district to have charge of all the outlying country. The managers are not asking for an additional 
inspector; but they arc not opposed to another one being appointed, by any means.
2014. You think that there ought to be an inspector whose duty shall never necessarily, except perhaps
to a very trifling extent, take him away from the immediate neighbourhood of Broken Hill ? 1 think it
would result in much inconvenience and other drawbacks if the inspector were to be allowed to be away 
for a week at a time, because it frequently Happens that he has to bo referred to on different matters. 
At the same time, I do not admit that the appointment of any number of inspectors would reduce the 
number of accidents.
2015. You are aware that there is a singular difference in the manner of a cabman when he sees a transit 
inspector looming anywhere within range, and when he does not;—the knowledge of the presence of an 
officer always has a wholesome effect? I admit that. Human nature is human nature irp every branch 
of life. 1 think, however, it must be admitted that a great many more things are done in the way of 
preventing accidents that tho inspector would not ask for or insist on. It is apt to reflect on the manage
ment if accidents are too numerous. A great many precautions are taken in the mines here that it is not 
compulsory on the part of the management to take, and I am satisfied that they are the means of pre
venting accidents.
2016. It would very much strengthen the hands of the mine-managers if some of those precautions they
insist upon could be made compulsory ? I am not referring to anything that could be stated definitely, 
but to matters in general. Wc do the work in what we consider the safest way, aud you could hardly 
frame regulations to cover all circumstances that might arise. A great many things are done by the 
companies here which could never be stated in the regulations. _
2017. Mr. Ed wards.] You say the managers do that for their reputation, apart from any humane feeling? 
Yes ; for the sake of their reputation they would do that.
2018. They do not try to pay dividends out of the corpses of their men ? Ho.
2019J As to the system of apprenticing youths ;—what have yon to say to that? I think that is the best 
way to train miners.
2020. Would not that system, if recognised by the law, tend to build up a sturdy race of competent 
miners ? Yes.
2021. Of course, you would have to limit your number of apprentices to the number of competent miners 
working? Yes. I do not think apprentices should, as seems to have been assumed here, be allowed to 
go straight into the face, I think they should be sent down first to do the same work that truckers have

. to do, and so on, so that they may gradually become familiarised with underground conditions. If sent 
straight to the face, they would not become so efficient as they would if given the opportunity of going 
through the different grades and different kinds of work.
2022. I suppose the truckers are on the lowest rung of the ladder? Yes. The apprentices should first 
be engaged in trucking and filling, and doing work other than that actually required of a miner.
2023. Of course, the remuneration of an apprentice would be a matter that would have to be left entirely 
in the hands of the management ? I think so. I do not think it is a matter that could be legislated upon.
2024. In reference to what has been suggested about a Board of Inquiry to take evidence as to minor
. accidents

E.,T.
Horwood.
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■accidents; vtat do you tbink of that proposal; would it have any benefit; would it tend to reduce the E. J. 
number of accidents; or could it be made a lever as against the management? It is only iu rare cases Horwood. 
that the cause of an accident is not self-evident, and I take it that, if the thing is uot quite clear, there is 
nothing to prevent the mining inspector from getting to the bottom of it; in fact, he makes it his duty to 18'^*
do so now. The management themselves aim. at getting to the bottom of every accident; and, if one 
occurs from unforeseen circumstances, and any information be derived from it which could be made useful 
in preventing a simitar accident in the future, the management take steps to profit by it, I think these 
Boards would occupy a lot of time, and tho time wasted might lead to further accidents. X do not see 
that there is anything to be gained that is not obtainable at the present time.
2025. Then the inspector would be able to get at the causes of accidents as well as this Board? Yes.
2026. His Honor ] But lie would have no power to compel the attendance of witnesses ? ------
2027. Mr. Edwards.'] That might be given to him by an Act ? Yes.
2028. With Ibis Board, in the event of any unfriendly disposition on the part of (he men, the manage
ment might be put to great expense and inconvenience to no good purpose? Yes. If the inspector 
had ample power it should be sufficient.
2029. His Honor.] You do think, I understand, that it would be well if there were some means of
bringing before some competent person—put it in that way generally—the circumstance of an accident, 
v\hich, if death had ensued, would have formed the subject of a magisterial inquiry, so that it might be 
fairly gone into, in the event of the person injured not being able to afford, or not caring, to bring an 
action j the only way he can do that at present is by suing someone ; no one should be compelled to bring 
an acJ;l^nj he would often be a great fool if he did ;—the question is, whether you do not think it 
would be well, when rather serious accidents happen, and yet life is not lost, that they be inquired into, 
without leaving it to the person injured to take the initiative ? 1 think something might be done in that
way. - If the inspector were satisfied that lie could not get to the bottom of a thing without a formal inves
tigation, it would be a fair thing to empower him to hold one.
2030. Then there would bo this difficulty in the way : it sometimes might look ns if the inspector himself
had been negligent in enforcing his own powers, and therefore, in those eases, no matter however much he 
might be in tbe right, a good many people would still imagine him in the wrong, and there would be a 
good deal of dissatisfaction; everything, however, would be cleared up if an open inquiry were held by 
some competent officer outside tho inspector:—the inspector does, at present, report all accidents to the 
Minister, but the distance away very much defeats the whole of the proceedings ? ------ .
2031. Mr. Edwards.] In the absence of the inspector, would not (say) the warden or tho coroner be 
sufficient;—at any rate, it should be some person outside political influence ? The difficulty is, to draw 
a line where an inquiry is necessary,
2032. His Honor.] As suggested by Mr. Polkinghome, someone would have to have discretion to determine 
whether an accident sliould be inquired into ; perhaps tbe tribunal itself would have that discretion;— 
assuming that the matter was an important one—take the case of two or three men being nearly killed, 
not quite killed do you not think there ought to be a means o£ bringing that matter before a fair and 
competent tribunal, without throwing upon anyone injured the duty of seeking his rights ? I do not 
think that would bo objected to. The only thing is, that it might be made to act in a vindictive manner: 
all cases might be gone into. It would be assumed, probably, that there was something wrong, when it 
could be made perfectly clear to anyone conversant with the thing that it was a pure accident. It would 
lead to a good deal of vindictiveness and loss of time without a corresponding gain. If it could be limited 
m such a way as to avoid that, 3 do not think anyone would oppose it.
2033. ihe existence of such a tribunal would have a tendency to make all persons careful? Incases 
where neglect can be proved now Ihe ordinary process could be adopted,
2031. But perhaps overmen might know themselves to be so much to blame that they would have no 
chance of recovering in an action still, the matter ought to be ventilated ? If proper limits were placed 
upon the Board, 1 do not think the management would object to it.
2035. Air. Edwards] From your experience on the Barrier, would a Board have power to work in a 

.vindictive manner towards the mines, and should it be left in the hands of some competent officer to be 
appointed by the Government, and clothed with sufficient power—either the Bolice Magistrate, Coroner, 
or some other person ? I think that some single officer could carry out the duties quite well enough if 
it were thought that the inspector was an interested party. Of course, if it was thought the inspector 
was an interested party, it would be better to have someone else, and I should think a sinrie officer 
appointed by the Government, would be ample. ° ’

SATURDAY, 17 JULY, 1897.
Edward lames Horwood rc-called and further examined:—

“IWQ. Mr. Edwards.] In opening Mr. Ilorwood’s examination Yesterday, I omitted to ask 
qualifications and experience as a mining engineer. Would you tell us,'Mr. Horwood, wha. lJaill!Jll. yuu 
have had as a ™ming and civil engineer ? 1 received my training as a mining and civil engineer, first, at,

him as to his ^ j 
what training you

4-1. -n j- :,T—, my naming a irnmug and civn engineer, nrst, at.     ,    the Bendigo bchool of Mines and, afterwards, I went through a three years’course at tho Melbourne lyTuTiM? 
University, namimr the eertifienie e-P “ Mnot-or- r.-F Pivii >> /th n u \ Ll J

my
Iron

j.u.x.ca, auu, ajierwmus, j wuuc inrougn a Lnree year 
University, gaming the certificate of “ Master of Civil Engineering ” (M.C.E.)
2037. His Honor.] That involves all the theoretical portion ? Yes.
2038. Mr. Edwards.] After that, you served twelve months in the Bendigo Iron Works? Yes
course was interrupted for a year, and I spent that year in the draftsman’s office in the Bcndmo 
\V orlcs, where mining machinery is the principal work, °
2039 After that, von had two Tears on large railway contracts ? Yes, partly in Victoria aud par 1:1 v ou 
the south Australia-Broken Hill line; as assistant engineer in the first case, and emrincer to" the 
contractors in the second. That led mo up to the Broken Hill experience which I mentioned yesierdav 
1 became connected with the Broken Hill Proprietary Mine about nine and a half years ago as unden-ronnd 
surveyor, and my connection with the mine has continued ever since. 0
2040._ His Honor.] In connection with the mining engineering work, had you to go through a course of 
chemistry and experimental physics? Yes; the course included experimental physics, chemistry 
mineralogy, and practical chemistry. J J ’

258—K 2041.
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E. J, 2041. Mr. Edwards-I I think, when we left off yesterday, we were on this proposed system of inquiry 
Horwood. into minor accidents;—do you think that such a Board as is proposed could he made a matter of great 

'jT'T'^Tskv' ;i:nrioya’nee to the mining management without resulting in any special benefit either to the mines or the 
17 Ju y, /. men p -yeg , j certainiy (io think so. Tn fact, I think it would be almost certain to put them to a lot of 

unnecessary expense. _ _
2042. Jlis "Honor.'] You think it ought to be so constituted, if constituted at all, as to eliminate all 
possibility of its representing political or social distinctions in any way? Yes.
2043. It ought to be absolutely independent ? Yes.
2044. Do-loealised, as it were ? Yes. _
2045. Mr. Hdwards.l It should be a strictly judicial inquiry ? Yes, apart altogether from outside
influences. _ _ _ ,
204G. As to these proposed regulations : Is it possible, from your experience, or will it be possible, to 
frame a set of hard-and-fast regulations that can be applicable to all the different mines on the Barrier 
alike, or would it be better for each mine to make working regulations for itself, to be subject, if necessary, 
to tbe approval of the Minister ? I do think that too hard-and-fast regulations would become impracti
cable in man}7 cases ; and, in endeavouring to work by them, accidents might ho brought about. It the 
mine rules could he altered, and approved by the Government Inspector as circumstances required, I 
think that would meet the case in tbe way of providing for a contingency, where it is possible, by a rule 
or regulation. .
204*7. Of course there are certain things, such as the use of explosives and things of that sort, for which 
hard-and-fast rules could not be laid down ? Yes.
2048. As far as your experience goes since working on tbe Proprietary, you find it necessary to alter the
working rules as the work develops in the mine ? Yes. _ _
2049. His Honor.] Even as to explosives, you must allow a large amount of elasticity, because it is a
fact that new explosives are almost daily being brought into use ? Yes. _ _
2050. An explosive in use to-day would be the cause of a danger which would probably not exist at all in 
an explosive that might he in use six mouths hence ? Yes.
2051. And which might involve entirely new elements of danger, and new conditions of treatment? 
Yes ; more attention is being paid by experimental chemists to the manufacture of new explosives than to 
almost any other branch,
2052. A. good example of that is shown in the case of dynamite and powder. A spark to powder is as 
dangerous as a shock to dynamite. Conversely, a very severe shock is not daugereus to powder, and a 
■spark is not dangerous to dynamite ? That is a very good example.
2053. Mr. Edmnrds.] In reference to making known to the men any regulations that may he framed. I
think you had the Proprietary Mine simply plastered with rules and regulations ? Yes ; we have had 
the rules and regulations stuck up in large numbers. If it is the desire of any man to acquaint himself 
with the rules, he has every opportunity to do so. In fact, it is hard for them to avoid seeing the rules 
in any part of the work. ...
2054. Would anything be gained by having copies of them delivered to each man ? It is quite possible ; 
hut I would not like to undertake that they would be read very extensively. Still it might be a good 
plan to provide a copy of the rules and regulations to any man who made application for them.
2055. And have them at the mine's office so that any person might get them who chooses to apply for
them ? Yes. ,
2056. His Honori] A good plan would be to supply every man who comes fresh on the field with a copy
of the rules and regulations, and then let him know that if he lost his copy or wanted another one he 
might get one by making application ? Yes; that might he a good idea. _
2057. And it would be a good idea, perhaps, to charge a penny for every copy after the first one supplied ?
Yes. ’ .
2058. Mr. Edwardsi] It was said {I tlnnk, by O'Brien) that the open-cuts are worked in a dangerous and 
reckless manner;—is that so ? I am of opinion that every reasonable care is taken. _
2059. Is tbe open-cut in itself necessarily a dangerous occupation—more dangerous than railway cuttings, 
or more dangerous, say, than underground workings? Taking into account the amount of work that is 
■done, I think it is not as dangerous as the underground workings.
2060. His Honor.] Not as dangerous ? No; not as dangerous. _
2061. Mr. Edwards ] Take the open-cut in block 12 and 13—Baxter and Saddler’s. I believe Baxter and 
Saddler are one of the largest contracting firms in the colonies? Yes, they are. They have been engaged 
on that kind of work considerably over a quarter of a century.
2062. Under the Millars, originally ? Yes; first under 0, and E. Millar.
2063. Do you know their engineer, Mr. Shaw ? Fes.
2064. Is he is a skilled and competent officer of works in that direction ? _Yes ; I am quite sure of that. 
He has had very large experience in very heavy works—in very extensive cuttings and tunnel work, 
“ chinaman” work, and all kindred operations.
2065. I think Baxter and Saddler have been working in these open-cuts for about five years? Yes;
approaching five years. _
2066. They are the contractors who introduced free labour here after the strike ? Yes ; they introduced 
the first men from outside after the strike in 1892. They brought in several hundred men. _ _
2067. As the open-cuts are worked now, and have been for some time past, in what condition is the
lighting at night ? No restriction is placed on the amount of light. The contractors are not charged for 
the light. The Company provides for all that is requisite. Anything that the contractors or the Company 
may consider necessary is provided. _

, 206S. Is the electric power on the mines sufficient to supply light in any quantity throughout the surface
■workings and the underground workings, if required ? I think it is ample for the requiremeuts. Much 
more light can he provided by the present plant than is required. _
2069. Mis Honor.] Can you explain the statement made by O’Brien in his evidence, that the light had a 
way of running down after some time ? He referred to the arc light.
2070. "Would it be the burning away of the carbons? No ; it would be the mechanism that acts on the
carbon getting out of adjustment. _
2071. It is an automatic adjustment? Yes. The arc lights always give a certain amount of trouble;

and
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and, unless a man is engaged at all times going round and attending to them, the light would, no doubt, E- J. 
at times be insufficient. We depend almost entirely now on incandescent lights. We have a larger -Horwood. 
number ol.' these lights ; and they arc actually on tbe spot required, and not a considerable distance away. -.iTTT'TswV 
The are lights, oS: course, had to be placed a considerable distance away, io be out of reach of the shots. u ‘ 
With the incandescent lights, you have appliances to draw them out of reach of the shots when firing is 
about to take place. The incandescent lights altogether work much more satisfactorily than the are 
lights.
2072. Having more of them, do they give a more diffused light than the arc lights P Yes; aud as they
can be brought immediately over the work, there is not the same chance of shadows forming as the work 
progresses. ”
2073. Those shadows wore inferred to by some of the witnesses as being very noticeable and very 
objectionable. As far as your observation goes, docs that apply in any appreciable extent to the incan
descent lights as now distributed? That is a matter now that hardly gives any trouble at all, because 
these incandescent lights are portable. They are fixed on an overhead wire, and can he drawn either up 
or down. If a shadow is thrown, the light only wants moving to avoid the object. These lights are also 
placed on a portable post sometimes, which can be stuck in the bank,
207*1 hinder whose authority is the adjustment of the lights now carried on ? In tho first place, the 
Chief Engineer has control of the electrical works ; aud he is the officer whose duty it is to fix these lights.
He fixes them in such a way that tho contractors themselves can move them up and down, or move the 
posts on which they are sometimes placed. This enables them to put the lights in the best positions.
2075. The contractors have the right to do that ? Yes, and to pull tho lights up when a shot is about to 
bo fired.
20/G. jlf?’. 3Sdwards7\ Then there is no limit or stinting of the electric light? Ulone whatever.
2077. The men in the open-cuts can have whatever they require ? I have never heard of any complaint 
as to waut of light that has not been met by more light being provided.
2078. Can you say it is true, as stated by Mr. O’Brien, that tbe light might be good for half the shift,
and then, for the latter part, ho faulty, and, consequently', dangerous ? ----- -

H/v Honor : Mr. Horwood has, practically, explained that, and O'Brien gave evidence that the arc 
light was in use at the time.
Mr. Edwards .- 1 think, your Ho)ior, O'Brien went further, and said in all cases.
Jlis Honor: I do not think he said recently.
Mr. Edwards: I think he referred to last wintm—12 months hack.
Witness: When the arc lights were in use, it was the exception for them to give any trouble.

2079. His Honor.'] It was not a thing that happened every night? Certainly not. It might have •
happened occasionally. It would not have paid to allow work to he interrupted for the want of electric
light.
2080. In regard to the incandescent lights: docs the dynamo vary in its action, or does it work at the 
same power continuously? I think it works at the same power continuously. Resistance coils are put 
in if lights are cut off. If one light out of a series is shut off there would he no saving in the fuel, as 
the dynamos have to he kept up. Of course I cannot speak as an expert on this matter.
2081. Jifj’. Edivards,'] It was said that Baxter and Saddler’s plant or gear was defective and worn out, and 
that it was breaking continually;—have you, as mine manager, ever had any complaints to that effect ?
Those statements I consider very gross exaggerations. Of course all plant wears out and has to be 
renewed ; but there has heen constant supervision of all the ropes, both on the part of a man specially 
appointed by the contractors themselves, and also by a man in the company’s employ, whose sole duty it 
is to look after ropes and the attachments thereto.
2082. His TIonorl What is his office called? I do not know that any particular name is given tothe 
office. _ He is an old sailor, and has had large experience in ropes and in mining. He is a man drawn from 
the sailor gang.
2083. A sort of boss rigger ? He is one of the most experienced of tho rigger gang. He is not a boss.
2084. Mr. Edwards.] You have a sailor gang on the mine ? Yes.
2085. And one of those men is selected to go about and supervise all ropes, running gear, attachments to 
ropes, &c. ? Yes, inclusive of all ropes used by contractors.
2086. That is in addition to the supervision by the contractors themselves ? Yes.
2087. I think you know that Baxter and Saddler have a man especially for that purpose too? Yes, they have.
2088. So there is no justification, as far as you can see, for this man’s saying that it appeared to he 
nobody’s business to look after the repairing of ropes? None whatever. I do not think he was in a 
position to know,
2089. Ho says not a week passes without a hook or rope breaking and allowing the trucks to run down 
the incline;—would yon call that true or false ? It is false.
2090. He says tho rope was supposed to be steel;—as a matter of fact, they are all steel ropes, are they 
not ? I have not come across any case of a rope other than steel being used, I have never heard of any 
hut steel ropes. The company buy nothing hut steel ropes themselves, and the contractors almost 
invariably get all their rope from the company.
2091. Ho speaks about Baxter and Saddler’s twopence a day deduction as sweating twopence from the
men ?-----

His Honor: I do not think there is any need to go into that.
Mr. Edwards: I only wish to refer to it, your Honor, because .Mr. Horwood has heen connected with 
Mr, Baxter in railway contracting work. '
Mr. Williams: I look upon this deduction of twopence a day for an accident fund as a very good idea.
I think it is a very good scheme—a very praiseworthy one.
Mr. Edwards: But I believe O’Brien said yesterday that the twopences deducted were really not applied 
to such a purpose.
JJis Honor: I have no doubt he was under the impression yesterday, that his twopence was not put to 
the right purpose. He is somewhat prejudiced, 1 think.
Mr. Edwards: Ties; and that is only one feature in the whole of Ms evidence.

2092. It was stated, Mr. Horwood, that, although the rule said men were not to stand under the skip,
they were forced to do so, as they were not allowed to leave their work;—you .are in the habit of going 
through these open-cuts regularly as manager ? Yes. 2093
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209%. Do you know whether that rule is enforced, about men not being allowed to stand under skips? 
It is my experience that they have been compelled to stand from under. The men themselves, on their 

17 July, 1897 own TeRPonsihility, sometimes elect to remain under the skips.
’ 2001. Do you not hear the gangers every time you go into the cuts shouting to the men to get away from

underneath? Yes ; frequently I have seen that done. It is a well-understood rule that work is to be 
suspended on those occasions.
2095. That the moment the word “ Heave” is shouted, all men affected have to stand away? Yes.
2096. His Honor.'] Do you think it would be a good idea to use a whistle when the skip is going up? 
Whistles, on some occasions, have been used; hut, as a rule, in those cases, the man who does the shouting 
is chosen partly because he has a good voice.
2097. Hr, JSdioards.] An objection to the whistle, I think, is tho fact that there are so many whistles on 
the mine? Yes ; and it might possibly lead to confusion.
2098. His Honor.] But you could not very well mix a steam whistle up with a boalswain’s whistle? The 
workmen are provided, sometimes, with those metal whistles—whistles with a pea in them—and they 
have, occasionally, been used for giving the signals. I don’t think it is a matter of very great import
ance, because the total length of timo that the men are compelled to work in these places is short. The 
crane or overhead appliance is only overhead while tbe men are working in its immediate vicinity. As 
soon as the face is opened up the men get away from it. Then rails are laid, and the skips are placed on 
trucks; and there is only one man who must get underneath to a certain extent, and that is the man who 
hitches on. He, however, has every opportunity of standing clear.
2099. Hr. Hdumrds.] Then there is no necessity for men to place themselves in danger ? Ho ; not at all.
2100. O’Brien also said that more care should be taken to bar down the loose stuff before the night men 
went to work;—is it not a fact that all loose stuff in a face is barred down before the night shift come 
on ? Yes, that is the practice.
2101. That is when the night shift comes on after dark? Yes ; but, as a rule, the night shift comes on 
in daylight, and they have an opportunity to make the place in a condition to satisfy themselves.
2102. "What time do they come on ? They are only working night shift iu Block 11, and there they come 
on about 4‘30 p.m.
2103. Of course during eight or nine months of tho year that gives them plenty of time to secure the 
ground before the night comes on ? It gives them sufficient time all tho year round.
2104. Mr. O’Brien went further on to say that at midnight the ground naturally settled down, Jetting go 
all loose stuff ;—I do not know whether there is any truth in that idea of his that at midnight a change 
takes place in the open-cut ? If any settling does take place, I think it would probably be due to the

, effect of the work that has heen done (i.e., material shifted) in the earlier portion of the shift. I do not 
think that the atmosphere could have any appreciable effect on the ground.
2005. His Honor!] Could contraction by cooling do it? I think, on account of the non-conductivity of 
the material, that the effect of cooling is inappreciable. '
2106. Mr. Edwards.] You think, then, that midnight has no effect upon the open-cut ? I am of that 
opinion.
2107. He further says that, iu his opinion, the walls are quite perpendicular and tho hatter is too steep P 
I consider that the general condition of the batters gives room for no complaint. 1 think he must have 
referred to the condition of the working face.
2108. The working face ; not the permanent batter ? Yes.
2109. As to tbe permanent batter, is that too steep to he safe ? I think it is more than ample. It is our 
aim to give all the batter required.
2110. I suppose the slope depends in different places upon the nature of the ground ? Yes, in some 
places £ to 1 gives a safer batter than 1 to 1 in other places. In some places we have to go more than 
1 to 1; and, in other places, i to 1 seems unnecessarily flat..
2111. Of course in working the face it is impossible to keep any regular batter, because every shot alters 
the condition of it? Yes ; as soon as the bottom material is removed, it is time to put in another shot to 
bring down the upper part.
2112. He said the “ chinaman” was always a source of danger ;—as a matter of fact is not the 
“chinaman” about the safest system under which you can work an open-cut ? I think, iu carrying out a 
large work in that way, fewer deaths would result by using the “ chinaman” than would result in any 
other way. If, instead of using a “ chinaman,” the material were loaded off a bench on which trucks 
wore run, I think there would be infinitely more danger to the men engaged in (say) shovelling, for the 
reason that they would be working in places between the bottom of the slope and the trucks, and, in tho case 
of a run of ground, would have very little chance to escape. In the case of tbe “ chinaman,” there would be 
much more room to get about. There the men are over the truck, and have an opportunity of getting 
away in any direction. It is a little bit steep in places, but not so steep that a man could not run up.
2113. He could get away to the other face ? Yes.
2114. In the other case he would be hemmed in between the bank and tbe Hoc of trucks ? Yes, and 
there would he very little “ get away " for him.
2115. I think the “chinaman” is the system that is in nse in all big open-cut work? Yes, in all big 
excavations. It is a mode of work that has been in use a number of years.
2116. His Honor.] Can you account for the name of “chinaman” being given to it here;—is it purely 
local, or is it a name that has been introduced from some other part? The “chinaman” particularly 
is applied to one of the logs that form the temporary covering of the tunnel; and the only reason I can 
suggest is that, as in these colonies the Chinaman is looked upon in certain quarters with such contempt, 
and this log, which has to stand the wear and tear of everything passing over it—boulders dropping on it, 
and so on—simulates to such a degree the qualities ascribed to the Chinaman, it has occurred to some one 
to name it after that individual. I have never heard the origin of it; and that is the only explanation I 
can give.
2117. Mr. Edwards!] Mr. O’Brien has complaints to make about the skip-straps and rings being made of
flat iron, and states that their being flat causes them to wear more easily;—I believe the straps are 
thickened towards the eye? Yes ; it is necessary that the straps should be of flat iron to admit of bolts 
being passed through them and the timber forming the skip. The practice is to “ jump up” the ends of the 
straps so as to thicken them, and this gives a greater wearing surface. There may have been a skip or 
two where this was not exactly done. 2118.
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i o' 18 *u™e(^anc^ welded? Tes, turned and welded, and “jumped up” while it is hot. E. J.
2119. ilfr. Edwards ] With all due respect to Hr. O’Brien, you think the round straps would not do Horwood.
•of.fn t-t s°0U f. :i10.ma^e round iron ? I do not think that would be practicable. -—
2120. He says swivel-hooks ought to be used;—I believe they wero tried there, were thev not? The 1^'ruly,180^‘ 
■-s\yivel-hooks he referred to, 1 took it, were the hooks at the end of the crane rope. We did try them,
with a view to enabling the skip to twist without twisting the rope ; but it was found that the friction of
re-ilfy did noTojieratT ^ tendenejr to resiat twistiDg on tlie Part of tlie rope or ropes, and that they
2121. Were they kept greased ? Tes.
2122. And then they would not act ? K"ot automatically.
2123. As soon as the strain came on, the friction was too great? Tes.
2124. It is a matter of self-interest to avoid the twisting of ropes ? Tes; if allowed to get twisted they 
lifting'pm‘t—n!adc parall t BtnCt ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ^ BeDt U1) Witl1 tlie r0Pes—say tllrec al'e forming the

2125. It is always lifted with two single sheaves ? It is, in the case of the wooden jib cranes: but in the
case of the steam cranes, a single rope is used. J
u12!?'-. ?JBriC71 Bai(*thafc the Lead Poisoning Actwas carried out for a while, hut, suhsequenlly, became a 
■dead letter ; are tlm provisions of that Act carried out on. the mine ? I think everything is done to meet 
•the provisions of that Act. Of course, at times a water-pipe might get broken and lead to a temporary 
ddhculty in providing water; but all contractors working in those places have bound themselves under 
their contracts to put on the necessary water for laying the dust in the lead ores ; and they are made to 
keep their faces reasonably free from ore dust. J
2127. Fe says in reference to the drinking water, that in summer-time it should be kept in a proper 
covering; hut that it is kept m a bucket with a hag thrown over it ? The Lead Regulations require that 
in the case of drinking water a covered hag is to he provided. These hags are made on the mines : and 
the contractors arc supplied with them. In cases where oatmeal is mixed with the water it is impossible 
to uso these bags because they would become sour after a day or two’s use. When using oatmeal it is 
very necessary to have some open receptacle that can be cleaned. A clean bucket with a clean bag over 
it is a reasonable vessel in winch to hold such material. It is readily cleaned to prevent it from becoming 
oX' a111 , caR01of pur0 water tho rule ’8 that a baS b(> P^ed in a shady place.
2128 And proper hags are furnished for that purpose ? Tes, and made by the company. A canvas bag 
might get worn out occasionally, and some other receptacle he used temporarily. That, however would 
ue a rare occurrence. 1 J ’
212!) Has any complaint ever been made to you as to the want of drinking water in the open-cuts ? Ho 
complaints that have not been rectified at once. 7
2130. Hzs Honor.] Do the contractors or the company ever supply the men with skilly, instead of water?
Die company have so few men working for them in the open-cuts. The contractors,'however, find it is 
to their interest to supply skilly, because it enables the men to do more work. It is recognised that skilly 
gives the men much greater strength. 6 J
2131. Mr. Edwards^] Oatmeal water is supplied to them ? Tes ; large quantities of oatmeal are consumed 
«n the open-cuts. The oatmeal is provided by the contractors.
llfl' 1;herre an7trutil in JJ1!8 rtatanent, that the “sweaters” working them would not give them time to 
get a drmk of water, or anything like that, as far as your experience as manager of the open-cuts goes15 
I do not think there is any foundation for that at all. Some men take every chance they can get of 
loafing, and naturally, they have to be reprimanded—pretty strongly too, sometimes. The men who attend 
to tJicsr work have no cause to complain.
tvu-' wiAsl-ed lllS IIonor to bebeve that if a man straightened his back he was sworn at by the ganger 9 
1 think that is a gross exaggeration. } b ■
2134. Is there any foundation or justification for this man saying that they are worked so fast as to have 
mrdly time to look round, or, if they looked round, they would be spoken to by the ganger? I know of 

no foundation for such a statement. j ui.
A;mf„Abel,QV0 1U °hen-c1jte 1,bore ]1° necessity for the men to use iron tampers or even copuer- 
the coinpauPy rS’ and ^ W0°del1 tampera are provided ? W ooden tampers are always obtainable from

2130. He says it is the practice of the “ powder-monkeys ” to charge holes while men are in the face9 I
‘ «» r»les that is, men other than those

I l®t" " 'Vel1 ? The * fa* *.
Mr. Edwards: Eule 9 of the Surface Regulations malcas a provision which practically means that tic 
men shall leave the face when a hole is to he charged for a “ hull.”
Jits Honor Yes ; it says:—

m^t2^07^ilGi”gtlle0harge-ina,t,yJ-10?efort,lop"rI,ofe of “hulling” it, the powder mat, (known as the “nowder- 
+1. A e£ * 6 ia J due wanniig of his intention to charge the Eamo, when all workers are required to leave the\iiart of 
the face or work which will be affected by the explosion (whether prematurely or otherwise) of the M bulling'1 charge.
?13®- If that “chinaman” were not used, you would either hare to take the stuff over
head, winch would be a matter involvmg greater risk; or else by railway trucks running through a tunnel 9

“ °r ^ ^ ^ ™lld a man’s getting
+i1^' rj:be “ cbmaman” is the safest method of enabling men to load into trucks ? Tes ■ I
think it is safer than shovelling into trucks. ’
2140. And it saves the waste of labour involved in dropping your material to the level of the road and 
hoisting it into the truck; m this case you drop the material only to tlie level from which it falls into
ill SfT,g 'VT r?, \lafSe a”0l,Dt of labour ? Yes ! Ihcre are a number of cases where 
the lode would not be worked at all but for there being an economical way to remove the over-burdens— 
whore the ore is of too low a grade.
2U1. Mr Edwards.] ! understand the waste from the open-cut is used for filling? We take under
ground afl the waste that wo can find room for.

2142.
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E. J. 2142. His Hortor'\ All the rest; I understand, goes on to the S.E. side of the hill ? The greater portion 
Horwood. g0es there; and some on the western, and some on the southern end. We estimate that all that material

sooner or later, for filling stopes that will be worked in the future. If that open-cut 
u ' work were not done now, the same amount of excavation on the surface would have to bo done at some 

future date ; that is, judging by the quantity of ore it is estimated will be extracted.
2143. Mr. Ji’diuards ] I think Mr. Polkinghorne in his evidence referred to stripping laths off the floors
of the stopes, and spoke about railing off those portions that were stripped ? 1 think in all those places
where traffic is necessary or likely to be necessary the floor should be left in; and I do not think it is 
safe unless two or three floors under the working face arc closely covered.
2144. Mis Manor.'] You agree with Mr. Polkinghorne there ? Yes.
2145. You say you ought to hare two or three floors closely covered under a working face P Yes.
2148, Mr. Edwards.] Ido you know if the men when they want a piece of timber are in the habit of 
taking the nearest they can get, and that is the floors of the stopes ? It has frequently been done ; and, 
in many cases, they are found out and punished—discharged in many eases.
2147, 1 believe the punishment is to simply send them up ? That is the rule. There are cases where 
men are suspended, say for small offences, such as smoking. In that case for the first offence they would 
be suspended for about a week, but if caught the second time they would probably he dismissed.
214S. It was stated by one of tlie witnesses that after firing the laths become shattered;—in that case, 
whose duty would it be to sec that they were replaced ? Undoubtedly, it is the first duty of those who 
fired the shot to see that all laths are properly replaced.
2149. Mis Honor.] And very often you can see better whether any laths want replacing by going on to 
the next floor and looking up ? Yes, in many cases.
21G0. You can be more sure of it than by noticing from the working floor ? Yes, and for that reason the 
floors, or at least two or three, under the working floor should be left covered.
2151. Hr. Ed wards In the event of flooring not being covered;—if it is discovered by a party other 
than those who fired, it would be their duty to report the matter to the shift-boss P Yes ; in all cases.
2152. And if they won’t do it 1 suppose it is impossible to prevent accidents ? Although I cannot 
particularise, I think it is not at all unlikely that many accidents could have been prevented by a danger 
being pointed out—a danger that it might have been impossible for the boss to have seen.
2153. Accidents have happened through passes or shoots being left open? Yes, that is a frequent cause 
of accident. The company are very strict about that—seeing that the shoots are protected.
2154. His Honor.] What is the difference between a shoot and a pass ? I do not know that there is any 
special difference ; they are synonymous terms.
2155. Mr. Edwards^] A witness said something the other day about a brace around a winze being covered 
over with timber that was too light ;—do you know anything about that ? I have examined that brace 
frequently,
2L5G. You know the winze ;—I think it was spoken of by William Williams ? Yes ; I have been up and 
down there frequently. I have frequently examined the timbers forming the brace, and considered that 
they were perfectly safe.
2157. Would any additional security have been gained by putting heavier timbers there ? I think there 
is some misapprehension about the size of the timber; 10 x 10 was the principal timber used. The 
10 x 4 were the covering pieces. I cannot see how a safer brace could be constructed than the one in use. 
The ground in the winze was extremely hard, and in the earlier portions of the work rocks would fly 
through the brace, and in one or two places they displaced portion, of the covering. In these cases the 
men were paid wages to effect repairs.
2158. Then any injury caused to this brace by shooting was repaired at once ? Yes, with all reasonable
despatch. ■
2159. In reference to the change of shift;—do you think that men going off shift should be compelled to 
show the face, or point out any dangerous places in the face they are leaving, to the men coming on ?— 
Do you think it would be a means of greater security to prevent accidents? Prom our experience here, 
I certainly do think that it would greatly lead to safer working if it were made a rule that the men change 
in the face, and that they point out to their mates anything of a dangerous nature.
21G0. Do you linow instances where unexploded holes have been left in the face? We have had our 
records looked up, and find that eight men have been discharged during the last two years for leaving 
unexploded holes in the face without acquainting anyone of the matter.
2161. Without acquainting either their mates or the shift-bosses ? Yes. It is almost inconceivable that 
men will do that, but that has been the case. Only two months ago a case occurred.
2162. What case was that ? The men charged a hole and left it unfired. They had the explosive in the 
hole, and (I think) the fuse, but did not fire it. It is very easy not to notice that a hole is charged ready 
for firing, and an accident might very easily happen.
2163. Then there is a great deal of truth in what Mr. Bourne stated the other day, that men, at change of 
shift, run off and leave their face in a state of wild confusion ? It is done in many cases. I think the 
miners who take an interest in their work, if they fire at the end of the shift, are anxious to^see how the 
work they have planned has panned out. They like to see the result of their shot, to see whether they 
over-charged, or under-charged, and what has been the effect.
2164. But, although careful men will do that, I am afraid there are a great many careless men who would 
do nothing of the kind? Undoubtedly, It frequently happens that the condition of the face is such that 
it should be pointed out to the men succeeding.
2165. Meeting their mates in the plat would have no more effect than meeting them at the brace? Unless 
they have an opportunity to, and are compelled to meet and point out these things in the face, I do not 
see that there could be any improvement on the present system.
2166. Of course, you are not anxious to keep men working more that eight hours ? Certainly not.
2167. Would it necessarily entail any serious loss of time on men going out? I think, taking into con
sideration the number of shafts up which men are hoisted, the maximum time taken to change runs up to 
twenty or twenty-five minutes. Those parties who are near the shafts would only take a minute or two.

■ I think ten or twelve minutes would be the general average. They would be that much later in getting up.
2168. Mr. Polkinghorne said that to ensure the safety of the men when being raised or lowered at change 
of shift, there should bo two engine-drivers in the engine-house during that particular time; do you think

that
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that is absolutely necessary ;—it would not affect your mine, because you have two engine-drivers there 
as a rule, and they would only have to go into the engine-house; do you think a rule to that effect would 
be desirable ? I do not remember any occasion ■where it would have been better had there been another 
engine-driver on duty. I remember no occasion where a driver became unfit to do his duty.
2109. It would be an extraordinary risk ? Tes, especially if the cage is provided with safety appliances 
and with safety hooks. The cages are also in many cases provided with safety appliances, enabling the 
men themselves to bring the grippers into operation : but it is questionable whetber it is safe to give them 
that power, because they may use it unnecessarily, and the jerk resulting from the sudden stoppage of the 
cage, should a false alarm be raised, might bring about an accident. With ordinary appliances to prevent 
over-winding or the cage dropping, the risk of there being an accident through only one driver at change 
■of shifts is unappreciable. There are much greater risks run every day in every other department of life.
2170. In reference to calling men out of dangerous ground; do you think that the inspector alone should 
he allowed to say whether ground is sufficiently safe for men to return to work, or do you think the under
ground manager should he sufficiently capable of taking the risk if he choose to fake it r1 Where the man 
in charge and the men arc satisfied, there should be no need to call in the inspector. The men arc never 
prevented from calling in the inspector, and, no doubt, the inspector is here for that purpose. If there 
is any room for doubt, it has always been the custom to have the inspector brought in.
2171. To man working in the mine is compelled to take a risk if he does not voluntarily accept it ? If a 
man thinks hie place is dangerous he is not discharged, and if there is any possibility of giving him other 
work there and then, it is given him. No man is compelled to work where he feels he is not safe, because 
if men arc timid, that mere feeling would contribute to danger. If men express a fear of working in a 
certain place, although some one may have to work in it to repair it, and prevent a serious creep or 
movement occurring, others are asked to take their places.
2172. And those men that are naturally more nervous than others are not discharged? To; where
possible, they are found other work; and it is, certainly, nearly always possible to give them other work. 
In reference to the inspector,], think that, where he is brought in and declares a certain place is not fit to 
work in, it is only right he should he given an opportunity of saying that it is fit, before work other than 
repairing work is resumed. ’ *
2173. 1 suppose the inspector frequently makes requisition upon you for different things ? Tes.
2174. Are his orders complied with with all reasonable despatch? Tea; they are always attended to
within a reasonable time. " '
2175. Is there any instance of an accident having occurred in consequence of the inspector's orders being 
■disregarded? I know of none.
217G. Something was said with reference to pent-houses and unprotected shafts;—what is your idea about 
thatthat is, in continuing the sinking of a shaft, where would you put your pent-house in order to 
provide sufficient; security for the men? Where possible, pent-houses should be put in at reasonable 
distances.
2177. Do you think every 100 feet is necessary for the safety of the men? No ; I think within 300 feet 
would be sufficient. If you have the shaft that you are winding up lined off closely from the other com
partments, and, perhaps, provided with skids or close-lined, so that the bucket, if it strikes the sides, is 
not likely to detach anything, there would be no more appreciable risk in sinking to 300 feet than to 100 
feet. The greatest danger in sinking is in discharging the load at the top ; and, of course, that remains 
the same no matter how deep the shaft is. The extra hauling up a shaft, in view of the speed at which 
hauling is done, is a very small increase of risk. The increased time in hauling the extra 200 feet bears 
.a very small proportion to the total time occupied by the bucket in the operation of getting a load from 
the bottom to the top and down again.
2178. It you have a pent-house at the plat, would it be safe to have one compartment open all the way 
■down, the pent-house covering the other two compartments ? Of course there should be a substantial 
pent-house beneath the winding compartment that is used for hauling to the surface. There should be a 
strong pent-house under that; and there is nothing to prevent it. In the case of a close-lined shaft, or a 
shaft where the rock is thoroughly reliable, in view of the fact that you can always cover the shaft 30 or 
40 feet above you with temporary covering for two-thirds of the width of the shaft, I do not think that 
any restriction should be placed upon the depth you sink. At any rate, the depth should be considerable. 
In some cases, in sinking a shaft, there may be only one shaft in the mine; and it would be rather hard 
to compel the company to double its winding appliances when there is an efficient plant on the surface 
that would, probably, do the work safer than any underground winch would do it. If there is any 
increased risk in going to a depth of 300 feet, it is simply the slightly-increased time in the hauling of the 
load. As to the falling of a stone, it might just as well be 300 or 400 feet as 100 feet. A stone would 
have just as much effect on a man in a 100-feet fall as it would in a 300-feet fall. At 100 feet it may 
have already gained its maximum velocity, owing to resistance due to friction of the air.
2179. In reference to those underground open-cuts that were mentioned, what are jrour ideas as to when 
the timber should be put in them ? I do not think it would be possible to make a hard-and-fast rule as 
to the distance the timber should be from the face. It varies according to the nature of the ground. If 
a particular piece of ground is considered to be dangerous, the inspector can require the timber to be 
■closer ; but, in these stopes, if the timber be put in too close, it is simply shattered to pieces.
2180. To what height should the roof be carried before you start timbering on the sillfloor ? Ton should 
have something to stand on, some reasonably safe scaffolding, or the ore that you have broken. The latter 
is a frequent way of working these open chambers. The ore is broken down, and enough is left under 
foot to work on; the excess being sent down the shoot. I know of cases where this has been done, and 
no doubt the ore makes a very convenient standing platform, and brings the men within a reasonable 
distance of the roof, which, I think, should not be more than 9 or 10 feet. If it is intended to timber the 
excavation after reaching a certain height, the ore is taken out, and timber placed in what is considered 
a safe distance from the working face.
2181. Something was said of the danger of the roof’s scaling? Tes; that is a frequent oecuncnee. 
Ground may look safe to-day; but it is not to he assumed that it will be safe to-morrow. It wants 
frequent examination, if men are going to work under it.
2182. So you could not frame any hard-and-fast rule to say when timber should be put in ? No.
2183. That must be left to the discretion of the men, the shift-bosses and the inspector ? Quite so; and
the management generally. 2184.

E. J. 
Horwood.

lfjuijA897.
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Horwood TT°nm'--\ There was a somewhat similar case referred to by Noble. He said it was very
dangerous, in his opinion, to have two, three, or more floors stoping at once, one above the other. He 

17 July, 1897. ^'Ouo^ stoping ought not to take place within (say) three floors’ distance ; what have you got to say to 
’ that? It all depends on the width of the stope. It would he safer to work a party on every floor in a 

wide stope than on every third floor in a narrow stope. The thing is to avoid having the men underneath 
one another at too close a distance.
2185. ITou say they should not be immediately over one another at a close distance? They should not be 
so close as to be in one another’s way.
2186. How far apart vertically would you keep them from one another ? It is a thing that it would be 
hard to make a hard-and-fast rule about. Of course the party in the floor below are generally working 
in advance of the party above. They are forward a step, and have the opportunity of working not 
immediately underneath the party above. It should be left to the man-in-charge of the particular place 
to say whether the men are too close. It is against the interest of themanagement, in view of economical 
work, to have the men in each other’s way ; and that sort of thing is not done if it can be possibly avoided. 
There are times, and have been times lately, where a particular kind of ore has been demanded by the 
smelters. The character of the ore is such that it may require a considerable increase in the amount of 
fluv used, and it may be almost impossible to get the necessary quantity without sometimes double
banking the men. But those things are foreseen as much as possible, so that the stock of ore can be 
kept up, and the working of the men too close to one another avoided. It is necessary to foresee these- 
things, both for the safe, and the economical, working of the mine.
2187. Mr. Eduiardn.'] That is a matter, then, that could safely be left to a competent inspector ? Tes. 
2-188. I believe, in ISoble’s case, his party were a bit too quick for the party in front? Miners some
times become dissatisfied. They think, perhaps, that other men are taking their ground from them. 
There might be other reasons for thinking a party too close, besides the question of safety. Men, as a- 
rule, like as much room as possible ; but it is not always practicable to give them all the room they think 
they ought to have. It is to the company’s interest to give each party as much room as possible, in order- 
that the work may be carried on as advantageously as possible.
2189. To what cause do you attribute the great majority of accidents at Broken Hill ? I think it has- 
been admitted by the men themselves that two-thirds of the accidents are due to causes directly 
attributable to the men’s own actions.
2190. Their own negligence ? Not negligence altogether, but to actions that are within their control.
2191. Mis Honor.'] Not negligence only ;—you mean that sometimes it may be negligence and sometimes
want of judgment—want of knowledge ? Just so. ”
2192. And sometimes it may be pure accident ? Tes, that the most experienced miner could not foresee. 
Two of the fatal accidents that occurred in the Proprietary underground last year occurred to men who- 
were highly experienced miners. In spite of their high experience they met with fatal accidents.
2193. Mr. Edwards,] llo you know of any precautions that could he taken by the management that are 
not taken, whereby accidents to men could be avoided ? No. A\Te frequently see, as work progresses, 
where something can be done to bring about greater safety, and it is always attended to. I do not see- 
that we could do more than has been done to prevent accidents, either at the surface or underground.
2194. As to that fire underground in Block 11, Mr. Bourne gave his reason as to the cause of it. I think 
the management attributed it to a totally different cause ? Tes.
2195. As to getting certificates. I suppose, as to the idea of getting certificates for miners, it is utterly 
impracticable ? To get any benefit from it, it would have to be done throughout the Colonies simul
taneously, because there is no class that shifts about so much as the mining class. Until it were brought 
about universally nothing would be gained.
2190. In reference to the shift-bosses. Is there anything to be gained by a hard-and-fast rule there ; or- 
should not the mine management be competent to say whether a man is fit for a position as boss or not 
—is there any virtue in a certificate at all ? A certificate may not belong to a man whose possession it 
is in.
2197. Do not you meet the greatest muffs with certificates ? Tes.
2198. Who are utterly useless when put to any work ? Tes. In selecting shift-bosses the only thing is 
to select men that you have a personal knowledge of. It is to the interest of the management, in appoint
ing shift-bosses, to appoint the most efficient men available, and, it being to their interest to do so, I 
cannot see where it requires a law; and, as I have said, the possession of a certificate does not necessarily 
imply that the holder is suitable.
2199. In view of the Employers' Liability Act, and the fact that an employer is liable for the work of any 
incompetent person ; that is in itself a safeguard ? Tes ; the manager, in his own interest, is not going 
to appoint an incompetent man, because he may bring blame upon himself in so doing.
2200. As to granting certificates to engine-drivers,—1 presume there is no objection to that, seeing that- 
engine-driving is a skilled occupation ? I think engine-drivers should be certificated.
2201. His Honor.] As to granting certificates to managers and sub-managers,—what do you say as to-
that, Mr. Horwood ? -------------

Mr. Edwards : Jf -no man were allowed, your Honor, io talee charge of men unless lie were certifieaied, 
would it not hamper, to a tremendous extent, prospecting and mining operations ?
His Honor ; In the Coal Mines Act, the manager and sub-manager must, in certain cases, hold a certifi
cate, and the only way to get at them is to suspend or cancel their certificates. .
Mr. Edwards; les, your Honor : but a coal mine is a thing that is carried out on a very large scale, and 
is well established ; it is far different from a small prospecting operation.

His Honor .- But I fancy there is some limitation under the Coal Mines Act which would meet such a- 
case. I do not think there is found to be any practical difficulty in the working of that Act now. 
Witness : I do not think any competent manager icould raise any objection to the granting of certifi
cates: but care should be taken not to bear harshly upon the smaller concerns.
Mr. Edwards : There are men on this fi-eld who have been reared in mines, who still would not be able 
to pass a theoretical examination. .
Witness: I do not think the examination should be altogether a theoretical one; it should, in the 
main, be a practical one.

His
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ITis Hcwr : The examinations held under the Coal Mines Act are such 
miner could pass. The limitation clause that I referred to reads :

that any first-class, practical E-.J,.
Horwood.

In the case of a mine in which not more than twenty persons arc employer! it shall bn sufficient for the manager 17 July igST 
to hold a permit from an inspector ; such permit shall remain in force for twelve months, but mav be renewed at the *
option of the inspector. “
That would admit of some little elasticity which would not interfere with prospecting,
Mr. lidwards ; Tes, your Honor ; that is what 2 wanted to get at.

2202. Mr. Jddwards.') Mr. Polkirighorne said something yesterday about thimbles to prevent cages from 
overhauling: you perfectly agree with him that the most approved appliances should be used? Yes ; I 
think that ought to he the rule.
2203. His Honor.) A hook has been used in England for many years, which will prevent overwinding,
and yet not cut the ropes ? \ cs ; and it is in use throughout Victoria.
2204'. Compulsory by legislation, or by choice ? 1 am inclined to think it is compnlsorv. "We have had
some of them in use 011 the Proprietary. "
2205. V 011 have no substantial objection to them 011 the ground that their adoption might make the 
engine-drivers careless? 1 have heard that objection, hut I do not think there is anything in it.
2206. Afr. Hollanghorve.) At the commencement of your examination yesterday you said, in reply to a 
question from his Honor, regarding the contract system, that at 4 o’clock, Wednesday, every alternate 
week, the fortnight terminates ? Yes.
2207. Work done up to that time should be paid for in that fortnight ? That is the aim. Of course, the 
amount of work has to be estimated, sometimes, before 12 o'clock, in order that there should be no delay 
m re-lctting contracts for the succeeding fortnight.
2208. But in all cases where a party ot men are removed from one stope to another, you think it is the
aim of the company that the men shall be paid for the labour they have laid out in the particular stope 
from which they are removed? Yes. ‘
2209. If the foreman finds it desirable to take away certain work from a party, and add it to the adjoining 
paity s work, in that case, the first party should he paid for the work they have done ? Yes ; the actual 
work they do should be paid for.

-^011 the same number of men working underground now as there was eighteen
months back ? I do not think that there is any marked difference one way or the other, as far as the 
Proprietary is concerned. There may be a slight increase, that is, of miners. The truckers number 
less than they did eighteen months ago.
2211. In your opinion, the accidents have been loss under the contract system than they would have been 
under w ages ? I thiuk the total mimber of accidents would have been considerably greater under the 
wages syslein than has boon the case under the contract system.
2212. You gave as your reason that one man does as much under the contract system as two men under 
the day syslem? Not as the only reason, but as partly the reason.
2213 Would not the wages system tend to lessen the number of accidents somewhat, seeing that the men 
would then have ample time to put their workings in, and keep ihem in, a safe condition;—under the 
contract system a man in order to make a fair thing will probably only devote two shifts to putting in a 
set ot timber to secure his working place, whereas under the day system he would be able to devote three 
shitts to itunder the present system a man says, “1 have to run a deal of risk, but I will risk it rather 
than put in another shift to mahe it safe ;!1—under the day sYstcin, the bosses would compel that work to 
be done ? In the contract system, the price is fL\ed at such a rate as will allow the miner to take all pre
cautions for his safety, and, in addition to that, excavate a sufficient number of sots to give more than the 
average rate, or, at least, tho average rate, of pay. Further, I claim that the e-xtra time that was taken 
under the wages system was not spent by the men in securing their ground, but in a variety of ways other 
than that,
2214. You said, farther, Mr. Ilorwood, that the average earnings were 10s. Gd. a shift for the last two 
years ? Yes, !0s. Gd., or over.
2210. You say the taking away of men from a contract in the middle of a fortnight is avoided where 
possible ? Yes.
2216. Men have been taken away on occasions in the middle of their fortnight? Yes, but from considera
tions quite apart from the earnings the men happened to be making.

^ 'mPu^aii°n ])as been made that it was because only of the earnings that were being made ?
I have heard that, but you cannot prevent people from imputing all sorts of things. Men are a bit sus
picious when they arc stopped in work that is bringing them in good pay, and make up their minds, no 
matter what reason ihe company’s officers have for making such a change, that it was done merely to 
prevent tnem from earning too much. 1 maintain that our books show that men earn from 15s. to 20s. 
per shift for a full fortnight; and that being shown in tho books points to the fact that men are allowed 
to work out their contracts.
2218. It is said that where men arc taken away from a good piece of ground they are brought back after 
a lapse or two or three weeks to tho very same stope and paid a loss rate? They may not he put back at 
the same price, certainly. The condition of the stope at the time the stoppage took place may have altered, 
as compared to that when the contract was let, thus requiring a change of price when work is again resumed.
2219. Hut ] am referring to the same ground—where the stope has remained idle during the time that has 
elapsed . I do not, say that it may not have remained idle, but that does not, necessarily, go to show that 
the reason lliey were shifted was that the price they were getting was too much. It is totally against rule 
and against practice that such a thing should be done.
*—~0. Is not that quite sutficient to induce men to say, “Wc were onlv shifted out to prevent our getting 
too much”? .1 admit you cannot prevent the men impaling anything, 0
2221. But is it not a reasonable imputation ? I think these imputations will always he made.
2222. Causes of accidents, you have said, arc due to many things;—to the mcnVincompetencv, neglect, 
and everything that can bo named ; and you said, yesteiday, that it was not until the companies found it 
absolutely necessary that they imported men here from Victoria? Yes ; 1 adhere to that.
2223. A rc you prepared to say that the larger number of tho men imported during the last fifteen months
arc still remaining on the Barrier? 1 have every reason to believe that tliev aro, although I have no means 
ot telling. After their term was up with tho Proprietary Company, they had the right of exercising the 
privilege, which every other man has, of changing abcut from one mine to another. They were introduced 
to the district; and wo, as part of the district, belief ted from their introduction. “ 2^24

253' -L ” '
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^ **”■ 2224, Still tbe fact remains that a large number of those imported were not the class of men required for
Ilorwood. \YQjk tjiey werc imported for? I'here were some incompetent men amongst thorn ; but, on the whole, 

ITJulr^lSO? We reasou to satisfied with them.
■ ■ ■ ‘ 2225. Ton are speaking for the Proprietary Mine in particular ? We did four-fifths of the importing, as

far as I can remember. We expected to get a number of incompetent men, although we took all 
precautions to ensure their being men who would make themselves efficient in tho work to bo done here.
2226. In the case of powder, as distinct from dynamite, do you think it is safer to withdraw the tamping 
to within a few inches of the charge than to boro a hole in close proximity ; I am speaking, of course, of 
a charge that has missed ? Tes ; I think it is as safe to withdraw the tampiug, and probably safer.
2227. With regard to the nitro-glycerine compounds, in all eases it is sufficient, in your opinion, to get
within 3 inches or 0 inches of the missed charge to explode it with another primer 7 1 do not think it is
necessary to go nearer than 3 inches in any ease. If a plug does not take effect within 3 inches of a 
charge, another plug could be inserted, which would be, of course, nearer to the charge than the first one 
was; therefore 3 inches could safely he left as the distance to which tamping should be withdrawn.
2228. You yourself have not had much practical use with explosives? I am not a practical miner. I 
have not served my time as a miner; but, for all that, I have seen these things used considerably.
2229. Do you not think that, in the majority of eases, if you withdrew the tamping to within 6 inches of
the charge, it would be sullicient to enable you to explode it ? I do. I think in the great majority of 
cases 6 inches would fire the charge. I believe in the majority of cases a foot, even, would tiro a charge,- 
when using the same hole; but, in some eases, it may not. It would be safe to make it a rule that the 
tamping be not withdrawn within 3 to 0 inches of the charge. .
2230. You quite agree that iu many cases a plug inserted on a foot of tamping would explode a charge? 
Yes, in most cases.
2231. It would be much safer to do that than to bore a fresh hole alongside ? Yes.
2232. You know the instructions issued by ISlobel with all his glycerine compounds ? Yes.
2233. Are they sufficient for the safe handling of the explosives ? Those instructions are framed to 
conform to the existing mining regulations iu the countries in which the explosives aroused. That is 
why they say no tamping shall be withdrawn; of course, you must admit, at the same time, that it is to 
the manufacturer’s interest too to have as much explosive used as possible. In the same way. we are, in 
our rules, compelled to embody matters we do not agree with, in order to conform to the Government 
regulations. Nobel, no doubt, is in the same position as,we are ourselves.
2234. I believe Nobel says that no other tamping but sand or water is required for tbe glycerine 
compounds ? Yes, and they insist on tamping.
2235. Yrou believe that tamping of some sort is absolutely necessary? Yes, for efficient work ; and, in
some cases, for safe work. A secondary explosion takes place sometimes as a result of insufficient 
tamping, which gives out noxious gases. ,
2236. In the case of “ bulling” a hole for a charge, do you think two hours is too long a time to wait 
before charging in ail cases ; would it be advisable to have a hard-and-fast rule stating two hours as the 
time ? It depends upon the nature of tho rock very largely whether anything like two hours is necessary. 
Again, if water can he used, there is no need to wait so long as that. I would place the limit from 1-J- to 
If hours.
2237. "Would you bring “ bottoms ” under the same category as “ bulled ” holes? Iu what way ?
2238. Say a charge in a hole throws off the upper burden only, and leaves the bottom part of the hole and 
the bottom burden intact; what time should elapse before again charging that hole to bring the remainder 
of the burden ? It should, decidedly, be treated the same 'as a 11 bull.” There may be some burping 
piece of fuse left in it which would make it just as dangerous as an ordinary “ bulled ” hole.
2239. As to Sampson’s case. The question has been asked me why nothing was placed under the plat- 
sheet in his ease. I would like you to explain how that accident occurred ? Sampson and his father 
were running a cross-cut from the side of a stope, and a portion of their material had to he disposed of 
through a shoot leading to a stope worked on a lower level. The top of this shoot was securely covered 
by means of a large steel or iron plat-sheet; and the father and son, knowing the position of this shoot, 
went to uncover it; and, while uncovering it. the son slipped down the hole. This was my information, 
as reported by the foreman.*
224-0. The plat-sheet, then, was placed in that position to securely cover the shoot ? It was used partly 
as a means of turning trucks of ore taken from the stope adjoining. There were two lines meeting at 
right angles on this sheet; and as well as serving as a turning point it served as part of a covering for the 
shoot. This shoot had been previously used for receiving mullock for below ; and each time the sheet 
was removed in order to form an opening.
2241. "Were they removing it under instructions, or were they removing it to place it in position ? They 
were moving it with the view of enabling them to tip their mullock down tho shoot.
2242. As to the Inquiry Hoard: you think a Board of Inquiry is not necessarily required ; what objection 
would there be raised to a Board of Inquiry consisting of (say) a man appointed by the mining companies, 
a man elected by the miners, and someone appointed by the Government;—what objection is there to a 
Board so constituted inquiring into any accident that takes place? I think the Board is unnecessarily 
large. All sides can he represented by the evidence forthcoming. I think the evidence would be 
sufficient representation for all parties, so long as you had an impartial Judge. I do not thiuk it would 
be necessary to have an unwieldy Board.
2243. While we may have some men whose verdict we may he prepared to accept, there may he others 
where the case would he otherwise ? Tho Government could dispense with their services if they proved 
unworthy.

Mis Monor: But you have to abide hj their decision in other cases, such as law cases.
Mr. Polkinghorne ; Bui don't you think, your Monor, that the very sight of a Judge or Police 
Magistrate—more especially a Judge—would he sufficient to damp ivitncsses and cause them to icithhold 
evidence they might be in aposiiion to give.
Mis Monor : I do not see that.

MOMBAT.
* Note (on revision) :—I Lave since ascertained that the foreman was mistaken as to the men knowing that the 

shoot was covered by the plat-sheet. They werc {I now understand) unaware of this, and were removing the sheet to use 
it elsewhere, on their own responsibility. v
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Edward James Horwood rc-called and further examined:—
22Id. Mr. Polkinghovne.\ It was said, Mr. Horwood, that the dropping of a sparlc into a charge of j£
powder would have a disastrous result;—would not a spark dropped on to unconfined dynamite produce a _._i
result just as had ? The burning of dynamite would not result so disastrously as would the ignition of jg juiyi 1597. 
gunpowder.
2245. A spark falling on to a charge of dynamite would have a tendency to burn it ? In the case of 
powder, an explosion would ensue ; and, in the case of dynamite, burning would generally follow.
2246. Several classes of powder are used for explosive purposes ? 1 take it that you are referring to 
blasting powder, as distinguished from Hercules powder.
2247. There was a powder made in Victoria, commonly called “Donald Dinnie” by the miners; it was 
put up by miners in kerosene tins, aud tvas considered to be a very good explosive; well, that powder 
would burn ? Undoubtedly, there are classes of powders that well burn, and that require detonation to 
explode them ; but I have been referring only to ordinary blasting powder.
2248. ./TVs Honor.'] I understand that you are now referring to powders in the shape of explosives—not 
necessarily to gunpowder ? Yes, as distinguished from nitro-glycerine compounds.
2249. There are some explosives in the form of powder, and that yet are not of the qualities of gun
powder ? Yes.
2250. Mr. L’olkinghorne] XVhat would be the result of fire getting to dynamite;—would it burn in all 
cases, or would there be a likelihood of its exploding P I think it would be very exceptional for an 
explosion to take place. Burning would be the general effect.
2251. And (he gases thrown off would be very injurious ? Certainly.
2252. Is it your opiniou that detonators are required to explode any other class of explosive outside the 
glycerine compounds ? Yes, certainly. '
2253. Are there any kinds that you can mention that are in use ? Hercules powder is one; and roburite.
2254. His Honor.] What is roburite ;—what is its composition ? We had trials with roburite extending 
over some considerable time. We were comparing it with dynamite ; I forget the exact composition of it.
2255. Is it a nitro-glycerine compound ? Ho.

Inspector Jlebbard : I think there is ammonia in it, in some form.
Mr. JSdmtrJs : It requires a far morepoxverful detonator than ihe nitro-fyccrinc compounds.
Mr. Williams : Would His Honor have any objection to asking Mr. Horwood to submit the formula 
for roburite. '
Witness: 1 think 7 have the formula for the approximate composition of it. We used it for two 
or three months, and no men werc hurt by it, although I believe it is a fact that its sale has been objected 
to. It is not now sold in lirokcn Hill.
ITis Honor : As this explosive has gone, out of the market, evidence upon if loould not be of much use to 
the Commission.
Mr. Williams .- I would like to have the formula, your Honor.
Mr. Jddwards .• I think Mr. Williams would- have no difficulty in obtaining one from the local agent.
It had ihe name of being a very safe explosive; but thejumes it gave off werc very objectionable.

2256. Mr Polkinghorne.] In reference to the open-cuts: you say that so far as ihe working face is con
cerned, each shot alters its condition, and you cannot keep a regular batter;—do you mean to say that, 
in order to take down a regular face, it is wise to first undermine the place ; or should it be taken from 
the top at all times? It should not be undermined to an unsafe extent. It depends upon the nature of 
the ground how steep a face should be allowed to become before tho next shot is fired. Some material 
will almost stand vertically without any danger whatever, to a moderate height—say 25 feet. Some of the 
material forming the lode here can he worked in that manner, while other material close by requires a 
Comparatively flat slope to he safe.
2257. In all cases you only want the most practical men you have to look after them, and give instruc
tions ns to how the face is to bo kept? That is all that should be necessary.

■2258. I think you answered a little while back a question on the Lead Poisoning Act;—in your opinion, 
is everything done (bat can reasonably be done to carry out the provisions of that Act? In so far as mv 
connection with it is concerned—and I can only speak of (he work of my own department—that is my 
opinion. 1 am not in a position to speak as to what is required in other departments ; and also 1 am 
unable to say what is done; but, as far as that is concerned, I have no reason, to think that the provisions 
arc not carried out in any of the departments.
2259. You speak more particularly of the mining department? Yes; the extraction and handling of ore,
2260. You think that the regulation that is now supposed to be in force on the Proprietary, as to 
charging holes while men are in the face, should be strictly carried out? Yes; it is one of the rules, and 
I certainly think it should. We always endeavour to enforce the rules.
2261. You have never been brought face to face with any breach of that regulation? I may have been
brought face to face with it on an exceptional occasion, and had it corrected, Tho rules are broken, of 
course, sometimes; but I can remember uo particular occasion at present when the rule you refer to was 
broken. ■
2262. You recognise that it is highly dangerous in all cases of “ bulling” or charging for men to be in 
(be face while they are being carried on? There is a distinction betweenbulling” and charging. In 
“bulling” it is simply necessary to stand at a moderate distance away from the face, according 10 the 
nature of the “bull” and the nature of the face (hat is being operated upon. In firing charges, however, 
no man should be iu the vicinity. That is the intention of the rule.
2263. One of your rules says that no man shall be in the face when a hole is being charged? Yes, that 
is so, other than those engaged in charging other holes. Of course, that is implied.
2261'. If a. regulation were framed enforcing men to change in the face, and at all times to point out tho 
condition of the face to the incoming shift, would it not very often be a matter almost of impossibility 
for the men to do so? I cannot see how i( would. It is not the rule that all firing takes place at the end 
of the shift, and that the faces are unapproachable at that time; it is rather tho exception. And when 
firing does take place at the end of a shift, it is not right at the end, because the men themselves like to 
see the result of their firing. I cannot see anything to prevent tho relief shift from seeing the face.
2265. While a man might wish to see the result of his labours before be knocks off, which I admit is

quite
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qut e probable, be ivotild not require to stay in tbe face to do so, because lie would, only require to slip in 
and out; whereas tbe relieving shift would hate to stay in there and work, and they would find it very 

. ^nP'easiint. . In these eases 1 admit that it may necessitate the men waiting a little longer, should there 
m ^le ^llCC P0'nted out, but to got over that they would in future fire earlier,

""O- Do you know that men will drill right up to the last minute but what thev will get a hole off? 
xes; but it is an exceptional occurrence to fire at the end of a shift; and it would bo an exceptional 
°n/.1irr™'li® ^ the.hole to the last moment. A case of that kind would be one iu many hundred.

the whote of the parties working on blasting ground, it is your opinion that a great majority 
e shift? There would be nothing, in my opinion, to prevent theirof them do not fire on the close of the _

firiug as much earlier as this relief business would necessitate. It is only a matter of arranging 1 heir 
'mna IV5er*am ’jo’^hcr of miimies earlier; and I see uo reason why il should not be done. ° D 
--GS. Itet. I think you will admit with me tint, in the great majority of cases where blasting operations 

011 1U ^'e <^ercilt faco?: it is not the exception but the rule that they fire about the end of 
shirt. Many parties certainly do fire towards the close of the shift; but, knowing that they are not 
required to go into the face to point out things to their mates, they lea\e it until the end of the shift, 
it it were the rule that they had to point out tho condition ot the face to their mates, thev would arrange 
to complete the firing so much earlier. ^
^2?' ,11.cases where it could not he, it would he the exception? Tes ; quite the exception.

, a-0’1 fhink there should be no restriction on the depth of the holes bored in the open.cuts ? I 
think the operation would limit itself at a depth less than what could be considered a dangerous depth. 
^ w°u*". he inconvenient to bore an unduly deep hole; and it, therefore, would not ho attempted, 
iio ho the danger in connection with a long hole other than there ivould be in a short

t+i P0111*61^ ou*' before, the only danger 1 can see, that might he considered an increase, is this :
. t'10 charge has to pass through a greater lineal depth to roach its destination; and, should there be
irregularities in the ground, this charge would bu\ v to pass through a greater number of irregularities 
before reaching its destination ; hut in view' of the fact that one long hole may do as much as three small 
holes, and not nearly reach the total depth of three small holes, that is one reason why deep holes should 
not be prohibited. ' J i

n i t^°re .teregularites, Is there not a great danger in getting the explosives to the bottom in 
a deep hole. According to the number of irregularities you pass through, so you meet so many dangers; 
but you pass through more irregularities in three shallow' holes than vou would iu one deep "hole to do 
the same work. " 1
2273. do not want to infer that, instead of'one 15-foot hole, you should hare three 5-foot holes ? The 
comparison is the same; it is just a malter of degree.
2274. Say you are tailing up a “ lift’1-.—there is a great deal of danger in connection with taking up 
these lilts if you bore deep holes. Holes aro bored to a greater depth sometimes than take; and 
don t you think it would be very dangerous iu those cases ? I do not see that any danger can arise from

osion a S1,eater degree in a deep hole than iu a shallow one.
*,2/5. What I mean to say is, that the shorter holes are so arranged that the holes will be uncovered by 
the explosion ; whereas in deeper holes a lot of the hole remains eoiercd after the explosion ? Covered 
oo--• tvSC tn:Uc . 0lll-v’ if il Sl,cecssfui shot: and as a rule all shots are successful.

0,lrintention has never been drawn to shaits fired m the open-cut —where a hole has been bored 
io it, ana the explosion has only uncovered 10 ft, and, on blasting later on, it turned out that part of 
he charge had been left in the “ bottom ’’ unexploded ? I have never heard of that. That might just as 

Jt'cly happen in smaller holes. I have never had any direct evidence, where a good explosive, properly 
tampeck has been used, that any part of the charge has remained unexploded. "

^j11 said on Saturday that, in your opinion, in those open excavations underground, carried on 
principally m the sulphide portions of the workings ot the mines, a man should never he placed to work 
in any position but what he could command the “ back that would mean that 9 ft. to 10 ft. over the stamnn 
097U, d whC d;stence ? Yes, as far as that over the staging. °

S. Would not the safest way bo to take out 10 ft. and put in your permanent timber, so that you 
would always have a staging of permanent timber to work from ? I think it would ho perfectly safe to 
carry a stage up a moderate distance. It might he either a stage or the ore you are breaking which you 
could let remain underfoot to stand on. In accordance with the nature of the ground you a°re operating 
upon so you would vary the height before putting in permanent timber. ”
*.2/9. I believe all ground is susceptible to atmospherical changes ? Tes, in time ; but it docs not take 
Jong to put in timber.
2281). No ; but there would be great danger say a stope was taken to a height of 30 ft., and that all 

ic ore on the floor had to be taken out;—would there not be a great danger while taking out the ore
owing to the unsatety el the roof ? The character of the ground would alter cases. If tbe ground wmiild 
not stand stand sufficiently long you would limit the height.
2281.. Jim Kojwr.] Mr. Polkinghorne is coming to this—whether there ought not to be some definite 
mint Deyond which sloping should not he allowed to go in this way? 1 do not think that placing a 
definite limit would meet the majority of eases where accidents might happen, because, in the great 
ookoYc 0 thc 3t°Pes. are earned to within the limit that would be considered perfectly safe.
2,8* it a limit were made it would encourage men to go up to that limit in eases where otherwise they 
would not; therefore it would ho better to leave thc height of the stope to the man in charge ? Tes; 
working under the instruction of the inspector of the district.
2283 The proper limit would be so very variable, that were you to leave a permitted maximum it would 
havo that tendmicy™^ mCn t0 ad°pt’lt aS tilC he’ghf: "'llicl1 t,)e7 shoulci Teacl1 ia :l11 cases ? Tes ; it would

4f8it Yr‘ 1*°lhn$I!°rne:] ^ "ill agree with me that 10 ft. is a sufficient height to enable sill-timbers 
to be placed in position f Tes; but there is certain ground which will not admit of the timbers being 
orought as close as 10 ft. to the face ; so it would mean a minimum close on 20 ft. overhead before you 
could put in any permanent timber, because, when you put in the sill, that occupies (sav) 9 ft., and leaving
permanent timber0''01, 1 ^ W°U d br“1S y°U cIose on 20 ft' before J011 could, with “safety, put in any

2285. Nino feet will take up the usual sill-timber—9 feet is thc height required to go before you can get
your
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your timber in ? Iu cases where it is safe to put your timber close to the ground (roof) ; but there Ato E. J. 
cases where it is not safe to put permanent timber within 10 feet of the roof (“back”). Horwood.
228G. Uis Honor.'] How is it there are cases where it is not safe to put the timber within a certain 
distance of the roof? If you put the timber comparatively dose to tlie ground (roof or “ back”), you ujr’ ' 
have no means of protecting it from the large lumps—sometimes running up to 20 tons—that are brought 
down in those excavations. You want something to distribute the concussion. You want to have room 
to p01(cr your permanent timber with a layer of old useless timber, and upon that, again, a quantity of 

dirt.
2287. Mr. Polhngltornc.] But you w'ould not require 10 feet above your sill limber in order to get suffi
cient room ? \ou may not; but, if you are only going to put in one set at a tune, the men are exposed 
to danger longer than if allowed to work up the excavation to three or four floors,
22SS. Tf the excavation was only worked to within 2 feet of the sills would not the men be working closer 
to tho 1 back, and would that not give them an opportunity of seeing whether there was any dangerous 
portion in tbe “ back” ? Ten feet is the height of thc face when linished. They arc working, when 
putting in their holes, within a few feet of it, as they are standing on the ore broken down. Of course, 
when the work in the face has been finished, an efficient stage should be in position within 10 feet of the 
ground.
2280. Always keeping the stage within 10 feet of the "back” ? Yes, if the men are going to work under 
the “ back.” ’ & °
2290. You said you did not think it was beneficial to the company that men should be working in stopes 
in too close proximity to one another ? It is detrimental to the company’s interest in most cases.
2291. Wherever possible the men have been distributed to the best advantage ? Yes, taking into con
sideration the nature of the ore demanded by the treatment works.
2292. You will admit that two parties working directly over one another—one, say, on thc sixth floor, and 
the other on the seventh floor—aro too close f It depends on the width of the floor.
2293. But J mean directly under? As a rule, it would be a mistake, to work so close as that.
229i. You are quite agreed that engine-drivers in charge of winding engines'where men are hoisted 
should be certificated men? Yes. I may be allowed to make mention regarding deep boles in quarry 
work, ] was going to point out a little while back that an additional safety in the use of deep holes, as 
compared with shallow holes, is that, in tho event of a premature explosion, there is less danger with a 
deep hole. .Further, when the shot is fired at the proper tune, the material scatters less with a deep hole. 
A deep hole will shift as much as two shallow holes ; and two shallow holes would scatter material much 
more, and be a source of much more danger than one deep hole. It is much easier to overload a light 
hole than a deep hole, and thus scatter rocks, because the larger thc quantity you are dealing with, the 
less effect a few extra pounds have. '
2293. Mr. Williams.] In your evidence, you referred to some statements tendered by John O’Brien as 
being grossly exaggerated ? 1 did.
229C5. You said that it was a lalse charge ? I said words to that effect in reference to one of his 
statements,
2297. Did you understand tbe quest ion as put to you by Mr, Edwards as portendiug any future proceed
ings ? L simply answered the questions put to me.
2298. You did not consider any question was put to you with an idea of involving intimidation ? I
simply answered all questions put to me without thought of intimidation or anything else apart from the 
matter. r t> i
2299. You are aware of tbe difference in thc education of yourself and that man? Yes.
2300. And in your relative positions ? Yes.
2301. And you will admit this—that thc less a man is educated, the more inclined is he to exaggerate ? 
I don t see how that should be made an excuse for exaggeration.
2302; Do you not think that education enables a man to view things around him with more impartiality ? 
Not iu the ease of everyday facts. It would, no doubt, operate in cases where there were complicated 
circumstances ; but there only,
2303. Have you ever seen 0 Bricn up there while working under the contractors? I saw him while 
engaged in removing sulphide ores.
2301. In the company s employ, or the contractors ? He was in Lewis and Duxbury’a employ at tlie time 
I speak of.
2303. Have you ever seen him in the employ of the company, apart from the contractors? Not to my 
knowledge, “
2306. Aon admit the possibility of men viewing things from their standpoint, in a manner different from
what you would : you would not expect O’Brien to view things as you would? For plain matters of 
tact, 1 should, '
2307. It has been stated that thc men have a better knowledge of the workings of the mine than the 
shift-bosses, and the shift.bosses than the foremen, and so on. Therefore, in deciding a plain matter of 
fact, you would consider that O’Brien had an advantage over the shift-boss, who only occasionally visited 
the face, (say) in a case of danger ? No. In minor matters of danger 1 would, such as an unreliable 
roof.
2308. You will admit that a man working in a face continuously would,.necessarily, know more of what 
w as occurring there than would the man who only pays the face a visit once or twice in a shift ? That is 
the general rule.
2309. The man who continuously works in any place would know more about the general method of 
operation than you ? No ; I do not say that, "
2310. 1 put that question for analogy only;—do you think an efficient manager would know more than 
the man who is working there the whole time? The manager acts on his oivn judgment, aided by the 
judgment of all those who are assisting him.

'L 1JOt Poss'^c—fr‘om your knowledge of thc workings up there—that O'Brien might have spoken 
as ho did from a natural tendency to exaggerate things, rather than a wilful intention to come here to do 
you harm ? 1 have no opinion on the mail’s character. I never heard of him before.

His Honor: Mr. Horwood did not express any opinion as to whether O'Brien was wilfully misrepre
senting facts, but simply said that O'Brien, as far as his knowledge went, had made a mistake.
Mr. Williams : Very good, your Honor; I am glad to hear you say that. 2312.
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E. J. 2312. You do not intend to eliarge that man with a wilful perversion of the truth, but simply to place 
Horwood. your opinion in juxtaposition with his ? It is not always a case of opinion; it may be a case of perversion 

i °f fact.
uj, ^-2313, It may be prejudice ? But prejudice has nothing to do with truth.

Sis Honor: It is for me to determine whether O'Brien was accurate or mistaken, from the other 
evidence I have heard.
Mr. Williams I did not leant any impression to arise that there was an// intimidation on the part of 
the Company to prevent men coining here. Another thing, your Honor: Is not this Commission 
appointed to inquire into the correctness of thc report submitted, to the Minister for Mines by the Chief 
Inspector of Mines, and the report submitted to the latter by thc Inspector of Mines?
His Honor : The Commission has nothing to do with what anyone may have said.
Mr. Williams : What limit is there on the word “ recently," as appearing in the instrument appointing 
the Commission ?
His Honor: I cannot answer that question.
Mr. Williams: Have we had any evidence from inspectors that accidents have occurred, and have they 
occurred recently ?
His Honor : The Commission takes cognizance of the fatal accidents that have happened during ihe last 
three years, and of the non-faial accidents that have occurred during’the last two years.
Mr. Williams : May I presume to ash your Honor to summon the Chief Inspector of Mines and the 
Inspector of Mines, so that we may be the better enabled to arrive at a correct solution of the difficulties 
with ‘which we are surrounded ?

■ His Honor : I do not think that Hr. Slee knows anything about the subject inlimalch/; and 1 certainly 
do not intend to bring him, up from Sydney, The Local Inspector is here, and will be examined as a 
witness.

2314. ilfr. Edwards.2 I think you would have no objection to a hard-and-fast rule prohibiting men from
continuing a hole from a “bottom ” ? Apparently, you cannot expect some men to take sufficient care to 
ascertain that “ bottoms ” are not dangerous, and I do not think such a rule as you suggest would he 
objected to. *
2315, His Honor?] How would you define a “ bottom ” for that purpose ? The part of a drill hole left in 
a face. In some cases, of course, the hole may be 2 or 3 feet long. There is a certain amount of 
danger in all “bottoms.”
231(3. A “ bottom ” is that part of a hole not acted upon by tlie explodent ? Yes; thc explodent may not 

' operate right down to the bottom of the bore.
2317. ‘Would you, Mr. Horwood, make it a hard-and-fast rule that you must never re-bore from an old 
bore, or would you allow miners the discretion to utilise an old bore if they thought fit;—of course, after 
testing to see that there is nothing left in it ? I think if men would bear in mind that these “ bottoms ” 
should bo considered dangerous, and that they required careful treatment, the case would be met just as 
well as if a regulation were framed ; because many of these holes could be used again, and the regulation 
would be broken, and there would be no chance of detecting the men. It is one of those eases where, if 
a regulation were made, if would be frequently broken.
23L8. Ho I understand that it is never permitted to a miner to put in a bore anywhere without permission 
of the shift-boss ? Jt is exceptional, your Honor, that a shift-boas is referred to as to where a hole should 
be put in. It is only in cases ivherc the men show themselves deficient in judgment that the boss 
interferes. ‘
2319. Tho shift-boss lias tho right to say to a contractor that he shall not put a bore in without consulting 
him? Where he sees that the interest of the miner or of the comjiany is being affected detrimentally 
by the position in which a hole is being bored, he has the right to stop the hole and have it put in in his 
own way.
2320. Hon’t you think this—a modification of Mr. Edwards’ suggestion—would bo a good rule: that no
man be allowed to bore from an old “ bottom” without first obtaining permission from tbe shift-boss or the 
man in charge of the work ? That might load to a lot of delay. *
2321. But is not thc shift-boss always to be found within a few minutes? He might be within a few 
minutes’ walk of the face ’where the “ bottom” is, but tho miner might not find him within an hour. It 
might so happen that the miner would be following in his wake some considerable distance before 
finding him,
2322. You think it should be left to the discretion of the miner himself? I think it is one of those 
matters that could be left to the miner himself.
2323. Mr. Edwards.] Or a clause drawing attention to the danger might be embodied in tbe working 
rules ? Yes ; the attention of the men could be drawn to the danger.
2324. His Honor.] Would it bo possible to test all unexploded boles by putting in another charge? A 
test should be made in all holes the bottom of which cannot be seen.
2325. That would be with a detonator and small portion of a plug of explosive ? Yes.
2326. That rule, then, would be a safe one to adopt ? I think it would be better to have such a rule. If 
these “ bottoms” M’cre not to be utilised tlie miner would not take the same care to see whether any 
unexploded material was iu them. He would bore holes near them, and, when fired, loose pieces of 
explosive would probably be scattered with tbe burden ; and this would give rise to a danger just as great 
as if he bored into an uuexplodcd part, because, in breaking up afterwards with his hummer, an explosion 
would inevitably follow.
2327. You think it would be a good rule for every old “ bottom " to be tested with a small charge ? Yes; 
every old hole, where there is a doubt, should be re-exploded.
2328. Into which you cannot see to be sure that if contains no unexploded explodent? Yes ; jn all those 
cases it would be a good rule to insist upon their being re-exploded.
2329. That being done, you would not make any rule as to re-boring in an old bole? I do not think I 
would.
2330. That would pretty well ensure the risk being done away with ? I think it would.
2331. Mr. Bolkinyhorne.] I believe, as a rule, miners do not bore any deeper than i hey can possibly help ;— 
it. would necessarily follow that, if only portion of a burden wore brought down, they would re-ebarge in 
order to bring down that portion left behind? It might be considered, in some cases, more economical

. . to
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to deepen the hole and then charge it than to fire the hole without boring; and I dare say it is more -
often done in that way. There are plenty of cases where it would be more advantageous if the hole were
deepened, ^ July 1397,'
2332. I think thc method generally adopted is to re-charge the hole and explode it? Where you are not ’
limited as to the distance you are going in tho direction of a hore-hole, I think, in many cases, it would
be better to deepen the hole, _ _ ■
2333. Uis Honor] Thfe rule proposed would not interefere with the action of the miner in either case ?
Mr. Polkinghorne means, I think, that you should not only put in enough explosive in the second charge ,
to explode the unexploded material, but to bring down thc burden. _
2334'. Mr. rolkinghorne] You would not object to one of tbe working rules providing that, in all 
cases, all 11 bottoms” in any place where a strange party of men might be put to work should be examined 
by the man in charge or the shift-boss? I think 1. would make each man responsible for his own 

■“ bottoms.” _ _ t
2335. But the “ bottom ” may have been left twelve months ago, and the man responsible be in West 
Australia ? That would be an exceptional case, of course; and you could say equally as well that the 
shift-boss might also have left. _ *
233(5. But when a party arc being put on after another party, should not tbe shift-boss take precautions ?
.1 do not think it would be fair to make him responsible. _
2337. His Honor] ]STo harm would be done in that case by putting in a detonating charge ? I think in all 
.cases it should be tbe rule that “bottoms” be re-exploded before being deepened. ^
2338. jlfr. Edwards] You could not put that responsibility on to a shift-boss? iSo; he would only know 
in exceptional cases.

Mr. Edwards-. I. understandi your Honor, that the.practiceof 7>ien.going toold^loftoms'' (tndconhnmnq 
them has been productive of several accidents in different parts of thc colony—accidents that have been 
brought about purely by ignorance, and there should be a rule for thc purpose of preventing repetition of 
such accidents: making it compulsorij to re-erplode all old 11 bottoms” would meet the case. Ax an 

■ instance, 1 could quote the accide.nt in the “ British.”
Mr. Polkinghorne; The men, in that case, mere boring a new hole, which came in contact with an old one.
That shows the necessity of rc-exploding a hole that has not brought its burden.
Mr. Edwards : That is the suggestion His Honor has made.
Jlis Ifonor : You think it would be better to neither rc-borc a “bottom ” nor bore another hole near it, 
without first putting in it a detonating charge?
Mr. J-’olkinghorne: J believe miners of ability arc very careful about old “ bottoms," but some men are 
not as careful as they should be; and, seeing that carelessness as to 11 bottoms" would prove a. source of 
danger, not only to themselves, but to others, your suggestion could, with advantage, be adopted.

Alexander Stewart sworn and examined :—
2339. Mr. Edwards] Your name is Alexander Stewart ? Yes. A. Stewart.
2340. You are General Manager of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited? Yes. ^------
2341. You have occupied that position for how long? About three years. 19 July, 1897.
2342. Would you tell the Commissioner. Mr. Wtewart, what experience you have had, and your different 
qualifications as a mine manager? I hare been regularly trained to mining. During thc last twenty-five 
years I have been engaged in mining only, and have had charge of some very large works. X do not think 
I would detail my further experience, but would be glad to answer any questions as to it.
2343. His Honor] I understand you were brought from Spain direct to hold this office ? Yes.
2344. Mr. Edwards] I think, as manager of the Tharsis Mine, you had very large experience in open-cut
work ? Yes. _
23-15. Can you give tho Commissioner some idea as to the quantity of malerial that was removed from thc 
open-cuts there, aud under your superintendence ? I think we moved about 2,000,000 tons per annum, 
milking about 20,000,000 tons for tbe time I was there.
2346. ILis Honor.'] To what depth did the open-cuts extend ? Between 500 and 600 feet from the 
surface.
2347, That is the vertical depth ? Yes,
2345. What was the nature of the rock? Very much similar to the country rock here; but the ore was 
very much harder.
2349. The climate is not very much unlike thc Broken Ililt climate, but the rainfall is heavier ? Yes; 
the average rainfall there is about 24 inches per annum.
2350. What is the average here? Prom 9 to 10 inches.
2351. Bor thc purpose of working the mine here, you have several departments under you, viz.,the under
ground workings, the surface workings, thc metallurgical, and thc engineering divisions? Yes; besides 
others. Wo have an establishment at Pori Pirie, too, which is also under my charge; audit contains 
several departments.

Mr. Edwards : But they -would be outside ihe scope of this Commission, your Honor ?
His Honor: Yes.

2352. Mr. Edwards] I suppose, in selecting thc officers who are in charge of these different departments, 
and also those lower in grade to them, you havo chosen men who are substantially qualified for the 
difterent duties? Yes; men who are specially qualified, and thc very best men that can be obtained.
2353. That is, ranging from thc assistant manager to the “ powder-monkey” in the open-cut? Yes.
2354. His Honor] Do you make all the appointments yourself? They aro all referred to me,
2355. Aud you exercise final discretion? 1 do.
2356. Mr. Edwards] The first subject for inquiry by His Honor, Mr. Sfewart. is as to the cause, or tho 
causes, of accidents which have recently taken place in certain mines and quarries in this district; and it 
has been suggested that ventilation is a matter to be inquired into;—what can you say in reference to 
ventilation as regards the Proprietary Mine’s different workings underground? 1 have not the slightest 
doubt but that it is as good as it can be. T. have had no advice of any accident that has occurred through 
deficient ventilation.
2357. ft is in the interest of thc mine to see that ventilation of the best is secured ? Yes.
2358. Both for the safety of the men and the timber ? Yes. 2359.
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A. Stowart. 2359. It has been suggested that the contract system has given rise to an increase in the accidents:—can 
you say that there is any ground or any justification for such a suggestion ? ITrom the experience I have 

19 July, 1697. contract work—not only here, but elsewhere—I can say that it tends altogether in an opposite
direction. . '
2360. Arc there reasons for that? In contract- work you naturally breed a very much better class of 
worker—more expert men, with more interest in their work; and these men arc less liable to meet with 
accidents than the slow men on day-labour who take no interest in what they are doing. *

* 2361. In connection with this, it was said that accidents were introduced by reason of the contractors
having to rush their work in order to make the average pay or average remuneration obtaining in day- 
labour? That is a mistaken idea altogether, because contracts in this district—iu thc Proprietary Mine 
at any rate—are fixed and based on tho average work that can be got from an average man to make the 
ruling rate of wage. _ _
2362. As a matter of fact, what is the average rate earned by men working on contract? I thiuk a fair 
average would be 10s. 9d.

. 2363. How many men have you employed at present in the Proprietary Mine ? 2.500.
2364-. Could you say how they are distributed ? About 000 are underground, and tho rest are on tbe 
surface. _
2365. Sis Sonor.'] And of those, can you give the number in the open-cut doing navvy work ? About 
350 are engaged in open-cut work alone.
2366. Mr. Edwards] The open-cut work is done by day-labour, which is employed by the contractors 
under the company ? Tes.
2367. Those contractors being under your supervision? Tes.
2368. The largest contract, I understand, is let to Baxter and Saddler? Tes. _ _

' 2369. And 1 think they arc recognised as competent a firm of contractors as there is in the colonics?
Tes, I think so. They have got a very good name all over the colonies, and have done a large amount of 
work.
2370. As to the plant that is used in the open-cut contracts. It was stated here by a witness the other
day that the plant was in a very defective condition, and that no attention was paid to the ropes or to the 
books used either for hauling trucks or lifting skips;—from your own personal inspection, can you see 
any justification for a statement of that sort ? Not the slightest. Such a statement is untrue. _
2371. It was stated that no person was appointed by the contractor to see to the condition of the working 
gear ? That is equally untrue.
2372. As to the number of accidents that have occurred on tho Barrier—have they increased of late? I 
am really not in a position to give the. information for tho whole of the Barrier.
2373. Well, then, for your own mine? I do not think so. I do not think they have increased in pro
portion to the increased work done. _ _
2374'. Can you account for the principal causes of accidents that have taken place in the mine? Analysing 
the total number of accidents that wo haichad. 1 think 6(1 per cent, are caused by the men or their 
mates, 30 per cent, are due to causes over which the men have more control than anv one else, and the 
remaining 10 per cent, are difficult to specify. Of course there are, and always will be, accidents, not 
only in mines, but wherever operations are carried on on a large scale,
2375. Wherever a largo body of men are employed, accidents will arise ? Tes.
2376. And I suppose no amount of human forethought or care can prevent the 10 per cent, you refer to ? 
I think not.
2377. As to the 60 per cent, that are due to the men Ihemselves;—can you tell us how they arise, and 
what suggestions you would make to prevent them ? This 60 per cent, is composed mostly of accidents 
brought about by men hurting themselves with tools, or by ore falling on them, or by falling off ladders 
or down shoots. Those accidents, 1 consider, are due to the men themselves.
2378. That is, either carelessness or incompetence? Tes ; 1 think it is fair to state generally that these 
are all due to carelessness.
2379. As to tho Incompetent men are there many incompetent men employed underground by you ?
Not one knowingly. _
2380. Any man proving to bo incompetent is turned off at once ? Tes. _
2381. Have you done everything in your power to introduce competent and skilled men into the mine? 
Tes, we have done a good deal, and, in endeavouring to get good men, have spent a large sum of money.
2382. That is, in importing men from other parts ? Tea. -
2883. Before doing that, did you exhaust the market here ? Tes.
2384. And then you engaged men from the gold-fields in Victoria? Tes; and all those men were
engaged for us by competent men. _ ■
2385. And engaged at the same rate of wages as were ruling here ? Tes. _
2386. Did you receive any assistance from the local labour body to get men here competent, to work in 
the mines ? No ; on the contrary, we received a great deal of opposition. The different bodies of men, 
when they arrived here, could not find places to live in ; and none of tlie boarding-houses would admit 
them.
2387. Were the boarding-houses influenced by tbe labour parties? I am not in a position to know.
2388. Ton have done your utmost to put into tbe mines tho most competent men ? Quite so; and I will 
always endeavour to obtain competent men.
2389. I believe men are put in the mine, so long as they arc competent, irrespective of whether they 
belong to any union or not ? Tea;
2390. No distinction whatever is drawn ? No.
2391. None is recognised in any way ? No.
2392. Since the contract system has been introduced can you say what effect it has had on the mine and
the work that has been done, in relation to the number of men employed;—I take it that the greater the 
number of men employed underground the greater the number of accidents that will happen. In that 
respect, what effect have you found to result from the operation of the contract system ? The Proprietary 
Company’s experience of day-labour underground is this:—Under day-labour, it was found necessary to 
employ about double tho number to get through the same amount of work. If day-work had continued, 
fhere would have now been no accidents, as thc mine would have been shut down. However, the 
contract system has been introduced : and, as it has considerably reduced the number of men, so (I take 
it) it has also reduced the number of accidents. 2393,
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2303. I suppose the fact that men can earn such high wages under contract induces the best men to come A- Stewart. 
torward t Yes, there is not the slightest doubt as to that. ^
2394'. Mr. Horwood has told us that he has known men to make from 20s. to 40s. a shift for a fortnight10 Jul.v'1SP7' 
a a time. Yes, I have no doubt as to that. 1 consider that thoroughly competent miners are making 
at least 12s. per shift. ^ 1 0
otoc’ S° lo tlie worlc’s <Jonc!' l'ou are only too glad that they should earn these profits ? Yes.

. , • "Y0 an-'',™ j]16 Y11 enSYecl underground asked in any way or forced to take any unreasonable 
risk that is not mcidenlal to their work ? J. am quite sure no one is. Of course, incases of accidents, 
men are required to take risks; hut, for those occasions, we always find men udUuig to volunteer their 
services. b
239/, .Ihesc underground rules t! A ”] were prepared by you P Yes.
2398. Do you think it possible, without hampering operations greatly, to add in any way to those rules ?
1 do not think so. I do not wee where they can be altered very well/
2399. Taking them generally, those rules embrace everything required for the safety of the men, if they 
would only adhere to them P I think so. Purther, if you enlarged those rules and made them apply to 
details, the probabilities arc that it would lead to accidents. You cannot bind a man up to do an operation

ral'llci3iar wjty._ 1 find it is better to leave details of operations to the men employed in them, ’
e greater in number, the less likelihood is there of menth 

Yes.
2400. And 1 suppose the longer the rules, or 
reading thorn or paying them any attention ?
2401. I suppose the shift-boss is tho man who is best able to tell men what they should do under certain
circumstances ; and this would give greater satisfaction than a number of hard-and-fast detailed rules P
lea. *
2402 In fact, there are innumerable cases where it is impossible to make any rule, and where thc men 
must he Jett to the direction of the shift-boss or foreman P Yes.
2403 Is it your opinion that the men read, or attempt to work by, those printed rules ? The rules are 
stuck up about the pmee , out I really do not know whether the men read them or not
2404. At any rate, they are put there for all to read if thev think fit P Yes ; aud the officers, as far as 
they possibly can, insist upon the rules being observed by the men.
2405. Have your officers instructions to supply underground men with all material they may require in 
order to make their workjnjjs safe ? Yes, anything necessary*
2406. There is no limit ? Ho, none whatever. ‘
2407. Arc they provided with tho very best tools that can be procured? Yes ; the very best tools and
material that can bo procured. '
2vv?'i Are W01‘kmY under"r0UTM encouraged to report any dangerous ground, or place, at once to the 
shift-boss or foreman ? les; and it is their duty to do so. 11
2409. If they do not do it, can accidents be avoided? Ho.
2410. Can you tell how many men you have had to discharge during the last twelve months for incom-
pctence, drunkenness, or nisobedience of orders ? I think we have had to discharge men to the average 
of about seventy-five each year for the last two years, for offences which might directly have caused 
accidents. Of that number, perhaps one-half would have been discharged for drunkenness on the works ■ 
eight were discharged last year for leaving shots undischarged in the faces without giving any advice. 
home were discharged for smoking, some for sleeping, and some for lighting fires, and an average of about 
3u0 per annum for incompetence. 6
2411. How many actually left thc mino during the last two years ? Somewhere about 2,500 or 3 000 per
annum. Of course some have gone away, come back, and been re-engaged, and these would appear twice 
in the numbers I have quoted. <= o , n

S?Ele have left their o«n accord; and some have been discharged? Yes ; a good many have 
Jett or their own accord. > * j

2413 1 suppose the present system of timbering underground is the best one, in your opinion, that can 
be adopted for working an ore body of this description ? I think it is a thoroughly safe system
2414, As safe for the men as any that could be adopted? Yes.
2415. In addition to the timber, you fill in the places that have been exploited ? Yes.
_416. In reference to the question of explosives. There is one rule in your working regulations which 
says that no missed-hole shall be unramtned ? Yes.
2417. Do you think that is a good hard-and-fast rule to havo ? Ho. This rule was adopted by us because
it appeared m the Government regulations. It is quite impossible for us fo frame rules contrary to the 
Government regulations. -
2418. What alteration would you make in that rule? This rule and ofhers-espeeially those referring to 
explosives—in the Government regulations, were framed in 1872. They appeared first of all in “he 
Imperial Coal Mines Act of 1872, and were evidently copied bv this Colony when the Act of 1874 was 
beingtramed. All those rules are framed on blasting-powder—ns that is the explosive that was in use 
in 18/2~anfl they have no proper application to higher explosives.
2419. II/s Honor.] The regulations in force, under our 1874 Act, were borrowed from the rules under the 
Imperial Coal Mines Act? Yes.
2420. Powder is still used in coal mines ? To a great extent it is,
2421. And hardly used in your mines? Ho, not in the ore. It is almost unknown underoround in
the ore. ° ’
2422. Mr. Edwartfs.] What form should the alteration take? I would suggest that it would bo safer as
a general rule, not to unram the charge, but to remove the stemming, or partof thc stemming—to remove 
it to such a distance that a new charge can be placed over it, which, when fired, wouldYxnlodc the 
original charge. , ’ - i
2423 What depth of stemming do you think should be left on the original charge ? I thiuk there is not 
the slightest fear m removing it down to within 6 inches of tho original charge. This rule brings out 
another danger that we are specially subject to, should its provisions be carried out; i.e, the boring of a 
new hole at a safe distance from thc original hole. It is very likely that the now hole will blow out the 
original charge unexploded, and lead to an accident in that way. I think the balance of safety is very 
much in lavour of withdrawing portion of the stemming. J J
2424. I suppose, in the case of carbonate ores, some of “the dynamite might find its way into the smelter 
furnaces ? Yes ; we have already found unexploded cartridges on the smelter floors, which had evidently 
been sent up from underground* 910- ^

258—M ‘
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A. Stewart. 242-5. And, in addition to that, there would he the danger likely to befall men working amongst those 
197^1897 942s witk tlieir hammers'? les.

u'’ ‘ t 6* JJo yon Ihiuk a charge could he exploded by leaving 0 inches of stemming between it and the
94.9 J18Jve 'r' ^ ^ink there is no fear of its missing at a distance of G inches.

-7. I believe some recent experiments haic been made by highly-skilled experts in that direction? 
e®. In their experiments they went up to a depth of 14 inches of solid stemming; and they could 

94^9a^"S courlt on exploding a charce with that depth of solid stemming over jt.
-4-8 I) o you think it is necessary (hat glycerine compounds should be tamped ? Certainly. That brings 
m° on t o another clause calling f,iT comment in tho fi-overnment liegulations. It is laid down that no 
lron or steel tamping-har shall he used unless mounted with at least 4 inches of copper. That is altogether 
out of date ; and if we followed it now, we would be taking considerable risk. This rule was also made at 
R1 thn e when blasting-powder only was used, and, for that, tbe miners wanted a heavy stemmer—a stemmer 
with some weight in it, so that they eould pound the charge home. Hut, with high explosives, it is 
altogether different. They should be squeezed home with pressure only, and so should their stemming. 
24-29. The dynamite should then be first pressed with a firm pressure? Yes. There should be no 
concussion. '
2430, And then the st emming should he pressed home firmly on thc explosive ; and with that there is no 
dange r ? Jib danger at all.
2431. I suppose the use of any metal lamping-har is to be condemned altogether—either copper, steel, or
iron ? Yes. "
2432, And softwood tamping-hars are provided throughout the whole of your workings? Yes; and they 
are quite sufficient for all purposes.
2433. Hi# Honor.] As powder is still sometimes used in the open-cuts, I suppose yon would, in point of 
fact, split the rule—make a distinct rule for powder, and one for the higher explosives, sc as to allow men, 
if they were using gunpowder, to tamp heavily with a metal tamper, copper-tipped? ] would prefer, 
your Honor, that thc metal stemmer should not be used in any case.
2434 AVliat would you use with powder? A wooden rammer is quite sufficient. You can ram it home 
quite sufficiently with a wooden stemmer. I consider a competent man is quite able to stem his shot 
properly with a wooden stemmer.
243d. So you would make one rule -which would exclude a stemmer of any metal? Yes.
2130. Mr. Edwards.] Even in copper there is an dement of danger? hto, [ do not think so : hut there 
is no need for it, and. I do not think any company would supply a stemmer of copper; the expense would 
be too great,
2437. Of course, you could have a wooden stemmer shod with copper ? Yes.
2438. But, in your opinion, a wooden rammer would he better? Yes.
-2439. Uh Honor.] To meet the probable ignorance of some men, would it not he better to distinguish 
between gunpowder and high explosives, in face of thc fact that we have powders, which really are not 
Tonus of gunpowder, that are fired by detonation ? 1 would certainly prohibit the use of iron and steel.
'2440. You ivonld think it risky to attempt to distinguish between gunpowder and other explosives, 
because of the other inventions that are continually coming out? Yes.
2441. ilfr. Edwards.] There is a regulation that a workman shall not have in use at one time in any one 
place more than 6 lb. of explosive ; that would hamper operations very much if adhered to? Yes ; and 
I think observing that rule would tend to increase accidents. There is greater risk in taking thc 
explosives from thc magazine to the face than in actually handling them in the working face. If, instead 
of making one trip for explosive, they made two, the danger would be increased.
2442. Then you think that no limit should be placed on the quantity ? I do not think that any advantage 
can he got by stating a fixed quantity.
2443. Por instance, a round of machine holes would take a considerable quantity of dynamiter Yes, a 
very large quantity sometimes.
2444. Banging up to a half-hundredweight or so for seven or eight holes ? Yes
2445. So if that rule were adhered to, or even approached in any way, mining operations would be at a 
standstill;—you would not he able to use your machines ? That depends, I think, upon the meaning of 
this rule.
2446. His Honor.] Yes, it is very hard to see what the rule really does mean. It wants abolishing, and 
the question arises what rule should he inserted in place of it—of course, iu a new Act? I. consider the 
less carrying about of explosives we have in the workings underground the better.
2447. There is -much greater risk in carrying explosives some little distance than leaving them in a quiet 
corner in a box specially provided for tbe purpose ? I do not think there is any danger in having them 
in a box. and I do not see where the danger, if any, would he minimised by restricting tlie quantity to * 
Clb., since that would he quite sufficient to do all the harm possible to the men in the face.
2448. Mr. Edwards.] Then you think the powder should be kept in proper canisters ? Yes.
2449. I believe you have provided canisters ? Yes.

Hts Honor: Tt might be well to leave the inspector the right to determine what is a proper case or 
canister, and ihe quantity of explosive to be used ?
Mr. Edwards: It has occurred in the mines, here, that the men leave their candles in the box.

2450. In the case of miesed-holes, what time do you think should elapse before they are returned to? I 
think at least one hour.
2451. Do you think an hour would be sufficient time ? It is hard to say. 1 have heard of eases occurring 
at longer intervals ; but, for ordinary cases, one hour, I think, would be sufficient.
2452. His Honor^\ The risk, I understand, is defective fuse—the ability of the smouldering fuse to carry 
the fire on, even though the powder does not ? Yes.*
2453. Has any fuse been invented that cannot act in that wray in itself—that must either depend upon 
the powder or nothing ? I am not aware of any fuse possessing that quality.
2454. Has not that object been sought for ? It has been sought for in this way; to use electric fuses 
instead of powder fuse.

 2455.

* Note (on revision, question having been misunderstood):—It is my opinion that no properly-made fuse will carry on 
the fire if the powder column is awanting.
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24.)j. But, apart from that. ] mean, has tlie object never been sought after fo make a fuse that viuld A- Stewart.
thp ^POn 116 P°wdor! a!ld tllc P°'vdeP 01lly. Rot anything else ? But the fuses in use depend on n
tne ponder only. ‘ 10JulT,iS07.
^ But is not the cause of late explosions due to thc powder in thc fuse being intcreepled some- * 
sloSvalon^thp 7al .T.-'vl;.ere,iho is intercepted, because ihe smouldering fire continues
aEcetft n- v ^Se aud-> il,.,d b3r> reaclles the po^r’ That is not
Per Instance with I® t^° ^ mainPlll:ltl0n ^.V the miner who is charging tlie shot,
lor nuance, with dynamite, if the detonator is not properly cleaned out, it may not explode and the
cerHin time "won Id'^1 niay hght the upper portion of ihe charge, which, after burning for a

tt ! •? d Pr<?!™biy C5:P:ioc1c f'>e lower port ion of Ihe charge.
snrfacn ^'^T^ iTv’w? efpI^ j11 of 'he fact that it does nut a,,pear to do so on thc
W wi'ih T \ tJimk h(lll6at that 'y!l1 cxlhode dynamite is about 430° P. When vou arrive at that 
on-G Qh ■ *1y charS5:> >'ou have an explosion, even without a detonator. '
explosion ?n ye? it my th° liShtillg °f the llitro-gbrccrinc without detonating it is likely to lead to an

eSvto™™8 nnl,°SfiC l09Sttt.how ?on? thc burning will go on before the heat has been raised suffi- 
and ail sorte d: XSiag"' •" P "1>0" ^ ^ °f «• S1-™*™'. «'« *m * «. k*.

oIm' ff7’- -E£/'6W*-] fhe detonators are packed in saw-dust, 1 believe, as a rule? Yes. 
of ihe in v v° ^ ^ ?a'v'd1.ust Set.lmB over the f ulminaie of mercury would interfere with the operation 
ein Xo f,;, fi Unless the cap is properly cleaned it may prevent tho explosion of the charge. The 
cap dso may not he properly nipped on to tho fuse, which may ccmo out again.
n!acedTon7herdpnflt0f1tiep i’Cj/eS’.as d’stl%ruished from shallow ones. Do you think anv limit should be
0 teo dTT th dfPt 1 of tlle h°l03 m open-cut work ? No ; 1 do not think so. '
Til’* kVi y^^'uk any greater degree of safely is arrived at bv limiting a hole to (sav) 15 feet? No •
1 tlnnk the balance of safety is thc other way. fo ^ ^ ^ i\o,
dtlihi .A^d T°ur reasms ? Jf you divide a deep hole iuio two shallow ones, there is not the slightest
Sllw J^i°atCr riSb,ot il<i‘;,dci^ than y°u the one hole. And. besides that, two
Ole- an 0 V- d d° ess uscful work m the majority of cases. '
fs to tiliVbVp! °f th,e-f et?!) h°11G i8,1?,1got Jr°ur e’xP!«^'-e as low down as possible under thc burden it
chance d lf mCne !.L0Uld b° a preina'ture eiP,osiou °f a deep hole, the men have a better
chance to escape than would bo the ease with a shallow hole.
ye G‘ In one case, it lifts the ground and spreads its force-; and, iu the other, it scatters it around F

24G7. It has been sworn here that “bulling” u hole is very dangerous Is that vour experience P It is 
done everywhere where blasting has to be done. ' experience. at is

> is absol111fely necessary to make a chamber to receive the charge in heavy blasting ? Not ncces-
do without'** bulhug ,’Vlth°Ut’ °£ e0Urs0 ; but lE "rollld be a Vl3ry batl practice on the part of any miner to

ojeratim? Precautio11 is fa'roti in thc “bulling,” there is no appreciable danger in the

chariie^krVbi'nt- ^ou^d c^a|5S6 between the “hulling'’ of a hole aud the beginning of putting in the 
9a-tS tt- ^ i l°U CaU g6t water lnt0 tbe bole it: eould be charged at once.
Ward's P Tn ^ a casc.Yhere y0,11 ca™ot eefc wafer into a hole-when it is not bored down-
"a™s W- Vth iflw’ tleiy °Ug bt t0 P°wder the bottom of hole well with fine stuff*
charging after** billing “P CreV1Ce8YeS‘ 1 d° n0t S6e aUy nCCeSsit>' f°r a rule fixinS the for 

2473. Mr. Edwards^ 'Jlieu you think it xvould be useless to have a rule limiting any particular time
bnwaml tbe operation °f ciureiag ? 1 thbik ifc -uid b-j3ess i tS

be there ^ d 6 4 with having some common sense. If he has no common sense, he should not

^'hortomnSR T1 CT rStarx dia!'giug at once: witbout 'Tater-1*™ tbink that a man, by powdering
S^i“y)r“ or 8'>me otl’,ir I,sh‘ “"u ,h» h<>1» ““■"sf'J ■««nl

away iito^L^wF^^ tbat 8°T*of * rC fuS6 oriBina% attae^d to thc ** bulling” charge might get 
TOu^iuld ^ • I.8Upp0!S by Powdering with sand or some other light stuff,
nnpossibiliij ? 1 d° Say Jt IS ItuP0SSlble J ^ so improbable as to be on the bounds of

l°u bave n0Tel‘ bll0wn of such a case in your experience ? No.
upon its hchirnu? iJ™ w?0 °i & “ ful!e*11” llol° baviQj? something in it which has fired tho powder

bcmg lmtin? Bo. I have heard of eases of accidents in the operation of “ bulling” itself
aris5nvhfrnm!thteUri! esi?losi°i' °1f tbe ‘‘bul1” ; bull m aU mJ experience, I have never heard of an accident 
;M-n T,,, , • tb,e cbargllie of a Pole after a “ bull.’ I do not remember one single instance.
r.:/.'-: 3f T A ^ cou^°! ^ 18 S011gbt to be guided against in making a time rule, supposing a
aw 1 ■' fi 6 UUk TU d b° bett'er t0 ieavc such th'uSs iu thc ll!mds of the persons themselves who
me engaged m those operations.

tha- addiiional mspectors should bo appointed to see that 
to make P S f°r tbe+]aa;cty 0±3a'ners the Broken Hill district. Have you any remarks
ahrnAl L th r'a ex^pt that’ ljr10ylded the inspector wo have now finds he has too much to do, he 
should be supplied with assistance ; and he is the best judge of that
annoinlSrlU|>PV?:mib^PPOintime?1t "T new care sbould bc taken that a competent man is
like lbi« wbe Ai’ and b (;on8lder lbat' unless you have thoroughly competent men appointed to a district 
like this, where tiro operations are on such a large scale, you introduce an element of danger.
Quite S08Upp°Sei BOt 01lIy a 5nan of Sreat Poetical experience, but a man of unimpeachable character?

' 2482.

avaikblc^Wa^l'fZviTf l^® u1Dders.t?°pl th® concluding wordTof this question to be “when no water is 
he Al A In A ^ ’ if a™l!ible, can always bo got mto a hole, no matter at what angle the hole is bored, If it cannot 
be poured iu, it can be introduced by soaking a cloth in water, and, by this, sponging out the hole.
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A. Stewart. 2482. A man free from class-feeling or prejudice? Tes; I consider that e^ery inspector of any sort 
sh°uld he free from class-fecling or prejudice.

0 Jn \ . IS i. 245j3, A.nd utterly free from political influence? Of course. _
2434. With a view to getting over the Question of incompetence of miners, are you in favour of a system 
of apprenticing youths to underground mining? Tes; this is the only field that 1. have seen where there 
are no young men training for miners. There is not a single instance where one has come forward from 
Broken Ilill for training in the mining department _ _
248o. 'There is a rule that all men working in the face shall receive the same rate of pay. That must 
operate against apprentices ? Tes.
24Sti. That is most unreasonable ? Tes. _
2487. It puts every man in the face on the same level, no matter whether competent or incompetent? 
Tes. ,
24SS. Would you be prepared to accept apprentices in your mine as miners? I have never considered 
the proposal at all, because I have not had a single application yet. 1 should be very pleased to do what 
I could to train youths who arc fit and willing. .
24S9. I suppose they would be required to work their term of apprenticeship the same as other youths in 
other occupations ? It would be to the advantage of the youths themselves to be bound for a certain 
period. _
2-190. What minimum limit would you put on the ferm of apprenticeship ? The Proprietary’s term, now, 
for apprentices on the surface, is five years, and I have such a high opinion of thc miner a trade that I 
think five years is little enough. _ i
2491. Because striking a drill is not thc only qualification ? To ; that is the least part of the trade.
2492. Do you thiuk the training of men to do the work would tend, in the future, io decrease the number
of accidents ? I think it would. It would tend to raise the average competency of the miners in the 
district. _ .
2198. I suppose tho remuneration of apprentices is a matter that wrould have to bo left entirely in the 
hands of tbe employers ? I think so. _ _ ,
2494. A suggestion has been made that a Board of Inquiry should be appointed to investigate all cases of
minor accidents, that is accidents other ihan fatal; and that thc Board should consist of three members 
one to be elected by the men, one by the managers, and one to be appointed by the Government. Do 
yon think that any such Board is necessary : or, if appointed, will it conduce to thc amicable working of 
the mine between the men and thc managers ? 1 do not think itwould be of any benefit at all as relating 
to accidents. I think it is part of tbe Inspector of Mines’ duty to inquire into all such accidents ; and, as 
a matter of fact, lie does. If such a Board were to take this matter out of the hands of the inspector, no 
advantage, but great disadvantage, would follow. _ _
2495. A Hoard of that sort would require to be kept constantly sitting, and could be made the vehicle of 
great annoyance to the employers ? It might.
249G, It has been suggested by IIis Uonor that in some cases the inspector might be required as a 
witness ? I think be would always be required ns a witness. Be would always be giving evidence. I do 
not see any reason for such a Board. Dvery accident is reported; and tlie inspector looks into it; and 
the mine officials look into it. Every accident is carefully looked into on the part of the inspector for 
his own purpose, and on the part of the officials for the benefit of the mine. This is done whether the 
accident leads to injury or not—an inquiry by the mine officials. _
2497. Jlis Honor.'] What do you think of the suggestion to extend the powers of the Police Magistrate
to hold what you might call a Magisterial inquiry even in cases where death docs not ensue ? lor what 
purpose, your Honor? _ _
2498. Bor the purpose of enabling him to get at tho truth just in the same way ns truth is supposed to be
“ get-at-able ” by holding a Magisterial inquiry in the case of death—taking from the inspector llio 
responsibility of deciding the question, and only allowing him to come in as a witness ? I consider, your 
Honor, that the Police Magistrate would be a more suitable person to do it than a Board, no matter how 
it was constituted. But I consider tlie Police Magistrate, in an inquiry into a matter of that kind, having 
presumably no technical training, would have fo decide on evidence, and not by means of his own technical 
knowledge, and, to procure that evidence, he would bo required to call from their work tbe officers who 
knew something about the matter; and the taking away or these men would, probably, lead to further 
accidents, Such a system would, I thiuk, tend to increase accidents. ^
2-499, Supposing the inquiry look place at the spot where thc accident happened? In the case of an 
accident underground, to hold it on the spot would make it very dangerous. I do not believe in men 
being underground for any purpose at all except to do their work. _
2500. But I moan that an inquiry would not be held at Broken Hill for an accident that happened at
Tarrawingee or the Pinnacles ? Still, in the case of the Proprietary Mine, if yon had an accident, and 
had a Police Magistrate sitting in the room, he would havo to summon underground officers from ihe mine 
to submit their evidence; and, in lhat period, their special work would be looked after by some new hand, 
which might increase our accidents. _ ,
2501. Tou think it would be better for the inspector to go and see the men. and find out all details, with
out taking the men from the spot, and to form his own conclusions, and report to tho Minister ? Tes.
2502. Hr. JSihcards.] Tou think Ihe result is gained equally as well now as it would bo by a Board ? Tes.
2503. ITis Honor.] Do you thiuk it might be a good provision that tho inspector should have the right,
if he wishes to exercise it, of putting a man on his oath and making it possible that that man be prosecuted 
if ho gives false evidence ? 1 must confess that I have not much belief in the benefits of putting a man
on his oath.

1 2504. Mr. Edwards ] So you do not think that any good end would be gained by giving power to the
inspector to administer the oath and to take evidence ? I do not think so. _
2505. In reference to the underground working regulations. 1 suppose you find it necessary from time to 
time, as work proceeds and varies, to alter them? Tes ; from time to time.
2500. So it would be almost impossible to frame hard-and-fast regulations that would be applicable to all 
mines? I think it would be a great mistake to attempt to do it. As a result of an attempt in that 
direction, we have regulations before us that have no application to the present work.
2507. What subjects should hard-and-fast regulations deal with? General principles only, leaving out 
any detail of any operation, 2508.
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2508. His Konor^ I suppose vou do not think that vour own reculntions co too much into detail, A. Stewart.

the regulations in force at any particular time, properly adapted to thc mine or district for which they 
were in force, could be made enforceable by fine, then, 1 suppose, the mine would stand in the best possible 
position ? Tea ; but regulations such as those (Exhibit “ A ”) cannot bo embodied iu any Act.
2500. I mean, if the law stood in this way:—that a mine might have regulations, approved by the Minister 
for tho particular time, and changeable, with the approval of the Minister, from lime to time ; then, if 
those regulations had thc force of law, so that an infringement of them would be an offence, the difficulty 

.would, 1 suppose, be pretty well met? Yes ; I think that would tend to improve the force of our own. 
private regulations.
2510. They would then become, in fact, public regulations, although, in their original framing, they 
might have been tho work of the mine managers. After approval by the Minister, or some competent 
authority, they would become law ? I thiuk thc inspector could approve of regulations for each mine.
2511. The Minister, of course, would act on thc advice of the inspector ? That would be sufficient, then.
2512. Mr. Edwards.~\ I suppose the best rules are those issued from time to time to tho men by tho 
shift-bosses, by word of mouth? Tes ; for thc actual detail of the work.
2513. For instance, it would be impossible to make any regulation as to explosives, since new explosives 
are continually coming into tbe market ? Tes ; and the explosives we have now in use may be out of 
date in another year. It is of no use making regulations to deal with explosives of to-day. Further, I 
do not think they would do the men much good if they were made. 'They would not be read.
2511. Xo doubt some new regulations will bo framed, and become law. As to the best method of making 
them become known to the men, can you make any suggestion ? No; except by pasting them up, and 
publishing them in every way possible. You cannot possibly force a man to read them. ‘
2515. I. suppose the mines might supply them to all men on application ? Tes, I do not think there 
would he any objection to that at all.
251.(1. Mis J-fonor.'] Can you say how much it actually costs thc mine to have printed a set of regulations 
like these (Exhibit “ 11 ”j ?

Mr. Edwards: Thc Government regulations (printed on calico) cost Gd. apiece here, and are obtained 
through the Government Erinting Office. At one lime, they cost Iff. each.
Jfis Ilonor: Of course, if would not be necessary to supply thc regulations fo miners in that form ; but 
it might be a fair thing to supply every miner with a copy printed on paper as soon as he goes on to the 
mine. After twelve months, he might have another copy, but, ia the ‘meantime, be allowed io have an 
extra copy at a fixed price.
TEitness : We supply evert] man with a copy, printed on griper, of the lead-poisoning regulations.

25Lv. Mr. Edwnrdsi] It was stated by one of the witnesses the other day that the open-cuts are carried 
on in a reckless and dangerous manner, referring particularly to Baxter and Saddler’s contract;—is there 
any foundation for that, in your experience? Before proceeding further, I would like to produce the 
exact figures in connection with my statement of this morning as to the number of men discharged.
These are the actual figures:—For the 12 months ended 30th June, 1896, 21 men were discharged for 
drunkenness on the works: for the succeeding 12 months, ended 30th June, 1S97, 31 were discharged 
for the same cause: for smoking underground, in thc firat-uamed year, 30 were discharged, and, for the • 
se,cond year, 27: for lighting fires underground, in the first year, 2 ; and, in the second, 0: for leaving 
undischarged holes in the face, in the first year, 0; and, in the second year, 8: for leaving shoots 
uncovered, in the first year, 0; in the second, 1: for sleeping underground, in tho first year, 2; in 
the second, 0: 'for quarrelling underground, 2 in both periods. This makes a total of G9 in thc first, 
and 81 in tho second, year. For ineoinpotency, 2L0 were discharged in the first year and 461 in the 
second. The total movement in the first year was 2,104; and, in the second, 3,138. Of course, in these 
last figures, as I said before, there may be cases where a man has been counted more than once. I would 
also like Io submit figures as to thc tonnage handled. In the open-cut, we aro handling about 100,000 
tons of ore per annum; underground, about 300,COO tons of ore per annum; in tbe open-cut, about 
400,000 tons of waste per annum, and about 150,000 tons of filling for the same period; coke, 3,500 tons 
per month ; coal, 3,000 tons per month ; timber, 800 tons per month ; flux, 7,500 tons per month ; bullion,
2,200 tons per month ; slag, 22,000 tons per month. It is my opinion, taking these figures into account, 
that wo have nothing to be ashamed of, if compared with any other industry.
2518. Mr. Williams.'] Those figures would compare favourably wit.h any other district in the world ? Yes.
2519. And with any other indnsfry ? Yes.
2520. Mr. Edwards.] Have you any other details ? At the present time we are paying, in wages, about 
£30,000 (Proprietary only—not including outside works) por month ; for general stores, about £4,500 
per month; for timber, we aro spending about £3,500 per rnonih ; coke, £11,000 per month; coal,
£4,500 per month. These figures refer to Broken Hill ouly. I think the quantity ot explosive we are 
using here is a matter that cannot be let pass unnoticed. Of nitro-glycerine explosives, or what you 
would term high explosives, we are using 5 tons per month ; and, of powder and low explosives, nearly 
7 tons a month. Our actual consumption of explosives is from 10 to 12 tons per mouth; and, I think, 
taking thc amount of explosives used into consideration, that the number of accidents in Broken Hill due 
directly to explosives is remarkably low. I am quite sure that in no mining district in the world is so 
large a quantity used with so few accidents. I must give thc Broken Hill workmen credit for being able 
to handle such quantities with so little disaster. In round numbers, about 1,000 underground men are 
employed, also 350 open-cut men, and 1,150 on the surface works : total, 2,500 men, '
2521. Mr. Polkinghorne.] That is, actually employed on the Hill ? Yes; by tho Proprietary Company; 
not including Tarrawingee or any other place outside the Hill.
2522. Mr. Edivards,] Can you give the rate per thousand of fatal accidents ? Under two per thousand.
I consider that a very good rate. Considering the work wo aro carrying on, three per thousand would be 
a very good rate; and we are under two.
2523. ' It was stated the other day that tlie work in thc open-cut under Baxter and Saddler is carried on in 
a reckless manner;—is there any ground for that statement ? Not so far as I know.
2524. Bo you know of any precautions that could be taken by your officers that aro not taken to prevent 
accidents ? No ; but I think considerable advantage would be obtained by having the men change in tho 
face. I know that view has been expressed here, and I think it would be a reasonable course to take.

. 2525.

although, in so far as they arc framed in accordance with some of the G-ovcmment regulations, they have
l^p. nut. in fi. iv uni Kir ’frtrin-
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A. Stewart. 2525, I suppose, if tie change takes place in the face, it would entail additional work and delay on tlie 
0WDCrs : 5 increase the cost of changing very considerably ; but I think it is tlie dutv

j’ • ot all men going off shift to point out the condition of the face to the men coming on. "
2526. And on the part of the men, what loss of time would they suffer? Ycry little. I do not think it 
woujd amount to ten minutes. Besides, I find that, at tlie present time, all careful miners do wait.
2527. And the careless ones ought to be compelled to do it P Yes.
2528. Objection has been raised to that, because the shift going off fire their holes just about the time of
the relief. _ There is no necessity for their leaving the firing until so late a time ? In my experience no 
good practical miner will leave his work after firing without seeing the effect of his shot. If a man does 
do such a thing, he shows a great want of interest in his work. A miner should no more leave his face 
without seeing the effect of his firing than a marksman should close his eves without seeing the effect of 
his shot. '
2529. Objection has been taken by one of the witnesses to the batter in the open-cut; and he says that it 
is dangerously steep can you give any information upon that, Mr. Stewart ? I suppose by that is meant 
the permanent batter ; and that, I consider, has little or nothing to do with any accident that ever lakes 
place in any open-cut, because, once the permanent batter is arrived at, the men are removed from that 
point. In the working face of any open-cut work, it is impossible to keep to any fixed batter. In an 
open-cut, when worked on proper lines, the bottom ought to be put in first, and then the heads brought 
down, and then the bottom put in again. That is the theory of working an open-cut. To speak about 
tbe batter on a working face is to speak of an absurdity.
2530. Objection has been taken to the use of the “ chinaman” as being highly dangerous? I think the
answer to such a point is that, without tlie “ chinaman,” you would have Lo employ so much larger a 
number of men to do the same work as would increase the total number of accidents. Prom my experi
ence ot open-cut work, under any oilier system of working you would require to consume double the 
amount of explosive, and to employ nearly three times the mimber of men, to do the same work ; and, 
under such a condition, you would have a greatly-increased total number of accidents. *
2531. In addition to that, if you had to shift what was brought down from the faces in trucks, that in it 
itself would be an element of danger, would it not, to the men ? Yes, my experience in the past is that 
a great number of accidents are caused by truck traffic. Jn Spain the locomotives were required to go 
down tho deepest cuts; and tbe greatest number of accidents were brought about by people getting in 
front of the locomotive or trucks.
2532. And if a line of trucks were in front of a face, the men loading them would naturally be between 
the trucks and the face, and in thc event of a run of thc ground they would have a poorer chance of 
escape ? 1'cs. ^ In addition to that, the only method of loading would he by shovelling, aud that in itself 
is dangerous. They either hit themselves or someone else.
2533. Jt is said that the opeu-cut work at night time is far more dangerous than at day time, and is 
productive of a number of accidents. "What have you to say as to that ? That statement is not home 
out by the records of accidents that have taken place in the past. As a matter of fact we havo had fewer 
accidents in the open-cuts at night, and I consider the open-cast work is equally as well lighted as the 
underground workings, where candles arc used.
253d l.here is no stiuting in thc matter of light? Kone whatever. Although the open-east work ie 
n??? ■ €Cinfraet, the company supplies the light; and the men can get whatever they ask for.
2535. Js there not a rule that, if thc light becomes defective, the men are to knock off ? Yes ■ there is 
such a rule.
2536 The open-cut system is absolutely necessary, I understand, for tbe working of the mine ? It ia 
absolutely necessary to do the amount of work that we arc doing. Of course, there is no impossibility 
in doing the work by an undergound system,
2537. Assuming that, instead of the open-cut system, you adopted the underground system; would it cutail
the employment of a much larger number of men, and would it be more dangerous than the open-cut 
system ? You would require three times the number of men, and twice the amount of explosives • and 
that would cause a very great increase in the number of accidents. ’
2538. The machinery that is in use on the Proprietary Mine is all of the best description ? "We are 
continually improving the machinery, of course.
2539. Is it kept up to date ? Everything is kept up to date..
2540. And there would be no saving in having defective machinery? Ho.
2541. Is care taken to get the best quality of explosives? Yes; we always get the very best in the
market. " J
25 42, It was stated the other day that an accident might occur through a splice in the fuse. I suppose if 
there should be a splice in a fuse there is no necessity for the men to use it ? Ho.
2o43. All explosives are supplied free to the men ? Ho. Of course, in fixing a contract the amount of 
explosive to be used is taken into account; and it therefore comes to tho same thing. Charging the men 
for explosives induces them to take more care, and not waste anv.
2544. The company docs not make any profit on it? Ho. “
2545. As to the men in charge of the machinery. I suppose you engage competent' and careful men to 
take charge of machinery where men are lowered and hoisted ? Yes; where engaged in any machinery 
in connection with moving men about they are specially-selected men,
2516. It has been suggested that, at change of shift, two engine-drivers should be in the engine-shed. Do 
you see any necessity for that ? I do not. There is an old saying that two heads are better than one ; 
but there is a practical limit to that. Put two men into an engine-shed, and 1 here is a danger of their 
beginning to talk or do something that one man would not do. 1 see no necessity for having two.
2a4/ I think the reason put forward was that one man might fall in a fit or something? There is a 
possibility, of course, of that happening; but if you endeavour to guard against possibilities of that kind 
you will have to double thc staff all over.
2548. Dave you ever known it, in your experience, to be the practice to double the men on the on fines? 
Ao; not even where they have far more men than here. °

^s 'to MQkuig unprotected shafts.. Something was said about pent-houses being required at every 
iuu teet.. Jn sinking a shaft, my practice has always been in the past to select sinkers—men who have 
ia special experience in sinking shafts; and those men (as is done here) are put on contract; and
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they, practically, have control of the whole operation. If they ask for any special safety to be put into A, Stewart.
the shatt, there is 110 objection to it—none whatever. I think the greatest preventative against accident
in sinking a shatt is to get men with experience to work it. I may state that I have never seen in sinking 19 July. I8fl7.
snarls any safety appliances of that sort employed, except in one instance, where the shaft ourin<* to
special urgency, was sunk and lined at the same time. In that case, a platform was erected : and" thc
smiting was carried through without any accident.
2500. As to engine-drivers having certificates. I suppose there is no objection to their being certificated 
men if you can get them ? No. ^
2551. Would you make it a hard-and-fast rule that no man be allowed to run an engine unless he had a 
certihcale f I would never allow a man to be employed on his certificate alone. We have found here on 
the Iroprietary that certificates are passed from man to man, and you do not know whether the certifi
cates apply to the persons in whose possession they are.
2552. After all, it comes fo thc same thing—you have to inquire personally into tho man as to who he is
what he is, &c. ? xes* *

* B1,PPose the same thing would apply in reference to shift-bosses, only iu a larger decree 9 Tes 
2ou4 Jn the event ot a movement underground taking place, and the men being called out until the 
country has been secureddoyou think it would be necessary to call in the miniim inspector before tbe 
men wore again put back into that partof the mine; or would yon leave that responsibility upon tbe 
toreman or Hie underground manager P I would certainly leave it to the men who took action in the first 
Pj^ei provided that the inspector had not intervened in the matter,
255o. T’hen the inspector intervenes, ho should give his authority before tlie men back 9 Yes 
255(1. That is tbe practice at tho present time? Yes, as far as I'know. ° ' "
2557. In charging holes at the face, especially in the open-cuts, the rule is, T think, very stringent that 
the men shall be withdrawn while the charging is going on, except those actually engaged in charging 
1 es. 1 think wc make an exception m “ bulling” only, when they have to be withdrawn to a safe distance 
only, and. not out or the cut, as in the ease of charging,
255S. Tint rule is insisted on P Yes.
thfm mat ^ til0 Puuishment f0r men preakil,S ihat ? The only punishment wo have is discharging

25(50. And that follows immediately on any breach coming to your cars ? Yes.
2561. Jt has been stated that notwithstanding that rule men arc compelled to remain in the face while 
holes are being charged 111 thc open-cuts P It is not so within my knowledge.
2562. I suppose you are frequently through the cuts P Yes, often. B
2n(5^' ^IV'\-°U TV,Cr kn101V? suc]l.a V> occur as men to be kept in the face while a hole is bein" 
charged . Is o ; I have had occasion to object to a man charging a hole before the men were out of the cuf 
2oG-l Were the men prevented from going out of the cut? No ; it was brought about by tho “ powder- 
monkey being too anxious to get on with his work, and not waiting till the cut was properly clear of

2565. So there was no compulsion for the men to remain in that case P None whatever 
2366. It was said that, if men arc making good money on a fortnight’s contract, thev are taken away and 

hrrt,,1,lnd “oy cannot make so much is there any truth in that P It'is utterly untrue
1 i u ?r'J 1,10l^C that’ amo),S t]ie accidents that have occurred aboveground, one was brought 

about by a boy being caught m one of the belts ;-is provision made for protecting all tlie belts that can 
reasonably be expected to be a cause of danger to workmen when passing P I think we had an accident 
withm the last two months at thc chlondismg works, and that accident was caused by a bov having been 
sent up to oil some wheels by a man whose duty it was to do it. It was the man’s duty to do the oiliim • -
but, because otherwise occupied, or from laziness or some other cause, he sent the bov up to do it The 
boy bad an overcoat on; and it got caught in tho wheels. ' 1 '
was^done with him* deillt Wltl1 ^ 0CCas‘0n ? 1 re:'11Jr cou1^ uot saT at t,ie present time what

25(59. Is there a rule in the works, where accidents of that kind might happen, as to the kind of clothes 
thc workmen should wear ? Ism.
2570. I. suppose you iiud they protect themselves ? i'es.
2571. Is there any rule made in factories where an accident of that kind might happen to the effect that
workmen shall not wear any kind of loose clothing, or anything that is not close fitting I do not 
remember any case, except in explosive factories. There they aro bound to wear clothing suitable for tho 
purpose ; to wear proper shoes, &c. 1 do not remember any other ease. °
«rIm/?0UlNaVVfV£tUfidVliy e.xPerience> chak it is necessary to make such a rule in your works above- 
!™alKj.- ^5 1 ™nk1 that such cases aro so few that a rule is not required for the matter at all 
-oTd. 1 oil do not thmk it is necessary, as one of the working rules of tho works themselves, to provide 
that a workman engaged in that kind of business shall not wear any loose form of clothing? 1 do not 
think a rule to that effect would he out of place; hut, I consider, that the cases are so few as to make a 
rule almost unnecessary. 11 would he simple enough to draw up a rule that no man should wear auvthine 
but a closc-iifcting jacket. J °
2574. Mr jn/linuis.] Similar to an engineer's jacket? Yes.
2575. /Tis ITonor ] Very often they use knitted jumpers ? Yes.
2576 Mr. Polkinghorne.-] As regards apprentices, there is one question that might as well he nut to vou
and that is What age, 111 your opinion, is thc best at which to commence learning the art of min,dig 9 
I think that depends upon thc hoy s body. Some are quite as fit to start at 15 as others at 16 I think 
as a general rule, 16 is quite young enough. ' ’
2577 That would be the best age-from that to 13 ? I think 18 is too late. Any boy who is goin* to
start business in life should start before he is IS. J J. feu e to ,
2oiS. Vou think you would make a better man out of an apprentice who starts at 16 than it r,5 9 Ye<! •
16 was my own age when I went underground. • - . ,
2579- You say that the prices offered to the contractors are so arranged that they mav earn at least the 
ruling rate, viz., us. a day r xes.

1)0 y°U f1'11 r Ulat tlie workinK™]cs of the Proprietary, with one or two exceptions, are any more 
than a miner of ordinary experience should know himself ? 1 do not consider that any of those rules are
very much beyond what any ordinary miner ought to know. Of course, the rules are not framed for tlie

good
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A. Stewart, good miners, who can be depended upon, but for tbe inferior men who cannot be depended upon. Rules 
must be framed for tbe protection of tbe inferior men.

19 July, 1897. 25S1. While speaking upon tbe importation of miners for the Proprietary, there was some suggestion 
that opposition had been raised to the bringing in of good men to the district;—do you think that this 
really was the case? Yes ; to my knowledge, I know there was opposition raised. ^
2582. I would like to know what opposition was raised? I would not like to say that any opposilion was
raised by any trades union; but opposition was raised by some of the residents of Broken Hill; and! 
know that a number of men—1 do not say that they belonged to any trades union—met them at the 
station and called them all sorts of foul names, and frightened them out of their wits. They were actually 
in such fear that they would not walk about the streets of Broken Hill alone. _

Mr. Polkinghorne : I would like io say that it teas never throuyh any action of ihe organisation with 
which J am connected that this took place; but, at the same time, I would not like to say that no member# 
of the labour organisation were mixed with those who assembled at the railway station. Phc direct 
opposilion was never to the importation, of good men. Opposition was raised by the labour organisation 
to men being brought he,re who icerc no better than men walking about the streets.
His Ilonor: Really, it is not worth while going into this, because Mr. Stewart does not charge any 
particular organisation with having raised opposition.
Mr. Edwards : The only reason, your Honor, that £ introduced this matter was to explain away the 
cause why incompetent men might be found in the mine.

2583. I think Mr. Stewart has already stated that a goodly number were competent, and that they would 
be very fortunate if they got all competent men among those who were imported. Mr. Stewart goes 
further on to say that 60 per cent, of tlie accidents occur through in competency ? I would not say that 
because a man brings an accident on to himself or his mates he is incompetent; it may be a fault of his 
judgment at the time.
2581'. As to this Board of Inquiry;—in your opinion, would it be taking away anything thc company has 
to-day, or would it interfere in anv way to havo a Board to inquire into all' serious accidents where the 
party coucerned asks for an inquiry ; seeing that the company are blamed when they have no right to be 
blamed, and also the man in charge, and sometimes the inspector, and sometimes even the injured party 
himself. An inquiry by a Board would clear the whole matter up ? I think, no matter vvhat Board you 
appoint, you will still have imputations made against the men occupying prominent positions.
2385. Mr. Williams] I would like to ask this witness whether he has any objection to submitting a 
report of tbe company for the last half-year ? It is being printed, and will be issued in about a fort
night’s time.
2586. Will you supply the report for the previous half-year? Yes, with pleasure.
2587. I have also to request that you will supply the Commission with a copy of the form of contract 
used underground? I will supply one.
2588. Also the contract between the open-cuts contractors and tho company ? ------

Mr, Edwards : I do not think Mr. Stewart could meet your icish there, as ihe contract is a document of 
a strictlg private nature. ,
His Honor: Poes it not contain some general provisions which refer to the safety of ihe works? .
Afr. Edwards : The open-cut contractors are bound in all cases to stand by thc rules of the mine and thc 
Government regulations.
His Honor: How is non-compliance dealt with ?
Witness: In all those contracts it is provided that the general manager can slop work at a moment’s 
notice if anything is not complied ivith.
Mr. Williams : I ask specifically, for the purpose of arriving at the truth, that the authority of those 
contractors to carry out the work in the way they do be submitted. Peath has occurred to certain men 
in their employ, and it is only fair that ihe contract entered into with those people, giving them power to 
carry out operations in which loss of life has occurred, should be produced here.
His Ilonor: I will ask Mr. Stewart, then, to produce a copy of the contract entered into with Messrs. 
Baxter and Saddler. Jf I satisfy myself that Mr. Stewart's statement is correct, I will go no further. 
Mr. Edwards: On behalf of the company, I would ask that the documents asked for be not made public 
property.
His Honor : 1 will ask Mr. Stewart, simply for the purpose of my inspecting it, to produce the contract 
asked for.
Mr. Williams: I am prepared to submit myself to an oath that anything that comes to mg knowledge 
while perusing the plan or contract icill remain private property. Further, may 1 ask Mr. Stewart 
ichcther he is prepared to supply proof of his appointment as general manager of the Broken Hill 
Proprietary Company?
His Honor: That is going too far, ami it would be quite unnecassai-y.

2589. You have stated that you are manager of the Proprietary Company ? Yes. _
2590. You here assert, on oath, that yon are the general manager appointed by the Proprietary Company
for the purpose of supervising their workings ? Yes. _ _
2591. You have endeavoured to faithfully discharge tbe duties of that position? Yes.
2592. You have been here about three years ? Yes. _
2593. Since your arrival have you altered the system in any way as to tho mode of appointing officers 
and employing men ? That information I cannot give, because T. do not know what was done before 1 
came here. As far as the appointment of officers is concerned, I have always done that myself.
2594. You say you have had osperience of open-cuts extending to a Vertical depth of between 500 and 
600 feet ? Yes.
2595. What was the permanent batter in those cases ? On an average, -J- to 1.
2596. His Honor.] J horizontal to 1 vertical ? Y’es, for the final batter,
2597. Mr. Williams.] You found that safe ? Yes. _
2598. What grade was there on the temporary or working batters? That varied almost every hour in 
the day as the benches worked forward. Sometimes they must pass beyond even the perpendicular to get 
tbe stuff down. They must undermine it.
2599. That is the theory of working in an open-cut ? Yes. _
2600. What depth do you take your lifts at a time ? I have seen them taken considerably over 100 feet
at a time. ■ 2601.
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2G01. Thai is ilic ma\iirmm. What would be the minimum ? About 50 feet. A. Stewart,
2002. "What would you strike the average at? No average can be struck in those matters,because things \
havo to vary according to eircuinstances. 19 July, 1897
2003. ]n the maximum lilt of 100 feet, did you then undermine, as a general thing? Tes.
2004. Was that an every-day occurrence ? Tee; it was quite usual.
2605. Were the strata similar to those here ? Yes.
2000. Where were those open-cuts located? In Spain.
2607. And you held a position there immediately before coming here? Tes.
2608. I believe your experience as a practical miner has not been confined to Spain? No.
2609. Have you had anything to do in Wales ? I have been there, but have done nothing there in 
connection with mining.
2610. What do you consider to he a safe hatter for an open-cut at Broken Hill of a depth of 500 feet—
you work according to plans ? No; 1 do not. leu cannot work the open-cast by a plan. So far as final 
batters are concerned, 1 have seen batlers come away that were so fiat that afterwards they had been used 
US'carriage roads—perhaps 1 in 10. 5 on must suit your working to the special circumstances.
2611. Was there anything extraordinary to lead to that 1-in-10 batter slipping away ;—earthquakes are 
liable to occur in that country;—some time ago an earthquake occurred in the adjoining Colony ? Tes.
2612. And you will admit that one is likely to interfere with the open-cuts here ? It is possible.
2613. Tou say you endeavour to secure the appointment of competent subordinate officers by using your 
own judgment ? Tes.
2614. Is that the only effectual course you can adopt to secure efficient officers? I think it is the best 
course.
26)5. Tou have endeavoured to have all appointments made simply on merit? Tes.
2616. Without any political or social influence ? No influence whatever. I never consider such matters.
2617. Have you changed your officers since you have been here ? I have changed a good number.
2618. And ihe men appointed in their places have been appointed because of their merit only ? Certainly,
2619. Tou have given us tho number of men you discharged, but you have not given us the number of
officers you have changed for incompetcncy. Could you supply that information ? I have not got the 
information before me—hut it can be looked up. ^
2020. Would you supply it to-morrow ? Yes.
2621. Tou infer that, because those incu were incompetent and had to bo discliarged, incompetent men
must havo been working here before you took the appointment you now hold ? No *. 1 do not make any 
such inference. J
2622. Of those incompetent workmen you had to discharge, werc any of them working here before you 
became general manager ? I do not think there is that information in the office. The keeping of a 
record of the movements of the men has only been in vogue within the last two years.
2023. f.p till two years ago, you had no records kept for that purpose? I do not think such was tho 
case : at any rate, they are not available now.
202-1. Can you give us any idea whether any of those officers you discharged for incompetency were here 
previous to your appointment? 1 have not stated tluit they were discharged for incompetency. A number 
have been changed; and, as to those that were discharged, I do not say that it was because of their 
incompetcncy.
2625. It has always been your aim to invest tho mine with good men ? Tes.
2626. 1 on say the contract system breeds good men ? I said that under a proper contract system you 
would have naturally more competent workmen than under the day-labour system, and that tho contract 
system in that respect does produce and work out a competent body of miners.
2627. I suppose you havo frequently used pumps constructed by Tangye, of Birmingham ? Tes.
262.8. Have yon any acquaintance with the way that firm turn out good men ? No. :
2620. Are you aware that they aro prepared to develop the intelligence of their men, and when developed 
to avail themselves of it ? That is the case in all large concerns
2630. And are you aware that they have given their men an interest in their work bv patenting inven
tions for them ? No ; I am not acquainted with Tangye's methods. * 0
2631. In any department under your control arc you prepared to encourage the men ? In all depart
ments, except underground, wc have apprentices.
2632. IVas that inaugurated by you; or did you find it here in operation ? There was a system alreadv in
operation when I came ; but 1 think I modified it to some extent. ^ ‘
2633. Asa matter of fact you have been endeavouring to encourage men to become good workmen in 
every department except underground ? Tes.
2634. And you desire to introduce that into the underground workings for the benefit of all concerned ?
Yes.
2635. Ton should be the most competent authority to offer thc suggestions that have been wisely asked for 
by the .Secretary for Mines, No other person in this district occupies a position that should qualify him to 
offer suggestions more so than yourself as to the prevention of future accidents ; and, with that experience, 
do you believe that an extension of the principles you have on the mine now’to mining generally would 
lessen the possibility of loss of life ? Everything in my power I do to minimise the risk to life.
2636. Do you find the system of training youths in thc surface departments a good idea ? Tes,
203/. And you wish to introduce it into other parts ? Tes; I am quite willing provided there aro any 
young men willing to come forward.
2638. I on said tbe age should be 16. Supposing you found men up to thc age of 30 years who wished ta
become competent miners, would you let age debar them ? They would be pretty old apprentices ; and, 
in my time. 1 haie never had any such experience. ^ ’
2639. Ihe contractors were here—some oi them—and had contracts before you arrived ? T do not think 
that any of the existing contracts were in existence before I came here. Those contracts that we have 
now have all bm n put in operation since I came here.
2646. As a matter of lai-i, you have changed the conditions of the coni mets since vou have been here?
Tes. “
2641. Ton said this morning about a man being appointed to look after tlie ropes do vou know his 
name ? I cannot give it at this moment. "

238—N 2642.:
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A. Stewart, 2042. Do you know what he is ]ikeis he a tall man, a short man, or what? [Mr. Edwards: The man 
will be called, later on, as a witness.] How long has he been appointed ? .1 could not say.

19 July, 1897- 2643. You can assure us that he has been appointed more than a month? I cannot say.
2644. Say, a week ago ? I think 1 eould say he was appointed more than a week ago. A man has been
appointed ever since I have been here, whose duty it is to look after all ropes. _ _
2645. All ropes, or those in the open-cuts in particular ? All ropes; giving, of course, special attention to 
winding ropes.
2646. You do not refer to the sailor gang ? Apart altogether from that.
2647. Yon say 60 per cent, of thc accidents are due to the men themselves ? Yes; due to causes arising
within the men themselves or their mates.
2648. Due to causes that they could control ? I consider that 00 per cent, of tho total number of 
accidents anywhere can he best controlled by the men themselves.
2640. You say that 90 per cent, of thc number of accidents that have occurred could have been prevented 
by the judgment of the men ? No: I do not make any such statement. _
2650. You say 60 per cent, could have been prevented by the judgment of the men ? No; I never made
any such statement. .
2651. Can you tell us what percentage could have been prevented by the judgment of the men? No,
2652. You say that the company have spent a large sum of money in endeavouring to obtain competent 
men, after a fair attempt had been made to secure them from thc local market r Yes.
2653. Can you tell us the amount? Somewhere about £400 or £500. _
2654. You said that you endeavoured to secure these men from the local market ? 1 am quite sure there
were no men on the local market, otherwise we would not have spent that money in bringing in men from 
outside. _
2605. Y’ou allow no favouritism whatever ? No.
2656. And if a person gets work on the mine by favour it must be by yours ? Yes.
2657. And you are responsible to your directors for what favour you deal out ? Yes.
2655. Do vou place any value on certificates? No,
2659. Because you think there is a possibility of passing them on from cue to tlie other ? ] know for'a
fact that that is done.
2660. Tou believe iu a practical demonstration as to whether a man can fill the office lie applies for ? Yus.
2661. "\Yould not tbe fact of a man's possessing a certificate assist him in any way? Not unless you
know more about him than his certificate shows. __ _
2662. Would it not give you some data to examine him upon ? No data arc required to examine a man.
2663. Your objection is that Ihe certificate might not belong to him ? Yes , and he may not be as good
a man as he was when lie got thc certificate. _ _
2664. And there is also tlie possibility that the man who gave the certificate was himself not qualified?
Yes. , . , ,
2665. But if you gave a certificate to a man—a man who was, say, going to tlie West;—would it not be of 
value ? As a" matter of fact, certificates are supplied to many of the men going to the West.
2666. Are you aware that in parts men are working as miners who hold certificates qualifying them to act 
as managers ? I am aware of that.
2667. Would you be surprised to be informed that a firm in England has a number of men employed as 
common miners, or colliers, who at any moment can step out aud take the position of manager? I may 
state that I hold a certificate of competency myself under the Coal Mines Act, but I have never made use 
of mv certificate in a coal mine. Men may have certificates to take control of a mine, but nothing would 
induce me to believe that they were competent to go in and hold such a position until they had been 
proved.
2068. Ton said that for specially dangerous occupations you would call for volunteers, so that a man 
would not ho forced to endanger his life unless he were willing ? I never force a man to take any risk 
whatever. , .
2669. One of the witnesses referred to tho possibility of six men being desirous to return to a face and
one objecting;—you would not. for the same reasou, inflict any punishment upon him for that? No, 
certainly not; I would think he was doing quite right. _
2670. As to rules about explosives: you suggested that arrangements should bo made as circumstances 
occurred? Tes.
2671. Tou referred also to the danger of an unexploded portion of a charge being scattered about tho 
place: you referred to something in. the way of unexploded portions that you had found in connection 
with the smelters ? Decently wo found a considerable quantity of unexploded explosives on tbe smelter
floor. , ,
2672. Would that not imply that there should be competent men handling these explosives underneath, 
if only to secure the lives of your smelter men ? They are competent men underground.
2673. And yet with these competent men you find such a terrible thing as that ? Tes ; and that is the
danger I said would arise in boring a new hole. ....

Sis Honor: Mr. Edwards put that as a question, that a case like that might arise in drilling a new 
hole alongside a missed-hole and Hawing it out.

2674. Did you notice in the evidence a statement to the effect that dynamite had been unearthed in some 
of the operations in the opeu-cut after having been left lying about loosely? I never heard of a state
ment to that effect. *
2675. If left lying about, an explosion would probably be brought about by the men driving their picks 
into it ? Tes.
2676. If it were said that such an accident in Block 11 had occurred, you would not dispute it ? No ; it
is within the bound of probability that such an accident might occur. _
2677. Can you suggest any recommendation to bo embodied in a new Act to bring it up to date ? I 
would not care to do that off-hand.
2678. Tou have no objection to offering your best services, if required, iu the preparation of an up-to-date 
code of rules? No; I would be very pleased to do so.
2679. Tou would, under all circumstances, emphatically prohibit steel and iron tamping-bars being used ? 
Tes.
2680. Then there was the question as to fuses ? ------ 2081,
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2681. Jlis Honor.'] The (juestion was—whether the enclosing material of a fuse could not he made of A. Stewart, 
something non-combustiblc, so that, in the event of a break in the powder, tho fire would not be carried
on. Jt struck me that tho ability of tho enclosing material to carry on the fire over a break was the cause 19 Judy> 1897. 
of a great many accidents? I do not know whether any such fuse is made.
2682. Do you know whether any of the salts used to make vegetable matter non-combustible have been 
tried ? I do not think so.

Inspector Jlebbard: The object of the cotton in the fuse is to carry the fire in the event of the powder 
failing. ‘ '
Jlis Honor : J should hate thought that the opposite object would ham been sought for—something that 
would not have carried the fire. '

2688. You think that really tho cause of hanging fire is not thc creeping of the fire along a part of the 
tube where the powder is intercepted, hut the action which takes place in detonating the cap ? 1 think that 
miss-fires are due to a number of causes, and that that is one. 1 have never heard before of an accident 
occurring through the lingering of the fire in a fuse that was faulty owing to the powder being awanting.

Mr. Williams: Sometimes, in the manufacture of fuse, faults occur. Jt maybe obstructed, perhaps, 
one-thirtieth of an inch only ; and the fire goes down to that obstruction ; and, if it had not been for 
that little thread passing through, the fuse would have failed in its work. That is what caused ihe late 
fire and a number of accidents.

2684. Then it all comes back to this: that to name a time within which a fuse will not act is impractic
able ? Yes.
2685. Tf it once stops running at its ordinary rate you cannot say what time it will take ? No.
2686. You say thc only unobstructnble method is electricity ? Yes.
2687. Mr. Edwards.] But electricity has its drawbacks ? Yes; it has very serious drawbacks.
2688. His Honor.] TIxpeuse is one? Not so much expense as the great mimber of instruments that have 
to be looked after and kept iii order. Electricity is used mostly in large open-cut works. It could not 
be used in our underground workings to advantage. Purther, there wrould he more danger from electri
city, because of the greater ignorance concerning it on the pai-t of the men.

TUESDAY, 20 JUJ.Y, 1897.

John George Shinnick sworn and examined :—
2089. His Honor.] What is your full name ? John George Shinnick.
2690. What are you ? At present ]. am in business; but I have been a miner, also a surface-work or, on
the Harrier between ten and eleven years. „
2691. Were you a miner by occupation originally, before you came here ? Yes; before I came to the20 189'‘
Barrier. '
2692. And you came here in what year ? In 1888.
2693. After coming here did you work at mining aboveground and underground for some years? Yes.
2694. Till what year ? I havo been working as a miner up to three months ago.
2695. You have given it up now for other business ? Yes.
2696. You were working continuously from 1888 till three months ago ? No.
2697. How much of that time ? 'The biggest part of my time after coming hero I spent on the surface,
principally among tho smelters. "
2698. Any time on the opeu-cut ? Yes, about three months.
2699. When was that? Jn 1893. '
2700. And not since then ? No.
2701. T ou have worked underground part of vour time here ? On thc mines here, just in Broken Hill, 
for about twelve months at different times. 1 have worked at three different mines.
2702. AV hen did you work last underground? In thc Central Mine, between seven and nine weeks ago.
I was then sloping ore,
2703. What information hai e you got to give the Commission on these different matters ? I have evidence 
to give, your Ilonor, based upon a good deal of experience on thc surface and underground, at the 
smelters and in the open-cuts, f have seen things occurring from time to time that 1 considered were 
dangerous, aud which eould he remedied. With that object in view, I come here to give evidence.
2704. Will you take the things one by one that have struck you, and explain them, and suggest any 
remedy you may think advisable ? The principal thing I havo to complain about is the work I was at 
last as a miner in Block 10. It is with reference to the putting down of mullock iu Kelly’s shaft. I have 
seen great lumps of rock as big as my head break through the lining and fly out on to the plats while we 
were waiting to go in cages. 1 have seen truck-loads of mullock shot into that shoot while we have been 
going up in the cage.
2705. Is the shoot partitioned off from the hauling-shaft ? Yes, but the shaft is, of course, perpendicular ; 
and slides are put across to break the fall. The mullock strikes these slides very hard, and, as a conse
quence, has broken away the lining between the hauling-shaft and the shoot, and I have seen stones fly 
out on to tho plat. I have seen stones oven go into tlie shaft.
2706. How often have you seen that happen ? 'Twice, while I was working there.
2707. Was it a common practice to use the shoot while the cage was being used? Yes; while 1 was 
there.
2708. In how many places did you nolice thc lining broken ? My ■work took me to tho 400-foot level; 
and, of course, I used to go direct from the surface to that level. At that level the angle on the plat was 
broken. 1 saw it repaired and broken again. Tt must also have been broken higher up, because 1 have 
seen stones coming down from above.
2709. Has anyone ever been hurt through that ? No one has been hurt; but there have been some very 
close shaves.
2710. Is that practice still continued ? 1 could not say.
2711. That was within the last few weeks ? Within the last nine or ten weeks.
2712. What was the material used for lining ? 10 x 4 Oregon.
2713. That mullock was shot down for filling? Yes. I have also to complain of the contract system,

which, '

J. G. 
Shinnick.
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^ J. G. which, in my opinion, is very much io bhune for a great many accidents that have occurred on tho mines. 
Shinnick, jjy reason for saying that is that men get a contract for stopiug ore at; a certain price ; and they have 

20XuT'mS97 ,im^er- I am speaking about tho Central and Block 10 mines, as they are the only
u *'’ ’ two I have worked in. The men get so much : aud they have to go and fetch their timber from the plat.

Yery often the level they have to bring it along is crushed from 7 feet down to 4 feet G inches, which 
makes them have to go along in a crouched position to bring their timber. You have to timber for your 
own safety; and you put in as little as possible, because it is so awkward to get it, and you would lose so 
much time.
2714. Had the timber to be carried ? Very often—you could not get the timber carried. This led to 
very little timber being put up, and sets being left improperly covered. 1 have seen five or six sets not 
properly covered, and men fall through from the top to thc bottom.
2715. The contractor finds it easier to strip the covering below ? Yes.
2716. l\o doubt they could get timber if they looked for il: r Yes ; hut a contract has that tendency. 
A man is losing time while running after timber ; and he has to go iu such awkward places for it. There
fore, the less timber he brings thc better ; and, as far as I could sec, no one was there to watch whether 
you put timber in or not.
2717. How about the shift-bosses? AH they cared about was to see that the ore was got out and tho 
shoots properly filled. If men were working day-work, they would not care how much time they spent 
in securing the place properly with timber. 1 have also to complain of the dangerous practice that is 
now in existence—at least, it was within the last eight or nine weeks—of carrying out what is called tho 
open-eut system of stoping ore underground in the Central mine. I have seen great cuts there without 
any timber in them, and eight or ten sets of men working in a small space and no timber at all.
271S. "What dimensions ? Twelve by fourteen seis long, seven or eight wide, and four or live liigh.
2719. In that ease, it would be very difficult to keep au eye on the roof ? Tes.
2720. Do you know of any accidents in consequence of that? T. was not working there long enough lo 
see much. I worked there one shift, and considered it too dangerous. It was so dangerous that one 
party I knew had an accident the first shift he worked there. His toes wore cut off through the fall of 
a piece of ore from the “ back.’: I worked there one shift; and my mates and myself thought we might 
make it safe enough to work on ; but, after spending all one shift, we had to give it up as a forlorn hope, 
and did not try any more, and left the place. There were thirty or forty sets of timber not properly- 
blocked up. They had, apparently, been knocked down and put up, and knocked down and put up until 
the joggles were all worn off them. They were knocked about that much that they could not be safe.
2721. Was there not fresh timber to begot if the men applied for it? Certainly. But these timbers 
were standing, aud not properly blocked. That is why I considered it was dangerous.
2722. Was it especially dangerous ? The ground was of such a nature that, when you shot it, it would 
come down in big lumps, perhaps 2 or 6 tons in weight, and crush the timber. That was why there was 
not so much timber put in. I have seen as much as five sets knocked down by the one shot.
2723. Was the ground hard? Yes ; hard sulphide ore.
2721. Did it continue hard, or did the air affect it ? Thc ground would flake a lot after exposure to the 
air, and you had to bo very careful with if and test it well.
2725. Oilier than the man netting his toes cut off, you did not hoar of any accident there? Xo.
2726. If there had been any serious aoAlems them you would have heard of then ? I might have heard, 
and I might have not. It is a dangerous practice, and not at all safe, to have so much ground taken out 
without putting in timber. 1 think the “ back to be four or five sots high is too much ; it should not 
exceed 10 feet. Then it would be safe for the men to work under it.
2727. Was there a heap of ore on the floor, or anything to enable a man to bring himself within a short 
distance of the roof ? They build a “ pig-stye,” and stage themselves up to their work.
2728. So really those ,l pig-styes ” take the place, as far as thc working stage is concerned, of built sets ? 
Exactly. They give the men a chance to get up to their work ; but there is actually no support to the 
“ back."
2729. But thoy (the “ pig-stves ”) are less likely to be injured by anything falling on them than sets built
up ? Yes. ^
2730. They were moved as suited the work ? There were only there, of course, while the men would be 
working.
2731. That appeared to you to he a very much more dangerous practice than building sets within a safe 
distance from the face ? Yes. I also think there should be more mullock put in the sets.
2732. Was not the filling-in at that time going on ot a good rate ? It was, in some of the other levels.
2733. Yrou think the work had got too far ahead of tbe fii!ing-in? Yes.
2724. Had the ground begun to move to any extent? Jn some places.
2735, bot enough to cause a dangerous crush ? Of course, that is a matter of opinion.
2730. But, as far as you could see, I mean ? Of course, a man does not see danger much, if accustomed 
to working underground ; but still, there is always a possibility of its coming down.
2737. I suppose miners never care about seeing a crush coming down if it can be avoided? Ho.
2738. Will you now tell us what you know of the open-cut work? I thiuk, as far as my experience in 
the open-cut work is concerned, the men have been kept too close at their work. Caution enough is not 
taken ; and I do not think the batter of the bank is sufficient to make the work safe. .1. think there are 
places there that are extremely dangerous. I also think thc system of thci[ chinaman ” is a very dangerous 
form of work,
2739. Why so? Because, in the event of a slip, there is not sufficient chance for a man to get away. 
In. a “ chinaman” the dirt is always loose, and, being loose, a-man has to be down there to stop it when 
the truck is full. In fact, he is in a regular hopper, and has not got a possible chance of getting away. 
It is bad enough iu day-time, hut must necessarily be much worse at night,
2740. The plan of the “ chinaman ” is substituted for that of filling trucks from a level ? Yes.
2741. Would it not be more difficult to get away from something you saw above if you were between the 
truck and the bank ? Hot if on a level space ; and when around a truck, filling into it, you have a way 
to run back, Jf down in a hopper, however, with walls around you, you have not got much chance to 
run away.
2742. On the whole, do you not think the “ chinaman ” affords a better means of getting away ? Ho ;
if you are down in a hole and surrounded, you have not got much chance to run away. ” 2743.
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2713. What height is the ground raised in the hopper? About 16 feet in some places; others not so
much; others more. * shmmek.
2711. That would uot he all round? No; when 1 worked in tlie oneu-ent, it was some time ago, and the onTm^iairr 
banks were not so deep as now. 20Julj,1887.
2715. \ou mean the banks of the cutting itself? Acs; I can only see that they are more dangerous 
now. They are narrower in the bottom, and deeper.
2.'46. When you were working there did any accidents take place from stuff coming away from the sides?
I jiever saw any accidents, but have seen men have to clear off in a hurry.
2747, Bid they generally succeed in getting away easily ? Sometimes they did not; they would have a 
hard struggle.
2/48. As to the batter:—was it a common thing for stuff to get away from the slopes on thc permanent 
batter, or on the working batter ? Generally on the working batter. The permanent batter, too, in my 
opinion, is in default; it is almost perpendicular; it may get weather-beaten, and, after two or three 
months, a stone may come away.
2/4'9, But is it not the practice of the officer in charge to keep his eye on the permanent batter, and to 
send a man to bar down anything that may come down ? Jt may he so, hut men get careless, seeing a 
rock from time to time, and, at the same time, that rock might be a great danger to them. It may get 
weather-beaten, and become loose and slip away. If the batter was more there would be less chance of 
stones coming away in that manner. *
2750. But still, the batter, if run even to an angle of 45 degrees, would require constant watching to see 
that stones did not become gradually loosened ? Yes.
2751. How high did the working face run in your time ? Fifteen to 16 feet.
2752. Thai would be almost perpendicular, I suppose ? 'Yes. The men are crowded together in the 
lace, and are exposed to great danger, owing to men above them being engaged in barring down. They 
have to keep on going, and have no chance of turning to look round. Often a run of ground comes 
unawares on them ; and there is a cry of “ Book-out”; and they, perhaps, jump in one another’s way.
27o3. Was it the practice for the men running thc stuff into the trucks to be right under the face where 
a man would be barring the stuff down ? Yes ; a man would bo up there barring down rocks aud loose 
dirt. =
275B Did you work there at night ? Yes.
2755. How did you find the light? ^ I found it sometimes very had ; I have seen it go out.
2756. In your time, was it the arc-light or the incandescent light? It was the small ones, not the big 
ones. I have seen them go out. 1 have seen it happen, sometimes, once every shift. In some shifts it 
did not happen ; but, in the majority of shifts, it did.

•F?ow accounted for? Something was wrong with the wires, I suppose.
2758. That would he while the electric lights in the other places were burning well ? Yes; I believe the 
arc lights would he burning very well.
2/59. So it would look as it nothing were wrong with tlie engine, but somethin^- wrong with the 
conductors 7 Possibly , I am not prepared to say that.
2760. When thc light was fairly good, did you find it as well to work there as in the daytime? No.
2/61. It would be cooler ? Yes,
2762. In daytime, what was it like to work there ? Very hot.

fal‘a? tlle iomperaturc was concerned, it would be much better to work at night? Yes, 
n-r- W , a’3 lhe !'sht w;ls conccr!icd, you would not prefer to work there at night ? No.
2/6-n U hen the light was burning fairly well, did you consider it dangerous? I do not know what has 
been the result in thc cuts since Ihe new light has been introduced. 1 know they have better lights there 
now than in my time. It was in 1S93 when I was there. The lights look better now. Anyhow, thoy 

” ,.re,a ; an(1 y°u ma-y’ Pcrll)45S. 1)6 working in a dark shadow thrown by the bank or a truck.
2760. otill, the lights are moved to suit the work ? That I eould not say.
2767. Is there any other matter in the open-cuts that you wish to call attention to? The ouly other 
thing l havo to refer to is in connection with the smelting branch.
2768. AVIiaj. have you to say as to that part of the work ? I have seen what I consider unnecessary work 
pcrioriiicd in that bmiiuh. J Invc seen men ordered down into the furnace to pick off the ore that was 
stuck to it sides. I hey would have to go down within four or live hours after the runniug down of thc 
lurnace. or thc turning off of the blast,

m, ^ "0U1(1 ll'0? standing on ? They would throw down a board on top of the hot ore. 
ill0- 1’le 0.re ";°7d ^ c°o1 enough not lo burn the board ? I have seen it blazo at times.
2/ /l. JIas that led to any accident? No; but you suffer in health from it, I myself have suffered 
from it. J

Wm nave been down ? Yes. The air is very bad, and very hot. There is always a certain amount 
ot fumes arising. J think the picking off of thc ore could be done better from the top. Jt is quite 
unnecessary that men should have to go down into the thick of it. There is nothing to prevent its being 
done from the surface with long steel-bars. They did do a lot of it in that way ; but, after getting a certain 

istance, the men would prefer, m many cases, to go down. Sometimes the boss would order you down.
He would say, “ The others have gone down : you go down too.”
2773. Some would prefer to go down ? Yes; they would rush into it, The trouble is to try and get men 
to guard their own actions.
2774. They did not then complain to tho management of this? No.
2775. Was a man compelled to go down if he did not care about it ? I have seen it tantamount to that,
J. saw a man in one easo refuse to go down ; the boss went down and picked a bit, and came up and said,

It is good enough ; go down. I take it that in a ease like that it is either one of going down, or else of
down for a few seconds;

Yes, as long as they could stand it; and

packing up your clothes and going home. Tt is all very well for a boss to go 
but it comes a bit different when you have to work down there for some time.
2776. The men would only stay down for a few minutes each ? 
they would then come up, and others go down.
2777. Did you find yourself suffer from this? Yes; I suffered from lead colic. The furnace was run 
down in the niglit-shitt, and in the morning three or four of us were put on at barring it down That 
morning, alter going home, T took ill, and was not able to return with the next shift.
2778. That brought on the colic? Yes; all the men complain about that work hurtimr them. 2779.
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^Tv 2779. What mine was that in? The Central. OE course, they do not use smelters there now. The 
, ’ Proprietary is the only mine ivhere smelting operations are carried out,

20July 1897 ■®ave Y011 an7 other matter you wish to speak about? iSo.
’ 2781. Mr. Polkivghorne^] Tou say that, in your opinion, the shooting of mullock down portion of Kelly’s

shaft, on Block 10, is very dangerous ? Yes.
2782. Can you suggest any mode of getting mullock down into tlie workings that would be safer ? I 
would suggest that that shaft be specially set apart for that purpose, and that men he not allowed 
to travel up and down it. The thing I complain about is that they shoot down the mullock at the same 
time as the men are going up and down the shaft; and, as I have said, the tiling is continually getting 
out of repair, and at any time a man might meet with a fatal accident. I consider the men are going up 
and down in too close prosimity with danger.
2783. As to the timbering, do you think it at all times follow's that, because the timber is incon
venient to get, it keeps men from getting a sufficiency of timber for their working ;—what I want to get 
at is, is the inconvenience of getting timber the greatest reason why timber is not used to the extent it 
should be by some men? It ivas not, so far as I was concerned. OE course, I don’t know what might 
be the rule in other places; but I have seen us have to go to the boss for timber, and lie would not be 
able to give it to us.
2784i. If a face were considered dangerous by the men, and they asked for timber and could not get it, 
what did the boss generally do ? Where we were working, it was a fairly safe face; and there was not 
much danger about it. We got £5 a set; so it was pretty hard ground. There was not much danger of 
its coming away.
2785. As a rule, was there sufficient timber kept in the mine for all practical purposes? As far as I 
know' there was.
2786. As to the open-cuts underground ;—what distance, in your opinion, would be safe to keep the timber 
from the face ? Prom 9 to 10 feet, 1 said.
2787. Kot from the back, but from the face? I should say one set. Of course, in loose ground you 
would want to keep closer. You could work where we were three or four sets without putting in timber. 
The ore body was only about two sets wide, and was encased in very hard country.
2788. You say you think the back should not go more than 10 feet high before permanent timbers arc 
put in ? Exactly ; that is particularly where you are working in sulphide ore. I have seen stuff to-day 
look fairly well, and sound all right; and, to-morrow, it has become quite baulked, and the firing in other 
parts causes a vibration, which helps to bring it down.
2789. Where timber has been knocked out by heavy firing, would it have been safer to have kept it closer 
to the facer Yes ; if properly blocked and fastened, and if sollars of 10 x 10 timber were laid down to 
shoot on to. 1 rom what I could see, it was catch-as-catch-can. I asked the boss if there was anything to 
put down. He said, “Oh, look about; you will find something.” I put in a whole shift, and did not 
satisfy myself, so I left the place. I think, if the sets were kept closer to the back, and plenty of big 
timber were handy to put down as sollars, it would prevent a good deal of the timber being knocked 
about as it was where I was—and being knocked down, altogether, ft was at the close of the shift that 
I saw the timber knocked down, and, according to our contract, we had to put up timbers knocked down. 
We came to the conclusion that it would take us all our time to keep the timbers up.
2790. How close was that timber you saw knocked down kept to the face ? We were working on wing 
sets. I suppose it was as close as it was possible to have it under the circumstances. But what 1 mean is 
that the timbers underneath us were not properly blocked or plumbed ; and there was not enougli sollar 
timber to put down to shoot on to.
2791. AVas the timber there if the men wanted it ? As far as my experience went, T could not get it. I 
went to the boss and could not get it. We could not get tools even. My mate went to the surface twice 
to hunt for tools, and while he was there I was endeavouring to get timber for sollars.
2792. A/iy Williftms.'] , I think you were referring to the work you did on Block 10 when I came in ? Yes.
2793. \V Inch shaft is it you complain of ? Kelly’s shaft. ” '
2791. The mullock you referred to is taken from where ? Erom one of the dumps of the Proprietary 
open-cuts.
2795. And utilised for filling ? Yes.
2796. Have you ever done any work on the surface in Block 10 ? Ho.
2797. You have worked on the surface in the Central ? Yes.
2798. Whereabout? In the smelters.
2799. How long ago would that be? Two years ago.
2800. Who was your boss then ? 1 forget his name. He is an American, I know.
2801. Was that a general practice, to go down into the furnace and bar it down when it got clogged up ?
Yes, when I was there. ° 1

■ 2802. Men prefer going down to working with a bar from the top ? Yes ; sometimes they do.
2803. Do you know anything about the material used as flux; would there be a less clogging of the furnace 
in some eases than others ; and would this be brought about by the nature of the flux used ? I do not 
know anything about flux. As far as I know, they were using too much of the sulphide ores ; and they 
seemed to clog quicker than other ores.
2SCH. You think there were noxious gases rising from the ore in the furnace ? Yes.
2805. And where would the chimney be to convey off those gases—above you or beneath you ? Above me.

, 2S06. As a matter of fact, you would really be in the passage of those gases ? Yes ; they would have to
go past you to get to the flues at the top of the furnace. '
2807. Other men did it besides yourself? Yes.
2808. Asa matter of fact, they are not using their furnaces there now ? Ho.
2809. So there is no cause of complaiut at present ? Ho.
2810. How long is it since you worked in the open-cut? Not since 1893.
2811. Which cut did you work in? In the one now known as Harry’s cut, also the one'now filling at the
back of the Proprietary Mine, which used to be Miller’s. ‘
2812. Tou worked for Mr. Harry ? Ho, I did not work for him. I worked for a man named Davis.
2813. Who was your boss ? Barrow; and, I think, a man named Woods.
2814. Are yon working in the mines now ? Ho.

2815,
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281o. Tou consider tho i[ chiriaman” a dangerous system ? Yes.
28Ui. The most dangerous system at work hero ? Yes.
2817. Have you come across, in your experience, twenty men who are of opinion that the “ chinaman” is 
the safest system to adopt? I do not think you could find twenty men to say that.
2818. ̂ Would you be astonished if it were put forward that the 11 chinaman” was the safest mode of 
working the open-cuts ? Yes.
2819. From the experience you have hud ? Yes,
2820. I take it if you were not working the ‘‘ chinaman” yon would be working from a level ? Yes.
2821. Which do you consider the most dangerous spot in the “chiuamau” work;—say you and I were 
working together, would you prefer to be down ou the flat, or up above barring down? 1 take it that the 
most dangerous place would be down on the “chinaman.”
2822. Suppose both of us were at the top ? 'The lower you arc down, the more dangerous your position,
2823. Have you always sufficient foothold when barring stuff down ? They have always to make their 
own foothold, and the stuff is shifting all the time,
2824. As a matter of fact, men have to work there like goats, picking their footing ? Yes.
2825. They have to move ground that has previously been shaken by an explosion? Yes.
282(1. And those explosions are notorious for their strength ? The holes are generally full-charged.
2827. And that constitutes one of the dangers incidental to the “chinaman” ? Yes.
2828. You are not working on the mines now ? Ho.
2829. Have you complained about any of these filings you have drawn attention to, to the bosses that were 
over you ? No.
2830. Did you complain to the underground manager in the Central or Block 10 ? No.
2831. Did you complain to the general managers ? No,
2832. Are you afraid of them ? J considered that it would not suit me to make any complaints. 1 was 
a man that had already been marked in Broken Hill, and had suffered a great deal from it.
2833. What do you mean by saying you were marked ? 1 had been boycotted. J.nas refused fhc right
lo work on a mine for a long time. ‘
2834. What mine ? On all the mines. '

Can you specify any particular mine? Yes; the Proprietary, Block 14, and British.
283{). Where were you working on tlm Proprietary when boycotted ? 1 worked in the open-cuts, also in 
fhc sailor gang, and other places.
2837. And how came you to bo boycotted ? I would not be working at any place long when I would be
discovered and discharged. ' ^
2838. 1 would like you to understand the gravity of what you are saying? I would be discharged. In 
the first place, when working in Davis’s cut, I was at first very “ soft,” and would not have been surprised 
if they had scut me about my business then ; but, just about when I was getting hard, and used to the 
■work, and it was no trouble for me to work, they discharged me. Just after crib time it was. I saw one 
of the foremen go down and speak to the boss, and, as I was coming down to work after crib time, the 
boss—"W oods—told me tbal I should have to go straight awavand “ get my time.” 1 said, “ What is that 
for ?” .He said, “ It has nothing to do with me.” I said, “ It has a lot to do with me : have I not given 
you satisfaction ? He replied, “ It is nothing to do with me.” The shots that were fired at this time— 
while we were at crib—blocked the tunnel the trucks had to go through, and, of course, some of the men 
had to remain idle. And this is the reason why I know that I was marked. The timekeeper said, “ I 
would not take time if I wore you, because the tunnel will be cleared in a couple of hours I said, “ I 
have been dischargedHe said, “ I suppose that is what Hanson was talking about to your boss. I 
said, “ Would he block a man from getting work here ?” He then recalled his words, and said, “ I do not 
suppose that was it.” 1 said, 11 What am 1 to do with tills shovel ?” and he said, “ Oh ! you can dig the 
garden with it.” ] said, “1 will take it home, and write 1 blackballed ’ on it.” A few days after that I 
started with another contractor—a man by the name of Miller. I worked there for seven or eight days, 
and with the same result. ^ The ganger told me straight out on that occasion that Hanson gave him orders 
to sack me. I asked him if it was Hanson s work ; and he said. “ Yes.” He said, further, “I am sorrv 
for you, old man : that is what’s tho matter.”
2839. Did he tell you what was the matter? Yes; he told me that I had been objected to by the 
company.
2840. Did he give you reason for the objection ? No ; lie only said that I was objected to in the office.
2841. Ts that the only other occasion? I was also discharged from Sullivan’s sailor gang in the same way
within the same year. All these things happened within the same year. I worked with the sailor gang 
for something like six weeks. Sullivan had several notices from the under officers to have me discharged. 
He said “ No, and that he was not going to do it, and that they could do it themselves if they liked. In 
tho long run, notice came from the office ; and I had (o go. One morning, just before I wTent to work, he 
said, “ Well, Jack, old man, I am sorry for you ; you have Lo go ; but, if you will take my advice, go and 
see the manager.” ’ ‘
2842. Who was the manager ? Mr. Howell.
2843. Did you see him ? He told me that it was useless seeking employment there, as he would he 
putting me on as against his officers, and that bo was never going (o do that sort of thing. I pleaded 
with him. I told him that I had no recollection of doing anything to hurt either his officers or himself, 
and that any action I had taken during the strike was simply on principle. I was not aware that 1 had 
done anything that 1 need be sorry for. If I had, it had been done unknown to myself. All this I told 
him, and asked him to lot me know if there was anything I had, done, and I would apologise; and, 
further, that if there was any accusation against me, to bring me face to face with my accuser and give 
me a chance to clear myself. He said, “ J have got it very hot against you here ”—putting his hand on a 
pile of paper—“and that it would be no use bringing me face to face with any accuser.” Mr. Schlapp 
told me that it was no use applying for work in Broken Hill, and that the best thing I could do was to 
sell out and get away to another district.
2844. Would that form part of the reason why you did not complain of those things you have drawn the
Commission’s attention to ? Yes. *
2845. You had grown a little bit wiser ? Yes.
2846. Mr. Edwards.] This, what you speak of, occurred a tong time ago ? At tho time I stated.
2847. Four years ago ? Yes. ’ 2848.
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J< 9- 2848. Mr. Howell has gone over three years, and Mr. Schlapp has also gone ? Yes. _
Shinnick. 2849. And I suppose you do not deny the right of managers to employ or discharge whom they think fit?

ooTV^Taor Certainly not.
” y’ ‘2850. They must keep that right? Certainly, by all means.

2851. I suppose in employing a large number of men such as the Proprietary have, the manager is not
called upon to account for his action in discharging a workman ? JS'o ; hut my case was different.
2852. You have only worked os a surface hand and a miner for about twelve months up here? I worked 
on the surface under Lane for four years without losing a shift,
2853. Mr. Lane has gone about four years? Yes, He had the reputation of being a very hard master ; 
and he did not keep a bad man long. I worked for him for four years; aud it was very hard work.

. 2854. At any rate, what )'ou have been speaking about is ancient history practically? It is not very
ancient to me; it is, rather, very fresh.
2855. Possibly, they thought they were justified in what they did; and, possibly, you thought it very
hard ? I did think it very hard. _ _
2856. You admit that the manager has the right te discharge what men he thinks fit? Yes; hut you 
will admit, with me, that if a man has a complaint, and is labouring under something that he is supposed 
to have done, it is only right that he should be given a show to clear himself.
2857. How long have vou worked underground up hero ? I have worked hero about twelve months 
altogether, underground.
2858. At different periods? Yes. _
2859. How long were you working in Block 10 ? I was there as a miner for about six or eight weeks. 
2360. That is quite recently ? Yes.
2861. Dick Thomas is the underground manager ? Yes.
2862. And I think he has the reputation of being one of the best underground managers here ? I am 
not prepared to say what his reputation is.
2863. 1. suppose you saw the inspector about occasionally ? Ho never came into our face while I was there.
2864. How, as to this shoot yon spoke of in Kelly’s shaftwas not the .mullock compartment closely 
hoarded off from the hauling compartment by 10 x 4 ? It might have been 10 x 2 ; 3 took it to bo 10 x 4.
2865. If any hoards were broken, they would be repaired at once ? I have seen broken boards there for 
a week without being repaired. I have seen a trucker work a whole shift removing mullock that had 
fallen out on to the plat.
2866. The danger would be to men working in the plat? Ho ; the men, if any, working down the shaft. 
A man might have been coming up or going down in a cage.
2367. As a matter of fact, no man was hurt? I have seen men escape just by Providence, as it were.
2868. You made no complaint to the shift-boss ? Ho.
2869. Hor to any other person ? Ho. _
2870. Why did you not go to the shift-boss ? I just gave Mr. Williams my reason for not doing so. I 
did not want to be the first to begin to complain. They would have said, This fellow is always stirring 
up mischief; be is going on with the same old game.”
2871. You know Captain Warren? Yes.
2872. Would you be afraid to go and speak to him ? Yes.
2873. As to the Central Mine, how long did you work there underground? I worked there on two or 
three occasions.
2874. On each occasion how long did you work ? I suppose about two or three months altogether. I 
only worked there one shift last time.
2875. Did you make any complaint to the shift-boss or to Mr .Howe, the underground manager, about not 
having sufficient timber ? I told, the boss I could not get it,
2876. What was his name? I could not tell you ; I never heard it. He came to us in the face once, 
and I said, “ 1 want some timber.” He said, “ Oh, look round ; you will get some.”
2877. Did you leave that place because you could not get timber, or because the work was daugerous? 
If I could have seen my way to get things to secure myself it is possible 1 might have stopped on.
2878. You were only on one shift ? Yes.
2879. Did you complain to Mr. Howe? I told him, and he said, “ Oh, I will see that it is got.” The 
more I saw of the thing the more I went about looking at it. The timber was nut of plumb, and jumbled 
up together, as it were. I thought it not good enough to take the risk, and I left it.
2880. You have never worked long in any one of those places since you left Block 14 ? Ho.

. 2881. I supposes these “ pig-styes” they put up would be stronger than even the square sets? Yes; but
they were simply used as stages.
2882. That is from your experience of one day;—would you say they were not specially put up to protect 
the ground that was dangerous in the face ? Yes; I am satisfied they were simply put up for stages.
2883. I suppose you know that these chambers are filled up with timber as soon as they are excavated, 
from the floor to the roof ? Yes, with square sets ; and, in many cases, the sets are not properly lathed.
2884. Is that owing to the carelessness of the men or of the shift-bosses ? I would take it that it was the 
carelessness of those who had the supervising of the work.
2885. You admit that the men strip the floors for their own work ? It is often the case that men do that. 
That is the fault of the man supervising; and the men who do it ought to be discharged.
2886. When an excavation is finished, it is filled up with square-set timber ? Yes ; but it is very dangerous
before that timber is put in. ■
2887. You cannot put timber in before you take out an excavation? But you can take too much out 
before you put in timber.
2888. You never knew an accident to occur through this, except the one yon have mentioned? No. He 
was boring in the face, and the timber men were trying to square up sets of timber; and while they were 
doing this some of the ore on top of the sets above him came away.
2889. Was he not breaking down a bit of stuff, when it came down on to his toe ? Ho.
2890. What is the man’s name? Kelly. It came from over the lop of the set just behind him. I 
knocked some of it down the next day.
2891. You have not worked in the open-cut since 1893 ? Ho.
2892. I think you are keeping a boarding-house now ? No ; I am not.
2893. You were keeping a boarding-house ? Yes. 2894.
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2801. Tou can give no opinion as to the effectiveness of the eicctric light at present? No. From what 
I saw of the other lights, they throw shadows; and that misleads a man. I believe under any circum
stances artificial light is not ns good as daylight to work in.
2895. As to breaking down the lead that sticks to tho sido of the furnace. That was in the Central and 
Block 14? I am not sure about Block 14, but I am quite sure as regards the Central.
2896. How long hare the Central smelters been absolutely dosed ? I think somewhere about two or
three years. ■ ■
2897. No smelting is going on there now ? No.
2898. So that is all ancient history ? Yes ; it only goes to show what dangerous practices men have been
put to, and what they have been asked to do. I can assure his Honor that men are asked to go and do 
things that are absolutely dangerous to their health. _
2899. Before the shift-boss ordered the men down, ho went down to see that it was safe himself ?. Ho
went in ono morning. One man said,“ Jt is not good enough,” and the boss went down, and picked a bit, 
and said, “ It is good enough ; go down and pick that stuff out." _
2900. On those occasions the furnaces were shut down ? The fire would not he taken out. All they did 
was to cut off the blast and throw in more ore. Underneath, there was nothing but molten material.
2901. But there would be a great depth of ore ? Not greater than 4 ft. 6 in., and then you would come
to the molten stuff. ■
2902. The boss went down first of all to see whether it was safe ? Yes ; but he did not stop there long.
2903. He thought what he could do other men could do ? Yes; but he took very good care not to do it 
very often.
2904. You think men would be safer loading a line of trucks at the bottom of a face in a cut than they 
would be working on a “ chinaman ” ? Yes.
2905. il/r, Williams.] You were asked if you had been keeping a boarding-house. Carrying on that 
occupation would have led yon into contact with a number of men ? Yes.
2900. You have not worked in the Proprietary since Mr. Stewart has been manager ? No.
2907. Have yon heard men express any opinion as to whether Mr. Stewart has removed that system of 
boycott ? I heard that Mr. Stewart had done so ; and I was advised to apply to him for work. I said : 
“Mr. Stewart may be all right; but there are officers under him who have a dislike tome; aud they 
would be sure to make up an excuse to get rid of me.”

J. G. 
Shinnick,

20JulyJS97.

Christopher Kelly sworn and examined :—
2908. JUs Honor.] What is your full name ? Christopher Kelly.
2909. What is your occupation ? A mechanic, as well as a miner.
2910. Have you been mining at Broken Hill for some time ? Yes.
2911. Up till how recently? Up till within seven weeks.
2912. Until you met with an accident? Yes.
2913. For how long altogether were you mining? For eight years.*
2914. Below ground all the time ? Three years above ground, and after that below ground.
2915. In what mines have you been working? Proprietary, Block 10, Central, and Silver Hill Junction, 
2910. In which mine where you working last ? Block 10, and tho Central.
2717, At sloping? Yes.
2918. And before that? All sloping work.
2919. I thought you said you worked part of your time on the surface ? That was tool-sharpening on
the Proprietary. *
2920. You wish to inform the Commission of some matters in which you think dangerous practices are 
being carried on by the management ? Yes.
2921. I want you to tell me, in order, what these different practices are that you take exception to ? In 
the contract system—the way it is carried on here—a man has no liberty whatsoever. When you go to 
take a contract, you hare a price offered you, which is a fixed one ; and you must take it,
2922. They name a price; and you may either take it or refuse it ? Yes, that is the only option you 
have. They have a fixed price : and no matter whether it pays or not, you have to take it or go without. 
As regards timber, on many occasions I have had to go to the plat for it, aud, not being able to get it, I 
have sent word for it, and then could not get it.
2923. Was that when ymv were really in want of timber ? Yes, to save pulling up timber from the floors.
2924. How often did that occur ? I was six weeks in Block 10; and I spoke, I think, three or four times 
about it.
2925. Bid you not finally get the timber ? Not that day. We had to leave it to our mates to get it.
2926. What did you do for the want of timber ? Of course, under the contract system, if you cannot get 
it you risk many a thing you ought not to, in order to make a livelihood. You do without timber, and 
incur many a risk.
2927. Can you mention any accidents that took place from want of timber? X can only state that where 
I met with my accident timber was wanted. A.t the Central, on the 400-foot level, there is an open-cut; 
and you have to travel along on the caps and struts, there being no flooring-boards at all.
2928. What was your accident that you speak of? Wc started a contract in this open-cut. Tasked 
Mr. Howe previously to going down, if the place was ready and fit for us to start in. He said that it was. 
When I went down, I asked the shift-boss where I was to start; and he seemed to bo in a bit of a fog as 
to where 1 was to make a beginning. He put me on to a place for the time being ; and above the strut 
was a large piece of loose stuff. 1 complained to the shift-boss, and said, “ This is a nice place in which 
to start a man working.” He took me overhead and had a look. There were 8 or 9 tons of ore lying on 
the floor that should have been cleared away before we were put to work. Tho shift-boss could not give 
ns any definite instructions, and I thought that, by being careful, we might possibly “dillydally” the shift 
out until our mates came in with definite instructions. 1 tommed this big lump up, and started to bore a 
hole. Tho timber men came round, and started to straighten the timber; and I saw the lump move. X

said,
* Note (nv rrrifion):- T understood the question to refer to Broken Hill only, or 1 should have said, ‘‘It is twenty 

j’enrs since I started mining.''
258—0

C. Kelly. 

20 July, 1897.
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C. Kelly, said, “ Get away, Bill.” My mate hit it; and it fell down through the'floor. If it had gone through the next 
floor it would have killed the trucker. 1 saw another lump which was evidently keeping the stuff behind from 

20 July, 1897. running ; and I put a chock under it. Afterwards, the timber men went a set further back ; hit the log, and 
' disturbed this lump, without giving me warning; and down it dropped on my foot. That is how I met

with my accident. It is a shame and a disgrace the way the stuff is loft about there. You have to be 
very careful there, or else you would meet with an accident. I have heard numerous men complain ; and 
I am sorry to see they are not coming forward to givo information.
2929. Complaining about the want of timber to keep pace with their work ? Yes. In the old days, when 
1 worked under Mr, Harper, tho system was that, whenever a man wanted timber and there was none at 
the plat, immediately after sending word to the platman the cage came down with some. Now, it is 
different altogether. In Mr, Harper’s time, timber was the first thing considered,
2930. There appears to be plenty of timber on the surface ? Yes.
2931. And your observation would lead you to think that the management aro stinting the amount of 
timber supplied to the workmen ? Yes; economy is practised. Very often, if you had limber at band, 
you could prevent danger from increasing; and, instead of running about for timber, you could save many 
hours’ labour.
2932. A good deal of that you put down to the contract system ? Most decidedly.
2933. You mean that men are tempted to run risks they would not run if working under the day-labour 
system ? Most decidedly.
2934. So as to make a little more out of their contraets ? This system they have here—the fortnightly 
system—is an old system that I saw worked under twenty years ago in Kewr Zealand in connection with 
the coal-mines.
2935. Did it not work well there? K"o ; you cannot compare the working of a coal-mine with the work 
here. They are worked on a totally different scale. Here, if a man fortunately struck a good piece 
of ground during his fortnight, they would have no hesitation in dropping him down £1 or 30s. a set 
for it.
2936. Is there any other matter down below that you specially wish to call attention to ? There is this 
filliug-in business. I believe there could be a little more done with it. 1 have scon them build rough 
stouc up and put a lath across from leg to leg. If those laths were kept away, and the stones built 
properly up in the levels, things would be much safer. After a certain time, you can put your “ spider” 
in these laths, and they go to sawdust; aud, if a stone were lo roll through, it would be sure to bring 
others with it,
2937. It is a safe plan to use the laths in addition to the stones; hut the slones should be built up instead 
of being tumbled m ? Yes; above the levels.
2938. You would not do away with the laths, to act as a temporary support for the wall ? I think I

• would prefer to see them away, in the levels, because what good are they when they rot?
2939. But, do they not help the wall to keep its solidity whiie if is settling ? But' the walls would never
be built properly then. .
2940. You think the using of laths prevents men from building the walls properly? Yes; they just
chuck the stones in roughly. "
2941. Is there any other matter you would like to speak about ? Yes ; as to tho boring of missed-holes. I 
have heard a lot said about the fuses, aud that men are neglectful with the detonators. From what I have 
seen, the miners arc generally very careful with the detonator. It is the fuse that has been the cause of 
trouble—bad-quality fuse.
2942. How do you account for Ibc late firing of a charge? Sometimes tho cotton in the fuse may be 
smouldering away for hours. In Hew Zealand, a man, after a hole has missed, is not allowed to go near 
it for the lest of the day ; and you have to knock off in that particular part.*
2943. Twenty-four hours would be the limit in that case? Yes.
2944. Does that apply to all mining in New Zealand ? I think so.
2945. You are speaking of a coal-mine now ? Yes.
2946. In that ease, powder was used ? Yes ; fracteur was also used.
2947. Then you think that a regulation ought to be made that a longer time should elapse than is at 
present provided before going back again after a miss-fire ? Yes.
2948. Or course that is a very difficult question ? It is difficult, hut we must use a safeguard if possible.
Though I have often risked the thing myself, of course, on account of the contract system, I think there 
should be a rule to keep men under, ' "
2949. Mas it considered in New Zealand that the fuse did carry fire along in that way—through the 
material? 1 could not say. I have examined a fuse myself after a shot has gone off; and L have seen the 
thread smoulder for an hour afterwards. Sometimes we find a knot in the fuse ; and where that knot is 
there is very often nc powder. Sometimes, however, that knot is so fine you have to look very minutely to 
detect it; and in some cases it may escape your attention, and it is then that a miss lakes place ; that is, 
tho charge does not explode until the fire has smouldered its way along tho thread and again reached the 
powder.
2950. Is there any other matter underground that you wish to speak about? I wish to call attention to 
the condition of the plat at the 415-feet level in Block 10. It is m a most disgraceful state. The timber 
above the men’s heads is shattered to pieces, and all splintered.
2951. How has the splintering been caused ? By the weight of the ground above crushing it.
2952. Which plat is if you refer to ? At Kelly’s shaft, on the 415-fect level.
2953. When did you last see it ? Somewhere about nine or ten weelts ago.
2954. Was it then in the same state ? Yes.
2955. Have you heard of its being repaired since? No. They have there, too, a mullockpass ; and, when 
men have been passing up aud down in cages, I have seen them running the mullock down : aud, at the 
415-feet level 1 have seen lumps of mullock come out and nearly cause accidents. The stones even 
rebound off the plat, sometimes, and lodge within an inch of going down the shaft. I passed a remark once 
or twice to the shift-bosses about the thing, but they never took any notice of it. As to the shift-bosses, 
what I have seen of them goes to tell me that they are there just to watch the shoots. So long as they are 
kept filled, things are all right.

2956.
Note (on mAion) :—1 understood this question to refer to miss-firing.
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295G. Tou tliink the sliooting of imillock uown this pass is a serious risk for the men who are travelling C. Kelly, 
up and down the shaft ? Tes. A noth or thing, while I was working there, the shift-boss would come and 
give you one order ; and, presently, the underground manager would come down and lecture you for 20 “yilSBT. 
carrying out the work in such a manner. Tou were in a fog as to whom you should please ; and, if you 
attempted to obtain redress, yon got nothing but a snub ; and, if you did not like it, of course you could 
gp home. ‘
2957. Whom would you go to for redress ? The ouly one I look to is the underground manager.
2958. And would he give no satisfaction ? "We spoke to him, and he would not listen to us, but walked 
away. Of course we could not do any more, and we lot him go at that.
2959. Tou have never worked in the open-cuts ? iNo; and I would sooner starve than risk my life in 
one of them. Why do they not adopt the railway system as to the batter ; none other could be safer.
2990, What is the difference between the railway system and the open-cut system ? In a railway cutting 
the ground slopes backwards ; here they have gone underneath, and the mullock is hanging overthc men’s 
heads, and you can see cracks running in all directions. It is the greatest piece of Providence that there 
have not been ten times the number of accidents in Broken Hill, They have practical surveyors here 
who know the width of the lode ; and surely they would know what grade to take down an open-ent to 
prevent overhanging ; and if that were done it would bo a great protection to the lives of the men working 
there. What brings about this overhanging is, that after they get down a bit they find the ore widens 
out, and to get it out they have to undermine for it, as it were.
2961. Still it is a good deal a matter of experiment as you go down to see how the ground would stand;— 
you could not start on the surface with an assumption that you would have to put on a certain fixed 
batter by the time you got to the bottom? We all know very well that in these mines tho ground on the 
surface is worse than it is deeper. The deeper you go, the sounder and more solid it is.
29G2. That would make it all the more difficult to decide on the surface what hatter you would want?
The shafts that have already been put down would give you a very good idea.
2963. But the rock varies ? But in Broken Hill they have had all through a very good idea of the
country. “
2964. Therefore, they ought to have started the batter from the top of the open-cut ? It is my opinion 
that in doing this open-cut work they ought to have started from what they call the viaduct, and to have 
gone straight ahead ; and not from the top of the hill. That is the ordinary practice with railway cuttings.
It is my firm opinion that a lot of the ore that is wasted now in the shifting of the mullock would have 
been saved had such a system been adopted. .
2965. Tou would always know then how you were with your batter? Tes.
2966. _But the question is how the matter stands at present with regard to safety—you have not been 
down in the cuts: you have only looked down ? Tes. Even now, any man who looks down Block 11 
open-cut will see something which would not encourage him to risk himself in it. The stuff is overhanging, 
and great large cracks are running in all directions.
2967. As to the use of the “chinaman,” have you any opinion to express upon it? I have seen where 
the men have been working underneath filling, and I have noticed that they have not time to lift their 
heads to look round. They are always in a hurry and a bustle to get the stuff away. Another thing, I 
have heard in the open-cuts with my own ears the gangers using some of the most disgusting language 
that could ever come out of a man’s mouth. They are what I call “bullying gangers.” Ton never hear 
such language from a good, practical man ; be always speaks to his men with civility. I have never in all 
my experience seen anything but the greatest civility come from the really practical man; but, where 
men are not practical, and not up to their work, then you know what to expect. This “bullying” business 
flurries a man, and no doubt gives rise lo aecidenls.
29GS. Have you done any work in tho open-cuts during any part of the time you have been working on 
the Hill ? 1 could never get. any work lliero.
2969. There is nothing else you can speak of ? Ao.
2970. Hr. l^olkinghorne] Tou say that timber was not at all times procurable when required ? Tes.
2971. Have you at any time applied tor limber and been told that you could not have it? They would 
not say straight out that you could not have it, but it would never come down, f believe the platmen 
have done their work, and sent up the orders for it.
2972. Tou have never in your experience witnessed an accident brought about through lack of timber?
No; I have not been whore any accidents have occurred through that cause.
2973. Tou say that, in your opinion, the way of getting mullock down Kelly’s shaft in Block 10 is dan
gerous? Tes, decided H.
297-1'. Are you prepared” to suggest auy means to make it more secure against accident ? 'There should be 
a separate shaft altogether to send mullock down.
297;>. In your opinion the practice of putting mullock down should be discontinued, or else the hauling 
and lowering of men ? Tes. .
2976. 1/Vs Honor] The practice of putting the shaft to both uses should be discontinued? Tes.
2977. If men are going up or down, mullock should not be shot down ? No. I have noticed very often 
that the runners of the cage have been put out of place on account of this mullock. That is very 
dangerous.
29/S. Mr. Polkinfjltorne] Tou also spoke of tho plat being very insecure. Was no attempt made while 
you were fhcre to secure the timber? No ; not while I was there.
2979.' Is the ground very dangerous, around that shaft ? Of course, it was not my business to make an 
examination as regards that; and I had quite enough to do where I was working. Of course, I did not 
examine it carefully, but just took notice of what 1 saw wherever I was travelling. We only travelled 
the one road ; and I always watched where T was going for my own safety, but never took the trouble to 
enter into a careful examination. Besides, it was not my business to do that.
2950. You know enough about it to say absolutely that fresh timber should have been put in ? Yes ; the 
plat should have been re-timbered and secured.
2951. It was stated that a number of sets are very often left uncovered. Would they be under where 
men are working ? Yes.
2982. Hid you ever point it out to the shift-boss, that there were not sufficient laths to cover these sets?
It was in the Central where I noticed that; and I had only just started.

2933.
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C. Kfllly. 2983. You did not notice it in Block 10? No; wlint drew my attention to it in tlio Central was that
^ ’when we went down to examine the place where we were to start work, we had to walk along struts ; and

20‘July, 1887. must have been live or six sets high. Some of the floors were covered, but the majority were not.
2981'. Was it in what they call the open-cut? It was at the 400-feet level; I believe they call it the 
open-cut.
29S.3, To what extent was it being worked without timber ? As soon as you entered you saw in front of 
you a chamber fully 30 feet long and from four to five sets high, and no timber.
29Sti. How far would the face be ahead of the timber? The drive was about 30 feet long ; and the 
distance across the lode must have been fully 60 feet. It was 60 feet wide. 30 Lui long, and about five 
sets high.
29S7. Were machines being used in that excavation ? No, not then.
2988. How close would it have been safe to have brought the timber lo the face, so that it would not bo 
exposed too much to the shots ? I would say it should be within two sets, anyhow.
2989. And what height do you consider it a fair distance to go without securing it with permanent 
timber? I wrould prefer mj'self to keep more than a set above me. I would keep the timber to within 
one set.
2930. I believe the ground is naturally hard in those open places ? It looked very hard where wc were ; 
but I believe in places there arc large pockets of soft ore as well.
2991. Would it not cause delay to the company if permanent timber were placed too close to the back— 
would not the shots interfere with it? The floor can be built up with old timber, which will protect it 
from being broken about with the shots,
2992. Was the cause of your injury due to the fact that the timber was not put close enough to the 
face ? No.
2993. Could you have taken any precaution that would have prevented your accident? If I had been 
under wages the first thing I would have done would have been to go up above and clear the stuff away. 
But it was not my place to go and shift the stuff hanging up on the next set; and I should have got 
nothing for it.
2994. Did you point out to the shift-boss that the stuff should be cleared away ? Yes; I told him that 
the place was not fit to work in.
2995. He did not suggest to you to clear it away, and that you would be allowed for it ? No ; I remarked 
about this lump that was overhanging ; aud he said that it had been standing furweeks and weeks. I 
replied that that was more the reason why it was dangerous,
2996. Was that the place where the sets under the working-place were not covered? Yes; I had to 
cover the sets myself before I could start work.
2997. How many floors do you think should bo kept covered under a working-place to ensure safety ? I 
approve of Mr. Harper’s system. There was not a floor left uncovered, and filling in was done wherever 
possible, while he was here.
2998. "Was that in the Proprietary ? In McGrcggor’s.
2999. You think every floor should be kept covered? Yes, or else the sets be filled in.
3090. Is it your opinion that the number of accidents during the last two years has been on the increase? 
Y^es. so far as l have seen by reports in the press.
3001. What, in your opinion, is rhe principal cause of these accidents ? A good deal of it is due to (he 
contract system, because men cannot afford to take the care they would under day-labour.
3002. Are the instrudions of the bosses such as to cause men to run risks? They will not give a man a 
fair price to work comfortably.
3093. Leaving the prices paid out of Hie question, are the orders given by the men in charge such as to 
make the men run greater risks than they were asked to do under the day-labour system ? Yes ; when 
I worked under Mr, Harper on day-labour the instruction was always to secure the ground, no matter 
what time you spent.
3004. Is not that the order now under the contract system ? That is the order ; but supposing you have 
got a wife and family, and there is only just a bare subsistence to be got from your contract. In that 
case, rather than have a delay, you would work on under a great risk. Under day-work there would be 
no necessity to run such a risk.
3005. "What would you suggest in order to bring about a better system ? I am a strong upholder of 
day-labour ; and I think you will find that the profits derived under day-labour were just as big as they 
are now.
3000. Would you be surprised to hear that there is as much work done now with 1,000 men as was done
on day wages by 2,009? There may be some instances where that has been the case, but these things are 
exaggerated a great deal sometimes. Of course, we know this open-cut work has to a large extent 
increased the out-put of ore; but, excepting that, I do not think the day system was auy costlier than the 
contract system. ‘
3007. Yon think it did not cost more to get out ore under day 'work than it does now under contract,
taking the underground portion of the work? No : in the early days one shot among the rich carbonate 
ores would do as much execution as half a dozen shots in the sulphides to-day. I have seen one shot in a 
drive take out 40 trucks of dirt. "
3008. I suppose you are aware that, at the time you speak of, silver was almost double the price it.is to-day ? 
I think it was on the drop at the time.
3009. What was about the price of silver at that time ? I could not say. My opinion is that one man 
does not do as much now as two did under the day-work system ; at any rate, not where the men did their 
work legitimately.
3010. Can the men, under the existing system, take all necessary precaution for the safeguarding of 
their lives ? Most decidedly no. If it were freedom of contract, and not this fortnightly system, 
they might. The present system is freedom for one side only. When a man is given a contract, let 
him have a certain amount of sets or feet to do ; and let him put in his price lor it. Under the 
present system, if you make good wages during the fortnight, at its termination you are cut down; 
and sometimes you are even cut down while the fortnight is in progress, and if you attempt to say 
anything about it you are told to go about your business. Let them have a proper contract system ; and 
not, as at present, where your price may be one thing offered, anil their’s another ; but they will not budge

an
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an inch to you. They say, “ Our price is so aud so; you will have to take it or else leave it.” At the 0. Kelly, 
same time they know that the price is one that you could not make wages at. eoTV^lSST
SOIL Do you know of any accidents that have taken place because of the incoinpetency of any of tho u ’
managers or their subordiuatc oflicers ? I cannot sav ; I have never been near when any accident has 
taken place.
3012. Do you think the regulations under the Mining Act, and which are supposed to be now in force, are 
sufficient ? I have never read them enough to know them properly.
3013. Do you think that one inspector is sufficient for the Albert Mining District ? No : I do not.
3014. How many do you tliink there should be ? I think there should lie two at least.
3015. And one to be always on the Hill ? Yes.
3016. What do you think of this Board of Inquiry that has been suggested ;—do you think it would be a 
benefit to the district, to the owners, workers, and inspectors, to have a Board to inquire into all accidents 
other than fatal ones? Most decidedly there should be a Board to inquire into those things.
3017. How would you suggest the Board be appointed ? There should be three to represent the mine 
owners, throe to represent the miners, and a chairman, who should be the Coroner or the Warden, I 
firmly believe that if such a Board were established, many of the difficulties we are labouring under to-day 
would be seen to. I will give an instance of how the Board would come in : Lately we tried to suggest 
one or two things to Mr. Thomas, now the underground manager of Block 10, that would probably be of 
benefit to him ; but our ideas were scorned. It looked as if wc were not men at all, and that we knew' 
nothing at all. He would not listen to us in any way. Suggestions from the Board would have to be 
listened to.
3018. You think such a Board would result in the best interests of all concerned ? Most decidedly. I 
notice that over in New Zealand recently a man was blown up ; and his wife sued the company for £1,000, 
and got £750. If we had laws like those, and one or two cases like that were brought against them, the 
mine managers would show a great deal more interest and care in the well-being of their men.
3010. Do you think the Government should provide this district with an ambulance waggon ? Yes ; but 
I think we want more than one ambulance waggon for Broken Hill. The Proprietary would very often 
require more than one for its own use.
3020. You are evidently referring to litters ? Yes.
3021. Do you think it should be made compulsory that each mine keep an ambulance litter ? Yes.
3022. And that the Government provide an ambulance waggon for taking these litters to the hospital ? Yes.
3023. In your opinion should there be a regulation made enforcing the adoption of safety appliances on 
all cages used for lowering and raising men ? Yes.
3024. I think you said, in opening your evidence, that you arc also a mechanic? Yes.
3025. Is it your opinion that engine-drivers should be certificated before taking charge of a winding- 
engine where men are lowered and raised? Yes, certainly; but the certificates only should not be relied 
upon. I have known in many cases men to possess certificates, and not be practical.
3026. Ilis Honor.'] You think a Board should not grant a man a certificate without testing him on the 
different engines? Yes. In New Zealand, I have seen men who only had book-learning obtain certi
ficates ns engineers.
3027. Mr. Polkinghornc ] The Board granting these certificates should be composed of practical men ?
Yes ; under the supervision of the Government. 1
3028. Aud the man should give a proof of his practical ability before being granted a certificate? Yes.
Another thing: the system adopted ten years ajro by the Government School of Mines in New Zealand, 
as regard mine managers, is a very good one. There, after a man has learned all the theory and so forth, 
lie has to serve two years underground and gain practical knowledge before he can send in any application 
for a position as a mine manager. Mr. Ilorwood could not hold the position of a mine manager ; he is a 
surveyor. Your Honor, that is'the system in New Zealand.
3029. Mr. Williams.] In giving your evidence upon the open-cuts, you eipressedau opinion that it would 
have been better to have cuts in from the slopes of the hill instead of down from the top ? Yes.
3030. But they have been put in from the top; and the question is, now, how to further conduct opera
tions in them with a minimum loss of life : you have given your recommendations with that object in 
view, and, as a man, you have come here to endeavour to give the benefit of your thought, and experience, 
for the prevention of unnecessary sacrifice of life ? Most decidedly.
3031. Without the desire to hinder or hamper the operations of any party whatever? Yes.
3032. "Would you ho surprised if tho “chinaman." was advocated as the most humane system of
working the open-cut ? I would certainly say it is a dangerous system, especially to the men engaged in 
filling. . ■
3033. You would prefer to work with skips aud trucks? I would prefer to get at the lowest part of the 
hill first, and carry on from there.
3034. But, taking the work as it is being done now, would you not prefer the Block 10 system, where 
they are sending the overburden straight away through a tunnel into the mine for filling? I would 
prefer Block 10 system to the others at present in practice.
3035. You think that would be the most practical and economical way to get rid of the mullock ? Yes.
3030. You have complained of the bad language used by the gangers ; do yon think that would have any 
influence upon tho men ? It might hurry some up, but others it might flurry, and so lead to accident.
3637. You know the contractors by repute in the various open-cuts along the line of lode? Yes.
3038. Have you known any of them to have a straightforward character and a good name? I could 
not say.
3039. It has been said that the proprietors have a perfect right to work their leases in their own way? I 
have known the managers at other places to have a little social chat with their men, and be only too glad 
to adopt any suggestions of value they might make. IB you made a suggestion, they gave you credit for 
it; but here, if you attempt to offer a suggestion, they snub you like a mad dog travelling down the 
street. ■
3040. Mr. Edwards?] You met with your accident through the fall of some stuff from above where you 
were working? Yes.
3041. How long would it have taken you to have shifted that stuff ? It might take me a whole shift to 
do it.

3042.
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C. Kelly. 

20 July, 1897

3012. How long would it have taken you to have popped that big stone that led to your meeting with 
your accident? If you had attempted to put a pop in it you would have popped yourself. The way it 
was hanging, no sane man would ever have attempted to pop it. "
3043. Could you not have harred it down ? Tes; but it was not the big lump that fell on mo; it was 
the small lump.
3044. But could not the email lump have been barred down? It might have caused a run, and in that 
case the trucker below would have probably got injured.
3015. Tou could have warned the trucker ? I said to my mate “ We will be as careful as possible ; we 
will ‘dilly dally’ until the morning,'until our males come.”
3016. You were waiting for proper instructions from your mates ? Our mates were to get proper 
instructions from the manager.
3017. In th© meantime you left that stone above you hanging;—surely to goodness you could have taken 
it down ? I had not got authority from the shift-boss to do it, and I was not going to do it myself.
3048. How long have you been working underground? Twenty years ago 1 started in mines.
3040, Ho you mean to say that after twenty years’ underground experience you could nob take down a 
piece of ground like that without consulting the shift-boss? It is not my place to see to such things.
3050. Were you not competent to do it? Tes.
3051. Well, why did you not do it ? By doing so, I would not have been acting in accordance with dis- 
C1^ ije’ ^ made a start at taking the work out of the hands of the manager or shift-boss, you 
would very soon be sent about your business.

^ie manaSer or shift-boss reprimand you for taking down a piece of dangerous ground ? 
No^; but they very often do not pay you for it. ■
30o3. How long would it have taken you to knock down this lump of dirt that was hanging on the 
strut; the big piece weighed about 7 cwt., and the small piece less? It all depends. Sometimes it 
looks as if yon could do it in an hour, and it might take the whole shift. Bv looking at it, you could not 
define the time. . ■' J
3054. As to that big piece of ore that was there ? The timbermen came aril were straightening a leg, 
and I noticed it move. I told my mate to get out of the road. He turned round and hit it with the 
hammer, and a lump fell off it; he hit it again, and it went through on to the next floor, leaving a piece 
behind resting on the strut. A chock was put under, with a side wedge to jamb it; and, if the 
timbermen had not interfered with the leg, a set further back, it would never have come down.
3055. If you had put a bore in that piece, it must have come down ? Tes.
3056. What weight was it ? About 40 lb.
3057. Tou could have lifted it off with your hands ? Your head would then perhaps have got it, as tho 
other stuff above it would have come down with a run very likely.
3058. But you could have got above it? Ho; you would nave had a good bit of shovcllinn- to do to
get to it. °
30o9. But you could have made it secure ? Yes ; but if you are engaged by a man to do a certain work 
you are^not going out of your way to do other work. '
3060. You prefer then to work under a little danger, rather than make the ground secure yourself? But 
it the timberman had said, Look out,” when he hit the leg, I should have been all mlit.- 
3001. You preferred to work under danger? It was not imminent risk. ”
3062. //is JZonorJ I understand you were deceived by the 40-lb. lump;—you did not tliink it was neces
sary to bring it down ; you thought it was safe ? Yes; 1 put a check under and wedged it, and, if it had 
not been disturbed, 1 could have worked there three shifts, and not have met with an accident.
3003. Mr. JZJirarf/sJ But it would have been far safer lo have brought it down? Tho shift-boss never 
said anything about bringing it down, and when you arc working oimi price which is a bare subsistence, 
you could not make a, living if you spent time upon lliose things, 1

y°U a'e 8Ct t0 'v01’k in a surely it ia vour to make it safe before you start?
JJecidedlv not The manager is supposed to leave the ground safe for vou to start in. It is not till after 
I, start work tlmfc I am responsible for any dangers. ”
3065. If you were put to work in an insecure place, you would go on with vour operations and take no 
precautions f .But tins place was not in such a critical condition as you try"to make out.
3066. Just before lunch, you admitted that you did take a certain amount of risk in going to work under 
that stone ? I wish to correct one word—I said “dilly dally.”

His Honor : The Commimon, Mr. Kelly, understand the sense in which you used that word, and do 
not take %t ihat you implied you were idlina away your time,

3°G7. You admitted you did accept a certain amount of risk in going to work with this stone above you 
on the strut ? I well explain a little clearer. Later in the morning I gained information from my mates 
who went on after ns, that that stone, that I had chocked, prevented a lot of stuff behind from runniim’ 
Where that stone came away from, they touched the stuff with a drill, and it started running from the top 
floor, which should have been cleared before wo started to work.
3068. However, if you had knocked that stone down, as you might have done, even if it had caused you 
some time and trouble, the accident to you would not have happened ? I feel confident that an y practical 
miner would have done the same as I did. To miner will shift dirt that ho is not goiim to be paid for.
3069. And tlmt is the reason why yon did not interfere ? Y’es. ° ’
3070. Yon have been working on contract a long time ? I have not done a great deal here. I am one of 
the uutortunates that have been out of employment for a long time.
3071. You have been working on contract? Yes.
3072. In the Proprietary ? In the early days.
3073. And in Block 10? Yes. “
3074. And you had just started in the Central? Yes.
3075. What have been your average earings ? At Block 10 
just on 9s. for another.
3076. How long did you work there? Pive weeks.
3077. Then you have only done five weeks’ work in Block 10 ?
3078. And how long did you work in the Central ? One shift, worse luck.
3079. So your experience of Block 10 extends only over live weeks ? Yes. .
3080. During what period ? It is nine weeks ago'sinco I was up at Block 10. 8081.

my average was 7s. Gd. for one term, and

Yes.
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3081. Wliom did you complain to about not having timber;—what is tho name of the shift-bose? Of C. Kelly,
course ; I did not mahe a great complaint to the shift-boss in Block 10. ooTV^Tfio-
3082. The evidence is that you spoke to the shift-boss in Block 10, and asked him for timber, and could J®"'1
not get it P X went to the plat, but there was not any there. I gave an order to the platman, but it did
not come down.
3083. What is the platman’s name ? 1 do not know.
3084. What is his Christian name? I did not take any particular notice of the man,
3085. Could you describe him ? lie was something similar to myself, only shaved.
308G. An Englishman, Irishman, or Scotchman? I might tell a German from an Englishman ; but I. 
could not distinguish an Englishman, Irishman, or a Scotchman.
3087. You do not remember the name ? No.
3088. I understand you spoke of it on three or four occasions ? I spoke on three or four occasions
about the stones coming out of the pass ; not about the timber. I went up to the plat, and found there
was no timber there, and then ordered it, thinking that it was the usual thing for tho timber to come 
down immediately after giving an order for it.#
3083. Who is in charge—the platman or the shift-boss ? The shift-boss is supposed to be in charge. I 
did say to him that there was no timber in the plat.
3090. Which shift-boss was it? “ Sie,” I think you call him. Wc just said that there was no timber.
3091. That is the only way you can describe him? Yes.
3092. How many times did you speak to him ? I do not take a book in with me to take notes.
3093. How many times did you speak about the stones coming down ? I did not speak particularly to 
anyone, but just passed a remark three or four times on the plat lhat it was a shame such things were 
allowed to go on. The shift-boss was there, within hearing distance. I did not complain ; only passed a 
remark.
3094. You see, Kelly, it is just as much to the interest of the management to prevent accidents, as it is to 
that of the men. The management aro doing everything they possibly can to minimise the least possible 
chance of an accident's occurring, but if they have-not the assistance of the men you can sec the position 
they aro placed in. Do you not see the error you committed in letting such a thing pass unnoticed, or 
without drawing the attention of the management to it;—do you know of any accident that occurred 
through the breaking away of these stones? No; but 1 have seen men very nearly hit on several 
occasions.
3095. No person was injured? No.
3096. You wore only in the Central one shift? Yes.
3097. So tho condition of that chamber you speak of could not have affected you much ? No ; hut a man 
is not blind when he looks at those things.
3098. Do you know if it is timbered up now ? I do not know.
3099. Do you know that that chamber is as full of square-set timber as it can stick? At the time I speak 
of it was not, and you had a job to get a plank of any description.
3100. Shinnick was your male in the Central ? No; in Block 10. He was one of the six in the Central, 
but was on a different shift from me, '
3L0I. Did you ever complain to the shift-boss about the dangerous condition of the plat at the 415-feet
level in Block 10? No; I did not. .
3102. You say that is dangerous ? Well, any man who sees timber splintered over his head in all shapes 
and forms naturally comes to the conclusion that it is dangerous.
3103. When you see dangerous places, do you not think it your duty to complain to the shift-boss ? It 
may be; but the shift-bosses should know these things themselves.
3104. You did not point it out to any person ? My business is in the face ; not to point out to the shift- 
boss what I see in every place. I have got enough to do to complain about w'hat is in my own face.
3105. You said you complained once to the underground manager about the stones breaking through ?
No ; it was in the stope where we were. He charged one of our mates with insufficient work.
3106. And that is the time he would not stop and speak to you ? Yes.
3107. Where was this? Underground in Block 10 ; and the underground manager was Mr. Thomas.
3108. 1 suppose you have worked on railway cuttings? I have done a little, now and then, in my time.
3109. Do you not know that the system called the “ chinaman” is adopted in almost all railway cuttings ?
When I wras giving my evidence on that matter I did not exactly know what was referred to as a 
t! chinaman.”
3110. You did not know what a “ chinaman ” vvas until it was explained to you afterwards ? I never
heard tell of a “ chinaman” before—only on the Barrier—but I have seen the same class of work done 
under a different name. '
3111. Do you know what a “chinaman” is now ? Yes ; I have a very good idea.
3112. And is that not the system invariably adopted in all largo railway cuttings ? Yes, I think so.
3113. And it is considered safe in big railway work, and not here ? There is no restriction to save ore in 
a railway work, while there is here. Again, there is a great difference between day and night.
3114. You admit that it is a system that is used in all largo railway works where the contractors know
their business ; as to its being dangerous or not to work in this open-cut, all that you can say is from an 
observation made from the top bench ;—you have never been down? No; but there is no need to go 
down to see it. _ '
3115. I suppose hundreds of men have been working in the cuts ? Yes.
3116. As to sets being uncovered by the taking away of thelaths, I suppose you do not know whether the 
laths were removed under orders from the management, or taken by men too la/.y to go to tho plat for 
timber ? I could not say.
3117. It is not tho platmairs duty to carry timber to a contractor ? No.
3118. It is the duty of the contractor to bring his own timber from the plat? Yes,
3119. That is one of tho terms of the contract? But if the timber is not there you cannot fetch it.
3120. You cannot say who shifted those laths ? No ; I only worked one shift.
3121. Excepting one shift, you have never worked in any of those underground chambers, and you know
_____ ________ _______ _________________________________ ___ as

® Note (ou rceition)This question I must have mistaken, to have given the answer as far as the word timberat 
the end of the first sentence. My answer would be “Yes,”
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C. Kelly. ag mueli about them. I suppose, as you do about the open-cuts, which you have never been down ? A 
onTT'^ifiQT m'ner >s ncd an ^'°t; 1 when he looks at the place he has an idea what it is.
20 Ju y, 1897. 3^22. “When the officer took you down to look at this work you were put on, you objected ? Yes.

3123. What did he say? He said it was hanging for weeks and weeks.
3124. What was his name? Andrews, I think. I am not positive. _ _
3125. And the only reason you think the contract-system is dangerous is because they will not give you a 
fair price for the work ? That is the main reason.
3120. Would you be surprised to learn that, at the present time, under contract, they are shifiing twice 
the tonnage they ever did under day-labour ? That may be so ; but I doubt it.
3127. You would be surprised to learn that, notwithstanding the greater depth they have to lift the 
mullock, they are shifting twice the tonnage ? The depth does not matter if they have machinery to haul 
the mullock, so you need not bring that in.
3128. Mr. Williams.] When you say you “complained,” do you mean that it was a general grumble 
among your mates, or a specific complaint to the underground manager, or anybody else ? When we 
complained, the manager was Iherc, in our presence.
312ft. You think you spoke loud enough for him to hear? Yes,
3130. You did not address yourself particularly to him? Yes, we did; aud he answered back with a 
snub. There is another thiug I would like to speak about. I have seen fracteur knocking about in the 
mines. In Block 10, they have no canisters to hold if, and the men leave it about loose.
3131. His Son or You have never seen cases or hoses there to carry it in? No; they send it down 
after you.
3132. How do they send it down? In the ordinary packages.
3133. Mr. Polkinffhorne.) Is there no magaKino underground in Block 10? Not at the 415-feet level ; 
and that is the only place I can speak of. We always had to go to the magazine just below Mr. Thomas’s 
office for our explosives.
3134. Had you to take them down in the cage with you ? No; they were sent down in the cage; and we
would take delivery at the plat. _
3135. How much did they allow you to take down at the one time ? The}' never restricted you in any 
way, I have taken down two packages at a time.
313G. Ho you think there should he a limit to the quantity men should be allowed to have in use at the 
one time ? In Block 10, you can only get it on the day-shift; and you must, therefore, make provision 
for the on-coming shifts.
3137. The regulation at present in force is that a man shall not have more than G lb. of explosives in use
at one time in any one place. Do you consider that that regulation is all that is required ? No ; G lb. 
would be sufficient if you could get it at each shift; but it is not when you have to get enough in the 
one shift to last out twenty-four hours. _
3138. The rule also states that explosives shall not be taken into, or kept in, a mine except in a case or 
canister. Do you think that is a good regulation ? Yes ; in Now Zealand they will not allow you to take 
any down unless you have a canister.
3139. You think that, in all cases, canisters should he provided by the mines for the use of the men ? 
Yes.
3140. And, in Block 10, you never saw any? No.

Joseph Bourne re-called and further examined:—
J. Bourne. 314.1, His Honor,'] You wish to make some further statement, I understand ? With your permission,
/'"''-'‘—''■'i your Honor. My reason for sending you a note asking to he re-called is that I was led to believe I should 

-0 Julyi 1897 no^ ]j0 required here any further, and that I should he going away, as I have been informed that there is 
no more work for me on Broken Hill: and, of course, in that case, it is a very sad job for me. I fully 
expected that things would go on all right,
3142. What is it you wish to inform me of? I went to work on the Tuesday night at 12 o’clock, and I 
could see at once that there was something wrong somewhere or other. Everybody was quiet in regard 
to me. Everybody appeared to be watching me very closely. Of course, T. then kept my ears open ; and 
I heard several observations passed, to the effect that all the boys in the mine were going to be discharged 
through me. I heard several nasty expressions mado; and one or two parties spoke very loudly and 
threatened to kick me out of the mine altogether.
3143. Who were they ? Workmen. I went to work the following night; and everything was very quiet; 
nothing whatever was said to me. One of the shift-bosses came round and spoke to me in the usual 
manner, directing what I wras to do ; and, as he turned to go away, he said, “ Joe ; there is a letter for 
you in the office." I said, “Yes.” He then said, “ Will you call for it in the morning ?” I said, “ Yes.” 
Well, I worked on; and nothing more was said about it one way or the other. When the shift was up, I 
heard several parties giving me a very strange character, and stigmatising me. They were saying that I 
was bought over by tho mine managers, and that they were sold like lost sheep. I ascended ; and, when I 
got to the surface, I went straight to the office, and, arriving there, found the underground manager, the 
head shift-boss on our shift, and the head shift-boss on the on-coming shift. The manager wanted to know 
what it ivas I had to say about the boys. 1 told him something similar lo what I said at the Commission ; 
but it did not appear to be at all satisfactory to him. At any rate; he called several of the boys in. 
One or two of them brought in notes from their parents while I was there ; but that was nothing to do 
with me. He said that certain statements had appeared in the Ban-tor Miner, and ho would like me to 
go to that office and make some explanation. I considered that lie wanted me to go to the Barrier Miner 
office, and make some apology for what 1 had stated here. He also drew my attention to what I stated 
here in reference to a certain place in the ladder-way. Ho wanted to know where it was. I pointed it 
out to him. Of course the danger that was there is to a certain extent over, because the place has fallen 
down. I did not sec it fall; but my aHention was called to it afterwards. A man was working there at 
the time. A shot was fired, and it had a great effect on the hanging-wall, on account of the vibration ; 
and the result was that this loose ground came down ; but, fortunately, a little loose gravel preceded it, 
and gave the man uiider it a chance to jump aside. If he had not jumped aside, 2 or 3 cwt. of stuff would 
have been on top of him. Upon my attention being called to this fall,! had a look at it, and. unless

something
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something lias been done to it since I ivorlced there, it is not in the safest condition now. I would like J- Bonrno. 
tho reporter from the Barrier Miner to give me a fair and honest report. By his doing otherwise, I have 
suffered injury. As far as I am concerned, personally, I wish to goodness I had not come here, and I ’ 
wish the lioyal Commission to Jericho. But that is not it. I have come here, and have given all the 
evidence I possibly could to save my fellow-creatures’ lives : and I wish now to try and point out to you 
and all sensible men here things that will not only tend to save human life, hut enable work to he carried 
out on better lines. For my part, I wish all tho mine managers in Broken Hill were here now, and all 
the mine officers, and every other man who has anything to do with the mines.
3144. But what is it you wish to point out, Mr. Bourne ? I will point it out presently, your Honor.
Tou will excuse me. There are gentlemen sitting at this table who have had a University education; 
but I have never had anything of the kind. I was 25 years of age before I could scratch my own name, 
and I do not call myself much of a writer even now. The greatest instrument I use is a pick or a hammer.
3145, But wo want facts, Mr. Bourne ? I was sitting in this room yesterday when Mr. Stewart, the
general manager of the Proprietary Mine, was giving evidence. I am very proud to say that everything 
he said is what I fully agree with ; but, as I am au older man than Mr. Stewart or Mr. Horwood, as far as 
underground goes, I might be permitted to make a few remarks. I will come to explosives first. There 
was an inquiry about twenty-seven years ago in regard to compressed powder, because of the number of 
accidents that were taking place owing to the use of loose powder. The inquiry was held in London, and 
it resulted in the adoption of compressed powder for mining purposes. *

Mr. Edwards : I understand from Mr. Bourne that he is leaeinq Broken dhll, and I hope he will tell 
the Commission, your Honor, that it is not on account of any action on the part of mine officers.

3.14G. Do I understand that you were in any way threatened, expostulated with, or spoken to in any way 
by the manager for evidence given by you ? I could not but notice the way the men regarded me.
3147. It was the men, you say? I got several side-winks from parties connected with the mine, and I
will explain to you how. _ ,
3148. If you have got any specific complaint to make against any person or persons who have interfered 
with you because of'your giving evidence before tho Commission, then I will hear you, and see whether 
any remedy can be found, aud whether those persons can be dealt with ? It was distinctly stated to 
different parties tlmt, as soon as the Commission was over, I would have to leave Broken Hill, and that I 
would not be allowed to work in Block 14 or anywhere else.
3149. Mr. Edwards.] "Who were the men that threatened you ? The men themselves.
3150. Ho shift-boss said anything to you? Ho. -
3151. His Honor.] Do I understand it is this: that you think your evidence has appeared to the men to be 
too favourable to the management ? Exactly so.

His Honor : Then I think it must he only an odd man here and there who has been foolish enough or 
mischievous enough to start these stories, because I do not think that any decent minei's would think of 
interfering with yon for any evidence you have given. If you belong to the AM.A., I think that 
association will do their best to protect you. • _
Witness: I am a member of the A.M.A., but I never had any instructio ns from them. I came here on 
my own responsibility to give evidence. _
His Honor : I am perfectly certain the A.M.A. would not countenance, for one moment, any ill-treat
ment of you for evidence you have given. The best thing you can do is to pay not the slightest attention 
to anything you hear from these ono or two mischievous persons, lam quite sure the managers would not 
countenance any interference with you, nor would the A.M.A., for the evidence you have given.
Mr. 'Policinghorne : Erom what I heard outside, your Honor, Icameto the same conclusion you have your
self; and that is, that Mr. Bourne has been the victim of the talking of some mischievous persons, of whom 
BroJceu. Hill has not a few. A.s far as the Association is concerned, they would not for one moment 
think of interfering with Mr. Bourne in the least for the evidence he has given ; nor would they counten
ance any interference; and I know that, so far as the mine managers are concerned, they will 
prated their workmen, and allow no man to be interfered with, so long as he does his work to 
their satisfaction.
Witness: But what am I really to do ?
His Honor: Take my advice, and treat everything of this kind with utter contempt,
Mr. Williams: I am pleased to say that I also am an A.M.A. man, and I would be ready at all 
times to defend Mr. Bourne against any interference for what he may have said at this Commission.
Witness: But am I to return to work t
M.r. Edwards: You go back on to your shift: that is my advice.
His Honor: Yes, Bourne, you go straight back to work.
Witness : If I report myself to the mine it will be all right ?
Mr. Edwards : Yes. .
His Honor: And if there is any young fellow up there mean enough to interfere with you, I 
should think all the other decent miners would immediately make it very hot for him rather than 
for you.

Jabez Wright sworn and examined:—
3152. His Honor.] Your name is Jahez Wright ? Yes. J. Wright.
3153. What aro you ? I am an undertaker at Broken Hill.
3154. Have you had anything to do with mining? I have been here just on ten years, aud I have bad a 20 July, 1897. 
very large intercourse with the men who work at mining and surface work.
3155. You have not done any mining yourself? Ho. _
315fi. You have some information that you wish to give to the Commission ? Yes. _
3157. If you will say what it is I shall bo obliged ? The information I have to give m this :—From my 
personal knowledge I know of many men, and have met them, who could givo valuable information to this 
Commission, but they are absolutely afraid to do so. - _ .
315S. What are they afraid of? They are men with families, and have not the moans sufficient to shift 
from here; and they do not know where to shift to. They aro afraid of being refused work, not only in 
one mine, but along the whole line of lode. I pointed out to them that they ought to do their duty, and 

258—T said
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said, “ If one mine sacts you, get a job on another.” They replied, “ Tou see: the one solicitor represents 
2oiulT ISWi ™6 w^°^e an<l t^ie whole lot would turn us off.”

• ’ 13159. That is where they are mistaken, I am sure the mine managers would not interfere with persons
in any way for giving any evidence they might wish. 1 can only request you to induce these men to come 
forward. ( Witncus) : I have induced two—the two who came this morning. '
3160. Aro there any others ? I have tried to induce others to come, but without effect,
3161. If you give names to the secretary I will have summonses issued? I would not care about giving 
names; but I will endeavour to induce them to come forward.
3162. Have you anything else you wish to say? Tes. The only way by which to minimise accidents on 
this field is to introduce an Employers’ Liability Act on fair lines, which will throw the whole of the onus 
of any accident on the employer unless culpable negligence can be shown on the part of the injured 
person.
3163. That is, of course, a matter for general legislation;—you think it would be better if the present
Act were amended in some respects, so as to make it easier for the injured person to take advantage of 
it? Tes. There was a case here where sis men went away in a cage. One of the men sued the Pro
prietary Company, and a jury were empanelled; hut they disagreed. The case came on again; but it was 
not allowed to go to a jury. *
3164. This man (Bowden), through no fault of his own, is injured for life; and I hope the company will 
do something for him. (Witness): Tinder the existing law, he could not do anything for himself; and, 
so far as I know, he has never received any help from the company. I say that the present Employers’ 
Liability Act is not eflectivc, aud ihat the only way to make an employer more careful of those he 
employs, is to have an Act affording means of throwing the onus upon him in all cases of accidents not 
arising through his negligence.
3165. That is a question for general legislation; and if the Act wants amending it is for some Member of 
the House to take it up in the way of introducing an amending Act. I have not had occasion to read 
the Act lately p but I daresay it does contain some provisions which throw technical difficulties in the 
way of men taking advantage of it. However, that is a very general matter, dealing with all employers 
and employees, and is outside the scope of the Commission. (Witness) : I did not feel satisfied to let this 
Commission leave Broken Hill without, telling it what I know of the feelings of the men. '
3166. Have you studied the Act yourself to see where it wants amending ? I know it wants amending, 
because, at present, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to prove negligence on the part of the 
employer, which you have to do before you can recover. Portlier, it is not limited in extent, and the 
working-man is done if he has to make a prolonged fight. It should he restricted to the lower court.
3167. Mr, Edwards.l It comes in tho end, your Honor, to a question of insurance, aud as to who is to 
pay the insurance. (Witness) .- If the Grovernment want to get any evidence here, they will have to send 
up two or three detectives.
316S. JfZr. Williams.'] Tou believe that a workable Employers’ Liability Act would tend to lessen the 
number of accidents ? Tes; 1 have belonged for twenty-one years to one of the largest unions in the 
world—the Amalgamated Carpenters’and Joiners’Association. After the introduction of a workable 
Employers’ Liability Act, wo found that we paid less for accident benefits than formerly.
%IQ$. Mts Honor.] It had the effect of making the employers more careful? Tes; any legislation in 
that direction would have more effect than any amount of regulations.
3170. Mr. Williams.] Can you tell whether it has actually reduced the number of accidents ? The fact
that after the introduction of the Act the Union had not so much to pay for accidents points to that 
inference. ‘
3171. Is that a safe conclusion to draw? I think so.

Alexander Stewart re-called and further examined :—
A Stewart. 3172. Mr. Williams.] I understood you to say that 400 degrees of heat would explode a detonator ;—did 

J011 re^er t° 400 degrees P. ? I said nothing of the sort. 400 degrees P. is the heat that will explode 20 July, 1897. dynamite ; not the detonator. 1
3173. Tou referred to dynamite ? Tes.
3174. Tou pointed out that if a Police Magistrate were deputed to inquire into cases of accidents ho might 
have occasion to take officers away from their work ? What I intended to convey was that, should a 
Police Magistrate be appointed to do that duty instead of the Inspector of Mines, he would be under a 
great disadvantage, because he would require to rely upon expert evidence, which an inspector, from his 
own knowledge of the subject, would be able to do without.
3175. Tou employ 2,500 on tho Proprietary Mine alone ? Tes.
3176. I understood you to say that that did not include the number of outside men employed ? Outside 
men are not included in that number.
3177. Nor is that agent included in it whom the company appointed to obtain for them competent 
men ? No.
3178. He secured you competent men from Bendigo and Ballarat ? Tes; and other places.
3179. Tou secured a competent person to pick out these men ? Tes.
3180. Were you acquainted with him ? No.
3181. He is not a permanent official in your employ for that purpose ? No.
3182. Nor is anyone else for that purpose ? No.

' 3183. Tou were satisfied with the outcome of your endeavours to obtain competent men for your mine ?
Tes.
3184. If yon could not get competent men you would assist those here—I am speaking of the young 1
men in becoming competent miners ? I am willing to assist in every way young men starting as 
apprentices. ’
3185. What well you do with the men now in your service when they get leaded or worn out;—do you 
intend to cast them on the State ? I am not authorised to distribute charity amongst the residents of 
Broken Hill in any way whatever,
3186. Tou said something about a rule referring to tho cessation of operations in the open-cuts when the
light becomes insufficient ? Tes. 3187.
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3187. Where is that rule ? Ido not think it appears in the printed rules; it is one of the unwritten A. Stewart, 
rules given to the men in charge of tho work.
3188. You have said in your evidence that, unless you used the “chinaman” in the open-cut work,you 20 Wly, 1897. 
would have to employ a larger number of men, and, therefore, more explosives would he used, which would • 
increase the number of accidents ? What 1. said in reference to the “ chinaman” was, that if we did not
use that system, the number of men employed in loading trucks would be increased.
3189- And that, by increasing the number of men, you would increase the quantity of explosives used?
But we do not load trucks by means of explosives.
3190. But tho more men you have to use explosives, the more explosives you must necessarily use ? Yes.
3191. And, unless you adopted the system of the “chinaman,” youwouldhaveto employ more men? Yes.
3192. And, even should there not he more explosives used, there being a greater number of men in the 
cut, would, you think, tend to increase accidents ? I would not like to amplify accidents by having too 
many men.
3193. You think the presence of two engine-drivers in an engine-house at the one time would lead to a. 
division of interest in their work, and an accident be caused thereby? Yes, I suggested that the 
presence of two drivers, when only one man was wanted, was bad; and, in general principle, it is had.
3194. It would be just as absurd to get two general managers for the Proprietary Company ? Yes.
3195. As to tho rule that men shall he withdrawn from a face while holes aro being charged;—you have 
insisted on that being strictly enforced? Yos,
3196. When you first came here, I believe you were in the habit of going round to see whether the men 
were doing their duty; and, on one occasion, you happened to hear one of the bosses make use of 
blasphemous language, for which you thereupon rated him? I do not remember that; but it is quite 
possible. 1 do not like to hear bad language used to the men,
3197. T£is HonorYou got your opcn-cut experience from those works in Spain? I did.
3198. Can you give any idea how long tho open-cut system has been in force on those mines or other 
mines in Spain ? At least thirty years. I think that in those Spanish mines the open-cut system has 
reached greater development than in any other portion of the world.
3199. 1'here was an older system ? Yes; an underground system.
3200. The open-cut system, being considered more satisfactory, was adopted ? Yes; it is more satisfactory 
from every point of view.
3201. Was the open-cut system substituted for the underground system altogether, or in the upper levels 
only? In some cases it is not economical to carry out the open-cut system, because there might he too 
large a quantity of waste to remove before getting to the ores.
3202. These ores got at by the open-cut system were ores that had not been thought rich enough originally 
to ho worth winning? They were left, first of all, by the Homans and Phoenicians, aud then by the French.
It wras wdien British capital came in that the open-cuts were started.
3203. During the working of the open-cuts in Spain, ha* tho number of accidents been greater than in the 
old underground workings? I have no definite figures, but I tbiuk, iu proportion to the number of people 
employed, the open-cuts did give, while 1 was there, more accidents than the underground work. The 
underground work there, how'ever, was very safe—only solid iron pyrites being mined underground. In 
proportion, however, to the amount of waste and ore removed, tho open-cut system gave alcss proportion.
3204-. I suppose, in the course of that thirty years, a good deal of experience as to how to work the open- 
cut system most safely has beeu gained by the management ? Yes.
3205. Was the modem working under English or Spanish management originally? I think it was under 
French management first of all; I do not think they have had a Spanish manager.
3206. Had you Spanish workmen, ordid you import ivorkmen ? Spaniards, Portuguese, and a few Italians
and Frenchmen supplied the labour. We took out no British labour, except men to take charge of the 
departments. .
3207. Was the opcn-cut over depicted stopes? In some cases it wras; in others it was started on new 
ground.
3208. Mr. Williams?] Did you have more than cue open-cut? Yes; wTe had six different open-cuts.
3209. His Honor.] Were those open-cuts opened on the same system as these here have boon, beginning 
from the surface and working downwards, or were they put in horizontally in the same way as a railway 
cutting is generally opened ? They were opened on very much the same system as we have here. Of 
course, in some instances, tho circumstances there varied very considerably from those obtaining here ; 
and systems to meet those cases had to be adopted.
3210. Can you remember what was the average of fatal accidents in those open-cuts ? I think I have 
the figures somewhere.
3211. Roughly can you say what it was? It varied very much from year to year. In some,periods we 
would be very free of accidents ; and in others they would come on with a rush, which appears to be a 
general rule in all large operations. The death rate (I think) was not over three per 1,000.
8212. Did you find tho Spanish and Portuguese workmen careless ? Mining there is so settled, that the 
people are brought up to it, and it only, from childhood. They are, therefore, very good miners.
3213. I suppose the Spanish G-ovornment is not very particular in making provisions for the safety of the 
miners? Yes ; it is extremely particular. The law's are most binding.
3214. In the way of compelling employers to take great care of their workmen ? Yes.
3215. More so than in England? Yes.
3216. Mr. Williams.] More so than in Australia ? Yes.
3217. Mis Honor.] Are the laws stringently carried out? As a matter of fact the men are not looked so 
well after as they are here; the law's are very stringent, but are not strictly carried out.
3218. Is there anything more you w'ould like 1o say? I think it is the duty of Ihe Government to 
encourage the immigration of competent miners. Upon the development of tho mining industry depends, to 
a very great extent, the future of this Colony ; and, to admit of that development being brought about, 
the Government should encourage the immigration of competeut miners.

WEDNESDAY,
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. WEDNESDAY, 21 JULY, 1897.
Richard Thomas sworn and examined : —

R, Thomas. 3219. Mr, Edwards,] What is your name? Richard Thomas.
3220. As there are many Thomas’s ou the Hill, you distinguish yourself by being known as Richard K. 

21 July, 1897. Thomaa ? Yes.
3221. Tou are underground manager of Block 10 ? Tes. _
3222. How long have you been in that position ? About six years. I was in the Proprietary at its 
inception.
3223. How many years were you on the Proprietary? Tearly five years.
3224. "What position did yon occupy there ? Head timberman.
3225. And for sis years you have been underground manager of Block 10 ? Tes.
3226. What experience have you had in connection with mining? I have been connected with mines for 
forty years.
3227. Besides mining, have you engaged in any other works ? I have been engaged by the (government 
in open-ent work, and in almost all lines of excavations of any kind you can mention.
3228. This Commission, as you know, is to inquire into causes of accidents that have recently taken 
place on the mines in the Broken Hill District;—can you say that there has been any increase in the 
number of accidents in your mine lately ? No; there has been no increase.
3229. How many fatal accidents have you had ? About three.
3230. In the six years you have been there ? Tes; and they occurred at the first opening of the mine.
3231. Can you particularise those accidents ? Tes; the first fatal accident was at the dump.
3232. Was that tho sulphide dump, on the surface? Tes. .
3233. Do you remember the man’s name? Broadstock.
3234. Was that man employed by the company, or by a contractor ? By a contractor.
3235. He was accidentally smothered ? Tes. Previously to this accident I went to the man who had the 
contract and cautioned him. Mr. Slee, the Chief Inspector, was about at the same time, also Mr. Heb- 
bard; and we cautioned the party about not giving the dump sufficient batter, thus rendering it liable to 
come down and cause a mishap. Men were then put on to take down the batter; and Broadstock was 
engaged to watch the hatter, and warn the men in case it showed danger. He was stationed in what they 
thought a safe position ; but the dirt came down, and he was caught, the others escaping.
323G. His Honor^] From tho papers it appeared in that case (I think) that he was not actually watching 
at tho time ? It was his duty to watch.
3237. He neglected his duty, I believe ? Tes.
3238. Mr. Edwards.] The second man, I believe, fell out of a cage ? When he was coming up in the 
cage, ho dropped something, and stooped to pick it up; in doing so he overbalanced himself and got 
jammed.
3239. His name was Hall ? Tes.
3240. What was the third man’s name? W. Thompson. He was killed by a winding-rope on the 
surface.*
3241. Is every precaution taken in your mine to prevent accidents ? Tes; every precaution possible.
3242. Arc tho men supplied with all the timber they require ? Timber is supplied iu all parts of the mine 
for men to use to prevent accidents occurring.
3243. Does delay ever occur in supplying the men witli limber ? Not the slightest.

' 3244. Have they ever been refused timber ? Never.
3245. How many foremen and shift-bosses have you under you in Block 10 ? Six shift-bosses and one 
foreman.
324G. How many men do you employ underground ? About 220 miners. '
3247. And cn the surface ? The labourers amount to about 250.
3248. The average employment would be between 400 aud 500 men ? Tes.
3249. Do you find the miners you employ competent men ? About 50 per cent are not competent men.
3250. I suppose it is impossible to tell whether a man is competent or not until you have bad an oppor
tunity of trying him ? Tou cannot judge a miner by his appearance; you want to see him at work. As 
soon as I clap my eye on a man at work I know-whether he is a miner or not.
3251. Have you had occasion to discharge men for incompeteney ? That is an every-day occurrence.
3252. There was some evidence given here by a man named Shinnick and by Christopher Kelly, who 
were working in your mine for about five or six weeks;—do you remember them ? Tes; I remember 
them well.
3253. What sort of miners are they ? They are no miners at all, and that is the reason why I discharged 
them. \
3254. They were not discharged on account of belonging to any particular association, or for any reason 
other than because they were incompetent ? No ; not at all. 1 did not know they belonged to anyparty 
whatever. I went down; and I complained because I thought there had not been enough work done ; 
and I discharged the whole party that same day.
3255. When you went down, what did you find them doing ? They were just in the midst of whistling
and singing, and no man can do those things and his work at the same time. I know when a man is 
engaged in work it takes him all his wind to do it without whistling and singing. No man can strike a 
drill into hard rock, and whistle and sing at the same time. It takes a man all his wind to fulfil his duty. 
325G. Apart from the whistling and singing, did they understand their work as miners ? Not in the 
slightest. . .
3257. Was the place a difficult one, or easy ? It was an easy place. I was doubtful about the party 
when I put them on. I said, “Are you new men ? I think the sun has been shining on your heads all 
your life.” However, I let them go on for about five or six weeks, and found they were as I thought, 
and then discharged them.
3258. Was the place a safe or dangerous place? It was as safe as this room.
3259. Was it an easy place ? Tes, and there was plenty of fresh air. That has always been my study.

4 Note (on revision)W. Thompson was hilled by a fall of rock underground. A fourth man—Andrewatha—was 
killed by a winding-rope on the surface. [ Vide 3274, and following questions.]
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If I am doubtful of a man’s ability, Ido not put him in a place that requires shill, but in an easy place first. H. Thomas, 
32G0. Was the amount of work they did up to the average at all ? Kot in the slightest,
■12GI. It was simply on account of their being incompetent that you got rid of the whole party ? Yes. ^1 July, 1897*
3262. Is the ventilation of your mine good ? Yes, it is very goodl 'W'e keep up a splendid ventilation 
to carry the fumes away; then the men can get to work quicker aud do one-third more work. If the fumes 
remain long hanging about, it delays men from going back to work, AVe keep the stopes so ventilated 
that, directly a party blasts, the fumes go away.
3203. What pay per day do the miners make on an average? Nine shillings and Gd. a day. A good 
man always makes from 10s. to 12s. a day ; but some men are not worth the room they are standing in.
• ir •an 1mon ear.n ®a' on an average without rushing their work, or taking unnecessary risk by 
insufhciently securing the ground they are in ? If a man is a practical miner I would not wish to see him 
earn under 10s., 11s., or 12s. a day. I have got men under mo now, whom I have put into a place at £5 
a set, and have had to take them out because they could not make a living, and to give them an easier 
place. Ihe nest party who went into that very same place made £4 a week.
3265. Are any men in your mine asked to take any risk ? Not tho slightest whatever. It is always my 
care every time 1 go through the mine to caution every man whom I see doing anything whatever that is 
likely to lead to an accident. Of course, where you have a large number of men you have a few who 
want watching very closely. They will go behind where they are working and strip laths and use them 
+ ■? 11:11’heir own places, and afterwards swear that they don’t know who stripped them. "We can always 
tell when laths have been taken up from floors, because they are then covered with sulphides and are not 
now-looking; hut it is difficult to get at the real culprit.
3266. So to save themselves the trouble of going to the plat or level to get timber for their floor, they will 
strip another man’s floor ? Yes, and never put up a guard-rail. I offer up more prayers for this reason 
than any other. If the bosses themselves did not look after the men better than the men look after them* 
selves, the number of accidents would be far greater than it is.
ain8rGa^e8.k difficulty is to protect men from their own acts ? Yes, Yesterday I was down twice.
Whenever 1 can I go down, sometimes three times a day. I was down yesterday morning, aud went 
through a place where one particular party were tailing out a set. A shoot was right at the back of them, 

d 8avc them strict orders to cover it up. 1 said, “ When you want to throw ore down the shoot, take 
up a board, and put a guard-rail around.” When I descended again, the first thing after lunch, I went 
into this same place, and there were those men with the open shoot at the back of them, and no guard
rail whatever, 1 said, ‘‘ You did not do that”; they said, “ We were going to do it, but had our lunch, 
and have not had time since.” I made them go straight away and do it, or else leave the mine. You 
cannot be answerable for men like that.
3268. When men arc guilty of actions such as that, what do you do ? In that case, as they said they had 
been too busy, and as I had come pretty quickly on to them,] let it pass; but nineteen times out of 
twenty we discharge them. There is no man morelikely to fall into those places than the men working 
there themselves. If a stranger goes round he always sees that everything underneath him is properly 
safe belore he steps. I told them that no man was more likely to fall into those places than the persons 
themselves working near them: that they take up boards, forget the position they are in, and step

Yes ; and they arc men that I can rely 

Yes, the:c was ouo

3-69. As to the shift-bosses you have under you, and the foreman;—are they competent men? With 
regard to the shift-bosses, they are all practical men, and were brought up to mining from their youth. 
32/0. lou have chosen the skilled and steady, sober men ? Yes; the foreman that I have got under me 
is as good a man as you could have, '
3271. What is his name ? J. H. Thomas. Ho has been working along with me ever since he was ID 
years or age.
3272. Is he a relation of yours ? He is a son of mine.
3273. And the shift-bosses are men you have chosen jourself ? 
upon. They aro thoroughly practical men.
3274. You have never had a fatal accident underground since the mine opened ? 
lately, when W. Thompson was killed.
3275. AVas Thompson tho man killed underground ? Yes.

^ie niai',i then, who was killed on the surface by the winding-rope ? Andrewatha.
3277. So you have had four fatal accidents altogether ? Yes.
3278. How did Tbompson's death occur? It was in a stope of very large rocky ground. Thompson’s 
mates of three shifts previously had blasted a hole, and at the time of the accident he and his shift- 
mates were engaged iu crow-harriog down some of the overhanging rock. There was a big flaw; and, 
having tried the rock with a bar, they did not think there was any immediate fear of its coming away • 
and, without putting in a “ tom ” to protect it, they started to drill a hole into it. They thought every- 
tbrag would be perfectly safe, and went ou without putting any timber up ; though, bad they wanted it, 
there was a full supply of timher lying about; and before they had gone very far the rock came down. 
32/9. J bey sounded this overhanging stuff ? Yes ; previously to drilliug the hole underneath it.
3280. And they did not secure it? No.
3281. There was material there with which to secure it if they wanted it ? Yes; there was timber there 
m abundance.
3282. AVith this one exception you have had no fatal accidents underground ? No; except the man 
falling out of the cage.
3283. In reference to explosives;—it was said in evidence yesterday that in Block 10 there were no 
canisters or boxes for the purpose of keeping explosives iu? Canisters made to carry 5 lb. of explosives 
have always been provided, but the men keep in them water for watering their holes, and never use them 
for their explosives.
3284. How do they carry their explosives down ? In packets.
3285. But how do they carry the packets down ? Tiie explosives are made up in 5-lb. packages, and it is 
ra that form they are carried down.
3286. Then you say canisters are provided by the mine? Canisters are provided, and they are made to 
hold a 5-lb. package.

3287.
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R. Thomas. 3287. Do you know of any caso in your mine where the man has used his bos to keep candles in ? No; 
S'lJuldstT ^ ^ave known them to use them for carrying water to water their holes.

‘‘ 3288. Was there not some ease in. which a man dropped his lighted candle into a box containing explo
sives? We did sometime back supply a box, 3 ft. x 20 in. x 20 in, to each party in which to keep their 
explosives ; and we always gave strict orders that it was to be kept not closer than 30 feet to the face 
where they were working. This man, whom yon speak of, put a 5-lb. package of gelatine into the same 
box where he had his detonator, fuse, and candle. After a time he went back to get the candle, and the 
■candle he had had burned down in bis spider so far that it dropped through into the box while he was in 
the act of getting out the fresh candle. The result was that the box was blown to pieces, and he was 
found about 60 feet away, but not injured seriously.
3289. That is an instance of what men will do ? Yes; you need to have ropes around some of them.
3290. In reference to missed-holes ;—in your opinion, is the better plan to put in another primer, or to 
bore another hole alongside within a certain distance ? I think a man who draws a charge from a missed- 
holo, particularly gelatine, or any explosive of that class, is a man incompetent, and has no idea of mining. 
My experience is that a man should not fill his hole up with tamping, but should leave sufficient of the 
hole clear on top ; so that in the case of a miss-fire he could put a primer in, which would throw a con
cussion through on to the charge and explode it.
3291. I suppose you have no objection to withdrawing part of the tamping? There is no need to put 
more tamping in than will make the charge air-tight, and, if it does not explode, all you have to do is to 
put a primer on top of it, and throw in a handful of loose dirt.
3292. Then you do not believe in the practice of putting in another hole alongside a missed-hole ? Not 
■at all. I put in only enough tamping to make the charge air-tight; and if it does not explode, I put in 
another primer.
3293. How long do you think a missed-hole should be left before a man goes back to it ? That would 
depend on the depth. We never let a party go back on the same shift in which a miss-fire occurs.
3294. If you have water? Where we have water it has always been our practice to fill the missed-hole
with water, and to cover it over to keep the air from it. We have made it a practice to (always do that; 
and I might sav that more than one-half the miners on the Barrier do not know anything about that 
system. ’
3295. It has been said that the contract system is the cause of accidents in the mines;—is there any ground 
for that ? Not the slightest. There is no ground whatever for the contract system being blamed for 
accidents. When I go down once a fortnight to let contracts to the parties, I always say, “You have got 
to work this safely, and carry it out according to instructions.”
3296. Who gives instructions ? I give instructions when I let tho contract; and then the foreman gives 
instructions every day wfficn making his rounds ; and the shift-bosses also give instructions. Very rarely 
I have had a man refuse : they have always admitted that the prices were sufficientto enable them to make 
over wages,
3297. You have no printed rules for working underground ? No.
3298. The instructions are given by the shift-bosses, and foreman, and yourself? Yes ; daily and hourly, 
which is better than having printed rules.
3299. I suppose the contract system attracts the best men ? I have got men who will not work unless 
on contract. I have lost as good men as ever worked because 1 have had to put them on places for a 
while on day-labour ; but they have come back after a time and asked for contract work. A competent 
miner or a practical man never refuses to go down below and work on contract, Every man who is com
petent and practical prefers contract work. It is only “ fencers” and “ sundowners” that prefer day-labour.
3300. It has been said that “ bulling” holes is a dangerous practiceis there anything in that ? It is, to 
a man who knows nothing about it.
3301. Is it dangerous to a man who does know something about it? Not at all.
3302. I think you have worked in everv department ? In everv line that can be mentioned in excavation
work. *
3303. What time should you allow between “bulling” and charging a hole? That depends upon whether 
a man is competent to judge a hole. After you “ bull’ a hole, the first thing is to put in as much water 
as possible ; then take a long scraper and feel about the hole. By doing that, any man who has had 
experience can tell whether a hole is safe or not. If the end of the scraper be warm, then the hole is not 
safe to charge ; if cool, it is. Where mishaps occur, the men do not know anything about “bulling.”
3304. Is plenty of water always supplied for this purpose? . Yes ; and, if they do not use it, it is their 
own neglect, so far as my experience goes.
3305. It has been said that in some of the mines the shots fired are too large; that there is too much 
explosive for the burden ? Perhaps that is an error of judgment,
3306. That is left entirely to the discretion of the men ? Yos; every man is liable to err in that. 
Further, when a man drills a long hole, there might be a secret face he cannot see. The charge then does 
not do its duty as anticipated. It brings only portion of the burden, which is scattered in immense fury 
all over the place. A man cannot see those things at all times.
3307. Something was said about the inconvenience of contractors having to carry their timber from the 
plat ? All contractors are supposed to carry their own timber.

Sis Honor .- It was said that a man has, for some distance, to stoop very much in carrying his timber, 
and that tins tempts him to do without it.

3308. Yes; it was said that the timber is crushed in places, through which it is difficult to carry timber ? 
I do not know one place where a man has to stoop; and carriages on which to carry timber are on every 
level. The old kaolin stopes where men are not working might be a little crushed ; but in any place 
where men are working they have not to stoop. A very tall man might have to stoop, the height of a 
set being 6 feet 2 in.
3309. If you are beginning to fill in a worked-out stope, when should yon take off the floors ? Not until 
the stope is filled up to the floor.
3310. Supposing a man is working on the top floor, how many would you leave sound under him ? I 
would leave them all standing until the place was filled with mullock. As they fill up, so they take the 
boards off, unless some of these wretches below them have not taken them away and used them over again.
3311. Is that of frequent occurrence ? Yes ; we cannot avoid it. Then wc have to send parties down
with new laths. ‘ 3312,
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3312. When laliha are broken in shooting, whose duty is it to replace them ? The party’s. But we always B, Thomaa. 
get them to lay 10 x 10 on tho 10 x 2; andj when the blasts go off, these 10 x 10s take the burden,
liven this is not done sometimes unless we are there to make them do it: they will blast ou to the light 1897*
10 x 2 stuff, which is ouly put there to stand ou.
3313. 1 suppose you can protect the 10 x 2 with mullock or ore as well as with 10 x 10 ? It is safer to 
lay 10 x 10 on the 10 x 2.
3314. His Honor.] Do I understand you to say that it is not safe to blast on to 10 x 2, even if vou have 
a covering of mullock F 1 do not think it is. There should be 10 x 10 on the 10 x 2 to take the"force of 
the ore as it comes down. With 10 x 2 only, the weight of tbe mullock and the force of the ore striking 
would break through it.
3315. Mr. Edwards.] What tamping-bars are allowed in your mine ? Only soft Oregon wood.
3316. Are they provided to any man ? Whenever a man requires one he has only to go to the carpenter’s

3317. You have the G-overnmeut regulations posted on the mine ? Yes,
3318. One of those rules says that no greater quantity than 6 lb. of explosive shall be allowed to be in 
use at any one time. Bo you work with machines in your mine P Yes.
3319. Would C lb. be sufficient to charge a series of holes? Yo.
3320. You think that should be amended ? Yes. 1 have got a party down in Kelly’s shaft now, and in 
drilling four or five holes they will take perhaps four boxes of gelatine—20 lb.
3321. Would you fire more than one series during a shift P They -would fire eight boles altogether
3322. That would he in one shift ? Yes.
3323. So no rule should provide a limit? No, not where rock-drills are used.
3324. Are men allowed to leave explosives lying about ? No.
3325. What do they do with any balance they might have P They are supposed to put it back in a 
secure place no closer than 30 feet to tho face where they are working.
3326. Something has been said about the plat at the 415-feet level at Kelly’s shaft, as to tho timherthere
being all crashed and splintered and dangerous to the men working in there? Yes; I remember seeing 
something about that in the paper. b
3327. What is your explanation of that? I know the timber has splintered. In those places the kaolin 
ore was worked out four years ago ; and they have been closely packed with mullock. My experience has 
taught me that, when you fill a place with mullock, you should let your timber crack as much as it likes 
so long as you know it is safe to the men passing to and frolet it go until tbe mullock takes tho 
pressure. You know it cannot go far ; and as soon as the mullock takes the pressure you can turn to and 
take out ail the old timber, and replace it with new ; and tho timber than stands for ever. If you take 
out the timber as soon as it starts to crack, and put in fresh timber before the mullock has taken the 
pressure, you only lose time and waste timber.
3328. Is the timber there noiv safe? Yes, perfectly.
3329 To an inexperienced man it might seem unsafe ? Yes ; a “ fencer ” or “sundonner ” might think 
trie place was coming down on top oi: him every minute.
3330. As soon as the mullock has settled and taken the pressure from above, vou will take out the old
timber and put in new ? Yes ; and make everthing secure. "
3331. It is said you have been passing mullock down the ladderway of Kelly's shaft while the ca^e with 
men m it has been coming up the hauling compartment; and that stones as big as a man’s head have 
fallen through to the plat on the 415-feet level; aud that the plat there has at times been nearly filled 
with mullock that escaped from the shoot? (Witness') ■. No accident occurred ?
3332. No, (Witness) ; There are two divisions between tbe mullock-pass and the winding compartment: 
and Jt ns impossible for stones to break through into the latter. W e are all aware that materials do wear out; 
and the planks of this shoot did wear our. As soon as J noticed the stuff coming through on to tho plat, 
I went straight away and stopped them from putting in further stuff until the pass was repaired. No* 
matter who the man might be, if he reports to me that the mullock is escaping, work is stopped and
ooooirSTe ■6Cted at 011ce- As t0 stones S0™? the winding-shaft, I do not see that that is possible.
3333. It is not a source of continual danger ? Not in tho slightest. ,
3334. Is it the duty of the men to report any dangerous places ? It it the duty of every man, directly 
he finds anything dangerous, to make a report to the first official he drops across, who sends a man at 
once to reclify it. Most men, if they see anything dangerous to their fellow-men. do not report it unless 
the omce-m-eharge happens to go round and see it. We have to be always on the watch. The foreman 
and myself are continually watching. If men do not try to protect themselves, unless you have a boss 
to watch over them, accidents must happen. It would not make any difference if we had forty more 
inspectors; we are doing everything possible for the safety of the men, and could not do more. We are 
doing our very best to protect the lives of our men. We cannot more than try to make the men take 
caro of themselves ; and, if men will not try and help themselves, the devil help the lot.
3335. If an additional inspector were appointed, you would like him to be a thoroughly competent mqn ?
If an additional inspector be appointed, I would like to see him a man that has beeu brought up to 
mining and that would know more about mining than myself. I am always prepared to receive 
instructions from any person. '
3336. I suppose an incompetent inspector would be a source of great danger ? Yes : it would he much 
better to he without him.
3337. In sinking a shaft, do you think iti 
~ ‘ ' ’ 'are pent-houses ^

-over the two winding-shafts.

. fou think it would be safe for a man to sink without any covering overhead — 
what distances overhead are pent-houses required? It has always been my practice to leave a crown
pcnt-housc in overhead-
3338. Beavmg one compartment open for the purpose of hauling dirt, and tho other two compartments
covered t Yes. 1
3339. I suppose you can go any depth with that? Yes ; it is perfectly safe. 1 have worked in places on
thnt prjncipie for sixteen years. 1
3340. When men go off shift aud other men come on, do the men going off point out to their on
coming mates the condition of the face ? Sometimes they do ; and sometimes they do not. If there he 
anything dangerous, they try to see their mates. They have been cautioned frequently that, if there be 
anything dangerous in the face, one should remain and point it out to the on-coming shift.

3341,
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3341. But I suppose you have men who do not carry out rules ? We meet with them frequently. I have 
a case on hand now to be investigated. A party of men left a missed-hole and never reported it; tho 
men who came on noticed it after having fired another hole alongside,
3342. They drilled alongside the unfired hole ? Yes, after blasting theirbole they found this other hole.
3343. Were the explosives found ? The second shot had not exposed it. _
3344. Supposing it had thrown the explosives out, there would he a danger not only to the men working
among them, but of their finding their way to the treating machinery on the surface? Yes; that has 
occurred; and I have tried to ascertain where it came from ; but, where you are sending in about 600 
trucks every twenty-four hours from all over the mine, it is hard to find out anything like that. .
3345. Would it not be better, then, in order to provide against careless men, to compel the change of shift
to take place in tho face in future ? I do not think so ; they do not know’ the danger. The ouly way is 
to draft them out and not let them come on at all. _
3346. I suppose all men, even the most ignorant, would know the danger of leaving a missed-holo about ?
I am not quite sure that they do. They have got no thought upon the matter at all. _
3347. They must have a very low order of intelligence ? You find men like that: they do not give such
things a thought. _
3348. It has been stated by one of the men that men go off shift and leave the face in a wild state of 
confusion ; that they fire just before shift, and do not wait to see the result of their shot. Would it not 
he far safer to compel those men to wait in the face, and to point out to their mates coming on anything 
dangerous ;—I am dealing, not with competent men, hut with these incompetent, reckless, and careless 
men ? Perhaps in those cases it might tend to prevent accidents to a certain extent.
3349. For instance, in the case of ground hanging in the face, do you not think it would be better for 
them to have an opportunity of pointing it out to their mates ? Some of them would not know whether 
a hanging rock was dangerous or not.
3350. Supposing in a party there are one or two competent men and one or two iucompolent or careless
men. and a competent man going off shift knows that there is something dangerous in the face ; if he was 
compelled to wait there, and point it out to the other man, who might not bo so skilled, would not that be 
a matter of security ? In that case it would ; but many men do not know their own danger. _ _
3351. Yes; but it is for those workmen you have to make these binding rules ? Of course I believe in
that to a certain extent. -
3352. If the change of shift takes place at the face instead of at the brace or iu the plat, would it entail 
much loss of time upon the men ? It might entail twenty minutes or so, or perhaps half au hour.
3353. On. tho whole shift? Yes.
3354. I suppose there is no necessity to blast just before leaving shift ? That depends upon the time they
start to drill a hole. A man finishes his hole just on time and blasts it, and instead of going back ho tells 
Ins mates in the plat that he has just blasted, and to look around. _
3355. But supposing ho missed his mates ? He might; but they should not both go up in the one cage; 
one should remain.
3356. But they do not do that ? No, they try to get up as quickly as they can.
3357. I suppose you find a great deal of truth in what one of the witnesses said, that men are prepared
to talk about anything else other than their work when they meet their mates? Yes ; work can go to 
Hong Kong so soon as they are finished. _ _
3358. It has been said that two engine-drivers are required to be in the engine-house while men are being 
lowered or raised, in case one yian falls down in a fit. What have you to say to that ? Perhaps if ho 
passed a doctor every day before going to work that would meet the case.
3359. The fact of two men being in the engine-house might be a cause of producing an accident? Yes,
I believe with two men we should have accidents. Some men have got a tongue like a woman’s; you can
not break their yarn ; and you cannot cut it. A man stands there with his hand on the handles of the 
engine, and riveted in a yarn ; the engine overwinds ; the men go to Hong Kong or somewhere else ; and 
the whole thing goes to pieces. _
3360. What do you think of apprenticing youths to the mining as a means of getting over the difficulty 
of incompetent men ? I think that is a very good idea.
3361. What time did you start ? At 12.
3362. That is rather young for the colonies ? Yes; 16 is young enough.
3363. How long do you think apprentices should work before they know something of mining;—I suppose 
a miner never is accomplished ; there is always something to learn ? That depends on the training the 
boy gets, and whom he gets with. Some men will teach a hoy more in twelve months than others would 
in a life-time.
3364. But you must have a fixed time, I suppose, before you can say that a man has been so long under
ground, and is worth so much now? But some men have been underground all their life and knowr 
nothing.
3365. Do you think five years would be too long? I say if a boy goes underground at 16 years of age he 
ought to be accomplished at 20.
3366. There is no apprentice system in vogue in your mine ? I had a young hoy up there that I put down 
with his father. Ilis father asked for him: 1 said, “ He looks small; but 1 will try him.” I went down and 
saw him work ; I never saw a man who could use a hammer with more freedom ; the way he could slip 
hands was an object lesson to the oldest hands. I took him out from that place, aud put him where I had 
a large number of men, just to show him off aud show them up.
3367. How old was he ? Seventeen.
3368. Is ho working there now ? He left me about six months back. If you could get boys like that 
they would show up two-thirds of the men you have.
3369. In the case of a movement in the ground underground where the men are ordered out, who do you 
tliink should have the ordering of them back? I think the foreman should. No man ought to know 
better than the man in charge,
3370. Of course, when the inspector orders men out, he should be the man to order them back ? With 
all due deference to inspectors, no man knows better than the man who has been there continually, from 
whom very often the inspector takes ins advice,
3371. You think the man in charge should be the man? Yes.

3372.
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3372. If the men are ordered out, and the ground is reported safe by the mania charge, and some men R. Thomas, 
refuse to go back, you would not force them ? Not at all. Any man who refuses to work in a place I
take away directly, and put him to a place where he feels he is satisfied. I go then to other parties, and 21 July, 1897. 
point out to them all the disadvantages connected with that place, and ask them if they will secure it,
3373. Some men arc naturally nervous, hut you would not punish them for being so ? Some of them 
have nerves like a woman’s, and want to he put into easy little places. I do not discharge a man for being 
nervous, and always shift him at once from a place he considers dangerous.
3374. Is the machinery that you have on the mine in good order ? All the machinery that we have there 
is iu splendid order to-day.
3375. Sufficient for all reasonable requirements of the men, and their safety ? Tes.
3376. And tho system of timbering underground—is that safe ? I never saw' any better system, and 
never saw men looked after anything like they are on the Hill to-day. If they were put into boxes they 
could not be looked after better. All my lifetime, in other places, we have had to protect ourselves; 
and if wre found anything dangerous, we had to go and attend to it ourselves; there was no foreman to 
run to.
3377. Have you had any experience in the open-cut work ? Tes.
3378. You know the system of the “ chinaman ”? Tes ; it is a very safe system,
3379. How long has it been in use ? Ever since I can remember; but I never heard it called the 
“ chinaman ” until I came here,
33S0. Ho you know why it is called the “chinaman’? No; unless it is because of the over-burden it. 
carries.
3381. It is a system not dangerous if carried out properly ? Work is more safe with it than without it.
3382. Wore safe than loading into trucks ? Yes.
3383. How long h ave you known this system 7 Ever since I have been connected with mining—forty 
years or over.
3384. .It is no new system ? No ; the name only is new.
3385. Tou have never had anything to do with the over-casts here ? No.
3386. Ton have had experience with long holes ? Yes.
3387. Is there any increase in tho danger in a long hole as compared with a shallow hole ? Not the-
slightest, I would sooner charge a deep hole than a shallow one. Of course, it depends upon a man’s 
knowledge of those things. H he never had any experience in those things, it is dangerous for him to 
meddle with them at all. If a man has had experience, he would just as soon charge a hole 20 feet deep 
as one 2 feet deep. Instead of putting the plugs in in their uniform siv.e, you should break them up and 
drop them down bit by bit, and press them down as tightly as you like. Everything is then as safe as 
can be. v
3388. There is no danger in breaking them up? No ; you can crumble them up as fine as you like.
3389. What time would you allow to elapse between “ bulling1’ and putting in a long charge ? That 
depends on the nature of the rock. If it is a close hard rode, the “bull” does not crack it up so much ; 
and you can put in a bucket of water and cool it down directly. In half an hour, or a little over, you 
could diarge that hole with perfect safety. In a soft rock, which the “ hull” is liable to crack, you could 
not form much of an idea, and in that case I should say let it stand two or three hours,
3390. Of course, the object of this inquiry is to find out what regulations should be framed, and how they 
should be made known to the men ;—what is your idea about printed regulations for the men? When I 
was in the Proprietary Mine we had printed rules ; and to every man who came on we gave a copy ; but 
it did not avail a finger-snap. T have looked through the window and seen a group of five or six of them 
go away and tear them up without attempting to read them. You cannot force men to read those things.
3391. I)o you think anything is to be gained, towards procuring the safety of the men, by having lengthy 
regulations ? The best way is to have the rules and regulations printed, and placed at the different shafts.
As for giving every man a copy as he comes on, that would not, so far as I can see, benefit things in 
any way. »
3392. I suppose most of the men employed on the mines can read ? Tes: nineteen out of every twenty.
3393. It has been suggested that a Board of Inquiry should be formed to inquire into minor accidents :— 
do vou think that is required, or would the inspector be sufficient? I think the inspector would be 
sufficient foe that. At preseut, directly an accident occurs, we drop him a line and report to him, so that 
he can examine the place and examine the people. We always write to him or ring him up as soon as au 
accident occurs.
3394. It has been suggested that a Board be appointed consisting of—some say three persons, some say 
seven, and some say twelve—at any rate, an equal number be appointed by the men, an equal number by 
the miue mauagers, and a chairman by the Government;—could such a Board be made the means of great 
annoyance to mine managers ? Yerv likely.
3395. Ho you think it would tend in any way to prevent accidents ? No.
339li. I suppose there would be an equal number of advocates on both sides ; and the Government man 
would have to decide after all ? Tes ; I do not think any benefit would be derived from such a Board.
If an accident be reported to the inspector, and he furnishes a full report to the Minister for Mines, that 
is quite sufficient,
3397. What mines have you worked in besides these ? 1 worked in the Wallaroo Mine, York Peninsula,.
for twenty-four years. .
3398. Where did you first learn mining ? In Cornwall.
3399. In your honest opinion, is anything omitted by the management here that could be done in order to 
secure greater safety to the men? Not one iota, that J know of. If men would only act with a little 
more care and caution themselves, a great number of the accidents might be prevented. It is through 
carelessness and neglect on tho part of the men that accidents are brought about.
3400. And I suppose error in judgment sometimes? Yes.
3491. In your experience, do you know of any place where men are better cared for, better paid, and 
have their safety better looked after, than in Broken Hill? I never saw anywhere men looked after like 
they are here. I have been surprised myself sometimes, when I have gone through, to see the safety 
provided for men ; and, since an inferior class of men have come here representing themselves as miners, 
it has made me exercise more care than ever in providing for their safety.

258—Q 3402.
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K. Thomas. 3102. ITou do not concern yourself whether men belong to a union or not ? I believe in ft union; but I 
\ do not believe in the A.M.A. taking in every man, whether a “ sundowner ” or “ fencer who never saw 

a mine before, aud enrolling him as a miner, and protecting him as a miner. The other day I gave a 
party of men au order to go to the store and take what tools they required for hard rock. They went to 
the storeman and said, “We don't know what to get.” They actually did not know what to get out of 
the store to prepare for bard rock, They came back to me again ; and I said, “ Go to the diggings ; I 
do not want you.” ' _
340d. In reference to ihe chambers that are cut underground, what height should the back bo from the 
men working? That depends on the nature of the rock. ...
340-1’. I am referring to the open stopes ? The system that wTe adopt in hard faces,^where the rock is 
hard arid massive and wc use machine drills, is this : Wo put timber close up within 5 or G feet of the 
ground, then cover the timber with 10 s 10, on to which tve blast. We carry the stope forward two sets 
high, perhaps 14' or 15 feet high, allowing tho ore to remain underfoot. When sufficient work has been 
done, 1 take the men out, clear all ore away, and put up tho timber. _
3405. Fourteen or 15 feet is ihe greatest distance the back is ever away from tbe men? Tes; but 
scarcely that, because the men are standing on 1he ore.
3400. After tbe ore is taken out you put in your 10 x 10 timber ? Yes. •, r n r
3107. In connection with explosives, have you ever known any accident to occur through faulty fuse 
fuse with a knot in it ? I have known an accident to occur where the fuse bud been lit sixteen hours 
previously. Just as the third shift came on tho hole went off. Fortunately the men were not close to 
it; and the only damage done was a slight injury to one of the party. That was brought about by the 
fuse hanging fire. Of course that occurred twenty years ago.
3408. Fut 1 mean of recent days ? I know of no recent cases.
3400. As to the quality of the fuse and explosives you use, are they of the best quality you can get. 
Tes. We bad a complaint some time back about an explosive, and we wrote lo the parties about it; and 
they came here and tried it themselves. Any time a complaint is made we always make inquiries about 
it, and see that we get the best explosives forwarded.
3410. 2fr. Polldnyhornc.} Tou say, Mr. Thomas, that a charge of glycerine compounds only requires to
he kept air-tight? That is all. r
3411. Any further weight than sufficient to keep the charge air-tight, in your opinion, is unnecessary?
Quite so- . . , . , j J • o v
3112- In all places ■where men are asked to go m your mine, there is no crushed drive . ivo.
3413. In all those places there are 7-ft. 2-in. Icgsr* Tes. Of course they might be compressed half an 
inch or au inch in places; but that is neither here or there.

' 3414. How often is the magazine opened ? Twice a day.
3415. For what two shifts? The afternoon and the morning shifts. , .
341G. One of the regulations under the Mining Act says that no explosive shall he taken mto a mine 
except in a ease or canister? In our miue it is taken down in card-board boxes. _
3417. Tou do not think it is absolutely necessary that it should be kept in some safer contrivance than
that? We have got them there ; they are there in the store ready for use, and fitted with locks and keys, 
if the men would only use them. .
3418. There has been some evidence here that they are not procurable in Block 10, or are not in use. Ut 
course, I do not doubt your word for one moment; hut if you have no objection, I would like you to 
produce one of the canisters to tbe Commission for examination? I will try and get one down this
afternoon. T ,
3419. Ion have already stated that G lb. of explosive is insufficient m many cases tor men to have in use
.at one time ? Tes. . , . ...
3420. But still there is a regulation to that effect; of course I take it that this inquiry is to inquire mto
whether regulations at present in force are sufficient or not;—you think that regulation should be 
amended? Of course it should. . .
3421* In what way would you amend it? I would recommend that it be left to the discretion oi the 
manager as to what quantity should be left in the men’s possession.
3422. ISio man would know better than the manager ? Ho. .
3423. And the regulation providing that an iron or steel tamping bar shall not he used m charging holes 
for blasting, unless mounted with at least 4 inches of copper, should, in your opinion, he also erased.
I believe in wood.
3424. That regulation is really out of date ? Tes. _ , , i vi t v a
3425. In your opinion, is a wooden rammer sufficient for tamping a powder-hole ? For black diamond- 
grain powder it is not. That is a thing that very few miners nowadays know how to use.
342G. Ms Honor,'] What would you use for tamping that? A copper bar, or an iron rod with 4 or o
inches of copper at the end of it. . . , „ ,T
3427. Tou do not think it necessary to have them supplied now, because there is no use tor them. iNo ; 
we do not use that powder now. _ . , ,
8428. Mr. Polkingltorne.] We know that powder is still being used in places ? Itis used sometimes where 
they want to quarry stones. _ . ,
3429. I believe a good deal of it is in use in the Proprietary Mine ? I have never seen any m use tor a
long while. . ,
3430. His Honor.] When you speak of black diamond-gram powder, you mean gunpowder . Aea-
3431. Mr. Pollcinghornei] Tou think it necessary that provision should he made for some other rammer 
as well as a wooden one? 1 should say a copper rammer for black powder.
3432. That would he very expensive, would it not, for a long hole ? Tou need only have about 4 inches 
of copper. I do not mean that the whole of the rod should be of copper.
3433. His Honor.] In making a regulation would you distinguish between the twoas you have 
to deal with powder, you would allow a copper-tipped tamping-bar for powder, and for powder only ; but 
no metal bar should be used for any of the glycerine compounds ? That would be it.
3434. Mr. Polkinghorne.] Do you not think that a copper bar could be procured almost as cheaply as an 
iron bar copper-tipped ? No ; there is a great difference between the price of copper and iron, and the 
cost of splicing a bit of copper on would be nothing.

3435.
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3433. Would tlie increased cost of a copper bar compensate for the increased safety it Mould gue? Xo,
an iron rod with a copper tip would be just as safe ; on account of the shoulder the iron could not strike 21 Julyi -[g^
tbe sides of the bole. . „ . , •, i ■
343(5. Ilis Honor.] What length of tipping would you make compulsory at least: Four incues would
be quite sufficient, with a shoulder.
3437. If a bar were constructed in that way, there would bo no risk ? None whatever.
3438. Aro tamping-bars always constructed in that way ? Tes, the copper is always much larger than
tho iron to which it is fastened. . ,
34.39. Mr. Polkinghorne.] Ton say that the shoot in Kelly’s shaft is kept as sale as it possibly can be 
kept? Yes ; I send men through”it every week, and if we find any leakage we at once stop stuft irom 
being sent down and have repairs effected. , .
3410. Do vou think there is any danger iu mullock being tipped into that shoot while men are being 
lowered or raised in the hauling compartment? I question whether mullock has been tipped m while 
men have beeu descending or ascending. . .. ,
3441. But you will admit that it would be dangerous, were it done? I do not see how it would, because
there is a footway between the winding-shaft and the mullock-pass. If mullock did happen to get in o 
the footway it could not get into the winding-shaft. , .
3442. What is the centering between the winding-shaft and the footway ? Ton by four ; and to that is
nailed 10 x 2 planking. The mullock shoot is closely timbered all the way up with 10 x 4.
3443. As to the sinking of shafts. What is a usually safe distance to sink under a pent-house . About

3444. Do you tbiuk that is a fair distance to be sunk ? I think you could sink to 1,000 feet, if you have
the two winding-shafts secured by a ground peut-bou.se, and only one shaft open a permanent footway
running all the way down. _ „ ... f ■,
3445. In your opinion you might just as well go 1,000 feet under the rope as loO feet. itierj bit oi i , 
all you want is a good rope and a careful man on top to laud the trucks you send up^
344(5. I suppose you would liko to seethe two compartments closely centered off? Xcs.
3447. And the danger from the rope breaking would not be greater at 1,000 feet than 100 feet, JSo.
3448. Tou are agreed that a course of training for boys should be adopted ? Tes. _ .
3449. Would that in your opinion have a tendency to remove the disability of the mines m procuring
competent men ? I think so. ,, i i. j j. a
3450. I suppose young fellows of the town who serve their apprenticeship here would be better adapted
for work required of them here than good men imported for the purpose? Tes; a lot of these boys 
working now on top would, if you took them underground, be better than two-thirds of the men. Iney 
will doDwhat they are told ; tbe others are so thick-headed that they cannot do anything. One does his 
work with a free'will: the other takes everything as a burden. ,
3451. It would be no drawback to the companies ? The companies would profit by it.
3452. Mr. Williams.] And tbe men? Tes, aud the men as well.
3453. Mr. Polkinghorne.] On what standard would you put an apprentice? I think a boy should do
four years before be could be recognised as a full-blown man entitled to a man s pay. I took my boy 
with me when he was about 15 ; and I worked him up until he was 20 before I got full pay for him; and 
you know better than I can tell you what sort of a man he is. .
3454. A lot has been said about this question of apprenticing boys ; that the companies would take %
advantage of it, and would force a lot of boys into places that they should not be forced into, and there
fore interfere with the employment of fa number of men ; they would simply give tbe apprentices a small 
wave, and expect to have the same work performed by them as by a man at tho current rate. I do not 
tliink that any mine would expect a man to take a boy in of (say) 16 years of age, and do with his assist
ance the work of two practical men; but, if a competent man has had a boy with him for three or tour 
months, the boy will then do more work than two-thirds of the men who are here to-day representing 
themselves as miners. T
3455. Under the contract system, no difference should be made ? Kot the slightest.
3456. If a set is worth £5 to six men, it is worth £5 to three men and three boys ? Tes. _
3457. Do you think there would he anything gained in restricting the number of apprentices to the 
number of men emploved ? No, I do not fancy that at all. I think it should be left entirely to the 
management. I think 'it should also he left to their discretion to decide with whom the boys should be put.
3458 °On the Barrier you will admit there arc not the same advantages for men to take boys as m mines 
you have been accustomed to in other parts ? The same advantages are held out in my mine that I have 
been accustomed to elsewhere. Any man could take in his hoy; and I would give them a price for the
work done. , j i u-
3459. But I refer to the different phases of mining. A man might take a boy mto a stope and Keep him 
there for five years, and all be would learn in that ease would be but a puff of a candle so far as mining 
was concerned ? I always change the men about from bard ground to soft ground, and vice versa.
3460. Boys should have the opportunity of working in all kinds of ground? Tes, they should be put
into every variety of place, alwavs of course avoiding risky places. „
3461. In charging long holes, do you think it would be absolutely safe to break up the pellets before
putting them in ? I have proved that it is by practical experience. _ . .
3402. But that would not answer in a ragged hole ? If you break the plugs into fine pieces, there is not 
the same chance of their getting stuck. Plugs, when put in whole, are liable to bang across the hole.
3463. I suppose you know pretty well tho regulations under the Mining Act? Yes; there may be a
thing or two I am not exactly acquainted with. . .
3464. Tou say you have no printed general rules on your mine ? No ; we give all instructions
verbally, which answers just as well as any printed rules. _
3465. Tou state that when you were in the Proprietary they had printed rules ? Yes. _
3466. In vour opinion was there anything in those rules more than a man with ordinary experience would 
know himself? No ; a practical man would know tho whole thing without looking at it.
3467. Tou say if there were forty inspectors you would do just the same as yon are doing now ? Tes;
am doing my level best to protect the life and limb of the men. ... . . .
3468. But, seeing the extent of the Albert Mining District, is it your opinion that one inspector as

sufficient
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sufficient to carry out the inspection of all the mines in the district ? Yes; I have never seen officers on 
21 July. 1897. ?ny m‘rlmS attend to their duties better than they do on the Barrier, and, because of that, the 

inspector has less work to do. He knows that the officers could not do better even if he were constantly 
niro t''a ■ f11 lllsPec:t<:,r were appointed to every two men, we would still have accidents. ‘
f ih 1 admit that; but we caunot forget that this district is pretty well 300 miles long, and it is necessary 
tor the inspector to be at the very end of it sometimes ; and, seeing that there are about 6,000 men within 
a radins of 2 miles along this line of lode, do you not think there should be ono within easy distance of 

e liiil at all times p J do not see that at all. If the inspector were to go through the mine I am con
nected with every time I went through myself, it would make no difference at all, because we do every
thing that possibly can be done to protect the life aud limb of the men. If the inspector he 500 miles 
away from here it would not make any difference to us, aud if anything occurs in his absence we make a 
full report to him on his return. "
34/0. As to this proposed Board of Inquiry to investigate all minor accidents ;—do not you think such a 
Board would be an advantage, seeing that sometimes the officials of the mines are wrongly accused of 
carelessness or neglect in tho case of accidents ? Look at the time that man was killed on tho dump 
Mr. biee, Mr. Ilebbard, aud myself, cautioned the party where this man was killed; but directly wc turned 
our backs they took no notice of our caution, with the result that this man was smothered. Well we 
were censured for that, although the men admitted that we had warned them.
3471. But would not an inquiry prevent the blame from being put on the wrong shoulders ? In the first 
place the inspector could go the man who meets with an injury, and obtain from him a statement; and 
then go to the officer in charge at the time of the accident and obtain a statement from him, aud after 
making observations for himself he could draw his own conclusions, and make a report to the Chief 
Inspector of Mines. That is being done now; and 1 think every accident is thrashed out just as much as 
if we had a Board of Inquiry. "
34/2. But an accident might be brought about owing to the neglect of the inspector. Of course, I am 
speaking,generally, and not making any particular reference to our present inspector ; and, human nature 
being human nature, he would naturally make his own case as good as he could. He mav tell the truth, 
but not the whole truth p I would like to see the man that ever did, *
3473. Further, it might be stated among people outside that the inspector, even if he were not, was to 
blame, and wms not therefore a proper party to make the inquiry? My experience of the inspector hero 
is that be is no favourite of our party ; he is generally on the side of'the men. He is always down ou 
mo whenever he can get a slant. However, 1 do not believe in this Board of Inquiry. I think the 
inspector can always get sufficient evidence to thrash the matter out. If the inspector misrepresents the 
cause of an accident, the parties concerned can appeal against it.

Wl11 admit, then, that it is necessary the inspector should at all times be within an easy distance 
ot the Hill; a man might live for twenty-four hours after meeting with a serious accident; and, should 
the inspector see him before he died, he would bo able to collect the principal evidence surrounding the 
matter. I differ from you there. I have never seen a man in my life who, after meeting with a serious 
injury, could tell you tow it occurred. "
347o. That would be iu the case of an unforeseen accident;—I can speak of one or two accidents where 
the injured persons, although they died ultimately, were able to give a correct statement as to how thev 
met with their accidents? You might have more experience iu that than I have. I have never seen a 
maji, under those circumstances, give evidence that could he relied upon.
3476. As to those underground chambers. Howdoyou go about opening oufthe stope? We carry it up 
two^sets high, and go forward two sets, and then come back and put in one set.
onro’ ?°iU W?u^ I10^ °J,en ^ any S^t width ? Ho, not if the ground is any way treacherous,
3478 it has been said that explosives are not kept as safely in Block 10 as they should be ; that they
are allowed to he about in tbe stopes ? Every man has been informed from lime to time that ho has not 
to keep his explosives closer than 30 or 40 feot to the face, and that he must keep them in a secure place, 
it directly a party blasts you must have a man over them to compel the putting away of the balance to a 
sato corner, no mine would pay; you would want more officers than workmen.
34j79o wliat 13 required is to penalise them in the event of their committing a breach of that
ruler Yes, if you could place a fine upon them it would do good.
3480. StsS.onor.'] You think they ought to be compelled to use the proper canisters or boxes supplied? 
xes, and there must be some sort of a line imposed to make them do so.
3481. I understand you do try to make them do so ? Yea ; but instead of using them for their explosives
they make water-cans of them. ’
3482. Have you got them in stock ? I believe wo still have some.
3483. I understand you found it so hard to make the men use them for their explosives that you have
given up the idea of ever bringing them into use ? Yes,
3484. And now it is the habit not to use them ? Yes; but tho dynamite is in cardboard boxes • it is not 
earned down loosely,
3485. Are those cardboard boxes fastened round with a cord ? Yes.
3486. Are they made of strong cardboard ? Yes.
o^o/ card^oard or mill-board ? I could not say what is the difference between the two.
3488. Mill-board is stronger than wood really ? I do not mean to say that tho substance of which these 
packages are made is stronger than wood; but it is as good as wood, and is of some thickness.
3489. Mr. Policinghorne.} Ho you think the use of the canister should be enforced ? I do not see that the 
canister is in any way sator than the packages. If the men take proper precautions, when they take a

atme out. ^ a P^kage, to bind the package up agaiu, it would be equally as safe as a canister, 
sier to put down the lid of a canister than to tie up a package ? I3490. But we must admit that it is easier uun-u luu hu ui

admit that; but I have seen them not even cover the canister,
M91. Sis Sonor,} But a man who would do that would be quite certain to leave open a package too ?

3492. And with a lazy, careless man there would be more temptation to leave a package open than to
oAno® a"aniBter open ? So,rie of them would not c]ose Repackage; and some would not close the canister. 
34J3. Ut course some would smoke on a powder keg ? Yes ; we have them up there now. Yon have 
almost to knock them down with a stick to keep them from the magazine with a pipe stuck in their jaw.

3494.
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3494*. Mr. PoUeingliorne.'] Tou are not prepared just now to suggest any amendments in tie regulations Thoirme. 
under the Mining Act ? No. 9-
34*95. Mis Honor.] Do you not think that written regulations would he useful for one class of men ;— u ‘‘
you do come across men who know very little of mining, but who try to find out as much as they can as 
they go along ? Yes, there are instances.
3496. Sailors, for instance ? Tes, Printed rules should be posted about the mine. If we find intelligent 
men trying to pick up information, we try all we can to help them. We put them in easy places, and 
show them things as they go along. But there are others who think they know the whole business; and 
you cannot teach them anything whatever, nor can you do anything with them.
3497. Mr. Williams!] Tou understand that the two principal objects desired by this Commission are—firstly, 
to find out the causes of accidents ; secondly, to devise means to prevent the occurrence of accidents? Tes.
3498. And also to ascertain whether the regulations under the Mining Act are sufficient, if carried out 
properly, to prevent accidents occurring; and also, as far as possible, to find out what has been the cause 
of tho recent increase in the number of accidents. Tou admit: that accidents have occurred ? Yes.
3499. And several recently ? Tes, ■ They come and go in spurts, as it were.
3509. Tou think there has been an increase in the number of accidents lately ? Tes ; not only in tbe , 
mines, but in the district. They seem to come in a crop.
3501. Tou said that if men understood the law, and obeyed it, there would be less accidents ? I said some
thing to that effect.
3502. And you cannot expect a man to obey a law unless he knows it? No.
3503. You have no printed laws ; you prefer the men to learn them by word of mouth ? Tes.
3504. Do accidents occur through incompetency of the men employed ? Yes, a lot of those small accidents 
occur through the men not knowing their business.
3505. Tou believe it is possible for men not knowing danger to fall into danger? Tes.
3506. And therefore you have been endeavouring to instil into the men the things required of them in 
order to satisfactorily perforin their work? Tes.
3507. You said just now that you would want one inspector to every two men ? I said things would be 
no better if we had an inspector to every two men.
3508. If you placed a boy in a mine under his father, there would in that case be an inspector, as it were, ' 
to the two ? At first that would work all right; but after a little while tbe boy would get stubborn ; and
it would then be better to place him with a stranger. I do not believe altogether in putting a boy to 
work with his father; he should be put with a stranger.

■ 3500. Tou do not mind a man’s complaining to you about anything? No; I would thank a man for 
doing that.
3510. One of the causes of accident is, it is stated, that men break the laws. Have you ever brought 
any of those men down here before tbe Police Magistrate for breaking tbe laws? No.
351J. Would you give the inspector the power of administering the oath when making inquiries con
cerning the men and the employers ? No, I would not. If he cannot rely upon a man’s statement, then 
it is for the higher authorities to step in.
3512. Do you believe in men having certificates ? Tes.
3513. If a man came to you with a certificate, you would give him a job to see whether he was as able as
the certificate represented him to be ? Tes ; of course I would first look at the signature at the bottom 
of the certificate. '
3514. As to the probability of an engine-driver’s falling down in a fit. Was it the practice in the Corn
wall mines for tbe engine-driver to have a fireman ? No ; the engine-driver had to do his own stoking.
3515. There was no man nearer to him than the hrace-man? No; the pumping-engines have a driver 
and a fireman.
3516. A.s to finding explosives on tho furnace floor. Tou said it would be difficult to ascertain which 
truck they came from ? Tes.
3517. Tou have known explosives to he found on tbe feeding-floor? Tes; they have been found there 
occasionally.
3518. Have they ever found their way into the rock-crushers ? We have had breakages in the rollers ; 
hut I do not think it has been due to explosives.
3519. Inspector Heblartl.] Do you think there is any more risk in carrying dynamite in its own package 
than carrying it in a tin ? Not the slightest.
3520. You tliink there is no more danger in leaving it in the package underground than in tho tin? No,
there is no more danger. '
3521. His Honor.] On the whole, you would consider it more satisfactory if it were kept in a secure 
metal canister? Yes ; the Government should he asked to pass a law compelling tho men to use canisters 
for their explosives, and to keep them closed ; failing which they should be liable to six months’ imprison
ment. That is the only way to bring the thing about.

John Warren sworn and examined:—
3522. Mr. Edwards,] Your name is John Warren ? Tes. J. tVarreu.
3523. Tou are general manager of the Broken Hill Proprietary Block 10 Company, Limited? Tes. ,
3524. How many years’ experience have you had in mining ? Prom when I was 14 years of age to tho 21 -Inly, 1897. 
present time I have been engaged in mining.
3525. How many years altogether ?. Considerably over forty years.
3526. In what mines have you had experience ? In all kinds of mineral hut coal.
3527. Boih iu Cornwall aud Devonshire ? And in New Caledonia and various parts of Australia.
3528. This inquiry is being held to inquire into the causes of accidents that have recently taken place in 
mines of this district. Do you think accidents have increased in any measure in this district recently ? I 
do not know about the district; they have increased with me in some degree.
3529. To what extent;—how many fatal accidents have you had ? Four.
3530. During what period ? Since the commencement of 1890,
3531. What number of men do you employ? In 1890 there were thirty-seven men employed.
3532. Since then ? During the past two months we have been employing over 600. 3533.
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J. arren. 3533. "What do you think would be the average during the six and a half years the mine has been working ? 
Close on 300, speaking from memory.

21 July, 1897. 3534,, t0 what do you attribute the cause of the accidents that have taken place ? Firstly, to tbe increased 
number of men employed.
3535. Secondly ? Through carelessness and the want of interest of the men employed.
3536. Are tbe men competent that are employed below ? Numbers of them are not.
3537. Have you done your utmost to procure competent men ? We have,
3538. Tou did not import any men ? No ; not since the strike,
3539. Can you suggest anything other than is done at present with tbe view of preventing tbe recurrence 
of accidents ? I do not see that any further precaution cau be taken. It rests, to my mind, simply 
with the men themselves.
3540. Are your subordinate officials competent? They are ; they are competent, practical miners, every 
one of them.
3541. Is the system of timbering a good one? Tes, it could not be improved upon.
3542. Tour mine is Ihoroughly secured? Tes, no mine is more so, so far as I can sec.
3543. And thoroughly ventilated ? Tes.
3544. Have you any working rules on tbe mine; or do you depend upon the instructions given to the men 
by the shift-bosses ? We have no printed rules. Wc have a copy of the Proprietary rules in the office. 
They were adopted at the timo of the strike, and are supposed to apply to all associated mines.
3545. And, besides, you have Government regulations ? Tes.
3546. Of the four fatal accidents that occurred on your mine, only one, I think, was underground ? There 
was only one iu the face.
3547. That was a man named Thompson ? Tes.
3548. Could that accident have been prevented by auy forethought or care on his part? It seemed to me
an error of judgment on the part of tho man himself.
3549. It arose through his not securing the overhanging ground ? Tes ; the comrade who was with him 
said they barred down all ground they considered unsafe, and resumed work,
3550. Is there any stint of timber required for securing the ground? There is an unlimited supply in 
Block 10 for the men to use.
3551. Are the men encouraged to report auy dangerous places ? I should expect them to do so.
3552. If they do not report dangerous places, can you prevent accidents? No ; it is impossible for the 
underground manager to see every point of the mine every day.
3553. Are the men closely supervised in their work ? Tes.
3554. And every precaution taken to protect the men against themselves? A greater precaution than on 
any other field on which I was ever located.
3555. During the forty years’ experience that you have had, do you know of any other place in the world 
where men are better paid and better precautions are taken for their safety than at Broken Hill ? No.
3556. In reference to explosives ; you buy these yourself? Yes,
3557. Are they of the best quality ? The best class that can be obtained.
3558. One of tbe Government regulations says that not more than 6 lb. of explosive shall be taken down 
into a mine by a workman at one time. Is that a workable rule where you are using rock-drills ? I do 
not think that rule is understood properly, 6 lb. is not much to give to a party for twenty-four hours.
3559. Would it be sufficient for one shift ? No, not for machine drills.
3560. Another rule says that it shall not he kept in a mine except in a case or canister. Are canisters 
provided at the roino’s store for men who want them ? Tes.
3561. Do they use them? No ; not for the purpose for which they wore made.
3562. "Who made them for you ? They were made specially through Messrs. Harris, Scarfe, and Company,
of Adelaide. *
35G3. Have you got some of them in stock still ? Tes.
3564. What do men use them for? For water-cans.
3565. Another rule says that an iron tamping-har shall not be used, unless tipped with copper ■—they are 
not used now, are they? No : no iron rods are used in our mine.
3566. What rods are used ? Soft-wood ones.
3567. Do you believe in a copper tamping-rod? The whole made of copper might do very well; but'a 
soft-wood rod is as good as copper, in my estimation.
356S. Would a copper-tipped rod be serviceable, supposing the copper were of greater thickness than the 
rod? I think it better to dispense with the iron rod altogether.
3569. Even if that part of the rod made of copper were thicker than the iron ? Yes; the iron might 
strike near the collar of the hole and make fire.there.
3570. Then you think it would be safer to abolish the metal rod altogether ? Tes.
35/1. Wood would bo sufficient for all purposes? Yes.
3572. Would it be sufficient for powder ? Yes, I think so.
3573. Under the present regulation, a missed-hole is not be unrammed or drawn. What course would you 
adopt with regard to it ? ] think it would be preferable to withdraw the charge.
3574. The charge or the tamping? A portion of the tamping, to within a couple of inches of the 
explosive.
3575. Of course you would not withdraw the charge of glycerine compound; nor would you touch it? 
No. I would withdraw the tamping.
3576. Would it be a safe practice for men to put in another hole close to the missed-hole? I should 
prefer certainly to withdraw the tamping and try to explode the hole.
3577. Have you ever known of explosives being scattered about and being found in other parts of the 
workings amongst the ore? No ; not in Block 10.
3578. 1 suppose that could occur ? I have seen a plug of dynamite intact in the bottom of a hole.
3579. But what I mean is this : Supposing you put in a hole near a missed-hole ; would it not be possible 
for the second charge to throw out the first charge unexploded, and scatter it amongst the ore ? Tes; it 
depends upon the distance between the two charges.
3580. Mr. Thomas told us of some dynamite plugs having been picked up near the stone-breaker on the 
surface. That did not come to your knowledge ? No, it did not.
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3581. Is tlie macliinery on your mine suitable for its purposes and safe, so far as the lowering and raising 
of men is concerned? I think so.
3582. It has been suggested that the contract system is productive of accidents to the men, in consequence 
of their having to hurry through their work in order to make wages at it;—is there any foundation for 
that ? Not in my opinion. "With me, during the past sis months, the men have lost on an average 15 per 
cent, of the hours they should work, and my impression is that, if they can afford to lose nearly a day a 
week, there should be no occasion for them to rush through their 'work.
3583. Do they on an average lose a day a week ? It works out a shade over 15 per cent; and that is 
nearly a day a week.
3584. How is that lost ? Through neglect of labour.
3585. I suppose, sometimes by sickness ? I think it is oftener through other causes than sickness. Any
how, they do not turn up to their work.
3580. Do you notice that that frequently occurs on the Monday after pay-day ? Yes ; frequently.
3587. That might be from sickness the source of which could have been prevented? Yes.
3588. Does the contract system induce the competent men as "well as the inferior men to come forwnrd? 
'There are some competent men among them, but of course there arc numbers who do not know a pick 
from a shovel, so to speak.
3589. Have yon had occasion to discharge many men for incompetence ? That is a daily occurrence.
3590. It has been stated that " bulling” is a dangerous practice ? Me have no need for “bulling” in 
the mine under the present circumstances ; but, so far as “bulling” is concerned, I see no danger in it.
3591. It only requires care ? That is all.
■3592, la there necessarily an increase of danger in a deep hole, as compared with a shallow hole ? No ; 
I should say not.
3593. I suppose a deep hole would do more work than a good many shallow holes ? It stands to reason 
that the deeper you can get your charge of explosive the better chance it has of doing the execution 
required of it.
3594. You have had no movements underground of any magnitude? No ; only just a slight shrinkage, 
which occurs in all mines where large bodies of ore are removed.
3595. You know Kelly’s shaft at the 415 feet level ? Yes.
3596. l.t has been stated that the timber in the plat there is all crushed and splintered ? Yes ; the timber 
is crushed there very badly ; but the danger is only in the timber itself. The roofing of the plat is a hard 
capping of ironstone that covers the whole width of the ore-body there. If at any time we took the timber 
■out, there would not be an ounce of mullock fall.
3597. Behind the timber it is all mullocked up ? Where the timber is crushed there is no mullock at all. 
M hat has caused it to crush is this immense body of rock sinking in a mass. Where the ore has been 
removed, filling has been put in, and that too has caused a slight shrinkage. The whole body of this 
ironstone has subsided, possibly, a foot or more ; and, if the timbers were removed, not an ounce of rock 
would come away.
3598. Is it safe ? There is no danger there so far as I can see, with the exception perhaps of the timber.
3599. It has been said that a source of danger to the men is the practice of passing mullock down a shoot 
in the same shaft, only a different compartment, as that used for raising and lowering men ; and that it is 
continued while the men are passing up and down? No mullock could possibly get into the cage shaft.
3600. And the moment the lining is broken through, it is repaired ? Yes.
3001. In the event of any movement taking place in the ground below, and the men being ordered out, 
who should have the authority to say when they should go back ? The man who orders them out.
3002. If the inspector were called in, you would leave the responsibility to him? Yes.
3003. On the question of increasing the number of inspectors : it has been said, and very truly, that this 
is a very large mining district, embracing districts as far away as Mount Brown and Tibooburra ;—but do 
you think an increase in the number of inspectors would tend to lessen the number of accidents ? I 
think not. If you had an inspector for every parly of men in the mine I do not think it would make 
much difference in the number of accidents.
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3604. Could you do more than you are doing at present to prevent accidents ? No.
3605. You do not wait until the inspector comes round to tell you of danger, but look to it yourself? Yes.
3606. Supposing new regulations were framed, what course would you adopt, or would you suggest, for 
the purpose of making them known to the men;—the present instructions are verbal, I believe ? Yes.
3607. Do you think the object would ho attained by providing every man who came on to the mine with a 
printed copy? Yes.
3608. In addition to those on thomine? Yes.
3609. And would you have penalties imposed upon the men if they committed breaches of them ? Yes.
3610. 1 suppose you yourself are not brought much in contact with the men? No.
3611. You simply lay out the work ? Yes.
3612. And then you have your foreman to see that it is attended to ? Yes.
3613. Who is the best judge as to whether a face is in a safe or unsafe condition ? The men themselves, 
I should say.
3014. And, after them, the shift-boss ? Yes,
3615. And then the foreman ? Yes.
3610. And then the manager ? Yes.
3617. At present, the change of shift takes place either in the plat or at the brace? Yes.
3018.^ Do you think any further safety would be provided if the men, before leaving the face on change 
of shift, were compelled to point out to their mates coming on the condition of the face? I do. If any 
danger was known to the off-going shift, they would then, before they left, point it out to the on-coming 
shift; in fact, in many eases in the old country the men are hound to relieve in the face; and it was 
attempted here after the strike.
3619. I suppose, owing to the width of the ore-bodies here, this is not easy ground to work ? I do not 
think it is easy.
3620. I suppose dangerous places are continually appearing in the mine ? There is always danger in this 
hard, flawy ground. The explosion shakes more rock than it brings down; and the danger is that the 
men might not pull all the loose ground down.

3621.
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Firing takes place just about tbe relief ? I think the men on contract fire when it suits them. 
There is no hard-and-fast rule in this respect? No.
A man is allowed to fire at any time? Yes : unless it interferes with others working on the same

Has it ever been brought under your notice that missed-holes have been loft ? No.
In order to prevent men from leaving missed-holes without notifying their mates—and this has 

been done ;—would that be met by compelling the men to change in the face ? They could not well meet 
their comrades without telling them of a miss, if there was one. At present they miss them altogether.
3626. "Would that entail much loss of time on the men, taking an average right through ? It would not 
make a difference of ten minutes a day.
3627. It would entail the same difference to the mine ? No; only to the men.
362S. You think it would be safer ? Yes.
3629. It has been suggested that, while men are being raised and lowe.red at change of shift, two engine- 
drivers should be in the engine-house, in case one should fall down in a fit, or something;—do you think 
there is any occasion for that? I do not think the community is so liable to fits as all that.
3630. Do you think the presence of two men in the engine-shed would give rise to conversation, upon 
which would follow neglect of work, and very likely an accident ? I know that in well-arranged mines 
no man is allowed in the engine-room except the engine-driver.
3631. And his whole attention is supposed to be on the engine, the rope, and the signals? Yes,
3632. In sinking from the bottom of a shaft that is unprotected, with three compartments, do you think, 
in order to protect the men working below, pent-houses are necessary for more than two compartments ? 
I do not see any need for a third pent-house.
3633. At what distances should the pent-houses be put? It all depends upon the depth of the shaft. 
100 feet is the usual lift from level to level, and that is what we adopt.
3634*. As to the engine-drivers having certificates ;—I suppose it would he an advantage if they all had 
certificates? If they obtained them through a proper channel; but, whether or not, I would prefer to 
give a man a trial first.
3635. No matter what certificate he possessed ? Yes.
3636. The mere fact of a man’s having a certificate would induce you to give him a trial, to see what he 
was made of? Yes.
3637. With a view to getting over the difficulty of incompetent men, do you think the system of appren
ticing lads would be beneficial;—do you think that would get over the difficulty of inexperienced men? 
Yes ; to a very great extent.
3638. At what age do you think a youth should go underground ? Sixteen years, according to the present 
Act.
3639. I suppose you went under younger ? Yes—before I was 14.
3640. How long should an apprentice be compelled to work before he could he entitled to call himself a 
miner r That would depend upon the lad himself.
3641. But you would have to make some limit, 1 think, as to time? Many would he as good after two 
years as they would be all their life. "When I was IS I was a better man than 1 have been since, so far 
as labour is concerned.
3642. A man, after five years’ experience, would he a better man than after two years’ experience? 
Certainly, he would have more experience in the different classes of ground.
3643. Do you think a youth who went in at 16 would, in all cases, when he arrived at 18, be entitled to 
demand a miner’s wage? I would make no hard-and-fast rule.
3644. It would depend upon the individual ? Yes.
3645. As to the shift-bosses and foremen having certificates. Of course, there is no Board in existence 
now that could give them; but, if there were, do yon think it would be an advantage that these officials 
should possess them ? I do not see it.
3646. I suppose you would have to get all the mines in the different colonies in line before you could
work it well ? Yes ; I feel that if I had fifty certificates I would not be any better than I am now. That 
is my own feeling in the matter. .
3647. In reference to the minor accidents, it has been suggested that a Board of Inquiry should be 
appointed, to consist of representatives of the managers and the men; some have suggested twelve, 
others seven, and others three;—do you think it would be of any advantage to have such a Board to 
inquire into all minor accidents; or do you think an inquiry by the inspector would be sufficient? I 
would leave it to the inspector.
3648. Mr. Polhinghorne^] You say the men in your employ lose 15 per cent, of their time ? Yes; of 
the underground men.
3649. Have you taken any notice whether this time is lost by the better class of men ? I think it is 
about equally divided between the competent and the incompetent men.
3650. That, in your opinion, will not bear out the justification of men saying that they have to rush their 
work, in order to earn what is considered a livelihood, under the contract system ? Yes ; that is my idea.
3651. I believe the system of siokiog a shaft, as adopted in Block 10, is a little hit different from that 
adopted in some of the other mines ; I believe you use the windlass ? Yes.
3652. You do not use the air-winch ? "We have used it, hut are not using it now.
3653. Do you think the same precaution should be taken with sinking with an air-winch as when sinking 
with a windlass? I think 100 feet is quite far enough to sink in all cases.
3654. You believe that explosives should be kept in canisters, and provision made for a penalty where a 
breach of that is committed ? Yes.
3655. You quite agree that the regulations should be such that the men should be get-at-able as well as 
the companies ? Yes.
3656. I dare say you have read the Regulations under the Mining Act of this Colony ? Yes.
3657. Do yon think they are sufficient ? There is room for improvement.
3658. One or two of the regulations have been questioned, especially the rule restricting the quantity of 
explosives to 6 lb., that a workman should have in his possession at one time in any one place ;—you do 
not consider that quantity sufficient ? I do not.
3659. And you consider a regulation a very poor one_which must, of necessity, be broken ? Yes; and I

consider
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consider the first clause (sub-section a of Eule 3), as to carrying a week’s supply into the mine, is a big 1' ^arren‘ 
mistake.
3660. You have your explosives stored above ground in magazines—not stored down in the mine ? Yes; 
the men take down at 8 o’clock in the morning, and 4 o’clock in the afternoon, what they require.
3661. Tho 6 lb. provided for in the Eegulations is not sufficient? Dio ; not for machine-drilled holes.
3662. Then that sub-section should be amended? Yes.
3663. And sub-section d should also, you think, be amended ? Yes.
3664-. And sub-section e ? Yes; 1 think the tamping should be unrammed to within a couple of inches of 
the explosive,
3665. If 1 foot of fine tamping, say sand, were put into a hole, and the charge missed fire, would it be 
necessary to withdraw any of that tamping? Yes,
3666. Do you not think that the insertion of another cartridge on top of that fine tamping would be 
sufficient to explode the previous charge? I do not think it is to be relied upon. I would certainly 
recommend that portion of the tamping be withdrawn. In taking out the excavation for tbe buildings on 
the mine, the contractor exploded a hole some 10 or 12 feet deep, and shifted an immense body of rock.
After tbe explosion a plug ol dynamite iulact was found in the bottom of the hole. Now, if the explosion ■
of all the balance of that heavy charge was not sullicieut to put off that plug, how much more chance is 
there of a miss with a light charge which has to force through 9 inches of material.
36t>/, How did you account for that plug being left intact? My impression is that the plug above it got 
across the hole, and this left a space between the two plugs, which acted as a cushion, and prevented tho 
explosion of the first plug put in,
3663. You cannot say it was because of a defect in that plug ? No.
3669. Tits Honor.] You cannot say whether that plug was used afterwards ? No ; I took it out; and it 
seemed sound enough.
36/0. Mr. Williams.] You have studied the rules under tho Mining Act, and endeavoured to carry them 
out ? Yes.
3671. I suppose you would be surprised if I told you that you are the first witness who has said that?
I would not be surprised at anything now-a-days. *
3672. You believe in apprenticing bo ys? Yes.
3673. Underground? Yes.
3674. And on top ? Yes ; I am training boys now to look after the machinery.
3675. You are not in favour of certificates being issued to miners unless they are issued by some
practical Board? No. J
36/6. You say that a certain number of the men under you are incompetent ? Yes.
3677. In case any movement should be inaugurated to educate men to be better workmen, would you do 
anything to advance such a movement ? Yes ; I would be happy to do anything in that way. ■

William Eowc sworn and examined :—
Mr. Edwards.] What is your name ? William Eowe. W. Rowe.

3679. You are underground manager of the Central Mine, the property of the Sulphide Corporation /—
(Ashcroft’s Process), Limited? Yes. 21 July, 1897.
3680. What experience in mining have you had ? 1 have had thirty-three years’ experience.
3681. Irom what mines did you get your experience ? Prom mines in England and Australia; it is hard 
to name them, there being so many.
3682. Have yon been mining all through tbe thirty-three years ? Yes.
3083. IIow long have you had charge of the Central ? About four years.
3681. Have you noticed any increase in accidents in your mine lately ? No ; I cannot say that I have.
3685. How many fatal accidents have you bad in that miue since you have had charge of it? Three.
3686. W hat were they caused by ? One (Brokenridge’s case) was by falling down a shaft.
3687. How was that occasioned ? He got out of one cage, and fell down tho other compartment. He 
came down on to the plat by the eastern compartment of tbe winding-shaft, and stepped across from the 
plat into the western shaft.
3688. ̂ TUs Honor.] He seemed to be under a mistake as to which compartment the ca^e was in ;—absence
of mind, apparently ? Yes. °
3689. Mr, iLdwards.] What was the second accident ? The man’s name was Pendergast. He got into
a disused drive, We had been firing some distance away, uhich shifted the ground in this old drive ; and 
a sulphide rock fell upon him. '
3690. Did his work take him into that place? No.
3691. I suppose tbe men firing did not know he was there ? No.
3692. .1 he third accident ? The man’s name was Harvey. He was engaged in drilling a hole in the 
open-stope on the 400 leveland a “tom ” close by interfered with his position somewhat; and to have 
more convenience be knocked it out, with the result that stone came away and struck him down.
3693. It was said the other day that that accident was caused by want of sufficient timber to protect the 
ground ;—is there any truth in that statement? Not in the least,
3694., The man who said that—Berndt—admitted that he was only speaking from hearsay ;—is timber 
supplied in sufficient quantities to protect the ground where the men arc working ? Yes.
3695. Where arc men supposed to get their timber? At different places. Some from the plat • and 
others have it taken to them.
3696. Is there any ground whatever for the statement that men incur risks through want of timber 
through not being able i o get it ? Not that I am aware of.
3697. Ho they lose time in looking for timber ? It is provided in the contract that they have to take 
their timber from tbe plat.
3698. Is timber supplied there on all occasions for them ? Yes.
3699. How many men have been employed—tho average number—since you have been there ? I could not 
say exactly what the average has been,
3709. How many have you now? 366 underground,
3701. How many on the surface ? I do not know.
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W. Rowe. 3702. It lias been stated that the ventilation in that mine is not sufficient; that places in tho mine are 
unfit to work in;—is that true V It is false. '

21 July, 1897. 3703. Are there any places in the mine where the air is light? Yes, one—the western main drive at the 
500-feet level.
3704. Where is the air light there ? Just in the drive itself.
3705. Are any means being taken to improve the air there ? Yes; we have laid pipes.
3706. And you are pumping air down? We will be shortly; we have not started to do so yet.
3707. Are men working in the drive? Only a few.
3708. 3)o those men who are working there complain about the air? They have never complained to me. 
37C9. Where was Berndt working ? In section No. 3, 500-feet level.
3710. Was that in the same drive ? No.
3711. He had no reason to complain of section 3 in that level, so far as the air was concerned ? No 
reason whatever.
3712. IIow was that supplied with air ? By a cross-cut.
3713. Then, if he says that the ventilation is not sufficent there for the men to work comfortably, he is 
not saying what is correct? No.
3714. Have any other men complained ? No ; I have not heard anyone complain about that place.
3715. Are you there frequently? Yes ; two or three times every shift.
3716. That is during the daytime ? Yes.
3717. It has been said that the contract system is a cause of tho increase in accidents;—is that your 
experience? No.
3718. What is your experience? I think if we had more contract we should have fewer accidents.
3719. Why does it bring about a better class of men ? Yes.
3720. What is the average rate of wages in the Central under the contract system ? Brora 10s. 6d. to 11s.
3721. It is said that in order to earn a daily wage of 9s. they have to hurry through their work, and are 
compelled to run risks they would not take if working on day-labour ? I cannot see it.
3722. Who plots out the ground for them, and fixes tho prices? I do. ,
3723. Can men working in the ordinary way, without hustling themselves, earn that money? Yes.
3724. From 10s. 6d. to 11s. ? Yes.
3725. That is the average rate through the mine ? Yes.
3726. Are the shift-bosses under you competent for their position ? Yes,
3727. They have been chosen because of their being practical and experienced men? Yes.
3728. It has been said that you have some underground open-cuts in your mine, which are worked in a 
dangerous manner ? I do not know how they bring it in.
3729. What height are they opened out to ? Various heights. Generally from 10 to 12 feet above where 
the men are working.
3730. What is the width of that big open-cut on the 500-feefc level ? Fifty feet.
3731. What height ? Twelve or 14 feet in one place ; there are different slopes.
3732. When the men are working in that, how high above them is the back ? About 12 to 1-1 feet from 
the ground-sili. Of course, it is worked up by timber to a considerable height.
3733. But the men are never more than 12 or 11 feet from the roof? No.
3731. Before putting the timber in, how do you make it safe ? By building “pig-styes,”
3735. When the stope is completed, and all worked out, what timber do you put in then? We then put 
in the permanent standing timber.
3736. Is that open chamber worked in a careless or reckless manner, or in such a manner as would lead
to accident ? No. .
3737. Has any accident occurred there? No, excepting Harvey’s accident. _
3738. Did that take place there in that particular place ? At the 100-feet level. The timber was standing 
round him at the time.
3739. It was in one of those chambers ? Yes.
3740. And it was timbered np ? Yes.
3711. The permanent timber was standing ? Yes.
3742. You say that he brought the accident upon himself by removing the “ tom” ? Yes.
3743. Who put in tbe “tom” ? The timherman.
3744. With the exception of Harvey’s ease, have yon had any accident underground at all ? Yes; the 
eases ] have already cited—the accident in the disused drive and the fall down the shaft.
3715. Has any accident been occasioned through want of timber ? No. ' _ _

' 3716. Is everything done there by yourself and your subordinates to protect the men from injury ? Yes,
every tiling possible. _ _ _

. 3747. Do you find you always get competent men ? A number of them are very inferior—very incom
petent men. _
3748. What are some of the minor accidents that have happened to men ? In one case a man missed a 
drill, and knocked the tip off one of the fingers of his mate. In another case a man’s ear was partly 
knocked off from the same cause.

■ 3749. Those arc accidents which it is impossible to guard against ? Yes.
3750. What do you do with men of that sort? Send them off.
3751. Have you had occasion to discharge many men for incompetency ? Yes, a good few.
3752. Have you done anything to get good men ? Yes.
3753. I believe the Central Mine imported men from Ballarat ? Yes.
3754. Was the local labour market exhausted before that was done ? Yes, .
3755. Do you know Shinniek ? Yes.
3756. Is he a competent miner ? I do not think he is fit to hand tools to. _
3757. Did he do any work while down on the one shift he was there? Very little.
3758. He is not a safe man to he entrusted with tools ? No.
3759. As to this man Berndt;—have you anything to say with regard to him ? Only that hehas not been
mining more than twelve months. Previous to that he was mullocking. _
3760. How long should a man be underground before he could be considered as a miner ? Not less than
five or six years. Of course, some learn faster than others. '
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told us that it was the practice to fire shots too large underground, and that the ground ivas tV. Rowe, 
insufficiently secured and timbered;—it that does take place, is it the fault of the mana<Tement or the fault ^ 
of the men ? 7 feet 4 inches is the deepest hole ever fired in the Central. 21 July>1807'
37G2. Berndt said that there was not only an insufficiency of timber, but that the laths shot away were 
not replaced? It is the men’s duty to replace the laths they shoot away.
3763. And whose duty is it to report where laths have been shot away and not replaced ? The men’s.
They should report to the shift-bosses.
3764. And if that is done are repairs effected at once ? Tea.
3765. Is it the practice of the men to strip the floors ? Yes.
3/66. And that is to save themselves the trouble of going to tho plat for fresh timber ? Yes.

* Whoa you. ciitcTi a man doing that, what do you do ? Discharge him.
3768. At once ? Yes. '
3769. Is the stripping of the floors a matter of frequent complaint ? Yes. It is a very hard matter to 
find out who are the men who strip t^ie floors.
3770. TZVs Sowor.] What is tho rule in the stopes as to stripping floors or leaving floors open? If we 
find the men who do it we discharge them.

J? ^ ru^c ^eaTe every ^OOT covere^ all under is filled ? Yes; that is the rule of the mine.
3772. Unless used as a shoot; and then they are railed off? Yes,
37/3. Afr, JSdwaTds^ I suppose sometimes those handrails are knocked down? Yes.
3774. Is it the duty of the men to report that to the shift-bosses ? Yes.
3775. Do they do it? Very seldom.
37/6. Shinniek said that when he was taken down there they had to walk on the caps and struts for a 
long distance to get to their work ? Of course they would be covered over with laths.
3777. I understood him to say that they walked simply oa the naked struts and naked caps ;—could that 
happen without your noticing it ? No.
37/8. Is there any place in the mine, where men are at work, to reach which they have to walk on the 
tops of the caps and struts ? Not that I am aware of.
3779. He said that as far as he could sec there was no one to care for or watch whether the floors were 
covered or not ? A man is employed in those stopes purposely to keep those floors covered and to see to 
the guard-rails.
3780. His Honor.'] What do you call him ? The timherman.
3781. That is part of his duty ? That is his duty.
3782.. Mr. Edwards.] Kelly blames the timherman for throwing a lump of sulphide on to his toewas 
tn© timberman to blumo in that case ? The man himself was to blame.
3783. It was Kelly’s own fault ? Yes.
3784. How did the accident come about ? A stone was standing on the timber, which the men on the 
previous shift had tried to bar down. When Kelly and his mate camo on they broke it with a hammer, 
and neglected to take down some loose stone, leaving it standing on the timber.
3785. If they had taken down that loose stone, the accident would not have happened ? No.
3786. Was it his duty to have made the place secure before commencing work ? Yes; every man is 
supposed to secure his own place.
3787. How far hack from the face should the timber be when you are using big shoots ? In some cases 
12 to 20 feet.
3788. The timber is put as close to tho face as the shooiing will permit ? Yes.
3789. And that is a matter left to the discretion of the men? Yes.
3790. You say the deepest hole yon have put in is 7 feet 4 inches ? Yes.
3791. Is the practice of “buBing ” a dangerous one ? Very seldom we “ bull ” any holes in the Central.
3792. Is it a dangerous practice ? I cannot see it,
3793. In case you do “ bull ” a hole, what time do you think should elapse until you put the charge in ?
That would depend upon the position of tbe hole. If you could water it, the charge might be put in 
within half an hour. Where you have to let the hole cool naturally, I should say leave it two and a 
half hours.
3794. In the case of missed-holes, what plan do you adopt ? We take out the tamping.
3795. You would not go down to the charge itself ? No.
3796. And you then fire another primer ? Yes.
3797. His Honor.] How near to the charge do you think it is safe to go, and proper to go, so as to ensure 
the charge going off? It would certainly depend upon the depth of the hole.
3798. What thickness of tamping would you leave between the primer and the charge ? About 8 or 10 
inches.
3799. You think the primer would be sure to explode the charge with that thickness of tamping between ?
Yes; I do not remember seeing any miss at that distance. Of course it would depend a lot upon how you 
rammed. With a very loose hole it would be safe to leave a foot.
3800. Then the distance would depend on the solidity or looseness of the tamping? Yes.
3801. Would you consider it too risky to take tho tamping out to within 3 or 4 inches of the original 
charge ? I would not care about doing it myself.
3802. You would not go so close ? No.
3803. Mr. Edwards.] In reference to Kelly, do you know that he complained about the place he worked 
in ? He was only there an hour and a half.
3804. When he first went to work, did he complain about the place—did he make any report to the shift- 
boss ? It was not reported to me.
3805. Have you ever known of missed-holes to be brought about owing to bad fuse ? One has been 
reported to me.
3806. Was tbe fuse proved to be bad in that case ? Yes.
3807. It did not go off at all, I suppose ? No.
3808. Some fuse has knots or joints in it, I believe;—are the men compelled tense that? They generally 
cut the joint off.
3809. What is the character of the explosives you get—good or bad ? Very good.
3810. Tho men are in the habit, I believe, of clearing out of the face as soon as the whistle goes;—would

I it
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VT. Eowe. it be safer if tbe chance of shift were to take place at the face instead of at the plat or brace as at present?
In my opinion it would. .

21 July, 1S97- 3Sti. Have you ever known dangerous ground to be ieft in the face ? Yes.
3812. And the mates coming on have not been aware of it ? Just so.
3813. 1 suppose some of them are really reckless and careless, and indifferent as to how their faces are

3814. Would it inconvenience the men if the change took place at the face ? It would make them a few
minutes later in getting up. .
3815. What average would it be throughout the Central? It might be ten minutes.
3810. And you think accidents could be avoided in that way ? I do. _
3817. Could that accident of Harvey’s have been avoided in that way ? Ho.
3818. That was not on the change ? Ho. .
3819. You think it might prevent accidents, through dangerous places being left, and the out-going snitt
not acquainting their mates of them ? Yes. _
3S20, Have you ever known missed-holes to be left in the face. Xes, but very few.
382 L Have the mates been informed ? Yes, always.
3822. Do you think there would be fewer accidents under the day-labour system than under contract i 1 
think there would be less accidents under contract than on day-labour.
3823. Why ? Because then we should get a better class of men.
3824. There would be fewer accidents under the contract system than on day-labour ? Yes.

' 3825. You are working on contract now? Only about one-half. _
3826. You think if the contract system were adopted right through the mine there would be fewer 
accidents ? Yes.
3827. You would get a better class of men ? Yes. _ ... ,. , „
3828. I suppose it is impossible to tell whether a man is a miner or not until you have seen him at work r 
Itls very bard to sav whether a man is a miner or not until you have seen him at work.
3829. You cannot tell well unless you see a man at work? Ho.
3830. Do you think a system of apprenticing youths to mining would be a good thing to provide for t 
Yes; that would enable us to get a better class of men than we have at present.
3831’. At what age should boys be apprenticed ? From 16 to 18.
3832. What time should they serve ? Five years,
3833 It would take that time to make them miners? Yes.
3834. In reference to the machinery you have there, is it in good order? Yes ; so far as I am aware. 
3S35! I think most of your plats and principal workings are lighted by electricity ? Yes.
3836. Does that go through the mine ? Yes, to different parts. ■
3837. In taking the explosives into the mine, how are they carried—what are they carried m r Canisters.
3338. Specially provided by the mine? Yes. _ .
3839. Do you think that 6 lb. of explosive is sufficient to he in use at one time t les.
3840. Could you work the mine with that? Yes. , .
3841. Supposing you were working with machine drills ? Then very likely it would take 6 lb. for one hole. 
3842! It would not be sufficient then ? They would have to travel‘to the magazine oftener.
3843" If you had eight holes, they would have to make eight trips to the magazine ? Yes.
3844. That would be waste of time? Yes. ^
3845. Is 6 lb. an unreasonable amount for one hole? Ho.
3840. Where are the explosives kept ? Underground. We have magazines on the different levels under
ground, away from the drives.
3847. You have no underground rules? Ho.
3848. You work under the Government regulations ? As near as possible.
3849. How do you instruct the men as to what they are not to do ? Verbally. I either do it myself or
the shift-bosses do it. . , .
3850 Do you frequently instruct them ? Yes, very often, when there is cause for it.
3851. All your orders and working rules are given to the men verbally by the shift-bosses and yourself?
Yes3852. To what depth would you sink an uncovered shaft without protection in the shape of pent-houses to
the men? 200 or 300 feet. ■ „ _ . , ■
3853. Would you work' with the whole three compartments open ? I would close one and a piece.
3854* That would be half of the shaft with a pent-house over it, and the other half open ? Yes.
3855. Is that the practice you have adopted lately ? That is the practice I have seen adopted at different

3856. I think you put down the new (Kintore’s) shaft ? Yes.
3857. What depth is that ? 670 feet. _
3858. How was that sunk? It was sunk in different sections. ,
3859. At the same time ? Yes; sunk from the surface to the 500-feet level in sections,
3860. How many different sections ? Four. '
3861. Were they all worked at the same time ? Yes.
3862. All worked in the same way ? Ho; some up and some down.
3863. That was carried through without any accident ? Yes.
3864. And I believe it came out within an inch ? Yes.
3865 What was the distance between the lifts there ? 100 feet. T j ,
3866. Do you think the appointment of additional inspectors will prevent accidents ? I do not think so,
myself* » *
3867. I suppose you are not afraid of an inspection at any time? I would not care if an inspector were
kept in the mine. „ tt e
3868. Provided, of course, he was a competent man ? Yes, of course.
3869. Your mine is open at any time for inspection ? Yes. .
3870. Additional inspection would not make any difference to the way in which you are working your mine,
so far as safety is concerned ? No. ' t . c tt
3371. You are doing everything to prevent accidents happening to men ? Yes.

3R72.
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3872. You have heard said Boinething about a “butcher’s bill” from Broken Hill? Yes. ' 'W- Howe.
3873. You say that everything is dona to take care of the men ? Yes.
3874. A suggestion has been made that a Board of Inquiry should be appointed to inquire into minor 1897.
accidents;—do yon think the inspectors should be sufficient in themselves to make those inquiries ; or do
you think a Board of Inquiry would be of any assistance to the men? I think the inspector is quite 
sufficient to make all inquiries.
3875. Are all your accidents reported at once ? Yes ; as soon as we can send word.
3876. Did you report that accident where the man received an injury to his ear, and that other one where 
the man lost the tip of his finger? The “injured ear” accident occurred a long while back; but the “finger
tip” accident, which occurred more recently, was reported.
3877. So the smallest accidents are reported at once? Yes.
3878. To the inspector ? Yes.
3879. In reference to the engineers at the surface whose duty it is to lower and raise the men : should 
they bo certificated men ? Yes.
3380. How many engine-drivers should there be in the engine-house at the onetime? I should think 
one would bo quite sufficient.
3881. It has been suggested that the driver might fall down in a fit: do you think that two being in 
there would tend to prevent accident ? That depends upon the class of engine. Some engines are so 
constructed that, directly the driver takes his hand off the handle, action is stopped,
3882. I suppose two men would be likely to produce accidents ? Yes; they might engage in conversa
tion, and allow it to interfere with their strict attention to their work.
3883. I suppose the drums ou all your engines are fitted with strong brakes ? Yes. .
3884. And all your cages are supplied with safety appliances ? Yes.
3885. And you tell ns that an ordinary, competent man can, under the contract system, earn a fair day’s
wage without any hurry or bustle at all? Yes. *
3886. Do you notice any unnecessary loss of time on the part of the contractors ? Yes,
3887. About how much ? Twenty to twenty-five are absent after every pay.
3888. 1 suppose that is owing to their drinking habits? I could not say, because I have never seen them 
there drunk.
3889. If they are drunk you do not allow them on the mine? No.
3890. Mr. PolMnglwrne.l You say that safety appliances are attached to your cages now in use ? Yes.
3891. Do you think it should be made compulsory that they be attached to every cage used for lowering 
and raising men ? Yes.
3892. And that the latest appliances to prevent overhauling of tho cage should be used? Yes.
3893. Mr. Edwards.'} The latest appliances are not always the best ? No.
3894. Mr. Polkinghome.} We will say the latest approved appliances? Yes.
3895. As to the question of having an extra engine-driver on duty at change of shifts. You will admit 
that there is a probability of a man’s falling down in a fit while engaged in drawing a load of men to the 
surface ? It would be a very rare occurrence.
3896. But it is possible ? Yes; nothing is impossible,
3897. You have seen men dowm your mine fall to the ground with fits? I cannot say that I have, 
although I have heard of it.
3898. 1 have seen them. They have appeared as well as you could wish to see a man, and, without any 
warning, have fallen down in a fit. If that occurs underground, it is quite possible it may occur on the 
surface, and the engine-driver may ho the man ; and it is quite possible that, at the time, he might have 
twelve men or more at his mercy. Crenerally, on a railway train, if they have a distinguished party on 
board, such as the Governor or the Commissioners, you find two of the most careful men obtainable in 
charge ; and, on the same principle, I think that while the men are being hauled up a shaft, two men 
should be on duty. Of course, the extra man need not be on duty longer than it takes the shifts to 
change. Do you think then, taking all things into consideration, that the extra cost that would he in
volved, would he sufficient to put against the possibility of a dozen men being dashed into eternity ? I 
have never known yet of two drivers being stationed in the engine-house; and I do not think it is 
necessary.
3899. It has been commonly said in Broken Hill that the opcn-cut system underground is being carried
on to a dangerous extent;—what is the usual height in opening out on to the sills ? 10 to 12 feet.
3900. Then you clean out and put your sill-timber in ? Yes.
3901. That is sufficient room to enable you to put your sill-timber in so that you can build from it? Yes.
3902. A man is then in a position to watch the ground above his head ? Yes.
3903. In the case of Pendrith. It has been stated by you that you thought he was in an unused drive, 
which he had no right to be in ? Yes.
3904. Was that drive unnecessarily dangerous? Just around the entrance from the stope there was 
some ground hanging loosely.
3905. Was there a possibility of guarding that old drive so that men could not use it? You would have 
to put the guards very thick to keep them out. When a man wants to smoke, he gets into some very 
curious places.
3906. You said, in respect to apprenticing, that by putting hoys underground the tendency would be to 
breed a better class of men to take the place of the incompetent men now at work on the Barrier ? Yes.
3907. You think the only way to breed a good class of miners is to train men up from their boyhood ?
Yes.
3908. Do you think you could do anything towards making proficient miners out of the incompetent men 
now on the Barrier ? No.
3909. You said it would be necessary for apprentices to serve five or six years ? Yes.
3910. You do not mean to say that it would take your son six years before he could do as much work as 
you ? I do not know.
3911. Well, take the average boy ? That is a question very hard to answer.
3912. You do not think six years should he the fixed limit? Very likely my son would learn more from 
a stranger. I think it is a very bad habit to put the son to work witli his father.
8913. Should it be a fixed limit, or he left to the discretion of the manager ? I certainly think it should 
he left to the manager. 3914.
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W. Rowe.- §914 if y0U had a fixed time, it would bear very hard on some of the young fellows who could learn in a 
oi^TT^Too’j Bllorl;er time • ^es- .21 Jniy, 1897. 3gi5_ you think the general rule that explosives should be kept iu a case or canister should be adhered

to? Tes. _
3016. What, in your opinion, would be tbe best course to take to compel men to comply with the regu
lations ;—would you impose penalties ? Yes.
3917. Both for the company and for the men ? Yes.
3918. Do you think that in all eases it is necessary to change in the face? Yes, I do.
3919. 'Tou say that you have magazines at different levels underground? Yes. _
3920. Are these magazines close to the men? Yes. Men are employed whose duty it is to charge holes,
and they take the explosives from the magazines, and distribute them wherever required. In the case of 
contractors, they have their dynamite delivered to them by the shift-bosses in such quantities as they 
require. _ .
3921. You have your own regulation in that respect, which you consider quite good enough for all require
ments ? Yes. _
3922. You think the 6 lb. provided for in the Act is not sufficient? 1 Not for machine-drills.
3923. It is necessary that that regulation should be altered ? Yes. _ _
3924. Mr. Williams.] You would not confine your teaching to boys ? I would have no objection to-
training an intelligent man; but I would not give him 9s. a day during his apprenticeship, _
3925. Is that plat where the man fell down the shaft in the same condition now as regards light as it wae 
when I worked there ? Exactly the same.
3926. What light do you get there other than that thrown by your own candle? None whatever,
3927. Do you think the placing of a lamp there would prevent the recurrence of a similar accident? No, 
I do not. Very often men seem to go about with their eyes closed. If a candle is sufficient to work by,, 
why is it not sufficient to light you to the cage ?
3928. Is there any light at the 200-feet level in the south shaft? It has not been in use for two years,
3929. What about the middle shaft—that is, where the accident occurred ? No ; it was in the north shaft.
3930. You have got electric light on the plat in the new shaft? Yes.
3931. Do you bring men up shafts other than that ? Yes ; we bring them up the other shafts as well.
3932. Do you not think it would be better to have lights provided in the plats of those other shafts ? I 
do not see any necessity for it. I do not see that it would be any advantage to have a light on the plat, 
and I have never heard of that being done, only on the Hill.
3933. Have you been down any colleries ? Yes; I have seen a light there on the plat. They generally 
have a lamp.
3934. Mr. Polkinghorne.] I believe it is the custom to have guard-rails put up to the shafts? Yes.
3935. Were there guard-rails at this particular plat from which the man fell ? Yes ; he admitted him
self that he stooped under the guard-rail.
3936. Mis Honor.] What is the height of the guard-rail ? About 3 ft. 6 in.
3937. Mr. Edwards.] All places like that have hand-rails to them? Yes. _
3938. His Honor.] It is not usual to light the plat ? It depends upon the amount of traffic. If there is 
a great amount of traffic we might provide light, but not otherwise.
3939. Mr. Edwards.] Do you know of any mine in the world where men are better cared for and better 
paid than they are here ? No.

THURSDAY, 22 JULY, 1897.
Jeremiah Andrew sworn and examined:—

J. Andrew. 3940. Mr. Edwards.] What is your name? Jeremiah Andrew.
3941. You are shift-boss on tho Central Mine? Yes.

22 July, 1897. 3942. I think you were the shift-boss when Christopher Kelly was employed there ? Yes.
3943. When he met with the accident to his foot? Yes.
3944. If Kelly had taken the precaution that an ordinarily careful man would take, could he have pre
vented that accident ? Yes.
3945. Was the ground safe enough for a man to work in ? Yes.
3946. Is it true that sufficient timber was not supplied to the men to enable them to secure themselves ? 
There has always been plenty of timber in the mine since I have been there.
3947. Has any person ever asked for timber, and been refused it ? Not to my knowledge.
3948. How long have you been in the mine ? Nearly four years altogether.
3949. Where is the timber placed in the mine ? In the plat, chiefly.
3950. And where have the contractors to get it? On my shift, they had it trucked into them.
3951. Do you know if any delay has ever occurred in supplying contractors who have asked for timber,, 
on your shift? No.
3952. It is said that the air in the Central is very bad,—is there any truth in that? It is not very bad 
there now.
3953. How is the air at the 400 and 500-feet levels ? The 400-feet level is pretty good.
3954. And the 500 ? I do not work there.
3955. Where was Kelly working ? On the 400 level.
3956. These big open stopes are on both levels ? Yes.
3957. Ou the 500 and on the 400 ? Yes. -
3958. He says the one on the 400 level is worked in a dangerous manner ? It is quite safe enough if a 
man attends to his work properly ; it is well secured with timber,
3959. How far above the men’s heads is the back kept as a rule? Only one set; that is the usual 
height, of course.
3960. In the open-eut, I mean ? About two sets. . .
3961. That would be about 14 feet ? Yes.
3962. As they get higher, do yon bring timber after them ?' Yes, as fast as we can get it in.
3963. And should there be any dangerous ground, pending the placing of this timber in position, how- 
do you support it ? We put in bulkheads, or “ pig-styes.”

3964-
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’3964, Have you ever known any accidents, except that one to Kelly, to occur in those underground open- J- Andrew, 
cuts ? Wot since 1 have been there. .
3965. Are they worked in a way safe to the men? Tes. The hanging stone (if any) is always barred 22My, 1S97. 
down before the men go in to work.
3966. Wages men are employed to bar down before the contractors are allowed to go to work in these 
places? Yes.
3967. Can you see anything further that could be done by the boss to protect tbe men from accident 
further than what is being done at present? Everything possible has been done ; and, if men meet with 
accidents, it is their own fault.
3968. What is the deepest hole you have fired on your shift? About G feet.
3969. It has been said that too large charges are put in, and that the holes are too deep to be safe forthe 
-men;—is that an exaggeration, or is it the fault of the men if it is done ? That I cannot say. I have 
been charging there for six months, and bare not mot with any such case.
3970. As "powder-monkey ”? Tes.
3971. Was it your experience that charges were too heavy? Ho; I have never charged a hole too heavily 
that I know of.
3972. Do you “hull" the holes? Ho ; we have “bulled” no holes since I have been there.
3973. What do you work with ? Hammer and drill. 1
3974. Are machine drills used in those big open stopes? Hot at present.
3975. Were they used ? Hot since the open-cuts were started.
3976. Was it on your shift that Kelly met with his accident? Tes.
3977. How was it occasioned ? It occurred through his doing work that he need not have done—through 
doing work I told him not to do.
3978. Ton told him to let that stone alone ? Tes ; it had been there a good while.
3979. Was it safe ? Tes; we had tried it on several occasions. He went up with a hammer, and broke 
it down, but did not take the trouble to notice that other stuff came from behind, a piece of which, later 
■on, came down on to his foot,
3980. Was there anything to prevent his taking down that stone that fell on his foot ? No ; it was lying 
there, and he had only to take his pick and send it along to where the other stone went. If he had left 
the first stone alone the accident would not have happened.
3981. Did you tell him to leave it alone ? Yes; and the men working alongside told him to leave it alone.
3982. Is it the practice of the men going off shift to point out to their mates coming on the condition of 
the face ; or do they clear out of the stope as fast as they can, and get up to the surface ? They generally 
meet their mates ; sometimes, however, they miss them.
3983. Would it not be better if they had an opportunity of pointing out to their mates the condition of 
the face? It might be j but I have worked in a place, and never knew who my mates were. I never 
saw them,
3984. I suppose it would have been safer for them if you could have pointed out to them the condition 
of the face ? It might he a little safer to adopt that plan; but, as I have said, very often you do not 
know who is following you.
3985. But, by changing in tho face, you would know then who were your mates ? Tes.
3986. If the change of shift took place in the face, would it delay the men much ? It would make a con
siderable difference to the men getting up.
3987. What time ? Half an hour.
3988. Hot to every man ? Ho ; but it would take some men longer than that.
3989. But, even though it would incur a delay, would it not tend to minimise accidents? It might.
3990. Do men leave missed-holes in the face ? Sometimes.
3991. Would it not be better to lose half an hour than have it in your mind ever afterwards that you 
■caused another man’s death ? But you can see your mate, and tell him of any danger.
3992. But supposing you missed him ? The other one would stay down for the next cage, and would be 
sure to meet him,
3993. But, apart altogether from the delay it might incur, do you not really think it would he safer if men
were compelled to meet their mates in the face, aud point out to them anything dangerous ? It would be 
better, I suppose, as far as that goes. ■
3994. Is every care taken in lowering and raising men in tbe mine ? Yes.
3995. In reference to the men employed there: are they all competent men, or otherwise? Ho; some 
of them aro sent up very soon after they come down.
3996. They are not fit to go into a mine ? No.
3997. How long did Kelly work in that mine ? About an hour and a half,
3998. Then you cannot say whether he is a miner or not ? Ho.
3999. ]In Konor,] Could you not tell by the way he shaped ? I never stopped to see him shape. I had a 
lot of other work to attend to after I pointed out to him his place.
4000. There is nothing for you to go by then ? Ho. When I got hack, he was hurt.
4001. Mr. 2i!dwards.~] There arc no written or printed rules for the underground working in that mine? Ho.
4002. Do you give your men instructions when you put them on ? Tes, sometimes; but I do not put 
them on—the manager does that.
4003. But when you put them into a stope to work, I mean ? I give them instructions then.
4004. Supposing new men come in, do you give them any advice or instructions what to do? Tes; I 
always tell them what to do.
4005. Do you know Shinniek? I am not acquainted with him, but I know him by seeing him around 
the town.
4006. Ton have never seen him working in a mine, and do not know whether he is a miner or not ? No.
4007. Do you think the contract system has anything to do with the increase in accidents ? Hot the way 
they worlt there, because all they have to do is to bore holes.
4008. Have they time to do their work well and carefully, having regard to their own safety, and earn a 
full day’s wage each shift? Tes.
4009. Is there any necessity for them to bustle over their work, or to take unnecessary risks, in order to
earn at the rate of 9s. a day ? I do not think so. .

4010.
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J. Andrew. 4010. Do you think that, if there were additional inspectors, any further precautions could he taken in the
mine than are taken at present ? I do not think it would make much difference. We always do all we 22July,1897.canfortheaafety of themen . .
4011. You say the timber is lying handy to the men to secure the ground if they like to use it P Yes.
4012. You do not know the particulars of Harvey’s case from your own observation ? Ho; I know 
nothing about his case.
4013. I suppose the use of metal tamping bars is prohibited altogether in underground work ? Yes.
4014. Only softwood tamping-bars are used ? Yes.
4015. Sis Sonor.'] What is your opinion as to tamping down a charge of gunpowder ? We never use it.
4016. Supposing you were to use it, would you then require some sort of metal bar, or would the wooden 
tamping-bnr be heavy enough ? I think a wooden tamping-bar would be as good as any other.
4017. You think you could get enough pressure on the powder with a wooden rod ? Yes ; I have charged 
several holes that way, and found the wooden rod to act all right.
4018. In any case, of course, you have got to get your tamping on to the charge, and your charge down
into the hole, whether it is dynamite or anything else ; and a wooden bar, you think, is sufficient at all 
times P Yes. '
4019. Mr. Sdwards.'} What do you do if you have a missed-hole ? I put in two or three more plugs, 
and lire.
4020. And, if they do not explode the charge, what do you do then P I would put in plugs and primers 
until she did go off.
4021. You would not put in a hole alongside it ? Ho. ■
4022. It has been proposed that a Board of Inquiry be appointed to inquire into all accidents other than 
fatal ones;—do you think that would he of any benefit to the men, or do you think a report by the 
inspector would be sufficient? 1 think a report by the inspector would he quite sufficient.
4023. You think it would be quite sufficient if the inspector made an inquiry immediately after an 
accident occurred P Yes,
4024. In reference to the engines used for lowering and raising men j—how many drivers in the engine- 
house have you always seen ? Only one at a time.
4025. Do you think that is sufficient? Yes.
4026. You do not think two are necessary ? Ho.
4027. I suppose the probability of a driver’s falling down in a fit is very remote ? If a man fell off our 
engine, it would stop of its own accord.
4028. It works automatically ? Upon a man’s releasing his hold of the handle, steam is shut off, and the 
engine stops.
4029. Has there been an increase in accidents in the Central lately ? Ho ; there has been nothing very 
serious at all.
4030. With the exception of Harvey’s accident ? That is the only one.
4031. I believe men take the tips of their mates’fingers off sometimes, instead of hitting the drill? I 
have had that done several times to myself ; at least, I have been knocked,
4032. A man has hit you on the hand instead of hitting the drill ? Yes; and very often has hit me on 
the legs too.
4033. I suppose bad language is prohibited in the stopes ? Yes; but of course it is enough to make a 
man use a little bad language when he gets a knock like that.
4034. I suppose you have had a good many years’ experience underground in different mines ? Yes.
4035. Where did you first start work ? In Cornwall.
4036. In any of the mines that you have worked, was any precaution taken for the safety of the men that 
yon have not noticed here ? I think the Central is as good a mine as I have ever seen as regards taking 
care of the men. In other mines, I have seen the men left to themselves, in pairs ; and any provision for 
their safety they had to make themselves.
4037. Here the men have shift-bosses always round amongst them? Yes. '
4038. I suppose you went underground when you were young ? When I was about 15. .
4039. Do you think a system of apprenticeship here would raise the standard of the men as miners? I 
do not know ; it might. A lot of boys do not care to go underground.
4040. I am speaking of boys 16 or 17 years of age? It would he a good thing, if they were allowed to 
go in with good men ivho would train them up.
4041. How long should a boy work before becoming fit to be called a miner ? Some would get ou in two 
or three years.
4042. It depends on the boy ? Yes.
4043. In your mine, as in others, there is no distinction drawn, whether a man belongs to a union or 
anything else ? Ho.
4044. Mr. Polkinq}iorne,’\ You say your name is Jeremiah Andrew ? Yes.
4045. Can you tell His Honor what experience you have had underground—how many years’ experience, 
approximately ? It is four years since I did steady work underground. I have worked sometimes under
ground, and sometimes at other things.
4046. The principal part of your mining experience, X believe, has been picked up on the Barrier ? The 
greatest part of it at the one stretch.
4047. Aro you strictly a shift-boss in the Central Mine ? Yes.
4018. Then it is not true that you arc a “ powder-monkey” in charge of a certain stope ? Not now. I 
was a “powder-monkey.”
4049. Is there not some place in the Ho. 4 level where the air is had ? Ho ; there is one stope that is a 
little warm ; but the air is not had.
4050. Is there any possibility of getting sufficient air there to cool it? We have got appliances up at 
each end of the 400 to regulate the air.
4051. Oh, yes; that is, in the main drive? Yes.
4052. I believe everyone will admit that there is plenty of air going through tho drive; but is it a fact 
that in some of the western workings there is not sufficient air ? Ho ; they are all pretty good.
4053. Sis Honor.Do you adopt any means to throw the current into any place you find short of air; or 
do you let it find its own way ? We let it find its own way.
4054. Do you know what bratticing is ? Yes. 4055.
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4055. Have you ever adopted that p!an ? It has never been done there in my time. J. Andrew,
4056. Do you not think you, would get those places that are rather warm into better condition by trying ' ^
that ? It is not more than about 20 or 30 yards away from the main shaft. 22 July, 1807.
4057. What causes the heat—does it seem to come out of tho ground ; or is it for want of air? It is 
coming out from the old stope.
405S. It seems to he something coming from the mine itself ? Yqs.
4059. Has it anything to do with any fire that is burning anywhere ? No fire has been in the Central 
since I have been there.
4.060. Mr. Molhinrjliorno^ Is it a fact that men, in order to secure themselves in tho set whore they aro 
working, have to take away laths from other seta because of there not being sufficient laths sent under
ground to meet requirements ? They do that of their own free will, because they will not go and get them.
4061. What do you do? If they take them away, we go and replace them.
4062. Is it not true that some of the stopes are quite void of laths, to the danger of the men workin0,
there ? They are all covered over, to the best of my knowledge. °
4063. And are always so kept? As far as they can be so kept. Sometimes firing breaks them down, and 
they have to be rc-covercd.
4064. Wi(h reference to Kelly’s accident: you say he took down a piece of stone he had no right to 
take down ; was it necessary to take down that piece of stone before a set of timber could be put in ?
It was not in the road of any timber going in.
4065. Not in the road of laths that were being put over a sot that had been put in? No.
4066. Then what was his object in taking it down? I could not say ; I never asked him.
4067. He must have stated some reason when you told him it was all right, and to leave it there ? He 
never said any more about it. Instead of working where I told him to, he went in the opposite direction 
altogether.
4068. And what was his reason for doing that ? lam sure I could not tell you.
4069. W hat is the system adopted by the shift-bosses at change of shift;—is one of them supposed to 
remain in the plat? Not that I am aware of.
4070. W here are the shift-bosses at change of shift ? In the changing-house.
4071. Until all the men are down ? Yes.
4072. lo adopt the system of changing in the face, what would be the result;—how long would the men 
going off have to wait in the face for the men coming on ? I do not know ; I have never yet seen it tried.
40v3. If is Jfonor.] Have you never been on a mine whore that system was adopted? No.
4074. Mr. Polkinghorne.] Then you do not think it would be of great benefit to change in the face ? I do 
not see whore the benefit would come in.
4075. In regard to these open-cut stopes undergroundis it not a fact that some of them have been 
earned as high as 30 feet before any timber was put in ? Not that I am aware of.
40/6. hat, in your opinion, is a safe height to go before the sills are put in? The ground is hard ■
enough in our stopes to go as high as you like, if you could get up to shoot it down. It is all solid ground.
4077. Is it not very.flawy ground, and likely to flake ? It may he a bit flawy ; but it is not bad.
4078. You think it is safe ? I would sooner work in that cut than under the timber.
4079. It is not carried above two sets high ? That is the most it has been carried since I have been there.
4080. You are speaking of the open-cut on your level ? \res.
4081. The present Alining Regulations do not provide that safety appliances shall be attached to the cages 
where men are being lowered or raised;—is it your opinion that there should ho a regulation enforcing the 
adoption of safety appliances ? I suppose it would be a good thing to have safety appliances.
4082. They are now iu use. I believe, in tbe Central ? I think so. ’
4083. Sis Honor.~\ Do you mean safety-brakes—safety catches ? Yes.
4084. Is the safety-hook (a detachable hook to release the cage in case of overwinding) in use ? I 
could not say.

Mr. ffolkinghorne I do ‘not thinJc they aret your Sonor, from what the manager informed me. I 
think they have one of those disengaging hooks at the Proprietary. .

4085. In how many mines did you work in the old country ? Only one.
4.086. Did they use.the disengaging hook ? Every man had to climb there : it was a ladder shaft.
4087. Shallow sinking ? It was down about 80 fathoms.
4088. Mr. Polkinghome.'] Do you think au additional mining inspector is required for this mining field ?
I do not know. Tcrhaps it might not be out of place if there were another one, but I think one is sufficient.
4089. Eut you must bear in mind this district is of vast extent, and do you think the Hill should he with
out an inspector at any time ? It would not be amiss to have an inspector here at all times in case there
is anything requiring his attention. .
4090. 1 n order to have one here all the time, there must of necessity be two at least ? Yes.
4091. Yon do not know much about the Mining Regulations under the Act ? I have never read them ; I 
have seen them posted up.
4092. What, in your opinion has been the principal cause of most of the accidents in this district during 
(say) the last two years? Through men not looking after themselves enough ; they are in too much oT 
a hurry to get over their work.
4093. What causes them to hurry over their work in such a manner ? I suppose it is because they want 
to make as much money as they can.
4094. Are not the prices given for the work sufficient to enable them to get a fair average pay unless tbev
hurry over it ? Not iu some places. '
4095. Then men will rush through their work to make only a fair living ? Yea ; hut I have seen men who 
were making 11s. and 12s. a day rushing through their work with the hope of making still more.
4096. I suppose you have seen some with very low pays F Yes ; 1 have had very low pay myself,
especially when working in Block 11. .
4097. You did not work in Block 11 very long ? I worked there long enough : I should he better off if 
1 had never seen it.
4098. Did you work there long enough to recognise what was the cause of your having such a small pay ?
The price was not too bad if we had only had the dirt kept away from us.
4099. Sis Honor.~\ When was that ? Twelve months ago.

258—S
4100.
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J. Andrew. 4100. Mr. Edwards.] I understand the cause was the delay in getting away the dirt that you broke 
down ? Tea ; the ore was coining too quickly; the shoots were full, and we could not get rid of it.

22 July, 1897. 4ioi. Mr. Polkinghome.] "What was your experience as far as that block went;—was it worked as safely 
as it was possible to work it? I believe so ; 1 never saw anything dangerous.
4102. Ton never heard of an accident while there ? Nothing serious. _
4103. Mr. Edwards.] Are the canisters in which to take ammunition into the mine used by the men ?
We used to have tins to carry the fracteur in. ^ ,
4104. His B.onor.] Are the tin canisters supplied now ? We have now got wooden boxes in our mine.
4103. Mr. Edwards.] Made specially for ammunition 'i Yes. _
4100. Are they considered to be better than metal boxes V They are just as good, I believe.
4107. Made with hinged lids ? Yes.
4108. Good, strong hinges ? Yes.
4109. And a clasp on the lid ? There is no clasp.
4110. How are the lids kept down, then? They can only open a certain height; and, as soon as the 
fracteur has been put in, down they go.
4111. What size are those boxes ? Handy for a man to carry about—not too heavy. They hold about 
two and a-balf packages of fracteur.
4112. Have these been adopted because they arc found, on the whole, to he better than metal boxes ? I

‘ could not say. .
4113. You do not know why they have been adopted ? No. I think they were adopted because tho tin 
boxes did not bold enough.
4114. What did the tin boxes hold? Only a packet.
4115. Are these wooden boxes carried backwards and forwards between the working-pi aces and the 
magazine; or arc they left in one place ? They arc taken to the magazine at the end of the shift, and 
locked up.
4116. The explosives arc not carried in their own packets ? No, in boxes.
4117. Are these boxes in use all over the mine ? I believe so.
4118. They arc, in your part? Yes ; in the 400. ‘
4119. Is it notafact that those boxes were introduced because the men used the tin boxes as water-cans? 
J could not say. I have never seen any person since I have been there carrying water in the tin boxes.
4120. I believe tbe system in the Central is different from that in the other mines;—you have a man 
there to deliver the explosives when required ? Any man who requires fracteur on my shift has to come 
to me for it. I keep the key in my pocket; and no contractor, or any man in the face, can get fracteur 
unless he comes to me.
4121. What brought about that? I think it was because of the magazine’s having been set alight once 
or twice.
4122. His Honor.] It is the key of the magazine you keep ? Yes.
4123. Mr. Edicards.] And you go yourself to the magazine ? Yes; or if I am too busy, and the man 
who wants a charge is one I can trust, I give him the key, and let him go himself. Generally, 1 go 
myself. '
4124. You or he takes the box to the magazine ; and the explosives are placed in it ? Yes.
4125. The boxes themselves are not locked ? No; they are placed in the magazine, which itself is locked.
4126. But when in use at the stopes? They are not locked then.
4127. What do you use them for ? To carry fracteur about while charging holes.
4128. Then yon use tbe fracteur at once? Yes. _
4129. And if there be any left over? I take it straight back to the magazine and lock it up.
4130. Tt is never allowed to he stored away in the stope for future use? No.
4131. That is a different system from that in force in any other mine? Yes.
4132. It is the heat system, I suppose, in the opinion of the management ? Yes.
4133. His Honor.] You do not know anything about tbe open-cut on the surface ? No; I have never
worked there, except for a little while some time back. _ _
4134. Mr. Williams.] You have said something about tbe engine up at the Central stopping if tbe driver 
fell off his seat? So far as I am informed, it will.
4135. Have you ever seen it done ? No. .
4136. Who informed you that it would ? The underground manager.
4137. When did he tell you ? Before ever she was put in.
4138. You do not know of your own knowledge that it is so ? I have never seen it proved.
4139. You say yon worked in Cornwall? Yes.
4140. What mine ? The Great Western Tin-mine.
4141. Where is that mine situated? In the western part of Cornwall.
4142. How long did you work iu Cornwall ? I was there several years.
4143. How long did you work underground as a miner? I was underground with my brother for several 
years.
4144. How many years have you worked in this country at mining? About five or six years altogether.
4145. Have you been working continuously at mining since you have been on the Barrier ? No.
4146. What have you been at other than mining since you came to the Barrier? On the open-cut.
4147. Whom did you work for ? Bennett.
4148. You found things conducted pretty well while he was there ? Yes.
4149. There were very few accidents under Bennett ? There were none very serious.
4150. Some occurred after he left? I think so.
4151. From what you know of Bennett, you think he was a fairly competent man to he in charge of a
quarry? Yes. •

Eichard Parkinson Finan sworn and examined:—
R. P. Finaii. 4152. Mr. Edwards.] What is your name ? Richard Parkinson Finan.
,—4153. What are you in the Central Mine ? A shift-boss.

22 July, 1897. 4154. How long have yon been mining? As near as I can recollect, fifteen or sixteen years.
4155. Where did you get your experience ? In pretty well all the colonies, excepting New Zealand.
4156. In quartz? In quartz and alluvial. 4157.
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4157. "What level itrc you shift-boss oil P The 4C0-feet level. R- T- Vinau.
4158. Do you know a man named Shinniek ? Tes ; I believe such a man worked on my shift.
4159. Dow long did he work ? As near as I can recollect, one shift. 22 July, 1807.
41(50. Did he work through that shift? Yes.
41G1. He said he was not provided with tools, or timber, or anything else to go on with ? There was an 
abundance of timber, and plenty of tools, if lie had looked for them.
4162. Did he ask for the tools ? Yes.
4163. Did you give them to him ? T went round mvself and got him the tools.
4164. Was there any difficulty placed in his way by'the shift-boss ? No.
4165. Was the ground ready for him ? Yes.
4166. Did he shape well ? J'rom what little I saw of him, I would not sav he was a miner,
4167. He tells us he had to walk over the naked struts and caps to get to his work ;—is that so ? No.
4168. Are tho floors and the stopes leading up to his place covered ? Yes,
4169. Are all tho floors intact; or do you sometimes take them up? They are never taken up, to my
knowledge. 1 J m J

an^ tkCIH stripped of the laths? It is decidedly against the rules to strip the floors of 
their laths. '

‘ F i1’11*'* ar'e 8tr‘PPed’1vl10 docs it? We generally try to find out who strips them, and, if we get 
hold of the parties, they do not come there any more to work, I have not heard of anyone stripping 
the laths on my shift. ' “
4172. What do you do if you catch them ? They are sent up.
4173. To get their time ? Yes. ”
41/4. In the open stopes, how far do you keep the back from where the men are working;—what is the 
greatest distance ? The average distance would be 10 or 11 feet.
4175. Would two sets be the limit ? That is the limit.
4176. About 14 feet? Yes.
4177. It is said they are worked in a dangerous manner? They are worked as safely as it is possible to
work them, J 1
4173. Is there any precaution not attended to which could be adopted with a view to prevent accidents, 
as far as you can see, in the Central ? Not so far as I can see, ■
4179. How long have you been working in tho Central? Pour months.
fllj0YW,ie™ 1V0re J'011 'yorking before then? I had just come from Victoria; but previous to that I 
had about six years’ experience on tbe Hill. '
4181. In what mines ? Block 11 chiefly, the Proprietary, the British, and Block 10.
4182. Have you noticed any increase in the number of'accidents during the last six months ? I have 
never taken any particular notice.
4183. I mean in your mine ;—have there been any accidents on your shifts ? No.
418‘i: .r^Tot necessarily a fatal accident, but any serious accident ? No serious accident has happened on 
my shift. rl
4180. How do you find tho men down there ;—arc they experienced men? You do see good men but
they are very scarce. '
4186. Yon see a good man sometimes ? Yes.
4187. What are all the rest ? Duffers.
4488. How are explosives used in your mine? They are taken to tho magazine; and from the magazine 
the men take them as they want them.
4189. What do they carry them in ? A wooden box.
4190. You were not on the shift when Kelly dropped a piece of mullock on his toe? No ; I was not,
4191. Do you know anything at all about Harvey’s ease? That was before my time,
4192. How is the air in that level? The general run of the air is very good. It is a little hot in some
places, ,
4193. Is that owing to the want of ventilation, or to the heat of tho ground ? It is tho natural heat from 
the ground, I think.
4194. That is in the sulphide stopes, I suppose? Yes.
4195. It is brought about by the decomposition of the sulphide ore ? Yes.
4196. The decomposition of the ore throws out this heat ? Yes.
4197. Apart from the heat, is the air good ? Of course you cannot expect the quality of the air to he too 
good m those hot places.
4198. At change of shift the men do not report to their mates coming on the condition of the face ?
Sometimes they do not.
4199. I suppose sometimes they do not know who is going to follow them? No, sometimes they do not.
4-.00. I suppose they leave dangerous places in 1ho face sometimes? If there are any dangerous places 
they generally tell the shift-boss ; and he tells his mate.
4201. They sometimes forget to tell the shift-boss ? I do not know ; I cannot say that.
4202. Of course you would hear nothing at all about it if they did ? No,
-4203. Supposing the change of shift took place in the face, they would he able to acquaint their mates 
then or the exact condition of the face ; and that might prevent accident ? To a certain extent it would.
4201. It might occasion men a Kttlo lo^s of time on each shift ? Tes.
4205. Are the men on contract rushed about in their work, or have they plenty of time to protect the 
ground, and still knock out a fair day s pay for a fair day’s work? It ah depends on the kind of men 
contracting.
4206. A competent minor could knock out a fair average wage ? According to the prices now, they 
ought to. The prices are better now than what I iiave seen them.
4207. In working in other mines in Victoria, either quartz or alluvial, have you ever found any places 
where the men are better looked after than on the Barrier . Of course, in some of the small mines, you 
can look after the men better ; but, in big mines—for instance, the Star of the East, in Ballarat—the men 
there are looked after no better than, if as well as, the miners on the Barrier,
4208. What depth is that mine working ? Something considerably over 1,000 feet.
4209. Do you find tho air in the Central as good as the air in that mine ? It is far better.

4210.
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E. P. Iman, 4'210. You never find miners there troubled with “miners’ complaint"? No; I have never heard of such 
a thing on the Barrier.

« y, IS9,. 4,211. That is a common complaint over there, is it not- ? Yes.
4212. Mis HonorIt is a form of lung disease? Yes; it is a lung disease.
4210. A form of consumption peculiar to miners? Yes.
4214 Mr. Edwards!] I think it is attributed solely to bad air ? Yes.
4215. Are those underground open chambers in the Central worked in a careful manner, or are they 
worked in a reckless or dangerous manner? I have never seen them worked in a reckless or dangerous 
manner.
42K). Is the back always within sufficient reach of the men working at it? Not from the sill; but 
there is always timber there for them to build a “ pig-stye,” to see what the back is like.
4217, Is there any scarcity of timber at all for the men there ? No ; I cannot say that I ever saw what 
you may call a scarcity of timber. You would never see a piece of bad ground underground, but what 
you would find timber to hold it up, without stripping the laths from the floors.
4218. I believe some men would rather strip the floors off the stopes than go to the plat for timber ? 
Yes ; some would do it.
421A Did this man Shinniek give any reason for leaving his shift? Not to me, personally. I believe 
he said the price was insufficient.
4220. It was the price, and not the bare struts, that frightened him ? I do not think it could have been 
the latter.
4221. That statement that he had to walk over naked struts and naked caps, and over high, floorlcss 
stopes, is untrue ? To my knowledge it is untrue.
4222. It was on your portion of the miue, and you ought to know whether it is true or not ? It is 
untrue.
4223. ilfp. PoVcirghorne!] Have you noticed any increase in the number of accidents during the last six 
months on the Barrier ? I have not been here six months.
4224. Did you not say you were engaged on the Barrier for a period of six years some time previously ? 
Yes.
4225. How long were yon aivay from the Barrier ? About eighteen months. ’
422G. Then it is within two years since you worked on the Barrier before ? Yes.
4227. During the time you have been back have you noticed any increase in the number of accidents, 
compared with what there were before you went away ? Certainly accidents have been of more frequent 
occurrence since 1 came back than when I was here previously.
422S. TV hat, in your opinion, has been the chief cause of the increase? The neglect of the men.
4229. Their neglect to do what? To have a look round in their face when they go in. I have seen men 
start to work in a place that you would not put a dog in ; aud upon your telling them that the ground 
was not good, they would say, “ It is all right,” and m ten cases out of twelve they would afterwards 
abuse you behind your hack for your want of knowledge.
4230. How many accidents have occurred directly under your eye through the men not being careful when 
going on shift;—do they meet with accidents frequently when going ou shift ? No ; but I have seen 
men working in places where they had no business to work ; and, uo doubt, had they worked there very 
much longer, the ground would have come down on them.
4231. ‘Would it not be your duty, when you see men working in direct danger, to send them away ? Yes.
4232. Is there any other reason that you can assign for the accidents ? No, not that 1 could say.
4233. Has the increase been caused through a number of incompetent men being employed ? I should 
sav that would tend to increase accidents.
4234. You do not think that the employment of competent men would cause an increase in the number 
of accidents ? No ; 1 believe if there were more competent men on the Barrier there would be less 
accidents.
4235. Have you looked carefully through the regulations under the Mining Act of this Colony ? I have 
looked through them, but have not made a thorough examination of them, and cannot say that I know7 them, 
423G. I believe all your instructions are given by word of mouth ? Yes.
4237. And that is the practice throughout the Central ? Yes.
4238. You, as a shift-boss, endeavour to get the regulations under the Act carried out; and yet you do 
not know what they are ? I do not see what you mean.
4239. There are certain regulations under the Mining Act that have to be carried out in conncclion with 
mining; and you say you are a shift-boss, aud men have to work under your instructions, but you do not 
know1 what instructions to give them ? Will you give me an instance, please ?
4240. Mis Manor.'] You do not remember them by heart? No.
4241. Mr. jPolkitigltortie,] Can you, from memory, give us one clause under General Bulc 3?

Mis Manor : I think it hardly fair, Mr. Polhinghorne, to ash questions on numbers only.
4242. Clause a of General Bulc B says

Gunpowder or otter explosive or inflammable substances shall not be stored in the mine iu any quantity exceeding 
what would be required for use during six working days.
Do you consider that that clause is at it should be ? Yes.
4243. Do you remember whether that is in the rules or not? I believe I have seen that.
4244. Would you be surprised if 11 old you that there is a clause in the rules saying that a workman shall 
not have in his possession more than 5 or 6 lb, of explosive ? I would not be surprised at anything in 
these times.
4245. Of your knowledge, you could not say that there is such a rule ? No; I could not say.
4246. Clause b says that:

Explosives shall not be taken into or kept in the mine except in a ease or canister,
Do you consider that clause sufficient to meet all requirements ? Yes.
4247. The next clause says that:

A workman shal not have in his possession at one time in any one place more than 6 lb, of explosive.
Do you think that that clause should be inserted in any new set of rules that might be framed ;—take 
glycerine compounds, for instance—would 6 lb, be sufficient for a man, or too much ? Well, I reckon 6 lb. 
is ample. 424S.
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4248. In all cases ? Certainly not in all cases ; but, in tbe general run, 6 lb. is quite sufficient. K. P. Finan.
421‘J. Ths Hovor.'] Do you supply fracteur to tbe men as they require it, or are they allowed to keep a ^
supply at hand in tho stope ? I supply it only for immediate use, except in cases where men are working 22 Inly, 1897. 
a great distance away from the magazine, when I supply them with sufficient to do them the shift.
4250. In that case, some part of the explosive would bo kept for a time in a box or something;—it 
would not be iu the magazine ; and it would not bo in immediate use, but would be kept by until wanted ?

'Yes.
4251. At the end of the shift, what is done with any that might be left over ? The mates coming on 
take charge of it. It is an understood thing among the competent miners, upon coming on, to see whether 
they have enough fracteur ; if they have not, they go back for some.
4252. If you are shift-boss in that part of the mine, they would ask you? Yes ; if I am in charge of the 
magazine.
4258. IVhat about the key of the magazine? I have a key to the magazine ; and, if a man comes to me 
in a hurry for explosives, and I am busy. I lend him the key, mid ho brings it back to me.
4254. 'Will you give tbe key to any man ? Only to men that I know 1 can trust. I would not, for 
instance, give the key to contractors ; but I would not hesitate in giving it to a wages-man.
4255. What if a contractor comes for powder when you are busy ? You have to leave your work and 
supply him yourself. If I am too busy, I send a wages-man with him to supply the explosives.
4250. Mr. I’aU-inghorne.'] Why -would you not give the contractor the key ;—is he more dishonest than a 
wages-man? A contractor will make as much as he can ; and if I were contracting, aud not making 
good wages, and a man gave me the key, I would endeavour to make it pay.
4257. Jlis JIonor.~\ In what ivay ? In more ways than one.
4258, You do not mean to say that you would steal the explosive ? I would not steal the explosive ; but 
I would not say that I would not take it!
4250. lou mean to say that you would use perhaps more than the legitimate quantity? Yes. For 
instance, supposing I am contracting, and I am firing a hole, and it is heavy going.” It is considered three 
plugs will do the business ; I go to tho shift-boss ; he gives mo tho key ; on my way to the magazine I 
begin to think that, perhaps, three or four plugs w'ould make things more sure; and, when I leave the 
magazine, I have five plugs, which all go into the hole.
4260, And three would probably be enough ? But putting in au extra plug or two saves you a lot of 
labour. '
42GL. Mr. PoUcbrjliornc.'] Then it does not follow that because a man is a contractor he is a bigger rogue 
than a man who is ou wages ? Certainly not.
4262. 'j.hc same man you would trust to-day because ho was a wages-man you would mistrust to-morrow 
were he a contractor ? Yes ; as iar as taking explosives from the magazine is concerned.
4263. Mis Honor.'] You do not wish to tempt a man to make a violent explosion? It is for the purpose 
really of preventing waste of explosives that I adopt that course.
4264. Mr. PoUdnghornc.] Is a contractor in the Central charged for the explosives he uses ? Yes.
42C5, And that is the reason why you have to take that precaution ? Yes.
4266. Jhs Honor.] How aro they charged ? So much a packet.
4267. And you think they would attempt to take more than they would be charged for? A man is but 
human.
4268. Mr. Polkinghome.] Have you had any experience in open-cut work on tho surface ? No.
4269. You have already stated that the open-cuts underground are only carried to a height of 14 feet?
Two sets high.
4270. You said 14 feet ? Yes.
4271. Iu starting a stope with a sill-set, how many feet of ground do you want to take down before getting 
up the second set ? There is a 7-feet leg and a 6-feet leg—that is BJ feet. Your sill-set would be 7 feet 
high, and your next set 6 feet; making, iu all, 13 feet.
4272. I think it would take 16 feet. However, do you think, in carrying a stope 14 feet high, a man is in 
command of the back sufficiently to see whether it is shalingoff? Not in all cases; but, by rigging 
“ pig-styes,” they bring themselves into full view of the back.
4273. You have to clean the ore out and remove the “ pig-styes” to put in your permanent timber ? Not
always, '
4274. AVliat chance have you to get the ore out and put the sills in if the “pig-styes” are left in ; and if 
they arc not left in, how are you going to escape if the back should be shaling ? The open-cuts are carried 
two sets high. The ground is very hard. Before taking awTay the “ pig-styes” wo look to make sure that 
the buck is good ; and in this hard gronnd the back is good generally; and in that case we are quite 
justified in taking out the ore to put in the sills.
4275. You have never seen any accidents brought about by tbe back shaling ? No ; I have not,
4276. One portion of the duty of this Commission is to inquire .whether accidents are brought about by 
the incompetency of the managers or subordinate officials ;—what is your opinion as to the competency of 
the managers and the subordinate officials along this line of lode, so far as your knowledge goes ? I will 
admit, as regards the shift-bosses, that I have seen ineompetcncy in places; but I cannot say the same as 
to the managers.
4277. Aon have seen incompetent shift-bosses, but you cannot say the same of the managers ? No.
4278. Has any greater risk been run by reason of incompetency on the part of those shift-bosses ; or have
any accidents occurred ? I cannot say that accidents have occurred through incompetency of shift-bosses, 
though I have seen risks run. "
4279. His Honor.] How many instances can you give of incompetent shift-bosses ? In my experience 
on the Barrier ?
4280. Yes? I can call to my mind four.
4281. Were they long following the occupation of shift-bosses; or were they discharged, and other men 
put into their places, on account of their incompetency ? Two were discharged for not being capable.
4282. What became of the other two ? I could not say. I know' that one of them is a miner now1.
4283. Not a shift-boss ? No.
4284. And the other—is he still a shift-boss ? I do not think so.
4285. How long were those two, w'ho were discharged, acting as shift-bosses ? As near as I can recollect,
four or five months. .

4286.
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B^P^Finai1. 428G. How longdid you know of the others, whose discharge you did not actually hear of at the time, 
09 Tniv ihq7 I??11!? In ™e P0Sill0Ii ot shift-bosses? That I could not say, exactly. •

’ 428/. About how long ? About six months.
4288. ITave.you any idea how they came to be appointed shift-bosses when they were incompetent? 
That is a thing we very seldom hear. It was common talk that two of them became shift-bosses through, 
social influence.
4288. As to the other two ? They were what we say “ pitchforked” into their positions.
4290, Through influence ? Tes.
4291. Relationship to somebody, or friendship to somebody? Relationship.
4292. That was the talk amongst the miners ? Tes.
4293, With those exceptions, as far as your experience goes, is the choice of shift-bosses generally 
founded on real merit, or real belief in their merit? Tes ; real merit—real grit in the men.
4294y Uo you know at present of any shift-bosses who aro incompetent ? I do not think that is a fair- 
question .
4295. I am not asking for the names P I do know shift-bosses whom I believe to be incompetent.
4296. Is that a strong opinion of yours, or merely a suspicion as to their competency ? I should say it is
a fact. ‘ .
4297. Do you think it is a fact known to others, or only to yourself ? It is known to others.
4298. Known to the management of the mine in which they are ? That I could not say.
4299. How long have those men whom you have in your mind been in tbe position of shift-bosses ? ---- -
4300. Do you wish not to answer that question for fear of identifying the men ? Tes, ■

Jlfr. Jidicards : Do you not think the men’s names ought to he mentioned, your Honor ?
His Honor .- I will allow anyone lo press for the names; and then 1 icill decide.
Mr. Polkinghome : I think, m justice to the witness, that if he submits those names to your Honor or 
to Mr. Edwards, it will be sujficicnt. X do not think any witness should be compelled to give names 
publicly. ‘
Jlis Donor : X think you are right, Mr. Polkinghome : that question should not be ansivered except in
writing. .
Mr. Edwards : Your B.onor will understand that, in representing the mines, X am here to find out any 
abuses, just as much as your Honor is for the purposes of the Government. It is the desire of the 
management, just as much as it is the desire of the Government, to have the workings of the mines 
carried out under the best possible conditions; and, should there, be any defects that have hitherto 
remained undetected, they will be only loo glad to see them revealed, so that steps may at once be taken 
to remedy them. '
His Honor You will write down the names, and hand them to me, Mr. Finan.
Witness: But, before I write down, any names, I would ask if you really think it is fair for me to do 
so ? Would it not be fairer to subject them to an examination ?
His XIonor X cannot subject them, to an examination.
Witness: I consider it a very unfair thing for me to put them down while Mr. Edwards is here,

• Bis Honor ; I understand, Mr. Edwards, that you will give me your word that you will not in any 
sense publish the names Mr. Finan ■will write down, except to inform the management of them under a 
similar pledge of secrecy. Of course, they will exercise their own discretion in. determining whether they 
will make further or special examination as to the competency of the men ; but they shall not, directly 
or indirectly, inform the men of the fact that Finan has mentioned their names ; nor shall they inform 
any other person of the fact. You give your word, Mr. Edwards, that that course will be adopted.
M.r. Edwards .- I will adopt your Honor’s suggestion. Of course, it is only right that the management 
should have these men thoroughly tested to ascertain whether they are competent or not; and, if they arc 
found to be incompetent, I feel certain one course will follow very quickly.
His Honor : You pledge yourself to adopt the course X have suggested? '
Mr. Edwards : Yes, your Honor. '
His Honor : Then X will ask you to write down the names, Mr. Finan.
Witness : My opinion is that it will injure all parties concerned.
Mr. Edwards : Xf it turns out that they are not incompetent, it will not affect them; audit will not 
affect you in any case, ' ' '
His Honor : X. decide, Einan, that it will not injure you in any way,- and I direct you to write the- 
names down. [JVitness wrote something upon a piece of paper and handed it to his Honor j\ I will 
hand this paper to you, Mr. Edwards, under that pledge which you have given.
Mr. Edicards : Certainly, your Honor.

4301. Tou spoke about the mine being naturally heated in some places;—is there any system on the 
mine of keeping a regular course of ventilation, as, for instance, by using one shaft as a down-cast and 
another as an up-cast, or is the ventilation reversed in accordance with the direction of the wind ? 
There is no system in connection with down-cast or up-cast shafts. If there is more than sufficient air in 
any place, an endeavour is always made to carry the surplus to those hot places.
4302. IIow is that done ? By a pipe, ^
4303. Hot by diverting the air by bratticing ? Ho ; that has been done, I believe, on tbe big mine.
4304. Successfully ? Partly.
4305. Do you use fans in the Central ? Ho.
4306. Tou say the heated part in the Central is near one of the shafts ? Tes.
430/. And whether the air from the heated part happens to pass up the shaft nearest to it, or goes round 
and passes up another shaft, is, I understand, a matter of accident ? Sometimes it depends on the current 
of air on the surface. In one shift you will find tho wind in a drive going one way; and in the next shift 
it is going in an opposite direction. .
4308. And wind in one direction will give better ventilation than when iu another direction ? Tes,
4309. \ou have never studied the subject of ventilation carefully? Only from practical experience.
4310. Have yon not thought of any way by which those heated stopes could be better ventilated than they 
are at present? There is only one place in the Central that could be better ventilated.
4311. How could that be done ? By carrying air from the shaft into the hot place by means of pipes.
4312. Without using a fan ? Tes; immediately north of the shaft there is a winze, up which, when ■

they
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they- are hauling ore, or when the cage is coming down, the air is forced from the shaft. Had they a t\ Finan.
bell-mouthed pipe over this winze, connecting it with the heated drive, matters would he improved. .-----*-----.
4.313. Is anything of that kind going to he adopted ? I believe so. 22 July, 1S97-
4314. Atany rate some care is being taken to try and improve the ventilation of the heated part of the 
miner Yes. r
Tel5' ^a'£’n“ advantage, I suppose, of the lightness of the heated air to encourage an up-draft from it ?

4310. Mr. Polkinghome.'] Are there some portions of the Central mine that have plenty of air in them? 
les; there are portions where you have to shelter your candle.
4317. That would be coming from the north shaft to the south shaft? Tes.
4318. There is an abundance of air in that drive, I believe? Tes. '

'll113 at,J' to divert portion of that air into somo of the other workings ? The
air itself naturally disperses m different ways.

*f-,thcro ,,otJ_.a vei7 s.tr01nS direct current from the north end to the south end of the drive ? Tes.
4 .-i161,6 16pr^cipial workings? North of the central cross-cut there are workings, about 50
or /0 feet north from tins current. b
4322. Fifty or 70 feet from the Central cross-cut ? Tes ; it might be 100 feet
4323 Has there been any attempt to get part of that strong current diverted to that western stone? - 
j\o ; there is ffomg to be, j he manager was speaking of it ouly last week,
4324. Tou think plenty of air is taken down into the mine for all purposes ? Tes plenty 
432d. It only wants to be divided up, and sent into places where required ? There’are n<4 many places 
where it would be necessary to do that; only two places to my knowledge, and very slight!v then 
432b. How is this western stope connected with any other level? There is a drive' "
4327. Is there any connection made with the upper’level ? No.
4323. How is the air taken np into the stope? It is only in a distance of eight or nine sets; and the

, p?rtamly ^ a httle hot; but that is only the beat from the ground.
43-9. How high is the timber taken up ? Only one set high and two sets wide.
4330. No they intend to put a rise through there for air ; or are they only opening up the stope v Thcv
are opening up the stope. - j i n i r M
4331. There was a creep on that level some three or four years ago, was there not ? T could not say I
was not there three or four years ago. J
tnowledn-l'113 St0pe bei"S 0]>ened UP r°Und ab0Ut thcrG ia EOmc crilshei ground? Not to my

4333. Then, it is true that one portion of the Central is hot ? Tes.
4334. How long is it since you commenced to open up this western stope ? It mmht be, as near as I can 
recollect, six weeks ago. It might be more ; I could not say positively.
4335. No you think it necessary that copies of the regulations and the working rules should be given to
the men, so that they may have a chance of reading them ? No, certainly not. They are stuck up there 
m the most conspicuous places of the mine ; and everyone has plenty of opportunities to read them. They 
are stuck up both underground and on the surface. J ■
4336. But, if they had them to put in their pockets, there would he no excuse for their not reading them 3
Certainly there would he no excuse then. °
toao cllGy n °U,di b° able to 8a7 tben lbat. theJr had no cll!mce t0 what the regulations were ? No.
433b. Something has been said about bad air in some of the mines in Victoria bringing about “miners’

t , V lou do Vl?c k,10,'v any suck here ? I have never heard of such a thing here.
:} ke^cve ^ou aai(^ y°u ha,l si* years experience here previous to two years ago ? Yes,

4340. Have you seen anything on the Barrier resulting from had air or from had workings, equally as bad 
Tm1-nLT3 comP,£Unt ? H is a matter of opinion between “ miners’ complaint ” and lead

4341. Which, m your opinion is the worse? For my part I prefer the lead, and severely too, because 
you axe soon done with it. With the “miners’ complaint’’ you linger for years ; while with the lead if 
you take it m time, you have a chance of getting over it; aud in some cases'it only attacks you slightly 
The miners complaint is a very slow death. I think, given plenty of air—which, in the majority of 
cases I have seen, has been so—the men on the Barrier should live longer than tho men in those mines I 
have work m m v ictona,
4342 But if sufficient ventilation were provided for the men in the mines in Victoria, there would he no 
greater risk from illness than here ? Of course, over there, you can get tons of air into the mines • hut 
the workings m some cases aro so far m that it would not pav the men to take in air with them The 
men there work on tribute. ‘
4343. Then it is the men who simply take upon themselves their own “ butchering ”? Necessity compels 
them. It you had children and they wanted bread, you would he a very poor specimen of a man if you 
-did not try to get them some. Besides, the majority of men on tribute got faith in the workings, and 
would hang on until they died.
4344. In the event of a portion of a mine becoming dangerous to the men, and if they were called out 

v .s, ould saI }vllei1 thc.y were to return to work, provided the inspector had not'been called in ? I
should say that the man who took iho men out would he the man to sav when they should go back If 
he was competent enough to judge that the place was not safe, he ought to be competent enough to iudge 
when it ivas sate. j & .
4345. If the inspector ordered them out ? The inspector should then say when the place was safe for them 
to go back.
4346. In sinking a vertical shaft, what distance do you think it is safe to work with a rope hauling directly 
over your head. Say a shaft is down GOO feet, it is a three-compartment shaft, and you want to continue

that ^.aEe wonld lfc ke safo for Iou to ha^ tke dirt from the bottom hauled direct to the surface, ’ 
with the hauling compartment open all tho way up ; or to what distance do you think they should go with 
the rope over your head ? 1 should say 100 feet would he a fair limit. Should you be sinking from tho 
bottom of a GOO-fcet shaft, I do not think the dirt should in any case travel limber than 100 feet above 
the men s heads.
4317. No you think engine-drivers should he certificated ? Tes ; I think it should be like in Victoria 
where the engine-drivers have to have a first-class certificate before they can drive in a shaft like the 
Kmtore. ■ ' 4343/
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K. P. Finan. 4348. Or in any sliaft where men are being hauled, or are working under a bucket ? Yes.
4349. As to the change of shift. How much longer would it take to change a shift of men in the Central, 

22 July, 1897. jf ]la(j change in the face, instead of at the brace or plat, as at present ? I think it would take
a considerably longer time—in fact, you could not say exactly, because men, when they get together, 
would, after talking about the ground, very likely start confabulating about politics or something else; 
and, all the time, the platman would be waiting for them to come out.
4350. His Honor.'] But politics trill not keep a man dotvn when he wants to get out P There are men 
who are so taken up with their work that they will explain everything in minute detail, no matter what 
time it takes them.
4351. Mr. Folkinghorne.] You think they would waste time, and go too far ? I believe they xvould.
4352. Then the chances are that there are more odds against changing in the face than changing in the 
plat or at the brace ? I believe if men knetv who their mates were it would be a lot better, and they 
would then be able to explain to them individually. When your mates of to-day are working somewhere 
else to-morrow it makes it very difficult, because you do not know who has been put on in their place. A 
pair might he working in a face to-day; and perhaps some work is required to be done in another part of 
the mine, and they are cut out for it. Another pair is put on in their place; and they, of course, do not 
know who are their on-coming mates ; and the on-coming men in their turn are looking about for their 
old mates, being unaware that a change has been made.
4353. His Honor.] Can you suggest any improvement on the present system which would ensure, without 
waste of time, a communication between the men relieving and the men coming off P I have no suggestion 
to make as to that.
4354. I understand you to say that you do not think a rule providing fer the compulsory changing at the 
face would be an improvement ? Of course, that is only my opinion.
4355. On tbe whole, what do you think is the best system yourself ? The best system, I should think, is 
to have some means of knowing who follows yon.
435G. But could you make any rule that would ensure the men being able to communicate with each other 
as to the state of the face, other than one which would compel them to meet at the face ? I do not see 
that you could lay down any hard-and-fast rule.
4357. There is always a chance of men going on and finding themselves wanting in what would be to 
them very valuable information for the purpose of securing their safety ? Yes ; if those men knew their 
mates it w'ould not be necessary for them to change in tbe face, because they could then see their mates 
on the surface or at the plat.
4358. But could you devise any rule which would make it certain that they should know who was coming 
on, that they should not miss, in fact, the chance of communicating with one another?. The only way 
would be to not change the men about so much, but to keep them in tho one place.
4359. But the changing of men about cannot always be avoided? No ; not always.
4360. Mr. Edwards.] One cage is going up loaded with men, and the other coming down also loaded with 
men, all the time the change of shift is going on, so some people cannot possibly meet ? When I was 
contracting we always managed to see one another without meeting in the face.
4361. His Honor.] That is it. You must devise laws for the careless men, and. if possible, prevent them 
from doing mischief to others? The only way I can see out of the difficulty is for the men to always 
use every endeavour in their power to find out who their mates are.
4362. Mr. Edwards?] You tell us that, very often, meu do not know' who have to follow them? They 
do not,
4363. And sometimes even amongst a party one man is laid up at home, and another comes in his place; 
and you do not know who he is, and perhaps do not see him through the fortnight? Yes ; that is possible.
4364. Then how are you going to acquaint him of danger if you do not see him ? That would be 
dangerous.
4365. Would it not be safer if you had an opportunity of pointing out to him anything dangerous in the
face ? In that case it would be. '
4366. The only objection is that they lose a certain amount of time;—in other respects it would he a 
good thing ? Not necessarily.
4367. His Honor.] Would it be practicable forthe shift-boss to act in all cases as a medium—I suppose 
he would have too many messages to remember ? Not only that; by the time he bad explained to the 
first man, the last man would be in his place working.
4368. Mr. Polkinghome.] Then the only tiling is to keep the duffers out; which would do away with the 
necessity of framing a rule to that end ? Yes.
4369. Mr. Edicards.] I suppose, if you took all the duffers out, work would stop? You would find very 
few meu left.
4370. Mr. Williams?] Can you tell us that it was really because of your ability that you were appointed

/ as a shift-boss ? I am labouring under that delusion, at any rate.

James Joseph Shaw sworn and examined:—
Mr. Edwards?] Your name is James Joseph Shaw ? Yes.
You are the engineer in charge of Baxter and Saddler’s open-cut on the Proprietary Mine ? Yes. 
And you have entire charge of that r Yes.
Since when ? 1st October, 1892.
That was when the open-cut was first introduced ? Yes. ■
In reference to the gear that you have up there ;—who has the superintendence of all the gear and 

the machinery—ropes, chains, blocks, and tackle of every description ? The foreman carpenter.
4377. What is his name ? Alfred Dean.
4378. He has charge of all ropes, chains, &c. ? Yes ; but he has nothing to do with the machinery.
4379. In what condition are the cranes and lifting machinery, used in tbe cut ? I consider them first- 
class.
4380. They are safe, and fitted for the purpose for which they are used? Yes.
4381. What number of men have been employed on that cut since yon have had charge of it ? Taking 
an every-day average for the past five years, 1 should say 300.

J. J. Shaw, 4371.
4372.

22 July, 1897 4373.
4374.
4375.
4376.

4382.
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4382. These men are employed on day-labour ? Xes. J- J* Shaw.
4383. Over them yon have how many gangers ? The number varies. Just now there are four. We have A-—-
had as many as a dozen when a lot of men have been there. 22 July, 1897.
4384. "What is the greatest number of men you have had employed there ? b’ivc hundred.
4385. What quantity of material have you taken out of those cuts ? One and a half million vards, or
2.000. 000 tons. '
4386. And what quantity of explosives have you used? Close on 500 tons.
4387. Consisting mainly of gunpowder ? Yes.
4388. Since 1892, how many fatal accidents have you had in the cut ? Four.
4389. Will you just tell us shortly the particulars of those accidents ? The first accident occurred to 
James Cable, a horse-driver. He was taking a load out of the tip, hut turned round as he was going 
out, and tripped over the rail, and one of the wheels took off hia leg. He died from shock. On 29th 
December, 1894, a navvy named John Olds was killed by stuff from off the batter.
4390.. Do you know bow that was occasioned ? He was working in the tunnel after working-hours, 
cleaning it up, and the ganger was “ hulling ” a hole above him. When the “ bull ” was ready to go off, ' 
the ganger sent word down to the men to get away. This man went into a place of safety, but before the
“ bull ” went off be came out, and thought ho would have time to pass where the stone would fall. He 
did not have the time, however, and tho stone caught him. He acknowledged tbe warning in tbe first 
instance, and said “ All right”; and, after retiring to a place of safety, he should not have stirred from 
it until be received the signal “ All right ” from the ganger. The third case was the accident to James 
Dwyer, or Maguire—I am not certain as lo the name—which took place in January, 1895.
4391. How was he killed ? It is the usual custom for men to go out early in the morning, before the 
gang; start work, to bar down loose stones, and make the place safe for the day’s operations. He was 
barring down a stone, and somehow tripped ; and the si one caught him. The third accident occurred on 
one of the inclines on tho last day of February, 1895. The man’s name was Diehard Dyas, a navvy. He 
was working down at the foot of the incline ; and the man on tup of the incline omitted to chock an 
empty truck ; and it ran over the top of the incline to the bottom.
4392. Sts Sonor.'] The man who omitted to place a chock under the truck wheel was committed for
manslaughter;—what was the result ? ,

Mr. Edwards: 1 defended the man; and the Judge withdrew the case from the jury under section 13 
of the Criminal Laio Amendment Act.
Mr. Williams : Who ions the Judge ?
Mr. Edwards : I cannot remember; I think it was one of the Supreme Court Judges. In that case the 
truck was drawn up the incline, and on to the level; and, on its reaching the level, it was this mans duty 
to put a block down to stop it from working back. So, however, omitted to put the chock across tbe 
rails ; and the wind caught the truck, and started it going.
Si s Sonor : The real question seemed to be whether it icas a single act of forgetfulness, or whether it 
teas one of a series of acts of carelessness. I presume that the Judge concluded it was a single act.
Mr, Edwards : Yes; evidence ivas called to show that he toas a man who had been very careful up to 
that time, and that ho teas a man of yood steady character.

4393. Mr. Edwards.] You know the Q-overnment regulations relating to surface work ? Yes.
4394. You know the surface rules of tho Proprietary Mine ? Yes.
4395. Arc those regulations strictly observed by your men, so far as you know ? Yes.
4396. Do you instruct your gangers to strictly observe them ? Yes ; and I see that they do.
4397. Are you on the open-cut every day ? Yes.
4398. During all working hours? From 8 o’clock till 5 o’clock.
4399. How many parties of men have you working in the cuts? Four.
4400. Your time is occupied in going from one party to another? Yes.
4401. And in inspecting the machinery, and looking after I,lie mechanics that you have employed ? Yes,
4402. Are the men asked to take any unreasonable risk in that cut ? No ; certainly not.
4403. 1 believe you leave the employment of men to your gangers? Yes; they put on the men and 
discharge them.
4404. You never interfere at all ? No ; if I notice anything wrong with a man, I go to the ganger.
4405. Yon never give any instructions to the men yourself, except through the gangers ? No.
4406. So they have absolute control over the men in the cut for the time being ? Yes.
4407. Any interference by you is through tbe ganger ? Yes.
4408. Have you ever had any complaint from the gangers or from any of tbe men as to any of the plant 
being defective or worn out? No.
4409. Have you ever bad any complaint from the men, or any other persons, that the men working in the
cut are rushed about by the gangers ? No. "
4410. Or slave-driven in any way ? No.
4411. Do you know as a matter of fact that they arc ? I. know that they are not. I have bad over 
twenty years’ experience in railway work; aud 1 can say that the work here is less arduous.
4412. Will you tell us, Mr. Shaw, what qualifications you have. I think you are an Associated Member 
of the Institute of Civil Engineers, London ? Yes.
4413. And how many years’ experience have you had in the colonies on railway works and in these open- 
cuts ? Twenty years’.
4414. In all the colonics? Yes ; Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia.
4415. In connection with the permanent batter in the open-cut; is that loft in a safe condition? Yes.
441G. The work is done under coutract with the Proprietary Company according to plans and specifi
cations ? Yes. ■ ' u
4417. And those plans and specifications have been observed by you, as representing tho contractors?
Yes, to the host of my ability,
4418. As to the working-face ; that is continually altering ? Yes.
4419. It alters with every shot fired ? Yes.
4420. Is the working-face kept in as safe a condition as the nature of the work will allow ? Yes ; men
are sent np to bar down any loose stuff that there might be; and, should they get the batter too steep, the 
work is stopped until it is brought down again. Whenever there is any loose stone, work is stopped 
until men go up ami bar it down. Wc always keep a safe working-face for the men. 4421,

268—T *
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J, >T. Shaw 4421, Tou use the “ chinaman ’’ in this work ? Tes.
4422. That is not the real name for it P No. It is the old movable shoot that has been in existence from 

22 July, 1807. |ime immemorial
4423. How long have you known this system of the “ chinaman ” to be in use ? Over twenty years, [A 
plan showing the working of the “ chinaman ” was placed before the Commission for inspection.~\
4424. Sis Sonor.'] Was it formerly known by any particular name ? Of course, the “ chinaman " is 
only part of the tunnel.
4425. Mr. Edwards.] Tou do not know why it is called the “ chinaman ”? No,
4426. Ho you know of any safer method for working a cut than by the “ chinaman ”? No, I do not; it 
is much the safest. Wherever the cutting is deep enough to put a drive in, it is done. Of course it is 
just a question whether the height of the cutting warrants the driving of this tunnel.
4427. It is safer, I suppose, than having a line of trades along the face, and men shovelling between the 
trucks and the slope ? Tes; and with the “ chinaman,” two men would do as much as fifteen or twenty 
men under the other system.
4428. And if a run of ground took place with the 11 chinaman ” they wonld have a better chance of getting
away P Tes. Two men arc actually engaged in pulling stuff down ; and they would be able to get away 
if they saw a run of ground coming down. If a lot were filling into trucks they would not be able to get 
away. ’
4429. As to the trimmers in the tunnel with the trucks ; are they protected ? They are under cover.
4430. There is no danger to them ? None whatever.
4431. Is there any extra danger in working those cuts at night, providing you have an efficient electric 
light? I do not think so; it is just a matter of light.
4432. Have any serious accidents occurred in the cuts at night? We have never had an accident at all 
at night.
4433. Are the gangers that you have under you experienced men ? Tes ; old experienced gangers from 
different railways. They are paid big wages, and are the best men procurable. That is why we employ them.
4434. They are men who have been in the service of Baxter and Saddler on railway works for some 
years ? Tes; they have proved themselves to have ability; and for that reason tbe firm have retained 
their services,
4435. Under your contract the Proprietary Company have, I believe, to supply you with sufficient 
light? Yes.
4436. When the light has been at any time defective, have yon stopped work, or have you gone on ? In 
cases where the light has not been sufficient, we have just given notice to the electric light staff of tho 
company, and it has been remedied at once. In cases where it has gone out through some cause, we have 
knocked off worlt.
4487. You arc in the habit of using long holes for explosives in the cut ? Yes, at times,
4433. Is that absolutely necessary for the work ? We consider it much better than putting in a lot of 

■ shallow holes. There is the same danger in charging a shallow hole as in charging a deep hole ; and it is 
therefore much better to have one deep hole instead of half a dozen shallow ones. And, the deeper you 
get your explosive down, the less danger there is in the case of a premature explosion. In a shallow hole 
a premature explosion is very dangerous, since the stuff is scattered all over the place ; with a deep hole 
the ground is only lifted.
4439. In deep holes tho explosive merely lifts and shakes the whole burden ; in the other it scatters the 
stoucs, and is much more dangerous ? Yes.
4440. Is there any greater danger in the operation of charging a hole IS feet deep than iu charging one 
15 feet deep ? I do not think there is. The 18-feet hole would require a little more tamping; but that 
is of minor importance. There is no danger with tamping.
4441. In order to get the full force of the explosive in the bottom of the hole, you resort to “ bulling”? Yes,
4442. Is there anything dangerous in the operation of “ bulling ” a hole ? Not to an experienced man.
4443. In tamping a bole for “ bulling,” what sort of a bar do you use ? We do not tamp a hole when 
“ bulling”: we just make it air-tight.
4444. I mean when charging ? A wooden rod.
4445. Is the use of an iron or steel rod absolutely condemned or prohibited on the works ? Yes.
44-16. Are wooden rods provided in sufficient numbers, and handy to the men to use'in all cases? Yes ; 
and there are always plenty of spare ones about. •
4447. So there is no necessity to use anything but wooden rods ? No.
4448. You find that, even for heavy explosions, you can get your powder home quite well enough with 
wooden rods ? Yes.
4449. When holes arc being charged, where are tbe men? The charging of deep holes is done after 
working hours.
4450. After the men have left the face ? Yes,
4451. All the big holes are charged after they have left the face and gone homo ? Yes.
4452. When big rocks are brought down, you put blisters on them ? Yes ; you make a depression in tho 
stone and put dynamite in it, and cover it over to keep the air from it. Another way is to put a plug in 
about C inches, and pop it. A pop is a very shallow blast on a small scale.
4453. His Sonor.] And a blister is put on without any boring at all ? Yes ; you avail yourself of a little 
depression in tbe stone.
4454. Mr. Edwards.] Are men put at a safe distance from pops and blisters ? Yes.
4455. Have you signals for the purpose of warning men when a charge is about to be fired? Yes.
4456. What are they ? Men are sent round with red flags in all directions ; and the word “ Hire ” is
shouted out. '
4457. Is ample warning given? Yes.
4458. You say that is strictly observed ? I do not say it is for every shot that is fired. I have watched 
them, and the foreman has watched them, and wo always take notice that warning is given.
4459. Have you ever had any accident from that ? No.
4460. During all the time you have been in charge of these cuts you have never had an accident from an 
explosion ? No fatal accident.
4461. Have you had any accident of a serious nature? There was au accident in the ironstone, which
resulted in a man getting his face knocked about, but be was at work again after a while. That is tho 
only accident I know of. 4462.
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44i62. His Honor.'] Was that caused by stuff flying from a shot? I do not hnow 
believe he was charging a shallow hole in ironstone, and it went off prematurely.
4463. Mr. Edwards.] Was he the “powder-monkey”? Tes.
4464. He did it himself ? Tes.
4465. He was back at work after a short time? Tes; he had to be taken to the 
again to work after a little while, and is still there.
4466. Is water supplied by the contractors for the purpose of keeping down the dust, particularly in the 
ground containing lead P Tes; water is laid on by us.
4467. Is there any stint in tbe water supplied;—can men have as much as is necessary for the purpose of 
keeping dust down at all times ? The foreman has a boy to put tbe water on. We have to keep the dust 
down. I do not know whether the men are consulted.
44b8. A boy is there for that purpose ? Tes; he puts the water on with a hose.
4469. Have you ever heard any complaints about there not being sufficient water, making it injurious for 
the men working there ? No.
4470. I believe sometimes you blast away some of the water-pipes ? Of course in an accident like that 
there would he no water, hut the matter would he rectified and put right as soon as possible. That would 
he the only time water would not he on the faco ; hut it would he only for a little while, as it does not 
take very long to re-lay a pipe.
4471. With regard to the drinking water for the men,—is that kept in proper receptacles? We had 
canvas bags; but the men themselves prefer buckets made out of powder-kegs, which are looked after and 
kept filled by a hoy.
4472. I suppose these powder-kegs are washed out and kept clean? Tes; a boy is told off to do that. 
In the summer time, when oatmeal is used, they have to be cleaned out two or three times a day.
4473. Tou cannot very well give them oatmeal in hags ? No ; they would turn sour.
4474. Is it true that water is kept in a dirty bucket and covered with a dirty bag ? No ; that is not true.
4475. Do you drink water out of the same vessel as the workmen? Tes.
4476. Have you ever had occasion to complain of it ? I have gone along the cuts, and found the water
getting low. In those cases I have disrated the hoy for being neglectful. In every gang there is a hoy
to look after these buckets, and it is his duty to keep them full; in summer time he keeps oatmeal 
in them.
4477. If a man says that the water is kept in a dirty bucket, and is covered with a dirty bag, it is not
true ? Not so far as my knowledge goes. It is always kept in clean kegs under a clean cover.
4478. In winter time too ? Tes.
4479. Have you ever had any complaints about it at all? No.
4480. Tou work with skips on planes, and also with tho “ flying fox '’? Tes.
4481. Are men compelled to stand under those skips or “flying fox” when they are being raised? No.
4482. In lifting the skip into the truck, or other receptacle for dirt, tho jib of the crane swings round ?
Tes. ’
4483. Before the skip is lifted, is warning given to the men to stand aside ? Directly the rope takes the 
strain, the cry is given, “ Stand from under.” The men then have to stand hack until the crane swings 
round. Of course, this operation is only necessary when you first put the crane down. As it gets away 
from the face, trucks are brought into use; and then the men are clear of the jib altogether.
4484. There is no necessity for any mao to stand in his place when the crane is swinging over his head ? 
He is not allowed to stand there.
4485. Have you any difficulty in shifting men away? Some men are very careless ; and the gangers find 
it their hardest duty to keep men from getting hurt. I have known a man to bo dismissed because the 
foreman would not have him there. "When “ Stand back ” was cried, he would not stand hack.
4186. Do you know that as a matter of fact this man O’Brien, who has given evidence in respect to the 
cuts, was dismissed for the very same thing? Tho ganger reports to me that he was. The ganger was so 
afraid that this man would get hurt that he had to get rid of him. He said to me one day, “ If I do not 
get rid of that man, I will he np for manslaughter before very long.”
4487. "When the crane is on the bank, and you have to lift a good height, is the same warning given to 
the men ? Tes.
4488. Is there any necessity for them to stand in danger from the skip attached to the crane, or from the 
“ flying fox ”? No, not at all. If a man stands under, and does not take notice of what he is told, he is 
dismissed.
4489. Have you ever had an accident from the “ flying fox” or crane? No.
4490. Something vras said about the ropes breaking, and its being the duty of no person apparently to 
look after them, and that tho straps around the skips were made of flat iron instead of round iron, which 
caused the eyes in the straps to cut the hooks away. I suppose these things wear away the same as 
everything else ? Tes ; it is the foreman carpenter’s duty to go round every morning and examine all 
ropes, chains, hooks, and rings ; and, if he sees a rope wearing, and it is too had for use, he puts a new 
one on. If the ganger during working hours sees a rope bad, he sends at once for the foreman carpenter, 
who puts a neiv one on and in the meantime work is stopped.
4491. Have you ever had an accident from a rope breaking? Not the slightest accident has occurred 
from the breaking of a rope.
4492. Or from a hook breaking? No.
4493. Mr. O'Brien said that he approvedof swivel-hooks in preference to plain hooks;—have you tried swivel- 
hooks with the crane ? On the incline, you cannot use them ; but, with the lifting crane, we use them.
4494. O’Brien said the chief objection to working there was the manner in which tho skip was hauled, 
and that he had been struck with it ou several occasions ;—did you ever have any complaint in that 
respect? No.
4495. He said that with your firm the men are slave-driven and hurried, and that no precaution is taken 
for the safety of life and limb ? It is not true. ■
4496. He said that the men are worked more quickly than thev should he, and, in consequence, they have 
no time to look about; which results in frequent accidents ;—is that true? No, it is not
4497. lie says, further, that sometimes notice is given that a skip is being hoisted, and sometimes not? 
Notice is always given. All accidents have come to my knowledge ; and they have to bo reported to the 
general manager of the Proprietary mine; O’Brien’s name, however, has never been on the accident list.

4498.
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exactly how it was. I ^ J- Shaw.'

22 July, 1897.

hospital, but was back
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J, J.-Shnw, 4493. jje claims that you charge Gs. for a shovel. I suppose they can buy their shovels wherever they 
? They can buy them where they like ; I do not want them to buy from me ; they know that. 

u y’ ' 44i99. How long has O’Brien been with you ? I could not say. They teil me he has been there two 
years. I did not know him until lately. . . .
4500. It has been said that if they looked up every time warning was given, their services would bo
dispensed with ? There is no truth in that. I might here say that any man is at liberty to tell the ganger 
if he sees anything wrong ; and the ganger will get it rectified, . .
4501. O’Brien also says that it is particularly dangerous to work in the cuts at or after midnight, because 
at that time the ground settles down. Did you ever notice anything like that ? No.
4502. He says that he has repeatedly seen the regulation broken that no shots shall he fired until five
minutes after the .warning has been given tbe men to leave tbe face; he considers that rule, in fact, a 
dead letter. Is there any truth in that ? I cannot say how long after the warning is given the shots are 
fired j but I know the men are out of danger; and that is proved by the fact that none of them have 
been hurt, '
4503. "When did you last work at night-time under the electric light? Thirteen months ago.
4504. Do you propose to work again under the electric light? Not that I know of. I cannot say 
whether it will be again necessary.
4505. Can you get whatever light you require from the Proprietary ? Tes.
4506. Up to auy candle poiver ? Up to all that is necessary. . _
4507. He said there was a disease called “ straight back,” and that if a man was found straightening his
back too often he would be dismissed ? Every time he has to look out, or get away, he has to straighten 
his back. ^
4508. But, if a man did get a pain in his back, and had to straighten himself, would he be sacked ? No ; 
that is a gross exaggeration.
4509. He said the skips, when returning from the truck after the ore had been deposited, hung by four 
chains ; but that when they were coming back after delivering mullock, only two chains were fastened ? 
1 think he must be alluding to the “flying fox.” In the case of the crane, the two outside chains of the 
skip are let go; and, by doing this, the skip, upon being raised, empties itself.
4510. And when it comes to the ground the chains are hooked on again? Yes.
4511. And it is fitted with rings, so that men can draw it in ? Tes.
4512. It is absolutely necessary to let go two chains in order to empty it into the truck? Tes.
4513. And I suppose the other two chains are quite strong enough to hold it ? Tes.
4514. Have tho men ample opportunity of getting out of the road of tho skip as it comes hack ? Yes ; 
they are wfarned. As I explained before, ivhen these little trucks are in use the men are not near the 
crane. When the empty skip comes round, it rests on the track ; the men are not there. It is then run 
into the face.
4515. He complained about some medical fund. I think it is your practice to keep back a small amount 
from the men’s wages for use as an accident fund in cases of accidents, by which a man is provided with 
medical attendance and sent to the hospital; and I think in no case of n fatal accident have the relatives 
not been compensated in somo way? In the four cases of fatal accidents that have occurred, money has 
been given by tbe firm, and subscriptions raised. Of course, in all cases of accidents the injured persons 
are provided with medical and hospital attendance free of charge, tbe charges being met by tins accident 
fund.
4516. Mr. PolkingJiorne.] You say there have been four fatal accidents in the open-cuts ? Tes.
4517. Have there not been some serious accidents as well ? One man bad his leg broken ; and ultimately
it had to be amputated at the ankle. His name was Bolfe. _
4518. Are there not somo very pecidiar circumstances about that case, I mean as to the way iu 'which lie 
got his leg fractured ? I can explain how it occurred, He is an old ganger ; and, as there was no room 
for him in that position, he was put in a gmm as an ordinary worker. A. big boulder happened to be on 
the face, and he was told by tbe ganger to put a pop in it. The stone was not near where they were 
working, but on an old face. He was getting ready to put the hole in for the pop—picking off the fiakey 
stuff, it is said; and a larger piece than usual sliced off, and cut him on the leg, breaking it right across. 
He was by himself at the time.
4519. Is he still in Broken Hill ? No ; I think he is now in Newcastle. _
4520. He was never employed by the firm afterwards ? We raised a lot of money for him ; and tho firm
gave him a big subscription, I fancy he went to Cockle Creek, where 3Tc. Saddler is one of the directors. 
I know he went over there, and I gave him a letter to the firm. _
4521. No doubt you have heard that there were some peculiar surroundings ? I know that he applied to 
the general manager for assistance, because he had lost Ins leg while doing work under his charge. He 
was taken to the hospital, and was kept there for a long time; wc did all we could for him. He told me 
himself that it was a pure accident. He said that as he was being carried out of the cut.
4522. Mr. Williams.'] You say Mr. Eolfc has been a ganger for you ? Tes.
4523. His name is Fred ? Tes. ■
4524. Do you reckon him a capable man? Tes.
4525. To have such a man under you would be a feather in your cap ? I found him to he a thoroughly 
experienced man.
4526. You said he applied to the general manager. Who was the general manager;—was it in Mr. 
Stewart’s time ? Tes.
4527. Did he make a complaint to Mr. Stewart about you ? Not that I know of.
4528. How much money was given to Bolfe by the firm, independently of any outside subscriptions ? We 
gave him £50. 1 believe he is now in light employment over at Cockle Creek.

Henry Day sworn and examined :—
H. Day. 4529. Mr. JSdwards.} What is your name ? Henry Day.

———. 4530. Tou are a ganger in the employment of Baxter and Saddler? Yes. 
22 July, 1897. 4531. How long have you been working for them ? Three years.

4532. In the open-cuts up here ? Tes.
4533. Do you know a man named O’Brien ? Tes. 4534.
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4534. John O’Brien? Yes. H' ^
4535. You, as ganger, have the hiring and dismissing of men? Yes. . _
4536. How many men do you generally have in your gang ? Thirty or forty—sometimes less, sometimes u ' 
more, and sometimes as many as fifty.
4537. Mr. Shaw is engineer of works ? Yes.
4538. But tho men are entirely under your supervision? Yes,
4539. You hire them, oversee them, and dismiss them ? Yes.
4540. Do you remember when O’Brien was working in your gang last ? I could not tell to a month 
or two.
4541. Do you know why he left? I discharged him.
4542. Why ? Because he would not obey orders.
4543. What orders were they he would not attend to? In the last instance, he was on the incline split
ting a boulder alongside a skip ; and, when they gave him the signal to stand hack, he stood there, and 
would not leave. If the driver had started when signalled, the skip would have swung round and caught 
O’Brien, probably breaking his leg. I then distinctly told him that he would have to obey orders or clear 
out of the cut. Ho opened his mouth and said “Do you mean it ?" I said, “Yes; I will be up for man
slaughter through you.” That is the reason why I discharged him.
4544. Was he a good man? He was an ordinary man,
4545. He said the men were hurried, and no precautions were taken for their safety ? He told a false
hood. I am very careful in anything of that kind. '
4546. He said thejfwere worked so quickly that they could not look round for their safety ? I do not 
know about working quickly ; it would take two or three gangers to make him work quickly.
4547. He said frequently accidents occurred on account of the men being rushed ? 1 have never had an 
accident during the three years I have been there.
4548. You have never had an accident under you ? No. .
4549. He said he had been struck three times with a skip ? Not under me.
4550. I believe he came on afterwards with Mr. Thompson ? Yes.
4551. You are the ganger ho referred to in his evidence ? Yes.
4552. He'said that the ropes and hooks were frequently in a had state of repair, and that it was, 
apparently, no one’s duty to look after them ? I have never known a rope to break since I have been 
with Baxter and Saddler; nor have I known a hook to give way.
4553. Has any accident ever happened in consequence of the breaking of a rope or hook ? No; not while 
I have been there.
4554. Before a skip is raised, what warning is given ? To clear away.
4555. Who gives it? The ganger; or, should he be not at hand, the “hooker-on,” who would signal 
before he hooked on to the crane.
4556. Is sufficient time given to the men to clear away ? Most decidedly.
4557. Is there proper supervision of the ropes and hooks ? Yes; they are all well looked after.
4558. How often are they inspected ? Bvery morning.
4559. If you see the strand of a rope giving ? If I think it is unsafe to work it, I stop work, and send 
one of the “ nippers ” over to the rope overseer, who comes and has a look at it. If he thinks it is not safe, 
work is stopped until it is replaced.
4560. Are men asked to work in unnecessarily dangerous places? Not at all.
4561. You say there has been no serious accident with you ? No accident at all.
4562. None whatever ? No; none whatever,
4563. During the three years ? None whatever.
4564. As to the u chinaman” ;—have you known that system long? I think it ia about the first thing I 
met with about thirty years ago ; but they did not call it the “ chinaman ” then.
4565. What did they call it then ? In the old country, they called it an underlay heading. “ Chinaman "
is a new name, which I never heard until I came to these colonies. •
4566. Is there any danger in working it? Not at all, with precaution. ■
4567. How many men do you have on the “ chinaman” ? Two. •
4568. Is it safer than filling into trucks in front of a face ? Yes, most decidedly. The face is right away 
from you altogether ; and all the stuff is in front of you—nothing on the wings whatever ■ and it is guided 
into the trucks in the tunnel.
4569. With reference to explosives;—I suppose you have had a good deal of work with them ? Yes.
4570. Do you charge your own holes? Yes.
4571. Is there any more danger in charging an 18-feet hole than a 15-feet hole ? No.
4572. When charging holes, where do you put the men ? They are away.
4573. The charging and firing of holes takes place after the men leave work ? Yes.
4574.. Only a blister or a pop is fired while they are there? Yes ; if a rock is too large to move by hand, 
you simply make a blister or a pop, and shatter it in that way. Bor a pop, you put in a bole to a depth 
of 4 or 5 inches, aud insert a couple of plugs and a primer; and in firing blisters a somewhat similar 
courseis followed.
4575. And the men are warned away? Yes.
4576. And you have red flags ? Yes,
4577. No accident has taken place with explosives while you have been there? No ; there was one acci
dent since I have been there, but not under my charge. The man, whose name, I think, was Eyan, met 
with the accident while firing a hole. He was under Mr. Smith’s charge.
4578. What was he ? A “ powder-monkey.”
4579. How was that accident brought about ? From what I have heard, he was charging the hole himself 
in the morning before the men came on, so as to prepare for the day's operations—it was summer time.
He must have been running a steel bar down the tamping-hole to clear it ; and it exploded.
4580. A man named Smith was ganger? Yes ; he is now contracting forhimself in Block 11.
4581. That was through using a steel tamper? I only go by hearsay.
4582. What do you use ? Oregon. ”
4583. Have you had any occasion to use anything else? No; Oregon is safer than anything else. If 
you are in ragged ironstone, and the Oregon picks up a bit of stone, it will not hold it, but drop it.
4584. You ‘ bull” these holes first of all before jmu put any powder in ? Yes. 4585.
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■ E. Day. 4585. Is there any danger in that system ? No.
In the case of deep missed-holes, what do you do? If I had a deep missed-hole, I should not work. 

u ■ Say I had a deep-missed hole at dinner-time ; I would not work that afternoon ; I would let that hole go 
for two hours. I -would know the distance from the powder to the top of the hole. The rule is, when 
charging a hole, to tie a string on the tamping-har, -which gives you the exact distance. You tamp with 
fine mullock, which you can safely withdraw to within a foot of the charge.
4587. You take the tamping out to within 1 foot of the charge; put in some dynamite witli a primer; and 

. fire it again ? Yes.
4588. In those long holes, do you depend on a single fuse ? Yor anything over G feet we use a double fuse.
4589. I)o you think two hours long enough to leave a missed-hole? Yes; in my experience the gun
cotton in the double tape fuse sometimes sets fire to the material of the fuse, and should there be a break 
m the powder the material will go on smouldering for some considerable time before it reaches the gun
cotton again. You put.a reel of fuse round a post to pull the wrinkles out, and in doing this you 
probably hurst it. That is how the breaks in the gun-cotton are brought about; and, in consequence, 
miss-fires.
4590. Have you ever had fuse with knots or splices in it ? The gnn-cotton is lapped 8 or 9 inches, and 
this part you cut out when tiring a deep hole.
4591. Is there any necessity for the men to stand in the road of danger as regards the skips or the 
“flying fox”? No.
4592. O’Brien was sometimes working three skips at a time—one alongside the other—and had to keep
filling them in as fast as he could go, there being no time to get out of the way. He has stated that: is 
there any truth in it? No ; I am very careful upon that point, and it is surprising to me more 
accidents have not occurred. If you speak to some of the men there they are that ignorant they would 
not get out of the way. "
4593. He says you gangers use terrible language ? I do not see that at all.
4594. If you see a man in a dangerous place, and you ask him to get out of the way, and he does not, you 
would then ? No, I would not; I would discharge him.
4595. Is there any more danger at night, if you have good light? No; the day gang takes every pre
caution to make things safe before the night gang comes on.
4596. He says that at midnight the ground settles down in some peculiar manner ? I have never known 
the ground to creep at night.
4597. Is the working-face kept as safe as possible ? Yes.
4598. Are there any precautions you could take that are not taken for the safety of the men;—is there
anything that can be adopted in order to make the work safer for the men ? I could not adopt any
thing : everything that could be done has already been attended io. I have had thirty years’ experience 
on public works, and I cannot see where anything can be done in those cuts to make them more safe than 
they are to-day. "
4599. I suppose you have worked as a navvy right through ? Yes ; siuec I wore trousers.
4600. Have you ever had to complain of the light? 1 complained one night, and on that night we 
knocked off at 12'30, and the light went out at 1 o’clock. I sent a boy down for the electric-light man, 
and after he came up, I said, “No good starting, chaps ; knock off.”
4601. You would not allow them to work in the dark ? No.
4602. Hid you ever find the light defective, so as to make work dangerous ? I have seen the light some
times flicker for a few minutes; and that has been caused, I think, through the increased pressure put on 
when the lights were being lit throughout the mine.
4603. He said sufficient water was not laid down to sprinkle the chloridising ore? O’Brien only worked 
for me for about three days in that ore, and during that time there was plenty of water there.
4604. Have you ever had any scarcity there ? No.
4605. J suppose pipes will break sometimes ? Taking it right through, there has been a continual supply.
4606. He says the drinking water is kept in a dirty bucket with a dirty hag thrown over it ? I drink the 
same water ; and I feel certain that if there was a dirty bag over tho bucket I would chuck it away myself, 
and I believe every-man in the gang would do the same.
4607. Have you boys there, to get water ? Yes.
4608. How many times through the day are the buckets washed out ? I think every morning and dinner
time. ■
4609. And fresh water putin? Yes; I make a wooden house for the water, and cover it round with 
clean sacks. "Hrc had water-bags there at one time ; but it was found that they kept the water so cold as 
to give the men chills, and, for that reason, they had to be discarded. The kegs keep the water at a nice 
temperature for the men, and do not waste the water.
4610. What sort of a bag do you cover them with ? A. clean four-bushel sack. The place where the
water is kept is covered over with timber, which keens it cool; and bags are hung down the front to keen 
out the dust. i- . s fe 1

disiipctly stated that men had to stand under the skips; that it was not a case of doing so 
of their own free will;—you say that is not true ? It is not true.
^12. Did you receive instructions from Mr. Shaw to observe strictly the surface rules of the company?

4613. And have you always done so ? Yes.
4614. Mr. Polkinghome^] Yon will admit that your
out ? They are not. “

instructions to the men are not at all times carried.

4615. When the men are sinking with the jib-crane, is it necessary that they should stand back ? Three 
sets of men are working—one set (four men) to a skip : that is twelve altogether. These men are engaged 
m filling; but, of the twelve, one set—four men—are never in danger, because the skips are dragged from 
them ; aud, ot the others, four are in danger one time, and eight the next; and it keeps at that—four and 
eight—all the lime.
4616. You always sink under the crane ? No ; you sink at the end of the jib.
4617. You do not sink with the “ flying fox” ? Tes, I do.
4618. You go down deeper with the “ flying fox” sometimes ? Yes.
4619. In that case, the skips would lift perpendicularly, and not drag as they would in the ease you just
quoted of the three sets of men ? Yes. 4620. '
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4620. It would be necessary at all times for all the men to stand back when the skip is lifted'to the H. Day.'
“ flying fox” ? Tes.
4621. Is there always a man kept on the bank to give warning to the men when the skip is going down and 22 ^7; 
coming up ? Tes ; and a man is also stationed below. There is one on tbe top, and one at the bottom.
4622. And while that skip is travelling from the bottom to where it strikes the cable, the men are supposed 
to stand clear ? Tes.
4623. That is always followed out ? Tes.
4624. Mr, Williams^ From whom do you get your instructions ? From Mr. Shaw.
4625. In sinking, you go down in 25-feet lifts ? Tes.
4626. Tou say plenty of water is provided for the men to drink ? Tes. .
4627. How is it provided? It is Stephens’ Creek water, and is stored in a dOO-gallon tank in the cut, 
into which is run a pipe,
4628. Tou dip the water from that tank ? hfo ; it is not dipped; it is drawn.
4629. Aud how do you use it for laying the dust ? Pipes are laid.
4630. "Who secs to the sprinkling—the boy ? Tes; or, if ho is not there, the “ ironstone ” man.
4631. How many boys have you for that purpose ? One to each gang.
4632. The “ ironstone ” men and these boys are supplied by the company ? Tes.
4633. "What is the name of the boy you have there now to attend to the ropes ? I cannot think of his name.
4634. Tou know there is a boy there ? Tes, undoubtedly.
4635. Who is in your place while you are here ? The other ganger.
4636. Does that boy do anything else besides lay on tbe water ? Tou are not required to lay the water 
on ; you have only to turn on the tap.
4637. If there is anything wrong with a rope, you send a boy to see about it? Tes ; he is my boy.
4638. Whom do you send him to? To Mr. Dean, tbe foreman of the ropes.
4639. How long has Mr, Dean been carrying out that work ? He was here three years ago when I came 
to the Hill.
4640. He has not been appointed to anything extra lately? He was overseer of the whole lot three
years ago. "
4641. You cannot say whether he has been promoted ? Ho.
4642. Tou are instructed by Mr. Shaw to carry out tbe work according to the regulations of the company ?
Tes.
4643. Do you know the company’s rules ? I know the dangerous parts of the rules, and stick to them.
4644. Sou said that the lights occasionally flickered for a few minutes? Yes; just for a few minutes 
-after extra pressure was put on for the mine lights.
4G45. They are a little better now ? I do not know ; I have not done any work at night for twelve 
months. ‘
4046, How many days did O'Brien work for von ? Ho worked for me three separate times.
4647. He has worked there for two years ? 1 do not know how long he has worked there.
4648. What are tbe names of tbe gangers he has worked under ? Mr. Thompson is one ; but he might 
have worked for the lot for all I know.
4649. Did any of them ever 11 sack ” him ? I believe Mr. Thompson 11 sacked ” him.
4650. Did you “ sack ” him ? Tes,
4651. Did Mr. Thompson tell you he had “sacked " him, and did lie give you his reason fordoing so? If 
any ganger said anything to me about a man I had under me, I would keep that man on in spite of him.
4652. What did you “ sack ” O’Brien for ? The last time I discharged him was because of his refusing 
to take notice of warnings.
4653. Would you be surprised if a Member of Parliament was to state that he stood on top of those open- 
cuts, and watched the skips going up and the men working away underneath, and that no warning was 
given ? I defy any M ember of Parliament to say that ever any man was underneath and did not get ivarning,
4654. So far as you are concerned ? Tes, of course.
4655. Tou cannot speak for any of the other gangers ? Ho.
4656. I am speaking of Block 11 ? Oh, I know nothing about them.
4657. Where did the horse and cart go over;—was it in your cutting? Ho.

Alfred Dean sworn and examined:—
4658. Mr. Edicards.'} What is your name? Alfred Dean. A. Doan.
4659. Tou aro the foreman carpenter in the employ of Baxter and Saddler, and are under Mr. Shaw ? Tes.
4660. What are your duties ? To look after the whole of the plant. 22 July, 1897.
4661. Does that include the inspecting of ropes, chains, and books? Yes.
4662. When do you inspect the ropes, chains, and hooks ? Every day.
4663. Do you ever miss ? Ho, never. Every day I make an inspection.
4664. As a general rule, what time do you make an inspection ? The first thing in the morning.
4665. Are the ropes ever allowed to wear out and to become dangerous ? Sometimes they get worn.
4666. What do you do then ? They are removed; and new ones put on.
4667. Have you ever known worn ropes to cause an accident ? Ho.
4668. As to books;—are they expected to break ? Tes.
4669. And are they repaired as required ? Undoubtedly.
4670. A man named O’Brien gave evidence the other day that it seemed to be no one’s business to look 
after hooks and ropes, and that tho trucks came down with a run, at times ? I know of one rope letting 
the truck go down the incline. The truck came into contact with the bridge, which caused the rope to 
give way,
4071. It was a winding engine ? Tes.
4672. And it was a case of the rope giving or the bridge giving ? Tes.
4673. Something had to go ? Tes.
4674. Was that owing to the rope’s wearing out ? Ho.
4675. Ho says the strands wear out ono by one, and, if you pick up the rope, it is like picking up a bundle 
of needles ? That is not the case. Of course a rope will wear; but because a rope is worn a little it does

not
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A. Dean, not follow that you should take it off. Should, however, a strand be broken, the rope is then taken off, 
and a new one put on. ...

22 July, 1897. What do you do immediately on discovering a rope to be in an unsafe condition ? Work is stopped 
until a new one is put on.
4677. I suppose your business takes you round into the cuts frequently ? Tes.
4678. And you see the way in which the skips are worked F Yes. _
4679. Do you know if men are allowed to stop under the skips ? They are always cautioned to keep from 
under the skips.
4680. You have a gang under you ? Yes.
4681. They are always roping and repairing, doing nothing else? Yes.
4682. "What tradesmen have you ? Carpenters and blacksmiths.
46S3. Who does the roping ? I have another man with me; but I, principally, do that part myself.
4684. What experience have you had in that sort of work ? I have been with Baxter and Saddler four 
and a half years; previous to that I have had experience for—well, I will not say all my life-time.
4685. At any rate you have been four years and a half on this -work with Baxter and Saddler ? Yes. 
4680. When shots arc bred, is warning given ; or is it omitted ? I cannot speak about that; it is out of 
my line.
4687. All you can speak of is as to the condition of the running gear ; and you say that that is kept in 
good order ? Yes : if there is anything dangerous at all I always report to the gangers, and request them 
to keep the men out of the way until I make things secure.
4688. Has any man ever been injured by a broken hook or by a broken rope, since you have been on the 
job ? Yo, never. A safety hook was straightened out one time because of the man’s having hooked the 
first part instead of the second part,
4689. How many feet of rope are in use at the present time in this quarry ? Very nearly 4,000 feet; 
we have used as high as 6,000 feet.
4690. What rope is it ? Steel wire, from Which up to l£-inch.
4691. And during your time not one accident lias occurred through the breaking of a rope ? Xever an 
accident; although sometimes a rope has carried away.
4692. Are all means taken to prevent injury to the men by providing the best gear? Yes.
4693. And if you want any further ropes you have only to apply to the manager ? Yes.
4694. ' I suppose you drink out of the same buckets as the men ? Yes, when going through the cuts.
4695. Hi what condition have yon found the drinking water ? We get the best obtainable, cither con
densed, or from Stephens’ Creek.
4696. Is the water kept in a clean receptacle? It is kept in a bucket or a bag; but the men prefer a 
bucket.
4697. The water is kept in a clean condition ? Yes ; it is kept in a cool place, and is covered over.
4698. Is there anything for a reasonable man to complain of in reference to the drinking water? I do 
not think there is.
4699. Do you think anything further could he done in respect to the ropes you have under your control, 
with a view to preventing any accident ? I cannot recommend anything.
4700. You think every necessary precaution is taken? Yes.
4701. I suppose, if you want further assistance you can have it, and as much as you like ? Yes.
4702. There was a complaint that the straps around the skips are made of fiat iron, instead of round iron? 
Flat iron is the proper thing ; round irou would not do. In fact, I do not think anyone ever saw round 
iron around a skip.
4703. He said the flat iron cut the hook away ;—is there any truth in that ? jN'o ; flat iron is the proper 
thing.
4704. I think all the hooks you use on the cranes are of the tumbler class ? The hooks used have a 
single turn ; in the tumbler hooks there is a double turn, and they are used on the incline road.
4705. Plain hooks are used on the skips, and tumbler hooks on the inclined plane ? Yes.
4706. Can you suggest any improvement in the hooks that are used? No, I cannot. We have never had 
anv hooks break ; but we have found them straightened out because of the men not hooking them on 
properly.
4707. When O’Brien said that no one was in charge of the hooks or ropes, he must have been speaking 
wildly ? I have been appointed to look after those things ; and I have attended to my work.
4708. Nr. Pollcingltorne.^ Has anyone else got the looking-after of those ropes ? No.
4709. You have sole control of the running-gear in all its departments ? Yes.
4710. Is it not true then that the company also keeps a man to look after the running-gear in Baxter and

. Saddler’s cuts ? I do not know of anybody else.
4711. You say you inspect the ropes and gear every day ? Yes.
4712. Was it possible for you to inspect the gear every day without O’Brien’s having a chance of seeing 
you ? No ; he could see me in the parts he was working in.
4713. Were any of those ropes ever tested ? No, we have not tested them.
4714. I suppose the load put on them is never up to the strain given to them by ihe maker ? No ; the 
lightest rope we use is the half-inch, and the breaking strain of that is 6 tous, single part. We never use 
less than two parts, and sometimes use three: and the heaviest load we have lifted is 21- tons.
4715. Mr. Williams!] How long have you been appointed specially to look after these ropes ? Four and 
a half years.
4716. Who appointed you ? Mr. Shaw7.
4717. Are you engaged as a practical roper? I am engaged as a foreman carpenter.
4718. And as a carpenter you have practical experience? Yes.
4719. Have you ever been a sailor ? 1 have been lo sea as a ship’s carpenter.
4720. Had you anything to do with ropes there ? Yes.
4721. You obtained pretty good experience there? Not so much as I have on the Hill.
4722. You have had experience of different kinds of ropes here? Yes.
4723. They are mostly steel ropes ? Yes.
4724. Do they keep a stock of ropes? Yes.
4725. How many at a time, say of half-inch ? I think we have about 4,000 or 5,000 foot on hand,
4726. And you cut from that as required? Yes. 4727.
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4727. Wimt is about the average length of the rope in use ? On the “flying fox,” the half-inch rope is 
between 500 and tiOO feet in length.
4728. 'You have got about 4,000 or 5,000 feet in stock ? Yes ; I Ihink we have more.
4729. 'What is reckoned about the shoriest rope used on the flying fox ? I believe that is about the 
shortest in connection with the running gear. Of course we have stays much shorter—about 150 feet.
4730. The running-gear always wears out much quicker P Tea,
4731. How long would it take to wear out a good rope ? It might last three months.
4732. It wears out gradually ? Yes.
4733. How often do you examine the ropes ? Every day,
4734. What are the men doing? Working.
4735. They stop hauling for you to examine the ropes ? Ho.
4736. How do you manage ? It is not at all necessary to stop work to examine the ropes.
4737. Supposing one or two wires were broken, you would not condemn a rope for that? Ho.
4738. By and by you might see a strand coming loose ; you would condemn it then? Yes, straightaway.
4739. You would not splice it ? Ho, it would be too far gone.
4740. You would not repair it in any way ? Ho,
4741. You would not be surprised if that was not so along the line ? 1 would be surprised to hear of a
rope’s being repaired. As soon as I see a strand broken I have the rope taken oft'.
4742. When a rope is running along, how can yon tell whether a strand is broken? If a strand is broken, 
the part will open ont, making it very easy to discern.
4743. How long would you allow it to hang before you would condemn it ? It must come off at once; it 
could not run through the blocks.
4714. What space have you got in the blocks ? Three-quarters of an inch.
4745. If a rope was broken, upon coming to one of those blocks it would tear out ? The strand that was 
broken would be sfripped back.
4746. How many cranes have they got in use ? We have no cranes working at present; they are all idle.
4747. Are the “ flying foxes” all idle ? Ho.
4748. How many ? Only one.
4749. Only one “ flying fox” is working at present ? Yes.
475(1. And no cranes? Ho.
4751. How are they hauling stuff up ? On the inclined road. ■
4752. How many men have yon got attending to the ropes? Only another man and myself,
4753. And you look after the ropes everyday? Yes,
4754. If anyone was working in the cut, and saw a rope unstranded, what would be done? The ganger's 
attention would be drawn to it, and he would report the matter to me.
4755. How long does it take to replace a rope (say) 500 feet long ? It could be done in two hours, and 
spliced too.
4756. The men or the gangers are not allowed to look after the ropes ? Ho ; if anything is wrong they 
report to me, and .1 attend to it.
4757. Mr. Jidwardx!] I think a man from the sailor gang of the Proprietary goes through the open-cut 
ropes occasionally ? A. man used to go round and inspect the ropes.
4758. Have you seen any other man in the cuts inspecting the ropes ? I have seen the Mining Inspector.
4759. How often ? About two or three times in the week sometimes ; at other times I might not see him 
for a mouth.
4760. He might be there and you not sec him ? Of course.
47G1. Mr. Williams^ Have you ever seen him test them ? Ho.
47G2, J[is llonor^] 1 suppose those ropes are all supplied by good makers, whose test can be relied 
upon ? Yes.

A. Dean, 

22JulyA897.

FRIDAY, 23 IDLY, 1897, '
William Harry sworn and examined :—

4763. Mr. F(hcards~\ Your name is William Harry ? Yes.
4764. You are one of the contractors on the open-cut in Block II ? Yes. W. Harry,
4765. How many years’ experience have you bad in work of that nature ? I have bad forty years’ ""n
experience in such work and railway cuttings, Ac. 23 July, 1897.
476(j. How long have you had the contract there ? Between three and four years.
4767. What is the average number of men in your employment; ? Between forty and fifty at present, 
sometimes more and sometimes less. The actual number at present is, I think, forty-five.
4768. 1 believe you have bad one fatal accident in the quarry ? Yes.
4769. During the years that you have been working in these cuts, have you ever had any other fatal 
accident? Ho, that is the only one.
4770. 'That man’s name was .Tames Taylor ? Yes.
4771. Is every precaution taken by you to protect your men from injury ? Every precaution that I can 
possibly think of.
4772. I believe you make no distinction as to the men you employ, as to wbetber they belong to any union 
or not, so long as they are competent men ? Ho, and I never have done so.
4773. You are a contractor under the Proprietary Company? Yes.
4774. And Ihc surface rules of the company are observed by you ? Yes ; I work under those rules.
4775. Are those rules strictly observed ? So far as it is possible. Men disobey them sometimes in spite
of what; wo do. ’
4776. How many gangers have yon under you ? Two—one to each shift.
4777. At the time of Taylor's death, bad yon Humphreys as ganger ? Yes.
4778. Was he a capable and competent man? Yes. as competent a man as ever T met. I have known 
him six or seven years.
4779. Is he working as a ganger for you now ? Ho, he has left.
4'780. You say he is as careful a man as ever you met? Yes.
4781. Is the working-face kept as safe as the nature of the work will permit? Hothing has ever been 
left that would be likely 1o fall down. The batters are perfectly safe. 4782.

258—H "
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W. Harry, 4782. Is there any increase of danger in working the open-cuts at night? Not in the least.
4783. How are you provided in the matter of light ? There are plenty of lights, and no shade or darkness is 

“ u J> ■ thrown from them. They are swinging incandescent lights ; and it is impossible for them to throw shades.
4784. Have you movable lights ? Yes, they arc all movable lights. I have three lights in the face ; and 
only three men are working there; so they arc well provided.
4785. Have you ever had any serious accident at night? Never ; with the CNception of Taylor’s accident, 
there has never been the least sign of one, not even a. jammed linger or foot.
478(S. 1 suppose you have worked the “ chinaman” for years ? Yes ; it is an old idea, but hot under 
that name. " Chinaman” is a Broken Hill name.
4787, It is called all sorts of names? Yes; “ Cousin Jack,” “ Irishman,” and such like, just according 
to what the navvy takes it into his head to call it. He generally names it after the man on whom lie has 
the greatest set; and I suppose that is the reason why it has boon named here tho 11 chinaman.”
4788. Is it a safe system ? To my mind it is far safer than filling waggons ; because, if the waggons 
were drawn along the foot of the batter for immediate filling, the men would be shovelling between the 
foot of the hatter and the wheels ; and, if anything fell down, they would be caught between tho two. 
in tho 11 chinaman” there is a “ get-away,”
4780. There are generally only two men on the “ chinaman” ? Yes ; sometimes there is a man pulling 
stuff down to them, but not always. The stuff generally runs down of its own accord, for the whole shift 
perhaps.
4790. The me,n working on the “ chinaman” are exposed to no danger? Not in the least. The men 
working on the “chinaman” work there from choice. Taylor worked there of his own choice. They get 
more wages ; and they work there from choice.
4701. I suppose the use of the “ chinaman” reduces the number of men ? Yes, considerably.
4702. Has it any other effect? It cheapens the work to the benefit of everyone.
4793. With the exception of Taylor’s accident, you have had no serious accident there ? No, none at 
all; there might be now aud then a bruised finger or a bruised foot; but that happens everywhere.. A 
stoue might roll down even if the cut was not carried higher than the table, and it would gather enough 
weight to make a bruise.
4794. Is care taken to bur down everything on the face? Yes; work is always stopped until all loose 
stuff has been barred down.
4795. In reference to explosives and the use of explosives ;—is care taken to have tho men in a place of 
safety when holes are being charged? There is a tunnel close by, under the “ chinaman,” which is away 
from all danger.
4796. You have had no accidents from the use of explosives ? Never in my life.
4797. Do you use much in the quarry? Yes ; 1 believe I use too much. My explosive bill last month 
was £100.
4798. What quantity ? I could not say from memory; I know I have got the bills for the amount 
I stated.
4799. £100 a month ? Yes.
4800. You chiefly use powder? Yes; and dynamite.
4801. Is there any greater danger in using a deep hole, than a shallow one ? Not so much, if a proper 
man is in charge.
4802. What depth do you put in holes up there? We are not allowed to go more than 15 feet; but I 
would prefer to go 25 feet in some places where necessary.
4803. Would you explain why a deep hole is safer than a shallow one ? In the first place, it is put in 
ground that will carry the explosive better in a deep hole than in a shallow one. If you put a deep 
hole down you put it in the ground that will he certain to do the ivork required ; ami, if the ground is 
even and solid and good to bore in, there is no danger if you go 40 feet. I would prefer always to put a 
30-foot hole down in solid ground. Bverythiug depends on the ground. If you make a hard-and-fast rule 
limiting a hole to 15 foot, the batter at that depth might be weak, and the charge would blow out there ; 
whereas if it had been put down 25 feet the burden would have been brought. Again, a deep hole simply 
lifts the burden, and does not scatter it all over the place, as does a shallow hole.
4804. Someone has said the practice of “bulling” holes is dangerous;—is that your experience? Ido

. ■ - not believe in “ hulling"; it is a modern idea; I have knocked it off for some time; it is expensive.
4805. Have you knocked it off ou the ground of danger or of expense? On the ground of expense. It 
is a new idea that was never used until recently ; not until dynamite came into use. Before that we did 
not “ bull.”
4806. There is no particular danger in the process ? No ; I have had “bulls” do what the shot was sup
posed to do. I have seen that two or three times. My opinion is that it is cheaper to go down 2 or 3 feet 
further, and do without “bulling.” You get what you “bull" for by going down another 2 or 3 feet.
4807. if you did not “bull” you would have to go down deeper? Yos.
4808. Then this is an experiment on your part, to see whether you can do without “ bulling” ? Yes.
4809. I suppose you have not proved it yet, whether you can concentrate a charge in a narrow hole? I
have not proved it yet. ' ’
4810. When you are putting a blister on a rock, or putting in a pop, where are the men placed? Pops 
and blisters are all the same; of course a blister is put ou to save the trouble of boring a hole.
4811. Are the men put in a safe place? Yes, the same as when firing a charge. Pops are equally as 
dangerous when among ironstone as an ordinary charge.
4812. You use that rule, that men be withdrawn from the face when charging or firing? Yes; I do all

, 1 cun to enforce it; but sometimes it is impossible to make the men observe it.
4813. Do you lift by skips ? No.
4814. Have you any difficulty with the men through their being incompetent and not attending to the 
rules, nr through their being careless ? I have never had more than seven or eight competent men at 
the one time since I have been in Broken Hill. There are very few competent men in Broken Hill to-day. 
4315. How do you account for such a scarcity of competent men in Broken. Hill? The labour trouble 
has been the cause of it.
4816. Can you give me any idea of what quantity of stuff you have lifted since you have been in the 
open-cut ? I could not say. I am now on tho second contract. I lifted about 89,000 tons in the last 
contract. 4817.
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4S17. As to the truelcs and machiuei-y you use for shifting it—are they in perfect order ? Yes; 
as can be. If anything wants doing, I have only to apply to the mine ; and they do it.
4818. Of course, you keep carpenters and blacksmiths to look after these things ? Yes.
4819. When the men are barring down from the face,' have you life-lines where necessary ? 
every place ; no man is allowed to go up the face without a rope.
4820. Is there anything you can suggest in the way of regulations for the future that will prevent acci
dent, or compel careless men to be a little more careful ? The men, so far, do not even take care of them
selves, Men come to work with a “ don’t care ” sort of feeling; they do not caro what they do ; they do 
not seem to care about their own safety. I have to go round the cutting three or four times every day, 
and also at night, to see that the loose stones are knocked down. Men never take the least pains to see 
whether there is anything over their heads. A man will sit down and eat his “crib” under a stone that is 
likely to come down on him every minute, and should anyone be coming along and draw his attention to 
it he says “All right; it will stop there.”
4821. IJo you know a man named Shinnick ? Yes.
4822. Did you oft'er to engage him P Yes.
4823. You offered him work in the open-cut? Yes. He told mein the street here, in the presence of 
two or three people, that he could not get work on the Hill because he was black-balled. I said, “ You 
come up and I will give you work be said, “ You will sack me I said, “ If you can do work the same 
as any other man, I will have you ; you come up.” He never came.
4824. Yfhat bars do you use for tamping ? Wooden bars; I have never seen anything else used any
where I have been for the last forty years.
4825. Mis Honor.'] lor tamping powder as well as for tamping dynamite ? Yes,
4826. You use a good deal of powder? Yes; ive use mostly powder. Dynamite only wants pressing
4827. You find a wooden rod sufficient to tamp powder? We use nothing but wood.
4828. You do not require iron or metal ? Ho.
4829. 3Ir. Mdwards.] You put large charges in ? Yes; sometimes three kegs of powder.
4830. You find wooden bars sufficient for powder? It does not want tamping at all; that is a mistaken 
idea altogether. I have charged thousands of holes with nothing but dry s'and.
4831. Jl2S Honor.] That is with powder ? Yes.
4832. Mr. JSdtvards.] If boring into solid rock, can you do that? Yes; for three years in Victoria I did
not use even a tamping-rod or scraper, ”
4833. Is tlm use of an iron bar restricted in Victoria ? When I took charge of the works there I gathered 
up the tamping-bars and had them sold for old iron, and adopted sand instead. I have never seen a 
tampmg-bar used here where I am,
4834. Can you prevent your men from doing reckless things ? No. I remember, when I was a boy, 7 or 
8 years of age, gathering up bits of brick and pottery, to make stuff for tamping, which the old men used 
to put in with a tamper to make it. solid. I was under the impression for years afterwards that those old 
men ■were trying to make the tamping as solid as stone. As I grew up, I began to look round, and found 
it was impossible to make it as solid as stone, and tbat, if the charge were kept air-tight it would be the 
same thing. I tried sand, and succeeded. No tamping is required at all.
4835. His Honor.] 1 on find that the work is quite as effective without tamping ? Yes.
4836. Mr. Jidwards.] Is it possible to prevent men doing reckless things ? No.
4837. Would any system of rules or inspection prevent that? No ; scarcely a day passes that a man 
does not do something for which I have to chock him—things that risk his own life.
4838. llts Honor.] Do you think that if rules were framed, and the men could be fined for committing a 
breach of them, that would have any effect ? 1 do not think so. Men here are being fined every day for 
being drunk, and they keep on getting drunk ; and it would be tho same way with the men in the cuts.
.1 have seen a man who has used powder for years, sit on a full keg, with a keg half-full alongside with no 
covering on it. with his pipe alight in his mouth, smoking away as unconcerned as if he were squatting on 
a.log m front of his tent.
4'S39. Mr. Mdwards.] Yon do not think rules would scop a man of that sort? No ; I do not; sec what 
good these rules are. I have seen men light fires at tho foot of trees in tho bush ou which were stuck 

hire notices, and go away and leave them burning. Rules never trouble some men,
4840. Are loose packages of dynamite ever left about by the men? Not to my knowledge. I have seen 
it done, but not in Broken Hill,
4841. I suppose you have a “ powder-monkey” ? Yes.
4842. Is he a careful man ? Yes ; he is a very good man.
4843. He does not allow loose explosives to knock about the quarry ? No ; I have never seen any.
4844.. It lias been said by one of the witnesses that the batter in that cut is very dangerous—is that true?
No; it is not true. It is perfectly safe. It may look dangerous to any person who goes there perhaps 
once a year; but it is perfectly safe ; there is not a crack of any kind.
4845. It may appear dangerous to people who know nothing at all about it ? There is no danger what
ever, and never has been. Of course it requires a good deal of care should there be any cracks on top ; 
but as soon as you work back beyond tbe cracks things are perfectly safe. There has not been the least 
move there since the fire.
4846. 3fr. Molkinffhorne.] You say that, in your opinion, tamping is not required for any charge ? Yes.
48.47. Why is it then that you use sand ? I take the word “ tamping” to mean “ ramming,” and when I 
said no. tamping was required I meant no ramming was required. I do not want to insinuate that nothing 
is required over the charge, but that it does not want ramming,
4848. In your opinion the cause of not being able to get competent men has been the labour troubles ? Yes.
4849. How do you make that out? Good men that I knew over in Victoria refused to come over here 
and work for me, for the reason that they would have to join the union here if they did. That was one 
reason ; but since the strike they refuse to come over because of the reception they get in the way of 
abuse and foul names. They are abused in tbe streets, and cannot get into a boarding-house for lodgings ; 
nor will any hotel serve them with a drink. Rverywhcrc they go they are insulted. That is the reason 
now why men will not come here, or why they will not remain here if they do come.
4850. Is that the rule now, or the exception ? It is the rule. I have men now who have to fight for their

as good ^ ■ Hatl'y- 

23 July, 1897.
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"Wr. Harrj. Jives every week. One nun Inis to fight for his life every Sunday. It is a disgraceful thing that such a 
23X111^1897 thing should be ; but it is a fact. The name of free labourer is enough to get any mini a thrashing at 

'' ‘ any time from a dozen or fourteen roughs.
4851. Is there no law in Broken Hill ? There is law ; but the police are not always there. I am looked 
upon as a champion of the free labour party ; and a man has only to work for me to get his name up. My 
men are looked upon as free labourers, but thev are not.
4852. I suppose you would not like me to say that I was a free labourer ? You are a free man,
4853. I am a free labourer. Witness : I. am very glad to hear it.
4SG4. But 1 am a member of the Union ;—the men you have got under you are a pretty fair class of men P 
About half a dozen of them arc ; the rest are inferior. 1 want some to-day, and cannot get them. Twenty 
came for work, but I could not put one of them on. I learned years ago to know a man by sight.
4855. I suppose you have been mistaken sometimes ? Not often.
485(3. You are a pretty good phrenologist then ? Yes.
4857. AV hat is the average batter on the east side of the cut you are in ? That is a moving batter—the 
working batter.
4858. Do you move away your material from tbe top, or do you undercut it? I take it from the top. I 
know better than to work at the bottom before 1 take tbe top out.
4859. It has been stated tbat tbe best system is to undermine first, and then shoot down the top ? I have 
never seen a practical man do that.
4860. You say then that the top must be taken away first? Yes, decidedly ; otherwise there would be a 
smash up every time you took the top down.
4861. You say you make no difference as to whether a man belongs to a labour union or not? I have 
never made any difference. 1 only want a man to do what is asked of him ; and if he does not do that 
he can go.
4862. 1 believe you have only had one accident in your open-cut ? That is all.
4863. You said just now that you have had no serious accident? Yes.
4854. What about the man that was crushed with a truck a few' weeks ago? He was at work yesterday.
4865. That was a serious accident ? No; it was an accident that would have happened anywhere.
4866. There could not have been greater precaution taken to prevent tbat accident? No, not at all. He 
simply bad to keep away between the waggon and the side of the tunnel. It was a pure accident; he 
never blamed any one. The horse, I believe, was partly the cause of it. The horses 1 have got up there, 
I am very proud to say, teach the drivers. This was an instance. The horse this man had been driving 
was killed two days before the accident, and the fresh horse, not being accustomed to the work, wanted 
some handling. The horse was accustomed to the wrork, but had not been down for two months.
4867. You recognise that there should be regulations under which the work should be carried out? I 
have worked on bigger works than these without any regulations at all; and have had no accident. The 
employers of labour that I have ever been engaged with have always made it a point to have no accidents, 
if possible, because they do not pay ; they take away from the profit, I have never yet met employers 
who have been careless of the life and bmb of their employees.
4868. You will admit that there are laws reijuired in the country to govern the people ? Yes ; we would
be in a bad state without them. J
4869. Laws must be made for the protection of life and limb? I do not object to regulations at all, but 
I say tbat tbe men will not read litem, and you cannot force them to it,
4870. Could not a regulation bo enforced to make them carry out the regulations ? Whether tbat would 
be interfering with the liberty of the subject, I do not know ; but 1 wish there could be. I would relieve 
me. I would be able to sleep better at night if men would take more care of themselves.
4871. Should men bo made responsible for their carelessness or insufficient thought ? I do not think it 
would be fair to punish all men for not thinking; thousands of men cannot, and never do, think. I would 
not like to see a man imprisoned for a neglect of something which he did not really understand. I would 
like to see something done to make things better, but really 1 cannot see how it could be brought about,
4872. JIis Honor.'] Ho you not think a man would tako tbe trouble to think, if be know tbat by not doing 
so he would got into trouble ? I would like to see something brought about to make them think. I have 
told men repeatedly to cease work so soon as ever they see anything dangerous ; and I have got a standing 
order to tbat effect posted on tbe work ; but it is no good.
4873. Jlfr, PoUcinffhorne.] 1 ou have to work in your quarry under the rules and regulations adopted by 
the mine for the surface workings ? Yes.
4874. Is there anything more in those rules than an ordinary man ought to know ? The men reckon 
they do know them. 1 put one down in the cut, and drew their attention to the rule as to the hours of 
firing, which I thought it might bo difficult for them to remember; they said, “ Oh, we know all about 
that ”; but at tho same time I am certain they had never read them before. 1 do not know what idea 
you could adopt to make the men read the rules ; I have one set posted up where they sit down to eat their 
crib ; and 1 do not believe one of them has ever attempted to read them. You cannot bring old me to do 
anything fresh ; they are very conservative as a rule; they will do just what they have hcon accustomed 
to do j and all the regulations in the country will not affect them.
4875. What, in your opinion, is the principal cause of the accidents tbat have lately taken place in the 
mines aud quarries? Men being incompetent, and perhaps not sober.
4876. Ho you provide against men that arc not of sober habits? Yes ; so soon as I see them the worse
for liquor, I send them off; but it is possible men may come on to work apparently perfectly sober, and 
have only just got over a heavy drinking bout; and whether they are fit to take care of themselves I cannot 
say, but 1 should think they are not. I have known men to drink £6 17s. in six days ; and work every 
one of those days. I do not know what really could have been their state ; they did not appear to be the 
worse for liquor ; but still the effect must have been on them. I cannot speak from experience on these 
things, as I have never taken drink myself. I see men passing my place at nearly every shift more or less 
drank. Whether they work or not 1 do not know ; but I know that they pass my place on their way 
to work. "
4877. You say the principal causes are incompetency and drunkenness ? Yes.
4878. How shall we remove tbe incompetency ? I could not say ; I give that up.
4879. Is one inspector, in your opinion, sufficient for this district ? So far as 1 am concerned, I do not
want any inspector at all; 1 do my own inspecting. 4SS0.
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4S80. Have you ever seen tlic Mining Inspector there? Yes. often; not too often. He has Never had W. Harry 
any occasion to find fault. He cannot come too often for me. /—«—
4881. It would be better for you to have him coining round ? I would not depend upon any inspector; 1897
I can look after my men myself : I do not think it there was an inspector to every man they would pre
vent accidents ; the possibility is that the inspectors would get killed with the rest of them.
4882. Do you think an increase in the number of accidents has been caused through incompetency of the 
managers, shift-bosses, or men in charge? 1 do not know anything about mining ; but, so far as I have 
seen, every care appears to have been taken on the Proprietary during the four and a half years I have 
been up there. Of course, I have never, been underground. If inspections are carried out as much below 
as above I rather pity those working underground.
4883. Mr. Williams.] You have no brother or friend in .Broken Hill, I believe ? I take care to have no 
friends in Broken Hill.

^r°u a' man s labour, and you endeavour to give him a proper wage for it? Yes.
4885. Aud there your contract with him finishes ? Yes. ■
488(5. You show no fear or favour to any man ? Ho.
4887. Yrou say you know a man named Shinnick ? Yes.
4888. You oSered him a job in your quarry, aud he did not turn up ? Ho, lie did not,
4889. Do you remember my asking you for a job ? Ho.
4890. 1 asked you for a job, did 1 not ? I could not toll you. I know Shiunick, and remember his asking 
me, because bo is an agitator.
4891. You do not remember a man’s asking yon for a job, because he would like to work in your cutting 
on account of its being carried out in a scientific manner? Ho.
4892. Yon said just now you wanted men? Yes.
4893. How many would you require to-morrow morning? Ten.
4894. A.ou want competent men, and you do not care what nationality or association they belong to ?
ISo ; 1 would not care if they were Chinamen ; but I bar “ Cousin Jacks ” sometimes.
none Iery 8°0d 5 Lbut WOUli y0U a3k them ^ t!ley WGre “ Cousiil Jacks No 5 1 k™"' tbom by sight.
489(5. Supposing they went up to you and said, “ G-ive us a trial, boss, and, if we are not worth anything, 
pay us nothing —would you try them ? Hot many would make that oft’er.
4897. If you had them to-morrow, would you give them a show ? Ho ; because you would send some
duflers up there. ‘
4898. I would go up myself if I had a chance. You said you do not believe in a man’s being imprisoned
tor neglect? Yes. ° 1
4899. What steps would you suggest to enable men to be taught the law ? I would let every man think 
tor himself; and not try and think for him, as you do.
4900. Supposing you saw men going wrong for the want of thought, would it not be your duty to think 
tor them? Unfortunately, I have to do so; but in the early days—forty years ago—in Victoria and 
South Australia, there was a class of men totally different from that of to-day. Men in those days did 
-tY-tcayc anc\ watching that men want nowadays, and there never was any accidents to speak of.
4901. Did not trmfc Arise from the fact that they had been trained to their calling from their early youth? 
xes ; but at present men go to work with sort of indifference, because they arc told to do as little as 
possible, and to say all they can against their employers. The unions all over the colonies have been the 
cause or. these incompetent men.
4902. Aou believe in free labour ? Yes, for the simple reason that every incompetent man is protected 
by the unions.
4903. In spec/or Jlolbard.] Yon spoko about a horse being killed ;—would you mind explaining how that 
accident occurred ? It was on the incline, and was brought about by the carelessness on the part of 
the -ad below who hooked on. It was a safety hook; but he did not hook it properly; and it came 
undoue, and killed the horse. Of course, those safety hooks are as safe as can be if any care be used.
, 'el1 this accident happened I asked both the driver and the lad how it was brought about; and they 
botli said that the thing was right when it left tho incline. Of course, I could not believe that. If it 
had been a man killed, instea I of a horse, it would have been exactly the same thing; they would have 
both sworn that the hook was right when the truck left tbe bottom. “ . .
4904. Mts llottor.] 1 suppose it would be impossible to devise a hook which could he worked safely even 
it a good deal of carelessness were shown ? I have adopted another hook now—a straight hook, with a 
ring in it; it is better than the tumbler, because it must be fixed properly before it will work.
49U5. Mr. Williams.] You have never had a man injured on tbe “ chinaman ” ? Ho. ’
4906. Did the inspector on any occasion ever order you to withdraw men from your cutting? I think lie 
saidjmce that if a thing was not altered I would have to tako tbe men out.
4907. You altered that certain thing ? Yes.
4908. And did not stop the work ? Ho,
4909. His Honor.] There was use, then, for the inspector in that ease ? But he thought the work more 
dangerous than it really was. It looked dangerous from where he stood. However, I acted on his 
suggestion ; and I do not think he has ever had any complaint to make as regards inc.

William Smith sworn and examined :—
4910. Mr. Etlmrds.] Your name is 'William Smith ? Yes.
4911. You are a contractor on the open-cut in Block 1] under the Proprietary Company? Yes.
4912. How long have you been working there ? Twelve months come August next.
4913. Before that you were ganger for Baxter and Saddler? Yes.
4914. Bor how long ? Three years.
4915. I think you have had two fatal accidents in your quarry? Yes.
49LG. One was to a man named Gayuor, who was Jut with a skip ? Yes ; that was the first one
4917. Was he standing under the ski]) when it was lifted ? Ho ; he was some 20 feet away.
4918. Was he warned of the danger he was in ? The ganger warned him to shift to one side. I was
not there personally ; but, according to the ganger’s statement and those all around him, he stood looking 
and never offered to shift. Amo3

W. Smith. 

23 July, 1897.
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The second man’s name was diyan ? Yes; ho was caught by a stone that fell out of the face.
Was he warned of any danger at the time P The ganger called out to him to look out,
That stone did not fall out of the face jvhere men were working ? No ; and when it struck the 

ground it took a different direction. It fell on to a ledge and bounced off.
4922. Had care been taken to bar down all dangerous stone before that? Yes ; the ganger goes round 
at the commencement of every shift. According to my orders, he sees tbat everything is correct previous 
to starting the men.
4923. Besides these two fatal accidents, have you had any serious accidents? No.
4924. Is every care taken of your men? Yes; every precaution is taken for the benefit of the men.
4925. How many have you working under you ? At the present time about ninety.
49211. What is your average, about ? We have had over 200 at the one time. Ninety is the smallest 
number we have yet had.
4927. Do you find that you have competent men ? A greater portion of them can only use a shovel; if 
you put a jumper in their hands they would not know what to do with it; and if you gave them a drill, 
they would not be able to strike it,
4928. Do you change your men repeatedly ? It is of daily occurrence.
4929. You know the surface regulations of the Proprietary ? Yes.
4930. Are they strictly observed by you and your gangers ? Yes.
4931. How many gangers have you ? Four.
4932. You use the “ flying fox ” for lifting your dirt ? For the lode alone.
4933. You have trucks on the incline for your mullock ? Yes. _ _
4934. Are the men warned when the skip from the “flying fox ” is being lifted ? If they are working in 
close proximity, they are always warned before the “ flying fox ” is started ; they are warned when it is 
being lifted up, and when it is coming down. The man who hooks on and hooks off gives the warning.
4935. Are men rushed about in their work ? They are allowed ample time to take care of themselves; 
in fact, they are authorised to do so.
4936. Are men asked to take any unreasonable risk not incidental to their work ? Not to my knowledge.
4937. Is it against your orders for them to do it? Yes; 1 always tell the gangers if they have any doubt
at all to cease work. .
4938. Are your ropes and tackle examined? A man daily comes round there; wc call him the ‘!ropei,.’t 
Anything he condemns I have to abide by.
4939. And renew it at once ? Yes.
4940. Have you had any accidents from broken ropes or gear? None at all,
4941. I believe a truck ran away once;—how did that happen? Through the rope’s coming over flic 
flange of the wheel, which allowed it 15 feet before it became taut; and this caused the coupling to give 
way. Two men were slightly injured, one being away one day and the other two days. They are both 
up there now.
4942. In the case of a break-away on the incline, have you any protection? Yes; what we call
“ man-holes.” •
4943. I think that since that accident you have had an alteration made in the drum? Yes; a 9-inch 
flange has been put on, and it is impossible for the rope to come off now.
4944. In addition to that, you have “ man-holes”? Yes, in every fourth set of timber in the heading 
there is protection offered the men.
4945. "What explosives do you use—powder or dynamite? Both.
4946. What depth of hole do you put down for powder? As far as 15 feet.
4947. Is there any danger in putting a hole down deeper than 15 feet? There is less. There is loss 
danger in deep holes than in shallow ones.
4943. What tamping-bars do you use ? Softwood.
4949. Do you prohibit; tbe use of iron and steel bars ? I do not allow their use, if T know it.
4930. Ts it possible at times to prevent men doing reckless and foolish things ? You would want more 
men to look after them than you really had at. work to do tbat.
495 L. What do you you do when you find men guilty of carelessness ? Discharge them.
4952. Is that the cause of your having so many discharges ? Yes.
4953. Do you “ bull ” holes for those deep holes ? Yes.
4954. Anything dangerous in that? Not in the least.
4955. Do you believe in 11 bulling ”? Yes, I do. I have had great experience in “ bulling.”
4956. You concentrate the whole of the charge at the bottom of the hole ? Yes.
4957. That is the main object ? Yes ; to get the explosive as low down as possible, and as concentrated 
as possible ; it then lifts the burden all the better.
4958. Is there any danger in “ bulling”? If men do not carry it out in a practical manner there might 
be danger ; but there is no danger in it if the man understands his work. 1 have never used anything 
else for some years.
4959. For how many years ? Ever since dynamite came into use.
4960. Who charges the holes ? The “ powder-monkey.”
4961. Is he an experienced man ? Yes,
4962. "What is your rule with regard to men being in the face when big holes are charged? Tho big 
holes are charged after the men leave off,
4963. And in case of blistering or popping the stones that come down, where do you put the men then ? 
There are three or four different cross-drives in the bottom of the cut where they can get.
4964. Is warning given before either of these operations takes place ? Yes ; the men are sent away before 
the fuse is lit.
4965. Are you there when blasting goes on ? Yes.
4966. I think while you were with Baxter and Saddler you had one slight accident to one of your “ powder-
monkeys”? Yes. '
4967. That is the only accident yon had ? Yes, barring a hurt I got myself.
4908. How did Ryan’s accident happen he was the “powder-monkey”? Yes. I was not there at the 
time; but I believe it was through charging his hole with a scraper. It was broken country ; and the hole 
choked on him; and he took to ramming it with the scraper, which is against all rules. Ho told me

himself

W. Smith. 4919.
■'—*---- * 4920.23 July, 1867. 492I,
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himself afterwards that he was trying to clear the hole with the end of In's scraper. I was not there 
until about four minutes after the accident, and so cannot say myself how the accident occurred. 
liSO!). Jt was early in the morning, befqre the men were at avork ? Yes.
4970. He injured one of his eyes P He has lost one of his eyes in consequence of that accident. -
4971. That was purely his own foolish action ? Yes ; it was really his own stupidity.
4972. Can you suggest auy alteration in the way of carrying out the work which would tend to prevent
accidents in the future ? 1 really cannot see anything to better tho present system of working. There
is one idling—1 have seen several remarks made about miss-fires. I consider in a miss-fire that it is loss 
risky to prick it out than to bore a hole alongside. In a deep hole you know exactly where the powder 
is; and if it misses you can jump the hole out to within In inches of the powder, put in two or three 
plugs of dynamite and a primer, re-tump it, and then set the lot going. ]f you bore another hole, you do 
not know what side of the powder you are getting to. I am positive that there is less risk in recharging 
than in boring another hole alongside, d have drawn many a one myself.
4973. AVhat instrument would you use for jumping the stuff out? d would use a jumper wdth water,
4974. There is no danger if you have water? ffo.
4975. How long have you been practising that system? I have been thirty years at it.
4970. You must have water to keep your tamping wet ? Yes. You want to let the water down lightly 
as you work, and when you get too much of it swab it out, and then let more down until you have again 
to swab it out. By doing that there is no danger in pricking to within 15 inches of the charge.
4977. You locate the position of the powder b}' your tampmg-bar when putting the charge in? Yes; 
auy practical man will always do that; he will mark on his tamping-bar the depth of the powder before 
he puts his fuse in, and then measure the fuse aud make a mark on it, so that he will know when it 
is down.
4978. It has been said that the “ chinaman” is a dangerous system ? 1 cannot see where it comes in. I 
consider it safer than men being down in the cut with either skips or waggons.
4979. How many years have you worked with the “ chinaman” ? Over 40 ; but if, was not called the 
“ chinaman” then.
4080. It is a very useful thing? Yes, it is.
4981. Is the light at night defective; or is it good ? I consider the light ample for 'all purposes. I 
myself cannot sec how you could in any way better the light. If T require any extra light I make a 
report; and it is at once put on.
4982. Can jmu get as much light as you want? Yes. *
4983. There is no stinting on the part of the company ? Yo ; if 1 want an extra light it is fixed without
charge. '
4981. To what cause do you attribuic the accidents in the cuts ? Oaynor's accident was brought about 
by his own stupidity in not getting away when asked to get away. *
49SG. Of course, the last accident that happened, that to Ryan, was an unforeseen accident? It could 
not have been avoided, because if be had been as quick as lightning the stone would have caught him. 
He made a run to get out of its way; but it struck a ledge and bounced across on to him. If he had not 
moved he would have been safe, hut no one was to know that tho stone was going to take such an erratic 
course.

W. Smith. 

23 July, 1897.

4986. In shooting in the face, what precaution is taken ? The ganger with his men bar down the loose 
material before the morning shift start ; and this is again done at dinner-time.
49S7. In what condition is the working face kept? I. am always looking around there myself ; and if I 
see anything that I am doubtful about I say to the gauger, “ Take it down at once; better to do that 
than be sorry afterwards.” I. always impress that upon the gangers—to be sure and take down anything 
they are in doubt about; aud toll them that it is far better to do tbat than to be sorry afterwards. 1 
really think that the men in my employ carry out their instructions to tho letter.
4988. I suppose you see the inspector round there occasionally ? Yes.
4989. Do you carry out tho instructions he from time to time gives you ? Yes; if over he makes a 
remark about anything I endeavour to take action at once.
4990. And your work is also inspected by officers of the Proprietary Company ? Yes ; two or three of 
them come round ; and if there is anything that does not suit them they inform me; and, of course, I 
have the matter attended to.
4991. "What limit of time would you fix for the re-charging of a hole after being “ bulled” ;—would you 
fix any hard-and-fast limit of time, or leave it to the discretion of the men? I have “ bulled” a hole 
myself on the Hill, and charged it within five minutes afterwards. Of course, in that ease T pub a keg of 
water down the hole.
4992. You are speaking of holes you can get water into ? Yes. .
4993. In that ease you think there should be no fixed limit of time ? No, there should not.
4994. If you do not use water, what time would you fix? Ironstone keeps the heat longer than the 
burden, and J. would give it au hour.
4995. What do you think is the cause of danger in charging a hole that has been “ bulled” ? I have 
never known an accident to occur in charging a hole that had been “ bulled.”
4996. You always assume that there is a risk in charging immediately after a " bull " ? When you are
in doubt, put in a tampiug-bar, and leave it there for five minutes ; if it comes out cold you can charge
with immunity.
4997. Do^ you think there is a risk of small portions of the fused used in the “bull” remaining
smouldering about the hole ? No ; the “ bull” would blow it all out. ‘
4998. You cannot say that there is any fixed rule that could be made which would meet all eases ? I 
cannot see where you could improve upon tho present practice.
4999. The present practice is what ? To use a short fuse, and, where possible, water.
5000. The time is loft at present to the discretion of the men ? A man will always put in his tampiim-
bar if lie has a doubt about it, and try whether the hole is still hot. 0
5001. You do not think that any hard-and-fast rule could be made that would meet all cases fairly? I 
do not see how it could come in.
5002. In eases of misscd-holcs, do you think there might to he a hard-and-fast rule as lo the time? I 
sliould certainly say that au hour should elapse before withdrawing the charge.
5003. IHs HonorDo you think an hour would lie sufficient ? Yds. J 5004.
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W. Smith, 5004, Tou have heard of eases where missed-holes have gone off considerably beyond that time ? I have 
of it, but never witnessed it. I have seen, in Tasmania, a 20-feet hole not go off until after thirty- 

23 July, 1897. fivc minutes. _ ] .
5005, So j'ou would name an hour as a safe limit? Yes.
5006, Mr. Polkinglwrne.'] Have you got a man in your cut to look after the gear? No; the Proprietary 
Company have a man to attend to that,
5007. How often does he inspect the gear ? He is there every day. If he condemns anything I have to 
abide by it, and at once.
5008. That is in the agreement? Yes.
5000. And anything ho points out has to be at once made good ? Yes.
5010. You know the surface rules of the Proprietary Company ? Yes ; I have got them at the cut.
5011. Do you think they are sufficient, if adhered to ? I do.
5012. So far as you know, are they always adhered to in your cut ? So far as I know, they are. I would 
not like to go and swear that they are, because there are some men who are that stupid that it is almost 
an impossibility to get them to carry out rules, unless you are standing over them all the time.
5013. Is it your instructions that they should be carried out ? Yes ; and the gangers’ instructions, too. 
50L4. Do yon think there is anything more in those rules than any ordinary practical man ought to 
know ? No.
5015. Do you think there should be a regulation in connection with the working of those open-cuts as to
the quantity of powder that should be in use at one time ? I cannot see that a regulation to that effect
is necessary. The magazines are close at hand ; and powder can be taken out at any time.
5016. One of tbe surface rules says tbat, in the event of a charge missing iire, no workman shall return 
to work within an unsafe distance of the missed-hole until it has been exploded, and that those particular 
persons who are engaged in effecting the explosion of the missed charge may only return to their duty 
when there can be no further doubt that the charge has missed :—have you anything to say as to that 
rule ? We have knocked off altogether on several occasions when we have had missed holes ; and wc have 
also knocked off when there has been a missed-hole in the adjoining contract.
5017. You think an hour is sufficient time to leave a hole ? I think it is ample.
5018. You do not think it is unsafe to jump the tamping out of a missed-hole ? I contend that there is 
not the same risk, if properly carried out, in taking the tamping out as there is in boring a hole alongside. 
5010. Do you think it necessary that tamping should bo settled in a hole so as to make it necessary to 
use a jumper to jump it out ? If you did’uot tamp a deep powder-hole you would lose a lot of power. 
Say I have a 14-fect hole. I tamp it solid for a distance of 6 feet above the powder, and then till the 
balance with loose stuff.
5020. His Honor^] So long as it does not shoot tbe tamping out, the powder must do its work ? Yes ; 
but if you did not tamp it at all it would not do its work.
5021. Have you seen it do that ? Yes ; the more it is confined the better the effect.
5022. And jrou would use a wooden tamping-bar? Yes.
5023. Mr. Polkivghorne.'] Then pouring in fine sand is not so effective as settling the tamping on the 
charge ? Dry sand is a thing I have never used.
5024. ITom your varied experience, you could form an oninion ? I do not think it would require tamping 
at all if you had sand ; the weight of the sand would in itself he sufficient.
5025. Have you ever used the jumper hero in taking the tamping off a charge? I have used it myself 
personally ; hut I would not like another man to do it. ’When I was ganger for Baxter and Saddler I did 
my own “ powder-monkeying” for a long time.
5026. Then you think that that general rule as to not unramming a charge is more often broken than 
adhered to ? Yes; and it is less risky not to adhere to it.
5027. In your opinion, that rule is not required ? 1 do not think it is required ; in fact, I think it would
be better if it were cut out as regards open-cut work, where deep holes are put down. I have never seen 
an accident occur in the whole or my experience through jumping a hole out; and I have jumped scores 
out myself. If you use water, and take proper precaution, there is not one-tenth the risk there is in boring 
a bole alongside.
5028. What, in your opinion, has been the principal cause of the accidents that have taken place in the 
district ? I cannot see where there has been any accident through carelessness on the part of tbe manage-

■ ment. So far as I can see, it has generally been tho carelessness of tho individual himself. In the case 
of Ryan it was not his fault. The ganger himself had been on tbe face and barred down everything be 
thought was loose; still this piece came out. There was no carelessness about it,
5029. Have you noticed any increase lately in accidents? No.
5030. In the district, I mean? There was the Tarrawingee accident; and there were two here on the 
Hill within a few days of one another; and that wns au unusual thing. It was just like a chapter of 
accidents. I think, however, that the percentage of accidents for the quantity of men at work is very low.
5031. Do you think that there has been an increase in fatal accidents lately? No; excepting tho one 
week when those several fatal accidents occurred.
5032. Do you think that working in the open-culs at night has a tendency to increase the number of 
accidents ? I cannot see where it comes in. I think if you refer to the reports of accidents you will find 
that very few have occurred on the night-shift.
5033. You think it is quite safe to work them at night ? In the past twelve months I have onlv had, I 
think, one accident; and that was when the truck went down the incline, and slightly injured two men.
5034. Do you think the services of an additional inspector are required on this field ?" I cannot see where 
there is use for him ; we could not take any more precaution than we are already taking at tho presenttime.
5035. But when we remember that this district is 300 miles long, and that, 6,000 men are working within 
a radius of 2 miles, do you not think an inspector is required for that radius alone? I am speaking of 
the Hill; of course, 1 know nothing of the outside district.
5036. You think there should be an inspector on the Hill at all limes to report to whenever accidents 
occur ? I was under the impression that we had one here.
0037. But if he happened to be up at Tibooburra you wouid probably have to delay your work for some 
time if an accident occurred. You would have to wait a week or ten days, perhaps longer, before the 
inspector returned ? Yes; but 1 have never seen anything like that occur.
5038. Mr. WiUiamis.~\ You say that if Dean condemns a rope, you have to attend to it ? Dean does not 
Concern me at all. - . ■ ■ „ 5039.
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6030. But if lie inspects a rope and condemns it, you have to attend to it immediately ? Dean is the Smith, 
inspector employed by Baxter and Saddler ; the man who comes round tome is employed by tho Proprie
tary. Ho comes round every day. _ u '
50i0. What is his name ? Boally I could not tell you. The last man's name was Sullivan; but there is 
a new man on now. .
COil. Can yon tell what sort of a ’man he is;—is he an iron man or a wooden man? He is a sailor, I 
believe. ■
5012. Tou take every precaution to prevent accidents to your men? Yes.
6043. As a matter of tact, when they die you take such interest in them as to see that they are put under
ground ? If men die under my employ, I pay them respect, and follow them to the grave.
5044. You are then doing your duty as a man and as a brother. When you see men in danger you order 
them to cease work ? Yes.
5045. You believe in withdrawing a charge when it misses fire ? Yes; not the charge, but the tamping.
5046. And you would recommend that advice as a brother? Yes.
5047. You would not ask your brother to go and bore a hole alongside a missed-hole, if you did not care 
about doing it yourself ? 1 would not.
5048. If your brother was here, and he charged a hole for the purpose of firing it and you found that 
there was no necessity for it, you would ask him to withdraw the charge? I would not ask him to with
draw the charge ; I would thee let him fire it.
5049. You would let him fire it at his own risk ? I understand you to say that if he put it in and it was 
not required he should withdraw it. I would let him fire it.
5050. if you were withdrawing a hole, you would put enough water in to stop an explosion ? Yes; let 
the water be constantly running—that is, in a deep hole.
5051. In putting water in you would prevent friction or heat arising from friction ? Yes.
5052. And you not only put the water in, but you would take it out with a scraper ? I would use the 
scraper as a swab.
5053. You prefer using a wooden rod to a metal one ? Yes.
5054. You do not believe in using a metal rod on any occasion? Ho.
5055. You get as much light as you require up there ? Yes.
5056. And if you wanted a little more you could have it? Yes. ‘
5057. They give you what is considered a fair light? Yes.
5058. The Proprietary gives it ? Yes.
5059. If you want any more you ask for it? Yes.
5060. And if von want any more and you do not ask for it, then it is your own fault if the light is
bad? Yes. ‘ '
5061. You know what it is to suffer from any accident; and that makes you more careful of your fellow 
men ? I have been very careful all through rnv life.
5062. I think I asked you for a job ou one occasion, but you were full-handed. You get the light supplied 
to you free of charge ? Yes.
5063. When you want light, you say, in fact, “Let there he light,” and there is light? Yes, I send in an 
application; and a man comes over from the electric department and puts the light up wherever I want it,

Samuel Mayne sworn and examined:—
5064. Mr. JSdicards.'] Your name is Samuel Mayne ? Yes. S. Maync.
5005. You arc underground manager, I think, of the South Mine ? Yes.
5066. Before being appointed underground manager you wrere an underground foreman ? Yes. 23 July, 1897.
0067. Por how long? Two years.
5068. About two years ago you had a very serious accident in the South Mine ? Yes.
5069. That was caused through the ground giving in one corner of a stope? Yes.
5070. His Honor.] The men were killed by the force of air ? Yes, the whole stope came in ; and these 
men were in the drive, and were blown down.
5071. Mr. J/Sdicards.'] I think you went down to tbe slope, and ordered the men to the surface ? Yes.
5072. And you came up and changed your clothes; and these men delayed iu the drive ? Yes, they 
thought they were quite safe,
5073. You had ordered them away from work; and there was no neceessity for them to be there ?
That is so.
5074. Unfortunately, they did not come to tho surface; and the rush of air through the drive killed
them ? Yes. _
5075. With tho exception of that, what other accidents have you had in the South? Three within the 
last seven years. One fell down a shoot; another fell down a set: and a third was was killed by stuff 
coming from off the hack.
5U70. How were those accidents caused—tako the first one, the fall from tho shoot? Wo could not 
find where he got into the shoot. Where he was working it was covered over and guarded. He must 
have fallen through away from where he was working.
5077. You could never find out how he got there? No.
5078. Was that shoot generally covered over? It was at all times except when being used ; hut there 
were guard-rails round it.
5079. Were the guard-rails up when you found him ? Yes ; where it was supposed he went through it 
was close sollared over.
5080. Then you could never tell how he got down there? No.
5081. If he had fallen down there someone must have replaced the plank ; perhaps some person passing, 
and uot knowing that anyone had fallen through, had covered it over again ? Yes.
5082. As to the other man ? The second accident was brought about by the man's falling down one set.
His mate had taken a lath up ; and he stepped hack through the opening made.
5083. Ought that, lath to have been taken up ? No : a fresfi one should have been got.
5084. Jits Honor.'] His mate, in taking up that lath, acted contrary to the rules of the mine? They often
take up one or two for air. 5085.

258—X
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Mr. Edwards.] The third accident ? Some of the back came away.
Who was the man ? Ellis.
How long ago did that happen ? Two and a half years ago.
Was that brought about by tho carelessness of any person ? There was ono piece to put up to 

form the full sot; and they were lifting that up when the ground came off from the back, and crushed 
Ellis down. .
5089. Were any laths in ? The back laths were in; and it came through them, breaking off two of them.
5090. Was every reasonable precaution taken ? Yes; when the back laths are in we always consider 
it safe.
5091. Your mine is well ventilated? Yes ; there is no complaint to make in that respect.
5092. Those three accidents extend over seven years ? Yes,
5093. How many men have you employed ? 420 altogether; 250 underground.
5094. Have you noticed any increase iu accidents in your mine lately ? Nothing more than usual. 
Accidents must occur in a big mine where there are lots of men working.
5095. Have you any underground rules for the men ? No ; they are told the rules by the officials 
every day.
5096. Are your shift-bosses competent men? Yes, they are thoroughly practical men.
5097. Is timber supplied to the men for the purpose of securing the ground they are in? As much as 
they want; and should the ground at any time be thought dangerous they are shifted until the timber 
is put in.
5098. They are not allowed to work in places where timber is reouired if timber is not bandy to secure 
it? No.
5099. Is it against your orders that men strip the floors off the sets ? Yes, we discharge them for doing 
that; but it is difficult to find out who are the culprits.
5100. Have they to go to any trouble in getting timber ? No ; it is brought up close to them.
5101. And before going for it they will take up the floors ? Yes.
5102. Bo you find men careful ? Competent men are ; it is the incompetent men who cause accidents,
5103. Are there more competent men than incompetent men in your mine ? Yes.
5104. As a rule you find the men competent in your mine ; and they obey orders ? They have to be 
competent, or they are discharged.
5105. You have discharged some for not obeying orders? Yes.
5106. Have you kept a record ? No.
5107. How do you take your explosives down? Wc take a case into the magazine down below ; and it 
is taken from there in ting as required.
5108. Bo you believe in withdrawing part of the tampiag in the case of a missed-hole ? I believe in 
re-charging. Wo do not tamp holes full; so long as you make them air-tight it is sufficient. There is 
lie need to meddle with a hole at all, so long as you put a fresh charge on top of it.
5109. You object to putting in a hole alongside a missed-hole? Yes, that would be dangerous; because 
the concussion in putting down the new hole would probably explode the missed-hole.
5110. Bo you think additional inspectors would prevent accidents in the future? No ; unless they could 
find a thoroughly practical man who could see through 20 feet of solid wall. The inspector we have is 
quite sufficient.
5111. What tamping-bars do you use in the mine ? Wooden ones.
5112. Soft-wood? Yes; and hard-wood.
5113. Are metal bars prohibited altogether? Yes ; we will not have ono on the mine on any account.
5114. Bo you “ bull ” their holes ? Not often. .
5115. I suppose there is no danger in doing that if it is properly carried out ? No; not if the hole is 
allowed to cool.
5116. In the case of a missed-hole, how long would you leave it before touching it? It all depends ; 
sometimes an hour, sometimes more, sometimes less. 1 often leave it to the discretion of the men.
5117. Have you bad any serious accidents with reference to explosives ? No.
5118. You have good “ powder-monkeys ”? The men charge their own holes. If a man cannot charge 
his own hole he is no good.
5119. I suppose men on going off shift often leave their face in a dangerous condition ? Not often.
5120. Bo they sometimes ? Not that I remember. If they do they always acquaint the shift-bosses.
5121. And in case of a missed-hole? That is always reported.
5122. You have never hoard of a missed-hole being left, and no report being made ? No.
512.3. I suppose it would be safer if the men coming off shift had an opportunity to point out to their 
mates anything dangerous in the face? Yes; sometimes men stop, if there is anything dangerous, and 
point it out.
5124. If they do not stop, it is possible for them to miss their mates ? Yes.
5125. Bo you not think it would be a benefit if change of shift took place in the face? I do not think 
it would.
5126. Why ? It would be loss of time to the men.
5127. But apart from that ? I think the present system is quite good enough.
5128. You see we want rules for careless men ? I do not think there would bo any advantage in changing
in tho face. '
5129. I suppose the great objection would be the loss of time to the men ? There would be a good deal 
of loss of time to tbe men.
5130. But it would be a matter of additional security ? Well, I might say it would as far as incompetent 
men are eoneerned.
5131. That is what I mean;—supposing you get men entirely reckless ? I think they ought to bo made 
to change in the face.
5132. That is if you did not get rid of them at once? Yes.
5133. Eor breaches of instructions what do you do ? Bischargc thorn.
5134. What quantity of explosive do you allow men to use in the face ? They do uot carry explosives 
into the face unless they are going to charge.
5135. A rule hero says that not more than 6 lb. shall be used at one time in the one place. If you had
.» series of machine-holes yon wrould require more ? Yes. ' 5136.

S. Mayne. ■ ;-085.
5086.

23 July? 1897, 5Qg7< 
508s!
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5136. lb at rule might be eliminated altogether ? We rarely use more than 5 lb. *’• Mayne,
6137. But suppose you have about sis or seven machine-holes ? They do not fire more than three or four 
together. 23 July, 1897.
5138. How much do they tate each ? 5 lb.
5139. 1:or the whole lot or for each? Bor the whole lot,
5140. That is with machine-holes ? Yes.
5141. What depth do you put them in? Three to 5 feet.

J,®uPPose you sometimes use more in certain wort in the mine ? Yes ; sometimes we use more. 
o!43. Then it would depend upon the nature of the work the men are at as to the quantity of esplosive 
they would require P Yes.
5144. A hard-and-fast rule limiting the amount to 6 lb. would not be a workable rule? You require to 
take in more than 6 lb. sometimes.
5145. Is there any reason why the quantity should be limited? Ho.
ri^' tt16 resu^,^o a maxi if G lb. went off would be the same as if 12 lb. went off ? Yes, just the same. 
ol47. Ho you think there is any necessity to have a Board of Inquiry to inquire into minor accidents; or 
do you think the inspector would be sufficient ? I think the inspector would be quite sufficient to make 
inquiries into things of that kind.
5148. Do you report all accidents to him ? Yes.
5149. And the place is left until he has an opportunity of seeing it ? Yes.
6150. It is never interfered with ? Ho.

rrf n’6 ^,e 0,PPor^uni^7 °f investigating the thing immediately, on the spot ? Yes.
rir T,an * • imPr?ved uPon ia nny Way ? I do not think so.
olo3. Do you think he is a better judge as to the cause of accidents than a man who has no experience ?
JL 68a

8UPP9se> "’hen men are ordered out of the ground by one of tbe underground officers, that officer 
should have the right to say when tbe ground is sufficiently safe for them to return? Yes. 
ri re when the inspector is called in he should be the man to put the men back ? Yes. 
oloG. In continuing a shaft, what depth of uncovered shaft would you allow above the men ? I never 
allow more than 100 feet, and always keep a penthouse in.
ol5/. Is that necessary ? Yes, where working overhead ; but if a shaft is used for nothing but sinking it 
does not matter whether you have a pent-house or not.
r i ro‘ r*.BL^^uSe ^0U ^£LVe t*'e mcisfc suitaMe machinery for the working of the mine ? Yes.
0 .l>9. it has boon suggested that at change of shift, when men are being lowered or raised, two engine- 
aiivers should be m the engine-house, in case one man should fall down in a fit ? I have never known of 
such a thing to occur, and I think it safer to have ono than two.
51G0. I think you agree with the suggestion that they should have certificates? There are lots of good 
men who have not got certificates. 1 have employed miners with certificates, and they have turned out to 
be no good. J
5161. Then you do not think a certificate is any guide at all? Ho.

^ou 'ly°uld put a man through his facings when you took him on, whether he had a bushel of cer
tificates or none at all ? Yes. ,
5163. And 1 suppose certificates for miners would he utterly absurd ? Yes.
® ^or shift-bosses ? Yes ; if you want certificates you can get bushels of them at a shilling each,
olbo. Do you think that a system of apprenticing lads to mining would tend to produce a better class of
miners. 1 am sure it would. If we discharged a lot of the men nowon the mines, and put on these
boys, they would be better workmen right from the very start.
5166. "What age? Eighteen.
0167. How long should they serve before they would be entitled to call themselves miners ? Some would
makegood miners in twelve months; others, again, would take years. As far as working is concerned I
was as good at 18 as I am now. " b
0168. Ihey would not get all their experience in twelve months? Ho.
5169. They would be able to use a hammer and drill; but they would not be experienced in the various
phases of mining ? Ho.

^°iU a *;erm ^ ifc should be left to the discretion of the manager as to when they
should go into the face as men. J

fn/ V if’ ^0^c‘-n^l0>'nen~: Have you noticed any increase in the number of accidents on the Barrier during 
the last twelve months . Ho, not particularly, especially when you take into consideration the class ol‘ 
men employed at present.
5172. But have you noticed an increase ? I have not.
5173. What is the chief cause, in your opinion, of the accidents that have recently taken place in the 
district. Jn most causes, through incompetent men and their neglect.

^^iere a dearth of competent men on the Barrier ? Yes ; there is.
llUS brougllt abouti tbe great number of incompetent men on the Barrier ? I could not say. 

ol/b. lucre are more men on the Barrier now than are employed, I believe? Thero always are,go where 
you wiiJ. borne will not work so long as they can get a few shillings to go and have some beer. 
tj 1'0| l011 tllU'k the risk _is increased by the employment of incompetent managers and shift-bosses?
1 do not know of any who are incompetent. All the managers and bosses I know along tbe line are
competent men. I am not personally acquainted with all of them ; but of those I do know I think they 
arc well qualified for the positions they fill. J
5178. In your opinion are the Kegulations under the Mining Act sufficient for the safe working of the 
mines and quarries m this district? Yes ; if carried out.
5179. Do you endeavour to carry them out in your mine? Yes,
5180. What is the penalty for breach of any regulation by your employees ? We often discharge them • 
and sometimes we only caution them.
5181. But for any flagrant breach they are discharged ? Yes.
5182. Is there any truth in the assertion that in many places in the South Mine not sufficient laths arc
provided to keep the stones covered ? I wish they would have a look at our timber bill; quite sufficient 
laths are always on hand. J

5188,
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9. Mayne. 
23J^I897.

5183. What are your instructions in regard to stopes before they are filled ? To keep them all covered. 
I have one now ten floors high ; and it is covered from top to bottom with laths—thousands of laths ; but 
it is not necessary at all times to keep the stopes covered.
5184. But is it necessary to keep them covered under the working-faces ? Yes ; of course it is.'
5185. You believe every set should be kept covered in that case ? Yes.
5180. Sis Sonor.~\ Is that one of the principal troubles you have got to contend with—the men stripping 
laths where they have no business to do so, instead of taking tho trouble to get fresh timber ? Yes, that 
is one of tbe most difficult things we have to contend with.
5187. You wTould be in a better position if, instead of sacking a man for doing that, you could get him 
fined ? Then some of them would never have any pay.
5188. Mr. Polhinghorne.~] With reference to the fatality that occurred in the South two years ago, 
would that accident have occurred if there had been an air-way through that stope ou to the level above ? 
There was an air-way; but it was not quite sufficient for tho rush of compressed air that took place.
5189. The men met their deaths in the drive ? Yes. ,
5190. You had ordered them out on the stope? Yes.
5191. There was no specific order from you that they were to go to the surface ? Ifo; they could have 
gone, but they thought they were safe where they were.
5192. I suppose if nothing had happened, you would have said that they did quite right in staying thero 
until the cages came on at 4 o’clock. You would have thought they wore perfectly safe there. You had 
no idea that if a fall did take place it would he followed by such a dire result ? It was quite unforeseen.
5193. No blame was attached to anyone ? No. "
5194. Do you think, from your knowledge, that it is safe that a stope should be worked to the height that 
stope was without having greater communication through than there was iu that case ? It was quite safe 
at the time.
5195. It has been stated that it was hot in that stope ? The sulphide was warm ; hut the air was good.
5196. It is not true that men could not not wrork on the top part of that stope more than five minutes at 
a time ? They have worked there more than five hours at a stretch ; if they could not work longer than 
five minutes at a time it would not pay to work the stope.
5197. As to Vivian’s getting down the shoot ? He was working—like—on this floor; and the shoot was 
over on the other set.
5198. The floor uuder the one on which he was working was open ? No ; it was covered.
5199. The one ho was on and the one under him were covered ? Yes.
5200. lie could not walk in from anywhere unless a lath had been lifted? No.
5201. What was tho name of the man who fell down the ono set ? I could not tell you his name now ; 
he had not been working there long ; very rarely 1 ask a man his name,
5202. Mr. Williams] Were those men at liberty to come to the surface; or were they forced to slay down 
until 4 o’clock ? I am referring to the big accident. They were at liberty to come up.
5203. Mr. PoUcinghorne] There is no regulation at present in force under tho Mining Act making it 
compulsory that the mining companies attach safety appliances to their cages do you think there should 
be a provision in the Act to that effect ? I think it would be very advisable.
5204. And appliances to prevent over-winding, such as a disconnecting hook, or something to sever the 
rope ? I do not think they are of any use ; we tried them and lost a cage through them,
5205. Were there no safety appliances on the cage as well ? There was not at that time ; it was seven or 
eight years ago.
5200. Sis Sonori] But it is a fact that there are several thoroughly accepted hooks to prevent over
hauling at present in use m England and America? I have heard of them.
5207. They are not commonly used here ? No.
5208. There have been no accidents here from overhauling ? No.
5209. But there have been in different parts of the world f Yes.
5210. So on the whole you would approve of a safety-hook being made compulsory ? Yes.
5211. Not only the safety-brake, but the safety-hook also ? Yes.
5212. Mr. Williams.] As to the man falling down the shoot;—the place was covered over and railed 
in ? Yes.
5213. Yrou do not think it possible he could have got there unless one of the laths had been moved ? I
do not. '
52X4. When you went to the place you found the laths over it ? Yes.
5215. You made inquiries, and could not find out whether auyouo had removed a lath and then put it 
hack ? Yes.
6216. His mate knew nothing about it, only that ho had gone? Yes, that was all.
5217. One of the truckers found him in the shoot; and tho shoot was covered over with laths ; but, for 
all that, he must have fallen through ? Yes. An inquest was held ; and four or live of the men who had 
been working there gave evidence.

Sis Honor : The end of it was that no one could fnd out how he got there.

5218. When a place is warm, men sometimes take up a lath to get air ? Yes.
5219. It is quite possible, then, that this man may have taken up a lath and slipped down, and afterwards 
someone came along and replaced it ? I do not know.
5220. Did you see the inspector down the mine any time previous to that big accident ? I often saw 
him down,
5221. He was down a week before the accident occurred? Yes.
5222. Did he make any complaint to you just before the accident that the stope should be better venti
lated ? I could not tell you now.
5223. Is it possible that ho advised you to improve the ventilation of that place before the accident 
occurred? We had sufficient ventilation up there, without increasing it. WA had improved the venti
lation before the accident occurred.
5224. T on said you would like to get rid of incompetent men, and put boys on ? I said it would he a 
good idea if apprentices were pat on in place of some of tlie incompetent men,
5225. You have worked your way up from a miner on the Hill ? Yes.
6226. Brora a miner to a shift-boss, then to foreman, and then to manager ? Yes.

i______ Joel
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Joel Phillips sworn and esamined:—
5227. Mr. Edma/rig.] Tour name is Joel Phillips ? Tea. ( ( J. Phillips.
5228. You are general manager of the Broken Hill Junction Silver Mining Company, Limited, and of
tho Broken Hill Junction North Silver Mining Company, Limited ? Yes. 23 July, 1897.
5229. Who is the underground manager of your mine? Charles Bennetts.
5230. How many years’ experience have you had in mining ? Porty-five years. I first started on the 
surface, doing work such as boys generally do—dressing ore, <£:c.; and afterwards went underground, 
working first with my father, and then with other parties.
5231. How long have you had charge of the Junction ? Pive years.
5232. How many do you employ there on an average ? About 300 or 320.
5233. This Commission is to inquire into causes of accidents that have taken place in tho Broken Hill 
district lately, and to get at the reasons of them, to prevent a recurrence in f nture. Have you noticed 
an increase in accidents lately in your mine? ] do not think so. Wo have not had many accidents 
altogether—nine, I think, altogether, in five years.
5234. How many fatal accidents have yon had ? Not one.
5235. And of the nine accidents ? Most of them were slight accidents.
5236. Have you had. any fatal accidents on the Junction North? No, not one.
5237. What has been the nature of these other accideiits ? The most serious accident was the breaking 
of a small bone of a man’s arm. A small stone came down the shaft, and struck him on the arm.
5238. Are the men under you competent and skilled men—the underground manager and tho foreman ?
Yes; and they are all good practical miners.
5239. I believe most of the men you have are men that you have brought up from Moonta ? They are 
strangers. We have got some very good men ; but some are inferior. We have a lot of very good men 
in the mine.
5240. Can you suggest how accidents are caused in the minecan you suggest any means by which they 
can be prevented, further than tho precautions taken at present ? I do not see how thero could be any 
further precaution taken. We take every precaution we can to prevent accidents.
5241. You had a creep the other day in the Junction F Yes.
5242. No accident was occasioned through it? No.
5243. You knew the ground was going? Yes ; I knew for some time that the ground was very heavy.
5244. The men had means of getting away without endangering themselves in any way? Yes; there 
were several ways to get away from it.
6245. I suppose that ground must have come? Timber would not have kept it.
524G. The wole of that is, I think, if not completely repaired, very nearly fixed up? We have not 
meddled with it very much whore the crush took place. We are putting in new drives round tho sides 
to get at the solid ground. No one is working in the crush.
5247. Js the timbering carried out under a good system ? Yes.
5248. And you have had as much filling done as possible? Yes.
5249. You use dynamite, of course, underground in your mine ? Yes.
5250. Do you “hull” your holes? They may sometimes, hut very seldom.
5251. It has been said that the practice of “ hulling” is a dangerous one? I do not see that there is any 
danger in it. “ Bulling” comes in as a rule whore deep holes are bored.
5252. What time would you leave a “bulled” hole before putting in the charge? That would depend 
upon the quantity of explosive that had been put in for “ bulling.” If only a small quantity of explosive 
were put in, a lew minutes would suffice: that is, where you have water to put in. You can generally 
tell by the tamping-stick whether the hole is cool or not.
5253. In the case of a missed charge, would you withdraw the tamping or put in another hole alongside;— 
which is the safer? The rule is to draw portion of the tamping, and re-chargc ; and then the concussion 
will send off the original charge.
5254. Within what distance of the charge can you withdraw the tamping ? I would not be afraid to go 
within I foot.
5255. And, at that distance, by putting in more dynamite you can explode the missed charge ? Yes; 
often with 2 feet on top you can explode it.
5256. You have had no accidents from falls of ground underneath ? I do not romomber anyone being 

■ hurt from a fall of ground.
5257. Is plenty of timber supplied to the men underground to secure the places in which they are 
working ? A good supply of timber is always on hand.
525S. Where do they get it? There is always a stack of timber at tho mouth of the shaft on the surf ace, *
and whenever there is a chance it is sent down to tho drives, where they can get it easily and without 
trouble.
5259. I suppose only wooden bars are used for tamping below ? Yes; that is all I have seen.
5260. Do you use machine drills down there ? Yes, just now.
5261. There is a rule that no man shall have more than 6 lb. of explosive in use at the one time;—would 
that quantity be sufficient for machine drills ? No. Ho would want more, or else have to make three or 
four journeys to the magazine when charging.
5262. Where is the magazine ? Aboveground.
5263. How are the explosives taken into the mine ? They are generally taken down in their packets.
Wo had canisters ; but the men would not take the trouble to use them ; they used them for watcr-cans 
instead.
5264. The explosives are in cardboard boxes ? Yes.
5265. Do you think cardboard boxes are sufficiently safe to carry explosives in ? Yes ; I think so.
5266. When men are ordered out by one of tho mine officers on account of the ground’s being apparently 
unsafe, on whom should the responsibility rest of telling them to go hack ? The underground bosses 
always consult me before men are put back ; and T have a look to see whether the place is safe.
5267. A.nd where the inspector orders men out you always refer to him before the men go back? We 
have never had any serious trouble with the ground, only this last big creep.
5208. Do you think that additional inspectors on the field would prevent accidents ? I do not think so.
5269. If you had a dozen different inspectors could you do more than you arc doing at present to prevent 

■ any
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J. Phillips, any accident in your mine ? I do not see how I could. We have taken every precaution to keep all 
places secure.

' J’ 52^0. You have worked on gold-reefs as well as in copper-mines ? Yes.
52/1. Have you ever known men to be looked after better, or better cared for, than at Broken Hill P I 
ol6 never Been any place where men have been better provided with timber than at Broken Hill.

5272. And every care taken for their safety ? Yes.
52/3; What time would you leave a missed-hole before allowing the men to go back to it ? I think the 
rule is not to allow the men to go back in the same shift; they are supposed to leave it for the rest of the 
shift; it might he eight hours ; and it might be only four.
5274. W bat do you think should be tbe limit P I think one and a half hours, or perhaps one hour would 
be long enough.

^uPP0S*n£ J011 are putting down a three-compartment shaft, how many compartments would you 
close . The whole, except the one that the stuff is being hauled up. The rule is to go 100 feet; but I 
would not be afraid to go 1.50 feet.
527G. There would be no danger in going 200 feet ? No.
52/7. I suppose tbat depends upon the men that are sinking p Yes.

y°u th’Hk a system of apprenticing youths would he of any advantage to the mines of Broken 
Hill r I think it would be a very good idea, ’
52/9. What time should they serve P I should say three years.
52S0. I suppose your machinery is suitable in every way for the lowering and raising of men ? Yes ; we 
roon ^dine-engbe. ^or foisting the men ; they are also used for hoisting the ore, 
o281. It has been said that as a matter of further safety two engine-drivers should be in the shod when 
men are being hoisted or lowered, in case one man might fall down in a fit ? I do not think it is necessary 
to have two drivers; I have never seen it.

no^ ^vo 111611 in the shed be more likely to lead to accident ? Yes; their attention
might be taken away from their work by talking, .
52S3. Would you have those men hold certificates ? I think they should.

riSU^°SC W°U^ U°^ aPP0ln^ a man 011 a certificate alone;, you would give him a test? I 
roo- rT6 llm ^are a reference from some other place showing him to be a competent man. 
o-8o. Do you think it would be an advantage if men were to change in the face instead of at the plat or 
brace. 1 do not think there should be a hard-and-fast rule to change at the faec, because at present theyblast as the last thing. > f j
o2S6. They could alter their hours of blasting ? They fix the time for blasting so as to allow for 
ventilation. '
o287. To change in the face might cause loss of time; but would it not be a matter of greater safety and 
security to the men if the in-coming shift were to have the face pointed out to them ? Where men are 
working with the pick they should, I think, change iu the face, as there is nothing to prevent their doing 
so ; but where they are blasting they could not very well do so, because it is an advantage sometimes to 
blast at the change of shift.
o2S8. I suppose the loss of time to the men is the only objection to their being compelled to show their 
mates the face? Aes, that is all; there is no objection otherwise.
o28D, I suppose you have never had inissed-holes left in the face and not reported? I do not remember 
that ever occurring.
5290. Is f here any truth in the statement that accidents are occasioned here by incompetent managers or 
incompetent shift-bosses ? Not so far as I know.
ro/m' ST bro1thner,’ Sonias Phillips, is underground manager of the North Junction Mine ? Yes.
'-oim ow laS- s'1I“"*J0S£es under him ? Yes ; they are appointed through me.
North P ^Ycs 1106 ^°U ^;lV0 g^veu hi relation to the Junction will apply equally well to the Junction

5294. I believe the creep in the Junction North lias been secured P Yes; all that is required: butthere 
is part ot the ground that has collapsed that will not bo required a^ain.
5295. All portions now being w'orked are safe and secure ? Yes. 0
5296 No accident has happened in that mine? There was a slight one yesterday. A wheel came off a 
truck, and struck a miner wno was standing in the plat.
o_97. W as that owing to any carelessness ? I do not think so. I do not see how it could be called care- 
TTur011 ! i t1,11’1' ot allyolle- rl'he wheel dropped off as the braceman was turning tbe truck round, 
ojiys. Was the man at the plat severely hurt? .1 do not think it was anything serious; ho got a nasty blow on tbe chest. j » > & j

5299. With the exception of that, you have had no serious accident? No.
°Tj Rh"- J olkinffkornc.'] What are your instructions to the men in respect to the covering of sets 
with laths f Every thoroughfare is supposed to he covered or railed off.
5301. Under where men are w'orldng? Yes. .
w-T n^167 T workinS UP six 0[’s6''™ floors, are all the floors underneath the working-face covered? 
ron')1113 *.C W j7 irom to bottom. The faces above and below where the men are working are covered. 
03U3. But uuder a working-face how many floors do you consider it is safe to leave? W7e generally keep 
roA<0TA1Tf “T “''ofl61 wher® “O’1 are working—sometimes two, sometimes three.
.>301. All the other places are guard-railed off ? They are often left open; but auy place where men are 
liable to step m is guarded by rails.
530o Yon consider that two or three floors under the working-floor should he left covered, and that that 
would be suflieient ? lies.
5306. Do you Ibmk it safe to uncover all sots excepting the one you arc working on ? If you are working 
in a^soft place with a pick, one should (I think) be suflieient. & J &
o30/. But supposing a lump came down, and a man went through the floor ? It would he as well to have 
a second noor. *
5308. No accident has occurred in the Junction through a man falling through in that way ? I do not 
remem er any. We had an accident the other day brought about by a man iumping under the batten 
nailed up to keep him away ; but if men will jump into places like Ibai '' ‘ ' —
cover the passes over; we must keep them open.

that we cannot help it. We cannot

5309,
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5309. You say your magazine is on the surface ? Yes.
5310. Do men take explosives into the cage with them ? I think- they do generally.
5311. Do you not think that should bo prohibited ? We have never had an accident with explosives yet, -3 JuIyi1897;
5312. Should an explosion take place in the cage it would be a serious one ? Yes; there is no question 
about that.
5313. Not only for the men in the cage, but for the mine? Yes. '
5314. Do you think then that taking explosives down with them in the cage should be prohibited? It 
might be prevented by getting a man to take the explosives down after them.
5315. What, in your opinion, has been the chief cause of tho accidents that have occurred in this district 
during the last twelve months ? I could not tell you ; I do not go outside of my own mine much.
5316. I suppose you have siot an opinion? I could not tell what the principal cause is.
5317. Do you think that the regulations and provisions under the Mining Act of 1874 are sufficient for 
mining as it is carried on to-day? I think so. We cannot do more than we arc doing ; and it would 
make no difference to us if you made any number of Acts.
5318. It lias been pointed out that there is no power to impose a penalty on the men should they commit 
a breach of the regulations. Do you think if provision was made for a penalty in connection with some 
of the rules it would tend to prevent accidents ? Make what penalty you like, if a manager is taking all 
the care possible he can do no more.
5319. But do the men at all times follow out the instructions of the manager ? If men would follow out 
the instructions of the manager some accidents would not occur. I have known accidents to occur through 
men not doing what they were told ; but we have had no serious accidents.
5320. Do you know if it is true what the paper says about Jones, who was hurt at the Junction North;—■ 
is the accident likely to prove fatal ? J saw him yesterday at his house ; and he looked very well; and I 
heard this morning that he had a very good night, and is improving.
5321. Do you think that sufficient provision is made for the men to know what the regulations under the 
Mining Act are ? The regulations are posted up in the most conspicuous places, where the men have to 
go every day ; they cannot help seeing them.
5322. Have you got any rules other than the Government regulations? We have not got any printed 
code of rules.
5323. All verbal? Yes. *
5324. I think you said it is safer to take off some of tbe tamping from a charge than to bore a hole 
alongside? Yes ; there is just as much danger, perhaps more, in boring a hole alongside as in taking out 
portion of the charge.
5325. One of the rules says that a charge of powder shall not be unrammed ? That rule is broken
very often. ■
5326. Mr. Williams.'] You should put another primer in ? Yes ; take out the tamping to within 6 inches 
or a foot of tho charge, and put another plugin.
5327. Could you suggest; any improvement on that method ? No.
5328. You have tried electricity? Yes : but have gone back to the old system.
5329. You prefer the old method to electricity ? Yes.

John Evans sworn and examined:—
5330. Mr. Edwards.] What is your full name ? John Evans. J. Evans.
5331. You are underground manager of Block 14 mine P Yes.
5332. How many years’ experience in mining have you had? Twonty-seven altogether in mining, and 2318!)7• 
twenty-five underground.
5333. How long have you been underground manager of Block 14 ? 'Two years and four months.
5334. 1. believe there have been no fatal accidents in that mine since 1892 ? Yes; it is five years ago.
5335. When Mr. Lane was general manager ? Yes.
5330. And Mr. Simpson underground manager? Yes. '
5337. Have you had any serious accidents underground within the last two or three years ? No.
5338. Any accidents laying men up for a time ? About a fortnight is the extreme.
5339. A man has been laid up for a fortnight? Yes.
5340. That would be from what cause ? A. stone fell on him, and cut his head,
5341. Is the ventilation in your mine good ? Yes, it is perfect.
5342. I think we had a witness named Bourne from Block 14 tho other day. He is working on the mine 
now ? Yes.
5343. Is he a good steady workman ? Ho never lost a shift until last Wednesday night.
5344. He said there was some dangerous ground in a pass or ladderway that men were in the habit of 
going past; he said he had not pointed it out to the shift-boss or underground manager ? I asked tbe 
man about tbat; and he told me that Bourne refers to some considerable time back, and the ground has 
long since been secured.
5345. So far as you know, are there any dangerous places iu your mine not secured ? None at all.
5346. Is it the duty of the men to report dangerous places at ouce to the shift-bosses, or to you ? It
should be, - "
5347. Are they instructed to do so ? Yes.
5348. Are they encouraged to do so ? Yes.
5349. Are the men provided with plenty of f imber to secure tho ground ? Plenty of timber is always at 
hand.
5350. What sort of shift-bosses have you got under you;—are they competent men ? Yes, they are all 
competent.
5351. How many have you got? Three.
5352. How many men do you employ underground ? Eor the last eight and a half years the average
is 400. ’ ■
5353. Do you find the men competent? They are of all classes and sorts. You have to find men for 
places, and places for men.
5354. Have you more incompetent than competent men ? I do not think so ; I think I have more com
petent than incompetent men. 5355.
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J. Evans, 5355, Could many of tho smaller kinds of accidents that now occur be avoided if you liadmore competent 
men at ivork ? As a rule we do not have much in the way of accidents in our mine; hut I think if the 

23 Ju y, 1897, men jjeen competent some of the accidents that have occurred would not have been brought about.
5356. Can you suggest anything that could be done, and that is not now being done, by which accidents
could be avoided ? Kothing at all. 1
5357. Do you think if you had additional inspectors knocking round the mine, accidents would be pre
vented? Not unless they could look through the ground. As far as tho ground goes now, one inspector 
is enough. If one could look through ground a little way he might tell you something fresh.
5358. Have you printed rules to work by ? Tea; we have rules posted up.
5359. They are on the same lines as the Proprietary rules ? Yes, I think so.
5360. In addition to them yon have the Q-ovcrnment regulations ? Yes.
5361. Do you know if men make themselves acquainted with these rules and regulations? I could 
not say.
5362. They are stuck up so that they can read them if they like V Yes.
5363. In addition to that, the shift-bosses tel] them all their duties, and warn them of what they should 
not do? Yes.
5361. Could you give any idea as to the movement of the men during the last twelve months, princi
pally those taken on and those got rid of? I could not; I have no idea.
5365. As to explosives—I suppose you only use wooden tampiug-rods ? Yes,
5366. Metal ones are prohibited ? Yes.
5367. Do you “ bull ” holes ? No.
5368. You use just the plain hole ? Yes.
5369. In the case of a missed-hoie do you draw the tamping, or put in another hole alongside? "V\Te 
generally put in another plug and detonator, and tire it again.
5370. You find that in all cases effectual ? I think that is the safest plan.
5371. Do you think a system of apprenticing youths might he adopted iu Broken Hill with advantage? 
I think it would he better.
5372. At what age did you go underground ? Twelve.
5373. That is a little young? Yes.
5374. YYliat age would you suggest for boys up here ? 1 do not think they sliould go underground before 
15 or 16.
5375. And bow long do you think they should serve before becoming miners ? 1 do not think they should 
serve any time; some may be only two years, while others may bo four or five years, before they become 
efficient.
5376. Do you think tbat changing at the face would prevent accidents through over-hanging ground being 
left ? I do not think it would in our mine.
5377. You haul from one shaft alone ? Yes.
5378. And it would take a considerable time to got the men up? Yes.
5379. Apart from the loss of time, it would be a protection? No, I do not think it would; the shift- 
bosses are made acquainted with any dangerous places,
5380. It would he a means to preserve the in coming shift from danger? If one man were to stop, it 
would be sufficient.
5381. Is your hauling machinery good ? Yes ; it is in good repair.
5382. How many engine-drivers do you think you ought to have in the shed when raising and lowering 
men ? We have only one ; and if you had more they would talk and neglect their duty.
5383. In Ihc case of men being ordered out of dangerous ground by you : would you he prepared to take 
the responsibility of ordering them back again ; or would you call in the inspector ? I would tako them 
back when I thought it fit.
5384. If the inspector were called in. yon would leave the responsibility on his shoulders ? Yos.
5383. As to the floors in the stopes: do jou keep the laths on, and, if so, up to what time ? They aro 
pretty well covered until mullocking is put in.
5386. Do you notice the men take the laths off ? Sometimes.
5387. Is that against the rules ? Yes.
5388. What do you do ? Discharge them, if I can find them.
G3S9. How are those stopes secured where tho floors have been taken olf? Tho laths are re-laid, or else 
battens are put round in the shape of railings.
5390. When working out a stope, how many floors do you keep secured under the floor on whiclithemen 
aro working? We generally keep two sets secured underneath.
5391. You think that is sufficient? Yres.
5392. 1 hope Bourne did not get inin trouble with the men or tbe management for giving evidence the 
other day ? He did not get into trouble with the management; I do not know how he will shape with 
the men. Beally, I do not think there is anything in it.
5393. Mr. Polkivf/hornc^] Have you got safety appliances attached to your cages ? Yes.
5394. Do you think it should be compulsory for all mining companies to have safety appliances attached 
to their cages used for lowering and raising men ? Y7es, .1 think it would be safer.
5395. Do you think it would he a further degree of safety to have disconnecting hooks or thimbles to 
prevent the overhauling of cages ? That might be safer.
539S. Is there any truth in the assertion that some of the boys employed on Block 14 arc below the ago 
prescribed by the Act? There was one.
5397. it has been said that there were two— one by the name of Graham, and one by the name of Doon ? 
Doon’s parents misrepresented bis age; and. on making inquiries, we find that he is tuo months short of 
10. The other boy is over 17.
5393. As to having two engine-drivers in the shed at change of shift, is there not a probability of a man's 
failing down in a fit ? I have never heard of such a case ; but 1 think there is a greater probability' of 
talking being indulged in if you have two drivers in the shed; and that would be a greater danger than 
the probability of a man falling down in a fit.
5399. You think engine-drivers in all cases should be certificated? A certificate is very good provided 
the man merits it. 1 remember on one occasion on Broken Hill where there wore two non-certificated

men
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men driving tlie engine; and the other, who was a certificated man, was discharged for neglecting J- Evans.
his duty. 4 oaTnlvOW?
5400. That may be so : but still the certificate did not make him neglectful ? And the certificate does " •”
not make a man competent in many eases.
5401. He was in that case discharged for being neglectful; not for being incompetent? He was discharged 
for nearly knocking a man’s head off,
5402. What, in your opinion, has been the chief cause of accidents in this district ? I could not tell you 
about the district; I. have been pretty well at tbe one place ever since I have been on the Hill.
5403. Have you noticed any increase in the number of accidents during the last twelve months ? There 
has been a decrease in our place.
5404. Tou have not watched what has been going on outside your mine? No, not at all. _ _
5405. There is a rule under the Act saying that a man shall not have in his possession at one time in the 
one place more than 6 lb. of explosive. Do yon think that rule is sufficient ? No ; it is often broken.
5406. What course do you adopt in your mine ? In the machine-drilled holes the men can have just 
what they require ; hut in the hand-drilled holes not many of them take more than 6 lb. In onr place, 
they go to tho maga/.ine and get what they require in a canister, and, immediately after using, return the 
canister again with any balance.
5407. Is work carried out in your mine under contract, or by day-work ? Pretty well all on day-work, at
present. _
5408. And that is the rule of the mine—that the men take what they require, and return what they do
not use ? Yes. _
5409. Hf-s Honor.] AVhen ? Immediately after they have charged their holes.
5410. What if they want to charge any more holes during the shift? They have to go and get 
some more.
5411. Tou do not find that inconvenient ? No.
5412. Where is the magazine ? We have a magazine on each level.
5413. They have not to go very far ? No.
5414. \\Tho is in attendance at each magazine? Boys.
5415. A boy at each of them ? Tcs. _
5416. Do you not think that is rather a dangerous occupation for boys ? I do not think so ; they seem 
to do it very well; they have never had any mishaps.
5417. Tou say the ventilation in your mine is good? It is perfect all through. _
5418. And you Ihink the matter of changing in the face would not conduce to the lessening of accidents or 
to the benefit of the mine or (he men ? I do not think it would.
5419. Mr. tVilliams.'] Yon say you believe in having floors covered to within two sets of the level where 
tho men arc working ? Tos.
5420. You say you have boys in charge of the magazines ? Yes.
5421. And they are doing pretty well ? Tes.
5422. No accidents have occurred through their being employed ? No.
5423. Do you think ii would he safer to have experienced men in charge of the explosives ? I do not
think so. _ _
5424. Mr. Edwards!] What became of Doon? He was knocked off ; he did not come hack after it was 
discovered that his ago was under 16.
5425. And he is now out of employment ? Tes, _
5426. Who made that rule that boys must be 16 ? The Lead Commission, I believe.

Thomas Phillips sworn aud examined :—
5427. Mr. Edtoards.] Tour name is Thomas Phillips f Tes. Phdhp3-
5428. Tou are the underground manager of the Broken Hill Junction North Silver-mining Company,
Limited? Tes. ■ . . . . , 23 July, 1887.

5429. How many years’ experience have you had in mining ? A little over thirty years’.
5430. And how long have you been m charge of the Junction North? Twelve months.
5431. Your brother, Joel Phillips, is general manager? Tes,
5432. Have you got good shift-bosses under you ? Tes.
5433. Competent men ? lres.
543k And how many men have you employed there? 130, I think.
5135. How is the mine as regards safety, so far as the timbering is eoneerned ? Since I have been there 
it has been very good.
5436. You had a creep there the other day ? Tes.
5437. Is that all secure now? Yes, all the ground that we are working in,
5438. Have you had any fatal accidents in that mine ? No,
5439. Have you had any serious accident ? No, not since I have been there.
5440. What about that man who was struck with awheel off a trolly? That occurred the day before 
yesterday, and is not very serious.
5441. Have you had any men disabled for any length of time ? No, I am not aware of any being disabled 
for more than a day or two.
5442. Tou have no printed rules for the underground working ? No, only the Government regulations.
5443. Tou and your shift-bosses give instructions verbally ? Tes, daily, to the men. *
5444. How do you stand with regard to your men ; are they competent ? I have got a very'fair number 
of men.
5445. Where did you get them ? Principally from here.
5446. Is your machinery suitable for its purposes ? Yes.
5447. How many engine-drivers do you keep on at change of shift? Usually two, for a time.
5448. Do you think that two are absolutely necessary ? I think it is as well to have two.
5419. What have you seen in other places ? I have usually seen two kept on during change of shift.
5450. Aud that is your practice ? We have not carried it right out.

258—Y 5451.
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T, Phillips. 5451. Do yon not find tlietn liable to have a yarn to each other and neglect their work ? Not' for that 
^me ’ t^P^r a,re on^ tog^her half an hour. ”

.23 July, 1807. 5452. Sis Honor.] Do the engine-drivers’ shifts overlap at that time ? Tes.
5453. Before one goes off the other has come on ? Yes.
5454. So that, generally, when a cage is coming up loaded with men at the change of shift, two drivers are 
in the shed ? Tes, very often.
5455. Is that in consequence of any rule, or wish that yon have expressed ; or is it only that it happens 
generally so ? It has not been made a strict rule.
545G. Do the men prefer it themselves; or how is it that it does happen? I have never heard them 
express a wish to have more than one.
5457. It is the rule generally for men not to go on before they can help it ? The driver generally comes 
on a little before his time,
5458. You find they do wort it that way, as if they preferred it ? Yes.
5459. Mr. Edwardsi] Is plenty of timber supplied for the men to secure the ground ? Yes.
54G0. Where is it kept ? At the surface ; and it is sent down as required.
5401. Is anything left undone that yon could do to prevent accidents ? I do not think so.
5402. Do you think additional inspectors would prevent accidents? No.
51-03. "What is your practice as regards blasting 1 suppose you “hull” the holes there sometimes ? It 
has not been necessary to do that.
5464. Do you use rock-drills ? No,
5465. The mine is only being opened out ? Yes. '
5466. In fact you are prospecting in the mine in places ? Yes.
5467. You have not used rock-drills in it yet ? Not yet.
5468- .1 suppose you have used rock-drills before you came to this mine? Yes.
5469. There is a rule about not more than 6 lb. of explosive to be in use at one time. That would not be 
sufficient for a rock-drill ? No,
5470. How is your explosive taken into tbe mine ? It is taken down in the cages.
5471. Have you got canisters or boxes for it ? It is generally tied up in a packet.
5472. Is that taken for storage, or for immediate use ? Dor immediate use.
5473. Have you got any storage below for powder? Yes.
5474. Away from tbe workings ? Yes, wc keep a little stored.
5475. Is it a magazine ? It is a drive that is not used ; it is away from the workings.
5476. His Honor.] Not a regular magazine, but a drive that acts as one? Yes.
5477. Mr. Edwards] I suppose only wooden tamping-bars are used down below? Yes,
5478. Metal bars arc prohibited altogether P Yes.
5479. His Honor] What practice do you follow in giving out powder? The shift-bosses get the powder 
for the men.
5480. Is it under lock and key? Yes.
5481. Who keeps the key ? The shift-bosses.
5482. The shift-bosses always serve tbe powder out? Yes.
5483. Mr. Edwards] So that it is really a magazine, although not a properly constructed one ? Xes ;

' we are always obliged to put a little on one side; we could not take it up and down as required.
5484. Do you think it would be an additional security to the men if they changed at the face ;—would
not men then have an opportunity of pointing out to their mates coming on the condition of the face ? 
A man goes round and sees that everything is all right at each shift. ■
5485. That is where you are employing a small number of men ; where yon employ a large number of 
men, that would not be possible ? No.
5486. What do you think about apprentices ; do you think they would he an advantage ;—do you think 
it would he an advantage if you were allowed to apprentice youths to mining underground ? I think 
there is no better time for them to learn than when young,
5487. I suppose you learnt pretty young ? I was underground when 15 years of age.
5488. And you have been under ever since ? Pretty well all the time.
5489. How old should a boy be before he is allowed to go in ? Sixteen, according to the Act.
5490. His Honor] "What age would you suggest ? I think 16 is quite young enough.
5491. Mr. Edwards] How long would you make them serve before they could call themselves miners ? 
I think twelve or eighteen months, if the youth be smart.
5492. It would be according to tbe man ? Yes.
5493. In your stopes, when do you take your floors off;—do you ever shift them? Wc have to shift 
them when throwing stuff down,
5494. When filling? Yes. .
5495. When a man is working on the top floor, how many floors would you leave under him ? The 
greater part is being filled ; aud there are not many floors under where we are working.
5496. As you take the laths up you put in mullock ? Yes.
5497. Do you find the men over rob the floors of laths to save themselves the trouble of going to the plat 
for timber ? They would if allowed.
5498. When they take the laths up, do they put any protection round them ? We have them battened 
off, ready for filling.
5499. However, the floors are looked after; and you have never had an accident from that cause? No.
5500. His Honor] In your opinion—apart from your experience in that mine—how many floors under a 
working-floor would you make it compulsory to have securely covered with laths ? I think within two 
floors of tjie working-floor should he covered.
5501. There should be two sound floors underneath the working-floor ? Yes,
5502. And below that you see no necessity to keep the floors closed ? No • not so far as the working- 
floor is concerned.
5503. Mr. Polkingliorne] You have two engine-drivers on at change of shift;—are we to understand 
that it is your wish that two should be there at change of shift ? I think it would be safer, and would be 
tbe best course to adopt.
5504. How long have yon been on the Barrier—residing permanently ? Twelve' months.

5505.
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5505. JIis JTonor.'] Do you think you could arrange with engine-drivers to agree that their shifts should l^hilhpg-
overlap to such an extent as would cover the time it takes the men to come up? Xes; and that would 
be the best thing to do.
5506. With a small increase of pay? Tes; they would be agreeable to^that.
5507. And that would not be any great extra expense to the mine ? Ivo ; it means merely half an hour.
550S. Just to make an overlap ? Xes. ,
5500. Mr. JSdwardsi] Tou would not have a hard-and-fast rule though, because some mines only work 
one shift ? No ; I would not have any hard-and-fast rule on the matter.

23 July, 1897.

E. J.
Horwood.

Edward James Horwood rc-called and further examined :—
5510. Sis Sonori] Tou spoke of the system of apprenticing that was in force aboveground at the Pro
prietary Mine ? The general manager referred to such a system. ^
5511. 1 want to find out whether the youths are apprenticed to the management of the company or t0 23 1897.
some of the men employed ? They are apprenticed to the management, 1 believe; because men in charge ’
of different portions of the works where apprentices are taken are changed very often.. I have not seen 
any of the documents relating to apprenticeships, and cannot, therefore, speak for certain on this matter.
5512. The system is somewhat on the same principle as that obtaining at Mort’s Dock, T suppose? Tes, 
your Honor; they are apprenticed to tlie establishment.
5513. You have not actually got any copies of the forms used ? These matters are attended to by the 
chief engineer and his department; aud, consequently, I am not thoroughly acquainted with the details.
I think they have forms for each apprentice.
5514. There is a regular form, of course—a printed form ? Tcs ; J believe so. _
5515. I should like to have one of those forms ? I will endeavour to get yon one, if obtainable.*

Christopher Kelly re-called and further examined:—
5516. Sis Honor.'] I understand you wish to give some evidence as to your experience aud competency C. Kelly, 
as a miner? Tos. I notice that "Mr. Thomas stated in his evidence that Mr. Shinnick and_ myself had
both been discharged because we were no kind of miners and had no idea of the work. To disprove that, " u Ei ■ 
I will now, in the first instance, hand your Honor a credential from the manager of the Mount Euriowie 
Tin-mining Company, New South "Wales, and lately of New Zealand, It is dated 10th September, 1888.
5517. What is your trade? General blacksmith and horse-shocr. _
5518. Tou were working at this tin-mine, partly as a miner, and partly as a mining blacksmith ? Tes,
5519. Wlmt other experience have you had? I was for throe years in a coal-mine in Mew Zealand;
first in helping the men up the boards with their trucks, from that to horse-driving, and then to mining, 
at which I served six months. _
5520. Beyond that, what experience have you had in mining ? I was then apprenticed as a .blacksmith; 
hut after"! had served six months w'e had a row, and the indentures were cancelled. I then went as an 
improver, and afterwards started miring by roughing it on reefiug-fields. I was for five years under
ground, as a tributor and on wages.
5521. Not blacksmithing ? No; but I occasionally sharpened tools for the men. _
5522. And then you came over here ? Tes ; under that manager whose name is attached to the credential
I handed you. _ ,
5523. Then you say you are, although a blacksmith, also a miner by occupation ? I am not afraid to take 
up work in any capacity as regards mining. As to Mr. Thomas’s statements, I will tell yon that, when 
Mr. Shinnick and I first made a start in Block 10, Mr, Thomas’s son, the foreman, came round and had 
a look at us when we had two sets of timber in; and he passed the remark that, if every set of timber was 
put in as those two sets were. Block 10 would have the best sets of timber along the line of lode. The 
monthly dividends, and the decrease in the number of accidents, on that mine show that the men are not 
incompetent. It is splendid, indeed, for Mr. Thomas to call his employees “fencers ” and “ sundowners.”
Mr. Thomas has a great habit, when men get through half a set, to stop them, and not pay them ; and— 
another thing—if you are in good ground, they won’t take the ore away; and yon have to^ stay off 
two shifts before it is cleared. Mr. Thomas further stated that the time on the plat at the TlS-feet level, 
at Kelly’s shaft, was not unsafe to an experienced minor; but I do not agree with him. "When timber is 
bent and splintered in all shapes, it shows that it wants rctimbexing. Again, often we have been nearly 
smothered with dust from the stuff being shot down the shoot at change of shift. The sulphides do con
tain lead ; and I say this, that the gas iji those gold-mines in Victoria is easily got rid of. and is not as 
severe on the men as lead. Put the Victorian miner and the Broken Hill miner out in the streets, and 
you could pick the Broken Hill miner out very easily. I wish also to refer to Mr. .Rowe’s statement.
He said that I met with my accident through breaking up a rock. I say 1 did not. I did not interfere 
with any rock. The shift-boss then comes in with another statement, which even contradicts the under
ground manager’s, saying that X had no business to touch that stone. If we had not touched that stone, 
aud had allowed it to fall on us, then “ Dead men would tell no tales.” Mr. Andrew goes on to say that 
1 did not start where I was put. Our mates who came on in the next shift can prove that he is wrong ; 
and I question whether the shift-boss or underground manager knows the date on which I met with my 
accident. Nearly every week you hear of accidents occurring in the Central. I thought my first object 
in coming here was to show things that wanted attending to, in order to prevent accidents in tlie future; 
but I can plainly see that the old sore of 1892 is still to the fore. I know that in the early days of the 
Barrier Mr. Thomas was discharged from the Proprietary Mine by Mr. Harper for his brutality to the 
men. Plenty of men can give evidence here as well as Mr. Shinnick and myself; but they won’t 
come ; they know too well what would he the result. Mr, Andrew said I was only one and a half hour 
working in the Central. That is not true ; I was two and a half hours there, spending nearly an hour 
looking for tools and water before we could make a start. There is another thing I would like to call atten
tion to; and that is, in going southward on the 415-feet level towards Campbell’s shaft of Block 10, abont 
half way the drive is only about 4 feet high ; and if there was any creep men could not pass on. I believe

'they
• ‘Note.—His Honor was afterwards informed that tlie apprenticeships were arranged verbally only.
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Ae they have since started on the east side to mate a drive ; but for what purpose I do not know. While I 
"‘iTiii Tr<t was.^ore 'n,o _had to sometimes carry timber ou our shoulders, aud crouch down, and get along like goats. 
*’ ' ’ ‘‘ While I was in the Central I picked up half a dozen plugs of fracteur lying on tho sill-floors.

5524'. Mr.Pollcinghornc.'] Were you compelled to go through that crushed drive you speak of in order to 
get your timber ? There was no other way ; that was the only road.
5525. Tou had to go through this crushed drive in order to get to Kelly’s shaft? Tes; we were working 
on the Central boundary. If they have a set on one man, it is a shame (I think) that the whole party 
should be made to suffer. When Mr. Harper was here, I Jwas only working one month underground at 
McGregor’s shaft, Block 11. I had the offer of being an underground boss ; but I preferred to go up and 
work on the surface at my trade. Mr. Harper is the best and most practical manager we have ever had 
here. We shall have to have stronger social and political influence to bear on those mines before justice 
is administered to the worker.

James Hebbard sworn and esamined :—
3. Hebbard.

23 July, 1S97

5526. Sis Manor.] Tour name is James Hebbard ? Tes.
5527. Ton are Inspector for the Albert Mining District? Tes.
5528. When were you appointed ? I was appointed as inspector in December, 186],
5529. Was there another inspector before you; or are you the first inspector? There had been an
inspector here, but he died. ' ■
5580. What was his name? William Rue.
5531. What is the extent of the Albert Mining District? I think Tibooburra is considered the limit to
the north, and that is a distance of about 200 miles. '
5532. What are the boundaries of the district itself;—what distance might you have to go if any fresh 
discoveries were made further north ? My district has never been defined ; the other inspectors do not 
come this way further than Cobar, and I conclude that my district extends to the Queensland and South 
Australian borders, and to tbe Darling.
5533. Has it never been marked off on any map, or described in any proclamation ? The inspector for
tho Albert Mining District simply has his headquarters at Broken Hill; the other inspectors have theirs 
iu Sydney. ■
5534. Is there any inspector stationed between here and Sydney ? Kot resident.
5535. Mining is going on at various other places outside of Broken Hill within what you consider to be 
your district ? There may be ten or a dozen men engaged in actual mining at Mount Browne and Tiboo
burra, the balance being puddlers. Tbe mining at White Cliffs is intermittent, depending mostly on the 
amount of work available on the stations. Their work there consists almost entirely of paddocking.
5536. How far is Wiiite Cliffs from here ? About ICO miles. There is no actual mining there, except in 
turning over ground in the manner of deep trenching.
5537. Is that north from here ? About 60 miles north-west from Wilcannia.
5538. That is E.,N,E, from here ? Tes. Then there are about 110 men engaged at Tarrawingee, and 
perhaps sixteen or seventeen at Thackaringa.
5539. How far is Thackaringa? Erom 25 to 30 miles from here by buggy ; it is 6 Iniles this side of 
Cockburn, which you reach by train,
5540. What are they doing there? Mostly fossicking. The lodes do not go down very deep there; they 
are of an undulating formation. Nearly every man there is a “ hatter.”
5541. Simply open-trenching? Not that exactly; every thing can be done with a windlass. Nearly
every man there is on his own hook, and sends his ore either to Port Pirie or Dry Creek. "
5542. Do these other mines outside Broken Hill require you to leave headquarters on any occasions ? 
A day, or a day and night, or two days, will suffice for a visit to auy of them, excepting Mount Browne 
and Tibooburra, which take about twelve days. I have not been up there for over two years ; and the 
Chief Inspector does not consider it necessary for me to visit those places frequently.
5543. Practically, then, is there any work for you outside Broken Hill, except at Tarrawingee ? There is 
Tarrawingee, The Pinnacles, and Thackaringa; also Tuba, where there are a few men working.
5544. The Pinnacles you can almost call Broken Hill, I suppose ? Tes ; you can reach them in an hour. 
There is also a small party of men working at Balaclava, engaged in opening up a copper lode. This lode 
is being opened up by men from the Moonta copper-mines ; and it is situated towards Menindie.
5545. Then it is possible you may be taken away for a day or two from here ? Tes, when I visit 
Thackaringa I generally take a run over to Tuba at the same time ; and to do this double visit it requires 
me to leave here by the express at night, and to be absent from the Hill until the second evening.
5546. Tou would come back the second day after leaving ? Tes. ■
5547. Tou would be away two nights and two days? Tes.
5548. There is nothing doing at Silverton ? No, nothing at all.
5549. What do you say in your opinion—quite apart from all question of salary—as to the necessity or 
expediency of there being another inspector for the whole Albert District, in addition to yourself ? I do 
not think there is any necessity for it, your Honor; and I have already reported in that way to the 
Department.
5550. Assuming, of course, that your salary would remain as it is now, and looking at it as a New South 
Welshman having to pay for the inspector, is that what you say? I do not think there is work for 
another inspector. Of course, I should be very pleased to have one for company.
5551. He would have to put in all his time loafing ? Tes; unless we travelled together.
5552. That is your opinion then ? Tos, that is my candid opinion.
5553. Tou think yon can do the whole of tho work with perfect ease ? Tes. ■
5554. It does sometimes happen that you are sent for very suddenly? Tes, sometimes,
5555. Well, them supposing you are away at one of these outside place ? If a fatality occurred they 
would have to wait until I could come back. That has been done. A fatal accident occurred during one 
of my trips to Mount Browne ; and they waited.
5556. Of course it is not absolutely essential that you should see the man who is killed ? No ; there is
no rule to that effect. It has been the custom, at my request, for every place where an accident of a 
serious nature or resulting in death occurs to be left untouched until I view it. There is nothing in the 
regulations to compel that. 5557.
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5557. How many days on an average in tlie month are you away from Broken Hill? My visits outside ,T
are so very irregular that 1 could hardly strike an average. Half a day will do for the Pinnaclesand j. „ 
since I have been in tho district I have not visited Thackaringa once in three months, because there is no ■>’ '
fear of danger arising there from any infringement of the regulations.
5558. Ko sufficiently deep mining? Ho ; the deepest they are working there, or have worked there for 
the last eight or nine years, is not more than 50 feet vertical. The lodes are small, and the enclosing
rocks hard. . . „„ „ v
5559. So that, practically, you can spend the whole of your time in Broken Mill f Acs.
5550. And you do not think another man is wanted here ? I do not.
5561. When was the system first instituted of reporting to the Minister all accidents that happen? J
do not know ; but I believe it was commenced some few months after my appointment. When I came 
here I found absolutely no records of any sort; and anything I wanted to^ know regarding accidents 1 
had simply to fish out the best way I could. I then recommended to the Chief Inspector that he should 
request the managers to report ail accidents ; and a circular conveying such a request was ultimately sent 
out from the head office to all managers. There is nothing in the regulations providing that they should 
report: accidents. .
5562. Do you remember the date of that circular ? I could not say. I think it was sent out on two or 
three occasions, when it was thought that accidents were not always being reported.
5503. You find that all accidents are now reported ? Tcs.
5564. And you make a report to the Chief Inspector? Tes. .
5565. And the Chief Inspector reports to the Minister, or do you report direct to the Minister ? AU my 
correspondence is sent direct to the Chief Inspector.
5566. To Mr. Sice ? Tes.
5567. And he sends it on to the Minister, if he thinks it necessary ? Tes.
5568. Is every accident reported ? I use my discretion ns to whether I send a full report on. When I 
make my annual report I state the number of fatalities, aud serious aud minor accidents, and also the 
number of accidents which I had considered so slight as to bo not of sufficient consequence to report to 
the Department.
5569. You do report anything of sufficient consequence? Yes.
5570. How long has that been done for certain? Dor certain, about four years.
6571, That bciim so, ivhat do you say as to the increase of accidents within the last year or two—say 
within the last two years ? 1 do not think there has been a noticeable increase. We get accidents in
spurts ; the same as this last spurt, where we had four fatalities, and an accident resulting fatally, m
forty-eight or ELfty hours. , --nr ^
5572. "Which eases were those ? They were the eases which brought the discussion on in Tariiament.
Timothv Byan and James Taylor were killed on tbe same day; and a few hours afterwards James Kennedy 
and Henry Sawyer met their deaths at Tarrawingee ; and a couple of days after, "William Andrewatha
met his death. _
5573. It was these five fatalities that attracted public attention? Yes. _
5574. Up that time you had not noticed any increase ? Ho; it did not strike me that any increase ivas
noticeable. , . . ,.
5575. On recollection, has it struck you that there was an increase ? I do not think so, not m proportion 
to the increased number of men employed. Within the last eighteen months the mines show an increase
of 1,600 or 1,800 workmen, . . ,
5576. As to the cause or causes of accidents, in a general way. Have you formed any opinion as to any
prevailing cause or causes, as to any special want of care, or anything of that kind, on the part of any 
person or persons, resulting in accidents ? In visiting places where accidents have occurred, particularly 
underground, I frequently have to make a mental note of the fact that the accidents might have been 
prevented had some little precaution been taken, . ,
5577. On whose part ? On the part of the men. Every individual face in a stope is absolutely in charge 
of the men who are working it; if they cannot safeguard themselves, no instructions from anyone else will 
do so; unless they are at the same time absolutely forced to do certain things that arc often left undone.
5578. 'Have you had occasion sometimes to remark upon carelessness in the management? Ho.
5579. You remember no occasion on which you have had cause to notice carelessness in the management ?
I cannot call to mind any particular instance. So many accidents came under my notice that you must 
excuse me if I cannot remember tlie exact circumstances in every one of them.
5580. The general impression left upon your mind is that the cause has been rather carelessness upon the 
part of the men ? I would not say carelessness for a moment, your Honor ; I should be inclined to 
think that it was not carelessness altogether that caused accidents, but, perhaps, error of judgment. _
5581. Some act which was unavoidable so far as the management was concerned ? Where men are working 
in a stope together, the management cannot have anything, or can only have very little, to do with their 
safely. If they provide the men with all the tools and material they require for working the stope, that is 
practically all they can do for the individual safety of the men.
5582. Except to make rules which, if the men carried them out, would help them to secure their safety ?
Speaking apart from my position as inspector, I would not give a finger-snap for rules. If the men have 
not got such knowledge as to know what is essential to their safety in carrying out their work under
ground, I do not think it is any good tying rules round their necks. _ _
5583. There are some few general rules which are useful for information to men who are not quite up to 
the mark in knowledge? Yes ; hut I do not think mining operations can be carried on by rules. _
5584. Hot by hard-and-fast rules going too much into details ? The safety or danger of workmen in a
mine is largely a matter of common sense. _ . , „ ,
5585. It would be well to have general rules in some eases; for instance, if a man eouldbe sharply lined 
for stripuing floors ? If the fine could he recovered I think it would act as a deterrent against carelessness.
5586. A fine, with imprisonment for non-payment? Perhaps a rule in that direction might have some

5587. Has it struck you in the course of your going through the causes of the different accidents that 
that has, or has not, been virtually the source of many smaller accidents and some bigger ones ? It is 
only occasionally that things of that sort have happened in later times; thero used to be a good deal of it one
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J^Hebbard. time ; but accidents of that description very seldom occur now. I remember two or three cases where men 
23 July 1897. k-co t en ™rouS^ > an(l ^‘is ‘s brougllt about sometimes by a man treading on a broken lath after shooting.

’ h suppose you hardly know of a case w'here a man has been seriously injured through falling
through one floor P It would largely depend on the manner of bis falling; if he fell in such a manner as
to strike his head on something hard, he might receive serious injury. Take Harvey’s case, for instance ;

not’’. t *ie stone falling on him that killed him, but bis falling back and fracturing the base of bis skull.
ooSS._Serious risk is generally involved by a man’s going doivn several floors? Tcs; but from my
espei j once it must bo very rare that that can happen. I have bad to serve one or two notices on com
panies for not having laths on tlie floors; but my action was very prompt; and at the time the notices 
were served there was, I believe, a scarcity of 10 x 2 timber through tho failure of their ship to come in 
to Port Pirie ; and the companies were struggling on, meanwhile, the best way they could.

a^0 Was I think the case where that occurred was quite recently, either at the
end or last May or the beginning of .Tune.
.5591. Did any accident happen in consequence of the shortage of timber? I did not bear of any. The 
juries in Broken Hid have declared that verbal notices from the inspector to the managers are uot suffi
cient ; and I therefore serve with written notices wherever I think the matter is of anv importance at 
alj : and 1 must say that they have always been obeved. *
5592. As to the question whether the rules and regulations under the Act are sufficient to ensure the safe 
working of a mine, especially iu regard to explosives and the system of timbering. There is a sot of regu
lations of course ? Tes.
559y. Ho doubt you have noticed a peculiarity in tbe regulations, when compared with tlie Act, which has 
been tbe subject of certain legal decisions. I will not ask you what conclusion you have formed; at the 
same time, you have, no doubt, formed a very definite opinion on tbat matter. ’ But, supposing tbe rules 
are within tbe powers of tbe Act, you might (I think) express an opinion as to whether they want 
amending? As applied to this particular district, 1 think if the rules that aro in daily practice in this 
district were embodied in our regulations tbat would be as much as could be done.
5594. Tou think the rules of tbe mines are good ones generally ? Tes.
5595. There is only ono set of rules in force here ? Tes ; the Proprietary have a set for tho surface, and 
a set for underground ; and they are practically the outcome of my conversations with the managers at 
different times. 1 had a hand in their framing ; in fact they were sent to me for revision.
559G. As to that rule re boring a hole alongside a hole that has been missed fire ? I think that is a very 
dangerous practice. Even if there were a greater amount of risk in attempting to refire a hole by with
drawing^ portion of the lamping, that risk is soon over ; whereas in the other case you are exposed to risk 
nil the time you are boring the freah hole,
5597. How long should a missed-hole be left ? I do not think a missed-hole should be seen to, at any 
rate, within an hour. J
5598. Tou think an hour would he sufficient to provide as a minimum? I think so.
5599 As to removing tbe tampinghow near to tbe surface of the explosive do von think it safe or 
expedient to remove tamping? 1 think it could safely be removed to within 2 or 3 inches ; but I do not 
think there is any necessity, from my experience, to go so close to the charge.
5600. On one side, you want to be sure that you get near enough to the charge to bo reasonably certain 
that you put it off by the shot you merely put in for the purpose of exploding it; and, on the other hand, 
you do not want to go closer than you can help. Looking at both sides of the question, how far do you

j ii ^ 1S rGa®onaWe to go ? Hot within 6 inches of the explosive. I do not think there would be any 
added danger in going 3 inches, provided the depth of the hole were correctly ascertained ; but really I 
do not think there is any necessity to go within a foot. I have mvself exploded a missed powdor-hole 
with 18 inches of tamping loft in it. '
5601. And that is more difficult to explode by detonation than nitre-glycerine ? That will be the question.
When you have got dynamite inert, I think it is much more difficult to explode than grain powder bv concussion. o i i
5602. Supposing you were framing a rule, would you tbink it expedient to frame one providing some
minimum distance within which you should not be allowed to go in drawing the tamping? If I were 
framing a rule, I would say, in tho ease of a powder-hole miss-fire, to go within 1 foot of the powder. 
In the case of dynamite, I would not like them to press the tamping upon it at all; it should be something 
soft tbat there would be no occasion to remove in c*asc of a miss-fire. I would not allow a nitroglycerine 
or dynamite hole to be tamped in anv way. °
5603. Then you say you would not allow anything to be removed because there would really be nothing 
to bo removed ? Tamping is both the material used and the operation of putting it there. When I say 
I would not allow it to be tamped, I mean I would not allow it to be rammed.
5604. But, in dealing with a mrssed-shot in nitro-glycerine compounds, what limit would yon provide? 
In charging a hole I would begin by limiting the tamping to so many inches ; and then there would be no 
need to remove anything.
5605. Whore would you place the limit? Hot more than 6 inches of material should be placed over tbe 
charge.
5606. Tou would let a man close the collar ? Tes.
5607. That is very effective ? According to my reading and experience, if you have absolutely excluded 
the air from the charge, you have provided all the conditions for a perfect explosion.
560S. Tou do not think it matters whether you close the collar or not ? Ho, not if tho tamping is down 
on the charge itself. 1
o609. If you could imagine the tamping being shot ont as the first step in the explosion, before any dis
ruption took place, then tbe fact tbat the collar was closed would make a great difference on tbo final 
effect of tbe shot? Tos, I believe it would ; the same as putting a cork in the muzzde of a gun.
5610. Ton would provide that there should be no tamping or cover of more than 6 inches on the nitro
glycerine compounds ; and in that case you would simply provide that iu all cases of missed-boles with 
these compounds the tamping should not he removed, but a fresh charge of one or two plugs should be 
put on the top to blow the original charge up ? Tes.

wou^ apply to all explosives except powder? Tes ; to roburite,rackarock,and all others. 
5612.. Gunpowder is tbe only slow explosive now ? Tes.
56l‘3. And so very little of it is used that it practically does not apply to mining operations? Tes.

5614.
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5G14. In what other respects do you think the regulations would be better for amending P There are a J' Hebbard. 
lot of things that might be done to bring them up to the ordinary requirements of this district. Hule T /'■''“‘—'“n 
reads : “Adequate amount of Tentilation"; and that leaves something very discretionary in the power of 23 July, 1897. 
the inspector. ■
5615. You think there ought to be a provision, as in coal-mines, for a certain fixed quantity of air ? Yes, 
or else that the temperature in any part should not be allowed to rise above a certain point. The air in 
all metal-mines is good enough in quality, provided it is sufficient in quantity. There is nothing dele
terious, except what is given oft from the breath. At present the only test we have is the common-sense 
one of seeing how a candle will burn. There is nothing in the regulations to guide you as to what shall 
he stipulated as an adequate amount.
5616. Do you think 100 cubic feet per minute for each man and animal should he supplied, as in coal
mines ;—do you think that would be practicable or expedient ? 1 do not know that that amount could be
given, or that it would be necessary ; because there is very little, if any, noxious gas to pollute the air.
5617. Of course in many coal-mines there is no sign of noxious gas, except that given off from the breath P 
I think it would be much better in metal-mines if the question of an adequate amount of ventilation was 
based upon the temperature.
5618. What would you provide as the limit of temperature ? I could not say definitely without some 
thought on the matter. I think we should find most of our mines pretty comfortable if the temperature 
did not rise above 80. The atmosphere underground is different from that on the surface,
5610. Eighty would not be too low a limit? I believe the limit fixed in Victoria is a good deal higher—
■95^ I think. Broken Hill is Heaven to a lot of the mines in Bendigo. [Mr, PoTkinghorne: The nouth 
drive in the Central was 75 last summer,'] I think the limit should be obtained by some series of experi
ments extending over a given time. That would he the best way to arrive at what should be an adequate 
amount of ventilation.
5620. But still that would not he sufficient by itself, would it;—you might have a cool part, where the 
temperature never rises above 80 ; and yet the ventilation might be very bad? It seems to me that you 
■can govern tlie amount of air in any of these mines by temperature.
5621. Would you leave it this way : That the ventilation should be such as the inspector approved, and
that the temperature should never be allowed to exceed a certain fixed limit ? I would not leave it to the 
■discretion of the inspector. /
5622. Hot as to the amount of ventilation? Ho.
5623. Then you would have to provide for a specific quantity of air passing a given point within a certain 
limit of time, as they have in coal-mines. Yes ; something of that sort. I think the better way to arrange 
it in these mines would be by the temperature, instead of by the quantity of air passing per minute.
5624. But, then, do you not see the difficulty ;—you might have one very cool part very badly ventilated; 
temperature does not always rise with bad air? The hot places are almost invariably the places where 
little air gets to.
5625. If you wore to drop a thermometer and candle together down a great many holes, yon would find 
the candle going out from carbonic acid, w'hile there would he very little change in the thermometer?
The acknowledged test here is from the burning of a candle; and that,with the temperature, would (I 
think) be quite sufficient.
5626. You might make the minimum quantity less than 100 feet P Yes, that would be a good way ; but 
I thinli the other would be the handier.
5627. Could you provide for both—that a certain quantfty of air shall pass a certain point in a given
time ; and that the temperature in no working-place shall be allowed to exceed a certain fixed limit ? The 
only difficulty in that is that in lots of places in these mines you could not have a certain amonnt of 
current passing a given point. Supposing you were driving a long drive to make some connection for the 
ventilation, ■
5628. In coal-mines it is managed by bratticing, as well as by furnace or fan? That makes me think that 
the temperature test would be the most convenient—the very remote possibility of the presence of carbon 
dioxide in metal-mines.
5629. As to the limit of time after “ hulling,” do you think any fixed limit of time should be provided;
or should it be left to the discretion of the men carrying out the work ? The man who is carrying out '
the work can always tell very readily whether a hole is ready to charge, by putting his tamping-bar down.
There certainly would not be any explosion where he could bear his hand to the stick upon drawing it out 
of the hole. .
5630. You do not believe in the possibility of any piece of smouldering fuse being left in it? The force 
of the explosion would blow everything of that kind clean out of the hole. I think water might be thrown 
in as an additional precaution.
5631. Do you think that is a matter that requires any additional regulation; or should it be left to the 
discretion of the men ? I do not think it would do any harm to limit the time to one hour before charging.
5632. Meanwhile, other work could be going on ? Yes.
5633. You believe, with most of the witnesses, tbat there is no necessity to use a metal tamping-rod at 
all, even with powder ? If 1 were going to charge a powder-hole to-morrow I should not like to tamp it 
with a wooden rod ; and it has been my experience that I can procure a copper bar cheaper than a copper- 
tipped one.
5634. Do you think it safer to have a copper tamping-bar only ; and would you exclude all other metal 
tamping-bars ? I do not think there is any harm in allowing the use of metal tamping-bars, provided tbey 
are copper-tipped, or wholly copper.
5635. You would allow'a bar tipped with copper ? Yes.
5636. How much tipping ? Six or seven inches. 1 do not think that the length provided for in the 
regulations is sufficient. "Where nitro-glycerine compounds are used there is no necessity for a metal bar 
at all. There may be occasion to use powder in a mine; and then a heavier bar than a wooden one is 
necessary.
5637. But with a wooden bar a few feet long you can put on a very considerable amount of squeezing 
pressure ? You can put a little pressure on, but powder wants to be rammed in the same way as you 
drive your ramrod into the barrel of a gun. You produce a better explosion by doing that with the gun ; 
and I am sure it is the same in the other case.

5638.
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J. Hebbard. 5638. So you would not modify the rule to exclude metal tamping-bars altogether ? Ho, certainly not.
---------- 5639. Would you make it a regulation that nothing hut a wooden tamping-bar should be used in the case

23 July, 1897- any. explosive except powder 9 ]\o, I would not do that cither. I do not see a bit of harm in using
a metal bar of any description in putting a plug of dynamite into a hole. As far as the danger of doing 
of it is concerned I would just as soon put dynamite into a hole with an iron bar as with a wooden stick 
I mean so far as the danger of friction is concerned. _
5640. Tou think there would be no danger from a spark ? Ko. ^
5641. Would it not be possible that one spark might set it sizzling? No ; you must have a flame to set 
it on fire. I do not think there is any danger in pressing home a charge of dynamite with an iron bar, or 
with anv bar that you might like to use.
5642. You would not encourage it? I think the operation can be done just as well with wood ; hut there
is no danger with metal. , .
5643. Tou would make it compulsory to use wood in all cases; hut you do not think that an iron bar
copper-tipped for 6 inches wTou!d be dangerous? I have no objection to a copper-tipped bar. _
5644. Do you not think there is a risk, iu using an iron bar tipped with copper, in a rough hole, of its 
causing sparks by friction of the iron on the sides of the hole somewhere near the collar; and of the 
spark’s dropping down on to some powder that may be hanging on tlie side ? That might occur.
5645. The Tarrawingee accident, for instance. That must have been caused in some way like that, unless
they were ramming through the bag with the bar? Of course, you can only theorise upon these 
accidents. ,
5646. It may have been the compression of the air that caused the explosion. You could put terrific 
force on a plug with a 1.1-ineli steel bar 21 or 22 feet long, if you rammed it down 5 or 6 feet with one
push ? Yes. .
5647. I think you said that a bar of copper throughout was less expensive than an iron bar copper-tipped ? 
That is my experience as a manager. Wherever I have been managing I have always had bars all copper, 
and found them a good deal cheaper than joining a piece of copper on to an iron bar, even if copper were
15d. a pound. . .
5648. How many pounds would an S-foot bar probably weigh ? I never had a bar that long. In mining 
operations, if you have a bar 3 ft. 6 in, or 4 feet long it would be a very long one. It does not run
to much. .. .
5649. Do you not think it would be better to provide that it be made of copper entirely, it a metal 
tamping-rod were required ? Yes, it would be cheaper.
5650. As to the quantity of explosive to be entrusted to any one man ? I think from my knowledge of 
the regulations that what that regulation means is this: At the time it was framed it was the custom for 
each pair of men to take their powder in a can underground, aud store it close by where they were 
working. That is what the regulation means, in saying that a man shall uot have in his working-face 
more than 6 lb.—one can-full.
5651. What regulation would you substitute for that? I would make the regulation read that a man
shall not be allowed to take into his working-face more explosive than is actually required for the firing 
about to take place. ,
5652. Then you would pass over the possibility of his wanting to put in other shots shortly afterwards ; 
you think it would be better to give him the little trouble of going for a fresh supply than to let him run 
the risk of storing any surplus in the face ? He should not keep any explosive in his working-face at all; 
he should keep it hack some short distance, and then bring in the quantity he requires.
5653. You would let him keep a quantity stored back iu a quiet spot ? Yes.
5654. How would you limit that? I do not know how to limit that except by common sense.
5655. Generally speaking, fetching the powder would mean going up in the cage? No ; it is the general 
practice in all mines to take underground as much as you think you would require for your shift; and,

' unless it was a hard face working with machines, I suppose 5 or 6 lb. would always be a long way outside
the limit of auy requirements for two men. _ j -vt •
5656. And where machines are used the chances are there would be magazines underground? Not in

- all cases. .
5657. They might bring down a larger quantity in excess then—larger in proportion to the larger quantity 
they would want; and how then would you frame a regulation to meet all cases ? That no workman 
take into the face more explosive than absolutely required for the firing about to be done. There should 
be nothing kept in the working-face except that required for immediate use. He should only bring it 
into the working-face just as he was about to fire or ready to fire.
5658. Then you would not make any regulation as to tho quantity he might keep at a distance from the 
face? I do not see how you could ; because the quantity would be so variable.
5659. You would allow each mine to adopt its own regulation as to the way in which it distributed explo
sives ? Yes. . . . Q
5660. You observe that in the evidence there have been three distinct systems of distribution spoken ot ? 
That is according as it is most convenient. In some of the mines, where they are working under contract, 
the men practically go to a shop underground, and buy what they want for immediate use. The only- 
restriction placed upon them is that they shall not leave any in their face. In the Proprietary Mine, 
when a man comes to a magazine he buys what he wants to use. In places where they work on wages 
mostly there is not that restriction ; a man simply goes and asks for what he wants, and gets it.
5661. You think it would be enough to provide that a man be not allowed to keep at his face any 
quantity of explosive in excess of what he was using at the time? Xes; I think that would cover the 
general run of cases.
5662. That would apply to drives as well as to stopes ? Yes.
5663. The best term to use would be “ working-places ”? Yes.
5664. In what other way do you think the regulations might be amended? I do not see how I could 
make a direct statement. Perhaps I should be able to answer questions if they were put to me. I might 
here refer to clause 17 of the regulations, which I consider very indefinite. It says:—

Every steam-boiler shall be provided with a proper steam-gauge, water-gauge, and safety-valve; and at least once 
in every six months every boiler shall be subjected to a hydraulic test.
I do not know of anything more indefinite than that clause. Of course, the six-months’ test is complied 
with ■ and it has been an arrangement between the managers and myself tbat it shall exceed the ordinary 

’ working
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23 July, 1897.

working pressure of the boiler by at least oue-third, and that a record of the test shall be kept in a book J- HobbarJ. 
at the mine, and signed by the engineer and at least one of the assistants who observed the tost; and in ( - ' ~ 
that book shatl also be noted every detail of repair subsequent to the last test.
5(i65. One-third over the ordinary working pressure of the boiler? Yes; that, I thought, was the best 
way to interpret the clause.
066G. That is the load indicated by the safety-valve ? Yes.
6667. Is there any provision for keeping the safety-valves on these land boilers locked ? Every word 
about boilers is contained in that clause that I have read. There is nothing at all under tho regulation to 
prevent a mine manager doing anything; except for clause 3, which gives tho inspector authority to stop 
in wherever he sees danger. There is no regulation whatever applying to the safety-valve.
5668. You think it would be wise to have a regulation in that direction ? Yes.
5669. That regulation as it stands is of no earthly use ? None ivbatcver.
5670. What regulations should be provided for steam-boilers would be a very big question? Yes.
5671. I suppose you would hardly like to go into it ? As far as the safety of boilers is concerned, I 
think the actual practice that is now followed out, and has been followed out since my intervention, is 
about the only thing that can be done. I know that in boiler insurance the test is very strict; the valves 
arc kept locked, and all that kind of thing. For practical purposes I require them to merely set the 
valves to blow off at certain pressures indicated; and that is done every six months.

SATURDAY, 21 JULT, 1897.
James Hetallick sworn and examined :—

5672. Mr. Edwards.') Your name is James Hetallick ? Yes.
5673. You are general manager of the British Broken Hill Proprietary Mine? Yes.
5074. How many years experience have you had in mining? Thirty-five to forty.
5675. First in Cornwall? Yes, ’ "
5676. And afterwards on the Lake Superior mines in America ? I was in Cumberland for two years, and
from there I went to the Lake Superior mines, where I put in two years; thence to California for six
months ; and tho balance of my time was put in on the Comstock lino of lode, Nevada.
.5677, You ivere twenty-two years there ? Yes ; I was for twenty years in the one mine.
5678. How long have you been here ? About six years.
5679. What is the average number of men that you have had under you ? Since the strike, about 2J0. 
We have had as many as 500, and as few as 50.
5680. Have yon noticed any increase in accidents in your mine lately ? The only accident we have had
took place last year, excepting one of five years back. •
5681. Yon have had throe accidents ? Yes.
5082. What were they ? White, Barnes, and another.
5683. What was the first accident ? The one to Barnes and White.
5684. What was the nature of that? It was brought about by an explosion.
5685. Was it an explosion of a hole they bad put in themselves ? The bole that killed them was an old
one, and they had started to drill into it again.
5686. His JIonor.) They were drilling into an old “bottom” Yes.
5687. Which was supposed to have been fired, but had been partly left unexplodcd ? Yes.
5688. Mr. JSdwardsd) You never satisfied yourself as to whether it was an uncxploded hole or an 
exploded hole with part of the charge left ? No.
5689. There were three holes; and this one was in the centre ? Yes.
5690. They were about 2 feet 6 inches apart ? Yes.
5691. And it is quite possible that the two outside holes may have shot away tho fuse, and left the fracteur 
in the hole ? Yes.
5692. Mis Honor.) It may never have exploded at all ? Yes, the two outside ones may have exploded
before the middle hole had time to explode, and knocked away the fuse.
5693. Mr. Edwardsd) Who were tho men who put in tho three holes, and tried to fire them ;—the same 
men who were killed ? I could not iell you ; there were six men in that drive.
5694. But did Barnes and While sink these particular holes? I could not say ; it might have been the
men on tho former shift.
5695. What was the nature of that accident where the man was crushed in the stope ? A rock from the 
back came down ou top of him.
5696. Was he working on contract? Yes.
5697. With the exception of Ihose two accidents, have you had any other fatal accidents? Not since I 
havo been there. Up till nine months ago there had been only one accident on tho British.
5698. Have you had any serious accidents ? One only, I think.
5699. How did that happen ? Men were passing down timbers one to another; and tho mate above 
called out to the one below to look out; and he answered back, “ All right”; but he slipped back for hia 
candlestick, and, in doing so, a strut caught him and broke the cap of his knee. There was another 
accident, where a man was injured by a truck because of his foot getting caught in the track.
5700. They were all the accidents you had there ? Yes.
5701. ]u the majority of cases do you find the men you have up there experienced or inexperienced ? Wo 
have some very good men up there ; but a lot are inexperienced.
5702. Have you any printed working rules underground ? They are stuck up about the shaft.
5703. Those arc the G-overnment regulations ? Yes.
5704. You have no printed working-rules ? No ; but written rules at all flats.
5705. What shift-bosses have you ? We havo three shift-bosses for flic miners, and three for the truckers.
5706. Aro they competent, steady, men? Yes ; they have all been in mines since boyhood.
5707. Is the mine sufficiently secured as far as timber goes? Yes.
5708. There is a sufficient supply of limber ? Yes.
5709. Where is the timber kept ? On the plat.
5710. And the contractors get it from there ? The drilling is done by contract; and the timber is put
in by the company. 5711

258—Z *

J. Hetallick. 
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J. Retalhck. 5711. Sis Son or.'] The company exercises its own discretion, through its officers, as to how the timbering 
o/TT^tcqt s^oul(i he carried on through the stopes ? Yes. ■
. u '• 5712. Mr. Edwards.] You have magazines on each level ? Yes,

5713. And how are the explosives taken from the magazines to the workings ? In boxes.
5714. Provided by the mine for that purpose ? Yes.
5715. There is one rule in the G-overnment regulations, that not more than 6 lb. of powder or fracteur 
shall be used at one time;—that is insufficient ? Yes; we want 15 or 20 lb.
5716. "Would a rule be reasonable allowing a man to have in his possession 6 lb. after he has fired ? He 
should not have any ; he should know how much he wants.
5717. Then no man should have more than is actually required ? Ho, t
5718. Is the ventilation in the British good throughout? Yes, very good throughout. At the 400 it is
not too good ; but we are starting a winze there now. _
5710, Will that give you all the air that is required? Yes; in fact we are blowing in there now. Of 
course when the winze is through we shall be able to do away with our fan.
5720. You “ bull” holes there occasionally ? We do not “ bull.”
5721. How long should a misscd-hole be left before being touched ? One and a half hour.
5722. Is that long enough for a missed-hole ? Yes. *
5723. I suppose you have had a lot of experience in explosives ? Yes; where I came from there were
only a few missed-holes. _ _
5724. What is your experience about drawing the tamping of a missed-hole, or putting in another hole 
alongside it;—which is the safer practice ? Drawing the tamping, 1 would never think of putting in 
another hole alongside ; that would be very unsafe; in fact, I never heard of it before.
5725. If, in faulty fuse, the column of powder was broken or separated, do you know if the cotton would 
smoulder on and ultimately reach the powder below the fault? Yes, it will sometimes.
5726. His Honor.] You think it is possible that the cotton may carry the fire on over the fault ? Yes.
5727. Mr. Edwards.] I suppose that is merely theory ; because it is impossible in the case of a late explo
sion to tell how it was delayed or what took place ;—it is merely guess-work ? The way to test the matter 
would be to take a fuse, light it, and see the result.
5728. But then the conditions surrounding a fuse iu the open-air would he altogether different from those 
underground ? I think it would be a very good idea if the Department made experiments in this direction.

' His Honor: J shall certainly suggest that that he done.
Mr. Edwards : Would your Honor let ns know the result ?
His Honor : Yes ; 1 will see that it is furnished you,

5729. You supply the best fuse possible? Yes.
5730. And, if there is a splice in a fuse, the men need not use it ? No ; they can cut it out and throw 
it away. ,

Mr. Edwards : With regard to the experiments it is proposed the Department shall carry out, I think 
it would he well if, at the same lime, experiments could he made on all fuses, as to their quality, dfc.

His Honor .- Yes ; that might he done. _ _
5731. To what cause do you attribute the great majority of accidents on the mines here ;—is it to want of
care on the part of the managers, or want of proper precaution on the part of the men ? I think it is duo 
to the men’s own neglect. It was through their own neglect that Barnes and White were killed. The 
third man also showed neglect, because all the timber he wanted to secure the place was on the Door ready 
for him. _
5732. Did it come out in evidence whether he had sounded the back before he took the risk ? You could 
see the back easily enough ; and it would have been all right had he put iu a tom. You cannot get any 
boss or foreman in the world that can go round and make men do these things.
5733. So these two accidents were attributable solely to the men’s own neglect? Yes. _
5734. It is recognised as an unsafe thing to sink in a “ bottom” without testing it? No experienced man 
would do it.
5735. It must be, then, owing to inexperience or neglect that these two accidents occurred ? Yes.
5736. Or, in the case where the man was crushed, it might have been due to want of judgment? Yes ; 
men will run chances ; I have done things a thousand times over that I would not let other people do.
5737. Of course in your case it would be wilful neglect, and not want of judgment ? Yes. ^
5738. In reference to the floors on the stopes, are the laths kept on, or are they taken off? They are
always kept on. __
5739. You do not take them off until you begin to fill with mullock ? No.
5740. In all cases where men are working ou the top floor you leave covered floors beneath them? Yes.
5741. How many floors should be left underneath where a man is working ? They should be all left, I 
think, until you start to fill.
5742. His Honor.] But supposing there should be a very great demand for timber, and you wanted to 
strip laths, then now many floors below where a man is working would you make it compulsory that tho 
laths should be left ? I think two would bo enough ; but it is the ladder-way that you want look to. .
5743. Mr, Edwards.] Can you suggest any additional precaution that can be taken in addition to what is
observed now, with a viow of preventing accidents in the future to men? No; we have all along been 
doing our best. Everything possible is done to prevent accident. _
5744. Do you think additional inspectors will prevent accidents? No ; I think if wo had fen inspectors
on every shift accidents would happen all the same. _
5745. Do you think an elaborate system of rules and regulations will prevent accidents ? No.
5746. Do you think it is possible that too many roles and regulations are likely to bring about accidents?
I think if men are cautioned too much they do not then look about enough themselves. , _
5747. Do vou know any part of the world where men aro better cared for, or better looked after, than in

■ Broken Hill ? They are looked after better in Broken Hill than anywhere else. There is too much here
altogether about the men. 1 have heard more here in a month than during all the rest of my life. It is 
possible to wet-nurse men loo much, and then they do not look after themselves.
5748. His Honor.] In other places, if you wanted experienced men, had you any difficulty in getting 
them? No. ■
5749. And if you want experienced men here, what is your chance of getting them ? When we want men

' here
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here we have to take them as they come; and we do not know whether they are experienced or not nntil Retallick,
we try them. When wo proved them we find some experienced, and some not; and tiic latter we send
np to the surface. 24 July, 1897.
o750. Have yon more difficulty here than in other places yon have been in in Getting experienced men? xes. e => r
5751. That being so, I suppose it is more necessary to have rather stricter rules than those obtaining in 
other mines you have been on, to prevent men from doing risky and stupid things on account of want of 
experiencer that may be so; but I never saw mining laws stack up before in my life. If a man got 

was an am< -ent; tile company did its best to protect the workmen. 
r7kq rw man g0^k,llcd ifc was his own look- out; aud that put them on their mettle ? Tea.
5753. Uf course, that is very well for a man who knows his business; but, if a man comes here (say) 
rom a coal-mine, and works in a stope, although he might be a good man, you would not expect him to 

know the ms and outs of ore-mining; he would want some instruction ? Men, when they come on, get 
instructions straight away. b
o754\ You think that if he wore a good man he would find out very soon from other men what to avoid? 
xes ; very soon after ho had started his work.

you think tho system of apprenticing youths would help to increase the 
standard of the underground miner in Broken Hill ? Yes. 9
5756. You went underground when young ? Before I was 10, and have been working underground 
ever since. ° 6
IG^r 17+’ What age d° y°U thini a y°utl1 sll0uld b° allowed t0 S° int0 the face 1:0 to apprenticed ?

5758. And how many years should he work before being entitled to call himself a miner ? That all depends.
TVbat is tb0 shor<e8t limit of you would allow ? Three years.
J11SU1>POS0 a man at 19 or 20 is just as good as he ever will he ? Yes.

5/61. That is, if he is smart ? Yes.
r-v^" ^'Eld ^0U c.oldd Never knock mining into some men ? Xo.
5763. Do you think it is necessary for tho safety of the men that they should have a Board of Inquiry, 
onsisting of a member appointed by the men, one by the management, and another bv the Government,

to inquire into all mining accidents ; or do you think the inspector should be sufficiently competent to 
inquire into all accidents that take place ? I think the inspector would be the most competent to make inquiries. 1
5764. I suppose it is not the most difficult thing in the world to get at the cause of an accident, if a man ' 
is on the ground immediately after ? No.
5765. And there would be a greater probability of one man getting at the cause than two men prejudiced

^Qd third man who knows nothing about the business? Yes.
5766. Your hauling machinery is all in good order? Yes.
Xf w ^ ^ dear an engine-driver should fall down in a fit there should be two in
the engme-shed at the change of shifts, when men are being lowered and raised have you ever known 
or that practice m your experience ? No.
rUntf" Sf? " 0Uld !1C E.a^er to k;lvc two ? They might engage in conversation and neglect their
duty; and for that reason I think one would be better than two.
57C9._In the case of dangerous ground, or any movement, and the underground manager or shift-bosses 
ordering men out, who should be tho proper person to say it is sale for tho men to return to work ? The 
smtt-Doss; or whoever calls the men out.
J™?' T ndjlf ^ i,nsrect°r. Yei;e called in> y°u would put the responsibility upon him ? Yes.
Irii;..UnderStandtha\nVhtescePtl0nof the accident3 y°u have mentioned, there have been no 

accidents in your mine at all ? Yes, that is so.
Ye72' And UP tlU 111116 m°nths ag0 tbere ,lild onIy heen one accident in your mine since it was opened ?

to?“esl“t 0'’ ‘he 1”'“oJ Ba”e“ “d w,,i,<i tblt *he-v “t" 'vith

Ian l“””0t"med *• »• e“S“"*”*r
Sw "0t ,ratbcr far-reaching to say it was neglect on the part of the men, when you have no
first showsSSriessi!esshC eXpl0910n? 1 th,nk eVel^ man wl10 si,dts an old “bottom ’’ without testing it

the drilh'8 ^ been Pr°VOd they WCre dl'illing in an old “ bottom ” ? Tc8 5 y°u could sec tho mark of
nSZ1? ht!lted ^ fh7 bTd int0 an old “ bottom ” ? I claim that no man should put up a

face he haTf|rSt pT1°Vcd a111he holes- He ?bould clean them all out, and make 
rvf-o’ t> ^1Cn “iere 18 no 'h'ingcr. I have always seen that done.
cIwfarTandoWm.ite'VCreeDgagedbyyouf°rthe British Mine;—wore they known by you 
nXTt d men ? WCTe not engaged by ua at aI1- T'VO men took a contract; and they g.
others to come in with them, among whom were Barnes and White.
07 ij 111 y°ur °Pini]on. ^ey started to bore in the old “ bottom ”? In the old “ bottom or near it
S7°oU,ld t 0t be eXaCt y 7 the °id “ bottom,” from what we could see after the explosion. ’ '
Wo nl UPP+°St haVij S«'lI,tPd Blan>T a hole within 3 or 4 inches of an old “bottom”? Yes; but I have always tested the old bottom first.

Say y°U 1!aVe rUn ?TV a,risk that y011 wou,d DOt P«mit any man to run. That was not reck- 
wt Cin y°,n’Pf v 0r Wv,,t of Judgment ■ still it would be on the part of the men? Say a man goes 

on who has not had much experience. He may be working a piece of ground, and he afmid of it I
see'youEg'hands'hidifficulty ! WlU ^ ^ mySelf-” ^ i8 d°ne hlllldlSd> °f timea wben oid

s 16 w - *»
5783. Would it have been error of judgment ? No; it might havo been recklessness.'

you to he 
got four

It

5784.
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J, Retalhck. 5784. It would be an error of judgment if you thought it safe enough? If you look at it in that light, 
' ^ it might be.

24 July, 1897. g-gg. jjave yOU ever met wilh an accident ? 1 have never been in a shift where an accident has occurred.
The men I have been with generally knew what they were going to do, and always looked around. I 
never worked in a dangerous place in my life but what f had a place in my eye to jump to quickly.
5786. Regarding miss-tires ;—it would not be a miss-tiro if tho cap went off? jSo; there would be an 
explosion ; hut the charge would still be there.
5787. Have you over taken any notice what has caused the miss in such a case ? ]!so.
5788. Sometimes a miss is brought about by a stoppage in the fuse? Tes. _
5789. Do you think it is possible for the material or outside covering of a fuse to carry on the fire in the 
event of there being a break in the powder ? Yes ; the outside covering will smoulder.
5790. I believe that you work some of your sulphide stopes in the open-cut style? xvo; we work the 
stopes to 10 or 12 feet high, and then fill them.
5791. They are generally called in this inquiry underground open-cuts. You carry them 10 or 12 feet 
high before putting in sill-timber? Yes.
5792. That is the limit r We have not put any limit on yet; some only go to 8 feet in height, while one
is 15 feet. _
5793. What is a sufficient height to go to got your eill-timherin ? It takes 9 feet for us to put in a sill
set of timber. You want to carry the stope high enough, so that there can bo put 3 feet of filling on top 
on which to blast, so as not to injure the timber. _
5794. It is not true that you carry some of those stopes between 30 and 40 feet high without putting 
timber in ? No.
5795. Do you think the drivers employed on winding engines in lowering and raising men should be 
certificated men ? I do not think that it is necessary. Some of the best drivers I have ever seen in my life 
have been miners picked out of the mine. Of course, I would not put them on to some of the big 
engines, and I would not take this man or that man, or any man that 1 did not know.
5796. You must have some knowledge of the men you put there, iu the interest of yourself aud the 
company ? Yes.
5797. As, we have to have engine-drivers, would it not be better that only the holders of certificates from 
a responsible Board should have those positions ? It might be as well.

James Hebbard re-called audfurther examined:—
J. Hebbard. 5798. His Honor Yesterday afternoon we were dealing with the regulation regarding the testing of

---- boilers in relation to engines, audits absurdity was pointed out ? Witness : Yes ; J would like now, your
24 July, 1897. Honor, to refer to the matter of ventilation again. In giving my evidence yesterday I overlooked the 

fact that in these mines here there are patches of sulphide that are very hot, owing to decomposition; and 
I do not think the temperature test would apply to them, is a general thiug, therefore, I think it would 
be better to apply the quantity test.
5799. The heat coming from the sulphides would be coming from the ores when actually sloped ? Yes.
5800. And the difficulty is that you could cut off hot air coming from unworked sulphides, but could not 
do that with sulphides being worked? No.
5801. Discretion as to the heat would have, in that case, to be left to the inspector? Yes.
5802. There was a point that touched me in Air. KetaUick’s examination as to explosives—as to the
proper rule in dealing with old “ botcums.11 "What are known as old “bottoms”? An old “ bottom ” is 
a piece of a hole that has been left, owing to the burden not having been torn to the bottom. _ _
5803. I suppose re-boring in an old ■'bottom ” may save a good deal of work? Yes; and sometimes it 
is absolutely necessary to bore in an old “ bottom 11 so as to get the bole in proper position.
5804. There ought to be some regulation to prevent minors re-boring an old “ bottom ” without investiga
tion of some kind;—what rule do you think there ought to be as to that;—what would be tho simplest 
provision to make ? Some rule making id compulsory to examine a “ bottom ” before boring in it. I do 
not think any work ought to be done in a face while there is any explosive in a hole anywhere.
5805. Or while there is a hole that may have explosive in it ? Yes.
5806. Even when you havo three holes charged, and distinctly hear three shots, there is a possibilify of
some unexploded explosive being left in the bottom of one of those holes ? It has occurred that you get 
a very effective explosion, and all the burden is removed, still you find one or two plugs of dynamite in 
the bottom. '
5807. That being so, do you think it would be expedient to leave it to a man to examine the hole by 
looking into it ? By either looking into it or trying it with a scraper.
5808. "Would it be safe to try it with a scraper ? Perfectly safe. I have no hesitation in saying that, 
with nitro-glycerine, you can use any metal tool you like with perfect safety.
5809. But, suppose the explosive was of the nature of fulminate of mercury;—you could not then use 
metal ? No ; but we have no explosive of that nature.
5810. But such -an explosive might come into use? Yea; but, of course, explosives will always be 
altering; aud, in like manner, with the rules; or, at any rate, it will be necessary that they should.
5811. With powder, you could not? No ; but powder is obsolete, except in open-cut work.
5812. Do you not think it would be better to have a pop put in? Then some of that may be left 
unexploded,
5813. You think, then, the hole should be carefully cleaned out in all cases ? An examination should be 
made as to whether there is any explosive in the bottom; and, if so, it should be fired.
5814. Then you would put another charge in—one plug, 1 suppose ? Yes; or whatever was necessary. 
I would not for a moment bore in an old bottom of any description unless perfectly satisfied that there 
was no explosive in it.
5815. The rule should be that the hole be carefully explored; and if any explosive wore found in it an
explodent should be put in to clean it out ? Yes. .
6816. That would make sure that nothing would remain ? Yes.
5817. It would be again examined before re-boring ? Yes. You cannot do away with the practice of 
boring in old bottoms or near them, because they aro sometimes in the very identical place where you 
want to put in your hole. 5818.
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5S1S. Ami you would be in nearly as much danger by boring alongside a 11 bollom” (say) to within 8 or d. Hebbard,
9 inches or a foot? Tes, almost as much danger ; because the immediate vicinity of the bottom of a
bole is always to an extent shattered. In this particular case referred to in the British, I saw tho place “ u ^
before anything was removed from it. There had been three conduit holes : and it was necessary, in that
particular instance, that they should begin to boro their hole right at. or very close to, the end of an old
hole; by tlie position the machine was in, I judged they had been boring exactly at that point; it looked
as if tlie drill had been pointing right to that spot. In that particular instance there was any amount of
opportunity of examining the bottom of the hole without any trouble, because the face of the drive was
clear of dirt. These men had cleaned out the dirt themselves ; there was no more dirt there than a handful
or two, which this last explosion had broken. I do not think there was any excuse at all for those men,
except that, from the appearance of the face, it looked as if all tho holes had been exploded.
5819. You think they were misled by assuming that all the three holes must have gone off? Tes ; they
were misled by the appearance of the face; the holes had done their work ; and the face looked absolutely 
clear. ■
5820. That shows the necessity of enforcing the rule that men shall not bore in or near an old “ bottom ” 
without taking proper precautions ? Yes.
5821. I suppose a good many people are still of opinion that it is impossible for part of a charge to remain
in an exploded hole ? I do not think any practical man holds that view. Of course these regulations 
are not meant for the best men, and for the safety of men who have had experience ; and I think a clause 
of that sort would havo a good effect. .
5822. Is there anything more with regard to explosives that it strikes you to suggest? I do not know 
that there is. I might say that from what I see it is the general practice in the mines to take every sort 
of caro in handling explosives. Personally I do not attach much importance to the question of great 
care in handling dynamite. I have often carried it in my shirt myself.
5823. Looking at the regulations again, is there anything else that it strikes you to suggest as a modifi
cation or alteration or addition ? I think with reference to safety-hooks and safety-grippers that it should 
be made compulsory to adopt both of them. Safety-hooks to prevent overhauling, and safety-grippers to 
prevent the cage dropping. Safety-hooks are not in use except in one or two cases; but the safety- 
grippers are in use throughout.
5824. There are several forms of safety-hooks to which no possible objection can be made ? Tes.
5825. Do you think that providing safety-gear will make everyone so careless that the result will be
worse ? I certainly do not. 'With regard to the open-cuts, 1 would point out that there is absolutely no 
provision in our regulations for any such work, '
5820. They are quarries, in fact? Tes. There is only the merest reference to any such work ; aud that 
is in the definition of terms, where it says “or other excavations.'’
5827. “ Other excavations ’’ seems to cover them ? But there is nothing in the way of regulations that 
in any way points as to how these cuts should he worked.
5828. Do you think provision should he made as to the batter or anything of that kind ? I think there 
should be a fixed minimum bfltter; and something should bo left to the discretion of tho inspector as 
regards safety after that.
5829. If quarries ■were brought under tho Mining Act, in some cases they might consist of granite or 
sandstone, which it would be quite safe to allow to overhang ? I would certainty not allow rock of any 
description to overhang or to be even perpendicular ; because pieces may become detached by the action 
of tho air, and constant examination may not bo deemed necessary. If the face is left anything like per
pendicular there is a chauce of injury resulting; whereas, with a fair batter, the stone, if going to fall, 
takes a long while to fall, and gives warning as it is coming down.
5830. Tou are aware that plenty of railway cuttings are absolutely vertical ? But it does not matter 
about killing a few of the general public, so long as they are not miners.
5831. What would you provide as to a minimum batter? I do not think in any case that it ought to ho 
steeper than 1 in 5—I horizontal to 5 perpendicular.
5832. That, of course, would be a great deal too stoop for some kinds of rock ? Tes.
5833. Therefore, after all, do you not see you would have to leave it to the discretion of the inspector ?
After the minimum had been fixed.
5834. But an angle of 30 degrees would be only safe in one instance, whereas in another it might be 90 
degrees, which would leave an angle of 60 degrees to he dealt with ? Of course it would leave a lot to 
the discretion of the inspector ; but, if there was something stated in the regulations, then you would have 
something to work on.
5835. Would it not he likely to lead to this result: there may be careless inspectors, or inspectors who do 
not like to take too much on themselves ; and an inspector might be induced to accept the minimum 
angle—from the vertical—laid down when a very much smaller angle from the horizontal would be neces
sary, aud so he led into taking a greater risk than if he had no starting-point ? One contention against 
the regulations is that they leave too much to the discretion of the inspector. I do not think that there 
should be more than is absolutely necessary left to the discretion of the inspector.
5836. If you fixed it at one horizontal to five perpendicular, would not an inspector he inclined to accept 
that as having something more in it than it really could have ; whereas, if the matter were entirely open, 
he would conclude that a much smaller angle—from the horizontal—would be appropriate ? As for myself, 
it would not affect me in that way.
5S37. Do you not think it might affect many men in that way ? It might
5838. Could you not suggest some other means for determining the proper angle ? The inspector now 
can get on what batter he wants.
5839. Should there he a dispute over the hatter between the inspector and the manager, who would settle 
it? If I did not get my way I would serve him with a notice, and the moral inlluencc of that notice 
would have effect, because ho would not like to have a fatal accident, and that notice brought in against 
him. The inspector generally manages fo get his own way.
5840. The question is whether you could improve upon that by giving any hard-and-fast angle? Why I
brought this matter forward is because there is no reference made to those open-cuts in the regulations ; 
and up to now it has been doubtful whether the inspector had anv right to interfere in any onen-eut 
or quarry, . "

5841.
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J. Hebbard. 5811. That ought to be clearly expressed ? Yes; at the present those words “ or other excavation” are 
°D^ °neS ^ie reSu^ations which can be made to apply to the open-cuts. 

u J> >• 5842. Is there any other matter, in addition to the question of determining the batter, that you think 
ought to be specilleally provided for in regulations dealing with the open-cuts f 1 do not see anything in 
the general practice of the work that would lead me to make any other suggestions. I noticed particu
larly that Mr. Stewart, in talking of the method in which they should be worked, spoke about putting in 
the “bottom;” which meant undercutting the top. That has never been the practice, and I have never 
seen any attempt at undermining the.face since the very first days of the open-cuts. Abraham Baxter 
started to undermine ; hut I would not have it; we fought it out; and he had to come to my way.
584d. Do you think it would be as well to have a rule prohibiting undermining? I do not think it is 
necessary, because it is not the practice.
5844. It is a very dangerous practice ? My reason for prohibiting it here was that they were railway 
men, and knew nothing of the condition of the lode under the surface. The ground was all undermined ; 
and, if they had lelt their working-face in that condition, any slight lurch of timber underground at that 
particular point might have affected the face and brought the whole lot down onto the men; whereas with 
a certain amount oi slope the danger would be very much decreased.
5845. Do you think it better again to leave the matter to the discretion of the inspector ; or to provide
that undermining should not be allowed, unless by special permit or something of that kind ? I think it 
would be as well to disallow undermining. "
5846. You can always get at it from the opposite system—breaking down from the top? Yes.
5847. And it is much safer ? Yes.
5848. And you have then a batter ? Yes.
5849. Does any other point strike you in relation to the open-cuts? No.
5850. Lighting, and all that sort of thing, has to be left to the approval of the inspector ? Yes.
5851. And I suppose work of this nature, for a large part of the year, could be done very much better at 
night than in the day-time ? Yes; the only trouble is that a man has to sleep at day, which is impossible 
in the hot weather. If I had my way I would abolish the night-shift altogether,
5852. Still, the miners w'ould object to the abolishing of the night-shift altogether? In manyplaces, only
fwo shifts work; and, in some places, only one. ’
oS53. And that is found to work better? Yes; in a place worked by two men instead of six you can 
produce 25 per cent, more work for the same money. The two men working at the one place continu
ously are following their own idea; whereas, in working three shifts, you have three separate ideas. 
Breaking ground is so much a matter of judgment that different sets of men must affect progress 
considerably.
5»54. You think also that a man who has Ihe opportunity of sleeping at night is a much better man to 
do work ? I es ; it a man has to do hard manual labour he must of necessity get his proper rest. If a 
man goes a whole week through with an average of only throe hours sleep a day, he is not much good at 
the end of the week. They cannot sleep in the day-time in this hot climate.
5855. Afn fidivards.] You would not abolish the night-shift by regulation ? Oh, certainly not. That is 
only a matter of opinion,
5856. Sis Sonor.\ It has been to a very great extent, I understand, stopped in the open-cuts ? Yes; it 
is only on Block 11 where any night-shitt is being worked ; and then the work is for only sixteen hours in 
the twenty-four.
5857. As to the heading system, which goes hero by the peculiar name of “ chinaman ” ;—what is your 
opinion as to that ? I thoroughly agree with the evidence tendered by the men running the open-cuts as 
fo the difference in danger.
5858. How is there a difference ? When tlie open-cuts were worked on the level, and there was not much 
opportunity for a “chinaman,” the minor accidents that occurred in the way of men letting stones fall on 
their feet, stones breaking in men’s hands, bruised shins, legs, &e., more than outnumber the accidents 
that have occurred since the “ chinaman” has been in use.
5859. You think tho “ chinaman ” is not only a great saver of labour, but also of risk ? Yes.
5860. Is the open-cut work specially dangerous as contrasted with underground work? I think not. If 
the quantity of material removed per accident were contrasted, I think you would find that there has 
been three or four times as much material removed from the open-cuts per accident as underground.
5861. If you take the quantity of ore won there would be a different proportion ? Yes ; but that would 
not be a fair way to put it. The quantity of material moved should be taken.
5862. The mullock has to be got to fill the mine; and the more mullock put in the safer the mine? Xes ; 
the mines would not have been working to-day only for the mullock put iu.
5863. As to working at night in the open-cuts, whether the system is dangerous. That would resolve 
itself on your evidence into this question : Whether there is a substantial element of risk resulting from 
work being done at night? I do not think’so. The practice is that blasting and barring-down shall be 
done by day-light; and there is nothing for the night-shift to do except to remove material.
5864. Js tho “ Hying fox ” worked at night ? Not now,
5865. There would be, perhaps, a little more risk in the use of the “ flying fox,” or a skip let down by a 
crane at night than in the day-time? Yes ; because of the moving shadows.
5866. Therefore it is not necessary to go into regulations for the purpose of sale-guarding the lives of 
persons employed in that kind of work, unless it were in relation to lifting skips and the use of the “ flying 
fox ” at night. Supposing the crane or “ flying fox ” were used at night, do you think there is any regula
tion which ought to be adopted to minimise the risk in that respect? I do not think so. The practice 
at night is exactly tho same as in day-light.
5867. It is always a case of “ Stand from under ” ? Yes. '
5S6S. "What do you say as to competency on the part of the managers and subordinate officials;—wbatis 
your experience as to whether or not the risk to the miners has been increased by reason of incompetency 
on the part of the managers and subordinate officials ; going down to tho shift-bosses ? I have not seen 
any incompetcney. Of course, as far as tlie actual work of many of the shift-bosses is concerned, I do 
not see very much of it; but I personally know a good number of them, and am of opiniou that they are 
men capable of doing their work. .
5869, Have you any duffers in your eye at present? No,
5870. You do not know of any man who is incompetent ? No. 5871.
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best rneans of making known to all persons statutory enactments and regulations. Assuming J- Hebbard. 
that certain regulations are made and to be enforced, what is vour opinion as to the best way to give the 
men a good opportunity of knowing what they are, and to try, if possible, to get them to find out for 24^ 1897- 
themselves what they are ? I do no not think is, would entail a great deal of expense or trouble if tbe 
regulations were put up in book form. I think they could easily be supplied at a penny each; and a copy 
could be given to every man when engaged.
5872. \ou think that would be better than to give him a sheet to stick up in his house; or would you 
give him both ? 1 think if he were supplied with a copy of them it would be his own look-out if he did 
u r Pr0J'*^on8 ^ them; and 1 do not think the cost of supplying the books would be greater

thaii tha.t of supplying calico posters, which would cost about 6d. each, and last only two or three months.
1 think it would be cheaper for tho companies to adopt that plan.
«™.A. a of fact, I do not think the expense of printing should be thrust on Ihe companies at
all; the books should be sent out by the Department. However, that is a matter of detail. Ton think 
a man should be supplied with one when first employed, and then afterwards be supplied with one at 
(say) a penny? Tes.
wrt' the rules beius Prillted in book-form would lend to their being read more ? Tes.

■ij'i ^>0^nSl^°rne'] A® f° that explosion in the British;—in your opinion, is it not possible that the 
middle hole of the three had not exploded at all ? That might have been possible.

„ p p’ a^if1 casei 70U bad to blast three bottom holes in a drive, which one would you attempt to put oft first? The middle one. r i
5877. And it is quite possible, if the middle hole missed, that the other two would do their duty so well 
as to make it appear that the whole had gone off ? Tes; and in this case the clearness of the face may 
possibly have lead them to believe that every hole had done its duty.
5878. I believe you said you havo not noticed any increase in the number of accidents in this district
in excess of the increased number of workmen? I do not think there has been any increase ; it has not '
been noticeable ; it is not impressed upon my mind that there has beeu an increase, except that wo had 
tour or five men killed within a couple of days a little while back.
5879. Tou have records for some time back of all accidents that have occurred ? Tes; for the last four 
years.
088O. Can you say from memory what was the number of accidents during the first of the four years? I 
kcqi 837 fr0m, motnor.V' > tbe annual reports by the Department would give the information.
■ pCaurse, that would be a means at your disposal to know whether there had actnallv beeu an increase ? Tes. "
5882. What do yon assume the percentage of non-fatal accidents has been to tho number of men employed ?
Accidents are divided into two or three classes.
5883. Take all accidents that are reported to yon other than fatal accidents ? There are lots of things 
reported to me that should not bo called accidents at all, Bor instance, ] can show you a report where a 
man upset a billy of tea on to his foot; which was sent to me as a minor accident, because it occurred on 
a mmeral lease It you come to my office any day I shall be most happv lo show yon any information of 
that kind that I can. Speaking generally, I think, if you include every sort of occurrence that has been 
inwn ^ j m°!. ’'bere would not be more than fifteen or sixteen casunlilies per thousand men employed.
With regard to fatal accidents, I remember the figures for last year. In December last the total number 
or men employed was 0,0L3 ; and the fatalities for the year numbered twelve. Bor the previous year I 
think the numbers would be somethiug like 4,500, and twenty fatalities, including those who were killed in 
the accident at the bouth. I think, taking it all round, that the percentage of fatal accidents is about 2'4 per 1,000.
5884. Tou think sixteen per 1,000 would cover everything ? The number may be more than fifteen or 
sixteen ; 1 am only speaking from memory. There are any amount of little'things that are reported to 
rtfoK it tvin“ 8bould not be reported at all, and that are not worth mentioning in any sort of way.
0385. Jf a bone were broken you would consider that of sufficient importance? Oh yes anything in the 
way of broken limbs, bad bruises, and any injury to tho head.
o88S. Mis Honor.'] They are all recorded in the Department ? The reports of the companies to me are 

aVnj l 6; 11 n, rop0rt from them to the Department. My reports are filed at the Head Office. 
fiT °a- t0 CU °Ut ft !ot of !itt1.0 thinS3 tliat «e trifling ? Tes ; 1 would like to mention here 
that there is no provision m the regulations compelling mine managers to report accidents to auybody.
At present it is a mere matter of courtesy between tbe managers and myself.
5888. Tou think there should be a short clause providing for that ? Tes ; with all due respect to every
one concerned, I do not think this district has had fair play. I am absolutely certain that accidents m 
other portions ot the Colony are not reported with anything approaching fhe care they are here. In 
other parts, the inspector is in the mine to-day, and may not bo there again for another six months; and 
any email casualties that occur aro not reported at all. The Barrier district, owing to my care in having 
every little casualty reported, shows a very much larger number of accidents than other districts ; and 
unfairly so. I will give an instance. "When managing at Orange,], never knew of an accident being 
reported to anyone concerned ; and that was only five years ago. I have known of broken legs, broken 
arms, and other serious accidents, to occur, and no steps whatever to be taken to report them. That is 
why the Barrier to-day stands out so conspicuously above tbe rest of the Colony; but, in reality, it is no 
worse than any other mining district. '
0889. Mr. Polkinghorne.] Ton think the regulations are not sufficient ? I do not think they are - 
although as an officer administering the Act, I do not think 1. have any right to express an opinion.
0890. Is it your opinion that tho number of accidents in mines and quarries has been largely increased
through the provisions of the Mining Act being insufficient? No; I do not think so. If you built 
regulations to cover everything here, you could only embody in them such things and rules as are already 
in practice here. J

o89L Ton said that Ihe open-cut is not specially dangerous ? I think that is quite manifest to anyone 
who looks at it. J
o892. Tou have stated the best means you know of to make known to all persons employed what the 
regulations are? Tes. '
5893. In regard to those open-cuts underground, have you, an inspector, ever seen them carried to what 
you considered a dangerous height? No. 5894,,
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j. Hebbard. £5891. You have never Lid to caution the managemeBt for that? IsTo, i
' 5895. Jt has been stated that they have been carried to a height of over 30 feet? 1 have never seen it.

24 July, 1897. height I have seen would be perhaps a little more than sufficient to take the first two sets
in. The difference between this fiard sulphide ground and the other parts of tho mines has been such that 
almost a new system of working has had to be evolved, AVc have had four mines working on that 
particular class of ground, viz /The British, Block 14, Block 10. and the Central; and now there is the 
Central South. They havo all got a little different style; but, by-and-by, we shall have, I think, one 
system which will be just as universal as the present square-set system. As far as my experience of 
them is concerned, X think that absolutely the safest method so far adopted has been in the British, and 
there no permanent timber is used except that forming the level of the gangways to and from the stope. 
That system, I think, will be the one that will bo adopted by-and-by throughout the mines where these 
large bodies of hard sulphide are being worked. To put iu ordinary square-set timber is this class of 
ground, where there must of necessity be heavy blasting, is, I think, a great mistake, limber there is of 
no use except as staging: and if you can make the mullock serve as staging you have something very 
much better than built-up timbers.
5896. His Honor.'] Is the British in very hard ground ? Yes; as hard as any of them. _ _
589/. The lode itself is very solid ? It is one solid mass of sulphide. Their method of working has been 
to strip the whole of the lode contained between the two walls to the height of 9 or 10 feet, or whatever 
is necessary for putting in the sill-timbers. Wherever tho width or tho flatness of the ground made it 
apparent that there was the possibiliiy of something falling, “pig-styes ’’ have been built. As the work 
proceeds, the mullock is brought in after the men, aud sections at a time are filled in ; and after that has 
been done the next run of stoping is proceeded with." The tailings from the concentrating mill are put 
in as filling. In Block 10, so far, their method has been to work with tho ordinary timbers; advancing 
three sets, and then coming back and putting in one. The timber is always kept a given distance from 
the working-face ; and the men are always within a reasonable distance of the hack. In the Central, the 
lodes are verv wide ; and they thought it not expedient to stope the ore in the direction of its strike, hut 
to cross-cut it. The cross-cuts were driven through the ground first: and then they were widened out 
and heightened. When five seis wide had been obtained, they proceeded to take out the broken ore; 
and, as it was taken out, they erected timber fine sets wide and three sets high. All means were taken to 
steady tlie timber, but notwithstanding that, in heavy blasting big lumps of rock would come down and
knock the timber about like skittles. 1 was there myself one day when over thirty sets were completely
knocked out by one blast, although they were wedged and blocked to tbe ground at every point possible. 
They collapsed like a pack of cards. _ ,
5898. It is not the practice to bring ore out, as a rule, except in very large masses? That is the nature 
of it. It is better to attempt tci bring it out in big masses than in small pieces, because the flying of rock 
from a small shot is much more violent than in big explosions. J think, on an average, the highest point 
at which the hack has been above the bottom would not be more than 20 feet, _ The only time the back is 
not left within reach of the men is between the time of clearing the broken dirt and the erection of the 
timbers under it. It is absolutely impossible in that sort of ground to keep the timbers so close to the 
working-face as is possible in ordinary ground. The blasting is so violent that no timber can be made to 
stand near it,
5899. And that very hardness makes it safe to leave these large arched chambers ? Yes, they are always
of necessity arched ; it would be ui.teiiy impossible to carry them level. If any weakness is observable, 
a prop, “ pig-stye,1’ or stack of some kind, is always built under. ■
5900. Cana weakness be detected in tbe case of aback 20 feet overhead? The weakness would he
observed before they cleared tho dirt; and, if there was any weakness while the dirt was there, they 
would break it down on to the dirt. .
5901. Is that ore of a nature that the air acts on quickly? No; any shattering done is usually the
result of firing. _ , .
5902. It is of too hard a crystalline nature for air to act quickly on it? Yes.
5903. Mr. Polkinqliorne.] Then yon do not think the air would act on it to any great extent? No.
5904. JHs Honor.] lYhicii is the’form of sulphide that gives off heat ? Generally, the more friable sort.
5905. I suppose tho fact that ore does not give off heat to a certain extent indicates that the air is not 
acting on it, and vice versa ? What is technically termed “ winding ’’ or flaking is not in the nature of 
decomposition. The hot sulphides are either connected with some large natural cavity in the mine, or 
with a series of small ones.
5906. Mr. Polkinghorne] You have never had to stop operations in any of tnis places because you 
thought it dangerous for workmen to bo in them ? Sometime ago a notice that I served on tlie Central 
Company was to the effect that a certain slope had better not be proceeded with until filling bad been 
done. The sloping had got ahead of the filling operations. In this particular stope, there was so much 
of this sett timber standing, without any possibility of its being loaded or steadied with mullock, that 1 
considered it a trap. A shot might, at any time, have knocked a lot of it down. In this case, the 
manager agreed with me , aud he stopped further stoping until mullock was brought in. .
5907. Are they now being worked as safely as could be? Tes, I think so, under the circumstances. 
You can only form your conclusions as to tbe safety or otherwise of any place by something occurring to
prove it dangerous. _ . . , t i n i •
5908. His Honor] You are all learning every day ? les ; and tbe alteration m the method ol working 
these sulphide stopes is a case in point. It is utterly impossible for them to bo worked on tbe ordinary
square-sot system. . 3
5909. Mr. Edwards] On the question of ventilation: I do not know whether you have arrived at any 
decision on that point;—bow are you going to fix it;—will you limit the temperature, or limit the 
quantity of air to each man ? I told His Honor this morning that, after reconsidering the matter, I did
not think tbe temperature test would answer. .
5910. But you did not say as to the limit of quantity of air you would allow to each man ; in a coal mine 
it is limited to 100 cubic feet for each man ; hut you would not want so much in these mines, I suppose ?
I think the limit might be placed here at 50 cubic feet. ... in
5911. Suppose you were running a drivo, would it be possible to give 50 cubic feet to each workman ? 
When talking of so many feet of air to the minute, you are talking of air supplied by artificial means of

' . ventilation
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ventilation. If you liavc to drive 200 or 300 feet away from the ordinary current, it is absolutely impoe- J- Hebbard. 
eible to expect that you are to a certainty going to have any certain number of feet in that end. 04Jur'~"lS9"
5012. Sis Honor.1 Could you not have ordinary galvanised iron pipes, rolled and soldered, aud a fan “ ul’ *' 
used at the outer end to drive the air in ? Even that will lead to trouble. J have seen, in plenty of 
places in hard ground, where the vibration of air in blasting would flatten the pipes.
5913. The vibration of the air alone? Yes, ' _
5914. Could they not be covered with mullock ? That would necessitate sinking the drive a foot lower.
5915. If they were laid in the corner of the drive? 1 do not think it is practicable lo lay pipes on the
bottom. ■
5910. You can only simply direct tbe air into tbe mouth ? Yes.
5917. Mr. Edwards.-] Of course, it is to tho interest of the mine to have plenty of air? Yes.
5913. At the same time, a hard-and-fast regulation insisting upon a certain quantity ot air might hamper 
operations considerably;—I take it that the 100 feet provided in coal-mines is to allow for prevention of 
choke-damp and other gases peculiar to coal-mines. Some coal-mines are perfectly free; but you can 
never tell when choke-damp or these other gases might appear. We, however, are perfectly free of that 
here. So do you not think 50 feet is rather a liberal allowance where those things have not to he 
accounted for. You see, if you had two men in a face, that would mean 100 feet passing every minute ?
I do not think, except iu very exceptional eases, that the ventilation is less than that. now. 1 think the 
great majority of the working places in tbe Broken Hill Minos have ventilation equal to that required iu 
coal-mines.
5919. How would it do to put 50 feet as a standard limit, and leave a little elasticity to the inspector ?

5920. JHs Honor.] Yes ; put it in that way—that the management shall supply 50 cubic feet per minute
for each man, unless they get a special 'permit from the inspector ? Yes ; that would do. _
5921. ilfr. Edwards.] That would meet cases where it is necessary to contend against bad air, while
putting in a drive to malic a connection to better tbe ventilation ? Yes ; I think in making connections 
it should be left to the discretion of the inspector; also when prospecting or developing work is being 
carried on. In those cases it would be well to allow the inspector the discretion to let work be carried 
ou with a less quantity of air than 50 feet for each man. _
5922. l)o you know the quantity of air a man takes into his lungs and vitiates every minute ? According 
to one of the latest authorities, one-fifth of a cubic foot per minute; and, ou that assumption, 50 cubic 
feet per minute would give a man any amount of air.
5923. Supposing wo bad a man of less experience than yourself, aud who was possibly a harder man than
he should be ; do you see the difficulties be could throw in the way of the management ? Ido not think 
we should cut that too fine. Our mines will be getting deeper all the time, and, possibly, hotter, owing 
to tbe decomposition of the sulphides. I think, if you are going to fix any limit on the ventilation, you 
should make a very ample one. _ _ _
5924. As they get deeper, it might be impossible for them to supply the quantity of air that you insist 
upon in your rules, although a less quantity might be ample for all purposes ? I do not think it would 
be impossible to provide it, and I am pretty well certain that the shafts in operation along the line of lode 
are sufficient to provide an ample supply of air.
5925. That is all right enough at the present depth. (Witness) : The depth will not, make any difference.
5926. I suppose you will have to sink your levels as you sink your shaft; and the deeper you go, do you
not find it more difficult to keep up tbe supply of air ? Hot if you have a connection between the two 
shafts. A shaft will draw just as well at 3,000 feet as it will at 300 feet. _
5927. How has this difficulty with the ventilation occurred in Bendigo ? Because there is no connection.
5928. What is tbe ventilation there? I could not say.
5929. My object is this : I do not wish to have any rule passed that might in any way operate harshly 
upon the men who aro working; at the same time, I do not want any rule passed that will hamper opera
tions ; and the question is, whether, in passing a rule that 50 cubic feet per minute shall be supplied for 
each man, you are not giving more than is absolutely necessary ? I am not saying absolutely that 50 feet 
should be fixed as the limit; and I think that such a question as that should be gone into thoroughly 
before determining upon anything finally.
5930. Sis Honor J] It is a matter you would like to see referred to some of tho best experts ? Yes ; and
1 would like to go very thoroughly into the matter myself before suggesting any fixed standard. . _
5931. Mr. Edwards.] You think a most careful investigation should be made ; in fact,_ a fresh inquiry 
instituted to go into that particular subject, before a regulation is framed fixing any limit ? Yes.
5932. The difficulty is this : that most of tbe scientific men you get on ventilation are men without 
practical knowledge so far as mining is concerned ;—whom would you suggest as being the best experts 
to give evidence, apart from book-men or theorists ? I. really do not know. Even with practical men 
tho difficulty might arise that they would probably know that there was an insufficient amount of ventila
tion, and not know tbe reason of it, or how to increase it. All I wanted to say on the matter is this : 
that the rule under tbe regulations is not sufficiently definite, and that, in carrying out my duty as regards 
ventilation, there is absolutely nothing to go ou except my own feelings in the matter. Iu metal mines, 
when a candle will burn well you are generally supposed to assume that the air is right enough.
5933. That being so, could it not be left to the discretion of tbe inspector ? The manner of the burning 
of a candle is the only guide an inspector has ; but even when a candle burns all right there may not be 
enough air to admit of the mine’s being worked comfortably.
5931. It would be absurd to make comparison between these mines and coal-mines as to ventilation ?
Yes. of course. "
5935. His Honor.] It comes to this in the coal-mines now, that they are about the healthiest places to 
work in as a rule—healthier, in fact, than in tlie open, (Witness) There is not very much to complain 
of as regards the ventilation in these mines; aud, as far as my experience goes, I say absolutely, without 
fear of contradiction, that the ventilation here is a long way better in every sort of way than in any of 
the mines 1 have been in in other parts.
5936. Mr. Edwards.] Then yon have to provide for greater depth, more men, and the consequent increased 
difficulty of ventilation ; you want to protect men, and at the same time not hamper operations ? I know 
work has to be done sometimes in mines where the air is heavy, and where it is light. It may be necessary
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'\Gy ™eans of ventilation tlirongh a stope that has not been worked for a long time, for instance 
^ July 1S97. ]*-ii after the hre where, to ventilate some of the stopes, the men had to work under difficulties;

’ still, the work had to he done. All such matters as that would have to be left to the discretion of the 
inspector; and it w'ould be nonsense to talk about bad ventilation in such cases, inasmuch as tho very 
object or the work was to improve the ventilation.
5937. It is a most important subject with reference to works? Xes.
5938 And you do not know, from your esperieuce, whether a man requires 45 cubic feel, or 5 cubic feet, 
oi air a minute ? It has never been in my experience a necessity to measure the air; and that has never 
kouo '’v' me™0(l adopted here of arriving at the adequacy or inadequacy of the ventilation, 
with ? N1 C ° n0t know from practical experience tho quantity of air required for a man to work
5940. Tou think it is such an important subject that making a regulation in a hasty wav for it might he 
productive of great evil either one way or tbe other? Tes. 1 want to say that my reason for mentioning 
this matter of ventilation is that it is absurd to have a clause merely stating that an adequate amount of 
ventilation shall be supplied.
o941. I ou would leave it this way, that the mine shall provide such ventilation as shall be deemed 
necessary by tbe inspector for the time being? Of course, you might have an unreasonable inspector. 
4 think it always advisable that not too much he left to any man ; it would bo much better if lie bad 
something to work upon, which should always ho the case.
5942. ’With regard to the open-cuts; I suppose you will admit that both Mr. Stewart and Mr Baxter 
have had greater experience in open-cut work than you have ? Most decidedly.
5SJ43. You have heard Mr. Stewart say that he had 20.000,000 tons of stuff moved in one mine at Tharsis? Tes.
5944 And you know Mr. Baxter has moved a lot ? Tes.
5945. In reference to undercutting a face ; I suppose, when Mr. Stewart said that, he did not mean to 
make the overhanging dangerous; there are degrees of undercutting? Mr. Stewart in mentioning the 
operation of undercutting gave, I think, a wrong impression. The toe is at the base, and is the solid 
portion still left, which is blasted out by a series of small holes. It was that, 1 think, that Mr. Stewart 
reterred to.
59 46. You blast avvay the toe_; and that straightens the face to a great extent ? Tes : but it would not 
be undercutting. I do not think it is intended, or ever has been intended, that any of the operations in 
the opcn-cut would be facilitated by undercutting; and I think that Mr. Stewart conveyed a wrong 
impression when he spoke upon this matter. He meant to cut the solid too right into tlie face.
0^4/. Mis Hojwr.j Kot under the face, but up to the face ? Yes.
0948. Mr. i.dwards.'] I suppose you know that tho universal custom in railway cuttings is to undercut, 
and to have an overhanging burden ? I have never had any experience in railway cuttings. I know 
-cmo1 A' , 'j*'67 ca!Il(3 here be wanted to undercut the face, and I managed to prevent him.
0949. lou had good reason then because of the cut being over old workings ? Yes.
5950. But a great deal now is on solid ground? Yes.
5951. However, no accident has over happened here from undercutting? There has never been anv
undercutting done ; I promptly stopped it. '
59o2. Somethiug was said by a witness, I think his name was W. Williams, about some winze that was 
not protected at To. 3 level ? 1 have seen the winze any amount of times, and J have been down in it three or four times.
o953. I think he stated it to be a very dangerous place? I think what Mr. Williams said in regard to 
that winze was absurd. So long as be nailed the boards up after he blasted them off it would have been 
!?£ , eib0Uob ; aud I do not think oven an iron framing round that brace would have stood the heavy firing. 
o9oI He said there was no protection round the brace. (Witness) That is all nonsense : a framing 
was iormed of 10 x 10 ; and on the outer sido of that was 10 x 4. 0
T°rt.5‘ i^f1^ IS y°Ur ^ea “bout having two engine-drivers in the engine-house during the raising of men ? 
i trunk it it were made the rule it would have to be broken in the greater number of instances, Jf there 
was only one shift employed, they would have to engage another engine-driver; and the same would apply 
to where there are only two shifts. Where there are three shifts, of course they could work it.
5956. About changing in the face ; do you think it would have the effect of preventing accidents ? I do 
not think that any good would be done by making that the rule, because it is quite as easv for men to 
meet and exchange their ideas about their work at anyplace other than the face; and, in fact, in nine 
cases out ot ten it is more convenient.
o9o/ But the thing is this: can you describe anything as accurately and as well as you can point it out 
on the spot? Tes, you can. *
5958. Tou could describe the condition of a face, or fhe position of a missed-hole, as accurately as if you 
jad a m the face and showed it to him P Yes ; I could tell within G inches of anv soot,
D9o9.t Supposing yon did not know who was following you ? 1 would make it znv business to find out. 
inat is where they make the great mistake, not meeting. '
o960. But in order to get over that difliculty ? I do not believe in having anything t o do with incompetent 
men ; and I am certain of this—that, if a competent man is relieving me, I can indicate to him just as 
plainly m two minutes by word of mouth the position of any missed-hole, or dangerous or treacherous 
ground, as I could by pointing it out.

i3 w]!en.the men are competent; but, even then, supposing you did not meet your mate, and 
the shitt-boss, who has forty different messages, omits to tell him, how would you get over that ? I think 
it would be quite safe to make a rule that the men being relieved should be'met somewhere by the men relieving them. ■ J
5962, But would you not fix a place -—they could not meet at the plat, because there would not be enough 
room for them ; and they could not meet at the brace very well ? As a matter of fact they could meet in 
the plat easily enough, or in tho level leading to the plat,
59®3J; bbfy can tIle Plat- why not meet in the face ? Because as a rule the blasting is done at
relief of shifts ; which enables the air to clear during the time, occupied in changing.
5964. Why cannot they fire a bit earlier, so as to let the face clear before the relief comeson? The 
work is cut out to be done in a certain time; and if they were to fire half an hour sooner they would 
either nave to work under pressure or do less work.

5965.
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Wr?ng’ bu,t J understood from some of tlie witnesses that they had no hied time for J- Hubbard.
fif J P L1 ?, lho* and whenever the condition of the ground demanded it ? The general •----'---- .

vs1Sn a ^ bnn® done at relief of shift. a 24 July, idgy.
dangerouVgrTunPda'?tSTeSt!l° ™’men work ^ a fortnight without firing a shot; still, they are in
IS'J?61-6 7Uldihna. eiPlosion t],ere to interfere with them? Ido not think, so long as the men
ab^cdiiteTv certain ha ^ g00-!110 b° obtainf ^making them meet in the face ; aud I am
rooo t! ^ u . th 4 doino y011 w>11 eause a lot of irritation and do no good hy it.
ii’ /]-; U al,° you going to meet the men coming on, in the case, sav, when a man is sent on fromrafers altSeth ^ ^ men aTO not at WOlk- au'd their Placea taken up b*

mai1 ^ kn°W " UnleSS he “eetS him " the faCe ? 1 -11
5970 ,r?.tbef?lCB 13 & fruitful cause of accident; men leave missed-holcs for instance.
worJ'if LfCe ^Jr-f Tb ^ Dy.ther° beiDS no relJort; -ud the next shift should not 
immcdhitekkdieH’^ nff r,tCeived uo ™mg, they would start work, and, in all probability, be
thaTmen slm fphnu0/ ^ T ,dlffieultie3 ab°ot it, but I really think that, if a rule were made
]Pflj j.rt , i j1 m+i^e ^acer ^jeinconveil^cnce ftnt^ difficulties in carrying it out might possiblyon relief 6 W°Uld be ad™ltaSe gaiued. Men can always find the "shiflbosses

SdlthVlilt'T L°“ T’ir 'rvu t0 pr,°;:de that men sbou!d not g° dowu uatil they had communicated
tliAmnn ' 1 * nt!k lfc WOuId be wel1 to make il provision that the men going off should meettuu men coEning on, " °
5972. But the question is where ? ___
fSn^udfhT^^ M6 7^ £r°m ,Bl0ck 14 8ilid that raen run ofE and lBa''e their faces iu wild con- 

h u-,0100'1 tbe-y are only t0° anxious 10 rush UP to the cage? Yes.
hwe oLT™f IPX would Tng1itj d° y°U !t Would Prevent “«dents? I believe accidents
umuld in anvVJv hi T M+ ^ beeri P^^^d had the men relieved in the face. I do not think it 
Mould in any way be a loss to the men should relieving he done in the face ; they go down at 8 o’clock

rS >eJ WOrk ^ eight hours in the twJAour; therefore if a
wSeth^SSnrinyiLo^8111? ,S 011 1;? <'Tth0!’ ^ ife 'vorks round, as it were; it is all equalised, 
whether changing is done underground or in the changing-house. 1
where Sttbm ^ r,SkS’ 1 ^lder6tal?d, are loose ground, which does not necessarily occur only
the face S * * aW Carncd 0n= aud “»«d.holes ? With a missed-hole yon cannot relieve in

ll-terally “ ,faCe’ but as ^ t0 ihe fi,ce as would be advisable. What happens when 
iTttle time? ,8ArePorted lo tho meu g?™g on shift. Those two men cannot go to the face it all for soin®

^£^Sta£c0.r<J”2SSd.Js‘,.ey™‘“ ,,e I,Ut “ *“ ^ey would uot be

wouW rW fThe CaiCr1 had mind weTe where boIes had been charged hut not lit ? That
r(V7nd b?.fadure of duty ; and if aman failed to do that he would fail to do anything.
thiims'S'tife face ? ^ ?°n 8,hould bo able to “eet one another, and advise of

tb“‘ ‘h« “““‘V i. "lo i. th. butld, not think
”t » «St ^ "0*!i"S ? ” ” the «’*-• aC“,di”S t0 »• erid“”“. f»' “'J

Sou w1,!diUOt;iUndfStaDd tbat t0 bo tbe rtlle ? fti3 the general practice, 
cnoo' i7bati18 tbe obJect f So that they can meet tlieir mates.
rooY iti tley ,mglt' miss even then ? There is Pttle probability of that
S tW wouhl^ot ^ yL°U St Sgest any rule by which it could be ubsolutoly assured
,WlnX one another? No, I cannot. It comes to this, that if you want to make
roos itly 7 ] 0, tbe mei1 meetnlo eacb otber they must meet in the face
wum “ ™“l8id •»- ? t. , a

wtotelhfrT™7lone; il’’ould‘*l8‘h“i"*‘»”"“1>»itt.k« »to get

59SS The7w T tv0 I™* T a q^T °,f an hour ? 1 do ,lot think it would average that,
shfp ? We aty er ^ \7 -W[t0 BOt ^ 7° a h^ship although it would be looked upon as a hard-
Se^bincroF thifio^ you cannot pme out of a miner’s heart with a crow-bar; and it is
no substantial griLS&rff^ * ’ " Create irritati°n’ altb°Ugh in reality there are
5!?89’ Bo y01? kuo'v.°f n"i' mines where it is the rule to change in the face ? No ; hut I know of plenty
5990° Yonac7eent d’ * ’“r had t0 be dr°PPed 0,1 a<icount of its not working properly P 7 
+S ik a * Beoa way of getting out of the dilemma? No; only by changing in the face • and
hrkt if ab^t tLT rnln t Trf an tbN Te- Iam abr,1:itely eertaiu that if any Attempt be made to
(K.S S'edTtS tea"' ‘he"! be ‘ t0l° Ml'“ ^ d. *»

aS'Ii1/?!?086 14 W0US be (luite Poss|ble for the mines to say you cannot blast beyond a 
rimo j/ rr Al^ then the men would say we must blast when we find it necessary. '
that P ?i)W ab°Ut T\1Dg,a regulation providing that word shall he left in tho plat j-could
mliTStriti dTwr ‘t pl“"lopWi l“,‘ •nythi.g1’ to be com-

S?AYesy0U Can aBBUme ^ miUerS Can write.°r,if not, get some one else to do it for

S out.y0U thiUlC that C0Uld be managed ? 1 tbink ;t wou,d be very cumbersome here, and would not

“fd d“"s,!",u'- ■“ch *■ ” d*"s“>“' ^
0t7«70.
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J. Hebbard. 5900. In tlmi case, a man would be bound to make an entry, and would also probably see his mate; if be 
should, however, miss his mate, tbe entry would be there ? Tes; I do not think there is much fear now 

■24 July, 1897. 0f jncn uof; meeting their mates, or not being able to recognise them. Things that way are better now 
than they used to be. ......
5997. Why? The contract system has made men take more interest in their work; it is to a mans 
interest to make his mates understand the work he has been doing.
5998. Is it, iu your opinion, espedient that managers, or under-managers, or shift-bosses, or any men
employed in looking after men on mines, should not be liable to be summoned on juries ? I do not see 
that that should make any difference. It should not matter what tbe personnel of the jury is. _
5999. Mr. Edwards.] That is not the question ; it is as to officers having to leave tlieir men? There is
usually somebody to take their place, and I do not see that that makes a great deal of difference. ^ _
6000. Tins is in reference to an application made by mine-managers to be relieved from service on juries. 
In Victoria, any man who has charge of twenty men or more is ejempt from serving on a jury ; and an 
application has been made here to have all mine-managers, shift-bosses, and men who have more fh^ii 
twelve men serving under them, exempt from jury service ? I tbink it is advisable that a man m that 
position should not be dragged awav from his position more than possible.

Mr. Edwards : The Gircinf Cowt and ihe District Court were held at the same lime mi the last occa
sion : and I think eight officers from the Proprietary were in attendance. Considering the nature of 

their work, they ought to be as exempt as I. am. _ j j ■ i j +•
6001. Mis Honori] A mine-manager may get on a case lasting three or four days ; and, during that time,
the mine would be without his services? I think, considering the duties of a mine-manager, be should be 
exempt. , . ,
6002. Would you apply that to shift-bosses ? I do not thiuk there is any necessity to go so far as that, 
because, iu that case, there are so many doing practically the same class of work.
6008. Mr. Edwards.'] 1 suppose you would say that the foremen and heads of different departments and 
engine-drivers should be exempt? Yes. As to engine-drivers, every engine has its own personality ; and 
no man is master of any engine until be has had some practice with her ; and, if the other two men worked 
for him, they would break the law, because of their working more than eight hours a day. It would also 
give rise to a very great danger to allow a man to work an engine more than eight hours at a time.
6004. His Donor.'] As to certificates for engine-drivers? If a certificated engine-driver came to me I
would give him a test. ,
6005. Still, if you advertised for an engine-driver, you would rather choose from a number of cerhiicatea
men than from men without certificates ? Yes : because I would be certain, then, that they knew some
thing about the principles on which an engine is constructed. ^ _ _ , r i o w
6006. Although practice is most important in the matter of engine-driving, theory is very useful. Tes ;
I think a mau is a little better if he knows something of theory. He ought to know an engine s workings; 
and (I think) he should be certificated. .
6007. Tou do not believe in miners being certificated ? Ho. If a man can handle a hammer m the 
various positions, it is pretty safe to assume that he knows the rest. I think it is quite true that there 
are a number of incompetent miners on this field ; in fact, there is no doubt about it. They may be handy 
men in other capacities, hut they are certainly not miners. Iu viewing the scenes of accidents, this much 
has been very patent to me ; that if the men concerned in them had done what any reasonable men would 
have done, the accidents would not have occurred ; and it is this that leads me to think that incompetency 
is the cause of a large number of accidents.
6008. Mr. Polkinghorne.] Is there any regulation in the Act providing for tho number of shafts ? JNo.
6009. Do you not think there should he;—should not the Act insist that there be two shafts carried
to the level of the deepest workings on every mine?----  , .
6010. His Honor.] Or one shaft divided into compartments—an up-cast and a down-cast ? Ah shatts are
like that; but Mr. Polkinghorne means two distinct shafts. I do not think that, in a mining district, 
there is any necessity for that provision, because cue mine never stands by itself; and there is always 
some way of communicating to some other mine. j- -l i jr

Mr. Polkinghorne .• There is one mine in Eendigo whose workings are a good many feet below any oj
the other workings on the field, and it is impossible, in that case, to make a connection.

Witness: Would you compel the conipany to carry down another shaft ? 7 ? ?
Mr. Polkinghorne i I think you should compel them- to make a communication from the lowest level

to other workings, so as to encourage a draught.
Witness: I think it is very desirable that two shafts should be connected at the lowest level possible;

■ and here there is no difficulty in doing that because of ihe number of shafts. _
His Honor: Tou would leave that to ihe inspector; because, if provision be made that a certain amount 

of air be supplied to icorking-places, it will have to be done somehow. _
Mr. Polkinghorne : If a- mine had 'two shafts, there would also be a means of escape; and, as an instance 
pointing to the necessity of such a provision "being made as regards metal-nines, when I was in Jdendigo 
the men reeve delayed underground for sixteen hours, and were underground altogether twenty-four hours, 
before they could get out. That was brought about by the breaking of a. rope, which resulted in the shaft 

being so knocked about that ihe cages could not travel either up or down. _
6011. The risk is generally done away with by large mines always requiring two shafts, and by mines
working near one another making connections ? Tea; the only mines here that are not in the position or 
being able to connect with the others are the Horth and the Consols. They are the only two not connected 
at present; of course, I do not say that they should be connected.^ __ . .
6012. Tou do not think it would be practicable or fair to enforce in metal-mining the rule that is in force 
in coal-mining—that each mine shall have two shafts ? Ido not think it would he possible, because, when 
a metal-mine is opening, there is no telling what is in it.
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APPENDICES.

Appendix No. 1.
EXHIBIT "A.”

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited.

Rules and Regulations to be observed (in conjunction with tlie Government Mining Regulations of New South Wales) 
by all underground workmen, including bracemcn, brace-truckers, winding-engine drivers, and all other men employed 
in or about tbe shafts, on the surface, who aro connected with the underground department.

1. All workmen connected with the underground department shall work shifts of S hours, less 20 minutes for “ crib.”
2. Any workman arriving late will lose one shift.
0. No workman shall be permitted to enter or remain on the mine while in a state of intoxication, or to bring 

intoxicating liquor on the mine.
4. Lowering and hoisting men, &c.—No "workman shall enter acage under any circumstances till the signals, specified 

on the signal code, have been given and received. When a cage, resting on chairs, requires to be lowered below tbat level, 
tbe engine-driver after receiving the signal to lower shall, before lowering, raise the cage about 3 inches to allow the chairs 
to be withdrawn. Brace and platmen, and any who may be authorised from time to time to attend to this matter, are 
strictly forbidden to withdraw the chairs till the cage has been raised ns above stated. When both cages are in gear, the 
engine-driver shall not move cither cage before receiving signals for both of them. Shift-bosses on duty when shifts are 
changing shall remain at the plats underground and at surface brace until this operation is completed. No signal shall be 
given to the engine-driver affecting any cage unless such cage is at the level from which the signal is to he given.

r>. All workmen are prohibited from entering any place throughout the mine where not absolutely required by duty 
to he at the time. j i / j

(J. W orkinen shall not remove or interfere with any precaution for the safety of the underground employees, such as 
coverings over, or guard-rails around shafts on surface, winzes, ore-shoots, or other dangerous places, and shall keep all 
such places in the vicinity of tlieir work as it proceeds, properly covered or railed-off. As a matter of common safety, any 
workman who shall observe, or come to the knowledge of any damage to, or deficiency in, any part of the workings, any 
defect or flaw in the cages, chains, ropes, or chairs, or in any part of the engine, machinery, gearing, or plant used in or 
about the mine whereby the safety of workmen or others may he impaired, shall he bound forthwith to communicate same 
to tho shift-boss or foreman. Workmen are prohibited from tampering with any marks which may he made in any part of 
the workings for the guidance oi the workmen or the management; or interfering without authority with any part of the 
machinery, gearing, or plant, iu any way whatever. If in the various mining operations underground the workmen notice 
any undue pressure on the timbers, or any movement or disturbance in the ground which might he in any way considered 
dangerous, they shall immediately convey information of such to their shift-boss who shall at once advise the foreman. It 
will bo the duty of the shift-boss wiiose attention has been directed to such matters, to fully explain (before he leaves tho 
mine) to the shift-boss who relieves him, the nature of the movement in the ground, or anything else which may require 
special attention, and the relieving shift-boss having been so informed shall notify the workmen under his charge of any 
danger or indication of same, Jf at any time a movement in the underground workings should occur which would he at 
all likely to cause a subsidence on the surface, it will he the duty of tlie shift-boss in charge of that particular section of 
the mine to immediately notify his foreman about it, and tbe foreman shall, without delay, inform the contractor, the con
tractors foreman, or anyone in charge of the surface work immediately over where the movement underground is taking 
place, so that the men may ho withdrawn from tho open-cuts or oilier surface work. If the shift-boss cannot quickly find 
his foreman, he must himself convey the information to those in charge of the surface work.

1. Blasting Underground.—Before the fuse in a charged hole is lighted, due notice must ho given hy the man or men 
m charge of the blasting by calling out in a loud voice not less than three times the word “ Fire !,” the number of holes 
charged, and the number of the floor on and tlie direction in which the holes are, as for example : Two holes, seventh floor, 
north end; or three holes, fifth floor, southend; or four holes, ninth floor, cast side; or five holes, tenth floor, west side. After 
(■lie fuses are lighted, the men in charge of the blasting must guard tho passages leading to where tlie blasting is being 
carried on, and they must prevent anyone from going dangerously near to the holes. If a hole has missed fire, the place 
where the niissed-holo is must not he approached in less than one hour and a half from tho time that the fuse in such 
missed-hole was lighted danger notices must ho put in conspicuous places warning persons to keep away, and a man must 
be left to guard the place. A charge of explosive of any kind which has missed fire shall not bo tmranimed, and a fresh 
hole shall not be drilled within an unsafe distance of the missed-hole. When blasting in the square-set timbering, where 
the material to ho blown out hy the blast will fall upon the plank flooring of the square-sets, such flooring must be protected 
hy laying loose planks or timbers across the regular floors, and the flooring must be further protected bv a sufficient mass 
of loose ore or mullock laid upon the floors which are likely to he affected by the material blown out hy the blast.

8. Smoking is strictly prohibited underground and during working hours on tho surface.
9. Shift-bosses are fully empowered to discharge or suspend workmen under their charge for neglect of work, idleness, 

or insubordination.
10. All tools (hammers, gads, picks, &c.) shall he left at the face on quitting work, and the “planting” or secreting 

of tools of any kind is strictly forbidden. All blunt tools shall he delivered at the plats hy the workmen using them.
11. Any employee or any other person, or persons, found removing from the mine specimens of ore, tools, candles, 

or any other property belonging to the Company will bo liable to criminal prosecution.
12. Pay-day is on alternate Saturdays, the Company retaining three days' pay.

The above Jtnles are framed for ihe purpose of facilitating the v.oj-h in the mine, aud for the safety and benefit of all workmen 
on cojitract or otherwise. As it is impossible in jrrint lo provide a rule for everything, employees are required, under pain 
of dismissal, to strictly comply with any rules or instructions which may he made and gittm verbally hy the management 
from time to time, and are. further required personally and individually to exercise every care to p-cvcnt accidents to 
themselves or to their fellow-workmen. '

Broken Hill, August, 1896. A. STEWART,
General Manager.

A ppendii
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Appendix No. 2.
EXHIBIT “ B.”

The Broken Hill Bropbietary Company, Limited.

Roles and Regulations to be observed (in conjunction with the Government Mining Regulations of New South Wales) 
by all surface workmen, contractors, and others in all departments of the Company s operations.

1. All surface workmen shall work eight hours daily on shifts, as required. ...
2. No workmen shall be permitted to enter or to remain on tbe Company’s property while in a state of intoxication, 

or to bring intoxicating liquor on the mine.
3. Any employee coming to work late will lose one shift. _ _ _
4. Shift-bosses are fully empowered to suspend or discharge any employee for neglect of work, idleness, or insubordi-

nauon. . . , • ,
5. The workmen shall keep all dangerous places, in the vicinity of their work as it proceeds, properly covered or

railed off, and shall not remove any precaution for the safety of workmen in the open-cuts, metallurgical plants, or else
where such as the coverings of air passages, ore shoots, winzes, guard-rails, fences, or danger notices. As a matter of 
common safety, any workmen who shall observe, or come to the knowledge of, any damage to, or deficiency in, any part of 
the mine, wherebv the safety of workmen or others may be impaired, shall be bound forthwith to communicate same to the 
shift-boss or foreman. Workmen are prohibited from tampering, or interfering without authority, with any part of the 
machinery, gearing, or plant in any way whatever. _ _

6. Any person or persons found removing specimens of ore, candles, tools, timber, or any other property from the 
mine or the Company's works will bo liable to criminal prosecution.

7. Smoking is strictly prohibited during working hours. .
S. Blasting on the surface and in the open-cats (excepting “ bulling J: of holes) is only permitted between the 

following hours, viz. 2 a.m, to 2.30 a.m., 6.45 a.m. to 7.15 a.m., 12 noon to 12.30 p.m., 5 p.m. to 5.30 p.m., 0 p.m. to 
9,30 p.m. Should blasting be considered necessary in any exceptional cose at times other than above, it may be done only 
with the permission of the Company’s surface foreman. When shots are about to be fired, contractors, or those in charge 
of blasting operations, must station men with red flags at all approaches to the work to warn off all persons by calling out, 
aud repeating in a loud voice, the word '' Fire,” and at the same time displaying the red flags ; and notice must be specially 
given to all persons inside of buildings within a dangerous distance of where the blasting is going on. All persons so 
warned must retire to places of safety, and in order to give such persons an opportunity to so retire, no charge shall be 
fired until five minutes shall have elapsed after the giving of the first warning, and such warning shall be continued until 
the whole of the charges shall have been exploded. ,

9. No holes are to be charged (unless for [1 bulling ” purposes) with any kind of explosive whatsoever whilst workmen, 
other than those actually engaged in charging, arc in the quarries or cuts, and before placing the charge in any hole for the 
purpose of “ hullirm :l it] the powder man (known as the “ powder-monkey") shall give due warning of his intention to 
charge same whoi? all workers are required to leave the part of the face or work which will be affected hy the explosion 
(whether prematurely or otherwise) of the "bulling” charge. The powder man must repeat, the warning immediately 
before exploding the charge. Before charging a “ bulled hole, sufficient time shall be allowed to elapse for the hole to 
cool oft', varying according to the nature of the material and the weight of the charge, and every care is to be taken to 
ascertain that the hole is cool before beginning to charge for the blast. In the event of a charge of any kind of explosive 
missing fire, no workman whatever shall return to work in the quarry or open-cuts within an unsafe distance of the missed- 
hole until the blast therein has been successfully exploded, and those particular persons who are engaged in effecting the 
explosion of the missed-chargo may only return to carry out their duty where there can be no further doubt that the charge
has missed, . ,

10. A charge of powder or other explosive which has missed fire shall not be unrammed, and a new hole must not be 
drilled within an unsafe distance of the missed-hole.

11. After a blast, and before men return to work at the foot of a face or batter, all loosened material shall be barred
down in order to prevent accidents happening through unexpected slips of earth and rock, aud while men are working at 
the foot of a face or batter, contractors shall at all times keep the faces or side hatters in a safe condition, both as regards 
inclination of slopo and absence of overhanging material. . .....

12. A safe exit from open-cuts or quarries for the use of all men employed therein shall be made and maintained in 
good order by the contractors.

13. Where cranes or other overhead appliances arc used, workmen shall not stand under the skip or load or within 
reach of such overhead appliances.

14. Pay-day is on alternate Saturdays, the Company retaining three (3) days pay.

Thy above Jinks have lem framed lo facilitate ihe worh of the mint, and for the benefit and ua/cf?/ of the men employed,
it is impossibley in icritinq. to provide a ride for cvcrylhifuj, workmen are required under pain oj dismissal to strictly comply 
with any rules or imtrxcHons which may'be made and given verbally by the management from time to time, and are 
further required personally and indiuidually to exercise every care to prevent accidents happening to themselves or io their
fdlow-umrkmn. A, STEWART,

Broken Hill, August, 189C. General Manager.

Appendix No. 3-
EXHIBIT "C. ”

This agreement made tho. 
day of___________ , 1S9 ,

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited. No..

Unihrgronnd Contract.—Stoping.
_____________day of______________ , 1S9 , to terminate at_________p.m. the____
between___________ _________________________________________ —__ _________

(hcveiuafter styled tbe Contractors) of tbe one part and the Broken Hill Proprietary Company, limited (hereinafter styled 
the Company) of the other part: Whereby the Contractors agree to carry out the work enumerated below, subject to all 
the conditions aud agreements hereinafter set out, and to take all personal risks and responsibilities underground,

1st. To stope the ore situated_____________________________________________________________________ ________

from such positions as may from time lo time be defined during the progress of the work, and in such quantities
as may be required bv the General Manager or whom he may appoint, ... . .

2nd. It is hereby agreed that the work of stoping will consist of mining the ore, breaking it into a suitable eizo, 
handling and dumping it into the shoots, sorting the ore from the waste material or mullock which may occur m 
the lode, removing and handing the framed timbers from tho shoots nearest tlie point of work, and placing and 
blocking each square-set securely into position. The waste or mullock must bo deposited in the open sets to form 
bulkheads as directed by the General Manager or whom he may appoint.

3rd. Sufficient men must be employed when necessary to obtain an increased quantity of any special grade of ore as 
may bo required by the General Manager or whom he may appoint. , .

4th. The General Manager reserves tlie right to change the locality of the work providing circumstances, in his 
opinion, demand such a course ; also to substitute one or more Contractors for any number of shifts for those 
signing this contract if, in his opinion, such a course is rendered advisable from any cause whatever.

5th. men are to he employed in this Contract who shall be competent miners, and whose names must be submitted 
for approval to the General Manager, or to whom he may appoint, before work is commenced.
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Cth, The Contractors agree to do any timbering which may, in the opinion of the General Manager, or whom he mav 
appoint, he necessary to secure the ground for safe working, and the price as stated below shall include all such 
timbering. •

7tli. This Contract is to be carried out subject to tlie rules of tlie Company, which are now, or may at any time here
after bo posted about tlie mine, and the Mining Regulations of Xcw South 'Wales, so far as same require anythinc 

he done or omitted to be done by the Contractors or any other persons employed in connection with this
0 i ,2. ‘lvhic]l said Rules and Regulations the Contractors hereby agree to fully recognise and observe,
8th. The Company agrees to pay at the rate of £ for each square-set completed in accordance with' the fore

going conditions, and to the satisfaction of the General Manager, or whom he may appoint,
Mh. In the event of one or more of the Contractors not working full time, he or they will only be entitled as his or 

their share, to the portion of the proceeds based on the actual number of shifts worked by him or them 
JOLh. The amount of work mentioned above is approximate only, and the General Manager, or who he may appoint
1 im inon f^cnilinc Contract at his option, providing circumstances in his opinion demand such a course. *
11th- Ihe Company shall incur no liability to any person whomsoever employed in connection with this Contract bv

reason of any injury or loss arising out of this Contract, or the work to be performed thereunder. ^
12th. Payments will be made fortnightly to each person employed in connection with this Contract upon the Company's 

timekeepers certificate, and the Contractors hereby authorise and direct such payments accordingly and tlie 
Conipany may retain 25 j)er centum of the amounts due; and if the Contractors or any of them, or any person 
employed in connection with this Contract, at any time make default in the performance or observance of anything 
on then* or his part to be performed and observed, in pursuance of this Contract, the balance so retained as aforc- 

i oxi.Sain SV? ^^cruul;)9n ^bsohitcly forfeited} and all the rights of the Contractors thereunder immediately cease, 
loth. Ihe Company will provide all candles and tools required for this Contract.

Tiie expression “ The General Manager,” where used herein, shall he deemed to mean and signify the General 
Manager, or Assistant or Acting General Manager for tlie time being, of the Company, or any person he or any of them 
may from tunc to tune appoint to represent him or any of them hereunder.

Given under our hands at Broken Hill, in the Colony of Hew South Wales, the day and year first above written

Signed by the Contractors, in the presence of—

Appendix No. 4.
EXHIBIT “D."

The Broken Hill Prop met ary Company, Limited. No.
Underground Oontrart,—Driven, Cross-euln, <6c.

This Agreement made the______________ day of_____________ , 1S9____ , to terminate at_______ p.m., the_______day

of___________ , 189____ , between__________________________________

(hereinafter styled the Contractors) of the one part and Tlie Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited (hereinafter styled 
tlie Company) of the other part: Whereby the Contractors agree to carry out the work enumerated below, subject to all 
the conditions and agreements hereinafter set out and to take all risks and responsibilities underground.

1st. ------ .—men arc to be employed in this Contract who shall bo competent miners, and whose names must be
submitted for approval to tlie General Manager before work is commenced.

2nd. Ihe General Manager reseiwes the right to substitute one or more Contractors for any number of shifts for those 
signing this Contract or employed in commotion therewith, if, in his opinion, such a course is rendered advisable 
from any cause whatever.

3rd. In the event of any one or more of any of the persons employed in connection herewith not working full time, ho 
or they will only be entitled us his or their share to tlie portion of the proceeds based on the actual number of 
shifts worked by him or them.

4th. The Company will provide all candles and tools required for this Contract.
r>th. Payments are to be made fortnightly to each person employed in connection with this Contract upon the Com

pany s timekeeper’s certificate, and the Contractors hereby authorise ami direct such payments accordingly, and 
the Company inuy retain 25 per centum of tlie amounts due. and if the Contractors, or iuiy of them, or any person 
employed in connection with this Contract at any time make default in the performance or observance of anything 
on tiieir or his part to bo performed and observed iu pursuance of this Contract, the balance so retained as afore
said shall thereupon be absolutely forfeited and all the rights of the Contractors thereunder immediately cease.

6th. The amount of work mentioned above is approximate only, aud the General Manager may determine tills Contract 
at his option, providing circumstances in his opinion demand such a course.

7th. The Company shall incur no liability7 to any person whomsoever employed in connection with this Contract by 
reason of any injury or loss arising out of this Contract or the work to bo performed thereunder.

8th, 9 his Contract is to he carried out subject to tho rules of the Company, which are now or mav at any time here
after be posted about the mine, aud the Mining Ttcgulations of New South Wales, so far as the'same require any
thing to lie done or omitted to bo done by the Contractors or any other person employed in connection with this 
Contract, which said rules and regulations the Contractors hereby agree to fully recognise and observe.

9th. The Contractors agree to do any timbering which may in the opinion of the General Manager be necessary to 
secure the ground for safe working, and tho price as stated below shall include all such timbering.

10th. The Company agrees to pay at the rate of X. , completed in accordance with the foregoing conditions
aud to the satisfaction of the General Manager or whom ho may appoint.

258—2 B The
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The expression '‘The General Mananger” where used herein, shall bt‘deemed to mean and signify the 
Manager, or Assistant, or Acting Genera! Manager for the time being of the Company, or anj pet son he or any o t 
may from time to time appoint to represent him or any of them hereunder , , ,

Given under om hands at Broken Hill, in the Colony of New South W ales, the day and j ear fust aim e « ntten.

Signed hy the Contractors in the presence of—

Appendix No. 5.
EXHIBIT “E.

Exthacts from agreement-made the Cth March, 1805, between the Broken Hill Proprietary Comjiany, Limited, and 
Messrs. Baxter and Saddler, Contractors—dealing with excavations by the Contractors on the Company s leases as from 
the 1st January, 1895.

Clause 2. The Contractors shall not he paid for any ore and material, or either of them, that may lie excavated from 
the slopes outside the hatter lines shown on tho said plan marked “B” above referred to, or indicated by he Genera 
Manager under the provisions of Clause 3, hereof, unless such additional excavation .s ordered in writing by the General 
Manager, or is due to "greasy heads,” or « broken ground,” cr other natural cause, and not in any way to careless work on
tlie ^Clause Wherever the General Manager shall consider and indicate to the Contractors that a steeper or flatter 
slope than the usual three-quarters to one is advisable, the Contractors will be required to excavate to and to form such
slope bjastin„ s]Mj] bp permitted without the sanction in writing of the General Manager first obtained, and
the method of anv blasting shall in all respects be subject to the approval of tbe General . lanager.

Clause 11."The Contractors shall, to the satisfaction of the General Manager, form one bench at about the seventy- 
eHit-feet level in Section Pour, and one bench in such position in all or any of the other Sections to winch these piesents 
may apply as he shall direct, and the Company shall, upon each such bench being formed as aforesaid pay, or allow to the 
Contractors for each cubic yard of ore aud material, or either of them necessarily excavated or quarried by ^Contractors 
in forming such bench or benches at a similar rate per cubic yard to that for the time bemg payable by the Company here
under to the Contractors, in accordance witli the provisions of these presents, but all other expenses whatsoever, m connec
tion with the formation of any such bench or benches, and the removal, delivery, and disposal of the ore and material or 
either of them so excavated or quarried shall be borne by tbe Contractors. ... , , • ■ ^ i . i

Clause 14. The Contractors shall provide and use requisite water to lay dust where such operation is considered
neGeS^CkuL 24. T^^Vtoctors^’in carrying out the provisions of these presents shall, in addition to the eonditums herein 
contained or referred to, in all things conform to and he subject to the rules of the Company s Mine either existing or future, 
and also to the rules and regulations issued, or which may hereafter be issued by the Department of Mines, and to the 
requirements and instructions of the Inspector of Mines, and to the terms and conditions contained or implied in the Mineral 
Leases held by the Company from the Crown comprising the said sections, and shall also comply with all laws, rules, or
reeulations of the Government or any other authority for the tiiiio Ireing in force.

Clause 26. The Contractors shall work as many shifts of eight hours daily in all or any portion or portions of the 
Sections as the General Manager may require, subject to the Company providing the requisite lighting for illuminating the 
surface work.

Appendix No. 6.
Extracts from letter in regard to “ bulling’’-forwarded, with sketch, to the Under Secretary for Mines aud Agriculture, 

hy Mr. Matthew J. Dillon, and remitted by Under Secretary to the Royal Commission,

jj gjr Narrabeen, 18 July, 1897.
Seeing that your Department is holding an inquiry as to the use of explosives, and ns 1 have watched with 

interest the inquiry into tlie late Broken Hill accident, I beg to submit my version of the matter, which, as far as 1 can 
see. is the old story—charging too soon after “ bulling.”

1 submit that undergo circumstances should charging be allowed immediately after bulling,- which, to my personal 
knowledge, is the case at present in all public works. Hease look at my sketch, Lo. E o, and you will see the danger 
attached to same. A hole of that description, in an open face, 15 feet deep, would requ.re to be ymy heavily “ hulled to 
make room for sufficient powder to shift the vast body of rock in front. In consequence, the bulling makes a series 
of cracks and crevices, which almost become red-hot, so that you can see the danger ot immediately putting powder in tlie 
hole, which, in my opinion, should tie left at least two hours. In every case, water tamping should be used when hulling, 
which minimises the danger of fuse being left burning in the holes or crevices. Bulling dry, or with dust for tamping,

I am sending you this information to make what use you like of it, simply because 1 have seen no direct evidence 
given at the inquiry re '‘bulling”—either its advantages or dangers. I may state, from the vast experience that I have 
had during the past twenty years, both in Bendigo (my native city) and on almost every railway constnicted in Lew 
South Wales since that time, that charging too soon after “ bulling’- lias been tlie cause of /0 pci cent, of the accidents in 
Australia in years gone by, and will continue if there are not stringent measures taken to prevent ignorant powder- 
monkeys” and gangers from following this dangerous practice too soon after “ bulling. I have seen holes of this
description “bulled,” and afterwards worked out, without being charged with powder. I have also put a copper rammer 
Into a hole after being heavily “bulled” with (say) 10 plugs of dynamite, and have pulled out the rammer half an hour 

------ „ch with the naked hand. That was m blucstono. Die harder the metal, theafterwards atid found it too hot to touch 
greater the danger. _

{< Bulling” twice in succession is also dangerous.

Duncan McDuchlnn, r>i|.

A v ] am, &c.,
MATTHEW J. DILLON,

Maintenance man, Narrabeen Road.

Sydney: William Appldgate flulltok, Govemjncut I’rintcr.—1SK7
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

STOCKTON COLLIERY DISASTER.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. IS Report from Printing Committee, 1th October, 1897.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, dated the 12th May, 1897, That there be laid upon tlie Table of this 
House,—

“ papers, documents, evidence, and report,s of inquiries in connection 
"with tbe Stockton Colliery Disaster.”

{Mr. Fegan.)

SCHEDULE.

•Part I.—Inquest on bodies of C. Smith and G. Curran.
S'O,
‘I. Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines anil Agriculture, reporting deaths of Smith and Curran (with

minutes). 2 December, 1S!)G ....................................................................................................................
*2. Telegram—Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Inspector Dixoii.'iaakVnfr for ronort oti tleatlis of

Smith fuul Curran. 2 December, 1S9G.......................................................................................
•.I. Telegram—Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting adiouriinVcnt of

inquest. 2 December, ISM................................................................................................ ^ _ ...........
*4. Telegram—Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting adjournment’of

inquest. 3 December, 1S9G..............................................................................................  ....... t _
lt;l- Telegram—Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting result of iimuest 9

December, 1S!)G .....................................................................................................................  ............ '
*0. Tlie Coroner, Newcastle, to Under Secretary of Justice, forwarding depositions taken at inquest (with minutes)

)9 December, IK9G .......................................................................................................... ''
'7. Under Secretary of Justice to Principal Under Secretary, forwarding copy of verdict and rider. 10 December’

1S"G ............................................................................................................................................. * ’
*S. Minute by Minister for Mines m connection 111111 recommendation of jury....................................................

* Part Il.—Inquest on Second Fatality.

*]. Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, reporting second fatality.
4 December, 1S9G ................................................................................................................................... ...

*2. Minute by Minister for Mines concerning second fatality ........................................................................................... ....
*3. Mr. bidden, M.P., to Minister for Mines—Telegram, suggesting special inquiry. 4 becembot',' is9G.'.'...'.’.’..h, —
*4. Mr. Diet, M.P., to Minister for Mines—Telegram, suggesting special inquiry. 4 December, 1S9G ................. —
*5. Messrs. Dick and Dddcn, M's. P., to Ministcrfor Mines, asking thatirivostigatinn be institnted. 4 December, 1896 —
*G. Mr, Pegan, M.P., to Minister for Mines—Telegram, asking for special inquiry. 4 December, 189G .................. —
*7. Inspector of Police, Newcastle, to Inspector-General of Police, reporting second fatality. 4 December, 189G ... _
**8. telegram Mr, Inspector Humble to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting inspection of

Stockton Mine. 7 December, 1890 ........................................................................................................................... ....
*9. Telegram—Minister for Mines to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, ordering strictest supervision to

be exercised by Inspectors at Stockton Mine. 9 December, 1S96......................................................................... ....
*10. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, asking for further instructions re supervision

of Stockton Mine. (Minute by Minister attached). 9 December, 1896 ............................................................. ....
*11. Minister for Mines to Mrs. Curran, expressing sympathy. 10 December, 1890 ................................................—
•12. Minister for Mines to Mr. J. Bailey, expressing sympathy. 10 December, 1S9G..................................................... ...
*13. Minister for Mines to Mrs. If. Sweeney, expressing sympathy, 10 December, 1S9G ........................... ”.........—

324—A
Omitted Ly the Printinff ComimUee.

[605 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), 1158 7b. 9d.]
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m
*14.
*15.
•1C.
•17.
•18.

•19.

*20.

•21.

*22.
*23.

•24.

•25.

*20.

•27.

*28.

*29.
*30.

*31.

•32.

*33.

*34.

*35.

*36.

•37.

*38.
*39.

*40.
*41.

•42.

*43.

*44.

*45.
*46.
*47.
•48.

•49.

Miniater for Mines to Mr. MeAlpin, sen., expressing sympathy. 10 December, 1896.............................................
Minister for Mines to Mrs. T. McAlpin, expressing sympathy. 10 December, 1896 .............................................
Minister for Mines Lo Mrs. Sneddon, expressing sympathy. 10 December, 1896.....................................................
Minister for Mines to Mrs. Charlcswoith, expressing sympathy. 10 December, 1896 ..................................... . .
Minister for Mines to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, stating that Inspectors should take steps in

accordance with Act if danger is anticipated in working of Stockton Mine. 12 December, 1896 ..................
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, acknowledging receipt of above.

12 December, 1896 .................................................................................................... ,.................................................. ,
Mr. J. Curley to Mr. Tegan, M.lb—Telegram, asking that Ministers sanction be obtained for production of

Stockton Colliery Plan for Inquiry. 9 December, 1896 .............................................................. ............... ...
Telegram—Minister for Mines to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, approving of production of plan

at Coroner’s Court. 9 December, 1896................................................. -....... ................ ............ .. ......
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agricultuie, acknowledging above. 9 December, 1890 
Messrs. Inspectors Dixon and Humble to Undersecretary for Mines aud Agriculture, reporting on inspection

made of the Stockton Colliery. Enclosure attached. 14 December, 1896 ...................................................... .
Mr. Jas. Curley, Secretary, Amalgamated Miners’ Association, to Mr. Fegan, M.P., asking for depositions of

Mr. Burt, taken at first inquest. 14 December, 1S96 ................................................... ■_......................... _...........
Mr. Inspector Humble to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, reporting progress of inquest

and resumption of work at Stockton Mine. 15 December, 1896 .......................................................................
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, reporting progress of inquest.

17 December, 1896.............................................................................. ................... ,■..... ............ ■ ■■■■.........-y"
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, inquiring re Professor J hrellall s

report on gas from Stockton Mine. 16 December, 1896 .................................................................... .................
The Coroner, Newcastle, to Under Secretary of Justice—Telegram, inquiring re Professor Throlfall's report on

gas from Stockton Mine. IS December, 1896 ..........................................................................................................
Under Secretary of Justice to tbe Coroner, Newcastle—Telegram, acknowledging above. 21 December, 1896... 
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, reporting adjournment of

Inquest. 29 December; 189G .................................-.......... .................................... . ............. ............. . ...............
Mr, Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Telegram, asking for Professor Threlfall’s

report on gas taken from Stockton Mine. 4 January, 1897.............................................-.....................................
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Minos and Agriculture, reporting result of inquest. 13 January,

Telegram—Coroner, Newcastle, to Under Secretary of Justice, reporting result of inquest. (Minute by Minister
of Justice attached ) 13 January, 1897 ................................................................................................................

Telegram—Under Secretary of Justice to Coroner, Newcastle, stating that Minister of Justice was inquiring re
further action re “ Stockton Inquest."’ 14 January, 1897 ....................................................... •_.........................

Coroner, Newcastle, to Under Secretary of Justice, reporting inability to forward depositions taken at
inquest. 14 January, 1897 ....................................................................................................................... ............ . • ■

Under Secretary of Justice to Crown Solicitor, forwarding copy of telegram (attached to No. 39) and reporting
result of inquest. 14 January, 1897 ...........................................................................................................................

’The Crown Solicitor to Under Secretary of Justice, acknowledging above, and forwarding report of Mr.
Wilshire, Prosecuting Oibcer. 14 January, 1897 ...................................................................................................

Memo, by Mr. E. H. Wilshire, Prosecuting OSicer, re Stockton Inquest. 14 January, 1897 ..............................
Under Secretary of Justice to Inspector-General of Police, forwarding copy of telegram from Coroner,

Newcastle, and reporting result of inquest. 14 January, 1897 ..................................................... _....................
Mr. Inspector Lynch to Superintendent Uirkiu, Maitland, reporting on inquest. 15 January, 1897 ..................
Superintendent Larkin to Inspeetor-Gencral of Police, re disagreement of Coroner’s Jury on Stockton disaster

(with minutes). 16 January, 1897...............................................................................................................................
Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Inspector Dixon—Telegram, asking for report on inquest.

IS January, 1897.................................................................................................................................................... .........
Mr. Inspector Dixon to Under Secretary for Mines 'and Agriculture—Telegram, acknowledging above.

18 January, 1897 ........................................................................................-............................................... ...  ...........
Messrs, Inspectors Dixon and Humble to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture—Report on Stockton

Colliery disaster. 15 January, 1897...........................................................................................................................
Depositions taken at inquest on second fatality ........................................................................................................

Report by Professor Threlfoll on samples of air collected in Stockton Mine. 22 December, 1896 ................... ...
Messrs. Inspectors Dixon and Humble to Mr. D. McAuliffe, Manager, Stockton Colliery, making certain

recommendations. 14 December, 1890.......................................... . ..................................................................
Copy of plan of portion of Stockton Mine referred to in the several inquiries .........................................................

Part III,-Correspondence and Decision to hold Court of Investigation under section 23,
“ Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896,” into Stockton Colliery accidents.

1. Minute by Under Secretary of Justice, re inquest ou second fatality. (Telegram attached.) 14 January,
1897 .............................................................................................................................................................................

2. Telegram—Minister for Mines to Hon. G. H. Reid, M.P., Premier, asking approval of appointment of Judge
Murray to hold Court of Investigation. 15 January, 1897....................................................................................

3. Hon. G. H. Reid, M.P., Premier, to Minister for Mines—Telegram, approving above. 15_January, 1897 .......
4. Minute by Minister for Mines, deciding to hold Court of Investigation. 15 January, 1897..................................
5 Mr. Dick, M.P., to Under Secretary for Mines, suggesting that further investigation be held. 13 January,

1897 ..................................................................... ."................................................................................... .....................
C. Mr. Dick, M.P., to Under Secretary of Justice, pointing out necessity for further investigation (with minutes).

13 January, 1897 ..................................................................................................................... _.....................................
7. Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. Dick, M.P., acknowledging above. 16 January, 1R97 ................................
8. Telegram—Under Secretary for Minos to His Honor Judge Murray, asking if be would accept appointment to

hold investigation. 15 January, 1897 ............................................................................ :......................................
9. His Honor Judge Murray to Minister for Mines, expressing readiness to accept appointment, 15 January,

1897 .................................................................... .................................................. ; ......... ..........................................
10. Telegram—Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. John Thwaites, asking if he would accept

appointment as Assessor at Court of Investigation. (Reply attached.) 21 January, 1897..............................
11. Mr, Edden, M.P., to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, re appointment Mr. Thwaites as Assessor.

(Reply attached.) 10 February, 1897 .......................................................................................................... ............
12. Mr. Dick, M.P., to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, suggesting tbat evidence taken at inquest

and Court of Investigation be printed and published. (Reply attached.) 17 February, 1897 ......................

Part IV.—Proceedings of Court of Investigation into Stockton Colliery Accidents; also,
' Report of Court.

1. Under Reeretaiy for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor Judge Murray, forwarding copy of evidence taken
1 at Coroner’s inquest on seeond fatality. 20 January, 1897 ........................................................................... _ ■■■■■
2. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor Judge Murray, forwarding two copies of depositions

taken at inquest on Smith and Curran. 21 January, 1897 ............................................ ......................................
3. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. John Thwaites, forwarding copy of evidence taken at

inquest on second fatality, 22 January, 1897............................................................................................................
Omitted by tho rrinting Committee.
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19.
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22.
23.
24.
25. 
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27
28.

Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr, I). A. W. Robertson, J.P., forwarding copy of evidence
taken at inquest on second fatality. 22 January, 1897 ..... fa w u

Telegram Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr.' j!'Thwaites,'asking'him'to'attend'pre^
meeting of Court of Investigation, 22 January, 1897................... J

■telegram--Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. J), 'A.''w!'Robert30u,'J.p'.'.'askin'gl'uin'to'attend
preliminary meeting of Court of Investigation. 22 January, 1897 .....................

1 el Dgram—Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor Judge Murray','advising him'of "appoint
incut of assessors and preliminary meeting, 22 January, 1897 ........................................... .. ........... ^

Under Secretary for Mines and Agucutturo to the Crown Solicitor, asking that an officer be instructed' to 
1T.Pr1? , Department at Court of Investigation. 27 January, 1897.....................................................................

i j .R00*-1. ^ Under Secretary of Mines and Agricultnre—Telegram, advising inm of arrangements'made 
lor holding of Court, 28 January, 1897 .................................. ^

Telegram-Under Secretary for Mines and Agricultnre to Mr. H!'D.'Wood,'instru'ctiug re Co'ui't of'investiga
tion. 29 January, 1897 .................................................... °

Telegram—Mr H. JJ. Wood to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, advising rc arrangement for Court 
r Jnspecl'otockton Mine. 30 Janviftry, 1SU7.....................................................
relograiu—His Honor J udge Jlun-ay to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting postponement of

Court owing to Ins indisposition. 1 February, 1897............................  ........................................................
Tclegrarn—Undersecretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. H. T), Wood, advising re postponement of Court!

Telegram—Mr. H^IX Wood to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, re postponement of Court!

Telegram—Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Inspector Uixon','advisiii'g''Kitu’rc'mor'einents’ of 
i Court. 5 February, 1897..................... .......................................................

Iclegram—Mr. Inspector llixon to Under Secretary for Mines, acknowledging above. 0 February, 1897 !!!!!! 
J 6 ^urt 5 Flbruar? MU'Tay t0 Ullder Secrsitary fo1' Mines and Agriculture, advising date for bolding

Telegrani—Secretary, Court of Investigation, to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, asking if Mr
M dshire wiil attend Court. (Reply attached.) 10 February, 1897 ....................  . .......................... ...............

Ihe Secretary, Court of Investigation, to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting proceedings 
of Court of Investigation. 15 Feburary, 1507 ......................................... 6

ThC10 Fe'brua^y'lsg: ^ Under SECl'Gtai‘y for Mines siidAgiicuiturc,' rep'orti'ng''!:e'Court'of'investigation!

His Honor Judge Murray to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, forwarding report of Court of 
investigation, also evidence and addresses, 4 March, 1897..................................................... ...................

1 f 4 March, 1897 ......
, Report of Court of luvestigation—Evidence taken and addresses delivered at Court of |;e!)rllary> 1897 ...

Invcstigatiou, Stockton Colliery accidents ........ 4 11 Feburary, 1897 ...

ikhi'jfc “ A ” Court of Ivestigntion, Stockton Colliery-Special Rules,. 113 Fubn,ary' 1897 '"

Mr. \V. J. Hick, M.R., to Under Secretary for Mines, asking to be ! 
of Stockton Inquiry. {Reply attached.) 19 March, 1897 s supplied witli copies of finding of Court

Part V.—Decision to hold Court of Inquiry under Section 10, “Coal Mines Regulation Act,” 
1896, Proceedings of Court of Inquiry. Finding of Court, and order of Minister for 
Mines cancelling Certificates of McAuliffe and McDonald.

1. Secretary to Attorney-General to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, informing that no criminal
proceedings shall be taken Stockton Colliery Accidents. 9 March, 1897 ....................................................

“ by Minister for Mines, directing that Judge Backhouse shall couduct an inquiry under section 10,'Coai
Mmcs Regulation Act. 11 March, 1897 .................................................................... .......................... _

3. Undei Secretary for Mines aud Agriculture to Crown Solicitor, forwarding copy of Report of Investigation,
and asking that statement of cases be prepared. 11 March, 1897..................................... => >

4. Crown SolicRnr to^Under Secretary for Mines, forwarding statement of cases'of Ma'n’ag'cr’an'd u'ndcr-ma'nager!

5. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Inspector Lynch, asking tii'at ’statomonts’hc's'erved on McAuliffe
and McDonald (with enclosure). 16 March, 1397 ...........................  ..................................................................

6. Under Secretary for Mines to His Honor Judge Backhouse, forwarding copies of statement of case and
_ jorwarding appointment to boH inquiry into conduct of McAuliffe. 17 March, 1897 ....................................
/. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to_ His Honor Judge Backhouse, forwarding copy of statement'of 
e mi C??0jailD :for"'il™111g appointment to boh! inquiry into conduct of McDonald. 17 March, 1897
b. Ihe Under Secretary for Minos and Agiiculturo to Crown Solicitor, forwarding Mr. E. H. Wilshire’s authority 

to conduct management of the eases at Court of Inquiry into conduct of McAuliffe and McDonald. 17 
m arch, J8!)/.............................................................

9. His Honor Judge Backhouse to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, acknowledging letters and 
enclosures. 18 March, 1897 ..................................................................... ............. _ 6 6

10. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. D. McAuliffe, forwarding blank forms of summons. 18
March, 1891....................................................................................

11. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. William McDonald, forwarding blank forms of summons.
lo xMarch, lo97 ........................ ....................

12. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Crown Solicitor, forwarding various papers for Mr Wilshire’a
information. J8 March. 1S97....................................................................... . .............. . /

13. Thc^Crown Solicitor to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, advi’sing' re-Court of inquiry. '' 18 Mttrcii^

14. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. E. H. Wilshire, forwarding additional papers. 19 March, 1897
lo. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Inspector-General of RoUce, asking that police officers might

render assistance to Court of Inquiry, Newcastle. 19 March. 1897 .....................7........ ............................
1C. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Police Constable, Cvcta, forwarding summons for service on

Mr. Jonathan Dixon. 19 March, 1897........................................................................  ..................
17. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Inspector Lynch, Newcastle, forwarding summonses for service. 

19 March, 1897 .................................................................................................
15. Sccretat v, Court of Inquiry, to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting opening of Court. 22

ID. Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to Under Secretary for .Mines and Agriculture, reporting progress of Court. 23 
Alartirt, 1 t>wj...... . ................ ........ .......................

20. Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting pronress'of Court!'’’24
Mfir/in 1SQ7 ^ a c> i o

21. Telegram—Mr. E H. Wilshire, Prosecuting Officer, to Under Secretory for Minos'iin'dAgricuiture'reporting
conclusion of Court, and cancelling of certificates of McAnhffe and McDonald. 25 March, 1897 .................

22* Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture* reporting conclusion of Court,
t and cancelling of cerliilcatcs of McAuliffe and McDonald. 2") March, 1897 .....................................................

2.3. His Honor Judge Backhouse to Secretary for Mines, reporting cancellation of certificates of McAuViffo nnd 
McDonald. 25 March, 1897 ........................................................................ ,
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‘2i. The Crown Solicitor to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, returning papers and reporting result of
Court of Inquiry. 27 March, 1807 ........................................................................................................... ........ "■■■

25. His Honor Judge Backhouse to Secretary for Mines, forwarding Kcports of Inquiry, certificates, and orders
by which they were cancelled. 5 April, 1897.............-......................................................:..............V"";'"ok'4"'

2G. Report of Court of Inquiry into couduct of Uaniel McAuliffe, Manager of Stockton Colliery. 5 April, 1397...
27. Report of Court of Inquiry into conduct of William McDonald, Undei-manager of Stockton Colliery. 5

April, 1807 .................................................. ................ ................................................................ .................................
28. Order of Court—Cancelling certificate of Daniel McAuliffe, Manager of Stockton Colliery. 3 April, 189/ ......
29. Order of Court—Cancelling certificate of William McDonald, Under-manager of Stockton Colliery. 3 April,

1897 .................................................. ............................................................................................................................
30. Proceedings of Court of Inquiry, and lividcncc taken ...................................................................................................

Part VI.—Petition for Restoration of Certificates of McAuliffe and McDonald; also protest
against same, and Minister’s decision.

*1. Petition, Stockton Colliery Employees, to Minister for Mines. March, 1897 .........................................................
*2, Mr. Jas. Curley to Minister for Mines, disapproving of petition. 1 April, 1897 ..................................... ..............
*3. Mr. John Estcll, Wallsend Miners’ Secretary, to Minister for Mines. 3 April, 1897 .................... ............ .. ■;■■■
*4. Telegram—Mr. A. J. Shephard, Seaham Miners’ Secretary, to Mr. D. Watkins, M.P., reporting resolution

carried protesting against petition. 0 April, 1897...................................................................................... . "
*5. Mr. Dick, M.P., to Under Secretary for Mines aud Agriculture, requesting interview for deputation for

restoration of cert ificates. April, 1897........................................................................................... . ■ ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■
*e. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Dick, M.P., informing date and hour that deputation

will be received, fi April, 1897 ................................................................................................................................
*7. Report of deputation and Minister’s decision. 13 April, 1897 ............................................................................j-'"
*8. Mr. IV. Howie, Secretary, Wickham and Bullock Island Miner's Lodge, to Mr. D. Watkins, M.R., forwarding

protest against restoration of certificates. 17 April, 1897 ............................... ...........;....... ........ ......... . ......
*9, Mr, C. Pugh, Secretary! Duckeufield Miners’ Lodge, to Mr. D. Watkins, condemning action ox Stockton Mjucis

, in signing petition, 12 April, 1897 ................................................................ ...................... .■........;......................
*10* Mr. A* Edden, M.V., to Minister for Mines, forwarding protests against petition. 28 April, 189/ ...................
*11, Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Edden, M.P,, acknowledging above. 29 April, 1S97...........
*12. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Edden, M.P., acknowledging above. 29 Apnl, 1897..........
•13. Mr. W. Howie, Secretary, Wickham and Pnilock Island Miners1 Lodge, to Mr. J, L. Fogan, M.P., forwarding

protest against petition. 17 April, 1897....................................................*.............  ............ .......
*14. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Fegan, M.P., referring to above and informing him of 

Minister’s decision. 22 May, .....................................................................................................................................

Part VII.—Minutes and Reports on Removal of Stopping in Road in Stockton Colliery; 
also, Minute and Report on Abandoned Districts in Coal-mines.

1. Minute by the Hon. Minister for Mines, asking for explanation re removal of stopping. 11 March, 1897
2. Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Inspector Dixon, asking for report on removal of stopping.

11 March, 1897 .............................................................................................. ..........;••• ..................
3. Mr. Inspector Dixon, acknowledging above and forwarding report (with minutes). 15 March, 18.17 .....
4. Mr. Inspector Humble to Under Secretary for Mines mid Agriculture, reporting on removal of stopping (with

minutes). 20 March, 1897 ................................ •'................................................... .............................. ................”
5. Mr, Inspector Humble to Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, reporting further on removal ot stopping

(with minutes). 13 April, 1897 ............................... .......................................... - ....... .........................................
fi. Minute by the Hon. Minister for Mines, on abandoned districts in Coal-mines. 25 March, 189i ...
7. Mr. Inspector Dixon to the Under Secretary for Mines and Agiiculture, reporting on abandoned districts in 

Coal-mines. 31 March, 1897 ......................................................................................................................................
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STOCKTON COLLIERY DISASTER.

Part III.
Correspondence and Decision to hold Investigation under 

Section 23, Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, into 
Stockton Colliery Accidents.

No. 1.
■ Minute by The Hon. the Minister of Justice.

Subject:—Stockton Inquent.
, 1 have had :i consulliilion with tho Minister for Mines in reference to this matter, and learn that he 

determined, when tlie accident was repeated, to have an inquiry under the provisions of the Coal Mines 
Regulation Act (see. 23) as soon as tlie inquest was concluded.

It does not appear that another inquest is called for, provided the inquiry under tho Act is 
proceeded with, as, under this course, a competent person, with assessors having special knowledge, will 
hold an investigation in open Court for ascertaining the causes and circumstances of the accident, after 
which the persons so appointed will report to the Minister, stating the causes of the accident and its 
circumstances, adding any observations which they may think right to make. This will ensure a finding. 
To holdanotlier inquest would, as pointed out by Mr. Wilshire in his report, neeessitalc not only tho 
exhumation of at least otic of the bodies, but a long inquiry, with perhaps the same unsatisfactory result, 
while I understand uo further evidence can bo obtained other than of the character already submitted. 
The Coroner may be informed and requested to forward papers at once,

A.J.G., 14/1/07.

Wire sent to Coroner, 14/1/97.

Telegram from The Under Secretary of Justice to The Coroner, Kowcastlo.
_ Sydney, 14 January, 1S97.

PiiEASE forward all papers in connection with Stockion inquest, as Minister for Mines intends having 
investigation under section 23 nf Coal Mines Regulation Act. Minister of Justice, for this and other 
reasons, docs uot think another inquest necessary. .

No. 2,
Telegram from The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to The Premier.

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 15 January, 1S97. 
Stockton Colliery Accident: After prolonged inquiry, jury disagreed and were dismissed. It is necessary 
to come to some determination as to cause of accident, and Ministers in town, Messrs. Urunker, Goulcf, 
Cook, and myself, decided iliat it was desirablo to carry out my original intention of holding investigation 
under new'Act which gives this power. Jt is thought Judge Murray and two competent assessors, as 
required by the Act, should be appointed to hold the inquiry. Matter urgent. Kindly let me know 
whether you concur as to appointment of Judge Murray.

' SYDNEY SMITH.

No. 3.
Telegram from The Premier to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Lome, Victoria, 15 January, 1S97.
Quite concur as to Murray and inquiry. G. H. REID,

Lome.

. No. J.
Memorandum hy The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Department of Mines, 14 January, 1897. 
Section 23 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1890, provides that:—

■ Where it appears to the Minister that a formal investigation of any explosion or accident, and its 
causes or circumstances, is expedient, tho Minister may direct such investigation to be held, &e.

When I received the telegram on December 4th, apprising me of the accident at the Stockton Mine, 
I was of opinion that the case was one in which the provisions of section 23 of the Coal Mines Regulation 
Act should be brought into operation, and a special investigation held as to the causes and circumstances 
surrounding the occurrence. In view, however, of the Coroner’s inquest, I decided to defer action until 
the jury had deliberated, as it would be inadvisable to have two inquiries proceeding at the same time.

As tlie inquest is now concluded, and the jury failed to arrive at a verdict, I have, after consultation 
with tho Minister of Justice, decided that the investigation shall now be proceeded with, so that some 
determination may be arrived at as to the cause oi the accident.

_________________________ S. SMITH.
No. 5.
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No. 5.
W. T. Dick, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir, Newcastle, IS January, 1S97.

I have the honor to draw your attention to the result of tho Coroner’s inquest on tlie Stockton 
fatality, and to request that you will bo kind enough to suggest to the Minister the importance of having 
the matter further investigated with a view of arriving at the cause of the deaths.

1 have, &c.,
------- W. T. DICK.

It was decided yesterda3r that an investigation is to be held under tbe 23rd section of the Act. 
Kosubwit on Monday next as to tho persons to be appointed to make the inquiry.—B.McL., 15/1/97.

No. 6.
W. T. Dick, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary of Justice.

Sir, Newcastle, 13 January, 1897.
I have the honor to direct your attention to the result of the inquest on the Stockton fatality, 

which is not only unsatisfactory to the relatives of the deceased and the general public, but also to the 
mine officials. I desire to point out the necessity for further searching investigation. The matter is far 
too grave to allow it to remain in its present condition. Will you kindly suggest to the Minister the 
necessity for instituting some other form of inquiry ? 1 do not know whether a second Coroner’s inquest
is possible. 1 have, &c.,

-------  W. T. DICK.
Submitted. The Minister may, perhaps, approve of the effect of his minute, dated 14th instant, 

being conveyed to Mr. Dick, though it appears in this morning's paper.—G.M., 15/1/97. Approved.— 
A.J.G., 15/1/97.

No. 7.
Tlie Under Secretary of Justice to W. T. Dick, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 1C January, 1897.
Eeferring to your letter of the 1.3th instant, calling attention to the unsatisfactory result of 

the inquest held respecting the Stockton fatality, I have the honor, by direction of tbe Minister of Justice, 
to inform you that it does not appear tbat another inquest is called for, iu view of the fact that the 
Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, whom lie consulted in the matter, had previously decided, on the 
termination of the Coroner’s inquest, to have a separate inquiry held, under the provisions of section 23 
of the Coal Mines Kegulation Act.

1 have, &c., .
GEORGE MILLER,

Under Secretary,

No. 8.
Telegrani from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor

Judge Murray.
15 January, 1897.

The Government havo decided to hold an inquiry as to the cause and circumstances connected with the 
Stockton Colliery accident, as provided for in the 23rd section of the Coal Mines Regulation Act. 1 am 
desired to ask whether you will accept position on Board, with the assistance of two assessors; and, if so, 
the earliest date when you would be prepared to commence the investigation.

D. C. McLACIILAN,
. Under Secretary.

No. 9.
His Honor Judge Murray to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Drumecvin, Mittagong, 15 January, 1897.
In reply to your telegram received hy me this afternoon, asking if 1. would accept a position 

on a Board to be appointed to inquire into the Stockton Colliery accident—I presume as Chairman or 
President of such Board—I have the honor to inform you that 1 am prepared to undertake the duties of 
the office offered to me as soon as arrangements can be made for the constitution of the Board.

1 have to request that you will give instructions that a copy of the last Coal Mines Regulation Act, 
which 1 have not the moans of procuring here, be posted to this address to-morrow, to be received by mo 
in the ordinary course of post on Sunday morning, with all particulars of the matter which it may appear 
that I should be informed of. If it then seems to me that the work of tho inquiry cau be expedited by 
my presence in Sydney on Monday, I will go to town by the early train, .

I have, &c.,
C. E. It. MURRAY.

.P.S.—I have, of course, assumed that there is no probable chance of this inquiry lasting so long as 
io clash with the performance of my duties as a 11 Court of Review,” under the Land and Income Tax- 
Act.— C.B.R.M. ■

No. 10.
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No. 10.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to

John Thwaites, Esq.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, 21 January, 1897. 

I’jjEASE say if nominated wliedier you would accept appointment as an assessor in holding an investigation 
of the accident at tho Stockton Mine, and of its causes and circumstances, under section 23 of the Coal 
Mines Kegulation Act. Kindly favour me with an immediate reply.

' ' D. C. McLACIILAN,
Under Secretary.

Telegram from John 'Thwaites, Esq., to the Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
_ Adamstown, 21 January, 1897.

Yes; if nominated will accept appointment.
JOHN THWAITES.

No. 11.
Alfred Edden, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

lion. Sir, _ Adamstown, 10 February, 1897.
As the House is not in Session, I am forced to trouble you on the following matter, viz., the 

appointment of Air. John Thwaites ns assessor to the Stockion Inquiry. It is looked upon as ignoring 
all the miners’ representative men ; not that anyone can put a finger on Mr. Thwaites’ character. It is 
being discussed as wrong all over ibe district, and 1 am charged as the man that lias recommended him to 
you, and so caused bis appointment. I suppose be was recommended by some one; and I don’t think 
you do things in a corner, and I ask you to kindly state who did recommend him, and so clear me from a 
charge that is doing me great injury, I have offered to resign my seat, so you will sec how it stands with 
me. Awaiting an early reply, I have, &c.,

' ' ---------- ALFK.ED EDDEN.
Air. Edden replied to.—D.AIcL., 10/2/97.

Tlie Under Secretary for Alines and Agriculture to Mr. A. Edden, Esq., M.P.
Sir, Department of Alines, Sydney, 11 February, 1897.

J. am desired by Mr. Secretary Sydney Smith to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
yesterday’s date regarding the appointment of Air. John Thwaites as one of the assessors in connection 
with the Stockton Inquiry, and to say, in reply, that you did not make any recommendation ou Air. 
Thwaites’ behalf, as you state you baye been charged with doing. To the statement that you did, the 
Minister can give an emphatic denial, if it be necessary.

Afr. Smith wishes me to explain that Air. Thwaites was first known to the Department when his 
name was prominently brought before it as a suitable appointment to make as one of the Board to select 
the examiners under the new Coal Alines Kegulation Act; and although he was not appointed to that 
Board, yet the inquiries made at the time as to his qualifications and general character were such as to 
cause his name to be brought up when the appointment of an assessor on the Board of Inquiry had to be 
considered. The Department, before selecting him, gave the greatest consideration to his claims, and it 
comes as a surprise to the Alinister if Air. Thwaites has not the confidence of the general body of miners, 
as, from the exhaustive inquiries which were made before bis appointment, it was considered he was in 
every sense a good and practical miner, with a knowledge of tho work, gained not only here but in 
England; and was, moreover, held in general esteem and repute throughout the mining community. 
Your letter itself confirms this, as you state that Air. Thwaites is a man no one can put their finger on as 
to his character. I have, &c.,

D. C. AlcLACHLAN,
---------  Under Secretary.

Air. Dixon,— Can you say whether there is any general dissatisfaction as to Air. Thwaites’ appoint
ment ; and, if so, whether there are any grounds for it?—D.McL., 11/2/97.

I am not aware that there is any general dissatisfaction as to the appointme.nt of Air. Thwaites. 
If such were tho case I should have certainly heard it. Air. Thwaites is a thoroughly practical miner, 
with both Home aud Colonial experience.. He is well known in this district as an honorable, just man, 
with a character beyond reproach.—J. Dixon, 17/2/97. ■

Submitted.—II.B.S., 18/2/97. For the Alinistcr’s information.—D.AIcL., 19/2/97. Seen.—
S. Sxirrn, 20/2/97.

No. 12.
W. T. Dick, Esq., M.P., to Tbe Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir, Newcastle, 17 February, 1897

I have tbe honor io suggest tbat the whole of the evidence taken at the Coroner’s inquest, and 
at fhe subsequent examination before Judge Alurray, together with the addresses made hy the various 
representatives present, he combined and published. Such a publication w'ould be of tbe utmost value as 
an instruction to mine managers, under-managers, and miners. It would tend to lessen the risk of 
danger from such causes, and would, draw the aLii-ntion of all concerned to various vital points in the new 
Act, to which sufficient attention has not been directed. 1 have, &c..

--------- AY. T. DICK.
The
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The expense of printing the large amount of evidence talten would, I think, be considerable. The 
publication of the report of the Court of Investigation would serve all practical purposes.—H.'W"., 
18/2/97. The Under Secretary.

Submitted.—II.B.S., 19/2/97. D. McL,, 19/2/97. To await receipt of report.—S, Smith,
19/2/97. Inform Mr. Hick that we are awaiting the publication of the report of the Court of 
Investigation.—H.B.S., 23/2/97. Mr. Dick informed, 23/2/97. Resubmit in a fortnight,
licsubmitted, 10/3/97. In a week.—H.B.S., 10/3/97. Resubmitted, 17/3/97. Chief Clerk,— 
I do not think that it is intended to publish the report and evidence, unless called for by Parliament; 
perhaps this paper might be submitted to the Under Secretary,—H.W., 18/3/97. Put by.—
18/3/97. _ ------------ ------- _

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to AV. T. Dick, Esq., M.P.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 23 February, 1897.

Date of letter under reply:—17 February.
Subject:—Stockton Colliery Disaster. Suggesting that the whole of the evidence taken at the 

Coroner’s inquest, and at the subsequent examination before Judge Murray, together with the addresses 
made by the various representatives present, be combined and published.

The Department is awaiting the publication of the report of the Court of Investigation.
I have, &c.,

D, C. McLACHLAU,
Under Secretary.

■ (Per A.F.)

Part IV.

Proceedings of Court of Investigation into Stockton Colliery 
Accidents ; also, Report of Court.

No. 1.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor Judge Murray.
Sir, Department of Mines, 20 January, 1897.

I am directed to forward a copy of the evidence taken at the Coroner’s Court in connection 
with the Stockton Colliery fatality, and to inform you that, if anything further transpires in this matter, 
you will at once be notified. I have, &c.,

D. C, McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 2. '
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor Judge Murray.

Sir, Department of Mines, 21 January, 1897.
I am directed to forward two copies of the depositions taken at the inquest into the deaths of 

Smith and Curran, which were the first to take place, viz., on the 2nd ultimo. One copy is the newspaper 
report, the other is the copy of the depositions that have been furnished by the Inspectors.

I have, &c.,
D. C. McLACHLAR,

Under Secretary,

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. John Thwaites, Adamstown.

Sir, Department of Mines, 22 January, 1897.
I am directed to forward a copy of the depositions taken at the inquest in connection with 

the accidents at the Stockton. Colliery for your perusal, and to inform you that a copy of the depositions 
taken at the first inquest, as well as of the joint report of the Inspectors, will be ready for you at this 
office on your arrival on Monday morning. 1 am to add that the evidence is to he treated as confidential. 

’ I have, &e.,
D. C. McLACHLAN,

Under Secretary.

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. D. A. W. Robertson, J.P.,

Helensburgh.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 January, 1897.

I am directed to forward a copy of the depositions taken at the inquest in connection with the 
accidents at the Stockton Colliery, for your persual, and to inform you that a copy of the depositions 
taken at the first inquest, as well as the joint report of the Inspectors, will be ready for you at this office 
on your arrival on Monday morning. I am to add that the evidence is to be treated as confidential,

' I have, &c.,
D. C. McLACHLAN.

Under Secretary,
' No. 5,
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No. 5. '
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to John Thwaites,

Esq., Adamstown.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 22 January, 1897. 

He Stockton accident: 'Will you please attend at this office on Monday next, at noon, so that the Court 
may hold its preliminary meeting P ' A railway pass and a copy of the depositions taken at the second 
inquest are being forwarded to you by to-night’s mail.

D. C. McLACHLAN,
, Under Secretary.

No. 6.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to D. A. W. 

Robertson, Esq., J.P., Helensburgh.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 22 January, 1897. 

He Stockton accident: Will you please attend at this office on Monday next, at noon, so that the Court 
may hold its preliminary meeting ? The second assessor has been appointed.

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 7.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor

Judge Murray.
22 January, 1897.

The Minister has now appointed the assessors, and thinks that a preliminary meeting should be held at 
this office on Monday next, at noon. Messrs. Eobertson and Thwaites have been so advised.

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary,

No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to The Crown Solicitor.

Sir, ■ Department of Mines and Agriculture, 27 January, 1897.
With reference to the recent fatal accident at the Stockton Colliery, I am directed to inform 

you that the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture has decided that a formal investigation shall be held 
under section 23 of the Coal Mines Kcgulation Act, and for that purpose has appointed His Honor 
.ludge Murray (President) and Messrs. D. A. W. Eobertson and J. Thwaites (Assessors) to hold the 
inquiry.

As it is desirable that the Department should be represented at the investigation (which will take 
place at Newcastle on Tuesday next and succeeding days), I am to request that you will be good enough 
to instruct the proper officer of your Department to be present during the inquiry, to watcli the proceed
ings on behalf of this Department. I have, &c.,

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 9.
Telegram from Mr. H. D. Wood to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Newcastle, 28 January, 1897.
IfiKD Mr. Humble not able to complete examination work before Wednesday evening next week. Would, 
therefore, suggest Court arrive Newcastle that evening. They can then, at 10'30 a.m., Thursday, inspect 
mine with Messrs. Dixon and Humble, and proceed to take evidence on ."Friday, Old Court suitable, and 
there is a retiring room for Judge and assessors ; am arranging for furniture. Have informed Company 
that they may be represented ; will also inform Mr. Curley and relatives of deceased miners. Constable 
Knight, Stockton, instructed to notify witnesses that they may be required next week. A constable will 
attend Court, to serve summonses, &c. Presume Mr. Inspector Dixon will have loeux standi? Please, 
reply, if suggestion approved, so that I may make necessary arrangements.

H. DALKTMPLE WOOD.

Minister says inquiry must go on as arranged,—D.McL,, 28/1/97.

No. 10.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. H. I). Wood.

Sydney, 29 January, 1897.
Alt. arrangements have been made For the Court to take evidence on Wednesday next, and the Minister 
thinks no alteration should be made. The Court arrives Newcastle on Monday, and Minister considers 
they should proceed with the investigation without delay. Mr. Dixon will meet them on arrival, and can 
go with them down the mine. Minister is pleased with arrangements you have made. Inspector Dixon 
will be able to arrange with the President as to his standing in the Court, Mr. Wi!shire will also attend 
on behalf of the Department, '

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 11.324—B
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No. 11.
■Telegram from Mr. H. D. Wood to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Newcastle, 30 January, 1897.
Hate arranged for Court to inspect Stockton Mine, 10'30 a.m., Tuesday, with Mr. Dixon. Have informed 
Mr. Thwaites and Mr. Curley that Court would begin to take evidence on "Wednesday, and that they might 
be represented. Hope to complete arrangements to-day for furniture. Examination not yet concluded.

II. D. WOOD,
______ Coal-fields Office.

Inform His Honor Judge Murray.—D.McL., 30/1/97. His Honor dulv informed.—W.D.W., 
30/1/97. '

No. 12.
Telegram from His Honor Judge Murray to The Under Secretary for Mines and

Agriculture.
Mittagong, l February, 1897.

Eeguiet that I am compelled to postpone the Court of Investigation in consequence of an attack of 
sciatica. You will receive letter to-morrow explaining. Expect to be sufficiently recovered in a week to 
go on with the work. Have telegraphed to Secretary. Hope no serious inconvenience will be caused.

C. E. K. MURRAY,
President.

No. 13.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. H. D. Wood.

1 February, 1897.
Judge Muiuiay has wired that in consequence of an attack of sciatica he is compelled to postpone Court 
of Investigation for a week, when he expects to recover. Will you please notify those concerned, and 
you might also give notice to the Press. The other arrangements you have made will of course he altered 
to suit the circumstances.

■ D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 14.
Telegram from Mr. H. 1). Wood to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 1 February, 1897.
Hate informed Press, Mr. Thwaites, Mr. Curley, the Inspectors, and Stockton Company of postpone
ment of Stockton inquiry. Have asked police authorities to let witnesses know. Furniture and room 
in readiness for Court.

H. DALRYMPLE WOOD.

No. 15.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Inspector

Dixon.
r 5 February, 1897.

Oouht of Investigation, Stockton accideut, will arrive Newcastle Monday night; leave Newcastle 10 a.m. 
Tuesday to inspect mine, and commence sitting on Wednesday. Please sco that plan of mine is available 
for Court, and let Mr. Humble know. Mr. Winchester might see that Court-room is in order. Mr. 
Wilshiro will not, I am afraid, be able to attend for first day or two.

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 16.
Telegram from Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Under Secretary for Mines and

Agriculture.
Your wire re Court of Investigation received, and instructions noted.

Newcastle 6 February, 1897.

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 17.
Telegram from His Honor Judge Murray to The Under Secretary for Mines and

Agriculture.
Mittagong, 5 February, 1897,

1 shall be able to go to Newcastle on Monday. Am telegraphing to Secretary, giving full instructions.
C. E. E. MUEEAY,

President, Court of Investigation.
. ^ 18i
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No. 18.
Telegram from The Secretary, Court of Investigation, to The Under Secretary for

Mines and Agriculture.
Newcastle, 10 Ifcbruary, 1807.

\V ill you please wire whether Mr. Wilshiro, ol Crown Solicitor’s Office, will attend Court of Investigation 
here to-morrow.

E. C. WEIGHT,
---------  Secretary.

Eeply;—Mr. Wilshire will not be able to attend till Eriday, as be is engaged on important 
ease at Liihgow inquiry. Had better, perhaps, proceed in the meantime.—D.McL,

No. 19.
The Secretary, Court of Investigation, to The Under Secretary for Mines and

Agriculture.
Court of Investigation, Stockton Colliery Accidents.

Sir, Department of Minos and Agriculture, Sydney, 15 February, 1897.
1 have the honor to inform you that the Court appointed to hold an investigation into the 

accidents which took place at the Stockton Colliery on tho 2nd, 3rd, and 4th December last, sat at New
castle daily, from the lOLh instant to tbe 13th instant inclusive. Evidence was taken, and addresses on 
behalf of parties represented at these sittings were heard. The Court, upon rising on Saturday, the 13th 
instant, adjourned sin a die.

It is the intention ot the members of tho Court to hold a meeting in Sydnev on Wednesday, the 
24th instant. 1 have, &o

E. C. WEIGHT,

Seen.—D.McL., 15/2/97.
Secretary.

No. 20.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 16 February, 1897.
_ With reference to your letter informing me that a formal investigation was to be held at

Newcastle,.before Judge Murray and assessors, concerning tbe Stockton Colliery disaster, and requesting 
that tho Mines Department be represented by au officer of this Department, I have tbe honor to inform 
you that Mr, W ilsbire, the prosecuting officer, appeared on behalf of your Department. The depositions 
taken at the inquest were put in as evidence, and some of the principal witnesses before the Coroner were 
further examined, also Mr. Dixon, Chief Inspector. As, however, the matter had been exhaustively dealt 
with at the coronml inquiry, feiv fresh facts were elicited.

1 have, Ac.,
GEO. COLQDHOUN,

Crown Solicitor,
---------  (Per C.E.T.)

For the information of tbe Minister.—H.B.S., 27/2/97. Seen.—S. Smith, 18/2/97.

No. 21.
Ills Honor Judge Murray to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Court of Investigation, Stockton Colliery Accidents.
S’L Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 4 March, 1897.

I have the honor to forward herewith, in duplicate, tho report of the Court appointed on tbe 
22nd day of January last, to hold an investigation into the causes and circumstances attending the fatal 
accidents which took place in the Stockton Colliery on tho 2nd, 3rd, and 4th days of December, 1896. 
Attached to tbe report is a tracing of a plan showing some of tbe important workings of the colliery.

I also beg to submit a copy of tbe evidence and addresses taken and delivered in open Court at 
Newcastle, as well as minutes of the proceedings and sittings of the Court.

I have, Ac.,
. C. E. E. MURE AY,

---------  President.
Tho report and evidence with plan were sent to the Attorney-General; copies are also with the 

Crown Solicitor.—D McL., 11/3/97.

No. 22.
Report of Court of Investigation.

Sir, ^ Sydney, 4 March, 1897.
_ We, the persons appointed by virtue of tbe provisions of section 23, of the Coal-mines 

Eegulation Act, 1890, to boa Court to inquire into and report upon the causes of and circumstances 
attending tbe fatal accidents which took place at tbe Stockton Colliery on tbe 2nd, 3rd, and 4th days of 
December, 1896, having completed our investigation, have now the honor to report as follows :—

Before taking the oral testimony which is attached to this report, we decided that it was expedient 
to adopt as evidence in this investigation the depositions taken by the Coroner at Stockton, in the course 
of the inquests held gn the bodies of Curran and Smith, whose deaths are the subject matter of the accident

which
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which occurred on the 2nd of December, nnd on the bodies of Cockburn, Bailey,T.L. McAlpin, S. S. McAlpm, 
Charlesworth, Sweeney, Gascoigne, and Fitzpatrick, whose deaths constituted the second accident. But, 
before finally taking this course, we, by notice in sundry newspapers, invited all persons who wished to be 
represented at the investigation, held in open Court at Newcastle, to attend tho hearing, and Mr. Dixon and 
Mr. Wilshire alternately appearing for the Department of Mines and Agriculture, Mr Curley, on behalf 
of the Colliery Employees’ Federation, the Stockton miners and the relatives of some of the deceased, and 
Mr. O’Sullivan for the Stockton Colliery Company and its officers, and no other persons suggesting that 
they had a loom standi, we informed all present of our intention to thus use the evidence taken at the 
inquests, adding that we should allow any of the witnesses to be further examined by any party, for which 
purpose we would, if requested, compel the attendance of the witnesses required. We invited objections 
to this course ; all freely assented. We then proceeded to call Mr Dixon, whose evidence had not been 
taken on either inquest, and afterwards called Gould, Burt, Jury, and Ellis Messrs. Humble, McAuhffc 
and McDonald wore afterwards called, partly at our suggestion and partly by desire of Mr Curley and 
Mr O’Sullivan. We invited the production of any other witness whom any person present might wish 
to examine, or who might come forward to volunteer evidence, but the parties preferred to leave matters 
as they appeared on the depositions and the evidence taken, and no person tendered his testimony Seeing 
no need to go further, we closed the Court, after hearing Mr. Curley and Mr. 0 Sullivan, who elected to 
address us on the facts proved. In addition to the oral evidence taken, the tracing map herewith was also 
before ns, and we had occasion to refer to the general map of the mine, whicli is, however, required for 
use at the colliery, and which we allowed, after its production m Court to he taken back. The tracing 
will sufficiently explain the evidence, and is the only plan we consider necessary to attach to our report.

Before hearing evidence, we made such a personal inspection of the mine as we judged expedient,
for the purpose of informing ourselves of the locality. -j. w £ u • 4. n- ui

To render the plan, which is generally very clear, and practically speaks for itself, fully intelligible, 
it is necessary to explain that the seam of coal worked at Stockton is double consisting of a lower seam 
serviceable to a thickness of about 7 feet, and a top seam, good for about 9 feet, separated by a band of 
blue shale known as the morgan, 6 feet and upwards in thickness, and by some commercially useless coal. 
The lower seam onlv, as shown on the plan, has been generally worked, though m places the workings are 
in tho top coal. The main return air-way shown rises from the lower to the upper level as it approaches 
the furnace drift, which is in the top seam; the same level is shown continuing thence through Iso. 3 
door round the down-cast shaft, and contains No. 2 and No. 1 doors. This drive opens on the shaft at a 
stage some 14 feet above the bottom, the skips of coal for the furnace being raised to this stage taken in 
through No. 1 door, and then run round, on tram rails, through No. 2 and ]So._3 doors, to the furnaco, 
and returned empty in the same way. On the same level is shown the prolongation 111 a straight line, in 
a southerly direction,'of the main return air-way, till it meets the narrower drive runnmg to the east
ward, crossed by two stoppings with trap doors ; the ladder, further on, marks the descent to the bottom 
coal, whereby access is gained from tho top level to the trap door «Z," formerly one entrance to No. 3 
district, but now built up solid, or to the main engine plane. The drive again, on which the skips start 
from the down-east shaft is continued across the prolongation of the main retunr air-way, to the west
ward, and is marked on the plan “ to top scam by rope road.” The tail rope, which hauls the trucks, 
empty so far as coal is concerned, outwards on the engine plane (along which it is led overhead on 
sheaves) runs from the down-cast shaft—having descended therein from the surface to the upper stage— 
along this “ rope road ’’ as far as the drive which turns olf at an obtuse angle, by winch it is led to the 
bottom level. But the “rope road’’—which is thenceforth only a rope road m name—contmues, on a 
down grade till it meets the main road or going bord (or “ ganmng herd ') of the No. 3 district, passing 
over the “ travelling road bottom seam.” About the point marked “d ” is now a solid stopping. Hero 
was originallv a large door; that was taken away some years ago, and a stopping, with a trap-door in it 
was substituted ; this again was removed some time about the middle of 1890, and was not rebuilt until 
after the two fatal accidents, the subject of this inquiry. This explanation will it is hoped, clear up 
some difficulties presented by the tracing, by reason partly of its attempting to sot out two levels on one

8 The tracing does not show the workings on the north-east side of the haulage road. These, 
bounded on tbe east by the main return air-way for some distance, are also abandoned, they are 
affected with falls to a great extent. Unfortunately there is known to be a communication m the upper 
seam between these old workings and the No. 3 district, at the point marked on the plan with a red cross 
where a bord lias been broken through over the mam road. No attempt has been made to get at and 
stop this communication, to attempt to gain access to which would probably be very difficult, if not 
impossible and would eertainlv involve great risk. The consequence of the existence ot this communica
tion is that these old workings' have become more or less charged with the noxious gases generated in iN 0 A 
district, and that—failing the means of closing the connection—it has become necessary to seal oft a 
larffe extent of these workings, a task involving the erection of many stoppings of great size, several ot 
winch have to he built under very difficult conditions. These not having yet been completed, it has been 
deemed proper to protect the men working at the furnace from the risk of poisonous gases exudmg into 
the main return air-wav by erecting across it a galvanised-iron partition, extending into and dividing the 
furnace drift, so as to' direct all the return air to the furnace, and prevent its affecting the men, whose 
position of safety is now the seat on which Smith and Curran met their deaths ; to which pure air, direct 
from the down-cast, is now supplied by means of regulators placed for the purpose in Nos. 1, 2, and 3 
doors—No. 3 district being, of course, completely locked off by the stopping in the rope road. At a 
point in the main return air-way, not far from the furnaco drift, where the head of a partly fallen bord 
provides an outlet from the old workings, we were made aware very decidedly—on our visit to the mine 
—of the presence of “fire-stink,” as described by the witnesses, drifting out ot the opening accompanied 
by an extinctive gas ; but whether this latter was carbonic acid or nitrogen in excess we bad no means of
deciding. ^ f0]|0W the course of events that led up to the accidents on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of 

December, it is necessary to go back about three years, when (vide Mr. MeAuliffe’s evidence), in 
consequence of a crush on the pillars bounding the main haulage road, the brick stoppings at the entrance 
to the abandoned bords broken off that road were so affected as to permit a sonous waste or leakage ot 
airthrough these stoppings by way of the No. 3 district direct to the furnace. It was to effectually cope,

' f _ TVltil
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■with this leakage that Mr, McAuliffe, the manager, says the stopping at “ d,” with a manhole or slide- 
door for easy access to No. 3 district, was built, and not for the purpose of preventing poisonous gases, 
known to bo generated in the abandoned workings, from being drawn—or, rather, forced—along the rope 
road to tho furnace, or, on the other hand, in case of a careless use of Nos. 1 and 2 doors, driven by 
impulsion from the down-cast into the main engine plane. This object would appear equally legitimate, 
if not moro^ important; but, unquestionably, ft stopping placed in this position would correct or control 
wasting of air through tho crushed stoppings referred to. Owing to tho litigation arising from an alleged 
subsidence of strata under certain properties over this No. 3 district, to permit an inspection by experts, 
the slide-door in the stopping “ d’l was opened in 1893, and on occasions up to 1896, but appears to 
have been closed after each inspection, thus sealing off the district. In August, 1896, another inspection 
was made by several experts; but on this occasion, if not earlier, the stopping, with slide-door, was 
entirely removed, as stated by Mr. McDonald, for the purpose of more promptly clearing out the gases 
which had accumulated. Unfortunately, this stopping was never replaced, until after tho accidents.

On Monday night, the 30th of November last, Q-ould, a bricklayer, temporarily employed unload
ing coal at the furnace, working under direction of the furnace-man, Smith, left the No, 3 door open (to 
save trouble) for some considerable time longer than was necessary to pass the skips of coal through to tho 
furnace. Feeling sick and giddy, and suspecting that the cause was bad air, aud having an appointment 
with Henry Burt, the night officer, at another part of the mine, he, as soon as he was able to meet Burt, 
reported the circumstance to him. That officer—although Gould’s evidence is somewhat unsatisfactory 
on the point—rightly concluded from what Gould told him that the matter was sufficiently serious to 
justify an immediate inspection. Proceeding to tho furnace, Burt examined its vicinity, and also between 
No. 3 and No. 2 doors, and found no indication of a smell or of gases likely to produce the effects 
described by Gould, and by Smith, the furnace-man, who, on being questioned, said he also felt ill when 
No. 3 door was open. Burt, although certainly aware that the men felt ill only when the No. 3 door was 
left open, that the stopping at “ d” had never been replaced, and that poisonous gases, if present at the 
furnace, could only come from the No. 3 district by way of the “ rope road,” and with No. 3 door open— 
contented himself with an examination of the locality in its ordinary working condition, under which 
danger could not well he expected to exist. In fact, the experience of all the witnesses who inspected 
the entrance into No. 3 district when tho No. 3 door was shut, and the ease and rapidity with which 
the current was reversed on the morning of the 4th of December, indicate a tendency of the air to flow 
down the rope road and to escape by some outlet, possibly tho disused overcast, and" only to take the 
opposite course under the strong inducement held out by the leaving open of No. 3 door for some time. 
The levels, and the direction of the established currents, would appear to favour this theory.

Burt, it would appear, reported Gould’s and Smith’s complaint to the under-manager, Mr. 
McDonald ; and it was also brought under cognizance of the manager, Mr. McAuliffe. Mr, McDonald, 
on the morning of Tuesday, tho 1st of December, aud also on the same night, made an inspection of the 
furnace and for some 200 yards along the going bord from tho door “ Z,” aud found nothing to indicate 
danger from any cause. Mr. McDonald, however, like Burt, although fully aware of all the surrounding 
conditions, and from whence and by wbat means Gould aud Smith must have been affected, did not 
think, or take the trouble, to make his inspection under the conditions prevailing when Smith aud Gould 
were attacked, namely, with the No. 3 door open, thus providing direct communication with the No. 3 
district, from which he and Burt admit dangerous gases could only be expected. Burt, on his inspection, 
aud previously, had warned the furnace-man as to the danger of leaving doors open; and Smith gave his 
promise that the doors should ho shut iu future. On Tuesday, the 1st of December, about 9'30 p.m., 
Smith, the night furnace-man, on that occasion assisted by Curran, proceeded to his work as usual.

On the morning of "Wednesday, the 2nd of December, about 4 a.m., Jury and Coulson, deputies 
employed to make the statutory inspection of the mine before the miners began work, proceeded in their 
usual course to the furnace. On opening the No. 1 door, from the fact of the air rushing through in the 
direction of tho furnace, they became aware of some defect in the ventilating arrangements. This they 
verified by finding No. 2 and No. 3 doors open, tho latter permitting a current of air to pass from No. 3 
district to the furnace. On the furnace side of No. 3 door the bodies of Smith and Curran were discovered; 
and, with commendable energy, under great difficulties, owing to the existence of foul air, extinguishing 
their lights, the bodies were removed by Jury and Coulson to a place of safety outside of No. 1 door. 
Coulsou then reported the sad event to the under-manager, Mr. McDonald, who was soon on the scene. 
Jury, Coulson, and McDonald, emphatically asserted km that morning that the gas was black damp, 
owing to its extinctive properties, and to its "having a smell. Mr. McDonald thought tho smell was some
what dificreut from that he had usually found accompanying black damp. Mr. McDonald then inspected 
the “rope road” for some distance, and found everything as on his former inspection, except for the 
presence of tho black damp which he detected. Mr, llumble, inspector, having been duly apprised of tho 
deaths of tho two men, visited tho furnace and surroundings about 8 p.m., with the manager and Mr. 
McDonald. Mr. Humble at once detected tbe odour of “fire-stink,’’ and informed the manager and 
imdcr-managcr of the fact. Shortly after this, Air. Dixon, the Chief Inspector, joined the party; and that 
gentleman wjia the first to suggest the very proper course then adopted—au inspection of the part under 
thconly conditions in which danger from the gases generated in No. 3 district was likely to arise, namely, 
by the opening of No, 3 door. This having been done, in about ten or twelve minutes it became apparent, 
from the odour of “fire-stink,” and from the fact that a light continued to burn, that carbon monoxide 
was being produced by a gob-fire in some part of tbe district. Air. Dixon and Mr. Humble then notified 
the manager of tho fact, and that, being a defect and a menace to the safety of the men employed in the 
colliery, the defect would require to be remedied. Air. AfcAuliffe, it is clear, on this occasion was fully 
impressed with the opinions of the inspectors; but Mr. AfcDonakl, notwithstanding their emphatic 
warning, and the presence of this peculiar benzine-like odour—or “ fire-stink ”—seemed to treat the 
opinions of the inspectors with something akin of contempt, holding that the gas which caused the death 
of Curran and Smith, and which was at this time being discussed, was black damp.

During the course of the day—"Wednesday—it was decided by the management to remedy the 
defect complained of by the inspectors; and, accordingly, by means of knocking out a stopping at No. 20 
bord, on tho main intake or haulage road, and bratticing across the road, a current of air was directed 
into the No. 3 district, finding its way by sealing through the workings as approximately shown by the 
blue arrows on plan, through the “rope road,” aud through the No. 3 door (propped open) to the furnace.

It
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It was the intention of the management to send a party to explore the workings on the afternoon of 
Thursday the 3rd of December; hut, in order to give more time for the air to clear out any gases which 
might have accumulated, the departure of this party was deferred till 9'30 the same evening.

The explorers—a party of twelve, all told—Mr. McDonald, the under-manager, leading—first having 
left two of their number, Alexander McDonald and Benjamin McAuliffe, at'the furnace, went by way 
of the dismantled stopping at “ d ” on the “ rope road ” into the old workings, as shown by the green lino 
on plan, as far as Afo. 16 bord. In proceeding thus, from the foregoing remarks it will be noted that the 
party was advancing against the air, and meeting any noxious gases that might be produced in the 
workings. Ufo inconvenience or ill effects seem to have been experienced by the party until No. 16 bord 
was reached by Mr. McDonald, who then called a halt, and gave au order to retreat. In the vicinity of 
No. 11 bord, Bailey very suddenly gave signs of distress ; and, in assisting Bailey, others soon gave way 
to the effects of the poisonous atmosphere they had been unconsciously inhaling. The explorers appear 
to have stuck to one another nobly up to the point when, from physical and mental exhaustion, further 
assistance would have been suicidal, and useless. Struggling and. staggering on. Jury, Ellis, ~Wrm. 
McAuliffe, and Burt finally reached the trap door “Z ” in a state of exhaustion; hut, without delay, 
proceeded to tho shaft and gave the alarm to the manager and others. The manager, having secured seme 
assistance, promptly entered through the trap door, and succeeded in rescuing alive Mr. McDonald and his 
sou, James McDonald; hut, in doing so, was himself affected by the gas, and rendered unfit to take further 
part in the proceedings. Kescuers continued to arrive ; hut, unfortunately, in the haste and confusion, 
and with the principal officials of tho colliery either totally or partially prostrated from the effects of the 
noxious gas they had inhaled, with no controlling authority, xeal outran discretion, aud several paid the 
penalty with their lives of their noble but misdirected efforts. Of the exploring party, Cockburn, Bailey, 
and the two McAlpin’s —of the rescuers, Charlesworth, Sweeney, G-ascoigue, and Fitzpatrick—were found 
dead or dying in the mine ; another of the attempting rescuers, Thomas Sneddon, died in tho hospital a 
few days afterwards from the effects of the poison he had breathed.

Between midnight on Thursday and 1 o’clock on Friday morning, Messrs. Dixon and Humble 
arrived on the scene; and, under their direction, prompt steps were taken to reverse the current, thus 
permitting the rescuers to be either in or within touch of fresh air. Firm measures were taken to restrain 
the ardour of the rescuers; thus accomplishing the object in view, without further loss of life. At 11 
a.m., on Friday, the 4th of December, the last body, that of Fitzpatrick, was recovered at No. 11 bord, as 
shown on the plan. Finally, at a meeting of experts, on Saturday, the 5th of December, with the 
concurrence of the inspectors—but in the absence, and without the approval, of the manager—it was 
decided to seal off the No. 3 district, and the other districts connected therewith, by means of brick 
stoppings at all openings into intake or return air-ways.

Dealing with the events recorded in the depositions taken at the inquests, and the evidence adduced 
before the Court, in the order of time given in the foregoing resume, it will bo apparent that the primary 
cause, of the accidents was the removal of the stopping at 11 d.” Mr. McAuliffe maintains that this 
stopping was originally intended to control the leakage of air from tho stoppings along the main haulage 
road, which had suffered from a crush ; and that, the crush having ceased, it was not considered necessary 
to replace the stopping at “d’" after the inspection by the colliery managers in August, 1396. It is some
what singular that, the crush having ceased long before 1396, and the No, 3 district having been inspected 
on several occasions from 1393 to 1895, the slide, or trap, door in this stopping being closed after each 
inspection, on none of these former occasions did the propriety of leaving this slide-door open occur to the 
management. It would also seem strange, and inconsistent with the good relations existing between the 
manager and under-manager, that the question of replacing or leaving open this stopping had never formed 
the subject of conversation between these gentlemen. From tho evidence of some of the under officials, it 
appears clear that no instructions had been given to them to rebuild it. It would almost appear, therefore, 
that the matter had been entirely overlooked ; although the officials, having made several inspections of 
the district, in doing so passing through this dismantled stopping, must have been well aware that this 
formerly effectual safeguard against the emission of gases from the district was not inexistence. With this 
stopping removed, persons having occasion to pass through the No. 1 and No. 2 doors practically entered the 
No, 3 district, and would be brought in contact with any noxious gases generated there and finding their 
way by any means towards the furnace. When the No. 3 door was opened, the way was clear to tho 
up-cast; and there was nothing to prevent foul air or gases from pouring forth out of these old 
workings so. long as the No. 3 door remained open. Having known that these workings did generate 
carbonic acid gas, that no attempt was made, as a matter of good mining practice, to ventilate 
this abandoned district, giving it an outlet into a return air-way witli sufficient volume of ventilation from 
other districts to neutralise or dilute to a reasonable extent any dangerous gases produced, it does seem a 
most regrettable circumstance that no colliery official ever suggested, or appears to have ever thought of, 
the advisibiljty, as a matter of safety, of either erecting an additional door or replacing the dismantled 
stopping on the “rope road,” to hold under control any gases collected in No. 3 district when No. 3 door 
was opened. The necessity of this course was made all the more obvious, apart from the danger arising from 
the unavoidable opening, necessitating a prompt closing of the door, to pass through the skips of furnace 
coal, by the knowledge the manager appears to have possessed of doors having been carelessly left open 
on former occasions. But—altogether apart from such knowledge—the experience which every employer 
must possess of the carelessness of men, especially when the conditions of their emplovmcnt tempt them 
to commit certain acts of negligence to save labour to themselves, should have led the management to the 
conelusiou that it was most unwise to allow the security from death or illness of the furnace-men, as 
well as possibly, of other workmen, to depend upon the proper closing and keeping closed of this single 
door, which there was so much temptation to leave open dangerously long. And they should also have 
known that any sudden fall in general atmospheric pressure might seriously aggravate the risk incident to 
the leaving of a working, in connection with an abandoned part of a mine, in the position of the uncorked 
neck of a bottle containing poisonous gases. Burt, the night deputy, was also aware of the No. 3 door 
having been left open on the night Gould complained. Burt reported the fact to the under-manager. He 
was also cognizantof thcNo. 3 door having been left open on a former occasion, although he states lie did 
not report tho circumstance to his superior. Prom the fact that he remonstrated with, or warned, the 
furnace-men to be specially careful to close the doors, it would almost appear that he, at least, had some 
doubts as to the security afforded by this single door. Every official seems to have been fully aware of the

necessity
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necessity for enforcing Special Rule No. 28, and of the serious consequence that might result from leaving 
a door open; but, apparently, beyond cautioning offenders, no serious step, such as fining or prosecuting
rww’1 leu breacil,of v scems to havo been t;lkei1 bItbe management. Clearly, Smith’s and
Cunan s deaths were due to inhaling some poisonous gas; but the proximate cause was, undoubtedly, in 
spite ot the warning ot Burt on the previous night, and in contravention of Special Rule No. 28, the leaving 

\d0°r Thlcb <1^.lv10rc boun^ to close promptly after passing through it. Had tho discipline of 
the mine been strict, and had persons leaving doors open, been promptly and severely dealt with, it is much 
Jess likely that these two men would have dared to risk the consequences following upon their neglect or 
wilful breach or the rule ; and it is highly probable that las discipline is at least indirectly responsible for 
tbeir deaths. 1 he inspection of this locality by Burt aud McDonald after the complaint made by Gould

' « iShi Ca£r0n£be rUgnricdaS porf'metory and incomplete. If they had taken the course promptly 
suggested by Mr. Dixon on the Wednesday morning—that is, the opening of the No. 3 door-they could 
nof, have failed to discover noxious gases; and Curran and Smith would now, in all probability, be alive 
,wlta (^u«!dorable diversity of opinion has been expresssed as to the nature of the gas whicli caused the
desSnatedS ^W w ^ and Mr. McDonald, and the deputies, have emphatically
designated it as black damp. Dr. Hester, at the first inquest, seemed also to favour this theory; while, on the 
other hand, the mspcctors (Messrs Dixon and Humble) hold by carbon monoxide. Jury and Coulson, 
who found the bodies, assert that the gas extinguished their lights; that it had tho “ smell of black damp ”■ 
and Jury says he detected an acid taste. When the inspectors reached the scene of tho accident the gas 

hin tin extmgu’sb tb® W but the smell was quite pronounced, and they had no hesitation in
w ml ri T °f drath . 0 ;?Ybon .D?0;10Xirte ™c<>mpa.nying the volatile hydro-carbon, which has the 
bemme-hko smell peculiar to ‘'fire-stink.” Those who favour the black damp theory are evidently 
labouring under some misapprehension with regard to the smell. Neither carbonic acid nor carbon 
monoxide has a smell ; and the odour detected was, undoubtedly, “fire-stink,” or the characteristic smell 
ITT t0 b° glVSU °ff d;!r!ng the partial destructive distillation and partial imperfect combustion of 
rrUC°riatkr’ ‘ wblC1 Proeess both of these gases are generated in proportions varvingwith the supply 

n ' Ser0 ?? be ^ T\°n t0 d0JubJ: that lbe imposition of the gas inhaled by Ciirran and Smith was
rc™-1 !!e'n ir?m ■ ^^ 8 f^und by‘the illsPectora on the Wednesday, and the explorers and
rescuers on the Ihursday night. Whether the poisonous element predominating was black damp—a mixture
ian *.n,^08en~“a I-11® “anasoment claim, or carbon monoxide, as the inspectors maintain ; 
a b t lbo1 o^ctmn of the light was due to carbonic acid, or, as the inspectors assort, to an excess of 
nitrogen ; or, whether carbon monoxide was then present to a dangerous extent, is, in the absence of an
!lisfov^JUiTBCin:!rCtUIIu 0ne ,fa(:i;’ ^wover, seems beyond dispute, that, at the time Jury and Coulson 
h. coveted the bodies the gas did extmguish lights, and, therefore, did not support combustion. The

tiic subsequent action of the management in the 
dl£ilcu1^ 10 be tica|P with was black damp; but, in face of the warning of the 

inspectors, to bo hereafter referred to, such a contention is perfectly untenable.
inanpefinn 0?. morning, arrived at the scene of the accident, and, after
inspection, satisfied themselves that tho pungent odour then so pronounced was “ fire-stink,” indicative of

UoC^US m 801116 P0?* °f tbe No' 3 workings, and that certain deadly gases,
i m ar b monoxide were being generated, at once notified the manager, then present with the
1-emedv ’ 0 ' a g[ave,defect’ 'vh^h,wf a ^nace to the safety of the colliery, and required him to
remedy tho same. It has been contended that tins not.ee should have been in writing; and there seems 
to exist m some minds the impression that, in a way that it is hard to understand, the failure to give 
n v^nnV’i i18 ,ad aTC c0,11ucct'1011 with the calamity of the following night. It is difficult to discover 

grTd f°r ,iUrh a conteJitlon- Kectio11 20 of the Act very properly gives a discretionary 
!!vnLrlrihe PsP“tor >. aTld,.lf an specter were to serve written notice to managers in respect of every 
frictMn anlfd^fr,!^C^,i0n’ .'V01ll d °ad, ^ !!ltermiaablu correspondence, and would cause needless

]]fg b ?0d tcehng ;md a sPirit of lc,yal co-operation should exist. Au 
thf0flC0urs0 of >'eara’ bG “ f .g°od position to gauge the professional knowledge and 

genera1 ffisposition of the managers m his district, and to determine to whom and under what circum-
nrcsonr wl? ft ?XpedlCnt t° S1? a written notice. Moreover, in tliis instance, two inspectors were 

n c cl M AT3 vV‘r/,¥Cn t0 1;he manager in tbe presence of tho under-manager. Again, it is
oniffinn liHf 4 ircAfullfG was open to reason aud conviction, and would not treat the inspectors’ 
tnnPBtn™t?ye ^ J11?4 Jj0 lmmedl‘ite3y (whatever opinion may be formed as to his method)
Si * P1 * f f tba de 6 ’S ^ beSt p[,00t tllat tbe “speclora’ confidence in tho manager was not
n“ 1 W d’ ilnd if i S°me Glrcu“stai)ces and with certain people a verbal notice would receive, 

.Vf 1 0n ^ written notice, the giving of which might cause irritation and
annoyance. Jf the inspectors had had to deal with an unbelieving, opinionative man, with little know
ledge of the dangerous properties oi the gases, such as Mr. McDonald appears to be, it is very probable
rff M ■w°t;iC6 W0 md ha/f at 01ne° suhrdr'sted itself. But even if a written notice had been given 
to Mr. McAuliffe he could not have done more to give effect to it timn to proceed, as he did forthwith, to 
remedy the defect. It has been suggested also that the inspectors should, at tliis time, have required tho 
manager to replace the stopping at” d ” It is no part of an inspector’s duty, and is clearly nnadvisable, 
or him to suggest how a defect is to be remedied. The course to be pursued under such circumstances 

is to notify the manager of a defect, and to see that the defect is cured, leaving the management to adopt 
such methods as their experience may suggest or their circumstances permit; though an inspector should 
always be ready to consult with a manager who seeks his advice; and, if he is aware that what hecon-
disapprovaf01'0118 ^ 6P 18 contemPlated> he sk°uld at once express and give reasons for liis

. l^ V5 P0rfec^7 clear that Mr, McAuliffe and Mr. McDonald were warned in tho most emphatic 
terms by the inspectors, that “ fire-stmk” was being then given off ; and that they understood that this 
odour uas m the opinion of the inspectors, produced by a fire in the No. 3 district, Mr. McDonald, it is 
true, ascribed it then—and in his evidence before the Court maintained—that it -was due to the fermen
tation ot old wood m water; but that conviction, however sincere, would not exonerate Mr. McAuliffe or 
inmscll from tho consequence of any action taken subsequently in defianeo of the inspectors’warning, 
-this, unfortunately seems to have been what actually happened; tho steps taken to discover in order to 
remedy the defect, being based on the assumption that (incredible as it may appear in the face of the

inspectors’
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inspectors’ warning) black damp, as on former occasions, had only to be dealt with, and that a vigorous 
coursing of tbe ventilation through the old workings would clear out the poisonous gases accumulated 
therein, when, in point of fact, had they reflected a moment upon the subject of their conversation with 
the inspectors, and given due weight to their opinion—that of experts approved by the State—-both the 
manager and under-manager must have perceived that the probable effect of increased ventilation would 
be to fan tbe flame and increase the production of deadly gases.

Here it may he well to deal with the point raised by Mr. Curley, namely, that the management 
wrnre under an obligation to make an inspection of tbe workings before taking an exploring party, and 
that the inspection by Mr. McDonald did not comply with General Rule No. 7. It was contended that, 
before an exploring party may be sent into a mine with the object of discovering or locating a mischief, an 
inspection must be made and duly recorded; but a careful reading of the section iu the light of common 
sense appears to lead to the conclusion that the word “ exploration ’’ used therein is really almost 
synonymous with “ inspection ”; the “ competent person ” havinjg a right to conduct his examination with 
the help of others, whose services he utilises for the purposes of “ inquiring into the cause of danger, or 
for the removal thereof, or for exploration.” To contend that the unfortunate “ competent person ” 
must go alone, practically as far as the exploring party is intended afterwards to follow, and may 
on his return'—if ho should ever come back—take a mate with him, is utterly to stultify the rule and its 
framers. The management did not claim that the inspection by Mr. McDonald was more than a super
ficial examination for his own satisfaction; moreover, while there is nothing in General Rule 7 to limit the 
inspection to one man, the consensus of opinion seems to be that it would have been most unwise to 
send one man, and that, in point of fact, safety would lie in numbers. Clearly, the number of men 
forming an exploring party must be a matter for the discretion of the management; and, when pene
trating old workings likely to contain noxious gases, more danger is likely to result from an undue 
limitation than an unnecessary extension of the numbers of a party. These men were not taken into the 
workings to follow their usual avocation, but for the purpose of helping to inspect and remedy a defect 
complained of. If, as Mr. Curley contended, an inspection should have been made as far as the explorers 
intended to go, it is difficult to see what good purpose the explorers could serve by virtually repeating the 
operation. In point of fact, the explorers might quite reasonably be designated an inspecting party.

During the course of Thursday tbe 3rd of December, Mr. McAuliffe, Mr. McDonald, and Mr. 
Cockburn, seem to bave had a conversation with reference to the 'inspection or exploring of the old 
workings in No. 3 district. But it is material to remark that this conference, if it may be so termed, 
did not take place until after a large part of tbe work of sweeping out the district from No. 20 bord 
towards the “ rope road ” had been completed. This would indicate that—inasmuch as it appears to 
have been known from tbe first that an approach could not be made from bord No. 20—the decision to 
enter in face of the air had been arrived at before the conference took place; a contrary decision would 
have amounted to a reversal of a scheme evidently adopted on the Wednesday. _ The subject of noxious 
mine gases seems to have been discussed at this meeting. This would imply that it was thought that gases 
other than black damp, usually met with in this colliery, might have to be dealt with in the course of the 
inspection or exploration. The manager appears to have been aware of tbe route to be taken by the 
party; but, beyond advising Mr. McDonald to take fresh men, he issued no further instructions to his 
subordinate officer. He states that he intended to join tbe explorers, but arrived late, and did not make 
haste to come up with them. A party of subordinate officials and workmen, under ordinary circumstances, 
would await tbe arrival of the manager; but, apparently, it was understood that he was not to be present, 
and his absence caused no comment. Tbe manager, oh bis arrival, finding the party gone, went to the 
furnace. It is a matter of great regret that he did not personally supervise this exploring or inspecting 
party, as the circumstances were of such a grave and unusual nature as to demand the best knowledge 
and experience available to direct operations. He explains that he was considerably upset by the deaths 
of Curran and Smith; that he had been attending to the funeral arrangements ; and that ho was not in a 
fit condition for superintending such work as exploration. Mr. McAuliffe, apparently, is a man of a 
keenly sensitive nature; and there is no reason to doubt that the circumstances were such as to cause 
mental distress in a man occupying a responsible office; but his position was not analogous to that of a 
manager having to deal with a mine swept by an explosion, causing death and destruction in every 
direction; and there seems hardly sufficient reason for his delegating his duties on this occasion to Mr. 
McDonald. It was all the more incumbent upon him to assume control, inasmuch as his under-manager 
had somewhat contemptuously treated the views of the inspectors, and was an opinionative man, ignorant 
of the nature aud properties of such deadly gases, and likely to permit prejudice to warp his judgment. 
Mr. McAuliffe was entitled by section No. 3, subsection (i), of the Act, to delegate his duties to the under
manager; but, as provided by subsection (n), this delegation of authority does not relieve the manager 
from liis personal responsibility; and, being aware of tho route to be taken by the exploring party, he 
must be held personally responsible, equally with the under-manager, for the course of action adopted:

Under the leadership of Mr. McDonald, the exploring party entered the No, 3 workings by way of the 
dismantled stopping at “ d,” and followed the course shown by the green line on plan, thus facing the return 
air and tbe possible products of combustion from the fire believed by the inspectors—but not by the leader 
of the party—to exist in the workings. This, as events proved, was a fatal mistake, wliich should never have 
been made by colliery officials of considerable experience, presumably accustomed to act with deliberation 
and judgment. Mr. McDonald explains that he thought he had to deal with black damp, as on former 
occasions; and, being a firm believer in the fermentation of old wood, be did not recognise, or did not heed 
the warning given by the pungent odour present throughout the workings; and he considered—as the 
manager also thought—that the vigorous current of air which had coursed the district for some thirty- 
six hours had removed all. danger. This explanation, if offered by men ignorant of the fact that a gob- 
fire would produce deadly gases, might, to a certain extent condone their blunder; but neither tbe manager 
nor the nnaer-manager can plead ignorance after the emphatic and unmistakable warning of the inspectors. 
A danger signal was given by these gentlemen which was deliberately ignored by the management—an act 
of indiscretion that led to the deaths of nine men. It is perfectly true that no one seemed to anticipate 
dan o'er. The very fact of Mr. McDonald’s being accompanied by Ms own son, and Mr. McAuliffe’s brother 
.and°nopbew being members of the party, would imply, on the part of the management, a sense of security 
not warranted under the circumstances. None of the party seemed to apprehend danger in the slightest 
degree, a fact inexplicable in the case of Jury and Cockburn, men evidently of a superior type, and

having
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liaring a considerable knowledge of tho gases met with in coal-mines- Tho explanation appears to be 
that the manager allowed his better judgment to be overruled by his reliance on Mr. McDonald,"and the 
explorers, with equally mistaken but commendable confidence and respect for tbe position and experience 
ot their immediate superior, the under-manager, did not exercise the caution and judgment whicli a full 
sense of responsibility might otherwise have brought forth. There was also one consideration, very far 
from legitimate, which acted possibly on the mind of Mr. McAuliffe—certainly on that of Mr. McDonald. 
It was this: the inspectors bad expressed an opinion which involved tbe conclusion that Smith and 
Curran had been poisoned by carbon monoxide; the management contended that carbonic acid was the 
cause of their deaths. This difference of opinion was involved in the further question wh ether there was 
or was not a gob-fire burning. Dr. Hester’s evidence, given on tho Wednesday, tended to the conclusion 
that the men died of carbonic acid poisoning. On Thursday tbe inquest was adjourned till the following 
J.ucsday, . Before it could be concluded, Mr. McDonald at any rate was anxious to prove by actual 
inspection that he was right and the inspectors were wrong. lSTot believing in the existence of a gob-fire, 
he could not suppose that expedition was essential to locate or extinguish it; his strong opinion and 
decided inclination practically overruled Mr. McAuliffe's wavering faith in the judgment of the inspectors.

_ Apart from the one vital blander of advancing in face of the air, there appears to be no reason for 
taking exception to the measures adopted by the explorers. Placing chalk marks on the roof was a very 
proper course, usually followed when traversing old workings, and not in apprehension of any special 
danger to be encountered. Vn.& personnel oi the party was unexceptionable, being made up of colliery 
officials mainly, with other colliery employees, able-bodied and accustomed to mining work.

All the way to No. 1G bord, where a retreat was ordered, no inconvenience or ill effects were 
apparently experienced ; but the insidious nature of carbon monoxide being considered, this is not to be 
wondered at, and, unquestionably, the unfortunate mon must have beeti unconsciously inhaling tbe gas 
from tbe start. At this point a fall is said to have been heard by some members of the party, aud there 
is no reason to question the fact. Palls may always bo expected in old workings, and when the roof is 
alternately affected by tbe action of beat from a gob-fire aud by a fresh current of air. a condition of matters 
arises when falls would almost certainly occur. It is probable that this weighed with Mr. McDonald, and, 
in fear of their retreat being cut off, he ordered the party to return. At this time signs of distress were 
shown by several of the explorers, and it is reasonable to suppose that the consequence of inhaling the gas 
in the advance were aggravated by the gas belched forth from the old bords by means of tbe rush of air 
caused by tbe fall. But tbe sound was, iu fact,_ not heard by most of the party, and the effect on the flames 
of their lamps appears to have been very trifling; the size of the bords, with an average section, when 
intact, of over 100 square feet, and tbe extent of tbe workings, covering nearly 30 acres of ground, and 
giving at least 15 acres of actual excavation, would provide ample scope for absorption of concussions. 
The effects of this fall must have been quite local, and had the route traversed in the advance been as 
free from poisonous gases ns it is described to have been by the survivors, the party, when relreating, 
would soon have reached a region of comparative safety, The fact that six men were prostrated at a 
considerable distance from No. 10 bord, and that four only reached tho trap-door, “Z,” after groat 
difficulty, evidently inhaling this deadly mixture all the way, is convincing proof of the insidiousness of 
the gas and the misplaced confidence of the explorers when advancing.

Mr. McDonald having been rendered unconscious in the retreat, his responsibility would cease 
there ; and other under-officials—Jury, Ellis, and Burt—having got out only after a struggle, and suffering 
from the gas they bad inhaled, were not (although they afterwards rendered noble assistance in the rescue 
work), in a fit condition to take charge, and could not be reasonably held responsible for anything that 
followed.

, - hfr. McAuliffe haying been alarmed, and having obtained assistance, headed the first rescue party, 
and, following a natural impulse, entered tho poisonous atmosphere without hesitation, and succeeded iu 
rescuing the two McDonalds. If he had hesitated, in order to alter tbe ventilating arrangements, or to 
secure the safety of the rescuers, it seems probable that the two McDonalds would not have been brought 
out alive. Had he also, as ho asserts, been able to command sufficient assistance to seud in from time to 
time fresh parties of rescuers, it is probable that tbe bodies of the explorers might have been recovered 
without the sacrifice of a single rescuer. Unfortunately such assistance was not immediately available, 
and when he returned with tbe two McDonalds, Mr. McAuliffe was himself so overcome by tbe effects of tho 
gas he had inhaled as to be. unfit for further duties. Beseuers arrived, but Mr. McAuliffe and bis principal 
officials being laid low (with the exception of the mechanical engineer, Mr. Sampy, placed in charge of 
the trap-door), there was no controlling authority, and the rescuers were, until the arrival of the inspectors, 
at liberty to follow their noble impulse to save life without the guidance and restraint of the officials. It 
is not a matter for surprise, therefore, that so many of these men, some of them probably ignorant of the 
dangerous character of the atmosphere they had entered, and unacquainted with the locality, were 
sacrificed to their misdirected zeal,

AVith the arrival of the inspectors, effective measures were taken, needless to detail, to enable the 
rescue work to proceed with reasonable safety; order was restored, a wholesome restraint was placed 
upon the rescuers, and further loss of life was averted. If the inspectors had not appeared at this time— 
lamentable as the loss of life actually was—there is good reason to believe tbe sacrifice would have been 
much greater.
_ Mr. Sampy, the engineer in charge of the trap-door, from the nature of his duties, would not come 
in contact with the general body of the men, and his authority would not, perhaps, be recognised, by 
miners eager to rescue their fellow-workmen. Nevertheless, he appears to have done his utmost to 
exercise some control, and to prevent men from re-entering the trap-door when unfit for further exertion.

The mode adopted by the management for clearing and entering the old workings was claimed as 
tho only practicable method, but this contention will not bear investigation; and, in point of fact, 
Mr. McDonald, in cross-examination, could see no insuperable difficulty in the manner suggested by the 
Court, namely, to replace the brick stopping at “D,” place a brattice stopping on the main intake at tho 
old stables at No. 1 bord, and remove the trap-door at1! Z,” thus causing a current of air to be diverted 
into No. 3 district along the going bord, finally returning by way of No. 20 bord to the main intake 
or engine plane, thence by way of the door at tho disused air-crossing to the main return air-way, 
and so direct to the furnace. In other words, the current of air which entered at the No. 20 bord, and 
thereafter traversed No. 3 district, could, with slight modification of tho arrangements, have been very 
easily reversed, thus giving every facility for tho thorough inspection of tho district, the explorers taking 
fresh air with them right up to the gob-fire or seat of trouble. It has been contended on behalf of the 
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management that the course adopted on this occasion was identical with that followed formerly', when 
experts had occasion to enter these old workings; but tho circumstances were of an entirely different 
character then. At that time, only the accumulated carbonic acid bad to be dealt with ; and a vigorous 
ventilation would undoubtedly sweep out entirely, or break up and isolate to a harmless extent, all black 
damp or noxious gases. On this fatal evening, however, different conditions altogether existed, which tho 
management, although warned, failed to realise. They should have recognised that the retorting of coal 
was in active operation in this working, producing certain gases of an extremely dangerous nature; and 
that tho effect of increased ventilation would be to generate still greater quantities of gas, aud, in fact, 
intensify the evil. To enter and inspect this district with ten mon, in such a manner as to expose and 
bring every one in contact with the products of combustion of a gob-fire, for a distance of some 500 yards 
from fresh air, displayed either gross ignorance or an indifference to danger not usually found in men 
occupying responsible positions. When the party actually started, the previously pent up gases having 
been removed by the sweeping of air through the district, the smell had been appreciably reduced, but 
still manifested itself perceptibly, Tho inspectors had warned the management that this smell denoted 
the presence of a deadly gas, known to be terribly insidious aud deceptive in its action; and there was 
every reason to believe that a certain substantial portion of the air met at the eastern end of the going 
bord was scaling down the “ double heading ” ; and that, therefore, as the explorers passed that point, they 
would not only lose some of the air that was meeting them, but would also encounter a more and more 
vitiated current, as they approached the point, about bord 19 or 20, where the fire, if it existed, was 
supposed to be. On cross-examination by Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. Humble, in the course of his evidence, 
given before the Court of Investigatiop, said that on the Thursday evening, the 3rd of December, he was 
incidentallv informed by Mr. Cockburn of tho intention to explore on that night, and of the mode of 
entry to be adopted; and he does not appear to have, as might be expected, raised any serious objection 
or given an emphatic caution. This conversation took place at the 'Technical College, a considerable 
distance from Stockton; Mr. Humble’s attention would bo taken up with his duties at the College; Mr. 
Cockburn was in a hurry to leave; and there really does not appear to have been time or opportunity^ for 
such reflection as might have led Mr. Humble to attempt to exercise the indirect authority which, we think, 
his position as inspector would have justified in opposition to the project. Mr. Cockburn’s action in put
ting his affairs into Mr. Humble’s hands (vide Mr. Humble’s evidence) would indicate that lie had some 
strong doubts of the safety of the expedition. This gives colour to the suggestion that ho had deferred 
to Mr. McDonald’s strongly expressed opinion rather than that he was following out his own ideas. Mr. 
Humble freely admitted this conversation ; and we do not feel justified iu imputing blame to him under 
the circumstances. It appears that the fact that he had thus become aware of the proposed exploration 
was not communicated to the manager or under-manager. In the course of his evidence, Mr. Humble 
afterwards said that he had, in a rather hurried conversation with Mr. McDonald on the Wednesday, 
specially warned him to take the air with him if an exploration should be attempted; and he gathered 
from Mr. McDonald’s conversation that he was anxious that an examination should be made.

After all that has occurred, aud the unmistakable evidences at the present moment of a gob-fire 
being in active operation in these old workings, the obstinacy of Mr. McDonald iu scouting the idea, of 
there being such a thing in existence, and in accounting for the odour of “ fire-stink ’’ by the fermentation 
of old wood, is almost inexplicable. _

The immediate object of the exploring party was to inspect the old workings, and to locate the 
position of the gob-fire, with a view to its extinction, if possible, or, failing that, to its being confined to a 
small area. This was a very obvious aud very proper course to pursue—to conserve the interests^ of the 
proprietors and tho safety of the employees, h’rom the evidence of the inspectors and Mr. McAuliffe and 
his under-manager, it appears that there would have been no difficulty whatever iu reaching the locality 
of the fire with perfect safety, except for the ever-present risk of a fall. The inspectors, however, seem 
to have anticipated some difficulty, owing to broken ground, in sealing off the fire—an opinion not shared 
by the management, Be that as it may, however, no effort was made either to extinguish tho fire or to 
confine it within a limited area, although such action could have been taken promptly and with reasonable 
safety. It is to be feared that the shadow cast by these lamentable accidents warped the judgment of tho 
gentlemen responsible for the decision to leave those old workings to their fate.

Having in view the only alternative left—if this fire was not to be conquered or controlled at its 
inception—namely, to seal off an immense area of abandoned workings charged with dangerous gases, and 
hounded on two sides by a main intake air-course and travelling road leading direct to tho working faces, 
and that from this main road, bords had been broken off in a most reckless fashion in former years ; that 
each of these old bords was closed by frail brick stoppings, up to 1-1 or 16 feet in length by 9 or 10 feet 
in height, and in thickness only 9 inches; that the conditions were as unsuitable as it is possible to 
conceive for the scaling off of a gob-fire; that, in point of fact, there appears to he no other instance 
known of a district being sealed off under such unfavourable conditions, fraught as they are with danger 
to the colliery, and greatly depreciating the value of tho shareholders’ interests;—it is a matter for 
extreme regret that the original intention of tbe management (bad as the methods proved to be), to 
confine the fire, was not vigorously carried out, and that the course recommended by the experts, iu the 
absence of the manager and under manager, and without the benefit of their local knowledge, was not 
adopted only as a last alternative after all other measures had failed. The final stoppings had not been 
completed at the date of the Court’s inspection; but sufficient noxious gases were present to indicate a 
gob-firo still, probably, in operation. To relievo the pressure of gas on the stoppings along the engine 
plane, an outlet might be provided at a point near the furnaco on the main return, as, in Mr. Humble’s 
opinion—accepted by the Court as evidently correct,—it is inexpedient to leave a large area of old 
workings absolutely sealed, with the almost certain result of the forcing out of noxious gases at various 
points, especially in the case of a fall of the barometer, and the possible forcible destruction of stoppings 
by sudden increases of internal pressure caused by falls or otherwise. _

From the report of the inspectors to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, and, 
in the course of this investigation, tho Court has been made aware of certain misfortunes or difficulties 
the Stockton Colliery Company has experienced in tho course of its comparatively short life. Water, 
and the intrusion, in former ages of igneous rock ''cindering” tho coal, havo been a source of great 
expense; and the latter cause of trouble has considerably hampered the management in devoloping the 
colliery under ground. It lias, however, been apparent that, apart from these difficulties imposed by 
nature, the colliery operations have been subject to serious interruptions, and the shareholders’ interests

' have
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have been sacrificed, by reason of a reckless and improvident system of mining, calculated to invite 
disaster. .As early as 1889 [vide Air. llumble), when the colliery was practically in its infancy, a crush 
took place, stopping work for some weeks ; and similar trouble has been met with in later years. Prom 
au inspection of the plan, it is obvious that this trouble was due, not to unforeseen cause's, but to tho 
absence of adequate provision in the way of pillars to protect the workings from tho pressure of the 
superincumbent strata, known to consist largely of water-charged sandy alluvium, tbe security of the 
main shaft even being from tbe same cause not above suspicion. This absence of provision for the 
protection of ordinary workings is regretable enough; but, when main roads havo suffered from the same 
cause, and as operations have extended matters have not improved materially, one is astonished that the 
management of a large colliery, warned by costly experience, should not adopt a system oi mining fairly 
certain to ensure safety, and ultimately to prove tbe more profitable. The absence of sufficient barriers, 
or pillars of coal, to support main roads and isolate dificreut districts, seriously increases the difficulty of 
sealing off this fire, and has certainly intensified the danger. Although tbe extent of an inspector’s power 
and duties under section 20 of tho present Act and section 2d of the Act of 1870 arc debatable, wo arc 
of opinion that this section—practically identical in each statute—enables an inspector to question the 
mode in which a mine is being worked in relation to the eize of the pillars, and, generally, the support 
left for the stability of the workings, and the disposition of the main roads as affecting ventilation ; and 
wo think it is a matter for regret—though we have no doubt that they were pursuing, in their own 
opinion, a proper conree in refraining from interference—that the inspectors in the Northern District 
have not, seeing tho very peculiar mode in which excavation of coal has been conducted, taken advantage 
of tbe powers conferred upon them by these sections, and so brought the question to an issue, whatever 
the immediate result might have been. Wc are also strongly of opinion that it is tho duty of an inspector, 
where ho has a doubt as to the extent of his powers, and believes that their exercise would be beneficial, 
to put them in force at all hazards, though ho should always be careful to avoid unnecessary or irritating 
action.

The system of breaking off headings from a main haulage road, forming an intake for a large 
section of the mine, cannot be too strongly condemned. All such roads should have a return air-way on 
each aide, to carry off the air from old workings direct to tho up-east shaft. In this particular instance 
the old workings aro bounded by a main intake air-way for many hundreds of yards ; and the effect of a 
large fall there would probably bo tbe expulsion of a dangerous quantity of gas, ■which would be carried 
into tho working places. The outlet to the return air-way suggested would, by putting a slight pressure 
from without on the stoppings, or inducing an indraught in the case case of a blowm-out or damaged 
stopping on this road, tend to check the emission of dangerous gases, or to confine them to tho old 
workings. Tho objection to this course would bo tho tendency to feed the fire with fresh air, but it would 
be tho less of two evils ; and it is, under tho circumstances, apparently necessary.

There has been, sn tho past, a general tendency to consider the working places and travelling roads 
as being the all-important parts of the mine; and it is to bo hoped the lesson taught by these accidents 
will not be lost upon mining men, and that greater attention will be paid in future to the supervision aud 
ventilation of old workings and parts of a mine other than the actual working sections. There can be no 
question as to the safety afforded by the continuous ventilation and inspection of abandoned districts— 
where pillars are not extracted, and where vast spaces are left for the accumulation of gases, fraught 
with peril to those employed in the mine. Tho ventilation at all collieries should be ample to provide for 
the constant renewal of tbe air in old workings, in addition to tho places in actual operation ; and, where 
this cannot be accomplished, sealing off the district altogether, or arranging an outlet properly regulated 
into a main return air-way, supplied with an overwhelming volume of air, should be imperative. Either 
of such courses could havo been adopted at the Stockton Colliery, if good management had existed from 
the first; and it is evident that had proper forethought been exercised in such matters by the manage
ment, the lamentable loss of life on the 2nd, J3rd, and 41 h of December last -would bave been averted.

We, therefore, taking into careful consideration all the circumstances attending these accidents, 
have arrived at tho following conclusions:—

1. The immediate cause of the accident of the 2nd December was the extraordinary recklessness and
obstinate disobedience of orders on the part of the men Smith and Curran ; and, probably, of tbe 
former especially. Inasmuch as Curran was, to a certain extent, under Ins control, and had not 
personally received, and may have been unaware of, the warning given to Smith.

2. The proximate causes of the accident were;—
(1) The permitting of a system whereby the only protection of the furnace-mcn from poisonous 

gases, known to be generated in No. 3 district, was a single stopping on hinges—as it has 
been appropriately called—placed in such a position as to tempt them to leave it open. In 
this relation, we think there was a serious want of consideration on the part of all concerned 
in the management of the mine. Jt is very unfortunate that the removal of the stopping 
in the rope road was not discovered by the inspectors before the accident happened; as 
they would, presumably, Lave called attention to its absence as a defect to be remedied ; 
but wo do not find that their failure to discover this danger implies any want of care on 
their part.

(2) A certain laxity in the discipline of the mine, which probably conduced to tbe negligence of 
tho men.

3. In attempting to find out, at onec, by exploration, the seat of tbe mischief which tho inspectors
had required to be remedied, the management acted properly; though the motive wliich partly 
operated on Mr. McDonald’s mind—namely, the wish to prove himself in tho right, and the 
inspectors in the wrong, before the close of the first inquest—was not a legitimate one ; but—

4. The action of the management of the colliery in sending the' exploring party into No. 3 district on
the 3rd December was ill-considered; and the primary cause of the deaths of all the men who 
were killed on that occasion—as we find, by the inhalation of carbon monoxide—was, directly or 
indirectly, the adopting of a plan of entering against the air,—an act, under the circumstances, 
most injudicious, and one that no man of experience in coal-miuiog could reasonably approve.

5. It would have been better if Mr. McAuliffe bad himself undertaken the leadership of the party of
explorers. Wo assume that he really thought there should be no delay in the carrying out of the 
inspection ; and we believe that he felt justified in delegating this very important duty to the 
under-manager, suffering, as he was, from mental distress and from fatigue; hut wo think ho 
should, nevertheless, have made a real effort to do the work himself, (j.
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0. Tbe course pursued by Mr. McAuliffe and all other officers of the mine after the second accident 
was proper and reasonable under tbe circumstances; and tbeir conduct was that of brave men 
honestly doing the best that was practicable to save life, under conditions of great danger to 
themselves.

7. The inspectors, on their arrival, adopted a proper method to prevent further loss of life, aud
acted with discretion, vigour, and courage, in directing and personally assisting in the work of 
recovering the bodies of the rescuers who bad lost tbeir lives. Their conduct also on the 
occasion of the first accident was highly to be approved, and they displayed energy and quick 
perception. Mr. Dixon, especially, deserves to be commended for his action in placing Wo. 3 
district in the same condition in which it was when Smith and Curran met their deaths, as a 
preliminary step towards discovering the cause.

8. The general course of working of the mine has been such as to tend unnecessarily to the
happening of such accidents as those with which we have had to deal, by leaving abandoned districts 
in a dangerous condition; and, in this relation, the powers and duties of inspectors should, wc 
think, be made the subject of special consideration.

9. As a conclusion naturally drawn from our former findings, we further are of opinion that both
the manager, Mr, McAuliffe, and the undcr-manager, Mr. McDonald, are, by reason of 
incompetency and gross negligence, unfit to discharge their duties os manager" and under
manager, respectively—their incompetence being shown by their inability to distinguish “ fire- 
stink ” from other and totally different gases met with in coal-mines, aud their gross negligence 
consisting in their adopting, under circumstances of evidently considerable risk, and in the face 
of the warning given by the inspectors, a dangerous, instead of a safe and practicable, mode of 
entry into the old workings,

We have, &c.,
C. D. 3J. MUEEAY,

. President,
D. A. W. EGBERTS OW,

Assessor.

The Hon. Sydney Smith, Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

• JOHW THWAITES,
Assessor.

[Iferc follows plan, with Depositions and Exhibits at Inquest on second fafality, Part II.]

No. 23.

Evidence.

Evidence taken and addresses delivered at Newcastle on the 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th Eebruary, 1897.

WEDNESDAY, 10 FEBRUARY, 1897.
The Court appointed to hold an investigation into the fatal accidents which took place on the 2nd, 

3rd, and 4th days of December, 1890, at the Stockton Colliery, met in the old Courthouse, Newcastle, 
at 10 a.m. .

Present :
His Honor Judge Murk at (President),
Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Eobertson, Esq, (Assessor),
John Thwaites, Esq, (Assessor).

By His Honor’s instructions, the Secretary read the following notification, showing the authority 
of the Court:— "

Coal Mines Regualation Act, 189G—Section 23.
_ I, Sydney Smith, Secretary for Mines and Agriculture for the Colony of New South Wales, being 

of opinion that a formal investigation into the fatal accidents which took place on the second, third, and 
fourth days of December, 1890, respectively, at tho Stockton Colliery, in the Colony of New'South Wales, 
is expedient, do hereby, in virtue of the powers conferred on me by section 23 of the “ Coal Mines 
Eegulation Act, 1890,” direct such investigation to be held. And I hereby appoint Charles Edward 
Robertson Murray, Esquire, one of the District Court Judges for the Metropolitan, Suburban, and 
Hunter District ol the Colony of New Soutb Wales, being a competent person, to hold such investigation. 
And I hereby appoint Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Eobertson, Esquire, and John Thwaites, Esquire, 
being persons possessing special knowledge, to act as Assessors to the said Charles Edward Eobertson 
Murray iu holding the investigation.

Dated this 22nd day of Eebruary, 1897.
SYDNEY SMITH,

Secretary for Mines and Agriculture,
Mr. T. D. O’Sullivau intimated that he appeared on behalf of the Stockton Colliery Company.
Mr. James Curley said he was present on behalf of the Colliery Employees Federation, the Stockton 

miners, and the relatives of some of the deceased. ■
ht- Mr. John Dixon, Senior Inspector of Collieries, announced that he represented the Department of 
Mines, in the unavoidable absence of Mr. E. H. Wilshire, of the Crown Solicitor’s Office.

His Honor asked whether there was anyone else who wished to be represented, or to have a locus 
standi m Court. ^ There was no response to His Honor’s question.

Mr. William Humble, Inspector of Collieries, who was present in tho Court, withdrew upon His 
Honor intimating that ho would be called later on as a witness.

Mis Manor: I think that the fairest plan to adopt would be to call, first of all, Mr. John Dixon, 
Senior Inspector of Mines. Mr. Dixon is one of tho most important witnesses, and did not give evidence 
at the inquest. 1 think he should gire his evidence first.

This proposition was agreed to.
Sis
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His Honor; As to the evidence given before the Coroner’s Court, we propose to accept it as 
primary evidence, but not as conclusive evidence. The Court will, however, allow any witness to be 
further examined or re-examined by anyone concerned. Is there any objection to that course being 
adopted ?

Mr. Bison I havo no objection, Your Honor,
Mr. O'Sullivan .- No, your Honor.
Mr. Curley : No, your Honor.
Mr. Curley Will tho evidence taken at the inquest be open to comment?
His Honor .- Yes.
Mr. Curley : Has it already been carefully perused by the Court, your Honor?
His Honor : Yes.

* Mr. John Dixon, Senior Inspector of Collieries, was called and sworn:—
_ His Honor : Will you, Mr. Dixon, give your own clear account from beginning to the end of the 

circumstances within your knowledge attending the whole of this matter ?
Mr. Bisoon : I will, your Honor,

_ Mr. Curley: Before beginning with Mr. Dixon, 1 would like to ascertain, your Honor, whether 
the inquiry covers the whole of these accidents, or simply the later accident.

His Honor : The inquiry covers both accidents,
. Bixon said: I have been inspector of collieries for fourteen years and eight months. I was 

appointed under tbe old Act, and continued under the present Act. Before that, I was employed at 
everything in connection with coal-mining and shale-mining. I have had forty-four years’ experience as 
a miner in the old country and in this Colony. I have worked at everything in the pit, from the trap-door 
up. I have been through the whole curriculum. I managed a small mine at Mittagong for some time.

His Honor : Have you studied coal-mining from a theoretical point of view ?
Mr. Bixon : I have studied the matter for a number of years from a geological point of view, and 

am a Fellow of tbe Geological Society. I am besides a practical man,
His Honor: Have you studied chemistry and mineralogy ?
Mr. Bison .- Yes. ’
Mr. Curley : I would draw your Honor’s attention to the presence in the Court of Mr. Thomas, 

manager of the Minmi Colliery.
His Honor: Do you wish, Mr, O’Sullivau, to call Mr. Thomas as a witness ?
Mr. O’Sullivan: 1 have no intention, your Honor, of calling Mr. Thomas as a witness, but simply 

wish to receive instructions from him on matters of expert knowledge.
His Honor : Under these circumstances, I do not think there can be any objection to Mr, Thomas's 

presence. I understand that you, Mr. McAuliffe, are present as representing the colliery?
Mr. McAuliffe : I am, your Honor.
His Honor : Will you please continue your statement, Mr. Dixon ?
Mr. Bison; Yes, your Honor. On the morning of the 2nd December last a messenger sent by 

Mr. Humble informed mo that two men had been fouud dead at the furnace at Stockton, and that 
Mr, Humble had already gone over. I at onco proceeded to the pit, at which I arrived a little after 
9 o’clock. I descended the shaft, and on landing at the bottom met Mr. Humble and Messrs. McAuliffe 
and McDonald. They had explored the vicinity of the furnace, and were about to take the cage to the 
surface. At my request, as 1 wished to see the scene of the accident for myself, they came back with me 
to the furnace where the two men had been found. We then went down tho rope-road in the direction of 
the abandoned workings of No. 8 district. On reaching the point where a door had been taken down at 
some time or other, I thought that I should like to obtain the same conditions as we supposed the men 
wore under when they mot their death. To this end wc opened the No. 3 door, which is the door leading 
to the furnace, and through which door would pass the air from tho No. 3 district. Near this door, and 
where the heading turns off to go to the furnace, we placed a lamp on the floor of the rope-road to sec 
what action the gas coming from the No. 3 district would have on it. We could at once see that it was 
something more than black damp, as it would not extinguish the lamp. The door had been opened abont 
twelve minutes, as near as I can remember, before we noticed a peculiar smell, which I at once recognised 
as fire-stink. We shortly afterwards closed the door. I was satisfied, the moment tho noxious gas came 
up the rope road, that it was fire-stink, or what we commonly call in a mine 11 gob-stink.” I said, “ That 
is fire-stink.” I was positive of it, and made the remark in a rather surprised tone, having never 
heard of fire-slink in the mine before. After shutting the door the gas retreated down the slope and tho 
surroundings became comparatively clear. We then came up the shaft, and Mr. Humble and I went 
home. In the afternoon we attended the inquest on tho two bodies ; also next day.

His Honor; The four of us were together when the conversation took place as to the fire-stink. 
At the moment J noliccd the smell Mr. Humble said, ” Yes, that is it,” We all then had a general con
versation on the matter. _ Mr. Humble and I remarked that the smell was no doubt accompanied by a 
dangerous gas, and that it was a menace to the men at the furnace, and might prove also a menace to the 
whole of the men in the pit. We had some considerable conversation over tho matter, and I thought at 
the time, and think now, that we thoroughly impressed the position of affairs on the mind of Mr. 
McAuliffe; at all events he seemed to drink in with avidity what we said. We asked him,in accordance 
with our positions as inspectors, to have the difficulty remedied. Seeing the condition the mine was then 
in, any one at the furnace might at any time be overcome by the same noxious gas and lose his life, should 
the No. 3 door be left open. We impressed on Mr. McAuliffe that the matter should be remedied as 
speedily as possible, and I am positive that he was satisfied, and agreed with what we said. We did not 
suggest in what way the difficulty should be remedied. We thought the death of the two men had 
resulted from carbon monoxide coming from a gob-fire. Both Mr. McDonald and Mr. McAuliffe appeared 
to understand what wo meant by carbon monoxide; but Mr. McDonald seemed rather sceptical on tho 
point. He thought the difficulty was black damp.

His

* Note.—The evidence of tliis witness was put in at tho Court of Inquiry as Exhibit No. 11 by Mr. Wilshire, and 
read 23rd March, 1897.
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Sis Honor: Can you mention any remark that led you to believe that Mr. McDonald thought the 
cause of the men’s death was something else than carbon monoxide P

Hr. Dixon : I asked Mr. McDonald if he noticed the smell. He said he did not notice anything 
peculiar, and he did not seem to recognise it as fire-stink in the way I did. The smell was very strong 
to me. ■ "

His Honor ■. Was it stronger than the smell we noticed on our inspection of the mine yesterday 
which came out from the opening off the left side of No. G heading, near the furnace.

Mr. Dixon : It was just about the same strength, perhaps a little more pungent, I likened the 
smell to benzine.

Mr. Dixon {oonlinuing)-. After this conversation we came to the pit-top, and wc renewed it when 
wo reached the office. I left the colliery, and iny colleague did the same, under the impression that tho 
matter would be remedied as speedily as possible. Ifron what we could learn from Mr. McAuliffe, he 
seemed to he anxious to remedy the matter, and appeared very sorry that the accident had occurred. I 
came away under the impression that the matter would he remedied as speedily as possible ; but I heard 
nothing as to tho way it was intended to remedy it. On the Thursday night following a messenger called 
on me at about five minutes to 12 at my house and told me that a certain number of men had gone into 
Stockton pit about !>30 that night, aud that some had lost their lives, while others could not be found. 
As the messenger had a cab, I sent him round to pick up Mr. Humble, aud shortly afterwards, about 
1 o'clock ou I’ridny morning, I arrived at the pit and descended. I than met Mr. Humble along the 
road. We went to the first trapdoor (marked Z on plan). We saw a person in charge of the door, and 
Home people sitting around. We asked how many men they thought were inside; but they did not appear 
to know. Wc then went up to No. 20 bord to sec what was going on there. We found the stopping had 
been broken and a current of air was being taken in. We at once decided to close up that stopping and 
knock out tho trapdoor in the stopping marked Z on tho plan, so as to reverse the current of air, whicli 
would enable us to penetrate the workings safely with the air instead of against it, as had been done by 
the explorers. Ey this time some rolls of canvas, with hammers, nails, &c., had arrived. AYe at once 
started to erect brattice from the stopping marked Z. By taking this step we were able to search for the 
bodies without further loss of life. I measured the air at the orifice in tho stopping that ive had knocked 
out, and I consider that in from five to ten minutes we had a flow of 10,000 cubic feet of air coming in 
that way. AYe kept working at the canvas until wc had it hung for, say, GG yards, when we found the 
flow of air not returning up the rope road. It was continuing on, we did not know exactly whore. AYe 
got some men to go ahead of the brattice, and by temporarily bratticing off the bord openings on both 
sides of the going bord—not, however, before ascertaining whether there were any bodies in those bords— 
we managed to keep a current of air sufficient for all purposes with us, in spite of the scaling coming 
through the brattice to tbe furnace, as we could not make the brattice air-tight. The bratticing was a 
very difficult work to carry out, and, with much trouble, we could only make it partially air-tight. AYe 
kept men bratticing up until we got to the top end of the going bord, and then, having found all the 
bodies except Fitzpatrick’s, thinking ho might be in one of the headings we had temporarily bratticcd off, 
we took down tho stoppings, and sent men to explore each heading, and then finally closed them up. 
After five hours’ search wo ultimately found Fitzpatrick’s body at No. 10 bord. {The witness here 
referred to the plan of the colliery workings, and described the headings and bords through which the air teas 
forced-, 4'c.]

Mr. Dixon (continuing) : I am satisfied that the air was getting away and going over the overcast. 
It could not escape over 20 bord anywhere else. I measured the air at the top of the going bord, and 
reckoned there were 3,000 cubic feet coming in per minute. AYe were satisfied that 3,000 feet was good 
enough for us, espeeialty as we were in a great hurry to got to the bodies.

To His Honor: For thirty men that would be 100 feet each. I forget how many men we had 
with us, ■ '

To Mr. Robertson : If we had had time to make better arrangements we could have obtained 
enough air to have reached the seat of the trouble. AVo would have bratticed up every opening we were 
suspicious of.

To His Honor .- There was a certain amount of -scaling along the rope road, as we could not 
successfully tighten the brattice. AA7c started with between 10,000 and 1] ,000 cubic feet of air. AYe 
put the leakage down to the flow back along the rope road. If we had closed the rope road I think we 
would have very nearly doubled tbe current.

To Hr. Robertson : If we bad had time to make proper preparations, wc would not have had any 
difficulty in reaching any part of the district that was not inaccessible before; and, if tbe air could have 
been brought in with proper preparation, we might have got 10,000, 15,000, or 20,000 cubic feet. If it 
had been a matter of investigating the district only, and not an urgent one of recovering bodies, wo would 
have had no difficulty in bringing in this quantity of air. {The witness here further explained the plan to 
the Court.']

Hr. Dixon (continuing) : I had to close the double heading so that the fresh air would not scale 
away instead of going up to the top of tho going bord.

Hr. Robertson : Having found a scale of air coming through the double heading iu the direction 
of No. 20 bord, that would imply that there was a contrary scale when the air was entering 20 bord ?

Mr. Dixon: Yes.
His Honor: The block shown on the plan is known us the 10-acre Block ?
Mr. Dixon : Yes.
His Honor : And was the subject of a dispute ?
Mr. Dixon : Yes. 1
His Honor : It is represented as clear on the plan—as not having been touched; but, iu point of 

fact, how would you show on that where tbe actual workings had gone round the upper (north) corner of 
tho block ?

Mr. J)ixon : The top corner of this block has been entered by a number of bords and cut-throughs, 
and iu consequence there is a connection.

Mr. Robertson: According to the plan there was no connection between No. 3 district and the 
other district (G-ardner’s Heading) ?

Mr, DixonNo.
Hr.
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' Mr, RoberUon : The district to the east and north of the engine plane appears to be connected 
with No, 8 district by a sort of overcast at No, 17 bord?
, Mr. Dixon : That is so.

Mis Manor : No. 17 bord connects tho east side and the west side?
Mr. Dixon : Yes.
Mis Manor : Supposing foul air is being generated in No. 3 district, that would be tho only way 

you could account for lire stink passing out on lo G heading ?
Mr. Dixon: Yes.
Mis Manor: C heading docs not connect directly with No. 3 district.
Mr. Dixon : No ; No. 3 is a distinct district.
Mis Manor ; There is a connection which lakes tliis stink over the main road into the cast sido ?
Mr. Dixon.- Yes.
Mis Manor ; You have not been ou the overhead connection at No. 17 bord ?
Mr. Dixon: No, I cannot remember it; I may have seen it. I havo not inspected Stockton 

Colliery regularly for many years. Tho other side of tho main road appears to bo very foul now from tbe 
fire stink oo/.ing out of the bord end.

Mr. Robcrison : The district has been shut off to the east of the engine plane; do you not think if 
the same time and money had been expended in blocking No. 17 it would have boon spent to better 
advantage ?

Mr. Dixon : There is a lot of fallen ground there, and it may be a difficult matter to get at it and 
remedy it properly. It would be rather a riaky thing to get there now.

Mr. Holertson : There is fresh air there now ?
Mr. Dixon.- Yes; but uhon you are going through fallen ground you hardly know where to steer 

at times.
Mr. Robertson; Practically it would bave been a very much more effectual way of scaling off tho 

district ? ■
Mr. Dixon: Yes.
To Mis Manor : We were ten hours recovering the bodies. We were live hours looking for one 

(Fitzpatrick's) body. During that time tho whole of the rescuing party did not appear to sulFer from 
poisonous gases until towards the latter end of the shift when. Jury seemed to be a little affected ; but 1 
could not wonder at it, as ho had been in the gaseous part so long, having been at tho pit from the night 
before, when he went in with the first party. In our operations wo sent two men at a time down a bord 
and made them come into the fresh air every few minutes.

His Manor : You were present when a sample of the air was taken ?
Mr. Dixon : Yes; f fi'icd one jar myself in Professor Threlfall’s presence.
Mis Honor : Comparing the smell of the air from where the sample was taken by Professor 

'i’lirclfall with what you observed when you first smelt the air coming out of No. 3 district, what do you 
say as to the relation between the two ?

Mr. Dixon : Professor Threlfall mentions the word benzine in his report, and that is the name J 
gave to that smell myself. The place from where we took the air for analysis smelt the same as we smelt 
all tho night long—just about tho same strength. It was quite strong enough for anyone to be certain 
that it was a benzine smell which is one of the first products of distillation.

71is Manor : How do you explain the formation of carbon monoxide accompanied by this benzine
smell ?

Mr. Dixon ; Carbon monoxide is simply where there is one atom of oxygen taken up. Carbonic 
acid is two of oxygon and one of carbon. In carbon monoxide there is an atom of oxygen gone, and this 
CO is one of the first things that come off in distillation of coal in an old bord. There must be a red heat to 
briug it off, and as a rule it is accompanied by a benzine smell. Proper distillation can only be got with 
a liquid. This is a destructive distillation or sublimation, when a solid body is undergoing destruction by a 
red heat There is of course incomplete combustion, which is brought about by a short supply of air.

Mis Manor : Y^bat experience had you before this iu similar cases ?
Mr. Dixon: This is the eighth colliery iu this colony that I have had experience in in underground 

fires, and I must say that there was no mistaking the smell when it came from a gob-fire.
Mis Honor ; What were the collieries?
Mr. Dixon : One was iu G-reta, Brown’s Colliery at Mimni, Thoruley Colliery, A. A. Company’s 

Old Pit, Hillside (Merewether), and No. 2Ferndale; also that at Dithgow, where eight men lost their 
lives in 1886. In each instance I have noticed the peculiar smell of benzine, which cannot be mistaken. 
Brown’s Colliery was fired by soot accumulating in the return air-way, aud so was Lithgow Colliery ; 
G-rota was fired by the furnace. The gob-fires I have experienced were in Thornlcy, Hillside, A. A, 
Company's Pit, and Stockton. In each case it was a gob-fire pure and simple. I watched its action in 
A.A. Company’s Pit, having been a workman there. I can state pretty well now from past experience 
when gob is beating—that is, spontaneous combustion. I was the first person to discover the heating of 
coal in the A. A. Company's mine. My experience is, your Honor, that a gob-fire is more likely to take 
place where there is a great percentage of iron pyrites. Other people differ from me ; but what I have 
staled 1 believe to be the case. 1 never knew these fires to break out until the clay-shale came away, 
and as soon as that falls'it forms a sort of wet blanket upon the heated small coal. The heated siibstmco 
must bo covered over with sninethiug before tins spontaneous combustion can take place.

To Mr. Robertson : The first place in the A. A. Company's mine where I over found coal heating 
was a place where there was a current of air playing on the small coal at the bord end. I used to plant 
my tamping stick into it, and on ono occasion, when 1 pulled it out in tho morning, I could hardly bear it 
in my hand, it was so hot. J drew the attention of the foreman to it j believe that the gob-fire was 
owing to the extra amount of iron pyrites present at the time.

Mr. Robertson ; "Would the circulation of a good current of air have a cooling effect aud tend to 
stop a gob-fire ?

Mr. Dixon : As a matter of fact, if you keep the place cool you would not get a gob-fire.
Mr. Robertson ; But could you,in any largo area, spare sufficient air lo put it through every bord ?

Mr.
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_ Jlfr- Dixon: "Well, if yon could supply Bufficient eoo) air, especially in old workings, and confined 
it to a given course down each bord, you might obviate a gob-fire. (Continuing.) I do not believe'in 
furnaces. I do not believe in underground furnaces—the day lias gone by for them; aud I do not believe 
in having a reservoir of gas. The area of old workings is on the increase. There ought to be some 
system in a mine to cause sufficient ventilation. As regards the course I would recommend lo be adopted 
in tbe absence of a sufficient volume of air to ventilate the old workings, I see no harm in having an 
open end to a return air-way, but not to a furnace ; I do not believe in having any place of that kind 
sealed up. Of course you cannot help it in the case of a gob-fire. "

To His Honor: I have known carbolic acid to put out gob-fires.
To Mr. liobertson Tbe conditions must be very favourable to get an effectual seal of a gob-fire. 

If I can hear certain sounds which my experience has taught me, I can tell whether there is any air going 
in. Here you have something like a mile of main road, and there would be getting on for fifty or sixty 
stoppings. As to whether I think it possible to seal up this gob-fire—supposing that there is ouo (aud 
Mr. Humble and I say we believe there is)—until ihe other stoppings are scaled up and we get the 
normal pressure of the Ho. 3 district, I cannot say positively. My own opinion is that it would go through 
a plastered stopping. In tho Ho. 3 district nearly all the stoppings are sealed up, but where the poisonous 
gases are now the stoppings are not built. Tbe by-products coming from that gob-fire—we suppose there 
is one there—are bound to be coming out there, while being engendered,until the other stoppings aro built. 
After I hear the sounds, after the other stoppings are built, 1 will be able to give a definite opinion as to 
whether there is a gob-fire there ; I am awaiting the issue of events to see if the other stoppings will 
render it safe. I have never heard of a gob-fire, or seen anything of one, in a mine where there is such a 
large area with so many as fifty or sixty stoppings. It is unfortunate that it should bo so, but it is so. As 
to the Lithgow accident, that was owing to a big fall in the roof. The small coal stoppings were forced out 
by a fall of the roof. I cannot say whether the pillars had been taken out between there (Lithgow) and 
Eskbank. I did not see the pillars. Several acres of ground came away in ono big body,

Mr. liobertson : Can you state what were the recommendations of tho iioyal Commission ou the 
Lithgow accident ?

Mr. Dixon : That they have complete stoppings.
Mr. Robertson : Hid not the Commission point out the danger of an old working being sealed off 

in proximity to working places P
_ Hr. Bixon : I really forget now ; it is such a long time ago. I do not know that they recommended 

brick stoppings. The effect of a fall forcing out a stopping ivould be that some of the old noxious gas 
would come out. As regards the Lithgow accident, the question is about a fall of such magnitude coming 
away.

_ His Honor : Is there any risk of a gob-fire spreading in a mine ;—if it is well sealed off, is there 
any risk of the fire, if there is ono there, becoming serious to the surrounding country ?

Mr. Dixon : Providing the fire were to come through, I think it would go through the whole district. 
If it is well sealed off, f expect it to be put out—that is, if it is hermetically scaled off.

His Honor: if the highest temperature in the mine is 78, xvhat would that indicate ?
Mr. Dixon : It would be a question of how much beat was coming from the seat of the fire.
His Honor: If “ fire-stink ” was coming from it, would it indicate that there is a large or small fire ?
Mr. Dixon : I believe that the fire was not a month old when the accident happened. I believe it 

was only an incipient fire. I believe it will go out when that district is sealed off, I think I look for 
the extinctive gas being able to put that fire out. It must go out when it caunot get anything to live 
upon. I look upon a lot of small coal in a gob as a heap of porous matter. A certain percentage of
oxygen enters the pores, and incomplete combustion takes place owing to the want of more oxygen.
That tends to destructive distillation or snhlimation. One of the first products given off by incomplete 
combustion is naphtha, which carries with it benzine, and is invariably accompanied by carbon monoxide 
gas. This distillation is caused by red heat, and, as a supply of oxygen cannot again he readily supplied to 
those pores, the gob-fire naturally dies out for want of oxygen. Take away the oxygen and it naturally 
dies out. Chemical actiou is done after tho first oxidation. Away comes the naphtha and benzine, and 
then comes this carbon monoxide aud free nitrogen. Hydrogen, to some extent, is also given off in tbe 
process of destructive distillation. Carbonic acid is a virulent poison, and, when inhaled to the extent of 
10 or 15 per cent., it lays violent hands upon you, and you are dead directly. Carhon monoxide infiltrates 
into the blood. A person can live in it until the blood has about 2 pints in it. A. person may travel a 
considerable distance in this gas without feeling its ill effects until the infiltration is complete. Then 
the person desires to lie down and death ensues. It is a direct poison through the blood to the brain. 
The whole system afterwards becomes affected, causing weakness in the limbs, dimness of sight, loss of 
memory, and then unconsciousness, I have seen men stricken down with it. Sulphuretted hydrogen is 
composed of about 95 per cent, of sulphur and 5 per eeut. of hydrogen, and also acts on the blood and 
brain. It smells like rotten eggs, and as soon as a person smells it he ought to get out of it, as 1 per 
cent, is dangerous to life. That is quite distinguishable from carbon monoxide. When poisoning takes 
place from carbon monoxide, the blood is turned scarlet. When poisoning ensues from sulphuretted 
hydrogen, the blood is a dark brown. I knew Curran well. I have known him for twenty years. ■ I have 
read Dr. Haldane’s report on his examination of persona about the face and car who have been poisoned 
by carbon monoxide. I noted Curran’s appearance around the ears and jugular, and saw signs of pink in 
the skin. I came to the conclusion that Curran and Smith both died from carhon monoxide. Dr. Hester 
made a post mortem examination of Curran and believed it was a case of carbonic acid poisoning, I think 
he was well seized of the facts before he made that post mortem examination. I think Dr. Hester’s 
attention was drawn to the question whether it was carbou monoxide or carbonic acid poisoning before 
he made theyw£ mortem. Of course, the jury came to the conclusion that the death of the two men was 
due to carbonic acid and other gases, and that is a very wide range. After-damp is the product of an 
explosion of fire-damp, and the result of that explosion is free nitrogen, steam, and a percentage of 
carbonic acid and carhon monoxide ; but it is only of late years that they have come to discover carhon 
monoxide in after-damp. Hitrogen is not a poison ; it is a dilutant.

To Mr. Robertson : Carbon monoxide has only been suspected in after-damp in quite recent times. 
Inspector Atkinson and Dr. Haldane have been bringing these things to light. Everything used to ho 
attributed to carbonic acid.

Mr,
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Mr. Robertson: Is it; not conceivnWe that at the time of Smith and Curran’s death, carbonic acid 

may hare been present in largo quantities, and that it may have been followed up at a later stage by * 
carbon monoxide ?

Mr. Dixon : T would rather think it was through an extra supply of free nitrogen,
Mr. Robertson : Mr. Jury mentions an acid taste about tho carbonic acid ?
Mr. Dixon : I bave never tasted that acid taste in carbonic acid. I have been amongst it many a 

time. I have travelled with 3 feet of it on the floor. I have a habit when amongst gases of keeping my 
mouth shut and breathing through my nose. That has, perhaps, saved my life. There is nothing 
improbable about carbonic acid killing these men,

Mr. Robertson: Is it not possible that Smith and Curran inay have been suffocated by carbouie 
acid gas, and that after that, that gas was diffused ?

Mr. Dixon „• I want to know where Ihc settlement of tbe carbonic acid gas would be to environ the 
carbon monoxide. There was a man mortally sick at the furnace tho night before tbe accident to Smith 
and Cnaran, I noticed the pink huo iu the skin of Curran about the lobe of the ear and about the neck.
1 am prepared to abide by what Dr. Hester has said after making his post mortem examination, because 
he is a scientific man in his own profession. I don’t boiv to him in coal-mining matters. I presume that 
it was at the meeting of colliery managers that it was decided to seal off tho No. 3 district. "We have had 
in evidence that the meeting was held. There was a meeting of managers, and at that meeting it was 
decided to recommend Mr, McAuliffe to shut the place off. I did not say that there was no difficulty in 
reaching the seat of the fire. I said tbe seat of tbe fire might be reached if proper precautions were taken. 
We might have readied further on than wo did,

Mr. Robertson : "Would it not have been betler to bave endeavoured to bave extinguished the fire ?
Mr. Dixon : That’s a mighty question. If the fire was in the top drive, it would have been a heavy 

undertaking to extinguish it. It is best to try and circumscribe an underground fire. It was not a panic 
decision to do as was done, but we knew wo had eleven men dead already. I knew most of those men 
who were killed, and it affects me more than anything else. Men, at a time like that, might not think at the 
time just, the same as they do afterwards. I have said that, providing a current of air was forced into tho 
No. 3 district, it might be possible to manipulate all the air current to get further round. It was thought 
by the managers that the best way would be to seal up the district. To carry fresh air on to 18, 10, aud 
20 bords would, if there was a gob-fire, probably blow tbe whole thing into a blaze. If you put fresh air 
on to a smouldering fire you will probably blow tho whole thing into a blaze. It is a serious matter to 
seal off such a large area of the mine.

To His Honor.- I have a knowledge that No. 3 district was cleared of noxious gases on two or 
three occasions in order to let certain gentlemen in who had to give evidence in a court case. And there 
was more than one case. I was present—I think it was on December oth, 1S95—when a visit was made 
in connection with a court case. The air travelled through 20 bord, and came through a slide door. The 
slide was pulled back to lot the return air through. The party went through the slide door marked “ Z” 
on plan. That was when I was iu that district last. The procedure adopted was done to clear away tho 
noxious gas in that district. There was a good current of air on that occasion ; hut it is so long ago that 
I can scarcely remember all about it now. There had been a falling bord, as far as l could make out. 
Sometimes the covering over a bord might be softer than that over another bord. Where the roof was 
soft it would fall; where there was a big stone it would stand. On tbe occasion of the inspection for 
the court case, the air was comparatively pure. It was pure enough to live in, mid for us to be able lo 
do what we did. There was not the slightest suspicion of benzine there : and there was no sign of fire 
or heat, I did not feel distressed in any way. Since this accident, the return air-way from No. 3 lias irone 
by the name of tho rope-road. After December, ]S9o. J did not go again to inspect the colliery. .1 do 
not, of my own knowledge, know that the stopping on tbe rope-road had been knocked out. J heard 
after this accident that this stopping had been knocked out. I had been under tho impression that that 
stopping with the trapdoor had been left there and was there still. As au expert I say that it was not 
expedient to knock that stopping out.

Mr. Thwaites: "When the No. 3 door was opened, had fhe foul air from No. 3 district a direct 
course to the furnace?

Mr. Dixon : Tes, a direct course to the furnace.
Mr. Thwaites : If the stopping and man-hole door had been rebuilt, would the air have had tho 

same effect on Curran and Smith at tho furnace ?
Mr. Dixon: No.
Mr. Thwaites .- If the No. 2 door had been opened, and tbe No. 3 door had been shut, would tbe 

poisonous gas then have had a connection with the furnace?
Mr. Dixon : No.
Mr. Robertson : When i.hat stopping was down, on every occasion that a man had to pass through 

at No. 2 door, he was virtually getting into No. 3 district;—it was the neck or approach to the No. 3 
district ?

Mr. Dixon : It is a very crooked neck.
Mr. Robertson : If the gas was coming out, it was very unwise to leave that stopping out ?
Mr. Dixon : If they knew the gas was coming out from that district towards (he furnace—and 

they knew that gas was coming out—i think it was very unwise. The effect of that No. 3 door being 
opened every time skips had to pass in aud out would be to allow the noxious gas from tbe No. 3 door to 
go direct to tho furnace, aud this would happen every time the skips would have to be taken to and fro.

His Honor: in some instances it is a fact that if you leave any patch of countrv underground 
alone, after it has been woi*ed and abandoned, carbonic acid gas would be present. If T suspected any 
gas in pits in tho old workings in this district, it would be carbonic acid gas that I would suspect. Iff 
bad a reservoir of gas, and a ventilating fan, I would not hesitate for a minute to clear the gas out, unless 
there was gob-fue. That is the way I look at No. 3 district.

His Honor: You would not expect a 'short or slight draught to blow out such a heavy gas as 
carbonic acid ? ^

_ Mr. Dixon: No. I could understand it accumulating, but would not expect it to come up that 
hill so readily as tho other mixture. Carbon monoxide has a lower specific gravity than carbonic 
acid gas.

324—D Mr.
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J/ir, Curley: I saw Mr. Curran's body, and from bis appearance judged that bis death was in 
consequence of inhaling carbon monoxide. I saw the whole of the bodies taken out later on, with the 
exception of one of the McAlpins. I saw Thomas MeAlpiu's body, but did not notice any frothy mucus 
about the nostrils or mouth. I did not notice him particularly about the face, and could not say for 
certain what appearance he really had, I paid more attention to his body. As a rule people poisoned 
with carbon monoxide are limp ; but he was not—liis was the stifEest body we got. I examined the bodies 
of Gascoigne and Sneddon closely ; it was by lamp-light in the pit. I did not sec Sneddon afterwards at 
the hospital. If there had been a frothy mucus at the mouths of these two men I would say it was an 
indication of any sort of gas. They might have died m some sort of throes—trying to vomit perhaps. I 
would not consider the mucus at the mouth anything to go by. It would not indicate to me sulphuretted 
hydrogen. That gas does not breed from a gob-lire. You get sulphurous acid but not sulphuretted 
hydrogen. Sulphuretted hydrogen is generated from water and decayed matter, and there is no water 
near the lire at Stockton. There is no considerable moisture given up in No. 3 district; it is a very dry 
district. There is no drainage from any other district into it. The Stockton Colliery is classed in tho 
Northern district, which is one district. _ _ _

Mr. Curley: The case of a man who was affected by gas in the mine prior to the death of the two 
men having been reported to the manager, do you, m your opinion, think bo ought to have looked into 
the matter and seen for himself as to the cause of the complaint?

Mr. Dixon; The manager has got officers under him to do his work should he he absent. If he 
could have got to the place himself I would say yes, he should have made an investigation ; but I do not 
say that it was imperative for the manager to do it. He has capable officers under bim, and at this 
particular time the under-manager had the mine in hand, and made an inspection.

Mr, Curley: When a serious matter of this kind crops up, do not you think that the manager 
himself should attempt to make a personal inspection ? _ _

Mr. Dixon: If the manager is not urgently engaged on something else, I say yes; as a responsible 
person he should make an inspection, and try aud get rid of the cause of complaint,

Mr. Curley : When you made inspection on the 2nd December, after the two deaths had occurred 
—when you made the experiment with the light, did you then know that the door in tho stopping was 
out ? ....

Mr. Dixon : Yes ; I knew there was then direct communication with No, 3 district. ■
Mr. Curley : Did you ask why that door was removed? _
Mr. Dixon : 1 do iiot remember; I do not think I did so right on the spot. I had heard that it 

had been removed. It had been knocked down to let tho return air in when certain people inspected 
those workings in August last. _

Mr. Curley: Did not the stopping being out surprise you into making some remark to tbe 
manager, seeing that there was only the furnaco door to keep back the foul air from No. 3 district?

Mr. Dixon.- It surprised me, but I do not think I made any specific remark to the manager about 
the stopping being out. Mr. Humble had been down the mine before mo and made an inspection, and I 
therefore did not make any specific remark about it.

Mr. Curley : If that door had been put up at once would not that have allowed the management 
to look around ?

Mr. Dixon .-Yes. ■ _ i
Mr. Curley: How long would it have taken to put the stopping in—one similar to what was there 

before ? ' ....
Mr. Dixon .- Not many hours; the one there now was placed in position in about twenty-four 

hours after tbe second fatality. _ _ _
Mr. Curley: How long did it take you to force tbe air into No. 3 district? _
Mr. Dixon: Wc got up to the top of the going bord, as near as I can remember, about 3'30 in 

the morning. We would have been up quicker only wc had tho heading ends to shut olf as we went up, 
to make sure of tho current going upwards. .

3lr. Curley: Can you tell us how long it took to get up to tho cinder dyke, shown on the plan ? ^ 
Mr. Dixon: It was about 3'30 in Ihe morning when we got to the top of the going bord, which is 

beyond the dyke. _ _ _
Mr. Curley: When you mentioned to the manager that the “fire-stink” indications were a menace 

to Ihc colliery, did you not think it necessary to hand some communication to him ?
Mr. Dixon: No, as it would be met by Itule 1, section 47 of the Act,

Buie 1, section 47 : An adequate amount of ventilation shall he constantly produced in every mine 
to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places of the 
shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those 
working-places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein. The ventilation so 
produced shall be the supply of pure air, in quantity not less than 100 cubic feet per minute for 
each man, boy, and horse employed in the mine, which air (in lhat proportion, but with as much 
more as the inspector shall direct) shall sweep along the air-ways and be forced as far as the 
face of and into each and every working-place where man, hoy, or horse is engaged or passing, 
main return air-ways only excepted. _ _ .

Every mine, except such as are worked on the longwall system, shall he divided into districts or splits 
of not more than 70 mon in each ; and each district shall be supplied with a separate current of 
fresh air. The in-take air shall travel free from all stagnant water, stables, and old workings. 
In the case of mines required by this Act to be under the control of a. certificated manager, tho 
quantity of air in tho respective splits or currents shall at least once in every month be measured 
and entered iu a book to be kept for tbe purpose at the mine.

We considered, Mr. Humble aud myself, that that warning was as good as any we could give. We 
talked the matter over with the manager and liis over-man, and we took it that our verbal instructions to the 
manager were definite. We assumed that a gob-fire was in Ihe abandoned workings, wliich, if allowed to 
burn, would be a very serious matter. At that time 1 thought a gob-fire to be in existence in an incipient 
state. _ ....

Mr. Curley : Docs not section 33 of the Act stipulate that notice should be given in writing ?
Section
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Section -33: All notices under this Act shall (unless expressily required to be in print) be in either 
writing or print (including lithograph), or partly in writing and partly in print (including litho
graph), and all notices and documents required hy this Act to be served or sent by, or to an 
inspector may be either delivered personally, or served and sent by post hy a registered letter; 
and if served aud sent by post, shall be deemed to bave been served and received respectively at 
the time when the letter containing the same wrould he delivered in the ordinary course of post; 
and in proving such service or sending, it shall be sufficient to prove that tbe letter containing 
the notice was properly addressed and put into the post,

Mr. Dixon : I contend that notices can be either in writing or verbal and base my contention on 
section 20, and on Rule 1 of section 47.

Section 20 : (t.) If in any respect (which is not provided against by any express provision of this 
Act or by any special rule) any inspector finds any mine or any part thereof, or any matter thing, 
or practice in or connected with any such mine, or with the control, management, or direction 
thereof by the manager to be dangerous or defective, so ns in his opinion to threaten or tend to 
the bodily injury of any person, he may give notice in-writing thereof to the owner, agent, or 
manager of the mine, and shall state in the notice the particulars in which he considers the mine 
or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice to be dangerous or defective, and require 
the same to be remedied, and unless tho same be forthwith remedied shall also report the same

' to the Minister.
Mr. Dixon: I contend that section 20 provides that the inspector may give notice, not that he 

must give notice.
Mr. Gurley : Docs not section 33 apply to all notices ?
Sis Honor ; I think it is hardly a question of great importance whether Mr. Dixon wrote or gave 

verbal instructions to the manager.
Mr. Curley.- I want to lead up to Part 3, Supplementary, of the Act, section 59, subsection (n), 

which has a very important bearing on the point.
Part 3, Supplementary, section 59, subsection (n) : Every person who is guilty of an offence against 

this Act for which a penalty is not expressly prescribed shall be liable to a fine not exceeding, if 
he is an owner, agent, or manager, or under-manager, twenty pounds, and if he is any other 
person, two pounds for each offence; and if an inspector has given written notice of any such 
offence, to a further fine not exceeding five pounds for every day after such notice that such 
offence continues to be committed.

Six Honor: That does not touch the question before this tribunal to any appreciable extent.
Mr. Gurley: Should the inspector give a written notice about a defect, it imposes upon him the 

duty of being there the following day to see that the defect is being remedied; and I want to ask_ 
Mr. Dixon if he was there the following day. ’

Jin Honor : "Whether Mr. Dixon gives a writ.len notice or not it is his duty to be there.
Mr, Curley : I admit lhat; hut it would he imperative if the written notice had been given. Did 

you attend, Mr, Dixon, the day after to make inquiries ?
Mr. Dixon.- No.
Mr. Gurley : Did Mr. llumble ?
Mr. Dixon : I cannot speak for Humble.
Mr. Gurley : I thought you acted conjointly in tliis matter.
Mr. Dixon: Yes, we did; but J do not know whether Mr, llumble was at the pit the next day. 

We were at the inquest most of the time.
Mr, Gurley : General Rule 7 says :— -

“ If at any time it is found by the person for the time being in charge of the mine, or any part thereof,
' lhat by reason of inflammable gases prevailing in the mine, or that part thereof, or of any cause

whatever, the mine or that part is dangerous, every workman shall be withdrawn from the mine 
or part so found dangerous, and a competent person appointed for the purpose,shall inspect the 
mine or part so fouud dangerous, and if the danger arises from inflammable gas, shall inspect 
the mine or part with a locked safety lamp : and in every case shall make a true report of the 
condition of the mine or part; and a workman shall not, except in so far as is necessary for 
inquiring into the cause of danger or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, he re-admitted 
into the mine, or part so found dangerous, until the same is stated by the person appointed as 
aforesaid not to be dangerous. Every such report shall he recorded in a hook which shall be 
kept at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the person who made the inspection.”

At the time that you made your inspection, Mr. Dixon, you considered that certain circumstances in 
connection with No. 3 district made it somewhat dangerous ?

Mr. Dixon : Yes.
Mr. Gurley .- You informed the manager of that?
Mr. Dixon: Yes.
Mr. Curley: Is it your opinion that this district should have been thoroughly inspected before 

taking men into it?
Mr. Dixon: You could not make an inspection without taking someone in.
Mr. Gurley.- Do you think that au inspection should have been made?
Mr. Dixon : We have it in evidence that an inspection was made. Mr. McDonald says he got up 

300 or 400 yards.
Mr. Gurley: I think you are wrong; I thiuk he said 150 or 160 yards. \Vpon loolcing up 

the evidence, it was found that an inspection was made for a distance of yards from point marked Z.]
Mr. Dixon: Mr. McDonald examined that district as a competent person, and satisfied himself 

lhat the place was safe.
Mr, Gurley : Do you think that the point he intended to take men to should have been inspected ?
Mr. Dixon: I cannot say, as there is no telling where ho -wanted to take the men to.
Mr. Gurley : From the evidence, Mr. McDonald only inspected 160 yards, leaving 500 yards not 

inspected prior to tho men entering;—would you regard that as a mistake ?
Mr.
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Mr. Bixon : T would regard it in this way : that it wanted inspection.
Mr. Oiirlry : Bo you regard the want ol inspection of 500 yards a serious blunder ?
Mr. Bixon: ] do not understand the way you are putting that question.
Mr, Cnrlejj; General Itule 7 provides for an exploration party, and the question is, how many men 

you would have go in with the manager to make up the party ? .
Mr. Bixon ; The manager could not go in by himself and make an inspection; he must be 

accompanied by some one.
Mr. Curley: You say the underground manager, when you made your inspection, was sceptical 

about the views that yon enunciated regarding what transpired in the locality inspected ;—do you think, 
in the face of that, lie was the right man to send to lend the party, being so sceptical on the question.

Mr. Bixon • I could not answer that. I said he appeared to be sceptical; not so sceptical.
Mr. Gttrhij: You knew the dangerous gases that would havo to be contended with, I presume, 

aud you no doubt impressed that upon, the manager ?
Mr. Dixon.- 1 may say again I never thought, they intended to penetrate Wo. 3 district, and tho 

message coming to my place informing me of the accident vas the first intimation I received on the 
matter. . _ _

Mr. Curley You knew the under-manager's opinion?
Mr. Dixon : Yes. ■
Mr. Gurley : That he thought it was black damp ? _
Mr. Bixon: Yes.
Mr. Curley: Bid you not think there was a danger in sending this man on an expedition, with his 

peculiar view ? v-
Mr. Bixon : I never knew' he was going to be sent ou such an expedition.
Mr. Curley: Do you think the manager should have gone there himself?
Mr. Bixon : Yes ; I think tbe manager should be on the spot as well as the undcr-manager if they 

are exploring, provided he is not engaged on other urgent duty. I believe tbe manager was fully seized 
of everything in detail as to what we said about gases being there,

Mr. Curley .- Bo men usually look for their lights to go out when penetrating a district containing 
black damp ?

Mr. Bixon : We know men do ii, but it is not a wise thing to do. _
Mr. Curley : Do you think it a mistake to imagine they can travel with impunity until their lights 

go out ? ... ...
Mr. Dixon : Yes ; wherever gas is met with, fresh air should be carried along with the party.
Mr. Curley : How would you look upon this exploration ?
Mr. Bixon : Simply in this way : that it was a grave error of judgment to go in from the rope-road

in the face of the return current. It should not have been done. 1 never thought that anyone would
have gone down tbe rope-road in the face of a current of air.

Mr. Ourlei/: After vou had made the inspection, and closed Wo. 3 door, did you discover at that 
time that tbe current of air was going in some other direction when the door was closed ?

Mr. Bixon : I discovered that the gas seemed lo retreat down the rope-road.
Mr. Gurley : Bo you think it went over the overcast?
Mr. Dixon .- I do!^ I think it retreated down the rope-road until it found its equilibrium in the

Wo. 3 district.
Mr. Curley : That being so, was there not a return over the overcast, and would not these circum- 

slanecs he fully apparent to the management of the colliery ?
Mr. Bixon : Yes ; that there was an overcast there, and a return.

[The Court, at 1 p.m., adjourned till 2 p.m.]

Upon tho Court resuming at 2 p.m. (Wednesday), Mr. John Bixon was re-called.
To Mr. Curley: I did not, when this inspection took place, ask the manager what experience he 

had had in mises ; and 1 did not ask the under-ground manager, because 1 do not talk to managers and 
under-manat'crs as T would to a school-boy. I have been in tbe vicinity where gob-fires have been abut 
off in limes gone by. Mr. Humble and I could see that everything hinged on that Wo. 3 door being open 
or shut. On making the inspection, we said that it was carbon monoxide which was present in the mine, 
and Professor Threlfall says the same. Professor Threlfall came to that conclusion upon examining the 
air which he took in the mine. There was one bottle which he said he did not expect to get any good 
result from because it had not been properly sealed. He told me so when we came to the surface the day 
tbe samples were taken He was not properly satisfied with it at the time. Tho products from the 
kerosene pump never came down into the Wo. 3 district, but passed iuto ihe “ C heading-way'. 
They never went into the Wo 3 district. I cannot tell you how long that pump was in operation, but 1 think 
it lias ceased to operate for eight or nine mouths or more ; it was put iuto the mine, 1 think, about three 
years ago ; I have seen it at work ; I do not know the quantity of oil used per day, but I saw it at work 
one time. I was present at the consultation of managers. I did not make any communications to the 
manager of the mine to the effect that it might be desirable io bave a consultation with some of the other 
managers. I did not know that we were going to meet till the Saturday. I think Ihe whole trend of the 
arguments was to shut tho whole place up—to seal it up—so far as I remember, I do not think the 
matter of confining the fire into a smaller area was discussed. The only place where gas is now eseapmg 
is iu the “ 0 ” headings, which have not yet been scaled off. That has not been done yet. I think there 
will be forty or fifty °stoppings now' alongside tbe engine-plane. They are 0 inches thick. There is a 
patrol stationed on the main road. There has not been any inspection of the top drive or bords in the 
top drive since tbe accidents. The top and bottom drives in the No. 3 district are now totally abandoned. 
Round the “ C ” heading the work of stopping is still going on.

Mr. Curley : Are you fully satisfied that the whole of these deaths w'ere from carbon monoxide ?
Jlfr. Dixon : As l/said this morning, I would not like to go iu tbe face of Br. Hester’s evidence 

in regard to the first two deaths. In the case of Curran, T thought at the time that he had died from 
carbon monoxide ; but l do not say so much of the other man. As a matter of fact, after I havo known 
a nerr-ou f cannot bear to see bim "dead. I knew them alive, and did not want to see them after. I saw 

1 “ two
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two when I came over—Cockburn and Bailey—and after that Sneddon, Charlesworth, Me Alpine, Sweeney— 
about eight altogether. I think Dr. Haldane is the greatest authority on the high colouring of the blood 
in this sort of poisoning. I have not read “ Taylor’s Manual of Medical Jurisprudence.” I have not 
read “ Foster’s Text-book on Physiology.” Jt has been a moot question for many years in regard to 
colliery explosions, and, just now, they seem to be arriving at some settled conviction on the matter. In 
regard to the first two cases of death, Mr. Humble thought, as I did, that it was “fire-stink" that was in 
tbe mine. . J think it was the duty of the manager to regard our opinions. Such a fall as McDonald 
described, if he could hear it, would have tho effect of disturbing any noxious gas that might be there, 
aud forcing it out. I have heard that it in no way affected the light. I know that most of the witnesses 
did not hear it; they only felt something slightly. On the following Monday, Mr. Humble and I heard 
a fall in Ko. 20 herd. Bo doubt that was caused by the fresh air which had hern passed in. 1 am of 
opinion that it is highly probable that a fall had taken place. Well, it might have been only the morgan 
falling, and been just enough to displace the gas. The bords havo stood there for years. There would 
be a certain heat in tire old workings, aud tbe fresh air passing in would tend to cool the strata, and that, 
J believe, is why there arc more falls at night-time than in the daytime—owing to the cooling of the pit 
after the heating during the daytime. If it had been a big fall in No. 3 district, where the exploring 
party were, it would have affected the light; it would have deflected the light or put it out. I would not 
say tho fall was one of any very great extent. When I made the inspection, I did not make any inquiries 
whether the managers had made inspection of the locality prior to that accident. 1 heard that McDonald 
had been down there a fortnight before. I do not think there would be any reports of inspections entered 
in tbe colliery books between the time of the accidents and now. J have not had time to go to the pit, 
owing to the work which I have had in fhe office. I know that inspections are to be made when anything 
dangerous take places, and that the inspectors bave to record them in a book. Yes ; that is the law. In 
ono or two places in the back return, the “ C ” heading way, I found this benziny smell. It has, at times, 
affected my light; it has put it out. I believe that it is nitrogen set free, as a product of a gob-fire, 
which has put my light out. I cannot remember whether the subject of free nitrogen was discussed at 
the time we had conversations with the manager and under-manager; so much was said. In my opinion, 
there was, at the time of the investigation of the accident to Smith and Curran, no effect upon the light, 
except that it was deflected a little. I think that Mr. McAuliffe could, at the time of the inspection, see 
the effect upon the light. I think he said in his evidence that the gas affected tbe light. . From that, I 
judge that Mr. McAuliffe was well seized with what we said, and that he would know that it was a gas of 
a very dangerous character—a gas that would have to he approached with every caution. I did not feel 
anxious to be at the colliery on the following day. I was in Stockton. 1 was at the inquest, and that went 
on till about 5 o’clock. The colliery was idle, We knew that the colliery would not start work until tho 
defects had been remedied—namely, until tbe pit had been cleared of tbe bad air which the inspectors had 
described as a menace The manager bad told me that, .1. had it from the manager’s own lips. It was 
on tbe Wednesday—the day after the first two men were found. At the time the inspectors cautioned 
the manager about tbe nature of the mixture in the mine, we did not call attention to the fact that the 
stopping and trap-door ought to have been replaced between the No. 3 furnace-door and the old workings. 
The policy of the inspectors had been, not to dictate how a manager should manage his colliery, which 
would mean taking complete control of the colliery. I, as au inspector, have no right to go and suggest to 
the manager how he is going lo do his work. I have been inspector now neaidy fifteen years, and that is how 
I have always acted, and 1 will stand or fall by iu. I would step in and stop a manager if 1 thought he 
was going to endanger men’s lives. Men’s lives were lost by wbat the manager did. If I had been down 
the pit the following day, or in the colliery office, I should have asked what they were doing. Wc—Mr. 
Humble and I—never dreamed that they were going to try to penetrate into No. 3 district as far as they 
went. I did not suggest any remedy at all. The place was slopped off on the Saturday evening after the 
accident. I did not suggest the rebuilding of the stopping and slide door ; if I did, 1 cannot remember 
it. [At this stage, Mr. O'Sullivan put in a copy of the Special Rules of the colliery (marked Exhibit “A”).]

Mr. Bixon (to Mr. O’Sullivan) : In regard to the samples of air taken in the mine by Professor 
Threlfall, the first sample was useless, the second contained carbonic oxide, and tbe third carbonic acid. 
Tbe district in question would be an extremely difficult ono to seal off effectually. In view of the decision 
arrived at at the first inquest, and of the evidence given by Dr. Hester, that the men, Curran and Smith, 
had died from inhaling carbonic acid gas.it was quite within the bounds of reason for a party of explorers 
to have entered the district with tbe idea of trying to locate the cause of the trouble. Tbe smaller the 
space it (the gob-fire) could be confined to tbe better. The desire to locate it was, I understand, in order 
to confine it to a small area. I do not say it was imperative for them to get near the locality of the 
trouble. I do not say there was any great'eause for them to go in and do it. My contention is that the 
fire was the cause of the trouble in this case. This gob-fire—supposing there is a gob-fire—would be 
generating noxious gases all tbe time.

_ Mr. ,0'Sullivan : 'When you went into No. 3 district in December, 1895, did you not go in facing 
tbe air current ?

Mr. Dixon: Yes, ] did; but the conditions were not the same in this case as they were then, as it 
was then black damp, and it can be swept out and would not generate again while we were travelling. I 
knew that all the gas that had been there was swept out. I was told that black damp had been found in 
that district. 1 have never crawled on my stomach in that district, and I have never seen others do so. 
I climbed up a fall once, but did not crawl up, I cannot remember being on my stomach. It was grave 
error of judgment for anyone to go in on tho rope-road if the conditicns were the same as Mr. Humble 
and I found them. I say if the same sort of odour was present as we found on the morning of the 
accident to Smith and Curran, it was an error of judgment. 1 am prepared to say that. I say if the 
conditions were the same, and if that benzine smell were coming out. At tho time of seeking the bodies 
on Friday morning, we bad 3,000 cubic feet of air with ns in the innermost heading at the top of the going 
bord, and this returned to tbe overcast and into the “C” heading back to the pump at the bottom of the 
furnace shaft. I never said that the 3,000 feet reached the No. 10 bord; I said to bord No. 10. Pro
bably we could have got enough air to have served our purpose as far as the exploring party went. "Wo 
lost 7,000 feet of air going behind the brattice to the furnaee. "We were going in to get dead men—and, 
perhaps, a living man if we could ; and, as Jong as we found enough air for our purpose, we were satisfied, 
I believe wc could have got in in that fresh current, and could bave got in as far as McDonald and bis

party
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• party went. Falls have been likely to take place in that district, and, as a matter of fact, have taken 
place there. The fall in No. 3 district was not of the magnitude of the fall at Lithgow, where the small 
coal stoppings were blown out. There is no analogy between the fall at Lithgow and the one at Stockton. 
1 do not believe in anyone travelling in tbe face of a return air current. If you are going into gas, the 
plan is to take fresh air with you.

Mr. O'Sullivan : If it were wrong to go into these workings in this instance, why was it not wrong 
in the previous instance, when you went in with them ?

Mr. Bixon .- The party did wrong in going in against the current. "With the air going with us we 
got to 16 bord, under Brackcnridge’s property. ’

Mr. O'Sullivan : At the inquest we were told by McDonald that the danger they expected to meet, 
if any, was black damp, and that he subjected the workings to a thorough clearing out of thirty hours, 
putting in 20,000 cubic feet of air a minute. On the previous occasion when you went in, the workings 
were subjected to a similar clearing out, and it was then found they were properly cleaned out; on this 
latter occasion 1 presume they were also properly cleaned out. In face of that, do you think there was 
an error of judgment in going in to the workings ?

Mr. Bixon : Tes.
Mr. O'Sullivan : Was it not one on the previous occasion?
Mr. Bixon : As I have already said, the conditions were entirely different on the two occasions,
Mr. O'Sullivan But Mr. McDonald disbelieved the gob-fire theory ?
Mr. Bixon ; That is his fault; he was too sceptical.
Mr. O'Sullivan: But we have no proof that there is a gob-fire there, or was one ; moreover, the 

accidents that have occurred from carbon monoxide in this and other districts have not been serious ones, 
with the exception of Lithgow;—is that not so ?

_ Mr. Bixon : Lithgow is tho only serious one that I know of besides Stockton. No one has been 
killed by them in this district, except at Stockton.

Mr. O'Sullivan : Had there been sufficient men to take out the explorers that night, do you think 
they would have been got out safely, though overcome ?

Jlfr. Bixon: According to the evidence—yes.
Mr. O'Sullivan .- Do you think that Mr. McAuliffe’s actiou, when he heard of the accident and the 

men being in there, in rushing through the trap door, was the best one, and that if a delay had occurred 
until more elaborate preparations had been made, lives would have been sacrificed ?

Mr. Bixon 1 quite agree that hi r. McAuliffe did what I would have done myself had I been in 
his position.

Mr. O'Sullivan : In point of fact, his prompt action saved two men's lives ? .
Mr. Bixon : Yes; and I believe if Mr. McAuliffe bad had relays of men as resolute as himself and 

as strong, they would have recovered the party,
Mr. O'Sullivan; It would have been a mistake at that moment to have adopted your proceedings?
Mr. BixonYes. When we got there wc considered that there was no life inside, and that 

enough men had been knocked down, five men having been lost in endeavouring to recover one man. 
We, therefore, stopped tbe men from going in until the conditions were made more favourable.

Mr. O'Sullivan : Do you not think it probable that the return air you sent in in a contrary 
direction, might, perhaps, have found its way over 17 bord ?

Mr. Bixon : No; I think it found its way over the overcast. It may havo gone both ways, but I 
hardly think it went over No. 17 bord.

Mr. O'SullivanDr. Hester had not given bis opinion when you formed your idea that tbe cause 
of death was carbon monoxide ? _

Mr. Bixon: No.
Mis Honor : How does the ventilation come from No. 3 shaft ?
Mr. Bixon : It comes along a main road to two dialricts, which it ventilates, and then passes on to 

the furnace. »
liis Honor: Does the direct draught from No. 3 join the return draught and come down C 

heading?
Mr. Bixon: Yes.
His Honor: The other air that goes up the main road for a considerable distance and returns 

along C heading is greatly diluted ?
Mr. Bixon : Yes. The gas noticed at the inspection yesterday gets mixed with 5,000 cubic feet of 

air coming out of the inner workings.
His Honor: As far as the percolation of carhon monoxide out of No. 3 district across No. 17 

lord is concerned, for every volume of oxygen that somehow or other gets to the gob-fire after the 
combustion, there are about two volumes of gas given off; therefore a very small percolation of air would 
cause a greater return than tho quantity that percolated; consequently there would be a continual increase 
in pressurethat would account for it forcing out at any point?

Mr. Bixon: Yes; the heat would cause expansion and turn solid carbon into a gaseous state. 
The benzine smell we noticed yesterday might simply be tbe product left. It may not be associated with 
tbe burning fire at present, nor with tbe carbon monoxide, but the probabilities are that it is.

Mr. Bobertson : As to the fire-stink now being given off on the C return, do not you think it is 
from an act of combustion ? .

Mr. Bixon : No ; I would not say so.
Mr. Bobertson : You think tho fire may now have been extinguished ?
Mr. Bixon : I would not say that; I do not think it has had time. I would not say tbe fire could 

be extinguished under seven weeks. There is a lot of broken ground at C heading which may have been 
pretty well permeated with this foul air from No. 17 bord ; but they aro going on with the stoppings, 
thus confining it, and it is now taking the line of least resistance. We will never know where it is 
coming from uhtil these stoppings have been built. The effect of your getting atmospheric air-on to a 
fire is, that the porous body (small coal,.&c.) swallows up the oxygen, and the nitrogen is set free and 
permeates the whole of the district.

_ Mr. Bobertson: Is not the gas that extinguished the light yesterday, when we inspected the mine, 
likely to be black damp ?

Mr.
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Mr. Bixon : "We could settle that point by having it analysed.
Mr. Bobertson : When a manager is made aware that a door has been left open by some employee, 

do not you think it is the duty of the manager to deal with the offender ?
Mr. Bixon: Tes.
Jlfr. Robertson: Especially when knowingly and wilfully donep
Jlfr. Bixon: Tes. I"hold that if a man or a boy in a pit go through a door they should see that it 

is shut, the same way as they found it; and the duty of the manager is to be stringent on this point.
Mr. Robertson: Would you consider it a prudent course for Mr. McAuliffe to bave inspected tbe 

No, 3 district single hauded ? ■
Mr. Bixon: No.
Mr. Robertson Then, for safety, two or more persons should make the inspection?
Mr. Bixon: Tes. It is not right for any man to go single-handed and inspect an old working; 

you should take a good relay of men with you. We, when searching for the bodies, took the precaution 
of leaving men a few yards behind us, so that if auy of us dropped they could rush up and bring us out.

Mr. Robertson: Is there any special rule being proposed in which the minimum number of men to 
enter old workings is two ? -

Mr. Bixon: Not that I know of.
Mr. Robertson : It is so. Under certain conditions it would be a prudent and. safe course for tho 

manager to send nine or ten, or more, men into old workings ?
Mr. Bixon : Tes.
His Honor : Ton think the safest plan is to have the men so many yards apart, going in two and

two ?
Mr. Bixon.- Tes; you should never go in singly, nor have your men in a body. In the rescue 

work at Stockton the men were placed a certain distance apart—never out of calling distance nor out of 
sight; and the men were not allowed to remain any time in the foul air.

His JTonor : Tou have given us all the evidence you can, Mr. Dixon, have you not?
Mr. Bixon Tes, your Donor. .
His Honor : Have you any witnesses you wish to recall, Mr. Dixon?
Mr. Bixon .- No, your Honor.
His Honor: Mr. O’Sullivan, have you any further questions you would like to put to Mr. Dixon?
Jlfr. O'Sullivan : No, your Honor,
JLis Honor: Have you, Mr. Curley? -
Jlfr. Curie}/ : Tes, your Honor.
His Honor : Will you kindly put them ?
Mr. Curley.- Tou have said, Mr. Dixon, that if more mon had been there at tho time that Mr. 

McAuliffe wont through the trap-door, probably more men might bave been got out?
Mr. Bixon : Tes. '
Jlfr. Curley: Would not that have aggravated tbe danger—would they not have been, incurring 

more risk ?
_ Jlfr, Bixon: No, I do not think so; because Mr. McAuliffe was carrying out two men at a time, 

carrying one on and dropping him, and then going back for the other.
Mr. Robertson Was it not said in evidence that sixteen men were in ?
Jlfr. Bixon : Tes. '
Mr. Robertson : Tou would not consider that a small mimher?
Jlfr. Bixon : No.
His Honor: Tou would not have allowed a man to go in the second time ?
Mr. Bixon No ; and that is where a number of men available would have come in. They would 

not all have gone in at once, but in parties.
Ilis Honor : Tou stopped men from going in ?

, Mr. Bixon : Tes ; when wo first got io the place wc did not think there was a living man in the 
workings, and would not let the rescuers go in. We took up the work, and were successful by reversing 
the current of air. The circumstances under which Mr. McAuliffe and I went in were very dissimilar.

Jits Honor :■ A man may be on the point of falling from carbon monoxide without suffering at all?
, Mr. Bixon : Tes ; he might go on for twenty minutes aud feol all right, but at tbe end of that 

time he wants to sit down, and does not feel inclined to get up again. The gas has then saturated the 
blood, and he dies.

The Court, at 3-20 p.m., adjourned till 10 a.m, the following day (Thursday).

‘ No. 24. .
THURSDAY, 11 FEBRUARY, 1897.

The Court sat at 10 a.m., pursuant to adjournment.
Mr. E. H. Wilshire, of the Crown Solicitor’s Office, was present.
His Honor: Unless you, Mr. Wilshire, wish to close your ease, the case is now open for you to 

proceed with it. Wc have four witnesses here—John Gould, Henry Burt, Robert James Jury, and John 
Ellis; but it may be that you wish to recall some of the other witnesses. It is open for you to do so if 
you so desire. However, those four witnesses arc here now.

Jlfr. Wilshre: Jt may be that I may have some questions to ask Mr. Dixon at a later stage, but 
at present, having seen only wbat appears in the Press, I bave nothing to ask him. We have nothing 
further at present, so far as the Department (Department of Mines) is concerned.

His Honor : Ton do not wish to call any evidence on the part of the Department?
Mr. Wilshire : No, your Honor.
His Honor: Is there anyone else who wishes to ask Mr. Dixon any questions ?
Mr. Curley: There is ono question, your Honor, I would like to ask Mr. Dixon.
His Honor : Very well.
Mr. Dixon was recalled.

Mr.
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Mr. Curley; In regard to the pillars in the Stockton Colliery, is it not a fa-ct that several pillars 
have been crushed there in the history of this mine:—falls havo taken place, have they not?

Mr. Dixon : Yes ; at different periods falls have taken place over some of the pillars. These falls 
may have occurred through tho pillars being left too thin. An unusual quantity of timber bas been 
required in the mine iu consequence of the necessity for keeping the surface intact. The pillars are 
required to keep the surface intact; they do not want the surface to come away. It is possible that iu 
some of the old workings the forest of timber keeping up the surface would be on the road to decay. The 
whole of the peninsula is water-logged. It is not desirable to have a fall of roof which would let this 
quicksand and water into the workings. The colliery is heavily timbered. It is the best timbered colliery 
in the country. There is a gang of men kept to renew the timber in the old bords. I suppose the timber 
is decaying in the old workings where the men cannot get to it to renew it. _

Mr. Curley: Do you think there is any danger of the roof pressing on the pillars and affecting 
these stoppings in the No. 3 district ?

Mr. Dixon: Well; it's a peculiar question. When I caunot see the place I cannot say that the 
falls whicli have taken place would indicate danger, as the fallen debris that comes down always acts as a 
buttress to the pillars. It is a question which wants careful consideration. I inspected that colliery for 
a number of years in years gone by. _

Mr. Curley .- Is it really not a question of doubt wbat will transpire in the colliery—that is, if there 
is a doubt about the pillars ? _

Mr. Dixon : Well; it's a question of doubt what will transpire in any colliery. I am not going to 
prophesy what is going to happen in the Stockton Colliery, or in any other colliery. I cannot speak as to 
futurity. I think that that is a question which should not be put to any mortal man. _

Mr. Curley : I do not think you are tho judge in this matter. What good will stoppings be if tho 
pillars fine away ? _

To Mr. Dobertson : I wrould sooner trust to the coal pillars than trust to timber, because timber 
must decay. _

To TBs Honor : The whole district is water-logged. In some parts there are 80 feet of quicksand 
and clay.

To Mr. liobertson: Adequate pillars should be left in every colliery to ensure the safety of tho 
main road. It is au cveeptionally thick coal at Stockton, aud very clean. The pillars in a 20-foot coal 
would have to he verv much larger than in a 0-foot coal. The back main roadway travelling alongside 
the intake road has been crushed for a considerable distance. Bords have been driven away from the 
main road. This very much increased the difficulty of scaling off the old workings. _

liis Honor: This tracing of the colliery workings before the Court, as far as you know, is 
approximately correct ? *

Mr. Dixon : Yes, _
liis Donor: I understand it is not the proper practice to open the bords into the main travelliug

road ?
Mr. Dixon : In laying out a pit on scientific principles there should be at least three roads, one 

main road and two branch roads. In tho Stockton mine a great many of the bords were driven from tho 
main road whicli was thej) termed a heading. In the early days of tho mine the road was opened out 
more like a prospecting heading than anything else.

His Honor ,• The idea has not been originally to utilise it on tho large scale on which it is now 
utilised ?

Mr. Dixon : No. In laying out a mine my idea is that Nature should he followed as much as 
possible, but on scientific principles. .1 believe in always having a good retreat—that is, a wall of coal ou 
either side of the main road.

Mr. Bobertson : As a matter of economy in the working of the coal it is advisable to use large 
pillars ?

Mr, Dixon : Yes ? _
Mr. Boberlson : Havo not the proprietors been put to great expense in this case owing to the mine 

not having been laid out properly at first ?
Mr. Dixon: Yes. Of course they had a lot of cinder to contend with that other people did 

not. They had to prospect about many times to agaiu strike the coal. The road is bottomed on a leader 
from a volcano, a big dyke, and this dyke throw everything out of reckoning. No one knew what was 
oji the west side.

Mr. liobertson : But still the operations ought to have been conducted on good mining principles? 
Mr. Dixon : Yes; 1 believe a place should be plotted down on paper first and followed if possible, 

if Nature will allow it. If Nature will not allow it then bring in art,
Mr. Bobertson: Prom lack of good mining principles this property is very much depreciated.
Mr. Dixon: Yes; the Company has had difficulties to contend with ever since the pit was sunk. 

Nature’s difficulties have been aggravated through the neglect of good mining principles at the inception 
of the pit.

John Could, being duly sworn, said, in reply to His Honor: The evidence of mine, taken at the inquest, 
is correct. 1 was employed in the mine as a bricklayer. I cannot remember how long it was before my 
conversation with Smith that I was last employed only at the furnace, I think it was about a couple of 
weeks. I had not, on previous occasions to the one when I spoke to Smith, noticed any peculiar smell 
in the mine. I had not, on any former occasions, noticed any peculiar smell—nothing that affected me 
or anyone else. On the particular occasion when I noticed the smell J was helping the furnace men to 
unload skips. It was on December 1st—a Tuesday night. No ; it was on tho Holiday night, I think. 
That was when I first noticed the smell. 1 noticed the smell as soon as I went in. I described tbe smell 
as something like benzine. I was working for about a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes before I 
began to feci any effects from it. I then felt a kind of shakiness. It affected my head. It was a sort of 
dizziness. When I felt too bad I went away. 1 tbink 1 was about there for about three quarters of an hour. 
When i felt had I went and changed my things. They were lying on a table. I rushed out from where 
the smell was, and closed the door behind me. ft was the No. 3 door. As soon as I got outside the door 
my lamp went out, and I fell there. I picked myself up eventually. I scrambled down to the bottom,

* where
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where I sat for about twenty minutes—down to the travelling road. I came round in a bit. I went up 
to No 48, where Burt, the night overman, was, and told him that there was a bad smeil there, and that it 
altected my legs He went directly up there to have a look. Ho left me. After that I was sent by the 
wheeler to unload props. For about an hour and a half I was working there. It was very liard for me 
to work. I was shivering. 1 was weak on the legs ; but had no headache. There ivas a sort of general 
weakness about me. It went ofE eventually. I suffered altogether for a couple of hours, I think. The 
next day I got over the effects altogether. When I spoke to Smith he did not appear to express any 
opinion as to the cause of the smell. I only just told him about a smell being there. I did not tell him 
about the benzine smell. I did not describe the. smell to him, No ivord was used by him or me to 
describe the smell. The word “ fire-stink " was not used. I have not before, when working in the mine 
felt the same sensations ns I did on the night in question. 'The thing was quite new to me. I do not 
know anything about the knocking of the stoppings out of the rope-road connecting with No. 3 district. 
Brickwork was my work ; but after that in the mine. 1 worked at the stoppings. ]. could not say who put 
in the stopping originally in the rope-road just where the rope turns off. That was done before my time. 
1 know it was knocked down. In putting in the stoppings, the bricks were set in mortar. The work was 
done well—as well as we could do it. Parts wore well cleared away to bring the work up to solid ground. 
It was 9-mcn work, and it was made so as to get a good grip of the sides and top. '

t2T° Mr. Boberfson : I did not mention to Burt that I had fallen down. My light was extinguished 
while I was in the mine. It was extinguished by the draught.

His Honor : As you went through the No. 3 door ?
Hr. Gould: Yes.
Mr. Boberfson : Who left the door open P
M'' Gould : Smith. _ {Continuing.) 1 think it was quite unusual to leave the door open. I think 

that Smith, owing to his being an old hand in the colliery, would know all about the effect of leaviim the 
door open. I could not say whether the men were in the habit of leaving the door open, D

To Bis Honor : The doors were opened while the skips were being taken through. The door was 
not cloeed immediately skips were taken through. One skip was taken through at a time. We ran the 
skip m and then the door was closed. It was not loft open longer than was necessary to take the skin in 
We then unloaded the skip. r ‘

Mr Boberfson : How long might the door have been left openwas it half-an-hour or three- 
quarters of an hour ?

Mr. WiUhire: If Your Honor looks at the evidence of this witness you will sec my note.
His Honor: Yes, I see it. " '
Hr. Boberfson : How long might the door be left open ?

1 T 0ouM ^ was leit open on 0U(’' occiisio11 for a good while. Four or five skips were run in, 
and 1 think we took m the first two skips and closed the door, and then the other two were taken in and 
™e door was not closed. We did not close the door on every occasion.

To His Honor; We fixed the door open, It keeps open of itself. It falls to, if we leave it open 
almost too wide.

His Honor: Smith did make some statement to you about this smell, did.hc not?
Mr. Gould: Smith said, “ It’s rather strong to-night.” There was no more conversation about tbo 

Binell; none at all. There was no conversation about the orders to keep the door shut. There was no 
conversation about the source of the smell, and about where it probably came from.

To Mr. Boberfson : I have been at the Stockton Colliery thirteen mouths. I got a copy of the 
special rules. There is something in the special rules about leaving a door open. If wc left a door open 
it was a breach of the rules. '

To Jits Honor : I do not look upon myself as a collier. '
Mr. Wihltire: As to that night when you made the complaint to Burt, is it not a fact that you 

had the door propped open for three-quarters of an hour;—is it not so ?
Hr. Gould: I cannot say so ; 1 don’t recollect.
His Honor at this stage decided to allow Mr. O’Sullivan, if he thought fit, to examine the witness

Mr. O'Sullivan : I would like to draw attention to Kule No. 28. It says :_
“ No workman or other person shall injure any air-courses, brattice, or stopping, or leave open wholly 

or partly any door, or do any other act whereby the ventilation of the mine may be affected, or 
the lives of the men or the property of the owners may he endanuered.”

To witness : Ho you know of that rule ? ° '
I> Gould: I know there was a rule saying we had to close doors. I did not, when I spoke to
tfurtj tell nun that I relt ill. From what I said, Hurt might treat it as a trifling affair,

Mr. JVilsbire: On that night had not the door been open for over three-quarters of an hour? 
Witness hesitated.
Mr. Wilshire : Just think. Didn’t you prop it open ?
Mr. Qonld: We didn’t prop it open.
Mr. Wilshire : About how long was it before you were affected.

Gould: I can t exactly say. It must have been three-quarters of an hour, I suppose. 
(Continuing.) I know lhat when the door was shut I felt all right. Smith also said to me, that when the 
door was shut it was all right, but that was afterwards-aftor I left him. When Burt got there the door 
was shut. By that time the furnace would have cleared the air, and Burt would not have noticed 
anything. I never mentioned to Burt that the door was kept open. I knew it was wrong to keep it

Mr, Curley: Dido t you tell Burt that night when you met him that there was a very strone smell 
coming from No. 3 district?

Mr Goidd: I never mentioned that. I never mentioned No. 3 district, When the door was 
open I said, There s a very strong smell to-night.” 1 think that’s what I said, but I don’t remember 
exactly

Mr. Curley: Did not you slate that you had been affect cd that night, and that you had fallen down, 
or something like it ?

Mr. Gould: No.
324—F Mr.
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Mr. Gurley; Did yon mention it some time during the next day to the manager or anybody ? 
itfr. Gould: jVo.
Mr. Gurley ; Then how can you explain it being reported to the underground manager ?
Mr. Goufd: 1 heliere it wjis reported to the underground manager. If it was reported to the 

underground manager, there must have been a complaint made. _
jiff, Curley : Are you sure you did not say anything to Burt about the strong effect it had upon 

you ; how you were completely overcome by it; how it affected your knees aud you could not walk ; and 
how you had a difficulty in breathing ; and that you had never felt like that before in the colliery ? 

jiff. Gould; I do not remember.
To Jlis Honor: I did not tell Burt that I had been knocked over.
His Honor; Do you ask us to believe that?
Mr. Gould; Yes; that is the truth. I did not tell him. .
His Honor : Do you say you did not tell Burt about being weak in the knees and falling down ? 
Jiff. Gould: I did not tell him. That is the truth.
His Honor : Then why did not you tell him ? 
jiff. Gould: I was beginning to get all right then.
His Honor: Because you were beginning to get all right then, you did not tell him how you-had 

been affected ?
jiff. Gould: No. _ ' _
To Mr. Gurley : I thought Smith would have told Burt about the occurrence. I had no particular 

conversation with Smith about it. ■ _ _
jiff. Gurley: From the time you left that door open you appear to giro a somewhat conflicting 

statement. I think you told ns at first that there were only four skips taken through, When you were 
examined on a previous occasion, did not you say there were only four skips ? 

jlfr. Gould: Yes; it was either four or five.
Mr. Gurley: You said this morning you took two in and then closed the door, and afterwards took 

the others in ? •
Mr. Gould: Yes.
Mr. Gurley : Did not you tell us on the first occasion that you only took four altogether;—is not 

that a fact ?
Mr. Gould: I do not exactly remember. My mind is partly erratic to day. I was working hard 

yesterday and had not much sleep last night. My mind is wandering a little.
His Honor : Will you try and put it together again, please, if you can?
Jiff. Gurley: Try and answer. All these statements cannot be correct. Would you rather rely on 

this statement as against any statement you made before ?
Mr. Gould: The statement I made before was accurate.
Mr. Gurley; Would you rather rely on the statement you made previous to this as against any 

statement you are now making for accuracy; you say your mind is wandering;—now, would you 
rather rely on that previous statement? 

jiff. Gould: Yes, certainly.
Mr. Gurley (to His Honor) : If the witness is incapable of giving evidence to-day, as he seems to 

be, I do not think he is a proper witness.
jiff. Gould (to Mr. Curley) : When I met Burt that night it was quite accidentally, I knew he 

would bo where I saw him. I went to him to get instructions about my work. I casually mentioned to 
him about the smell in the mine. My memory was clearer on the previous occasion than it is now. 
When I saw Burt I said to him, 11 The air is very bad up there to-night.”

His Honor : Is this correct: “ I met Burt in the pit and said to him. 1 There is a very strong smell 
up by the furnace to-night’ ” ? 

jiff. Gould: Yes.
His Honor: You swore that you said this to Burt?
Mr. Gould : Yes. -
His Honor : Burt said, “ I will go up and see.” You then appear to have said, “I was completely 

overcome by it.” You state now that you did not say to Burt that you were completely overcome by it. 
Is this your signature attached to the evidence which you gave at the inquest?

Mr. Gould: Yes. .
His Honor : And was the evidence read over to you before you signed it ?
Mr. Gould: Yes.
His Honor: In the face of that, you say now that you did not tell Burt you were completely 

overcome by the smell. Remember, you gave this evidence three weeks after the accident; a much longer 
time has elapsed now. Did you or did you not toll Burt that you were completely overcome by the smell ? 

jiff. Gould: I cannot remember.
His Honor: If you cannot remember now, and if you did swear to that effect on the 23rd December, 

was it or was it not correct ?
jlfr. Gould: It was correct.
His Honor: If it was correct, then you must bavo told him you were completely overcome ?
Mr. Gould: Yes.
His Honor-. You say that in point of fact you were completely overcome. Whether you told Burt 

that or not, you were in fact completely overcome ?
Mr. Gould: Yes.
His Honor: Did Smith tell you that he had himself not only noticed the smell, but felt the 

effects of it ?
jiff. Gould : No. -
His Honor .- Are you quite sure of that? 
jlfr. Gould: Yes. '
Mr. O'Sullivan : Are you not of a very nervous temperament ?
Mr. Gould: Yes. " ‘
Mr. O'Sullivan : After you fell you say you sat down, and afterwards met Mr. Burt. You tell us 

naw that you did not tell him about the effect of this gas upon you. Could you explain why you did 
not tell him? If you did not, would it be a kind of shame that you should have fallen over from the 
effects of the gas ? His
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Jlis Honor: That is hardly the style of question, Mr. O’Sullivan, to put to a witness who is in 
your favour.

Mr. O'Sullivan : Until this morning I was under the impression that this witness was hostile to 
my clients; he certainly was hostile at the inquest.

Jlis Honor : Under the circumstances it is not judicious to suggest answers to the witnesses.
Mr. O'Sullivan : Do you remember being cross-examined at the last inquest, Mr. Gould ?
Mr. Gould: Yes. ' .
Mr. O'Sullivan : Were you in a fit condition at the last inquest to give your evidence?
Mr. Gould: Yes.
Mr. O'Sullhmn : 1 would like,'your Honor, to put the question to Mr. Gould why ho did not 

explain to Mr. Burt.
His Honor: "Without suggesting a reply to the witness, the question might bo put.
Mr. O'Sullivan : Supposing, Mr. Gould, yon did not tell Burt that you were affected in this 

manner, can you now explain why you did not tell him ;—you are of a very nervous temperament ?
_ Mr. Gurley: I would like to know, your Honor, how Mr. O’Sullivan obtained knowledge of the 

witness’ nervous temperament.
_ Mr. O'Sullivan : The witness' demeanour in the box signifies it. Your memory, Mr. Gould, about 

this occurrence is as good now as it was when you gave evidence at the inquest?
Mr. Gould: No ; my memory is wandering at present.

[The witness withdrew.]

_ llenry Hurt, being duly sworn, in reply to His Honor, said : I have already ou several occasions 
given evidence upon this matter, and that evidence is correct. I am night deputy overman at the Stockton 
Colliery. On the Monday night, 1st December, I was down near the No. 48 district, when Gould came 
to me and said he felt sick and a little giddy, and that Smith felt the same. I asked him if ho had left 
the No. door open. He said, “ Yes, while running the skips through.”

His Honor: Whatever he said, you concluded it was some bad air coming through No. 3 door?
Mr. Hurt: I could not imagine at the time that it was so, having never heard of bad air there

before.
To His Honor : I made it my business to go and see what was tho cause of the mischief. 1 found 

the door shut and everything all right. Smith, too, said he felt a little queer, hut that after shutting tho 
door he felt all right. When I made this visit there was no draught coming up the rope-road to the 
furnace. I did not try what the effect was in opening the door. 1 noticed a strong draught of pure air 
from the intake shaft when I opened tho door to pass through. After that 1 went to Mr. McDonald and 
reported to him what G-ould had told me. It was about 1 o'clock when Gould made the report to me. 
I did not go straight to Mr. McDonald then, but straight to the furnace, and made an examination. 
It was about 5 o’clock, some hours afterwards, when I saw Mr, McDonald. I sco him every morning, 
when I report all matters to him that 1 think it my duty to report. I informed him of what Gould had 
said to me, that he folt giddy and sick; also that 1 went straight to the furnace, and found nothing detri
mental ; that Hie doors wore closed and the air was pure; that Gould had told me that he had kept tho 
door open while the skijis were going in, and that Smith, too, had felt a bit sick and giddy. I could not 
form any conclusion as to the cause of the sickness aud giddiness of the men, as there was nothing to go 
by. At the time ] thought it might perhaps be black damp coming out of the No. 3 district; that was 
the only way I could account for it. I mentioned that to Mr. McDonald. I did not go with Mr. 
McDonald when he made the examination. As to the stopping that had been in the continuation of the 
rope-road leading to No. 3 district, there had been a regulating board there, but it had been knocked out. 
The door, which was a small, sliding one, was in a frame. The sliding door was the last there ; it was 
knocked out about twelve months ago. Before that there had been a large door further up in the rope- 
road; I could not say when it was taken out. It was where the stopping is at the present time, Tho 
sliding door was substituted in place of the large door. The large door had not been specially put up to 
dose off the No. 3 district when it was put out of work ; it was there when the district was working. 
Subsequently nothing AVas put up there until since the accident. It did not strike me that if No. 3 door 
was left open, in the absence of the stopping there might be a draught to the furnace. I have never found 
anything there to complain of. No. 2ci bord had been opened on different occasions to tot the air in from 
the engine plane; it was closed on each occasion after it was done with, and kept closed. There were 
other means for the air to get in; it could come over the overcast. But the overcast never worked 
properly; it never drew the quantity of air required, 1 cannot say why it was originated. I do not 
think the air-way between the No. 3 district and the overcast was completely stopped. I know that the 
air, when it was reversed at the time of the accident, passed away over tho overcast. The communication 
was not a good one ; I do not think it was completely closed at any time. I was aware that if the No. 3 
door was left open it would draw from the No. 3 district, and I concluded that black damp was coining 
from that district when Smith and Gould complained. I merely reported these men’s complaints to Mr. 
McDonald ; no conversation took place. 1 accompanied the party who went into tho mine to try and find 
out the cause of the mischief that resulted in Smith and Curran’s death. "We went a few yards up tho 
double heading, as far as the fall. As we went along the going bord the air was fresh all the way in to 
the full. The smell was about the same in the going bord as in the heading. The air was meetingus, but 
very slightly ; you could not feel it. There was very little air coming down the heading; the main body 
of air was coming along the going bord.

_ To Mr. Hobart son: When Gould reported that he was sick, and Smith likewise, T could not form 
an opinion at the time as to the cause of the sickness. When I. went back, everything seemed to be 
correct. 'When it was reported to me that both Gould aud Smith were sick, I thought there must be 
something wrong, and immediately went to the furnace to see what it was. I thought it must be black 
damp. The only way black damp could come to the furnace was by No. 8 door. It did not occur to mo 
at ihe time fo open the No, 3 door, to lest whether foul air was coming in there. 1 wont down the rope- 
road to see if I could find anything. The door was shut, and then! was nothing to suggest anything 
wrong, .When I reported this matter to Mr. McDonald, T suggested that it might be black damp, I did 
not have any conversation with Mr. McDonald as to opening the door to see where (he black damp was.

The
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The bottom was full of men at the time who had to be attended to, and we could not converse further. I 
am aware that it is a serious matter for two men at the same time to report being giddy; if it had been 
one man only I might have thought it was due to something ho had been eating. "When 1 reported the 
matter to Mr. McDonald I thought that was sufficient. I was the responsible officer, and virtually in 
charge at the time. I felt it was my duty, on receiving a complaint of this nature, to investigate it 
thoroughly, I thought I did sufficient at the time; now I can soc that I should have opened the door. 
There was no smell whatever when I went back to tho furnace; the air was as pure as possible, and all 
doors were shut.

7Hs Honor: Did it strike you, considering the enormous quantity of air coming to the furnace 
from all sources, that when the No. 3 door was open there must be something pretty bad to affect two 
men. since it would be mixed up and diluted with a large quantity of air before reaching the men ?

Mr. Burt: It would not he mixed with the “ C !l heading air until it got within a few feet of the 
furnace. The air coming from No. 3 district would mix with the air coming up from the travelling road, 
and leaking from the shaft.

To Mr. Robertson : On this occasion I reported the circumstances of tho doors being left open to Mr. 
McDonald. On one other occasion I found the No. 3 door open, and did not report it. I recognise that 
leaving a door open is a very serious matter—the most serious matter that can happen in a mine. Tho 
men have been cautioned a great number of times about the No. 3 door ; hut I have no reason to suppose 
they were in the habit of leaving it open.

His Honor : "Was the caution because you suspected the doors had been left opeu, or because of 
the very great temptation there would be to the men to leave the doors open, on account of their having 
to bring the skips through three doors, one after the other ?

Mr. Burt: Yes, because of the temptation.
His Honor There was a very great temptation to leave No. 2 or No, 3 door open ?
Jlfr. Burt: Y es.
His Honor: Did it never strike you that, in the face of that strong temptation, it was a very 

dangerous thing to leave the stopping out of the rope-road ?
Jlfr, Burt: I did not think there was a great deal of danger in leaving that stopping down. I can 

see now that there was some danger in it, hut did not see it before.
To Has Honor .- J had been in No. 1 bord some months previously, and found no had air. There 

was no idea of ventilating the old workings by leaving the stopping down, because if a draught did go 
ihrought it, it would only bring out the bad air, if any, in the district. If we wanted to ventilate the old 
district we would take the draught direct to the furnace without passing over any workings, or else dilute 
it with an enormous quantily of air should we have to pass it over any workings.

To Mr. Robertson : I know that on two occasions, when the No. 3 district was ventilated, black 
damp was met with.

i Mr. Robertson: Knowing that No. 3 door, when opened, established a connection with No. 3 
district, did not you think it a risky thing to leave the stopping down ?

Mr. Burt: j did not think so if No. 20 bord was stopped off.
To Mr. Robertson : No. 3 door established a connection between the furnace and the old workings. 

Those workings had generated black damp on former occasions, I cannot say why the stonping was not 
rebuilt. I have never had any conversation with the manager concerning it. I have had thirty years’ 
experience in mining. As a practical man, considering the small quantity of black damp found in the old 
workings on former occasions, I did not think there was any danger should No. 3 door be left open.

Mr. Robertson : You consider, as a practical man, that tho No. 3 district is now completely sealed 
off with stoppings ?

Mr. Burt: Some more stoppings arc to go in 3ret.
Mr. Robertson : Can it ever be properly sealed off?

_ Mr. Burt: I could not say. To a certain extent the stoppings will, I think, always leak, but not 
sufficient to do any damage.

Mr. Robertson : Do you know that there is a connection between the old workings on the cast side 
of the main road and No. 3 district by way of No. 11 bord?

Mr. Burt: I have heard of a connection between the east aud west side, but in what bord I could 
not say. I worked as a miner in No. 3 district; but, as a miner, I only travelled into my own workings 
and out again. I did not have any general knowledge of that district.

To Mr. O’Sidlioan : 1 was in No. 3 district last three weeks before the accident. I found nothing 
but pure air; there was no effect on the light, nor any smell. I have never made any definite time for 
my visits to the furnace. I made it a regular practice to go once or twice every night, barring this Tuesday 
night. My approach could be known to the two men at the furuace, as the current of air leading to them 
would cause them to hear me some distance off, aud in sufficient time to enable them to close tho doors, if 
they were open, before my approach. I warned the men on several occasions about leaving the No, 3 
door open, and .Smith promised me that it would not occur again.

To Mr. Wilshire: 1 visited the furnace once or twice every night. I always found the air all right 
when the doors were shut. The doors were always shut when I visited the furnace, except on the one 
occasion that I mentioned to His Honor. I had been visiting tho furnace about three months prior to 
the accident. It was in 48 district I mot Mr. Gould. He appeared to be all ri^ht then, and had been 
working before I saw him. I at once went up to tho furnace and found everything pure. The doors 
were shut, and everything was all right. I then went down the rope-road, but could trace no smell. The 
only words Gould said to me were “ I felt a little giddy and sick when running the skips in,” I asked 
him if be had the doors open, he said “ Yes, all the time we were running in the skips.” I remonstrated 
with him then.^ I said he knew it was wrong. They.had done it for convenience more than anything 
else, Gould did not say he ha! fallen down ; he only said he felt sick. He did not make out that he was 
very seriously effected, only slightly sick and giddy. Smith was at the furnace when .1 went there. Idid 
not have any conversation with him about Gouhl. He said Gould felt, giddy and sick. He said he felt 
the same, but not as bad as Gould. He admitted that as soon as he shut the’door he felt all right again. 
It was then that lie told mo he would see that it never occurred again.

To Mr. Curie;/: When I was in No. 3 district, three weeks before the accident, I went in as far 
as the first right-hand heading. After leaving the furnace ! generally used to walk down the rope-road a

trifle,
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trifle, but on ibis occasion I went further, and down into No. 3 district, to see whether there were any 
falls, or anything else that might want attending to. I usually ceased work at 6 o’clock in tho morning. 
My visits to the furnace were at all times. I could not make any delinite time for my visits. My first 
inspection, ns a rule, could not be made at any particular time. 1 went after I had directed the men in 
their work—sometimes one time and sometimes another Lime, It was never two nights alike. I went 
there at whatever time I had a chance to get away. On the night that Gould complained to me I went 
direct to tho furnace ; it was then about 1 o’clock. Sometimes it was before and sometimes after mid
night before I made my inspection. I know, by report, about tho lime Curran and Smith were found the 
following morning.

Mr. Ourlm) : Seeing that these two men (Smith and Gould) made that report to you on that 
particular night, were you not anxious to visit the furnace again the following night?

Jlfr, Hurt: Mr. McDonald reported to me that lie had just left the furnace, after having inspected 
it all through. I thought that was quite sufficient, seeing that he is a more competent man than myself.

To Mr. Curley : That was at 9'30 when wo went down. X did not make inspection again on that 
occasion until 4 o’clock in the morning.

Mr. Curley : Did it not occur to you that something might come up again with regard to the foul 
air there, and that it would be necessary for you to make an inspection ? _

Mr. Burt ■. I did not think it necessary to make an inspection. I did not expect any foul air so 
long as the doors were kept shut. _ _

Mr. Curley : As Gould had told you that the doors were left open, as an official, did you not think 
it necessary to again visit the furnace and see whether the foul air was still present, or the doors left 
open against the rules of the colliery ?

Mr. Burt: I took the man’s word that he would sec the door was kept shut in future.
Mr. Curley: But when men had reported to you that they felt sick and giddy, and had been 

nflected by foul air, did not that make you desirous to see that those duties were carried out faithfully ?
Jir, Burt: On that occasion I did see that they were carried out.
To Mr. Curley : It has been necessary all through for me to go to the furnace. Sometimes once 

and sometimes twice a night. 1 did not consider it more necessary for me to be there the following night 
any more than usual.

To Mr. O'Sullivan : When I inspected at 4 o’clock on the morning of the two deaths, it was within 
the time of my duty to inspect. I had before inspected at that hour, aud sometimes later.

*Eobert James Jury, on being called, said: "Will I be allowed expenses, your Honor?
His Honor: Oh ! that will bo all right.
The witness was then sworn. '
'To His Honor : I have already been examined on two occasions ; that evidence is correct. I have 

altogether been employed as fireman at this mine for nearly two years—that is, at the Stockton Colliery. 
1 have also been employed at other mines. X also attend to the brattice at the Stockton Colliery. When 
I say that, I mean to say that it is part of my duty to see that the ventilation is in proper condition. On 
going into the mine we used to go to the furnace every morning to sec that the furnace-men were there 
and at their positions. That was the first thing, we did. X’he same system which was adopted on the 
occasion of tne visit by the exploring party had been adopted on two other occasions—that is, in regard 
to knocking out the stopping at No. 20 bord and allowing tho air to come up round the rope-road. I 
cannot say when it was knocked out on the second occasion that it was knocked out. Tho idea of 
knocking out the stopping in the rope-road was to allow the air to go direct that way to the furnace. _ I 
should say the stopping would be about G feet wide by about 8 feet high. X have never measured it; 
that is approximate. It is good solid ground there. I do not know, as far as I am aware of, that there 
would be any great difficulty in building it up again. 1 could not say whether some of the bricks would 
be taken for other purposes. I do not know very much about that stopping. 1 know the door must 
have been opened to admit of the air going in that direction. ]f not, the air could not have gone in that 
direction ; 1 know it did go in that direction. I have no knowledge of the reason why the stopping was 
left out. I suppose it would take a bricklayer about a day to put the stopping up again, X took the 
thermometer in when the exploring party went in. X had the thermometer at the furnace on tho night 
previous. Ou the night of 3rd December I asked McDonald whether I could take it down ; it was on my 
own property. I took it from the furnace on the night of the 2nd December. I did it to compare the 
air coming from the No. 3 district as compared with that of other workings. I took it down after the 
death of Curran and Smith. I knew that the idea of a gob-fire was entertained ; I could not say by whom. 
I could not say that it bad been suggested by Mr. Dixon and Mr. Humble to Mr. McDonald that a gob- 
fire was there. 1 smelt a smell something like kerosene. There was not a high temperature. I did not 
suspect it was “ fire-stink ” ; I do not know what it was. I thought this peculiar smell might arise from 
the decomposition of wood, or from the chemical action of water on the wood in the mine. There was a 
lot of water in the mine, and I thought the effect of that on the wood might cause it. I had some 
experience of a gob-fire on the A, A. Company’s mine about ten years ago, but the smell from it was 
altogether different trom the smell I experienced in tho Stockton mine at the nine of the disaster. The 
smell in the Stockton mine was a kind of kerosene smell, but in the case of tbo A.A. Company’s mine the 
smell was just like the smell from heaps of burning refuse on the surface at a colliery ; also the effect on 
the breathing at the two mines was entirely different. In the A.A. Company’s mine the temperature was 
also very high. X had the idea that some process was going on causing this very disagreeable odour. 
Through the ventilation—as I suppose—ou the 'Wednesday night it was very much better. 1 did not 
notice that peculiar smell at the furnace. When (he No. 2 and No. 3 doors were open there was foul air 
coining ou to the furnace. 1 thought there was a slight smell of sulphur. 1 did not lake much time to 
notice, because we wanted to get out the men. I was not present with Mr. Humble when the experiment 
was made. On the Wednesday night I smelt an odour like t: fire-stink.” There was no smell to be 
detected, however, when the doors were closed, 1 bad always found them closed up to the morning when

we

Nora.—The evidence of this wit,ness «H6 put in at the Court of Inquiry by Mr. 'Wilshire as Exhibit No. 1, and read, 
23/3/37.
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we found tlie two men. I noticed an acid taste in my mouth, I am not aware that sulphurous acid gaa 
produces an acid taste in tho mouth. 1 know, from reading the authorities on ventilation of mines, that 
black-damp has a slightly acid taste. That can be found in Williamson’s work on Coal-mining; you can 
find it in Eobert Peel’s work ou Coal-mining ; you can find it in J. H. Merivalc’s work ; and 1 believe 
also in Mr. Pamely's work. I would not say that 1 noticed a perceptible current near the double heading. 
We went in about 15 or 20 yards. There might have been a little air coming down. There might have 
been a little finding ils way there.

Mr. Robertson: You took a thermometer with you, and had some conversation about a fire in the 
workings ?

. Mr. Jury : I had an idea that someone had said there was a fire. 1 got poking among the small 
coal. I did not suspect a fire ; but I wanted to convince myself. I would not think it probable that 
there was a fire, because T should then have expected more heat coming along. In old workings, one 
wants to get all the information one can. I (bought that there might be some chemical action going on 
on the old wood there—the action of water on old wood (I think 1 have read, somewhere) gives off some 
peculiar odour. 1 cannot say what I would have done if I had expected a fire. I cannot say that J ever 
heard, among the party of explorers, anything said about a fire. Tho way the exploring party went in 
was not conducive to conversation. Wc went in two or three feet apart. We did not stop anywhere for 
conversation, I think. I found an acid taste in my mouth at the furnace. Onr lights were extinguished 
when we were going in for Curran and Smith. Our lamps died out from black damp. I am positively 
certain that the gas that killed Curran and Smith was not the same as that which killed the other men. 
I have been in both, and have been affected by both, and I am certain that they are different. In the 
case of Curran and Smith, found dead at the furnace, our lights were extinguished by the foul air; but, 
in the second case our lights burned brightly, aud the effect on me, bodily, was entirely different. J do 
not know why this slopping on the rope-road was built. A s regards whether 1, as a practical man. think that 
only one door was sufficient (o keep the bad air back, I don’t know. We had no previous trouble. There 
was no smell. When these doors were as they should he. tins smell never came out. Through the doors 
being left open, the black damp came out. My belief is, that hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of 
black damp came off from these old workings previous to anything else coming off. Carbon monoxide 
might have come off after. The object of putting up double doors is to prevent waste of air.

Mr. lldbcrimn : Is if not an an additional precaution?
Mr. Jury : J. know it is a practice to put up double doors. I think it is an additional security. 

{Confinuiny?) 1 am certain it prevents waste of air. It is also easier to pass through doors when thoy 
are double, especially when there is heavy pressure, as there is in that mine. There had been nothing to 
suggest the need of double doors.

[The witness then showed on the tracing before the Court the position in which bratticing was put 
up on the occasion of the visit of the exploring party, and showed also the course which the air travelled.] 
Witness added: When we found Fitzpatrick, the air was very foul in that particular locality.

To His Honor : I am quite certain that the air was very foul whore we got Fitzpatrick's body.
To Mr. Robertson : If Mr. McAuliffe and others had not rushed in right off, I don’t think the two 

men—the two McDonalds—could have been saved. ]f they had stopped to make greater precautions they 
would have brought out corpses, that’s all. 1 believe they rau a risk in going in to fetch out the bodies, 
and I believe that if there had been plenty of help at that particular time all might possibly have been 
got out alive.

To Mr. Thwaites: I said in my evidence that Yo. 2 and No. 3 doors were left open on the morning of 
the 2nd. If No. 3 door had been shut, and No. 2 open, I do not think the furnace would have drawn 
from No. 3 district. If No. 3 door had been shut, the deaths of Curran and Smith would not have 
occurred.

ToHis Honor: On going into the No. 3 district Mr. McDonald told us to keep 8 or 10 yards apart. 
We only went a short distance along the double heading ; I could not say how far. We did not go in 
further than about 15 or 20 yards. We did not get as far as No. 16 bord in the double heading: wo 
came out by way of No. 1 bord, and got as far as 16 bord. At that point (16 bord) the temperature was 
78. I would not call that a rise sufficient to call for alarm in travelling through old workings. There 
was a smell all the way in. I do not remember bearing any fall; I was very busy doing other things, 
and a fall may have occurred and escaped my notice. I cannot say that I heard one. I felt no distress 
until we turned to come back. Then I felt myself going over. It is impossible for me to say whether 
it was Williams or the Government Inspectors who first suggested knocking out the stopping and carrying 
the air in with them. Williams was the first man I heard suggest it. No. 2 door is simply one of two 
doors to make an air-lock.

[The Court, at 1 p.m., adjourned till 2 p.m.]

Upon the Court resuming at 2 p.m. (Thursday) Eobert James Jury was recalled.
To Mr. O'Sullivan : I was at the furnace on Wednesday night. The air wras tested there with a 

lamp on several occasions during the night, and on each occasion it put out the lamp. The air was tried 
about every half hour. The light was placed close to the ground, and in other positions. On every 
occasion the air extinguished the light. Towards Thursday morning it did not extinguish the light so 
quickly as it did during the middle of Wednesday night. The airscemed to be clearing towards morning. 
I would gather from the light going out that there was a lot of black-damp coming out of the No. 3 dis
trict; so much so that it extinguished the light. The last test with the light was made towards 6 o’clock 
in the morning. The result then showed that the air was clear, as it did not extinguish the light nearly 
so soon as it had done a few hours previously. J have been reading up a lot about theoretical mining, 
I have been engaged on the study of mining a number of years. 1 intended to sit for the last exami
nation, but was unable to do so owing to my illness, arising from this accident. 1 was not reading up 
solely at the time of the accident because of my intention to sit for an examination, but because 1 am 
always anxious to gain all the knowledge I can on mining. I could not say that that would account for 
my having carried a thermometer with me on the night we went into the No. 3 district. I generally like 
to make observations, and on this occasion took the thermometer with me for that purpose. I know (lie 
overcast marked on the top point of the plan I have been given to understand from those who 
frequented that part of the pit that very little air can get over it on account of the fall. The overcast

has
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has been bricked up since tho accident. 1 have no idea of the quantity of air that was passing through 
11 bord on the night of the accident. I cannot say whether there was a good, free current. I never 
measured the air on any occasion that night. Before the retreat of the party there was sufticient air, 
otherwise X would not have gone past that point (IX bord).

To Mis Mon or: There was sufficient air, provided it was good.
To Mr. O' Sullivan .• I was a member of the exploring party and one or two rescuing parties. 

The distance from the trap-dobr that the party entered and No. 10 bord is about 400 yards. I think that 
about an hour elajisod from the time that I went in with the exploring party through tho trap-door until 
I got back to that point; but ] am not borne out by other witnesses in this opinion. 1 cannot say, when 
I went in with the rescuing party, how long it was before the bratticing was put up. Some of the men 
who were overcome were in for about twenty minutes only, and I can instance one case where a man was 
carried out within that time. '

To Mr. Wilshire : I was in this district for an hour—at least, so X think—and came out all rigid;, 
although I was pretty well done up. Another man went in afterwards, and was carried out within 
twenty minutes overcome. The only conclusion X can draw from that is that cither the power of the 
gas had increased or there was a very great difference between the powers of endurance of the two men; 
but my opinion is that the power of the gas had increased. I know that this district was cleared out on 
a former occasion. On the former occasion the air was not playing on the district so long by several 
hours as it was on this occasion. I would say that the air was playing on the district a longer time on 
this occasion than on any previous occasion that 1 know.of,

Mr. O'Sullivan : We are told by Mr. Dixon and Mr. JXmriblc that the amount of air at the top of 
the going bord after tho brattice was erected was 3,000 feet;—what is your opinion F

Mr. Jury: I never saw the inspectors measure the air,
Mr. O'Sullivai}: I do not think they measured it other than by their lights.
Mr. Jury : That is a very rough and ready way. I do not think there were 3,000 feet.
To Mr. O'Sullivan: The doors in the air-pit were slung so as to open against the current and close 

with the current.
Mr. Robertson : What was the area where the air was measured ?
Mr, Jury : I should say about 48 feet.
Mr. Robertson : Might not 3,000 feet be passing almost imperceptibly?
Mr. Jury : 1 do not think there was 3,000 feet; there may have been, but ] do not think there was.
To Mr. Wilshire : Prior to the accident, as fireman, I visited the furnace every morning. I went 

on at four o’clock in the morning, and always went direct 1o the furnace. I never found the air bad at 
the furnace, nor the doors open. I did not know it was the practice of the men to leave them open. If X 
had known that such was the case, I would have corrected them. I never heard anything about the 
complaint made by G-ould to Burt until it came out in evidence. I never heard anything from Smith 
about the air being bad at the furnace. I saw Smith every morning at the furnace. Xle never made any 
complaint, lie was always on the night shift, and consequently 1 always saw him at four o'clock in the 
morning. I always spoke to him, and he always had an opportunity to make a complaint if there was 
anything to complain about. I do not say that I am of opinion that this is not a gob-fire in tbo mine. 1 
was under the impression that the chemical action of stagnant water on decayed wood would give rise to 
the smell said to be fire-stink. 1 have seen this view expressed in one of the standard works on coal
mining, that a peculiar smell is given off in this way. 1 am not thinking of sulpliuretted hydrogen. 1 do 
not think that white damp is given off by decomposition of wood in old workings. X believe that foul 
smells do arise from that cause. I cannot quote the authority I refer to just now; I will very gladly 
look it up and send it along, if it is thought desirable. Smith had beeu at the furnace before his death 
about twelve months. 1 always found him a careful man. All the time he was there, I never thought he 
would carelessly leave open tho door.

[At the request of the parties in the Court, Mr. llobertson sealed off the distances between several 
of the points marked on the plan : From trap-door marked % to No. 11 bord is about a quarter of a mile; 
from the furnace to No. 16 bord, about 700 yards; from tho double heading to No. 16 bord, about 420 
yards.]

To Mr. Curley: Jt was very close to the furnace in the Ao. 3 return, where we tested the air with 
our lights. The No. 3 door was open at the time. There was a pretty good current coming from No. 3 
door after the air had been introduced at No. 20 bord. The district was being cleared at that time. The 
last time we tested the air with a lamp was about six o’clock. "Wo were coming off then ; we had been 
there from seven o’clock or half-past nine on Wednesday night—half-past seven, I think. I had been in 
No. 3 district before I went in exploring. 1 have travelled through the old workings in No. 3. I would 
not say that 1 have a close knowledge of the places in that district. I went with those who knew' tho 
district well. We took plans, and with their aid X could find my way over such parts of it as could bo 
travelled.

Mr. Curley : You speak about decayed wood and the action of water wms there any water in 
that district ?

Mr. Jury ; Y'es ; water was lying in portions of it.
To Mr. Curley: So well as I can remember, there was very little water dripping from tho roof. 

There -was wrater lying in pools on tho floor, I was not at any consultation that took place before the 
exploration party went into this district. J only heard a warning from the manager to the under-manager. 
I offered no opinion myself.

Mis Honor : What warning did you hear ?
Mr. Jury: Mr. McAuliffe said to Mr. McDonald, “Be sure and take fresh men out for the 

exploration work ”—that is, men who had not done a shift just before ; men who had had a rest.
Mr. Robertson ; Did you anticipate then that they would meet with difficulty ?
Mr. Jury : No ; X only thought that it was advisable to take precautions.
Mr. Curley : When you noticed this peculiar smell, can you account for you not being so distinct 

about it as Mr. Burt. Mr. Burt’s evidence was very clear and distinct on the matter, lie states that it 
was the same smell ho had noticed when he went there after the two bodies were found?

Mr. Jury: I have nothing to do with Mr. Burt.
Mr. Gurley : Can you account for that conflict in your opinions ?
Mr. Jury ; I cannot attempt to account for it. 1 am here only to give my own opinion.

Mr.
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^ Jlfr. Ctirley: In those books you say you have looked into, do they not warn men against going 
into districts until thoroughly ventilated, where gases are given off in that way, such as sulphuretted 
hydrogen?

Mr. Jury : That is very vague.
Mr. Ourtey : Yet you say you noticed a sulphurous smell ?
Mr. Jury : Yes, I did.
Mr. Curley : If a warning is given in that direcliou in a book, do not you think it is worth while 

taking notice of ? ’
Mr. Jury: Yes.
Mr. Curley: I suppose it is understood that all exploration work is attended witli more or less 

danger ?
. Mr. Jury: There is always some danger, otherwise it would not be termed exploration work, and 

experienced men would not be chosen to carry out the work. -
Mr. Curley : Were you not aware that the return air was loaded with poisonous gases ?
Mr. Jury : If I had been sure that the return current was loaded with poisonous gases I would 

not have gene in against it.
Mr. Curley: Had you not some intimation that there was something peculiar in the district?
Mr. Jury : There might have been something peculiar yet not very dangerous.
Mr. Curley: 1' ou knew two men had been found dead previous to this ?
Mr. Jury: Yes; but I do not believe that that particular kind of gas killed those two men at 

the furnace. That was my belief, and I am still of that opinion.
Mr. Curley You say that very large quantities of black-damp camo out of the No. 3 district;—how 

do you reconcile that with the fact that the inspectors, in company with the manager and Mr. McDonald, 
when making an inspection on the Wednesday, put a light down on the floor, left it there, opened the 
door, brought out those deleterious gases, and tho light still burned ?

Mr. Jury: I think, previous to Messrs. Dixon and Humble and the manager going to the district 
that morning, there had been large quantities of black-damp drawn out, and 1 am quite certain that a 
large quantity was drawn off afterwards.

Mr. Curley: If drawm off before and afterwards, and this was an intermediate examination, liow 
could the circumstances be different at this examination ?

Mr, Jury : I do not know, except that they did not keep the doors open to bring the black-damp 
out, I feel sure that it was black-damp that killed Smith and Curran. I am quite certain that up to 
C o’clock on Thursday morning black-damp was coming from those old workings.

Mr. Curley : Did you make any protest against going into these old workings ?
jlfj\ Jury; No; if I had thought there was any danger I would not have gone in.
To Mr. O'Sullimn: In giving evidence before the Coroner’s Court, I stated that I had noticed a gob- 

fire ten years ago in the A. A, Company’s pit. The smell it gave off was nothing like the smell met with 
at Stockton at the time of tho accident. At the A. A. Company’s mine at that time we could push our 
hands into small coal and experience considerable heat—this small coal had been thrown back only a few 
days previously.

To Mr. Eolerlson : I am of opinion that the gas that extinguished my light was black damp. I 
know that it has been suggested that the extinguishing of the light might be due to free nitrogen, and 
that might probably be the cause ; but whether free nitrogen or black damp I am quite satisfied it was 
not a gas that supported combustion. I am quite sure that it was the gas that extinguished the lights 
on each occasion and not the draught.

To Mr. O'Sulhmn: When we were tesiing the current, the following pit officials were present, 
Messrs. McDonald, John Ellis, Henry Jones, and others, I think. I know Mr, McDonald was there nearly 
the whole or the night, Sometimes he would go back and hold a light in the current and sometimes I 
would ; alternately we would test it. The general conclusion arrived at was that the light was extinguished 
by the foulness of the air, and that it was black damp. If there had been any considerable portion of 
carbon monoxide in that gas, I cannot say whether the lamp would have burnt. There seems to be a great 
difference of opinion about carbon monoxide.

Mr. O'Sullivan .■ The lafest books seem to indicate that it is ra'her the presence of free nitrogen 
that acts os an extinguisher ? ■

Mr. Jury : Yes ; butthese new ideas must be borne out first by practice before they can be believed. 
The gas that killed Smith and Curran was a gas that would not support combustion, and therefore I think 
the causes of the two accidents are entirely different.

To Mr. Robertson : I think that the fact of some men being knocked over in twenty minutes, and 
others not until an hour has elapsed, might he due to difference of constitution. I can quite understand 
the fact that one man might last out for an hour, while another would go under within twenty minutes. 
The fact of a man getting out from these workings might be due to bis persistent struggling and strong 
will.

Sis Manor: As to the length of time you were in the pit with the exploring party: Yfhen you 
arc walking, say in a street, do you know your usual pace;—could you not reckon the time from the 
distance you cover ?

iLfr. Jury .- I could not estimate the time in that way.
To Sis Sonor: When I turned back t kept on walking at a steady pace. Now and then I made 

a very short stop only. I think I walked a little faster tiian 2 miles an hour, It occurred to my mind 
that wc were an hour in the workings ; but my mind was a little affected that night, The distance from 
the foot of the shaft to where I turned back is about GOO or 700 yards. It would have taken about 
twenty-five minutes to travel each way, if going at only 2 miles an hour. I. cannot remember how long I 
stopped before turning back. I have always been of opinion we were an hour in the workings. I cannot 
say at what rate we came back as 1 was unconscious at times. I must have struggled out mechanically. The 
return I think took very much longer than going in. The other men who went in were all accustomed to 
the pit. There was only one who was not a miner, and he was a surveyor’s assistant, and knew the pit 
workings thoroughly. I could not gauge their capabilities to stand the gas. I should think from their 
build that they could have stood it better than 1, but yet some of them went down more nuieklv than
T J-IJ ' l J
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John JSUis, being duly sworn, said, in reply to Ills Honor: I am trolly weighman at tbe Stockton 
Colliery. X gave evidence at the inquest, and that evidence is correct. I was one of the exploring party. 
I was asked to go in, but did not know exactly what was on. I made no question about it; I went in as 
a matter of duty. I noticed a smell at tbe furnace on the Wednesday night, when I was there ; and I 
again noticed the smell when I was standing near the second door. My work would generally keep me ou 
the main road looking out for horses and ropes. There was some talk about the timber on tbe part of 
McDonald and Coekburn, McDonald said he thought it was metals and water and the fermenting of 
timber. It was not thought to bo the same gas as caused the death of tbe two men at the furnace. Black- 
damp was supposed to bo the cause of the death of the two men, Smith ami Curran, through their sitting 
down and falling asleep. Black-damp was known to have been present on former occasions in No. 3 
district. It was —-the No. 3 district—to my knowledge, sealed off, all but the rope-road, from tbe intake 
to tho main air course. The object of clearing out tbe district was to find tbe origin of tbe smell which 
had been noticed. Curran and Smith were affected before the clearing out took place. I don’t know 
whether it was the black-damp which killed them. There was a slight smell at the very time the men 
were killed. It was the smell that continued all along. On the Thursday night when ue went in, the 
smell was much lighter, as if if had been reduced by the clearing out. It was something similar to the 
smell of an extinguished lamp—something like kerosene. J have had no experience of benzine ; I don’t 
know the smell of benzine. The smell becoming so peculiar, it was proper to find out what was happening 
in No. 3 district to occasion that smell, I am not aware that in the course of conversation which took 
place there was any allusion made to “ fire-stink.” I never hoard what “fire-stink ” was. 1 never heard 
the expression before. There was not in my knowledge any mention of a gob-fire burning. I was away 
from borne from 0 in the morning till 9 30 in the evening. Mr. hie Donald asked me 1o come to work at 
half-past 1 o’clock in tbe day. It was a little before (i o’clock in the morning of the Thursday that Mr. 
McDonald asked me this. When I went at half-past 1, 1 saw Mr. McAuliffe and Mr. McDonald and 
others at the colliery office, Mr. McDonald told me to come back at 0 in the evening, but a message was 
sent to me afterwards at my homo, telling me not to come till half-past 9 o’clock in tbe evening. "We 
went down into the mine, and McDonald said, “It’s a great deal clearer and 1 think it was generally 
spoken of as much clearer—much lighter. 1 did not notice any difference in the smell until we got to 
about No, 11, and then it seemed to be a little stronger if anything. The smell seemed to increase 
suddenly. I did not bear a fall. I observed a slight concussion. It seemed to come over me as a slight 
shock, I felt a sudden change come over me. Mr. McDonald was then just about giving tbo order to 
return. lie was about 50 yards in front of me.

To Mr. O'Sullivan : When down the mine that night, it was at the furnace side of No. 3 door that 
the black-damp put the lights out. As time went on, the air got purer. We made the last test before l 
left at fl o’clock in tbe morning. The air was a great deal clearer then. The conclusions drawn from tho 
tests made were that the smell and the black-damp were decreasing rapidly. J did first receive instructions 
to come back at 1'30 p.m. I don't know if a test was made then. 1 did not make any inquiries about 
the test having been postponed. The smell was not as great, or as strong, on the Thursday night as it 
was ou the Wednesday.

To Mr. Curley : I do not know that the test made at about 5 or 6 o'clock was the final test. Tbo 
air, between 5 and 0 o’clork, was much clearer. The light did not go out then. On previous occasions it 
had gone out. The distance between No. 2 and No. 3 doors I could not exactly say ; Air. .Robertson 
measured tbe distance and said it was about 23 yards.

To Mr. Thicaita: TSie No. 3 door was opened on tho Tuesday night. On the next night the air 
was much clearer.

Jfis Honor (to Mr. Wilshire) : Arc there any witnesses yon wish to call, Mr. ’Wilshire P
Mr. Wilshire: Well, I sat all through the inquest, your Honor, aud heard what the witnesses 

said. 1 don’t know of any others who will throw any light upon the matter. I do not know of any to 
suggest. i _

His Honor (to Mr, Curley) Are there any witnesses you wish to call, Mr, Curley ?
Mr. Gurley: I would like to call Mr. Humble.
Inquiries ivere made as to whether tbe attendance of Air. Humble could be secured that afternoon ; 

but it wras found that Mr. Humble was away attending to some of his duties. It was thereupon decided 
to call Mr. Humble on tbe following day.

Mr. Curley intimated that he would like to call the Minister for Mines as a witness. Under the 
Act, Inspectors were to bo allotted separate districts, and be would like to know why that had not been 
done. He explained that lie would like to examine the Minister as to the way ho administers the Act in 
regard to the appointment of inspectors to different districts.

' fUs Honor : How can that in any way appertain to the inquiry before this tribunal?
Mr. Wilshire: I must object, on behalf of the Mines Department, your Honor, as tbo Minister 

can throw no light upon the matters before the Court.
Mr. Gurley: If it was the intention of the Act that these districts should be mapped out, wby 

was it not done at the inception of the Act? They should be mapped out by tbe Minister, t presume, as 
be is at tbe head of the Department. Had that been done, each particular inspector would have been 
looked to as responsible for his particular district, apart from any other inspector.

His Honor: A line must be drawn somewhere.
Mr. Wilshire: All the Court has to do is to make an investigation as to the causes and circum

stances of the accidents. How the Minister can come in as to the appointment of inspectors, and tho 
way lie should appoint them to any particular district, I cannot see.

" His Honor : Inquiries have to be limited to immediate causes, and I think, Mr. Curley, that these 
circumstances which you wish cleared up by Mr. Sydney Smith cannot come within tbe province of the 
Court. J do not at present see that there is any need for sending for the Minister. I do not think that 
the question of his action can come within the province of this Court of Inquiry. Mr. Curley does not 
know of any other witness at the present time that he would care to call?

Mr. 'Gurley: Only the Minister, your Honor.
His Honor: The presence of the Minister is not material to the case. That question can be gone 

into on tbe cross-examination of Mr. Dixon or Mr. Humble
Mr. Curley : I could not get anything more definite from Mr. Dixon, because be has already said 

that tho Northern district is one. His
324—IP
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JJis Honor: Would Mr. Dixon Wildly give the boundaries of the Nortliorn disiriet?
Mr, Dixon: The Northern CoaMields disfrict is approximately bounded hyaline running from 

Lake Macquarie to Gunnedah in the north-west; thence to the Maeleay Diver, following its course to the 
ocean ; and then along the coast to the other side of Lake Macquarie.

To Jlis Honor: The hulk of the work lies on the liunler. There is some work going on at 
Gunnedah, also at Greta. Our work is geographically concentrated in one district, with some very much 
dispersed out-branches. "When we had an Examiner of Coal-fields, and the three of us were inspecting, 
we each kept a certain run of collieries, and, as a rule, when an accident happened, tho inspector who 
visited that district received direct notification of the accident without it going through the Examiner, 
That practice still obtains. The reason T went with Mr. Humble to Stockton was to assist him. If I 
were free of the Examiner's duties J would have my own collieries to visit. I have been taken to other 
districts. The last few years 3 have been going up as far as Capertee and down south in Mr. Rowan’s 
district. I think it is impossible to .parcel the Norlhern district into three or four divisions. The work 
could not then be properly carried out. It is heller to leave it as it is. It is a very important thing for 
one inspector to have the assistance of another, 1, as a rule, as senior inspector, have always travelled 
with an inspector if he wanted my advice. Our inspections cover coal and shale mines only. No mining 
is at present going on along the Maeleay, but that part has been inspected. There is only a small area of 
carboniferous country in that locality. Our furthest workings are at Gunnedah.

His Honor: Have you any witnesses, Mr. O’Sullivan, you desire to call ?
Mr. O'Sullivan : No, your Honor. Every question I would like to ask has already been asked at 

the previous inquiry. .Possibly, however, Mr. McAuliffe and Mr. McDonald would like to be called.
His Honor : It is the intention of the Court to call those gentlemen.

[The Court, at 4'5 p.m., adjourned till 10 a.m. the following day (Friday).]

No. 25. .
Evidence.

mil)AT, 12 FKB1117ART, 1897.
The Court sat at 10 a.m., pursuant to adjournment.

* William Humble, being duly sworn, said :—
To His Honor: 1 have given evidence before on this matter, and that evidence is correct.
His Honor : I would suggest that Mr. Wilshire ask Mr. Humbloany questions he might wish.
To Mr. Wilshire: The stopping at the road leading into No. 8 was, I understand, knocked out in 

August last. The benefit of the stopping was that it separated No. 8 workings from the furnace. It 
sealed off No. 3 workings to a certain extent from the furnace. The No. 3 workings were connected with 
other ivarts of the mine at another point. The stopping prevented a free flow of air through tho old 
workings up to the furnace. As long as this stopping was infact tho air in the old workings would be 
stagnant; no current whatever would be passing through. In my opinion, it was advisable to have that 
stopping there. Seeing that it was put in in the first case, it was advisable to leave it in. Apart from the 
question of carbon monoxide generating in these old workings, it was adrisable to haie it there. If there 
were no fire-stink it would bo as well to have those old workings separated from the other part of the 
mine, although, if there were no carbon monoxide, there would have been no danger to men at the furnace 
or anywhere else. There was always a possibility of carbon monoxide occurring in these old workings. 
It was not until after tbe accident that I became aware of tbe stopping having been knocked out. The 
reason given for knocking it out was that it cleared out the No. 3 workings in August last much sooner 
than if they had simply opened the door in the stopping itself. By taking out the stopping they made a 
bigger aperture. The knocking out of the stopping really converted No. 3 door into a stopping on 
hinges. This made it all the more necessary that the door should be kept closed.

Mr. Wilshire: If that stopping had remained intact, would this gas, in your opinion, have generated, 
there being no current of air? ‘

Mr. Humble.- There is still a possibility that gas would have been generated; but it certainly 
would not have harmed the furnace-men.

To Mr. Curley : A little air might have got into that locality from some other quarto]', hut tho exit 
would have been in the “C” heading return, along which a large quantity of air was flowing. I was 
quite satisfied that there was an outlet to the “ C” heading from No. 3.

Mr. Gurley: Seeing that there was an outlet there, was not that all tho more reason that the 
stopping should have been left intact ?

Mr. Humble: 1 think the stopping ought to have been left intact.
To Mr. Curley : When I was examined before the Coroner's Court I did not recollect the last time 

I had been at the furnace. I said it was some considerable time before the accidents occurred. 1 have 
thought the matter over since. .1 have no clear recollection of the time ; but 1 think it was some time 
during the strike last year. I really could not say positively. It was somewhere in the winter months. 
I made a note as to the dates that I visited the mine. I visited it in May and April, it must have been 
on oue of those visits. I have not made any inspection of the furnace during Iho night time. I have 
made a night inspection of Stockton Colliery, hut it did not include the furnace. I do not ask the 
furnace-men any questions in regard to the air during my visits of inspection. I claim when I go to a 
furnace, or when I go to any place, I can see the state of the ventilation myself. If I find it all right 
then, I conclude that, seeing it under ordinary circumstances, it is all right at other times.

Mr. Curley : You knew last time you were in No. 3 district that other people thought that there 
were some foul gases in that mine.

Mr. Humble: I knew that black-damp had been cleared out of No. 3 district.
Mr. Curley : After it had been cleared out, would you not expect it to generate again ?

. Mr. Humble : Yes, I would.
Mr. Curley : Having this knowledge, did you not think it worth while to put a question or two to 

the furnace-men,

♦Note.—The evidence o£ this witness was put in at tho Court of Inquiry by Mr. Wilshire as Exhibit No. 9, and road 
23rd March, 1S97.
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Mr. Mumble: X did not think it necessary to put any questions .to the furnace-men.
Mr. Curley: Ton have been the principal inspector of this colliery for some years?
Mr. Mumble : Yes ; about six, I believe. '

_ Mr. Curley When you made this inspection after the accident, you say you had no knowledge 
previously of the stopping being out;—did you get that knowledge that day? *

_ Mr. Mumble: J cannot say whether it was on the second or the third ; it was certainly during tho 
time we were investigating one of the two fatalities ; 1 think it was on tho second.

To Mr. Curley: was present when Mr. Dixon, the manager, and under-manager were there on 
the Wednesday after Iho lirst accident, and when the manager’s lamp was put down on tho floor. The 
Ko. 3 floor was open, aud ue were testing what wag coming out of the No. iJ district. A large volume of 
noxious gas was coming out. X’he principal ingredients were carbon monoxide and perhaps free nitrogen, 
they come together usually; but carbon monoxide was the predominant compound. So far as I could 
sec, the light was/iot affected. Tbe dour was open perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes altogether. 1 believe 
1 opened the door myself. About ten minutes passed before we got the strong disagreeable smell. The 
door might have remained open a few minutes after that, but not for very long. I know we closed it 
soon after noticing the disagreeable smell.

Mr. Curley: Thai would indicate to you pretty dearly that the other a topping had been taken away ? 
_ Mr. Mumble: Yes, that indicated to me that the other stopping had been taken away; but I know 
if had been taken away an hour before that.

Mr. Curley : Knowing that it had been erected there before—and you have said already that its 
removal camo as a surprise to you—did you not tit that particular juncture, at tho time you made tho 
inspection after the first accident, think it necessary to point out to the manager that it ought to be 
re-erected. » e

_ Mr. Humble : I do not think wo did point it out to tbe manager at that time, because he was fully 
seized with the idea that it would have been better if the stopping had not been taken out.

31r. Curley : Did you think tho stopping should not have been taken out?
Mr. Mumble : Tes.
Mis Manor: Are we to understand, Mr. Humble, that you knew the stopping had been originally 

knocked out for tho purpose of clearing the district, and you though it had then been restored, and that you 
were surprised, to find that it had not been restored ; or did you not know even of the knocking out of 
tho stopping originally for the purpose of clearing the district?

Mr. Humble: I did not know that the stopping had been knocked out until after tbe deaths of 
Curran and Smith. I assumed the same mode of procedure would have been adopted in August last as 
was adopted when I was in those workings in December, 1895—that is, opening the man-hole door in the 
slopping. '

His Honor Your surprise was that it had been knocked out at all, not that it had not been rebuilt?
Mr. Humble: My surprise was not so much at it being knocked out, but that it had not been 

replaced.
Mr. Curley : Having had six years’ experience in that district, and knowing of these foul gases being 

generated, did t(. not occur to you when this inspection was made that a remark might have been made to 
tho manager then lhat that stopping should be put up again ?

Mr. Humble 1 was not aware that the stopping had been taken out.
Mr. Gurley: You admit that you were aware just before this inspection ?

. Mr. Humble : An hour or two before the accident to Curran aud Smith, I was made aware that the 
stopping had been taken out.

Mr. Curley: When this inspection was made to investigate the accident to Curran and Smith, and 
you saw the.foul air coming up then, and yon had a knowledge of that stopping and the door being 
taken out, did it not occur to you then to point out the necessity of rebuilding the stopping ?

Mr, Mumble: No ; I pointed out to Mr. McAuliffe that this mixture coming from No. 3 district 
was a danger to the men in the mine, and would have to be remedied. We left tho matter of remedying 
it to himself. .

Mr. Curley : But you know very well if that stopping had been there tho No. 3 district would not 
have been a manace to the furnace-men?

Mr. Mumble: Yea.
Mr. Curley : And knowing that the stopping had been there, surely the idea would have occurred 

to you as a practical man that it was necessary for that stopping to be put there again ?
. Mr. Mumble : Perhaps it was necessary; but there was virtually a second stopping in No. 3 door 
if it had been kept closed.

Mr. Curley: But, according to the principles of scientific mining, you must know that No. 3 door is 
not a stopping in the true sense of the word?

Mr. Humble: X know it is not a stopping, because you do not usually move a stopping on hinges ; 
but that door when closed was practically a stopping.

Mr. Curlry : But had not tho door to be opened several times to admit of skips coming into the 
furnace ?

Mr, Mumble: Yes.
il/>\ Gurley: It could not have been so good then as a stopping?
Mr Mumble: No.
Mr. Curley : And, even if it were desirable to penetrate into that district, there was a slide-door on 

that stopping which would make tho workings accessible? ■
Mr. Humble: Yes.
Mr. Curley : With the knowledge of those facts, did it not appear to you desirable that the defect 

should be remedied ?
Mr. Humble.We told the manager it should bo remedied. We are not called upon to tell him 

what to do. We assume the manager knows his work, and will do it accordingly.
Mr. Curley : If you knew something bad been done that made tbe mine defective, which you say 

yourself came as a surprise to you, would it not surprise yon into making some remark ?
Mr. Humble: J expressed myself that t was surprised that tho door was taken away.
Mr. Curley: Did you tell the manager to replace the door and stopping ?

* Mr.
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Mr. Mumble: No. .
Mis Manor It did not occur to you to tell the manager to replace the stopping ?
Mr.Mtmble: No.
Mis Manor : In regard to the opinion you offered at that time as to the gases coining out of that 

district, are you still of that opinion?
Mr. Mumble: Yes. ■
Mr. Curley : Had you read Dr. Haldane’s report before this accident ?
Mr. Mumble: Yes.
Mr. Curley: And you know what be states with regard to the appearance of ihe bodies ?
Mr. Mumble: Yes.
Mr. Curley : Were you anxious to see the bodies to ascertain yourself whether those conclusions 

were fully borne out ?
Mr. Humble : No, I am not anxious to sec a dead body at any lime; I, however, noted one body 

particularly—the body of my friend, Coekburn. I thought at the time, when I saw him lying at the 
office, that he was not. dead but asleep, his colour being so high and his features so calm.

Mr. Curley : Do you think that all the bodies presented the same appearance?
Mr. Mumble: I understand that Dr. Hester swore they did so. I did not see any of the others 

except Curran and Smith, I did not notice anything particular about them, as they were covered with 
soot.

Mis Manor : I ask you again, do you think that the manager fully realised the statement that 
you made to him ? ■ •

Mr. Mumble : Yes, I think so. I think the manager was fully aware of the dangerous character 
of this gas from what we said.

Mis Manor: It is a very important question, wrbnt was said on the occasion of the conversation 
when the manager and under-manager were present, just after you went into the mine after the death of 
Curran and Smith ?

Mr. Mumble: I do not pretend to be able to remember tho exact words. The first part of the 
•inspection was made by myself, accompanied by the manager and the under-manager. J. travelled down 
the road leading into No. 3 district, and then detected what 1 thought was a smell of fire-stink, and said 
so to the manager. I said, “That smell is very like fire-stink,” but it xvas very slight. We travelled 
further down ; and the under-manager, I think, said, “ Well, our lights arc likely to go out.” Onr lights 
did not go out; and ] think I then said, “ That satisfies me it is fire-stink.” We returned to the shaft 
bottom aud met Mr. Dixon; Mr. Dixon accompanied us, and we went to tho furnace a second lime, lu 
travelling down the rope-road we came to a point where Mr, Dixon proposed that we should place the 
miue under the same conditions as when those men were found. We did so by opening No. 3 door. 
Dive or ten minutes after the door was opened we were assailed by a strong, disagreeable smell. The 
smell then came up much stronger than when we met it before. When the door was closed the air was 
stagnant. About 2,(J00 or 3,000 feet camo up the second time, sufficient to give off a very sfrong smell. 
Mr. Dixon said it was fire-stink, We told the manager it was highly dangerous. Both the under
manager and manager were present when we stated this. We said it was a menace to those men working 
at the furnace, and that it would have to bo remedied.

His Honor : Did you use any words to describe what it was ? .
Mr. Mumble : Only the word “ fire-stink.”
To Mis Honor : Mr. McAuliffe—I do not remember what ho said—practically agreed that it was 

not black-damp. At first Mr. McAuliffe and Mr, McDonald were inclined to believe that it was black- 
damp, After hearing our statement, Mr McAuliffe was inclined to believe that it was firc-stink. His 
utterances led us to conclude that. He said the smell was quite different to what he usually experienced 
with black-damp ; and, therefore, it was quite likely what we said was correct. Mr. McDonald held to the 
opinion that it was black-damp. He said, “There may be some other gas with it, but the large propor
tion is black-damp.” After meeting Mr. Dixon we went down about half-way between the furnace and 
the road end leading into No. 3—some distance past the branch-off of tho rope-road. We came, down to 
that stopping which your Honor saw on Tuesday morning (to that point—the stopping was not there then). 
Mr. McDonald said that there might be some other gases mixed with it, but it really and rirUiallyLft 
black-damp mixture. Although we reiterated our opinion, yet he seemed to be firmly convinced that it was 
black-damp. Mr, McAuliffe said that the smell was quite different from what he usually experienced 
with black-damp; and, therefore, he was prepared to believe what we said had some truth in it.

Mis.Honor: Mr. McDonald then stood up against you while Mr, JIcAuliffe came to your opinion?
Mr. Mumble: Mr. McA.uliffe appeared to agree with us.
Mis Honor : Was it a quiet, ordinary conversation ?
Mr. Humble : Yes ; the conversation was quiet, ordinary, and calm. It was not aheated one in the 

slightest degree. £)f course, we took very great pains to explain that this gas was the gas wc had experi
enced with such deadly effects in other places.

Mis Honor : Did the conversation amount to as much as a discussion ;—was it less or more excited 
than the little discussion that took place at point Z the day the Court inspected the mine ?

Mr. Mumble : I think it was even calmer than that conversation.
Mis Honor : As you came back, did the discussion continue ?
Mr. Mumble : I think not; the discussion ceased as we came back towards (lie cage and ascended 

to the surface.
His Honor: Did Mr. McAuliffe and Mr. McDonald, during tho remainder of the time, appear to 

change their opinions ?
Mr. Humble : No, I do not think either of thorn did.
Mis Manor : Yon did not change your opinion ?
Mr. Mumble: No, I still held to it. Mr. Dixon, I think, took the greater part in the conversa

tion, because I recoanisid him as having greater experience than myself. ■
To His Honor: 1 think I said that that was the same gas that had rendered me unconscious in the 

Thornlcy Colliery. 1 would not say for certain that I said this ; but I know when I was speaking, during 
our conversaiion with the manager and under-manager, I had that experience in my mind. All through 
we had the benziny smell. I believe whenever we get that smell it is always accompanied by carbon 
monoxide. ' Jlis
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His Honor : If there be a dangerous proportion you can detect it whether anyone is in front of 
you with a lamp or not? '

Mr. Humble : Yes ; the smell is so strong. .... , . , „
His Honor : The sense of smell to a man who is accustomed to mining is fairly well cultivated? _ 
Mr. Humble Yes ; he has to make much use of that sense. I. have detected fire-damp where it 

could not be detected by a lamp.
His Honor: As'far as actual smell is concerned, neither nitrogen nor carbonic acid has any smelt

of its own. .
Mr. Humble: No; but they are always accompanied in ft mine with other ingredients that have a 

smell. 'We arc told that fire-damp has no smell, but wc can usually ascertain its presence by tbe sense 
of smell.

His Honor: There may he a feeling which is not exactly a smell ?
Mr. Humble : There may be. I can detect any of those gases by my nose before tho lamp shows it. 
To Mr. Robertson : I say that fire-damp pure has no smell, but it is usually accompanied in a mine 

with other gases that give off a smell. . .
Mr. Rabertson : "Would it not be more correct to say “ accompanied by other ingredients ? ’
Mr. Humble: I have never found fire-damp but what it was accompanied by other gases which

give tho odour. . .
• His Honor: Is there any taste in the mouth due to the presence of carbonic acid in the air m

large bodies; if you noticed an acidy taste in the mouth, what would you put that down to, without
noticing what any smell indicated ?

Mr. Humble: I should put it down to tbe presence of either sulphurous acid or sulphuretted 
hydrogen. _ _

His Honor : Would sulphuretted hydrogen give an acid taste ? _
Mr. Humble: I have not had much experience with this gas. I understand it has an acid taste ; 

hut it has a very strong smell. If it had a taste and no smell, then it would not be sulphuretted hydrogen.
His Honor: As to that question of leaving a disused part of a mine in what may be called a 

possible barometrical connection with a working part (say) with a furnace, as a matter of practice, what 
do you say of that; is it a fairly proper course to pursue or otherwise ?

Mr, Humble: In my opinion, the proper course to pursue is to have at least one outlet; but 
usually best if tho outlet is into the main return, where the air is flowing away to the shaft. I do not 
think it would be the proper thing to seal off old workings completely. If a district is abandoned, I do 
not think it is advisable in all cases to seal it off completely. _

His Honor: Would you then provide for a continual small draught through the district ? . _
Mr. Humble: No; I should provide lhat there be an outlet, so that the pressure of gas inside 

would never exceed the ordinary atmospherical pressure in the mine.
His Honor: Then you consider that leaving .out that stopping, supposing there were means 

provided for preventing the setting up of a draught through the old workings, was Ihe proper course io
pursue ? ■ ....

Mr. Humble : I do not mean that leaving out that stopping was right, because it was not connecting 
that district by way of a return. Anything coming out of that stopping practically came straight to 
the furnace undiluted. If it had been connected with a large return of air it would have been different.

To His Honor : I believe there is a communication through the overcast. I have never travelled 
there. I was told there was one, and feel satisfied there is one. The plan shows it, and the officials 
who have been on the mine for many years say there is one. I do not think there was any need 
to take down the stopping, since there were two other outlets which were sufficient to allow of the gas 
exuding from the old workings so as to give a barometrical connection to the outside. If there was no 
barometrical connection the pent-up gases would probably blow out the stoppings.

To Mr. O'Sullivan : I remember inspecting the mine before the stopping was ever erected^. I 
presume it was erected to remove the possibility of any black-damp or noxious gas coming from No. d 
district to the furnace. It is not conceivable that it was erected to save the scalings from the brick 
siojipings along the main heading. .

Mr. O’Sullivan : If the brick stoppings were fractured along the main road, would net the air then 
come straight back to the furnace if some provision had not been made such as this ?

Mr. Humble: If that provision had been made tbo scaling would still have come back. It would 
prevent scalings coming back to the furnace by the rope-road, but they would come back by another road. 

Mr. O'Sullivan .- You remember that this district was left not sealed up for a couple of years after
it was abandoned ? .

Mr. Humble: No ; I do not remember that. I remember that when I passed through the district 
in 1801 with the overman the stopping and man-hole door were in then.

Mr. O'Sullivan : You cannot recall visiting that district seven years ago ?
Mr. Humble: The district was at work at that time.
Mr. O'Sullivan : Five years ago?
Mr. Humble: Yes ; a few men were still working in it five years ago. _ _
To Mr. O'Sullivan : I have no recollection of ever visiting the pit and this slopping not being in, 

after the workings were abandoned. I had no knowledge on tbo Thursday night of the slate of the
ventilation at 9'30 when the explorers went in. ................................. £ j j

Mr. O'Sullivan : Any opinion you have expressed on their action in going in has been founded on
what you beard, I take it? ,

Mr. Humble: No, ou what I have seen; because, if the conditions were the same, the circum
stances were the same.

Mr. O'Sullivan : You have said they were foolish to enter, but you did not qualify your statement ? 
Mr. Humble: I say so again. They were foolish to go in against the current of air, and there was

no necessity to explore. .
Mr. O'Sullivan : You had some slight knowledge that the exploring party were going to examine

this district ? .
Mr. Humble: I had no knowledge until a very short time before the exploring party went m, and 

then I was far away from Ihe colliery.
Jlfr.
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Did you, then, know the way the current was turned on, and the way they wereMr. O'Sullivan 
to enter ? .

Mr. Simile: 1 was then informed. .
ht n ^on'or ‘ ^ obtained that information from Mr. Coekburn, one of the men who was lost
Mr. Coekburn was a very great friend of mine. I met him at the Technical College. He had run away 
to get himself ready for the mine, and ho told me then that it hud been proposed to go into the district 
that night to esploro. He had not been asked to tell me that. It cropped up in an ordinary way. Ho 
o t it his duly lo tell me of his private affairs, as he thought there would be danger attached to tho under

taking, and that is how he came to tell me that an exploring party were going in.
• Sis Honor : As far as the action of the management was concerned in not communicating to the 
inspectors their intention of making this investigation, can von say, as a matter of practice, whether that 
was a usual or an unusual course to adopt ?

• ’ ^u^}e •' ?■ th'iik it was a usual course to adopt. They do not, as a rule, tell us what they are
going to do It is quite usual to take such steps. They were under the impression that the exploration 
ot these old workings yvas not a serious step.

Sis Sonor : You had indirectly suggested to them that it would bo a serious step ?
Mr. Iiumhh : Yes.
Sis Sonor: The way you look at it is this: that they held a different opinion from yours ?

: ~^1'. McAuliffe yvas quite satisfied that what yve said yvas worthy of attention, but he 
still thought that by putting iu the air current in a particular direction they yvould bo'safe, even should our 
theory be correct. ‘

Sis Sonor But neither the putting in of a current for the purpose of sweeping out the district, 
nor the sending m of a party, had been suggested to you in any yvav ? •
tx i Mumble: _Noit yvas mentioned to me indirectly by Mr. Coekburn as a secondary matter, 
lie had previously told me about his private affairs, aud thought he should tell me this. *

jb Mr. 0 Sulliean : Mr. Coekburn had a fairly good knoyvledge of ventilation. He wasaverv 
studious man. He had a theoretical knowledge of all the gases, and had practical experience yvith tyvo of 

iem. Jlis knoyvledge yvould be equal to the manager’s knoyvledge as far as carbonic oxide was concerned. 
1 remember meeting Mr. McDonald on the 'Wednesday before tbe big accident, at lunch time, and had a 
discussion with him then. I met him between the colliery and the hotel in which the inquest was being 

e d. ihe mode of entry yvas then not mooted at all. I said to him that this mixture yvas highly 
dangerous, and that it was not safe to approach it unless he had a current of air yvith him. I yvas coming 
doyvn from the colliery office to the hotel to attend the inquest. Mr. McDonald yvalked down with me. 
tie Wffipd in such a strain as to let me knoiv they were desirous of knoiving the cause of this fire-stink.
1 told him that it was highly dangerous to approach it without taking a current of air with them. I then 
had to go and attend the inquest.

Sis Mpnor : Did he agree with you, then, that it was a fire-stink, or did ho stick to his old opinion ?
Mr. Sumblc: lie said then that he yvas not so strong iu his opinion as he had been on tho day before. 

His words yvere: “I am not so strong in my opinion as I yvas yesterday, although I still believe it is black- 
damp to a large extent. ’ Of course my opinion that it yvas carbon monoxide did notvary, This con
versation took pLice oh Thursday morning.
n i •' Did you then suggest that he should take some brandy, or some such remedy as
that, when exploring F -1 j

Mr. Sumble: Ho ; I do not remember that.
_ Mr. 0 Sullivan : Your suggestion that he should take the air with him was on account of yourself 

having been overcome on one occasion yvhen neglecting to do so?
Mr Sumble Ho ; I did not neglect to take the air with me at Thornley. I was overcome there 

because of my anxiety to detect explosive gas, of yvhich yve had some trace. AVe had the current of air 
close to us then—within 3 or 4 yards of yvhere I got my dose.

To Mr. Holertson : When 1 discover a serious defect in the mine.it is my duty to notify the 
manager. It is not part of my duty to suggest a remedy. That yvould betaking the responsibility of 
tno miue upon our shoulders, and that is not desirable, as yve cannot always be at the mine.

Mr. Robertson: J o remedy this defect, might it not have been necessary to leave the stopping 
open ; it has been suggested that it should have been built up might it uot have been necessary that it 
should have been left open ?

Mr. Sumble: They would have to close the road to remedy tho defect.
. -^r' Roberison : It was your duty, after giving warning, to inspect the mine, and see that your 

warning had been attended to? or > j
Mr. Sumble: A"es. .
Mr. Robertson You say that there yvas no necessity to explore?
M. Sumble: Knowing as I do the physical conditions of Ho. 3, that it is practically broken 

ground, the pillars narrovv, and the bords heavily fallen; knowing that, I considered there yvas no neces
sity to explore with the view of getting close to the fire and sealing it off. It could not he sealed off. 
Jhe only thing that remained to be done was to seal it off in the way that has since been done,

Mr Robertson : Do you not think it ihe duty of the management to endeavour to reach the seat of 
a tire and discover its extent; at all^events, to ascertain whether it could be sealed off ?
, Mumble: Had the district been au ordinary one, and not broken, perhaps if would then have
been advisable to try and locate the seat of tho fire; but in this case, if they -had found the seat of the 
fire, they could not have sealed it off, except at the places yvhere it has since been sealed off.

Mr. Robertson: The sealing off that has been done is of a very extensive character, and not so 
perfect as would have been the case if only one-quarter the area?

Mr. Sumble; No.
Mr. Robertson : But do you not think they should have endeavoured to reach the seat of the fire 

to ascertain its compass P
Mr. Sumble; Ho.

M you had had time to make more elaborate preparations, would you have had 
any difficulty m reaching the supposed seat of the fire?

Mr. Sumble : 1 think it might have been reached safely if proper precautions had been taken.
Mr.
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Mr. llolcrtson : Do you not think it was premature to abandon that district without making any 
effort to subdue tbe fire or locate it?

Mr. Mumble : Not under tbe circumstances. Prom what 1 know of this district it is broken 
ground; and even if they bad got close to the fire they could not have sealed it off there.

Jlfr. llobertson : Do you uot think the manager was justified in entering this district and 
exploring it? '

_ Mr. Mumble : Perhaps he was, I do not think it was his bounden duty to do so in the interests 
of his employers.

Mr. Robertson ; You have said there would be no difficulty in reaching the seat of the fire ?
Mr. Mumble: Yes.
Mr. Robertson : Do you think a manager would be justified iu abandoning a district without having 

made an effort to reach the fire ?
Mr. Mumble: Yes ; considering the physical conditions J have told you of. If he had got to the 

seal; of the fire ho could not have made any practical attempt to seal it off there ; he would simply have 
had to come back and seal it off at the place where it has since been sealed.

_ Yo Mr. llobertson : The district has been sealed off at the only place where it could be sealed. I 
admit that tbo work is not quite perfect. Tbe sealing is about milo in length. I do not know 
whether the fire will ever be put out. Short of flooding the mine, tho method adopted is the only practi
cable way they could do it. In Stockton there is plenty of, water, and the facilities for extinguishing a 
fire are very good.

Mr. Robertson : Yon said no danger would have been encountered in exploring if proper pre
cautions had been taken ?

Mr. Mumble: Yes.
Mr. llobertson : You have spoken of bords being crushed do you approve of bords being broken 

off tbe main intake ?
Mr. Mumble : It is a very bad practice.

_ Mr. Roberlson: The falls that have occurred in this mine did not indicate very good mining 
practices ?

Mr, Mumble: No ; I think the main road should be flanked on each side by a large pillar of coal.
Mr. Robertson: The only danger to be apprehended from No. 3 district you said was from carbon 

monoxide ?
Mr. Mumble : I think that was tho danger they had to meet the night the exploring party went in.
Mr. Robertson: You said tbe only gas to fear was carbon monoxide?
Mr. Mumble: I mean that the only gas that would have endangered the lives of the furnace-men 

was carbon monoxide.
Mr. Robertson : The old workings were known to contain black-damp?
Mr. Mumble ; Yes ; but there is this difference between carbon monoxide and black-damp ; black- 

dam]) will put tbo light out before it endangers any lives.
Mr. Robertson .- You arc pretty positive that the deaths of Curran and Smith were due to carbon 

monoxide ?
Mr. Mumble: Yes ; in my opinion all tbe deaths were due to that. 1 believe that the predominant 

compound in tho mixture that killed those two men was carbon monoxide.
# Mr. Robertson : Can you account for tbe fact that your lights were not extinguished, and yet yon 

were in tho same gas that killed Curran and Smith ?
Mr. Mumble: The mixture supported combustion, and that is why I consider Curran and Smith 

were not killed by black-damp. There may have been other ingredients", but still be a dangerous amount 
of carbon monoxide.

Mr. Robertson : It is quite possible then that Curran and Smith might have met their deaths by 
carbonic acid ?

Mr. Mumble: Yes ; but it is my opinion that it was carbon monoxide. The carbonic-acid gas may 
have helped to kill them, but it is my opinion that if there had been nothing but carbonic acid they would 
not have been killed. I do not mean to say that they- could not have been killed by carbonic acid; but 
if there was nothing but black-damp present, they would have been warned of danger bv the extinguishing 
of their lights. They would then have recognised their danger and got away. "

_ To Mr. Robertson : 1 do not believe those men would have sat down on that seat and died if their 
lights had been extinguished. Although the lights were fixed on the caps, 1 think these men would have 
known if thoy were out. Perfect safety would be secured, so far as ventilation is concerned, in old 
workings, by circulation of fresh air. If the volume of air circulating in a mine is sufficient to permit 
of the old workings being ventilated, that is the best means to ensuro their safety.

Mr. Robertson : Could that have been done in this case ?
Mr. Humble : No ; because tbe supply of air was insufficient.
'lb Mr. Robertson : The aggregate amount of air circulating in the Stockton Mine varies from 45,000 

to 50,000 cubic feet, according to the atmosjjheric conditions, and is just sufficient to ventilate the present 
workings. I am aware that the Annual Heport stales about 25,000 cuhie feet; but that is tbe actual 
quantity of air used to ventilate the working-places only. The difference between 25,000 and 50,000 
cubic feet is simply going to waste or passing through the old workings without reaching the men. In 
our report it is deemed necessary to give tbo number of men working in the mine, tbe number of splits, 
and the aggregate quantity of air being utilised for the men—not the aggregate quantity of air in the 
mine. 1 do not think they could have spared sufficient air to have aired that old district and other old 
districts in Stockton. 1 was not aware that 100,000 feet were circulated in 188 >. That could be 
accounted for by the extreme point of the working-places beiug much closer to the shaft in 1889.

Mr, Robertson : It is hardly a proper course to pursue to reduce the air to 40,000 feet, and extend 
tho workings at the same time?

Mr. Mumble: The furnace was probably driven at its maximum when it produced 100,000 feet. 
At the same time the air circulated through a very small area. Now the workings are more than a mile 
away from the shaft, and the length of air-ways has been increased. Tbe friction, therefore, has been 
increased; and now, with ordinary work at the furnace, you get about 50,000 cubic feet. If you have 
ample room in the air-ways you get better results than if you have them small and contracted.

Mis Manor .- The angles of turning are very important ? Mr.
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Mr. Humble: Yes.
His Honor: If you can only get a small quantity of air through some means must be adopted to 

prevent friction ? .
Jlfr. Humble: Yes; they have reduced friction by the connection of No. 3 shaft with tho 

workings. _
Jlfr. Robertson : With No. 3 shaft facilities for ventilation are better now tiian in 1889 ?
Jlfr. Humble: No; if you made another shaft the furnace would not give any more air. .
Jlfr. Robertson : As, the area of operations increases, is it not the mining practice to maintain the 

ventilation, or, perhaps, increase it. ? _ _
Mr. Humble : ifes ; as the area opens out more ventilation is required, and I think it is well to 

have power sufficient to double the ventilation required for ordinary working conditions, so as to be 
prepared for any unforeseen circumstances that may occur.

Jlfr. Robertson: Bid you observe iu Mr. Threlfall’s report that he shows no free nitrogen ?
Jlfr. Humble : Yes ; I am aware that he shows black-damp.
Mr. Robertson: Does that iu any way qualify your opinion as to the probable cause of the deaths 

of Smith and Curran? ^
Mr. Humble: No; I still think that the predominant compound in that mixture was carbon 

monoxide, I think that wherever carbon monoxide is given off there is ahvays free nitrogen with it.
His Honor : Does not Professor Threlfall say in his report that there was an insufficient supply of 

oxygen in the air wffiieh he took from tho pit ?
Mr. Humble: Yes. -
His Honor: And, that being so, that would account for the excess of nitrogen which you were 

assuming to be in the atmosphere ?
Jlfr. Humble: Yes. _
His Honor; If a portion of oxygen was taken from the air to form carbonic acid and carbon 

monoxide, there would be a relative excess of nitrogen loft ?
Mr. Humble: Yes. _
His Honor : You do not assume that nitrogen is given off—because there is nothing to give off 

nitrogen—there is nothing in the pit to give it off ? _
Mr. Humble: I do not assume it, your Honor. {Continuing.) As far as the exploration went, I was 

of opinion that if an exploration were necessary the explorers should have the air with them. If it was 
expedient to make a search for the fire, and try to put it out, it should have been done in the way your Honor 
suggests, namely, to carry the air with them. That method would only be to ensure tho safety of the men. 
After the accident, it was not expedient to search for the fire. In point of fact, it was bad tp feed the 
fire at all. The fire would be fed by the air passing over it. The difference consists in the men having to 
breathe the air coming from the fire, and, in the other case, breathing the fresh air goiug to the fire. All 
the conditions show that it must be an incipient fire if there is a fire at all there. In regard to the chance 
of being able to extinguish the fire in the No. 3 district, my experience is this—that it is scarcely possible 
in a mine where the sloppings are so numerous to completely seal it off. If there is a fire there, and it is 
not put out, the result will he the destruction of the mine. If the fire cannot be put out by stoppings, I 
think the next best thing would be to stop the mine working, and to flood it with water, To flood, the 
mine would mean the stopping of work for an indefinite period, and would be throwing the mine entirely 
out of gear. I believe it is in some of those bords which have fallen. It will be almost impossible to get 
there to put it out with the hose. If they had a hose, they might play upon the fallen rock for a time, 
without, however, reaching the fire. Tho only justification which the managers had for making the explora
tion in the way they did was to ascertain the extent of the fire. It might have been of great satisfaction 
to tho managers to know exactly what was going on. The percolation of a very small quantity of air 
would be enough to keep the fire going. The fire would keep itself alight if only fed to the extent of next 
to starvation. I am going by tho experience which I have gained at the Seaham Colliery. In the case of 
the trouble there, there were only two stoppings— one in each shaft—and yet there was enough air to keep 
the fire alight for five months. The fire was confined to one bord when they first saw it. Probably one of 
the causes of this fire being alive for five months was that the mine was practically full of fresh air when 
the shafts were sealed off, and the fire would draw upon this freth air by diffusion.

His Honor : 1 suppose, on the question of whether the working of the mine has been on a proper 
basis—I take it, it would have been better if those wide bords had not been turned off from tbe main road ?

Mr. Humble: Yes. On the north-east side, there are bords turned out of this back heading; but 
that does not, in my opinion, provide sufficient coal to support a main road.

To Mr. Robertson : The fire at Senham was sealed off about August, 1895 ; and, six months after
wards, it was reopened. Mrhen opened, it was found that the fire was more extensive than before. I 
believe that the reason of the shafts being sealed off was that a large fall took place at the front of the 
fire, and almost covered some of the men working at the fire. The lulls brought out a large amount of 
extinctive gas, and they thought it was dangerous. The fire was, at the time, confined to a small area. 
There were exceptionally favourable conditions there for the sealing off which was afterwards done. Itis 
quite permissible to try and seal off any part iu a mine provided proper precautions are taken. I know 
rule No. 7. I certainly do not think that, to comply with it, it would have been prudent to send in one 
man to explore the district. The safety might lie in numbers. I see that rule 7 reads:—

If at any time it is found by the person for the time being in charge of the mine, or any part thereof, 
that by reason of inflammable gases prevailing in the mine, or that part thereof, or of any cause 
whatever, the mine or that part is dangerous, every workman shall be withdrawn from the 
mine or part so found dangerous, and a competent person appointed for the purpose shall inspect 
the mine or part so found dangerous, and if the danger arises from inflammable gas, shall inspect 
the mine, or part, with a locked safety lamp; and in every case shall make a true report of the 
condition of the mine or part; and a workman shall not, except in so far as is necessary for 
inquiring into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, be readmitted 
into the mine or part so found dangerous, until the same is stated by the person appointed as 
aforesaid not to be dangerous. Every such report shall he recorded in a book, which shall be 
kept at the mfno for the purpose, and shall be signed by the person who made the inspection.

There were no men working in the affected district. The exploring party were admitted to comply with 
the provisions of rule 7. To send a number was more prudent than to send one man in, To
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To Mis Honor : I think it would have been better to send less men iu, but I think it was better to 
send ten men than it would have been to send one in. It is always assumed that the leader of the party 
is competent to lead, and that he will keep the men in comparative safety.

To Mr. Bobcrison : Coekburn was a very cautious man, and I think his caution was a little bit more 
noticeable than usual that night. He was a new official there. I think he had been at the Stockton 
Colliery three months only. He spoke to me about private affairs, aud I was much surprised he should do 
so. He had been sufficiently long, and knew Mr. McAuliffe well enough to have offered suggestions if 
ho thought them necessary, but he had not been there sufficiently long to know the geography of No. 3 
district. I think that if he had been aware of any danger he would not have gone in ns he did. I think 
it has been said that there was some conversation in the office as to what they were likely to meet. It is 
just possible that, Coekburn being young in official life, he thought he was justified iu going by what the 
older men than himself thought.

To Mis Manor : Coekburn was a man of about 32 years of age. He had been out eight years in 
July. As a young man he was a miner ; but bo studied, and got a second-class certificate in Great 
Britain. I think he had been at the Colliery about three months. By studying text-books, a student 
would get a fair theoretical knowledge of Ihe gases met with in mines. Coekburn would not have been 
likely to have had much experience of carbon monoxide, because, in the mines of South Durham, where 
he worked, gob-fires are few and far between.

Mis Manor : In your opinion, is the management of mines more careful in Great Britain than—we 
will not say in New South Wales—we will say in Australia P

Mr. Mumble : Well, the managers in Britain have a great many more dangers to contend with, I 
think that if our managers here had as much to contend with, they would he just as careful. In Britain 
they go down a great depth ; 1,000 feet is nothing. Coekburn, from iiis nature, was not likely to set up his 
opinion against that of an older man with more experience. He was not tho kind of man to set up his 
opinion against Mr. McAuliffe’s or Mr, McDonald's.

To Mr. Robertson : I think Mr. McAuliffe did right in going in as he did to rescue the two 
McDonalds. I think I should have done the same thing under the same circumstances. His prompt 
action saved these two men’s lives.

To Mis Manor : It would have undoubtedly been the best way if the exploring party had carried 
the air in with them, I think lhat, considering the circumstances, 1 should have done the same as Mr. 
McAuliffe did when going in to rescue the McDonalds. I think that fifteen or twenty minutes after the 
change was made in regard to the ventilation there was a current of air flowing up the going-board, I 
believe that a certain amount of this air would have ■ gone up directly the stopping marked “ Z ” was 
knocked out. Knowing Mr. McAuliffe as I know him, I do not wonder at him doing as he did in 
attempting the rescue of the McDonalds. I think that his anxiety to get the men out induced him to go 
in without considering the reversal of the current of air.

To Mr. Robertson: I think that if Mr. McAuliffe had stayed to reflect ho would have done as I 
was suggesting just now. I am assuming that Mr, McAuliffe was at the trap-door, and had to do some
thing by himself. If he had stayed to reflect the only thing he could have done would have been to 
knock out the stopping with the trap-door in it. By doing so the two McDonalds would have been sup
plied with fresh air in a very short time; and, therefore, their lives would not have been in danger,for wo 
know that 'William Sneddon was taken out alive after he had been in tho noxious atmosphere five or six 
hours. He was lying in one of the side bords, and would, therefore, not get the benefit of the air-current 
so much as if he had been in the going-bord, where the McDonalds were found. It was a natural thing 
for the manager to do as he did. The great point was to recover the bodies safely, and without further 
loss of life.

To Mr. Thwaites: Two sections of tho one scam have been worked in some part of the No. 3 
district. The ground there is very much broken. That is why I do not think they could have scaled off 
at the point near to where the fire was supposed to be. This being so, the only sealing off that could be 
done was at the point where they have since done it.

Mr. Thwaites : Do not you think it would have been better for the party to have taken steps to 
satisfy themselves of the existence of a fire, seeing that they were so near to where it was supposed to be ?

Mr. Mumble: On genci’al lines it might have been better; but owing to the physical conditions 
existing in the No. 3 district it was almost impossible to do the sealing oft’ near to where the fire was 
supposed to be. It is possible that the fire could be put out, and thus far they were justified in going to 
search for it. If they had found a fire, and it had been a very small one, they might have put it out by 
other means than scaling off. There was not, when the managers were there, a strong smell of gas.

Mr, Tlnvaites : This leads me to think it would have been better for the management to have found 
out whether there was a fire, considering tho possibility of their being able to get enough water to put 
it out. .

ilf>\ Mumble : It is quite possible that they could have got enough water to put out the fire if it 
had been a small one.

Jlfr. Thwaites : Was the No. 3 door open when thoy cleared out the district?
Mr. Mumble.- Tes.
Jlfr. Thwaites: When the gas was being cleared out tho furnace-men would be working in it?
Jlfr. Mumble: When they were feeding the furnace fire, yes ; but there was one good place where 

they could remain in the intervals in comparatively fresh air.
Mr. Tlneaites : Had the furnace-men to remain at the furnace?
Jlfr, Mumble: The furnace-men had to be ou, attending at the furnace ; but, as you know, it only 

takes a man two or three minutes to poke up a fire, and after that be can come back and sit down in a 
mixture of comparatively pure air. If Curran and Smith, instead of sitting where they did sit, had rested 
a short distance from this point, they would have been in a roadway along which was passing 28,000cubic 
feet of air, which was comparatively fresh.

Mis Manor: Where they did sit was at the seat near the No. 3 door ?
Mr, Mumble: Yes.
To Mr. Wilshire : One of the reasons for the men sitting where they did was that there was no 

draught there.
To Mr. Robertson : There would be a draught when No. 3 door ivas open. They were sitting in 

the draught, then, of course. I know nearly all the managers who, by invitation, went to the colliery—went 
324)—G . down
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down the mine. 1 am pretty positive that one or two of the number did not go down the mine. I 
remember one saying that he did not intend to go down ; but, if you ask mo his name. I cannot now.say. 
Those who did go down did not gel very far, I think. The managers went down soon after the .Minister 
for Mines, Professor Threlfall, and others came up. I do not know how far they got into the going bord. 
I was at the meeting of mine managers, but left before the finish. Mr. Jonathan Dixon was there as the 
manager’s representative, I am not sure about Mr. McDonald being there,

2b Mr. Gurley : As regards whether the air went in more than 160 yards, T heard at the inquest 
oue of the officials say he had been through the top end of the going-bord, and that it was clearing out 
nicely. There would'bo tno bords botueen 16 bord and where the fire was supposed to be—a distance of 
28 or 30 yards.

Mr. Gurley: Taking into consideration that the inspection was only made lor 160 yards, would
you call tliat a suflicient inspection, knowing that foul air was coming out? .

Mr. Rumble: No; 1 would not call it a suflicient inspection—certainly not. (Continuiny.) I 
know that clause 7 says that when the person in charge of the mine finds danger he must withdraw tho 
men, make an inspection, and afterwards record the result of the inspection in a book. I felt pretty 
certain that tho manager did not intend to start working the mine until the defect was remedied. It is 
highly probable that the manager told Mr. Dixson so. Tbe exploring party were simply an inspecting 
party. They were simply going in to make an inspection—what they termed an exploration. I consider 
an exploration as simply an inspection. If you go to explore, you are also going to inspect. I say I do 
not consider that ten men wero necessary ; but it was better Intake ten men than to take one or send oue. 
1 consider that all of the ton were not necessary. A smaller number would have done. Tho number 
of men would depend on the number of points thoy had settled on in their minds to go to. If they 
settled on many, it would take eight or ten men. If they decided to go as they did, I think less than 
ten men would' have done. AU these things must be judged by Ihe circumstances surrounding them. 
There was an inspection in the first instance. Wo have had it in evidence that an inspection was made 
by at least two of the officials to the top end of the going-board. I know that an inspection has been 
made in accordance with Kule 7, hut that no report has been made as to the result of that inspection. I 
know that when an inspection is made it should he recorded in a book. The managers present by 
invitation to advise were:—Messrs. William Turnbull, Croudace and his son, Frank; Thomas (Miumi), 
Thomas (East Greta), Croft, Fletcher, Mathicson, Neilson ; but several more as well that 1. forget tho 
names of just now.

Mr. Gurley In regard to the samples of air taken by Professor Threlfall, I suppose they can only 
be taken as approximate of the state of what the air was ?

Mr. Mumble: Yes; I think Professor Threlfall only regards them as approximate. The‘3 per 
cent, of carbon monoxide which he gave was the mean of several percentages.

Mr. Curley .- So that there might be several constituent elements there not shown in the report of 
the analysis ? . , .

Mr. Humble • Well, if they are searching for one element or compound they may reject anything 
else not material for the purpose in view'. Professor Threlfall says nothing about free nitrogen, except 
inferentially, as His Honor has pointed out—that the analysis showed there was an insufficient supply of 
oxygen; therefore, there must have been free nitrogen. The whole trond of Mr. Dixon’s and my own 
experience is that this gas was tho same as that which overcame me at Thornley Colliery. As regards the 
difference of opinion between Mr. McDonald and Mr. McAuliffe, I think the under-manager ought always 
to submit to the orders of tho manager—not to the opinions of the manager.

Mr. Robertson (after drawing attention to Kule 7) asked : Were these men admitted for the purpose 
of working in the district ?

Mr. Humble: Xo; not for working, as we look on it. Thoy wore going in with the under-manager 
to try and find out where this fire was. (ContinuinyKule j\o. 7 evidently takes in exploration as well as 
any other kind of inspection. Those men were admitted for the purpose of exploration. Exploration is, 
practically, inspection. I think Kule No. 7 covers a contingency of an exploring party of ten men. _

To. Mr. O’Sullivan : The management have complied with Kule 7 with regard to tho exploration. 
The rule allowed them to send in an exploring party. As regards tho help which was given to the 
explorers when they were overcome I think it had to he given immediately. I think it took upwards of 
an hour to fix the brattice up. Directly tho first few yards of brattice were put on there was air passing 
along tbe going-bord, Mr. McAuliffe did, 1 think, under the circumstances, what 1 would have done if 1 
had been in his place.

*Danicl McAuliffe, manager of tbe Stockton Colliery (being duly sworn), said, in reply to Mr. 
O’Sullivan That tho stoppings indicated on plan was knocked out about Ihe middle of last year. It was 
knocked out so as to allow a bigger current of air to travel the engine plane and enter the old workings 
at No. 20 bord for the purpose of clearing them out. It was originally put in to save scaling through the 
brick stoppings in the main beading, and so to prevent the fresh air returning to the furnace. [At this 
stage the witness showed on the plan and tracing before the Court the methods adopted for ventilating various 
parts of the mine.']

Mr. O’Sullivan to witness: 'With regard to the methods used for clearing out tho Xo. 3 district, on 
occasions prior to the accident—what methods were adopted on previous occasions ?

Mr. MeAuliffe : The methods were exactly the same on those occasions. On previous occasions, 
however, the district was cleared out in about six or seven hours. On this occasion the process was carried 
on for about thirty hours, _

Mr. O’Sullivan : About what volume of air passed through every minute ?
Jlfr. MeAuliffe : About 20,000 to 25,000 feet. _
Jlfr. O’Sullivan : Did you brattice across the main heading ?
Jlfr. McAuhffe : Yes.
Jlfr. O’Sullivan : While the party went in, Mr. McAuliffe, was your furnace specially watched ?

Mr.

[*Not>:.—The evidence of this witness was put in at the Court of Inquiry hy Mr. Wilshire as Exhibit No. 13, and read 
24th March, 1827-1
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Mr. McAuliffe: I think there were three men at a time attending the furnace. To keep the 
furnace bright we ran three men at a time. ,

His Honor: As far as you are personally concerned, you had nothing to do with the way the mine
was worked in the early days.

Mr. McAuliffe: "Well, I have been ten years at the colliery, I have been manager for seven years 
on the 19th June.

The Court, at 12'50 p.m., adjourned till 2 p.m.

Upon the Court resuming at 2 p.m. (Friday), Mr. Daniel McAuliffe was recalled. _
His Honor: Have you any questions, Mr. Wilshire, you wish to put to Mr. McAuliEc?
Mr. Wilshire: Ho, your Honor,
His Honor : Have you, Mr. Curley ?
Mr. Curley : Yes, your Honor. _ _
To Mr. Curley: The reason why the stopping was put in in the first place was to prevent scaling 

from the main intake to the furnace. 'Owing to a movement in the ground along that roadway, we found 
the stoppings becoming broken, and consequently wc had to put in this stopping to provent the air 
returning to the furnace through No. 3 district. It was put in about three years ago. A door was put 
up first, and afterwards a stopping with a slide door in it. The stopping was removed when we entered 
that district to examine it at the time the lawsuit was on. No. 3 district was supposed to be cleared out 
with the slide door open, according to the evidence ; but I am not positive about that. The overman and 
Mr. McDonald cleared the district out. 1 was manager at the colliery during the time that was going on. 
When we got word to examine that district I told the under-manager what was wanted, and the next day 
the district was cleared out ready for examination. The first examination took place in December, 1895. 
Three or four examinations have been made since then. I cannot say exactly at which examination the 
stopping was removed. J presume it was removed at the first examination. X cannot give any definite 
time when it was removed. I know the district was cleared out, and reported to me as ready to be 
entered, which I did on the different examinations. The stopping was removed to clear out the district.

Mr. CurleyIf you could have cleared it out sufficiently when the slide door was there, what was 
the reason for taking it out? . . ,

Mr. McAuliffe : I think that is proof, and the greatest reason why it was knocked down, that tho . 
district was not cleared out sufficiently.

To Mr. Curley: Previous to the exploration party going in, I received no word from Mr. Coekburn 
that he had seen Mr. Humble. X have only learnt that lately. Coekburn did not make me acquainted 
with any conversation that had taken place that night between him and Mr. Humble. I think it was the
under-manager who suggested that the chalk-marks should bo put up. _

Mr. Curley: Had you no apprehension with regard to the men being overcome when they went in ? 
Mr. MeAuliffe : Our intention was to play the air on until wc were satisfied the district was in a 

state to allow of their entering without danger. ,
Mr. Curley .- But that is not a direct answer on that particular night had you no apprehension 

lhat there was a possibility of the men being overcome in going into that district? _
Mr. McAuliffe: No; 1 had no apprehension, because it had been reported to me early in the day 

that everything was cleared out nicely, and that they could have then entered easily.
Mr. Curley Had you been down there yourself ?
Mr. McAuliffe: No. _ .
Mr. Curley : Did you never think about malting a personal inspection yourself ? _
Mr. McAuliffe: I was so engaged with looking after the bodies of Curran and Smith, and arranging 

for the burials, that my time was pretty well taken up. and the overman was, therefore, reporting to me
from time to time. ..... , .

Mr. Gurley : At the time the consultation took place, did the question of distance away trom the 
main current of fresh air that you would have to travel, to tbe point you intended to reach, never engage 
the attention of the parties to the consultation ?

Mr. MeAuliffe; We had the plan before ns, examining it, and discussing which would be the best 
way to approach the fire, and where it would likely be. . _ .

Mr. Curley: Did you not discuss the probability of something unforeseen happening, and the 
necessity of fresh air being required ?

Mr. MeAuliffe: Wc considered we were providing for that by a good strong gang of men. it any
thing happened, the men in advance would have a sufficient gang behind them, who would go forward and 
bring them out quickly. That was our object in having a good stoong body.

To Mr. Curley ': We thought that possibly some danger would arise if the party reached 18 or 19 
bord. The question was fully considered as to the distance that would have to be travelled to reach that 
point. I knew the men were going in against the current of air; hut we decided there should be no 
approach against the current of air until we were sufficiently satisfied that we could go into the district
with safety. . ■ ■ o

Mr. Curley : It amounts to this, that you never thought about any other contingency arising t 
Mr. McAuliffe .- 1 am satisfied if the contingency (the fall) did not occur, the whole of the men 

would have got out without any difficulty, Tbe fall wafted the had air on to the men.
Mr. Curley: My question relates to the time before the party went in ? _
Mr. McAuliffe: All I can say is, that the overman bad made several visits of examination along 

the road previous to the party going in'. Once or twice in the morning, and then in the middle of the 
day, when he went to the further cut-through, and came back and reported to me that everything was 
favourable and nice and clear. _

Mr. Curley : Still, that does not answer my question. _ .
Mr. McAuliffe : It would answer the question in this way r if men, at 12 o’clock m the day, could 

get up so far, a,flowing the air to still play on another nine and a half hours, would put that district m a
still better position. , ' . ,

Mr. Curley : Would it not occur to you that no matter what was cleared out, unless the origin ot
this gas was dealt with, it would still exist there ? ^
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Mr. McAuliffe : That ia why we wanted to get in there, to deal with it as promptly as possible. 
Mr. Curley ; Would the idea not forcibly strike you that, independently of this clearing out that 

you speak so emphatically about, there would still bo e'sistent the cause that was promoting this very 
deleterious stuff ? *

Mr. McAuliffe: But we were trying to locate the gas, so as to deal with it.
Mr. Curley : But the question 1 want you to answer, if you will, is this did any other contin

gency about the introduction of fresh air, &c., arise at the consultation ?
Mr. McAuliffe: At the consultation we unanimously agreed to adopt this principle, not to enter 

the workings unless they appeared to have cleared sufficiently to allow us to do so with perfect safety.
. Mr Gurley: Did anything occur to your mind that something would happen while the men were 
in the workings F

Mr McAuliffe : We considered lhat an emergency might arise, and that is why we provided for 
a strong gang of men, so that any emergency that might occur could be coped with.

Mr Curley: Well, you do not appear to have thought about anything else F 
Mr. McAuliffe: We considered we were dealing with all the things wo wero likely to meet with 

and that we were using every precaution we could to deal with the matter. ’
Mr Curley: When you went in with tho rescuing party, did you not think of placing the mine at 

that particular time in the hands of some efficient man prior to vour entering P
Mr. McAuliffe .■ Ton are, of course, aware that a mine is handled by the different officials according 

to their grade ? a
Mr. Curley: But did you personally, as manager of the colliery, appoint anyone in that capacity? 
Mr, McAuliffe: Tho duties of tho officials placed them in that position.
Mr. Curley: Yon knew McDonald was down, and you went in with tho purpose of trying to 

rescue him aud others, and you knew how some of the other officials had been affected: who then was 
there to fall back upon ?

Mr. McAuliffe: Ellis, Jury, and Sampy. It is their duty to take charge of the mine when officers 
above them are knocked down.

His Honor: Did it strike yon from the first that there was no risk other than meeting black-damp ? 
Mr. McAuliffe : I recognised in our discussion that there was something else, but that black-damp 

was predominant. Tbe smell was to be accounted for, and that was the reason why the overman 
Mr. Coekburn, and myself went into consultation. Wc could not understand this smell. '

His Honor -. Did that conversation, coupled with what the inspectors hud said to you before, lead 
you to suspect that there might he a gob-fire burning ?

Mr. McAuliffe : 1 thought if there was one that it was simply generating.
His Honor : Do you not think that the fact of letting air on to a gob-firo would excite it ?
Mr. McAuliffe : Probably ; but we considered we had sufficient air to dilute it.
To Jlis Honor We could detect a slight odour, but it was nothing like it was previously. That 

was the odour that the inspectors contended was caused by a gob-fire. When I put my lamp down I 
recognised that the biggest percentage of the mixture was black-damp. At the same time I recoomised 
that the smell was to be accounted for. Tbe peculiar smell might indicate the existence of a fire. 0

To His Honor: From Ihe first, is it a fact that McDonald set his face against that theory F He 
did not think it was a gob-fire tliat gave rise to tho smell. The smell, he contended, arose from the water 
in the vicinity of bord 20 decomposing the wood. Coekburn referred to his book, and considered that the 
predominant element was black-damp without a doubt. He admitted that the smell was to be accounted 
for. I think he was inclined to believe that there might be a fire generating, but in a very early stage.

His Honor : As to the conversation between Coekburn, McDonald, and yourself, what question 
was raised as to the smell of fire-stink accompanying carbon monoxideyou, McDonald, and Coekburn 
understood thut even if, in infinitesimal quantities only it was a very dangerous gas ?

Mr. McAuliffe: Yes ; but we thought wc could dilute it sufficiently to render it so harmless as to 
allow or our exploring, and Ihus locating it.

His Honor ; Did you not recognise that a man might be in it for some time drinking it in slightly 
and then suddenly go down was that not known to yon F 6 J

Mr. McAuliffe : 1 think that point was considered by us. • 
t : ^yen y°u came to the double heading, if any air was coming down there it would bo

clear of the gob-fire, if the position of the fire, supposing there was one, was, as you think, in bord 18 or 
19, and the further you went along the going-bord tho larger would bo the proportion of air coming from 
over or near the fire ? °

McAuliffe: TVe considered that the fire was generating and in a very early stage. We did 
not think it was in a very active stage. ' "

His Honor ,■ But still, your air would have got worse and worse the further you went on ?
Mr. MeAuliffe : Wo considered that the fire, if there was one, was in a very early stage, and that 

tho current of air wo had was capable of dealing with it.
-2™ Honor But the further you went on to the west, the worse the air would get, whatever Estate the fire was in ? d j e>
Mr. McAuliffe: That would not be necessarily so.
■2*® Honor: If you are correct as to the position of tho fire, the further you went on the greater 

the chance would he of meeting with air vitiated with gases coming from the fire. Very little, you saw 
would be flowing down the double heading. The main body of air current would be going along 19 bord 
into furthermost heading, and thence along the going-bord. Once you got past the point where tho 
cindered ground intercepts the cross-culs, you would get none of that air; theu you would begin to get 
the air that came right round, and that would pass the point where you assume the fire would be if there 
was one ;—did not that strike you P

Mr. McAuliffe: But we thought that the fire, if there was one, was in a very early sta^e. AVc 
considered that we should have sufficient fresh air to dilute the foul air and render it harmless. °

His Honor: Did Mr McDonald, hy expressing his opinion very strongly, cause you to eive un your opinion? ' J J & r
Mr. McAuliffe: My opinion was not given up. We discussed tho matter, and decided not to 

approach the seat of the fire until we were satisfied that everything was clear. *
* His
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His Honor: It never struck you all through that you might approach the fire to windward instead 
of to leeward ? , , .

Mr. McAuliffe : We would like to have got into 20 bord if possible, and went down that way; 
but that place was too dangerous. We considered that we w'ould let the air travel down bord 20 to play 
on to the place until we could get in safely the other nay—down the going-bord. _ _

Hit Honor : As it struck you that it would be very mucb better to get into tho windward instead 
of to leeward, did it not occur to you that it w'ould be very much better to reverse the air?

Mr. MeAuliffe: It could not be done. To go into 20 bord was our best plan, but if a fall occurred 
there, we should be locked in.

His Honor : Tbe men at tbe furnace wrorc those you considered, on tbe question of reversing the 
draught ?

Air. McAuliffe: Yes.
His Honor: Was not the difficulty you suggested first of all that the horses would have to be 

taken out ? _
Mr. McAuliffe: No; the horses were not in the road; they could have been shifted away in half 

an hour. _
His Honor: The current put round that way would have shifted the bad air in tho “ C ” heading? 
Mr. MeAuliffe: Yes. i _
His Honor : But that could have been provided for by preventing the men from going to that side 

of the furnace, and bringing them round to the other side where Curran and Smith had been killed. 
That would have been safe ? _ _

Mr. McAuliffe: If we had put up a partition as we have since done it might have been safe.
Jlis Honor: Did it not look to you like a risky proceeding in face of the fact that you were 

obliged for safety to take in such a very large number of men;—did you not consider it such a very 
important question that you should try experiments with tbe air itself first? ... .

Mr. McAuliffe: The greatest danger I anticipated was after we got in the district, in trying to 
locate the seat of the mischief in the various bords.

His Honor: The progress of the men up to the vicinity of the cause of the mischief you really 
considered not risky ? _

Mr. McAuliffe: No ; I did not think there would be any danger tip to that point.
To His Honor : I bad no knowdedge of chemistry before 1 became a mine manager. I have read 

up a little since. I had been for thirty-five years connected with mines, inclusive of the time 1 have been 
manager. I was deputy for three months, and overman for four years, at tbe Stockton Mine previous to 
becoming manager of it. Before that I was engaged on all classes of mining, but principally coal-mining. 
I was appointed to tbe managership of Stockton Mine about seven years ago. I have been eleven years 
altogether on tbe colliery. The colliery was opened about fourteen and a half years ago. It had been 
opened about three and a half years when I went to it first. Deputy was my first position in tho Stockton 
Mine. I held that position for three months. _

Mr. llobertson : When you had to clear out tho No. 3 district before, you had only to deal with 
black-damp ?

Mr McAuliffe: Yes.
Mr. Ilolertson: After the conversation with the inspectors did you not think it probable that a 

gob-fire was there ?
- Mr. McAuliffe : Of course there was the smell that had fo be accounted for.

Mr. llobertson : The smell would be produced by combustion ?
Mr. McAuliffe Yes ; that is what the inspectors said. _
Mr. Ilolertson .- Did you not perceive, wuth regard to the two different opinions on this matter, 

that in the one case the more air you swept through the safer it would be, while in (lie other case, having 
a fire to deal with, the more air you swept through the more gas would be generated ?

Mr. McAuliffe: But if it was generated would not the more air we swept through produce a 
different kind of gas ?

Mr. llobertson : The more air you coursed in the more dangerous would it become by reason of 
generating more poisonous gases* -

Mr. McAuliffe: But tbe greater tbe quantity of air coursed through the more the quantity of 
poisonous gases would be lessened.

Mr. llolcrlson : Jt does not follow that increased air will reduce the quantity of poisonous gases. 
5,000 cubic feet of air might produce 1 per cent, of black-damp, and 10.000 cubic feet might produce 
10 per cent.;—did it not occur to you that in taking the men against the air you were walking into danger ?

Mr. McAuliffe: We considered that by going into the place carefully, and paying all attention 
possible to it, the way would be clear. _ ...

Mr. llobertson: With such a serious matter as this to deal with, do you think you were justified in 
delegating your duties to the under-manager?

Mr. McAuliffe : The curious position that I was in, attending to the bodies of Curran and Smith 
and tho funeral arrangements, which kept me up all night, obliged mo to take to my bed at the time. I 
was completely knocked up. I was satisfied that McDonald and Coekburn and tbo other men attending 
that party were good and careful men, aud that they would not run any risks. We discussed fully the 
best things to do, and how to approach it; and if any difficulty was thought probable to be mot with they 
were not to venture.

Mr. Robertson : You mentioned io His Honor that in reversing the current there would have been 
the difficulty of the men at the furnace ;—had you not the same difficulty with the system you adopted; 
wore the men not at the furnace ?

Mr. McAuliffe: Yes, they were.
Mr. Robertson: No matter which way the current went it would pass over tho men at the furnace ? 
Mr. McAuliffe : Yes.
To Mr. Robertson .- After the stopping was removed on the rope-road, I did not have any conver

sation with Mr. McDonald or my other otficials about replacing it. We did not think it necessary to 
replace it, as we bad bricked right along the main heading and secured the place again. I cannot remem
ber having hud any conversation to that effect. The replacing of the stopping was not overlooked, and

tbe
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the necessity of it did not arise. We are in the hahit of periodically examining the whole of the old 
workings of onr mine, f did not see that there was any necessity for this stopping. It had been closed 
prior to the inspection by the colliery managers. It was then knocked out and never replaced. The 
stopping was first of all pnt in when the necessity arose to sustain the ventilation along the main intake. 
After the main intake was bricked all along we did not bother about the stopping until we opened it when 
we went into the district. I do not know whether any particular question ever arose between Mr. 
McDonald and myself that the stopping was not needed. 1'he stoppings on the main road were bricked 
up some considerable time before the inspection by the colliery managers.

To His Honor: The door was first pnt in when the district was working. It was found not to be 
a sufficient stopping. "We then put in a brick stopping, as being more effective.

His Honor; When the stopping was knocked out was it not really supposed that there might he 
further investigation required, and to save trouble it was not put up again ?

Mr. McAuliffeThat -was never discussed, because we had the stoppings in our main road attended 
to, and the necessity for building this one up again did not therefore arise. .

To His Honor : I was confident all this time that no air could get iu over the overcast into the 
No. 3 district. The overcast is blocked up as tight pretty well as a bottle, for about 60 or 70 yards. I 
have examined that corner of tho district dozens of times. A line of cut-through goes through the top 
comer of the rectangular block (shown on plan). A small amount of air would perhaps go through that 
cut-through, but it would be very small. There is another in-lct at 11 bord, hut it is of small account.

His Honor : That being so, there would be a risk of a draught being established from No. 3 district 
to the furnace, if No. 3 door was -opened ?

Mr. McAuliffe : Only scalings coming back to the furnace.
To His Honor.- It is always essential that all doors should be kept closed, irrespective of tho 

presence of noxious gas, otherwise the air would not he diverted into the inner workings.
His Honor : Did it not strike you, as men had to go with skips through No. 3 door, that either 

that door should have been a double one, or else that the stopping should have been replaced for safety ?
Mr. McAuliffe : No, I never anticipated any danger from that quarter. Only a little while previous 

to the accident both the deputy and overman inspected that district.
To His Honor: It never struck me that black-damp would be generated there, and suddenly 

rush up). I do not think it would camo up in sufficient quautities to do any injury.
To Mr. Tlnvaites: I cannot fell you the exact date when this stopping was knocked out. Our 

present foreman says it was knocked down in December. The managers were in the mine in December 
as well as in August.

Mr. Tlnvaites: After the accident, and the iuspectors said it was “fire-stink,” they said to you 
that you ought to be very cautious—that you -were to use every care P

Mr. McAuliffe : There were words used to that purport. I do not know that the words which you 
have used were the exact words. Everything was done to the best of our power. The inspectors told us 
this verbally, and I claim that ] took more notice of it than if it had been in writing, because it had been 
under discussion.

Mr. Thwaites : I understand you to say that in the neighbourhood of 17,18, and 19 bords it is 
pretty well solid ground ?

Mr. McAuliffe : Tes. '
Mr. Tlnvaites : Well; that being so, do you not think that there was no hurry to penetrate the old 

workingsdo you not think it would have been better to have taken the air with you, and taken more 
time to get to that part ?

Mr. McAuliffe: Well; wo thought we were getting to it, and we were making a reasonable attempt 
to get there as quickly as possible. ’

Mr. Thwaites And that you were more likely to have got to it?
Mr. McAuliffe.- Well; we discussed the matter, and wo considered that wc cnnld clear it out and 

watch events, and that if we found that wc could clear it out we would then go iu. Wc had cleared it out 
before on other occasions.

dfr. Thwaites: Atou went in right against the current, and you were informed that the experts 
thought it to be a menace. I think it wrould have been belter if you'had gone with the current, and I 
think you would have been more likely to have got to the seat of the trouble. You say that adjacent to 
17, 18, and 19 it is pretty solid ground ?

Mr. McAuliffe: Tes ; but it was to prevent the wide spread of the air that we were trying to get 
in the way we did.

Mr. liohertson : Was it ever reported to you that any of these three doors were left open hy the 
workmen ?

Mr. McAulffe: Ton often hear the overman say he has been told of a door being found open. 
As to whether any action is taken when it is found that a door has been left open, it depends whether the 
person who does it does it wilfully. It is a very serious breach of the rules of the colliery. I think it 
would be my duty to prosecute a man if 1 found he did such a thing wilfully ; but it is hard to prove 
when anyone does it wilfully.

■ Mr. Bohcrtson : When you were warned by the inspectors of a serious defect which required a 
remedy, did you set about remedying it ?

Mr. McAulffe : Yes; and I think that the exploring party going in was giving effect to the 
inspector’s instructions. (Oontinaing) .- I conceived it to be my duty to try and locate the fire and to 
confine it to as small a space as possible. I would, in any case, like to keep it to as small an area as 
possible. As regards tbe meeting of managers, I cannot say whether some of those managers bad never 
seen the mine. The conditions for sealing of£ this No. 3 district are very difficult. W hen the trouble 
arose it was certainly my intention to get to the seat of the trouble if possible ; but 1 left it iu the hands 
of the managers to decide.

Mr. & Sullivan: The night these men went in was the Thursday night, between the adjournments 
of tho inquest, was it not P

Mr. McAulffe: I think so.
Mr. O'Sullivan.- At the inquest, you have already told us, there was a difference of opinion as to 

the cause of this trouble; did that cause you people to go iu a little earlier than you might have so as to 
bring fresh evidence on Tuesday ? Mr,
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Mr. MeAuliffe: We were wanting to try and locate the fire as soon as possible.
Mr. O'Sullivan: IIow often would No. 3 door require to be opened to feed tbe furnace and bring 

in the skips ?
Jlfr. McAuliffe .* About a dozen times daily. (Oontinuing) : It would not require to remain open 

very long. On each occasion when it bad to be opened it would have to be open for a minute or a minute 
aud a half; otherwise, that door was supposed to remain closed. Tho mining managers did not express 
any surprise at going in against the current of air, I heard no remark from any of them.

ITis Honor : As experts; outside of thoir own position as inspectors, did it strike you at any time 
that it would be a very good idea to see what they (the inspectors) thought about this exploring party?

Mr. MeAuliffe: Well, when they were available 1 have been glad to ask them. J did not* ask 
them on this occasion.

His Honor .- Practically, your action left them in the dark as to what you wero going to have done ?
jtfb. McAuliffe : 1 thought that wo would deal with tho subject successfully.
His Honor : Did it or did it not strike you that your action was, to a certain extent, in opposition 

to the views of the inspectors ?
. Mr. McAuliffe: it might have been in opposition to the inspectors, They pointed out that a 

certain smeil was a sign of a fire generating in au early stage. They did not suggest what should be 
done. I thought that tho seriousness of the position would depend on the hold which the fire had got.

His Honor: That is a very dangerous gas—carbon monoxide ;—that has been recognised of late 
years, but might not have been recognised some years ago ; it caused the death of these two men, and was 
still coming off ?

Mr. McAulffe : One of tho inspectors said so at the inquest, but Dr. Hester did not.
His Honor : Did it strike you at that time that there was a certain amount of antagonism between 

Dr. Hester and the inspectors ? ■
Jlfr. McAuliffe Well; I think there was a difference of opinion. We all thought lhat if black- 

damp was being given off from a fire it was in such an early stage that wc could deal with it effectually. 
We held tho opinion that-it was black-damp which was in fhe mine. All the time I knew that black- 
damp could be detected by fhe light and that carbonic oxide could not. Some authorities tell us 
differenlly; but that is only when the proportions are rather large.

* William McDonald, Diidcr-ground Manager of tho Stockton Colliery, being duly sworn
Mr. O'Sullivan : Tell us the time you knocked that stopping out on the rope-road ?
Jlfr. McDonald : 1 think, as far as 1 can remember, it is close on two years ago.
JPr. O'Sullivan : Perhaps you do not understand fhe stopping T mean. In your evidence, you 

state that it was knocked out two or three months ago :—was it three or four months aim ? ’
. Mr. McDonald : It would be fully that, I recollect the Wednesday and the Thursday nights at 

the beginning of December. ] was at the furnace on the Thursday night and tested tho gas with the 
lamp for about ten minutes. It put out the light. I continued on tilt G o’clock in tho morning. Then 
the two men who were left in charge after that tested it regularly. [27us icitncss showed on plan the wan 
the exploring party went.'] {Oontinuing), ho said : My reason for changing the time for some of the men to 
come was because we did uot think the air was clear enough to stay in any longer. The question of the 
desirability of moving the horses had no weight in deciding what should be done. When it was decided 
to knock out the stopping, there was something said about the different gases to bo found. Coekburn 
brought a book, and J did too. He bad a higher theoretical knowledge than X had, hut ] would not give 
way to him on a practical point. I was carrying a big lamp in my hand. I did not observe much 
deflection of the light at the time. There might have been a small deflection of the lamp, and I may not 
have observed it at the time. As to the mode of going in, when we started away from the furnace wo loft 
two men there with instructions to keep a good fire there while we were away. The men who went in 
kept 10 yards apart. Each pair kept 10 yards apart. _We put chalk-marks so that any one coming after 
us could find their way out, I cannot say that we anticipated anyone coming in after us. ] was present 
at tho mine when the mine managers entered against the air-current. There was no surprise expressed at 
that. If a fall had taken place inside the workings, it is hard to say where we should have been. Some 
of us had to creep on our hands and knees. The air was comparatively fresh.

Mr. Wilshire : You say to-day that the horses were not considered at all ?
Mr. McDonaldThere was not very much consideration taken about the horses. I said on tho 

last occasion that we should have had to take all the horses out if we were to reverse tlie current of air. 
We could not have taken in a good current of air hy brattieiug. The inspectors only got 3,000 cubic 
feet to reach 66 feet up the going-bord, and they had to carry the brattice all the way with them. There 
is a great leakage through brattice. We could have stopped up all the cut-throughs. The way wo 
ventilated the mine was the best to get it cleared out quickly—that is, by taking it into 20 bord. I 
am still of the opinion, notwithstanding what has been said to the contrary, that b!ack-damp was tho 
greatest thing we had to fear at tlie furnace. That is the only gas we expected any harm from, X was 
of that opinion all through, and am still of that opinion, It is safer to travel with the air ■ but if anlaee 
is thoroughly cleared out, it is very little odds where you enter it. ’ > i

To Mr. Curley I think the temperature was 70 when we came down the pit, and the highest 
temperature observed was 78. It occurred to us to put the chalk-marks when we wero going in We 
always do it when we arc going into these old workings. We always do that for the same purpose—so 
that if anyone got lost he could find his way out. It was in ease anyone did not know the road and he 
would have these chalk-marks to help to get him out. Always when I am going through old workings I 
look for some danger. °

Mr. Curley : From the books in your possession, was it not indicated to yon that other gases than 
black-damp would come from a gob-lire if there was one there ? 6

Mr. McDonald .- It had first to be established that there was a gob-fire. {Oontinuing) : I know 
that a gob-fire had been mentioned, and that the inspectors had referred to “ fire-stink.” I took that phase

o£
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of ilio matter into consideration. It did, to a certain extent, impress me with the idea that there might 
be other gases. The smell was very slight when we went in. I know7 that a very limited percentage of 
carbonic oxide would affect the system. It took us from about three-quarters of an hour to an hour to go 
in. I am quite sure of that. That was from the time wc started from the rope-road till we got to 16 bord. 
It is not more like twenty minutes. l\rhen the exploring party went in J. cautioned the men about the 
trap-door, and said that would be the way out to the fresh air. In doing as we did, we recognised that 
time was an object. The sooner you can locate a tiling of lhat kind the better, I think. The longer you 
let a thing of that kind remain the stronger it will be getting—that is, if it is a fire. In going in when I 
did, I was not thinking of getting anything fresh for the inquiry which was being held. As regards the 
opinion of the inspectors in thinking they could have reached 16 bord quicker their rvay, considering that 
they got only 3,000 feet over whole ground I do not see how they could have continued with it over 
broken ground.

ILfr. Curley: Having tbe experience you have, and knowing something about carbon monoxide, 
and having read those authorities you speak about, do you now regard it as a very dangerous business to 
travel against tbe air-current ?

Mr. McDonald: Yes.
To Mr. Curley : But I still say my method was the best, as everything was cleared out. Any man 

being there at the time we penetrated those workings at half-past 9 that night would have had no hesita
tion in going into them. The air was very fresh, and the smell very slight all the way iu. I know that a 
gob-fire when fed with air will produce noxious gases. A gob-fire always gives off steam and smoke. That 
has not been so in this case. 1 have never yet experienced a gob-fire but what there was either steam or 
smoke given off. I have never got nearer to them than in this case. I knew the inspector’s opinion, and 
I paid a good deal of attention to it. .

Mr. Curley : Bid yon not feel anxious before the exploration began to have the manager with you ?
Mr. McDonald : \\ro consulted about that, but the manager was not altogether in a very fit state 

to go down at the time. .
To Mr. Curley : Mr. Coekburn did not express to me any apprehension of danger prior to going 

in. He did not say that he had seen one of the Inspectors of Collieries. The manager never expressed 
a desire to me not to proceed until he was there. I looked upon myself ns being in charge of the whole 
affair, and as responsible for everything.

To Mr. Robertson: When Mr. Burt reported the matter of Gould’s complaint to me I at once 
inspected tho neighbourhood of the furnace, I. went up to the double beading in the morning and found 
that all right. I went from the trap-door of No. 3 and then camo back. 1 went down the pit the 
following night about the same lime the gas had been defected the night before, and found everything 
right. Trom that I anticipated danger could only come from the old workings, and that noxious gases 
reached the furnace through the No. 3 door, which had been left open. It did not occur to me to try the 
effect by leaving that door open. It had not been reported to me that the door had been left open 
occasionally. *

3fr. Robertson : Knowing that danger could only come from No. 3 workings, 1 should have thought 
that you would have tried the effect of the door being left open, since it was the only connection between 
tbe two ?

Mr, McDonald: After going in so far, and finding nothing there, I thought the door would have fo 
be left open for a long while before anything came out, (Continuing) : On reflection now, I think it would 
have been better to have opened the door. Under similar circumstances again I would certainly do it. 
The stopping on the rope-road was built to prevent tbe leakage from going through there and getting to 
the furuace. It was knocked out when the colliery managers examined the district. There was no need 
to replace it afterwards. The matter of replacing it was not overlooked.

Mr. Robertson Knowing the old workings generated at least black-damp, and that there was only 
this one door between, do you not think it was unwise to leave that stopping as it was ?

Mr. McDonald: But we like to keep these old places clear.
Mr. Robertson : You have said that there were dillicullies in the way of taking the air in with you ?
Mr. McDonald: Yes.
Mr. Robertson : Could you not bavo replaced that stopping on the rope-road, put a good brattice

stopping beyond No. I, aud made tho stopping at 20 bord tlie return?
Mr. McDonald: The air would then have had a good deal further to travel. (Continuing) It is 

a good road. The air would have about COO yards further to travel iu going that way. There was no 
difficulty in the way of adopting that method, excepting that the distance was greater. "We would not, 
however, have got the same quantity of air; but still, I admit, we could have done it that way. It would 
have been much better if the area sealed off could have been reduced. I could see no difficulty at the 
time in reaching the seat of tbe fire. I do not approve of the district being shut off in the way it has 
been done. I do not think it will ever be perfectly sealed. If the area had been much smaller it would 
have been much better. Many of the stoppings are very large. It is not a question of two or three, but 
of fifty or sixty stoppings. They are all very large and of unusual size. I have had experience of gob- 
fires in Scotland, some of which cost several thousand pounds to get out.

Mr. Robertson: If you were told by a competent person that a gob-fire was in existence at Stockton, 
you would be very anxious ?

Mr. 3[cDonald We were very anxious. (Continuing) : I still hold to my opinion that the cause 
of the trouble is black-damp.

To Mr. Thwaites: When Mr. Burt reported to me of G-ould being affected with the bad air, I paid 
a special visit to the furnace. It is not a fact that the furnace did not act right, through the day—the day 
I paid the special visit. The furnace always acted well. I reported to the manager what Burt told me. 
The stopping in the rope-road was taken down about four months ago. The manager knew that it was 
knocked out.

Mr. Thwaites : Was there no other outlet for any noxious gases that might gather in No. 3 district 
hut by the rope-road ;—you said in your evidence that there was no other outlet?

Mr. McDonaldAll the others are intakes.
Mr. Thwaites : That being so, any foul air that might gather in the No. 3 district would, in the 

event of the No. 3 door being left open, go to the furnace j* '
3fr.
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Mr. McDonald: Yes. {Con! inning) "Wc luid a conference amon^ ourselves abouf go i op; in to 
es|dorc this district. Tlie manager did instruct us to be cautious, seeing that the inspectors had already 
Slid how dangerous was carbon monoxide gas. We had a ddinilo understanding among ourselves as to 
what wc were goiug to do. I have not noticed the same smell, said to bo fire stink, in any.other part of 
tbo pit. Tbo reason I think that by reversing the air it would have taken five times the time (o clear the 
district, is because of the distance it would have to travel. 'The overcast would not have been an outlet 
for the air if it had been reversed. It did strike us as being dangerous to go in in face of the return air.

Mr. Thwaites: But seeing that there was nothing much to be gamed—only getting to know where 
the fire was, if any—do you not think it would have been better to have gone with the current?

Mr. McDonald: If it had hecn'possible to get in with the current wc should certainly have done 
so. (Continuing): "We could not have gone through 20 bord with the current. "We might have 
changed the current. '

Mr. Thwaites : "Would not that have been much better, seeing that you wanted to find ont where 
the trouble was;—would it not have been much better to have taken time, and taken the air with you ? 
Perhaps, then, there might have been a possibility of sealing off a less area of tho old workings.

Mr. McDonald: Yes, that would have been much hotter. (Continuing.) The manager did not 
go with ns ; I had full control of the party.

His Honor : Supposing you had been ablo to get at the fire, would you have expected to be able 
to extinguish it with water or seal it off in a small compass ?

Mr. McDonald: "Wo would have expected to he able to cither seal it off in a small compass or 
remove it altogether. (Continuing.) There was a very fair chance of putting it out if we could have got 
to it. There was plenty of water and a very heavy pressure. 1. do not believo there is a fire in these 
workings in a burning slate—that is, giving off a flamo. I do not believe the gas that we smelt was caused 
by a gob-fire. I think it arose from decaying timber standing in stagnant water. T gave the inspectors 
all due credit for their opinion, but did not agree with them, Mr. MeAuliffe was inclined to agree with 
them at first. 1 could not say whether he ehauged his opinion afterwards. Tho three of us had a talk in 
the office afterwards about it. After we had finished the talk wc came to the conclusion that it was best 
to go into these old workings and examine, and make sure. It was thought then that the smell was from 
stagnant water and decayed timber. The idea of a fire was put ou one side. YVc thought there was just 
an off-chance of one. YV"e wrcnt in lo prove whether the inspectors had made a mislnke—whether they 
w'ere right or wrong. If there was a fire, and if wc had kept the district sealed np as closely as we could, 
not opening up No. 20 herd or doing anything to let any more air in, the chances are, if there was a fire 
that it would have spread quickly. If we had shut off the rope-road again, that wrould not have left the 
workings in such a state that very little air could have got in, as there was broken ground all along there. 
Not much air can get through the overcast. No. 17 bord is the only other place J know of where air 
can get through. A little air could get over there. There was nothing to show us then that air actually 
got over there. There was no smell to show us that air was getting into the “ C " return. 1 believed a 
heat was being given off, but did not think there was a fire. Wc thought the heat did not come from a 
gob-fire, because there w'as neither steam nor smoke. When tho inspectors came to the conclusion that 
it was a gob-fire, I came to the conclusion that it was not. In my mind, aud in Mr. McAuliffo’s and 
Mr. Cockburn’s, there was no fire there at all.

His Honor: Believing the chance of a gob.fire being there to be so small, howr camo it that it 
became so urgent to locate the fire which you did uot believe in ?

Mr. McDonald : We thought it possible there might be one.
His Hanoi': Is it a fact that the great anxiety to get at it was not to put the fire out so much as 

to prove, before the inquest on the two men was over, lhat the inspectors wrere wrong and you were right;— 
was not that Ihe principal reason for your action ?

Mr. McDonald : No; it was to get there so as to prove whether there was a fire or not, aud, if so, 
to have it attended to as soon as possible.

His Unnor: You expected there would be no fire there?
Mr. McDonald : \\re did not know' exactly whether we would find a fire or not, (Continuing.) 

YVe found it hotter inside than outside. We found that out when we went in on Thursday. When wo 
made up our minds to adopt the course we did adopt, we did not know it w'as hot there.

His Honor .- So it comes back to the same thing, that when you made up your minds to clear the 
district out, and sent in an exploring party, you were of opinion that the cause of the smell was not fire, 
but rotten wood and water?

Mr. McDonald: Yes. ,
His Honor: Aud yet you thought it very necessary to do the thing as quickly as possible, on tho 

off-chance of it being a fire?
Mr. McDonald: Yes.
His Honor: And then you swear your action was not rather for the purpose of getting some 

correct explanation of the death of Curran and Smith for the inquest ?
Jir. McDonaldIt was for both reasons. To locate the fire (if any), and to ascertain tho cause 

of the death of Curran and Smith.
His Honor : Did it not strike you to mention to tho inspectors that yon were going in to see 

whether there was a fire ?
Mr. McDonald: No.
His Honor: AYere you aware that they did not know anything about the intention to send a 

party in ?
Mr. McDonald: I know Mr. Dixon did not know anything about it.
His Honor .- Did you think that Mr. Humble knew anything about it?
Mr. McDonald : 3-Je should have known about it, because wc disputed in the office as to there being 

afire. (Continuing.) I told Mr. Humble then that I was going in to see it. He told me to be very careful. 
Ho understood that 3 was personally goiug iu to have a look. I said that 1 would see the district was 
properly cleared out before I went in. He understood that T. meant the air would he turned in, I 
thought ho understood that there would he some sort of inspection made. At that time lie still had one 
opinion and I had another.

321—H Mr.
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Mr. McDonald having withdrawn,—
Sis Sonor inquired: Are there any more witnesses to be called;—do you wish to call any more 

witnesses, Mr. Wilshire ?
Mr. Wilshire: No, your Honor; we have no more witnesses.
Sis Sonor : Have you any more witnesses, Mr. Curley ?
Mr Curley. : I have no more, your Honor.
Mr. O’Sullivan: I. have no more, your Honor.
Sis Sonor: Then there is no other witness at the present time. Now, the question is, whether 

any of yon gentlemen who represent different interests wish to address the Court?
Mr. Wilshire : I do not wish to say anything, your Honor. I am here representing the Depart

ment to assist the Court in this investigation, but would not think of addressing the Court.
Mr. Curley: 1 certainly wish to address the Court on one or two points.
Mr O' Sullivan : At present I have no desire to address the Court, your Honor.
Sis Sonor: Possibly, after you have heard what Mr. Curley has to say, you may have something 

to say yourself.
jtfr. O'Sullivan: Possibly, your Honor.

[The Court, at 4'45 p.m., adjourned till 10 a.tn. the following day, Saturday.]

No. 26.
Addresses.

SATURDAY 13 FEBRUAUT. .

The Court sat at 30 a.m., pursuant to adjournment,
Upon the opening of the Court His Honor intimated to Mr. Curley that tho Court were prepared 

to hear his address,
Mr. Curley: Before addressing the Court I would like to draw Mr. Robertson's attention to 

page 22 of the Royal Commission's Report on the Lithgow Colliery, where special reference is made to the 
pillars. (Continuing.') Are the points where the bodies were found shown on the plan before the Court ?

Sis Sonor: Yes.
Mr. Curley : I would like to obtain definite information as to tbe actual number of rescuers ?
Sis Sonor: That question could perhaps be settled by asking Mr. McAulifTc.
Mr. Curley (addressing Mr, McAuliffe) asked :—Can you inform ino of the total number of 

rescuers who went to tbo colliery on that particular morning when the rescues were undertaken?
Mr. McAnl{ffe : No ; I cannot tell you,
Sis Sonor (addressing Mr. McDonald) asked :—Do you know, Mr. McDonald, the actual number 

of rescuers ?
Mr. McDonald: No ; I cannot say.
Mr. Robertson (addressing Mr. McAuliffe) asked :—Mere these men paid for their services ?
Mr. O’Sullivan : 1 can supply a return from the books showing what men were paid for the rescue 

work ; and I will undertake to supply this information.
Mr. Curley: I want the total number of men called upon to go down the pit that night, also the

names.
Mr. O'Sullivan : I will have this information supplied from the books.
Mr. Curley thereupon proceeded with his address. He said:—Your Honor and Gentlemen, in 

reviewing the circumstances that led up to the cause of the catastrophes at the Stockton Colliery on the 
Tuesday night or Wednesday morning, and on the Thursday night following, probably 1 bad better begin 
from the time that Gould was assisting tbe furnace-men at the colliery on the 30th November—the 
Monday night prior to the first fatality. In looking over Gould’s evidence we find a discovery was made 
on that Monday night that highly deleterious gas was coming from the No. 3 district when the No. 3 door 
was open. It was of such a character that it affected Gould seriously—so seriously that he tells us 
in his evidence he fell down. Subsequently be reported to the night-officer, Mr. Burt, that he was 
completely overcome, adding that the door was open at the time. Thereupon Mr. Burt promised to make 
an inspection of the place. He did make an inspection, and found the doors closed and everything 
satisfactory, so far as be was concerned; but be also found that Smith, too, bad a similar complaint to 
make, although in not quite so aggravated a form. Now, this was reported on to the under-manager, 
Mr, McDonald ; and I wish the Court to bear in mind that Mr. Burt, having been told that this occurred 
when the door was open, would very likely in his report to tbe under-manager inform him accordingly. 
If wre take that circumstance into account it would very naturally follow that the underground manager, 
in making an inspection of that locality, would endeavour to see whether this was borne out. He would 
experiment. Ho would open tbe No. 3 door. He would endeavour to see whether it was an actual fact 
that these deleterious gases were coming in that particular way. Whether he did that has not transpired 
in the evidence taken, so far as I am aware. Mr. Humble, in his evidenco, said that he could account in 
two ways for Mr. McDonald’s not having discovered the gas that Gould and Smith complained of. First, 
when lie made this examination probably tho door wras shut. Secondly, be went there simply 
to look for black-damp, If that is so, we must come to tbe conclusion that he did not 
attempt to experiment in any shape or form ; and that, in making this inspection, he thought 
these men wrho had reported were erratic; that they had no good grounds for complaint. It is to 
be presumed that the night-officer, when he went down with his workmen on the Tuesday night, 
received a report from the under-manager that everything was satisfactory and all right. It has 
not transpired whether he told Burt that he was to go at any stage during that night-shift to make 
an inspection, or to ascertain if the doors had been kept open. Now, it must be apparent to your Honor, 
that this question of open doors, especially in the vicinity of a furnace, is certainly a very serious matter 
in connection with the operations of a mine. Gould told us in bis evidence that the door had been open 
for three-quarters of an hour. Now, there were other men in the mine on that particular night; and, 
whenever a volume of air in a colliery is deranged by circumstances of this character, it must necessarily 
seriously affect the air in connection with tho workings of the mine. It, therefore, does appear certainly-
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surprising that the night-officer did not make his appearance up to the time that we know the bodies of 
these men were found. At 4 o’clock in tho morning, following upon this, taking the inspection of the 
underground manager, taking the absence of the night-officer’s “visit to thatplaco up till 4 o’clock in the 
morning, what do we find? A discovery is made; two men are found dead at tho furnace. They are 
found about 4 o’clock in the morning by the two men, Jury and Coulson, who made any early inspection 
of the colliery. These men stated the position the bodies were in. Smith was lying on the ground with 
his face to the floor of the mine. Curran was sitting on the seat—the usual place where they sat. They 
also stated they found Mo, 2 and No. 3 doors open. When the overman (or under-manager), Mr. 
McDonald, followed those gentlemen into the mine, this is tho position that he stated he found the doors 
in: No. 2 door was shut, and No. 3 door slightly ajar—there was a small piece of coal preventing it from 
getting to. Tho position of the doors was not left as-Jury and Coulson found them; nor were they so 
left until the Inspector of Collieries subsequently made an ins2)eetion of tho locality in accordance with 
the Act. Inin ready to admit that these doors not being left in the position in which those two men found 
them may probably he accounted for; and I know that there is some reason for it, by the fact that it was 
necessary to close them as speedily as possible, and so rectify the derangement. Of course, that would 
not apply very much if the furnace was actually out. It would not then he of any serious consequence, 
as in that case the furnace would not act as a drawing power from the No. 3 district in the same way as 
it would while in full blast. I only mention these circumstances incidentally, in order to point out that 
by leaving the doors open any longer the danger would, probably, under the circumstances, not have heon 
increased. Now, let us take the evidence of Dr, Hester with regard to what was tho cause of the death 
of these two men. It is not nearly so conclusive as it appears to be, when we come to esamine it. Let 
it bo strictly looked into. 'With regard to Curran wc find the doctor states : “In my opinion, tho cause of 
the death of George Curran was from asphyxia; I cannot say from what cause—probably, from his 
appearance, it was caused by carbonic acid poisoning.” The doctor says he cannot fell from what cause; 
and then when he does say carbonic acid, he only says “ probably." That is the extent of the weight of the 
doctor's evidence with regard to Curran’s death. ‘\Vbat does lie say about Smith? He says, “In my 
opinion, the cause of the death of Charles Smith was syncope, due to poisoning of some kind, and not 
to asphyxia. In nil probability Smith died a short time before Curran, on account of his heart not being 
thoroughly sound.” H this evidence influenced the method of exploration in any way, I am afraid the 
decision arrived at was built on a foundation somewhat weak. To go on, we find that Inspector Humble 
appeared on the scene of tho accident early on tho Wednesday morning, and that after making an. 
inspection of the colliery, in company with the manager, Mr. McAuliffe, and the under-manager, Mr. 
McDonald, ho was of opinion that the fatal gas was fire-stink. At that particular time that opinion does 
not appear to have been of too bold a character. However, on the way out, Mr. Dixon was met, a return 
journey was made, and the workings were again inspected. Mr. Dixon having suggested that tbo mine 
should be placed under siniilar conditions io what obtained when the two bodies were found, an experi
ment was tried, at which were present both Mr. McAuliffe and Mr. McDonald. The No. 3 door was 
opened. Of course it was immaterial at that particular time whether No. 2 door was opened or not, as it 
was only a check door to No, I. door. What was the result? After the mine had been put under these 
conditions, and a lamp had been placed upon the floor, at the expiration of about thirteen minutes 
according to Mr. Dixon, and from about fifteen to twenty minutes according to Mr. Humble, a strong 
pungent odour was noticed coming out of tbe No. 3 district. It did not put out the light; and the 
expression used by Mr. Dixon was, “By heavens, that is fire-stink.” Well, after this test was over, and 
the door was closed, Mr. Humble walked a certain distance down tho rope-road—he tells us in the direction 
of No. 3 district—and ho discovered that, when the door was closed, he could go down the rope-road for 
a considerable distance without noticing any appreciable smell, as tbo tendency of the air-current was 
then in an opposite direction. At about this time, the opinion that there was 11 flro-stink ” in the mine 
was emphasised; and the manager was informed of that definitely, clearly, and unmistakably, and 
verbally—that it was a menace to the men in the colliery ; that it was a defect in the colliery ; and that 
they (tho inspectors) would expect it to be remedied. The only thing I regret is that Mr. Humble did 
not deem it prudent, under the circumstances, as inspector of the Stockton Colliery, to hand in a written 
notice to tho manager. Perhaps he could not have done it on the moment, but be could have done it 
later. However, Mr. McAuliffe, in his evidence, goes this far : he says betook more notice of this verbal 
communication than if it had been a written document. Well, I cannot understand that. I think that, on 
such an important question as this—and a matter of such importance—a verbal statement is not of the 
importance of a written communication. It appears that some consultation had taken place between 
Mr. McAuliffe and Mr. McDonald early on the Wednesday morning, and that on that day a stopping at 
No. 20 bord had been broken through. It had been decided to introduce the air that way, and to make 
No. 3 district a return. Knowing at the time that that was the district that they “would have to explore, 
they must have known that, unless it was cleared outthoroughly, they would have to inhale the gas coming 
from the No. 3 district.

Referring to the text-books on mining, Mr. Curley then drew attention to the Colliery Manager's 
Catechism, by W. Fairley, and said he thought that this was a book w'hich Cockburn, and also Messrs. 
McAuliffe and McDonald and .Tury were acquainted with. He quoted from the book.the following 
question and answer:—

What is the composition of carbon monoxide ; by what other name is it known ; what is its symbol 
and specific gravity; and what are its properties ?

It is composed of one volume of carbon and one of oxygon ; its symbol is CO, and specific gravity 
0‘9G8 : it is known as carbonic oxide ; air containing only -J- per cent, of this gas, by prolonged 
breathing, would prove fatal. It is inflammablo, has no taste, but a peculiar odour. Carbonic acid 
formed at tbe bottom of a coal, coke, or charcoal fire, is sometimes converted into carbonic oxide 
by being deprived of a part of its oxygen as it passes upwards through the red-hot embers. It 
is found in mines after an explosion of gunpowder or dynamite, and is engendered by gob-fires.

(Ooniintiing.') Mr. Curley said : So that your Honor will see that men being familiar with text-books of 
this character in connection witii gases and mining work must have been familiar, at least in a theoretical 
way, with them. The probability of the presence of “ fire-stink ” must have been present to their minds 
when those inspectors were there. They admit, in their evidence, that they would expect something of 
that kind lo be given off if a gob-lire existed in the workings. Now, wbat evidenco have we that there

was
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was a gob-fire ? Well, some will say none. At least, that has got to be qualified by Mr. Macdonald’s own 
statement. During the time be was in No, 3 district some months ago, lie states that he noticed about No. 18 
bord that it was very warm. I suppose that if he noticed that it was warm, this in itself should have indicated 
something to him at that time; and that appears to have been tbe time for close inspection. ]'point this out to 
show that Mr. McDonald himself states that it was very warm there. Therefore, there was a very high 
temperature. That is an iudication of something. Coming back to tho exploration business, I do not 
know that 1 can say very much on this point; but it appears worth noticing in some way that even 
Mr. Cockburn did not appear to bo over confident, judging from the fact (hat he put all his affairs in order 
that da}’. Being acquainted with Mr. Humble as a- friend, he arranged his affairs in the interest of his 
children, and put his things in his friend’s possession. There must have been something in Cockburn’s 
mind about something being likely to happen. We know that Mr. McDonald stated to the jury that, “ if 
anything happens while we are in here, that’s the shortest way out to the fresh air.” pointing to the trap
door—the slide door. Then there were the chalk-marks, which were put as they went along the road. 
Even the manager, Mr. McAuliffe, does not appear to have been free from anxiety. In reply to 
Mr. Wilshire, he stated it was not his intention to go with the exploring party, but on the evening of the 
Thursday he had fixed in his mind to go, but when he went to the mine he was too late, as the party had 
gone down. He went down the mine, and lingered about the furnace until he was apprised by Burt of 
what had taken place regarding the explorers ; and, while ] have to express my regret that the manager 
was not with the party, leading it, it is some satisfaction to know he was in tho mine at the time of the 
occurrence, and rendered some service later on in the rescue of the McDonalds. The under-manager was 
entrusted, it appears, with leading the exploring party, although he was sceptical from the beginning on 
the quality of gas from No. 3 district; and no matter what Cockburn’s views might have been theoretically 
on these gases, he said yesterday, when giving evidence, that while he would give place to Cockburn in 
regard to theory, he would not do so in practice, In practice he regarded himself Coekburn’s superior, 
hut not in theory. It is surprising that, when the exploring party went in, they did not take the air current 
with them. I know it maybe remarked “that we are all good Generals after the battle”; but Mr, 
McDonald lias admitted that there was an outlet for air as a return in the No. 3 district over the old over
east away into “C” heading. He states in his evidence, in answer to Mr. Humble, “ There is an overcast 
in connection with the return and No. 3 workings which would have provided an outlet for a current of 
air driven into No. 3 workings in the reverse way to what the air was put in.” Then, again, he gives a 
peculiar answer further down : “ I was not warned by anyone of the danger of meeting these gases. No 
one spoke to me of the necessity of taking fresh air in with me.” Surely Mr. Dixon and Mr. Humble’s 
idea about this matter would have been of some weight. Mr. McDonald's own knowledge of what he had 
read in the several standard works on the subject should have given sufficient warning itself. These works 
told him that carbon monoxide was one of the most poisonous gases in connection with coal-mines. How, 
then, in the face of that, can Mr. McDonald make thissiatement p Mr, Cockburn, it appears, was warned 
in a way. He met Mr. Humble, whom he informed that he was going iato No. 3 district. If what I 
gather from Mr, Humble’s evideuce is correct, be warned Mr. Cockburn that he should not go. I do not 
know whether the fact of Mr. Humble not being more active in warning these men, or stopping them from 
doing au absurd act, would have any weight wdth your Honor in drawing up the report. As it is, I 
bring it under the notice of the Court. _ I am not aware that Mr. Dixon was cognizant of the intention to 
explore this old district. If I was, I would ask the Court to also give that fact their notice. 
But your Honor must not forget tiiat Mr. Humble is the inspector for the Stockton Colliery. Coming 
back to the situation at tho entry, the limited precautions adopted for getting out to fresh air if 
anything happened, and the chalk marks, if they became, separated—admitting tbe arrangements to 
be bad—does it not appear to your Honor that getting on towards midnight was a most peculiar time to 
enter upon an exploration, especially taking into account that there was no need for hurry. At that hour 
everybody would be retiring to rest. You would imagine that an exploration of that character, 
surrounded with peculiar danger, as they must have known from the way it was carried out, would have 
been entered upon through the day, when everybody was about. I think this is a very pertinent 
question to tbe whole business. Again, there was a slight current, so it has been stated, coming out of 
the double heading. How is it mon were not located in that fresh air in tbe double heading, a consider
able distance away from the trap-dpor, and partly intermediate between the trap-door and where the men 
were found? Or, if that was not thought about, why not have bad some more men about the mine in 
case of any unforeseen circumstances occurring, especially when it was known that ten men were going in ? 
It appears to me that the daytime should have been chosen for tho work. A staff of men could then 
have been bandy, and at tho trap-door, in tbo event of unforeseen occurrences taking place. The explora
tion takes place; ten men are in it: some are very young, and without much experience ; some are 
experienced. Air. Burt, of course, is an experienced man, so far as mining is concerned; but he had no 
knowledge of gases. Mr. Jury is a student in gases but, notwithstanding that he has been schooled a 
good deal in these matters, we have the melancholy fact that he never raised any protest whatever against 
the party’s going in, Mb have had no mention of any protest from Cockburn. Air. Humble explained 
that from bis temperament he was hardly likely to make one. Besides, he was a newly-appointed official, 
and would not care to question the management. It docs seem surprising to me that these men, with 
their education, when confronted with this dajiger, did not raise a manly protest, and object to the men 
being taken in on false lines. AVith regard to tho other men, probably some had a fair practical know
ledge. One thing about Air. McDonald that cannot pass unnoticed is that, while he went in with bis own 
life, bis soil’s life was with him a* the same time. 1 admit there is that much to be said in bis favour ; 
but I do not say that it militates against the foolishness of travelling in against the intake air. It only 
proves that Air. AIcDonald had formed a strong opinion, and was determined at all hazards to bold to it. 
The unfortunate part of the business is that, even after the casualties, Mr. AIcDonald will not come down 
and admit that carbon monoxide is there, notwithstanding Professor Threlfall’s report and tbe opinion 
expressed by Dr. Hester. Air. Jury, too, appears to be somewhat sceptical about the matter. AVe are 
told that some of these men were volunteers. The principal officials (Burt, Jury, and Ellis) were simply 
told to come to work in the ordinary way. Ellis tells us that he was at the furnace on AVbdnesday night, 
and that he was affected and felt very bad. It does not appear that he mentioned this to anyone ; but 
he made such a statement in his evidence. How long were these men in there? AAftiat evidence have 
we on that point ? The evidence is not very clear, and the only thing we can do is to get a fair approxi
mation. That can only be worked out from the circumstantial evidence that has been given. For instance
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Dr. Heeler elates that he got word in Newcastle that he was wanted at the Stockton Colliery, some time 
before 11 o’clock. He went over to the mine in the 11 o’clock boat, and arrived on the pit-top at 11'10 
p.m. Elbe tells ns that when he oamo out of the mine he knows it was not 11 o’clock. Jamea Goodwin, 
one of the rescuers, then tells ns that ho went down in the lirst cage between 10 and 11 o’clock, Boberts, 
another of the rescuers, says that he heard the whistle blow or give forth the wanting between 10 and 11 
o’clock. 1 think wc may say that half-past 0 had just turned when the explorers entered the mine. 
Mr. McDonald, Jury, and one or two more went down to the furnace after they arrived at the pit bottom. 
Ellis, with others, stayed near the Mo. 2 door until they came hack. Ellis also states that while at that 
No. 2 door he noticed even there this same smell before entering. Afterwards Mr, McDonald came hack; he 
had not been to the furnace many minutes when he returned. They then entered the rope-road, and walked 
quietly on until they came to the double-heading, which they entered, and stayed there fora lew' minutes. 
Although they would be inhaling that peculiar atmosphere down to the double-heading, once in’there, 
there would be some partial relief. They, therefore, stayed there a few' minutes. I do not think it would 
be an unfair computation to say that when they left the double-heading it would be probably a quarter to 
10. After they moved on from there (f assume that it was then a quarter to 10) they went quietly on, 
marking the road (the different turns) as they went with chalk ; and they went on till they came to 
No. 16 bord ; and, as soon as they got there, they had just about halted when an order was given to each 
of them to go back, Mr. McDonald remarking at the time, 11 Bailey will take the lead."’ And the iifxt 
thing we hear of is Bailey falling into tho arms of James McDonald, and exclaiming, I’m done.” In 
regard to the time the men were in the mine, I am inclined to think, that they were not in more than 
twenty minules when they became affected. Bailey was the first to be overcome. Jury, at the same time, 
says he felt shaky, and a dizziness came over him. Shortly after this Burt says he fell down, and that 
appears to ho the time wdien the race for life unfortunately began. Bailey’s condition would he a warning 
to all parties that the danger signal had been exhibited unmistakably. Mr. McDonald, in his evidence, 
says that they got to No. 16 bord, and that during the time that he stopped there he said to Cockburn, 
l: Did you hoar that r” He says, Cockburn answered, 11 Yes, Mae.: that’s a fall.” Well, Cockburn is, 
unfortunately, not here to speak as to what did Jake place. Jury says he heard no fall, and felt no con
cussion. Burt says he hoard no fall, and felt no concussion. Ellis says he felt a slight concussion, and 
James McDonald says lie felt a slight concussion ; but they both state that they heard no fall. It did 
not affect their lights. McDonald says he noticed a draught come on to them. The witnesses sny that 
they did not feel anything up to this lime, and from the time the order was given to return to Bailey’s 
being overcome was simply a matter of a few minutes. I think a fair conclusion to draw—and the only 
one—is that these men having been in that atmosphere for something like twenty minutes from the time 
they left tho double heading, f think they had inhaled that much poison that it began to take effect. Iliat 
they were all affected at that time is not quite borne out by some of the evidence. It is stated that some 
struggled oul, and we know tint Ellis himself states that lie felt nothing peculiar at the lime—not till 
lie was partly on the way mil:. Well, now, ihese are the circumstances in cnnncclion with ibis business. 
The men start to return, and eventually we find that there arc only four who make their escape—Ellis, 
Burt, Jury, and William McAulide. I take it they must all have been somewhat affected. As regards 
tho rescue work wo find that the manager, as soon as he gets the information, makes all haste to give an 
alarm and get a rescue party formed. I suppose it was the best he could do at that particular time. Tho 
rescue party went in, and following this, a good deal of unfortunate business takes place. The manager 
remaining at the pit-top, after having been doing rescue work in connection with the McDonalds and 
Mr. Sampy, the engineer of the colliery—who, by the way, bad never been taken into the consultation, 
although a man possessing good mining knowledge in a general way—takes charge of the trap-door. 
Parties of rescuers are admitted, and there is no time specified as to how long they should stay, as far as I 
have been able to discover. There was no standard set up that a man should no"t remain in more than a 
certain time. Audit doesnot appear that any standard was fixed with regard to theinterval which should 
elapse before a man was admitted a second time. It was left as a matter of endurance. It was left to 
them to go in and to get bodies out, dead or alive, or to become exhausted and then attempt to get 
out the best way they could. I will admit, your Honor, that these men acted no doubt nobly in 
responding to tho call to go and rescue tho men in the mine in the hope of saving life; but the 
clear, intelligent, control of the mine, under any circumstances, must never be overlooked; we have 
no right.to give it up at any time. If not retained by the manager, suroly it should be by somebody 
to whom be is able to delegate his authority. Anyhow, we find that men were going in more than once, 
and, 1 believe, in some cases more than twice. 'The men, when they got in, were permitted to wander away 
out of tho main road—to the by-ways, so to speak—and there lose their lives; and I believe that in 
pursuit of Thomas McAlpin no less than five lives were sacrificed. And we have it from the evidence of 
Mr. Roberts—one of the rescuers—that thete were no less than sixteen men in Ibere at one time. 
Dr. Ilostor states in his evidence that he warned Bwccnuy and Cbarlesworth against going in, and that ho 
believed Mr. Sampey heard tins warning given ; yet these men were allowed to run into what proved to 
them a death Imp. And those are some of the unfortunate circumstances in connection with this 
business. I will again draw the Court's attention to these clauses of tbe Act in regard to tbe issue of 
notices by the inspectors that I have already referred to. What does the thirty-third section of the 1806 
Act say ?" That all notices under this Act, by or to an inspector, shall be in writing, or partly in writing 
and partiv in lithograph. I think all notices dealing with danger in a mine should be given in writing, 
as it is well to have a record that instructions have been given. Besides, a written notice has a much 
more potent force than any verbal instructions. Notwithstanding your Honor's opinion on General 
Rule 7, I would again bring it under the notice of the Court. The reason I am emphasising this matter 
is this: In the old Act of 1876 there was a clause giving the inspectors power, where men had been 
brought out of a mine in consequence of danger, to say that they should not go back until that mine was 
declared safe. It was, however, deemed expedient by the legislators to eliminate that clause when the 
Rill was under consideration. With regard to General Rule 7 of tho present Act, it says:—

If at any time it is found by the person for the time being in charge of the mine, or any part thereof, 
t’ravt by reason of inflammable gases prevailing in the mine, or that part thereof, or of any cause 
whatever, the mine or that part is dangerous, every workman shall be withdrawn from the mine 
or part so found dangerous; and a competent person appointed for the purpose shall inspect 
the mine or part so found dangerous, and, if the danger arises from inflammablo gas, shall

inspect
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inspect the mine or part with a locked safety lamp, and in every case shall make a true report 
of the condition of the mine or part; and a workman shall not, oscept in so far as is necessary 
for inquiring into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, he 
readmitted into the mine or part so found dangerous, until the same is stited by the person 
appointed as aforesaid not to be dangerous. Every such report shall be recorded in a book, 
which shall be kept at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the person who made 
the inspection. '

I still contend that the first part of this Eule intends that an inspection should be made. I admit that 
the exploration comes in later on; but 1 take it that the intention of the Kule is that at least there shall 
be an inspection, and that such inspection shall ho recorded in a book, which shall be kept at the colliery 
office for the purpose. I wish your Honor to give this Rule a little further consideration.

Bis Honor : You contend that before an exploration is undertaken some sort of an inspection 
should be made as a preliminary to allowing workmen to go in and explore ?

Mr. Curley : Yes, your Honor.
Mr. Robertson Your contention is, that the person inspecting should go as far as the exploring 

parly intend to go ?
Mr. Curley: My idea of an inspection is this the man in charge of the mine has a right to sec 

that an inspection is carried out of that part to where it is intended to proceed with the exploring party; 
and, as manager, he should be one of the men to make the inspection, if it is a case of peculiar danger.

Mr. Robertson ; In this instance, you contend that an inspection should have been made as far as 
the explorers went.

Mr. Curley : Yes; as far as it was intended to go. That is my idea of an inspection. I contend 
that a manager has no right to send men where he cannot go himself. I admit that an inspection might 
not be made by one man only ; but it is an extraordinary thing to call that an inspection where a party of 
ten men is engaged.

Bis Honor: I take it you mean that the person inspecting should first of all make a general 
examination ?
. Mr. Curley : These are my views: if it is desirable to enter any portion of a mine to explore it, an 
inspection in the first place should be made of tho locality in the proximity. T do not say every detail 
should be carefully gone into, as that would be a matter for tho explorers; hut the particular locality 
somewhere near the ueinily should be inspected before an exploration party is taken in. more especially 
in such a case as that under notice, where there was no hurry, as the manager states.

_ Mr. Robertson : What would bo the necessity of an exploring party if the district had already 
boon inspected? If it hud been inspected in the immediate locality, then I would say it was not necessary 
for explorers to go in.

Mr. Curley; But my contention is, that there should bo an inspection prior to the explorers 
going in. _

Mr. Robertson : But is not an exploration an inspection?
Mr. Curley: Not altogether. IE explorers went into a locality and noticed anything wrong, they 

would set to work and remedy it. I consider that the question of inspection supersedes everything, and 
that it should be held as a vital principle.

Mr. Robertson You cannot define the number of people for an inspection ? .
Mr. Curley : I should say two or three people, or four at the outside, would be quite ample for’ an 

inspection.
Mr. Robertson : But that may he a matter of opinion ?
Mr. Curley : Yes; i am only giving my opinion.
Il/r. Robertson : When you admit three or four, another man might think seven or eight?
Mr. Curley: 1 es; but you can go on to the absurdity, and say that one man might think a 

thousand necessary. (Continuiny.) 1 also wish lo emphasise the fact that we have no record of any 
written notice having been tendored to the inspector for tho district with regard to the deaths of Curran 
and Smith. A verbal message only was sent to Mr. Humbler Coming back to the fact of tho Inspector 
for the fitockton Colliery, and I think also Mr. Divou, not appearing at the colliery fhe day after their 
inspection to make some inquiry ; both Mr. Humble and Mr, Dixon were at Stockton at the inquest on 
fi hursday, which adjourned about ] o clock; and it does not appear that they thought it worth while to go 
to the colliery office and inquire what was going on. I want that matter considered as well. Why they 
did not appears to me difficult to comprehend, especially as they knew what was transpiring when they 
made tho inspection; and moreover, Mr. Humble admits in his evidence that that door's being out in No. 3 
district came as a matter of surprise to him. T think it must appear as a surprise to your Honor that 
that stopping was taken out. The idea of calling the door at the furnace a stopping on hinges: why the 
whole thing is absurd. It seems to me singular that au inspector of this colliery did not think it worth 
his while to get down to the furnace, seeing that it is the most vital part of the colliery, a little oftener, 
and pay some attention to it. It is a surprise to me that Mr. Humble, on the last occasion he visited the 
colliery, did not deem it worth while to inspect the furnace. Again, it is rare that an inspection is made 
at night time. Surely there could be a casual inspection made now and then other than during the day 
time. There is another matter. The inspections made by the colliery officials should be embodied in 
their report books, Hood administration is certainly w hat I would like to see exercised in connection 
with the practical branch of the Mines Department of this Colony. I would like to see the Act 
administered in a little firmer manner than appears to be the case at the present time. I hope I have not 
wearied your Honor. I have to express my thanks for the courtesy the Court has extended to me, and 
for the patient hearing it has given me.

. ^r; 0 Sullivan.naii: I should not have thought of addressing the Court if Mr. Curley had
confined himself to the facts. I ask—Have the provisions of the Regulations of the Coal Mines Regulation 
Act been complied with { What evidence have we that tney were infringed ? "What evidence of the kind is 
there, except that the manager neglected to enter in his book the accident which happened to Smith and 
Curran ? It is known that the manager, at this time, was ordered to his home by the doctor I ask—Was 
this accident due to au unforeseen occurrence, or to an error of judgment which any man might make, or was 
it due to neglect? There could have been no neglect, for, when the Government inspectors and the colliery 
managers visited this particular district some time back, they also went in against the return air. Now, as 
to the stopping, the manager explains that the No. 3 district some years ago was worked oul. It remained 
unsealed lor more than three years. It was thon found that the stoppings on the main intake of No. 2

district
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district were leaTiing, and it was on account of tHs that the stopping which was knocked out afterwards 
was erected. During the three years this district was open, the only stopping was No. 3 door, which 
proved in every way effectual. On each occasion of the managers visiting the mine, they entered against 
the current of air ; and no surprise was expressed either by the inspectors or managers. It was in order 
to clear out the district more oft’cetually on one of these visits of examination that this stopping was 
knocked out. As regards the leaving of the doors open, that was contrary to liulo 23 of the Special 
Eules of tho colliery, a copy of which is served upon all the colliery employees, and was certainly served 
upon Curran and Smith. This Kule reads:— '

“ No workman or other person shall injure any air-courses, brattice, or stopping, or leave open, wholly 
«r partly, any door, or do any other act whereby the ventilation of the mine may be aifected, or 
tho lives of tbo men or the property of the owners may be endangered.”

On the Thursday night there is evidence that the door was left open.
[Mr. O’Sullivan then proceeded to refer to tho verdict of the jury at the first inquest upon Curran 

and Smith, and Mr. Curley took exception to the construction whichMr. O’Sullivan xnil: upon it. His Honor 
thereupon quoted the verdict, and said that it was “ That Curran and Smith died in the Stockton Colliery, 
and that their deaths were caused by inhaling noxious gases, commonly called black damp, the said gases 
being accumulated and caused by the doors Nos. 2 and 3 being left open ; but there is no evidence before 
us to show how those doors came to be left open,”]
_ Afr. O’Sullivan : Well, the doors were left open. I submit that the exploring party was necessary 
in any case. First of all, it was necessary for the purpose of locating the seat of the fire, if one existed; 
and the reason for making the exploration as early as possible was to avoid the fire, if thero was one, 
spreading, and to get it sealed off at an early stage. As Mr. Humble told us yesterday, it is a very 
difficult thing to seal off a fire in a mine where the stoppings arc so numerous as they are in the Stockton 
Colliery. In regard to Mr. Curley’s contention that Dr. Hester was not positive as to what caused the 
death of the men, thero is what the jury thought, All the men who went into the mine were of opinion 
that black damp was present, though they were certainly on the look out for other gases as well. As 
regards the action of the manager, it is in evidence that ho was at his home nervously prostrated on his 
bed ; but when he hears of the exploring party going in, he repairs rapidly to the mine and finds that he 
is just too late to join; so he attends to the furnace. The air was evidently pretty good when the 
exploring party went in, for one of them, now dead, remarked “ I could live in this for a week 
and we have it in evidence that McAlpin said, “ I could live in here for a week.” The evidence 
of all the survivors is that the air was very good. Concerning the cause of what took place, what 
more likely than that it was what was thought by Macdonald—namely, a fall P Mr. Humble and Mr. 
Dixon themselves heard a fall after the accident; and is it not likely that that was a continuation of 
what was going on in the mine ? Ellis speaks of sickness on the Wednesday night. He was cmlpoyed 
at the furnace to clear out tbe black damp. He knew of the danger. As to Gould's evidence, 1 do not 
think anyone would call Gould a reliable witness. His evidence has been given in such a way that very 
little weight can be placed upon it. If he was completely overcome, it was very strange that he could 
walk a mile to report what had happened very shortly afterwards. These are two very conflicting state
ments, There is this smell noticed on tho Wednesday night. I do not protend to be able to account for 
it. All the authorities I have looked up tell me that carbouic acid is odourless, tasteless, and colourless. 
Professor Threlfall took samples in the mine. The first was no good ; in the second, carbonic oxide 
predominated; and, in the third, carbonic acid—black damp. That supports McDonald and his opinion 
of black damp. I will just quote Dr. Hester. lie says, “Judging from what happened to the 
rescue party, I should say that the poisonous gas must have increased very considerably while 
tho exploring party were in the workings.” And again, “ Kcstraint had to be placed on men to 
prevent their going in to try and rescue; and in many eases men went in who had been in before, 
in order to lead and show other men the way.” That is how several were lost. They escaped from 
those who were in charge, and that is how they were lost. Dr. Hester also said that one of the effects of 
carbonic oxide was to occasion dimness of sight. In conclusion, I say that whatever happened was purely 
accidental, and that it happened from some unforeseen occurrence that the management could not have 
contended against.

Mr. lioberison (addressing Mr. McAubffo) asked: Can you tell me the names of your under 
officials who were unaffected by the gas, and were at liberty to take charge when you, Mr. McDonald, 
Jury, and others, were affected by the gas ? .

Mr. McAuliffe: I sent Jury and. Ellis out into the fresh air to recover themselves. There were 
no other deputies except Jones, who, however, was not one of the exploring party. (Continuingi) Jones 
was fresh, mid could have taken charge. He was assisting in the rescue work. All the officials except 
Bailey, senior, were there that night. Joues was not one of the explorers; he was one of tho rescuers. 
He was physically quite able to take charge. Bailey was not on the scene at all that night. Ho was not 
aware of the accident. He was depnty at that time,

Mr. Dixon (in the absence of Mr. Wilshire, whose atlcndance had not been deemed necessary), 
addressed the Court. lie said :—Tour Honor and G-entlemen forming the Court,—1 wish to draw 
attention to the fact that, as far as the inspectors arc concerned, everything we have done in connection 
with the Stockton disasler has been made transparent to the public. Wo have not kept anything back ; 
and I venture to assert that, in getting out the evidence, fho questions put by fhe inspectors at the 
inquest were intelligible and lucid to everyoue. We tried to make the inquiry as' simple as possible, and 
to get all the facts we could with regard to the disaster. Mr. Humble has been referred to as the 
inspector of the Stockton Colliery ; but in relation to the written notice which was not served, and the 
verbal notice which was given, I wish the Court to bear in mind that I consider myself as one with Mr. 
Humble in this respect; and if any blame is duo to Mr. Humble it is also due to me, as senior officer. Wo 
understood, both of us, that the verbal instructions were as good as written instructions, so far as the 
management was concerned. All through the Stockton case I wemt with Mr. Humble, and I stood by 
him. Of course, there has been no reference made to what we did other than merely going to the pit. 
I think it is only right that the Court should take notice of what we did in the ten hours of rescue work. 
I do say that there arc not two inspectors in the British Empire who could have done better than Mr. 
Humble and myself. 1 can only emphasise what I said before—that if there is any blame attributable 
to Mr. Humble for not having written the notice, I am here to stand by his side, and share that blame. 
In conclusion, I have to thank your Honor and tho Court for the way the inquiry has been conducted.

At this stage the Court adjourned sine die.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX TO KEPORT OF PROCEEDINGS.
Mr. Curley having undertaken to supply the Court with a copy of certain recommendations made by a 
Royal Commission appointed in England to inquire into the cause of mining accidents, and the means to 
be used for their prevention, forwarded, under date of 15th EVbruary, 1897, a document in the following 
terms:— ' 6

[Copy.]
“ Tho Colliery Managers’ Hand-book'’: by Caleb Tamely, ISM, page S20, Appendix.

Measure# for dcatiitt/ irith Casualties.

Wr consider that measures should be adopted to deal more systematically, and, if possible, more expeditiously with 
casualties resulting from the various sources of accidents dealt with in this report.

Collieries or miucs should bo required to provide an ambulance and stretchers for the purpose of conveying to their 
homes sufferers from injuries received while in the discharge of their duties.

Arrangements should be made for the establishment of centres in mining districts where additional appliances lor 
uecour and relief, and also special appliances for exploring purposes, should he maintained in an efficient condition so as 

to be ready for use at the shortest notice. ’
It is most; desirable that facilities should be afforded for tbe instruction of men in the use of special auxiliary appli

ances for exploring purposes, and in simple measures connected with the provisional treatment of injuries.

Special Rules for tbe conduct and guidance of tbe persons acting in the management of the Stockton 
Colliery, in tho District of Newcastle, and all persons engaged in or about the Colliery.

N.B.—One or more copies of these Kules shall he fixed up in the principal office at the colliery and all persons 
accepting employment m the colliery shall be engaged subject to the Regulations contained in them.

A printed copy of the Rules shall be supplied to every person before he is employed in or about suck colliery.

Special Jlutes.

1. The colliery manager shall have the daily supervision and control of every shaft in the course of sinking, and every 
level and inclined plane in the course of being driven for commencing or opening any mine, or for searching for or proving 
minerals, and all shafts, levels, planes, works, machinery, tramways, and sidings, both below ground anil aboveground, in 
find adjacent to the mine, and any such shaft, level, and inclined plane belonging to the mine.

2. He shall comply with the requirements of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, lS7(i, and shall, to the best of his 
power, enforce the observations of the said Act, and of the General and Special Rules.

3. He shall appoint such competent persons as may be necessary for carrying out the provisions of the said Act and
to provide for the safety and proper discipline of the persons employed m the mine or mines under his control. ’

4. The overseer shall have the daily supervision and responsible charge of the mine, under the direction of the
manager, and shall give all necessary instructions to the men and boys in the pit respecting their work : and shall sec that 
they pay due respect to the Rules and Regulations of the colliery ; and shall visit every working-place in the pit daily or 
as often as may be practicable, and see that the air-courscs and stoppings are in a good state of repair, and that an adequate 
quantity of fresh air is constantly supplied to the men. 1

5. In the event of any sudden discharge or accumulation of inflammable gas in any part of the workings tho fact
shall be immediately reported by or through him to the manager, and he shall also adopt such measures as may seem to 
him most advisable for the immediate removal of the gas, and work shall not bo resumed in such place or places until tho 
gas has been removed. r 1

6. In any place where there is a dangerous appearance of flic-damp, locked safety-lamps shall be used, and no work
man shall he permitted to remain where fnc-damp shall be accumulated in such quantity as to burn in tho inside of or to 
heat the Lamps dangerously. “

7- The overseer, or some other person specially appointed in his place, shall personally see that the air furnaces are 
kept in good repair and carefully attended to, and shall examine daily, or as often as practicable, the state of the roofi i 
the mam roads and the working-places, also the state of the shaft and the guides therein ; and in the event of any of the 
above-mentioned places being found insecure, he shall cause them to be repaired at once.

8. It shall also be the duty of the overseer to see that an adequate supply of timber is sent into all tho working- 
places, and to see that such places are properly and securely timbered. b
. 9. H on examination by the overseer or any other person specially appointed, any working-place shall lie found
insecure from a defect in tho ventilation, or from insufficiency of timbering, he shall cause a danger-signal to be placed in 
tho middle of the road, at the entrance of it, such danger-signal to consist of a hoard with the word “danger ” printed

On~$cftcr or Hookcr^on,

^ ^ <>i>-setter or hooker-on shall, subject to the directions of the manager or overseer, have the sole control of
t.ie pit-bottom and the command of the signals up the pit, and on no account shall he allow any person to interfere with 
the rapping of the signal-hammer. He shall at all times when sending up waggons of coal, see that none of the coal projects 
beyond the side of the waggon, and shall pay the greatest attention to the signal-hammer when men are going to ride in 
order that accidents may bo avoided. The rapping shall be as follows

11, Number of raps—
1 for “ go on.”
2 for “ lower down. ”
3 for “ men coming up.”
4 for " empty cage.”
5 for “go slow—door open.”
6 for “small coal for engine.”

12. The on-setter shall on no account allow any person to .ride in a cage with a waggon, and on no account shall any 
person be al owed to go across tbe pit-bottom while work is going on in the pit, and any violation of this Rule shall be 
reported to tho manager immediately.

' Banhman.

15. The banksman shall subject to the direction of the manager or overseer, have the control of the pit-top, and the 
command of the signals down the pit, and have po\ver to pre\ent strangers from descending without special instructions 
from the manager.

14, The banksman shall be responsible for tbo state of tbe pit-top, and shall see that the frames and tho surface near 
the pit-mouth are kept free from coal, stones, or rubbish, and that they are cleaned at least three times a day. He shall 
also see that_ the ropes mid slides aie well greased, and on no account shall he allow any person to descend the shaft in a 
State of intoxication.
, , ,16: ,He f*1;1,11 no! a?low “‘J" miner or workman during work hours to descend the pit in the same cage along with his
tools, but be shall send them down for him.

16. He shall examine the pit ropes and the cage-chains frequently through the course of the day, and shall report to 
the manager or overseer if they are found faulty, adopting at the curliest opportunity such means as will, to the best of his 
judgment, remedy the defects.

17. AV ire-ropes shall be run through the banksman's hands slowly, once every week, to detect broken wires.

Mtigine-driecr,

18. Tho engine-driver shall have the sole control of the engine entrusted to his care.
. . !9- He shall inspect daily the engine, boilers, drums, chains, cages, and all other machinery used for the purpose of

raising men and coals from the mine ; shall see that all winding-ropes be carefully attacked to the drum by clamps ; that 
boilers be blown off every twelve hours : that the pumps are wot king well, and that the water is regularly pumped.

20,
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20. The engine-driver shall attend constantly to his engine during the shift, and upon no account sliall he permit any 
person to touch any of the machinery or enter the engine-house, except such persona as may he appointed so to do by those 
in authority over him. He shall run the ropes once up and down before men descending in the morning, in order to see 
that the ropes, &c., are all right.

21. The engine-driver shall at all times pay strict attention to tho rapping of the signal-hammer, as specified above, 
and to the oiling of the engine nml the pulley-wheels, and should he discover any derangements of the machinery he shall 
stop the engine at once and report the matter to the manager, overseer, or engineer.,

22. When men are in the pit-workings the engine-driver shall not leave the handle of the engine on anv account, and 
when men arc going to ride from the bottom he shall not lift the cage until he is sure of the signal given, and when men 
are going down he shall sec that they are all right before the cage is started, and he shall sec that the men are let down or 
drawn up with the greatest possible care.

‘ Colliei'!; and Workmen.
23. No collier or other person shall descend contrary to the direction of the banksman, nor ascend contrary to the 

direction of the hookov-on, nor shall any person or persons ascend or descend upon a loaded skip, or attempt to got out of the 
cage when in motion.

2i. livery collier shall in all matters relating to the workings of the mines, or to the safety of the mon, obey strictly 
the orders of the manager or the overseer, and no man or hoy shall go into any part of the pit other than where ha works 
without special authority from the manager or overseer. *

23. livery collier shall, upon leaving his place of work, take care that no lighted candles or lamps or other fires 
(except such as is used for the purpose of ventilation) be loft burning in any'of the workings he may pass through or by, 
unless it he under the care of some person, nor shall he leave any gunpowder dangerously exposed.

26. livery eollier shall securely sprag or uphold the coal whilst holing, and shall securely prop up the roof nf the 
board or heading where lie may be working, so that accidents may be avoided; and if he shall not bo provided with a 
sufficient quantity of timber he shall cease working, and report the same to the manager or overseer.

27. Kvery workman employed in any pit shall inform the person in charge of the workings of the existence of any 
choke or fire damp ; of any insecurity of the roof, shaft, or any other part of the workings; or of any air-door being 
damaged or left open, immediately on its being observed by him.

28. No workman or other person shall injare any air-courses, brattice, or stopping, or leave open wholly or partly 
any door, or do any other act whereby the ventilation of the mine may he affected, or the lives of the men or tho property 
of the owners may he endangered.

29. Tho seam of coal must be wrought strictly in accordance with the instructions of the manager or overseer. No 
collier shall on any account be allowed to take the tools of another. ■

_ 30- kvery person employed shall obey the orders of the manager or overseer, or other person specially appointed 
to give orders in all matters connected with the safety of the minors or tho working of the colliery, and sliall refrain from 
quarrelling, fighting, or using obscene language, or from doing anything that may cause a stoppage of the works.

31. There shall be no restriction ns to tho amount of any individual’s daily or weekly earnings.
32. Any miner or other person employed in or about tho colliery shall be liable to instant dismissal if he shall 

wilfully violate the foregoing Rules, or if if shall appear to the manager that tho men or machinery are in any way 
endangered by his neglect or incapacity.

' Firemen.
33. The firomeu shall be in the pit four (-t) hours before the workmen commence to draw coals, and shall examine 

carefully with the safety-lamp all places and sections where gas has previously been scon.
31. He shall suspend “ danger crosses ” in all places where gas is found to be dangerous and stopped, and on no 

account allow them to be removed until the place is considered safe, and started again.
35. Ail safety-lamps to be examined by tbo fireman before they are given out to the miners or anyone connected 

with the colliery requiring the use of a safety-lamp.
36. All safety-lamps sliall be locked by the fireman before they leave the lamp-room, which will he in charge of the

fireman. .
37. Any lamp receiving any injury shall be at once delivered up to the fireman or overman, and the fact reported to 

the manager.
38. No smoking shall be permitted in any place where safety-lamps are used.

Fvrnarc-'nien and none-driven.
39. The furnace-men and horse-drivers shall be subject to the same Rules and Regulations as tho other workmen, 

and when the pit is not at work shall obtain special instructions from the manager or overseer.
40. When day and night furnace-men are required, the one shall not leave the furnace until tho other arrives, except

to give information of the non-attendance of the other, in which case he shall return again with all speed to the furnace, 
and remain there until relieved by someone appointed by the manager or overseer for that purpose. When a day furnace- 
man only is employed the furnace shall he got into vigorous operation before the time for starting work in tho pit, and he 
shall see that a clear brisk fire is kept up all day. ■

41. Gunpowder or other explosive or inflammable substance shall not be stored in the mine.
42. It shall not he taken into the mine except in a covered or closed case or canister, containing not more than four 

pounds.
43. A workman shall not have in use at one time, in any one place, more than One of such cases or canisters,
44. No steel or iron rammer shall be used, and a charge of powder which has missed fire shall not be minimmod.

N.B —It is tho particular desire of tbe owner of the colliery that the various officers shall at all times report to the 
proper authorities every individual case of neglect or wilful disobedience of tbe Rules and cautions nbovcmenlioncd, in order 
tha t tho safe and proper working of the colliery may be duly maintained.

i By the 34th clause of the 39th Victoria No. 31, it is enacted every person who shall ho guilty of any offence against 
this Act, or who shall wilfully violate or neglect to observe any provisions of this Act, or any general or special rule estab
lished hereby or hereunder for the violation or neglect of which no penalty is hereby expressly imposed, shall for every 
such offence bo liable to a penalty not exceeding Hi 10, recoverable summarily before two or more Justices of the 1’cacc.

By the 33rd clause of the same Act it is enacted every person who pulls down, injures, or defaces any notice hung up 
or affixed as required by this Act, shall bo liable to a penalty not exceeding 40s.

No. 27.
Exhibit “ A”—Court of Investigation. Exhibit No. 10—Court of Inquiry.

No. 28.
W. T. Dick, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Dear Sir, Newcastle, 10 March, 1S97.

Could you kindly supply mo with half-a-dozen coiiies of tho finding of tho Court of tho 
Stockton iriquiry, if published. Yours, &e.,

---------  W. T. DICK.
Inform, Department regrets its inability to comply with his request; hut tho report has not been 

published, except so much of it as appearcl in tho daily papers,—II. B.B. (fi r U.S.), 19/<3/97.

324—1
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The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to "W". T. Dick, Esq,, M.P.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 19 March, 1897. 

Date of letter under reply:—19th March, 1897. ,
Subject:—Asking to be supplied with six copies of the finding of the Court on the Stockton inquiry. 
Eeply :—The Department-regrets its inability to comply with your request. The report has not been, 

published yet, except so much otit as appeared iu the daily papers.
D. C. McLACHLAU,

Under Secretary
(Per A.F.)

Part V. ■
Decision to hold Court of Inquiry under section io, Coal 

Mines Regulation Act, 1896. Proceedings of Court of 

Inquiry into conduct of Messrs. McAuliffe and 

McDonald, and Finding of Court; also Order of 

Minister for Mines cancelling Certificates.

No. 1. .
Tho Secretary to The Attorney-General to The Under Secretary for Mines and

Agriculture.
' Be Stockton Inquiry.

Sir, Attorney-General’s Department, Sydney, 9 March, 1897.
T have the honor, by direction of the Attorney-General, to inform you that, after perusal and 

consideration of the papers in the above matter, he has decided that no criminal proceedings shall be 
taken. ■ I have, &c.,

H. POLLOCK,
- - - Sccrcto-Ty,

Submitted.—D.McL., 9/3/97. Seen.—S. Smith.

No. 2.
Minute hy The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture re Stockton Colliery Accidents.

Subject:—Stockton Colliery Accidents,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 11 March, 1897.

I hate very carefully perused the full and very comprehensive report submitted by the Court of 
Investigation appointed to inquire into the causes and circumstances attending the fatal accidents which 
occurred in the Stockton Colliery in December last.
_ The finding of the Court is that both the manager and the under-manager are unfit, by reason of 
incompetence, to discharge the duties of their respective positions ; and I, therefore, direct that an inquiry 
under clause 10 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act be held at Newcastle—the inquiry to be conducted by 
His Honor Judge Backhouse. The Crown Solicitor should be moved to have all documents prepared, so 
that the inquiry may be commenced without any avoidable delay.

S. SMITH.

No. 3.
Tito Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to The Crown Solicitor.

Sir, _ Department of Minos and Agriculture, 11 March, 1897.
With reference to tho inquiry recently held at Newcastle in connection with the Stockton 

Colliery accident, and to the report of the Court as to its causes and circumstances, I am directed to state 
that, as it appears that the manager and under-manager are unfit to discharge their duties by reason of 
iucompetency aud negligence, the Minister desires that an inquiry shall bo held under section 10 of the 
Coal Mines Regulation Act. "

Under subsection (n), section 10, the Minister is directed to furnish to the manager and under
manager a statement of the case on which the inquiry is instituted, and I should, therefore, be glad, if you 
will have the proper statement of the case prepared.

The report of the Court of investigation is forwarded, together with a copy of the evidence. As 
it is intended to hold the inquiry at au early date, I should be glad if the matter can receive immediate 
attention.

It will also be necessary that some person be appointed by the Minister to undertake the manage
ment of the case, and I would ask that Mr. Wilshire, of your Department, be instructed to do so.

I have, &e.,
• D. C. McLACHLAN,

■ Under Secretary.

- No. 4.
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No. 4.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 11 March, 1897.
With reference to your letter of to-day’s date, respecting the inquiry to be held as to the 

competency of the manager and under-manager of the Stockton Colliery, I have (he honor to .forward 
herewith statements of the cases on which tho inquiry is instituted, and to state that, as the Act requires 
the Minister before the commencement of the inquiry, to furnish the statement of the case to the party 
affected, it would, perhaps, be advisable for the Minister to authenticate the same by his signature.

As requested by the Minister, Mr. Wilshire of this Department will undertake the management of 
tho ease, and should, according to the Act, he appointed by the Minister,

' Kindly inform me as early as convenient where, and on which date, the inquiry is to be held.
I have, &c.,

G-EO. COLQTJHOTJN, _ _ 
---------  Crown Solicitor.

Mr. Humble and I saw Mr. "Wilshire on Saturday, and again this morning", when he approved of 
the statement as now amended being sent.—H.D.W., 1G/3/97.

No. 6.
Memorandum by The Under Secretary for Mines and Agricult are to

Inspector Lynch.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 16 March, 1897. 

Wirm Inspector Lynch please cause tho enclosed letters and statements to be served on Mr. Daniel 
McAuliffe, manager of the Stockton Colliery, aud Mr. William McDonald, under-manager of tho Stockton 
Colliery, at the earliest moment lo-morrow ?

Attached hereto are duplicates of the statements, having on their back a certificate of service, 
which should he filled in by the officer effecting service.

The duplicates should then be returned to this office.
D. C. McLACHLAN,

------------ Under Secretary.
Notices served, certificates on originals filled in, and papers returned herewith.-^W. C. Lynch, 

Inspector of Police, Newcastle, 17/3/97.

[Enclosure.']
* Statements signed for McAuliffu and McDonald, ami sent with duplicate copy to Inspector Lynch, Newcastle, for service.

10 March, 1897.
Copiks of Certificates of Service. ■

I, CoNSTAimn Aliskrt P, Knkiht, of Stockton, do hereby certify that I have served, this ITtliday of March, 1897, 
upon tho within-named William McDonald, the statement herein, by delivering to him personally, at Stockton, a true copy 
thereof. ■

ALBERT L. KNIGHT,
--------- Ist-Class Constable.

■ I, Constable Albert E. Knight, of Stockton, do hereby certify that I have served, this 17th day of March, 1897, 
upon the within-named Daniel McAuliffe, tho statement herein, by delivering to him personally, at Stockton, a true copy 
thereof.

ALBERT F. KNIGHT,
Ist-plass Constable.

' " No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His Honor Judge Backhouse.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 March, 1897.
I am directed by tbe Secretary for Mines to inform you that lie bus, in the exereiso of the 

power conferred on him by section 10 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1890, directed you to hold an 
inquiry into the conduct of Daniel McAuliffe, as manager of the Stockton Colliery, in consequence of 
representation having been made to him by the “ Court of Inquiry into the Stockton Colliery Accidents,” . 
that Mr. McAuliffe is unfit, by reason of incompetency aud gross negligence, to discharge duties as such 
manager. ■ -

A copy of the statement of tho ease upon which the inquiry is instituted is enclosed herewith for 
your information. ,

The inquiry will be held at the Court-house at Newcastle, and will he begun at 2 p.m. on Monday, 
tho 22nd inst, Mr. K H. Wilshire, of tho Crown Solicitor’s Office, has been appointed to undertake the 
management of the case.

Annexed hereto will be found your formal appointment under the hand of Mr. Secretary Sydney 
Smith, t ■

Steps, I may add, are being taken to obtain the services of two shorthand writers, one of whom 
may act as Secretary to the Court. ' I have, &c.,

' D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 7.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to His* Honor Judge Backhouse.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 March, 1897.
I am directed hy the Secretary for Mines to inform you that he has, in the exercise of the 

power conferred on him hy section 10 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, directed you to hold an 
inquiry into the conduct of William McDonald, as under-manager of the Stockton Colliery, in consequence 
of representation having been made to him hy the “ Court of Inquiry into the Stockton Colliery Accidents,” 
that Mr. McDonald is unfit, hy reason of incompetency and gross negligence, to discharge his duties as 
such under-manager. 1 ■ A

* Statements referred to, with proceeding of Courtof Inquiry, pages 6, 6, 7, 8,9. 
t See Proceeding of Court, pages 2 and 3.
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A copy of the statement of the case upon which the inquiry is instituted is enclosed herewith for 
your information.

The inquiry will be held at the Court-house, Newcastle, and will bo begun at 2 p.m. on Monday, 
22nd inst. Mr. E. H. Wilshire, of the Crown Solicitor’s Office, has been appointed to undertake the 
management of the case.

Annexed hereto will he found your formal appointment under the hand of Mr. Secretary Sydney
Smith.

Steps, 1 may add, are being taken to obtain the services of two shorthand writers, one of whom 
may act as Secretary to the Court. I have, &e.,

‘ . - D. C. McLACHLAN, ■
_______________________________ Under Secretary.

IsTo. 8.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to The Crown Solicitor.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 March, 1S97.
With reference to your letter of the lltli instant, respecting the inquiry to beheld into the 

conduct of the manager of the Stockton Colliery, I am directed to enclose herewith Mr. E. If. Wiishire’s 
authority* to undertake the management of the case, and to inform you that the inquiry will bo held by 
Hit Honor Judge Backhouse.at the Court-house at Newcastle, and will be begun on the 22nd instant, at 
2 p.m.

A. statement of the case (in duplicate) on which the inquiry is instituted was forwarded last night 
to the Inspector of Police, Newcastle, for service on Mr, McAuliffe ; and on the receipt of the duplicate 
copy it will be forwarded for Mr. Wilshire's information, I have, &c ,

D. C. McLACHLAN.

Sir, . Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 17 March, 1S97.
With reference to your letter of the 11th instant, respecting the inquiry into the conduct of 

the under-manager of tho Stockton Colliery, I am directed to enclose herewith Mr. E. H. Wilshire’s 
authority to undertake the management of the case, and to inform you that the inquiry will be held by 
His Honor Judge Backhouse at the Court-house at Newcastle, and will be begun on the 22nd instant, at 
2 p.m.

A statement of the ease (in duplicate) on which the inquiry is instituted was forwarded last tight 
to the Inspector of Police, Newcastle, for service on Mr. McDonald, and on receipt of the duplicate copy 
it will he forwarded for Mr. Wilshire’s information. I have, Ac.,

D. C. McLACHLAN,
_______________ ' Under Secretary.

No. 9.
His Honor Judge Backhouse to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Judge’s Chambers, District Court, 18 March, 1897.
_ I have the honor to acknowledge Ihc receipt of two letters from you, dated the 17th iustant, 

respecting inquiries to he held by me under the provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1S90, and 
tho following enclosures :—

1. Appointment to inquire into the conduct of Daniel McAuliffe.
- 2. Copy of statement of case supplied to him.

3. Appointment to inquire into the conduct of William McDonald.
4. Copy of statement of ease supplied to him. ■

1 have, Ac.,
ALF. P. BACKHOUSE.

No. 10.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to H. McAuliffe, Esq.

S'r, | Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 March, 1897.
. With reference to tho inquiry to be held inio your conduct as manager of the Stockton 

Colliery, I am directed to enclose herewith for your use one dozen blank forms of summons.
I have, &c.,

. D. C. McLACHLAN,
_______________________________ Under Secretary,

No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Wm. McDonald, Esq.

S'r, _ , Mines Department, Sydney, 18 March, 1807.
_ With reference to the inquiry to be held into your conduct as under-manager of the Stockton 

Colliery, I am directed to enclose herewith for your use one dozen Wank forms of summons.
■ I have, &c..

- D. C. McLACHLAN,
___ __________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 12.

See Proceedings of Court-, pages 10 and 11.
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No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Miucs and Agriculture to The Crown Solicitor.

Sir, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 18 March, ISO/.
I am directed by tbe Secretary for Mines to forward tbe attached papers for the information 

of Mr. E. H. -Wilshire, who has boon appointed to undertake the management of tho cases at the inquiries 
into the conduct of the manager and under-manager of the Stockton Colliery.

I bare, &c.,
' D. C. McLACHLAN,

■ --------- Under Secretary,
X’Ai'EiiS attached.

Keport of Court of Inquiry info Stockton Colliery accidents (and tiacing). Copy of evidence 
taken and addresses made before the above Court. Copy of report of Inspectors Dixon and Humble. 
Copy of evidence taken at second inquest (in three parcels). Copy of exhibits (except plan). Copy of 
evidence taken at first inquest. Copy of statement served on D. McAuliffe, with certificate ot service on 
back. Copy of statement served on Wm. McDonald, with copy of certificate of service on back.

No. 13.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 18 March, 1S97.
With reference io the inquiry to be held into the conduct of the manager and under-manager 

of the Stockton Colliery, the following witnesses will be required to be in attendance, viz.:—Messrs. 
Martin, Coroner; William Dixon, Chief Inspector; William Humble, Inspector; Jonathan Dixon, Hurt, 
Gould, and the two gentlemen who took the shorthand notes at the Court of Investigation.

The whole of the papers, including the plan of No. 3 district, should also bo at tbe Court for the 
purpose of reference. I have, &c.,

GEO. COLQUHOUN,
---------  Crown Solicitor.

Mr, Wilshire asked for a summons for E. J. Jury.—II,W., 19/3/97.

No. 14.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. E. H. Wilshire.

Sir, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 19 March, 1897.
Adverting to my letter of yesterday's date, addressed to the Crown Solicitor, respecting tho 

inquiries to be held into the conduct of tho manager and under-manager of the Stockton Colliery, 1 am 
directed to enclose herewith additional papers in connection therewith, viz.:—A copy of the special rules 
of the Stockton Colliery; the appointment of the late Court of Invesligation under section 23; a copy 
of the report of Dr. Haldane on the causes of death in colliery explosions; a report of Pamely’s Colliery 
Mauager’s handbook (see pages 3’23-33i), and also of Eoscoe’s Elementary Chemistry (see page 76).

The original depositions taken at the first and second inquests will be forwarded to Newcastle, as 
well as the original plan put in by Mr. Jonathan Dixon. _

Summonses have been forwarded to the Inspector of Police for Service on G, C. Martin, John 
Dixon, William Humble, Jonathan Dixon, Burt, Gould, E. J. Jury.

1'ive forms signed by His Honor arc enclosed for your use, aud a further supply will be forwarded 
to-morrow. . _

The police authorities have been asked to provide facilities to enable you to effect the service of 
summousee. 1 have, die.,

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary.

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to The Inspector-General of Police,

Sij^ Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 19 March, 1897.
1 am directed to inform you that an inquiry will be held at the Court-house (occasional court

room), Newcastle, on tho 22nd instant, commencing at 2 p.m., by His Honor Judge Backhouse, into the 
conduct of Daniel McAuliffe and William McDonald, manger and under-manager respectively of tho 
Stockton Colliery.' I. am therefore to request that one of your local officers may be instructed to act as 
crier to tho Court, and that assistance may be accorded to Mr. E. H. Wilshire, who has undertaken the 
management of the cases, iu effecting service of summonses,

I have, &c.,
D. C. McLACHLAN,

Under Secretary.

No. 16. .
Memorandum by The Under Secretary for Mines to The Police Constable at Greta.

Department of Mines and Agriculture, 19 March, 1897. 
Winn you please cause tbo enclosed summonses to bo served on Mr. Jonathan Dixon, ^manager of tho 
Greta Colliery, as early as possible to-morrow, and notify Mr. E. II. Wilshire, “ Great Northern Hotel,” 
Newcastle, when you have done so.J D. C. McLACHLAN,

Under Secretary 
(Per H. Dalrymplc Wood).

------------------------------------------------No. 17
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' . No. 17. '
Memorandum by Tbe Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Inspector Lynch,

Newcastle.
Department of Mines and Agriculture, 19 March, 1897. 

WiLii you ptcfisd cruise the four enclosed summonses to be served on the persons to whom they are 
directed as early as possible to-morrow,

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary

_______________________________(Per H, Dalrymplc Wood).

No. 18.
The Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to Tho Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Court of Inquiry into the conduct of the manager and under-manager of the Stochton Colliery.
, _ _ Newcastle, 22 March, 1897.

X beg to inform you that the Court of Inquiry into the conduct of Mr, McAulifFet the manager, 
and Mr. McDonald, the under-manager, of the Stockton Colliery, was opened in the Court-house, New
castle, at 2 p.m, to-day. His Honor Judge Backhouse jjresided. Mr. E, H. Wilshire, prosecuting 
officer, Crown Solicitor s Office, was present, and notified that he had heen appointed to undertake the 
management of the cases. Mr, E, E. Rogers, Q.C., instructed by Mr. T. D. O’Sulliran, appeared for 
Messrs. McAuliffe and McDonald.

It was agreed by the parlies :—
(1.) That the two cases should be taken together.
(2.) That Mr. Wilshire may, if he think proper, put in evidence already given hy Mr. McAuliffe, 

as evideuce against Mr. McDonald, aud the evidence already given bv Mr. McDonald as evidence 
against Mr. McAuliffe. -

Mr. Wilshire then opened his cases, after which witnesses were called. At 5 p.m. the Court 
adjourned till 10 a.m to-morrow (Tuesday). Mr. Rogers has undertaken to then hand in the certificates 
of the manager and under-manager. I have Ac.

’e. C. WRIHHT,
----------  Secretary.

For Minister’s information.—D.McL., 23/3/07. Seen.—S. Smith, 23/3/07.

■ No. 19.
The Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to Tbe Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. 

Court of Inquiry into the conduct of tho manager and uuder-manager of the Stockton Colliery.
_ Newcastle, 23 March, 1897.

I have the honor to inform you that, upon the Court resuming its sittings to-day, tbe certifi
cates of Mr. McAuliffe, the manager, and Mr. McDonald, tho under-manager, of the Stockton Colliery, 
were handed in. J

Afterwards a considerable amount of documentary evidence was put iu, and witnesses were called. 
At 5 p.m. the Court adjourned till to-morrow (Wednesday) morning.

I have, &c.,
E. C. WRIGHT,

___________________ Secretary.

- No. 20. •
The Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Court of Inquiry into the conduct of the manager aud under-manager of the Stockton Colliery.
S’r» i Newcastle, 24 March, 1897.

I beg to inform you that the Court resumed its sittings to-day,
Mr. Wilshire called additional witnesses, and shortly before the mid-day adjournment closed his 

cases. Mr, Rogers, Q.C., thereupon opened fhe cases for the manager and under-manager of the Stockton 
Colliery. ‘

At 4'50 p.m. the Court further adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow (Thursday).
I have, &c., '

E. C. WRIGHT,
_______________________________ Secretary.

No. 21.
Telegram from Mr. E. H. Wilshire to The Under Secretary for Mines.

_ Newcastle, 25 March, 1897.
Couiit of Inquiry concluded. Certificates of manager and undet-manager cancelled. .

For Minister’s information.—D.McL., 25/3/97. Seen.—S. Smith.

No. 22.
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No. 22.
The Secretary, Court of Inquiry, to The "Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Court of Inquiry into the conduct of the manager and under-manager of the Stockton Colliery,
Sir, Newcastle, 25 March, 1897.

I beg to inform you that the sittings of this Court were resumed at 10 a.m. to-day. The 
taking of evidence was concluded at 11 a.m., at which hour Mr. Eogers, Q.C., proceeded to address the 
Court. Mr. E. H. Wilshire followed, after which His Honor Judge Backhouse summed up.

The Court, on the grounds of incompetency and gross negligence, cancelled the certificates of the 
manager and under-manager.

Upon rising, the Court adjourned till 2 p.m. on Saturday, the 3rd proximo. There is at present, 
however, no intention of the Court sitting on. that day; but it may he found necessary to do so. ,

I have, &c.,
E. C. WEIGHT,

---------  Secretary.
Seen,—D.C.McL., 26/3/97. '

No. 23.
His Honor Judge Backhouse to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Court of. Inquiry into the conduct of the manager and undcr-managor of the Stockton Colliery.
Sir, Court-house, Newcastle, 25 March, 1897.

I have tho honor to inform you that the Court of Inquiry concluded sittings to-day, and that I 
made an order cancelling the certificates of Daniel McAuliffe, the manager, and William McDonald, the 
under-manager, on the grounds of incompetency and gross negligence.

My report, in accordance with the provisions of tho Act, will be forwarded to you in due course.
I have, &c.,

ALE. V. BACKHOUSE,
---------  D.C.J.

Submitted for tbe information of the Minister.—TI.B.S. (for U.S.), See me re this.—
S. Smitu, 31/3/97. Done, 1/4,'/97. Besubmit with the report when it comos to hand.—D.C.McL.,
vw- ___________________ ______

No. 24. ’
The Crown Solicitor to The Tinder Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 27 March, 1897.

I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the Stockton Colliery accidents, 
except those put iu as evidence at the Court of Inquiry, and to state that the inquiry commenced at 2 
p.m. on Monday, tho 22ud instant, and continued from day to day until Thursday, at 2’30 p.m., when His 
Honor Mr. District Court Judge Backhouse found the two principal charges fully proved, and ordered 
tho certificates of Mr. Daniel McAuliffe (manager) and Mr. William McDonald (under-manager of the 
said colliery) to be cancelled, the Court was then adjourned until Saturday, the 3rd April next, at 2 p.m., ' 
in case any formal matter which might have escaped attention could be done.

Bv consent, the cases being practically identical, were heard together, which considerably shortened 
the proceedings. . •

Mr. Wilshire, who was appointed by the Minister to manage the case, conducted it on behalf of 
tho Department, Mr. Kogcrs, Q.C., appearing for Messrs. McAuliffe and McDonald.

' I have, &e.,
GEO. COLQUHOUN,

---------  Crown Solicitor.
' Eor the information of the Minister.—II.B.S. (for U.S.), 30/3/97. Seen.—S. Smith, 31/3/97.

No. 25.
His Honor Judge Backhouse to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir, Judges’ Chambers, District Court, Sydney, 5 April, 1897.

I have the honor to forward, in accordance wi-th the provisions oh tho Coal Mines Regulation 
Act of 1896, section 10, subsection 5, reports (in duplicate) on the inquiries which I have held into 
certain charges alleged against the manager and mider-manager of the Stockton Colliery. Tho evidence 
which I had before me accompanies the report. In addition to these document's 1 forward the certificates 
issued, under the above-mentioned Act, to the manager and under-manager, together with the formal 
orders by which they are cancelled. I have, &e.,

ALF. V. BACKHOUSE,
--------  D.C.J.

For approval to record the cancellation of these certificates in accordance with section 12 of the 
Act.—D.McL., 0/4/97. Approved.—S. Smith, 8/4/97. Cancellation duly recorded.—H.W., 9/4/97,

No. 26.
Report of Court of Inquiry into the conduct of Daniel McAuliffe.

Sydney, 5 April, 1897.
In the matter of the inquiry under the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1S9G, into the conduct of Daniel

McAuliffe, manager of the Stockton Colliery.
REroitT sent lo the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, in accordance with the provisions of section 10, 
subsection 5 of tbe said Act.

The inquiry was commenced, in the Court-house, Newcastle, at 2 p.m. on Monday, the 22nd 
March, and was continued till Thursday, the 25th March, 1897. There was afterwards, one additional 
sitting, which was held in the District Court-house, King-street, Sydney, on Saturday, the 3rd April, 
1897. This
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This case was, by consent, heard with that of William McDonald.
The management of the case, on behalf of the Honorable tho Secretary for Mines, was conducted 

by Mr. E. II. Wilshire, of the Crown Solicitor’s Office.
Mr. McAuliffe was represented by Mr. F. E. Eogers, Q„C.
It was not necessary for me to view the mine, as nothing that I could have seen there would have 

helped me in the slightest in coming to conclusions, the condition of things being altered since the time 
of the accidents, and the representatives of both parties agreeing that such a visit would be useless. It 
would, also, have unnecessarily protracted the inquiry.

Tailing the charges in the statement of case in the order iu which they were set out, the following 
were my decisions on each point, and the reasons for giving them:—

Charge Eo. 1.—That you; as manager of the Stockton Colliery, allowed the stopping marked D on 
the plan put in as evidence at the Court of Investigation lately held at Newcastle, respecting the 
late Stockton Colliery accidents, to be removed and did not replace tbe same or make any 
provision to prevent the noxious gases in No. 3 district from escaping into the workings of the 
mine.

The facts were not in dispute. Some years ago, when No. 3 district was worked oiit, the bord 
ends along the main road {see tracing, Exhibit No. 1) were closed, but tho rope-road was left open, and 
there was no stopping at D for some time. A movement then occurred in the roof of No. 3 district, 
causing the stoppings along the main road to be twisted about aud broken. This allowed leakage, or 
scaling of air into No. 3 district from the main road wherever there was an unobstructed way from the 
rope-road to the furnace, which happened every time that No. 3 door was opened. To prevent the leakage 
so caused the stopping at D was put in, aud it remained till June, 1896, when it was taken out, evidently 
to save time in clearing out No. 3 district, to enable persons who were to give evidence in certain cases 
which had heen brought against the Stockton Colliery Company to inspect the falls from the roof. That 
it was not absolutely necessary that the stopping in which there was a manhole should he removed is 
shown by tho fact that in the previous December the district had been cleared for a similar purpose with
out the permanent stopiiing being interfered with in any way. That this stopping, for the safe working 
of the mine, was indispensable, is practically proved by the course adopted in the management of tho 
mine ; and not replacing it seemed unquestionably to bo a matter showing gross negligence, as its absence 
was a constant menace to some men in the mine. There was, right up to the time of the accidents, 
senliug pf air from the main road into No. 3 district every time No. 3 door was opened, as it had to be a 
dozen times a day for the purpose of replenishing the furnace. The foul air from No. 3 district was 
drawn to where the furnace-men were. If the stopping at D had been replaced, it would have been 
impossible for Curran and Smith to have brought about their deaths, which unquestionably they did by 
leaving open No. 3 door.

Charge No. 2.—That you did not enforce, or cause to be enforced, the special rules of the colliery, 
and were lax in the discipline of the mine.

This charge did not-appear to be made out. The evidence simply pointed to the man Gould having 
made complaint on one occasion to the under-manager, which was conveyed to the manager, about No. 3 
door being left open. The under-manager made an inspection, and, finding everything correct, had some 
doubt of Gould’s statements, and took no further steps. This, certainly, does iiot support the general 
charge,
_ Although there is no charge with reference to No. 3 door, I think there should have been two doors 
instead of one.

Charge No. 3.—That you did not cause to be constantly produced an adequate amount of ventilation 
in the mine to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working 
places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine and the travelling roads to and. 
from those working-places were in a fit state for working and passing therein,

_ This charge was not proved. In fact there was no contention before me that any part of the mine 
was improperly ventilated, except No. 3 district, when the exploring and rescue parties went in. '

No. 3 district is sufficiently dealt with in my remarks relating to Charge No, 5,
Charge No. 4.—That you did not supervise and accompany the exploration party on the 3rd December 

last under the unusual circumstances then existing.
It certainly appeared to mo that, ordinarily, Mr. McAuliffe should have led tho exploring party ; 

but, having heard his explanation as to tho state of prostration in which he was—caused by tbo deaths of 
the furnace-men shortly before—and having judged him by bis subsequent conduct in going down to join 
the party—although ho was too late—and the heroic manner in which he acted afterwards when rescuing 
and attempting to rescue some of the men, 1 had no doubt that lie had no intention of shirking his duty, 
and that the reason which he gave for his absence was perfectly bond fide. ° ’

If this charge had stood alone I should not have considered it my duty to have dealt in anv wav 
with Mr. MeAuliffe’s certificate.

Charge No. 5.—That, after being notified by the Government Inspectors that “fire-stink ” was in tho 
No. 3 district and gas generating therein, you allowed the exploration party to go into the said 
district against the air-current, thereby permitting a dangerous instead of a safe and practicable 
mode of entry into same to be adopted.

No doubt, as it was contended to me, it is “ very easy to be wise after the event”; but, in judging 
of Mr. McAuliffe in allowing the under-manager to take iu the exploring party against the current of air,
I had to consider what were the conditions under which he acted on the 3rd December, and whether his* 
conduct was such as would have been reasonably expected from a competent manager; although, in tho 
light of subsequent events, tbe course of action taken might have proved to have been wrong. ’
. I* was al)d fa^ly might be urged in Mr. McAuliffo’s favour that on previous occasions men had gone 
iu the same way without any disastrous results, and if the conditions on tho 3rd December last had been 
the same as existed in December, 1895, and June, 1896, it migbt be that something could be said to justify 
the course adopted. On that I express no opinion ; but the conditions were not the same. First of all, 
Gould had made a complaint of what happened to him on the night of Monday, the 30th November. [He* 
by mistake, speaks of the 1st December in his evidence.] I had little doubt, from tbe symptoms which

he .
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he described, that he was then suffering from the effects of carbon monoxide (“fire-stink.”) This 
complaint alone should have aroused tho management to recognise that there was a possible danger, till 
then unheard of, to the men at the furnace. The complaint was followed by the terrible deaths of 
Curran and Smith on the night of the 1st December. Dr. Hester gave the cause of death in their cases 
as poisoning by carbonic acid gas (black-damp) ; but it was quite possible, and extremely probable, bearing 
in mind what was discovered afterwards, that carbon monoxide (“lire-stink”) played a part in contributing 
to their deaths. Dut, assuming in favour of Mr. McAuliffe that their deaths were entirely due to carbonic 
acid gas (blaek-damp), the consultation with Mr. Dixon and Mr. Humble, Inspectors of Collieries, and 
the presence of the henzinc smell in the atmosphere (which was coming from the rope-road out of lSro. 3 
district) should have shown any competent manager that, at all events, a party entering by the rope-road 
would probably meet the insidious and dangerous gas carbon monoxide (“ lire-stink”), and should have 
made him determined not to enter by that way. Entering against the air current might, possibly, have 
been justified if it had been necessary to act at a moment's notice, and where tbe loss of every instant was 
a matter of importance, such as in tbe ease of a rescue party. But there was no such necessity. Tho 
exploring party did not enter till between 0 p.m. and 10 p.m. on the 3rd December—at least thirty-six 
hours after the decision as to the course to be adopted had heen come to. It was admitted, on the last 
sitting day of the Court, that the air could have been sent round tho reverse way, namely, in at the trap 
door marked Z on the tracing, and out at 20 bord, to the main road, without any serious difficulty. 
Some objection way raised at the hearing, at first, that this might have shut off the pumping gear from 
inspection; hut, as was at once pointed out hy Mr. Humble, if the course suggested had been adopted, 
the pumps could have heen approached from No. 3 shaft. The possibility of using No. 3 shaft should 
have occurred—it appeared to me—to any competent manager. But, if the air could not have been sent 
round tbe reverse way, some such system of bratticing as was adopted by tbo inspectors to enable the 
rescue parties to work should have been made use of. In any event, 1he men ought never to have been 
taken in by the road they were until it was made absolutely clear that thero was no carbon monoxide 
(“firc-stink”) coming from No. 3 district; and, if there had been the slightest doubt about this, the 
inspectors—it seemed to me—should have been consulted before any move was made.

I recognise that, in all probability, the danger to the men was increased by a sudden fall while tbe 
exploring party was in. But a fall might reasonably have been expected. I assume there was a fall, 
and, by reason of it, a considerable increase of danger to the men. But, if it had not taken place, I 
doubt whether all the exploring party would have come out. In favour of the affirmative view of this 
question, the opinion of Dr. Hester as to the condition of the air when the men went in was urged. But 
this depends on the time they were in; and, as to that, thero is little more than guess—a guess, when 
consideration is given to what followed, worth nothing.

Charge No. 6.—That yon were ignorant of the nature and quality of the gases mot with in coal-mines, 
particularly the gas known as carbon monoxide or “ firc-stink,” and that you were unable to dis
tinguish this gas from other and different gases.

I did not find this charge proved. Mr. McAuliffe seemed to have recognised on the 2nd December 
that the inspectors were right in the conclusions to which they had come. He is placed on the horns of 
this dilemmaIf he recognised carbon monoxide (“ fire-stink”), he should not have allowed the men to 
go in : if be did not recognise it, be showed an ignorance which unfitted him to be a manager.

There was no attempt to show ignorance of other gases.
Charge No. 7.—That you were ignorant of the fact that a current of air passing over a gob-lire would 

cause a larger quantity of carbon monoxide gas and other noxious gases to generate.
This charge did not appear to me to be correctly stated. Dp to a certain point, tbo current of air 

would have the effect described; hut when the conditions of ordinary combustion by fire would be reached, 
less carbon monoxide (“ fire-stink ”) would be given off.

I found, on the two matters, namely :—
Charge 1.—as to the stopping at D being removed and not being replaced, and
Charge 5.—as to allowing the exploring party to go in against the current of air, 

that Mr. McAuliffe had been guilty of iucompetency and gross negligence, and was unfit to discharge his 
duties as manager; and, as the consequence of such incompetency and gross negligence were so terrible, 
it appeared to be my duty to order his mauager’s certificate under the Coal Mines Ecgulation Act, 1896, 
to be cancelled, and I ordered accordingly. A formal order is attached to the papers.

It has not been necessary for me to set out any of tbe evidence verbatim, as, on most points, there 
was no conflict; and where thero was a conflict as to facts, I took the view put forward by Mr. McAuliffe 
and his witnesses. "■

Before concluding—in fairness to Mr. McAuliffe—I wish to add that, with the exception of the two 
matters particularly referred to, he had, according to the evidence, shown himself competent, and, in some 
respects, more than competent. One piece of work in connection with shaft-sinking in difficult ground 
was spoken of by the Inspectors of Collieries as a great achievement, To his bravery I have already 
alluded.

_ Mr. Wright I have to thank for great and able assistance; and Mr. Roberts discharged bis duty as 
deposition clerk in a highly satisfactory manner, bearing out my previous experience of him.

X have, &c.,
The Hon. Sydney Smith, ALE. P. BACKHOUSE, ■

Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. D.C.J,

No. 27.
Report of the Court of Inquiry into the Conduct of William McDonald.

Sydney, 5 April, 1897.
In the matter of the inquiry under the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1890, into the conduct of 

William McDonald, under-manager of the Stockton Colliery.
Report sent to the Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines, in accordance with the provisions of 

section 10, subsection 5, of the said Act. The
324—K
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The inquiry was commenced, in the Court-house, Newcastle, at 2 p.m. on Monday, the 22nd 
March, and was continued till Thursday, the 25th March, 1897. There was, afterwards, one additional 
sitting, which was held in the District Court House, King-street, Sydney, on Saturday the 3rd April, 
1897. _

This ease was, by consent, heard with that of Daniel McAuliffe.
The management of the case on behalf of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines was conducted by 

Mr. E, H. "Wilshire. of tbe Crown Solicitor's Office.
Mr. McDonald was represented by Mr. E. E. Eogers, Q.C. _ _
In this report I would repeat and incorporate all that I have said in my report in the case of 

Daniel McAuliffe, excepting only what I have stated in regard to charge No. 4- set out iu the case against 
Mr. McAuliffe.

Dealing with the charges seriatim, I report as follows :—
Charge No. 1.—That you, as under-manager of the Stockton Colliery, allowed the stopping marked 

D on the plan, put in as evidence at the Court of Investigation lately held at Newcastle respecting 
the late Stockton Colliery accidents, to be removed, and did not replace the same, or make any 
provision to prevent the noxious gases in No. 3 district from escaping into the workings of the 
mine.

I found this charge proved.
Charge No. 2.—That you did not cause to be constantly produced an adequate amount of ventilation 

in the mine to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working places 
of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and travelling roads to and from those 
working places, were in a fit state for working and passing therein.

I found this charge not proved.
Charge No. 3.—That you did not enforce, or cause to be enforced, the special rules of the colliery, 

aud were lax in the discipline of the mine.
I found this charge not proved.

Charge No. 4.—That, after being notified hy the Government Inspectors that “ fire-stink” was in the 
No. 3 district, aud gas generating therein, you led tho exploration party into the said district 
against the air-current, thereby adopting a dangerous instead of a safe and practicable mode of 
entry into same.

I found this charge proved.
Charge No. 5.—That you were ignorant of the nature and quality of the gases met with in coal-mines, 

particularly the gas known as carbon monoxide, or “ fire-stink,” and that you were unable to 
distinguish this gas from other and different gases.

Although Mr. McDonald differed from tho inspectors, and seemed to hold his own opinionas against 
theirs, still he "had had experience of carbon monoxide, or r< lire-stink,” in Scotland; and I saw no reason 
to come to the conclusion that I might deal with his certificate on the ground of ignorance in the matter 
herein charged.

Charge No. 0.—That you were ignorant of the fact that a current of air passing over a gob-fire would 
cause larger quantities of carbon monoxide gas and other noxious gases to generate.

This charge I found not proved.
I found, on the two matters, namely :—

Charge 1.—As to the stopping at D being removed, and not being replaced; and
Charge 4.—As to leading the exploring party in against the current of air,

that Mr. McDonald had been guilty of incompetency and gross negligence, and was unfit to discharge his 
duties as under-manager; and, as the consequences of such incompetency and gross negligence were so 
terrible, it appeared to be my duty to order his under-manager’s certificate under the Coal-mines 
Eegulation Act, 1896, to be cancelled, and I ordered accordingly. A formal order is attached to tho 
papers.

As in the case of Mr. McAuliffe, with the exception of the two matters referred to, Mr, McDonald 
was spoken of in the evidence as competent. His personal bravery was not questioned.

I have, <fcc.,
The Hon. Sydney Smith, ALE, P. EACKHODSE, D.C.J.

Secretary for Mines and Agriculture,

No. 28.
Order of Court cancelling Certificate of Daniel McAuliffe.

In the Court of Inquiry, Newcastle, New South Wales.
In the matter of the Inquiry under the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, into the conduct of Daniel

McAuliffe, manager of the Stockton Colliery.
Whereas representation having heen made within the meaning of the 10th section of the Coal-mines 
Eegulation Act, 1896, to the Secretary for Minos, that Daniel McAuliffe, manager of the Stockton 
Cofliery, situate at Newcastle, in the said Colliery, holding a mauagor’s certificate of service under the 
said Act, was, by reason of incompetency and gross negligence, unfit to discharge his duties as such 
manager as aforesaid, the Secretary for Mines directed au inquiry to be made into the conduct of the said 
Daniel McAuliffe as such manager, and did duly appoint me, Alfred Paxton Backhouse, one of the District 
Court Judges, to hold the said inquiry, and did*direct the said inquiry to be held at the Court-house, at 
Newcastle on the 22ud day of March, and the said Secretary for Mines did before the commencement of 
the said inquiry furnish to* the said Daniel McAuliffe, the said manager, a statement of the case on which 
the inquiry was instituted, and did appoint Ernest Henry Wilshire, a solicitor of the Supreme Court, to 
undertake the management of the ease ; and whereas the said inquiry was duly held by me as such Court 
as aforesaid, on the said 22nd, on tho 23rd, 24th, aud 25th days of March last past, and on the 3rd day pf
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April instant at the place appointed ; and whereas the said Daniel McAuliffe attended the said inquiry 
and was represented by counsel thereat, and the said Daniel McAuliffe tendered himself as a witness, and 
was sworn and examined as an ordinary witness in the case : Now I, the said Alfred Paxton Eackhouse, 
after hearing the evidence in support of the case and the evidence on behalf of the said manager, and 
under and by virtue of the powers conferred on me under the said Act, do hereby order that the manager’s 
certificate of service, held by tbe said Daniel McAuliffe under the said Act, be and the same is hereby 
cancelled on the ground that the said Daniel McAuliffe is unfit to discharge his duty by reason of 
incompetency and gross negligence.

Dated, at Newcastle, this 3rd day of April, A.n. 1897.
. ALP. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

No. 29.
Order of Court cancelling Certificate of William McDonald.

In the Court of Inquiry, Newcastle, New South "Wales.
In the matter of the Inquiry under the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, into the conduct of William 

' McDonald, under-manager of the Stockton Colliery,
Whereas representation having been made within the meaning of tho 10th section of tho Coal-mines 
Eegulation Act, 1896, to the Secretary for Mines, that William McDonald, under-mauager of the Stockton 
Colliery, situate at Newcastle, in the said Colony, holding an under-manager's certificate of service under 
the said Act, was, by reason of incompetency and gross negligence, unfit to discharge his duties as such 
under-manager as aforesaid, the Secretary for Mines directed an inquiry to be made into tbe conduct of 
the said William McDonald as such under-manager, and did duly appoint me, Alfred Paxton Backhouse, 
one of the District Court Judges, to hold the said inquiry, and did direct that the said inquiry be held at 
the Court-house at Newcastle, on the 22nd day of March, and the said Secretary for Mines did, before the 
commencement of the said inquiry furnish to the said William McDonald, the said under-manager, a 
statement of the ease on which the inquiry was instituted, and did appoint Ernest Henry Wilshire, a 
solicitor of the Supreme Court, to undertake the management of the case ; and whereas the said inquiry 
was duly held by me as sucb Court as aforesaid, on the said 22nd', on the 23rd, 21th, and 25th days of 
March last past, and on the 3rd day of April instant, at the place appointed, and whereas the said William 
McDonald attended the said inquiry and was represented hy counsel thereat, and the said William 
McDonald tendered himself as a witness and was sworn and examined as an ordinary witness in the case: 
Now I, the said Alfred Paxton Backhouse, after hearing the evidence in support of the ease and the 
evidence on behalf of the said under-manager, and under and by virtue of the powers conferred on me 
under the said Act, do hereby order that the under-manager’s certificate of service held hy the said 
William McDonald under the said Act he and the same is hereby cancelled, on the ground that the said 
William McDonald is unfit to discharge his duties by reason of incompetency and gross negligence.

Dated at Newcastle, this 3rd day of April, a.d. 1897.
ALE. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

No. 30. ■
Proceedings of Court of Inquiry and Evidence taken.

Proceedings of the Court, and Evidence taken at Newcastle, on the 22nd, 23rd, 24th, and 25th 
March, and at Sydney on the 3rd April, 1897.

His Honor Judge Backhouse constituted the Court.

MONDAY, 22nd MARCH, im'.
[The Court sat in the Court-house, Church-street, Newcastle, at 2 p.m,]

Under His Honor’s instructions, the Secretary to the Court, Mr. E. 0. Wright, read the following
warrants :—

‘ ■ Department of Mines, New South Wales.
Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, section 10.

I, STDHEr Smith, Secretary for Mines for the Colony of New South Wales, being of opinion that it is 
expedient that inquiry shall be made into the conduct of Daniel McAuliffe, the manager of the Stockton 
Colliery, who has been represented to me as being unfit to discharge his duties by reason of incompetency 
and gross negligence, do nereby, in .virtue of the powers conferred on me by section 10 of the Coal
mines Eegulation Act, 1896, direct such inquiry to be made, and I hereby direct Alfred Paxton Backhouse, 
Esquire, one of the District Judges, of tho Metropolitan Surburban and Hunter District Court, to hold 
such inquiry, and I hereby appoint that tbe said inquiry shall be held at the Court-house at Newcastle, on 
Monday, the 22nd day of March instant, at 2 of the clock in the afternoon.

Dated this 16th day of March, 1897, SYDNEY SMITH, _
Secretary of Mines.

Department of Mines, New South Wales.
Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896,.section 10. _ _

I, Sydney Smith, Secretary for Mines for the Colony of New South Wales, being of opinion that it is 
expedient that inquiry shall be made into tho conduct of William McDonald, the under-manager of the 
Stockton Colliery, who has been represented to me as being unfit to discharge his duties by reason of 
incompetency and gross negligence, do hereby, in virtue of tbe powers conferred on me by section 10 of 
the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, direct such inquiry to be made, and I hereby direct Alfred Paxton 
Backhouse, Esquire, one of the District Judges of the Metropolitan Surburban and Hunter District Court, 
to hold such inquiry, and I hereby appoint that the said inquiry shall be held at the Court-house at New
castle, on Monday, the 22nd day of March instant, at 2 of the clock in the afternoon.

Dated this 16th day of March, 1897. . SYDNEY SMITH, .
■ Secretary for Mines.

. ____The
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The two cases were before the Court in the following terms :—

Inquiry under tho Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, into the conduct of Daniel McAuliffe, manager
of the Stockton Colliery.

Statement of the case on which the inquiry is instituted.
To Daniel McAuliffe, manager, Stockton Colliery.

Take notice that, representation having heen made to the Minister for Mines that you, as manager of 
the above colliery, holding a certificate under the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, are, hy reason of 
incompetency and gross negligence, unfit to discharge your duties, the said Minister has directed an 
inquiry to be made into the conduct of you as such manager, and on the said inquiry the following acts, 
omissions, matters, and things will be relied upon to prove tbo charges against you : —

1. That you, as manager of the Stockton Colliery, allowed tho stopping marked D on the plan, put
in as evidence at the Court of Investigation lately held at Newcastle respecting the late Stockton 
Colliery accidents, to be removed, and did not replace the same, or make any provision to prevent 
tho noxious gases in No. 3 district from escaping into the workings of the mine.

2. That you did not enforce, or cause to be enforced, the special rules of the colliery, and were lax
in the discipline of the mine,

3. That yon did not cause to be constantly produced au adequate amount of ventilation in the mine,
to dilute and render harmless noxious gases, to such au extent that the working places of the 
shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those 
working places, were in a lit state for working and passing therein.

4. That you did not supervise and accompany the exploration party on the 3rd December last, under
tbe unusual circumstances then existing,

5. That, after being notified by the Government Inspectors that “lire-stink'’ was in the No. 3 
■ district, and gas generating therein, you allowed the exploration parly to go into the said district

against the air-current, thereby permitting a dangerous instead of a safe and practicable mode 
of entry into same to be adopted.

6. That you were ignorant of the nature and quality of the gases met within coal-mines, particularly
the gas known as carbon monoxide, or “fire-stink,” and that you were unable to distinguish 
this gas from other and different gases.

7. That you were ignorant of the fact that a current of air passing over a gob-fire would cause a
larger quantity of carbon monoxide gas and other noxious gasos to generate.

16th March, 1897. SYDNEY SMITH.

Inquiry under tho Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, into the conduct of William McDonald, mider-
manager of the Stockton Colliery.

Statement of the case on which tho inquiry is instituted.
To William McDonald, under-manager, Stockton Colliery.

Take notice that, representation having been made to tbo Minister for Mines that yon, as under-manager 
of the above colliery, holding a certificate under the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1890, are, by reason 
of incompetency and gross negligence, unfit to discharge your duties, the said Minister has directed an 
inquiry to be made into tho conduct of you as such under-manager, and on the said inquiry the following 
acts, omissions, matters, and things will be relied upon to prove the charges against you :—

1. That you, as undcr-manager of the Stockton Colliery, allowed the stopping marked D on the plan,
put in as evidence at the Court of Investigation lately held at Newcastle respecting the late 
Stockton Colliery accidents, to he removed, aud did not replace the same, or make any provision 
to prevent tho noxious gases in No. 3 district from escaping into the workings of the mine.

2. That you did not cause to be constantly produced an adequate amount of ventilation in tbe mine,
to dilute and render harmless noxious gases, to such an extent that the working places of tho 
shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those 
working places, were in a fit state for working and passing therein.

3. That yon did not enforce, or cause to be enforced, the special rules of the colliery, and were lax
in the discipline of tho mine.

4. That, after being notified by the Government Inspectors that “ fire-stink” was in the No. 3
district, and gas generating therein, you led the exploration party into tbe said district against 
the air-current, thereby adopting a dangerous instead of a safe and practicable mode of entry 
into same.

C. That you were ignorant of the nature and quality of the gases met with in coalmines, particularly 
tho gas known as carbon monoxide, or “firc-stink,” and that you were unable to distinguish this 
gas from other and different gases.

6. .That you were ignorant of the fact that a current of air passing over a gob-fire would cause larger 
quantities of carbon monoxide gas and other noxious gases to generate.

IG March, 1897. SYDNEY SMITH.

Constable A. E. Knight declared the Court open.
Mr. E. H. Wilshire, Prosecuting Officer, Crown Solicitor’s Office, handed in the appended notices 

of appointment:—
. _ Hepartment of Minos, New South Wales.

Inquiry under the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, into the conduct of Daniel McAuliffe, manager
of the Stockton Colliery.

To Ernest Henry Wilshire, Esq. ' .
I, Stdket Siimr, Secretary for Mines for tho Colony of New South Wales, in pursuance of the 
powers vested in me under section 10 (sub-section ni) of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, dohere by 
appoint you to undertake the management of the case on which a certain inquiry is to he instituted into 
the conduct oE Daniel McAuliffe, manager of the Stockton Colliery, in connection with certain fatal 
accidents which recently occurred in the said colliery.
Dated this 17th day of March, 1897. SYDNEY SMITH, Secretary for Mines.

---------  Inquiey
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Isquiiiy under the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1896, into the conduct of 'William McDonald, under
manager of the Stockton Colliery.

Department of Mines, Sydney,
To Ernest Henry 'Wilshire, Esq. _ ^ _

I, Sydney Sirmi, Secretary for Mines for the Colony of Now South Wales, in pursuance of the 
powers vested in me under section 10 (subsection in) of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1896, do hereby 
appoint you to undertake the management of the case on which a certain inquiry is to be instituted into 
the conduct of William McDonald, under-manager of the Stockton Colliery, in connection with certain 
fatal accidents which recently occurred in the said colliery.

Dated this 17th day of March, 1897. SYDNEY SMITH, _
” --------- Secretary for Mines.

Mr. E. E. Rogers, Q.C.—who was instructed hy Mr. T. D. O’Sullivan, solicitor—appeared on 
behalf of Daniel McAuliffe aud William McDonald, both of whom were present in Court.

His Honor said that, to comply with tho Act, the certificates held hy McAuliffe aud McDonald 
should be handed in. _

Mr. Rogers undertook that they should be handed in on the following (Tuesday) morning.
The order as to witnesses leaving the Court was made. .
It was agreed by the parties—

(1.) That tho two cases should be taken together.
(?) That Mr. Wilshire may (if ho think proper) put in tbe evidence already given by Mr. McAuliffe 

as evidence against Mr. McDonald; and the evidence already given by Mr. McDonald as 
evidence against Mr. McAuliffe.

Mr. Wilshire opened his cases by putting in a tracing showing some of the workings of tho 
Stockton Colliery. The tracing was marked “Exhibit No. 1.” With tbo assistance of the tracing, 
Mr. Wilshire explained various matters and proceedings at the mine having relation to the accidents 
which occurred there in the early part of December, 1896.

Having concluded the explanation, Mr. Wilshire proceeded to call witnesses, the first of whom 
was John Gould.

This deponent, John Gould, on his oath, states :—I am a bricklayer, working in tho Stockton pit; I 
remember tbe 1st December last; I was in the pit about O'-AG p.m. on that date ; 1 went there to help the 
furnace-men to unload the skips ; I noticed a very bad smell there ; it was like benzine ; I noticed that 
near tho furnace ; the No. 3 furnace-door was open at tbe time ; it was kept open ; .1. was there about 
three-quarters of an hour; the smell was coming through the No. 3 door; it came from the No. 3 old 
workings; I could tell that from tbe current of air; a man named Smith was with me at the time; he 
was the furnace-man; I said something io him when I noticed the smell; I know Mr. Burt, who was 
night overman then ; I spoke to him about the smell that night; I was affected by the smell; I was over
come by it; I first felt weak in the legs, and my head quite giddy ; I could not walk well, and fell out
side No. 3 door ; I had never been affected like that before in any colliery; I was there running the skips 
in very frequently prior to that occasion; the skips were left between doors No. 2 and No. 3 ; I cannot 
exactly remember whether No. 3 door was open or not on my previous visits; on the previous occasion I 
was there it was left open while we got the skips through ; it was not closed after the skips were put 
through; I cannot say whether it was or not; I cannot remember at all whether before the 1st December 
the No. 3 door was left open or not; the door had been left open on several occasions q>rior to that after 
the skips had gone through; it would be left open for forty-five minutes or an hour on those occasions; 
I had my lights with me on the occasion on tho 1st December last; my lights went out; we carried iiakcd 
lights and could not keep them alight; there was not a very strong draught there; it was not the move
ment of the air that put them out, but some other cause, in my opiuion. _

By Mr. Sogers: I have never been in any other colliery besides the Stockton in New South 
"Wales ; I have been in one other in Queensland for about six months ; I attribute the extinction of the 
lights to the gas; I know that carbon monoxide will burn, and docs burn with a blue flame round the 
lamp ; I did not shut No. 3 door ; I know it was absolutely against the regulations of the mine to leave 
the door open ; I left it open because I was under the supervision of Mr. Smith, since deceased; he knew 
it was open ; ho was alongside me all the time; thero was no other cause for my feeling groggy about the 
knees on that occasion on the 3rd December last; I was affected in the manner described for three or 
four hours, but was very bad for about twenty minutes ; T was taking the skips to feed the furnace ; I 
mot Burt that day and complained to him ; he said to me, “ Never leave that door open ” ; before that he 
had constantly warned me not to leave that door open while I was filling the skips. _

IBs Honor: I was not intoxicated on the night 1 noticed the smell, and was affected by it; on 
the night Smith died, McDonald charged me with being drunk ; Burt, Smith, Curran were present at the 
time; that was on the night I had given tbo warning; McDonald was standing at the skips with Burt, 
and said to Smith “ You’ve been drinking last night,” Smith looked astonished ; as I had been with Smith 
the previous night 1 took it that McDonald included me in his remark ; Smith said nothing in reply to 
him, nor did I; on the same night McDonald said to Stratton the watchman, referring to Smith, “ send 
that man home if lie comes here again intoxicated.”

By Mr. Wilshire : I was never pro seen Led for leaving these doors open.
By Mr. Sogers : I know the smell of benzine; it smells like kerosene ; that is the sort of smell I 

smelt that night.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 22nd ] JOHN J, GOULD,

day of March, 1897, before,— j
Anr. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

This deponent, Henry Burt, on his oath, states :—I am the night deputy overman at the Stockton 
Colliery ; in the absence of the manager at uight time I have full control of the colliery and the men 
working there ; I visit the furnace, and go through the mine generally at night; I remember the witness 
Gould making a complaint to me on tho night of the 1st December last; it was about 1 o’clock in the 
moruing; X told McDonald about it the next morning about 0 o’clock; I told him Gould had complained
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to me about feeling a bit sick and giddy while at the furnace; Grould told me that he left the door open 
while running in the coal, and after shutting the door he had felt all right; McDonald gave me no 
instructions when I told him this ; I cannot remember whether he said anything at all then ; when Gould 
made the complaint to me I went straight to the furnace; the air was pure and the door shut; I went a 
short distance down tho rope-road; 1 did not go as far as the point “ D ” on the plan ; I smeltno peculiar 
smell at that time there ; only on one occasion have I found'No. 3 door left open ; it was about two months 
before the accident; 1 know the leaving of tho doors open is an offence against the Act; nobody was 
prosecuted for it.; I did not report the matter as there was only one skip in at the time ; there was a greater 
cuirent of fresh air coming out when the door was open ; it came up the main shaft; I did not notice any 
current of air coming up the rope-road ; No. 3 door naturally swings to itself ; the current of air shuts it; 
it takes a heavy pull to open it; I knew where tho stopping was at the point “ D” in the plan; it was 
removed about twelve months ago, I think; T cannot say who knocked out the stopping; I knew it was 
knocked out for the purpose of ventilating No. 3 district; the removal of that stopping would allow any gas 
that might be in tbe workings to come up to No. 3 door on the rope road ; that being removed, there was 
nothing to prevent the gas coming out; X first received notice of the deaths of Curran and Smith about 
G'30 a.m. on the 2nd December last; Eobert Jury told me about it; I went to the pit bottom and saw 
Mr. McDonald; we went straight to the furnace, and lit the fire ; doors No. 2 and No. 3 were shut when 
wc went in ; I did not observe any smell then ; after lighting the fire I went to the top ; McDonald came 
with me; the bodies had been laken out of tho mine thou ; no steps were taken to punish anyone for 
leaving the door open on the occasion that Gould complained to me, as far as I know; I have been working 
in Stockton mine about ten years; I know No. 3 district; it is about four years since any work has been 
done there, I think ; that district was cleaned out on two occasions ; I never knew any bad gas to be 
found m those workings on those occasions ; so far as I know they were cleaned out on those occasions 
on account of Die actions brought against the Company by Mr. Breckenridge ; on the night of the 2nd 
instant I was in the mine ; I was for two hours at the furnace that night, but did not go through the 
mine ; I understood there was to be an exploring party that night, but received no intimation that I was 
to go with them ; at half-past 9 I went down with McDonald, Jury, and others ; X went to the furnace ; 
McDonald said, “ XVe aro going in to explore No. 3 workings, to see what is to he found"; we were to go 
in in twos, about 10 yards apart; McDonald went to tho furnace, came back, joined us, and we all wont 
down the rope-road; the green line on the plan produced {marked 11 FxUlit No. 1 ") shows the way we 
went; the air was coming against us as we went down; I know how the district was then being venti
lated ; tbe air was coming in at No. 20 bord; McDonald was leading, and bad got as far as No. 16 bord; 
we had not discovered anything up to i hat to show where the gas was coming from; it took us about 
forty-five minutes to get to that point; when we got to that point McDonald caEed on us to go back,and 
told Benjamin Bailoy to take the lead, as he had chalked the route we had come ; young Bailey then said, 
“ Boys, I’m about done”; this was about No. 11 bord; he had hold of a prop; he felt faint, and asked 
for a bottle to have a drink ; I then felt faint myself, and weak in the knees ; 1 fell down, and rolled 
down a fall inio the heading; I could not prevent myself rolling; up to that point I had felt all right, 
and had not noticed anything wrong with the air ; I felt no effect in my head up to that; I got up and 
saw Jury ahead of me ; he asked me could I see the chalk-line, and I said, “ Yes,” and that I would show 
him the way out; wo wont along, aud when we were about half-way out, another of the party—John 
Ellis—passed us; "William McAuliffe also got out; two of the men went to the surface, and I went to 
the furnace, where I found Mr. McAuliffe ; I cannot recollect anything that happened till I got on top ; 
our lights burnt brightly all the way in ; they were bare lamps; when McDonald gave us the order to 
turn back I did not hear any fall, nor did I feel any concussion of air.

By Mr. Bogers : I did not see the bodies of Curran and Smith till they were in the office; I heard 
that Jury saw them first; No. 3 district was open for a good while before the stopping was put in after 
they had ceased to work that district; there was no stopping at tho point “ D ” for twelve months after 
they had ceased to work that district; Gould told me he had loft the door open while they were running 
the skips through ; tlie door must bo opened to run the skips through ; it will close itself after
wards ; Gould told me he had closed the door after the skips had gone through; I have been 
coal-mining over fhirty years; I would caution a man for leaving the door open as Gould did, and 
then shutting it after the skips had gone through; I reprimanded Gould for doing what he did; 
1 cannot remember whether X told McDonald I had reprimanded Gould or not; McDonald seemed 
to study a lot over what I had told him ; the No. 3 district was inspected from time to time to 
see if any falls had taken place in it; I was in there myself about three or four weeks before the 
accident; I went in to where the green line on the plan joins the branch green line, and about as far as 
the branch green lino goes ; I believe we were taken in by McDonald on the occasion I have spoken of to 
see whether there were any “gob-fires I got as far as No. 14i bord ; McDonald and Mr, Cockburn went 
first; they were more than 10 paces ahead of us when McDonald told us to turn back ; he did not tell 
us why we were to turn back ; Cockburn was with McDonald at the time he told us to turn back ; we 
turned back at once ; McAuliffe has been managing the mine for three or four years ; McDonald had 
heen under-manager for about three months before the accident; McAuliffe had been under-manager for 
a long time before be became manager ; they were not working as miners in Stocklon before they became 
under-managers ; I worked with them in the Borehole mine before they went to Stockton; I consider Mr. 
McAuliffe understands his business ; from my knowledge of McAuliffe, 1 consider him a good manager; I 
consider McDonald a good under-manager ; on former occasions when inspections have been made of this 
mine, the inspectors themselves have gone down against the current; twice they went into these old workings; 
on one occasion I went with them, and they then went iu the same way as wo did on the night of the 2nd 
December last, and against the current; we urero in the old No, 3 district about forty-five minutes on the 
night of tbe 3rd December ; there was a very slight smell all tho way in that night, but nothing lo affect 
us ; I did not take much notice of the smell going iu ; it was not such as to cause me any anxiety.

By Mr. Wilshire : It was a smell J had never noticed there before.
By Mr. Rogers : There was a good current of air as we went in—plenty air for us to breathe.

Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 22nd ) HENBY BTJET,
day of March, 1897, before,— j

Alp. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.
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By consent, the depositions of 'William McDonald, taken at the first and second inquests, and his 
evidence before the Court of Investigation, were put in by Mr. Wilshire. The depositions taken at the 
first inquest were marked “ Exhibit IS'o. 2,” and were read.

Inquiry adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow.
Newcastle, 22nd March, 1807. ALP. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

TUESDAY, 23 MAROH, 1897.
Daniel HcAuliffe’s manager’s certificate, and 'William McDonald’s under-manager’s certificate, 

were handed into the Court.
Evidence of William McDonald at second inquest read in Court. {Marked " Exhibit No. 3.”)
Evidence of William McDonald at Court of Investigation, also read. {Marked “ Exhibit No. 4.”)
It is admitted by Mr. Rogers that tho representation contemplated by section 10 has been made to 

tho Secretary for Mines. _
Evidence given hy Robert James Jury at first inquest read, put in evidence, and marked 

“ Exhibit No. 5.” _ < _
Evidence given by Robert James Jury at second inquest read, put in evidence, and marked 

“Exhibit No. 6.” - '
Evidence given by Robert James Jury at the Court of Investigation read, put in evidence, and 

marked “Exhibit No. 7.”
All these depositions are put in evidence with the consent of Mr. Rogers.

This deponent, Robert James Jury, on his oath, states :—To Mr. Royers : With George Coulson, I 
urns the first to find the bodies of Curran and Smith; one body was sitting up with his head leaning 
against the prop; there was an ordinary bare lamp with him; it was Curran’s body that was leaning 
against the prop ; there was nothing but gas to have put out his lamp ; the lamps of both men were out; 
I have worked under McAuliffe for about two years and nine months ; he has always appeared to me to 
bo a careful capable man ; I have been coal-mining for twenty-six years, and have passed an examination 
as under-manager; from my experience of coal-mining aud managers of mines, I am of opinion that 
McAuliSe is a careful capable manager; McDonald was under-manager for about eight months; I have 
tlie same opinion of him in his capacity of under-manager; ho has always seemed a careful capable man ; 
it was the proper thing to do to try and find out what was the cause of this gas coming out of the 
workings, and where it was coming from; the air had been kept going for thirty-six hours to_purify that 
No. 3 district; under those circumstances I would not consider it improper to go in against the air 
current; I considered what wc had to fear was black-damp ; I consider that was what caused tbe deaths 
of Curran and Smith; I remember tests being applied at the furnace on tbe Wednesday night; we 
frequently tested the air to sec if the district was being cleared. It extinguished our lights till towards 
tbe morning when it began to got clearer ; when tlie exploration party went in as far as the action of the 
air on tbe lamps could guide us the air was perfectly clear ; wc got as far as No. IGbord with the exploring 
party; I do uot know for what reason McDonald gave the order to return; I was looking for heating in 
the coal; there is no flame Avilh a gob-fire; it is a process of fermentation; it is combustion at a low 
temperature; at the time McDonald gave the order to turn back no fire had been located nor anything 
else ascertained to show the cause of the foul gas we were looking for ; I was 8 or 10 yards from McDonald 
when he gave the order to turn back ; Cockburn ivas with him at the time ; I do not know of my own 
knowledge why the order to return was given; up to the time that order was given all the members of the party 
seemed satisfied with tbe ventilation and with the quality of air; I was satisfied myself, and I heard none of 
the party express any dissatisfaction with the air ; there was a slight smell, but nothing to take notice of; _1 
re memberthe inspectors goinginto the mine; they went in to assist in the rescue, and also to try and ascertain 
tlie cause of the accident; I believe the inspectors did not go further than No. 10 bord, which would he 
about 100 yards short of the distance I had gone; the bratticing was carried to about the point marked 
“ X” on the plan ; the air current was very poor through the brattice ; I cannot say there were 3,000 feet 
of air coming in; I have heard that when they reached the point marked "X” they were only getting 
3,000 feet of air ; that would be a very weak current indeed ; 1 cannot say how many men there were in 
the party, not having properly recovered myself, but I should say there were from twenty to thirty men in 
the party ; I consider that quantity of air was very small for the number in the party ; the farther they 
went the more leakage of air there would he; there is always a great waste of air in the use of brattices.

By Mr. Wilshire .- I did not examine the current lamp ; it was out; I cannot say whether it had gone 
out through the exhaustion of the tallow in it; these lamps will burn from an hour aud a half to two hours ; 
Curran wmuld have gone into the mine about 9'30 the previous evening; the miner carries a supply of 
tallow with him; I think McAuliffe has a good practical knowledge of the gases met with in coal-mines; 
I moan by that that ho could devise a good system of ventilation of a mine, aud could deal with the 
ordinary gases to be dealt with in a mine ; at Lhe tune of the accident I did not believe the gas carbon 
monoxide was the cause of it; since then I have altered my opinion, and" am ready to admit now that it 
was tho cause; assuming that there was a gob-fire in tho workings, it Tvould depend upon the state in 
which the fire was as to whether the passage of air over tho fire would increase the combustion ; if the fire 
were in an incipient stage the air would dilute the gas ; that would be the immediate effect of tlie air upon 
the fire; eventually it might increase the combustion; tho divisional bratticing was only carried about 
GO or 70 yards ; 1 have hoard thero were 10,000 feet of air at that point and 3,000 feet at the point “X" 
on the plan ; stopping up the bords would have increased the current; the current was returning at tlie 
back of the brattice, aud getting out by the rope-road. _

By Mr. Rogers : L do not mean that the 3,000 feet of air umuld return at the back of the brattice, 
but that it was too small a quantity for the number of men in the party.

By Kis Honor: I meant that 3,000 feet would go on and find its Avay out somewhere, but not 
that it would go back behind the bratticing.

ROBE, JAS. JURY.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 23rd | 

day of March, 1897, before,— j
" Anr. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.
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Evidence of William Humble at second inquest read, nut in evidence by consent of Mr. Eogers, 
and marked " Exhibit No. 8.”

Evidence of William Humble at Court of Investigation read, put in evidence by consent of 
Mr. Eogers, and marked “ Exhibit, No. 9.'’

Special rules of the colliery put in evidence and admitted by Mr. Eogers. Marked11 Exhibit, No, 10.”
_ Ibis deponent, William Humble, on his oath, states:—McDonald became under-manager at the 

beginning of September or August, 1890 ; if it were considered advisable to replace the stopping it would 
be part of his duty to see that it was replaced ; that would also apply to the manager; if the stopping were 
left there, and the door closed, the atmosphere in tbe old workings would be a stagnant one ; 1 have said it 
was necessary to have that stopping made; had that stopping been made lust after the inspection had 
been made, in my opinion no accident could have taken place ; I believe the necessity of opening and 
shutting the door several times every day was likely to produce the gob-fire by causing an intermittent 
current of fresh air; assuming that the management did not consider the replacement of the stopping 
was necessary, they ought to have properly ventilated the old district.

By Mr. Rogers : I think that if that door had not been left open for an hour or an hour and a half 
at a stretch it would have answered all the purposes of the stopping ; I have known McAuliffe seven 
years ; putting aside this affair I consider he has given tlie mine fair attention ; he has put down shafts 
that have been of great benefit to the mine; hut putting doxvn the last shaft I consider ho has done 
something that no man iu Australia has ever done ; he has shown great skill in the putting down of shafts ; 
I consider that in this mutter he has done nothing more than commit a very grievous error of judgment; 
I consider he ought never to have allowed the exploring party to have gone into the mine, or ought to 
have led it himself; I do not consider the exploring party was necessary ; I do not believe that he for a 
moment thought of evading any responsibility by not going in himself with the party ; I do not consider 
he shirked his duty in not going under the circumstances; he has done a great deal of timbering in 
connection with the mine, and it has been very well done ; both the timbering in the shafts and where the 
roof is coming down has been very well done; the boring in tho mine that is necessary under their lease 
has been fairly well done ; I know that McAuliSe did not lay out the first workings of the mine ; apart 
from this lamentable accident ] think that everything he lias done has been well done.

By His Honor ; I have been in this district seven years ; I was here when the old district in the 
Stockton was being worked; I was here when the stopping was putin; Ido not remember when tho 
stopping was put in; they ceased working there in 1891; I think the stopping was put in soon after the 
work ceased there.

By Mr. Wilshire: It was not necessary for me to go down the old rope-road every time I inspected 
the mine.

By His HonorI did not shortly after they ceased tho work in the old district inspect tho mine 
to see if the stopping had been put in ; shortly after the stopping ought to have been put there I saw it 
had been put there.

By Mr. Royers : I have entered the mine on two occasions against the current; I did not know 
when I did so, that the mine had been cleared by ventilation ; I knew that the mine was fairly clear when 
I went in ; there was no fire-stink there then ; there were stoppings put on the bord ends ; I know that 
the roof was coming down and broke these stoppings ; that would not allow tbe escape of noxious gases, 
the tendency of the air being to pass into the workings, aud not tho’gas to come out; one could not 
assume that the air that would pass through those broken stoppings would be efficient ventilation for tho 
workings ; I know the stopping at point “D” ; the scalings of the air over the broken bord ends would 
reach the furnace by another route than the rope-road ; 1 know that quite recently they have made good 
the stoppings at the bord ends, or rather, if they have been made good it has been quite recently ; some of 
them were not good in December last.

Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 23rd \ 'WILLIAM HUMBLE,
day of March, 1897, before,— j

Alt', P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

Evidence of Mr. Dixon, Senior Inspector of Collieries, taken before the Court of Investigation, 
read, admitted in evidence by Mr. Eogers, and marked “ Exhibit No. 11.”

Court adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow.
Court-house, Newcastle, 23rd. March, 1897. ALP. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

WEDNESDAY, 24 MARCH, 1897.
This deponent, John Dixon, on his oath, states:—I am Chief Inspector of Collieries; where carbon mon
oxide is the product of gob-fire it is accompanied by this benzine-smell; that smell is caused by tlie benzine 
which comes out of the naphtha'; that smell is not produced by an explosion of fire-damp ; carbon mon
oxide is a very variable gas; it mainly depends upon what factors have taken part in causing the explo
sion ; I have read Dr. Haldane’s report of the causes of death in colliery explosions.

By Mr. Rogers : Carbon monoxide is a gas that is not frequently met with in this district; there 
would not be much opportunity of a manager who had gained his experience in this district obtaining much 
experience of this gas ; ] have gained my experience of this gas in eight collieries, seven of them in this 
district; I have been inspector in this district fifteen years; I was here when the Stockton Mine was first 
started ; I know that neither tho present nor the previous manager had anything to do with the opening of 
the mine; I have known McAuliffe thirty-five years; I have known him as a coal-miner, and in the various 
positions he has occupied in connection with mines; I have never had occasion to regard him as other than 
a careful man ; the shaft he has lately sunk I look upon as the best bit of mining engineering that has 
been done in the colonies, if not anywhere in the world; it was a feat in shaft-sinking; I remember 
tho occasion when the water broke into the pit; I can speak very highly of what he did on that 
occasion ; 1^ do not know a mining engineer that could have made a better job on (hat occasion 
that McAuliffe did; he lias had to contend with great difficulties in this mine; a large quantity 
of timbering has had to be done in the mine; the timbering has been very skilfully done; it

is
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it is the best timbered coal-mine in the Colony, and I have seen them all; the pure carbon monoside has 
no smell, but when it is the product of a gob-fire it has this peculiar benzine-smell; I say it was a decided 
error of judgment for them to go in against tho air-current on the occasion of the accident; I did not 
hear a fait in the mine on the 4th December last, but I heard ono there on tlie 7th December last; I 
heard it in 20 bord, not far from iho main road ; Mr. Humble was with me, and beard it also ; a fall of 
sufficient size iu the mine would have tlie effect of sending forward a quantity of deleterious gas, if such 
gas w'erc present in the mine; I have heard McDonald say that he heard a fall in the mine on the 
occasion of the exploration; I think it was quite probable that a fall occurred as he said ; I do not know 
McDonald very well, and have had nothing to do with his work in the mine ; I know of him by repute as 
undcr-manager in the night-shift; I have no personal knowledge of him; X liavc heard nothing agaiust 
him; if he were an incompetent man, I should most likely have heard of it; I believe he has done his 
work in a competent manner ; I have seen the work he has done in the night-shift.

2?y Mr. Wilshire: I have heard pretty well all the evidence given in the different inquiries in 
connection with this accident; I have heard the "witnesses say that when they went into the mine on the 
exploring visit they smelt a gas; I should say that that indicated tho presence of carbon monoxide in 
the mine at that time.

By His Honor: Carbon monoxide is produced wherever thero is incomplete combustion, either 
above or below ground, and is produced in an ordinary coal fire.

By Mr. Bogers : My theory at first was that there was a fire in the mine; McDonald seemed to 
doubt my opinion in the matter; I say they committed an error of judgment in going in against that air- 
current; they always regarded the gas as black-damp.

By His Honor: There is no benzine-smell iu carbouic acid.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 24th) . JOHN DIXON,

day of March, 1897, before,— j
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

This deponent, Jefferson William Hester, on his oath, states:—I am a legally qualified medical 
practitioner, residing at Stockton; on the 3rd December last I received certain information, in consequence 
of which I went to tlie Stockton pit, arriving there a few minutes past 11 o'clock ; when 1 arrived at tho 
trap-door I found the two McDonalds being brought out; I saw some others who were unconscious and 
others who were dead ; I attended to those who required my attention, and on the following day examined 
the bodies of eight men; I made a post-mortem examination of the body of one of them—Fitzpatrick. 
The cause of death in his case was undoubtedly poisoning by carbon monoxide; I thought at the time, 
and still think, that there was ‘3 per cent, of the gas in the mine at the time ; I think .that in such au 
atmosphere a man would become helpless, and shortly after unconscious, in from fifteen to twenty 
minutes; from 40 to 50 per cent, of this gas must be absorbed into the blood to produce helplessness ; 
the earliest effects would be giddiness, palpitation, mental confusion, weakness iu the legs—general 
weakness, but chiefly in the legs ; a man would probably feel the earlier symptons in such an atmosphere 
in about five minutes ; I also vcm&q & post-mortem examination of tho bodies of Curran and Smith, who 
were killed the day previous to this ; it was on the afternoon of the 2nd December last that I examined 
the body of Curran ; in my opinion his death was caused hy carbonic acid.

By His Honor: There aro very marked differences in tho symptoms of death caused by carbonic 
acid and death caused by carbonic monoxide; if death resulted from a mixture of both the gas pre
dominant in the cause of death would bring about the symptoms showing the cause of death.

By Mr. Wilshire: A death from a very large dose of carbonic acid would he a quiet one ; carbon 
monoxide of '3 per cent, strength would cause a perfectly calm death in about thirty-five minutes—a 
painless death.

By His Honor : In poisoning by carbonic acid the most marked symptom would be the engorge
ment of the whole blood system with very dark, venous blood; in. poisoning hy carbon monoxide tho 
blood is of a bright, scarlet colour ; that bright, scarlet colour is not met with in any other form of death, 
but is typical of death by carbonic monoxide. ■

By Mr. Bogers: Judging from my post-mortem I have no doubt that Curran died from carbonic- 
acid poisoning, and Fitzpatrick from poisoning by carbon monoxide ; I know the Stockton Mine, aud have 
been down it several times ; given a gob-fire, with a large current of air passing over it, the increase of 
the .current of air would not necessarily produce a large product of carbon monoxide, but would increase 
the production of carbon dioxide, or black-damp ; I am of opinion that the amount of carbon monoxide 
that was in the mine when the exploration party went in could not possibly have been the same as was 
present when the rescuing party went in; I should say from the results that the gas must have come 
down on the party suddenly ; from the fact of tho exploration party having been in the mine for forty- 
five minutes, without feeling any ill-eifccts, and then to feel suddenly ill, I should say that there had been a 
sudden liberation of gas, and of a greater strength Ilian ’3 per cent.; I think, from the fact of their being 
in the mine for forty-five minutes, and feeling no ill-effects ; then, hearing a fall, they suddenly felt tho 
ill-effects, there would have been no danger but for the fall; there would have been no danger but for 
some unexpected occurrence such as a fall; the gas given off by a gob-fire with a fairly strong current of 
air passing over wrould be carbonic acid; this gas would indicate its presence by putting out the lights 
long before it would be injurious to the men; I saw the effects of the carbon monoxide on tho men as 
they wrere brought out of the mine through the trap-door ; that is, 1 saw them before they were taken into 
pure air ; I saw the rescue party go in and saw them come out; from what I saw then I should say tho 
condition of the atmosphere of the mine must have been absolutely different from the time when the men 
stayed in it for forty-five minutes witout feeling any ill-effects. _

By Mr. Wilshire Carbon monoxide is a product of a gob-fire; it is not one of the ordinary gases 
of the mine ; it must have been produced from some outside cause; I cannot say that there was carbon 
monoxide in tho mine when the men first wrent into it, but I think it improbable that there was more than 
T per cent, there when the exploring party went in, as the effect of tbe gas is a gradual one; before they 
felt the effects of it the blood must have been absorbing it; the exact effect of a very small quantity of 
carbon monoxide is a matter of discussion by tbo authorities; there is a great difference of opinion 
between them ; Dr. Haldane says that death would ensue in ap hour and seven and a half minutes in an 
atmosphere of ‘2 per cent, of carhop monoxide.

' 324—L .............. By
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By Mr. Boyers: I know the benzine-smell; I do not think it can accompany carbonic acid’; 
wherever you get that smell there must be some carbon monoxide, even though it be an infinitesimal 
quantity; from tho manner in which the bodies of Curran and Smith were found lying, and the fact of 
their lights being out, there was no doubt in my mind that tho miners would conclude their deaths were 
caused by black-damp ; I had given my evidence as to the cause of their deaths on the morning of the 
3rd December last, and the exploring party did not go in till the night of the 3rd December; if there is 
combustion of carbon with oxygen the product that is always formed is carbon dioxide under ordinary 
circumstances; carbon dioxide is the staple product, and will always be formed if it gets the oxygen.

By Mr. Wilshire : The cause of death in the cases of the seven men besides Fitzpatrick was carbon 
monoxide.

J. W. HESTEB.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 24th )

day of March, 1S97, before,— j ;
Auf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J. *

The evidence given by Daniel McAuliffe at the second inquest and at the Court of Investigation 
read, admitted in evidence by Mr. Bogers, and marked “ExhibitNo. 12” and “ Exhibit No. 13” respectively.

Mr. Wilshire here closes his cases.
Newcastle, 24th March, 1897. ’ ALF. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

Mr. Eogers opened his cases by calling Mr. Bichard Thomas as a witness.
This deponent, Biekard Thomas, on his oath states :—I am manager of Messrs. Brown’s colliery at , 

Minmi; I have been manager of a mine for twenty-two years, and assistant manager for five years ; I ' 
have heen manager of a coal-mine in South "Wales, and for ten or eleven years in this district. I was 
formerly manager of the Stockton Mine for three years ; when I took charge of the mine the mine had 
heen opened out; I have visited the mine on several occasions since my retirement from the management 
of it; I know that when the crush came on the No. 2 headings, the stoppings were crushed, and thero 
was a leakage of air there; this was caused by the crushing of the roof on to the stoppings, which were 
crushed out; when a failing roof settles itself, it goes no further; it is impossible to say at what time a 
roof would settle itself; the roof had not completely settled in my time ; I do not know that the stoppings 
have all been mended ujo; I know the “ D ” stopping in the mine ; I do not know why it was put there ; 
if the stoppings were crushed and imperfect, the intake air would take the shortest course to get out: 
the best way to get a full current would be to prevent all leakages along tlie road ; while the crush was 
settling we would be patching from time to time. Any air that leaked through the bords would get into 
the road and through the place where the 11D ” stopping is if tint stopping were not there ; it was a wise 
thing to put in that stopping to prevent tho leakage; 1 know the No. 3 district of the Stockton ; it was 
worked out while 1 was there pretty well ; it bad been started when I went there, but work had not gone 
far; I know where No. 3 door is in the mine; if that were kept shut it would practically cause a stopping; 
during the time I was at the Stockton Mine I nevermet with carbon monoxide there ; it is a very rare gas 
in any mine; a manager would have practically no experience of it; all he would know of it would be 
from his reading ; I have no knowledge of any fatality from this gas ; I went through No. 3 district in 
December, 1895, and in July, 189(1; Mr. Humble was with me aud a colliery official the first time, but no 
manager, I think ; in July we had a number of managers with us; on each of these occasions we entered 
the mine by the trap-door (marked “ Z” on the plan) ; we went against the current on each occasion ; 
our object in going in on each occasion was to notice the state of the mine with regard to a claim for 
damages against it through a subsidence ; falls were very frequent in No. 3 district; there was a very 
largo fall at No. 11 bord extending about 50 yards ; the country about No. 11 has been very subject to 
falls; on each occasion that I went in we had to crawl along on our hands and knees—almost to drag 
ourselves on our faces ; from what I know of the country there, I should say it was quite likely that tho 
exploration party on the 3rd December last heard a fall ; the fact that up to that time the party had not 
folt any ill effects and then felt such effects would tend to show that some bad gas bad beeu liberated by 
tbo fall ; I have known McAuliffe between ten and eleven years, during which time bo lias been under 
my observation ; he was the overman under me when I had charge of Stockton; I considered him a good, 
capable, careful, practical man; I have had good proofs of his courage also; if any danger was to bo 
encountered he was the first to meet it; he has sunk the most difficult shaft that I know of anywhere; the 
timbering in the mine is also excellent.

By Mr. Wilshire : 1 have had some experience of gob-stink ; I have detected the strange benzine- 
smell accompnjiying it on one occasion ; on that occasion it affected the men ; I have looked into the thing 
closely, and cannot find a genuine gob-fire in the Colony ; in tho Stockton Mine the gob-stink must have 
arisen from a lire caused by spontaneous combustion ; I should look for other symptoms of the gas besides ■ 
tlie peculiar smell before 1 made up my mind that it was carbon monoxide in the mine; amelliug the 
peculiar smell, and seeing that it did not extinguish the lights, I should say it was carbon monoxide; as a 
practical miner I would not have put in the stopping at “ D ” as I am a great believer in not imprisoning 
gas in a mine ; I should say the mine was safer with that stopping knocked out, and other means taken 
to take the gas out, and the mine kept safe by ventilation ; I believe if that stopping had heen in, the 
deaths of Curran and Smith would not have taken place ; when I went into tho mine there was no carbon 
monoxide in the mine ; if there had been, I would not have gone in against the air-currcnt.

By Mr. Bogers: If No. 3 door bad been kept shut, Curran and Smith would not have met their 
deaths ; There were other abandoned workings in the mine besides No. 3, and they were neriodically visited 
in my time. .

By Mr. Wilshire: In my opinion the stopping at “.1) ” was put in to prevent leakages ; tbe No. 3 
door would have prevented the leakages, but not so effectually. "
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 24th ) B1CIID. THOMAS,

day of March, 1897, before.— j '
Alf. P. Backhouse. D.C.J. „

This
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This deponent, John JSllis, on his oath states:—I was trolly-weighman at the Stockton Mine; I 
rememher the fact of the deaths of Smith and Curran ; I was down the pit on the morning of their death ; 
I was at the furnace; I picked up Smith’s lamp; it was an oil lamp ; there was plenty of oil in it; I was 
one of the exploring party; before they went down I was aware that it had been reported that the mine 
had been well cleared ; I believe they had been clearing it for about thirty hours; I was about 50 yards 
behind McDonald and Coclcburn going in, and I was third or fourth from the last; I did not hear any 
order to retreat given by McDonald or anyone else, but saw the men ahead of me turn to leave the mine; 
just before that I had felt a concussion of the'air; I felt a rush of air towards us; up to that time no one 
had complained, and there had been plenty of air, good air; I did not hear anything when I felt the 
concussion ; after we began to retreat I began to feel bad ; 1 saw Cockburn was ill and assisted him ; he 
had one arm round me, and he dragged himself as well as he could, and I dragged him that way for about 
30 yards ; I was fatigued from assisting him ; up to the time the retreat began, I had no fear of anything ; 
I have known McAulifEe about ten years; I always thought him a competent, cautious man, and very clever 
as a manager; I alwmys thought McDonald a competent and good man; we were in the mine nearly an 
hour on the exploration trip. -

By Mr. WilsMre: I did not know what fire-stink was; there was a slight benzine-smell on going 
in ; it was new in that portion of the mine ; I cannot remember the stopping at11D ” being put up nor 
knocked down; for two years after the district had been worked out there was no stopping there at 
all; about a minute elapsed from the time I felt the concussion till yonng Bailey became bad ; I do not 
remember any remark being made about the peculiar smell when we first went into it.

By Mr. Boyers : I was down when they began to ventilate ; there was a smell then ; when we went 
down after the thirty hours’ ventilation there was a smell of the same kind, but not nearly so strong.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 24tb 1 JOHN ELMS,

day of March, 1897, before,— j
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

This deponent, Daniel McAuliffe, on his oath, states :—I am the manager of the Stockton Mine ; 
I had nothing to do with the laying outof the mine; I took it over from Mr. Jonathan Dixon, the 
former manager ; No, 3 district was abandoned shortly after I took over the management—a few months 
after ; no stopping was put at “ D ” for two years after; it was put up there because we found it impos- 
siblo to maintain our air-current to the back of the mine, in consequence of the breakages of the stop
pings on the main route by crushing; the stopping at “D ” was put up white we repaired the breakages ; 
the “ D ” stopping remained in about three years, and was taken out in December, 1895 ; when it wras 
taken out, the other stoppings at the ends of tlie bords had been repaired and made right; we had to 
examine the No. 3 district on account of an action against the company, and we found black-damp in 
that country on our examination ; the stopping at No. 20 bord was knocked out for the purpose of clearing 
the district of the black-damp ; after we bad finished the examination, we still left the stopping out; 
that was because the necessity for it ceased, the district being in tbe same state as before we had put it 
in ; No. 3 door was put in to check the scaling going up tbe rope-road ; No. 3 door if kept shut would 
have the effect of preventing any noxious gases from coming up from No. 3 district; I never prusecuted 
anyone for leaving No. 3 door open ; 1 never knew it had been left open by anyone; all the officers of the 
mine as well as the Government inspectors make periodical inspections of all abandoned workings in the 
mine. McDonald and Burt had been in No. 3 three weeks or a month prior to the date of the accident ; 
I had been in either in August or September last; on that occasion I noticed no bad gases ; neither Burt 
nor McDonald reported the presence of any gases to mo on their last visit; I remember the accident by 
which Smith and Curran lost their lives ; as soon as I heard of it,I sentmessengersdlrect to Mr, Humble, 
before G o’clock in the morning; the bodies bad been found about half-past 4 in tho morning; Mr. 
Humble came first, and we went down the mine ; before the exploring party went in McDonald, Cockburn, 
Bailey, and I, discussed the best way of going in; we thought that we would arrive at the probable seat 
of trouble in two or three hours ; I mean we would be able to go in in two or three hours, and find tbe 
seat of the trouble ; we came to the conclusion that it would be dangerous to go in by 20 bord, on account 
of the broken ground as it might fall and crush us or block us in ; we abandoned the idea of going in by 
No. 20 bord, and some one suggested going in by the trap-door ; someone also suggested the opening of 
No. 2 door and No. 1 door, and thus allow the air to flow down that way ; Cockburn mentioned the possi
bility of flowing the air down over the overcast, but wc concluded that was impossible because the over
cast had been blocked up by falls ; we also found that No. 17 bord was not available on the same ground; 
wo discussed three or four methods of going in and eventually decided to go in in the way McDonald did 
go ; at the time the men went into the mine I knew Dr. Hester had given his evidence on the bodies of 
Smith and Curran, and I also knew that he had given the cause of their deaths as black-damp; I also 
knew that when the bodies were found, all their lamps were out; I was satisfied there had been a big per
centage of black-dump in tbe air, but with a smell; then, before the exploring party went in, I satisfied 
myself from the reports made to me that tbe district was clear ; I also went to the furnace and made 
further inquiry, and found it was still all clear ; J know the point to which the exploring party reached ; 
I did not refuse to turn the current of air on account of the difficulty there would have been in getting 
tbe horses out; knowing the distance I had to go, 1 could not have carried sufficient air with me to have 
turned the current; it would have been possible to have sent tbe air the other way, but it would have 
stopped our pumps, and also sent the air over the furnace-men if we had done so ; that would have been 
fatal to the men at furnace, in the same way as it had been to Smith and Curran; I did what I believed 
to be tho very best thing under the circumstances; the matter was discussed by us all, and discussed 
anxiously ; there were from 30,000 to 40,000 feet of air at the trap-door when the inspectors went in ; 
according to them, they lost about 27,000 feet in going about half the distance I did ; I have had about 
thirty-five years’ experience of mining; I had never experienced the same smell before that night as I 
noticed then; I have not been in any coal-mine in which there hai been a gob-fire.

By Mr. Wihhire: The stopping at “D" relieved No. 3 door altogether; I cannot say who 
ordered the stopping to be knocked down ; I believe McDonald knocked it down ; 1 think lie was wrong 
in stating he knocked it down in August, 1893. The district could have been cleared by opening tho 
door of the,stopping, but that would have taken a much longer time; I knew black-damp was in the 
district before the stopping was knocked down; it was quite possible for it to be there after the stopping

had
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had been knocked down ; it could not have got to No. 3 door unless it were left open ; I did not make 
any provision for ventilating the district after the stopping had been taken down; I did not know that 
noxious gas was being generated to any dangerous extent; the idea of going in by No. 20 bord was 
discussed by us seriously ; I cannot remember McDonald reporting to me that No, 3 door had been left 
opea; I heard that Glould had been sick; I deemed tbe opinion of the inspectors worth consideration, 
bat I had never come across tire-stink ; even after their expression of opinion I thought tho cause of the 
trouble was black-damp; in our discussions about the best way to go in, we gave full weight to the 
opinion of the inspectors ; I know that during tho day Cockburn and McDonald travelled about 470 yards 
into the district and the same distance back without any inconvenience ; the inspectors had none ot tho 
air coming down No. 3 shaft; I am quite satisfied that the inspectors had from 30,000 or 40,000 feet at 
the trap-door; the shortening of the air-course would increase the current about 100 per cent, at that 
particular place ; I did not give the go-by to the fire-stink after hearing Dr, Hester's opinion as to the 
cause of tho death of Curran and Smith; I reckoned with the fire-slink in all my discussions and in 
everything I did; I could not have forced the air up without its crossing tho pump-line.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 24th ) D. McAULIFFE.

day of March, 1897, before,— j
Alp, P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

This deponent, William McDonald, on his oath, states :—I have hoard the explanation given by 
McAulifEe as to the stopping at11 D” ; that is correct; before the death of Smith and Curran I had been 
in No. 3 district; that was about three weeks before their death ; I went in by myself; I noticed nothing 
wrong in the district then; I first saw Smith and Curran about a quarter-past 4 in the morning; they 
were dead then ; they were at No, 1 door then, having been brought out; their deaths were reported to 
the inspector at once; I knew of the evidence given by Dr. Hester; I believed they died from black- 
damp ; after their death I believed there was black-damp in No. 3 district; up to tbe time I heard the 
noise of what I took to be a fall there had been nothing to show the presence of a noxious gas in the 
workings; I had been into the district with Cockburn about noon on the 3rd instant; I went in about 
500 yards, and felt no ill-effects then ; we were in for about half an hour.

By Mr. Wihhirc: I went to about the point “ C ” on the plan on the 3rd December at noon with 
Cockburn: 1 have not given that evidence before ; I knocked down the stopping at “ D” ; I cannot fix 
the date when that was done; I am almost certain it was out the first time the No. 3 district was cleared 
out; Mr. Jonathan Dixon knocked part of it down ; there was not a big enough area by opening the 
door in the stopping ; Smith and Curran would have been all right if the door had been kept shut; the 
fact of the door having been left open was reported to me on the morning of the 1st December; notwith
standing the expression of opinion by Messrs. Dixon and Humble that there was fire-stink in the mine, 
] though fcuruth and Curran had been killed by black-damp; 1 still think so; I have smelt gob-fire in 
Scotland ; it had a more sulphury smell ; 1 knew that gob-fire gave off a very dangerous gas know as fire- 
stink ; I did not know that it was always accompanied by this peculiar benzine-smell ; 1 have to admit 
that tho exploring party were killed by lire-stink ; heat will give off this gas without a lire ; to iny mind, 
a fire, to be a fire, must have red coals in it; there was a very faint benzine-smell when tho exploring 
party went in ; the warning of the inspectors troubled mo a good deal; I gave it plenty weight; I con
sidered there was a necessity to get into the district quickly; J was chiefly testing for black-damp on the 
night of tho 3rd December last.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 24th 1 WILLIAM McDONALD.

day of March, 1397, before,— J
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

Inquiry adjourned till 10 a.m., to-morrow.
Newcastle, 2tth March, 1697. ALF. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

TRimSBA T, 25 MARCH, 1897.
This deponent, Daniel Me Auliffc, recalled on his former oath, stales:—In discussing the point of 

reversing tho air-current and sending it along 20 bord, we thought it might interfere with the men 
attending the suction-pumps; that could have been avoided by sending the men down No. 3 shaft; I did 
not think of that at the time, but have since seen it could be doue ; I did what I considered best to 
try and discov’er the seat of tlie trouble; 1 was influenced by what I know of the fire in the Seaham 
Colliery, which had burnt for months; I wanted to get at the fire and confine it to as small a space as 
possible ; it never struck me that we could send the men down the No. 3 shaft; whatever had to be done 
had to be done quickly.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 2oth 1 D. McAULIFFE

day of March, 1897, before,— J
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

This deponent, Jefferson William Hester, recalled on his former oath, states :—I consider there 
must have been considerably under '1 per cent, of carbon monoxide in the mine when the exploring party 
went in ; in my opinion, with an atmosphere of T per cent, of carbon monoxide helplessness would result 
in half an hour; 1 have formed this opinion after consulting authorities yesterday; 1 know the point tho 
exploring party reached and tire time they were in the mine, I should say it was quite impossible for T 
per cent, of the monoxide to have been in the atmosphere; tho party went about 1,200 yards 
altogether iu the atmosphere, that is, going and coming ; four of the men ivere in that atmosphere while 
they travelled that distance, about three-quarters of an hour; I know myself that some of the rescue 
parly were overcome in from ten to twenty minutes; from tbe facts of the case there must have been a 
new state of things after the exploring party had gone into the mine; I am as certain as I can be that 
some sudden change must have taken place in the atmosphere; if there was 1 per cent, carbon monoxide 
in the atmosphere the men would have been knocked over in two or three minutes ; a sudden liberation of 
such a gas would affect them quickly.
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i?y Mr. Wihhire ; I should say it was extremely probable that there was 1 per cent of the mon
oxide where young Bailey was taken bad, as days after ‘3 per cent, was found at a very distant part of 
the mine from there; I think it is extremely probable that the fall, if any took place, released a largo 
quantity of the gas suddenly; I am perfectly certain that a body of gas which was not in action was 
suddenly set in action bv a fall, or some other cause; I considered that fifteen minutes was quite long 
enough for any of the rescue party to be in; I doubt if any of them were in longer at a time. _

D Jhj Mis Manor: I cannot say that it was impossible for carbon monoxide to have taken part in 
tbe death.of Curran, but I saw no signs of its presence; the two gases—tho monoxide and tbe di-oxido 
—do act together; in giving my opinion yesterday as to the carbon monoxide, X misread Haldane’s 
report which was given to me in the witness-box.
Taken and sworn at ^Newcastle, this 25th | J' "W. HESTiiR.

day of March, 1897, before,—■ )
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

This deponent, Willian McAuliffe, on his oath, states:—I was employed in the Stockton Mine in 
December last; I remember the night the exploring party went down to find out the cause of the trouble; 
I was one of the party ; J looked at tho clock in the engine-house as I went down, and it was three 
minutes to the half-hour—half-past 9 ; wo started into the district about ten minutes after that.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 25th") 5V, McADLIbFE.

day of March, 1897, before,— j
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

Mr. Rogers here closes his cases. 
It is admitted that tho stopping at

Newcastle, 25th March, IS97.
“ D” was removed in June, IS96, by Mr. Dixon, the late manager.

. ' ALF. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

Evidence in Reply.
This deponent, William Mumble, recalled, on his former oath, states:—I heard it stated yesterday 

that we wore getting from 30,000 to 40,090 feet of air at the trap-door; I say, as I said before the 
Coroner’s Court, that wc had from 10,000 to ] 2,000 feet; the 3,000 feet wo were getting at the end of 
the brattice was quite sufficient for us; I have been overcome three times by carbon monoxide, and have 
met it six times; on all those occasions the peculiar benzine-smell was present; I was in the gas for 
twenty minutes at Thornlcigh before it affected me; my legs went from under me suddenly; we took our 
samples of the gas in a stagnant atmosphere—a place where we could never get the current to reach.

By Mr. lioqers ; I got a good dose of the gas in England: still, I wont into the same gas at Thorn- 
leigh ; it was my duty to do so ; we had to find out the cause of explosive gas; oiyeach occasion my head 
was first affected, then my legs became weak; upwards of l per cent, of the monoxide would knock a man 
over suddenly.
Taken and sworn at Newcastle, this 25th ) WILLIAM HLMBLE.

day of Marcli, 1897, before,— j
Alf. P. Backhouse, D.C.J.

Mr. Rogers then addressed the Court, and was followed by Mr. Wilsliire.
Ilia Honor summed up, and concluded by saying that he considered it to be his duty to cancel the 

certificates on the grounds that Mr. McAulifEe and Mr. McDonald were unfit to discharge their duties, 
by reason of incompetency and gross negligence. _

Formal orders were drawn up, and received his Honor’s signature. _ ’
Tho Court was then formally adjourned till 2 p.m. on Saturday, the 3rd April. _
His Honor had no intention of sitting again ; but had some doubt as to the sufficiency of tho 

formal orders which had been drawn up. Consequently—having no authorities at Newcastle to consult 
His Honor decided to adjourn the Court till the day already named.

ALF, P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

SATURDAY, 3 APRIL, 1897.
By consent, the Court sat in the District Court-house, King-street, Sydney, at noom _ j
Mr, Wilsliire submitted amplified Orders of Court, showing the cancellation of Daniel McAuliffe’s 

manager's certificate, and William McDonald’s under-manager’s certificate. These orders were presented 
to be substituted for those issued on Thursday, the 25th March.

The amplified orders were duly signed by His Honor Judge Backhouse.
The Court, at 12TO p.m., adjourned sine die.

ALF. P. BACKHOUSE, D.C.J.

Past
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Part VII.

Minute by the Honorable Minister for Mines on Removal 
of Stopping in Rope-road, Stockton Colliery, and 
Reports by Colliery Inspectors ; also, Minute by the 
Honorable Minister for Mines on Abandoned Districts 
in Coal-mines, and Report by Mr. Inspector Dixon.

LTo. i.
Minute by The Minister for Mines and Agriculture.

Sulject:—Stockton Colliery Accidents. '
.... . Department of Mines, Sydney, 1.1 March, 1897.

The Court of Investigation, in their conclu&iona, state that it is unfortunate the removal of the stopping 
in the rope-road was not discovered by the inspectors before the accident happened ; and although the 
Court absolves the inspectors from blame, stating that the failure to discover this danger does not imply 
any want of care on. their part, I consider it is a matter which deserves some further inquiry at the hands 
of the Department, and the inspectors should be called upon for an explanation why they did not discover 
this stopping bad been removed. '

'___________________________ __ ■ S. SMITH.

ATo. 2.
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Mr. Inspector Dixon.

_ _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 11 March, 1897.
. . . ^ am dhfifted by the Minister to inform you that tbe Court of Investigation appointed to
nnquiro into the accidents at the Stockton Colliery, state, among other conclusions arrived at by them, 
as lo the cause and circumstances surrounding the accidents which happened on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
peeember last, that it is very unfortunate that the removal of the stopping in the rope-road was not 
discovered by the inspectors before the accident happened, as they would presumably have called attention 
to its absence as a defect to he remedied. I am, therefore, to ask that yon will furnish him with a report 
as to why the removal of this stopping was not discovered when making the ordinary inspections of the 
mine prior to the date of the accident. ■

I have, &c.,
■ D. C. McLACHLAN,

______________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 3.

Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. 
Eepoiit on'Stopping in Kopc-road between No. 3 abandoned district, and furnace in tlie Stockton Colliery.

' bin, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 15 March, 1897.
. . ^ bave the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication marked “M," under date 11th
instant, in which my attention is drawn to a portion of the report furnished to the Minister by the Court 
of Investigation appointed to inquire into tho accidents at the Stockton Colliery, said Court being of 
opinion that it is very unfortunate that the removal of the stopping mthe rope-road was not discovered 
by the inspectors before the accident happened, as they would presumably have called attention to its 
absence as a defect to he remedied.” _

. reporting on this matter, I may he allowed to state that my last visit to the Stockton Mine
prior to the time of the accident, was on 5th December, 1895. It has been stated in evidence that the 
stopping alluded to on the rope-road was taken out during the latter part of August last, and from that 
time to the time of the accident two inspections of the Stockton Colliery were made by Mr. Inspector 
Humbic—one in October and the other in November last.

3. On the 1st October, 1896, the new Coal Mines Eegulation Act came into force, and by certain 
provisions therein contained, considerable changes were required in the matter of ventilating the face of 
each working place, making additional refuge holes on the travelling roads, and in sundry other details ; 
therefore the two inspections referred to were wholly directed to these matters, in order that the workmen 
might, above all other things, get the benefit of having the current of air conveyed to the working face as 
soon as possible, '

A Under ordinary circumstances, tho road-ways and air-ways near to and in the vicinity of an 
underground furnace undergo no material change from year’s end to year’s end, differing in this 
respect from tho face workings wrhich are continually changing as the workings advance; and as the 
inspector was totally unaware that the rope-road stopping had been taken out, and not replaced, he would 
naturally conclude that the furnace and its surroundings would he in the same state as when he last saw 
them, and as a consequence would devote his attention to the inner workings, whore the most important 
work in the shape of alterations was being carried on.

5. The site of this displaced stopping is at the entrance to a totally abandoned district, and entirely 
separate from any ordinary road along which persons usually travel; and therefore the removal of the 
stopping could not have been discovered unless the inspector had gone into or come out; of this abandoned 
district along this road to the furnace.

6.
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6. In conclusion, I beg lo point out, that owing to the peculiar situation of the Stockton Colliery 

furnace, in what is known as the upper portion of the seam, and the fact that it can be approached in three 
different directions without travelling on the rope-road, an inspector might at anytime, when in the mine, 
visit the furnace and its surroundings without passing down the rope-road in the direction of tho No. 3 
abandoned workings; and in my opinion, tbe thought might never occur to him to pass along said road, 
when he believed the said district to be totally isolated from furnace influence by a brick stopping.

* I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,

-------  Inspector of Collieries.
Tho Minister wishes also to have Mr. Humble’s report on this matter.—D.McL., 17/3j97. 

Report herewith.—W.H., 20/3/97. The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. _
I submit that I fail to see why I should be brought into this matter. My last inspection of the 

Stockton Colliery, prior to the accident, was on the 7th andSth January, 1895, and on tho 23rd September, 
1895, I inspected tho third shaft and openings only. On 5th December, 1895, was in the No. 3 district 
to see some fallen ground, as I had to give evidence before a Court on the matter. The stopping on the 
rope-road was at the time intact, and I was not again at the Stockton Colliery until the accident happened 
to Curran and Smith, in December, 1893.—J. Dixo.v, 13/1/97. The Under Secretary for Mines and 
Agriculture. ________________________ _

No. 4.
Mr. Inspector Humble to Tbe Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Report on Stopping in Rope-road between No. 3, abandoned district, and furnace in the Stockton Colliery. 
g;r) Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 20 March, 1897.

In accordance with your minute on Mr. Dixon's report, under date 15th March, instant (No. 
5,845), 1. have tho honor to report as follows :— _

As stated in that report, there were two inspections made of this colliery by me between August 
last, when this stopping is alleged fo have been removed, and the time of the accidents, viz., in October 
and November. As the new Act had just come into operation, and as the working places and roadways 
leading thereto are extensive and widely scattered, many of them being under the Pacific Ocean, I devoted 
the whole of the time to seeing that the men got the benefit of having the current of air at the face, and 
that tho refuge holes were made on both engine-planes and horse-roads to moot tho requirements of
the A ct.

These duties required that each roadway should be travelled and the face of each working place 
visited, iu order to ascertain if the Act had been complied with in the matter of ventilation. Many things 
peculiar to the working of a delta colliery, such as an abundance of timber iu all bords, whether working 
or abandoned, in the respective working districts; the mat loro! bore-holes iu tho roof, and advance headings 
to ascertain the nature and thickness of the strata forming the roof; and tho character of the coal, were 
matters which required iny undivided attention during these two inspections ; and therefore I did not visit 
the furnace and its surroundings, situated as they are in tlie upper seam, quite distinct and separate from any 
working place or travelling road _ .

I was totally unaware, until after the accident to Curran and Hmith, that this stopping had been 
remove . I have, &c,,

WILLIAM HUMBLE,
--------- Inspector of Collieries.

Submitted.—11.13.S., 22/3/97. The Under Secretary. Submitted—D.McL., 24/3/97. _ _
Siuco these reports were submitted the Court, presided over by Judge Backhouse, has sent in its 

report, in which it is stated the stopping in the rope-road was removed in June last, and not in August, 
as previously assumed. It would seem, therefore, that the introduction of the new Coal Mines Act could 
not have been engaging the inspectors’ attention, at that time, and a further report from them upon this 
matter seems desirable.—D. C. Me Lachlan, 9/4/97.

Approved.—S. Smith, 9/4/97. Mr. Inspector Dixon, -who will please inform Mr. inspector
Humble.—H.B.S., 10/4/97. B.C. Eor the information of Mr. Inspector Humble—J. Dixon, 12/4/97. 
Seen ; further report forwarded.—W.H., 13/4/97. Please see minute on my original report herewith.—. 
J. Dixon, 13/4/97. The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

No. 5.
Mr. Inspector Humble to Tlie Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

■ Eurther Report on the removal of the Stopping in the Rope-road, Stockton Colliery.
gir> Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 13 April, 1897.

’ In obedience to your minute of the 9th instant, stating the Court presided over by Judge 
Backhouse had :I sent in its report, in which it is stated that the stopping in the rope-road was removed 
in Juno hist, and not in August,as previously assumed,” I have the honor to report further on the matter.

I was in Judge Backhouse’s Court, sitting beside Mr. Wilshire at tbe table, when a statement to 
this effect was made by Mr. McDonald, late under-manager of the Stockton Colliery, and I submit that 
it is, to say tlie least, vastly different to that made by the same person before the Coroner s Court on
tho 10th December last. . , . .

In the witness-box, before His Honor Judge Backhouse, he first said he thought it (the stopping! 
was removed in December, 1895. 'When asked if ho was sure, he shifted his ground, and yaid,." Either 
J une or July,” and when further pressed he said “ he was not sure—it was one of the two.

ILis Honor then interposed by saying to counsel for the defence, “ Let it be June, as the turtner 
back it is tho better for you,” or words to that effect. Before the Coroner’s Court, on the 10th December 
last (and when the consequences of his action in tho disaster appeared to be much more distant than they 
wore when he appeared before His Honor Judge Backhouse), McDonald, without hesitation and on oath, 
said, “ There was a stopping in tlie rope-road; but it was removed three or four months ago. Tho cause 
of its removal was to clear out No. 3 workings,” -*n
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In believing this statement to be more reliable then his latter utterances (which were very vacil
lating), I rely upon the fact that certain colliery manage) s ashed to support the Stockton Coal Company 
against a claim for damages by three property-owners in'Stockton, were hurriedly taken into this No. 3 
district in the last week of August lasf-. so as to be ready to give evidence in the case heard before' Mr. 
Justice Simpson on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of September last. ■

Unfortunately I cannot state positively when this stopping was removed ; but of this I am sure, as 
stated in my report of the 20th ultimo, 1 did not know until after the accident to Curran and Smith that 
it had been removed.

As on several oecasinns previous to tho removal of the stopping, the district had been temporarily 
ventilated and cleared of black-damp by opening the manhole door in the said stopping, and closing tho 
same after the workings had been inspected, 1 never for one moment thought that this method which had 
acted so satisfactorily in the past would be rejected and abandoned in favour of tho entire removal of the 
stopping. I have, &c.,

WILLIAM HUMBLE,
-—— Inspector of Collieries.

For the information of the Minister,—14/4/07. '
This reply of Inspector Humble's raises a further question as to why, when he made visits in June 

and August, he did not inspect tho stopping, the removal of which is said to have largely contributed to 
the accident. With regard to tho date of tho removal of the stopping, Mr. Jonathan Ui.\on stated in Ins 
evidence before the Court that it was in June last, I should like this matter of the date cleared up if 
possible.—S. Smith; 21/4/97,

Mr. Dixon.—D.McL., 23/4/97. For the information of Mr. Inspector Humble.—J. Djxos, 
24/4/97. _ ............................................

The only reasons I can give for not inspecting this stopping in June and August are as follows:—
1. Its site is in a roadway far from the working places and ordinary travelling roads of the mine. 

No person worked or passed anywhere near it; and therefore it was not likely to be interfered with or 
damaged by irresponsible persons as they passed in or out of the mine.

2. It was well built of’9-inch brick-work ; was of small area, and therefore strong ; and, like hundreds 
of similar stoppings in this and other mines, really required no inspection, simply because under ordinary 
circumstances a brick stopping is in as good a condition at the end of fifteen or twenty years—aye, even 
more—as on the day it was built. I saw this stopping some time after it was built, and being of opinion 
that, if left alone, it would remain for years in the same state and condition, I was not anxious to travel 
into an isolated and abandoned part of the mine to see it every time I made an inspection. So much 
prominence and importance has been given to this stopping that it appears to overshadow another matter 
equally as important, but which seems to have fallen into the background, namely, that even with this 
stopping removed the accidents, or at least the accident to Curran and Smith, would not have happened if 
the No. 3 furnace door had not been carelessly and culpably left open.

W ith reference to the second part of the Minister’s minute as to the date of removal of tho stopping, 
“ and that Mr. Jonathan Dixon stated in his evidence before the Court, that it was in June last,” 1 beg 
to state that Mr. Jonathan Dixon did not give evidence before either of the Courts presided over by 
Judges Backhouse and Murray. The only evidence he has given on those accidents was before the 
Coroner’s Court on the 10th December last, when putting iu a plan of the colliery. It was purely forma], 
as the following full and complete copy will showJonathan Dixon, being sworn, stated: “I am a 
colliery manager, and live at Greta: 1 know that this inquest is being held on the bodies of eight men 
found in Stockton Colliery ; I produce a plan of the colliery. It is a correct plan of the No. 3 workings. 
I also produce an enlarged plan of the No. 3 district, showing where the exploring party went in, and the 
route taken by them, and the trap-door through which the rescuers passed ; also the points where some 
of the bodies were found, and the coursing of the air temporarily along the No. 20 bord. I am at present 
in charge of the pit, acting manager; J do not know who was in charge of the pit last Thursday. The 
last sketch (enlarged plan) I put in as evidence is marked ‘ Exhibit A.’—Josathajt Dixon.”

Mr. Inspector Dixon, Wir.LrxM Humbi.e,
■ ■ Inspector of Collieries, 24/4/97, -

I fully agree with ihe.above minufe written by Mr. Inspector Humble ; and ] know brick stoppings 
in some of the mines in this district which arc as good to-day as they were when first built over twenty 
years ago.—J. Dixon, 2G/4/97. The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

I regret that this matter has not been so satisfactorily cleared up as I could wish ; and granting 
that there may be the uncertainty as to the date when the stopping in the rope-road was removed (although 
Judge Backhouse fixes it in his report in June), I cannot, I am sorry to say, quite bring myself to believe 
that the inspector made the diligent inspection of the workings which the duties of the position demanded. 
Tho fact that some of tho employees had at times to pass into this rope-road in connection with their 
duties, made it, it seems to me, a part of the working place, and therefore everything in and about that 
part of the mine should have been examined. If ibis had been done, it would have been discovered that 
this stopping was down, and tlie manager’s attention would have been directed to it “ as a defect to be 
remedied.” The Court of Investigation having stated that the failure of the inspcelors to discover this 
danger—7,e., the removal of the stoppiug—did not imply any want of care on their part, I will not further 
prosecute tlie matter; but I wish it to bo impressed upon all inspectors that they are to make careful 
examination of every part of any mine they are inspecting which is iu, or is in any way connected with 
the working places where the men are employed, or any matter or thing which may iu any way be a 
menaceor a danger to tbe lives of the persons working in any mine.—S. SsaiTiT, 3/5/97.

Inspector Dixon,—D.McL., B.C., 31/5/97. Seen,—J. Dixon, 5/(i/97, AY.1I., 5/G/97.
T.L.B., 5/G/97. '

No, 6.
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No. 6.
Minute by The Minister for Mines and Agriculture.

Abandoned Districts in Ooal-mines. 25 March, 1897,
X'JJKiiE is one of the conclusions arrived at by the Court of Inquiry into tho Stockton Colliery accidents 
which requires tlie early and earnest attention of the Department, and I wish the matter thoroughly taken 
in hand and dealt with at the earliest possible moment. It is to tbe effect that the general course of 
working of this mine has been such as to tend unnecessarily to the happening of such disasters, by leaving 
abandoned districts in a dangerous condition; and, further, that the powers and duties of inspectors 
should be made tho subject of special consideration. By section 19, subsection (in) of the Coal-mines 
Eegulation Act, 1S9G, an inspector is empowered to examine and make inquiry respecting the ventilation 
of the mine, and this no doubt gives him full authority to inspect any place which is likely to be the cause 
of danger to the men working in any part of the mine. It was held in Brough (appellant) v, Homfray 
(L.R., 3 Q.B., 771), in England, that it was not sufficient compliance with the rule to cause ventilation to 
pass along the working-place and travelling roads, but that so much of tho mine must be kept so ventilated 
as to render tho working-places and travelling roads safe. This was a case under the Mines Act of 1SC0, 
section 10, G.B. 1, which corresponded to Cr.ii. 1 (Ventilation), section 49, of the English Act of 1887. 
If tho General Rule were not complied with as to any part of the mine, such as is referred to in the above 
case, then, under section 48 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1896, the owners, &e., would each be 
guilty of an oil'ence. [Eor penalties see 59 (n) and 00], If in any respect, which is not provided against 
by any express provisions of tlie Act, or by any Special Rule, an inspector finds any mine or any part 
thereof—this, presumably, includes old workings—or any matter, thing, or practice in or connected with 
such mine or within the control, management, or direction thereof to be dangerous or defective, so as to 
threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person, he has power under section 20 (i) to require it to be 
remedied. Mr. Attorney-General "Barton, advising on the same section contained in tho old Act, said 
that the danger must be imminent, and, as was said in an English case by Lord Esher, M.R., “ he (the 
inspector) is not told to say what he thinks to be tbe remedy, nor to require that remedy to be carried out. 
It is for the mine-owner to remedy the matter, and if he does not he must take the consequences.”

The inspector, under section 19 (in), has power to examine into and make inquiry respecting the 
'sufficiency of the Special Rules for the time being iu force in the mine. Section 49 (i) provides that there 
shall be established in every mine such (Special) Rules for the conduct and guidance of lEe persons acting 
in the management of such mines or employed in or about the mine as under the particular state and 
circumstances of such mine may appear best calculated to prevent dangerous accidents and to provide for 
tho safety, convenience, &c., of tbe persons employed. By section 52 (ir) the Minister is empowered to 
propose any new special rules or any amendments of the special rules already established.

In rhe Metropolitan Colliery Special Rules, the following provisions have been inserted with regard 
to old workings :—

The under-manager.—“ He shall cause competent persons to inspect once a week all old workings, 
wherever accessible without undue risk ; and such competent persons shall report as to their condition 
regarding the presence of noxious or inflammable gas, condition of ventilation, and security of roof and 
sides, and such report shall be entered in a book to he kept at the mine for that purpose. Such inspection 
shall be made by not less than two (2) such competent persons (deputies).

“ He shall before tbe commencement of each shift, make the inspection and report required by 
General Rule 4 (j), and shall also inspect all old working-places temporarilg or permanently abandoned on 
the intake side of the last ivorking-place in his district,- such inspection shall be made within three (3) 
hours before tbe commencement of each shift. Including this inspection he shall make at least two (2) 
such inspections during the course of each working shift.”

It seems to me these are excellent rules, and provide reasonable safeguards against dangers arising 
from tbe insidious issue of gases, or noxious air, from abandoned workings, and every possible step should 
be taken with a view to guard as much as possible against danger to persons employed in the mine arising 
from these causes. Unless good reasons can he shown to the contrary, I see no reason why somewhat 
similar provision should not bo inserted in the Special Rules of every colliery where any part of the mine is 
unworked and abandoned.

Although tho inspectors now clearly understand that where any danger is likely to arise from the 
old workings, it is their duty to bring it under the notice of the management, I desire the attention of 
the Chief Inspector to be drawn to the extract from the Court’s report, and wish him to report at once as 
to what other steps should, in his opinion, be taken in the existing state of the law to guard against danger 
arising from abandoned workings, and what proposal he has to make for the inspection of old workings by 
the inspecting staff.

This.is a matter of vital importance to all concerned in the working of our collieries, and I trust tbe 
Chief Inspector will be alive to the duty which devolves upon him in providing such means as shall ensure 
(as far as human agency can) to those working in our mines, immunity from death or accident from old 
workings.

SYDNEY SMITH.

Mr. Dixon.—H.B.S., B.C., 26/3/97, Urgent. Report herewith.—J. Dixon, 31/8/97. The
Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

No. 7.
Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 31 March, 1897.
Referring to paper No. 6,795, under date 25th March instant, re abandoned workings iu coal

mines, I have the honor to submit the following report for the information of tbe Hon. Minister for 
Mines and Agriculture.

1. I have carefully read the extract from the Court’s report, and also noted the extract from 
Section 19, subsection (m) of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, as to the powers of inspectors. I 
am fully aware that an inspector has power to inspect any place which is likely to be the cause of danger 

324—M to
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to tie men working in any part of the mine ; and I submit that this has been done in past inspections. 
For whenever it has become known to me that any part of a mine has been likely to cause danger, I have 
made it my business to visit and inspect that particular mine, both by day and by night, until satisfied that 
the danger had been removed.

2. In opening out a colliery, and after the shaft pillars are formed, it is the custom to commence 
one or more narrow bords, which are termed the winning places of the mine. From such bords, headings 
are turned away, and from the headings wide bords are driven. In course of time, the whole area of that 
particular district is worked out, and consequently abandoned. The winning places in the meantime, 
are being advanced, and other districts formed. When the first districts from the shafts are abandoned, 
it is found necessary to build stoppings in all the openings which have been formed from the main 
roads, in order to comply with the provisions of the Coal Mines IteguLation Act, as, for instance, 
General ."Rule 1, section 47 of the present Act provides that “ tlie intake air shall travel free from all 
stagnant water, stables, and old workings”; hence the necessity for building stoppings. Such old workings 
arc not necessarily hermetically scaled, but left with an open end or “ breathing hole” into the main 
return air-way. As a rule, the return air is not coursed into, and through the abandoned heading and 
bords. This being so, in some cases an estinctive gas is generated iu the old workings ; but after having 
attained a certain volume, it gradually exudes through tho “ breathing holo” into the return air-way, 
wiiere it is diluted and rendered harmless by coming into contact with the return air, before reaching the 
bottom of the upcast shaft. This method of old workings obtains when the pillar-coal is not extracted; 
and thus, it may be, that scores of acres of old abandoned workings are left standing on the pillar-coal. 
When, however, the pillar-coal is extracted, such coal is attacked at a convenient distance behind the 
herds working in the solid coal; and after the pillars have been taken out the immediate roof subsides 
and fills up all open spaces. I'his is called a 11 goaf’ or 11 waste.”

3- In the matter of the Metropolitan Colliery, for which the manager has formulated certain Special 
Rules in order to deal with old workings, I may be allowed to say that, while I agree with the spirit of 
said rules, I feel it my duty to draw attention to tbe fact that there is hut little analogy between this 
colliery and scores of other collieries now being worked in this Colony. The Metropolitan Colliery is a 
comparatively young mine, and, owing to the fact of pillar extraction, there cannot he said to be any very 
extensive area of old workings standing on the pillar-coal. But for the most part, the so-called old 
workings will be “goaf” or “ waste” where tho roof has fallen. The inspection of the “ goaf” edge can 
be readily accomplished, and in a mine giving off fire-damp (snch as the Metropolitan Colliery is alleged 
to do) the inspection of the 11 goaf” edge is considered to be imperative, the world over. On the other 
hand, there are mines in the Colony, much older than the Metropolitan, where pillar-coal cannot be 
extracted—for instance, Wallsend and Bullock Island, and Hetton and Stockton Collieries. Owing to 
this fact, no “ goaf” or “ waste” can be made, and as the old districts are abandoned, stoppings are built 
as above described.

4. I have endeavoured to make plain the two systems of old workings, vis., bords and headings 
sealed off from main roads, and ‘'goaf” or “ waste” formed by pillar-coal extraction. As I have already 
stated, a ” goaf" edge can be examined without much trouble; but it becomes a serious question as to 
how old workings (bords and pillars) can be entered and inspected with safety. In old workings where 
the pillar-coal is intact, the timber which may be left in decays, and as a consequence a certain portion of 
the rock or shale roof falls away ; and it often happens that some of the roof in old bords, winch does not 
come with tho first fall, is left in such a fractured condition as to render it liable to fail at any moment. 
Besides, if there is an accumulation of extinctive gas in any such old workings, they would not be in a fit 
state for anyone to work or pass therein until such gas were cleared away. In order to do this, a stopping 
would have to be taken out, and fresh air coursed through the old headings and bords. This could only 
be done on a day when the mine would be idle, as to divert the main current of air to clear old workings 
would be lessening tbe volume of air in tbe face workings. Tlie action of the fresh cool air on the 
already fractured roof, would, in all probability, cause some of tbe roof to fall, and this alone would be a 
source of danger to any person or persons making the inspection. But a still greater danger than this 
might be brought about by introducing a large quantity of oxygen into old workings which would be to 
some extent heated by long standing, and being shut off from a cool atmosphere. This sudden flushing 
with fresh air might have the effect of inducing a “ gob-fire” by a supply of oxygen, which the “ gob” 
was not able to get while the extinctive gas abounded.

5. In conclusion, I may be allowed to state that I have entered rather fully into a description of 
old abandoned workings with one sole object in view, via., to show what, in my opinion, might be a source 
of danger, if it were insisted on that certain classes of abandoned workings have to be inspected- I may 
further state that I have no objection to the new Special Rules being submitted to tbe colliery managers 
in the Colony. Neither have I any objection to do my share of inspecting the old workings, whatever the 
risk might be to myself. I dare go where any other man dare to go ; and in scores of instances 1 have 
risked both life and limb in the execution of my duty as a Colliery Inspector, with a view to the safetv of 
the persons employed in the mine. I have ever been fully alive to the duties devolving upon me as an 
Inspector, and I would not hesitate for one moment to enter a mine at any hour, day or night, if by so 
doing, I could prevent an accident; for, without fear of contradiction, I can honestly say that I have the 
interests of the coal-miners of the Colony at heart as much as any person can have; for if 1 wore to try,
I could not forget the fact that I have been one of them. I have, &c.,

JOHN DIXON,
. Inspector of Collieries.

[2». M.)
Sydney: William Applegate Gullicfc, Government Printer.—1S97.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WALLSEND COLLIERY.
(REPORTS RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 12 Report from Printing Committee, 22 duly, 1897.

BETUHN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 1st July, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ All reports made by the Government Inspectors on the Wallsend Colliery 
“ during the present year.”

{Mr. WatMns.)

Report on Wallsend Colliery.
Walise-yu No. 2 Cou/uoitv Inspection.—Wallsend.

Sir, Co.-ii-iields Office, Newcastle, 9 January, 1897.
] have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Monday the 4th instant.

There aro 04 minors employed in this No. 2 Colliery, 32 in bords and 32 in pillars. Forty-eight 
o£ the total number may be considered lo be on one split, and the quantity of air passing in to them was 
9,1300 cubic feet per minute, which gives an average of 104 cubic 1’ect each for them, and the 5 boys 
and 5 horses employed in wheeling their coal.

In other parts of the mine there are two groups of 8 men each engaged in the extraction of pillars, 
one group working at night-time, when special provision is made for their ventilation by opening a door on 
the engine-plane, which admits a fair current of air to pass these working places on its way to the No, 1 
Colliery furnace.

The other group of 8 men were, at the time of my visit, not very well ventilated, but the under
manager (Robert Lundy) assured me that it (the ventilation) was worse then than he had seen it, and 
he would at once take steps to increase the quantity of air flowing to them.

The ventilation in other parts of the mine was good, the brattice used in the sixteen bords at work 
conveying a fair proportion of tbe current into the face of each place.

Since my last inspection additional refuge holes have been made on tbe plane, and the travelling 
road, extended and improved. Previously it was a return air-course, now it is an intake, and a great 
protection to tbe men using it on their way in and out, because it keeps them clear of tbe fast-running 
trains on the engine-plane. ,

The provisions of the new Act have been fairly well complied with.
I have, &c.,

WILLIAM HUMBLE, •
John Dixon, Esq., F.G.S., Inspector of Collieries, Newcastle. Inspector of Collieries.

Report on Wallsend Colliery.
Wallsend Colliery Inspection.—Main Tunnel Workings.

Sir, Newcastle, 13 March, 1897.
I have the honor to report having inspected the above colliery on March 8tb, 9th, and 10th,

Chinaman Pi strict.
No. 1 Split.—There are 18 men, 2 hoys, and 2 horses employed, total 22 ; and supplied with 17,100 

cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 777 cubic feet. '
No. 2 Split.—There are 4 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse employed, total 6 ; and supplied with 2,000 

cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 333 cubic feet. ,
No. 3 Split.'—There are 62 men, o boys, and 5 horses employed, total 72 ; ami supplied with 13,200 

cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 183 cubic feet. Jitlilce
212— '
[5S0 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £2 14s, Sd,]
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Jubilee District.

No. 1 Split.—There are 24 men, 2 hoys, and 2 horses employed, total 2S ; and supplied with 11,S50 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 423 cubic feet.

No. 2 Split.-—There arc 56 men, 4 hoys, and 4 horses employed, total 64, and supplied with 15,360 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 240 cubic feet.

No. 3 Split.—There are 30 men, 4 boys, and 2 horses employed, total 30; and supplied with 5,281 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 146 cubic feet.

No. 4 Split.—There are 28 men, 3 boys, and 3 horses employed, total 34; and supplied with 
14,000 cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 411 cubic feet.

Lambton Headings District.

No. 1 Split.—There are 43 men, 5 boys, and 5 horses employed, total 53 ; and supplied with 11,000 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 207 cubic feet.

No. 2 Split.—There are 26 men, 2 boys, and 2 borses employed, total 30; and supplied with 6,090 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 203 cubic feet.

No. 3 Split.—There are 63 men, 6 boys, and G horses employed, total 75 ; and supplied with 13,600 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 181 cubic feet.

No. 4 Split.—There arc 20 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses employed, total 24; and supplied with 7,200 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 300 cubic feet.

The working places are adequately ventilated, the wheeling and travelling roads in good condition, 
and there was a plentiful supply of timber on the various flats.

I have, Ac.,
THOS. L. BATES, _

John Dixon, Esq. Inspector of Collieries.

Eeport on Wallsend No. 2 Colliery.
. 'W’aixsend No. 2 Coilieey Ikspkciuon.—TVallseyd. '

Sir, €Coal-fields Office. Newcastle, 3 April, 1897.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above Colliery yesterday.

There are 58 miners employed, 34 in bords and headings and 24 in pillars, 8 of whom work at 
night-time.

I measured the following quantities of air :—
No. 1 Split.—Thirty-four men, 5 boys, and 5 horses employed, and supplied with 6,300 cubic feet 

per minute, being an average of 143 cubic feet each.
No. 2 Split.—Sixteen men, 2 boys, and 2 horses employed, and supplied with 2,400 cubic feet per 

minute, being an average of 120 cubic feet each.
The 8 miners working at night-time are ventilated by a current of air, specially turned into their 

places by ±be opening of a door alongside the engine-plane. ■
A deputy is in constant attendance on these men, and looks after this door, opening it before they 

start and closing it after they finish, and before the day-shift miners arc admitted.
Erom what I could see when I opened the door to pass through, these 8 men will receive seven 

or eight thousand cubic feet of air per minute while they are at work. '
I afterwards visited four shift-men in the No. 3 District who were engaged in ridding through 

some fallen ground to recover some rails, &c. It is hazardous work, hut every care is being taken for 
their safety.

The provisions of the Act are being fairly well complied with, particularly as regards ventilation; 
the men have a satisfactory amount of air carried to their working-place.

I have, &c.,
WILLIAM HLMBLE,

Inspector of Collieries.
John Dixon, Esq., F.G-.S., Inspector of Collieries, Newcastle.

Report on Wallsend No. 2 Colliery.
Wallsend No. 2 Colliery Inspection.—Wallsenji.

Sir, Hamilton, Newcastle, 21 May, 1897.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above Colliery to-day.

• Eifty-two miners are employed in this Colliery, 40 during the day in bords and headings, and 12 at 
night-time extracting pillars.

The current of air on the main road lust beyond tbe engine-flat measured 16,120 cubic feet per 
minute, and I found that 6,720 cubic feet of this was being supplied to the 40 men, 5 boys, and 5 horses 
employed during tbe day. This gives an average of 134 cubic feet each. A fair proportion of this 
current of air was being conveyed to the face of each place. -

The 12 men employed at night-time work in two groups of 8 and 4, the former commencing at 
4 p.m., when special provision is made for their ventilation.

The latter start at 12 p.m. and finish between 7 and 8 a.m. They, too, have a current of air 
specially supplied to them by the opening of a door alongside the main road.

I visited the working places of these men, and have no doubt that while they are at work an 
adequate amount of ventilation will be supplied to them. J found one of these working-places slightly 
troubled with black damp, which is constantly generated in the goaves of this colliery, and which at times 
exudes into the workings and roadways, where it is taken up by tlie air-current and carried into tbe return 
airways. Judging from appearances it will be cleared away in a few minutes before the men are 
admitted to-night.

While
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While examining tho deputies’ report books I had reason to believe that copies of such wero not 
kept at the colliery office, as I had previously requested they should be. Have, therefore, written a letter 
to manager. Copy annexed. I have, &e.,

_ WILLIAM HUMBLE,
John Dixon, Esq., E.Gr.S., Inspector of Collieries, Newcastle. Inspector of Collieries.

Sir, Hamilton, Newcastle, 21 May, 1897.
On the 2nd of April last, while inspecting No. 2 Colliery, I requested your son and the Under 

Manager (Robert Lundy) to bring before your notice the requirements of general rule 38 of the Coal 
Mines Regulations Act, 1896, which provides that the hooks or a correct copy thereof “ shall be kept at 
the office of the mine,” &c.} &c,

I do not know whether they spoke to you about tho matter, but I naturally expected Ihey would ; 
and, after inspecting the mine to-day, I went to the colliery office for the purpose of seeing that snch 
copies were duly kept. I found nothing of the kind there, and can only conclude that such has not been 
done, and that this part of the Act is not being observed. I have, therefore, to request compliance with 
the said rule without delay, and shall be glad to hear, as soon as possible, that such has been done.

I have, &c..
WILLIAM HUMBLE,

Alex. Ross, Esq., Manager,Wallsend No. 2 Colliery, Wallsend. Inspector of Collieries.

Kcpoi't on Wallsend Colliery.
Walisenb Coui/rnny Inspect iot.—Main Tun net Woukings.

S'r> _ Newcastle, 5 June, 1897.
I have the honor to report having inspected the above colliery on May 31st, June 2nd and 3rd.

1 Lambton Headings District.

, 1 Split.—There are 44 men, 5 boys, and 5 horses employed, total 54; and supplied with 9.720
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 180 cubic feet.

. No. 2 Split.—There are 34 men, 3 boys, and 3 horses employed, total 40; and supplied with 7,500 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 187 cubic feet.

No. 3 Split.—There are 68 men, 6 hoys, and 6 horses employed, total 80; and supplied with 13,500 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 168 cubic feet.

No. 4 Split.—There are 8 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse employed, total 10; and supplied with 2,000 
cubic feet of air per minute, giving each an average of 200 cubic feet.

Chinaman District. '

On the day of my inspection no miners were at work in consequence of an interruption in tho 
railway traffic, aud the ventilating-fan was only going at half*speed. Two shiftmen were employed, and 
there was a fair current of air in circulation.

Jubilee District.

Work was also suspended on the day of my inspection of this district, but 19 men, 9 boys, and 9 
horses were employed in sending small coal up the Jubilee shaft for use at the vcntilating-fan. Seven 
other men were repairing the main roads, &c, There was a fair current of air in circulation—quite 
sufficient for the number of men at work. .

. The wheeling and travelling roads were in good condition, and there was a plentiful supplv of 
timber on the various flats. I have, Ac. "

THOS. L. BATES,
John Dixon, Esq., Inspector of Collieries, Newcastle. Inspector of Collieries.

Eeport on Wallsend No. 2 Colliery.
Walt,send No 2. Cou,tert Inspection.—'Wallsend.

^‘r! Hamilton, Newcastle, IS June, 1897.
I have the honor to report inspection of tho above colliery to-day. '

At the present time 37 men, 5 boys, and 5 horses are employed during the day. They were being 
supplied with 8,320 cubic feet of air per minute, which gives an average of 177 cubic feet 'each. An 
excellent proportion of this current was conveyed to tlie face of each working-place.

In addition to the above number of men there are two groups of 4 and S who work at night-time 
extracting pillars in other and separate parts of the mine.

These men are ventilated by currents of air specially provided by the opening of doors which during 
the day must be kept closed, hence the reason for working at night-time.

. A deputy is in attendance on each group to see to their safety, and Mr. Robert Lundy, the under
manager, informed me to-day that he also visits those men occasionally to see that all is right and safe in 
and around their working-places. I have, &c.,

WILLIAM HUMBLE,
. _ _ Inspector of Collieries.

John Dixon, Esq., F.G-.S., Inspector of Collieries, Newcastle.

[3J]
Sydnej : William Applegate Gulhck, Government Triiilcr.—1S07.
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1897.
«

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

VENTILATION OE COAL-MINES, NEWCASTLE DISTRICT.
(RETGEN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 7 Report from Printing Committee, 10 June, 1897.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 12th May, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“All reports regarding the ventilation of coal-mines, under the now Coat- 
“ mines Act, from the Inspectors of Coal-mines in tho Newcastle District, 
“from the commencement of the year 1897.”

(Mr. Edden)

Name of Mine, Inspect, or. Pate of 
Inspection.

Average amount of air supplied per miuute 
to eacli man, hoy, and horbC,

A. A. Co.’s No, 2
j 18(57. ■

Bates...... i 7th and Sthl
| January. ,

22nd and 2.3th 
March, I

A, A. Co.’s Now 
Winning.

Bloomfield.

Dixon......  17th and
I May.

I 500 i 
21st, t 722 i:

No. ] district 
in No, 5 ,,

5S3 in No. 3 ,,
| f 1(16 in No. 1 split.
| j 254 in No. 2 „ .

Bates....... 18th and 19th' -| ??6 ln N0, 3

hebruavy. 461 in No. 4 „ .....
| 101 in No. 5 ...........
(163 in No. 6 ,, .....

775 in Reid's heading

Dixon-..... 3rd and
I May.

N.E. side of 
shaft.

250 in Emory's ,, ,,
3IS in Emery’s left,

i ! 3S4 in main narrow herd (left side), ! 4thH S. E. side of shaft. t
I 241 in main narrow bord (i-iglit aide), !
( S.E. side of shaft, 
i 406 in Matthew’s heading, S.E. side |

I of shaft.
Humble.,.| Sth Marcli

7th May ...... j

Brown's No. 2 ., 24lh February
J 2G2 in No. 1 split (middle heading) \ 
( 112 in No. 2 ,, (shaft ,, ) j

Remarks.

'There was u good current of air circulating through 
all the working-places which produced adequate 
ventilation.

I found all the working-places adequately venti
lated.

Each working-place was well ventilated. Galley 
workings were well ventilated. Place of 
Griffiths’ narrow bord near south-east main road 
the ventilation was splendid.

Adequately ventilated.

Each working-placo was adequately ventilated.

A splendid volume of air, entering by four shafts 
and an adit, was (lowing through each working- 
place, and the ventilation was therefore, in my 
opinion, full, ample, and adequate.

An excellent current of air was (lowing round and 
into the face of each and every working-place.

A fair pioportion of the current of air entering 
eacli district is conveyed by canvas brattice to 
the face of each voi king-place, and the men are 
now ivorking under fairly good conditions as 
regards ventilation.

149—A
[580 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), -610 8s. 0d.]
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Name of .Mine. | Inspector.
)

Date of 
Inspection.

Average amount of air supplicii per minut'1 
to eacli man, 1>oj, and horse.

Brown’s No, 2

Burwood.

Brown’s No. 4

Hnmble...

Dixon

3897. 
3rd May

17t!i and 26th 
March.

j 240 m No. 1 split (middle heading J 
1 166 in No. 2 ,, (14 heading diet.) \

’ 168 in Nos. 1 aud 2 headings 
I 217 in Nos. 3 and 4 ,,
| 214 in cross-cut......................
. 161 in south side..................

Humble.

!142 in Nos. 1 and 2 headings (left) f 
ISO in Nos. 3 and 4 „ „ J i

441 m cross-cut...............................j I
132 in south side............................ ]

i f400inNn. 1 split(south headingdist.)^ '
I i 'iOA ?v» Q r j

May.

26th March
j 324 in No

■ M 476 in No. 8 heading split 
I 217 in No. 9 ,,

1430 in No. 5 „

>j ii ^ ...

Bayley's Reward
Cardin'- ..........

)) ..... ..
Centenary......

Co-operative ,

13th May

Dixon , 
Bates

Humble,,

I loth January . 
i 27th April ., 
I 27th Januarv..

| 22nd January 
' and 26 th Reh.

f 1S1 in No. 1 split (south heading dis
trict).

218 m No. 2 
361 in No. 3

500 in No. 4 
175 in No. 0 

.468inNo. 6

(No. S heading dis-J 
trict),

(No. 10 „ „
(No. !) „ „
(No. 5 „ „

(.1

216

An excellent proportion of the current of air enter
ing each district was conveyed into each work
ing-place.

The ventilation in the south side district was 
found adequate, and in the other districts of 
this colliery the ventilation was also found to 
he adequate, anil every bord and heading was 
hratticed.

With the exception of a few places on the north 
side, which required n, few lengths of brattice 
on, the ventilation was satisfactory. I drew 
the manager’s attention to this matter by letter 
on the 2Sth May.

A good proportion of the current of air in each 
district is conveyed, by canvas brattice, to the 
face of each working-place.

A fair proportion of the current of air entering 
each district was conveyed to the face of the 
majority of the working-places. In some few 
places in each district the ventilation was not 
so good. I drew the attention of both manager 
and under-manager to this matter, and they 
promised to attend to and improve the same. 
They said that it was chiefly owing to the non- 
arrival of a quantity of brattice-cloth they wero 
expecting. I have no doubt the matter will bo 
remedied in a few days.

Ventilation excellent,
Tbe working-places are all adequately ventilated.

Durham .

Duckenfield

9th and 
April.

12th

Dudley ............

Dulwich.

Dixon

Bates.

Humble.,

31st May aud 
1st June.

, 6th April

, 1896.
1 29th and 30th 

Dee.

. 1897.
7th and Sth 

April.

| 27th and 2Sth 
I May.

6th April

f 182 in No. 1 split.
I 215 in No. 2 ,
j 190 in No. 3 ,, ., 
| 190 in No. 4 ,, .. 
I 194 in No. 5 ,, 
1,157 in No. 6 .

f 128 m No. 1 split,, 
j 240 iu No. 2 „ .. 
I 183 in No. 3 „ .

210 in No. 4 „ .. 
292 in No. 5 „ ..

U57 in No, 6 ,, .. 
186 in No. 2 ,, .. 
236 in No. 3 „ .
249 in No. 4 ,,
211 in No. 5 ., . 
190 in No. 6 ,,
140 in No. 7 „ .

A fair proportion of the current of air entering 
euuh district is conveyed into each working-place 
near to the men at work at the face. It was 
not, however, so satisfactorily done as on my 
previous inspection in November lust. Yester
day I expressed myself to this effect, and the 
under-manager (Mr. John Wilson) promised 
me he would at once take steps to force more 
air from the heading into the face of each 
working-place. Tills can, and, I believe, will 
be done in a few days.

A good proportion of the current of air entering 
each district was conveyed to the face of each 
working-place.

.............. { | A fair proportion of the current of air entering
............. i , each district was benur convoved to the face of

(224 in No. 3 split...............
| 213 in No. 4 .....................

-j 202 in No. 5 ,, ...............
| 132 in No. 6 „ ..............
1175 in fault heading.........
(150 m No. 4 heading split 
1 195 in No. 5 „
j 160 in No. 6 „
| 500 in No. S „
j 142 in No. 3 ,,
1.169 in fault heading split .
(270 in No. 3 split...............
j 174 in No. 4 ,, ...............
j 164 in No. 5 ,, ...............
1 116 in No. 6 ,, ...............
| 900 in No. S ,, ...............
(.151 in fault heading split .

Bates.

4th June. ...

29th January., 

5th May ......

( 309 in No. j split. 
178 in No. 2 .

I 312 in No. 3 „ .

’ 426 in No. 1 split. 
I 270 in No. 2 „ . 
1173 in No. 3 „ . 
192 in No. 4 „ .

483

vas being convoyed to the face of 
each working-place.

The headings were hratticed almost close lo the 
face, and a good current of fresh air was sweep
ing the faces.

The working-places are adequately ventilated.

An excellent proportion of the current of air in 
each district is carried to the face of each 
working-place.

A fair proportion of the current of air entering 
each district was conveyed to the face of each 
working-place.

A fair proportion of tlie current of air in each dis- 
trict is conveyed to the face of each working- 
place. °

An excellent proportion of the current of air 
entering each district was being conveyed to 
the face of each working-place.

There was a good current of air in circulation and 
quite adequate for the number of men employed.

The working-places are adequately ventilated.
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Name of Mine. Inspector. Date of 
Inspection,

1897.

East Greta. Bates

Elliott’s.............

7 th and 21st 
Api il.

29th January

Avars];c amount of air supplied per minuto 
to each man, boy, and horse.

ISO in No. 1 tunnel (south side) 
lower seam.

219 in No, 1 tunnel (north side) ....

4th May ......

Elermorc Vale ... 
Ebbw Yale..........
Ellesmere ..........
Greta ..................

30th April......
28th „ ......
30th .............
11th and loth 

February.

195 ..............................
202 in right-hand side 
226 in left-hand side

Remarks.

The working-places are adequately ventilated.

Only one man working. There was a good cur
rent of air in circulation through the working- 
places into tho return.

There was a satisfactory current of air circulating 
through the working-places.

The working-places are adequately ventilated.

” Ji
Ventilation adequate.
No coal was being drawn on either day of my 

inspection. I found a good current cf air iu 
circulation.

Gunncdnh

Hetton Humble...

12th and 14th 
April.

23rd January

f 576 in dip workings (south side) ... ' 
400 „ (north side) ... (
392 in south side workings,No. 1 split 

1519 „ „ No. 2,, '

22nd and 23rd 
February.

Hillside ....

Ingauee . ..

Jenkins’ .... 
Kayuga .. .

Lambton .

o *

Louis Vale, 
Maryland .

?> *

Marshall’s...
»r ••

Mawk’s.....
Morris’s 
Morrisett .

i, -

Dixon .

Humble. 

Dixon ..

5tli April; 4th, 
5th, and 12th 
May.

12th April....

11th May.

f 167 in No. 1 split (Elsdon’s narrow 
' bords).

187 in No. 2 ,, (Trouton’s narrow 
Imrds).

333 in No. 3 „ (McCrao’s heading)
190 m No. 4 „ (left-iiand side of 

-j Hutchinson's cross-cuts).
250 in No. 5 split (Hutchinson’s 

cross-cuts).
371 in No. 6 split (right-hand side 

of Hutchinson's cross-cuts).
140 in No. 7 split (Tighe’s heading 

district). .

'105 in No. I split (Elsdon’s narrow-1 
bord district).

201 in No. 2 split (Trouton’s narrow- 
bord district),

166 in No. 3 split (McCrae’s beading 
district).

300 in No. 1 split (Hutchinson’s cross- ! 
cut district). ^

333 in No.2split(Hutcbinson'scros3, 
cut district).

25Sin No. 3 split(Hutchinson’scross- 
cut district;. j

116 in Hutchinson’s and Tighe’s | 
heading district), j

Bates ... . 22nd,23rd,and 
24th Fob,

10th, 12th, and 
14th May.

Humble,

Dixon . 
)> " 

Humble,.

11th May.,, 
11th and 17th 
February. 

30th April ...

Sth March.... 
7th May .... ,

IGth Feby.

20th April

f 25S in tunnel flat.
200 in straight down district,.

O

353 ,, left-hand side
137 in far flat, No. 1 left ..............
114 ,, No. 2 right................
187 in left side.................................

' 205 in tunnel flat .............................
268 in straight down district (right- 

hand side).
332 in straight down district (left- 

hand side).
126 in far flat, No. 1 left..................
213 „ No. 2 right...............

UG0 „ No. 2 left...................

i 153 in left-side split...
156 in right-side split ,
157 ...............................

The working-places wore adequately ventilated.

Not working at date of inspection. I found tho 
working-places m good condition and bad the 
mine been at work I am of opinion that they 
would be adequately ventilated.

A fair proportion of each current of air is conveyed 
to the face of each working-place by canvas brat
tice, and the men are therefore working under 
much more favourable conditions than they were 
befoic the passing of the Act last year. It is a 
great improvement.

A fair proportion of the current of air entering 
each district was conveyed to tho face of tho 
majority of tiic working-places. In some few 
places in each district tlie ventilation was not 
so good. I drewthe attention of both the manager 
and under-manager to it, and they promised to 
have the necessary improvements made without 
delay. (JVofe.—Since the date of tin’s repot t, 
Inspector Humble has notified that the improve
ments have been effected).

There was only one working-place and it was well 
timbered ; it is situated almost close to a small 
adit which was acting as an intake airway, and 
a splendid current of fresh air was passing and 
causing adequate ventilation at the working face.

The ventilation of every part of the mine was 
good and ample for all its present requirements.

Ventilation good.
One man working; air splendid.

Adequately ventilated.

Ventilation adequate.

Ventilation good.
A fair proportion of each current of air is turned 

into each working-place by canvas brattice.
Thirty men, four boys, and four horses were em

ployed and supplied with about 6,000 cubic feet 
of air per minuto, a fair proportion of such being 
conveyed to the face of each working-place.

Full, ample, and adequate ventilation.
” !> ,1

One man employed ; uir good.
Ventilation good.
Although no brattice is used (because the face of 

each place is close to tlie heading) tlie working- 
places are cool and sweet, and, in my opinion, 
adequately ventilated.

The ventilation of each working-placo was full, 
ample, and adequate.
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Name of Mine. Inspector. Date of 
Inaction.

1897.

Newcastle Go's.
A Tit.

Bates....... 8tli ami 10th - 
February*

1J 1n
1st and 2nd!' 

March.

i
Newcastle Co's.

15 Tit.
u ........ 11th and 12th

J anunry.

Dixon...... 13th and 14 th 
April,

Bates...... 2Sth Jany.....

4th Mav .......
New Lambton ...

1» —
New Anvil Creek

■ } .......
5 1
> f

17th March . .
27 th Mav .....
ISth ......

Northumberland. Jj ...... 5lh Febv........ j

>>

Northern Ex
tended,

J> .......

” ......

13th Mav....... 1
IS96. ‘ .

22nd Dec.,

If J> ....... 10th March .

1 J 1 * } f 21st May .......

15th March ...

30th April ... 
29th January..

5th Mav .......J) .......

Seaham .............. Humble... 2nd March ...

>) ... If 29th April.......

30th ..............

South Wallsend.. 
South Hetton .

Bates.......
Humbic..

ISth March 
22nd April ...

South Greta ..... Bates...... 23rd December

ii *• JJ 2nd April......

South Warutah.. > » • * 17th and 21st 
December.

>f • 1
1897.

29th and 30th 
March.

Average amount of air supplied per minute 
to cauh man, boy, ami horae.

! in Jvo. il (Jistrict.........................  [
I in Ko. 2 ,, (riKhthandsula) I 
r ,, „ (left hand si(le)^l
. in Nos. u and G districts ........ j
I in Nos. 7 and S „   ^
! in No. 1 district ................... ..I
1 in No. 2 ., (right hand side) [
I „ ,, (left hand side) }
i in Nos. 5 and 6 districts..........
i in Nos. 7 and H ,, ......... J
I in No. 1 district ........................}
1 in No. 2 „ ....................... f
> in No. 3 ,, ....................... (
) straight in district ....................)
i in No. 1 district ......................S
5 in No. 2 ,, ....................... f
J in No. 3 ,, ........ . ............ C
) straight in district ...................J

206.

j" 416 in West side .....
323 in Nast side .....

I 228 in dip workings.

243 in No. 1 split.. 
166 in No. 2 split.. 
172 in No. 3 split..

I" 192 in No. 1 split.. 
200 in No. 2 split.. 

[200 in No. 3 split..

264.. 
f 210 

- 138 
142 

f 103 
i 203 

J 240 
1 735

I
l

m No. 1 split 
in No. 2 „ 
in No. 3 ,.
in No. 1 split
iu No. 2 „ ..............................
in No. 3 ,, .............................
in South-east drives, hut more 
air is circulated when the men 
are at work.

Remarks

The working-places were well ventilated. Since 
my last inspection (Feb, Sand 10), two head
ings have been commenced between the faults 
in the No. 6 district. When these are con
nected, the return air-way will be considerably 
shortened and the ventilation improved.

I found all the working-places to be adequately 
ventilated.

The working-places were adequately ventilated,

,, )»

Adequately ventilated ; the refuse of the seam is 
now packed in such a tray in the bords ns to 
leave an air-way 4 feet wide ami 6 feet high next 
the rib-side ; this acts ns a brattice, and con
ducts the air currant to the face of each working- 
place.

All the working-plnees wero adequately ventilated.
ii ii

Not working for some months. I travelled down 
the tunnel to the pump and found a good 
current of air circulating.

I found a good current of air circulating through 
the working-places.

A good current of air was circulating through all 
the working-places.

Some men were repairing tho top of tlie furnace 
shaft aud the fire was nearly out. The working- 
places arc hratticed, and it is probable that if 
the ventilation had been in the usual state 
when tbe mine is working, that the working- 
places would he adequately ventilated.

The working-places were well ventilated.

Ventilation adequate. _
1 found a good current of air in circulation, and 

the working-places in good condition.

The working-plaaes were well ventilated.

The working-place was adequately ventilated.
Not working at date of inspection. I found the 

working-places either hratticed with cloth or 
the refuse from the seam, built in such a, way 
as to form an air-way next the rib-side, thus 
conducting tho air current to the face of the 
working-places. _

All the working-places are adequately ventilated.
One man occasionally employed. Ventilation is 

as good as on surface.
The mine is in a good condition, and the ventila

tion excellent; an excellent proportion of the 
current of air entering each distract is forced to 
the face of each working-place.

The mine was idle at date of inspection, but the 
ventilating-fan was running at working speed, 
an excellent proportion of the current of air 
entering each district.

There was only one working place (a narrow bord), 
and it was well timbered almost close to the face. 
The ventilation was good throughout the whole 
of the mine,

Not working. _
The ventilation was particularly good, owing 

chieily to the south-east gale then blowing, 
which was m the right direction for entering 
the mou th of the adit.

There was no fire on at tlie furnace, but a fair 
current of air was in circulation, and if the ven
tilation Imd been up to tbe usual mark when 
the mine is at work, ic is probable that the 
working-places would ho adequately ventilated.

Adequately ventilated.

The Working-places were all adequately vculilated.

All tho woi king-places were adequately ventilated,
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Nome of Mine, Inspector.

Stockton., IJumWo.

Sun aide 

Sunniside 

Teralba . 

Tlioraluy

Dixon .

It ■

Bates__

Humble.

Date of 
Inspection.

1897.

30th, 31 st 
March, and 
1st April,

Average amount of air supplied per minute 
to each man, hoy, and horse.

i -j* ju
^ 136 in Ko. 3 
J^IGO in No. 4

winning.)

ISth, I Sth,and] ■] 
20th May. |

r 149 in No. 1 split (43 district oouun 
j winnings.)

221 in No. 2 
137 in No. 3 , 

. 231 in No. 4 , 
L winnings.)

(4S district ocean

20th April 

Sth March

7th May

Wallsend Main 
Tunnel Workings

Bates , Sth, 9th, and 
10th March.

31st May ;md 
2nd,and 3rd 
J une.

Wallsend, No. 2 iluinhic 
District. I ,

4th J.muarv.

i I

2nd April .. 

21st May ....

C 777 in Chinaman’s districtNo. 1 split
333 „ „ 2 „
183 „ 3 „
423 JnJiilee district No. 1 split.
240 2
140 „ „ 3 „ ......
*11 » . .. 4 .............
207 Lambton headings district No.

1 split.
203 Lambton headings district No,

2 split.
181 Lambton headings district No.

3 split.
300 Lambton headings district No.

4 split. "

' ISO in No. ! split 
) 187 in No. 2 ,,
) 168 in No. 3 „
. 200 in .No, 4 ,,

143 in No. 1 split.............................. 1
120 in No. 2 ,, .............................. )

134............................................................

Remarks.

f 140 in No. 1 split (43 district ocean-( 
winning.) j

214 in No. 2 ,, ,, ^
i> i

(48 district ocean j

An excellent proportion of the current of air enter
ing each district was conveyed to the face of 
each working-place.

A fair proportion of tlie current of air entering 
each district was being earned to the face of 
each working-place. In a few I thought tho 
ventilation ought to be increased and said so to 
the manager who accompanied me, he at once 
order®! the same to be done, starting another 
brattice man for the purpose, this increased help 
would remedy the matter on the following day.

Ventilation adequate.

Ventilation good.

No coal is being mined at present.

The ventilation of tlie whole of the mine waa, in 
my opinion, full ample and adequate, a good 
proportion of the air supplied owing to the 
frequency with which cut-tnroughs are driven, 
sweeping the working-face of each place.

The volume of air flowing was about 4,000 cubic 
feet per minute. A fair proportion of which 
was sweeping the face of each working-place.

Tlie working-places arc adequately ventilated.

Adequately ventilated.
Chinaman District.—On tho day of my inspection 

no miners were at work in consequence of an 
interruption iu the railway traffic, and tlie 
ventilating-fan was only going at half speed. 
Two shiftmen were employed and there was a 
fair amount of air in circulation.

Jubilee District.—There was a fair current of air 
in circulation—ipdte sufficient for tlie uuniLei 
of men at work.

Forty-eight of tho miners employed may be con
sidered to be on one split, and tlie average 
quantity of air supplied lo each man, boy, and 
horse in the split was 164 cubic foot. In other 
parts of the mine there arc two groups of eight 
men each engaged on the extraction of Pinal’s, 
one group w orking at night time, when special 
pi ovision is made for their ventilation by 
opening a door on the engine plane, which admits 
a fair current of air to pass these working- 
places on its way to the No. 1 colliery furnace. 
The other group of eight men were, at the time 
of my visit, not very well ventilated, but the 
undor-manager (Mr. Robert Lundy) asssured 
me that it (the ventilation) was worse then 
than he had seen it, and would at once take 
steps to increase the quantity of air flowing to 
them. The ventilation in other parts of the 
mine was good, the brattice used in the sixteen 
bords at work conveying a fair proportion of 
the current into the face of each place.

The provisions of the Act are being fairly well 
complied with, particularly as regards ventil
ation, the men having a satisfactory amount of 
air carried to their working-place.

A fair proportion of this current of air was being 
conveyed to the face of each place. The twelve 
men employed at night time woik in two groups 
of eight and four, the former commencing at 
4 p.m., when special provision is made for their 
ventilation. The latter start nt 12 p.m., and 
finish between 7 and 8 a.in. They, too, have 
a current of air specially supplied to them by 
the opening of a door alongside the main road. 
1 visited the working-places of these men, and 
have no doubt that while they are at work an 
adequate amount of ventilation will be supplied 
to them.

ld’9—B
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Kame of Mine. Inspector.
Date of 

Inspection.
Average amount, of air supplied per imnute 

to each man, boy, anil horse.
Ketnarks.

Wallarali

West Wallsend..

Wrights.

Humble...

1S97.

16th February
f 231, No, 1 split (11 ailit).
-has, No. 2 .....................
[359, No. 1 „ (C adit).

Wickham and 
Bullock Island

21st April

3rd and 4th 
March.

Dixon

Humble..

27th and 2Sth 
April.

30th April ...

( 206 in No. 1 split [oast side) ,
) 279 in No. 1 split (west side)..

285 in No. 2 „ ( „ ).-
, v 236 in No. 2 ,, (east side)..

1 192 in No. 1 split (west side)..
237 in No, 2 ,, ( ,, )■•
182 in No. I ,, (cast

t

4th and 5th 
February.

14th and 15th 
April.

. 256 in No. 2 ( )..........

f 208 in No. 1 split (Lithgow district) 3 |
j 105 in No. 2 split.............................. [

.[ 300 in first left hand district..........  r
I 120 in No. 1 split (Basin district)... |
lll8 in No. 2 „ ..............................J
f 159 in No. 1 split (Lithgow district)')
| 167 in No. 2 ,, (Welister’s district) | 
|333mNo. 3 „ (first left hand dis- |

•\ triet.) [-
| 175 in No. 1 split (Basin district) ... 1
| 168 in No. 2 ....................................  [
bill in No. 3 ,, ..............................J

On my last inspection 1 was far from satisfied 
with the arrangements made to convey a current 
of air to the face of each working-place. 1 laid 
the matter before Mr. Thomas Parlon, the 
general manager, who promised to comply at 
once with my wishes. Yesterday J found great 
improvement; each place is now getting a fair 
proportion of the current of air entering each 
district.

B adit.—The furnaces were kept at a little under 
j working capacity, and a very satisfactory our.
I rent of air was therefore flowing through each 
1 working district.
I Left hand split, 19,386 cubic feet per minute. '
I Right hand split, 10,080 cubic feet pier minute.

C adit, 9,680 cubic feet per minute. i
I New shaft sunk,—A wind-sail, with brattice 
1 below it, dividing the shaft into two parts, 

provides ample ventilation.
A good proportion of the current of air in each 

district is conveyed to the face of each working- 
| place.
! An excellent proportion of the current of air 
j entering each district was conveyed to the face 

of each working-place.

The ventilation was good throughout the whole 
of the mine.

A fair proportion of the current of air entering 
each district is conveyed by canvas brattice into 
each working-place.

An excellent proportion of the current of air 
entering each district was conveyed to the face 
of each working-place.

Sidney: William ApplegateCullick, Govonmient Prinlcr.-1S97.
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1897.

‘Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING.
(RETURN RESPECTING LEAD-POISONING IN CONNECTION WITH THE BROKEN HILL MINES.)

Printed under No. 7 Report from, Printing Committee, 10 June, 1897.

The Chief Inspector of Mines to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
26 May, 1897.

I HEBEWiTH enclose returns for llie months of January, February, and March, under the Lead Poisoning 
Act, which gives a total for the last three months of five persons having been lead-poisoned in the Broken 
Hill district. By comparison, it will be seen that there were twenty-four cases during the first quarter of 
1896, and only five cases ending the first quarter of 1897, which is very satisfactory, as proving without 
doubt the gradual decrease of lead-poisoning in connection with the Broken Hill Mines.

W. H. J. SLEE.

LEAD-rorscmNG—Be turn in connection with the Broken Hill Mines for quarter ending 31st March, 1897, 
as compared with the corresponding quarter for the year 1896.

Name of Mine.
1896. 1897.

January. February. March. Total. J anuary. February. March. Total.

Broken Hill Proprietary ... 7 4 1 12 4 4
Broken Hill South.............. 1 6 7
Broken Hill North.,. , 1 ....... 1 1 1
Sulphide Corporation ... 1 • ••- - - 1
Block 10 Co. ............... 1 l 11 * ■ l 1
Block 14- Co. ............... 1 1
N. B. H. Consols...............
B. H. Junction South ...
B. H. Junction North ...
British Broken Hill ... ....... 1 1
Silver Hill Junction ...
Junction Consolidated ...
Pinnacles ... ... ...

Total ............... 12 10 2 24 4 1 5

For Minister’s information.—D.C.M’L., 26/5/97. Seen.—S. Smith, 27/5/97. Lay report on
Table of the House.

ISl ■ — REGULATIONS
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REGULATIONS RELATING TO LEAD-POISONING.
I Proclamation by His Excellency tie Right Honourable Sib Roiikbt Wiixiaji 
j Diip.F, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint G eorge, 
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its 
Dependencies.

Whereas, by the Act 57 Yic. No. 18, the Governor is empowered to make Regulations for the prevention 
of lead-poisoning or poisoning by lead or any other fumes in conducting mining operations : Now, 
therefore, His Excellency the Governor doth, in exercise of the powers conferred by the said Act, make 
the following Regulations, to be in force in all the Mining Districts of the Colony, that is to say:—

New South Wales, 
to wit.
(l.s.)

R. W. Duff,
Governor.

Employment of Females.
1. It shall be illegal to employ females in any capacity at works where lead, lead-ores, or lead- 

compounds are mined, dressed, smelted, or manufactured.
.Employment of Boys.

2. It shall he illegal to employ any boy below the age of 16 years in mining or sorting ores 
underground at any mine where lead containing minerals are got, or to employ any such boy on the 
surface in any place whore lead-ores, lead, or lead-compounds are handled, or to employ any boy below the 
age of 11 years.

Record of Gases of Leading.
3. The Manager of every mine shall record the name, age, branch of occupation, and length of 

time employed of every workman laid off on a medical certificate by leading, and also of every worliman 
laid off on account of alleged leading—that is to say, where no medical certificate is produced—and shall 
transmit a copy of each month’s record (distinguishing certified from uncertified eases) to the Minister 
not later than the seventh day of the next following month.

Supply of Drinking-water,
4. The owner shall provide an ample supply of sweet and wholesome drinking water, which shall be 

freely and easily available to all hands at all times at the mine; (i) It shall be stored with special care 
to prevent contamination with dust; (c) Whenever canvas bags are provided, they shall be made 
according to a pattern approved by the said Minister, and shall be so constructed as to be closed at the 
top by a solid (not a canvas) cover, andth’e water should be drawn from them through a metal or wooden 
tap (not a canvas pipe) suitably fixed to the bottom, or a suitable wooden barrel shall be used for sending 
drinking water to the men, and shall be stored in a cool place, and such barrel should be supplied with a 
metal tap for drawing off the water; (d) The dipper for drinking out of should hang in an enclosed 
place so as to be thoroughly protected from dust, or pure drinking water should be supplied by pipes to 
every plat in the following way, the source being either the public water-mains or well-protected 
reservoirs of condensed water at the surface:—The supply pipe should descend to the lowest plat, and should 
there enter a closed metal reservoir of about 100 gallons capacity or larger ; the delivery pipe should, 
return from the reservoir to the surface, and should be fitted with a tap at every plat for supply of water 
thus cooled to underground workmen; or miners may take into the mine, tea or water in cans covered by 
tight-fitting lids, which should not be removed in the mine except for the purpose of drinking therefrom.

' Sprinkling Water and Water for Washing.
5. On feed-floors and tapping-floors, and at every other place where dust is raised, stand-pipes and 

hose or other suitable contrivances shall be so provided that dust may be conveniently laid by sprinkling 
the ore, &c. ; sprinkling-water shall also be furnished in the main drive on all the different levels, so that 
it can be led to every working, and so that it may be easily distributed to allay dust. Proper provisions 
shall be made in all the levels to enable men to wash their hands before crib.

Bath-water, Bathing, and Changing-rooms.
6. At every mine, bath-houses and changing-rooms shall he provided as follows :—(«) The baths 

shall include both showers and plunge-tanks; (J) The changing-rooms shall be attached to, and in 
communication with, although separate from, the bath-house, and shall have boarded floors ; (c) Both 
bath-houses and chauging-rooms shall be available to the workmen, free of cost, at all reasonable hours, 
and so that they can be used by every shift ; (d) Both shall ho reasonably comfortable, sufficiently 
lighted after dark, and sufficiently warmed in cold weather; (e) Both plunge and shower baths shall be 
supplied with water, warm to such a degree as may be found desirable in cold weather—say, 75 degrees or 
80 degrees F.; (/) A caretaker shall always be in charge of bath and changing-rooms, and it should be 
part of his duty to keep a day-book and to record therein the names of all persons who use the baths.

Change of Clothes.
7. Every underground workman shall change his ordinary clothes for working-clothes, in the 

changing-rooms to be provided for this purpose, before descending to his work, and change his working- 
clothes for his home-clothes again on finishing his work, and before leaving the mine. Surface workmen 
shall have liberty to make the same change of clothes, and should be encouraged to do it.

Flue-dust.
8. Emission of flue-dust from smelter stacks should be prevented as much as possible. If the 

Inspector considers any alterations or any additional appliances are necessary for that purpose, he may 
by written notice require the owner to make or supply the same; and in such notice a time shall be named 
within which the necessary alterations are to be made, and such time should not exceed twelve monfhs. 
If any owner object, he may within the time named in the notice show cause in writing to the Minister, 
who may confirm, vary, or veto the notice of the Inspector.

Flue-dust—how dealt with.
9. («) The ports by which flue-dust is removed from champion flues must not open into tapping- 

floors, but on the other side of the flues and into a space otherwise unoccupied ; (J) The floors to which 
the dust falls when first hoed out when tipped on the feed-floor. &c., must bo smooth and impermeable,

and
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and provided with a curb raised above the surrounding surface, so that the deposited dust or mud may 
not be stepped on and carried about, and must be perfectly clean, except when in actual use; (c) Work
men employed to cleanse flues and to gather and transport flue-dust shall be under the same obligation 
to change before going on shift as underground hands; (d) It shall he illegal for an owner to allow any 
man to be thus employed on the mine unless carrying a suitable respirator to cover nose and mouth, or to 
engage in his work and to stand about where it is being carried on by others, unless he put on his respirator; 
(e) The flue-dust shall be carefully wetted as soon as drawn from the flue; no accumulation of wet flue- 
dust shall be permitted on any mine unless within a securely closed receptacle, nor shall any accumulation 
of dry flue-dust be permitted outside the flues, but shall forthwith be charged back regularly.

Ventilation of Tapping-floors.
10. Tapping-floors shall he ventilated at the angle between the top of the champion flue and the 

feed-floor, to reduce draught on the tapping-floor and to afford fumes a way of escape; flues of large 
diameter may be carried up through the feed-floor without interfering with operations there, and they 
may expand below into oblong funnel-shaped openings.

Use Respirator.
11. It shall be illegal for any workman to engage in repairing a furnace in blast (as in reptacing a 

faulty water-jacket panel), unless he wear a respirator as mentioned above in connection with removal of 
flue-dust.

Ifumes from Molten Metal and Slag.
12. Furnaces should be surrounded with a hood which expands below so as to catch fumes from 

molten metal and slag, and which should terminate on one side m a chimney leading to the air on the 
open side of the tapping-floor.

Qualification of Inspectors.
13. Inspectors should be proficient in some simple process of estimating the proportion of carbon 

dioxide present in atmospheric air.
Ventilation of Mines.

14. It shall he the duty of an Inspector to see that the state of the air in the various workings is 
at all times satisfactory, to see that sufficient pure air circulates through the galleries, and to see that the 
air in all workings off through veutilated passages is sufficiently pure.

Rarity of Air.
15. The criterion of “ purity ” should he the presence in the air of less than one part of carbon 

dioxide in every one thousand parts of air, as ascertained by an apparatus approved by the Minister.
Copy of Regulations to be supplied to Worhmen.

16. A printed copy of these Regulations shall he presented by the manager to each workman on 
engaging him, and it shall he the duty of the Inspector to ascertain from time to time that this is duly done.

Enforcement of Regulation Penalties.
17. Any Inspector shall have power to enforce the foregoing Regulations; and if any person shall, 

after written notice served upon him by an Inspector, refuse or neglect to comply with any such Regula
tion, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £20, and to a further penalty not exceeding £5 for 
every day during which the offence is continued after receipt of the notice aforesaid (and any Inspector 
or other person may recover such penalties in any Court of summary jurisdiction).

Interpretation of Terms.
18. The following terms shall he the meanings hereunder assigned to them:—

“ Minister,” The Minister for Mines.
“ Inspector,” The Chief Inspector or an Inspector of Metalliferous Mines.
“ Leading,” Lead-poisoning.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty-fifth day of Sep
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the 
fifty-eighth year of Her Majesty’s Reign. .

By His Excellency’s command,
SYDNEY SMITH.

God Sate the Queen !

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Syduey, 6th September, 1895.
AMENDMENT OF REGULATION No. 2 OE THE REGULATIONS RELATING TO

LEAD-POISONING.
Hrs Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has approved of 
Regulation No'. 2 of the Regulations relating to Lead-poisoning, made under the provisions of the .Act 
57 Victoria No. 18 (“ An Act to amend the Mining Act of 1874”), and published in the Government 
Gazette of the 28th September last, being amended by the transposition of the words “lead containing 
minerals,” and of such Regulation No. 2 now reading as follows:—

Employment of Roys.
2. It shall be illegal to employ any boy below the age of 16 years in mining or sorting ores under

ground at any mine where minerals containing lead arc got, or to employ any such boy on the surface in 
any place where lead-ores, lead, or lead-compounds are handled, or to employ any boy below the age of 
14 years.

. SYDNEY SMITH.

(w.3
Sydney : William Applegate Gullidt, Government Printer.—1897.
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Legistatiyk Assembly.

N E W SOUTH WALES.

MINING.
(COEEESPONDENCE RE SPEC TING JUNCTION MINE AT BROKEN HILL.)

Printed tinder No. 2 Report from Printing Committee, 6 May, 1897.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question 3 of Tuesday, 4 May, 1897.]

' Question.
(3.) Junction Mine at Broken Hn.li:—Mr. FEitnusoN ashed the Secretary for Mines,—Has his 

attention been called to the collapse of the stopes in the Junction Mine at Broken Hill; and will ho 
lay upon the Table of this House the Inspector of Mines’ report as to the cause of such collapse ?

Answer.
Mr. SYnNEX Smite answered,—Tes; and 1 will presently lay copies of correspondence upon the Table 

of this House.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney, to Inspector of Mines,
Broken Hill.

17 April, 1897.
Extensile creep affecting Junction and Junction North Mines occurred yesterday. AH the men were 
got out in safety. Two shafts are affected, but not seriously. Creep extends from above 670-ft. level 
to about 450-ft. level; as far as possible I will go through workings to-day and report.

Junction men were removed from stopes on Thursday, but owing to big pillars between mines it 
was not thought necessary to move Junction North men. They were driven out by the dust, and the 
shaft being affected, made their way through Junction Mine in safety.

JAMES HEBBAED,
Inspector of Mines,

---------  Broken Hill.
Seen.—W. H. J. Seek, 22/4/97.

The Inspector of Mines, Broken Hill, to The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney.
Sir, Broken Hill, 17 April, 1897.

I have the honor to inform you that I have visited the Junction Mine regarding the creep, 
the subject matter of my wire of this date.

Apparently the settlement has commenced at the intermediate level, about 30 feet above the G70-ft. 
level, from there the course of the subsidence is about 100 feet south to a filled portion, and north to 
the Junction North boundary, where a pillar of ore has been left standing. In height the break extends 
to the 400-ft. plat where the shaft has been thrown out of position preventing the passing of the cages.

The pumps, however, appear to be in order and are now being started.
Apparently the greatest movement has been along the depleted ore body at the 470-ft. level and 

this has seriously affected the Junction North shaft, which, for about. 50 feet, is badly affected. The 
men were withdrawn from the stopes of the Junction Mine at midnight on Thursday night, but it was 
not thought necessary to withdraw the Junction North men,

Examination this morning shows the Junction North stopes intact, though the men were driven 
out by the dust raised by the fall.

I am glad to say that beyond two or three men beiog kuocked down by the rush of air, no injury 
has been received; and I was in conversation with some of the men this morning who were in the 
Junction North Mine mtopes at the time of the fall.

84— ” No
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No injury has resulted from the occurrence, except to the workings of the mines. _ _
I will procure sketch plans of the mines and write further when T have had better opportunities 

for an examination. I have, Ac.,
JAMES HEBBAED,

—— Inspector of Mines.
May be acknowledged aud put away for further reference if required.—W. H. J. Slice, 27/4/07. 

Eor the information of the Minister. Acknowledged.—J.M., 2S/4/07.

Minute Paper.
Chief Inspector of Mines and Diamond Drills, Department of Mines and Agriculture.

Subject:—-Dequesting Mr. Inspector Hebbard to furnish full report re collapse of stopes in Junction aud
North Junction Mine, Broken Hill.

Sydney, 20 April, 1897.
Kf.qijesi Mr. Inspector Hebbard by wire to furnish me as early as possible With a detailed report re the 
falling iu of stones in the upper levels of the Junction and North Junction Mines, Broken Hill.

D W. H. J. SLEE,
---------  Chief Inspector of Mines.

Eequested.—J.M., 20/4/97.

Telesram from The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney, to The Inspector of Mines, 
" Broken Hill.

20 April, 1897.
Pumnish me as early as possible with a detailed report re the “ falling in ” of the stopes in the upper 
levels of the North Junction Mine, Broken Hill.

W. II. J. SLEE, _
Chief Inspector of Mines.

Telegram from The Inspector of Mines, Broken Hill, to The Chief Inspector of
Mines, Svdnev.

" ’ Broken Hill, 21 April, 1897.
1 rOKWABDEn report on Junction creep on 17th instant. Will make further examination shortly. Creep 
iu Junction North is continuation of that in Junction. It is advisable to allow the ground to thoroughly 
etjttlo before interfering with it. and I have advised that the movement be watched but no work done,

I anticipate that you will receive my Saturday’s report to-day. Accordingly J. did not reply to 
your wire until now I will make thorough inspection in few davs when I am satisfied that the settlement 
is finished. JAMES HEBBAED, _ _

---------  Inspector of Mines, Broken H ill.
Seen.—W. H. J. St/eh, 21/4/97.

Memorandum.

lisroRM Mr. Inspector Hebbard by wire that I am 
cause of the collapse in the Junction Aline.

Informed,—J.M., 24/4/97-

Chiei Inspector of Alines' Office, 29 April, 1897. 
anxiously waiting for his further report as to the 

' W II. J. SLEE,
_ 29/4/97.

Telegram from The Inspector of Mines, Broken Hill, to The Chief Inspector of 
' Mines, Sydnev.

* Broken Hill, 29 April, 1897._
Posted report and sketches referring to J unction creep to-day. Delay was owing to having to wait for 
sketches. JAMES HEBBAED

---------  Inspector of Aimes, Broken Hill.
Seen.—TV. H. J. Smss, 30/4/97.

The Inspector of Mines, Broken Hill, to The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney.
Sirj * Broken Hill, 29 April, 1897.

I have the honor to inform you that on 23rd instant I visited the Junction and Junction 
North Mines, aud inspected as far as possible the workings affected by the creep whieli occurred on the 
16th instant. As stated in my report of 17th instant, the movement had evidently commenced at the 
intermediate level of the Junction Aline, about 640 feet from surface, and has extended in height to the 
400-ft. level, and in length ns shown in the sketches enclosed, which have been furnished at my request 
by Mr. Phillips, the General Manager, of Junction and Junction North Mines.

I proceeded in Afaclnlyre’s shaft by the cage as far as the 400-ft. level, and then took the 
ladders to 675 feet. The shaft for a little distance (say 40 feet) below 400-ft. level has been dragged 
out of plumb, but beyond this no damage has been done, and work is now in progress for refitting the 
shaft. Bearers are being put in position in solid ground above the break, and the timbers will bo hung 
securely throughout the break until the firm ground of the foot-wall of the lode is reached. Owing to 
the comparatively large pillar of ore left standing around the shaft the movement has only been slight, 
and is indicated by cracks in the back and bottom of the 400-ft. plat. At
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At the 550-t’t. level the creep is more apparent, as there is considerable crushing around the plat, 
and the stope immediately to the north has collapsed.

Proceeding to the SliO-ft. level I found all about the shaft perfectly sound, but the workings 
beyond ihe main cross-cut were broken down, and no entry could be effected.

At the G75-ft. level the timbers are only slightly affected by the crush, and operations can be 
resumed as soon as the shaft is iu good condition. I did not attempt to go up through the stopes, as no 
good object could bo attained by so doing, and perhaps considerable risk would be run.

I then went into the Junction North Mine, and found that the north end of the stope was not 
affected.

The .1 unction North shaft has collapsed, however, between about 420-ft. and uSO-ft. levels, and 
the line of the break extends some little distance north of the hanging wall.

The line of the break is apparently up to whore the friable ore meets the hard, the top of it 
extending from about 400-ft. level. Junction Mine down to 470-ft. level. Junction North Mine and 
back to the small lode indicated in cross-cut driven from stope in Junction Mine, as shown in transverse 
section. Throughout the mine the garnet sandstone has continuously followed the friable ore and caused 
a lot of trouble. Evidently the true wall of the lode is behind the sandstone, and it is up to that point 
that the ground has broken away.

I am of opinion that most of the ore will be recovered, and if the true hanging wall is of a solid 
character I think the mines will be worked to much greater advantage than formerly. I am enclosing 
the sketches, so that yon may judge of the creep. The pencil-lines are, of course, only approximate, but, 
from the examination I made, I judge them to be nearly correct as showing the extension of the creep. I 
am further of opinion that the creep in Junction caused the collapse of the Junction North shaft.

Everything possible is being done to equip the shaft speedily, and when these are in working order 
mining operations will be resumed, in my opinion owing to the creep, under safer conditions than obtained 
before the creep occurred. I have, &c.,

JAMES HEBBARD,
Inspector of Mines,

Broken Hill.

I endorse Mr. Inspector Hcbbard’s opinion that owing to the creep the mines can be worked on a 
safer principle than hitherto. , Mr. Phillips, the General Manager of the Junction and Junction North 
Mine is without doubt one of the best Mining Managers in Australia, and is highly esteemed by the men 
working under him.—W. H. J. Slue, 3/5/97. The Under Secretary. For the information of the 
Minister.

[Two plans.]

P*.]
Sydney : William AppJcjratc Gullick, Government Printer.—l&U
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

APPLICATION FOR SUSPENSION OF LABOUR CONDITIONS BY WENTWORTH 
PROPRIETARY GOLD-MINING COMPANY, LUCKNOW.

(RETURN RESPECTING,)

Printed under No. 22 Report from Printing Committee, 18 November, 1897.

KETUBN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated the 27th October, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House,—

“ Copies of all proceedings in the Warden’s Court, Orange, on Eriday, 
“ 22nd October, in the matter of The application for suspension of labour 
“ conditions by the Wentworth Proprietary Gold-mining Company, together 
“ with copies of all letters and applications to the Minister on this subject, 
“ and copies of all minutes, correspondence, and other documents bearing 
“ on the matter of the above application.”

■ fMr. Lyne.J

Messrs. Watterson, Collins, Eades, and others to The Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture.

Dear Sir, Orange, 13 October, 1897.
We, tho undersigned, dcaire to call your atention to the fact that the labour conditions, as 

required by the “ Mining on Private Property Act,” arc not being carried out by any of the following 
companiefi, viz., Iho “ Wentworth Proprietary,” the “ Aladdin’s Lamp,” the “ A.muna,” and the “ D’Arcy 
Wentworth ” Gold-mining Companies, and respectfully request that you will at once see that the law be 
complied with, as is the ease with all other companies similarly situated; and, if not complied with, that 
the leases be cancelled in the usual way, and in keeping with the Act.

P. WATTERSON miner, Orange.
C. COLLINS, minor, Orange.

' PRANK EADES, miner, Orange.
FRED. HARRISON, miner, Guyong.
A. UNWIN, miner, Lucknow.
,T. CONVOY, miner, Bloomfield.

[Hero follow 209 other signatures.]

Seen by Minister. Acknowledge receipt, and attach copy of reply given to question in House 
this afternoon.—D.McL., -14/10/97. Ackd., 15/10/97.

11. Sleatb, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir, 11 October, 1897.

I beg fo lodge a complaint against the Wentworth Gold-mining Company for non-compliance 
wilh the labour conditions on their property situated at Lucknow, and to ask that their leases he imme
diately cancelled for their failure to comply with the conditions as laid down in the Act.

■ I am, Ac.,
---------  RICH.D. SLEATH.

Memo, by Registrar.
These leases were only executed on the 8th instant, and stamped and forwarded to the Company’s 

solicitor yesterday. It is not the practice of the Department to entertain a complaint of non-work when 
lodged prior to fourteen days after issue and delivery of the lease.—E.R., 13/10/97.

374—A
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Telegram from Under Secretary for Mines to Warden King, Orange.
_ _ 14 October, 1897.

Has application for suspension of labour conditions been made to you by the Wentworth Companies ? 
If so, date of application, and state what action lias been taken by you in regard to it. Eeply fully.

D, C. McLACHLAK

Telegram from Warden King, Orange, to The Under Secretary for Mines and
. Agriculture, Sydney.

Application's, dated 8th instant, received by me for suspension on Wentworth Proprietary Mines at 
Lucknow. Have appointed 22nd instant for hearing same, and have granted suspension of labour 
conditions pending such hearing.

' JOHN L. KING,
' Warden.

Conditional Suspension.
I, John Lethbridge King, Warden for the Bathurst Mining District at Orange, hereby grant conditional 
suspension on the undermentioned Special Gold Leases, under the “Mining on Private Lands Act of 
1894,” pending further consideration of applications for six months’ suspension, to be heard at Orange, 
at 10 30 a,m. on the 22nd October, 1897:— .

P.G.L. 38, 954 acres, parish Huntley.
P.G.L. 37, 30 acres, parish Huntley.
P.G.L, 36, 36 acres 2 roods 6 perches, parish Huntley.

JOHN L. KING, Warden,
9 October, 1897, Orange.

Memo, by tbe Under Secretary.
The following wire sent to Warden King (Orange) :—

20 October. 1897.
Wire me to-day full reasons (if any) given by Wentworth Company for suspension labour conditions. 
Important.

. D. C. McLACHLAN,
—------ Under Secretary, Mines.

Keply received, and handed to Minister.—D.C.McL., 20/10/97,

Telegram from Warden King, Orange, to The Under Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture.

Cargo, 20 October, 1897.
Being Here on duty, have not got applications before me, but reasons given are generally as follows:— 
Mines unworkable owing to strike and intimidation used by pickets towards free labourers, and objection 
by those willing to work to be designated “scabs.”

JOHN L. KING,
Warden, Orange.

Crown Solicitor’s Opinion.
20 October, 1897.

The rate of wages to be paid to miners or the conditions under which they are to work are not causes 
that make a mine unworkable, and therefore the application, if based upon that ground alone, should not 
be heard by or adjudicated upon by the Warden. Such causes do not appear to me to come within the 
term “ unworkable from any cause.” Wages and conditions must be relegated to the Minister to decide.

Application for Suspension of Labour by tbe Wentworth Proprietary Gold-mining
Company.

Since receiving the intimation from the Warden that the Wentworth Proprietary Company have applied 
for suspension of labour conditions, I am in receipt of advice from him that the reasons given generally for 
the suspension are that the mines are unworkable owing to strike and intimidation used by the pickets 
towards free labourers, and objection by those willing to work to be designated “ scabs.” This opens up 
the question as to whether the case is one that can be properly heard by the Warden, seeing that the 
reasons which will bo presented to him by the company will in the main he that the miners refuse to work 
at the rate of wages offered, and decline to accede to the conditions the management wish to impose.

The 34th section of the Mining on Private Lands Act, which deals with the question of suspension 
of labour, provides that if the mines shall become unworkable from any cause which would necessitate a 
suspension of mining operations, the Warden may grant such suspension. The question, therefore, 
arises as to whether the reasons named are such as can be construed as making the mine unworkable. Jf 
the application were based on the ground that the mine is flooded, that the shafts bad fallen in, or that 
there is a failure of water, any of these would be a reason which would bring the hearing of the case 
within the jurisdiction of the Warden ; but I doubt whether it can be held that the mine is unworkable 
when the reasons given are that the men regularly employed will not work unless paid a certain rate of 
wage, or that they demur to the conditions of employment imposed upon them. This, then, leads to the 
question as to whether the application is one which can, under the circumstances stated, he properly dealt

with
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with hy the Warden. Upon this point I sent for the Crown Solicitor, and had a long consultation with 
him upon the whole of the facts surrounding the case; and after a most careful consideration of the Act 
and the regulations governing the matter, he arrived at the opinion that the rate of wages to be paid to 
the miners, or the conditions under which they are to work,'are not causes that make a mine unworkable 
within the meaning of the Mining on Private Lands Act; and, therefore, the application, if based on 
those grounds alone, should not he heard or adjudicated upon by the Warden. Such causes, he states, 
do not appear to him to come within the terms *' unworkable from any cause.”

In view of this advising, I am of opinion that the application, made by the Company should not he 
determined by the Warden without he has clearly placed before him the law bearing upon the ease as 
interpreted by the Crown Solictor. It is the first case of the kind brought under the Mining on Private 
Lands Act, and it is important that this aspect of the matter should be before the Court when the case is 
being dealt with. I therefore approve of a solicitor being engaged to place before the Warden the 
contention that the want of agreement between the management and the employees is not sufficient 
ground for the Warden to hold that the mine is unworkable within the meaning of the Mining on 
Private Lands Act.

The Crown Solicitor should be asked to arrange for this view of the ease being placed before the 
Warden in open Court.

S. SMITH, 20/10/97.

Telegram directed by the Minister for Mines to ho sent to Mr. Allman, Officer of
Mines at Orange.

Please instruct solicitor appearing to place and argue before the Warden the contention submitted in 
the Minister’s minute with reference to application for suspension of labour conditions in connection with 
Wentworth Mine. Beply wire.

D. C. McLACHLAN,
Under Secretary for Manes.

Telegram from Warden King, Orange, to The Under Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture, Sydney.

[Sent O'SO, 22nd October, 1897.]
lie Minister’s minute, as published in newspapers, am I to consider it authentic ? Very urgent.

JOHN L. KINO,
Warden.

Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Warden King,
Orange.

Yes; Ministers minute, as it appears in Herald of yesterday, is authentic, and Mr. Allman, of this office, 
has been instructed to have the matter placed before you for consideration.

D. 0. McLACHLAN.

Telegram from Mr. Allman to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture,
, Sydney.

' 22 October, 1897.
Waittien decided to call evidence and hear Mr. Kearney afterwards. Mr. Lock put in witness-box. 
Mr. Slcath has called three witness ; more to follow after lunch. Will report later,

li. C+. ALLMAN.

Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to Warden King,
Orange.

27 October, 1897.
Kindly send per first post all papers in connection with the application of the Wentworth Proprietary 
Company for suspension of labour conditions; also all evidence, &c., taken at the inquiry.

D. C. McLACHLAN.

Telegram from Warden King to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture,
Sydney.

- Molong, 28 October, 1897.
Absent from Orange. Papers re Wentworth’s suspension will be forwarded Friday, being earliest post, 
as 1 have to go to Cumnock before returning home. Would direct them to be sent to-day, but they are 
under lock and key.

J. L. KINO.

Telegram from The Chief Cleric to Warden King, Orange.
29 October, 1897.

Please forward to Department at once, without fail, all papers relating to the Lucknow leases, including 
evidence re suspension.

H. B. SULLIVAN.

Warden
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Warden King to Tlie Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, Sydney.
Sir, Orange, 29 October, 1897.

In reply to your wire, which I received nt TVfolong on 27tli instant, and replied to same day, 
also your wire ol even date, I. have the honor to forward three applications for suspension of labour 
on the Wentworth Proprietary leases at Lucknow; also affidavit in support of same; copy of interim 
suspension and fixing date of hearing; copy of telegrams and replies; the depositions taken at the 
inquiry, and order made thereon. I have, &e.,

JOHN L. KING,
------------------- Warden.

Ordkii for Registration for Suspension of Work.
In the Warden’s Court holden at Orange, this 2-2nd day of October, 1S97.

Whereas application having been made to me for the suspension of work on the undermentioned leased lands, and evidence 
on oath having been given in open Court in support of such application, 1 hereby order the registration of the said under
mentioned leased lands for partial suspension of work fora period of one month from this date, t'.'?., on condition that not 
less than sixty men he employed on the three leases, viz. :—

On P.G.L. it". None.
On P.G.L, 30. Fifty men.
On P.G.L, 30. Ten men.

Given under my hand at Orange, this 22nd day of October, 1897.—
JOHN L, KING,

Warden.

No. of Application. No. of PfU'tioii. Situation, LcSSHJCS.

9 P.G.L. 37............. I ( Amana (Wentworth) G.-M. Co. (Ltd.) 
Wentworth G.F.P. Co, (Ltd.)10 P.G.L. 38..............

11 P.G.L. 3(5.............. J ( Aladdin's Lamp G.-M. Co. (Ltd.)

JOHN KING,
Warden.

This order is irregular. The leases are not amalgamated j it should therefore be slated how many men 
arc to be employed on each lease. There is at present no power to concentrate the labour.—E.H.R., 
27/10/97. ‘

The Warden for report.—D.McL., B.C., 27/10/97.

Warden King to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, Sydney.
Orange, 29 October, 1897.

I beg to report that Mr. Lock, in his evidence at the inquiry, stated the leases were amalgamated. This 
must have been an error, but it was agreed that in regard to the suspension applications and objections 
thereto they should be considered together.
„ I have now amended my order as follows :—

On P.G-.L. 37. Total suspension.
On P.G-.L. 38. Fifty men on P.Q-.L. 3G. Ten men are to be employed during partial suspension, 

ending 21st November, 1897.
JOHN L. KING,

Warden.

The Attorney of the Aladdin Lamp Gold-mining Company (Limited) to The
Warden, Court-house, Orange.

Sir, Sydney, 8 October, 1897.
As the duly constituted Attorney of the Aladdin’s Lamp Gold-mining Company (Limited) I 

hereby apply, on behalf of the said company for a suspension of six months of the conditions to employ 
labour on P.G.L. 3(5 of 30 acres 2 roods G porches, parish Huntley, county Bathurst. This lease to the 
said company is dated the 4th September, 1897, and was duly executed by the lessee company on the 8th 
October, 1897. The labour conditions are for tbe employment of eight men.

This application for suspension is made under Section 3f of the Mining on Private Lands Act of 
1894 and Regulation 33 thereunder.

The ground of such application is ns follows :—That the lessee company, which has been continuously 
and efficiently mining the said property for a number of years, is prevented from putting on a number of 
men sufficient to comply with the conditions of tbe above lease owing to the action of the miners formerly 
in the employ of the said company going out on strike, and owing to the intimidation by the men on 
strike to miners able and willing to accept employment, and owing to the fear of molestation by the 
miners on strike in the minds of such miners able and willing to accept employment, and owing to the 
insufficiency of police protection in order to enable the requisite number of men being safely conducted 
to the mine.

In support of this application I forward herewith an affidavit of facts which is the same as that 
forwarded with respect to my application on behalf of the Wentworth Gold Fields Proprietary Company 
(Limited). Yours, &c.,

W. TARLETON.

In
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In the Warden’s Court, I 

holden at Orange,— j
Os this eighth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, 1, WinniAM Tahleton, of 
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :—

1. I am the duly constituted attorney of the Wentworth Gold-fields Proprietary Company
(Limited), The Amana (Wentworth) Gold-mining Company (Limited), and 'The Aladdin’s Lamp Gold
mining Company (Limited). _ ...

2. On the 4th day of September last a gold-mining lease, nnjler the Mining on Private Lands A.et
of 1894, was duly granted hy the Crown to The Wentworth Gold-fields Proprietary Company (Limited), 
over P.G.L. 33 of 934 acres, parish Huntley, county Bathurst. Such lease was accepted and signed by 
the said company on the Sth day of October instant, and contains a condition for the employment of 
191 men. _ _ _ .

3. On the 4th day of September last a gold-mining lease, under the Mining on Private Lauds Act 
of 1894, was duly granted by tbe Crown to The Amana (Wentworth) Gold-mining Company (Limited), 
over P.G.L. 37 of 30 acres, parish Huntley, county Uathurst, Such lease was accepted and signed by the 
said company on the Sth day of October instant, and contains a condition for the employment of sis men.

4. On the 4th day of September last a gold-mining lease, under the Mining on Private Lands Act
of 189f, was duly granted by the Crown to The Aladdin’s Lamp Gold-mining Company (Limited), over 
P.G.L. 3G of 3G acres 2 roods G porches, parish Huntley, county Bathurst. Such lease was accepted and 
signed by the said company on the Sth day of October instant, and contains a condition for the 
employment of eight men. _

5. The said companies have been carrying on mining operations on their respective properties for 
a number of years, and have efficiently and continuously worked the same.

G. The miners in the employ of the said companies went out on strike some two or three months 
ago, and tbe majority are still on strike.

7. The said companies have endeavoured, pending the issue of the abovementioned leases, to employ 
a sufficient number of men to comply with the labour conditions contained in the said leases, but have 
been prevented from doing so, owing to the action of the miners on strike intimidating tbe miners able 
and willing to accept employment, and owing to tbe fear of molestation existing in the minus of such 
miners able and willing to accept employment, and owing to tbe insufficiency of police protection, in order 
to enable tbe requisite number of men being safely conducted to tbe said mines.

8. The said companies arc anxious and willing to employ the requisite number of men for the 
purpose of fulfilling the labour conditions contained in the said leases, but are prevented from so doing 
for the above reasons.
Sworn by the deponent, tbe day and year first above ) W. TARLETON.

mentioned, at Sydney, before me,— j
” W. A. WlUDESEIi,

Commissioner for Affidavits.

The Attorney of: the Amana (Wentworth) Gold-mining Company (Limited) to The
Warden, Court-house, Orange.

Sir, * Sydney, S October, 1S97.
' As tbe duly constituted attorney of the Amana (Wentworth) Gold-mining Company (Limited)

X hereby apply on behalf of tbe said company for a suspension for six months of the conditions to employ 
labour on h.G.L. 37 of 30 acres, parish Huntley, county Bathurst.

This lease to the said company is dated the 4th September, 1897, and was duly executed by the 
lessee company on tbe Sth October, 1897. The labour conditions are for the employment of six men.

This application for suspension is made under section 34 of the Mining on Private Lands Act of 
1894, and Regulation 33 thereunder. -

The ground for such application is as follows : —
That the lessee company, which has been continuously and efficiently mining the said property for 

a number of years, is prevented from putting on a number of men sufficient to comply with tbe 
conditions of the above lease, owing to the action of the miners formerly in the employ of the 
said company going out on strike, aud owing to tbe intimidation by the men on strike to miners 
able and willing to accept employment, and owing to the fear of molestation by the miners on 
strike in tbe minds of such miners able and willing to accept employment, and owing to tbe 
insufficiency of police protection in order to enable the requisite number of men being safely 
conducted to the mine.

In support of this application, I forward herewith an affidavit of facts which is the same as that 
forwarded with respect to my application on behalf of the Wentworth Gold-fields Proprietary Company 
(Limited).

Yours trulv,
W. TA IvLETON.

The Attorney of the Wentworth Gold-fields Proprietary Company (limited) to the
Warden, Court-house, Orange.

Sir, Sydney, 8 October, 1897.
As the duly constituted attorney of the Wentworth Gold-fields Proprietary Company (Limited)

I hereby apply, on behalf of the said company, for a suspension for six months of the conditions to 
employ labour on P.G.L. 38 of 934 acres, parish Huntley, county Bathurst. '

'This lease to the said company is dated tlie 4th September, 1897, and was duly executed by the . 
lessee company on the Sth October, 1897. The labour conditions are for tbe employment of 191 men.

This application for suspension is made under section 34 of the Mining on Private Lands Act of 
1894 and regulation 33 thereunder.

The
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The ground of such application is as follows:—
That the lessee company, which has been continuously and efficiently mining the said property for a 

number of years, is prevented from putting on a number of men sufficient to comply with the 
conditions of the above lease owing to the action of tho miners formerly in the employ of the 
said company going out on strike, and owing to the intimidation hy the men on strike to miners 
able and willing to accept employment, aud owing to the fear of molestation bv the miners on 
strike in the minds of such miners able and willing to accept employment, and owing to the 
insufficiency of police protection in order to enable the requisite number of men being safely 
conducted to tlie mine. In support of this application 1 forward herewith an affidavit of facts.

J. have, &c.,
W. TARLETON,

The Attorney of the 'Wentworth G-oId-holds Proprietary Company (Limited).

Messrs. E. Hancock, 11. Hancock, and D. Morton to Warden King, Orange.
S’r’ ' Lucknow, 18 October, 1897.

” e hereby notify you that we object to suspension of labour' conditions being granted to 
the Wentworth Proprietary Gold-mining Company, in connection with their Private Gold Leases, Nos. 
30, 37 and 38. Your obedient Servants,

EDWARD HANCOCK.
richard Hancock:.
D. MORTON.

These names were called but no answer.—Joins L. Kino, Warden, 22/10/97.

Inquiry held on applications for suspension by William Tar]cl,on, Attorney for tho Amana (Went
worth) Gold-mining Company (Limited), P.G.L., 37. The Wentworth Gold-fields Proprietary Company 
(Limited), P.G.L., 38. The Aladdin’s Lamp Gold-mining Company (Limited), P.G.L,, 36. Before 
Warden King, at Orange, 22nd October, 1897.

Be Suspension on)
Lucknow Leases, j .

^ppsars for the Companies, and consents to the three applications being heard together. 
Mr. Kearney asks to appear for the Minister for Mines, to lay before the Warden the interpretation 
of the law as per his Minute—as published in the Sydney Morning Herald—md submit same for my 
consideration. He desired to inspect documents which were produced to prove Mr. Lock as authorized 
to appear for the Company. I ruled that unless he appeared as an objector that he had no right to 
inspect these documents or to cross-examine the witnesses. Mr. fileath, M.L.A., asked to appear as an 
objector. Leave granted. JOHN L. KING,

Warden.
This deponent, Oltarles George Warnford Lock, on his oath, saith as follows:—I produce an 

authority from Mr. Tarleton to act in these matters ; I produce tho leases in question ; and various powers 
of attorney to Mr, Tarleton; I also produce power of attorney to act in this matter, and minor’s rights. 
Previous to July last events haqjpened which caused me to close the mines, they re-opened subsequently ; 
nearly the whole of tho old employees being re-engaged, at fresh rates of wages, and under modified 
rules; some 340 of those employees accepted service under the new conditions, proceeded to work, 
remained at work for some 2^ weeks, having signed the Company’s rule book, and then, in my 
absence, and ■without notice to me, of their own accord, left my employment; when 1 say “they left my 
“ employment” I don’t wish to imply that the whole of the men left my employment in this manner; 
some 80 or thereabouts remained at work until threats and insults were received hy them— 
proceeding from some of those who had quitted work of their own accord ; the result of these 
threats was that these additional men finally left their employment also ; previous to the 80 men going 
out a strike had been declared and a committee appointed, and information given to me of the fact; 
at the present time I am ready to start work at the mines at the established scale of prices; the strike 
is still in existence, as far as I am aware, jackets are placed near the mines ; I know some of them are 
men from the strikers work has been continuously carried on at the mines, and it has never ceased 
notwithstanding the strike; the pickets interfere with persons coming to and from the mines; acts of 
intimidation have taken place ; threats to deal with men when they came out; tlie use of abusive language 
and calling of filthy names ; I have heard men told that the ii.me’would come when they would not have 
police protection and blue metal might be handy; I have had threats uttered against myself; I have not 
witnessed, any assault; at the present time if workmen want to go to the mines they have to be escorted 
under police protection ; statements have been made to me by men concerning intimidation ; on account 
of this intimidation I have difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number of men ; failing police protection—I 
have made efforts to obtain men to comply with the labour conditions but under the present conditions of 
affairs I have found it impossible topmt on more men than arc on ; miners have told me they are able and 
willing to work provided they can freely do so ; I have also received a large number of letters from miners ; 
previous to the strike, in the month ol July there were .'iOOmen emjjloyed on the land in question ; there 
aro.no men working on the Amana lease; the leases are amalgamated; in the month of Juno previous 
there were 590 men employed; for the year ending September, 1890, there were 505 men employed ; for 
the year ending September, 1895, 400 men ; 207 men is the number of men required to carrv out the 
labor conditions; at the present time between 70 and 80 men are working ; the yearly outlay in wa^es 
in 1897 was £37,000, in 1896, £43,000, in 1895, £27,000, and a great many other items charged 
to. various heads really cover wages; the total workings at the combined mines exceeds six miles; 
and during the two full years of my management over one mile per annum has been added to them; 
the machinery and plant at tlie two companies is worth at least £42,500 ; our weekly pay-roll for some 
time past lias been close on £1,000; the present state of the mine is bad ; a very large portion of the 

' workings, essentially that portion where work has chiefly to he done, is full of water; further, large 
portions of some of the drives have had considerable falls of roof, and in other places the ventilation has 
become so defective that it would not be safe to allow men to enter them ; several of the boilers also are

needing
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needing repair and cleaning, and ncitlier pumping nor ventilation can be proceeded with until those 
boilers have first received attention; pending what I have just mentioned, the mine is not workable by 
the number of hands required by the leases ; I therefore apply for a suspension of the labor conditions 
on each of the leases in question ; three months would rectify everything; when the rectification shall be 
completed, I shall have occasion to employ far more than the compulsory number of men specified by the 
conditions to the leases; the disrepair in the mines has been occasioned by the cessation of operations ; 
the portion of the mine now flooded is where we expect to obtain ore for crushing purposes.

By Mr. Slcath The mines were partially closed down, in July; several of the boilers were then about 
due for periodical cleaning; I did not clean them then; J. could not obtain men to do the work; it is 
special work ; I did not anticipate anything irregular occurring ; 1 can’t give the names of the men who 
gave the threats and insults to the men; I don’t know their names; generally the threats were made in 
company ; I have never stated that f would not employ any of tlie late employees; I have re-employed 
some of them ; 1 had not tho hoilrrs cleaned as the man whose duty it was had gone on strike; the 
leases in question were not granted to mo ; 1 don’t know when they were granted ; since tho 17th August 
last, the full complement of workmen has not been employed on the mine; I can’t say if any suspension 

. previous to this application was granted ; 1 believe there was a previous application ; I don’t know that 
tho boilers require cleaning, (die Mining Regulations require that they must be cleaned at certain times ; 
some of the boilers want repair ; the machinery for pumping and ventilating the mines are in connection 
with the boilers that now require cleaning and repair.
Taken and sworn before me, at Orange, ! C. G\ WARNFORD LOCK,

this 22nd October, 1897,— t
Jons L. Kino, Warden.

This deponent, Frederick Harrison, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am a miner and reside at 
Lucknow; 1 have been employed on tlie Wentworth Gold-mining Co’s, property for about six years ; 1 
ceased work there about three months ago; 1 had been receiving 7s. Gd. per shift of eight hours ; I left 
as Mr. Lock reduced the wages to 7s. and Gs. Gd., and wanted to impose other conditions; one was that 
he could search my home at any lime; I am ready and willing to resume work at the Wentworth Mine 
on the old conditions ; I believe the whole of the miners are prepared to do the same ; I know tlie Went
worth mining property well ; it was in good workable condition last time I saw it; I knew nothing about 
the boilers ; tlie air supplied to the mine is supplied through the shafts ; in a few places it is compressed 
air; I never saiv forced ventilation in a mine connected by drives and shafts like Lucknow; 1 never 
found the ventilation bad while there ; forced air is used for ventilation in two places ; I suppose twelve 
or eighteen men would work there; I havo seen no intimidation at Luckuow; I have been there all the 
time,

]\fr. Bassett: The compressed air that drives the drills mingles with the other air. I have not 
been down the mines since tbe strike; I signed the new regulations agreeing to thorn; the regulations 
produced are not the same as I signed ; I stayed at work about a week and then wont out on strike.

Mr. Sleatk : Previous to my leaving work I was sacked as Mr. Lock closed down the mine.
, F. HARRISON.

Taken and sworn before me, at Orange,") 
this 22nd October, 1897,— )

John L. King, War don.

This deponent, Henri/ Wilson, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am an ironfouuder and reside at 
Lucknow; I know the boilers at Lucknow ; about every month it was the custom to clean every boiler 
out; I have cleaned them on some occasions; nothing would happen if they were left for three, mouths 
without cleaning ; a boiler would go for live or six months without cleaning if clean water were used aud 
proper care taken ; I believe one boiler was cleaned out about the Sunday before the strike commenced ;
I am capable of cleaning out the boilers ; generally three or four men are employed to clean a boiler, and 
it would take them a shift or a shift and a half to clean one out properly; I would not go back to work 
for the Wentworth Company again ; the boilers could be cleaned out one at a time and the work go on at 
the mine just the same ; under the ordinary circumstances a boiler was generally cleaned out while the 
full number of men were employed.

B/f Mr. Bassett: It has made no difference so far where the boiler is situated; in some places 
there is only one boiler; the boilers were generally cleaned on a Saturday night when work was done. 
(Mr. Rassett asks witness if he was a witness in Green’s case and Sommerville’s case, and witness declines 
to answer.)
Taken and sworn before me, at Orange,) H. WILSON,

this 22nd October, .1897,— j
John L. Kino, "Warden.

This deponent, Philip Watson, on his oath, saith ns follows :—I am a miner, and reside atBathurst- 
road; I was employed on the Wentworth Gold-mining Company’s property as a miner; I acted as shift 
boss for two or three weeks ; I had an opportunity of seeing the workings known as the new shaft; there 
are five shafts on the property—working shafts: there are other shafts that would act as ventilating 
shafts ; the shafts are connected by drives as far as the GOO-feet level; the New shaft and the Reform 
shaft are connected at the GOO-feet level; all the others are connected at the 500-feet; I have been 
connected with the mine for tho last twenty-fivc years ; I have heard complaints about the ventilation at 
the 800-foet level, but down to the 700-fent the air is as good as in any mine I ever worked in ; I never 
complained of tho ventilation to my knowledge ; in some of the ends there are machine drills at work, 
and compressed air is used for driving them, and it answers for ventilation at the same time ; when the 
mine was in full swing nine men in each shift would work in the throe dead ends ; two.ends only would 
be aSected by the compressed air ; if the machinery went out of repair there would be only four men in 
each shift affected; twelve men altogether ; when last 1. saw the mine it was in splendid condition ; the 
bulk of the men were employed between the 500 and GOO-feet level; it would take two years for the water 
to rise to tho GOO-feet level; 1 was discharged from the Company’s employ in the first instance; Iliad ' 
no reason given ; .1. would go back to the mine ut tlie old rate of wages if I was desirous of taking a 
job ; I was never Intimidated ; 1 would not be afraid to go to work; I havo been about Lucknow the last

. few
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few mouths; I hare never seen anyone intimidated; we have reasoned with the men against going in at 
the reduced rate of wages; I can’t say I know much about boilers; tho work has not been interfered with 
by the cleaning of the boilers.

By Mr. Bassett: I have worked all over the mine, but during the last two years iu the new shaft, 
and the last fortnight in the “ Aladdin ’’; I don’t think the Shamrock shaft is filled up ; I don’t know that 
any have been filled up with mullock; I am one of the Strike Committee; I did not see Thackaray or any 
man pulled off a coach ; I have not seen any stone-throwing; I believe gold has been stolen, but I don’t 
remember telling Dr. Goode so.

By Mr. Sleath : As a practical minor, I should say the mine could he put in order in twnnty-four 
hours so as to keep 207 men employed.

By Mr. Bassett.- I have seen the mine after being out of work for over three months, but not 
under the present scale of working; tbe mine from the 600-foot or 700-foot would be in as good condition 
for working as regards ventilation aud the ground after three years as it would be after three months.
Taken and sworn before me, at Orange, 1 P. WATSON,

this 22nd October, 1S97,— j
John ]j. Kino, Warden.

This deponent, Henry Stain, on his oath, saith as follows :—I am a miner and reside at Lucknow ; 
I was employed by the Lucknow Proprietary Co. for about three years; I was discharged ; no reason 
was given ; there are four working shafts on the property; there are other old abandoned shafts used for 
air-shafts—three or four; they are not filled up ; the working shafts are connected by drives ; the 
ventilation is very good to the 500-ft. level; I know nothing of lower down; I know nothing about 
boilers; if the old wages and conriitions were reverted to I would bo prepared to go back to work; 
most of the miners in Lucknow would ; 1. have not known of anyone being intimidated or threatened, or 
pulled off coaches ; a number of men are on the property now ; I have seen them off the property; I 
never saw anyone interfere with them, aud they went back again ; I have had five years’ esperieuce as a 
practical miner. *

By Mr Bassett: I am a member of the Strike Committee ; I went back to work a few days after I 
was discharged under tbe new conditions; I signed my consent to work under them.

By Mr. Sleath .■ I bad no special reason for going back.
Taken and sworn before me, at Orange,") HENRY STAIN,

this 22nd October, 1897,— j
John L. King, Warden.

This deponent, Henry Gardiner, on bis oath, saith as follows 1 am a miner and reside at 
Lucknow ; I have been employed on the Wentworth Gold Mining Co.’s property as a miner for about 
five years ; I was discharged iu the first; place ; T went to work again as I considered it was a proof that 
Mr. Lock had nothing against my character ; i did not intend to remain at work under the new conditions; 
1 am prepared to go back to work if the old conditions and wages are reverted to ; I know several who 
arc prepared to do tbe same; there are three or four working shafts and two or three abandoned shafts 
on the property ; from the GOO-foot level up I believe the working shafts are connected by drives; the 
ventilation is good ; there are air compressors to drive rock-drills and tho exhn ust supplies the ventilation; 
one end on the 700-foot and the SOO-foot level are affected by the compressed air; about twelve to eighteen 
persons would be employed iu those portions of the mine; tiie bulk of the working-faces are above the 
600-foot level; if the pumps went wrong I should say it would take eighteen mouths or two years for the 
water to reach the GOO-foot level in the new shaft; the ground is all rock iu the levels and requires no 
timbering ; I know nothing about boilers; I have never known the miners to be stopped while the boilers 
were being cleaned ; I have not known anyone being intimidated or frightened to go to work; I would 
not be afraid to do so if I got the conditions asked fur.

By Mr. Bassett: X am one of the strikers ; I Jo picket work ; I am on every twenty-four hours ; 
I have never accosted anyone going to work ; pickets are posted round the mine gate, and anyone coming 
is_ sometimes spoken to; pickets, at night, arc all round the fence of tho property; I have never beard 
of anyone being pulled off a coach ; I have heard that the Inspector of X’olico was challenged ouo night 
and jumped out of his trap and drew a revolver; J. hoard that a man was followed one night, and that his 
horse was struck and afterwards died ; I hoard that Mr. Lock’s groom was badly wounded coming from 
Spring Hill to Lucknow; I do not know any strikers who were there; I saw Mr. Lock’s groom some 
time afterwards—some weeks ; tlie pickets are still round the mine.

By Mr. Sleath; The first I heard of Mr. Ford was in the papers.
Taken and sworn before me, at Orange, \ HENRY GARDINER.

this-22nd October, 1897,— j
John L. King, Warden.

This deponent, Charles Georye JVavnford Lock, recalled on his former oath, saith as follows :— 
Ventilation mainly depends upon the shafts, and in this connection I would like to point out that the 
number of working shafts is four ; that there is in addition one disused shaft which does ventilate a 
certain portion of the workings, and that the remaining shafts—some five or sis in number—have been 
completely filled with mullock to prevent persons getting improper access to the mine, and whilst it is 
quite true that certain of those shafts are connected by levels, there are many other working-faces at the 
ends of drives which run away from any shafr, aud in such ends ventilation is always a difficult matter, 
and tho air must become stagnant and had if work is suspended for any length of time ; for this reason, 
even whoa the mine is in fall working order, pipes carrying air from compressors into such faces have 
occasionally to be used for ventilating purposes alone ; 1 am aware that only a few months ago a complaint 
was made with regard to the ventilation; the Mining Inspector came up to inspect the mine for that 
special purpose, about six months ago.

By Mr. Sleath: The Inspector of Mines gave me the information that a report had been made 
about the ventilation ; he did not make any order that 1 should improve the ventilation ; it is absolutely 
untrue that no timbering is necessary in the drives —some timbering is necessary; regulation 17 
provides for the cleaning out of the’’oilers if a boiler was subjected to a hydraulic test without being

cleaned



cleaned it might burst; tbe conditions as to ventilation, water in tho mine, and the boilers wanting 
cleaning have been gradually increasing; I do not know precisely what height the water is ; five winzes 
and the workings connected therewith are now under water, and that water has increased since the strike ; 
the air in the parts affected is not fit for men to work in; I have made no test personally; I have not 
been through the affected parts for three or four weeks; it was not as bad then, as it is now reported to 
be, but it was getting bad.
Taken and sworn before me, at Orange,) C. G. WAKNFOitD LOCK,

this 22nd October, 1897,— j
Jons L. King, Warden.

This deponent Mark Edward Dyett Ford, on his oath, saith as follows :—I am Inspector of Police, 
stationed at Orange; 1 have been out at Lucknow since tiie strike ; strikers are picketed out there ; I 
have at times observed disorder there ; at one time I saw one of the officers of the mine rushed by a crowd 
of men, boo-booed and assaulted ; a number of complaints have been made to me about pickets sticking 
up people on the road; I was myself once stuck up by five pickets; Senior-constable Kenny is in charge 
of the police at Lucknow. °

. By ^r- Sleath : Mr. M'Cutcheou was the officer stuck up ; I summoned the offender for riotous 
behaviour, aud I believe he was fined ; I knew the men were pickets who stuck me up ; it was at where the 
roads meet, about a mile from Orange ; I jumped out of my buggy and drew my revolver ; they cleared ; 
they said, “ Pull up. what’s your name, what are you going to do? ” they endeavoured to stop the horse; 
J could not see who the men were; they were at the pickets’ camp fire; I heard no threats made at 
Lucknow against anyone ; I saw disturbances when two lots of free labourers came in ; some came in a 
coach from Bathurst and drove into the mine property ; no one assaulted them ; I saw a great rush made 
towards them, they were boo-hooing ; others drove from Orange into tbe mining property ; I saw no one 
assault them; on both occasions seven or eight police were about; I think at the time the Bathurst lot 
came there were twelve police ; if the strikers had broken the law it would have been my duty to protect 
the men. j j l
Taken and sworn before me, at Orauge,} MABK E DTETT FORD

this 22nd October, 1897,—■ J '
John L. Kura, Warden.

Tlu8 deponent, Charles George Warnford Loch, again recalled on his former oath, saith as 
follows:—I iim able to employ tbe men now on the mine profitably.
Taken and sworn before me at Orange, \ C. G-. WARNFORD LOCK

this 22nd October, 1897,— j '
John L. King, Warden.

Partial suspension granted for one month from this date, i.e., that not less than sixty men be 
employed on thedhree leases.__________ ____________________ _ JOHN L. KING-, Warden.

Wentworth Proprietary Gold-mining Company, Aladdin’s Lamp Gold-mining Com
pany, and Wentworth Amana Gold-mining Company.—Application lor Sus
pension of Labour Conditions.

In accordance wilh instructions received J proceeded to Orange on the 21st instant for the purpose of 
instructing a solicitor to represent the Department of Mines at the hearing before tho Warden’s Court 
ot the above applications. Before leaving 1 consulted the Crown Solicitor, and received instructions from 
him (which J. took down in writing) to the effect that 1 was to engage a solicitor who was to ask permission 
to bo present and represent tbe Minister for Mines, but was not to oppose or object to anything, and who 
was to watch the proceedings on behalf of the Minister. On arrival at Orange I found that the only 
available solicitor whom I considered it advisable to instruct was Mr, Kearney. Before seeing him I 
received a telegram from head office as under :— j e
- i. -!5J.eas°,,nstru(:t solicitor appearing to place and argue before tho Warden tlie contention submitted 
in tho Mimster s minute with reference to application for suspension of labour conditions iu connection 
with Wentworth Mines.—Reply by wire.”

_ I accordingly went into the matter very fully with Mr. Kearney, with the contention in view that 
the mine was not unworkable for the reasons given by tho applicants withm the meaning of tho :Hth 
section or any other section relating to suspensions. I further made clear to Mr. Kearney the position 
ho was to take up as representing the Mines Department only, not the Crown. I also agreed with him 
that his fee would be £ii 3s. it tho case lasted half a day, and £5 5s. for the whole day.

On the case being called on, Mr. Kearney stated his position to the Bench, and that ho was 
prepared to argue the points submitted in the Minister’s minute. Mr. Bassett appeared for applicants 
and Mr. Sleath as au objector. Tbe Warden decided to call evidence, and said he would hear Mr' 
Kearney atterward. '

Mr. Lock was called by applicant’s solicitor, and he gave evidence that the mine was unworkable 
not only for the reasons set out in his notice, but for various other reasons, such as defective ventilation’ 
water m the mme, Ac. This evidence was objected to by Mr. Sleath, but the Warden decided to accept 
it. Mr. Sleath called live witnesses in support of his objections.

Mr. Kearney’s position was accordingly somewhat altered, as ho could not now argue that the 
mine was not unworkable for the reasons given in the Minister’s minute. He contended, however that 
the applications by the company did not show that the mine was unworkable for any reason contemplated 
by the Act. Ihe Warden eventually decided to grant suspension for one mouth, sixty men to bo 
employed in the meantime. The case commenced at 11 o’clock on tho 22nd instant, and terminated at 
5 o clock same day. R. G. ALLMAN,

Jo tho Under Secretary for Minos. --------- 23/10/97
,,.-^or Ministers information. Mr. Allman informs me that Mr. Kearney argued the case as put in 

the Minister s minute in au able manner, and placed all possible points before the Warden for his 
consideration.—D. C. Me Lachlan, 25/10/97. Seen,—8. Smith.

374—B Messrs,
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Messrs. Kearney and Lane to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Dear Sir, Lord’s Piace, Orange, 23 October, 1897.

Be Wentworth G-.P. Company's (Limited) application for suspension of labour. Instructed 
by Mr. Altman from your Department, we attended the Warden’s Court here yesterday to argue 
the question of law as submitted in the Minister's minute. In addition to the ground given by the 
company in the application they submitted another ground, that the mine whj unfit for working by reason 
of water and foul air, aud ^ave evidence on this ground. After argument, the Warden held that in the 
evidence he had jurisdiction" and granted a conditional suspension—the suspension to go for one month 
upon the Company employing sixty men. The Warden held, too, that section 3<i of 57 Vic. No. 32 gave 
effect to section 32 and subsections 1, 2, 3, of 37 Vic. No. 13. Great interest was taken in the case, tho 
Court being crowded. Messrs. Lee, Colquhoun, and Bassett appeared for the Company, and Mr. Sleath, 
M.L.A., in his own behalf. Yours, &c.,

--------- KEARNEY and LANE.

Eor the Ministers information.—D.McL., 28/10/97.

[M.]
Sydney : William Applegate Gulliok, Government Printer.—ISflT.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COAL MINES REGULATION ACT, 1896.
(MINUTES RESPECTING THE VENTILATION AND JOINT INSPECTION OF COLLIERIES IN THE

NORTHERN DISTRICT’.)

Printed under No. 7 Report from Printing Committee, 10 June, 1897.

Oiiico Memorandum.
VENTILATION OF COLLIERIES.

Duntiso the debate in Parliament on ’Wednesday evening representations were made to the Minister that 
in but a few collieries in tho North were the provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1896, as to 
ventilation complied with, and that in some cases largo (piantitics of air were flowing through tho mine, 
but the air was impure.

The Minister wishes Mr. Inspector Dixon to say whether there is any ground for mating such 
statement.—for U.S. Mr. Inspector Dixon, R.C., 21/5/97.

I am not aware of any colliery in tho North where the provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation 
Act, 1896, as to ventilation, are not complied with. And I most emphatically deny that there is any 
ground for making the statement, that in some cases there are large quantities of impure air flowing 
through the mines. AVhat I mean is, that all the intake air is pure from the surface in each mine, and is 
only rendered impure after having been used by men, boys, and horses in tho several “ splits” or districts. 
This impure air is then passed into the return air-ways to the bottom of the upcast, thence to Ihe 
surface.—J. Dixox, 22/5/97, The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

For the information of the Minister.—for U.S., 25/5/97.
. I should like Mr. Inspector Dixon to say whether the terms of General Rule No. 1 are thoroughly 

carried out as regards the supply of pure air to every man, boy, and horse working in the mine. 1 
presume that where necessary the inspectors insist upon the supply being more than 100 cubic feet per 
minute, as provided for in Act.—S. Swith, 2C/5.

Inspector Dixon asked by wire No, 286, 26/5/97.

Telegram from Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Under Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture.

Merowether, 26 May, 1897.
So ffir as I am aware the terms of General Rule 1 are thoroughly carried out as regards tho supply of 
pure air to every man, boy, and horse working in the mines, and where necessary the Inspectors insist 
upon the supply being more than 10.0 cubic feet per minule, as provided for in the Act.

With regard to the second part of this General Rule, which provides that districts or splits, of not 
more than seventy men in each, shall be formed, and each district be supplied with a separate current of 
fresh air, Mr. Inspector Dixon informed mo that this had been done, and that each district is served with 
a separate and distinct current of fresh air, which air, after having been coursed through a district, 
passes into the return air-way to the upcast shaft, thence to the surface. lie adds that it is a very rare 
thing to find the current of air at the bare minimum of 100 feet, generally the least being from 140 to 
150 feet up to 400 feet per minute for every man, boy, and horse in the district.

Mr. Dixon, as well as Inspectors Bates and Humble, states that large sums of money have been 
expended by tlie proprietors of some of the collieries in carrying into effect the provisions of the now 
Act, regarding ventilation, refuge holes, &c.

II.W., 7/6/97.

Mt. Colliery Inspector Dixon to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
T • • . .... . 22 May. I897-

No application lias been made by the miners for a joint inspection, and when application lias been made 
in the past such application has never been refused. I can truly certify that during the past fifteen 
years (my term of office) every complaint made by the miners has been investigated at once. In the 
matter of a joint inspection at any of the collieries, 1 am of opinion that we should wait until the 
demand is made. And I am further of opinion that it would be better if the minors, through their lodge 
secretary, were to make complaint of any defect to the Inspectors direct (as they used to do) instead of 
fo Members of Farlinmcnt. Then the matter complained of could be looked to at once, without 
unnecessary bickerings and heart-burnings.

[3rf.]
151—

,T. DIXON.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COAL-MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL,
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN PERSONS EMPLOYED AT THE NEWCASTLE COAL-MINING COMPANY'S COLLIERIES

IN FAVOUR OF.) '

Received hy the Zegislalive A.iscmhh/, 20 July, 1897.

To the Honorable tbe Speaker and Members of tbe Legislative Assembly of Hen- South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents of Hew South Wales, over the age of twenty-one, 
and employed at the Hcwcastle Coal-mining Company’s Collieries, Newcastle District,—

Showeiji :—

That a Bill has been introduced in your Honorable House having for its object the. limiting 
of the workin-hgours in mines of coal and shale. ’

_ That in the opinion of your Petitioners this measure should be passed into law as spccdilv ns 
possible. . ' "

That eight hours’ work in mines is quite long enough for tho physical powers of men to be engaged.
_ That to so regulate the working-time would permit of a reasonable pcrliou of each day being 

available for purposes of recreation.
That such a regulation of eight hours would prevent undue competition and establish uniformity 

of working-time conditions in all mines.
That the work of a coal and shale miner is surrounded wilh those conditions of unnatural light, 

unwholesome air, dangers by faulty roof, &c,, and so generally hazardous that these are all weighty 
reasons why eight hours should be legalised. ‘

That the production and output of coal would not he lessened hy such a regulation, ns such would 
be productive of better discipline and lead to more regular and concerted action equally by the employees 
and management alike. ’

_ Hour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Bill before your Honorable House for the above 
object may bo passed into law.

. And your Petitioners, as in duty- bound, will ever pray.

[llerc follow 207 nignaturesl]

Similar Petitions were received,— -
On 20tli July, 1897, from certain persons employed at tbe Caledonian Company’s Colliery, 

Waratah ; 112 signatures.
» „ from certain persons employed at the ITetton Coal Company’s Colliery,

Newcastle District; 155 signatures.
„ ,) from certain persons employed at the Scaham Colliery, West Wallsend;

132 signatures.
>; i! from certain persons employed at the Wickham and Bullock Island Coal

Company’s Colliery, Newcastle District; 173 signatures.
On 21st July, 1897, from certain persons employed at the Newcastle-Walls end Coal Company's 

Colliery; 222 signatures.
n ,, from certain persons employed nt Brown’s Collieries. Minmi; 162 signatures.

On 22nd July, 1897, from certain persons employed at Stockton Colliery, Newcastle; 233 
signatures.

„ ,, from certain persons employed at the Australian Agricultural Company’s
Colliery-, Newcastle ; 256 signatures,

» „ from certain persons employed at Brown’s Collieries, Minmi; 151 signatures.

[3d.] 216—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COAL-MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN PERSONS EMPLOYED AT GRETA COLLIERY, GRETA, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 27 July, 1807,

Fo tbe Honorable the Speaker and Members of tbe Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in
Parliament assembled.

Tbe bumble Petition of tbe undersigned liesidcnts of Now South Wales, over the age of twenty-one, 
and employed at Greta Colliery, Greta,—

SrtOWKTH THAT :—

A Bill has been introduced into your Honorable House having for its object tbe limiting 
of tho working-hours in mines of coal and shale.

, dhat in the opinion of your Petitioners this measure should he passed into law as speedily as 
possible. '

T hat eight hours’ work in mines is quite long enough for the physical powers of men to be engaged. 
I hat to so regulate tbe working-time would permit of a reasonable portion of each day being 

available for purposes of recreation.
That such a regulation of said eight hours would prevent undue competition and establish uniformity 

of working-time conditions in all mines.
That the work of a coal and shale miner is surrounded with those conditions of unnatural light, 

unwholesome air, dangers by faulty roof, &c., and so generally hazardous that theso are all weighty 
reasons why eight hours should be legalised.

That the production and output of coal would not be lessened by such a regulation, as such would 
be productive of better discipline aud load to more regular and concerted action equally by tbe employees 
and management alike. ‘
. Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Bill before your Honorable House may be passed 
into law.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

\TLcre follow 04 signature$.~\

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 2Sth July, 1897, from certain persons employed at the Co-operative Colliery, Plattsbnrg; 

14S signatures.
» „ from certain persons employed at Maryland Colliery, Plattsburg; 22

signatures.
n „ from certain persons employed at tbe Wallarah Colliery, Catherine Hill

Bay; 33 signatures.
» n from certain persons employed at Elemore Vale Colliery, AVallsend; 10

signatures.
On 29th July, 1897, from certain persons employed in coal and shale mines of Western District; 

188 signatures.

[3d.] 229—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COAL-MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT
BILL.

(PETITION FROM CERTAIN PERSONS EMPLOYED AT THE SCOTTISH 
COLLIERY, BULIWOOD, IN FAVOUR OF.)

AUSTRALIAN COMPANY'S

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 4 August) 1897.

To tho Honorable the Speaker and Members of tlie Legislative Assembly of New South AVales,
in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Kesidcnls of New South 'Wales, over the age of twenty-one, 
and employed at the Scottish Australian Company’s Colliery, Burwood,

Showeth ' , ................ , ■ , .i v t
That a Bill has been introduced in your Honorable House luuing ior its object the limiting ot

the working-hours in mines of coal and shale. , ,.
That in (he opinion of your Petitioners this measure should be passed into law as speedily as

possible. , ,
That eight hours’ work in mines is quite long enough for the physical powers ot men to be engageu. 
That to so regulate the working-time would permit of a reasonable portion of each day being

available for purposes of recreation. . ,
That such a regulation of said eight hours would prevent undue competition and establish

uniformity of working-time conditions in all mines. _ _ .
That the work of a coal and shale miner is surrounded with those conditions of unnatural light, 

unwholesome air, dangers by faulty roof, Ac., aud so generally hazardous that theso are all weighty reasons
why eight hours should be legalised. in

That tbe production and output of coal would not be lessened by such a regulation, as such would 
be productive of better discipline and lead to more regular and concerted action equally by tbe employees
and management alike. ,, Tt r j.i. u

Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Bill before your Honorable House tor the above
object may be passed into law.

And your Petitioners, as iu duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 125 signatures.']

A similar Petition was received _ . i .
On 4 August, 1897—From certain Coal-miners of the lllawarra District; 844 signatures.

j>y.] 242—
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FEW SOUTH WALES.

COAL-MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL
(PETITION PROM CERTAIN COAL-OWNERS, REPRESENTATIVES OF COAL-OWNERS, AND OTHER PERSONS 

CONCERNED IN 'THE MANAGEMENT OF COAL-MINES, AGAINST,)

Received h/ ihe Zcr/islative Assemlly, 4 Avgust, 1897.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Coal-owners, Representatives of Coal-owners, and other 

persons concerned in the management: of Coal-mines,—

Humbly SuowrrH :—
1. That a Bill is now before your Honorable House, the object of which is to restrict the daily 

hours of labour of all persons engaged in coal-mines to eight hours.
2. That if this Bill becomes law its effect will be to diminish the output of collieries, and to increase

the cost of producing coal. -
3. That the present condition of the coal trade is not favourable to the imposition of any additional 

burdens or restrictions, some collieries being now worked at less than au adequate profit, and in some 
instances tbe investment of capital is wholly unremunerative.

4. That in the progress of recent legislation for the regulation of coal-mines the whole subject was 
fully inquired into, not only by Parliament, but by a Royal Commission, with the result that the present 
Coal-mines Regulation Act is undoubtedly a most liberal measure. Coal-owners have been at considerable 
expense to meet the requirements of tho Act, believing it to be a final settlement of all questions requiring 
legislative interference for years to come.

5. That the British Royal Commission on labour, which reported to Her Majesty tho.Queen in 
1891, in the course of their proceedings inquired exhaustively into the proposal to establish an eight-hours 
day, and came to the conclusion that in reference to the coal-mining industry the proposal could not be 
recommended.

C. That, as your Petitioners believe to be the case, tho hours of labour in coal-mines in New bouth 
AVales are already fewer than those worked in the same industry in any paid of the world, and your 
Petitioners arc well assured that the legislation proposed in the Bill is not called for by hardships to those 
employed, or by any other sufficient reason.

Your Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will not give effect to tiie proposed 
legislation.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here folloto 30 signatures.']
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

CASE OP SYDNEY COOPER, AS TO MINING UNDER A ROAD, 
PARISH OP CLIYE, COUNTY OP GOUGH;

TOOliTHEIt WITH TIIE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE,
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1897.

EXTRACTS PROM THE VOTES AXE PROCEEDINGS OE THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 51. Tuesday, 2i August, 1897.

9. Case oe Sydney Cooteu, as to mtmno under a Koad, Parish oe Clyde * County of Gouoh :— 

Mr. Cruicbshaiik movod, pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon all the circumstances
attending the case of Sydney Cooper, who was tho holder of an authority to mine under a road 
separating portions Nos. 830 and 413, in tho parish of Clyde* county of Gough, such authority 
being obtained by him as the holder of a document purporting to be a mineral license, but which 
was Jield by the Appeal Court, holden at Invcrell, not to ho a mineral license, as the “ butt” was 
not attached thereto.
(2.) lhatsuch Committee consist of Mr. Sydney Smith, Mr, Chapman, Mr, Cann 
Mr. Lonsdale, Mr. Macdonald, Mr. Moore, and the Mover. ' ’
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed. .

Mr. Gormly,

Votes No. 80. Wednesday, S December, 1897. ’
8. Case of Sydney CooBEii, as to Mining under a Road, Parish of Cjjve, County of Gouon :—

Mr. Cruickslianlt as Chairman, brought up the report from, and laid upon tho Table the Minutes 
ot 1 roceedings of, and evidence taken before, tho Select Committee for whose consideration and 
report this subject was referred on 24th August, 1897 ; together with Appendix. .
Referred hy Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.

CONTENTS.

Extracts from the Votes anil Proceedings...........
Report....... ..............................................................
Proceedings of the Committee.................................
List of Witnesses ....................................................
Minutes of Evidence .................................... ..................

Appendix..................................................................
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1897.

CASE OP SYDNEY COOPER AS TO MINING UNDER A ROAD, PARISH OF
CLIVE, COUNTY OF GOUGH.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly appointed on the 24th August, 
1897,—“ to inquire into and report upon all the circumstances attending the case of 
Sydney Cooper, who was the holder of an authority to mine under a road separating 
portions Nos. 330 and 413, in the parish of Clyde f county of Cough, such authority 
being obtained by him as the holder of a document purporting to be a, mineral license, 
but which icas held by the Appeal Court, holden at Imcrell, not to be a mineral 
license, as the ‘butt' was not attached theretof—have agreed to the following 
report:—

Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the list! (whose tSee list, 
evidence will be found appended hereto) find as follows :— ’ pages.

1. That Sydney Cooper, being the holder of a mineral license, was granted an 
authority, dated 28th August, 1893, to mine for tin upon and. under a road portion 
No. 1, parish of Clive, county of Gough, between portions 413 and 330.

2. That Cooper worked continuously on the ground from August, 1893, to 
March, 1896, and that no work had been done on the land in question at the time 
Cooper applied for the authority.

3. That subsequently it became evident that portion of the ground was 
mined under, as a serious subsidence took place, and Cooper ultimately took 
proceedings in the Warden’s Court against the holders of the adjoining land in 
respect of same. Pending the hearing of the case an injunction was issued 
restraining the defendants from dealing with the wash-dirt (estimated to contain 
from 4 to 5 tons tin ore) then in their possession, and supposed to have been 
taken from the ground in question.

4. That, at the hearing of the case at the Warden’s Court, a verdict was
given against Cooper by Acting Warden Saunders on the ground that no encroach
ment had been proved. Cooper immediately appealed against this decision to the ' 
Mining Appeal Court. ■

5. That, prior to the hearing of the case in the Warden’s Court, Cooper had 
applied to the Acting Warden for the necessary order for an opening to he made, from 
the ground which had fallen in, to the defendant’s workings, in order to establish the 
connection and prove the encroachment; hut the order given by the Acting Warden 
only permitted of a survey being made of the workings then open, which was 
obviously insufficient for the purpose in view.

* Note.—Should be CTjve,
6.
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6. That, on a similar application by Cooper, after the case had been dealt with 
in the Warden’s Court, and prior to the appeal being heard, an order was issued to 
Surveyor Folkard to fully survey the underground workings; and Cooper was 
prepared to place the facts disclosed by such survey before the Appeal Court.

■ 7. That a technical point was taken in the Appeal Court that Cooper was not
the holder of a mineral license at the time he obtained the authority, as the “ butt” 
was not attached to such license. The Judge held that the point was fatal, and 
Cooper was compelled to withdraw his case.
_ 8. That the -Judge thereupon dissolved the injunction, and that Cooper
immediately applied for a further injunction, which was refused.

9. That a clause was inserted in the Mining Act Amendment Bill (then 
before Parliament, and which was subsequently passed) to remedy the defect in 
the law which resulted in the disallowing of Cooper’s appeal.

10. That Cooper went to considerable expense in his appeal, his legal costs 
and loss of tin ore being estimated at £300.

11. Your Committee have not deemed it necessary to call further evidence in 
order to thoroughly investigate the subject matter of the legal proceedings, but they 
are satisfied from the evidence taken that Cooper had good cause of action, that he 
adopted every possible means within his power to prove his case, and that he was 
prevented from proceeding because the mineral license issued to him by the Mines 
Department was held by the Judge of the Appeal Court not to be a mineral license 
within the meaning of the Mining Act, in consequence of which he suffered 
considerable loss.

Your Committee therefore recommend Cooper’s case to the favourable 
consideration of the Grovernment. ■

iVo. 3 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

§th December, 1897.

GEO. A. CRUICKSHANK,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY 21 OCTOBER, 1897.

Members Present :—■

Mr, Cruictshank, | Mr. Moore,
Mr. Macdonald.

Mr. CruiclfBliauk called to tbe Clair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Ordered,—That the Under-Sccretary for Mines be summoned to give evidence nest meeting.

[Adjourned till 'Wednesday nest at 2 o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 27 OCTOBER, 1897.
Members Present:—

Mr. Cruiekshank in tbe Chair.
Mr. Cann, Mr. G-ormly,
Mr. Moore, Mr. Lonsdale.

Duncan McLacklau (Under-Secretary for Mines), called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Iteassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
Adjourned.

WEDNESDA Y, 24 NOVEMBER, 1S97.

Members Present ;—

Mr. Cruiekshank in the Chair.
Mr, Orormly, | Mr. Lonsdale, ‘

Mr. Moore.

William Richard Collis (Clerk in the Mines Department), called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew,

* [Adjourned till To-morrow at 2 o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 25 NOVEMBER, 1897.

Members Present 

Mr, Cruiekshank in the Chair.
Mr, G-ormly, Mr. Moore,
Mr. Lonsdale, Mr. Macdonald.

Sydney Cooper called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in plan illustrating tho dispute between Cooper and Costello, ^Appendix A.] 
Witness withdrew. "

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 12 o’clock noon.]

TUESDAY, 30 NOVEMBER, 1897.
Members Present :—

Mr. Cruiekshank in the Chair.
Mr. Moore, Mr. Lonsdale,
Mr. Gormly, Mr. Macdonald

Francis Augustus Wright {a Mmler of the Legislative Assembly) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew. -
Sydney Cooper recalled, and further examined.
Witness withdrew,"

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 2 o’clock.] ■

xmwA r,
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TUESDAY, 1 DECEMBER, 1897.
Members Present :—

Mr. Cruiekshank in the Chair,
Mr. Gormly, | Mr. Moore.

[Adjourned till 3'30 o’clock This Day.}

The Committee reassembled at the hour named.
Members Present :—

Mr. Cruiekshank in the Chair.
Mr. Cann, J Mr. Moore.

Committee deliberated, ■
[Adjourned till To-morrow at 3 o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 8 DECEMBER, 1897.
Members Present :—

Mr. Cruiekshank in the Chair.
Mr. Gormly, Mr. Macdonald,
Mr. Cann, Mr. Moore.

Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

Colhs, W. It...............
Cooper, S..................
McLachlan, D............
Wright, M.P., F, A.

0
10
7

12
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EYIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON THE

CASE OF SYDNEY COOPER, AS TO MINING UNDER A 
ROAD, PARISH OF CLIYE, COUNTY OF GOUGH.

WEDNESDA T, 27 OOTOBEE, 1897.

Mr. CANN. j Mn. LONSDALE,
Mr. GOHMLY, j Mr. MOORE.

GEORGE ALEXR. CRUICKSHANK, Esq., in the Chatk.
Duncan McLaclilan, Under Secretary for Alines, sworn and examined :—

1. Chairman.] You arc the Under Secretary for Alines ? I am.
2. Do you know the ease of Sydney Cooper ? From the papers I have'a knowledge of the ease.
3. Will you make a short statement of the ease to the Committee ? Briefly, Air. Cooper held an authority 27 Oct., ]897. 
to mine on a roadway, that is, what they call a 28-seetion authority, and there was a man named CoateMo
who held the adjoining laud, and who was mining on that land. Cooper said he discovered that Costello 
had gone irom his land and worked out on to the roadway, for which he had an authority, and removed 
ahout 500 loads of wash dirt which, of course, properly belonged to Cooper if the allegation had been 
proved. Cooper brought an action against Costello in tho Warden's Court for trespass on this authority 
of his, but the Warden dismissed the case "with costs against Cooper. Then Cooper appealed to the 
Mining Appeal Court, and Costello, through his solicitor, took the point that Cooper was not the holder 
of a ipineral license. The point was that Cooper held a mineral license, hut that he did not hold the butt, 
of it, and it was decided by tbe Court to be an invalid document. As soon as that verdict was 
given in June, 189G, Cooper threw up the case, and subsequently ho made an application to the Depart
ment for compensation for giving him what he considered was practically an imperfect title. The Depart
ment objected to pay any compensation, for the reason that Cooper had not proved that ho had .lost 
anything, that he had not proved that CosteUohad removed washdirt to which ho was entitled, and that,, 
therefore, he had not shown that he bad suflered any loss. Briefly, those are the only facts I know of 
in the case. I may mention that the Minister afterwards brought in a Bill to validate all mineral licenses 
issued with or without the butt.
4. Mr. Moore.^ And miners’ rights P Yes.
5. But still the Department did not admit that it was necessary to do that ? It was done so that people
would have some guarantee of security if there was any suspicion lurking in their minds as regards the 
validity of their titles, but the point was a very small one indeed. Judge Coffey, when he decided that 
the mineral license was an invalid document in the condition in which it was presented to him, offered to 
adjourn the case for a few days. I presume tho offer was made in order to allow this party to get the 
other part of the document from the Warden’s Clerk, but I do not think that he ever made any effort to 
do that; he threw the case up altogether, and I infer that he said to himself, “ It is better for me to go 
for the Department than to go for the man.” The point with the Department is that he has never proved 
that he lias lost anything. '
6. Mr. Cann.l Is the license which was issued to Cooper the same as the license which is usually issued 
in all cases in the Alines Department P It is exactly the same document as has been issued from the 
beginning.
7. Mr. QoTmly,~\ And when the Department issued that license, they supposed that it was a good
license ? It was always held to be a good one, and it had never been challenged until this case, .

D,M"cLachlfln.

8.
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D.HcLachlan. 8. Until the Court in this case decided otherwise ? Quite so. Immediately afterwards wo validated all 
licenses that had been issued.

27 Oct., 1897. 9 Chairman.'] On that decision by Judge Coffey the Minister brought in a Bill to validate all these 
licenses ? Yes ; it really arose out of that case.
10. ilfr. Moore.] What the Minister really did was to insert a validating clause in a Mining Bill ? Yes, 
in 60 Vic. No. 7.
11. Who was the Warden? Mr. Acting-Warden Saunders. -
12. Oflnverell? Yes.
13. Was he an experienced Warden;—had he had any experience in mining matters ? He had not had a 
very large experience, but in all cases he adjudicated upon for us be gave us every satisfaction.
14. Chairman.] Did he ever sit in tbe Warden’s Court in any other district besides the Inverell district ? 
That I could not say, as it occurred before my connection with the Department. I do not think he had ; 
I believe bis experience as a Warden was confined to the Inverell district, although be had experience as 
a Warden’s Clerk elsewhere.
15. Is it not a fact that this is the only Warden’s case of any importance that he has adjudicated upon ? 
I could not answer that question right off. I would have to get the records of his Court before I could 
answer the question,
16. Mr. Moore.] AVas be a AVarden’s Clerk and Mining Registrar ? I think he was a AVarden’s Clerk, 
and this would carry Mining Registrar’s duties as well.
17. You cannot say of how many years’ standing ? No, but I could furnish that information to the 
Committee. I do not think he has had great experience as a AVarden, but he has given us the utmost satis
faction in the cases he has dealt with.
18. Have you the evidence which was taken in the case ? No ; it is in the Court-house at Inverell.
19. Mr. Cann.] Did the Department survey this road out before they gave him the permit to mine under
it ? Yes. '
20. And also the land on both sides of the road ? Yes.
21. It was all surveyed ? Yes.
22. Did you ever call for any reports as to whether any encroachment had been made on their lands by 
either side? No.
28. The Department had no reason to suppose that any encroachment was being made? Quite so. AVe 
considered that it was quite a matter between Costello and Cooper. AVe did not interfere at all. AVe 
considered that it was for them to take the matter to the Court and prove who was right,
24. Mr. Qormly.] The Department does not take any responsibility for these encroachments ? None 
whatever.
25. _ The Department give a license to mine on certain defined ground, and when they do that their respon
sibility in regard to encroachments ceases? Quite so.
26. Mr. Cann.] Do you keep in the Department any plans of the underground workings of the different 
mines which are worked ? No ; we have not a plan of all.

* 27. Von do in the case of coal-mines ? Yes.
28. But you do not in the case of minerals other than coal and shale ? No ; but the holders of that land 
are supposed to keep a plan allowing their workings, which wo can call for at any moment.
29. Did you call for the plans in this instance ? No ; because we took no part whatever in (he pro
ceedings. It was regarded simply as a question between the two litigants.
30. Could you call for the plans if the Committee asked you to do so ? AVe could. '
31. Mr. Gormly.] AVould yon he likely to get them ? 1 very much doubt whether we would get them,
32. They might not bo procurable ? they would, if in existence, probably be sketch plans. They would 
he drawn to no scale, and therefore they would be worthless.
33. Chairman.] AVas M r. Surveyor Folkard your officer ? No.
34. At whose instance did he survey this ground ? That I could not say. It was not at the instance of 
the Department.
35. Mr. Moore.] He does work for the Department? He may he employed occasionally, and get a fee 
for doing work in the ordinary way, as a licensed survevor.
36. Chairman.] AVere these surveys made at the instance of the Department;—was he an officer of the 
Department at the time they were made ? I could not say.
37. Mr. Gormly.] Did he survey under an instruction from the Department ? He did not survey the 

’ land under an instruction from tho Department. The surveyor who did is named Sewell.
38. Then it was surveyed by the Department? Yes.
39. Mr. Moore.] There was no survey made of the underground workings ? No ; it was a survey for the 
authority.
40. Chairman.] It appears to me that there was an application made for an injunction after the dismissal 
or withdrawal of the appeal to the Department, which was refused in consequence of the Judge dissolving 
the injunction granted in the first instance by the AVarden ; can you tell me if that is the case? No ; I 
have not a knowledge of that, because that application for the injunction would he made to the AVarden ; 
and, of course, the records of that are in the Court-house in Inverell.
41. You are not aware that the application was made for an injunction after the dismissal or withdrawal 
of this appeal,and refused by the Department? No.
42. Mr. Gormly.] The papers before you do not disclose that? They do not, although It may he possible 
that lie applied to the AVarden for an injunction to restrain the other man.
43. Chairman.] You are aware that the not granting or dissolving tho injunction would allow the removal 
of any^ washdirt which might be on the ground which Cooper claimed ? Quite so, if on the ground the 
authority covered.
44. Do you know where the butt of the mineral license was at the time the case was tried? It was in 
the AVarden’s Clerk’s office.
45. At Inverell or at Tingha? I believe it was at Tiugha he took out his license, and it would be there,
46. Have you had cases under the decision given by the Chief Justice in Equity in the Homeward 
Bound Gold-mining case on this point ? No ; this is the only case wc have had.
47. The Government had not dealt with this particular point before under tho decision given in tho
Homeward Bound Gold-mining case? No. ‘

WEDNESDAY,
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SYDNEY GOODEN, AS TO MINING- UNDEIt A HOAD. DAEISU OF CLIVE, COUNTY OF GOUGH. 9

WEDNESDAY, 24 NOV EMBED, 1S97.

fktSErtt:—
Mh. G-OltMLT, | 1 Me. LONSDALE,

Mu. MOORE.

GEORGE ALEXR. CRUICKSHANK, Esq., in the Chair.
'William Richard Oollis sworn and examined:—

48. Chairman.'] What is your occupation? Clerk-in-charge, Lease Branch, Mines Department.
49. Have you the evidence taken at the Warden’s Court in the case Cooper against Costello ? Yes, I 
produce it.
50. Can you give me any information as to whether the judge made any award on the ground that 
Cooper’s title was illegal ? The evidence I produce is the evidence taken in the Warden’s Court. Judge 
Coffey’s decision is not on record, as far as I can ascertain, and he has his notes with him.
51. Have you not tho evidence taken at the Appeal Court ? No.
52. Mr. Moored] Have you any papers with reference to the case at the Appeal Court? Yes ; I have a 
report. We asked the Registrar of the District Court to forward the depositions taken in the Mining 
Appeal Court, and this is his reply:—

W. R. Collis- 
24 Nov., 1897.

In reply to your letter of 16th inst,, I have the honor to inform you that no depositions appear to have been taken 
in the appeal case Cooper a. Costello, with the exception of the Judge’s notes, which he has hi his possession.

53. Have you any other evidence bearing upon the case? No other evidence.
54. Mr. Gormly.] Have you any other documents bearing on the case that you can place before tho 
Committee ? Not so far as 1 know, except a letter by Mr. Boyd, tho solicitor for Cooper, and a Press 
report of the proceedings in the Mining Appeal Court. I have all the Departmental papers in the case, 
right from the application for the authority up to the present time.
55. What other facts have you in connection with the case, outside the depositions, that may bo of use to
the Committee ? I do not know of anything. _ _
5G. Would you state as briefly as possible the facts of this case, and what your kuowledgo of it is, as 
disclosed by the papers ? Sydney Cooper applied for a permission in July, 1892, to mine under the road 
separating portions 330 and 413, parish of Clive, county of Gough. The application was granted, and 
the authority was issue.,! to Sydney Cooper on tho 28th August, 1893, giving him permission to mine for 
tin upon and under that road, area 1 acre.
57. Mr. Moore.] Was it a condition of that that ho should bo the holder of a mineral license ? Yes, that 
he should be the holder of a mineral license in force, to be held annually, and to be produced on the 25th 
August in each year.
58. Mr. Lonsdnle] You would not acknowledge that permit unless he had that mineral license? Cer
tainly not. • .
59. Mr. Moor/..] 'Before the Department issued the permit to Cooper it satisfied itself that he was the 
holder of a mineral license ? Certainly.
GO. Otherwise you would not have issued the permit ? Certainly not, he would not have boon qualified.
01. In fact you have, cither on his application, or on the permit itself, the date of his mineral license and 
the number ? The Warden’s cleric has instructions to fill in in the authority the date of the mineral license 
produced, and a renewal of ihe mineral license must be taken out on tbe expiry of that license.
02. Have you that day them ? Tim 25th August,
03. What year? I presume the date this was issued, that is 1893.
oi. in his application for the authority, what date does he give for his mineral license? 6th August, 
1892. Of course that mineral license "held good till the 5th August, 1893. An applicant for authority 
must be qualified at the date of the application, and when the authority issues eventually lie must show 
then that he is the holder of a minora] license.
05. Mr. Lonsdale.] His mineral license was dated the Otb, and he gets it on the 25th ;—he must siiow that 
the mineral license of the Oth August qualifies him p The mineral license on the 6th August qualified 
him to make that application. When the authority was granted he took out a license on the 25 th August, 
hut tho authority was not granted till the 28th.
60. Mr. Moore.] The only material part is that he was qualified to apply in the first place ? Yes.
67. By virtue of his mineral license ? By virtue of his mineral license.
68. And then the Department granted him the authority because he had that mineral license ? Yes.
09. That mineral license, I suppose, was issued in the form in which all mineral licenses have been issued 
by the Mines Department right from the beginning? Since 1874.
70. Since mineral licenses were brought into existence ? Tes.
71. It was in that form ? Yes.
72. That is without 1,lie butt? Without the butf.
73. I presume the Department has issued some thousands of mineral licenses ? Yes, annually.
74. And also minors' rights? And miners’ rights.
75. Chairman.] In other words, it has been the practice to consider a mineral license without the butt a 
complete mineral license? Yes, up to the date of Judge’s Coffey’s decision. The butt was retained by 
the Mining Registrar as his record.
76. - Are you aware that on Judge Coffey’s decision in this case a Bill was introduced by tho Minister for 
Mines amending the Act so as to validate the mineral licenses without the butt? Yes, that is so.
77. Have you any information in tho papers to show us tho date upon winch Cooper applied for an 
injunction against Costello for removing the tin;—the authority was granted in 1893, was it not ? Yes.
78. What was the next phase of the matter thai came before the Department? The next, ] think, was 
a complaint that tho traffic on the road was interfered with. The proceedings in the Warden’s Court 
were really between Cooper and Costello, apparently for encroachment.
79. Mr. Mooro.] So far as the Department is concerned, these papers will disclose what was tho next 
phase of the question that came up? As to tho dispute between Cooper and Costello we have nothing, 
'that is apparently between themselves.

372—B 80.
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TV. R. Cullia. so. I inferred from what Mr. Cruiekshank said that there was some application made to the Department 
^or au think Mr. Cruiekshank means an ap])lieation for suspension of labour between the

1 or’’ '■ time of the hearing of tho case in the Warden’s Court and the appeal. Cooper applied for permission 
from the Minister to suspend the labour conditions under his authority, pending the issue of the appeal.
81. Was any application made by the Mines Department in Sydney for an injunction in connection with 
tho ease? I ean find no record of any written application for such a thing. No application was made 
to the Mines Department for au injunction, so far as I know.
82. Is that authority which was granted to Cooper still in existence? Yes.
S3. You still consider it good? We still consider it good.

TH.URSDAY, 25 NOVEMBER, LS97. 

JJrcsmt:—
Mn. GORMLY,
Mn. LONSDALE,

GEORGE ALEXR. CRUICKSHANK, Esq., in tee Chair.

Mr. MOORE,
Mr. MACDONALD.

Sydney Cooper sworn and examined:—
S. Cooper, gt. Chairman.\ You are a miner at Stannifer ? Yes.

85. You are plaintiff in the case of Cooper versus Costello ? Yes. 
o ov., 1SJ7. 'J’lng case came before the Warden’s Court some time in March ? Yes.

87. Can you give us the date ? On the 12th March, 1890.
83. You make your living by mining ? I do.
89. Do you know portion 1 of the land in question ? I do.
90. Do you know the adjoining block, 413-330? Yes.
91. Were you holder of a mineral license for previous years at the time you applied for the right to mine 
under the roadway ? Yea.
92. You received that license from the Government Officer as a true mining license ? I did.
93. Did you produce the mineral license at the time you applied to bo allowed to mine under this road
way ? I did.

■ 94. There was no exception taken to it at any lime by the Department? No.
95. The authority to mine, under the road was granted upon the license which you exhibited ? Yes,
90. Do you recollect the number of your authority ? No. 859.
97. Did you work continuously on this land afterwards ? I did.
98. Can you tell me the dates that you were working there after you got this authority ? I worked
continuously up to 1S9G. ■
09. How long did you hold this ground ? I have been on the ground since 1892.
100. Had any work been done under the roadway at tho time you applied for the authority ? None 
whatever.
101. You believe that work was done by other parties which affected your interest in this mine ? I do.
102. Your trouble is, that it was owing to the defect of title given you by the Department that you were 
unable to prove your case? Yes.
103. Could you give us any idea of ihe amount of washdirt that was taken out of the ground encroached 
upon ? From 300 to 400 loads.
104. What would you estimate the damage to the ground at? .At £100.
105. Had you a proper survey of the workings at the time when you appeared at the Warden’s Court at 
Tingha ? No ; I had not a complete survey underground.
106. Was the hearing of that ease adjourned from Tingha? Yes ; to Inverell.
107. AY hat was the intermission between the time that it was heard at Tingha and the time it was heard 
at Inverell? One week. .
108. Did you at any time take such steps as would have enabled yon to bnvo a proper underground survey 
made ? I did.
109. Was this before or during the inquiry ? It was before and during the inquiry. I tried before the 
inquiry, and during tho inquiry, before we closed our case at the YVarden’s Court, and then again before 
the appeal.

' 110. You tried to get authority to enable you to test the connection between the adjoining land and your
own, as to where there was an encroachment? Yes.
111. Were you prevented from ascertaining whether there was any encroachment? I was refused the 
order by the "Warden.
112. YVhen did you first apply for an order to make such survey ns would have been necessary to prove 
the encroachment ? When I first commenced proceedings, about the 5th March.
113. To whom did you apply ? To Acting-AVarden Sanders.
114. And he refused to give yon such authority as would enable you to get this information ? He did.
115. AV hen the ease came on at the AATarden’s Court, was this one of the reasons given why you were
unable to prove your case ? It was. ^
116. AVas this the reason why the verdict was given against you ? It was. I had shown no underground
communication. I had not proved that there was a trespass, because I could not show the underground 
communication. ■
117. You maintain that you were prevented from showing this trespass by the fact that tho Acting- 
Warden refused to grant you authority to test the ground to see if there was au encroachment? I do.
118. Then, when the case came on, a verdict was given against you in the AVarden’s Court, because you 
had not proved the encroachment ? It was.
119. Did you then make application for an adjournment to test the ground to see where the encroachment 
came from? I did,
120. AVas it granted ? No ; it was refused on jbe ground that Apting-AYiWvjeg Sanders, considered that
jt was late fop us to ask fop gn adjournment, ■ ■ - - " ' " " -

121,
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121. He refused it before, then refused it at the Court, because it was rather late? Yes. 8. Cooper.
122. That is after having refused it previously ? Yes.
123. Whilst you were working there, I suppose you always kept within the four corners of your land ? 26 ^^v., 189T«
I did.
124. When the underground measurements wore made, was it shown that more tin was taken out of the 
ground than had been brought to the surface by you ? Yes; tin had been taken out independent of mine.
,125. Could the surveyor give an estimate of how much ? He could give au estimate of the quantity of 
dirt that wras taken out.
126. And it was on that estimate that you estimate your loss at £100? The damage was caused by 
letting the ground down. My action was for trespass and damages, £100—damage that accrued through 
their letting the ground down.
127. That was tho subsidence ? Yes.
128. Did you include that in the estimate of damage done? Ko.
129. Did you consider the subsidence was a serious loss to you in the working of this ground ? Yes; it
was a serious obstacle to mo in working it. .
130. Would it have been costly to you to have repaired the damage done before going to work ? It would 
have cost £100 to timber it up, quite independent of the tin that was taken out of the ground.
131. After the hearing of this case in the Warden’s Court, you applied to have a proper survey of the 
underground working ? I did.
132. Did you get authority then to work on the adjoining land ? I got authority from the Warden 
instructing Surveyor Folkard to do the work.
133. Were those instructions given from the Government? They were given to me in writing from 
Acting-Warden Sanders.
134. Did you take the same course in the latter case as in tho first, before the hearing in the Warden’s 
Court? Application was made in tho same way, and what had been at first refused was subsequently 
granted.
135. Do you produce a map here which is a plan of the underground working of tho mine ? Yes. [See
Appendix.] •
136. Could you tell me which of the shafts were put down by you, and which of the shafts were put 
down by the tributors of the adjoining holder, and which shaft was worked by someone who took the tin 
away ? Yes.
137. Do you know shaft C? Yes.
138. Was that sunk by you ? Yes, .
139. I see a shaft on the ground marked J ? Yes ; that was sunk and worked by mo. I bottomed wash- 
dirt in J shaft,
140. I see shaft “ G” marked here? Yes; I worked shaft G too
141. Was that connected with ,T ? G and J were worked together; J was an air shaft.
142. What shaft was the one marked H ? That was a working whip shaft.
143. What is shaft B ? That was a tributor’s shaft ; it was sunk by trespassers.
144. Tho road was not measured at that time? No.
145. Can you tell me anything ahout shaft E ? That was sunk by my tributors.
14G. Arc No. 1 and No. 2 shafts on Costello’s ground? They are.
147. Where did t!ie encroachment commence? From No. 1 and No. 2 ground; the encroachment com
menced which worked into my line and took my tin.
148. You produced a map at the Mining Warden’s Court, did you not ? I did,
149. Was that a complete map ? No.
150. Is this a complete map before us ? It is a complete map, made by Surveyor Folkard.
151. I understood you to say that you applied for this order to test the encroachment before the hearing 
of the case in the Warden's Court ? I did.
152. That was refused to you by the Warden ? It was.
153. And the verdict was given against you because you had not tested the encroachment ? Because I 
had shown no trespass.
154. After ihe hearing at the Warden's Court, and before the case came on at the Appeal Court, the same 
Warden gave an order to Surveyor Folkard to make a survey ? Yes.
155. Then, after this was done yon appealed against the decision of the Warden's Court? I did.
156. When your case came on at the Appeal Court, had you an opportunity of giving this evidence ? No.
157. I understand that the verdict was given against you? It was given against me on a technical point.
158. On what ground was this verdict given against you ? On the ground that my mineral license or title 
was insufficient.
159. Mr. Moore.] The point was taken that your mineral license was not a mineral license? Yes; because 
the butt was not attached. The Judge held that it was not a mineral license withiu tho meaning of the Act.
160. Chairman.] Judge Coffee suggested that you should withdraw the appeal ? No ; I do not think he 
did.
161. Mr. Moore.] You could not proceed any further with the case ? No.
162. Then you had to withdraw the case? Yes.
163. And the Judge then and there dissolved the injunction ? Yes.
164. The injunction protected the tin that was in dispute ? Yes; pending the result of tho inquiry.
The tin was not on my land. *
165. Chairman.] After the injunction was dissolved by the Court, did you seek further advice with the 
view of continuing your ease ? I did.
166. What were you advised ? I made application to the Warden for another injunction.
167. On advice you made application to the Warden for another injunction ? Yes.
168. With a view of continuing your case? Yes.
169. Mr. Gormly.] JYhat was the result? He refused it.
170. Chairman.] Then the tin was removed after the dissolving of the injunction ? Yes.
171. When the Warden refused to grant the injunction, did you take other steps to get an injunction ?
Yes ; I wired Mr. Wright to make application to tho Mines Department for an injunction,
}72. Wore yop advised through My, Wright that you shquld apply to the Warden for this injunction ?

’ ' ............................. ftoj
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S, Cooper. No ; I was advised through my solicitor to make application to the Warden, which was refused. Then I 
made application through Mr. Wright to the Minister for Mines for an injunction.

'25.Nov., 1897. j^e Department wire to the Warden, asking why he had refused F They did. '
174. The result was that you were not allowed to get this injunction ? I did not get an injunction.
175. The consequence was that the tin was removed and you were unable to proceed with your case ? Yes. 
175. You thought that you had a good title ? I did.
177. You applied in the ordinary course of things for au order to prove the encroaclunent ? I did.
178. You produced all the plans that you could get at the Warden’s Court? 1 did.
179. And you applied for an adjournment of the Warden’s Court to enable you to make a further survey ? 
I did.
180. So you did everything that it was in the power of a miner to do to prove your case ? I did.
181. Yon felt that all your efforts to prove your case were frustrated through the decision of the Judge 
that you had no title ? Yes.
182. Mr, Moore.] This £100 does not include the value of the dirt, does it ? No ; I valued the dirt at 
from £130 to £150.
183. Is £100 a fair thing to claim for tho damage done by letting down the ground ? Yes. I was 
working in an open cutting, the depth of which was 25 feet. Theirs was less than 18 feet, and when I. 
brought my cutting opposite tho broken ground I bad to log the whole thing round.
184. You lost that washdirt ? Yes, altogether.
185. And you consider that it contained between 4 and 5 tons of tin ? Yes; it was valued at about £150.
186. What would the cost of washing be ? About £30.
187. So that there was over £100 net ? Yes.
188. Chairman.] Could you give the Committee any idea of what your loss was altogether ? I lost about 
£300.
1S9. Hmv do you make it up? It includes the value of tho tin, my legal expenses, and all the expense 
attached to opening up the ground and other incidental expenses.
190. Will you tell me what the plan is that you produce? It is a map of the undergound workings in the
mine concerned in the case of Cooper v. Costello. _
191. Mr. Moore.] Did yon accompany Surveyor Folkard when he surveyed your workings ? I did,
192. You inspected the workiugs where the trespass took place ? Yes.
193. Was the ground timbered ? It was.
194. What state was the timber in ? It was in a perfectly good state—as green as when it was put there.
195. How long had it been in ? It could not have been more than six months ; it was as green as on tho 
day it was cut down.
196. So you are quite positive, from the state of preservation in which the timber was, that the ground 
had been worked at a very recent date ? . Yes.
197. You found that this ground had been worked from Costello’s shaft? Yea
198. Was it connected with any other workings ? Not at all.
199. Was it connected with your workings ? No.
200. It must have been worked from Costollo's land? Yes ; and it was impossible to get the dirt up any 
other shaft than No 2.
201. You swear that you never worked it ? I swear that I never did.
202. And it was never worked by anybody with your authority ? No.
203. Your legal expenses iu this case came to about £131 ? Yes.
204. You produce the account? Yes.
205. Is it correct? It is quite correct.
200. Houghly sneaking, what were your costs in connection with your appeal ? £80 or £90.
207. Mr. Lonsdale.] These are the costs in the Warden’s Court and the Appeal Court? Yes.
208. Which were tho larger ? The costs in the Appeal Court ? The coats iu the Warden’s Court might 
have been about £40.
209. Chairman.] The expense of your working and the loss of tho tin you estimate at £169? Yes; 
making in all £300 Gs. 6d.

Mu. GORMLY, 
Mn. LONSDALE,

THURSDAY, 30 NOVEMBER, 1897.
■jBrjeamt: —

Mn. MACDONALD, 
Mn. MOORE. '

GEORGE ALEXR. CRUICKSHANK, Esq., in the Chair.

Francis A.ugustus'Wright, Esq., M.P., sworn and examined :—
IT. A. Wright, 210. Chairman.] It appears that Mr. Cooper has been refused by the Warden au injunction to protect the 

Eeq., M.P. ^ on certain land, and that an application was made through you to the Department of Lands;—will 
■9rvM~A~,ifiQ'7 you kindly give us the benefit of your knowledge in connection with the case ? Yes. Some considerable 

ov., 897. ag0—j cannot fix the date—1 received a communication from Mr, John iloyd, solicitor, of Inverell,
pointing out that in tho case of Cooper versus Costello the Judge had ruled that the mineral license held 
by Mr. Cooper was uot a mineral license within the meaning of the Act—that he should have had in his 
possession the butt of that license (which he had not), instead of only the counterpart. Mr. Boyd’s letter 
went on to ask me to interview the Department and see if the Minister would grant an injunction for the 
time being, until the case could be reheard. My memory is not quite clear as to whether I did or did not 
see the Minister ; but at ail events I saw the Under Secretary, and he promised me that he would com
municate with the Warden. I saw the Under Secretary on one or two occasions, and 1 communicated to 
Mr. Boyd the result of my interviews. In the first place, if my memory serves me rightly, ihe Under 
Secretary told me that he could see no objection to the granting of the injunction to restrain Costello from 
removing a quantity of washdirt which he had taken from ground which Cooper alleged belonged to him ; 
but subsequently the Minister declined to grant this injunction, and J again saw the Under Secretary. 
I received an intimation Irom the Under Secretary tlint the Minister declined to grant the injunction, and 
said that the matter was entirely in the hands of the Warden, and he did not feel justified in interfering
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jn the malt'ir. Two or three letters, T think, passrd between Mr. Boyd and myself on Ihe subiect. I F. A. Wright, 
thought at the time that Cooper was subjected to considerable injustice, and I did 1117 best to get what I 1L1\ 
thought he was entitled to justice at tho hands of the Department: hut I failed to cet anv satisfaction '— 
from the Department. ' ■' SONot.,1897.
211. Can yon give the Committee any idea as to the <late of this application of yours ? It was some time 
towards the end of June, 1S96, when I first made an application; and, as 1 have told the Committee 
having pretty full information, from Mr. Boyd, I laid it before the Under Secretary, and he at once took 
the view that the Minister might very well restrain Costello from doing anything with the washdirt until 
the matter could be reheard; but subsequently the Under Secretary told me that the Minister declined 
to do that.
212. IVere you informed by the Department that the proper course for Cooper to take was to apply for
an injunction P Yes; and I also informed the Department, I think, that Cooper had applied for an 
T$UITilil0j1’ ?;n“ ^ keen refused by the Warden. I think it ivas in reply to one of my letters to
Mr, Boyd that I got information that Cooper had applied for and had been refused an injunction by the 
Warden. The ground that the Department took up was that they could not interfere—that the matter 
must be dealt with through the Warden.
213. That Cooper’s proper course was to apply for an injunction ? Yes. I applied in the first place, of
course, for the Minister to overrule what had been done previously, and to grant an interim injunction, 
which he declined to do. J

Sydney Cooper recalled and further examined:—
214 ! miderstaud that there is a further statement you would like to make ? There is a 3. Cooper,
slight alteration x. wish to make m my evidence.
-uV5, r y°U 8t?te t0 t,!C Coinmittee what it is ? It is in reference to the order I first applied to the 3° Nov., 1897. 
Warden for- to have this ground opened up and an underground survey made. I wish the Committee to 
clearly understand that the first part of this order ivas refused and the latter part was granted—that is 
tlie Warden simply granted us permission to make an underground survey of what workings we could see’ 
without tracing any connection with or making any communication from Costello’s ground to mine’
From the way the evidence now reads it might be taken to mean that the Warden refused to grant the 
ot wnereas he simply refused to grant the first part of the order-that is, to have the ground opened up ■ 

but he granted us an order to make an underground survey. The reason why we were able to put in at
the Warden s Court only an incomplete map was because we could make only a survey of what workings 
we saw exposed. v j b
2LG. Mr. LonsdaU.] But did not that order give you a right to go down into their workings ? Yes ; hut 
not to remove anything-simply to make a survey of tho workings as they stood.
217. Mr. ;IAwr ] 1 think you stated in your previous evidence that after this washdirt had been removed 
tne ground had Jallen m r xcs.
218. Therefore, in order to establish a connection between this ground that was encroached upon and 
Costello s workings, it was necessary for you to open up the ground ? Yes.
219. And the Warden declined to give you an order to open up the ground ? Yes.
220. So that his order authorising you fo make an underground survey was not complete y It was not
complete. 1
ir1; i!1'1’,3'!'is’lt; dlJ no,fc e,nakle >'ou to establish a connection between Costello’s workings and this ground 
that had been encroached upon ? Yres, that is it, b
222 Mr Lonsdnhr\ But was not that ground which had fallen in your own—that is, did you not have a 
right to deal with that ground which had fallen in P Certainly ; but I had to cross Costello’s land from 
that to show the connections with Ins shafts.
223 Mr Moore.] Did the Warden assign any reason for declining to grant you that order P He simply
said that lie aid not think ho hud tho jjowar to grant such an order. * J
224. Mr. Lonsdale.] Did bo give any reason why lie granted it on the second occasion ? Ho ■ he gave no 
f.e", r«5sedJ ]t 011 .U'° sec<m1‘l occasion, in the first instance, and we told him that we must have 
it that it he did not grant it wc would apply to the Minister, because it was a very material matter to 
U8—and then he granted it J

[One Plan.]

Sydney : ‘William Ajiplejj'nte {iuUicli, Government Printer._1307.

372—C
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APPENDIX.

[To Evidence of Mr. Sydney Cooper.]

PLAN
Illustrating dispute between Cooper and Costello,

Ph. Clive, Co. Gough.

Handed in before the Select Committee on 
“Case of Sydney Cooper. &c., &c.”

f S ka-f/

UrvL £ 
*

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND AGRICULTURE.
(ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STOCK AND BRANDS BRANCH FOR THE YEAR 1896.)

Printed under JVb. 12 Report from Printing Committee, 22 July, 1897.

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to The Minister for Mines and
Agriculture.

Sir,
I Ravo ihe honor to submit the report of the Chief Inspector of Stock for the year 1896, and 

it is satisfactory to know that the returns show an increase in both horses, cattle, and sheep.

Inspectors’ Work.
The inspections made by the staff number over 45,000, exclusive of the inspections of Queensland 

cattle on the Eorder—rather more than usual—which include horses, cattle, sheep, dogs, pigs, and 
inspections of pounds, commons, &c., and in this work Inspectors travelled an average of some 4,000 miles 
each. Nearly 400 prosecutions took place under the different Acts, and 341 convictions were obtained.

Horses.
The number of horses in tho Colony at 31st December last, was 484,028, being an increase of 1,569 

on the previous year.

No serious outbreaks of disease have taken place. Blindness in horses, which was troublesome in 
previous years, has disappeared, probably owing to the dry season, which is unfavourable to the develop
ment of parasites.

String-halt appeared in a few districts in a rather lingering form.

Cattle.
The cattle increased during the year to the extent of 19,939, and now stand at 2,043,707. The 

increase is largely due to introduction from other Colonies, especially Queensland, large numbers being 
sent from that colony through the fear that the Border would be closed on account of the tick plague.

Several districts report pleuro-pneumonia, aud cases of tuberculosis have been met with in almost 
every district, and tho cattle have been destroyed.

Tick Plague. ■
The steps taken by this Colony, and which it is believed will prove effective for guarding against 

the introduction of the pest, will he found in the Eeport. A statement is also given of the measures 
adopted by Queensland, which it is believed have effectually prevented the spread of the disease, and 
protected a large portion of their owm as well as this Colony,

Sheep.
Notwithstanding the number of sheep exported and boiled down, tho returns show an increase of 

701,103 over the previous year. About 1,000,000, however, were introduced from other Colonies.
153—A A
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A careful classification made of the different breeds shows the total number of merino to he 
44,260,503, comprising 33,083,096 combing, and 11,177,407 clothing; long-woolled sheep number 
1,279,178 ; while the total of English sheep and cross-breds is put down at 1,279,178.

Of all descriptions, tbe grand total at 31st December last, was 48,318,790. .
During the year 65 stud rams and ewes were imported from England, America, France, and 

(Icrmany, and passed the prescribed quarantine.
It will be seen that nearly the whole of the sheep are now paddocked, and that their condition is 

generally reported as improving.

The Lambing. *
The lambing for the whole Colony is estimated at 59^ per cent. Tho spring lambing gave 65-!; per 

cent., and the autumn and winter 591 and 54! respectively. .
f

The CKp.
5,857,382 Iambs were shorn in the grease, and 535,101 washed ; while 37,409,290 sheep were shorn 

in the grease, 2,793 creek-washed, and 2,193,011 second.
The average weights of the clip are estimated as follows:—

Grease
Lambs, 
is. OK.

.. 2 4
Sheep, 
lb. oz.
6 4

Washed .. 1 5! 3 0
Second 4. 4*4 ... 3 4!

The total clip for the Colony is estimated at 254,876,182 ft.; being an increase of 16,906,439 ft. on 
the year 1895.

Of the total mentioned, 205,032,653 ft. are estimated to have been sent to Sydney, 38,581,846 ft. to 
Melbourne, 11,122,028 ft. to Adelaide, and 139,655 ft. to Brisbane.

Tho sheep were comparatively very free from disease during the year. Outbreaks of anthrax still 
occur in several districts, but owners are inoculating with decided success, and the deaths from this deadly 
disease arc decreasing.

It is very satisfactory to report that the whole of the Colonies, including Tasmania and New. 
Zealand, are now' free from scab in sheep, Western. Australia being the last to he free from that pest.

Dr. Cobb is prosecuting his investigation in regard to parasitic diseases, more especially fluke 
worms, and it is expected that the result of his labours will shortly he given to the public.

*

Pigs.
The number of pigs in the Colony is 214,581, a number very far short of what there ought to be 

in the Colony.
Dogs.

Seventy dogs were quarantined during the year, hut of these fifty-eight were “ ships’ dogs,” and 
only remained in quarantine until the ships to which they belonged left the port.

. Travelling Stock Reserves.
Owing to the dry season many of these reserves were quite bare of grass, and as the drought 

assumed serious proportions, travelling in many cases became impossible, and the sheep have perished'.
The advisability of withdrawing the principal travelling stock reserves from lease is every day 

more apparent, and is a subject demanding early and serious consideration,
The proposal, brought under notice in Appendix ,T, for getting the store stock in certain portions of 

the Colony on to the railway, is well worthy of consideration. 1

Registration of Horse and Cattle Brands.
About the average number of brands were registered during the year, and the total number 

registered since tho Act came into force up to 31st December last, was 76,083, and tho number of sheep 
brands wsrc as follows Fire-brands, 5,370; tar-brands. 20,048; and ear-marks, 12,430.

- Public Pounds.
There are 260 pounds now open, and these are periodically inspected.

Noxious
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Noxious Animals. •
The receipts under tho Pastures and Slock Protection Acts during 1S!)G reached* £38,352 2s. 8d., 

while tho amounts expended by the different Boards in the Colony for scalps of animals destroyed, and' 
other expenses, amounted to £35,933 18s. Sd. '

In only six districts were the full rates of assessment levied.
The number of the different animals destroyed, and paid for, is shown in Appendix L to this Eeport.
The Boards are still urging amendments in the Sheep, the Pastures and Stock Protection, and 

other Acts.
There has been no revival of the Live Stock Export Trade, but there has been a very large increase 

in the Prosen-meat Trade, the different phases of which are fully discussed in the body of the Eeport and 
Appendices.

Among the Appendices will also be found papers on Cross-breeding; on the Preparation of Edible 
Pat and Extract from Mutton ; a communication from the Chairman of the Wool Brokers and Buyers on 
tho subject “ Tar and Paint Brands” ; and a paper on tbe Carnage of Store Stock by Eail.

Papers are also submitted dealing at length with the Prozcn-meat Trade as now conducted, and 
offering valuable suggestions for its improvement.

Under Secretary, Department of Mines and Agriculture.

The
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The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

Sir, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Stock and Brands, Sydney, 1st June, 1897.
On the 2nd February last I submitted a Progress Eeport for the year ending 31st December, 

1896, giving the approximate number of the horses, cattle, and sheep then in the Colony; and 1 have now 
the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Eeport for that year on the working of this 
Branch, which is, as usual, based very much upon Inspectors’ estimates, owners still showing very little 
inclination to furnish data. It will be seen that the actual number of horses, cattle, and sheep in this * 
Eeport exceed those in the Progress Eeport. I have, Ac.,

ALES'. BEUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

INSPECTION OE OFPICES.
During the year the Offices of the Inspector of Stock at Hay and Narrandera were visited, and 

the books, &c., inspected.
Four inspections along the Queensland Border were also made from the head office.

INSPECTOES’ WORK.
The Colony is now divided into sixty-five Sheep Districts, and there are fifty-two Staff Inspectors 

employed, who have made the following inspections during the year 1896:—
Stock, including horses, cattle, and sheep ... ... ... 27,686 inspections.
Reserves ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,620 ,,
Public Pounds................................................................ 590 „

. Commons............. .................................................... . 724 „
Dogs ........................................................................... 1,784 „
Pigs ..............................................................................2,231 „
Under Pastures and Stock Protection Act ........................ 4,750 „
Under Public Watering-places Act ................................... 1,696 „
Under Diseased Animals and Meat Act ... ... ... 811 „

Total .............45,892
being an average of 882 inspections by each Inspector.

The total number of stock inspected was,—124,958 horses, 1,009,524 cattle, and 24,136,837 sheep. 
This shows an increase of 216,979 cattle, and a decrease of 20,474 horses and 1,226,100 sheep inspected 
during 1896, as compared with the previous year. This is exclusive of the inspections made by the 
Inspectors stationed along the Queensland Border.

Homebu&h Sale-yards.
A s usual, the whole of the stock arriving at these yards were carefully inspected on each sale-day 

by an Inspector of Stock and the G-overnment Veterinarian, and a considerable number were condemned 
as unfit for human consumption. The numbers of stock submitted to auction were as follows:—

Cattle, 111,147 head. • '
Sheep, 2,688,336 head,—

a weekly average of 2,137 cattle and 51,699 sheep. Compared with 1895, this is a decrease of 301 cattle 
and of 5,092 sheep per week. These inspections occasionally lead to the detection of stolen stock, 
as the Inspector’s duty requires him to compare the brands and marks on the stock with those in 
the permits and travelling-statements accompanying them, which are filed in this office for reference by 
persons inquiring about stock supposed to have been stolen, and the identification of tbe owners of animals 
condemned at the abattoirs. Some of tho permits and more of the travelling statements collected by 
the Inspector at Flemington are imperfect, especially as regards the brands and marks, and are useless in 
tracing stock or for production in a court of law. If, therefore, this continues, the Inspector will have 
to be instructed not to accept these imperfect documents, and to prosecute for non-compliance with the 
Act and Regulations. ■

Inspectors'1 Mileaye,
During the past year the staff travelled over a distance of 212,593 miles while on duty, an 

average of 4,088 each per annum. *

Prosecutions and Convictions obtained.

Under what Act. Ko, of
Prosecutions,

No. of 
Convictions.

Diseases in Sheep Acts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 109 96
Imported Stock Acts... ... .. ... ... ... ... 7 6
Registration of Brands Acts ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 7
Pastures and Stock Protection Acts ... ... ... ... ... 199 175
Public Watering-places Act.................................................................... 42 38
Impounding Acts ............................................................................... 10 9
Diseased Animals and Meat Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 11 10

Total ......................................................... 387 341
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The cases under the Pastures and tstock Protection Acts wore principally against owners who had 

failed to make returns of their stock at the proper time, and there has not, during the past year, nor in 
any year since the Pastures and Stock Protection Act was passed in 1880, been a single prosecution for 
failure on the part of an owner to destroy the noxious animals other than rabbits on his land, although 
thousands of owners have every year since 1880 rendered themselves liable for neglect in this respect. 
The compulsory provisions of the law under which a Board can either prosecute a defaulter or put men 
on his land to destroy the noxious animals of which he takes no notice, although they-are swarming on to 
his neighbour’s holding and eating his grass and crops, have been a complete dead letter. The result has, ■ 
in mauy cases, been, that while one man was doing his best to clear his land, his immediate neighbour 
was doing nothing, and not only was this injustice perpeti-ated, but noxious animals havo, in numerous 
instances, increased and tens of thousands of pounds every year been wasted ; for, without simultaneous 
action, no progress to speak of can be made in reducinsr the number of noxious animals, and it is absurd 
to suppose that simultaneous action can be obtained without compulsion. No doubt tho number of 
kangaroos has been very much reduced; but that has been brought about, not by the enforcement of the 
law, but by the value of tho skin, and it is altogether different in the case of animals whose skins are of 
little or no value.

Attention is called to this matter, because it is believed that if compulsion after caution was brought 
to bear on defaulters to a moderate extent by the Boards—and moderate compulsion ean hurt no one 
seriously—simultaneous action would be brought ahout, and something like value for the money now 
expended would then be obtained, while the pest would, year by year, be reduced.

HORSES.
The number of horses in the Colony during the thirty-six years previous to and including 1896 

was as follows:—
Year.
1861
1862
iS63
1864
1865
1866 
1867 
1SG8
1869
1870
1871
1872

No.
251,497
233,220
273,389
262,554
284,567
282,587
278,437
280,201
280,818
280,304
337,597
304,100

Year.
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880 
1881 
1S82
1883
1884

No.
328,408 
334,462 
357,697 
366,703 
328,150 
336,468 
360,038 
395,984 
398,577 
328,026 
326,964 
337,172 .

Year.
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

No.
344,697
361,663
390,609
411,368
430,777
444,163
459,755
481,416
481.399
500,068
482,459
484,028

being an increase of 1,569 horses on the number returned for the previous year, whicli is accounted 
for by increased settlement, more breeding, and fewer sales owing to low prices. j

The j lumber of horses as returned in each Sheep District of the Colony will be found in 
Appendix A hereto, as also the number of cattle, sheep, and pigs.

Breed of Horses.
Under this head the Inspectors’ returns give the different breeds of horses as follows :—

Ordinary. Thoroughbred. Total.
Draught................................. 130,555 19,543 150,098
Light harness ... ... ... 112,696 14,240 126,936
Saddle ................................. 177,800 29,191 206,994

Grand Total ... ... ... 484,028
Australian and Foreign Horses Introduced and Imported.

Australian Horses—From other Australian Colonies.—By sea : 332 horses aud mares. Overland : 
16 stud horses aud 6,550 ordinary horses and mares ; total, 6,566.

Foreign Horses—From Foreign Countries (including Great Britain and Ireland).—During the 
year 20 horses were imported into the Colony from England and other countries, and were subjected to 
the prescribed quarantine of fourteen days in Sydney (except in the case of two lots which arrived without 
the necessary certificates, when an additional term of fourteen days was imposed, in accordance with 
Sub-Clause 3 of Regulation No. 33 under Imported Stock Acts) before being allowed to go inland. 
Particulars as to number and breed of these horses are as follows :—

Name of Importer. Address.

J. Brown ..............................
S. Hordern ..........................
H. C. White ..........................
James Tullooh ......................
G. W. Cotf'ritYC ........ ..........
Y. Dowling ..........................
li. Johns..................................
IT. Flynn ..............................
T. Pay ten .......................... ,,,
L. Ereyman .........................

Bowcnfells ..................
Hnymarket, Sydney......
Haviiah, Mudgec..........
Botany .........................
St. Mary’s near Penrith
Due, Mndgco ..............
Wollongnugh .............
Surry Hills, Sydney......
Knndvick.....................
Sydney .........................

Where

Breeds,

Imported
from.

Thoroughbred. Arabs. Total.

Horses. Mares. Horses. Mares.

| England *.....
i i

» ....... 3 2 5
1 1

2 Q
2 2

i i) — 2 2
SI 1. . 1 . 1 2 3

i 1
San Erancisco i 1
Grennany . .. 2 2

j Total....... 9 2 7 2 20
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Morses fit for Sale, and number Exported, Improvement, fyc.
no noj severftl d’stl,'cf:s of the Colony, Inspectors’ reports show that there are 22,254 draufiht

, 1h,“t liarnesB, and .38,700 saddle horses fit for market, while of this number 20,091 are considered 
suitable for requirements of India and China,

the year 8,212 horses were exported, principally to India, Western Australia, New Zealand 
±131, \ ictona, and the Straits Settlements. Eeports from thirty-eight districts say that the horses are improving m quality.

In twenty districts there is no improvement in the quality of the horses, while in seven districts 
they are reported as deteriorating.

Tax on Stallions.
4 stallions is still asked for by oivners, and in the interest of horse-breeding generally I 

think this is highly desirable. Owners also recommend establishment of stud farms by the Grovernment 
and leasing stallions to small farmers. Stallions should be registered and owners compelled to report 
deaths from unknown causes to Inspectors.

Blindness in Morses.

No outbreak of this disease has occurred during the year, even in those districts in which it was at 
one tune very prevalent. This is accounted for by the dryness of the season.

^r’iX°teri 11 ar7_^urneow Eobiuson, after investigating this ailment, came to the conclusion that it 
was caused by parasites, and prescribed accordingly. His prescriptions, when properly administered, 
proved successful, and as there may be a recurrence of the disease with wet seasons hia prescriptions are 
here given. ■L

Vermifuge.
A™®™ grains, carefully mixed in (say) 31b. bran, and give three doses to each horse at intervals 

ot one week between each dose—each horse to receive 5 grains in each dose; or
Turps and^ f 3 draughts for each horse at intervals of one week between ) 1 pint linseed oil. 
Linseed Oil ( each draught. j 2 oz. turns.

Tonic.

Dose

them

To follow the vermifuge if the disease has been allowed to make considerable progress:—
Wlortlr <-k Vi Li *-i i. vt. rt i ^ DBlack antimony 
Tart emetic 
Sulphate of iron 
Common salt 
Powdered sulphur

2 drams b 
1 dram |
3 drams }-1 dose. 
£ oz. '

to each horse at intervals of three days for three weeks, to be given in chaff or bran damped,
. the localities in which the horses are attacked, licks of salt and sulphur should be provided for 
m troughs in the paddocks, and the horses could be enticed to the licks by a little bran and chaff.

Australian String-halt in Morses.
The horses in nine districts are reported as having been affected with this ailment during the year 

more particularly those in tho districts of Braid wood and G-oulburn. ’
Mr. Inspector Mater of Braidwood, states that about 5 per cent, of the horses in his district were 

affected in the early part of tho year, and that various remedies were tided but with very little good effect.
The majority of the horses, however, recovered when the spring set in.
Mr. Chief Veterinary-Inspector Stanley considers this a parasitical disease and is of opinion that 

the curative treatment is to expel the parasites by the administration of anthelmintics, and dose after dose 
may he required for this purpose. It is necessary to remember that brood after brood have to be poisoned; 
and that when they are ensconced in a living being, -whose tissues are also liable to suffer from the intro
duction of drastic drugs, it is impossible to effect our object without perseverance; and to prevent re
infection it is advisable to move the patients to a sound paddock or, better still, into a yard or stable to 
feed, liberally, and also constantly supply salt with their food. ’

Prevention.
Preventive measures, I consider, are very important. With this object, avoid putting an affected’ 

animal into a paddock at all favourable for tbe development of worms. Infected paddocks should not be 
used by horses, even temporarily; half an hour’s grazing may effect them, especially during tho spring 
and autumn. The first grass after summer will scour animals, and has been known to cure them, because 
at that season the parasites are prepared for exit. Microscopical examination shows one affected animal 
introduced, though he may lie eventually cured, means later on (all circumstances being favourable) a 
hot-oed of infection for future tenants of the paddock.

Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Eobinson is of the same opinion as to the nature of the disease, and 
prescribes as an anthelmintic and tonic the following mixture viz:—

Common salt .......................................................................... 2 jq)_
Powdered sulphur ... ... ... ... 2
Black antimony ... ... ... ... ... ... q ”
Tartar emetic ........................................................................... x ”
Sulphate of iron...................................................... q ”

„ Doses, divided into ounce-doses and given in the feed, which may be varied by the administration 
of a draught every alternate day, composed of linseed oil (raw) 1 pint and spirits of turpentine 2 oz.

Ihe skm disease (prurigo) is reported from four districts, anthrax or poison from one district and 
influenza from one district. With the exception of the above ailments the horses throughout the Colony 
havo been exceptionally free from disease dm-ing the year. Owners arc cautioned, where their stock are 
not removed from tbe paddocks, that they should see that the pollard pellets poisoned for rabbits are 
small, as both horses and sheep are liable to pick up these pellets when laid large or in lumps. Por treat
ment for influenza, see Appendix B. ■

estimated losses in horses (luring the year from various causes, pi'incipallv drouglit, amount 
to 15,o91. ; - CATTLE.
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CATTLE.

The returns o£ cattle in the Colony during the thirty-six years ending 31st December, 180(3, stand 
as follows :— "

Year. Ko. Year. No. Year. No.
1861 ... ... 2.271,923 1873 ... ... 3.794,327 1885 ... ... 1,317,315
1862 ... ... 2,620,383 1874 ... ... 2,856,699 1886 ... ... 1,367,844
1863 ... ... 2,032,522 1875 ... ... 3,134,086 1887 ... ... 1,575,487
1864 ... ... 1,924,119 1876 ... ... 3,131,013 1888 ... ... 1,622,907
1865 ... ... ■ 1,961,905 1877 ... ... 2,746,385 1889 ... ... 1,741,592
1866 .... ... 1,771,809 1878 ... ... 2,771,583 1890 ... ... 1,909,009
1867 ... ... 1,728,427 1879 ... ... 2,914,210 1891 ... ... 2,046,347
1868 ... ... 1,761,411 1880 ... ... 2,580,040 1892 ... ... 2,147,074
1809 ... ... 1,795,904 1881 ... ... 2,597,348 1893 ... ... 2,155,500
1870 ... ... 2,195,096 1882 ... ... 1,859,985 1894 ... ... 2,290,112
1871 ... ... 2,014,888 1883 ... ... 1,640,753 1895 ... ... 2,023.768
1872 ... ... 2,287,660 1884 ... ... 1,425,130 1896 ... ... 2.043,707

Erom the above it will be seen there was an increase of 19,939 cattle during the year 1896, and 
an increase of 675,863, as against the decennial year 1886.

The number of cattle in each of the Sheep Districts of the Colony will be found in Appendix A.
_ 268,423 cattle were introduced from other Colonies during the year, and 45,720 exported, being an
increase in the number introduced over the number exported of 222,703.

The cause of the large influx of cattle is attributed to the scare owing to the stock quarantine on 
the Queensland Border.

JBretis of Cattle.
I’ure and Stud. Ordinary. Total.

Shorthorns ............. ... ... 60,596 653,966 714,562
Hereford....................... ............. 28,633 213,049 241,682
Devon ... ... ... ............. 11,783 64,922 76,705
Black-polled ... ... ............. 954 3,898 4,852
Bed-polled ... ... ............ 53 1 54
Ayrshire ... ... ... ........... 4,878 26,207 31,085
Alderncys... ... ... ............ 1,449 4,744 6,193
Holstein ... ... ... ............. 100 200 300
Jersey ... ... ... ............. 1.875 6,643 8,518
Crosses (first crosses) ... .................... .. 959,756 959,756

Grand Total ... 2,043,707
The crosses are estimated as follows —

Shorthorn and Hereford 304,759
Shorthorn and Devon . . 133,788
Hereford and Devon ... 59,598
Shorthorn and Black-polled 14,716
Ayrshire and Shorthorn 54,946
Alderney and Shorthorn 116
Jersey and Shorthorn ... ............. ' .. .. 83
Shorthorn and Holstein 300
Unrecognisable............. ................................. 391,450

Total....................... 959,756

Australian and Foreign Cattle Introduced and Imported.

AusTKALTAif Cattle.—Overland—21 stud hulls, 6 stud cows, 268,350 ordinary cattle; total,
268,377. '

By Sea—51 stud bulls and cows
Eoreion Cattle.—During tbe year, nine cattle were imported from England, and passed through the 

prescribed quarantine of sixty days in Sydney, before being removed inland. Particulars as to number 
and breed, &e., are as follows:— 1

Names and Addresses of Importers.
Where

Imported
From,

Breetls.

Total.
Hereford. Shorthorn. Jersey. Ayr.

M.

hire.

M, F. M. j P. M. F. F. Mules. Females.

F. Reynolds, local, N.S, W..............

J James, Sydney, N.S.W.................

S Hordern, Sydney, N.S.W.............

Messrs. White Bros,, SaumarcK, 
Armidale.

England ...

*> •**

tj •••

jl

Total ...

2

'2

i

2 2

2

2

1

4

2 2 i 2 2 5 4
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Increase and Decrease of Cattle in the several Districts.

_ On reference to the number of cattle returned for each district as given in Appendix A hereto, it 
will be seen that there is an increase in thirty-two districts, which is attributed to the continued increase 
in dairying,, additional settlement, breeding, number of owners stocking with cattle, large numbers 
introduced from Queensland, and effects of the Victorian Border duties.

In the remaining thirty-three districts they have decreased, some to a very slight extent and 
others very considerably, owing to owners selling out on account of the dry season, replacing with sheep, 
fewer cattle from Queensland, and less breeding. .

The “ CasV1 of Dat and Store Cattle.

The estimated '* cast” of fat cattle to be sent to market during the coming year is 297,579, and 
Store cattle, 299,ll(i. From fourteen districts the fat cattle are principally sent to Victoria; from three 
districts they are principally sent to South Australia and Tasmania; and the remaining districts supply 
the markets of Sydney. Maitland, Mudgee, Bathurst, Orange. Goulburn, Tamworth, Albury, "Western 
Australia, and New Caledonia. The principal markets for store cattle are Mus well brook, Maitland, 
Goulburn, and Waggn Wagga.

How'kept.

The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,682,497 ; on open runs, 227,861; 
and the balance, 133,819, are depastured both ways.

Improvement and Deterioration.

. -In thirty-nine districts tho cattle are said to be improving ; in twenty-two districts they are 
stationary; and in four districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement are— 
introduction of good stud stock; more attention and care in selection anil breeding of stock, more 
particularly those for dairying purposes ; also in culling and keeping in paddocks. The reason given 
for deterioration is inattention to breeding, some owners breeding from all sorts without respect to breed 
or quality, and using the same blood for years.

Their Diseases and Ailments.

Pleuro-pneumonia —Inspectors’ reports'show that this disease existed in twenty-eight districts and 
that the cattle on 162 runs were affected; while the other districts arc reported to be free from the 
disease.

This disease, which was believed to be stamped out in the United Kingdom, has been detected in a 
London dairy, and the outbreak is attributed to a case of very long standing, where a cow had been 
affected and recovered, but with an enc3rstcd lung, which led to her being a medium of infection and 
spreading the disease. The whole herd, both affected and sound, has been destroyed.

Cumberland Disease.—From seven districts the number of cattle reported to have died from 
this form of anthrax is 591.

Symptomatic Anthrax or Blackleg is reported to have carried off 255 head in six districts.
Cancer and Actinomycosis.—1,247 cattle are reported to have died iu thirty-six districts from 

these diseases. '
. Tuberculosis.—Cattle to the number of 5,180, suffering from this disease, are reported from

thirty-nine districts as having died or were killed and boiled down.
. , Water.—From one district fifteen deaths are recorded. The disease is prevalent in certain

localities in the coast country at particular seasons, more so in spring.
Ophthalmia occasionally assumes an epidemic form, and the number of cattle attacked is in some 

cases considerable, causing much temporary inconvenience to stock from blindness. Outbreaks have been 
reported from ten districts, and the deaths numbered 283.

Poisonous Plants.—From five districts deaths to the number of 432 are reported through eating 
supposed poisonous plants, but they were, it is believed, due in most cases to hoveu, arising from starvin0, 
cattle gorging themselves with indigestible vegetation, D

Boot and Mouth Disease.—From latest accounts received, Great Britain and Ireland have been free 
from this scourge for the past year, and probably will remain so, as importation is prohibited from all 
countries in which foot and mouth disease exists. It has never obtained a footing in this Colony.

Tick-fever.—A statement will be found hereto as Appendix E, showing the measures adopted bv 
this Colony to prevent the introduction of this plague, as also the measures taken by the Queensland 
Government to prevent its spread in that Colony. ■

Diseased Animals and Meat Act.

. The number of cattle condemned under this Act, and tho diseases for which they were so, are 
given in Appendix F.

SHEEP.
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SHEEP

The number of sheep in the Colony during the thirty.six years ending 31st December, 1896, 
stands as follows :—■

Year. No.

1861   6,119,169
1862   6,558,896
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

Year. No.
1873 ... ... 18,990,595
1874 ... ... 22,797,416
1875 ... ... 25,353,924
1876 ... ... 25,269,755
1877 ... ... 21,521,662
1878 ... ... 25,479,484
1879 ... ... 30,062,910
1880 ... ... 35,398,121
1881 ... ... 36,591,946
1882 ... ... 36,114,814
1883 ... ... 37,915,510
1884 ... ... 31,660,321

Year. No.

1885 .... ... 37,820,906
1886 ... ... 39,169,304
1887 ... ... 46,965,162
1888 ... ... 46,503,469
1889 ... ... 50,106,768
1890 ... 55,986,431
1891 ... ... 61,831,416
1892 ... ... 58,080,114
1893 ... ... 56,980,688
1894 ... ... 56,977,270
1895 ... ... 47,617,687
1896 ... ... 48,318,790

7,169,126 
9,082,463 
9,650,106 

11,644,593 
15,066,377 
16,000,090 
16,848,217 
16,218,825 
10,766,012 
17,873,696

For number of sheep in the several Sheep Districts, nee Appendix A.

Increase and Decrease.

This shows an increase for the whole Colony of 701,103.
The number of sheep imported during the year was 1,010,176, and the number exported 744,578, 

au increase in the imports over the exports of 205,598 sheep.
In Appendix C there is a statement kindly furnished by the Government Statistician, which 

accounts for this increase.

The different Breeds.

Merino.

Combing.
Bams. Ewes. Wethers. Lambs. Total.

Pure and stud—Superfine ... 64,185 804,317 308,308 407,661 1,584,471
Ordinary ... ... ... 73,858 2,238,997 1,823,030 921,466 5,057,351

6,641,822

Pure and stud—Medium ... 51,807 1,274,376 586,805 563,353 2,476,341
Ordinary' ... ... ... 122,407 6,214,828 4,326,254 2,036,437 12,699,926

15,176,267

Pure and stud—Strong ... 50,606 1,417,189 667,476 564,807 2,700,078
Ordinary ... ... ...

1

83,138 3,907,125 3,262,525

Total, Combing ...

Clothing.

1,312,141 8,504,929

11,265,007

33,083,096

Pure and stud—Superfine ... 12,263 ] 94,079 172,832 81,894 461,068
Ordinary ... ... ... 17,513 409,830 342,621 156,450 926,414

1,387,482

Pure and stud—Medium 17,092 383,931 t203,799 120,885 725,707
Ordinary ... ... ... 48,762 2,987,204 1,540,045 916,357 5,493,268

6,218,975
Pure and stud—Strong ... 10,703 467,379 334,210 155,597 967,894
Ordinary ... ... ... 24,46-4 1,227,227 898,075 452,600 2,603,056

3,570,950
Total, Clothing ............. ... 11,177,407
Total number of Merino Sheep ...

153—B
... 44,260,503 
Long-vjoolled
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Loitfj-woolled Sheep.

Bams. J5wea. "Wethers. Lambs. Total.
Pure and stud—Lincoln ... 21,044 87,009 75,587 51,799 235,439
Ordinary ....................... 23,336 146,492 157,813 97,701 425,342

Total, Lincoln . • 4*. 060,781
Purd and stud—Leicester ... 6,640 78,061 103,508 50,869 239,078
Ordinary ... ... ... 8.210 115,461 134,951 77,888 336,510

Total, Leicester . . ... 575,588
Pure and stud—Southdowns 439 2,405 481 1,491 4,816
Ordinary ... ... ... 393 4,835 2,553 1,213 8,994

Total, Southdowns . 4 .4P 13,810
Pure and stud—Shropshire Downs 364 3,288 1,432 1,786 6,870
Ordinary .................... .. 376 5,030 3,112 2,869 11,387

Total, Shropshire ... . 18,257
Pure and stud—Hampshire Don ns 10 20 ...... 10 40

Total, Hampshire Downs. 40
Pure and stud—Ttomney Marsh 2,702 3,004 COO 1,905 8,211
Ordinary ... ... ... 402 1,000 500 085 2,487

Total, Bomncy Marsh . . ... 10,698

Pure and stud—Cots wold ... 4 4

Pure and stud—Cheviot ... 1 ....... ....... 1

Pure and stud—Dorset Horn 1 1

Total number, Long-woolled Sheep ............. 1,279,180

Cross-lived Sheep.

Crosses of the above breeds 18,527 1,060,589 934,877 765,114 2,779,109
(Long-woolled) withMerino
principally. Total, Crosses ... . 4 ... ............. 2,779,109

■ The increase of English and cross-bred sheep for the year is 386,951.

Grand total ... . ............. 48,318,790

Sexes and Classes.
Bams ............ *4 » <4. . . 4 , k. _ • *** 659,252
Ewes ... ... ... ... ... ,,, . * ... 23,038,676
Wethers ... ..4 . ... , . ... 15,882,894
Lambs................ . ... 8,742,968

Total ........................... . ... 48,318,790

Australian and Foreign Sheep Introduced, and Imported.

Australian Sheep Overland from other Colonies.—Stud sheep, 5,178 ; ordinary, 1,000,452 ; totaL 
1,005,930.

Bg Sea from other Colonies.—4,246 stud sheep were introduced from the other Australian Colonies 
hy sea; particulars of those sold at the annual stud sales are given in Appendix D.

The prohibition against the introduction of stock from Western Australia is now in force only so 
far as relates to sheep, and it is so on account of the existence of scab, as that Colony has not yet officially 
been declared clean.

Foreign Sheep. i
During the year, sixty-five stud rams and ewes were imported from England, America, France, and 

Germany, and passed through the prescribed quarantine of sixty days in Sydney, before being allowed to 
be removed inland.

Particulars
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Particulars as to number and breed, &c., are as follows: —

Imported
from—

Brood a.

Names and Addresses of Importers. Shropshire. Merino- Vermont Merino. Total.

Ham, Ewes. Earn. Ewes. Kiim. Ewes. Ham. Ewes,

Albert Austin, Esquire, Wanganolla, Tf.S.W......... London ..... i ... ... ... i ...

Honorable T. Brunton, Melbourne .................... i 10 ... ... *i 10

Henry Austin, Esq,, Bligh-etrcet, Sydney ........... G-emtany ... 1C 3 ... ... 1G 3

Messrs. B. B. Bonald k Sons, Nap Hap, N.S.W. ... France ..... 1 ... ... ... 1

Messrs. E. Morrison &■ Co., care of Hill, Clark, & 
Co., O’Connell-Btreet, Sydney.

America ... 33 ... 33

Total ... i 10 18 3 33 62 13

* Went to Melbourne niter doing quarantine here.

The “Cast" of Hat and Store Sheep.

Tbe annual “ cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 5,490,201, and store sheep, 
5,517,430. .

- Soto Sheep are Jcept.
Paddocked... ... ... ... ... ... 47,607,441
Shepherded ... ............. ■■■ 258,382
Both ways ... ... ... ... ... 452,967

48,318,790
Condition of the Mocks.

In forty-seven districts the sheep arc said to be improving, the principal reasons given being more 
attention to breeding, paddocking, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing and 
culling. _ _ _ , . ■

In fourteen districts they are said to be stationary, and in four districts they are deteriorating.
Lambing.

Prom a return of the autumn, winter, and spring lamhings obtained from the Inspector for each 
Sheep District, the average percentage of lambing for tbe whole Colony is estimated at 591 per cent., i.e., 
calculating the number of lambs marked on the number of ewes put to the rams. Tho spring lambing 
was the highest, averaging G5f- per cent., while the autumn and winter lambings averaged SO* and 54 J per 
cent, respectively. The estimated number of ewes put to the ram during the year was 16,058,958, and 
the number of lambs returned as marked during the autumn, winter, and spring lambings was 9,879,6/7. 
The total number of lambs returned on 31st December was 8,742,968. giving an actual percentage of 52£, 
or a decrease of about Gif per cent, on tbe number returned for the different lambings, which is accounted 
for by continued losses from the drought after the marking was completed.

The Clip.
Average per Sheep.

The number of lambs shorn in the grease was 5,857,382 ; the number washed, 535,101 ; 
total lambs shorn, 6,392,483. .

Sheep.—The number of sheep shorn in the grease was 37,409,296 j creek-washed, 2,793 ; and
scoured, 2,193,011; total sheep shorn, 30,605,100.

The average weights of the clip are estimated as follows:—
Lambs. Sheep.

]b» oz, lb, OK.

Grease ... ... ... ... ... 2 4 6 4
' Creek-washed .................................................... 1 5£ 3 0^

Scoured ........................................................................................ 3 4j
Total Clip.

Total clip in the Colony for the year 1896, according to the number of sheep, would be:—
37,409,296 sheep shorn in the grease; average clip, 6 lb. 4 oz. per sheep = 233,808,100 lb.

2,793 ,, creek-washed „ 3 „ 0 „ „ — 8,879 ,,
2,193,011 „ scoured - „ 3 „ ii „ „ = 7,161,552 „
5,857,382 lambs shorn in the grease „ 2 „ 4 „ per lamb = 13,179,109 „

535,101 „ washed „ 1 „ 5£ „ „ = 719,042 „

254,870,182 lb.
Tho estimated total weight of tho clip as shown above is above that of the previous year by 

16,906,439 lb., owing principally to the large decrease in tho number of sheep and lambs shorn. The 
average clip per fleeco in grease for sheep aud lambs is higher, owing to the season all over the Colony 
being fairly good.

Condition of Clip.
In eight districts the clip is reported as entirely sound; in eighteen districts, froin 90 to 98 per 

cent, is sound; in twenty-three districts, from 75 to 90 per cent, is sound; and in remaining districts 
weak. In a few districts only is the yolk reported to be well up. On the whole the clip was very clean. 
The value of the wool in a few districts was affected by grass-seed and burrs. Exportation
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Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of New South Wales is shipped principally to England, America, 

Prance, and G-ermany, and considerable portions of it is so from the ports of the three neighbouring 
Colonies, as well as from Sydney and Newcastle. The portions of our clip thus shipped from the other 

• Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those Colonies, more particularly for that of Victoria and 
South Australia.

The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across tho 
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane for the years 1895 and 189t>:—■

Port ol Shipment
1S95. 1890.

Greasy. Washed. Total. Greasy. Washed. Total,

Sydney ..............................
Melbourne ............. .........
Adelaide ..........................
Brisbane ..........................

it.
182,052,232
40,860,575
8,451,158

187,705

ib.
2,541,427

624,215
3,252,328

103

lb.
184,593,659
41,484,790
11,703,486

187,808

lb.
199,346,896

38,280,139
9,220,519

139,655

lb.
5,685,757 
■ 301,707 
1,901,509

lb.
205,032,653

38,581,846
11,122,028

139,055

231,551,670 6,418,073 237,969,743 246,937,209 7,888,973 254,376,182

This shows an increase in the quantity of wool shipped during the year from the Ports of Sydney 
and Newcastle of 16,906,439 lb., as compared with that shipped in 1895.

Classing of Clip.
In thirty-eight districts the clip is reported as having been well classed. In the other districts it is 

not considered to have been so generally, the reasons given being, owners consider it does not pay, that 
prices obtained are no better, also want of convenience, sheds not large enough to warrant expense, and 
the difficulty of obtaining competent wool-sorters.

Wool-presses.
A great number of different kinds of presses are used ; those most in favour arc Perrier’s Patent 

and Williams’ and Eobinson’s ; rack screw and pinion presses arc used. There is still room for improve
ment in the mode of pressing, especially by the owners of small clips.

Woolpaeks.
The woolpaeks used arc mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various Sizes, from 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 2 in. 

to 5 ft. 3 in., and the weight from 10 to 12 lb.
On forty-two holdings the wool is dumped before leaving. ■

Sheep-brands and Marks.

During the year 1896 the number of Sheep Brands and Ear-marks recorded, transferred, and 
cancelled were as follows:—

Recorded, Transferred. Cancelled.
Eire Brands ... 251 Fire Brands ... 66 Eire Brands ... 84
Tar do ... 1,152 Tar do ... 189 Tar do ... 247
Ear-marks ... 91S Ear-marks ,,, 161 Ear-marks ... 197

Total Kcgistorcct.
5,370

20,048
12,430

Total ... 2,321 Total ... 416 Total ... 528 Total 37,818
Ear-marking and Tattoo-marking.

In all districts tbe system of ear-marking sheep is now generally carried out, and the system of 
tattoo-marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep, not as yet to any great extent in the ease of 
ordinary flock sheep, but where tried it has been found to be a good preventive of sheep-stealing.

Destruction of Wool by Tar and Paint Brands.
Buyers still complain of the destruction to wool by the use of the above materials for branding 

purposes ; but it will be seen from the Eeport of the Chairman of the Wool-selling Brokers’ Association, 
which will be found as Appendix G- to this Eeport, that both they aud the representatives of the wool- 
buyers in Sydney are stilt of the same opinion with respect to the impossibility of finding any pigment or 
other material for branding sheep which will be sufficiently legible and lasting and will not damage the 
wool. The result of this second inquiry only bears out the conclusions arrived at by reports received on 
this subject from the wool-brokers and manufacturers in 1894.

Diseases in Sueei*.
Scab.—The flocks in this Colony and in the Colonies of Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, 

New Zealand, and Tasmania are free from scab; and Western Australia may now also be considered clean, 
as no case of scab has been mot with in that Colony since May, 1895. It may therefore be said with 
confidence that there is not a single scabby sheep in either Australia, Tasmania, or New Zealand, in which, 
according to the last published returns, there were. The importation of sheep from Western Australia 
■into this Colony is still prohibited, and will be so until the Government of that Colony declare it free 
from scab.

Anthrax.—This disease appeared in several districts during the year, and owners arc now availing 
themselves of the facilities offered for vaccinating their sheep, which has been the means of lessening the 
great mortality previously suffered by them. A statement (Appendix II) is attached showing the 
vaccinations made.

Foot-rot.—
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JPoot-rot.—Nineteen districts report foot-rot among the sheep, but only to a slight extent, the past 
season not being favourable to its spread. Remedies for foot-rot will be found as Appendix I.

Make.—Owing to the dry season this disease also was not so troublesome as in previous years, and 
is only reported from twenty-two districts, without any serious losses.

To prevent its spread, owners are again urged to free their land from surface water by running 
plough furrows where practicable and helping them with the spade. The preventives used by owners 
were salt, tar, and turps, sulphate of iron and Liverpool salt, and salt and sulphur.

Parasitic Worms.—Sixteen districts report the sheep as having been infested with worms last year 
to the extent of about 5^ per cent.; in seven districts the sheep were infested with stomach, lung, and 
tape worms; five districts with stomach and tape worms; and in three districts with stomach-worms.

The following results have been gathered regarding the efficacy of the various drenches and licks 
used for sheep for worms:—■

Drenches.

Arsenic.—Tor the stomach and tape worms the arsenic aud soda drench is still reported as the 
most effective, and has been by far the most generally used. It has, however, been recommended that 
potash, as being less severe on the lining of the stomach, should bo substituted for soda in its preparation. 
The arsenic and soda drench is reported by several of the Inspectors as having been also efficacious for 
lung-worms. No authenticated information has been received of this drench affecting the health of the 
sheep or injuring the wool.

Turpentine.—Turpentine, with various mediums, has been very generally given for stomach, tape, 
and lung worms, with good results, when repeated.

Hayward’s Specific is reported as having given satisfactory results where used. _
Pottie's, Weaver’s, and Walsh Bros' Drenches are reported to have been used iu a few districts 

with fairly satisfactory results.
H. 0. Suitor’s Drench is said to be, by persons using it, very good. _
While it can be said that a decided improvement follows the administration of most of the 

drenches generally used, it is a fact that even in the case of the most effoctivo the post-mortem examina
tions disclose that generally where the sheep are at all badly infested some worms are still alive; and this 
again, it is believed, arises from the owners delaying too long in drenching, and allowing the worms to 
have too great a hold on the sheep before they are drenched. The consequence is that some worms are 
left, which keep the sheep from thriving, and, with the introduction of fresh eggs from the water and 
pasture—if the weather is at all favourable for the development of the worms—m the course of a few 
months make the sheep as bad as they were before they were drenched. To make the cure effective, 
therefore, sheep which have been badly infested should, on receiving one drench, bo kept as near the 
drenching yards as possible, and receive a second drench in the course of twelve or fourteen days after 
the first.

But, while licks and drenches should ho provided and given at as early a date and as often as 
required, owners should give their earnest attention to the removal of what may be termed the contri
buting causes of the pest by avoiding overstocking, attending to the proper nourishment of the lambs and 
weaners, burning oS old pasture, and getting rid by draining of surface and stagnant water, as suggested 
in Tol. II, part 2, of the Agricultural Gazette.

Licks,

It is reported that the following licks have been used with good results:—
Salt and sulphur. Salt, sulphate of iron, and Hayward’s Specific.
Salt and sulphate of iron. Salt, tar, and turpentine.
Salt and turpentine. Pottie’s Preventive Lick.
Salt, sulphate of iron, and turpentine. Salt and lime.
Salt, sulphur, and sulphate of iron.

11 is scarcely necessary to point out that a lick, if it is efficacious in warding off an attack of worms, 
is far preferable to a drench ; and as owners in all but the true saltbush country are now aware that it 
pays them well to give their sheep a liberal supply of salt, it would add very little to the trouble or 
expense to give once a month with the salt some of the other ingredients here mentioned which they 
found from experience was to any extent effective in protecting their sheep from the worm-pest.

Tho following further progress report of his investigations in regard to fluke and worms in sheep 
lias been received from Dr. Cobb :—

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 27 May, 1807- 
Is accordance with the plan of previous years, work on the parasites of stock has lieen continued at Bong Bong, Sydney, 
Wagga, and Bathurst. My duties in connection with the Department of Agriculturo have been such that it has not been 
possible to give to the subject of parasitic diseases of stock as much attention as I would have liked. Nevertheless, 
I am glad to say that very substantial progress has been made in several directions, notably in the preparation of the report 
of the work done during previous years. Tho additional illustrations prepared during the last few months number several 
score. These have been prepared with the same scrupulous care as in the cases already placed under your notice. The 
preparation of these illustrations entasis a good deal of work—both artistic work and research work.

A recent improvement in the laboratory arrangements will soon enable me to prosecute this branch of my work more 
actively. I refer to tho junction of the Bong Bong and Bathurst laboratories. The dismantling of Bong Bong is now 
practically complete, and tho transfer to Bathurst will enable me to effect a very substantial saving of time.

Tho work already undertaken at Bathurst has yielded results that would not have been easily obtained before.
The collection of parasites now m the possession of the Department is a very extensive one. 1 bog to invite your 

attention to this matter in view of the possibility of placing it in a condition for public exhibition. Displayed in proper 
specimen bottles, this collection would make an imposing exhibition.

1 should further mention that a considerable portion uf the comparatively small amount of time T have been able to 
give to stock during the last twelve months has been taken up in replying to correspondents, attending conferences, and 
making examinations with the object of giving immediate advice in special cases of disease. In some of those latter cases 
stock-owners have expressed great satisfaction. _ _

In conclusion, I beg to state that all the work under iny diroetion has been conducted at a comparatively trilling 
expense. I have, &c,,

1 N. A. COBB.
Sheath
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Sheath Disease in Wethers.

No fresh outbreaks of this disoaso have been reported during tho year.
Pull particulars as to the nature of the disease, its treatment, and prevention, as furnished by 

Mr. Yeterinary-Surgeou W. Scott, will be found in my Annual lleport for l?9o, as Appendix H.

PIGS.
On 31st December, 189(5, the number of pigs in the Colony stood at 214,581, being a decrease of 

7,016 on the returns for the previous year.
Seven thousand two hundred and ninety-one pigs were introduced by sea and land from the other 

Australian Colonies.
The prohibition which has been in force against the introduction of pigs from New Zealand in 

consequence of an outbreak of swine fever in that Colony has been withdrawn.
Nineteen hundred and ninety-seven pigs were exported from Sydney during the year.
Sixty-one ships’ pigs wore killed on board, as the owners would not quarantine them.
The latest reports with respect to swine fever shows that there has been a marked decrease in the 

number of outbreaks in Great Britain and Ireland during the year 1896 as compared with previous years.

DOGS.
Twelve dogs which arrived from England and other places outside the Australian Colonies passed 

through quarantine during the year.
Bifty-eight “ ships’ dogs ” were quarantined during the stay of vessels in port, and three “ ships’ 

dogs ” were destroyed.
All "ships’ dogs” and other stock on board foreign vessels for tho use of the passengers and crew 

are now quarantined during the stay of the vessel to which they belong in port, whether in Sydney or at 
Newcastle.

Pour hundred and four Colonial dogs were introduced at the Port of Sydney from the other 
Colonies, and 335 dogs were inspected prior to exportation.

Diseases in Dogs.

Although rabies is'reported as having decreased in the United Kingdom during the past year, yet 
the returns for that period are considered as anything but satisfactory.

TRAVELLING STOCK (Reserves, (Roads, Tanks, Wells, <§'c.)

Trespass on Reserves.

In thirty-live districts the travelling stock and camping reserves are reported ns having been 
trespassed upon, generally only to a slight extent, and in thirty districts they are reported as being free 
from trespass.

Prom fifteen districts it is reported that 1,152,325 sheep have travelled through during the year in 
search of grass and water. Prom six districts the number of loafing sheep is given at 152,502.

In the report for 1895 it was stated that constant complaints were being received of the want of 
grass on the travelling stock reserves, more especially in the Central and Eastern Divisions of the Colony. 
There they arc in most cases under lease, and are fenced off from the adjoining alienated land, or arc 
enclosed in paddocks containing very little else but the reserved land ; and the tenant as a rule either 
“ skins ” the reserves or sublets them to others who do so. The result is that legitimate travelling stock 
suffer severely by the way for want of grass, and if they are prime fat when they start, and travelling on 
foot to market for even a moderate distance, by the time they reach their destination they are second, or 
it may he, if the weather is at all unfavourable, only third rate mutton.

_ If, again, they are stores, which they more frequently are, they would, although in first-class store 
condition when they started, be little else than “bags of bones" by the time they reach the run for 
which they were purchased, aud, besides losing a considerable percentage by the way, will take quite twice 
the time to fatten they would have done if they had bad a fair share of feed by the way. The wool also 
suffers, and frequently in such cases shows a decided break in the fibre, caused by the starvation.

This, so far as stock-owners are concerned, is a very serious state of things; but since the close 
of last year they have become very much worse, and with the continued drought a great many of the roads 
are now, through want of grass, completely impassable, for stock and sheep which would otherwise have 
travelled to where they could obtain feed have had to stop and perish. The extent to which reserves have 
been leased and sold has to account to a considerable extent for the losses of stock which have taken and 
are taking place in the drought from which the Colony is suffering, and that, too, while the greater portion 
of the stock which have been lost belong to tenants of the Crown. It cannot bo otherwise, for as the 
feed on the reserves to which travelling stock have access is not sufficient in ordinary times, it can easily 
be conceived what the result will be when drought prevails, and two or three times as many stock as usual 
are sent on the road as the only chance of saving their lives.

. . . romcd7 vrotdd to withdraw sufficient land from the reserves in the Central and Eastern 
Divisions from lease to meet the requirements of travelling stock iu all'season8 : hut the mere withdrawal 
of reserves from lease, without providing the means for protecting them from trespass, would not bring 
about all the improvement that is desired. If, however, they were wilhdrawn, and no rent required to 
he paid to the Lauds Department, a small charge, such as the owners would not feel, could be levied 
on travelling stock, v»hu’h would not only enable the Department to employ a sufficient staff to protect 
the reserves, but would also provide the necessary funds for clearing the reserves of burrs and other 
noxious weeds—a matter which is urgently required. There
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There is still another direction in which I think we are entitled to look for help in this matter, 
I allude to the carriage of store stock by rail in the level portions of the Colony, where the cost of 
haulage is light, and the establishment of a system of differential railway rates in that class of country 
—say from .Tunec to Hay and Jorilderie, ftom Dubbo to Bourlte, and "Willow-tree to Morce. Bee 
Appendix J.

Marlcitig of Travelling Stock and Camping Reserves.

Fair progress has been made with regard to the marking of travelling-stock and camping reserves, 
the system of which is shown as-Appendix X, there being at present about LbOO miles surveyed and about 
180 miles in course of survey. The routes marked are:—

1. From Boggabilla, via Yetman, Warialda, and Cobbadah, to Brceza.
2. From Moree, via Millie, biarrabri, Boggabri, Breeza, and the Liverpool Bnnge, to tho Bulga

Mountains.
3. From Walgett, via Coonamble and Mendooran, to TJarbry.
4. From Coolah, via TJarbry, to Bylstone.
5. That portion passing through Terry-hie-hie Holding.
6. From Boggabri, via, Tnrrabeile or Cox’s Creek, to Coolah.
7. Mungundi to Morce.
8. Along the Mara Creek from the Barwon Itivor upwards.
9. Along the Bogan to travelling stock reserve on the Murda Crook.

10. From Breelong to Dubbo. ,
In course of marking:—

That from Jennings to Tamworth.
With a view of making these surveys of practical benefit to drovers, stock-owners, and others, 

lithographs are being prepared showing sections of the roads in lengths of between 20 and 30 miles.
Lithographs of the roads, Boggabilla to Cobbadah, in six (G) sections; Moree to Cobbadah, via 

Gurley Holding, in one (1) section; Walgett to the TJarbry, in five (5) sections; and Liverpool liango 
to Putty, in five (5) sections, are now on sale at the Head Office, and also at the local Stock Offices, at 
2s. per section.

New Stock Roads required.

In nine districts new roads are required for travelling stock, and to obtain these action has been 
already taken in five districts.

New Slock Reserves required.

In eleven districts new reserves and alterations of existing ones for travelling stock are required. 
In fifty-four districts there are sufficient reserves; but in a great many cases the reserves arc leased 
under annual lease, and are, therefore, kept very hare of feed.

New Wells, Tanks, or Rams.

In twenty-two districts the inspectors report that new wells, tanks, or dams should be constructed 
by tho Government at places which they indicate.

REGISTRATION OF HORSE AND CATTLE BRANDS.
' " Brands registered.

The number of horse and cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1896, was 76,683. Tho 
number of brands registered during the year 1896 was—Horse brands (alone), 255; cattle brands (alone), 
358; and horse and cattle brands, 973 ; making a total of 1,580.

This shows an increase of S3 in the total number of brands registered during tho year as compared 
with 1895. There is also an increase in the number of brands transferred and cancelled.

Brands transferred,

The brands recorded during the year 1896 as transferred were—Horse brands, 16; cattle brands, 
23; horse and cattle brands, 104; total, 143—being an increase of 3 on previous year.

Brands cancelled. ■
The brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1896 were 178.

Addresses changed.

The number of addresses of owners changed in 1896 was 61.

Compliance with ike Act.

In all the districts the provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of the Act are 
reported as being fairly carried out.

Benefits of the Act.

The inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of the Act, report that it prevents duffing, stock-stealing, 
facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great convenience and 
protection to stock-owners.

There
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There is a great necessity for an amendment of the existing Registration of Brands Act, and there 
is a prospect of this being obtained. It was decided at the Intercolonial Stock Conference in August last 
that a Brands Bill should bo framed in this Colony, which, while it provided for a different form of brands 
in each of the Colonies to prevent the clashing of systems, would contain provisions of a similar naturo 
for preventing the theft of stock; and the materials for the measure are now in the hands of the 
Parliamentary Draftsman.

POUNDS.
Number and Inspection.

At the end of the year there were 260 pounds in operation in the Colony, 37 have been closed 
for want of poundkeepers, and there are sites set aside for the establishment of 173 more as occasion 
requires. The whole of the pounds are inspected periodically by the various Stock Inspectors.

State of Yards.

Porty-thrde of the pound-yards are reported to be old; some require renewing, being unfit for tbo 
safe custody of stock; while others need repairs. The remainder are said to be in a fair and good 
condition.

Keeping and Depasturing Pound Stock.

The provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock, according to the reports 
received, is satisfactory. As a rule, poundkeepers have now paddocks for tho stock.

Management of Pounds.

The poundkeepers are reported to be performing their duties, upon the whole, in a satisfactory 
manner, and the appointment of inspectors of stock as inspectors of pounds has had a very beneficial 
effect.

NOXIOUS ANIMALS.
The Districts in width, the Pastures and Stock Protection Act is in force.

The Act has been brought into operation in all the districts, and during tho year work has been 
done to the extent shown in Appendices L and M.

Receipts and Expenditure under the Act.

The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1896 was £38,252 2s. 8d.; and tho amount 
expended £35,933 18s. 8d. Five districts are reported to be in debt to the amount of £369 Os. lid.

In six districts full rates were levied, in fifty-four districts loss than full rates, while in five 
districts no rates whatever were levied.

During the year the bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows:—For kangaroos, 
from lid. to 6d.; kangaroo rats, Id. to 3d.; wallaroo, 2d.; wallaby, from Id. to 4d.; paddymelon, from 
id. to 3d.; bandicoot, id. to 3d.; hares, from Id. to 4d.; native dogs, from 10s. to 40s.; pups, 2s. 6d. to 
7s. Gd.; opossums, £d. and id.; wild pigs, 3d.; eagle-hawks, 3d. to 2s. Gd.; emus, Gd.; crows, 2d. to Is.; 
foxes, 10s. and 20o.; aud ilying-foxes, Id. and lid.

Increase and Decrease.

Kangaroos are reported to be increasing in fourteen districts, wallabies in nineteen districts, 
native dogs in seventeen districts, haros in seventeen district's, and wild pigs in five districts. In twenty- 
six districts kangaroos arc reported to be decreasing, wallabies in eighteen districts, native dogs in eighteen 
districts, hares iu thirteen districts, and wild pigs in three districts;

, Number destroyed.

The number of kangaroo's destroyed during the past year was 80,639 ; of kangaroo rats, 100,808 ; 
of wallabies, 655,309; of wombats, 112; of bandicoots, .1,879; of paddymelons, 21,791; of wild pigs, 23,300 ; 
of hares, 551,548; of foxes, 66; of native dogs, 13,138; of opossums, 7,142; of eagle-hawks, 8,810; 
of crows, 48,308 ; of emus, 4,050; and of flying foxes, 3,591.

Steps taken for their destruction.

In the majority of the districts, hunting with dogs, drives, shooting, trapping, and poison havo 
been adopted with satisfactory results. In forty-seven districts poison has been used, mostly for dogs, 
with fair to best results, and from four districts it is reported that the results have not been satisfactory, 
the dogs being too cunning to take baits.

AMENDMENTS SUUG-ESTED IN THE ACT BY THE BOARDS.
The agitation for the passing of the Stock and Pastures Bill still continues, and among other 

amendments in the law asked for it is suggested that uniform rates of assessment and bonuses should be 
fixed; that bonus be paid for rabbit scalps; that assessments should bo paid at the time of making 
returns ; assessments in certain Divisions; that farmers and fruitgrowers should contribute to the 
funds raised under the Act; that all assessment be paid into a general fund ; that the Government should 
contribute a higher rate of subsidy to the funds of the Boards; that Section 6 of the Pastures and 
Stock Protection Act Amendment Act of 1881 be amended; that Superintendents should have equal voting 
power with owners; that the suspension of the provisions of the Act in auy district should be allowed 
on petition; that rabbits be declared noxious animals; that the Boards should have the administration 
of the Rabbit Act; and that a measure should be passed dealing with noxiops weeds and plants.

’ LOSSES
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LOSSES FROM NATIVE AND TAME DOGS.
The losses through native dogs for the year are estimated at 105,455 sheep, valued at £35,670 ; 

and from tame dogs 62,135 sheep, valued at £12,016 ; making a total loss of £4S,5S6. A stricter enforce
ment of the law with respect to stray dogs, and the registration of dogs, is urgently required.

COMMONS.
There are noiv 344 Commons in the Colony, the average acreage of which is about 4,000 each.

Number of Commoners, Steel", Sfc.

The average number of Commoners to each Common is estimated at ninety, and the average 
number of stock kept on each Common at 150.

Many of the Commons arc uufenced, consequently are trespassed upon by travelling stock.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cullivatcd Grasses.

In thirty-one districts cultivated grasses have been sown for pasture during the year, the most 
successful being lucerne, prairie, and rye.

Number and Division of Runs.

The number of open or unenclosed runs in the Colony is 4,216; the number enclosed is 40,076 ; the 
number partially sub-divided is 13,902 ; and the number properly sub-divided is 22,694.

Improvements, Fencing, Dams, Tanks, and Wells.

The number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated as follows:—770,536 miles 
without wire netting, at an average cost of (say) £38 10s. per mile, amounting to £29,657,540, and 
43,095 miles with wire netting, average cost at (say) £67 5s. per mile, amounting to (say) £2,893,997.

, The number of dams used for stock purposes is estimated at 62,065, at an average cost of (say) 
£55 4s.; number of tanks, 51,968, at an average cost of £140 each ; and the number of wells used is 
estimated at 8,405, at an average cost of £106 each.

Cost of fencing, £32,556,537 ; cost of dams, £3,426,399; cost of tanks, £7,274,702 ; cost of 
wells, £891,361; making a total of £44,148,999, as representing the amount expended by way of 
improvements, Ac.

Hants and Weeds.

Prevalence,
In seventeen districts trefoil burr grows to a very large extent; in five districts, to a considerable 

extent; in twenty districts, to a slight extent; and in nineteen districts there is none reported.
In thirty-two districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent; in nine, to a considerable 

extent; in eight, to a very large extent; and sixteen districts are reported as free from it.
Iu twenty-nine districts blade thistle is reported to a slight extent; in seven, to a considerable 

extent; in fourteen districts, to a very large extent; and fifteen districts are reported to be free from it.
In eight districts the land is reported as being infested to a very large extent with Bathurst burr ; 

in sixteen districts, to a considerable extent; in thirty-two districts, to a slight extent; and in nine 
districts the land is not infested.

In twenty-five districts other noxious weeds grow to a slight extent; in seven districts to a 
considerable extent; in twenty-one districts, to a very large extent; and in twelve districts there is none 
reported.

Legislation for Noxious Weeds.
Legislation is urgently required for dealing with noxious weeds and plants, more especially the 

Bathurst burr, the prevalence of which is inflicting very serious loss on travelling stock.

Cost of clearing Commons, Reserves, Ac., of Weeds.
The cost of clearing the Commons of noxious weeds throughout tho Colony is estimated by 

inspectors at £37,743 ; the police paddocks, £2,042 ; the travelling stock reserves aud droviug roads at 
£145,505 ; amounting in all to (say) £18-3,290.

PREVENTION OF SCAB IN SHEEP ACCOUNT. '
A detailed statement of receipts and expenditure by the Department in connection with the 

above Fund for year 1896 will be found in Appendix N hereto, and will be published annually in the 
same form.
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The following is a Statement of the Boiling-down, Chilling, Freezing, and Preserving Works in the Colony and of their Capacity, and the Work done during 1896.
Boiling. Chilling, Freezing. - Presen ing.

Name of Establishment Capacity Ifldiem. Number treated. Capacity ^ diem. Number treated. Capacity diem. Number treated. Capacity 1! diem, Number treated. Sundries. Rcni&tks
Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep.

Aberdeen—Australian Chillitiff and Eroeiiiifr Co. fLimitod) 200 3,000 290 38,230 200 2,500 4,405 2,351 100 1,000 1,164 203,542 100 1,500 1,887 23,301
A1 bury—Meat Works (Dundas & Co.) .. .. .. . so 1,500 00 07,219 50 100 25,731Barham —Bailing-down . ,. ,. ,. ., . f»0 1,000 20,000 60 pigs Cured ....
B&lhmNb—Hereford Estate Boilins-dow ti (Cobh ^ Co.) .. 50 500

1)0 Allow ay Bank do (J. J. Sullivan) . 25 300
2,537Bourke—Meat Proscrvini' Co. (Liniitcd) ,, , ., 150 2,500 25,253 150 1,500 1,500 21,279 150 2,500 280

Garralhool—Stouk Owners Conijmiv of N.S.Walc^fLlniitod) 
Cooma—Bunyan lioiling: down Works . ». .

Do Middle Elat do do....................................

2,500
2,000

5.435 1,350 59,937

000 J- Not in operation this year.
Corown. Boilirig-down Work* (Limited) .. .. . 1,00!) 25,322
Darling Harbour—Gedda?, Bii't, (c Company .. . 150 2,000 214,000 Has storage capacity for 46,000

sheep; now being considerably
Dciiihquhi—Kivei ina Pro/an Meat Company ,, , 125 2,500 4r>,SC0 145 107,752

enlarged.
Do oddy A Sons' Uoilinjj-ilown Works . 125.7SO
Do II Ricketson'b do do .. . 13,423
Do .1. M. C.irew's do do .. 22,000

Dubbo -Refrigomtnig and Boilmg-ilown Co, (Limited) . 103 V»ro 0,331 66 000 107 11,543
EuStuu Station !ioiling-don n Works .. . .. . 300 Private establishment. None

treated, as they were not prime
Forbes—Stcnk Owners Company of N.S. Wales (Iii!nitc<l) .. 2,500 1,350

enough.
In course of election.Gunncriah—Pastoral I'inatu'p Company, Sydney .. 300 1,500 11 5,094 30 1,200 101 40,375 32 turkeys ... .Hay—Boiling down Works .. . f.fjOO 70,0141

Jlenimiie Bailmg-^lown t i'oer.ingnTiri and Meat Frcscrung 
Company (Limited), fi-Mile Point

Moania—G. G. Claughtorf.s Boiling-down Works .

300 3,500 3,700

11,744

CO GOO 100 2,000 30 10,327 Babbits pi-o^orvod Work only nominal during 1896, 
owing to scarcity of fat stock,

]J»o John Stokes do do . . 22,015
Molonff—Bcri Itoi ling down M orkg . . .. 40 GOO

Do Hurray aug Boiling-down ^i'orks .. ..
Do IJuekinlmli do do . ..

20
13

300
200

| Not working during year.

Narramlcra Bhcrma Chilled Meat Works . ,. 30 2,000 1,007 30 SOO 15.120 12,(M>0 (loz. ehee] Idle for the season 1S9G-7, owing
Narrabii—>amoi Befrigoraliitg, Fre*rrving, ami Boiling- SO 2,000 195 32,005 50 500 253 3,782 40 400 19 11,725

tongue.?. to low priced.
down Company’s tNork-i

Noitb Sydney- Kistoral Ei nance Co. . .
Nyngrm—Stoe\ Owners Co’npuuy nf N S. Waits {Limited) 150 sjooo 247 10^-23 7ft ’ 666 97 * 4,351 163 3,000 258,600

Kawiornie—Australian Meat \\ orks . . .. 100 *175 150
375

10,066
7,693

►Also jiurts of 1S,S91 cafileSidney—Meat Prc-'ei iing Company . .. .. .. 7>fiu6 811,3li
Do Fresh Food and Ice Company . 50 1.500 250 3,500 2,267 640,543

Tenlurflold- -Gcddos, Birt, A. Co- ,, .......................... 50 1,000 50 505 1,422 8,321 53 |>i^s...................Towrnng—W. H WiieatlciISjil ng-down Works .. .. 50 1,000 H.700
Wftgsja ttagga - Lake Albert do do 1,000 21,000 (July PUU« IrtaWil. mimb<Tl
Wentwoitb—]j*iko Victoria do do . 400 purchiihffl to he bnilH it Albury,

this year.Werris Cr^ek -Stock Owner*! Company of N S. Wale.*! (Ltd.) 
Wilcaonia—Mouind.e Boihnir-down, Fieezing, and Meat

150 2,5’K>
2,500

0 0,207 100 1,350 233 75,788
500 3,000 rabbits pre Owing to dry season works not

Young and District—Chilied Meat and Produce Storage 200 2,000 15,515 30 400 23 1.15S atdo to get into regular work.
and import Co (Ltd )

Young—Pastoral 1 maucc Co , Noith Sydney ., ., 771 9.101

2,033 40,700 10,045 530,511 1,253 14 970 9,402 258,500 700 9,900 202,285 1,077,567 925 13,000 29,350 875,700

TiAal fl/ the U'f.j k*
CaiKicitj' for lloilinjf per rljem—2 083 c.ittle or TOO sheep.

Do Chillmg do 1,255 do 14,970 do
Do Freezing do 700 do 9,900 do
Do Preserving do 925 do 13,GOO do

'it the Cilony.
Caimcitj- for Boiling per annum 000,900 cattle or 11,010,000 sheep, 

Do Chilling do STC.SOO do 1,492,sort do
On Freezing do 210,000 do 2,970,000 do
Do Preserving do 277,000 do 4,030,000 do

rc
oo

05
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The 'Live Stock Export Trade.

There appears no prospect of a re rival of the live stock trade at the .present prices at Home, the 
heavy c.tpense of freight and forage, and the risk of loss on tho voyage.

Export of Chilled Meat to London.

Some further attempts have been made during the year to send meat in a chilled state to England, 
but I regret to say that none of them have been attended with success.

Defrosting of Meat.

The following information under the above head is the latest procurable on this subject. It has 
been kindly supplied by Mr. M, Thompson, one of the directors aud the Australian representative of the 
Colonial Consignment and Distributing Company, Loudon,

The defrosting of meat, is now an established addition to the handling of froten meat in London. 
The patent, invented by Mr. E. M. Nelson, is to be seen in operation at the stores of the Colonial Con
signment and Distributing Company, Lambeth, where there are eighteen defrosting chambers capable of 
treating 5,000 sheep, or their equivalent in cattle, and it is kept fully employed.

The process of defrosting is simply undoing the process of freezing. The operation takes as long, 
or nearly so, as freezing, and the cost is £d. per lb. The producer can well afford to pay this upon really 
good stock, as tho value is increased from ^-d. to jd. per lb.

If is obvious that to defrost all the meat under the process sent from Australia it would be neces
sary to have defrosting chambers equal in capacity to all the freezing establishments in New Zealand and 
Australia put together, and would entail the employment of an enormous amount of capital far in excess 
of any one firm’s operations.

The expansion, however, of this part of the meat trade is the next and last thing necessary to its 
complete success.

Here again the necessity for exporting of only prime meat comes out in strong relief. Mr. 
M. Thompson repeats tho statement which has often previously been made, that only real good meat will 
pay to defrost; and common sense tells us that this assertion will apply with double force to the appear
ance of second-rate aud inferior mutton, thawed in tho ordinary way by tho atmosphere. Unless it is 
prime it looks anything but inviting when thawed in that way, especially if the sheep are merino.

THE EXPORT TRADE IN AUSTRALIAN EROZEN MUTTON.
Our export trade in frozen meat for 189G (which may bo said to consist almost entirely of frozen 

mutton) lias been anything but a profitable one, and it will be well to notice the circumstances which it is 
believed brought about this disappointing result, and entailed the heavy losses which havo been sustained 
by both sheepowners and shippers through the low prices realised for our mutton.

Among other causes for this unfortunate state of things, the following may he mentioned:—

1- Tim Laeok Increase in the Suptalt of Mutton Received into the United Kingdou,

(1.) The Supply of Mutton {including Sheep and Lambs) and Increase.

The following frozen mutton was imported into the United Kingdom for 189G :—
At London.

Erom Australia (carcases) ... ... ... ... ... 1,013,52?
„ New Zealand ,, ............................................ ... 2,211,895
„ River Plate „ ............................................ ... 215.573
„ Ealkland Islands ,, ... ... ... ... ... 21,071

4,095,065

At Liverpool, Manchester, and other ports.
From Australia (carcases) ... . ... ... ... ... 77,883
., New Zealand ...................................................
,, River Plate ,, ... ... ... ... ... 1,5-14,989

1,622,872

Aggregate of carcases in 1896 ... ... ... ... ... 5,717,937
jj ISO*? +** -*j ... ... 5,053,067

Increase in 1896 ... ... ....................... ... 664,870
. This abnormal increase bad, of course, a depressing effect on the trade all the year through ; but 

this was especially the case in the beginning of the year, when the shipments from Australia and the 
River Plate were very heavy.

By the end of June the increase of frozen mutton from these two sources (which may be held to 
be of the same description) was equal to 100 per cent, on the previous year’s supply, and at the end of 
the year the number of Australian carcases in 1896 was 1,691,523 against 1,005,503'm 1S95, showing an 
increase in Australian mutton of 685,000 carcases, or 65 per cent, more than in 1895—the average weekly 
supply of Australian mutton springing up in one year from 18,000 to 30,000 carcases.

' This
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This enormous increase was sufficient of itself to depress the market and bring about a heavy 
reduction of price; but when in addition to that there was a large increase in the supply of Elver Plate 
mutton to the extent of 174,000 carcases, and what was worse—so far as our mutton was concerned—a 
great deal of it was only second-rate and some even third, the effect of all these circumstances can he 
readily conceived and the low prices realised easily accounted for—indeed, the wonder is that prices were 
not lower than they were ; and these facts, disappointing though they be, give us good grounds for 
believing that if we can, as we hope to do, improve the quality of our mutton, regulate supplies, and 
■arrange for a better mode of distribution, a much larger supply of our mutton than was sent last year 
can be absorbed in the United Kingdom at improved prices, the River Plate competition notwithstanding.

2. The Mutton was of an Inferior Description.

This might be said of it on either of two grounds :—
(a) On the ground that it was merino and not crossbred.
(S) The objection might be that the mutton, whether crossbred or merino, was of an inferior 

description.
The first of these sub-causes had a considerable share in bringing about the poor price our mutton 
brought, as the sheep imported were nearly wholly merinos; and in a full market merinos, unless they are 
prime, bring very poor prices, and are far from meeting a ready sale, except at ruiuous prices. Ko doubt 
they are often in demand, as there are all classes of customers in the United Kingdom, but at figures that 
leave the breeder considerably less than boiling prices.

As regards tbe second sub-cause, there is no question but that, through the unfavourable seasons 
which we have lately bad, a great deal of the mutton was anything but prime—much of it, in fact, barely 
second-rate ; and mutton of any breed of that description brings a poor price even where the supply is 
norma]; and as the merino sheep arc, eveu when in prime condition, comparatively thin in the flank, 
sharp in the shoulder, narrow across the loins, and long in the legs, inferior mutton of that description 
suffers more in appearance than any other, and as a consequence suffers most in price.

3. The Mcglect of Grading the Mutton.

The necessity for grading the produce for export is now so generally recognised that nothing need 
he said by way of advocating its adoption in the export of our frozen meat; but while that is the case there 
is considerable difference of opinion how grading should be carried out. There are three systems with 
which it can be so.

(a) The shipper of the mutton could grade it.
This system is very ineffective, as it allows produce which may not be good enough for second-class 

to be put on the London market as first-class. Our produce in this way gets a bad name, confidence in 
our grading is lost, and even those who grade carefully and honestly suffer, aud we can never under such 
a system expect to obtain top prices for our produce.

(b) The Government could appoint a Board of Examiners consisting of (say) five gentlemen, having 
among them men with a thorough knowledge of the meat export trade in all its branches, who 
would examine applicants for the position of graders of meat, and grant those whom the 
Board considered qualified the necessary certificate ; and tho shippers of meat could employ 
any grader who held the certificate of the Board.

This is the same system as has been followed in the United States for twenty years, and in Canada 
for more than ten years, except that there the Boards of Trade in the States and Canada appoint the 
examiners ; and although the system is optional in principle it becomes compulsory in practice, as the 
shipper who has a good article to export takes care to have it graded and is careful to send the certificate 
of inspection and grading with the produce; because in the case of dairy produce from the States or Canada, 
the want of the certificate now makes a difference of from Id. to 2d. per lb. in the price in the United 
States and British markets. '

_ _ This system may take a little time to come generally into operation ; but it is both workable and
efleetive—so much so that the purchasers of graded produce in the United States and Canada, if not in 
England, do not inspect the article they want but buy by the number of the grade.

(c) The Government may appoint the grader. ■
This is the system followed in Mew Zealand and Victoria with respect to dairy produce. Under 

this system the effect of the grading would be soonest felt, and the work would no doubt be efficiently 
carried out; but it is questionable if those connected with the trade, cither in meat or dairy produce, 
would not prefer the second system, as they seem to think such a system would leave the management of 
the trade more in the hands of those engaged in it.

4. The want of co-operation among the Meat Companies and Shippers.

The necessity for co-operation among our meat companies and shippers was strongly emphasised 
in the report which I submitted in' the end of 1S34 on the Meat Trade in the Colonies and Great Britain; 
and 1 there described at length tbe different classes of meat companies and the likelihood of their success
fully combining for the general good, and especially for that of our stockowners. In doing so I divided 
them into three classes :—1. Graziers or stockowners’ companies—companies whose shareholders are 
stockowners or those connecied with them, and formed in their interest; 2. Agency companies, also largely 
formed by stockowners for the purpose of lulling and freezing stock, and also in some cases shipping and 
selling the meat for stockowners and others in London on commission ; and, 3. Trading companies which 
purchase stock in the colonies, which they prepare themselves or get some of the agency companies to 
prepare and freeze for shipment, but which also purchase frozen meat largely in the London market aud 
dispose of it iu the United Kingdom, having for that purpose a large staff of travellers and agents, and 
extensive cold storage accommodation.

The
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The suggestions I then offered with regard to co-operation among the meat companies met with 
general approval, and several attempts have since been made to carry them into effect, but so tar without 
success: because, instead of confining their efforts, in the first instance, to inducing the graziers and the 
ftimncy companies which were working principally for stockowners to combine, it was attempted to obtain 
the co-operation of the whole of the meat companies, without regard as to whether they were graziers, 
agency, or trading companies. The attempt failed, and no other result was to be expected tor the 
interests of these different classes of companies, if they do not actually conflict, are far from identical. 
This will I think, he seen from the description which I. have given hero of these companies, and at greater 
length in report referred to ; and there is no doubt hut even if these companies had agreed to co-operate, 
the agreement would not have lasted any more than the partial agreement which was made by the repre, 
sentatives of the meat companies iu London, and which was broken through m less than two months.. ^

As I saw, this was only what was to be expected ; for while it is the^interest p£ the graziers 
companies that good prices should he obtained for tho meat in the United kingdom, it is clearly the 
interest of these trading companies when they purchase, as they frequently do, in the London market, that 
they should do so at as low' a price as possible ; and that if they got it cheap, which unfortunately for our 
stockowners they have been doing, they can make a much better profit on what they purchase in London 
than on the meat tbev import from the colonies. It is plain, therefore, that the lower the wholesale price 
of frozen meat is in'the London market, the better it may suit the trading meat companies, and that the 
interests of tbo graziers’ companies and the trading meat companies are anything but identical.

It mav perhaps be said that the graziers’ companies are not numerous nor strong enough to have 
sufficient savas to how the meat trade should be conducted at Home ; but if these companies would stick 
together as they ou"ht, and combine not only iu each colony hut m all tho colonies, they would be able, 
with tho meat going from their own works'and that shipped by their fellow-owners trap the agency 
companies, to have a very large output; and then, when such an arrangement as that is brought about, 
and the parties to it worked harmoniously together and faithfully supported each other, there would he a 
good prospect of some arrangement being made with the trading companies for regulating supplies and 
prices • for if the combined graziers’ companies were not powerful enough to dictate terms to the trading 
companies they would at least be able to secure a reasonable working arrangement and. to enforce its 
maintenance if they stick together. It is, therefore, as I have always urged, tor the graziers companies 
in each colony to combine and to form a small intercolonial council, to be chosen by the directors of the 
combined companies, who should have tho general control and conduct of the trade of these companies 
both in tho colonies and in the United kingdom. If such a combination as that were formed and 
conducted with ordinary prudence and ability, it ought not to be long before there was a considerable 
decrease in the number of trading companies and an increase m graziers’ companies.

5. The want of direct shipments and centres of distribution.

The distribution of Australian moat in the United Kingdom, as now carried out is defective in 
two respects—(1) There arc too few ports to which direct shipments are made ; and (2), there are too 
few towns at which proper cold storage is provided.

(1) Direct shipments to new ports in the United Kingdom.
Although a few direct shipments have been made to Cardiff and Manchester, it may ho said that 

actually there are only two ports-London and Liverpool-to which direct shipments are sent, the shp- 
ments to London last year amounting to 4,095,065 carcases; to Liverpool, 1,044,989; and to Manchester, 
the ouly other port to which a direct shipment was made, only 77,SS3 carcases. j

There is now ample storage at both Cardiff and Manchester for frozen meat, and no doubt 
considerable direct shipments will before long find their way there. Provision is also in the course of 
being provided at Glasgow, aud when it is, at certain seasons of the year direct shipments will also be 
made there. Hull, again, on the east coast, which is a city with over 200,000 inhabitants, and m close 
communication with a good many of the large inland manufacturing towns, would, ff cold storage were 
provided, be another excellent centre of distribution. Newcastle also, especially as it is at a considerable 
distance from London and also from Liverpool, would likewise, when the necessary cold storage is 
provided, he another port to which direct shipments might he sent It might also, perhaps by-and-by, be 
found practicable, if the necessary storage were provided, to ship direct to Leith, as both Ldmburgh and 
Dundee could be. supplied from that port.

(2) The provision for cold storage in the United Kingdom is insufficient.
There is cold storage accommodation at several of the inland cities in the United Kingdom, and 

some is in the course of being constructed, but a good deal more will have to be provided if the require
ments of our trade in perishable produce are to be fully met. . , ,

Before such a trade cau be established in any of tbe great centres of population there, ^ will be 
necessary to assure those who are inclined to take up the sale and distribution of our produce that they 
can thoroughly depend upon obtaining a steady supply of really good produce ; and this guarantee cannot 
possibly be given without ample cold storage as well as regular supplies from the colonies of first-class
meat, butter, fruit, &c. , _. ,, ,In addition to the towns to which direct shipments are suggested, I believe that it would pay to 
erect cold stores at the following towns, each of which have more than 200,000 inhabitants Birmingham,
Bradford, Leeds, Nottingham, Salford, and Sheffield. _ , „ , , n , , „ i r u

1 "Wherever provision such as I have described is made for the trade, and a full supply or really 
good Australian meat is always on hand at a reasonable price, there is no question but an extensive 
wholesale paving trade would be established, for there are plenty of people ready to go into the retail 
trade so soon' as they are satisfied that they can obtain a constant supply of good meat; and this, the 
erection of cold stores in the large centres of population, would go a very long way to guarantee, if the 
araziers’ companies would work together as here suggested, nor would there then be any occasion for our 
entering on the very risky, and what it is feared very unprofitable, undertaking of opening, as some 
propose, shops, and retailing our meat in England and Scotland. These
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These suggestions in regard to direct shipments and additional cool storage are made on the 
•understanding that the shipments would not be confined to frozen meat, but that butter, cheese fnif 
game, and other perishable produce would also reap the benefits of these improvements. ’ ^

6. Advance Contracts for ’Freight,

These contracts, which had in several instances been made for long periods in advance, where space 
was comparatively scarce, had an injurious effect on the Home market; for where cargo became scarce 
through those in the trade ceasing to ship on account of the low prices at Home, and the diflicultv of 
obtaining prime sheep through the unfavourable season, the companies which had made these contracts 
Had to go into the market and purchase, and as the drought continued they were frequently unable to 
obtain good sheep, aud had to take second-rate sheep to fill the space thev had engaged, thereby adding 
to tho f^uit of second-class inutfconj and intensifying the depression. ^

Freights are now much lower (they can "be got at R per lb'.), and it is expected that tbev will be 
evcii lower at times, as considerable additions are being made to the vessels in the frozen meat trade, 
which will prove a most important boon to our stockowners. '

THE EDIBLE FAT AND MEAT EXTRACT COMPANY (LIMITED).
. Since last report a company, styling itself the Edible Fat aud Meat Extract Company (Limited) hae 

erected works at Belmore, about 10 miles out of Sydney, for the manufacture of meat extract by a'new 
Pr^nn™t1COmmCn?d 0Perah0ns in November last, and has purchased to date, at Homebush, upwards 
ot 130,000 sheep, and at present operates upon about 7,000 weekly. Ju addition to the whole of the fat 
contained m the carcases (as much, if not more, fat is got by this process than by boiling, about 101- oz 
ot extract per head has been obtained from the sheep treated, and these results being considered satis- 
lactory it is proposed to extend the works. w

The process is simple, speedy, and effective, and is briefly as follows —The carcases are boned and 
the meat is reduced to a mince, which is subjected to just sufficient heat to liberate the meat essence 
Ihe mmceis then put into canvass wrappers, which are placed in powerful hydraulic presses, and the 
liquid expressed is id owed to settle. The meat essence is then drawn off," and the excess of water 
evaporated from it. The fatty liquid passes into refiners to be further clarified. The products are said 
to be of superior quality to those manufactured in any other way, and the cost of treatment is very little 
more than for boiling down. J

The Meat Extract Patents Proprietary Company (Limited), O’Connell-street, Sydney, have 
secured the patent rights throughout the world, and have already arranged with several Queensland 
companies to erect works.

CROSSBREDS ON THE BATHURST EXPERIMENTAL FARM.
c 4.-L n iiave m PrBV*°°B ■K'ePori's strongly urged those owners in tbe more temperate and cooler portions- 

ot the Colony, whose holdings are adapted for crossbreds, to put British rams to a portion of their merino 
ewes, and grow cultivated food, especially lucerne, to make the sheep prime at an early age ; and those 
owners arc now referred to Appendix O to this Report, in which they will find an interesting ohiect 
lesson m the shape of a statement, giving the result of the experiments in cross-breeding so far as 
they have gone, on the Bathurst Experimental Farm, at the instance of the Honorable the Minister Mr Sydney Smith. ’ '

The result is thus referred to by the Stock and Station Journal of 21st May last
In our issue of the 27th ult. we gave an account of the crossbred fat sheep from the Bathurst Experimental Farm 

^ jkc recent Aretropohtan Show, which had been bred in tho course of the experiments which
«Millni, e-l,-TEr*|UtT ™Btimi0e T" ,the aim.bt.er for Mines and Agriculture, the Hon. Sydney Smith, for the purpose of
etthng uhich of .he English breeds of shoop should be mated for crossing purposes with our merino ewes. We ^ave a full
wXht1 and f 1 T T^18 j?lffer?nt c™sse=- Sin“ then their skbs have been fdlmongered by Messrs.
^-.nrX C r f he ri?kesl?? .A\°o1 Works, Botany, and a joint roport-in which the scourers were
TT nll.Xvff u / n I,1aUjlC,r tllc s?TPlcs wcre treated—was kindly furnished by Mr. II. Gh Holt, of Messrs.
H nciiehffe. HoIt, A Co and Mr. S. IN cltlcton of Messrs. Haycock, Netlloton and Co., wool experts of this city, on tho relative 
value in this market of the wool of tho different crosses. Taking tho particulars contained in their report, and those 
contained m our previous account of these slice]!, we now present our readers with the following tabulated statement, based 
ot cou.sc, on estimates, but estimates which it is considered arc rather under than over stated, which show that these sheen 
which were not more than seventeen months old, weighed very nearly 60 lb. each prime mutton, and would likely give a clear 
net average return, aflcr deducting cost of slaughtering, shipping, freight, and all charges here and in Loudon/of 13«. Il}d

W1 V !lmibS y.1 nne 0SS_Pune«9 "'!nch bPel\k, f01' themselves, and which, if realised, should lead our owners to 
treeze and ship only crossbreds, and crossbreds that arc really prime.

APPENDIX A.
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APPENDIX A.
Eetuhs of Stock in tkc BCTeral Sheep Districta.

District®.
Year 1S9E. Year 1390.

Acreage. Horses. Cattle, Sheep. rigs. Acreage. Horses. Cattle. Sheep, Pigs.

Aibury ..........
Armidale.........

887,296
3,177,687

7,086
12,478

17,106
92,206

767,797
1,131,017

883,100
3,295,908

7,089
13,049

17,377
101,788

722,239
1,361,337

Jjalrannld ....... 3,696,576 2,357 3,843 589,082 3,852,652 2,051 3,041 512,651
Bathurst......... 1,447,867 14.818 43,351 527,112 1,152,485 14,594 41,208 679,833 .......
Berrimi* ..........
Bombala,..........

266,841 3,870
3,357

27.061
19,914

43,313
387,861

252,278
610,247

4,011
2,824

28,174
16,475

46,729
349,133

Bourfcc .......... 8,167,120 7,480 12,04,4 1,503,699 8,445,026 7,728 15,139 1,965,735
Jiraidwood ...... 330,304 5,113 38,570 56,379 415,115 4,804 30,753 63,094
Brewarrinn.. , 3,710,447 4,924 11,177 1,155,968 3,490.660 4,983 9,265 1,003,892 n.. .
Brouleo ...... 256,890 3,183 28,424 3,322 306,271 3,139 29,584 928 .......
Cannonbar ....... 3,522,332

1,058,182
6,619 22,454 1,157 029 3,529 032 DjBTS 19,119 1,335,594

Curcow ........... 7,970 22,883 678,635 3,056.173 7,795 21,521 701.930
Casino............... 1,308,360 9,426 135,289 933 1,537.545 9,555 142,520 721
Cobar ............. 0^37,654 2.703 5,353 1,001,888 6,691,328 3,043 7,646 1,007,253
CondobolUi...... 4,992,517 5,105 9,841 1,346.358 4,765,511 4,777 8,947 1,278,802
Coomti .............. 1,631,06 L 9,234 48,101 724,341 1.700,325 8,697 47,495 885,552
Coonnbarabran., 3,487,535
Coonambic ...... ^ 2,783,279

5.816 HjloG 986,128 3,490,577 6,139 16,084 1,012,088
7,131 19,484

6,606
13,301

1,075,505 2.800,676 7,574 21,252 1,769,095
Corowa ..........
Doniluiuin .......

706 820 
2,218,100

3,907
6,091

707.210
1,309,832

793,783
2.214,570

4,653
6,261

7,613
11,742
31,5+8

651,843
1,138,859

.......

Denimu .......... 303,355
3,456,206

455,395

4,022 27,354 32.451 313,282 4,356 32,642
Dubbo .............
Eden ...............

14,333
4,069

30,249
47,891

1,956,102
2,093

3,138,635
476,834

13,516
4,111

27,012
48,839

1,862,52+
2,068

Forbes......... ... 2,756,989 11,108 27.948 1,739,497 2,732,596 11,022 27,460 1,604,086
Glen Innea...... 2,086,554 13,307 90,703 520,745 2,183,686 13,286 87,195 742,972
Gonlburn ....... 940,668 .9,123 53,900 225,017 ....... 977,254 9,378 43,53]

72,171
286,065

Graft-on ......... 883,494 16,903 70,759 1,832 853.782 15,566 1,756
■GuiKlogai ....... 1,287,909 10,220 45,593 908,640 1.102,823 9,245 43,926 927,769
ijnv................... 3,947,857 6,734 7,519 1,008,722 ....... 4,378,739 6,462 7.S54 1,491,389
Hillslon .......... 3,797,071 3,141 4,602 750,553 3,687,217 2,87+ 3,820 734,516
Humu............. ! 1,167,165 5,650

1,910
28,923 000,518 1,197,394 5,S82 29,539 662,914

Iranbor .......... , 5,470,931 2,272 740,703 6,405,34(5 1,832 2,211 791.231
Jerilderic......... 1,279,226 4,300 5,500 800,331 1,240,287 4,750 5,150 806,100
Kinnia............... 1 296,469 7.242 57,449 1,704 270,416 6,960 58,013 1,962
Maitland...........
Meuiodie.........

609,160
9,623,806

14,901
3,903

64,583 
■ 6,466

2,038
928.836

679,553 
9,390,71 +

16,994
3,760
5,097
2,7+7

10,453

77,764
7,921

3,870
837,882

jMerriw*ft...........
Milparinka ,.4.

695,658
5.947,369

5,009
2,843

• 15,589 
6,540

450,327
735.812 t

684,294
6.369,750

14,141
6,78+

4+8,235
535,276

......

Moiong ......... 1,769,937 10,668 19,804 1,083,811 ....... .1,692,140 17,496 1,067,675 ......
JLorco ............ 2,981,351 0,378 61,268 1,086,310 2,670,792 8,839 53,013 1,24 6,441
"Srouluinom. ... 1,572,993

1,518,996
I,5C6 4,924 682,409 ....... ' 1,588.521 1.483 5.360 655,236

]Viiidgcc ......... 10,987 42,269 630,808 1,533,526 11,081 46,488 693,859
^irurrurundi 821,549 7,803 • 31,445 4 70,331 a., ... 832,305 8,032 36,614 503,041
Karniiidorn ... 2,835,150 5,115 13,692 1,317,825 2,816,307 5,438 14,678 1,254,235 .... . .
Karrabri..........
Picton ..............

1,472.228
215,967

5,421
3.916

18,463
24,807

647,400
2,383

1,276,441
232,494

5,487
3,799

17,960 
24,77o

667,657
2,643

Billign.............. 1,379,070
487,825

2,782 14,532 529,709 1,512,312 3,133 15,040 569,128
Port Mncquaric. 8,842 • 45,632 798 507,757 9,227 46,291 868
Port. Stephens,., 942,368 7,052 46,341 991 699,163 7,402 48,317 1,166
Qacanbcynn ... 483,706 . .4,■442 . 26,589 469,741 919,003 4,427 24,393 485,55+
^tngleion ...... 429.428 5,701 44,751 27,390 408,615 5,939 47,806 27,340
Svdnev ......... 212,105 22,263 20,890 7,350 212,530 21,090 

25,86 +
19,950 6,500

Taunvorth ..... 3,948,738 25,139 87,728 2,190 313 4,032,620 95,393 2,602,060
Tnntorlield ... 1,698,465 7.733 81,590 143,701 3,539,090 ‘ 8,903 81,896 158,996
Twecd-Lisuiore. 237,266 7,293 33,142 230 293,142 7,987 41,535 329
Urana ............. 972,760 2.849 5,681 811,001 961,834 2,935 3,S23 780,904 .......
Wni!i*a Wnggn.. 2,694,374 12,948 34,958 1,801.008 2,701.003 13.322 34,889 1,601,998 .......
IValgctt ........... 4,916,880 8,406 18,664 2,147,483 ....... 4,143,752 8,418 13,24 4 1,978.068 . •..
Wntiaaring...... 5,757,868 1,824 3,115

67.100
608,250 ■6,743.275 1.982 4,008 753,393

Wfiriiildii ...... 3,210,562 12,187 1,064,411 3.250,105 12.818 69,300 1,267.408
\\ (.'UtWOVtiL ... 6,761,638 1,852 3,223 570,832 6.023.878 1,795 3,198 485,60+
Wiicannia ...... 10,090,135 4,653 7,803 1.228,074 10,026,057 4,642 8,195 1,063,077
Windsor ......... 157,789 7,211 15,709 509 395,737 7,576 16,693 866
Voss ................... 806,865 5,003 21,528 464.442 754,099 4,609 17.501 507,512
Young- ...,4,,.. 2,210,790 12,007 42,302 1,735,791 2,155,995 12,035 38,237 1,703.038

Total...... 136,424,097 482,459 2,023,763 47,617,687 221,597 155,037,642 4SJ,028 2,043,707 48,318,790 214,581

■ APPENDIX B.
_ lyFLTJEKKA. in' HORSES.

{By S. Stanley, F.JLC.V.S., Government lleterinarian.)
Character.

' It is a contagious equine fever, due io germinal matter invading the system, producing disastrous 
changes in the blood, which interfere with nutrition, excite congestion, and occasionally inflammation, of 
important organs or tissues.

The gems oE this disease are always lurking about, and epidemics are due to exceptional climatic 
chances that have a lowering effect on the health of horses, and at the same time favour the vitaliiv of 
the disease germs.

.. 'The worst cases are amongst hard-working horses in overcrowded sheds, with bad sanitary 
atMTOundings ; next come fat horses; and the least susceptible are horses that are in good -working condi
tion, cleanly kept, and - well ■ cared' for. If-such have the disease at all, it is in a mild form, and they 
speedily recover. - - - — — - Symptoms-.
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Symptoms.

In the onset, loss of appetite, drowsy headache, pain in the limbs, general weakness; in many cases 
the eyelids are swollen, tears trickle down the face; there may be discharge from the nostrils, and 
oceasionallT coughing; the eye will be found scarlet and orange colour, the tongue furred, breath 
offensive, the heart beats feebly but quick, the pulse is small aud weak, the dung is soft, and the urine 
high-coloured; there is a geueral rise of the bodily temperature.

As the disease progresses the symptoms will depend on its course, which is very variable, as the 
numerous names given to the disease indicate. The vital forces in many cases overcome the toxic effects 
and excrete the poison from the system. It is to assist this process that we have recourse to treatment.

■The Treatment.

This should consist of rest, pure air, shelter from sun, rain, or wind, bran mashes, and cut green 
food with drachm doses of chlorate of potash, carbonate of ammonia, or nitrate of potash given in the 
drinking water. If the case has. been taken early enough, and the surroundings are good, the fever will 
abate, and recovery be complete in a very few days.

Unfortunately many horses are worked at the commencement of the illness ; then they are com- 
pletelv knocked up, and they present a variety of bad symptoms, owing to the mischief being located in 
individual organs, such as those of respiration, or the bowels, liver, spleen, lymphatic glands, or cerebro
spinal system. The location can only be diagnosed by the educated veterinarian, and every case should 
be treated to suit the nature and stage of the illness. Dropsical swellings are a favourable indication, but 
time and patience must be allowed for recovery. No case is cured until the horse is playful at exercise.

APPENDIX C.
[By the. Government Statistician.)

Tncukise and Decrease of Sheep, year ended 31st December, 189C.
Number of sheep, on 31st December, 1895 ................................ . 47,017,087
Eambs marked during 1896... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 009 209
Number of sheep imported during 1896 ............................................ I'oio'ne

Slaughtered for food for local consumption (including sheep killed 
on stations) ... ... ,,, ... ... ...

Do for meat preserving ... ... ... ... ...
Do for freezing for export ... ... ... ...
Do for boiling-down in boiling-down works ... ...

do do on stations ... ... ... ...
Lambs slaughtered for food for local consumption ...............

Total slaughtered ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Exported during 1896 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Killed by dogs ...............................................................
Loss by drought, ordinary mortality, and missing sheep ... ...

59,237,072

2,987,944
940,676

1,372,373
523,279
133,819
119,329

6,077,420
774,578
257,590

3,838,691
Total deduction 10,918,282

Number of sheep on 3lst December, 1896 48,318,790
Increase on previous year 701,103

APPENDIX D.
Australian Stud Sheep offered for Sale by Auction in Sydney during the Year 1896.

Australian Stud Sheep.

By Messrs.^ Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various Kew South 
Wales breeders...............................................................

Number of 
Karo s.

Number of 
Ewes.

Total.

Koms. Ewes.

21

1,777

22

224
1C .

322

5

146
87

348
228

204

15

Si
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd,), on account of various Tasmanian 

breeders .................................................
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various Queensland 

breeders..................................................... 1,820 49
Mtsa R. s. Weaver and Perry, on account various New South Wales 

breeders................................ ................... 22

3Messrs. Weaver and Perry, on account of Otto Steiger, Esq., Saxony 
Messrs. Pitt, Son, and Badgery (Ltd,), on account various New South 

Wales breeders............................ ..............................
240 25

Messrs, Pitt, Son, & Badgery (Ltd.), on account various New Zealand 
breeders .................................................  „ 327

Messrs. Bill, Clarke, & Co., on account various New South Wales 
breeders .............................................. 13

23
85
78

Messrs. Hill, Clarke, & Co., on account various Victorian breeders . .
Messrs. Hill, Clarke, i. Co., on account various Tasmanian breeders ......
Messrs, Hill, Clarke, & Co., on account various New Zealand breeders ... 
The New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co. (Ltd.), in conjunction 

with Warden Harry Graves, Esq., on account various New Zealand 
breeders ................................................

809

204

’199

Total................... 3,400 273
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APPENDIX E.
Tick Piaode.

Proclamations and Crossings.

On the 25th August, 1896, a proclamation wa® issued under the Imported Stock Acts, prohibiting 
the introduction of horses aud cattle from that part of Queensland north of a line following the 24th 
parallel as far as the 144th meridian, and thence in a north-westerly direction to the South Australian 
border, at a point about midway between the 20th and 2lst parallels, and only allowing the introduction 
of them from south of that line on inspection at the crossing-places at Tullabudgcra, Mount Lindsay, 
"White’s Swamp, Acacia Creek, Wallangarra, Texas, Bogabilla, Mungindi, Hebei, Brenda, Bamngun, 
Paragundy, Hungerford. Adelaide Gate, Wompab.

Inspectors and Inspections.

Each of these crossing-places are under the charge of an acting-inspector, who again m under the 
supervision of the staff inspectors for the districts in which the crossings are situated, except in the ease 
of Wanaaring and Milparinka, when the inspectors do both district and crossing work.

Thus there are eighteen inspectors now employed on the border in seeing that the Regulations are 
enforced,-and in addition the Customs officers and the police give every assistance on the Queensland 
border in maintaining the quarantine.

The crossing-places are also inspected periodically by officers from the head office. They were 
first inspected by Mr. Inspectors Yyner and Mater, two officials specially selected for the purpose, and 
later by Mr. Metropolitan Inspector Jones and myself.

At the suggestion of a deputation which recently' waited on the Minister, three inspectors, two of 
whom aro stationed on the border between Wallangarra and Tweed Heads, and Mr. Inspector Yyner, 
M.R.C.V.S., Armidale, have been sent to the tick-infested country in Queensland that they may got a 
practical knowledge of the pest.

Before any cattle or horses arc allowed to cross, they must give seven days’ notice to the inspector 
at the crossing-place, and produce a declaration by the owner and a certificate by an inspector in Queens
land that such cattle are not infected.

Predion of Yards.

Yards and S'orcinn-yarJs aud crushes, with the exception of one or two crossings (where they are 
now bein'' put up), aro in use at all crossing-places, and every beast has to be put through the crush and 
carefullv examined on both sides. If any doubt exists the baud is passed over the suspected part; and it 
there be' still a doubt, a small-tooth comb and magnifying glass is used before the stock are admitted^.

Regulations, Spc.—Sides.

Regulations are in force prohibiting the introduction of hides or skins unless they have been 
thoroughly salted, and are accompanied by a declaration by the owner, and a certificate from an inspector 
in Queensland to that effect.

Present state of Disease in Queensland, and steps taken to stay its spread.

Although the deaths of cattle from tick fever in Queensland are now comparatively few, and some 
are of opinion that the pest will die out, the Government of that Colony are not acting on that idea, but 
are taking well-considered and energetic steps at all the points at which the disease has shown itself to 
stay its spread into the clean country in that Colony, and especially that no cattle on the northern side of 
the quarantine line settled at the late Stock Conference cross to the south.

Of all the points of which there is any danger of the disease breaking through this line, the 
neighbourhood of Rockhamption is by far the greatest, not only on account of the strong footing the 
disease has evidently been allowed to got among the stock, and its virulent character there, but because it is 
const country, which everyone knows is best adapted for the tick, and where experience goes to show that 
it is very much more likely to spread than in llie dry interior.

The other point of danger is ihc doubtful country to the north of Longreach and Barcaldine, and 
around Winton, hut whore, from the latest reports from the inspectors, it would seem there are now 
no ticks to be seen, nor have there been for two or three months.

At both these and other points active measures have been adopted which entail heavy expense to 
prevent the infection spreading or coming further south.

There aro three inspectors in the neighbourhood of Rockhampton engaged inspecting and dipping 
cattle, three in the Winton. Longreach, and Barcaldine dial riels, and twenty-five other inspectors in 
different parts of the Colony.

In addition to this, the Government have constructed fourteen public dips (there are besides fifty- 
two private dips), and have distributed large quantities of oil.

Several requests have been made for a relaxation of the quarantine^ regulations in regard to 
districts which have for some time been and are said to be free from ticks, but it has not been considered 
safe, in the interests of all the Colonies, to make any concessions at present, and this view has been 
confirmed by the resolution of the recent Conference.

A suggestion made bv the Honorable the Minister for Mines and Agriculture to the other Colonics, 
that Dr. Koch should be invited to visit Queensland with a view of suggesting some means of prevention 
or effective treatment was also considered by the Conference, and it was dpcided to ascertain on what 
terms lie would visit Queensland.

133—D APPENDIX E
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APPENDIX F.
Table 1.

Showing the number and proportion of Cattle condemned out of all those slaughtered at the Abattoir,
Sydney, 1S96.

Description of nnimals. Number
shuehtcred.

Condemned diseased. Condemned or bruised or unfit 
for food

Number. Percentage. Number. Percentage.

Bulls.......................... 24 5 20-83 Nil. ...
Bullocks .................. 60,624 569 -93 7 •OIL
Calves ...................... 9,528 2 •0209 1,668 17-508
Cows ......................... 11,703 321 2-71 16 •12
Figs ................................... 64.600 2,488 3 84 18 ■027
Sheep ...................... 1,159,954 120 -0103 309 ■031

1,306,618 3,505 2,077

Quarters condemned os bruised or unfit for food, 13. •' Cattle” means all kinds of animals killed for food.

Table 2.

Showing the total number of Cattle condemned under the Diseased Animals and Moat Act, and the 
Noxious Trades and Cattle Slaughtering Act, at various Slaughter-yards, and for the Colony of New
South Wales generally, 189G.

Abattoir........................................................................................ 5,582
Flemin^ton ................................................................................. 288
Other Sale-yards ...................................................................... 177

6,047
Dairies, Country Ifeatworks, Sc................................................ 7,508

Total.....................................................................  13,555
“ Cattle ” means all kinds of animals killed for food.

Table 3.
Showing tho kind of diseases for which Cattle were condemned, the number condemned for each disease, 

and tho proportion condemned for each disease to the whole number of animals condemned, New 
South Wales, 1896.

Diseases.

Tuberculosis ... 
Actinomycosis
Anthrax.............
Cancer ...........
Mamin ills 
Fungoid growth
Pneumonia......
Immature ........

Number
condemned.

Percentage on 
number 

condemned.
Diseases. Number

condemned.
Percentage on 

number 
condemned.

639 4-7 Abscesses .................................. 3 ■02
100 •8 Hydatids ..................................

Tumours......................................
1 •007

3 ■02 13 ■09
81 ■6 Quinsy ...................................... 2 •01

1 ■007 Dropsy ......................... ............ 1 ■007
1 ■007 Want of condition ................. 6,406 47-3.

63 ■4 Nob specified .......................... 6,163 . 45-6
59 ■4

Total.......................... 13,555

“ Cattle ” moans all kinds of animals killed for food.

APPENDIX Gr.

Tab and Paint Bbaxds on Wool.

Sydney Wool Selling Brokers’ Association Offices, Wool Exchange, Macquarie Place.
Sir, “ Tar Brands on Wool."

Deferring to tho interview between yourself and the representative of the wool soiling 
brokers and buyers’ of this city, I have the honor to report that the subject matter of that interview 
has since it was held received considerable attention, and a large amount of information has been collected 
on the subject from leading pastoralists. It is at once conceded that the contention of those who have 
represented the matter of the loss resulting from the “ tar ” branding of wool is correct. Although tar 
is rarely used in this Colony for the purpose of sheep-branding, it is found that any pigment which will 
remain visible on the sheep's back for twelve months is equally injurious, and a non-injurious substitute 
for tar cannot therefore be suggested. The practice of so-called tar-brauding is not carried on to tho 
same extent as it has been iu tho past, and will probably be further gradually discontinued; but as the 
whole question depends so largely upon the necessities and convenience of flock-owncrs, there appears 
little more to be done than to take such steps as will give publicity to the damage caused by tar-branding, 
and leave owners to decide whether this is likely to be greater or less than that incurred by discontinuing 
the practice. It appears that as the Travelling Stock Act requires that a T (tar-brand) shall be placed 
on all travelling stock, a regulation specifying that this or some ether distinguishing and recognised 
travelling brand should be placed on the head instead of the back as heretofore would to a certain extent 
reduce the damage to the fleece. I have, &c.,

HERBERT CUNNINGHAM, *
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney. Chairman.

APPENDIX H.
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APPENDIX II.
ig tho result of Vaccinations for Anthrax as performed by Messrs. McG-ame Smith 
m with their own Vaccine, and by Mr. A. A. Devlin with Pasteur’s Vaccine.
Where any 
Sheep dying 
when they 
were vacci

nated.

Number of 
vaednatione, 
1st, 2nd, and 

3rd.

Number 
of deaths 
after 1st 
vaccina

tion.

Number 
of deaths 
after 2nd 
vaccina

tion.

Number 
of deaths 
after 3rd 
vaccina

tion.

State of 
Weather during 

Vaccination.
Remarks.

Xo

No .......
Very few

Yes .......

No 
Y es

No
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes
No

J J
Yes

No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

99
No
Yes

U
No

Vaccinated by Messrs. lf‘Garnie Smith and Gunn,
1st & 2nd

1st & 2nd
I

Nil

30
15
12

Nil
8

Nil

10
IS

Nil

3
35

Nil
5

Nil

Nil
15

Nil
50

5
Nil

Nil
JJ
30

Nil
9 9

30
100
108

Nil
4

Nil

Nil

30
Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil
>9
220

Nil

Hot and dry 
Warm .....

Hot .......
Moderate 
Warm ...
Hot ......
Warm . .
Cool ......
Warm . .

Cool
Warm

Heavy rain. 
Warm ..,

Hot

Cool

11.000 vaccinated in January, 1896. 
In 1395 1,500 died of anthrax.

Had fluke as well.
2.000 vaccinated in 1S94.
5.000 ,, 1895.
12.000 „ „

3,840 vaccinated in 1895.

Hot .. 
Warm

Very hotlOG'

Cool
Hot

Very warm.. 
Very hot ... 
Very warm..
Hot .....
Very hot ... 
Warm ...
Hot .....
Very warm.. 
Warm ... 
Dry & warm 
Cool ......

Hot

6.000 vaccinated in 1895.
4,700 „ „
1,500 ,, ,,
4.000 „ 1894.
2.100 „ 1895.
1,800 „ „

6.100 vaccinated in 1894.
1,900 „ 1S95.

28,000 vaccinated in 1895.

150 vaccinated in 1895.

4,800 vaccinated in 1894.

Hot and dry 
Fine ..........

VacdnoA.td by Mr. A. A. Devlin.

500 vaccinated m 1895.
3.000 „ „
6.000 „ „

3,000 vaccinated in 1895. 
1,260 ,, ,,

500 ,, ,,
49 „ „

12,000 vaccinated in 1895. 
5,000 „ „

11,995 vaccinated in 1895.

12,374 vaccinated in 1895.

10,000 vaccinated in 1895.

Nil Nil Nil ICool .
140 i! Fine .. . " 1

» 9 * j J J r • * 1
1
1

,...j *LosseB verv
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APPENDIX I.
' POOT-BOT.

Dhessixos recommended by Mr. E. Sianley, Government Yeterinnrian. (Eor further details see 
Agricultural Gazette, July, 1891) :— ’

Arsenic Dressing.

Arsenic, from 1 to 2 oz.
Potash, „ 2 to 4 „

' Water, 1 gallon.
To he used in troughs for the sheep to walk through. The mixture to he boiled slowly for half-an- 

hour at least, till tho arsenic is thoroughly dissolved.

Sulphate of Copper {Bluestohe') Dressing.

feulphate of copper, from -J lb. to 1 lb., dissolved in a gallon of water, may be used instead of arsenic.
Tho following healing dressings may be used by hand after the above caustic applications

Tar Dressings.

Stockholm tar, 20 parte; carbolic acid, 1 part; or,
Stockholm tar, 8 parts ; bluestone in powder, 1 part; or,
Oil of tar, 10 parts ; carbolic acid, 1 part; olive oil, 1 part.

Lime Dressing.

Quick-lime, sprinkled on a dry surface, and the sheep walked through it frequently, will he found 
very beneficial. Before any dressings are used, the whole of tho loose horn should ho pared carefully from 
the diseased feet. It is of the greatest importance that the sheep’s feet should, on the dressing beino' 
applied, be kept thoroughly clean and dry for at least three hours afterwards. They should, therefore0 
on leaving tho troughs, or being dressed, be passed directly on to a battened or wooden floor, if it can be 
got; and where neither of these is obtainable, they should bo passed into a dry yard, in which there is a 
good coating of straw, cut grass, or dry bark taken from trees which have been rang, or, in fact, any 
other thing which will keep their’feet clean and dry.

The following are the remedies reported by the Inspectors to have been used and the results
Application. Result. Application, Result,

Arsenic in tronghs ................................. Glood. Carbolic sublimate and blnestono ...... Good.
„ bluestone ami carbolic acid..... Not given. Carbolic acid.......................................... Goad.
», and bluoetone............................. Good. ,, and oil and butyr of antimonv Goad,
„ and lime.................................... Bair, ,, acid, bluestone, and arsenic ... Not given.
„ and saltpetre ............................. Not given. Kerosene.................................................. Good.

Bluestone and corrosive sublimate ...... Satisfactory. „ and bluestone........................... Good.
„ and arsenic........ .................... Good. Lime and tar.......................................... Not given.
„ and kerosene ........................ Good. „ and arsenic .......... ....................... Not given.
,, and lime................................. Good. Sulphur and bluestone.......................... Good.
„ and sulphur ......................... Good. Saltpetre and arsenic.............................. Not given.
„ arsenic and carbolic acid ..... Good. Tar and turpentine ............................... Not given.

Butyr of antimony................................ Good, ,, and quick-lime .............................. Good*
„ „ carbolic acid and oil,, Satisfactory. ,, and bluestone.................... Good,

Corrosirc siibliaaio ........................... Not given.

Specifics.
Cooper’s Dip .............................. Satisfactory. Pottle’s Specific...................................... Not stated.
Hav ward’s Dip.......................... In some cases. Qnibell's Boot-rot Cure ...................... Good.
Little's Dip .................................. Satisfactory. Graham's Boot-rnt Powder.................. Not very satisfactory

APPENDIX J.
Reduced Rahway Raxes ok Stobe asd Bbeedikg Stock wjudk beikg Cabeied is tub Level

OuiijTixg Dby Pobtioks of the Coloby.

It would be an inestimable boom to our stockowners in the western, noith-western, and northern portions 
of the Colony, who have so frequently to struggle with dry seasons, and at times severe droughts, if the 
Railway Commissioners could see their way to lower the charge for the carriage of store and breeding 
stock in the level portions of the Colony (say from Dubbo to Bourke, Junee to Hay and Jerilderie, and 
from Willow Tree to Moree), proportionately to the cost of haulage on those portions of' the line 
mentioned, but not, of course, below a rate which would pay to carry on these portions.

' I
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I make these suggestions because I understand that on the level country an engine can take at 
least twice the load that it can from Junee, Dubbo, or Willow Tree to Sydney, and because I believe 
such a course would tend before long to greatly increase the railway traffic, by leading owners in those 
portions of the Colony to send their store and breeding stock-by rail where they were able to reach the 
train, as it would then be greatly to their advantage to adopt that course, except in unusually favourable 
seasons.

In order the better to show what my suggestion is, 1 will suppose that 5,000 store sheep, purchased 
in the country to the west or north of Hay, have to bo taken to the Young district to be fattened, and. 
that they are trucked from Hay to Junee, from which, unless they are to go by rail at ordinary rates, the 
sheep would proceed to their destination by foot. In that case, if the rate charged by the Hailway 
Commissioners were such as would induce the owner of the sheep to truck instead of travel, the following 
advantages would accrue to him :—

(1) There would be a great saving of time in getting the sheep to their destination; for, while the 
journey on foot, extending to 1G7 miles, would, travelling at the regulation rate of 6 miles a 
day, take twenty-eight days, that by train, including time for trucking and unloading, would not 
occupy more than one and a half days, and this is a very important advantage.

(2) The risk of actual loss of sheep on the journey would be much less by train than by the road. 
This would especially be the case in times of drought; for with low rates of freight owners would 
not put off sending their sheep to the mountains, as they now frequently do, till they aro 
actually starving, when they can get them carried at starving rates, but when a good many 
frequently die by the way.

(3) But the principal benefit, so far as the owner is concerned, in trucking instead of travelling the 
sheep on foot would arise from the saving of condition and preventing deterioration of the fleece.

How that the travelling stock reserves are almost all under lease (j-o,. out of a total of some 
8,000,000 acres contained in these reserves, there are only about 500,000 acres reserved from lease, aud 
7,500,000 acres under lease), the waste and deterioration going on when stock are travelied is exceedingly 
heavy; indeed, so serious is it that I believe it would often, even in ordinary seasons, pay owners better 
(if they could only see it) to truck their stock where they can do so wilhout going far out of their way 
than to travel by road ; for sheep travelled for twenty-eight or thirty days by a road on which there is 
little or no feed, would, if they were in no more than fair store condition when they started he “ dog ” 
poor when they reached their destination, and would take perhaps three months after they did so to get 
into as good condition as they were in when they started, thereby losing all that time, and perhaps missing 
the best time of the year for fattening, 3t is one thing to get the sheep home in poor condition and quite 
another for them to arrive in good condition ; and when, in addition to this, the deterioration of the fleece 
through starvation and dust, and by hurra and other noxious weeds picked up by the way, is taken into 
account, it will be seen that it would, as I have said frequently, pay the owner better to truck, I had almost 
said at even ordinary rates, than to travel his sheep by road. [See statement appended, contrasting traffic 
by road and rail.]

"While this is the case, as there was at one time suificieut pasture by the way, travelling stock did 
not suffer as they now do; and as their owners have been accustomed to take their store and breeding 
stock by road, they would not at first be inclined to send them by rail, and pay cash for what they do not 
see an immediate return. They would, therefore, look upon the freight as an extra expense; and it is 
necessary that some inducement, such as I have suggested, should be held out to lead them to truck instead 
of travelling their sheep on foot to their destination.

I need scarcely point out that if this suggestion, or any modification of it, were considered practicable 
and.acted on, it would bring a very large addition to the railway traffic, and would greatly assist in 
extending the railway as well as promoting closer settlement in the outlying portions ol the Colony, as the 
stock traffic is both an important and constant one, aud the extension of the railways into the dry country 
would be the means of saving a iarge portion of tbo stock which now perish in ■nines of severe drought 
like the present. How much the additional traffic under such a system would be is bard to say; but to 
give some criterion of the increase which the trucking of store and breeding stock would make to this 
branch of the traffic, I submit the following statement of the stock traffic in 1895, as reported by the 
Inspectors of Stock, and make an attempt at an estimate (which no doubt is a very uncertain one) of the 
additional stock which would, under such a system, be likely to be trucked instead of travelled.

Tentative Estimate of Increase to Ilailway Sheep Traffic if suggestion were acted on.

Stock traffic for the whole Colony, as reported by the inspectors of stock,
for 1895 ...................................................................................... 24,000,000

Less—
Say one-half for same lot of sheep having been reported by

more than one inspector ... ... ... ............. 12,000,000
Sheep which cannot reach the train ... ... ............. 3,000,000
Sheep which leave Colony on foot ............. ............. 1,000,000
Sheep which are now carried by rail ............. ............. 4,000,000

20,000,000

• 4,000,000’
153—E According
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According, therefore, to this tentative estimate, there are 4,000,000 sheep in the Colony not now- 
put on the tram to be moved from one place to another, which might, if owners chose, be conveyed in 
that way to their destination ; and if this estimate is at all near the mark the portion of that number 
which would be in the country to which it is suggested the reduction of freight should apply (that to the 
western, north-western, and northern portions of the Colony) might, it is thought, be nut at one-half— 
say, 2,000,000, plus the Queensland traffic, 1,000,000.
-i on The insPcct0I’8, rePorts> sll0W that during 1895 the large stock (cattle) traffic amounted to (say) 
1,300,000; and estimating one head of large stock as equal to ten sheep, that would make the large stock 
equal to 13,000,000 sheep; and that, again taken in the same proportion as estimated above, would make 
1,275,000 sheep to be added to the 3,000,000 there shown, making the total traffic equal to 4,275,000 
sheep in the dry part of the Colony which might use the railway in addition to those now carried by train.

Stock TiiAmc bt Eoau Arm Bail Contrasted.

By BoaJ.

.w , £ s. d. H s, d
Droving 5,000 sbeep from Hay to dunce, 167 miles, at 6 miles

per day = 28 days at £3 per week per 1,000   GO 0 0
Losses and deaths by the way, say,per cent. = 25 at Bs. ... 0 5 0
Waste of condition at tho rate of, sav. 2 oz. each per day, 3 V

lb. per sheep on 5,000 = 17,500 lb.,' at -Jd. per lb...........“ 54 13 9
Deterioration of the fleece by dust and noxious weeds, and 

starvation of sheep—taking the fleece at 2] lb. for six 
months on 5,000 sheep = 13,750 lb., at f[-d. per lb.... ... 42 19 4

------------  103 18 1
By Rail.

Yarding and loading 5,000 sheep at Hay on railway at 2s. per
truck—say, 50 trucks = ... ................................. 5 00

Railway freight on 5,000 sheep from Hay to Junee, 107 miles
at ordinary rate, £4 7s 9d. per truck—50 trucks............... 219 7 6

Unloading above 50 trucks at Is................................................ 2 10 O

Deduct—■
Reduction, as suggested, one-third on railway freight

22G 17 0 

73 2 G
---------------- 153 15 0

Ealance in favour of rail of £10 3 1

APPENDIX



APPENDIX. K.

MA1BMJ ©F TTlATEmWC. STOCK MSIlVffi

Re-marking of existing Travelling Stock Reserves.

Tre& xit. conspicuous position, as a gmxLe post with, printed, notice, 

Positions net dctemviTtAd, veIxxtivcLjr to traverse

i________ >

On Plains. .

Reference posts to be erected, and, ■marked

On Plains covered with, low sentb.

(/S.3-F) PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.,
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APPENDIX L.

Statement of tlie 1101111)01 of tlie different kinds of nosious animals killed during years from 1881 to 18PG; 
the amount of assessment collected; the amount of G-overnment subsidy paid; and the total 
expenditure for each of these years.

Year.
t Kangaroos. Wallabies.

Native
Dogs. Hares. Wild Pius.

Amount of Assess-

Number killed. Number killed. Number
killed.

Number killed. Number
killed.

incut collected.

1881 ... 581,753 43,724 2,250
1882 ... 1,452,829 347,842 6,980
1883 ... 750,840 330,109 7,195
1884 .. 1,403,233 473,009 7,336
1885 ... 855,676 506,372 8,474
1886 ... 1,106,478 504,603 9,560
1887 ... 476,438 388,088 7,739
1888 ... 607,430 653,285 0,619
1889 ... 495,673 042,782 0,142
1890 .. 207,760 506,161 0,055
1891 ... 402,053 705,510 11,530
1892 ... 428,295 726,009 11,833
1893 ... 284,082 743,017 14,148
1894 ... 250,455 790,667 11,270
1895 .. 623,383 ],393,253 11,383
1896 ... 241,447 655,309 13,138

10,287,846 9,507,000 151,566

0,878 
28.023 
50,628 

170,732 
321),0S3 
307,439 
040,131 
780,230 
734,212 
708,531 
700,917 
551,548

5,125,002 190,478
I

ooo 
562 
004 

12,041 
9,700 
5,292 

20,200 
45,173 

8,802 
25,851 
43,005 
23,300

£
37.048 
45,772 
32,781 
48,009 
01,754 
41,585 
32,651 
25,474 
33,257
33.049 
31,004 
37,733 
39,116 
39,466 
39,038 
33,252

Amount of Govern’ 
meut subsidy paid.

s. d. 
10 10 
12 8
14 2
15 8 
15 4
0 0 

13 S 
2 10 
0 3 
0 11 
S 9 

19 8

14 0
2 8

£
749

25,299
16,381
21,000
23,753
10,168
9,589
9,117

10,000
8,792
8,336
8,408
1,706
1,826
1,052

B, <J. 
11 2 
19 2 
19 6 
10 0 
3 S
3 0
9 5 
7 6 
0 0 
0 0
4 1 

17 4
5 10

10 1 
12 10

598,517 9 3 1 162,848 14 1

Amount of 
Expenditure.

£
15,517
01,191
58,132
62,121
04,672
67,783
37,354
52,121
50,525
39,663
46,794
49,987
46,688
44,095
45,952
35,933

s. d. 
5 4 

14 3
7 1 
0 0
8 2 
G 6

11 1 
9 6 

14 3 
11 6 
10 9
4 5
5 8
6 3 

10 2 
IS 8

•J4.B,—Ouimj tn the chnngo in tlie financial year, the subsidy voted for year ISfKj-fi lapsed, but is now boinsf paid from the 1 otc for ISflO-i.
f Iiidinles Kangaroo Hats.

779,135 3 7

APPENDIX M.
Statement of the Operations of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards during the year 189G.

Alluirv ....................
Arniidale..................
Brdranuld.................
Bathurst.................
Bcrrima.....................
Bombala.............
Bourko.....................
liraidwood..............
Brevarrlna ............
Broulcc.....................
Cuiiuonbar..........
Carcoar.....................
Casino....................
Collar .......................
Coiidobolin...........
Cooma......................
Cooimbarahran ...
Coonainble..............
Oomwa.......... .........
Deniliquin..............
Denman..................
Dubbo....................
Kdcn.........................
Forlies .....................
Glen Innr*g..........
Ooiilburn.................
Grafton... ............
Gwidagui.................
Hay..........................
Hillston....................
Hume ......................
Ivanhoc ..................
Jfinldcrie ................
Fiftnm......................
^laitlaud .................
Mcninrtie..............
Mtirriwa ..................
Mlhuirinka.............
Aloloug'.....................
Morco.......................
Woulmncjn ... ...
JHulgcc....................
Murmnindt.............
Karrandcm.............
liarrabri..................
Pictnn......................
PNligti .....................
FortMacquano ....
Port Stephens........
Qucanbeyan ............
Singleton.................
Sydney......................
Tamworth .............
Tentcrfield .............
Tweed- Listnoro.... 
Urana
iVogpi .......
WaJjfett ...............
Wanaanug1..........
Warlalda .................
Wentworth ........
Wlloaitnift.............
Windsor ..................
Yass........................
Youji<' .........................

Totals ...............  to.SfTC

Amount of! Kanp’a-j Kanga- i Walla* Wom- 
roo. iroollats. | hies. I hats.

£ s. d. £ e. d.
422 14 5 1,702 27i

J,2*S(i S S 1,047 10 LI
91 n S 126 12 31

it JO 494 16 $ 10,640 2,9S1
430 8 n 452 1 0 30,610 ii2
4S3 7 S 286 17 6
M0 10 » 442 4 ft 86

.‘514 10 1 271 12
4J40 » 5 ISO Id ft ....
Ml 4 b 3-16 8 1 4,0(12 IS.KW | .. 254
‘>14 10 C afti 17 3 ... | .. .... I
7l!S 0 3 661 1 4 3,424 20,508 | .. 1 ** 1

50 7 3 .... | ..
(l!si Id 3 024 3 :u .. ... 7,150 | ..

1,11 Li P 4 1T(>U1 12 1! llt7U5 1,004 40,033 1 . 2,231
uuo a 0 Hid 1 7 ., ... i ___
413 lr» 4 l?2(iS IS b ... Kt&Kl 61,116 ...
3H1 tr, i, s+J n S .... ...
m is 9 3Uft 10 2, 2,624 1,350

m s 11
1127 11 11 251 0 0

M43 Hi 10 ftl!) 33 8 3,612 00,703
21 fj J l 0 203 (i C • • 1 ••

2,001 9 4 l 1,771) b ft 4.000 111,428 31,164 1 . 2,040
t 1.M2 4 0 071 S 8 4,564 10,827 ..
! 1,217 0 til l,4il IS •i 8,737

3.il A 6 13d 0 1 161
1,2ft) 18 0! 1,062 12 I 43,2.08

123 10 (i 301 10 ft
247 4 4 375 4 !)
fifJ7 8 0 f.ll 8 7 8,614
4*2 ID (i BOO 6 G
240 M lb 213 4 8
612 I 4 372 IS S 12,103 io

273 18 1) 2.U 7 0 12,140 1,012
fi’s.’i 14 fl fijs 0 11
404 IS ft 3S4 11 4 ft,J4S 12,005
Pkl 11) 0 0,1 32 2

lt9fM> 1(1 n l,(b7 11 ft 3 26,202 205 .. | ....

1,6(57 0 s 640 12 3 1,643 68,788
70 2 0 87 S ft .. j ....

7,007 12 b S10 14 4 15,504 , 1 ....
703 JJ 3 ft7Q 17 6 35*2 7,S7(i 32,030 1 .. • ■
603 16 5 ons 0 3 ___ ! ..
431 :t 10 350 2 ft 237 14,031 1 .. ....
111!) i) 7 227 11 a 10,234 1 . •
(178 16 4'.3 7 ft .... 1 ..
2S0 3 4 231 2 0 1,074 | ..
176 0 0 1J0 0 0 ... | .. 4,458

ft bdl 10
6US « 7 f.5S 14 0 22,d47 | ..
m o 1 104 16 6 ... ..

3}10!l 10 0 syr> « 1 G,(J5ft (>0,127 1 ..
601 2 0 470 37 10 4,011 20,OM) 1 ..

55 11 5
244 16 G 220 ir> 10 . , 1 .. —
7315 3 ft 76.1 » S lft,87S .... .. 0,247
86!) 1 2 1>I6) 35 3 .. . 1 .. ....

1 Jlfil 17 l m •) 7 ................... .. .
,1,600 0 1 1,44$ Kf 7 5.S44 03.403 .. . ..

.32? n ft
j 111 14 10 264 1ft 7 277 ■ ! ••
[ 206 7 144 11 ft 4,400 . .. .
I :!i,i S 0 112$ 2 0 .. ] . - - .... .. ...
[1,141 11 4 3,200 H ft 20,858 . .. i ..

• ■

2 8 |35,833 13 H j 311,039 J lGOf303 | (i'jri.GOO l 112 j 21,701

liandi-i
coots

i

Nathuj 
Dog4*. ]

Hares. |

4 13,676
692 13,397
105

01 ok
44

343
48!)

.. , 121 12,523

1,087 no 2,933
.. no . i
.. 35 19,632
.. 148 ..

26J
812 .. 1

.. 4!)
022 120

.. 85

\ " -
5,314

M 4,1 SI
587 0,130

7(1 20,603
2d6 23,624
fc.W .

00 134,318
2J.i
ftl 27,403

4ftft
140 13,049
248

42 1,599
47

1,420
90 2,049
20

29ft 5S,SU1
243

202 26,363
91 4,501

2b!)
107
48 4,021
48

si 2 343
S03 20
Sb 42,491

1 266 7,493
0 2,0‘IvS

8.05 1,739

ius 20,053

... 463

.. | 722 14

... 02

.. 333
■ 4,013
.. a 3.'), ftl 7
.. 1 :i 40.24S

1,57ft 13,133 531,343

318 2,067

5,563

7.14S 2;i,:W0 8,810 4S.30S
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APPENDIX N.
Statement of Receipts aud Extesdituee in connection with the Trust Fund Account11 Prevention of Scab in Sheep ” from the 1st January to 31st December, 1800.

“ 4$ per Treasury Account" '

To Balance 1st January, 1896 ...........
Amount Assessment, Ac., received. 
Dr. Balance 31st December, 1896 .

£ B, d.
185 7 5

18,644 14 7
4,641 19 8

£23,472 1 8

By Amount of Accounts paid. & s, d. 
23,472 1 S

£23,472 1 8

Dr.

10
c
1
3

20
5
2
1
1
1

1
1

1
1 
1
2
"i

6
12
14
18

1
1

l' As per Mines Department Account." Clt.

Amounts voted.

Salaries.
Chief Inspector, at =
Metropolitan Inspector, at 
Clerk, at ......... , ...............

Amounts 
os voted 

for
1895-0.

Amounts 
as voted 

for
1S9B-7.

Amount voted for 
year, July, 1SS}5, to 
June, ISSW, £21,432. 

Amount of above 
vote (£10,718) 

available for the 
half-year, January 
to June, 18%, as 

under.

Amount voted for 
year, July, 1S96, to 

June, 1897, £21,701. 
Amount of above 
vote (£10,350 10s.) 
available for the 
half-year, July to 
December, 1390, 

os under.

Draftsman, at
Clerk, at .......
Inspectors, at

Quarantine Keeper, at 
Messenger, at ...... .

£
G05

"281
259 
200 
160 
150 
236

”344
299
263
260 
254 
245 
160
25

110
120

ConlinyenHrx.
Travelling Expenses to Inspectors ........

■ : „ Sheep Directors.
Allowance to Inspectors for Stationery .
Medicaments for Dressing Sheep............
Rent of Offices.........................................
Incidental Expenses

£
6(15
410

'260
200
160
150

236
325
300
275
250
225
200

£ s. d. s. d.

2,500 2,640
300 500
225 225

10 10
675 800

1,000 1,000
To Balance 31st December, 1896........

8,361 0 0

2,355 0 0

Total
amount available 

for year
Januarj’fco December, 

3S9C-

Amounts cxpcmJcft.

£ 3, d. a. 6,

8,263 0 0

2,537 10 0

16,624 0 0

4,942 10 0 
462 5 I

P.S.—From the above

£22,028 15 1

Salaries..

Travelling Expenses to Inspectors..........
, 1 Sheep Directors 

Allowance to Inspectors for Stationery..
Medicaments for Dressing Sheep ..........
Rent of Oftices................... ...........................
Incidental Expenses ...................................

16,681 0 9

2,367 6 0 
840 7 0 
279 4 3

..... si's’ib" 0
1,012 7 1

£22,028 15 1

Statements it will be seen that the Treasury and Mines Department Accounte do not agree, for the reason that the Treasury Account shows the actual amount disbursed while that of 
the Mines Department represents amount of vouchers charged to the Vote, all of which however were not paid until after the 31st December, 1S96. ’

Co
to

00
K

I
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APPENDIX 0.
Tabulatkd Statemeet Refeerkd to. 

Gross-bredi from Bathurst -Experimental Farm.

I Scoured Weight.

Description of Cros'S.

1 Per .Sheep* ll’er Lot.

I
Stmulard of

suitable for 
making 

quality tops.

S. I

11 
, >
1 Sxi

I Amount,
I

S-d
J*

Total value 
Wool and 

Pelts.

Dorset Horn and Merino 

Cheviot and Merino .... D ■
16{

i

Lincoln and Merino .. |

Shropshire and Merino * 8 [

Southdown and Merino

Lambs (Shropshire and 
Southdown).

lb.
list— -
2nd— 2 
Ist^— - 
2ml— .t 
Istr^-' - 
2iid— 3 
1st ■ 
2nd— 3 
lst»- • 
2nd- 2 
1st- 
2nd

12J

2 4J

lb. 
3»t 

S. 1 
2H (, 

(11 
JO)sr
•20)
fif

2nd, 50's .. 

‘1th, 44’s ... 
Gth, 3(iTM Lo ‘10’s

3rd, 54’s.........

isl. CO'S . ..

(1 2 
'Ifl fl 
lion 
‘(0 74 
h o 
(0 8 
fi 14 to a
to 6J 
11 * 
io

£ s. d. 
1 18 6 
0 0 0 
1 13 10
0 3 9
1 10
0 5
1 2 
0 
1
0 4
1 0 
0 4

0
4
6

i 0 
6 0

e. d 
}g o

\s Si

\s 9
\*0 
Jg 3

j-3 9

£ s. d.

2 io e 
1 10 114

1 19 1 

1 10 (J

11? e
1 8 94

ig ti
1S.5
:i§
3 ca

‘■S'?
lO

it
55

9. d. 
3 li 
3 ft* 

3 M.-, 

3 9 

2 0} 

i H>1

9. d.
2 a*

2 m
3 44 

3 :i| 

2 15

2 5}

1 £ _

8* flA 

8H

M cj S 
= £

lb. d, d. 
«» 31 2

8. d. 
10 d

Net
Return

per
Sheep.

63 '3i 2}j 9 11* 

.1* 2 8 10 
3* 2*|11 3 

31 2111 03 
4} 3J|10 6

s. d.
14 1

13 Sft
12 10{i 
If, 4ft

13 lift 

13 8ft

Rinderpest.

Is the early part of this year rinderpest, the most deadly of all the bovine scourges, raged in a 
most severe form in South Africa, decimating the cattle and carrying o2 80 and even 90 per cent, of 
them. Quarantine lines were proclaimed, a large number of patrols wore specially appointed, and a great 
many sound cattle were destroyed to prevent the spread of the disease which prevaded over a wide extent 
of country, and spreading as much as 30 miles per day.

The Cape Government authorised the destruction of all cattle infected, and also all those within a 
radius likely to become so, compensating the owners of those not already actually affected, in sums of 
from £3 to £5 per head.

They also assisted owners who had become embarrassed by reason of this dreadful scourge, and 
authorised the expenditure of fifty or more thousands of pounds with that object.
_ ^he number of cattle dying from the disease, and slaughtered to prevent its spread, is very large 
indeed.

_ -As there is no known cure for the disease, the alternative is to stamp it out, and as much as 
possible prevent its spread.

It was reported that Dr. Koch, the eminent scientist, who had been brought from Germany to 
devise some means of checking the disease, had discovered a specific for the disease, but intimation has 
since been received by cable that his treatment had proved unsuccessful.

On receiving intimation of the prevalence of rinderpest in South Africa, steps were at once taken 
to protect this Colony from auy risk of introducing tho disease. Not only was the introduction of all 
stock, fodder, and fittings from South Africa prohibited, but the introduction of stock from Great Britain 
or any other country or colony by vessels calling at a port in South Africa was also prohibited, and a 
strict watcli is maintained at Sydney and Newcastle that the prohibition is duly maintained.

The other colonies have since issued similar proclamations.

[Diagram ]

S.uIiicn : William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer,—1S97.

153—H
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RECEIPTS UNDER THE DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT.
(RETURN RESPECTING.,}

Printed under _ZVD. 9 Report from Printing Committee, 1 July, 1897.

ItETUEN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Now 
South Wales, dated 9th June, 1S97, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,— '

“ A Return showing the amount of money received each year, during the 
“ last ten years, under the Diseases in Sheep Act.”

(Mr. Hayes.)

Amount of Money received under the Diseases in Sheep Act.

In 1SS7 .. 
„ 1888.. 
„ 1SS9 .. 
„ 1890.. 
„ 1891.. 
,r 1892..

1893 .. 
„ 1894.. 
„ 1805.. 
„ 1S9G..

£ s. a. 
10,514 9 2 
19,368 19 4 
10,969 18 3 
21,723 13 3 
24,379 5 9 
20,003 15 1 
10,360 14 9 
18,912 17 11 
21,076 17 O 
18,044 14 7

Total £198,215 5 1

P<*d 176—
[5S0 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour ami material). 10 10s. 7<J ]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

STOCK.
(REPORT ON LOSS OF, FOR THE YEARS 1896-7.

Printed under No. 18 Report from Printing Committee, 7 October, 1897

{Laid upon the Table in anmer to Question No. 1, Votes No. 34, 14 July, 1897.]

RETURN of estimated losses in Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Lambs since 1st January, 1897.—
Horses
Cattle
Sheep
Lambs

4,926,7111 
3,658,412 j

15,506
72,939

8,585,123

Horses, Cattle. Sheep. Lambs.

1 Albury ... ... ... G. E. Mackay ............. 142 519 20,024 25,451
2 Armidale ... ... ... C. J. Tyner ... ... ... 100 400 5,000
3 Balranald ....................... Walter Dargin ... ... 200 400 55,000 ibr6oo
4
5

Bathurst ... ... ...
Bombala and Eden ... ...

G. S. Smith ... ... ...
R. W. Dawson, Bombala ...

120 750 20,000 5,200

C Bourke ... ... ... D. W. E. Hatten ............. 785 315 300,000 122,000
7 Braid wood and Broulee ... H. L. Mater, Braidwood ... 100 800 1,000
8 Brewarrina ... ... ... Blakeney Broughton ... 500 1,000 50,000 150,000
9 Carcoar ....................... C. B. King ... ... ... 200 300 5,000 ......

10 Cobar ....................... J. Cotton ... ... ... 100 250 17,000 25,000
11 Condobolin....................... A. James ... ... ... 480 2,238 319,725 53,227
12 Cooma ... ... ... C. Hudson....................... 100 300 4,000 1,000
13 Coonabarabran ... ... E. May-Steers ............. 400 1,000 70,000 30,000
14 Coonamble ... ... ... T. W. Medley ............. 379 2,125 353,839 46,343
15 Corowa ... ... ... Theodore Watson............. 350 800 110,000 100,000
16 Deniliquin ....................... Joseph Weir ... ... 350 600 70,000 120,000
17 Dubbo and Cannonbar ... R. G. Dulhunty, Dubbo ... 1,860 8,300 900,000 568,570
18 Eorbes ... ... ,,, W. G. Dowling ... ... 550 2,746 194,557 232,101
19 Glen Irmes and Tenterileld... M. J. St. Clair, Glen Innes... 264 5,226 50,576 11,070
20
21

Goulburn ... ... ...
Grafton, Casino, and Tweed- 

Lismore.

J. L. Henderson ...
T, Bawden, Grafton ...

50 2,000 10,000

50,00022 G-undacai ... ... ... D. L. M‘Kenzie ............. 12 50 2,000
• 23 Hay.................................. J. E. Kieghran ............. 130 200 150,100 336,000

24 Hillston ... ... ... T. Cadell ....................... 100 150 120,000 65,000
25 Hume ... ... ... W. A. Mackie, Germanton... 100 1,000 42,000 3,000
26 Ivanhoo ... ... ... E. W. Proctor, Mossgiel ... 183 110 80,000 100,000
27 Jerilderie ... ... ... J. A. T. Rochfort ... ... 200 360 ' 40,000 50,000
28 Maitland and Port Stephens H. J. Sealy, West Maitland 975 6,295 498
29 Menindie ... ... ... Joseph Wilks, Broken Hill... 500 100 180,000 200,000
30
31

Merriwa ... ... ...
Moree ... ... ...

W. Ryrie ......................
B. V. Ffreneh ... ...

100 300 20,000 15,000

32 Moulamein....................... J. W. Chanter ... ... 225 1,360 107,000
33 Molong ... ... ... E. G. Finch........................ 525 1,225 171,192 16,200
34 Mudgee ..................... . C. J. Crocker ... ... 120 1,900 62,000 6,000

322—
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Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Lambs.

35 Murrurundi....................... J. W. Brodie ............ 200 1,500 10,000 2,000
30 Xarrandera....................... W. J. El worthy ............ 100 200 100,000 80,000
37 Narrabri and Pilliga ... A. II. Earrand. Narrabri ... 400 3,800 220,000 135,000
38 Picton, Berrima, and Kiama .1. Yeo, Moss Vale ... .. 100 1,500 1,000
39 Port Macquarie ... ... H. E. Palmer, Kempsey ... ... ...
40 Singleton and Denman ... E. Alford ....................... ICO 1,500 2,000 1,750

250 200
42 Tamworth ... ... ... W. D. Do*e ............. 700 6,000 100,000 180,000
43 Urana ....................... P. It. Brett....................... 60 100 50,000 40,000

'Wagga "Wngga ............. C. Lvne ....................... 1,330 3,490 160,200 180,000
45 Walgett ............. ... H. A. dethings ............. 400 1,300 100,000 150,000
46 Wanaaring ... ... ... T. T. W. Mackay.............
47 Milparinka ... ... ... A. Guttings ... ... .. 40 GO 30,000 50,000
48 Warialda ... ... ... It. Kirkpatrick ... .. 96 150 12,000 2,500
49 Wentworth ... ... .. D. A. Morgan ............... 100 150 100,000 150,000
50 Wilcannia ... ... ... M. J. C. Tally ................ 240 250 180,000 300,000
51 Windsor ... ... ... C. W. Dargiu, Penrith ... 150 420
52 Tass and Queanbeyan .. J. F. Turner, Yass............... 40 900 16,000 1,000
53 Young ............................ B. Meadows... ... ... 1,000 8,400 255,000 45,000

Total ... ... 15,506 72,939 4,926,711 3,658,412

Sidney : WUHatn Applegate Ciulhek, Ciovcnuiient Pi inter.—1307.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

POLICE DEPAETMENT.
(REPORT FOR 1896.)

Printed under JSTo. 2 Report from Printing Committee, 6 May, 1897.

The Inspector-General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, Police Department, InspectoT-General’s Office, Sydney, 7 January, 1S97.

In compliance with instructions, and as required by the Police Eegulations, I have the honor to 
submit, for the Chief Secretary’s information, the following Eeport of the operations of the Department 
under mv control for the past year, together with the particulars usually laid before Parliament of the 
strength and distribution of the Establishment.

During the year now stations have been established at the under-mentioned places :—
Bimbi ... ... ...
Coramba ... .............
Daviosville .............
Dural .......................
G-curie .......................
Girilambone ... ...
Marshall M'Mahon’s Beef 
Karemburn ... ...
Nowendoc ... ...
Eugby ... ... ...
Tooma ... ... ...
Wiseman’s Perry... ...
Yalgogrin... ... ...

"Western District. 
Northern District. 
Western District. 
Eastern District. 
Western District. 
Bourke District. 
Southern District. 
Metropolitan District. 
Northern Districr. 
Southern District. 
Murray District. 
Eastern District, 
Southern District.

Police camps have been formed on the Parkes-Condobolin Eailway Works, and at Locksley. 
Dargan’s Creek, and Lawson during the progress of deviation works in connection with the Western 
Jiailway Line in those localities; a constable has also been forwarded to Pinlay, in the South-western 
District, for duty during harvesting.

The strength of the Porce in the Metropolitan District has been slightly increased, and additional 
police have been forwarded to Ballina in the Northern District, Marsden and Bpga in the Southern 
District, Parramatta and Liverpool in the Eastern District, and Gar ah and Bingara in the North-western 
District, Nyngan in the Bourke District, and Jerilderie and Bcrrigan in the South-western Districr.

The stations at Garangula in the Southern District and Welaregang in the Murray District have 
been broken up, that formed at Tooma being in lieu of thelastnamed, the two places being 8 miles distant.

122 appointments were made during the year to provide for the increases shown, and to fill up 
vacancies occasioned as under;—

Eesignations ...
Discharges.............
Dismissals.............
Superannuations ... 
Deaths ... ...

*15—A

52
13

5
24

8

[550 copies,— Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £13 17s, fid.]

The
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_ i Tlie area of country under the control of the Superintendent of Police in charge of the Southern 
District has been slightly increased by transferring thereto the Police Stations at Wollongough, Marsden, 
and Yalgogrin, previously within the boundaries of the Western District. The station at JIungindi has 
also been transferred from the Eourke to the -North-western District. Otherwise there has been no 
alteration in the ten Departmental Police Districts into which the Colony is divided.

Thirteen Police pensioners died in 1S9G who had been in receipt of pensions amounting in the 
aggregate to £1.623 10s. per annum. One widow of a member of the Force died who had been in receipt 
of a pension of £30 10s. per annum.

Twenty-four members of the Force were superannuated during the year, IS receiving pensions 
at rates varying from £63 17s. 6d. to £170 per annum, amounting in all to £3,129 per annum, and 0 
being granted gratuilies upon tbeir discharge, which entailed a further charge of £813 5s. upon the Fund.

Eight widows of memhers of the Force were awarded gratuities from the Police Howard Fund, 
amounting in all to £1,47110s.

The pension of £245 per annum awarded Sub-iuspcetor Cornett in 1893, with the understanding 
that the ease would be reconsidered at the end of twelve months, ceased on the 3th April last, when it 
was decided that the Sub-inspector should resume duty.

With regard to the Police Eeward and Superannuation Funds, I regret to state that it has been 
found necessary to dispose of all the invested stock, which was a considerable source of income, to provide 
funds for tlie payment of police pensions and gratuities to date. The condition of these funds being the 
subject of special reports to the Chief Secretary, under whose consideration the matter now is, it is 
unnecessary to refer to it further in this communication. ■

The following figures taken from the station watch-house records in the Metropolitan District show 
an increase of 229 in the total number of apprehensions within that district during 1896 as compared 
with the previous year :—

Total number of arrests during 1895 ... ... ... ... ... 22,337
Do do 1896 ............................................ 22,566

There were 317 more apprehensions for drunkenness, simple or accompanied by disorderly conduct, 
than during the previous year.

As regards crime in the Colony generally, the numbers of cases of attempted murder and of man
slaughter were considerably below the average, there having been only 8 of the first-named offence as 
compared with 29 the previous year, and 10 of manslaughter as against 21'. Other serious offences 
reported all maintain the usual average.

Burglaries and house robberies were less by 18 than during 1895. Many of these thefts resulted 
from householders leaving their premises and property unprotected. The value of goods stolen is almost 
invariably very considerably over-estiaiated, which is proved in many instances when the whole of the 
stolen goods arc recovered.

The District Licensing Inspector for the Metropolitan District, in his report regarding licensing 
business transacted within that district during the year, states as follows :—

*■ In 1882, when the present Licensing Act first came into operation, the population of the Metropolitan 
District was 218,231, and there were then in that area 843 public-houses, or one to every 293 
inhabitants.

11 The ralio of population to each public-house in the district steadily increased year by year until in 
1894, when the total population was 421,030, and the number of hotels 797, or one to every 528 
inhabitants. Since then a slight decrease has taken place, and on the 31 st December last, when 
the estimated total population of the district was 410,000, the number of hotels was 789, or one 
to every 519 inhabilants.'’

There were 1,163 inquests held during the year on the bodies of deceased persons, or 13 more 
than during 1895. In 80 cases death was attributable either directly or indirectly to intemperance.

134 inquests were held on fires, or 27 less than during the previous year. 54 were returned as 
11 wilful,” 38 as “ accidental,” and 42 not specified.

512 missing friends inquiries have been instituted during the year, 242 successfully. These 
inquiries, which include 80 eases reported from Great Britain and elsewhere beyond Australasia, involved 
considerable correspondence and research.

Proceedings have been taken by the Police on behalf of the Public Instruction Department, under 
the compulsory clauses of the Education Act, for neglect to send children to school, and recovery of fees, 
&c., in 1,598 eases, and cautions issued by them in 209 cases.

Inquiries have also been conducted in 1,034 cases for the Mastcr-iu-Lunacy, 712 for the State 
Children’s Belief Department and Government Asylums, and 167 cases on behalf of the Superintendent 
of the H.S.S. “ Sobraon ” 816 notices were also served on behalf of the Land Board.

Complaints constantly reach me, not only from the Superintendents of Police, but from Magistrates 
and other country residents, of the interference with the performance of ordinary police duties occasioned 
by members of the Force holding so many offices outside their proper functions. I have already, in a 
former report— that for the year 189-1—enumerated some of these offices, which have been increased of 
late by the retrenchment ot Clerks of Petty Sessions at important places, such as Murrumburrah, 
Crook well, Kundlo, Nymagee, Richmond, Berrima, Moauia, Camden, &c. The duty devolving on the 
Police, the most efficient, men are thereby confined to tbeir offices for a great part of their time instead 
of working about their districts and thief-taking. T venture to think that these arrangements will 
not prove economical in the end, and the results may he serious. However, this matter is to form the 
subject of special inquiry and report. The
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Tlie under-mentioned works in connection with buildings have been completed during the year on 

behalf o£ the Department:— ..
Cooloon ... ... ... ... Erection of police station.
Daviesvillo ... ... ... ... ) 1 >»
Drake........................................... ... ... Erection of court-house and lockup.
Eernmount ... ... ............. Erection of court-house and police quarters.
Gloucester ... ... ... ... Erection of police station.
Guy Fawkes ... ... ... .4. }>

Jindera... ... ... ... ... Erection of police station.
Junee ... ... ... ... ... Erection of lock-up.
Maclean ........................ .4. ... ,,

Marsden ... ... ... Erection of court-house and lock-up.
Kowendoc ... ... ... ... Erection of police station.
Singleton ... ... ... ... Erection of lock-up.
Sydney........................................... ........................ Watch-house, Bourke-street.

>1 4 . . 4 44 4.4 ....................... Police Officers’ quarters, Darlinghurst.
Tarcutta ... ... ... ... Erection of police station.

It is very desirable that more commodious and suitable premises should be provided on the site 
purchased for the purpose for Hoad Offices and the Detective Branch. When the buildings already 
designed have been erected, for which provision has boon voted, I shall ho in a position to introduce a 
more useful and comprehensive system of criminal record, also to provide suitable accommodation for 
the plain-clothes Police, for photographic purposes, and the safe custody of exhibits and valuable property; 
and further, to have sufficient office accommodation, which is now sadly detieient. When such premises 
are built I propose to make them a Police Central Head Office, where work can be carried on by day 
and night.

During the year a trial has been made of providing some of the Police and stations with bicycles. 
In some respects they have been found extremely useful in enabling the Police to cover a long routo in 
the suburbs and country towns, for rapidity in the pursuit of offenders, and for non-commissioned officers 
inspecting beats. I am not able at present to pronounce a very decided opinion. Under no circum
stances, however, can bicycles replace horses to any considerable extent in the performance of police 
duties in the country.

During the year I have found it impracticable to inspect other than the following districts :—
Western (Bathurst and Dubbo),
Bourke,
Morth-Western (Tamworth, Murrurundi, and Marrabri),
Korth-Eastern (Maitland),

and then only to make flying visits, but I found the books, records, buildings, and equipments in a 
thoroughly satisfactory condition.

The horses of the Mounted Force especially were of an excellent class, notwithstanding the great 
reduction in the price paid of late for remounts.

The conduct of the Police generally has been good, only five men having been dismissed from 
tlie Service during the year.

I have, &c.,
EDMUND EOSBEEY,

Inspector-General of Police.

Ret r jin
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Betury of the Strength and Distribution of the Police Force on the 31st December, 189G.

Dsstisict.

Metmiiolitan..

iorthem

Station. Super
inten
dents.

Inspec
tors.

Sub-
inspec-

Sonior-1 „ {Senior-

set- w-Liiri con-gonntB., 6elu“. stables.
Cen-

stab’es

Foot.

Senior- 
ser- i 

peante. ■
Scr-

genute.

Ko. 1 Hoad .Station 
Central Station ....
Pyrmotit ..............
General Post Office..
Mint........................
Glebe Island .........
No. 2 Head Station
Glebe ..................
Redf era an d Darling

ton ..................
IVaterloo and Alex

andria ..............
Beacon sfield Kstate 
Mitchell Koad ...
Irish Town.........
No. 3 Head Station 
Watson’s Bay ... 
Waverley and Bondi 
Paddington and

Woollalira ........
Botany ..............
Double Bay ........
Rose Bay..............
Rushcntters1 Bay 
Eandwick & Coogee 
No. 4 Head .Station 
Chief Secretary’s

Office ..................
Lands Office .........
Treasury ..............
Balmain..................
Manly......................
Government House.. 
No. 5 Head Station
Cook’s River..........
Concord ..................
Petersham ..............
Leichhardt..............
Camperdown ..........
Ash field ..................
linfield.....................
Canterbury..............
Mavriclmlle ..........
Burwood .................
Erskineville ..........
Kogarah..................
Five Dock ..............
Stanmore .............
Summer Hill..........
Homebush ..............
Stratbfield..............
Hurstville. ..............
Belmore..................
Croydon..................
Mod lake................
Annandale..............
Drnmmoyne ..........
St. Peter’s ..............
Helsannel ..............
Rockdale ..............
Peakhurst ..............
Aniclille..................
Dulwich Hill..........
Rosedale..................
North Sydney ......
Willoughby ..........
Neutral Bay ..........
Lane Cove ..............
Mossman..................
Greenwich ..............
Narremburn ..........
Water Police..........

Armidale.................
Do Wear......

Uralla......................
Walcha Road..........
Walcha ..................
Bendemeer..........
Nowemloc ..........
Guyra,..................
Glen limes..........
Kookabookra......
Deepwater.........
Kmmavdlc .........
Tentcrfield..........

Senior
con

stables.

10
5

7

o

Con.
stables.

58
4
3
3
3
1

57
10

10
1
1
1

62
1

13

14
3 
1 
1 
1 
7

29
4 
3
3 

11
4 
2

24
2
1

11
5 
4

1
12
5 
4
3 
2
1
4 
1
2
1 
1
2 
1 
4
0 
2
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1

20
3
2
2
2
1
1

16

6
1
1

Acting Sub-inspector.
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DiafRicT.

Northern— ' 
continued.

Southern

5

Mounted.

Statiox.

Wilson's Downfall
Bundarra ............
Tingha ................
Inverell ................
Ashford ................
Hillgvove ............
Metz......................
Guy Fawkes ........
Grafton ..............

Do South.......
AVoolgoolga ........
Ulmarra................
Brushgrove............
Lawrence ............
Maclean ................
Harwood Island .
Chats worth ........
Balmer’s Island.
Yamha...................
Copmanhurst .......
Dahnortou ..........
Nymhoidn ............
Lismore ................
Casino....................
Coraki....................
Woodhurn ............
Broadwater............
Wardell ...............
Kous ...................
Ballina....................
Woodenhong........
Drake ....................
Brunswick ...........
Murwillumhah
Tumbnlgum ........
Cudgcn ..............
Cooloon .. ............
Byron Bay............
Coraniba................

Super-1 1 Suh-
inten- . t > ' inapec-
dents. c s‘ tors.

Goulburn .......
Collector...........
Bungonia..........
Marulau .........
Cr-ookwell ......
Taralga ..........
Yass.................
Gunning..........
Dalton .............
Gundaroo .....
Ginnindcrra ...
Burrowa..........
Binalong..........
Froginore ......
Reid's Flat......
Pudmau Creek 
Wee Jasper ...
Ktigby..............
Bowning..........
Y oung..............
Cootamundra...
Temora ..........
Mtirniinburrah
Marengo..........
Wombat...........
Wallendbeen ... 
Morangarell ... 
Bannedman ... 
Bcthungra 
Btookinbiu 
Wy along.
Beefton ..........
Marsden..........
AVoIlougough. .
Harden .........
Yalgogrin ......
Braidwood.....
Queanbeyan ...
Momya ..........
Araluen ..........
Bungeudore . .
Tarago..............
Bateman's Bay
Nelligen ..........
Narooma..........
Nerrigundab , 
Cobargo ..........

Senior- i tScuior-

1 I

... 1

I
.. 1

Con
stables.

Foot.

Senior-
ser

geants.
Ser

geants.
Senior-

con
stables,

Con
stables.
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1 1 Mounted. ll Foor,
DiarRicr. Station'. Super

inten
dents.

Inspec
tors.

Sail- . Senior- - 1 Senior-
inspeo- sor- , rrC con- 
tors. j geants,16™“- smbHis,

Con
stables.

l Senior- 
1 ser
geants.

1

Ser
geants.

1 Senior- 
con- 

stables
Con

stables.

Southern— Bermagui .............. |
1

|

contimicd. Mongarlowe ......... i ■ ■ 1
... ( ...

Emu Flat .............. j ■*’ I i
Captain's Flat ...... i

| ...
1

McMahon’s Beef ... t ■"
Anitnbo .......... ....... 1
Cooma...................... 1 1 0 3
Bega .................... 1 1 4.
Bomhala.................. ] 1 *>
Panbuia .................. i 1 1 l
Eden .............. 1 1
Camlelo ................ i 1
Buckley’s Crossing

. ( ...
i

Michulrtgo ......... 1 I 1
... | ...

Adatninaby............. ( ... 1 ... i 1
... | ..

Kiandra .................. ] ... i
... ...

Delegate.................. 1 ... i. i i i
Xnnitybeile .......... 1 . i i
Jinrliihyne .............. 1 . 1 ... i

...
tVoliunla.................. 1
Wyndham ............ ... 1

...
i

Colombo.......................... ... ... 1
Towamba .............1 i I i 1

...
Benidale.................. 1 . ... i ... 1
Bibbtmluke .......... ^ . . ...

,.
i - ■ ■

Mcrimbula................... - ...
1

Major's Creek ............ ... . ... ... ... i
... u ... ■*’

Eastern .......... Dcndt ____ ____ 1 i i I
Parramatta.............. | 1 '! ... 1 "l i h ' 3 IBG ranville................. , ... ... .. ... 1 ..
Auburn .......... .

... „ ...
1

Book wood ............. 1
r . a.. ... ... ^ ...

l
Brospect.................. 1 ... ... . i; " 1
Fhuulas ...............  1 ... i ... ... 1,
Castle Hill....................... ... t ... i ... ■ • 2

| Rvde ...................... 1 ... ... 1 ... i ... i "i " 1
) Hornsby................. 1 i 1 l
[ Hunter’s Hill.......... j . .. i ... ! ... i l
( Gladesville.............. ..

1 ► i - ■ * ... , ...
l

' Peat's Ferry .......... ] 1 •" i • • 1 i
i Woolwich . . * i i ]

Penrith ............. 1 i 1, l 2
Mulgon .... ............. ... i ...
St. Mary’s .............. ... i . . ... i) ... ]

1 Rooty Hill ............. ... | ... ... ... i! ... 1
1 Emu Plains............. ... ... i ... i\ Springivood.............. ... ... | i 11 ...
< Katoomba .............. 1 . 11' l

Windijor ............... 1 i ii 3
1 IVilberforce ......... 1 i . i -

St. Alban’s..............
... !i - ... ( ...

\ Richmond .............. X i .-. i l
1 Richmond, Xorth ... i11 .. , j
| Rouse Hill .............. i i,
i Riverstone ............. ... i .. 1

Wiseman’s Ferry ...
...
i

1 Liverpool ................. - * > i i 1
1 Smithfield ............. i
1 Baukstown.............. 1 ...

... | ...
I

Sutherland ............
... ... | . .

1
1 Campbelltown ...... ... ... ! 1 ... x t 1
. Appm ...................... i !
, Camden ................. 1 1 11 I
' Picton ..................... .. l ... 1 x i} I
' Berrimfi................. ... i ... 1 i ]
1 Moss A'ale .............. ... j ... ... ... i 1
i Robertson ............. i i

, | Bowral .................. ... j ... . ,
...

... ' i “
Mittagong ............. i i j

1 Riirranaiig.............. 11
^ ollongong ......... ... i ... i 11 i 2

i Dapto ...................... . . 1 11f 1 x 1
1 Butli ...................... ' 1

... |
1

' Clifton..................... J
Helensburgh .......... i 1

i Kiama...................... 1 11 1 1
, Shellharhour ... ..... 1

.lamlieroo .............. ... t .. i1
1 Albion Park .......... ... i ... i 1 ... j
| G erringong.............. i 1

Noivra...................... i i ' 2
1 Berry ...................... ]

... |
1

Milton .................... 1 ... i
' Kangaroo Valley ... t1
' Ulladulla ............. j ]
i Yalwal ..................
1

... * 11
i

... !
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DISTRICT.

3I0USTKD. Foot.

Station. Super- 
^ Intcn- 
I dents.

Inspec
tors.

Sub-
inspcc-

Semor*
ser-

gcants-
Scr- Senior-1 Con || Senior- gfi Senior- 

8“"* gSntt.
Con

stables.

AVestom.

Bonrkc

...I

Bathurst..........
Kelso ..............
Mill Town ......
Oberon..............
Sunny Comer...
Rytla.1..............
Wall era wo ng...
)jith"ow........
Hartley Vale... 
Mount Victoria
Hill End.........
Sofala .............
AYyagdon .......
Knekley ..........
Hurraga ..........
Kewbridge.......
O’Connell .......
Blackheath.......
Orange ............
East Orange ...
Lucknow........
Millthorpe.......
Blayney ..........
Tnmkuy................... ,
Tuena.......................|
Careoar ...................i
Mcndurama ............ I
Mount McDonald.. I
Cowra......................
Cargo ......................
Cndal ...................... !
Molong ...........  1
Mitnildra................... I
AVoodstock.............. I
Dubbo.......................1
Wellington............... I
Coonamble ............ !

Dandaloo..................i
Kevertire ..............
Karrauiine............... 1
Collie ......................
Gilgandra .......... .
Quambone ..............
Stuart Town........... j
Cmnnock ..............
Beak Hill ............... ,
Trnngie ...................i
Gulargambouc ......
Daviesvillo............... I
Mudgee ................... '

Cnlgong ................... I
Cobbora .................'
Mundooran ..............I
Lead ville ............... '
Ilford ...................  |
Bylstone ..................
Coolali....................... j

Condobolin..............
Grenfell ...................j
Goolagnng...............■
Bugowra .................. '
Parkos..................... '
Alecfcown ...............1
Trundle ...................!
AA’arroo ................. j
Fifield....................... '
Bimbi .......................|
Canowiudra ........... [
Hargraves ............... i
AAbndeyer ..............
Locksley, 1 lailway

Works.
Dargan’s Creek, 

■Railway AVorks.

Bourke ......
Dn Kortii 

Brewarrina....
Byroek ........
Cobar ............
Gongolgan
Louth ............
Tilpa ............
Enugonia........

i

1 l

1 I

1 !

' I
I

10
1
1
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District,

Bourke—-
conf'tined.

Nortli-easjtera

SrATio^

Kymagce.............
Xyugan .............
Cannonbar ........
Coplahah ...........
Yantabulla.........
lianingun .........
Wanaaiing.........
Mount Drysdale 
Walgott
CoUuren<]abri.. ..
MogilMogil .....
-Anglcdool .........
Onotlooga .........
Craxvjn .............
TatnUa ..........
Caniida .............
Pilliga................
Girilambone .....

Supcr' Insucc-1 I inten- . J3CC | 
I dents I tors‘

Snb-
insjiec-

Molntkh,

Senior-
ser

geants.

Foot

Ser
geants.

I Senior
: eon- I 
i stables.

Con
stables.

..Senior-, «- iscnjor i ^ •11 ser- . 1 con- , ,C™-
, ffcanta ^'^-.subka
I I - I I

West Maitland ... 
East Maitland ... .
Largs ...................
Paterson................
Gvesford................
Loclnnvar ..........
Greta ...................
Branxton .............
Ccssuock...............
3'Hlalong ................
M'ollcnnbi ..........
Morpeth................
Hinton ............
Raymond Terrace. 
Clarence Town . .
Mulbnng . ...
Cooranbon e ... ,
M' yong
Cosford 
Howe’s \'alley .. .
Hungog ..............
Stroud...................
Gloucester ............
Copeland .............
T.ullalidelah ......
Tea Gardens ......
Hungwall Flat ....
Forster ...............
Newcastle ..............
Point Road.............
Lake Koad .........
Wickham ........
Islington..................
Tighe's Hill . .
Lambton..................
New Lambton ......
Minmi...................
Wallscnd ............
West Wallsend . . .
Charlestown ..........
Dudley .................
XeralLia ...............
Swansea ..................
Catherine Hill Bay..
Stockton..............
Hamilton ..............
Adamstown .........
Waratnh.................
Carrington..............
The Glebe .............
Singleton .............
Jerry’s Plains .....
Broke ......................
Mnswcllbrook ....
Denman .................
Aberdeen .............
Scone ....................
Stewart's Brook . .
Merriwa .................
Kerrabee..................
Cassilis ..................
Tinonee ...............
Tareo .....................
Wingham ..............
Cundletown ..........
Coopemook ..........
Camden Haven......
Port Macquarie......
Wauehope ..............

i

... I

■ . I

i !

i i

i

"i
"i j

I
I

i I

" i
1 i

. , f
i ,

. i ... . ... r

:! :i!::: ... . t... 1 .. r .
j i

"i

..
... :: "i

... ...

... i . .
f

- - ’i ...
.. j

■■■ j i:: iii
:::

..
:: E ... j i

in i i'i

::: 111 1 'll ,.i | "i
... j ... ... | . - 1

... ... | ...
Ill j 'll 1 _1 ... i

... ... i ... ... ... .. i

... i i .. , 2 ! ... ... i i
... . . ... i ... i ..

... ... 1 ... .. i 1 ...
i | ... 1 ... i ...

... i i
i ! El i

i ,1 ...i i i | ...
i ...

... i ... i i I ...
i 1 ...

■ ... i ... ! ...
... < ... i

i
i

r.. i
i i

i

i

I

i n

I i I i

; i "
1 ::i j ;3
' 1 1

•IS

>
1
!
I
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])]!jTK1CT.

Korth-eastcm')
roiUinitwf.

Ivorth-wcstem

Station. Sviper-
inteii'
dents. “r8, tora

Senior-
Sar- !s™"r-

On-
greants. ^c,lnt!1, stables. stable.

Bellbi-ook ..............
Kempsey ............
Fredericktoii.........
Smitlitown..............
Gladstone ..............
Aiakoon .................
Macksvillo..............
Xambncc<a Heads ...
Bowraville.............
Fevmnoimt..........
Bollin£!eii .............

South-western

Tamworth .........
Bo "West

Murrurundi .....
Bhickvillc .........
Gunnedah .........
Jkii-raba .............
Majiilla .............
Kundle .............
Quirindi.............
Somerton .........
Moonbi .............
Carroll.................
Wcrris Creek.....
Boggabri...........
Tambar Springs..
llarradine .........
Coonabarabran ..
Swamp Oak .....
Narrabri.............

Do West ,
Wee Waa .........
Keramingby .....
Meroe .................
Moree ................
Bingera...............
Kulownc.............
Warialda............
Yetman.............
Boggabilla ........
Fallamallawa ...
Garah ................
Burren ..........
Mungindi ........

Balranald ..
Berrigau.....
Booligal .....
Broken Hill

Do North
Do South..
Do (Rail-

way Town).
Caratbool .........
Clare .................
Darlington Point
Deniliquin.........
Buabalong ..............
Euston .................
Gilgunnia .............
Hay .......................
HiBstou .................
Ivanhoo .................
Jerilderie .............
Lake Cudjcllico.....
Matboura .............
Maude....................
Menindie.................
Milparinka..,.,.'....,
Moama ................
Mossgiel................
Moulamein............
Mount Hope .........
Oxley ...................
Pooncarie ............
Round Hill............
Silverton................
Tareena (Cal Lai) .
Thaekaringa ........
Tibooburra............
Tocumwal ............
Torrowangee........
Wentworth...........
Whitton...............
Wilcannia ............
White Cliffs ........

Foot.

Senior- Senior-
ser- I ,1 I eon- 

geants. I stables.
Con

stables.

1 i 1i
- | ......... i

1
1 i 3 I ...

- 1.. 1 ... "i i
i ...i i 1... , i ii ii i 1

i iii ... JI i |... . . i
1 ... ... i i 1
j i
1 ... i
1 i i

■ ■ i
, .. i - 2 1

i ::: 1 :: i 1 i ::: :::
1 i i 1i i... t i ii i ]i 1i i 1ii iii iii i

i ii i ...i ii 2 i

i 1

1
1. i i 3 i

i

i i
2

i i o

i r
f i
f i i

i
i

i
i i

i i
i i
i i

2
i 1

... ... i
i i

i
i i

i
i

i i
i i
i i

i i
x

i i i

2 ...

10
1
1
1

15—B
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 ^ 

1
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District. Stahos.

Mounted. Foot.

Super-
inteii'
dents.

Inspec
tors.

Sub-
inspee-
tors.

Senior*
ser

geants.
Ser

geants.
Sonior- 

con- 
8 tables.

Con
stables.

Scnior-
ser-

1 geants.
Ser

geants.
Senior-

con-
stablcs.

Con
stables.

Murray .......... Albury .................... i 3 2 2 9
Bowna..................... 1
Germanton............. i 1
Walbnndrie ........... 2
Corowa .................. i 1 ... J ... 2
Daysdale................. 1 ...
Hoivlong................. i 1
Mulwala................. i l ...
TumbeniTiiba....... . i 1 ... | ... 1
Tooma..................... 2
Gerogery................. I ... j ...
Jindera ................. i
Culcairn.................. i ... j ..
Gundagai ............... 1 ... I ... 2 ... ... i o
Tumut..................... ... i 1 ... i ... 3
Adelong ................ ... i 1 ... i ... 1
Shepherdstown...... ... i ... 1
Batfow...................... i !
Jugiong ................... i ...
Coolac..................... i
Wagga Wagca ....... i i 2 i i S
Jnnee ...................... i i 2
Urana...................... i i 1
Karrandera.............. . . . i o i 3
Tarcutta.................. i
Humula ................. i
Terong Creek ...... i
The Bock .............. i
Coolamon .............. i i
Grong Grong.......... i

Belmore Barracks.
Constables in course of instructions,

under orders for transfer, &c........... 21 14
Orderlies to His Excellency the

Governor ... i i 2
Police Storekeeper .............................. i
Armourer ....... i
Drill Instructors, Van Driver, &c. ... i i i i 5 i 3 3

Detectives.
t

Superintendent in charge ............. i
Sub-Inspectors, ... 2
First-class Detectives................. 7
Second-class do ................ 5
Third-class do ................ 4

ie ii 10 31 29 61 140 419 1 35 52 144 926
—————---- ^— ------------------------ *---------—
Total ot all ranks.......................... 1,874,

Police Department,
Inspector-General’s Office,

7th January, 1897.

Sydney: William Applegat Guliick, Government Printer.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PRISONS.
(ItEPOET OUT, FOE THE YEAR 3896.)

Printed under iVo. G Report from Printing Committee, 3 June, 1897.

The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Minister of Justice.

Sir ComptroUer-Gonernrs Office, Sydney, 27 April, 1897.
I have the honor to submit, for your consideration, my Annual Eeport upon 

tho Prisons Department of New South "Wales for 189G.

2. As a consequence of the reorganisation of the Government Departments by 
the Public Service Board, my predecessor, Mr, Miller, was appointed Under Secretary 
of Justice in June last, when I succeeded him as Comptroller-General of Prisons. Mr. 
Miller occupied the latter position for sis and a half years, and during that period 
introduced many reforms which ameliorated the condition of the prisoners, and contri
buted towards the improvement of the penal administration. I trust that X may be 
enabled, in some measure, to continue the work of progress carried on for so long a 
time by my predecessor,

3. The statistical tables have been arranged differently to those of former years, 
and have been largely added to. They have been to a great extent modelled upon the 
returns contained in the Annual Eeports issued by the Directors of the English prisons, 
and it is hoped that the varied and comprehensive information afforded by them will 
enable some understanding to be arrived at as to the nature and magnitude of tho work 
performed by the Department. The Appendices are four in number. Appendix I 
contains reports from the various officers in charge of gaols, and their matured obser
vations should be of value. Appendix II deals with medical and lunacy matters. 
Appendix III is divided into two Parts—A containing various statistics respecting 
prisoners, and Part B dealing with the distribution of officers and with matters of 
expenditure. Appendix TV refers to various points of prison management and subjects 
akin thereto, and also offers suggestions for the future. This Appendix is included in 
the Eeport with your sanction.

.d. The number of prisoners of all kinds in confinemcsit on the 31st December 
last was 2,357, as compared with 2,460 on the corresponding date of the preceding 
year. This showed a decrease of 103, while the estimated population of the Colony 
increased from 1,277,870 in 1895 to 1,297,040 in 1896. Of the prisoners, 217 were 
women, a decrease of 22 on the preceding year. The ages of those confined at the close 
of the year showed that 326 were under 25 ; 616 were between that age and 30; 74G 
were between 30 and 40; 374 were between 40 and 50; and the remaining 295 were 
over 50. Prom this it would appear that the fifteen years’ period between 25 and 40 

129—A furnishes
[525 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £87.]
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furmslies tbe greatest number of prisoners. Leaving out those prisoners sentenced to 
imprisonment only (237), those on remand (42), and those awaiting trial (98), the 
remainder were serving sentences as follows:—Over 2 years, 813; and not exceeding 
that period, 1,167. Of the 813 serving over 2 years, the average sentence amounted to 
5'S years, counting life sentences as 20 years; those serving 12 months and not exceeding 
2 years numbered 3S0, the average sentence being slightly over 1’5 years ; of the 
3GG persons with sentences of 6 months and under 12, the average was G'6 months ; the 
average sentence for the 317 serving over 1 month and under 6 was nearly 3 months ; 
while the 114 serving 4 weeks and under had an average of just over 3 weeks each. In 
the higher Courts sentences have shown a marked tendency to decrease in length during 
the past seven years. In 1890, out of 626 prisoners sentenced to penal servitude or hard 
labour, 38 per cent, received sentences of 3 years and upwards. During 1896, out of 
714 convictions of this class, only 25 per cent, received such terms. This may in some 
measure account for the gaol population not increasing in numbers. As a matter of 
fact, there were 66 prisoners more on the 31st December, 1890, than on the corres
ponding date of 1896. But while shorter sentences have some effect in keeping down 
the prison numbers, there are undoubtedly other influences, such as education, improved 
social conditions, the increased interest of the individual in public affairs, and so forth, 
which all have a share iu decreasing crime. It is a matter for congratulation that while 
the general population showed an increase of 15’G per cent, during the past septennium, 
tlie gaol population dropped during that period nearly 3 per cent.

5. During the year 1896 the entries and discharges to the different prisons were 
18,838 (3,538 females) and 18,941 (3,560 females) respectively, as compared with 
18,552 and 18,696 in 1895. Included amongst these are many of the vagrant and 
habitual misdemeanant class who have been more than once committed during the 
twelve months, and who are consequently counted more than once in the above figures. 
It is difficult in a widely-scattered country such as this, with a large travelling population, 
to accurately ascertain the number of distinct individuals sent to the different prisons. 
No return on that head is therefore given on the present occasion.

6. Reconvictions at tho Circuit Courts and Courts of Quarter Sessions were :— 
Of prisoners serving sentences of 5 years and upwards. 4 were undergoing a second 
conviction, 14 a third, and 49 a fourth or over that number. During the previous year 
the figures were 10, 5, and 35 respectively. Of prisoners serving sentences of less than 
five years, there were 101 under second, 50 under third, and 163 under fourth or more 
convictions, as compared with 91, 54, and 157, Of prisoners under sentences of 
imprisonment only, without hard labour, 3 were serving a second conviction, none a 
third, and 2 a fourth or more, as against 3, 1, and 2 in the preceding year. The total 
reconvietions at the higher Courts were 380, as compared with 358 for the preceding 
year—an increase of 28. The reconvictions of drunkards and petty offenders sentenced 
at the Police Courts cannot be accurately defined; but, so far as the methods of identifi
cation will permit, the numbers reconvicted twice or more during 1896 only were 1,016 
a second time, 329 a third time, and 402 a fourth time or more. The figures for the 
preceding year were 1,040, 298, and 328 respectively. The total reconvietions of this 
class were 1,747, as against 1,666 for 1895, showing an increase of 81 for 1896.

7. The punishment returns show that 96 per cent, of the prisoners were not 
punished. Only 2 cases of corporal punishment took place. The great hulk of tho 
prisoners conformed to the rules, and punishment was confined to the incorrigibly idle 
or vicious. There were 12 cases of violence to officers, and the escapes or attempted 
escapes numbered 13 (all recaptured), a large proportion of which took place from the 
Trial Bay Intermediate Prison.

8. The health of the prisoners has been good, and the deaths amounted to 29, 
exclusive of 1 suicide and 1 execution. The daily average number of prisoners was 
2,442, and the percentage of deaths only I'2 ; and it must be borne in mind that very 
many persons were admitted to gaol in a neglected condition of disease, and that some 
of those who died came to prison hopelessly ill, and died within a few days after arrival. 
In addition, 11 males and 1 female were discharged on medical grounds—9 of them on 
account of diseases contracted before admission. In Table 13 oE the medical statistics 
will be found particulars of each case of insanity occurring in the prisons. They number

1/ i
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177 persons, of whom 12L showed symptoms of insanity on reception, and 33 within one 
month after admission. In addition to these there were sent to gaol 368 persons 
charged with being of unsound mind, or for protection, besides others in a more or less 
demented state through alcoholism.

9. Tho number of prisons remains unaltered, viz., 23 established and 36 police 
gaols. They contain 2,086 cells of all kinds—a number still insufficient to carry out 
the very desirable plan of allotting one cell to each prisoner. More accommodation is, 
however, being provided at Parramatta and Young.

10. The reports of the G-ovcrnors of the various gaols, and the two summaries 
attached, show the nature of the work at which the prisoners have been employed. The 
returns have been arranged so as to show the actual labour performed by the prisoners ; 
tho value of the work, computed ou a fair basis; and the number of prisoners who, for 
various reasons, have not been employed. Nearly £50,000 represent the value of 
labour only, of which about a fifth has been earned in manufacturing for other Govern
ment Departments. To this should be added the value of the work done at the Inter
mediate Prison, Trial Bay, in constructing the breakwater. Every effort is being made 
to obtain work from the various Public Departments, and of late a considerable increase 
has taken place in the orders for manufactured goods for tho use of the various State 
establishments, the officers in charge of which are assisting us in every possible way. 
This, of course, is perfectly legitimate work for tlie prisoners, and no possible exception 
can be taken to it on the grounds of its competing with free workers. The labour 
schedules have been revised, and the industrial branches of the principal prisons have 
been reorganised, so that, as far as is possible, the trades and labour department 
will bo carried on on business principles. There would seem to be plenty of work 
for us to’do in the directions pointed out without materially coming in contact with 
outside labour.

11. A now departure was made during the latter part of the year in putting 
under cultivation such of the spare grounds as were attached to the gaol establishments. 
So far this has met with much success. The work is not only healthy and active for the 
prisoners, but is likely to effect some saving in the cost of provisions, as many gaols can 
now grow all their own vegetables. The Agricultural Department very kindly asaiste 
us with the necessary advice as to planting, manuring, &c., and it selects seeds, and 
supplies every gaol with a copy of the monthly Agricultural Gazette. The officers in 
charge of the prisons report most favourably on the nature of the work and the effect 
on tho men. This work, being performed outside the walls, offers opportunities for 
escapes, but up to the date of writing none has occurred on this account.

12. Considerable alterations have been made in connection with the employment 
of prisoners. Oft-convicted men, especially of tlie petty-offender class, are no longer 
allowed to occupy 11 billets” on their return to goal. The weekly tasks have been 
increased for all men in the workshops. A graduated scale of gratuity for labour has 
been established, distinguishing between first, second, and third-convictcd men, while 
fourth-convicted persons receive no gratuity. All classes, however, are allowed, after com
pleting their task, to work overtime, for which a fair scale of remuneration is allowed. 
This proves sufficient incentive to industry, keeps the men employed, causes them by 
tbeir earnings to defray a portion of the expense they cost the country, and tends to 
discourage a return to prison life. Sweepers, cleaners, and others employed in the 
various domestic offices, are sent away to the works after completing their sweeping, Ac., 
so as to prevent idling as much as possible. These alterations put a stop to much 
loafing, and perhaps naturally caused some dissatisfaction; but matters soon went along 
smoothly, and the increase of work is beneficial all round. Some abuses, too, were found 
to prevail in connection with the issue of “indulgences.” Prisoners received them who 
were not entitled thereto, and this improper issue nullified to some extent the effect that 
the awarding of indulgences was intended to have. An alteration has been made in 
regard to this matter.

13. Just prior to my predecessor leaving office he introduced some concessions to 
the prisoners in regard to enjoying the modified servitude at Trial Bay, and of more 
frequently writing and receiving letters—privileges which were much appreciated. In

addition,
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addition, other improvements have been carried out with respect to the supply and 
cooking of food, the bathing and sanitary arrangements, and in other minor matters which 
have tended to the health and impartial treatmont of all classes of prisoners alike. It has 
sometimes been slated that prisoners have no opportunities to represent their cases to 
the authorities. I would point out that during the sis months ended 31st December 
last, 255 prisoners were personally interviewed in response to their reguests, in addition 
to 595 written applications upon all sorts of mattters connected with their cases,

14. Towards the close of the year, with your approval, a system of physical drill 
was introduced at Darlinghurst G-aol for the treatment of the young men forming the 7th 
class. Most of these were in prison for “ larrikiuism,” and it was considered that by 
improving their bodies, a corresponding moral improvement might also take place. 
Besides this, it was possible for the new drill to bo made an efficient substitute for that 
hard work which the nature of the 7th-class treatment prevented those subjected to it 
from obtaining. Up to the present the experiment has proved satisfactory, and it is 
highly spoken of by the medical and gaol authorities. The matter of extending the 
system in Darlinghurst and other places is under your consideration.

15. In connection with the internal discipline of the gaols, some alterations of 
considerable importance were carried into effect. A, new plan of night-watch was 
brought into operation, and vigilance was insured by the introduction of mechanical 
detector clocks. Drill was enforced amongst tho warders, who arc all supposed to be 
used to arms, and a hand-book of drill was compiled so as to bring about uniformity of 
practice; and in other directions a general straigbtening-up took place. On tho other 
hand, working hours were rearranged so as to avoid long periods of continuous duty ; 
refreshments were allowed to the men on night-watch; warders on tower duty were 
relieved at noon; annual leave was made general throughout the service ; Sunday leave 
was allowed in turn to third-class warders; a number of warders who had been in the 
country districts for a long time were given transfers nearer Sydney or other centres 
of population; and 42 promotions were shared out amongst the most deserving. These 
included a fair proportion of country as well as metropolitan officers. The changes 
amongst the staff during the year amounted to 67 retirements, 21 resignations, and 11 
dismissals. In addition, for various other reasons, there were 102 transfers, 5 exchanges, 
and 42 promotions, while 25 officers were lined, 49 reprimanded, and 1 reduced in rank. 
Thirty-two officers’ situations, on becoming vacant, were not filled, it being found on 
investigation that the posts were not required. This represents a future saving of 
£4,034 per annum.

16. The retrenchment effected by the Public Service Board, as well as by the 
operations of departmental reorganisation in the established gaols, has led to a 
decreased expenditure in 1896, as compared with that of the preceding year, of £2 9s. 5d, 
per head, calculated on the daily average number of prisoners confined, viz., 2,294, 
notwithstanding that the average number was less than in 1895. The total expenditure 
for the year amounted to £108,890 18s. 4d., from which might fairly bo deducted the 
earnings of prisoners in manufactures, and work for other Government Departments, to 
tho value of £9,881 7s, lid. In the expenditure was included an unforeseen expense in 
consequence of the Police Department declining to take over four gaols which had been 
reduced by the Public Service Board, and for whoso establishment no provision had 
been made on the Estimates. This formed a serious addition to the cost of the Prisons’ 
administration.

17. Although a saving was effected in the year under review, it must be 
recollected that the general retrenchment and reorganisation were not commenced until 
tlie middle of the year, and that the operations were not completed at the close of 1896.* 
Before the staffs of the different prisons could be reduced, it was necessary for me to 
personally visit each place, and ascertain if any officers could be spared. This was a 
work entailing serious responsibility, andjt needed j very careful handling, and up to the 
present tho work has not been finished. The larger prisons have now been carefully

inquired

* The Estimates for the financial year, which ends on tlie 30th June next, provided for a reduced 
expenditure of over £17,000 on the preceding year. It is expected that a saving of ut least £2,000 on 
tlie reduced estimate will he effected by the various measures of reorganisation which have been 
brought into operation,
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inquired into, and a rearrangement of the staffs and their duties has taken place. This 
is bringing about a saving in salaries to a substantial amount, as may be gathered from 
the pay-sheets for the months of March, 1898 and 1897 respectively. For the former, 
£7,091 7s. lid. was the sum paid in salaries as compared with £5,775 Is. for the 
latter, showing a saving upon tho same month of the previous year of £1,316 6s, lid.

.18, Generally speaking, tho various staffs have done good work. The changes in 
routine, such as the new night-watch system, and other disciplinary duties were strange 
to the officers and led to some friction. Some of the officers were found to be wanting in 
vigilance and in fitness for their positions, while others had got somewhat careless and 
lax in the performance of their duties. These faults were not, I regret to say, confined 
to the lower grades. All these matters are, however, in fair process of adjustment. 
The office staff has done excellent work, aiid deserves commendation all round. The 
new position of Inspector of Prisons was filled by the appointment of Mr. McCauley, 
many years Accountant and Examiner to the Department. Mr. McCauley’s intimate 
knowledge of prison routine and discipline, together with a strong liking for the work, 
enabled him to discharge his duties iu a manner which commanded my highest apprecia
tion. The statistics now presented were compiled by him or under his supervision.

19. The papers on prison matters contained in Appendix IY were written by mo 
after great consideration ; and were included in this Iteport by your permission. There 
aro certain drawbacks in connection with prison administration which offer obstacles to 
success. It has been thought well to look these things straight in the face, and, as it 
is of no use pointing out defects without proposing remedies, suggestions have been 
made with a view of effecting improvements iu the future. In. making these proposals, 
there is no intention, as there is no occasion, to in any way disparage past work. Great 
progress has been made in the face of many difficulties, but there is still plenty of room 
for improvements. The suggestions now respectfully laid before you may perhaps 
contribute to a further stage of progress being attained.

I have, Ac.,

FREDK. W. NEITENSTEIN,
Comptroller-G eneral.

APPENDIX I,
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APPENDIX I.

Be poet a from Governors and Labour Returns, with Summaries I and II.
]. Darlinghurst Gaol.
2. Parramatta Gaol.
3. Bathurst Gaol.
4. Goulburn Gaol.
5. Berrima Gaol.
6. Biloela Gaol.
7. Maitland Gaol.
S. Albury Gaol.
9. Armidale Gaol.

10. Broken Hill Gaol.
11. Deniliquin Gaol.
12. Dubbo Gaol.

13. Forbes Gaol.
14. Grafton Gaol.
15. Hay Gaol.
16. Mudgee Gaol.
17. Tamworth Gaol.
IS. Wagga Wagga Gaol. 
10. Wilcannia Gaol.
20. Wollongong Gaol.
21. Yass Gaol,
22. Young Gaol.
23. Trial Bay Prison.

The small Police Gaols (3G in number) have been omitted.

].—DARLINGHURST GAOL.
Extract from the Governor’s Eeport.

During 1896 the staff was reduced from 97, on the 31st December, 1895, to 87 on the 31st December, 
1896; total reduction, 10.

The general discipline and economical management of the prison has been most materially 
assisted by the introduction of a revised system of night duty, which came into force on the 24th 
August, and consists of eight-hour watches. In connection with this improved system of duty, a 
watchman tell-tale clock is used. This ensures that the Senior Warder in charge of the watch keeps 
moving, and on the alert. The Comptroller-General, recognizing the increased vigilance required 
under this improved system of duty, recommended, and the Minister of Justice approved, of light 
refreshments being granted for use during the first watch. In addition to this concession, since the 
27th December, the 2nd and 3rd class warders, not forming a part of the night-watch, arc granted 
leave each third Sunday.

The interest in the good management and discipline of the prison evinced by the Comptroller- 
Genera!, leading to frequent visits of inspection, has been of very great benefit in more ways than one.

Prisoners.—5,428 males, ],G55 females, total 7,083,—have been received ; and 5,416 males, 
1,636 females discharged during the past year.

The conduct of the prisoners has been very good.
Only one attempt to escape took place.
The general health of the prisoners has been remarkably good.
Forty-six (46) is the daily average number of prisoners during the past year under the 7th-class 

treatment, and for sojnc time prior to the close of the year, twenty-four of the prisoners in this class 
have been instructed in physical drill, twice daily, with excellent results. Much attention has also 
recently been given to providing suitable employment for the 7th-class prisoners. They also attend 
school four times each week, and are frequently visited by the prison officers. I should be pleased to 
be able to add that they are also frequently visited by the chaplains of the denominations to which 
they belong.

The prisoners in general have been employed on the following kinds of work :—Matmaking, 
shoemaking, tailoring, mattress-making, tinsmithing, blacksmithing, bookbinding, carpentry, masonry, 
bricklaying, painting, glazing, and also several less important descriptions of labour. The female 
prisoners have been employed at needlework, cleaning and sweeping, and other light labour.

Generally the buildings are in good condition, but the mess-sheds almost all require re
roofing, &c. -

The following alterations have been carried out:—New office for the Superintendent of the 
female division, court-room fitted to serve as an office for the transaction of general gaol business.

The electric light plant is in good order and working well, and steps arc being taken to supply 
a second relief boiler. '

With the exception of the supply of meat, the various contracts for the supply of goods have 
been carried out in a satisfactory manner. ■

To the best of my belief the Rules and Regulations provided for the management of the prison 
have been faithfully carried out.

Return of the Value of Prisoners' Labour, 1896.

l)er*!riptio!i of Employment

Manufactures—
Mat-makers.................................
Bootmakers................................
Brushmakers ..........................
Tailors .........................................
Needlewomen............................
Tinsmiths.....................................
Blacksmiths.................................
Bookbinders ..............................
Turners.........................................
Oakum picking, 7tb-elass .

Total.....................

In Buildings, &.O. 
Carpenters . 
Painters . . 
Masons .

Total.............

I
Pally average number of Prisoners. ,

Value of1
1 Males- Females. Total.

Prisoners’ Labour.

i
£ a. d.

...; 57-90 .......... 57'90 1,077 0 9
..J 17-76 .......... 17-76 606 8 9
.... 9-62 9-62 657 3 11

. .J 19-87 19-87 465 6 4
30-50 30-50 338 19 3

...j 6-6-2 ...... 0-62 624 9 11

... 1-36 1-36 63 16 3
... 8-88 8-88 218 1 10
... 3-51 3-51 99 14 3

... 46-00
.......... 46 00 24 1 4

... i 171-52 30-50 202-02 4,175 2 7

4-61 4-61 234 10 1
.. . 4-57 4-57 316 8 7

■ ■ 1,25 ......... 1-2-5 263 5 9

... , 10-43 .......... 10-43 814 4 5



Description of Emplfii merit
Daily average number of Prisoner.

i ' i
Males. Feiniilcs. , Total.

| Yulu of 
Prsnnera' Labour.

Prison Service—
Cooks ..................................................................
Cleaners and sweepers ... ................................
Washing and gardeners ....................................
Hospital attendants ............................................
School and store ..................................................
Messengers and servants ............. .....................
Bootmakers’ repairs ............................................
Tailors’ repairs ....................................................
Needlewomens’ repairs........................................
Tinsmiths’ repairs................................................
Blacksmiths’ repairs............................................
Carpenters' repairs................................................
Painters painting gaol ........................................

£ a. d.
17-00 17-00 476 17 0
66-00 ii-OO 75-00 2,103 15 0
18-43 6 -65 25-08 703 9 11
10-60 5-00 15 "GO 437 11 7

7-60 7-60 213 3 7
10-50 G-ob 16-50 4C2 16 6

-30 -30 8 12 3
1-00 1-00 05 0 2

2-00 200 39 18 0
1-00 1-00 90 0 0
6-70 6-70 44u 18 3
1-00 1 00 40 0 0

-30 ■30 20 4 8

Total. 140 ■43 2S'65 , 169-08 5,119 15 11

Non-effectives—
Sick and observation.........................................
Under punishment............................................
Unemployed ; too late for work.....................
Incapables, and sentences under seven days
Awaiting trial, and remind..............................
Debtors.................................................................

Total.............................................

Grand Totals......................

30-20 7-00 37-20 .................
1-50 00-01 1 '51 | ..................

58-22 11-90 70-12 ..................
49-06 5'50 54-56 1 ..................

3-72 3-72 1 ..................
1

142-70 24-41 107-11 j ..................

405-08 S3-56 548-64 j 10,109 2 11

2.—PABRAMATTA GAOL.

Extract from the Governor's Report.

Tiik conduct of the officers lias been generally good
The conduct of tlie prisoners has been good.
The labour for the active employment of the prisoners has hcen sufficient, and includes—Stone- 

cutting and setting, blacksmithing, and carpentry, shoemaking, tailoring, bookbinding, cabbage- 
tree plaiting and hatmaking, cooking, washing, sweeping and cleaning, and other usual work in the 
ordinary service of the prison.

Many alterations and improvements have been made, and aro still being proceeded with to the 
buildings of tlie gaol. The new wing. No. 6, in course of progress is approaching completion, the last 
range of cells on top landing now being m course of construction. Sixteen double cells ill No. 1 wing 
have been divided and completed. Three new stone closets have been erected. No. 8 tower, being 
an obstruction for proper supervision, was removed. The new stone-cutters’ shed and eaipenters’ shop 
were completed. A balcony has been added to the Oovemor’s quarters and a door-way cut through 
the stonework to it. The carpenters’ shed in front of the workshops has been pulled down. A new' 
blacksmiths’ store erected and fitted. A new' school-room is being fitted up, and when completed the 
present one will be occupied by tho tailors and hat-makers.

Tho quantity of bedding and clothing in store is sufficient for all requirements.
Tho rations and supplies have been good, with a few exceptions, and punctually delivered.
During the late portion of the year new- duty has been introduced for tlie officers by which a 

saving of six warders in the staff has been effected. Tho new duty, and introduction of tlie peg clock, 
has caused a marked improvement in the discipline and efficiency of the staff, irrespective of the saving 
to the Department,

The Regulations and General Orders have been strictly complied with.

Retitrx of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 189G.

| Daily Average Number of Prisoners.
Description of Employment. --------------------“ ---------- ,------------- Priaonc^ Labour.

Male?. Females. Total |

Manufactures—
Shoemakers ........................................................
Bookbinders .....................................................

35- 892 
2-898

21-332
36- 953 

2-757

35- 892 
2-898

21 -332
36- 953 
2757

£ s. d, 
605 15 Si 
113 12 11* 
401 2 G 

65 16 0 
159 11 0

Total..............................

In Buildings—

99-832 99-832 1,345 17 104

18-242
52-970

6-333
8-208
5-S79
2-390

18-242
52-970

6-333
8-268
5-879
2-390

1,213 8 7 
2,026 2 6 

209 19 0 
419 8 04 
325 17 2 
133 13 10

Carpenters ............................... - .....................

Total.............................. 94-082 94-082 4,328 9 14
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Description of Emploi mcnt
Daily Average Number of Prisoners,

Males, Females. Total.

Value of
Prisoners' Labour.

Euiployjnentiu the ordinary service of the'Prison-
Writers.................................................................
Bathmen ...........................................................
Gardeners............................................................
Cooking ............................................................
Barbers...............................................................
Lunatic-keepers.................................................
Washing ...........................................................
Hospital attendants .........................................
Store assistants .................................................
School and library.............................................
Messenger and lamp-lighter..............................
Serv ants ...........................................................
Sweepers and cleaners .....................................

Total

Non-effeetives—
Sick ..........................................................
Under punishment....................................
Unemployed ............................................
Others omitted from above.....................
Awaiting trial and remands.....................

Total.....................

Grand Totals

£ s. d.
7-000 7-000 196 7 0
2-000 2-000 56 2 0
3-000 3-000 84 3 0

16-000 16-000 448 16 0
2-650 2-650 74 6 8
3'150 3150 88 7 2
9-807 9-807 275 1 9
4-000 4-000 112 4 0
2-000 2-000 56 2 0
2-000 ......... 2-000 56 2 0
1-000 1-000 28 1 0
2-944 2-944 82 11 7

42-519 42-519 1,192 13 2

98-070 9S-070 2,750 17 4

17-885 17-885
2'192 .......... 2T92
6-000 6-000

70-163 70-163
4 009 4-009 -..........

100 249 100-249

392-233
—

392-233 8,425 4 4

. 3.—BATHURST GAOL.
Extract from the Qovemor't Iteport.

The conduct of the subordinate officers has been good, with a few exceptions,
The conduct of prisoners fairly good.
Tlie prisoners have been engaged at the following trades and works Carpentry, painting, 

blaclismithing and tinsmithing work, bricklaying, stonecutting, hatinaking, shoemaking, tailoring, 
bookbinding, clerical work, sweeping and cleaning, cooking, general labouring, trenching ground, 
gardening, assisting schoolmaster, attending on sick and lunatic, servants, needlework, burbering, 
washing, marble work (saving, cutting, and polishing), laying patent asphalt and tar paving.

The condition of the buildings is goad, except the gutters that wore injured by the snowstorm 
of June, 1896.

The only repair of any magnitude was to tlie apparatus for pumping water np to the elevated 
tank. This had to be done by free labour, as the work needed much skill and care, and a man had to 
work at a depth of 100 feet below ground.

About 1J acres of laud are under cultivation, which is estimated to yield between 5 and 6 tons of 
potatoes and other vegetables. The area of land to be cultivated is about 16 acres.

The quantity of clothing and bedding in store has always been sufficient to meet requirements,
Tho contractors’ supplies have been good and punctually delivered.
The Regulations and Orders have been complied with.

Retcrn of the Value of Prisoners’Labour, 1890.

Description oi Employment

Manufactures—
Tailors ..........................................

Ho. (separate treatment)
Shoemakers...................................

Do. (separate treatment)
Hatmakera ...................................

Ho. (separate treatment)
Knitters (separate treatment)....
Needlework (females) ................
Bookbinders.................................
Tinsmiths ...................................
Marble Masons ..........................
Labourers sawing marble..........

Total.......................

In Buildings—
Bricklayers and plasterers .............
Stone-cutters and masons.................

Ho. do. assistants
Carpenters ........................................

Do assistants........................
Blacksmiths ....................................

Ho. assistants .....................
Plumbers............................................
Asphalters and tar pavers ............
Labourers assisting ........................
1’amters ............................................
Labourers, blacksmiths, &c..............

Total ........................

Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

Males. Females.

8-90
5-58

Total.

8'90 
5'58

Value ot
Prisoners’ Labour,

£ s. d. 
280 7 di 
47 3 4

0 52 
10 03 
3’90 

15-48 
28-49

3-66
1-00
8-70

G-52
10-03
3- 90 

15-48 
28-49
4- 96 
3-60 
I-00
5- 70

16-01 16-51

108’77 4’96 113-73

152 16 3J
28 8 0
44 2 11
21 3 7

4 8 0
22 1 6S

169 6 5»
66 4 10

184 16 9*
40 14 7

1,061 13 9

2-12 
5 T3 
1-19 
3'75

2-12 135 2 C
STS 271 4 5}
1-19 20 18 0
3-75 225 11 0‘

•47 ■47 15 14 3
3'89 
2-99 
1 ‘10 

■87 
U77
2- 85
3- 00

3-89 224 12 10
2-99 140 9 2
1-10 65 8 5*

•87 44 3 7
1-77 40 17 11
2-85 160 13 Oi
3-00 84 3 0

29-18 29-18 1,428 18 3
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Description of Employment.

Employment in Ordinary service—
Cooks and assistant's..............
Sweepers and cleaners ............
Hospital attendants ................
Washing ...................................
Gardeners ...............................
Fireman for furnaces..............
Grooms ...................................
Lunatic keepers.......................
Barbers......................................
.Messengers ......... ................ .
Writers ...................................
Assistant schoolmaster............
Yard labourers .......................
Outside parties labouring ,.,, 
Closet and drain cleaners ....
Bathman...................................
Coalman ...................................
Storeman...................................
Sawing wood ..........................
Bumping ..................................
Cleaning and jobbing ............
Slioemaking repairs ................
Tailoring repairs.......................
Kepairing prison utensils........
Light labour ...........................

Total

Null-effectives—
Sick ...........................................
Under punishment.,.............
Awaiting trial and icmamls
Exempt ...................................
Under observation ............
Certified lunatics ..................
Received too late ..................
On transit ..............................

Total ....................

Grand Totals

Daily Ai croge Number of Prisoners.
Value of

Males.
1

Females. Total,
j Prisoners’ Labour.

10-17 10-17
19-55 S-69 28-24 792 2 7
2-00 ..... ... 2-00 56 2 0
6-86 •48 7-34 205 17 9
2-00 2'00 fifi «> ft
U00 1*00 os 1 U

2-00 o-no fifi 9, It
1-00 1-00 28' 1 O
LOO 1‘00 9S 1 O
1-01 -01 28 (i 7
3‘34 3-34 03 13 8

-$G •86 24 2 0
10-12 10-12 2fi3 17 3
12-78

..........
12‘78 SiTK Q 7

3-93 3-93 110 4 s
1-00 1 00 28 1 0
1-00 1-00 28 1 0
1-00 1-00 28 1 0
2-00 2-00 56 2 0
G-00 0-00 163 G 0

1.3-27 13-27 37 2 4 5
2-78 2-78 65 0 4
1-99 1-99 62 S 9
1-00 , . . . . . 1-00 52 11 6

■38 ■33 10 13 2

108-04 9-17 117-21 3,305 IS 1

4 94 MG 6-10
2-29 ■30 2-59
3-53 •07 3 60
3-00 •09 3 09

-23 ■01 ■24
'22 ■02 -24

1-19 ■16 1-35
-43 •43

15-83 j 1-81 17-64

201-82
1

15-94 277-76 5,790 1 0 2f

■I.—GOULBURN GAOL.
'/Zvlracl from ihe Governor’s Iteport.

The conduct of the subordinate officers, with a few exceptions, has been satisfactory.
The conduct of the prisoners generally has been good.
There were two attempts to escape during the year.
Prisoners have been employed at the follow ing work Tailoring, bookbinding, .shoemaking, 

tinsmithing, carpentry, painting, bricklaying, plumbing, printing, blacksmithing, in addition to 
other work required in connection with the prison.

The buildings are now in a very good condition. Necessary repairs in different parts uf the 
buildings have been effected, additions have been made to the workshops, new cooking stove placed in 
Governor'a quarters, and verandah at the rear of house. New shelving has been placed in the hospital. 
Alterations to tlie gas-fittings in I) wing have Ihjcu made, and the yards and footpaths have been put 
in good order.

The clothing and bedding in store is sufficient to meet all requirements.
The contractors for supplies have given every satisfaction.
Ou the 13th October a commencement was made with the agricultural work. About 11 acres of 

land have been trenched, and If- acres planted with potatoes. 1 think this kind of work very suitable 
for prisoners. They acquire a knowledge of gardening, which will, I have no doubt, be" of great 
assistance to them in obtaining employment on their release. They take great interest in the work, 
probably from tlie fact that the produce is for their own consumption.

AH Rules laid down by Regulation and General Orders for the government of the Prison havo 
been, to the best of my knowledge and belief, complied with.

Return of tlie Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 189C.

Description of Employ incut.

Manufactures—
Shoemakers......................
Tailors.....................................
Hatmakcrs .........................
Bookbinders .....................
Printers ..............................
Carpenters .........................
Tinsmiths..........................
Blacksmiths....................
Knitting and needlework

Total................

Daily Avcrogo Number of Prisoners.

Wales. Females. Total.
P

I 29-531
33-254

I 31-843
1-941
1-000
2-875
2-343 .............
1-207
9-000 2 ■520

113-054 2-526

29'531 
33-254 
31-843

1- 941 
I'-OOO
2- 875 
2-343 
1 -207

11 -529

115-580

Value of 
rLsonii-is1 Labour.

£ 6. d. 
376 17 10 
521 10 0 
54 4 0 

119 16 7 
66 G 0 

135 4 1 
113 15 8 

CO 18 2 
24 11 4

1,478 3 8

129-B
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Description of Emplojincnt.

In Buildings—
Bricklayers.........................................
Painters ...... .......................................
Carpenters .........................................
Blacksmiths.........................................
Tinsmiths (plumbing, gas-fitting) 
Labourers..............................................

* Total........................................... .

Employment in the ordinary service of prison—
Cooking .............. ..............................................
Sweeping and cleaning.....................................
"Washing .............................................................
Gardeners............................................................
Hospital attendants ........................................
Barbers........................ ......................................
Messengers.................................... ....................
Groom ................................ ........ ......................
Storeman (Gaol store) ....................................
"W riters and school assistants............................
Labourers............................................................
Servants .....................................................................

Total.............................

Men working for Police Department—
Labourers.,...............  .........................
Painters ..............................................

Total ....
Non-effectives—

Sick .................. ..............
Under punishment......
Trial and examination 
Debtors............................

Total....................................................

Grand Total,

Daily Average Nuinbct* Of Prisoners,
Value of

Prisoners’ Labour,
Males. Females. Total,

£ & d.
1'477 1-477 07 5 0
2'771 2-771 196 18 2
8-862 3-562 231 10 10

'107 •107 6 15 8
1071 1-071 84 12 1
3-000 3-000 84 3 0

11-988 11-988 701 4 9

12-088 12-083 " 339 1 4
02-800 1-856 64 -656 1,813 12 0

6-000 1'045 7-045 197 12 3
6 839 6-839 191 16 8
3-000 3-000 84 3 0
2-000 2-000 50 2 0
2 000 2'000 50 2 0
1-000 1-000 28 1 0
1-000 1-000 28 1 0
5 000 5-000 140 5 0

32-866 32-866 921 17 10
3 000 3-000 84 3 0

134-593 5-901 140-494 3,940 17 1

4-006 4-000 112 7 4
■013 •013 0 9 4

4-010 4-019 112 16 8

6-472 6 472
■947 •947

4-304 ■372 4G76
-013 -013

11-736 ■372 12-108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

275-390 8-799 284-189 6,233 2 2

0.—BERBIMA GAOL. 

fiztract from, tho Governor's Report,

The conduct of the subordinate officers of the establishment has, on the whole, been good. 
They have performed their duties efficiently, and, as a body, are suited for the work they are called 
upon to perform.

The conduct of the prisoners in separate treatment, on the whole, has been good. They have 
been steadily employed knitting, tailoring, and shoemaking.

A working party of four prisoners has been employed since October last trenching the ground 
to an uniform depth of 2 feet. With a little perseverance, any obstacles or difficulties which at first 
appeared will pas? away, and the initiation of agricultural training, though on a small scale, may be 
said to have already commenced, and which, under proper supervision, may become a beneficial and 
productive industry in the near future.

A new store-room (weatherboard) 60 ft. x 14 ft. lias been erected by prison labour in a most 
satisfactory manner. The Governor’s quarters have been painted and renovated ; decayed door and 
window sashes have been replaced by now ones. A doorway has boon made to communicate between 
the cooking-room and electric light plant.

The whole of the exterior wood and ironwork of the prison has been painted, and necessary 
minor repairs inside the prison have been attended to.

The Regulations and General Orders have been complied with to tlie best of my ability.

Return of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1896.

Description of Etnploj ment.
Daily Average Numlwr of Prisoners.

Vahio of
Prisoners’ Labour,

Males. Females. Total,

Manufactures—
Tailcra..................................... ........................... 11-8655

27-3442
1-4491

............

[ £ s. d.

11-8655 - 95 17 3
27-3442 | 20 17 2

1-4491 j 28 7 0
Knitters .............................................................
Shoemakers.,,,...................................................

Total............................................. 40-6588 40-6588 | 145 1 3

In Buildings—
1-4163

•9573
•5934
-7737
-7737

4-5144

1-4163 
'9573 
■59.34 
■7737

93 12 0 
63 5 4 
39 12 2 

1 6 0
Blacksmiths and tinsmiths .............................. ■7737 | 51 2 8

Total........ ..................... . ...« ... 4-5144 228 18 2
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Description of Employment.
Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

Value of *
Prisoners’ Labour.

Halos Females, Total.

Employed in the ordinary service of the Prison
Cooking .................................................................... 3'9901 

G'0655 
1704 

1-0000
I 6721 
2-1040 
2'0557 

•0721 
1-0000
5'0524

3-9901
6-0655

•1704
1-0000
1- 0721
2- 1049 
2-0557

■0721
1-0000
5-0524

£ K d.. 
Ill 18 5 
170 2 9 

4 15 7 
28 I 0 
46 18 0 
59 0 10 
57 13 2 
2 0 5 

28 1 0 
141 14 4

Sweepers and cleaners ...........................................
Barber..........................................................................
Writer..........................................................................
Washing .....................................................................
Outside gang ............................................................
Wood gang7.............................................. ............ .
Hospital attendant....................................................
Messenger and lamp-cleancr ..............................
Miscellaneous........................................... .................

Total.................................................... 23-1832 23-1832 650 5 6

Non-effeclivea—
Sick .............................................................................. •5049

1-5278
4 -4553

-5049
1-5278
4-4553

Under punishment....................................................
Unemployed ............................................................. ............Debtors..........................................................................
Awaiting trial.............................................................

Total.................................................... 6-4880 6-4880

Grand Totals ........................ 74T1 74T1 1,024 4 11

G.—BILOELA GAOL.

Extract from the Governor’s Eeport.

The conduct of the subordinate officers has been good. There has been a reduction in the staff by 
two officers. Notwithstanding this, the duties have been effectively performed. This is duo to a con
siderable extent to the alteration in the hours of duty, which has been found to work most satisfactorily.

The prisoners’ conduct has been good.
Tho principal employment for the prisoners during the year was :—Quarrying stone for the 

erection of additional buildings, shrinking cloth, and needlework for the Government Stores Depart
ment. r

Several repaira and additions have been made to tlie buildings, A new sulphur-house has been 
erected for fumigating the clothing of prisoners.

The old kitchen has been replaced by the erection of a new one.
Consulting-rooms for the Visiting Surgeon and isolated cells forthe female wing are in eourso of 

erection, °
- . There is no land available for agricultural work at tins prison, although I consider it most 

suitable employment for prisoners.
The clothing and bedding have been found sufficient.
The contractor’s supplies good, and punctually delivered.
The Regulations and General Orders have been complied with.

Return of the Value of Prisoners' Labour, 189G.

Description of Employment-,
Dally Avomtrc Humber of Prisoners.

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour,

Halos. Female?, Tefal.

Manufactures—,
Needlework .........................

' 29-9G

■97

27-27
12-62

27-27
42-58

■97

£ a. d. 
155 G 1

7 3 1

69 4 0

Picking oakum ........................
Shrinking Cloth for Government Stores De

partment ..............................

Total..................................... 30-93 30 89 70-82 231 13 2In Buildings—
Carpenters .................. 1- 69 

1-20 
101
2- 05 

22-23

1- 69 
1-20 
1-01
2- 05 

22-23

120 13 3
85 13 7
72 2 3 

146 7 4 
623 11 0

Painters ............ .........
............Blacksmiths..................

Masons and Stone-cutters ..
Qunrrymcn..................................

Total .............................. 38 T8 38-13 1,048 7 5

Employment in tho ordinary service of tho Prison— 
Cooking ................................ 7-03

22-13
7-03

31-26
10-05
3- 90 
1-22 
2-11 
100 
1-00
4- 40 

■29 
-10

197 3 9 
876 16 10 
281 18 0 
109 7 10
34 4 5
59 3 8
28 1 0
28 1 0 

123 8 4
14 13 3

7 2 9

Sweepers and cleaners ............... 9-13
1005
2 01

Washing for resident officers ...
Washing blankets..................... 1-89

1-22
100
1-00
I'OO

Gardening ................
Hospital attendants......... I'll
Messengers .....................
Barbers.........................
Servants .................. 4-40
Shoemakers............................ ■29

•10Tinsmiths ......................

Total ..................... 35-66 26-70 62-36 1,760 0 10
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Description of Employinciit.

Non-effectives —
Sick ...........................................................
UnJer puuisliment................................
Incapnbles ..............................................
Itcceivccl too late to be set to work 
Unemployed ................................... .

Total ....................

Uranrt Totals

Daily Average Numlwr ot Prisoners.
Value Of

Prisoners' Labour.Males- | 1’eiuales. Total-

1'77
-52

S-G2
3-69
3-03

2-CO 4 TO
■07 -59

2- 37 10-99
3- go 1 7-65

■32 j 3-95

£ s. d.

18-23 9'41 | 27-64

123-0 76-0 j 199-0 [ 3,040 1 o

7.-MAITLAND GAOL.

Erlrntf from the Oovcrnor'x Eeport.

The conduct of the subordinate officers has been good, and they have discharged their duties efficiently. 
Tho conduct of the prisoners has been good.
Employment has been found for the prisoners at the following trades :—Bootmaking, tailoring, 

tinsmithing, bookbinding, lithography, blacksmithing, painting, stonecutting, carpentry, asphalting, 
washing, in addition to the usual work in the ordinary service of tho gaol.

The condition of tlie buildings is good.
The gaol kitchen has I teen enlarged. A new shelter shed in No. 1 yard is much needed, and 

repairs are required to one of the towers.
The quantity of clothing and bedding has been found sufficient to meet all requirements.
Tlie contractors supplies have been good and punctually delivered, and not a single complaint 

hcen made.
Fair progress has been made in trenching land for cultivation purposes. 1 am of opinion that 

n hen there is suitable land the employment of prisoners at this kind of work would be both useful to 
them and remunerative to tho trovciiiment.
' The Eegulations and General Orders have been complied with.

The only change made in duty was the appointment of a foreman under new condition'!, and it 
is a good improvement on the old system.

Retukx of the Value of Prisoners1 Labour, 1890.

Description of Employment*
Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

Value of

Mules. Females. Total.
Prisoners' Labour

Mamifatitureg—
3483 3-483

£ s. d. 
107 8 5

3-758 3-758 185 2 7
1-S39 1 -839 54 5 7

3-438 3-438 19 2 G
1-428 1 428 51 14 1

13-160 13-160 42 3 2

23-CG8 ' 3-438 27-106 459 16 4

In Buildings—
2-916 2-915 189 19 9
7-826 7-820 490 8 2

11 -483 11-483 373 1 4
Carpenters ................................................................ 2-911 

1-261
2-911
1-261

134 4 10 
55 17 10

1-872 1-872 70 7 11
1-663 1-663 69 7 2

29-931 29-931 1,383 7 0

Employed in Ordinary Prison Service—
3-000 3-000 84 3 0

39-130 •964 40-094 1,124 12 9
2-183 2-931 5-114 143 8 11
7-836 2-013 9-S49 276 5 3
2-852 2-852 80 0 0
7-751 7-751 217 8 4

Total .................................. ............ 62-752 5-908 68-060 1,925 18 3

Non-effectives—
Sick ................................................................ ■649 "158 •307

‘607 ■049 ■656
4-692 •376 5-068
3-179 ■144 3-323

9-127 ■727 9-854

125-478 10-073 135-551 3,769 1 7
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8.-ALBURY GAOL.
Ezlmcl from the Gaoler's Jiejiort.

Till! conduct of the officers lias Been good.
The warders on tower duty arc relieved daily at 12'30 ]).iu.
Conduct of prisoners good.
The labour at which the prisoners were engaged upon during the year was as follows Book

binding, carpentry, cutting firewood for police and gaol, and keeping tlie prison clean.
The condition of the buildings is good, Alterations have boon made in the cook-house and in 

the hospital.
The quantity of clothing and bedding in tlie gaol lias been sufficient to meet all requirements. 
The contractor's supplies have been good, and regularly delivered.
Prisoners have been employed trenching and preparing the land for vegetables. The area to bo 

cultivated is 2 roods 3 perches. Without doubt it is an excellent method of employing prison labour. 
The Rules and General Orders as laid down have been strictly carried out.

Rktukn of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1896.

Description of Kinplo.vmmt.

Manufactures—
Shoemakers.......................
Bookbinders ..................
Tailors and needlework 
Ilatmakers ....... ..............

Total

Buildings— 
Carpenters 
Blacksmiths 
Painters ... 
Bricklayers 
Labourers

'Total......

Ordinary Prison Service—
Cooks ............................
Sweepers, kc..................
Hospital attendants .. 
Wood-cutters, &c........

Total......

Non-effectives—
Sick .........................
No work ................
Too late for work 
Awaiting trial........

Total

Grand Totals

Daily Average Number of Prisoners.
Value of

Males. Female!?. Total.
Prisoners' Lalxuir.

1 -ooo 1-000
T s, d.
5 12 3

1-100 1-100 SO 13 Gt
1-000 ■020 1-020 36 9 4?
4-200 ............ 4-200 2 0 9

7-300 •020 7-320 94 15 11

■032 -052 19 13 Of
■016 •016 7 10 10.f
•031 031 12 2 11
-004 •004 1 7 10

4-310 4-310 142 9 2

4-413 4-413 183 12 10

1
2-000 | ............
5-000 ............
1-000 ............
5-820 1-310

2-000
5 000 
1-000 
7T30

56 2 0 
140 5 0 
28 1 0 

200 4 0

13-820 1-310 15-130 424 12 0

■020
■040
•030

3 0S0
-001
•004

•020
•040
•031

3-084 .................

3-170

28-703

■003 3-175 | .................

1-335 1 30-033 | 703 0 0
1 ,

9.—ARMIDALE GAOL.
Extract from the Gaoler's Ecperrt.

The officers have performed their duties efficiently.
With two exceptions (females) the prisoners wcie generally well conducted, ^
There was one death in tlie gaol. 'The piisoucr on admission required medical treatment, and 

lie continued under such treatment until his death. _ , . ,
The labour of the prisoners has been:—Buotmaking, bookbinding, tailoring, cutting firewood 

for tbe police, asphalting the yard, and sundry matters about the gaol,
Tlie buildings are in a fair state of repair. ,
The quantity of bedding and clothing in stock is quite sufficient for all requirements.
The contractor for supplies to the gaol is very punctual in delivery, and has given general 

satisfaction. . , * i
About 1 acic of laud has been prepared for growing vegetables, and soodis now being plan ten. 

This kind of work is not merely economic, but is most moral and reformative in its tendency. I alIL0‘ 
opinion that many prisoners on their discharge will feel disposed to follow up this kind of work. Aot 
once has an officer bad to complain of the conduct of a prisoner employed at this labour. _

Tlie Rules laid down by Regulations and General Orders for the government of the prisons 
have been complied with.

Ret cues- of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1896.

Description of Employment.

Manufactures— 
Carpenters . 
Tinsmiths,.,, 
Blacksmiths 
Shoemakers 
Bookbinders

Total

Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

JIalea. Females. Total.

Value of
Prisoner*’ Labour.

J .-C s. d.
•260 ............ ! ‘260 17 8 2

■130 ............ J -130 8 16 S
•080 ............ [ -080 4 19 4
•084 . i '084 3 2 0

2-740 , ... 2-740 129 16 5

3-294 ............ 3-294 164 2 7
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Description of Employment,
Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour.

Males* Females. Total.

In Buildings—
Painters ..................................................................... ■440 ........... ■440

£ s. d, 
26 11 8

■ Total ............................ .................. ■440 •440 26 11 8

Employment in the ordinary scrviccof thePrison— 
MisceJ laneous work ............................................. T30

POflO
2-400
2'570 
IT70

1000
1- 320
2- 000 

■930 
T6Q

•130
1- 990
2- 400
3 050 
1-270

1-810
1- 320
2- 000 

•930 
■160

3 12 11 
65 10 5 
67 6 5 
85 11 0 
35 12 6

50 15 5 
37 0 6 
56 2 0 
32 0 3 
6 4 10

Outside work ................................................... ........
Labourers...................................................................
Cooks and servants ......................................... ,,,, ■480

■100

•810

Barbers, lunatic-keepers, and hospital 
attendants.

Sweepers and cleaners ...........................................
Wood-cutters........................................ ....................
Closet cleaners ........................................
Repairimr orison clothing......................................
Repairing prison shoes .....................................

Total ...............................................
............

13-670 1-390 ■ 15-060 430 2 3

Work for Police-
Outside work............................................................. 1-990 

. 1-320
1-990
1-320

55 16 5 
37 0 6Wood-cutting................................. ........ ...............

Total ................................................ 3-310 3-310 92 16 11
Non-effectives—

Sick .......................................................................... ■065
■038

3-720
1-600

■038

■065
■051

4-050
1-600

•057

Under punishment ............................................... ■013
■330Unemployed .........................................................

Awaitine trial...............................................
Others omitted ............................................. . ■m n

Total ............................................... 5-461 1 -362 5-823

Grand Totals ............... 26-175 1 1-752 27,927 713 13 5

10.-BROKEN HILL GAOL.
ErtrcKtfroni Beyiort of Offtcer-hi-charge.

Tm? conduct of the officers has heon generally good.
The conduct of the prisoners lias, with two exceptions, been good,
There have been no escapes, nor attempts to escape.
The prisoners have been confined to work necessary for maintaining the gaol and premises in 

good order.
The buildings are in good condition.
The supplies of clothing, bedding, and other stores are sufficient, and in good order.
The contracts have been fairly earned out.
The General Rules of the Prison Service have been complied with.

Return of the Value of Prisoners' Labour, 1S96.

Description of Employment.
Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

Value Of
Prisoners’ Labour.

Males. Females. Total.

In Buildings—
Carpenters ........................................... •05 ■05

£ s. d. 
3 14 8

Total.................................................. •05 •05 3 14 8

Ordinary Service of Prison—
Shoemaking repairs ........................... 05

3- 40
4- 53
2 00 
3-32

•05
3-40
5-23
2-00
3-32

-85
"17

100
100

•86

1 S 0 
95 7 4 

146 14 0 
56 2 0 
93 2 6
23 16 10 
4 15 4

28 1 0 
28 1 0
24 2 5

Outside workers.........................
Sweepers and cleaners .................. -70
Cooks and assistants.........................
WoolI ami water .... .
Servants ......................... •85
Barbers.............................. . T7

100
1-00

■80

Yardsmen .........................
Lamp-trimmer ...............................
Lunatic keepers..................... -06

Total................................ ,............... 16-27 1-61 17-88 501 10 5

For work at the Institutions—
Police and Court-house ....................................... •28 ■28 7 17 0

Total................................................... •28 •28 7 17 0

Non-effectives—
Remand .................................... 6T4

2-80
9-30

1-40 7-54
2-80
9-30

Trial........................................
No work available...................................................

Total.................................................. 18-24 1-40 19:64

Grand Totals ................ 34-84 3-01 37‘35 513 2 1
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ll.-DENILIQTjm GAOL.
Extract from the Qaoier’s Rtporl.

The conduct of the subordinate officers has been good, with the exception of one warder, whose 
services were dispensed with.

The general conduct of the prisoners has been good.
Tho labour at which the prisoners were employed consisted of carpentry, painting, wood

cutting, and trenching ground, in addition to attending to the land attached to the court-house, 
hospital, and police barracks.

Thu buildings are in a fair state of repair.
The repairs and alterations carried out are :—Entrance to gateway (roofed in), gaol office 

(extended), tower platform (roofed in), lavatories erected in male and female yards; an iron fence, 10 
feet high, erected between labour and female yards; two new cells added to female wing.

There is sufficient bedding in store to meet requirements.
Tho contractor’s supplies have been good and sufficient.
As far as I can ascertain, the rules laid down by Regulations and General Orders, with a few 

minor exceptions, have been complied with.

Rktotin of the Value of Prisoners' Labour, 1890.

Description of Employment.

In Buildings—
Bricklayers..............................................................
Carpenters ..............................................................
Painters ........................................... ......................

Total.................................................

Employment in the ordinary service of the prison-
Cook and delegate...............................................
Sweepers and cleancra ............. -.....................
Hospital attendants ...........................................
Labourers.............................................................. .
Repairing prison clothing........................................
Repairing prison shoes.......................................
Rarber.......................................................................
Wood-cutters........................................................
Servants ................................................................

Total............................................... .

Employment at other Institutions—
Police barracks ...............................
Court-house........................................
Deniliqnin Hospital ......................

Total.....................

Non-effectives—
Sick ..........................................................................
Under punishment and awaiting Visiting 

Justice.
Unemployed ........................................................
Awaiting trial........................................................
Remand .................................................................
Exempt.....................................................................
Seventh Class........................................................
Separate treatment ...........................................
Others omitted from above.........................

Total...................... . .....................

Grand Total ...................... ...............

Daily Average No. of Prison cry,

Mates.

•IS
•73
•31

1T9

2'00
2-00

■02
2'J2

•84
•2
•12

3-00

10-3

P43 
2’09 

■36

3-88

•SO
•24

1-28
•89

I'OS
•00
'56
■22
•26

5'36

2073

Females. Total.

•87

■54

1-41

29

14
1C
24

S3

2-24

•15
■73
■31

1T9

2 00
2- 87 

•02
2T2

•84
■20
•12

3- 00 
•54

11-71

143
2-09

•36

3'88

1'09
■24

1'2S
1'03
121

•30
•56
•22
•26

GT9

22-97

Value of
Prisoners' Labour,

£ s. d. 
10 19 4 
52 10 0 
16 15 0

79 4 4

56 2 
80 13 
0 14 

59 13 
23 13 

5 13 
3 11 

84 8 
15 4

329 14 5

40 6 8 
58 13 4 
10 7 2

109 7 2

518 5 11

12.-DUBBO GAOL.
Extract from the Gaotcr’e Jleport,

Conduct of officers good.
Conduct of prisoners, quiet and fairly industrious as a whole. The exceptions were old 

offenders of previous bad prison character.
The buildings are in good repair.
Tho large labour yard has been divided into three yards, A new trial yard has been erected 

within the old Court-house premises. The whole of the gaol premises has been overhauled and 
repainted.

The clothing and bedding have been sufficient to meet all requirements.
The coil tractor’s supplies have been good, and punctually delivered.
The rules laid down by Regulation and General Orders have been complied with to the best of 

my knowledge.

Return
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Return of the Value of Prisoners' Labour, 1SS16.

Description ot Employment,

Manufactures —
Bookbinders .........
Shoemakers.............
Tailors ......................
Carpenters .............
Wood-cutters.........

Total

In Buildings— 
Labourers. 
Painters , 
Tinsmiths

Total............................................

Employment in Ordinary Sendee of Prison—
Washerman ......................................................
Labourers...........................................................
Writers .............................................................
-AVood-cutters....................................................
Messengers........................................................
Nightman .......................................................
AVater-gaug .....................................................
Sweepers..............................................................
Cooks ...............................................................
Hospital attendants ......................................
Barlters ..............................................................
Lunatic-keepers...............................................
Gardeners ........................................................
Servants ..............................................................
Outside..................................................... ..........

Total

Non-effectives—
Sick ......................................
Under punishment............
Unemployed ......................
Trial and remand ............
Omitted from above .......

Total............

Grand Totals.

Daily Average Number of Prisoners.
Value of

Prisoners’ Labour.
Males. Kenmles. Total.

£ 3. d.
1-65 1-05 09 11 7

T2 ■12 1 18 0
■21 •21 6 14 0
•19 ■19 7 5 3
•33 •33 9 6 0

2-50 2-50 94 14 10

'04 ■94 15 0 0
•44 •44 20 0 0
■42 •42 1 14 8

1-80 U80 36 14 8

•07 ■07 1 19 11
4,U2 4-02 129 11 9
U00 1-00 23 1 0
8-75 3'75 105 3 9
1 00 1-00 28 1 0
2-00 2-00 56 2 0
1 '24 1-24 34 15 7
3-03 I'OO 4'98 139 13 9
2 00 2'00 56 2 O

■99 ■99 27 15 4
■S3 ■88 24 13 8
■97 ■93 1-90 53 o 10
■00 ■00 10 16 7

uoo 1-00 28 1 0
■01 •01 0 5 7

23-11 2-93 26-04 730 8 9

■98 *0y 1-03
•oe •04 ■70

7 00 1 99 9 •59
3'60 •os 3-74

•15 •02 ■17

13 05 2 18 15-23

40'40 0T1 43'57 861 18 3

13,—FORBES GAOL.
L-druct from the. Gaoler’s IfrpoU.

Conduct of officers good.
Conduct of prisoners, with one exception, good.
Prisoners have been employed cutting firewood, and m the ordinary service of the gaol, besides 

necessary out-door labour,
The condition of the buildings is good.
The gaol reserve has been fenced in.
The quantity of clothing and bedding in store is quite sufficient to meet all requirements.
The contractor’s supplies have been good and punctually delivered.
Rules laid down for the government of the gaol have been complied with, except such cases as 

have been repoi ted.

ItE i urn of the value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1S!)6.

Desnijibion of Employment,
Daily Average Number of Prisoners,

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour.

Males. Females. Total.

Manufactures—
Nil...................................................................................

£ s. d,

Total....................................................

In Buildings—
■062
•062

•062
•062

3 16 0 
3 10 0

Total............ ............ ........................ T24 ■124 7 12 0

Employed in the ordinary service of the Gaol—
1140 M40

1016
•029
•136

2-480
2-500

31 19 6 
28 9 11 

0 16 3 
4 7 6

69 11 3
70 2 0

1-016
■029

•150
Sweepers and cleaners ......................................... 2-480

2-500

Total............................................... . 7T65 ■156 7'321 205 C 11
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Description ot Emploj nient.
Daifj Average Xumbcr of Prisoners*

Value of

Males. Females. Total.
Prisoners’ labour.

Non-effectives—
‘013 ■013

£ e. d.

■029 •020

■075 ■07")
■003 •003

Total.................................................... •120 •120

Grand Totals ........................ 7'4 09 ■156 7'56o 212 18 11

i4.-<;rafton gaol.
Extmct from the Gaoler's Eejiort.

The subordinate officers are a steady lot of men, and have performed their duties satisfactorily.
The conduct of tho prisoners lias been generally good, with tho exception of a few transferred 

from Darlinghurst, and who had to he punished,
Kb industries were carried on until November, and the prisoners wore employed mainly in 

cutting firewood for the gaol and police, and improving the gaol grounds. Since November they have 
been employed cutting firewood, making cabbage-tree bats and Scotch'lwill shirts, and tho cultivation 
of 4 acres of vacant gaol lands.

The buildings arc in a good state of preservation. The rcpaiis and alterations have been 
numerous, but unimportant.

The clothing and bedding was found sufficient.
In reference to the employment of prisoners at agricultural work, I may say that in my opinion 

there can l>e no more direct way of benefiting or reclaiming prisoners than by training them to a 
knowledge of the right methods of tilling the soil. I unhesitatingly say that the work is health
giving, and to an eminent degree suitable for prisoners. My own experience of the feelings with 
which they themselves regard this class of employment, though short, has shown me that they readily, 
and with the utmost diligence, enter on the tasks set them to do.

All rules laid down by Regulation and General Ordcis for the government of the prison have 
been, to tho best of my knowledge and belief, complied with.

Return of the Value of Prisoners* Labour, ISOG.

Description of Employment.
Dally Average Number of Prisoners. 

Males, Females 1 Total.

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour.

Manufactures—
Hatmaking .......................................
Shirtmaking ..................................
Picking hair and grinding axes 
■Wood-cutters for police ............

Total,

In Buildings, &c.—
Bricklayer ......
Carpenters .......
Painters ..........

Total ,

Employment in the ordinary service of Prison
Cooking for the prisoners..................................
Cleaning and jobbing work in and about 

tho Gaol and Gaol yards and buildings 
(exclusive of building work) ..........

Total.

Non-eficctives—
Sick ...........................................
Unemployed .........................
Under punishment ...............
Awaiting trial.........................
Debtors ..................................
Others omitted from above

Total......................

Grand Totals

1
£ s. d.

•25 ............ -25 1 0 0
■11 ............ -ll 0 13 4
■03 •03 0 6 4

I'20 1-20 33 13 2

1'59 1-59 35 12 10

•43 ■43 60 0 0
•09 •99 CO 12 0
'77 *77 94 8 0

219 219 221 0 0

I'OO 1-00 28 1 0

9-85 9-85 276 5 11

10-85 ............ I 10-85 304 611

‘id ■15
14 S3 14-83

T8 •is
■52 ■52

■40 ■8 ■54

1C-14 S 10-22

j 30-77 j -S 30 S5 5C0 19 9

U- HAY GAOL.
Extaut from the Uuehi'e It'port.

Tun conduct of the officers has been good.
The conduct ol the prisoners has heon good.
The prisoners have heon employed at the following uoik : —Painting, carpr ntering, tailoring, 

repairing tinware, boots and shoes, sweeping amt cleaning, fee., fee. ~
No new buildinga have been erected dm mg the past year.
'[’he condition of the buildings is in good older.
All repairs have been carried out by prison labour.
The quantity of clothing and bedding in store has been sufficient to meet all requiiemeuls.
The articles supplied by the contractor have been good and punctually delivered.
The rules laid down by Regulation's and General Ordets have been stuctly cniried out

12S> —C Return
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Return of the Value of Prisoners Labour, 1896.

Description of Emp!o.vment.

Drub Arcragc Number of Prisoners.

Males. Females. Total.

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour.

In Buildings— 
Bricklayers 
Carpenters 
Painters ...

Total

Employment inthcOrdinary Serviceof the Prison—
Cooking .....................................................................
Sweeping and cleaning......................................
W ood-eutting......................................................
Servants ....................................................................
Working outside gaol in cutting firewood and

digging in garden ..............................................
Repairing boots and shoes ..................................

Do utensils................ ..................................
Do prison clothes ......................................

Total..................................................

•228
■179
•977

1-384

•228
■179
■977

1384

£ s. d. 
14 0 0 
11 0 0 
47 15 0

72 15 0

1-260
4130
2-900

•30G

1-260
4-J30
2-900

424

35 6 10 
115 16 11 
81 6 10 
11 17 10

3-260
■026
-026
-029

12-027

3-260
•026
026
■029

91 8 10 
0 14 7 
0 14 7 
0 36 3

•028 12'055 338 2 8

Non-effectives—
Sick ..................................................
Under punishment......................
Unemployed ................................
Awaiting trial ............................
Debtors........................................
Others omitted from above ......

Total........................

Grand Totals

•120
124

1'055
■029

1-781

T20
■124

1 -Ofin 
■032■003

■065 1-846

3-109 ■068 3-177

16-520 ■096 16016 410 17 8

16.—MUDGEK GAOL.

Extract from the Gader’s Report.

The conduct of the subordinate officers has been good.
The conduct of the prisoners has been good, with three exceptions.
The labour at which the prisoners were engaged upon during the year was :—Jobbing at 

carpentering, tailoring, painting, shoemaking for the piison, and making a dam for the Police 
Department; wood-cutting for the gaol, Court-house, Telegraph Department, and police barracks.

The buildings are in good condition.
The alterations and repairs carried out are as follows:—Xow-entrance with iron gates ; old 

offices, suigery, and warders’room taken down and now ones erected. The outer wall of the gaol has 
been raised 24 feet. Other necessary improvements have also been effected.

The quantity of clothing and bedding in store is sufficient to meet requirements.
The contractor’s supplies have been good and punctually delivered.
I have made a commencement villi the trenching of land at the gaol, and expect having a 

quarter of au acre under cultivation. I am of opinion that it would bo a very good industry for 
prisoners to learn, as well as being beneficial to the Department. With anything like a favourable 
season sufficient vegetables can lie grown to supply the prisoners all the year round.

The rules laid down in Regulation1-; and General Orders for the government of the gaol have 
been complied with.

Return of the Value of Prisoners- Labour, 1896.

Description of Employment.

Daily^Avcrftge Number of Prisoners.
Value of

Males. Females. Total.
Prisoners’ Labour.

In Buildings—
Carpenters ................................................................. ■260 ■200

■no

£ a. cl.

18 18 0
Painters .................................................................... ■110 7 18 8
Smiths.......................................................................... ■290 ■290 21 4 0

•020 ■020 1 17 4

Total.................................................. •680 ■680 49 18 0

Employment at Other Institutions—
Working for Police and other Departments... 
Wood-chopping for Police and other Depart

ments ............................................................

160

•390

............ T60

■390

4 9 9

10 18 9

Total................................................... •550 •550 15 8 6
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DescriiJtion of Employment.

Kinployinentin the Ordinary Service of thePrisoti—
Wood-cliopping .......................................................
Cooking for the prisonera......................................
Cleaning and jobbing work in and about the 

prison (exclusive of building work of any
kind), yards and buildings.........................

Gardening .........................................................
Nursing and attending sick prisonera .........
Washing ......................................................................
Repairing all kind of prison elothing ............

Do prison shoes....................
Do prison utensils..................
Do prison books......................

Total.

Non-effective—
Sick .........................
Under punishment.
Unemployed .........
Awaiting trial.......
Debtors.....................
Others not told off

Total

Grand Totals

Daily Average Number of Prisoners.

Male.

3-000
1-000

| Females. Total

3 000 
1000

Value of
Prisoners' Labour.

£ a. d.
84 3 0 
28 1 0

7-000 1-000 3-000 224 8 0
•098 •098 2 15 0

I-000 i -obb 2-000 SG 2 0
1-000 1000 28 1 0

1000 1-000 28 1 0
-090 -090 2 15 0
■710 •710 20 3 4
■090 ■090 2 15 0

13-988 3-000 16-988 477 4 4

040 ■008 ■048
010 -002 •012

2 030 •070 2-100

2-080 ■oso 2-160

17-298 3-080 20-378 542 10 10

17.—TAM WORTH GAOL.

Extract from the Qaoter's Iteport.

The discipline of the gaol lias been good, and the prisoners well conducted.
No escapes or attempts to escape.
Prisoners have been employed drawing firewood from outside the prison and cutting it up, 

painting the buildings, repairing shoes, and other miscellaneous work in connection with the prison.
The quantity of clbtliing, bedding, &c.. in the store lias been found sufficient to meet all require

ments.
The prison library is much appreciated by the prisoners.
All contracts for supplies have been satisfactorily carried out.
Thu grounds attached to the gaol arc now being trenched for agricultural purposes.
Tile Regulations and General Orders have been duly observed.

Return of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1 S9(i.

Description of Employment.
Daily Avemge Number of Prisoners,

Males. Females.
I

Tola!.

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour

Manufactures—
Knitters .................................................................

Total...............................................

In Rnildings—
Painters .................................................................

Total...............................................

for Police .....................................................................

Total...............................................

Employed in the Ordinary Service of the Prison-
Cooks and Messengers ......................................
Wood-carters and cutters..................................
Sweepers and cleaners .....................................
Barber ......................................................................
School assistant..................................................
Repairing prison shoes .....................................
Hospital attendant ...........................................
Delegate and servants ....................................
Washing ................................................................

Total ...........................................

Non-effectives—
Sick ..........................................................................
Unemployed ........................................................
Awaiting trial......................................................

Total..............................................

Grand Totals ............
.-Vi

3
10
e
i
i
i
1
2

25

4

32

3
10

7
1
1
1
L
2
I

27

1
.....

34

£ s. d. 
3 2 0

3 2 0

2 15 4

2 15 4

28 1 0

28 1 0

84 3 0 
280 10 0 
196 7 0 
28 1 0 
28 1 0 

1 8 4 
28 1 0 
56 2 0 
28 1 0

730 14 4

764 12 8
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IS — WAGGA U'AGGA GAOL.
Extract jrom the, Gaolers Iteport.

The conduct of tlie officers has been very good.
The conduct of the prisoners, with one exception, lias been good.
The prisoners have been employed at the following work :—Woodcutting, washing, painting, 

sweeping, and cleaning in the gaol.
The buildings are in a fair condition.
Clothing and bedding has been sufficient to meet requirements.
Contractor’s supplies good, and punctually delivered.
Rules and Regulations have been complied with.

Retcr.v of the Value of Prisoner s Labour, ISDfl.

Description of Employment;,
Doily Average Number of Prisoneiy,

Vnlue of
Prisoning Labour.

In Buildings— 
Painter....

Total.............................................. .

Employed in the Ordinary Service of the Prison-
Sweepers and cleaners .................. ........................
Cooking .....................................................................
Servant..........................................................................
Barbering.....................................................................
Wood-eutters.............................................................
Washing .....................................................................
Otherwise employed ...............................................
Outside work ............................................................

Total...................
Non-effectives—

Sick (cannot find any record)
Under punishment...................
Awraiting trial............................

Total...................

Grand Totals ................

Mnlcg, Females. Total.

■0228

1
£ s. d.

■0228 | 18 0

■0228 ■0228 1 S 0

3'1437
2 0000

■3954
2-3092

•7941
•5424

1-2026

•3431

3T437
2-0000

■3131
•3954

2'3092 
■7941 
■5424 

1-2026

88 3 7 
56 2 0 

9 12 6 
11 1 10 
06 9 1 
22 5 6 
15 4 3 
33 14 8

10-4474 ■3431 10-7905 302 13 5

4)665
■8758 •1372

■0065
1-0130

■8823 T372 1-0195 | ..........
11 ■3525 [ -4803 11-8328 j 304 1 5

19.—WILCANNIA GAOL.
Extract from the Gaoler's Report.

The conduct of the subordinate officers has been very good.
'Hie prisoners have behaved well, the punishments for the year being very light.
The prisoners have been employed at the following work:—Wood-cutting, painting quarters, 

sheds, wings, &c., carpentering, repairing hoots and shoes, and the usual routine work of the prison.
The repairs to the gaol consist of putting the walls in good order, repairing Boors, cleaning and 

colouring wings, quarters, sheds, and various parts of the gaol. When the present additions are com
pleted the gaol will be in a fair condition.

The clothing and bedding has been sufficient.
The contractor has delivered supplies punctually.
All Regulations and General Orders have been complied with.

Return of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1896.

Description of Employment.
Daily Average Nnmbcr of Prisoners.

Value of
Prisoners’ Labour

Males. Females. Total.

In Buildings—
Carpenters ............................................................... •101

•183
■101
-183

£ s. d.
6 14 4 

35 0 0Painters ........................;.........................................

Total .............................................. •284 •284 41 14 4

Employed in the Ordinary Service of the Prison- 
Repairs to prisoners shoes .................................. •049

1-000
1-000
3 000 
1-740
5 910

-049
1-000
1-000
3-000
1-740
5-910

3 5 0 
28 1 0 
28 1 0 
84 3 0 
48 16 2 

165 15 C

Washing .....................................................................
Cooking for prisonera ...........................................
Sweepers and cleaners ...........................................
Gardening .................................................................
Wood-cutters..................................... ......................

Total ............................................... 12-699 12-699 358 1 8

Non-effeetivcs—
Sick .............................................................................. •290

•059
2-360
2-577

■652

5-038

■290
■059

2-360
2-577

■652

Under punishment............................................ ..
Awaiting trial.............................................................
Unemployed .............................................................
Others omitted from above..................................

Total ...............................................

.................

5-938

Grand Totals ..................... 18-921 18-921 399 16 0
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20.-WOLLONGONG GAOL.
Extract frmft the Gaoler's Report.

Tins coiuluet of tlie subordinate oHiccrs lias Wn good, and tlioir duties eft'cienlly discharged,
The conduct of the prisoners has been satisfactory.
Tlie labour at which the prisoners have been engaged is as follows Cutting wood for gaol 

requirements, painting, and beeping the place clean.
The buildings arc in a good condition.
A new door has been made m the cook-house. The closet in trial yrrd has been converted into 

a shelter shed. The boiler in labour yard has been renewed and rc-ereeted.
The quantity of clothing is ample.
The contractor’s supplies have been good, and punctually delivered.
The rules laid down by Regulations and General Orders have been strictly complied with.

Return of tlie Vnlue of Prisoners’ Labour, 1S96.

ncsciiption of Mniplo;meat,

In Buildings— 
Carpcnteis ...
Painters .......
White washers.,

Totai.

Employed in the ordinary service of the prison —
Cooking ....................................................................
Sweepers and cleaners ..........................................
Washing ....................................................................
Wood-cutters (firewood) .....................................
Needlewomen..........................................................
Gardening ................................................................
Working outside..................................................

Total.

Non-effectives—
Sick ............................
Under punishment.,
Unemployed ..........
Awaiting trial.........
Debtors.....................

Total.......

Grand Totals

Daily A\ (.'ruge Number of Prisoners. 1
Value of

1 ' Prisoners' T4abour.
Males. Feiufttas. 1i Total. 1

1
!
!

i
i

1
1

T 8, d.
■310 I ............ i •310 22 3 4
••Ml 1 ............ 1 ■441 1 31 10 0
■24fj •24.5 j 6 17 0

■99G ............ i
i

■99G 1
1

60 10 10

DOOO ............

1
i-ooo ! 28 1 0

4-000 ............ 4-000 112 4 0
•340 -340 9 10 8
T24 •124 3 9 7

■9S7 •987 27 13 8
•S20 ■820 23 0 0

1 '555 U555 43 12 4

7-839 ■987 S-82C 247 11 3

■016 ■016
•006 ‘000

9-8‘24 9-824
2-421 2-421

•020 -020

12-287 12-287

21T22 •087 22-109 308 2 1

tSS GAOL,
he Gaoler's Report. ‘

Thk conduct of the officers has been good.
The conduct of the prisoners has also been good. There have been only three punishments 

during the year.
The prisoners have been employed clTecting small repairs and keeping the gaol clean.
The buildings arc in good repair.
The quantity of clothing and bedding in store is sufficient to meet ail requirements.
The contractor’s supplies have been satisfactory'.
1 think icry highly of the introduction of agricultuial work for prisoners, I feel*certain that 

when the system is adopted that it will prove beneficial to the prisoners, both from n moral and 
educational point of view, and to the Department, by being reproductive. I will he able to grow 
sufficient vegetables to supply this gaol for half the year.

The Rules and Regulations have been carried out, to the best of my belief.

Return of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1896.

| Daily Average Number ol Prisoners.

Description of liuiployincut
J1 ales. Females. Total.

Value of
Prisoners' Labour.

Employed in the Ordinary Service of the Prison-
Sweepers ....................................................................
Cooks ..........................................................................
Barbers..........................................................................
Wood-cnttera.............................................................
Gardeners....................................................................
Repairing shoes .......................................................

Total................................................

Non-effectives —
Under punishment
Unemployed .......
Awaiting trial ......
On remand ..........
Excused ................

Total.....

Grand Totals

2-670
MOO
•390

1 -039 
-340 
■016

■no 2-780 
IT 90 

•390 
1039 

•340 
-016

£ s. d. 
77 19 6 
33 7 7 
10 18 9 
29 2 10

9 10 10
0 9 0

5-645 -110 5-755 161 8 0

■032
1-590

-280
■590
■052

•032
1-590

•280
-609
•052

•019

2-544 •019 2-563

8-189 T29 8-318 161 8 6
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22.- YOUNG GAOL.
Extract from the Gaoler’s Iteport.

The conduct of the officers lias been good. _
Tlie conduct of the prisoners has been good, with tlie exception of five, who had to be punished.
The prisoners were principally employed building twenty additional cells. Special precautions 

were necessary to secure the safe custody of the men by day and night. The saving effected in the 
work already done amounts to £522 12s. 9d. I anticipate the completion of the cells in five months 
time ; then each prisoner will be placed in a single cell, and if necessary, they can receive their food in 
their cells, except when at exercise or at work. No doubt substantial changes in the duty can then 
be made. _

The general state of the buildings is satisfactory, but the interior ground space of the gaol is 
too limited, and the workshops are hardly large enough.

The stock of clothing and bedding is sufficient.
The provisions have been good, and regularly supplied.
The regulations and genera! orders have been complied with to the best of my ability.

Retoss of the Value of Prisoners’ Labour, 1896.

Description ol Employment.

11 amifacturers—
Braces ...................
Drawers (flaunel) 
Socks (worsted) ,.
Towels....................
Boot repairing......
Cabbage-tree hats 
Hair-pickers ......

Total ..............................................

In building portion of twenty additional cells by 
prison labour—

Bricklayers......................... .......................................
Bricklayers’ learners...............................................
Carpenters ................................................................
Concrete layers and mixers..................................
Ironworkers .............................................................
Labourers and scaffolding erectors.......... . ....
Mortar mixers ..............................,.........................
Plumbers.....................................................................
Plasterers ...............................................................

I
Total ..............................................|

t
In buildings, Gaol generally— '

Painters ..................................................................

Dally Average Number o( Prisoners.
Value ol

Prisoners’ Labour.
Males. Females. Total

•300
■COO
■550

1 '450

■232
1-526
•m
■620
•370

2'859
1-248

■362
•405

8 252

■385

■500 ■500

■300
■600
■550

■500 1 '950

•232
1- 526 

■624 
•620 
■376

2- 859 
L248

•362
■405

8-25‘2

-385

& s. d. 
0 10 4 
0 2 0 
0 14 8 
0 4 0 
5 1 G 
5 0 0 
2 2 5

13 14 11

504 17 0

504 17 0

8 0 0

Total •385 •385 3 0 0

Employments in the ordinary service of the Gaol-
Bath and barber prisoners ................................
Cooking for the prisoners.....................................
Nursing and attending sick prisoners ..........
Labourers....................................................................
Sweepers and cleaners ...........................................
Working outside for Gaol.....................................
Wood cutters ........................................................
Pumping water ........................................................

Total..................................................

Services rendered to Police Department—
Working outside for police..................................

Total..................................................

Non-effectives—
Sick ........................................
Under punishment............. .
Unemployed ........................
Awaiting trial........................
Debtors.....................................
Others omitted from above

Total...............

Grand totals

1 -231
2 000 

■924
2-075 
3 000 
1-602 
1 ’676 
2-000

14-598

■477

■477

1- 774 
■284 
•241

2- 062 
■039

1 -438

5-83S

3D000

1-500

1-500

2-000

1- 231
2- 000 

■024
2-075
4-500
1-602
1- 670
2- 000

16-098

•477

-477

1-774 
•284 
-241 

2 062 
■039 

1-438

5-838

33-000

34 10 7 
56 2 0 
23 18 4 
58 4 1 

120 4 0 
47 0 2 
47 0 3 
56 2 0

451 10 11

13 7 7 

13 7 7

991 10 5

23.—TRIAL BAY PRISON.
Extract from Report of SuiierinteiKlent.

The conduct of the officers, with one exception, has been very good. Pour offieers of the Harbours 
and Rivers Department have been transferred to the strength of this prison.

1 The conduct of the prisoners generally has been very good, and no severe accidents have occurred. 
There were five escajies during the year, all of whom were recaptured.
In addition to the work performed by the prisoners on the break water, two magazines have been 

completed, and gunpowder and dynamite stored therein. Miscellaneous repairs have been effected in 
cofineCtiort with the prison. The lighting of the prison is defective, caused by the inferior quality of 
the gasoline supplied.

"The Engiiieer-in-Chief visited the 2n-ison in September last, and inspected the floor in tlie hall 
- and wings; also the roofs of the buildings. These necessary repairs, I understand, will shortly lie 

taken in hand. Return
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Return of Receipts, Discharges, Work Performed, and Cost of Prison. 

Number of modified servitude prisoners at Trial Bay, on let January, 1S9G ... 88
Number received during the year ........................................................................... 100
Number discharged....................................................................................................... 89
In Gaol on 31st December, 1896 .............................................................................. 105
Daily average number confined during the year ..................................................... 103

f 13,299 tons 9cwt.
Quantity of stone put in breakwater from 1st January to 31st December, 1S90 < 9,912 tons 2 cwt.

{ to spoil tip, 
06-12

Daily average number of prisoners employed at the above-mentioned work...... < S'76 oilier works
( in connection,

Daily average number of prisoners employed in Prison service {exclusive of
above named) ........................................................................................................ 27‘45

Amount paid to prisoners on discharge us gratuities earned while at other gaols £220 10s,
Amount paid as rewards to piisonrrs released from prison during the past year £1,057 13s. Sid. 
Number of officers on the strength (excluding those not in receipt of salaries).. 30
Amount of salaries paid to officers during 1396 ..................................................... £4,413 15s. Id.
Amount paid ns contingencies (embracing all other expenses during the year 1S96) £2,740 13s. fid.
Coat per head per prisons]' per annum ....................................................................  £77 12s. Id.
Number of prisoners to officers ............................................................................... 3‘4

SuyiiiAitx No. I.—Summary of the Value of Work performed by Prisoners at the dHIeroot 
Gaols in the Colony during the year 1890.

G&ol.
Value of Prison 

Labour employed 
in Manufactures.

In Buildings
For Police and 

other Government 
Departments.

Employment in 
the ordinary 

Prison Service.
Total.

£ s. d. £ a. d. £ B. d. £ s. d. £ 84 d.
4,175 2 7 S14 4 5 5,119 15 11 10.109 2 11

Parramatta.................. R34o 17 10 4,323 9 i 2! 750 17 4 8,425 4 3
1,061 13 9 1,423 IS 3 3,305 IS 1 5,796 10 1

Goulbum .................. M78 3 8 '701 4 9 112 16 8 3,940 17 1 6.233 2 2
Maitland....................... 459 1G 4 1,383 7 0 1,925 IS 3 3,769 1 7
Bcrrima ...................... 145 1 3 223 IS 0 650 5 C 1,024 A*± 9

231 13 2 1,048 7 5 1,760 0 10 3,040 1 5
Albury ..................... 94 13 11 133 12 10 '424 12 0 '703 0 9
Armidale...................... 164 2 7 20 11 8 92 16 11 430 2 3 713 13 5
Broken Hill .............. 3 14 8 7 17 0 501 10 5 513 2 1
Deniliquin ................. 79 4 4 109 7 2 329 14 5 518 5 11
Dubbo........................ 94 14 10 30 14 s 730 8 9 861 18 3
Forbes .......................... 7 12 0 205 6 11 212 IS 11
Grafton ...................... 35 J2 10 221 0 0 304 6 11 500 19 9

72 15 0 338 2 8 410 17 8
Mndgce ...................... 49 18 0 15 8 6 477 4 4 542 10 10
Tamworth ................. 3 2 0 2 IS 4 28 1 0 730 14 4 764 12 8
Wagga Wagga ......... 1 8 0 302 13 5 304 1 5

41 14 4 358 1 8 399 16 0
00 10 10 247 11 3 308 2 1

161 8 6 161 8 6
Young.......................... 13 14 10 512 17 0 13 7 7 451 10 11 991 10 4

D5 18 4 55 18 4
58 17 0 58 17 0

Biugora ..................... 55 10 8 o5 10 8
Bombala ..................... 21 3 6 21 3 G
Bourke ..................... 39 17 0 216 16 2 247 13 2
Brakhvood .................. 35 16 10 35 16 10

6 13 10 G 13 10
Campbelltowu .......... 16 15 6 16 15 6

9 5 1 67 6 3 76 11 4
106 0 4 106 0 4

14 7 10 42 3 4 56 11 2
62 5 3 62 5 3
68 18 8 68 IS 8

4 9 9 137 13 7 142 3 4
122 IS 1 122 18 1

Glen Inncs.................. 17 4 8 59 4 4 76 9 0
23 18 G 23 IS 6
G4 15 10 64 15 10

G unnedah .................. G8 5 10 97 14 4 166 0 2
43 IS 2 43 18 2

Inverell ...................... 4 9 9 88 7 1 92 16 10
West Kempsey .......... 23 11 2 27 17 4 51 8 6

14 11 8 185 10 1 200 1 9
14 6 2 14 6 2

266 16 1 266 10 1
40 2 2 40 2 2

188 14 9 188 14 9
13 16 9 13 16 9

9 14 4 9 14 4
4 S 0 4 8 0

15 13 11 15 13 n
12 4 G 12 4 6

W&ljjetfc ...................... 10 IS 9 102 1 11 113 0 8
83 6 8 83 6 8
72 12 n 72 12 11

Windsor ...................... ........... 47 8 0 47 8 0

Total............. £ 9,303 11 7 11,233 17 7 577 16 4 27,884 10 11 49,099 10 5

The value of prison labour is estimated at Is. lOd, per diem, with 
■which are fixed by Schedule Rates,

exception of the prison trades, 

SUMMAHT
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Summary (No. 2) of Earnings of fhe various Trades at tlio Established Gaol, 1896.*

Prison Service.

Employment.

tiooknakera ..........................................................
Barbers..................................................................
Blacksmiths..........................................................
Carpenters .......................................................
Cooks ..................................................................
Hospital attendants ..........................................
Lunatic keepers ..................................................
Messengers and servants ..................................
Miscellaneous work..............................................
Needlework .........................................................
Outside work ..................................................... .
Painters ............................................................
School and store assistants ..............................
Sweepers and cleaners ......................................
Tailors ................................................................
Tinsmiths.............................................................
Writers............................... ...............................
Washing and gardening...... ...............................

Total .

Prison Manufactory.

Bootmakers ...............................................................
Brushmakers ...........................................................
Blacksmiths ...............................................................
Bookbinders...............................................................
Carpenters ...............................................................
Hatmaking ...............................................................
Knitters ...................................................................
Matmakers ...............................................................
Marble workers..........................................................
Needleworkers .......................................................
Oakum pickers..........................................................
Printers and Lithographers ...................................
Shrinking cloth .......................................................
Tailors .......................................................................
Tinsmiths.................................................. . .............
Turners.......................................................................
Woodcutters..............................................................

Total

Piusos Buildings.

Asphaltcrs................................................................
Blacksmiths............................................................
Bricklayers and Plasterers .................................
Carpenters ...........................................................
Labourers................................................................
Masons ....................................................................
Painters....................................................................
Plumbers ..... .........................................................
Tinsmiths...............................................................

Amount.
£ 8, d.

110 4 3
309 15 2
44,I 18 3
40 0 0

2,058 19 1)
1,229 14 0

193 16 5
1,126 14 11
4,721 14 5

67 n 8
1,058 ii 1

20 4 8
573 IS 1

0,502 0 4
212 7 8
190 0 4
346 2 8

2.633 1 2

£25,447 1 9

1,921 15 5
657 3 11
134 13 9

1,056 1 11
159 17 6
235 10 0

52 18 6
1,077 0 0

225 11 4
535 0 5

33 13 2
118 0 1
09 4 0

1,910 19 11
972 13 1

99 14 3
42 19 2

£9,303 11 7

85 1 6
1,004 14 7

843 8 6
1,674 5 7
2,766 12 0
3,219 3 0
1,335 7 1

234 3 6
71 I 10

Total.................................................................£11,233 17 7

* Exclusive of the value of cork done for iwlicc vaols.

APPENDIX II.
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APPENDIX II.
Medical Statistics,

A. General medical statiatios of prisons in New South Wales for the year ending 31 December, 1806, 
U. Particulars of prisoners released on medical grounds from the prisons of New South Wales 

during the year ending 31 December, 1806.
C. Particulars of the death of each prisoner who died in the prisons of New Soutli Wales during

the year ending 3) December, 1800.
D. Table showing the daily average prison population, with the number of deaths from natural

causes and from alcoholism during each of the past ten years.
E- Particulars of each case of insanity occurring in tlie prisons of New South Wales during tho 

year ended 31 December, 1806.

Table A.
Gic.vicitAL Medical Statistics of Prisons in New South Wales for the year ending 31st

December, ISOti.

Prison

I>^> ge 
Avwnge u- 

number of ■g .2 
PrisnncrH », jjj 

during the is

e
Cl

£
■S3C
I*4JJZc

Deaths froiii'-

Darlinghurst......
PiiiTaiuattfL ......
Bathurst..............
Bemma..............
Bilocla .............
Goulburn. ........
Maitland ..........
Trial Bay ..........
Albury .............
Armidale , .......
Broken Hil! ......
Bciiilujuiu..........
Dubbo .............
Forbes..............
Grafton ...... ..
Hay ..................
Mudyco .............
Tamworth...........
Wagga. Waggn ...
Wilcannia.........
Wollongong ......
Y ass .................
Young..................
Balranald .........
licgn ..................
Bingcra ..............
Bombala .............
Bourke ............
Braidwood..........
Burrowa............
Campbclltown ...
Casino..................
Cobar .................
Cooma..................
(loonabarabran ...
Coonamblc..........
Cootamundra . .
Cowra............ . ,
Glen Tunes .........
Grenfell.............
Gundagai ..........
Guuncdah , .
Hillston.............
Inverell ..............
Kempsey ..........
Moree.................
Murmrundi ..... :
Narrabri.............
Newcastle ..........
Orange ..............
Poi t Macquarie .. 
Queaiibcyun ....
Singleton ..........
Tarce.................
Teuterfield ....
Walgett...............
Wellington .......
Wenhiorth .... 
Windsor .........

Giand
Totals

Males ... 
Females. 
Total ..

640 580
32S 201
268 52

74 G
190 06
2S4 125
138 11
103 143

31 IS
25 o
37 17
23 1
40 30
13 4
31 2
17 i
10 20
34 19
14 27
10 2
10 i

8 i
33 12

2 4
2-4 2
3
2'1 4

14'2 5
1-3 1

■2 5
■s

4'5
:-2 7
2'1
2-3
3d

lO'o
5'6 26
3
16 4
31
8
3-8 7
3 2 7
2-7

11-5
-6 3

15
3-2

12
‘5
-9
■o ..
•5 2
•3 i

5-1
5
4-S
2-3 4

212-37
230-43
442-8 1,543

2

2

i

4

4

1
i

■

o
2

129—D
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Taisi.e B.

[cdital (jrjumls frjm ilic Prisoi 
cndii)'; diet December, 180G.

ew Soutb "Wales during tbe year

Disease on 1
"Whelhcr
d.sease

IJate at Date of 
Release.

account of oi-ifflnnlcd 
hcJerc nrCduvIc. which released

tion. ng returned by aftm mc])- 
He^lical Officer, tion into 

Prison.

Kamo ol I'rlsou.

Darlingliurst ...

Panamatta.....

Bathurst.....
Bernina .....
Biloela.........
{Jo'ilbnni.....
Tihiillani!. . .
Trial Bay.....
Albury.........
Armidale .... 
Broken Hill 
Deniliquin

Dubbo ,. 

Forbes.. 

Grafton

Hay .....
Mudgee

Tamworth

tVajga Wagga.
Wilcannia .....
Wollougong ,. 
Yass .............

Y oung

Balranald ......
Bega...............
Bingcra .........
Bombala..........
Bourke..............
Braidwood ......
Burrowa..........
Campbclltown..
Casino..............
Cobar ..............
Cooma ............
Coonaharabran.
Coonamblo......
Cootamundra...

Cowra ..............

Glen Innes . 
Grenfell .... 
Gundagai .
Gunnedah . 
Hillston .... 
Jm-erell .... 
Kempsey ...
Moree ........
Murmrundi 
Karrabri .... 
Newcastle .
Orange........
Port Macquarie, 
Queanbeyan 
Singleton...
Taree ......
Teuterfield 
Walgett . . 
Wellington 
Wentworth .... 
Windsor.........

Hex.

M.

M.
M.
M.

M.

F.

M.

M.

fioenster No. mul 
Name ol Prisoner.

Date of 
ttecoi'Liim Scntorire.

0,133195 R.G... I 95|11|95 9 mouths'hard labour; to find sureties' GfP2/95
or 3 months further hard labour.

(i months’ hard labour.......................... 1 21f 5(961,306/98 A.D... j 31/ 3|9G 
31,601(96 F. M .. 12/ 6)90 
3,517j95 M.H ., 24|10;95

101
A. W... 27/11)93 

9/ 5/90

59 B.W.F...

4,496 A.M'C.... 10/ 8/96

21/ 2/96

7o|96 J.J....

41/96 J.H.P....

152
125

■T. J,.. 
H.C...

19/ 3/96

13/ 4/96

13/12/95
17/11/90

3 months’ hard labour. 
18 months’ hard labour...

7 years’ penal servitude . 
9 months' hard labour...

6 months' hard labour.

2 mouths’ imprisonment.

12 months' hard labour..

6 months' labour 
21 days’labour ...

17/ 6(96 
4/11/95

3,’ 11193 
i 7| 4/96

3 months' imprisonment,

26/ 5/90 Disease of 
bladder.

7/ 8/96 Phthisis ... 
11 / 9/96 jiheuuntbm .
3/11/96 Bright's dis

ease.

9(12196 Phthisis 
16/ S/OGj Injury to 

rectum.

20/ 2;9Cl 17/ 3/90 Chronic
diarrhoea.

3/ 8;9G

19/ 3)90

27/ 8(06 Insanity ,,,

7| 5(96 Typhoid ...

3/ 2ri0G 4/ 9/90 Chronic dy 
I sentery;loss
I cf weight.

After.

Before.
Before,
Bofoie.

Before.
Before.

Before.

Before.

After,

Before.

11/12|!)5 161 4(96 Entericfover After. 
.7/11/96 20111)96 Fracture of Befoie. 

skull.
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Table C.
Pauticulatis of the Death of each Prisoaer who diod in the Prisons of iSTew South Wales during the Year ended

31st December, 189G.

*

Name of fi'ison, Sex,
Rfcrisjtor 

Number and 
Namj of 
]',iiHoiier,

eiu
a
13
Vto

D
at

e o
f R

ec
ep

tio
n

in
to

 Pr
iso

n.

Sen ter Co.

i
Date of 

Con
viction.

Date of 
Death

Cause of Death 
fas returned by 

Visiting Surgeon).

Whether 
Disease 

originated 
before or 

after
Reception

into
Prison.

General Health 
on

Reception
into

Prison.

Number)

Pro? iousfCoIi- 1 Ocuipatiou. 

vietions.
!
i

Darlin'’hur5t . Female ISSS.BS E. W.. 30 25,9/05 0 months light labour 25,71.95 11/2/93 Puerperal ccnvul- After___ Good.............. .. 12 Married.
and to find sureties, or signs.
8 months fui thcr 1 ight
labour.

Mule .. 3032/90 A. H.. G5 18,'7,06 1 month hard labour.. 18,7'-C5 21/7,00 Briyht’s disease... Bcfqrc . Bad .................. Nil Seaman.

28;.8 fiO J.D. Si 3/1/7/03 ft ftflfl 2

40391)5 T.M.S, 45 a/D/tts 2Tfll/95 7/1,90 1
cation of neck.

Parramatta . . „ • • nr. j.w.l. iiy 0/0/00 7 days1 imprisonment 0/C/9C 9,'7,SO Alchofism and dc- Before ,. Bad .................. Nil Labourer.

„ . no T.s.. 23 13,(1 P6 19 k\ cars’ penal eervlt’du 1140 93 18‘0/no llcmplcgix.......... >» • - ................ Nil

M ■■ 212 W.L.. 70 21,'10/90 1 month hard labour . 21/10/90 23/19,90 Senile decay ... >> • * Nil Carpenter.

9059 II.G... C9 11 2/00 A 9-on 14 TOG 1 Clerk.

UrrrimA.............. 118/03 11.0... 37 22/12/93 3 years’ hard labour .. 0/12 93 3,'2 00 Paralysis ............ Unknown C Groom or
chemist.

Bilosla .............. Female 2227/ari e.s. .. 40 23/10,90 3 months’ ,, 23 10/90 6,1.90 Gallstones .... Before .. Fair ......... 32 Servant,

Male .. 1137,90 W.O. 41 20/7/90 7 days* imprisonment 20/7/90 25/7/DO Pneumonia After. .. Alcoholism and 1 Labourer.

2147.90 E.S... 77 20/10 90 2 month'?’ hard labour 20/1C/.C 9/12/JO Apoplexy .......... >■ benile decay 4 H

Goulhurn.......... *t ■■ - 9G/J5 E.O. 70 20/!,'00 C months' „ .. 20/1/00 20/2/90 n .......... ^ • • Good .............. .. 44 j,

?> * ■ 95/423 W A... 49 17/11/03 10 j ral’s1 penal sen itVlo 25/5/03 lC/8,90 llroiiehitis.......... ............. .. .................. 5 ..

.. - OOMSOT.t*. .. 2(1 27,11 90 2 years’ hard labour .. 23/11,"95 3i 'sm Phthisis .............. „ ... M ................ 4 M

„ Bf/iffl LG... 51 22 7/.W C months’ ,, .. IB 7,90 25 OHO Bronchial asthma Before .. ” .................. 2 ..

031CSK W... 34 21'4/OG 6 years’ penal servitude e'4.9G 17/10,96 Suicide.................. Nil.,..

„ ■ 91/270 A, W.. 30 10/10/01 7 yunn’ „ ., 2|10;91 13/10/90 Phthisis . .. Before .. Nil.. "

Atnitland .......... Male .. S A.M. 24 0,T/B0 Remanded ................ CL'9C 12/1/90 Poisoning hv eor- Before .. Pvingcondifion Nil Watchmaker.
rosive sublimates

ii j.src. 2G 0,1(90 ,4 ..... .... 17,1/90 Chronic diarrhoea >i It 4. Nil Labourer.

293 S.l)... 73 31/3/00 Snionbhs’imprisonm’nt 31/S'90 20/4/90 2

Arinidale.......... Mule 103 T C. .. 59 1S/4/0G 18 months' hard labour 17/4/90 3/5/96 Diarrhoea .. .. Before .. Bod .................. 1 Farmer,

Broken Hill .... M mm -f c... 30 28,4,00 Remanded .......... .. 2S/4/90 29/4/90 Alcoholism.......... Dying when re 1 Labourer.
ecii ud.

,, 159/10 W.1I. 49 2 5/D6 ,, .................. 2/6.99 7/9/90 Bronchitis and }1 Dying when re* Nil Compositor.
dropsy. ceivcd.

Dcniluinin.......... „ 143 Ml J.Ii... 65 27,7/00 Vagrancy .................. 25/7/90 i:t'S ft; Premature rict&i Debility eonsc- Nothing Labourer.
of nature. fjueut on dis- knou n

east'.

Dubbo .............. 7 1.0. .. 29 Good.............. Nil

no w.vv. 04 2,3/90 12 months’ M . 14'4 90 12.7/9(1 Bronchitis and Before Ailing ........ Nil Tailor.
a st lima.

)) ai o.m. t!3 2S‘l 90 M M " 23/1/SO 11.8 90 Consumption and Nil Labourer.
general decay.

Forbes .............. ■15 J.I .. CS 13/5 90 Suspicion of unsound 13/5,90 18,6/00 Cancer.............. Moribund . .. Nil
mind.

Grafton ..........

Tamworth..........

Wigjpi Waggn Jtale 109 M.D. .. 02 3/12 00 2 months’ hard labour 3/12/96 20,12/06 Heart disease.. Before . Failing ........ Not Lalwurcr..
known

AVilcamiLi..........

Wolloh^ou^___
..................

Yass ..................

Young' ..............

Balranald ..........

Blngara..............

Uomhala ..........

Bourke ..............

................
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Name of Prison. Sex.
Register 

Number and 
Name of 
Prisoner.

jd

s
u
a
<0hO
<

D
at

e o
f R

ec
ep

tio
n

in
to

 Pr
iso

n,

Sentence,]
Date of 
Con

viction.
Date of 
Death.

Cause of Death 
(as returned by 

Visiting Surgeon),

Whether 
Disease 

originated 
before or 

after 
Reception 

into 
Prison

General ITealth 
on

Reccpt’oa
into

Prison,

Number
of

former
Con

victions

Male.. 1 II.B. ... 51 8/1/% Kemcmdcd................ 20.1,00 Before . Suffering from 
enteric fever.

Nil. .

Braidwood ....

CampbeUtown..

Casino ............ .

Cobar ..................

Cooma ..............

Coonabar&bran..

Coonamblc ....

Cootamundra . .............................. i ..

Cowra................

Cten Innes ....
1 ■

Grenfell......

Gundagai..........

Gunncdah ..........

Hllkton........ .. .... i

Inverell..............

West Kempsey.

Murrurumli ..,,

Narrabri . ....
i i

Newcastle ........
j i

Orange..............
..............................  i .... I ..

....

Port Macquarie..
J

Queanbeyan ..

Singleton ........

i
...

Tircc .................. i

Tenterfield ....

Walgett_______

Wellington ...

Wentworth ..,

Windsor ..........
i

Previous
Occupation,

Labourer.

Table D.

Table showing tho Daily Average Prison Population, avith tlie number of Dcatlis from Natural Causes and from
Alcoholism, during each of the past ten years.

Year,

I'car ending 31st December-
1887 ...................................

1888 ...................................

1889 ...................................

1890 ...................................

1891 ...................................

1892 ...................................

1893 ...................................

1894 ...................................

1895 ..................................

1890...................................

in Prison,

Daily Average Nuroter 
Of Prisoners of both text's.

Number of Di-albs from Natural 
Causes ami from Afcoholisio.

Number of Deaths from 
Natural (Jmisf-s and 
from Alcoholism, per 

1,000 per annum.

2,374-56 

2,299-83 

2,227-77 

2,261-IS 

2,458-74 

2,550-69 

2,540-47 

2,443- 8 

2,492- 3 

2,442- 8

i
34#

4 execution?, 1 suicide.
29°

2 executions, 2 suicides. 
33*

3 executions.
2S5

1 execution.
37*

3 executions.
39*

1 execution.
30' _

5 executions, 1 suicide.
21*

5 executions. 
22*

1 execution, 
29*

1 execution, 1 suicide.

14-31 

12- 6
14- 81 

12-33 

10 04

15- 28 
11- S
8-59 
8-82 

11-SG

* Exclusive of executions snd suicides.



Table E.
Particulars o£ each case of Insanity occurring in the Prisons of j^ew South AYales during the year ended 31st Decemher, 1396.

, c -M- Length of c lift oCJ , tS
• 95 *- c el Cl

H g o 5 Imprison- o ? ai “

Name of 
t*rieon. Sex. »«u

£T
o

C

"rfVa
E
o
t>

Occupation 
prior to 

Reception.
Uffcncc or Charge.

tJ
^ uC
^ g 
o S
4i

Sentence 
(if convicted)

ILs4. <?Ci ta
v S

o 3

Mental 
Condition on 

Reception into 
Prison.

a.2
E £
£ z
—1 o
u. £
^ ft

Whether 
known to 
ha-v e been 
Pres iously 

Insane.

ment in the 
Prison pre- 

^ ious to first 
symptoms of 

Insanity 
(m caves

Form of Insanity.
Supposed 
Cause of 
Insanity.

i-i

'll!

3 a - 
ft s-c 
ts Y- c*

■r! o o c H,
<G a £

Ss
■c ’>

rt "£
-S s

Is

4, .H S
^ft.E •

Jig S
*• +» o 
= « ^7 v-
« o ri £ 
S B « S
t3 C ^

w
G

ft
rt v
ft

rt
ft

o oiiginaungf
there)

O■1'
ft

a
•a "
ft

Is
ft !Efi- 5

JJarJiug'hi.irst -► Male 3i 27 Read and Labourer........ Breakin''1 and cntecmir 27/0,95 2 years’ hard labour. 2/1/66 Apparent!) No Not know u On reception Supposed Notknown Yes
write. sane. malingerer.

f* - - 35 36 Clerk ....... Thieatemng" languag-c Remanded .... 3-1,06 Suffering from Yos » - Delirium tremens Drink .. . 10/1/96

5,851 25 Wounding- ................. 5 10,93 Go\ernor‘s xdbasure .. 5/16J93 Insane........... Yes . - Acute melan- Hereditary 27/3/06,
cholia. 10/4/96.

54 40 Yairrano ... . Remanded ............... 4a/96 Delusions ... Not know n >> - Acute dementia Not known Yes 7A/9U
■" i 128 35 Nil. . . SLaLion-iiand .. In possession of stolen 12/11(05 6 months’ hard labour 7-1/9G Apparently No ,, . >7 * • Supposed sane . 17 •

property. sane
isa 50 Read and n - Attempted suicide .. Remanded ............... 8/1/90 Suicidal ......... Yes n • >< • 77 - >3 15/1/96

write.
Delirium tiomens Drink ..110 40 Labourer ... Assault......................... 7/1/96 G months’ hard labour 7/1/96 Violent ... • i - ..

< 5,914 31 Resisting police .. .. 1/11/95 ! j ,, 13/11/95 Eccentric .. Yes .. . . 2 months Supposed sane . Not known

Female
42 2C 1! .. -. Assaulting- police .... 3'l/96 21 class’ ,, 3/1/96 Sane................. No Not known 1(5 days .... 7} ■ - m ■ ■ 1,

866 20 Sen ant ..... Vairrancj...................
Indecent language. .

20/1,06 4 months' ,, 20/l/lH) Eccentric . .
Vos

,, .. On recaption ,, . 7-> - »

Male ! 1
378
370

24
32 .. filarned Uoinan 

Conmiei cial
21/1/96 14 days' LoniiiieiiU'iit . 20/1/96

21/1/96
Suicidal . . ■■ ”

Attempted suicide,.
Drink ... 25/V9643G so Draper............. Threatening language ................. 24/1/06 Suffering from ,, n * ■ Delirium tremens ,,

drink.
Not known 11/2/96,525 59 ilHier............... 18/1,96 3 mouths’ hard labour 27/1/96 Weak intellectj> - ■ ”
Drink

21/2/96.
Female SOS 25 Married woman Riotous behaviour.. . Remanded ............... S-2/D(i Suffering from Yes »» ,, f7 • Delirium tremens 12/2/90

drink.
Male.. 824 36 Bookmaker . Attempted suicide___ 10^2 90 3 months’ hard labour 10 2/06 n ii Y'cs .. .

Supposed fane .. Not known ..
841 33 lb roman . Disobey mg orders... t Remanded ................. 10/2/90 Simo ...... . Yes Not known a ■ li/2/96
842 30 .... j r ........ .. 10'2/&Q ................... ?? ■ ,, . 77 • - 11/2/96
8S9 45 Labourer . . Stealing irom dwelling 1/2/93 7 years' penal sem itude l3/2f&0 Eccentric ... No * 31 • - Y L-S-
893
894

61
22

Seaman .. . 
Gardener..........

Vagrancy.......................
Attempted, suicide..

14 2 96 Dementia .... ii - 21/2/96// ■
25/2/96 lAveek’s imprisonment. 14/2/96 Suicidal ----- No >7 * • n ■ Supposed sane ..

and find sureties.
456 29 School-teacher Assault on police .... 24/1/96 2 months’ hard labour 24/1/96 Effects of drink ,, 1 mouth .... ii - -

Not known
jt

JJ 1,225 20 Seaman ......... Damage property .. 1/2/96 s, ,, 29,-2/90 Weak intellect j j ,, ., On reception Acute melon- No | Sentence expired^ 31/3/flG.
choha.

Female 
Male..

829 43 Publican........... Assault and robbery-. Trial, Quarter Sessions 10/2 06 Eccentric.. Yes „ 1 23 davs ,. Supposed sane
Drink ..

Vos - • •
1,303
1,325

39
32

Married woman 
Labourer ___

Attempted suicide.... 
Indecent exposure ..

o'3'96 On reception 11/3/90
** 7/3/96 Delusions.......... Delirium melan- Not known ” 1 ... 13/3-96

cholia. 1
1 661 35 Larceny .......................

Unlawfully on pre-

24 3/96 Supposed sane

Delirium melan-

1/4^6

Male .. 1,685 42 Draper.......... ... 25/3,96
od^s no.

Eccentric .. Not known 1/4/96
mises. choha-

3,727 26 Storekeeper .. Stealing..................... 30/3/96 2 months’ hard labour 30/3 0O No 77 ■ 77 - - Supposed sane .
Domestic

ii | - - • i/4/961,741

542

25 Attempted suicide... Remanded ................. 2 S/3 96

2S/1/0O

Suicidal ... Yes ....

Male .. 32 Canvasser .... Supposed sane ..
troubles. 

Not known 1/2,-9G
1,956 44 7/4/90 Mentally de

pressed.
Financial ,, 1 .. . 21/4/96

** troubles.
2,095 22 Nil....... Labourer........... Injure a horse: steal- 17/3/90 2 months’ hard labour , 0/4/06 Stupid and! No 77 - it • ■ !» • ■ ,,

i-ff. 14 daj s’ hard labour; 
concurrent.

foolish.

2,084 39 Attempted arson .. 
Assault...........................

13/4/06 Yes Imbecility___ Not knowoi 20/4/96
2,112 57 Tin-smelter . 14/4/00 Effects of drmk ** Delirium tremens Drink 23/4/90

" write. " ’
Old age..i( 2,106 67 Nit......... Fisherman .. Vagrancy ..................... |( 14/4'90 Senility. .. . „ it . 7) * Dementia .... 10'4/90

Female 2,145 51 Married woman Assault........................... 17/4 96 Effects of drmk Delirium tremens Drink .... 24/4/96
■write.

w

Ol



Nome of 
Rnson. Sex.

ci^9C
£
CJ

*3:&■

1

8i»
a

o
o

1 1

1 *
S
3

o
o
E
Cl
Q

Occupation 
Prior to 

Reception.

Darlinghurat . Male .. 2,103 30 Read and 
write.

Grazier...............

>* ■ * 2,143 23 i. Labourer.........

Female 2,S2G 40 Married woman
ii • 2*341 32

Male .. 2,373 54 ” Agent ... ,,

2,427 33 M Commercial
traveller.

2,437 28 Labourer ...
2,500 31 Steward ...........

,, -- 0,345 40 Labourer...........

2,477 36 Canvasser ....
- 2,522 25 M Labouior.. .

• ■ 2,623 27 Rrickmakcr ..
2.7SS J9 T| Seaman ...........
2,833 24 Dealer .............
2,S8G 26 Railway porter

Female 2,018 28 , , TailorebS___
Male .. 3,023 37 11 Labourer...........

Female
3,027 32
3,131 43 71 Widow.............

Mole .. 3,123 GO Cook...................
„ . 3,163 67 ,, Draper ....

3,180 75 ,, Shipwright ... *
3,235 fJ Labourer........

IT • • 3,270 CT |r n ...........
, , 3,425 23 ,, ., ...

Female 3,606 23 )> Barmaid ...
3,693 42 j . Mamed woman.

ii • 3,800 26 Servanc ...........j
»» -• 3,SG9 30 H

**

Mate 3,‘*•59 58 Stonemason .. 1
► i *- 3,930 70 Bead.,.. Labourer. .

Female 4,012 Ifi Nil......... Servant; ...........!

” ’ l
3,424 2G Read and 

write.
it • j

Male . J 4,086 30 Gardener........  |
.. . 1 3,745 44 j, Labourer . .

. 3.0+6 52 t Painter...............
Female 4,431 37 , Servant , ,,

Mai© !!
4,433 49 Married woman
4,654 60 Shoemaker___

it • ■ 4,596 51 ,, Farmer........
i. ■ 4*030 66 >• Chemist ...........

4,637 60 Nil........... Labourer ..,,
Female 3,575 40 Read and 

v.rite.
Ser\ant ...........

Mnlc .. 4,825 31 i T. Miner ...............
j» -- 4,860 3S Salesman ....
j ( 4,043 40 Nil. ... Hawker ...........

"
4,940

1

45 | Read and 
write.

Quarryman .

OrtiencG nr Charge.

^■g
Sentence 

{if eonsictetl).

Mental 
Condition on 

Reception into Prison*

Murder . 

Stealing1

Attempted suicide..,, 
Vagrancy .......................
Ej,po*Hig (tu'O

chargeH), indoc’Ciit language.
Tlcccivhig.......................

Attempted suicide.... 
Insulting language .. 
Malicioualv ivoiunJiii!

Assault ............
indecent language___

Rohbcr.v with violenceVaL'rancy ...........
Attcm|ited suieidc ..
Stealing a letter.........
Stealing from a Ship.. 
Vagrancy ............... ..

Threatening language 
Murder ................. ..

Threatening language
Vagrancy.................
Expose perenn . . 
Attempted suicide. 
Vagrancy .................

Vagrancy,

Arson ... 
Vagrantv

Indecent beha\iour . 
Larceny . ... 
False pretences 
Attempted suicide 
Injuring properly 
Attempted suicide 
IVifc desertion .. 
Assault with intent to 
carnally Itnow 

Indecent language 
■\ a g rat icy . .

Assault........................... | 29/7/06

0/4/06 
21/4-J0fl

37,-1/bc

S/S/'Oa
4/5,06

lB/ii/94

B/fi/flB
13/3/96

23/5/88
11/4/06

s/e/bo

XO/J/Ott

Governor’s pleasure.. 

3 months' hard labour

Remanded

18/4/96 Insane No

6 months’ hard labour, 
f> months' haivl labour 
(cumulative), 3 
months’ confinement 
(concurrent).

r> years’ penal servitude

14 days’ confinement..
Remanded .................
2 years’ and 9 mouths’ 

hard labour.
21 rluj s’ confinement
3 months’ »»

IC^.'SXS) Apparently 
sane.

'/4/fHJ I Suicidal . . Yes 
27/4./{>C | Eccentric .
29,4/96 Weak intellect.. No

l

14 ycars’peniil servitude 
8 niontlis’ liard labour 
Itemauded .............

3 months’ hard labour

Remanded 
Life ...........

Remanded

23/4 96 I 6 months' hard labour 
.,., Remanded *...........

Effects of drink banc.......
Yes

No

Effects of drink 
Weak intellect.

Excitable ... 
j Melancholia .
Delusions...........
Sane ................. .

21/3'flC 1 6 months’ hal’d labour!
.... Remanded...................

1 mouth hard labour..1 
Remanded .....................

7/7/96 ,

14/7/96 f 35 days'confinement . 
21/7/96 1 month hard labour..

16/6/9013/0/96
26 7/90 6/8/90 SU-T/OO
ia/8'96

2/7jOG

Vagrancy...............
Riotous behaviour.

Governor's pleasure .
3 months’ hard labour

21 days' confinement., 
6 years’ penalservitude 
18 months* hard labour
Remanded ..................
21 days' confinement. 
Remanded ...................

6 mouths’ haid labour 

Uunamlcd.............

Mentally 
depressed. 

Eveiiable .. 
Insane.........

No

2/6/96

4/S ■06 
7/f>/96 

2/11/94

5/5/%
8/fyW

8/6/96 21'5/90 
27/5/96 
27.’fi/9ti 
28/5 VG 

5/6/96

5/6/06 
8/6/96

10/6/96 
12 C/06 
13/6/90 
16.0 96 
n/O-SG 
2G<'6/96 
4-7,96 
8/7/96 

10/7,96 
15/7/96

14.7/90 
21/7/96

22/7m 
2C/0/96

257/96 97/06
10/8/96 
10/8,96 lfi/8/116 
18/3/9G 
19/8/96

24/S/0C Weak intellBnt 107/9(5' „ „ .

3I/S/96 Delusions . „
1/9/96 Effects of drink Yes
9/9 90 Sane................ „
7/0/96 ; Eccentric .. 1 T,

i

Suicidal . . .
Sane................
Weak intellect. 
Morose.. . . 
Effects of drink 
Weak intellect 
Effects of drmk

Suicidal ,, .
Melancholy...

Effects of drink 
Melancholy . .

Insane...............
Weak intellect

Effects of drink 
Doubtful . . !
Eccentric......... j
Effects of drink.
Sane ...............

Depress d spirits 
Effects of drink

Yes
No

No
Yes

No I 
Yes 1 
No 
Yea .

No

Yes 
No 
Yes ;

Yes | 

No

Whether 
know'll to 
have been 
Previously 

Insane.

Length of 
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merit m the 
Prison pre
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* insanity 
(in
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tlicre).

Form of Insanity.
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Not known
On reception! Insanity...............

i
Not known S'T.’mj,

23/7,06
Yes ........ 0 days........... Supposed sane .. Yes

Not known On reception1 ,, .. M 28'4/00
«i • • 7 • • .. 1/5/IKJ

Supposed sane ..

» • ft -•
Del 1 riiun tremens Drink

-

li/S/fJG
Yos ........... Sane ................. >>

Not known Delirium tremens Not known No Fine pa d* 11/5,96 ...........
u - - M ■ • Subject to acute 

mania.
77 . - Yes .

i> • n ■* Dementia ...... Not known No Sentence expiree , 10/7,96
Delirium tremens Drmk ___ Yes 10/6 96

n < Sane.......................
M

Melancholy ___
.. . i 4‘0/nCj

-- Not known No Sentence expired aCi/S/06

Sane ................... Yes 19; 6/06
„ - Epileptic insanity Not knowr. 13/11/06,

23/11/96. i» ' Sane ................. •23.G/9G

Dementia .. .
............... Yes 19.6AIG

YCS ... n . Old age___ No Sentence expiret. , 22/10,0
Not known ii , San© ................. Not known Yes 17/6,06

Delirium tremens Drink .. . 2G/U/96
it • ■ - Epileptic........... Epilepsy . NO Sentence expired*10/9/0G,t . it ’ • Alcoholic . . Drink ... 11/7/00 ___ ...
” .. .. Sane ................... ........ Yes

.. .... 14(7/9G
” ■ „ ■■ Delirium melan. 

cholia.
Not known 29/7/flb

Yea . .. 3 davs........... Sane ................... Yea Sentence expired* 27/S/96
Not known 1 rinv ......... Delirium melan- 

choha.
Not known No Sentence expired* ULh/tki

1 J
On reception San© ................... ........ To her liberty, la/lu uo..

» ■■ Dementia ......... Not known Yes ...

ID days ___ Alcoholic .. . Drink ___ Sentence expiree , t4/&190
Yes ., ,, On conviction Doubtful............. Not knoviii
Not known Eccentric Sunstroke.

On reception Alcoholic . . Drink .... 14 3/06
■ Epileptic............... Epilepsy .. No Fme paid, 13'8/ftG ..

(( Sane Yes ___ 21/S'H> . -
, n Alcoholic . .. Drink .. . — 25/8 96 - .

77 ■■ n -- ii ........... „ .... 24/S/0G ...

Chronic mania. Not known 31/S.‘06
Yes ........... 1 month and 

21 davs.
Not insane........... Yes

On reception Ko
Not known Alcoholic ........... Drink ___ :::: s o/ou

Not insane ___ 11 tPOfi

” " »» • • 11.0,00

■£ a o

■5 c o g

i Y'es.



Name of 
Pnbon.

DarlSnghurst .| Male ,,
I.,

j,015

Penialc ^,0^1 Male ., 1
5,243 j remnJc 5,24+

Malo.

romcile
Male
Fomolo
Male

Female 

Male .

Female 
Male . 
Female 
Male ,

Parramatta

5,417 
5.527 
f.,54S 
S^iO 
Fi.ftt.5; 
5,044 
5, GUO 
5,097

fi,C6S
5,02a
5.441

0,001
5,5300,020
G,04S

6,050
0,107
0,139

5,550
0,179

0,225

5,5300
0,237
0r34S
0,340
G.+Sfi
0,507
0.074
fi.70'1
(1,079
0,^7
0,909
0,949
7,005
7,009

407
40S

dOO
411 
413 
415
417
419

Read and 
vri ICC.

31)
:$2
4S

10
39 
28

52
22
40

1010
7S 
n:i ; 
33

21
02

10

Nil.
liefu

Nil . 
Read and write.

Nil 
Head and 

write

Oerii|>a(:an 
prior to 

Keception.

LamponaVer ,.

Ser\ant ...........
Cook ...............
Baker ...........
Married woman 
Labourer .

Offence or Cliarje.

Piano tuner 
Formei .. 
Carpenter 
Seri ant 
Fannei ... 
Servant ... 
Seaman ... 
Dealer .....

Painter.. . 
Labourer..

Pointer___
Engineer.. 
Servant **

Clcrgymaii 
Engineer..

Drover.... 
21iner ..,,

Bootmaker 

Labourer.. 

Butehcr ..

Machinist 
Music teacher 
Labourer 
Sen ant 
Hannan
Traveller
I^nbnii rcr 
stoi ckeepei 
Labourer

Read,... Miner . 
Read and Labourer 
write.

O room ., 
Buteiuir 
Tailor ..
Labourer 
Dea'cr .. ,

i

I -2*I f. '

Riotous behaviour.,

^■ag^aney...............

Attempted suicide

Inflict grievous bodily 
harm,

Assault .. ...................

Threatening Jamiuagc 
Attempted *.uie!<lo,, . Wife desertion .....
Vagiancy.......................
Disobey o:xlcr^

Sentence 
(if cuiivictedy

Hemandetl ,

I II

ifental 
Condition on 

Reception into 
Prison.

^ « I Whether 
g S known to 

— S I have been 
I Previously 

-= ^ Insane.

T.cngth of 
Imprison

ment in the 
Prison pre

vious to first 
symptoms of 

Insanity 
(in coses originating 
there).

Supjwsed
Form of Insanity. Cause of 

Irsanitj.

11,^90

Injure property.........
^ Stealing

| Atti'inptcd sulclile .. 
' Break imr. entering, 

aii<i slealing
Assault.......................
Stealing .................
Drunk.*md disorder I,<.

Indecent language! 
Vagmncy ,. .....
False pretences .. .

| Attempted puit idc.,

' Riotous behasiout .
> Stealing .....................

31 SPG 
2S.7/DG

23'9 90 i 
2H-7/9U

Weak intellect

1 month liaid labour. 14'f)/96
H iiidiitl,4,> . r 17:9/95! \t ..
Rcmanclod ............. , 2"5/9 W 1 Effects of drink
2 days* cuuflnetiH-nt ^ 23 9dNj | Nerve prostr'n.
Governor's pieasinx'.. 24 9t»0| Insane.............

j Remanded

22 8/90 32months'confinement I.VIO'IUJ
I Remanded .................

„ ............... 17 10 96-
21/lO^t:
20/10/06

23-10 9fi 
] 7/10/96

! 21>%Q0 
I

10'iiVofl
. 21/10/96 

. 13/13 WS
Vagrancy.........

Breaking, entorirg, ... 
ami stealing. ,

Attempt to inflict ___
grievous bod ily harm,

Rtealmfr .........\........... |131I/9(J
Drunk and disorderly. ___
Attempted Fulticl*' ... ....
Vagrancy.....................................
Illegally on premises................
Vagrancy................. .......
Attempted suicide................ ..
Forgery ....................... .
Vagrancy ........... 13,'12 00
Attempted suicide ... ..
Vagrancy ..................... i 3'12/%
Attempted suicide -----
Larceticy....................... !4/12'Dti
Stealing .. .............................

31ahc*iously wounding * 10/4/!>." 
Robbery with violence! 28/2/05

Hors-t’ stealing...........
Stealing .........
Assault.......................
Attemptedsulcldo.. 
ILxposmg ]ierB0n .... I

Tn possession of stolen] 
propert\. I

mow13'10/n.jI 1/11/95 
! 10/2,‘DO
| 7/3,94 

0/4 90

J S/lO'Ofl ! Effects of drink 
.'8-10 95! ,, ,,

9»l0/06! .. .
I0rii>»90 ..

Moody . . .
Weak intellect 
Sane

,, ............... 10/10/M

9 months1 hard labour 17,1(F96 
7 dayu’ cunlLncment. 20,1(» iKi 
Remanded........... | 3'10/96

„ ................. ' .r;/ii/fts
fi months’ hard labour l J/10 90 7 davs' and 3 montliss', (I/IO/OG 

confinement.
Remanded....................1 OH/tK?
12 mojilitV bard labour 10/10, fW

Remanded.,. ... . i0'1196 
11 tlav.s’ eonrmcinent 10/11-96 3 months’ hard labour 12/11/90
9 ..27 10/96
Remanded.............  10/11 90

. Sl/iO/OO 

. 13'11/96

12nionths' hard labour 24/IQ/GG
Remanded ..................... -JO-ll/SO

,,  25/11/90
„  •svii/oe
,, ...................  2 12/90
„  2'12’fK;

12-12 90 
. 14/12 96 

12/I2f06 
’23/32 96

Effect a of drink

Sane ..................

Insane.............

Sane...................

Effects of drink

Sano .........-,..
Delusiona ....

Effects of drluk 
Excitable .... 
Insane ...............

Epileptin...........
Weak intellect

Sane___

Excited
Effects of drink

Weak intellectSnnc.......
Effects of drink

Sane1 mon lb hard hibou:
Remanded...............
3 month i’ hard labour 2.1 12 00 [ Insane
Remanded ........... <23 12/90
fl years' hard labour. 30/12-96 
Kemanded ................. UI,12/,96

Effects of drink

3 years' hard labour..
4 » „ -■

SS/d-’flS 
0/3 95

2 ,, ,. lC/S/fi49 mamhs’ hanl labour Sl'l'J^Q") 
24/12/.15 11 2 90

2 years’hard labour.. 
21 davs’ confinement

S/3,94
7/4/90

Ncrious . 
Effects of drink

No record ..

No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

No
Yes
No

On reception Not insane.

Dementia .

Alcoholic 
Debility ..

Yes 
Nat 1

Y 08 ......

Not known

Yes ...........

Not known

Yes ...........

Not known

Knott 
Not If

n ... 
now

Known,.

2Sdays ....

On reception 
25 days 
On reception

•»
On conviclionj 

On roeeption

19 days___

S „ ....

1 month.... 
On reception

6 dnj's . . . 
On reception

IS days .

250 ,,
307 „

218 M .
62 ,, .
25 ,,

On reception 
587 days.... 
On reception

Alcohol .

Sane.....................
Mental debility
Sane...............
Alcohol...........

Malingerer .. 
Sane .................

Subject to acute
Jiiuniu.

Sane ....

Alcohol ,,
Sane .. . 
General jiaralysLs 

ofirnmno. * 
Relit, mal.
Sane ....

Malingerer..

Sane .............

Drink

• i

Drink 

Not known ., 

Epilepsy . Yes

Yes

Alcohol 4... Drink

Sane .... 
Epileptic 
Alcohol .

Sentence expired, 
IA 11/9(1,,
23(11'% |

___  |1211/96
.. .11/12 %,19,'12 90

Fine

Aleoliol 
Dementia 
Suicidal mania 
Epilepsy., 
Alcohol ..

No record

i Epilepsy 
i Drink .

Drink . 
Not known

No record

2$ T t/no IKiid, 12/11

23/11/20

25/11/90

•27/11 Ml 
9 l2,tK; 

27Al^t)6 
9 12 96 

23;i2.%

Yes

15/'. 9G 
16/5 90

M/l 2,0(1

Yee. CO

es.

Yes.

M
w
4^
<1



Name oE Jenson. Sex.
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Mental , Condition on Reception into Pnson.
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Whether known to haie been Prei ionsly Insane. ’

Length of Ini]>nson- ineut in the Prison previous to first symptoms of Insanity (in cases originating there).

Form of Insanity. Supposed Cause of Insanity.
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CJouft
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f arramatta , .. Male . 42f) 30 Nil .. .. Labourer...... Vajirancv ........... 1/4'06 3 months' confl ncmciit 2 '4,‘90 No record .. . Not knoun 12 davs . No record . . ... 4'J1 33 Head ami i» • * Drunk and obfecene 12/3/bU i» j* * * 14/4/96 • • - On reception ii ■ •write JangUa'ge.1 452 27 ,, Cook ......... Breaking, entering, 17/9/05 4 \ cars’ penal scr\ itude IS/lO/Su i r . . 1S3 davs_and stealing.■ 423 41 ,, Labourer .... Idle and disorderly .. 20/4/06 1 month’s hard labour 21/4/96 <■»42<l 20 ,, Assault ............. 1S/5/98 1 ,, ,, .. 14/5/90 M • * ■ > On reception42$ 00 ,, Murder............... 4/10/92 Life ................ 2Grtltf»2 , Known .. 1,280 dav*430 97 Laroens ............ 17/H/95 12iuontbs’harfl labour 24/12-95 n • - • Not knouri 173 „ . .4‘H 40 Groom...... Stealing ............. 22/IV9G 1 ,, . 23/0 06430 41 ,, Malter ... . Attempt to break ami 10/4/96 2 i ears’ ,, .. 2/6/96 Sv%ne.............. Known . . 30 ^ . . Delirium mania.. Not known Yes.enter viitli intent tosteal.444 2$ Nil...... 11/4/94 3nfe................. 25/51% Yes440 3S liuatl and Chemist ...... Pulse pietenees .... 4/12^5 3 years'penal servitude 0/12,95 M - ■ 296 General paialisis Not known YOS.write448 22 - Labourer.... 'tagraiiqi............ 19/0/96 4 months’ hard laboui 25/S/90 .............. ■ > 33 „ . Acute mania_ Mastui ba- Yes
4 tO 40 1/11)'% 8 „ ,, 1/16-% Doubtful....  i ., Known ... 3 „ .. . Melancholia .,. Alcohol .4R2 04 29/6/90 6 ,, 23»6,96 109 ....... Delirious mama.. Not known455 33 Clerk ........ 22dO/iW 14 da^s' ,, 22aO/Dfi Doubtful .... 1 .. idiy ... ”
458 20 21/10/00 27/10/93 1 f Melancholia .. , Yestion.450 31 ...... Assault............ 23'10/66 21 days’ ,, 29/10'9(J Insane 1 „ . . Delirium treinem Alcohol Yes450 44 j, Threatening language 27a0/!)0 3 months* ,, 2/11/% Epilepsy .. .. On reception401 57 ,, ,, , .... Assault.............. 21^/66 2 ,, coiiiineinent 22/9/06 43 das's ,, Melancholia .. . Epilepsy463 8l> Injuring property .. 13/10/% 2 ,, ,, 14/10/% Sane.......... 23 „ .... JCecerilrie ...... Not known405 33 ,, Tinfimith...... Drunk ............... 12/11/90 7 dais’ 12'11'% Insane........ 4 ,, Delirium brcmpiv; Alcohol408 29 ,, Cook .. . Wounding with intent 18/6/95 lOyears'pcnalservitude 24/11/96 Doubtful .. .. ,, On reception Delirious melan- Not knowncholia.400 3S j Baker . . .. Fraud ............... 21/S/M 7 » >i 9<fnW) j? . • Suicidal mania , Yes.470 2-i Labourer . .. Assault............... 14/10/06 0 months' hard labour 16-10,06 ii • * j, 49 days. .. Epilep«v, .. . Yes.477 IS Mailboy .. . Indecent language . .. 2'12/0fl 21 days’ ,, 4/12/90 Sane......... ,, 17 ,, ... Melancholia . Masturba- 22/12/96tion.470 21 ,, Labourer .. Stealing ............ 10/12/96 G monthb' i.yi2W> ,, ......... ,, 12 ........ Not known Yes.4 SO 23 j, Bookmaker, . lireaking.entering.and 24/8/96 Gyears'[)ena] sen itude 25/8/96 j j 120 ,, ... Yes.stealing (4 charges) 1481 40 t1 Drover....... Larceny as a bailee .. 4/S/90 G months’ hard laboui 5'3/96 142 „ .4S2 20 ,, Labourer,, Stealing ............. 1 C/12/96 22/12 96 ,, ............... ,, 9 ....... Suicidal mania.. Masturba- Yes.

1 tion.
Bathurst -. . T, - 17 57 Nil .... Nil............. 13/1/% 3 ,, ,, 13G/1HJ

:>t2/QQr> . IjG 27 Head ,, Cook ....... Vagrancy............. 13/4/06 Remanded.......... lS/4,^6 Suspected in- 1 es ,, Suspected Suspected of 25/4/90 ., _sane. insane. being insane.„ 232 2S Head and Labourer . .. Unlawfully and felon- 0/6/06 Trial Quarter Sessions 11 C‘9G No symptoms 47 cla\ s _ Religious mania Not known 1/3 9G,1 write. lously assault and obsen ed. 17/3 9GJj rob.„ . 4-4 S 35 » Sailor....... Stealing ............ 4/11/00 1 month hard labour.. ■1/11 '96 Delhimn tre- 1 <lay...... Deliiiuin Alcohol .. Yesmens. tremens.
.......

1

Goulhurn.... Male ., 358 02 Bead and Labourer...... Breaking and entering 27/3/96 G > ears’ penal 24:10 96 Quiet ...... Not known 1“ days .. No rccoid ., .. Not known Yeswrite. and stealing, and servitude.nial iciously wonnd-
52 52 22/2/04 25/3/94” servitude. ” 2l dai s " ”

275 50
”

Wheelwright ., Suspected person .... Under remand ...... 36-7/90 Rambling .... Yes On reception
“
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X
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Mule . 4>j 3S
1/9/90

13'10/DG

11 ft/3G
1/9/9G

isao;o6

Weak ........ Yes .... Yes\v rite. Nil. Seaman ...... ' 7 days . . Injury in head.
Alcoholism

ft/9/oe
Female S5i ol

Indecent language .. 3 months' confinement (cumulative).3 months' hard labour
............. 19/9/90

isas-iw
Ti ta! Bay ... * Albury ,. . .Annulate ► ,,Broken Hill . .

write. ...... days. 21/12/06
1

Forbes . ,Grafton .. .
■Miulgee .. . Male

Female
To
M

.
5fl

Head andwrite. Bead .
Labourer ....
Married .. .

Drunk and obscene language.Threatening language
14/7/6(1
4/8/9G

14 days' hal’d labour..
7 days' confinement..

ie.7/90
4/d/OC

Normal, quiet.. Not known
Yes ...

.......

4 days'... . Dementia .. .. Not known 30/7/06 1/8/06 10/S/90
Tamworth . Wngga, Wagga..

12/S/9C
........ f ..

Wollongong «............Young- .... .Balranald . . .Ilcga ..........Bingera. ...Bombala . ...

..

......
: ■ ........ i.... |Braidwood ... Burrowa . ..Campbcllto-.i'u.. Casino . ...Cohar . .Cooma . . .

:f

;■
........

Cootanmnilra . Cowra.......... Male iio' 27 Uead and write. Hombrcakof?. Vagrancy......... iT/niso 21 days’ bal’d labour.. 37/11/90 luranc ....... Not known On reception Mania ...... ... Fracture of skull. 20/11/00 27/11 06

Gtmdagni . ....... i..1
........ i ..West Kemj wi. ........ 1 --

Marrabri .:.., Iseucaaile .. . :
J'ort Macquarie.. Qiteanbcy&n . . •Singleton . ...

Weltingion....
Windsor....... ...... i ........

CO

Total, 177. Of tins number, 121 showed symptoms of insanity on reception, and 33 within one month after admission,
Exclusive of this number, 36S persons were remanded into the various Gaols charged with being of unsound mind or for protection, and 41 others were received suffering from the effects of drink,
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. APPENDIX III,

PART A.

Returns Concerning Prisoners.
1. Return of prisonera received into the prisons of Nett1 South Wales, and of those disposed of,

during the year ended 3lst December, 1S96.
2. Return of the daily average, the greatest and tho least number of prisoners in custody in each of 

■ the prisons of New South Wales, during the year ended 3lst December, 189G.
3. Return showing the number and sentences of prisoners under each period of sentence of penal

servitude, hard labour, or imprisonment in all prisons on the 31st December, 1896.
4. Return showing the population of New South Wales, with the number of prisoners sentenced to

death, to penal servitude for life, to imprisonment on indictment, and on summary conviction 
or want of sureties in each year from 1890.

5. Statement of the restraints, punishments, and offences during the year ended 31st December, 1896,
in each of the prisons of New South Wales.

0. Statement of accommodation for prisoner in the prisons of New Smith Wales during idle year 
ended 31st December, 1890, and of the daily average and the greatest number of prisoners.

7- Return of prisoners within each of the following period of age remaining in each of the prisons of 
New South Wales on the 31st December, 1896.

NO. 1.

Retue>' of Prisoners received into tie Prisons of New South Wales, and of those disposed of, during the year
ended 31st December, JS9C>,

Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

Number of prisonera in paol on 1 Jamiarr, 1806 ,. .. 2,221 239 2,461) Di*5]>osud of—
Received— Discharged on expiration of sentence or commitment 12,062 8,242 15,304

Under commitment, not having been in oustedin Discharged iflnos paid) ................................................ 8S0 148 1,028
other gaols, viz.;— Discharged on license.......................................................... 23 23

Remanded and discharged . .............................. 2,306 386 2,692 Discharged on pardon, iemission, or aorninutatiou of 441 is 454
Remaining on remand At end of year .................. 36 6 42 sentence

For trial at Assizes and Quarter Sossious. anti the Removed to industrial schools and reformatories ... 41 22 63
result Removed to lunatic asylums .................................. 151 51 202

Male. Female Total. Committed suicide.............................................................. 1 1
Tried and convicted.............. 462 30 402 Died ................................................ .......................... 27 2 20

1 1
Remaining untried at the end 05 3 93 hrscapcd. and recaptured .............................................. 10 10

of year.
Otherwise disposed of ... iX- 7 103 Remaining in custody at the end of the year.............. 2,140 217 2,357

852 62 914
Convicted al Assizes and Sessions (not previously in 313 ](J 329

prison).
Convicted summarilv .......................................................... 0,888 2,978 12,816
Want of sureties .............................................. 58 6 64
Debtors and civil process.................................................. 66 2 GS
Na>al apd military offenders...................................... S7 87

Total...................... . .. 15,777 3t69ri 19,472 Total.................................................. 35,777 3,695 10,472

Transfers—Males, 1,744 ; Females, 82.
Number of prisoners actually committed to gaol during ISftC, 17,012; number dischargedj 17,115

No. 2.

RETurnr of the Daily Average, the G-reatest and the Least Number of Prisoners in 
Custody in each of the Prisons of New South Wales during the Tear ended 31st 
December, 189G.

Name of Prison.

Daily Average 
Number of 

Prisoners in the Tear.

Greatest Number 
of Prisoners in Custody 
at one time and date.'

Least Number 
of Prisoners m Custody 
at one time and date.

Mate. Female. Total. Male. Female, Total. Date. Hale. Female. Total. Date.

Darlinghurst...................... 465 84 549 524 3b 012 4/2/96 410 00 476 5/1/00
Parramatta.................... 323 328 334 334 l7/8'9a 290 2110 1/12/96
Bathurst.............................. 252 10 20S 277 13 205 23ni/tw 227 is 240 15DD6
Berrima — *................ 74 74 84 S4 7/11/98 66 66 21/2 9G
llilocla................................ 114 75 190 138 104 242 11/4/96 90 54 144 10/8/96
Oonlburn.............................. 275 9 284 809 7 807 245 ft 254 * 8/KVD8
Maitland.............................. 127 11 138 ]ftl I) 170 23/5/98 102 7 10ft lO'lO/M
Trial Bay............................ 103 193 122 122 17/6/90 83 83 isn/uo
Albury.............................. 30 1 31 41 3 44 17/1/98 20 1 21 30/5/96
Armidale.............................. 23 2 25 28 3 81 22T1/90 15 15 14'6 IK)
Broken Hill ...................... 31 3 37 44 4 48 14/12/90 25 2 27 10/5/96
Deniiiquin ........................ 20 3 23 29 4 33 14'5tt0 12 1 13 S/h/ftO
Dubbo .................................. 30 4 4(1 5*5 S 63 ] 1A/9U 26 3 2ft 28/11/90
Forbes .................................. 12 1 13 21 3 24 0/7/98 7 7 9/10'ft6
Grafton .......................... 30 1 31 41 41 i/s/fm 21 1 22 22/11 %
Hay...................................... 16 J 17 26 1 27 8/2'9G 9 1) 15/10/95
Mudgee .............................. 17 2 19 27 4 31 26/1/96 12 0 U 4,10*95
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i i
Daily Average j Greatest Number [ Least Number

Num\»er of \ of Prisoners tu Custody ' of Prisoners in Custody

Name of Prison.
I Prisoners in tho Year. at one time anti date.* at one time and date.’

Male. Female. Total. Male. , Female. Total, Date. Male. Female. Total. Date,

Tnnmorth.......................... S2 2 34 42
i
. 2 41 23/12/1X5 22 2 24 30/9 rl)G

Wagga Wagga .............. IS 1 14 29 3 82 12/1,96 6 8 21/D/96
Wilcannia.......................... 16 16 22 ,, 22 10/4/96 11 11 27/8/90
Wollongong...................... IS i is lie 1 3 3!> 16/2/96 0 9 27/4/06
Yaaf ................................ i i 8 18 1 .... is 22''3/0fl 2 2 2/S,‘96
Young .............................. 31 2 33 41 i 2 43 27/9’96 23 2 25 1/1/90
Itolr&iiald.......................... 1'5 *60 2 S | 1 9 S/4/96 Nil. 14 to 

28/11/96
Begft................................... 3-3 1 24 b 5 5/2/06 1 1 21/7/96
Bin gem.................. ... ,. 3 3 9 1 1 10 17/12/06 1 1 7/8/96
Bombala ........................... 2 ■i 2-1 6 1 " ti 26/10/06 1 1 Fromlto

29/1/96
Bourke.............................. 12'2 2 14 2 22 s 27 23/8/96 r, 5 22/12/flG
Braid'ttOod......................... 1*5 T5 4 1 ■■ 4 8/6/90 Nit l/ll/oo
Burrowa..................... ..... • ‘2 *2 6 \ 6 17 to 

21(1/96
Nil 23/3 to 

4/8/96
Campbclltown................. ■8 .. *a 4 4 26/4/96 Nil 1/1/00
Casino ............................... 4-3 *2 4*5 10 in mm Nit 28/8/96
(Jobar................................... i *2 7*2 16 •• 16 15/10/06 2 2 3/5/96
Oooma................................ 2 *1 2*1 6 !_____ 6 23/11/96 1 1 m/96
Coonabambran................ 2*1 ■2 2*3 7 j .... 7 13/6/96 1 1 1/1/96
Cocmamble ...................... S *1 3*1 11 i .... 11 17/12/96 Nil 16/3/06
Cootamundra .................. D'l 1-4 16-6 25 1 5 28 2/1/96 1 2 2 26/8/90
Cowra.............. .................... 5*2 -4 iva 11 11 20/12/96 1 1 n 22/10/96
Glen limc^ .................... 2'6 '4 3 ti 1 1

1 ....
7 30/3(90 Nil 21 to 

30/5/06
Grenfell.............................. 1-6 1-6 4 4 7 to 

9/1/96
Nil I to 

18/6/06
Gundagai ........................ 3-1 3-1 ft 1 ■ - • 9 Jl/7/96 1 1 31/8/96
Gunncjah.......................... 7 1 8 13 j 2 In o/a/fte 3 3 8/6/96
Hillston.............................. 3*8 as ft 1 - 9 l/l/IW 1 1 4/10 to 

6A1/9G
Inverell.............................. 2*2 1 3-2 7 ( 2 9 2/4/96 Nil 13/11/06
Kempsey .......................... 2*7 27 7 7 22/6/90 1 1 5 to 

13/4/96
Moree................................. 11M ■1 11*6 21

l ....
21 10/10/96 1 ^ 6 1/8/90

Murmrundi ...............* •fi •1 *6 4 i • *’ 4 29/2/96 Nil i inw
Narrabri............................. 14*9 •1 15 26 i 27 24/10/90 8 8 18/7/90
Newcastle.. ..................... 3 •2 3*2 10 3 15 1/12/0G Nil 8/10/90
Orange .............................. 11 12 16 23 B/l/96 , 3

17/3/96 ....
3 23/8/96

Port Macquarie.............. *5 •5 3 3 Nil 3l/l2'9G
(^unanboyan....................... ■s *'l ■9 7 .... 7 7/1 «0 1 .... 1 14/6/96
Singleton .......................... •2 .... *2 6 1 tt 26/8/9G ■■ Nii Sl/12/96
Tarce................................... Ti .... 6 4 1 ■ • 4 25-8/96 ' 1 i 28/11/96
Teuterfield .................. ■a ■3 3 1 .... 3 20/1/90 Nil R3/96
Walgett............................... 6 ■i 6 1 13 1 '2 16 2$/2'9G i i 12/2/BO
Wellington ...................... r, 5 12 ' * 12 28/2/96 i ........... i zeft’Oe
Wentworth ...................... 4-S 4‘8 9 ft 20/3 96 ' 1 1 3/1/00
Windsor.......................... 2-27 , -03 2-3 6 i ■■ ■ R S-'liOO Nil ■■

Total in Gaols .. 2212-37 . 230*43 2442-S 1
1 l

.... .... 1....

No. 3.
Ketijbtt showing the Number mid Sentences of Prisoners under each period of Sentence 

of Penal Servitude. Hard Labour, or Imprisonment in al! Prisons on the 31st 
December, 1896.

Period of Sentence.

Penal Servitude and Hard Labour
Life...................................................
29 ycara ...........................................
25
24

23
2221
20

fi

1>
11
>1

19
18

17
16

15
14
13

12

ft
>3
>1
1)
>1
>3

11
10
9

8
7

5
4S
4i

11

31

41
» J 
11

Number of Prisoners on the 3tst Dccrmbur, 1300.

Males.

Females. Total.

Sentenced to Imprisonment 
only.

Com
mitted by 
Ordinary 
Courts

Males Females, Total.

31 1 32 3
...._.

O

.....

" *2

n 11
- j

1
21 21

6
...

" 48 48
..... 1 .....

1 1 ..... l .....

10 16 ..... I
S9 89 ..... ' ......
1 1

"45 " 45

' 144 144
1 1
9 9

* .....
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Period of Sentence

>T

Males.

Com
mitterl by 
Ordinary 
Courts.

imber of P

Females.

isoners on

Total.

.he 31gfc December, 18!)0.

Sentenced te Imprisonment 
only.

Males. Females. Total.

122 2 124
a? .. ______ o 2
si- 6 0 i 1
3} ’’ ............................................................... 41 41
s' ........ ......... ....................................... 170 3 173 .......

Over two years .. 41 41
24 months and over 23 months.......................... 142 3 145 .......
23 • 22 „ ........................
22 21 ii .......................... 1 1
21 .. 20 , .... 5 5
20 ,, 19 n .....................
10 „ ^ ii .......................... 1 1
18 ,, 17 ,, ........................ 80 3 83 4 4
17 » Hi ii ........
10 „ ir> ................................... 2 2
i» ,, 14 ,, ......................... 21 1 22
14 fl 13 ii ......... 1 1 2
13 „ 12 ................................... 4 4
i2 ;; 11 „ .......................... 109 6 115 9 0 14
11 » 10 „ .......................... 3 3
10 ,, 0 „ .......................... 8 8
9 ii s " .......................... 68 1 59
8 „ 7 „ .......................... 9. o 1 1
7 (> i" 7 7
6 „ •r> „ .......................... 223 54 277 5 2 7
15 ,, 4 ,, ................. !) 2 11
* „ 3 „ .......................... 29 5 34 8 2 10
3 „ 2 ................................... 166 45 201 14 9 23
2 „ 1 ................................... 59 12 71 36 7 43
4 weeks and over 3 weeks.................................. 57 6 63 18 10 28
3 „ 2 ,, .................................. 10 10 30 2 32
2 „ 1 week :................... ............ 30 3 33 8 3 11
7 <laya ............. 6 6 22 12 34
6 41 .............

.....................
4 ,, .................................................................
3 „ ............................................................... i 1 2 1 3
2 ii ............. ..................... ................. i 1 0
1 day................. 1 T

No term specified i 1 19 19

Total ........................ 1,831 149 1,980 178 59 237

No. 4.

Ektdkv stowing the Population of New South Wales, with the Number of Prisonera 
sentenced to Death, to Penal Servitude for life, to Penal Servitude or Hard Labour 
for a term of years, to Imprisonment on Indictment, and on Summary Conviction 
or want of Sureties in each Year from 1S90.

Year.
Population of 

Now South 
Wales.

Number of Prisoners Sentenced to

Death,
and

Death
Recorded.

Penal
Servitude

for
Life,

Penal So 
Hard J

By Quarter 
Sessions 

or Criminal 
Courts, 

Three years 
and upwards.

•vif.udc or 
jabour.

By Quarter 
Sessions 

or Criminal 
Courts. 

Under Three 
years.

Imprison' 
merit 

only on 
Indictment. 
By Quarter 

Sessions 
or Criminal 

Courts.

Imprison
ment

on Summary 
Conviction 
cr Want 

of
Sureties.

1S90 ........................... 1,121,860 7 240 386 121 10,921

1891.............................. 1,165,300 7 2 254 439 109 12,309

1892.............................. 1,197,650 5 4 207 427 78 12,474

1893.............................. 1,223,370 10 244 477 84 12,764

1894.............................. 1,251,450 10 211 556 79 12,360

1895.............................. 1,277,870 7 195 524 73 12,682

1396..............................
•

1,297,640 4 179 535 103 12,880
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Ko. 3.

Statement of the Restraints, Punishments, and Offences during tlie year ended 31st 
December, 189G, in each of the Prisons in New South "Wales.

Prison,
Irons

or
Hand
cuffs,

Parlmghurdt................
Buthmut.......... ..............
Berrima.........................
Biloola ........................
Goulbum ....................
Maitland .....................
Parramatta .................
Trial Bay .....................
Albury .........................
Armidale ...................
Broken Hill ................
Deniliquin...................
Dubbo .........................
Forbes ............................
Grafton .......................
Hay..................................
Mudgee .....................
Tamworth .............
Wagga Wagga............
"Wilcannia,.....................
Wollongong ............. .
Vasa ..............................
Young ............................
Balranald .....................
Bcga ..............................
Bingera .........................
Bombala.........................
Bourke .........................
Braidwood...................
Burrowa.......................
Campbelltowu .............|
Casino .......................... '
Cobar.............................. |
Cooma.............................. |
Coonabarabran.............■
Coonamble.....................
Cootamundra...............
Cowra............................
Glen Innes.....................
Grenfell.........................
Gundagai ...................
Gunnedab ....................
Hillston ........................
Jnrerell .........................
West Kempsey............
More©..............................
Murruruudi ................
Narrabri .....................
Newcastle .....................
Orange .........................
Port Macquarie ......
Queanbeyan ................ I
Singleton .....................
Taree ............................
Teuterfield .........
1 Valgett..........................
Wellington .................
Wentworth ................
Windsor ........................

Grand Total . . . . . . .

1

I

l

I

4

i

Prison punishments ' 
for misconduct in ’ 

Prison.

I

nPL=Sbr . t— 41a, go ! =

o £ 
5 £ 
s £ 
£ 5

'Number of 
, Tr is oners
t nod
I Punjslicd.

Total
Number of 
Prisoners 

lUirinjr the 
Year.

Prison Offences,

£c
<?“ 
» M

Si
II

g.S
I u <5 1 u p> u &

O

1G4- ICO 7,440 7,600

1
J ...

26 195 222
82 39 S4 706 790 2 1 ... 2 201 205
24 0 29 150 179 3 ... 4 71 78
71 82 2,679 2,761 1 1 . . 11 70 82
fil 65 675 740 ... | 1 102 103'
37 37 1,146 1,183

1,198
i 72 73

205 147 1,0.31 ... ... 5 250 255
14 e 24 170 194 . . 1 .. 13 19 32
s s 8 244 252 8 8

19 21 23 130 153 6 34 40
S 8 516 524 10 10

10 6 303 314 IS 18
48 24 375 399 6 42 48

5 9 197 200 11 11
16 13 126 139 i 17 IS

6 15 99 114 15 10
7 7 131 133 2 i 13 16
1 1 303 304 1 1
1 1 212 213 1 12 2 128 130 2 3 5
i 1 223 224 1 1
3 5 2 85 87 7 7

25 21 133 154 i i 28 30
1 1 48 49 1 1

28 28 ...
52 52
28 28

27 12 179 191 2 25 27
V. 1 27 28 1 1

15 Id . .
... ... 22 22 I
... 1 . , 65 65
3 , ... 2 182 184 ... 1 ... 3 3

43 43 ' I .
1 I ... 1 36 37 ... 1 1

2 2 71 73 1 2 2
3 ... 3 175 178 ... | .. 3 3... 1 ... 150 150
2 ... i 01 52 1 2 2

53 53 ... 1 ...
01 51O 6 4 136 140 ... 4 4 8
40 40 ...
SO SO ...
46 4G 1 ...

9 9 i 282 289 | ... 1 9 9
31 31 ...

1 .. o 261 263 ... 1 2 2
478 478 ... ... 1 ...

9 ii 221 232 2 26 28
19 19 . . ... | ...

... | ... 25 25 ... ... j ...

... 1 ... 27 27 ...
19 19 ... 1 ...

... I , 24 24
2 ... 3 SO S3 4 4

... 1 2 75 77 2' 2
2 l " ^ 63 (JO 0 i 3 c

"'1 CO 05

957 112 823 20,475 21,298 12 *3 00 —
-I
 

1 1

1,276 1,378

* In addition ten prisoners escaped from other gaols and were recaptured—nine of this number were committed to the 
higher courts, and received various terms of imprisonment. The other, a boy, was not proceeded against.

Notks.—The number of offences comnuttod and the number of punishments awarded lio not, of course, agree, it being 
the practice in most cases to award one form of punishment for several offences, while in others tho offence is met by 
admonition without punishment. In ponscqucnce of transfers the same prisoner may he punished in more than one prison 
during the year, so that the totals do not exactly agree with the total prison population of Form No, 1.

No. G.
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No. 6.

Statement of Accommodation for Prisoners in the Prisons of New South Wales during 
the year ended 31st December, 189!), and of the Daily Average and the Greatest 
Number of Prisoners.

Daily Average Greatest Number of Prisonera
Number of Prisoners, Confined.

Name of Prison.

Mrdo.. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

Darlinghurat ..... 22G 120 34G 465 84 549 524 88 612
Parramatta .......... 302 0 .304 328

252
74

328
268

74

884
977

384
295
84

Bathurst ............... 273
82

46 319
82

10 18
Berrima .............. 84
Biloela .................. G 3 141 76 104Do A,—Dormi- 5 5 10/ 114 190 138 242

toriea.
Goulbum.............. 319 9 328

123
69)
18

275
127
103

9
11

284
138
103

300
161
122

7 ‘ 307 
170
122

Maitland ............... 112 11 9
Trial Bay..............

Do B.—Hute
69
IS

Albury.................. 26 3 29 ' 30
23

1 31
25
37
23

*41
23
44
29

3
3

44
31
48
33

Armidale ............. 22 4 26 2
Broken Hill.......... IG 0 18 34

20
3
3

4
Deniliquin .......... IC 3 18 4
Dubbo ......................... 15 2 17

7
36 4 40

13
31

55
21
41

8
3

63
24
41
27
31
44
32

Forbes .................. 6 1 12
30

1
Grafton.................. 41 7 48 1
Hay ...................... 11 2 13 16 1 n

19
34
14

26
27
42
29

1
4Mudgee.................. 22 4 26 17

32
13

2
Tamworth .......... 12 2 14 2 2

3Wagga Wagga....... 10 2 12 i
Wilcannia............. 1 8 16 16

19
22
36

22
39Wollongong......... . 11 2 13 IS i ■3

Yaga ........................ . 13 3 16 7 1
2

8
33
2

18
41

8
5
9
6

22

18
43

9

5
10

6
27

Young ................... 16 3 19 31
C5
2-3
3

2
Balranald............... 4 4 1
I3ega ....................... 6 5 ■i 2-4

3
21

14-2

Bingera................... 4 4 1
Bombala ............... . 3 1 4 2
Bourke................... 11 2 13 12 2-2 5
Braidwood .......... 11 i 12 1-5 1-5 4 4
Burrowa ............... 3 3 ■2 ■2 5 5
Campbclltown....... 3 i 4 ■8 ■8 4 4
Casino .................... 5 i 6 4-3 •2 4'5 10 10
Cobar........................ 3 3 7 ■2 7-2 IG 10
Cooma .................... 4 i 5 2 -1 2-1 6 G
Coonabarabran....... • 5 5 2) ’9 2-3 7 7
Coonamble ........ 4 i 5 3 ■i 3-1 11 11
Cootamundra ....... 4 2 6 9-1 i'4 . 10-5 23 5 2S
Cowra .................... 3 1 4 o-2 ■4 5-6

3
11
6

11
7Glen Innes ........... 4 4 2'G ■4 1

Grenfell ............... 4 4 IG 1-6 4 4
Gundagai.............. 5 1 6 3-1 3-1 9 9
Gunnedab.............. 4 1 5 7 i 8 13 2 15
Hillston ............... 5 5 3-8 3-8

3-2
9
7

9
Inverell............ ... 4 2 G 2-2 i 2 9
W sst Kempsey .,. 3 i 4 2-7 2-7 7 7
Moree .................... 6 6

4
11'4 

•5
•i
■i
-i

11-5
-6

15

21
A

21
AMurrarundi........... 0 <>

Narrabri ...............
Newcastle...............

5 2 7 14-9 26 1 27
7 3 10

8
% •2

1
3-2

12
10
16

3
7

13
23Orange ........ ........... 7 1 11

Port Macquarie . . S 1 9 'O ‘5 3 3
Queanbeyan ....... 5 1 G •8 •i -9 7 7
Singleton .............. 3 1 4 •2 '2 6 G
Taree........................ 4 4 *5 4 4
Tenterfield .......... 4 2 6 ■3 -3 3 3
Walgett ...... . .... 4 2 6 ■i 5’1

5
13
12
9

2 15
12
9

Wellington .......... 4 i 5 5
Wentworth .......... 10 2 “ 12 4-8 4-8
Windsor ............. 12 1 13 2-27 ' '03 2‘3 6 6

Total.............. 1,814 272 2,086 2,212'37 230-43 2,442-8

A. —Are capable of accommodating' 162 mules and 113 females.
B. —Are capable of accommodating six prisoners in each hut.

No. 7.
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So. 7,

Ektukn of Prisoners within each of the following Period of Age remaining in each of 
the Prisons of New South Wales on the 31st December, 1896.

Name Of Prison,
Under

12
Yu lire.

12 Years 
find

under 16.
16 and 
under

25.
25 and 
under

30
30 and 
under 

40.
40 and 
under 

50, |
50 and 
under

60.
GO and 
above.

Age not 
ascer
tained. |

Total.

Parlinghurst ......... 100 155 156 72 33 29 3 548
Parramatta.............. 63 S5 SS 35 21 12 304
Bathurst ................. 37 71 SO 35 22 11 256
Berrima .................. 3 20 25 14 2 69
Biloela...................... 4 42 6!) 44 16 9 184
Goulburn.................. o 53 65 85 36 20 12 273
Maitland.................. i 13 29 35 20 11 10 119
Trial Bay.................. 4 26 52 IS 4 1 105
Albury...................... 1 S IS 5 2 3 32
Armidale................. 3 7 9 7 1 1 28
Broken Hill............. i 2 G 11 14 2 1 37
Deniliqum ............. 2 4 11 4 1 1 23
Dublin ...................... 5 9 9 3 4 2 32
Forbes ...................... 2 o 4 3 1 12
Grafton .................. 0 10 5 4 1 1 23
Hay .......................... 3 4 3 1 1 12
Mudgee .................. 2 6 4 1 1 3 17
Tamworth .............. 3 10 9 10 5 6 43
WaggaWogga ..... 2 2 3 5 1 3 16
Wilcannia .............. 5 2 -2 5 1 15
Wollongong .......... 2 5 1 o 1 11
Yass.......................... o 1 2 - 5
Young ...................... 3 7 ' 9 9 4 ... 32
Balranald .............. 1 1
Bega.......................... 1 1
Bingera ..................... 1 2 J o 1 7
Bombala. .................. 2 1 3
Bourko...................... 1 2 5 i 1 10
Braidwood .............. 3 3
Burrowa ..................
Campbelltown ...... 1 1
Casino ...................... 2 1 i 4
Cobar ...................... 3 3 2 2 10
Cooma ...................... o 2
Coonabarabran ...... 1 i 2
Coonafnble .............. 4 3 7
Cootumundra .......... 4 4 2 i 2 13
Cowra ...................... 3 3 1 i 8
Ulcn TnuftS .............. 1 1 2 4
Grenfell ................
Gundagai................. 2 2 1 5
Gunnedah .............. 1 4 1 6
Hillston .................. i 1 1 1 1 5
IliVCPOll ..... ............ i _ _ 4 5
Kempsey.................. 3 3
Moree ..................... 3 2 4 1 10
Murmruudi.......... 1 1
Harrabri .................. ... 4 3 3 2 1 13
Newcastle ..............
Orange .....................

1
. 3 5 3 4 2

1
17

Port Macquarie .. ..
Queanbeyan.............. 1 1
Singleton.................. t*.
Taree .....................
Tenterfield ............. 1 1
Walfiott ................. 1 2 1 4
Wellington ............. i 2 3 2 1 8
Wentworth............. ! 1 2 3
Windsor ................. i 1 2

Totals ......... i 6 319 616 746 374 167 125 3 2,357
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PART B.

liotuins relating to Stall and Expenditure.

8. Comparative statement, showing daily average number of prisoners, and the cost of salaries and 
contingencies at established gaols, during the years 1895 and 1896. Police gaols omitted.

9. Return showing cost of maintenance of established gaols, number of prisoners to each officer, 
&c., Ac. Police gaols omitted,

10. Staff Board No. 1, showing the distribution of the principal officers on the 31st December, 
1896, and the gaols -where stationed.

11. Staff Board No. 2, showing the number of warders, overseers, female warders, acting gaolers, and 
acting matrons employed on 31st December, IS96, at the different gaols in the Colony.

12. Officers, Particulars as to retirements, resignations, &e.

No, S.

CoMi'AHiVTiTE Statement showing Daily Average Number of Prisoners, and the Cost of 
Salaries and Contingencies at Established Gaols, during the years 1S05 and 1S96. 
Police Gaols omitted. ”

Gaol.
Daily Average 

Number of 
j Prisoners.

Salaries.
11
11

Contingencies*

w.ISAS. ISflG, 1S95. j 1890- 1S9R. IS

£ s. d.
i

£ 8. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
Darlinghurst .................. 342 549 15,295 10 12,923 15 10 8,270 8 3 7,55S 14 8
Bathurst.......................... 293 268 8,440 r> 5 7,850 13 11 3,945 3 3 4,241 9 10
Berrima .......................... 72 74 JU

S
CO **

- 17 1 3,605 15 8 1,022 0 S 950 3 8
Biloela.............................. 193 190 3,971 10 0 3,058 3 9 2,224 15 8 2,188 0 2
Goulburn.......................... 306 2S4 7,805 18 2 7,264 3 10 3,681 3 3 3,751 3 2
Maitland1.......................... 150 138 4,676 14 5 4,519 5 9 2,004 10 5 2,059 7 9
Parramatta...................... 324 328 9,539 s 0 8,912 3 1 4,969 14 0 5,093 17 ■2
Trial Bay.......................... 91 103 3,724 14 0 *4,115 15 1 3.951 0 9 2,740 13 6
Albury.............................. 32 31 1,470 19 6 1,318 6 8 631 4 11 501 16 1
Armidale...................... 27 25 1,419 14 1,309 7 0 418 7 8 381 9 o
Broken Hill..................... 34 37 1,277 12 9 1,194 5 5 690 2 6 612 4 7
Deniliquin ...................... 16 23 1,072 10 0 989 9 4 321 3 6 446 5 3
Dubbo.............................. 51 40 1,632 G 9 1,524 13 2 805 10 6 745 9 5
Forbes ............. ................ 21 13 914 8 6 784 7 6 285 11 11 271 1 8
Grafton ................... 20 31 1,399 1 1 1,297 15 4 411 13 4 569 13 8
Hay................................ 23 17 1,262 10 6 1,146 7 1 339 0 9 362 19 8
Mudgee .......................... 23 19 1,213 12 7 1,130 16 0 393 13 2 3SS 17 1
Tamworth ....................." 35 34 1,393 5 2 1,292 8 0 489 15 10 454 13 3
WaggaWagga .............. IS 14 944 3 3 809 13 9 275 7 6 210 IS 5
Wilcamiia ...................... 19 10 1,190 12 1 1,073 13 7 600 5 3 444 9 6
Wollongong .................. 19 19 1,085 12 3 813 17 0 246 3 6 237 12 1
Yuss................................ 13 8 909 12 S 697 11 6 243 18 5 171 14 S
Young ............................. 31 S3 1,404 IS 4 1,338 4 s 590 8 4 599 10 O

Totals .............. 2,359 2.294 75,89-2 17 11 63,970 12 11 30,811 9 4 35,012 6 10

* I'our os'crsccrfl from Harbours ftivi Rivers Department transferred to staff, mu] one uardor added* Position of elerk 
and storekeeper amalgamated at Trial Bay Prison.

Salaries. Continifcneius. Total,

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d.
•Expend;txu'e per average numljer of inisonevs, 1S93 ... 32 3 5 15 12 G 47 15 11

„ „ m 1S96... 30 1 3 15 5 3 45 G G

Saving effected per head in 1896 as compared with 1895..................................... £2 9 5

No. 9.
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No. 9.

Beturn' showing Cost; of Maintenance of Established Giaols, number of Prisoners to 
each Officer, &e., &c. Police Gfaols omitted.

E = £ 
Stga

Expenditure

Cao].

1
'E c 37 «*£
1 SO o •uEE ~ ?c

Kipenditure. per Average 
Number of 
Prisoners.

!&s
Ziss »

III
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£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ £

Darlinglnu-st
| 1S95 512 97 55 15,295 4 10 8,270 S 3 23,563 13 1 28-2 15'2
( 189G 540 85 6'4 12.923 15 10 7,558 14 8 20,432 10 C 23-5 13-7

I’tivrainatla ... j ms 324 G2 5-2 9,539 8 0 4,960 14 0 14,509 2 0 29-4 15-2
\lS9G 328 56 5‘6 3,912 3 1 5,093 17 2 14,006 0 3 27-1 15-5

Bathurst ....
i 1S95 295 57 ST 8,440 5 5 3,945 3 3 12,385 S S 28-6 13-3
f 1S9C 268 ' 54 4'9 7,850 13 11 4,241 9 10 12,092 3 9 29-2 158

Goulburn,. ..
I 1S9S 300 54 5'6 7,805 18 2 3,681 3 3 11,487 1 0 25^ 12-02
\iS9C 284 50 5-6 7,264 3 10 3,751 3 o 11,015 7 0 25'5 13-2

-Maitland ......
j 189n 150 33 4-5 4,676 14 5 2,004 10 5 6,681 4 10 311 13'3
( 1S9S 138 33 4T 4,519 5 9 2,059 7 9 6,578 13 6 32-7 14-9

Trial Bay......
J 1895 91 26 3-5 3,724 14 0 3,951 0 9 7,675 14 9 40-9 43-4
( 1396
J 103 °30 3 4 4,115 15 1 2,740 13 6 0,856 8 7 39-9 26-6

Biloela ...... J 1895 195 31 6-29 3,971 16 0 2,224 15 8 6,196 11 8 20-3 11-4
11S9G 190 27 7-05 3,058 3 9 2,188 0 2 5,246 3 11 16-09 11-5

Berrima ..... \ 1895 T2 25 2'8 3,847 17 1 1,022 6 S 4,870 3 9 53-4 14-2
( 189G 74 24 3'08 3,605 15 8 950 3 8 4,555 19 4 48-7 12-8

Albury ...........
f 1895 32 13 2-4 1,470 19 6 631 4 11 2,102 4 5 45-9 19-7
[im 31 9 34 1,318 6 8 501 16 1 1,820 2 9 42-5 16 1

Armidale.......
| 1895 27 12 2’2 1,419 14 7 418 7 8 1,838 2 3 52 5 15'4
( 189G 25 10 2'5 . 1,309 7 0 381 9 o 1,690 16 2 52-3 15-2

Broken Hill...
| 1895 34 11 309 1,277 12 9 690 2 6 1,967 15 3 37-5 20-2
? 1896 37 11 3-3 1,194 5 5 612 4 7 1,806 10 0 32-2 16-5

Beuiliqum ...
j 1895 16 10 1-6 1,072 10 0 321 3 6 1,393 13 6 67-0 20-00
\ 189G 23 8 2-8 989 9 4 446 5 3 1,435 14 7 43 0 19-4

Dubbo ..........
11895 51 14 3-6 1,632 6 9 805 10 6 2,437 17 3 32-0 15-7
( 189G 40 13 3-07 1,524 13 2 745 9 5 2,270 2 7 38-1 18-6

Forbes ..........
| 1895 21 9 2-3 914 8 6 285 11 ii 1,200 0 5 43-5. 13-3
( 1896 13 5 2-0 784 7 6 271 1 8 1,055 9 2 60-3 20-8

Grafton..........
\ 1895 20 12 1-6 1,399 1 1 411 13 4 1,810 14 5 69-9 20-5
( 1896 31 12 2-5 1,297 15 4 569 13 8 1,867 9 0 41-8 18-3

Hay ..............
| 1895 25 11 2-2 1,262 10 6 339 0 9 1,001 11 3 50-5 13-5
( 1896 17 9 1-8 1,146 7 1 362 19 8 1,509 6 9 67-4 21-3

Mudgee ......
j 1895 23 11 2-09 1,213 12 7 393 13 2 1,607 5 9 52-7 17-08
1 1896 19 9 2 1 1,130 16 0 388 17 1 1,519 13 1 59-5 20-4

Tamworth ...
j 1895 35 12 2-9 1,393 5 2 489 15 10 1,883 1 0 39-8 13-9
( 1896 34 10 3-4 1,292 8 0 454 15 3 1,747 3 3 38-0 13-3

WaggaWagga
j 1895 IS 9 2-0 944 3 3 275 7 6 1,219 10 9 52:4 15-2
( 1896 14 5 2-8 809 1 3 9 240 IS 5 1,050 12 2 57-8 17-2

Wilcannia ...
| 1895 19 10 1-9 1,190 12 1 600 5 3 1,790 17 4 62-6 31-5
) 1896 1G 10 1-6 1,073 13 7 444 9 6 1,518 3 1 671 277

Wollongong...
| 1395 ]9 10 1-9 1,085 12 3 246 3 6 1,331 15 9 57-1 12-9
( 1896 19 j) 3'8 813 17 0 237 12 1 1,051 9 1 42-8 12-5

V«S3 .................
j 1895 13 9 1-4 909 12 8 243 IS 5 1,153 11 1 69-9 18-6
| 1896 8 4 2-0 697 11 6 171 14 8 869 6 2 87T 21-4

Young ..........
i 1895 31 12 2‘5 1,404 18 4 590 8 4 1,995 G 8 43-3 1903
( 1890 33 10 3-3 1,333 4 8 599 10 5 1,937 15 1 40-5 1ST

• Four overftecrs from Harbours and Rivers Department transferred to etaff, and one warder added. Position of clerk 
and storekeeper amalgamated at Trial Bay Prison.

Noth,—In the column “Number of Regular and Visiting Officers/* Visiting Justices at all Gaols, Visiting Surgeons at 
Darlinghurst and Parramatta, ard Honorar> Chaplains at Bathurst, Alburjb Armidale, Deniliquin, Forbes, Haj, Aludgee, 
Tamworth, Wn^ga Waggo, Wollongong, Yats, and Young are omitted. For the year 1895 the Visiting Justice at Darling- 
hurst Gaol was included, he beluga saljncd officer.
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Staff Boabd No. 1, showing the Distribution of the Principal Officers on the 31st December, 189G, and the Oaols where stationed.

Oorcvnors, Gaoterd. Deputy Governors Sup. Female 
Division. Matron Clerks and Schoolmasters. Storekeepers o Messengers. Cavtors,
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Sydney,,. ■ 1 1 1 Vacant 1 1 1 l 1 1 1

PiiLiamaLtri . 1 1 1 1 1 i

Bathurst .. . 1 1 2 1 l

Goulburn 1 1 2 1

Trial BajT .. 1 1 1

Biloela... 1 1 1 1

Berrima , .. 1 1 1

■Maitland .. 1 1 1

Albury .. 1 1

Armidale. . 1 1
Acting

Broken Hill Vac mt 1

Dubbo . ,. 1 1

Grafton . 1 - 1

Hay............... ■ 1
‘ ‘

1

Mutlgey .... 1
"

.. 1

Tauiworfch ' '
.. 1 1

Yotinsf .... 1 ..

Deniliquin . 1 I

Wilcanma . ■ . 1 1 .. )..
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The Superintendent, the Deputv-Snpcrmtendent, etiul the Clerk nt Trial Bay, arc allowed rations.



Staff Boabd Xo. 2, showing the Number of Warders, Overseers, Female Warders, Acting Gaolers, and Acting Matrons employed on 31 December, 1S9G, at the different
Gaols in the Colony._____________________________________________________

Chief
'W.an.lei's1 Senior Warders in 

W at

Gaol.

Sydney . .. 
]JmTaniallu 
JiiiLhursfc ,. 
Goulburn . 
Trial Buy ,. 
liitoela *. .. 
Horn tn a . 
.Maitland ., 
Albiuy .. 
Armidalti . 
Broken Hill 
I>ubbo . . 
Grafton .. 
Hay . ,.
Mudgee , .. 
Taimiorth ... 
Young ,. . 
Deniliquin . 
Wilcaiinia ...
Yass ........
^\rapga Wa^gt^ 
Forbes ... 
Wollongong 
Balranald ..
Begn.............
Bingera .. 
Boinbala ,,., 
Hourkti ... .
Braidwood .
liurrovta.........
Campbclltoisn 
Casino . ...
Col»ar.............
Cooma .. .. 
Coonabanibran 
Coonamlilo . 
Cc-otfiniundra
Cowta.............
Cleninuea . 
Grenfell.. . 
Gundogai .... 
(JunnCdah 
Hillbton .
Tnvcrcll........
Wo^t Kempsey 
Moree .... 
Murrurundi 
Karrabn ,. 
Newcastle 
Orange ,, .
Port Llauqiiarie 
Qncfliibcyan 
Singleton . 
Taree .... 
Tenterfield 
Walgett ... 
Wellington 
Wentworth 
Windsor.. ..

Total employed
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liy a ie-organisatlon of the Staff since the 1st July last, a reduction of :32 officers bag been made, representing an annual saving

Expenditure for year IBM:—Salaries, £75)h7.> 8d f Contingencies, £33,&15 30s. Id................................................
L-cm \alue of earning? of 1'risonera emplo\ ud in prison manufactures and at work for other Government Dcpartpicnts

in salaries at the rate of £4,031 per annum,
.......................£10S,S90 18 4

9,881 7 11

Co

Net Expenditure ............... ...................................................... - • * ■ £99,009 10 5 __ f + tv. v i * r
In cuNscquouoe of tlic rollco Hepaitment not taking over the Gaols at- Forbes, Wagga, Wollongong, and Yags, provision had to be made for four Senior Wapderg to take charge of those prisons. Tncir salaries were not provided for on the tstiinatos. Ol
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STo. 12,

Officers.—Particulars as to Retirements. Resignations, &e.

Year, Retired. Resigned. Dismissed. Fined. Reduecd 
in rank,

Repri-
inaiulcd. Promoted.

j

Trans
ferred.

Kx*
changed.

1695 7 n
r

r o*>t | 3 50 21 41 9

1896 67 21 n J 25 1 49 42 102 5

A PPE.VDIX IV.

Crime and its Treatment in IS'ew Woutli Wales : Some suggestions as to 1 uture procedure.

1. Sentences as affecting the diminution of crime.
2. The classification of prisoners.
3. Separation and separate treatment.
4. Tiic identification of criminals.
5. The employment of prisonets.
0. Education and moral instruction.
7. Habitual drunkards.
S. Separate prison for females, 
fl. Habitual misdemeanants.

10. Lunatics in pi Isons.
11. Prison officers.
12. Aid to discharged prisoners.
13. Hefonnatories and the prevention of crime.
14. The causes and prevention of Tarrikiuism.
1 j. Conclusion.

1. Sentences as affecting the Diminution, of Crime.
_ The administration of prisons has always hecn a fruitful subject for criticism, not always of a 

wise or just nature. Sweeping condemnations have occasionally hecn made of a character evincing 
little discretion, or knowledge of the subject, and, as a consequence, an unreasonable prejudice has 
improperly attached to gaol methods generally. Difficulties have been under-estimated, and crude 
impossibilities lightly suggested of a character more likely to hinder than to assist the efficiency of 
prison management. Still it must be recognised that, upon the whole, the penal administration has 
benefited hy the constant and warm criticism which has attended it; and which has in no small 
degree contributed to the improved methods pursued to-day, as compared with thossof afew years ago.

The efficiency of gaol management is largely hampered hy causes outside its own control. 
Improper work is thrust upon it, much to the detriment of its more legitimate occupation, and it is 
compelled to deal with a number of persons who ought to be in lunatic or other asylums

It is a common thing for persons suspected of mental derangement to be sent lo prison for 
observation. Feeble old vagrants, diseased and friendless ineapablea, and dipsomaniacs are also 
committed. All such people are clearly out of place in a penal institution. Boys and girls under 
!6 occasionally find their way to gaol, an experience which cannot possibly do them any good 
whatever. 1

Power to sentence any of the foregoing classes to prison should he disallowed, excepting in 
abnormal circumstances, when the sentencing authority should be required to declare in open Court 
the special specific surroundings inducing him to take an extraordinary course.

Then again, reformation of the offender is expected to be accomplished umler altogether 
impossible conditions, as regards the time allowed for such work. Offenders are brought up for the 
fourth, fifth, or twentieth time ; and are sent off to prison for periods of detention which hare proved 
too short to do any good on previous occasions. At the present time there is a prisoner in Darlinghurst 
serving a sentence of three months for stealing, who has fifty-four previous convictions recorded 
against him. Another one serving three months has seventy-three former appearances to answer for. 
Another person serving six months has ninety-six previous convictions. And many similar instances 
could be quoted. Indeed, some individuals have over 100 convictions recorded against them. One 
poor woman, now in gaol, has more than 100 convictions, all for periods not exceeding nix months.

It has been sometimes the custom to look upon a prison as n hospital for the treatment of moral 
diseases ; but the particulars just given would seem to show that it has not been a successful one. 
lint then what other kind of hospital is so hampered in its work. Criminal therapeutics have special 
difficulties to cncounter. Insane patients are not discharged from mental hospitals until they are 
cured ; and whore this is not effected, they are not discharged at all. And in hospitals for physical 
diseases no fixed period is assigned for cure. The moral hospital, however, receives each patient duly 
labelled with the exact time for which he or she is to remain under treatment, and there is no alterna
tive but to turn the patient out at the end of the period, cured or uncured.

On the other hand—to pursue the analogy—many patients have to remain in the moral hospital 
for long after the period of their cure, because of the necessity for deterring others, who may be in 
danger of acquiring the criminal taint. Thus is brought about a prolonged treatment of such patients, 
useless so far as their individual requirements are concerned, and ever dangerous, as their confinement 
exposes them to the risk of further contagion.

The indeterminate punishment has been recommended by very many penalogiste, and such a 
system lias been put into operation in various parts of the world. In America it is the basis of the 
Elmira methods. A maximum sentence is passed, but when reform has been accomplished, the patient 
is restored to freedom after passing through successive stages calculated to prepare him for resuming 
contact with the outer wot Id. The hospital analogy here prevails. The individual is principally 
considered, but large discretionary powers have to he entrusted to the administration. Care is taken 
that only trusty men are put at the head of the department; but, very properly, they are trusted.

A
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A somewhat similar system has operated for many years with success in connection with the 

“Sobraon* training ship, where the (Superintendent possesses large discretionary powers. It might 
not, however, he thought desirable to entrust the same authonty to the administrator of prisons ; and 
yet he, aided by his oiKcevs'advice, is naturally the only person in a position to judge of the condition 
of reform achieved. Added to this, is the very serious objection to the Klmira system that prisoners, 
convicted of the most heinous of crimes, are liberated after a brief detention and the mildest of treat
ment. However good this plan may be for them individually, it can have no deterrent influence upon 
the more numerous class not m prison, who are contemplating a move in a criminal direction. The 
indeterminate or indefinite sentence could not therefore be introduced into Una country in its entirety, 
although some modification of it is possible.

The system now followed is, however, greatly open to improvement. That many prisoners 
come out of prison unreformed is indisputable; hut that the Prison Department should bear all the 
blame is most unfair. The sentencing authorities must accept their share of the responsibilities, and 
it may be confidently asserted that their share is a very large one. An element of vagueness now 
surrounds the general system of sentencing which leaves too much doubt in the minds of the criminal 
population as to the punishment following on wrong-doing.

The offence is more regarded than the offender, and while it may lie possible to adequately 
weigh out the exact measure of punishment proper to the crime, such punishment may be altogether 
inadequate to the charaoter of the offender. The treatment partakes too much of the fee talianix. 
Diminution of crime is not likely to be brought about to any extent by purely retaliatory measures ; 
and, in these days, sncli pnncipJes have been practically discarded. Punishment, as simply revenge 
for an offence, is of no use to anybody ; but punishment in its deterrent effects may bo regarded us tho 
principal object to be attained in dealing with wtong-doers. Next to this comes reform of the 
individual, but this is not uf such far-reaching importance as the dcteirenee of possible offenders.

Sentences should therefore be of such a nature as to be deterrent and reformative, rather than 
merely punitive. As all prisoners are not criminals, any more than all criminals are not prisonere, 
sharp distinction should be drawn between the accidental or impulsive offender, and the deliberate 
wrong-door, hixceptional cases would have to be dealt with in exceptional ways, both as regards mis
demeanours and felonies ; but, as a general principle, first offenders should be dealt with leniently ; 
second offenders more stnetiy, and so on ; the measurement of punishment being determined by the 
degree of criminality attained. ^

Every effort should be made to keep firet offenders out of prison. Wherever other remedies 
offered as possible efficient substitutes for imprisonment—they should be tried. Fines ; reparation, 
monetary or m kind, by labour even; suspended sentences; ami any other mild repressive means of 
dealing with beginners in misconduct should precede penal confinement. The prison should bo held 
ui tertvrwu,' for the more sparingly it is used the greater will Iks its influence for good.

Outside special cases, for all first offenders of the misdemeanant class, and peihaps for some of 
the more promising of those committed for graver offences, it might be possible to largely substitute 
fanes for some of the imprisonments now inflicted ; and, where money was not immediately recoverable, 
to allow payment hy instalments, collected as ia now done in maintenance cases. The suspension of 
sentences dining good conduct might he extended to first offenders more liberally. Adequate compen
sation by tlie offender to the person offended against might, in certain oases, supeisede gaol detentions : 
and the public reprimands, accompanied fay fixed tonne, o* police surveillance, with possibly confinement 
to home between sunset and sunrise, might bo tried

Where imprisonment was imposed, it should be sharp and tdioit in its treatment and duration, 
A few days’ incarceration, with perfect seclusion from othei prisoners, would be quite sufficient to 
prevent the majority of hrst-time misdemeanants from offending again. Eut, for all succeeding offences, 
a system of gradually cumulative punishments should be instituted, based on simple but certain 
principles, which would be intelligible to any ex-pnsuner who might be contemplating a further crime.

At present, the amount of punishment likely to be awarded is too much in the air to have 
deterrent influence. It is move or leas a lottery arrangement by which the prisoner hopes, if not to get 
off altogether, at all events to get a very small sentence only ; and he is encouraged in this idea hy bis 
personal observation of the treatment of many cases similar to his own. But let it lie made clear to 
bun that a second appearance would undoubtedly receive a punishment progressive on the first, and 
that further advancement would follow on a third, with a still more severe punishment on a fourth, 
and it is likely that he would seriously consider whether he ought longer to follow a course attended 
with such obvious disabilities. _

Tins certainty of cumulating punishment would provide an effectual deterrent for that weak 
class of infirm honesty or conduct who now hover on the verge of gaoldom, while a more reasonable 
time would be allowed for the application of reformatory methods to those imprisoned. The ratio 
'mould be fixed by law, and the successive stages should be very moderately graduated, so as not to be 
unduly severe or oppressive.
+1 b ^cn^ev^ bLltih a system would be productive of good results, both as regards the reformation of 
the individual in gaol, and the deterrence of those outside prison who might be contemplating mischief. 
It is possible, too, that these results would be accomplished with less suffering to the culprit, and with 
less expense to the country, by reason of the aggregate periods of imprisonment being lessened under 
the new system. 1 here are twelve persons in Darlinghurst Gaol whose united previous canwetions 
amount to 5SS- In Biloela Gaol there are twelve persons with riol. These twenty-four persons have 
therefore between them received J ,139 sentences without being reformed. And it is most certain that 
m the aggregate these 1,139 sentences have caused a very considerable amount of imprisonment, 
entailing much cost to the taxpayer and certainly doing no good to the individuals treated, while the 
deterrent effects on others of passing several hundred short periods of imprisonment cannot have been 
of much value. Probably, it a gradually progressive punishment had been applied to the earlier 
appearances before the Courts entailing a. longer sentence for every successive offence, a fair percentage 
of the persons referred to would have dropped out of the petty offender ranks years ago, and thus a 
large amount of punishment, with its attendant misery ami expense, would have been saved.

_ The same principle of scientific sentencing might also be applied to those who come before the 
higher Courts. There would naturally be exceptions to the rule, and they could he dealt with 
exceptionally. But possibly the system could be applied to nine out of every ten cases. A first 
offence should be dealt with os mercifully as possible, and, where the sentence of penal servitude hod 
to be actually served, it should not exceed three years. Then would follow five, seven, nine-years, and 
so on always an advance of two years on the preceding sentence. The increase, being comparatively 
-small but certain, would be a great deterrent to the criminal who might not also be a prisoner. The 
sentences would carry power to earn remission on a more liberal scale For the earlier than for the later 
periods ; but liberation, on remission should entail police supervision for the remitted terms in the 
cases of third offenders. A third penal-servitude imm, immediately prior to the completion of his 
sentence, might be taken before a Judge privately ami solemnly warned that on a fourth conviction he 
would be deemed an habitual criminal, and that when out of gaol he would always be under police 
supervision, ‘
u / kll0w much has been said against placing supervisory powers in the hands of the police, 
lossibiy some abuse lias taken place ; but it has been very little indeed, and gross exaggerations have 
taken place in ^connection therewith. The criminal does not like to be under any supervision at all, 
and his voice is loudly raised against such surveillance. But a man, niter two penal servitude 
sentences, ought not to he trusted too much, and he has no cause for complaint if his being at large 
causes society to take some precaution for prudential reasons. There is a great deal of spurious 
sympathy manifested for discharged prisoners of the habitual criminal type—a class above all moat 
specious and cunning in its representations. &
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A eystem such as this would be very paternal and mild to the man temporarily slipping into 

crime. It could not be called harsh or unmerciful to the criminal hy profession. He would have the 
certainty of long imprisonment before him if he persisted in his evil courses ; and, if he deliberately 
persevered in his war against society, ho would find his opportunities for doing wrong more and more 
restricted. After three sentences of penal servitude there does not seem much hope for reform, and 
the criminal condition may then be considered chronic. Prolonged incarceration, followed by police 
supervision when again at liberty, is the only alternative, in the interests of the public, to perpetual 
imprisonment.

The eminent criminalogist, Professor Lombroso, writing to me last November, said:—“But 
when a previous offender eomes again aud again into prison, and is above 30 years of age, and has 
the criminal type, there is nothing else to do but to prevent his ever leaving again.” This is the 
effectual remedy. There are men now in our prisons whose liboratiou iviH assuredly bring injury and 
distress to the community. Next to their death, their continual confinement can alone protect 
unoffending people from being harmed hy them. But such an extreme step is not likely to bo taken, 
and a middle course has therefore been proposed. The crux of the new proposal is the absolute 
certainty of cumulative punishment for relapses into crime. There should be no alternative. If 
injury were likely to be done in individual cases tho Government could set the matter right, after 
consultation with the Judges, prison authorities, and others concerned. But it should be absolutely 
fixed m the would-bc oritiiiuurs mind that every sentence would surpass its predecessor in severity. 
As before pointed out, the increase need not bo large—in fact, it should not be—but it should be 
certain.

And in this connection it would be well to intercolonialise the criminal. If a prisoner were 
brought up in New South Wales for the first time, who had previously served a sentence in Victoria, 
his conviction in this Colony should count ns the second, and so on. Such a system, aided by a more 
effectual plan for identification, coupled with a wmll-graded series of juvenile reformatories to intercept 
the budding criminal at the earliest possible period, would go far to crush out Recidivism.

2. The Classification of Prisoners.
In connection with prison matters no subject has been talked about so much as classification. 

It stands foremost amongst all the schemes propounded for the proper treatment of prisoners. The 
late Herbert Gladstone Gommittee, on the English Rrisons, strongly insisted on the necessity for a 
sound system of classification. But no one yet has been able to define what a sound system of classifi
cation really is. Like some other branches of gaol management the idea is theoretically perfect but 
practically impossible. Considered in the light of workable possibilities, it is to be feared that a per
fect plan of classification is unattainable at the present day and can only be numbered amongst the 
imileuial expectations. A great authority on prison matters, the Rev. J. Clay, said “ I believe it to 
be beyond human power safely to classify prisoners." And Livingstone, one of tiie soundest of writers 
upon Criminal Jurisprudence, observes upon classification “ that moral guilt cannot always be dis
covered, and that it would bo found that no two would bo contaminated in the same degree. Even if 
these difficulties could he surmounted, and a class could bo found of individuals who bad advanced 
exactly to the same point, not only of offence but of moral depravity, still their association would 
produce a further progress in both.'’

Yet a few general applications of the principle should be tho basis of all prison management. 
The difficulty is to hit upon the right things to apply. Conceded that our present sj'stem needs alteration 
it is not so easy to suggest on effectual remedy. Alterations are not necessarily improvements, and 
change may not lead to the right kind of reform. As Sir Edmund Du Cane, late Chief Director of 
English Rrisons, very rightly says, “ nothing is more common than to find persons whose attention 
has been attracted only to some disadvantage in the system finally decided cn, discuss it without 
being aware that any alternative would introduce still greater evils." And the late Departmental 
Prison Committee say “ it is easy to find fault, to form ideal views, and to enunciate lofty speculations 
as if they were principles arrived at by experience. It is extremely difficult to organise and carry out 
a perfect system with a reasonable regard to economy, which should provide equal advantages and similar 
methods of treatment not in one great centre, winch would be comparatively easy, but in greater or 
lesser degree in all the considerable centres of a great population distributed throughout the country, 
and whwli should apply uniformly to all the ever-varying classes of offenders undergoing sentences from 
a day's imprisonment to penal servitude for life.”

If this is true of a settled country7 like England how much more it applies to a vast territory 
such as this, thinly populated, and having small clusters of people widely separated and difficult of 
access. If such an expression is allowable, the crimanal wants of these isolated communities have to 
be catered for on the spot. Especially is this so in the cases of short-sentenced prisoners, who, were it 
not forthe local gaol, would have to be conveyed under escort long journeys involving in many7 instances 
prolonged and expensive coach travelling in order to reach a prison situated in the more settled centres 
of the Colony. This would mean considerable outlay, tho employment of a large force of escorts, and 
the continual floating about all over the country of gangs of prisoners in transit, for, of course, they 
would have to be returned to the places from which they were convicted after the termination of their 
sentences. These difficulties of transit will, for many years to come, render a perfect system of 
ria-ssj/ffti/itiii tiy jtirwn.? impossible of realisation. It will not, therefore, be practicable to thoroughly 
cany out a very fascinating theory, yL., the setting apart of particular prisons for particular classes 
of prisoners—even if we could fix the number of classes or the qualifying standard for each. JTor o 
very long time to come the small country gaols, especially in the more isolated districts, will have to 
deal with diverse kinds of prisoners, m a more or less imperfect way7, occasional relief being afforded 
by the transfer of those of their inmates u hose sentences are long enough to warrant the costly and 
inconvenient journey to one of the larger labour establishments.

Another mode of classification, which is generally in part operation, is the classification of 
prisoners in prisons. Not much can he done in this way in the small or country gaols. Position, 
want of space, structural defects, cost, and other difficulties offer obstacles to success. Snell places 
have unavoidable drawbacks, and they most always be regarded as something apart from the ordinary 
prison methods of the country. In the larger gaols better opportunities arc afforded, and, so far as is 
possible under existing conditions, the divisions of prisoners as graded are kept more or less apart. 
Excepting special bodies, such as seventh-class men, those under separate treatment, and others, the 
great bulk of the prison population are graded principally according to length and niimbir of sentences. 
But sentences do not afford very firm grounds for classification, because while the length of a sentence 
may fit the particular offence it would not fix the character of the offender, who may have been the 
subject of several previous convictions for worse offences. Again, a first convicted man may not by 
any7 means be a first offender, although his power of contaminating others may be fully equal to those 
who have been convicted before. And there are many other obstacles in the way of proper grading.

The nhole subject increases in difficulty the more it is looked into. If alteration is decided 
upon in the present system, it would be well not to aim at the unattainable, and above all to proceed 
cautiously. Onr gaol methods are certainly not perfect. Yet they represent a great advance upon 
the methods in force not so many years ago. In classification, much progress has been made, and it is 
possible to progress further still; but classification, as a remedy for contamination by association, 
cannot proceed beyond certain limits ; and, of itself, it cannot provide what the English Commissioners 
termed a thorough sound system, inasmuch as all prisoners, certainly in a country such as this, could 
not be uniformly brought within the scope of its operations.

But
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But some general apjilicatiQ]) of its principles could be used to improve management:
Firstly.—Habitual criminals, comprising those with over three sentences of penal sen itude, should 

ho weeded out of the various gaols ami placed apart from others in a sepaiate prison, from 
which they should only, under most exceptional circumstances, he transferred. An isolated 
place such as Ttiai Bay would ofl'er considerable advantages. Plenty of good sound occupation 
should be available, such as constructing breakwaters, artificial harbours, docks, and other 
public works, under firm and complete supervision, with confinement in a properly constructed 
prison out of working hours. All future offenders of the dangerous class referred to should 
he sent to this establishment, with sufficiently long sentences calculated to keep such 
desperate people from opportunities to injure society. Such men arc no more iit to lie at 
laure than mad dngs or other noxious animals. Reform is not for them, and they make no 
sccTet of their future intentions when their time of discharge approaches. Some day the law 
wdl not permit tiie release of such hopeless dangers to life and property any more than it wiIL 
now sanction the release of hopeless lunatics. There is not so much difference between the 
two classes, excepting that the lirst-mentioned arc the more to be dreaded on account oi their 
superior cunning. The ridding of the gaols generally of this class would remove a great 
source of contamination. Sucli men, alter doing their nine months’ period of separation, 
serve the rest of their sentences in association. Tho presence of determined ruffians of their 
nature, in a yard containing fifty or sixty less advanced in crime, makes for evil. Iheir 
removal would considerably purify the moral atmosphere. At the International Prison 
Congress, held at Pans, it was resolved that, in the interest of general discipline and of 
amendment, it is better to make a selection of the worst than of the best prisoners fur classifi
cation. TTeic, then, is an admitted starting-point for separating the almost hopelessly had 
from the various orders of possible reclaimables. ,

Secondly.—The sexually insane, such us offenders against nature, assailers of little children, and 
other lust-degenerates, should he incarcerated in a separate prison. It is not i[nite certain 
if many such persons could not be more hopefully treated in what might he termed a Mental 
Asylum under the Lunacy Department, although monstrous acts have been committed by 
persons of normally high intelligence. At all events, it is a safe precaution to keep all such 
offenders apart from other classes of detenus. They are prolific sources of moral contagion, 
and instead of being scattered about the various prisons, it would be desirable to concentrate 
them in one special establishment where their abnormalities could be treated in a more 
effective way than where associated with other prisoners requiring somewhat diUerent 
management.

Thirdly.—A prison might be built specially for vagrants. _ .
Fourthly.—Drunkards should not be sent to an ordinary prison, but to institutions property httecl 

to deal with them.
Fifthly. —Females should be treated in separate establishments.
Sixthly.—Imbeciles and prisoners suspected of insanity should he removed from ordinary prison 

treatment. If the Lunacy authorities would not accept their care, then a special establishment 
should be built for them.

Seventhly.—Magistrates should not ho allowed to commit lunatics, persons dangerously ill, or 
otherwise needing protection, to prison. This is done now to relieve themselves of a dim- 
cultv, and it increases tiie drawbacks to efficient prison administration.

Lmhthly.—Boys and girts under 15 should not under any circumstances he sent to prison. It is 
3 now done, and must be productive of harm. Actual familiarity with the interior of a gaol 

robs imprisonment of much of its imagined terrors, to say nothing of the dangers arising from 
contact more or less with ordinary prisoners. A scientific system of dealing with wayward, 
neglected, and vicious youths is badly needed, especially in a country like this, where, for 
some reason or other, fathers and mothers take their parental responsibilities so easy. I have 
dealt with this subject in a separate paper.

The foregoing being carried into effect wonld clear the gaols of a ver3r embarrassing charge, and 
at the same time lessen the source of demoralisation. The remaining prisoners could ho classified in 
prisons according to their records as known, rather than with regard to the particular offences leading 
to present incarceration, although these in certain cases would have weight. First offenders and 
special cases could be treated in certain gaols reserved for their use, and could be further classified 
therein according to conduct, disposition, and observation of their characters. W ith respect to the 
definition of the First Offender class, the regulations governing the classification should not be mode 
too rigid, and much should be left to the discretion of the Comptroller-Lcneral, who would be helped 
in selection bv the advice of the governors, clergymen, surgeons, and other officers.

The weak point in this scheme would be its inapplicability to all cases. In some Ol the 
remoter districts, amongst the difficulties, those of transit would be almost insuperable in the case of 
short sentences. But because all prisoners could not be so dealt with would be no reason why the vast 
majority should not be. The proposed partial classification could not, hope to he perfect, and there 
would always be a certain proportion of prisoners evading their proper grade : but it would greatly 
assist prison work in the deterrent and reformative direction, and m the absence of any other detnnte 
proposal, it might be given a fair trial.

3,—Separation and Separate Treatment.
Separation ia classification reduced to its logical conclusion. The accomplised American jurist, 

Edward Livingstone, save : “ Every association of convicts that can lie formed wall, in a greater or less 
degree, pervert, but "it will never reform, those of which it is composed, and wc are brought to the 
irresistible conclusion that classification, once admitted to be useful, is so in an inverse proportion to 
the numbers of which each class is composed, and is not perfect until we come to the point at wfmm 
it loses its name and nature in the complete separation of individuals.” Prisoners may be graded into 
classes according to age, or crime, or length of sentences, or number of sentences, or in whatever 
way classification may he considered desirable ; but amongst any such bodies uf prisoners further 
classification would still he necessary to separate the various degrees. Two prisoners together might 
lead to one contaminating tiie other. It would appear, then, that separation should be held to be the 
true basis of effective prison management. „ . . „ , ■ ,

Prisoners under such treatment are more amenable to the softening influences of religion and 
friendly admonition. They are not subjected to the formation of bail habits by imitation. Individual 
needs, from a reformative point of view, can be better provided for. Isolation from others i amoves a 
great reason for misconduct and destroys the danger of corruption. The Howard Association say : 
' ‘ To reform prisoners while in association is comparable to the at temp* to wash dirty linen m a server. 
As prisoners are so liable to contaminate each other, the only remedy is to keep them apart. 
M. Suringar, one of the most eminent of prison reformers, wrote : “I have spent half a century m 
discharge of duties connected with the repression of crime. I have become firmly convinced that what
ever experiment may be made in tiie classification of prisoners, tho separate system, although decidedly
not perfect, is the best.....................I have arrived at the most decided conclusion that the principle
of the continued separation of offenders from ci" b other is the only one effeetual for its object. There 
nre very few latter-day penological authorities v ..o do not put separation in the front rank of prison 
requirements ..
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It would seem, therefore, that the whole matter is solved by confining each prisoner to a separate 
cell, so that he will have no chance whatever of coming into contact with any other prisoner. Oppor
tunities would thus he afforded for reflection to pave the way to repentance, while frequent visitations 
from clergymen, teachers, governors, and various gaol officials wonld keep the confinement from being 
solitary. Provision would be made for work and exercise, and books would be available for spare hours.

But this system, although so sound theoretically, depends for success on so many tilings and on 
so many people. The Honorable Sir Frederick Darley, the Chief Justice, says : “In my opinion, the 
separate treatment of prisoners, if properly mrri*d otd, is at the same time the most merciful and the 
most beneficial system of imprisonment yet devised.’' His Honor is careful to say “ if properly carried 
out.” Separate treatment, improperly carried out, may dangerously trench on solitary confinement. 
One of the essentials of a proper system of separate treatment is a frequent and judicious visitation, 
but frequent visitations to every one of a large body of separately confined prisoners is not practicable 
under existing conditions. Unfortunately, the number of chaplains5 visits and their duration are, for 
various reasons, hy no means so numeious as is generally supposed. The same may he said of other 
classes of visitors It therefore follows that separate Lreatmenr may leave a prisoner too much to him
self if continued for too long a time. Tf association possesses great dangers, solitude has its own 
attendant evils. It is easy to understand the moral and physical degeneration arising from prolonged 
isolation. Characteiistics of the erotic kind become developed, and mental alienation ensues. It is an 
undoubted fact that derangement of mind has followed upon separate treatment being applied to certain
subjects who have not been able to enduie a long seclusion, although modified bv the visitation and
other alleviations before mentioned which distinguish the separate from the solitary and silent systems. 
In addition to the dangers from self contamination, there are other drawbacks. Cellular confinement 
restricts theselection ot useful employments. Difficult as it is at all times to find beneficial occupation 
for confinees, which shall also he remunerative, the difficulty becomes accentuated when choice is 
restricted to the few employments which can he engaged m within the limited space afi'orded by a small 
cell. In a hot climate, such as this, witli the thermometer occasionally registering 00 degrees of heat, 
occupations causing dust or fluff are unadvisnble as impairing ventilation, a matter now“attended by 
much disability through structural disadvantages.

Probably the most practical advance upon existing conditions would he to take the ria morh’a, 
for the present at all events, ami to recognize the principle of sep.uation for meals and rest, with 
limited association under ail possible supervision for work and exercise. This would by no means he a 
perfect plan. It is quite easy to conjure up all sorts of difficulties. But no progress will he attained 
if this is to deter us from moving in a new direction. Against every plan there must ho some 
objections ; the thing is to choose that which uppaiently has the fewest. "

Here it may be as well to briefly describe the methods pursued in our prisons. The great bulk 
of the inmates comprise a chaotic gathering of vagrants, drunkards, petty offenders, and others who are 
continually in and out of gaol. The sentences they receive are not progressive, and they neither deter 
nor oner sullicient tisite to effect reform. Mfttty persons so treated are not fit subjects for criminal 
treatment at alt, and fchmr presence in prison is about as congruous as it would be in a palace. Then 
there are various classes of prisoners serving longer sentences of various durations under three years. 
Excepting special cases, and young prisoners whose term of imprisonment do not exceed twelve months, 
no separate treatment is applied to any of the foregoing. In the larger gaols, classification by yards 
does something towards Ueepmg various grades of such prisoners in separate congregations ; but, with 
the exceptions referred to, individual separation is not practised. It is when the sentences are for three 
years and upwards that separate treatment is experienced. Each convict, unless for medical or special 
reasons, passes the first six months in cellular confinement, relieved by one hour's exercise daily, and 
the visitations already alluded to. The next three mouths he is allowed two hours' exercise daily. 
Then he passes to association at labour, meals, and exercise until discharged. All prisoners arc kept 
in single cells at night so far as is possible ; but. despite the unwearying efforts of my predecessor to add 
to the number of cells, sudicient accommodation is not jet provided to allow of this most desirable 
practice being thoroughly carried out. Unfortunately, therefore, there are always more or less groups 
of three prisoners sleeping in one compartment. The removal of drunkards and others mentioned in 
the foregoing to establishments more proper for their cure would largely extend the means for separating 
the more legitimate prisoners at night. *

In order to effect reform, it will be necessary for the Government to legislate for the proper 
housing elsewhere of those foreign bodies of unfortunates who now take up so much room m gaols. 
The prison administration is helpless in its endeavours to separate prisoners at night unless the 
country will provide the accommodation. When this ii done, it will be possible to carry out the 
principle of association for v ork and exercise only, which iu itself will be a great step forward. In 
the meantime, some alteration can be carried out in dealing with long-sentenced prisoners. Whatever 
good is effected by the mne months’ period of seclusion must be largely nullified by the subsequent 
association in yards containing criminal communities comparatively strong in numbers. In such 
gatherings there geneiatly are some predominant spirits capable of influencing the others, and here is 
a power for badness which cannot be ignored. Tim most earnest attempts have been made to classify 
each yard so that only prisoners of similar grades should be together; but classification of this kind, 
oven if it could be made perfect, which it most certainly cannot, fads to prevent contamination. As 
in many other prison matters, the evils of association have been possibly exaggerated. A firm well- 
minded man can keep aloof from dangerous companionship. Many do; but the greater number are 
weak vessels, and these have to be protected. It is almost certain that an attempt to do away with 
the congregation in yards would be met by some temporary disorder. But the greater number of the 
prisoners, and certainly all the most promising, would prefer separation out of working hours. The 
hardened criminal would, no doubt, object and cause trouble, as was the ease in Pcntridge some years 
ago, when a similar system was introduced there ; but little troubles of this kind might well be borne 
for the sake of the advantage accruing to morality and reform. A man then would only be associated 
with other inmates at work and* at exercise under supervision, which would hunt his liability to 
contagion. At all other times he would be in his coll where, as much as possible, visits from the 
various classes of officials would be supplemented by visits from approved lay readers or otlieraccredited 
persons. ^ A liberal supply of books, educational and entertaining, would be allowed, with lights up to 
S p.m. nightly, andceitam progress in the upward stage might be marked by increased facilities for 
writing and receiving fetters, more frequent visits from relatives, permission to hang photographs of 
wife, children, or parents, on his cell walls (a practice attended by good results in Norwegian prisons), 
the privilege of sending a portion of his earnings to his family if they were deserving j possibly, after 
a. certain time, permission to care for a bird if sent from home, and what Otlier inducements to clean 
living, not inconsistent with prison principles, might from time to time offer themselves. I do not 
think that these things would in any way shake the deterrent effects of imprisonment, but they might 
elevate the individual to a higher conception of life and its responsibilities.

But it seems a well-established rule in the prison odmimstration of most countries (America is ft 
notable exception) that a period of stricter seclusion than the foregoing should attend the criminal on 
his entrance to gaol. Nine months1 separation is the period observed here and in the United Kingdom. 
On the European Continent the practice varies. In Belgium, there is almost constant separation. 
In France, prisoners serving a year, are kept apart from others. In Norway, the inmates labour in 
association, but sleep in separate compartments. At the commencement and close of their terms of 
sentence the prisoners pass a short time in solitary confinement. A somewhat similar plan is followed 
in Victoria, where the isolation term depends on length of sentence, and ten days’ seclusion is reserved 
for the concluding portion of the imprisonment. In Queensland, the period of separation is varied by 
length of sentence and by number of convictions.

The
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Tha principle seems sound. " Tho first entrance to gaol is to be followed by a period of separation 

fiom all but wholesome influences. Xo doubt the prisoner is in bis degree of reflection more amenable 
to feelings of remorse and repentance than at any other period. The punitive part of prison life is 
here uppermost, and it is quite right that it should be. Objeetion may he made to calling this 
seclusion punishment, but it certainly is so regarded by the prisoners generally. Afterwards, a series 
of progressive stages ameliorating confinement and preparing for a resumption of personal liberty, 
but 1 do not think the period of seclusion should be so long as at present, and X do not think the same 
period should be indiscriminately applied to first-convicted men as to more burdened graduates in 
crime. And Jlr. Michael Uavitt’s suggestions appear to have much in then that is commendable. 
He thinks a few months at the beginning of the sentences, with a month or two at the end, would be 
beneficial, so that “at the end of the sentence the prisoner would bo amenable to the attentions and 
services of tho chaplain and the school muster, itnd every such reformatory influence as could be 
brought to hear upon him just before he comes out into the world again.” This is the method followed 
in Norway and in tiie neighbouring Colony of Victoria, where much success has attended its operations.

It is therefore suggested that some similar plan might he followed here experimentally. For 
prisoners serving under three years' imprisonment of any kind, tho Comptroller-General might ho 
entrusted with discretionary powers to provide such periods of seclusion at the two ends of the 
sentence as might lie considered fitting, the maximum duration being defined. Prisoners with 
sentences of three years and upwards might be the subjects of separate treatment for periods at both 
ends of the sentences, calculated on a sliding scale according to length of sentence and previous 
records, second offenders being dealt with more stringently than first, and third offenders more 
stringently than second. 1 attach great importance In a period of seclusion from ot dinary gaol routine 
being passed immediately anterior to discharge. Visits from clergymen and others of the staff wonld 
probably exercise a beneficial influence for good at a critical time, while visits from relatives, excepting 
mhero such persons were known to he unsuitable people, should he liberally allowed. Home ties, 
relaxed unavoidable by the requirements of punishment, might thus he renewed and strengthened. 
And it must he strongly insisted upon that if it were possible to hit upon the most perfect system of 
g.vol treatment, that system would be completely nullified if the care of the patient is relinquished on 
the gates opening to freedom. At present society is strangely indifferent upon the subject. If a miart-er 
of the attention and sympathy given to tho man m gaol were afforded to him when he goes out again, 
a very gieat gain to tho omnnmuily wonld ensue. LJnforInnately, us a free man, there are few found 
to help him along in the right path, while inducements to revert to wrong are numerous. That he 
goes to gaol again is not so much owing to his former gaol experiences, but rather for the want of a 
helping hand m his interval of freedom.

4. The Identification of Criminals.
A sure means of recognising criminals would go a long way towaids the diminution of crime. 

1 f the criminal were only cei tain that identification would follow upon apprehension he would probably 
he inclined to more practically consider tho advantages of reforming, The growth of recidivism in 
France led to much attention being given to this matter, the consequence being the invention of the 
anthropometric method of measurement by M. Alphonse lieitiilon. JJridly described, this system rests 
upon two facts : firstly, that the osseous portions of the human struct tire do not alter in size between 
adolescence and old age; and secondly, that these parts do not measure the same in their totality in 
the cases of any two persons. A plan of taking and systematically recording these measurements has 
boon devised that enables a criminal to be recognised wit Si us great accuracy mid with as little trouble 
as picking out a word in a dictionary. In France the results attendant upon the introduction of this 
method of identification have been wonderfully successful. In 18S3 the reckliviatcs recognised wcie 
■X!) ; in ISflff they numbered C80. In ten years the identifications amounted to X.oOX, and that number 
of dangerous criminals, persons of the most crafty and vicious kind, was deprived of opportunity for 
injuring society. It must he understood that these persona had all given wrong names, mid had denied 
having had previous prison experience, and that the ordinary methods had failed to identify them. 
Year hy year the system has been perfected, until it may fairly ho classed as an exact science. The 
benefits it has conferred have been generally recognised, and the older countries of the world have 
largely adopted it as part of their prison and police systems. In time it will no doubt he made more 
generally' applicable so as to prevent wrongful impersonation, and cheek fraud m connection with life 
assurance companies, benevolent organisations, &u., while its possible advantages to large business 
firms and banks may easily be guessed. It is, however, in its present application to the identification 
of criminals that I desire to invito attention.

On several occasions the advisabloness of introducing the system into New South Wales has 
been under consideration.

Tho Inspector-General of Police (Mr. Fosbcry), on returning from Fails in 1SSS, specially 
advocated its introduction. He wrote to the Colonial Secretary (then the lute Sir Henry Parkes), 
under date of the 26th December, 1SS8, as follows:—

“In submitting the enclosed pamphlet and appendix for the inhumation of the Colonial 
Secretary, 1 have the honour to report that, having iu view the extreme difficulty which is invariably 
experienced in the Australian Colonies in identifying oflcndeis hy their photographs and ordinary 
personal descriptions, I inquired, in the course of my investigation in Paris, into the means employed 
by the authorities there of determining tho identity of their offenders, whose recorded number now 
amounts to about 70,000.

• “Their system, us shown in the pamphlet and appendix', was fully explained to me hy its author, 
and tested practically' on an offender recehed into gnol at that moment, who asseverated that he had 
never been previously in the custody' of the police. His measurements and descriptions were taken on 
the spot, and in a few moments I was enabled to select without dillieulty the conesponding description 
(with photograph) from a large range of tabulated pigeon-holes.

11 The system is so simple that I suggest it should he adopted hy the prison authorities here, to 
whom I request that this report may he submitted through the oidinaiy official channel/’

Since the date of that communication the question has occasionally been discussed in a more or 
less spasmodic way ; hut very little favour so far seems to have hecn nccoided the proposal to intro
duce JJcrtillonnge,

The objections lime been tbot theie were no experts at hand cognizant of the details ; that it 
was impracticable to entrust, delicate measurements to ordinary prison officers ; ami that the increase 
of work and the increase of expense would be very great. It was also considcied that no system of 
anthropometry would he of use unless uniformly adopted hy the whole of the Australasian colonies. 
'To meet this last difficulty, a circular letter was sent, at the instance of the Minister of Justice, to 
the Prime Ministers of the various colonies, advocating conceited action being taken with a view to 
the adoption of an improved and uniform system for tho registration and identification of habitual 
cnminals. Attached 11 tliis letter was a most able minute liom the Under Secretary (the late Mr. 
Fraser), strongly urging the carrying into operation of the Bertillon system. ’The replies Mere not 
encouraging. Queensland Was prepared to join with the mother Colony, and Now Zealand was favour
able to the adoption of an improved method of identifying criminals ■ but Tasmania, .South Australia, 
and \ icioria declined tu have anything to do with the new j lan, although the hist named colony

expreisod
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exprcsseil willingness to ioin in a conference of the Chiefs of the various Prison and Police Departments 
to consider the whole matter. The minute issued by the Chief Secretary’s Office, Melbourne, so 
nuts tho various objections that, it is bore reproduced “ Chief Secretary's Olhco, Melbourne, 1. th 
July 1895,—The miestion of adopting the Bertillon system'of identifying prisoners was brought under 
tho consideration of the Inspector-General of Penal'Establishmcnts and of the Chief Commissioner 
of Police lost year, and they considered that the system at present practised in Victoria of taking the 
photographs (full and side face), and measures of height, &c., with descriptions of appearance and par
ticular marks, was suffiuient tu meet present requirements, ami that there was not justification for 
incurring the expenditure necessary to carry out the Bertillon and Galton methods with enicicncy. 
The question has again been referred to these gentlemen for consideration, and they are still of the 
same opinion; their views, indeed, seem to he similar to those held by tho Comptroller-General of 
Prisons, Mew South Wales, as stated in the minute of the Under Secretary of Justice. _ _

The Chief Commissioner points out that so far as the search for and arrest of criminals is con
cerned, the Bertillon system is of no advantage, as, of course, the tests for identification cannot be 
applied until after an offender is in custody. He also observes that “ the introduction of ami carrying 
out of this system wonld cause much trouble and sonic expense, and that if the measurements, &c., 
were not taken by experts, and most accurately, they would often be used tu prove that the prisoner 
was not the man wanted.1' This seems a veiy important consideration.

Mr. Chomley admits that there are, however, occasions when the photos and descriptions leave the 
identification doubtful, and then, no doubt, the system would be found useful, and he concludes his 
minute: “ Shortiy, my opinion is that if the system was perfectly carried out it would occasionally
be useful, but if imperfectly curried out it would not only he useless but dangerous.”

The Inspector-General of Penal Establishments reports :—'' Whilst 1 have little doubt as to the 
greater facilities and reliability afforded under the Bertillon and Gallon systems, still, I think the 
methods now in vogue here of relying on photographs, personal descriptions, marks on body, &c., arc 
for all practical purposes sufficient.1’ , . , .

He also calls attention to the following passages in the report of tho Commission appointed Ity 
tho Secretary of State “ It is essential to the complete success of the registry to secure the services 
of an expert practised iu the methods of scientific anthropometry ” ; again “ Unless perfect accuracy 
Iks observed, the system would be only a snare, ami lael: of care or intelligence is an over-present 
danger—if the task he committed, as it sometimes must he, to warders and police of perhaps doubtful 
zeal, or who have no experience. Then a prolonged search, and with dubious results, would be 
rendered necessary when measurements were on or near the margin or primary divisions.

Captain Evans proceeds : “ To carry out the system would involve additional expense certainly 
the pay of one officer. Again, to work it effectivuiy, persons specially instructed, mid records would 
have to bo available at the several prisons throughout the Colony. I do not think the time has yet 
come, for justifying such expenditure, nor has the necessity lor it manifested itself. . i r

Ho further states that experiments are now being made with mirrors to obtain photographs ot 
the face of various definite angles. , .

In view ol the opinions expressed by the otficers having the hugest experience m connection with 
tins subject, and most deeply interested in adopting all necessary means for securing tiie identification 
of offenders, the Government does not consider it necessary at present to adopt the system of measure
ment of criminals introduced by M. Bertillon ” r, ..

The matter thereupon dropped for the time, but the Minister of Justice (the Hon. A. J. Gould j 
directed that as details of tiie working of the system in other countries became available, they' should 
be communicated to him with a view to possible future action. A very great improvement upon exist
ing methods was about this time introduced into tiie Mew South Wales system by my predecessor, 
Mr. Miller, which can best be described iu his own'words. Under date of 12th June, 1S9I, that 
gentleman wrote “ The new method which lias recently beenintroduced for facilitating the identifica
tion of criminals consists of a classification and subdivision of photos., with descriptions attached, as 
shown hereunder. ,

The photos, are classified iu four series, viz. :—
1st. Jinglisli speaking races.
2nd. Known foreigners.
3rd. Females.
4th. Coloured races.

" The first series, which comprises by far the largest number of criminals convicted in the 
Colony, is also subdivided into four sets according to height of prisoners, as under

1st. 5 ft. 5 in. and under.
2nd. 5 ft. 5 in, to 5 ft. 7 in.
3rd. 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 9 in.
4th. All over 5 ft. 9 in.

“ Under the old method there was no classification of photos, with descriptions, and the full 
face only was taken. Under the new method, both the full face and profile are taken. 1 attach 
sample copies of two photos. This improved system will, ol course, greatly increase the work of the 
photographer, who had but one assistant (a warder), and in order that tho duties of printing, 
classifying, registering, and indexing the photographs may he properly and cflectiveiy performed in 
future, I have appointed another man, who is an experienced photographer, to Darlingluust Gaol, with 
the status of a warder and subject as such to the Regulations, but bis duties will be confined to
assisting the acting-photographer (Mr. Ilowdcn), who ranks as a senior warder. ’ _ ,

Up to tiie present tunc, therefore, the plan for identifying criminals in the Australasian Colonies 
depends largely upon photography aided hy personal description. ,

I have thought it desirable to briefly recount the foregoing history of what lias hecn done 111 the 
past, us the opinions of so many experienced gentlemen must possess considerable value. The 
difficulties of initiating such a system arc very great, especially when it is considered that we have no 
one practically conveisant with it, and that all the knowledge possessed of an intricate subject with 
its many details have been gained from books and reports. Vet tiie latter are so numerous, eo up to 
date, and so full and clear in their description as to cause tiie difficulties to appear not unsurmonntable. 
This opinion is shared by the Hon. A. J. Gould, who has on several occasions expressed to me his 
strong desire that a system of Bertillonago, modified to suit the requirements of flic country, should 
be brought into operation. By Mr. Gould’s direction a complete sot of measuring instruments has 
been obtained through the Agent-General and are now in this office. i

It would no doubt be most desirable that a similar system should be brought into operation in 
all the colonies at the same time. Much mutual benefit would lie derived if the groiring class of 
“ mtercolomal criminalscould be identified. Facilities for travelling about arc now so numerous 
that it is easy for them to wander from one province to another, exploiting each in turn, imtiKhey get 
locally recognised. Then proximity7 to Mew Caledonia offers opportunity for escapees mom tiie 
French settlement tn settle unrecognised in Australia. The matter should tie properly regarded as an 
intercolonial or even an inteniational one. It is beyond dispute that the professional wrong-doer is 
alive to the disadvantages he is under in countries where his identification is assured, and that he is 
migrating elsewhere. It would be ivcll that the deterrent, method of antln-opometric measurement be 
introduced into the whole of the colonies.
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I coneidci1 that tho system might be started m New I'uuth Wales._ It is ns much a matter of 

police as of prison concern, and should therefore, as in England, be a joint matter controlled by both 
departments. There should be a chief director, who should control the central office, where all 
measurements would be sent for recording ami identilication. Much would depend upon this officer, 
who would have to generally organise, instruct a staff, and be responsible for efficiency. It might be 
considered well to obtain the services of an expert to nurse the matter at its inception, or better still, 
to despatch a prison officer—a medical man for preference—to observe the procedure elsewhere. _ In 
Bengal and in Ceylon a combination of tho Bertillon and Galton methods has been, for some time, 
operating witli pronounced success. A visit for instruction to both of these places would not occupy 
much time or cost, much money. But it would be possible to commence without further assistance 
than is obtainable from the very complete and explicit directions contained iu the various boohs to 
which reference has already been made. Mistakes would of course occur, and there would be much 
discouragement for a time, but experience wonld soon bring about success.

New South Wales Cktminal Investigation’ DEi’ARTsrtsT. 
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It would be well to begin cautiously, and to not attempt too much. Tire Bertillon system in its 
entirety, as now observed, might be too complex, and I think a modification of the Bengal plan would 
be the most suitable to undertake. Tiie measurements to be taken should be six, viz.-.—

1. Length of head. 4, Length of left forearm.
2. Width of head. 5, Length of left foot.
3. Length of left middle finger. C. Height.

And, in addition an imprint of tho ball of tho left thumb, obtained by brushing the thumb with 
Indian ink and impressing it on a card. All these paitiuulars would supplement the information now 
given by photographs, personal description, marks, history’ and age.
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As prisoners liecome nearly due for disuhargo, tlic measurements of sucli of them us might bo 

deemed fit subjects for registration would be taken and recorded on cards winch would be stored away 
classified for future identification purposes at tho Central Office, Sydney. Each of the six measure
ments would I* subdivided into three, vm. “long,” “medium,” and “short,” according to a certain 
anthropological standard, which I think should be fixed by medical experts. These standards being 
fixed, three cabinets would he constructed, designated A for “long” heads (according to standard 
measurement aforesaid); li for “medium" heads ; and C for “short’1 heads. Each of these cabinets 
would be divided into three parts vertically for “ long,” “ medium/’ and “ short” middle fingers and 
horizontally into three for “long,” “medium,” and “short” widths of head. Subdivisions’into 
further threes would follow vertically for left foot, and again horizontally' for left forearm, and a last 
subdivision for height. It will he seen, therefore, that there would be throe cabinets, each containing 
213 subdivisions or drawers. °

On the arrest of a person in any part of the country locally unknown, the particulars already 
enumerated w ould be set forth on a propeily prepared card" and sent to Sydney. The operator there 
in endeavouring to place the card in its proper place amongst the 729 drawers contained in the ihvee 
cabinets, would at once he able to discard two-thirds of the number hy the suspect’s head being of 
long, medium, or short length. Further examination as to width of head would ['educe this number to 
SI. Length of left middle finger would bring the division to 27, still further reduced to 9 by measure
ments of loft forearm. This would be brought to 3 by length of left foot, and the drawer which should 
place the card would he then arrived at by height measurement. There wonld, of course, he several 
cards in this last drawer, the right one of which would be fixed hy the thumb impression. A telegram 
would be sent notifying the inquiring officer as to identification having taken place or not, and a letter 
would follow in due course, giving full particulars, including former convictions. It will be seen that 
the Bertillon system is followed more as an easy and rapid way of classification of old measurements so 
as to enable a record to be found readily and with certainty. But the best stage of arriviim at eonviu- 
oing evidence of identification is afforded by the thumb impression, for no two persons’ thumbs present 
the same appearance as regards skin markings when viewed under a microscope.

1 consider the foregoing mollification of existing plans would meet all our requirements for some 
considerable time, until the register cards became numerous enough to warrant a further subdivision, 
when the measurement of the bi-zygomatic diameter might ho added. Indeed the latter even now might 
perhaps be substituted for the height measurement which is more liable to error on the part of the 
operator than any other parr of the anatomy'. I have only suggested the retention of the height because 
of it s forming a part of tho existing systems in other countries, and its consequent international value. 
Perhaps too it would he desirable to have a special series of cabinets for persons over GO so as to 
prevent too great an accumulation of obsolete cards referring to persons who from age, death, or other 
causes might unrecognised drop out of the ranks of those forming the recidivist class. A still further 
reduction of cards would be arrived at by those referring to criminals under sentence being withdrawn 
until liberation, when they would again revert to the cabinets.

I do not think lads under 21 should be measured. In France such persons are so dealt with and 
a special cabinet allotted to their cards, but on account of their bones not having obtained full growth, 
their measurements at an immature age can have little practical value, while complicating the 
general classification. They might he treated as at present by photography and by record of distinctive 
marks, together with the thumb imprint which latter would not alter through life.

Measurements should be recorded on the metrical system, so far as the first five are concerned, 
and'height should he in feet and inches. It would be advisable to adopt the instruments used in 
India hy the controller of the Bengal system. They' arc distinct improvements on the articles used 
in England, and much better adapted for the measurements by non-experts. Difficulty would be 
expericneed at first in training prison or police officers in various centres to make accurate measure
ments. But examination and time would produce a body' of fairly-skilled measurers who could be 
relied upon,'with the aid of the improved instruments non- obtainable, to give particulars with but a 
slight margin oi error. Four or six measurements might in each case he taken and the mean adopted. 
Inspectors would occasionally visit each district, examine tho capabilities of the various officers, and 
test the measurements, and such a plan would bring about successful working. Too much would not 
be imposed upon the outlying officers. All tliat would be required would lie to take the measurements 
and tfiu thumb impression of any suspect, together with a description of any marks or peculiarities, 
and forward such particulars to Sydney where the central authorities would lie able to pronounce the 
suspect an cx-eoimct or not iu a very short time.

I strongly' commend the matter for favourable attention as going some way towards solving 
the “habitual criminal" difficulty, which might be further advanced by legislation on tlic lines of the 
Victorian Influx of Criminals Act. Discharged prisonei-s from other countries should not he allowed 
to enter New South Wales within throe years from tho termination of their sentences under pain of 
imprisonment followed by' deportation.

5. The Employment oj Prisoners.
Tins is a matter surrounded by difficulties. Theoretically every prisoner, not mentally or 

physically disabled, should be made to work. I’raetically it is very hard to find work for them to do. 
It is a common thing to hear opinions expressed that those in gaol should he kept to hard work ami 
made to earn enough to keep them. But people offering such opinions rarely' suggest what hard labour 
should he done, or, if they do, it is something wholly impracticable. In this as iu many other matters 
connected with prisons, it is quite easy to criticise but very difficult to prescrifie a remedy'.

Purely penal employment such ns the crank, the tread-mill, shot drill, and other unproductive 
occupations formed an easy way of keeping the prisoners at work, and at work of a heavy kmd. But 
public opinion rigidly does not favour this system whicli finds no place in the New South Wales 
prisons. It is therefore difficult to provide occupation which shall be at once laborious, useful, and 
educational.

The number of skilled tradesmen coming into gaol is few, and the vast majority of prisoners are 
unskilled in trades, dull of learning, and averse to exertion. Then, as physical disability generally 
accompanies moral infirmity, many of them are of stunted growth or of broken down constitution, 
with a liberal sprinkling of feeble minded, or diseased, or crippled persons. This without reckoning 
the large majority who comprise drunkards and vagrants sentenced to prison (to get rid of them for 
the time) for sucli short periods as to render it perfectly hopeless to teach any tiling useful to such an 
overchangiug population. It is obvious therefore that such material cannot do the work of skilled 
artisans. ,

Then there are drawbacks to gaols, as regards industries, which are not present in the outer 
world. The necessity for constant supervision, the ordinary disciplinary routine, and the structural 
disadvantages of buildings all offer serious opposition to steady and profitable occupation, which is 
further hampered hy the complaints of free labour,
_ It will be perceived from this that obstacles to tho constant and profitable employment of those 
in our gaols are hy no means few or easy to overcome. It would he most desirable from every point of 
view to see all the prisoners perform day by day a good day’s work, but at present this is impracticable 
for the reasons before stated; and I fear we must for the time accept the fact that there will be a 
certain proportion for whom little useful employment can he found. In the larger gaols where there 
are workshops and trades instructors, this fault is capable of being minimised, but the minor estab
lishments situated in the outlying districts can be regarded as places of detention only. There is no

local
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luOiil work beyond wood-diopping or i>erfuriiung the noeessivry prison duties, while the coat of transit 
prevents materud being scut from elsewhere to he made up, even if it were practicable to provide 
competent instructors. _

With a full comprehension of all these hindrances to success, a more vigorous pohey has recently 
been entered upon in order to import more liveliness into the iinliiKtrial side of prison manage men t. It 
lias seemed to me that, with all the disabilities wc labour under, there is not much oc'usion to seek 
custom in the open market. The various Government Departments are proper customers for our 
products, and it should bo recognised that where anything for the Public .Service can be produced by 
gaol labour, then outside sellers should not be dealt witli. In Hie past this idea has not been so 
completely entertained as could be wished, and such trade gtadudiy became reduced to small 
proportions. Various causes, too, also alienated the departmental trade. Out' unskilled labourers 
occasionally turned out bail work. Goods wore not produced to lime. Heads of Depaitments wore 
inclined to be hypercritical when comparing prison manufactuicd goods with articles oflered in the 
open market. And, not least of all, there existed much apathy and lack of interest on the part of 
those charged witli tlic execution of oidcrs. The business was not taken seriously.

Measures have now been taken to biigbtcn things up generally. The Go'crnor uf each gaol has 
hecn distinctly informed that he will hr personally held responsible that as little idleness ns possible 
takes pi.tee ; that tho various orders placed with him arc eaiefnlly and promptly carried out; and 
that no ni tide made in lus prison passes out in an improper condition- 'The trades overseers have been 
wunicd that inattention on their part will ho productive of serious eoiiseipioiiecs tn Ihcmselves, and 
tliat they will be held responsible that every pusoncr entrusted to their care is kept at work. Home 
changes in the trades’ staff have already been made. Then, a now office lias been created called 
Director of Labour. His duties involve a general supervision of the whole of the industries. Ho has 
to solicit orders from the various Departments, and to distribute them to the gaols most capable of 
executing them. He has to keep in touch with the tiadcs instructors in all the prisons, so as to be 
well posted with the capacities of the inmates and the amount of work available for them, and he has 
generally to see tliat matters are conducted in a business-like style. I anticipate much good will result 
from the creation of this office. Already a number of orders have been placed with ui for clothing, 
hoots, bedding, tinware, matting, &C. It wonld be a good thing if the Hailway Commissioners would 
obtain their mats from us. Such work would afford useful occupation for many of the unskilled men 
now in prison, and tho mats could he made quite equal to those now imported.

Desidcs this, there is building, quarrying, &c., going on at Trial Day and elsewhere, and also 
the work of many kinds incidental to gaol requirements, such as tailoring and shoemaking for the 
inmates; laundry work, cooking, cleaning, and so forth. And recently an attempt has been made to 
introduce farming and gardening. So far a fair amount of success has been attained in these latter 
directions, but there was not much forethought displayed in selecting the sites for prisons, most of 
which are of such small extent as not to offer opportunities for much outdoor work. Where there is 
any available ground, however, it is being used, and already vegetables and forage have been grown in 
some localities more than sufficient for the Local gaol requirements. The Governors, as a body, report 
most favourably of the pilau, and there can be no doubt it is a wholesome and healthy occupation for 
the prisoners who apqicar to be all the better behaved for the new departure which has only been 
established a few months. For the future, in addition to tho existing occupations, I look forward 
with much hopefulness to the establishment of a new prison for females, a reformatory for drunkards, 
a largo industrial prison on modern lines, and possibly a penitentiary for vagrants. Much of the cost 
could be defrayed by the sale of Darlinghurst Gaol, which is out of date and unsuitably placed. There 
is no reason why these places should not he built by the prisoners themselves. It is already in 
contemplation to add a new wing to Parramatta Gaol for the reception of those suspected of insanity, 
and the work could be done by prison labour after the erection of tho walls on the outside grounds, 
Hetc wonld be good work provided of a bard, healthy, and useful kind. Ami I sincerely hope that tho 
experiment may be tried', . '

[ have only so far considered the subject from an economic and business, and, perhaps, a social 
point of view ; but there is a moral aspect also, for most undoubtedly wholesome labour is a great 
reformative agent. The industrious and willing worker in prison is well advanced on the road io 
reform. For many, work is distasteful, unfamiliar, and troublesome. Some consideration at first is 
needed for those ; but with a proper system of row ards for industry, the necessary stimulus is provided 
for even the most unpiotnising cases. Some revision of the labour schedules has taken place, and a 
new scale came into operation on the first of the present year. This provides for every trade a task, 
defined by a certain amount of work.

In the case of a tailor, the weekly task is the making of so many pairs of trousers according to 
cxpciicncc. For this, first-convicted men are credited v itli a small sum payable on discharge. Second 
and third men receive less, and fourth-convicted men nothing ; but after completion of the task all 
classes are uaid for every pair of trousers made over and above tho task, and so with other occupations. 
A prisoner is, therefore, encouraged to be industrious, and at. the same time he is made to feel that ho is 
contributing something towards' the cost of his maintenance. I would propose that prisoners should 
be allowed to contribute half their earnings towards the support of their families. Tins would be an 
incentive tn industry, and wonld have an elevating effect, especially on new offenders, and by preventing 
ab'.olule severance (if borne ties might pave the way to family effortsbeing made to provide employment 
on release, and so cause the discharge to he a final one.

6. Education and Moral Instruction.
Udncation is not expected to wholly eradicate crime, and, as a matter of fact, it docs not do so. 

In particular cases it may even have assisted the professional criminal in his war with society ; but as 
a general ttile it may be taken that the spread of education lias marched hand in hand with tho cause
of reform. . . „ i ■

The public school system of this country has done much to assist tiie repression of wrongdoing, 
and, as in Kngland, the prison population is largely recruited fiom a class who iu some way or other 
have managed to evade the provisions of the JSducatiou Act. I have always thought that a drastic 
campaign directed against truancy would go a. long way towards diminishing crime, and m another 
paper this matter has been more fully dealt with. In every prison, owing to the general spread of 
education, there are not so many totally uneducated peisons to be found_ as was the case a few years 
back, but still there is a percentage received quite unable to read or write, There are considerable 
drawbacks in the way of repairing these dcGcicncies, as the primary objects for which gaol life is 
prescribed hardly make towards opportunities for any considerable educational advancement. Still it 
has been recognised as an obligation that a degree of tuition should be attainable, and, to some extent, 
school-tcaohing forms part of the prison routine. _ . . . _

At present, the female prisoners receive no educational attention. The male prisoners in six 
gaols have fair opportunities for schooling. Hot much is practicable in this direction, nor is much 
done. The teachers combime scholastic duties with those of storekeeper, clerk, or some other office, 
and possibly attach most importance to the latter woi It, of which the results are n}or? readily shown. 
Then a«ain thev are not trained men, and consequently labour under serious disadvantages, ine 
standard of gaol education needs better defining, and the absence of any definite rule as to ago and 
length of sentence of those eligible for instruction is hampering to usefulness. I believe, however, 
good work has been done, and that jmsoners have benefited by the efforts of tho schoolmasters, who, for 
the most part, have been painstaking and earnest. Precisely the practical value of their work cannot
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be arrived at iti the absence of any record of iexults, An educational return certainly appears in the 
annual prison report purporting to show the progress made, but this is complied from examinations 
made by tho teachers into their own work and has little real value. An independent examination by 
a professional Inspector of the Public Instruction Department would afford a truer criterion of the 
success met with. The remarks made only apply to the male prisoners, for, as before stated, girls and 
women get no instruction at all,0

The improvements suggested would be to appoint trained teachers to the positions of school- 
masters, so that the opportunities for instruction, limited as they must lie in gaol, may be made 
tlic most of. The changes should be gradually carried out and without hardship to the existing staff. 
In the larger establishments it might ho advisable to separate the duties where another office is com
bined witli that of schoolmaster, and so enable more time to be given to the latter functions. An 
earnest educated man in that position could be a great power for good in moving about sympathetically 
amongst the prisoners, teaching the less advanced, distributing and collecting library books, super
vising the despatch and receipt of letters, and in helping illiterate prisoners to prepare their letters 
and petitions which latter assistance is now generally rendered by other prisoners.

Then, not too much should he attempted. Reading, writing, and the simple rules ox arithmetic 
should alone form the curriculum. Prisoners of advanced attainments should, however, he afforded 
facilities for improvement hy their own efforts with the aid of suitable books. But the gaol standard 
should be of an elementary character, and nothing beyond the ability’ to read a book, write a letter, 
and work a few’ simple sums should he attempted. The number of those to be instructed should not 
he too great, and success should not be endangered by the inclusion of those, who from age or extreme 
dullness, would require too much time to ho spent on them to the disadvantage of other more likely 
material. Those over 3o should be excluded, as should all with sentences of throe months and under. 
It would only he waste of time attempting anything with sucli cases. For convenience, it is the 
practice now to hold classes in association, hut I question very much if better results could not be 
obtained from separate tuition in the cells. Each individual would have a shorter period of instruction, 
hut it would impress him more, and his attention would not be distracted by company’. Inducements 
might be held out to backward prisoners by requiring them to write their own letters after a certain

Eeriod spent under the schoolmaster. At half-yearly intervals the measure of success attained should 
e gauged by examinations conducted hy tiie inspectors of the Education Office in an independent way', 

whereby the necessary spur would lie given to energetic and efficient methods being pursued. For 
w’omen prisoners female teachers should be provided, hut under present conditions this would entail 
much expense, as the women are comparatively few in number, and are so scattered as to render it 
difficult to get hold of them for teaching purposes, I have dealt with their case in a separate article.

The great majority of prisoners are, however, able to read, and for them gaol libraries offer great 
opportunities for moral advancement. Mr. Michael Davitt says: “No more efficacious reforming 
medium—apart, of course, from industrial occupation and habits—could be employed for the reclama
tion of all tliat is rcclaimable in criminal lives than a judiciously-stocked prison library', tn which tlic 
moral teaching and wrong punishing description of novel should he largely represented. It is only 
what prisoners read, between labour hours in prison, that can come between thoir thoughts of crimes 
past and reveries of criminal deeds to come." These arc sound truths. A good book is a great teacher. 
Prisoners necessarily spend much time by’ theinsoives. Something must occupy their thoughts, and 
the more wholesome that something is the better for all concerned. The Chief Justice, speaking to 
me about tho restrictions as to issues from prison libraries, said : “ IVhy debar such men from reading 1 
Books are amongst men’s best friends.” There can be no doubt but tliat much more can he made of 
tliis aid to reform than lias been made.

Tiie rules now governing the gaol libraries provide that no ordinary prisoner is allowed a hook 
unless ho has over three months to servo. It will thus be seen that a great portion of tiie gaol popula
tion is dohai red from reading. Several reasons for this restriction have been advanced, Amongst 
them is the damage likely to be done by tho hopeless class of short sentenced drunkards and vagrants. 
Much force attaches to this. Another reason is that the punitive effect of imprisonment may lie 
destroyed, if prisoners are able to get bonks too readily, and so pass the time away in reading. I do 
not quite see the force of this. There arc many people serving sentences of under three months whoso 
minds could better be employed in absorbing the healthful teachings of a standard work than in 
pondering over and conjuring up evils ami libidinous ideas. To refine such minds would not tend to 
lessen the punitive effect of iinnrisonnient, but would probably increase it hy raisins: the moral percep
tion to a higher level,

I have consulted many of our most experienced officials on this subject of restricting books to 
prisoners serving over three months, and their unanimous opinion is that all prisoners, excepting the 
short-term vagrant class, should he allowed library privileges. In South Australia, the Comptroller 
lias discretionary power to ailow any prisoner a hook. Iu Victoria ail ordinary prisoners sciVing over 
seven days may have one. It would appear desirable that some relaxation of our present rule should 
take place.

Another way in which reading is restricted is the rule tliat prohibits artificial lights in the ceils. 
Exceptions are made as regards tho ceils occupied by’ certain classes, such as separate-treatment men, 
seventh-class prisoners, and a few others, which are lighted until S p.m. by gas, but these form only’ a 
very small proportion. The vast majority of the prisoners, including those who have passed the 
“ separate ” stage, have no lights at night, and this iu winter means twelve or more hours spent in 
darkness without occupation.

In several of the remote minor gaols gas or electricity is not available, and this has formed 
one of the principal reasons against lighting Darlinghurst, Parramatta, and the other large prisons. 
Because a few men incarcerated at, say, Wilcannia cannot have lights, therefore the many’ hundreds 
elsewhere should not have them. In this, as in other prison matters, it is to be feared that the desire 
to enforce uniformity of treatment has stood in the way of desirable reforms. I have recently 
submitted a recommendation to the Minister of Justice on this subject, and Mr. Gould has approved 
of the principle that all ceils, where practicable, should be lighted, and the matter has now been 
placed in the hands of the Government Architect. I anticipate good results from the introduction 
of this great reform. When all the cells arc lighted their inhabitants will be able to pass the hours 
prior to sleeping in reading. No doubt some will take up various studies hy the aid of the educa
tional works provided, while others will occupy themselves with fiction or travels. But good must 
in any case result from tiie now departure, which will enable tliat dangerous period of solitude— 
between the close of labour and the beginning of the night’s sleep—to be safely employed in morally' 
clean and instructive occupation.

Another advantage to be gained by the introduction of the lighting of cells will he the addition 
of a mild prison punishment to the present corrective code. For certain offences a prisoner would 
forfeit, for one or two nights, a light in his cell, and it is anticipated that tliis penalty would supersede 
some of the heavier punishments now inflicted, and would be more deterrent although less severe.

Libraries arc maintained iu all gaols ranging from some dozen works in small establishments 
to some two thousand at Darlinghurst, the schoolmaster of which prison acts as general librarian, 
and arranges for tho [selection (subject to the approval of tho head of the Department) and exchange 
of works for the service throughout. That officer recently reported : “ Works of fiction of the

■ ordinary

_ * At Darlinjfliurst all Kevcntli-clnss prisoners, excepting those serving sentences of fourteen days and under, are taught
in a class in Ewhi" on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 2 to 3 p.m., each prisoner attending every 
alternate week. They do not attend whon on low diet. Prisoiicr.i of other classes arc admitted to the school (in the library) 
on their application being approved bv tho Oovernor, and are taught from 10 to 12 on the days mentioned. Twelve is the 
usual number that attend. ‘
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ordinary urmil class (slandard norfils, even those of Sir W’alter Suott, being classed in the same 
category) have been for a long time foibidden, so that under the heading of ‘Talcs’ the only works 
permissible arc stories of travel and adventure, or homely talcs of a colourless and, in many instances] 
childish description, Tho choice of magazines has also been greatly curtailed. . . . There is no
doubt that the libraries contain a great many books absolutely useless for the purpose for which they 
were intended, and I hope that in time they may be replaced by more interesting and instructive 
works.” T rpiitc concur with the principal libiarian. A vety large proportion of the books is neither 
instruct]\c nor interesting. On my entrance mto this oilice 1 was much surprised to ieaiu that 
authors such us Thackeray, Sir Walter Scott, Dickens, and others weie rigorously excluded from the 
shelves, and that modern novels generally were tabooed, no matter what their degree of excellence. 
It seemed, however, to bo overlooked that these forbidden articles gained admission when running 
serial-sbapcd iu the pages uf a magazine. There wore many admirable works of travel, biography, 
and so forth, and many valuable science books, but there was also, as the librarian implies, a great 
collection of ancient literature of an uninteresting and nninstruetive kind. When these latter are 
weeded out, and worn-out dilapidated volumes withdrawn, the various libraries will need some extra 
money spent upon them to fill up tho vacant places. The Minister of Justice, Mr. Gould, expressed 
to me his opinion that standard authors, such as Dickens, might be represented on the shelves, and 
accordingly the next selection of books will contain a ciucfully assorted collection of the better works 
of fiction and uiuntlily magazines, wlule nioie solid mutter will be provided by rcientiho and technical 
handbooks, travels, bicgi npbies, and so forth. The annual grant for books is £100, but this is 
insufficient. In English prisons is :>d. per head is allowed, and this ^.supplemented at periodical 
intervals of extra stocktaking by additional grants. It needs about £ij(XI to put our libraries in 
good condition, and a yearly grant of 1b, (id. or 2s. per head, calculated on the daily average, to 
keep them in order. If would be money well spent in the interests of reform and morality.

In connection with the subject dealt with here must not be omitted tho duties of tiie chaplains. 
Their opportunities for assisting and hastening reform are many. I do uot so much refer to the 
softening and elevating influences of religion, as exerted by the various services of the different 
Cbuiuhes, although their value is fully recognised, but to ihe private communication between clergy
men and prisoners. Great good undoubtedly results from cellular visitation, and many an erring 
person has been brought to repentance by the friendly and sincere admonitions, not untuiged by 
sympathy, of the chaplains. In the mother country there is in each prison a resident chaplain who, 
having no other duties, is enabled to devote the whole of Iris time to prison work, which includes tho 
superinteudoneo of the school, the library, daily religious services, besides useful help in connection 
with the Discharged Prisoners’ Aid Societies, In this country the chaplains are non-resident, and 
have parish duties occupying then' attention outside tho gaol. It in obvious, therefore, that they have 
not tho time at their disposal to accomplish all that could be desired. As it is, a large measure of 
usefulness is effected by these gentlemen. . , .

I should like to sec out heie a plan which is working well elsewhere—(hat is, the introduction 
by the chaplains or clergymen from outside to occasionally conduct service and to give short addresses. 
More might be done, too, with the assistance of lay readers duly accredited, especially by women 
visitors to the women inmates. It mi^lit be found practicable to utilise sonic of the corridors for thu 
purpose of “straight talks” or lectures on such subjects as Thrift, Temperance, &e., under the 
chaplain’s auspices. Select bodies of well-bebaved prisoners could attend there in turn, in parlies 
small enough to be easily supervised anti kept from communication by a few of tho disciplined staff.

And in other directions changes might be cautiously and judiciously introduced wlrieh would 
help along the training in education and moral instruction, by awakening or quickening the receptive 
faculties in a healthily attractive way,

7. Habitual Drunkards.
The mamier in which drunkards arc dealt with ia generally admitted to be unsatisfactory. Men 

and women afflicted with tiie disease of habitual drunkenness are ignorantly dealt with as criminals, 
and the abortive treatment to which they are in consequence subjected is neither deterrent nor refor
mative. Scores of these poor creatures spend years of their unhappy lives in moving backwards and 
forwards between the publiehouse and tho prison.

It is no uncommon tiring to find over fifty convictions recorded against one of these unfortunates. 
Gould anything show more plainly tho utter uselessness of the present system ? Indeed, that is 
generally admitted ; but, although reform is much talked about, it has been found impossible to get 
beyond the talking stage. , ,

Them is another aspect of ttiis question which deserves attention. Ihe constant stream ot 
drunkards flowing into the gaols is at once most inconvenient and expensive. Their presence is 
embarrassing, and interferes considerably with the arrangements for piopcrly accommodating the more 
legitimate prisoners. In Darlinghurst aloue, a huge army of drunkards and vagrants, owing to drink, 
inarch into tho prison, many of them in a filthy, diseased, and verminous condition, forming at once a 
danger to the cleanliness, order, and usefulness of the gaol. No possible good is done by their incar
ceration. Their sentence of two, or seven, or fourteen days, or whatever it may be, simply patches 
them up in preparation for another bout of drink, and so the misciable game proceeds, costing much 
money and doing no good. . ,

From a prison point of view, the removal of this class would offer great advantages, J no 
accommodation now occupied by these persons could be applied to the separate housing by night of 
prisoners who now, from want of room, have to be associated, while the sanitary condition of the gaol,
tugether with its reformative and industrial opportunities, would indubitably benefit.

It ia not casv to hit upon remedial measures which are ficc from objections of some kmd. It is 
no doubt due to this difficulty that the present system owes its continuance^ To deal effectually with 
this matter, new ground will have to ho broken, and some purely experimental steps undertaken. 
Objections will no doubt be raised, but they should not be allowed to obstruct reform. _ The first thing 
should be tu Lake habitual drunkenness out of tbo category of crime, and class it as ft disease requiring 
medical rather than prison treatment. This being recognised, a course of treatment might be insti
tuted, involving detention, more or less prolonged, in an inebriate reformatory situated some distance 
fiom any large centre uf population.

The establishment should not present a prison appearance, nor should it cost much money to 
build. Piopcrly-classified dormitories, subdivided into cubicles so that each inmate would have a room 
to himself ; a large refectoiy, which would also servo as a lecture and recreation hall; a well-stocked 
library, together with work-rooms, hospital, officers’ quarters, and the necessary offices, would com
prise the internal arrangements. Outside should be a laige area of ground, suitable for floral, fiuit, 
and vegetable gardening, dairy work, agriculture, poultry' and pig farming, and any pi'acticabie out
door work, A playing-field and swimming-bath would bo attached. Opportunity would be offered 
for good wholesome work, as much in tho open ...r as possible, and there would be ample time given 
for recreation, education, and moral and religious instruction. A special staff of officers would have 
Io be selected, fitted by education and temperament for the work, and the general superintendence 
should, I think, be placed in the bauds of a resident medical officer. An independent Hoard of \ isitom 
would visit at uncertain times and report to tlic Minister having administrative control, j he inmates, 
or mure properly speaking, patients, would be habitual drunkards. Hove would crop tip a difiiciilty 
m definition. It would perhaps be welt net to proceed too drastically at the beginning. Probably 
after a certain number uf appearances before the Courts, a pel son might be deemed nu habitual

drunkard
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(Irnnliard liable to detention in the Tieformatoiy. Such detention should not be for less than one year, 
Xo possible good could be effected in less time with such cases. After twelve months any patient 
would be eligible for discharge, cither on probation or absolutely, and in no ease should the time of 
curative detention exceed three years.

These conditions are no doubt of a tft ingcut character ; hut the disease requires lieroie treatment. 
I'robably ucll-meaniug people nould ciy out thaf the liberty of the subject is being unduly interfered 
with. Precisely' the same objection would apply to the incarceration of the insane, who are detaiued in 
special establishments away from their relatives until cured. Again, it will probably lie urged that 
much misery would be caused to families by the removal of their bread-winner. But, senonsly con
sidered, an habitual drunkard possesses little \alue us the support of a home, and his temporary 
absence would uot diminish the family earnings or the family eomfoit. Besides, the patient, could 
freely' communicate by letter with ids near relations, enjoy visits from them, and even in special eases 
be allowed occasional holidays under their care and responsibility, while from the proceeds of Ids 
labour he would be able to contribute ton aids their support.

Tho remarks made nre equally' applicable to female prisoners. It seems to me that sucli a system 
is capable of effecting great moral reformation and of conferring the necessary ,-tinnitus to enable this 
terrible mental disease to be overcome. 1 trust that whatever else may be effected in connection with 
prison reform this subject may be speedily dealt with. To continue tlic present useless and costly 
system would lie indefensible.

8. Separate Prison for Females.
A portion of every gaol, more or less secluded, is set apart for the reception of female prisoners, 

who are controlled hy women officers, under the general superintendence of the male head ol the estab
lishment. At the close of 3S9G lliere w ere 217 female prisoners, with 73 ofliceis of their own sexto 
manage them. The majority of tho women wcie confined in Darlinghurst, Biloela, Maitland, and 
Bathurst, and numbered 1S1. with 23 officers—a proportion of 7"8 prisoners per officer ; while scattered 
about all over the country were 30 more, with So officers—a proportion ol 1'5 officers to 1 prisoner.
Little useful employment can be found for these women, especially in the country prisons, where their 
services are principally utilised in washing and general domestic work for tho gaoler and his house
hold. This latter purpose is the principal icuson tor the appearance of women piisuncrs at some of the 
gaols, they having been specially traustened from the metropolis to perform general servants' duties.
1 cannot approve of the system which obtains of allowing gaolers to use prisoners as servants. It 
cannot assist discipline, it is liable to abuse, and it is objectionable for several easily understood 
reasons ; and it would be far better to give the officers an allowance to provide free servants.

There is not much in the existing method to commend it. Better results should be obtained by 
the concentration of tbo female prisoners in one or two institutions specially adapted for their treat
ment, From an economic point of view the gain would be considerable. Probably half of tlic present 
number of officers would uot be required ; and the prisoners would benefit by the bringing into opera
tion of more improved methods of (feoiling with them. Amongst these would be a better classification, 
which is much needed. Brothel-keepcis and prostitutes should bo kept wholly apart in a separate 
wing of the prison.

In Victoria they have coiicentialed the women, serving sentences of three months and upwards, 
iu the central Female Prison, Coburg, 'When a 110111311 is committed to one of the up-country gaols 
for a short senteuee a special female attendant is engaged on the responsible recommendation of the 
gaoler to attend her, unless on inquiry it is found cheaper to transfer her to Coburg—a matter which 
is left entiiely to the disciction of the Inspector-General. I inspected this prison, and was much 
interested in the arrangements for supervising and classing the inmates, and for keeping them 
usefully employed. Some similar plan should be carried out here. But no old building should be 
used. One of the greatest drawbacks to efficient prison management iu this Colony is the bad 
construction of many of the gaols, and the necessity for making shift with ancient, ill-adapted struc
tures. A new establishment should lie built, specially fitted foi the required pmpose, so that health, 
reform, labour, and supervision could all he successfully and economically provided for. The removal 
of females from the present gaols would set free a large number of cells for the use of tho males, many 
of whom have now to bo associated together at night because of insufficient accommodation.

Women do not enter prison in such large numbers as do men. In Xew South Wales at the 
close of 1890 the general population allowed tho proportion of the sexes as 100 males to 86’6 females, 
while the proportion m prison was lOOtolO'l. But although the numbers are so low they require 
much greater supen ision and are less amenable to disciplinary methods than the male piisoners.

They are subject to emotiounl instability and to periods of great nervous depression, rendering 
them liable to break out in iits of ungovernable hysteria for no apparent cause, and they necessarily 
require much consideration and even medical attention.

There can be no doubt about the treatment of women iu prison requiring special attention.
They need different regulations to those for men as icgards food, discipline, and work. For prison 
offences another code of penalties would be desirable, and the remissions of sentences, the privileges 
and other incentives to good conduct should be on a more Sibciul scale. Visits from relatives might be 
permitted to a greater extent than is now tho case, and every encouragement should he afforded to 
approved lady visitors, who might be able to exercise a beneficial moral iniluence over the piisoners, 
witli whom they should be allowed to confer with as little restriction as might bo found possible, 
having of course due regard to the necessary prison discipline. An influence thus gained within the 
walls wonld in many eases continue to exist outside, to the great benefit of the individual and also of 
the coniunmity generally. Xo doubt it wonld be found that ladies ol influence performing this 1 isita- 
tion would be able to provide the most deserving women with situations on discharge, and so help the 
work of reformation on to complete success. Perhaps even it might he possible, in exceptional cases, 
to discharge piisoners on probation where lady visitors accepted the responsibility of guardianship to 
keep them in the right path. Subsequent'misconduct would lead to reversion to prison.

I attach great importance to this matter of visits from outside in the cases of female prisoners, 
and am quite in accord with Mr. Kugglcs-Brise (Ghainmm of the Piisons'Board, England), who, at the *
Paris Prisons’ Congress, said ; " 1 should like to sec an aid society, consisting of ladies, in connection 
with every prison exclusively occupied by women. We have aheady, iu many ol our prisons, such 
lady visitors, whose zeal and kindness cannot bo Luo highly praised.’’

Great care should he exercised 111 selecting the staff'. Education, tact, and sympathy should be 
looked upon as essentially requisite in the eases of the higher officers whatever other qualifications they 
might be expected to possess; mul the general control should bo vested in a resident medical officer 
vi ith a lady superintendent as his principal executive.

!). Feiutculiarij fur Habitual Misdemeanants.
Aiiother cause of inconv cnicnec and obstruction to piisjn management is the habilual vagrant 

and misdemeanant. This person, like the habitual drunkard, is continually entering and leaving the 
gaol. As a lulc. his sentences do not exceed three months, and little can Le done to improve him, or 
to get any useful work out of him in such short periods. His ceso is, under present conditions, 
well nigh hopeless, and his presence in an ordinary gaol amongst loug-sentniced men is detjimcnlal to 
discipline in ninny ways, "

At
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At Darlinghurst and Biloela this class of prisoner is usually present in large numbers. Tho room 
taken up in tho former prison is badly wanted for the longer sentenced men, and it would be beneficial 
in every way—sanitary, deterrent, punitive, and reformative—if some sort of penitentiary could lie 
established for the reception of these troublesome vagrants and petty offenders. So long back as 1886 
one of my predecessors, the late Mr. Harold McliChn, strongly advocated such a course being taken, and 
its necessity has only become more apparent as time has gone on.

The island piison at Biloela has, for some considerable time past, formed a sort of penitentiary, 
and has materially relieved Darlinghurst of a groat burthen. Under tho superintendence of its present 
able and energetic governor, almost everything that can he. done is done ; hut Biloela at the best can 
only he regarded as a makeshift, ami tho Prisons Department has nothing to he proud of in the reten
tion of such a place. Vagrants, drunkards, and potty oll'enders with all numbers of previous convictions 
are gi ouped m ma^c iu large dormitories at night. Separation is impracticable, and is not attempted, 
lint, had as Biloela undoubtedly is, it cannot lie relieved of its present functions until other accommo
dation is provided.

Tho penitentiary proposed by Mr. McLean is what is u anted. It would not need to be aspecially 
strong place, us prisoners of the class to he dealt with would not require it, consequently it should not 
be unduly costly. A large number of cells, back to back, built in parallel rows north and south, with 
open spaces between so that they might get tho sun’s light every day, would serve for sleeping and for 
meal purposes. The place should be surrounded hy walls, and outside provision would be made for 
digging, gardening, and farm work. In the open spaces inside plenty of drill and any practicable hard 
labour available. Prisoners loafing and dismolined to work would suffer in diet and in loss of privi
leges, while a vigorous attempt would bo made to render prison life distasteful to a troublesome class 
of offenders for whom the present system offers no terrors. Legislation in the direction of progressive 
sentences for habitual misdemeanants wonld gteatly assist the proper dealing with sucli people. A 
first sentence of seven days might be followed by a second sentence of fourteen'days, and so on. A 
gradual but certain progressive system of sentences, added to a busy life of hard work (or drill, if work 
were not available), would go a long way to lessen the number of these pests to society.

Amongst the vagrant class in gaol are often found very aged destitute persons. Asylum life 
would appear to be inoi e adapted to these cases. In some instances they have alreadv been inmates of 
institutions, and for various reasons have declined to remain m them. Being destitute they are locked 
up for vagrancy and sent to prison. It would he desirable that legislation should provide for such 
persons being committed to asylums, and for them being legally detained there. Another awkward 
auction of the vngrant class is found in those unfortunates who, being discovered in a bad condition of 
health, are sent to prison hy reason apparently of the committing magistrate not knowing what else to 
do with them. These eases occur in isolated country districts, and the absence of local benevolent 
institutions renders it very difiicult to properly deal with them. They cannot he left to die in the 
open, and are consequently sent to gaol for the pmpose of receiving medical attention. It is obvious, 
however, that a prison should not he regarded as an asylum or hospital. The experiment might well 
he tried of establishing branches of the Charitable Institutions Department in 11 couple of the country 
districts, to which unfortunates, such as have been hero described, could ho sent. This would ho a 
more suitable and humane treatment, and would also relieve the penal establishments uf much work 
which they are not adapted to perform, and which entails considerable umiecesEary expense and 
inconvenience.

10. Lunalicst in Prisons.
The Prisons Department is saddled w ith much work w Inch it cannot properly perform, and which 

it should not be asked to do. Duties entirely foreign to a penal establishment have to be discharged 
more or less inefficiently, and the attempts ot carrying out these extra prison functions seriously hinder 
the administration in its more legitimate tasks.

Tiie least satisfactory of these foreign occupations is exhibited in dealing with persons of 
unsound mind. Prison officials ought not to he expected to treat cases of insanity or suspected 
insanity. It is unfair both to the officials and to the unfortunate persons so dealt with. There arc 
reception-houses and hospitals for the mentally ailUcted (with staffs of trained assistants) specially 
fitted for the purpose, and yet the gaols arc used for housing and observing lunatics. During 1896 
upwards of 350 persons were apprehended on the charge of being of unsound mind and committed tu 
gaol. In addition to these, a further number—over 150 strong—arrested on otlier charges, were found 
to bo mentally uffiictcd on entering prison or shortly afterwards. It is obvious that ordinary penal 
methods could not be applied to sucli people with advantage. The Department did what it could 
under the guidance of the medical officera, hut prismi surroundings me not calculated to improve thu 
insane. No doubt many of the cases were duo to alcoholism bringing on aberration of intellect, 
and forced abstention from tho predisposing cause for periods of greater nr shorter duration led to 
temporary recovery. But even such cases arc out of place in a prison, whatever may lie said against 
committing them to lunatic asylums. They are not offenders excepting as against themselves, and they’ 
arc for the time irresponsible for their actions. Tho proper location of this class has not yet heeti 
clearly defined ; but, if it is possibly out of place in a lunatic asylum, it is certainly out of plauc iu a 
prison.

Slaking due allowance for the dipsomaniacs, it is an undoubted fact that many persons of 
unsound mind are improperly sent to gaol in plane of to an asylum. This is not only embarrassing to 
this Department and unfair to those so treated, hut it is an expensive arrangement, largely adding to 
tho cost of prison management. I can- quite understand that m remote parts of the interior magis
trates are confronted with a dilemma when insane or doubtfully sane persons are brought before them. 
In the absence of a near asylum, commitment tn prison is the easiest waj' out of the difficulty. But 
there is little excuse in large centres of population, witli railway access to the metropolis, fur such 
action. Why those apprehended in Sydney or its vicinity should be sent to Darlinghurst Gaol instead 
of to the Reception-house is difficult to understand, yet sixty-three were so dealt with last year, 
notwithstanding tliai one place is especially adapted for their reception and the otlier is not.

But it is not only the undesirable commitment which is complained of, but the detention which 
takes place after prison is reached. I’or purposes of State economy and convenience temporary 
confinement might he permissible, it being understood that tumsfor to the lunacy authorities should 
be as speedy as possible For various reasons, however, this is not so, and tiie consequence is that 
much inconvenience and unnecessary work aro iniheled on this branch of the Public Seivicc. The 
observation wards at Darlinghurst and Parramatta Gaols are simply portions of the ordinary prison 
establishment as regards construction, and the cellular accommodation and other adjuncts originally 
intended for convicts are now used fur lunatics or suspected lunatics. The inmates arc under tiie 
supervision of the visiting surgeons, and are examined at intervals by the Inspector-General of the 
Insane; but their principal care is entrusted to gaol warders, who, however kind and humane they 
may he, nre not taken into tiie prison service in consequence of any qualifications they may possess ns 
lunatic attendants. At night-time the unfortunates under observation cannot lie left alone, and each 
one is confined in a cell in the custody of two keepers, who are pnaonori;. It is not implied that liad 
treatment or misconduct takes place under these conditions : bat, naturally enough, disturbances aro 
occasioned by these demented beings, and occasionally the noise is so great and so continuous us to 
cause unnecessary annoyance to otlier prisoners in other parts of the prisons, whose irritation is not 
to lie wondered af. At Darlinghurst, not only the inmates are disturbed, but persons living outside 
the gaol have complained to the authorities of these nocturnal outbreaks.
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X cannot think that the present system will be continued, but if observation wards have to 
form necessary parts of a prison establishment, then they should be built and fitted for the purpose. 
Again, their use should be restricted as much as possible to ascertaining whether a prisoner is sane or 
not. If the former, he or she ought to be slnfted to the prison proper, or otherwise dealt with. If 
the latter, then immediate transfer to an asylum should follow. But it would he well to fix, as far as 
practicable, a maximum period for observational detention, and this should he as short as possible. 
At present some of the inmates of the existing places have been there for a very long time—in one 
case over six years.

It is understood tliat the Lunacy Department is somewhat hampered for want of room. Also, 
that some objection exists as to taking over the complete charge of prison lunatics. It is argued that 
a wide distinction should he drawn between those who commit crime by reason of their insanity and 
those who are criminals first and who become insane afterwards. From a non-professional point of view, 
I should imagine it exceedingly difficult to accurately and justly draw a line in all such cases. Persons 
of latent insanity may only have their condition recognised after incarceration. Instances have 
occurred where probably prison conditions have hastened the development of insanity, hut it is exceed, 
ingly questionable if they have produced it. Possibly moral deterioration is always accompanied hy 
impairment of brain, and insanity is related to certain phases of crime. Viewing the matter in a 
practical light, it is hard to know how to draw that sharp lino of demarcation between the two classes 
which is desired by the lunacy authorities. With great diffidence, T would suggest that a criminal, 
when proved to he a lunatic, should cease to he considered a criminal. The prison atmosphere cannot 
conduce towards his recovery, and the loss of his mental faculties renders punishment by prison 
confinement ont of place, as he is not in a condition to understand it. It has been stated that as 
prisonore suffering from bodily ailments are treated in hospitals within the prison, there would appear 
no valid reasons why arrangements should not he made for treating those suficring from mental diseases 
also. To this, I can only reply that the cases aro not of a similar character. Physical ailments aro not 
incompatible with a keen sense of right and wrong, and with an intelligent capacity for committing 
crime. But a lunatic is without moral responsibility, and is mentally non-existent.

Coming to practicalities, it will no doubt he generally admitted that a change in existing methods 
is needed. The lunatics are with us, and have to he provided for. A recommendation has beven made by 
me to tho Minister that a properly adapted observation ward be specially constructed atPorramattaGaol, 
so that all persons requiring watching might be concentrated there instead of being divided amongst 
several places. The Inspector-General of the Insane is favourable to this scheme, but wishes to add to 
it provision for the accommodation of the criminal insane, who would thus remain permanently under 
the care of the Prisons Department. I do not like this idea at all, and do not consider so grave a 
responsibility should he placed upon us. Certainly the English Prison Directors had such a system in 
operation at the Woking establishment, xvhere a xving was set apart for the treatment of lunatics of 
the convict class, and it lias been stated that the results were satisfactory. Whether more satisfactory 
results could not have hecn obtained under the Lunacy Commission is to be considered. At nil events, 
the system was abandoned some years ago, and the English prison management has no longer the 
permanent custody of pronounced lunatics.

The new observation wing at Parramatta need not he a large place, neither need it be costly. 
Its name aptly describes its functions, and they should not he stretched so as to include the charge of 
established lunatics. So soon as possible after observation has determined the mental condition 
to he unsound, the patients should at once ho transferred to the Lunacy Department, which might 
establish a special institution for their use or not, as seemed fit; hut it should not Im within tho walls of 
Parramatta Gaol, nor should it in any way have connection with tliis Department,

It is to ho hoped that prompt steps will be taken to bring about an alteration in the present 
system, which is objectionable from every point of view.

11. Prison Officers.

The rules and regulations governing gaols may he the best in the xvorld, but if they are ignored 
or unintelligently administered they might just as well he the worst in the world.

' Only competent men should be employed to carry them out, and tho greatest care should be
taken in selecting such persons. This would appear to Iks so self-evident as to need no argument.

The matter is not, however, so simple as it looks, and possibly the greatest difficulty of all in 
connection with prison management is to properly fill the various positions on the staff. For one 
thing—especially in the lower ranks—the Service is not particularly attractive, and the right sort of 
men have not always been forthcoming. For another—on the assumption that anybody would do for 
some of the more subordinate positions—it lias happened that other considerations than personal 
fitness hax-e prevailed in gaining employment. There has been no qualifying examination as to 
education, and persons have gained an entrance in the Service possessing the most rudimentary idea of 
the three R’s, and qualified neither by temperament nor training for their situations. It is easy to 
allow such people to join the ranks, but it is exceedingly difficiut to get rid of them. They perform 
ns little duty as possible in the most perfunctory of ways, and, keeping just within the limits which 
might subject them to dismissal, they remain a dead-weight of iiicomjxetency and discontent.

This, of course, does not refer to the great majority, which contains many smart intelligent 
men, who arc a credit to the Service, but applies to the minority, few in number perhaps, but capable 
of influencing the general body in a wrong direction, and so impeding the proiwr treatment and super
vision of prisoners.

Unfitness is also discovered in the upper ranks. Superior officera h.Tve been found who were 
quite unable to write an ordinary report without much miss|jelliiig. This is a very serious drawback, 
and causes much waste of time and labour. Frequently returns of an important character arc sent to 
the head office improperly made out, through the inability of officers to understand plain directions 
when conveyed in writing. Accounts often come in wrongly computed. All this necessitates much 
extra correspondence passing to and fro of papers and constant friction.

Tlic operations of seniority have pushed these persons into situations for which they were 
manifestly incapable. Seniouty may be a good thing in its place, but should not he allowed to injure 
the public interests. It is obvious that officers in charge of gaols, labouring under educational deficien
cies, cannot bring to bear the necessary moral and refining iniluence on either their subordinates or 
the prisoners. The position of governor is one carrying great responsibilities. There are few situa
tions which offer such opportunities for practical reform work. An earnest man, seised with all the 
possibilities of his station, could take np his task in such an earnest spirit as to effect incalculable good. 
His subordinates would be inspired by his example, and society us well as the prisoners would 
undoubtedly benefit in consequence. To obtain the right kind of men for tho leading positions we 
should not hesitate to look for them outside us xvcll as inside the Public Service. It is impossible to 
deal iu an ordinary way w ith situations of this nature, requiring such special qualifications, and it is an 
undoubted fact that there is a scarcity of suitable persons available already in the Government employ.

In time it may he found practicable to establish certain prisons as training schools for officers, 
and much is possible in that direction. The curriculum would comprise both the practical and theo
retical management of a prison, and those under instruction should lie scientifically and systematically 
trained in discipline, sanitation, temperance, anthrojjology. thrift, and general criminological affairs. 
The governor of such a penological prison-college would have to be a man of exceptional attainments, 
and his staff wouldnecessarily possess fqienial qualifications each in his degree. At present it is not 
practicable to initiate such an establishment, whatever may he done in the future; hut it should not

be.
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be impossible even now for the governors, chaplains,.surgeons, schoolmasters, and other officers com
petent to do so, to occasionally meet the other members of their staff in conference, and to address 
them on various subjects incidental t,o their occupation. Officers of all grades might be encouraged to 
prepare papers on various questions concerning gaol management, and rewards and prizes of various 
kinds given for the best productions ; and, as a, necessary part of the foregoing, a system of qualifying 
examinations should be established, which might indeed be at once carried into operation.

Some months ugo proposals wore made by me that applicants for warder’s posts should be 
required to pass a qualifying examination of a simple character before obtaining employment. This, 
of course, in addition to producing testimonialB as to churaeter, physical fitness, and so forth. Then, 
it was further provided that each step of promotion should be preceded by periods of service free from 
misconduct, and by the gaining of certificates showing progressive knowledge in theoretical as well as 
practical prison treatment. The various stages were not made too difficult in the earlier steps upwards, 
but it was demanded that no person should lill the higher stations unless they were qualified by ability, 
study, and fitness. Concurrent with this scheme for raising tiie moral of the prison officers, a proposal 
was made that libraries should be established in all the large gaols for tho use of the officials, con
taining standard penological works, latest reports relating to prison matters, and otlier books of 
cognate nature, so that every opportunity might be offered to gaol officials to improve their knowledge 
of the theory of prison work and of what is being done elsewhere, and to qualify themselves for 
advancement. I do not think that we shall get assistants of the calibre required until some such 
system as has been here foreshadowed is brought into operation. Quite recently several improvements 
have been carried into effect with regard to tlic various prison staffs, and further changes are in 
contemplation ; many superfluous employees have been dispensed with; some shady and badly con
ducted men weeded out; some aged and infirm officials have received pensions or gratuities, and eight 
governors have for various reasons retired; a more effective system of night-watch has been instituted, 
and drill, discipline, and resjwiisibility have been more rigorously insisted upon ; transfers have taken 
place between town warders and others who have had a long share of duty in the back blocks ; pro
motions have been frequent, and have been conferred on the most deserving and capable men, 
irrespective of seniority ; annual leave on full pay has been allowed to all classes of warders, whether 
stationed in town or country ; hours of duty have been made more reasonable, and a system abolished 
whereby officers bad to perform twenty-four hours continuous duty ; and Sunday leave has boon 
introduced into the large gaols, where each warder now enjoys sixty-five days amiually off dnty, 
notwithstanding ho is paid for all Sundays and holidays. With improvement in class and attainments it 
may lie found practicable, when the staff is reduced to the limits of necessary requirements, to rearrange 
the emoluments, and to introduce special pay for long and faithful service in the cases of well-conducted 
subordinates not fitted for promotion.

12. Aid io Discharged Prisoners.
The reformative side of prison treatment, to bo successful, must be supplemented and assisted 

by a judicious moral control after discharge from gaol. There arc great difficulties in tiie way, no 
doubt, but they are not insurmountable iu all cases. My connection with reformatory work for boys 
convinced me that institutional training was of very little use if care and uttention were not given to 
the boys when running alone after the institution was quitted. Something of the same sort of thing is 
wanted in dealing with adult offenders.

Tho Salvation Army and tiie llescuc Society accomplish a certain amount of good now, but there 
is room for a greater and more .systematic extension of this work. The majority of prisoners have 
little hope of encouragement and assistance when they leave gaol, and what wonder is there if they 
revert to old evil habits. Men who have been for a long time subjected to rigid control, to the plainest 
of diet, and to tiie strictest supervision, all at once are restored trf unrestricted liberty, with possibly 
a few pounds in their pockets, earned by prison labour. They occupy pretty well an analagons posi
tion to what was once described as “ Jack ashore,” and, after a short bout of dissipation, find little 
alternative but to start on a fresb voyage of crime as a qualification for further imprisonment. It is 
much to lie feared that incarceration in gaol is looked upon by many of our criminals as simply the 
normal condition of their existence, relieved from time tn time hy brief outbreaks of licentiousness and 
crime when at large.

Many of those persons could be saved, and much expense to tiie country avoided, by the adop
tion of a suitable awl.comprehensive scheme for aiding discharged prisoners. Such a scheme is tho 
indispensable complement of any reformative system, Many years ago Lord Iferby laid it down as an 
axiom that it was the duty of the State to afford to every man the chance of obtaining honest employ- 
men on leaving tlic prison. Personally, I should not be in favour of handing tliis matter over to 
Government control until I was shown tliat voluntary efforts had altogether failed. ITp to tile present 
not much encouragement has been given to voluntary worker's in this large field of usefulness, which 
is comparatively, m this Colony, new ground ; but there are not many avenues for philanthropic 
labours where the opportunities for doing good ,60 the" individual and to society generally are so 
pronounced. .

I believe that a very large percentage of our prisoners sincerely mean to lead a new and better 
life on emerging from gaol. A helping hand extended to them in a broad and liberal spirit is what ie 
wanted to give them strength to resist temptation. As a rule they are a weak, unstable lot, ashamed 
of showing themselves amenable to the finer emotions, and intensely suspicious. Tliey need a moral 
support continuously applied, of a quiet, sympathetic kind.

I would propose that the Government and the public work hand and hand in this matter, as is 
now done in tiie ease of some of the hospitals and benevolent institutions. Voluntary subscriptions 
should be supplemented by equal amounts from the State. There should be one large central com
mittee, who wonld assume the general control and responsibility, and subordinate sub-committees 
should be established in every town where there is a gaol of any importance, A town committee 
should be elected from among the local or neighbouring residents, and should also include, fx officio, 
some of the gaol officials, such as the governor, chaplain, visiting magistrate, and medical officer. In 
other parts of the country, where there are no gaols, local committees or agents might be appointed 
for the purpose of finding work and assistance for deserving cases. But nil these should be bound 
up in one system of uniform organisation mutually assisting each other. A prisoner discharged at A 
might, for various reasons, find it difficult to get on there. The committee at A might ascertain from 
some other committee the very place for such a man to settle in. A certain amount of publicity is 
inseparable from any system aiming at assisting discharged prisoners. It is tiie case wherever tried, 
and cannot be altogether avoided. But no doubt experience would bring quietness and privacy in its 
ts-ain, and would conduce to the general machinery working smoothly,

Existing organisations might be affiliated to the proposed General Society, and so come within 
its authority, so as to avoid any unseemly competing or touting for prisoners as now, unfortunately, 
obtains iu some parts of the world, or they might be left free to receive such persons as might prefer 
their aid. But 1 would feel averse to the multiplication of societies, each working separately. A 
general controlling body is absolutely necessary, if for no other reason than to prevent people preying 
upon a number of societies in turn.

Amongst matters of detail would be the question of appointing paid agents to assist in finding 
situations, obtaining subscriptions, ami in visiting whore suuh was dircctea. I think it would be 
well not to seek the aid of the police in these tilings. ’The official members of the committee would 
be able to advise the members generally as to the conduct of the prisoners as the result of their

personal
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personal obseiVation, and to particularise tiie more or less deaervinj' and reliable. Opportunities 
might be afforded for occasional visits to prisoners, beginning at a period not later than a month 
prior to discharge, for preliminary visitation is essential to success. Wholesome communication 
might thus he opened up, under the auspices of the various conuniUces, between the prisoners and 
(heir families, or thoir former employers, or any friends likely to assist them. Intermediation might 
very likely remove difficulties and prepare the return to former employment. Gratuities earned in 
gaol should not he paid as now by the authorities direct to the discharged prisoners, but should bo 
payable through the society. An inducement to receive this money m instalments, rather than in a 
lump sum, would be afforded by tiie society undertaking to supplement such sums from their funds. 
'The accumulated sum would then only he applied for the best interests of the individual, and would 
not he squandered or lost, as is now only too usually tho ease, it might also be possible for the 
committees, on the recommendation of the 0frier.d members, to arrange for prisoners, prioi to their 
discharge, to apply some portion of thoir earnings towards the support of their families, where the 
committees found such latter were deserving. Tills is allowed in tlic Swedish prisons, and is found 
to greatly influence reformation and moral progress afterwards, I can readily understand the refining 
and elevating tendency of such a system.

A debatable point in connection with obtaining employment is whether the employer should 
be informed or not that the applicant for work has hecn in prison. The attempt at secrecy now 
observed opens the door to much blackmailing, and many would-be converts must experience constant 
mental anxiety' as to their secret becoming known. Probably no hard and fast rule should he laid 
down, and a well-organised Discharged Prisoners’ Association might he left to deal with each case as 
seemed best. I am inclined to think that many employers would have their sympathies enlisted hy 
being taken into confidence in such a matter, and that they would feel interested m helping to pull 
an unfortunate out of tlic mire. From a moral point ot view, such a course seems preferable to 
employing deceit in obtaining employment for a man released from prison who would always be in 
dread that his situation would he lost directly his past became known. It is a veiy vexed problem. 
An association such as is here contemplated should, of course, amongst its functions, have the power 
to guarantee tho fidelity of any of its profef/c's, and this would certainly he an aid to their permanent 
reformation.

The possibilities from a reformative point of view opened np by the establishment of a com
prehensive organisation, such as is suggested, arc manifold. It would increase the wholesome 
visitation of gaols, and add to the usefulness of the officers, who would be encouraged to take more 
interest in their work. Certainly no harm, and probably very much good, wonld follow from a 
systematic development of the principle of affording aid to prisoners, not only after hut for some 
little time prior to discharge.

13. Bttformaioriett and ihe Prevention of Crime.
The Reformatory and Industrial Schools are in no way under the control of the penal administra

tion, and it is generally considered proper that they should not he ; but tho nature of their work has a 
direct tendency to lessen the criminal population, and the diminution of crime is likely to receive more 
aid from thoir operations than from those of the Prisons Department.

It has been asked, where are the head springs of recidivism? It is probable that they will he 
largely found in our defective social conditions, which allow many children to grow up without proper 
care. Neglected youngsters, living amongst undesirable surroundings, at an imitative age acquire with 
fatal facility the vagrant habit whicli, hy a natural evolution, ultimately becomes the criminal condition. 
Heredity may he a predisposing cause to some small extent, hut it is not worth taking into considera
tion beside the evil producing effects of a vicious environment.

To do real good you cannot catch your criminal too young. The difficulties of reforming him 
become almost insurmountable if you wait until he is safely landed in prison. To check and stunt the 
growth of the criminal population need much earlier treatment both remedial and preventive. In 
connection with the repression of crime, a more vigorous application of the principle that prevention 
is bettor than cure would bring about beneficial results.

For such reasons, it has been thought justifiable iu these papers on prison matters to include some 
reference to reformatory organisations for tlic prevention and cure of incipient criminality. It is a 
matter fraught with the most tremendous interests to society, and it far outsliadows in importance 
anything that can he considered in connection with pui-ely penal matters. The business of the prison 
is to deter hy punitive methods. To reform is only incidental ; but the business of a reformatory is 
primarily to reform, and, to do this, it concerns itself principally with the individual, some amount of 
deterrence being also accomplished. That tliis is not at all an easy task is plainly shown by the constant 
state of unrest which everywhere besets child-saving organisations. Changes and experiments are 
continuous. No sooner has any particular plan reached maturity than demands, based on alleged 
defects more or less well founded, are advanced to alter or abolish it. And this uncertainty it the 
normal condition of alt institutions. One of the best reputed and oldest established institutions is tho 
Tlettray Agricultural Colony founded hy tiie late >1. de Metz. Yet, a few years ago, when I visited 
it, it was in anything but good odour locally, in consequence of its then experiencing one of those 
periodical public attacks which assail all institutions in turn. The F.nglish Red Hill Reformatory, 
founded on somewdiat similar hues to Mettray, I found slowly recovering from a like savage onslaught 
whicli undoubtedly caused the death of one of the principal officers, through sheer mental distress at 
cruelly unfounded accusations levelled against tho establishment. The charges were proved to ho utterly 
untrue. That, the difficulty of hitting upon some scheme acceptable to all ia not yet overcome, is plainly 
evidenced hy the Report just issued of the Departmental Committee on Reformatory and Industrial 
Schools (Kngland). The Committee W'cre hopelessly divided on the main points referred to them, and 
their deliberations culminated in the issue of a number of separate reports differing from each other. 1 do 
not think the experiences of the Home Committees or of the Home schools, valuable as they may be 
in the direction of pointing out the avoidable and undesirable, are calculated to help us in establishing 
a system in New South Wales, where conditions of life are not altogether the same as in tho mother 
country.

In England the local conditions favour independent institutions, each w'orking distinct from the 
other. Out here the conditions are favourable to exactly the opposite plan. With great advantage to 
all concerned the various institutions could he built up in homogeneous association affording mutual 
help, one being able to do work W'hich the other was not capable ot performing, and so on. To construct 
such a system u'ould necessarily lead to a greater outlay than is now permitted, hut the saving in tho 
long run would more than recoup the present expenditure. A few pounds spent in preventing the 
creation of a criminal is much cheaper than the cost of maintaining him after lie has attained maturity.

The various corrective and benevolent institutions for juvenile offenders and neglected children 
in this Colony have unquestionably done good work; and the making of many a criminal has been 
prevented by their agency ; but they do not accomplish enough, simply because their opportunities are 
so restricted, and also because it is not yet realised what immensely valuable work to the community 
they are capable of performing. For the last twenty years I have almost unceasingly been pointing 
out, as the result of practical experience, the necessity for making some alteration in existing procedure, 
and for extending the field of work. We have now several establishments under different Acts not 
connected with each other, although all doing the same kind of work.

This want of method entails loss of power, imperfect classification, and really hinders discipline 
and reform. Instead of working together as parts of a whole system, each one is independent of the 
other, and all sorts of inmates, as regards age, conviction, and character, are contained in each of the 
several establishments. Under
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Under a comprehensive suheine, suiontifkally adjusted, each institution would have its particular 
place in the "enora! organisation, and thus would he brought about a morn etl’cctivc grading—in itself 
a very important factor in the work of reformation. My greatest ditiieuity on the “ Sobraon1' was the 
impossibility of dealing properly witli leturned apprentices and other incorrigibles. They only formed 
a small class, very few' in number, but their presence constituted a disturbing element and set up a. 
centre of badness to whieb ail troubles were generally traced Hoys leaving the vessel apprenticed 
were perlmpa returned, after tiro or three years' absence, with had characters, While at situations 
they encountered contaminating influenced which developed any latent badness they possessed, and 
going from bad to worse they had ultimately In be soul, back to the ship, sturdy, defiant youths of 17 
or so, who could nnt legally he disehaigcd until the age ot 18, and for whom there could be no hope of 
finding other situations, chiefly in view of the short uncxpired term of detention. These overgrown 
vicious fellows should never have come hack to the institution. Their presence was unfair to thu other 
boys, and they set a bad example in more ways than one. What was wanted was another institution 
of a more penal natuie m u Inch such lads, and other inmates of pronounced evil instincts, could be 
segregated—iu other words, to make u selection of the worst hohaied, and to treat the habitual 
juvenile offender as a class apart.

It is quite true that theoretically the reformatory is presumed to be the place for the criminal 
juvenile, and the industrial school for the neglected and vagrant; but no effectual line of demarcation 
is carried out here or elsewhere, and there is little difference between rho character of the inmates. 
Age largely guides the committal to an industrial school or to a reformatory in the mother country, 
the elder being marked out. for the latter place: hut in Now South Wales children of tender yours 
arc sent to both places, and this is very undesirable. In connection with the “ Sobraon” a rule exists 
that hoys under 11 arc, as soon as possible after arrival, transferred to tho Hoarding Ont Department 
unless there are special reasons against that comse. At the Ourpcnteriun llcformatnry, intended for 
the ciinuiiul class of hoys, I could not help observing the other day several small fellows, apparently 
under 10 years of age, who might very well have been similarly dealt with.

What is wanted is a third establishment for the reception of the worst conducted, and for tho 
three institutions to he worked under one control. To do this tho present Acts need repealing in 
favour of n fresh enactment dealing with the various classes of juvenile offenders and vagrants in a 
comprehensive way. The present Reformatory Act is a most defective measure. It contains no 
provision for licensing or apprenticing; the procedure laid down for exacting contributions from 
nogleetful parents is clumsy, and m other directions it is more or less inefficient. The Industrial 
Schools Act is also wanting in various ways, but its elasticity has enabled it to be successfully adminis
tered by regulation, so that its woik of late years has been of a progresssive nature, and of an 
extent never contemplated by its author.

The new Act, whicli would of course apply to girls as well as eo boys, should not go too much 
into detail, but should only define broad workable provisions. Powciu of discharge should be vested 
in the Minister, who should be enabled to transfer inmates from one establishment to another. This 
would enable a readjustment uf tiie present institutional population to take place with great advantage 
to its discipline and well being. To guard against young children being detained in any of the gaols, 
power should be given to transfer any such to the schools. 1’rovisiou should also be made for dis
charging to the Boarding Out Department (immediately after reception in the schools or at any future 
time], any inmates who might be deemed, after observation, fit subjects for the mild treatment of the 
boarding-out system. Certain cases might be advantageously dealt with by fining the neglectful or 
misconducting parent, and by suspending the sentence on the child. It is conceivable that such a 
course might awaken a proper feeling, and that the necessity for enforcing the suspended sentence 
might never arise. It is quite just too to institute a system of fining parents, as in most cases they 
arc more to blame than are their children. Contributions at fair monthly rates towards the cost of 
maintenance should be fixed at time of commitment. This would lie the best safeguard against abuse of 
the Act. and would generally awaken the parental responsibility. No fixed term should be prescribed 
but detention should be up to a certain age. Any youth under 17 should lie liable to be dealt with, 
and legal control might be exercised if necessary up to 2U. It wonld always bo competent for the 
Minister tu discharge on probation or absolutely, so that no possible hardship or injustice could arise.

Then, committals should simply be to the schools, leaving the Minister to determine which one. 
This would ensure a better system of classification than is possible by the present rough and ready 
methods. Committing magistrates are certainly not now in a position to perform tho difficult and 
delicate task of defining tho exact classification of tho juvenile offenders who pass so hurriedly bcioru 
them. The time allowed is not sufficient to admit, of a eotruut estimate being arrived at, and tbo 
position is further complicated by the insufficient menus at hand for identifying the youthful offender. 
It lias happened that several prior appearances at various Courts have uot Sieen known when a par
ticular ouso has been tried, and tins lias contributed to a wrong diagnosis. Tn any ease, classification 
befovo committal must be often liable to error. It can only bo properly arrived at after observation, 
assisted by whatever particulars can be gleaned of home fife, antecedents, and companions,

To enable full enquiry to be made, there should be a general receiving depfit in or near Sydney, 
to which place all young offenders—vagrants, beggars, and other kimls of neglected children—should lie 
laken on apprehension. Tho first hearing should invariably bo followed by n remand, for the purpose 
of ensuring the attendance of the parents or guardians, and of collecting full information. Upon 
coimuittul, a preliminary period would be passed in tbo depfit, until observation enabled the MiuisLur, 
on the advice of his ofliceu, to determine the ultimate destination, or to discharge on probation.

It would be desirable, also, that a special Court and a special magistrato should he appointed to 
deal with all juvenile delinquents or unfortunates in a somewhat nioie private way than now obtains, 
At present, tbo boys and gills are not edified or improved by contact with the persons with whom 
they unavoidably associate to a greater or lesser extent while awaiting trial in the Police Courts. The 
special magisterial system works well in South Australia, and also m some of tlic United Stares,

Then, after a certain period of reform had been obtained, provision should he made for licensing 
and apprenticing to various trades or useful occupations. In eases, the employers might oven bo 
the parents. Under the vast and admirable machinery of tiie Education Department, inspection of 
the apprentices and licenses could be carried out by the scholastic staff. One or two probation officers 
should certainly be appointed in the larger centres of population to specially clear the streets and 
lanes of children found wandering about under suspicious circumstances; to rescue children from 
brothels and other undesirable surroundings; to inquire into the borne life of children charged; to 
collect contributions from parents, and so Forth. It might also be found practicable to establish a 
Curfew houi, as is the case in some cities ou the American Continent, a practice which greatly deters 
youngsters from being on the streets late at night unless under proper guardianship. And, certainly 
some power should lie given to control the numerous body of juvenile hawkers who now infest the 
streets. Some of these, under pretence of selling newspapers or flowers, carry on a systematic career 
of wrong doing.

An Act such as is here suggested would accomplish much good, but it would need supplementing 
by a further measure aimed at the repression of truancy. Truants form a pretty numerous class, and 
very many of them ultimately join tho ranks of juvenile offenders, thieves, and vagrants. My 
experience in connection with tho “ Vernon ” and “Sobraon” was that most of the boys coming to 
those vessels bad commenced a wayward career by first truanting ; and, it must be remembered, that 
not a tithe of the whole number so offending were sent to the ships. In my last Annhal Report it was 
stated: “After nearly a qnarter of a century’s experience, and after dealing with some thousands of 
boys, I am impressed with tlic fact that truancy is the most prolific cause of juvenile crime. Stamp 
this out and you will ultimately largely reduce crime and empty the gaols and reformatories.”

Further
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Further experience hits only continued me in this opinion. The Chairman of tho Industrial 
Schools Committee of the London School Board remarks in this connection: “After nearly thirty years 
of close acquaintance with the juvenile population of this great metropolis, I have no hesitation in 
saying that truancy^ in to be credit&l vntk nearly the >chole of our juvenile criminality. The problem of 
the day, therefore, is to get all idle children out of the streets !” Lord Jersey, who has great know
ledge of reformatory, truant, and industrial schools, in a recent letter to mo, says: “1 thoroughly agree 
with your view that truancy is the most prolific cause of juvenile crime. The truant is tho idle hoy ; 
and never was there a truer saying than that about ‘ Idle hands.’ This truancy difficulty meets us 
constantly and it is very hard to meet it!”

Milder measures than the ordinary industrial school are needed for such cases, and the absence 
of something between the ordinary school and the semi-pcnal training ship is one of tho faults of our 
present system. In England there is an excellent class of institution called the Day Industrial School, 
which deals in a kindly but unmistakably firm way. with boys (girls do not truant to any extent) 
who for any reason stop away from school. Under the Education Act of 1S76, on proof being given 
that any child was an irregular attendant at school an order was issued compelling his parents to cause 
him to attend a day industrial school for a term of three years, which, however, was not to run after 
the age of 14. These schools are open from a veiy early hour for reception in order to enable parents 
going to their work to leave their children if convenient, to do so ; hut obligatory attendance ie not 
insisted on until S a.in. Then all must be present. The day is spent in school work, some domestic 
or industrial occupation, drill, and play. Meals of a simple nature are provided, ami there is plenty of 
hot water and soap for these who need it. The plan is non-punitory, and every effort is made to 
brighten the surroundings. At 6 p.m. the children are free to go home. In describing the system for 
the information of the Minister of Public Instruction, I wrote: “By this means the boy is taught 
orderly, cleanly, and regular habits which he should carry into his home life, and he has experienced 
a large measure of wholesome restraint without having lost the freedom and advantages natural to 
companionship with his relations.!”

The parents, whose fault it generally is where children irregularly attend the ordinary school, 
are bound by law to ensure the attendance at the Day Industrial School under penalty, and they also 
have to contribute towards the cost of the maintenance. After a time the child is discharged on 
license, provided an undertaking is entered into by the parents that he attends a named ordinary 
school. Failure_to do this leads to a resumption of the former compulsory conditions. '

Some children, either through their own faults, hut more generally through those of their 
parents, remain incorrigible. For them a severer form of treatment is called into requisition—the 
Truant School. Here, on a first appearance, they must undergo at least one month’s treatment (it is 
usually two months). They remain wholly in the institution for that time, wear a distinctive dress, 
and are subjected to pretty rigorous discipline. Release on license to attend the ordinary school 
follows, but any neglect to do so leads to a second and more prolonged detention in the Truant School, 
a third appearance involving still longer confinement, and so on.

This system has produced good results, and nothing impressed me more when inspecting the 
Home establishments than these two species of schools dealing with truants. Somo similar plan might 
with groat advantage he adopted here. It would provide a middle course between letting a truant— 
very often a petty offender in other directions also—go unpunished, and taking him away from his 
parents for a long term of years. It is in not providing this medium that tho existing Acts arc so 
defective. There are, unfortunately, too many cases where it is the most merciful and the wisest 
thing for nil concerned to remove children completely from their parents for a long time; but there are 
also many cases where absolute severance from home at what is the most interesting period of the 
children's lives is harsh and unnecessary. It is undoubtedly wrong to weaken the family tie excepting 
as a very last resource.

It might also be considered whether some other designation could not be found for the 
institutions. The reasons for change are perhaps more sentimental than practical, but people have 
come to look upon “ Reformatory " and “ Industrial School'' as terms smacking strongly of the prison 
flavour. A change of name would do no harm. A selection might bo made from "Training Schools,” 
“ Correctional Asylums,” “ Homes for Reform,1' “ Training Homes,” “ Schools of Diseiphnu,” or other 
suitable appellations,

1 would strongly urge legislation in tho direction of establishing a scientific and comprehensive 
system suoli as is here suggested. There arc no practical difficulties in the way of initiating or 
administering such a plan but what could readily be overcome by the sympathetic, skilled, and 
experienced ladies and gentlemen composing the Public Instruction Department, and the extra 
expense would be more than compensated hy the ultimata saving to the penal establishments. The 
best way to empty the gaols and to diminish crime is to see that the children grow up trained to 
religions, moral, and industrious habits. It is because I am so much impressed with this that I have 
ventured to deal with matters whicli, strictly speaking, lay outside the bounds of the prison 
administration.

14, The Cause.st and Prevention oj Larrikinistm.
There would seem to be a periodicity iu ceitain phases of crime which is amongst the most 

remarkable of criminal phenomena. Every now and again certain kinds of wrongdoing leap into 
prominence, and, after running a certain course, gradually die out or remain dormant for a time; but 
they invariably spring into prominence again just as everybody has ceased to trouble about them. 
Crimes of violence would seem to be particularly subject to this regular alternation ; and nowhere 
does this appear more apparent than in the recurrence, at intervals, of that form of disorder which we 
have come to know by the name of “ lariikinism.”

Gangs of “hobbledehoys ” and young men form themselves into “pushes under the leadership 
of such of their numbers as possess the stronger personality. Beginning with mild horse-play, they 
get emboldened by the toleration exteuded to their proceedings, and so at last receive an exaggerated 
impression of their power and immunity from punishment, which leads them to more objectionable 
actions. Then they proceed to “deal it nut ” to such persons who may have offended them, or, in 
their absence, to “likely marks'' who maybe found miprotcetcdly travelling within the bounds of 1 
their jurisdiction ; for each Cm push ” has its own territory', and it rarely interferes—excepting on state 
occasions—with another's province.

But this sort of annoyance is not by any means confined to Sydney. Many other large centres 
of population are troubled in the same way, although the nuisance is not called by the same name. 
The midland cities of England, .Glasgow, and London all have their roughs, although of late years the 
operations of County Councils, ami of an enlightened and progressive system of municipal government, 
have done much to ameliorate tha evil by prev enling overcrowding in dwellings, by providing 
wholesome forms of recreation, by the better lighting of streets, by furnishing increased police 
supervision, and by moving in other admirable and sensible directions.

Even now, however, it is safer to be in Sydney streets at night than in some parts of Glasgow 
and other big cities of the United Kingdom. In London it was quite a common thing for bands of 
roughs to periodically terrorise the poorer and most densely crowded parts of the metropolis. On 
such occasions shopkeepers put up their shutters and stopped business until the trouble was over. In 
the East End, Rosemary-lane, the Highway, and the seething courts and alleys (generally called 
" Rents ”} adjoining, were scenes of continual disorder and fighting during Saturdays and Sundays.
On the latter day, bands of these East End larrikins, armed with sticks, would visit the central slums
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situated alxiut Drury Lane and Seven Dials, whore pitched battles would take place with the 
“ pushes " of that unsavoury neighbourhood. In the north, Hackney Marshes were unapproachable 
by respectable citizens on Sundays and holidays ; and, if anything, the south part of the city hud the 
most dangerous class of all, in the denizens of the slums bounding on the New Cut and the purlieus of 
Southwark, '

A very great improvement has set in of late year’s, however, and the demolition of rookeries, 
and tho recognition of the rights of the lower classes to he considered and treated more as human 
beings capable of moral and social advancement, have done much in tho way of reform. The police 
arrangements, too, are of such a nature, and of such dimensions, as to be able to put a stop to the 
formation of bodies of ruffianly disposed persons. Tho metropolitan and city police alone, within a 
radius nf 10 miles of St. Paul’s Cathedral, number over 10,000 men. When It rs considered that the 
whole of this vast country of New South Wales is dependent for law and order upon the exertions of 
less than 2,000 men, appreciation oi tho excellence of the Colony’s police cannot be withheld.

One reason why larrikinism appears more rampant here than elsewhere is, probably, because it 
is given more publicity by the Press iu this Colony, This has both a good effect and a had effeet. On 
the one hand, it causes vigorous action to be taken in attempting to bring about the suppression of a 
very great nuisance; while on the other, theeirenmstantial accounts of the doings of various “ pushes,” 
set forth in a readable way, rouses an emulative spirit amongst other bodies of the same nature.

No doubt, too, some exaggeration occurs when the assailed tell of their woes. Quarrels occur, 
and tho defeated parties magnify the number of their assailants, while every street disturbance is put 
down to larrikmism.

Be this as it may, it is an undoubted fact that there is a great deal of undisciplined animalism on 
the part of certain of our young men. Between three and four years ago a wavo of outrage of the kind 
before described broke over the city, and stern measures were brought into operation in the gaols to 
make the punishment, of those committed for larrikin offences, of such a nature as to become reforma
tive to themselves and deterrent to others. The treatment was called seventh class, and it was applied 
to all young offenders under 2;>. fixcrcise and diet were both restricted, and g;iol life was made very 
uncomfortable. Undoubtedly this treatment proved punitive and, to some extent, deterrent. 
Disturbances ceased to be so frequent, or, at all events, were not reported. But, notwithstanding that 
the prison treatment remains the same, of late there has been a recrudescence of larrikinisin which 
plainly shows that the proper remedial measures have not yet been arrived at.

Recently, with the approval of the Minister for Justice, an experiment has been brought into 
operation at Darlinghurst Gaol, to try the effeet of improving the physique of these youths, on the 
principle of “ the sound body tho sound mind ” theory. Tlic trial is only being carried out on a small 
scale, and it would bo premature to express any decided opinion as to its effectiveness at tho present 
and experimental stage. Those subjected to the new departure have two intervals of physical drill 
daily, one hour in tho morning, and one hour in the afternoon. The exercises are the same as those 
which have been applied with so much success, from a reformative point of view, to the lads and youths 
on the training ship “Sobraon.” The movements are of a vigorous character, and they are at once 
work of a hard nature, when required, and exercise ; in the latter respect superseding the old circum- 
ambulatory walk. This physical drill is followed by baths, and the bread and water diet is suspended. 
In addition, school, visitations from various officials, including the clergymen, the use of library books, 
and work of a useful nature are provided. '

There is much reason fur hoping that tho new departure will be a success. Dr. Baton, the 
medical officer of the gaol, who supervises the whole thing, is a firm believer in its efficacy. He 
recently reported :—“ The seventh-class prisoners who have been drilled have increased in height, in 
muscular development, and in chest measurement, with a correspond ing decrease in their abdominal 
measurement. From a medical point of view, the men have undoubtedly improved. Whilst formerly
they were listless and apathetic, with cold extremities and extremely irregular action of their bowels_
they are now bright and alert. Their genera! health is improved ; they eontraat very favourably with 
the imdrillcd men, and can readily bo picked out from them. Men discharged from prison in such 
condition have a good chance of obtaining employment, and of escaping from their former environ- 
mente.” (Signed) E. T, Baton, Government Medical Officer. Governor Herbert reports, too, 
favourably of the conduct of these prisoners. He says: “The physical effects of the drill arc most 
markedly beneficial. With the physical improvement which ia taking place it is hoped that an 
almost corresponding advance will take place morally,” When the system has been a little longer 
on trial, tho Minister will be in a position to decide as to the ex-tent to which the new departure shall 
be applied.

Under the old existing plan of scvcnth-class treatment at Darlinghurst Gaol, the year 1S96 
saw 338 prisoners under 25 dealt with ; of which number over 45 per cent, had l)een previously 
convicted. On one day in Darlinghurst there were found twenty of these young men, averaging 
22 years of ago, who had ISO convictions between them. The now system may, of course, not even 
accomplish as good results as these. It must surely be tetter, however, to turn these youngsters 
ont to freedom, vigorous in health physically and, probably as a consequence, also morally well 
set up, than to discharge them in a more or less debilitated condition as the result of restricted 
food and insufficient exercise. As a rule, they have grown up amidst unwholesome surroundings, and 
are bodily, as well as morally, deficient. As the Rev. Dr. Morrison, a man of a life time’s experience 
in prison work, says : “ I ani confirmed in tiie opinion tliat among tiie many causes which produce a 
criminal life the physical inferiority of the offender is one of the most important.” There is undoubtedly 
much connection between the conditions of the mind and of the body, and the recognition of this was 
the reason for the experiment now being carried ont at Darlinghurst.

But it is unfair to blame prison treatment if this class of discharged prisoner reverts to his old 
evil ways. The larrikin is veiy much the creature of environment. It is not of much use shutting 
him up in prison and applying curative treatment of a moral and physical nature, if he is exposed, on 
leaving gaol, to precisely the same conditions which led to his original fault. In such a ease prison 
management cannot fairly be the subject of animadversion. Tbo Penal Department can assist in 
repressing larrikmism by various deterrent and reformative methods, but it cannot altogether prevent 
a recurrence, and it most certainly cannot stamp the thing out absolutely. Other things besides prisons 
arc needed to work a cure. '

Larrikinism is tiie product of defective social conditions. It is chiefly brought about by the 
neglect of parents to rear their children properly. Home life, in' its proper sense, is not favourable to 
its growth ; but when parental obligations aro neglected, and boys are allowed to ripen into manhood, 
with no idea of self restraint, what wonder is there if the promptings of their undisciplined natures 
cause them to give way to excesses'! The State has a right to demand from fathers and mothers that 
they should bring their children up properly and train them for the duties of citizenship. If they 
neglect this duty, then, in the interest of everybody, tho State should use its best endeavours to act in 
loco parentis for its own protection. .

In a previous paper an extension of the Reformatory and Industrial Schools Act has been urged 
in the interest of neglected children. Such an extension, carried out in a thorough comprehensive 
way, would most certainty dwarf and cripple the growth of huTikinistii,

Amongst onr otlier social obligations to the youth of tha Colony, is the necessity for providing 
him with wholesome and manly recreation. In the daytime work, and occasionally cricket, football, 
and other athletic games occupy his attention, but during the long evening hours there is little for him
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to do. Climatic uomlitions loo nve nol f.'ivmuablo to his slaying .it homo of nights, and thesut'roimdings 
of his home life may not he attractive. He, therefore, has to go to the streets for such enjoyment aa 
they may afford him; and, as no one—outside his own rank—takes any interest in him until he 
becomes a nuisance, he is cast upon his own resources. He loafs about in an aimless way with others 
similarly circumstanced, and it is in this way that 1 ‘ pushes " are formed.

The conversation indulged in by these uncared for youths is precisely of that nature which 
might be expected. They are at that dangerous aec when character is being tixod, and when the 
primal passions'are very strong. In such congregations there are always one or two loading spirits 
who can only maintain their following by an excess of during. 'Jins generally takes the sliape of 
brutality arid obscenity of sometimes an incredible kind. A bad ideal is thus established, and tho 
imitativeness of the younger members leads them to acquire depraved habits, which exert an iufluence 
—more or less pronounced—all their lives. These vicious attributes are further fostered and 
strengthened by a pernicious kind of literature, whose object would seem to be the glorification nf the 
baser passions. It is a great pity that there is no way of checking the influx of these wretched hooks 
and papers, which, it is satisfactory to say, arc not printed in this country. They are a great power 
for evil. ’ Dancing halls, and the facilities for gaming, are also serious blots on our social system ; and 
all such things make for badness in our young people.

It will readily be understood that a few months prison life in not likely to effect a cure for moral 
diseases of such a nature ; especially whoa release fiom gaol means a resumption of the old conditions 
of life. And the punishment of one of their number is not likely to deter other members of the 
various gangs from misconduct to any extent, or for any length of time, for they never think that they 
personally will be caught, it is evident that the solution of this social problem is only to a very small 
degree a prison question.

To effect a cure—besides the remedial measures already proposed—bands of youths and young 
men should be prohibited gatheting together in public places after nightfall. But wholesome alternatives 
should be provided in the shape of recreation halls, such as the Peoples’ Palace m the Milo Jtlnd Road, 
London, where are provided instruction and enjoyment in the shajie of music, popular lectures, choral 
singing, gymnastics, debating classes, and so forth. Then, the parka might be utilised, after the style 
so jircvulent on the European Continent, by brilliantly illuminating them at night (light is a great foe 
to wrong-doing), and providing music by competent bands. Small tables and refreshment kiosks 
might be allowed on the side walks, so that family parties might be able to enjoy tea, coffee, and other 
light refreshments at a very moderate charge. In German cities it is particularly gratifying to see 
family parties of the middle and artixan classes spending their evenings together amidst pleasant 
surroundings in the jmblic gardens. Everybody feels it a duty to be cleanly and respectably attired ; 
music of a high class is provided and ajipreciated ; and the moral effect is decidedly good for the 
general community. Home ties ate strengthened, the bread winner is kept out of the public-house, 
and larrikimsm is unknown. There is no reason why, in our sjdcmlid mght climate, more lational 
outdoor amusement should not be tried.

Then, a great effort should be made to establish volunteer corps after the English model. Each 
corps should possess its own drill hull, m which every opportunity would present itself for manly and 
healthful exercises, in the shajie of assaults of unns, boxing, fencing, wrestling, and the more seientilic 
“ Kriegspiel,” and other war and mental studies. There is certainly nothing like drill to inculcate 
habits of order, discijfline, and self-respect : and it would not lie u bad thing, either for the country or 
for our youth, if military service were made compulsory on all young men between certain ages, for 
self-restraint, self-discipline, and decent respect for authority are all very good things for growing lads 
to acquire. _

In a recent lecLure delivered at tho Philosophical Institution, Edinburgh, Lord Wolselcy said :— 
“I should very' much like to see some compulsory system of unitcrsal jfliysical training established by 
law for all the young men and women of the kingdom. We insist now upon a system of compulsory 
education for the mind. Why should it he more difficult or more despotic to insist upon a training of 
the body ? The sound mind and the sound body go together.” With these opinions I heartily concur. 
Such a system out here would greatly beuefit our young people.

I believe a scheme such as is here suggested would go a tong way towards stumping out larrikin- 
ism. But should such outbreaks occur, then the offenders might for first offences lie hned. If the 
money were not immediately available, it might be jiaid by instalments deducted from future earnings, 
and the fines should go to the injured jiarties. Thou, in addition, it should bo obligatory for them to 
present themselves during a fixed period at some suitable place for evening dull. This would occupy 
a couple or more hours nightly, and would not only keep them out of mischief, but would benefit them 
physically and morally. After all these various stages of treatment there should only be a small 
residuum, and it might very well be left to be dealt with by penal methods.

In the suppression of larrikinism, too much has been left to the police and to the prisons ; but 
other measures should bo taken before the disease is allowed to attain full development. It is just 
precisely one of those things where prevention is better than cure, In most cases there is no real vice 
or barm about the majority of these lads. They have the spirits and virility natural to their age. 
fjociefcy should consider that it has some obligation to them, and should not neglect its duty. The 
only alternative to the prison that has yet been suggested is the lash. Neither one nor the other 
commends itself much to me, excepting as forming really lust icsorts. A sound thrashing—by which 
1 do not mean tho use of the cat-o’-nine-tails—judiciously applied might, for certain vicious auts, be 
Imnclicial. Certainly in such extreme canes it would nol be harmful; but a general application oi 
flogging would do more harm than good.

In the absence of any proposals to cope withlarrikinism other than by penal remedies nf a severe 
nature, 1 have ventured to make the foregoing suggestions with the desire to aid in ihe suppression of 
a very great social evil,

lo. Conclusion.
There arc several other matters in connection with piison subjects, which can only be briefly 

touched upon ; and foremost amongst these is tho “ 11 ark bystem”.
The New South Wales Mark System continues in operation unchanged from former years. It is 

not applied to females, and only to males having sentences exceeding twelve months. It consists in 
awarding “Orderly” or “Disorderly1' marks; and “Industrious” or “ Idle” marks. But the good 
marks do not convey much to the understanding of the prisoners, as the absence of a good mark would 
not lead to any consequences unless accompanied by a bad mark. It is the “Disorderly” or “Idle ’ 
mark that leads to results.

Possibly a change to the English convict system might be considered an improvement. That 
plan causes each coniict’s sentence to he represented by a ceitain number of marks calculated for each 
day of sentence. Industry" is recorded by marks, and when by industry with good conduct, the number 
of marks which rojiresent the sentence has been gained the convict is discharged on license. Fnr 
steaily hard lalmur and the full performance of the allotted task eight marks per day are awarded ; 
seven for a lessei degree of industry, and six foi a fair but moderate days work. A convict who by 
industry has earned eight maiks eiery day, and has not forfeited an)/ for mr.condutl, has obtained in 
every three days us many marks as lepresent four days .of his sentence, and has gained the maximum 
.remission of one-fointh thereof. 1 -
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Some such system might be introduced here, with modifications, so as to deal with old offenders 
who shoiild experience more disabilities than first-convicted prisoners. Besides earning remission, a 
certain number of marks might confer various privileges such as letter writing or visits from friends, 
promotion to a higher class, and such other inducements to reformation and good conduct as might not 
he found incompatible with prison discipline and the deterrence of crime. This plan could be applied 
to females as well as to males ; and perhaps might include all prisoners with sentences exceeding six 
months, so as to afford hope and encouragement to a class of comparatively short-sentenced prisoners 
who now have no chance, by industry or otherwise, of earning any remission.

Amongst other matters which need consideration when opportunity offers are ;—the definition 
of the terms of confinement for life sentences ; the treatment of debtors and unconvicted prisoners; 
and the more, frequent inspection of prisons. The latter subject is a very important one. Under 
present conditions it is not possible to carry it out so effectually as is desirable! My visit to Wilcaunia 

,, last year was the first ever paid by the Comptroller-General, and it involved altogether over 3,000 
imlea of travel. Other prisons require many hundreds of miles to be gone over in order to visit them, 

f'ho ever increasing office work to attend to, it is not practicable to inspect all of these 
establishments excepting at tong intervals. It is none the less undesirable to leave these places so 
much to themselves, and it would be well if arrangements could be made to admit of the Comptroller- 
General being less tied to his Sydney office than is the case at present.

Jn conclusion, I would beg leave to say that these papers were only written with a desire to 
present to the. Minister of Justice the view's of the present occupant of the Comptroller-Generalship, 
It is not anticipated that they will solve the large questions attached to successful penal administration, 
"hey are simply expressions of opinion, submitted with very great diffidence, in the earnest hope chat 
perhaps in some slight way some of the suggestions offered may prove of public service,

FKEDK, W, NEITENSTEIN,
Comptroller-General of Prisons,

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick Government Printer.—1897.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE.
.MINUTES OF THE LATE UNDER SECRETARY OF JUSTICE, AND PRESENT UNDER SECRETARY OF 

JUSTICE, RESPECTING THE PRISON’S DEPARTMENT.)

Vrinial under No. 1 Report from Printing Committee, 4 Mag, 1897,

NO. SCHEDULE.
I. The late Under Secretary of Justice (Mr. Arch. C. Fraser, J.P.) to the Honorable the Minister of Justice, 

respect)ng the administration of the Prisons Department of New South Wales, and the report of the 
JJcpartmental Committee appointed to inquire into the administration of English Prisons (with minutes 
thereon). 5 June, 189C ..........................................................................................

— The Under Secretary of Justice to the Honorable the Minister of Justice, in reply to the foregoing, 31 August 
lb90, with minute thereon of the Minister of Justice, dated 22 September, 1890 ............. , ............. ..... 20

No. 1.
The late Under Secretary of Justice to The Minister of Justice.

I am not awaro whether the Minister has read the report, dated 10th April, 1895, of a Departmental 
Committee appointed by the late Home Secretary to inquire into the administration of English prisons 
and the treatment of prisoners, a copy of which was recently received in this Department. I have care. 
lulljpGrused it, also the observations of the Prison Commissioners (forming the Board in charge of 

^P011 recommendation of the Committee, and a statement of the steps taken, np to 
the 27th February last, to carry out those recommendations, and I venture to bring them under the 
Minister s notice as being most interesting and instructive documents,

names of tho Committee speak for themselves. The inquiry occupied no less than eighty-five 
sittings, extending over a period of nearly nine months, during which time fifty-seven witnesses were 
examined, including Sir E. F. Dn Cane, and his colleagues on the Prisons Board, also their Secretary, and 
■p1™? £. . and medical experts, and representatives of Q-overnment Departments, Prisoners’
Aid Societies, Visiting Committees, Reformatory Schools, Trades Unions, and ex-prisoners. Amongst 
the witnesses examined many can be noticed whose positions naturally invest their evidence with great 
weight. In addition, a number of the principal Prisons, Refuges, and Homes were specially visited by 
members of the Committee ; the Dutch and Belgian Prisons were personally inspected by Sir Algernon 
west, a.member of the Committee; and numerous reports were obtained upon the working of the prison 
system m foreign countries (New York State, France, Prussia, Austria, Hungary, Belgium, Sweden, 
Norway, Switzerland, and Italy). b . >

As a result of their investigations the Committee have made many suggestions, which, if carried 
out, would tend to meet complaints made against the prison system of England, through the public Press 
of that country, apparently similar to some of those which have, during the past two or three years been 
ventilated in the Press of this Colony.
j The general tendency of the suggestions made by the Committee—of which many have been 

adopted and others arc under consideration—-is in the direction of ameliorating the conditions surrounding 
the treatment of prisoners; and whilst the Committee fully recognise the necessity of strict discipline 
being maintained, they forcibly indicate that such discipline should only be considered as a means to an 
end—the deterrence of crime and the reformation of the criminals—and I venture to submit that it is 
well worthy of consideration whether the somewhat mechanical system of administration which obtains 
in this Colony should not be improved by devoting more attention to the carrying out of the ultimate 
objects of imprisonment than the mere maintenance of discipline* It cannot be denied that such system 
naturally has a tendency to gather into its own hands control of every kind, and to shut out from the 
cognizance of the public and the Minister responsible to the country for proper prison adininistration 
much light which would otherwise be thrown upon the working of prisons by persons whose interest in 
prisoners is not mainly that involved in their disciplinary control. It may be appropriate here to mention 
that the General Orders, numbering about 300 (many of which directly refer to the treatment of prisoner?, 
and are nearly as important as tho Regulations), are issued solely on the authority of the Comptroller- 
General of Prisons, and they arc not laid on the Table of the House, or in any way made public.
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It muBt be realised that the Committee hare enjoyed exceptional opportunities of making a 
thorough investigation into the whole question of prison administration, and that their conclusions have 
been arrived at only after a most exhaustive inquiry, and have received the most earnest consideration in 
England, and deserve the same in this Colony as far as they are applicable. '

Before proceeding to specify in detail”those recommendations of the Committee which appear to 
merit such consideration, it may uot he ont of place to point out that the Act under which the gaols of 
this Colony are administered was passed in 1810 (fifty-six years ago), just at the time when the trans
portation of convicts ceased, and no material alteration of the law has since been made, except that under 
the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1888 provision was made for releasing prisoners on conditional 
licenses, or tickets-of-leave, and for the remission of sentences as an incentive to or reward for good 
conduct. It may also be brought to mind, as showing the trend of public thought upon the subject of 
the treatment of prisoners, that in the year 1891 the “ Eirst Offenders’ Probation Act ” was passed, 
under the provisions of which the Court may, on certain conditions, suspend the execution of a sentence, 
and the convicted person, if he complies with those conditions, can escape from the degrading and demor
alising effects of prison treatment, and is afforded what is fairly considered to be a better chance of 
reforming than if he were confined in gaol. The Acts 11 Vic. So. 31,16 Vic. No. 26, 16 Vic. So, 31, 
17 Vic. No. 1, 37 Vic. So. 14, IS Vic. So. 4, and 50 Vic. So. 9, which specifically refer to prison matters, 
only deal with details of a more or less important kind. It will be within the memory of tho Minister 
that in 1878 a Royal Commission reported upon the general management and discipline of Berrima Gaol, 
but the investigations .then made were mainly in reference to cases of alleged ill-treatmont of prisoners 
by gaol officials. _

If a retrospective glance is taken at the history of prison administration in England it will be 
noticed that during the past forty years there have been many inquiries into the system by Royal Com
missions and Select and Departmental Committees, and several important changes have been made in regard 
to the treatment of prisoners.

The enactments passed during that time include the Prisons Act of 1865 and 1877, the Penal 
Servitude Acts of 1853,1857, and 1864, the Prevention of Crimes Act of 1871, and the First Offenders’ 
Probation A.ct of 1887. . _

Referring now to'the Committee’s report, it wilt be observed that when alluding to the change 
effected in England by the Prisons Act of 1877, under which the administration of the local prisons was 
transferred from the local authorities (the Justices assembled in Quarter Sessions) to a Board of Com
missioners, the Committee express their views upon the results of such centralisation of authority in the 
following terms:—11 The centralisation of authority has been a complete success in the direction of 
uniformity, discipline, and economy. On the other hand, it carried with it some inevitable disadvantages. 
The great, and, as we consider, the proved danger of tins highly centralised system has been andis that while 
much attention 1ms been given to organisation, finance, order, health of prisoners, and prison statistics, 
the prisoners have been treated too much as a hopeless or worthless element of the community, and the 
moral as well as the legal responsibility of the prison authorities has been held to cease when they pass 
outside the prison gates. The satisfactory sanitary conditions, the unbroken orderliness of prison life, 
economy, and high organisation, are held, and justly held, to prove good administration; but the moral 
condition in which a large number of prisoners leave the prison, and the serious number of recommittals 
have led us to' think that there is ample cause for a searching inquiry into the main features of prison
life.” _ ..........................................

The Committee also state that the absolute system of uniformity, carrying with it rigid discipline 
and perfect orderliness which was established by the Prison Commissioners, has with other causes led to 
the duties of the Visiting Justice being performed, as a general rule, in a perfunctory manner, although 
in some instances, owing to individual energy and capacity, the Visiting Committees have exercised a 
considerable and beneficial influence ; and further, that ilte best prisons under the fm'mer regime, tehile 
comparing satisjactorilg in point of order and discipline with the prisons of to-day, were managed on lines 
in all probability more lilcely to produce a healthy moral effect of a permanent kind on the prisoners, but 
that in other cases the management was unsatisfactory.

It appears to me that these views of the Commissioners might apply strongly to the somewhat 
analogous state of affairs existing in the prisons of this Colony, and that while under the prevailing 
system no effort is spared to secure strict compliance in every little detail with the prison regulations, 
sufficient consideration is not given to the more important question of reformation ; further, that the 
enforcement of an iron-handed system of disciplinary control upon those who are not irreclaimable 
criminals must have a deteriorating effect unless softening influences are available.

The following remarks of the Committee upon the administration of English prisons, indicating 
certain changes that appear to be desirable, are worthy of special attention :—“ Wc think that the system 
should be made more elastic—more capable of being adapted to the special cases of individual prisoners; 
that prison discipline and treatment should be more effectually designed to maintain, stimulate, or awaken 
the higher susceptibilities of prisoners, to develop their moral instincts, to train them in orderly and 
industrial habits, and whenever possible to turn them out of prison better men and women, both physically 
and morally, than when they came in” ; and after referring to the fact that crime, its causes and 
treatment, has been the subject of much profound and scientific inquiry, and that many of the problems 
it presents are practically at the present time insoluble, the Committee add that “ it would be a loss of 
time to search for a perfect system in learned but conflicting theories, when so much can bo done by the 
recognition of the plain fact that the great majority of prisoners are ordinary men and women, amenable, 
more or less, to all those influences which affect persons outside'’

To bring about such a change as is described in the foregoing remarks the Committee rely upon 
the administrative authority and the individual efforts of prison officials and others who might he called 
in to assist them, and they also consider it essential that there should be a proper classification of 
prisoners. -

Referring to the administrative authority the Committee point out that while, for purposes of prison 
discipline, it is comparatively easy to mass prisoners together, to call each of them by a number, and by a 
cast-iron system to make them all go through the same tasks, observe the same hours, and lead the same 
lives, yet under this apparently orderly equality there exists the most striking inequalities, inasmuch as 
the hardened criminal bears the discipline without much trouble, whilst some are brutalised by it and
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others suffer acutely, and perhaps are permanently weakened by it in mind and body; and although it 
is impossible to administer to each prisoner a relatively exact amount of punishment, yet it is these very 
inequalities which often must produce that bitterness and recklessness which lead on to habitual crime.

Tho Committee, while recognising that inequalities must exist even under the best available system, 
consider that 11 the responsible authorities of a prison should have time at their command to observe 
prisoners individually, and sufficient discretionary power to give or obtain for an individual prisoner that 
guidance, advice, or help, which at such a crisis in his life may make a priceless change in his intentions 
or disposition, and that it should be the duty of the central executive to co-operate with the local officials 
in carrying out satisfactorily this most important part of their functions.”

Upon the subject of individual effort by prison officials and others, the Committee make the 
following remarks:—“Without an excessive and impossible increase in the number of higher prison 
officials, adequate individual attention to prisoners could not he given; but the warders could be trained 
to do some of this work"

The assistance that would be afforded to the work of reformation, by a proper system of classifying 
prisoners, is described by the Committee in tho following termsThe probabilities of success would 
be largely increased by a careful classification of prisoners. At present a large prison contains almost 
every type of offender. They are mixed up in hopeless confusion. . . . Old and young, good and
bad, men convicted of atrocious crimes and those convicted of non-criminal civil offences, are all to bo 
found in the same prison. The chaplain and the governor have to attune their minds as best they can to 
each individual case as they pass from cell to cell. Under these circumstances their best efforts can only 
reach a portion of tho prisoners. A sound and wise system of classification would make it more possible 
to deal with prisoners collectively by reason of their circumstances being at any rate to some extent of a 
like nature. Efforts could then he concentrated on the individuals who wore contumacious, and with 
better chances of ultimate success.”

_ The attention of tho Minister is specially invited to the investigations of the Committee into the 
question of Recidivism and the treatment of juvenile criminals, as showing how essential it is, if a 
decrease in the number of our criminals is aimed at, that in all gaols the question of reforming the 
prisoners should he paramount.

It will be noticed that the Committee obtained statistics showing the recommitments of prisoners, 
and taking the years 1802-1893 they found that out of 100 who go to prison a first time thirty return 
again; of those convicted a second time, 48 per cent, return again; of those convicted a third time, 64 
per cent.; of those convicted a fourth time, 71 per cent.; of those convicted a fifth time, 79 per cent.; 
and the old offender is constantly returning again. Prom tho information placed before them the 
Committee found it difficult to avoid the belief that tho proportion of reconvietions during the last 
twenty years has increased.

In referring to the sources from which habitual criminals come, an allusion is made by the 
Committee to the conditions prevailing amongst the most wretched and criminal classes of society, where 
so many human waifs are horn and educated in crime without a chance of their ever receiving any moral 
training; and it is stated that while numbers of lads and girls reared under those conditions have been 
permanently rescued by the Industrial and Reformatory Schools, still a large number of them find their 
way to prison, and are no doubt in most cases ultimately drawn into the class of habitual criminals. The 
CommiUcc express their views upon this subject, in the following terms:—“It is certain that the age 
when the majority of habitual criminals are made lies between 16 and 21; and from tho interesting 
figures supplied by Mr. Merrick, the Chaplain of Holloway Prison, the most fatal years are 17, 18, 
and 19. Tho proportion of juvenile criminals relatively to the population of tho same age is shown 
by the return on page 29, of which the significance is apparent. This is corroborated by other 
experienced witnesses. It appears to us that the most determined effort should be made to lay hold of 
these incipient criminals, and to prevent them, by strong restraint and rational treatment, from recruiting 
the habitual class. It is remarkable that previous inquiries have almost altogether overlooked this all- 
important matter. The habitual criminals can only be effectually put down in one way, and that is by 
cutting off the supply. Tho improvement of general social conditions is the work of the community. 
But that some of its worst and most dangerous products, and that many of those who would lead honest 
lives under different surroundings, can he reclaimed by special and skilful prison treatment, is 
emphatically maintained by many of the most capable and experienced witnesses.”

Some further remarks of the Committeo may also be quoted here upon the general question of 
reforming prisoners, namely:—“There are few prisoners other than those who are in a hopeless state 
through physical or mental deficiencies who are irreclaimable. . . . Governors, chaplains, matrons, 
male and female warders, by personal influence have reclaimed individual prisoners. Given more time 
and opportunity for the work of reclamation, it is certain that in proportion there would be an increased 
measure of success. Beyond question, some prison officials with higher aptitude for the work succeed 
when others fail. It should be the object of the prison authorities through the prison staff and any 
suitable auxiliary effort that can be employed to humanise the prisoners, to prevent them from feeling 
that the State merely chains thorn for a certain period, and cares nothing about them beyond keeping them 
in safe custody and under iron discipline. The evidence in connection with reformatories bears directly 
on this matter. It is no doubt true that lads and girls are more amenable to inffuence to grown men and 
women. But it is only a question of degree. Mr. Trevarthen’s evidence in connection with the Redhill 
Reformatory is to the effect that 91'7 per cent, of the inmates live satisfactory lives after leaving the 
reformatory. Observation of the individual cases is maintained for four years; and even allowing a 
considerable percentage for erroneous reports and for subsequent failure, the result is most satisfactory. 
Tho Salvation Army has organised Discharged Prisoners’ Homes for men and women, and although it is 
too soon to express a decided opinion upon their working, yet it is quite certain that through these 
agencies a considerable number of apparently hopeless cases have been satisfactorily dealt with. The 
same can he said with regard to the Homes known as the Elizabeth Ery, the East Einchley Roman 
Catholic, and other institutions for discharged women prisoners. All those most praiseworthy efforts are 
attended by a certain measure of success. Experience at any rate shows, whether we look at the work 
done after prisoners have served their time, or at the individual efforts of prison officials while the 
prisoners are serving their time, that the present system, while admirable for coercion and repression, is 
excessively deficient on tho reformatory side.”

The
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The foregoing remarks of the Committee might he considered advantageously in relation to tho 
conditions surrounding our own prison administration. It seems only necessary to glance at the result 
achieved by the Elmira Reformatory, New York State, to he satisfied that much might he done to reclaim 
our criminals if a radical change were made in the manner of their treatment.

From the report of that Institution for the year 1SD3 these facts aro gleaned. The Reformatory 
was established in 1S7C for the reception of youthful male felons, to be committed there for the statutory 
term for their particular ofEeuce for the purpose of undergoing a process of training and reformation in 
place of the ordinary imprisonment. During the period 1876-1893, 6,551 inmates were received whose 
ages varied from 16 to 3(J years, the average age being 21 years. The average number in confinement 
during 1893 was 1,170, and at the end of the year there were 1,378 inmates with an average period of 
detention of seventeen months.

The prisoners committed to the Reformatory are felons; 45 per cent, of them had previously been 
in contact with the restraining agencies of the law, 68 per cent, were illiterate, 75 per cent, were without 
regular occupation, and 92 per cent, were without the benefits of good home surroundings.

The moral inducement to reformation under the Elmira Reformatory system consist of (1) division 
into grades, with differing degrees of comfort and social standing ; (2) a wage-earning mark system ; (3) 
the personal influence of the Reformatory staff. Between 70 and 80 per cent, respond to the efforts 
made for their good, while for the remainder compulsion is found necessary, either by means of forfeiture 
of marks, degradation of rank, or personal chastisement.

During 1893 thirty-four different trades were taught, and it is claimed that 78 per cent, of the 
inmates discharged went straight to the trade learned in the Reformatory.

Prisoners can, at the discretion of the managers, be released on parole, to be brought back again 
if found to be drifting into crime, but the release is made absolute after six months satisfactory trial. The 
total number “ paroled" during the period 1876-1893 was 3,723, of whom 259 were brought back, 110 were 
“ paroled” a second time, and ten a third time. Jt is claimed that about probably 80 per cent, of the 
prisoners are reformed.

Although the prisoners seem to be treated generally in this Reformatory in a very humane manner, 
and are allowed many indulgences never experienced in prison life, it is specially worthy of note that the 
management appears to be conducted with sufficient rigour to produce a deterring effect upon the 
inmates. The report for 1893 shows that during that year, as there were about 400 prisoners associated in 
their rooms, in pairs, in order to avoid further overcrowding, it was found necessary to transfer 150 of 
the least promising to the State prisons, but that course was found to act as an incentive to troublesome 
conduct on the part of the inmates, in order to secure their transfer to tho prison where they could earn 
an abatement of their sentence with less exertion on their part.

As to the expediency of introducing reformatory measures into gaols, the weight of evidence given 
before the Committee (excluding that of prison officials) is in favour of such being done, although notably 
Sir Godfrey Lushington, late Under Secretary of State, Homo Department, considers it impracticable to 
do so, and it is to be borne in mind that the harm which results from pursuing an opposite course and 
using prisons for punitive and deterrent purposes only is incalculable, for such a system tends to embitter 
the minds of prisoners, and to harden them in crime.

In considering now the question of reforms, and the manner in which they might bo introduced, it 
is necessary in the first instance to point out that the success of any improved system which might be 
adopted would depend to an almost vital extent upon tho administrative authority aud the prison staff.

The necessity for having a specially qualified staff to deal with prisoners is indicated by 8ir Godfrey 
Lusbington in his evidence, which was to the following effect:—“In working the prison machinery, too 
great importance, I think, cannot be attached to the personnel. It is not enough that a tiling requiring 
to be done in tbe prison should be done. It must be done in a proper spirit. The duties of prison officers 
are often painful; often have to be performed under provocation; always on a helpless subject, and more 
or less without immediate control from a superior officer. Everything depends on the spirit, judgment, 
and behaviour of the officer. Any want in this respect must inevitably aggravate the lot of prisoners, and 
also lead to a multiplication of prison offences. Now, I believe this spirit must come primarily from 
above and spread downwards ; I mean that everything should be done to secure tbe utmost influence of 
the Commissioners on the governors and. the superior officers of the prison, and of tho governors on the 
officers of the prison and all the warders .... As to the warders, I think that, before being 
definitely appointed, they should pass through a period of probation, during which they should be regu
larly trained at certain prisons set apart for this purpose. During this period they not only could obtain 
methodical instruction as to their duties, but would bo tested to see whether they possessed the manner 
and temper requisite for the proper discharge of their duties.” •
_ The Committee were strongly impressed with the necessity of obtaining high-class warders, and of 
improving the general conditions governing their employment, and they recommended that certain prisons 
should be selected as training-schools for all ranks of the prison staff, and should be placed under the 
charge of the most experienced officers in the service.

The Prison.Commissioners, in their observations on tbe Committee’s report, fully concur in this 
recommendation, and the Secretary of State is in communication with the Treasury on the subject. The 
Committee, in dealing with the matter, make special reference to the systems of other countries in the 
following terms :—“ The practico in other countries of training prison officials should be followed, Eor 
example, in Prance, nominations for tbe superior staff are given after examination. Eor the inferior staff 
there is a school in Paris and elementary schools in various establishments. In Germany warders have 
to pass through a probationary service of six months. In Austria the higher officials, after three months’ 
service, have to appear before the Procurator-General for the oral examination, presenting at the same 
time a full report of their probationary work from the governor or manager of the prison in which they 
served. Warders have to undergo at least one year’s probation, at the end of which they bavo to undergo 
an oral examination. In Belgium,prison governors, asageneral rule, arc selected from the administrative 
staff after a minimum service of ten years. They are examined in the theory of prison treatment, and in all 
subjects tbe knowledge of which is necessary to prison management. They have then to undergo atleast a 
year’s probation, either as assistant director in a central prisoner as director in a prison of less importance, 
before their nomination is finally confirmed. The discipline officers serve sis months as probationers. If 
they show the necessary qualifications they are subsequently appointed as third-class warders, hut the
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appointment is not confirmed until after a further period of six months. In Sweden the warders are 
selected with great care, and preference is given to those who have learned a trade or show skill likely to 
hoof use in directing the prison industries. The maximum age is 30 years. It has not been deemed 
necessary, or even advisable, to establish any special training school for warders. Experience has proved 
that, efficiency in the management of prisoners is best acquired in the prisons themselves ; but in order 
to raise the moral and intellectual standard of the men who are already in the Service, lectures and 
classes have been instituted in the central prisons. These are held by the Chaplain and schoolmasters, 
and the subjects taught or treated in lectures are such as may be of an educational or practical value to 
the warders in the discharge of their important duties. The central penal establishments have special 
libraries for the warders, and every year a great number of suitable and valuable books on religious 
subjects, temperance, history, biography. &c., are sent out to those libraries, as well as those intended for 
the use of prisoners.”

It seems, therefore, essential, if a successful result is desired, to follow tho introduction of refor
matory measures, that the principal gaol authorities should display the combined qualities of humanity 
and firmness, and be in touch with, and exercise influence upon, the subordinate officers. None but 
specially-qualified warders should ho employed, and arrangements might be made for their training, 
included in which should be a long probationary service in a specially-selected gaol. ’

This appears to have been tho view of Parliament in passing section 39 of the Public Service Act 
of 1895, which provides that “no person shall be permanently appointed to any office in any penal estab
lishment or gaol or reformatory school, probationary school, or receiving depot, whether he be already an 
olficer in the Public Service or not, unless and until he has served for twelve months on probation as an 
officer of some penal establishment or gaol or reformatory school, probationary school, or receiving 
depdt." ' . &

In regard to classifying prisoners the Committee have made the following recommendations
(]..) That habitual criminals should be kept as a class apart from other prisoners, and the prison 

authorities should have discretionary power to distinguish between first offenders and habitual 
criminals caught for the first time.

(2.) That juveniles, 17 years and Tinder, should he specially treated in prisons, and should not be 
subjected to ordinary prison discipline aud regulations.

(3.J That the age of admission to reformatories should bo raised from 1G to IS, and of detention to 
21, aud that by way of experiment a penal reformatory should he established to which offenders 
above 1G and under 23 could be commitled by tho Court or transferred from prisons by tho 
Secretary of State, if satisfied that the treatment there would be more suitable.

(t.) That prisoners sentenced primarily for drunkenness should be specially treated in prisons or 
parts of prisons set apart for them. "

(5.) That weak-minded prisoners should be concentrated, so far as is possible, in special prisons, and 
should be under special medical supervision. '

AVith regard to “habitual criminals,” the Committee have expressed their views in the followinw 
terms:— °

. “ We recommend that this class of prisoners should be kept as a class apart from others. We
think that they are a most undesirable element in a mixed prison population, and that they require and 
deserve special treatment. It is clear from the evidence that while the habitual prisoner is orderly and 
easily managed, the prison regime has little or no deterrent effect upon him unless ho is subjected to long 
periods of imprisonment and penal servitude, which, however, frequently make him desperate and deter° 
mined, when again at large, not to be taken alive. But there is evidently a largo class of habitual criminals 
not of tbe desperate order, who live by robbery and thieving and petty larceny, who run the risk of com
paratively short sentences with comparative indifference........................... Upon the evidence given to us,
we arc strongly of the opinion that further corrective measures aro desirable for these persons. When 
under sentence they complicate prison management; when at large the? are responsible for the commis
sion of the greater part of undetected crime ; they are a nuisance to the community.

“ To punish them for the particular offence in which they are detected is almost useless. Witnesses 
were almost unanimous in approving of some kind of cumulative sentence. The real offence is the wilful 
persistence in the deliberately acquired habit of crime. Wc venture to offer the opinion formed during 
this inquiry that a new form of sentence should he placed at the disposal of the Judges, by which these 
offenders might be segregated for long periods of detention, during which they would not be treated with 
the severity of first-class hard labour or penal servitude, but would be iorcod to work under less onerous 
conditions.....................

“ We J'U'0 ^ attempted a definition of ‘habitual criminal.’ This is a question which necessarily 
must bo taken in conjunction with our suggestion that a new form of sentence should be set up. To lay 
it down that a prisoner should he regarded as an habitual criminal does not meet the case. Coiners, 
receivers, and other criminals by profession, frequently escape detection for long periods, and it would bo 
necessary to bring this class into the category of habitual criminals. For ihis purpose it probably 
would be necessary to give a certain amount of discretion to the Court.” ’

, . Trison Commissioners concur with the recommendation of Ihe Committee that habitual
criminals should as a class bo kept apart from other prisoners, and that the prison authorities should have 
discretionary power to distinguish between first offenders and habitual criminals who are caught for tho 
first time, and they could see no difficulty in extending the Star Class system, which obtains in the convict 
prisons, to the local prisons, if applied only to prisoners serving a sentence of not less than three months.

If reference be made to the evidence of Dr. Brayn, Governor and Medical Officer of Woking 
1 emale Convict Prison, it will be found that the Star Class arc kept separate from other prisoners. They 
are all first; offenders ; hut before putting a. prisoner into that class, exhaustive inquiries arc made bv tho 
prison authorities through the police and private persons into his antecedents, and the result is sent up to 
the Director who decides, having regard to the general character of the prisoner, whether he is to he put 
into the Star Class or not. This system, which has hitherto been limited to penal servitude prisoners, has 
now been extended by the Commissioners, experimentally, under careful regulations, to local prisoners in 
the metropolis, and will, if successful, bo adopted generally.
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A definition of the Star Class is outlined in the memorandum of instructions issued by tlie Prison 
Commissioners respecting the separation of penal servitude prisoners not previously convicted. (See 
Appendix41 A"). i

Respecting “juveniles," the Committee report as follows:—“ Several witnesses were in favour of 
tho total discontinuance of committing this class of offenders to prison. TVe do not thinlt this is practicable 
or desirable ; for inquiry, or on arrest, children have to be detained. We strongly hold that it is most 
undesirable to commit them either to police cells or to workhouses. In many cases prisons are the only 
available places of detention. Purther, wc think that in the case of grave offences, for which reforma
tories are not available, that imprisonment is necessary. At the same time, children should he subjected
to special treatment, and in every way be kept absolutely apart from other prisoners.....................We
think that the ordinary prison discipline and regulations should not be applied to juveniles, but that 
Governors and the Visiting Committees should he made responsible for their treatment, subject to general 
instructions which should bo issued by tbe Secretary of State. The principle of these instructions should 
be that each child should be treated according to its own peculiai’ities of temperament; that the fact of 
imprisonment should bo the main deterrent; and that treatment should be altogether of a reformatory 
character.” . ...

The Prison Commissioners, in their remarks respecting the treatment of juvenile prisoners, after 
referring to the practice hitherto prevailing in English prisons, give expression to the following opinion :— 
“Wo think, however, by way of emphasising still further what is now the rule and practice, it would be 
well that the special treatment of juvenile offenders should be made the subject of a rule of the Secretary 
of State. If still further segregation were considered desirable we see no difficulty in setting apart a 
portion of a prison in each district for the special use and treatment of juveniles, care being taken that 
they are not separated by too long a distance from their families and friends.”

As a result of the recommendation made by the Committee on this subject, draft rules have been 
made and are under the consideration of the Secretary of State, to provide that “ juveniles ” shall be 
specially treated in prisons, aud shall not be subjected to ordinary prison discipline and regulations.

Concerning “ young prisoners,” who as a class are most suitable for reformatory treatment, tbe 
Committee make tbe following statement:—“ After 30 a very distinct decrease in the number of prisoners 
proportionately to the population of the same age sets in. Doubtless this decrease is due to various 
causes ; but the fact that it occurs suggests that this tendency towards the abandonment of criminal 
practices may bo strengthened by developing the reformatory side of prison life.”

“ Mr."Merrick aud others hold that the younger prisoners are quite as difficult to deal with as the 
older ; but assuming'that this is so, the importance of saving them from a life of crime is not diminished, 
and it is all the more necessary to make the most strenuous efforts to reclaim them. As we have already 
said, the years 17, 18, and 19, appears to be the most fatal in the formation of lasting eriminalhabits. 
This fact itself denotes a degree of plasticity which might be made use of in the right direction. Even a 
moderate percentage of success would justify much effort and expense devoted to an improvement of the 
system.” _ _ _

After recommending the establishment of a penal reformatory, the Committee continue thus :— 
“ We look upon this plan, in conjunction with the raising of the age of admission to reformatories, as the 
best proposal that is open to us for the rescue of young offenders. Under tho present system, numbers 
of them come out of prison in a condition as bad, or worse, than that in which they came. They go out 
with a prison taint on them. The available prison staff and the rigid system of prison discipline, without 
any fault on the part of the officials, preclude the possibility of bringing to boar on the prison population 
the moral suasion and the healthy practical advice which we think could be exercised by a trained aud 
selected staff in the penal reformatory. Tho inmates upon discharge would be provided for and looked 
after as much as in the case .of the lads and girls who leave reformatories ; and if they relapse into crime 
jt would be of their own deliberate choice, in spite of every effort to save them, and they would subse
quently be exposed to the far sterner penalties of prison life.”

In regard to this matter the Prison Commissioners make the following remarks:—“ We should be 
in hearty accordance with any feasible plan, the object of which was, by a distinctive method of treat
ment, to make an impression on that army of offenders—very numerous, as the report shows—who, by 
reason of their age, arc excluded from reformatory treatment, and, therefore, in the absence of any 
intermediate classification, fall of necessity in the ranks of adult criminality. The proposal to extend the 
age of admission to a reformatory school to 18, aud of discharge to 21, as well as the proposal to establish 
a penal reformatory up to tbe age of 23, are questions which will naturally engage the attention of the 
Committee recently appointed to investigate the reformatory system of this country. It would be
premature to anticipate any conclusion at winch they may arrive..................... The attempt to apply
reformatory treatment to adult criminals is being tried to a very large extent in the American State 
Reformatories, and with success, if we may judge by the enthusiasm with which its results were described 
at the recent Paris Congress; but it is applied to first offenders only (?), and it does not appear from the 
report under consideration whether it is intended that first offenders only shall go to the penal reforma
tory, or whether it is meant that all criminals under a certain ago shall, in virtue of the ‘plasticity ’ of 
their nature, be made the subject of experiment. We infer that the latter is meant, as the possibility of 
closing one or two prisons is mentioned.”

With reference to the recommendation of the Committee respecting the separate treatment of 
“prisoners sentenced primarily for drunkenness,” the Prison Commissioners state that until tho policy of 
the Government is known on the general question of the treatment of habitual drunkards it would be 
premature to make definite arrangements for the segregation of this class of offenders.

With regard to the recommendation respecting the treatment of “ weak-minded prisoners,” the 
Prison Commissioners obtained a report from Dr. Gover, Medical Inspector of Prisons, in which he points 
out the difficulty of defining what is meant by the term “ weak-minded,” and expresses the opinion that 
the mentally defective are generally well cared for, and are the subjects of special attention on the part 
of the medical officers, who have unlimited powers of issuing orders as to the treatment of any prisoner 
who appears by reason of any defect, whether mental or physical, to be unfit for ordinary labour or 
discipline. Dr. Gover does not apparently consider the change suggested by the Committee cither 
necessary or desirable, and he states that what appears to him of much greater importance than either 
concentration or distribution is that medical officers should deal with such cases individually, aud make
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such recommendiitions or give such orders ns may be indicated by the necessities of each case before them. 
He suggests that every good and useful purpose would bo served by issuing a circular to medical officers, 
desiring them to pay special attention to any prisoners who may appear to be in any degree mentally 
defective, with the object of preventing them from undergoing any unnecessary or avoidable hardships, 
and, if possible, of effecting some improvement in their mental condition. 'With Ur. Gover’s report the 
Commissioners agree.

In the prisons of this Colony, convicted prisoners are classified as follows:—

(1..) Prisoners under sentence to penal servitude or to imprisonment with hard labour for five years 
ami upwards.

(2.) Prisoners convicted of felony or misdemeanour and sentenced for lesser periods than five 
years, either to penal servitude or to imprisonment with hard labour.

(3.) Prisoners under sentence of imprisonment only, and persons detained during Her Majesty’s 
pleasure. .

(4.) Prisoners under 25 years of age, undergoing sentences not exceeding twelve months’ imprison
ment, with or without hard labour. '

. A glance at the foregoing will show that the method of classifying prisoners, more especially in 
relation to the question of reformatory influences, is crude and imperfect.

It is admittedly difficult, if not impossible, to classify prisoners by any rule of thumb which would 
be perfectly satisfactory, as it seems essential, if the reforming influences are to be worked with the most 
beneficial effect, that in classifying thorn great attention should be given to (l) the nature of tho offence, 
(2) the character, training, and history of the prisoner, and tho practical probability of his reforming.

It seems to me that, viewing the recommendations of tho Committee, aud the evidence given before 
them, tho following classification might broadly indicate the lines upon which a better system than the 
present could be fairly based:—

(1.) Habitual criminals convicted of the more serious offences.
(2.) Habitual criminals convicted of less serious offences.
(3.) Prisoners (other than habitual criminals) convicted of the more serious offences.
(4.) Prisoners (other than habitual criminals) convicted of less serious offences.
(5.) Prisoners (IG years and up to 25 years of age) serving sentences of three years and under.
(G.) Prisoners under 16 years of age. ’
(7.) Prisoners convicted of drunkenness or offences under tho Vagrancy i\ct, &c.
(8.) Prisoners of weak intellect, and prisoners under sentence of imprisonment only, or detained 

during Her Majesty’s pleasure. * ■

. It would be necessary, in carrying out a system of classification on the lines suggested, that a large 
discretionary power should be given to the prison authorities, and-perhaps to the sentencing Judge 
(although experience as to the want of uniformity in Judges' views respecting sentences might suggest 
an objection to such a course being adopted), in determining a class in which a prisoner should serve, so 
as to ensure, as far as possible, that no hard and fast line should he drawn. The case of each prisoner 
ought to he dealt with on its merits, and classifications should follow accordingly, always keeping in view 
the future well-being of the prisoner and the class of treatment most likelv to produce a beneficial effect 
upon him. “

The opinion of the Committee would appear, on the face of it, to he entitled to great weight, that 
“ habitual criminals ” should be kept as a class entirely apart from all other prisoners, and it might be 
practicable in this Colony to confine such prisoners in a gaol specially set apart for them. So also, as far 
as consistent with the opportunities available, should “young offenders" (16 to 25) be confined in a 
separate gaol, where they could be specialiy treated upon reformatory principles.

As for “ juveniles” (under 16), they ought to be kept apart from all prisoners, and their punish
ment should consist only of detention aud enforced learning and obedience.

I propose now to point out where other important changes might be made in what is technically 
called by tbe Committee the “ treatment of prisoners,’’

(1.) Separate treatment.—All prisoners of the first-class and those prisoners of the second class who 
are serving sentences of not less than three years, are placed in “ separate treatment ” during 
the first nine months of their sentences.

It is interesting at this stage to note, the origin of the system of placing convicts in separate treat
ment. According to the Committee, the object of that treatment has been long lost sight of ; but this is 
not admitted by the Prison Commissioners, The Committee report so fully upon this matter that I can
not do better than quote tho following extracts :—“ It was originated in 1842 by Sir James Graham, then 
Homo Secretary, and wo have printed in Appendix IX a letter written to the Commissioners of Peuton- 
villc Prison, in which he fully explains the purpose of the experiment lie was initiating. Me shall show 
how complete a change in the apparent object of the practice has since occurred. Pentonvilie Prison was 
designed on nowand approved ideas for the reception of convicts sentenced, to transportation, aud was to 
be restricted generally to those who were convicted of their first offence, and whose age was between 18 
and 35. What Parkhurst was for juvenile offenders, Pentonvilie was to be for adults—a prison of 
instruction and probation rather than a gaol of oppressive punishment. It was the portal to the penal 
Colony. The convict was to undergo eighteen months solitary imprisonment, but he was to be freely 
visited by chaplain and prison officials ; he was to be traiued in a productive industry ; ho was to be sub
jected to a progressive system of education on the class system; lectures were to be given to him in the 
prison chapel; he was to be kept in a state of cheerfulness ; hope, energy, resolution, and virtue were to 
ho imparted to him ; and he was to be trained to be fully competent to earn his own way and become a 
respectable member in the penal settlements. If, during tho eighteen months, he behaved well, ho would at 
once receive a ticket-of-leave on arriving in Van Hiemau’s Land. The whole letter is well worth reading, and 
it shows that, whatever may be said of the faults of the prison system from time to time, the then Home 
Secretary was as keenly anxious to devise the best methods of treatment in the interests of prisoners them
selves as the most ardent prison reformer of the present day. Sir James Graham’s plan was worked
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apparently with great success, so far as home frefitment was concerned. We cannot follow out its 
permanent effect on the convicts in the penal settlements. In the report of the Commissioners for 
Pentonvilie, in 1844, the arrangements are thus described:—1 The size, arrangements, and ventilation of tbe 
cell in which the prisoner is placed are favourable to the instruction of useful branches of labour, and such 
as greatly contribute to the maintenance of the prisoners health and cheerfulness. Ho is at all times 
supplied with the means of employment, and when not required to be at work he has sources of improve
ment in the books, slate, and materials for writing with which the cell is furnished. He is allowed daily 
exercise in the open air; he attends chapel daily and the school classes in chapel on alternate days; 
and he can, at any hour of the day or night, by means of a hell, obtain in a few minutes the attendance 
of an officer. The effects produced on the minds and conduct of the prisoners by this system of separate 
confinement has been highly satisfactory, The prisoner, on entering his cell, hasbeen strongly impressed 
with a due sense of his penal condition, especially during the first few months of his imprisonment; hut 
the deterring effects are controlled and alleviated by the other parts of the system which we have already 
described, and more especially by constant labour, tho frequent visits of the prison officers and trade 
instructors, the consciousness that he can at any time insure the attendance of an officer, daily exercise 
in the open air, attendance at chapel and school, and the means of instruction and relaxation placed 
within his reach.’ ”

“Three classes were organised, according to good, indifferent, or bad behaviour :—1 A. strong desire 
is evinced by the prisoners to he placed in the first class, and it has been deemed desirable that the host- 
conducted of them should, at stated periods, receive some assurance that they are likely to attain this class. 
For this purpose, at the end of-six months of good conduct, a red stripe is placed on tho sleeve of the 
prisoner’s jacket, and a second stripe is added at tho end of twelve months if his conduct has continued to 
he satisfactory. It is a gratifying proof of their improvement that of 425 prisoners who have been six 
months or upwards in confinement there are hut seven who have not received this creditable distinction.’ ”

“ The general results were thus described :—* Most satisfactory proofs of these beneficial impres
sions have been manifested in the great improvement which has taken place ,in the moral condition and 
conduct of the prisoners within a short period of their reception. In the course of our visits to the cells 
we have had the gratification of witnessing, to a great extent, their just appreciation of, and the deep 
interest which they take in, the moral and religious instruction which is imparted to them ; the removal 
of the debasing effects produced on their minds by their former criminal pursuits : their progress in self
improvement ; their cheerful obedience to the prison rules ; their acquirements in the trades which have 
been allotted to them ; and their gratitude for the treatment they have received, under a discipline which 
combines instruction and x-eform.’”

- “ In 1848 it was determined that, eighteen months being loo long a period for isolated confinement,
a system should he introduced based on a period of separate confinement, followed by a term of associated 
labour, with a maximum of twelve months. This was reduced by Lord Palmerston in 1853 to nine 
months. The original intention of Sir J, Graham, which was that this period should bo primarily of a 
reformatory character, appears, fifteen years later, to have been lost sight of. . . . It would appear
from Sir J. Jebbs’ evidence (before the Penal Servitude Acts Commission of 18(53) that the main object 
of separate confinement had come to be deterrence. ‘An educated prisoner,’ he said, ‘xvould much prefer 
separate confinement instead of being driven to associate with people of had character and differeuee in 
social position. "With burglars and reckless bad characters, I think that separate confinement is dreaded 
more than any other kind of discipline.’ ”

“It was given in evidence that owing to the demand for labour on public works, the nine months 
had fallen to an average of little more than seven. The Commissioners insisted on the necessity for 
enforcing the full nine months, and they praceed to say:—‘ We think, too, that though separate confine
ment, even under the present system, is, as has been said, extremely distasteful to convicts, this wholesome 
effect on their minds might be increased. It has been already mentioned that in Ireland the diet is lower 
during the first four months, and that no work is given to the prisoners for the first three months, except 
such as is of a simple and monotonous character, in which they require little or no instruction. This 
practice has been adopted because it has been found that by far the greater number of convicts have no 
knowledge of any trade, and when first taught one must necessarily be constantly visited by their 
instructor, whose visits tend to mitigate the irksomeness of separate confinement. There appears to us 
to he much force in the reasons which induced the directors of the Irish convict: prisons to adopt these 
means for rendering separate imprisonment more formidable, and we therefore recommend that attempts 
should be made, with due caution, to give a more deterrent character to separate imprisonment in the 
English prisons.’ ” ■

“ This passage from their report shows that Sir J. Graham's intention and scheme has perished, 
aud that the period of imprisonment originally designed to train and improve prisoners for a good and 
useful life was now looked upon and intended to he the most formidable and coercive part of the punish
ment of penal servitude. In effect this is the purpose which it must he regarded as now designed to 
serve. . . , We think that it cannot be denied that cases occur in which a nervous condition, 
agitated by remorse aud by a long continuance of the separate system, may be injuriously affected by it.”

“ From the evidence before ns we have no reason to believe that such cases are of other than 
exceptional occurrence. We think it is worth considering whether the severity of the system might not 
be mitigated by a substantial reduction in the period of separation and by the wise and carefully-guarded 
introduction of such reformatory influences as were brought to bear on convicts at Pen ton vi lie, when 
first established, and of such philanthropic agencies as appear to be engaged in behalf of separate couvicls 
in the Belgian prisons.”

Under “ separate treatment” as carried out in this Colony each prisoner is confined in a separate 
cell; he is not allowed to hold any communication, except with prison officers, and conversation with 
them (except in so far as may he absolutely necessary) is not permitted. Until recently lie was not 
allowed to receive or send letters, but is now permitted to write and receive a letter at periods of two 
months and six months after conviction, lie is hound to observe strict silence, and must not read aloud, 
sing, whistle, dance, or make any noise in his cell or in the exercise yard, corridor, or chapel. He is 
given such suitable work as may be found for him, and is allowed during the first, six months, one hour 
each day for exercise, and thereafter two hours daily. If coming within the regulations as to eligibility 
for school he is allowed one hour daily for performing tasks set by the schoolmaster, and one hour for
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reading such instructive and reforming boohs as may be selected for him by ihe Chaplain, and beds at all 
times provided ivith a Bible. It is the opinion of many (and the conclusion is one that may be arrived at 
with reason) that such treatment, which is so different to that outlined by Sir. J. Graham, does in some 
instances have an injurious effect upon the prisoner’s mind. If the reformation of a prisoner is desired 
it would appear advisable (especially in the case of one predisposed to crime) that strong efforts should 
bo made to divert his mind from his former life and associations, and to open up for him fresh channels 
of thought,

Harsh treatment aud loug-coutinued punishments will generally be found to produce in a prisoner 
a sense of injustice and a feeling of bitter resentment, which seriously impair the chances of his 
reformation. "

It will bo seen that the Prison Commissioners do not agree to any reduction of the time to be 
served in separate confinement (nine months), except in the case of recommitted license holders whose 
period of such treatment is now limited to three months.

The question is one, however, wliich appears to demand some further inquiry aud consideration, 
aud in the gaols of this Colony it might, perhaps, he found desirable either to mate a considerable 
reduction in tbe term of such treatment, or to improve in a rational manner the conditions surrounding 
it, so as to produce a more healthy moral effect upon tbe prisoners.

(2.) Labour.
With regard to the work upon which prisoners are employed, the Committee recommended that 

productive prison industries should be increased as much as possible, especially ae regards gardening, 
farming, and land reclamation, and that unproductive labour should be abolished wherever possible; also 
that association for productive work aud technical instruction should be extended gradually and with 
due caution throughout the prisons. They fully realise the importance of industrial labour as a 
reforming agency, and were duly impressed with the undesirablencss of giving prisoners unproductive 
labour.

The Committee thus express their views upon oakum-picking:—'‘Because we attach so much 
value to training wc think that oakum-picking should be discontinued as much as possible, except for 
penal purposes. It is disliked by most prisoners, and is of a mechanical nature which involves no thought 
or mental activity, and it cannot be said to discipline prisoners into orderly and systematic habits of 
labour. An old offender will get thru ugh his oakum task rapidly, and then do nothing. A new hand 
finds it difGeult, and probably looks upon it as degrading and irritating as well,” and in suggesting the 
employment of prisoners on associated labour of a productive kind they make the following remarks:— 
“We do not agree with tho view that separate confinement is desirable on fhc ground that it enables tho 
prisoner to meditate on Ins misdeeds. Wc arc, however, disposed to agree that tho separate system, as a 
general principle, is the right policy. The separate system rests on two considerations only: It is a 
deterrent, and it is a necessary safeguard against contamination. But wc are not of the opinion that 
association for industrial labour under proper conditions is produclive of harm. On the contrary, we believe 
that the advantages largely outweigh the disadvantages, We agree, however, that careful supervision is 
essential to all forms of prison association. Subject to this condition, aud to a proper system of classifi
cation, Colonel G-arsia, a prison official of great experience, stated in his evidence that there was no 
danger whatever in associated work. Dangerous, disorderly, and depraved prisoners should be kept at 
all times, so far as is possible, apart from others. The fears expressed by some witnesses that freer 
association might lead to combinations and risings, would, under such precautions, bo groundless.”

“ The association wc suggest is all in the direction of making it the prisoners’ interest to maintain 
order ; and wo have before us the fact that association for work on a largo scale has always been tbe 
practice at tbe convict prisons. Without being productive of dangerous outbreaks by prisoners, as a class, 
moi e desperate than those in local prisons, wo do uot consider the suggested danger to be of practical impor- 
iance. We think that this limited form of association is desirable for several reasons:—(1.) It is a 
welcome relief to most prisoners from the dull and weary monotony of the constant isolation which forces 
men back on themselves, and in many cases leads to moral and physical deterioration. (2.) It can be 
made in the nature of a privilege liable to suspension, aud would be therefore a satisfactory addition to 
tho best kind of available punishment, (d.) It materially lessens the difficulty of providing and organ
ising ^industrial labour in prisons. Brisoners can be taught trades in classes, aud they can then work in 
association under proper and economical supervision in regular workshops or halls provided for the 
purpose, (i.) It is more healthy. Jt is desirable that cells should be untenanted for some hours in the 
day, and in any case it is better that work which produces dust should not be carried1 ou in the cells. In 
recommending a wider adoption of associated work, wo must admit that several competent witnesses 
expressed disapproval of the principle. Sir E. E. Du Gane laid great stress ou the argument that the 
experience of every country has led to the cellular treatment as the best form of punishment and imprison
ment. But upon cross-examination it did not appear that they could sustain thou- objection to associated 
labour properly supervised, and they seemed to us to have formed their opinions rather because separation 
has been tbe accepted rule of tbe prison system than on any experience of failure of the associated 
system. For these reasons wc have no hesitation in recommending that the practice of association for 
industrial work should, with due caution, be extended gradually throughout the prisons. Satisfactory 
results must largely depend on the discretion of the prison authorities in making selections of prisoners 
for associated work ; and in any case they would be materially assisted by a careful classification.”

The Committee, in considering the different kinds of labour upon which the prisoners might bo 
suitably employed, make special reference to the mat-making industry (which is of particular significance 
in view of the agitation some short time ago against the competition of prison labour) in the following 
terms:—“According to the evidence, difficulty of a greater or less extent, is experienced almost in every 
prison in getting a sufficiency of suitable work for the male prisoners. , . , This difficulty has been
largely added to by outside agitation against competition of prisoners with free labour. In consequence 
of the agitation, and of proceedings in tbe House of Commons, some suitable industries, aud in par
ticular, mat-making, have been to a largo extent given up. From the prison point of view, every witness, 
without exception, who was questioned on the subject, agreed that this is a great misfortune. We com
municated with Mr. S. Woods, the General Secretary of the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades 
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Union Congress, and by Ins snggestion we examined Mr. J. J. Eudgo and Mr. J. H. Walker as repre
senting* the views of the majority of trades unions. Those gentlemen gave very fair and impartial 
evidence. They admitted that industrial labour was morally and physically beneficial to the prisoners, 
and agreed that it ought to be found. They urged that direct competition with outside labour should 
not be allowed at cutting prices. Taking their evidence as a whole, we gather that they approve of 
industrial training of prisoners: aud bearing in mind that the products of prison labour go to reduce the 
cost of prisons, they have no objection to tbe sale of prison goods, provided that—(a) they arc not sold 
below the market price for the district, or the standard price elsewhere; (1) every consideration is shown 
to the special circumstances of particular industries outside to avoid all undue interference with the
wages and employment of free labour. With these general views we agree..................... We recognise
that appreciable competition may arise with respect to certain industries, as, for instance, mat-making, 
which appears usually to have produced the agitation against prison labour. The extent of competition 
in a particular trade depends obviously upon its relative proportion within tho prisons and outside. Mat
making cannot be called one of the large industries of the country; but at the same time up to 1890 it 
was one of the chief employments in the prisons. In 1877-78 the number of prison mat-makers actually 
exceeded those outside by 23'87 per cent. In a case like this we think that the industry, on account of 
its special value as a prison occupation, ought not to be given up, but at the same time great care should 
be taken to avoid as far as possible any direct or material interference with the local markets of the home 
manufacture. Every witness bore emphatic testimony to the advantages of mat-making labour iu prisons, 
and expressed the strongest regret at its withdrawal. It can be learnt in a few days, even by unskilled 
men. It is specially adapted for cellular work, and for the weak-minded aud epileptic class of prisoners.”

In regard to the extension and further development of prison industries, the Coipmittee expressed 
themselves iu the following terms:—11 We regret very much that there is uot more opportunity for work 
in gardens or ou the land. It is agreed by all medical experts and prison officials that no kind of em
ployment is more useful. It is healthy, productive, varied, aud of a more or less interesting character. 
Plain hard digging may under suitable conditions be found a valuable and wholesome substitute for hard 
labour, while the lighter forms of held aud garden work would be adapted for other cases..................... ”

With regard to the Committee’s recommendation that productive prison industries should be 
increased as much as possible, especially gardening, farming, and land reclamation, it will be seen from 
the observation of the Prison Commissioners that in the local prisons of England, of the 70 acres which 
could possibly bo used for cultivation, 59 acres are actually cultivated; and in tbe convict prisons, of the 
1,018 acres capable of cultivation, 973 are cultivated, nearly the whole of the remaining 15 acres being 
at Parkhurst prison, whore it is stated the great majority of prisoners are physically incapable of doing 
labourers’ work. At Dartmoor, 959 acres are under reclamation, and are to be brought into cultivation 
in due course.

The Prison Commissioners have, however, since instructed the Governors of tho gaols to take all 
available land into cultivation, which is being done, stud Major Griffiths, a Prison Inspector, who has made 
a special study of the subject, has visited all the prisons with the special object of ascertaining whether 
what is known as the Cottonian system could not be advantageously introduced, i.e., tbe digging and 
redigging of land at considerable depth with a view to the higher productivity of the soil.

The Committee continue thus:—“If prison labour is to be developed it will be necessary to make 
better provision for the supply of skilled warders as teachers, aud for the direct superintendence of 
industries in each prison. There aro hut a handful of artizan warders now in the service who draw pay 
as such, and warders who supervise or teach a trade have to pick*it up themselves as best they can, aud 
no extra pay is allowed them. To secure skilled teachers we think that a higher inducement should be 
offered than the ordinary pay of a warder, and we also think that warders who acquire sufficient knowledge 
to supervise anything in the nature of skilled -work should receive an extra allowance. We think that 
the better training of prisoners in industrial work would go far to recoup tbe increased charge,”

The Prison Commissioners appear to fully realise the importance of extending productive prison 
industries, but state that they are not yet in a position to submit a detailed report on the steps which, 
they propose to take to carry out the recommendations of tbe Committee. They express the belief, how
ever, that there is a largo field for useful reform in the organisation of prison industry.

The recommendation of the Committee that oakum-picking should as far as possible bo given up 
is one which could apparently be carried out to some extent in the gaols of this Colony, and greater 
ingenuity might be shown in discovering the means of giving suitable employment to prisoners. In 
England a new form of machine for grinding corn by band is now being devised.

It is to be regretted that many of the gaols will hardly permit of the prisoners being employed to 
an appreciable extent on outside labour such as farming or gardening, but the matter is one which might 
bo kept in view, and where practicable, prisoners should bo given this kind of work to do. A s opportunity 
offers, vacant land adjoining gaol premises might be acquired, in the improvement and cultivation of which 
most suitable employment could be found for prison era,

Upon tbe subject of paying gratuities to prisoners, the Committeo express the opinion that a 
prisoner should be able to cam something continuously during his imprisonment, and the Prison Com
missioners are also in favour of allowing all prisoners, both local and convict, to earn gratuities throughout 
their sentences. A scheme for carrying out the recommendation of tho Committee, and allowing prisoners 
to earn a sum of money as a reward for special industry, in addition to the gratuity provided for under tho 
progressive stage system, is now under the consideration of the Prison Commissioners,

The gaol regulations of this Colony do not clearly describe the method under which gratuities to 
prisoners are distributed, although 1 am aware that gratuities are paid. It seems to me that the time aud 
manner of payment of any money so paid should be a matter in the discretion of the prison authorities. 
If deemed expedient, a proportion of the amount might be paid during the term of imprisonment (with 
proper safeguards) to those dependent on the prisoner for support, and the payment of the balance to 
the prisoner himself, could be made in such a manner, and at such time or times as appeared most 
suitable in each individual case. Under an improved system of classifying prisoners the arrangement 
of prison labour would, no doubt, be considerably facilitated. The whole question of tho management 
and direction of work in the gaols of (his Colony is one that might with advantage be thoroughly 
inquired into. ^ 3,
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3. Diet.
t In considering the question of diet, it seems a reasonable and sound conclusion to arrive at that 

anything which tends to seriously lower the system of prisoners, and to take from them their strength of 
mind or hotly, must directly tend to unfit them for any effort to raise themselves above their previous 
surroundings, or to struggle against those influences which work against their reformation, and in favour 
of old association of an evil nature.
. In the gaols of this Colony the dietary treatment of 7th-class prisoners, amongst whom are 
included all persons under 2G years of age undergoing a sentence of imprisonment, with or without hard 
labour, for a period not esceeding twelve months, is as follows :—

_ Prisoners under a sentence not excmling fourteen days, receive during the whole term of their 
imprisonment a daily ration of lb oz. of bread ; if under a sentence exceeding fourteen days, but not exceed
ing six months, or if under a sentence exceeding six months—then for the first six months of that sentence 
they receive a daily ration of 1C oz. of bread for tho first week and thereafter every alternate week ; and 
in eases where the sentence exceeds six months they also receive that ration during the last fourteen days 
of their imprisonment.
_ _ The only class dietary in the English prisons which is adversely commented on by the Committee
is a diet (the lowest one given) known as No. 1, consisting of a daily ration of 16 oz. of broad and a 
pint-and-a-half of stir-about, containing 3 oz. of Indian meal and 3 oz. of oatmeal, which is given to 
prisoners sentenced to seven days and under, and also, during the first week of their imprisonment, to 
prisoners under a sentence exceeding seven days, but not exceeding one month.

The remarks of the Committee upon this matter are as follows:—“ A short period of low dief, 
followed after a few days by a long continuance of one that was more substantial, would not bo likely to 
be prejudicial; but as a considerable number of prisoners are sentenced for a week- or less, and after 
discharge aro readmitted repeatedly at short intervals, this very low aud distasteful dietary becomes in 
their case practically continuous. And as it is among such prisoners that cases of mental instability and 
nnsoundness aro most commonly found, wo feel inclined to endorse the view expressed by tbe Medical 
Officer of Holloway Prison that this part of the dietary should be reconsidered.”

It may here he stated that the Prison Commissioners have not given way in this matter of diet, and 
so far no stops have been taken to introduce any alteration.
_ If will be seen at a glance how much more severe is the treatment of the 7th-class prisoners 
in the gaols of this Colony than that of the prisoners placed on No. I diet in tho English prisons, and 
the greater the reason therefore why that particular class of dietary should be reconsidered.

Tbe matter has to some extent been anticipated in this Colony, inasmuch as an investigation is now 
being made into tbe effects of this low dietary upon the weight, health, &c., of the prisoners, and the 
information thus obtained has been submitted to the Government Medical Adviser for his views upon the 
subject.

The whole question of tho treatment of 7th-class prisoners is one which seems to urgently call 
for reconsideration. With many the treatment does not have a deterring effect (which was specially the 
object of its introduction), as is evidenced by the fact that a large proportion of the 7th-chiss 
prisoners return to gaol. If, again, it be considered that all prisoners under the age of 25 years, whether 
sentenced to hard labour or to imprisonment only, receive this special treatment, it must be realised that 
some are included in this class wbo are less criminal than many others, but receive more severe treatment 
because they have not reached a certain age. They are, in fact, punished for being young, when on the 
other hand their youth might reasonably be urged iu many in stances in palliation of the offences they have 
committed.

4. Punishment.
In regard to the punishing of prisoners, the Committee are favourable to the idea that the best 

form of punishment, except for tbe more serious offences, would be, as a general rule, to deprive the 
offenders of certain privileges, and that severe punishment should not be commonly resorted to. Their 
reference to this matter is in the following terms :—

“ During recent years there has been a distinct move forward in the direction of mitigating tbe 
severity <tf prison punishments. The use of tbe entirely dark cell has been discontinued since the publi
cation of the report of the lioyal Commission on Irish Prisons in 1384 ; and tho following figures show 
that corporal punishment has decreased in a striking degree in local prisons. In convict prisons the total 
number of instances also shows a marked decrease, but the percentage remains about stationary. It 
must, however, bo noted that the convict population has been much reduced, but that there remains much 
tho same number of hardened criminals of a low type.

“ Erom time to time changes were made towards leniency by standing orders, which, according to 
Standing Order No. S)4, produced no disadvantage. The same order stated that, as the result of experience, 
1 discipline is not better maintained by resorting commonly to severe punishment, which should be reserved 
for use when milder means have been tried unsuccessfully, and when it is necessary to apply them on 
particular occasions.’

“ This opinion of the Commissioners carries great weight, and it strengthens our belief that the 
main fault of our prison system is, that it treats prisoners too much as irreclaimable criminals, instead of
as reclaimable men and women........................... We think that No. 1 diet punishment should be inflicted
with great care, especially in the case of women.

In this Colony women are not subjected to the bread and water diet which forms part of the 
treatment of 7th-class prisoners. The quotation continues as follows :—11 Undoubtedly it tends to lower 
the system, and this in itself is most undesirable. Mr. "Walker, the Governor of the Liverpool Prison, 
objected to dietary punishment altogether for women. Wc should be glad, at any rate, to recommend ils 
partial abolition if we could sco our way clearly to any definite substitute for it. We arc disposed to 
think, and more particularly if our recommendations arc accepted, that the best solution would be a
more frequent infliction of loss of privileges...........................Under the present rules, whilst a Governor
cannot inflict more than three days’ bread and water diet in succession, after which must come an interval 
of twenty-four hours, the Visiting Committee can for a single offence sentence a prisoner to fourteen days 
in a punishment cell with No. 1 bread and water diet, alternating every three days with Nos. 2 or 3 diets. 
We think that, according to tbe intention of the Act of 1877, a prisoner should only be committed to a
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pimishmBnt cell on penal diet for fourteen days; and an interval of at least tliree days should elapse 
before any additional period is imposed in respect of a fresh offence, or an offence distinct from that for 
which the punishment was inflicted, and this second period should only be inflicted with the sanction of 
the medical officer. We further think, that in the case of a prisoner committed by the Visiting Com
mittee to a punishment cell who expresses contrition, and whose contumacy the Governor considers to be 
ended, means should be adopted, in concert with fhc Visiting Committee, to cancel or suspend the 
remainder of the sentence without unnecessary delay.”

Orders have been given by the Prison Commissioners that all such cases should bo brought before 
the Visiting Committee, who alone have power to revise their own sentences,

Jn the prisons of this Colony the gaoler is empowered, in the ease of any breach of the regulations, 
or disorderly conduct, to keep the offender in close confinement and upon half rations for any lime not 
exceeding seven days, or until the arrival of the Visiting Justice, He can also place a refractory prisoner 
in irons, but must not continue the use of irons for more than forty-eig'it hours without the permission 
of tho Comptroller-General of Prisons or of the Visiting .Justice, and he must report tho circumstances of 
each case to the Comptroller-General of Prisons and to tho Visiting Justice.

Tho Visiting Justice is empowered by statute “ to bear and determine all complaints touching any 
of the following offences—that is to say, disobedience of the rules of the prison ; assaults by one person 
confined in such gaol upon another where no dangerous wound or bruise is given ; profane cursing and 
swearing; any indecent behaviour and any irreverent behaviour at or during Divine service or prayer. .
. . . aud also “to hear and determine all complaints of idleness or negligence in work-, or wilful
mismanagement of work,” and to sentence the offender 11 to bo confined in a solitary cell on bread and 
water for any term not exceeding seven days.”

In the ease of a prisoner under sentence for a crime being guilty of repeated offences against tho 
rules of the prison or of any greater offence than those already mentioned, any two Justices can order 
the offender to be punished by close confinement for any term not exceeding one calendar month, or bv 
personal correction in the case of a prisoner convicted of felony or sentenced to hard labour.

While recognising the necessity that exists to have power to inflict revere punishment iu gross 
cases which clearly require it, the conclusion cannot be avoided that in punishing prisoners for the many 
less serious offences it would bo better, if reforming influences are to be established, to err on the side of 
leniency than on the side of harshness, and the suggestion of the Committee that deprivation of privileges 
should be substituted as a punishment in many cases, commends itself as being worthy of adoption.

It may be mentioned that although the use of dark cells was abolished in Hnginnd more than ten 
years ago, this form of punishment is still used in some of the gaols of this Colony.

5. Privileges.
The evidence given before the Committee went to show that the privileges of writing and receiving 

letters and of receiving visits arc greatly appreciated by prisoners, and it seems to follow, therefore, that 
tho allowance of these privileges could he used with much beneficial effect. The Committee, in recom
mending the Visiting Committee should be entrusted with more latitude and a larger discretion in 
applying the regulations relating thereto, make reference to tho subject in the following terms r—“ Mr. 
Manning, a governor of the widest experience, thinks that it would not be wise to give tbe governors a 
discretionary power to relax tbe regulations in favour of the prisoner, on the ground that it would lead 
to favouritism ; but be thought more indulgence might be granted to prisoners in respect to visits after 
three months. We think that while there should be uniformity in practice, and the greatest care taken 
against any weakening of the penal machinery, it is not advisable in the matter to lay down rigid 
rules from which there can bo no departure. Many witnesses were in favour of extending existing 
privileges. Those who were most strongly in favour of the existing practice all admitted that,-subject to 
the proper maintenance of regulations for the purpose of order and deterrence, they would approve of 
any regulation clearly calculated to produce a good moral eifect on the prisoners. In other words, if, 
without endangering discipline and impairing necessary severity in prison regulations, it appeared that 
extra visits to prisoners, or privileges to send or receive communications from friends and relations, would 
be beneficial to a prisouer and likely to assist in making him a better man, such relaxations would be 
desirable. Wc consider that it would not be wise to place so much extra responsibility upon the 
governors with regard to all prisoners ; but tbe Visiting Committee should have power to consider each 
individual case on its merits, either at the direct request of the prisoner or upon the representations of 
the governor or chaplain, and within certain limits {infra) to relax or maintain the regulations at their 
discretion. It should, however, be distinctly understood that any relaxation should not be in the nature 
of mitigation of punishment, but should only be when, after careful consideration, it appeared clear that 
the ends of justice would be served by bringing good and healthy influence to bear on the particular 
prisoners. Sir E. Dn Cane, who thought it might be advisable to allow more frequent visits and Idlers 
after three months, put in the condition that the increase of privileges should be in accordance with the 
mark or stage system. With this we concur. To allow indiscriminate visits either by undesirable persons 
or even by persons not likely to influence a prisoner in tbe right direction would be most harmful; but 
no hard and fast rules at any period should be allowed to keep from a prisoner anv good influence which 
might help to reclaim him or save him from becoming a permanent member of the criminal classes. 
These recommendations equally apply to female prisoners.”

The Prison Commissioners are not averse to the Visiting Commitiee having larger discretionary 
power in this matter, so that, iu eases of special importance or urgency, they might bo in a position, 
without reference to the Commissioners, to accord the privilege; but when those two conditions arc wanting, 
the Commissioners think the power of relaxing the rules should vest, as now, with them.

Tho Commissioners, on the 8th February, 1895, extended the powers of governors in regard to 
communications by authorising them—(L) to allow certain prisoners entitled to a visit to write a° letter 
and receive a reply in lieu of such visit, should their friends be unable to visit them ; (2) io allow (if in 
their judgment it is desirable) any prisoner to write a special letter aud to receive a replv under any of 
the following circumstances—(ft) tho death of a near relative ; (ft) to give instructions as "to his business 
or family affairs of an urgent nature; (e) to make arrangements for obtaining employment or assistance 
from friends on release. '

So
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So far as the gaols of this Colony are conccrneil. it does not appear that, with the exception, of first 
and second class prisoners, any material alteration is called for in respect of the concessions allowed them 
in the matter of visits and communications, unless a change were made to provide for the enjoyment of the 
privilege being regulated under a well arranged mark system. With regard to first aud second class 
prisoners, however, the regulations might well be modified so as to tnalco tbe privilege more accessible iu 
deserving cases.

Recently a change has been made in regard to these prisoners, under which they receive slightly 
better treatment. ‘

Another privilege, namely, reading, might be used advantageously as an incentive to good conduct, 
and could be. more liberally allowed. ^

The Minister will remember that (he question of allowing hooks to prisoners serving sentences of 
less than three months was recently brought under his nolicc by the Honorable the Chief Justice, who 
suggested that a discretionary power might be ghen to gaolers in such cases.

.1 might also point out that in winter months especially, owing to tho darkness of the cells, prisoners 
(exclusive of first and second edass prisoner?, under separate treatment, who have lights in their cells for 
a limited time) have very little opportunity of reading, except on Sundays and holidays. The question of 
placing lights (where practicable) in the cells of all prisoners is ono that might ho inquired into and con
sidered, particularly in the case of uneonvictod prisoners, concerning uhom tho Committee recommended 
that if they desired to rend or write, they should be allowed lights until the final locking up of the prison.

Upon Ihe. subject of allowing prisoners books, the Commiltcc expressed their views in these 
terms:—“ We think that there should be a larger supply of hooks, and that reading should not be restricted 
to one book a week if the prisoner cares io road more. All the witnesses agreed that it is desirable, so 
far as is practicable, to allow the prisoners to improve their minds by reading, and the only difficulty raised 
was one of distribution, din's, however, is comparatively a trifling one, and can be readilv overcome. 
The principle which we laid down as governing visits and communications also applies to the general occu
pation of prisoners other tlaii that devoted to labour, meals, chapel, and other necessary prison duties. 
Everything should be encouraged which tends to elevate the mind, so far as it is consistent with regula
tions necessary for the general order and discipline. So much depends upon the kind of population in a 
prison and the individuals who compose the prison staff that it is not possible to go into the matter in 
detail. These arc really questions which should always be before the responsible authority in every prison, 
and no rules or regulations should be of that hard, unbending character which prevents the changes being 
made according to special cimimstniiees, which careful consideration shows to be beneficial to the 
prisoners.” ■

The Committee also suggested that selected preachers should be brought in from outside, as the 
monotony of chaplains’ work in prison is apt to produce a mechanical performance of duty.

The Prison Commissioners slate that there is no rule limiting the supply of books to one per week, 
as chaplains have every discretion in tho matter, and prisoners are allowed at some prisons to have their 
books exchanged whenever they ask ; but if every prisoner is lohave the right, to have his book exchanged 
as often as he likes, the libraries would have to be increased, and also tho school-warder staff. They 
recognise, however, the reasonableness of the recommendation that there should be a mores frequent 
exchange of books, aud propose to devise a scheme to gho effect to it, if possible, without any material 
increase of staff. '

Tho Prison Commissioners also agree with tho Committee that the monotony of chaplains' work in 
prisons is apt to produce a mechanical performance of duty, and are of opinion that this can be largely 
obviated by a very considerable extension of the system prevailing at some of the smaller prisons, where 
the parish clergyman, who is nasi sled by one or more curates, acts as chaplain, and in this way tho prison 
services are often taken by different clergymen—notably at Portsmouth, whore the chaplain, Canon Jacob, 
is assisted by no less than eight curates, and his interest in prisoners is so great that lie has been instru
mental in establishing homes for male and female prisoners on discharge.
_ rThc Prison Commissioners state that the practice of bringing in from the outside selected preachers 
is now carried out to some extent, and will be encouraged as much as possible in the future. *

_ In tbe meantime, the Secretary of State, in order to obtain full information to enable him to deal 
with the Committee’s recommendations, has appointed a Committee, which is now sitting, to inquire and 
report on the whole question of the secular and moral instruction of prisoners,

_ The question of adopting the foregoing suggestions of the Committee, with respect to the gaols of 
this Colony, appears worthy of consideration.

In regard to the question of allowing prisoners to converse with each other under certain restric
tions, the Committee make the following remarks:—“ Wo inquired carefully into tho rules which regulate 
talking in convict prisons. Except for the purposes of labour, male prisoners are not allowed to speak to 
each other throughout the whole term they have to serve. 1’cmnle convicts arc allowed to talk for at 
least an hour a day, under proper supervision, and so far as we can learn no harm has resulted from it. 
"Wo think that tho privilege of talking might be given after a certain period as a reward for good conduct 
on certain days for a limited time, and under reasonable supervision, to all long-sentence prisoners, local 
as well as convict, who have conducted themselves well, and who are not deemed unsuitable for tbe pri
vilege. _ The present practice of imposing silence, except for the purpose of labour, aud during the visits 
of officials and .authorised persons, for a period, it may be of fifteen or twenty years, seems to us unnatural. 
We recognise that careful supervision would be necessary if this privilege is allowed, but we do not think 
that the disadvantages which might, perhaps, from time to time occur, would bo at all equal to the good 
likely to result from a partial aud judicious removal of this very unnatural restriction.”

The Prison Commissioners see grave objection to giving facilities for unchecked conversation on 
the ground of good conduct, as the worst criminals are very often the best conducted in gaol. They have, 
however, gone so far as to instruct the governors of convict prisons not to “ push” the so-called silent 
system to an extravagant degree, with the result that tho reports and pun is! intents for talking have sensibly 
decreased.

Another most important phase of prison treatment to which I have not before referred, is tbe 
manner and conditions under which prisoners are discharged from gaol. If upon their release prisoners 
were afforded the opportunity of escaping from their former evil associations, and instead of being turned 
out: and left to their own resources, were assisted iu some slight degree, there is reason to believe that

many
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many who are not hardened criminals would be saved from again falling into criminal’s ways. In this 
respect it is a matter for regret that the labours of the Discharged Prisoners’ Aid Society (which n as 
established in 1874) have, after being carried on for a period of nearly twenty years, ceased some few 
years ago for the reason mainly, 1 understand, that the contributions were not sufficient to justify the 
work of the Society being continued. Some few copies of the Annual Reports of ihe Society have been 
obtained by me from the late lion, secretary, and, from a perusal of them, an estimate can he obtained of 
the good work done by the Society during the many years of its existence. Ihe suggestion made in the 
Fourth Annual Report of the Society that the Government should take steps to prowde that the money 
earned by prisoners in gaol, should, in the case of those applying for the assistance of the Society before 
they are discharged, be entrusted to the Society for the payment to and on behalf of the prisoner, is 
worthy of consideration in any scheme of reorganising our present system of prison administration. The 
English Committee, in considering the question of gratuities to prisoners, expressed the opinion that a 
prisoner should be enabled to earn something continuously during the sentence, provided that the money 
were not all given to him on discharge, but subsequently through a Prisoners’ Aid Society', or iu such 
way as the Prisoners’ Aid Society or the Visiting Justices might determine. The Committee were 
satisfied that much admirable work was done by such societies, and in referring to the evidence given by 
Colonel Buchanan, secretary of the ‘Royal Society for tbe assistance of discharged prisoners, Air. 
"Wheatley, superintendent of St. Giles’ Christian Mission, Colonel Barker, of tho Salvation Army, and 
Miss Elizabeth Fry, hoi), secretary of the Elizabeth Fry Refuge, express tho opinion that fuller scope 
should be given to their able efforts and philanthropic enterprise, and that other societies should he 
encouraged to work in the same spirit. They also consider that the Government grant (at present £1,500 
per annum) might, with advantage, be increased, and should bo made applicable m the case of societies 
which conduct establishments for the reception and training of discharged prisoners on principles 
approved by tbe Government, and which can show that their efforts aro practically successful.

The Prison Commissioners attach l! enormous importance” to an effective system of aiding 
prisoners on discharge, aud are of the opinion that the system now in use in England is capable of much 
improvement and extension in convict and local prisons. They endorse the recommendation of the 
Committee that the Government grant to the Aid Societies should be increased.

Practical steps have been taken in the direction of improving the present system by specially 
appointing the Rev. G. P. Merrick, Chaplain of Holloway Prison, who is said to be a recognised authority 
on this question, to make a searching inquiry into tbe matter (which is now being done), and upon the 
receipt of his report and recommendations further action will be taken by tbe Prison Commissioners.

It is reasonable to believe that a sufficient number of philanthropic persons would be found in 
this Colony willing to undertake tho re-formation of a Prisoners’ Aid Society if it were understood that 
some slight assistance would he granted by the Government, and the whole question is one which might 
well be considered in conjunction with the matter of prisoners’ gratuities and the mode and time of their 
payment,

I would now refer to the mark system which is in force in English prisons, and which is fully 
described in the evidence of Captain "W. J. Stopfoid, one of the Prisons’ Commissioners. (See 
Appendix “B.”)

I may he permitted to express the opinion that the principle of that system is capable of elaborate 
extension in the prisons of this Colony. Prom the evidence of Captain Stopford it is clear that prisoners 
under that system have constantly before them some incentive to industry and good conduct, and as they 
pass from stage to stage (and such promotion can only he acquired by earning the requisite number of 
marks) they obtain better treatment and an extension of their privileges, aud ultimately they can secure 
for themselves a remission of their sentence proportionate to the time occupied by them in obtaining the 
number of marks allotted to the period of the sentence.

It seems to me that with an improved classification of prisoners in the gaols of this Colony a more 
comprehensive and effective mark system than that now in use here could, with advantage, he adopted. 
Two or three divisions might perhaps be made in each class, and those divisions could ho fixed according 
to a scale of marks. Every prisoner would then understand that before he could be promoted to a higher 
division he would have to earn the number of marks specified for that division. If, then, those divisions 
were made progressive, the prisoners receiving better diet, a higher class of work, more visits, and other 
indulgences, there would always be, in addition to the question of remission of sentence, a strong incentive 
towards industry and good conduct. The loss or forfeiture of marks or degradation to a lower division 
would probably, under such a system, be found a sufficient punishment for offences against prison regu
lations, except in serious eases.

The evidence of Colonel Plummer, Governor of Borstall Prison, who has charge of 275 convicts, 
nearly all of whom are engaged in making fortifications at Chatham, is very significant. He expressed 
himself as being very much satisfied with the mark system, and stated that whereas in the old days if a 
man was stopped a mark or many marks by tho Governor he took not the slightest notice of it, but now 
a man counts every mark he gets, and if an officer stops a mark tbe prisoner is down to sec the Governor 
the next day. His evidence continues :—“There is not a single mark stopped (hat is not brought before 
me. There is quite a change brought about in their spirits in that way. Every man is trying to see how 
soon he can get out of prison, and that he earns everything that he possibly can.” And in reply to the 
question, “ "What proportion of them lose marks ?” he replied, “ We had 220 last year without a single 
punishment during the year.’’

Coming now7 to the consideration of the general question of prison administration in its relations 
to tire Ministerial head of the Department and to the public, I have already indicated, what appears to 
me to he a defect in our system, as admininistcrcd, namely—a tendency to secure itself from outside 
criticism. It may be fairly admitted that the prison service should of all be open to public observation, 
affecting as it does the lives and liberty of so many persons.

Many of tbe remarks and suggestions of the English Committee bear directly upon this point and 
can he applied to the conditions existing in this Colony. Eor instance, tho Committee express the opinion 
that standing orders issued by the Prisons’ Board, and circular letters embodying general regulations, 
should be printed in the Annual Report of the Commissioners, and laid before Parliament. Similarly, it 
would be advisable that the General Orders (which have practically tho force of regulations), or at any 
rate those orders which affect or refer to the treatment of prisoners should be publicly known, and a 
copy of all orders should, it seems to me, he forwarded at the time of their issue to the Ministerial 
Department. I
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■ i J' migki' also urge the importance to the Ministerial Department of being thoroughly conversant 
with the system of prison administration, and of obtaining information in regard thereto through channels 
other than those wliich are guarded by the disciplinary staff, and I would suggest that the Visiting 
Justices, the \isiting Surgeons, and tho Chaplains, should not he discouraged from bringing directly 
under the notice of the Minister any matters connected with the prison system which appear to call 
for attention, or offering any suggestions that may occur to them respecting the gcucral treatment of 
prisoners.

_ _ Umler the Prisons Acts and Hegulations, Visiting Justices are required to furnish a report to the 
Minister every month, specifying the general state of the gaol, and the manner in which the regulations 
have been attended to and the business of the gaol conducted, with a return of all punishments inflicted 
in the gaol, and unusual instances of coercion resorted to by the gaoler. They aro also required to 
report to the Minister any occurrence of an extraordinary nature at the time of its happening, or anything 
it would seem proper to bring under the immediate notice of the Government, and must visit the gatds at 
least once in every weel;. unless prevented by illness or other sufficient cause, and also whenever applied 
to by the gaoler, to hear and determine cases atvailing adjudication, and under section 8, of 4 Vic. No. 29, 
any Justice of tho Peace can, as often as ho may think fit, enter and examine any gaol.

From my observation of the reports furnished by Visiting Justices, I can say that those reports 
have been practically of very Utile assistance to the Department in considering the question of improving 
our present prison system. ' J b

. . ^ will be noticed that much importance is attached by the English Committee to the work of the 
V isitmg Jnstices, and a very large extension of and addition to their powers and functions is recommended.

Although many of their suggestions in this respect would not be adaptable to the gaols of this 
Colony, they arc worthy of careful perusal, as showing tho general tendency of opinion on tho part of the 
Committee, that it is desirable to associate more closely Visiting Committees with the control, manage
ment, and disiciplinc of prisons than has hitherto been the case.

The Committee considered it “ most important that local interest in prisons should be revived, and 
that through this fuller interest tho central authority should obtain tho co-operation of a large number of 
persons not only qualified to take a practical part in the supervision of prisons, but who might be willing, 
as they certainly would be able, to give valuable advice aud assistance to discharged prisoners, acting through 
or with tho various aid societies.” - .

It is also stated by the Committee that “experience shows that in almost every society or 
organisation, tbe most effective changes come from outside influences. Those who have to administer a 
system year after year are inclined to stereotype practices which they know have produced good results, 
and to assume for that reason that they must permanently form the basis of management.”

It might be instructive to quote here some of the additional duties and responsibilities which tho 
1 risen Commissioners propose should be imposed on the Visiting Committees :—

(a) In cases of special importance or urgency, to allow prisoners additional visits or letters, or pro
long the period of visits. '

(b) To assist the Commissioners with advice and suggestions as to the industrial employment and 
occupation of prisoners.

(e) To organise, subject to the approval of the Commissioners, lectures and addresses in the prison, 
provided that tin's shall not interfere with the necessary deterrence of prison discipline, and 
shall be directed to the physical and mental improvement of the prisoners.

(d) To. exercise supervision in carrying out the rules for the treatment of juveniles and uneonvictod 
prisoners.

(e) To co-operate with tbe Governor as to tbe classifying of first offenders.
U) 1 o inquire, from time to time, into the operation of the Discharged Prisoners’ Aid Societies 

connected with the prison, or any other agencies having for their object tlie welfare of prisoners.
W T0 inquire into the state of prison buildings whether any repairs or additions aro necessary.
(A) lo inquire into the condition of prison labour, whether the industrial employments provided are 

sufficient, and of the kind most suitable for preparing prisoners for earning* their livelihood on 
release in their own localities.

(?) To report, through the Commissioners, for the information of the Secretary of Stale, once in 
every six mouths on tho following points :—

(1.) The state of tho prison buildings, and whether any necessary repairs have not been 
carried out. ■

(2.) Or any modification of prison arrangements which they may consider desirable.
(8.) ‘Whether the industrial employments are sufficient, and of the kind most suitable for 

preparing prisoners for earning their own livelihood on release in their own localities.
(4.) Any observations they may wish to offer on the prison statf.
(o.) Whether the rules for the separation of first offenders from habitual criminals, and 

juveniles from adults, have been properly carried out.
(G.) On the genera! discipline of the prison,
(7.) On the operation of the Discharged Prisoners’ Aid Societies connected with the prison.

Draft rules are now under the consideration of the Secretary of State, entrusting to Visiting 
Committees a larger discretion in applying the regulations dealing with visits to, and communications 
with prisoners, and confirming and extending their duties and responsibilities.

. . B)' Peking tlm views of medical officers connected with tbe gaols of this Colony, it may be 
anticipated that from time to time many valuable suggestions and much useful information will be brought 
before the Minister, which it is desirable he should have, directly referring to the conditions of prison 
life, and their effect mentally and physically upon the prisoners.

In the^samo way it is not unreasonable to conclude that viewing their position, and the nature of 
their duties, Chaplains will bo eminently fitted to advise upon measures likely to assist in bringing 
prisoners to a realisation of their position, and to produce those softening influences which are essential 
to the work of reformation.

The supervision of Chaplains appears to be so far a matter of very great moment to tho Prison 
Commissioners, that they have recommended to the Secretary of Slate the appointment of a Chaplain 
Inspector to assist them—(a) in the selection of suitable candidates for the office of chaplain ; (&) in the

selection
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selection of local clergymen for the office of acting chaplain at small prisons ; (e) to visit the prisons 
and see that the religious services are conducted with zeal, and (hat the duties of chaplains, Scripture 
readers, aud schoolmasters are properly carried out, also that, the moral instruction of the prisoners is 
well attended to ; (d) to sco that the prison libraries are suitably kept; (e) to see to the working of the 
Aid Societies ; (f) to preach occasionally in prison chapels, and to arrange with thep risen chaplain for 
securing suitable outside clergy to preach and lecture occasionally to the prisoners; and the Secretary of 
State is in communication with the Treasury respecting tlie matter.

in conclusion, I mav perhaps he permitted to express the opinion that a change in tho system of 
prison administration in this Colony cannot be much longer delayed, and I have indicated generally the 
most prominent faults of that system m the hope that the Minister may perhaps sco his way to bring 
about or initiate a large measure of reform.

In preparing this paper, I have received valuable assistance from Mr. AVhitfeld of this Department.
.ARCH. C. FRASER, _

5 June, 1S9G. Under Secretary of Justice.

Comptroller-General, for favour of his views.—A.J.Cr., S/G,'96. B.O., T.E.McN.. for U.S. I
have dealt with this paper in a separate memo, of even date herewith.—G.M., GDS/OG. The Honorable 
the Minister of Justice.

APPENDIX “A.”
Sbi'auatiom of Pjsnal Seuvitude Peisoxhrs not rKEViocsjA’ ConvicrcD.—“ Stak Class.'

1. With a view to tiic alisohite separation, while in ptiaon. of prisoners who have never been previously convicted,
aud arc not habitually criminal, from those who arc versed in crime, fall inquiries will be made into the character and 
antecedents of prisoners sentenced to penal seivitude ou first conviction, for tlie purposes of obtaining such information as 
will furnish the grounds for deciding whether they shall be thus kept apart i

2. The necessity for these inquiries arises from the consideration that the object of the separation of these prisoners
would be defeated if prisoners of corrupt habits were placed among them, solely because by succeeding in evading detection 
they had never before been convicted. - i

3. The forms of inquiry will he sent out whenever a prisoner, who has uot previously been convicted, receives a sentence
of penal servitude, with the following exception, vis. Any prisoner who has been convicted as a receiver of stolen goods, 
or of an unnatural offence, or of rape where more than one person v\as concerned in the crime, or of tape attended with 
special brutality. , , ,

4. They will he sent out from the prison iu which the prisoner is confined at the time of Ins conviction, and will he 
addressed to the Chief of Police of the plane (1) of committal; or (2) of conviction, or both : or (31 in tho case of .a 
prisoner who is unknown, or lias been known only for a short period, at the place of his committal or conviction, to tlie 
Chief of Police of the place of his previous residence, if it can be ascertained. If the information obtained he not full 
and conclusive, similar inquiries will be sent to persons whose names and addresses aro given in reply to question II, or to 
other respectable persons whom the prisoner may name as being able to testify to his past history.

H. The forms will be addressed on page 1 to the persons to whom they arc sent, and the icplics should invariably he 
signed by the persons making them.

6. Inquiries may also be made in the case of a prisoner under sentence of penal servitude, against whom there may 
be a previous conviction for a trivial offence, or a conviction of a date several years before, but such a case should be sub
mitted for instructions before the inquiries are made.

7. The xeplie^ to the inquiries in euch capo, together with the juisoiicr’s penal record, will he forwarded to the Com- 
missioncrs for their decision, as soon as the inquiry is completed.

5. Convicts ordered by the Commissioners to be kept apart from those previously convicted will he designated the 
“ Star Class.” They will be' located in colls whore they cannot come in contact with other pusoneis. They will also sit in 
chapiel and exercise apiart from all other prisoners.

fl. Convicts in the 11 Star Class :l will wear a star of scarlet cloth on the front of the cap, aud on both sleeves of the 
jacket, above the badge on the right sleeve, and in a corresponding position on the left .sleeve.

10. A scarlet adhesive star will he placed at the left, hand top corner of the first page of the penal j cuord.
11. The inquiry forms above referred to, and tlie CoumiissionerH' decision thereon will, in every case, accompany 

tho convict on his removal to a com let prison.

APPENDIX “11.”
•f.'j.-ri'ffirY.'i J'rotn eritluiec of Cnpl'dii Stopford.

Stanwxu Okhek SOU (Local I’RtsoNs), I3tji July, 1S02,—System or Piiughesmve Stalls.
1. Thu following instructions will be nhsei ved with a view to give eficet lo rule 24, fur the general government of 

prisons, made by the Secrctniy of State, Pith Eebruary, 1S7S, as to the employment of mile prisoner nlmvo 16 years of 
age, sentenced to huid labour,

2, A prisoner shall be able to earn each week-day eight, seven, or six marks, according to the degree of Ins 
industry. On Sundays he shall he aw aided marks uncording to tho degree of his industry during the previous week.

:i. A prisoner who is not at work, whether by reason of bis being under punishment or in the infirmary, is not 
entitled to receive marks : but evciy prisonei actually at work may receive marks, A prisoner who has earned no marks 
during the week is uot to receive murks on Sunday.

4. A prisoner who is idle will be reported, and ho liable to punishment.
5. There shall lie four stages, and every prisoner shall pass through them, or through so much of them as the term 

ofliis imprisonment admits.
C. He shall commence in the first stage, and shall remain in that stage until ho has earned 28 x S, m 224 marks ; in 

the second stage until he has earned 224 nun e marks, or 448 in the whole; m the third stage until he has earned 224 
more marks, or G72 in the whole ; in the fourth stage during the remainder of his sentence

7. A prisoner whose term of imprisonment ia twenty-eight days or less shall serve the whole of it in the first stage,
S. A prisoner who is idle or who inisonnduets himself, or is inattentive to instruction, shall, in addition to, or iu 

place of any punishment which may he inflicted on him in accordance with the rules, he liable—
(«) To forfeit gratuity earned or to be earned.
(b) To forfeit any other stogc privileges until he has earned a specified number of marks.
(c) To detention in the stage m which he is until he shall have earned in that stage an additional number of marks.
{d) To degradation to any lower stage (whether such stage is next below the one m which he is, or otherwise) until ho

has earned in such lower stage a stated number of marks.
As soon as the prisoner has earned the stated number of minks he Khali, unless he has in the meantime incurred 

further similar degradation, be restored to the grade from which he was degiaded, and be credited with the number of 
marks he had previously earned therein.

ft, A prisoner in tho first stage will—
(«) Be employed ten hours daily in strict separation. If sentenced to hard labour, of wdiieh six to eight hours will be 

on crank, treadwheel, or work of a similar nature.
(ft) Sleep on a plank bed without a mattress.
(c) Earn no gratuity.
(d) Have approved books of in&Uuetion in his cell. 1ft.
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10. A prisoner in the second stage will—
(o) Be employed as in the first stage until lie has completed one month of imprisonment, and afterwards, if sentenced 

to ham labour, l>e employed on hard labour of the second class.
(fi) Sleep on a plank bed without a mattress two nights weekly, and have a mattress on other nights.
(e) Be able to earn a gratuity not exceeding Is,
(d) Have approved books of instruction in his cell.
(e) Receive school instruction, if eligible under the rules made from time to time for the education of prisoners,

11. The gratuity to a prisoner in this stage whose term is not long enough for him to earn 224 marks in it, may be 
calculated at Id. for every twenty marks earned.

12. A prisoner in the third stage will—
(a) If sentenced to hard labour, be employed on hard labour of the second-class.
(fr) Sleep on a plank bed without a mattress one night weekly, and have a mattress on the other nights,
(c) Be able to earn a gratuity not exceeding Is. Gd.
{(f) Have library books as well as books of instruction in his cell.
(c) Receive school instruction, if eligible, under the rules made from time to time for the education of prisoners.

13. The gratuity to a prisoner in this stage, whose sentence is not long enough for him to earn 224 marks in it, may 
bo calculated at Id. for every twelve marks earned.

14. A prisoner in the fourth stage will—
(a) If sentenced to hard labour, bo employed on hard labour of the second-class.
(b) Sleep on a mattress every night.
(c) Be able to earn a gratuity not exceeding 2s. in twenty-eight days.
((f) Have library books as well as books of instruction in his cell.
(e) Receive school instruction, if eligible under tho rules made from time to time for tho education of prisoners.

Be eligible for any special employment for which his services may be required.
{(/) Be allowed to receive and write a letter, and receive a visit of twenty minutes, and for eaoh 672 marks earned in 

this class afterwards to receive and write a letter, and to receive a visit of half-an-hour.
15. The gratuity to a prisoner in this stage whose sentence is not long enough for him to earn 224 marks may he 

calculated at Id. for every ten marks earned.
16. A prisoner shall he allowed to earn a gratuity at same rate so long as he is in this stage, provided that his 

gratuity on the whole shall not in any case exceed 10s.
17. The foregoing instructions will apply to female prisoners and males under tho age of 16 who are sentenced to 

hard labour, except that such prisoners will not be employed ou first-class hard labour.
18. They will apply to convicted prisoners, in order that such prisoners may have the advantage of the incentives 

to industry and good conduct which these regulations afford.
19. The provisions as to the use of a plank hod, with or without a mattress, will not be applied to women, children 

under 13 years of age, aud men over 60 years of age.
20. A copy of the “ System of Progressive Stages for convicted Criminal Prisoners” (Tj.P.-D. 76, revised 4th July, 

1872), also a copy of the “Abstract of Regulations relating to the Treatment and Conduct of Convicted Criminal 
Prisoners (L.P.-I). 20), and of the “ Dietary for Convicted Prisoners” (L.P.-l). 271, aro to bo posted in the coil of every 
such prisoner.

h-LtiiKs, Rejiihsion, and Classification of Malk Convicts.
1. The following system of marks, remission, and classification for male convicts will in future be observed :—

Mnrbi awl Remission.

2. Tlie term of penal servitude to which each convict is sentenced will be represented by a certain number of marks, 
calculated at tho rate of six marks for each day of his sentence.

3. Hts industry will be recorded by marks, and when by his industry', with good conduct, he has gained the number 
of marks which represents his sentence ho may bo discharged on license.

4. Marks may be assigned to him at the rate of eight marks per day for steady hard, labour, and the full perfor
mance of his allotted task ; seven marks per day for a less degree of industry ; six marks per day for a fair hut moderate 
day’s work. _

5. A convict whose conduct ia either indifferent or bad, may be fined a certain number of marks, according to the
nature and degree of the offence, and will thus forfeit by misconduct some of the remission he may have earned by 
industry. _

C. A convict who by Ids industry earns eight marks every day, and forfeits none for misconduct, obtains therefore, 
in every three days, as many marks as represent four days of his sentence, and has gained the maximum remission of one- 
fourth thereof.

7. If a convict while on lieense is again sentenced to penal servitude, the term for which he was licensed will he 
added to the new sentence, and marks will be calculated as for a term equal to the combined periods.

8. If a convict has to servo a term of penal servitude by reason of forfeiture or revocation of license, whether 
accompanied or not by a sentence of imprisonment, such term will be represented by marks in like manner to a new 
sentence.

9. A convict sentenced to penal servitude for life must not, unless special instructions arc given to the contrary, 
entertain any expectation of release until he has completed twenty years. No specific number of marks can be stated as 
giving a claim to release in accordance with paragraph 3, but the number assigned daily to each convict for his industry 
will be recorded, as well as Ms forfeiture for misconduct. Bach case will be considered in due course by the Secretary of 
State on its own merits.

10. On Sunday a convict will be awarded marks according to the degree of his industry during the previous week.
1.1. A convict who by his misconduct forfeits tlie whole of his remission will be liable to be kept iu separate confine

ment during tire last six months Of his sentence. -
12. A convict in the light-labour class will he credited only with six or seven marks per day, according to his 

industry.
13. A list of all convicts who would be due for license in the ensuing month if they had not lost marks through 

being on light labour, is to he submitted monthly to tho Director, who will decide whether the convicts arc to be credited 
with any additional marks.

“ Tho Director's special attention is to be drawn to the case of any convict who, in tho opinion of the Governor and 
of the Medical Officer, formed from personal observation, has lost marks from absolute inability, and not from 
unwillingness to perform bard labour,”

14. Any convict who is unable to perform hard labour on account of his having lost a limb, or who is suffering under 
some other grave bodily infirmity which, in the opinion of the Medical Officer, permanently unfits him for heavy labour, 
may he considered eligible for full marks without reference to the Director.

15. If tlie Medical Officer should give a special direction that any convict is not, for a specified period, to lie 
employed on any but light labour, snob convict will be eligible for full marks if his conduct and industry justify it.

16. A convict in hospital will he credited only with six marks per day on week-days, and seven on {Sundays.
11 No such convict is to he credited with more than seven marks per day unless laid up from an accident on the works, 

when, under the authority of the Director, he is eligible for eight marks per day.
17. The case of any convict who suffers a long-continued loss of marks by reason of his being in hospital, should he 

brought before the Director from time to time, with a report of the circumstances aud of tho total loss of marks involved.
Classification.

68—C
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CloAiificatlon. _
A convict daring the term of hie sentence will be required to pass through the following classes, or so much of 

them as his sentence will allow, viz. :—
Probation class, one year, or until he has earned 2,920 marks.

19. A convict who commits any offence will be liable to Auction from a Idghcr cLass to a lower ckss or to detention 
in the class he ia in or to forfeiture of the privileges of any class, until lie has earned a stated number of marks, winch 
number of marks is’not to bo added to the number of marks he has to earn for remission, unless directions arc given to the 
contrary. As soon as he has earned the stated number of marks, he shall, unless he has in the meantime incurred further 
similar punishment, be restored to the class from which he was disgradetl.

20. A convict in the probation class will—
(а) Be kept in separate confinement until he lias earned 2,100 marks. i u mwi eT<w>*w™
(fi) Until ne has earned 224 marks, be employed ten hours daily m strict separation on first-class labour, and sleep on

(c) Afte^he has earneT'224 marks and until he has 448 marks, be employed ou hard labour of secoud class, sleep on a 
plank without a mattress two nights weekly, and have a. mattress on the other nights.

(rf) After he has earned 448 marks, and until he has earned 672 marks, sleep on a plank bed without a mattress one 
night a week, and have a mattress on the other nights. _

(e) After he has earned 672 marks, sleep on a mattress every night. . , i i a ■ • -j.
(/) Be allowed to write one letter during the first week of his sentence and receive a reply, and also to reeoivo one visit 
J during that period, and after tie has earned 1,440 marks may receive and write a letter and receive a visit of twenty

minutes’ duration. .
(il) After he has earned 2,190 marks be eligible for employment on public works.
(k) On reception at a public works prisiou, be allowed to write and receive one letter, but no other while in this class.

21. A convict, after completing a period of second probation in separate confinement, will pass through the classes
in the same way as on completing his first probation iu separate confinement. ^ _

22. A convict, whilst wearing cross-irons, or the parti-coloured or distinctive dress, will bo in the probation class, 
after which he will return to his original class, unless directions are given to the contrary.

23. A convict in the third class will be allowed— ,
{«.) To receive one visit of twenty minutes’duration, and both to receive and write a letter, and after earning 1,440 

marks, to receive another visit of twenty minutes’ duration, and to receive and write another letter.
(&) To receive a gratuity at the rate of Is. for each 240 marks earned in this class, but not to exceed in the whole 12s. 

in this class.
24. A convict in the second-class will be allowed— .

fa) To receive a visit of twenty minutes’ duration, and both to receive and write a letter, and afterwards at the expira
tion of intervals, during each of which he mast have earned 960 marks, he may again be accorded the same 
privileges.

(б) The choice of tea, and 2 oz. of additional bread instead of gruel. , . , , , .
(ej To receive a gratuity at the rate of Is. Gd. for each 240 marks earned in tins class, hut not to exceed in the whole

ISs. in this class. .
25. No convict will be promoted to the first-class until he can read and write, except in special cases, which must be

approved by a Director. -
26. Convict in the first-class will be allowed— .

(а) To receive a visit of half an hour, and both to receive and write a letter, and afterwards, at the expiration of 
intervals, during each of which he must have earned 720 marks, he may again obtain the same privileges;

(W The choice of tea, and 2 oz. of additional bread instead of gruel, and baked instead of boiled meat;
(c) To receive a gratuity, at the rate of 2s. 6d. for each 240 marks earned m this class, but not to exceed in tho whole 

30s. in this class, nor £3 altogether.
27. A convict who has earned 2,920 marks in the first-class, and passed through that class with exemplary conduct, 

may be admitted into the special class when he is within twelve months of his release.
2S. A convict in the special class will be eligible— _

fu) To receive a visit of half an hour, and to receive and write a letter, and afterwards, at the expiration of interval 
during each of which he must have earned 4S0 marks, he may again obtain the same privileges;

(б) For any special employment for which his sendees may be required ;
<c) To receive an extra gratuity of £3 on discharge, provided he goes to a I nsoners Aid society ;
(tf) To bo recommended for an extra, remission, not exceeding one week.

29. A convict in the special class may be accorded the extra remission and gratuity whether he passes tho full twelve
months in that class or not. , . , . , * i i i r *30 A convict whose sentence docs not admit of his attaining the special class may be recommended for an extra 
cratuitv, provided he has not forfeited more than 720 marks for remission, and has passed mne months preceding his 
release with exemplary conduct, and avails himself of a Prisoners' Aid Society on discharge. Ibis extra gratuity will not 
exceed 10s. for a convict under a sentence of three years, £1 for a convict under sentence of four years, and £2 for one
under sentence of five years. ....................... . , , ■ 1- -i i r

31. A convict whose license is forfeited or revoked will not be admitted into the special class, nor be eligible for an
extra gratuity, as provided in paragraph 30.

32 A convict whose license is forfeited or revoked without receiving a fresh sentence of penal servitude will not 
again be permitted to receive tlie gratuities referred to in the foregoing paragraphs ; but he may, after he has earned 224 
marks, breredited with a gratuity not exceeding Is., or at the rate of Id for every twenty marks earned ; after he has 
earned 448 marks he may be credited with a gratuity not exceeding Is. fid. or Id. for every twelve marks earned ; and after 
he has earned 672 marks he may he credited with a gratuity at the rate of Id, for every ten marks earned provided that 
the whole of his gratuity, including what he may have earned under a preceding sentence of imprisonment, shall not in any 
case exceed 10s.

fjTAXMX'o Order No. 495 (Convict Prisons), 15tk Novumbeu, 1892.—Marks, Remission, and Cj.assiitcation
' of Female Convicts.

1. The following system of marks, remission, and classification for female convicts will in future lie observed:—
Marks and Remission.

2. The term of penal servitude to which each convict is sentenced will be represented by a certain number of marks,
calculated at the rate of four marks for each day of her sentence. , , , , . , . c

3. Her industry will be recorded by marks, and when by industry with good conduct she has gamed the number ot
marks which represents her sentence, she’may be discharged on license. ,

4 Marks may he assigned to her at the rate of—Six marks per day for steady hard labour and the full performance 
of her alloted task ; five marks per day for a less degree of industry ; four marks per day for a fair but moderate day 8

5, A convict whose conduct is either indifferent or bad may be fined a certain number of marks, according to the 
nature and degree of the offence, and will thus forfeit by misconduct some of tlie remission sbe may have earned by
industry. ^ ]ler industry earns six marks every day and forfeits none for misconduct obtains, therefore,^in
every two days as many marks as represent three days of her sentence, and has gained the maximum remission of one-third

7. If a convict while on license ia again sentenced to penal servitude, the term for which she was licensed will be 
added to the new sentence, and marks will be calculated as for a term equal to the combined periods. 8-
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8. If a convict has to serve a term of penal servitude by reason of forfeiture or revocation of license, whether
accompanied or not by a sentence of imprisonment, such term will be represented by marks in like manner to a now 
sentence, ■

9. A convict sentenced to penal servitude for life must not, unless special instructions are Riven to the contrary
entertain any expectation of release until she has completed twenty years. No specific number of marks can be stated 
as civ-mg a claim to release in accordance with paragraph S, but tho number assigned daily to a convict for her industry 
will he recorded as well as her forfeitures for misconduct. Each case will be considered in due course by the Secretary 
of .State on its own merits. J

10. On Sunday a convict will be awarded marks according to tbe degree of her industry during the previous week.
11. A convict who by her misconduct forfeits tho whole of her remission will be liable to be kept in separate

confinement during the last six months of her sentence, ^ *
industry' ^ conv*c^ light-labour class will be credited only with four or five marks per day, according to her

i ■ „ 13,r^li?t1°£ al\ convicts -who would be due for license in the ensuing month if they had not lost marks through 
bemH on light labour, is to be submitted monthly to the Director, who will decide whether they are to be credited with 
any additional marks, Ihe Director s special attention is to be drawn to the case of any convict who, in the opinion of 
the Governor and the Medical Officer, formed from personal observation, has lost marks from absolute inability and not 
from umvillmgness to perform bard labour. J

H. Any convict who is unable to perform bard labour on account of her having lost a limb, or who is suffering under 
some other grave bodily infirmity which, in tbe opinion of the Medical Officer, permanently unfits her for heavy labour, 
may be considered eligible for full marks without reference to tbe Director. J

15. If the Medical Officer should give a special direction that any eonvict is not, for a specified period, to be 
employed on any but light labour, such convict will be eligible for full marks if her conduct and industry justify it.

A couviot in hospital will be credited only with four marks per day on week days and five on Sundays. No 
such convict is to be credited with more than five marks per day either on week days or Sundays, unless laid up from an 
accident, when, under the authority of tbe Director, she is eligible for six marks per day.
i i !"i Tlle al!-y c<?uvle<:'who suffers a long continual loss of marks by reason of her being in hospital, should be
brought before the Director from time to time with a report of the circumstances, and of the totat loss of marks involved,

Chusijication.
18. A convict, during the term of her sentenee, will be required to pass through the following classes, or so much 

of them as her sentence M-ill allow, viz. 6 6 ’
Probation class, nine months, or until she has earned 1,620 marks. •
Third class, nine months, or until she has earned 1,620 marks. 
vSecond class, nine months, or until she has earned 1,020 marks.

After wliich she will be eligible for promotion to the first class.
, 11!>- A 1001lvi.ct wh® commits, any offence will be liable to reduction from a higher class to a lower class, or to detention
to tlie class she is m, or to forfeiture of the privilege of any class, until sbe has earned a stated number of marks, which 
number of marks is nob to be added to the number of marks she has to earn for remission, unless directions arc given to the 
contrary. As soon as she has earned the stated number of marks she shall, unless she has in tlie meantime incurred further 
sumlai piuiislnnciit, be restored to the class from which she was degraded,

A in probation class will be kept in separate confinement until she has earned 1,620 marks. She will bo
reW“^Wnte/n^ttlr <1?nns thc ^rE,fcZn°k of ,her aenteuce nnd receive a reply, and also to receive one visit during 
that period, and after she has earned 1,080 marks, she may receive and write a letter, and receive a visit of twenty 
minutes duration. If transferred to a convict prison while in this class she will be allowed to write and receive ono letter, 
m addition to those above, but no other, while in this class.

21, A convict, after completing a period of second probation in separate confinement will pass through the classes in 
the same way as on completing her first probation m separate confinement.

22 A convict, whilst wearing a distinctive dress will be in the probation class, after which she will return to her 
original class, unless directions are given to the contrary.

23. A convict in the third class will be allowed—
(a) To receive one visit of twenty lmmltcs, duration, and both to receive and write a letter, and after earning 1 080 

marks to receive another visit of twenty inmates’ duration, and to receive and write another letter
6 in this cksUsgl'fttUlty ^ thE rttte °f 2S‘ fW eaCl1 I8° mal'kS carBcd in this Glaas> hut nofc tc> exceed in the whole 18s.

24. A convict in the second class will be allowed_
^ To receive a visit of twenty minutes’ duration, and both to receive and write a letter, and afterwards, at the 

expiration of intervals, during each of which she must have earned 720 marks, she may again be accorded the 
sam0 privileges.

{&) ^Llie choice of tea and 2^ oz. of additional bread instead of gruel.
^ 'hi thifclass8ratmty ^ ^ rat° °f 2S' ^ CaCh 1S° mark3 earnetl in t!lis <^ss, but not to exceed in the whole ISs.

be apprevc^byTDirecter pramo£ea to UlB fir5fc class ,mtil sho ca)1 read amI "’rite, except in special cases, which must

26. A convict in the first class will be allowed—
(u) To receive a visit of half an hour, and both to receive and write, j i.- , i -----it " ------- a letter, and afterwards, at the expiration of
,» f of Vh,?h must have earned 540 marks, she may again obtain thc same privileges.
' Tim choice of tea and 2$ oz. of additional bread instead of gruel, and baked instead of boiled meat.

W '’d0., n gratuity at the rate of 4a. for each ISO marks earned in this class, but not to exceed in the whole £2
43. m the first cjasb, nor £4 altogether.

mav bo2admitted1mo1,6a° •V,1^ ^ ckse’ llnd l**88*1 thr0Hgh tllat class with exemplary conduct,
may be admitted into the special class when she is within nine months of her release, if from any cause, without fault o 
her own, she is unable to go to a refuge, as referred to in paragraph ,33 1

28. A convict in the special class will be eligible-
fa) To receive a visit of half an hour, and to receive and write a letter, and afterwards, at the expiration of intervals 
it \ nr in g each of which she must have earned 360 marks, she may again obtain the same privileges ’
(t) h or any special employment for which her services may be required.
MI m r,ecelVG an extra gratuity of £2 on discharge, provided sho goes to a Prisoners’ Aid Society.
PD lo be recommended for an extra remission not exceeding one week.

uinemontliiffithattclasstornofil1 class b(1 ac<;CTcAd the extra remission and gratuity whether she passes the full

■ 30- A wm-ict whose sentence does not permit of her attaining the special class may bo recommended for an extra 
gratuity, provided she has not forfeited more than 540 marks for remission, and has passed six months preceding her 
exceed £ Mef;mplary and fvalls kcrself of a Prisoners’ Aid Society on discharge. This extra gratuity a'iff not
one under sentence oT'five yeare!'' ^ 00 y°arS’ ^ f0r a C0nVi0t Under Senten0e °f r°nr years’ and ^ 10s- for

31. A convict whose license is forfeited or revoked will not be admitted into tlie special class, nor be eligible for an 
extra gratuity, as provided in paragraph 30. 1 ’ *-1181010 lor an
0™- 82‘ A C0nvict.Jlrll0aeflicenJ3ei forfeited or revoked without receiving a fresh sentence of penal servitude, will not
mtb n orah -t Sra‘",tlea ^ferr0C,d t0 ln,tkf fo«gomgparagraphs ; but sbe may, after she has earned 168 marks, be credited 
with a gratuity not exceeding 9d._, or at tho rate of Id. for every twenty marks earned ; after she has earned 336 marks
604 mark^^fl ir1!1 not escee.(fmg l3'-<1-. or 1/. for every twelve marks earned ; and after she has earned
nfW^Lsl 1 credlted "'lih il ffatmty at the rate of Id. for every ten marks earned ; provided that tbe whole
exceed8^Cd^ mcludlns " lat Bhe ™y lave earne<:1 under a preceding sentence of imprisonment, shall not in any case
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No. 2. 'v •
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Minister of Justico.

As requested by you, I now beg to submit my views regarding tbe very icngtby paper, dated 5th June, 
1896, prepared by tbe late Under Secretary (Mr. Fraser), with tbe assistance of Mr. AVhitfeld, embodying 
many of the suggestions aud recommendations of an. English Committee on Prisons (1S95), whose report, 
with minutes of evidence, was obtained through the Agent-General in London in response to my request, 
made in my letter to the Department of Justice, dated 27th September, 1895. My object in asking for 
tbat report, and also for other reports from England, which I had obtained at different times on previous 
applications, was to make myself acquainted with the improvements which were being effected in other 
countries in prison management, in order to adopt them in the prison system of this Colony, as far as 
practicable under the existing laws, and with the gaol accommodation at my disposal.

In general terms, and chieily by implication, Mr. Fraser’s paper contains a formidable indictment 
against, not oniv the prison system of this Colony, but also the manner in which it has been administered; 
and, although he has not named me personally, yet it is impossible for me to treat his remarks, reflecting 
on the “ administration ” as applying to anyone but me, as thc officer responsible by statute for the “ care, 
direction, and control” of the prisons of ISTew South Wales, which position I held at the time he sought 
the assistance of another gentleman in preparing his lengthy paper, and just when the Public Service 
Board were engaged in inquiring into tbe working of tbe various departments under your ministerial

The English Prison Committee has based its report and recommendations upon the evidence, Ac., 
obtained by them after a very exhaustive and careful inquiry into tho management of the prisons of 
England; hut thc Committee did not pass any unfavourable remarks,or make any recommendations and 
suggestions until they had fully and carefully examined experts and otiiers as to tlie merits and demerits 
of the system of prison management in their own country, and the means which existed for carrying it out.

Mr. Eraser, on the other hand, without any reliable evidence before him taken on the spot (unless 
it be that of many years ago, frhen a different state of things existed in our gaols), and without any 
practical experience himself of the many very great difficulties surrounding the direct management of 
prisons and'prisoners, has thought fit to condemn in general terms both our present prison system, and 
the manner in which it is administered. But ho has carefully abstained from making any specific and 
definite statements upon which I could answer him; nor has he concluded his representations with definite 
recommendations for remedying the alleged defects wliich lie has indicated only in such a "very general 
way. He has, in effect, passed a very severe judgment condemning a system and its administration 
without showing the evidence upon which such judgment is based. This is both unfair and unjust io 
those upon whom such judgment reflects. .

It is easy to collect from the products of the brains of other men ideal suggestions for thc treat
ment and reformation of criminals or all classes, but it is a very different matter to invent tbe means of 
giving practical effect thereto, and Mr. Fraser has not committed, himself to any specific and practical 
suggestions for your guidance, although he has couched the concluding portion of his paper in very strong 
language as to the necessity for some changes.

The question of dealing with criminals of the different classes which are to be found m all com
munities is perhaps the most perplexing and formidable of social problems which can bo_ discussed in any 
civilised country. It is well known to everyone wbo has studied such matters tbat in every country 
possessing a prison system fault is constantly being found by certain sections of people with that system. 
No ideal system has yet been invented to please everybody, nor is it likely tbat one ever will be,

I therefore do not feel called upon to follow him through the whole of his paper, which, as I have 
before stated, is mostly made up of extracts from tbe English report. With the views expressed in some 
of those extracts I heartily agree, and much regret that they could not be successfully carried out under 
the existing exceptionally diflicult circumstances of this Colony, arising out of its vast area, the scattered 
position of its Criminal Courts, and the incomplete means of communication over its service compared
with such a country as England. . , .

From Mr. Fraser’s very unfavourable references to our prison system, it is clear to me that he 
has failed to grasp what it really is. The existing regulations and the standing orders under which it is 
administered are sufficient to prove that his general indictment against it on the ground of its severity, is 
not justified by the facts. The existing Acts, regulations, standing orders, and bonus and gratuity 
schedules must be studied together before the system which they govern can be properly understood. 
And it must be borne in mind tbat they provide for a strictly disciplinary, deterrent, and reformative 
system—not one established for tbe management of benevolent institutions or mere moral hospitals.

In order that what I have here said may be comprehended, I will now give an outline of what the 
present prison system of this Colony really is, and also indicate therein the defective means winch exist 
for carrying it out. (To give an elaborate enumeration of its details would take up too much space and 
make this memorandum too lengthy.)

Prison System of New South Wales.
Our prison system is based chiefly upon what is known as Sir Walter Crofton’s Irish System, 

which is one of progressive stages of amelioration of treatment, according to length of sentence and
conduct. _ ....

The official prison staffs consist of regular and visiting officers. 1’hc latter comprise visiting 
Justices, surgeons, and chaplains; and the former contain governors, matrons, clerks, chief and senior 
warders, first and second class warders, and ordinary or third-class warders. In thc large prisons, over
seers and foremen are also employed for thc supervision and instruction of tho prisoners in the workshops, 
and while engaged on other skilled labour.

All the prisons and the regular prison staffs are under the direct control of the Comptroller-General.
There are fifty-nine gaols in operation, of varied dimensions, ranging from the metropolitan gaol, 

Dari high u rst (Sydney), to the small police gaols which arc situated among ihe sparsely-inhabited country 
districts. Thc number of established gaols is twenty-three, and of police gaols thirty-six. The demand 
for the maintenance of the latter arises from the wide extension of Criminal Courts for the convenience 
of the local residents, and the consequent necessity for having a place of detention for prisoners committed

for
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for trial, Prisoners locally sentencedTor short periods are also detained in them. The buildings for 
these small gaols should therefore be constructed with due consideration for security and the health of 
the inmates, but most of them are of very defective construction and old-fashioned design, with wholly 
inadequate accommodation for prisoners according to modern ideas. They are occupied by thc Prisons 
Department in conjunction with the police, in order to secure economy as far as practicable.

The seven principal establishments are Darlinghurst, Parramatta, Bathurst, Goulburn, Maitland, 
Berrima, and Biloela. Of these gaols, the two most modern in design, and which afford the best accom
modation for prisoners, are Bathurst and Goulburn. Tlie Biloela Gaol, which is situated upon Cockatoo 
Island, is used only for the detention of worn-out habitual petty offenders and other short-sentenced 
prisoners, both male and female, for town offences. No penitentiary for the treatment of such offenders 
has yet been established, hut one is much required, sufficiently commodious to relieve Darlinghurst Gaol, 
which should be used only for prisoners awaiting trial or under remand, debtors, and the longer-sentenced 
prisoners who are capable of performing useful and remunerative work. The remaining established gaols 
are situated at tho following places:—Albury, Armidalc, Dcniliquin, Dubbo, Forbes, Grafton, Hay, 
Mudgee, Tamworth, AV'agga AVaggn,, 'Wilcaunia, Wollongong, Fuss, Young, and Broken Hill. Tho 
design of most of these gaols, especially those at Deniliquin, Porbes, Wagga Wagga, Wilcaunia, and 
Yass, is very defective, and the accommodation very inferior, classification of any kind being impossible.

In addition to these established gaols, there is (he Public Works Intermediate Prison at Trial Bay, 
where a large breakwater is being constructed by prison labour, for the purpose of forming a harbour of 
refuge. Only prisoners sentenced for three years and upwards to penal servitude, or hard labour, are 
eligible for the modified conditions of servitude which exist at this prison. They are eligible for such 
modified servitude at certain periods, varying according to length of sentence, before thoy become duo for 
discharge to freedom under the ordinary remission regulations. Tlie scale is as under:—

Sentence of 3 to G years, to Trial Bay for 12 months.
Do 5 to 10 years, do 2 years.
Do 10 years and upwards, do 2-^ years.

To be eligible, a prisoner must be passed by the surgeon as-physically fit for quarrying or other 
similar kind of labour, and his conduct in prison must have been such as to warrant the belief tbat he 
will not abuse thc privilege. If a prisoner is not physically lit he gels an extra remission in lieu of going 
to Trial Bay, varying according to sentence. The prisoners are liable to tho usual prison punishment for 
any offence or disorder in like manner as if they were serving their sentences in an ordinary gaol; and 
any man who, through misconduct, is sent back to an ordinary gaol gets no alternative remission. The 
object of this system is to offer inducements to good conduct among prisoners undergoing long sentences 
in the ordinary prisons, and to afford them better opportunities of preparing themselves for work as free 
men on their discharge, and of earning a sum of money. The rations are on a very liberal scale, and 
include tea, coffee, and tobacco. While at Trial Bay the.y are in a condition of semi-freedom, and do not 
wear the usual prison clothing. They are allowed a daily payment, according to a scale, for work per
formed, on the recommendation of the officers directing their work. Tho scale of reward is as under, 
viz.:—

First six months, 6d. per diem.
Second six months, 9d. per diem.
Third six months, Is. per diem.
Fourth six months, Is, 3d. per diem.
Fifth six months, Is. Gd. per diem,

Tho sums thus earned are credited to them -until their discharge, aud the funds are provided by the 
Harbours and Rivers Department; but the Prisons Department clothes and feeds the men, and bears the 
cost of supervision and of escorts, and is responsible for tho order, discipline, and security of the 
establishment.

The total amount of cells provided by all the gaols, including tho police gaols, is 1,992. It is to 
be regretted that the number of cells is not sufficient to enable the Department to carry out thc plan of 
placing each man in a separate cell at night, which is contemplated by the regulations. As far as 
practicable, however, this important principle of separation is carried out in the larger gaols, such as 
Goulburn, Bathurst, and Parramatta.

The system is administered under regulations prescribing uniformity according to classification in 
the treatment of prisoners, so far as thc dimensions of thc gaols in which they are confined wilt admit. 
All prisoners under sentences of penal servitude, or hard labour, of three years and upwards serve a 
probationary terra of nine months in separate treatment, before being worked in association according to 
classification.

Separate treatment is also resorted to for coercion in cases of persistent misconduct or disregard 
of prison rules. It is found to be the most effective means of maintaining order and discipline iu the 
gaols. As this treatment is often confounded with “ solitary confinement,” the following explanation 
(which I gave in a recent report to you) of the difference between what is known as 11 solitary confine
ment” and “ separate treatment ” may here be repeated, as follows:—

“ Solitary confinement,” as termed in our gaols, means cell punishment for a prison offence, on 
bread and water, under section 12 or 13 of 4 Yic. No. 29, or half rations under regulation G9, and carries 
with it loss of remission, according to the time passed in such seclusion, which, of course, is for varying 
short periods, according to the nature of the offences, Such punishment ia never imposed by the Comp
troller-General, as the Minister is awaro. (See powers of Visiting Justice, sections 12 and 13 of 4 Vic. 
No. 29, and regulation 13).

Cellular separation, or “ separate treatment,” is a part of the prison system, and is the means 
whereby good discipline is maintained throughout tlie gaols of thc Colony, ""it is the only effectual 
means whereby dangerous or refractory prisoners can be repressed and brought to a sense of their 
wrong-doing, when “ solitary confinement ” has failed to check or deter them from a persistent disregard 
of the disciplinary rules of thc department, attempts to lead mutinies, continued quarrelling with their 
fellow prisoners, and such like offences. It is not recognised as punishment in the gaols. It carries no 
loss of remission, and, while undergoing it, tho prisoners have a wholesome and sustaining diet, which was 
fixed by a Board of medical experts, including Dr. Manning, Dr. MacLaurin, and Dr. Maurice O’Connor.

Thev
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They work in their cells. "When not working they have books to read, and are allowed exercise from an 
hour to two hours daily in the open air, and even for a longer time, if the surgeon thinks it advisable. 
They are visited daily either by prison officers, chaplains, or the surgeon, who is required by the regula
tions to carefully watch them, aud, in the event of his perceiving any injurious effects, either physical or 
mental, he is empowered to at once place them in association, which is duly reported to the Comptroller- 
General. Their treatment is surrounded by ample safeguards, full power, as 1 have said, being given to 
the surgeons as to exemption, extra diet, and exercise. Tlie surgeons are now very careful in thc 
exercise of these functions, _

By the regulations in force, prisoners are classified as under:—
1. Prisoners under sentences of penal servitude, or of imprisonment with hard labour, of five years

and upwards. _ _
2. Prisoners convicted of felony or misdemeanour, and sentenced for lesser periods, either to penal

servitude, or to imprisonment with hard labour. _
3. Prisoners under sentence of imprisonment only, and persons detained during Her Majesty’s

' pleasure.
4. Prisoners awaiting trial, or under examination. _
5. Lunatics, comprising persons supposed to be of unsound mind.
G. Debtors, comprising persons confined for contempt upon civil process. _
7. Prisoners who are youths not exceeding 25 years of age serving sentences not exceeding twelve 

months, with or without hard labour.
It is, however, competent for the prison authorities, under the regulations, to associate any 

convicted prisoner with a class other than his own. The prescribed classification is therefore not adhered 
to in cases where it is deemed desirable or necessary to alter it. So far as tbe accommodation in tbe 
different gaols will permit, the prisoners are classified according to these regulations, and also with due 
regard to nature of offence, age, and previous history, as far as they are known to the gaol officials. 
Nothing is more difficult than to effectively and judiciously classify prisoners, and a wide discretion is 
therefore given to the officer in charge of each gaol. Unfortunately, as before stated, tbe necessary 
accommodation is absent from most of the gaols, and it is therefore impossible to fully carry out a proper 
system of classification. These defects are, however, being gradually remedied by additions and improve
ments to thc country gaols. All prisoners of the 7th class (boys and youths) are dealt with under strict 
conditions of separate treatment, in order to prevent contamination. _ _ ,

The discipline is both deterrent and reformatory in character. Deterrence is aimed at by strict 
conditions, especially in the earlier periods of sentences; and reformation by the employment of 
chaplains to teach the principles of morality and religion, by libraries, and by strict rules of regular 
hours, cleanliness, sobriety, and industry. Prisoners who have previous to conviction been idlers and 
loafers are taught useful work of some kind, to assist them to make a living on their discharge, and they 
are also, under certain rules, enabled to earn money, gratuities, and bonuses up to the end of their 
sentences, to aid them in making a fresh start in life. _

They are also allowed certain indulgences, including allowances of tea, sugar, and tobacco, in all 
gaols, according to length of sentence and servitude, aud also subject to good conduct. By means such 
as these, and by a liberal remission scale, which ranges from one-sixth to one-fourth _ of sentence, 
according to its length, hope is encouraged and kept alive among the prisoners. Schooling is provided in 
the larger prisons for prisoners who come under the rules in force. The education imparted is elementary 
only in character. No rule of silence, such as is in force in Eugland, exists in the gaols of New 
South Wales. .

The punishments usually resorted to are the solitary cell, the dark cell, loss of remission, or depri
vation of indulgences for certain periods. Corporal punishment is inflicted in extreme cases, such, as 
offences accompanied by violence, and efforts to raise a mutiny.

The prison system of the Colony does not include afflictive labour, such as the trcad-whecl, shot- 
drill, and crank, as is the case under the English system ; nor is contract labour in any form allowed as iu 
America, where it has led to such abuses and destruction of all proper discipline. All the work performed 
by the prisoners in New South Wales is useful or industrial in kind. A diversity of industries is pre
ferred to confining the labour to a few trades, but prisoners are employed in keeping land reserves in 
order and in the digging, trenching, &c., of gaol grounds, where such work is procurable, and tie necessary 
guards can be provided. The labour is managed solely by tbe administration, and includes stone-cutting, 
stone-breaking, tinsmithing, blaeksmitliing, carpentering, painting, mat-making, brush-making, book
binding, bootmaking, tailoring, cabbage-tree hat making, &e. Most of the work connected with additions 
and improvements to the prison premises is performed by prisoners. The articles produced in tbe work
shops are used principally for the Public Service, and in supplying the requirements of the different gaols 
and their inmates, and also of the Lunatic and other Asylums. The officers’ uniforms, boots, &c., aro all 
made in the gaols, the material being supplied by the Government Stores Department. Much difficulty 
is, however, experienced here as elsewhere in obtaining suitable work for prisoners confined in the lesser 
country gaols. There is great jealousy of any sort of competition with free labour, and it is of course 
impossible to find any description of productive work for'prisoners, which will not, more or less, compete 
with that performed by free labourers. The labour returns from the different gaols, however, give in the 
aggregate, very good results. The net value of all kinds of work done by prisoners, including labour per
formed for thc internal requirements of the gaols, during 1894 and 1895, was respectively £51,82/ and 
£51,797, exclusive of work done in the construction of the breakwater at Trial Bay. '

In consequence of the vast extent of the Colony, and the necessity for the convenience of the 
public, as before explained, of maintaining small prison establishments in townships scattered over its 
surface at considerable distances apart, the administration has to contend with very great difficulties, and 
the cost of the Prisons Department is very much greater than would be the case if prison staffs and 
prisoners were concentrated in a few large fully organised prisons to bold, say, 400 prisoners each. Such 
a system presents many advantages over the present one as regards economy, classification, discipline, and 
labour. I am not in favour of prisons with more than 400 single cells, as no Governor could, in my 
opinion, properly and effectively supervise a greater number of prisoners than 400 with the staff of officers 
necessary for complete control, who should also be carefully overlooked and instructed, in order to see 
that they are not too harsh or exacting in their management of thc prisoners committed to iheir care, 
Upon the officers of a gaol everything depends in the carrying out of a good system. With careless,

indifferent,
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. . . . . $ indifferent, or indiscreet officers, no system, however nenr to perfection, can succeed. No Comptroller-
General or Inspector-General (whatever his designation might be) can hope to succeed unless he receives 
from his subordinates of all grades a loyal, intelligent, and vigilant support in the carrying out and observ
ance of the Regulations and General Orders of his Department, This is where his greatest difficulties 
lie. The head of the Prisons Department has frequently to hear the blame for the neglect, indiscretion, 
or careless actions of some officer or officers of a gaol at a distance from his head office, aud almost every 
trouble that occurs in a gaol, and which is mado public, is by some people (who arc p&mptod, no doubt, 
in many cases by relations of prisoners or by ex-prisoners), mado the ground of an attack upon the w'hole 
prison system and ita administration, as if it were an easy and simple matter to secure the faultless 
administratiou by the whole of the officers of a perfect system of prison discipline and management, under 
which no trouble would ever arise. This is my experience, at any rate.

In my Annual Report to you for 189d I made the following remarks regarding country gaols :—
“ The accommodation of some of the distant country gaols was for a time severely taxed owing to 

the increase of prisoners whose committals to gaol arose out of the shearing troubles, notably, the gaols 
at Broken Hill, Forbes, Wilcannia, and "Walgett, where the staffs were hardly sufficient to properly 
guard and supervise the number of prisoners in confinement. To Walgett it was found necessary to 
despatch from Sydney three experienced warders to assist in the management of the gaol, pending the 
trial of the prisoners at the Quarter Sessions Court. The necessity for gaols in the outlying districts of 
the Colony (which has sometimes been questioned) has been strongly proved during the last two or three 
years. They add considerably to the expenses of the Department; but if law and order are to be properly 
enforced throughout the country districts, it is absolutely necessary that secure and efficiently-staffed 
places of detention for prisoners awaiting trial on the spot, or under short sentences, should bo maintained 
at the public expense.

“Since most of the gaols were constructed, the population of the Colony has greatly increased, aud 
with it there has also taken place a considerable advance in the number of prisoners for whom proper 
accommodation is required, thus leading to much over-crowding, which is remedied, as far as practicable, 
by transfers from one gaol to another1, at, of course, considerable expense and inconvenience. This Colony 
has no protective law against the admission of criminals from other countries and colonies, as is the case 
in Victoria, where there is in force an ‘Influx of Criminals Frevention Act’; consequently, numbers of 
habitual criminals come to New1 South Wales from Victoria, while discharged prisoners from this Colony 
are debarred from entering Victoria, unless they choose to run the risk of being arrested and committed 
to gaol, if identified, simply for being within that Colony,”

Having given this explanation of what our prison system is, and having briefly indicated some of 
the great difficulties surrounding its administration, I will now proceed to deal with a few of Air. Fraser’s 
remarks.

I will pass over his reflections upon what ho terms the “ somewhat mechanical system of adminis
tration” which (he alleges) “ has a tendency to gather into its own hands control of every kind,” “ and 
to shut nut from the cognizance of the public and the Minister responsible to the country for proper 
prison administratiou, much light which would otherwise bo thrown upon the working of prisons,” &c., 
&e,, as being absurdly incorrect, aud unworthy of further notice. But as regards his suggestion that all 
the general orders issued by tbc Comptroller-General should he laid before Parliament, or in some other 
way made public, L may say that I cannot conceive what benefit would arise by inflicting upon Parliament 
or the public (who would bo ignorant of the reasons which necessitated such orders), all the petty details 
of the management of the gaols that are contained in the general orders issued from the head office, 
under regulation No. 3, and which are liable at any time lo be withdrawn, or altered, by the Comptroller- 
General, as the circumstances of the day may require. If such details of tho management of the Prisons’ 
Department should be laid before Parliament, so ought the general orders of the Military, tho Police, and 
the Lunacy Depart,ments, all of which are, like the Prisons’ Department, disciplinary services uuder the 
control of officers with certain statutory powers and responsibilities. But Parliament is not the 
place for recording such general orders, which are at all times open for tho information of the Ministerial 
Chief, if he wishes to sec them.

As a matter of fact, in July, 1802, the whole of the general orders of tho Prisons Department, 
which had been issued at different times between August, 18G7, and July, 1892, were carefully revised by 
me, and so amended or struck out altogether as the altered circumstances of the day required. They 
were then arranged under proper headings, printed at tho Government Printing Office in cloth bound 
volumes, fully indexed, and distributed to all the gaols in the Colony for the information of the officers, 
and several of the volumes were, at, the same time, sent to the Ministerial office for the information of 
the Minister of Justice. AVhat more could reasonably be required? The new general orders and the 
alterations to tho existing ones, which, in the course of my administration I found it necessary, for various 
reasons, to issue after the publication of the volume referred to, arc always ready for the Minister’s 
perusal at any time he may wish to see them. Under the necessities of authority and discipline, and in 
view of the statulory responsibilities imposed upon him by tho Prisons Act of 1874 (37 Vic. No. 14, 
sec, 4), tho Comptroller-General cannot be expected to submit every general order to the Under Secretary 
before he issues it. The case might bo one of urgency. Moreover, the Comptroller-General’s position is 
above that of a head of a branch in the Ministerial office of the Justice Department under the Under 
Secretary.

Mr. Fraser thinks that tho Visiting Justices, and all the paid surgeons and the gaol chaplains of 
the various denominations should be allowed to communicate direct to the Minister of Justice their views 
on gaol matters, and any suggestions that may occur to them as to the treatment of prisoners, without 
sending their reports through the Comptroller-General, who is the officer responsible by statute to the 
Minister for the care, control, and direction of the gaols. So far as the Visiting Justices are concerned, 
this right is secured to them as unpaid officials charged with duties of a ministerial, as well as a judicial 
character under regulation 13 (sec paragraph 9 of that regulation). I’o give such a right to the paid 
chaplains and surgeons who are, under the regulations, bound to observe the disciplinary rules of the 
gaols, and to he subject to the Comptroller-General for the regular performance of their duties, would be 
a most unwise and unheard of proceeding, and one which would not only be productive of much confusion 
and misunderstanding between the Minister and the prison authorities, but would also be destructive of 
proper discipline. It would also discredit the authority, and weaken the position of the Comptroller- 
General. In their report, the English Prison Inquiry Committee suggested that the Prison Inspectors

should
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should report direct to the Secretary of State, and. in replying to this suggestion, the gprinanent Prison 
Cominissioners say that<l to appoint an intermediate authority between the Secretary of State and tho 
Commissioners who aid him under the Act, would be to introduce a startling and novel principle, would 
degrade the Commissioners, and seriously impair their dignity and prestige, and weaken their administra
tion.” It is always open to the surgeons and chaplains of our gaols to make any recommendations or 
suggestions to the Minister that they may desire him to consider ; but they arc very properly required by 
the regulations to send their communications through the Comptroller-G-eneral, who forwards them to the 
Under Secretary for the information of the Minister. I could cite cases in which much trouble and 
friction have arisen through a disregard of that regulation. '

On page 3 of his paper, he speaks of the age of the present Principal Prisons Act, hut quite over
looks the fact that, under the regulations aud general orders which have been issued from time to time, 
great improvements in the system of management of the gaols have been introduced. Compare our gaols 
now with what they were, according to the evidence then obtained, when the Commission of which Mr. 
(afterwards Sir Henry) Parkes was Chairman made its inquiries in 18(51, and also tho Berrima G-aoi 
Commission, with Sir G-eorgc Innes as Chairman, in 1878. Could anyone truthfully deny that great 
improvements have not been carried out since those Commissions held their inquiries P The Prisons Acts 
may not have been materially altered since the present Principal Act was passed, but most certainly the 
system of management of the prisons and prisoners has undergone very great improvements and 
modifications.

By implication, Mr. Fraser makes it appear as if “ tho remission of sentences ” as an “incentive to 
reward for good conduct” was first provided for under the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883. 
Surely he must have entirely forgotten that under the regulations which became law in February, 1867, 
full provision was made for remission of sentences exceeding twelve months, such remission (as already 
herein pointed out by me) ranging from one-sixth to one-fourth of the sentence, according to its length. 
Provision was also then (1867) made for the granting of special remission in exceptional cases, or when a 
prisoner’s conduct in gaol has been strikingly meritorious. As regards the general treatment of prisoners, 
could anything more liberal than our present intermediate prison at Trial Bay be wisely adopted ?

Treatment of Prisoners.—Pcformation.
At the foot of page 5, he says : “ It appears to me that these views of the Commissioners might 

apply strongly to the somewhat analogous state of affairs existing in the prisons of this Colony, and that, 
while under the prevailing system no effort is spared to secure strict compliance in every little detail with 
the prison regulations, sufficient consideration is not given to the more important question of reformation, 
further than the enforcement of an iron-handed system of disciplinary controlf Ac. This must mean that, 
according to Mr. Fraser’s notions, our prisons arc governed by a system of “ iron-handed discipline,” a 
phrase which, I think, he must have borrowed from the representations of some ex-prisoner, who doubt
less did not relish the strict and exact discipline to which he was properly and necessarily subjected 
during his incarceration. Anyhow, it is a gross inisrepresention of the treatment to which prisoners in 
our gaols are really subjected. Every prisoner has a right to complain of his treatment by the subordinate 
officers to the gaoler, and from the gaoler he can complain to the Visiting Justice, the Comptroller- 
General of Prisons, or the Minister of Justice, if he so desire. Yon, Sir, know well that tho term 
“iron-handed disciplinary control” cannot truthfully be applied to tho system under which our gaols are 
managed. You have visited with me at different times the following gaols, viz.:—Uarlinghurst (twice), 
Bathurst (twice), Parramatta, Goulburn, Maitland, Biloela, and Dubbo, and satisfied yourself by personal 
inquiry on the spot that the prisoners of the different classes were properly treated according to the 
regulations. By persons ignorant of the principles of prison management according to modern ideas, no 
doubt the “ separate treatment ” of prisoners is looked upon as a severe system ; but as I have fully 
dealt with this subject in my report of 11th Juno last, I will not here say any more about it than that tho 
principal civilised countries in the world have either adopted it, or arc advocating its adoption, as the only 
means of preventing the ruinous and contaminating effects of the association of prisoners either in yards 
or cells.
_ It must be borne in mind that reformation of the offender is not the principal object of his 
incarceration. It can never bo expected that the punishment of incarceration, however near to perfection 
the system may be, will transform a criminal into a law-abiding, honest man, because it can only touchhim 
after he, has become criminal and an fi-social in character as a free man from causes entirely beyond the 
control of any prison system. In order to prevent crime, it is necessary to punish the offenders. In all 
sentences preventive justice comes first in consideration and reformative justice second. Tho protection 
of society and the repression of crime demand first consideration. 'The views of by per-Christian 
philanthropists must not be allowed lo displaco common-sense measures of precaution and repression 
in tho treatment of criminals. In my Annual Report for 185)1, I dealt with this subject in the following

“It has also been stated that our gaols hopelessly fail in reforming criminals, aud it has therefore 
been assumed that the system is a bad one. Our prison system under the regulations in force is based 
upon what is acknowledged to be the best model that is known, viz., Sir Walter Crofton's Irish system ; but 
owing to the want of adequate accommodation and other difficulties to which I have referred, it has been 
hitherto found impossible to fully carry it out. So far as the means at disposal will admit, every stimulus 
to reformation is offered to prisoners, without dispensing with the necessary deterrent portion of their 
treatment. It is obvious that nothing should be done to destroy the deterrent effect of imprisonment by 
making the gaol attractive to its inmates. A strict and close discipline of a humane kind must always bo 
maintained over them. In a great number of cases, the benefits that a prisoner may have derived from 
his disciplinary and industrial training in a well organised gaol are soon destroyed by the many evil 
influences and temptations which beset him on his discharge. These are too well known to require 
enumeration here. The difficulty of finding employment is also a great cause of relapse iuto crime.”

“ In connection with the subject of the reformation of prisoners iu gaols, I may here give an 
extract from a report of the 1 State Board of Prison Directors,’ of California. After summing up the 
many causes of crime, the Directors write as follows :— “

_ “ j ISevertheless, in the face of this, not a few persons stand up to denounce the Stale prisons of
California as ! nurseries of crime,’ for which the prison officers are solely responsible, because they have 
not accomplished what all the moral and christianising forces of civilised society and the denunciations 
and penalties of the criminal law have failed to accomplish, viz., the prevention of Crime and the complete 
reformation of criminals’. <* < When
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“ ‘ When any State prison can be found, or any system of prison discipline devised, by which to 
effect a general reformation, or regeneration of the convict—when all the moral forces of society and the 
terrors of the penal law cannot prevent crime—we may reasonably expect the millennium to be near at 
hand.’ ‘

“ These remarks apply also to what has been said of tho prisons of tins Colony.
. “A ]arge number of cases, either of forgery, embezzlement, or conspiracy to defraud, in connection 

with various monetary institutions, have been dealt with by tbe Courts of this Colony during tho last two 
years, and, in the great majority of these cases, the persons who were found guilty had not been previously 
convicted. They were not ‘ gaol-manufactured criminals.’ It is almost unnecessary to repeat that there 
is also a large class of persons upon whom no system of disciplinary and reformatory treatment can pro
duce permanently good results, owing to their naturally weak and dishonest natures.”

_ The Eev. W. IT Morrison, a well-known English prison chaplain, thus speaks of reformation as an 
object of punishment:— ,

. “ Punishment is only a means, say some; its real end is the reformation of the offender. The 
practical application of such a principle would lead to very astonishing results. It is perfectly well known 
that there is no more incorrigible set of offenders than habitual vagrants and drunkards. And, on the other 
hand, the most easily reformed of all offenders is often some person who has committed a serious crime 
under circumstances which could not possibly recur,

“ According to the theory that reformation is the only end of punishment, petty offenders would be 
shut lip all their lives, while the perpetrator of a grave crime would soon be set free. An absurd result 
of this kind is fatal to the pretension that punishment is merely a means, and not also an end.’1

Inttiviihialiaalion of Frixoners.
, 0n page C, Mr. Eraser quotes from the English Committee’s report in favour of the reformative 
influence of the “individualisation of prisoners” and “ classification.”—the system should be made 
more clastic, more capable “ of being adapted to tho special eases of individual prisoners.” In order 
to secure this, it is suggested that warders and outside helpers could bo trained, to it. This su^estion has 
been dealt with by Sir Edmund du Cane, K.C.B. (late Director-G-encva! of Convict PrisornTnnd Chief 
Commissioner of hueal Prisons in England) in the following terms, which I will here quote in full, ns thev 
appear to me to be an excellent answer, and one which discloses the insiinnountahleditilcultics of'success- 
fuJlr carrying out such a suggestion:—

“ the Prison treatment of each prisoner is lo vary according to the opinion of cadi of the higher 
officials, and of the warders and outside helpers in each ease, it certainly would be free from the reproach 
of uniformity which it has always been considered desirable to aim at, but would fall into the opposite 
extreme of anarchy. The principal object of the Prison Act, 1305 and 1S77, would ho defeated, and no 
Court of .Justice could know- the effect of the sentences it might pass. The most plausible prisoners would 
be the best treated. The man with outside influence and money at his command would find means to 
soften the heart of some warder or outside helper, and rules would be useless, because thev could be set 
aside at the_ judgment of the various minor authorities. ATo more potent source of discontent and 
insubordination could be devised than these proposals. The Committee have adopted from some writer the 
prejudicial phrase ‘ cast-iron uniformity.’ Sufficient inquiry would have shown them that there is no such 
thing, though it is certainly made difficult to get a rule set aside, and it is very proper that it should be.”

“ Nothing sounds wiser than to propose a ■' sound, wise system of classification’ similar to that by 
■which hospital patients arc classified and kept separate according to their ailments and requirements ; but 
moral ailments and tho causes of crime have not yet been definitely agreed upon and classified, as in the 
case of physical maladies, and it certainly would need almost superhuman insight in order to diamiose 
each prisoner s moral ailments (-with no assistance from him, and probably every disposition to deceive) 
especially in the time available, and to classify him accordingly, and to bring the cure to operate when lie 
has been classified. The most sanguine person would hardly hope to do this in six months, so that this 
proposed system would only apply to under 2 per cent, of the persons sentenced.”. ’

Elmira Adult lleformatortj Sijulcm.
. ^r- Eraser seems much in favour of introducing the Elmira Adult lieformatory (Xew York) system
into the treatment of our criminals—a system which I have seen described as eombinin" “ the material 
comforts of a Temperance Hotel with the intellectual luxuries of a Mechanics Institute.”'’ Under such a 
system as this of ^ Elmira, the term of the sentence to be served is determined, not by tbe judge who ’ 
tries the prisoner in Court, but by the Board of Prison Managers under whom the prisoner is placed ■ in 
other words, the functions of a judge are transferred to a Prison Board of Managers or philaiithropical 
authorities, who decide among themselves when the murderer, burglar, or garrotter who has riven them an 
assurance that he is reformed is to be set free. However good it may'seem in theorv, this system does not 
appear to have been productive of satisfactory results in America, and it may not be out of place for me 
to here give some extracts from the reports of the Howard Association (England), which is a powerful 
association, having for its objects the promotion of the best methods for the treatment and prevention of 
crime.

Extract from Annual Report of Jloivard Commission for October, 1892.
, "I11 ^le United States, unhappily, nearly all tho prisons of every class arc conducted on the 

association plan, and, consequently, there is a great development of crime in that country. Ex-President 
E. B, Hayes, speaking at a Prison Congress at Pittsburg last year, said : 1 The gaols in our country are in 
most cases compulsory schools of crime.’ ‘ Prisons, if so constructed and managed as to keep their inmates 
separate, would afford an adeq ualo remedy for the evilBut this extreme of mischievous association in gaols, 
and even in the so-called adult‘reformatories ’ in America, is not tho only evil prevalent in that country! 
There is too generally a most mischievous pampering of criminals, both in common gaols and also in the 
1 collegiate and hotel prisons ’ or ‘reformatories indulgences in the way of food, amusements, recrea
tion and general comfort are granted, such as millions of poor honest workers can never hope to obtain 
for themselves, Tims crime is made attractive. The Howard Association has endeavoured, especially 
through the American newspaper press, and by other means, to direct much attention to this evil; and many 
influential persons have expressed their appreciation of these efforts ” ’ J

58—D ’ “ Dr.
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“ Dr. Dana, of Lowell, writing tlie same month (May, 1892) on the labours of the Howard Associa

tion, observes :—‘ If we inquire for some of tbe causes of our increasing crime, we find that it is owing to 
the mutual corruption of prisoners by association, and tho unwarranted leniency with which criminals and 
vagrants are treated.’ _ _ _

“ Captain Joseph Nicholson, the veteran Governor of the self-supporting prison of Detroit, United 
States, reports, in 1892, of the collegiate class of prisons:—‘ The so-called reformatory ‘isms ’ that are 
now so popular as being high philanthropic measures, only teach criminals that crime is not infamous, and 
can easily be atoned for by an exhibition of contriteness, or scientific acquirements.’

“ Mr. Jtichard Vaux, the President, for many years, of theBoard of Inspectors of the Pcnnsvlvauian 
Eastern State Prison, writes to the Howard Association, 9th June, 1892 :—‘Let me thank you for your 
paper on the collegiate and hotel prisons of the United States. It will do great service. I have read 
it, as I do all yourreports, with great interest. Tho criticisms yon make on the theories of sentimentalists 
in prison management are wise and just. It is almost impossible in many of the United States to 
punish for crime. The first impressions, in what is called ‘ the public mind ’ are against punitive laws 
courageously administered. The prisons are had, and those who deserve to be prisoners are allowed to 
escape their deserts.’ _

“Perhaps no one in America can speak with more authority on these matter’s than Mr, Taux. 
The prison of which lie is chief director has long maintained an exceptionally good record.”

“A single native testimony speaks volumes. On 15th August, 1892, tho Honorable Andrew D. 
White, United States Ambassador to Belgium, delivered a lecture at Chautauqua, New York, on murder 
in the United States. The Times reports that ‘ he said that the number of deaths by murder in the 
United States of America is more than double the average of the most criminal country iu Europe. 
Year after year that number increases. Even Italy and Corsica, where crimes of violence are frequent, 
are below the United States in the proportion of murders to the population. Four thousand murders 
occurred in the United States daring 1890, and in 1S91 the number increased to nearly six thousand. 
The greater number of men who committed these crimes are still at large.’

“ Perhaps many Americans will admit the weight of this authoritative testimony. Yet, for their 
murderers and violaters of women, they continue to provide first-class hotel faro iu so-called ‘ reforma
tory prisons,’with bands of music, military drill and titles, the teaching of fancy trades ; in a word, 
pampering by all manner of ways, and finally, under the plea of ‘ indeterminate ’ sentences, reduciug the 
maximum imprisonment nominally to five years, hut practically, and in most cases, to half that term. Eor 
opposing this mischievous system, the Howard Association has been angrily abused by so-called ‘ philan
thropists ’ in America. Ear different was the genuine philanthropy of the hard-headed, hut warm
hearted, John Howard.

“ As to the luxurious dietary in many American gaols, the excuse is mado that ‘ our people are 
accustomed to better food than Europeans.1 Well, this may be very proper for those of their people who 
are honest and self-supporting; but to give atrocious criminals better food and more comforts than tho 
toiling honest man is a mischievous unwisdom, i

“ Whenever the hand of justice becomes slack, or the ‘power ordained of God’ceases to inflict 
adequate punishment on evil-doers, private revenge and lawless retribution take its place. Hence, the 
murders and lynchings so frequent in America, which is only beginning to reap the flrst recompense of 
morbid sympathy with law-breakers, and indifference to the sufferings of their victims.

“ When the Americans retort that many of their murderers come from Europe, they may he 
reminded that, even if so, these criminals were far more effectively restrained, until they left tho Old 
World for the New.

“ The sheet-anchor of the advocates of the 1 collegiate and hotel system ’ in their statement—‘ We 
reform SO per cent, of our men.’ It may he that by an immense expenditure in money and organisation, 
situations are found for nearly all the discharged men from Elmira ; and for a year or two many may 
retain them. The statistics prove little more. But even if SO per cent, arc thus provided with situations, 
any system under which either religious influences arc admittedly regarded as of minor efficacy, or where 
the elements of fear and contrition arc largely or wholly ignored, can hardly be said to be even ‘ reforma
tory ’ iji any true sense. Prosperous liberated rogues arc not really ‘ reformed ’ by any system which 
produces no repentance, or no fear of evil-doing. Eor every ten prisoners thus ‘reformed,’ one hundred 
of the morally weak will probably be encouraged to commit crime.

“An American jurist, Mr. William P, Andrews, of Massachusetts, is hence fully warranted in 
writing to the Howard Association (4th December, 1891), ‘ Keep your people out of our abyss of folly.’ ”

Extract from the Annual Bcpovt of the Howard Association for October, 1893.
“There are very few prisons in tho United States where separation is enforced. Consequently, 

tho numerous revolts, escapes, and fatalities. Consequently, also, and much worse for the community, 
there is a terrible prevalence and increase of crime in general. The murders in the United States of late 
years have been as follows:—1,808 in 1885, 1,499 in 18SG, 2,335 in 188“, 2,184 in 1888, 3.597 in 1889, 
4,290 in 1890, 5,900 in 1891, and G,791 in 1892. This indicates a terrible state of social disorganisation 
over wide areas ; one far too serious to be checked by the new American style of ‘ collegiate and hotel 
prisons,’ which is nevertheless so unwisely praised by too many persons on both sides of the Atlantic, who 
appear ignorant of the ultimate tendency of thus indulging criminals,”

Mr. Brush, warder, of Sing Sing Prison, read a paper at the Prison Congress, at Cincinnati, in 
1890, as to the wisdom of the indeterminate sentence, and, inter alia, said :—“ Prison discipline, to he of 
any use, should not only make the prisoner subordinate, but should improve him physically and mentally, 
and also be of such a nature as to give him a character to control himself when released from prison ; for 
it is a curious fact that many, if not most, of our worst criminals are our best-behaved prisoners. This 
shows conclusively that it is nearly, if not quite, impossible for prison ofliccrs to judge from the conduct 
of a man in prison what his conduct will be when lie is released from prison. This is the strongest 
argument, to my mind, against the indeterminate sentence, for if a man is to be released upon his good 
behaviour in the prison, and his apparent reformation while there, we may, and very likely will, release 
many of our worst criminals, while men of lessor tact, who transgress tho rules from want of firmness 
and decision, would remain in prison for a long time, if not for life.”

These extracts appear to me to furnish strong grounds for the belief that such an indulgent and 
very expensive system as the Elmira Adult Kefomatory is not a desirable one to introduce into this 
Colony, Seventh-class
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Seventh-class Regulations.

I now come to tlie Ixentinent of seventh-class prisoners (boys and von tbs) in our gaols, which is so 
adversely criticised by Mr. Fraser, who must be well aware of the circumstances that led the then 
Minister of Justice (Mr. H. E. O’Connor) to cause the regulations governing that class of prisoners to be 
framed and gazetted in April, 1893. During 1892 and part of 1893, in consequence of the outrages and 
impudent thefts which were being perpetrated by hoys and youths of the larrikin class, the whole of the 
Press repeatedly and earnestly advocated the introduction of sharp and stern measures for checking the 
prevalence of those crimes. Mr. O’Connor introduced into, and carried through, the Legislative Council 
his “ Disorderly Conduct Suppression Bill,” in 1892; but it did not got further than this. lie then 
conferred with me as to whether the then seventh-class regulations, which had been introduced by my 
predecessor (the late Mr. Harold Maclean), in 18S8, could not be made more deterrent. Although they 
provided for strictly separate treatment, they were in other respects so mild as not to have proved effec
tual in checking the influx of youthful criminals to our gaols. The result was that, after very careful 
consideration and several consultations with the Visiting Surgeon of Darlinghurst Gaol and myself, 
Mr. O’Connor caused the then seventh-class regulations to be so amended as to make them more stringent, 
and submitted such amended regulations to the Executive Council, by which they were passed, and they 
subsequently became law on the T7th April, 1893. These are the regulations which Mr. Fraser has now 
attacked.

On the 10th July, 1893, a large public meeting was held at tho Town Hall (Sydney), when the 
necessity for urging the Government to take proper steps to cope with, aud put a stop to, the pest of 
juvenile crime and larrikinism, which had become an intolerable nuisance both in this city and elsewhere, 
was discussed, and a deputation, consisting of tho Mayor (Sir W. P. Manning), tho Hon. A. J. Eiloy, 
M.E.C., Mr. J. II. Carruthers, M.P., Eev. Q-. Bennett Anderson, Alderman Playfair, Mr. 'W. Eigg (Mayor 
of Kewtown), and Mr. Charles Bull, was appointed to wait upon Sir Georgo Dibbs (then Premier), which 
they accordingly did on Saturday morning, the loth July following. They met with very full sympatliy 
and support from Sir George Dibhs, who spoke strongly against the past leniency and sympathy which 
had been shown to criminals, and, inter alia, was reported to have said that “with regard to the treatment 
of prisoners in gaols, there was no doubt that the foolish sympathies of some led the gaol authorities in 
tho past to make tho internal discipline far too easy and pleasant for offenders, and the inmates had left 
the doors invigorated and refreshed by thoir sojourn inside the walls, rather than sorrowful and downcast. 
Bat the regulations had now been altered in such a maimer that anyone who went inside a gaol would 
find it anything but a nice ‘ boarding-house,’ as the larrikin class delighted to term it.” He also said that 
“until tlie people strengthened the hands of the Government tliroughParliament to make gaols places of 
punishment, so long would crime exist.”

Some discussion has since taken place on the subject of those regulations, but no proof lias yet 
been furnished that they have had any other than very good effects in the repression and disciplinary 
training of the youthful criminals who have been subjected to the treatment which they prescribe. All 
the officers in charge of gaols have spoken very highly of Ihe effects of that treatment. In speaking of 
those regulations in my report for 1893, after describing them, I concluded ns follows :—“ It is hoped that 
by the stringent nature of this treatment, juvenile crime and ‘larrikinism’ in their first stages will bo effec
tively checked. Mhort sentences carrying such treatment should he much more effectual than long ones 
under the old conditions of servitude. To be deterrent, the punishment must be made a really genuine one.

“ In its application to youths under 1G, this treatment is intended more for the incidental offenders 
than for the vicious and incorrigible youths. It is recognised that a chance offender, whose crime was 
committed through recklessness, passion, or the force of bad example, requires penitential discipline only; 
while the youth who has shown by his depraved aud vicious habits that he is incorrigible, should be sub
jected to lengthened detention and treatment of a disciplinary and instructive character in a reformatory, 
with plenty of hard work, chiefly in the open air. To place youthful first offenders in a reformatory for 
a long period would, as a general rule, be an unwise and an expensive proceeding, entailing heavy expense 
on the State, and relieving iho parents of responsibilities which they should be made to bear. The 
discretion in such cases must, of course, he left with the Courts which deal with the young law-breakers.”

I am not in any way influenced by Mr. Fraser’s remarks to recommend that those regulations bo 
either repealed or altered. Some day, perhaps, when the necessary funds are available, and under new 
legislation, a complete system of truant schools, industrial schools, and reformatories will be established 
in this Colony for the treatment of youthful offenders m various stages of criminal development. Until 
such a comprehensive system of treatment is introduced, It is probable that stem and sharp measures will 
constantly be necessary to keep larrikinism in check. So long as the Courts continue to sentence boys to 
gaol, the treatment must be made so uncomfortable for them as to act as a deterrent upon them, and thus 
prevent a repetition of their offences. Of course there are many eases of incorrigibles upon whom no 
system yet invented would have any good effect of a lasting character.

It will he remembered that an attempt was made early iu 1895 to bring Mr. O’Connor’s “ Dis
orderly Conduct Suppression Bill ” into force, but was unsuccessful; and, if Mr. Fraser’s views wore 
adopted, the active measures which Mr, O’Connor took in 1893 to suppress larrikinism and juvenile crime 
in the form of tho present seventh-class regulations (for which on all sides ho met with commendation) 
would be defeated; and gaol life would again be made comfortable and attractive, instead of disagreeable 
and deterrent. A prisoner is disgraced by the crime which he has committed, not by the punishment 
which he suffers for it. Until a penal reformatory has been established in this Colony, there is no other 
place than a gaol to which boys and youths under short sentences could he sent.

Books for 'Frhonors.

Mr. Fraser, on page 50, says that reading might be more “ liberally allowed ” in our gaols, and 
alludes to the fact that tho Chief Justice had recently brought under the Minister's notice the question 
of allowing books to prisoners serving sentences of less than three months. As regards this matter, I may 
mention that, among the general orders issued by mo some years ago, was one which reads as follows, 
and which is still in force:—

“ (G.O. 13G).—Limitation of Books to he kept in yards.
“ Tn order to limit Ihe number of books to bo kept in tho yards by prisoners, and thus prevent 

accumulation and facilitate the searching aftor musters, the Comptroller-General directs that the number 
■ of
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of books sliaU be limitetl to four, ns under:—One private book (prisoner's property), one library book, 
one prayer-book, one ]lib!c.”

11 This rjilc is, however, not to interfere with tlie issue of snob religious and instructive books as 
may be used by the respective chaplains in connection with their work.”

" "When a prisoner wishes to exchange a private book, the one lie no longer requires shall be 
returned to the store-beeper, in whose charge it shall be kept.”

It would never do to allow prisoners to keep all their private books in their yai-ds. They must be 
kept with their other properly in the gaol store. Two reading-books is surely enough to allow a prisoner 
at one time.

As regards the quest ion of allowing boobs to prisoners serving sentences of only three months and 
niulcr, I think, in justice to myself, I may here be allowed to insert my report lo you, dated 7th May, 
1806. in reply to the suggestion of Ill's .libnor the Chief Justice, that such short-sentenced prisoners 
should be allowed to enjoy tbe privileges of the gaol libraries. This is what I then wrote :—

“In consequence of rcporlsmade lo him, my predecessor (the late Mr. Maclean) circulated a 
general order on l!lth August, lyfiS, directing that boobs from tbe gaol libraries should not be issued to 
prisoners awaiting trial, and to those serving sentences not: exceeding throe months,

I: AVhen revising the whole of tho general orders in June, 1892, J omitted the words 1 prisoners 
awaiting trial ’ from the general order above mentioned, as I do not see any particular reason why com
mitted prisoners, some of whom may be innocent, should not be allowed library books,

“ The total number of prisoners serving tho sentences of three months and under is always great 
(on 31st March last- it was 7-12). It comprises a large proportion of incorrigible drunkards, vagrants, 
pctly thieves, and such like offenders, to whom gaol life should he made as unattractive and monotonous 
as possible. The concessions should be very limited. These offenders are received into gaol generally 
under repeated short sentences, which appear to be quite useless, cither as to deterrent or reformatory 
effects. Manv of them enter tlie gaol in a broken-down or diseased condition from drink or other form of 
dissipation. The gaol is, in fact, a sort of clean and wholesome retreat for them to recover from the 
effects of their irregular lives when at liberty. (1 venture to suggest that, in such cases, the sentences 
should be gradually accumulative, according to previous convictions; but, of course, this touches tbc 
judicial side of tlie question.)

l: Tor prisoners uuder short sentences, penitential discipline chiefly should, I think, be resorted to. 
I do uot think the issue of boobs from the library would have much effect, if any at all, in the way of 
reformation. Tlie disciplinary effects of enforced regular hours and meals, enforced cleanliness, sobriety, 
orderly conduct, subordination, and employment on such work as can be found for them and for which 
they are fit, are all that we can trust lo for reformation, outside the work of tho chaplains.

To grant the use of the library books to such short-sentenced prisoners would greatly increase the 
wear and tear of the books, and would necessitate an augmentation of tlie annual vote. Many of them 
would probably ask for books, not from any desire to improve themselves, but simply because other 
prisoners were allowed to Lave them. '

“ Tor these reasons, I feel myself unable to recommend any alteration in tho existing general 
order. _

“ Of course, all boys and youths under 25 (7th class) are allowed books by tbc special regulations 
governing their treatment, no mat-tor what the term of sentence may be.”

Special Gaol for Habitual Qriminah.
Mr. Traser thinks “it might be practicable” in this Colony to confine “ all habitual criminals” in a 

gaol specially set apart for them. I have no hesitation in saying that it would certainly not be practicable 
to do this while such prisoners arc dealt with in tho Courts as they now are. Had it been practicable, 1 
should long ago have taken steps to bring about such a very desirable change. A system of graded 
prisons, in which prisoners of the different classes could be distributed, is very easy to write about, but it 
would bo impossible to bring it into actual existence in this Colony. The removal and transfer of tho 
particular classes of prisoners from the Courts in all parts of tho Colony to the special prison set apart 
for each class could not be carried out. Only those with long sentences could be removed, and it must 
be remembered that the greater proportion of sentences are short. Therefore, a great number of 
prisoners would have still to be detained in the nearest gaol to the Court at which they were tried. As I 
have said before, our Criminal Courts are scattered considerable distances apart all over the surface of 
this Colony.

In reference to the question of removing trial prisoners from one gaol to another, X reported on 
this matter on the 8th June last, in the following terms :—“"When superior Courts arc established, in 
practice it is found to be necessary that prisoners under remand or awaiting trial at such Courts should 
be kept on the spot, and, in practice, so must short-sentenced local prisoners. To remove trial prisoners 
to another district gaol (where they could not see tkeir relatives and friends interested in their defence) 
pending their trial, and then to again transfer them back to tbe place of trial when the Court was about 
to sit, would, I consider, be an unwise proceeding, causing inconvenience and necessitating a great amount 
of travelling under escort. Further, to transfer all short-sentenced prisoners from the gaol at the place 
where they were convicted to another district would also be unwise. Many of them are boys and 
youths ; some are females. Short-sentenced prisoners form a large proportion of the prison population.”

Incorrigibles.
As regards the treatment of incorrigibles and “habitual criminals,” who are either criminal by 

instinct or who have acquired their criminality by the evil surroundings of their homes and associations 
when very young, I think that the repeated short sentences which are so frequently given to this class of 
prisoners are a great deal worse than useless. It sounds very humane and kind to say, “ Poor things, 
they are not responsible for their actions”; but-if that be so, it must be remembered that their irresponsi
bility is just what makes them dangerous to society, and is the reason why they should be kept for long 
periods under restraint. The supreme duty of society is self-preservation, and this is what must bo 
considered in dealing with habitual and incorrigible criminals who, when at large, have been properly 
described as the captains, the leaders, and the organisers of crime. They are the bane of all communities,
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and exercise a corrupting influence over others wherever they may be in free life. They earn their 
living by crime, and, in the interests of society, such criminals should be deprived of freedom and placed 
under restraint for long periods just as much as if they were lunatics, but, of course, under a different 
system of treatment, ■

In tbe second Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labour (Washington, TJ.S.), 18SG, which 
deals with convict labour, the following recommendation appears ou the subject of dealing with 
incorrigibles:—

“Incorrigibles should be sentenced to the State Prison for life. Community has no use for such. 
The chronic burglar, thief, embezzler, robber, or murderer should be given to understand that a limit has 
been set upon the privilege of pursuing bis occupation. What is an incorrigible P The Commission 
favours drawing the line at a third conviction for felony. Less than that might possibly be unjust. More 
than that positively is not required to demonstrate a desperate and dangerous character. No more effi
cacious restraint could by any possibility be put upon the pursuit of grave crimes. Cpon this point tho 
Commission has spent earnest and exhaustive inquiry to ascertain the judgment of experienced prison 
managers, and with not one single exception have wo found the man of experience to doubt tbc justness 
or desirableness of giving to incorrigibles a life sentence, i’ortunately for all interested in this most 
important feature of prison reform, not only is precedent found, but tlie judgment of able writers is at 
band in testimony of the propriety and benotits to be derived from such a law aud practice.”

‘ Mark Systems.
I am not in favour of an elaborate or complex system of marks for good conduct. I think that 

any mark system introduced into a gaol should bo simple and easily recorded. An elaborate mark system 
is liable to be so administered as to become in the highest degree oppressive and exasperating to prisoners. 
It places too much power in the bands of subordinate officers wbo must- be left to supervise the prisoners. 
Severe aud exacting supervisors might use it as a powerful means of oppression and in justice, without 
regard to tbc constitutional differences or acquired capacities of the prisoners. Through ignorance, inad
vertence, or incapacity on the part of the supervising officers, the grossest injustice and unfairness might 
be perpetrated, and a spirit of discontent and disaffection thus aroused in the minds of tbe prisoners to 
whom such an elaborate system was applied. Therefore, in my opinion, the simpler the system of marks 
under which prisoners’ conduct-sheets arc regulated, the better for successful management.

Prison Dietary Scale.
Tor information as to the dietary scales that are in force in our gaols, I would refer to the return 

which was laid before Parliament on 3rd July, 1895, and ordered to bo printed, and is now attached to 
this memorandum as Ap2>endix A. TTom that return, it will be seen that very careful consideration has 
been given to the subject by a Board of thoroughly competent gentlemen, of whom three were medical men.

Prhonci's Aid Societies. _
> As regards Prisoners’ Aid Societies, they would be of very great benefit, if they could bo success

fully established and maintained in this Colony; but I fear that, for some time to come, there is no likeli
hood of their being brought into permanent existence. To be of use they must be local and largely aided 
by voluntary efforts ; but in this Colony wo have not yet got the men of wealth and leisure, such as are to 
be found in the counties of England, who would give tlieir influence and pecuniary assistance in the 
formation and maintenance of such societies. Nearly the whole cost of maintaining those societies would 
therefore be thrown upon the Government in this Colony. In view of the numbers of unemployed men 
who have not been criminals, the question of the establishment of societies for aiding discharged prisoners 
is one surrounded by great difficulties.

Other suggestions which Mr. Eraser has adopted from (he English Prison Committee’s Report are 
equally difficult or impracticable, but I will not stop io deal with them in this paper.

One of the witnesses examined by the English Prison Committee of Inquiry was Mr. Michael 
Davitt who, as his evidence shows, had a personal experienco of nearly nine years of penal servitude in 
England. Luring that period, he was at different times in the following gaols ;—Clerkenwell, Newgate, 
Millbank, Dartmoor, Portsca, aud-Portland. 'When he was in New South Wales last year, he visited 
some of our gaols, and inquired into the existing system of prison management. When leaving the 
Colony, he expressed himself in writing to me, through Mr. E. B. Ereehill, as being very much pleased 
with what he saw of the prisons of this Colony.” Mr. Ereehill also wrote to the late Under Secretary (Mr. 
Eraser), on the 14th October, ISOo. stating that Mr. Lnvitfc was desirous of obtaining a copy of tho gaol 
regulations of this Colony “ of the management of which he entertained a very high opinion from what he 
saw in the gaols visited by him.” When at Bathurst Gaol in September, 1S9,>, Mr. Davitt questioned the 
Governor, Mr. Stacc, very fully as to our system, and said that the English gaol system “ had proved a 
failure owing to its severity,” and he observed, on going through tho hospital at Bathurst Gaol, “There is 
something like humanity here; no luxuries, but comfortable.” lie said that “in England, in a workshop 
like the tailors and shoemakers, there would he three or four warders constantly stationed with staves, and 
that all tbe warders were similarly armed on duty.” Einally, he remarked' that our system “ was far 
ahead of the English.” I mention this because Mr. Davitt was a man who understood what he was talking 
about from personal experienco; and if our system had been one governed by “iron-handod discipline,” he 
would certainly not have spoken of it as he did to Mr. SI ace. "

Oondusion,
^ I do not claim that our prison system is a perfect one; but, aftor constantly administering tbe 

affairs of the Prisons’ Department for six and a half years, during which period 1 have at different times 
visited and inspected the gaols, and interviewed many prisoners on various subjects, lean positively assert 
that it does not deserve the unfavourable comments which Mr, Fraser has passed upon it. There certainly 
is no need for alterations in tlie direction of pampering the prisoners, and making the gaols comfortable 
and attractive places for criminals, who include burglars, garrotters, forgers, embezzlers, conspirators to 
defraud, swindlers, and other kinds of thieves for whom, I regret to say, too much sympathy is shown by 
many people. Their victims, whom they have robbed, or ruined altogether, get little or no sympathy.

There
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There is great necessity for improving the means of properly carrying out tbe prescribed system, 
and this I repeatedly endeavoured to do during tho period of my administration, as my many reports to 
the Ministers under whom I have served will show, aud J. have tho satisfaction of knowing that, in many 
very important instances, my efforts to have the necessary improvements effected were successful. Other 
suggested improvements have been delayed owing to the inadequacy of the funds at disposal. There is 
still a great deal to be done in tbe direction of adding to the accommodation of our gaols, so as to admit 
of the single-cell system being carried out, and of increasing the number of yards for the proper separation 
of the different classes of prisoners. The best si/sfem, in my opinion, would, however, be one under which 
pi-isoners tvould never he associated, excepting while at labour in. the open air, or in the workshops, under 
proper supervision. They should take their three meals in their cells, and, on Sundays be allowed to take 
exercise for two or three hours under very strict supervision. When in their cells, they should, of course, be 
allowed books to read,ras is the case with prisoners undergoing “separate treatment.''’ It would not be 
possible, however, to successfully carry out such a system as this in the absence of the necessary single
cell accommodation in the different gaols, A. large expenditure would have to be incurred in additions 
and alterations to existing gaol promises before that system could be brought iuto operation. The following 
are the principal improvements which, as opportunity permits, should be effected. Tor some of them, we 
must look for assislauce to the judicial side of ihe subject ns well as the executive :—

1st. The association of prisoners in cells at night must be done away with as quickly as possible by 
increasing the coll accommodation in the different gaols wherever practicable.

2nd. Trial and remand prisoners should never be associated at any time with convicted prisoners. A 
trial yard should be provided at every small gaol where there is room for one.

3rd, Every opportunity should be afforded for disposing of the goods manufactured in the gaols, at 
prices to be regulated by the market rates of tho day. The restrictions now placed upon the sale 
of the products of prison labour to the public should be removed, especially in the country dis
tricts, where it is impossible, under present conditions, to find suitable and useful work for tbc 
prisoners under sentence in ihe lesser country gaols. Nothing is more reformative in its effects 
upon prisoners than regular and skilled labour.

4th. The Government Departments should give as much suitable work as possible to prisoners, 
oth. Sentences of imprisonment only should be abolished, and all convicted prisoners should he com

pelled to work to a reasonable extent Debtors should be included in this rule. This is one of 
the recommendations of the English Prison Inquiry Committee, and it meets the mews of the 
Permanent Prison Commissioners. No mau should bo allowed to pass his time in gaol in idleness, 
excepting men who are awaiting their trial. Idleness breeds mischief and trouble, especially in 
large gaols.

6th. In tho case of first-convicted men, the sentences should be shorter, and should bo served in strict 
separation from other prisoners. A sentence of nine or twelve months passed in separate treat
ment would be far better than one of three years, the greater part of which would be passed 
in association with other criminals. In these cases, of course, due regard would have to be paid 
to the character of the offence, for, after all, the punishment of an offender must be measured to 
a great extent by the gravity of his offence. ,

7th. The present system of giving repeated short sentences to incorrigible and habitual offenders 
should be abolished, and the law should be so administered as to give sentences gradually cumu
lative upon previous convictions. This is especially necessary in the case of petty offenders, 
such as incorrigible drunkards and petty thieves. The trouble aud expense of frequent prose
cutions, as well as the damage to, or loss of, property of the victims, ought to he taken iuto 
consideration. The repeated short sentences are perfectly useless for either deterrent or 
reformatory treatment. It is hopeless to try to effect any good unless these unfortunate people 
arc subjected to long periods of restraint. Wien the accommodation will permit, men convicted 
of drunkenness only should be carefully separated from criminal prisoners.

Stli. The present conditions under which licenses to he at large arc issued under the 409th section of 
the Criminal Law Amendment Act are unsatisfactory, inasmuch as there are no gazetted 
regulations governing the issue of such licenses. The consequence is, that there is no uniformity 
of treatment of prisoners in the granting of such concessions. I drafted and submitted, through 
the Under Secretary, regulations which appeared to me to be suitable, on the 18th January, 1892; 
but ■whether or not they were considered by tho then Minister of Justice I cannot say. In 
dealing with this subject, it is necessary to bear in mind the effect that such licenses would have 
upon the intermediate prison system at Trial Bay, if the release of prisoners under license were 
to form a regular part of the prison system.

These are some of the most important alterations which I consider to be necessary in the improve
ment of our prison system in the direction of increasing its efficacy for the prevention of crime and social 
disorder. Legislation would, of course, be necessary before effect could be given to some of these 
suggestions.

In concluding this memorandum, I desire to explain that the delay in dealing with the paper of the 
late Under Secretary has been caused by my inability to give earlier attention to it, in consequence of the 
very heavy pressure of other and more urgent work which has devolved upon me since I received it 
from yon.

G-EOEGB MILLED,
Tho Honorable the Minister of Justice. Under Secretary of Justice.

31st August, 1890. ---------
In view of the important character of the subject referred to in those papers, copies may be 

prepared to lay on the Table of the House for the information of Members and the public, and the papers 
resubmitted for the purpose of fully considering the several suggestions—many of which I fully concur 
with—made therein.—A.J.G-., 22/9/96,
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APPENDIX A. ,

Legislative Assembly,
New South Wales.

• Prison Diet.
(Return respecting.)

Ordered hy Ihe Legiilaiire Assembly to be printed, 3 July, 1895.
Return to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, dated 13th June, 1895, That there 

be laid upon the Table of this House,—
“ Copies of all diet sheets and lists at present in use iu the gaols of the Colony which regulate the dieting of the 
“ various classes and grades of prisoners, together with a statement from the Prison authorities showing on what 
11 dietetic principles the scale of dieting is based, and in what eases the ordinary diet is departed from.'1

(Dr. Graham.)
Minute Parer. '

Sithjcet:—Scale of dietary in Prisons—Order of Legislative Assembly, upon Dr. Graham's motion as to, dated
13th June, 1895,

Department of Prisons, Cemptroller-Genorars Office, Sydney. 
Attach eh hereto arc the following documents which contain the information sought for hy Dr. Graham’s motion :—

1. Copy of tlie scale of dietary now in force in the prisons of this Colony, regulating the ration allowance of tho various
classes and grades of prisoners.

2. Copy of the report of the Hoard, dated 28th November, 1SS8, which was appointed in May, 1S8S, to inquire into
and consider the dietary scale then in operation.

3. Copy of letter of the Under Secretary of Justice, dated 7 th December, 1S88, approving of the adoption of the
Hoard's report aud recommendations, and conveying the thanks of the Government to the Members of the Board.

4. Copy of General Order 254 in further explanation of the ration scale.
5. Copies of General Orders 77, 78, 70, SO, SI, and 82, regulating the scale of indulgencies allowed to prisoners in

excess of the ordinary rations. S'
It may be explained that the ration scale of Trial Bay Prison is an exceptionally liberal one, inasmuch as the prisoners 

are under modified conditions of servitude, and the work in the quarries and on the Breakwater is of a kind icquiring a 
liberal diet.

GEORGE MILLER,
--------  Comptroller-General.

The Under Secretary of Justice, B.C., 2j7|95.

[Enclosures. ]
No. 1.

Scare of Dietary in Prisons.
Schedule A.

Ration No. 1.—For prisoners serving sentences not exceed
ing six months :—

Bread {females, 8 oz.) ........ 12 oz. Salt...................  i oz.
Maize meal ......................   8 ,, Soap................... f ,,
Meat........................................ 4 ,, Rice (five times
"Vegetables (by substitu- a week) ...... J ,,

tion, chiefly in soupt) . . 8 ,,
1 This applies to all rations.
f The Surgeon may order substitution apart from soup use.

Ration No. 2.—For prisoners after service of six months of 
sentence, and all prisoners in separate treatment:—

Broad (females. 10 oz.) ......  12 oz. Salt ............... i o/..
Maize meal .......................... 8 ,, Soap ............... 4 ,,
Meat...................................... 8 ,, Rice......... | ,,
Vegetables (females, 8 oz.) 12 „

Ration No, 3.--Ordinary Labour.—Alternative ration on 
labour scale, as by Schedule B attached. For prisoners 
serving sentences not exceeding twelve months, exclusive 
of light labour ;—

Bread (females, 12 oz.)......  20 oz. Salt.......... ’ oz.
Maize meal.......................... 8 ,, Sugar (ration) .. 1 ,,
Moat.....................................  8 ,, Soap.......... -I ,,
Vegetables (females, 10 oz.) 12 „ Rice or barley | ,,

Ration No. 4.—Harder Labour.—For prisoners employed 
on harder labour, as by Schedule B attached, and for 
prisoners on ordinary labour serving sentences exceeding 
twelve mouths :—

Biead (females, 10 oz.) ......  24 oz. Salt.......... i oz.
Maize meal .......................... 6 ,, Sugar (ration),.. 1 ,,
Meat (females, 12 oz.) ........ 16 ,, Soap......... 4 ,,
Vegetables (females, 12 oz.) 16 „ Rico or bailey | ,,

Ration No. 5.—Solitary confinement:—
Bread...........................................................  10 oz.
Soap ............................................................. 4 ,,

Ration No. 6.—For debtors, prisoners under civil process, 
awaiting trial, under remand, and detained as witnesses 
for want of bail:—

Bread.................. Salt ........... ........ 4 oz.
Maize meal ......... ......... s „ Soap ............
Meat................... ......... 16 „ Rice .......... ......... j „
Vegetables ......... ........ 12 „ Sugar............ ......... 1 „

Ration No. 7.—For children of female prisoners above two 
and under eight years of age

Broad ............................ 8 oz. Sugar (ration) ....... 1 oz.
bleat.............................. 4 ,, Soap ....................... 4 >>
Milk ............................. 1 pt. “

Ration No. 8.—For children of female prisoners under two 
years of age ■—

Bread.,................... 4 oz. Sugar................................ 1 oz.
Milk ...... .....................Hpt. Soap ....................... 4 „

Ration No. 9.—Authorised to be issued to seventh-class 
prisoners according to regulations :—

Wheat bread.................. 16 oz. Sugar...................... 1 oz.
Maize meal...................... 8 ,, Soap ...................... 4
Meat ............................  8 ,, Salt ....................... 4 „
Potatoes.......................... 8 ,,

Daily scale of Rations for prisoners employed at the Public 
Works Prison, Trial Bay :—

14 lb. bread of fine wheaten and maize flour, iu the propor
tion of 4 of the latter : or

14 lb. bread of wheaten flour.
Fresh meat..................... 14 lb.
Vegetables..................... 1 ,,
Maize meal ................. 6 oz.
Tobacco (weekly)..........  2 ,,
Coffee ............................. 4 ,,

Salt ..................... 4oz'
Rice ...................... 1 „
Sugar...................... 14 ,,
Soap ................... ,,
Tea........................  J „

Schedule B.—Labour Scale.
Male Prisoners.

(On completion of tasks or recommendation of overseer,)
Light Labour.—Oakum picking, hair picking, coir balling, and other like light work.
Ordinary Labour.—Boot-making, bookbinding, tailoring, brush-making, painting, sweepers and cleaners, cooks, 

yardsmen, servants, cleiks.
Harder Labour.—Stone-cutting, hlacksmithing, carpentering, mat-making, excavating, road-work, iron and tin work.

Female prisoners.
Light Labour.—Hair picking, oakum picking, and other like light work.
Ordinary Labour.—Needlework, knitting, sweeping and cleaning, servants.
Harder Labour,—Washing

Note,—The Officer in charge may, in relation to any particular work not above specified, place any prisoner on the ordinary 
or harder labour diet, aud will report any such ease to the Comptroller-General. No. 2.
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' No. 2,
ReI'Okt ok Board.

girj Sydney, 28 November, 1SS8.
In accoivlunce with the memorandum of instructions enclosed in your letter of the 14th May last (88/338), we 

have the honor to report the results of tho inquiry with which we have been intrusted into the question of the prison 
dietary of the Colony. ... .

The points to which we were desired specially to direct our attention were :—
], The effects of the existing dietaries “upon the health of the prisoners, as well as their relation to discipline, to 

capacity for work, and to clime.'’ _ •
2. Whether “prisoners sentenced to short periods of imprisonment should be placed on a different diet from that of

persons sentenced to longer periods.”
3. Whether 11 in the event of tho adoption of the principle of variation of diet with length of sentences, prisoners

under long sentences should he placed at once upon the dietary belonging to such sentences, or should pass 
through these successive dietaries belonging to tbc shorter sentences.'’

“4. Whether the diet now in force is sufficient, and not more than sufficient, to maintain health and strength ; and to 
consider whether any rules can be laid down for establishing adequate cheeks upon the piactice of ordering extra 
diets or for the guidance of Medical Officers on this point.” '

“5. Whether, and how far. a reduction in diet can be made to secure the punishment for prison offences and under 
what system.”

In pursuit of our inquiries, we have obtained reports from the officers in charge and surgeons of the principal gaols, ■ 
and answers to communications addressed to the heads of the Penal Departments in the neighbouring colonies, with their 
dietary scales. .

The whole coirespondence forms an enclosure to this report. We attach hereto a revised scale which, in our judg
ment, would meet the penal requirements of tho Colony in respect of preservation of health, eflects in discipluic, and 
capacity for work. . .

By the existing scale the dietary is entirely regulated ou the piinciplo of duration of sentence, and quite irrespec
tively of labour. This was found to be a great” improvement on tlie formerly prevailing system of “ no labour ’ anil 
“ hard labour.” .... ,

After mature consideration, we have arrived at tiie conclusion that each system having its distinct advantages and 
fitness, it is desirable to weld them into the new scale in some modification of each, recognising both conditions.

There can he no question hut that the conditions of treatment during limited periods can, with objects both detci rent, 
aud disciplinary, he made much more stringent, and that amelioration in some mode of necessity must form an element in 
dealing with sentences of longer dinatiou. _ .

We also think that, in a modified form, the allowance should advance with time—so the ration No. 1 gives tho 
normal allowance, which is increased with servitude and the ulteriiatn e labour scale. _ _ _

From the information gathered, we are of opinion that the lowest time ration of the present scale, No. 1. is insufficient 
for sustaining constitutional strength, and for tlie performance of labour ; aud it would not appear that the very low 
ration (which provided ), lb. of meat weekly) has had. judging from the continual rcconvictions of the class of petty 
offenders to whom it was allotted, the deteirent effect that was contemplated.

In the proposed scale, rations Nos. 1 and 2 recast the allowance on tlie lines, to which we have referred, governed 
only hy the principle of time and irrespectively of labour.

The labour question is dealt with in Nos. 3 aud 4, aud the schedule attached, which define 11 ordinary” and “ harder 
labour,’’ and the scale proposed seems to us to be only what is commensurate with the additional constitutional demand on 
the prisoner. ... . .

In comparing tho scale of provisions in these Austiahan Colonies with those in the United Kingdom and foreign 
countries, it has to be horno in mind that here we are dealing witii a community of liberal dietary customs, especially in 
respect of meat, and that some relevancy should be maintained in prison to the consumption outside, hurther, iu regard 
to meat—the most impoiiant item— a difficulty in comparison, and also in estimating the ration, arises from tho difterouce 
existing in computing the allowance, by icasou of meat being, under various systems, allotted with or without bone, and 
cooked or uncooked—thus, 1 lb. of meat as issued in this Colony, when cooked and bone deducted, means 8 oz. ^ _

In pieparing our plan, due consideration has been given to the dietaries of the neighbouring colonies, and it will he 
found that our rccouuneudntions arc in substantial accoid witii the system of Victoria, the colony whose conditions approach 
most nearly to those of New South Wales.

The adoption of the proposed scale will obviate the occasion for extra diet being authorised by the .Smgeons, 
excepting in very exceptional conditions. ^

We think that the practice of allowing prisoners awaiting trial, and prisoners sentenced to imprisonment only, to 
provide their own food, as permitted by tho present regulations, should he discontinued, and alt rations for such persons 
be supplied hy the establishment according to our proposed scale. .

If this suggestion be adopted an alteration iu the regulations will liecome necessary.
We have, &c.,

HAROLD MACLEAN.
H. N. MacLAUJUN,
F, NORTON MANKIND,

The Honorable tho Minister of .1 uslice, MAURICE J. 0 CONNOR.
No. 3. _

Gentlemen, Department of Justice. Sydney, 7 December, 1S88.
I have the honor, by direction of tho .Minister of Justice, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th 

ultimo, reporting the results of your inquiries into the question of the prison dietary of this Colony, aud submitting 
therewith a revised scale of such dietary. ,

I am at the same time to inform you that the Minister has approved of the adoption of your report, together with the 
recommendations contained therein. .

The Minister desires me also to convey to you the thanks of the Government for the great service you have rendered 
them in your painstaking labour in connection with this subject, and for the valuable information and suggestions contained 
in the report you have been so good as to favour him with, I have, &<:.,

" ARCH. C. FRASER,
Under Secretary.

Harold Maclean, Esq. ; H. N. MacLaurin, Esq., M.D.; F. Norton Manning, Esq., M.D. ; Maurice J. O'Connor, Esq.,
L.R.C.S. Ircl., Sydney.

No. 4,
CrxER.-u, Order 2J4.

Rations : Explanation of.
Tm; following explanation regarding the application of ihe dietary scale is forwarded for gaolers’ guidance :—

No. 1 ration is for “ light or non-labour ’ prisoners serving sentences not exceeding six months, ami for first six months 
of sentence if serving longer peiiods.

No. 2 ration is for “light or non-lalomr” prisoners after service of six months of sentence to end of same, and all 
prisoners in sejiarate treatment not otherwise provided for.

No. 3 ration is for “ordinary labour” prisoners serving sentences not exceeding twelve months, who will be placed on 
this ration as soon as classified.

No. 4 ration is for “ ordinary labour'1 prisoneis serving sentences exceeding twelve mouths, and for “ hard labour” 
prisoners, irrespective of length of sentence. Both classes of prisoners will be placed on this ration as soon as 
classified.

Nos. 5, G, 7, 8, 0, aud 10 require no explanation. __ _
Note.—Prisoners awaiting classification for labour will be regarded as “ncm-lnboui11 prisoners pro tan, and placed 

on ration No, I. No. 5.
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No. 5.
Okkekai, Orders 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, and 82.

Jtulnlgences.
G.O. 77.) Labour Indulgences.

'W ell-conducted male prisoners, afler a nertnot nf tmdm months, arc authorised, on completion of their allotted task, to 
receive weekly tho following:—

Scale No. 1.—i ox. tea, 1 lb. sugar, 2 oz. tobacco.
. Seale No. 2.—4 oz. tea, 1 lb. sugar, H oz. tobacco. .

rJ’hc prisonets eligible for full indulgences of tobacco are those in occupations mentioned in Lubout Schedule A. t 
Others, such as sv, copers, cleaners, &.e,, fully employed in the work assigned to them, will be eligible for the lesser scale.

Iu cases where the work cannot lie measured by task, the maximum, or as the circumstances may seem to justify, 
lesser portions of the indulgence laid down as above, may he allowed upon the recommendations for industry'and good 
conduct of the overseer1 or other olliucr under whom the work is performed.

In cases of prisoners not completing their tasks, but who are sjiecially reported by the overseer or other officer 
directing the labour as working hard and doing tlieir best, they may he allowed the indulgence on the lesser scale, or 
a portion thereof, by the Gaoler. A list of all such cases must be kept.

A careful consideration is looked for from the officers making recommendations for indulgences.
In cases where by delay m supply of material, or other cause, prisoners are thrown out of work and there is no other 

work available, or are put to other work at which they1 do not earn the indulgence, the indulgence will he continued on the 
basis of tbc allowance they obtained the previous week.

H tlie Gaoler think it desirable in .a particular case, a special-treatment man who is behaving well may have 
indulgence, if earned, or if he lias been taken from work at which he was earning it. This will not, however, apply to 
prisoners placed in separate or special treatment for coercion, in which case they' will not he allowed any indulgence ,Int'iurr 
the timo of their punishment for coercion. °

Smoking in working hours is strictly' prohibited. Tobacco will not he allowed to any prisoner, of whatever class, 
under the age of 21 (twenty-one) yean-.

(G.O. 78.) indulgences on Holidays.
■\YKi.i..('oxnmTED prisoners who are earning indulgences will be permitted to receive horn friends at Christmas, Master, 
and Queen s Birthday- 3 lb, cooked meat, poultry, or fish ; 21b. bread ; 21b, vegetables ; 2 lb, pudding or cake i j lb. tea ;
1 lb. sugar; A oz. cheese ; i oz.. butter; 1 oz. mustard ; 1 oz.. pepper : 1 oz,. tobacco ; 1 doz. fruit; J pint milk.

Where a prisoner does not receive anything from friends, lie may purchase food from money in hand, within the 
foregoing description, to tho value of ,>s., but must uot transfer money to another prisoner for the purpose of purchasing.

. cas? prisoners who do not receive anything from friends, or who have no money, or who do not wish to spend 
their money in this way, the ordinary indulgences may on the above days be doubled. Prisoners who are within six months 
of their probable discharge will not be allowed to spend money in the purchase of indulgences, as they will need such money 
to help them on their liberation.

The indulgences being allowed for the respective holidays must not he saved up beyond tho day following, and 
cannot he taken on transfer to another gaol.

(G.O, 79) Allowance to Prisoners of 4th Class. ■
Prisoners of the -Itii class may' lie allowed to purchase or receive from tlieir friends weekly, in additiou to their ration__3
loaves bread, 2 lb. sugar, j Hi. tea, 2 oz.. tobacco, pipe, and matches.

(G.O. 80.) Allowance to Prisoners who support themselves.
Phisoxeus of the 3rd and 4tli classes wh.o support themselves will bo allowed to purchase or receive from thoir friends 
weekly:—7 loaves bread, 7 lb. meat, 7 lb, vegetables, i lb. tea, 1 lb. coffee (ot portion of each), 31b. sugar, 1 lb. butter,
1 lb. eh cose, 2 oz. tobacco, pipe, and matches, <tc. This includes for prisoners of 4lh class tho allowances before mentioned.

(G.O. 81.) indulgences to Jewish Prisoners,
.(liwi.-n prisoners will be allowed tlie special indulgences at their Passover and New Year instead of Christmas and Easter.
At the Passover the indulgence may lie provided by their friends. rl he indulgence on Queen’s Birthday v. ill apply to them 
as to other prisoners. 1

(G.O. 82.) Indulgences for certain Occupations, irrespective of Sentence.
Thk maximum indulgence will he allowed, irrespective of sentence or servitude, to male prisoners who are employed, as 

shown hereunder, but tlie number employed must not exceed those appeal ing on the following Schedule :—
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Albury................................................. l i i ... I 2
Armidalc......................................... ] 1 l 1
Puloela......................... l ] l
Bathurst ................................ 1 i i i 2 1 1 i 3 £
Bcrnmu ................................................ ] i j \ | . u
Dnrlinuhiu'st ....... 4.'...................... 1 .. i i o 3 1 o o
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19 ss

Deniliipiin ................................................ l o
Dubbo .................... 1 j r 1 o
Gmilburn............................................. i .. | i i 2 1 1 1 o 75
<*raftmi.................................................. i 9 X
Hay ................................................ .................... l 2
ilaitland ............................... 1 ... f i i i 1 L in cl
Mudgee ................................................. i 0 a
PatTftmnttib............................................ ] ... i i | 3 9 i 1 3 s
Tamworth ...................................................... l i 1 1 o
Wasrsta Waega ...................... l 9 "5
Wollongong........................... i 2
Yass..................................................... i . h 9 H
Young........................... ..................... i 1 i 2
Forbes .................................... l o
Wilcannia ......................................... 1

1 1 i 1 2

R\finpy : William ^nplnirnto fvulliok, ilovonmif-iif rrmter.r—1S97.
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